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WELCOMED

OUR

COVER

GIRLS

The Army, Navy and Marines
are represented by Brenda Joyce
as a Marine, Sheila Ryan as a
soldier and Arleen Whelan as a
sailor. They already have signed to
to take part in big Decoration Day
and Fourth of July celebrations in
Los Angeles. Brenda wears a red
sport shirt, Sheila a white one and
Arleen a blue one.

MAY
Sundays:

CALENDAR

OF

EVENTS

Inter-departmental Softball League games at La Cienega Play-

ground.
Inter-departmental Golf League playoffs at Rancho Golf Club.
Tuesdays: Rhumba and Conga Sessions every Tuesday nite at the Beverly Hills Athletic Club.
Thursdays: Badminton Class meets every Thursday nite at La Monica Badminton Courts, Santa Monica Pier.
SUNDAY, JUNE 15: FIRST ANNUAL Florentine Gardens Dinner Dance.
SUNDAY,

JUNE
22: SIXTH ATANNUAL
WOMEN’S
TOURNAMENT
RANCHO MEN
GOLFAND
CLUB.

GOLF

Published monthly at Beverly Hills. California, by and for the membership of Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club. Subscription price $1.00 per ye«r included «n
members' dues. Single copy, fifteen cents. Advertising rates furnished on request. Telephone: BRadshaw 22161, Station 1109.

RED CROSS CLASS
For AH Employees

Starts

Tuesday

Kite, June

10th

HERE ON THE LOT

COURSE— 12 LESSONS— 3 HOURS
(cost of text book

and

EACH— COST

bandages)

complete

course.

per person

90c
for

GOLF

TOURNAMENT
Rancho

CoU

Ciub

Men — $2.50 . . . Women — $1.50
Includes

Green

Sunday,
Storting

6 A.M.

Fee,

Lunch

June
on

both

tees

and

Dance

22, 194 i
(first and

tenth)

For Entry Blanks Call Studio Club — Stations 1108-1109

e
SOUNDINGS

OFF

News items of the month: Carl Faulk-

ner succumbed to the lure of the

dentist’s chair, and parted company
with a very choice molar, hfe must have
taken old-fashioned laughing gas 'cause
he's been chuckling ever since.
Don Flick made a hole in one at
Brentwood golf course — and he's hard
to get along with. I don't blame him!
Robert Gunn talked about buying
new tires for his car. Robert Gunn
bought new tires for his car. Robert
Gunn talked about losing his income tax
statement after It was all made out and
notarized. He found his income tax

ot
after playing on two teams all winter —
the Scratch League and Handicap
League — so he joined the summer
sion.

ses-

Kenny Williams Is the latest In this
department to start building his own
home. He will no doubt get a lot of
advice and suggestions from the many
home-owners here!
Frank Fore Is interested In reducing
— F.F.
diets. Anyone knowing of the best and
quickest way, contact him in the Film
Loading Department. Thank you!

PURCHASAY'S

If one

could imagine Red

ever being

quiet that long, and "us" hunting for
the highest mountain with the most
trees where our Real Silk boss and self
can do some climbing and lose (wishful thinking) some of those excess pounds
both accumulated during the inactivity
of the rainy season.
— G.L.

THE CUT-UPS

Three cheers for Peppi Torres who

braved the mine-infested waters between here and Spain. We all welcome
you back Peppi — and we sure enjoyed
those Imported cigars.

Hey girl s — what flame is calling our
confirmed bachelor, Dick Billings, Reb??

statement just where he had put It. Now

IN keeping with the Good Neighbor

he’s not talking about It any more.
Lorin Grignon discovered that you

"hello" — our first appearance In "Action." Secluded In the Cld Administra-

(Do you think he will?)
I won't mention this BLONDE girl's
name but she works In Mr. Dods' office
and she spoiled a heck of a good time

tion Building, we have felt like 'poor relashuns', but with all the new occupants
over here (such gorgeous cars parked
alongside our Elizabeth) we begin to
feel as though we belong.
Interspersed with the rush of work,
plans for coming vacation time are
creeping In. Mr. Kelley Is driving to
Canada, Laurine Allen (she hopes) to

for us. Bill Murphy, our 'tall, dark and
handsome,' (just the opposite of Stanley Rabjohn) has a new house and he
had the gang all rounded up for a swell
house-warming and I was picked to buy
the drinks. I really volunteered because
there Is an undercurrent of whispering
that I am tighter than George Gittens.

can't run two domiciles as cheaply as
one — so he has rented his house at Laguna. No more
for him.

week-end

commuting

Harry Proodlan — not to be outdone
by the majority — got himself a fine case
of the flu — and was absent for several
days. We missed him.
Orville McCann's

desert home is near-

ing completion,
and Mr. Gunn's
wood
manse, construction
of Westwhich
stopped when the rains came, will have
the skeleton framework up shortly, we
hope, we hope. Can't hold out too long
for that housewarming.
Eugene Francis Grossman is all smiles
these days, for some reason. Why,
Eugene Francis????
Jimmy Trucano has mastered the art
of rhumba. Step up, Senores.
With the advent of Spring, thoughts
are turning to vacation time and maps
are being studied diligently by all and
sundry.
We'll be seeing you.

LOADING

— M.D.

RUMORS

Ensign Bob Graham, former book-

keeper and film splicer from the Film
Loading Department is now a regular
officer on the United States Battleship,
New Mexico. When last heard from Enlulu.

sign Graham was in Pearl Harbor, Hono-

Eddie Nugent, former film delivery
boy, has now taken over the bookkeeping duties previously held by Ensign
Graham. The vacancy left by Nugent's
promotion is now being filled by Marvin
Stromberg, and he is quickly learning
the film delivery duties.
Scotty McEwen wants to be sure he
doesn't lose any of his bowling rhythm.

trend of the times, we duck in to say

New

Well the 'blonde bombshell' is swell for

York, "Casey Jones" Barrows probably camping In his garage with that
electric train he bought his baby daughter. Bill Marsh Is leaning toward Yellowstone. Pete Montemurro, we imagine,
will be gardening around that new

this discount stuff and I'm not really
tight but a penny saved is a penny
earned. She finally said she could get It
wholesale and I gave her twenty cents
— half of what I had saved! I wanted to

home.

get Coca Cola, but Root Beer is cheaper and it tastes just as good. But when
we took the count there were exactly

Red Archer "just siftin' around."

two coming — Gittens and I! (You'd think
they wanted champagne or something.)
If the girl in Mr. Dods' office (not the
brunette) had kept It a secret someone
would surely have brought a mix to go
with the rootbeer.
Scooping the scooper — Mary Crumley had her car stolen and Jack Wells
has been mighty quiet of late — well
maybe we better skip it.
Betty Wilcox sure had a good time
at the Studio Club Annual Party.
Everyone just raved about her new gown
— that she took back ten times!
The Cutting Department has entered
a strong team in the studio soft ball
league. We ended up second last year
and this year we're going to cop it,
"Aren't we, fellas?"
Harvey

Manger

is getting younger

every day — last week we saw him carrying three cans! Dick Skidmore and Bruce
Sam's Navy!
Pierce may soon be 'middies' in Uncle
Anyone anxious to purchase a partly
used ski-lift ticket, contact Jerry Webb.
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A GRIP ON

THINGS

FONE

ROOM

PONIES

Henry (Hank) Gerzen, first grip to do TO me a bicycle Is an Infernal ma-

his part in the detense plan, was
tendered a tarewell dinner by the majority ot the boys. Hank will be stationed in New Jersey.
Also on tour in Missouri is Roger
ot "Belle Starr.”
second unit
Murphy,
Just checking
in trom Cuba is Leo

McCreary. Leo is practically ambassador at large tor the grip department
with our Southern neighbors.
Geo. Van Anterwerp (Bunky) to his
triends, strenuously denies that the story
ot his death has any body to it.
A. B. (Jack) Shea must have some
butcher blood in his veins. The manner
in which he slices meat is a joy to
behold.
An

orchid to
mings and actor
splendid donations
sott ball team

was a kid and I'm afraid it's too late
now. But my opinion of these lethal
weapons evidently does not coincide
with what these girls and their companions Anna Henry, Frankie McLaughlin and Bette Moore think of them. On
a recent weekend spent in Palm Springs,
I'm told they held up traffic and scandalized the church goers by cycling all
over that pleasant mecca. They stayed
at the Royal Palms, lunched at the
Colonial House, bowled a little and
came on duty Monday morning a little
tired but happy — having had a VERY
good time.

Director Irving CumRandy Scott tor their
that enabled the grip
to blossom out real

pretty, and incidentally in their frst
game, walloped the prop department
titteen to nothing.
Grip department reports two teams
will enter the golt tournament.
Pete Bartolomeo, completely recovered from his nasty spill of last month.
Nice seeing you again, Pete.
We also welcome to the grip fold
Charley Rose, for many years key grip
with the Hal Roach company.
Earl Mussey and Jim Lavin can no
longer hang around pool halls and other
wayside spots, both incidentally were
married on the same day. Congratulations from all the boys. Too bad you
couldn't have gotten together: you
might have split the minister's fee and
saved two bucks. P.S. I could have got
it for you wholesale.
Mystery Note: "Who killed Annie?"
The entire Sun Valley company underwent a third degree up north when it
was discovered that Annie, beloved
deer pet of the community had been
killed by a hit and run driver. A lot of
people greeted Bruce Hunsaker on his
return home and many more stayed for
dinner. I wonder?
On location with the Belle Starr company:
Saul Wurtzel, assistant director,
smacking his lips at the size of his luncheon steak, only to find out it was a
special ordered for Mr. Cummings.
Duke Abrams, props, passing out cigars. Almost created a riot. They are
just a little dry, boys . . . Yeah, crush
'em and you can use 'em for snuff.
Juicer Earl Spicer and gang yelling
"sorehead" at a certain grip who refused to consider it funny when they
deluged him with a tidal wave while
crossing one of the creeks. He paid
them back . . . broke them all playing
gedunk.
Nice teamwork among the various
crews. Can't say when I have seen
closer cooperation. The unit of youth,
I calls it.
— W.F.
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chine bent solely upon my destruction. Never learned to ride one when 1

wet feet — no sneezes — no flu — no pneumonia. Just think of the trouble he Is
saving the prospective pneumonia victim AND David Alleman. Thanks a million Joel
Here's one for the book: Our telephone man, Mr. WInan, has not been inside a motion picture show in two years!
Bet he's a good pinochle player. Or Is
It checkers, Mr. WInans?
The girl who trots
with dabs of green
and here and there,
Frankie McLaughlin.

around Culver City
paint on her face
is none other than
She Is really spring

cleaning in a big way. Has painted her
fence an attractive green and white,
painted all the window frames and
screens, and can be seen daily on her
hands and knees frantically digging
dandelions out of her lawn. What Frankie
thinks of a dandelion is unprintable but
I wholly agree with her. I have a lawn
too.
— C.N.

PLASTER

CRACKS

NOW that Bowling Season Is a thing
Anna

Henry, Nettle McLaughlin,

Bette Moore

of the past, baseball's popularity
seems to be growing with leaps and
bounds, and it looks as though the boys
despite those aches and pains are sure
to make this one of the most competitive and highly spirited seasons of all.
If last week's games are to be an example of what Is yet to come.

Vacations are being seriously discussed In this department as to who,
when and where to go. Helen Cochrane

George bowlers.
Cooke, oneIs ofnow
the Staff's
amateur
talkingfew
in
monosyllables again. It seems that a
close friend of his has deserted him and

Peggy Crissman of Western Avenue have already taken one week each

is destined to make a place for himself
on the pace setting Plaster Nine!
All the bowlers are asking the same

and

of just having fun, and are now back on
the job. They say delayed sweets are
always the best so Peggy and Helen are
really getting down to some serious
planning for that second week they are
entitled to.
This month's 'Believe it or not': While
motoring through Mojave last Sunday,
Eleanor Spies decided to stop at a gas
station to buy some gas and powder her
nose. While in the Powder Room some
one rattled the door knob, which we all
know is quite Irritating. Upon leaving,
Eleanor was most outraged to find a
very astonished gentleman waiting just
outside. After indignantly glaring him
down, the sign above the door caught
her eye. Horrors! It only contained
THREE LETTERS! If you'll moisten a finger and touch Eleanor's cheek you can
still hear a slight sizzle.
Right here and now I wish to pay
tribute In behalf of myself and this entire department to a gentleman whose
voice we love to hear and to whom, we
enjoy giving the best service possible.
Can safely say he Is the biggest man on
the lot — in size, heart and disposition.
We like you Mr. Sllvey.
And while we are on the subject we
believe a lot of thanks should go to Joe
Hirigoyen for his rainy day bus service.
Park your car, sit still and the bus will
pick you up and deposit you high and
dry at the door of your department. No

question — "Why must we, after having
perfected our underhand comparable to
the best, forsake that art, and learn to
throw those fast overhanded ones?"
"Eric" Erickson, the diminutive Swede,
has only one answer: it's just too bad
that we can't all be versatile!
Mystery of the week . . . The Boss Is
looking for a diagnostician. Just can't
understand why a right-handed man
should suffer from pains in the left arm.
Probably he has forgotten that when
one slides one is not to start the slide
on the neck or shoulder.
The boys in the outfield lost Interest
in our game after the first two innings
In which the Labor NIte Owls luckily
gathered two hits. However, they
served the club admirably while scouting
Transportation's listless game. So it is
understood that our pitching staff Is to
let the boys hit . . . come this Sunday.
I think I speak for the Club as a
whole when I say that I was greatly disappointed bythe absence of our Mas"Pee-Wee"
cot, namely, Robert
Nevertheless,
I believe
that an O'Neill.
excuse
given so conscientiously as Bob's should
be accepted. However, 1 think It only
fair that Bob either take the glove home
to the kid or come

through with a confession. — A.N.
. . . Continued on Page 15

JOIN NOW!

THE OPEN

Group Insurance Drive On
Advantages Outlined
In Individual
Case
SINCE January I, 1936 your Studio
has carried a Group

Insurance Plan

written by John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company for the benefit of its
employees. Since that time insured employees have received over ThreeHundred and Fifteen Thousand Dollars,
($315,000.00) in benefits paid to them.
This large amount indicates the necessity and advantages of Group Insurance.
So that you may better understand
the advantages we write you the following history taken from the files of the
Group Insurance Department. We shall
call the employee Howard Roland, his
real name can not be used for obvious
reasons.
"On June the first, 1940 Mr. Roland had an attack of acute appendicitis and was unable to go to
work. He called his family physician and was told by him that an
immediate operation was necessary. Inasmuch as Roland was insured under Class Three in our
Studio Group Insurance, he called
the Group Department before
leaving for the Hospital to make
the necessary arrangements to receive his benefits.
The first two weeks his case progressed normally. Each Monday a
check for $20.00 was mailed to his
home covering benefits due him
under his classification. Weekly
Hospital bills were forwarded to
the Group Insurance Office for reimbursement at the rate of $5.00
a day and a maximum of $25.00
for the use of surgery, laboratory
and anesthetic. Without any warning Roland's
for the worse
For seventy
was confined

condition took a turn
and peritonitis set in.
days Howard Roland
to the hospital after

whi ch time he was

sent home

to

recuperate. (Under the Group Plan,
employees are entitled to seventy
days confinement in a hospital and
are reimbursed at the rate of $5.00
a day.) When Mr. Roland returned
home his physical condition did not
improve, in fact he grew steadily
worse. During February, 1941
Howard Roland died."
In summarizing the case of Howard
Roland one can not help but realize the
foresightedness of this man, for by paying ninety cents a week on his Group
Insurance Policy, he and his wife received the following benefits:
26 Weekly Benefit Checks
of $20.00 each
$ 520.00
70 days confinement in
hospital at $5.00 per
day
Reimbursement

for

Surgeon
Special Hospital fees

$ 350.00
$

100.00

(Laboratory, Anesthetic,
Surgery)
$
Death Benefit paid to

25.00

wife (under extended
Death Benefit Plan) ... $2,000.00
Total Benefits

$2,995.00

We admit that this case is unusual,
however, this situation did exist and the
same circumstances may arise in your
family.
For you who are not insured under
the Group Plan a special arrangement
wi II be made. Upon making application
for Group Insurance a free medical examination will be obtainable. Call Dave
Alleman on Extension 559 or 1165 for
an appointment. A complete explanation of Group Insurance has been forwarded toyou.

JOIN

NOW!

FORUM

Whatever happened to the hundreds
of employees that notified the Studio
Olub that they were interested in
Dramatics?
We

have all the studio facilities at

our disposal, a pledge from the writers
and certain directors to assist us, costumes to chooose from and a stage to
put our plays on. Yes, all of this, and
it's impossible to get more than half a
dozen people to show up for a rehearsal
— I know because we tried it.
If you're really interested, leave your
name at the Studio Club office, but only
if you're willing to show up and really
work. <We have a grand chance to really do
something, express ourselves, and have
a load of fun besides.
LET'S GET GOING!
— Bill Goldman, Mill.

ARE YOU

A BOTTLENECK?

Are you a cigar butt flipper?
Do you flick matches away without putting them out?
Do you use the sound stage
floor tor an ash tray?
It you do, you are a bottleneck
In the Fire Department's detense
tires.
program tor the prevention ot
According to the Fire Department, the greatest percentage ot
tires are caused by carelessness.
Theretore, the clarion call ot
"Think Satety" is again issued to
remind those who smoke on stages.
H. M. Siegel, Western Avenue
Fire Chief recently recalled the
ever-present tire hazards necessitated In the production ot motion
"It Is important and necessary
pictures.
tor our company to carry a large
amount ot Fire Insurance. This protects our employees. Let us prove
to them by complying with our tire
prevention methods that we appreciate this protection."
Remember to "Think Satety"
the next time you smoke on a
stage and "Feed the Smoke Pots"
your cigarette butts and matches.

Vic Christensen, Ass't Studio Manager and Studio Club President, says,
"Every employee, regardless of his or
her income, should participate in our
Group

Insurance Plan."
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FIRST MAIL BOY RECRUITED

OUT OUR WAY

I WAS mi nding my own business the

other day . . . when it suddenly
dawned on me that someone should
take it upon himself fo write
covering the north lot . . .
many a department on this
care of their own chatter . .

a column
true, that
end takes
. but how

about those offices that don't boast of
a worker who gets a brainstorm and
ba ngs out a column? . . . and I can
even find an excuse for those who mean
well but keep postponing it until they
find themselves too old to handle a
pencil . . .
But what interests me mainly is giving
due credit to those unsung heroes and
heroines who never get into print . . .
swell people such as Ruby and Inez who
are loved by everyone on this end . . .
or should I say beloved? These gals
have devoted a good chunk of their
lives to keeping a hungry mob on the

To farewell
occasion luncheon
Dick Faralla's
leaving
for thethedraft,
mailfrom
boys their
are ranks
pictured
at the
tendered
to honor
first the
recruit
to
answer the call to colors. Dick is seen at head of table with hand on chin. Others
present include Bob Sies, Cathey Burrow, Sid Cagan,
von Stroheim, Jr., Edgar French, and Lloyd Allen.

Bill Mace, Bob Leach, Erich

Dick Faralla Leaves:
Honoring Dick Faralla, the first mail boy to leave for the draft, his fellow
constituents in the mail room tendered him a farewell luncheon in the Cafe de
Paris.
Adding levity to the occasion, several melodramatic
to Godspeed the recruit on his way.
Faralla parried the mock

testimonials were offered

seriousness by admitting that the closest he had

ever been to a uniform was in the back room

of the men's wardrobe.

"But march-

ing should be a cinch," he added, "after two years in the mail department."
Dick will be stationed in the Seventeenth Infantry at Ford Crd near Monterey.

north lot well fed . . . They've taken
a Janios eatery and endowed it with a
homelike atmosphere that is positively
refreshing ... the men in the time
offices . . . the lumber checkers . . . the
keepers of the storeroom . . . through
which passes a million dollars worth of
requisitions each year . . . The scene
dock crew that controls an ingenious
system of keeping tab of every unif,
door, railing, sfairs, efc. thaf we see
stored on the golf course and in the
huge bins along the road . . . The scene
dock alone could use a full page to get
you acquainted with them . . .All
these people deserve a rousing cheer
. . . not because they happen to work
at their respective jobs . . . granted they
all get paid
because their
willingness to
has made this
. . . and that
Lillian in the

for fheir work . . . but
spirit of cooperation and
help the other fellow out
a pleasant place to work
goes double for our gal
Credit Union and also

let's not forget that genial gentleman
whom most of us turn to sooner or
laterfather
... Iconfesso
mean by and
that referee
. . . that
the
of he's
the
r

SECRETARIES

MAKE

GOOD

Helen V. Smith and Eve Benedict
starting together as secretaries on

this lot, have become a "hot" writing
team and have also sold a number of
yarns individually.
Helen Smith, formerly Helen Vreeland, resigned from studio secretariat
and is now the wife of an ex-Navy
officer, working at home. She has sold
three originals and is collaborating with
Eve Benedict (Eve Golden, sister of Max
Golden) on a Navy wife fale. She has
written two originals.
8

OFFICER

HARRY
BACK

FINK
IN THE

PINK

north lot . . . and we think he's tops
. . . I refer to no other than Phil Adams
. . . and if that sentence is misconstrued
— B.G.
as "Red
appling" I might add that I'm
lot
.
.
.
expressing the sentiments of all the north

POLICE Officer Harry Fink, who has
been smiling around our studio for the

past five years, is back on the lot in topflight condition after a stay at the Veterans' Hospital.
One of the soldiers who served in
several major engagements during the
last V/orld War, Fink visited the hospital for a two-day check-up. Due to his
condition, a result of being gassed during the war, he was kept under observation for three and a half weeks.

*

*

♦

Henry Goldfarb, Ass't Laboratory
Supervisor, says, "I have proved to any
interested employees here at Western
Avenue that our Group Insurance protection is the cheapest and best that
can be purchased

at any Studio."

Nearly IOOO member of the 20th
Century-Fox

^reutedt s.

unce

innei^

organization

Studio

augmented by hundreds of noted newspaper writers and scores of screen,
stage and radio stars, celebrated their
second annual spring fiesta at the Biltmore Bowl Saturday, April 26.
It was a gay night of festivities that
started at 8 p.m. and lasted until dawn
— a night that proved anew that the
20th Century-Fox studio organization is
one big happy family, the happiest,
friendliest and most cheerful family in
the motion picture industry.
From an entertainment standpoint the
party was a terrific success, far surpassing last year's Earl Carroll affair. The
floor show, m.c.'d by Milton Berle, was
worth ten times the price of admission.
The setting was perfect — the architecturally rich beauties of the Biltmore as
a background for the hundreds of beautifully gowned women and their escorts
in evening dress.
Three of the nation’s most

famous

bands provided music: Glenn Miller's,
which many declare is America's No.
One organization, Jose Pablo's rhumba
band and Garwood Van's recording
band.
The evening began with cocktails in
the Biltmore lounge, followed by dinner
and dancing until 10:30 when the show
began. Following the show, which lasted
until I p.m., dancing continued until
dawn.
Milton Berle, Introduced

by Darryl

Zanuck, was a riot. Berle's first tribute
and wisecrack of the evening was di-

uccedS

of his cracks:
"I just signed a new seven year contract with Darryl Zanuck and now I'm
waiting for him to sign it.
"There goes a husband. A husband
is a sweetheart whose nerve has been
deadened.
"I laughed so hard at Benny last
week that I dropped my pencil and
"Vic Christensen, president of the
paper.
Studio Club, and assistant casting director Bill Mayberry, are to be congratulated: they went to virtually no
expense in putting this show on.

Others sitting close to Mr. Zanuck's
party were Fannie Brice, Alan Hale, Mr.

the

and Mrs. Pat O'Brien.
Even young Jane Withers had a party

aisle: a honeydew melon on legs?"
"Here comes Joan Bennett and the

of fourteen, including Freddie Bartholomew, Jeanne Hewlett and Buddy Pep-

Lone Wanger."
"Laugh and the world laughs with
you. Cry and they put you in a Bette

per, Mary McOarty and Jack Hughes,
Thelma Mundy and Bob Jolley, Elta
Stewart and Judd Rainey, Miss Cissy

picture."mill about him: "What
Davis
As waiters

is

Bartholomew, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Withers, and Miss Josephine Rainey.

The studio club fiesta was a real tri-

Miss Jane Darwell's guests included
Stoddard Hancock of Chicago, Miss

"What

is that sneaking down

this? The entrance to an alley?"

umph for the new organization which
is putting the club over in a big way.

This organiza
is t;
headed
by Jolley
"Vic"
sen, tion
Christen
presiden
Walter
and Emilio de Lavigne, vice-presidents;
Kathleen Ridgeway, secretary; and Harold Bow, treasurer.
The officers worked hand in hand with
of Bill Mayberry, "Doc" Bishop and Ben
Wurtzel, to make the affair an outstanding funfest as well as a successful means

Dorothy Dandridqe, little "Stash" Clements of "Tall, Dark and Handsome"
fame: Abbott and Costello, Carmen

of augmenting the club's welfare funds.
The event got nationwide publicity,

the Studio Club's
of controllers who

minister to the recreation, community
and charitable wishes and needs of 20th
Century-Fox employees, through the
Studio Club. Mr. Zanuck pointed out
that the evening's dinner-dance and
fiesta provided the money to carry on
this commendable studio club program,
including the vital welfare work among
the needy.

Mr. Zanuck

introduced

Jack Benny,

who soon starts work on "Charley's
Aunt"; Harry Rapf of M.G.M. and Harry Warner of Warner Brothers.
Milton Berle was in top form. Some

Mrs. Joseph Schnitzer, Harry Rapf and
Al Strelsin.

Spotlight catches top of Ray's head and
Berle peers through the audience and
says:

a big hit I am."
Ames and Arno, Ella Logan, the
Merry Macks, the Nicholas Brothers and

who complimented
officers and board

At were
Mr. and
Koenig's
table
Mr. Mrs.
and William
Mrs. Harry
M.
Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs Leo Forbsteln, Mr. and

Producer and Mrs. Sol M. Wurtzel's
guests included Mr. and Mrs. Lou Anger, Dr. and Mrs Herman Semenov, Paul
Wurtzel and Philip Haaf of St. Louis.

the entertainment

The evening's entertainment was preceded by a short talk by Darryl Zanuck

Mr. and Mrs. Lew Schrelber's guests
included Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Ratoff,
Sonja Henle and Dan Topping, Ann
Shirley and John Payne, Lynn Bari and
Walter Kane, Mr. and Mrs. Mack Gordon, and Mr. and Mrs. Don Ameche.

"Charley Hall is a gentleman. I saw
him come out of a door with 'Gentlemen' over it, so I'm sure."
Ray Dannenbaum squats down the
aisle, after talking to Carmen Miranda.

rected at Dynamo. "I just saw next
week's 'Dynamo'," said Berle, "and it
says what a wow this party is and what

Miranda, Virginia O'Brien and Laird
Cregar with Milton Berle in a fantastic
skit provided the bulk of the hilarious
evening of entertainment.

and Mrs. (Louella Parsons) Harry Martin, Annabella and Tyrone Power, Betty
Grable and George Raft, Joan Bennett
and Walter Wanger.

committee,

consisting

owing to the fact that Harry Brand's
publicity department saw to it that the
foremost newspaper and magazine writers of the nation were invited and
entertained.
Thomas

K. Little, head of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox' property department, personally designed the live flower and tree
decorations which, with the gay evening
gowns of feminine guests, made the
scenes at the de luxe Biltmore Bowl a
true spring fiesta. All of the famous
artists appearing on the program donated their services.
The Nicholas Brothers and Dorothy
Dandridge got a big hand for their
"Chatanoooga Choo-Choo"
from "Sun Valley."

number

The star and executive-studded audi-

ence included many large and small
dinner-dance groups. Guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Darryl Zanuck at their table included Mr. and Mrs. William Goetz, Dr.

Emogene Burr of Honolulu: Miss Darwell's nieces — Mary Ogden with Robert
Smith, Daphne Ogden with Bob Nicholas, and Miss Darwell's nephew, Winston

At another table were Cesar Romero
Ogden.
with 20th's new find, Janls Carter
("Panama Hattie," soloist), Carole Landis and George Montgomery, Mr. and
Mrs. John Sutton, Dorothy Manners and
Walter Ramsey, Cobina Wright, Jr. and
Bob Stack, although the latter appeared
late, since Cobina first had to appear
at the Candlelight Ball at the Ambassador Fiesta Room, where she sang, ' My
Heart Still Beats For You," the song
Mario Braggiotti wrote especially for
Auxiliary.)
her. (Candlelight Ball was a benefit for
the Juniors of the Social Service
Mr. and Mrs. William Perlberg's
guests included George Burns and
Grade Allen, Mary Livingstone and
Benny and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Jack
Kohlmar.
Guests at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Metzler's table included Colonel and Mrs.
Jason Joy, Mr. and Mrs. George Wasson, Commander and Mrs. A. J. Bolton,
Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene
Mr Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Al Newman,
and O'Neil,
Mr. and
Jack Codd.
At Mr.
andCarmen
Mrs. William
LeBaron's
table
were
Miranda,
Alan
Curtis and Ilona Massey, Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Bowman, Charlies Friedman, and
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Welch.
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No.

I— Mitton

Mr.
and

Wm. Goetz. No. 3— Now, Colonel, it wasn't THAT funny! No. 4— Sam Israel didn’t want to have his picture taken (MUCH) with Charlotte Greenwood
her husband. No. 5— Glenn Miller and his band won life memberships in the Studio Club by their sensational performance which was deeply appreciated

Berle had

a rough

time

of It with

the

little man

from

Brooklyn

. - . Stash

Clement.

No.

2 — Ty Power,

Annabella,

Mr.

Zanuck,

Mrs.

Zanuck

and

by everyone. No. 6— America's No. I comedian substantiated his title and he's a cinch to run for the next seven years. No. 7 — Mr. Darryl F. Zanuck started
off the proceedings with a warm, friendly welcome to the 1100 guests. No. 8 — There were none there to deny that Carmen Miranda is the greatest and most
popular foreign artist ever to appear in Hollywood. After doing five shows at the Chinese Theatre she was still tops at midnight. No.^ 9 — Ttie production
office was well represented by Beevo and Don with their charming lady friends. No. 10 — Mr. and Mrs. C)on Ameche really enjoyed their steaks. No. II
Ella Logan made 1100 more friends. No. 12 — William LeBaron. new 20th Century-Fox executive, makes his first appearance. No. 13 — Ruth Thayer thought that
the souvenir program was good enough for the Cafe de Paris. No. 14 — Sammie Benson was there like Mrs. Astor's horse. No. 15 — Abbott and Costello were

never

better.

No.

16 — We

wonder

what

Cesar

had

to say to Carole

. . . ! No. 17 — As

usual, the Nicholas

Brothers

never

missed

a step.

No.

18

The

photogenic

Mary Crumley. No. 19 — Carmen Miranda's sisters, Milton Berle and Laird Cregar closed the show with a bang . . . and what a bang! No. 20 — Walter Strohm
wanted to be exclusive. No. 21 — Mr. and Mrs. Koenig's guests included Mr. and Mrs. Harry Warner and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rapt of Warner Brothers and
M-G-M respectively. No. 22 — What are you looking at so intently, Roger? That's Thornton Freeland and June Clyde with you. No. 23 Mr. and Mf^s. Peg
Murray of cartoon fame really enjoyed the dinner. No. 24 — It was a gala affair for Johnnie Lavin and his gang. No. 25 — Mr. Zanuck only said half of
he congratulated Glenn Miller and his boys. No. 26 — Even Big Ben Wurtzel had no complaints to offer after everything was over. No. 27— The Merry Macks
lived up to their name and then some. No. 28 — Lefty Hough finished work in time to make the party. No. 29 — This is_ one time Dan Clark d»dn t find his table
in the entrance to the exit. No. 30 — Mr. and Mrs. Vance Thrasher and Mr. and Mrs. Phil Adams never missed a thing. In the background Mrs. Jason Joy
seems to be enjoying the program at Mr. and Mrs. Metzler’s table. No. 31 — Art Miller and Rolla Flora showed that they could turn on the heat themselves
— It was a gala affair for Johnnie Lavin and his gang. No. 33 — Virginia O'Brien with her dead-pan was one of the big hits ot the
No. 32
cameramen.
the No.
for
show.
34 — Garwood
Van and his band did a great job of playing for the show.

Swelling the mail bag with letters
from each of their respective camps,

WHEREAS at the said gala dinner
dance Milton Berle did untiringly give
his all; and
WHEREAS Milton Berle was terrific;
and
WHEREAS
ous; and
WHEREAS

Milfon Berle is pictured accepting the motion
picture camera from Studio Club President, Vic
Christensen.
Second

The gift was

presented

ciation for Berle's assistance
Annual Dinner Dance.

in appre-

in staging

the

|N APPRECIATION

of his cooperation
I and direction on the
Second Annual
Dinner Dance at the Biltmore Bowl, the
Board of Controllers of the Studio Club
presented Milton Berle with a "foolproof" 16 m.m. motion picture camera.
In modestly accepting the gift, Berle
stated that he expected to loan the
camera to his aunt to photograph his
unemployed uncle as he starved to
death.
After the levity of the occasion had
subsided, he became a paid-up member
of the club and assured the Board of
Controllers that he would be more than
pleased to function again at any time
his services might be required.
In addition to the camera, which he
will learn how to operate under the direction of Dan Clark, he was presented
with a scroll which reads as follows:

Milton Berle was stupendMilton Berle was colossal;

and
andWHEREAS

Milton Berle was superb;

WHEREAS

Milton Berle was even

BE IT KNOWN. THEREFORE resolved, that the Twentieth Century-Fox
good Club by its officers whose names
Studio
are subscribed at the end hereof does
as a token of the said Studio Club's
deep appreciation, hereby appoint
MILTON BERLE its CHIEF MASTER OF
CEREMONIES tor all future occasions

"To say that your surprise package
was a pleasant one would be a gross
understatement. Not only speaking for
myself, but I'm sure for practically every
one
thatsurprise
has hadliketo the
answer
the "Call,"
a little
one you
people
are sending, indeed, gives us that
"GGGrand and glorious feeling , . . "
Harold Roth
"The package of cigarettes and
candy was. Indeed, a pleasant surprise.
I was as pleased at your thoughtfulness
as by the contents of the package,
which were enjoyed . . . My regards to
Jack Savage and the boys. Also, the
members

of the Little Theatre."
Marc Garber

of like consequence for a period commencing with the date hereof and continuing thereafter for SEVEN (7) YEARS
(subject, however, to the approval of
Darryl Zanuck at the end of each one
year of the term hereof)
And the said Studio Club does hereby present MILTON BERLE with the
accompanying 16 m.m. motion picture
camera as a further token of its appreciation.
In witness whereof the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club does hereby execute this document on the 1st day of
May, 1941 A.D.

Wrapping bundles for Twentieth’s draftees
are left to right: Jean Benson, Kathleen Ridgeway, Ethel Schneider, Frieda Zuck, and Marie
Lent. Packages were sent to eleven camps extending the length of the Pacific Coast.

"Surprised I was, and agreeably so,
for a count of three. Count one: Your
cheerful letter voicing a desire to keep
in touch with us fellows, which gives
one the feeling that he is not an ex-

WITNESSETH
THAT WHEREAS on the night of
April 26th, 1941 A.D. the Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club did sponsor
and hold its Second Annual Gala Dinner Dance at the Los Angeles Biltmore
Bowl; and
WHEREAS the aforesaid gala dinner
dance has since been acclaimed by in
excess of Eleven Hundred enthusiastic
members of the aforesaid Studio Club
to have been the epitome of entertainment and tun; and

"Twentieth's Own" was profuse in acknowledging sincere and wholehearted
thanks. A few excerpts from the letters
are representative of the reaction:

Vic Christensen,

assisted by Henry

Goldfarb,

displays scroll naming Milton Berle as Studio
Club's Chief Master of Ceremonies.

on a forcedemployee,vacation,
anxious
to
but just one and
of the
"Folks"
get back on the job . . .
The second count: A copy of ACTION shook my timbers from stem to
stern, and a promise of action on ACTION and smokes each month just about
scuttled the old battle craft. Yours TruAndrew
ly, for a third count
. . ." A. Cooney
"I was indeed surprised to receive
your welcome package and letter. It
sure took care of the cigarette situation
for quite a while. My bunk mates and
I certainly enjoyed the candy and chewing gum you sent ..."

SECURING a spontaneous response of

support from every department
head and executive on the lot and listing numerous donations from fellow
workers in every department, the
"Buck-A-Month" Club was successfully
launched to send cigarettes and candy
12

to all Twentieth draftees.
In appreciation for the first supply of
the unexpected packages of cigarettes,
pipe tobacco, candy, and Action Magazine, the Studio Club received individual replies from each of the grateful
draftees.

Lee R. Oakes

"Thank you very much for your surprise package. It is certainly good to
be remembered by my old friends at
T.C.F. I hope that you will make my
deep appreciation known to those who
are responsible."

(Continued

Bob Wellington
on Page

19)

anon

w.

SUSABELLE was really very tired. It

had been a hard day on the set with
many things going wrong and the script
girls, as always, being obliged to shoulder the blame. Thank heaven this was
the last scene they would shoot.

"Print It," the director shouted and
Susabelle sighed her gratitude.
The lights were killed and people
started to move off the set, among
them the six dancing girls working In
the cafe sequence. Susabelle looked at
them now with ill-concealed envy as,
graceful in their pink and blue chiffons,
they hurried toward the dressing rooms.
All day they had been the center of
attention. All day they had been fussed
over and catered to, and now at six
o'clock their work was finished. They
could do as they liked, while she must
stay to complete her notes and make
out her lengthy report.
With another sigh, she moved to her
typewriter and started her task wearily,
straining her eyes in the dimly lit corner,
hurrying so that she might finish in
time to grab a sandwich and still get
to the Balmar Dance Studio by 7:30.
That was the time set for her lesson.
And the lesson was very important indeed.
She wasn't going to be a script clerk
all her life. Three years of the nerve-

wracking, exacting job was enough. She
was preparing to better herself, and it
was to that end she spent every Monday, Wednesday and Friday evening at
dancing school.
Monsieur Balmar said she was progressing nicely and that gave her hope
— hope that she might soon be one of
the visions in chiffon floating gracefully
in front of the camera instead of a
harassed
hind it.
And

little drudge

laboring

be-

the very thought of that hope

gave her added strength. Her exhaustion seemed to dissolve away and she
typed on with energetic swiftness.
So engrossed was she with her work
that for a long while she was not aware
of Corinne, one of the dancing girls,
standing close behind, peering over her
shoulder.
"Mind

if I watch?"

"Of course not — although It can't be
very
interesting."
"Oh,
but it is to me.
Susabelle,
fascinating."

I think it's

frankly puzzled, looked

wonderingly Into the dancer's eyes.
"You see," Corinne explained, "I'm
going to school three nights a week —
taking typing and shorthand. Dancing
Is such nerve-wracking, exacting work. I
hope one day to be a script clerk."
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Labor Leads in Softball

The Labor team is the only softball
nine to remain undefeated

after three

weeks of play in the Studio Club InterDepartmental Softball League by knocking off victories over Landscape, 17 to
I : the Grips in a close 3 to 0 contest;
and Construction, 9 to 1 .
League

standings

after three weeks

SPREAD-EAGLING the field by eleven
points, the Staff quintet emerged

on top as 20th Century-Fox' powerful
scratch bowling league roared to a
finish at Hollywood Recreation's lanes.
Hailed as champions were Bill Washo,
Dave Malmen, Paul Wurtzel, Ed Bonome and Harry Durrell, who won 57 out
of 81 points to top a field of eight
teams. The Giants and Camera Owls
tied for second with 46 points: Effect's
43 was good for fourth. The Sink
Stoppers, Construction, Red Devils and
the Yankees finished In that order.
Topping the average sheets was Johnny McCafferty of the Effects trundlers.
Mac's sensational trundling gave him a
191-average for 75 games. Chris Christensen's 715 series set an all-time record
for league bowling at 20th Century-Fox
while Paul Wurtzel's 267 proved to be
high game for the season. Twenty-five
of the 64 bowlers had series marks of

The Giants' 2843
season's high.

series was

another

Those Outlaws — Harold Cudworth,

John Skube, Jerry Dobson, Joe Molden, M. Fountain and Roy Pierce —
proved the king combination among 176
bowlers as they captured honors in 20th

Century-Fox' 20-team handicap bowling
league at La Clenega Lanes.
Winning 85 out of a possible 108
points, the Outlaws topped Henry
Fonda's second-place Quints by a comfortable 9-point margin. Although the
Quints had to be satisfied with second
place, they nevertheless covered themselves with glory by pounding out a torrid 147 series, topped by a 1091 game.
Their sensational performance set a new
record among studio handicap leagues.
Jess Wolf of the Police quintet
topped the average sheet with a 182average for 45 games. Maynard Rugg's
180 for 72 games followed. Johnny McCafferty's powerful 246-205-201 — 652
series topped individual performances
while Bob Galloway's 267 game, rolled
on November 20, stood up as high individual game for the season.
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2
1
2
1

. . . .

2
2
2
0
0

Film Cutters
Property
Landscape

. .

Final league standings:
Won

Team
Outlaws

.
, .
Quints. . . .

85
76
73

Transportation
Camera Owls
Police

. .
. .

71
65
63

Laboratory
Wardrobe

.

Henry Fonda's
Editorial

Owls

.
, .

62
62
61

Painters

. .
. .

55
55

Publicity Bull Shooters.
Auditing

. ..

49
48

American

.

Carpenters
Staff Shop

Lost
23
32
43
35
37
45
46
46
47

53
53
65
60
65
59

43
43
. . 41
38
. . 36

Legion

Garage
Landscape
Maintenance
Grips
Bowlerettes
Camera Cubs

.
. .

70
72
67
76
78

32
30

H.G.
1048

H.S.
2978

1070
1091
1063

2940
3147
2943

1047
1023
1010
1000

2963

Transportation . . .
Plasterers . . . .
. . .
.
Painters
. . .

2794
2901

1015

2875

101 1
978
1010

2814
2870
2788
2857
2796

2727
2856

Construction

...

36

. . .

8

Transportation
. . .
Film Cutters . . .

5
7

Laboratory

Film Cutters

6
9
15
7
17

Secon

2944
2829
2775

985
1076

RESULTS OF GAMES
First
Round

2913
2860

1026
1014
1019
984
1005
1002

Landscape

. .

14

. .
...

99

. . .

2
2
0

. . .
. . .

1
4

. . .
. . .

5
0

d Round
Painters

Third
Plasterers . . .
Film Cutters
Laborers ....
Landscape .
Laboratory . .

.

Construction
. . .
Property ....
Laboratory . . . . . .

Landscape . . .
Plasterers .... . . .
. ..
Property

2
2

...

3

Round
Property
Painters
Construction

. . .

6

. ...
. . .
...

4
81

Grips
... 4
. .
Transportation
is ... 2
the sch edule for the balance
the 1941 season:

1

Following

600 or better while only fourteen bowlers missed the 200 mark.
Although they finished in sixth spot.
Construction produced high team game
effort of the season, a snappy 1005.

Plasterers

LOST
0
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
3
3

3

Transportation
Construction
Laboratory . . .
Painters

All but three of the twenty teams had
games of 1000 or better while eight
squads
bettered 2900 pins as series
marks.

of play:

WON

TEAM
Laborers

SIXTH

May

II: Laboratory vs. Grips
Transportation vs. Property
Plasterers vs. Painters
Laborers vs. Film Cutters
Construction vs. Landscape

May

18: Transportation vs. Laborers
Painters vs. Landscape

Annual Golf Tournament
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
STUDIO CLUB
1941 COMMITTEES
GENERAL
Darryl Zanuck
Sol Wurtzel

William

F. L. Metzler, Chmn.

ARRANGEMENTS

Col. Jason Joy

May

F. L. Metzler

Joe Rickards
Tom
Young

George Wasson
Ed Hansen

Jack Burton

Nick Janios
Bob Lollier

June

June

Lou Purcell
June

Lou Tate

ENTRY FEE
Eugene

O'Niel
Pat Matthews

Lloyd No bles

STARTING
Joe Hirigoyen

George
John And erson

Grips vs. Painters
15: Property vs. Painters
Laboratory vs. Construction
Transportation vs. Grips
Film Cutters vs. Landscape
Laborers vs. Plasterers

Lloyd Nobles
Jack McEdwards
Galvin Wood

John Blauvelt

Transportation vs. Construction
8: Laborers vs. Laboratory
Landscape vs. Transportation
Film Cutters vs. Plasterers
Construction vs. Property

HANDICAPS
John Anderson
Al Lebowitz
Joe Rickards
Matt Rogers
Chet Gore

I: Grips vs. Film Cutters
Plasterers vs. Laboratory
Property vs. Landscape
Painters vs. Laborers

Jim
Jim O'Keefe
Ryan

Alex Kelly, Chmn.

vs. Plasterers

Grips vs. Construction
Film Cutters vs. Laboratory

PRIZES

Eugene O'Niel
Joe Hirigoyen
Joe Keenan
Tom Little
Bill Mayberry

25: Landscape

Property vs. Laborers
Painters vs. Transportation

DanHartwig
Clark
Al

Vic Christensen

vs. Film Cutters

Property
Plasterers vs.
vs. Laboratory
Grips

Joseph M. Schenck
William Goeli
Koenig

Construction

of

June

22: START OF PLAYOFFS
CHAMPIONSHIP.

FOR

Games are being played on five diamonds af Rancho Cienega Playground,
Weiss

Exposition Blvd., near La Brea, starting
at 9:30 A.M.

LABORELATES

"AS THE WHEELS

TURN"

AS WE look around the department
see that Bert Henderson

we

and

Bill Taylor are once more among those
present.
Our sincere sympathy, although a
little late, to Cliff "Scottle" Parker,
whose wife passed away last month. Our
sympathies also to Bill Ernst, whose
mother passed away.
It has been brought to the attention
of this column that the Insurance Company has made the future a little brighter for Mrs. Tom Skobel.
Since the last issue the wheels have
really begun to turn with "The Yank in
The R.A.F." and the forthcoming cowboy series; we hope things are looking
good.
The French Cabs have been changed
from the left-hand drive to a righthand drive for the new English picture,
previously mentioned. To most of us it
is quite a thrill to drive in the righthand side, but to Ace Clark it is commonplace.
Russ Bell has one of the convertible
coupes that is worth "three blondes to
the block."
I hear tell the studio is purchasing a
street-sweeper. This column nominates
Harold Busby for the position."
Harry Peters bought a pair of bus
driver pants the other day. Could he
possibly be angling for No. 299?
Why does Red Sessoms keep asking
Clarence Shores how far up the draft
numbers are?
It is getting to be about that time
of year for Jim Surtees to start telling
his fish stories.
What was Harry Linklater oiling his
lawn-mower for the other day? I hear
he never uses it.
The gift that was presented to Jack
Huston by his fellow workers was very
— B. W.
apropos for his position.

WHAT’S

COOKIN’?

LJAVEyou
•

I

who

heard about the play-boy

wouldn't

get

up

before

noon

because he was "Anti-Meredian”?
Cr the termite who walked up to the
cafe owner and exclaimed, "Beat me.
Daddy. I ate the bar."
Cr the couple who met in a revolving
door and have been going around together ever since?
Cr the tongue sandwich that went
Tsh! Tsh! when it saw the customer?
Cr that Guy Tano, our bus-boy actor
from Broadway, will return in the Fall
to do the lead in a new play, entitled
"And

The Darkness He Called Night."

Through this column he wishes to thank
Jimmie Fidler, Sidney Skolsky, Erskine
Johnson, an d the 20th Century-Fox Publicity Staff, all of whom helped to make
it possible.
Cur best for a speedy recovery to
Rena Austin, Nancy Woodstock, and
Naomi — all on the sick list.
Things have come to a pretty pass
when Al Baker, the baker (double talk]
receives fan-mail from his doughnuts —
Imagine Frank Campillo being mistaken for Julius Ceasar the other afternoon on Hollywood Boulevard . . . and
right after a tonsilectomy too.
And a closing bit of philosophy about
dentists who are a happy lot, even if
they do look down-in-the-mouth.
Condolences to Helen Fayette on the
death of her grandmother in Colorado.
Greetings across the miles to Denver,
Colorado where "Andy" is vacationing
for two weeks. Avast there lubbers . . .
R.T.
"Now's your chance to date —Dorothy,
'cause next month

her Ken will be mar-

ried to Uncle Sam's Navy."

RESEARCH

Received a note from the Studio

Li-

brary hasn't contributed a column for
"Action." Well, here goes . . . We lost
our Number 2 boy (James Earle is No.
I) to Uncle Sam. John Horvath left us to
bask in the sunshine at Camp Callan.
He was replaced by young Eric Hansen
from up Oregon way.
Frances Richardson very sorrowfully
turned in her little tan Plymouth on a
Big Blue One, we hope it will wear as
well as the old one.
Ruth (little
tained at her
those present
Helen Webb,
Morris, Maude
Eric Hansen.

Ruth) Swartzchild enterhome on Sunday, among
were Katherine Lambert,
Gertrude Kingston, May
Clague, James Earie and
Frances Richardson and

Ruth (Big Ruth) Fox didn't show up but
a swell time was had by all those who
attended.
— R.F.
I guess that's all. We don't have any
engagements, marriages or births to
record for this department this month.

SPARKS

FROM

has been promoted to the Mill
Office. During his stay with us by his
cheerful disposition and clever wit he
made many friends. The many pals you
have
left here wish you every success
Bill.
The splendid act of kindness extended
by the Studio Club to one of our gang,
Tony Petrilli, ought to answer a lot of
questions as to what the club does. We
on the outside never realize that similar
acts are performed by the Welfare
Committee everyday. That is why when
you pay your dues consider it an honor
that you are helping in some way the
greatest cause of all, helping your fellow man. The generous donations given
also by the gang did a lot to alleviate
Tony's illness.
In the past in this Department we
have accomplished what often seemed
Impossible but our latest job at Point
Magu tops them all. In record time we
will complete an excavating job right
on the Pacific. I don't know if we would
be more useful to Winston Churchill or
Hitler, but I do know that after this
job we could make the English Channel
look like the Los Angeles River in July.

NOTES

Club, saying that the Research

OUR previous Scribe, Bill Goldman,

THE ARCS

The electrical bowling team finished

in third place. However, they gave a
great number of pins to all opposition.
Better luck next time, fellows!

Say, the "juice" department needs a
baseball team. Why doesn't somebody
get off the fly-paper and get one
going? R. G. (Bob) Campbell was in
town recently from Camp Ord where he
is stationed. Bob looks fine and likes the
service swell.

Come out and see our champion
Baseball team perform every Sunday.
That old "MUG" is just as good as ours
right now. Our star sports reporter and
scorekeeper. Cliff Beldlng, is doing a
super job of furnishing this department
with a typewritten report of every —
SunI.R.
day's game, take a look on the Bulletin
Board every Monday morning.
If you fellows have any junk to move
contact Lloyd Phillips, his new trailer is
a dandy. "Free rental service any time."
Quite a

number

of the boys have

been getting some of the overtime that
comes in such a handy way on pay-day.
That will help to take care of the slack
periods they had. I still think that Fox
has the most modern and efficient electrical department in the business.
To Tom Powell: Tom, the Department
wishes to congratulate you on your recent marriage. We wish you and the
Mrs. much happiness. That reminds me
of something else, too: Does anybody
know the dark-haired gaffer that was
recently married to a pretty blonde?
Well, J. V., we all wish you and Mrs.
J. V. much happiness. Brother, you can
start buying cigars.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Vaughn Ashen on the arrival of that
7-pound baby girl. Warren Brown is
back at work with his fellow workers
after having mumps

on both sides. He

can now get back to his favorite pasttime of bowling.
(Continued on Page 18)
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PERSONNELITIES

Your regular writer, whom you Another month! How they roll by.
know as Beth Crump, will be back at

her desk very soon. She said "Yes" to
Bob Martin, who by the way is a swell
guy, and has been on a vacation-honeymoon.
Nick Janlos should look to his laurels.
He has competition at last, for our boss,
Al De Weese, has suddenly become a
true fishing enthusiast.
Harold Bow and Alex Dorrity are still
feuding at their duties, about who will
be the privileged one to take care of
all the cutles.
We certainly miss Walter Seeley, who
has left us for better things, and also
miss his sensational stories of Gollyhops
— (Horses with wings).
We have a new fellow, by the name
of Don Boyd, whom you may have met
on the lot. We think that he's swell and
there's no doubt that you all will second
the thought.
Jack Burke is going on his vacation
to spend two weeks in the Sun. He has
earned a rest from the timecard pest
and we hope that he has fun.
With Gary Troy working in the time
office, we find it rather quiet. No longer
do sounds of Voodoo Drums issue from
the filing cabinet.
Loretta Higgins has obviously been
living under a lucky star. A few weeks
ago she was shined right into a bright
new Chrysler car.
The reason Sam Wittenberg's practically given up golf, all the fellows
claim, is because of a certain girl called
Mary — he can't keep his mind on the
game.
Homer Traw has come back to the
fold and we're glad to have him with
us. We hedon't
enough,
since
worksgetat totheseeS. him
M. half
office.
Uncle Sam

called Homer

Hill in and

gave him a classification. But Unc
changes his mind, on second thought —
why is Homer all elation?
Of Western Avenue we have the report from two of our main attractions;
Johnny and Carl say there's nothing
new, but the lot Is bursting with action.
Walter McCarthy's views on marriage
don't quite agree with what the others
say. He claims the best thing for a girl
to do is "Grab

the guy before he gets

away."
We have decided that:
A dog is a man's best friend — so Is a
horse if it comes in. But with all the systems that are practiced and played, —
does any one know who's going to win?
A balcony seems to be the only solution for needed additional space. The
desks have been moved continually —
one more move would be hard to face.
Lately the Active Payroll Department
should be known as the Retro-active
Payroll Department. (Confidentially,
wa're happy about the whole thing.)
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MAKE-UPS

"MAINTENANTICS"

There is so much to be done, and
so little time In which to do It that we

should be half running all the time.
The season for cleaning up on Venetian blinds has started. As any housekeeper can tell you, they really take
some cleaning.
We find it necessary to completely
dismantle each blind into its myriad
parts, put on new tape and cords and
then repaint all the wooden parts before reassembling to rehang. Since each
office has several blinds, you can see
how busy we are. I am telling you this
so that you will have patience with us
in case you haven't received yours yet.
Speaking of painting reminds me that
I must tell you about our paint department and something of our painters. In
the rear of our building we have a small
paint shop. In this shop we take furniture and cabinets that have been built
or repaired in our shop. We finish them
as needed and then send out again for
more years of service.
Joe Miller, for many years our chief
artist, has been ill for months and we
have no Idea just when he will return.
He has been succeeded by Bert Palmer, and we feel that when Joe returns
we will then have two experts.
I am sure that you all know Jack
Jancieck. He has a cute moutache and
a positive manner. He just loves to have
a crew of painters so that he can throw
paint all over the administration building. He also directs the painting of the
white lines In the road — those lines that
are supposed to keep you on your own
side.
We have a sign-painter, Joe Frigone
who does most of the signs that you
should read and probably don't.
We think that the signs and cards
which are placed on our lot compare
favorably with the best turned out by
specialists in the business. Since a volume is required we save the Company
hundreds of dollars each year by making
them right here.
We have hopes of enlarging our paint
shop to include a spray roofti. Spraying
is about the only practical way to paint
some
blinds. pieces of furniture, and slats of
At the present time we are at the
mercy of the weather. Wind and rain
naturally Interfere with any work that
has to be done out of doors. 1 think you
will agree that we have had lots of
weather.
The other day I was asked to give a
bride
away, but I thought I had better
not.

DID YOU

KNOW?

That sometimes In the makeup department at 6:30 a.m. we boil a can of
soup for Gene Tierney, as she never
gets up before breakfast.
That Miss Osa

Massen, the leading

lady on Mr. Ray McCarey's picture, the
other Thursday evening was robbed by
prowlers of valuable furs, jewelry, and
silver, while she and her husband were
attending a-doings.
That Carole Landis reported to us the
other morning when she arrived at 6:30
a.m. about a blessed event that took
place that early morning. Their dog had
seven of the cutest little puppies in the
flower bed.

That Chill Willis is a

mighty good

story teller. He tells one about a friend
that had a bird dog that was so well
trained he would round up a bevy of
quail, then chase them In a gopher hole,
and when his master is ready to shoot,
the dog releases them one at a time
by taking his big paw from off the
gopher hole. Get Chill to tell you; It
Is a good laugh.
That Betty Grable must get in the
makeup department at 6:30 a.m. to be
ready at 9:00 a.m., and we make the
coffee and have the coffee cake ready
at 6:00 a.m. and always keep the Kitty
can near. But all of the players surely
do their bit.
That Grace

Seidel, one

of our best

hair stylists, has one of the most interesting landscaped gardens we have had
the pleasure of visiting in the Valley.
That Gaston Glass was trying out a
new spade in his garden Sunday when
he was stricken with sore backitess.
That John Payne at lunch time Saturday wanted Tom Young, Police Chief,
to stop all traffic because he and the
Glenn Miller band boys wanted to play
a little passing of soft ball.
That Lynn Bari was sitting in the
makeup chair reading her jokes, the
makeup artist (Gene Klum) was adjusting her chair, when she slipped too far
back and blew her lines.
— E.S.
That Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Pearce are
phoning very regularly to their contractors as they are anxious to get in their
new and beautiful home in the Valley.
*

*

*

radicals carry their

Joe HIrigoyen, Transportation Dept.

torches
they are liable to burn themselves.

Head, says, "I urge all of my men to
join the Group Insurance Plan regardless

The

way

Remember

some

the number, 508. — A.O.W.

of their 'outside' protection."

CAMERA

ANGLES

"He who knows not and knows
not that he knows not, is to be
pitied; he will not progress.
He who knows not and knows
that he knows not, Is a student with
a future.
He who knows and knows not
that he knows, is a comer; he will
learn.
He who knows and knows that he
knows is a wise man — follow him."

Harry JACKSON got a double

break — a contract and a trip to
Cuba! Location work they say is tough,
yet why do they all beg for it??
Eddie Snyder would like a location
In Los Angeles for a change — he has
been away so much, he thinks he Is missing out on California sunshine.
Lucien Andriot is taking private Spanish lessons — too bad he didn't get the
Cuba location. However, he has just
been contracted here for a year so that
chance may come up again . . . Curt
Fetters spent a week in Bremerton,
Washington, recently and is definitely
going to save all his money for retirement In the only place In the world
worth living- — says he! Harry Dawe is
hibernating In the Scenic Art Department for a couple of months — wonder
what he will look like this time?? Red
Crawford was made a Fire Chief by
Don Ameche — with the hat and all??

Anyone within range Is invited to
step up to the second floor of the Old
Administration Building and see the fine
little artificial garden that the filled-in
Cupola opening has fallen heir to. The
grass was watered the other day and
It was pretty moist In the Supply Room
underneath for a few ticklish moments.
Mel Archer

teams. He hit a home run on Sunday.
It was quite a feature of the game.
Ed Arnold moved

into his new house

the other day, and camped until the
conveniences were all in. They had trouble cooking without a stove. Someone
told Ed that you can start a fire like
they do in the woods — by rubbing two
Boy Scouts together — but he couldn't
find any. Just a couple of Naval Reserve
Lieutenants.
Sam Godfrey has become an Off
Shore Cruising man at last. He recently
sailed his dinghy outside the Santa Monica Breakwater. It was lucky that Jack
S. G.
Mathews was standing by with— his
paddle-board to tow him In.

TABBING

TABULATING

we're hitting lickety-split In the stretch
and soon hope to have It and all back
on schedule.

new home — and Gabby Garnett doesn't
have to listen to the progress of the
home building any more — but then
there is the furniture!!!!
Eddie Nugent finally got his long
awaited promotion in the Film — Loading
B. L.
Department. Congratulations!

PRINTABLES

WE HAVE forgotten which girl at the
Coffee Shop said she wanted to be
drafted as Hostess on an Army Bomber .. .

And speaking of the Draft, It's mighty
funny that the selectors have passed
lightly over the Print Shop Gang. To
hear them talk for the past few years,
anyone would have thought they were a
powerful gang of athletes. It now appears that our benevolent Uncle Sam
doesn't want them
vade . . .

even if we

are In-

Something to jell, trade, rent? Studio clubbers,
voice your message through this column. Rates to
members ten cents per line. All others five cents
per

word — payable in advance. Copy
ceived ten days before date of isifue.

must

be

re-

Harold Gordon has become the demon catcher of one of the baseball

Jimmy Chaffin, a very new employee
in the Camera Machine Shop, leaves for
the Army in a week or two.
into his

COLUMN

leaned too far out the

YE Old Tab Department is again back

finally moved

BARTER

window the other night and nearly
dropped his telescopic sights; and we
understand that Al Wise has given up
his screen career and decided to become a golf Pro.

Rolla Flora is boasting — has been In
the studio industry for 20 years, most of
those years at 20th Century-Fox. Dan
Clark goes him two years better and
practically all of the 22 years for Fox
Studios.

Paul Lockwood

THE

in high gear, hitting on all twelve and
driving right straight ahead. All Interested parties take note here and now

Recent additions bring Tom Franney
to the old gravy-yard shift and, Marvin
Brannon to the early night shift. To the
last guy and gal of the department we
heartily extend to you the spirit of the
Twentieth Century Fox lot, and hope
you will readily make yourselves at
home.

FOR SALE: Genuine antique spinning
wheel In excellent condition. Call
Studio Club.
CALL

BILL KAPLAN,

Sta. 508, for your

typewriter needs. All makes of typewriters sold, repaired. Special prices
to studio employees.
10-TUBE R.C.A. Radio-phono comb.
Excell. cond. Period cab. $27.50.
Ralph, Ext. 498.
RIDING BOOTS for sale. Size 3. Almost
new. $5.00. Call No. 746.
RETIRE some day with a guaranteed life
Income. John Forsythe, HO-7331.
FOR RENT: One Single, One Double
Flat with Electric Refrigeration. Un31737.
furnished. 2239 S. Beverly Glen. ARFOR SALE: 1940 Chev. Special DeLuxe,
two door, 13,000 miles. A- 1, very
clean, price reasonable. See Don
Muir, Coffee Shop, Ext. 624.

Griffith's Park. However slow the nag
may have been, we think she tried to
stretch things a little too much. Unfortunately this certain young lady got a
few bruises and scratches in and around
her proboscis. Time has the situation
well In hand and we're glad to have you
back with us, Wilma.

r

By the time this gets in print Irene
Nora Anger, sufficiently identified by
her unique laugh, will be hieing her way
back from Detroit in a brand new Chevrolet. We hope she gets it before they
start hiking the prices.

"Gavil" Wood says his new Olds has
got a slight case of hiccoughs, whatever
that may mean.
We

think a certain young lady in our

midst let the balminess of a summer's
evening get the best of her. The outcome apparently was that she thought
she had wings and began a take-off
astride a nag on the bridle paths of

Summer rapidly approaches and the
wee little birdies are flitting and fleeing, the latter particularly referring to
the elusive and 'weely' occurring ones
of the golf course. The golfing contingent of the department is ably represented byCharley Dodge, Bill McCord
and Luther Holtzclaw In inter-departmental competition soon to commence.
We

offer a half of one of the best

man and wife golf teams on the lot In
winsome Virginia (Tate) Rill — the
— L. other
H.
halt comes from the Transportation Department In Lou Tate, already familiar
In golfing circles around the studio.
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THE

MUSIC

MAKERS

WESTERN
iT MIGHT

AVENEWS
interest the rest of the lot to

I know that the laboratory used 5000
miles (26,400,000) feet of film during the
year 1940, or the equivalent of one
round trip to New York. We also recovered the sum of $12,476 In metalic
silver from the waste solutions.

"And ever against eating cares
Lap me in soft Lydian airs,
Married to immortal verse,
Such as the meeting soul may pierce.
In notes with many a winding bout
Of linked sweetness long drawn out."

IF you see Leon BIrnbaum walking

d
it's
duearound
to his with
unsettaledpreoc
statecupie
at the look,
moment
— that of an expectant father.
Charlie Henderson has alighted in a
newly painted bungalow. He says the
paint may be new but some of the
furniture isn't.
Because Mrs. Kilenyi likes the ozone
of the beach, Dr. Kilenyi is changing
his address to Santa Monica for the
summer. Listen to his sigh of relief now
that he won't have to spend half the
weekend fighting traffic.
"Everything happens to him," said the
department when Emil Newman s car
caught on fire during the night and was
so
it won't be back on the
roaddamaged
for a month.
Easter Sunday was a day that made
its mark on Harold Jones' calendar.
After putting In full time at the studio
for the recording of "Miami," he went
on a "treasure hunt" to Malibu Lake,
got lost on a dead-end road in a tenacious mudhole which held him in its spell

What did Fred Burnworth and Willie
Grissell go fishing for over the last
week-end — no evidence was submitted.
Sixteen year old Budge Patty was
given a brisk stroking skirmish by Western Avenue's Martin Cornica, a veteran
over 25 years his senior In the Hillcrest
Country Club Invitational tournament a
short while ago — Patty won 6-3, 7-5.
Ben Berg broke ground last week for
his new modernistic home and Sam Callen has recently acquired a lot of dirt
In Burbank. What, no home?
Archie Macinnis will be a batchelor
for six months. His wife will visit her
mother.
Marion

Hinckley still on

crutches.

Here's wishing you complete recovery
soon.
Ben Robertson off work for a

few

days, says he didn't know whether he
was going to "break up" or "break
Johnnie PennIsI will soon have one of
his original songs broadcast over one of
down."
the major networks.
Bill Jordan still In the hospital.
We have a new eligible male In the
Lab — Al Chaudet.
Ben Berg won first prize In the 2nd
Laboratory Union Photography Contest.
Why does Mable Boehm go to the
"Melody Lane" In Hollywood every
night when she finishes work?
— —R. Henry
M.
We almost had a new tenor
Goldfarb parted with his tonsils.

for a good three hours' digging.
Alberta Buchanan is on the wing with
pole, fishhooks and net. "My husband
gets the most, but I always get the biggest," says Alberta with a confident
twinkle. Maybe the fishing is always
good for Alberta because she was born
under the fish sign of Pisces.
That Jack Tobin really isn't such a
bad guy! He distributes the extra fruit
off his frees to children whose parents
— M. S.
can't afford to buy it.

J. B. C. says, "Get your Group Insurance now. It pays off when you need
It and the cost is low."
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(Continued

from Page

15)

You fishermen would surely get an eye
full If you could see the tear-drop trailer owned by "Pinky" Collins, or as he
Is sometimes called, "Catfish." His trailer is equipped to carry his boat and
motor on top. "Pinky," It sure makes a
lot of us envious!
— L.D.

Drop them a line
AL DeGAETANO, JR.
Co. C — I 15th Q.M. Reg.
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
HUGH FOWLER
Fort McArthur
San Pedro, Calif.
HAROLD

ROTH

Battery D — 218th F. A., A.P.O. No. 41
Tacoma, Wash.
DON FLICKWIR
Co. F— 18th Engineer
Vancouver, Wash.
OLIVER OGDEN
57th Medical Battalion, Co. B
Fort Ord, Calif.
MARC

GARBER

Hdqts. Co. — I 14th Field Artillery
Fort Lewis, Wash.
ROBERT G. CAMPBELL
32nd Infantry, Co. C
Fort Ord, Calif.
ROBERT S. WELLINGTON
Co. G — 53rd Infantry
Fort Ord, Calif.
HENRY OLIVER
U. S. Naval Air Base
Long Beach, Calif.
ANDREW A. COONEY
Chief of Police, Naval Air Station
San Pedro, Calif.
LAWRENCE MEYRAN
93rd Bombardment Squadron
March Field, Calif.
CHARLES

L. PERRIN

Battery
B— Training
1st Platoon,
I Ith F. A.
Reg.52nd Battalion
Camp Roberts, Calif.
ARTHUR RANDALL
Battery D — 52nd F. A. Training Branch
Camp Roberts, Calif.
LEE OAKES
55th Training Battalion, Battery C
Camp Callan, Calif, (near San Diego).
JOHN HORVATH
55th Training Battalion, Battery C
Camp Callan, Calif, (near San Diego).
WILLIAM T. WATTS
28th Platoon, Recruiting Depot
Marine Corps, San Diego, Calif.
JET R. FORE, JR.
3M-8MCB
San Diego, Calif.
TEDDY FRANCIS McADAM
U. S. Marine Corps, 3-K-6
Camp Elliot, San Diego, Calif.
RICHARD E. YOUNG
Marine Corps, Naval Ammunition Depot
Hawthorne, Nevada.
SGT. CLAUDE H. CHILD
1st Signal Detachment, Marine Barracks
Quantico, Virginia.

"BUCK-A-MONTH"
(Continued)

"I received your package, and was
both surprised and pleased to hear from
you. I want to thank you sincerely and,
believe me, I sure can use everything
you sent . .

Bob Campbell

"We (Hugh and the Army) wish to
thank you all very, very much tor the
much needed package. It is really swell
of you to remember

W

DEEP

SEA

your friends."
Hugh Fowler

20tn.CENTURY'F0X STUDIO

BUCK A MONTH CLUB

FISHING TRIP
Saturday

and

Sunday

July 5 and
Off Coronado

6

Islands

The signature board listing supporters from
every department on the lot was engineered
under the direction of Lou Witte.

"I received your package today, and
I can never tell you how much I appreciate it. It really makes a guy feel
swell to know that such a swell bunch
of people are thinking of him. I don't
see how your club can think up so many

$5.00 per Person

nice things to do for people."
Jet Fore
"P.S. I'll never go to another show
again unless it's a 20th Century-Fox
picture."

*

♦

ifc

CALL STUDIO
AND

CLUB FOR INFORMATION
RESERVATION

Pat Matthews, Studio Club Manager,
says, "No employee whose family depends upon his earnings can afford to
be without group insurance and the
hospitalization plan."
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SUNDAY NIGHT
JUNE 15, 1941
FLORENTINE GARDENS
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Credit Union
GEORGE

Electric "Sparks
the Arcs"
LEE from
DUNBAR

STUDIOS
BtVERLY

D. HELLGREN

HILLS, CALIFORNIA

Janua-y

Wardrobe

19,1942

LEE ROTH
Dear

Del,

I want to congratulate you on your election to the Presidency
of the TVffiNTIETH CENTOTil -FOX STDDIO CLUB.
The entire Board
of Controllers e^d myself have finally agreed unanimously on
one thing and that is in their selection of you as President
for the year 1942.
Your enthusiasm and foresight of the future activities of the
club, as set forth in your first letter to all the members,
indicates the wonderful spirit with which you have assumed your
new undertaking and under your leadership I believe we will have
the greatest year of the club since its inception.
1 have one more year to serve on the Board of Controllers and
it will be a great pleasure for me to continue in this capacity.
Best

Transportation
"As theWHITE
Wheels Turn"
BENNETT

Shots"
DAVID
PRESTON
"Sersen
Special Effects
"IRISH" ROCHE
Labor Dept. "Laborelates"
Maintenance "Maintenantics"
A. O. WILLIAMS

of luok.

Telephone "Fone
Room NICKOLS
Ponies"
CHERRY
Sincerely

Vlo

yours ,

Christensen

Mill "Out Our Way"
BILL GOLDMAN
Cafe News
RUTH

Ur. Emilio
Studio

THAYER

C. deLavigne,

Grip Department
WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

Janitors "Along
Row"
BILLYVacuum
McCRYSTAL,

SPECIAL

Congratulatory Letter
V, J. Christensen
Credit Union Contest, Defense Bonds
George D. Hellgren
Cameralosophy
Daniel B. Clark
Membership Drive
Walter E. Pitchman
Group Insurance
Dave Alleman
American Legion Postscripts
Leslie F. Dressier
Income Tax Assistance
J. B. Codd
1942 License Plates
Robert Yager
Notice to Soldiers and Sailors
Kathleen Ridgeway
Orchids to the Unsung
Leslie F. Dressier
First Aid Class Groups
Samuel T. Godfrey
Safety News
Jimmy Dinneen
Twentieth Century-Fox Basketball
Allan Maynard, Studio Club Manager
"You Are Lucky"
Westerners' Club Congratulations

SR.

ARTICLES

Emilio deLavigne, Studio Club President
Daniel B. Clark

Script "The AL
Script
Tease"
GOODWIN
Laboratory — Western Avenue
HARRY TARNOFF
Fire Department — Western Avenue
CHIEF H. M. SIEGEL
Payroll — "Payroll
Periods"
GRACE
EWART
Legal Department
BERNICE

BURKE

HOLDEN

Service Men's Letters
Barter Column

Published monthly at Beverly Hills, California, by and for the membership of Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club. Subscription price $1.00 per year included in
members' dues. Single copy fifteen cents. Advertising rates furnished on request. Telephone: BRadshaw 22161, Station 1109.

SUPER-COLOSSAL SLOGAN
CONTEST ANNOUNCED
BY CREDIT UNION

"SPARKS

Defense

Stamps

and

Bonds,

Credit Union has again outdone

IT seems like the jinx has been following

Buddy Evans around the last few
weeks. First, Buddy cut the tip end off
a finger, then he was confined with a
severe cold, which later became very
serious. Buddy has been In bed for some
time now but we hope to see him back
at work soon.

the

itself

by devising a most unusual slogan contest in which members of the Credit
Union, as well as non-members,

THE ARCS"

By Lee Dunbar

IN order to stimulate the purchase of
'

FROM

may par-

ticipate to their hearts' content.
are the rules:

Vaughn Ashen, who is known most all
around as the "Blimp," says he Is going
to slow down on the heavy eating. He
day.
says It Isn't good for him. From now on
out It is only going to be three meals a

These

1. Dig down in your purse or pocket for
a fifty-cent piece, quarter or dime.
(That’s comparatively easy).
2. Write a slogan similar to those printfun).ed throughout this magazine.

Just to get Into the Music Department for a second. "Rick,” all the boys
would like to congratulate you and the
Missus on the arrival of the new baby.
And they liked the cigars, too.

(That's

3. Bring the slogan, together with coin,
to the Credit Union office (Rm. 19,

The other day Mr. Strohm was questioned by an electrician on Electricians
In Defense. It happens that our Studio,
Twentieth Century-Fox, like others, has
offered to do its part. Some chances

Old
Bldg.) or mail them if it's
more Adm.
convenient.
4. Upon receipt of coin and slogan, we
will forward to you an autographed
defense

stamp album (to be autographed byyourself), with a defense
stamp, corresponding to the value of
the coin, properly affixed. Should
you already have an album. Miss
Ginsberg, the working man's friend,
has graciously consented to paste the
stamp into your album, in her usual
congenial manner.
5. All slogans will be passed upon by
the Editorial Board of ACTION,
which will select the best ones to be
printed in coming issues of the magazine, or to be posted on bulletin
boards throughout the Studio with
name of submitter. (That’s an honor!)
If you follow the rules exactly, you will
be on the way towards your reward. By
turning into a stamp collector and continually buying stamps, ^ and converting
them into Defense Bonds, you will receive your reward in due time, to be
exact, ten years from the date of the
bond. You will agree that no other
magazine, paper or institution has ever
sponsored a contest where the chance ot
winning is guaranteed from the start,
and where for many years you will be
looking forward to something that in the
meantime will benefit the entire nation.

ORCHIDS

TO THE

UNSUNG

By Leslie F. Dressier
XA/ORK stopped at noon the day before Christmas. Many parties came
into being. It was the Yuletide spirit at
Its best. But there were some on the
lot who were doing a humanitarian work.
The lame, the blind and the halt were
being evacuated from Sawtelle Facility
to South Dakota.
Lou Witte, Max Larey, Jack Breth
and Bob Fleming started a drive for
funds. Within the space of several
hours, more than one hundred and
thirty-five dollars was collected. Cigars
and cigarettes were purchased and taken at once to the hospital where Comrade Lou Johnson, an Inmate there,
helped with
not Imagine
and crippled
for America

the distribution. One canthe gratitude of those blind
veterans who gave their all
during the World War.

Twentieth Century-Fox Post No. 563
Is proud of the Company whose name It
bears and Is deeply grateful to those
officials and employees who donated so
generously to this worthy cause.
Don't forget that there Is another
war. Many of our boys are In the Service, uncounted others soon will be. Are

to do this might be offered, and the response I think will really be something.
Tom Powell has signed up for the Ski
Patrol. The work that the Ski Patrol
has to do would be new to me, but they
say that It Is an important unit.

Well, here we go— the "Tiger" Is the
father of a "Cub." Congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Monroe. They tell
me that the new baby boy has puffed
his
see me,
he can't
so farThat
chesthe out
Tiger's
reminds
walks.
feet when
where are the smokes?
It's sure hard to please everybody

all

the time. When the boys don't get
overtime, they cry. However, here lately they have been laughing themselves
sick. No complaints. Everybody has
been getting a lot of good steady work.
The boys that made the Lone Pine
location were: Al Baker (gaffer), Fred
Brunard (best boy). Operators were
Tom Powell and Everett Robinson. From
what I hear, the weather was hanging
very
don’t know
whoIt
could close
have to
fun zero.
in that I weather
unless
were an Eskimo sitting by a fire.
You can call him Mr. Nordstrom, GorHe

don, or "200,"love
but the
I call University
him "Lucky."
should
of

This is just another service rendered
by your Credit Union, which always has

you a member of the Buck-a-Month
Club? Do you drop coins In the num-

Georgia the rest of his life. He won
Dart of the Orange Bowl pod. Good

your "interest" at heart and which extends to you, best wishes for success
and prosperity.

erous boxes about the lot? Why
you and why don't you???
Buy STAMPS and BONDS!!!

for you, Gordon, we all tried for It.
While talking to Truman Joiner the
other day, I learned that the boys are

aren't
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really glad to be back in the good old
Mainland. The boys were in Honolulu
getting some shots, in tact, they were
aboard ship when the Japs started
bombing.
It was a very nice gesture on the part
of Director Hathaway to send his
"Grips" to his office to select a big,
juicy turkey for the holidays.
WARDROBE

DEPARTMENT

By Lee Roth

The Wardrobe Department has sev-

eral groups organized and buying
bonds. Each group consists of 18 people, giving $ 1 .00 apiece each week. At
the end of 18 weeks, each contributor

owns it.a bond. "Taps for the Japs" we
call
Clinton Sandeen has a new boss at
his house — Nettamae by name — and, at
this writing, she is just one month old.

Reeder Boss, now with Sonja Henie's
Ice Revue dropped us a note from Chicago. He reports that the show is a
grand success and may be extended a
few weeks.
A lot of interest is being shown in the
plans for our new wardrobe building.
Earl Luick is joining our designing
staff. Mr. Luick was with this Studio
some eight years ago and has since
been designing in New York.
Jack Brand was pleasantly surprised
last week when his son, a member of the
F. B. I., stopped over between planes for
a few hours' visit. Needless to say, we
didn't get any "dope" from him.
T. Butler and Eddie Armand are presenting a Military Dress Review for Mr.
Hathaway today, while Allen Slone
shows three musicals to Mr. Cummings
— a busy day for the wardrobe.
AS THE

WHEELS

TURN

By Bennett White

had in
dull Itime
ME, whatthisa year.
OH Pasadena
had we
no trouble
at all in securing seats on the 50 yard
line for all my friends for the Rose Bowl
game. The spirit of the Rose Parade
was still carried on when sixteen young
men from the Junior College formed at
the flagpole and started promptly at
parade time. They marched over the
route of the parade in V formation,
singing and playing patriotic songs. Few
people saw her, but the queen and her
princesses also covered the parade
route in closed cars in due respect to
tradition, after which the sidewalks and
streets were taken up again.
Al Bluff felt quite slighted when he
read that Jimmy Thornsberry had purchased a new car, Al having bought one
a few months before, rated nary a line.
So here it is, readers please nofe.
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"Jerk," I mean Jack Hewson, as well
as the rest of the boys, were glad to see
George Webb back on the bus again.
— Remember Pearl Harbor!
It looks like the Studio just got in under the wire, when they received a portion of their replacement equipment
from the Ford Motor Company. Better
take care of it boys, because it may be
a long time no see.
The boys of the department gave Joe
Hlrigoyen, Joe Rickards, George McQuerry, Tom McDermott, Lou Kohl and
Ed Mueller, electric razors for Christmas
— all the mechanics received ties.
On the fifth of February, Jim Leach
will
celebrate his Golden Wedding Anniversary.
How come that Jimmy Thornsberry
let Joe Hirlgoyen win the auto radio
that he was raffling off?
Don't tell me that the Irish don't have
the luck — Andrew "Irish" O'Brien's
name was pulled out winner of the
$ 1 ,000.00 pool.
I suggest they give number 19 to the
Japs so they can have some more misfires. No. 2 and No. 5 can also be put
in that class if one wants to get technical.
Long flannel underwear was in vogue
with the company that went to Lone
Pine.
I hope No. 76 comes up in the Defense Bond raffle.
Mystery of the month — I wonder how
Ozzie Osborn is enjoying the climate of
Honolulu?
Buy Another Defense Bond.
SERSEN

SHOTS

By David Preston
A^N Year
Old into
YearProduction!
in the can and a New
''
The World in general will undoubtedly
rate the Old Year a "B" Production
with no "Oscars" to anybody.
Max de Vega has taken over Ray
Kellogg's duties as Assistant Head of
the Department and Ralph Hammeras is
back with us assisting Mr. Sersen in the
shooting of Miniatures. Cliff Sllsby has
been added to the staff of Matte
Artists.
No word from the boys from the Department with the U. S. Naval Reserve
Forces, but we understand they're scattered to the four points of the compass. Some indignation was expressed
in the Department when the writer intimated that the rest of us wouldn't be
called until an Armored Wheel-chair
Battalion is called up.
The Department is busy with MOONTIDE, TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI,
and SEQUENCE "F" of TALES OF
MANHATTAN, so the New Year is
starting off well for all the boys.

LABORELATES
By "Irish" Roche
A T this time annually we renew our
subscription to the Studio Club. As
in the past we expect 100% representation from this Department. Time and
space do not permit me to enumerate
what the Studio Club is doing. Besides
the various entertainments and athletics
it sponsors, it provides in a big way
financial assistance for those less fortunate. Ifyou can convince our Boss,
Jack Savage, where you can get as
much anywhere else for your money, he
will gladly pay your annual dues.
Our annual Christmas Party in this
Department was a huge success. Potential art directors did a fine job in
decorating the bar. Messrs. Snyder,
Black and Phillips served refreshments.
Everyone had a good time, but Uncle
Bud Fannon stole the show. He formed
a guartet consisting of Alonzo Parker,
Paul Helbert, Ole Olsen and Eddie
Black. No Irishmen ever sang, "When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling" as well. They
had to be good — Uncle Bud used a pick
for a baton!
It was our intention to raffle off one
Defense Bond every week, but the demand has been so great we are now
able to raffle off two a week, and also
a generous sum is being sent to our own
boys who are now doing their part in
defending the U. S.
Oigars were passed out by Izzy Berne
as his wife presented him with a baby
girl at the Wllshire Hospital. Incidentally, ifyou want to know what nervous
fathers should do, consult Charlie Fallon.
Cha rile has been a father nine times. He
was so far ahead in his home work, he
transferred from the day to the night
shift.
MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. Williams

T" HIS is to inform all and sundry that
’ the familiar voice in our office is none
other than that of our little Davie. Davie

has just returned from a trip that was
the acme of perfection. He has been
gone three months and has been from
here to there, etc. We are all glad to
see him again, because he makes us all
feel so much at home; he argues so
artistically.
Well, we finally got war. If you recal , I predicted the same a couple of
months back. Now we have a very definite reason to follow the conservation
program that was inaugurated at that
time.
I am glad to note that some of our
most rabid isolationists have at last been
shocked into a realization of the danger
that has been threatening us.
Now we must find a way to convince
(Continued on page 6)
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HUMANS

UP THE

HILL

A Monthly Reminder That the Same of Life Is the Best
Game of All, and That Those Who Play the Most
Successfully Are Friendly, Helpful, Inspiring
Human Beings.

A MOTHER way of facing life, I think, is the way of
'' the strong. A courageous spirit accepts circumstances
not as good or evil, according to appearance, but as
the material with which he is commanded to build an
existence. He receives apparent evil as unflinchingly as
apparent good, and apparent good as impassively as
evil. His is the philosophy of mastery, an expression of
the will to take whatever life offers in the way of material, and mold from it the best existence possible. This,
I believe, is the way of those who have turned adversity
Into advantage. It is the way that we, though we be
handicapped, might choose for our own lives.
SOME

WILD

NOTIONS

The most fortunate man is he who thinks he is.
Diplomacy is the art of letting someone
your way.

else have

When we think of all the lonely men — friendless and
far away from relatives and neighbors — gosh, we envy
them!
In many cases a man who doesn't know his own mind
hasn't missed very much at that.
Now comes the close observer and says that those
who pride themselves on being temperamental are usually 90 per cent temper and 10 per cent mental.
Success is not found in books or battles, but it comes
in little parcels labeled, "I Can."
Experience is what you get when you are looking for
something else.
It's not the cost of the car that worries the owner, but
the upkeep — and sometimes the turnover.
The man who gets along in this world is the one who
can look happy when he isn't.
Some men think they have made a success of life,
when all they have made is money.
Now, as always, there is a great need for cheerfulness
in the world. As a family, social, and business investment,
cheerfulness pays more dividends than any other quality
within the privilege of man.
When you feel the corners of your mouth turning
down, turn them up again. Dark and gloomy feelings
thrive on turned-down lips— and the probability is that
the only words that will pass between them are those
better left unsaid.
So smile! Let your eyes twinkle with cheerfulness — and
see how quickly pessimism will vanish, how rapidly the
cobwebs will clear from your mind, and how much
brighter and better the old world seems.
It is only an error of judgment to make a mistake, but
it argues an infirmity of character to adhere to it when

B. CLARK

discovered. The Chinese say, "The glory is not in never
falling down, but in rising every time you fall."
To be content with little is difficult; to be content with
much. Impossible.
THE

TIDE FLOWS

ON

To achieve anything of Importance, and leave a mark
upon the annals of life's history, requires three things —
time, courage and sustained effort. Disappointments and
reverses come as a test, but seeming defeat is but an
incident on the way to victory.
These precepts are recommended to those who would
be ambitious to get ahead in the only life they will ever
live on this earth: Realize that each individual, on the
average, has about 100,000 hours to achieve the objects
which he desires in life. An hour goes very quickly. Do
not waste a single one. Even hours of recreation, or
relaxation, should be made to count on the right side
of life's ledger.
Never abuse your health, or take foolish and unnecessary risks.
Never dabble with questionable things, just to see
what they are like. Our prisons are full of people who
have done that. Of course, you have no intention of
going that far. Neither did they. Besides, why not avoid
the scar, the blemish, the danger, the regret?
Be thorough in whatever you undertake. A distressing
share of the valuable years of many worth-while workers
is spent patching up, doing over, and trying to correct
what careless, lazy, ignorant people do.
Do not take every ready-made opinion which may be
handed out to you. Think for yourself. Do not jump at
conclusions. A wise judge hears the complete testimony
before he ventures so much as an opinion.
Associate with people who are making their lives
count; people who are respected because they merit
respect; people whom you would be proud to be like.
Plan definitely to be considerably better informed
than the average person. This means intelligent study;
listening to people who have something to say; reading
and thinking for yourself; and, by no means the least,
finding Divine guidance in life.
To know what is right is not sufficient — do what is
right. Knowing where a city is, is valuable knowledge, but
if we wish to reach that city, we must travel in that
direction continuously until we reach it.
True courtesy is of the heart. Hence, be genuinely
courteous — not only to ladies. It makes for happiness to
be thoughtful, kindly, and ready to serve.
The world has no use for shirkers. Lazy people despise
themselves when they stop to think about it, and others
despise them, although they may not say so.
Cheerfulness is a habit. It is a good habit. A wise
man has said a smile is worth a hundred groans in any
market. Hence, be cheerful.
First and last, have a goal, and seek conscientiously
to reach it.
Two men look out through the self-same bars; one sees
the mud, the other the stars.
5
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(Continued from page 4)
FIRST AID CLASS

our so-called conscientious objectors
that they had better overcome some of
their pet objections. 1 think they should
help us win this war so that later they
can object in peace.
Bob Burns said the other night that
the reason the Japs took the offensive
was that they were the most offensive
people he ever heard about! I agree.
He said for us not to worry though, because we would soon have them running more than the silk stockings that
they have been trading to us for our old
tin cans. I wonder if my old Ford has
dropped on Corregidor yet?
Well, Perry opened Japan, so I guess
the Japs want us to come back to put
the lid on.

Great interest has been taken by
members

class received its final examination Sunday, January Nth, and a
great many members have expressed
their intention of joining the advanced
classes starting in a week or so which
will also be conducted by Mr. Crawford.
At this writing another standard First
Aid Class is being formed and it is
hoped that all the employees will recognize the value that First Aid knowledge

Don't forget that we fix what you
bust. So call Station 508.

assuring me of its importance. I did. It
seems he was calling from the Naval Recruiting Office. He had gone down
there to join the Navy as Photographer

PONIES

By Cherry Nickols

Operator, what do l have to do to

get married?" a gentleman, calling from the lot, asked over the line the
other day. Thinking this some kind of
wisecrack, and wishing to retaliate in like
manner, the operator told him that first
he must find a girl who was willing and
then — "But Operator, I've found the
girl and she's more than willing, and I'm
really serious. What do I do now?"
Realizing the boy really meant it, the
Operator, who is married but is at present a Navy widow, was well able to supply the wanted information, and to softly murmur afterward, "Forgive them
dear Father, for they knoweth not what
doeth."
they
A man
and wife answering the ad that
Eugene O'Neil placed in the paper for
domestic help, were told by the operator that there was no one in the office
who could help them, at the moment,
and asked them to please call an Arizona number the next morning at 10:00
o'clock. "But Operator," they said,
"we're working now, but we don't like
the folks we're working for, so we'll have
to wait until they go out to do our calling." Ifthe O'Neils hired that couple,
we'll wager that they like the folks they
are working for now.
*

3^

First Class. "Your papers?" they asked.
"Papers?" said he. "Why I haven't any,
but Commander Bolton TOLD me I

will give them in their homes, their offices and on the streets and highways.
If you are able to save one life by
having attended classes for one short
month, you will agree with us that the
time has been well spent. Call Station
495 for Information concerning classes
to follow.

Don't Keep If In Your Sox — Buy
Bonds from 20th Century-Fox

could was
be he
a Photographer
First Class."
And
In a dither because
those
just wouldn't take
Navy
nasty
his
word
for Officers
it.
*

*

*

"Who is assisting on 'The Night Before the Divorce'?" someone called in
to ask. After giving the information
and properly closing her key, the Operator proclaimed aloud in the office that
she had been sorely tempted to tell the
calling party that the two principal opponents needed no assistance on such a
night, but that a good sturdy and ableto-take-it referee would be more suitable.
*

*

*

We sure miss Louise (Fifi) Moore
around here. She has resigned to take
a position with Feldman-Blum, Agents.
Here's wishing her luck and happiness
In her new venture.
*

*

just ask him what happened at the recent Red Cross meeting. Shoes and
all! Shame Joe! And right in front of
Rosalind Russell too!
*

OUR

WAY

By Bill Goldman

Sometimes i get so mad i
COULD

*

If you think for one minute that Joe
Hirigoyen has lost his ability to blush,

*

OUT

ENLIST.

. . The

majority

of us clerks, or what we are more commonly referred to as the machinery, life
blood or heart of the office, are VERY
ANXIOUS to be called into the Service
and given a chance to do our bit . . .
the
but boys.
it sure is a tough job to sell that to

*

*

"Operator, give me Commander
Bolton's office — quick — it's important,"
said a gentleman calling in from the
outside. Thinking surely that the Japs
had pulled another sneak on us and had
dropped a bomb someplace, I frantical6

Cross First

The

ly rang the number for him. Getting no
answer, as it was during the lunch hour,
he asked me to take a message, again

ROOM

of the Red

Aid Class under the direction of Ralph
Crawford.

I haven't been fishing lately, but I am
going because I've never caught a submarine yet.

FONE

GROUPS

I suppose all of you know by this time
that our department is being kept open
twenty-four hours now. Gypsy Gould,
our new night Operator, is doing fine
and seems to like it here. Incidentally,
she is the first tow-head
the department for ages.

we've had in

It's so aggravating to have the boss
come in, put his arm around your shoulder and tell you how much he's going
to miss you, and just as the tears are
welling up in your eyes, and you're
about to tell him how swell he's been
through it all . . . he winds up by tell-

Ing you that the Army Is going to have
a tough time fitting you for a pair of
pants, or some other such cutting remark that hits you right on your sensitive part.
I've tried to convince them that I'm
patriotic, but they call that a defense
mechanism. . . I've been biting my
nails for 29 years and nobody paid any
attention to
nervousness. .
continuously,
sudden shock.

it, but now it's extreme
. I've been losing my hair
but now it's because of
. . I joined the California

State Guard and my co-workers whisper to me that that gesture will definitely NOT exempt me from the draft. A
fact that our Lt. Colonel acquainted us
with.
I'm anxious to leave my job ... in
spite of the fact that I just received a
raise that I've been awaiting for fwo
years.
I look forward to leaving my family
and friends.
I'm fickled silly to leave California;
the sun bothers my eyes and I'm allergic
to pineapple palms.
I hate thick steaks and fried chicken
and
bean I've
diet. always looked forward

fo a

But before you call for the men in
white and hustle me off to a padded
cell,
ME. remember,

THE

TRUTH

AIN'T

IN

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By Walter E. Fitchman
JEAN'S
bountiful ingenerosity
is generally measured
trickles, but
in the
case of Director Hathaway it was a
veritable flood. It required trucks and
more trucks to transport his benevolence to his co-workers last month. With
production under way only two days,
Mr. Hathaway saw to it that every
member

of the crew of his picture received a twenty-two pound turkey, and
that, brothers and sisters, is a lot of

feathers in any language. So Mr. Hathaway, may we take this opportunity to
thank you on behalf of the Grip crew
and for the others, too, for thaf grand
expression of good faith on your part
that goes far in installing comradeship
and good will that is so lacking in this
topsy-turvy world of ours.
Incidentally, Henry (Hank) Gerzen,
one of the Grips on the show, heard that
one of our boys was ill and unprepared
for the holiday season — so barely giving
his turkey time for a breather, he rushed
the bird over to the lad's home and was
mainly responsible for thaf family having a very enjoyable Christmas. Nice
work. Hank. Also may I mention that
Hank, recently discharged from Uncle
Sam's forces, is refurning to duty on
February first.

Studio Guardians

SAFETY

NEWS

if in the allotted time. But those of us
who can not handle this work in addition

By Jimmy Dinneen

I KNOW
'

you

are

you will be glad to hear that
working

of Safety

in

the

Studio

that

maintains the highest standard of safety. This fact is a matter of record. This
past month there were but six accidents:
these caused but minor injuries — two of
fhem became quife serious because they
did not receive immediate medical attention. No matter how slight your injury, see your Studio doctor at once.
Everyone is inspired with the desire
to aid in his country's defense work. Before you offer your services, consider
well whefher or not you will have the
time and energy for these extra duties.
It is very important that those doing
this work can be relied upon to finish

Sure sorry fo see Pat Matthews, Studio Club, leave. But Pat, a member of
fhe Naval Reserve, is picking up the
threads of a former occupafion, and he
goes with the good will cheers of his
friends on fhe lof. Good luck to you
lad.

to our regular jobs can still be of service
by the
being
in
home.ever vigilant on the job and
National Safety Bulletins will be posted on the Bulletin Boards. Familiarize
yourself with these rules and precautions. Seldom, if ever, will there be deliberate violation of these rules, but
some are careless. Cigarette butts that
are still burning have been found in vulnerable places.
If you see anyfhing on the Lot that
might constitute a hazard, please report
to
508. Maintenance Department — Station
In case of fire and no bucket of sand
— well, use your head.

puzzled news dealer asked if fhe reader
sought anything in
marked the reader,
that's on the inside
dealer. "The one

particular. "Yes," re"an obituary." "But
page," answered the
I seek will be on the

front page!" was the reader's grim re-

Also heard that Jim Mitchell, publicity, answered the call to arms. Then

And now for fhe snooping thaf time
will allow. Our Bill H arris is in great

there's Fred Richter, Sr. Fred has just
bid goodbye to his second and last son

demand at the various charity and hosply.
pital entertainments. Besides his musical saw. Bill has acquired a set of musical glasses that are very entertaining.

to join Uncle Sam's forces. Fred, Jr. in
fhe Army and Jack in fhe Air Force.
May God protect them wherever they
roam.
Gosh, are you obsessed too by headlines? I know I am, but the one I seek
just seems to evade me, but I do know
if I am a little more patient, the one I
am looking for will bob up in fhe right
place with the right wording — VICTORY
FOR THE U. S. A.
Maybe you've read or heard this one,
but I believe it is good enough to repeat. Itseems that an Italian in Rome
would buy a newspaper each morning
and after glancing at the headlines
would throw the paper back on the
stand. As this went on for days, fhe

Was going to say something about Art
Walters, but somehow or other it has
slipped my mind. Many new faces
fhe Grip room Christmas party, but
agreed that Johnny and Frank did
right smart job of catering. Sorry

af
all
a
to

hear about Art Wright's illness . . .
hope he'll be back with us soon. Also
Len Pruyn's illness has kept him off the
payroll for nearly fwo monfhs.

Make

If a Pracfiee and Break fhe
Axis —

Buy Bonds and

Save for Taxes
1

Wars were not easy conquests. Remem-

MESSAGE FROM
CREDIT UNION

ber Custer's last stand? Those of us who
served in the A.E.F. well remember the

By Geo. D. Hellgren

rumors that swept along the front each

SINCE 1933, the Credit Union has

ing American victories. Even our Indian

day. Some were far-fetched, and others
plausible. All were stretched with each
telling. Beware

of the fellow who says:

"I have it on pretty good authority
that ..." You can bet he's full of
something other than the Gospel. Believe nothing but the official communiAll of us have work to do before this

AMERICAN

LEGION

POST-SCRIPTS

C ECRETARY

all want

A stands for a united America.

bit by buying Defense Bonds and
Stamps. There are at least forty million

M stands for a must . . . we've got to

earners

who

receive

win.

regular

I stands for the inheritance we must

taxation at the source. Let's take the
hint and buy in such quantities that the
enemy will lose heart. Buy STAMPS and
BONDS!!!

C

protect.
stands
for collective cohesion.

A

stands for America, Cur Country,
the Land of Liberty, where

men

may think and speak their minds
without fear.

By the time this sees print, bonds and
stamps will have flooded the lot. There
is every reason to believe that a record
will be set for other Motion Picture

Buy BCNDS

to shoot at. Let results make

and STAMPS!!!!!

Lieutenant Harry Davis was given a
sword with the Legion emblem

the preceding statement seem conservative.

of which re-

no effort In making It a truly efficient
and

proficient cooperative

institutio i.

Whatever we have accomplished, hovi/ever, is not the work of one or two individuals, iis
t the end result of collective
work of each and every member.
It has not always been smooth sailing. Conditions throughout the world,
as well as within our boundaries, have
retarded our progress. Yet

there have been no "blackouts" in the
Credit Union, nor have we been in the

Unless we do, there will be compulsory

and an

"red." Now that we are well into 1942,
we find new tasks confronting us. The
greatest co-operative of all, the United
States of America, is at war with the
greatest menace of all, Nazi-Fascism.
Wherever this monster has been on the
rampage, democratic organizations such
as our Credit Union, have been destroyed. Itis Important that we realize
this and do our utmost to combat and
destroy this evil of evils.
As a Credit Union, we can pride ourselves on being one of the first to harken to the call of our country. As early
as May, 1941, we invested $25,000.00 of

of our fel-

inscription on the scabbard. We're sorry
to lose a member, but the Navy has

low-employees arejittery because official communiques do not tell of sweep-

gained a worthy addition. He'll be with
us In thought, at least.

It is apparent that many

Union, the total amount

sometimes

E stands for 100% effort.
R stands for readiness.

checks. Everyone should cooperate to
the extent of a five per cent average.

Companies

surprise you to know that more than
22,000 loans have been granted to
members since the start ot the Credit

work of this organization, have spared

'^thau has given us a hint ot what we
may expect if all of us do not do our

wage

and many of whom have benefited from
the use of these dollars. Yet, it might

It graciously. Sons, brothers, fathers and
husbands will be called to the colors,

one fact that is paramount — this is a
land worth fighting for.

of the Ireasury Morgan-

employees, some of whom now have
thousands of dollars in savings accounts

war
ques.will be won, and we had better do

to be good Americans, and every
American must sacrifice. Remember the

Publicity Chairman

services to thousands of

cently exceeded the three million dollar
ma rk. We, who do the administrative

ethers will serve at home. We
By Leslie F. Dressier,

rendered

THE

our surplus funds in United States Defense Bonds. At that time, we were not
at war. Many of us did not realize
what we eventually had to face; most of
us awakened on December 7, 1941!!!!
Now we should all be ready to pitch
in. In our little way, we can be of tremendous help to the noblest Credit
Union of all, the United States of America. Hundreds of members of our
Credit

Union have large savings accounts. We now strongly urge them to
invest at least part of their savings in
Defense Bonds.

1
B?

t

J' y

We emphatically endorse the BondBuying Plan of the Studio and ask all
employees to participate therein. It is
true, there may be times when you are
hard pressed for money. Then, let the
Credit Union come to your assistance.

Dec. 30th, 1941.
20th Century-Fox
Studio Club:
Wright Field,
Dayton, Ohio.
January 13, 1942
20th Century-Fox Studio Club
Westwood, California.
Dear Members;
I wish to thank the Studio Club for
the nice Christmas package and sweater.
Having been away for several weeks,
I regret that I wasn't able to write sooner. Will drop in soon and thank you
personally.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM F. WHITLEY,
Captain, Air Corps
Motion Picture Branch
Technical Data Section

Fort Lewis, Wash.,
Dec. 27, 1941.
Studio Club,
20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
10201 Pico Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Dear Friends:
Yesterday I received a package from
some very dear friends, and in it were
some gifts which I'll long remember.
The material things were really wonderful, but the warmth, friendship and sincerity that came out of that package
will remain with me a long, long time,
in fact, long after the material things
are gone.
For these gifts, I wish to thank them,
but hardly know how. Words are not
enough to express my appreciation.
However, I know I must thank them
and the only way I can find to do so
is simply to say "Thanks" and wish them
all the best of everything for the coming New Year.
To the girls who knitted the sweaters,
please extend my deepest gratitude
and appreciation. They must have put
in many hours to help make our lives
more comfortable and I know that they
will not have been spent in vain because I,already, have made good use of
mine as it is rather cold now.
Again, many thanks and a
New Year.

Happy

Sincerely yours,
HARCLD RCTH.
PFC. Harold Roth,
Company B,
641st Tank Destroyer En. APC. 41,
Fort Lewis, Wash.

20th Century-Fox Studio Club,
Beverly Hills, California
Dear Members:

Just a line of appreciation for your
very kind Christmas present.
Thank you very much.
H. W. TAYLCR,
465 N. Sierra Bonita Ave.,

I wish to express my deep appreciation and thanks for the Xmas package I
have -received. The sweater will come
In mighty handy. Thanks, girls.
Bob Leach (Mail Dept.) has honored
us with his presence at Keesler Field.
It's like old times when we get together
andI had
exchange
a swella little
Xmas."gossip."
Thanks to you
and all my other friends outside. I
missed going home for Xmas, but it was
sort of expected from the way they
clamped down on everything since the
declaration of war. We consider ourselves fortunate for we are still going
through school. In all probability we
will complete our course before being
transferred to some other field or base.
Some of the boys and myself managed to get away to New Crieans for
the New Year. We also took in the
game between Fordham and Missouri at
the Sugar Bowl. As luck would have it.
It rained most all through the game.
New Crieans is a great city and it was
fun while it lasted.
Happy New Year to all.
Respectfully yours,
PVT. JAMES STUMPUS
No. 19003750
Fit. C— S. S. 306
Keesler Field, Miss.

Dec. 28, 1941.
Dear Friends;
I received your Christmas package
right on the day to be opened. I knew
what to suspect but I was to get an
added bit of pleasure for on opening
I discovered a sweater, C.D. too. Can
you imagine enough to know just how
much pleasure it is to get presents like
these from one's friends.
The cigarettes, candy, gum and cook-ies were gone in no time at all. Around
here when one fellow gets a box from
the mail everyone knows about it. When
you open it up you have to be first at
It or be left out entirely.
Thanks again for helping to make
mine and many others Christmas a
happy one.

Best regards,
NCRMAN

T. STCCKING,

Battery D — 18th C. A.,
Fort VVinfleld Scott,
San Francisco, Calif.

Hollywood, Calif.
A. A. Cooney, C.B.M.,
U. S. Naval Air Station,
Terminal Island, Calif.,
December 28, 1941 .
Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio Club
Dear Friends:
Received your most generous Christmas package with the sweater and all
the other things you so thoughtfully
packed
We Inwith
the it.service, have been doing
a lot of bragging in the past about the
studio in general and the grand bunch
of people in particular that comprise
the membership of the studio club and
all they have done for us. Now we have
something more to brag about. I refer
to the many hours of time and effort
spent by the girls of the lot in making
those sweaters. They surely will be appreciated byus.
Please accept my thanks and very
best wishes for A Happy and Prosperous New Year.
Yours until we cease to Remember
Pearl Harbor.
A. A. CCCNEY.
STUDIC

CLUB:

Received your very nice Christmas
card and package, and surely do appreciate them. I received a very nice
sweater knitted by a girl from the Studio. I think that is swell of the girls and
the Studio to do that.
We've

moved our Battalion headquarters to San Bernardino. I am at
present in San Diego helping the I 15th
Medics evacuate patients from Forts
and Camps to farther in the interior.
Yours very truly,
PRIV. CLIVER

P. CGDEN,

Battalion,B— 57th Medical
Company
San Bernardino, California.
To the Studio Club:
Thanking you for all you have done
for me. Anything I say can't tell you
hov/ much it was appreciated.
P.F.C. DCN FLICKWIR,
Vancouver,
H/S.C. 18thWash.
Eng's,
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To the Studio Club:
I send my most hearty wishes to all
the employees of 20th Century Fox. I
have been receiving your most gracious
gift packages right along and I can't
tell you how much I enjoy them. It Is
things like that that make that Corporation and its employees one of the finest
In the country. It Is also things like that
that make it really worth fighting for
and protecting.
Best wishes to all,
BOB

GRAHAM,

Formerly Film Loading Dept.

Dec. 28, 1941
To Stud io Club:
I wish to express my gratitude for the
wonderful Christmas package that I received from you. Especially the hand
knitted sweater. It certainly will be useful on some of these cold mornings.
I want Madeline Hudson to know that
I am

most

appreciative of her handi-

work and that i don't think I could have
desired a nicer or more thoughtful gift.
Thanks very much, Madeline.
I also couldn't wait to scan through
"Action" as it certainly felt good to
know about the interesting events that
took place this month.
About the cookies, cigarettes and
candy. I can account for them all right
for my friends here made quick use of
them along with me. They also thought
it was swell of the Studio Club to send
such a thoughtful gift to its employees.
So, many thanks and I'll be looking
forward to seeing "Action" Magazine
again when the month rolls around.
Sincerely,
ETTER
U. S. Naval Air Station,

D'ORAZIO.

Seattle, Washington,
c o Photographic

Dear Friends:

Wednesday,

I have been meaning to write this
letter for some time but our course of
training
Uncle
Sam's one
Air
Force Is as
so pilots
intense Inthat
it leaves
study.
little time for anything but work and
A couple of times when I have been
In Los Angeles over week-ends, I have

Beverly Hills, California.
Hello Gang:
This is to let you know that I am now
stationed at Camp Roberts, California.
Have been here since Tuesday and
haven't spoken since then! Some of the
fellows call me "Silent Silver". I wonder how long they will call me that! Met
a nice bunch of fellows here. Am getting ready to go on a rice diet. Please
answer.
PVT. LEO

A. SILVER,

Co. D — 78th Inf. Trng. Bu.,
Camp Roberts, Calif.
10

Many of the boys from Fox who spent
Christmas far away from home were
probably looking forward to a dull Holiday, especially those who had expected
furloughs before the war made our duty
to our country foremost among our
thoughts. But then, as always, our friends
at Fox came through and made things
bright for us. I received my package

it If It could be arranged for me to receive Ithere at Bakersfield where I am
In training. In reading It, I would feel

on Christmas Day, just in time to add
to the eats for our own little party here

that I still am a small part of the organization that It represents and it
would keep me In touch with what all
my friends are doing.
With our declaration of war with our
foreign enemies, has come a change in
our training program. Our course has
been shortened from thirty to twenty
weeks, and we fly and go to ground
school on Saturdays and Sundays as
well as on week days. All the members
of the class I am In will finish and receive their commissions as Second Lieutenants In March Instead of the first

to Helen Starkey and the rest of the

week in May as the original schedule
called for.
I would like to take this opportunity
to say hello to all my friends at the studio and tell them that I hope to be
back with then after this affair is over.
Until I receive the next copy of Action, I'll be waiting and, of course
working for
Uncle Sam.
Sincerely,
BOB HALPRIN,
Aviation Cadet,
U. S. Army Air Corps,
Class 42-D — Co. B, Air Corps,
Basic Flying School,
Lardo Air Base,
Bakersfield, California.

Lend fo Uncle Sam and Stop Hitler
from Taking If

c/o Twentieth Century Fox Studio,

Dear Friends:

seen a copy of the Studio Club's Publication of Action which I was always
happy to receive while I was employed
on the lot. I would greatly appreciate

Dept.

The Mill Office,

January 4, 1942.

12-17.

Dec. 14, 1941.
To My Friends:
Just a line to let you know I moved
again. I am now residing at Fort Winfield Scott, Batt. D., 18th C. A., San
Francisco, Calif.
Wrote a card to the Transportation
Department to try and coax them Into
writing to me. The card or letters would
really be appreciated.
So long for
now.truly,
Yours
NCRMAN T. STCCKING.
Co. D, 3rd B. N.,
Signal Corps Replacement
Training Center,
Fort Monmouth, N. J.

In the barracks. Thanks a million, also,
girls In the Script Department

who did

such wonderful jobs knitting our sweaters. Mine Is going to see a lot of service
since the mercury here Is hovering
around zero mark.
I am now In my fourteenth week In
the radio branch of the Army Air Corps
Technical School. Graduating
13th, I am
West

February

hoping to be sent to the

Coast for duty as a radio operator with a bombardment squadron. Cur

school Is run on a gruelling schedule —
six days a week, up at 4:30 A. M. — in
school from 6:30 to 5:30 P. M. and two
or three hours study every night. Not
much time for play, but that's not what
we're here for anyway. However, we do
manage to keep a lively dialogue bantering around the field and barracks.
They say we are "code happy," but
whatever It is. It keeps us from the curse
of boredom. I'm finding radio a very
Interesting, if tough, subject, and am
coming

through with good grades and

probably chances for ratings very soon.
Half our time Is spent on radio operating and tactical procedure and the other
half on theory and maintenance.
There isn't much more I can tell you
about the school because of the high
restrictions on Information pertaining
to the work we do here.
I enjoyed "Action" very much and
will be looking forward to the next issue.
I want to thank you all again for your
generosity In making our lives In the
service a little happier.
Sincerely your friend,
PVT. CARL

G. GCTTLIEB,

30th School Squadron, Bks. 779,
Scott Field, Illinois.

NOTICE TO SOLDIERS
AND SAILORS!
We

want

to ask all Twentieth

love, It would be a lot more fun to give
orders than take them, but just give me

To the Studio Club:

time and I'll give a couple of orders too.
Keep 'em rolling. Gang!
PVT. BOB LEACH
FLT— D— 305 S. S.

very much for the Christmas package;
the sweater Is really swell and I sure

Century-Fox men who entered the
Service before Christmas to notify

Keesler Field, Miss.

I want to take this time to thank you

appreciate what you and
Clark have done for me.

Mrs.

Lois

I know the other fellows appreciate
what the Studio and Its employees

the Studio Club If you have not
To the Girls of the Script Dept,
and All Concerned:

yet received your sweater. We
understand that some packages
were not received, and If you will

Today — at "WAR" and In a strange
part of CALIFORNIA — I received your
card — your sweater — and your good
thoughts — not to mention cigarettes —
candy — cookies, etc. ... all of this —
Important to sane thinking — practical
and a lift!

send your mailing address, we will
endeavor to get a sweater to you.

Hiya, Gang:
Yes, I'll admit I've been darn slow In
writing my thanks for the swell Xmas
package I received last week. Maybe

Thank you all tor your efforts — for
the boys in the service — they will be
thinking of you. Always,

are

doing for the fellows In the service.
Thanking you again, I remain
P. F. C. DCN. R. FLICKWIR
H-S Co. — 18th Engineers
Vancouver, Washington

Bonds Won't Break You —
Bondage Would!

Dear Buck-of-the-Month-Club:

you'll believe me when I tell you that
going to school six days a week and
studying at night till the wee small

DICK

FARALLA.

As you probably know, I was drafted
on Cctober 8th and was then sent to
Fort Monmouth, N. J., where I am stationed atpresent, for my basic training.

hours has cut Into my writing somethin'
awful. About the only ones who get
steady mail are my girl friend and the
family. Yep, this school has really got

It Is certainly nice to hear from every
one at the studio and to read through
"Action" where some of the other boys
are stationed.

on my ear, and I've a lot of company in that position.
About a month ago I ran into Jim
Stumpus over in the chow line. It sure
was swell to see someone from home
me

I would like to take this opportunity
to say hello to the studio club members
In the service and at the studio.
Three dots and a dash.

and we've seen each other a couple of
times since then. He is on one shift,

EDWARD

while I'm on the other, so we don't get
to see each other as often as we'd like.
However, this bunch I am with are a
pretty swell outfit, and I hope we hang
together all the way through, but if my

LEGGEWE.

Studio Club,
20th Century-Fox Studios,
10201 W. Pico,

studies don't pick up, we won't. Maybe
I'm just not a natural mechanic. In fact
the only machine I ever took apart was
the meter In the Mail Room, and somehow It never did work quite right after

January 13, 1942.
Studio Club,
10201 W. Pico Blvd.,

that. Hope I don't have the same
fect on an airplane.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Dear Gang:

This note Is to thank you for remembering me with that swell box of cookies
and cigarettes over the holidays. It was

Greetings to yo' all from the plains
of Texas to which I have returned after

quite unexpected
twice enjoyed.

ef-

Well, it's almost time for lights out
and I'm still trying to catch up on my
writing, so I'd better rush. However,
I do want to thank all the gang at Fox
for the package, Christmas cards, etc.
It's really swell to know the folks at home
have you In mind. Believe me, we all
have the folks at home in mind.
And Ethel, thanks a million for the
sweater. I'm the best dressed man in
camp now. From the hit It made, I
could get you an order for about seven
thousand more. It was darn swell of
you and I'll never be able to tell you
how much I thank you.
Well, I must close and get all my various and sundry duties done. There's
one thing I can't understand about the
Army — who in the heck thinks up these
inspections, extra duties, marches and
routine yard duty.

That's the job I'd

a very joyous visit to California and old
T.C.F. After the good time 1 had with
the Studio bunch and the nice package
waiting for me here when I got back,
I can only give my sincere thanks for
the swell things you are doing.
Best regards,
SGT. JCEL

G. DCBSCN,

Los Angeles, Calif.

and, because of that,

Thanks again,
DAVID

HECHTLINGER,

I Ith Naval District
Asst. District Public
Relations Cffice,
5 1 I Van Nuys Bldg.,
Los Angeles, California.

Company A, Reception Center,
Camp Wolters, Texas.
(Note: Miss Ruth Howard, Mimeograph Dept., received a very nice
"thank you" note from Jerry Dobson.
It was she who knitted his Christmas
sweater.)

Give Uncle Sam

Vitamin "B"onds

The Westerners'

Club

extends

congratulations to Emilio de Lavigne, the new President, and
Allan Maynard,
Club Manager.

the new

Studio

ALONG

VACUUM

ROW

to the left of me, vacuums

By Billy McCrystal, Sr.
THERE Is a tension that we can't shake
* off. The big drive is on tonight; in a
few minutes we go over the top. The
enemy has been active over the weekend: the mangled remains of "Lady Nicotine" are scattered about in grotesque
positions, a little butt here, a little butt
there and what was once a "Royal Perfecto" has returned to its original state
— cabbage leaves.
Into this scene of carnage and sabotage steps that daredevil leader of the
vacuum squad. A deep silence greets
him. Then with voice choked with emotion, a fearless look in his eyes, he speaks
the words that send a thrill through
every man — words that will go down In
history — words that echoed all over the
land wherever brother members of
vacuum squads congregate. "Men, 20th
Century-Fox, on the eve of this great
adventure, expects every man to do his
duty." Then with a shout, "Follow me,
lads,” we begin the attack.
Vacuums to the right of me, vacuums

NOTICE. INCOME
ASSISTANCE

TAX

Mr. Allan Maynard,
Studio Club Manager.
Dear Mr. Maynard:
I have just completed arrangements with the Internal Revenue
Department and with the Office of
the Franchise Tax Commissioner
for a deputy from each of these
offices to be at the Studio on
Monday and Tuesday, February
16 and 17, for the purpose of
assisting employees of the Studio
in the preparation of their 1941
Federal and State income tax returns.
Vic Christensen advises that he
will have Rooms No. I, No. 2 and
No. 3, Park Row, available on
those days for the use of these
deputies.
Naturally we want all employees
on the Lot to know that this service will be available on those
dates. In order to obtain the
widest publicity possible regarding this service so that every employee who needs it will use it,
will you please insert a notice to
this effect in the next issue of
"ACTION," stressing the fact that
employees should take advantage
of the opportunity.
J. B. CODD.

to my rear.

On and on charged the gallant "Night
Owl Battalion.” We advanced slowly,
but steadily. Shorty Clemmons on my
right mutters a cuss word; a piece of the
merchandise that made Wrigley rich and
famous, and which had been parked all
day behind the dentyne smile and beestung lips of some office cutie, is stuck
to the sole of Shorty's shoe. How did
it get on the floor? Ask me an easy
one! Shorty removes his shoe to remove the Wrigley nugget and steps on
a thumb tack. More cussing! How do
these things get on the floor? Slowly
to my rear, Pete Heibert, veteran of
many a hard fought fight with overtaxed
waste baskets is carrying on; Cheerio,
Pete!
Below on the next floor, Pat, whom
the girls call "Curly Locks," is forging
ahead with his deadly germ destroyer.
Up on the top floor, along the corridor
of dreams, two snipers are busy picking
off the enemy. Lew Powell, and his faithful shadow "Dynamite Watkins."
Twelve o'clock midnight we pause a
few minutes for station identification,
then once more we resume the attack.
We

are now well into the enemy's country. I recognize a familiar landmark,
an ash tray with drowned cigarette
butts; why, oh why not let them die a
natural death, and a far less sticky mess
to clean up — still we push on.
3:30 A. M. Zero hour — like the marines, we have mopped up, and the situation is now well in hand. Slowly we
begin our trek homeward

and the await-

ing arms of "Morpheus." One by one
the tired warriors of tonight's frolic roll
out of the Studio grounds in their RollsRoyces to be swallowed up in the fog
that has draped its ghost-like mantle of
mist over the sleeping city.
As I take a last look before leaving,
out of the building steps a man in uniform. It is Rex, the stalwart guardian
of law and order on the lot. He appears to be in deep meditation; he
gazes up at the moon, then a peaceful
smile comes over his face. I wonder
what he is thinking of; thoughts are very
disturbing at times, but from that broad
smile on his good-natured face, his must
have been pleasant. Well here goes —
my definition of thoughts:

"NO

LUXURY

TAX"

Thoughts are but motion pictures
And our mind enacts the screen
Each thought depicts a story
Of good or evil scenes.
Yet thoughts can be as beautiful
As the red rose on a vine;
Thank goodness there is no luxury tax
On thoughts as rare as mine.
—BILLY McCRYSTAL, SR.
"Night Owl Battalion"
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THE SCRIPT TEASE
By Al Goodwin
TREMENDOUS
activity emanates at
* the Studio these days, not only from
the standpoint of a heavy production
program, but also due to the activities
which have been added as a result of
the war-time emergency. Much Red
Cross work has been accomplished — the
employees have shown great interest in
the First Aid Classes, and on such committees you will always find Kathleen
Ridgeway, head of the Script Department, a very prominent personality in
stimulating results on these emergency
programs, as well as acting on committees for Studio functions. A vote of applause goes to Kathleen Ridgeway.
And now to reminisce a bit. Did you
see Betty Bow having the time of her
life at the Bowling Tournament? Myrtle
Eaton was bowling 'em over in fine form
with her partner, Harold Bow.
The Children's Christmas Party was a
huge success and many of the employees
volunteered their services to assist in
giving away hundreds of presents to the
employees' children. Those assisting
from the Script Department were Betty
Waterhouse, Ken Hamilton and Audre
Rochlen. Speaking of Audre reminds
me of that certain 65 carat topaz set in
rubies which she so proudly sported the
day before Christmas. Santa was mighty
good to Audre — only this "Santa" is
young, very nice and — well, why go on!
Believe your nickname should be
"Rocks" from now on — not "Rocky."
We all wish Pat Matthews, the popular Studio Club Manager, every success
in his appointment

with Uncle Sam

in

San Diego. The Studio's loss is our government's gain— we all will miss you.
Speaking of the service — Russell Taliaferro recently received notice for his
physical at Santa Barbara — of course he
passed in fine style and is now awaiting
his turn.
I understand
lyn Fabert and the
Bob"Inseparables"
Angus expectEveto
walk down that well known aisle some
time next month. We all wish you the
best of luck and happiness.
Henry Arnsteln is back in the fold
again after his assignment with the Publicity Department. Nice to have you
with us again, Henry.
Bernard

Bennett, in a playful mood,

picked up a pair of knitting needles and
pointed them at Herman

D'Crazlo (the

Script punster!!!), saying: "Herman, I'm
going
jab you!"
Bernard
should came
have
known tobetter
because
Herman
back with a snappy "So — I'll fight the
Jabs!!!" Do you get the point — or do
you suppose Herman did?
Already letters have begun to pour
(Continued on page 14)

THE BARTER

COLUMN

Something to sell, trade, rent? Studio clubbers,
voice your message through this column. Rates to
members ten cents per line. All others five cents
per

word — payable in advance. Copy
ceived ten days before date of issue.

FOR

SALE

AT SACRIFICE:

must

be

re-

Black fe-

male Scottie, one year old ped. champion show stock. Call after 6 p. m.

He. 1008.

40 f

FURNISHED ROOM close by with stall
shower bath in new home. Private entrance, garage.

2048 Kerwood

Ave.

''' Fox Hills, CR. 6-5373.
FOR SALE: Property of Kenneth Lang,
now stationed at R. Monmouth, N. J.
4x5

Speed

Graphic Camera,

Lense

4.7. Range-Finder, Kalart. Shade.
Universal Weston Exp. Master Meter.
a'vD Holland Sol Flash Synchronizer. Six
I'

Packs. Price $180. Phone Mrs. Ralph
Lang (Mother), HI-6695. 6606 Leland
Way, Hollywood.

FOR

RENT:

BASKETBALL
Looking

like a

these cagers

combination

by

ballerinas as Zorina,

are triping the light fantastic in search

Baronova

of an elusive basketball.

and

Toumonova,

Dale

Sears (25)

of Twentieth Century-Fox' national A. A. U. cage champions and an unidentified Phillips Oiler
are spotlighted in this moment during the Twentieth Century-Fox-Phillips 66 game played recently
at 'Madison
which

Square

Twentieth

Garden.

Lubin, the moviemen's
down

It was the finals of the Dr. Naismith

Century-Fox

the center

won

by a

score

6-foot 7-inch center;

berth

of 42 to 39.

Also

Paul Lindeman,

tor Phillips; Les O'Gara

Golden
seen

Jubilee

ex-Washington

(20) Twentieth

cage

tourney

in the picture are Frank
Stater, now

Century-Fox'

Basketball; Art Mollner, FHollywood's wiry guard, (21) looking like Paderewski
little Chopin; and Don Lockhard (66), veteran Oiler performer.

Golden

holding
Boy

of

just finished wi th a

7 rm. English house, newly

furnished throughout. 3 bedrooms,

2

BASKETBALL

baths, extra large living room. 5 min.
from Studio. $150.00 per month with
gardener. Phone ARIz. 95020, or call

Cliff Ransom,

Ext. 286-394.

1942 LICENSE
For

of such famous

BALLET

the

seventh

(O

PLATES
consecutive

year, Studio employees will be
able to secure their Automobile
License plates at the Studio Police
Dept. This courtesy has been arranged by Chief Tom Young
through the Automobile Club of
Southern California. Earl Hendrickson of the Beverly Hills Branch
OfRce will be in the Studio Police
Department daily, except Sundays, from I 1:30 A. M. until 2:00
P. M. Drop in during your lunch
hour, bring your white registration
slip and your money and walk out
with your new style 1942 license
plates.

ALLAN

MAYNARD

^
^HE Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Basketball Team has played two games since I
have been connected with the Studio Club. Having been privileged to accompany them to San Diego, Saturday, January 17, I had the pleasure of witnessing a
real championship team, both from the standpoint of basketball and personalities.
The game In San Diego was successful all the way around. Our team, although
faced with some stiff competition, came out with flying colors, and won over
Consolidated Aircraft by 10 points.
The following Saturday, January 24, our champions went up against the U.C.L.A.
varsity team and this turned out to be one of the finest basketball games I have
ever seen. After a hard played game
was 60 to 49.
I wish members

Twentieth

Century-Fox

won.

The score

of the Studio Club, who may have thought they would not be

Interested In watching a basketball game, would turn out for one of these games.
Basketball Is one of the most Interesting games

that I know, and after attending

one our
of our
for
team.games I'm sure you will agree and become
DID YOU

KNOW?

a regular fan and rooter

Fred Metzler, Treasurer and Stud lo Manager,

a great basketball player on the Pacific Coast.
could still hold his own, should he so desire.

was formerly

It Is the writer's belief that he
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FROM THE LABORATORYWESTERN AVENUE
(Continued from page 12)
in from the recipients of the Buck-aMonth Club packages. Our boys who
have entered the Service received in
their package, a sweater made of wool
purchased by the Studio Club and knitted by willing workers among the girls
at Western Avenue and Fox Hills Lots.
The

letters indicate how

welcome

these gifts have proven and we are glad
our boys know that their fellow employees are remembering them.

Lick fhe Stamps

That Will

Lick Hitler!

By Harry Tarnoff
HRCUGHCUT
Pearl Harbor bombings and blackouts, the laboratory has
kept its nose to the grindstone processinq the film that makes the wheels of
20th Century-Fox go round and round.
But the war has left a deep Imprint on
each one of us. The windows of the
laboratory have been painted over and
now stare blindly out at the sky out of
which bombers just possibly may come.
Henry Goldfarb Is the official defense stamp salesman of the laboratory
and is anticipatmq a heavy weekly sale.
Harry Bell, Fred Burnworth, Clark
Murray, Bill Leonard, Arch Macinnis and
others are actively engaged in
nightly defense work as Air Raid
Wardens, State Guardsmen, Auxiliary
Pol icemen. Auxiliary Firemen and such.
To the great joy of certain executives
hereabouts, the lab has secured a priority rating on certain materials to the
completion of the new developing machines, which will be the most modern,
precise and efficient in the Industry.
The sudden death of Robert Pierce
has shocked and saddened all those who

CAFE
By Ruth Thayer

T HE Cafe employees wish to thank
* everyone who helped to make theirs a
Happy Xmas. Also to Frances Webb
who sponsored the radio. The lucky
man was Lee Greenway of the Makeup
Department.
We all miss George Hyder very much,
who left the Studio the first of January.
Myra Long left the Cafe in December,
expecting a "Blessed Event." Cther
girls who left the Cafe are Effie McCoy
and Jerry Woods. Good luck to all.
1942 has brought about many changes.
Alleen Mahon spent Xmas
family in Missouri.

with her

Louise Ciaccio has been very ill in the
California Lutheran Hospital for over a
month. We are hoping for her speedy
recovery.
Veva Zumhofe was hurt due to a fall
and has been home three weeks.
We

are looking forward to our department going over 100 per cent in the
coming Studio Club Drive as it did in
1941.
So many of our boys are leaving for
the Service. Pat Matthews, our Studio
Club Manager, was called by Uncle
Sam. We all miss him and the good
work he has done for our Club.
Why can't we have more news from
the Cafeteria and Coffee Shop?
14

knew him as a sincere, capable technician and a loyal, honest friend.
In the midst of a blinding snowstorm
In Las Vegas, on January 4th, Gertrude
Snyder threw herself into the sea of
matrimony and is now, we are sure,
wading through the waters of connubial
bliss.

NEWS FROM WESTERN
FIRE DEPARTMENT

AVENUE

By H. M. Siegel, Fire Chief W. A.
\A/E

must all face the war-time emer-

qency — always alert for AIR RAID
ALARMS! Due to the various types of
bombs now in use, we are presented
with the problem of preventing fires resulting from these incendiaries. The
antidote to this menace is a constant
vigilance requiring day and night surveJIance of our fire equipment, hose
I'nes, pumps, automatic sprinkler systems, llqht, water and power supplies.
Cur

Studio Fire Department has selected men from various departments on
the lot to act as AIR RAID WARDENS.
These men will be given the latest instruction Inthe removal and isolation of
Incendiary and delayed-action bombs,
the method of spraying them in order
that they may cool gradually, the use of
sand, etc., in addition to many other
things.

ficient organization will be formed in
addit ion to building up a closer bond
of good will between our employees.
The active personal interest of every
employee is essential to the plans of the
Studio Fire Auxiliary Corps, and your
cooperation is earnestly solicited. Resolve today to use every possible precaution toprevent fires from any cause,
and thus aid your company and our
country in its great defense plan.

PAYROLL
By Grace

PERIODS
Ewart

"A DAY-RATE

ACTOR’S

I Marcus Evans had given a masterful
performance.
The cast was spellDILEMMA"
bound when he delivered an oration on
the "Evils of Money." Many were so
moved they threw all of their money
away — but they picked It up later.
J. Marcus Evans Is a Day-Rate Actor,
and I shall now tell you what happened
to him after leaving the set — with the
fond hope of being paid off. The Asst.
Director had signed his card and
directed him to the Casting Cffice, and
was in turn directed to the Payroll Cffice— and there — gentle reader ^— -is
where the fun began.
Upon entering the Payroll Cffice he
observed Miss Reed and Miss Ewart
looking as though they had just met a
Greek God (Charles Boyer to you). Miss
Ewart recovered her composure and
realized there was a stranger In the
office. She Inquired if he had worked
at the Studio previously. J. Marcus was
doubtful — whereupon Miss Ewart
checked with Personnel to learn he had
not worked at the Studio previously.
Mr. Dorrity Invited him to sit down,
and told him he saw his last picture in
which he had given a
formance.

masterful per-

Just as our visitor started to glow with
appreciation for this tribute. Miss Higgins appeared on the scene with a determined look on her face — plied him
with questions and requested that he
fill out a questionnaire. When this was
completed she scrutinized It very carefully and discovered he was born in
England. "A-ha!" she exclaimed, "you
are an alien. You will have to fill out
six more forms, which will have to be
notarized. Come with me."
"Bet that fellow has already really
learned McCarthy.
the evils of money," sotto voced
Walter

splendid response to the Fire Auxiliary

Miss Higgins escorted the poor, bewildered fellow into the Accounting Cffice where Miss Higgins and Miss Fraser
dwelt on the trials and tribulations of a

Corps, and we believe that a very ef-

Notary Public. Finally the papers were

Cur company executives wish to thank
these AIR RAID WARDENS for their

signed and they returned to the Payroll
Office.
Les Dressier was hard at work figuring Mr. Evans' time card. "So — you
have five minutes overtime. Who authorized you to work five minutes overtime?" he shouted at J. Marcus. J.
Marcus, now somewhat Intimidated, replied that it was necessary to complete
the picture, etc., etc. Dressier turned
to Mr. Bow and whispered something.
"Well — he can't get
He grabbed the time
Into Mr. De Weese's
Weese was barricaded

away with that."
card and rushed
office. Mr. De
behind stacks of

time cards, guild books, payrolls, busily
engaged on another retroactive payroll.
However, he went into a huddle with Mr.
Bow regarding the overtime. After
much discussion, the five minutes was
allowed.
While all of this was going on, our
own "Jackie"
Loretta mention
Marcus — turned
smile and did a
As he walked
charming Belle

Burke, having heard
England approached J.
on his best personality
little stamp promoting.
back to his desk — our
Kvitka entered with a

football pool. "The chances are only
$1.00, Mr. Evans. Of course I have
won practically all of the pools this
season
but you
candollar,
tell."
J.
Marcus — handed
overnever
his last
while
SI Tanner made

a note to check up on

the Actor's deductions for Income Tax
purposes.
Esther Silver looked at the poor chap
pityingly and whispered words of encouragement. "Don't give up yet — the
worst Is yet to come." J. Marcus wondered ifthis could be possible, but tried
to look brave.

STUDIO CLUB
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Gentle Readers:
Whiile this is written to the mul-

who

titude at large, it is really addressed tojust a few of the folks
have neglected to send in

their applications to the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club. You see the
Club is endeavoring to get a
100% membership by the first of
February, and while you would be
amazed at the few who have delayed joining, we think enough of
them to solicit their subscriptions,
so as Chairman of the Membership Drive, I earnestly hope that
this gentle reminder will send the
delinquent ones post haste to the
Club with their applications.
Very sincerely yours,
WALTER E. FITCHMAN.

The prepaid requisition was finally
written and our hero was directed to the

HEALTH EXPERTS

Cashier's Office, where he found our
debonair Cashier — Lloyd Nobles. J.

^o// need erertf dot/. . .

|

ml/A,an egg, some meat,

Marcus timidly pushed the "prepaid"
through the window. His spirit was almost broken, but he still had some cour-

a potato, and too colored
vegefah/es.two kinds of fruit.
a dark cereal and i

Lloyd looked
at him.
to the age.other
window.
I have"Go
200 around
Extras
to pay off and 100 checks to make up.
Please get in line!" J. Marcus wearily
got In line, and eventually received his
check, after Edgar French had done a
marathon down to the various signatories.
As he staggered by the Casting Cfflce on his way out of the Studio, a
cheery hail from one of its windows —
"Same call tomorrow, J. M." hit him
right on the spot for rehabilitation.
Cnee an actor, always an actor — with
the true gesture of a professional, J.
Marcus Evans squared his sagging
shoulders, smiled his thanks and strode
with a new buoyancy through the exit.
LEGAL

DEPARTMENT

By Bernice Burke Holden
CRCM
the Legal Department comes
* our combined wishes for a Happy and
Victorious New Year.
Herewith, Legal Department news;
New Girls: Ursula Brassen and June
Cnstad. Attractive, thereby conforming to our standards.
New Bride: Beverly Williams, formerly of the Legal Department, was married
to Robert Metzler on December 27,
1941. Cur best wishes.
New Home: Gladys Burton Dorfmeler
and her husband worrying over color
schemes for the home
priorities permitting.

they're building,

New Dash and Style: Mr. Wasson's
new sports ensemble. Mr. Stephenson's
new shoes — a
big success. Gladys

'can get your
WU
Vitamins from.^
these fourmen

THREE

SQUARE

MEALS

THE experts say you (an ordinarily
* healthy adult) need every day, these
few simple foods:
Two glasses of milk; an egg; one serving of meat or a meat substitute: one
potato and two servings of colored
vegetables: two servings of fruit, one of
them fresh; some dark bread or cereal;
butter.
Just these few simple foods furnish
the essentials your body must have — the
vitamins, mineral elements, proteins —
without which sound health is Impossible. These are the must foods.
The

starchy and sweet foods, together with fat, furnish the fuel to keep

your body going full steam ahead.
Within reason, you can get this fuel
from whatever dishes you like best. Your
weight tells you whether you are eating
too much or too little.
The experts also say you do best on
three meals a day. Some of us refuse to

could be

eat all three. The fellow who hasn't time
for breakfast (or the coffee-and-sinker
dunker) will find it difficult to get in all
the must foods each day. This Is also

New Hours: Much appreciated, and
affording splendid opportunities for

true of one who has only a chocolatesoda-and-cup-cake quick lunch.
Your breakfast can include a fruit and

Kenny's very green dress.
New President: Mr. de Lavigne
elected President of the Studio Club.
Wish his inaugural address
broadcast.

studying colorful sunrises.
New Sparkle: Harriet Cllver returned
from a visit to her home In San Francisco, feeling and looking better than
ever.
New Aversion: No more trips to Big
Bear over Icy roads for Marylib Downing. "Snow fun," she says, "to skid at
an New
elevation
of 6000Me.feet."
Affluence:
Two new retread
tires.
New

Resolve:

All of us will buy as

many Defense Stamps and Bonds as we
can.

the egg among your must foods. Your
luncheon may finish off the milk and one
vegetable, perhaps In a salad. That
would leave another colored vegetable,
the meat, a potato, and some fruit for
the evening meal. With less must foods
used up In the first two meals, the more
remains to be crowded Into the last
meal of the day.

If you want to know the reasons for
the experts' advice ask for a copy of
"What to Eat and Why". It is a readable, interesting, scientifically sound,
little book.
15
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you live in America — lucky be-
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still valiantly

resisting the Nazi

yoke,

have

none

or very little of the things that you and I take for granted. These
things, that you
But they are

and

I take

available

for granted,

to you

are

only because

can, and as such enjoy the privileges and

available
you

to you.

are an Ameri-

bounteous

plenty of

this great land.
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ARE
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ing and
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regimes,

you

help
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merely

its War

sad

throughout

because,
which

plight

this world.

being

program
foisted
You

rity and Peace for you
money only, while many
Peace

with

blood,
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your

purchase

of savings

instead of enduring

follow

by your

designed

are merely

you

millions

being

Nazi

government

to save

many

the sufferof the

asked

and

to
me

of peoples
to buy

Secu-

and your loved ones with money —
others today are buying Security and

of your

Studio

of Defense
can

asked

upon

suffering and

that you

in the footsteps

and

Stamps

earnestly
with

available — I even

Your

employer.

generously

made

of your
Twentieth

available

as possible, your purchase
siderable time, money and

greatest

heritage

Century-Fox
to you

every

penny

advocate

your

Liberty.

Film Corporation,

its facilities, to make

has

as easy

of Defense Bonds. It has spent coneffort in setting up a plan whereby

you can purchase Defense Bonds with a minimum of sacrifice
and trouble to yourself. I am sure you will wish to participate
in this great effort. Therefore, may I suggest that you study
enclosed Defense Bond Brochure for important details.
Sincerely,
EMILIO
Your
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Volume Three

SPECIAL

ARTICLES

Cameralosophy

DANIEL

B. CLARK

Hoarding

ROBERT

L GUNN

The Movietone

HENRY

Mirror

ARNSTEIN

PETE LAKE

Nursery Tales
JIMMY

Safety News

VOICE

OF

THE

J. CHILD

LOT

JOHN

Film Editing "Cut-Ups"

EHRIN

E. C. McMANIGAL

Process "Processions"
Laboratory — Western

HARRY

Avenue

ALICE

Script "The Script Tease"

Paint Department

TARNOFF
GOODWIN

GRACE

EWART

EVERETT

J. LULL

Payroll "Payroll Periods"

RUTH

News

DAVID

Special Effects "Sersen Shots"
Transportation "As the Wheels

THAYER
PRESTON

BENNETT

Turn"

BILL GOLDMAN

Our Way"

For four years Russell Taliaferro praised military life to his
co-workers in the Stenographic Department. Today he is snapping
commands and explaining army life to new recruits at Camp
Roberts. Commissioned as a second lieutenant several months
ago, the 23-year-old script distributor was ordered this month
into active duty by the War Department. Russell, who once was
connected with the Supply Department, received his training in
Citizen Military Training Camps and in R.O.T.C.

"V" FOR

VICTORY

WHITE

IRISH ROCHE

Labor Dept. "Laborelates"
Mill "Out

DINNEEN

HOWARD

The United States Marines

Cafe

Number Two

A "V" on a collar
A "V" on a hat
We're going to win
And we're sure of that.

A "V" in a heart
In a soul. In a mind
You'll
And infind
a soldier's heart
"V" for Victory
His one
and only
Thought
We

LEE DUNBAR

Electric "Sparks from the Arcs"
Printing & Supplies "Printables"

SAMUEL
WALTER

Grip Department
Tabulating Department

LUTHER

T. GODFREY
E. FITCHMAN
HOLTZCLAW

monthly

at Beverly

must not miss.

A "V" on a window
On a car, on a book
We'll give the enemy
What we took
At Pearl Harbor, Manila
And Wake Island, too
And win this war
Is what we'll do.

Published

is this

Now

don't let's worry

And don't let's fret
In action yet.
They haven't seen us
So let's pray together
We're going to win.
Say "V" for victory
And we'll conquer sin.

Hills, California, by and for the membership of Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club. Subscription price $1.00 per
Single copy fifteen cents. Advertising rates furnished on request. Telephone: BRadshaw 2-2161, Station 1109.

year

included

in members*

dues.

NURSERY

CUT-UPS

TALES

By Pete Lake
By John IN
Ehrinbells will soon notify
/'^ERTA

The Nursery — what Is it?
Where is It? Well, the one

all gals that a dark, curlyheaded army projectionist will
soon be out of circulation.

referred to in these lines, isn't
a/ prep school for Infants and it

Betty Wilcox, who Is badly
afflicted with returnitls, returned

Isn’t In Stage 2. We speak of
that garden spot where the
flowers and shrubs that deco-

her new license plates. She says

rate our lot, get their start.
they
weren't
mates! our
Mary
Crumley,

Most everybody believes the
Nursery, in toto. Is the greenhouse by the cafeteria. Well,
maybe
now

it was, years ago, but

we have a larger nursery

than most you will see on Olympic, Beverly, Pico, or other
boulevards, and one which has
a greater variety of shrubs,
trees and flowers.
Where

Is It? Well, rather

than keep you guessing. It Is
situated in the far Northeast
corner of the lot — turn to the
right before

you

cross the

bridge and go straight past the
Scene Docks on the left and
over the hill. But we have no
bus service, and if you are a
lover of horticulture, your alternative isto walk — but you
will find it well worthwhile.
We have a large lath house,
a smaller one and also a cloth
house. In these are kept the
more fragile of our flowers and
plants — those which need partial shade and protection from
wind and sun. Most of the formal plants used for decorative

Anyone

Interested In picking
resting

Academy at Annapolis.
He was called into the Navy

place for himself or pets, please
contact Bert Sebell at the

last July and, after several
weeks of preliminary training In

the right and proper

Scene

Dock. He

also has on

hand a fine collection of tombstones and markers. No credit —
cash basis only.
All the members of the negative cutting room have become
Air Wardens, and are now able
to get out nights — the first time
in years for some of them.
Sixty-two year old John Barret , a torpedo instructor in the
Navy during the last war, left
for San Diego recently where
he will serve In that same capacity. He was formerly with
Vance Thrasher's Canvas Shop
where he operated a canvas
sewing machine.
Dick Reimer, former mimeograph operator. Is now a student in the United States Naval

Kentia palms and many others.
Besides the flowers which are
raised in these houses, there are
some 50 beds of flowers and

and orange. As the months go
by many other species of flowers will come into bloom so that
at any time of the year there

of

bloom and growth arranged
around the little office building.

And that isn't all. Back of the
cloth houses are more and more

These are all In gallon cans, and

beds of larger and more mature shrubs and trees. These are

In various

stages

at the present time, one bed of
calendulas is a
In blooms

gorgeous

sight

of pale yellow, red

husband,

looking for that se-

cretly hidden bottle of cure-all,
found a pair of woolen army
socks. So he hastily reparked
the car In front of the fire plug,

took a three month course with

and the neighbor was none the
wiser.

seventy - five class - mates and
passed with top honors. The five
highest in the school were
granted admission to Annapolis.

For days our Mary hitchhiked,
walked and talked her way to

Herman D'Orazio, head of
script distributors, who has been
with our studio for a decade,

work. Then one day the police
found her car in Boyle Heights.
The key was just where she left
it, and It was In front of a fire

has been drafted.
He once worked as a receptionist in the old administration
when production activities were
first concentrated on this lot.
Later he became

a member

of

plug she
justhad
liketoshe
— but
first
talkleft
the Itofficer
out
of —a (the
ticket
chance)
cop).(he hadn't a
On

returning home,

Mary

the Test Department, serving In

found the neighbor's car In
front of her fire plug, so she

a number

went In to ask him to move

It.

He said she must have made

a

of capacities.

His brother, Etter D'Orazio,
who also worked here. Is In active duty for the Navy.

mistake

because

his car was

stolen from him while he was at
work in Boyle Heights. Mary

is always freshness and fragrance around the nursery.

shrubs

neighbor's Ford (it was parked
In Mary's reserved parking spot
— in front of the fire plug). Her

San Diego's Naval Training Station, attended Radio Aviation
School In North Island. Here he

purposes In hotel lobbies and
hallways, etc., are kept here,
such as philodendrons, ferns,

super

scoop artist, had her new blue
Ford stolen and accidentally
drove to work and back In her

in five-gallon cans or tubs — hibiscus, oleander, myrtus, laurel.

viburnum, eucalyptus, diosma —
many you will know, but (and
I'll take a bet on this) a lot more
that you don't know.
If you like flowers and

all

things that grow — and who
doesn't — come on down and
visit us. We have nothing to sell
and we do think the nursery is
a mighty colorful spot, so we
are proud and happy to show
it to all who care to call.

eased out gracefully, went home
and told hubby. They looked at
each other, their tummies turning like clock work, then hubby
rushed out to see If the bottle
was In its secret hiding place.
It was there all right — but every
aspirin tablet was gone!
We
are all happy

that

George Gittens recovered from
his operation so quickly. He had
28 stitches in his leg and he
never took a day off work (boy.
3

oh boy, is he tight). He had
some trouble though, because
every time he lifted his leg a
few stitches would come loose.
He is all well now and we are
all glad, though his wife is the
happiest. They're so devoted!
We are all looking forward
to the launching of Bob Simpson's new yacht. Simpson seems
to be a little worried about
the whole thing — he at least
wants one ride on it before the
government takes it over. If
there is any champagne around
you may be sure it will be taken
internally — and not used to
launc h the boat!
Now that Jerry Webb has
learned to climb a fence the
department is plentifully supplied with avocados.
Bobby McLean's victory garden is a great success. We
understand that very shortly she
will be able to supply fresh
vegetables and strawberries to
anyone in the department who
wishes to buy. She even sleeps
with a shotgun at her side —
and so far she has shot two
snails and four carrots!
We
have an enthusiastic
bicycle club — in fact we are
even outdoing the Mail Department in number of bicycles in
use. Jerry Webb, the instigator,
promises to ride to work if he
can have an ambulance follow
up! Our best dressed cyclist is
Jimmy Clark who rides to work
in
a camel's
hair McNeil
coat andlikes
tyrolean
hat. Allan
to
ride but not to peddle, so Gene
Fowler has a patented basket
attached to the front of his
bike. Sammy Fields even has an
automobile horn on his bike,
much to the consternation of
passing motorists! Our genial
boss, Hector Dods, rode as far
as the gate, but refused point
blank to ride in front of the
Administration Building. He refuses to ride to work anymore —
after getting two tickets for
speeding.

THE LABORATORY—
Western Avenue
By Harry Tarnoff

The laboratory is a department where the closest atten-

tion ispaid to scientific procedure. Now the essence of
science is controlled experiment. Bythis we mean that with
certain precise conditions established tests are made and
4

precise results secured. These
results are noted and if necessary are checked by a duplication of the experiment. Then
with a slight variation of the
original conditions (all changes
are meticulously recorded) another test is made. The results

a lap dissolve on him the other
evening and left him stranded
in the exact middle of nowhere.
However, Jeep was perfectly
at home In this locale, having
been there many times before.

of this and subsequent tests or
experiments are noted and

He only bewailed the fact that
he Is out the fifty bucks some
noble but simple minded friend
to man offered him for his junk

analyzed usually by being broken down into mathematical or

heap a month ago.
Local ball circles are agog at

graphical form. Finally, after a
series of carefully controlled experiments, the best possible results are secured. The conditions
under which these results were
secured are then established as
the standard conditions for all
work of this particular sort to
be done in the future. That is,
they exist until a new set of
experiments in the light of new
knowledge makes a
change
again necessary. This practical,
logical, pragmatic control of
the environment is the purpose
of all scientific method. It is
devoid of all guesswork and
wishful thinking. It does not
tolerate bias, prejudice, or preconceived ideas of good and
evil. It rests its unshakable case

the remarkable twirling feats of
Walt "Iron Man" Schafer. Pitch-

Al Vicks has been home with
a bad leg for two weeks and
we hope he will not have to
have an operation.
The Cafe has had a lot of
luncheons for new brides lately
In all different departments. The
war situation must have something to do in hurrying all these
marriages.
See, Nellie and Alleen, I did
not say a thing, eh?
Mr. Janlos undercharged Mr.
Codd five cents, and Mr. Codd

ing a dazzling
andWalt
almost
seeable" fast ball
has "uncarried his semi-pro club to the
top. But not only his sizzler has
been handy: Walt is a demon
with the bat, and opposing

(by mistake) tucked a jar of
syrup under his arm and walked
out, expecting every moment to
be stopped — but nothing hap-

hurlers cringe when he spits on
his hands and hoists the old

THE SCRIPT

hickory to his shoulder. Several
sport scribes have gone wild
over Walt's abilities and have
been shouting loudly that he Is
big league material. And we
believe he is.

pened.
By Alice Goodwin
THE "March of the Stars" is
* well on its way — and by stars
I mean

TEASE

the men

who

are en-

gaged these days marching with
Uncle Sam — so in order to keep
In step with them, the Script
Department is making ready to
adopt one of the camps

upon

as its

the validity of experimental fact. Proof of the validity of scientific procedure lies In
the fact that It alone can give

very own — object — to see that
the boys are supplied with recreational activities such as

constancy and accuracy of results. It alone can assure safe
prediction of what is going to

games, cards, books, boxing
gloves — In fact anything that

happen under certain given circumstances.

may add to the enjoyment of
their leisure hours. So In the
event one of the fair secretaries

To become
chelllan:

approaches

a bit more Wln-

you for that ping

Harold

pong table, or the many games
you have stored In the closet,

Church are anxiously awaiting
the call to the colors, are

bring everything of that nature
you can to the Studio. These

Elvie Williams

and

champing at the bit, as It were.
Uncle Sam is going to be
mighty proud of these two stalwarts who have learned the
noble art of attack and self defense in nightly bouts with the
tough printing room gang. Than
which only the well known gas
house gang is tougher.
Mr. Leshing, we are happy to
say, has recovered from the
temporary Indisposition which
kept him away from our midst
for a while.
Sam

Goldblatt

and

Johnny

(J. C.) c unningham have departed this happy vale of tanks
and chemical vapors to mosy
about In defense jobs associated with the building and inspection ofportable developing
machines for the army.
"Jeep" Jeeter's "Jeep" made

CAFE

NEWS

By Ruth Thayer
ACATIONS

gifts will keep our boys realizfolks at home alingways
thathavethe
their welfare in mind
have

started

early this year. Helen Walker Is spending hers In Texas;
Sarah and Edith in Colorado,
and Irene Metke in Washington.
We miss Toni very much. She
will be married In May. Good
luck, Toni.
We welcome our new cashier,
Joyce Buckley, to our staff.
Eldora Town left the cafe
after being employed here for
four years to go in defense
work. Good luck, Eldora.
Blake Piercy and Fred Martini left today to join up with
Uncle Sam. Blake in the Air
Corps and Fred in the Naval
Reserve. Keep them flying,
boys.

and, what's more, are doing
something about It. Then, too,
Kathleen Ridgeway has appointed Lillian Kelsey to form small
groups of the boys when they
are In town and the girls will
entertain them at their homes
with little buffet dinners and
dancing. Entertainments embracing large spectacular affairs
do not appeal to the boys as
much as an evening surrounded
by the Informality and cheery
afmosphere of the home, so explained the Morale Officers — so
girls, here's your chance to give
the boys a good time.
The U.S.O. request for books
for the boys at camp has been
met with great response by the
Studio employees
fConlinued

and a short

on Page
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Sam Woodward

THE UNITED STATES
MARINES

has just pur-

chased a new home. Nice go-

the

ing, Sam.
Larry Williams just blew in
from New York.

^HIS is the 20th Century,
Superstition is supposed to
lie buried with the bones of

rFiday, Nan Glennon. Nan got
a better job. We all feel she
deserved it and wish her the
best.

"Have

landed

and

have

situation well in hand."

those who

Well, we have lost our girl,

buried the Salem
Myrtle Roberts is now hanefficiently.
dling the tyepwriter, neatly and

witches. Fatalism and predestination have been discounted,
over-argued, placed upon the
shelf. There are no such things

*

Forty of
Third
Street,
West
Broadway,
New York City.

progress of the world. And yet,
— how about the United States
Marines? If there is no fatal-

Jan. 23, 1942

ism, no predestination, how account tor the deeds of the
can

States Marines?

you

Hello Everybody!

How

Guess, you thought you would
never hear from me, I have
been around a little since I have

explain the strange,

bewildering, yet incontrovertible fact that they appear, as
though moved like chessmen
of the gods, when

seen you last, am now in New
York
going
at the
"Life"and
mag,
it's toa school
photography

they are

school and I will be here for
nine weeks, have already been
here 3 weeks, I was very lucky

most required, where their presence is most needed, and that
they have

appeared

on

the

to be assigned to the Mag. as
It's a very choice spot.

chessboard of Fate and Destiny
like clockworked figures for
more
half?

than a

century and

a

When the glory of the nation trembles in the balance

Howard

J. Child, D.S.C., N.C. Former Corp. 83rd Co. 6th Reg.
United States Marine Corps.

There were but 8000 Marines
to face those oncoming

masses.

and clutching hands drag at the

What

of bat-

flag, — when empires reel and
stumble in the dark, — when the

tles, — the Great Sod of our
fathers, loves the United States

whole great scheme of life and

Marines. 6,200 of them stayed

life's existence is imperiled, —
hark to the rhythmic march! —

there on that scarlet field, — but
when the battle had ended,

Hark to the ringing song! — Behold the bayonets flash! — And

of that? The Sod

Germany's best troops were
flying back, beaten, whipped,

see, at the psychological moment, the one pausing, poising

crushed,

second, when Hell’s cohorts are
advancing to apparent con-

physically.
"They are devil-dogs from
Hell!" "We will not face them,"
said the Prussian Officers; and

rines.

quest,— The United States Ma-

Down

the

dusty roads

of

France came the German myriads: laughing and trampling
over all opposition, victors be-

*

Hotel Times Square,

in the equation of life and the

United

*

morally as

well as

all was over. — Superstition, fatalism and predestination have
been buried. — And yet — how
about the United States Marines? Shall we be counted Im-

yond a doubt, — unless a miracle appeared. France had no
more troops to throw before

say that the God of our fathers, the Great God who sits

them and England's best were
beaten down, — And then — The
United States Marines. That

well, holds in His mighty hand
the United States Marines, and

was all. — That was a vast and

sends them where His judgment

glorious sufficiency.

knows that they are needed.

pious and blasphemous

above

and

if we

NOTE
The

TO

THE

above

EDITOR

tribute to

the

United States Ma rines was written In 1918 while the writer was
In a hospital In France. The
battle referred to in which 8000
Marines participated was "Bols
de Belleau." (Belleau Woods).
The writer was a Marine who
participated in this action and
was decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross
The Navy Cross.

and

I guess maybe you would be
Interested to know I am a married man now, although I have
an Idea you already know, as
my mother wrote that she had
told one of the motor riders
from the studio, I was married
at 2:30 p. m., Jan. 15, at the
Naval Chapel in the Naval Hospital in the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, it sure was elegant. We
did not expect much but they
went to quite a bit of trouble
because they said they had so
few marriages there. They had
the

chapel

decorated

with

greenery, etc., and one of the
chief petty officers sang and
played the piano and I guess
we must have had about 25 or

PROCESSIONS
By E. C. McManigal
Like all other departments,
we are still losing, or should I
say lending — good
Uncle Sam. Even
Boss, Sol Halprin.
now one of our
tenants.

I guess I will be assigned to
Naval Public Relations after I
leave here.

men to our
our beloved
Yep, Solly is
Naval Lieu-

orders all things
Eddie Snyder and Bob Miles
are now in charge. In taking
over, Eddie made the deal comcar.
plete by also taking over Sol's

30 young people to watch, they
were nurses and enlisted men.
It was all very nice as we had
no friends in New York.
The Chaplain who is a Lieutenant, said the marriage was
logged in the official Naval
Hospital log book, elegant
what!
Well, folks,
got to go now,
Love,
will try to write later.
Bill Bryan.
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be visible from any height. A
special air raid siren is located
above the Script Building. And
new protective devices are being added. It was a great day
finding these things out. It was
a significant sign that 20th Century-Fox was on the job!
That demonic little fellow with
the spotlight should swivel Its
enchanting beams across the
faces of the publicity writers.
This corps of correspondents,
whose penchant for making stars
twinkle is world renowned, have

T HE memorable date, Febru* ary 28th,

will never

go

down

Other experiments which must
remain undisclosed have been

in the annals of history as a

carried

out

great event. It will never be recorded by the pontifical and

found very deceptive
tile airmen.

Argus-eyed members of the
Fourth Estate. It is a date that

Meetings of the Studio Safety
Committee have been called to

will never bear any cosmic significance, and will never be

establish procedure in the event
of an enemy

and

have

been

to hos-

fire hoses placed on roofs of

February Twenty-Eight — it was
in my estimation a red letter
day.

for the studio hospital. Six First

have been set by studio officials to safeguard Its employees
and its valuable technical resources. Although there is less
war fever here than in many inland communities. Movietone
City is leaving no stone unturned as it prepares tor any
eventuality.

Aid stations have been organized at various points, and will
be under direct charge of an
on

emergency

treat-

Fred L. Metzler, head air raid
warden, has worked out a plan
whereby each employee will
have a definite station to go in
time of emergency. And, because broadcasts often result in
confusion and

distraction, use

of radio sets has been limited.

Like all residents of Los Angeles and Its environs, studio
workers were all in a dither as
they first faced the grim reality
of war. But those first stages of
hysteria have now

vanished as

have the possibilities of an unprecedented attack on our California coast.
Plans have been made, however, to camouflage the studio
at an estimated cost of $35,000.
Miniature

principal buildings and the purchase of additional equipment

expert
ments.

craftsmen, after ex-

Working hours have been
changed so employees may
complete their work and return
home before dark in event of

photo services and news syndicates, the public has learned
much
about
the working proctory.
esses of our film celluloid fac-

To the random

eye, the me-

chanical and creative departments on the north lot appear
prosaic. But very much like our
glamourous departments, there
are glorious people in those
constructive jobs that can never
remain Incognito. And anyone
harboring

joined the defense plants, and
all of us are eager to chip In,
not only with Defense Bonds but
with Action.
Almost

every Individual you

wants a part in this, the

srtuggle
nessed. the world has ever witThey say that COHESION Is
what makes Russia WIN . . .
that dissension caused France
to fall. Let's take our lesson
from their loss — lay away our
criticism of Individuals and
methods until each of us has
given, without question or complaint, every ounce of energy
toward complete victory.
The need

Is great and the

price is great, BUT WE
HAVE VICTORY.

SHALL

publicity organization Is continually delving Into this reservoir of innumerable human Interest stories Is close to being
right.
The enormous

job of these

journalists is the daily chronicling of studio news so that the
Informative needs of the world
may be supplied. Nothing ever
faces public attention without
the skillful ministration of the
between
and the

under an apprehension that it is
an art of calling a spade an

those departments

which must

excavator are sharing a very de-

work nights have blackout curtains Installed on all windows.

lusive impression. Publicity Is a
great phase of public relations

Lookout posts have been
erected on both ends of the lot

just as advertising and exploitation. ItIs a painstaking work

where watchers can keep raid

requiring newspaper experience,
a touch of diplomacy, and an

shielded so their rays will not

and taking first aid training.
Some of our Cafe girls have

suspicion that our

final released account. People

trick coloring could be studied.

will get ALL they're asking for.
The girls, too, are pushing forward with full support In giving

meet

night work as possible has been
transferred to the day time, and

wardens posted. All exterior
fire boxes have their red lights

to get into action. As their ire
rises higher and higher. It begins to look as though the Japs

most desperate and most vital

defense

much

so many studio patriots burning

alone. They have discovered a

press agent somewhere
the actual happening

exigencies. As

By May Stanhope
We're awfully proud to see

great harvest of news behind
the movie scene: and, through

blackouts or other air raid or

amining aerial photographs,
have built a wooden model of
the studio so effectiveness of

6

their typewriters
on film notables

attack. It ordered

carved Into marble for posterity. And though our children
will never shout — Remember

I paid a visit to various areas
of the lot where precautions

not focused
and cameras

We Shall Have Victory

astute eye for seeing beneath
the surface of brittle facts.

Dan Cupid's arrows scored two
direct hits In February when they impaled the hearts of Evelyn Fabert and
Robert Angus. Culminating nearly
iwo years of courtship, they were
married February 8th In the Terrace
Room of the Hollywood Roosevelt
Hotel. After the nuptial vows the
young couple toured to Grand Canyon, San Francisco, and Yosemite
for their brief but long anticipated
honeymoon. The former Miss Fabert
was connected with the Stenographic
Department,
andoffice.
Robert
the
Accounting

Angus

is in

C^umeruiodopLi^
By Daniel B. Clark
A MONTHLY REMINDER THAT THE
GAME OF LIFE IS THE BEST GAME
OF ALL, AND

THAT

THOSE

WHO

PLAY IT 'MOST SUCCESSFULLY
ARE FRIENDLY, HELPFUL, INSPIRING HUMAN BEINGS

I IFE Is giving us more than It
^ takes away. Have you suffered financial losses? Have
you suffered reverses? Add up
your mental, spiritual, and moral
assets: experience, knowledge,
health, the faith of loved ones,
and opportunities for future
success. Contrast these assets
against your losses, and you
will find that you show a profit.
SOME WILD NOTIONS
A certain theater has found
a way to make women remove
their hats. Before the performance a notice appears on the
screen: "The management desires to spare "elderly" ladles
every inconvenience; they are
invited to refrain from removing their hats." Then comes a
general stampede to remove
hats.
The time to make hay Is
when things go haywire.
The world Is full of willing
people. Some are willing to
work; others willing to let
them.
Love quickens all senses, except the common.
There are two big problems
before the people of every big
city In the present day and age
— where to park and where to
jump.
A lot of so-called "experts"
are just ordinary fellows — a
long way from home!
If you want to recall things,
tie a string around your finger;
If you want to forget things, tie
a rope around your neck.
If you worry about what
people think of you, it shows
that you have more confidence
in their opinion than you have
in your own. — LYMAN LETTER.
And then there was the old
lady who stayed at the cave of
echoes a week trying to get
the last word.
If a driver drinks like a fish,
his car Is likely to turn turtle.
There Is an old saying that one
swallow doesn't make a summer,
but one swallow has broken
many a New Year's resolution.

HONEST

ABE

Some years before Abraham
Lincoln became President of
the United States a New York
firm applied to him for Information as to the financial
standing of one of his neighbors. This was the answer:
"Yours of the 10th received.
First of all, he has a wife and
baby; together they ought to
be worth $500,000 to any man.
Secondly, he has an office In
which there is a table worth
$1.50, and three chairs worth,
say $10. Last of all, there is in
one corner a large rat-hole,
which will bear looking into.
Respectfully, A. Lincoln."
BUILD YOUR LIFE
When nothing seems to help,
I go and look at a stonecutter
hammering away at his rock,
perhaps a hundred times without as much as a crack showing In It. Yet, at the lOlst blow
It will split in two, and I know
it was not that blow that did
It, but all that had gone before.— Jacob A. RIIs.
ON

COURSE

A life, once firmly set on Its
course, will Invariably continue
on that course to the end. It
Is like the "Mary Celeste," a
brig of 282 tons, which was
found by the British brig "Dei
Gratia" on December 5, 1872,
about I 30 miles from Portugal,
sailing along without a soul on
board. The ship was In perfect
order. She carried 1,700 barrels of alcohol, and both vessel
and cargo were valued at $42,643. She was a seaworthy vessel and commandeered by an
experienced captain.
What happened to the crew
has never been learned. There
were no signs of violence. No
person who sailed aboard her
was ever heard from again. This
Is one of the great mysteries of
the sea. But the remarkable
thing is that during the ten
days following the last recorded
observation, the vessel was
without a master or crew, but
sailed 750 miles exactly on her
course. Analogists like to use
this true Incident to illustrate
the value of a well-planned life.

AMERICAN

LEGION

POST-scripts!

This reporter's last column
* was certainly apropos. At the
time It was submitted, December 20th, 1941, there was no
Indication that the payroll deduction plan would be Introduced to enable studio employees to purchase Defense
Bonds. To find myself handling
this plan was a surprise, a most
pleasant one. To date the response has been good, but not

sergeant In the Marines. After
eight weeks training in San
Diego, he will be located at
San Pedro. Willard Stewart Is

the percentage of payroll deductions expected. However,
with income tax out of the way
In mid-March, there may be a
steady upsurge. Buy Bonds!!!!
This War is not child's play,
as some of us seem to think. At
last hearing the news from the
front was mostly bad, and it
may continue to be so for some
time. As production floods and
100% co-operation from every
American — even to the point
of sacrifice — becomes a reality,
there will be a decided change.
Remember, the person who

pictures
of the We
Japasneak
attack on Hawaii.
have a fish

says,
"I met
a fellow
at Pearl
Harbor.
He who
says was
we
haven't heard the whole truth.
We lost more than they tell
us." Isn't it reasonable to suppose that the man who said this
Isn't reliable, can't keep a secret? Would he be Important
enoughtion?to
have such
InformaHow could
he have
seen
this, Inside military lines?
Comrade Ed Crugar is now a

a Captain in the First Mechanized Cavalry, California State
Guard Reserve. Jack Burke Is
Staff-Sergeant. The outfit Is
equipped with light trucks, tanks
and scout cars.
The January meeting was
highlighted by the showing of

bowl full of capsules, each containing the name of a Post
Member. Each member attending pays
a dime stamp.
which purchases a defense
The
lucky name drawn wins the pot,
if the member whose name Is
ing.
drawn
Is present.
He wasn't
the
last time,
so the $4.40
In stamps
is held over till the next meetDid you know
few Legionnaires
still young enough
In the draft???

that quite a
on the lot are
to be caught
Including this

reporter! I feel quite a bit
younger than I thought I was.
Do the others feel that way,
too?
Comrade - Commander Lou
Witte has been under the
weather, as has Fred Kelly.
Fred Is back and we hope that
Lou will be back long before
this sees print.
Leslie F. Dressier.

LITTLE

THEATRE

NEWS

It won't be long now — The
Little Theatre group is going Into action with Johnnie Ehrin

Script Department at Western Ave.
lot In 1924. Photo taken by Arline
McDowell, secretary.

calling the
me, this is
Interested
with John

signals
a lot of
should
through

and, believe
fun. Anyone
get In touch
the Cutting

Department.
7

FIRST AID ACTIVITY
The

First Aid

classes are

' steadily increasing each week
and 70 will be receiving certificates soon, having spent 6
Sundays of instructions in earning them. Many of these employees are continuing in the
advanced class so as to become

202/

February

Twentieth Century Fox Film
P. 0. Box 900
Beverly Hills, California
Attention:
Dear

Mr.

Lou

12, 1942

a part of the volunteer First
Aid unit on the lot, or attached

Corooretlon

to Casualty Stations in their
neighborhoods depending upon
the time of day they are
needed.

Purcell

Lou:

The Safety Conmlttee is to be congratulated on the
excellent accident experience lor the year ending
February 2.

Two

On reviewing the. entire situation it Is nost encouraging to note that there were only fifty-nine
referred cases for the entire year - a record that
as far as i Icnow has not been equaled by any other
studio.

placed in charge of First Aid
Stations on the lot.
Another Standard Class of
25 held once a week will be
finished some time this month
with additional groups starting
constantly as employees receive
their appointments as Air Raid
Wardens and volunteer as advanced workers.
Those who have advanced
from student to instructor are
Kathleen Ridgeway, who taught
the Sunday Standard Class as
well as the advanced group
which is still running: Margaret
Halff who will be starting with
other classes: Ken Hamilton

The property department reported 4, police department
3, sounc technicians 3 ana the electrical department
6 lost time cases. The construction department as a
whole reported a total of 22 lost time accidents 11 Involving carpenters, 4 grips and 7 laborers - a
total of 59 cases.
Is a record

Kindest

that

will

be herd

4-6-63

By Jimmy

NEWS
DInneen

A T the recent Safety Com''

mittee meeting it was interesting to note the reports of
the various members; there
were recommendations for
flood lights in needed areas,
reports of improper parking,
requests for mirrors to be
placed on some buildings to
warn of approaching vehicles
from opposite directions, failure of persons driving cars to
obey stop signs and placement
of guy wires or ropes hazardous
to pedestrians. These reports
prove the whole hearted cooperation and alertness of the
man on the job.
As our defense program progresses there will be an intensive training of new workers. A
new man is some times an accident victim because he is not
safety conscious or he is not
warned or assisted by his coworkers. Occupational accidents claimed 16,000 lives during 1939 in the United States.
The work accidents cost indus8

beat.

regards.
Very

SAFETY

to

trulypiours,

BIRFCTOR

OF SAFETY

try about $650,000,000 in wage
losses, medical expense and insurance costs. Industry has done
much to reduce these appalling figures in the mechanical
safeguarding of dangerous machinery and much has been
done in educational work
through various safety organizations. Often it is not the machine failure but man failure
that causes the accident. Don't
let SAFETY down — Indifference
-(- negligence =

classes are

nearing completion with a total
of 50 certificates received by
the members who will be

Approximately 32)6 of the entire losses were cue to
talent injuries of which there were 15 lost tir»e
cases. The paint department, maintenance department,
drivers, cameramen, cafe and wardrobe departments
reported only one lost time acclcent each during the
whole year.

This

advanced

Disaster.

Each year California Safety
Co uncil gives an award to the
High School student writing the
best essay on safety. If you
have a son or daughter in High
School, here is a golden opportunity.

Be careful when driving your
car and parking your car. Remember that "old Debel Bottleneck" and the havoc he can
play in case of air raid. I hate
to mention them — air raids, but

with a group of 25, and Charles
Ivans who is teaching an advanced class.
These

Instructors

deserve

great praise — for besides all
the time they are devoting to
this activity at the Studio, they
are giving freely of their services to outside classes in aiding and preparing residents of
Beverly Hills and nearby communities to help themselves in
case of emergency.
Sam

Godfrey, the Company

Sergeant, is to be praised for

I

winter and summer. . .

I /jui z/ress^rt/ie H'cafAer.
Ask

Yourself These Questions and Answer
Them Honestly

DO YOU—
Have outdoor exercise dally?
Sleep a sufficient time to
wake rested?
Eat sufficient food to maintain proper weight?
Eat at least one serving of
green vegetables daily?
Eat fruit either stewed or raw
at least once dally?
Drink at least two quarts of
liquid daily?
Live, work and sleep in wellventilated rooms?
Take

at

least one

warm,

cleansing bath a week?
Scrub the hands with soap
and water before each meal?
daily?
Brush the teeth at least once

his untiring efforts as coordinator of the First Aid groups,
as well as capable Hazel Shirk,
the Company's secretary.
A thorough knowledge of
First Aid is needed in nearly
every branch of Volunteer defense work and this knowledge
will undoubtedly add to the
courage and American spirit of
the students should a disaster
occur in L. A. There can be no
feeling of panic when we have
been instructed in the art of

wishful thinking won’t win a
war. So let's all be like C romwell — "Pray to God and keep

taking care of not only ourselves, but those around us who

the powder dry."

may

need help.

Have at least one
movement daily?

bowel

Go to your physician for a
periodic health examination?
Go

to your dentist semi-annually for a dental inspection?

Control your emotions
in small matters?

even

See beyond the small and
near to the larger values of life?
If you do, you are living the
healthy life.

In their last home

their title as national A. A.
^ OUND for Denver to defend
U. kings of the basketball courts,
20th Century-Fox trained out
this week. They will appear in
several exhibition contests en
route.
There isn't a man on the team
who doesn't think that 20th Century-Fox can repeat the trick
they pulled last year at Denver
and bring the national trophy
back to the Westwood lot for
the second time. And that includes our two All-Americans,
Frank Lubin and Carl Knowles,
as well as Art

GOOD

LUCK,

CHAMPS!

Before

leaving for Denver

to defend

Sears, Les O'Gara, Bob Matthews, Ray Weldie, Vernon Law
and Horace Brightman.

their

title as national A. A. U. basketball champions, 20th Century-Fox's cagers,
one of the greatest aggregations of all time, relaxed long enough to smile

Last year at Denver, this
team pulled a major upset by

pretty for the photographer. Left to right: Les "Scarlett" O'Gara, Frank
Lubin, Dale Sears, Orin Beardslee and Jack Hupp (who won't be making the
trip), Ray Weldie, Horace Brightman, Carl Knowles, Bob Matthews, Art
Mollner and Vernon Law.

BASKETBALL RECORD— 194M
20th CENTURY-FOX
2 0th
Roanoke Legionnaires
Amsterdam Textiles
Phillips 66 Oilers
Philadelphia Brooklines
Niagara Carbons
Newport, Ky. All Stars
St. Xavier University
Dayton Frigidaires
Maryville headways
Boeing Aircraft
Phillips 66 Oilers
Phillips 66 Oilers
Kansas City Philboosters
Denver Legion
Denver Legion
Salt Lake Eckers
Adams State Teachers

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.35
42
.42
.48
.54
.45
.72
.38

...55

...38
. . .43
. . .34
. . .36
. . .32
. . .36
. . .46
. . .42
...57
Clifton's Cafeteria
. . .54
Bank of America
Consolidated Aircraft, San Diego. . . . 54
. . . 60
U. C. LA
. . .60
Clifton's Cafeteria
Pepperdine College
. . .57
. . . 56
U. C. LA
. . .56
North American Aircraft
L. A. A. A. U. All-Stars
. . . 70
Long Beach Crosby-Sextons
. . 63
S. P. Calship Mariners
. . .54
Fresno Peerless Pumps
. . .68
Camp Roberts
. . . 55
Union Oil "76"
. . .52
Phillips 66 Oilers
. . .43
Consolidated Aircraft
. . .46

Opp.

Mollner, Dale

defeating Phillips 66 Oilers In
the semi-finals, 27 to 24. So far
the two teams have met four
times this year. Right now the
count stands at two and two.

942

Outside of Phillips, 20th CenWhere

Played

come

28. . . . . . . Madison Square Garden
Amsterdam, N. Y.
31 ... .
39. . . . . . . Madison Square Garden
33. . . .
Philadelphia, Pa.
40. . . .
Buffalo, N. Y.
Newport, Ky.
40. . . .
46. . . .
Cincinnati, Ohio
26
Dayton, Ohio
46. . . .
St. Joseph, Mo.
29. . . .
Wichita, Kansas
40. . . .
Bartlesville, Okla.
41 ... .
Tulsa, Okla.
34. . . .
Kansas City
41 ... .
Denver, Colo.
38
Pueblo, Colo.
42. . . .
Salt Lake City
11 ... .
Alamosa, Colo.
44 ... .
C. Y. O., Los Angeles
L. A. City College
35. . . .
44 . . .
San Diego, Calif.
49. . . .
C. Y. O., Los Angeles
46 ... .
Shrine Auditorium
40. . . .
Pepperdine
55
25. . . .
L. A. City College
44
C. Y. O., Los Angeles
46. . . .
Long Beach Poly
37. . . .
L. A. City College
47. . . .
Fresno, Calif.
19. . . .
Camp Roberts
31 ... .
Long Beach, Calif.
46. . . .
Shrine Auditorium
36. . . .
San Diego, Calif.

tury-Fox's biggest threat will
from the tournament

hosts, Denver

Legion, national

ch ampions many times before.
But with Sears and O'Gara at
forwards; Lubin at center; and
Mollner and Knowles at guards;
backed up with sterling replacements as Matthews, Weldie,

Won

29; Lost 4

biggest local crowd to see a
basketball game in the past ten
years. Leading by a scant point
at half time, 20th Century-Fox
moved out in front by the same
margin with I minute

35 sec-

onds to go. But Phillips roared
back with a set shot and a tipin to sew up the ball game.
Toughest break for our club was
an injury to Frank Lubin and a
serious charley-horse suffered
by Les O'Gara, who was without doubt the greatest performer that night for both teams.

There won't be a large contingent of rooters from the studio at Denver, but there isn't
a soul on the Westwood lot who
isn t 100 per cent behind the
team. Good luck, fellows, and
bring back that bacon!
*

♦

*

Bud Fischer, Manager of our
Basketball Team, certainly deserves a big hand, and we think
the team Itself Is as fine a group
of men as can be found anywhere.

By the time you read these
lines, the team will be in Denver, Colorado, playing for another A. A. U. National Ch amthem.
pionship, so let's all pull for

they won the national title.

Did you know that Col. Jason
S. Joy, executive at our Studio,
used to be a great basketball

So far this year the movie
cagers have won 29 out of 33
games against the toughest
competition the United States
could offer. Two of these games
were dropped to Denver Legion
near the end of their nationwide tour when the boys were
dog-tired. Denver will find them
much tougher in the national
tourney. The other two contests
*

ance, 20th Century-Fox was
nosed out, 46-43, by the Oklahomans at the Shrine before the

Law and Brightman; 20th Century-Fox iseasily 20 per cent
stronger than last year when

were thrillers dropped
Average: 20th Century-Fox, 50; Opponents, 37

appear-

to Phil-

lips in games that could have
gone either way.

*

*

*

player on the East Coast?
*

*

*

Joe Hirigayen, Chairman of
our Sports Committee, is now
arranging and

organizing the

Inter-Departmental

Golf Tour-

nament, also Inter-Departmental Softball League and Badminton Tournament.
Joe will be announcing definite information regarding these
activities in the near future.
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Rippling majestically from the studio's white administration
building is Hollywood's first service flag. Unfurled during the production of a great patriotic film, "To the Shores of Tripoli", this
large red-bordered flag represents those 20th Century-Fox employees who have answered the call of a nation. It is a flag that
symbolizes the courage, determination, and ingenuity of those
studio workers who now are ashore and afloat. Blue stars shining
from a white field represent the number of employees who now
are scattered over every finger of the compass. A gold star, signifying the death of Robert *G. Campbell at Fort Ord, gleams
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ago Ken Hamilton, attired in her smart uniform, act-

ing for the U.R.C. Division of

5ERSEN

SHOTS

he Is ably seconded
French.

By David Preston
P\AYLIGHT

saving may

con-

the Red Cross, was busily engaged collecting them in her
car for delivery.

^
serve
but our
it's
hard
on the electricity
carcass. When
men arrive for work in the

There have been many of the
department who have donated
their services to U.S.O. and Red

morning they resemble he-Lady
Macbeths doing a little plain
and fancy sleep-walking.

these jobs are not colorful, being more or less a repetition of
their daily activities, they are
just as vital as any other branch
of defense work in keeping
wheels

turning. Such

wholehearted cooperation is indeed deserving of praise.
Everyone received a real surprise the other day when we
learned that blonde Carol
Sward

had been married since

last Christmas. The bride leaves
the

Script

Department

this

month to take up her activities
as Mrs. William Brill at Lido
Isle, Balboa, where she will be
near her husband

who is work-

ing at the Douglas Aircraft.
Good luck and happiness to
you, Carol.
By the time this issue is off
the press, Margaret Halff will
also be enjoying matrimonial
bliss as Mrs. Harry Stromer. The
wedding took place at Margaret's home, February 14th. We
are glad to hear you will be
with us again after your honeymoon Margaret, when we will
be able to extend our best
wishes to you in person.
Kathleen Ridgeway was very
proud the other day, and she
certainly had cause to be, when
pretty little twenty-month-old
"Kathy," her grandadughter,
made her appearance in the
Script Department just about
closing time. Before a very admiring audience this blonde
blue-eyed bit of heaven modeled the stunning wool outfit
knitted by Enid Center as a
Christmas gift. Of course the
handsome couple. Bob and Flo
Ridgeway, received a multitude
of compliments about their
baby girl. Betty Waterhouse
was the recipient of a big kiss
from "Kathy" who waved goodbye to all of us as her Daddy
took her into his arms. To see
her is to love her, believe me.
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In addition to his other duties, Ralph Hahn has returned
to the Payroll Office, where he
will be glad to advise anyone
on marital problems. Many of
his solutions are derived from
the distaff side of the family,
as for Instance, in the recent
outstanding accomplishment of
his wife and relatives In behalf
of the Bundles for Bluejackets
cause.

Cross clerical work, and while

those

by Edgar

The Painters and Sculptors
Club exhibit at the Stendahl
Galleries brought forth plaudits
from the public and prizes for
Fred Sersen, Clyde Scott, Vernon Taylor and Emil Kosa, Jr.,
of this department.
Word

from our boys with the

Navy indicates that they're
busy and happy. J. B. Allln,
who is somewhere in southern
waters, advises that it's getting
awfully easy to imagine that the
dusky maidens down there are
only sun-tanned.
Work in the department
keeps everyone hopping, with
Fred Sersen hip-deep in research and sketches for DOWN
TO THE SEA IN SHIPS.

PAYROLL
By Grace

PERIODS
Ewart

CHANGE is said to be edu-

cational. Ifthat be true —
the Payroll Department wishes
to take a bow, preferably of the
,
d "Bow"
Harolity
ty as stabil
variesents
same repre
who
In the
midst of the maelstrom.
Cy Tanner left us to go In
business for himself as an Income Tax Counselor and General Accountant. His new address is 10570 West Pico Blvd.,
Los Angeles. We all wish Cy
the best of luck and continued
success In his new venture.
Les Dressier, as you all know,
has the honor and distinction of
selling Defense Bonds and
Stamps on the lot. Jack Burke
has been transferred to the Santa Monica Time Office, where

Edward Arnold has been
transferred from the Tabulating
Department. Besides being a
good accountant and auditor,
he seems to have ventriloquistic
abilities. At almost any moment
a sound is liable to be heard in
his vicinity that has everyone
within earshot hunting for the
infant whose wailing cry they
have heard.
Homer Hill (the overtime kid)
is now Head Personnel Clerk
and doing all right.
Arthur Gottlieb was promoted from the Mail Room to

go to lunch. About 2:00 P.M.,
Mary Scott, one of our lovely
Stock Actresses, walked in to
discuss her contract, and the
mystery was solved.
In spite of the war and all
the confusion attendant thereto, Cupid seems to be "Doing
Business as Usual." He scored
a direct hit on Arlene Rowley
and Evelyn Wittenberg this
month.
The charming and attractive
Arlene, who is in charge of the
Filing Department in the Accounting Office, became the
bride of Edward O'Brien at Las
Vegas, Nevada, on February
7th. Arlene was beautifully
dressed In a gold colored suit
with black accessories. Charlotte Limbach and Esther Silver
entertained at the Cafe de
Paris on Wednesday,

and those

present to extend their best
wishes for her happiness were
Marguerite Hamilton, Joanna
HIrshberg, Loretta Higgins, Leone Thorpe, Ottly Steiger, Carolyn Huber and myself.

Payroll Clerk. A serious, dignified, ruddily healthy lad, he carries on In the tradition of his
brother Carl, to everyone's
complete satisfaction.
It Is good to see Cecelia McKinney back at the Studio after

Sammy

Wittenberg

evidently

a year's absence due to illness.
Don Boyd was forced to

Is a good press agent for the
Holy State of Matrimony as his

spend some time at St. Vincent's Hospital recently. However, he Is now back at work
looking well and happy.

pretty, tiTian haired sister, Evelyn, who works in the Wardrobe
Department became the bride
of Arthur Katz on February 12.

Mr. Bow Is that proud. It
seems his Bowling Team topped

decadereached
1920-1930
theDuring
UnitedtheStates
the

the "Bowlerettes" In points, 3 to
I. Barbara seems to be bear-

zenith of its peaceful development of mechanical resources

ing up remarkably well under
the defeat.
Fred

Barman

Is conserving

gasoline. He has a new bicycle
on which he rides back and
forth to work. In this he Is also
conserving health and vim, as
evidenced In the good job he Is
doing since his promotion to
the senior Time Office at Pico.
Anyone

wishing to learn the

finer
of "Gin
pleasepoints
contact
Al De Rummy"
Weese
and Tom Pryor. These two gentlemen modestly and blushingly
admit they are good.
It takes something rather exceptional to cause a man to
forego his luncheon. We were
surprised to note one day that
Walter McCarthy refused to

to produce the prosperity and
high standards of living which
were and still are, despite an
Intervening depression period,
the envy of the world.
The best uses of the products
of the Machine Age were thus
established, at which other nations had but to aim to secure
for themselves a reasonable
share of the benefits shown to
be derived therefrom.
However,

for even a longer

period antecedent
to and while
concurrent with this decade,
the United States was thus engaged inpeaceful pursuits, portending Improvements for humanity at large, other nations
led by a few ruthless Individuals

6. Drink heavily, eat

were surreptitiously engrossed
in the diversion of mechanical
and scientific developments to
destructive purposes, and when
they felt ready to do so, proceeded to Inundate the world
with irremediable crime and anarchy.
Now the United States Is
faced with the task of turning
back this devastating tide and
of imposing upon those peoples
thus devoted to destruction its

you very unpopular with the
crowd In your Immediate vicinity, eliminating an unnecessary discomfiture that
would be more prevalent If
people crowded too closely.
7. If you should be the victim

credo of "Live and Let Live!"
A herculean task this has Indeed
become,

to be

accomplished

only by free peoples everywhere united in a great resolve
that all such freedoms as they
and their forbears have ac)
quired "shall endure and not
perish from the earth."

AS THE

WHEELS

TURN

By Bennett White

The stork presented Bud

thought it especially appropriate at this time to publish the
Instructions as received from
Edelbert Freepebble McGoon's
Home Defense Office on "What
to Do In Case of An Air Raid."
1. As soon as the bombs

start

dropping, run like heck. (It
doesn't matter where as
long as you run like heck.)

Downing and Tom Krause
with baby girls this month. Both
of the proud fathers came forth
with the customary box of cigars for the boys.

In fr
sible If pe
on
—
yot
aropl sl
of yo
e
u
o
e
u
w
,tr
an
ha
wo
ou
n'
ve
y
bl
th
ov
ge t
e
er
t
em
in
. oppor2. Take tadvantage
of
g
With all the Army trucksWe on
tunities afforded you when
a
the highway these days. It rIs
air
raid
sirens sound the attr
the best Idea to give them the ack
tack warning. For example:
sh
oe (a) If in a bakery, grab
right-of-way and keep a good
si
fp
distance from them. They usuos ^ome pie or cake.
ally are in a hurry and are not
(b)- If In a tavern, grab a
bottle.
as careful sometimes as they
should be.
(c) If In a movie, grab a
blonde.
With the new war time in ef-

fect Joe HIrIgoyen has been
practicing up on his golf In the
late light afternoons and is
looking for players, but so far
has had no "comer on-ers."
Johnny Anderson, Whitey
Jones and Ray Larios have left
for the Army this month. How
about dropping a letter to Norman Stocking, who has been in
the Army for some time. Contact F. L. Stocking in the Transportation Department for his
latest address.
Had a note from Ozzle Osborn In Honolulu the other day.
Ozzle is okay and working in
the shipyards over there.
The luck of the Irish — Andrew
"Irish" O'B rien wasn't content
winning the $1000.00 pool New
Years, but also won the first
Defense Bond raffled off in this
department.

Earl Vail co-holder

of the New Year's pool also
won a Defense Bond. Seems to
me something should be done
to break up this winning combination.
With everyone Interested or

onions,

limburger cheese, etc., before entering a crowded air
raid shelter. This will make

3. If you find an unexploded
bomb, always pick It up and
shake It— the firing pin may
be stuck.
(a) If
work, leave
Itthis
In doesn't
the furnace.
(The
Fire Department will
come later and take
care of things.)
4. If an Incendiary bomb Is
found burning In a building,
throw gasoline on it. You
can't put It out anyway, so
you might just as well have
a little fun.

e Is availgasolin
(a) If no able,
throw a bucket of
water on It and lie down
— you're dead!
(b) The properties of the
bomb free the hydrogen
from the water causing
rather rapid combustion.
(In fact. It will explode
with a heckava crash.)
5. Always get excited and holler bloody murder. It will
add to the fun and confusion and scare the little kiddies.

of a direct bomb hit, don't
go to pieces — lie still and
you won't be noticed.
8. Knock the air raid wardens
down If they start to tell
you what to do. They always
save the best seats for
themselves and their friends
anyway.
Mystery of the month: Who
was the person who figured out
his Income tax himself, no cheating, and paid It on February
loth?

PAINT

using a

military pincer movement, captured the lot next
door. They now have a thriving
garden with every kind of vegetable growing. In addition to
that, Johnny buys a Bond every
week — a Double Rap at a Jap,
he claims.
In case
you ishaven't
Walter
Jolley
our newheard,
Boss
In the Paint Department. Joe
Sibley is In there pitching as his
assistant, and Chas. C'Connor
plays first base at all the night
games. If you know what I mean
— a swell team all 'round and
I'm sure all the boys are pulling
for them 100%.

LABORELATES
By Irish Roche
IN a far distant outpost pro' tecting our interests an American soldier Is on sentry duty.

DEPARTMENT

By Everett J. Lull
D OB JOLLEY has joined the
^

Air

Corps,

and

was

sent

to

Texas for training. He says he
wonders whether he joined the
Air Corps or the Infantry, as
all he has done so far is march.
That's
long. all right, Bob, they will
have you off your feet before
So, as far as planes are concerned, vou Keep 'em Flying,
and as far as Bonds are concerned, I'll Keep 'em Buying!
Staff Sergeant Chas. Perrin
dropped In to say hello. He's
on his way to Fort Sills, Oklahoma, where he will put In three
months at Officers' Training
School. Who knows, hg, might
come out a General. Every time
he comes in to see us he has a
couple of more stripes.
Anybody who hasn't been to
see our 20th Century-Fox Basket Ball Team play, is sure misssomething.
They're
aling
A. A.
U. champs
youNationknow,
and for my money, they are the
smoothest running team. When
Dale Sears, our former Night
Clerk (now with Special Effects)
thunders down the court, he's
good for a basket and two more
points every time.
Hmmmmm!
Looks like Ellis
Jones Is red appling the Boss.

Cn his lonely vigil his thoughts
drift back to his homeland. He
wonders what is happening back
there and what the old gang is
doing for that soldier who once
worked in this Studio and was a
member of this department.
When he left we wished him
luck, gave him a pat on the
back, but next day we practically forgot him.
I know some have remembered these boys but the percentage isfar too small. You
have manifested your patriotism
In buying Defense Bonds and
sending a little remembrance to
your pals, but how about dropping them a line once In a
while. You and I may be In the
service tomorrow and I am sure
we would appreciate a few pen
pals. You know it gets pretty
lonesome at times. Those boys
have left home and friends and
surely we are not going to let
them down. You have seen the
letters our boss has received

He pulled the lucky number that
won Walter Jolley a Bond on

the
addresses
of our
gang get
in
begging
for news,
so let's

our weekly raffle. That makes
Walter the ninth Bond winner
since January 1st.

any branch of the service and

Johnny Lawless and his wife

let our motto be: "Keep Writ-

As a prophet maybe

I don't

ing 'Em!"
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to much but I am predicting that the experiences of
Harold Berton and his fellow
workers will be shown to us on
the screen in the near future.

I hear that Everett Robinson
has had an Infected foot that

amount

A few days ago he left us, his
destination is the East Coast of
Africa. Some time ago a number of Axis ships were scuttled
in the Red Sea but there is going to be another smile on Uncle Sam when Bert and his gang
will refloat them. This incident
could be developed into a very
interesting script.
Whenever you get pessimistic of the future of the U. S.
let Leo Quinn tell you of the
incident that happened near the
Flat Shop. In the back yard of
one of the homes nearby two
little fellows, one age seven and
one four, were constructing a
plane. To them it was a very
important job, like skilled craftsmen every part had to be exact.
The four-year-old was assembling the propeller, the big fellow was a little skeptical so he
said: "Say, you better let me
handle that job you know I've
been studying this thing three
To John Pistonetti and Ethel
years."
Crain who were married at Las
Vegas Christmas Day, we wish
every luck, but we are looking
forward to the party Pinhead is
going to give the gang at his
new home.

but when

he discovered

that

that didn't Impress anybody,
he developed a "nobody loves
me" complex. . . . We've met
this type before. ... If anyone
happened to look at
eyed he wrote an
letter to the main
pounding his screwy
about discrimination
dice, etc., etc.

him crosselaborate
office, exphilosophy
and preju-

Well, Johnnie wasn't working
very long when he not only created ill feeling among his coworkers but even the main office
resented him ... so consequently he found that the boys
were steering clear of him and
he had built up a reputation of
"trouble maker" . . . but being
snubbed didn't seem to bother
him, so J. J. decided to offset
that by being comical . . . but
he didn't know where to stop
at that either. . . . He developed a warped sense of humor
and he thought it was simply a
scream to pour a bucket of
water over some unsuspecting
soul or jam a needle into a guy
and run like hell. . . .

may

exactly why
it could have
of a number
bumped into
day and he

him, I couldn't help but feel a

OUR

WAY

ONCE upon a time there
was a lad by the name

of,

let'sthis
say,brains
John torm.
J. for. .the. John
sake
of
came to work at the Studio because someone was kind enough
to put in a good word for him
to someone who had the power
to place him. . . . This iN that
Johnney had was, perhaps, not
the best thing in the world for
a good beginning . . . not for
John, at any rate. . . . He did
not seem to possess the knack
of knowing what to do with a
good setup once he had it. . . .
He started off by blowing off
steam about the pull he had etc.;
14

. . . but just didn't seem to
know.
With apologies to my loyal
readers (If such there be) I'd
like to reprint that little thought
again . . . and If you happen to
know any John J's that need It.
. . . Do them a favor, cut It out
and mail it to them . . . maybe
they'll catch on.
I SHALL PASS
THROUGH THIS WORLD BUT
ONCE
THEREFORE
ANY GOOD THAT I CAN DO
OR ANY KINDNESS THAT I
OAN SHOW TO ANY HUMAN BEING LET ME DO IT
NOW
LET ME NOT DEFER NOR
NEGLECT IT FOR I SHALL
NOT PASS THIS WAY
AGAIN. . . .
Anonymous.

wave of pity. . . . He wasn't
really a bad guy. . . . He could
have had a likeable personality
but covered it up so well that it
was hardly perceptible. . . . He
never gave himself a break . . .
didn't seem to know his timing
. . . the right time to do and
say things. . . . What a knack
he had for rubbing people the
wrong way. . . . Well, there he
was, talking to me about the
rough deal he got ... his talk
didn't center on the studio. . . .
He was mad at the Government now . . . mad at the doctors who didn't believe he had
certain ailments, and passed
him on a physical anyway. . . .
He was mad at California because he was expecting the
rains and they last so darn long.
. . . He was mad because he

Another one of the boys who
has been off, was Jay Davis. Jay
had a broken heel and has been
walking with the aid of a cane.
He thought he was able to work
again,
but yet.
found It was no go
for
awhile
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Nordstrom. As
everybody started smoking cigars they were told that It was
a nine-pound baby boy (with
the emphasis on boy). Gordon
says the baby is ready to walk
and that all the clothes are
Daddy.
probably
too small. Some baby
— some Mother and some
The fellow with an Idea is Don
Carstensen. As everybody knows
sugar might be hard to get, in
fact it is getting something like
that now. Don has several bee
hives and gets quite a bit of
honey. Honey Is good in coffee,
too. Don likes the hobby.
Emerson

Hartman

tells me

that It won't be long now. It
will then be Private Hartman.
"Em" plans to visit his sisters
in North Dakota before serving
his "hitch" with the U. S. Army.
Another boy from our department to put on a uniform will
be Al Guidoy. Al like anybody
else wants to see Mother and
Dad. He will take a trip way

sound,
I haven'tmisses
met anyone who actually
him.

wasn't doing anything as yet.
... As I stood there talking to

By Bill Goldman

just never seemed to know how
to get along with people. . . .
He's not really bad or vicious

Well, John J. isn't with us any
more . . . and, as cruel as it

... I don't know
he was let out, but
been for any one
of reasons. ... I
Johnnie the other

OUT

had to pay more Income taxes
this year. . . . Anyway John J.
was still mad. . . . Vou see, he

has been giving him quite a bit
of trouble. We are glad that
"Ev" is back on the job again
and that the foot Is okay.

SPARKS

FROM

THE

ARCS

down to the deep South — south
of New Orleans, where coffee Is
so thick you have to use

By Lee Dunbar

A

a

lot of fellows have been

THE "Tyrone Power Sparks"
’ have been doing better than
holding their own in the Bowling

spoon.
wondering
why Operator English has been jumping around

League. They have been holding second place and they

like a chipmunk lately. That's an
easy one. Mr. English Is a grandeats It father
up. and does he like It? He

haven't had any "push-overs"
yet. However, by the time this
comes out In print they may be
In top position or way,
down.

way

D. Boyd, who works In the
Fixture Department has signed
up with Uncle Sam's Navy. His
rating will be Electrician, 3rd
Class. Boyd expects to be on
his way real soon to do his bit.
Jack Foyer Is really what Is
called a dirt farmer. I was talking to Jack at Western Avenue
not so long ago and he was telling me how many acres that he
tore up with his tractor In one
day. Now I'm wondering
good his arithmetic Is.

how

The way that Jack Noyes can
hold and smoke a cigarette that
is about a quarter of an Inch
the
holder
too. without
longaidIs ofan a art.
That's
"Slim" Thoren is working on

his lightni
and like
it's
someth
see. tor
I would
ing ngto calcula
to see the finished product.
Fellows, here Is news for you
duck hunters. Out close to
Malibu there Is a sluice where
blinds can be established and
hunting would be swell. This
place can be leased cheap
enough — If you like the idea,
say so.

PRINTABLE5
By Samuel T. Godfrey

I lEUTENANT Russell Taliaferro
^ of the Script Department,
left tor active duty In the army,
February fifth. Russell not only
looked like an officer in his uniform but it is one of the fortunate few who earned his commission before he got it. Even
though he has not yet reached
middle age he has seen actual
service in the R.O.T.C. and
C.M.T.C. for a period extendina over seven years. Thus he
will escape a little of the kicking around that a newly commissioned officer is liable to get
before he earns the bars that
have been given to him. All he
has to do now, is pay his bill
rly at
Mess
the Office
regulatrust
he draws
that r's
to Fate
and
a good sergeant to run his platoon for him.
George Helgren says the
Credit Union is having some
safe deposit boxes built in
which to store your old tires.
. . . Anyone who needs their
furniture moved see Don Tait of
the Mail Department. . . . Dick
Godfrey, Model Department,
Yachtsman, motorcyclist and
guitarist, insists that unless you
have heard Ed Meinardus (U.S.
Mail) play "You Are My Sunshine," on the Chromatic Celestial-Phone youat
haven't
the Fine Arts
all. . enjoyed
. . The
Hollywood Wolf Clan, an organization devoted to the pursuit of the Finer Things, is having an easier time of it now
that the average citizen finds it
difficult to get shotgun shells.
. . . There has been a lot of
loose guestioning going the
rounds lately as to what makes
Sammy run. According to him
it's women, and he's not running away. . . .
Cne young man, thinking to
foil the Draft, and land an easy
job, joined the Inshore Patrol, a
Reserve designed to protect the
Coastline. Two weeks later he
was on his way to Honolulu.
They forgot to tell him what
coast he was going to protect.
Walter Pitchman of the Grip
Department was aggrieved the
other day at the new assignment that faced him. He was
also a trifle dubious as to the

spending money for weeks to
come, but now I've got to ask
them ever,
foras was
a pint
of expected,
blood." Howto be
the
Grips oversubscribed that donation too. . . .
Formerly the Janitors did
their work secretly and were
gone before the office staff arrived in the morning, but with
the change in hours they remain
till about noon. It used to be
safe for a distraught worker
like us to sneak a burnt match
onto the floor occasionally, or
maybe surreptitiously empty his
pipe ashes under the desk; it
made a man feel more at home,
gave him a sense of independence. But now, well just try it
without getting caught. Cver
here in the Cld Administration
Building, we
ash tray the
were forced to
matches and

couldn't find an
other day, and
carry three burnt
the contents of

two pipes In our left hand until
after Lloyd, the industrious gentleman who looks after the lower
floor went home at half past
twelve.
GRIP
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By Walter E. Pitchman

LJ ISTCRY would have us be'

*

lieve

that

the

leopard

can-

not change its spots, but that's
all bosh. Taking the case of
Vern Simmons, this will surely
explode the ancient myth. I
worked with him out at Sherwood and the fellow was absolutely grand. Even when Hank
Gersen, the old so and so, confronted Simmons with an old incident, that reddened my face

reception that awaited him
among the members of his de-

a bit, it still didn't change the
spirit of comradeship that has
sprung up between us. You
should have seen Shea's face
when he saw Simmons and me
walking around arm in arm.
For various inspection jobs
last month I put on my nice new
blue denims, and while they are
not so new at the time of writing I had the agreeable experience of rubbing shoulders with
such old timers as Fred Rezk,
Berry, Lubin, Cooley, Lugo,
Pertley and many others. Pitching in with them, we hauled a
60x160 black up a sixty foot
wall and tarped in a set, you
know it does something to you,
yeah it does, gulck James the
liniment.

partment. "Not only," he said,
"have I collected their extra

Wish Fred Johnson wouldn't
bilk the mi Ikm an so often. Whilst

up high, noticed workmen painting out huge arrows on the
stage roofs that pointed to the
various air ports. They should
leave them, the dern stages look
too much like hangers.
Did anyone tell you the story
of how Bob Fleming tore up 40
feet of flooring to get at a half
dollar that he believed belonged to Walter Pitchman . . .
Kenny Lutes is so fond of his
family, take a peek at his desk,
and while you are peeking, take
a squint
JohnnyAlLavin's
What atmakes
Thayerdesk.
so
agreeable, he does less shows

TABULATING
DEPARTMENT
By Luther Holtzclaw
That golfing foursome down
' in the Tab department broke
up. think
I guess
you've
got a Iright
to
it, but
honestly
was
the one that was taken. Even
they couldn't stand it anv
longer — so, Tom Glass and Bill
McCord heeded the call of patriotism and hied themselves
away to the shipyards. Dan Mullen, formerly one of us, is the
Tab supervisor at the same

than any of 'em. When Augle
Keller applied for a blood test,
he was told that they had all the
hot water they needed, and

place.
Eddie Arnold couldn't stand
it any longer so he went up to
the Personnel deaprtment to

Logan Brown's application was
returned with a pint attached.
. . . Say did you see the snappy
two wheel job that Bud Gaunt

build up another foursome. This
is fair warning to all and sundry he'll take one and beat you
ten, and the writer verily knows
whereof he speaks.

shoves around? That's saving
and keeping fit with a vengeance.
Bad news from a prisoner of
war in Germany. He's dropped
from
to him
128, now.
won't Have
cost
so much169 tolbs.
feed
been trying for months to tell
everyone about Helen Torres,
script, and Bobby Mack, camera, but I was hushed to death.
Now the dern kids, scooped me
by gad. They were married Feb.
14. Best of good fortune to you
both my dears.
Looks like our Gllly will make
the air force if his plans work
out, and Bill Kahlo, now in
Africa with the American ambulance Corps, writes a newsy letter. Wish they would print his
letter. Censor trouble you know.
. . . How does Joe Robinson
keep his shoes so Immaculate,
does he walk around barefooted. Heroic job Danny Wurtzel. Jack Percy, Jimmy Lavin,
Bob Fleming, Kenny Lutes, and
last but not least Jimmy Morris
did down at the draft board,
tabbing the newcomers

that

will soon swell Uncle Sam's army
to mammoth proportions. Incidentally after looking at the
potential material, I vote we
double our bond purchases and
buy bigger and better tanks
and guns.
Where the heck is Freddie
(Tinker) Simpson, props — I
haven't had a decent cigar in
months, and me on A companies. Abe (nice guy) Steinberg isdoing a pretty good job.

The up-and-golng bug also
got a bite
and before
recover he
at R.K.O.,

into Dick DeWeese,
he had a chance to
found himself over
in the capacity of

supervisor.
They were all a great gang
and we certainly miss them, but
If the changes help them we are
all for it.
Galvin Wood,

Eddie Burke

and the whole department all
have been carrying the ball
aplenty. In plugging the holes
created by the absence of the
aforementioned. All deserve a
hand for the way they carried
on.
I'd like to add that we of the
department are deeply appreciative of the patient attitude
of the others outside of the department who realized what we
were up against.
We're getting back into high
gear again, and we were lucky
to get some very good men to
replace those who left. Introducing the newcomers to the
lot and may their stay with us
be better than they anticipate,
we list: Long Tom McCune and
Short Tom Stevenson, Darrell
'Red' Peters, Smiling Eddie Hardin, Smoky Charlie Robison,
Darrell the Second Pierce, and
Lloyd Breitzkreutz. (I got stuck
on that last one.)
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Rodney

has been waiting day

MAINTENANTICS

If you should be interested, I
will be more than glad to help

By A. O. Williams

in *any way I can. Your idea
might win our war, who knows?
This will give he girls that
long looked-for opportunity to
prove their inventive genius,
and I am sure they have some

By Lee Dunbar

happy.
by day for the call. Now

WELL, it looks like the "put-

Fred hfall has sure had his
hands full here of late. FHe has

WITH so many of our boys

been loyal in going down to the
bowling alley, but usually there
is nobody there but Fred. Two
of the boys off on location and
the other two working. Tough
luck, Fred, for one of the best
teams on the lot.

might be an opportune time to
call attention to something that
we might do to help.
I wish to call attention to a

darn good
ideas
forwrappings,
new containers,
fasteners,

department of our government
that should be publicized. It

etc. which
now.

isn't generally known that a bureau of the Department of
Commerce, known as the National Inventors' Council, has
been created to pass upon ideas
and inventions which might be
of use to our country in helping
us to win this war.

Do not send models. If a model is necessary, the bureau will
request it ater. A drawing is a^l
that should be sent at first.
The address:

puts" or maybe I should
have said baby motorcycles are
getting in a lick now. The shortage of rubber can make a lot
of changes. Some of the fellows who are riding them are
Fred Friday, Jimmy Woods and
Al Williams. Al rides to work
from Manhattan Beach. Al
Wagner, likewise, rides one.
They tell me that the motors
give well over seventy miles to
the gallon.
Aaron Munsey and Ralph
Woodland would like all the fellows to know that if they have a
few dollars they would like to
put in a good place, and for a
patriotic cause, to step in the
office and get some of those
Defense Bonds. They can sell
you all you would like to purchase.
"Let's help the boys
who are terrific.

Blow the Japs
out of the Pacific."
Senior "Speedy" Punter now
has the bandages off of his
hand. "Speedy" had a badly
infected hand, but it is okay
now and the "Senior" is again
able to "crack the whip."
Earl Spicer and Mary again
sit back and laugh. Their doberman went best and got two
beautiful trophies at the recent
dog show. The dog never falls
to win something.
Congratulations go to operator McCarthy and Mrs. McCarthy on the arrival of their
new baby. Mac was very happy
while passing out the cigars.
Les Everson

has been pro-

moted to a Best Boy's job. Fred
FHall is the gaffer. Nice going,
Les.
I might mention that Rodney
Everson, son of Les Everson, is
now in the U. S. Air Corps.

he is

Geibel

of the Electric Department isoff for the United
States Army. Everybody on the
lot wishes him a lot of luck.
Bob Ibling tells me that he is
building a cabin at Big Bear.
Bob spends his week-ends up in
the mountains working on the
place.
Fred Kuhnau has purchased a
motorcycle for transportation to
and from the Studio. That reminds me — the other day a
Grip told Fred he should give
the Japs a pint of blood so it
would slow 'em downi

PROCESSIONS
By E. L. McManigal
KjOT much news of the de' ^ partment — been pretty
quiet for some time.
Eddie Snyder and Paul Eagler
have each budded out with a
new bicycle.
Sunday 1 saw a young couple
pedaling an old time tandem
bike! Is the rubber shortage
pushing us back into another
Gay Nineties' era? If this trend
keeps up, we will all be leaving
the highways and taking to the
shaded country lanes.
The High Sierras are beginning to exert a mighty pull. Can
it be that Spring is really here?
And can we afford to spend the
rubber?
Many of us are just beginning to realize the awful gravity
of Sherman's three-word
ment regarding War.

state-

in the service, I thought it

Any person may submit his
ideas to the National Inventors'
Council and be assured that any
worth-while idea will be gratefully accepted. All ideas are referred to a staft engineer, then
on to a technical staff, and finally to a staff headed by Mr.
C. F. Kettering of General Motors Research Council. This bureau is interested in new articles, so do not confine your
ideas to guns, planes or tanks.
Improvements on trucks, such as
transmissions, rear ends, axles,
lighting, fuel devices, anti-skid
devices, almost anything in the
mechanical line; new and better
ways for the transportation of
casualties, new bandages, new
photography and processes,
plastics, etc. In fact, the thousands of items that could be
Improved or invented can hardly be touched upon here.
All of us have at one time or
another thought of some gadget
that we have neglected to patent, so now is the time to bring
it out, dust it off and send it to
qualified engineers to pass upon its merits.
Don't be afraid that your
friends may laugh at you for being a screwball inventor, because every machine we use today was once just an idea.

are

needed

right

NATIONAL INVENTORS
COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D. 0.
It is a fact that we are now
fighting the weapons that we
Invented, so it is up to us to
devise new surprises for the pirates who have stolen our ideas.
Let's all do our share. If you are
an inventor, mechanic, or industrialist, your one thought must
be the success of our armed
forces. Our petty quarrels and
differences must be forgotten:
each of us must do his share
with thoughts of personal gain
relegated to the background.
I have neglected my usual
advertising of our Maintenance
of Facilities Department, but I
assure you that we are very
much on the job. If you need
us, call Station 508.

STAFF

ACTION

NEWS

By
Al Nesbitt
PLASTER
CRACKS
THIS department wants to
* thank the many men of other
departments, who came through
so well for GEORGE COOKE.
This assistance was greatly
needed and GEO. wants to
thank each and every one of
you. He writes from Mayo

Bros.
3

Hospital, that he was operated
upon and is now taking treatments for his condition. He
would appreciate any mail from
his friends, in care of ZUMBRO
HOTEL, ROCHESTER, MINN.
If anyone wants to take pictures of any U. S. DEFENSE
EQUIPMENT, contact NICK
BONOME. He and the FBI are
authorities — ASK HIM.
OUR

HEAD

MAN

—

MON-

TE— has been rebuilding his
new POWER PLOW and has
finally got Its frame to fit his
frame.
set
We hope the Dodge, JIM
DREW won from IRISH (LABOR) does not end up with FERRIS of the Valley Swap. FRACIONE was looking It over.
SCOTTY

McGILP

Is now "in

between." He says that he
can’t build a home without gas
heat (FHA) and he can't build
a home with gas heat (USA).
One of our stouter boys was
not even thinking of the DRAFT
until he heard that the Navy
was using BLIMPS.
WILL WASHO
was lucky
enough to get his fender fixed
— the second man paid.
Now

that Inconrve Tax is past,

let's start those BOND
STAMP sales again.

PAYROLL

and

PERIODS

CVERYTHING

here on earth

^
is overcome by those
whose mind remains balanced.
The eternal Is Incorruptible and
balanced. Therefore, men are
established in the Eternal.”
— Hinduism.
America

is established in the

Eternal because American people are balanced. We have
courageous leaders, and we
have courageous followers ot
those leaders. Many tragic mistakes have been made and
many more will be made, but
when that last shot is fired,
America will fire that shot, and
on her shoulders will rest the
great responsibility of leading
the betrayed, the downtrodden
and the hungry back to sanity
and reason. There will be a
"New Order" when this war is
over, but that "New Order"
will be "Made
Americans.
Al De Weese

in America"

by

has stored that

streamlined job — vintage of
Civil War days — for the dura4

tion, and Is now riding a bicycle
to work.

good
a gang
with By
himthe asway,
he
had under
him here.

Loretta Higgins has completed her Red Cross course. We
are sure she will have the situa-

have you noticed the number of
lunch boxes being toted through
the front gate? . . . also a lot
of strange faces in the Coffee
Shop — miss the old bunch. Hear
that Earl Nickerl is Installing a

tion well in hand — just in case
anything happens.
Is Ted Heckert competing
with Adolph Menjou, or is It the
Gary Troy influence. Ted paid
us a visit the other day and
was he the epitome of sartorial

two-way

radio in his hat. No

slipping up on Studio calls now
. . . Prop men all smiles since I
took to pipe smoking.
Say, I heard another cute
one. It seems that an expectant
German father was pilfering
parts for a baby buggy from

splendor!
Japs — take note. Mr. Bow
just completed the payments on
his first bond and he says: "This
Is only the beginning."
We knew Barbara was patri-

MECHANICAL
DEPARTMENT

otic, but we didn't think she
would carry her patriotism to
the extent of acquiring American measles. Barbs will be out

This is the department that

day when he spent many hours
assembling the parts. But try as

Lou Witte and George Goemans had anything to do with
that cloudburst Saturday, March
14th (night of Studio dance)?

he might, he right.
just couldn't
get heit
assembled
Finally
threw the mess down in disgust

for a couple of weeks, and we
do miss her.

PAINT

DEPARTMENT

By Everett Lull
\A/ITH basketball season gone
anci baseball the topic of
discussion we find that we have

his place of business . . . When
put together It would be nice
for Mama, he mused. Came the

EFFECTS

makes the rain. We

wonder if

If anyone finds the tire solution it will probably be Benjamin "Franklin" Southland. We
think
he's
capable of Inventing
most anything.

In our department a couple of
old-timers who were up In the
big time teams years ago. Elmer Rieger, a spitball pitcher,
played with Boston and later
with the St. Louis Cardinals.
Jack Bromley pitched for Salt
Lake, Oakland, Sacramento and
San Francisco. You get a lot of
laughs when these two get together telling of some of their
experiences.
Here's one for the book. Walter Jolley received an announcement March 16th of this

Wonder

what Jess Wolf

Is

It be "Helen"
at? a Could
looking
or maybe
photo-finish?

GRIP

DEPARTMENT

the train wheels also click
out their own peculiar rhythm,
but nevertheless I think the car

Glad

to see you back,

Spring Is In the air. I understand that George Hall has
been married for about a
month, the bride, a cute little
redhead.
Nelson eck the inventive genius of the Paint Department,
has just received word from the
Patent Office in Washington
that he has been granted a patent on his shoe rack. And It is
a honey of an idea.

and the gang

are glad to get rid of their fancy hours. Rezk tells me he was
getting sick of sleeping until 7
A.M. every da'/ Saw Johnny
Vusich do a little trapeze work

have to mention these things —

My goodness, how news travels.
We understand they are doing

work.
boys.

Fred Johnson

huge chunk of cash out ot
Pathe last month. Why do I

By Walter E. Fitchman

Paul Dosa and Shorty Rusk
are off the sick list and back to

damned thing together. It always comes out a machine

up high. Gave us all a thrill and
himself too . . . Mickey Grant
and crew certainly gauged a

year informing us of the marriage of Charles Perrin and Jane
Poole, March 15th of last year.

all right too. So watch for additional news later.

and hollered
to how
his wife,
ma, no matter
I put"Mathis

Seems strange writing this as

wheels are getting the better of
me. Never was car sick before.
what
this you'll
Is all all
about.
I suppose
want to know

gun."
gives me heartburn
— but It was
nice of Pathe to give the boys
time out to call home and tell
the wife their whereabouts.
I hope they don't take my
application seriously that I filled
out the other day. I'd hate to
get back Into the old rut, office
of mw own, secretary, dollar
lunches, etc. It must be the lack
of blood that makes me act this
way. I'm good for a half pint
Noticed

one

of our worthy

colleagues at the Studio Club
dance give a demonstration of
yet.
a tight-rope walker. The only

Well, the Wellman troupe is
on ocatlon In Arizona, so my
boss decided that the troupe
needed a little uplift, so here I
am just like a little refugee from
the Grip Gang, outward bound.
I can't tell you what is going to
happen until I get there. This
column must be In the mail this
afternoon, March 23rd, but In

thing tight about his act was
himself. There's that Al Thayer
busting Into print again. He won

the next Issue I'll dish the dirt.
See where Uncle Sam sent
Charlie Hoffman a bid to his

very generous, and a tidy sum
was turned over to the widow.
Watch for the raffle on his car

social. Hope

Charlie

has

as

the late Billy Norris' tool kit.
Sure was a blow to all of us
when Billy passed away on his
way home from work. Heart
failure. It was a miracle how his
dead hand guided the moving
car to safety. The boys were

(Continued on page 12)

eri/ice

rJHetterA ^rom Our

^i^Ylen in tLe
have checked at Fort Scott and
here about the missing pack-

March 9, 1942
Dear Friends:

ages, but with no luck. If sending me a sweater is too much

Many thanks for the pack"Action" the
and sweater
the sweater. I ages,
received
at
the Air Base in San Diego and
thought I would never need It.
It came in handy, though, while
standing all night machine-gun
watches on the west beach.
Now that I am back here on
the frigid East coast I am doubly glad to have It. Being raised
in L.A., I am not quite used to
this cold weather and wish I
were back in good old sunny
Southern California.
I was surprised to note the
number of stars on the flag of
the January "Action." I hadn't realized so many men from
T. C. F. were In the Service. I
hear more are going in every
day.
I still get a thrill on seeing
the titles to Fox pix in lights that
I have worked on when back at
the Studio. Makes me feel as if
I'm not so far from home after
all.
Thanks again for everything
and keep 'em rolling!
DICK (ex-Mimeo. Dept.)
R. N. REIMER
Aviation Radio Material
School,
Annapolis, Maryland.
★
Dear Al:
As you know, I am in the
Army and I am located at this
address: Private Herman D.
D'OrazIo, Co. "E",
Tng. Bn., S. C. R. T.
Crowder, Missouri.
How is everyone?
all of mv wonderful
the Studio. Best of
to you all.
Sincerely,
Private

34th Sig.
C., Camp
I sure miss
friends at
everything

Herman.

trouble, please don't go out of
your
You have done so
much way.
already.
Thanks again for your kindness, and I hope that in the
very near future I can thank
each and everyone of you perSincerely,
sonally. So with best wishes. I'll
close.
February 29, 1942
Studio Club:
May I excuse myself for not
acknowledging your swell package I received in the latter part
of December? It was most welcome as was the very swell
sweater knitted by Ann Hawkins— it fits me perfectly.
I enjoy reading the Studio
magazine very much, and I notice that Edward Leggewie Is
stationed near New York at
Fort Monmout, so I am going to
try to se him If I can find time,
as It would be swell to talk to
someone from the Studio again.
I am now completing a
at "Life"
of photography
course
mag. which
I think is very
good,
and I am surprised the Navy saw
fit to send me here as they
have sent comparatively few so
far; the 5th or 8th of March will
probably be the end of the
course, and then I will be transferred togosh knows where, so
then I will write again and let
you know my address as I sure
want to keep getting "Action. '
Hoping for the best.
Sincerely,
Bill Bryan
PICTURES, INC.
58 West 48th Street
New York City, N. Y.

JOHNNY HORVATH
Hdq. I Ith C.A. Tng. Gp.

March 5, 1942
Dear Friends:

Camp Callan,
San Diego, California.

I hardly know how to thank
you for the swell package you
so graciously sent me. I sincerely doubt If a carload of Chesterfields could have given me as
much satisfaction as the kind
thought behind your gift did.
I read the "Buck of the Month
Club" with a great deal of Inhope the fellows, as well as myself, can do our little bit for
this great country of ours.
Best regards,
PVT. LEO A. SILVER
Co. D, 78th Inf. Tg. Bur.
Camp Roberts, Calif.
★

March 4, 1942
Dear Friends:
Just a letter of thanks and
appreciation for the package I
received Monday. It's rather
hard for me to put into words
the gratitude I feel for all of
you thinking this way about us.
The "Action" magazine as usual was very interesting and I enjoyed reading It very much.

★
March 8, 1942
Dear Friends:
No, I haven't forgotten all of
you United
at the States
Studio. Navy
It's just
that
the
decided
to take me on a long trip. We
left the States, November 2,
1941 and returned to New
York City last Tuesday. I'm sorry, Ican't tell you where I went
and what ports I hit, but I saw
a lot of the world in the four
months I was gone.
I want to thank you all for the
swell packages that were waiting for me when I returned. It
gives you a swell feeling to know
your friends back home did not
forget you. The sweater was a
perfect fit and It sure comes in
handy back here now. We
made quick work of the cookies.
They lasted just long enough for
us to put on a pot of coffee.
My shipmates join me in
thanking you again.
Sincerely yours,

I'm terribly sorry that I haven't received your kind gifts for
awhile, but now that you have
my address straightened out I
hope that difficulty is settled. I

CHUCK
(CHARLES ENSCOE)
U.S.S. Orizaba
care of Postmaster
New York City, N. Y.

The names listed below are 20th Century-Fox employees now inthe Service for whom we do not have mailing addresses. In the
event anyone has information in this regard, please send smae to the following address, so we can send them their monthly package:
AL MAYNARD,
JACK BARRETT
WALTER CEGLARSKI
WILBUR COMSTOCK
ETTER D'ORAZIO

ARTHUR EICHELBAUM
MILLARD HENDERSON
RAY KELLOGG
BEN. F. KILLION

20th Century-Fox Studio Club, Box 900, Beverly Hills, California.

RUSSELL LYONS
JAMES McCarthy
FRED MARTINI
WILLIAM NORTON

CHARLES I. PULFER
FRANK J. RAFFERTY
ROBERT SMILEY
DON R. SMITH

BEN. S. STINMAN
CHESTER WEBB
ELVIN B. WILLIAMS

5

March

that you folks at home are thinking of us here in the service. Of
course, the rest of the Studio

Thanks a million for the gift

I'd also like to wish my friend,
Emilio de LaVigne, the very

they all had a hand In helping
me make use of the contents.

best of luck and success In his

have just returned from duty in

looking forward

received my Christmas presents.

the

I again thank you and please
remember

I was

at 20th Century-Fox.
Yours truly,

that you, my friends, have not
forgotten those of us who have
been called into the Service.
It is very heartening to hear
from those we left behind, and
an occasional message or package from home makes us real-

tory. You folks at home, there,
just keep the home

fires burn-

ing, and we'll start the

fires

abroad. And don't forget that
this 1942 America is greater
and stronger than the 1917
America: so don't worry, ano
don t lose your confidence. It
may take quite some time, now,
but America will win this war,
and when "Johnny comes
marching home" once more, he
will march home to his glorious,
his proud and his free — America.

very much.

H. NIckols and myself all send
best regards to everyone.
Thanking you again, I remain,
as ever.

★

t

thank you — now!
Thanks, then, for your considerate pacakge of a load of
carton

Dear Miss Perley:
I want to express my thanks

Lowry Field,
Denver, Colorado.

March

13, 1942

Dear Studio Club Members:

looks like Lou Witte's touch.
Although Ann and I are only
140 miles more or less from L.

★

As ever,

March 9, 1942
Dear Friends:

Dick Faralla.

★

C/o Fleet Postmaster
Pearl Harbor, T. H.

right brand, too —

A., we might just as well be a
million, what with the tire situation, working six full days and
one full night a
week, what

Duane

Faralla, Hdgrs. Detachment, Third Battalion,
A.P.C. No. 7, San Jose,

I received your package today and was very gald to get
the cigarettes and chewing

chance has a poor boy to come
to the big town?

Calif.

gum. I was somewhat surprised
to get It and wondered how you
knew I was back In the Army

Weyl

★

Dear Friends:
Just a line to let you know I

Thanks

a

lot, folks, and

I'll

see you all when It's over.
Best wishes,

again. I was released in November and called back In February, so I had about three months
furlough. Since coming back,
however, I have made

Sergeant

and transferred to a new regiment. We are preparing to
move out of the U.S. now, so
the next package
probably travel
Thanks
a million!
Sincerely,

I

get

will

several miles.

JCHN R. HCWARD
Private Second Class

Navy issue that I can assure you

Patrol Wing Two

SGT. LEE R. CAKES

that it Is greatly appreciated.

Flag Unit
Pearl Harbor, T. H.

Hdq. Bat. 30th C.A.
Fort Lewis, Washington.

b

Technical Sch. Squadron
No. 361
Barracks 605

— and the

RCCKETT

to you for your sweater. It is
so much nicer than any of our

It is really gratifying to know

JCLLEY

P. C. Box 1393

of

am receiving the "Action" and
the nice things that go with it.
February 21, 1942

BCB

N. A. S.

NCRMAN

To the Studio Club:

and

your Studio Club.
Yours very gratefully,

Your very welcome "Buck-aMonth" package arrived In
good shape the other day.
Please accept my most sincere
thanks for your very useful gift

Your friend,

chewing gum
Camels.

present position as President of

all enjoyed reading "Action" and look forward to receiving more of them. Bob
Smiley, Stan Hough, J. Howard,

D. C.

A bit late — but better mat

up with me, and everything was
still in the best of shape.

We

March 21, 1942

★

receiving
mentioned

I am getting along very well

c-o Coordinator of Information, Photographic
Presentation Branch
25th and E Street NW

Sincerely,
Actg. 1st Sgt. R. M. Towner.

to

you

In the Navy and enjoy the work

BCB BRAGGINS

Washington,

sweater

(yes! I will have use for It here
believe It or not!)

me to all my friends

ize more strongly how necessary
it is fo r us who are in here, to
do everything in our power to
achieve our goal of a whole vic-

I also received your Christmas card yesterday and I am

a foreign country and so of
course have only very recently

so thoughtfully sent to me, and
them, but very happy to learn

the gift package. After quite a
bit of traveling. It finally caught

There are quite a few of the
boys here from the Studio and

them.

what late to you, but my Christmas was rather late this year. I

not only glad to receive

me the other day. It has been

These thanks may seem some-

former

workers remember

you

deep you
appreciation.
I'd
likeWith
to thank
sincerely tor

fellow

not as fortunate as we Fox men

terfields and carton of gum

up with

on the way since the middle of
December, but arrived in good
shape.

to have their

Received the carton of Ches-

10, 1941

Dear Friends:

box that just caught

Club's package was greatly enjoyed, not only by myself, but
others of our outfit who weer

Dear Friends:

March

18, 1942

Dear Friends:

Heard

via

Ex-President Ed

about dance this Saturday night on the Lot. Will try

myThanks
darnedest
again,to make it.
PAT

MATTHEWS,

I 143 Alameda
Coronado,

Blvd.

California.

^aied

20tli C^enturi^-Ji

Wo.U-Re J J!tfe
By Marie Kramchak

"TEN

Gentlemen

from West

Point" took "Time Out for
Romance"

"Every

Saturday

Night." They were "Shooting
High" and "Dressed to Kill" —
perfect examples of "Love at
Work." One of them — "Tall,
Dark and Handsome," took the
"Road to Rio" and "Married a
Nazi." He lived in the "City ot
Darkness" with her and found
out that "Hearses

Don't Hur-

ry." Another took "Tobacco
Road" and married "Susannah,"
but "She Had

to Eat," so he

joined the "Hudson
pany" and became

Bay Comone of "Yes-

terday's Heroes."
The third found an "Island in
the Sky" "On

a Wild

Night,"

and lived on "Six Cylinder
Love" until "Moontide." The
fourth was "Too Busy to Work"
so he "Married the Boss' Daughter" and lived in "Miami" "For
Beauty's Sake."
The fifth became

"Frontier

Marshal" and met the "Big
Town Girls in Reno." He knew
there was "Safety in Numbers"
but they were "Five of a Kind,"
so he called "Sundown Jim,"
the "Cisco

Kid," and all the

"Riders of the

Purple Sage"

was — "Cne

Mile from Heaven"

and she was

so-oo "Hard

to

Get." So, since it was "Always
Goodbye," he said "Here I Am
a Stranger" and all I have is a
"Street of Memories." He then
bought a 'Castle in the Desert"
and settled down with a "Daytime Wife" from "Little Cld
New York."
The eighth was known as "The
Man Who Wouldn't Die" and
he fell in love with his "Private
Nurse." Cne day the "Postman Didn't Ring" and found he
was playing "Second Fiddle" to
this "Whispering Ghost," but
he was "A Gentleman at
Heart"

so he took a

to Love"

of the Duanes."

Then

he met

at

Large" for awhile, but the "Hot
Spot" soon caught up with him.
The seventh said "I'd Give a
Million" for "Salomy Jane," but
she was waiting for "The Return
of the Cisco Kid" and there he

Calling" and she would become
"The Holy Terror" on "The Ave^
nue" with "Champagne Char-

and
get back Anchor"
to port.
had adid"Wooden
ship neevr
The third dame was kidnapped
by "Jesse James,"

great pal of "Brigham Young."
Jesse got another gal for Brig-

ley" of the "Black Gang."
"Rebecca

of

Sunnybrook

and "Dimples"

thought

themselves "Ladles in Love" so

Willie Winkle" while skat-

Chan at the Circus." Charlie's
"White Fang" growled at them

who was a

Week

ham and they went to spend "A
End in Havana." The girls

say "The Rains Came" and "It
Could Happen to You," too.
The other three girls, "Sally,
Irene and Mary," "Remember
the Day" when they were in the
"4-H Cfub." Sally is now the
original
GalforSal."
Irene
has
made "My
a name
herself
as
"Little Miss

Broadway,"

"Maryland"

"Highway

to Hell" and he left

"Happy Landing" with a "Cadet Girl" who was "Cne in a

where

they found

"Johnny Apollo" with "A Very
Young Lady." "The Young People" then went to a
"Dance
Hall" where "Captain January"
played "A Very Practical Joke"
on the gals with "Three Blind
Mice." After their experience
"White Fang," they were in no
mood for mice, so they took
one of "Fifty Roads to Town"
and agreed that such adventures were "Not for Children."

I could go on and tell you
Million."
about "Rose of Washington

Then there were the "Six
Girls" from "15 Malden Lane."

Square" who disliked "Too
Much Limelight" and retired in

One was a "Career Woman"
who edited the "Uncensored"

stay "On

the woman

and

ie's.
The tenth and last gent be-

"Thru Different Eyes" and found

"Man

Geese

to sing. They left this "Adventurer" and went to the races in

"Murder

Friends" was

be "Wild

"The Gorilla," a friend of Rox-

and Friend." After they had
"Four Sons" he decided that
Among

there would

Mary became

her to go "To the Shores of
Tripoli." After he returned to
the U.S.A. he looked at life

justified. He was a

her, but just as he would "Rise
and Shine," lo! and behold,

with him she was a "Stowaway"
on "The Black Swan." But this

"McKinley Case." "We Go
Fast" they say. But we always

comes the first "Yank in the R.

dle of Joy," but again there
was the case of "Wife, Doctor

guns to gowns. "Young Mr. Lincoln" did his best to subdue

The second was "The Brat"
of
the family and she became a
le'^que."
"Sailor's Sweetheart." To be

"Sing, Baby, Sing," so they had

A. F." and meets "Lady Jane"
who was a "Perfect Snob." She
led him a merry chase on the

they were blessed with a "Bun-

who did her riding in an "Armored Taxi" and who preferred

ing on "Thin Ice." Wee Willie
introduced them to "Charlie

"Tail

into a

things with the "King of Bur-

said "I was an Adventuress"

Spin." The sixth found "Romance on the Rio Grande" and

and they went

preferred her diamonds "Blue,
White and Perfect." "Belle
Starr" was a great little lady

"Wee

New York Sleeps" she breaks
the "Great Commandment"
and he becomes a victim of

at

Taxi" gathering news and other

who said "Wake up and Live."
Just as he was beginning to, she

again — so, "While

be-

Is Made

No. 1" and

came "Public Deb

they took a "Love Flight" to
"See America First." They met

I'll be one

Edition" and who
lieved that "News

Night." So, with the "City in
Darkness" she rode a "Midnight

Collar Girl" who

"Roxie Hart, a "Big Town Girl"

ana

"Peach

be-

"White

Farm"
the "Last

with a Barbed Wire

Fence" with "Alexander Graham Bell." Then there was the

"Detour

and joined "Stanley

and Livingston."
The ninth became

a "Heaven

in the

the Sunny Side" of

things. Besides, "You Can't Always Tell" when or where you'll
find your "Lucky Penny." Then
you can take an "Angel's HoliSo, in conclusion, my "Earthbound" friends, remember "This
Above AH" — stay as "Young as
You' Feel." And you "Big Town
Girls" — remember

that a "Ring

on Your Finger" is worth two in
day."
Besides — "You
a jewelry
Can't
Have store.
Everything."
"Dangerously Yours"
"Public Nuisance No. I"
7
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By Daniel B. Clark

HELPS

UP THE HILL

HUMANS

A MONTHLY REMINDER THAT THE
GAME OF LIFE IS THE BEST GAME
OF ALL, AND THAT THOSE WHO
PLAY IT MOST SUCCESSFULLY ARE
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL, INSPIRING
BEINGS

HUMAN

and speak with faith. Yesterday
may have been hard; but yesterday isas certainly past as is
the year 1941. Today is here,
and its character is not yet determined. There will be sunshine
according

operations of laws

tually seen by persons during

around the globe at the equator?

this gala event. Photographical-

Did you know

that if you

could line up the population of
China four abreast in regular
military formation

pEW finer things can be done
* in human life than to greet
the New Day with hope. It is
good for man that he cultivate
within himself a desire to think

or showers

the line would reach ten times

to the

which

we

well control. Was yesterday a disappointment? I am
sorry. But this is another day.
The earth has turned around

may

and

march

them past a given point at regence (at the present birth rate),
they would be passing that given point forever without stop-

achievement

of

winning

the

"Oscars" for both the black and
white and color photography for
1941. We are also proud to accept honorable mention for our
slating device.
SOMETHING

TO

India? Some

day these people

will get mad

at

Japan,

bye-bye honorable
school boys.

then

Japanese

Did you know that we are
now in the transitory stages of
this greatest of all wars? We

kick the daylights out of anybody who tries to evade us!
In World War I we were told

extended, finger tips touching.

If you are using your brain, you
are refraining from spreading

ter being closed for a spell and

silent circumspection. If you are

later opened again to continue
exposure. During this lengthy

using your brawn, your are put-

time, as evidenced by the travel
of the stars, the beams from the

some

arcs

remained

stationary. If

there had been planes in the
sky the lights would have followed them, therefore, the logical conclusion would seem to be
no movement of lights —
planes in the sky.

no

ting forth physical effort in
civic defense activities.

If you are giving your wealth
there will be tucked away somewhere inyour archleves bonds
which you may call defense, lib
erty or victory, but they are still
War Bonds. You will also have
a regular schedule

AS SEEN

THROUGH

THE

CAMERA
In time

of war,

espionage

for future

buying of more and more
bonds. When this war is over
your war bonds will be

your

the inevitable peace which shall

squads. This fact is understood

follow. If you are giving yout

by aliens and citizens alike.
Therefore, anyone Indulging in

blood, that fact will be record-

was

promptly told

that we had 250,000 telephone
poles to hang them on the minute they showed up. So it is in
1942. We still have those telephone poles and more if needed! When the enemy approaches, there is only one direction to aim, and that is toward the enemy.

that if you

Did you know that if you
could place the population of
India in a line with their arms

Citizenship?

U.S.A. He

could place the population of
India in a line with their arms

around the globe at the equator?

claim to American

and sabotage are treason and
treason is punishable by firing

THINK

extended, finger tips touching,
the line would reach ten times

are you doing ot qualify your

by the Kaiser that there were
250,000 trained German soldiers within the borders of the

ABOUT
Did you know

to take stock of yourself. Wha+

gossip; you are spending much
time in sober reflection and

CONGRATULATIONS

for their

is the time

the path of each being broken
on account of the camera shut-

izing to evacuate if we are invaded, we are mobilizing to

mer and Ray Rennahan

that blackout. This picture also
shows the stars, which during

their very lives. Now

walk upon the face of the earth
are either citizens of China or

fight! No longer are we mobil-

proud and happy to congratulate Arthur Miller, Ernest Pal-

sue, page 22 — a full page photograph showing a cluster of
lights streaking the sky, made
with a time exposure during

insidious rumors and dangerous

Day with good cheer!

is

these and thousands are giving

9th is-

the exposure traveled a considerable distance across the sky;

since yesterday. Face the New

Department

"Life" maagzine, March

the American way of life! Millions of men are giving all of

ping?
Did you know that one out of
every three human beings who

are no longer mobilizing for defense, we are mobilizing to

The Camera

ly speaking, the answer is "No
Planes." The proof of this answer is clearly demonstrated in

blood, and . . . don't forget
that all of these are a part ot

either of these crimes is obviously ambitious ot meet his creator, so why not help him realize his ambition?
Now is the time to realize
that this is not just simply an
emergency but that we are in
the midst of an unadulterated

THE

POWER
TION

OF

IMAGINA-

This power was thoroughly
demonstrated during the recent
blackout by the numerous

and

varied reports and discussions
as to the number

of planes ac-

calamity! Now

is the time to

stop prattling about the Bill of
Rights, the Constitution of the
U.S.A. , Libery, and start protecting hem in all their phases.
The U.S.A. needs your brain,
your brawn, your wealth, your

greatest asset in helping to win

ed in the records of the American Red Cross and

you

will

have an inward feeling of satisfaction that you were privileged
to contribute to a cause that
will, without question, be
means

of allowing many

the

of our

armed forces the right to retain
the life which they have unselfishly placed upon the altar of
freedom.
Negative chin music

is no

longer valuable — we need positive action!

NEWS

FROM

ONE

LEGION

Graham

study of music, concentrating
on the vocal. Several years
later, Howard became first

thoughtful. — Allan Maynard.
Mr. Al Maynard

tenor with the Chicago Orchestral Sextette and travelled the

Adj. American Legion Post 563
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Dear sir:

Chatauqua and Lyceum circuits
until the United States entered
the War against Germany in

great many people on this
Lot, who talk too much. We
mean about things they know
only from hearsay. That's not
knowing! Each telling of a tale
makes It taller, and that's the
kind of propaganda the subtle
Nazis want to spread. Here's a
sample. A woman — supposedly
a Navy secretary? — told many
things that were supposed to
have happened December 6th.
In wartime, things connected
with the Military are confidential. What the hell kind of an
American would reveal the secrets of the Government he

POST-scripts!

works for? If they tell you a
tale, call 'em liars and let them
get sore. Common sense should
help you identify the authentic
sources of information.
March 17th was meeting
night and Comrade Bob Fleming won the jackpot, $8.90
worth of Defense Stamps. Onlv
those attending have a chance
to win, although every member' s name is on a slip of paper
in an individual capsule. Be at
the next meeting and enjoy
yourself among Americans.
More than forty members
were present, and it was a lively and informative meeting. The
high spot was a swell talk by
Dan Clark. His words rammed
home an Important message
and made everyone thnik. What
he said about Defense Bond
buying held extra meaning, for
Dan Clark practices what he
preached that night. Our sales
on the Lot are fair, but they
could be better. Look at the
amount

purchased by the men

in the Service! They don't make
what we do. Buy Bonds today.

the deduction way. In ten years
you'll say, that ain't hay!
Comrade Earl Richards is better and Comrade Lou Johnson
is getting along at Sawtelle.
We want to devote this paragraph to the Coast Guard. The
pictures they showed at the
meeting were a reminder that
even in peace time we have
men on duty to combat disaster. Storm, flood, fire, tornado
. . . they take them
Makes

one

Grab am enlisted in the Navy,
the week following the Pear!
Harbor disaster and was sent to
the Naval Training Station at
San Diego. After a brief training period he was detailed at
the Destroyer Base. As he requested Immediate foreign service, he was shipped out a few
weeks ago and is on his way to

As I am tied down by reason
of total disability, I will appreciate it if you can come out to
see me some Sunday.

in stride.
"Carry on. Soldier."
W. E. A. Budd,

realize that "Down

to
the work
Sea in than
Ships" romance.
is more
hard
Thanks, fellows, for some swell
entertainment.
REMEMBER

DECEMBER!

BUY BONDS!

BUY STAMPS!

Foreign

^

on April 16th, 1889,

in Granville,

Illinois, Howard

last War, Les was in Lou's
power between soup and nuts.

rode his pony, hunted and
fished, and in short, was a real
American Boy.

Post and divulging the information that he had served as Lieu-

He's back in New York now,
with a Legion Cap and a dues
card for 1942, an enthusiastic
Comrade

of 20th Century-Fox

Post No. 563. He'll try to make
his next visit coincide with one
of our meeting nights.
Leslie F. Dressier.

Marine Corps at Quantico, Virginia. Made a Corporal on September 24th, he enjoyed one
month as a non-commissioned
officer before boarding the U.
S. S. Von Steuben at Philadelphia and heading for France.
November 12th found the
Marines at Brest, the first
American troops to land there.
A royal welcome served as
'Hello and Goodbye', for the
boys Immediately boarded the
'forty and eight' box cars and
were trundled to Bordeaux
where they billeted on the estate of a wealthy American
woman, Helen Gould by name.

there they worked with the U.
S. Army 18th Railway Engineers, and Howard says he
means worked!
Then a trip to Chaumont
where French Instructors taught
the art of modern war, as it

tenant with the 349th Infantry
of the 88th Division during the

Witte. After asking about our

island, S. C., Marine Station
until August when he joined the
83rd Company, 6th Regiment,

Van Nuys, California.

Child was the youngest of five
sons that blessed the homestead of Mr. & Mrs. A. P.
Child. The first dozen years of
his life were spent much like
those of any other country boy.
When not in school he herded
cows, acted as water boy for
the haying, harvesting and
threshing crews, and then —
when the chores were done —

Publicity Manager of 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation, visited the Lot recently and had
lunch wi th C ommander Lou

Enlisting on May 26th, 1917,
Howard trained at the Paris

This place was up the Gironde
River near Lormont. While

BIOGRAPHY OF A WORLD
WAR VETERAN!

D ORN

1917.

13509 Burbank Blvd.

As told to Leslie F. Dressier

★
Leslie F. Whalen,

COM-

I have just received a letter
from my brother, Mr. Graham
Budd, a member of your Post
from Pearl Harbor, T.H. in
which he wished to be rememboys.
bered to you and the other

By Leslie F. Dressier

YOU know . . . there are a

OUR

Budd's brother as often as possible. I thought the following
letter from him was very

LEGION

Let's visit Comrade

AMERICAN

OF

When eighteen he went to
Chicago and became a singer
of Illustrated Songs in a small
Southside Nickleodeon. Spare
time was used to continue the

AMERICAN
RADES

His father's auctioneering
business became so important
that the family moved Into
town where Howard went to
Grade and High School, studied voice and piano, and sang
in the Choir. During the Summers he worked on the farm to
earn spending money.

then was. March 15th — a defensive sector near Verdun, two
months of see-saw night raids.
Gas barrages took toll in some
measure. May 15th, a rest area
near Paris for rehabilitation.
Replacements
ranks.

filled depleted

At 5 o'clock on May 30th,
the outfit was packed into
trucks, twenty men and equipment in each, and were driven
by French Sengalese on the
Paris - Metz Highway to Bols
Belleau. Refugees blocked the
road, wild-eyed people who
were fleeing the German advance between Soissons and
Rh elms. The enemy was thirtyfive miles from Paris and advancing at the rate of ten miles
a day when the Marines faced
them on June 1st, 1918. Not
another Inch did they advance.
Counter-attacking on the 6th,
(Continued on page 10)
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THE LIGHTNING
CALCULATOR

the enemy. If we happened to
live in that district, undoubtedly we would Innocently contribute our share of information by

Do you want to appear as a
lightning calculator? If so, use
this example as your guide to a
good trick. Write down 99,
then request a fried to give
you some numbers smaller than
your numbers — say 35. Place 35
under 99 and you can quickly
write the multiplication answer

talking over what we had happened to hear. When enough
of us talk about the same thing,
the cat is generally out of the
bag. That Is what we must stop.
If you must say something, talk
about your relatives or In-laws;
they are much safer subjects

— 3,465. And here's how: Subtract inyour mind 35 from 100
which leaves 65, the last two

nowadays, In spite of the known
dangers of that pastime.

figures in the total. Then subtract one from 35 and you have
34, or the first two figures of

★

your answer.
A pull of eight pounds is required to break a single horse
hair.

Biography of a War Veteran
(Continued from page 9)
Howard

The weight of the heart is
from 8 to 12 ounces. It beats

of eight men who captured seventeen prisoners, two machine

100,000 times in 24 hours.
When

Child was In command

it is Saturday on the

guns and twenty-five hundred
rounds of ammunition at a point

Alaskan side of Bering Strait it
is Sunday on the Asian side —
fifty miles away.

three hundred yards In advance

Do you know what makes the
stars twinkle? It is because of

When
TALKING

the irregularities in density of
the air.

* butes that distinguishes the
human animal from the dumb

The United States does not

animal. It is presumed that the
more fluent and expressive the

own the Panama

Canal, only a

of the rest of the regiment.
Is one of the attn-

perpetual lease from Panama.

language of a race, the higher

The approximate geographic
center of the United States is

the degree of civilization of
that race. Nevertheless and not-

In Smith County, Kansas.
The largest library in the
world is not In America or
Great

Britain. The Soviet Un-

ion's 12,000,000 volume collection In Moscow Is believed to

true.

withstanding, that is not always

For instance, right now fluent
and loose talk is taboo. No matter how well you can express

say they are." Stories of this
type are whispered about by
the enemy

agents and should

be singled out by you for a particular squelching. Don't give
the enemy help and assistance
by peddling this type of manufactured propaganda. The sole
Intent is to lower civilian morale and you should be working
to raise it, not lower It.
Perhaps if we stopped to
think how the enemy uses our
remarks and loose talk to de-

yourself and no matter how ardently you desire to tell someone
that you heard someone else

velop a complete picture of the
whole situation, we would hesi-

say, don't do it. Save it and
you may save not one but many

tate to talk in public about anything connected with the war.

lives and possibly a whole convoy of ships.

It Isn't our own talk alone that
Is disastrous, but the sum total

was vociferously denouncing the strategy of our

Few of us realize how Impo.'tant It is right now that we do

of all our talk that gives accu-

army and navy: "Where Is our
Navy," he belched "and what

not repeat stories that we hear.
What If somebody does tell

are they doing?" A yeoman
stepped up and handed him a

be the largest.
A group of our present day
strategists
around

were

gathered

cussing and discussing

the war In Its various phases;
the wisest and loudest of the
crowd

word

reached the com-

manding officer, he

ordered

Corporal Child to hold the position at all cost while the rest
of the Company moved up In
line. For this bit of enterprising
leadership. Corporal Child was
awarded the D.S.C. and later
the Navy Cross.
Later, (July 19th), Howard
Child was wounded In action
and

again

on

October

5th

(gas). He was in a base hospital when the Armistice was
signed and never returned to
his old regiment. Returned to
the U. S. as a casual, Howard
enjoyed a

sixty day furlough

before being discharged. Taking up his vocal work with the
Chicago Orchestral Sextette,
he soon found that the effect

rate Information. It's the old
law of averages working. For
instance, if all the enemy agents

of the gas on his vocal chords
was so severe as to make a

you that he knows of a high
school kid who Is making $85.00

in a certain district (and

we

tion.
singing career out of the ques-

in our

A succession of jobs followed

paper saying, "Brother, just
sign your name to this enlist-

per week holding down

midst) should report that the
talk of that district centered

ment blank and
soon find out!"

may be pure enemy propaganda. Don't believe the rumor
monger when he whispers in

you'll damn

Well anyway, what's the use
of giving good advice, wise
men don't need
won't take it.
10

it, and focis

his firsr

job at an airplane factory. This

have them right here

around, say, certain movements
of troops and planes, even

until today finds him In the uniform of a police officer at 20th
Century-Fox. His son, Claude,
Is now a Staff Sergeant in the

though no one had any definite
Information, the foreign finger

Marines, on detached service
with U. S. Army Signal Corps

your ear that "the airplane factories are stalling; they are not

of espionage would be pointed

putting out planes the way they

to the place most

helpful to

at Fort
Headquarters
mouth, New Jersey.

Mon-

IS A HANDICAP

SOFTBALL
Softball will start batting

Health ,

away Sunday, April 12, at Santa Barbara and La Brea play-

Work and

grounds. Our teams will have
reservations from 9 A.M. to 12.

BASKETBALL
NOT

OVER

BUT

ELUSIVE
WHITE

year, but you can bet they were

LITTLE

in there trying. We

BALL

are proud of

Joe Hlrigoyen, Chairman

of

Overweight shortens life because fat accumulates about the heart

looks like

and digestive organs, seriously interfering with their work. Fatty
tissue adds extra and needless miles of tiny blood vessels. Diabetes,

he en[oys his golf, and you can
bet he goes to town

in doing

everything in his power

Longer lifelines go with shorter waistlines. People of average
weight live longer than those who are overweight. They live longer
and suffer less from chronic diseases. They feel better and look
better. Before thirty it is safer to be a little over rather than under
the average weight: after forty the spare figure is preferred.

them, win, lose or draw.

our Sports Committee,

high blood pressure, and apoplexy, among
brought on by overweight.

to in-

sure a highly successful season

Table of Average

this year.
Frank Lubin was

named

ori

the second all-American Team.

Weight

Height

5 ft.

IT’S SHOW

5 ft. 2 in.
5 ft. 3 in.

TIME

A meeting of the Little Theatre Group was held Thursday
evening, April 2, 1942.

128
130

132
135

is predicted

Golf

for this

For Men

5 ft. 7 in.

150

122
124

5 ft. 8 in.

155
160

127
130

5 ft. 9 in.
5 ft. 10 in.

165
170

134
138

5 ft. M in.

176

142

6 ft.

in Pounds

146

For Women

150
154
157
160
163

Overweight is due chiefly to eating too much and exercising
too little. If you are over forty and overweight, your problem is to
cut down the fat-producing foods. Oereals, starchy foods, sweefs,
and fats must be eaten sparingly. Lean meat, colored and leafy

in this activity will please contact Johnnie Ehrln in the Cut-

vegetables, fruit, and milk are the foods on which the bulk of your
meals must be made.

ting Department, or the Studio
Club Office.

If you would reduce, first have an examination by your physician.
Then let him outline the details of your diet.

starts April 12th

(Sunday).
Just as soon as all teams have
registered with the Studio Club
Office, schedules will be compiled and sent to each

team

captain. Kindly enter your tearrt
and give names

of players right

away, as the time is growing
very short.

142
146

Weight

Height

wishing to Join

group. Anyone

The Inter-Departmental

138

Weights

Plans

were discussed and a pleasant
future

5 ft. 4 in.
5 ft. 5 in.
5 ft. 6 in.

other conditions, are

(Ages 30-40 Years)

in Pounds

For Women

For Men

5 ft. 1 in.

Tournament

Tun from

JU^elUted.

FORGOTTEN

Our Basketball Team didn't
win the championship again this

THAT

V6..

Remember,

this magazine goes to the men

now serving

Support your Studio
Club. Remember we

our country and maybe

only take out what we

employed in your department, so let's let them hear
from you. You have no idea how much they enjoy reading news from the Studio.

put in — practice unity
and co-operation.

*

some

♦

of them

were formerly

*

Don't forget McEldowney's Florist Shop on Pico when
buying flowers for Easter, etc.

(Continued fronn page 4)
— a '37 convertible Ford coupe,
formerly owned by Mickey Rooney. Very neat job. Two new
tires on rear — front not bad.
Jack F. Casey is the only
Irishman who saw red on St.
Patrick's Day. He had a saw
sharpened, only to find that it
wasn't his own. And for the ladies, a little advice. You, who
are matrimonially inclined, be
sure to pick a lad with pale
countenance — the tanned ones
are usually out of work, and a
true Californian can be distinguished byhis sun-burned palm.
Goodnight all.

FONE

ROOM

been in the first place. She absolutely refuses to allow me to

liver her message! Some folks
are surely adept at passing the

tell
her name —
still you
blushing!

buck. It's a good thing we can
take it. My! My! And such a
marvelous physique, too!
A lot of folks had a lot of

A lady called in the other day
wanting information as to how
to go about registering her cat
for the movies. She insisted on
describing said cat and proudly
told the operator about all of
its accomplishments and qualifications, including the fact that
it was well housebroken. The
operator connected her with
Russ Crane. Oh, well — horses
cats — what's the difference? I'l|
bet his horses are not as well
trained as that cat.

PONIES

A lady (this time too): "Operator, can you tell me the name

By Cherry Nickols
F YOU'RE

in the habit of frequenting the La Cienega
Lanes on Thursday nights, this
won't be news to you. After
much wheedling, I have finally
obtained permission from Frankie McLaughlin to mention her
bowling activities of late. Some
few weeks ago she was called
in to pinch-hit for one of the
Bowlerettes, who has been ill,
and she's really holding up her
end of the game. The way her
ninety-eight pounds can control
that fourteen-pound ball is a little bit of all right. This entire
department is proud of her.
In a quandary as to what the
Klu Klux Klanners do with their
sheets when they take them off?
Ask Eleanor Spies — she will be
happy to supply the information
and put your mind at ease.
The historic fall of Rome was
nothing compared to the fall
of Ludwig (Candy Bar Man)
Schultz's face when he opens
our door and finds that Kay is
NOT on duty. However, he
brightens up a bit when Mary
starts (she does it every day)
heckling him tor a Dipsy Doodle.
Beginning to get a little hungry 'long about eleven o'clock
one morning, one of our gals
decided to ring the Coffee Shop
and ask what was on the menu.
Thinking nothing of it when a
man answered (Pete answers
quite often, you know), she said,
"What've you got today that's
hot and ready?" The astounded
male voice answered, "Well now
Lady! Really! After all — !!"
Never was a plug pulled as fast
out of Station No. 625 (the Mill
office) and reinserted in Station
No. 624, where it should have
12

but she's

of
the picture
in which
What'shis-name
rescued
a little
girl
from a burning house in the
big fire scene?" Will Tyrone
Power be indignant when he
learns he was referred to as
"What's-his-name!"The feathers
of each and every one of us

fun at the party on March 14
last. How about It, Al; may we
have another one pretty soon?

SAFETY

NEWS

By Jimmy Dlnneen
WENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Safety Society has just wound
up another successful year. This
month a director from each department will be selected for
the coming year.
We should all be proud of
the safety record made by the
Studio. This, of course, would not
have been possible If EVERY
EMPLOYEE had not been cautious and safety minded, but
some of the credit should be

the past four weeks and resting
at the home of her friends in

Downer, Labor; George Goomans, Mechanical Effects; Ed

I wouldn't know. Anyway, the
Is "Capisas." Ask her what
word
It means.
Demarls Seward Is riding
around with nobility these days
— a Count, no less! The "Count
of No Account" Is his full title,
and Demaris has had it painted
on his dog house. You guessed
It — her little dog — and does
she love him!
Believe It or not, our new
operator with the Brooklyn accent Is a real Lace Curtain little Irish Gal. Marie Murphy,

she's knowed as, and fits into
the department as snugly as
two (no more) soldiers In a jeep.
They can send us operators like
Marie anytime — we're glad to
get them.
Guess who! When he just Isn't
In the mood to talk to his wife,
he tells her, when she calls In
again (and again) that the operator must have forgotto'’

years that Safety Pictures be
made and presented this way.
I hope that In the near future
our civilian population will be
thus
instructed and Interested
In safety.
Watch
Some

bulletin boards for incendiary bomb posters!
of you boys and girls

are going to wish you never
were born — anyway, you're going to have to prove when and
where. Remember, if you leave
the state to go on location,
you'll need your birth certificate
to get back in again. You know
the little guy who said he could
prove where he was born because his mother was with him
at the time — it takes a heap
of convincing.
Happy

Jimmie.
Easter to you
all!

and attention and have attended the meetings faithfully. Thev
are: Phil Adams, Construction;
Ike Danning, Transportation: J.
Dlnneen, Maintenance; Pierce

—

the response would have been
much different.
I have advocated for some

given to the directors who have
oiven unstlntlngly of their time

were favorites,
plenty ruffled.
He's one of
our
you know.
We will surely be happy when
Anna Henry is able to come
back to work. She has been ill

Tehachapi. No! No! It's not
what you're thinking at all! Men
are allowed In the particular
part of Tehachapi where Anna
Is staying. We miss her, no end.
Did you know that Peggy
(W. A.) Crissman can speak
Italian? Or it might be Danish

essentials for picture making,

King, Police: George Hulburt,
Carpenter: Kenneth Lutes, Grip:
Orville McCann, Sound; George
McLean, Janitors. Many others
have been instrumental In promoting safety. Did you know
that Transportation has had 205
pieces of moving equipment and
has had but a few minor accidents throughout the whole
President Roosevelt for the
second time has appealed to
the
nation to heed all safety
year?
measures. There has been such
great loss of manpower through
accident that It has slowed up
our defense industries.
As we know, the Studio is
making pictures to Inform and
Instruct our soldiers. Many educators believe motion pictures
to be the medium most effective In Imparting knowledge.
Some

organizations and individuals have made educational pictures but these have been but
Indifferently received by that
most critical portion of our
audience, the children. Many
thought that these pictures
lacked the professional touch
but, had they been made by a
■tudlo with all its knowledge and

Ran

Into Mike

Leshing the

other day and it was good to
see him looking so well. Henry
Goldfarb (left) also
pleased to see Mike.

GAB

FROM

seems

THE LAB

CLVIE WILLIAMS has finally
^ gone Into dear old happy
draftland and been assigned to
the chemical warfare division.
Almost-Corporal Harold
Church is just about ready to
jump off to Washington, D. C.,
where he will join other lab men
the Army.
in doing photographic work for
Charles

Glover

Is proudly

showing a letter from the Bureau of the Census, Department
of Commerce, which testifies to
his being recorded In the year
1900 as a resident of the noble
city of St. Louis, Mo. Such letters are usually accepted as substitutes for birth certificates.
Happy-go-lucky

Harry Reh-

man (sometimes called "Slaphappy") Is afire with a new jln-

gle about some sailor lad that
sat on the sand holding a dollar
in his hand. It's not quite sane,
but who expects sanity from —
some people.
Don Lusher is pounding the
cover off the tennis ball these
mornings, using a new slice drive
that whistles mockingly as it
whizzes past the opponent's ear.
Very disconcerting — puts a felknow. low off his game,

don't you

Deep in the heart of math
and physics is Dick Harrison,
who has suddenly blossomed
forth with all sorts of volumes
on Trigonometry and such stuff.
Sneak up behind Dick any time
and you'll hear him muttering,
"Now, let's see: if the sine of
the cosine is the cotangent . . ."
Clark Murray Is thinking seriously of joining the Army in
some capacity or other. We
don't know just where Clark will
end up but we are sure he will
Drove to be a mighty valuable
man for Uncle Sam. (Say, that
last is a good line for a song!)
Irene Otkin is working like a
beaver on her historical novel.
The literary bug seems to have
hung its hooks into another esteemed member of our clan who
has turned out a

story of a

bandman that has got "Birth
of the Blues" and "Blues in the
Night" skinned a thousand ways.
No fooling — It's terrific.

AMONG
MELODY

THE
MAKERS

By May Stanhope
It Happened

to Them

Our first-aiders could have
displayed their knowledge to
good advantage and saved
Frank Tresselt the loss of over

doesn't count them any more
— but anyway the girls gave
her a brightly-lighted birthday
cake and a jug of coffee on
that day — February 23.
Well! Well! . . . Ruth Bridges
doesn't look It, but she is mama
to a fine young man In the Navy
by the name of Howard Glenn
Bridges. When she visited him
In San Francisco his buddies
wondered where he met "THAT
good-looking dame with a dimple under either eye."
Teddy Thompson is discovering latent talents as a "spoocher." Was invited to talk on motion picture music at U. S. C.
not long ago and received a
letter of praise from the Dean.
Is now known as "Professor"
among his co-workers.
No one can Imagine Jack Tobin getting his hands all muddy
. . . but he claims that to be a
fact . . . also that he raises very
good radishes and beets.
Marcy

welfare of the boys of the service, consider It a privilege to
be able to do so. Don't leave
it up to the other fellow. If
this coast should be bombed
and your home damaged, you,
Mr. Squawker, would be the
first one to seek relief at the
Red Cross Station.
ette Fund for the
service is a worthy
fully.
deserving of all our
let's be men

a lot of room
Maybe

for speculation.

she just ran into something hot during a blackout.

By "Irish" Roche

thing's all right now . . . and
we're glad he didn't lose his
ability to play the piano or fly
that airplane.

PNURING the past month, the
^
following members of this
department have become members of Uncle Sam's fighting
forces: Vic Mlnchow, Millard
Henderson, Don Smith, Wilbur
Comstock, Chet Webb and
James McCarthy. This war can
not guarantee for them a safe
return, (their destiny will be decided upon by the Creator) but
we can, by our cooperation
make it more cheerful for all
our boys engaged In this conflict. A considerable sum of
money

in helping to alleviate

starting a busy season for the

Nursery gang.
We busy
are as
Industrious as the
buzzy
bees, for those petunias, pansies, marguerites, which were
planted weeks and weeks ago
have now reached the proper
size and strength which enables
them to go out in the world to
face their fate. A thousand pots
of them are to be transplanted

Savage's cabinet. Jimmy purchased Blackle's Chewy, but

Hats off to Eddie Decuir and

A mystery that can't be
solved is why a certain blonde
young lady came to work with
a bandage on her nose. Said
she burned It . . . which leaves

By Pete Lake

To Oral Black and Lloyd Phillips, who have left this department to assume a more responsible position at the Scene Dock,
we wish every success. Jimmy
Perrin and Roy Wellington are
now the new members of Jack

wife of "RIc," got up before
dawn one morning to bake a
cherry pie and applesauce cake
for Lionel Newman, who is In

Into gallon cans and put out In
the sun. And the older shrubs
and trees are showing new
shoots — dandy for cuttings.
And there are always weeds!
We don't get much time to ro
mance over the warm yellow of
the marigolds, the bright blue
tufts of statics, or the multicolored petunias. For all that,
these things are there for the
beholding, and we in the picture
business are truly wise to the
fact that, in flowers as well as
movies, there is lots of hard
work behind the most brilliant

his gang. Fox Hills Savages, for
finishing first place in the Studio Bowling League. He was
captain of the Baseball tearr;
last season and his team finished
In the winner's circle. What's
next, Decuir? How about managing the tug-of-war team at
the next picnic?
I thought I rated pretty good
with the boss until I told him

and care-free spectacle.
Easter should see us with a

my number In the draft. Instead
of sympathy, he said, "You D —
Irishman, I've been trying for
years to get rid of you, but now
it looks like Old Uncle Sam is
goingbe I wi
to IIhelp
out." you
So maybe me
seeing
next
month and maybe not.

SPRING

pretty nice floral display. Right
now the sweet peas, calendulas,
cinerarias and pelargoniums are
doing their stuff, while marguerites, petunias, dimorphotheca,
gerbera and many others are
well under way. We have a
bank of reddish-purple Iceplant that Is almost a solid mass
of bloom and another bank ot
gazanlas that is putting forth a
vajiant Spring effort for the
Easter parade.

Beautiful Weather,
Beautiful Flowers,

Flowers, of course, practically

Beautiful Music,
Beautiful Girls — What

TALES

This is the first day of Spring,

and give cheer-

that much grief. New sub-foremen are Eddie Decuir and
Grant Burton.

the Army hospital at Santa Barbara — it seems she knows what
touches the heart of boys away
from home.

NURSERY

The Cigarmen In the
cause and
support, so

(Did you leave any room In the
garage for the car, Marcy?)
Mrs. Enrico RIcardI, the good

cutting It deeply. But every-

entertain at officers' training
camps. He recently appeared
at Havana, Cuba, and bases in
Florida and Georgia.
Alberta Buchanan says she

any time, you are approached
to donate to any cause for the

when
Roydecided
lookedhe at
Phillips’
Ford, he
would
not
spoil a good job by taking on

LABORELATE5

gagements with the Minneapolis
and Philadelphia Symphony Orchestras, he is scheduled to

and It is up to you and to me
to meet this emergency. If, at

Swindell has just accomplished the Impossible . . .
moved her belongings for a tenroom house Into four rooms.

two quarts of blood when a
glass carafe broke In his hand,

Dr. Kllenyl's son, Edward —
the pianist — is In the service
of the Army as a part-time entertainer. Between concert en-

suffering will have to be spent,

am

I

saying? I'd better get back to
work!

hog the show In a nursery. Yet
there is plenty of beauty and
stimulation in the clean fresh
green of new shoots and new
leaves. The trees and shrubs
are contributing their share In
providing a proper background
for flowers of every color and
shade.
Good

old Soring!
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or “How
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Friends
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(Besides earning an “Oscar” fror
what using the plan below will c lo
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1 Influence Bosses”

h
lim, you have no idea
(or your P. Q. (Popuve you just . . .
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'TIs Spring — Ah, yes — and in
the Spring a young man's fancy
turns to — thoughts of a new
wardrobe — olive drab ... no
drape.
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WAR ECONOMY
SUGGESTIONS
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Do sultsyou
know the direct reof hoarding?

“powers

forget, CRestview

on your phone

6

list means

0

The enemy's first objective is
always to create shortages of
essential material In a country
which he Is fighting, and you

department

to see

not in use. It often happens that offices are vacant for

hours with huge lights burning

as a hoarder are rushing about

. . . hall lights have been seen

doing your very best to help
him by hoarding these very
materials. Why — because you
need them? No — only because

Ken

2-4466

That every stenographer and
secretary take pride In saving
stationery and carbon paper. If
you can save a sheet of paper

McEldowney.

by erasing, take the trouble to
do so — and If you really try

THE SCRIPT
By Audre

TEASE

Rochlen

Despite the fact that practi-

cally everyone is deep in
defense work of one kind or another, this past month has managed to produce a goodly share
of social activities.
Betty Waterhouse, who soon
will be known as Mrs. Edmund
St. George, was the recipient of
a lovely pre-nuptial shower tendered by Florence Ridgeway.
Dozens of gals oh'd and ah'd
at all the "goodies".
Twenty Script Dept, girls
were hostesses to twenty R.A.F.
cadets at luncfieon in the Cafe
de Paris recently. The boys,
who were on furlough from
training from Arizona, had much
fun spotting the stars and asking questions about fabulous
Hollywood.
Herman D'Orazio, erstwhile
head of the script distributors,
was the honored guest at a going-away luncheon attended by
some forty-odd co-workers. He
14

was

gifted with

a

beautiful

watch equipped with all manner of time-telling devices. He
is now carrying on with the Signal Corps, U.S.A.
SOMETHING NEW
ADDED DEPT. . . .

HAS

To Florence Ridgeway
halo haircut.

BEEN

—

you can get a few more letters
out of that sheet of carbon paper. Someone has said that If
each of the 130 million people
In our United States wasted one

To Mr. Zanuck's
Dorothy Brooks.

To Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
Studios — a writer, Isabel Lennart, who worked at Fox as a

Upon

a

Thursday."
Dorothy Harris has temporarily deserted typewriter and
notebook for the more glamorous work of dancing In "Strictly
Dynamite."

not just for the loyal citizens
who refuse to hoard.
When

the Government

by

ages, the Individual who starts
hoarding works subversively

the girls feel that they are workino to help win the war with the
boys on the firing lines.
We

will all be On

the Road

to Victory when we stop enjoyit.

makes

artificial short-

against his own government almost the same as an enemy

Why don't our bosses consider allowing the girls to wear
slacks to work? It would save

secretary and script-clerk. Be
sure and dig her picture soon to
released, "Once

along the line, and even a substitute for rubber, but these inconveniences are for all of us —

decree

hose and other Items of feminine clothing, besides making

Office —

of sugar in our coffee instead
of six, but that, rather than being a hardship, might turn out
to be a benefit. We might have
to use different materials all

of labor and material — neither
of which we can now afford to
a

To Frank Hamilton, who formerly worked in the Script
Dept. — a wife. Miss Margaret
Salyers, of Hutchinson, Kansas.

would be very little acute shortages in our country. We might
have to take one or two lumps

sheet of paper daily. It would
mean a tremendous expenditure

squander.

be

you think you might need them.
If everyone played fair, there

r BRadshaw

^ /

-j

of the worst results Is

that all lights are turned out

that be.”
-6166

Don’t

One

blazing during daylight hours,
and restroom lights are often
left on unnecessarily.

make hi m king in his home,
Watch the results! You’ll
prince among his friends, a nd man extraordinary to the

of us lose our sense of responsibility to our neighbor and our
nation and rush around like an

That somebody be appointed
when

^ r\ iy

Practically none of us do, but
there is that Instinct of selfpreservation that makes some

that you are playing directly
Into the hands of the enemy.

in each

«=c
. ^

hoarding
In the
1^ Othat
you Is,
believe
In hoarding;
sense It is used today?

may never need.

Anonymous

_£L

By Robert L. Gunn

ing and storing stuff that we

—

?-

HOARDING

ant with ants in his pants, stock-

★

/
—

Edith Ash will soon be completely recovered and plans to
return to work.

K

— k:
^

Is making

plans to leave dear old 20th for
a spell and travel to Washington for a war job.

Mema

to a Good

Hamilton

ing this war and start enduring

alien. He gives aid and comfort
to the enemy by increasing the
shortages. He helps to break
down the morale of his own
people by depriving them of
what is rightfully theirs. His
only excuse Is selfishness. There
are plenty of people who have
the time and money to hoard
if they want, but they refuse to
cripple their own country by
Increasing the shortages that
the enemy Is endeavoring to
make critical.
To those of you

who

have

started
don't
It.
You
will hoarding
only end— up
by do
being
Let's keep sharpening
AX for the Axis.

that

hated by all your neighbors and
friends — if you have any left
after they find you out.

bies?. . . Hey, how about some

MAKE-UP
DEPARTMENT

Mar-O-Oil?”
(at makeup
same time):
getPlayer
hair or
first?"Do
. . I.
Give me a No. 10 pancake . . .

By Eddie Sowders

I want some Maline.”
Phone rings insistently. An
anxious voice inquires: "Assistant, has my stand-by car been

IF-IT-CAN-BE-FIXED-WE-FIXIT DEPARTMENT

time d Lio-at
the calle
Barrymore
WE remenelmber
5:45 A.M. from Arizona. "1
missed my plane. What will I
do to get word to the assistant?” We fixed it.
We remember too the time
Mr. Barrymore gave his glasses
to a makeup man to care for
while he was in doing a scene.
Lunch was called. When Mr.
Barrymore arrived in his room
where his lunch was served he
discovered that his glasses were
in the makeup box on the set, so
he called up and said, "Ed,
come up here.” On my arrival I
found Mr. Barrymore walking
circles around the tray of food.
"Get that makeup man now,"
he said. "But quick. My food is
getting cold. Do you understand? My food is getting
cold!” I stopped walking around
the tray with him and phoned
the set and found that the
makeup man had left the lot for
lunch and locked his case and
taken the key with him. Mr.
Barrymore looked like he might
be a little sore. "I can't see how
to eat my lunch,” he said. Feeling like a Rover Boy to the rescue, I offered him my glasses.
Mr. Barrymore said "NO” —
emphatically. Even the makeup
department can't fix it all the
time.
EYE-OPENER DEPARTMENT—
OR HOW TO STAY AWAKt
FROM 5 T 07 A.M.
Once upon a time
a makeup man who
of peace and quiet,
In the early morning

there was
liked a lot
especially
hours.

Note: He was a makeup man
once upon a time.

The routine between 5 and 7
goes something like this:
Hairdressers and

makeup

men: "I want some ll/^” medium brown bobbie pins . . .
Can I have some short stub-

Makeup Man: "Give me
there?”
some
light and dark powder . . .
Let me have some medium
brown hair . . . Where

is Eli’s

Phone: "Is Mrs. Pearce there?
toupee?"
. . . Did they get some curls for
Phone again: "Have our bit
people left? ... I want a bottle of Acetone to take to set.
. . me?"
. How about some powder
pufFs? ... I want a 121 rouge
. . . Give me a brown pencil . . .
I have to have a bottle of makeup remover.” "Has our cast
Assistant:
checked in yet? . . . Give me
some spirit gum ... I want
some brown mascara ... I have
to have some assort hairpins. ’
Phone,there?
yes again:
"Is me
Guya
Pearce
. . . Give
box of Kleenex ... I need some
sponges for body makeup . . .
You better let me have a couple of wave nets . . . Get me a
comb ... I need a spirit gum
bottle . . . Give me four defense stamps . . . Will you mall
this letter? ... If you get a
chance call my home and tell
them to make me a birthday
cake ... I have a C.O.D. from
town. Will you pay for it? . .
Can you change a quarter?”
PLAYER: "Phone the set and
find out the time they want me,
and if my wardrobe is on the
set . . . Will you give me some
makeup to take to my room? . .
Find out if I work today.”
HAIRDRESSER: "Will you see
it I can get an okay to drive
my car in on the lot? I have a
very sore leg . . . Have you a
special delivery stamp?”
PLAYERS:
"Will
home
and tell
themyou I call
will my
be
late tonight? . . . Will you call
my maid and tell her to call the
dressmaker? I want her to
lengthen that skirt, check the
sleeves, fix the collar straight
and straighten the hem ... If
my wife calls me, will you please
call the set? . . . What set are

we working on? . . . Can I have
a pair of lashes? . . . Was there
a package here for me? . . .
Did my mustache come out
from town? ... Do I work with
or without board this sequence?
. . . Who gets me tirst, the hairdresser or makeup man? . .
Will you send a body makeup
girl to the set? ... Do we work
here or on location? . . . Will
you lend me the pass key? I
left mine home today ... I
lost one of my eyebrows yesterday. Can you match it? . . .
Oh, boy! Give me a couple of
aspirins! ... If it starts to rain
hard, will you run out and put
up my one-man top on my car?
. . . Will you please send a wire
for me? . . . Call the wardrobe
and tell them to send my clothes
to the set . . . Get the test
stage and find out if they are
ready for me . . . Why didn't
they tell me to dress for location so 1 could keep warm? . . .
What time am I due back from
lunch? . . . Should we take extra hair for location?”
OH-YES

DEPARTMENT:

Dick Hamilton, as he was expecting the Stork at his home,
wanted us to keep in close toucn
with his house. His wife, who
was formerly Miss Kay Thompson, is the beautiful little girl
who stood by Linda Darnell, as

CAFE

NEWS

By Juanita Bonfiglio
THE
’

girls of Cafe de Paris fi-

nally

gave

a

shower

for

the

new bride, Effie. We were a
little late as she was married
last Thanksgiving Day in Los
Vegas. Effie seems very happy,
and we all wish her the best of
luck always. Also at the same
shower was Myra, another one
of our girls who left the Cafe
to welcome the Stork. Best of
luck and happiness, Myra. You
really deserve it. Both girls received many lovely gifts, and
we want them to know that they
are missed very much.
More girls are leaving for
their vacations. Mary leaves for
Colorado to visit her family
and see her brother before he
leaves for the Navy. Alleen
leaves for Kansas for a visit
with her mother and daughter.
You would never believe it,
would you, but Alleen has a
lovely
looks
more like daughter
her sister. who
Irene Metke
is leaving the Studio to live in
Seattle. Good luck, Irene.
Ruth has left for a month's
vacation, and we miss her already. Hurry back, Ruth. Joyce
went to Fort Lewis, Seattle, to
see her brother before he left
for parts unknown. Best of luck
to him.

special
manicurist,
'cause
had
a habit
of chewing
off Linda
three
to four sets of nal Is a day. Well,
anyway, Dick wanted us to practically keep a line open to the
Hamilton domicile so that when
the word came he could rush
his wife to the hospital. And
we did, and he did, and Mrs.
Hamilton had a lovely baby girl.
And we are all proud.
Mrs. Pat Pearce, who is al-

One of our girls called the
Studio last Sunday morning to
see if she was to work. Was she

ways or
thinking
of somebody's
birthday
Blessed
Event, got
her girls together and sent
some lovely gifts to the baby.
And everybody is very happy.
nobly.the new papa is bearing up
And

surprised when she was told that
the Cafe wasn't open on Sunday. Wonder where she was the
night before?
Not so many on the sick list
this time. Louise Deaton has
been home with the flu for two

NOW

weeks. Ruey sprained her ankle.
Watch your step next time, Ruey. Helen Welch of the Coffee
Shop is in the General Hospital

THIS IS THE TOPPER:

A certain makeup man asked
me if I would ask Mr. Guy
Pearce, our department head,
to see if he could use his influence to have all the players'
dogs kept off the lot as he had
just tripoed over a pooch on
the sidewalk just outside the
makeup department and sprained his ankle again.

very ill and needs a blood transfusion. Anyone who will volunteer, please get in touch with
Helen Fayette at Coffee Shop.
I've just run out of news. Everyone will just have to excuse
this as it is my first try at writing
for "Action.”
15
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So You Think You’re Sacrificing !!
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So — you still think you're sacrificing. Well — you're not, unless you're helping in a material
way to end those valiant men who are fighting to preserve the freedom of our Country cmd
the

MANY

benefits

we

now

enjoy.
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Allan Maynard
Madalin Council and Alice Goodwin

Editor
Assistants

NOW he's gone. A good man and a good friend

to all of us at this Studio, and to everyone in
the motion picture industry.

"eatureA
Cameralosophy
Dan Clark
American Legion Post Scripts
Jos. R. Keenan
Better Buy Bonds
Robt. L. Gunn
Movietone Mirror
Henry Arnstein
Save Rubber
Suggested by Zoila Conan
(Compiled by Goodrich Rubber Co.)
Sports and Cartoons
Al Maynard
U. S. O.
Bob Doman

No one worked harder for this Industry than he —
no one had the Interests of this industry more at
heart. In working for this Studio and this Industry,
he worked for you and me — he protected us,
shielded us and helped us. He poured out, unstlntingly, his heart and health for us. A gallant and
courageous man.
Sincerely,
But you.
now he's gone. Au revolr,
Sydney Kent. God
bless
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dio cafes are knitting sweaters
for the boys in the Service. I
think It would be nice If we did
our share. Don't let It be said

CAFE

NEWS

By Juanita Bontiglio

Seems qood to be busy In

the Cafe once more after
being slow for such a long time.
We have several new girls In
the Cafe now; also some new
bus-boys. However, It seems
that our bus-boys leave almost
as fast as we can get them,
either for the Army or Navy.
Durinq the last blackout, one
of the girls In the Cafe fell and
sprained her ankle and was unable to work for a few days.
Next time she will probably
think twice before going for a
walk In the dark.
Ruth, who was on her vacation for two weeks, is now In the
Hollywood Hospital recovering
from a serious operation. She
is doing fine now and will be
home in a few days. We all
wish you a speedy recovery,
Ruth.
Some of
are leavinq
Navy. Ruth
two weeks

the girls' husbands
for the Army and
Campbell is taking
off from work to

spend with her husband before
he leaves. We all wish them the
best of luck and a quick victory.
Mr. Janios went fishing during the week-end. However, not
having a pass to fish out In the
open sea, Mr. Janios had to restrict his fishing to the pier.
Luck seemed to be against him,
so don't believe too big of a
"fish" story.
Ruey Grainger left the studio
for a new position after being
with us for five years. The best
of luck to her.
From the Coffee Shop we
learn that Cashier Nancy
Woodcock Is in the Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital, recovering
from an operation. May we see
her back soon. Best of luck,
Nancy.
Now a bit of news for you
ambitious girls. I hear that a
great many girls from other stu-

desert.
wasn't
so sureunit
thatprop
I'd
like this,I as
no second

that our girls aren't helping. If
any girl would like to join our
little knitting club, please see
me for Information.

men carry cigars, but with Bill
dory.
Sittel everything was hunky-

Well, dear fellow employees,
news seems to be scarce this

wire work. Truman

Vern

Simmons

handled

the

Joiner grip-

month: however, yours truly is

ped for Harry Jackson. The supporting cast of Kline, Rosen-

always on the look-out. So until
next month, remember: A stamp
a day keeps the Japs away.

berg, Hill, LaShelle
and the
O'Neil
all contributed
to make
effort worth while.

GRIP

DEPARTMENT

By Walter E. Pitchman

Larry Chapman and
endeared themselves
tives at large. They
them with four Inches

Bob Gray
to the naprovided
of the fin-

est top soil, blown via wind
machine. Walter Ledgerwood
has 37 hours In the air to his

YOO HOC, Los Angeles, here
we

are back again. Shucks,

there wasn't much of a reception committee to greet us.
Why, back In Phoenix every
club in town was on hand to see
us off, and — ahem! — a sprinkling of shotguns.
But, all in all. It was a grand
trip, corking location and a
swell crew. In fact, I had only
been there an hour or so when
I made the acquaintance of the
local boys hired to help out.
There's no getting away from
It, I'll simply have to curb my
Irish temper. To show there
were no hard feelings, the boys
presented me with a four-foot
cactus. P. S.: I was told I could
not bring it over the border,
but a lot they know! I'm still
picking the pieces out of my
rotunda.
Buddy Gaunt had his hands
full trying to keep the natives
away

from the silver leaf reflectors. It's sure lucky Palmer
doesn't use golds or we would
have had a miniature gold rush.
Well, so passed many happy,
carefree days . . . just lolling
around the dude ranch until the
first unit bid us au revoir and

Had a nice letter from Private Hank Gerzen. Hank comes

we prepared for the grim trek
Into the heart of the Arizona

credit. In the future he'll stand
'way back of the wind machines
when they are In operation.
The old swimming hole was a
favorite gathering place. While
It was a trifle chilly. It created
a natural retreat from the blustering sand and the burning
rays of Old Sol. Bill Sittel,
Hutch, Ace Clark, Eddie Davis,
Joe LaShelle and Don House
frolicked around like a bunch of
giggling high school girls eau
natural. Mack, the stand-by
painter, probably made the
record dive of the year. When
the palms of his hands touched
the chilly water. Mack did a
turn-about In mid-air and made
a three-point landing without as
much as getting his feet wet.
Paul Hill and Irving Rosenberg, camera, had lunch unknowingly with a five-foot rattler. Luckily one of the deputies
saw It, and riddled it with a few
well-placed shots.
And now before taking care
of the mail that time will allow,
I wish to offer a bushel of ORQuarrle

CHIDS to Make-Up Artist Mcfor his kindliness and

generosity towards an unfortunate family of lettuce-pickers.
Mack saw that the family were
in dire circumstances, so a quick
shuffle to hotel and lo! the family was well stocked with money,
clothing and food and, last but
not least, a tankful of gas for
the stalled car. Nice going.
Mack.

across with a pretty good Idea.
A pass for the boys from our
lot to their neighborhood 20th
Century - Fox theatre. Sounds
like he's got something there.
Also a note of thanks from
Charlie Hoffman for the check.
Why don't you fellows write to
these boys? You can get their
addresses from Johnnie.
By the way, have you seen
vour little bond salesman yet?
If not, why not? Get your share
of America today.
Adlos amigos!

SHAKE

HANDS

WITH

SOAP

By Dave Alleman
C YCU remember,
^ you were
mother asking
behind your
sort of rough

when

a youngster, your
If you had washed
ears? That was a
test of cleanliness:

If you had gotten the washcloth
there, your hands and face were
probably good and clean too.
Trouble Is, some of us carry over
Into our adult life some pretty
sketchy Ideas about cleanliness.
We

still think In terms of "behind the ears." We worry about
shiny noses and forget about
our fingers, which are more Important (from the health standpoint).
Soap and warm water and a
nail scrubbinq brush are your
most practical germicides. You
have seen doctors and nurses
scrub their hands before giving
care to a patient — or you've
seen a passable Imitation In the
movies. Well, there's a good
suggestion for you In the pains
they take. Cniy a well-scrubbed
hand Is clean enough to handle
food — either the food you put
Into your own

mouth, or the

food you prepare for others.
So, the first rule of cleanliness
Is: scrub your hands before each
and every meal.
For men

and women

who use

oily, greasy tools, washing before meals helps the hands
themselves. Twice a day, it removes the skin Irritating oils,
and the Infectious matter that
goes with them, so that when
3

scratches occur, skin diseases
are less likely to follow.
Of course, bathing the whole
body is a close second in importance. A daily bath removes
dangerous dirt all over, just as
hand washing does from the
hands. Some people are pepped
up by a cold shower; others find
that tired muscles are relieved
best by a warm tub bath. At
bedtime a warm bath rests
jumpy nerves and induces sleep
too.
SPARKS

FROM

THE "ARCS"
By Lee Dunbar
\A/ELL, fellows, the location
boys are back and from
what 1 hear there was a lot of
work but as usual a lot of fun.
The fellows who made up the
location crew were: Dave Anderson (Gaffer], Larry Earhart
(best boy), Operators Carl Cabibi, Earl Spicer, Ray Gilbert,
Sandy Sandsbury, Jack Dimmack, Grover Jones and Vaughn
Ashen.

that he can really use them.
Can't we all? It's that old
money that we need.
Maynard Paige, who is more
often called "Rumor Paige,"
says, "Brother, we have them on
the run." Whether he is speaking about the Japs or the time
office, I don't know.
Well, we have just finished
one of the sweetest pictures
that I have ever had the pleasure of working on, and I'd like
to say that Perc Ikerd is really
a honey, and I'm not saying that
because he is from the deep
South.
Vaughn Ashen has gone
around the lot on a good mission. He is selling bonds. If you
don’t see Mr. Ashen, you can
contact Ralph Woodland or
Aaron in the office.
Let's throw the Japs over Dfence, by buying bonds for Defense.

way, Emerson HartBy manthe
was in town last week and
really looked swell in his uniform. He seems to like the
Army quite a bit and says,
"Brother, those Japs are going
."
catch
to Ireally
understand
that Jimmie
James is knocking off a little
bit of that well known tummy.
Jimmie says that it’s going to
be the Navy for him for some
time.
Incidentally, the last blackout
caught the Schuster crew at the
King'sfirst
Farm.
And to
it was
one the
of
the
outfits
heed
warning signal.
Well, boys, it looks like by
the time you get this "Action,"
you will have the good old retroactive back pay. We hope.
If I might, I would like to
mention a couple of the boys
in the Camera Department.
Bobby Mack, for instance, has
just passed his physical and he
is A- 1 to his Uncle as well as
to Helen. Roy Ivey is going
most any day: in fact, they call
him Sergeant.
Slim Thorn with his new slide
rule will take the thorns out of
a lot of calculating and figuring. His new gag will figure the
hours and rate of pay per day,
but won't tell time.
Ellis Johnstone has been putting in a lot of hours and says
4

the heato part of his name
sounds like the seat of his pants
will feel.
If the Japs were surprised
when we bombed Tokyo, they
will be more surprised to find
that they have started a war, a
little later on.
If you know Rosy, like I know
Rosy, you will know that he will
make a good father-in-law. I
mean by that to tell you that
his very lovely daughter, Dorothy, who has recently joined
our script department, Is engaged to a very fine young fellow by the name of Larry Bliss.
He hails from Minneapolis, but
we hope to acclimatize him.
Of course, our Uncle Sam Is
going to guide his future actions somewhat, so I can't say
just when the nuptials will be
celebrated, but the youngsters
can be sure that we all wish
them our best.
I am sorry to say that our
master signpainter, Joe Frigone,
has been ill for some time past,
and so far we have had no word
as to just when we can expect
him back. I miss his sound logic,
because our lunch-time discussions have lost some of the spice
that he flavored them with.
friends
the news
that he
has
To many
of Jesse
Jones'
had to have his foot amputated
will come as a shock. As many
of you know, he has been confined to the hospital for months,
but all efforts to save the foot

"ROSY"

ROSEN

Mr. and Mrs. Rosen have just
announced the engagement of
their daughter, Dorothy, to Mr.
Larry Bliss. Mr. Bliss is a Minneapolis, Minn., man, but for the
duration is with Uncle Sam s
army. Cf course, the wedding
date cannot be definitely set at
it won't
we all hope
present,
be
long. but
Dorothy
Is employed
in the Script Department.
PROMOTION
Jac k Hamilton has left the
Script Department to take a
better position in Mechanical
Effects Department. We wish
you success In your new position and know that you will find
the new work very Interesting.
(I was there.)
MAINTENANTICS

race at Santa
SURE
Anita.a Ifunny
can't think of a bet-

ter place to practice running.
HIrohito will soon find that

proved hopeless.
The recent advent of the military trucks touring the lot recalls many past experiences of
my own. In the last war I rode
about six miles In one, and
pushed it about three hundred
through the French mud.
One rainy night we ran out
of chewing tobacco. Not being
allowed to smoke, we all wanted
a chew, so I hopped off and
bought some of the kind that
the French used. I have not
chewed since, and I am sure
that those that survived haven't
either. It was worse than crossing the Channel.
Our service flag has been
adorned with a new group of
stars. We can look with pride
and with a feeling of gratitude
because they represent those of
us that had the loyalty and patriotism, the courage and willingness to sacrifice their personal interests to help perpetuate all those liberties and free-

doms that we enjoy.
Either we do good work, or
some of you have been doing
like the little Dutch boy and are
stopping
the todike.
have
had so fewup calls
stemWea flood
In the last rains that I believe
that we have succeeded In finding the leaks before they have
sprung.
Trying for success Is like a
dog scratching for a flea. He
Isn't sure just where It is, but
he keeps scratching.
The naked truth often has to
blush.
This tire business makes me
tired.
Before a guy marries he runs
around. After he marries he still
goes around In circles.
Bonds are bombs for Tokyo.
We must close the market, or
Hitler will carve a little Turkey
before Thanksgiving.
Buy bonds and you will give
TANKS.
Don't forget the National Inventors Council. I will help you
If you need my assistance.
Our department Is as close as
your phone, so If you should see
needed repairs, or a hazardous
condition anywhere on the lot,
please call us — Station 508.
A. O. WILLIAMS,
M. and F. Dept.
It seems that a few days
back Mr. David Alleman, our
Insurance Specialist, was leaving the Cafe de Paris and he
has conversation with a very
nice lady named Lottie. Anyone
happening to hear this conversation would think that our Insurance man hadn't read an article In the April edition of
"Action" — page II. Incidentally, Dave furnished this copy for
"Action."
POLICE

PALAVER

By Mary Jane Sobel
utes away from writing up
defense bond sales to let you
all in on what goes on these

WILL try to take a few min-

days in the little white bungalow by the Tennessee Gate.
With the present war savings
bond drive still In its Infancy,
our department has already
signed up almost 100 per cent.
Credit for this is due to the
splendid efforts of our four
newly appointed deputies. They
are: John Klein, Sergeant Jack
Wortman, and Lieutenant Dewey Stockton, representing each

of the three shifts here at the
Hills, and Lieutenant Al Trusdell
for the Western Avenue Department. Take a bow, boys —
you're doing a swell job.
It looks as though we in this
department are going to be on
our own for a couple of weeks.
Chief Young is making preparations to attend the Police
Chiefs' Convention in Mexico
City next week, and we all wish
him a very bon voyage. You
couldn't use a stowaway, could
you. Chief?
Eddie King, who's been doing his bit for 20th for nigh
onto six years, and who recently
has taken over the job of keepnig Chappie happy covering
the sets, has just received a
well-earned promotion. You may
now hail him as "Lieutenant."
Congratulations, Eddie!
While we're passing out the
orchids, let's toss a great big
one to Johnny Klein. He's our
investigator, you know, and, although he's been with us for
only a month, he's already sold
a story to the studio. The story,
which has to do with tire bootlegging, he dashed off over a
week-end, he tells us. The screen
play is coming along nicely, we
hear, with Stanley Rauh — and
Johnny — doing the honors.
The army has claimed another
of our force — Jim BIssell. Jim
is now headed for some place
in Texas. He's promised to keep
us posted, and we'll pass his
address along to you as soon as
we know it.
&AB FROM THE
By Harry Tarnoff
^^LJISTORY
*

•

self,

so

LAB

never repeats itwhat's

the

use

of

it?" asks a certain pundit by
the name of — well, on second
thought,
we won't mention his
name.
Dick Harrison Is concerned
with a problem of perspective.
He wants to know why people
at the other end of a long hallway always seem gigantically
tall. We think Dick is as fit as
a fiddle, except perhaps for this
minor regression of the libido.
Bert Freed and Dim Zaikowsky are now Second Class Petty
Officers in the Naval Reserve
and are soon to leave for the
spacious confines of Washington, D. C. From what we hear
they'll be lucky to find a vacant
"two-by-four" to sit on, it's so
crowded there. However, we all

will miss you both — you carefree, good-humored zanies.
Jimmy Gibney asserts that
cause and effect are simply
"man-made" ideas and don't
actually exist. Well, well, James
— this from the man who used
to chase the hated Black and
Tans through the back alleys of
Dublin!
Bud Thompson is rolling in the
v/ell-known "lettuce" in his capacity as seller of war bonds to
the night crew.
Austin Lysight is wearing a
dual-purpose jacket that can be
blown up and used as a pontoon in case he ever has to
evacuate in a flood or heavy
rainstorm.
Harold Church is a bit puzzled by it all. When he was
examined by the navy doctors
of the Naval Reserve they told
him he was a human mole and
that a white cane might soon
be in order. But when he finished his test for the army eye
medicos, they rushed up and
kissed him on both cheeks, so
impressed were they by his
eagle-like vision. "I dunno," says
Harold, "I figure they sort of
wanted to have me with them
in Bud
the army."
Davidson is back from
sashaying around the countryside. He takes Walt Schafer's
place since Walt is now a fullfledged professional ball hawk
with the Portland Beavers, sometimes appropriately called "The
Clark Murray was in the limelight over the radio the other
Ducks."
day, if we can put two such incongruous ideas together. He
was interviewed on the duties
of an air raid warden on which
he is an expert, having built up
a remarkably fine organization
in North Hollywood.
Yale Bassin has taken George
Freeman's place in the Projection Room running the developed positive during the long
hours of the night.
SWEEPINGS FROM THE
JANITOR DEPARTMENT
By Jo Eckhardt
O GLAD to have Ann Doody
back to work after a sixweeks' illness. Thelma Cannon
back from her vacation with
that peaceful look one has after a restful vacation. Al Majors
and wife were called East after
receiving news of the death of

Al's father. Our sincerest sympathies to the Majors.
Two new matrons have been
added to our gang: Mrs. Vera
Rustenhaven (Rusty) and Mrs.
Myrtle Burnett (Myrtle). Lita
and Toddle, our locker girls, had
to turn In their badges after
five years with the Police Department. But don't let It worry
you, as they are in uniform now
(matrons). Welcome to our department, girls.
Now that spring is here and
the sun is shining on both sides
of the fence, everybody is looking forward to vacation time.
Vacationists: Harry Miller, Red
Shugrue, Harry Horton, Martin
Joy, and Rochester Smith, who,
by the way, is staying home
with a very ill wife.
Pat Van Wie and Clint Hegler spent their vacation at Lake
Henshaw, but all the big ones

sightshould
of all have
this. been
"Pop's"
right
ear
burning.
If that's the one that burns
when good things are being said
about you. Captain Muehlhaussen called in to allay their nervousness, ifany, and also Police
Chief Tom Young called to see
If they were
and comfortable. Allall
thisright
is deeply
appreciated byevery one of us,
and especially by our chief operator, Nettie. 'Tis nice indeed
to know that we are working
with such people. Thanks a million, fellows! Your kindness is
tops!
Mary and Olive also deserve
a word of praise for getting all
lights out, the blackout curtains adjusted, and everything
in readiness for the blackout in
exactly one minute and fifteen
seconds. Mary, who was off duty
at
P. M.10 P. M., stayed until 11:30

got away and doubled in size
after the first telling. Wonder

The members of the Shuster

if they
went on Clint's
Earl McIntosh
leaves bicycle?
May I
to see for himself if there are
any such fish In that lake, and
promises not to use any of that
deadly lure (silver bait). He is
taking along a case of sardines
— he enjoys a fish dinner! Rags
Ragland back from a trip East.

company, which was still shooting on the U. S. Army picture,
showed great consideration for
the operators by making only
the necessary calls and making
them short.

DIjaknow — that Ashland McCaleb had the measles? Nels
Nelson was down in the back
again? And that Al Johnson is
now doing his bit by working in
the defense plant?
Ho,
bored,
rising
exact.

hum! — yours truly is not
folks, but just the early
hour — 4 A. M., to be
Guess that about sweeps

up all the news.
FONE ROOM FONIES
By Cherry Nickols
THIS department wishes here
'

and

now

to

express

our

What Is It that Bob Lee
(Wardrobe Department) always
notices about Bette Moore as
she trudges from Coffee Shop
to office with her bags of sandwiches and coffee for the gals?
"The seams In her stockings are
always STRAIGHT," says he,
"and she always has a CLEAN
COLLAR!" Nice observation.
Bob, but the lady also has a
face!
"I can't hear you, lady," said
the operator to the meek little
voice calling In from outside.
Whereupon a man's deep base
voice boomed, "I want Vic
Christensen, and I'm no lady!"
Ever noticed Polly (Coffee

sin-

cere appreciation for the kind
thoughtfulness and consideration given Olive and Mary, the
two operators on duty during
the recent blackout of April 8.
"Pop" Sisson (Electrical Department) called to see if they were
hungry. They were! Twenty minutes later, O. E. Barber (electrician) came in with — not just
sandwiches which the girls were
expecting, but — a tray laden
with food fit for a queen. Roast
beef, creamed corn, au gratin
potatoes, rolls and butter, with
cake for dessert, and coffee.
The girls were overjoyed at the

Shop) are
Powell's
eyelashes?
I'll bet
they
the envy
of most
of
our female stars on the lot.
Stared at her for so long the
other day that she finally came
over and asked me if there was
anything more I wanted. Felt
like a

fool, but "Your eyelashes," saysme
I, "are
She assured
they they
were,real?"
and
allowed me two slight tugs to
prove that they are indeed very
real. Constant brushing and
plain white vaseline did the
trick, she says, and she can well
be proud of the results of such
care.
5

Mary has finally taken to
donning raincoat, galoshes, and
hoisting her umbrella, before
attempting to open her can of
steamed tamales. The geysers
(or is it geezers?) of Yellowstone Park have nothing on that
one dynamic little can.
The column IS pretty drab
this month. Hope the gals get
Into some interesting mischief
before the next writing.
When the
brains

Lord

passed

out

I thought he said trains,
So I missed 'em.
When He said legs
I thought He said kegs.
So I said:
"I'll take two short fat ones."
When He said looks
I thought He said books;
I don't read.
So I didn't take any.
When He said noses
I thought he said roses.
So I took one big red one.
My God! Ain't I a mess!
CHERRY NICKOLS.

WARDROBE

DEPARTMENT

KJ EVER a dull moment in this
' ^ department, I always say!
After time out during illness, I
returned to find that Mr. Lambert was no longer with us. Miss
McKenzie in charge of the Ladies' department, and Clinton
Sandeen heading the Men's
with Ed Ware his assistant. Subsequently, Grace Hall moved
her desk into the Men's Wardrobe and I returned across the
street as secretary to Miss McKenzie. Hazel Shirk is a new
member of the force in the
Men's department, and we are
all happy to have her with us.
John Shanley is busier than
anybody these days, getting his
crew organized and trying to
find enough desks to go around.
Billy Livingston is designing
the costumes for "Iceland" and
has some very interesting adaptations ofpeasant-type clothes.
Hazel Munn, our very favorite milliner, is now with the department and turning out her
usual lovely bonnets. To date I
have never seen her wear a hat!
We can't mention names yet,
but there will be a wedding
soon, I am told, in the Invenknows tory
whoDepartment,
I mean. and "Junior"
Mr. Luick may have some
news items of interest, but he
is so busy preparing both pe6

riod and modern
I can't even
run.
Grace

pictures that

catch him on the

Wilson

had

a

very

busy first day on the "Thunder
Bird" location — what with a
shortage of zippers and a pilot
taking off with part of Miss
Tierney's wardrobe in the plane.
To top it off, she missed out on
lunch and when the clothes from
the plane were recovered, they
had been cut to pieces —
Grace with no doubles.

and

Sandy has threatened for
months to have his fenders
straightened. If he waits long
enough his tires will be gone
and he can forget the dents.
The Men's department report
that they have purchased over
$1000 In bonds and stamps previous to the drive for payroll
deductions. We hope to have
100 per cent response from
both sides of the street.
When Rube Morris returned
from location in Arizona he
brought back a number of Indian turquoise rings and they
went like hot cakes among the
Wardrobe men. The miniature
covered wagon which he sent
back was a perfect replica and
pleased Sandy mightily.
Joe DImmItt has moved from
Glendale to within walking distance of the studio, taking a
load off his none-too-good tires.
His wife, Billy, is seeing him by
daylight for the first time In
months.
Has he changed much,
Billy?
Herschel was given four
scripts to read In one day.
Hope

What? You don't know what
Viola Hortensis Is? Come
around and we'll show you.
Easter came with a lovely
present for Jack McFadden and
Larry Steinmetz. Three thousand
one-gallon cans and one hundred and fifty Crisco cans.
Those Crisco cans are as big
as dog houses

and

could be

used as portable air-raid shelters. Anyhow, some day they
will have to be filled with dl —
I mean soil — and a plant placed
In the geometric center of each
can. Jack and Larry have hacked down that pile of cans In
some
go.
noble to
fashion,
but there's still
Bill Alberts has gone Into the
Naval Air Service. We haven't
seen Bill lately so can't give you
any later Information, but we
all wish you happy landings. Bill,
and the best of luck.
"Gllly" Goldstein is In the
Army now. Things happen fast
these days. You're here today
and tomorrow you're In Texas.
At least, that's what happened
to Gllly. Gllly, If you see this,
we're you.
hoping everything Is O.K.
with
Victor Leontovich Is busy on
the weed situation. That job Is
like painting Brooklyn Bridge —
after you have finished you
start all over again.
Glenn Harman has just
brought In several fine specimens of FIscus Elastica — rubber tree to you. Glenn has been
fretting over some retreads for
his tires. KInda makes you won-

he can keep them separated In his mind or the Wardrobe may come out with the
right costumes for the wrong

der, doesn't
It?
Frank
Seltenrelch
Is our firstclass all-around handy man.
Right now he has a swell gadget for lifting and carrying

picture. However, we aren't
worried, as this procedure Is not
uncommon with those fast-mov-

tubs. The boys from the transportation department will be
glad to hear this. It takes
catch-as-catch-can experts to
wrestle with some of those tubbed palms, eugenlas, etc.
At this end of the lot, we

ing Wurtzel units.

NURSERY

LEE ROTH.

TALES

By Pete Lake
XA/ALTER MELIN, our plant
” ^ wizard, says It Is all wrong
to call those pottery mixtures
"dirt." It's soil. We have loam,
peat, peat moss, leaf mould,
sand, compost, topsoil — but no
dirt. Most Important, you have
to know how to mix 'em. Walt
does, and how those plants eat
it up! Incidentally, Walt has as
oretty a display of Viola Hortensls as you have ever seen.

"MILL

DILLIES"

By Bill Goldman
T IS STILL doubtful under what
date my last column

will be

written for Action. . . . It's quite
a problem, too. I had Intended
to put everything I had Into a
final epic. ... I felt that now
I could shout the praise of certain biggies that commanded
my admiration and respect for
some time . . . and now It could
be construed In Its proper light,
instead of being taken as an
obvious attempt at red appling.
But I had to make sure that it
would be my very last column.
However, the army has kept me
betwixt the devil and the deep
blue sea . . . embarrassing too.
Right after my physical I could
envision myself being Inducted
within the next few days. I gave
my final farewells and all the
boys connected with the Mill
contributed generously to a fine
leather toilet case, plus a flftydollar bond. Tom Morrissey and
all the foremen gathered 'round
and presented all this to me
seven weeks ago, and I'm still
around. It's coming to the point
now

where I'll just have to enlist. Sam Dozeretz and Phil Snyder have merged their five hundred pounds and kindly enough
have consented to walk me out

to my car every night, past a
dozen dark corners, any one of
which might harbor one of the
boys armed with a two-by-four.
Al Withers, an ace carpenter
who has been with us for the
oast nineteen years, applied to
Tom Morrissey for a letter of
reference before leaving for the
North on a defense project. Vic
Price drew up a letter of reference for Tommie to sign, which
really was a joy to behold. BUT
he wrote another which was
handed
classic:

to Al first. Here's the

"To Whom

It May Concern:

"Mr. A. Withers has been on

don't see much of the rest of
our crew: Wayne Hardison, Bill
Geiger, Salvatore Valdepena,

the company payroll for about
nineteen years and has finally
been caught up with. He has
been classified as a carpenter

M. Ricci, "Mac" McLeod, Jack
Guess, Hans Wooster, Fred
Mead, John Goodwin, Clyde
Vaughn, Orville Capps; but If

simply because our payroll department has never had a class
of 'wood butcher,' In which
classification he properly be-

you look around the Administration Building, the stages and

longs. When sober, which is sel-

the cafe, you will see that the
boys are on the job and that
the place looks very pretty,
thanks to them.

dom, he can
talk a failing
fine day's
work, but
his worst
is a
weakness for women. Anyone
employing him has the heartfelt
sympathy of all the carpenters

f'f

and the department head under
whom he has been loafing for
several years."
past Withers
theAfter
read that he
didn't know whether to laugh or
cry, until he was straightened
out.
We all had a helluva time at
the Cafeteria at Eastertide. . . .
Inez dyed about twenty dozen
eggs and spread them on a
huge table surrounded by bunnies and jelly beans, etc. It was
a memorable occasion. I, for
one, had a meal in the Cafeteria consisting of six hardboiled eggs and a cup of coffee for the price of five cents.
You'll have to admit that's an
unusual price for the Cafeteria.
Of course, I lost four pounds
trying to flee from Inez's famous body blow, but It was worth
it.
To Whom It May Concern:
There are no air raid shelters
on the North end of the lot.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Dear Bill:
Mr. Metzler, our studio manager, has made provisions for
air raid shelters on the North
end of the studio lot. In fact,
he has our engineering department working out the plans
right now, and they will be
available as soon as It Is physically possible to construct them.
AL MAYNARD,
Editor.
PROP AND MINIATURE
DEPARTMENT

WE lately
HAVEgetting
been OUR
pretty"Army
busy
and Navy" up to war strength.
For the "Yank in the R. A. F."
we built fighters and bombers
and now for "Thunder Birds,"
U. S. trainers.
Our Steerman trainer must
be good, for "Stoney" had to
go to the Arizona location to
crash it (no Jap could do it) for
Director Wellman.
We are now modernizing our
"Navy" by making the "Black
Swan," "Revenge," and other
boats for the picture "Black
Swan":in. also a harbor to put
them
Brant Keys' father passed
away in Seattle last week and
Brant flew up to attend the funeral. Our sincere sympathy to
you, Brant.
Al Johnson Is building a steel
mill near his ranch at Fontana
(I think). Anyway, whoever is

peddling grapefruit juice a

earch
resClasses
at

Paul WIdlicska has been takgate.
ing vitamin pills ever since the
rush started, but if he keeps going the way he has, all you will
be able to see will be a little
white pill suspended In the air.
Walter Pallmen, besides looking after his Fleet, has been
giving tips to the Marines on
camouflage.
The rest of the gang have
been behaving themselves, so I
will keep them off the front
page: although I would like to
mention one man we have with
us.
He was born In Germany and
came to this country when a
young lad. He has been buying bonds right along, and the
other day he came In and said,
"Mack, make out a bond application for me, the biggest one

University of
theing the Cinema

Southern California. At the first
class meeting for the Spring
quarter were Richard Jones,
George Cllver Smith, Josh
Grey, Mitchell Mohr and Howard Taylor. Some of the lads
are sincerely ambitious and will
break into their own sooner or
later.

("Mack")
"THE

MAIL

BOY"

By Howard Taylor
THE lads In the Mail Depart* ment are breaking in their
new shirts, ties and sweaters,
which are furnished by the studio. These save wear and tear
on the boys' personal apparel
In addition to being good looking. The shirts are white and the
ties and sweaters maroon.
Perhaps the biggest news out
of the Mail Department Is Its
reorganization and remodeling.
The Mail Room has been enlarged and repainted to make
for more elbow room, better
light and better air circulation.
The reorganization under Jack
Burke, the new head of the department, distributed the work
evenly among the boys and
brought about more efficient
and more frequent service to
the various offices on the lot.
As If working In the motion
picture industry weren't enough.

Every bond you buy means a
personal saving for you and a
consequent reduction In the tax
load for everyone. Including
Cur government needs a ceryourself.
tain amount of money to conduct this war. It will get it in
one way or another.
Either we loan our government money now by buying
bonds which will be repaid with
Interest, or it will take what It
needs from us In the form of
taxes which will never be reWhich do you prefer, bonds
or taxes?
Be smart — buy bonds.
paid.
LABORELATE5

vou can." "Do you mean a
$1000 one?" "That's right," and
laid down a check for $750 on
my Very
desk.few of us can do that
much, but let all of us NATIVEBORN AMERICANS think of
that example in our midst and
do our bit.
That Is all any man can do.
To you men In the service:
Good luck and may God be
with you!
C. M. McCORMICK

they are water over the dam.
Living expenses, so to speak.
Cn the other hand, U. S.
Bonds represent government
borrowing and will be paid
back within a definite time with
Interest.

had experience In making flickers, Is hard at work on a script
concerning an educational picture for schools. They are writing their own script and will
handle all phases of the production. The Idea is excellent and,
from the enthusiasm of the boys,
the result will be good.
Recently, some of the Mail
boys spent part of their lunch
hour fishing in the Lake with
string, bent pins for hooks and
crumbs for bait. It so happened
that Dick MacGlashen leaned
over a little too far to watch
his line and In he went, clothes
and all. He was slightly embarrassed, to say the least. But we
notice that the boys haven't
been fishing much of late. Mayanyway!
be the fishing wasn't very good
Cheerio.

BETTER

H.T.

BUY

BONDS

By Robert L. Gunn
A great many reasons have
been advanced as to why YCU
should buy U. S. Defense Bonds.
Here's a short one that should
appeal to everyone from purely
selfish reasons:
Cur government Is at war
and needs money — plenty of
It. There are only two ways our
government can raise money:
(I) taxes, (2) borrowing.
You know what taxes are —

By Irish
TC
DonRoche
Smith, now serving in
'

the

U.

S.

forces,

we

extend

our sincerest sympathy. His dad
passed away two days after
Don was called Into service.
The many Interesting letters
received by this department
and placed on the bulletin
board ought to serve as an inspiration to write to those of
our gang now In the service as
often as possible. While we
consider one as interesting as
the other, we are fascinated as
we read the humorous letters
written by
Hound"
derson. It"Chow
looks like
Uncle HenSam
knew what he was doing when
he picked him for the Parachute
Division. He said he has one
medal already for being always
first In line for the chow.
The service flag hangs in a
prominent place In the Labor
Building. So far eighteen stars
adorn it, with many more to be
added in the near future. Mike,
our afternoon pusher, left a few
days ago. He has successfully
passed all the tests necessary to
enlist in the Plane Maintenance
Division.
Tommy Thomas and Grant
Burton are to be commended
for their generous purchase of
U. S. bonds and stamps. All the
retroactive pay received by
Burt was converted Into bonds
(he did not make any previous
promises and also did not get
7

any free gasoline). I also understand that Tommy has spent a
considerable sum for stamps
and bonds. These boys have absolute faith in the destiny of
the U. S. A.
If any of you have any ideas
how vital materials necessary in
the production of motion pictures, and now difficult to obtain, can be conserved, these
ideas will be welcomed by our
superiors. In the past this conservation was not necessary:
that is why it is difficult to get
studio workers to fall into line.
It was once considered a waste
of time to sort nails, but now
we find it advisable to even
straighten them for further use.
This is only one of the many
items that will affect us in the
near future. If the new man on
the lot is a little careless In
wasting material It Is up to the
old-timers to educate him in
saving everything whenever
possible.
Competition In our studio
baseball league will be very
keen this season. As only four
teams are playing, it means our
opponents will combine and offer more competition than last
season. Manager Savage and
Captain Decuir have practically
the same squad as last season.
Some have gone into the service, but we have very fine replacements. To offset any possibility of the gang getting Into
the big scrap, we have selected
a B team composed of young
fellows in their early fifties and
sixties. The line-up of this team
which may be subjected to a
few changes will be something
like this:
I. Hampton, center field: S.
Herberg, third base: F. Somes,
shortstop: A. Hammer, first
base: P. Foreman, right field:
C. McGarry, second base: A.
Lindahl, left field: J. Delmonte,
catcher: J. Conlon, pitcher.
"IRISH" ROCHE.
MECHANICAL

EFFECTS

LY, assistant to
IIMLouDONNEL
Witte, was on location
in Oklahoma for fifteen days.
He said he likes California much
better.
Steve Lockwood has joined
the Navy and is now a Second
Class Petty Officer in the Radio
Division. We look to Steve to
do all right and wish him lots
of success.
8

That office job in Lou Witte's
department Is very strange: it
seems that anyone holding It
has either been In the Navy or
soon will be.
Bob Gray and Larry Chapman were on Location in Arizona so long they came back
with an accent.
Ask Jim Donnelly when you
want to know how to improve
your marksmanship. Recently
"Brownie" dropped by the Arsenal and he tells Jim he is
shooting his air rifle a little to
the right of the target and he
would like to know how to correct this. Jim thinks a second
and then he tells Brownie that

FOX

MOTEL

LOCATED ACROSS THE STREET FROM
10269 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
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Save your tires and sleep longer in the mornings.
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maybe by using some "lefthanded pellets" he can solve
this problem.
Saturday afternoon is looking
for her car. It always vanishes
just about the time she is ready
to go home.
Stanley Rabjohn, who models
the famous "Makes You Look
Taller" shoes as a sideline, Is the
man of the hour. He has taken
some of the weight off George
EverythIng-Happens-to-Me Gittens' shoulders due to his new
position as vice-president In
charge of assistant editing.
Editor Al DeGaetano may
run Assistant Editor Herb Wolf
CUT-UPS
By John Ehrin
\A/ HILE a lot of the boys
were scratching their
heads about what part of the
Service to enter. Bill Murphy
(our tall, dark and handsome
assistant cutter) found a government job In Washington that
will pay him $$$$$$ per annum,
which proves that scratching
your head does not help. The
difference between an officer
and a yard bird is effort.
Marlon Tronsen, the assistant
secretary in Mr. Dods' office,
has now been christened "Curly" due to her new hairdo (a
bunch of curls all over her head
that always looks extra wellgroomed even when It Isn'tl).
You figure It outi
Hugh Fowler has now been
married a month — seems to
thrive on married life. PeppI
Torres is also beginning the

ragged during the day, but
Corporal Wolf (of the California State Guard) not only runs
Al "Yardbird" DeGaetano ragged but cracks a mean whip
over Bob BIshoff several nights
a week I
We know
Bob Halprin's
friends
will that
be Interested
to
know that he has graduated,

ting and
pitching,
we Isn't
just hitdo
way we
play.
If Allen
not win. Herb Wolf Is Important because we have to have
someone to throw the ball back
to Allen. The rest of the old
men are Jack Guess, Ed Arnold,
Clyde Vaughn, Hugh

Fowler

(period), Dave Bretherton, Dewey Overton (and no kidding),
Vince Trano, Ben Cass, Al DeWeese, and myself. All cutters
and I don' t mean film cutters.
George Gittens, who just had
28 stitches In this thumb, can
now very easily pay the doctor
bill. He just clicked at bank
night. I mean his wife, Gladys,
did, for the sum of $2,500, and
as George would say, "He is as
Earl Vest must have a priority
Gladys
she clothing.
is."
rating on
The stork
just brought him an extra Vest.
SOUNDING

OFF

April 29, Into Uncle Sam's flyArmy.
ing forces. He Is now Lieutenant Halprin of the United States

By Mary Dougherty
T" HIS news will be a bit on the
’ tired side by the time It goes

The 20th Century-Fox InterDepartment Baseball League
was rained out on the opening
day. The Cutting Department
had no regrets, because they
were to play the Grips, who
had Schafer slated to do the
chucking. Schafer was just
signed up by the Portland Club
of the Pacific Coast League.
Nice work, Portland.

to press on account of I have
just missed the deadline the last
couple of months. But anahoo,

study of "The Art of Marriage." He was married the
same day as Hugh.

The Cutting Department team
Is made up of Primm and his
nine old men. Herb Wolf Is bat
boy and catcher. Armand Allen
Is our chucker and hitter. The
others are cutters. The rest of

Bobble McLean's pastime on

the team doesn't matter, the

everything Is going full-steam
ahead In the Sound Department, with the Sonja Henie epic
starting this week, and several
other
productions. Including
"Black bigSwan,"
looming up on
the horizon. We have several
new men on our roster, and
when the rush Is on It Is sometimes difficult to track down extra gents to help us carry on.
Mert Strong and Charlie Kohl
will be leaving our midst soon
to help Uncle Sam do — you
know what! We will miss them.

Gene Grossman got rid of
his old wreck of a car — vintage 1910 (if you care to view
the remains, it Is probably reDoslng down In the Los Angeles
Junk Yards), and he Is now driving around In a snorky black
shiny Cadillac. But don't be
misled, gals — he still has those
wolfish instincts that went with
the old jalopy.
Carl Faulkner and Harry Proodlan have both taken unto themselves a little putt-putt, otherwise known as a spring-scooter.
Carl has trouble keeping his
right side up, and every morning we expect to see him come
In all maimed and bruised —
but at this writing he has no
visible scars. Guess on account
of he is so well padded! Harry
spends all his spare time affixing gadgets to his — horns, baskets, cushions, etc. etc. By the
time he gets through loading it
down, he will never get a hundred miles to the gallon, mefears.
Jimmy Trucano of the Maintenance Shop is strutting around
with his chest out In front. He
Is going to be a papa before
many months have elapsed. Michael Ambrose won the last $25
defense bond, and is now known
as a big bloated bondholder.
Carl, who is custodian of the
defense bonds and stamps In
our department. Is doing a
booming business. There has
been such a demand for them
it looked for a while as if Chub
would have to give up his executive duties and be strictly a
bond salesman.
The "boys" who were on the
"Thunder Bird" location In Arizona came back looking none
the worse for It— and the three
who were on the Government
Project at Fort Sill returned
Dositively radiant. Don't know
what that Oklah oma atmosohere did to them — but It sho'
did
George
and sump'n!!
Charlie Kohl
sentLeverett
:ne a
beautiful satin pillow cover from
Fort Sill — and the sentiment
orinted thereon really threw me.
Here It Is — ain't It purty:
SWEETHEART
You came in my life — and then
I learned
That dreams really can come
true;

You came In ny heart — and
brought to me
The greatest joy I know;
And life Is heaven on earth to
me
Because I love you sol!
— U. S. ARMY.
LEGAL

Kenny

Legal Department.

DEPARTMENT

IT'S GOOD
'

leap through Topanga Canyon
to the studio.
Mr. Wasson seems to have
licked transportation problems;
he Is the proud possessor of a
streamlined bicycle.
BERNICE B. HOLDEN,

back

to see Gladys
In

the

office

af-

ter a month's absence, during
which time she parted, somewhat abruptly, from her appendix. "But we're still the best of
friends," she declares.
We miss Gladys Burton Dorfmeler, who has abandoned the
Legal Department to assume
full-time duties as a housewife.
Maryllb Downing hostessed a
farewell dinner party for Gladys
which was a gay affair, as any
of her neighbors will verify. Our
combined latent acting talent
got a wonderful work-out on
"Charades."
Barbara Elchenhofer, attractive U. S. C. graduate, replaces
the departed Mrs. Dorfmeier.
During a recent illness
George Stephenson fell and cut
his head. Fortunately, he was in
the company of three trained
First Aiders, each of whom had
a different theory as to treatment of his wound.
The Department First Ait
membership rating Is a cool 99
per cent. When an emergency
arises, sUch as a cut finger, we
remain calm and collected and
borrow Iodine (2 per cent) from
the neighbors, eagerly vying for
the privilege of treating the victim— who will have none of it
— for shock.
For picturesque speech, I
nominate to the Hall of Fame,
Messrs. O'Keefe and de Lavlgne. Their colorful verbal tilts
are a delight to the ear, and
would make even the purring
Mr. Woolcott wish he'd thought
of saying that.
The quietly efficient June Onstad Is now assisting In the Reception Room. And doing a
very good job of it.
Ho, hum! It's a dull week
when some agent doesn't assure
our
pretty be
Harr'et
Clix'or thct
she should
In pictures.
She flies through the air with
the greatest of ease. Ursula

You came in my thoughts — and
ever since

Brassen, When
I mean. her
She's
studying
ballet.
automobile
tires wear out — and whose

My thoughts are all of you.

v/on't? — she may be able to

John Dillon, John Dunn, and
Gene Meredith.
AID-TO-VICTORY SUGGESTIONS; Send all your cancelled
postage stamps to Mrs. Arthur
Fullerton, 16 De Kay Street,
Staten Island, New York. It
seems they use the dye for
something essential. And if you
have any old woolen clothes,
blankets, etc., take them to any
of the Brooks Clothing Stores.
The Brooks people sell the articles to manufacturers, with the

EXTRAORDINARY

* this, but therewon't
is a believe
young
Y OU probably
lady working right here on the
Studio Lot that can really speak
the "Chicken Language."
I do not wish to mention
Hazel's name, nor do I care to
reveal the department In which
she Is employed, but I just happened to be In the "Men's
Wardrobe" the other day and
so I stops at her desk and she
tells me of how she goes walking down on the North Lot,
close to the barnyard, and this
big rooster speaks to her and
she claims she not only knows
what the rooster says, but that
she answers him back. Well, she
also tells me that roosters will
always try to have the last word,
and so this makes It very bad
because Hazel, also, would like
to have the last word. I do not
know just how things ended, but
I'm Inclined to put my money
on Hazel.
THE

SCRIPT

TEASE

By Audre Rochlen
VOU
must wake me

early,

* Mother dear, for I'm to be
Queen o' the May." Excuse me,
Tennyson, oh Lord, for not quoting you correctly or completely,
but you know — time and space,
etc.
The first of May — and we
find Cupid a bit early this year.
Victim; Dorothy Rosen, who, 'tis
said, will wed Larry Bliss In the
near future. Congratulations!
We have a few new guys
and gals in Ye Olde ScrIpte —
so welcome to Phyllis HuffIne,
Belle Postal, Ann Selepegno, Alpha SteInman, Rose Zatarian,

proceeds going to the American Red Cross, and the manufacturers recondition' the wool,
thus making much new wool
available to the government.
There will be a practice class
in first aid, meeting each Tuesday night. This group, which
will be composed of those possessingfirsteither
or II advanced
aidstandard
cards, wi
be
trained Into units to handle the
casualty stations here on the lot.
Kathleen Ridgeway will have
charge — check with her on the
details.
Dorothy Harris has returned
to the fold after her terpslchorean chore In "Footllght Serenade." . . Jack HamI Iton has
had a promotion and Is now located In the Special Effects Department with Henry Howard
taking Davies
over Jack's
old spot.
. .
Julie
has returned
to .the
lot . . . also Mildred Lewis. . . .
Beulah Law back after a lengthy
Illness. . . . Lillian Kelsey gadded about San Francisco one
recent week-end. . . . Henry
Arnstein about to enter the
Navy. . . . Virginia Cook back
In the department.
All the
"gates"
have hep
been "chicks"
haunting and
the
Glenn Miller set to listen to the
fine music they've been making
for "Orchestra Wife."
PAYROLL
By A.
"From
From
From

PERIODS

G. Dorrity
the mountains.
the prairies.
the coastlands, east and

LJ ENCT are drawn the larg* ' est proportion of the studio
. ."
westIn. general
oersonnel
and of the
Payroll Department In particular.
"Deep
the heart
Texas"
there
Is aIn warm
spot ofkept
for
our head timekeeper, smiling
Sammy

Wittenberg; for that

lusty young farmer-aspirant
9

Gaines Johnston, and for ventriloquising Edward Arnold,
whose Invisible menagerie considerably lightens routine.

The rugged reaches of Pennsylvania contribute Ted Heckert. whose recent Beau Brummel
Imitations have landed him with
unexpected wardrobe expense in keeping up a new reputation.

an

Don Boyd comprises a lot of
acumen in a small space while
proving the exception to the
rule that most Nebraskans are
great huskies of the corn-fed
variety.
Two

of our dynamic

juniors

are local boys making good —
Fred Barman and Arthur Gottlieb. Another Angeleno is a new
arrival to whom we extend a
welcome; namely, Timekeeper
Henry P. Sass.
The softer tones of Ralph
Kash's crooninqs betray his Kentucky origin; while the rollicking
gaiety of his disposition tends
remotely to confirm the story
of the blue grass of his native
state, having originated in Eire.
From the teeming metropolis
of New York we gained Walter
J. McCarthy, whose divot-cutting abilities are said to support
his claim to being one of the
best "gophers" in these parts;
and Edgar Hoyt French, now
one of our senior timekeepers.
Illinois came through handsomely with no less than four
of our personnel. The famous
city of Peoria gave us Ralph
Hahn, whose exploits on the
putting greens verily should be
recorded by the camera; the
French capital may be temporarily lost to us, but we can still
pride ourselves in Paris, Illinois,
whence we derived Grace Ewart; Chicago, the great center
of the Middle West, can boast

his nose

interminably to the

grindstone.
Boston, and its national characterization for intellectuality,
are represented by Esther Silver, whose Bostoniana is sufficiently replete with answers to
relieve our Research Department of many of our inquiries.
Homa, the last half of the
name of his state of origin, is
H. V. Hill's first name, and we
are tempted to believe that
Oklahoma virtually lost approximately half of its effective man
power when we gained this
young conservator of energy.
Michigan started out to make
a newspaper man of Harold H.
Bow but gave up the unequal
contest when the glamour of
the movies proved its superior
attraction. We hope that when
the same state finds out how
we tried to transform its daughter Belle Kvitka into a boy, we
will be excused on the grounds
that "C'est le guerre."
Our Canadian cousins generously gave us Barbara Bryan
from the state of Alberta, and
we are grateful Indeed for one
who relieves us all of many
worries.
So — from the North and
South, from the East and West,
hail our personnel to this center, and from this center due to
the present course of world affairs, any or all of us are liable
to be scattered to the four corners of the earth, in pursuit of
the ambition to preserve for all
peoples the freedoms which we
can no longer take for granted,
and by which we must all be
inspired to make victorious
battle.

doing just that — work; for the
apparently endless succession of
new agreements with concomitant retroactive payrolls keep
10

particular about his food
drink, especially about his
— never bring him coffee
he orders postum.

And then there's Emil Kosa,
one of our greatest American
painters . . . and there's Bud
by.
Fischer,
or known
the "Colorado
Kid"
as he was
in days gone
Dick Fritch is soon to be a

ALL

EMPLOYEES

.STUDIO

OF

CENTURY-FOX

CLUB:

Navy tion
man,
and will
it's our
that Dick
go predicplaces,
because he has always liked the

Blvd.,

sea.
Dale

special

Seers, star basketball

player and ribber de luxe.
How's Charlie Baker these
days? Haven't seen much of
Charlie lately. I suppose he is

oilers to all the employees of this company a

optical service guaranteed to effect a substantial saving and give the

utmost

satisfaction. For further information call the

Studio

Club. For appointment call Exposition 72G9.

working
so hard
he doesn't have
much time
for visiting.
We certainly
Champ" — who is
cer in the U. S.
only made one Ray

miss "The
now an offiNavy. They
Kellogg and

then tore up the pattern. That's
one thing the Axis can be grateful for.

WESTERN AVENUE
FIRE DEPARTMENT
By Chief H. M. Siegel

in degree, but the degree is
enormous. Under our present
conditions it is impossible to be
too careful.
Uncle Sam has purchased the
pier located at the point where
the "Normandie" overturned,
so maybe the pier will have to
be d emolished before the huge
liner can be put on her keel.
We should get a real lesson
from the above facts as to the

N February 9, 1942, a fire
started while the workmen
were salvaging the former

importance of fire prevention
and carefulness.

ocean liner "Normandie." The
fire was caused by welders us-

WHAT’S

ing acetylene torches in repairing this colossal ship which was
to be used as a transport for
American troops.

Jack Ferguson of the Engineering Department (he builds
the various buildings on our

When

the smoke

was finally

cleared away, this 83,000-ton
monster, built of steel, lay toppled over on her port side and
half submerged at the Hudson
River Pier.

this disaster was due to "carelessness," and "issuance of un-

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS DEPARTMENT

TO

TWENTIETH

The Standard Optical Co.,
located at 2021 Wilshire

The House Naval Affairs
Committee, Washington, D. C.,
after investigating, ruled that

of furnishing us with the efficient Loretta Higgins, in whom
we invest considerable responsibility; and we find now that the
same city only loaned us Gary
Troy, who has just left us to devote his flair for adventure in
the country's service.
Ohio, off to work we go, and
from that state, at almost any
hour of the day or night, you
are likely to find Al DeWeese

very
and
drink
when

IN A NAME?

Studio Lot) had occasion to
a carpenter from outside
Studio. Well, after hiring
man. Jack takes another

hire
the
the
look

at him and says, "Your face
looks familiar, have you ever
worked here before?"
The carpenter says, "Oh yes,
I was working here when you
built that

big suitcase and

traveling
bag warehouse."
"Jack says,
"What building

reasonable
orders."one of many
This fire is
only
fires which have caused serious
setbacks to our war effort. Fire

is that? I don 't seem to recall
that building. Where is it lo-

officials are continuously broadcasting warnings of the necessity for more stringent fire protection and preventive measures.

The fellow says, "Right over
by the big Scene Dock, you
know, over where the golf

On

By "Pogo" Max de Vega, probTHERE'S
* ably one of the most colorful
characters at the Studio. Max is
a great lover of sailboats and

April 18, the "Normandie" again caught on fire and
from practically the same rea-

course
used to be."
cated?"
Jack says, "Oh, sure, the new

son, "carelessness."
War-ti me fire prevention and
protection measures differ only

The Building."
fellow says, "Oh well.
Grip
Grips, Suitcases, Handbags,
what's the difference, but I
think Traveling Bag sounds

ovLelone
Let

w.

Movietone city, May i—
It may

or may

not be a

military secret but I've been
drafted into the Army.
This call to arms,

officially

scheduled for May 23, was expected for a lonq time. It's a
great relief to know exactly
v/hen I will leave for parts unknown and should be for a lot

irror

By Henry Arns+ein

w.

ing this contraption to the destinations unknown that have been
listed on my army Itinerary.
In addition, I must desert my
Movietone Mirror. However, I
may transmit an article now
and then. That is. If military
officials, despite the reticence
maintained In war-time, permit
me to dispatch first-hand news
from my camp or secret zone.
Although I have marked my

like the "man without a country"— only In this case it was
a desk Instead of a country. But
that never really fazed me. I
craved a typewriter so I might
coddle and finger It with a sensitive fondness. I never desired
a pretentious office with an ornately carved mahogany desk.
Anyone thinking that I had the
wrong Idea should peek at typewriter prices that have jumped
to stratospheric heights.

of other people too.
Waiting to be selected by a
draft board Is very much like
having the sword of Damocles

freshly polished typewriter down

swinging from a hai r-f h read
above you. You definitely know
something Is going to happen

I DL Wulem 3mnt Qoe6 3nio -Action

by that secular soothsayer Nostradamus. It wasn't some turban-headed crystall ball gazer
or a stealthy-eyed swami from
the Calcutta Lodge of Mystics
Local 801. It was Uncle Sam

ly Henry Artitttin

FOR

' ARNSTIEl

WOMEN

by HENRY

ONLY

that time

has come.

II

c<

ARNSTIEN

minien, appointed 1<
The I f"
^.Teen
' fen^fa^fer*S“m®
he |
i
United Stale.,
will «ek to develop
I T/ V 07
Indian mduilry alone American

lup'rf men*w "r^etinf. pul-

because it belongs to the studio; and then, to say nothing
of the letter "N"

which occa-

sionally sticks, I can't be haul-

"V Pfoblemi. Uieji^ have

hcWoZoIWlrcor
8y HENRY ARNSTEIN

moit timely
^
w'^Japan'’?^ Chi'nr

O' /

» newly popular appeal, and

^^reaUtatlon that this .lory bciiiu

every department head praising his branch and believing It
the most important. It goes

Yes sir, this typewriter has
been a passport to many studio
adventures. Sometimes writing
for Action kept me awake
nights. Sometimes it even kept
But
sleeping
it
worth tablets
It. If awake.
any young
my was

give a reading audience a blowby-blow description of studio
happenings, then my sacred
Movietone Mirror Is at his disDosal. It Is an opportunity unbounded and unlimited although
not one of my monthly literary masterpieces could ever be
called a criterion.
I still remember

.*?
•

did Not 4ha^
^
CJ.
^hernooOf

\jranlc
Ham.on.
^ enthuuan
who Jr,i.

Itreaiure o( thl.,

Mu-

fo^ncM about the bootemendoin t*.,

.ill

be caught with their swastikas
down. And the jaundiced-colored, almond-eyed Suka YakI
boys from Nippon will be flatfooting It back to their motheaten pagodas.

correspondent. How I grieve at
the very thought of this. The
sorrow of parting has mercilessly seized me, a pang of misery courses through me, tears of
regret are drying on my cheeks.
But this typewriter of prehistoric
vintage must be handed to my
successor. The main reason is

technical slides In the Hollywood kaleidoscope. And with

man has a vaulting ambition to

HI NKV \RN>T(;i\

Army fashion-experts have a
ruttlsh uniform, s^ick and span,
which should be very becoming
to me. As a very potential Sergeant Arnstein York, who knows,
I may become the Khaki Boy of
1942. Then the Nazis would

But before my advent into
war I must bequeath my service-scarred and time-worn typewriter to a new Action staff

IDi^eient

Qle

By Henry Arntttin

inicd SUi

ml and nne Ublnpi^iurp^n.

y a'r ' I e" s'

s e" q

Wlim>c
fDite
le Wlocktone
t V {oviei

who, one registration day long
ago, prophesied that I would
forsake my typewriter and shoulder a Yankee musket.
Now

many phases of motion picture
production, I learned these assignments offered graphic proof
that there are many valuable

without saying that studio morale could not be finer.

but
idea you
when.haven't the slightest
I knew eventually I'd have to
say farewell. It wasn't written In
the stars nor was It predicted

trative departments with a view
to showing how Movietone City
turned out the finest In screen
entertainment. In recording the

-In

lon;ally unrecorded by

Pat, -of Ly
by Honry Arnstein

.a

/ V louieione
PLte WovU,

^reat ^ol> .^J^ere -

By Henry Arnttein

as contraband, I can't believe
It. No sir! As I file this last column, my mind races back into
memories covering nearly five
years of employment with 20th
Century-Fox. During this period
I was figuratively anchored to
a typewriter. My friends, many
of them

renegades from surfboards, thought I was born with
a silver typewriter In my mouth.
If that were true, then my literary works have had a tarnishing
effect.
Since I never remained

with

any one job very long, I felt

i

iectle^

By Htnry Arnstein

My Illustrious editor, Al Maynard, asked me to write the
chronicle of my five department positions. But who Is Interested In my
vital statistics?
I'm
not even
Interested
In an uncensored, condensed version. My
interest Is In Action Magazine;
It has always been so.
Bringing several thousand
readers inside information on
what

Is happening within departments strewn over 200 acres
has been a pleasant assignment.
Each month I explored the mechanical, creative and adminis-

how It began

with me. The Board of Controllers held a meeting, and the
courtly, suave Doc Bishop sent
for me. From behind his desk,
littered with unpaid bills, he
asked If I would make a nonstop excursion to the north lot
offices where I could Interview
the men working there. At the
time I was up to my ears In
work. I was on my second wind,
from bustling to and from the
press syndicates for Harry
Brand's staff of Fourth Estate
boys.
"1 don't think I can do It," I
faltered, thinking then It was
nice work if 1 could avoid It.
"I can't, Doc."
Then

he straightened in his

chair, began to grin demoniacally. "You mean you won't?"
Suddenly I smiled back. "It's
it."
I'll do make
, but didn't
sible
impos
This
Incident
me
a sunkist globe-trotter with a
mosaic swimming pool and a
It's
but Bebuilt for
been
a helluva
lot two,
of fun.
mortgage
lieve me!

The stinger of a bee Is about
1/32 of an Inch long. The other
foot and a half Is imagination.
Love may make the world go
'round, but so does a bad case
of Indigestion.

C^umeraiodopLu
By Daniel B. Clark
ever the attainment of the goal
of democracy which our forefathers died to establish, and
which thousands of our fighting
men are now giving their all to
maintain.

HELPS HUMANS

UP THE HILL

A MONTHLY REMINDER THAT THE
GAME OF LIFE IS THE BEST GAME
OF ALL, AND THAT THOSE WHO
PLAY IT MOST SUCCESSFULLY ARE
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL, INSPIRING
HUMAN BEINGS

theremag-apago known
SOMEazine the time
peared in a wellrecord of a personal
experience called "Twenty Minutes of Reality." The writer was
a woman who had been seriously ill,and was imprisoned for
many weeks within the walls of
a sickroom.
At last the day came when
she could again see the outside
world. It was a dull day in early
spring: above was a gray sky,
and below only the brown of
winter. But there came flooding
Into her consciousness a vivid
joy in everything. People walking by in the street seemed so
interesting and lovable. The little sparrows that flitted about
seemed to be part of the divine
harmony of life. The convalescent thrilled with the joy of living. She had come to life afresh,
and she found It good.
The heart of the spring message is a fresh outlook on life,
a new power of life. The buds
and blossoms, awakening from a
long winter’s sleep, shout this
message of new life.

IN FOCUS
It is obviously the reversals in
life that adds character and understanding. Let us then be ever
mindful of the fact that we are
facing the greatest reversals
that civilized people have ever
faced — the possible disaster
which would follow our defeat
In this greatest debacle of the
civilized world. A reversal which
would set world progress back
at least a thousand years, and
possibly render Impossible for12

Our government is asking us
to buy bonds, offering us the
opportunity to save in the greatest investment In the world today, and at the same time assist
our armed forces in securing
the absolute essentials which
they must have In order to protect their lives, and your lives.
In this holocaust. You are not
being asked to give — you are
being asked to loan a part of
your money which our form of
government allows you the privilege of earning, and he or she
who will so demean himself as
not to be endeavoring to assist
In every way possible should be
deemed a drone In the hive of
nature, a useless member of society, and unworthy of the protection of United States citizenship.
Buy bonds now! Buy till it
hurts, in order that you may not
have to struggle for life and
happiness in a convalescent
world.

SOME

WILD

NOTIONS

"When yo' turns over a new
leaf," remarked Uncle Eben,
"you's got to make up yo' min'
not to notice de folks dat insist on huntin' up de back numbers an' makin' remarks."
Well, anyway, if a man does
not have much of a voice in
—shopping,
so there! he gets the invoice
Nobody ever gets into trouble by saying too little.
A very undesirable place to
live is just beyond your income.
The reason the Golden Rule
Isn't more effective is that some
people substitute a lot of brass.
If you are wrong, you cannot afford to argue; If you are
right, what's the use?
Humorists are not the only
ones who make up jokes. Look
what the beauticians turn out!
Many a man takes a day off
on New Year's but many a woman takes a year off.

Most tion,"
of students
promotion
"moand Is
workers
should remember.
Remember, the stronger the
words,
the weaker the argument.
Another law of averages:
Drive without looking and it is
an average of three days until
the funeral.
Wear a smile and have
friends; wear a scowl and have
wrinkles.
Many people stand up when
the national anthem Is played,
but they fall down when they
try to sing it.

DIRECT

LIGHTING

place. Instead of showing them
But let me change my little
my
tune,face.
and sing and smile, then
pretty soon the folks around me
sing
and all
smile;
I guess 'twas
catching,
the while.
Yes, it's a funny thing, but
true, that folks you like will sure
like you!

WHAT

A WORLD

The seven days of the week
received their names from gods
and goddesses of ancient mythology. Sunday was
for
or consecrated
to thenamed
sun god.
Monday was sacred to the
moon god. Tuesday was the
day of TIw, a Norse war god.
Wednesday and Thursday were
named for Woden and Thor,
the Norse gods of supremacy
and thunder respectively. Friday

"A mother after a busy day,

comes from Freya, the Scandinavian goddess of marriage,
while Saturday was the day sacred to Saturn.
Recent statistics reveal that
in the U. S. domestic mail service, the average non - air mail
letter goes 469 miles, while the
average air mail letter goes
1 ,558 miles.
If the 200,000 railway bridges
In this country were placed end

bathin
her baby."
castles."
"A gdoctor
who has finished a
difficult and dangerous opera-

to end, they would extend 3,860 miles, a distance greater
than from New York to San
Francisco.

Who are the happiest people
on earth? This question was
asked by an English newspaper,
and prizes were offered for the
best answers. There were four
prize-winning answers:
"A craftsman or artist whistldone." air
wellbuilding
a job
"Aing over
little
child

tion, and saved a human life."
There are neither kings, emperors, riches nor rank mentioned In the list of answers.
The things that make happiness
are honest toil, and the consciousness of making a success
of any and every job undertaken. It would be a sad day
on earth if only the great could
be happy. Happiness is for
everybody who seeks It, and not
for a few. We realize exactly
the things we reach out for despite disappointments that cast
shadows over life.

FOLKS

AND

ME

It is a funny thing, but true,
that folks you don't like, don't
like you. I don't know why this
should be so, but just the same
I alwaysareknow
am friendly,
"sour,"
friends
few; If
If I am
folks are too.
Sometimes I get up in the
morn a-wlshing I was never born.
I make some cross remarks, a
few, and then my family wishes,
too, that I had gone some other

The moon, under varying conditions, seems to change color.
Never has It appeared to be
of a blue color. Thus "Once In
a blue moon" may be interpreted to mean that a suggested occurrence may never
happen.
The hummingbird Is the smallest bird known to man. It is the
only bird that can fly backwards, but It cannot walk. It is
found only in the New World.
Benjamin
Postmaster
ed States,
1775. He

Franklin was the first
Genera I of the Unitbeing appointed In
received $1,000 a

Suicides in the United States
average 55 daily.
In England the voting age for
women is 30 years.
year.
hair was worn till the
Long
time
of Charles V, who, when
he went to receive the Imperial
crown, cut his off in the hope

ache.
of obtaining relief from a head-

SPORTS...
WHEN the Transportation

team walked up to the
second tee at Rancho Sunday
morning, April 25th, it was just
like any other of the many times
that Bill Taylor has teed off on
this hole. Bill takes his stance,
not thinking of anything In particular, except maybe about the

SAFETY

buck he lost to his "master" the
week before. He takes his

NEWS

trusty driver, swings and hopes
— Well as luck would have it he

By Jimmy Dinneen

The regular monthly meeting

of the Safety Committee was
held and for the benefit of the

new members recently appointed to the committee, the purpose of the organization was
briefly explained. Many suggestions and recommendations to
further safety In the buildings
and about the lot were made,
but discussion of traffic hazards
and violations took up a major
part of the meeting.
A list of the committee men,
their deputies and their respective departments will be printed
following this article. Now these
boys are going to be very much
on the alert and they have been
given little report books. In an

gets a good one about 220 and
a little to the left.
Nobody thought anything of
this because Bill is a lucky guy.
Everybody takes their second
and "Bill," who of course, is
away, shoots last — again!
Bill chooses a club (any club)
and after addressing his ball a
couple of times, he closes both
eyes and takes a swing. There's
a great "hush" comes over the
entire course — you could hear a
pin dorp. Some people say that
the likes of what I'm about to
tell you Is an Impossibility. But
it happened, folks. "Eagle" Bill
Taylor sunk his second shot for
an eagle two on the 4-par second hole at Rancho.

effort to cut down speeding, license numbers of violators will
be turned in to the Police Department.you
If
are not familiar
with studio traffic rules, speed
laws and regulations, apply for
a copy of these at the Police
Department.

substitute nail-biting.
Cha ries Rabold, our busy
maintenance foreman, besides
his various other duties, has
seen to it that sturdy ladders

You stage door Johnnies — I
mean you fellows who park and
lock your cars in front of stage

Al Maynard, our clever sketch
artist, has done his bit for safety
this month. If you all just do

doors — you better not do It
again. Remember the boys with
the little report books.
There has been an increase in
accidents this month. One quite
serious Injury was caused by the
use of a faulty piece of equipment. Check your tools and
equipment carefully. It will be
difficult to replace many things
In all various lines of work, so
more careful inspection and repair will be necessary In the
future.

have been placed on all buildings where they might be needed In case of fire.

your little bit and with all that's
being done for your security —
you ought to feel as comfortable as bugs in a rug (before
vacuum cleaners, of course).
YES, WE HAVE AIR RAID
SHELTERS — nine of them; also
six emergency Red Cross stations. Now these basement shelters are not luxury lounges but
they are SAFE. The location of
these are posted on your bulletin boards. Most likely we will
not have to go near them, but

I'm ashamed of you boys and
girls who, in moments of deep
concentration, tie the blackout

acquaint yourself with their locale: we all want to be with

curtains In knots and

Paddy,
Well, don't
where we?
was Paddy when
the lights went out?
Down in the cellar eating liberty cabbage.

scrape

peep-holes In the blackout paint
on the windows. Much, much
better, if you must fidget, to

loooccooooceooocooccooc

SOMETHING
NEW!

BOWLING
Let's all take our hats off to
the Twentieth Century-Fox Bowl-

A streamlined

ing team.
They fairly swarmed over the
R-K-O team to take the InterStudio Championship.

ity coverage including
mobile and general
sonal etc.) liability . .
newest . . . best . . .

Congratulations to the team:
Maynard Rugg
650
Jess Wolf
600
John McCafferty .... 584
Larry Durrell
Chris Christensen
When

582
. . . .580

this foursome gets hot,

they really sizzle.
The team is being sent to the
West
May. Coast Bowling Congress
at Long Beach the first part of
We hope for their continued
success.

BASEBALL
Many Studio Club members
are probably unaware of the
fact that this Studio has a Baseball Team comprised of empoyees working on the Lot and
managed by Ike Danning of the
Transportation Department. The
team Is sponsored by 20th Century-Fox Studio American Legion Post No. 563.
Every Sunday our team plays
at the Soldiers' Home diamond
In Sawtelle and the veterans
now In the hospital at Sawtelle
see the games and they certainly enjoy them. We have
reason to be proud of this
team, not only for the pleasure
they give to those men confined at the Veterans' Hospital,
but also because the team Is
probably the best semi-pro
team In Southern California.
Kenny Duncan of our Mail
Department has starred as
pitcher on the 20th CenturyFox Team for the past two
years. Kenny Is only 18 years
old now and has just been contracted by the Cleveland Indians who will farm him out to
Wassau, Wisconsin Club for experience and then who knows
but what we can say that
Kenny Duncan, Star Big League
pitcher got his start with our
team. Good luck, Kenny, and
we will be rooting for you.
Last season our Basket Ball
Team unearthed a player by the
name of Horace Brightman,
and he turned out to be quite a
player. Horace

works for Jack

complete
ever

form

form

devised.

of liabilauto(per. The
most

of insurance
It's foolproof!

Now being sold by all offices of the Automobile Club
of Southern California.
For details

call

EARL HENRICKSEN
CRestview
9344
Beverly

Wilshire

5-0125
Boulevard

Hills

California
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Savage in the Labor Department and is now playing baseball for Ike Danning. Horace Is
a catcher and they say he
really socks that apple. Incidentally, Iam tod that Horace can
sign with a Big League Team
any time he wants to, but he
prefers to hold off and finish
college and in the meantime
continue to play on our team
under the old professor of baseball technique, Ike Danning.

SOFTBALL
Softball was

rained out the

first Sunday, April 12, but that
did not dampen the spirit of
the teams. There are four teams
playing twice around, and it
looks like a tough battle from
any angle.
Speaking of playing ball on
a wet diamond, have Phil Snyder, Assistant to Jack Savage,

about the time a fieldtelleryou
was running In to snatch a
fly. Just when he was about to
spear the ball, he took a dive
Into a puddle of water and did
the Australian crawl all the way
to home plate. After that, it
was decided to wait for a fairly
dry diamond
to play ball.
We

before attempting

★

hear a lot of comment

going around about a Checker
and Gin Rummy tournament.
Wonder how many would go
for this? Seems to us that It
would be a lot of fun. We
would like to hear more about
this in regard to how many this
would appeal to. Drop a line
to the Studio Club Office.
13

locating about 40 tons of scrap
metal at service stations en
route, and making arrangements
for the Phoenix Post to pick it
up. Good work. Bill; your Uncle
needs it.
Comrade Charlie Palmer, we
are informed, is in the hospital,
having had a serious operation.
Charlie, the genial officer at the
Pico Gate, has spent much of
his time in the hospital during
the
past year, and has our earncovery.
est wishes for his complete re-

AMERICAN

LEGION

Did you see Commander Lou
Witte, all dolled up in his Legion uniform a short time ago?
No, the wool shortage had not
caught up with him; he just
turned out to welcome National
Commander Stambaugh, who
made a short visit to the studio. Lou looks pretty good in

POST-scripts!

By Joe Keenan

the uniform but, after all, he'd
look good in a Victory suit.

FIGHTERS

ALL

Four English — Four U.S.A. — Four Chinese
Kneeling — Emmett Shoenbaum, Bill Kern, Larry Chapman, A. E. McLaughlin
and Larry Airhart. This picture was taken on the "Thunderbird"
Phoenix, Arizona.

our
RADnEscribeLes, Dressi
COMLegio
has aer,ghost
writer for this issue. Now get
this: He is too busy getting
those war bonds from Uncle
Sam, that are being purchased
by the studio personnel. Why
not try to keep Les busy with
a continual flow of that firstline material, the long green? I
would like to suggest a slogan
that we can all use: "We owe
a lot to Uncle Sam; let him owe
us for a while."
It does the members of our
Post a lot of good to get
around and see what other Legionnaires are doing. Our Post
had guite a representation on
the Phoenix, Arizona, location
recently. They were Emmett
Shoenbaum, Bill Kern, Larry
Chapman, A. E. McLaughlin,
and Larry Airhart. Luke Greenway Post of Phoenix, named after Luke the famous balloon
buster of the World War, invited the company to a barbecue dinner, but they were unable to attend. Later, however,
14

location it.

the above members of our Post
did attend one of their meetings, accompanied by the stars
of "Thunder Bird," John Sutton
and Jack Holt. This meeting,
from all reports, was quite an
affair. The National Commander of the Legion, Lynn Stambaugh, was present and spoke
over a state-wide radio hookup,
together with the Governor of
the State of Arizona and the
Mayor of Phoenix. Harry Jackson was also a guest, and Cally
Holden, another of our comrades, was present.
The comrades came back with
the statement that the Luke
Greenway Post has 100 per cent
attendance at all the meetings,
but I don't know whether to
trust this statement any further
than Nick Janios trusts the sugar bowl, but it is good propaganda anyway. The comrades
at Phoenix are doing a fine job
collecting scrao iron, which they
turn over to the Salvation Army.
Bill Kern, on his return journey,
was a super salesman for them.

Editor's Note: We think this
is the kind of spirit it takes and,
regardless of whether or not the
"post card idea" is adopted,
there will always be a 20th Century-Fox Studio if more of us
work and think like the writer of
the following letter:
Dear Al:
With all the clamor and furore of these unusual times, and
the demands on all of us to
give to this and that, what
about giving at least a little
more than usual to our jobs?
If each and every one of us
would knuckle down and shoot
just a little bit harder, we would
assure our Studio of its permanent place in the sun after the
high seas and heavy gunfire of
wartime have subsided to ways
of peace and normalcy again.
And while we are on the subject, and while this Studio has
had
so in
many
mightthatit
not be
order"firsts,"
to suggest
each and every one of us cooperate on an idea to draw
more people in to see the swell
pictures which are made here?
How would it be, Al, if the
Studio were to provide each
employee with a post card, setting forth some of the salient
features of a new picture, about
the
of its
Don't
you time
think that
therelease?
vast majority
of us would be glad to buy the
stamps, and address these cards
to the folks and friends back
home, and don't you think that

the recipients of these cards
would in many cases go to see
the picture just because we reminded them of it? And don't
you think, Al, that many of us
could build up a list of people
in various parts of the country
who would look for these cards
from their friend in the Studio,
to keep them informed as to the
latest news regarding the newest and best in the way of motion picture entertainment?
Yours for closer cooperation
amongst all of us and for the
continued onward march of
20th Century - Fox.
S. R.O.
LITTLE

THEATRE

NEWS

AT

present, the Little Theare
group is working on a play
titled "Aaron Slick of Punkln
Crick." The cast has been reading for the last few weeks and
are just about ready for some
real rehearsals. John Ehrin, who
is directing, is very much
pleased
by the
interest
the
members
of this
groupwhich
are
taking. Meetings are held Mondays and Thursdays of each
week and club members are invited to attend.
★
To All Studio Club Members:
Greetings and Thanks.
It is always good to remember friends, but to be remembered by them is especially
pleasing. So, I take this method
of thanking you all for your remembrance and assuring you
that when I smoke (the cigarettes) and chew (the gum) I remember whence they came and
am frank in saying that I experience a pang of nostalgia
for the old Lab and my many
friends there.
I have not as yet had any
definite assignment of duty, so
have no news along that line.
Ben Stinman is here with me
and in the same status so far.
I was in a few days ago and
saw some of the day gang and
will try to get in some night
soon and see the shadow
workers.
Again, sincere thanks.
J. HALL HEARNE
C. E. M., U. S. Navy
Receiving Station
U. S. Naval
Operating Base
Terminal Island, Calif.

eruice
HOW ABOUT
SOME ^}lf]en
LETTERS TO
oCetterS ^rom
Our
inTHEM?
tLe
Dear Gang:
Received package and March
"Action." Thanks a lot. You can
save the cigarettes for someone
who would have more use for
them than I, as I don't smoke.
In the March "Action," Page
3, In Voice of the Lot, it states
that I am a student IN the U. S.
Naval Academy. That v/ould
give the Impression that I am
a midshipman training to be an
officer. I am NOT. Our school,
though across the river, is only
attached to the Academy. It
is an advanced radio training
school for enlisted men only. I
don't want anyone to get a false
Impression of me.
Also, I'm a long way from
the address listed under my
name In the list of Service men's
addresses. The correct address
Is below.
Thanks again for everything
and keep ’em rolling!
DICK REIMER— S. I ''c
Aviation Radio School
Annapolis, Md.
★
Dear Al:
Writing you a short letter to
let you know just what is going
on In my part of this man's
army.
About all I have been doing
so far Is moving from Los Angeles to Texas and back to California. My next move, I hope. Is
L. A. to school, but It looks
more like Frisco when It comes
about, but you can write me
here If you find time, as I am
always glad to hear from my
old friends.
Today Is my birthday and
what a time! I had five teeth
pulled this A. M.
I do get a plane ride now
and then: If one of them would
just head for good old Clover
Field, my first stop would be
Fox Studio.
Well, Al, old boy, take It
easy and drop me a line, and
my next will be better.
Your friend,
PVT. JCHN T.
ANDERSCN, JR.
35th Air Depot Group
Hq. Squadron
McClellan Field
Sacramento, Calif.

Dear Studio Club:
Thanks so much for the little
remembrance. You may be sure
It Is very much appreciated. It
was like seeing an old friend
again to read over the Studio
Club magazine. I was amazed
to see how many of my fellow
workers are now In the Service.
Cnee again I am back In Albuquerque, N. M. For the past
six months I have been In Tulsa,
Ckla., attending the Spartan
School of Aeronautics. I was
graduated with the rating of air
mechanic.
I am doing quite a bit of
traveling
late. beAt ready
a moment's
notice we ofmust
to go
on a cross-country hop. So far
I have flown to Arizona, Colorado, California, Washington,
and Florida.
By official orders my address
has been changed. Ftere it Is:
L. S. Meyran, Jr., 56th School
Squadron, Advanced Air Corps
FIvInq School, Albuquerque,
N. M.
We are anticipating a move
sometime in the near future —
where, I do not know. At such
time I shall write you my change
of address.
Give my regards to the Script
Department.
Sincerely,
LAWRENCE

S. MEYRAN,

JR.

★
Dear Al:
This Is to thank you and the
membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio Employees' Cigarette Club for the fine package of cigarettes and chewing
gum which was so kindly sent
me. It Is very comforting to
know that I am not forgotten
by my many friends with whom
I had the pleasure of working
and spending very many happy
times. I Indeed deeply appreciate this, and In closing, keep
up the good work — we will do
ours — so turn 'em over — and
keep 'em rolling.
Yours respectfully,
PVT. GCMER V. JCNES
402 School Squadron
Barracks No. 324
• Sheppard Field
Wichita Falls, Texas

Dear Friends:

time I get a Studio Club pack-

Words won't express how
grateful I was to receive the

age Ifeeloverseas
as thoughpost.
I'm at
distant
In some
fact,
something very much akin to
homesickness hits me.

cigarettes and gum. I still can't
figure how you knew I smoked
Luckies. At the present time
we are In quarantine and confined to our Platoon area, which
does not Include a P.X., (canteen) so you can readily understand how greatly your gift was
appreciated. A few of my
friends In the Labor Department have written and I surely
hope they continue. Thanks
Sincerely,
again.
Pvt. Millard D. Henderson,
85th Infantry Training Bn.
1st Platoon,
Co. "A",
Camp
Roberts, Calif.
★
Hello, everybody:
AlthoughLosI'mAngeles,
stationed
downtown
everyIn

Fox Employees in Service
KILLION, BEN F.
LAMMEY, KENT ALAN
LANG, KENNETH
LARIOUS, RAYMOND I.
LEAOH, ROBERT
LEGGEWIE, EDWARD
LOCKWOOD, STEPHEN M.
LYONS, RUSSELL K.
McADAM, TED F.
McADAMS, JAMES
McCarthy, james
MAAS, WILLIAM
MAGNUS, FREDERICK J.
MARTIN, WILSON
MARTINI, FRED
MATTHEWS, PATRICK
MEYRAN, LAWRENCE S. (Jr.)
MICHAEL, ALVA R.
MINCHOW, VICTOR F.
MITCHELL, JAMES
MOHN, PAUL
NEWMAN, LIONEL
NICKOLS, GEORGE
NICKOLS, HARRY B.
NORTON, WILLIAM
OAKES, LEE R.
OGDEN, OLIVER
OLIVER, HENRY
OVERTON, DEWEY
PERRIN, CHARLES L.
PIER, KENNETH M.
PIERCE, BRUCE
PULFER,
CHARLES
RAFFAELLI,
VICTOR I. RAFFERTY, FRANCIS J.

"Action" magazine Is indispensable for keeping up with
news of marriages, births, and
the doings of our friends. Also,
I find of special interest the
news and letters of boys In the
Service. I won't mind so much
If you run out of cigarettes and
candy and gum — - but please
keep have
sending
"Action," even
you
to mimeograph
It andIf
send it by dog-sled.
Thanks again for rememberInq me.
DAVID HECHTLINGER
Y '2c, U. S. N. R.
Eleventh Naval District
Assistant District
Public Relations Office
5 I I Van Nuys Building
Los Angeles, Calif.
(Continued from page

16)

RANDALL, ARTHUR
REIMER, RICHARD N.
REYNOLDS, LYNN F.
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM
ROCKETT, NORMAN
ROSS, JAY
ROTH, HAROLD
RUGG, JAMES
SESSOMS, LAWRENCE C.
SHAFFER, AL
SHORES, THOMAS EUGENE
SILVER, DAVID
SILVER, LEO A.
SKIDMORE, RICHARD
SMILEY, ROBERT
SMITH, DON R.
STINMAN, MEN S.
STOCKING, NORMAN T.
STUMPUS, JAMES
TALIAFERRO, RUSSELL
THOMPSON, GEORGE A.
TOWNER, RICHARD M.
WALKER, BASIL
WATTS, W. T.
WEBB, CHESTER
WELLINGTON, R. C.
WERTANEN, W. E.
WHITE, WALLACE M.
WHITLEY, WILLIAM
WILLIAMS, ELVIN B.
WILLIAMS, LENNIS R.
YOUNG, RICHARD E.
ZEHNER, HARRY (Jr.)
FAY, RICHARD
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TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX,
I in connnnon with every other
major studio in Los Angeles, inaugurates its fund solicitation
campaign for United Service
Organizations on Tuesday, May
12.
The U.S.O. chairman for the
entire picture industry is William Koenig, general production
manager of 20th Century-Fox
Studio. Fred S. Meyer is serving as "Colonel" for this lot.
Every studio worker will be
afforded an opportunity to contribute to the U.S.O. cause
which brings unending benefits
to the hundreds of former film
workers now In the armed services as well as the countless
thousands of others wearing
Uncle Sam's uniforms.
This year it is more necessary
than ever to maintain the friendly activities of U.S.O., now that
a goal of 4,000,000 men has
been set for our armed services.
During coming months 20th
Century-Fox and the motion
picture industry will lose many
more of its workers to the army,
navy and other armed services
and many of these men who will
leave are fellow workers of
those now employed at 20th
Century-Fox. Helping U. S. O.
thus will be of direct benefit to

HE DIDN'T SAY
SO. WE'LL SAY

NO
YES

the personal friends of studio
employees.
On the night of Monday,
May 1 I , about 400 persons who
do the active solicitation of
U.S.O. funds, the "colonels"
and "captains" of this and other studios, will attend a "kick-off
dinner" at the Cafe de Paris, on
the 20th Century-Fox lot. They
will be addressed by Louis B.
Mayer, National Vice-Chairman
of the U.S.O. War Fund Campaign, and will receive final instructions from Industry Chairman Koenig. Plans are under
way to have two or three name
players In the armed services
as honorary guests at the dinner meeting, a portion of which
will be broadcast over a local
radio station.
The following day, Tuesday,
the 20th Century-Fox
May 12,and
Studio
other studios will
entertain as many as possible of
the studio men who have joined
the armed services and who can
be brought back to Los Angeles
for the occasion.
All the major studios will hold
the home-coming ceremonies
not only for their own former
employees In active service but
also for other soldiers, sailors
and marines stationed In this
area.

Listed below are the names

Present plans call for the entertainment at lunch at the
Cafe de Pa ris of small groups
of these visiting service men to
be followed by a tour of the
lot. Through the cooperation of
local army and navy officials arrangements are being made to
transport the guests from their
respective stations to and from
the studio.
Following the studio entertainment, the delegations will
be taken over by U.S.O. officials for the remainder of the
day and will be given tickets to
theatres.

According to Chairman Koenig, present indications point
toward a fast-moving campaign
with every studio out to attain
early fulfillment of their quotas.
Urgency of the need, he declared, makes it Imperative that
the fund be raised In a short
time as the broadening demand
for U.S.O. services has made
large Inroads on the organization's war chest.
It is hoped that every 20th
Century-Fox worker will give
liberally when he is approached
to contribute to the U.S.O.
campaign and that should he be
overlooked in the solicitation,
he will contact one of the "captains" functioning on this lot.
"Colonel" Meyer will hold a
meeting of his "captains" next
week.

of Twentieth Century-Fox

U.S.O. SLOGANS
"U..S.O. ... A Vital Part of the
— Franklin
Roosevelt.
Job of
Winning D.This
War."
Keep
Home In His Heart —
Give
to U.S.O.
U.S.O.
Wherever

They Go, There’s

U.S.O. . . . the Human Force
Behind the Fighting Forces.
When You Think of U.S.A. —
Think of U.S.O.
Put Your Heart In Their Fight
— Give
to U.S.O.'Ireland, Sydney
Pearl Harbor,

or Nome . . . U.S.O.'s the FightHome!
ing Man's
Make
Their
Hearts Glow Thru
U.S.O.
You're the US of U.S.O.
Till We Bring the Boys Home
. . . U.S.O. Brings Home to the
Boys.
'Victory for U. S. O. Speeds
Victory for U.S.A.
We the People Are U.S.O.
U. S. O. Has Uncle Sam's
Okay — Give Yours Too!
From the Heart of You . . .
Give to U.S.O.
They're Giving Plenty for You
. . . Give Plenty for Them!
If You're — inU.S.O.
"Civvies" Get the
"Givvies."
It's War! . . . It's Now! . . .
It’s U.S.O.! Give!
Open Your Banks for Our
Fighting Yanks. Give to the
U.S.O.

Studio employees,

now

serving with

Uncle Sam's Armed forces. The Studio is bringing as many of these boys
as possible to the party, May 12th, 7942.
ADE, ALBERT E.
ALLIN, J. B.
ANDERSON, JOHN T. (Jr.)
BARRETT, JACK
BARZILAY, IRA S.
BRAGGINS, ROBERT M.
BRIGGS, DONALD
BRYAN, WM. C.
CEGLARSKI, WALTER
CHAPLIN, WILLIAM C.
CHILD, CLAUDE H.
COMSTOCK, WILBUR
COONEY. ANDREW A.
CORNELL, ROBERT
CUMMINGS, IRVING (Jr.)

DAVIS, HARRY
DE GAETANO, AL (Jr.)
DEHN, HAROLD
DOBSON, JOEL G.
D'ORAZIO, ETTER
D'ORAZIO, HERMAN D.
EICHELBAUM, ARTHUR
ENSCOE, CHARLES
ERICKSON, J. W.
FARALLA, DUANE
FLICKWIR, DON R.
FORD, JOHN
FORE, JETT
FRAZIER, KEITH
FREEDMAN, HAROLD J.

GARBER, MARC
GEIBEL, MILLS
GOLDSTEIN, GILBERT
GOTTLIEB, CARL G.
GRAHAM, CARL G.
GRAHAM, ROBERT B.
HALE, JOHN H.
HALE, WARREN F.
HARRIS, ROBERT
HALPRIN, SOL
HARTMAN, EDWARD P.
HARTMAN, EMERSON R.
HATCHER, ORVILLE
HEARNE, J. HALL
HEATH, BEN HARRY

HECHTLINGER, DAVID
HECHTLINGER, LOU
HELMICK, JOHN JOSEPH
HENDERSON, MILLARD D.
HOFFMAN, CHARLES
HOGAN, HAROLD DAN
HORVATH, JOHN M.
HOUGH, STANLEY
HOWARD, JOHN ROBERT
JOHNSON, WM. W.
JOLLEY, ROBERT W.
JONES, GOMER V.
KEENEY. DOUGLAS R.
KELLOGG, RAY
(Confinued

on page

15)
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By Norman
Chief Seigel

Fire Department
Alice Goodwin

Assistant Editor

KAY

Norman

K. Doyle

Leslie F. Dressier

Savings Bonds

Emilio deLavigne

Cameralosophy

Number

Five

K. Doyle

first few days on the lot have been spent greeting many

* ” * old fr lends and making a lot of new ones. Incidentally isn't
it a long walk from one end of the lot to the other? It would
be very CHEEKY

Let's Talk About
Letter

Thre<^

EDITORIAL

£jiloriai Staff

Mike Leshing

Volume

Daniel B. Clark

, . . .

of me to attempt to dictate any Studio poli-

cies or sound off about what the employees' outlook should be
in the future. Naturally, I feel very keenly, that I am a newcomer inyour midst but I certainly am being welcomed
swell spirit, by everyone I meet in person. SO
IN STUDIO

CLUB

HEADQUARTERS

AND

PLEASE

SAY

in a
DROP

"HELLO."

Sports

Joe Hirigoyen

Sports

George K. Mills
Jack Savage

struck me about the use of the word or expression "POLLYANNA." So many people who want to express a thought will

Bob Doman

preface a remark by saying, "Of course, I wouldn't want to be
considered a Pollyanna, but I believe really that the Japs are

Sports
Koenig Launches U.S.O. Drive

Remember

now I'm not going to editorialize, but a thought

in for a hell of a pasting before the Summer is over," or "Don't
think I'm just in, off a covered wagon, but I am Pollyanna
Message

Sparks from the Arcs

Sjjccicii

Kepot'teri

Grip Department
Wardrobe

enough to believe that all this happened

from William Goetz

Well, anyway,

Less Dunbar

out of all this seeming turmoil will certainly dawn a better day

Walter E. Fitchman

tor the world and for me personally. We, who are still on our

Lee Roth
A. O. Williams
Audre

The Script Tease

Rochlen

Ouf Our Way

Bill Goldman

Payroll Periods

A. G. Dorrity

Paint Dept.
Processions

Mac

Through the Lens
American Legion Post-scripts!
Conservation

E. J. Lull
Manigal

Scotty McEwen
Leslie F. Dressier
Robert L. Gunn
Mitchell S. Mohr

The Mail Boy

I'm trying to get over is this worcL

"Pollyanna" being used in place of saying, "I firmly believe"
there's a God in Heaven who planned it this way and in His
miraculous v/ay is working out our salvation to His end, and

Department

Maintenantics

what

tor the best," etc.

jobs instead of in the front line, are perfectly willing to make
any sacrifice when the Army needs us, but in the meantime
the job at hand is just as important to the total at the end as
the firing of a rifle or navigating a bomber.
Herr Schickelgruber says that the democracies are decadent,
and worst of all he might have been right last December 6th,
but that fateful Sunday the 7th changed that and all of us
POLLYANNAS are taking the others by the hand and saying
"What's

cookin' on the front burner?"

or, "How

can I help

the big effort to put Hirohito out of business?"
In my opinion, it's the old college spirit that can lick the
axis and wnen your mind is on anything as important as that,
your own immediate problems are really insignificant.

Bennett White

Now I hope I haven't strayed too tar off the main topic
because what I want to convey is how much fun it is to be on

Employees' Cigarette Fund
Richard H. Malosek Wounded

Henry Arnstein

the winning team. I don't want you to think I'm a Pollyanna,
but I think the 20th Century-Fox outfit have the type of fellows

James O'Keefe

Safety News
Laborelates

Jimmy Dinneen
Irish Roche

and girls who are going to stick together — be it a studio golf
tournament or merely a world war.
POLLYNORMAN
K. DOYLE.

As the Wheels

Turn
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SPARKS

FROM

THE

ARCS

By Lee Dunbar

SPEAKING of a party, here

is one. Glenn Miller gave
a party before leaving for New
York for everyone who worked
on the picture. It was given in
the Copa De Ora Room, of the
Beverly Wilshire Hotel, and
there was nothing lacking that
made a party a big success.
Electricians and wives at the
party were: Jack and Josie
Brown, Eddie and Bobby Petzoldt. Cliff and Mrs. Thoen, Jack
and Mrs. Fernandez, Al and
Mrs. Gilbert and the Dunbars.
So thanks again to Glenn Miller.
Don Meyers had a nice dinner party for brother Jack. Jack
is going to Dallas, Texas, for
North American Aircraft and
will have charge of Photographic Dept. Don had the dinner
at the Palos Verdes Anglers
Club.
Fellows, Emerson Hartman
wrote me a letter from Camp
Crowder and said to tell all the
fellows that have a little time
to drop a line or two to him.
He said he really likes to get
plenty of mail. So go ahead and
shoot him a letter. His address
is in this magazine.
Everyone in the Electric Dept,
was deeply shocked by the accidental death of Charlie Archer.
Charlie was well liked by the
boys in the department and will
be greatly missed.
Some of the boys are still
wondering what Stan Warn was
telling Walter Fitchman the
other day. Stan was up and at
him. Stan, you stick up for the
Electric Dept.
Everett Robinson came in the
other day with a beautiful black
eye. That is, if a black eye can
be called beautiful. Ev said he

fell down while ice skating. It's
funny how the ice can hit a person in just one eye. Ev, that’s,
at least, a new one.

Fred Kelley, Bob Campbell
and Carl Dickman are back
from Cklahoma where they had
quite a long vacation.
said "Rosy"
wasWho
a rancher?
You Rosenthal
have to
have cows to be a rancher. All
Rosy has is a lot of oranges.
Carl Dickman's friends will be
glad to know that Mrs. Dickman is recovering from a recent
operation.
Cur sympathy goes out to
Mr. and Mrs. McCarthy on the
passing of their baby.

GRIP

DEPARTMENT

By Walter E. Fitchman
\A/HERE to begin and what
’ ^ to say, that is the eternal
question. How Winchell and
others rattle off their daily lines
is beyond me. Will have to hire
a couple of keyhole peepers.
The digs I get because my literary efforts miss someone's witty
remarks. Even my own brother
gets off the prize crack of the
year. After twenty years in the
business, he remarks, "Why am
I not doing the stuff of Gable,
Fonda or Cooper, I give up!"
As we have said before we
can manufacture the news, but
can you fellows take it? Even
Fred Rezk hollers his head off if
I mention anyone outside the

cost of the ad is so nominal.
Wonder what the future will
hold, imagine no more retroactive. Was getting used to the
idea of picking up a sizable
piece of change every once in
a while.
Say, did you know that our
Hank is now Staff Sergeant?
Also heard that Pvt. Hoffman
had been ill. Hope the shift in
scenery wasn't to blame.
Mickey Grant and Bruce
Hunsaker did the honors for the
U.S.C., via the collection plate.
After tallying up the total, our
lads in service are going to do
all right. Bless 'em.
Jimmy Morris can make the
office sound so busy, but Counsil on the night shift has more
purr in his voice, and Bob Levy
on the in-between shift, well,
just try and reach over for a
pencil. Mr. Gilroy does resent
the intrusion in his office. Well,

trying to get the first olive out
of the bottle, the first a little
difficult but the rest are easy.
That ought to wow the ladies.
"Woody" Lagune soon will be
merchant marining. No dope
on Beany yet. Understand that
"Bunky" Van Anterwerp made
a personal appearance locally.
Trueman Joiner knocking Jimmy
Morris for a loop. Trueman
asked for a $500 bond and
what's more
Amigos.

WARDROBE

he got it. Alios,

DEPT.

By Lee Roth

Reeder boss is leaving on

May
Clinton
over for
honor.

still on furlough. Saw "My Gal
Sal," good show, grand color.
Put it on your must see list.

party, poorer but wiser, and is
going to try to get deferment
for any other wardrobe men

Cherry Nickols (phone) writes
a neat line. Knew her hubby
well, nice lad. In the service,
you know. Les Berry, dressing
room commissioner, certainly
has created a stir with his new

called, as he can't afford any
more such send-offs.
The cat who took up her

snappy folding models. When
you start adding bathrooms and

So with a nonchalant poo, we
will prance and prowl among
the daily activities that happen
here and there.

The sky backing and tank job
on the golf course is a pip.
Sure looks like the McCoy.
Richter, Prince and Lubin are
now eligible for Lt. Commander

you'd be glad to trade off. The

Shop, was in for

you can always shut the door,
buddy. See that Pete Bartolemeo is back. Also that Giliy is

department. If the boys don't
dish the dirt then you are still
going to get a lot of the old
smootch. I've listened to a lot
of lurid tales and believe me,
brother, if that is put in print,
someone
unhappy. is going to be mighty

Why don't youse guys start
a swap column in the
studio
magazine? You all must have
lots of stuff laying around that

Barret, Canvas

a short visit t'other day. Jack
is now torpedo chief on dive
bombers. Good going. Jack.
And they tell me that getting
the first kiss from a gal is like

kitchens, Les, I'll move in. Oh,
yes, Lew Smith does his share
on the afternoon shift. Spent a
couple of hours alongside Clyde
Brandon and he gets some interesting mail.

Saw Jack Percy beaming at
Sonja Henie, yes sir, she
posts. d right back at him. Jack
beame

23rd for the Army and
Sandeen had the boys
dinner and poker in his
John Shanley left the

abode in the Men's Department
presented the boys wifh six kittens; five black and one yellow.
(They call the yellow one Dick.)
When the laundry man came in
with his dog, the fond mother
moved her family upstairs.
Carey O'Niel has a pair of
trained tonsils. Every time she
gets in a tight spot on a picture, Miss McKenzie gets a
phone call that Carey is in bed
with tonsilitis. Ollie (Glamour
Girl) Hughes is taking her place
now on the "Black Swan" set
and we know that when the
"tough" shooting is over that
Carey will recover. Earl Luick
is having a fine time designing
costumes for Carmen

Miranda's
3

nexf picture. Alice Laffargue
got a shock when the soldiers
whom she was entertaining for
the U.S.O. told her they would
not have to be in at the usual
10:30 as per regular rules, but
had special permission to stay
out until 1 :00 A.M.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. Williams

A

NEW

May Day should be

proclaimed. At any rate,
some sort of celebration is
called for, because I see by the
papers that Henry Ford's first
bomber rolled off the assembly
lines May 21st. Well, if General Doolittle can do so much
at the age of 45, those of us
who are younger should be encouraged fo do a little ourselves.
I think that the Japs were
surprised alright, but that they
particularly resented having
having their ball games dis-

By the time you read this,
everyone will know about the
generous offer being made by
the Company to all employees
for suggestions to help conserve
our resources. To men in the

By Audre

TEASE

Rochlen

This month finds more and

That place, Shangri-La, sure
has the German geographers

war. However, it's all for the
cause, and their sadness soon

of their other lessons haven't
been forgotten either.
My son was a winner in a
contest held recently by the
Gruen Watch Company. Natural y, am
I
proud of his accomplishment, but at the same time
it makes one realize that I am
getting along to that time of
life when I will be bathing in
reflected glory.
A certain young lady now
employed by our Script Department has been given the opportunity to have a screen test.
Talent scouts have seen her in
several group theatricals, so she
has been asked by two studios
to please let them give her a
test. This young lady is closely
related to one of the most
prominent men in our department, so if she wants us to continue to worry about her she
will keep saying no.
4

gives way to pride. Among
those affected: Dorothy Harris,
Edith Stone, plus . . .
Vacation Dept.: Virginia
Cook In search of a backyard
tan; Eve Golden off to New
York; hither and yon — Virginia
Brentinger, Florence Schwartz,
Olympia Hardin and Lorraine
Stoll. Francis Clark is using his
vacation time to gather a few
more

flying hours over In Arizona. Eleanor Thalls jusf returned from her vacation with a
becoming tan.
And speaking of returns, Ellen White and Grace Freeman
have come back on the lot.
Welcome, "Little Mothers!"
Answering a request which
came from an important officer
in the Armed Forces, all the
girls on the lot have been collecting books to be sent to
camps where they will be (the
books, not the girls) practically
the only means of recreation
for the boys — each book undoubtedly will be read by every
boy there. To date they have
over 200 books.
A heigh-ho to more new people In our Dept.: Elaine Becker,
Joan Conlon, Theda Daltch,
Marjorie Davis, June Eisner,
Jacqueline Frenler, Mari Sorllle,

way
the globe.
land places
up In on
Iceland,
I want"Ifan I

Remember?"

he got off a bus near his home
at 1306 Mirlmar Street. Both

ear-muffs around,"
"And I understand
kinda short of earHill was seriously
Saturday night as

legs were broken and Internal
Injuries were also sustained by

If you have an idea for any
kind of contrivance, that will
save some of fhe wasfe, I think

THE SCRIPT

reading up on the proper

Sugar is sweet, —

support in this project, and a
vote of thanks for making it
possible to collect a few extra
bonds.

it an obligation to our organization, and a duty to the nation
to put the idea to work.

now

clothing to wear in out of the

extra pair of
says Harry.
the Army is
mu ffs." Guy
Injured lasf

Violets are blue.

duck soup, because we have to
make new things every day. I
think that we should all give
Mr. Metzler our wholehearted

rupted, because now they won't
feel safe even when they are
playing.

If they can't find Shangri-La,
they at least have learned that
they have no monopoly on deception, and that the world is
proving an apt pupil. They will
find as fime goes on that some

Also Henry

it's not original, here
is aThough
thought:
"Roses are red,

technical departments the creation of new devices should be

more of the Script Department gals looking a little sad
(but patriotically so) because
their guys are buzzing off to

puzzled, they just can't seem to
localize it. They have been so
busy trying to change the
world, they are almost lost following their own maps.

and Elsa Whitman.

Coufos
and Harry Van Dermoulen.

GAB FROM

THE LAB

By Harry L. Tarnoff
THE

first victim of priorities

• and the proud possessor of a
pair of Victory pants is Ernie
Kountz, who thinks they make
him look pretty elegant and
mighty like a dude.
Wayne Miller has sniffed the
buds blossoming and heard the
birdies warbling sweetly. We
understand that Wayne Is living proof of the old adage that
"In the Spring a young man’s
fancy lightly turns to thoughts
of love." Stanley Martin is
about to take on that tremendous and yet delightful responsibility, fatherhood. Ethel Goldfarb Maas, formerly of the Laboratory, gave birth on April 4th
to a baby girl who was given
the very lovely name of Lynn.
Irene Brown is all set and ready
to go to the big annual I.A.T.
S.E. convention back East. Ben

Guy who has had more than his
share of tough breaks. Bill Allin and Campbell Forsyte have
both been repeat contributors
to the Army and Navy Blood
Bank. Ernie Straub and Art
Reineman are new additions to
the Laboratory Technical Staff,
and Art has just been elected
Shop Steward for the night
crew. Martin Cornica, one of
the finest tennis players In this
part of the country, has taken
the Southern California Veteran's title by trimming Lewis
Bond. Dick Hyland, In the Los
Angeles Times, refers to Martin's tennis game as "cunning
and cute." We would like to
add the term "devastating."

OUT

OUR

WAY

By Bill Goldman

This win undoubtedly be my

last "Out Our Way" for a
considerable time ... I have
received nofice that I leave for
the Army

on May 23rd ... It

is Improbable
I'll be here
when
this issue that
is delivered.
I've always been reluctant to
in this scatterbrained outburst
many "I's" and "We's"
use a too
of
thwarted author, but this

Berg Is expecting his papers to
come through any day now for

is my however,
time to howl
. . . that
It's aI
relief
to know
shall not be here to be the

an ensign's commission In the
Naval Reserve where he will as-

pigeonthis
for issue
my numerous
when
is releasedcritics
. . .

sist Solly Halperin In the Washington, D. C. Naval Film Laboratory. He will join Dim Zal-

But 1 have always gotten a terrific bang when someone (who
for lack of something else to

kovsky and Bert Freed, who a‘e
already there. Bud Thompson
made the very substantial Investment of$625 In a 5 horsepower Standard tractor In order
to till his three-quarter acre of
land. So far, the net result of
the outlay has been two skinny
fruit trees standing forsaken

do) ventured to read my monthly literary effort below the first
five lines ... At one time I was

and forlorn.
Harry Rehman's
draft
board suddenly
changed
the unsuspecting lad's classification. "It came like a bolt out
of the blue," says Harry, who Is

so desperate to find out if anyone actually read it, that I
skipped a month and waited
patiently for some kind soul to
tell me how much they had
missed it . . . After waiting a
few weeks, I decided that I had
been deliberately snubbed . . .
However, in spite of this professional jealousy, for that is
just what it musf have been, I

have decided to do my column
anyway, if only for my own
amusement, so there.
I find myself straying from
my original trend of thought
. . . I had honestly wanted this
last column to be an epic,
something that would be remembered ... I wanted to pour
into it all my deep-seated feelings upon leaving this lot, and
its people who have always
been tops to me ... 1 wanted
to mention generous and charitable deeds that are always
happening, but it would take a
dozen columns to mention the
names

of all these people whom

I'm fortunate enough to have
known ... I haven't any idea
as to the type of people with
whom I'll be placed in the
Army, but my sincere desire is
that they will come close to the
standard set by the majority of
persons right here on your Lot.

I

I'm saying things that are not
usually spoken about . . . these
people are not conspicuously
sentimental or charitable, but
inwardly they are solid gold . . .
hundreds of Instances where
collections were taken for someone who had been less fortu-

1

I

nate are done every day of the
week in a quiet, unselfish manner.

I've worked in any number of
jobs elsewhere, but I've never
seen this unselfishness so predominant as it has been right
here. So you see, it really isn't
easy to leave this kind of people, for a job to which I'm entirely strange, and maybe someday I'll return and find a lot of
familiar faces gone, and maybe
people will find it hard to remember me, for that's the way
it is in this business, upon leaving the Studio you sort of sever
yourself from the family . . .
people turn to their tasks and
meet new faces . . . it's only
natural for one to forget . . .
but I couldn't.
So thank you, everyone,
thanks for just being around and
making my short stay here a
rich one . . . Although I leave
for the Army with a stout heart,
I know I shall stop often and
look longingly for a distant detour that will eventually, leao
me back to the fold.

PAYROLL

PERIODS

By A. G. Dorrity

The Payroll Department is

probably the most consistently busy department on the Lot.
Whether production is up or
down the same number of payrolls, reports, distributions, etc.,
have to be prepared although
the volume of each varies with
the activities of the Studio. Any
slack derived from smaller payrolls and incidental records is
fully utilized in catching up with
revisions of files, checking of reports, and any items which may
have had to give way to more
important matters in busy periods.
It is readily apparent

to

every employee that the individual's relationship to the Corporation, as well as to various
Unions, combined with the
many varieties of operations in
which the organization as a
whole engages in the making
of pictures, makes demands
upon our employees that involve a highly complicated administration. Executives, producers, directors, writers, acting
talent, technical specialists,
trade union members, studio
maintenance and other employees, all look to the Payroll
Department to keep their records straight. We take care of
them throughout the vicissitudes of their motion picture
careers and we do so on a basis,
that by comparison, makes ours
probably the most economically-run department in the studio.
In the past few years the old
straightforward trade union and
other agreements have almost
become a memory. Recurrent
revisions, new and additional

The entrance to a township
in San Fernando Valley favored
as residence by many employees is flanked by no less
than four mortuaries, causing a

Issued his draft number, he received in the main a $60.00
bonus check from the Government for the last war. . . . Bob

wit to suggest that the local
council should stretch a banner
across the approach bearing

Jolley has completed his training at Lowery Field, Denver,
Colorado, where he goes next

the Inscription: "Abandon

hope,

is a military secret of course.

all ye historian
who enter
here." menThe
Greek
Herodotus
tions another community where

. . . (Alabama] George Guess,
our driver, is standing on one
foot and then the other waiting

the

general

custom

was

to

grieve, wear mourning, and exchange messages of condolence
whenever a
birth occurred,
while they feasted and rejolcea
in their most cheerful apparel
to celebrate the occasion of

for Uncle Sam to give him a
call. It seems as though George
has been keeping his flying ability a secret. He has plenty of
hours in the air I understand.
. . . Several of the boys have

death, for they considered the
latter not as a finality, but

completed their
courses and have

First Aid
their eyes

rather as an escape and as an
entrance into a wider and more

peeled for an accident so they
can do their stuff.

satisfactory existence.

PROCESSIONS
PAINT

DEPT.
By Mac

By E. J. Lull
jOE SIBLEY, while painting his
house last Sunday, came out
second best in a tussle with his
ladder. Joe was up on the top
rung daubing away when all of
a sudden the ladder starts doing the La Conga.

Robert

Manigal
Miles' father is convalescing after a pretty bad ill-

ness. Bob says it's harder to
keep Dad in bed than a fiveyear-old youngster. . . .Ed Snyder's boy has recovered from
a minor operation and is now

Sibley, not

up on the latest steps, was
thrown for a loss. The results

better. . . . Myrtle Roberts'
husband has just returned from
an extensive sojourn in the East.

are — he will be plenty stiff for

This is very pleasing to the De-

a few days. . . . Here's an Oddity in the News: The day Jack
Sherwood, our sign painter, was

partment as Myrtle's old-time
pep and beaming smile are in
full bloom again.

agreements, contracts comprising numerous variations in terms
and an increasingly rapid turnover in personnel have added
Immensely to the task of the
Payroll Department. The timekeepers, clerks and paymasters
forming this branch of the Studio now need virtually to be
specialists in their field.
A flying visit from Carl Gottlieb (first from this Department
to be chosen by Uncle Sam)
was much enjoyed by all of his
friends here. Carl, of Norwegian stock, anticipates marriage
soon to a Scandinavian girl who
(to judge from brother Arthur's
enthusiasm) will assure our stalwart of a wonderful future.

Arthur (''Pappy”) Simmons displays his piscatorial prowess. Caught by the
Game Warden, emulating Isaac Walton, Pappy proudly displays the fish that
he caught in the Lake on the Golf Course, but being a student of Mandrake,
you can readily see that the fish disappeared into thin air!
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GOLF TOURNAMENT—
JUNE 28fh

The fire-fighting men had to
be sustained in position on the
sloping hull of the ship, with life
ropes about them and with
double planking to kneel on.
The planking insulated them
from the hot plates on which
they were compelled to work.
They also Insulated the acetylene gas hose from burning
where it rested on the hull.
The Rescue - Company men

:
familyimportant
DearThe most

job on
my hands since my appointment
to the Studio Club is going to
be the co-ordinating of the various departments and friends
who are already working hard
to make the annual golf tournament the biggest and best yet.
This is a dismal undertaking
when you consider that of all
times to try to put over a sporting event, war time is the worst.
The only reason it is tough is
because of the psychology that
overtakes our every effort. We
all admit that the first thing to
do is to beat the axis, but good
— believe me, the only way that
will be accomplished is through
team work, hfow else can we
better show our rigidity of purpose than by all sticking together whether it be the purchase
of bonds or the relaxation of
golf.
I am considerably encouraged
by the response of members to
whom I have talked regarding
the tournament. All of them to
a man (or woman) emphasize
the fact that it wi II be their
first game of golf (with crossed
fingers and handicaps in mind)
but are going to be on number
one tee at 5 A.M.
Only this week Clara Bing
was showing me the drawing
that Petty, or some other great
artist did of her in oils. At the
time of the sitting she was modeling for Sak's and displaying
their golf outfits, now that handicap time is here she wants
us to believe that modeling is
as close to golf as she has been.
At this writing we are of the
opinion that both men and
women

will play in the tournament and we hope that the
ladies will get to tee off about
10:30 or I I A.M. and everyone
should be off the course by 4:30
or thereabouts. Joe Hirigoyen
and Jack Codd are in huddles
over all the details of handicaps, prizes, lunches, cokes, etc.,
and as the time approaches for
the big event, you’ll hear more
and more of the final details.

used 5 guns to make 15 apertures. The openings were made
about 8 feet apart. This was the
When the Wellman Company was shooting "Thunder Birds" at the Thunderbird Airport, Glendale, Ariiona, ten miles outside Phoenix, this interesting
photo was made depicting the Royal Air Force, American and Chinese flyers
— all are cadets. It Is an interesting fact that the Chinese boys hiked 1600
miles through China to get a boat to England; finally crossed the Atlantic,
the entire United States of America, arriving at Glendale, Arizona, to become
pilots against the Jap

biggst and most important undertaking credited to that highly specialized unit In the memory of the current era of firefighters inNew York City.

★

invader.

Crouching In front of these noble boys upon whom the hopes of the world
center, are (reading left to right): Emmet Schoenbaum (Still Man); Bill
Kern (Transportation) ; Larry Chapman (Special Effects); "Art" McLaughlin
(Transportation); Larry Airhart (Electric). (This picture, which ran in the
May edition of "Action," did not fully explain its interesting details, and
therefore is being prominently displayed this month with explanatory caption.)

Betty Grable:
Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital,
4833 Fountain Avenue,
Los Angeles, Calif.
HURRY

THROUGH

THE LENS

By Scotty McEwen
Was by Lou Kunkel's house
the other day and he was admiring his Victory garden, although he planted his onion
sets upside down — Curt Fetters
dashing around the valley on
his two-wheeled steed, dipping
sand with his pockets on all the
corners — Roy Ivey all signed up
with the Signal Corps and on
his way to camp — Frank Fore
back from his vacation full of
pep and selling lots of War
Bonds — Virgil Miller, John Van
Wormer, Lee Crawford and Al
Lebovitz all back from Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, tanned up, and
looking like a million bucks —
Maynard Rugg still knocking
the ten pins for a big series —
Gus Jonson smacking the ball
down the lanes, but no timber
— Kenny Williams and Eddie
Nugent are really turning farmers, they have started to raise
rabbits — Marvin Stromberg just
back from his vacation, but now
he has gone again, this time for
Uncle Sam's Air Corps and this
goes for John Barth too who is
in the same outfit. Lots of luck
fellows — Earle Walker and
Hugh Crawford knee deep in
camera equipment checking in
from location — Ensign Bob Graham and several of his buddies
dropped in on home-coming
day, really looking sharp — Captain Bill Whitley just flew In

town and busy as all get out —
Here's hoping Sol Halprin,
Harry Davis and Paul Mohn can
pop in and see everybody for a
day or two. Keep your eyes on
the Camera Dept, golf team,
their out swinging to win that
tournament — Don't be too hard
on me gang, this Is my first
whack at anything like this.

FIRE DEPT— Western Ave.
By Chief Siegel
Before the echo of a Congressional report was spent, in
which it charged carelessness
with an acetylene torch and
badly managed administration
with responsibility for the disastrous fire of Feb. 9th aboard
the S. S. Normandie, a third
fire on Saturday evening, April
18th, required a third-alarm
battle of many hours.
Again sparks from an acetylene torch was blamed for having started a fire in the cork
Insulation of the refrigerators
In the star-board aft of about,
what would have been, four
decks below, if the vessel were
on her keel, instead of helplessly Inmud between two piers.
Fifteen holes of sufficient size
to admit Bresnan and Heffernan cellar-pipes, were burned
by the Rescue Co., in the plates
in staggered spots ranging over
a 60-foot area of the upturned
hull about 400 feet from the
stern.

UP AND

GET WELL

WE
LOT. ALL MISS YOU

ON

THE

NORMAN DOYLE,
Studio Club Manager
and 2000 Studio Club
Members, 20th Century-Fox Studio.
Dear Norman and
Fellow Workers:
My deepest thanks for your
sweet wire, and I must say 1
miss you all too.
Hope to be back soon and
until then, thanks again,
BETTY GRABLE.
ALICE FAYE:
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital,
4833 Fountain Avenue,
Los Angeles, Calif.
CONGRATULATIONS
THE NEW
OUR

STARLET

FAVORITE

BORN

ON
TO

ACTRESS.

EVERYONE LOOKING FORWARD TO YOUR RETURN.
NORMAN

DOYLE,

Studio Club Manager,
and 2000 Studio Club
Members, 20th Century-Fox Studio.
★
"The Horn of Plenty is now
but a Tin Whistle — BLOWWW
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GENTLY!"

AMERICAN LEGION
POST-scripts!
By Leslie F. Dressier
This reporter certainly had
difficulty In writing a column

• this month. Comrade Joe Kee-

nan did an admirable job for
the last issue and would have

smacked out a pInch-hIt double
this time but for the fact that
he became III. As this is being
written he Is at home, and we
hope he will be back with us
before "Action" goes to press.
I learned only last Friday
that nothing had been done
about a column and that Monday was the deadline. Inasmuch
as Sunday was reserved for a
visit to my son at the North
Island Naval Base In San
Diego, I planned to write the
article upon my return home.
Well — the blackout caught us
some miles away, and are my
ears red. Being a Sergeant In
the Auxiliary Police, the one
place I should have been was

I

on the job In the Tenth District, seeing that all the men
were on the beat. Fortunately,
the all-clear followed within
forty minutes and here I am
at the typewriter, wasting paper because of the lack of news.
IP

It is with regret that our Post
bade goodbye to Comrade Al
Maynard for some time to
come. His health will without
doubt

be

100%

again, and

we'll
him distant
back with
us
in theexpect
not too
future.
Good

luck to you, Al.

War savings bonds and
stamps have taken up so much
of my time that they must be
my excuse for neglecting the
job of reporting Post activities.
It has been a pleasure to contact so many people and find
such a willing response. While
I

the ten percent goal Is far from
reality, I believe Uncle Sam
will find that Twentieth Century-Fox employees are just as
patriotic as any other group
throughout the country.
I talked with a Marine while
in San Diego and he gave me
a good story about Bataan. It
seems some of the men would
request a leave and when it was
k

granted would spend the time

r

sneaking up on the Japs and
acting as snipers. While on
duty they weren't permitted to

pROM time to time I receive letters vrhich bear no
signatures and which attempt to describe situations
disagreeable to the writers of the letters. Because of
the anonymous nature of the letters I have been unable
to reply directly, therefore, I am taking this means of
informing the writers that I have received their letters.
Let me bring to the attention of all our employees
that I am willing to reply to letters addressed to me when
the names of the senders are given, enabling me to do
so. Employees have nothing to fear in writing anything
whatsoever to me if, in their opinions, there is just cause
for writing. An anonymous letter states only one side of
a question and allows no exchange of Information; the
writer may be partly or entirely right or wrong but since
his Identity is unknown there is no opportunity to agree
with him or point out his error; also, I question the
motive prompting an anonymous letter.
It is a wasteful and useless practice to write anonymous letters and they will receive no attention; however,
anyone writing to me over his own name may be sure
that the letter will receive an answer and all the consideration Ican give for the benefit of our employees
and the Studio.
Sincerely,
WM. GOETZ.

ALLAN

MAYNARD

By Editor Doyle

STUDIO Club Manager, Allan

Maynard, had to take a
leave of absence on account of
poor health and is recuperating
at the Veterans' Hospital In
San Fernando. It is superfluous
to ask you to write, because he
has so many friends on the Lot
— that once the employees
learn his whereabouts, all will
want to drop him a cheery note
— or better still, write and ask
when he will be able to see you
on Visitors' Day — Al will more
than welcome visitors from his
old stamping grounds.

take that risk, so they appear
to have discovered a way to get
around regulations.
In conclusion, may I repeat
that Comrade Joe Keenan is
deserving of more than thanks
for helping out last month. In
fact, the job was so well done
he should be the reporter for
the Post.
BUY WAR
AND

SAVINGS

BONDS

STAMPS!

THINGS TO LOOK
FORWARD TO ...
COON, going around the various departments, will be
notices directing your attention
to the Pearl Harbor victims of
the treacherous Jap sneak at
tack. These sailors are now recuperating at Lake Norconian
Naval Hospital. The Studio
wants to try to help these boys
with games and knickknacks that
will help them recover quickly
. . . also, Dave Preston of Men's
Wardrobe, has made some excellent suggestions regarding
writing of letters to the boys
from 20tfi Century-Fox Studios
who are now in service. There
is going to be a comprehensive
note on this passed around —
— N. D.
LOOK FOR THESE NOTICES.

Captain

Willi am F. Whitley, soon to be Major Whitley, formerly camera
operator, now at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, visited the Lot on May 21st.
He has been in the Army about nine months and on the Lot since 1930; now
attached to air corps photographic branch.
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20th CENTURY’S

ROBINSON

CRUSOE

Don DURBIN, ex-tImekeeper on the lot, became bored with

the daily grind last July and joined the civilian group known
as Hawaiian Airways. The organization was building a string OT
airfields on American owned islands across the Pacific to supplement the already existing ones. On November 1st Don left
Hawaii for Canton Island where he was diligently pursuing his
task when the Jap sneak took place. A couple of Dan's companions died on Canton Island before the remaining crew decided
for themselves that they had better strike out for themselves If
they ever expected to be rescued.
*

The group left Canton Island in a tarpaulin covered barge
towed by a small tug and finally arrived at American Samoa, two
of the boys expired on the trip to Samoa. American ships took
the survivors to Suva, Fiji and then to New Caledonia where the
American troops recently landed. The last we heard from Don
he was well and recovering from his gruelling experience on New
Caledonia. If anyone has additional news
like to hear of it.

Don Durbin, ex-timekeeper shown on Fiji Island, looks the counterpart of a motion picture edition of Robinson Crusoe.

CAMERA
A

FANS

CTICN"

1. Don't write anything on the
front or back of picture.

is always interested in pictures of

2. Attach a sheet of paper de-

groups, or single shots of Studio employees taken on or off

scribing fully all details, listing names from left to right,

the Lot; particularly those depicting vacation scenes, sports
events, shots of our boys In the
Service, etc.

contributions

glossy finish.
4. Size, for best reproduction
results should be 8x10, but
this
sary. is not absolutely neces-

of this type, but do not expect
your

photographs

returned;

once they are sent to the printers It is impossible to get them
back.
Incidentally, when sending in
photographs
lowing:
8

remember

the fol-

5. Send

any and all photographs to the Studio Club as
soon as possible.
Thanks,
Your Editor,
NCRMAN

DCYLE

Jack McFadden, who is generally lost In the jungle back of
the lath-houses, along with his

sprint records, tho' many have
turned in creditable performances In dashing for the phone.
And It is disconcerting to say

Larry Steinmetz, has rebuddy turned
to the peaceful agrarian
life around the office. Larry still
hides out In the deep woods,

the least, to do a fast 220 to
the office, grab the receiver,
and with your last remaining

and if you see a 20-foot tree
doing a stately glide, it Is probably Larry with his hand-truck,
moving a large hunk of eucalyptus, somewhere.
*
*
*

gasp,
"Hello"
only to
hear a croak
"click"
as somebody

When, as and If you call the
Nursery (ext. 1233)) please stay
on the line. The crew here is

for big game. Cn one of his
visits to the "rock-pile" (our
mound of compost) he unearthed, literally, Mickey Mouse s
three nephews. They were cute,
too. Victor did his best to

considerably scattered, for the
Nursery extends as far as the
distance from the Administration Bldg, to the Tennessee
Gate — and we can hear the
phone as far, for there is an
extra-loud bell on the outside.
But none of the boys have

hangs up. Sometimes

you don't

the "click". Is going In
get Leontovich
even
Victor
♦

photographic

should be In a

Islands, is third from the left top row, it's hard to tell!

*

on

3. Photograph

Don Durbin, ex-timekeeper, shown with a group of natives on Fiji

*

Please let us hear from you

etc.

regarding Don we'd

soothe them, by talking to them
in persuasive Russian. But It was
no go. He finally restored them
nest.
to their little grey home In the

II

the Fox Studios had called him.

Mike

Jde^iiUiJCf

Outstanding Executive
By Norman

ally made the contact between
Mike and Frank BIggy was

K. Doyle

WHEN I was in knee pants,

my mama done tole me,
to lay off the movie industry
because you were in one week,
and out the next four. Since

wandering around the Fox lot I
have a very different Idea of
the business and am almost Inclined to thing we should institute a TWENTY YEAR CLUB.
One of the outstanding and
charter members of this interesting group would be MIKE
(Mikail) LESHING.
Mike is the epitome

A very Interesting note right
here is that the fellow who actu-

Henry Goldfarb, who Is still
with the Lab and doing business at the same old stand.
Frank BIggy Is now with Warners.
Upon arriving for work In the
mornings, in the old days, Mike
would be so disgusted with the
way the night crew had been
handling things that he started
working night and day in order

whom

he sought out to get advice on whether or not to invest

In a color film project that he
was

contemplating. Mike dissuaded him and probably saved

him plenty of money.
As an afterthought, your reporter asked Mike his opinion
on the current world conflict.
Here are the predictions: (I)
Russia will whip Germany by
Christmas time this year. (2)
Motion pictures are soon slated
to be bigger and better than

of the

of

a

group

Is com-

of

people

who have spent many nights of
their spare time, learning First
Aid and have willingly joined
up In order to be of assistance
to their fellow workers in case
of air raid or other disaster
that might affect the Studio
and Its employees.
Approximately sixty First Aiders have signed up fo man the
five First Aid Stations on the
Lot and are attending practice
nights (twice monthly) to retain
the skill acquired during their
classes here. Air Raid Wardens

Building Basement,

Sam

God-

frey and Rudy Van Deeven have
charge of Projection Room 4A;
Kathleen Ridgway and Jack
Hamilton, Projection Room 3A;
Vance Thrasher and Stanley

Talisman Studios, at the Intersection of Hollywood and Sunset Blvds. The Lab was the
kitchen of the house which is
still on that lot.

Sneed, of the Canvas Shop, and
Charles Ivans and Carl Bralnard
of the Cafeteria.
The various groups

Mike originated the blackout

are be-

coming very efficient In handling the very complete equipment the Studio has provided

— he had to hang tarpaper over
the ceiling to cut out fhe light
which was filtering through the
broken shingles on the roof.

they have ever been.) After
leaving his job in such a hurry,
Mike began reflecting upon his
hasty move. That night he took
his family to the Hollywood
Bowl and upon returning home
found that Mr. Frank BIggy of

Casualty Group

posed

The people in charge of the
Casualty Stations are: George
Wasson and George Stephenson, who are In charge of the
First Aid Station In the Prop

stop in Buffalo, New York, came
on to Hollywood. His total assets upon arrival were a burning ambition and a huge bristling mustache. His first job
was that of negative film developer at D. W. Griffith Studios which are now known as

they had some kind of an argument over nothing at all and
Mike quit his job. (It might be
well to say right here that Mike
is not so hot-headed now and,
incidentally, he and John Nlckolous are better friends now than

'

to be prepared for the duties
tricts.
assigned them in their own dis-

arrived in this country in 1914
from Russia and after a short

In 1921, Mike was with Standard Laboratories working under
John Nickolaus; he had Just borrowed $300.00 from John when

THE

GROUP

are finding these practice nights
particularly helpful as they wish

rough exterior type of executive with a heart of gold and
it only takes a minute of talking
to him to deduce this fact. He

Such pictures as "The Klansman," "Broken Blossoms," etc.
were all developed in this makeshift department but somehow
the pictures managed to gross
millions.

CASUALTY

for the protection of the em
A dinner Is being tendered
ployees.
this group and prominent guest
to be In on all progressions of
the developing and printing
process, step by step. He says
that it probably hasn’t been so
necessary of recent years for
him to work the long hours that
he has been putting In, but he
formed those habits of getting

ever with the new foreign field
that will open up following the
defeat of the axis. To prove this
last statement the company has
just recently authorized two new
developing machines at a cost
of $40,000 which will soon go
Into service.

In early so many years ago that
he just isn't comfortable unless
he's
loves.In the department that he

Fishing is Mike's only hobby
and although he feels all the
actors and actresses connected

Mike was never a close personal friend of Wm. Fox, but
nevertheless when the former

with the firm are part of his

head of this predecessor organization was on the coast two
years ago. It was Mike Leshing

work and they are all close to
him, I suspect him of being a

speakers will feature the evening's entertainment.
There Is an opening for another fifteen sincere, capable
First Alders, and anyone holding a Standard or Advanced
First Aid card Is cordially Invited to attend the next practice night.
You are cordially invited to
join this group. Remember,
anyone holding a Standard or
Advanced First Aid card will
be welcome. We are sure you
wi II find the evening interesting
enough.

fan of Paul Muni, Walter Winchell and the late well-loved
Will Rogers.

Any further information —
call Extension 494 or 495.
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studio cafe and generally had a

was Oaptain Hewitt T. Whelass,

grand time.
Third, — stars, writers, directors, laborers and employees

Army Air Force ace of the air
battles off Java and Australia,
who described the help USO

from 20th Century-Fox and all
other major studios visited and
entertained the service men at
the USO stations in the Los
Angeles district on Friday, May
15th.
Fred S. Meyer, in charge of
20th Century-Fox studio industrial relations, served as Mr.
Koenig's able aide and as the
colonel of the 20th Century-Fox
studio drive. Mr. Meyer worked
night end day for weeks on the
USO preparatory campaign,
and the outstanding success of
the studio drive was in great
Here

is Mary

Beth

Hughes

completely

surrounded

by our

own

Service

gives officers in building morale
of service men.
Oaptain

Wheless,

who

was

personally praised and decorated by President Roosevelt,
being mentioned in the President's radio address to the nation, got a terriffic ovation, the
entire mass-meeting coming to
its feet to cheer the modest air
hero.
Oapt. Wheless speaking from
personal experience described
what the USO is doing to help
keep up the spirit of the Army
and Navy. He stressed the fact

Men

at the U.S.O. home-coming dinner held on the Lot. The fight tor honor of
dancing with Mary Beth took place later among these handsome, husky soldiers.

Wm.

Koenig Launches Hollywood U.S.O. Drive as Chief

of Motion
Campaign

Picture Industry

all the major studios was held
under Mr. Koenig’s chairmanship on Stage Six at 20th Century-Fox Studios on the night of
Monday, May I I .

Outstanding tribtue was paid
William Koenig, general production manager of 20th Century-Fox Studios, when the motion picture industry as a whole
selected him to head its United

Second, 20th Century - Fox
held a USO "Welcome Home
Celebration" at the studios on
Tuesday, May 12, to honor all
of the former employees of the
studio now in the armed serv-

Service Organization drive for
funds in all the Hollywood studios. Three events marked the

ice. This gay party for our own
boys was attended by sixty men
out of the total of 144 who already have been called to the
colors from 20th Century-Fox
Studios. The boys visited all the
studio sets, had luncheon in the

launching of the combined studios' USO drive.
First, a mass meeting of 1500
captains and USO workers from

S MEH

■> ■^5

At the U.S.C. home-coming dinner for our boys, charming young actresses
play hostess to a group of appreciative Service Men. Reading from left to
right are: Claire James, Barbara Lynn, Lillian Porter, Edna Mae Jones
and Mildred Gaye.

measure due to his enthusiastic
and inspiring leadership.
STUDIO
On

the U.S.O. home-coming dinner held on the Lot, Cesar
rounded by a group of admiring Service Men.

Romero

is sur-

In his usual position of surveyor of all that prevails on the 20th Century-Fox
Lot, Col. Darryl Zanuck gazes from the background with an appraising eye
upon his Service Men.
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MEETING

the men in service have
cut off from contact with
families and friends and
the task assumed by the

USO

is to relieve the loneliness that would be otherwise

May II, 1500 USO captains
from all the major studios gathered at 20th Century-Fox to
hear talks by industry leaders
on the need for contributions

greatly destructive to morale.
The mass meeting was attended by the captains of the
various studios, unions, guilds

and to view "Mr. Gardenia
Jones", a 12-minute USO short
which made a big hit with the
crowd.

and other film organizations engaged in the collection drive.
The meeting was broadcast
over KFWB.

Outstanding speech of the
evening was made by Lieut.
Ronald Reagan, U. S. Army,

were Chairplatform
theKoenig;
On man
Louis B. Mayer,

to its

MGM chief and National ViceChairman of USO: Edward

feet cheering with his unreder talk. hearsed, straight-from the shoul-

n of the PerArnold, Ohairma
manent Oharities Committee;

who
At

MASS

the night of Monday,

that
been
their
that

brought the crowd

Another

hero of the night

Lieut. George O'Brien, U. S.
Navy and former 20th Century-

Three stills submitted by Walter Pitchman (Grip) on recent "Thunder Bird"
production, while on location at Thunderbird Airport, Glendale, Arizona.

Ernie Palmer (Cameraman), Eddie Davis (Grip),
surrounded by R.A.F. flyers and local
Arizona boys.
Bill Wellman (Director), Freddie Fox
(Unit Manager), Monte Banks (Actor)
and Bud Gaunt (Grip).

Gene Tierney (in chair) getting her
hair soaked with the help of the crew,
Joe

Fox star; Rosalind Russell; Lieut.
Ronald Reagan, U. S. Army;
Capt. Hewitt T. Wheless, and
wife; Carey Wilson, writer and
15th.
producer

of the USO

When

"Mr. Gardenia Jones"; Dr. A.
H. Glannini, Chairman of the
L. A. Area Board; James A.
McCaffrey, Chairman of the L.
A. Area Campaign; Mrs. Maurice T. Moore, of New York,
Cha irman of the National USO

senal at 20th Century-Fox;
Carole Landis; Cesar Romero;
Fred L. Metzler, Studio Treasurer and Manager, who Is In
charge of the Studio's U. S.
War Savings Bonds campaign;
and army officers.
Chairman Koenig gave a dinner to the principal speakers
on the platform in the Cafe de
Paris just prior to the mass
meeting.
Mr. Koenig explained how
the growth of our armed forces
from

1,500,000 last year to a

figure that will run from 4,000,000 to 6,000,000 in 1942 means
that the USO operating fund
must be built up to take care
of the present 670 clubs and
th e new ones that will be added.

has been principally due to this
wonderful aid from the unions.

"SEE FOR YOURSELF"
USO TOUR
Twentieth

Century-Fox

par-

ticipated in a "See for Yourself" tour of USO hospitality
centers on Friday, May 8.
Among those who made the
tour and dunked doughnuts
with the service men and USO
hostesses were Carole Landis;
Director Irving Pichel; writer
Francis Faragoh; executive Fred
S. Meyer; Alice Laffargue,
Wardrobe; Grip, Tom Moore;
still cameraman, Frank Powolny.
AS WE GO TO PRESS . . .

it,

posts at the studios will make
a

proportionately good showing. Starting immediately,
therefore, solicitation of the
higher bracket executives will
commence. If this white collar

being

cared for by Mr. and Mrs. McLain while Helen Is recuperating. Helen visited the lot last
week but is not yet strong
enough to come

NURSERY

back to work.

TALES

to ashes, dust to dust
By "Ashes
Pete Lake

group matches the showing already made by labor on the

don't get you
If "stigmaphyllon

clliatum"

various lots, the USO's drive
should exceed studio quotas

Then

hyperici-

everywhere.
Bob Doman,

The Nursery would be a heck

"melaleuca

folia" must."!!!
Publicity Dept.

ORCHIDS
GORDON

studios is making splendid prog-

If any man ever had a kind
heart, then a member of our
Police Department has one
which will always be remembered by Helen Walsh, of the
Coffee Shop.

there

The kindness shown by St.
"Mac" McLain will not pass
without mention.

treating those "handles" with
the flippancy with which we
treat the English language.
The first Introduction your

'■ess under Mr. Koenig's vlgorosu leadership.

showing on the part of labor

phrased

It Is confidently expected
that those in the better paid

The little girl is now

As we go to press, word
comes that In the past two
weeks the USO drive at all the

home".

Koenig

he learned that the

the hospital. In a critical condition, Mac volunteered to give
his blood so that she might gain
strength.

"USO brings home to the boys
until we can bring the boys

Mr.

Fitchmen

Hospital because she was seriously ill,he offered to take care
of her four year old baby girl,
since she had no one to look
out for the child. And while In

The "backlots" of all the studios have come through magnificently, due to the unprecedently fine cooperation of the
unions. In fact, the remarkable

As

(Props), Walter

Coffee Shop waitress was
forced to enter the County

short,

Women's Committee; Mr. and
Mrs. Edward G. Robinson; Fred
S. Meyer; Lou Witte, head of
the Mechanical Effects and Ar-

Behm

(Grip with pipe upside down), Marie
Halvey (Script Clerk), Lowell Thompson (Hairdresser with Mexican hat).

TO
McLAIN

of a place for a guy who stutters. THOSE NAMES!!! Sometimes they make sense, but
more often they don't. Latin
may be a dead language, but
It's a live issue with a Nurseryman. Maybe the reason the
names are in Latin Is because
isn't much

chance

of

scribe had Into the mysteries of
horticulture had to deal with
acquiring ease and familiarity
with the names of the flowers
and shrubs in our nursery. This
was just dandy. Glenn Harman
led the way. The first bed supplied me with eucalyptus polyanthemos, arbutus unedo, plttosporum eugenloldes, and myrtus
communis.
Without pausing for breath
— his or mine — Glenn went on
to No. 2. Here we swam into —
acacia dealbata, casuarina strlcta, bignonia violacea and viburnum suspensum.
At No. 3, I was groggy but
still on my feet. This one yielded statice, pelargonium, solanum, and santollna chamaecyparissus.
(The poor unfortunate that
proof-reads this article will love
me for this. But the spelling,
as it reads here, is doublechecked and guaranteed,

though you must take your own
chances with the pronunciation.)
At any rate, this gives you
some Idea. Try memorizing over
300 of these. You have often
gone to a party, and had the
host say "Meet Mr. Jones, Mr.
Smith, Mr. Brown, Mr. Johnson"
and ten minutes later you've
forgotten 'em all. Dale Carnegie knows how to remember 'em
and also possibly the guy who
remembered Mr. Addison Sims
of Seattle. But nobody has ever
evolved a system that will enable you to tell that diosma
and coprosma
that arenarla

aren't related,
and araucaria

may sound like the same thing,
but as far as looks go — you'd
be surprised.
But one can get used to almost anything, tho' often you're
never quite the same. The other
evening, going home from work,

I stopped in at a drug store
and said to the druggist, "Gimme two-bits' worth of monoacetlcacidester of salicylic
acid." "What's that?" said he,
startled. "Two-bits' worth of
monoaceticacidester of salicylic
acid" I repeated. The druggist
went to the back of the store,
muttering. Presently he returned, looking a little irritable.
"SAY"

he said, "you mean —
ASPIRIN — don't you?" "Yes"
replied can
yours remember
truly" — darn that
it, I
never
name."

CONSERVATION

Itself. He stressed the idea that

By Robt. L. Gunn

the development of new ideas
was mutually beneficial. It
would react to the benefit of

The average person shies
around conservation like a Sixth
Grader

around Ancient History.

It is a

dry, uninteresting sub-

ject. But not now — things have
changed. Conservation is on
your budget and I don't mean
maybe. It will stick its aristocratic nose into your most inti-

both the employee and the
Company, in that it would help
to keep the Company running
and

thereby secure the
ployees jobs for the future.
Koenig said in his remarks
the Motion Picture Industry

emMr.
that
had

been recognized by the Government as an essential and
Important

Industry and

has

Did you know that over two
and a half million letters pass
through the mail room annually? (Or do you care?) The figures average approximately
nine thousand letters a day.
Until next month when I shall
return with more literary endeavors concerning the little
gentlemen of the Mail Room, 1
end with Don't
the following
obsersay no
vation;
To the U.S.O.

mate business and, what's more,
even your best Indifferent

been placed on its honor to
conserve material and labor

shrugs won't be able to brush
him off. You and conservation
might just as well be friends
from the start, because he is

without any rules and regulations from the Government.
Under these conditions, he
said, it becomes a matter of

moving

honor

have been missing their
lunch and are spending their

effected savings was the best
way to meet the responsibility

full hour looking at those beautiful new homes in the Lawrence Block Company tract just
east of the Studio on the north
side of Pico.

in right away

to live

with you for the duration. After
used to him, it won't
you
be soget
bad. He might crowd you
a little here and pinch you a
little there, but in the long run
his visit will do you good. You're
going to learn to appreciate
all the things you have had by
not having them for a while,
and you can thank your lucky
stars that it will be for the duration only. Don't forget you are
not the only one who is practicing conservation. Your friends
and your neighbors are all doing it as a patriotic contribution to the defense program,
which is rapidly changing Into
an offense.
In keeping with the conservation program, your Company,
which is practicing conservation
on a much larger scale than you
are, gave a luncheon Thursday,
May 21, at the Cafe de Paris,
and invited each department to
be represented to discuss ways
and means of conserving time
and material. Mr. Metzler told
how the Company was facing
shortages of material and said
that for every idea submitted
that would effect a saving in
time or material that was accepted and used by the Company, the Company would give
a $100 Defense Bond to the
originator of the idea. If the
Idea proved useful and was
patentable, the Company would
bear all the expense of development and patenting, and
would share with the Inventor
any monies derived from the
sale or licensing of the patent
to others than the Twentieth
Century-Fox

Film Corporation

and patriotism to conserve, and pointed out that
contribution of new Ideas that

placed upon
Government.

the

studios bv-

RUBBER SHORTAGE . . .
GASOLINE RATIONING

A GREAT many employees

you have should be submitted
to your committee man, who
will be announced later, or you
can consult with Robert L.

It is becoming more and
more of a necessity to live near
the Studio, and it is easy to
understand that there is so
much Interest, particularly in
view of the fact that Block has
built some beautiful model
homes right under our noses.

Gunn, patent attorney, and if
your idea is accepted by the

While browsing through the
Bickel-furnished demonstration

So,chance.
boys and
girls,onhere's
your
Get busy
new
ways and means to save time
and material. Any idea that

Company you will get a $100
Defense Bond, free and clear.

three-bedroom,

two-bath

bun-

galow, situated at 1264 South
Bedford Drive, two blocks east
of the Studio and one block
north of Pico, your reporter
conceived the idea of making
some sort of a deal to sell what
he has in North Hollywood. The
Idea of course would be to get
in a spot where he could fall
out of the bedroom window Into
the Studio Club office every
morning. All that remains for
him now is to find some Lockhave tires
either. who
heed employee,

doesn't

Incidentally, in a more serious vein, I have never seen a

THE MAIL

BOY

By Mitchell S. Mohr
In the forthcoming production "Aaron Slick From Punkin
Crick," Don Talt playing a lead
and Jack Krips a third lead will
represent the Mail Room; both
have dramatic aspirations. The
play promises to be an hilarious
comedy. Rehearsal audiences
have spread superlatives concerning the performances of
the employees.

better floor plan, more commodious closet space, or better
appointments than are carried
out through these model bungalows. One of the outstanding
features is a two-way air condifor summer's
winter's tioner
cold.

heat or

I haven't a real estate man's
license,
you'llabout
have any
to talk
to
Lawrenceso Block
other
features.
Your Editor,
NORMAN

DOYLE.

ROXBURY
Around

MANOR— Next Door to Your Fox Lot

the corner from the lot is the place to live

these days — walk to work and save your gasoline
and tires! Stop in on your way to or from work
and visit beautiful ROXBURY
don't fail to see
model home.

GEORGE

H. WALLHAUS,
174 N. CANON

TO THE EMPLOYEES OF
20fh CNTURY-FOX FILM
CORPORATION
VOUR

our

Studio Club has again

' undertaken the responsibility
of staging the Seventh Annual
Employees' Golf Tournament for
your relaxation and pleasure.
A Golf Tournament

is an im-

portant function tor all employees to enter because it amplifies the fraternal, friendly and
unified spirit that we are most
anxious to see throughout our
entire organization. It is not a
matter of attempting to win
the Tournament, win a prize, or
to be considered the greatest
athlete on the Lot. It is a matter of having some fun and
knowing your fellow worker a
little better.
Hundreds of dollars are being solicited by enthusiastic
benefactors of ours on the Lot,
executives who do not wish to
be mentioned for their work.
This money is to be used for
PRIZES for you and is not going
toward paying for the Tournament at all.

MANOR

newest

. . . and

Bickel’s-furnished

"BEVERLY HOUSE"— 1264 South Bedford Drive
(between Pico Blvd. and-Roxbury Drive)
Open 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday, to 7 P.M.
If you have a clear lot or if the home you have is
too old or too far away, drop in and see us, perhaps arrangements can be made for you to be a
Roxbury Manor resident.

Tract Mgr., LAWRENCE

DRIVE. BEVERLY

BLOCK

HILLS. PHONE

As a matter of fact, there is
going to be one whale of a
deficit for this Tournament like
there is for every employee
function if YOU don't help out
by playing in the Tournament
and getting all your fellowworkers to do the same.
Let's really get out and have
a good time and make this
party financially carry itself.
The more employees who enter,
the less burden the Studio has
to carry in contracting the
Rancho Golf Course for the entire day and evening.
Incidentally, the Motion Picture Industry is considered a
Defense Industry because of its
morale-building character. We
must have movies, and the folks
who make the movies must also
have relaxation from the Industry. It is President Roosevelt's
wish that we build our own morale, so that we can, in turn,
help the morale of our countrymen. FORE!
EMILIO deLAVIGNE,
President, Studio Club.

CO.. INC., Realtors & Developers

BRadshaw

AS THE

WHEELS

2-3391— CRestview

TURN

By Bennett White

WE of the Transportation

Department have pledged
ourselves to conserve the Studio
equipment which we drive.
Therefore, we hope that everyone using same will cooperate
with us to the utmost. No more
"coffee" trips and unnecessary
running around on the Lot, as
we have pledged ourselves to
save rubber and equipment.
I feel sorry for those boys
working as dispatchers, for I
know that a great many people
will be saying, "Blankety blank
that dispatcher! Why does he
always
me an
The
onlygive
answer
for argument!"
the above,
is the fact that the dispatcher is
working under Order No. 6 of
the O.P.M. Conservation of
Equipment and Rubber ruling —
so try to be patient with him
when you call.
It was very nice of the U.S.O.
to invite Ray Larios and Johnny Anderson, two of the boys
from our Department now in the
Service to the luncheon given

1-5241

on the Lot. Judging from their
fine appearance, Army lite
seems to have agreed with
them.

LITTLE

THEATRE

GROUP

EHRIN — Johnny to you, tells
us his Little Theatre Production "Aaron Slick from Punkin

Creek" is going along at full
speed. The play is completely
cast and the actors are cooperating in a wonderful manner.
Heretofore, Johnny Ehrin, the
producer, was holding rehearsals twice weekly, but now that
the opening date (which will be
in June) is close at hand, rehearsals have been upped to
three times a week, Monday,
Thursday and Friday at 7:30
P.M. in the Cutting Room.
Johnny Ehrin's enthusiasm for
ion leads
to bethis product
e is us
to
going
lieve that everyon
enjoy the evening they witness
FOR
this play— SO WATCH
OF THE
ANNOUNCEMENT
OPENING DATE with the list
of cast.
— Studio Club.
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GOLF
JUNE

TOURNAMENT—
28th

I think that since this is your
Club and your Magazine that it
would be well for all the members to realize the amount that
is necessary to put on just one
event Toper
year —
Golf
urnament.

such as the

The following figures were
submitted at the Board of Controllers' Luncheon, May 20th,
and believe me — there is going
to have to be plenty of enthusiasm and work put in on this
tournament which could easily
be made lighter if everyone
would really get behind the
June 28th Day. These figures,
based

Bob Gray (Arsenal), putting, and Lloyd Nobles (Cashier), are two contenders
for the btudio Inter-Departmental Championship, and it is just as well, when
playing w'ih these two gentlemen to do it for the fun of golfing and
the monetary element enter into the thing!

not let

upon previous experience, are arrived at by Joe
Hirigoyen, and we are going
to definitely try to stay within
these figures, or improve upon
them if possible.
1. Setting

INTER-DEPARTMENT
GOLF MATCHES
By Joe Hirigoyen

The Inter-Department Golf
Matches

were

concluded

on

Sunday, May 24th at Rancho
Golf Course with the Auditing
Team taking first place in Group
No. I over the Camera Department with some excellent golf
demonstrated by Lloyd Nobles,
Sam Wittenberg, Harry Tondreau and Capt. Matt Rogers'
brilliant seventy-six. Lloyd Nobles' score of seventy, scored in
the final match, was the low
score of the season.
The final match for the Studio championship will be played
on Sunday, June 7th, with the
Auditing Team matching strokes
with the winners of Group No.
2, the Carpenters, who, after a
slow start, came roaring down
the stretch and won the league
lead over the Western Avenue
Lab Shop on the eighteenth
hole.

The play-off of the second
place winners will be held on
this same date. The Western
Avenue Lab Shop will tackle the
F. H. Camera team, to decide
third place in the final standings.
The grudge battle of the season will take place between the
third place teams when the
Garage and the Transportation
groups get together to play off
their Department Title.

The captains of teams in
Group No. I are:
Grips No. I, Walter Christie:
Auditing, Matt Rogers; Arsenal,
James Donnelly; Publicity, Dori
Morgan.
The
Group

captains of teams

in

Property, Ross Smith; Construction, Hank Lofquist; Carpenters, Ben Fugisby; Garage,
Jack Minor: Grips No. 2, Frank
Reid; Landscape, R. M. Cabot;
W. A. Camera Shop, Campbell
Forsyth; Payroll, Ed Arnold.

of

2. Purchase
3. Rental
Course
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

All those who have been appointed to committees are going to have to work on their
own time to make this a big
success for you —

So please,

EVERYBODY, Let's Get Into
the Golf Game on the 28th of
June!
I won't mention figures because it is too pitiful, but last
year's tourney attendance must
be doubled this year in order
for us to even come near breaking even.

CLEVER ARTIST
HIDES LIGHTl
"THE

outstanding cover design

' on this month's "Action"
magazine was done by James
Talbot Gibney. Jimmy was
born in Dublin, Ireland, and has

equipment, such
as tables, umbrelas, etc
$

4. Dance

No. 2 are:

up

Due to increase in prices, believe it may be wise to figure
on $1200.00 for this affair.

been in pictures since he was a
27.00

of tro-

phies
of Golf

22.92
312.50

music ....

100.00

Signs and posters. 45.00
Lunches — approx. 400.00
Police Dept
121.90
Tent equipment. .
67.50
Ribbons
23.02
Sound
21.00

small boy. Has worked at Gaumont and was a newsreel cameraman during World War I.
Jimmy is now with 20th Century-Fox as negative cutter in
the Western Avenue Lab, and
fortunately for us his hobby is
cartooning and photography —
and he aspires to be a writer.
If his writing compares at all
with his wonderful art work, Julian Johnson will be Interested
in meeting Jimmy.

$1 140.84

GEORGE McQUERRY
RINGS BELL

of
McQU
^ EORG
on, ERRY
was kind
TranspEortati
enough to take his Leica out on
the Rancho Golf Course this
past Sunday, and as a result of
this we have some good action
shots of the Inter-Departmental
Championship games of the
Studio, for this issue of "Ac
We

want

to thank George

personally, not only for his cotion."
operation, but for his ability as
a

swell camera

operator

and

hope that he and others like him
will continue to contribute these
interesting pictures to
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tion."

"Ac-

This photo is of four of the group, in the Inter-Departmental Group match,
that made it possible for the Carpenters to nail first place. Reading from left
to right: George Webb (Bus Driver); Glenn Reed (Garage Metal Worker):
Ben Brasswell (W. A. Carpenter): Art Chatelain (W. A. Camera Shop].

TOM PRYOR.
DISAPPEARS

CASHIER.

A thick hush has settled heavily over millions of women.
Tears of cherished memories
are drying on the cheeks of
broken hearted maidens, and in
the sacred solitude of dark,
locked rooms there is the soft
lament of feminine sighs.
For wherever 20th CenturyFox's globe-trotting location
cashier has flamboyantly set
foot — from Memphis to Mobile
& from Movietone City to Miami Beach — these are women
who sing the blues in the night
and who know the real Tom
Pryor.
But from out of every severe
crisis and ordeal emerges tribulation and privation. And so it
comes to these mournful creatures— the debutantes and
homespun ladies, and the secretaries and shop girls, the actresses and mundane play girls
— who must make their great
sacrifice.
Yes, it's true. Their handsome
swain, Tom (whatcha doing tonight?) Pryor has joined the
Navy as a Third Class Yeoman.

JERRY

SOLOMON

IN NAVY

^ AKE time out for a moment, if you will, from the great naval
' engagements in the Coral Sea and from two-ocean arguments
so that you can look at our studio's seafaring gift to the Navy.
Jerry "Shipwreck" Solomon, publicity assistant to Jack Mulcahy,
celebrated his enlistment as a Third Class Yeoman by trading in
his weatherbeaten

surfboard for a copy of Dr. Landlubber's "How

To Avoid Seasickness," and
Galley Cocktail Lounge.

by downing

six schooners

at the

When questioned by a reporter, this popular glamour boy
who should have been a tecnlcal advisor on love scenes instead of a studio cashier appeared very modest and reticent. Especially was this true
on matters pertaining to his
countless escapades covering a
period as far back as his mind
can remember. Finally the

answer to a maiden's prayer,
combing his black curly hair
with well-manicured fingers, admitted with courteous suavity
and allydebonair
polish:
life in the Navy
will"Naturcramp
my flawless style and will put a
damper on my extra curricular
activities. But the war won't
last long now that Tokio has
learned about my enlistment."
"Before saying anchors aweigh," the reporter asked
then, "h ave you any advice to

pass
on to- the
Tommy
the - lovelorn
Terrific?"draped
his towering six-foot-plus figure
over a desk where lies on file
a volume of dates second in
greatness only to the book of
world history. His eyes, so
bright that on a clear day you
could see Cupid in them, were
smiling. "My

technique

is a

civilian secret," he said. "Take
for instance this code here."
From a desk drawer he had
withdrawn a scrap of paper and
thrust it in front of the curious
reporter. Scrawled across it was
aCr-9352.
strange code marking: Mabel
Dear Friends:
I wish to thank all the members for their thoughtfulness in
sending the package that 1 received early in the month. The
reason for the delay in writing
thanks, is that 1 was transferred
to the Engineer Officers' School
at Fort Belvoir, Va., and to say
the least we

are

kept busy

every available minute.

LET'S TALK ABOUT WAR
SAVINGS BONDS AND
WHAT THEY MEAN
TO US!
By Leslie F. Dressier

WE have heard them talked

about on the radio, have

read about them in the paper,
yet . . . what they really mean
does not seem to be clear to
most Americans. They help to
pay the men in Service, build
planes, ships, tanks, ammunition
and other vital material too numerous to mention. The Treasury Department asked us to
pledge ten per cent of our
^ wages, and in doing so, hinted
that compulsory savings would
be instituted if we did not. A
rather shameful thing happened.

Though most of our regular
employees have signed up, the
majority have pledged much
less than ten per cent. Do we
want a compulsory payroll tax?
Perhaps we are not aware
that this is a total war, and we
must win it in order to preserve
our way of life. Certainly no
one wants to be enslaved like
the conquered people of Europe and Asia.
Let's consider this Bond business. It is not a tax. You loan
your money to the Government
and get it back with compound
interest at the end of ten years.
A Bond a month will give you
an income later that will top
almost anything to be found in
the Investment field.
Any

Wednesday

in our of-

fice is a round of telephone
calls. Most of them are from
employees

whose

bonds

are

paid for in full with the deduction taken from the check just
given them. "Have you got
my bond?" Very patiently we
explain that twenty-five hundred ledger sheets must be
posted and balanced before
we can order the bonds from
the Post Office. This procedure
takes until Friday morning. As
all bonds are registered, a typist is used by the Government.
Five hundred to a thousand
bonds weekly takes time to do,
and we get the finished product late Saturday morning or
early Monday. Then the bonds
are assorted and listed on receipt forms and delivered to

the various deputies on the lot.
Usually this job is finished by
Tuesday

morning. Please remember this— if your bond is

paid for with the deduction on
your check stub on Wednesday,
vou should receive it by the
following Tuesday. Inasmuch as
the bonds are dated the first
of the month even If purchased
the last day, you will help us
speed up our work by not calling so often.
Won't
you increase your payroll deduction and help us make
saps of the axis ... by doing
this we'll help control taxes!
BUY WAR SAVINGS BONDS
TODAY.
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CAMERALOSOPHY

Some politicians are noted
at least for one reliability —
their unreliability.

By Daniel B. Clark
A monthly reminder that the
game of life is the best game
of all, and that those who play
it most successfully are friendly,
helpful, inspiring human beings.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
STUDIO CLUB:
The Standard Optical Colocated at 2021 Wilshire
Blvd., offers to all the employees of this company a
special optical service guaranteed to effect a substantial saving and give the
utmost satisfaction. For further information call the
Studio Club. For appointment call Exposition 7269.

iS

20fh CENTURY-FOX
STUDIO EMPLOYEES'
CIGARETTE FUND
Every month in army camps,
in Alaskan outposts, in Pacific
battle zones, and on the outlying sea-fronts, former Studio
employees are receiving packages of thoughtfulness from
the 20th Century-Fox Studio

Mayhap we see no need of
doing it. Yet it is the one thing
we most need to do — not that
we may enjoy the quiet, but
that we may return to our work
with increased vigor and clearer
purpose. So let us use some
hour of each day for holy
things — whether

it be

when
dawn peers through the windowpane, or when the noon
flames like a burnished topaz in
the vault, or when the thrush
pours in the ear of eve its plaintive melody: some little hour
wherein to hold rapt converse
with the soul from sordidness
and self, a sanctuary swept by
the winnowing of unseen wings,
and touched by the White Light
of Infinity.
ROLL CALL CAMERA
SERVICE MEN

DEPT.

One thing we liked about the
old days was the fact that big
spenders spent their own money
rather than other people's.
LIGHTS
In these days of unrest and
uncertainties, those who cultivate calmness and self-possession will live longer and enjoy
life better. Hence, someone has
collated a number of precepts
to practice, as follows:
Learn
cost
much.to like what

doesn't

and plain food.
Learn to like fields, trees,
hiking.
woods, brooks, fishing, rowing,
Learn to like life for its own
sake.
Learn to live people, even
though some of them may be

not the greatest, acts ever performed bythe employees of the
20th Century-Fox Studio. Giving these gift parcels to our
boys, who are out somewhere

Lieutenants Sol Halprin and

joy the satisfaction of doing
as well as it can be
your
done. job

under hardship and privation—
and even under fire — so that
our lives might be safer and
more comfortable, is indeed a
wor thy and commendable
American act of thoughtfulness,
ness.

C.P.O. Paul Mohn,

It should be a glowing privilege to raise funds for our
OWN cause — our very own. It
reguires so little from us to do
so much for them — our own
comrades who not long ago
worked at the next bench, the
next spotlight, the next desk.
They're still working next to us.
But this time, Mr. and Mrs.
Cigarette Fund Member, they're
working closer to us than you
sometimes think — and harder
too!
The life soldiers and sailors
lead is strenuous and austere.
Let us make their regimented
lives a little more cheerful. So

Roy Ivey, Photographic Signal Corps.

Cadets John Btrth and Marvin Stromberg, Air Corps.
Maynard Rugg and
McGowan, Ready.

sunset, the beating of rain on
roofs and the gentle fall of
snow.

IN FOCUS
In these days of tight going,
it's not a good idea to let the
boss know you are envious of

Learn to keep your wants
simple. Refuse to be owned and
anchored
opinions.

by things and others'

his job — he might want to trade
with you.
If you can't take a camping
trip this year, simply leave
your doors open, remove window screens, and get the same
effect.
A vacation is a short duration
of recreation, preceded by a
period of anticipation, followed

why not contribute to the Cigarette Fund? It must be a good

by a period of recuperation.
Don't blame a successful man
for bragging a bit. If you catch

cause — we're actually giving to
ourselves.
HENRY ARNSTEIN

a good string of fish, you don't
go home by way of the back
alley, do you?
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Learn to like the song of the
birds, the companionship of
dogs, and laughter and gaiety
of children.
Learn to like gardening, carpentering, puttering around the
house, the lawn.
Learn to like the sunrise and

Robert

In 57 years Alaska has yielded in minerals alone one hundred times what the U. S. paid
for it.

phony, isbut a variation in the
use of twelve musical notes.

to like plain service

Learn to like to work and en-

Sergeant

mous that it could not pass between the earth and the moon
far
away.
if the moon were three times as

Learn

Captain William F. Whitley,
Air Corps.

U.S.N.

miles away. The sun is 866,300
miles in diameter. It is so enor-

Every musical composition
ever written, from song to sym-

Employees' Cigarette Fund.
This Is one of the finest, if

Harry Davis, U.S.N.

The moon has a diameter of
about 2, 162 miles. It could pass
between New York and San
Francisco without touching
either. The moon is 238,000

Learn to like reading, conversation, music.

as different from you as a Chinese.

Ensigns Robert Graham and
W. K. Norton, U.S.N.

Light from an ordinary candle 100 feet away is about
equal to the light a star gives
to the earth.

A bird
ROLL
'EM eats two or three
times
its
every day. own weight of food
The

world's largest monument is in Mexico. It is the

pyramid at Cholula, erected as
a base for the temple of the
fair God Quetzalcoatl. It is
nearly four times as large as
Cheops in Egypt.
The average man takes about
S'Yj pounds

of solid food

and

liguid each day, or a little more
than a ton a year.

One man makes a net, another stands and wishes. Would
you like to bet which one gets
the fishes?

RICHARD H. MALOSEK
WOUNDED
Richard Huston Malosek, age
24, formerly attached to the
Music Cutting Division of this
studio, has been wounded at
Corregidor and perhaps also
taken a prisoner of war.
He was inducted into the
Army in July .After several
months of training, he decided
to apply for a position with the
Signal Corps at Ft. Monmouth,
New Jersey. His mother appealed ot me to write letters
vouching for his ability and his
past services in this department
as a music cutter in order to
give assurance of his ability to
fill a position at Ft. Monmouth,
New

Jersey. I wired the Commanding Cfficer at Ft. Douglas,

Utah, and also the Commanding Cfficer at Ft. Monmouth,
New Jersey. As a result, a retaining order was sent in Cctober from the War Department to the Commanding Cfficer at San Francisco to order
him held for the transfer to Ft.
Monmouth, but it arrived a few
hours too late and, as a result,
his wounding and imprisonment
with the fall of Corregidor.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Malosek, of 6926
Woodrow Wilson Drive, Hollywood. His father is a musical
director and concert cellist.
JAMES

C'KEEFE

OPEN

LETTER

By Norman K. Doyle

your rclubif
Club IIswonde
Theand Studio
sometimes

^eii

you realize that you're not taking advantage of all the facilities open to you.
Today, a Mr. Dave Lebowitz,
of the Standard Optical Co.,
came In to see me. He said he
understood that the club had a
new Manager and he wanted to
get his Ideas across to the studio employees. He is one of
our advertisers and so naturally we gave him all the time he
wanted to tell us his problem.
It seems that he had advertised with us in several issues
or has signed for several and so
far, hasn't received any returns
on his money. It isn't and won't
be the policy of this office to
try to form our members' buying habits, but at the same time
I certainly think that when we
see an ad in the magazine it is
worth Investigating. In the first
place, those people who advertise with us are Interested

l^our ^eweirt^ ...

. . .

^eii It

For those of you who ore alert to the trend of the times. This is
the most favorable moment of recent years for you to realize the
highest amount of cash for your jewelry. Wishing to foster a
friendly relationship with the Fox Studio employees, we would like
the opportunity of convincing you that we con pay more than
anyone else for your valuables.
SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

DIAMOND

IMPORTING

J-

220 West Pifth Street — Room 701 — Los Angeles
Phone Michigan 3291

SAFETY

NEWS

By Jimmy Dinneen
The 20th Century-Fox Safety
Society held their big party of
the year at the Cafe de Paris —
and it WAS a party. Along
with the good food and entertainment, a review of the last

enough in studio business to
give some pretty fair discounts
and I am personally going to
see if I can get all our advertisers to make concessions for

year's activities and accomplishments was given. Well, you can
all be proud of the record.
Consider the many phases of

the mass business it Is possible
for us to collectively give
merchants.

Industry carried on in the Studio— the continual building, the
handling of thousands of feet

Also I made a special trip
downtown to investigate the
merits of the Diamond Importing Company, their ad also in
this issue. In my opinion if you
are going to dispose of any

of film, the traffic, the managing of hundreds of extras, and
then consider the very few ac-

cidents (most of them minor
ones) that have occurred. We
are the envy of industry. Our
Police and Fire Departments
have been responsible tor much

BARTER

\

COLUMN

of this splendid record, so continue to cooperate with them
as you have been in the past.
The Government is constantly
admonishing us to conserve material. We as a nation have
been considered extravagant
and the Motion Picture Studios
as an Industry, particularly so.
Each individual has some extravagances — some that he
may not be aware of. So let us
check and repair and save In

jewelry, I know you'll be Impressed with their square and
honest manner of treating their
customers.

GIRL to share beautiful apartment 5 minutes from Studio;
reasonable. Call Grace Freeman, Script Dept., or evenings, CRestvIew 5-1394.
SUBLET 2-bedroom new house,
furnished: wonderful view;
Summit Ridge; cheap. Call
Will Price, Extension 1379 or
,573.
/ //

every way possible. Not the
penny-wise and pound-foolish
variety of saving — like the gal
in the Wardrobe Department
who saved all the little basting
threads to use over again or the

Well, to make a long story
more interesting, it will certainly behoove y'all to Investigate
before you invest because you
might be able to save enough
to buy another Bond and also
to get back to Mr. Lebowitz, if

carpenter who straightened out
rusty nails on company time.
Your Maintenance and Repair
Department Is always at your
service — call their attention to

you are contemplating glasses
to read with, see farther, or
just plain old green glasses to
diffuse the actinic rays, please
call on him at 2021 Wilshire
Blvd. He'll save you money and
besides he's a nice guy.

CO.

anything in need of repair.
They will be interested ni your
Reading, left to right: Art Walter, Johnny Lavin, Tommy Moore (W.A.
Harry Smith, Kenny Lutes and Frank Gilroy, all of the Grip Dept.

suggestions
on conservation of
materials.
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LABORELATE5

LAKE ARROWHEAD

By Irish Roche
At times this war is very remote and again very close. Remote, because so far our only
experiences are these we read
and hear about, but very close,
when someone Is notified that
a member of the family has

FURNISHED
NORTH SHORE ESTATE
MUST BE SOLD
Two

bedrooms, 4-bed dormitory, nautical motif, 3 baths,
living room, den in main house,
detached dining lodge with
servants' quarters plus 2 separate guest houses, 3-car garage

given his life for his country.
This sad news was sent to

and chauffeur's room, floating
dock, 22' Garwood Speed Boat,
pine covered lake front, beautifully landscaped lawn, flowers, shrubs, rock work.
FOR

SALE

or FOR

Mickey Ratkovic recently, he
was officially notified his brother
lost his life at Pearl Harbor. To

RENT

Lawrence Block Co.

you,
we extend our sincerestMickey,
sympathy.

174 NORTH CANON DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS

Our congratulations to Jerry
Dobson on his appointment as
Second Lieutenant, a graduate

CRestview 1-5241
Ask for Mr. Foster

BOWLING
By George

of U.C.L.A. and by his conscientious efforts he has attained

LEAGUE

his present position. He enlisted in the Army as a Private,
and deserves a lot of credit for
his success. To Vic Raffelli for

K. Mills

Meeting of the 20th Cen-

tury-Fox Bowling League
was held May 8th for the election ot officers tor the following year.
George K. Mills was elected
president: David Malmen ot the
Carpenter Shop, elected vicepresident: Hal Sailor, as treas
urer, and Louise Baird reelected secretary.
A vote of thanks was given
to the previous year's officers,
including Chris Christensen, who
was president: and others, including Charlie Palmer, vicepresident (who is seriously III In
the hospital).
Decision was made to re-engage alleys at La Clenega for
seasons '42 and '43.
The next general league
meeting was called for August
6th to be held In the Production Bungalow, and will be confirmed by letter to each member of the committee. Tentative date to open the bowling
season to be September 7th,
Thursday evening.
All those Interested, please
contact George Mills, Louise
Baird, or any officer of the
League concerning further details.

SOFTBALL

ACTIVITY

By Jack Savage

THERE

are four groups par• ticipating in the Softball
League this year: The Cutters,
Carpenters, Western Avenue
Lab, and Labor Dept. So far,
the Labor Dept, has not lost any
18

his promotion to Corporal, may
we say, nice going, Vic.
A few months ago I made an
appeal on behalf of one of our
gang, Al Engelbert. Al has not
been with us for some time as
his sight is affected. I appealed
Robert E. Halprin was an employee at 20th Century-Fox in the Film Library
for Carl Effinger. Robert, who is with Uncle Sam's Uniformed, took his
primary training in flying at the Oxnard Training School; his next step was
to the Bakersfield Training School for basic work and then on to the Advanced
Training School
Commander of
Washington and
is now with the

at Stockton. When Robert graduated he was Cadet Battalion
his class — 42D; then transferred to McCord Field, Spokane,
from there to Portland Air Base at Portland, Oregon. Robert
75th Bomb Squadron.

Robert's Dad, Aaron Halprin, is well known to the employees of 20th
Century-Fox, having worked in the Process Department since '33. Another
name of this family, familiar to Studio employees is Robert's uncle, Sol.
Halprin is now stationed with the Coordinator of Information at Washington,
D. C., as a lieutenant, second grade.
Coming back to Robert again. May 10th was Robert's 22nd birthday, and
at that age, Robert has really made strides to have accomplished his distinguished rating in the Flying Corps. In fact, the whole family of Halprins
seems

to be "up and at 'em," and proud, we

are.

to you men that knew him, to
spare a little of your time to
visit him. So far that response
is not what it would be, I can
think of no other act of mercy
and charity that surpasses visiting the sick: If you fellows
could only realize the amount
of good

your visits would accomplish. Just think if you were

deprived of gazing for evermore on the beauties of nature, what a lonesome world it
would be. This affliction is borne
bravely by Al, and some of us
are too selfish to call on him.

games: the Western Ave. Lab
is in second place — winning
three and losing two. The other
teams have won one game each
and lost four.
The teams did not play on
May

31st as previously scheduled due to the week-end holi-

day— the next game will be
June 7th: the final game of the
League, and then the playoffs
-will start, June 14th — best two
out of three will decide the
winner of the softball trophy.
As near as we can judge now,
the Western Ave. Lab will play
the Labor Dept, unless there Is
a complete upset by some of
the other teams.
The games take place at the
Rancho La Cienega Playground,

Exposition Blvd. and

La Brea

and play begins at 9 or 9:30
A.M.
We have had some very good
games this year — the scores
have been small and the games
tight. Sunday, May 24th, the
Cutters played against Labor
and finished with a score of 2

Have we any guarantee that we
shall not be sick or crippled
some day? I am

sure we would

appreciate a visit from some of
the gang. Our Studio Club was
CCOOOOOCOCCOOOOOOCOOOG

H444f>

to 0: the Grips tusseled with
the W. A. Lab and scored 3 to
2, In favor of W. A.
Captain of W. A. Lab Team,
Alfred White: Captain of Grip
Team, Jimmy Morris: Captain
of Cutters Team, Norman
Primm: Captain of Labor Team,
Eddy DeCuIr.
Remember, our next game is
June 7th. Come out and enjoy
the fun.

Bondi
coccoccooooooooooooooc

founded with the Idea of extending a little brotherly love
to
co-workers.
Let's
thatour
In mind
and visit
the keep
sick
when the occasion arises.
The magnificent response to
the Bond drive Is very gratifying In this department. Almost
a 100% response has been received. When you consider that
we have 150 regular employees,
it speaks very well for Boss Savage and his helpers. To Sam
Herberg, Grant Burton, and
Lyle Baker with M. Caspe assisting for -putting the USO
drive over the top, the gratitude from many a Service man
will be theirs.
So far our baseball team has
not lost a game In the Studio
league. Recently we played the
U. S. Marine team and were
likewise successful. Our starting
pitcher, according to the report
I received from Bud Fannon,
wasn't in his usual good form,
and after donating three runs

to the Marine team settled
down and pitched superbly.
A suggestion box for your
Ideas has been placed In the
labor building. To Carpenter
Unke assistant Judge Quinn, 1
am obligated for Its construction and to Charlie Henderson
for the painting. Now this box
has been placed there that we
may receive your ideas for
making "Action" a
better
magazine, and the Studio Club
a better Club. Any constructive
suggestion or criticism will be
submitted to the proper individuals; anything that you may
know which will affect your safety or that of your co-worker;
any ideas that you may have
for the welfare of our Studio.
You may have some Ideas
about conservation of materials
which is of great Importance at
the present time, so place your
suggestion in the box and all
will be given every consideration.

FOX
LOCATED

ACROSS

MOTEL

THE

STREET

10269 SANTA

FROM

SANTA

MONICA

MONICA

GATE

BLVD.

Phone CRestview 5-9557
Save your tires — sleep longer mornings. Beautifully furnished— Bachelors and Singles with kitchen. Individual
garages — vented heaters — radios — instant hot water.
Luxurious Empress Mattresses "you sink into."
INQUIRE
DAILY
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.
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COLORS

RATES

MONTHLY

CALL"

By Billy McCrystal, Sr.
Formerly of 20th Century-Fox Studios
It's not always the chap who clamors for war
And shouts what the country should do
Who has warts on his fingers from waving a flag
And of speeches he's made quite a few
He stands at attention, uncovers his head
When the national anthem is played
But develops flat feet, a leaky heart valve
To keep out of the big parade.
It's the guys who are quiet, who don't boast or brag
That can soldier without wail or whine
You'll find them fighting where the going Is tough
But the gold-brick is far back of the line.

.

■■
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fiUARANTEED DISCOUNTS
of 25%
for STUDIO

r

or MORE

CLUB MEMBERS

DIAMONDS
HOMEWARES
WATCHES
LEATHER GOODS
JEWELRY
RADIOS
HUNDREDS OF GIFTS
See PHILLIPS BLUE

BOOK

at

the Purchasing Agent's Office
Not Open to the General Public.
Cur Billy Norris, who died of
a heart ailment, leaves a wife
and fifteen-year-old boy. Billy
was with the old Fox Company
for many years. We'll miss you,
Billy, for you were one who
could take it on the chin and

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.

still smile. Mrs. Billy Norris was

Please Bring Identification.

joyfully surprised at the size of
the late Billy's retroactive check.
Bill's car was purchased for cash
by a neighbor. She thanks all
the boys for everything.

7TH

Jewelers, Importers, Mfrs., Distributors
FLOOR METROPOLITAN BLDG., 315 W. FIFTH
Daily 10 to 6— Wednesday

ST.

'til 9
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HOW

We

ABOUT

SOME

in tlie
LETTERS

TO

THEM?

have received so many fine letters from our men in the service that it is impossible

to reprint them all in the limited space available.
We wish, therefore, to acknowledge receipt of letters from those whose names
addresses are listed here. How about writing to them?

Candidate IRA S. BARZILAY
Co. K — 2nd Engineer School
Reg. U. S. ARMY— Fort Belvoir, Va.

PVT. JOHN
U. S. Army

M. HORVATH

Hq. Det. I Ith AA
Tng. Group
Camp Callen
San Diego, Calif.

CpI. R. C. Wellington
Co. G, C/o Co. H
53rd Inf.,
Hamilton Field, Calif.

George A. Thompson RM 3/c
Grnd. Sch., Comm. Bldg., 27-2
U. S. Naval Air Station,
Corpus Chrlsti, Texas.

Pvt. Lionel Newman,
Hoss Gen. Hospital,
Santa Barbara, Calif.

PVT. N. T. STOCKING,
I8th
Fort
Bat.
San

Coast Artillery,
Winifield
Scott,
D—
Francisco, Calif.

25th and E St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C.
R. KEENEY

Hqr. A.
Hqr.B. Squadron
49th
Group

46th
Q.M. Co. — ^G.H.
Presidio,

Hammer
PVT. GILBERT GOLDSTEIN

Field

Fresno, Calif.

402 'School Squadron
Barracks 328 Sheppard Field
Texas.

Co. B— Reg. 12
San Fernando Guard Detail

Company 42 — 185
Navy, Training Station
San Diego, Calif.

C/o Coordinator of
Information,

^

DOULAS

SGT. W. C. CHAPLAIN

Thomas E. Shores, A/S

Motion Picture Presentation Division,

Pvt. Raymond I. Larlos

San Francisco, Calif.

San Fernando Aqueduct
San Fernando, Calif.

Bruce B. Pierce,

and

PVT. IRA BARZILAY

PVT. HERMAN D. D'ORAZIO
H. Q. & H. Q. Squadron
18th Air Depot Group
Patterson Field, Ohio
c/o 767 Signal Platoon

Lawrence C. Sessams,
Seaman First Class,
U. S. N. R.
Aviation Base,

P.f.c. W. E. Wertanen
20th Air Base Squad.,
Pendleton Field,
Pendleton, Oregon.

JACK BARRETT
C.T. M.
Naval Air Station

Seattle, Washington.
Pvt. A,
Donald R. Smith,
Co.
Pvt. James Stumpus,
523 School Squadron,
Barracks 2 — 6
Air Corps Adv. Train. School
Victorville Air Base,
Victorville, Calif.

30th E. R.T. Bn.
Fort Leonard Wood,
Missouri
Company "D"

C. P. O. Quarters
San Diego, Calif.

I I 5th Engrs. Bn. (C)
A. P. O. No. 40,
Fort Lewis, Wash.
Ben S. Stinman,
3807 E. Green St.,
Pasadena, Calif.

Pet. Robert Leach,
314 Bomb. Squadron,
Columbia Air Base,
(M) A.F.C.C.,
Columbia,
S. C.
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<£jito,icJ Staff
Editor

Norman K. Doyle
Alice Goodwin

Jack Savage

Bowling
Soft Ball

Assistant

I re 5

George Mills
Norman K. Doyle

Golf

Dke Ciover

Mr. Darryl F. Zanuck's Message

Special

Editorial
Letter to Mr. Metzler
Studio Safety Record
Same Old Stools
For He's a Darn Good
Four-ward Together

By Jimmy

Norman K. Doyle
First Aid Group

J. S. Ferguson
Norman K. Doyle

Painter

Open

By Norman

Francis Edwards Faragoh

Letter to Jack Codd

K. Doyle

GILBERT

WHITMAN,

a writer on this Lot, phoned me

a few days ago and he had an idea to pep up the drive

on the Mend

Rules for Smoking on Stages

Ave. Lab.

EDITORIAL

M.P. Industry Fingerprints Employees
Ant Eater on the Loose
Al Maynard

Gibney of the Western

Norman

K. Doyle

Chief H. M. Siegel

for the much-needed rubber. His idea was that all unnecessary
rubber used in automobiles should be turned over to the
Government.

For Instance in the back-end of coupes there js

a rubber mat which weighs, I understand, about four pounds.

l^eporters

It doesn't serve any practical purpose

1[as they appear)
Lee Dunbar

Sparks from the Arcs
Production in Action

Bruce Fowler, Jr.
M. R. Sandstrom
Bess Lasky

Shavings
Camera

Department

Walter

Grip Department
First Aid Activities

E. Fitchman

Sam T. Godfrey

First Aid Dinner
Little Theatre

George Stephenson
Dave Bretherton

Maintenantics

A. O. Williams

Lacquer Lane Laconics
The Mail Boy
Cafe News

Benny Benson
Mitchell S. Mohr
Juanita Bonfiglio
Audre Rochlen
Dave Alleman

Script Tease
Lifetime Teeth
Sweepings

nee

Over the Backyard Fei
Printables
Aislewalkers and Floorwalkers
Lab Gab
Laborelates
Nursery Tales

Joe

Eckhardt

Sam T. Godfrey

that an old blanket

wouldn't do just as well. There are a number of other gadgets
made of rubber that are not doing full war-time duty that
could be utilized to guarantee our freedom.
When

this message

Is In your hands the deadline for the

rubber drive will be over, but there are going to be other
drives that will be JUST

AS

IMPORTANT.

These drives are

a definite part of the war effort and while you may

never be

called upon to carry a gun, you will be called upon CONTINUOUSLY to carry the ball for the boys at the front.
Our

liberty and freedom

is something

that Is taken for

granted in this country, and this is as It should be, but reflection upon those revolutionary souls who fought barefoot to
Insure this freedom
Somewhere

Is certainly fit and proper at this time.

recently It was stated that the American

public

always has something of a personal nature that he regards as
H. L. Tarnoff
"Irish" Roche
Pete Lake

more

valuable than his freedom, but the irony of It all Is that

If he loses his liberty and freedom

he also loses that which he

tried to protect over the AMERICAN

WAY

OF

LIFE.

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, California, by and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Clue.
Subscription price $1.00 per year. Single copy 15c. Advertising rates furnished on request. Telephone: BRadshaw 2*2161, Station 1109.
Entered as Second Class matter, April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles, California, under the act of March 3, 1879.
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SPARKS FROM
Be Lee Dunbar

THE

ARCS

\A/ ELL, vacation time is in full
** swing. Charlie Wise and
the family are in Detroit and
other places back East. . . .
"Pinky" Collins is fishing in some
of the lakes in Southern Cal.; I
guess
"Pinky"
some
of thethatwell
knownis after
CATFISH.
... All the fellows are glad to
see Bobby Comer well and back
on the job again after having a
minor operation. . . . Ray Gilbert is happy to know that his
son Hugh has arrived safe in
"Frisco" after making a long
ocean trip on a merchant ship
through the war zone. . . . The
papers listed Carl Downey's son
as missing, when the ship that
he was aboard, was sunk. However, one of the neighborhood
papers said that he was found
in an injured condition and was
now safe. We hope this is really true. . . . Al Sherman and the
Mrs. have returned from New
York and several other places in
the East where Al combined

and knowledge in the motion
picture industry, he was awarded a first lieutenant's commission. He was given a farewell

MESSAGE TO EMPLOYEES FROM
COL. DARRYL F. ZANUCK

party in the Production Office
a few days before he left for
duty by Wm. Koenig. Everyone
was there to say goodbye to a
much liked and admired fellow.
A watch was given to Freddie
by his fellow workers and was
presented by Mr. Koenig.
Speeches were made and one
of the best was made by Freddie himself, who said, speaking
to Mr. Koenig and the group in

Fellow Employees:
Having just returned from a tour of duty Overseas,
I wish to express my heartiest greetings and my appreciation for the fine work you have done in my absence.
We, in this country, have a grave responsibility and
only when we realize the extent of our responsibility
can we provide our Allies the cooperation and help
that will enable us to escape the enslavement planned
for us by the Axis nations.

general, "You know. Bill, I don't
say much, but this time I am

We are on the side of right, and will win, but it will
be a long war, and only hard work, self-denial and
ceaseless and tireless effort will see us through. That
is the lesson I learned from my visit to the War zone,
and which I am passing on
to you.
Sincerely,
DARRYL

absolutely
speechless."
While Freddie
is leaving we
have had two new additions to
the Production Office in the
persons of Gene Bryant ana
Sid Bowen. When they moved
in, the office looked like a madhouse, what with men rushing
here and there with desks,
couches, testing telephones and
people trying to find Gene and
Sid, to find out where everything went. It was almost as
bad as moving house, but not
quite. I know. I just moved.

F. ZANUCK

business and pleasure. . . . Congratulations goto Jimmie and
Mrs. Woods on the arrival of

Hal "Gopher" Klein, the Production Office wolf, is quite a

their baby boy. Jimmie really
put out the cigars, too. . . . Tom
Powell is now a member of the
National Ski Patrol. Good going, Tom. . . . McLean and Jimmie James have made a purchase of a fishing boat. Just
what we want to know is who
the Skipper or the Captain is
going to be. . . . While Fred
Kuhno and the wife have been
way up thar in Canada, Chris
Putn am and his wife have been
way down thar in Denver. . . .
The department has made several promotions that I would
like to mention. Larry Airhart
has been made gaffer for Glen
McWilliams and he has as his

ping
he is apong
matchchamp.
for theThinks
Ping
cause he sure can throw a
ed look at those beautiful

Left to right: Dan Clark, Fred Fox, Bill Perlberg, Fred Metzler and Bill Koenig
all wish the very best to Fred, who has left for Uncle Sam's Armed
See Production News.

best boy Vaughn Ashen. Earl
Spicer is now best boy for Dave
Anderson. Good luck to all of
you fellows. . . . Cliff Thoen
now has his wage gauge or calculator on the market for sale.
It is a very clever little device.
They are selling right along, too.

Forces.

PRODUCTION IN 'ACTION'
By Bruce Fowler Jr.
'THE President did not have to
• send

greetings

to

Freddie

Fox, Production Manager. Freddie went and enlisted in the Signal Corps of the AUS and because of his wide experience

that
Girl,
wickchor-

us girls that pass his cell.
National Defense is the byword of the day and our own
Betty Russell is not the one to
let the byword by. Every Sunday night Betty and her companion VACS take care of the
wail of the hungry soldiers at
the Fort MacArthur canteen.
They do say that she is now being addressed as Betty "FlorRussell,ence
andNightingale
as such MacArthur"
she receives
the salute of the boys on a
Monday morning when she
3

comes to work, coffee stained,
doughnut filled, but happy.
The shriek of the dive bomber Is nothing compared to the
shriek that Ben Silvey gives for
his girl Friday, Hazel Taylor,
when he wants her to answer
the phone so Ben won't have to
talk to that great thespian, Otto
Richards. Hazel is a great reader and commentator of world
affairs. She Is famed for her
historical statement wherein she
said that she had seen "Where
MacDougal or somebody had
escaped
from ...
the Philippines."
. . . Ah well.
We

want to welcome

these boys will enjoy working on
this Lot as much as we do.

By M. R. Sandstrom
"THIS
• and

is Ideal vacation
Newell

(Bright-Eyes)

time
Bow-

crew

ready for Utah atmosphere which will be leaving
within a week or two.
Hugh Crawford Is taking his
vacation next week, because he

he will be known as "Casanova"
Morrissey. He won the raffle' on
Al Maynard's Packard Convertible, with a car like that Tommy will be hard to hold.

Is now a proud father. . . . Earle
Walker will take the following
week — but not for the same reaInterested spectators on the Sonja
Henie ice set are Dan Clark, head of

CAMERA

DEPARTMENT

By Bess Lasky

Boys:
C, Includes
HELLThis

the Camera Dept., his granddaughter,
Diane Williams, and two daughters,
Winona Williams and Rowena
Pinckert.

His

1940 Packard

was

off and Tom Morrissey's son
won it! I thought the law of
averages would make me a winner this time, but guess there is
no such thing as "law of averages" for me. However, I'll still
on the chance
keep I gambling
that
will win some day.

Stromberg and John Barth, who
may be In the Service by the
time this issue is received. And

tion, is that he says it's sure
hard to find Mojave. . . . The

"Hello" to the others I know
but haven't mentioned here.

at Shirley Temple's bungalow
for this
a guillotine sort purpose!
of looking It's
contraption

Understand there are promotions for several of you men —
Captain Whitley, Sergeant Ivey
and Dave Silver. Let me know,

that you stand up to, hold on
to, and then the cameraman
shoots a few frames of each

son Bob Keeney, now In the Air
Corps. Bob sends greetings and
also thanks for the gift boxes
from the club. . . . Charles Fllckwir has left the Mill for John
Engle's office, this department
regrets Charley's leaving and
wish him all the luck there Is In
his new job. Fred Gilman

is

taking Charley's place. Happy
"Units" Fred. . . . Charlie Miller is still at Cedars of Lebanon,
and you know fellows, personal
visits are better than medicine.
Fred St. Clair also had some
tough luck the other night, he
slipped off a ladder and broke
his hip socket. . . . Speaking of
bowling, the night shift seems
to have a "hot" league with
Max Stearns breaking 100 for
two games and then bowling a
snappy 67. ... I hear Archies
Latter had measles, tch-tch, at
your age, Archie. He says he's
going fishing on his vacation —
hope he catches something that
isn't contagious. . . . Congratu4

you doesn't
that I won't
write
to you mean
Individually,
but I
too like to receive mail.
luck and good wishes to
all Best
of you.

Rugg, Robert McGowan, John
Van Wormer, Cadets Marvin

will you bo^s? And Roy, we are
still waiting for your picture so
that we can add It to our gal-

We are being finger-printed
and photographed and you
should see the setup they have

person.
Cur our
employees'
bers across
chest and numthe

How's

flat lighting sure make criminal
looking pictures! Saw some of
the results — not mine yet — and
I don't care if I ever see mine.

Cur annual golf tournament
will be held on the 28th of this
month and at the Rancho Golf

Mr. Clark is so busy with
various meetings that I have to
write notes to him in order to

about leryit?of service men.

Course again. Cur new Studio
Club Manager, Norman Doyle,
is certainly working hard to
make this the biggest and best
event ever held and from indications itreally looks like It will
be. We will miss all of you at
this tournament . . . the first
one you have ever missed, but
hope you won't have to miss
any more of them.
Al Maynard, our previous
Studio Club Manager,

is recu-

perating In a U. S. Veterans'
Hospital at San Fernando. We
miss him and hope he '^do won't
miss any more of our events.

keep him posted on Camera
Department activities. But he
knows I'm writing this letter to
vou boys and he wants me to
send his best regards to all of

Cur Coffee Shop doesn’t
open until I 1:30 A.M. now, so
It means getting up earlier and
having
breakfast at home, or
you.
going without It. It may be
good for those who want to reduce, but not so good for those
who like to sleep until the last
minute and have breakfast too!
Joe MacDonald

★

raffled

man has been to see the sights
of Arizona and parts of Mexico
especially the liquid parts. . . .
Roy Lockridge also disappeared
for a couple of weeks but all I
could find out about his vaca-

"Sandy" Sandstroms spent a
week in San Francisco with
their

son!
This form of letter to all of"

Captain Bill

Long Island, Ensign Bobble Graham somewhere. Ensign Kay
Norton and C.P.C. Paul Mohn
at Honolulu, Sergeant Roy Ivey
at Missouri,. Dave Silver at
North Carolina . . . Maynard

are still having locations

. . . Harry Jackson, Bill Abbott
and technicolor boys just re
turned from Arizona and Texas
locations, and we are getting a

North Hollywood. We think the
groom Is a very lucky fellow. . . .
If Tommy Morrissey Jr. is as
lucky In love as he Is In raffles

Whitley at Dayton, Lt. Sol Halprln and Lt. Harry Davis at
Washington, Lt. Jim Strohm at

SHAVINGS FROM THE
CARPENTER DEPARTMENT

We

Charlie Barres' pride and joy.
Betty, was married June 21st at
St. Matthews Lutheran Church,

Otto

Lang, Tom Connors and Charles
Schlessenger to the ranks of the
Production staff. Am sure that

since his promotion to first
cameraman last year! I mean all
of this and a contract too!

lations, Jack Spann, on the addition to your family. Grandpapn'' Fred Is running around with
his chest way out, says It makes
him feel ten years younger. . . .

is starting on

his fifth picture ... all of these

Correction, Please, from your
Editor: LT. RCBERT E. HALPRIN (whose picture appeared
In the last Issue), is a Lieutenant, 1st Class and Senior
Grade, not Second Grade, as
"ACTICN."
In June
reported
Darn
It— some
day we'll have
all these Army and Navy classifications figured out, and by
that time the war will be over;

★
GRIP

DEPARTMENT

By Walter E. Pitchman
DELIEVE it or not, but the
^ closing of the Coffee Shop
until noon has been an unexpected pleasure to the majority
of the employees on the Lot.
Yes, sir, take my case for instance, after ten years I am now
having daily breakfast with my
wife, and do you know, I like It.
The Cronjaqers,

Eddie and

Hank, (camera) really are folPresident's
thetogether,
wishes. They
eat
lowing outride
together, have the same dentist, and what do you know, live
In different directions. Hank,
the younger, should have been
a burlesque comedian. He has
panicked the entire Lot, with his
fantastic contortions. Ask him
It'll his
wow number
you.
for
seven specialty.
E. E. Jones went and dood it
again, this time a little girl. Patricia by name. Now has five.
Sorry the item missed the last
Issue. It was a boy for the John-

FIRST AID ACTIVITIES
ny Vusich's, all are well. Also
Harry Miller, sound, is passing
OU+

the

cheroots.

A

boy

By Samuel T. Godfrey
THERE

tor

him too. It this keeps up I'll
need another ribbon in the typewriter. And talking about sound,
did you hear about Arthur
Wright, boom man, his clever
new type ot fish pole has been
accepted by Studio otficlals and
he was rewarded with a $100.00
War Bond. Nice stutf, Art.

'

last reading is in the Navy.
Looks like some one is Utah
bound,
gonna do "Flicka," tale
ot
a horse.
Jack Stubbs, props, can well
quality tor a class A certificate
tor tirst aid work. Atter his nimble tingers had bandaged a
dozen extras In a scene tor "Girl
“I rouble,"

he tound

to his hor-

ror that he torgot to unwrap
Freddie Rhodes who was lying
on a couch In tull view ot the
camera. He had used Freddie
tor a
model and was so

wrapped up in his work that he
produced a mummytied figure
that so pleased Harold Schuster
the director, he was torced to
leave him in the scene. Fred
helpless to Intervene, suffered
like a true martyr. Atter all the
show must go on.
Flash: Bob

Milton

is back.

Looks like his trip to the hospital didn't do him a bit ot good,
still tull ot old wheezes.
Fred
Johnson still looks the same.
Understood he lett the best
part ot himseft on the operating table. Art Walters looks
quite so so these days. Good
old vacations are here, wonder
where we'll go this year.
When some ot our boys saw
the stack ot War Bonds that
were being distributed In the

Imt'other
grip room mediately
deductheirthey
orderedday
tions doubled. Good old Yankee
spirit. Watch tor the thousand
dollar bond raffle.

of

Interest

In

First

due, in part, to the false impression that, because our
Armed Forces are becoming
more successful, there Is less
need of such auxiliary work as
First Aid. However, when we
consider that automobile accidents in the United States account for approximately thirty
thousand casualties a year, and

large, has produced a combination carnation and herring that
Is the smell ot the town. Danny
Wurtzel wants to trade a Leica
camera. What otters? Our old
Charlie Hoffman is on the

Laugh ot the month department: What juicer lett his lunch
box in the lamp dock. Being on
a liquid diet, he is atraid to
claim same. Machado at the

lessening

Aid activity all over the city
as well as on our Lot. This is

Carl Grana, horticulturist, at

move. Will give his new address
when he lands.

has been a noticeable

JUSTICE

KNOCKED

OUT— OR

Left to right, standing: George

A BUSY

DAY

IN THE

LEGAL

DEPT.

Dudley, Florence Schwartz, Winnie

Shank,

George Stephenson, Harriet Oliver, Vance Thrasher, Mary Lib Downing, Eleanor Thaus, Lola Lutzoff, Leota Keusder, Mrs. H. E. Conlon. Kneeling, left to
right: Alpha Steinman, Sam

Godfrey, Bernice Burke, June Onstad, Ursula

Brassan, Ethel Schneider; Operator — Edith Flynn; Victim — George

Wasson.

apparent that First Aid work is
just about as Important in peace
time as it is during a war.
Those Studio employees who
hold First Aid certificates
should try to come out to the
practice sessions held every
other Tuesday night here on the

Mr. F. L. Metzler
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation
Beverly Hills, Calitornia.
Dear Mr. Metzler:
The Twentieth Century-Fox Studio First Aid group
wishes to take this opportunity to thank you and our
company for your kindness in making it possible for us
to receive the splendid training in Red Cross First Aid
which we have heretofore received and are now receiving.
Without your aid, it would not have been possible to
obtain the splendid equipment which is so necessary In
this activity or the excellent group of instructors who
have been tireless in their efforts to give us the best of
training In the shortest time.
It is the feeling of everyone in our group that the time
which we have spent in our Red Cross training has been
of extreme value to each of us, not only because it is our
desire to be of assistance to our fellow employees If the
necessity should arise, but also because of the fact that
we feel the training we have received will stand us in
good stead in properly caring for our families and for
ourselves in cases of emergencies which Invariably arise
In every home and in every group.
In addition to the valuable training we have received,
every one of our classes and every one of our meetings
have been fun, not the least of which was the dinner
which you and the Studio so kindly provided for us on
the night of June I, 1942. The dinner was most enjoyable,
the speeches and Red Cross picture were both educational and Inspiring, and we thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity which you afforded us to see the recent
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation picture which we
saw after our meeting. Again, we are indebted to you,
and we wish to express to you our sincere appreciation.
Yours very truly,
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
FIRST AID GROUP

the total casualty list for the
United States Army in the first
World War was about fifty
thousand killed overseas, it is

STUDIO

Lot, and practice with the
group. You never can tell when
First Aid knowledge will come
in handy, and if you don't practice, you'll forget what you have
learned.

In the accompanying

pictures

whodo hold
on'the Lot but
men certific
you Aid
not
First
ates,
come

out for the practice sessions can see how badly the

group needs you.
All of the First Alders present
on June 16 did not pose for the
picture, some of them being
more shy than the others, but
ffe proportion of one man to
three women holds for the
stand a
don'tabsolute
men are
group.
They
chance.The
ly
swarmed under. We wouldn't
even dare to hold a dance. It's
a sad commentary when four
such frail, lovely girls as in the

There Goes

Sammy!

Left to right:

Alpha Steinman, Harriet Oliver, Mary
Lib Downing,SamIsabel
Walker, Victim —
Godfrey.
5

above picture have to act as
stretcher bearers owing to the
shortage of man power! Come
on out every other Tuesday
night and practice with the
group.

FIRST AID DINNER
By George

Stephenson

ON June I, 1942, the Studio
honored

a group of about

sixty of its employees at a dinner party held at its Cafe de
Paris. This group consisted of
those employees who belong to
the Studio First Aid organization and who will, in an emergency, man the six First Aid
Casualty Stations on the Lot.
After a round of refreshments
and a delicious dinner, "Doc"
Bishop, who was Master of
Ceremonies for the occasion,
introduced Mr. Fred Metzler.
Mr. Metzler spoke briefly to the
guests, and for himself personally and for the Studio, thanked
all of the members of the Studio First Aid organization for
their work which will, it the need
arises, result in a direct benefit
to the entire Studio personnel.
Mr. Metzler stated he greatly
appreciated the activity and attitude of all who had shown

SAME
SAME

OLD
OLD

STOOLS—
COFFEE

By J. S. Ferguson, Engineer

Along last winter our Studio Management ordered a

general Improvement and construction program to proceed.
The Management realized the
need for a new and larger
Wardrobe Building, a large
Prop and Miniature Shop, a
new Plaster Shop, sanitary
buildings for the golf course

This final masterpiece of architectural engineering contemplates the remodeling of the
north end of the present Cafe
de Paris and the addition of a
new structure to house a main
kitchen, a small galley kitchen
and a de luxe Coffee Shop with
a serpentine counter seating
140 secretaries and cutters (the
rest
of us can bring our own
coffee).

"Doc" Bishop then introduced
Kathleen Ridgeway, who was
the organizer and Is the Director of the Studio First Aid Organization. Miss Ridgeway, on
behalf of all of the members of

rooms

6

K. Doyle

IN line with our regular policy
* of featuring an outstanding
executive each issue of ACTION, this month we call on
Happy Jolley of the Paint Department.

Walter progressed from Ince
Studios to Paralta Studios on
Melrose Avenue, Metro on Cahuenga, FaIrbanks-PIckford, later
United Artists and finally in
1925 to the Fox Film Corporation. Walter worked on such
films during those early years

1919 he was to do a week's
work ageing a set, or in other
words, making It look old; fact
was Walter himself aged six

This Is almost double the size

tion picture which was most interesting and instructive to all
present. Mr. Crawford Informed
the group that our Studio is
equipped with better First Aid
equipment than any industrial

By Norman

appearing and that his new career was going to go glimmering, but actually Walter knew
that a major step in picture
production was even then being
taken. In the following order

Plans were drawn, revised, redrawn, thrown away and new
ones made for a bigger and
better Coffee Shop.

of the present Coffee Shop and,
due to arrangement, the service
can be much better. The walls
between the kitchen and dining

were given on our Lot. Mr.
Crawford spoke to the group
on several of the recent developments in First Aid work. He
then exhibited a First Aid mo-

For He's a Darn Good
Painter

as "The Four Horsemen" (had
charge of painting all exteriors),
"Robin Hood," "Don Q" and
"The Mark of Zorro."
It is Interesting to note that
when Walter went to Metro In

time and energy tor the wellbeing of all of the Studio employees by belonging to this
organization.

"Doc" Bishop then introduced
Mr. Ralph Crawford, who was
the instructor for some of the
initial First Aid classes which

JOLLEY

property, more space for the
Lighting Fixture Shop and a
new, modern, spacious Coffee
Shop, where we could walk in
without ducking our heads or
wearing our rubber boots.

their willingness to devote their

this organization, thanked Mr.
Metzler for his great assistance
and cooperation in supplying
all of the equipment with which
the organization works.

WALTER

are to be fully sound-insulated so that we cannot hear
what the cooks and waitresses
say about us and vice versa.
The layout as a whole should
enable us to enjoy our repast
with a measure of peace and

years on that particular Lot and
It was In 1925 that Walter Han-

Walter was born In Pittsburgh
In 1897, but at the age of five
complained so much about the
smoke that his family decided
to pamper
and moved

his artistic senses
to Denver. Walter

spent most of his tender years
In Colorado and finally after
much persuasion on the part of
Lee Garmes, decided to hit for
the Coast and the motion picture business. He had to content
himself upon arrival with painting the Alexandria Hotel where
eventually another famous Denverite, Paul Whiteman, was to
hold forth with his fiddle and
orchestra.
The war Intervened just about
the time that Walter had final-

quietness, and in a more pleasant atmosphere.

ly richly entrenched himself In
the silent shifties and a good

The Idea is perfect and our
Management has appropriated

painter almost became a questionable soldier. (This is said

the money to proceed. But —
Uncle Sam has told us to get
along without the new buildings
we need until the Japs have
been taught to respect their

advisedly
and and
upon paperhanger
Mr. Jolley's
one
soldier
whom he would not let in his
Union.) Lee Garmes was prop

neighbors. So — we will continue
to spill our coffee on the same
old counter for a while.

plant In this entire section.
The dinner party then adjourned to one of the Studio
Drojection rooms where they
were shown one of 20th CenFilm Corporation’s
most recenttury-Fox
motion
pictures.

sen, who was then Superintendent of Construction called
Walter to tell him that Carl
Wuerth of the Fox Films was
looking for a man to take
charge of exterior locations at
Fox Hill s, which lot they had
just acquired.
WALTER
JOLLEY
IS SQUATTER
Once on the Fox Hills Lot
Walter just simply refused to
leave and has been here ever
since. He arrived originally
with all his equipment in a barrel and his first paint shop was
a converted garage from an old
set on the Lot. He now has
about

125 men In the Department under ordinary conditions
and sometimes runs much more.
Walter Jolley feels that the
curtailment program now in etfect is no different than that
v/hich has always been In effect
and that actually It amounts to
a

program

of making for continuously better conditions in

our industry, and that as before, we learn to get along
with things that previously we

boy
TomatLittlethe old
Ince under
Studios
Santaat Monica
and Culver City. Bill Hart, the

thought Indispensable.
Walter is doing everything

original two-gun man, had his
own unit working at the beach
location when Lee finally got

possible
help conserve materials forto
defense.

Walter on as a painter. This was
at the inciplency of using real
backgrounds Instead of painted
canvas scenery. One might have
thought that Walter would have
been discouraged at the fact
that the canvas scenery was dis-

Walter Jolley has a wife and
two sons, one of whom Is in the
U. S. Army Air Corps, Armament Division In Florida. Walter's hobbles are football, baseball, music and 16mm films In
color, but his first love Is 20th
Century-Fox Studios.

>

STUDIO SAFETY
REMARKABLE

RECORD

N Thursday, May 7th, the
Studio Management gave
its annual testimonial dinner to
the Studio Safety Organization
in the Cafe de Paris, where it
was announced that the Studio
had established, during its last
policy year, the best safety record in its history — and possibly
the best safety record ever
turned in by a motion picture
studio.
During the year ended February I, 1942, the Studio had an
all-time low record of 59 referred cases, that is, during that
twelve month period there were
only 59 cases of industrial injury which required outside
medical attention or hospitalization. The fine results of that
year

were not entirely unexpected for during the past several years the Studio has shown
an almost co.itinuous improvement in the number of indus-

trial injuries as evidenced by
the following statement of referred cases.

1941-42

59 cases (Best Record)
1940-41 71 cases
1939-40

77 cases

1 938-39 165 cases
1937-38 164 cases
1936-37 205 cases
This record speaks volumes
for the results that can be accomplished through team-work
and cooperation. A considerable portion of the credit for
the results, of course, is due to
the Safety Committee which, to
a great extent, has been responsible for inculcating the
thought of safety into every department and into every activity. However, the Safety Commit e s efforts would be unavailing were it not for the cooperation which every member
of the Committee has received
from the executives, department heads and foremen in
carrying the doctrine of safety
to the rank and file workers.
The foremen in their immediate
contact with the workers can
and undoubtedly have done
more to impress on their minds
the importance of safety than
any other single factor.
A very large share of the
credit goes to the Studio Medical Staff and it is only through

the prompt and efficient attention which every reported injury receives at the hands of the
Studio physicians, nurses and
first aid men that minor injuries
do not develop into more
ous cases.

seri-

Under existing laws, a corporation isnot allowed to practice
medicine. Therefore, the function of the medical unit on our
Lot, composed of resident physician, nurses and first aid assistants, isto render first aid in
case of injury. If the injury is
so serious as to demand care
and treatment beyond the requirements offirst aid, the case
is immediately transferred to a
hospital and physicians outside
the premises of the corporation.
In addition to first aid for injuries, our medical staff supplies
us with remedies for minor disturbances such as headaches,
sore throats, colds, etc., but its
principal function is to administer aid in cases of industrial
injuries.
It is expected that employees
in using Studio medical facilities
will keep in mind the limitations
imposed upon the medical unit
established on the Lot. On the
premises of an industrial plant
it is impossible to render the
identical service, with close attention to details and leisurely
consultations, which you might
expect from your own persona!
physici an who charges a fee
commensurate with the time he

tient be quick and businesslike
in order to be in readiness to
give care to other possible patients where promptness and
speed may mean the difference
between life and death.
Help for our employees
always be given freely and
ingly when it is needed —
answer to the question of

will
willthe
how

great is the need and how serious the case naturally must rest
with the medical expert in
charge, and it may not always
agree with the belief of the untrained layman.
In order to insure prompt,
courteous and efficient service
from our medical staff it is necessary that you, as employees,
cooperate by understanding
that our physician, nurses and
first aid assistants are not expected to diagnose illnesses,
render highly specialized services or be called upon to give
solicitous care to cases that
rightfully are the responsibility
of your personal physicians.
If you will give
these facts, you will
all have a part in
our medical unit as

thought to
see that we
maintaining
a successful

department of the Studio and a
factor in our steadily improving record for safety.

left to right: Mr. Fred

Studio

Manager,

being

fin-

gerprinted byCarl Hartmeyer of the
Beverly Hills Police Department.

In line with Government

or-

ders, all employees of the Motion Picture Industry have now
been photographed and fingerprinted, and the next step is
proof of citizenship. The entire
procedure has been running like
clockwork throughout the industry, and it is not anticipated
that any great changes will result from this seeming regimenjust that
the all
Governmenttation;
willit'sknow
where
of us
are and from whence we came,
when the job is finished.
(N. K. D.)

20TH CENTURY-FOX
LITTLE THEATRE
Bretherton

jOHNNY
EHRIN'S
problem
child,Slick
Beale
Cormack's
"Aaron
from
Pumkin
Crick," is shaping up nicely, if
not speedily, under his capable
direction. The cast having now
gotten into character is buckling down to work to bring to
you one of the snappiest comedies the Little Theatre has yet

We must bear in mind that
there are approximately 2,500

ing the doctor's presence in
some remote part of the Lot to
attend an emergency case.
Therefore, it is important that
the person attending the pa-

from

Metzler,

By Dave

spends on your case regardless
of the actual seriousness of it.
In this regard we may have
been educated to expect more
attention from the medical prosary.
fession than is actually neces-

people steadily employed on
the Lot, many of whom are engaged in hazardous occupations. Accidents are liable to
happen at any time, and while
you are taking the attention of
the doctor or nurse perhaps
others, painfully injured, may be
waiting for first aid — frequently the doctor's waiting room
filled with injured employeesis
who must be cared for as rapidly as possible; or a call may
come in at any time demand-

Reading

Our cast includes employees
produced.
from all different parts of the
Lot. Don Tait, as Aaron Slick, is
in the Mail Room. Ruth Bellas,
as "Widder"

Last month we promised to
print a fine portrait of JIMMY
GIBNEY, who is responsible for
our interesting
"ACTION"
ers, recently.
Herewith,covas
promised, is the "Gainsborough!" Some folks think, from
this cartoon, that Jimmy is eating a banana,
but I it
isn't true
— that's
all noise!
might
add,
that actaully, the cartoon of
J. G. was done by the cartoonist JOHN DECKER. Okay?
(N. K. D.)

Barry, of the Writing Department. Roma Nicolai
of the Purchasing Department
as Sassy Sis Riggs. Jack Crips
of the Publicity Department as
the wandering F.B.I. man, and
Cha ries Rogers the villain of the
story as Mr. Merridew and his
niece Gladys played by Roselyn Traeger. Wow! I almost forgot the eye-appealing Lady in

Red, portrayed by Marion Tronson of the Cutting Department.
The play, full of suspense and
surprise, is expected to be put
on in the latter part of July.
7

FOUR-WARD

TOGETHER

By Francis Edwards Faragoh
IDWAY . . . Batavia . . .
Hangchow . . . Sevastopol!
Four flaming words, symbols
of sacrifice and courage. They
stand for our Navy, for the
Dutch people, the Chinese, the
Russians. For men who gave
their lives there, fighting our
battles!
What is our debt to them?
Within the next few days, we
will be asked to face that question. And to answer it in a way
that, fortunately, is still possible, and even easy for us.
We will be called upon to
give money. Remember: only
money! Not lives and not
blood!

But ask a man like Commander John Ford! He was
there In the Battle of Midway.

hunger and fear. Those anguished eyes speak of the death
of loved ones, of torture,
broken homes, rape, murder.
Vast regions of China are In
ruins. Her people are starving.
And yet they are fighting on,
building roads with their bare
hands, making walls of human
flesh
nets. against tanks and bayo-

He and young Patrick McKenzie, son of Hollywood cameraman Jack McKenzie. Let Ford
tell you what sort of men we
have in our Navy, In our Marine
Corps. Who they are — what
they are doing — how many
came from our own ranks. . . .
It Is their families who look

Let that Chinese mother's
face tell you what her people
need. Food and clothing and

to you for aid, now that their
breadwinner is no longer here.

On July 7th, the last war relief drive for the year will get
under way in the motion picture industry. The object of the
campaign: to help four vital
causes with one single donation.
Four gifts of gratitude in one —
for Navy Relief
for the Queen Wilhelmlna
Fund
for China
for the Soviet Union.
Let us examine them in turn!
Let us see why it is our duty
to help them to the limits of our
ability!
What does the word Navy
bring to your mind? Battleships, destroyers, aircraft carriers, submarines? Armor plate,
torpedoes, guns?

You've known many of these
men. They were your fellowworkers not so long ago — they
were technicians, grips, writers,
cutters, actors, directors, painters; they worked with you on
the stages, in the shops, in
offices. . . .
If they were back again, they
could tell you stories of courage, heroism under fire, high
resolve.
Well, they're not here to chat
with you, "between takes!" Perhaps some of them will return
on leave. Others you'll see
after the war Is over. Many —
never!

All they ask for is to be allowed to live!
The Russians have given new
courage to the rest of the
world. In the darkest hour of
our despair, when it seemed as
though the Fascist hordes were
Invincible, they faced their enemy-— and ours — with magnificent heroism and a new chapter began In the history of the
Democracies: written In the
sign of Victory.
For that, the people of the
Soviet Union made sacrifices
beyond description. They fought
as soldiers and they fought as
guerillas. Not only their men,
but their women bore guns and
faced planes and machine guns.
They stopped
Nazifrom
Invaders. They keptthethem
over-running the rest of the
earth. They are stopping them
still, at Sevastopol, In the Crimea, around Leningrad.
They did not count the cost,
when they blew up their gigantic dams, burned
their ear-^'^-^
destroyed
own
labor. the fruits of their
They have a right to look to
us for partial return of all they
gave. Their need Is similar to
China's — food, clothing, medicine.
There Is nothing controversial

The Navy means human beings. Thousands of them on
each ship. Ensigns, boatswains,
gunner's mates, seamen. . . .
with families at home — wife
and children perhaps, a widowed mother perhaps . . .

The Dutch refugees must be
cared for. A whole splendid
race mustn't be allowed to die
out. Again our duty is plain!
to help them find shelter, bread,
medical care.

in giving to the Soviet Union.
Don't listen to the insidious
whispers of the Fifth Column.
Hitler's paid agents and stooges must not be allowed to
Former

20+h Century-Fox

Director John

Help them — because you will
be discharging a debt of friendship and gratitude!
China used to mean something remote and quaint. Her
people were a race apart. The
few Chinese we knew were
peaceful men and women, hardworking, pleasant-faced.
But go down to Wilshire
Boulevard's "The Miracle Mile."
Look at that huge billboard on
which is a picture of a Chinese
mother with her child — asking
for your help.
Study those faces! There are
no smiles there any longer. Only

Ford now

U. S. Navy

hospital supplies. And Hope . . !
The Dutch people are in
flight. Twice homeless — because gone is their mother
country and gone are the East
Indies. They are refugees- —
those who are still alive Mostly
women and children. The men
are dead or captured. Some
fight on with other armies. Part
of their navy still carries on.
Once Holland was a rich, civilized, beautiful country. Now
she Is despoiled by the Nazi
conqueror. The East Indies are
writhing under the heel of
Japan.

rtt-i»£ARCH
TOENTiETH

COMMANDER,

LIBRAR^

CENTURY-FO)f

carry out the Fuehrer's design:
"Divide and Conquer!"
The Russians — like the Chiallies! nese and the Dutch — are our
Like our Navy — they are
fighting our battle to keep the
Invader from our shores!
As in previous drives. Captains from our own guilds, and
unions — under the wholehearted
leadership of the Indefatigable
Fred S. Meyer — will solicit donations. Their task is hard.
Please help them In this last
campaign by giving cheerfully
and generously.
Remember
we're being asked for again
only —money!

>

SOFTBALL

PLAYOFF

By Jack Savage

The Inter-Department Softball

League wound up the season
Sunday, June 14th, with a double-header between the Labor
Dept, and Western Ave. Lab.
— the Labor Department taking
both games with scores 6 to 0
and 5 to 2. This gives Labor
Dept, undisputed championship
for another year- — having won
all of their games.
The Labor Dept. Club is under the management of Eddie
Decuir. Winning pitcher for
season for H. R. (Tex.) Wilsford. In the first game of June
14th, double-header, he pitched
a perfect game, allowing no
hits, no runs, and no errors —
not a man of opposing club
reached first base.

chestra, arranged for by Cally
Holden of the Music Dept.

... Sports ...

You may not realize it, but
fellows like Joe Rickards, Max

0fie4t jdette^

Campbel Forsyth (always interested in any Studio Club function), Henry Sass, Ted Heckert,
Greig Reed, Miss Mulligan . . .
all went out of their way to get
us additional foursomes, which

TOO

*^Uank4> ta

CokHA

many times credit is not given where due and this

' is one time when I have the ability to not only observe
the sterling work done by one of our executives in connection with the Golf Tournament, but to also publicly
thank him for a job that no one else on the Fox Lot would
have been capable of performing.
I have been warned by this executive against any personal publicity for himself but am going to risk the wrath
of Mr. Jack Codd who went way out on a limb to glean
practically all the cash that was used to buy the Bonds
and Stamps for prizes given in the Golf Tournament.
Low bows and doffing of hats is due many others who
served on the Golf Committee but "here's three" tor
Jack Codd, who wasn't on the Tournament Committee
but nevertheless certainly gave a world of time and effort
to help all of us have a wonderful time at the —Rancho.
N. K. D.

Larey, Al de Weese, Lloyd Nobles, and at Western Avenue,

I am happy to report was conber of entries.
Western
siderably over lastThe
year's
numAvenue hustlers even saw to it
that Mike Leshing came out to
the 18th green — incidentally, he
should have brought his plumbing kit!! Eugene
O'Neill ably
covered
the Administration
Bldg, and accounted for all the
executives being present . . .
Doc. Bishop doesn't like to see
his name in print, but we also
want to thank him for all the
helpful suggestions — and his appreciation ofthis copy of "AcIncidentally, golfers may be
interested to know the Blind
Bogie holes sent in by the Golf

THE

WINNERS

Labor Dept. — 1942 Champs.
Inter - Departmental Softball
E. Decuir, Captain: T. Hamilton, Tex Wiisford, Paul Helbert, Pete Loreno, Louie Pazllli,
John Pistonetti, Jack Keefe,
Royal Wellington, Ralph Layne,
Jack Savage, Joe Schwartz.

WHAT? MORE GOLF
TOURNAMENT!!!

Jack Codd, Head of the
Prize Committee, is tended a

Generally speaking, in

vote of thanks in another section of this issue, but I just want
again to thank all those who
knocked themselves out before

show business, last week's
exhibition is "cold as Kelsey's
refrigerator, but there is still
around the lot about the wonderful time that was had by

and during the Tournament —
working, even saving, to see
that we all had a good time.

everyone who attended the gettogether at our Seventh Annual Golf Tournament, Rancho

Among them were Walter Starkey (Office Equipment Dept.],
v/ho saw to it that all tables,

Golf Cource, June 28th. Whether you played golf, ate the
chicken luncheon, danced to
Spike Jones orchestra, played

chairs, tent and equipment were
put up . . . W. F. Kirkpatrick

cards, or followed Harry Kernel around (!), it was really
something in which to particiBrittingham did a sensational
pate.on the food. So far we
job
haven't received any complaints
on anything, and when the
prizes are awarded — well, you
will be surprised. Nothing but
glowing praise goes to the President of the Studio Club, Emilio

Capt. Hewitt T. Wheless, who was
cited for bravery by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, is shown wjth Fred
Meyer (standina). Executive of 20th
Century-Fox Studio, and former 20th
Century-Fox Star, George OBrien,
now Lieutenant, U. S. Navy.

de Lavigne or the Legal Department. . . Joe Hirigoyen, who
so ably guided this event to its
successful conclusion . . . together with the assistance of
each member of the Studio
Club Board of Controllers, who
so tirelessly contributed their
efforts in behalf of all of us.

(Sound Dept.),
eryone out of
first tee with
ment. ... Ike

who startled evtheir wits on the
his sound equipDanning (Transp.

Dept.), who took over the Starter's tee after Joe Hirigoyen
teed off. . . . the four'een Policemen— Lt. King, Lt. Stockton,
H. McDonald, B. English, C. Upham, R. Coombs, R. Johnson, G.
Brown, Al Turney, A. Steele, F.
Linenberger, F. Christman, I.
Gibbs, R. House, T. Gibbs at
night watching equipment. . . .
Big vote of thanks goes to Chief
Tom Young, who stayed the
whole day even though suffering from a bad case of pleurisy.
Well, all in all, it was a grand
time and we have heard innumerable good reports on Spike
Jones and his City Slickers Or-

Committee.
10-13 and 17.They were: 6-8-9The

accompanying

photos

givetion."
you some idea of those
who participated, and you can
question them for yourselves
and they will tell you, one and
all, they had a great time. We
know we will see ALL OF YOU
again at the
NEXT Studio Club
Sincerely,
affair.
NORMAN
K. DOYLE
Studio Club Manager.

BOWLING

LEAGUE

By Geo. Mills
Thanks to the cooperation
shown by Mr. Bernson of La
Cienega Lanes, the starting
time for next season will be at
8:15 P.M., instead of 9:00 P.M.,
as last year. In order to give
this time the alleys had to
abandon their plans for a
league preceding us, which
makes it a lot better for our
bowlers, as they will be practically certain to be able to get
an open alley before league
time. Season starts Sept. lOth.
For further information call Mr.
Mills, Construction Contact
Man: Louise Baird, Ext. 373 or
560, or David Maimer of the
Carpenter Dept.
9

(Left to Right) I. Don Curl. Walter Christie, L. A. Smith, Cliff Farrar. 2. Homer Watson, Bob Richards, Harry Kernell, Clinton Sandeen, Dick James. 3, Bud Stark, Kenny Williams, Chas. Tannen, Geo. Stew/art. 4. Vic Christensen, Stanley Martin, Fred Sersen, Milton Joplin. 5. Ike Danni-Tig, Russ Neal, Geo. McQuerry, Pat Palamountain, Geo. Kertes.
6. Al Lebovitz, Hugh Crawford, Mario Imes, Jim Simmons. 7. Lou Purcell, Jim Ryan, Geo. Wasson, Geo. Stephenson. 8. Harry Strang, Joe Hirigoyen, Cecil Noe, Chas. Schleussner, 9. Dan Clark, Harry Jackson, Lucien Andriot. 10. Bill Maybery, "Doc" Bishop. Hector Dods, Walter Whaley. II. Lloyd Nobles, Eugene O'Neill, Tom Pryor, Fred Metzler.
12. Bill Abbott, Pev Marley, Tyrone Power, John Sutton. 13. Milton Sperling, Boris Morros, Bill Koenig, Lew Schreiber. 14. Arthur Chatelain, Ulrich Fischer, Ben Braswell. Campbell Forsyth. 15. (Hercules) Frank Lubin, (Top) Harry Tondreau, (Right) Sammy Duca), (Left) Pev Marley. 18. (Left to right) Larry Ginsberg, Al Wise, Geo. Weiss, Don Morgan.
17. Dick Pittinger, John Campbell, Bill Winter, Frank Perrett. 18. Harold Bow, Al De Weese, Homer Hill, Ed Arnold. 19. Ralph Hahn, Walter McCarthy, Jack Burke, Luther

AT

LEAST

1°
!

V°V

THREE

DOLLARS

^°® ^®vlor, Ted Fraser, Galvin (Woody) Wood. 21. Charles Hall, Ber+ Leeds, Lloyd Nolan, Gene Bryant. 22. Geo. Harris Jess Wolf Bob Gray
Codd,

James

O'Keefe,

Emilio

de

Lavigne.

24. Saul

Wurt7el,

Virgil Hart,

Max

Larey,

Tom

Connors.

25. George

Seaton

Ike Friedman

! Atkinson
.!,• ®’'^'
Melford,
Orville
Stuart, Bill
27. Ed Edstrom, Tom Lounsbery, Art Gameral, A. M. Botsford. 28. Ralph Hansen'
1i 'll
John Grout, Ray Seorge
Thompson
29. Sarn
Wittenberg,
MattHeath,
Rogers,JackJackBrand.
McEdwards,
Lou Tate. 30. Earl Nickerel (grip), Vic Nickerel, Paul Lockwood, Charlie Ives,
I red^ Schofield. 3L ^red
Mazier, Mik© ueshinQ. Hector Dods. 33. Bernice Holden, Mary Lib Downing, Gladys Kenny, Harriet Oliver. 34. Georgina St. George, Jacqueline
ren^r, Joan Conlin, Alice Goodwin. 35. Mary Daugherty, Mary Jane Sobel, Hortense Lynds, Helen Hughes. 36. Ruth Fox, Madeleine Jeffreys, Frances Berger, Betty Isaacson.
7
-s .
7, George Montgomery, Kay Williams.

MAINTENANTIC5
By A. O. Williams
THE

fourth of July Is with us

* again.

While

we

will not

be

permitted to celebrate in the
time honored way by shooting
off dud fireworks, we can be
thankful that we can divert the
ingredients to the laudable effort to get a better slap at the
Japs.
Ray Ferrell and Harry Wolf
have gone to the tall timbers,
up in the back woods of Washington and Oregon somewhere.
They hope to get away from It
all for a while, but I understand
that they are taking their wives
along. Harry promised his dog
a seat in the car also. Harry
thinks that the poor dog would
like to see a tree.
Our Beau Brummel, Walterosky Leontovitch Morganosky,
has asked me not to publicize
the fact that he Is with us In

way, they will learn what we are
capable of when we go Formosa. . . When the fog lifts,
the Japs will find that messing
around Dutch Harbor might get
them in dutch. ... If experience
counts for anything, the Army
should enlist the married folks,
because they have had more
practice In tactics and warfare
than other people.
The M. & F. Department is
at your service. Call 508.

LACQUER

LANE LACONICS

By Benny Benson
TOMMY
LAWLESS,

It's vacation time again and
Charles O'Connor is back from
Coso Hot Springs. He swears
bv them and has been telling
great tales of their miracles.
. . . Jack Jancick Jr. got a rush
call from his brother, who is up

the men of our
originate new
time that they
to make them,
most of the

department can
devices at any
are called upon
but I think that
bottle neck is

caused by lack of observation,
and the fear of looking Rube
Goldbergish.
To those of you that have an
idea, let's have It, because If
Edison had thought that his
ideas were too, too funny, you
wouldn't be working here.
Now that we have shown the
Japs what we can do at Mid12

. . . N. Janlos) Cafe crowded;
went to Coffee Shop. Coffee

got a bit of a break — working
A.M.'s now.
That's "5" (-----) for now.

In the gold country. Looks like
he has something hot, but let's
not start a gold rush on the
strength of this. . . . Walter
Jolley and Everett Lull are
heading for the tall timber for
some camping. . . . Joe (Little
Poison) Sibley is vacationing.
. . . Lee Lorgensen Is back to
work after a long Illness. . . .
Bob Bradley is a poppa again
(Cigars? Why shore!) . . . Henry
McDermott, Denny Cooley and
Bob Vesely are In the finishing
room now. . . . Nelson Beck is
taking some time off to get fit
again. . . . Everett Lull Is with
Purchasing Department now.

Shop also crowded, ate lunch at
Cafeteria. Eight minutes to go.
Decide to go for walk (average
fourteen miles a day), (2:00)
back to work, mail run, (2:35)
went up to Stage 10 In hopes
of seeing a pretty girl ... no
luck, (3:00) bull session (In these
bull sessions anything may happen and usually does), (3:45)
discover this is payday and
greet the check boy with open
arms, (4:00) rush down hall to
purchase my weekly allotment
of war stamps, (4: 17) hurry back
to the mail room to donate all

music from five pictures of General MacArthur. According to
brother John the tune Is receiv-

forget that we have urgent
need for any suggestions that

come in a little faster than they
have the last month. I know that

. . . Johnny Gilman took his
family to the desert for a few
days. . . . Your correspondent

the song "MacArthur the Man."
As well as writing the music and
lyrics. Tommy also designed and
drew the cover for the sheet

before the people would leave
the floor.

(I 1:58) smiled at the executives
on their way to lunch, (12:07)
offered the boss a stick of gum,
(12:20) defeated a hapless victim at checkers, (12:35) reminded myself how hungry I was,
(1:00) went to the Cafe (plug

partment, and formerly an emoloyee here. Is the composer of

and prefixes.
We must all remember not to

kit so I could pick up a little
extra change, (11:30) mail run,

becoming mountaineers for a
couple of weeks. . . . Fred Lentz
and Eugene Goncz are off to
Utah on the Schuster location.

' of John Lawless of this de-

ing enthusiastic acclaim. On
MacArthur Day It was played
over tKe air and at one of the
beaches It received five encores

As the representative of the
committee In our department, I
would like to see new ideas

equipment. . . . Max Anderson
actually won a bet on the
horses the other day. . . . Laddy
Goncz and Bert Crawford are

brother

our department, due to the fact
that he has so many phone calls
to make that he has a big back
log now, and that he is getting
a little confused as to names

will help us to utilize new methods and materials In our Studio.

handling the paint supplies and

THE MAIL BOY
By Mitchell S. Mohr
PROPOSED baseball tournament between the Mail
Boys of Columbia, Paramount,
Warner Bros., Metro, and the
T.C.F. is being contemplated.
In the very first game of the
year Columbia eked out a very
close win over Fox after nine
inning Fox was leading 10 to 9
by the score of I2 to 9.
In the lasf half of the ninth
Inning Fox was leading 10 to 9
when a Col. junior executive
came to bat and with his eyes
closed hit a three-bagger to win
the game for Columbia.
Daily Diary of a Mail Boy:

but fifty cents of my check to
the US.O., (4:30) recount days
of experience with other boys,
(5:00) mail run, (5:40) resume
argument on who's the prettiest
actress on the lot, (6:00) rush
for the time clock to see who
thing.
can punch out first, (6:05) home
to a quiet evening ... or someCongratulations to Jack Krips
on his recent promotion Into
the Publicity Department: also
to Jim Baillet who has gone into
the Accounting Department.
As the Mail Room

Is the

jumping-off place for these future executives, the writer
thought It a good Idea to pubwaiting.
lish for what these boys are

(9:00 o'clock) first mail trip,
(9:30) checker game, (9:45) resumed reading another script,

Howard Taylor is still waiting to place a creative genius
Into the Camera Dept., while

(10:30) got thirty minutes sleep

Cyril Thompson one day aspires to be a projectionist; also
waiting to prove his ability In
the Camera Dept, is Dick
Brockway. Meanwhile, Don
Burch Is waiting to get into

as I didn't sleep last night waiting for the expected blackout
. . . it didn't come, (11:00)
smiled at the boss, (I 1:05) got
In trouble with Henry the Shine
Boy because I brought my shine

Publicity and Richmond Love-

joy is trying his luck at the
Model Shop. We also have
your reporter trying his best to
get into the Production Dept.
Briefs . . .
Listening to Don Tait and his
"dry humor". . .Trying to beat
J. J. Burke out of some of those
extra routes ... Ed Manardaus
talking to his girl . . . New boys
waiting for the air mail . . .
"Mack" and Lillian . . . The Mail
Room trying to beat R. Lovejoy
at checkers!
Until next month — M. S. M.
OVER THE
FENCE

BACKYARD

from Jennreliaiees that
sourcnd
W E undeble rsta
Perley is now

THE

SCRIPT

TEASE

By Audre Rochlen
\A/ E emerge from the fog of
June into the sunny (we

nie Jollings' office. . . . Alpha

hope) month of July.
News from Kennan Hamilton

Hospital recovering from a serious operation. . . . Phyllis Huf-

tells us she is working in WashInoton, D. C., in the Office of

fine and D'Arcy Ekelund a romantic item. . . . Welcome to
newcomers Georgia Greenberg,

awfully important, but she assures us she is having a wonderful time and loves the Capitol.

Audrey Nelson
Renauld D’
Orrazio.
. . . Our and
condolences
to
Esther Averall in the recent loss
of her father.

. . . Sally Schnee has been married lo these many months, and
to a guy named Guy C. Cary
Jr., stationed at Camp Roberts.
. . . Jane McQuire has joined

Kathleen Ridgeway announces
she has received word that all
the books collected for service
men in the recent drive arrived

Col. Joy's office. . . Dorothy
Harris now ensconsed in John-

safely at the appointed destination (military secret).

vacationing in

pendectomy— glad you're back,
Florence . . . and there is some
keyhole gossip, but my Boss
won't let me print it ... so until next issue, how about "dishing" me some more of that
"what's-cookin' " newslll Call
Extension I 109.

"Keyhole" Goodwin
(they call me!)
(Alice — to you)
News has been received of

to Mr. Averall's daughter,
Esther, of this Studio.
Employees who know Private

Phone CRestview 5-9557

Beautifully furnished Bachelors and Singles . . . with
Kitchen and Radio — Individual Garages — Daily
MaidRates)
Service
(Inquire About Our Attractive
DAILY . WEEKLY

. MONTHLY

In spite of good food and
daily care some tooth troubles
are sure to develop. So the

saves nine" is surely true of our
teeth.
Good

food, daily cleansing,

and periodic dental care should

LIFETIME

TEETH

health of our teeth, too. Those

By "Doc" Alleman

of us who eat the right foods
have better teeth than do the

when
us that
ISTSry tell
^CIENT
laborato
animals
are fed

people who make their diet
principally of cereals, sweets
and rich, foods of all kinds.

upon the kind
mans eat they
decay as most
animals from

of food some husuffer from tooth
of us do. Young
the same litters,

when fed a complete diet, have
teeth that remain sound throughout life. Dentists report that
what we humans eat affects the

It's not difficult to eat the
necessary foods. Teeth are like
bones, they have a great deal
of lime and other minerals in
their make up. So if you wish to
build and keep strong teeth
you'll see to it that you get into

the death of a former employee
in the Sound Dept, which occurred June 19th in Chicago.
The Studio Club and its members extend deepest sympathy

10269 SANTA MONICA
BLVD.

sensible person makes it a habit
to go to his dentist twice each
year to allow him to forestall
trouble before extensive damage is done. The old adage
about "the stitch in time that

of the "Lefty" Hough office,
has left the Studio to fill a position as Mrs. Turney. . . . Ellen
White (you may have known
her as Ellen Boyer and one of
the original group brought by
Mr. Zanuck to this Studio), has
just returned to our Lot. . . .

is with us again, after an ap-

Located Across The Street
From S. M. Gate

Strategic Services. It sounds

Boston, on a month's leave of
absence. . . . Dominica Torres

Have you seen pretty Edith Ash
back on the Lot, looking prettier than ever and walking better than ever, after a successful
operation? . . . Florence Mack

FOX MOTEL

Steinman in Vic Christensen's
Department. . . . Olympia Hardin in the Queen of Angels

Gomer

V. Jones have a duty

to perform which should be a
pleasure and that is to write
Gomer now at the Base Hospital, Gamier Field, Taft, California, recovering from an attack ofpneumonia and pleurisy.

your day's food the bone-building foods — milk, eggs, meat (or
cheese substitutes), colored
vegetables, fruit of all kinds,
dark (or enriched) bread or
cereal, butter. (This may prove
aEditor.)
little difficult and these prices!

give you lifetime teeth.
(TO SUM IT ALL UP, SEE
YOUR TEETH EVERY DAY
AND BRUSH YOUR DENTIST
ON THE FIRST OF EVERY
MONTH.— EDITOR.)

Mr. Block informed me that
to his knowledge there was not
a single inquiry from anyone at
20th Oentury-Fox on his property— situated at 1264 So. Bedford Drive, no one was even in
to SEE this home.
As mentioned before, it helps
us, and you, for everyone to try
to patronize ALL the advertisers of "Action," and I know
that any of you folks who are
interested in saving tires wi II be
extremely well pleased with the
beautifully
nished
modelappointed
bungalow.Bickel-furgo

If you can find the time to
13
over and see it, please

MENTION

"ACTION."

pital, 10:30 A.M., June 30th.
The litte girl weighed 8 pounds
at birth, and we understand her
name is Carole. Congratulations
Commander.
SPEAKING

OF

FAMILIES:

Have you seen the family that
EHER

D'ORAZIO

Studio

worked

for I I years, and

for

this

before

en-

Johnny Hassett and Homer
Watson are sponsoring? They

listing, November, 1942, in the Photo

reside in the vicinity of the

Dept, of the Naval Reserve, he was
Asst. Sound Effects Cutter for John
Bodnar

of this Studio.

Men's Wardrobe building and
some time during the day Johnny is bound to be seen walking
out of the Coffee Shop with the

Etter tells us

he is experiencing a very happy
educational association with

and
this

necessary food requirements for

group and can't say enough good
things for his Chief, Robert E. Goode.
Reading

from

this worthy group — and group is
right, for there are six children

left to right: C.P.O.

Goode, 2nd C.P.O. D'Oraiio,
3rd C.P.O. Forde.

in that family — six little mouths
to be fed, and the Mother
makes seven, and can she eat!

AISLFWALKER5

(says Johnny). Johnny has nick-

AND

named the Mother, "Funny
Face," (Mrs. Feline to you) because that's what she has, to-

FLOORWALKERS
They got just what they ordered when Joseph E. Rickards
and

his wife were

presented

days the old prison pallor is
making its appearance.

By Samuel T. Godfrey
"THE
'

increasing number of sup-

plicants

hall toward

sneaking

down

the

coupled with the sight of Harold Gordon running the Print
Shop in his undershirt, heralds
the approach of vacation time
and hot weather. . . . Jack Matthews, that Intrepid member of
the Printing Department, and
his bride of a year, are expecting a boy and a girl. That is,
Jack expects a boy, and his
bride expects a girl. If twins
develop. Jack can use that tandem bicycle of his. . . . Rudy
Van Deeven, also of the Print
Shop, would like to contact
someone with influence at Lockhed. . . Lt. Russell Taliaferro
writes from the frozen north.

a good idea if everyone met up
at the new Sersen Lake on the

H. Child here in

L. A. while Patrolman Child's
(Police Dept.) son, Claude, was
stationed at parts unknown

well,

they're starting young!

SWEEPINGS FROM THE
JANITOR DEPARTMENT
By Jo Eckhardt

for

Corps. The

OU
POWELL
and "Smithy"
returned
to work
after a

7 pounds,

pleasant vacation in the East.

13 ounces at birth. Congratulations to the Childs for the

Ed Winke enjoyed a well-earned

the U. S. Marine
baby boy weighed

child.

two weeks' rest too. Other vacationists are Mary Haas, Ann

6

Doody, Ted Hosford and H.
Nelson — Good times, kids!

pounds I I ounces, on Father's
Day, June 21st. Hugh is in the

Tony Reade has accepted a position in Seattle, Washington.

Camera

Ashley McCaleb has left to join
the Merchant Marine — Best of

Born to Mr. and Mrs Hugh
Crawford,

a

son

weighing

Dept.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Ahern,

a

son

weighing

8

pounds, June 17th. Lloyd is a
Cameraman on the lot.
Commander
welcomed

and Mrs. Bolton

the arrival of a sec-

ond child at the California Hos14

recently
indicate
that Bert received
Freed and

Dim Zaikovsky are deep in the
heart of Washington, D. C.,
working their heads off for the
Government as Lab. Technicians
in the Naval Reserve. Both are
living a

few miles out of the

city proper in the quiet, spacious, cooperative little community of Greenbelt, Maryland. . . .
To Dick Harrison the most invigorating place in the world
deep sea fishing

all, the Eskimo girls have difficulty understanding English.

at that tender age too —

Sgt. Claude

I ETTERS

smack

at

The Stork visited the wife of

By H. L. Tarnoff

Saugus. Spend a few days there,
says Dick boisterously, and you

eyes, long pointed tails and fur
coats — fur coats? (you say) and

young son born two years previously

LAB GAB

learning to speak Eskimo. After

On

— they have very bright blue

their

work in the Legal Department.

well, but very mischievous.

now

and

ask the

the army boys have up there is

Hospital. Mrs. Rickards is home
Pappy

and

still like
to beKahn's
a talent
scout,
or
way
to Ivan
office.
We'd

He says that the toughest job

you're bound to see one or
more of them in a playful mood

along with

stationery room

the Credit Union,

at 7:35 A.M. at the Hollywood
and is very, very happy,

The lovely young screen aspirants continue to come in the

gether with "it." The children
are now a few weeks old, doing
your way to the Coffee Shop

with an 8-pound-5-ounce baby
girl, Diana Lee, born June 2nd

PRINTABLES

luck, boys. Congratulations to
M. Watkins on the Presidency
of the Guild.
Guess

that about cleans up

the news. DON'T FORGET
YOUR SCRAPS TO HELP RUIN
THE JAPS!

Since they have closed up the
coffee and conversation clubs
the

Coffee

Stand

these

mornings, we think it would be

outside

a

is Spunky Canyon

near

will come back ready to kick
the world in the face. . . . The
apple
Marie
La Velle's
eye
is her of1942
Buick,
a dazzling
chariot bought just before Uncle Sam cracked down on new
car sales. All we

want you to

golf course for a swim before

do, Marie, is to wave

getting to work.

go floating by in your glittering

Henry Arnstein is an expert
signal man with code flags.
Down at the Santa Monica pier

four-wheeled gondola. . . . Tom-

a few Sundays ago, one of the
Coast Guard officers saw him
performing from the tower and
asked him to signal the Coast
Guard cutter to send a shore
boat to pick the officer up.
Henry did so with the greatest
pleasure. When he got through,
three Japanese submarines rose
to the surface and signaled him
to please repeat the message
more slowly. They could not understand it.
We’ve just returned from a
vacation with a little bit of tan,
(we took a sun lamp with us and
hung it on the mizzen mast
while we sailed) but after three

as you

my Ingman is a voracious reader, especially of Fortune and
other contemporary journals,
and wi II whip one out on a moment's notice to prove whatever
point he is making. Usually this
is one on some phase of the
war on which Tommy is really
quite an expert.
To those who have believed
Hollywood to be nothing but a
land of ivory towers and dreams
let us say that the active, dynamic drive of Lab. workers
backing up the war effort of the
Government is terrific. The Lab.
is full of blood donors, WADC
members,

air raid wardens, aux-

iliary policemen and war bond
buyers.

AL MAYNARD
THE MEND

ON

GUARANTEED

yV LL Al. Maynard's friends on
the Lot (and they are in

of 25%

great profusion), will be glad
to receive a report from Jess
Wolf of Meehan Ica I Effects,
who drove out to see him last

DIAMONDS
HOMEWARES
WATCHES
LEATHER GOODS
JEWELRY
RADIOS
HUNDREDS OF GIFTS

"Rib Club" at the U. S. Veter-

CAFE

NEWS

By Juanita Bonfiglio
news from the

to say, Al is Improving steadily

Cafe this time. Nothing exciting has happened around

and In good spirits. He's received many nice letters from
his fellow-workers, so keep up

much

N‘

OT

here — at least, nothing I can
tell about. . . . Ruth Thayer is
home from the hospital and is
looking wonderful. Also, Lottie
Miller is recovering from
eration and feeling fine.
one has missed you,
Hope to see you home
. . . We have two new

an opEveryLottie.
soon.
brides

this month — Louise Walters and
Jerry Woods. Congratulations,
and we all wish you the best of
everything — happiness always.
. . . Everyone remember Myra
Long. She is now a proud mother of a baby girl. Both are doing fine. . . . Helen, we all miss
you. After being with the Studio ten years. Helen has left
the Studio to live In Texas.
Good luck to you! . . . We welcome Dorothy, our new cashier,
to the Cafe. . . . Nancy Woodcock, cashier In the Coffee Shop
has returned to work and you
would never know she was sick.
She looks wonderful.

That's all for this time.

the good work and keep him
happy with your cheerful notes.
Address: Al Maynard, U. S.
Veterans' Hospital, San Fernando, Calif. In the event you can
see your way clear to pay him
a visit, ask him for his visiting
hours.

NURSERY

TALES

By Pete Lake
THE

See PHILLIPS BLUE

he is
Crethree
hard,

readers — yo caun't be a member of that Club unless you
have at least one rib missing.
However, your Editor is happy

Nursery Is expanding and

* flourishing like the green bay
tree. At present, we are all expectancy over the prospect of
a glass-house or conservatory.
Under the supervision of our
experts, Glenn Harman and
Walt Melin, we expect to be
growing orchids as easily as
geraniums after a while. But it
is more likely that the glasshouse will function chiefly as an
Incubator for seeds and cuttings
that need underground heat to
germinate. More about this
later.
Frank Seltenrelch took a day
off last month to see his nephew
get his "wings" at the field at
Victorville. Frank said it was the
thrill of a lifetime, and I'll bet
his nephew said the same. . . .
Jim Briggs and Larry Steinmetz
had a couple of busy days late-

or MORE

for STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

week. Al now belongs to the
ans' Hospital — BECAUSE
not only minus the rib the
ator took for Eve, he's shy
more. Oh! don't take It so

DISCOUNTS

BOOK

at

the Purchasing Agent's Office
Not Open to the General Public.

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.
Please Bring Identification.
7TH

Jewelers, Importers, Mfrs., Distributors
FLOOR METROPOLITAN BLDG., 315 W. FIFTH
Daily 10 to 6 — Wednesday

ST.

'til 9

ly. Several truck-loads of plants
were returned from one of the

LABORELATES

sets, and each can and tub had
to be put in its proper place.

By Irish Roche
A T this time, we are appeal-

Considering the size of the nursery, you can cover a lot of
ground this way, and it takes a
pretty thorough knowledge ot
the lay-out. . . . Jack McFadden
left us to go back to Colorado,
and that man from the South,
Jack Guess, is now stationed
down here. . . . Walt Melin Is

ing to all our boys in the
service to send to this Department any snapshot they may
have taken in the uniform of the
United States. The reason for

hard at work on a new arrangement of the flowers In the small
lath-hose. The
ias and coleus
ful and colorful
also has some

fuchsias, begonare very beautiright now. Walt
brand new stuff

that is well on the way — too
many to itemize here. . . .
What's in a name? Colocasia
flowers have a faint, but very
sweet and pleasant odor. Colocasia Is Generally called "eleohant's ear."
«

With much GNASHING
teeth, we

this reguest is, we have on the
wall of the Flat Shop a picture
gallery’ especially arranged for
this purpose. In a very prominent place is a picture of our
President, also General MacArthur and Brig. Gen. Doolittle.
A summary of the highlights
of our successful baseball seaof "AcissueClub
in this
son appears
tion." To the
Studio
for
making this tournament possible
and also to the umpires for their
tireless efforts and unbiased decisions we are deeply grateful.
To our opponents who played
the aame In a fine sporting
manner we wish better luck next
season, and to you fans, we

of

congratulate Tom

Morrisey, Jr. (Carpenter's Apprentice), on the winning of Al
Maynard's Packard. He now
has the pink slip, and we understand Islooking for. a feminine companion to share these
moonlight nights!!!!!

hope that our efforts to entertain, repaid you for your attendance.
The usual preparations are
being made by our boss for his
annual trip to Yellowstone. The
fishing eguipment has been
checked very carefully, all the
expert fishermen are being con15

If

Glen

suited, and if he doesn't land
the big fellows he is going to
have to explain why. Our ace
clerk Henry Culbertson

returns

Herschel

he spent his vacation feeding
Garden

and

repairing yours

discovered America by listening
to the various Indian dances via

Lucky

FOR

ON
Smoking

crew

on the "Iceland" show: Joe Lashelle,
Logan Brown, Jack Wendell, Paul

of the Sammy

Kaye

musicians.

STAGES

cigar butts, matches and contents from pipes are deposited
in the receptacles provided for
that purpose.

THANKS
PRIZE

not drop cigarettes, cigars or matches on the floor of
them

out — they must be deposited In
the receptacles provided for

THE

The Studio Golf Prize Committee wishes to acknowldege
with thanks the generous

re-

sponse to Its request for donations to the Prize Fund. Considering allcircumstances it was
splendid.

Do not rest your cigarette or
In

until finished smoking,

Following Is a list of employees and people associated
with the Studio who donated.

Because of the strict regula-

personally as an expression of

Bryan Foy

Dana Andrews

James

Lucien Andriot

William

Lou Anger

Mack Gordon
Oliver Hardy

Lloyd Nolan
Ted North

Arthur

with these

rules will make

It necessary to

dismiss anyone
ing.

caught disobey-

alter

reoulatlons on smoking applicable to buildings other than
stages.
Be on the alert . . . "HELP
PREVENT FIRES."
H. M. Siegel, Fire Chief,
Western Avenue Studio.

Miller

Virgil Miller
Arleen Whelan

O'Hara

OF

special optical service guaranteed to effect a substantial saving and give the
utmost satisfaction. For further information call the
Studio Club. For appointment call Exposition 7269.

Alfred Wright

O'Keefe

Joe Wright

Eugene
O'Neill
Ernest Palmer

Cobina

Ernest Pagano

Ben Wurtzel

Hermes

Pan

Sol Wurtzel

W. Guy
William

Pearce
Perlberg

Darryl F. Zanuck

Eddie

EMPLOYEES

The Standard Optical Co.,
located at 2021 Wilshire
Blvd., oHers to all the employees of this company a

Wright, Jr.

FOR VICTORY

Lester Ziffren

Powell

Brittlngham
Inc
Cosgrove

Caterers

and

Co., Inc

Hancock
ance Co

Marsh

and

★

Commissary,

Insurance

Mutual Life Insur. . Group Insurance

McLennan

Macintosh

Studio Clothes

Arthur

Stebblns

War
^avinai

Insurance
Tailors

Henry Hathaway
E. B. Humberstone

Bassler

Abner

Baxter
Biberman

Charles

Vic Christensen

Ivan Kahn
Henry King

J. B. Codd

William

Irving Cummings
Richard Day

Martin
John

Ralph

Stan Laurel
Le Baron
Leeds

Hector Dods
S. P. Eagle

Michael

Leshing

Henry

Fonda

id

Technicolor

^tam

Larkin

Herbert

Ellison

Corp

am

Picture

Koenig

William

Francis E. Farago
Alice Faye

Motion

Insurance

Kosleck

Emilio deLavigne
Al DeWeese

James

& Crawford

Irvin

Nunnally Johnson
Jason Joy

Diedrich

Insurance

Harry Jackson
Julian Johnson

Harry Brand
Ralph Byrd
Daniel Clark

W.

Goetz

Robert

A. M. Botsford

the

failure on the part of any em-

16

Geo. Stephenson
W. C. Michel
Ben Miggins

Emil Newman

ALL

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
STUDIO CLUB:

Gleason

Lynn Bari
James Basevi

and

rules in no way

Morosco

Alfred Newman

Technicolor

Don Ameche

Anne

These

Walter

Swett

appreciation.

tions imposed on the Studios by
the Board of Fire Underwriters

ployee to comply

Spyros Skouras
Herbert Spencer
Milton Sperling

TO

Is It hoped each will accept this

then deposit in receptacle.

insurance companies,

Boris Morros

John

that purpose.

hand

Walburn
Charles Skouras

James

DONATIONS

and contents of pipes

will smoking in buildings be permitted.

FOR

By Jack Codd

Cniy by proper disposition of
cigarette and cigar butts,

cigar while burning. Hold

John
Shepperd
Ben Silvey

George Wasson
Eddie Welch

Maureen

is permitted on the

any building and stamp

Randolph Scott
Fred Sersen

F. S. Nugent

provided that all cigarette and

Do

camera

SMOKING

main floor only of the stages

matches

Humberstone's

Ryan

Joseph M. Schenck
Lew Schreiber

McCoy

Raymond

one

RULES

James

John Sutton

Lockwood, Ray Jones; seated on camera where Artie Miller should be is

Irish's radio.

Sam Rheiner
Mike Rosenberg

F. L. Metzler
Fred Meyer

his Victory

truly's antique radio. I resent
very much the remark made by
Jimmy Perrin that Columbus

Tyrone
Power
L. J. Purcell

Aubrey Mather
William Maybery

back next week, Uncle Bud says
the fish, weeding

MacWilliams

Paul Mantz
Mona Maris
Pev Marley

Wm.
Arthur

Livingstone
Loft

T. L. Lounsbery
Ernst Lubitsch
Earl Luick

WILL
Joseph

Bennett,

of the Grip

Depart-

ment, finally caught up with that
snake in the grass.

BUY

Editor and Splicer,

Keystone preferred. Call Ext.
322. J. Ginther, Grip Dept.,
or Jim Morris.

OF
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America's Military and Naval Forces Need Rubber. Our 29,000,000 Automobiles Need Rubber. Our 5,000,000 Trucks
Need Rubber. Our Factories, Homes and Hospitals Need Rubber.
In 1940 the United

States used 648,000

tons.

a

In the

WITHOUT
HELPLESSLY

RUBBER WE WOULD
BE ECONOMICALLY PARALYZED IN PEACE TIME . . .
CRIPPLED IN WAR
TIME for

PLANES, TANKS, TRUCKS, TRAILERS, TRAINS,
SHIPS and MECHANIZED
EQUIPMENT
of
every type need rubber vitally. Without rubber
we could offer only I860 defense against 1942
attack.

6

WAR
HAS CUT America's rubber life-line
. . . the United States Government on January
12, 1942, announced an increase in the program
for large-scale production of synthetic rubber.
$400,000,000 was allocated for plants with a
yearly capacity of 400,00 tons. And since then
our synthetic rubber goal has been increased
.
to 700,000 tons. To obtain the necessary synthetic capacity — to carry on the necessary
search— to get the manufacturing
TAKE TIME.

WILL

Our limited crude rubber

re-

"know-how"

For example: Many rubber compound specifications are being revised to effect crude rubber savings. War specifications of a representative list of civilian tires, tubes and recapping
materials show a saving of more than 21% under
1941 specifications.
March

5th, 1942, a Government

estimate

showed that with a 25% reduction in previously estimated needs, total stocks of rubber
for THE UNITED NATIONS at the beginning
of 1943 would be 496,000 tons. This estimate
shows for 1943 crude supplies at 135,000, home
grown guayule at 1,000, and synthetic rubber
production at 300,000 with a minimum consumption of 785,000. This would leave the UNITED
NATIONS with only 147,000
the end of 1 943.
BUT IN THIS ESTIMATE
BER CONSUMPTION NO
BEEN

MADE FOR THE
ENT RESTRICTIONS ON

tons of rubber
OF FUTURE
PROVISION

at

RUBHAS

REMOVAL
OF PRESTIRES FOR CIVILIAN

USE. Eventually products made of rubber must
be replaced or vital services will break down.
Workers must have transportation to and from
distant war production jobs. A way must be
found to keep America's automobiles and trucks
— key factors in U. S. war or peace economy
— on the road. We must keep them rolling, too.

Today our greatest rubber stockpile is
in the form of unused mileage in 1 73, 000,*
000 tires and tubes in the possession of
American consumers.
The rubber

content

of these tires and

tubes

exceeds 1,200,000 tons, nearly twice the nation's
stockpile of NEW
rubber. EVERY EFFORT
MUST BE MADE BY CAR OWNERS
OF AMERICA to make this stockpile serve the country
as long as possible.
ONLY ONE COURSE
IS OPEN: We need
a much

wholehearted cooperation of the GOVERNMENT, INDUSTRY, THE ARMY
AND NAVY,

The

OWNERS

rationing

of automotive

of civilian tires was

a

equipprompt

and necessary move. But there are other possibilities where total savings may be Impressive.

Here
be

in

ma
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Suggestions
Ar

products,

does
b

not need tires (using far more
ber) that will go 25,000 miles,

rub-

In the USE of rubber products, more attention to the care and repair of the
rubber used by our armed forces can
substantially cut down replacement needs,

c

In handling the RESERVE supply situation, centralized control of reserves will
avoid wasting today's vitally needed rubber in idle inventories. A factory does
not permit every department to carry
replacement parts for its own motors.

2. CONSIDER ADOPTION
al orders for additional

of proposed nationrubber conservation.

A national speed limit for the period of
the emergency. Limitation of the use of
cars to necessary trips only. Strict limitations on purchase of used and repaired
tires.

my

an

d

th

e

Na

vy

.

3. MAKE
bigger

RECLAIMED

RUBBER

part in stretching

play an

our

even

reserve.

We

need a national "rubber round-up" to assure
more efficient collection of scrap rubber.
We
need an expansion of reclaiming
facilities. We should use a part of the
expanded capacity to build a
stockpile of reclaimed rubber.
4. GREATER
try plants.
Waste

CONSERVATION
in the

products
minimum.

must

in rubber

manufacture
be

cut

national

to

of
an

indusrubber

absolute

ONLY IF ALL THESE MEASURES CAN
BE TAKEN AGGRESSIVELY NOW, will

2. Shift your tires from wheel to wheel every
5,000 miles to Insure uniform wear on all
tires. Including the spare. (Tire wear on
the different wheels is not uniform. By
switching the tires around you even up
the wear on each tire.)
3. Whenever you change a tire check the air
pressure after a few miles of service. When
a tube is mounted in a tire a certain
amount of "trapped air" is left between
the tube and the Inside of the tire, which
gives a false air pressure reading. This air
will leak out over a period of time and as
a result if the tire is not checked again
soon

it may

become

badly under-inflated.

4. Don't take corners at high speeds. It wears
out tires faster than anything else. If you
speed

around

a

curve

the force of your

speed

tends to make the tires slide sideways. This actually grinds rubber off the
tread of your tires.
5. Never

slam on your brakes except to prevent an accident. When you come to a

skidding stop, rubber is worn off the tires.
After a too quick stop you can actually
notice the black streaks of rubber left on
the pavement

where

the wheels slid. Put on

your

brakes gradually and keep the rubber on your tires Instead of leaving It on
the road.

rear— -checked

regularly. A tire on a wheel

■ that Is only one-half inch out of line is
actually dragged sideways 87 feet in eyery
mile. This grinds off rubber. Many car owners lose from 20 to 50% of their mileage

by having wheels out of line. Have yours
checked by an expert.
rubber and reclaimed rubber be avail7. DRIVE SLOWLY. Speed causes heat and
able to keep necessary civilian cars and
‘ H
a
Increases abrasion, and thus wears out tires
trucks in operation until synthetic rubber ve
yo
quickly. The slower you drive the more
ur
begins to come from our new plants.
wh
e
mileage
you will get. For example — if you
el
Since almost TWO-THIRDS
of ALL the
usedal to drive 60 miles per hour on the
ign
men you can cut your speed down
rubber in this country is at the present time on
road, and
t
the wheels of motor vehicles, it is only natural
to 30 miles —anfr hour now, you can get almost three timesontas much tire mileage.
that the biggest conservation job must be done
and
by car and truck owners themselves.
8. START UP GENTLY. Don't spin your wheels
How long you can keep YOUR OWN
car
and grind off rubber. Spinning your wheels
causes abrasion of the tire against the
to our country's war
important
more
is
rolling
effort than you may realize. When you lay up
road, and wears off rubber rapidly. This is
your car for the duration you are placing an
often the reason why stop-and-go driving
extra burden on our over-all war effort. To get
in the city causes low mileage. The driver
you to and fom work, to get your children to
who Is always first away when the green
school requires transportation — and it we have
light is on, may be the first one to have to
to build new buses and other means of transjack
up his car.
portation instead of guns, tanks, or ships it w.ll
9. DON'T BUMP INTO CURBS. No tire will
take that much longer to win the war.
stand such abuse. If a tire is crushed beHere is what you can do — in fact what you
tween the curb and the steel rim of the
MUST DO If you want to HELP YOUR COUNwheel, the tire may be Injured. Play safe
TRY BY KEEPING YOUR CAR ROLLING AND
when parking — stay a few Inches away
READY
TO PERFORM
THE MANY
VITAL
from the curb so that you will neither
SERVICES YOU WILL NEED IT FOR IN THE
FUTURE.
bump against it nor rub your sidewalls

Following

Are Ten Rules of Tire
Conservation:
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more intensive program of rubber conservation. This can be accomplished by the

and PRIVATE
ment.

of rubber

supplies must bridge

this gap. We must make the greatest savings
that American ingenuity can obtain by using
reclaimed rubber, chemicals, and substitutes for
rubber wherever possible.

On

PURCHASE

make sure quality specifications do not
exceed actual service requirements. Equipment that may be used only 5,000 miles

In 1941, with the use of rubber in manufacturing restricted throughout the last halt of the
year, the United States used 766,000 tons.

against it.
10 — If your car

begins to steer queerly, slow

down.

This is very often a sign that something is wrong with a tire. If you are getting a flat tire and stop soon enough, your

tire may
otherwise

be saved by a minor repair —
it may be ruined beyond repair.

USE YOUR CAR AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE.
THE MILEAGE ON
YOUR
CAR
IS A
VALUABLE ASSET TO YOU AND YOUR
COUNTRY.
DON'T WASTE IT. You know
best when you have to use your car, and
you can save the rubber on it by either
staying at home, walking, or
available transportation.

using other

K
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WRtTE TO THEM

Dear Studio Club:

the package that you sent. Believe you me, things like that
are really appreciated, and le-ius fellows know that we are still
remembered.
Have made several trips to
New York City — "Shore Is big,"
but I'll take good old Westv/ood any day.

Dear Friends:

Dear Friends:
Tell the boys to patch another star on tne flag for: —
Pvt. Wallace K. Neal,
Co. C, 33rd Bn., 8th Regt.,
Camp Crov/der, Missouri.

I want to thank the Studio

Pvt. Emerson R. Hartman,

★

14th Signal Service Regiment, Fort Monmouth,
New Jersey.

Have
you for
I have
weak to

been wanting to thank
the cigarettes and gum
received, but was too
write much while In the

Club again for your remembrance, and it has been appreciated to the utmost. Again, It

hospital. I am now out and have
the chance. The magazine is appreciated, too. The rest of the

Is nice to know I am not for-

boys enjoy It, too.

whom

O,

Dear Friends:

★

★

By golly! I was one mighty
pleased soldier when I received

U.S. Army, Company

eruice

in tke

our

gotten by my friends with
I had the pleasure of

working and hope to be back
again soon with them all.
I am now at the new address,
listed below.

Pvt. Charles F. Hoffman,
Co. C, 31st Bn., E.R., T.C.,
Fort Leonard Wood, Bldg.
I 706, Missouri.

St. /Sgt. Kenneth V. Lang,
Dear Friends:
What's cookin'? I wrote
practically everybody but Mr.,
or pardon me. Col. Zanuck
thanking them or anybody for
the luncheon that was given us

Company "Z," 15th SIg.
Ser. Reg., Signal Corps,
Photo. Center, 35- II 35th
Avenue, Long Island,
New York.

Foxian Ex's, and nothing happens, so you'd better be good
and send me my copies of
"ACTION," also — If you v/Iil,
please, will you put In or cause

Dear Friends:
Just received my package of

to be put In "ACTION" how
deeply grateful I am and thankful to the entire Personnel of

Camels and gum.

appreciate this thoughtfulness
shown and they do come In awfully handy.
also.happy
It makes
a fellow
feelAnd,
pretty
to

20th Century-Fox Studios for
their many past kindnesses.
My Dear Friends:
Let me take this opportunity
to thank
club for
package
enjoyed
what Al

the "Buck a Month"
your wonderful Xmas
and to tell you that I
every bit of It except
Goodwin said about

my deer hunting.
I sincerely regret that Frances Berger will not be able to
see how swell the sweater she
made for me fits or know how
nice It feels at 20,000 feet.
Best of luck to Fox,
John Joseph Helmick,
Kaneohe Bay, T.H.,
c o U. S. Navy.

Sgt. Raymond T. Larios,
46th Q.M. Co. (G.R.),
Presidio of S.F., S. F., Calif.

I sure do

Dear Friends:

feel that he Is not forgotten

Thanks a million for your letters. They are more than welcome in this isolated area of
heat, wind and dust.
The Studio Club

even though many miles separate him from his friends and
fellow-workers.
There are two Juicers from
M.G.M. here, and they are

Is really

grand, and my package arrived
from Fort MacArthur on the
23rd. You tell everyone they

plenty jealous over my receiving them,
you can bet that
I razz
themandplenty.

don't realize what that cigarette fund means to us. Please
write again.

answer any letters that anyone
cares to send me, for it is sure
lonesome over here.

F. J. Magnus, 409 Technical School Squadron, Barracks 173, Sheppard Field,
Texas.

Kent A. Lammey, C.E.M.,
Service Schools, U.S.N.,

I will never be too busy to

T.S., Newport, Rhode
Island.
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Dear Studio Club:

Dear Friends;

Just received

Goodbye, and thank you and
all those who are making my
monthly soldier's package
sible.

pos-

I am going to school — the Army
is trying to make an airplane
mechanic out of me.

Yours sincerely,
Private Henry Arnstein,
404th T. S. Squadron,
Barracks 384, A.A.F.,
Sheppard

Pvt. Gilbert Goldstein, Air
Service Command, Parks
Air College, 901 Brachy
Avenue, East St. Louis,
Illinois.

Field, Texas.

★
Dear Studio Club:
Hello, youse guys and gals of
the Studio Club, sending you
thanks and appreciation for
the bundle of cigarettes and
chewing gum. We sure did enjoy them. When the smoke
clears away you can bet your
bottom dollar that the Stars
and Stripes will still be flying
over Hawaii, and not the Jap
sun or sons of ... . (quote and
unquote).
Robert Smiley, Photo 3/c,
Box 1393, N.A.S., Pearl
Harbor.

★
Dear Studio Club Members;
I don't know how I can express my thanks for the Camels and gum that was sent to
me. I guess everyone there
knows that Camels, and especially gum, are Impossible to
buy — and how a Yank loves his
gum! Englishmen scorn the Idea
of gum chewing.
Thanks for the "ACTION,"
and If it's possible I would like
to join your Buck-A-Month
Club. Let me know the details.
Thus,
I'll Government
make arrangements
with the
here to

the package

you sent me. Thanks a lot. I am
now In East St. Louis, Illinois.

pay whatever dues there are to

★

Dear Friends:
Words

cannot

express the

Pilot Officer Jay R. Rbss,
pay. R.A.F., Coast Command,
Squires Gate, Blackpoole,
Lancashire, England.

feeling I had when I received
the package the other day. It
is sure a grand feeling to think
the fellows back home are

★

thinking about you. I can see
now how important It is to keep

Hello, Studio Club:
I should appreciate receiving
any package of precious goods
that Fox is sending to us faithful employees.
Cordially,

up the good work, because
when I feel the way I do, and I

Dear Friends:
This letter Is to Inform you of
my receipt of the candy and
cigarettes you so generously
sent me and to thank you many,
many times for them. I passed
out most of the gum to other
not so fortunate marines In my
Platoon, and you should have
heard the remarks made In favor of an organization so
thoughtful of Its employees as
ours.
P.F.C. A. Ade, Naval Air
Station, North Island, Marine Barracks, San Diego,
Calif.

am only in San Pedro, I can
imagine what it feels like In
more distant places.
Just one more thing before I
close. It Is really great to get

Pvt. Henry Greenberg,
U.S.A., T.S. Squadron 410,
Barracks 145, Sheppard
Field, Texas.

the copy of ACTION along
with cigarettes and gum, so In
my time off I can read about
the boys I have worked with
for so many years. Inasmuch
as I am having a good time in
the Navy, I miss them just the
same.
Dave Boyd, E.M. 3/c,
U.S.S. Chestnut, Section
Base, San Pedro, Calif.

★

★
Dear Studio Club:
I received your most welcome package several days ago
and wish to express my sincere
thanks tor all the cigarettes,
gum and the latest copy of
"ACTION."
I hear a great number of favorable comments from the fellows here each time that I receive a package from you. Very
few employers remember their
workers so regularly.
Lawrence C. Sessoms, Sea
l/c, U.S.N., R.A.B.,
Seattle, Washington.

Dear Studio Club:

Dear Gang:
Although they keep moving
me around at a great rate, your
packages

always

manage

to

catch up with me and are always welcome. I particularly
enjoy reading of the activities
friends
many
of my TION,"
which Is
getting Into "ACbe a
swell little magazine.
OpI. Bob Wellington, Co.
G, 53rd Infantry, Presidio
of San Francisco, San Francisco, California.

thanks
the carton
of Many
cigarettes
and for
chewing
gum.
It is indeed a pleasure to know
that they are still thinking of
the boys who have joined rne
service. Lieut. Davis has also
asked me to thank you for his
package. We are getting along
nicely out here where the heat
Is "INTENNIS."
Lieutenant Sol Halprin,
U.S. Naval Reserve, Coordinator of Information,
Washington, D. C.
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K. Doyle

WE here, in the Studio Club Office, were preparing budgets

of the Club carry themselves financially, and aren't designed
to. It is the aim of the Club's Board of Controllers to pass on
to you the benefits of the Club through its activities, not at
cost, but practically for nothing. Your membership dues are
really but a drop in the bucket. On the Annual Picnic, for
Instance, which will be held at the Uplifters Club on August
30, the Studio Itself will assume the burden of the expense,
which will be in the neighborhood of $6,000.00, while the paid
admissions to this event will in all probability not total more
than $1500.00 at the very best. So, you, an employee of
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, and a member of
the Studio Club, are getting the benefit of the contemplated
deficit of $4500.00. Of course, obviously, the more people
that participate in this event, the less will be Its cost. So, let's
all go and have fun.
Incidentally, while on the same subject, we did a little investigating, and were gratified, and also a little bit shocked, to
discover the vast expense that the Studio itself Incurs in order
to make the activities of the employees a success, together with
the vast amount of money spent by the Studio to help Its
employees in various ways. We say we were shocked a bit,
because we doubt that many of us ever think of this, or if we
do, we just take it for granted. The Annual Picnic mentioned
above, which is subsidized by the Studio, is just one Item. It
has done this each year. The administrative expense of salaries,
etc., of personnel in the Defense Bond Dept., your Studio Club,
Group Insurance Office, Credit Union, and others, is borne
entirely by the Studio. These offices are maintained only for
your
assistance,
and do
convenience.
Studio
doesn't
have to
do it, buthelp
it does
it because itThe
wants
to help
you
and me. There is also the matter of the various substantial
bonuses given Studio employees
Services.

Lacquer Lane Laconics
Maintenantics

Volume

for the coming fiscal year, and the thought struck us that
probably very few members of the Studio Club were even
remotely aware of the tremendous expense and cost of operating your Studio Club and Its activities. None of the activities

(as they appear)

Special Cover August "Action"
Article re Leo Nomis — Eagle Squadron,

CLUB

EDITORIAL

€Jiloria( Staff

Safety News
"Brudder Widout

STUDIO

Benny Benson
A. O. Williams
H. A. "Hank" Lofquist
Eddie Sowders
Jacque Frenier
H. L. Tarnoff
Pete Lake
Lee Dunbar

who

leave for the Armed

Did you know, for instance, that each year the Studio has
handed back to those employees who have Group Insurance,
a very tremendous item in the form of the entire dividends
of the Group Insurance Policy? It doesn't have to do this, we
find out, but just wants to.
The Studio Ffospital, maintained for your protection and
safety, is entIreJy supported by the Studio. Of course, the
Hospital is only designed and meant for emergencies — but it's
there to protect and help you and me.
The many deductions made from our weekly checks for

Irving Abrams
Jo Eckhardt
Lee Roth
"Irish" Roche

various purposes which we designate — the work and expense
of handling this Item which most of us never even think about,
is something appalling.

Alice Goodwin
Alice Goodwin

So, maybe it isn't a bad place to work after all. Come out
to the Annual Picnic — meet the men who do these things for
you. They want to know you better.

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles. California, by and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox
Subscription price $1.00 per year. Single copy 15c. Advertising rates furnished on request. Telephone: BRadshaw 2-2161, Station 1109.
Entered as Second Class matter, April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles, California, under the act of March 3, 1879.

Studio Club.

LACQUER LANE
LACONICS
By Benny Benson.

WHILE tramping through

the wilds in the High Sierras near Lost Camp, Calif., last
week, and in the company of
Laddie Goncz, Bert Crawford
suddenly found his path blocked
by a full-grown bear. Being
naturally startled and somewhat
frightened by the sudden appearance ofbruin, Bert drew his
knife, but had the presence of
mind to stand pat. During the
following process of sizing each
other up, Bert noticed a peculiar white marking on the side
of the bear's head. By this
marking Bert knew that he was
confronted by his long-lost cub
which had escaped about eight
years previously in that same
locality.

his camera which enabled him
to record this and subsequent
events.

not to be denied, and both Joe
and Bert were out like lights.
When the time came to leave

After arriving at camp Bert
noticed that Joe (bruin) had
many unusual talents for a bear;
at times he seemed quite human. Bert attributes these talents to the early training at his
hands.

the mountains, Bert was heartbroken to leave Joe behind, but

the Director, and splendid cast

since
we have
so many
and cocktail
lounges
here "bars"
in the
city, you can readily see why it
was impossible to bring him
back. Arrangements have been
made with the Rangers to see
that Joe is properly cared for
until such a time when possibly
prohibition goes

Into effect

again!!
(Editor's Note: Don't tell a
soul, especially Bert, but it was
Everett Lull inside the bear skin.
Tsk, tsk!)
That's "5" (

of the same
type. her in more
greatly
enjoy seeing
The many friends of John Jorgenson were saddened when he
passed away last month, and
we, in our shop, who had the
pleasure of working with him,
miss his kindly Interest and fine

the war, Spain and

to a secluded spot to ponder on
the wonders of nature and, incidentally, to refresh himself

Portugal

might use some of their cork to
bottle up the Mediterranean,
and it would take our biggest
corkscrew to open it again.
I read somewhere
Herein

lies the tale of not a man

with

a maid, but a man with a bear.
Shades of Dan Boone!

MAINTENANTICS

NOW that we are in August,
some

of the lucky people

have already returned from
their vacations, but probably
feel they could use another.

that Van

Gogh sold 700 pictures for
$109.00, but that they are now
worth six millions! — that makes
me feel swell, because the pictures I can't give away may
some day be worth at least two
bits. Somebody might want
something on which to paint a

By A. O. Williams

I

am ready for mine, but the famI want
to decided
go.
ily hasn't
as yet where

"Tch, Teh!"

Spring through the whole production, and I, for one, would

The thought occurs to me
that if we don't hurry up with
that second front, we are liable
to find ourselves with the only
front, and believe you me, that
would be something. Regarding

After lunch one day our modest hero decided to hie himself

sharing shots from the jug.
After several rounds nature was

propaganda and war pictures,
it is refreshing to see a picture
of this kind. Lovely Rita Hayworth carried a
breath of

personality. If men would pattern their lives from his, Utopia
would not be far off.

) for now.

Back to Camp.

with a jug of squeezin's. He no
more than got comfortably organized when Joe made his appearance and picked up the
jug. Needless to say, Bert was
both amazed and pleased at
this new trick and was soon

of "My Gal Sal," for a darn
good picture. In this day, when
we are being deluged with

I may be a little late in making a comment on a picture, because it has been released for
some time, but I would like to
give an orchid to the Producer,

sign.
Julius
leaves to
I think I
crown of

Caesar wore laurel
hide his bald head, so
will start to fashion a
mistletoe!

Don't forget our Studio wants
the Ideas you have stored away.
The man who Invented the shoelace made 2,500,000 bucks!!!
After all, that Idea of yours
might have a potential earning
power that could set you up
for life, but If you don't give it
3

a chance you have just had an
idea.
We are always at your service in our Dept., so it you see
anything that needs repairing
or replacing in your Dept, or
on the Lot, call us, because we
are anxious to make needed repairs before we have to use
more material than necessary.
Call Ex. 508.

SHAVINGS FROM THE
CARPENTER DEPT.

the Hollywood Boys' Club,
day, July 12, especially the
from the night shift. Walt
rison and most of his gang
there. They may not be

Sunboys
Harwere
able

to "Bowl," but, believe me, they
sure can and did drive nails.
Thanks again, boys. This building Is being built by Labor donated by the various crafts belonging to the American Federation of Labor.
This could go on and on, buh
with this, I want to thank both
of my readers for taking the
time to read this and I hope

By H. A. "Hank" Lofquist
(Pinch-hitting for
M. R. Sandstrom)

WELL, fellows, another month

has rolled by and, first of
all, I would like to congratulate
"Sandy" on the colume he had
in last month's "ACTION," and
also on his promotion to FollowUp Man. Good luck to you,
Sandy, in your new job. Here
goes for what little news I have
been able to scare up in the
past week.
Ira Barziey was back to visit
us last week and he sure looked
swell in his uniform of 2nd
Lieut.; they tell me it won't be
long until it will be 1st Lieut.
Good luck, Ira. . . . Also hear

our
friend,his
"Sandy,"
be
backold with
columnwillnext
month.

MAKE-UP

DEPT.

By Eddie Sowders
XX R. and Mrs. W. G. Pearce
*”* are vacationing In Canada. We have received several
beautiful scenic post cards stating they are having a wonderful
time and enjoying every minute. We expect Guy to tell us
he has just purchased a nice
large farm, as they are very
much Interested. We In the
Dept, will be very happy to
welcome them on their return.

Dick "Matey" Chapman is in
training to be a Ninety-Day
Wonder. Good luck to you.
Matey, and hope to see you
soon. . . . Sorry to hear Clarence Jones Is In the hospital In
Cedar City, Utah, with bloodpoison from a sliver; hope you
will be back on the job soon,
Clarence. ... I see Charlie
White

McElroy got hit by a two-byfour thrown back from the
power rip saw, but was back
to work again In a day or two;
says he can take It. . . . They
tell me that Johnny Strlte tried
to jump that trick motorcycle
of his over a sedan the other
day, but didn't quite make it;
better luck next time, Johnny.
... I see Bob Williams Is back
with us again after helping
Uncle Sam build boats for the
past year.
I would like to take this opDortunity to thank all the carpenters from T.C.F. for the
splendid showing they made
4

at

thickness, and you can carry
them on your hip, in case you
want to slip the lip!!! See Ray.
Bunny Gardel, our Torso Artiste, Is sorta waiting very anxiously for her husband, Mr. Don
Cash, who is now in Washington, D. C., to return. You know
she heard there were ten
women to each man, and while
Bunny is not "JELLY," she was
just wondering! You know how
the girls are when Papa is away.
. . . Ray Forman just returned
from her honeymoon; she and
her husband. Dr. Pobirs. Said it
was beautiful up Yosemite Valley way. Ray seems very happy.
. . . Linda Cross has an Increase
of five Boxer Puppies at her
house. . . . We must not forget
our old reliable Gaston Glass
who takes a beating on that
phone. You see, every night
after all the calls are switched
and hairdressers and make-up
men have been dismissed for
the day and have had their
calls for the next day, then in
comes the other switches of
calls. Gaston gets back on the
phone, there he stays sometimes
until eleven P.M. I ask you, is
this nice???

THIS

DAILY

HASSEL

By Jacques Frenler

HEY!
WE

BEFORE

WANT

SOME

YOU

LEAVE,

HAY!"

. . . Gene Klum, who is a whiz
at comic cartooning, drew a
very funny cartoon of Mr. and
Mrs. Pearce's saddle horses
named "Duke" and "Bagonia,"
as they looked over a fence
with large tear drops falling
from their eyes. . . . Tina Perry
Is moving to her new hotel suite
where she can have elevator
service. You know Tina, she Is
always "taking up" with things.
. . . Ray Romero and Dick Smith
have created a new rubber device whereby you can make
rubber lips ranging from a thin

they are always with usjabound.
Chinese babies are saved, our
soldier boys resurrect the lost
art of reading (though It took
a jungle todraftees
do It), and
oura most
Imminent
exit In
haze
of good wishes and tokens of
esteem.

SAFETY

NEWS

By Jimmy

Dinneen

PERSONS driving cars on this

Lot must obey the traffic signals (which are plainly marked),
and of late those 1 5-mile-anhour signs have been Ignored
people. Drivmany rate
by a inggreat
at a sane
of speed
definitely saves tires, which also
eliminates the possibility of accidents at the expense of life
Itself.
National Defense — and by
this, we mean the conservation
of tires, equipment and lives —
means you are helping to do
your bit toward the war effort.
The Fire Dept, also needs
your cooperation. Even though
the large receptacles are stationed everywhere on the
stages, lighted cigarettes are
still tossed around. Any accumulation of debris creates a fire
hazard — so If you see anything
around of this nature, if you

Quizzical people — aren't

around tossing "effus" back and
forth?

get, at EXT. 508.
Here's for helpful cooperation on the part of EVERYONE.

The greatest time for such
exuberatlon is that day of days
when everyone Is handed his
"HEY!

ten— for the time being at least.
Collections (and like the poor,

see anything that needs repairing, BE SURE TO CALL US
IMMEDIATELY, before you for-

we? Or did you ever stop
to consider why we get such a
terrific bang out of just sitting

is back on the job again

after his siege of "Measles" —
says Art Latter couldn't catch
anything he couldn't . . . better
bring back some proof from
that vacation. Art! . . . H. E.

determined lip to a Mammy lip
from 2 inches to 4 inches In

weekly allotment of "getus" —
good,
"getus,"
of
course. hardearned
Public morale
and the
retailers' exchequer hits the seventh-day high— considering that
time begins and ends with payday!!!
Mr. Kronus Fodusphault bursts
forth with a new hair-cut, press
and shine, while Lizzie Glutz's
beauty treatment creates an illusion ofgrandeur uncompared.
The patronage offered the "Eating - between - meals - venders"
would make any dietician shudder. TFe Cafe has a fifty-fivecent luncheon rush and the Coffee Shop runs out of Ice cream
by three. All debts are paid?
and the old grievances forgot-

LAB

GAB

cinch. Swish — -another Strike!!

anyway.
kidding, Tom.

By H. L. Tarnoff

Everybody whooped — except
the referee. He said, "Wait a
minute! You stepped over the
foul line!" So that left Jack
with only one more ball, and
still 7 pins away from victory.
And that was a horse of another

Sparks from the Arcs now
can boast something that not
so many can. We have our own
staff photo man. He Is Stan
Warn. If any of you people
would like to have a
picture

ALTER

SHAFER

Is back

with us again, amiable and
hard-working as ever. Walt's in
the pink after his eight-week
session with the Portland Beavers. . . Harry Rehman is due
to leave for the army on or
around the 25th of July. "I'm
glad to be going," says Harry.
"And Uncle Sam's army is getting Itself a real fightin' fool."
. . . Dick Harrison got hold of
the last pair of triple-soled
shoes Desmond's had In stock.
"The Idea," says Dick, "is to
get something that'll last for
the duration." A darn good
Idea! Incidentally, Dick Is enthusiastic about the Kaiser Idea
of building 5,000 huge air transports a year on the lines of the
Boeing "Mars." "They would
carry 500,000 men a day over
to Europe," declares Dick.
The boys In the Lab., and the
gals, too, have gone all out in
giving to the Navy-ChlneseRussian-Dutch War Relief. They
have all given more than ever
before. This shows every one
of them Is beginning to realize
ever more keenly the truth of
what Secretary Wallace said:

color, as the saying is. But Jack
felt he could never face the
boys at the Nursery if he didn't
come through. He did — and
nobly. So what do you think
the next ball was? You guessed
it — or should I say — "JackGuessed" is? It was a STRIKE!!!
The win meant 75 bucks In War
Bonds, and Jack went on with
the winners of the other classes
to the grand finals. He came
In second in this. Considering
the number of bowlers in the
tournament. Jack deserves a lot
of credit and our sincere congratulations.
Our conservatory Is taking
shape and will soon be ready
for the glass. Glenn and Walt
figure It will be mighty useful.
Summer has really boosted
the flowers and shrubs along.
Every month, and almost every
week, we have some new flowers to display, and by the same
token, some die and are thrown
away.

Lots of variety, lots of

"That this is a fight between a
slave world and a free world,
and that we must win a com-

change In the Nursery, and It's
mighty Interesting.

plete victory to bring a new
day for the lovers of freedom

'•SPARKS

everywhere on this earth."
Harry Taylor Is reading
"Grapes of Wrath" and getting
a terrific bang out of the Steinbeck realism. . . . Jimmy Glbney is back from his vacation
singing the praises of San Francisco and the Golden Gate.
Jim plunged into the heart of
the artists colony there and
loved every minute of It.

NURSERY

TALES

By Pete Lake
JACK GUESS has skyrocketed
to fame with his trusty right
arm. He was entered In the
Examiner Bowling Tournament,
in the 150 to 159 Class — AND
WON!! He did it with a nlnthinnlng rally that was sheer
drama. On his last frame. Jack
was trailing by 16 points, which
meant he had to get a strike
or spare. So! — Whammo! — In
the old pocket for a Strike!!
Two more balls to roll, and only
7 points to topple. It was a

THE

FROM

ARCS"

By Lee Dunbar
CAM MAYO says that it won't
be long now. He is classed
I-A and repeats that it Is just
bang-bang and he belongs to
Uncle Sam. . . . Buddy Evans
and the family spent the weekend of the 4th at Big Bear, fishing. I know now just what kind
of fish Buddy calls "BIG." The
ones I saw, I thought he was
using for bait!!! . . . Emerson
Hartman sends his regards to
allnow
the stationed
boys on the lot. "Em"
Is
In N. J. . . We
hear Jimmy Woods knows just
the right angle for collecting
money when a new member In
the family arrives. How do you
do it, Jimmy? Put the boys
wise. . . . Fellows, you have
really missed something If you
haven't seen Tom Powell's
halrdressl! It is In the formnew
of
some extra hair. It really knocks
a few years off of his age, to
say the least. Don't mind the

It's your

hair,

made and printed In "ACTION," just let us know and It
wl II be a pleasure. . . . Brother,
I have heard of funny things,
but this takes the cake!!! Speaking of fish striking worms, or
man bites dog, listen to this . . .
Leo Seltlinger said that he actually ate a worm. He said that
it was on a bet and he didn't
want to lose. He won a dollar
on the deal, anyway: however,
the worm didn't tasfe so hot. . .
M. Thoen writes back that the
Navy isn't so bad. Here is another boy who would like a letter. . . Charlie Wise Is back
on the job after a nice vacation
back East. Charlie Is counting
time waiting for the Mrs. and
kiddles to get in town.

THE

SCENE

DOCK

By Irving Abrams

The typed line (In Pica type,

as here)" OOPS! pardon,
started to copy the wrong

copy. Let's start all over again.
That isn't a stop signal In our
office that shines through the

front door, . . . that's Bert Sebell s face!! He's been to the
beach two days in succession.
. . . Does anyone need a jury?
Our Department could just
make one. Yes, Sir! there are
just twelve of us altogether.
Since our night shift lost their
boy, we used to be thirteen,
but ItsOhe Navy again. Ensign Robert Feder — and Is he
something ,In that outfit! Casting s missed a bet ... he should
have been playing leads. . . .
Just thought of a new ending
for Mme. Butterfly . . . Instead
of breaking her heart, he drops
a bomb on her old man's SukI
Parlor. . . . Have had some letters and a couple of cards from
Al Shaffer. . . . How that one is
getting around! There was more
information on the picture on
one card than there was In all
his letters put together!! There
is one sailor, who Isn't going to
have his letters all cut up. If
the rest of the Navy was like
Al, the/ could relay the Censors
or maybe just keep then for
Standby. He did manage to

say he had been promoted to
Photographer 1st Class and
what with his percentages for
Foreign Service, flying pay,
etc., he will be one of the new
class of War Millionaires. More
DOwer to him. . . . Joel (Jerry)
Dobson, out of our office just a
year now. Is a Second Lieutenant (Machine Gun Instructor),
so he isn't doing too badly
either. . . . Cecil Creber took
mud baths every day for a
week and still he came back
clean! ... It was at the Bar In
the
that changes
they "cleaned"
him.evening
. . . No
In our
Department this month, but
there was a little shuffle In our
half-brother, or step-brother, or
something. The Set Custodians.
We're closer to those guys than
the cat-walks are to the stage
roofs. Talk about team work
between the ground forces and
the flying forces, etc., the Scene
Dock and the Set Custodian's
office could give them lessons.
But to get back to that shuffle.
Jack Spann went from the Mill
here to Johnnie Williams' job
at Western Ave., and Johnnie
came back here to Set Custodian s office. Guess his time
was up, or maybe he got some
off for good behavior. 'Bye,
now.
That s all for this month.

SWEEPINGS
JANITORS'

FROM

THE

DEPT.

By Jo Eckhardt
P\ IDJA see the swell sun-tans
such as Theresa Poltere and
Jo Eckhardt are sporting? .
Our expert fisherman, Pat Van
Wie, has caught so many, that
long (?)! . . . Myrtle Burnnett
made a trip to San Diego to see
her son, George, who is now In
beaming.
the
Navy, and came back

Our election, held on July 7,
really went over big In favor of
a Guild. Here's hoping action
will soon start!
July Vacationists were: Harry
Vaughn, Meredith Watkins,
Charles Keller, Nels Nelson,
Howard Nelson, Otto Horton,
John Beckett, Bill Maloney, Minnie Todd, and Ann Doody.
Hope
time!

you all had a wonderful

DON'T

FORGET

TO

RUBBER

HEELS

LICK THE OTHER

HEELS.

YOUR

GIVE

TO
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FINDINGS FROM
WARDROBE

THE

By Lee Roth
TIME

was

• Wardrobe

when
could

the

Men's

furnish quite

a bachelor list, but it gets
shorter each month. EDDIE
WYNNIGEAR
was married in
June and took time off for a
short honeymoon. . . . JACK
DOWSING surprised us all by
returning from the "Thunder
Bird" location in Arizona, a
married man! Congratulations
to you both. . . . CLINTON
SANDEEN is turning over his
backyard to the gang for a picnic and kitchen shower for the
newlyweds.

The

girls in the

Men's department were fed up
with all the parties being stag
and threatened to attend the
last one, so this will be a mixed
crowd. Of course, SANDY may
be asked to move the following
day, but that's the chance one
must take at times. . . GEORGE
McGERTY finally talked the
Navy into letting him sign on
the dotted line. We all miss
George and send our very best
wishes. The boys gave Eddie
and George a fine send-off stag

THE

Johnny Hale was from Cochran
Field, Macon, Georgia, where
he has recently passed all exams
for Flying Cadet. He was one
of the first to sign up for Uncle

By C. Sandeen
jROCP
F— FIRST STATE
REGIMENT
I -CALIFGRNIA
MILI-

Sam's Air Corps. From Fort
MacArthur he went to Ellington
Field, Texas, then to Cochran
Field, and then on to the famous Casey Jones Aeronautical
School at Newark, N. J.; there

Jr., haye left to become
bers of the Coast Guard.

LABORELATES
By "Irish" Roche
\A/E

ARE

very proud of the

^ ” success of our
fromS.
this department in boys
the U.
Service. Each month we read
of their advancement in the letters received. This month we
pay tribute to Jimmy Rugg and
Johnny Hale. Jimmy is now
known as Sgt. James Rugg and,
from all indications, is on his

Militia (Home Guards), contact
Corp. Henry Culbertson, our
clerk. This branch of the Service will be only necessary in
the event of an Invasion, but
the instructions given will be
beneficial.

fires (if you can get them to
change), is nothing new to Phil,
as he was once in the Service
Station business.
Cur boss has just returned
full of energy from a trip to
Yellowstone, and Roy Wellington has just spent a week in
Northern California.
The Studio Club has notified
us that we In this department
every month are 100% In our
subscriptions to the Cigarette
Fund. Keep up the good work
and you will have the good
wishes of many a friend In the
Service.

If you expect to be called
Into regular service, the basic
training you will receive In our
own troop will help you over
the hurdles in that first six weeks
of basic training after your induction.
For those of you who want to
be prepared to help In case of
Invasion, but because of family
or other responsibilities you are
unable to enter the regular
service, TRGCP F holds for you
the answer.
Willard Stewart, of the Police Dept., Is our Commanding
Cfficer, and If you are a bit Interested, stop by the Pico Time
Gate and let him explain it to
We have schooling and drill
on THURSDAY NIGHTS from
7 until 9:30 at the HCLLYWCCD
AMERICAN LEGICN
you.
PCST.

Cfficers and Non-com-

missioned Cfficers' School at
WESTERN AVE. STUDIC on
FRIDAY

NIGHTS,

and drill with

the complete regiment at GILMGRE STADIUM every SUNnoon.

DAY MCRNING

Come

from

out, and

9

'til

out and see us some

Sunday. Cally Holden
has the REGIMENTAL

usually
BAND

their martial music

gives you that thrill that only a
good military band can give

v/ay to something better in the
6

re-elected by a unanimous

vote

To those of you who live In
the Western section of Los Angeles, and comprising Santa
Monica, and who desire to
serve in the California State

his vacation in last month's issue? I hated to remind him
about those blowouts he had
between here and the home
town of Denver: but changing

robs for "My Friend Flicka,"
and I am leaving on mine as
soon as this is in the mail.

TIA already has in Its ranks
about 25 men from the 20th
CENTURY-FGX lot, but we
need more of you before we
will be able to call ourselves
FCX'S own troop.

By Joe Keenan
A -TER closing a most successful year as Commander of
the Studio Post of the American Legion, Comrade Lou Witte
and all of the officers and executive committee have been

mem-

per's nine-day diet and now has
quiet a following. EARL LUICK
has a hard time sticking to it
and, when no one is looking, orders pie for dessert. . . CAREY

but doesn't she know there's a
war going on? . . . HERSCHEL
plans to leave on his vacation
as soon as he finishes the ward-

MILITIA

Jimmy and Johnny, and to all
you boys from the gang. . . .
During the past month Joe
Schwartz and Harry Hughes,

herself into a try at the Har-

O'NEIL is back on the job after
a tonsilectomy. She returned the
flowers which we took such
pains to collect and send to the
hospital. Of course, they were
very tired and very artificial,

STATE

he graduated, and is now with
his original squadron at Cochran Field. Best of luck to you,

May I extend my opologies
to our NIte Foreman, Phil Snyder, for neglecting to mention

at Mr. Singer's home. . . .
ANDE RICHARDSON
talked

AMERICAN LEGION
POSTSCRIPTS

near future. Our last word from

to

serve during the coming
The

well-known

orchids are

due Commander Witte for consenting to assume this office for
another year. The Post, under
his
leadership. Is closing the
year.
year In excellent shape, both
financially and In the Post activities. The membership rolls
now hold the names of 160 Legionnaires. All that remains to
be desired is for additional
members to become fully active
In the affairs of the Post, assisting their Commander In carrying on the program of the Legion. We look forward to volunteers on various activities, for
the
time.

demands on the Commander are growing all the

Comrade Al Maynard Is reported as receiving the best
possible treatment at the San
Fernando Hospital, and we trust
he will greatly Improve under
this care. . . . Comrade Harry
Tondreau, our new Adjutant,
came forth with one of the
most interesting sets of minutes
on the Post at the last meeting,
and he also read them In a very
interesting manner. . . . Comrade Howard Childs of the Police Dept., whose chest is loaded
with medals accumulated as a
Marine In the last war. Informs
us that he Is awaiting a call
from the Navy. He just likes
the smell of the salt water.
Good luck. Sailor, we know you
will be just as good as you were

you.

asome!!
Devil Dog, and that's going
The State Dept. Convention
will be held In Los Angeles, August 16th to 19th and will have
the delegation meeting for the
first time during the war. Most
of the social activlltes of the
previous conventions will be
eliminated, with only the reunions of the various combat
groups getting together for
breakfasts or dinners, as they
have In the past.
Our next meeting will be
Installation meeting, and
members will be notified
mall. It will probably be
before the convention.

the
the
by
just

BANK

By Audre

STORY

check time), the offering was
well received.

Rochlen
a raffle or a glve-

'

were

away

they

MARTIN COMMISSIONED MAJOR; SLATED
OVERSEAS

lined

up

for

outside the Grip Bldg, on the
morning of July 1st. It was only
patriotic employees of 20th
Century-Fox, waiting to give
their blood to the American
Red Cross Mobile Blood Donor
Unit.

wood

will

be

Interested

pint of blood each, to be processed Into blood plasma to
save the lives of Servicemen.

had previously given her blood
at the main blood bank downtown, was Interviewed — also

j

1

Prior to leaving for Army

service, "Doc" was a member
of the staff of the Cedars of
Lebanon and Hollywood Hospitals.

;

j

Mrs. Harry W. Martin, wife
of Dr. Martin, is widely known
to readers of the Hearst news-

;

sons."

paper chain as "Louella Par-

Betty Grable and Virginia Gilmore.
The accompanying pictures
seem to give the Impression
that the whole thing was tremendously enjoyable. So, to any

(Reprinf

from
23rd
Dally July
Variety)

altogether, the Fox Hills and
Western Avenue Lots collected
7780 pounds of scrap rubber In
the recent drive; almost four
tons of otherwise junk which is
now

serving in a two-fold service. First, the money derived

from the sale goes Into the 20th
Century-Fox Studio Employees'
Cigarette Fund for our Service
Men, and secondly, we're all
standing around with the
tongues of our wagons hanging
out waiting to see if the stuff
will come back In the form of
N. K. D.,
8-ply Sllvertown Cords!!
Studio Club.

Issue of

The motion picture Industry's
campaign for Navy, Dutch,
China and Russian War Reliefs

of the

College of Surgeons.

plasma, particularly In the Naval forces. Carole Landis, who

It is with a great deal of satisfaction we can report that,

OFFICE BOY SETS PACE
FOR CONTRIBUTORS
IN RELIEF DRIVE

Medical Corps. "Doc" reported
for duty to the Presidio Letterman General Hospital, San
Francisco, on May 15th and on
June 1st, word reached his uncounted friends In Hollywood
that he was in line to go overseas In the near future.

"Doc" Martin was State Athletic Commissioner for several
years, and also served on the
City Civil Service Commission.
He is a Fellow In the American

RUBBER

out to the Studio again on October 7th. Of course, there will
be a detailed announcement in
the future.

tury-Fox Studios, has been commis ioned a Major In the Army

Martin, one

OF

of
youthewho
didn'tUnit
make
It last
time,
Mobile
Is coming

hear that Dr. Harry Watson
Martin for several years past
medical director of 20th Cen-

Major

sent out their portable unit to
record the high spots for a
broadcast. They interviewed Lt.
Comm. A. J. Bolton, U. S. N.,
of this Studio. He told of the
great need and of the great
work being done with the blood

to

most popular figures In Hollywood, was a lieutenant In the
Army Medical Corps In the last
war. For many years he contributed his services as a member of the Operating Staff of
the Urology Section of the Los
Angeles County Hospital.
Sen lor Surgeon In point of
service on the County Hospital
Staff, Dr. Martin has the longest record of unselfish service
at that Institution.

without glamour, thanks to Harry Brand. Photographers were
shooting flashlight pictures, and
the Radio Newsreel Company

One hundred and eleven persons arrived at specified appointments between the hours
of 7:30 and 12:30 to give one

|_| IS legion of friends In Holly'

RESULTS
DRIVE

The whole procedure was not

IT WASN'T

There were very few turned
down and. In many Instances,
those who had thought they
were suffering from anemia or

"DOC"
FOR

BLOOD

FLORENCE RIDGEWAY’S reward as
a blood donor is a bronze medal, and
her next donation will award her a

is well past the halfway mark.
It was disclosed at a report

silver one. CARLTON
ALSOP, director of the Blood Bank, is the medal
"donor" in this instance.

luncheon yesterday, as a 20thFox office boy stole the spotlight by contributing an entire

something similar, found themselves to be In excellent A- 1
condition.

week's salary. The meeting was
held at the Hlllcrest Country
Club with Chairman Jacob H.

Under

William Koenig's supervision, Morna Pyper and
Kathleen Ridgeway, with the
generous assistance of several
Department Heads, arranged a
temporary headquarters, with
everything necessary to efficiently aid the Red Cross in
handling all the "patients." In
fact, the Red Cross people told
Studio official's that of all the
places they had visited collecting blood, this was the finest
set-up they had encountered.
After each person had finished with his donation, he was
offered orange juice. Iced tea,
coffee, doughnuts and cookies
— and being that It was on a
Wednesday morning (before

Karp presiding.
As the studio colonels reported totals to
Meyer announced

date, Fred
that Herbert

M. Bramson, of the studio's
mailing room, had given an entire week's salary. The crowd
applauded, as It was explained
that Bramson has a brother in
the Army, and had himself tried
to enlist in the Navy but was
turned down because of his
eyes.
Bramson
"The
next best
thing explained,
was to try
to
help out a little, and I thought
the best way to do It was not
with words, but a few dollars."

LARRY

MATHERS

of the Richfield

Oil Company is still able to smile
even after piling 4580 pounds of scrap
rubber on his truck.
This scrap

rubber

was

collected

the employees of the 20th
Fox Studio, and the money

by

Centuryreceived

was donated toward the Employees'
Cigarette Fund, which is used to buy
cigarettes and gum for the ex-employees of this Lot, who are now in
the Armed Services.
The
have

Richfield Company
to send

Larry back

is going to
to the Lot

again, as there is another two ton of
rubber waiting. We know Larry Mathers and Uncle Sam will continue to
smile. Pictured
Mathers,

Mary

left to right are: Larry
Lib Downing,

June On-

stad, Ursula Brassen and Barbara
enhofer.
WAYNE

NEELD

and

Eich-

VERLAND

TAYLOR
(otherwise
known as
and
"Power"
respectively)
of "Speed"
Maintenance of Facilities Dept., were the
willing slaves, who so ably assisted
the Richfield Company in heaving the
collective tons of rubber.

★
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.
He took me riding In his car.
What

we did wer'e not admit-

But what I'm knittin' . . .
AIN'T FOR BRITAIN!!!

I
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tln'.

AN INTERVIEW WITH
JOHNNIE LAVIN
By Norman

K. Doyle

I HAD the impression that
* Johnnie's last name was
"Leavin' "
instead of Lavin.
Every time I'd try to see him
he was on his way to a set or
location.
myself,
the
busiestOutside
man onof the
Lot. he's
He
was born in Rawlings, Wyoming,
and spent all his early days riding horses, so this could account
for his continuing to drive himself at such a pace.

tura Oil Co. at Fillmore that he
made a deal with the present
Mrs. Lavin to take over his
check book — this looks permanent, as it has been going on
for 22 years.
Johnnie
when Ben

was at Warner's
Wurtzel started a

Grip Dept, on this Lot; Walter
Pallman was Head Grip and
Johnnie was night man until the
Property and Miniature Dept,
became so important that Walter was elevated to this posiGrip. tion, making Johnnie, Head
Under the Lavin administration a great many savings have
been instituted which were not
only economically sound, but
were, in some cases, a great
deal more safe for the men
who have to work on the parallels. The Grip Dept, is a wonder to behold, and it's a most
interesting thing the way that
the slogan, "Everything in its
place," is carried out here. It's
an actual fact, when the agreement between the Studios and

costume from off the Lot; getting Virginia to the Studio a
couple of hours early; and arranging with Frank Powolny, the
portrait artist, to shoot that
swell photo of Virginia. Charlie
Goldie and Bill Winter saw to
It that everything co-ordinated
and that everyone involved was
aware of their part in the work.
Mary Jo Billingsley and Les
Vaughn, ofpartment,
Charlie
degave forth Goldie's
with plenty
of co-operation and good advice, of which they always are
capable, and then the finished
negative went to the Still Lab.
where Art Hauser, Herman Leiber and Elmer Glassburn all contributed their particular technical skill toward getting the
print of Virginia Maples on the
front page of a song sheet,
which Is then printed on the
cover of your copy of ACTICN
Magazine. If you are not happy
after all the effort, see the War
Dept., as it was

Henry

Arn-

steln's
ideaUncle
originally,
now with
Sam. and he's

the Grips was signed in N. Y.
Johnnie

Lavin

As a matter of record, it was
because of Johnnie's riding
ability that he found himself in
the Picture business. His mother
was running a restaurant on
Hollywood Blvd., and one day
while he wasn't doing anything,
except waiting for the next meal
to be served, a stunt man
walked up to him and asked if
he would DOUBLE FOR THE
STUNT MAN! It seems the
stunt man had two jobs that
day and wanted a substitute for
Lloyd Hamilton in a Sunshine
Comedy, directed by Jack
White at the old Western Ave.
Lot. This took place in 1916
and, as mentioned before, the
riding part of the stunt was on
the back of one of Mr. CAWSTON'S OSTRICHES
farm in Pasadena.

at the old

Johnnie stuck around the Picture business, except for a short
interlude in the tungsten business at ATOLIA, CALIF., his
service overseas with the U. S.
Army, and a plunge into oil,
and matrimony, following the
duty in France. It was at Atolia
that Johnnie first met Sturges
Smith, Speedy Punter, and Walter Strohm, who are now associates here at "20th," and it
was while working for the Ven8

recently that 20th Century-Fox
Studios was held as the yardstick of the entire industry.
Johnnie

is very lavish in his

praise of others; he feels everybody in the Studio is just as
important as the Producers in
their own field, and that if it

Brud in

They say, "We

make

him a

Well, they can't do it, I betcha;
If Pa can't do it, who can?

wouldn't have been able to
make the department function
as efficiently as we all know it
does.

First they load him in a bus
overcrowded.

MONTH’S

COVER

FOR

THIS

ACTION"

Maybe you, who read this,

don't realize all the work
necessary in connection with the

cover on this month's "ACTICN." First, the Legal Dept.,
through Mr. de Lavigne, had to
receive permission of the copyright owner of ANY BCNDS
TCDAY to reproduce the front
page of the song. After a great
deal of effort, this was arranged
and then it was a case of putting a little home talent onto
the page. This was done through
the generous co-operation of
one of the loveliest of our contract players, VIRGINIA MAPLES, who is now engaged in
"Springtime In the Rockies."
This meant getting a special

And

send him to a camp
man."

called "Dodge."
But they don't keep him there
but a little —
The Army's all mixed up — a
hodge podge.
He falls off a train in Kansas,
"Fort Leavenworth,"

some-

body said.
He wrote, "Four times they shot
"But he's tought," he wrote.
"He's no dead."
He write about getting new suit
And even a pair of new
shoes.
He joins with a club called
"Goldbrickers" —
Fine dues.
Lodge, me,"
don't even pay
They give him a test called
"l.Q."

And

his and went out and

got stewed.
Too smart
for that Sergeant in
papers
Kansas
(I guess).
So to Texas — and Brud he no
Until they
treat him like a baby
squawk.

And try to teach him to walk!
marches, 'til night, he just
From morning
Sometimes he's got to run.
half ofs, the camp on his
They tieshoulder

This Army — "She aln t so

Yesterday they line up for inmuch fun."

"Who'll drive the
say, n.
Sarg.spectio
General's car?"
My Brud, he's the first one out
At volunteering — my Brud is
front —
ain star.

he landed on K.P. inAnd stead.
morning.
Now

weren't for the generous cooperation of men like Fred
Metzler and Ben Wurtzel, he

SPECIAL

Read

Well, the orders got mixed up
somehow.

BRUDDER, WIDOUT
BREAD
Army,
So theytheconscript
my

The Sergeant who corrected the

try out his aptitude.

they get him up in the

Almost 'fore he gets into
bed.

At peeling the spuds, he's a
dandy —
— he can t be
At pearl
beat. diving
But, he soldier,
got in the Army to
der.chaperone the meat!!
Not to
But I still got hope for my Brud-

that all Sergeants
saydumb,
They are
General,
So — if they
won't let him be the
He'll be a Sergeant, I'll bet
you —
— Clinton
By Gum. Sandeen

Vic Christensen notifies
us that the Western Ave.
matron, known as Mother
Williams, passed away on
July 12th. Mrs. Williams
was ninety years old at
the time of her demise.
Our sincere condolences
go with this message.

Julie Davies, one of the trusted employees, who has been on
this Lot for eight years or more.
Is doing extra duty these days
In the role of mother to her

Harold Gordon (known
Cyril.
"Whitie" to his intimates),
ceived quite a surprise when
returned home one evening

There is no reason why Dorothy Harris' name should appear
in THIS particular column, other
than the fact that the diminutive Dot Is taking the place of

"Jimmie" O'Keefe — kindly, generous and a gentleman. Not until he has gone

Johnnie Jallings at the Reception Office until some time
after September. Johnnie Is
spending her days at present at
her own "Blue Heaven" out
Culver City way until that Important day rolls around when
Norbert Jallings will be a proud
father: Norbert is associated

do we realize how few "Jimmie" O'Keefe's there are in
this world and how badly,
more are needed. By his
raillery, good humor and
sheer joy of living, he
brought light and pleasure
into the lives of all of us.
Now he Is gone. We will
miss him sorely, you and I.

with the Douglas Aircraft Corporation. We all send our best
to you, Johnnie; miss you, of
course, and will be looking forward to the good news.

God bless
Good
luck. you "Jimmie" —

AI5LEWALKER5 AND
FLOORWALKERS

OVER

THE BACKYARD FENCE

By Alice Goodwin

receive Information in this regard so we may print the details. Much goes on, but we
can't print it unless our kind
readers of "ACTION' will
phone Extension 1109 and let
us in on the news — we In turn
will do our part. So for your
Information and edification we
offer the following;
Born to Mr. and
Heather,

a

Mrs. Hal

son, weighing

7

pounds 12 ounces, on Father's
Day, June 21st —
seems as
though that particular date was
quite a

heyday for Mr. Stork

around

this Lot; according to

our last Issue of "ACTION,"
there were two other births on

AS FAR as the "backyard

fence" Is concerned, there
doesn't seem to be enough time
to stand around and talk about
who's doing what to whom, but
weVe always willing to listen If
the readers will call Extension
1109 and

let us know

as
rehe
to

find that his wife had sold practically everything in the house.
Including the trusty electric
stove, electric washing machine
and refrigerator, all for $150.00.
Well, this was too much for
Hal, so the Gordons decided to
go on their vacation right then
and there, and forget the whole
thingl! How the Gordons are
cooking on those "front burners" now that they are home
again, is something about which
we have been wondering. BUT
of course we can always be
thankful (and this goes

'way

back)sire for
Mr.hisBonaparte's
deto feed
army in 1793.
As you all know, little ole Napoleon told his followers he just
MUST have some way of preserving food — so, Nicholas Appert (a chef In France, with no
mean reputation), devised, discovered, or conceived (use
whichever one you want), the
Idea of a plan when he was
working with fruits. Napoleon
used the Idea In 1812 during
his invasion of Russia, and that's
why tin cans were born (with

By Alice Goodwin
|N THE event anyone hears
' about coming blessed events,
or sees those cigars being distributed, with all the trimmings
that go with such celebrations,
the Studio Club would like to

for Jack Burke

since January, and Jack has
nothing but the very best to
say about this lad. Good luck,

little girl, Rosemary, born
March 2nd. Julie is secretary
to Director Irving PIchel, and
her husband, Mr. Robert Foster,
Is associated with the Los Angeles Times. Our best wishes
always.

IN MEMORIAM

In the Mail Room

that day. Hal, the proud Daddy, works on the Lot In the Fixtures Dept. Congratulations,
Mr. and Mrs. Heather.

what's

a-cookin'.
We did glean some Info,
however, when Cyril Thompson
dropped by and started shaking
the hand of our Studio Club
Manager Doyle. "Why the
handshake?" says N. K. D., "and
so early In the morning, too."
"Well, Mr. Doyle, I've been appointed Manager of the Los
Angeles Theatre on Broadway,
L. A., so I'm saying good-bye."
Immediately, of course, those
who were In the office mentioned, "And, Cyril, will you
give
us
duckets?"
said he some
had been
asked Cyril
the
same question by everyone so
far, so we pity poor Cyril if all
his friends at 20th C.-F. have
the same idea. Cyril worked

apologies to the song). However, little ole Nappy was quite
magnanimous

about the whole

thing, paying (or the government paid), 12,000 francs to
Appert for his Invention: that
means Nicholas had approxi

LEO

STRATTON

NOMIS,

Eagle

Squadron, R.A.F. (son of Gerry Nomis
of our Casting OfRce) joined the
Royal Air Force in March, 1941. This
chap comes naturally by flying; he
soloed at the age of 15, joined the
R.A.F. when he was 18, and is the
son of the late Leo E. Nomis, who
was killed while flying for the picture
"Sky
Leo Bride."
received his training in Canada, and left for England in August,
1941. While he was still only 19, he
bagged eight German bombers and
on April 17th, just as he had reached
the ripe old age of 20, he bagged a
Junkers-88 Flying Fortress, while on
Dawn Patrol. This fete was given special attention since the odds are
about 10 to I that a Spitfire Pursuit
can down a Junkers Flying Fortress.
When Nomis, Jr. was training, he
was

given the distinction at the very

beginning of being a "natural" flyer.
Only recently he was credited again
with downing a Focke-Wulf 190, Germany's latest type of fighter plane.
Academy.
Leo was educated at Urban Military
We
her

understand

son

has

from

been

in

Gerry,
charge

that
of a

squadron of aircraft in all action for
the past four months — AND to quote
verbatim from Leo's letter to his
Mom: "Very often we find ourselves
in the enemy's backyard, and boy!
what a welcome they get!"
Undoubtedly, here is one of the
most remarkable records of any young
or

veteran

flyers

that

has

been

brought to our attention. It is little
wonder that Gerry is so proud of this
courageous lad.

mately $12,000 to spend, as the
rate of exchange at the time
was that high. What all this
has to do with the Gordons, I
wouldn't be knowing, but you
can take It for what It's worth —
and it was worth plenty — I
mean the tin can!!!
Well, folksles, we'll be hanging over that backyard fence in
Room 9, Old Administration
Bldg., any time you want to call
us on Extension I 109, to dish
the latest about this or that.
Believe me, our Editor won't let
us print anything we shouldn't.

Introducing

FLOYD

G. MAXWELL,

who has just started to work for Transportation Dept, as a motorcycle rider.
Floyd has ridden a motorcycle for
Warner Bros. Studio and various other
organizations. He has many hobbies,
so we are told, but spends most of his
spare time selling life insurance,

and

we understand he's ready to answer
any questions about insurance.
So, we wish Floyd a lot of luck and
hope he will be with us a long time.
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FORT

SILL'ICISM

By Virgil Miller

Otto brower, call g.h.q.

Colonel Zanuck's calling you;
Says the Army's needing "drill",
So hurry out to Old Fort Sill.
Get in touch with Colonel Echols, —

BARTER

Two crosses on his old lapel
Didn't stop O. B. saying "Hell,
I've got to have a 'Kernel's' eagle
To make my good direction legal;
I'm sure the Army would regret
To know that I and LaFayette
Are kin folks, — same great fighting brain, —
The Ideal man for films that train

He'll furnish brains, — we'll furnish shekels,
You'll be C.O., — take a Com, too
And don't forget Assistants two, —
(Al and Van will be O.K.

Artillerymen just whom

At "soldiering", — they think it's play):
Take Mi Her, Webb, and an S 3,

I'll show them how to make "slit trenches"
Instead of sitting back on benches:

At Sill they'll find you an S.B.
Select with care, for laison

When I am through, they'll know that I
Don't waste mere words, — I do or die!"

Your adjutants, then carry on
Reconnaisance for a rendezvous,
But not with death, — that wouldn't do, —
But rather with the B.H.Q.
Of the 18th F. A., — now "skiddoo”!
I know that you won't fail, O. B.,
Because it's for your pal, D. Z.,
And also let me further say
It's for the good old U. S. A.

to shoot,

(I'll throw In some darn Japs to boot);
I'll show them howitzer positions
That meet with all the requisitions:

the C. O. and Com-O

"Saves time when Command Cars won't go,
Because 'jeep' gas, as you must learn
Is not the kind of gas to burn".
He put rear-view mirrors in each pack
So "For'ard Observers" could look back;
His one mistake, that brought broad smiles, —

Pays "Battery Agents" ten per cent.
And wonders how his "wedge" got bent.
His best "Prime-movers", in their prime,
Can spot a howitzer on a dime;

Because to us It was "snafu".
10

SALE— Beauti

sell outright, or rent for duration for $175 unfurnished,
$225 furnished. Call Ardmore
8-5168 for appointment.

He read his "Azimuth" In "mil(E)s" . . .
His howitzer missed Rabbit's Hill
And doubled back, — gosh! What a thrill!
But on the whole, he proved that he
Could handle U. S. Soldiery.

He had a duty to perform.
And really thought the morning warm.
He cautioned us, as shells exploded

They called Cap. Emeiss, — said they'd guess
He'd help to straighten out the mess
The script was getting us Into

OR

vants' quarters, three-car garage, spacious yard, barbecue,
etc. Tenant will pay one-half
water, furnish gardener. Will

If Signal Sergeants can't wave pennants,
He simply makes them First Lieutenants;

We "jeeped" for miles, — frozen were we;
Then "Any questions, sir?" said he:
"Yes," said O. B., with chattering chill
"How quick can we get back to Sill?"
O'Keefe then swung his "jeep" about
And got his "aiming circle" out . . .
We soon located Clyburn's suite
Of offices, where Colonels meet
With visage stern and manners bluff
To figure out the kind of stuff
The Motion Picture people need
To give the Army greater speed.
Echols and Clyburn, Colonels grand.
Both pitched in to give a hand . . .

RENT

fully furnished 10-room home,
2943 Queensbury Dr., Cheviot Hills, five bedrooms, ser-

A hellish day to find C. P.'s
Riding in "jeeps" in B.V.D.'s.
Our chauffeur, Lieutenant O'Keefe,
Drove on and on, with no relief:

To pick no "duds", — they might be loaded!
He drove through "defiles" deep and narrow
His tales of war chilled to the marrow . . .

FOR

Then hugging tightly 3 0 4
'Cross "Fire ranges" quickly tore;

Combined

Would fade away upon Heil's Hill:
The temperature was 23,
The wind a bit cyclonicky;

gear, headlight and cyclometer, $75. Call Ext. 49 1 .

He grabbed the Script of 3 0 2 ,
Finished it in a week or two;

Got us to Sill, — 'twas rather late.
But Colonel Echols waited up

or

FOR
SALE — Light weight
Schwinn Bicycle: two-speed

He got two eagles from their lair
Made O. B. "Kernel" then and there.
"Mission Accomplished," Colonel Brower
Was the director of the hour.

He put his O. P. In C. P.—
A matter of economy . . .

And "barracked" there: till dawn we loitered.
Our beds were "bunk"; breakfast a "mess".
And
when recked
our "jeep"
I guess
We little
of howarrived,
our thrill

ROOM
FOR RENT — One
two. OR. 1-3125.

When Colonel Echols had agreed
That O. B. should at once proceed,

O. B., with staff, and script profound
Was quickly Oklahoma bound;
S. P., R. I., and Zephyr 8

To cheer us with a "loving cup":
P.S. — Such cups really bring cheer.
For Oklahoma's rather "sere"!
T 407 we reconnoitered.

COLUMN

He'll give you two to one on wagers
That most Top Sergeants should be Majors:

In liason with "Wire-layers",
He makes them Into movie-players . . .
"With soldiers learning to be actors.
I'm sure they'll be Important factors
In winning wars, — their pantomime
Will stop the Japs quick as a mine;
Kerr's emulating Barrymore,
Will bring a
When O. B.
They'd dig a
For parallels

ART

his light under a bushel. Art is the
hero of the Eastland Disaster in the

halt to any corps" . . .
called on "Murph" or Jones,
hole or pile up stones
from which to see

Chicago River, having been instrumental in saving 38 lives. He has a
Carnegie

If Larry Haddock's battery
Of prop men got the helmets right.
Or bayonets with which to fight . . .
Al Lebovltz, while in a coma
Asked to remain in Oklahoma,
McEdwards,
Were

Medal

saving, and
diver, who

for his work

he was
was

responsible

the world with motion
Eastland

on the job, — knew what to do

And
did It schedules
well, — they
blunder. . .
And finish
twocouldn't
weeks under
on Next

Disaster, and

interesting character
Page

in life

the U. S. Navy

themade
F-4. numerous
Arting uphas

Johnny, Kelly too

Continued

LOEB, Driver in the Transportation Dept., has certainly been hiding

for bring-

trips around

pictures of the
is certainly an
if you

get him to talk about
exploits. — (Editor.)

can

ever

his various

one had lots of fun out of it.

Sports

Also, our League

• • •

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT
FINALS

Matches had a great time —
good fellowship predominafed,
and those winners of the Flights
received excellent tokens of

By Joe Hirigoyen

their prowess.
Let us hope the Studio Club
can have more teams participate next year in this fine
event.

THE

above

athletic event Is

* now over and the Accounting
Dept, team retained the Championship for another year. This
team of sfars Is composed of
Matt Rogers, Captain Lloyd
Nobles, Sam Wittenberg, Harry
Tondreau, Ed Weyl and Dave
Alleman.
The Carpenters, winners of
Flight No. 2, forced the Champions to battle three matches
before falling under the excellent golf played by the Champions. The third and final match
was played over the Brentwood
Course on Sunday, July 5th.
In a previous match the Camera Dept, team defeated the
W. A. Lab. Shop group, led by
Campbell Forsyth, to determine the runner-up spot. This
match was decided on the I 8th
green and the final score was
41/2

to

31/2

and

was

best of fhe season.

one

of

All the golfers who participated in the Inter-departmental

lot of fun. "Without

rolled was, but there have been
mark.
plenty BELOW

BOWLING
By George

LEAGUE
Mills

THE 20th Century-Fox Handl* cap Bowling League opens its
annual season Thursday, Sept.
lOth, at 8:15 P.M., at La Cienega Lanes, 8473 Santa Monica
Blvd. Put this date on your calendar right now to be there as
a bowler or spectator, as It Is
always a colorful and Inspiring
sight to see I 10 of your fellowworkers fake over fhe enfire
bowling house and roll the first
ball down the alley (or gutter??). Also, there Is nothing
wrong with the Idea of also going down once a week fhereafter and cheering for your favorite team.
The Bowling League Is, without a doubt, one of this Stu-

that was very windy. In more
ways than one. Finally, the
Transportation boys won a close
match when the "Nut-busters"
blew on the last few holes.

a

Located Across The Street
From S. M. Gate
10269 SANTA MONICA
BLVD.
Phone CRestview 5-9557

Beautifully furnished
elors and Singles . .
Kitchen and Radio
dividual
Garages —
Rates)
Maid Service

Bach. with
— InDaily

know
whatthethe
lowestI score
searching
records,
don't

the

The real grudge battle of the
season was played at Griffith
Park after the regular matches
were over, when the two thirdplace winners of Flights No. I
and No. 2, respectively, the
Transportation and the Garage
teams, battled It out on a day

You don't have to be an expert to bowl, as it is on a handicap basis — In fact, we have
plenty, who distinctly would not
qualify as experfs, but they still
have

FOX MOTEL

Is unique in

that we have both men's and
women's teams in the same
League, and this year we will
definitely need more women
teams, as many of our men are
In the Service.

dio's largest events In the sporting field and has been In existence for several years — each
year geffing bigger and better. Approximately 150 employees participated In the
tournament last year and every-

FORT SILL'ICISM
The job's most through; the rendezvous
Beyond yon "enfilade's" In view, —
Approaching It in "Echelon"
We'll soon be singing our swan song;
We'll "bivouac" for a few more hours
Then get "march orders" for the showers . . .
We're sure Echols, Emeiss, D. Z.,
Ramstack, O'Keefe, Clyburn agree
That when our picture comes to Sill
Artillerymen will learn to kill
The slant-eyed heathen Japanese
And bring the Germans to their knees . . .

the

hundred

So, see someone who is organizing a team, or organize
one yourself, and turn the
names In to one of the officers
of the League with the entry
fee ($5.00 per team). BUT —
HURRY — as the League limit Is
twenty-two teams and the first
twenty-two entries received will
be accepted. All entry fees and
prize money goes Into the Prize
Fund for distribution at the end
of the season.

ATTENTION. TENNIS
ENTHUSIASTS
By Jacques Frenler

Rally 'round, all you rugged

individuals, and participate
in the establishment of a tennis

(Inquire About Our Attractive
DAILY

. WEEKLY

. MONTHLY

play intermediate type of tennis (and we all know our own
rating), will enter the 2nd group,
and those who are beginners —
the 3rd group. This will give
adners
everyonevanced) an(begin
nity and
opportu
to play
In their own class and receive
well-balanced competition.
As the scores are tabulated
In each group, the winner takes
of the loser; if the
the
loserplace
is above him, the loser
drops one rung.
The challenger must furnish
the tennis balls unless other arrangements are made by mutual consent. The challenger
must arrange the time of play

ladder for Inter-departmental,
as well as regular singles and
doubles matches. If you are Interested, please send In a note
to the STUDIO CLUB with your

so fhaf default will be unnecessary; but If either party defaults, he forfeits his place on
the ladder, as the case may be.

name, department telephone
number, and any ideas you
would like to submit.

We will have men's and
women's singles and doubles,

The plan thus far is fo arrange three groups: Those who
consider themselves advanced
players (tournament players) will
enter the 1st group; those who

mixed

doubles, and Inter-departmental ladders — so just because this is written In the mas-

culine gender, don't think you
are being left out of It, girls.
The Lawn Tennis Association's
rulings will be held as final.

Continued from preceding page

We hope we're helping Uncle Sam,
If we do fhaf, who gives a
!
Cameras can't replace the guns
But If they help to humble Huns,
We'll laud the motives of D. Z.,
Give O. B. a real Colonelcy,

After our ladder is well established, we might pick a topranking team of ten geniuses to
"C" teams, also.
play other Studios and Aircraft
plants. There might be "B" and

And suggest officers at Sill
(Forgetting windstorms on Hell Hill)

It's up to you now, whether
you want this or not. Bowling,

Be "jumped" a couple of promoflons;
And now, will O. B. lead devotions
The while we pray, that only good
Has come to Sill from Hollywood.

golf, and all the rest are fine

W.ltken at Fort Sill, while making training films with the 18th Field Artillery.

By VIRGIL

MILLER

and dandy —
GREAT
FORGET

BUT TENNIS

IS

SPORT. SO DON'T
TO CALL US — EXTENSION I109.

STUART

IRWIN

is pictured

here-

with receiving instructions ■from JIM
RYAN of the Casting Office on necessary equipment to be carried by
an Air Raid Warden. The following
will give you a rough idea for the
surprised, if not anguiihed, look on
Stu's face.

★—

★

Thank you very much for the
"ACTICN" publication and the

An Invitation for
20th Century-Fox
H'M.

packages sent — both were truly
appreciated. It is really a very
charitable and commendable

Studio
Club Members
The

E. PHILLIPS

gesture and I wish I were able

CO.

to convey to the 20th C.-F. emmeans to receiveployees
news what
andIt remembrances

invites yon to nvnii yourself cf our discounts
of 25%
or more on diamonds , cratches,
jewelry, silverware and many other gift items.
H e do not cater to the general public so

from friends on the Lot.
Perhaps you could add this
to your collection of Service

bring identification.

Thanks again.
Sincerely yours,

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.

pictures.

Gary Troy, Coxswain.

.tcwelcrs, Importers, Mfrs.’ Distributors
7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315

W.

★

Fifth St., L. .1.

First as always.

Largest Catalog Discount Jewelry
in the West

Firm

P.F.C.
Albert F. Ade,
U. S. Navy.

★
1. Gas

★

mask.

2. Respirator.

Uie the Se/utiice>

3. Policeman's warning whistle.
4. Stirrup pump to be carried over
left shoulder.
5. One

N

axe stuck in belt.

6. One first-aid kit complete
arm and leg splints.
7. Two wet
neck.

blankets

8. Extension

ladder

with

slung around
carried

over

right shoulder.
9. Long handled
der left arm.

shovel tucked

tin hat with turned

Agency

up brim

has notified us that
Thanks for cigs received.
John T. Barrett, C.T.M.,

for the protection of the Service men Involved, we should

U. S. Naval Air Force.

not publish their addresses.
Most of the addresses of our

Thanks to all! It's mighty nice

ex-employees nowin the Service
are on file in our office — If you
will WRITE THESE BOYS, care

Pvt. E. J. BIssell,
of you
U. all.
S. Air Force.

of the Studio Club we will see
that all mail is forwarded;

Thanks for ciggies. As I do
not smoke them, gave same to
Buddies who were duly grateful.
Pvt. Reeder P. Boss,,
U. S. Army.

of

to carry spare water.
13. Ship's anchor
warden cannot
14. One

to drop in case
stop quickly.

box of matches

in vest pock-

et for purpose of lighting incendiary bombs failing to ignite.
15. One

pair of roller skates for quick

get-away after igniting incendiary
bomb as in No. 14.

course, your postage must be
affixed to the envelope.
In cases of great brevity In
connection with these messages
from our Service men, this is

Here's

GARY

TROY.

"A

fine boy

explained by the fact that we
now enclose a post card with

if there ever was
Wittenberg, and
know

because

each package which is mailed

Time

Office

monthly, said post card returned to the Studio Club with cor-

matter of four or five years; as a result of this Gary developed quite an

Incidentally you might be interested
in knowing that Stuart is playing the
part of an Air Raid Warden in the

rect address and a one-line
remark. From this we are able

aptitude tor figures, and
the kind in books.

20th Century-Fox film "He Hired
Boss." Director is T. Z. Lorlng.

to keep the current address of
each Service man. So, 20th

16. One

pair

leather

reinforced

breeches for sliding down stairway in case of too much fireworks; for example, from 19th to
9th floor.

the

Century-Fox employees — here's
your chance to send your
stamped envelopes to the Studio Club and we will forward

one," says Sammy
Sammy ought to

Gary
and

worked

in the

this Studio

I DO

for a

mean

From what your Editor is able to
glean about this personable young
man, Gary had quite a reputation on
the Lot as being hep to that good
ole
jive — incidentally,
his "hep-titude"
developed
into the cutting
of rugs
with favorite

alligators (names

omit-

ted!). "Taking it out of this world"
on the skins (drums to you) was one

as much mail as you send to
the correct mailing address.

of Gary's favorite pleasures. Due to
his keen enjoyment of outdoor life,

Remember,

Gary

our Service men en-

joy letters from their friends at
20th Century-Fox.
12

Very much appreciated.
Jack Bunyan Allln, 2 P C,
Cffice of Strategic
Services.
Thanks a million.
P.F.C. John T. Anderson,
U. S. Air Force.

Government

un-

I I. Web belt with ten hooks carrying
six filled sand bags and four
buckets of water.
12. One

OFFICIAL

Dear Studio Club:

enjoyed

yachting

and

boating

(don't we all), which probably accounts for the reason he is now with
the Coast

Guard.

Good

luck, Gary,-

HENRY ARNSTEIN, late of 20th Century-Fox Studio, salutes you, who are
still on the Lot, and requests all his
old friends to write him care of the
Studio Club.

Thanks a million for the package. Much appreciated. Am
writing to express thanks more
properly.
Gerald P. Broderick,
Y 3/c, U. S. Navy.
I thank you very much.
Pvt. Ramus Ray De Carlo,
U. S. Army.
Thanks very much.
Harold Y. Dehn,
U. S. Army.

Your thoughtfulness is greatly appreciated by many.
Lt. (J. G.) Robert B. Graham,
U. S. N. R.
A million thanks, and all the
guys around chime in.
Pvt. Henry F. Greenberg,
U. S. Army.
A multitude of thanks for the
cigarettes. But I miss a copy of
"Action".
Robert Lewis Harris,
SP2/C (P) U. S. Army.

You,

in the Transportation Department, will undoubtedly be most interested to see the attached picture of
JAY ROSS in his plane which, if you
look carefully, you will see is on the
line, and another plane is right along
side of him; we hope ready for another Ruhr bombing. You may write
him care of the following address:
PILOT OFFICER JAY ROSS, R.A.F.,
COAST COMMAND,
c/o American
Eagle Club, 28 Charing Cross
London, England.

Road,

Thanks a lot for the swell
package.
Etter D. A. D'Orazio,
P 2 ^c, U. S. Naval Air
Force.

Many thanks for the remembrance and best regards to "all
J. Hall Hearne,
hands".
C. E. M., Instr.,
U. S. Navy.
Thanx.
Ben Harry Heath,
Office of Strategic Services.
Thank you very much. Greatly appreciated.
David Hechtllnger,
Y. 2/c U. S. Navy.
A million thanks.
Louis Israel Hechtllnger,
P 2/c, U. S. Navy.
Thanks a million.
Pvt. Millard D. Henderson,
U. S. Army.

Thanks for everything.
P.F.C. Herman D. D'Orazio,
U. S. Army.

Thanks ever so much — Sure
feels good to be remembered.
Pvt. Wm. Goldman,
U. S. Army.
Thanks a million, gang. Letter
will follow soon.
Pvt. Carl G. Gottlieb,
Inst., U. S. Army.

Sgt. William H. Reynolds,
Signal Corps,
Photographic Center.

Corp.
John M. Horvath,
U. S. Army.

Many thanks.
2nd Lt. Aldan Roark,
U. S. Cavalry.

Thanks for the gum and cigarettes. Will come in handy on
the boat.
S/Sgt. Roy H. Ivey,
U. S. Army.
Thank you.
Pvt. Gomer V. Jones,
U. S. Army.
handy.
Thanks. They sure came

in

Pvt. William Klein,
U. S. Army.
Thanks a lot. Sure swell to receive a package from the Club.
Woodson L. Lagune,
S. l/c.
Many thanks to all the gang.
K. A. Lammey, C.E.M.,
U. S. Navy.
Thank you very much.
Sgt.
I. Larios,
U. S. Raymond
Army.
Your thoughtfulness is appreciated. am
I
proud to have been
a member of an organization
that does not forget its friends
who are in the service.
Lt. Russell K. Lyons,
U. S. Air Force.
Thanks a million for your
kindness.
Pvt. F. J. Magnus,
U. S. Army.

I can't thank you enough.
Lieut. Wilson Martin,
U. S. Army Air Force.
Thanks so much.

Cigarettes and gum very
much appreciated.
Pvt. Mills Geibel,
U. S. Army.

The gum and especially the
cigarettes
are greatly appreciated.

Cigarettes
Thanks
a lot. soldier's best bet.

Many, many thanks.
Major
Harry W. Martin,
U. S. Army.

Cigarettes greatly appreciated.
Richard Fay, Bkr. 3/c,
U.S. Army.

Your gift has been shared
among 65 men — We live as one
and share alike. Thanks from all.
S/Sgt. Henry F. Gerzen,
Signal Corps.

Cigarettes are fine.
Pvt. Charles F. Hoffman,
U. S. Army.

There's nothing like a happy
countenance

to make

smiling

the world a bet-

ter place in which to live. Pictured
here is Robert Smiley, who was a
member of the Police Dept, when he
left for Uncle Sam's Forces as Photographer 3/c. Here he is, living up
his usual reputation, smiling his

to

way through this man's war just as
Tom Young tells us he did at the
Studio. Smiley also had an avocation,
and when business in the Department
wasn't too rushing he worked as an
extra and bit player for the Studio.
Tom

Young thinks he's one of the finest six-foot lads he's had in the De-

partment— big enough to lick 'em all,
but big enough to know what smiling
has done for him and others. We all
hope

to

hear

from

you,

Smiley;

Many thanks to all of you.
Lawrence Clausen Sessoms,
Seaman l /c, U.S.N.R.A.B.
U. ! S. Army.
My sincerest thanks
Sincerest thanks. Letter will
follow.
Pfc.
A. Silver,
U. S. Leo
Army.

Lt. (J.G.) (S.C.) P. B. Matthews,
U. S. Naval Reserve.
Many sincere thanks for
everything.
AL SHAFFER, who was formerly
prominenf in Sfudio Club work, and
is well known around fhe Lof, was last
heard from in Australia. Al is attached to the John Ford Unit as
Photographer

1st class on the U.S.S.

WRIGHT,
"V" Division, which
hope means Victory Division.

we

When the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Basket Ball Team made the trip to
the Philippines, Shaffer went along
as Business Manager.
We

hope, when

he sees this photo

in our "Action" magazine, he will
write us all the latest details on recent victories. — N. K. D.

Pfc. Lawrence S. Meyran Jr.,
U. S. Army.
The cigarettes answered the
Army call.
Pvt. Wallace K. Neal,
U. S. Army.

Appreciated cigarettes and
gum very much.
Corp.
M. H. Smith,
U. S. Army.
Thanks very much for package.

Pvt.
U. S.Norman
Army. T. Stocking,

Corp. Victor Raffaelli,
Medical Detail.

Thanks a million.
Corp. James Stumpus,
Army Flying School.

Thanks a million!
R. N. Relmer, Rt. 2/c,
R.A.D.A.R.

Wish Lf.
youRussell
were G.
here!
Taliaferro,
U. S. Army.

Thanks a million.
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"Action"
Thanks very much

for cigar-

ettes and gum — also "Action".
You are doing great work, and
I assure you it is very much appreciated.
Gratefully,
Candidate Joe E. Sullivan,
A.F.O.C.S., U. S. Army.

all about. It wouldn't be so bad
if it wasn't so damned hot here.
Boy! It's nothing but sweat from
sun-up till sun-down and even
what
at night.weWewilldon't
division
be inknow
when we
leave here as it is an Immaterial
Replacement

In other

Thanks very much.
George A. Thompson,
Rm. 3/c, U.S.N.D.S.

words, they don't specialize in
any one training.
Well, so much about me.
How is everything going at the

Thanks a million!
Cadet Richard M. Towner,
U. S. Army.

Studio? Still keeping them rolling? They’have four theatres in
our battalion here and also an

Thanks.
Capt. William F. Whitley,
Army Air Force.

open air stage show where the
U.S.O. puts on programs. They
sure had a good show here the
other night.
Well, say hello to everyone
for me.

Thanx to you all.
Corp. Richard E. Young,
Marine Detachment,
N. A. D.
Dear Studio Club:
I'm very anxious to see "Action". I'd sure appreciate it if
you'd mail it to me every
month. I've been trying to find
time for a letter but for two
weeks (basic training) I'll be entirely too busy.
I find myself still under Col.
D. Zanuck.
Kindest regards.
Pvt. Wm. Goldman,
U. S. Army.

Dropping you a letter to let
you know where I'm located
now. I finally got my blouse and
skipped out from Fort MacArthur three days later — Thursday,
July 9th. I am now located at
Camp

Jos. T. Robinson, in Arkansas, where I will be located

for my basic training— -about
eight weeks.
We left Fort MacArthur on
a Pullman and went through
Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.. The trip took us three days
and three nights, and boy! was
it hot and dirty! The meals were
good though with diner service
and porters to make up our
berths. They also sold beer on
the train — but at 30 cents a
small bottle. It was a little steep
for the soldiers.
They
any
time
heresure
with don't
the newwaste
recruits.
It's a
a.m.
every
coms

steady grind from 6:00
until 6:00 or 8:00 p.m.
day. The officers and nonare a swell bunch of fel-

lows though ancTknow

So long for now,
Pvt. R. Ray De Carlo,
U. S. Army.

what it's

The cigarettes and gum have
been delivered to me at various and far distant ports of the
South Pacific and every time
that I received my package it
was like a friendly "Hello" from
one of you. The one that impressed me most, as I am sure
you will readily understand was
delivered to me on a small island far south of the equator
immediately upon landing from
our rescue voyage. Cigarettes
were not to be had at any price,
so you see that you were

not

only remembering me but dozens of my shipmates as well.
In closing may I say that my

Dear Studio Prexy:
1 surely appreciate the gifts
and want to thank you. In the
future would you please post

spirit of fellowship — It is what
makes America wonderful to
Sincerely,
live IN
and fight FOR.

gifts to me at the American
Eagle Club, 28 Charing Cross
Road, London. All packages
come to this club duty free.
Thank you, 1 remain, sincerely.
Jay R. Ross, P./O.
R.A.F. Coastal Command.
Dear Friends:
long I have waited

to

write you a letter of appreciation for your demonstration of
friendship — but when you realize that I have been SLIGHTLY
engaged in other things, I am
sure that you will readily see
that it was not due to any lack
of appreciation on my part but
due to conditions beyond my
control.
As some of you will know,
most of the past year I have
spent aboard the good ship
"Lexington" — I was there when
she made her last "curtsy" — Indeed Iphotographed her "final
appearance."
I can assure Her
you
that
it was maonificent.
exit was as regal as had been
her performances throughout
the years, and it is with pride
that I shall always recall my
service aboard her. But she was
a stern mistress and left little
time for the pursuit of other
friendships. Now that she is no
more and 1 go to a new assignment, Ipause to thank you from
the bottom of my heart for remembering me so nobly during

Have enjoyed reading the
"Action" very much. Wanted
you to
Thanks.

know

J.
(Jack) Erickson Pl/c,
U. W.
S. Navy.

I received

it.

Robert L. Harris,
S.P. 2/c, U. S. Navy.
Dear Studio Club:
Thanks a million for the two
packages which arrived today.
Oh, boy! Are they welcome!
I expect to be leaving here
within a few days and will notify you of my new address.
Again, thanks for the cigs and
gum. We Fox employees are
oretty Sincerely,
lucky In having a Studio
Club.
Pvt. F. J. Magnus,
U. S. Army.

reception when I returned to
the Studio recently for a short
visit was very heartwarming and
the cordiality with which everyone greeted me could only be
found on good old Twentieth
Century-Fox Lot. Keep up the

Too

Ffello Fellows:
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Center.

arrived.

the last few months.

Hello, Fellows!
Well, I've been In the Army
now about one month and 1 can
truthfully six
sayhours
that aIt'sday
not Inlikea
working
Studio, but I haven't any complaints to make.
I received the carton of cigarettes and gum which you
kindly sent me and also the Studio news. I sure do thank you
and so do the other fellows to

Dear Employees'
Cigarette
Fund:
I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your never
failing package of the month.
It is a little hard to put real
appreciation In words, but it is
genuine nevertheless.
I have heard so many favorable comments each month
from various shipmates about
your packages. It seems that
very few of the fellows hear
from their employers and fellow
workers and so they all know
that I was with a first class cortelling me poration
so. and they don't mind
Many of the boys who are
further away from home at this
time probably receive a big
pick-up every time they hear
from you. I think you are doing
a swell job and hope you keep
up the good work and can get
others
to follow suit.
'em rolling.

whom I passed them out. It was
like old times — to read the
magazine and get the news
from the Lot first-hand and I
guess you know how a soldier
feels
to receive
gifts so useful
from the
gang.
We

have

moving

pictures

here every night and three out
of four are Fox pictures. I sure
get a kick out of seeing the
20th

Century-Fox

Production

flash on the screen — "Brooklyn
Bums" I liked exceptionally well.
Well, I can't think of anything else at the moment to
write about except — thanks a
million for everything and If
at ForttoMacArthur
anyone tioned
cares
write I'll befor
sta-a
couple of weeks yet at least.
Thanks for everything.
Pvt.S. Ramus
U.
Army. Ray De Carlo,
Dear Gang:

Thank you again — and keep
Yours very truly,
Lawrence

C. Sessoms,

S. I /c, U. S. Navy.
Dear Studio Club:
Yesterday received the cigarettes and returned the card
enclosed. Today, the gum and

arrived here
in Florida after folBoth packages and "Action"
lowing me from "coast to
coast." The gum and cigarettes
were like receiving gold. Camp
Murphy is not finished building
as yet and we have had no
place in camp to buy candy,
gum,

cigarettes, etc. It has

been necessary to go to Palm
Beach to make purchases and
"passes" to town are scarce!
We Californians here in camp
have almost made ourselves obnoxious bragging about California and belittling Florida. Even
the natives here admit one
should see Florida in the winter.
Many thanks again and best
regards. Sincerely yours,
Pvt. Wallace K. Neal,
U. S. Army.
Dear Friends;
Many thanks for the cigarettes and gum. My friends and
I really enjoyed them. In our
tent we always divide our gifts
from home, it spreads the good
cheer around.
After reading "Action" it
seemed to me that quite a few
of the boys were in the Service.
If you know of any stationed
here In Australia I would appreciate knowing their addresses.
Had an Interesting trip over
and saw some interesting country on the way to where I am
stationed now. Sure wished for
a moving picture camera and
a good cold bottle of beer.
Fox pictures go over with a
bang. I get a kick out of seeing
the names and faces which a
few months back were so familiar. Loads of thanks.
Pvt. Lynn F. Reynolds.
Dear Studio Club:
Something new has been
added to the United States
Army Air Corps — me. And
here at this dust-shrouded airfield, deep in the heart of you
know where, I am on active duty
with the world's largest air
force technical training center,
Sheppard Field.
When I say active duty, I
mean exactly that. For now the
national phrase "Keep 'Em Flying" hasnificance
a to me.
muchTo deeper
sigus It means
everything. Keeping pursuits
and bombers high up In the
blue Is our life. Our Latin motto Is Sustineo Alas, which
means "sustain In the air."
My arrival here via troop
train was after six days at Fort
MacArthur, the Reception Center. At this Air Corps Tracing Command I was assigned to
the
Squadron, and lost no
time In beginning my basic

training course which is chiefly
infantry drill. This Includes
chemical warfare, tent pitching,
pack rolling, manual of arms,
school of soldier, first aid, etc.
I attended numerous lectures
and since a series of prescribed
tests were given, spent hours
preparing for some stiff mathematical examinations. The purpose of these were to help
Headquarters properly classify
us.
Very fortunately, I scored
higher than I expected and will
be permitted to become a candidate for Officers' Training
when my first three months In
the Service have terminated.
The Army Air Force is divided
Into three sections: Administration, Technical, and Flight. It
is my Intention to enter the former. Upon my encampment
here I immediately made application for Public Relations, and,
after what seemed an Interminable period of waiting, was accepted. But since the date of
aopllcation. I decided to reject
what seemingly was an opportunity, for duty elsewhere Instead of here In Northeastern
Texas. I hope that some day I
can appreciate the wisdom of
my decision.
At the present time I have
completed this strenuous toughening physical program and am
waiting to be shipped to another base which I hope will be
before very long. Until I leave
here I must continue with detail duties which every man
must follow through after finishing basic training. This includes every type of man in the
Air Corps who Is stationed here
for preliminary training — pilots,
mechanics, technicians, and the
like. These menial but hard jobs
offer little or no time for leisure
or recreation. I rise at three In
the morning three days a week.
On the other four days I can
sleep late, which means I can
sleep as , long as I please until
4:45 A.M. I am on duty about
seventeen hours a day, sleep
six If I'm lucky. Every other Sunday I do K.P. Once a week I'm
on garbage detail, meaning I
really am In the dumps on that
day. I rarely do any drilling
now. When I did, It consisted
of eight hours a day under a
sweltering sun which heat varied from 96 to 117 degrees.
Soon one becomes acclimated
to the oppressive heat. That Is

perhaps the toughest job, combatting this torrid temperature.
Friends of mine in this twostoried barrack were as grateful as I was to receive the gift
package from the Studio Club.
I was especially thankful for the
newsy letters received from
members of the Script and Publicity Departments for they did
much to cheer my heart. And
again I want to express my
heartfelt appreciation for the
wonderful other gifts presented
me on the eve of my Army Induction. They are constantly admired.
Sincerely yours,
Henry Arnstein,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Studio Club — Dear Sirs:
Thank you all so very much
for
sendingformethethepast
"Action"
magazine
three
months; I really did enjoy reading about the old gang on the
Lot and all about what they
were doing. I also received a
package from you last week
which was not only a great surprise but very thoughtful of you
too. I understood the Cigarette
Fund was for the benefit of the
enlisted men only — It is very
nice of you to consider the officers on your list for as far as I
can find out no one else does!
Forgive me

for addressing

this letter to "Dear Sirs" but I
am afraid that I don't know just
who Is the president of the Studio Club now. Lou Witte tells
me that Al Maynard is quite ill
and had to resign his position
as manager. This all happened
after I left for the east coast
and so far nobody has told
who has taken his place. I
very sorry to hear about Al
if you would let me know
address I should certainly
to drop him a line.

me
was
and
his
like

I hope the old Lot Is just the
same as ever for it was a very
pleasant place to be. Matter of
fact, I should like to be there
right now to say "Hello" to you
all and just as soon as this war
is over you can take that for a
promise.
My regards to everyone and
If you should get the time to
drop me a nofe you can rest
assured that It would really be
Sincerely,
appreciated.
Lieut. J. T. Strohm,
Signal Corps, U. S. Army.

Dear Club;
It was mighty good of you to
send me the cigarettes and the
gum — and I appreciate
both very much. The

them
gang

promptly mobbed me and they
foo send their thanks.
ACTION was certainly good
to see and I read every word of
It— and right now ACTION

is

in action going the rounds down
pun!)
In theriblebarracks
(which Is a terI am a No. I machine gunner
In this outfit which is rated as
one of the best in the Air Force
— they already have two subs
to their credit, one on our coast
and the other on the east. Right
now we are flying out of San
Diego most of the time but I
have been over the Studio several times In the early morning,
too high to see what was going
on down there on the Lot.
There Isn't
write vou all
we are busy
the nex+ and

a great deal I can
about except that
from one day to
It certainly Is quite

a change from the good old
■^■orty-hour week! I'm having a
wonderful time an d feel like a
million every day and hope to
get my old stripes back, or at
'east part of them. In the near
■‘■uture — I also have the opporCandidate
Schoolto soon
but
Officers'
tunity of going
have not made up my mind
thing.
whether or not I want to go.
Thank youSincerely,
again for everyPvt. E. J. Bissell,
U. S. Air Force.
Dear Friends:
I have been

receiving the

But due to mv being
real busy
nice packages and "Action".
and just a little lazy, I have
failed to notify you of my
change

In address, I am

now

"Deep In the Heart of Texas."
I certainly enjoy those nice
Although
only worked
at 20th
also "Action."
packages I and
Century-Fox one summer, I certainly recall a number of faces
as I look over fhe names of 20th
Century-Fox employees that are
now in the Service.
We

have been working seven

days a week when on the firlno
range and long hours too. I
don't know how long I will be
here,
it probably
won't for
be
long. but
Thanking
you again
the nice packages.
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to be harsh, peremptory

Heads.

One

way is

and curt- — that is the way of the man

who "orders" things done. There is another way, and it is the
way that is usually prefaced with a pleasant smile or maybe the
word

"please" and followed maybe

with the words

"thank

you." That latter way, I know, is the easier, requires less effort,
gets more cooperation, earns the respect and loyalty of our
fellow employees

and leaves generally a good taste In every-

one's mouth. The latter way Is the way that Insures the most
success. It's the way that we would like to see used more frequently throughout the Studio. The latter way is the way to
oil the friction that exists between different jarring personalities and is the way to make your fellow employees happy and
make

them

like you better, whether they are your superiors,

or merely work with you. It's also the only true way to mutual
respect and understanding.
★

PICTURE

CAPTIONS

I. Marjorie

FOR

Gestring — Olympic

-K

★

COVER
Champion

(L.A.A.C.);

2. Betty June

Milburn — Sack Race Winner; 3. Roger Torpin, Harold Valentine and Arthur Stumpus (3 winners in the Sack Race): 4. Lorene Landen, Frances
and

all; 6. The

Barbara

Thomas

(3 winners

in the 50 Yard

Electricians in the Tug-o'-War;

Dash);

7. Al De Weese's

5. Fun for
Pen Pushers,

featuring Hal Gordon; 8. Tug-o'-War; 9. Mike Sutter and Dale Steffensen, winners Men's Novelty Race: 10. The Obstacle Race: II. Fun in the
Pool; 12. Frank Perrett of Publicity and his two kids, Pat and Mike;
13. Picnic Chairman and big bond man — Harry Tondreau: 14. Lucky Winners— Adult Door Prizes; Ronald Monk, Emily McAdam, Walter McCarthy,
John O. Engel, Max Karb, Arthur W. Williams, H. Romey and Jimmy
Dinneen; 15. John King, Al De Weese and Robert
Yard Dash; 16. Equestrians; 17. Aviation Cadets;
with the suspenders

get in there?

19. The

his wife and son, Ted. Tod McCarthy
tesses: left to right: Alpha Steinman,

Magnors — Winners 50
18. How did that gu/

Cavalry:

20. Capt.

McAdams,

(friend): 21. Six of the Dance HosMarjorie Davis. Elaine Becker, Rose

Zatarain, Edith Billmyer and Alice Goodwin. We couldn't round up the
other hostesses for this photo. They were Dorothy Harris, Susan Lynn,
22. Corinne

Smith, Pacific Coast

23. Bill Lewin, Comedy

Diver, L.A.A.C.;

George

Trabert — Winners

Hassin,

Robert

24. D. Jack

Champion,

L.A.A.C.

Stubbs, Will Fowler,

Inter-Departmental

Team

Race;

25. That sterling character, Frank Lubin; 26. Tougher than suckin' cider
through a straw; 28. Winner Mary Miller — 150 Yard Relay; 29. Winners
100 Yard Dash — Arthur Ciatto, Bud Nekritz and J. B. Stillwell; 30. The
hardest working guys at the picnic — Jack Savage and Walter Jolley;
31. Joe Rickards presenting the prize to winners of the Three-Legged Race,
Everett Lull and John Lawless; 32. This was the biggest thrill of it all;
33. Jack

In Memoriam — (Robert E. Halprin)
In Memoriam — (James Shannon)

McEdwards

on Torpedo

Duty;

34. Marjorie

Booth:

35. Harold

Gordon gets serious for a change; 36. Jack McEdwards and Frank Lubin
fight it out for first place; 37. Robert Trabert: 38. Free-style Champion
Katy Manly of L.A.A.C. and part of the picnic crowd watching; 39. This
is a good trick if you can do it; 40. Just one end of the big pool^^^^
41. Ladies' Cbstacle Race; 42. Where did we get FCUR

20th C. F. Studio Office Employees' Guild

ports
Tennis Tournament — Oct. S4th

i

Y OLI know, there is an easy way and a hard way of doing
things in our work in the Studio. 1 have reference to relations between fellow employees on the Lot and contacts with

and Lillian Ginsberg.

(as they appear)

Forward, Americans
Winners of War Savings Bonds
For Conservation Suggestions
The Voice from Bataan
For Those Who Like Poetry

3

By E. S. de Lavigne

Young

:reatllt'e5 (as they appear)
Editorial
Are YOU Clowning???
Rocky Rakes Dead Body
The Voice of Research
Pilot Officer Jav R. Ross

Volume

EDITORIAL

Editorial Staff

Speciatd

STUDIO

Francis Perrett

43. Here's the youngest attendant and her Ma — Mrs. Gilbrech;
Race: 45. Crowd at drawing of War Bond Prizes;
Cbstacle
Primm.

44. Mer^^^r
46. Joyce

tor the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, California, by and
rates furnished on request. Telephone: BRadshaw 2-2161. Station HOY.
Subscription price $1.00 per year. Single copy 15c. Advertising Office
at Los Angeles. California, under the act of March 3, 1879.
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KEEP ’EM LOADING
By Brad Canfield
\^E OF THE Film Loading
▼ ▼ Dept, boast of being one
of the first departments on the
lot to be 100% ten percenters.
We all signed up for our War
Bonds and had the applications
turned in within 15 minutes.
Frank Fore, our "any-bonds-today" man, does a rushing business with his stamps and bonds,
selling on the average of $1000
per week. "If this were only
mine." Frank sighs as he "Jingle
Jangles" the money in his
strong box.

»

was almost out before he was
in. He was called for his draft
physical examination one week
after coming to work. They did
not like his flat feet, or head, or
something. Anyway, he is still
with us and we all have taken
a great liking to him.
In conclusion, I just want to
say that we are very proud of
our fellow workers who have
joined Uncle Sam, and want to
assure Bob Graham and Marvin
Stromberg, we have definitely
NOT forgotten them.

ARE

YOU

CLOWNING

\A/ELL, George Perkins was
” ^ not clowning when he
started to work in the Labor

Scotty McEwen has left us to
take up his duties behind a
camera. We were all sorry to
see him go, but also very happy
to see him get ahead. Congrat-

ago, because he's in dead
earnest about his job — but

ulations and good luck, "Dagwood."
It seems that the Loading
Room has become rabbit conscious. Kenny Williams and
Eddie Nugent have both gone
in for rabbit husbandry in a
big way. Kenny had a complete "home grown" dinner the
other night, consisting of rabbit and vegetables from his
Victory Garden.
Sid Cagan is finally going to
marry the girl. No kidding, the
big day has been set for Sept.
27. Maybe the 'phone will get a
little rest now. Congrats, Sid,
and
luck, Teddy, you'll
need good
it!
Pete Clower received a nice
promotion a few weeks ago. He
is now our illustrious bookkeeper.
Artie Miller, insignificant son
bf a significant father (Cameraman Artie Miller,) the newest
member of our department

this way and doesn't
become
fiddle-footed
and want
to

A rolling stone gathers no
moss!
He, who laughs last, didn't
get the joke in the first place!
Andanybody!
people have more fun
than
— Assistant Editor.

of a

growing demand for extemporaneal comics than ever before
— to momentarily forget the
troubles of mundane existence
is a relief that will give everyone more vitality and determination to see to it that this
laughter will permanently exist,
George Perkins kept us all
laughing at our 10th Annual

who
off toyou,
the Johnny.
Army. Let's
hear isfrom
. . .
While our Boss was on his vacation, Pete Stumpus walked in

ROOM

FONIE5

By Cherry Nickols
yV SK OUR new editor, Norman Doyle, to tell you his
story about the dictaphone.
Told it to me today, and immediately put me in the mood
to write my column.
We

have Kay Parkinson being grateful again. (Wish I
could acquire that innocent,
helpless, baby look that makes
everybody want to help you.)
, This time to Fred Stone, (janitor) in the Sound Dept., Kay
lost a wallet the other day, containing sixty dollars. We had a
pretty blue gal on our hands
for awhile. Mr. Stone found it
in the waste basket in the
Sound Dept, where it had accidentally fallen while she was
over there. If honesty really is
the

clown, but just as an avocation,
and later became an electrician

Today, there is more

Park,

FONE

in closing, let's

the business. George has had
quite an interesting b a c k ground. First he joined the Al
G. Barnes Circus in 1918 selling
tickets. At that time he liked to

Pollack Bros. as a provacative
ery.
dispenser of hilarious buffoon-

raise our cups

the
hill. SOOO,
REMEMBER:

what you don't know, is that
he's quite a famous personality
among professional circles as
one of the funniest clowns in

Outfit,
Maynard's
Yankee Ken
Patterson
CircusShow,
and

. . . We

hail Bus-boy John

Pete Jagores' shoes (so to
speak) and did a fine job of it.

four or five months

for Barnes, who discovered Perkins propensities for humor and
pantomime. Since that time he
has appeared with Buck Jones

bob?
and

see what's on the other side of

? ?

On the other hand, Sid "The
Barrister" Miller says that business is so good he has dropped
another ambulance.

department

Picnic, but now he's back to
work again in the Labor department and he's come home to
stay with 20th Century-Fox; we
hope George continues to feel

Versatile
clown

GEORGE

PERKINS

or be serious. George
in the Labor Dept.

COFFEE

AND

can
works

. . .

By Nancy Woodcock
Our Chef, Andy

Borghini

spent $35.00 for a pair of
glasses, and to our knowledge
he has only worn them once!
Rather expensive, isn't it, Andy,
for just one look? . . . Pollyanna
Powel of our Coffee Shop
comes to work these days with
that well known gleam in her
eyes. "And why?" we query.
"Well, it's the real thing this
time" says Pollyanna. . . . Have
you seen Joanide looking very
chipper with her new Victory

best policy, Fred, then

yours should be gilt-edged —
with
inum. the etchings done in platLt. Breedlove (Marine Detachment) came up to our office
to pay for a long distance call.
Demaris (Dee Dee) Seward was
assigned to show him around.
Shortly before. Dee Dee had
consumed (with much relish) a
hamburger with all the trimmings including RAW
ONIONS. "If one is going to
come in contact with handsome
young officers like the Lieutenant," says Dee Dee, "onions
are going to be tabu with me
for the duration!" Now glance
back and note the name of the
Lieutenant!
Bette Moore, on her way

a

home, stopped to have a chat
with Officer Upham (Up-Pico
Gate), Zipper on Bette's slacks
decided at that Inopportune
moment to dis-behave. "Oh,
Up!" said Bette, "I'm losing
my slacks!" "Good!" said Up,
"come on in my office." Didn't
mean it though. Supplied her
with safety pin and stayed outside like a gentleman until she
adjusted same. Knighthood
must indeed still be In flower.
My hat's
the optimist
in
New
York off
whoto called
station to
station for Dick Pittinger. Playlong shot,
say.OWN
Dick
nevering a seems
to be I'd
In his
office. . . . This Is one department that doesn't need an insect spray-gun or a fly swatter.
Frankie McLaughlin can catch
'em bare-handed. She's that
fast. . . . Lady living on Fox
Hills Dr. called in and said her
bees had decided to leave
home, had flown over the
Studio wall and swarmed atop
the Paint Shop Bldg. Immediiately notified Paint Shop,
called the Police Dept, and told
Capt. Muehihaussen. After a
while Cap called back and said
they had moved on. "They
don't stay long in one place,"
says he. "Long enough to sit
down and get up again Is TOO
LONG thinks we. Had they
started toward the telephone
office your telephone service
would have been temporarily
discontinued — believe me.
Things they say that tickle our
funny bones:
"Operator,
every
time I dial
Crestview
56135
it whistles
at
me." ... Ike Danning — "Please
operator, give me another
Prospect line, that one had the
hiccoughs." . . . Roselyne Trager — "Operator, what is Robert Crutcher's name?" (Said
she'd choke me if I printed
this.) . . . Little girl — walking
up to two nuns seated on park
bench, "Excuse me, but are you
the Penguins my Mommie
showed me the picture of?" . .
Little boy, after his mother had
told him she would send him
away from home if he didn't
stop his swearing — "But Mommie, I wouldn't know where In
the hell to go!" Why, Oh why
does the Studio water wagon
have to go around and around
our Building AT NITE! Noisy
contraption, ain't it? Expect to
4

see the water rise to the level
of our windows at any moment!
'It Happened In Tacoma"
Mrs. H. H. Brown, nee
Frankie McLaughlin, has just
returned from a vacation spent
in Tacoma, Wash. Yes, Sir! We
have a new bride in our department. Frankie was married last
July 9th, to S/Sgt. H. H. Brown
of Co. G. Fort Lewis, Wash.
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Brown!
Demaris

has just returned

from a week of 'nothin' but fun'
In San Francisco. . . . Anna
Henry Is away on vacation too.
Resting at home right now, but
plans to take a little trip later.
. . . Mary leaves next Saturday
for two weeks of fun at Lake
Arrowhead.
Good

'ol summertime!

SHAVINGS
THE MILL

' are

they squeeze him to see if he's
hollow. Tom is 6'3 and tips the
beams at 147 lbs. His best
friends call him "underweight."
"Scavenger" Bill Stone is still
Number I "moocher." No one
dares eat in front of him unless

try to keep happy. So when
Heather Angel gets in at 6:30
A. M., followed by Heather
Thatcher, and then comes
Heather Wilde, some mornings
it's a problem to get which
"Heather" in which make-up
chair, so as not to create a delay. But that is neither,
"Heather" or theather" and unless it is a "Heather Permitting
Call", the show must go on.
Ray Romero at this time, has
been away on one of his two
weeks vacation, you know the
Mr. and Mrs. Romero are expecting the stork any minute.
Ray seems to be very excited
and almost exhausted with anticipation — the excitement is
really getting him down. We
contacted the Romero domicile
several times this past week,

they want to split it.
and all we get Is, "NOT

DEPT.

YET"

By Eddie Sowders
^'UELLO, Frisco, Hello!" —
* ' "Manila Calling" — "Ma-

MORRISSEY
spending

Shop is very

trying in vain to get Into the
Army. Every time the Army
medicos put him on the scales,

MAKE-UP

FROM

By A. P. White
(Guest Reporter)
TOM

The Carpenter

proud of their boys who have
gone into the Armed Forces,
namely: Don Flickwir, Bill Goldman, Al Shaffer, Ira Barzilay, R.
Chapman, Bob Keeney, R.
Thurston, Leo Silvers, Jack Stover, and Kenny Dice. Slated to
go in the Naval Reserve Construction Unit are Maury Fountain and Junior Skiles.
Tom Archer, our Number I
material dispatcher has been

and family

their

vacation

at Rock Creek. . . . "Mac"
Ritchey just returned from a
fishing trip In the High Sierras.
Instead of fish, "Mac" was giving away tomatoes from his victory garden.
The Construction Dept, has
entered two teams in the
Studio Club Bowling League.
One team sponsored by Irving
Cummings has N. Bowman as
Captain, Geo. Mills, C. King,
Ray Conaway, and A. P. White.
The other team, sponsored by
Bruce (Lucky) Humberstone, has
Grady Willard as Captain, J.
Skube, H. Middleton, J. Fink
and Roy Pierce.
The carpenters and their
families are anxiously awaiting
the picnic at Uplifters Ranch,
Aug. 30th. This Is one event we
never miss.
The Lochrldge brothers have
taken over the Shell gas station
on Santa Monica Blvd. adjoining the Studio. The parking lot
has been newly graded. They
will grease your car and fill your
tank for your convenience, while
you work. Your patronage will
be appreciated.
Ray Conaway, Roy Lochridge and Grady Willard have
received $100 bonds from the
Studio for their excellent Ideas
on saving labor and conserving
materials.

nila Calling" the "Meanest
Man in the World" about "Girl
Trouble" with "That Other Woman" who was "Burled Alive,"
as a "China Girl" looked on, in
the "Ox-Bow Incident" which
was "Dr. Renoult's Secret." He
would not even reveal it to "My
Friend Flicka" someone shouted
— "Quiet Please — Murder!" —
Someone else yelled, "Oh, yeah
— that's 'the Undying Monster'! Anyway, after the burial,

"WHO-RAY— WHO-RAY"

the sky was filled with "Thunder
Bird", and then a "Black Swan"
appeared, so In order to keep
this bird from laying an egg
"Over

My

Dead

Body,"

I

should say, "Why Worry" when
"Life Begins at 8:30" and just
think, the "Frisco Kid Rides
Again" and then came "Springtime in the Rockies." Please remember — never sell "U.S. —
Short" — Hold your molars —
THIS is COB and ALL.
Gordon

Hubbard,

make-up

THAT

DOOR

—

OPEN

O-U-l-C-K— LET THIS
BIRD l-N!

— So, Gene Klum said, "I can
just picture Ray when that baby
The

other

morning

In the

Make-up Dept., Virginia Gilmore was telling Miss Gene
arrives."
Tierney of the terrible fright she
experienced. It seems she had
fallen asleep in her big easy
chair at home the night before,

artist on Pichel's "Life Begins at
8:30" said speaking of a cast,
with Ida Lupino, Monty Woolley, Cornell Wilde and Sarah

she was suddenly awakened by a leap upon her lap
(Blue Boy). Blue Boy is the cat.
She was not quite awake as she
was slicking down his fur; she

Allgood — "How's this — Miss
Lupino is having a wild and
"Woolley" time on this picture,

looked down — just then she became wide awake, when she discovered Blue Boy was slapping

so
hopeshucks!)
It is "All good." (Get
it? IOh!
Director Brahm has a group

a very lively mouse from one
side of her lap to the other!

of the cutest "heathers" in his
cast of the "Undying Monsters"
which we, of the Make-up Dept.

when

So, she let out a scream — Blue.
Boy looks up — Virginia jumps tcl
her feet — mouse takes it on the
lam. He's heading for a crack

under the closed door —
Boy sees him and starts
chase —
but the mouse
made it, while poor Blue

Blue
the
just
Boy,

on the slippery floor didn't put
on the brakes soon enough and
^kidded against the door, aljmost knocking himself out! Virginia, said

"Oh,

Boy, what

number of trips and man-hours
of work.
ROGER SHEARMAN, of the
Camera Dept., won a $100
Bond for devising a magazine
rack for camera carts that protects priceless aluminum film

cans.

a

night."
Remember, you're not always
yourself — and girls — sometimes

each for collaborating on the
idea of substituting available
tubular steel safety rails above
each sound stage for expensive
No. I grade 2x4 lumber. The
lumber, heretofore, had to be
replaced often, but the tubular
steel will last indefinitely.

my Hall of Fame? Could It be
that they were announcing Director Clarence Into the Hall
of Immortals? The walk was
long: it reminded

By Mitchell S. Mohr

days in the Mail Room, when I
averaged fourteen miles a day.
I remembered how worried I

joined In the signing of their

me

of my

used to be, whether 1 would
ever be an Assistant Director
and if I would ever reach the
top. Finally 1 had stopped walking— I was now a full-fledged
Director.

Bonds for Conservation
Suggestions

country's fifth registration.
Among those who were signers
In the mass roll-call were, Dick
Brockway, John Burke, Everett

By Jim Denton

Lovejoy.Hughes, and RichTobey, mond
Lloyd

nine major stars in it. I'll get out
of them just what you want. My

Jack Burke, iust back from his
vacation looking all the more

voice seemed to freeze and repeated Itself, justwhatyouwant!
justwhatyouwant! just what you
want!
I was standing on a sound

Winners

of War

Savings

IT IS with a great deal of

pleasure that we can present
these lucky winners to you, and
show the concrete evidence of
their good fortune, and Incidentally, the good fortune of
20th Century-Fox to have this
type of employee.

healthy from his well-earned
rest, marveled at the efficiency
with which the Mail Room was
SHEARMAN'S
...plus ROGER
magazine rack.

run during his absence. Stated

JOHN

Jack: "I was entirely satisfied
with the way the boys performed their duties while I was

COUNSIL,

of

the

Estimating Dept, won a $100
Bond for creating a new type
of stencil that enables workmen
to simulate expensive wall and
floor tiles inexpensively and
easily.
ARTHUR

G.

WRIGHT,

of

the Sound Dept., won a $100
Bond for inventing a new, lightweight microphone boom for
use on high parallels and other
difficult situations.

away. I am- indeed proud of
The

new

Messenger

members

of the

Costello, who's ambition is the
Camera
Dept, and George
them."
Munton, who one day aspires
to be in the Casting Office.
There is also Maurie Ratner,
who has already been promoted
to the Payroll Dept.

to you a fantasy of a boy with
an unusual imagination. It Is entitled "Fantasy of a Dreamer,"
a story depicting the drama of
JOHN

COUNSIL— his stencils...

Patriotism

and

a messenger boy. Our hero's
name shall be "Clarence."
I never go to sleep at any set

loyalty of

time. I sleep when I am tired.
Tonight I am very tired. We
v/ere very busy today. I am just
a humble Messenger Boy, but I
do my work conscientiously and
with eagerness, I run special
call and deliver Inter-office
communicatolns. . . . My friends
want to become writers and

eight 20th Century-Fox employees brought praise from Department Heads and "prizes of
War Savings Bonds from the
Studio for their conservation
suggestions.
Those who were presented
awards by Fred L. Metzler,
Studio Treasurer, are as follows;
RAY CONAWAY
and ROY
LOCKRIDGE, of the Carpenter
Shop, who won $50 Bonds each
for constructing huge dollies

I^or moving houses, boats and

^ther large sets. The larger
dollies carry more material
each load, thus cutting the

...and LES BERRY and his ingenious
improvement. Paid off in Defense
Bonds.

JOHN LAVIN, LES BARRY,
of the Grip Dept., and L. D.
GRIGNON,
of the Sound
Dept., were awarded $50 Bonds

"Certainly Mr. Executive, I'll
direct your next picture with

stage watching Colossal's biggest production. I asked, who
was the man in charge of this
gala extravaganza? Someone
answered, why Director Clarence of course! Who else would
they let handle such a picture?

Dept, are George

This month, dear readers, as
a feature article, I shall bring

i

a long hallway, as I walked I
looked around — could this be

THE MAIL BOY

IUST recently, the local lads,
together with boys from
other parts of the film industry,
treked to their Draft Board and

It's make-up that gives you that
lift. So if you don't want to
look blotchy — make up your
mind, to make-up!

ed to have hit an echo chamber and the tones remained
stilted. I started to walk down

actors — I want to become a director. We are all learning: we
take pride in T.C.F.'s pictures.
From out of the ghost-like
stillness a strange sound repeated itself. "Announcing, Director Clarence! Ann-nounn-Ing
Clarr-encce!" The sound seem-

Suddenly

It was

preview

night. The projectionist reeled
the camera and the picture began. Instead of a musical revue
it was a story of myself! I was
scared — I turned around — I
was the only one in the theatre!
I started to leave but I could
not. The story began. I buried
my head In my hands — I could
hear the choir singing. Director
Clarence. The music was sad
and nostalgic. The sweat poured
from my body — I screamed — I
cried and pleaded — the tears
dried on my face.
I was watching my life on the
screen. Years I had never lived.
I watched the picture with a
critical eye. I was looking at an
old church with clinging vines.
There was a long procession —
there were pallbearers — they
were
my friends — I wondered
who died.

—

Bolintoff wasbegan,
a pious"Clarman
The encepreacher
"Who did he say? — Clar-

ence Bolintoff? — Why? that's
me, that's me", I yelled. I'm
not dead." The preacher continued: "Mourned the world
over, his graciousness and simplicty. . ."— "Stop it! Stop!
5

I'm living I tell you." My lungs
screeched and screamed with
violent protests against the
ceremony. I yelled until my
voice tired. I wasn't dead. I
know It. I am Director Clarence!
DIRECTOR Clarence! Director
Clarence! My lips moved how
tired I was. So very tired. Next
morning, back to work, another
day as a Messenger Boy and
one more step toward my ambition. So, until next month.
— M.S.M.
SWEEPINGS FROM
JANITORS DEPT.

THE

By Jo Eckhardt

h hasionsroileared
thendr andmontvacat
Anoarou
still going strong. Theresa Poltere went to Frisco to visit her
son, John, and looked like she
had a real good time, and
knowing Theresa, I m sure she
did! Others were Mildred
Simms, Noah Clemmons, Herman Widman, Earl Catlln, and
Lloyd Van Wie.
Our deepest sympathies are
extended to the family of Otto
Horton, whose death leaves an
empty place in many of our
lives, as he was one really swell
fellow.

PRINTABLES
can you
Jim"
withoutimagine
a horse?"Sundown
So, from houseflies to mountain lions, from hors d'oeuvres
to barbecued lambs, and from
stamps to grand pianos, monotony in the Prop Bldg, is a
thing unknown. If props could
talk, they'd tell you of strange
adventures: of strange people
in strange lands; of exotic India where they went when "The
Rains Came," of redblooded
Spain with its handsome matadors and seductive ladies in
their lace mantillas; of turbulent
England with its Dunkirk and
mutilated countryside where
they went with the "Yank in
the R. A. F.;" "A Week-End in
Havana;" to Japan, Iceland,
China, the Caribbean, the
swamplands of Georgia, the
deserts of Arizona and Oklahoma, beautiful Wyoming, colorful Catalina — all these have
contributed their share of atmosphere, via the Prop Dept.
So, if it's animated trout you
want or a flying chimp, you'll
be sure to find it in the Treasure House of T. C. F.

y' -V

for "Lillian Russell," that great
little gal would have to hoof it.
Without a plane, "The Yank in
the R. A. F." would have been
in a pretty "Hot Spot." And

the Logger's trick of Inserting a
horsehair
in Bunyon's
When he smoked
it he was cigar.
sick.
Some
WOODY
LAGUNE (Grip Dept.) who
worked at this Studio for ten years
was originally Assistant Labor Head
for many years and later turned to
gripping. Woody
man First Class.

is an enlisted seaHe is stationed at

San

Diego and is in charge of marking and dispersal of equipment and
hopes to later transfer into the Photographic Division; Woody was always
interested in this field and had quite
a bit of good experience as an amateur photographer, so says Jimmy
Morris (Grip Dept), who sent us this

photo.

6

titled "The Rover Boys in Bali,"
or "With Gun and Camera
Through the Alimentary Canal,
or Tom Swift and His Electric

that takes a rugged constitution. The legend runs that the
only thing that ever put Paul
Bunyon, of Northwest logging
tame under the weather was

wonDid youder whateverthestopPropto Bldg,

without the "props" would be a
sad affair. With no carriages

daughter. Mother and daughter are both doing well; Jack
has lost his pallor, and producShop. tion long suspended, has started once again in the Print

ment again as Sports CommitBeater."
Egg tee
Chairman for our Annual
Picnic, held Aug. 30th. Harold
is the ideal choice for any job

By Marie Kramchak

partment, he replied, "The set
dressers." Could he have been
kidding?
Life at 20th Century-Fox

’ complaint department in conjunction with our stationery
business, but now that we have
those two sterling characters,
Phil Posito and Floyd Maxwell,
delivering supplies on their
motorcycles, if an irate customer calls up to inquire when
the devil his supplies are coming over, we let the boys handle
the complaints — they should
know.
It is Increasingly difficult to
do our work noawdays with
Elaine Becker and Phyllis Hufflne in the same building, and
the more work Ivan Kahn has
to do, the less we are able to
accomplish.
Jack Matthews, the Intrepid
printer, was hoping it would be
twins for tax purposes, but it
turned out to be a fine baby

Harold Gordon is in his ele-

POPS

contained 'way off at the south
end of the lot? When I asked
Harry Mellen what he considered the most unusual in his de-

It used to be that we ran a

If you want to hear some Interesting stories, listen to Norman Doyle tell his South Sea
Island experiences, tentatively

The defense plants are taking
many of our boys now. Martin
Joy has left to join the Shipbuilders in Richmond. Good
luck, Marty.
Well, we all have to lose
something sooner or later, but
Toddy (Lockers) is surely lamenting the fact her teeth are
being pulled. Just serve soup
and mashed taters when you
have her to lunch.
PROP

By Samuel T. Godfrey

of the Print Shop wits

put a horse hair in Gordon's
cigar
other
day, He
but smoked
it din't
botherthehim
a bit.
the cigar down to the stub and
Charley Ivans had to be called
to render First Aid to Jack
Matthews and Rudy Van Deeven.
The First Alders had a blackout practice on the bombed
street above the Canvas Shop
last Tuesday night. Eight victims with various broken limbs

and wounds were distributed
throughout the stricken area
and the First Aid crews went
looking for trouble with flashlights and stretchers. They had
an ambulance from the Transportation Department and the
found plenty of trouble, bu
everything was solved readily
and it was agreed that the
group was on its way to ably
handle any situation that might
arise. The only difficulty was in
keeping the girl
wandering off in
of the Ma rine
That, and Norman
THE

VOICE

victims from
the direction
encampment.
Doyle!!!

OF RESEARCH

By Don E. Breltinger
DID YOU KNOW????
HE FIRST ANNEXATION

of

Territory was the Louisiana
Purchase. This tract of land was
purchased from France in 1803
for 15,000,000 dollars.
THE

FIRST WOMAN SERGEANT in the Continental

Army
was "Molly
Pitcher,"
Mary Ludwig
Hays, who
was
commissioned by GeorgeWashIngton for her heroism in taking herafter
husband's
place
at a
cannon
he was
mortally
wounded at the battle of Mon
mouth June 28, I 778.
THE

FIRST AUTOMOBILE

(operatedventedby
steam]
inin 1866
by was
Henry
Alonzo House.
THE FIRST BASEBALL GAME
is attributed to Colonel Abner
Doubleday who later became a
General in the U. S. Army. In
1839 he laid out the first regular baseball
diamond
and formulated the rules
of play.
THE FIRST BATHTUB was
installed by Adam Thompson,
a wealthy cotton and grain
dealer in Cincinnati, Ohio. It
was encased in Nicaraguan maand wasseven
lined feet
with sheet
metal. Ithoganywas
long,
four feet wide and weighed
1,750 pounds. The water was
pumped Into it. On December
20, 1842, he had a party at his
home and invited his guests to
try his bathtub, several of
whom availed themselves of the
opportunity. On the following
day the story appeared in thj|
newspapers and it roused tf^
ire of the politicians and doctors. The State of Virginia laid

’

a $30 tax on bathtubs and increased the water rates.
THE FIRST SPARROWS

were

Imported under the auspices of
Nicholas Pike and other direc-

•tors of the Brooklyn Institute In
l|850 for the purpose of protecting shade trees from foliage - eating caterpillars. Eight
pairs of English sparrows were
imported.
THE

FIRST BLOOMERS

were

introduced at the First Women's
Rights Convention at Seneca
Falls, N. Y., which met on July
19, 1848, the name being derived from their sponsor, Miss
Amelia Jenks Bloomer. The costume is supposed to have been
devised by Mrs. Elizabeth Smith
Miller.

happy to see him, we are very
sorry about the circumstances
that brought him back. His
nephew, Lt. Robert Halprin,
was fatally injured in service
Monday morning, August 3rd.
Our deepest sympathy to the
entire family.
Remember I wrote in my last
letter that 1 had never won a
thing after taking chances on
practically everything raffled
off? Well, the law of averages
finally came around to me! I
won a beautiful Eastman Special with leather case! At last
I have a camera — and some
film too — so here comes competition foryou boys.
Mr. Clark returned from his
vacation and from the way he

ford devised a

lifter to carry

cameras. Any employee sending in an Idea which is accepted by the Studio will receive
the same reward.

these days. Charlie's family
just returned from the East
where they have been vacation-

you Roy, and hope we will hear
from you soon. Maynard Rugg
left for Washington, Monday,

ing. Charlie says it isn't so hot
when you have to batch. . . .
Everett Robinson has been

August 10th as 0. P. O. in the
Navy. C. P. O. Paul Mohn is
back in town.

sporting a patched-up eye lately. Ev tells that he fell off a
bicycle out at the beach and

Our Service Flag was filled
with stars a long time ago and
is now carrying a changeable
Insert in the center of the flag
showing the total number of
men in the service.
The

Camera

and

Sound

Depts. are going to have another Golf Tournament — starting August 23rd and it will last
for three Sundays. With the
Annual Golf Tournament, the

THE FIRST BOWLING
MATCH recorded is that of

Inter-Departmental and Individual Golf Tournaments, it

January I, 1840, played at the
Knickerbocker Alleys, New York
City.

looks like golf widows should
abound for the duration — of
the tournament!

THE

FIRST

BREAKFAST

The

Signal Corps Photographic School will study under
the supervision of our Camera
Dept, for the next four weeks.
There will be twenty in the
class. Cur own assistants and

were introduced principally byCharles William Post

produced
who1897.
in

"Grape

Nuts"

THE

FIRST BUILDING erected by the Government in
Washington, D. C., was the
White House.

operators will give them the
works, so look out for a lot of
new faces in the photographic
personnel of the Service!
Regards and best wishes from
all of us.

THE FIRST CENSUS was
enumerated as of August 1,
1790, and showed a total population of 3,929,214 located in
17 States. The most populaced
state at that time was Pennsylvania. (With due thanks to
"Famous
Kane.)

CAMERA

First Facts" by Joseph

DEPARTMENT

By Bess Lasky
Hello Boys In The Service:
I CAN'T enumerate
your
* names any more because
there are too many of you now,
but of course this includes all
of you. Have only had one letter from Captain Bill Whitley
and a post card from Dave Silver since my last letter in "ACTION". Would love to hear
^from the rest of you boys, even
*f

it is a postcard.
Lt. Halprin was here last
week and while we were all

SPARKS
LLOYD

DIXON

WINGER

(Grip

De-

partment) is now serving in the Photographic Division of the U. S. Navy.
Lloyd worked at Fox Hills for many
years and was well liked by all who
knew him. His interest in photography
led him to enlist in the Navy
of this work. He is stationed
Diego

branch
at San

and is going great guns.

Jimmy Morris of the Grip Dept,
sent us this photo. We wish more
folks around the Lot would send in
photos for "Action."

looks and feels, think the memories of it will carry him through
for some time — or else make
him go back for more.
Roger Shearman and Lee
Crawford are the happy recipients of a hundred-dollar bond
from the Studio as a reward for
their suggestions. Roger suggested a magazine rack for the
camera carts and Lee Craw-

Ave. doesn't see this!!!
Charlie Wise is a happy man

Sergeant Roy Ivey is now
Staff Sergeant and on his way
to somewhere. Good luck to

THE FIRST SCHOOL FOR
THE BLIND was Incorporated in
Boston in' I 829.

FOODS

gaffer is an CLD MAN. I hope
that Jack Frier over at Western

FROM

THE

ARCS

By Lee Dunbar
WARTIN
PEACH, known at
*”* Manhattan Beach as the
beer baron has gone out of
business. Martin says, if you

can prove it by Tom Powell.
The last time that Ev had a
black eye he said he fell while
ice-skating. That Ev can really
think 'em up! He was telling the
truth no doubt because his leg
was banged up too. . . . Carl
Cabibi has been promoted to
best-boy. His gaffer is Paul
Monroe. Carl will hold the job
down swell because he was
best-boy before, and it will not
be new to him. Carl, your
friends are glad to see you
We

are sorry Ralph Woodland is having trouble with his
get it.
foot. Hope the foot will be
back to normal soon. Ralph, it
couldn't be old age that causes
it, eh? . . . George Johnston,
one

of the little feather-merchants, has been practicing to
be a drummer boy again. It
might be that Uncle Sam may

really use him too. From what
we hear, George at one time
was a pretty good drummer.

AMONG THE
MUSIC MAKERS

CGNGRATULATIGNS to the
radiant

fathers,

Johnny

Scott, Music Photostat, on arrival of Judith Fae Scott, July
15th, at Culver City Hospital;
and Bob Tracy, Music Cutting,
Robert Notting-

can't get the beer, you sure
can't sell it. Martin is now back
in the Electric Dept, again.
I have been asked to tell who

who welcomed

a GAFFER is and just what he_
does. A gaffer is pretty much

of California State Militia includes: Cally Holden, Band
Master, Top Sergeant Ted
Thompson, Jack Pfeiffer, Signal

a cameraman's righthand man.
The gaffer has under him his
best-boy or assistant, and then
his crew of men. It is the gaffer,
who has charge of lighting the

ham Tracy, July
16th at Hollywood Hospital.
Mechanical

Cavalry Division

Corps, and Roland Eddy, PriBoys! vate First Class. Good work.

set for each "shot." He is one
of the first on the set and one
of the last to leave. Should the
cameraman want any change

Recent well-received arrivals
in the Music Dept, include Al
Fisher and Pete Greenwalt.

made,

halp"Who's these
ask: Library
Music
in thethey
in'When

he tells his gaffer and

the changes are made. However, the dictionary says that a

days?" just tell them, "Miss
Catherine Halpin," and doing
7

a good job, too. Also Kenneth
Thompson, Ted's brother, who's
"helpin' " out during his vacation.
We're not referring to "fish
tails," but the whole carcass,
when we report that Alberta
Buchanan had good luck on her
Oregon trip. She not only landed it, but she canned it for
"future reference" — just a little
twenty-eight pound salmon ! !
When Frank Tresselt comes in
weary-eyed and loaded with
books some mornings, it's because he has been cramming
until dawn on civilian aviation
for Home Defense. . . . Dr.
Kllenyl enjoying a short, but
sweet, vacation on the beach
at Santa Monica and playing
golf. . . . Wonder what Clara
Bing found in little old New

Smith. Getting across the border these days takes a little
time, but the land of siestas is
a grand spot for fun and relaxation. . . Ollie Hughes dolled
herself up and went to San
Francisco to see her new grandson. Of course, she stayed just
long enough to spoil the baby
and then come home. . . . Joe
Dimmitt and his wife, Billie, are
at Green Valley Lake and the
department is getting many a
chuckle from their postal cards.
. . . Hazel Munn tripped off to
Las Vegas and returned a
blushing bride. She tells us the

town is so overcrowded

that

many people are sleeping in the
Word comes from Reeder
parks.
Boss that he is attending Radio
School at Camp Haan, and
George McGerty is studying
for the Signal Corps. . . . Joe
Johnson is in the Navy now and
has reported to San Diego. . . .
Clinton Sandeen is taking a vacation and spending the time in
his backyard — painting his car.
We are sorry to lose Evelyn
Katz from this department, but
her new venture will be far more
Interesting than pounding a

U Jlji

York that makes her think it's
SO terrific!
Everyone deeply sympathizes
with Kolia Levlenne, who injured a hand in his electric lawn
mower, if good wishes count,

20th

C. F. employees

line up to do their bit on the home

Kathleen Ridgeway tells us the Red
Cross will return to the Lot on October 7th for the second donation of
the employees for the Red Cross
Blood Bank. Last time, the 20th C.F.
employees were more than one-hundred percenters. Those who are interested in donating to the next and
exceptionally worthy cause, please
contact Miss Ridgeway, Head
of
Script Dept., Ext. 494.

front.

typewriter — you guessed it—
she is going to raise a family.
John Shanley is redecorating
his kitchen and if his wife
doesn't return from her trip
soon, he will be doing over the
whole house. For your information, John, if while broiling a
steak the grease catches on
fire, don't let it smoke up the
kitchen before throwing dirt on
the fire, steak, and all — but
have a box of dirt on hand near
the stove, eliminating the time
it takes to hunt up a shovel
and carry in the dirt. The effect v/ill be practically the
same, with the exception of less
smoke.
It
ness
the
that

isn't jaundice or seasockwhich gives everyone in
Ladles' Wardrobe Dept,
green pallor, but our skylights have been blacked out
for the duration and the effect
is NOT flattering.
The reddest red dress on the

FINDINGS FROM
THE WARDROBE

8

Ing. . . in . theNolan
Goodman"
dropped
other day
sporting his Navy uniform — looking
very natty too. . . . Bob Jolley
was home on furlough — had a
long trip from Florida, but said
it was worth it. . . . Jack Redman, Harry Hughes, Jr., and Al
Ade are also in the Service.
The boys in this department
wrote a long letter to Lt.
Charles Perrin. Charlie was in
the hospital in Virginia with an
old leg ailment which was contracted during his basketball
days here at the Studio. The
letter was about five feet long.
. . . Walter Dunham is back to

MAINTENANTICS

night in France."

By Lee Roth
THE vacationers are coming
* and going this past month.
Miss McKenzie spent her time
off in Mexico, as did Ruth

Ray Gabbard is in the

Army now and stationed at
Fort Francis E. Warren, Wyom-i

surance! !(Please don't sue for
gag.)
libel, Mrs. Dunham — it's just a

Ted Thompson will gladly
show visitors his newly streamlined Music Library with flourescent lights.
If you see Leon Birnbaum
parking his car in an alley and

Livingston, Louisiana . . . "Jim
O'Keefe's death was an awful
shock and I almost didn't believe it: Nat Young was at
camp with Connie Bennett and
told me about it. Tonight we
march twenty-five miles. Everyone in the division must make
it or try again and again. Ask
Tresselt if he recalls any similar
task, and I'll bet he tells of the
thirty miles they made one

By Benny Benson

work after a week's Illness. He
said his wife tried to poison
him so she coud collect his in-

he'll soon be fully recovered
and home from the Good Samaritan.

using it
a residence,
becausefor
the house
he rentedit'snear
Douglas has been sold. This
leaves little Leon muttering in
his sleep without a home.
Don't! — Please Don't! — Miss
Marcy Swindell's new Inner
sanctum with plush carpet and
buzzer system.
Al Siegel writes from Camp

LACQUER LANE
LACONICS

. . .’tis better to give now!

lot — Ruth Smith's.

By A. O. Williams
LJ O HUM, a vacation seems
' I to do something to the fellow lucky enough to have one!
Having just spent mine, I feel
I could use another. I went back
to the old home of Brigham
Young, and from the number of
children on the streets, there is
no indication of race suicide in
Utah. A thing I was pleased to
see was the intense war conscientiousness demonstrated in
Utah, and it seems that preparations and a speedy conclusion
for this war are uppermost in
their thoughts. The people of
Utah have a serious problem
now to provide adeguate school
facilities for the Immense number of new scholars who have
moved in. New arms, munition
and aviation plants, ground
schools, etc., have added so
many new families, that the city
of Salt Lake can not find houses
sufficient to accommodate
them. The new payrolls bring in
so much ready cash that the
stores are packed all day long.
The women are mostly well
dressed — having more money
to spend now than they eve
had before! The kids form a
steady line to Ice cream stands,
and the adults are not far be-

hind when it comes to buying.
Everyone seems to be smiling,
and It is a pleasure to spend
your money with the lovely
clerks that the stores have provided.
If every locality throughout
our country shows the same
awareness shown in Utah, old
man Hitler will find he has
bitten off more than he can take
care of.
Well I could go on and on,
but i thought that you would
be Interested In something that
is being accomplished in another part of our country. See
you next month.
Remember M. and F. Call
508.
CAFE

DE PARIS

NEWS

By Edith Billmyer

This
EdithJuanlla
BlllmyerBonfiglio.
pinchhittingis for

We would like for all our
boys, who have so bravely left
us to join up with our Armed
Forces, to know we often think
of them and do feel they are
always one of us.
Danny DeMio, who for the
past ten years has been our
head Bus Boy, is now with the
Coast Guard, stationed at
Government Island, Alameda,
Calif. Good luck, Danny, we
are proud of you, though we
miss you.
And now, remember Albert
Minsky, formerly Bus Boy at the
Cafe de Paris? He visited the
old gang today and lunched
with us. Albert is now a Second Steward on the U.S. Troop
Transports and has been on active duty since Pearl Harbor
was attacked. He has covered
the entire Pacific Ocean since
hostilities began. Since November, 1940, the ship has
never touched the same port
twice. Fired at by enemy craft
— yes — but never hit, thank
goodness.
Lunching in the Cafe today
were two distinguished guests,
Juan Rios, son of the President
of Chili, and Colin Leltch, a
Chilean Officer of the R.A.F.
We are enjoying the visit of
stars from other Studios, who
are now working at 20th C.-F.
These, along with our own celebrities, are interesting personallites to the many friends,
who are visiting the Studio

these days. It keeps our waitresses busy.
Little Pee Wee, whom you all
know — the one who flits hither
and yon — Stopped!! Paused!!
Then decided to look at life
more seriously — yes — she went
and did it, formerly Louise
Costa, but now Mrs. Pers. Williams. Good luck, Louise.
Juanita Bonfiglio, our hostess, is spending her vacation
hunting big game at Big Bear.
Wonder
what she'll bring
home? A Dinosaur?
ROCKY RAKES
DEAD BODY
By Gene

Meredith

COR A person to get on the
' other side of the camera is
tough, but to get on the other
side of a script is tougher. . . .
H'wever, a certain "Hep Character" in our depotmunt done
it. . . . The gal? Audrey Rochlen . . . (Ryanamed JILL WARREN) . . . Case history? . . .
Waillll, Audr . . er . . ah . . .
JILL was secretary to Mr. Mai
St. Clair for quite some time,
and then along came a script
on "Over My Dead Body," in
which was a swell lead part for
a fast-talking telephone operator. This was nothing more to
li'l Jill than another of her
famed impersonations, so, having all of the qualifications, it
was a case of "READ PART —
GOT SAME". . . . Reports from
the, St. Clair front: "WORK
GREAT! . . . TRANSITION
AMAZING!

. . . RUSHES

TER-

RIFIC!" In short, we are purty
proud to say that our JILL
WARREN is quite a success. . .
Hope she doesn’t get mixed up
and do a scene in shorthand!

PILOT OFFICER JAY R. ROSS, 4th from the left, has recently changed
his location and sends us the above photo. Among others, here is a boy
of whom we are exceptionally proud, and know you are as glad to hear
from him as we are.

long.

Dear Club Manager and
Members:
I'M STILL kicking and up to
* date alive. I'm not a miracle
flyer but just a damn lucky one,
according to all the stuff I’ve
seen, of which I can't mention
due to censorship. But I have
changed my address for a little
while. The R.A.F. keeps shifting us around, hoping we will
qet our fill of thrills. But I still
hope I'll be able to answer your
next gift package.
I do want to impress upon
all of you, who have made these
packages possible, that if you
knew how scarce the contents
are in this country and England,
you would be able to say that
there are no words which can
express our thanks tor your
great effort. I just received a
package of gum and am I glad,
because gum is an essential
part of my flying paraphernalia.
I can hardly take off without
gum in my mouth, but I've had
to many times since I've joined
the R.A.F. Anyone who knew
me on the Lot will tell you that,
next to sleeping, I like gum
best. I hope that, when I do
come home. I'll be able to
thank each and every one member for his or her effort.
So, before I close which I
must do, as I'm off in an hour,
I will enclose a picture (Air
Ministry One) which may give
you an idea to let you know if
this War has changed me. Thus,

JILL WARREN
nee AUDRE
LEN — makes good.

ROCH-

I’ll say "Goodbye" because I'm
a Yankee, and "Cheerio" be-

cause I've been over here so
A homesick member,
Pilot Officer Jay R. Ross, R.A.F.
LABORELATES
By "Irish" Roche
COMETIMES when you are
asked to donate to some
cause you often wonder if the
money is spent wisely and if
those for whom it was Intended,
actually receive the full benefit
of your donation. A few days
ago yours truly had a very interesting conversation with Fireman McCarthy from Western
Ave., and I am certainly convinced that your help is appreciated byour boys in the Service. James McCarthy was one
of the first from our gang to
enlist in the Service and at
some time visited one of the
U.S.C. centers in San Francisco.
He received such a fine reception there he mentioned it very
enthusiastically in one of his
letters. We have received letters of a similar nature from
time to time, all praising the
work of the U.S.C. and other
agencies. So, fellows, whenever
you are asked to contribute
consider it an honor and a privilege to be able to do so. That
donation may hurt the pocketbook, but you will have the
blessings of the men in the
Service
and their relatives at
home.
We are pleased to state we
have a perfect record in the
Employees' Cigarette Fund. Ac9

cording to the Information received from a reliable source,
our donations surpass any other
individual department in the
Studio. So let's keep up the
good work.
Harry Morton, one of our
old-time employees, is now the
proprietor of the Relay Cafe
near the Santa Monica gate entrance. This Cafe Is very well
managed by Mrs. Morton. I
have had very fine reports of
the excellent fodd served, so
instead of getting the good
wife up early, let Mrs. Morton
fix you up with a real appetlzinq breakfast.
That very popular blacksmith
foreman, Fred Lincoln, has
made

one lady happy, and disappointed quite a few. To Mr.
and Mrs. Lincoln on their recent
wedding we wish every happiness. To those of you who frequent the Blacksmith Shop and
have been worrying about Fred,
you
met
be
now

don't need to ... I have
Mrs. Lincoln, and Fred will
well taken care of from
on.

PEN-PUSHERS
PERSONALS
By Pete Lake
AS

SHAKESPEARE said, "All
the world's a stage, etc."
So the following scene Is from
"The Passing of the 2nd Floor
Buck." The buck-passer Is ACTION'S ace reporter, Alex Dorrlty, who is seen busily inscribing figures on a pay-roll sheet.
Enter yours truly.
Alex: (wiping a tear from his
eye) "Pete, I've been so darn
busy I haven't written a line for
"Action." Do you think you
could take over this month?"
Pete: "You mean — be a sort
of ghost-writer?"
Alex: "Sure, that's It."
Pete: (flattered) "Why, I'll be
glad to, Alex."
Alex: "That's
the old spirit!!"
Curtain.
So, now this column gets
down to business. Our first concern is for news that may interest the boys who may scan
their copies of Action at some
place far distant from the Lot.
Hal Roth, Lynn Reynolds, Ed
Weyl. Gerry Broderick, Tom
Pryor, Gary Troy, Carl Gottlieb
— we all send our best wishes
to you. . . . Dan PInck is all set
to go — and has put in for duty

with submarines!! Gosh!

Good

luck, Danny. ... Ed Krahn Is
lining up for the Signal Corps.
Bulletins ater on Ed, as we
haven't time for more details
before meeting this press deadline. . . Gerry Broderick visited
the gang about a week ago. He
looked very smart and fit in
those Navy "blues." Everybody
was full of questions, getting
the low-down on life In the Service. . . We had letters from
Ed Weyl and Lynn Reynolds,
who wrote from Deleted-by-theCensor. The epistles were enjoyed by all, for these boys
have a grand sense of humor.

rungs to success!" Unquote.
"Vacation," says Alex "are almost completed, but prospects
of pay-roll personnel settling
down to normal are nil due to
U. S. service requirements.
Among those awaiting early
calls are A. W. De Weese,
Sam Wittenberg, Homer Hill
and Harry Weinfeld.
A. Gottlieb, a brother of
friend Carl, Is the artist who has
drawn the cartoons which are
posted by the gates publicizing the picnic. And we saw a
snap of Carl recently, in which
he is shown In the role of a military school-teacher. These Gottlieb boys are good.

Lynn tells us, "I sure tell the
sergeant off — 'way off!!"
John Shaney drops In regularly
to see that we are keeping
straight on the Wardrobe Accounts. John Is a
summer
bachelor and will be plenty glad
when his wife and boy return
from their vacation.

The Accounting

and

Payroll
are getting up a tug-of-war
team for the coming picnic.
Look who we've got — Ed Arnold, Joe Taylor, Al de Weese,
Bob Sinclair and Harold Gordon plus 4 others, who weren't
signed up when this was written. These boys are plenty hefty
and, to give a new quirk to an
ancient qag, are no pull-overs.
Joe Taylor Is an ex-Navy man
and has probably done plenty
of heave-ho on the old hemp.
"Give us some room to blow
the man down."
Johnny Blauvelt has had a
stretch of about 8 weeks on location in Utah. It is John's first
location job — and as he will be
there for a week or so yet, he
Is really getting an Intensive
training.

GRIP

Walter

Fitchman.

subbing
Walter

Fitchman can now put himself
In the class of Walter Winchell
because at last he can secure
the services of guest writers
when he goes on a vacation,
pardon, I mean location. He is

Am writing this article down
under at Western Ave. and
Greig

Reed

says they would

appreciate a plug. Well here is
a plug! Ultimatum In the sixth
at Chicago. Jim Jensen presents a wonderful suggestion
about organizing a Twenty-Year
Club for the old timers on the
Lot. to
It'ssleep
a good
boys
on.

Idea for the

put Into a kitty. When a man
is Inducted or enlists in the
Service, a beautiful shaving set
Is given him.
Wheels of progress note:
That the bicycle rack by the
Time Office Is gradually filling
up. Back to bustles and peg-leg
pants. OH, you kid!
All kidding aside. Unit Managers are wonderful people.
Glad to write these few

the party Is one Director, a few
Assistants, some Cameramen,
Soundmen and a few of the

words and hope to have the
honor again. For a damn good
investment, buy Bonds.

other essentials that go to make
up a picture company Including a Unit Manager. . . . Brother Delbert M. Blair is abso-

THE SCENE
DOCK SCENE

lutely convinced that the company Is ripe for conversation
having been in Utah such a long

By Irving Abrams
CORRY,
Folks. In spite of
what It says on that banner
In front of our office, we can't
sell you one of the cars or
trucks that are parked there.
They still belong to the Transportation Dept, and you'll just
have to ignore the whole thing;
It is only the backing for a set
that shoots our way from Middle Western St. Making Movies, you know. One car that
also isn't for sale and that's
for sure. Is the Packard that
Cecil Creber won in the Raffle.

ployees in point of service.
Everybody knows Lloyd, and
wishes him the best of luck.

As long as he has been married
and that has been a good many

Alex Dorrity reports from the
Payroll that Maurice Ratner is

years, his wife has wanted a
Packard and now she has one.

the "latest of a rapid succession of pay-roll juniors to take
over the trying job of trying to

Who
says it doesn't
take
a chance?
That Is,pay
theto right
chance. . . . Harry Heim

please everybody." . . . Blair
Howard is a recent addition to
"Wayne (Son of) Fury is In the
throes of negotiating the next

rested and full of gusto. What
a wonderful feeling It must be
to get two weeks with pay.

up in Utah with Bruce Hunsaker, Wendell Jones, Ed Davis
and Tonto Dawson. Included in

Lloyd Nobles is on that last
leave before entering the Coast
Guards. It was as sudden as
that. Lloyd has a host of friends
In the Studio as well may be,
for he is one of our oldest em-

the pay-roll group, and quote,

sure that he won't fail this time.
All our dept, heads are back
from their vacations much

The Grip Dept, has started
an interesting fund. Every week,
if the men desire, 25 cents Is

DEPT.

By Dan Wurtzel
THIS is Dan Wutzel
' for

time. He failed with me after
the "Drums" location. He Is

JERRY
STONE
was

BRIAN

and

JASPER

BLY-

in Utah on the "Flicka” location. We thought Johnny Blauvelt
supposed to keep the books!

has

been very sick in the Santa
Monica Hospital but we a
hope to see him back at work
soon. Carl Bralnard has been
taking his place and he's a nice

guy, but we miss the daily report Harry used to give us on
the pictures he had seen that
day. We hardly know what's
worth going to see, except of

THE VOICE
BATAAN

FROM

sent to us for "Action" so that
you too may enjoy reading the
following: (The Studio Club)

By Oza Bowen
\A/E, the spirits of the fallen
^ “ defenders of Bataan, will
roam the fastness of the Luzon
Jungles until that time, when
our sacrifices will have been
avenged. We

gladly gave

our

all, in trying to crush the invading hoards of this beautiful
island, as you no doubt know,
and we were never outfought
by the numerical superior foe.
The cause of our defeat was the
lack of supplies, munitions,
food and medical supplies, with
which to combat the dreaded
jungle diseases.
We have everlasting faith in
our leader, who, when leaving
the Island of Luzon, made a
vow to return and avenge his
ED HAAS

and BRUCE

HUNSAKER—

Another "My Friend Flicka" photo
sent in through the generous cooperation of Walter Fitchman. It looks
like everyone on this Schuster Company had a good time in Utah.

Al Harris is giving special attention to the flowers in the
pocket-size bed in front of our
office these days. He is pouring
all the love and affection on
them now that he used to pour
on his own flowers at home. He
also pours water on them! He
just pulled all his up by the
roots, as cruel a thing for a man
to have to do, as ever we heard
of. But war is war! He sure
raises a tasty cucumber

boys, who had made the supreme sacrifice in its defense,
and we await the day of the
fulfillment of this solemn vow.
We also have faith in the
men, women and children of the
home front, who may be called
on to make sacrifices toward
the all-out effort that will bring
this to pass, and to you, we
shall raise our voices in a
mighty doxology (i.e. — As often
as you do these things, you do
them in remembrance of us.)
Until Bataan is retaken, we
cannot join our avenged comrades of Vimy Ridge, Flanders
and Belleau Woods in blissful
rest.

these

days.both
When
you haven't
for
a Flower
Garden room
and
a Victory Garden, well, there is

FOR THOSE WHO
LIKE POETRY

Al's answer.
and

than a few know of,
are friends with,

George MacLean than we
could mention, but just in case
you happen to be one who
might say, "And who is he?"
the answer is— he's the Foreman of the Janitor Dept. We
always like to see him come into
the Studio Club — he's one of
the most affable and obliging
persons we know, and besides,
he continually brings in donationsrette
to the
Employees'
CigaFund without
even
as
much as a call from us. In other

SAMMY BENSON and JOHN BLAUVELT killed l-he natives of Utah with
their Bergen and McCarthy act while
on the "Flicka” location.

words, we like George MacLean, just as much as do many
others on the Lot. His thoughtfulness and concern regarding
what is going on around him, is
exemplified by the following
data which George MacLean

George MacLean tells us,
William McCrystal, Sr., used to
work for him In the Janitor's
Dept, and that the boys still
miss him. McCrystal is now associated with Columbia Studios. The following is one of his
many

printed poems:

"BACK

THE BOYS

UP"

By Billy McCrystal, Sr.
We've got to be thankful for
In spite of what pessimists say.
We vote as we please, we've
got a free press
For we live the American way.
the tops
We've got an army we know Is
Every lad of them raring to go
The Navy "God" bless them
pulled a trick or two
When
Sea" they
show put on the "Coral
Ourtheir
Yankee
girls they're doing
bit
In the
defense
brunt work they're sharing
So throw back your shoulders,
stick out your chin

way through the darkness for
a mile and a half, to the mess
hall. Here we have a hearty
breakfast, consisting of some
nice muddy unidentifiable liquid
and a choice of beans, either
red or white.
After breakfast, at 5:30, we
loaf slowly back to the barracks.
We have nothing to do until
5:35, so we just sit around and
scrub the toilets, mop floors,
wash windows, and pick up all
the cigarette stubs and match
sticks within a radius of 150
feet from the barracks.
At 6:00, with the quarter of
the day already loafed away,
the sergeant comes in and says,
"Come on out in the sun, kids."
Of course, it's been raining for
three weeks, but the way the
sergeant talked, it might clear
up today. To limber up, we do
a few simple calisthenics. Not
like the hard ones we had to do
on compulsory Physical Ed, at
Chapel Hill. Definitely not.
These

consist of simple exercises such as touching your
toes with both feet off the
ground and grabbing

yourself

And back up the boys at the
front,

by the hair and holding yourself at arm's length.
At 8:00 o'clock the time you

A SOLDIERS'

unlucky guys are getting out of
bed, we put on our light packs
and start walking. The light

THE

HUMOR

following letter was sent

' by a friend, known for his exceptional flare for humor; if
was too good to keep to ourselves— so, for the pleasure of
"Action" readers, we are subdio Club)mitting this epistle: (The StuDear Friend:
Do you remember how we
would often talk about how
wonderful we thought Chapel
Hill was? Why, I'll never forget
the night I told you that when
I died, I didn't want to go to
Heaven: I wanted to stay In
Chapel

Hill. I was

mistaken.

When I die, I don't want to go
to Heaven or Chapel Hill; I
want to stay here at Sheppard
Field, Texas. To put It mildly.

pack is not to be confused with
the heavy pack. The light pack
Is very light, and consists of
only gun, bayonet, canteen,
knife, fork, spoon, cup, meat
can, shaving kit, pup tent, rain
coat, cartridge belt, first aid
kit, fire extinguisher, tent pins,
and a few other negligible
items. The light pack also has a
blanket. Carrying a light pack I
weigh only 293 lbs. Note I
weighed only 160 lbs. when I
left, so you can see how easy
marching.
it
Is to romp and play while
An observation car follows us
while we march, playing "God
Bless America" and also picks
up the fellows who faint. The
boys who pass out are treated
very well. They are given six
months In the Guard House,

It's pretty wonderful here.
We just lie around in bed
every morning until 5:00 A.M.
This, of course gives us plenty
of time to get washed, dressed,
make the bunks, etc., by 5:10
A.M. At 5:15 we stand outside
and shiver as we enjoy the nice,

who can, limp to the Infirmary.
At the Infirmary, the patients
are divided into two classes:
those who have colds and those

freezing air. After we are reasonably chilled, we grope our

who have athlete's foot. If you
have a cold, you get your

but they don't
to those
face
Courtmartlal.
At have
12:00,

throat swabbed

with iodine. If

you have athlete's foot, you get
your feet swabbed with iodine.
Anyone who claims he has
neither a cold nor athlete's foot
is put in the Guard House for
impersonating an officer.

I am very popular at the Infirmary.told
I
them I have both
a cold and athlete's foot. What

I really have Is gastric ulcers,

but I know when
mouth shut.

to keep my

Oh, yes, there are other advantages. It's almost Impossible
to find a beautiful girl out
there. Why things have come
to such a lively state that .I've
forgotten what the Carolina
co-eds looks like. To state the

start, so he got a job as a carpenter at Universal. After worknig there for one year and going to Arizona for three months,
Walter came back to the Universal Studio as Head of the
Prop Shop. Then, when the old
Triangle Studio was organized,
he believed there was an outstanding opportunity there for
him, so he signed up with Triangle. (Triangle, Incidentally,
now belongs to M.G.M.) From
Triangle Studio, Walter went to
the PIckford-Fairbanks Studio,
but when they closed he received an offer to go to Rome,
Italy, to work on the famous
picture, "Ben
accepted.

Hur," which he

the

WE'RE

HAVING GRITS TONIGHT! OH BOYS!!!
Love to all,
Willie.

WALTER

with the policy
We are continu-

ing to bring you a close-up of
a member of our organization
each month. This month we
have chosen a man, who has
been with us since 1926, or a
little longer than sixteen years.
This gentleman is the Head of
the Prop and Miniature Shop
on our North Lot.
Walter Pallman is a native of
our fair State, born In Vallejo,
Calif. However, he spent very
little time In his home town, for
at the age of four, he came to
Los Angeles with his parents.
After finishing public school In
L. A., he decided to go to Business College and study assaying. But Walter did not study
assaying very long, for a short
time later he started an apprenticeship as a pattern maker
and finished this apprenticeship
In 1913.
At that time pattern makers
were many, and jobs few, so
Walter found himself without a
job. Just about then the picture business was getting a
12

BigButGame
Hatcher did get Into the
1939 Big Game which Califor
nia won, 32 to 14, a gam
which signed the football death
warrant for Mr. Tiny Thornhill.
In that game, Hatcher passed
to Louie Smith for a score,
threw a couple of passes for

day Davis called all the companies together and told them
the cost of finished negatives,
per foot, had to be cut down to

long gains, ran like a race horse,
was smart on pass-defense and
tackled savagely. He looked

"How

much

does a finished

asked. cost now?"
foot

I innocently

ready forhonors.
I940 — ready for AllAmerica

Rugby Injury
Aroused Sfubber
Then in February, 1941,
Hatcher twisted his knee playing rugby
androof;
again
Stubber
hit— the
for the
he
does

not like to see footba'i

ing at 20th Century-Fox. Henry
Culbertson, of the Labor Dept.,
has told us of just such a personality about whom we are
sure you would enjoy reading:
none other, than ORVILLE

CLOSE-UPS
In keeping
* of ACTION.

III iz^v

KAANY
a public figure has
*”* worked and is still work-

meat.

By Gilbert Jay

wur

READ ABOUT
ORVILLE HATCHER

Well, that's all the time I
have to write now. I've got to
rush to the mess hall and beat
to

leg before he ever played a
game of freshman football.

"It happened at Universal
when forty-four companies were
working, and H. O. Davis was
In charge of production. One

you
It out," he replied.
. . . figure
And I did!!!

want with a gal? Nothing, absolutely nothing!

maggots

When asked what was the
be utilized."
oddest thing that happened to
him in his years in the picture
ing:
industry, he related the follow-

"If a picture costs one million dollars and there are 7,500
$2.50."
feet of film In the picture . . .

facts. I've seen no gals. Now
Isn't that just ducky? What,
may I ask you, would a man between the ages of 20 to 35

the

today that every possible trick,
without sacrificing quality, can

and

PALLMAN

(Head

Miniature) —timer.
another

While in Rome,

of Prop,

young

Walter

old-

HATCHER who played a bangup backfleld position for the
U. C. football team and now a

was

member of the Merchant Marine Officer class. Read what

offered a position by Rex Ingram which carried him to Nice,
France, to help make the two
pictures, "The Magician," and
"Mare Nostrum." After returning to this country, Walter built
small homes for a short while,
but then, when the building
business was not up to par, he
went to work for 20th CenturyFox and has been here ever
since.
As Walter and I sat In his
office, I asked him what he
thought of the present curtailments and how he thought the
picture industry would
fected.

be af-

"Well, Gil," he said, "I believe the Industry will have to
do more of the kind of faking it
used
to tdo."not the quality
"Migh
of

our picture
riouslysasked.be affected?" I se"No, I don't believe so," he
answered, "for there is so much
ability In the picture Industry

newspaper reporter, Don Glendon, has to say about our Orville:
PERSONALITY
PARADETHRASHER: Somewhere a convoy Is rolling tonight. On
watch is a young third officer,
and as he searches the dark,
lonely stretches of the sea with
sharp eyes, glorious and tragic
pictures of his past cross the
black velvet screen.
He

is Orville Hatcher, exhero of old California, now with
the United States Merchant
Marines. Perhaps he is thinking
that he should have been flywasn't
for the
bad SBD,
knee If
he itgot
on
ing a Navy
football's field of honor. But his
work is Important and as he
paces the deck, his thoughts
thrill and haunt him. For
Hatcher was one of football's
greatest tragedies.
Hatcher entered California
in August, 1939, and broke his

Footballer
running

ORVILLE

interference

HATCHER,

now

for Uncle

Sam.

men playing rugby. The specialists looked at Hatcher's knee
and were puzzled. An operation
might fix the knee — and again,
it might not. There was the
ugly rumor that the Associated
Students wouldn't approve the
operation unless Flatcher promised to play football again.
The kid knew that he would
never play football again, but
he must get the money to finish
school. Then, one day, someone
told him they were paying high
wages on the island of Guam
He signed up and made preparations to leave. Through a curious accident, he delayed his

departure for thirty days. In the
interim, the Japs struck at
Pearl Harbor and Guam.
And so tonight the lad who
should have been one of America's greatest football stars is
lolling with his convoy — and,
perhaps fulfilling his ultimate
destiny.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
OCTOBER 4
By Francis Perrett
"TO PROVE beyond doubt its
* courage and ability to absorb punishment, the Studio
Club has announced plans for
a Tennis Tournament starting

Day, Art Department Head, is a
near-slicker, and dozens of writers play well. S. P. Eagle is
good, so is John Brahm. Every
department has tennis players.
The decision to have three
divisions is a fortunate one, because it will give everyone a
fair break. Nobody enjoys going onto a court with a far superior opponent and being polished off in nothing flat. The
way this tournament has been
planned, not quite everyone
can win, but everybody will
have fun and a run for his
money.

men's

Vinton

still one of the top-ranking tennis players, but Cornica is hotter than ever today and we can
proudly boast of a celebrity in
our very midst, because Martin
Cornica is the Los Angeles Veteran's Champion of 1942. Incidentally, you will be interested to know that Martin is
the one who does all the lap
dissolves for 20th Century-Fox
at Western Ave.
Now

back to our Tournament: We are looking forward
to the 20th C. F. Studio Tennis
Tournament starting Cct. 4th,
between tennis players of our
Studio, which of course will include our famous Martin Cornica among the

Champions.

Needless to say, we're all very
proud of him.
There are scores of other
good players now on the lot.
John Howard, Cornell Wilde,
|John Payne, Tyrone Power, Cesar Romero and Henry Fonda
are good players. Lamar, Trotti,
Associate Producer, Richard

20th Century-Fox

Studio
Guild

ELECTED

STANHOPE
GODFREY -

Group
1
BOARD

OF

L. Holtzclaw

OFFICERS

Chester Conklin clowns on his beautiful tennis trophy now held by M.
G. M., and which we hope our tennis
enthusiasts will be able to bring over
to 20th Century Fox Lot.

Group

II

Gladys

Kenny

M.
Ora

in deep mystery, but the tournament issure to bring them out.
It is known, however, that Lillian
Hill, of the Publicity Dept., will
be a contender. Miss Hill, formerly the Asparagus Queen of
Sacramento, is crocheting a
novel pair of shorts for the
tourney, while Lillian Ginsberg,
of the Credit Un ion, (and
therefore known to more club
members than anyone else),
will display the open midriff outfit with which she won a recent

VI

Wenonah

Grade

K. Hollingsworth

Hunter

Group

The identity of a majority of
the feminine players is cloaked

Group V
GOVERNORS

Group

Upstill

Chalmers

- - Secy.-Treas.
Asst. Secy.-Treas.

Elizabeth Smith
M. J. Billingsley

A. Valentino

Esther Averall

Traw

Henry Coufos
Isabel Allison

III

Group

VII

Eve Golden

G. 'Ted' Thompson

Belle Postal

Muriel

Margaret
Group IV Graham
Mildred

Gray

Demaris

Seward

Lloyd Allen

Bermudez

1 Helen

Hughes

Group
Geo.

VIII

M. Wiener

K. Steffensen
Bess Lasky

Group

Everett

the fight, the warnings were intensified. Yet for a long time
nothing happened. No overt
acts of sabotage were reported: cases of arson did not increase. Itwas totally unlike the
situation which existed at the
outset of the last war when
there was a wave of sabotage,

people have continued to
preach the need of constant
vigilance and increased protection.
That the prophets of disaster
were not alarmists was amply
improved by the recent seizure
of the eight spies on Long Island and the Florida coast. The
plans and the deadly devices
found in their possession indicate with awful clarity the
lengths to which

they would

have gone if they had not been
captured. Cthers are being
rounded up and undoubtedly
many more will be seized, thanks
to the splendid and efficient
work of the FBI, but our coast
line is long, and it Is all too
probable that some have succeeded in getting ashore, to
say nothing of those already in
our midst.
If any proof of danger were
needed, we now have It. At
any day or any hour a sabotage
offensive may strike — at our

IX

Lull

Peter Montemurro

war plants, our transportation
systems, our water supply, our
gas and electric plants, even at

IN MEMORIAM
The

Police Dept, is most

bathing beauty parade at San
Pedro.

grieved to announce the unexpected passing of one of
their favorite and old-time

REMEMBER — whether you
are a beginner in tennis, an

employees — James Shannon, Gateman at W.A.,

average player, or in the championship class, you will have
the pleasure and opportunity
to play your style of tennis in
this tournament. There's room
for all. Let's have some response on this.
Further information regard-

I CNG before our country was
^ actually at war we were told
of the danger of sabotage, and
after the United States entered

and some perhaps have been
lulled into a sense of false security. Nevertheless, responsible

Office Employees'

MAY
SAM

and

Los Angeles Veterans' Chamstill one of the top-ranking tenpion in the finals. Vernon is

Jack Codd brought this to
our attention and we are sin-

FOR THE 1942-1943 TERM:
JULES KAHN - - - _ Presiden,
ALICE OLCOTT - - Vice-President

women's singles, men's doubles
and mixed doubles.
Vernon, the Barrymore-profiled representative of
the Re-Recording Dept., won
the last Studio Tournament,
played three years ago, when
he defeated Martin Cornica,

Unfortunately we neglected
to acknowledge receipt (until
this time) of donations for cash
prizes in connection with the
Annual Golf Tournament held
June 28th. Therefore, let it be
known right now we are indeed
grateful to the following: J. E.
ney.
Brulatour, Inc. — Raw Film; Joan
Bennett, James Bush, Gene Tier-

TIEWLY

FIRE DEPT.—
WESTERN AVE.
By Chief H. M. Siegel

★

cerely grateful.

Sunday, October 4th, probably at the La Cienega Playground courts.
There will be three divisions,
one for beginners, another for
average players, which no
doubt will include the majority,
and a third for slickers. If there
are sufficient entries each division will have

ing the big spectacle can be
obtained from Alice Goodwin
of the Studio Club.

July 29th, 1942. James
Shannon was a native son
of L.A., born Aug.
and

was

employed

2, 1890
by this

Studio since March I, 1934.
His son is employed by the
LA.P.D.

our homes. Not for a single instant can we afford to relax
our vigilance, or weaken
defenses.
Let us all be awake

our

to the

fact that sabotage is a constant peril which will become
more likely as our growing
might makes

the enemy

des-

perate. Ifwe will calmly understand the danger and face it
with every resource at our command, we shall not be taken unprepared.

OVER THE
BACKYARD

FENCE

By Alice Goodwin
|_| ARDLY a day goes by that
' ' we don't hear some good
news about a thrilled Mail Messenger— and the latest one is
Mitchell Mohr, who has begun
his new work in the Publicity
Dept. Hurrahs for Mitchell. Just
as soon as Jack Burke selects
'em, 20th C.F. gets 'em! Pretty
keen selecting, Jack! . . . Our
executive, Sol Wurtzel is happy
again; his secretary Jenny Perle
is back from her trip to Boston.
. . . Sequel to recent Rubber
Drive — We're not sure of the
authenticity of this remark, but
we hear Harold Gordon (Head
— Printing) donated his cushion
to the Rubber Drive. That's giving where it hurts, eh Harold?!

Daisy may be in the Navy soon
and of course we wish her our

Bermudez, who patiently waited
for the invitation to enjoy the

very best. . . . Ruth Dunlap is
counting the days until winter

billowy waves. Irma was tired of
waiting — so she gave up hope
and went on her vacation last
week. From what I understand,
there are several gals in the
same fix, but nothing seems to

comes — why? Waallll, she's the
lucky recipient of a beautiful
black fur coat presented her by
the delectable 20th C.F. actress, Lois Andrews. Ruth isn't
the only grateful one, because

happen — ? ? ? Sammy — we're
truly surprised — tsch, tsch,
TSOH on you!. . . . Dorothy

there's Gerry Nomis of Casting, proud of her birthday
watch presented by Fairy Godmother Andrews, the day the
screen test was taken. You've
made 'em very happy, Lois. . . .
BELIEVE IT OR NOT— Sammy
T. (Godfrey of Stationery Supplies) has a YAGHT ! ! ! Said
Sammy T. has expounded about
said yacht for months to Irma

FORWARD,

Arden (Publicity) was welcomed
home by her co-workers after, a
visit to her husband, recuperating from his operation in the
east. Incidentally, Dorothy received a letter from Gordon
Gordon (previously of Publicity) that was a masterpiece of
humor regarding her ranch in
the valley. We'd

certainly like

AMERICANS!

. . . It was Ivan Kahn's words
of praise to the powers that be
in connection with Audre Roch-

Forward, Americans!

len (of the Script Dept, and
now Jill Warren of 20th C.F.

Fate has ne'er conquered in crises of war;
Soldiers, civilians, marines, air- and sea-men.

Movies) that helped bring this

Follow the beam of our destiny's star.
Ghosts of Pearl Harbor, Wake Island, and Flanders
Beckon and urge every man to the crest;
Shoulder to shoulder now, privates, commanders.
Every true patriot offers his best.
Banish disunity, all work together.
This is a task of production and power;

wo'nderful opportunity her way.
We understand, however, that
Ivan is always doing- something
nice for someone (read column
about Audre). . . . The new dramatic coach, Craig Noel, is
very busy these days and doing
a swell job making screen tests.
He hails from San Diego where
he was very prominent in the
Little Theatre movement. Here's
good luck to you. ... Is there
some sort of feud going on between Orville Stuart and the
pretty June Connors (Tesh
Dept.) these days? Forget it
June, he paid the Studio Club
that twenty cents. . . . Kathleen
Ridgeway back from a needed
vacation. Everyone's always
happy to see Kathleen return
to her post. (Head-Script Dept.)
. . . Bob Sunderland, at present
assistant to Jack Mulcahy (Publicity) has all the girls on the Lot
in a dither, so I'm told — and
what's more, the general consensus of the gals is that here's
a futu re Tyrone Power — who
knows! Some official may think
the same some day. (Plug) . . .
Daisy Granich, associated with
this Studio for five or six years
is beginning to listen to the
waves again — and I don't mean
the wild ones — I mean the Navy
Unit. She's a veteran of the last
World War, working as secretary to one of our big Navy
Captains —
14

it's very

possible

Brave men

and free men.

Full recognition will come in "fair weather,"
Speed is our need this historical hour.
Strengthen morale; hasten training and planning.
Study and strive for a personal worth;
Build for the future while present plants manning.
Work for AMERIGA, land of our birth.
Battling aggression. Old Glory's protection
Guards individual, national right;
Honor accomplishment, punish defection.
Save our ideals with invincible might.
Firm as the Rock of illimitable Ages,
Strong and alert for whatever betide.
Freedom we'll save tho catastrophe rages
If we all armaments swiftly provide:
Bulwarks impregnable, navy and army.
Planes over all, swift destroyers abreast.
Battleships, submarines (seas are now stormy).
Bayonets, tanks to repel the grim "Beast."
Forward to Vict'ry — our fair flag is flying
Over crusaders, who fight for all time;
Peace our objective, but, living or dying.
We must preserve every Freedom sublime.
FORWARD, AMERICANS! Fear not disaster.
Vision the future's horizon afar;
We must advance ever higher and faster,
ONWARD

to VICTORY, destiny's star!
Chorus

Hall to the Colors! Columbia's calling.
Liberty pierces this dark age with light;
Work, pray, and fight until tyranny's falling
Some future dawn universally bright.
Esprit de Corps.

to hear more about that letter,
Dorothy. . . . Charlie Zimmerman (Head — Photocopy) takes
his physical any minute now;
his good-looking assistant, Wallace Neal, has been receiving
his packages

from

the

Em

ployees'
FundRadio
to
some time,Cigarette
is now in the
Division, Miami. . . . Hazel
Harris (Head Script — Old Writers' Bldg.) is sharing the joy of
her daughter — Margery (Story
Files Dept.) is happllly married
to Ensign Harry D. Campbell,
as of July 31st at St. Alban's
Church, Westwood. Congratulations go to Ensign Campbell.
. . . We're all glad to hear of
Impy's (Secty. Olympia Hardin)
return after a stay in the hospital. . . Grace Hicks (secretary), feeling that ole Mexican
urge, has gone down to good
ole Mexico for a prolonged
visit. Imagine she'll tear a mean
frijole down yonder! Andele,
Senorita, Andele! (pronounced
an-da-lay, to those who might
question this!) . . . Walter Fitchman (Grip Dept.) has been away
too long, working with the Harold Schuster Company, Cedar
City, shooting "My Friend
Fllcka" (not literally, we hope).
We
miss ; Walter's
in
"ACTION"
we miss column
his smillng^^
countenance around

Lot.^W
Hurry back, Walter. . the
. . There
are times when the fine actions
of those of our Lot go apparently'unheralded,
and all
here'sknow
an
incident we should
about. There's a box on the
Cashier's desk at the Cafe for
those who wish to drop packages of cigarettes for Bundles
for Blue Jackets. Many weeks
have transpired and pretty
Joyce Bulkley looked longingly
at its emptiness until along
came Arthur Caesar, writer.
Since then he has been depositing two packages of cigarettes
in that box EVERY day. Caesar
calls this his personal daily duty.
There's thoughtfulness that
should receive acclaim. . . .
Naomifice)Rector
(Ivan visiting
Kahn's her
ofreturned from
husband in San Diego, who presented her with a lovely new
wrist watch. When Naomi arrived home the ENTIRE PhotoUnit (of which
her husband is graphic
a member)
telephoned
her at five-minute intervals a
through the night, inquiring
what time it was! A sleepless
night was

enjoyed by Naomi,

no doubt. . . . There's a person
on this Lot who works diligently
day for Uncle Sam — he's
every
R. j. Smith (Janitor Dept.).
Never a day goes by that Smith
isn't making the rounds on that
defense Bond Pool, where two
^25.00 bonds are given away
weekly to the lucky winners at
25c a throw. Smith has done
more toward the sale of U. S.
Bonds than anyone we know,
outside of Harry Tondreau,
(Bond Dept.), who is very proud
of this Studio's standing. So
here's an orchid to R. J. Smith.
. . . We hear Will Price is doing
a swell job on those Army shorts
— and we don't mean the
'wearin' of the green (ones) !
Incidentally, through the grapevine system, we understand Will
Price to be one of the coming
young directors of 20th C.F. . .
Last, but by no means, least,
Estelle Trager has been one
happy girl ever since her Mom
and Dad arrived from New
York to stay in sunny (?) California. Estelle is definitely the
happy, agreeable and affable
type, but now that the Trager
family is united, Roselyne, her
well-known sister, and Estelle are
saving shoe leather — they're
both walking on air!
Shall we hang together? I
mean. Over the Backyard
Fence?

LAB GAB
By H. L. Tarnoff
NE of the real old timers
is a cornin' back to the old
camp grounds. Sid Gottlieb will
be with us again soon. "Happy
Go Lucky"
Gottliebaddition
is a pleasant and valuable
to
the printing room staff . . Now
that "Annie" Wilson has acquired a new husband she is
planning to flit merrily from our

PREMIUM REBATE
FOR GROUP
INSURANCE
POLICYHOLDERS

the Naval Reserve. Clark will
be in complete charge of one
of the cutting rooms of a Naval
Reserve Photographic Unit. . . .
Jimmy Gibney declares every
American ought to keep clearly
in mind the reasons why we are
fighting this war to a finish.
"We are fighting," says Jimmy,
"not to kill an ogre called Hitler. We are fighting to preserve
what President Roosevelt called
the four freedoms; Freedom of
religion, freedom of expression,
freedom from the Gestapo or
secret police, and, above all,
freedom from want. Unless we
maintain and strengthen these
freedoms, our fight against Hitlerism isa futile mockery. To

★
The Studio Management
is happy to announce that
PREMIUM REBATE checks

IN
Robert

kill barbarism is not enough."
. . . Johnny Penissi has finally
hit the top deck. One of his

Halprin,

born

10, 1920; attended Rosewood School, Crescent Heights,

and

graduated

was

Two

years

employed

from

L.

ago,

Robert

Effinger

then

A.

by this Studio

in the Film Library under
and

while

Carl

here

en-

listed in John Ford's Photographic Division of the Navy,
transferred to the Army

Flying Cadets. He was flying
a P39 at the time of his fatal
accident, August

3rd. Survivors

are his father, Aaron

H.

Hal-

perin; mother, Lee Halperin;
brother, Ben Halperin; and

The new system of day work
seems to be working out well.
It is a rare and pleasant thing

Group Insurance has
been of inestimable benefit to a great number of
employees, which is evidenced by the fact that
approximately $400,000.00
has been paid out in benefits to employees since the
present policy went into
effect in 1936.

20th C. F. since '33, first with
the Grip Dept, and now with
Process. The deepest sympathy

The Directors of the
Studio Club urge every

Robert's

sizeable wad of "lettuce" which,
of course, will be split among
the members.

to holders of policies during the year 1941 and will
be approximately 91/2% of
the premium paid during
that year.

with

sister, Gloria

and

Halperin. Aaron,

Dad,

regrets

has been

to the

Halperin

family for the loss of one
our finest Americans.

of

employee to take advantage of this protection,
which is offered at such
low cost.

★

^
An Invitation for
The
20th Century-Fox Studio
Ciub Members

mi dst. "I'll probably go goofy
after a few months from having

WM.

nothing to do," says Annie. . . .
With Harry Rehman gone, Ernie Straub is shadowing "Skeeter" Jeter, learning the fine art
of testing. We all are going to
miss the fun of deciphering
Harry's "Choctaw" handwriting. However, if our Navy
wants to effectively fool the
Japs all it has to do is to let
Harry write its secret messages.
Japanese brainpower and morale are bound to snap under
the strain. . . . Clark Murray is
about ready to hop off to Virginia as Chief Petty Officer in

E.

May

High.

songs called, "The Laugh Is On
Me," is going to be plugged by
Ted Fiorito and his band at the
Florentine Gardens. Johnny is
tickled pink because he has
been trying to crash into the
magic circle of success for
years. . . . Walt Schafer is taking time off to travel back to
Wichita in order to compete
with his team in the National
Semi-Pro Baseball World Series.
All expenses are paid, and the
winning team will pull down a

to meet friends one hasn't
seen for months and to work
together with them shoulder to
shoulder.

MEMORIAM

to Group Insurance policyholders for the year 1941
will be ready for distribution about September II.
The REBATE will be paid

invites you

BARTER

O

of our discounts

bring identification.

WANTED — Crib, Bathinette
and Baby Scales. Call Irving
Abrams,
Scene Dock, Ext.
726.

/

to avail yourself

CO.

of 25%
or more on diamonds, watches,
jewelry, silverware and many other gift items.
IV e do not cater to the general public so

COLUMN

FOR SALE —
Baby Cocker
Spaniel Puppies — Blond — or
Black (Ped.) 5112 Westwood
Blvd., Culver City in Studio
Village. Call in mornings or
home Fridays all day.

E. PHILLIPS

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.
Jenvelers, Importers, Mfrs.’ Distributors
7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315 r. Fifth St., L. A.

Largest Catalog Discount Jewelry Firm
in the West

★

★
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FAMILIES

OF THE 20fh C.F. MEN

NOW

IN SERVICE.

WHO

WERE

GUESTS

OF THE STUDIO

AT THE ANNUAL

PICNIC:

m
SHIHF

Boys in the Service;

Can

you pick ouf your family's smiling faces?

Maude M. Ade, Marjorie Ann Ade, Mrs. Harry Jackson, Mrs. L. S. Meyran, Mr. and Mrs. Concialdi, Sam Cloner, Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Geibel, Miss Wynne
Geibel, M rs. S. H. Herbery, Mrs. Ben S+epsay, David Stepsay, Joe Wedsi, Codornie Teresa, Laura Gibbs, Andrew J. Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Enscoe,
Mrs. Eleanor Hudson, Albert Teresa, Mr. and Mrs. E. Barzilay, E. M. Weyl, Helen Weyl, L. L. Cairns, Mrs. S. Doioreti, Mrs. Joe Gunnerson, M. Waggoner,
Mr. and Mrs. William N. Alberts, Neal Alberts, Mr. Jack Zwart, Alice McAdam, Lucy McAdam, Ted McAdam, Mary McAdam, Ted McCarty, Mrs. Jack
Nisart, Gerry Dobson, Mr. and Mrs. Darais, Mr. and Mrs. Melton Stampers, William Stampers, Ralph Pipes, Vern Pipes, Barbara Pipes, Wayne Pipes, Mr. and
Mrs. Tim J. Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Wertanin, Connie Langan.

SAFETY
By Jimmy

NEWS

Although we are very proud

Dlnneen

The great number of fatali-

ties in the industrial plants
of America are so appalling
that our government is appealing to Safety Organizations to
give Safety more publicity.
Most plants have employed
every means to guard their
workers, but still accidents increase. The individual must be
made Safety Conscious.
1 have endeavored for some
years to have a stamp printed
for Safety, and a Safety slogan
on the Post Office stamp cancel ations. A stamp was issued
for the New York Fair: Mayor
La Guardla said it proved to
be the most effective means of
advertising the fair and the
least expensive. School children
have always shown a great interest in stamps and teachers
say they are familiar with the
poets, presidents and other
personages as well as events
that have been printed on the
various issues. I believe the
postage stamps to be the quickest and mostfar-reachlng means
of advertising Safety. As an
example — the
Stamp of a few
made dear to the
individual, that

Mother's Day
years ago has
heart of every
charming and

appealing portrait, "Whistler's
Mother."
Safety organizations have
been notified to caution the
public in fire prevention. At this
time every year the estimated
loss from the fires totals over
eight million for California.
16

of our low percentage of accidents and fires at the Studio,
we must continue our vigilance,
not only a work, but in our
homes and on the highways.
The dim-outs call for even
greater alertness.

Publicity: Emilio de Lavlgne,
Al De Weese, Norman K.
Doyle.

ing vacationed at Balboa, cruising grandly about in the yacht
"Amaroo"
and putting in to

Board of Controllers' President: Emilio de Lavlgne.

port at Christian's Hut. . . Ursula Brassen spent her vacation
in the mountain fastness of her

Picnic Committee

Topango Canyon home, making
friends with her goats and kids.

Chairman:

Harry Tondreau.

Campaign for Safety — write
the Postal Dept, to Stamp out
accidents with Stamps.

Studio Club
man K. Doyle.

Nor-

The goafs
kids, not
. .
June
Cnstad
andUrsula's.
Barbara

THE ANNUAL

Remaining Board of Controllers: Dan Clark, Kathleen Ridge-

Manager:

"THE following are those who
* have so willingly given of
their time to make the 10th An-

way, Doc Bishop, Vic Christen-

Elchenhofer haven't been here
long enough to rate a vacation,
but Barbara is planning a trip
to the California Hospital, from
which she will emerge tonsilless.

sen, Edmond
Hansen, Walter
N'was
McKenzie,
Ben Wurtzel,

Lotsa work in the Legal Dept,

nual Outing a tremendous success. We don't mean there
were not hundreds of others

Strohm,
Walter
Fitchman,Eugene
Tom C'Neill,
Little, Gaston
Glass, William Heath, Lou
Witte, Joe Hlrlgoyen.

PICNIC

who put forth plenty of time
selling tickets and working up
a lot of enthusiasm, but here's
your official committee list, and
we hope you appreciate the
tremendous amount of work it
took to make this grand outing

Sports: Harold Gordon, Joe
Rickards, Jack McEdwards, Bud
Fischer, Frank Lubin, Walter
Jolley, Jack Savage, Campbell
Forsyth, Charles Hall, Lloyd
Nobles, Johnny Lavln, Hal Freeman, Ad Schaumer.
Financial Control: Al De
Norman

K. Doyle.

Prize: Ed Arnold, Harold
Gordon, Campbell Forsyth,
Betty Russell, Tom Young,
George Mills.
Social: Bill Maybery, Gladys
Kenny, Alpha Steinman,
Rogers, Max Larey.

By Bernice Burke Holden

The induction of George

Stephenson in the Army has
left a wide gap in the Legal

the biggest success ever.
The Committees:

Weese,

COMINGS AND GOINGS
OF THE LEGAL DEPT.

Matt

Dept. — literally and figuratively. He has been stationed at
Sheppard Field, and we gather
that "Deep in the Heart of
Texas" is definitely not No. I
on the Stephenson hit parade —
the temperature there zooming
around I 10. . . . Harriet Cllver
has been transferred to Mr.
Zanuck's office. We miss you,
too, Harriet. Good luck to yez!
. . . The vacationers are straggling back, sunburned, freckled
and reminiscent. Gladys Kenny,
lucky gal, went to Yosemlte.
This makes her fifth trip there:
the Rangers now ask her for
directions. . . . Marylib Down-

these days, with Mr. Wasson
and Mr. de Lavlgne toiling
early and late. "All this and a
picnic,dent oftoo"
muttersClub,
the as
Presithe Studio
he
hurries off to a meeting, while
Mr. Wasson dashes off to sit in
at a meeting of the Standing
Committee.
Jean
Haugh

Stewart

and

Beverly

are new in the department. thereby bolstering the

Legal Depfs "publicized* pulchVital Statistics: Born to Mr.
ritudinous rating."**
and Mrs. Rundahl Coleman, a
son, William

Rundahl, on Au-

gust 10, 1942.

William

R.

tipped the beam at 6 lbs. 7 oz.
and is a darling. His mom is a
graduate of the Legal Dept. —
the popular Pauline Soucia.
(*See "The

Hollywood

Re-

(**Does this sort of stuff bore
you
? We love it!)
porter").

ANNUItL PICNIC PRIZE WINNERS
^ Adult Door Prize Winners
Bit — $100 Bond — Bill Leonard
W.A. Proj.
2nd — $25 Bond — Ronald Monk
M. of F.
3rd — $25 Bond — Emily McAdam

Police

4th — $25 Bond — Frank Cosenzo
Mail Room
5th — $25 Bond — Walter McCarthy
Payroll
6th — $25 Bond — John O. Engel
Set Estimating
7th — $25 Bond — Max Karb
Machine Shop
8th — $25 Bond — Arthur W. Williams
Mill
9th — $25 Bond — H. Romey
Grip
loth — $25 Bond — Jimmy Dinneen
M. of F.

Children's Door Prize
Winners
$5.00 Defense Stamp
1st — Diane Hixon
C. H. Hixon, Landscape
2nd — Alvin Zigman
Rose Moser
3rd — Clifford Brannon
Marvin Brannon, Tabulating
4th— Estin Allen
Sylvia Estin, Film Cutting
5th — Harold Valentine
Herbert Pritchard, Labor
6th — Anthony Mazzola

L. A. Mazzola, Grip

7th — Bonnie Bee McCaskill
Still — Ext. 352, Bee McCaskill
th — Kenneth McGilp
Staff— Ext. 720, J. F. McGilp
9th — Joan Mazzola
L. A. Mazzola, Grip
loth — Miriam Cameron
Telephone, M. Cameron

iM
OX GOES OVER THE TOP.
^CENTliV-F
Firet’ **

Ilth — Wanda

Lee Marten
Carpenter Dept.
12th — Jack Fischer
G. J. Fischer, Sersen

Girls (14-16 — 100 Yard Dash — 1st—
Beverly Ries. 2nd — Shirley Young.
3rd — Jean A. Fallon.

13th — Judy Ann Schoefleld
Fred D. Schoefield, F ire
14th — Bobbie Barnes
C. L. Barnes, Transp. W. A.
15th — Barbara Robinson
Joe R., Grip

Men (17 and over) — 100 Yard Dash
— 1st — Arthur Ciatto. 2nd — Bud
Nekritz. 3rd — J. B. Stillwell.

16th — Gary Hawes
Louise Rae, Print Room
17th — -James Kirkpatrick
W. F. Kirkpatrick, Sound
18th — Barbara Ann Jones
Wendell Jones, Grip
19th — Richard Maney
John M. Maney, Construction
20th — Geraldine Garris
Joe Garris, Landscape
21st — ^Jack Ferguson, Jr.
J. S. Ferguson, Engineering
22nd — Billy Christie
W. L. Christie, Grip
23rd — Leonard Mazzola
L. A. Mazzola, Grip
24th — Paul Sugarman
Mona Moser,
25th — -Warren Hamilton, II
W. W. Hamilton,
26th — Filip Schwartz
Israel Rebhant,
27th — Kenneth Campeau
Bertha Campeau, Story

Secy.
Paint
Paint
Dept.

28th — Frederica LInenberger
Fred LInenberger, Police
29th — -Arlene Malmen
Dave Malmen, Constr.
30th — Judy Ann Familla
Joseph Familia, Labor
32nd — Bob Ward
3 Ist —
E. C. Ward, Sound
33rd — Dorcer Reid
Frank Reid, Process
34th — Bill McCreary
Leo McCreary, Grip
35th — Richard Wise
Charlie Wise, Elec.
36th — Dale Johnson
A. B. Johnson, Janitor
37th — Tommy Gilboy
John F. Gilboy, Constr.
38th — B. Dinneen
J. B. Dinneer, M. of F.
39th — Jack Gannon
Bill Gannon, Transp.
40th — Virginia Van

Running Event Winners
Boys (7-9) — 50 Yard Dash — 1st — John
King. 2nd — Alvah De Weese. 3rd —
Robert Magnors.
Girls (7-9 — 50 Yard Dash — 1st — Lorene Landen. 2nd — Frances Young.
3rd — Barbara Thomas.

Colonel" Fred S. Meyer, In
tha
of the campaign, announceschargi
2,914 employees of 20th Century-Fo:
Studios subscribed $41,414.82 to th«
Navy-Russia-China-Dutch War Relie
campaign, placing this Studio no

Ionly in first place but well ahead o

kll other studios in the Industry.
" In future issues of "ACTION" w(
hope to show, from time to time, jus
"where your money goes."

Boys (10-13 — 35 Yard Sack Race —
1st — Roger Torpin. 2nd — Harold
Valentine. 3rd — Arthur Stumpus.
Girls (10-13) — 35 Yard Sack Race^ — •
1st — Betty June Milburn. 2nd —
Dorothy Jancich. 3rd — 'Mary L. Ellison.
Boys (14-16) — 100 Yard Dash — 1st —
Russell Noris. 2nd — Angelo Teresa.
3rd — Dick Savage.

FOX MOTEL
Located Across The Street
From S. M. Gate
10269 SANTA
BLVD. MONICA
Phone CRestview 5-9557

Ladies (17 and over) — 1 50 Yard Relay Race (3 t oeach team^ — 50 yd.
lap). Winning Team: 1st — Mary
Miller. 2nd — Georgia Gannon. 3rd
— Vivian Murphree.
Second Place Team: 1st — Terry
House. 2nd — Mary Agnes Lubin.
3rd — Mary Agnes Hogan.

Beautifully furnished Bachelors and Singles . . . with
Kitchen and Radio — Individual Garages — Daily
MaidRates)
Service
(Inquire About Our Attractive
DAILY . WEEKLY

. MONTHLY

Men (17 and over) 50 Yard 3-Legged
Race. First Place Winner: 1st — E.
J. Lull. 2nd — John Lawless.
Second Place Winner: 1st — Warren
Hamilton. 2nd — Jack Jancich, Jr.
Third Place Winner: 1st — Don L.
Rusk. 2nd — Bob Williams.
Ladies ( 17 and over) — Obstacle Race:
1st — -'Mrs. Dam Bishop. 2nd — Mrs.
Mattson. 3rd — Evalon Smith.

Winning
Wilson, Team
Labor. (Doubles) — Earl A.
Second Place (Doubles) — G.
Dempsey, Landscape.
2nd Place (Doubles) — Bascom
Carpet and Canvas.

D.

Shoef,

Dancing Contest
Swimming

Events

1st Prize — ^Thomas Stevenson, Mrs. D.
Stevenson.

Boys (7-11) — Two Widths of Pool:
1st — Tommy Moore. 2nd — Mike
O'Neill. 3rd — Stanley Dorn.
Girls (7-11) — ^Two Widths of Pool:
1st — Dianne Walker. 2nd — Florence
Haisch. 3rd — Dorothy Jancich.

2nd Prize — Jo Ann
Anderson.

Noack, Jack K.

3rd Prize — Will Fowler and
Blanchard.

Beverly

Tug-o'-War

Boys (12-14) — One Length of Pool:
1st — Frank Dazey. 2nd — Charles
De Cuir. 3rd — Melvin Eicher.

Winning Team — (Captain) Hal Freeman, Bob Sinclair, Joe Taylor, V.

Girls (12-14 — One Length of Pool:
1st — Louise Reimer. 2nd — Jeanne
Bal. 3rd — Edith Bal.

Second

Men (17 and over) — Two Lengths of
Pool: 1st — Robert Trabert. 2nd —
Frank Lubin, Jack McEdwards.
Ladies (15 and over) — One Length of
Pool: 1st — Marjory Booth. 2nd —
Francis Roberts. 3rd — Joyce Primm.
Men (15 and over) — Novelty Race:
1st — ^^Mike Sutter. 2nd — Dale Steffensen. 3rd — Dan Bracken.
Ladies (15 and over) — Novelty Race:
1st — Joyce Garris. 2nd — Mary
Wahimeir. 3rd — Curley Weller.
Inter-Departmental Team Race: Winning Team — D. Jack Stubbs (Prop);
Will Fowler (Publicity): George
Hassin (Effects); Robert Trabert
(Paint) .
Inter-Departmental Team Race — Second Place Winning Team: H. J.
Gordon, Kenny Williams, Jack McEdwards, Bob Milton.

Horseshoe
1st Place
Labor.

Events

(Singles) — Jack

Fannon,

2nd Place (Singles) — H. R. Wiisford,
Labor.
Winning Team (Doubles) — F. L. Snider, Blacksmith, W.A.

W. Price, Ed A. Arnold, H. J. Gordon, 'Morris Ratner, Al De Weese.
Place Team (Captain) — Lawrence J. Ivan, R. M. Weller, Cliff

Wood,

G. Nordstrom, Everett Robinson, George Robinett, Allen Powell, H. Horowitz.

Softbal! Games
All Star Game: Captain of Winning
Team: W. A. Savage.

★
THANKS

TO PADDOCK

Thanks are due the Paddock
Pool Maintenance Co. for
Swimchecking
ming Poolthe
as toUplifters'
sanitation and
general workability for our 10th
Annual Picnic, this company
donated the services of Mr.
Walter Brehm, who spent a lot
of time seeing to it that the
pool was in perfect order.
Our appreciation also to the
Zellerbach Paper Co. that donated the paper for our programs— and the Hollywood Post
of the American Legion for 50
wrestling tickets for the
teams.
homeths

on

the

Be-

Tug-o'-War

betters

Our

hlflen in the

eruLce

Gentlemen,

was taken off the flight training

Hello, Fellows:

1 WANT to thank you very
* much for the gum and the
"Action". It was certainly swell
of you to remember me. It was
a real pleasure to read about
what is taking place on the

and placed on my new assignment.
I am a writer in the Public

Just a line to let you know
that everything is going along

"lot", as I left many of my best
friends back there.
This is quite a place up here.
We get up at six every morning
and lights are out at 9:30. Our
day is divided into four parts:
2 hours military drill and gun
practice (rifle, pistol, machine
gun), 2 hours of academic subjects, 2 hours of competitive
sports including football, swimming, boxing, wrestling and military tract, and 2 hours of physical condition and training. At
the end of the day, we are
really glad to hop in bed and
the nights seem very short.

Relations office which is regulated by Military Intelligence.
That is all I can say about
this.
I appreciate the letters Fred
Barman and Lloyd Allen wrote
me. 1 thank Norman Doyle for
the swell publicity breaks given
me. And 1 am also glad that
you no longer reveal locations
of our men in the service, although 1 wonder where they
are.
Henry Arnsteln,
Military Intelligence,
U. S. Army.

We are really treated swell
up here and get the best of
everything in clothing, food and
training. We have been here
nearly two months now and will
leave in a few weeks for our primary base, and we will finish our
training and receive our commissions in about six or seven

surprised
me, and
when tion"
I greatly
read
the comment
printed inside, I felt like the
Editorial Staff, Legal Dept.,
Music Dept., Still Dept., and
the Board of Controllers were
down on my neck for getting
the idea. Although it was exactly as I had made the original
lay-out, it is so attractive that
the cover-girl is on the tent wall.
As if a miracle had come my
way, good fortune swept down
and swirled me into an office at
headquarters. Of course, I am
no longer in Texas, but in the
central part of this country at
one of America's most historic
military posts: because the nature of my military detachment
is an official secret, I cannot disclose my training program. But
that is of little matter, since I
18

I received

the package

of

gum and carton of cigarettes
you so kindly sent me. I quit
smoking about three weeks ago,
but 1 passed the cigarettes out
to the boys less fortunate than
myself, and they were greatly
pleased with them. They think
it's sure swell to have a bunch
of fellows with whom you used

RICHARD

KENNEDY

(Story

Dept.)

now a buck private No. 39247062 —
from what we gather, he misses the
old office at No. 56 Old Administration Bldg., his fellow readers and the
Cafe de Paris. Having given up his
civilian "Shangri-La" (his former residence in Santa Monica), he anticipates an assignment to the military
Shangri-La. So tar, however, he has
traveled only as far as the Camp
Robinson infirmary. Good luck, Dick!

Dear Friends:
A note to thank you for the
smokes and gum you have so
thoughtfully sent me — also the
"ACTION",
magazine
Studio I enjoy
which
reading so much,
as news from home is scarce
these busy days. I would have
you believe me very grateful
indeed for them all. 1 trust this
finds you all well and happy. 1
am, most sincerely yours.
Pvt. Reeder Boss,
U. S. Army.

arettes and gum for which
want to thank you very much
also enjoy very much reading
the "ACTION". I might say
that I certainly enjoyed my visit
to the Studio while I was In L.A.
for a few days last month. It
was swell seeing old friends
again. Kindly note the change
in address which I have given
you. Thanking you again, 1 remain, yours truly,
Lieut.
Ira S. Barzilay,
U. S. Army,
Engineering Corps.
Dear Friends:

to work send you small packages of remembrance every

Well, here I am in this man's
Army. Will you please send the
"ACTION" magazine to the

once in a while. There's not
many outfits that do that.

above address as I will be stationed here for some time, I

We've gone through four
weeks of training here and have
about three more weeks to go.

hope. How Is everything at the
Studio? I sure miss not being

medal
for qualifying.
I don't I
know how
I did it, because
never shot a rifle before. We
used the Enfileld model 1917

S2/C U. S. NAVY

The cover of last month’s "Ac-

darned
couldn't1 still
say
that andhottellhere
the I truth.
think California heat is cooler
than Arkansas cool days.

After that we'll be sent to our
permanent camp and placed in
our Army division. We finished
our rifle marksmanship last
week, and I managed to get a

months. Thanking you again, I
remain.
Cadet William M. Alberts,

Dear Studio Club:

pretty good here. 1 would say
going along fine, but it gets so

Dear Members:
I received the carton of cl

around the Lot. I'm really homesick. Thanks for taking care of
this matter for me. Yours truly.
Pvt.S. Edgar
U.
Army. H. French,

20th Century Fox Studio Club^||
Just a note to tell you I am
at the Naval Training Station in
San Diego and would sure like

rifle. Well, fellows, that's all I
can think of right now. Keep
them rolling and thanks again
for the package. So long, gang.
Pvt. Ramus Ray De Carlo,
U. S. Army.

to
use
Could news
me. ON"
to "ACTI
here the
senthave
some news from home. Was In
the Landscape Dept, then and
am anxious to read about the

Dear Studio Club:

gang. Thanking you for your
courtesy, I am,
Arnold Louis Losey,
U. S. Navy.

Thank you, thank you very
much for the gum and cigarettes. Oh, yes, and the copy of
"ACTION." Sure was swell to
receive the welcome packages
— the boys in my Oompany
sure made short work of the

Dear Studio Club:
Please accept my sincere
thanks for the gum, cigarettes
and the TION."
latest
"ACThe gumcopy
was ofenjoyed

gum and cigarettes. Wish to
say my shipmates really enjoy
reading the Studio chatter In
"AOTION" magazine. I am

by
seventy-five
men about
and myself.
Sincerely,other
Andrew J. Mackay,

very anxious to continue receiving the magazine and will always try and keep you posted
on my change of address.

Dear Sang:

"'hello"
for
me tell
and everyone
thanks again
for
Please
Sincerely,
everything.
Luck to you all.

"Woody"
Seaman,

W. L. Lagune,
I/, U. S. Navy.

E.M. 2/C, U. S. Navy.

I've been moved

to a tem-

porary assignment, for the
present. Thanks again for your
kindness and I hope to see you
all soon if transferred Wesj^k
Yours sincerely,
Pvt. F. J. Magnus,
U. S. Armp.

Hi, Fellows:
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for the
packages you have sent me. I
think I am going to have a
change of address soon, so I
write you from there. Keep
Things rolling, and lots of luck.
Harry Hughes, Jr.,
A. S. (R), U. S. Coast
Guard Training Sta.

Ahoy Mates:
Your welcome package found
me ready, willing and able to
partake of its contents. I am
especially thankful for the chewing gum — for gum is indeed a
luxury here in '"Censored" and
we cannot buy it at any price.
My friends here think I ceriainly must have worked for a
bunch of swell people at the

Dear Friends:

Cigarettes

I want to thank you for the
gifts
make and
a soldier's
more which
enjoyable
as long life
as
I know 1 have friends such as
you, I really do not mind serving my country to the best of
my ability as a soldier in the
Armed Forces. So in the meantime I will "Keep
'Em Flying."
Pvt. William
Klein,
Air Base Group.

Studio. It's a great feeling to
see all the familiar faces in
"ACTION" and to read of your
current activities, such as the
Golf Tournament and such.
Thanks again for the swell packages and I hope you all realize
that your efforts are very much
appreciated by all of us who
are scattered hither and thither.
Sincerely,
Warren

Hale,

P. 3/c, U. S. Navy.
Dear Friends:
Moved

again! Wherever

the

Army Air Forces open a new
Radio School, 1 seem destined
NORMAN
T. STOCKING, formerly
of our Transportation Dept., has been
selected

as the typical soldier as reported in the "Golden

Gate

Guar-

dian."

Dear Studio Club:
I

I

want

to

take

this

time

to

'’■hank each and everyone of you
for the swell package which arrives from the Studio Club
every month. When I open it
and the boys find out about the
gum and cigarettes, they crowd
around and — There is not very
much left for me! I am getting
along fine up here and do 1
hope all of you at the Studio,
who make these gifts possible
to the boys in the Service, are
doing the same. Sincerely,
Pvt. Mills Geibel,
U. S. Army.
Dear Studio Club:
I want to thank you for the
gum, smokes and "ACTION.'
They certainly are welcome
There is not much I can tell o'
the work here except to say tha'
all three branches of the Flylnc
Corps are doing wonderfu
work — and it is a privilege tc
be a small cog in this greal
branch of the Service. Bes'
wishes to all my friends — anc
look forward to the day wher
Ve will all be back again. Sin
^cerely,
J. T. Barrett, C.T.M.,
U. S. Naval Air Corps.

I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone of
you for the monthly cartons of
cigarettes and gum. I also
look forward zealously to read-

Dear Members
Club:

Many thanks for your package which I receive without fail
every
month. And,
It's nice
to be
remembered.
of course,
each month I look forward to
reading "ACTION" magazine
which keeps me informed as to
the whereabouts of my fellow
Service-Men as well as to the
Studio news. At the present
time I am still stationed here at
Fort Monmouth, N. J., where I
am studying radio operation
and procedure. Very sincerely

to go.

ing my copy of "ACTION", of
finding out what's cookin' on the
Lot, so to speak. Sorry I didn't
get to see everyone when I
was home on furlough, but there
just wasn't enough time to get
around. I'll try to do better
next time. Yours, till the Rising
Sun is set!
Carl G. Gottlieb.
Inst., Army

Air Forces.

Dear Studio Club:
Late again am I to acknowledge the packages of cigarettes
and gum, also the Studio Club
"ACTION" that have been arriving regularly. One is kept so
confounded busy around here
that one can hardly find time t'l
even fight these Jersey mosquitos! Once in a while I go to
the "Cinema" and try always
to see a "20th." Saw "Footlight Serenade" the other evening. Bel ieve you me. I'll realiv
be glad when this "Wah-" Is
over and I'm back helping make
more pictures. This Radio course
I'm taking is really a tough one.
One has to be two Einsteins to
figure out some of the lessons.
Thanks again, folks, for remembering. Sincerely,
Emerson R. Hartman,
CpI., U. S. Army.

of the Studio

yours,

CpI. Edward Leggewie,
U. S. Signal Corps.

ing.
Many

thanks. Keep 'em flyAlbert F. Ade, P.F.C.,
U.S.M.G.

Thanks very much!

gum

very

much appreciated. Thanks a lot.
It has been swell.
W. P. Comstock,
Ships Cook, Navy.
Thanks a million for the cigarettes.
Corp.
Concialdl,
U. S. C.
Army.

Packages received with
thanks.
A. A. Cooney,
Naval Air Station.
Your thoughtfulness Is greatly
Lieut. Harry Davis,
appreciated.
U. S. N. R.
Many, many, thanks for gifts.
"Action"
and the packages
v/ere gratefully received.
Etter D'OrazIo,
Naval Air Station.
erosity.
Lots of thanks for your genP.F.C. Herman

D'Orazio,

Signal Co.
Keep 'Em Flying.
CpI.
P. Ellers, Jr.,
L). S. H.
Army.

All I can say is "Thanks a
P.F.C. Jet R. Fore, Jr.,
U. S. Marines.

S/Sgt. E. J. Bissell,
Army Air Corps.
Thanks again. They are keeping us busy. Will write as soon

and

Many thanks to all who help
make
this fund.
million!"
U. S. Army.
S/Sgt.
H. F. Gerzen,

as possible. G. P. Broderick,
Y 3/c, U. S. Navy.
My

sincere appreciation.
P.F.C. C. F. Buehler,
U. S. Army.

Thanks a lot for the cigarettes and gum.
G. W. Burnett,

This Is my new hangout while
I'm going to college for three
months. Thanks so much for
your gifts every month. It sure
makes a fellow feel good. Does
anyone

miss my column "Out
Pvt. Bill Goldman,
U. S. Army.
Our Way"?

Y 3/c, U. S. Navy.
Thanks

a

million. Close-ups

and packages a life saver.
Hello to Fire House.
Pvt. Wm. C. Chaplin,
U. S. Army.
Would appreciate having
"Action" magazine or any news
of Studio sent to me. With best
regards and thanks for same.
H. V. Duarte,
U. S. Navy.

CARL G. GOTTLIEB, a former 20th
C. F. Timekeeper, is now instructor
at one of the Army Air Force Technical Schools. You really have to
know your stuff to be in the Army now.
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The Little Theatre

For example, I reprint herewith a

letter received by our

Studio Club Manager. See what a "Thank you" and recognition of assistance in the right place, meant to the writer of
that letter.
Mr. Norman
Studio Club

Doyle

Twentieth Century-Fox Corp.
Beverly Hills, California
Dear Norman:
I have just received a very nice letter of appreciation
from my Division Manager, in which he said that "someone" at Twentieth Century-Fox had taken the trouble to
call Mr. Jones, President of Richfield Oil Corporation, and
personally thank him for my cooperation in the recently
completed emergency rubber drive.

^^1

Naturally,
at once
he referred to couldI knew
be none
other that
than this
you, "someone"
and I want you
to
know how very much I appreciate the good turn you have
done me. So few people in this world take the time to
give others a "plug" voluntarily, as you probably knew,
and so such a fine gesture on your part leaves me greatly
in your debt. Many others besides myself must have given
freely of both time and effort in the drive, and to be especially singled out for commendation leaves a very good
taste in my mouth.

4580 pounds of rubber which I picked up thaf day constituted the largest single contribution which we secured.
With kindest personal regards, I remain.
Yours appreciateively,
Larry Mathers
Richfield Oil Corporation

(as they appear)

"Their Epitaphs"
Open Letter
Art Department
Desiderata

Jimmy Dinneen

Letters

commendation or a "Thank you." Oh, yes, I know that this
man, or the department, is paid to do a job, but many times
there is expended that amount of effort to do a particularly
good job which is the distinguishing feature between a job well
done and a job finished in a purely perfunctory and routine
manner — for this effort there is and there can be no pay,
other than appreciation, nor, we are sure, is there any expected.

Again, let me thank you personally for a personal favor,
Norman, and also, for my company, may I say that the

(as they appear)

Editorial

noticed that, where a particularly good job is
done by some individual or some department, it is taken

more or less for granted. Somehow, we don't think that this is
quite right. It seems to us that the man or the deparment that
did such a fine job is entitled at least to a slap on the back in

(as they appear)

Grip Department

\A/ E HAVE

Ehrmann

Mitchell S. Mohr

You and I, and particularly you, Mr. Department

Head,

when we run across tough jobs well done, or jobs that required a little extra effort, and this little extra effort was
fully and cheerfully expended, tell that individual or department about it. Thank them; they don't want money or praise
for that kind of job or effort, but they do want to know
that their job and efforts are appreciated. It costs you absolutely nothing and will inevitably pay dividends in the formj®.

Sportd

20th Century-Fox Studio Bowling League

of improved morale, cooperation and happiness to both the^P"
man saying "Thank you" and to the man to whom it was
addressed.

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, California, by and for the membership of 2Wh Century-Fox Studio Club.
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GRIP

DEPARTMENT

By Walter E. Pitchman

per would quit calling me
carpetbagger.

OH! HELLO, California, you

look
didn't dded
roomstar-stu
old gripour
The same,
the
honor roll is quickly filling up,

sure got us back just in
time, too. Between the Mormon gals and the mountains, we
were really hemmed in. The
gals were not all young ones.
Some ranged between eighteen
and twenty, but believe it or

a

and it's just a question of time

in Utah, as his daughter was
wardrobe mistress there. Poor
Fred Rezk got his shoulder
thrown out of joint. The proper
thing to do was to have thrown
the other fellow out of the

have a great system for aiding
way.
the boys going Into the Service.
That two bits a week will never
be missed, and it surprising how
much can be accumulated that
Someone

mentioned

that

Kenny Lutes was repairing a
backing and needed more
dope, and you would be amazed
as to who answered his cry for
a little dope. ... It was a boy

not, 'twas the mountains that
kept us in the air most of the
time. But are we glad to get
back to fog, oranges and rheumatism! Sure looks like we got
another humdinger in the can.
Watch for the release of Har-

for the
All is
well.
. . .Danny
Adlos Wurtzel's.
Amigos.

SPARKS

FROM

THE ARCS

By Lee Dunbar

old Schuster's "My Friend
Flicka."
Ever live In a monastery?
Well, picture tall cold walls,
winds that howl and moan, a
fire that burns your posterior,

WELL, four more of the boys

but
you are
freezing
'way that
out
In front.
Electric
storms

pushing through. Dave will be
greatly missed by all of his
friends. . . . O. E. Barber will

from the Electrical Dept,

are about to give Uncle Sam a
hand. . . . Dave Anderson has
gone to Alaska to do electrical
work on the new road they are

scare the living daylights out of
you: well, if you still like that,

join the armed forces as an Instructor in the Aviation Corps.
Where he will be located Is not

you'll
probably
spend at
yourCedar
next
available
vacation
Breaks Lodge, Utah.
No radios, old newspapers,
but we did have a juke box that

yet known. . . . The other two
boys who are to leave most
any day are Aaron Munsey and
Jack DImmack. Neither of these

really gave you your money's
worth; that is. If you kicked It
hard enough. We had the

two boys has an Idea of what
base he will be sent to. . . . We
hope to hear from these boys
and hope that they have the
best of luck.

pleasure of George Peckham's
(Props) company. Greenwood
couldn't take It, had to go soft
and retire to the bright lights.
He got to pouting about things
and developed a
beautiful
Ubangi lower lip that easily
could be used for a collection
plate.
We replenished countless cameramen, asst, directors, painters, horse trainers and generator operators, but the main
body of the troupe under Jesper Blystone carried on to ultimate victory. We probably
broke all records, ten weeks to
the day, and. incidentally, Duke
Goux' heart. . . . P.S. Wish Jas-

Jimmy Wotherspoon Is back
on the job again, after going
BRUCE HUNSAKER, WENDELL JONES, FRED HALL, FRED REZK,
HANK CRONJAEGER, help BUDDY BROOKS number a scene on the
"Flicka" location in Utah.

as to who will be next. All of
the boys face the future with
the true spirit of democracy,
and I pray that all return unharmed to their loved ones here
at home.
Gilroy was unchanged, with
the exception of an added chin.
Casey, in the jelley room, probably knows plenty that went on

to the hospital for an operation. Chris Bradshaw is getting
along swell but Is still In the
hospital. Hurry back to work,
"Brad."

joint. Hope you will be back in
harness before long, Fred.
Logan Brown and the boys
had a warm time of it In Brawley, but hail, rain or sunshine,
good old Department 75 can
always be counted upon to do

Fred Friday says that Tahiti
is a swell place, and that he
hopes to go back, not too far
In the future.

what's right. Earl Nicker! Is now
keying for Glen McWilliams.
Jimmy Morris and Lester Berry

Mrs. Jones on their 19th wedding anniversary. From the way
Ray looks, Mrs. Jones has been

Congratulations

to Ray and
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giving him mighty fine treatment.
Sterge Smith is off of the sick
list and back on the job again,
looking fit as a fiddle.
The Tug-O'-War team from
the Electrical Dept, had a
tough break at the picnic. They
were beaten by a good bunch
of boys, though. The "juicers"
really missed that hunk of
beef that Grover Jones carries
around.
Boys will be boys. Bob McCartney came to work the other
day with a fractured wrist. Bob
says it happened while he was
roller skating.
Back from the Utah location
are: Fred Hall, Les Everson,
Grover Jones and Jack Dimmack. The boys had a good
long stay.
Ray Jones and Jimmy Wotherspoon are back from Brawley.
Fred Kuhnau is due back later.
Howard

Souther made

a visit

to see Uncle Sam's medicos and
says they seem to think he is
O.K. Howard says that, if the
boys would show him the proper
respect, they would salute him.

feet. Fortunately, he was not
killed. By mere fate, he hit a
brace that saved his life, but
he will have to be off work a

— Sq. Commander Freeborne
and Sq. Commander Rockwell
of the R.A.F. Commander Freeborne has the credit of bomb-

year
or two.
Accidents

ing 50 German planes, and both
have won the Distinguished
Service Cross.

like these are all

too frequent In the Motion Picture Industry. This month, we
are making a special campaign
to have all bottles, magazines
and papers removed from all
parallels. This is your campaign.
Please see that all bottles are
returned to the coffee shop or
their proper place on the
stages. This will co-operate with
the government's
accidents.

wish to stop

Again, unfortunately, we must
call your attention to the speed
limit on the lot, which is 1 5
miles an hour. Too many people take it for granted that this
must mean 51 miles an hour.
You had better save your rubber today, or else you will be
walking before the year is over.
This applies to everyone who
drives a car. We sincerely hope
that you will drive moderately,
for your own self-preservation.
all.
The best of good luck to you

CAFE

NEWS

By Juanita Bonfigllo
^ ERE I am, back from my va' * cation and ready for another one.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE got off to
a terrific start, with 22 of the La
Cienega Lanes jumpin'. Pictured are
the Milton Berle Bowlers (left to
right): Louie Panelli, Roy Wellington,
Eddie DeCuir, Milton Berle (sponsor].
Jack Guess, John Pistonetti.

SAFETY
By Jimmy

NEWS

We were just a little late with
our shower for the three new
brides, Louise Walters, Louise
Costa and Jerry Woods, but
we all had a grand time. Ruth
Thayer and Lottie Miller, who
have been on the sick list for
some time, were among those
present also Louise Claccia. It
was good to see them again,
looking so well.
Lunching in the Cafe today

Dinneen

WE REGRET to report that
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I seem

to be running

out of news and, as usual. I'm
late with news from this department. Until next month.

MAKEUP

DEPARTMENT

By Eddie Sowders
At

the completion of Charlotte Greenwood's makeup
the other morning, the makeup
artist (Ray Sebastian) asked for
her eyelashes, which she wears

him off the plane somewhe™
In Texas to let an Army Officer
go ahead. Ray Moore had to
wire him another ticket while
his wife waited anxiously for
five hours at the airport. Grimmie landed, stuttering a greeting to his wife and little girl,
and is still In hock for the lost
return ticket, and I think his
wife is going to clip his wings.
The following are some verses
through the courtesy of Miss
Shirley Robins and Ray Lopez.
Hope you like them.

in the picture "Dixie Dugan."
On opening the box which contained the lashes, Ray noticed
a little tooth, so he asked Charlotte why the tooth, to which
she replied, "Well, Ray, you
see I have had that since I was
a baby ,as a token; they used
to tell me a story of a little
mouse with just one tooth left,
who was always able to gnaw
himself out of a difficult situation, so my folks told me to
keep it and always remember.
If I only had one tooth left,
keep on gnawing, and brother,
I have done some real gnawing
In my life." The moral is— keep
gnawing if you have only one
tooth left.
Mr. Gene Klum, his wife and
daughter Invited all the boys
and girls of the makeup department to a Barbecue after the
Picnic at their beautiful Encino
ranch — and I mean beautiful.
Believe me, you have never met
such a wonderful Host and
Hostess as were the Klum family. 1 am sure that each and
every one of us enjoyed a most
delightful evening. Ray Sebastian and Jimmy Barker were
the Chefs and those boys
cooked steaks that would melt
In your mouth, and the salads
were delicious.

fellow members' indifference to safety Is one of the
greatest menaces with which we
are faced. Unfortunately, many
persons working on elevated

places take milk and pop bottles with them, and several of
these have tumbled off, causing
serious accidentes. One boy
will be In the hospital for a
year. He stepped on a Coca
Cola bottle and broke his hip.
Another young chap slipped on
a bottle, causing him to fall 35

Now

getting him. Guy said, "get
going," so Grimmie never did
get over his excitement, because, on his way back, he lost
his return ticket, and they put

Burris Grimwood of Burbank,
the home of the Peach, was
rushed home by Mr. Pearce,
our Department Head, to pack

ALL

TOGETHER

It's a grand affiliation
That the Allies and this nation
Have adopted on the warfront
Wait and see.
striving.
It's no dream for which we're
Here's our theme:
ARRIVING
ALL TOGETHER
VICTORY!
Women,

WE

ARE

TOWARDS

too, make dedication

Of their strength — a free donation
energy!
Of enduring wills and endless
thriving
While they labor, they are
ing
On the theme: WE
ARRIVING
ALL TOGETHER
VICTORY!

ARE

TOWARDS

In this great association
Children need no Invitation
To include themselves and join
Hand

the jubilee.
In hand they are contriv-

With

their folks to be arriving

ALL TOGETHER
VICTORY!

TOWARDS

Chorus:
are driving
All together
we are darting, we

and get the next plane for New

Three brides from the Cate (left to
right): LOUISE COSTA, LOUISE
WALTERS and JERRY WOODS.

London, Conn., on Mayo's picture, "Crash Dive." He had
never been up before, and the
surprise was so sudden that
Grimmie started stuttering and
stammering. He thought it was
a dream or maybe the heat was

ALL TOGETHER
VICTORY!

TOWARDS

are arriving
All together
with one heart we
ALL TOGETHER
VICTORY!

TOWARDS

Donnelly. Their favorite pastimes? With Lucille it's bowling.
You may see her any Thursday
Nite bowling with the Jeeps in
the Fox tournament at La Cienega
Lanes. hair.
You'llWith
know Mildred
her by
her blonde
it's listening to records by the
Ink Spots. She has already
worn the threads off three
copies of their record 'We'l!
Meet Again'. With El it's sunbathing. Bythe grace of God
and our editor, Norman Doyle,
I will have a real treat for you

FONE

ROOM

PONIES

By Cherry Nickols

This
my
dear adorable
readers young
(if any)lady,
is the
result of the blessed eventing
Kay Parkinson was doing some
sixteen months ago. Remember? Itold you about it in the
June 1941 issue. Joyce is now
fifteen months old, has golden
hair, big blue eyes and as you
can see, a rose-bud of a mouth.
Can already feed herself, say
'mama' 'papa' and 'line's busy!'
S'all true so 'elp me. Ask her
mother!

in the next issue of "Action", if
1 have to beg, borrow or steal
it. A picture of El sun-bathing in
Mildred's back yard!
And speaking of bowling,
Frankie is at it again this season, also bowling with the Jeeps
on Thursday nites. Doesn't look
big enough to pick up the ball,
let alone toss it down the alley,
but the huskiest guy in the place
has to admire the wood she
does away with.
Guess I'll have to use the
Winchell system and send out
scouts to get some dope for me
on our two operators at W. A.
Peggy Chrisman and Helen
Cochran. Either they really do
behave
they're
too
slick themselves,
for me. Can ornever
get
anything on them.
Here's a man who should
study up on his lingo. He called
in and asked for the gentleman
in charge of our Purchasing
Dept. "Can't remember his
name," say's he "but he has a
decided
Jewish
is the name,
andaccent."
I hear, Kelly
from
very reliable sources that this
beloved Scotchman invites a
great number of his friends to
his home on New Year's Eve
and plays the BAG PIPES for
them.

JOYCE

KATHLEEN

PARKINSON

has

a "hello" for you, jusf like her Maw.

Some mention should have
been made weeks and weeks
ago of three young ladies that
we are very proud and happy to
have in our Dept. So that you
may recognize them when they
answer your calls, I will introduce them in the manner to
which they will HAVE to become accustomed. Lucille (gravel voice) Mann, Mildred (baby
voice) Gray and El (fog horn)

One day while seated at his
desk he picked up a very old
and delapidated rubber band,
turned it over and over examining it very closely — evidently
with our present day rubber
shortage in mind. "Weeell now,"
he was overheard to mumble,
"I wonder-r-r-r-r-r if it could
nae be r-r-r-r-e-e-e-capped."
There's nothing wrong with
Nick Jan los' powers of observation these days. Walked up
to Bette at the cashier's desk
in the coffee shop and said,
"That's a very pretty slip you
have on young lady, but your

dress is showing!"

A good time was had by all
at the 'KID' party (feminine
stag) given by Marguerite
Cameron at her home last Sept.
4th. First prize was won by Mildred Gray, who came dressed
(I should say undressed) as a six
months old infant. Diaper, safety pins, Vanta shirt, booties,
baby bonnet and nursing bottle.
First time I've ever seen a
baby's nursing
bottle MILK!
filled with
AMBER
COLORED
Second Prize went to Kay
Parkinson, who put on a perfect imitation of a four year old
SPOILED BRAT!

LOUD EXHAUST . . .
? ? Name, Name, Name?
By Jack Kessler

with ahere
brand
WELL,
we neware,column
boys,
and with a new columnist. The
columnist can go to — but what
shall we call the column? Let
me see — let me see — How
about "Streamlined"? (mediocre). "Too Tired to Tire" (crude
as rubber). "Let's try "Loose
(stinks
good), —butah!no there
— no
■Nuts"
— ■ "Loud
Exhaust"
we have something. That's what
it shall be — "Loud Exhaust." So
"Loud Exhaust" is born. I hope

fit means another salary, which
puts him in reverse — no more
borrowing, but lending profusely. Step right up and reguest your amount, no notes,
signatures — nothing. What
bucks — what dough. What a
travesty on truth and justice.
Period. Focus on (Whltle) Grover Jones — on furlough, looking
good, too. There is (Smiley)
Ashby Lockett — (Huskie) Harold Martin — (Genial) Phillip
Posito — and old (Pepper) Dave
Mack — good musketeers all. So
much for the atmosphere, now
we will shoot the leads (ledsL
Handsome Joe Rickards, v/ill
you take your position? ( By the
way, Joe Rickards now stoers
the ship.) Camera left, please,
crank, boys, cut, print. George
McQuerry, will you please unshoulder the phone for a brief
moment? Louder, please, this
is sound. Camera, cut, print.
Settle down, Tommie McDermott. Get him guick, boys —
print. The rest of the boys will
be shot at midnight.
This is a lousy set-up — all
Wolves and no Wolverines.
There must be something done
about that next time. One word
on the serious side — Let disenemy.
couragement beyour greatest

it lives. Now
Well, for
I'mtheglad
that's
settled.
business.
How it fits — appropriate and
expressive.
Now, gentlemen, bring all
your
to as
thea "Dog
House"problems
and guick
flash
they'll be turned to hash! We
specialize in cars, parts (that is,
nearly all parts), law, wars, in
fact, everything, but pictures.
At least one of us knows all
the answers, and we're not
timid about expounding our
knowledge: in fact, we have a
"Loud Exhaust." Oh, yes, before I forget, I had better put
the name at the top of the column— zip — there it is.
I'll make you a picture of
what 1 mean, without sound.
O.K., focus on Jack Hewson —
authority on rents and leases.
Nice going Jack — now pick up
Roland Alexander, specialist on
water leaks, gas mileage, loud
and fast exhaust — (not Alex),
but could be. Long shot of
(Ace) Asa Clark — tires, fast
cars and sundries. What have
we here? Well, pick this up and
drag it in — (Dingle) Harry Abrahms, as I live — Boy Scout —
WAAC — Adv. For seconds or
worse — you name it. That out-

HARRY (MacArthur) ABRAHAMS,
your first line of defense, or if you
want any financial matters settled,
see Uncle Harry.
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THE

AMONG THE
MUSIC MAKERS

THEATRE

extended to Lee Greenway

A FTER many weeks of pre-

CALL brings renewed
• In First Aid Classes.

Interest

And a burning determination
to beat the Axis!
Charlie Henderson,

a

little

after personal appearance

the

make-up artist for all his work
with the cast. Which is given
below;

By Mitchell S. Mohr

By May Stanhope

wan

LITTLE

paratlon the studio laughfest, Aaron Slick from Punkin
Crick is about to make its dramatic debut. Under the capable direction of Johnny Ehrin,
the play Is what might be
called "sure-fire" entertainment.

AARON
. . .
looks!

SLICK
Not

...

Don Tait

as green

MRS. ROSY BERRY
Bellas ... An
Widow.

as he

. . . Ruth
Oklahoma

a hurried

horseback riding. Helen Badgley, looking strong and radiant,
back for a luncheon date. Birth-

Herschel has just finished designing for Dixie Dugan and has
created some clever outfits for
our new actress, Lois Andrews.

day bouquets to Marcy Swindell, Clara Bing, Frank Tresselt
and Mary Yost. David Buttolph
off for a New York vacation.
Harold Jones will swat the Axis

wants to join a group
of volunteer week-end pickers?
Make you nice and slim, like
Alberta Buchanan, who has
learned to do without her sugar
starches. Riding street cars and
buses has advantages . . . such
as pleasant contacts with fellow workers, a chance to read
the news and more to jinglejangle in the little old purse.
And we'll pray
have —

Clinton Sandeen

we'll always

birth-

didn't mind.
ter— but Sandy
Gertru
de Casey and Sammy
Benson seem glad to be back
from their long stay on the
Utah location. Cllle Hughes

THE

LITTLE

THEATRE

Group

is about

rsady

to put on

their play,

"Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick." The actors are, from left to right: Ruth
Bellas, Roma Nicolais, Mickey Minor, Don Tait, Dave Bretherton, Violet
Hogan and Mitchel Mohr.

The widely heralded frolic has
been given test performances
and preview audiences have
cast wild superlatives concerning the play.
The comedy starts off neatly
in the first act with an endeavor to swindle the Widow
Berry (Ruth Bellas) out of her
farm. It Is foiled later In the

LITTLE SIS RIGGS . . . Roma
tomboy.
Nicolais ... A regular little
MR. WILBUR MERRIDEW . . .
Dave Bretherton...A crooked
speculator.
CLARENCE GREEN . . . Mitchell S. Mohr ... A mysterious

has gone to San Francisco
again to see her grandson. He
is only three months old, but
to hear Cllle talk, his l.Q.
must be far In advance of his

KEEP
age.

’EM LOADING

By Brad Canfield

PRCMCTICNS take the spot-

light In the Film Loading Department, and congratulations
are in order. Pete Glower has
finally rung the bell and Is now
a full-fledged Film Loader!
Cur new bookkeeper Is Hugh

second act by her bashful suitor
Aaron Slick (Don Tait) who
promptly reverses the attempt.
It then has a surprise ending In
the final scenes which turn the
farce Into a literal laugh riot.

young man.
GLADYS MAE

A sweet

Crawford, who has been transferred from the Camera Shop.

young thing.
RED-HEADED GAL . . . Violet
Hogan . . . Pfease, Boys!!

Artie Miller has taken Hugh's

The union of hearts, the union
of hands.

The supporting players are,
Dave Bretherton who turns In

SCENE

place.
mail room to join us and is do-

And the flag of our Union for-

an outstanding performance as
the crooked speculator Wilbur
Merridew, his niece Gladys

Farm . . . Mrs. Berry's kitchen.
SCENE 2 . . . Same Scene . . .
Later In afternoon.

May. very ably portrayed by
Mickey Minor, and Little Sis
Riggs depicted In the person
of Roma Nicolais. Orchids also

SCENE

"The union of lakes, the union
of lands.
The union of States none can
sever.

ever!"

go to Violet Hogan as the girl
In distress In the final act and
to the disguised detective Clarence Green personified by
Mitchell Mohr.
Appreciation would like to be
6

had a

day last week and most of his
gifts were for his baby daugh-

Corps
doing
loops
Spratt

Who

doesn't
We youhope
Grace.
us
quitting
are this
mean that

opera length hose for Betty
Grable. They are hard to get,
and worth their weight In gold.

. . . hobby is moonlight

joins staff in Clara's former situation and delivers everything
but the War Bonds. Thelma Olson went hunting doves . . . the
little dear.

Congratulations,

"Coney Island" and "Hello,
Frisco, Hello." Miss McKenzie's headache started when she
tried to line up enough silk

would be surprised? Bob Bowman, Music Dept. Mercury . . .

when he gets in the Air
soon. . . . Clara Bing
daily bends, stoops and
in Music Research. Esther

is married.

very beautiful costumes for both

really loved the show — well, who

need

RACE
By Lee
RothWILSON asked fcg
time off after her last pici
ture and we have news that she

for good. Earl Luick and Billy
Livingston are designing some

tour with Betty Grable to Carolina Army Camps . . . says boys

the answer to many

FINDINGS FROM
THE WARDROBE

MERRIDEW

Mickey Minor ...

I ...

An

. . .

Oklahoma

3 . . . Country

Life

meets City Life . . . Chicago.
Directed by: JOHNNY
Remember!!!
announcements

EHRIN

Watch for the
for the date

and the place of the studio's
annual laugh frolic, Aaron Slick
from Punkin' Crick.

Gil Friedman

has left the

ing very well with the film de"Bub"
SI dand
Inus up
service. ...
crossed
Cagan livery
stead of tying the knot on September 27th, as he had told us,
he was

married

August

29th.

marriage is "out of this
He says and
world,"
highly recommends
It.
Eddie Nugent has been trying to join the Army Air Corps.
He took his physical and passed
everything but his eye test.
There is a minor defect which
he is sure he will be able to

overcome with Vitamin "A"
pills. Good luck, Eddie, I'm
sure you'll make it!
Say, did you see Frank Fore

^t the picnic with a tall, blond
nd handsome

boy? Well, that

lad is Frank's son. Bill, a very
talented musician capable of
playing the piano, organ, violin, and trumpet. He takes after
his Dad who played the French
horn in the Army Band in
World War I.
Whenever anyone in the
Loading Room is seeking good
advice, he always goes to Sid
Miller. He never lets you down,
and after a little chat, you feel
like going out and fighting a
couple
tigers.
to
have a of
fellow
like It's
Sid nice
around,
I know!
We are all very proud of
Kenny Williams, for he brought
us home the bacon. The bacon,
in this case, being First Prize
in the Studio Camera Club
Contest last month. His winning study was a beautiful portrait of a dog, processed in
sepia. Keep up the good work,
Kenny!
"To all our Fox friends out in
the camps.
We're

120% behind you with
bonds and stamps!"

THE SCRIPT

TEASE

By Audre Rochlen

CUPID has been a busy little

man this past month with
the Script inmates. First Eleanor Thalls eloped to Yuma over
Labor Day and came back with
a new name — Mrs. Frank Lane.

Then Phyllis Huffine and D'Arcy
Ekelund decided they should
become engaged, and promptly
did. Marjorie V/enning is another bride-to-be, her fiance
being William Owen, of the
United States Army. Both Phyllis and Marjorie, however, have
decided to wait until after the
war before taking their vows.
Robert Ridgeway and Eugene
Meredith have enlisted with the
United States Coast Guard and
are leaving immediately for
active duty. Both Bob and
Gene were born six months
apart in the same apartment
house in Kansas City, Missouri,
and have been inseparable pals
ever since. Ridley Billick and
D'Arcy Ekelund are also planning to enlist in the near future.
Joan Conlin is leaving soon to
return to her home in England

and join the W.A.A.F.
luck to all of you!

Good

The rustle of skirts may now
be heard in the Mimeograph
Dept, along with the rustle of
paper. Kathleen Ridgeway ha;
decided it will be wiser to hire
girls for the duration, than to
keep losing all the new boys,
who keep going into service.
The majority of the Script
employees and secretaries have
pledged 10% of their weekly
salary for War Bonds. Many
are planning to increase their
subscriptions as time goes on.
So,
yourin gal
doesn't
look fellows,
like pageif 43
Vogue,
just
remember she's being patriotic
and supporting the non-inflation program.

SWEEPINGS FROM THE
JANITOR DEPARTMENT
By Jo Eckhardt
UR DEPT, wishes to thank
the Studio for its cooperation in reaching an agreement
concerning our wage adjustment. This is really welcome by
one and all! We also extend
our thanks to Pat Van Wie, Jim
Osborn and Joe Bogena of the
Arbitration Committee who
gave
time.

so generously

of their

Hope everyone enjoyed the
picnic. There must have been
many a sore tootsie — what with
all the territory to cover, dancing and such. Thought the Grab
Box for the little kiddies was a
swell idea. The casualties were
minor — lots of bruises and abraA

sions. One badly-turned ankle.
few lost children, but the

parents were safely restored to
them. We thank everyone who
worked so hard to make it a
success.
These foggy morns remind
one that vacations are drawing
to a close. Thelma Cannon is
on the sick list.

A Jingle From John Engel
and Set Estimating Dept.
By John Counsll

TO

THE

• eantry

swiftly moving
of Movietone

pag-

City; on

the morning of June 7th last,
was quietly born a War Baby:
Dept. 23.
Calmly, gallantly and expectantly, Papa John Engel, with
that sturdy, upright fellow, Harold Freeman, beside him, stood

at the bedside. A beatific smile

lar and Harold Freeman jumped

of parenthood gave benediction to the bewildered parts of
the whole. . . . From the Foxholes of the Mill came Charles
Flickwlr; from the confusion of

tion and volunteered
the gun
on old man toconscrippep up

companies in production staggered William Eull. The distant
rumble of the Construction
Dept, dulled slightly, disgorging
John Kellar. Furtively, under
the pitiless beat of the noonday
sun, a feeble thing crept from
the booming caverns of the

picked
NAVAL

Gripping Dept. — John Counsll.
. . . Slowly fading now was the
smile of fatherhood. Lower and
lower sank the brave soul of
John Engel. Oh, NO! Surely
not this and nothing, too! Tears
of bleak hopelessness. Better
that this strange group had
been left to moulder alone. But

Naval Maneuvers. BUT I do-o-o
mean n-a-v-a-l ! Johnnie has already been sworn in. Why they
on Johnnie first for
maneuvers is a bit odd,

don't you think, when, after all,
it was Harold who was tuning
up at Murietta Hot Springs?
So long, fellows, you know
darn well how much we miss
you. John Kellar is now Yeoman Third Class U.S.N. Recruiting Service, Inglewood. Harold
Freeman, Carpenter's Mate
Third Class, U.S.N., station unknown.

wait! Faintly at first, and with
the now familiar tempo: the
tinkle of hurrying childish feet!
The Halls of Old Urban were
echoing the song of deliverance. The agony that was John
Engel's — died. And death was
beautiful. For Lo! from the fallow fields of Olympus came Ceclle Farrell. . . Grateful for this
bit of brightness and efficiency,
John happily cracked his long
gleaming whip and his "Savage
Seven" leaned heavily into the
traces.
Set Estimating and Conservation of Materials — is come.
We had shaken ourselves
into a smoothly working unit.
Files were beginning to assume
a pleasantly disheveled appearance, as everyone was taking
his turn in re-arranging them.
Formal salutations were giving
way to pungent expletives — life
was growing more beautiful
each day. . . . But something
has happened. We are no
longer amused. We are grievously puzzled. We are unhappy
Where is John Kellar? . . . Arriving at the office one morning, we found unmistakable evidence that the alert Maintenance Division had taken STEPS!
Mixed with the soft wine-like
winds from the Southern Pacific
(and I don't mean choo-choo),
were the lusty overtones of
"cootie-cologne" ... Is it possible that— ?" "Do you suppose
that — ?" "Can it be — ?" . . .
Well, doggone it, where IS
Johnnie Kellar! ... It was several days before the implication proved false. The real lowdown is that both Johnnie Kel-
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CHILD, formerly of our Police Dept.,
is now on duty in the OfRce of
Strategic Services headquarters in
Washington, D. C., and under the
command of Captain John Ford. Mr.
Child is one of the outstanding heroes
of the last war, having been awarded
the D.S.C. and the Navy Cross. Mr.
Child is one of the people we miss
around here and we will welcome him
back after our victory.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. Williams

NOW that we have our boys
all back from their vacations, we are all ready, willing

and eager to get at the old
regular yearly routine of preparing for winter. At this time
of year, we always
make an effort to double-check on any
small repairing that should be
done to prevent any damage
that might be done by the reins
later on.
If any
of should
you know
of a care
condition that
be taken
of, will you call Mr. Rabold,
Station 508. I know that he will
be more than appreciative of
the favor.
Our big bond and coupon
man, Pete, tells me that the
7

bond business is good, but that
he thinks, with the 20% plan,
he will really show a neat increase to his sales record.
To some, the saving of 20%
seems a lot, but we should be
grateful that we have the privilege of indicating that amount
that we want to save, to save
our freedom.
We

make no claim to bloody
fame.

Nor claim the victor's spoils.
The die is cast, we have no
choice.
We

have to play the game.

Davey Paul, the man with the
melodious voice that you hear
when you dial our number,
made a quickie of his vacation.
He had a swell bus ride. After
deciding on

a destination, he

didn't like It after he reached
it, so he stayed on the bus and
came right back. They say only
women change their minds.
Rosie is back, also. He
chased mud hens all over Southern California.

"THEIR EPITAPHS"

and Jerry Bryan have the look
of experienced woodsmen and
their leader. Trapper (alias)
Duke Goux bringing them back
into civilized country after their

as mellow as "Whistler's Moth-

week stay in the wilds of Utah
with the Schuster location film-

Stone is a philanthropist com-

jungle swamp, down in th
Solomon Islands, from earl
dawn, sometimes all night long,

pared to "Chubby" Cudworth.
"Chubby" has been barred
out of more homes than the

gallant "United States Marines" have been fighting vali-

From
Flicka."
ing "My Friend
all reports,
the time
spent up
there was well worth while, as
they say it will be a really
great picture.
Saw Barney Carr and Johnny
Johnston on the street the other
day, and what a rolling walk the
two boys have developed. It
comes from trying to stay upright in a PT boat, the boys
explained to me. They were
back In New London, Conn.,
with the Mayo location for
"Crash Dive." They then went
down to Washington, D.C., and
picked up some shots for "Dixie
Dugan," the picture on which
Henry Weinberger, Helen Toring. res and Bevo Helmick are workHulda

Dods,

the charming

voung lady taking the place of
Mildred Lowe In the Production

CORRECTIONS:

Last month,

I said Bill (Scavenger) Stone was
No. 1 moocher. Scavenger

By Billy McCrystal, Sr.

IN THE muck and slime of a

Chicken Pox. He says It's
tough to be a social outcast.
Dave Malmen wants it known
that he is the
er." captain of the
Construction Bowling Team; not

flying antlyover
territory
they
to keepthe"OLD
GLORY"
have captured from the Japs
There is no certain time for

"Bageyes" Bowman, as previously announced (even If we did
lose 4 points to the Bowlerettes on the opening night). . . .
Mills did a swell job of M.C.ing

meals;
no particular hour to
day.
quit work; risking their lives with
no extra time for overtime; no

By the way, I thought George
Pinch-hitting for Milton Berle is
no ordinary layman's job.
WAR REPORT:
Molden,
who is an"Little
Air Joe"
Raid
Warden, had to leave his
Beauty Rest at 2:30 A.M. to
patrol the Santa Monica beach
area from 3:00 to 6:00 A.M.
Beachcomber Joe had to start
work at 6:45 A.M., and faced
the task of lugging 2x12 planks

these
to
start gallant
work; "Leathernecks"
no set time for

days off; Sunday
And

just another

for what reward?

Is it

for financial gain? Hardly. The
best they can hope for Is to be
able to return safe and sound
to the loved ones they left behind, yet they go through all
this hardship and privation, that
the flag they love will continue
to fly high; the one thought in
their stout hearts, to be able
to wipe out the deadly sacrilege offered to the flag we love

Don't forget to send those
Christmas packages to the boys
In the Service now. Otherwise,

Office

all day long at the moat.

they will be eating their candy
next July.
Buy your bonds now, and you

during Mildred's absence, gave forth with a piece
of wisdom the other day. Hulda

Harry Reese is our latest offering to Uncle Sam. Harry has

Now, let us consider another

said "GIVE

joined the Camouflage Unit of
the U. S. Army. Good luck,
son.
MISHAP: Sam Dozoretz had

type of American who, far
away from the horrors of a batStripes." tlefield, living at home with
their families, with enough to
eat, well-clothed, with a larger

won't strain at bonds later.

PRODUCTION
IN "ACTION"
By Bruce Fowler, Jr.
WOUR

roaming

reporter has

■ been sadly cut down in his
news gathering due to the rubber shortage. Seems I can't get
around like I used to, or like
Boots McCracken does now. He
just returned from a trip to Las
Vegas where he had a sweeping
good time. You know, he swept
from place to place. The Production Office has been looking
like a depot what with all the
travelers coming and going.
Some of them include Ad
Schaumer, Eli Dunn and Erich
von Stroheim, who with Bob
Webb

and Budy Erickson went

down

to Brawley on the "ImTheya
seemed mortal
to Sergeant"
think location.
that it was
little warm down there, what
with the temperature going up
like the price of butter. They
say that on a cool day it hits
around a 120, and to believe
them, it never gets cool.
Jasper Blystone, Gerry Braun
8

UP THAT

BLONDE

AND BUY A BOND." Hulda,
need it be said ,Is a brunette.
That's all.

SHAVINGS
THE MILL

FROM

By A. P. (Whizzer) White

NEVER: Never knew so many

people read this column. I
received more threats, criticisms and congratulations than
Walter WInchell on my first
venture last month.
Never heard the men laugh
so hard as the day we received
our identification cards. Many
men felt sheepinsh, their pride
hurt at the sight of the picture
which was supposed to be their
likeness. But, when they exchanged cards, great guffaws
of laughter would bellow forth
as they beheld how puzzled,
grim or gruesome the subject
1 won't
looked. but
the picture
on
mention
any names,
one
swore that he wasn't standguy ing
on. his hands when his picture was taken. Another looked
like the living proof of Darwin's
Theory. My picture scared me
at first, but when I saw some
of the others, my face looked

—

the unfortunate experience of
having his garage burn down
while he was away from home.
Sad SAM lost many valuable
tools which cannot be replaced.
The fire scorched the paint of
his new car and, above all, 4
priceless new 6.00x16 retreads
were left a gooey mess.
UNSOLICITED

BOUQUETS:

To Red Archer, that genial dispenser of hardware, whose
spontaneous wit would make
Bob Hope and Red Skelton
seem like a couple of sourTo Walt Avrea, our morning
lumber
pusses. checker, whose patience,
kindness and loyalty has won
him a legion of friends.
George Hulbert, the Thomas
Edison of our Hardware Dept.,
has been awarded a $100 bond
for another of his Ingenious devices.
BUY MORE BONDS
STAMPS . . .

AND

THE MORE BONDS AND
STAMPS YOU BUY:
THE MORE JAPS
NAZIS DIE.

AND

the

glorious "Stars

and

pay-check than they have ever
before received in their lives,
with amusements and recreation
right at their front door, these
same Americans commit the
unpardonable crime of walking
out on their jobs for another
Increase in pay, stopping the
machinery that is supplying the
boys who are fighting to protect these same men with the
necessary weapons of war.
What kind of Americans do you
call them?
When this orgy of bloodshed
is over and once more peace
has returned to a war-torn
world. In fancy, let us say, we
stroll through a cemetery, we
pass a grave. There Is a flap
over it, and the epitaph reads.
"Here lies a soldier who died
that
our pass
country
then we
anotherwould
grave live";
and
read, "Here

lies one who laid

down on his job when his counneededwould
him you
most."
At
which try
grave
stop for
OVER.
aIT few
minutes' prayer? THINK

HELLO!
CAMERA

SOLDIERS

By Bess Lasky
jk'M
LEAVINGandforhave
my vacation
W
tomorrow
but one
hour before quitting time . . .
have been busy breaking in a
girl to take my place.

I don't know if asking for letters from you boys in my last
"ACTION" article did the trick
or not, but I received three letters this week — one from Maynard Rugg, one from Bob Graham, and one from Walter
Young — and Captain Bill Whitley is here in person! Thanks,
boys, for your letters — put
them up on the bulletin board
and maybe you will hear from
some of the boys here.
Remember me telling you
about the Signal Corps Photographic School studying here
under the supervision of our assistants and operators? They
finished their course last week
and all of them passed with
high grades . They were very
fortunate in being able to see
the "BATTLE OF MIDWAY"
and, of course, got an excellent
idea of the type of work they
will be photographing.
I promise you a much lengthier article in the next issue.
LACQUER LANE
LACONICS
By Benny Benson
THE

telephone rang — a voice

* says, "Yeah, this is Eddie.
We need a painter to do some
touchup here on Stage 16."
This in itself is a very simple
statement, but it really starts
the ball rolling for the first rule
is never keep a company waiting.
The first step is to take a
quick look at the board to see
if there are any painters working on Stage 16. Eureka! There
is a gang on 15. Now get in
touch with Charlie King . . .
"Charlie? Eddie Edstrom wants
a man on 16 for some touchup." "Okay," says Charlie and
that is that. Simple, what? But
let's see what happens when
there are no men near Stage
16.

When Eddie calls, the nearest men to 16 are working on
New England street and there
is no phone there. In case you
don't know — N. E. St. is behind

the Mill and just about as far
north on the North Lot as one
could get and not be in the
Transportation building. In a
case like this the only thing we
can do is send the truck up
there and pick up a man, but
after checking with the Mixer

John Gilman won a bond for
his suggestion of sandblasting
the backings. Frank Schroeder
is in the hospital for an appendectomy. Burney Ort has finally
moved into his new house which
he built all by himself and a
nice job, too, judging from the
pictures he is carrying around.
John Lawless is back from Utah
location. Jim Forbes is sweltering on the desert at Brawley.
WILLIAM

ROSEN:

I 'LL BET most of the folks
* around the lot didn't know
that that jack-of-all-trades and
carpenter par excellence, and
also sterling character, Rosey,
had any other name. He has —
it's William Rosen, and we want
to take this means of felicitating him this month, inasmuch as
it marks his 22nd year with the
Studio.
Aaron

Slick (DON TAIT) and Clarence Green (MITCHEL MOHR) seem
to have taken quite a shine to the
red-headed

girl to

be

seen

in the

laughable 'Aaron Slick from Punkin
Creek." Watch for the announcement
of the time and place.

in the mixing room, we find the
truck has gone out on the golf
course to take some material to
Chet Wyrick who is working on
the miniature backing. Upon
checking with Wyrick we find
that the truck has left for N. E.
St. Heigh ho, now we must
press the Mill into service. Dial
627. "Whitie? Would you mind
stepping ont on N. E. St. and
foreman?"
oaintcomes
for the Ort
yelling Burney
When
to the
phone we find that the truck is
on its way back to the shop, so
Burney is informed of the standby for 16 and told the truck
will be sent back for the man.
Now Bob Bradley, the mixer, is
told to send the truck back to
N. E. St., pick up a man from
Ort and take him to Stage 16.
This has all taken a few minutes, but it can't be helped
when we have only one truck.
hasn'tallstartservice
Piggy-back
ed yet. Now,
perhaps
you
follow-up men and company
men kno wwhy we can't get a
man to you sometimes before
you hang up the phone. We
believe you will agree that our
service is excellent as a general
rule, and when it takes a little
longer to get a man to you, you
know there is not one close by.
Now for the news that space
will permit:

Rosey started as a carpenter
for the William Fox Studios on
Western Avenue and is of the
opinion that there are some
permanent jobs with the motion
picture industry, particularly in
the M. of F. Dept., where he is
now employed.
Davey
Dept., is
occasion
all to be

Paul, in the M. of F.
baking a cake for the
and Invites one and
sure to drop by the

office for a sample of his culinary adroitness.

The war continues to hit the
Dept. Galvin Wood, Art Webb,
Al De Weese, Dan Pinck, Ed
Krahn are due to get their options lifted. The boys have term
contracts with Uncle Sam. The
office now presents the spectacle of a group of 3A's with
4 eyes, completely surrounded
by fluff. The fair sex is taking over. Mrs. Mlllen, Lillian
Phillips, Charlotte LImbach, Ottly Steiger, Gertrude Fraser,
Arlene O'Brien and Leone
Thorpe head the list, of course,
for they have a wealth of exoerience In the Dept, and can
help the newcomers to "Learn
the ropes." These latter are Ann
Hart, Jacqueline Frenler, Marie
Mueller, Blair Howard, Helen
Compson, Harriet Cohen and
Marie Lyons.
Matt Rogers has moved to
the Location Dept, and at some
future date may come to the
conclusion that location work
isn't entirely composed of gorgeous scenery and sirloin
steaks. Lloyd Nobles is getting
a work-out at Brawley. It's I 10
there. In the shade, — and no
shade. John Blauvelt will be
back this week from Utah, after
a three months session, and will
do his own reporting on the trip
long before this column hits the
Oh, yes, those Identification
cards or passes, are being distributed. OH, THOSE PHOTOpress.
GRAPHS ! ! Pete Lake states
that after he glimpsed at his, he
shuddered off 3 lbs. live weight.
Joanna HIrshberg is now Mrs.
Russell Lyons. Everybody wishes
her all the happiness In the
world and will long remember
her for her kindness and cheerfulness.

PEN

PUSHERS

PERSONALS

By Pete Lake
XA/HAT did I tell you about
our tug-of-war team? The
last issue of ACTION contained
and confirmed the assertion of
this column that the PencilPushers weren't going to be
pushed around — or pulled
around either. While the boys
were swelling their biceps in the
finals, a man standing next to
me said "Who are those fel-

Luther Holtzclaw, Homer Hill
and Lloyd Nobles expect to
wake up to a bugle call some
time in the not-far-distant future. Yea, verily, the F. & A. is
giving of its brightest and best
to the armed forces these days.
Louise Baird's Bowlerettes are
leading the league, and George
Bricker, their sponsor, is plenty
proud of them. Keep up the
good work!

lows in the sweaters?" "They're
the Pencil-Pushers," I responded. "What?", said he. "PencilPushers", said I, "you know. It
takes a lot of muscle to shove
those things around."
9

LABORELATE5
By fnsh Roche
TO

OUR

Studio and Studio

* Club we owe a lot for the
best picnic we have ever had,
and to the members of the
various committees who worked
so hard to provide us with the
varied entertainment we are
very grateful. Some of us oldtimers who have attended all
the previous outings say that
this one could not have been
better. Our boss, Jack Savage,
burned up so much energy in
directing the Sports activities
that we had to let him take it
easy next day. We have never
seen so many happy children
before and we bet they are all
looking forward to our next picnic. These so-called softies,
"The Pencil Pushers," surprised
us in successful
the Tug-O'-War,
but we
were
in the Softball
contest. The youngest member
of the Roche family disappeared and, for the time being,
the old man got a lot of publicity. Everyone had a good
time but Harry Morton. He
said business was rushing for
tomato juice at the Relay Cafe
the next morning.
We wonder how hot it gets
at Brawley. Harold Moreno
heard one old-timer say to another, "Winter is almost here.
It was only I 12 today."
Eugene "Red" Devaney, one
of our very popular boys, has
just been drafted. Red has had
three years Pre-medical and he
expects to follow the same line
in the Service. Norman "Curly"
Hess, one of our old-timers, has
just become a member of the
Coast Guards. George Quinn,
also one of our gang, whose
dad is the head man in the Flat
Shop, is a member of the Merchant Marine. George has just
returned from an exciting trip
to the South Pacific and, after
a short leave, sailed again.
Dixon Fannon has just returned to work after a vacation
at "Uncle Bud's Cabin." Cur
toolroom custodian, Mike Barrett, is at present fishing and
hunting in Cregon.
Bud Fannon suggested we
ought to try and get all the
gang to write to our Boys for
Xmas. We think this is a splendid idea, but we believe we
can even do better. Every Xmas
Eve in all the departments we
10

have a customary party. This
year we would suggest that we
discontinue this party and instead send a little gift to our
Boys in the Service. They will
miss their homes at Xmas time
and a little remembrance from
us would be a big help. If all
in the Studio get behind this,
the cost will be negligible, and
just think of the amount of
good it will do. We have to
face the facts that some of

the ponies, swings and merrygo-round.
Cur greatest thrill was the
winning of the door prize. Wc
were watching the ball game
at the time of the drawing, so

that they exist.
Most people, when they walk
on a set, just take it for granted. Their passing thought may
be that it is beautiful, it is pi<^^'
turesque, it is messy: they likl^P;

we didn't discover our good
fortune until later in the day.

it orthe
theyconsideration
don't. That is
about
all
the
set

We certainly appreciate both
the picnic and the defense
bond.
Yours truly,

gets. It is there ... so what?
The other day, an Art Director walked on the stage as
the company lined up for its
first shot of the picture. Everything was ready and everyone

Mrs. William Leonard.

these boys may not be with us
next Xmas, and we will probably be in the Service, too, so
while we have the opportunity,

set to go. He wished the Director the best of luck, which

let's avail ourselves of it. We
would like to get the co-operation of the other departments,
under the leadership of our Studio Club, in the matter.

he
he didn't
need,sincerely
as he wasknew
a master
in his
profession, had a very fine and
interesting script, an excellent
cast, and a grand crew with
whom to work.
As he started to leave, he

DEAR

was casually introduced to the

MR. DOYLE:

Y HUSBAND

and I wish to

thank you and the Studio
Club for one of the gayest and
happiest days we've ever had.
The picnic was perfect. For the
first time in her five years of
life my daughter got out of bed
cheerfully
at six-thirty in the
morning.
We were among the first to
arrive at the grounds and when
we get any place as early as
that it's an event. Perhaps the
free hot-dogs and pop had
something to do with our early
arrival. When everything is free,
the line forms in back of the
Leonards.
The day started out with a
bang. Cur friend's little girl entered the fifty-yard dash for
girls from seven to nine years
of age and might have won but
for a sad accident. Cne of the
buttons on her slacks came off
and she had to concentrate on
keeping her slacks from doing
the same. It was too bad that
she hadn't competed in the
sack-race Instead; she wouldn't
have had to worry then.
Cur daughter, Sheila,
one of the youngsters in
prize package hunt. How
sawdust did fly! Sheila had
self completely burled in
sawdust when a
little
pulled her out and thought
v/as one of the prizes. We
a difficult time making

was
the
the
herthe
boy
she
had
him

leave loose of Sheila's hair.
The children were so busy all
day. When they weren't cramming food into their mouths like
little cannibals they were riding

"LET HER UP; SHE'S CUT!" First
Aid group meet in the Bombed City
location by the golf course. That
fellow on the right hand side, George
Dudley,

THE

doesn't

SCENE

seem

to care

DOCK

much.

SCENE

By Irving Abrams

This is written this month for
just one purpose. To announce the birth on Sept. 1st of
LAWRENCE DAVID ABRAMS.

The prettiest baby in the whole
world, and I don't say that just
because he's ours. He really is.
You'll say so yourself as soon
as you see him. I used to get a
laugh from the gags about how
tough
it wasg on
the IFather.
I'm
not laughin
now.
lost seven
lbs. and forgot all about this
column ty,
until
now wandis the
it's
two-thir
andjust
tomorro
dead line. Mrs. Abrams is doing nicely and, thanks to all her
friends for the beautiful flowers.
I can't think of another thing
thats' Important. So . . . 'Bye
now. Buy Bonds now.

ART

DEPARTMENT

(See opposite page)

There is a group of men in
our studio who comprise what

star of"the
the Art
picture.
"Ch!" And
she
said,
Director.
what do you do?" If this or
similar incidents hadn't happened many times before, he
would have been embarrassed,
so he merely stated that he had
designed the setting in which
she was standing and, incidentally, the sets for her last picture. "They were lovely," she M
said, "but I always thought they ^
built them from blueprints!"
And so it goes for naught,
the painstaking care of the
Art Director: a confusion of
thoughts which are trying to
find their proper place on a
blank piece of white paper with
the aid of a good black pencil. The mind's eye on priorities and that everlasting bugaboo of cost.
Vv'lth the aid of a few lap
dissolves here, ideas went in
turn to the Assistant Art Director, Sketch Artist, Set Designer, and Model Maker. When
the sketches and models are
O.K.'d, working drawings similar
to that of an Architect are
made, and every department
on the lot receives his definite
instructions, in order to make
the set complete.

is known as the Art Department.. Cf these men, I am going to write about that section
of the group who, for the want
of a better name ,are dubbed
"Art Directors." No one seems
to know why they were thus
called and few people outside
of the Producer, Director, Cameramen, the Crafts, and the

As may be gathered from
the accompanying chart, an
Art Director must have a sound

guy who signs the checks, know

the proverbial but artistic "Jack

knowledge of design. He is also
called upon to produce ships,
locomotives, airplanes, circuses, ^
amusement parks, and all things fl
known to science and then
some. He might better be called

of all trades."

I

AUT DIHECTOli. IS
ASSIGNED TO STOf^Y
BY THE PRODUCEPl.

SET CONFERENCE WITH
THE PRODUCER AND
THE DIRECTOR.

THOROUGH STUDY &
RESEARCH FOR PURPOSE
OP AUTHENTICITY.

ART DIRECTOR GIVES
GRAPHIC FORM TO HIS
CONCEPT OF SETTINGS.

COMPLETE ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS MADE
BY SET DESIGNERS.

SKETCH ARTISTS SHOW.
IN SKETCHES, HOW SETS
WILL LOOK ON SCREEN

SCALE MODELS OF ALL
SETS ARE BUILT BY
MODEL ARTISTS.

PROPOSED SCHEMES
FOR SETS APPROVED
BY PRODUCER DIRECTOR.

ESTIMATED SET COSTS
ARE BUDGETED BY
THE ART DIRECTOR.

ART
ARE DIRECTOR'S
APPROVEDPLANS
BY
PRODUCTION MANAGER.

ART DIRECTOR AIDS IN

' "LOCATION' SELECTION

PROGRESS OF SETTING
CONSTRUCTIONCHECKED
IN WOODWORKING MILL.

SET CONSTRUCTION
SUPERVISED BY ART
DIRECTOR ON STAGES.

MECHANICAL UNITS
DEVELOPED FROM
WORKING DRAWINGS.

ART DIRECTOR SELECTS
PAINTS, WALL PAPERS.
^ SURFACE TEXTURES.

DIRECTION OF STYLE
AND PLACEMENTOF
SIGNS & LETTERING.

SCENIC ARTISTS MINT
5ACK DROPS FROM
DETAILED DRAWINGS.

PLASTIC ORNAMENT
AND SCULPTURED UNITS
REQUIRE DIRECTION.

SELECTION OF TREES
AND SHRUBBERY FOR
LANDSCAPING.

ART DIRECTOR SELECTS
PLUMBING FIXTURES
& DIRECTS INSTALLATION.

CARRIAGES, BOATS AND
PROPS" BUILT FROM
DETAILED DRAWINGS.

ART DIRECTOR SELECTS
FABRICS AND SPECIAL
DRAPERY MATERIALS.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
OF PROPER PERIOD
DESIGNED SELECTED.

INTERIOR DECORATIVE
FURNISHINGS SELECTED
AND APPROVED.

ART DIRECTOR DETERPROPER DROPS.
PLACEMENTMINES
OF BACK

li'ONFERENCE WITH
lil'IRECTOR REGARDING
flMONTAGE SEQUENCES.

K"
"TRICICAL
ANDT TECHN
PROCESS
REFLEC
SHOTS
TRAININGS EXPERIENCE.

CAMERAMAN

THE SET IS READY,
AND PHOTOGRAPHY
OF THE PLAY BEGINS.

PICTORIAL PERFECTION
OF THE SETTING AIDS IN
TELLING EVERY STORY.

AND ART

DIRECTOR CO-OPERATE
IN ILLUMINATION.

o/

-

BE SMART!
Buy fhaf HOME

now —

near the Studio — Make

your rent payment
store up Security and
Save on . . . G4S and
RUBBER ! !
An

"ANN HATHAWAY"
SETTING is keynote of English
cottage, thatched root, picket

fence,

rose garden and combined comfort of modernization! 2 bedrooms, den, I '/2
baths; room and bath over garage. Large closets! Unit heat.

dividual game with handicap of
241 .. . Why is IKE DANNING

gear
Centuryinto-FoxhighBowling
20th rolled
TheLeague
at La Cienega Lanes September

so happy when he bowls? . . .
Those BRICKERS BOWLERETTES got off to a good start,

"KEEP 'EM WALKING,"
"Jackson" Burke has been breal^PI

taking HENRY STRUCTION
KING'S
gang forCONfour

ing in dozens of new hopefuls »
in dozens of new hospitals. As- ^

10th with twenty-two teams
competing. Included are three
girls teams which are going to
make it plenty tough for the
men. George Mills, president of
the league, m.c.'d the occasion
and introduced last year's champions, the SAVAGES, who received a nice hand. Their team

FOUNTAIN and JAOK McEDWARDS tied for high individual
series with 617 apiece. ... ED
DeCUIR, with a series of 578,

NO HIDDEN BEAUTY— it’s all
there to see! BEL-AIR COLONIAL BUNGALOW, choicest

THE

picturesque location! 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, fine den, 95

King,

lot, 3-car

garage.

In

"higher - priced neighborhood" at BUDGET PRICE— 600
block north of Santa Monica
Blvd. in BEVERLY HILLS. English Bungalow, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, sun room, lot 80 x 157
$13,500 I I !
ENGLAND

IRVING

CUMMINGS

Consfruc-

fion gang team (left to right): Alfred White, George Mills, Charles
Ray

Conaway,

Dave

is intact this year with the exception of Paul Wurtzel, now
in the Army. Chris Christensen
and Jess W^olf received a nice
pair of blue jeans with lace
cuffs. I wonder why? Officers
besides Mills for the year are
Dave Malman, Vice-President;
Hal Sailor, Treasurer, and
Louise Baird Jones, Secretary.

BLOCK

COLONIAL

NORTH

SAKS

FIFTH

AVENUE,

$13,500! Appealing two story
home of sturdy qualities! 3
bedrooms, 2 baths up; maid's
room and bath; fine library,
powder room. Eastern owner
cannot use — will make excellent
dea I. FHA loan.

BEVERLY HILLS
Realty Company
‘The Pioneer Realtor of Beverly Hills'
Leland P. "Bill" Reeder, President

400 N. Beverly Drive
CR-66133
BR-21107
OPEN SUNDAYS

magazine

"or else". This photo, made

Powell (Captain), Everitt Robinson and Ivan. Second row: Gordon

2nd Week: Well, those BRICKER BOWLERETTES are tied for
first place with the BOMBERS,
GIRLS

are supplanting

the men

in everything. Left to right are pictured Lucille Mann, Frankie McLaughlin, Myrtle Eaton, Madge Inman and Viola Covie, who claim they
are the champs.

DOWN

THE

ALLEYS:

1st

week . . . Although MILTON
BERLE arrived late he cheered
his BOWLERS on to a two to
two tie with BUCK BENNY'S
BOWLER BEARS. . . . Why did
JOHNNY McOAFFERTY try to
lobby for a prize for the season's high scratch average? . . .
HANK ALBRECHT, with a high
game of 222, paced ARCHIE
MAYO'S MAULERS to a 3 to I
victory over the COMETS, and
incidentally won himself high in-
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THEY DIDN'T win fhe Tug o’ War but
insist upon their picture being in the

Nordstrom, Robinett, Horowitz, Bob
Weller and Lee
Dunbar
(Cheering
section
).

THE

By D. Stuart Tait

UNDER the fighting slogan of

slsting Jackson in this "breaking in process"
is meanle
nardus,
who sends
the Meineophytes on the never-ending
quest for the film stretcher, or
has them waiting patiently on
the roof for the arrival of the
noon air-mail.
Yes! Bugle calls are breaking
aupshame,
too,gang
tor you
were just
that old
of mine.
It's
beginning to learn their names.
Herb
Bramson
of "entire-salaryfor - the
- Russian
- War - Relief
fame," has done more than that
for them. He has done left the
mail room to start a second ,
front of his own. Flash right off ^
the teletype. The Germans
have been spared. It's not lack
of spirit on Herb's part that's !
old
20-20
vision.
saving
them.
It's aFrank
lack 5ofbythe5
|

Tom

OF

in Beverly Hills at

$6850! Good-looking bungalow,
fine condition, 2 large bedrooms, spacious bath with stall
shower. Low taxes!
NEAR

ing in anybody's league. . . .

by Jay Davis, depicts, from the Electrical Dept, (left to right): Front
row: Donnegan (Coach), C. Wood,

bath upstairs; maid's room and
bath. Lovely den. A "Paul
Williams" design — distinctive
throughout! OFFER CONSIDERED— owner purchased larger
home ! ! !
HALF

night, which is a nice of bowl-

Malman.

IN WESTWOOD!
Magnificent
view — unusual large LEVEL site
— master bedroom has 2 bathrooms! 2 other bedrooms and

WILSHIRE

led the boys and girls the first

Delightful

enjoyable and comfortable outdoor living and entertaining!
Owner called East — will tell at
$19,500 ! ! !

NEW

points, with GWENDOLYN
REED leading the way with 475.
. . . Weekly high team series
went to the ELECTRIOIANS
with 2743. . . . Weekly high
game
to 960
BUOK
BENNY'S
BEARS with
.. . MAURICE

55' lot. Excellent location west
side of Beverly Hills near transportation and schools! Only
$9500 ! !

rear garden, many trees, terrace, barbecue, designed tor

KEEP ’EM WALKING

20thCENTURY-FOX STUDIO
BOWLING LEAGUE

so boys watch out for 'em. . . .
M. MORA, of WOOLEY'S
CUBS, ran away with the weekly high individual series with
677. . . . Weekly high Individual
game went to R. THOMPSON
of the STARS with 243. . . The
RAMBLERS, with a swell series
of 2971, walked away with high
team series, and incidentally
should be a good mark for the
boys and girls to shoot at. . . .
The COMETS took the weekly
high team game with 950 . . .
the JEEPS and the UNIONETTES, the other girls' teams,
can't be counted out of the
race even though they are low
in the standings at this writing.
. . . Due to the fact that a
deadline must be reached, the
standings of the teams will be
about two weeks off.

Cosenza has joined the Merchant Marines and went down
the other day to take the test
to see how long he could stay
under water. He has been
reading the shipping news with
a renewed interest lately. John
"Slim" Burke has taken the exam
for a radio technician in the
Navy and passed it. He always
was good at that sort of thing.
Everett Tobey liked the idea
and has left for radio school,
also.
SUCCESS

STORIES: You girls

will be sorry to know that Mitchell
Mohr,longer
the poor
man's Mature, isno
in circulation.
He is now assisting Harry Brand
in publicity mimeograph. Gil
Warren has been promoted to
film loading, while Lloyd Hughes
is working with Bill Koenig in
the
Production
Dept.Lovejoy
Richmond
(checker
champ)
is
ecstatically happy among the

'

girls up ment.
in Andthe
Script
Depart-is
Dick
Brockway
sabotaging the Film Library. ]
There is quite a bit of bickering i
among the leftovers as to who ^
will fill Darryl
position.
Though
flush Zanuck's
in the glory
of
their new-found success, they^|#
still halt at "say boy" or "hey^
you", a sign that they have not
completely
forgotten "the good
old
days."

,

SHE'LL AWAKE AND START
TO BAKE A SUGAR CAKE;

mately three and a half million
of good American Dollars?

Meinardus was passing out apple pie to the boys the other
day, which his newly acquired
Ife baked for him. Now the

That our weekly payroll deductions for savings and loans
are well over $10,000.00?

Tkeptics, or "love 'em and leave
’em" school are changing their
tune.
The purpose of this column is
for the diffusion of knowledge
concerning the trials of your
mail boy and as an admonition
to all to be kind to him and

CREDIT

By Its Personnel

Ever since the birth of AC-

TION, we who administer the
affairs of the Credit Union
have searched in vain the columns of that magazine for
brickbats or orchids coming our
way.
In an organization like the
Credit Union, there is bound to
be some criticism. There are a
number

of factors which may

create "brickbats": If members,
who feel they have cause for
complaint (and there are few o^
Irhem), would state their grievances to the Board of Directors
of the Credit Union, some of
+he so-called injustices could be
rectified. We must all remember that, during war times, a
number of Government regulations and restrictions enter Into
the picture: thus, it must be
remembered that it is not within our power to be as helpful
and considerate as we would
like to be. This organization is
not operated for any one individual within the group. We
have 1500 members who have
a voice in the Credit Union,
and constructive criticism will
gladly be accepted. We shall
continue to be a successful and
helpful organization if each
member will keep informed as
to Credit Union practices and
procedure and, in such a way,
give us the co-operation we
feel the Credit Union Is entitled to.
Do You Know:
That the Credit Union will
soon celebrate its 10th Birthday?
That, since the start of the
Credit Union, over 23,600 loans
have been granted, or approxi-

members
/:■

RADIOS.

should like to
either through
ACTION, b^
still, by a per-

1^ UE to the many requests
^ from those who visit the
Credit Union, asking for a copy
of the following, Lillian Ginsberg of that department submits the following for ACTION
readers to enjoy:

DESIDERATA
By Max

Ehrmann

/^O
PLACIDLY amid the
noise and the haste, and remember what peace there may
be in silence. As far as possible, without surrender, be on
good terms with all persons.
Speak your truth quietly and
dearly: and listen to others,
even to the dull and the ignorant: they too have their story.
Avoid loud and aggressive persons: they are vexations to the
spirit. If you compare yourself
with others, you may become
vain and bitter, tor always there
will be greater and lesser persons than yourself. Enjoy your
achievements as well as your
plans. Keep interested in your
own career, however humble: it
is a real possession in the
chang ing fortunes of time. Exercise caution in your business
affairs, for the world is full of
trickery. But let this not blind
you to what virtue there Is:
many persons strive for high
Ideals, and everywhere life Is

We do not cater to the gen-

eral public. Please bring identification.
•

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.
Jewelers, Importers,
Mfrs.' Distributors
7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.

That you can do your share
in staving off Inflation by investing allyour spare dollars in
United States Savings Bonds?
Members, we
hear from you,
the medium of
letter, or better
sonal call.

receive 25% or MORE discounts on DIAMONDS, WATCHES,

JEWELRY - SILVERWARE - HOMEWARES - LEATHER GOODS and

called "Uncle George"?

money which he will show on request? Yes, he was there and
can tell you all about It!

NOTES

by NOV. 1st!

• Make it a gift of Jeweler's Quality
from PHILLIPS, where Studio Club

That George Hellgren, sometimes referred to as "Sour-Puss
Hellgren, because of his dry
sense of humor, is more often

That "Uncle George" has a
collection of inflated German

GIFTS

must be mailed

That, at present, over 20%
of the capital of the Credit
Union is tucked away in War
Savings Bonds?

you'll get your Life Magazine
on Friday instead of Saturday
afternoon.

UNION

OVERSEAS

315 W.

Fifth St.. L. A.

Daily to 5:30, Wed.

full of heroism.

Be yourself.

Especially do not feign affection. Neither be cynical about
love: for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment, it Is as
perennial as the grass. Take
kindly the counsel of the years,
gracefully surrendering the
things of youth. Nurture
strength of spirit to shield you
in sudden misfortune. But do
not distress yourself with dark
imaginings.
Many fears are born of fatigue
and loneliness. Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with

SUGGESTION

'Til 9

yourself. You are a child of the
universe no less than the trees
and the stars: you have a right
to be here. And whether or not
it is clear to you, no doubt the
universe is unfolding as It
should. Therefore, be at peace
with God, whatever you conceive Him to be. And whatever
your labors and aspirations, in
the noisy confusion of life,
keepIts peace
In your
soul. With
all
sham and
drudgery
and
broken dreams, it is still a
beautiful
world.
strive
to be
happy.Be cheerful,

COLUMN

WE think the "ACTION" magazine is improving with every

Issue and we know there Is a great deal more interest In the
magazine than ever before. However, morale needs bolstering
during v/artime more than any other time and there must be
dozens of good helpful suggestions that you, as a subscriber,
can make that will improve "ACTION"
Do you like the "VOICE

OF THE

Do you think we could use more
Would
Would

LOT"

with each issue.
departments?

names?

you like to see more pictures In "ACTION?"
you like to know what pictures are in production?

FURTHER

SUGGESTIONS:

Won’t you fill out these questions, and if you have any suggestions, add to this — tear out and send to the Studio Club. We
Sincerely,
are trying to please you.
NORMAN

DOYLE,

Editor.
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cjCetterd ^rom Our
Dear Studio Club:

eruice

l/Yien in tLe

tion, but not painted the familiar yellow.

Thank you very much for the
gum and cigarettes. It is always
very much appreciated. The
"ACTION,” too, for it is chock
full of news — the kind of news
we all like to read about. Sincerely,

ON'
you I will
in touch
keep'ACTI
can send
me, so
to Hope
with the boys who are lucky
enoug
truly, h to join a grand bunch of
fellows like I have done. Yours

CpI. J. H. Hale, U. S. Army AF.

Lt. George

A. Matthews, Army.

bit of a change, but I like it,
I think.
Keep things rolling there and
say "hello" to everyone for me.
Thanks again. . . . Norm, take
care of my gals In the Legal
Dept.
Pvt. George D. Stephenson,
U. S. Army Air Force.

Dear Gang: Another month
has rolled around, and, sure

Dear Friends: 1 received the
carton of cigarettes and gum,

enough, along came the "never
fail" package from the Studio
Club! Thanks much, folks . . . It's
really a wonderful job that you
are doing.
Pvt. Emerson R. Hartman, Signal Serv. Regiment, U. S. Army.

also the "ACTION," all of
which I surely appreciate. 1
have enjoyed them all no end.
Thank you very much. Sincerely,
Pvt. Edsel R. Thurston, Signal
Service Regiment.
Hello, Studio Club: Just received the first carton of cig-

Dear Members of the Studio
Club: You are a grand bunch,
and it is not every organization
that is remembering Its servicemen the way you are. You have
my sincere thanks and appreciation. Iwould like to see you all
again soon, but we have quite
a shooting schedule ahead. It
really is some production we are
on. An unlimited budget, a terrific cost, and it's open season
on Japs. Hallelujah, brother,
that's livin'! So long, and it's
a fine job you're doing. As ever,
Stanley L. Hough, P2/c, Naval
Air Station.
Dear Studio Club: Thanks a
lot for everything you sent me.
Please give my regards to the
gang at the Studio. As ever,
Pvt. Gilbert Judge, U. S. Army.
Dear Friends: Thanks for the
invitation to the Picnic, but I'm
afraid we cannot be represented. May I once more tell you
how much I appreciate the Cigarette Fund. I know of no other
concern as thoughtful as are the
Fox
the

employees of their coworkers In the Service. Some of
Dutch Harbor wounded

share your kindness with me.
All the best of luck and kind
regards to Dolpha Smith, Johnnie Johnston, Harold Bow and
all those who know me. Sincerely, Pvt. Fred Magnus, U. S.
Arrhy Air Force.
Dear Studio Club:

Sorry I

missed the picnic, but I'm sure
It was a great success. This is a
grand place. Everyone Is very
cooperative — lots of transporta14

arettes and gum and can truthfully say that it was a godsend.
The "ACTION" was very
good but made me awfully
homesick. I clipped all the pictures out to start a scrap book.
Thanks
a million for everything.
Sincerely,
HENRY
photo
camp

ARNSTEIN

sends

us

this

of him with his comrades at
in Missouri, enjoying the

"ACTION" magazine. Henry
the extreme right.

is on

Chester W. Webb,
U. S. Navy.

Dear Friends: Your package
and

Dear Studio Club: Writing to
the Club and thanking them for
their kindness and thoughtfulness seems so inadequate. I
really am at a loss for words in
expressing my appreciation. I
hope that when I return I shall
continue to be as good a club
member as I have been in the

C.M. 2/c,

magazines

have

arrived

passable (?) motion picture attorney. The way It looks now
they may even succeed. I am
on what Is known as the gravediggers shift— work all night
and sleep most of the day. A

Bill Goldman.

Dear Friends: This Is to ex- I
press my appreciation for the |
cigarettes and gum that I re- .j
ceived
from youIt since
been
;j
in the Navy.
really I've
means
a
great deal for us, in the servIce, to know that our friends at
the Studio are thinking about

!

George W. Burnett, Y 3/c,
us. Sincerely
Naval Air yours,
Station.

j
■'
I

Bill Meacham,

formerly em-

j

the Publicity
In Coast
ployed
would^i 'j'
Guards, Dept.,
in the
now
like to hear from any and ^liV!
who know him. So please write

1

to the Employees' Cigarette
Fund, Room 10, Old Adm.

thoughtfulness on the part of a

every night when the sun goes
down. Consequently, our correspondence dwindles to the
point where we risk being discourte s. . . Best of luck to

At the present time the Army
is attempting to make a damn
good radio operator out of a

job in the Mill.

Uncle's Navy. To most of them,
the motion picture business Is
a
fabulous wonderland and

Dear Ex-Associates: Your
lightful package containing
magazine and a box of
finally found its way to

Thanks! I'm doubly glad now
that I was a member of your
Cigarette Fund group before I
attained my present status as a
Buck Private.

It’s good to see "Irish” Roche
still plugging for the Labor
Dept., and Sandy doing a swell

punctually and are a source of
amazement to the lads in

Albert E. Shaffer, P I/c, Navy.
dethe
gum
me.

the Army that anyone receiving a package shares it with
the rest of the gang in the barracks. Soyou see, you are making hundreds of friends besides
the ones you already have.

to him, won't you? Anyone in- j
terested can put the letter in a
stamped envelope and send It

business organization is something that could happen only In
the movies. ... I am now attached to the Pacific Fleet In
the Air Detachment. The work
is interesting and very plentiful.
. . . Time for letter writing is
short since we are blacked out

Thanking you once more for
all
the good that the club Is
doing.
past.

TION." There are two thind
that a soldier looks forward to^
news from home and cigarettes.
We have an unwritten law in

all
of you
and I'll see you when
I can.
Sincerely,
Gerry P. Broderick, Y 3/c,
First Air Detachment.

will be
the letter
Bldg., and
forwarde
.
d promptly

FRED MAGNUS,
formerly of the
Wardrobe Depf., is now in the Army
Air Force and sent us this picture, so
that, as he says, "his buddies

Dear Friends: I received your
usual carton of cigarettes the
other day. I'm learning to be
a radio operator for the Signal
Corps. I don't believe that the
Studio Club really appreciates
how much it means for a soldier to get that package every
month, together with the "AC-

in the

No chance
that,forget
Fred. him. '
Wardrobe
Dept, of
won't

Thanks very much for the gum
and cigarettes.
Lt. Ira S. Barzilay, U. S. Army.
Thank you.
David Boyd, U. S. Navy.
Thank you very much.
W. C. Bryan, P 2/c, U. S. Navy.

I

My sincere appreciation.
PFC Clarence F. Buehler, Army.
Thanks for gift. Hope for
ore.
lifford Concialdi, U. S. Army.
r

Thanks a lot.
Andrew A. Cooney, U. S. Navy.
Thanks a million. Letter follows.
Pvt. R. E. Cornell, U. S. Army.
Thank you very much. Greatly
appreciated.
Pvt. R. R. De Carlo, U. S. Army.
Packages greatly appreciated.
S/Sgt. A. De Gaetano, Army.
Thank you. Deeply appreciated.
S/Sgt. H. J. Dehn, U. S. Army.
The cigs calm machine gun
nerves. Many thanks for the
regularity in sending>cigs, gum
and "ACTION."
Lt. J. G. Dobson, U. S. Army.

Enjoyed cigarettes and gum
very much
— but
TION" even
more.enjoyed "ACR. L. Harris, SP 2/, U.S.N.R.
Many, many thanks.
L. I. Hechtlinger, P 2/c, Navy.
"Tanks" a million.
J. J. Helmlck, Navy Air Corps.
Thanks a lot, friends.
J. R. Howard, P2/c, N. Air Sta.
Thank you.
Walter F. Jacobsen, U. S. Navy.
Much appreciation.
P.F.C. R. W. Jolley, U. S. Army.
Thanks for the packages.
Pvt. William Klein, Air Force.
Many thanks.
S/Sgt. K. V. Lang, U. S. Army.
Cigarettes greatly appreciated. Thanks a lot.
CpI. Edward Leggewie, Army.

Dear Studio Club:
A few lines to thank you for
the cigarettes, and gum that I
received. They sure come in
handy and
forward to receiving Ithem.look
Sincerely,
Thomas E. Shores, S 2/c, U. S.

Thanks a million!
R. N. Reimer, RT 2/, N. Air Sta.
Once
much.

again, thanks very

Norman Rockett, P l/c, N.A.S.

Thanks to all. You're swell.
Lt. R. M. Towner, U. S. Army.

U. S. Army,
didate School.Officer CanDear Friends:
Dear Friends:
Yesterday I received the June
and

cigarettes. These packages are deeply appreciated,

especially
through
which I can"ACTION,"
keep track of
what
is going on at the old Lot. Very
gratefully yours,
Sgt. James Rugg, U. S. Army.

Thanks sincerely.
R. E. Fulbright, U. S. Army.

Very much appreciated.
N. G. Goodman, U. S. Navy.

remembered by the 20th Century-Fox Gang. Sincerely,
Candidate Joe E. Sullivan,

with
carton
of chewing along
gum
copy a of
"ACTION,"

Thanks a million.
Sgt. Duane Faralla, U. S. Army.

Many thanks to all
S/Sgt. H. F. Gerzen, Army.

and July
gum sent.
you
You "Action"
have no which
idea
how much I appreciate being

Thanks again, everybody.
Pvt. Bill Goldman, U. S. Army
Signal Corps School.

Appreciate gift. Just what I
need.
Corp. Hio P. Filers, Jr., Army.

Dear Friends:

Dear Members:
Even in far off Australia, I'm
still receiving your wonderful
packages. Now, more than
ever, they are appreciated to
the full extent of their goodness, as American cigarettes
and chewing gum are really the
exception and not the rule. . . .
Thanks a million. Sincerely,
Col. Harold Roth, U. S. Army.

the loose. But before "going
ashore," I just wanted to thank
you. . . . Regards,
Jerry A. Solomon, Y 3/C,
U. S. Naval Reserve.

I've just received the chewing

Thanks a million for cigarettes
and gum.
Robert Smiley, P 3/c, N.A.S.

Your thoughtfulness is a great
reminder of the spirit that has
always prevailed there. Thanks.
Lt. (JG) R. B. Graham, Navy.

I am erty"getting
second
in a littlemywhile
and "libam
in need of a bit of rest before
I start to tear San Diego apart
with a mob of other sailors on

Dear Friends:

Packages appreciated.
W. J. Ryan, BMKR. 2/c, Navy.

GEORGE A. MAHHEWS, of the
Transportation Dept., seated on the
loft front fender of this armored car
from the last war. George is one of
the few veterans of the Armored
Forces from World War No. I and
has been made a lieutenant in the
Armored Forces at Fort Knox. When
George finished his sixth year with the
British Army, he retired with the rank
of captain and will undoubtedly be
one of the outstanding officers of the
American Arrrjy.

Dear Friends:

I can hardly express my appreciation for the cigarettes
and gum. It was a wonderful
feeling to have friends remember me with such welcome gifts.
My slncerest thanks,
P. F. C. Leon Sedlitz, U. S. Marines.
5.«tudio Club:
Received the two packages
and want to thank you for
them. Yours truly,
Dutch Sousa, Pvt., U. S. Army.

Many thanks for the rations
and "ACTION" magazine that
you are so graciously sending
me every month. Sincerely,
P.F.C. Leo A. Silvers,
U. S. Army.

I

FOX MOTEL
Locafed Across The Street
From S. M. Gate
10269 SANTA MONICA
BLVD.
Phone CRestvIew 5-9557

Beautifully furnished Bachelors and Singles . . . with
Kitchen and Radio — Individual Garages — ^ Daily
MaidRates)
Service
(Inquire About Our Attractive
DAILY . WEEKLY

. MONTHLY
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Entered as second class
matter at the Post
Office, Los Angeles,
Calif., under Act of
March 3, 1879 i

.
Dear Friends:

Dear Sirs:

Thanks for the gum

been

receiving' your
and "Action"
gum,
cigarettes,
and
surely appreciate your

.

Have

arettes. They sure were enjoyed by all. Sincerely yours.
Pvt.
Palamountain,
U. S. Pat
Army.

thoughtfulness. I particularly enjoy receiving "Action" to sort
of keep posted on what's doing
at the Studio. Yours very truly,
Pvt. Gordon D. Williams,
U. S. Army, Inf. Division.

Thanks a lot.
Pvt. C. F. Hoffman,
Engr., U. S. Army.

Your monthly gift of cigarettes and gum make me very

Thanks a million! It's swell to

happy. Thanks a million — hope
to see all of you soon.

from
20th.
gifts and the "Action"
get the
Pvt. H. F. Greenberg,

Sgt. J. M.
U. S. Army.

Horvath,

Army

Air Co.

Thanks. I have been on the
Thanks for the cigarettes and
gum.

H. V. James,
EM

jump, but letter will follow, and
thanks again.
H. D. Hogan,

2/c, U. S. Navy.

Thanks. Just In the nick of
time.

Dear Fellows:
After chasing me around half
the world, your swell package
finally caught up with me.
Thanks! I am sure that if you
could see these English girls
chew gum, you would feel
your efforts well-rewarded. Four
hours is considered minimum
chewing time, and gosh knows
what the record Is! How about
some Sound Dept, news, Mary?
Best regards,

Pvt.
W.
U. S. W.
Army.

Recevled
ure.

Norton,

with great pleas-

Lt. K. M. Pier, U. S. N. R.

Many thanks.
AV/C F. Rafferty, A.A.F.
Thanks.

Lt. Harold J. Freedman,
S. C., London, England.

Photographer 2/c

Thanks to all for their remembering me.
Kent Alan Lammey,

and cig-

Sgt. W. H. Reynolds,
Signal Corps.
erosity.
Greatly appreciate your ^n-

U.S.N.T.S.

Lt. A. Roark, Cavalry School.

Thanks a Million (from the
picture by the same name.)
P.F.C. Robert Leach, Air Base.

Thanks again for the treats.

Everyone in the barracks
joins in a vote of thanks for the
much appreciated gifts.
W. D. Maas, Civilian Pilot Tng.

Many

CpI R. C. Wellington,
U. S. Army.
Thanks to those who

Engr., U.S. Army.

Keep us chewing and puffing.
We'll keep 'em flying!
Pvt. E. M. Weyl,
U. S. Air Corps.
Thanks again very much.
W. M. White, Jr.,

Thanks a lot.
H. B. Nickols,
P2/c, Patrol Wing

Photographic

Branch.

Thank you. Just my brand.
J. E. McCarthy,
2.

Thanks a million.
Pvt. D. R. Smith,

Thanks for the packages.

make

this possible.
Pvt. W. K. Neal,

your generosity.
Pvt. Dave Silver, U. S. Army.

.

The gifts appreciated.
J. S. Troy, Jr.,
U. S. C. G.

Sgt. V. F. Minchow, L). S. Army.
Many thanks and greetings
to all my friends.

at

vy

My sincere thanks for everything you are doing.
CpI. L. S. Meyran, Jr.,
Army Air Base.

SIg. Ser., U. S. Army.
Thank you so much.
G. A. Thompson,
Arm. 2/c, U.S.N.A.S.

I continue to be amazed

Na
S.

thanks for the

thanks.

U.

Again many
remembrances.

Pvt. Paul B. Wurtzel,
U. S. Army.

Many

,

Thanks kindly for your
thoughtfulness.
Lt. Sol Halprin, U.S.N.R.

age;

thanks for the pack-

,in
ewra
wxns
TCo

Thanks for the packages.
P.F.C. L. R. Williams,
U. S. Army.

Many

T.

Dear Employees:
I am addressing this to the
employees of the Studio, to
whom I wish to express my sincerest thanks for your wonderful gift. Sincerely,
Joseph I. Schwartz, A.S.,
U. S. Coast Guard Detail.

C.
Se U.S.N.R.A.B.
Sl/c,
ss
om
s,
thanks and best to all.
Pvt. Paul (Al) Siegel,
U. S. Army.

C.M.

3/c, U. S. N.

Thanks a lot.
Sgt.
H. Smith,
U. S.M.Army.
Thanks a lot for cigs.
P.F.C. N. T. Stocking,
U. S. Army.

many thanks to all.
J. T. Strohm, U. S. Army.
Lt. Many,
Thanks again.
CpI. Jim Stumpus,
Army Flying Sch.

I
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STATEMENT

OF
1933.

OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS
AUGUST 24, 1912, AND MARCH
3,

Of Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
ACTION, published monthly at Los Angeles, California for October 1. 1942. State
of California, County of Los Angeles, ss.
Before me. a Notary Public in and for
the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Norman K. Doyle, who,
having been duly sworn according to law,
deposes and says that he is the Editor
of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
ACTION and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management
{and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, as
amended by the Act of March 3, 1933,
embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverse side
of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are:
Publisher 20th Century-Fox Studio Club,
Box 900, Beverly Hills. California; Editor
Norman K. Doyle, Box 900 Beverly Hills,
California; Managing Editor. Norman K.
Doyle. Box 900. Beverly HMIs, California;
Business Manager. Norman K. Doyle, Box
900, Beverly Hills. California.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must
be stated and also immediatelv thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent
or more of total amount of stock. If not
owned by a corporation the names and
addresses of the individual owners must
be given. If owned by a firm, company,
or other unincorporated concern, its name

20th Century-Fox

Tournament

.Francis

Perrett

and address, as well as those of
Individual member, must be given.)

each

20th

Century-Fox Studio Club, a nonprofit Welfare Organization, Box 900, Beverly Hills, California. Mgr., Norman K.
Doyle, c/o 20th Century-Fox Studio Club,
Box 900. Beverly Hills, Calif. Pres. Board
of Controllers, Emilio de Lavigne, c/o
20th Century-Fox Studio, Box 900, Beverly Hills, California.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees. and other security holders owning c^r holding I per cent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities are: {If there are none, so
state). None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving

the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company, but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or In any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting is
given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge a/id belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company
as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason
to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any Interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or securities than as so stated by him.
(Signed) NORMAN
K. DOYLE,
(Signature of editor, publisher,
business manager, or owner.)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
22d
(My

as Second

Class
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By Emilio de Lavigne
JHE

STUDIO CLUB h as had a number of inquiries from employees regarding social functions which in the past have
been scheduled annually. We would like to take this opportunity of explaining a little more fully, to the membership

as

a whole, the reasons why these activities have been curtailed.
You

see, this country is at the moment

going through a

state of flux, changing over from peace-time

operations to

operations on a full war-time basis. How that change may
affect the lives of all of us is not yet clearly apparent. That
there will be great changes we know,, for instance, tire rationing, gasoline rationing, and so on.
We of the Studio Club feel that one of the reasons that
the United States of America

is prosecuting this war is so

that you and I, and all of us, may let our hair down and really

dav

'^'f Sept'''m^-'r
(Seal). GLADYS
commission expires

\9a')
KENNY
Feb. 13, 1944.)

attained then, you and I, and all of us, will know where we
stand, and at that time your Studio Club hopes to resume
such of its activities as are of a purely social nature, such
as our annual Hallowe'en Party and Formal Dinner Dance.
However, during this transition period, and while we are getting adjusted to it, your Studio Club Board of Controllers has
thought it best to hold in abeyance purely social activties until
such time as you and I know where we're going to get the
gasoline or busses to get to these activities and the tires to
support the cars or busses to get us there. Cbviously, until
this problem is settled, it would be most unwise to try to
embark upon ambitious social schemes until we know that you,
and the other members of the Studio Club, can be in attendance. So, your Studio Club Board of Controllers, reluctant
as it is to- break the tradition that has been established relative to these social functions, feels that until we have definitely
settled into a war-time mode of living it would be unwise at
this time to schedule any purely social events. In the meanwhile, your earnest support and loyalty to your Studio Club
is solicited in connection with all of its other activities which
are coninuing unabated and in fact have even been augmented
by the pressure of war-time conditions, such as the Employees'
Car Pool which is being fostered and developed by the Studio
Club and all of the other various drives relative to salvage
which constitutes a heavy administrative burden. Incidentally
the job of administering fhe collection of funds to send packages of cigarettes to your fellow employees who are in the
Service is being superbly administered by the Studio Club.
So, although the activities of your Studio Club may not be
for some time as prominent socially as they have been in the
past, nevertheless the work it is doing is of much greater value
to the country today than it was a year ago. It will need your
cooperation, support and loyalty badly in the days that are
ahead, and I know you will not be found wanting.

Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles,
Subscription price JI.OO per year. Single copy 15c. Advertising rates furnished
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a nation-wide basis. After this state of mobilization has been
Jimmy
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have a good time without being subject to dictatorial regimentation. But to do this, we must first win the war, and to
win the war we must mobilize ourselves and our resources on
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cost, I think I'll continue on a
diet of chicken — white meat!

By Walter E. Pitchman
AND

Again Bess
(quote)
"Don
Anderson
and says
Scotty
McEwen
have been in the service for
two weeks now — Air Corps,
Photographic Division, under
Captain Bil! Whitley. Pev Marley goes into the same division

when I hollered, "there

they go," I wasn’t referring
to Santa Anita or Hollywood
Park, but to Jack Percy, Roger
Murphy, Frank Cory and Frank
Leavett, who recently enlisted

next week", (unquote) No com-

in Uncle Sam's Photographic
Unit stationed at Fort Roach.

ment, other than this:
is a new-fangled
filter Pev,
— you"KP"
filter into the kitchen for 17 hours
and filter out again under your

The boys are part of a unit that
will go to various spots all over
the globe. Good luck to ye
lads, and bring home the bacon,
even if it’s in the shape of an
almond-eyed Jap. Yes , there
they go, quite willing to sacri'Ice and give up everythina
they have, whilst others more
fortunate remain here and bemoan the size of their next income tax. Nuff saidi
The shortage of man power
on the Lot has swelled to major
proportions, the weekly stipend
that we hungrily clutch to our
chests. Sure hope the boys use
the extra dough to real advantage— BONDS.
The eating situation on the
Lot is becoming a serious problem. With eighty-five per cent
of the employees now working
through, it will be necessary to
reopen the closed cafeteria,
but in the meantime companies
are held up by the absence of
atmosphere oeople, who ^re
unable to be served in the recuired lunch period. Yes sir,
someone is going to catch heck.
Sure is nice seeing Pete Lake
back in the Cashier's cage
^where he rightfully belongs,
^ould think of a lot of others
who should be in "cages." . . .
Frank Sullivan, props, and his
assistant, Stanley, were so popular on a certain production,

own power, if possible!
Again back to Bess (quote)
they served fresh roasted turkey
to three characters who were
too aged to eat. (P. S. It was
enjoyed by the crew. P.P.S. One
time, turkey sandwiches were
crossed off the Cafe menu.)
Jack Percy was in — his stripes
look very becoming. . . . Jimmv
Morris is doing a lot of running around. Hope he makes
the Army Air Corps. . . . Fred
Rezk back, after five weeks on
the shelf. Jack Shea is keying.
Joe Robinson signed up with
Logan Brown. Sranna is still
getting Palmer's coffee. The
Johnny Lugos had a girl, congrats. The Faxon and Kusley romance which loked so promising
has gone phfftt. . . . Sam
Wittenberg, the timekeeper
with a smile will soon fall into
khaki. Will miss him.
Understand "Hambone"
Alexander, Transportation, had
the cream of the concessions at
Brawley. He didn't do bad at
Phoenix,
I recollect.
S'funny
how
someif of
the lads can
be
such good fellows, while others
— ? Jock Christie is still in there
pitching. Ask him to tell you
about his bag of purrs. Berry,
no-more-collections Berry, i s
turning over a dandy assignment to the second most hated
man in the department. Adios
amigos.

HELLO. CAMERA
SOLDIERS:

"Maynard Rugg was in town
two weeks ago — had a five-day
leave so he came home and got

By Virgil Miller
D ESS Lasky, our sweetheart of

married",
tation: Not(unquote)
knowingCOMMENthe girl I

^ "Camera

Sigh" is the author

of this column — I’m only the
commentator, therefore any resemblance this article may have
to fiction is purely circumstantial and reflects on no one but
myself. . . .
Bess says (guote) "Returned
from my vacation last week and
back into routine as though I'd
never been away — if it could
only be reversed for a change
— 50 weeks vacation and 2
weeks work", (unquote) COMMENTATION: Can you imagine the Camera Dept, getting
along without Bess for more
than two weeks! I can't, much
as we'd love to see her get a
longer vacation, but it just
wouldn't be fair to the department, so there!
Quoting again, — "In case
you've forgotten, the deer and
duck season is open, with Dan
Clark, Curt Fetters and Kennv
Green being fortunate enough
to get away to try for limits."
(unquote) COMMENTATION:
Bess says no punning about
deer, so the blondes are out- — •
and with venison at five bucks
(no pun) a pound, approximate

can't pull the old gag of Maynard's jumping from the frying pan into the fire — it's just
another version of "KP." Continuing quotations: "Maynard
got marr’ed
— Sig Cagan (Film
Loading Dept,
got married" —
(unquote).
COMMENTATION:
Congratulations, boys, but remember, an enlistment is only
for the duration, but marriage!
Quoting, "Kenny Williams
was promoted from Film Loader
to Assistant Cameraman and is
now learning the "Lockwood
System" (unquote).
COMMENTATION: Ifthe Lockwood
System has any resemblance to the
Crawford System, Van Wormer
and similar systems, Kenny has
a job on his hands!
Bess didn't care to comment
on the scores of our recent golf
tournament: she looked at the
scores and wasn't sure but v/hat
it was a "bowling" tournament.
Roger Shearman won first prize
with a snaoy average of I 17 —
with a 40 handicap — giving him
a net of 703/t. Al Lebovitz had
a low gross of 76 and a net of
71^0. Dan Clark and Kennv
Green tied for third, to be
3

played off after the hunting
trip. COMMENTATION;
I
don't blame Bess, such scores
are a bit confusing. I know mine
was, but the courses we played
had 18 holes instead of 9, which
made it really tough!
In conclusion, must tell one on
myself. I've been shooting a
"War Short" with Mr. Lubitsch
and was requested to "shoot it
lousy" to match with old "stock
stuff." After seeing the first
day's rushes, Mr. Lubitsch's
comment was as follows: "That's
fine, Virg, in fact it's very good
— but if it was a little worse it
would be better!"

GROUP

INSURANCE

This is to announce that MARGARET HAMILTON is now in
charge of the Group Insurance Office, replacing David Alleman,
who is engaged in Transatlantic Air Service, as a navigator.
Miss Hamilton has been connected with the Group Insurance
office during the past two years and is familiar with all Group
Insurance problems.
We feel sure the office will run efficiently and capably and
wish her every success.
STUDIO CLUB.

always

can really rise to the occasion
with verve and a serve. . . .

Recently Mr. Ben Wurtzel at
a meeting held in the Mill told
us about the necessity of conserving materials. In a very
practical way he pointed out
that our supply of material was
very limited. Our boss, Mr.
Savage, in his instructions to his
foreman has always expressed
himself in like manner. But their

Ben Berg writes from camp that

to know that we
come back.

can

advice and suggestions don't
mean anything unless we out
them into practice. Owing to
this present emergency we are
facing a situation that has never
confronted us before. We are

GUS

JONSON
(Camera Shop) making precision adjustments on a mechanism that is used to produce composite scenes on motion picture film.
Gus Jonson has been an outstanding
person in Engineering Cinematography for the past twenty-three years
and has been with 20th Century-Fox
tor the past seven and a half years.

employing new men, in practically every department, who
have not had any experience in
this industry. Therefore unless
they are otherwise instructed,
they may be inclined to waste
material that is useful. So it is
up to you and me, as old-timers
to advise those new employees
in this matter.
We

LABORELATE5
By Irish Roche
UOW
many of us, as we
' ' go through life, give
enough thought to this word
loyalty. We hear It discussed in
relation to God and country,
but how many of us abuse it in
relation to our fellow man. To
better our position in life we
have a perfect right to do, but
sometimes to attain that end,
we discard friendships that we
found useful in the lean years
in the past. To drop these
moment's
friends without a
hesitation, regardless of the fact
by doing so we may hurt their
feelings, is something we are so
often inclined to do, forgetting
that some day we may need
them again. What guarantee
have we that we can pick uo
where we left off. So though we

make new friends, let's keep the
old; those new friends and new
opportunities may be only temporary, and it is a happb feeling
4

were honored with a visit

from

1st Lt. Jerry Dobson recently. Sorry I missed seeing
him as I might have received
some ideas, on how to become
an officer from a private in a
few months, to pass on to some
of the gang. But seeing that Vic
Minchow and Jimmy Rugg are
Sergeants, and Vic Rafaelli and
Johnny Hale are Corporals, the
gang seems to be doing okav.

LAB GAB
By H. L. Tarnoff

he is going through that Armv
routine and — oh, mama — is it
really something. Life in the
Lab. was never like this, says
Ben, but the Colonel is a great
guy and that makes a whale of
a difference. Harold Church is
there too, and the two of them
can talk about the "good old
days"
rough. when the going gets to
The Blood Bank continually
needs blood, and the Lab.
Blood Bank Battalion led by Bill
Allin is just about ready for another rendezvous with the
pretty and efficient nurses of
the American Red Cross.
Jimmy Cowen has made the
long and difficult jump to Movietone City to become a member of Rolla Flora's department.
Dee Potter of the Printing
Room is taking up where Jimmy
leaves off. We wish both of
them the best of luck.
The

war

is beginning

to

change a lot of attitudes and
ideas. For the first time we hear
people seriously talking about
what kind of a world we will
have when the war is ended.
Almost

everyone

agrees that

the "little fellow," the ordinary
citizen, you and I, will have to
be given a break, regardless of

FRIDAY

(Electric Dept.)

and

with the Studio Club ride-swap. He'll
take any twelve people the size of
Davey

Paul.

impressive than any that we
have ever experienced. While
it is true that in many homes
there will be an empty seat, the
very fact that we have the right
to preserve and defend the
principles that give us this day.
and all of those things with
which we are blessed, will add a
touch of sanctity to the seats
of those who have gone.
Roby Robinson, I understand,
has a dog house for sale. Behind that statement lies a tale,
and I am sure that Roby growls
every time he sees the doq
house. It is surprising how the
best laid plans ,etc., etc. A dog
made a special trip from th^
home of the swanks to find a
refuge in Roby's loving arms,
and to a steam-heated air-conditioned dog house. The lawn
was freshly mowed and new
posts were set up in the yard,
but fame won out, as it always
seems to, so the purp is now
domiciled in the luxurious house
of one of our more prominent
actors and Roby is now usina
the dog house for the good old
refuge of all married men.
A lot of folks are shoveling
the mud out of their old model
A's. With the power of eightv
horses locked in my garage, I

race, of
creed
or color.
ideal
a strong,
unitedLincoln's
nation

can't saddle one

is uppermost in all minds. A
government of the people, bv
the people, for the people.

help on their food allowance.
Our driver, (Casanova) Huf-

AMPBELL FORSYTH asking for suggestions as to
what can be set up at Western
Ave. under the auspices of the
Studio Club to make life merrier for all who are isolated

By A. O. Williams
\A/HEN you read this, the
" ” price of turkey will be

here. Campbell is on the Control Board of the Studio Club

one of the major topics of conversation. While we have the

and will gladly receive all ideas
. . . Martin Cornica, sweeping
all competition before him with
a furious attack, won the recent
Studio Tennis Tournament.

thought of the war in the back
of our minds to add a discordant note to the festivities, we
have so much to be thankful for
that I am sure this day of

When

Thanksgiving will be much more

the pressure is on, Martin

FRED

his pride and joy. This is the superduper Crosley. Fred wanted this picture in the magazine in connection

MAINTENANTICS

of them to

flne, has just made what I consider a gesture that is in keeping with the times. He gave the
U. S. O. a beautiful piano worth
many shekels and, while the
boys may not know the donor,
their gratitude will be expressed
sure that
am apprecia^
and song.
in joy
tion.
the
U.S.O.
is fullI of
I
Notice a letter from our good
friend, Gilly. Gilly is the young
fellow who used to have charge
of "Jones Street". His great delight was to have a herd of ele-

PEN-PUSHERS

phants on fhe Lot. He followed
them with awe and anticipation.

EAT 'N RUN

Cf course, to most of you, tha+
might not mean anything, but to

NOW that there are many more employees patron-

§ly and me it means a great

il, so, in a way, this is written in the hope that he will see
this in the next issue, and will
know that he is not forgotten.
The friends of our Mr. Jones

were surprised to see him at
the Studio the other day. Even
the loss of his leg hasn't dampened his spirits, and his smile
is still as pleasant as ever.
Harold Thomas brought his
young son in to see us the other
day. It seems like yesterday he
announced the blessed event,
and now he has a young fellow
of whom he can well be proud.
Soon, he will be out of the velocipede stage, and Harold will
be fighting off the car bug.
And so time passes.
Cne of the boys went down
to enlist the other day, but on
the way in he must have seen
a blonde, because his blood

izing the Cafe de Paris daily, the problem of serving everyone within an established time limit has become
acute.

The Studio Management will appreciate it greatly if
you will leave fhe Cafe promptly upon finishing your
lunch so that others, in turn, may use the tables and also
move
hour.

along quickly. In this manner, everyone can be adequately served within the specified lunch period of one

During this emergency we are asking you to do all
you can to assist the Studio to carry on its operations
smoothly, and we know from your fine response to other
requests that you are aware of the present need for
mutual cooperation on many problems. You can help
considerably by smoking that extra cigarette and finishing
that interesting topic of conversation as you stroll back
to work, rather than holding your table an extra fifteen
minutes in order to do so. This is a courtesy on your
part that will mean a great deal to your fellow employees
as well as the Studio Management.
Your complete and cheerful cooperation will result
in better service at the Cafe for everyone.

FROM

is 508.

JOHN

ENGEL'S SET ESTIMATING DEPARTMENT
By Ceclle Farrell
"THIS month's "Action" finds
* us struggling along with a
much-reduced office force as
three of the six males in our
office couldn't wait to be
drafted — they jumped the gun
and offered their valuable services to the Navy. Needless to
say, the Navy didn't waste any
time in getting their names on
the dotted line and Johnny Kellar, our Pricing Clerk, is now at
the Naval Recruiting Station in
Inglewood, where enlistments
have hit a new high each day.
Must be the old Kellar person-

I ality. Johnny Counsil, our very

' efficient Paint Estimator, is now
l^a Petty Officer, 1st Class, and
l^s at the Recruiting Trainlno
School at San Diego. Harold
Freeman, that very popular
[ Man-about-the-Art-Dept. and
Mr. Engel's right-hand man for

SINCE last going to press.
new

Room 265 has acquired two
members — Jane Osborn

and
lost of
one the
—
Dan Betty
Pinck.Billick,
Dan and
is one
Studio's most faithful employees having put in 14 years or
more on the lot. Lloyd Nobles
is another of the old-timers who
will leave soon. His service here
is about as long as Dan's. Lloyd
will join the Army and be
posted to an Air Force unit.
The many friends of both the
boys wish them God-Speed and
a safe return. ... Ed Weyl,
Gerry Broderick and Hal Roth
sent letters to the. gang, which
were much enjoyed by all.
Thanks, fellers. . . . Luther Holtzclaw has left for the Navy, too.
Good hunting, Luther. . . . Jack
Blauvelt spent his vacation up in
hopefully for an express package of nice salmon on ice, were
disappointed. All John brought
back from his fishing trip was a
tale of trials and troubles. The
trailer caught fire and burnt up
boat, boots and fishing gear.
Ask John to tell you about it.
. . . Joe Taylor is hunting deer
in Utah, Bulletins in our next
issue. . . . Milton Christman,
"Chris" for short, is a new

■•ecruiting officers, but the Draft
Boards don't seem to mind. It's
all in the point of view, I guess.
If we can be of service to

JINGLES

By Pete Lake

Oregon. Those of us who waited

pressure was way too high.
Seems funny, but the fact that
not being able to see or something, makes a difference to the

you, our number

PERSONALS

MARION
TRONSON, former Editor was given a little party in the Cate
before leaving to get married. Marion is now Mrs. Ray Crawford. Ray is a
lieutenant in the Air Force. The girls and bride are as follows: (Standing
L. to R.) Mae Morris (Library), Ruth Fox (Library), Mary Crumley (Film
Editorial). (Sitting L. to R.) Mary Resnick (Secretary), Barbara Eichenhofer
(Legal Dept.),

Marion

Tronson, bride '(ex-Film Editorial), and
(Film Editorial).

the past four years, left for
Camp

Allen, Virginia, on Monday, Oct. 19th. He was told to
bring along an extra pair of
shoes and to leave his family
at home. He was so excited that
he probably took his family
along and left the pair of shoes
at home. Speaking of the shoes
— I know that the transportation problem was serious, but I
didn't know they'd expect Harold to walk from here to Virginia. This department should
change its name to the NAVAL
RECRUITING DEPT. Anyway,
we miss you three guys, not

Betty Wilcox

only because you were so efficient, but because you're the
kind of fellows that we don't
like to do without. Good luck
to all of you and hurry back.
We welcome fwo new guesstimators to our group — Aubrev
Cochrane, a nice lad who formerly worked for Chas. R. Hadley Co., and who replaced
Johnny Kellar, and Jim Girton,
one of our oldest employees, in
years of service, who left the
Construction Deot. at W. Ave.
to pitch in and try to fill the
gap
left by Harold and Johnnv
Counsil.

member of the A.O.P.P. — Ancient Order of Pen-Pushers. Not
too new — we failed to introduce him officially to the Studio
at large two months ago. He
won't fall for thaf film-stretcher
gagThis
by column
this time.hopes to have
something to report from our
confreres in the Tabulating and
Payroll Depts. in the next issue.
The deadline for this column
finds us without news from
them.

The

Tab

Dept, should

rate a that
specialfeeds
article.those
That's time
the
crew
cards into a machine, and the
wheels go 'round and 'round,
and it comes out music — pay
checks! Are you interested,
brother?

LITTLE THEATRE
ANNOUNCEMENT
Because of looming gas rationing and threatened tire
scarcities, the Studio plav
"Aaron Slick from Punkln Crick"
will be indefinitely postponed.
5

PRINTABLES
By S. T. Godfrey

The millennium brushed light-

ly over the Studio last week
and dropped a sledge hammer
into the Printing and Staticnerv
Dept. What was once the last
stronghold of the male animal
on the Lot has acquired two of
the opposite sex and now a visitor to the Print Shop can see
Rudy Van Deeven and Jack
Matthews busier than ever before, watching Marguerite Riddle run the presses. And if you
happen in at the Stationery
Supply Room you can see the

eograph Dept, is quite sure he
saw his brother Lieutenant Russell Taliaferro in a newsreel last
week. The officer he observed
was first out of the landing
barge onto the beach so It was
probably Lieutenant Russell. He
vied wifh Harold Gordon for
rugged honors when
with this department.

to produce something really out
of the ordinary in the line of
home moyles. The Idea is to sell
the talents of the people who

PUBLICITY

Century-Fox. It will be a militwo

The airplane factories aren't the only
ones replacing men with girls. Here
are the two new feminine additions to
the Supply Room and Print Shop —
Marguerite Riddle and Mary Gordon.

lone wolf storekeeper stretched
out on a convenient top shelf,
instructing Mary Gordon how
to dish out supplies. Yes, it
is. And rugged Staff Sergeant Harold Gordon of the
Marines (to be) has to steo
pretty softly with his wife right
across the hall. It makes him
mad because she won't let him
take his shirt off when he's running the machines. By the time
the Marines qet ready to induct Harold the feminine touch
will have softened him so they'll
have to drag him through Boot
Camp.
Jack Matthews is also waiting
pretty impatiently for that Marine bugle call, and Rudy Van
Deeven is learning to swim while
he is waiting for the Merchant
Marine to catch up with him.
The Stationary Storekeeper,
who's orobably going to remain
right on the job because of the
life he led during the Gold
Rush, was asking Betty Grable
and Carole Landis if they knew
how to run a Multillth printing
press. But they said no!
Louis Taliaferro of the Mim6

By George

Edwards

LI ELLO

everybody! This is

• ' George Edwards taking
oyer for Donald Stuart Talt formerly of the Mail Room and
now in Cutting. Changes in our
department are being made
faster than the action In a Tyrone Power picture and not only
Don but Frank Cazenza has
been added fo the staff of the
Insert Dept. Ed Meinardus is
army bound and a newlywed
at the same time. These three

time.

tion. "Glamour Puss" has been
mentioned as the initial vehicle

forthcoming production, "Cnly
Saps Work."
. . . The sandwich
Cvaltine
and
little cocktail

ED

MEINARDUS

and

the new

bride.

practically one

and

the same

and the script Is In preparation
for Immediate production. A
recent write-up of the film in
"Variety" was a sell-out and
everyone went without a copy
for the day as there were none
left to be had. Shush — it's all a
secret, but a beautiful blonde
charmer has been secured for
the lead In the picture. Frederick Frink "that grand old Thespian" will have the directorial
reins on "Glamour Puss'. Paul
Spaine, whom you might recall
as the boy from Rochester, will
have arrived home by this time

U. S. Mall jobs have been recently filled by Frederick Frink,
Al Pink and Yours Truly. Anyone who stays in the department over two weeks now is

with

known as an "old boy" and are
qualified to lend a helping hand
to the neophyte mail boys.
Herb Bramson is being made

of every
star the
under
tractgraphto Fox
to line
wallsconof
his den.
Another Item of Interest

the "Kitty Foyle" of the Transportation Dept, all of which
breaks off that powerful crooning team of Bramson and Weismantel which everyone enjoyed
so, (or did they?). Though
names slip by so fast, the most
recent addition to the ranks of

would
Munton's
budding be
IdeaGeorge
of putting
on a
Little Theatre production of an
original play by Bee Humphries
"The Checkboard." In fact this

an

autographed

photo-

dominates versation
George's
should you whole
happenconto
talk to him; this, along with de-

Mail Boy are Roger Burt and
Warren Hufford.

ciding which branch of the serv-

Great things are being planned in the Mail Room these

ice to join,
talking
about but
that.then who isn't
Also a word of appreciation
should be added for Jack

days along with the regular activity. A 16-mm. film companv
Is being organized by Howard
Taylor, Frederick Frink, Georqe
Munton, and again Yours Trulv

tary wedding. . . . After returning from his bond-selling tour
months ago, Bob Doman

is getting back into the grooye
and expects to be doing business as usual within another few
weeks. . . . Jack Cooper has
returned from his official yacation . . . Morton Thompson has
been loaned to Republic as
Technical Adyisor on their

Ed formerly of the Mail Room was
married and went into the Army at

MEMOS

DEPT.

blond darling
of the from
Studio's
secretaries,
returned
the
Boy!!"
glider school near Las Vegas to
announce his engagement to
Miss Marian Rhea, dictator of
the fan mag publicity of 20th

20th Century-Godfrey would
like to announce that Virginia
Godfrey of the Sersen Dept,
found herself In Las Vegas last
week and came home as the
bride of Hunter Weatherford,

ROOM

to "Hey,

By
Francis BAYARD
Perrett
lOHN
TAYLOR
J CAMPBELL, JR., the biq

The F. B. I. dropped In the
other day trying to find out who
ordered those rubber gloves for
washing presses. We were out.

MAIL

won't fail to answer

lend themselves to fhe produc-

he was

Universal Studio's star Laboratory man. . . . Richard Godfrey
of the Model Dept, is still working on his Triumph motorcycle.
. . . and Sam Godfrey would
like to be a Talent Scout.

the "genius" Mail Boys all have
their plans and dreams of being
"discovered," don't worry they

Burke, who remains complacent
with all this terrlffic hustle and
bustle going on around him. He
shall have his reward. Though

parties Sonia Wolfson has been
holding in her office at 4 p.m
daily are drawing

raves fro

all sides. Sonia does not wish'
to slight any of her many
friends and wants all to join.
3n
Her office is right next door to
the red light on the second floor
. . . Anna Mae Hart Is on the
prowl for whoever moved her
desk from her office. After all,
chewing gum Is not easily procured these days. . . . Lillian
Hill side to Peggy McNaught
the fashion expert of the Publicity Dept, has contributed an
idea which Is expected to be
sensational. Miss Hill, the Asparagus Queen of Sacramento,
who gained fame two years aqo
when she became the victim of
a Peeping Tom In the La Clenega Tennis Courts showers, has
devised a cellophane tennis outfit which she will model herself.
QUESTICN BCX: Who Is
Wenell Monmorency B. who was
accidentally reclassified from
77B to lA by Draft Board Head
W. M. ("Doc") Bishop?

BARTER
FCR

COLUMN

SALE; Light-weight motorcycle, 100 miles per gallon:

bicycle tion.
tires;
excellent
Call Ext.
354, condiCliver
Hopps.

M

"AB

would

INTRA”

By John Counsil

e.
bye for toa whilnights
GoodGoodbye

of
mud, wind and sand on the
Course. To starry nights
— warm friendly nights with the
Night Labor Gang. Baker, Phil,
Herb, Mike, and all the boys
yet on the Lot with whom I

fought
his way
into the
Army."
"And his
brother
Tony,
and
Henry Thornsberry, his brother

worked "high," dug ditch,
swept cat-walks, or just cussed
everybody and everything in

Jimmie, Dick Smith?" "Oh,
has
from "Henry
a yery
still here."
arereturned
they just
trying location up in Utah, but
he looks none the worse for it.

general ... be seein' you.
So-long to Phil Adam's
"Kids": Everett, Frank, Benny,
Kelly, the Johnnies, Dick, Wally
and Hank. To Walter Jolley,

Jimmie is yery much in evidence
around the Lot, and Dick Smith
has been extracted twice, once
by the tooth route, and he is
waiting his call through the

Charlie O'Connor, Riegers and
Baggetts; Jack Savage, John
Lavin: the bosses who shed hot
tears over

my

many

mistakes

and, bless 'em, came back for
more. And a hearty Pip-Pip to
all the men whose cooperation
carried me over many a tight
spot.
Goodbye for a while to
Poppa Ben Wurtzel, to whom
many of us owe a heap: whose
heart is bigger than his
britches. (A compliment greater
than which I cannot think of at

»[Tony— keep everything under
the

moment!).

a snug
for
home."wrap"

Phil, Dolpha,

until the turn

John J.O.E. Engel — damn,
wham, wham, I hate to sav
goodbye to you. My sincerest
gratitude for your forbearance
and coaching. To the rest of
your demon crew: who else has
had so much to leave as I?
Where else could be found
such
delightfully efficient
people under one roof, dedicated to the same high purpose?. . . thank heavens!
Goodbye for awhile, John,
Charlie, Bill, Harold and Ceciie. And, Cecile, with this I
charge you: be firm with Charlie when he's in the mood for
jingles such as this one —
There was a young lady named
Farrell
Who ate candy by the barrel
She ate and ate and ate and
ate
Until she looked like a
potentate. (Unquote).
Now I ASK you? And yet
Charlie Flickwir LCCKS bright
(^enough.
'W Goodbye for awhile to the
men in high places. To those
whose responsibilities are not of
I one department alone, but are
' privileged to reach into the

be to both sides. After

all hands had regained composure, or caught their breaths,
the conversation would probably run something like this.
"Where is Milt Casneau?"
"Oh, he battled till he finallv

Somewhere off the Atlantic Coast, Harry Jackson, Truman Joiner, Director
Otto Brower, Leon Shamroy, Denver Brandon and Bill Klein are pictured on
the taffrail of a P.T. boat. Picture was made at the time the company was
on location at New London, Connecticut.

very homes of every worker on
the great Lot that is Twentieth
Century-Fox, and, realizing it
or not, are the custodians of
happiness or discontent to
these same people. Goodbye to
you for awhile who, under the
constant pressure of many complex problems, seem at times
unaware of the wealth of understanding, loyalty and desire
to be counted a part of all this
mad business of making motion
pictures, lying inarticulate in
the hearts of hundreds of we —
the little people. Believe me . . .
it is THERE!
Goodbye then to the leashed
magic that is— THE STUDIC:
To flapping sails of barkentines
re-incarnate: memory hulls
which long ago, nosed the
wastes of strange seas. To the
high dusty girders of the Sound
Stages; to the limber doors of
the long Scene Dock slapping a
slow cadence in the night wind
— the desert dryness of Algerian Square — the bendinq
streets of Montmarte. ... To

I sez to 'im, quick like, "I know
how to spell your name and
want to tell you bub, that you're
practically in." So 'e sez, "A
copper ain't nuttin' why should
you want my name in 'er?" So
I sez, "Hay listen, a copper eats
the same stuff, breathes the
same air an' fights for the same
country that the stars and directors do, so your name is pronounced Phil Fleischer and
you're in. Then they started to
gang around. There was Victor
Ries with a hammer, Harrv
Hughes standing back a little,
Wilford De Young with a saw,
Harry Fox and his dog, Russell
Seaman, Wayne Rivers, Freddie
Hughes, (Sammy) Sampson and
Kenneth Ellsworth all had pickaxes, and did they tell me — but
I just kept on writing and I

al! of you who understand why
I am thankful for having been

said to them, (Quote) "You
fellers 'll git vour names in the
paper for this. Then comes
Capt. McAdams and he called
Fire Chief Siegel, who turned
cold water on the whole mess,
and right after him comes
Maurie Waite, who runs down
the curtain on the whole mess.

here . . . "save your empties".
Goodbye now.

And there you have it till the
next episode.

I UNCOVER
WESTERN AVENUE
By Jack Kessler
I SEZ to 'im, "Say, Buddy, how
’do you spell your last name?"
So 'e sez to me right back,
sensin' the object of my question, (Quote) "I ain't wantin' my
monicker in your paper." Then

THE

LOUD

EXHAUST

By Jack Kessler

|_j AVE you ever thought how

’ ’ it would seem to have one

Army route." "How about Robert Dittman." "Oh, he was in
the Marines, and after the war
went back to Japan and opened
up a three-bell (or ball) place
where Tokyo used to be, but
now I think he is back and has
taken over the 'green Boom' or
something." "How about Joseph Hirigoyen?
haven't
seen
him yet."
"Well, I he
has gone
too, but we say very little about
it here, as the mere mention of
his going casts a pall over the
of a vocabulary
place, mandand
I haven't adequate
the comfor the expression of the sentiment concerning the situation.
It is like losing an arm or some
vital faculty — you look for it
and it just
isn't there,
we
console
ourselves
that but
he will
return." "By the way, have you
ever heard of 'black outs' and
'dim outs' and 'air raids' and
"No, my good pal, in the
places I have been, some have
been
lighted by a big furnace
the like?"
and the other had stars and
torches in profusion, and I
never heard the word RAID beWell,
going to tell you
fore in myI am
death."
how you can have all the sensational effects and reactions
without going through the gruesome realities. Just go away for
a month or ten and cause the
report to be spread about that
you have died. Better than that,
let the "Loud
porter qet wind
eryone will hear.
have had time to

Exhaust" reof it and evThen you will
die good and

of the boys disappear for about
ten years and then suddenly
turn up at the old spot and

hard, simply breeze in and start
the conversation. I think I hear

breeze in? Well, I haven't
either, but it is something to
think about. What a jolt that

my alarm, so pardon me, kind
sirs, if I seem to have been
dreaming.
7

Bungalow. Lloyd, fully aware of
the troubles that have beset the

KEEP 'EM LOADING
By Brad Canfield

peopleLoad-on
many Film
There
the Lot are
to whom

Studio, upon Darryl Zanuck
leaving for the Army, more or
less volunteered to step i>^^

ing means nothing, so I'll take
this opportunity to clear uo
some of the "Mysteries of the
Darkroom.”
Basically our duties are to
load motion picture magazines
with unexposed film which is
sent to the companies on the
Lot and those on location. The
exposed film Is returned to us
from the sets to be unloaded
and then sent on to the Laboratory for development. All the
handling of film is done in total
darkness. The still negatives are
handled in the same manner.

any
couldproduction
be of theberth
most where
benefit.
Since this new system has gone
into effect and Lloyd has been

Another function of our department is that of splicing negative in the dark. All the dark-

so
prominentthein Lot
our production
activities,
has gone

At Brawley, the transportation drivers line up for roll call by Capt. Edmonds.
(L. to R.) Tait, Conley, McLaughlin, Pategian, Downing, Conway, Pratt, Bluff,
Galloway, LeBrush and Capt. Edmonds.

ADELSON

BROS.

MARKET

have to get along without him.
In a serious vein, it does
seem a shame that all these

PLACE

9815 Wilshire Blvd.
Intersection —

Santa Monica Blvd,

young boys, whom we have so
recently congratulated on mov-

FINE FOODS
WINES

AND

^

LIQUORS

CR. I-6I2I

This is a

snapshot

ot

Film

Loader

Brad Canfield's 'wifie', Colleen, shown
admiring a prize zuccini grown in the
Canfield Victory Garden.

room work must be done wholly
bv the touch system as any light
would fog the film. We store
and keep an inventory of all the
film in the Studio, as well as
keeping a record of the film going out and coming in. We
handle various assortment of
film, including sound as well as
all types of picture film.
Our immediate boss is the
very capable Mr. Frank Fore.
The rest of the per'onne! consists of five film loaders, a
bookkeeper, and two film delivery boys. The Film Loading
Dept, is a branch of the Camera Dept, under the head of
Dan Clark, and is considered
one of the finest in the motion picture industry. I hope
this brief summary has helped
8

to enlighten our darkrooms, and
now to get on with the personalities.
Kenny Williams has taken
over the new title of Assistant
Cameraman Williams, and although we were all very happv
for him, his shining countenance
and "head," are sure missed.
He will make a darned good assistant ifhis work with us is any
criterion. Good luck, Kenny, I

Lieut. Bob Graham

THWARTED

to
(no kin
I LOYD
of the
looking, actor
goodHUGHES
^the
same name), who formerly was
so successful in delivering mail
to the right places, recently was
called into the sanctimonious
sanctum of the Production

hope we'll be working together
again some day in the not too
far off future. . . . Our new Film
Loader is Earl Ritter, formerlv
of the Hal Roach Studios.

J[lGxiie4. otiA Qe4iile>me4€
The old fashioned Barber Shop quartette
has developed into a Grand Opera
3 barbers — 2 manicurists
2 highly trained general utility men
PLEASE COME

YOUR
Louis —

IN AND

STUDIO
Russ —

of the

United States Navy — you would
never recognize the place. The
only ones left, who were here
when you were, Bob, are Frank
Fore, Sid Miller, Eddie Nugent,
and I, and who can tell about
the future. . . .?

AMBITION

Israel —

Henry —

SEE US.

BARBER

SHOP

Rose and Frankie

Walt

along in splendid fashion and
pictures have been ground out
literally by the dozens.
It was only after the President's speech of recent date
regarding the eighteen and
nineteen year olds to be
drafted that he has realized
that the Lot is now going to

are now Burke's
going deto
ing up frompartment,Jack
have to go out to a much more
serious side of life, but if that
comes, it is our knowledge that
the sooner they get in and get
it over with, the more quickly
we'll all be able to realize our
ambitions. So when the time^^
comes for Lloyd to leave, the^^
Studio Club and Studio employees are really going to miss
one of the nice guys around
this Lot.

SAFETY

NEWS

By Jimmy Dinneen
been campaigning
Thehas California
Safety Councilfor
Ride" group-car
movement. orMost
of us
"Swap-athe
have not realized the seriousness of this transportation
problem. The Los Angeles
metropolitan area public transportation facilities are operating practically at capacity. In
the future, car-sharing will have
to be more generously heeded.
Our Studio Club is now working on a plan for 20th CenturyFox employees. As a patriotic
service, I suggest that you acquaint yourself with the various
aspects of this plan.

Many have hesitated in sharing their cars because of liability to their passengers: how-|
ever, there has been liberalization of Automobile Insurance
Policies as to "guests" during
the war emergency. It behooves car owners to avaJ

I

themselves of this information.
Now you owners and drivers
of Guest Cars must realize

is Mr. Adams, and my mother's
name is Mrs. Adams."
Having more than one Mr.

your responsibilities and drive
th even greater caution than

center?" Maybe, if he reads
this, he will write and tell us
his name???

the past. Don't be like the
gal, driving for the first time,
whose timorous father addispute the

The gentleman who called our
CRestview number from downtown Los Angeles and asked for
Robert Seiter, P 2/c, Navv
Unit, certainly thinks Demaris
(Dee Dee Seward is a swell gal.
Dee Dee told him to dial our
Bradshaw 22161 number and

monished, "Daughter, never
right-of-way with

anoyone." Answer, "I won't.
Pa; I' II just take it."
And you car guests must desist fromtentioncalling
the driver's
atto the blondes
or other
decorative objects along the
highway.
The National Safety Council
records for the year 1941 that
one-half of the traffic accidents
occur in the night time, when
not more than one-fourth of
one-third of the traffic is flow-

thereby saved him a nickel.
Three hundred and seventy-five
of those little things will buy a

Waikiki .Beach is still held by the
Americans. (L. to R.) Harry B. Nickols,
formerly of Transportation, a friend
and John Howard,
formerly of Script
Dept.

ing. Three-fourths of all the
night accident fatalities involve

Adams

a

asked, "What

drunken driver or a pedestrian. Also, 70 per cent of persons killed in night accidents in
1941 were pedestrians.
In comparing 1941 with the
year 1940:
(a) Fatalities not involving
drunkness were up 17 per cent.
(b) Fatalities involving drunkenness went up 41 per cent.
So you boys and girls on the
night shifts must not stop at
the beer parlors for a little refreshment.you
If
do, you'll only
make old lady prohibition more
popular and she'll try to stage
a come-back.

FONE

ROOM

PONIES

is your father's

first name?"
Little boy: "Buzzy, but we call
himAfter
Daddy."
inquiring around, the
operator
that George
"Buzzy"
was none found
other than
(Buzzy) Adams,

Music Cutting.

That's a cut kid you have Mr.
Adams, AND a little gentleman,
too. Never once got impatient
v/ith the STUPID operator.
Tom McDermott (Transportation) was called to active dutv
in the Army last Oct. 21st.
"How

did you EVER

pass the

physical?" I asked him. "Say!"
says he, "if the body is still
v/arm, and you quiver or show

By Cherry Nickols
C O! you've been laboring under the WRONG
impression
tha tour Boss is dignified — Read
this. One evening last week she
took her little niece Annetta to

Our boys in Hawaii do have
some time to play, as the picture above, taken on the beach

finally persuaded to try out the
slide, unmindful of the fact that
the sandbox at the bottom was

at Waikiki plainly shows. Reading left to right fhey are Harrv
B. Nickols,
P l/c,
then and
Wouldn't
We
Like to
Know,
John
Howard,

P l/c. Congratulations

entirely void of sand. She came
flvinq down and lit on her —

Bette Moore says, "I don't care
if you laugh at me or with me,
just so you laugh and are
El (Fog Horn) Donnelly and
her pal. Answering a call the
happy."
other day El said "hello" twice
and receiving no response decided to raise her voice a trifle.
"Hello" she trilled very sweetly.
Whereby

the voice on the other

ache that lasted two days! "Oh!
Aunt Nettie, you're so clumsy,"
said Annetta, "please trv it
again, and this time try to land
on your FEET!"
Little boy: "Please, may I
speak to my father?"
Operator: "What is your
father's name?"
El Donnelly and friend.

FOX MOTEL
Located Across The Street
From S. M. Gate
10269 SANTA MONICA
BLVD.
Phone CRestview 5-9557

Beautifully furnished Bachelors and Singles . . . with
Kitchen and Radio — Individual Garages — Daily
MaidRates)
Service
(Inquire About Our Attractive
DAILY . WEEKLY

. MONTHLY

The Crusaders were knights
assembled from far and near
and started their long trip
across Europe to free the Holy
Land. Blond men from the
North, swarthy Latins from
France and Spain, armored
Anglo-Saxons from England.
All spoke different languages.
A common

insignia was neces-

and of the line said, "Who's
that man on there?"

sary — friend must be distinguished from foe during battle.
The Knights of St. John had
an emblem at the time. The

THEW.A.)
ORIGIN OF
MALTESE CROSS

Cross

THE

By H. M. Siegel (Fire Chief —

Frequently the question
arises, "How

and

why

the

symbol on Firemen's badges,
caps, uniforms, apparatus,
etc.?" Recently the OCD publicized the wherefore and the
why of the insignia of various
agencies and the activities of
home defense.
The origin of the cross worn
by fire-fighters everywhere was
explained in a bulletin on the
Fire Department radio station
WNYF to auixilary fire-fighters
and the members of the department. In answering the
question about the origin of the
emblem. Fireman McDade
wrote this:
"It's an old and long storv.
which goes back to the year
1019. Christianity had taken
hold in Western Europe and in
England around the year 1000.
It flourished with the days of
the Christian Knights, who were
then in full flower. Chivalry,

Well! The jar gave her a head-

Little boy: "My father's name

War Bond! "Anything for the
Navy," says Dee Dee.
Beat this if you can for a
beautiful philosophv on life.

on the Lot, the operator

one sign of life, you're IN!"
Think
there. he's got something there,

a nearby schoolyard to play.
After much coaxing on the part
of Annetta, Aunt Nettie was

Harry B. and Johnnie on your
new ratings! Everyone asks, who
is that handsome man in the

gallantry, charity were not mere
catch-words — they indicated
the attitude of that era.

Pattee-Nowy. Its background was a Holy Cross of

Calvary, but with wide extended arms symbolizing a bird
protecting her young. The
Christian Knights shielded the
weak and the aged. And so the
Crusaders, the Cross Pattee
went into battle and although
they did not go as Firemen,
yet many of them returned as
seasoned fire-fighters, for the
outstanding weapon of the
Saracens was fire. It was used
in liquid form (Greek fire) and
used in small bombs thrown by
hand. No wonder that the symbol was associated with firefighting.
In later years
St. John were
Island of Malta,
exist. It was then

the Knights of
driven to the
where they still
that the Cross

was called the "Maltese" Cross,
a Christian soldier
denoting
and friend.
When the New York Fire Deartment adopted the Cross in
1865 as a badge to be worn
by city firemen, it chose the insignia for fire service throughout America — an emblem
which symbolizes the tradition
and Ideals of that service — to
save life — to extinguish fire."
9

SHJiVINGS
THE MILL

FROM

By A. P. (Whizzer) White

Fifty years of Bliss: Mr. and

Mrs. A. E. (Mac) Ritchey celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary, Sunday, Oct. 25th,
1942. "Mac" started to work
for Fox Film In 1930. Since then

he has supervised the construction of some of our biggest location sets, including the Welsh

Glorify Your Figure
This EASY Way!
Banish

Village In "How Green Was My
Valley," and "Drums Along the
Mohawk" In Utah. At present
"Mac" is the afternoon Mill
Foreman. He has been a very

old figure faults such

as stray back, round

shoul

ders, u'aistline bulges . . . be
alluring!
The

valuable asset to the Construction Dept. The Ritchey name is
known In every Studio In the

soothing, rhythmic Stauffer motion relaxes and refreshes while it works to trim

down hips, waist, thighs — and encourages
posture to smarter, straighter lines. No

business, as "Mac's" broad
shouldered son "Bill" Ritchey is
an able replica of his dad. All
the boys join me in wishing you

drugs, electricity or exertion. It’s different,
fun — builds energy, protects health.

FREE
OFFER

an introductory
Enjoy
treatment free. No
obligation. Phone for

the best of luck "Mac." 50th
wedding anniversaries are as
rare as a Jap at your local fruit
stand.

appointment.
Phone:

ARdmore

8-3389

Stauffer System
10608 West Pico Blvd.
Also Evening

THE VICTORS'
FRIENDS

By Bert W. Thomas

There are two places on the

Lot, namely Plant No. I and
No. 2, of Air Conditioning, that
are seldom mentioned and

hardly known by the many members of the different casts of
pictures in production on the
various stages. These two plants
and their personnel are largely
respsonsible for the comfortable working conditions existlno
on the stages throughout the
entire year.
In the sweltering heat of the
summer months the stages are
kept at a constant temperature
of 72 degrees, and in winter the
same

conditions prevail regardless of rain or cold weather on

the outside with rarely a
thought given as to how this is
done or who does it. This is
quite an improvement over the
old gaseous-smelling charcoalburning salamanders that in the
old days adorned the stages tor
warmth.
In order to make these conditions possible the Studio has
10

.

on his way to work,

.

Bill (Ferdinand)

getting out of his car, strolllno
on to the Parkway on Santa
Monica Blvd. near Wilshl^
Blvd. bending down and gent"
smelling each succulent flower.
Ah! such a pretty sight.
War
each

News:
man

Every Thursday,

in our department

contributes twenty-five cents
toward a fund to buy watches
for our boys going Into the
Service. We can figure about
$38.00 per week. So far we
have about $150.00 In the kltt-'
These watches are water-proof,
dust-proof, shock-proof and
non-magnetic.
Slated to go in the Sea Bees
are Frank Easton as C.C.M.,
Martin Zumhofe as C. M. 2nd
Class. In the Army go Al (Redl
Withers, Elmer Smerz and Dale
Gotherldge. Maury Fountain
and Junior Skiles reached Camo
Endicott R. I. safe and sound
and are now learning how to roll
all their clothes in a compact
bundle. They are in the Sea Bees
Construction Unit. . . . Frank L.
Johnson, who is In Pearl Harbor
In a Naval Construction gang
writes us that he is feeling fine.
Frank had a hard time getting
acclimated. At first he lost a lot

A ppointments

UNSEEN

overalls. .
Armstrong

spent thousands

of dollars for

the building of these modern
up-to-date air condltionlno
plants comparable to those in
the finest hotels and theatres
throughout the country. A staff
of experienced air conditioning
engineers are on hand night and
day to operate the many pieces
of machinery necessary for
proper air conditioning. These
men constantly check the charts
on the stages to make sure the
system is operating properly,
quietly come and go during the
shooting of a production, never
disturbing the company, and
are seldom even noticed.

Still able to smile after 50 years of
wedded bliss. This is the latest picture
taken

of "Mac,"

Mrs.

Ritchey

and

their faithful dog, "Blondie," after
spending an enjoyable vacation at
Rock Creek last August. "Mac" says
the secret of his endurance is "there's
only one boss in my house — my wife."

Passing Parade: Charley (Tenderfoot) Alexander, who is
crazy over horses can be seen
coming to work occasionally
decked out in a natty gaberdine shirt, tight fitting blue
jeans and his cowboy boots. . . .
Dapper

Dale Gotherldge

shuf-

fling in a loud "zoot suit," then
changing into his unglamorous

of weight, but since they shortened the working day he has
more

time to relax and to regain that lost avoirdupois.

Hollywood Hobby Club: In
our Mill works Carl C. Christiansen, who Is the originator
and director of the Hollywood
Hobby Club, and editor of the
affiliated magazine. The Hollywood Hobby Reporter. In the
words of Mr. Christiansen, "The
Hollywood Hobby Club is composed of men and women In all
walks of life who are Interested
in friendly correspondence and
exchange of hobby material. A
world wide organization with
members In nearly all countries.

When an Ice picture is beln'^
ma de, and a full size ice rink is

the usual manner.

installed, the making and maintaining of tons of ice at the
proper temperature for skating
is another added function of the

The only way possible to realize and appreciate the men and
equipment necessary to make
these comfortable conditions

Air Conditioning Dept. In order
to take care of this added responsib lity, a c o n s I d e rable

possible for those on production, and to understand what

affiliation."
sured by this
Hollywood
Hobby
Club The
has
been able to carry on despite

Walter Strohm and his engineers do for their comfort 24
hours a day, would be to pay a
visit to either of these two modern up-to-date air condltionlno

the war, because the Club is not
operated to make money for

change of equipment Is necessary, because while supplying
tons of Ice for the skating rink,
the usual air conditioning of the
other stages must continue In

Any sincere and honest hobbyist, regardless of creed or color,
is Invited to become a member
and

share In the benefits as-

anyone. The Club owns its own
printing plant, stock of paper
and all necessary equipment.
Anyone

plants.

Interested in this Club

can reach Mr. Christiansen on
Ext. 627 any afternoon.
Just got the bad news that
Al (Frenchy) Bertsch tell off a

•affold and cracked two ribs
d ruptured a kidney.

OLD KEYS OPEN THE
DOOR TO VICTORY
A S announced previously, a
''barrel has been installed in
front of the Cafe as a repository for old keys to be turned
into the Scrap Campaign. Keys
are especially important at this
time, because of the nickel and
other metals they contain.
Auxiliary deposit boxes have
been installed at the following
locations:
KEY BOXES
Maintenance of Facilities Department
New Administration Building,
(North and South Doors).
Women's Wardrobe.
Men's Wardrobe.
Script Department.
Cafe.

and lashes on their backs, arms,
legs and faces. Now they are
joining the armed forces, and
our prayers are that they will
have a safe and speedy return
so that we can get another
crack at them, because the only
scars we want on our boys are
the ones we put on and take off.
As this is football season,
Jack Benny was in the other afternoon checking on his headgear, end all the gals and boys
wanted to know how long he
was going to be here, to which
he replied, "Just long enough
to finish my added scenes in my
last picture, THE MEANEST
MAN IN THE WORLD, then
I'm heading for New York, then
maybe to London, England."
You know, there is something
yery nice about Jack. If he has
an 8 a. m. call, he is the personification ofpunctuality, and
while in our department he

members

now

one

of Uncle

Sam's fighfin' sons-

o'-guns, is pictured here "shouldering"
his own! From the look on Max's
face, he means business! Attention,
you fellas in the Property Dept. —
Pvt. Goldman welcomes all correspondence and would appreciate
hearing the news that happens in and
around the "platform" of the Prop
Bldg. His address is 905th Eng. H.Q.
Co., A.A.F. Hamilton Field, Calif.
Lillian Ginsberg of the Credit Union
brought in this picture of her husband— or did you know she is Mrs.
Max Goldman?

receive 25%

or MORE

dis-

WATCHES,

JEWELRY - SILVERWARE - HOMEWARES
LEATHER GOODS
and
RADIOS.

We

do not cater to the gen-

eral public. Please bring identification.
•

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.
Jewelers, Importers,
Mfrs.’ Distributors
7th Floor Metropolitan

Bldg.

315 W. Fifth St., LA.
Daily to 5:30, Wed.

'Til 9

doesn't try to put it on for you
— he's just one of us.

expected momentarily, he appointed supervisors, Mr. Ray

Bunnysigned toGardell
been asthe task has
of getting
all

Lopez, Mr. Dick Smith, Mr. William Knight and Mr. Steve
Drum. They reported everything
satisfactory for their first goround.

music, and was Bunny "hugged!" You should have seen
them make their entrance the
next morning. Tiny lost a bunion
in the shuffie; Bunny lost two
pet corns, besides one bruised
instep; Ray Foreman had two
big blisters on her heels, besides
one of the calluses slipping an
inch and a quarter, and you
PVT. MAX 0OLDMAN,
formerly employed as assistanf properly man,

1st!

counts on DIAMONDS.

they checked in and the battle
was on. They danced everything
from the Bunny-hug to the
Rhumba with no change of

Please rummage through all
your things at home and dig up
all the old keys you can find for
the 20th Century-Fox Studio
employee's Scrap Campaign.
NORMAN K. DOYLE,
Studio Club Manager.

\^E of the Make-Up Dept.
are certainly going to miss
our good old pals around here
very shortly — boys like Hank
Fonda, Tyrone Power, "Killer"
Cesar Romero, whom we have
had the pleasure of putting on
the old stubbled beards, parched lips, stumbling bumps for
desert scenes, the cruel gashes

by NOV.

• Make it a gift of Jeweler's Quality
from PHILLIPS, where Studio Club

Tiny Perry, Ray Foreman and
several other girls started for
the struggle. On their arrival
they were surprised at the
packed house — boys from all
branches of the Service. Well,

NORTH LOT — Mill Transportation Department.
These keys in the auxiliary
boxes will be deposited in the
barrel from time to time and
the person guessing the nearest
number of keys that we collect
up to Thanksgiving Day will be
awarded a TWENTY-FIVE DOLLAR DEFENSE BOND.

GIFTS

must be mailed

the gals in the department organized for the Hollywood
Canteen as dancing partners,
waitresses, check girls, hostesses
and what haye you. So Bunny,

Grip Room.
Old Writers Building.
Hall of Music.
Pico Time Office.
Santa Monica Time Office.

MAKE-UP DEPARTMENT
By Eddie Sowders

OVERSEAS

know
what And
they wesaid?
we
have fun!
want"Did
to tell
you right now, you have never
met such a clean, fine, genteel
bunch of men any place, any
time. We're aoing back every
chance we get," sez the gals.
Mr. Pearce, our Department
Head, opened up the Make-Uo
Department at Western Avenue Tuesday night at 8 p. m.
for the training of 16 new
make-up artists from the Auxiliary class of boys. So as to meet
the shortage of men, which is

CUTTING

DEPARTMENT

COME of the more familiar
faces are disappearing from
the department and are reappearing indifferent branches of
the Service. Just to name a few
who have left us — Dick Billings,
Ben Hendricks, Herb Wolf,
Hugh Fowler, and at any moment, George Gittens. Due to
this, there have been many openings for apprentices to become assistants. Marjorie Carter is now working with James
B. Clark, Craig Cadwallader
with Bob Bischoff, Dave Bretherton with Bob Simpson and
Larry Roberts with Dorothy
A few notes that will probSpencer.
ably be appreciated only bv
Cutting Dept, employees: If our
beloved secretary would only
please make
’ up
her mind
whether
those
golden
locks
should be up or down, we would
really appreciate it. . . . And
whyhave
doessuch
J. Clark's
roompower?
seem
to
a drawing
. . . After returning from lifting
weights at the Santa Monica
Gym to toughen up for the
Service, Joe Silver seems to be
satisfied with his biceps and resigned the muscle club.

AMONG THE
MUSIC MAKERS
By May Stanhope

COURAGEOUS Studio sec-

retaries took a lug in hand
to find out how many aches to
a box of tomatoes. Helen Kurtz,
Enid Center, Belle Postal and
Portia Lugoff can point out
where it hurts most when you
help harvest crops. There are
still tons of tomatoes, walnuts,
etc. waiting for someone with
willing hands and a strong back.
If you think you can take it, just
call U. S. Employment Bureau,
STate 5-21 16 and they will assign you to a real job for the
weekend.
Boys from our Studio orchestra now making music at Santa
Ana Air Base include: Dillon
Ober, Felix Slatkln, Vincent deRosa and George Smith. Felix
suffered irreplaceable loss when
someone stole his Quadagnani
violin, insured for $10,000.
To quote "Doc” Kllenyi:
"Never tell anyone your
troubles. . . . half the world
doesn't care and the half is glad
of it." Anyway, to beat the gas
rationing, "Doc' engaged himself an apartment close to the
Studio, proceeded to pack his
things. Then "Doc" was told he
couldn't move in for another
month as tenant broke a leg.
Result: "Doc" is still "all packed
up" — and that isn't all!
Harold Jones, having been

sensitive hands. That night the
world-famous pianist entertained his buddies and experienced
his biggest thrill on the concert
platform. This was "Doc" Kilenyl's son, Edward, now assigned
to the Entertainment and Morale Division of the Air Corps
Headquarters at Mitchell Field,
N.Y. He will give many concerts
for the armed forces and also
fulfill pre-contracted civilian
engagements In numerous large
cities . . . but always in his U.
S. Army uniform.
Glad Marcy Swindell got
back from the hospital all In one
piece . . . doctor told her he
wouldn't cut In if she would cut
out Coca Colas, etc. Everybody
will surely miss Lloy Nobles'
pleasing personality at the
Cashier's window . . . our best
wishes will always be with him.
New member of Music Cutting
Is Harry King, a darn nice chao
who fits his many new duties
very well. Simon V/aronker got
himself a place just down the
hill from Studio so he can
"scooter" back and forth on a
thimbleful of gas. Scooters are
a Music Dept, vogue these days,
with everybody making bio
noise like a motor boat. Kolia
Levlenne

very

cheerful

over

daily improvement of his injured hand.
Best feature of "Action" Is
page where we read names of
all the boys who are fightino
CUR fight. Hope they know we
think of them often and feel

promised a "change in his wav
of life," joined the Air Corps.
Got into a uniform . . . and another studio . . . just the same
old picture business! Jack Pfeiffer now at Indianapolis Ice Coliseum rehearsing with Sonja
Henie on road show. Executive
Secretary Jack Tobin made a

sure they are doing an excellent
job In every land. They are all
stars in the most breathless
drama of civilization, each and

quick get-away for a late vacation last weekend, headed for

By Audre

Laguna Beach . . . subletted his
spot to Clara Bing for the duration). IfStudio personnel in
Cld Administration have been

THIRTY days hath Novem' ber," and If November
proves to be half as active as

broiling lately during our Indian summer, so have their radiators. No doubt their feellnos
were like the man who said:
"Heat, ma'am! It was so dreadful there, that I found there was
nothing left for it but to take
off my flesh and sit in mv
bones."
All one day he was just a
newly enlisted orlvate on K.P.
duty — then someone recognized
the slender young man with

to Will Fowler, now of the U. S.
Coast Guard, and formerly of

England
to become
of
the WAAFS.
Joan,a amembe'"
British

the Publicity Dept. . . . C'Arcy
Ekelund has gone north to Cottonwood, California, to work on

subject. Is the daughter of Jack
Conlln of the Maintenance
Dept. . . . Dorothy Brooks h^

his father's ranch, leaving his
fiancee, Phyllis Huffine, waiting
at the mailbox. . . . Frances Berger iust returned from a trip to
Texas where she visited her
heart, Captain John Morton, of
the U. S. Army. Some of us suspect Frances of being a bride.
Cur Script Dept, girls are
nothing if not versatile. Alice
McVey was recently a midwife

Correction.) That's IRVING
CUMMINGS'
CGNSTRUC
TIGN gang. . . . Well, the

delivered, wrapped in a blanket, and everything under control.

mighty have fallen. Just when
B R I C K E R'S BCWLERETTES
were- riding high, who should

Bob Ridgway received his orders and left for active dutv
with the U. S. Coast Guard. His
wife, mother and child — Flo
Ridgwag, Kathleen Ridgeway
and little Kathy, respectivelv,
are consoling each other for the
duration. Bob Ridgway and
Gene Meredith were sworn in
several weeks ago and put on
Inactive duty. In the meantime.
Gene received a
role in
"CRASH DIVE” which will prevent his leaving until December
— so the boys will probably get
ttogether at a late rdate. . . .
Francis Clark is completing his
civilian pilot training at Baker,
California. Francis has been flying for two years, and next
month he Is being transferred to
Mather Field, where he takes an

transport pilot, or instructor.
Joan Conlln is on her way to

Rochlen

Cctober, thirty won't be half
enough! The guys and gals in
Script have been busy little
bees, what with Red Cross, war
work, romances, careers, etc.
In the romance department,
we find Lorraine Stoll engaged
to Gerald Muller, former script
distributor. They plan to be
married In three months when
Garry finishes officers' training
at Lory Field, near Denver, Colorad. . . Beverly Blanchard
has recently become engaged

20TH CENTURY-FOX
STUDIO'S BOWLING
LEAGUE

and by the time he did get
there, Alice had the baby safelv

THE

TEASE

ice, but p.'obably not the last.

By Bill Winter

play — Bless Them!

SCRIPT

duty. These are the first two
girls on the Lot to qo Into Serv-

par excellence. Her next-door
neighbor heard the call of the
stork before the doctor arrived

Intensive three-months' course.
V^hen this Is completed, he will
either become a f erry pilot,

every one with a leading role to

passed preliminary examlnatioB
for the WAVES and expects to
leave in December for active

HOME

OF

THE

20TH CENTURY-FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

LA CIENEGA
LANES
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

DCWN the Alleys: 3rd Week

come along but the UNICNETTES and bowl them over for

FCNDA'S
HENRY into
3 points
QUINTS
jumped
the
league lead by taking 4 points
from the JEEPS. . . . Incidentally, the QUINTS took the
weekly high team series with a
2842. . . . W. STARKEY, with
a 636, ran off with the weekly
high Individual series. . . .
HUMBERSTCNE'S CUTLAWS
captured the weekly high team
game TIN with
... A. walked
MARof the 979.
RAMBLERS
away

with the weekly high Individual game with 248. . . .
CHRIS CHRISTENSEN of the
QUINTS

the

CUIR
of MILTCN
BCWLERS,
with 182 BERLE'S
apiece.
. . . LYNN BARI'S EDITCRS
have moved Into contention,
now trailing the leader by only
one point. . . . We repeat, whv
is IKE DANNING so happv
when he bowls? . . . The LABCRATCRY
CWLS
took 4
points from the WCCLEY
CUBS to place them among the
leaders. . . . 4th Week. . . .
Anyone wishing to Improve his
or her bowling, please see
ALEX ALEXANDER, and he
will really fix you up, but good.
... The FCNDA Q)U1NTS are
still riding high, taking MAINTENANCE for 4 points and the
weekly high team series for the
second straight week with 2977
the highest series bowled up to
date. .

12

has taken over

league lead with a 185 average, closely followed by team
mate JESS WCLF and ED De

. . The

LEAGUE

wi'

start at 7:30 P.M. for the boys
and girls, from here on. . . . H.
BUSBY of the QUINTS ran off
with the weekly high mdividual

ties with a 644. . . . S. EVANS

the ART DEPT, took weekly
high Individual game with 254.
... The UNIONETTES are now
as HELENE REYNOLD'S
known
LITTLE FOXES. . . . MILTON

BERLE'S BOWLERS captured
weekly high team game with
989 .. . ARCHIE MAYO'S
MAULERS dropped the 20TH
CENTURY DEVELOPERS for 3
points. . . . 5th week. . . . Those
fast moving
first
over EDItaken BARI'S
TORS haveLYNN

SO

foxy

this

week

and

dropped

4 to BARI'S EDITORS, so the
boys roll merrily along 3 points
ahead of the field. . . . HUMBERSTONE'S OUTLAWS are
tied for second place In the
league, as a result of taking 4
points
from ...
BRICKER'S
BOWLERETTES.
The COMETS
tooF^ from the JEEPS. . . . All
in all, the gals fared rather badly this week, but that's the way
it goes. . . . W. TRANO hit the
1-3 pocket for a 248, which won
him weekly high individual
game. . . . G. WILLARD absconded with the high Individual series with 637. . . .

place In the league, replacino

FONDA'S QUINTS marched
off with high team game with
'.
.
.
S.
QUINT
A'S
EATON of the JEEPS
MYRTL
FONDE
976. . . . And here they are
took the weekly high individual
again,high
LYNN
with
team BARI'S
series, EDITORS
2905.
game with a 246. . . . nice

goln'. Myrtle. ... By taking 4
points from the JEEPS, MILTON BERLE'S BOWLERS
jumped Into 3rd place In the
standings, and incidentally won
the weekly high team series
with 2790. . . . CHRIS CHRISTENSON, JOHNNY McCAFFERTY and JESS WOLF are tied
for the league lead with 1 84
E'S
RSTON
. . . with
apiece
HUMBE
took the
944,
OUTLA.WS,
weekly high team aame. . .
When HAROLD BOW bowls,
it's so quiet you can't hear a
pin drop. . . . J. BARNES of the
ELECTRICIANS walked away
with the weekly high individual
series, a 650 doing the trick. . . .
6th week. . . . HELEN REYNOLD'S LITTLE FOXES were not

STANDINGS AT CLOSE
6th WEEK
(INCOMPLETE):
Won
Name
20
17
Fonda's
Quints
Lynn Bari's
17
Ramblers

Team

16
17
15

Humberstone's
Outlaws
Maintenance
Milton
BowlersBerle's
Comets
Laboratory Owls
20th Century
Developers
Electric
Art Dept.
Bombers

15
15
15
12
12
12

Bricker's Bowlerettes 12
Stars
10
10
Wardrobe
9
Wooley's Cubs
Buck
Benny's Bowler
Bears
9
Archie
Mayo's M
Irving Cummings
structlon
Foxes Reynold's
Helene
Jeeps
Transportation

SWAP-RIDE

OF

Lost
4
7
7
1
8
9
9
9
9
12
12
12
12
14
14
15

aulers 9

I1
11

7

17

4
2
1

20
22
15

Little
Con-

CAMPAIGN

THE 20th Century-Fox Studio

Louise Baird, Cashier and George
Mills of the Construction Dept, lay
down the rules for the Bowling Tournament.

Em p I o y e e s ' Ride-swappinq
Campaign swung Into high
gear this past month with the
Studio Club working day and
night on questionnaires, maps
and all manner of regimentation. This entire program is one
of a voluntary nature and it is
the hope of the Studio Club
that by showing our willingness
to cooperate, that the O.P.A.

or any other Government
Agency Interested In this program will smile upon us in the
tire and gasoline rationing.
Since starting this program
It Is amazing how many employees are already sharing
rides and have been doing so
for months. Perhaps a great
many changes will take place In
the motion picture industry, and
shifts of workers will have to be
changed, as is reported in the
trade journals, but regardless
of anything and come what
may, the employees on this Lot
are going to cooperate as is already evidenced.
If you haven't already done
so, get In touch with the Studio
Club and get your ride-swapping card. You'd be surprised
how many of your fellow employees live right in your neighborhood. They may not work in
your department, but they work
fhe same shift — so jump on the
band wagon with vour automobile. Incidentally, this Is just as
important for those folks who
don't have a car. The main
thing Is to fill out a card, —
either you want a ride or you
have one to offer.
NORMAN K. DOYLE
Studio Club Manager

TENNIS

TOURNAMENT

By Francis Perrett
blitz
the Laborthe
cornofica,
tin
Marone-man
atory at Western Avenue,

blasfed Marlon Hawks of the
Mill from the La Cieneqa
Courts to become the 1942
20th Century-Fox singles tennis
champion. The scores, 8-6, 7-5,
tell the story. Hawks, twice winner of the annual film colonv
tournament, threatened all the
way, but at the critical pointset moment Cornica was able

to supply the necessary heat.
Martin Cornica is, seriously,
one of the phenomenons of
American tennis. A veteran of
World War I, he took up tennis
on the suggestion of a physician
to help correct a leg injury suffered In a motorcycle crash.
The trophies Martin has won
would fill a shelf from here to
Stage 15. He has won the Pacific Southwest Veterans'
Singles Title so often that now
all he does is toss his racket on
the court and the committee
wheels out the winner's cup.

Cornica defeated Sid Evans,
the Tyrone Power of the Art
Dept., In the semi-finals, while
Hawks downed Don Lusher, 6-3,
match.6-1 In the other semi-final
4-6,
Cornica and Lusher polished
off Evans and Hawks In the
doubles final, 6-1, 6-4.
There were only two teams
In the mixed doubles, Mr. and
Mrs. Hawks, and Lusher and
Jacque Frenier. In a closely
fought match, Hawks and "the
little woman" won, 6-4, 6-4.
The winners now comprise a
20th Century-Fox team and are
eager to play either teams from
other studios or to meet challengers from the home Lot.

SOUNDING

OFF

By Mary Dougherty

The Sound Dept, has been si-

lent these past several months
— not because of lack of interon our part, but the deadline
just seemed to catch up with us
before we realized it.
The drive for keys Is goinq
forward one hundred per cent
in this department. All sizes and
shapes
are gold
pourinq
daily —
even some
ones,in perhaps

causing many a heart throb,
but patriotism rules supreme.
Orville McCann, ruler of our
Maintenance, is leaving for his
desert hacienda for two week
come next Saturday. Some
people show rare judgment saving their vacations until the
leaves begin to fall. . . . Eugene
Francis Grossman has gone literary on us, and when he has
a brief moment between takes
you can
finddeep,
him off
a cor-in
ner buried
so indeep
"Call House Madam" or "How
to Make Mary." It Is most edifying, at this late date, to note
that he is taking an interest in
the finer
thingsus ofonelife.
about
loaning
of How's
those
first editions when you have
finished. Gene? . . . "Warden
Wilkes of Re-recording is back
in our midst, after quite a siege
In the hospital. We were beginning to wonder If he were slnqing "I Don't Want to Get Well"
to the pretty nurses. How about
It, Warden??? . . . Roger Heman, Supervisor of Re-recording, is on his vacation. Anothei"
lucky onel
Puzzle: What super-sleuth ot
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the department takes time out

to go over the daily newspapers with a fme-toothed comb,
thereby bringing forth information that we were always led to
believe no one ever read???

cycle contingent. Shades of
heaven — now he is looking for
a motor to propel said bike.

Answer in next month's "Ac-

Why
don'taction,
you use
the good
old knee
Carleton,
to
sorta reduce —
you know

tion."
Carl (Chub) Faulkner, having
passed through the pop-cyle
stage, has graduated to the bi-

what!!?? . . . "Skipper" Hansen
continues to counsel the prospective recruits and chart the
right course for their future

military careers. . . . Lt. Carroll
of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Washington, D. C. is here for
a short time looking for good
material for the Photographic
Science Laboratory. If you have
what it takes, gentlemen, better contact him.
The Studio Camera Club is
again on the alert. To date they

have held several meetings and
have had several prominent artists as critics who have given
valuable advice to amateur
photographers. Our departm^^
has been well represented^^
that Barney Freericks and RoP
ert Leland Gunn have each
walked away with 1st and 2nd

i

prizes.

1
I

The Twentieth Century>Fox Studio Service Flag has
346 stars on it as of October 26, 1942. This list is not
complete, but we who are still here on the lot salute
the following:
Name

Rank

Department

Ackerman, Jackie — Pvt. — Air Force — Army — Property
Ade, Albert E.— P.F.C. — Naval Air Force — Paint
Alberts, Wm. M. — Cadet — N.R. Air Force — M. of F.
Alleman, David B. — Govt. Airport — Group Insurance
Allin, J. B. — P 2/c — U. S. Navy — Spec. Effects
Anderson, Donald F.— Army Air Corps — Photo — Camera
Anderson, John T. — P.F.C. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Anderson, Maxwell H. — Army Air Corps — Paint
Armetta, Johnny — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Set Constr.
Arnstein, Henry — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Script
Baillet, James D. — U. S. Navy — F. & A.
Barrett, John T. — Naval Air Corps — Carpenter
Barth, John — Army Air Corps — Camera
Barzilay, Ira S. — Lt. — Army Engrs. — Set Constr.
Berg, Ben — Army — Signal Photo Div. — Laboratory
Billick, Ridley — On Call — Script
Billings, Richard E.— Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Cutting
Bissell, E. J. — S/Sgt. — Naval Air Co. — Police
Blumenthal, Herman A. — Pvt. — U.S.M.C.R. — Art
Boss, Reeder P. — Pvt. — Coast Artillery — Wardrobe
Boyd, David — L). S. Navy — Property
Braggins, Robert M. — Navy — Photo Division — Sound
Briggs, Donald — Ensign — U. S. Navy — Production
Broderick, Gerald P.— Y 3/c — Naval Air Corps — Accounting
Brown, Stuart — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Construction
Bryan, Wm. C. — P/C — Navy Photo. Div. — ^Transportation
Buehler, Clarence F.— Army — Engineers Cam. — Property
Burnett, George W. — Y 3/c — Naval Air Corps — Reading
Burrow, Cathie M. — A/S — L). S. Navy — Film Library
Burton, John F.— CpI. — Army Engr. Corps — Drapery
Cairns, George L. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Campbell, John — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Publicity
Campbell, Robert G. — Deceased — Electrical
Cazneau, Milton J. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Ceglarski, Walter — L). S. Army — Cafe
Chaplin, Robert H. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Captain — Fire
Chaplin, Wm. C. — Sgt. — U. S. Army — Fire
Child, Claude H. — ^Tech. Sgt. — Marine Corps — Police
Child, Howard J. — Navy — Photo Division — Police
Clark, Asa B. — U. S. Navy — Transportation
Clark, Francis L. — Army Air Corps — Reading

Combs, Richard — Army Air Corps — Police
Comstock, Wilbur P.— U. S. Navy — Labor
Concialdi, Cliff — CpI. — Signal Photo Co. — Still Lab.
Cooley, Glenn C. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Cooney, Andrew A. — Boatswain — Navy — Police
Cornell, Robert E.— Pvt. — Signal Corps — Stock Actor
Cory, Frank F., Jr. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Construction
Counsil, John — U. S. Naval Reserves — Estimating
Creager, Joseph P. — U. S. Navy — Police
Cummings, Irving, Jr. — U. S. Navy — Writer
Dannenbaum, R. E.— Lt. — Army Air Corps — Publicity

«

Davis, Harry H. — Lt. — Navy Res. Photo — Camera
Daw, K. J. — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Day, Richard M. — . . . — Art
DeCarlo, Ramus Ray — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
DeGaetano, Al, Jr. — S Sgt. — U. S. Army — Labor
Dehn, Harold J. — S/Sgt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Devaney, Eugene A. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Construction
DeWeese, A. W. — Lt. — Army Air Corps — Paymaster
Dice, Chas. K. — U. S. Army — CpI. — Carpenter
DeWitt, George A. — Army Air Corps — Laboratory
Dietrich, Ralph J. — . . . — Production
DiMeo, Daniel G. — U. S. Coast Guard — Cafe
Dobson, Joel Gerald — Lt. — U. S. Army — Labor
Donnelly, James H. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Mech. Effects
D'Orazio, Etter D. A. — Navy Air Corps — Photo — Cutting
D'Orazio, Herman D. — Navy Air Corps — Signal — Script
Dreager, Frank — U. S. Marine Corps — Construction
Dripps, Albert C. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Sound
Duarte, Horace V. — U. S. Navy — Grip
Eichelbaum, Arthur — U. S. Army — Police
Eilers, Hio (Buddy) — CpI. — Army Signal Co. — Art
Engel, Samuel G. — U. S. Navy — Writer
Enscoe, Charles F. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Production
Ericksori, J. W. — P l/c — U. S. Navy — Mech. Effects
Erickson, Walter S.— Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Grip
Ekiund, Edward — . . . — Police
Faralla, Duane — Sgt. — Army Engr. Co. — Drapery
Faust, John — U. S. Marine Corps R. — Art
Fay, Richard — U. S. Navy — Labor
Feder, Robert S. — Ensign — U. S. Navy — Labor
Flickwir, Don R. — CpI. — Army Engr. Co. — Construction

I

►
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Forbes, Gordon — U. S. Army — Script
Ford, John — Com. — Navy Photo — Director
Fore, Jet R., Jr. — P.F.C. — U. S. Army — Police
Foster, Lowell M. — U. S. Army — Transportation
^^jntain, Maurice — U. S. Navy — Carpenter
^^ler, Hugh — U. S. Army — Cutting
Fox, Fred — Lt. U. S. Army — Asst. Director
Frazier, Keith F. — U. S. Navy — Police
Freedman, Harold J. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Sound
Freedman, Harold — U. S. Naval Reserves — Estimating
French, Edgar H. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Fried, Bert — L). S. Naval Reserves — Laboratory
Fritch, Richard — U. S. Naval Reserves — Spec. Effects
Fulbright, Ralph E.— Pvt. — U. S. Army — Landscape
Gabbard, Ray L.— P I/c — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Garber, Marc — CpI. — U. S. Army — Labor
Geibel, Mills — Pvt. — Tank Destroyer Bn. — Electrical
Geras, Chester J. — U. S. Army — Medical — Construction
Gerzen, Henry F.— S/Sgt. — Signal Photo — Grip
Gilly, Frank E. — A/C — Army Air Corps — Grip
Gilman, John E.— S/Sgt. — U.S.M.C. — Construction
Godding, Harold — . . . — Transportation
Goldman, Max — Pvt. — Army Engrs. Corps — Property
Goldman, William — Pvt. — Army Signal Co. — Labor
Goncz, L. — . . . — Paint
Goodman, Nolan George — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Goodwin, Thomas Guy — U. S. Navy — Photo — Construction
Gottlieb, Carl G. — Instr. — Army Air Corps — Timekeeper
Graham, Robert B.— Lt. (JG) — U. S. Navy — Film Loading
Greenberg, Henry F.— Pvt. — U. S. Army — Reading
Groves, James L.— A/C — Army Air Corps — Labor
Guess, George D. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Hale, John H. — CpI. — Army Air Corps — Mech. Effects
.Hale, Warren F.— Navy Air Corps — Photo — Mech. Effects
'Iperin, Robert E.— Deceased — . . .
halprin, Sol — Lt. — U.S.N.R. — Process
Harris, Delmore — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Sound
Harris, Robert — Army Air Corps — Wardrobe
Harris, Robert L.— Navy Photo Unit — Script
Hartman, Edward P.— Naval Photo Corps — Electrical
Hartman, Emerson R.-— Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Electrical
Hatcher, Orville — U. S. Navy — Labor
Hearne, J. Hall — U. S. Navy — Laboratory
Heath, Ben Harry — P 2/c — Navy Photo Unit — Landscape
Hechtlinger, David — Y 2/c — U.S.N.R. — Publicity
Hechtlinger, Lou I.— P 2/c — U. S. Navy — Publicity
Hehr, Addison — Lt. — U. S. Marine Corps — Art
Helmick, John Joseph — P 3/c — Naval Air Corps — Script
Henderson, Millard D. — P.F.C. — U. S. Army — Labor
Hendricks, Benjamin — U. S. Navy — Cutting
Hill. Homer V. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Hofferbert, John A.- — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Hoffman, Charles F.— Sgt. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Hogan, Harold Dan — P 2/c — Navy Air Corps — Property
Holmes, Robert (Enstam) — Merchant Marines — Art
Holtzclaw, Luther W. — U. S. Naval Reserves — F. & A.
Horvath, John M. — Sgt. — U. S. Army — Research
Hough, Stanley L.— P 2/c — Navy Air Corps — Asst. Director
Howard, John Robert — Navy Air Corps — Photo — Script
Hughes, Harry, Jr. — U. S. Coast Guard — Paint
Hunter, Robert — U. S. Naval Reserves — Laboratory
Ivey, Roy — S/Sgt. — Signal Service — Asst. Cameraman
Jacobson, Walter F.— Naval Air Corps — Construction
James, Herbert V. — U. S. Navy — Electrical
Johnson, Joseph D. — S 2/c — U. S. Navy — Wardrobe
Johnson, Wm. W. — U. S. Navy Air Corps — Labor
Jolley, Robert W. — P.F.C. — Army Air Corps — Painter
Jones, Gomer V. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — ^Transportation
Jones, Harold A. — Air Corps — M. P. Unit — Music Prep.
Jones, Ray F.— Air Corps — M. P. Unit — Electrical

Jordan, Charles E.— A/C — Army Air Corps — Labor
Judge, Gilbert — CpI. — Army Air Corps — M. of F.
Juran, Nathan H. — Lt. (JG) — Naval Reserve. Photo — Art
Kahio, Wm. — American Field Service — Set Constr.
Kahne, Lyonel L. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Insert
Keeney, Douglas R. — Army Air Force — Carpenters
Kellar, John — U. S. Naval Reserves — Estimating
Kellogg, Ray — Navy Photo Branch — Spec. Effects
Kendall, Floyd — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Kennedy, Richard T. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Reading
Kern, William D. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Transportation
Killion, Ben F.— U. S. Army Air Force — Production
Klein, Wm. J. — Army Air Corps — Labor
Krahn, Edward L.— Army Signal Photo Corps — F. & A.
Krips, Jack V. — U. S. Coast Guard — Publicity
Lagune, Woodson L.— S I/c — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Lammey, Kent Alan — Deceased — Electrical
Lang, Kenneth — Sy^Sgt. — Army Signal Co. — Electrical
Larios, Raymond I.— S/Sgt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Larsen, Harry W. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Leach, Robert C. — CpI. — Air Base Squad. — Communications
Leavitt, Frank W. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Construction
Leggewie, Edward — CpI. — Army Signal Co. — Secy, to Zanuck
Leonard, Arnold W. — Pvt. — Coast Artillery — Labor
Lewis, Herbert A. — A/C — Army Air Force — Labor
Lindley, Norman J. — Army Signal Photo Co. — Electrical
Lockwood, Stephen M. — U. S. Navy — Mech. Effects
Looschen, Robert J. — C.M. 3/c — U. S. Navy — Carpenters
Lord, Gilbert — U. S. Army — Art
Losey, Arnold L.— Navy Submarine Corps — Landscape
Lyons, Russell K. — Lt. — Army Air Force — Spec. Effects
McAdam, James — Pvt. — Army Anti-Tai;ik — Police
McAdam, Theodore F., Jr. — U. S. Marines — . . .
McCaleb, Ashley — Merchant Marines — Janitors
McCarthy, James E.— S 2/c — U. S. Navy — Labor
McConnell, Guy V. — U. S. Navy — Transportation
McDermott, Tom — . . . — Transportation
McEdwards, William — U. S. Coast Guard — Art
McGerty, George W. — S 2/c — U. S. Navy — F. & A.
McGrath, Ben Frank — U. S. Navy — Casting
McQuerry, George S. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Transportation
Maass, William D. — Southwest Airways — Art
Machado, Walter A. — U. S. Navy — Grip
Mackay, Andrew J. — E.M. 2/c — U. S. Navy — Electrical
Magnus, Fred J. — Pvt. — Army Air Force — Wardrobe
Mann, Albert — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Grip
Martin, Harry W. — Major — U. S. Army — Hospital
Martin, Wilson — Lt. — Army Air Corps — Art
Martini, Fred — U. S. Army — Cafe
Matthews, George A. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Matthews, Patrick — Lt. (JG) — U.S.N.R. — Studio Club Mgr.
Mature, Victor — . . . — Actor
Meacham, Wm. L.— U. S. Coast Guard Res. — Publicity
Medenwald, Bernard Ben — U. S. Navy — Fire
Meredith, Robert E.— U. S. Coast Guard — Script
Meyran, Lawrence S. — Sgt. — Army Air Force — Script
Michael, A. R. — A/C M. — Army Air Corps — Set Constr.
Miller, Wayne D. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Laboratory
Minchow, Victor F.— Sgt. — U. S. Army — Labor
Minor, H. L.— U. S. Army — Grip
Mitchell, James E. — P 2/c — U. S .Navy — Still Lab.
Mohn, Paul — Navy Photo Unit — Camera
Monestersky, M. — U. S. Marine Corps — Labor
Morgan, Don — Yeoman — U.S.C.G. — Publicity
Morgan, Martin — U. S. Marine Corps — Staff Shop
Muller, Leland G. — Navy Air Corps — A C — Script
Murphy, Roger — Army Air Corps — Photo — Construction
Murray, Clark G. — S.C.P. — U. S. Navy — Laboratory
Neal, Wallace K. — Pvt. — Signal Service — Printing
Newman, Lionel — . . . — Music
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Nesbit, Alban C. — S/Sgt. — U.S.M.C. — Staff Shop
Nickols, George — Air Corps — . . .
Nickols, Harry B. — Navy Air Force — Transportation
Nobles, Lloyd E. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Norton, William W. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Carpenters
Oakes, Lee R. — Sgt. — Coast Artillery — Coffee Shop
Ogden, Oliver P.— P.F.C. — Army Medical — Cafe
Oliver, Henry — A.M.M. 3/c — Navy 9ir Corps — Transportation
Overman, Cal C. — U. S. Navy — Transportation
Overton, Dewey — Navy — Photo Unit — Projectionist
Palamountain, Pat — Pvt. — Army Medical — Transportation
Percy, John C. — Army Air Corps. (M.P. Unit) — Construction
Perrin, Charles L.— Lt. — Field Artillery — Paint
Phillips, Gerald G. — ... — ...
Pier, Kenneth M. — Lt. — Naval Reserve — Sound
Pierce, Bruce — Navy — Photo Branch — Cutting
Pinck, Dan — U. S. Naval Reserve — F. & A.
Pittenger, Richard — U. S. Coast Guard — Publicity
Preslow, Arthur A. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Electrical
Pryor, Tom, Jr. — Y 3/c — Naval Hospital — F. & A.
Pulfer, Charles I.— Air Corps — Grip
Rabasa, John — U. S. Navy — Secretary
Raffaelll, Victor — Pvt. — Signal Reg. — Labor
Rafferty, Francis J. — A/C — Army Air Corps — Landscape
Ragland, Phoclan W. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Janitors
Randall, Arthur R. — CpI. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Rannow, Elton A. — . . . — Set Constr.
Rasmus, Walter E. — Lt. — Naval Air Corps — Publicity
Redman, Jack — . . . — Construction
Reese, Harry M. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Carpenter
Rehman, Harry — U.S.N.R. — Photo Branch — Laboratory
Reimer, Richard N. — Navy Air Corps — Script
Reiss, Stuart A. — Army Air Force — Photo — Property
Reynolds, Lynn F.— Pvt. — Army Air Corps — F. & A.
Reynolds, William H. — Sgt. — Signal Photo Co. — Cutting
Ridgway, Robert — U. S. Coast Guard — Spec. Effects
Roark, Aldan — Lt. — Cavalry School — Executive
Rockett, Norman — Naval Reserve Air Corps — Property
Rogers, Charles A., Jr. — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Root, Harold A. — Chief Photo — U.S.N.R. — Sound
Ross, Jay R. — Pilot Officer — R.A.F. — Transportation
Roth, Harold M. — CpI. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Rugg, James — Sgt. — Coast Artillery — Labor
Rugg, Maynard B. — U. S. Navy — Photo — Camera
Rugg, W. E.— U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Ryan, William J. — U. S. Navy — Property
Sage, Byron — U. S. Coast Guard Res. — Reading
Sansom, Lester A. — U. S. Naval Reserves— Film Library
Santoro, Wm. F.— U. S. Navy — Grip
Schwartz, Joseph I.— U. S. Coast Guard — Labor
Scott, Philip E.— U. S. Navy — Sound
Sears, Dale — Ensign — U.S.N.R. — Spec. Effects
Selditz, Leon — U. S. Marine Corps — Photo — Cutting
Sessoms, Lawrence C. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Transportation
Shaffer, Albert E. — P l/c — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Sharwatz, Joseph F.— U. S. Navy — Construction
Shaw, John Cecil — U. S. Naval Reserves — Electrical
Shores, Thomas Eugene — S l/c — U. S. Navy — Transportation
Siegel, Paul (Al) — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Asst. Dance Dir.
Sies, Robert Dale — U. S. Army — Reading
Silver, David — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Asst. Director-

Silver, Leo A. — P.F.C.' — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Simmons, James — Signal Corps Liaison — Publicity
Skidmore, Richard — U. S. Navy — Photo — Cutting
Skiles, J. B. — U. S. Navy — Construction
Smiley, Robert — Navy Air Corps — Photo — Police
Smith, Charles L.— F 2/c — U. S. Navy — Asst. Director
Smith, Elmer L.— U. S. Navy — Police
Smith, Donald R. — CpI. — Army Engr. Bn. — Labor
Smith, Merle H. — U. S. Army — Property
Solomon, Jerome A. — Y 3/c — U. S. Navy — Publicity
Sousa, Henry H. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Sperling, Milton — U. S. Marine Corps — Assoc. Producer
Stephenson, George D. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Legal
Stevens, Henry F.— U. S. Marine Corps — Staff Shop
Stevenson, Robert J. — U. S. Navy — Fire
Stinman, Ben S. — U. S. Navy — Laboratory
Stocking, Norman T. — P.F.C. — Coast Artillery — ^Transportation
Stover, J. R. — . . . — Set Constr.
Strohm, James T. — Lt. — Army Signal Corps — Electrical
Stromberg, Marvin — Army Air Corps — Film Loading
Strong, Merton — U. S. Army — Sound
Strubhart, O. Howard — U. S. Coast Guard — Transportation
Stumpus, James — CpI. — Army Air Corps — Cafe
Sullivan, Joseph E.— Sgt. — U. S. Army — Property
Taliaferro, Russell G. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Script
Thompson, George A. — Navy Air Corps — Wardrobe
Thompson, Virgil E. — U. S. Naval Reserve — Electrical
Thrasher, Charles E. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Thrasher, Vance W. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Construction
Thruston, Edsel R. — Army — Signal Corps — Carpenter
Torpin, Donald — ... — ...
Towner, K. T. — Coxswain — U. S. Navy — Property
Towner, Richard M. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Property
Troy, Gary S. — Coxswain — Coast Guard — F. & A.
Valkis, Chris M. — Pvt. — Army Medical — Set Constr.
Wakeling, Don — U. S. Navy — Wardrobe
Walker, Basil — Naval Reserve Photo — Stock Actor
Watts, W. T. — ... — ...
Webb, Chester W. — U. S. Navy — Labor
Weiss, George A. — Lt. — Army Signal Photo — Publicity
Wellington, R. C. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Janitor
Wells, Jack — U. S. Army — Cutting
Wertanen, Waino E.— Cadet — Army Air Corps — Labor
Weyl, Edward M. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Accounting
Wheeler, Robert L.— U. S. Coast Guard — Police
White, Wallace M. — Navy Photo Branch — Spec. Effects
Whitley, William F.— Army Air Force — Capt. — Camera
Whittaker, J. W. — Naval Aircraft — Construction
Whittaker, Karl F.— Sgt. — U. S. Marine Corps — Police
Williams, Elvin B. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Laboratory
Williams, Gordon D. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Williams, Lennis R. — Army Medical — Janitor
Wise, Al — U. S. Naval Reserve — Photo — Art Title
Wolf, Herbert — U. S. Naval Reserves — Photo — Cutting
Wurtzel, Paul B. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Construction
Young, Richard E.— U. S. Marines — . . .
Young, Walter E. — U. S. Naval Reserve — Camera
Zaikowsky, Dim — U. S. Naval Reserve — Laboratory
Zanuck, Darryl F.— Col. — U. S. Army — Vice President
ZIffren, Lester — U. S. Army — Executives
Zimmerman, Charles L.— U. S. Army — Head Photocopy
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By Emilio de Lavigne
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appear)
l^ejyorterd (as they
Lee Dunbar
Sparks from the Arcs . ;.
Victory Patrol Gallery
Da n Clark and Bess Lasky
Transportation News
Floyd Maxwell
Police Palaver
Mary Jane Sobel
Pen Pushers Personals
Pete Lake
Walter
E.
Pitchman
Grip Department
Bernice Burke Holden
Legalities
Irish Roche
Laborelates
Shavings from the Mill
Findings from the Ladies' Wardrobe
Soundings Off
The Scene Dock Scene

^UT

a different kind of Christmas this year! The same

ones

aren't here this year — they've gone, or, if we're not directly
affected by a vacancy in our immediate family, there are others
close to us who have gone. So, we can't give as we did before,
or, if our family is still intact, we just won't, because a lavish

A. P. (Whizzer) V/hite
Lee Roth

display of gifts just wouldn't seem quite right. After reflection,
all of a sudden it dawns on us that, really, the old hackneyed,

Mary Dougherty
Irving Abrams

trite phrase is true after all. You know, it's not the gift that

Lacquer Lane Laconics
The Script Tease

Benny Benson
Audre Rochlen
Cecile Farrell
Rena Mussa

Jingles from John Engel's Dept.
Art Department
Sweepings from the Janitors' Dept.
1 Uncover Western Ave.
Men's Wardrobe
Carpet and Canvas
Maintenantics
Remember December

ristmas

Jo Echardt
Jack Kessler
Hazel Shirk
Bascom Shoaf
A. O. Williams

Seventh

matters — not one bit — it's the giving, the thought expended on
others that counts. It's really true then that, giving of yourself,
your time and thoughts is what really matters. So let's do that
this year. Ask yourself how and what can you do this year to
help others, to bring pleasure into their lives. Then, for God’s
sake, do it!

We

have a practical suggestion for you. A lot of us have

May Stanhope

been unable to get more than the basic "A" gasoline rations —
but others have procured supplemental rations. Are you, who

(as they appear)
Emilio de Lavigne

would have to walk, or have you, who have to walk, attempted

have supplemental rations, carrying passengers who otherwise

Editorial

^deatufed

The U. S. Air Corps

Virgil Miller
Steve Newmark
Comm. John Ford's Photographic Unit
Honor Roil — 20th Century-Fox Studio Service Men

who can bring you to work in their car?

Make your fellow employee's Christmas an easier one — either
give him a ride or give him the opportunity of sharing his car
with you. Contact him through the Studio Club's very fine
"Sh are the Ride Club".

appear)
^peciaii (as they
Motion Picture Relief Country House
"ACTION" Reporters' Luncheon
Safety News
Rules for Christmas Tree Lights Explained
Fire Dangers Told
This Thing Called Patriotism
Hail! Doyleys
War Rackets

to consult someone

Jimmy Dinneen
Audre Rochlen
Oza M. Bowen

Incidentally, your Studio again wants to give the children of
all its employees a fine Christmas Party. This event is financed
entirely by the Studio and administered

by your Studio Club

organization. It is scheduled for Sunday morning, December
20, at the Carthay Circle Theatre. Bring your children to see
Santa, let them participate in the scramble for toys, let them

ortd
20th Century-Fox Bowling Sp
League

see Christmasy acts and movies and sing Christmas Carols.

Bill Winter

Come

with them

and have a good time yourself, too.
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SPARKS

FROM

THE ARCS

and particularly from the Camera Dept., but we hope that it
will soon end, as otherwise It

By Lee Dunbar

will be pretty hard to get along
without your help here.
All the news we are getting

IT SEEMS like "Action" comes
• out powrful fast — by the
time one is in, it is time for
another.

lately seems to be good news
and It looks like at last we are

Ray Jones, one of the popular gaffers from this Studio,
passed his exam, and is now in
the Armed Forces. They tell me
that Ray has been doing K.P.,
in fact, peeling potatoes. Ray
will do a good job no matter
what it is. . . . Some of the boys
are waiting for cigars, Phil.
Congratulafions to Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Henderson. This one

m

is a boy, so that's a girl and a
boy for Phil and the Mrs. . . .
ay and Mrs. Gilbert had
a pleasant surprise when
their son, Hugh, arrived to
spend his leave with them.
Hugh is in the Navy and has
been in the combat zone. . . .
We wish the best of luck to
Aaron Munsey. Aaron worked
in the Electric Office. He gave
out calls and sold bonds as well.
He will surely be missed. Good
luck Aaron, and we will continue to buy bonds.
If r m not out of order, I
would like to say that Dunbar
No. 2 is in the U. S. Marine
Corps. Sure miss him, as he was
my

right-hand man. ... I understand that Meine, as a gaffer, and Stan Warn as a best

boy, made

a very smart combination. ... I wonder what
the Coach thinks of the Southern football teams? When we
say "Coach" we mean Jack McEvoy. . . . The friends of Ray
Gilbert are very sorry to hear
of the passing of his Mother.
. . . Sorry to hear that Meine

Ihas been sick; Earl Spicer has

^een pinch-hitting for Meine.
. . . Jack Frier is a happy man
now that Mrs. Frier is out of
bed and well again. . . . Paul
Murphy is out of the hospital
and back on the job again.

getting the script in shape and
production is rolling according
to schedule. Of course you can
appreciate that all of us cannot
be in the Service, but we want
you to know that we are trying
to the best of our ability to
keep up our end of it.
There will be new arrivals at

Standing in front of the Bren gun-carrier, are L. to R.: Bramwell Fletcher,
Morton Lowry, Henry Fonda, Allyn Joslyn, John Meredith, Thomas Mitchell,
John Whitney, Melville Cooper, Gordon Clarke and Peter Lawford. This
realistic photo was taken in the desert at Brawley during the
filming of "Immortal

VICTORY
GALLERY

PATROL

By Dan Clark and Bess Lasky

Dear SoI Halprin, Bill Whit-

ley, Harry Davis, Paul Mohn,
Bobbie Graham, Roy Ivey, Walter Young, Maynard Rugg, Don
Anderson, Pev Marley, Scotty
McEwen, Johnny Barth, Sid
Cagan, Brad Canfield, Art Arling, and Kay Norton:
We are not going to address
you by your title because promotions are coming so rapidly
that perhaps by the time you
receive this letter your title will
have been changed to something better.
By the time you receive a
copy of this "ACTICN" you
will all have wrapped yourselves
around your Christmas turkey
and entered the year of 1943,
so here is SEASON'S GREETINGS and a sincere wish for a
very Merry

Christmas

and

a

Happy New Year.
You will note from our "Victory Patrol Gallery"

that a

Sergeant."

number of men from your own
department are entering the
Service steadily, although we
have not at yet received pictures from all. We are hoping
that each one of you will try to
get us your picture at your
earliest convenience so that we
con add It to our gallery.
Brad Canfield, Sid Cagan,
Harry Webb and John Van
Wormer are the last four to
have been taken from us and
there are several others who
are eminent — Clyde De Vinna,
v/ho has been with us for some
time, has just received his Captain's commission and will be in
the Service by the time you receive this issue.
It is getting
around
the oldkinda'
plant lonesome
with so

Joe MacDonald's, Curt Fetter's,
Bobbie MacGowan's and Al
Lebovitz's. They claim that they
are aiming at a population that
will enjoy the peace which will
follow this world's greatest debacle. The rest of us are backing you up in whatever manner
is given us to do so, including
the purchasing of war bonds,
civilian defense, etc.
Jack Wendall and Earle

Walker have just received first
and second Lieutenantcy respectively in the State Militia
after many hard months of
training and study.
Bess has competition in the
department now in the person
of Colleen Caafield, wife of
Brad. She is working as equipment clerk and while Coleen is
a little larger than Bess, Bess
claims that if anything starts,
she will whittle her down to her
size and carry on from there.
Grover Laube is walking
around these days in a sort of
a trance searching for new
ideas — the 20th Century Cam-

many of you fellows gone. We
do enjoy fhe letters we get from
you and want you all to know
that we are extremely proud of
the service you are rendering.
We realize that Uncle Sam is

era job being at last almost
completed with twelve units of
the
tion. new camera now in produc-

using rare judgment in choosing
so many men from our Studio

by, ours is dropping off. We
have only three or four com-

your production seems
to While
be increasing
as the days go

3

1

panies going at present. However. itlooks like we will speed
up around the first of December, if we have enough manpower to do so, but with the
Navy, Army, Marines, Signal
Corps, etc. taking our personnel
out at an alarming rate, it looks
like, if it continues, we will
sooner or later find ourselves
arriving at the front of production with too little, if not late.
Our service flag now has over
400 stars on it, not counting the
ones who have enlisted and
been inducted since the first of
November.
The boys are trying to muffle Gabby Garnett and get him
Into a "ZOOT SUIT" — so far
he has out-talked and outrun
the gang, buf they are determined to catch up with him before Christmas.
. Th Is is about all the news we
have to write to you now and
in closing we again wish to say

keep up the good work. . . .
Congratulations also go to
Johnny Wilhelm, our tire man,
for a big job done well In handling our tires according to the
Federal Tire Ration Board.
The Transportation Dept,
sends deepest sympathy to Mrs.
Robert Hamilton and family.
Robert Hamilton died Nov. 12th
after a ...
year's
our
Studio.
All service
the newwith
voices
you now hear
Transportation
drivers whom
around the Lot

when you call
belong to exyou have seen
for a long time.

The men who have been promoted to the white-collar jobs
of dispatching are Ashby Lockett, Bob Godding and Tom
Kruse. They stepped In and
took over like they were made
for office work and not driving.
Our latest men to leave us
for Service with Uncle Sam are

the wall in his office. They are forming a “V" on the wall and are certainly out for victory in their chosen
line of work.

that we are extremely proud of
our "VICTORY

PATROL

GAL-

LERY," and although we do not
intend to have our usual Christmas party this year. It Is our
earnest intention to lift a highball for vou at Christmas time
with the hope that before another Christmas rolls around
you will all be with us again.

TRANSPORTATION

NEWS

By Floyd Maxwell

The men of Transportation

wish to take this opportunity
to wish all of our boys in the
Service a Very Merry Christmas
and a successful New Year, and
hope they will be back with us
real soon. We want them to
know we're doing our part In
buying War Bonds. Mr. Muller
who is In charge of the bonds
for Transportation told me that
out of 125 men, he is selling
$6,250.00 worth a month. Congratulations, Mr. Muller, and

Investigations, our roster now
boasts a total of fourteen men,
and we're mighty proud of each
and every one of 'em.
Three of our former policemen went Into the Service before the war, the first being
ANDREW COONEY, who was
recalled to the U. S. Navy in
January, 1941. . . . Then came
May, 1941, and JAMES McADAM, son of our Western
Avenue Police Oaptain, enlisted
In the Army. At the moment,
Jimmy's doing his stuff at Lake
Francis, Honolulu. . . . Our third
pre-war enlistee Is ROBERT
SMILEY, who is stationed at
Hawaii, and keeping us well
posted of
macist 3C.his doings as a PharAfter we

lost Bob, we

had

Tate, Jerry

business as usual In the depart-

Kennedy, Tony Kasmoe and Art
Blellict, making a total of 40
men from our department, with
more to go on October 30th.
. . . Jim Thornsberry was handing out cigars and walking on a

ment, until April
9, graveyard
'42, when
E. J. Bissell,
of the
shifters, was recalled to the

Jim

Sertees, Lou

cloud. Yes! You guessed it— at
8:24 a.m. Mrs. Thornsberry
Victory Patrol Gallery. Dan Clark's
boys who have gone into the Armed
Services enjoy a place of honor on

pers; they had to find out for
themselves. As a result of their

gave birth to a ten-pound nineounce baby boy by the name of
James William Thornsberry. . . .
Fred Bous, one of our top mechanics, Isa man who will take
on all comers In a game of
cribbage. Oonfidentially, I think
you might get him to make a
small wager on the game. Too
bad It isn't Gin Rummy, isn't
It? . . . We are all wondering
why Glen for
Reed
TechnicalIn
Adviser
all isn't
lovea scenes
20th Century-Fox films. At least
anybody who has the reputation
as the greatest of all lovers
should give the men in the Garage office, who steals red apples from the mechanics to give
to the Studio nurse, a few hints
in that age-old art
ing. . . Hope our
enjoy this bit of
next month I remain
of the North Lot.

POLICE

of love makService men
news. Until
your stooge

PALAVER

By Mary Jane Sobel

\A/

AR

is war, they tell us;

» » but you'd be surprised at
the number of fellows from this

department who came from
Iowa — or so It would appear.
At least, they weren't satisfied
with what they read in the pa-

Army. Jim's
duties ashim
Staffpretty
Sergeant are keeping
heard
from
him. for
At wethehaven't
latest
seems,
busy. It
reckoning, however, he was
stationed at Visalia.
JIM

CAVANAUGH,

whom

you will remember as one of
our best-natured doormen, has
recently gone into the Army,
also, as has DON MacLEAN of
the graveyard shift. The Army
Air Corps, too, is well represented inthe form of RICHARD
COOMBS. He's making music
with the Air Force Band In
Greenville, Texas.
The Navy has been well favored by our men; aside from
the two above mentioned USNers, we have EDWARD EKLUND
and HENRY ZYNDA doing
their Bit to rid the South Pacific
of undesirable characters. . . .
HOWARD
CHILD, as you already know, is also singing
"Anchors Aweigh," as are JOE
CREAGER and E. L. "SNUFFY"
SMITH, all three" formerly of
our swing shift. They're really
swinging now (no pun intended)
and we're for them one hundred
per cent. ... BOB WHEELER,
too, has left us to enlist In the
Coast Guard. We hope to hear
from him soon, and will tell you
more about it then. . . . One
more leatherneck on our list is
KARL

WHITTAKER, who because of his previous service
went in as a sergeant. The last

we heard, Karl was on his way
to give the Japs the business,
and we should have the lowdown before long. That winds
up the list — to date, at lea^f
We want these boys to knoV
that their gallantry is not going
unheeded. They're in our minds
and hearts at every moment,
and we're bursting with pride
at the job they're doing —
bringing about the victory that
without them could not be.
All the luck In the world, fellows, and from each one of us
to each one of you goes a
heartfelt wish for a White
Christmas.

PEN PUSHERS
PERSONALS
By
Lake
AS Pete
intimated
In this column
''last month, the Tabulating
Dept, was contacted with regard to news that has developed in that section. We found
plenty, chiefly regarding arrivals and departures, and the
following nifty little verse from
Ruth Rosander tells it to you.
"We of the Tab department
Mr. Al Terry,
Welcome In Woody's stead
As our department head.
And to the new employees,
haupt,
A great big welcome too,
James Sherlock, Marion MIlJack Bertram, Marie Sercu
W. H. McCauley.

I'm having

quite they'd
a time. hire people
I wish
Whose names would make a
rhyme.
Then
we have Hyman Miller,
And Kitty (Foyle) Cook,
And Edith Wulfestleg, that
we
ing
Have added
to our book.
Here's to our men in Service.
The very Best Success!
To Luther Holtzclaw R/T 2/c
Of the U.S.N.T.S.
To Eddie Burke who left us
For Washington D.C.
Wedress
do not have his new adBut he's In the Navy.

To Galvin Wood who's leavFor the Santa Ana Base.
To join the Army Air Corps
The Axis to erase.
To those who left "The Best
To those who came

we say.

4

of Luck"

A

'Welikehope
you're going to
us,
And

that you're here to

•I Incidentally, to al of the oldstay'."

imers and graduates of the
Tab. Dept, who may read this,
Ruth Rosander, Ellen Sanko,
Wilma Tarcy, Irene Anger,
Sophie Hayford, and Virginia
Tate send regards. . . . Yours
truly wants to take a little space
here too, to thank Tom Stevenson and Luther Holtzclaw for
the swell cooperation they gave
me on job costs and war relief
drives.

jority of the crew on Archie
Mayo's "Crash Dive" got a
goose: also Cameraman Leon
Shamroy never feels happy unless he's got someone on the
set pouting. Ray Schell had a
crane shot to make at Paramount. Took equipment out by
truck, but hollered tor first class
transportation for his return.
He got it— fifteen cents worth,
via street car!
Boddy Blair, now gang pusher
had company last month. In
his desire to create a splash, he
packed the family pressure
cooker with ten pounds of

Joe Taylor arrived back from
that deer-hunting trip with 5
bucks — 3 in cash and 2 of the
four-legged variety. No telling
what the score would have been
if Joe hadn't injured his foot.
Seems like good hunting, and
should solve the meatless Tuesdays of this winter. . . . Hal
Roth sent us a nice Christmas
card, and Lynn Reynolds and
Ed Krahn also remembered the
gang with letters.

m

The Cashiers' Dept, has received many an inquiry from
Lloyd Nobles' pals as to where
' e is and how he is. Well,
loyd is in Long Beach. And
since we can't give his unit in
print, we will be glad to tell
you if you can come to the
office or phone. Lloyd was up
to see us last week, but It was
Saturdav afternoon, so only a
few of the F. & A. saw him.
It was wedding bells for Belle
Kvitka this month too. Best
wishes from us all.
GRIP

DEPARTMENT

By Walter E. Pitchman
IN this drive for rides that we
* are experiencing on the Lot,
It was found that many of the
employees of the Grip, Prop
I
1

and ElecHic Depts.
their heads together

had put
and had

ironed out a lot of their own
transportation difficulties — then
H came a slight lull In production
w
and many of the boys' hours
were re-shuffled. Now, wouldn't
it be a wonderful thing If It
] would be possible for someone

»with the necessary authority to

rranoe a working schedule
vhe'e n the boys could continue
with their pre-arranged plans.
I I thank you.
!
The popularity of the turkey
must be diminishing, as the ma-

We couldn't get the names of the
girls, but they seem to be desert
beauties from Brawley, who were interested in Henry Fonda and the
"Immortal Sergeant" company when
they were on the desert. |

chicken. Too late he noticed
that the gauge wasn't registering and the whole thing exploded with a roar. Guests in
upper chamber marveled at
Boddy's efficiency, it put the
chicken right In their laps!
Note of apology: So sorry
Mrs. Kusley, I thought you
knew we do not employ girl
grips, at least not at present;
that Faxon name I mentioned
belongs to a he, not a she.
Did you hear the one about
Ed Dolan? Went car riding last
Sunday with a bag of apples;
picking out a luscious pippin,
bit juicily Into it only to find
that he had almost bit a wee
worm In half. Flinging the apple
away in disgust, rummaged for
another. All set for a hearty
bite, he was horrified to discover he had no teeth to
chomp with. Yes friends, he
found the teeth later still embedded In the core he had
thrown away. . . . And did you
hear the one about the Englishman who was blown out of his
home by a Nazi bomb? On
coming to, he remarked that It
was a lucky thing he got out of
there in time. . . . Ted Reed
sure fell heir to some easy
dough last month. . . . Fllp-a-

the Kellers will make their home.
Best wishes for your happiness.
Appendicitis Strikes Again:
This time Harriet Oliver was
the victim, but she is doing
nicely now after her operation,
thanks to a steady stream of
visitors from the Legal and
Publicity Depts. Gladys Kenny,
who parted from her appendix
On "Immortal Sergeant" location at
Brawley, Hanit Fonda cannot understand why it takes so long to ice the
drinks and Joe Behm explains all
about air conditioning.

recently, adviser,
acted as
technical
with Harriet's
a reminiscent gleam in her eye, so
Harriet
we
hope. should be back soon,

coin Johnson must have a lucky

Hoofing for a Cause:

fifty-cent piece — yes, one with
two heads. . . . Howard Middleton is paperinq his bathroom
with art studies. . . . Heard that
our Davey Anderson is coming
along nicely since his crack-up
on the Lot.

Wednesday night at the
Hollywood Stage Door Canteen
finds this department well represented. Maryllb Downing, Barbara Eichenhofer, Beverly Haugh

To CpI. Jack Percy, thanks
for the letter to the boys. Also
Woody Lagune, and Beansey,
your letters have been posted
on the board for all to read.
Hope the boys will write you.
Just think, there's twenty of
our
in Service and
more department
to go.
Bumped into an old friend
sightseeing
on theAl Lot.
reel Cameraman
Brick. NewsWhat
a lad. Just returned from the
Solomons. Bet his experiences
were terrific. Al is with the U.S.
Armed Forces. . . . How does
Al Thayer get his puss into so
many production stills? He
must be very agile for his size.
. . . That terrific slamming and
crashing that you hear about
sundown Is our very efficient
Police Dept, taking the necessary dimout precautions. Adios
amigos.
LEGALITIES
By Bernice Burke Holden

Matters in the Legal Dept.
are in status quo, and with
us "status quo" is as follows,
but not otherwise:

Matrimony Strikes Again:
Ursula Brassen was married
on September 12th to Thomas
Nixon, at a beautiful nuptial
mass in St. Monica's Church,
Santa Monica. On October 9th,
June Onstad was married to
Captain Charles Richard Keller, Jr. of the U. S. Army Air
Corps, at Tampa, Florida, where

and Ursula Brassen are cheerfully wearing out their dancing
shoes as the Army and Navy
and Marines give fhem a rush.
Thursday morning post mortems
reveal that the Marines have
been telling it to Barbara; Beverly is the Navy's choice for
jitterbugging: lads hitchhike 4D
miles to dance with Marylib,
and Ursula has promised to
write a nice, sisterly letter to
the poor lonesome soldier who
never ever gets any mail.
Freezing Points:
Mr. Wasson is back at his
desk after a couple of hectic
weeks in New York and Washington, where he, in company
with a group of attorneys in the
motion picture Industry, grappled with problems incident to
salary freezing.
Firemen, Save My Mortgage:
Recent brush fires on the Pacific Palisades gave Mr. de Lavlgne a bad time of it when
his home, directly in the path
of the fire, was repeatedly
threatened. When the flames
were but 50 yards distant, the
firemen advised the de Lavlgnes to remove from them
home their personal effects,
whereupon they toted load
after load down 65 (count 'emj
stairs, only to tote load after
load UD
(countwere
'em) finally
stairs
when
the65flames
subdued,
the
house. with no damage
"A" Gas Cards:

to

V/ill put most of us back on
our feet

s

LABORELATE5
By Irish Roche
AT this time each year we try
/ \ to prorriote membership in
our Studio Club. In some departments this job is simple
when the personnel is practically intact, but this year in this
department the majority are
newcomers and we need them
in our Club. In the past we
have been proud of the fact
that through the Interest of our
boss we had a hundred per cent
representation in the Studio
Club. In the past our chief duty
was to take an interest in the
financial welfare of our less fortunate brother, also to promote
sports activity and enjoyment
for all. The Studio Picnic and
the Xmas party are events we
all look forward to. Right now
they are engaged in the gigantic task of assisting us with
our transportation problem in
these days of gasoline rationing, but how many realize that
without the Club our boys in
the Service would have scarcely
no contact with their friends In
the Studio? Every month our
boys receive their copy of
"ACTION," which helps them
to keep in touch with the old
gang, and a supply of cigarettes and chewing gum Is sent
faithfully. All this should be
enough Incentive for us to see
that every man in our department is a member of this organization. Remember Jack

for the Studio Club. Here's
hoping we see him back on the
job before long.
A few days ago we laid to
rest. In Valhalla Cemetery, one
of the happiest members of our
gang, Stanley Arbuckle. By his
cheerful disposition he made
many friends and his sudden
death from an automobile accident was a shock to all as he
worked here the previous day.

SHAVINGS
THE MILL

Withers, Chief Specialist U.S.
N.R., is going to San Diego for
basic training and then heading for Washington, D. C.,
along with the pride of the
afternoon shift. . . . I. R. Nelson

PEACE
GOOD WILL

carry this year. To all you fellows In the camps In the U. S.
and the far-flung battlefields of
the world, the boys in the Construction Dept, all join me in
wishing you a MERRY CHRISTMAS. We are proud of the

world, says, "We'll win this war
because God Is on our side."
WOMEN
— Just hold your
fire, boys, women have Invaded
the Mill! Rosalie Armetta and
Inez Kendall have taken over

Freddy Gilman didn't show me
the affection they shower on

alf together to celebrate again
before long.

with "Little Joe" Molden, Tom
Archer and Ted Mershon, are
now working with our tools.
UNCLE SAM DEPT.— Uncle
Sam hit the iackpot this last
month, taking Into his fold, Lou
Armetta, Signal Corps: Dale
Gotherldge, Army; Bib Bob
Matthews, Army: Frank Easton,
C.C.M., U.S.N.R., who shipped

formerly of the Cafeteria; as
for Rosalie, I'm a little jealous,
because Ray Conaway and

Rosalie. What's she got that I
haven't? . . . Not to be overlooked isbeauteous Mrs. Johnny Kellar, who holds down the
clerk's job In the Staff Shop.
Johnny Skube and I, along

to Rhode Island where he'll
probably see Junior Sklles and
Maury Fountain.

Luick as designer and is renewing old acquaintances on the
Lot. Mr. Hubert was with the
Fox Studios about eight years

her winnings into defense bonds.

What significance these words

that's just what we're fighting
for, and as Joe Louis, the
heavyweight champ of the

Rene Hubert is replacing Earl

a football pool and last week
Thelma Ryan won $100. She set
an excellent example by putting

ON
EARTH?
TOWARD MEN.

boys who have left this department to give their all for God
and country, regardless of personal sacrifices. PEACE ON
earth — GOOD WILL TOWARD MEN — oddly enough

ing. We had a small farewell
party for him and sent him off
with a waterproof wrist watch^
Good luck, Herschel, we afl
miss you.

ago and has spent most of the
intervening time in Europe.
Each week the boys make up

Merry Christmas . . .

spending the first Xmas away
from home, A Very Merry
Xmas: and we hope that no
n^atter where they are they will
have a better time than we
showed them at , the party In
the Flat shop a year ago. It Is
our sincere wish that we will be

/bought. Jack is one of our oldtimers, and always a big booster

C.H.

By A. P. (Whizzer) White

the jobs vacated by Johnny
Skube and myself. Everybody
knows and loves Inez Kendall,

The- boys on the Lot were
glad to hear that the recent injuries received, by^dack V\/alsh
were not qs_ _serIons as we

at Fresno for a while and his
work will be chiefly map draft-

Martin Zumhofe,

FROM

Savage's slogan, if you can
show him where you can get
better value for your money
elsewhere, he will gladly pay
your dues. May we at this time
wish every member of our gang
who is now In the Service and

I noticed that our ex-toolroom custodian, Don Smith, is
riow a Corporal. Best of luck,
Smitty.

2nd

Class, U.S.N.R., shiped off to
Norfolk, Virginia. . . . Al (Red)

Ray Lopez (Make-up Artist), and Sam
Schneider (Asst. Director), gild the
lily by attempting to make Anna Sten
more beautiful than she is. This scene
taken

on the stage during the shooting of the picture, "Fighting

Chetniks." Carpenters
joined the Seabees.
Mate Second Class. . . . Saw
Paul Wurtzel Saturday minus a
lot of weight and his asthma.
Jack K. Anderson, Specialist
2nd Class N.S.N.R., who will be

In Red Withers' crew. . . Mickey
Woods, a Western Ave. boy
who received his call to go in
the Artillery. ... I hope all you
fellows receive your five dollar
checks (a gift from the Carpenter Dept.) in time for Xmas. . . .
Ran into Harry Reese looking
fit as a fiddle and sending regards to all. . . . Kenny Dice
dropped in the Studio while on
leave to see the old gang, also
Dick Chapman who is, pound
for pound, a mighty man.
FLASH — George Hulbert Is
working furiously to get his new
nail straightener completed.
George

claims this Is the machine the industry has been

. . . Hazel "Munn" Halbrow
held open house In her new
home and everyone had a fine
time "warming" the place. They
tell me that Munn had a couple
small figures which she thought
were Japanese, so broke the
heads off, only to discover that
they were made in China. Oh,
v/ell, a little chewing gum will
fix them up good as new. . . .
The girls who fitted extras on
the "Coney Island" beach set
came back from Venice in hysterics after putting a lot of fat
women into old-fashioned bathing suits. . . . Two of our girls
attend the Hollywood Canteen
regularly on Tuesday nights
and, from their condition on
Wednesdays, the jitter-bugs
must be a bit on the strenuous
side. . . . Our workroom is filled
and overflowing with hoop
skirts for numbers in "Coney
Island." Guess we'll have to
start hanging them from the
ceiling. . . . The Ladles Wardrobe have contributed 100% to
the Community Chest with a
total of 86 subscriptions. ... So
few people on the Lot get to
see the beautiful costumes made
here for the stars and chorus
numbers, and they really have
to be seen to be appreciated.
Don't you all think It would be
Interesting to have a glass case
(perhaps in the cafe) where at
least one costume at a time
could be shown? I am sure our
own

praying for.

employees would appreciate this as well as the many

FINDINGS FROM THE
LADIES' WARDROBE

guests who visit our Studio.

By Lee Roth

By Mary Dougherty

*LjERSCHEL,
* ed costumeswho
for has
us for
sevdeslgn-

WE HAVE lost two members

eral years. Is now in the Army
Air Corps. He will be stationed

SOUNDINGS

OFF

of our department to Rerecording— Jimmy Trucano (the

proud papa), and Johnny Ap-

itsch. We

suspect the latter

of being glad to move on account of he used to wear his

MOTION

tires down driving us to the
Old Administration Building

•very no n.

PICTURE

RELIEF

COUNTRY

UESTS of the new Motion Picture Country House
look forward to dining with studio players and employees at their Sunday evening buffet. Each week Hollywood personalities are Invited to join the Country House
residents at Sunday night supper. The weekly event,
warmly anticipated by the people who faithfully served
the film industry, affords them an opportunity to meet
their friends active in production.
Make this Sunday your day at the Country House. For
reservations, call the Motion Picture Relief Fund offices

Mr. Hansen is off on his annual trip to New York for ten
days or two weeks, and we miss
him. But with the Swap-a-Ride
headquarters in our building
now, there is never a dull moment. Estelle Traeger and Betty
Bow dispense and find rides for

on over. Just state your specifications, from a five-by-five
redhead to a tour -by -four
blonde, and they guarantee satisfaction.

Aside to Hal Freedman (formerly the sheik of this department, but now "somewhere in
the War Zone"); — That is a
mighty purty photograph of
your likeness that your father
sent to "Skipper." If possible,
you are handsomer than ever
in a uniform. How's about a
little note now 'n then — between Germans? ? ?

THE SCENE
DOCK SCENE
By Irving Abrams
THE

SCENE

• unhappy

DOCK
place

is a very

these

days.

We have lost the light of our
eyes. Wanda Hahne has gone

to grace somebody else's office,
^jer husband was in our Insert
■pept. and is now in our Navy,
^he was with us all too short a
time
boys
their
Grip

but long enough for
to get all cleaned
language also. Except
who barged in, roared

the
up:
one
out

day ever heard of. Yeah, Harry
and a Navy that you guys never
dreamed of.
'Bye now, Buy Bonds now.

LACQUER LANE
LACONICS

1

■

.

By Benny Benson

SEASON'S GREETINGS from

.

the Paint Dept, to all the

|M|^'

Arthur Von Kirback, one of
our first mixers, has left our
midst to affiliate himself with

parts, too — so you can see that
the Sound Dept, has really
taken on glamor!!!!

they are giving out. Says there
are some that no sailor of his

•
Ti-

-1

sounds good and he
it. He was raised on
Virginny." . . . Harry
was in the Navy in

the good old days of "Wooden
Ships and
Ironthe
Men"
bewildered by all
new is ratings

at Hillside 8211. Supper is served at 6:00 P.M. The price
of dinner for visitors is one dollar.

all and sundry, with the greatest of ease, so if you want to
hitch a ride or offer one — come

some defense plant in the East,
and Uncle Sam is courting several others of our clan. . . . Robert Stevens, our mechanical engineer, has a new pride and joy
— of all things, a tandem bike.
Now he is dodging the abovementioned gals because they
are trying to sign him up for
^two or three passengers.
Since the gas rationing has
been going full-speed ahead
Norman Doyle has been lending his charm around these

Side." It
swears by
it. In "Ole
Heim who

HOUSE

boys in the Service and especially to Charlie Perrin, Bob

■'

Jolley, Al Ade, Nolan Goodman, Jack Redman, Harry
iff

■

r ^

Hughes, Jr., Ray
John Gilman, Max

Gabbard,
Anderson

and Bob Vesely. You are "Our
Boys" and though most of you
won't be able to be home for
Christmas, we want you to know
that we are thinking of you and
The

S-fudio Club

finally broke

down

and

bought

a luncheon

for all the hard-

working reporters on "ACTION" magazine. The lunch didn't cost so much,
but the cigarettes and cigars certainly ran Editor Norman Doyle's blood
pressure up twenty points. In the group are: L. to R. — front row Mary Dougherty (Sound), Mary Jane Sobel (Police); (second row) Cecile Farrell (Estimating), Bernice Burke htolden (Legal), Audre Rochlen (Script), Lee Roth
(Men's Wardrobe), May Stanhope (Music), Bess Lasky (Camera), Alice
Goodwin (Studio Club), Jo Eckhardt (Matron), Marguerite Hamilton (Group
Insurance); (standing) Hazel Shirk (Wardrobe), Walter Pitchman (Grip),
Norman Doyle (Studio Club), Bert Thomas (Air Conditioning), Harold Gordon (Print Shop), Sam Godfrey (Print Shop), Oza Bowen (Purchasing),
Irving Abrams (Scene Dock), A. O. Williams (Maintenance of Facilities),
Don

Breitlinger (Research), George Edwards (Mail Room), Pete Lake (Cashier). Chief Siegel and Jimmy Gibney of Western Ave. left before the picture
was taken so that they could punch their time card. A good
time was had by all.

the customary greetings and
then discovered to his horror

get and hens don't lay hammers. "Yeah," says Bob, "and

that his eyes did not deceive
him — there WAS a Lady present. He grabbed off his hat
with a flourish, gave a bow that
swept the floor and backed out

furthermore you can't drive a
nail with an egg."
Paul Knisiey called the other
day. Says that he and a few
other members of his Photo

saying "I beg . your pardon.
Madam, I beg your pardon.
Madam." I won't mention his
name. His face is red enough
now and besides the last time
I mentioned
wrong.

it, I spelled it

That Bob Wellington is getting plenty sharp these days.
One of the boys In the office
traded his hammer for dozen
eggs. Yes, he's on his way to
the Navy. Later he remarked to
Bob that maybe he should have
held out for three dozen on account of hammers are hard to

Unit of the Army Air Force
went through Monterey like a
P38. They are now at Fort
Roach and that's the Army even
if It doesn't sound like it. They
even get K.P.
This department has hung up
a record for the rest of you to
shoot at. Twenty-five per cent
of our total personnel are on
active duty with the Armed
Forces and even that will be increased shortly.
If the scarcity of bacon bothers you, ask Lloyd Phillips about
how he fixes what he calls "Salt

wish you the best possible good
cheer and happiness. When this
foul war business is over we can
be

together

again and

rally

'round as only good fellows can.
Tardy congratulations to you,
Charlie Perrin, on the birth of
your
son,toGary,
Sept. 2nd.
Needless
say Grandpappy
Perrin (Hand

Props) Is mighty

proud of his two boys and
daughter June.
Nolan Goodman is stationed
in Memphis, Tenn. and says it
is possible that he may be
transferred to the west coast.
. . . Max Anderson is with the
Photographic Division at Hal
Roach. . . . Harry Hughes, Jri
is giving the dark-skinned maid-«
ens the eye in Hawaii. . . . John
Gilman shipped out — destination unknown. . . . Ray Gabbard'
is now at Fort Crook, Nebraska.
. . . Bob Vesely Is training at
San Diego. . . . Bob Jolley has
been promoted to Staff Sergeant at Tyndall Field, Florida.
Now for our DC
YCU
KNCW?

Dept. — that

Ernie

(Blind Man) Stewart, the Ameri-i
can League umpire, is working
with us? Ernie tells some Interesting tales of big-time base-,
ball and whenever he starts' he
Is assured of an Interested;
audience In Walter Jolley, Joe
Sibley, Geo. Washburn, Everett
Lull and your, correspondent . . .

that Bert Crawford

is the actual

example of the "one-armed
paperhanger" because he accidentally cut his arm and is now
busier than the one-armed gent
since he has a turkey ranch and
this is turkey season? Turkey
Crawford, he was known as. . . .
that when someone comes in
the door of the Paint Shop and
gives the Nazi salute and utters
the accompanying words we
can no longer work up a smile.
All of this because the front of

ing in Stillwater, Oklahoma.
Jerry Fogel is stationed at
Douglas, Arizona, and is training to be an airplane mechanic.
Jerry Bryan Is stationed at the
old Hal Roach Studio in Culver City where they are making training films for the Army.
In the romance department
this month we have two new
engagements . . . Portia Lugoff
has a lovely diamond ring and
is engaged to Gordon DeLIsle,

the Paint Shop is being used
for a set and there is a Nazi

'taint funny!. . . . that Stand-by
painters must te good and are,
and have to step in on a sec-

soap alone . . . that the personnel of;the Paint Dept, wishes

TEASE

Rochlen

WELL, Thanksgiving Is over

given Christmas leave. They
only cost about a dollar to fill,
so If you have not already
signed up, contact Kathleen
Ridgeway for details.
More Script employees have
gone into the service — and this
time the list includes two girls
— ^Joan Conlln and Dorothy
Brooks. Joan has arrived In
England and is a member of the
W.A.A.F. Dorothy has joined
the WAVES and Is now train8

closely embroiled with one of
the steam pipes In the heater
In the Drafting Room, with a
consequent increase in Its body
temperature and a corresponding Increase In its already evil
temperament; at which time It
sallied boldly forth ready to do

worthy retreated to a corner,
mortally wounded, but still managing a defiant snarl. Not to
be outdone, his adversary
snarled right back and the affair
seemed to have reached an Im-

Yep, s'fact.,

We in the Script Dept, are
busy little bees, as usual, what
with Red Cross work, Hollywood Canteen work, and filling
Christmas stockings for Servicemen. These stockings will be
given only to those Servicemen
stationed In and about Southern California who will not be

It would seem that a species
parison.
of rodent of a type well-renowned for its unusual ferocity
had the ill luck to become too

several telling kicks into the
short ribs of the monster which

all of you a very Merry Christmas and a .Happy New Year?

and the month of December and Christmas is upon us.
Let us not get hysterical, kiddies— and try to keep In mind
that buying bonds is more important than a lot of foolish
spending. Besides, bonds make
a swell gift anyway.

ap-

had the happy result of bringing on the scene the Messrs.
Air Raid Warden Sandors and
Fire-watcher Galli, in the order
named. The former, abandoning all thoughts of personal
safety and armed only with his
covrage, essayed a flank attack
and succeeded in getting in

will make soap go further and
cut grease far better than just

By Audre

Islands must

pear piddling Indeed by com-

an opportunity to do any serious damage. The hue and cry
which they immediately raised

ond's notice and do the impossible?. . . that ageing is an art
and also requires a
great
amount of skill? . . . that tripodium phosphate will greatly
aid housewives in their housework? A little of it In the water

SCRIPT

the Solomon

raging In

battle with all and sundry. Fortunately, itwas discovered by
several civilians before It had

flag and "Stadt Kommandant"
sign over the iron studded door;

THE

titanic struggles now

The rodent, however, had not

Waiting for Daddy to come home —
that might well be the title of this
picture.
daughter

It's little Kathy Ridgway,
of Florence Ridgway of the

Script Dept, and Bob Ridgway. formerly of the Sersen Dept, and now
with the U. S. Coast Guard.

while Barbara McCracken is befrothed to Jack Mounger of the
L'nited States Navy.
We have a few new members
to add to the Waltlng-at-theMallbox-Brigade: Alice McVey,
Lorraine Stoll, Florence Ridgway, Dorothy Harris and Ethel
Schneider. All have husbands
or boy friends in the Service.

ART

DEPARTMENT

By Rene Mussa

ON the morning of Nov. 4,

1942 at approximately
10:30 A.M. an engagement took
place in the Art Dept, of 20th
Century-Fox Studios in Southern California, beside which the

long to consolidate his position,
passe.
for at this juncture. Fire-watcher
Galli charged up, brandishing
an iron baluster with which he
had wisely armed himself, and
threw himself Into the fray with
the Indomitable will to achieve

JINGLES FROM
ENGEL'S DEPT.

JOHN

By Cecile Farrell

Rather an uneventful month
In this department —

no er;^^

llstments, but we continue t^^
hear from our boys In the
Service. Harold Freeman arrived safely in Virginia after a
6-day trip during which he was
only off the train one hour. He
writes that they could use some
California sunshine as the frost
was about 6 inches thick when
it was his turn to stand watch.
(L. A. Chamber of Commerce,
please note!). He reversed the
usual procedure and sent us a
5 lb. box of candy. This was a
very popular office for a couple
of h ours. Johnny Kellar is still
at the Inglewood Recruiting
Station and will be happy to
sign any of his friends on the
dotted line. . . . Johnny Counsll
writes from San Diego that
Navy life Is wonderful, the food
is wonderful and he's really having a grand time. My impression
of a day In the life of Johnny
Counsll would be as follows: Up
at 5:30 — 2 hours brisk drilling
before breakfast; lessons all
morning till lunch; more lessons
in afternoon till dinner; lectures, studying and still more
lessons in the evening; another
brisk little drill before the day
draws to a close; and then,
from 9:30 P.M. to 5:30 A.M. —
blissful oblivion. Is that about
right, John? . . . Charlie Flickwir picked up the current Saturday Evening Post and was
thrilled to find a picture that
could easily be his son, Don,
standing In a riverbed beside a

victory. The tide of battle
surged to and fro, and the outcome hung in the balance for a
measurable interval of time, to
the accompaniment of shouts of
encouragement from the popu-

partly-completed bridge, in
some unnamed spot In Alaska.
Don, who was an apprentice In
the Mill and one of the first on
the Lot to enlist, having gone

lace, such as :"Give It to him.
Gusto," "Well and shrewdly

ing ationwonderful
the loca-a
of which is,job,
of course,

struck. Gain," "Let him have it,"
etc. Finally, however, the rodent
cashed in his checks, unable to
longer withstand the crushing
(in a literal sense) blows dealt
him with undIminIshing fury by

military secret for the time being. When it is okayeji for publication, Charlie will be very

Gain, who now deftly picked up
the cadaver and deposited
same In a convenient wastepaper receptacle.
So ended this battle of the
giants, proving that righteousness will always triumph over
the forces of evil.

in 21 months ago, has been do-

happy to tell us all about it. . .
Jim Girton has two nephews in
the Service and John Engel has
a brother-in-law who answers to
the name of Colonel Farman,
and

a

nephew,

Lt. Thompsor^BI

who Is in the Photographic Di^^
vision of the Army Air Corps
in India. All of which makes this
office well represented in the
Army, Navy and the Marines.

SWEEPINGS

FROM

THE

JANITORS’ DEPT.
By Jo Echardt
D Y this time I reckon as how
iPeveryone is full of Thanksgiving Turkey (1 hope).
Matron Myrtle Burnett has
gained a daughter through the
marriage of her son George
Burnett, U.S.N. (formerly of the
Mail Dept.). Our congratulations to both. . . . We wish to
extend our deepest sympathies
to Earl Catlin, whose wife
passed on recently. . . . Toddie
'of the Lockers has been entertaining her brother, Jo Miller
and his wife from Arfzona. . . .
Thelma Cannon, B. Dressing
Room Matron has left to go to
work for Defense. Good luck!
. . . Earl McIntosh, window
washer, is now with the Labor
Dept.
Didjaknow that Byron H.Riess
has gone to Western Avenue?
And, by the way — did you know
we have about eight members
of our department working
there also? They are beginning
to think they are stepchildren
'cause we never mention them,
so right here and now let me
list them: Mae Grissell, Clarence J. Hunt, Byron H. Riess,
Edward Leslie, John A. McDonald, Walter Smith and George
Winkle. . . We welcome Tommy
Reed back with us. Some new
members of our department
are Lewis J. Beam and Fred
Luttgens.
It appears that all the boys
had such a good time at our
party in September that we
have decided to have a Hard
Times Dance to be given on
Nov. 28th. Should have loads of
fun!
Guess that cleans up the dirt
for this time. Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year from
the gang!
I UNCOVER
WESTERN AVE.
By Jack Kessler
IT SEEMS nothing short of a
•shame to use so much valuable
space for a title like "I Uncover, etc." in these days of
conservation, so we have decided to eliminate this dire
extravagance with your help.
We are going to run a contest
that will go something like this:
To the first seven hundred who
send in the shortest, and at the

same time, most appropriate
name, barring any, beginning
with the letter "B" (such as
"Bunk" or worse), however
apropos they may seem, we will
deliver one photograph, or facsimile of a good used retread
P.B.R. (photographed before rationing). There you have it, boys
and girls — don't get shut out.
Amazing — picture a group of
men, not exactly whooping it
up, but really enjoying a confab; converge on group, find
hilarity, not from questionable
stories, but from discussion of
cute characteristics of pet dogs.
To you, Harry Hughes, Wayne
Rivers, Wilford De 4Young,
Harry Fox and Victor Ries for
some clean fun, and an extra
sock on the back for Vic, (who
can take it) who will allow no
pets in his domain to go hungry.
Apparently the Lab. is a
bleak place, but this is a fallacy.
No wonder that those people
down there are always smiling,
for all they have to do is step
to the front door to see some
of the most beautiful blossoms
I have ever seen, namely those
on the Primora or Princess
flower and the Pomegranate
plants: they are gorgeous in
color. Smiles and flowers travel
in a cycle, or circle or something. Ifyou doubt me, I point
out Ernie Kounte, Fawn Farrar,
Frances Rotsky and Fred Burnworth as smiling exponents. Am
I right? Certainly.
Do you know that Bill Grissell
was at one time one of the
leading jockeys tor a stable in
England? He wore a lavenderstriped uniform that must, from
all reports, have been a honey.
He now "jockeys" the phone
calls around at the Lab. . . And
do you know that Johnnie Pennisi wrote a song that was introduced byTed Fiorita and his
band? When Ted uses a number, it is, and has to be, really
a number. Good luck, Johnnie.
. . . Our last report on Oliver
Maihles, who has been confined
in a hospital, says "Doing fine."
Our best to you, Oliver.
Now to end it all, I wish to
ail, a Merry Christmas.

MEN’S

WARDROBE

By Hazel Shirk
LI
to all "Our
• • ELLO
the Service,
and I Fellas"
do meanin
Reed Boss, Bob Harris, Joe
Johnson, Fred Magnus, George
McGerty, Mark Miller; and, to
all those whose names I haven't
mentioned
Bob H arris, "Hi,
runningNEIGHBOR."
a projector
in our Army AirCorps, is mighty
happy to have his wife, Marie,
and 9-week-old Bob Jr. stationed nearby.

re information on Air Cadets —
good luck to her son. Bill, now
in training. . . . "Pop" Singer,
busy as a bee, keeping his quota
up for the boys. . . . Babe
Cooper still has stock in both
departments. . . . Harold Bradow is key man on our cash
bond-wagon. . . . Frank Miller
and staff are seeing insignias in
their sleep what with all these
uniform pictures.
Joe King, Burt Offord, Jim
Smith, Walter Kirby, Jack Masters and Wina Basevi (she's our
sketch artist), have tied the knot
and now call this department
"home."
"Hammer" Watson
also returned this month and
was doing great till, while playing golf one Sunday, he twisted
his back and was a lame birdie
for a while, but is now back to
par. The "Burbank Peasant" is
nowof officially
Brandt"
as
Nov. 20 —"Citizen
congratulations
on becoming a citizen of our
country, Steve.
Coffee is verboten on the

Here's that guy, GALVIN WOOD, who
used to figure out all our overtime
on those complicated tabulating machines. He's now in the Army Air
Corps, and as good looking as he is,
the gal he left behind him, Claudette
Wood (Mrs. Galvin Wood), is now
working in the Bond Dept, and is a
charming, extremely good-looking
person

herself.

If Uncle Sam has his way
there will be two new recruits
in the Service this month; Joe
Dimmitt in the Navy, and Ed
Wynigear in the Army. 'Course
there'll be stag parfies which
leave us gals but definitely in

stages now — must check with R.
C. James on the dispositions of
the fellows. The men's side of
the "Big Shack" now rates its
own
178. The
"Big
Tent" phone.
would Ext.
feel I right
at home
in a circus what with life-size
horses and mile-high face masks
— "Coney Island" is doing it.
. . . The S. M. gate is now open
for those with cars. When gas
rationing comes, don't you think
it would be a good idea for Ed
Armand to move his ranch
down here and rent some of
those nags he's always talking
about?

the cold; however, we're planning on having Co-ed parties if
we have to give them ourselves.
We still don't know where
"Drummer Boy" Ware will be
eating his Christmas turkey, but

Thanks a million to two trouble-shooters, Allen Slone and
Ed Armand, who helped put this
column together.

he's keeping his drumsticks
crossed that Uncle Sam will wait
till after the holidays.

CARPET

After finishing the underwater saga, "Crash Dive," Bill
McCrary and Johnny Hassett
have finally admitted the ripples in the floor are natural
and their Small Shack isn't floating away. . . . Chuck Keehne
warns the Axis that submarines
are a good thing to stay clear
of. . . . R. R. Morris finally did
get that train for New York. . . .
C. Sandeen sure gives me competition— gets his information
pre-dated in his regular monthly
letters to the Service Men . . .
Grace Hall is the person to see

AND

CANVAS

By Bascom Shoaf

Thrash
he left for
d aVance
SUREHewhenismisse
WEArmy.
the
doing
fine
er

job (of weight reducing) at Hal
Roach Studios. His wife, Dorothy (I mean Mrs. Thrasher),
moved into the office as he
moved out. Yes, we sure miss
Dorothy?).
Vance (ER — have you ever seen
Clinton Schurr, our new boss,
certainly has moved fast since
taking over. If U.C.L.A. had
him they would be leading the
coast conference today. (Boy!
9

that ought to be good for two
hours O.T.).
We stole two of Nick's best
greenmen from the Nursery:
Jack Ormsby and Jack Bruhn.
Everything was fine; they moved
right in ready to be A- 1 carpetmen, but they Insisted on
laying GREEN carpet. Well,
Jack Ormsby quit, Jack Bruhn
stayed, but he still feels our
carpets are the wrong color.
To Vance Thrasher, Jack Barrett, Bill(silent) Norton and Stan
Snead: Are you coming home
for Christmas? We will be
waiting for you in the shop on
Christmas Eve — just a little department party for you, and we
will wait until the last minute.
If you can't come we will understand. In any case, we will
drink a toast to you and all the
other BOYS.

By A. O. Williams

The faint tinkle that we have

been hearing has now turned
to a distinct jingle and with the
addition to taxes, etc., to the
melody, the old familiar Christmas chimes are turning to a
jangle.
This issue marks one year of
war. To posterity it will be
marked as one of great achievement. Ithas graphically demonstrated what a great and free
industrithey are
that enMost of

the departments in our industry have felt the pressure of the
huge mobilization that has been
necessary to create the armies
that we must have. The boys
and girls who have felt the call
know that we all miss them and
that we will welcome the day
when we can have them back
here In the old gang again.
To the fellows from our department who have joined up,
let me say that the M of F is
right behind you and I am sure
that if there is anything we. can
do for you — just let us know.
Bill Alberts is due to take his
advanced

training course, so it

won't be long before he has
the pleasure of giving the Japs
some mementoes. ... To Bill,
Gilly, Tom, Jonesy and Gentry,
and any and all of our friends
10

fashion, we are going to be in
a quandary as to the kind of
treat we are getting, whether It
will be Bourbon, Scotch or
coffee.
The friends of Wayne Neeld
will be glad to know that he
has gone into the Cutting Dept.
The face on the cutting room
floor never gets the big salary,
so in behalf of all the poor extras, Iask him to be charitable
and try to save the struggling
souls from so terrible a fate. . . .
The friends of Fred Williams
will be glad to learn that he is
acting C.P.C. in the Navy and
is now in Washington, D. C.
Fred has been with the Seiznick
company and 1 am sure he is
well known to the many of you
who

have joined us. I would

like to give you a word of welcome and I am sure that all the
members

MAINTENANTICS

people can accomplish
ally and martially when
aroused to a danger
dangers their freedom.

who are now away, we wish you
all the best.
Now that to ration is the

party.
If you have need for our services, will you call 508? Mr. Rabold, our Department Head, is
always eager to have things
taken care of before they bust.
We from the Maintenance
Dept, wish you all A
CHRISTMAS.

EARLY

FOR

YEAR’S

I am

THE

U. S. AIR CORPS!

Here's to our boys in the Air Corps
As they wing their way on high,
To drop their tons
Of bombs on the Huns,
Raining Death from the sky.
Theirs Is a dangerous mission
As they dodge anti-aircraft shell;
But they'll come home
From Berlin and Rome,
Safe from an Axis Hell!

Our boys "on the ground' 'in the Air Oorps
Make sure that the planes are right;

MERRY

SAFETY

Shop early and avoid accidents. The last few days before
Xmas there is always a Mad
Rush — and what a Scramble.
Pedestrians and motorists — traffic accidents will increase — the
possession of good health Is the
best of life.

NEW

Alice Faye, Ann Barr (Make-up); (standing L. to R.) Hatto Tappenbeck
(Technicolor Cameraman), Ollie Hughes (Wardrobe), Dick Smith (Makeup), Al Thayer (Grip), Charles Goldie (Still), H. R. Jones (Grip), Wilma
Christian (Wardrobe), Olga Collins (Make-up), Paul Monroe (Electric).

of the Seiznick com-

pany will find us helpful and
cooperative. We admire the
pictures you have made and
wish for your continued success.
. . . My friend, Johnny Buel, and
his handsome partner, Harry
Sweetman, are the boys with
the Christmas ice. They have
sharpened their tongs and are
all prepared for the Christmas

SHOP

20+h Century-Fox loss is also 20th Century-Fox gain, as Bill Heath, Test
Director, leaves for the Armed Forces and Alice Faye is welcomed back to
her home Lot after too long a time away. (L. to R.) Bill Heath (kneeling),

THOUGHT

resolved I shall always

anticipate the accident possibilities. A full measure of prosperity for you and the family.
BUY

WAR

BONDS

BUY

WAR

BONDS

No part must fail
From "prop" to tail
In the middle of the fight.
The men who service the fighters
Must know their stuff — they're the ones
Whose guarantee
Brings Victory
Over the Japs and Huns!
Here's to our sons In the Air Corps,
Earthbound, or up with the stars!
They've found their place
To help us erase
War's scourge, with all of its scars.
They'll fight for Army and Navy,
Boost our Marines' winning score;
Theirs the renown,
Theirs
VIct'ry's
Our, the
mighty crown
Air —
Corps.
— Virgil Miller.
Dedicated to my two sons
and all other sons now in the
Air Corps.

COMM. JOHN FORD'S
PHOTOGRAPHIC UNIT
By Steve Newmark
Naval Officers and enlisted personnel whom you
Tiave seen on the Lot these past
few weeks are members of
Comm.

John Ford's Photographic Unit. They are functioning at the present time as a
unit of the Field Photographic
Branch of the Office of Strategic Services. Most of the men
have formerly been identified
with the motion picture industry. Lt. Gregg Toland, the
Commanding Officer of this

by the addition of Lt. Engle,
Chief Murray, Harry Sundby,
P l/C, Dick Fritch, P l/C, Bruce
Pierce, P2/C, and Herb Wolfe,
P 3/C. Criginally referred to as
the Hollywood Navy, they have
undeniably acquitted themselves
In active service. Their work
here at the Studio is of a confidential nature, so unfortunately we'll
to waittountil
time
in have
the future
findsome
out
what It's all about.

j

made photographic history at
the battle of Midway. Recently
the unit has been augmented

By Jimmy DInneen
The California Safety Society
' has Introduced and campaigned for many safety measures that have been put Into
effect during the last year. Cn
December 12th of last year at

plants exceeded those of the
Pearl Harbor disaster. Most of
these deaths were due to someone's carelessness. Many workers are not aware of any danger in their occupations and so
are not on guard. Colorful
posters and warnings should be
placed where all will see and
heed them.
In the bustle and strain of
Staff Sergeant J. R. Stover of the
American Air Forces, now in the European theatre of operations, was
formerly employed by Tom Morrissey in the Construction outfit. Dept.
No. 73. He looks as happy here on
foreign shores as he was known to
be on the Lot. His father is Mark
Stover, who

was formerly in the Construction Dept.

FOX MOTEL
Located Across The Street
From S. M. Gate
10269

SANTA
BLVD. MONICA

Phone

a meeting, the 40-miles-perhour maximum speed for cars,
was discussed and endorsed as
a means of conserving rubber
and as a safety measure. At
that time, out of 3000 cities in
the United States, Los Angeles
had one of the highest accident
records. During the past months

Six months after December
7, 1941, fatalities In Industrial

l^fcantlc, all but White travelled
^^to the tropic clime of Honolulu
and joined Comm. Ford — Lt.
Toland, Lt. Arling, Lt. (jg) Hoge,
Chief Pennick, Dick Skid mo"e,
P 1/C, Jim Mitchell, P 2/C,
Bob Seiter, P 2/C, Steve New-

the numerous Task Forces operating out of Pearl Harbor.
Comm. Ford and Mackenzie

NEWS

Los Angeles has reduced accidents to such an extent that it
is now almost at the top of the
list. I hope that In the coming
year, visional education will be
employed in instructing civilians
in safety as it has been for the
Service men. A military authority said It was not the bold
tool-hardy man who made the
best soldier, but the man who
combined courage with caution.

unit, resigned from his position
as one of the ace cameramen
in the business in order to devote all of his time and talents
to the more vital work at hand.
This particular unit has really
been active in the past year.
Lt. Pier. Lt. Kellogg, Chief
Mohn, Chief Hilson, Bob Braggins, EM I/C, Wally White,
P MC, and Jack Mackenzie,
P 2/C, went to Iceland on their
Initial assignment. From the
stormy waters of the North At-

mark, P2/C, and Jim Saper,
P 3/C. While at the islands
some of the men saw action on

SAFETY

the holiday season accident toll
reaches Its peak and Ironically
brings death and sorrow and
sometimes poverty to many
homes.
We

of the home

front must

see that our fighting men return to a safe and sane world.
When you are seated around
your Christmas dinner table,
you might offer thanks because:
eat;
"Some

have meat, who cannot

And some
want it.

would

But we have meat
cSn eat.

eat, who
and

we

CRestview

Beautifully furnished Bachelors and Singles . . . with
Kitchen and Radio — Individual Garages — Dally
Rates)
Maid Service
(Inquire About
DAILY

Our

. WEEKLY

Oh well, there's Tuesdays, but
•why be technical?
A MERRY

XMAS

TO YOU

ALL

Attractive

. MONTHLY

RULES FOR CHRISTMAS
TREE LIGHTS EXPLAINED

OFFICIALLY Interpreting the

Army's "dimout" orders establishing war-time civilian protective measures, the Ninth Region Office of Civilian Defense
has announced that Christmas
g also must be contree lightin
trolled this year. According
to the O.C.D. announcement,
Christmas tree and other decorative lighting In the home must
be obscured by drapes or
shades or must be moved back
within a room to a distance
three times the height of the
top of the window pane above
the floor. Since the average
v/Indow top
above the
mean that
would have

is at least six feet
floor, this would
a Christmas tree
to be not less than

18 feet from any unshaded window. Of course, if shades are
drawn, the Christmas tree may
be placed
room.

anywhere

In the

It is Important to note that
dim-out regulations are not as
rigid as tor blackouts. Ordinary
window shades, Venetian blinds,
or drapes provide sufficient
coverage for dim-out purposes.
According to O.C.D. light control authorities, outdoor Christmas tree and outdoor decorative lighting must be extlnnuished at sunset. Inside the
home, Christmas may be as
bright as ever, provided the
rules stated above are followed.

FIRE DANGERS
So may the Lord be thanked."

5-9557

TOLD

Fire resulting from any cause

has the same disastrous effect

on the Nation's war program as
an act of enemy sabotage. Fire
In a war industry plant, a fac-

tory, a business house or a
home causes irreplaceable loss
due to priorities and the scarcity of materials.
This theme, emphasized as
part of Fire Prevention Week,
Oct. 4 to 10, is a year 'round
challenge to every American.
The Los Angeles Fire Department reports that home fires in
this city during 1941 caused
property loss of over $482,500.
Much of this waste might have
been avoided if citizens had
been alert, cautious, and pre-

pared to stop or prevent tires,
the Fire Department states.
Carelessness is an important
cause of forest fires, too, according to the U. S. Forest
Service. In addition, war has
raised the threat of fires due to
possible sabotage and bombing. The need for vigilance is
greater than ever. In order to
conserve priceless natural resources, Including watersheds
which regulate water and hydro-electric power supplies.

REMEMBER
SEVENTH

DECEMBER

By May Stanhope

termined to have Victory
America, deed
arous
An
and have It soon, can REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR

by tak-

ing that day's pay and actually
buying WAR BONDS. By this
action our 130 million people
could send a MIGHTY ROAR
of defiance clear across the
ocean to the heart of Japan.
Let us all take joy In doing without for one day in memory of
our boys who had no choice
giving up their lives on
about er
7th.
Decemb
Cliff Ransom lost a lot of
sleep trying to keep an appointment with a young lady by the
name of Velma-Ann who finally
arrived at the Santa Monica
hospital on November 14. Con. Anotherby newcomer to begratulions. . greeted
her
father, Arthur Morton, composer, at the Cedars of Lebanon, on October 23, was little
Jane Morton. Felicitations!
Some people
never
covered the lasthave
verse
of disour
national anthem, which is very
Inspiring in days like these;
"Oh! thus be It ever, when freemen shall stand
Between their loved land and
the war's desolation;
Blest- with vict'ry and peace,
may the heaven-rescued
land
Praise the Power that hath
made and preserved us a
nation.
Then conquer we must, when
our cause it is just,
And this be our motto, 'In God

HEY, KIDS!! Be sure you don't forget to meet me at
the Carthay Circle Theatre, Sunday morning, December
20th, at 9 A.M.
Your Dad can get free tickets from the Head of his
Department, and not only are we going to have candy
and presents for everyone, but Mickey Mouse and all the
Walt Disney characters will be galloping across the
screen for your entertainment.
Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Dunder and Blitzen aren't affected by the gas rationing,
and you can depend upon us — WE'LL BE THERE.
See you then, for a
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
SANTA
12

CLAUS.

And is
theour
star-spangled
banner In
trust,'
triumph shall wave
O'er the land of the free and
the home of the brave."
20fh CENTURY-FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE
By Bill Winter

Down the alleys: 7th

. . LYNN
teamweek
is no. longer
in 1stBARI'S
place
because the JEEPS took them

for 3 points
while 4FONDA'S
QUINTS
were taking
from the
ART DEPT. That's women for
BOWLERETTES
andBRICYER'S
HELENE
you.
. . However,
REYNOLDS' LITTLE FOXES
didn't fare so well, the former

losing 3and
fo the
OWLS
the LABORATORY
latter dropping
3 to the STARS
The OWLS
took the weekly high team series
with 2900. . . ARCHIE MAYO'S
MAULERS and BETTY GRABLE'S RAMBLERS put on quite
a battle and when the smoke
cleared away it ended in a tie,
2 and 2. . . . B. FUGLSBY of
MAINTENANCE with 642 won
high Ind. series. . . . MILTON
BERLE'S BOWLERS dropped
HUMBERSTONE'S OUTLAWS
for 4 points and are now in 3rd
place In the standings. . . . The
COMETS walked off with weekly high team game with 983. . .
A. ALLEN
of BERLE'S
BOWLERS is currently
leading
the
league with an average of 188
although he has only bowled 9
games. However, he took the
weekly ind. game with 250. . . .
8th week . . . BEN CASS of

HOME FOR SALE
Near the Studio — 2080
Kerwood Avenue, West
Los Angeles. House originally cost $14,000, on
triangular-shaped lot on a
corner. Exceptionally large
living room, a library, two
bedrooms, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen,
cellar, furnace heat and
two-car garage. $1500 or
$2000 down will handle —
balance can be paid at
$65 or $75 per month.
Excellent condition. Can
be shown by appointment.
Call ALBERT HANSON.
Jeffer'on 3333 or Whitney 1977.

9th week . . . LYNN BARI'S
team are back on top of the
ladderagain, because FONDA'S
QUINTS dropped 3 to MAYO'S
MAULERS while they were tak-

MAYO'S MAULERS hit the 1-3
pocket for 267 for the highest
game bowled to date. Coupled
with his handicap he didn't give
the rest of the boys and girls a
chance, what with 293. Nize
goin' Ben. . . . Incidentally the
MAULERS took 3 from the
BOMBERS. ... The FONDA
QUINTS ran away with weekly
high team game with 1008, and
LYNN BARI'S team, who are
crowding the QUINTS for 1st
place, took the weekly high
beam series with 2913. . . .
GRABLE'S RAMBLERS dropped
3 to BUCK BENNY'S BOWLER
BEARS and ditto for BRICKER'S
BOWLER ETTES to the ART
DEPT. ... The 20th CENTURY
DEVELOPERS clawed HELENE
REYNOLDS'

LITTLE FOXES for

14BOWLERS
points whilewereMILTON
BERLE'S
dropping
3 to

the LABORATORY OWLS. . .
L. MARTINS, of the ART DEPT,
nabbed the weekly high ind.
series with 640.

ing 4 from HUMBERSTONE'S
OUTLAWS.
. . . BETTY GRABLE'S RAMBLERS moved into
contention, taking 3 from CUMMINGS CONSTRUCTION and
ran off with weekly high team
series with 2894. . . . HAROLD
GORDON, of the RAMBLERS,
and GUS JONSON of LYNN
BARI'S, tied for weekly high
ind. game with 265 apiece. . . .
IKE DANNING has not been
with us for the past few weeks
due to the fact that he has
been studying first aid. But
now he's back; by the way, why
is he so happy when he bowls?
. . . The STARS cinched high
team game with 974 in taking
LINDA DARNELL'S team for 4
points. . . . F. SNIDER of the
BOMBERS grabbed high ind.
series with 62 I. . . . The JEEPS
nabbed 3 from the 20th CENTURY DEVELOPERS. . . . lOth
week: ED DeCUIR is currently
leading the league with 189 as
a result of 649 - 9 — 658 which
landed him high ind. series. . .
HELENE REYNOLDS' LITTLE
FOXES took 2 from the
WOOLEY
CUBS, while
MAYO'S MAULERS were taking 4 from BRICKER'S BOWLERETTES. . . . Incidentally FLO
RIDGWAY shot a beautiful
game of 180. . . . GRABLE'S
RAMBLERS took the WARDROBE to the cleaners for 4 and
are in 3rd place in the standings. . . LYNN BARI'S and
FONDA QUINTS are really
putting on a battle for 1st
place, each winning 3 points
this week with BARI'S ahead by
2. . . . M. BERLE'S BOWLERS
took 4 from ELECTRIC and won
high team series with 2939. . .
LINDA DARNELL'S team ran
away with 3 from the 20th
CENTURY DEVELOPERS. . . .
GUS JONSON, of LYNN
BARI'S team, mangled the pins
for a 266 to earn weekly high

NO

RATIONING
OF DISCOUNTS

AT PHILLIPS

GUARANTEED

25fr

OR MORE

SAVINGS

FOR
ALL 20th CENTURY-FOX
studio
club

members

Jeweler's Quality
Christmas Gilts
DIAMONDS,

WATCHES,

JEWELRY, SILVERWARE,
HOMEWARES, GIFTS,
LEATHER GOODS.

Wm.

E. PHILLIPS CO.

7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles
Doily

10 to 6. Open every evening from Dec. 12 to 23. Closed
December

The WARDROBE team hit their
stride and ambushed HUMBERSTONE'S OUTLAWS for 3
points. . . FONDA'S QUINTS
rang the bell 4 times against
20th CENTURY DEVELOPERS,
while LYNN BARI'S protected
their lead of 2 points by taking
4 from the COMETS.
MAYO'S

MAULERS

kept in

there pitchin' and took 3 from
BERLE'S BOWLERS. . . . JACK
GUESS had 5 splits in a row. . .
LINDA DARNELL'S team won
4 from the LIHLE FOXES. . . .
GRABLE'S RAMBLERS walked
off with high team series with
2839 while the LABORATORY
OWLS cinched high team game
with 981. ... R. VANDEEVEN
with a 641 and J. DANIELS
with 237 won high ind. series
tively.
and high ind. game, respec-

STANDINGS

26.

AT

CLOSE

OF

nth WEEK
Team

Name —

W.

Lynn Baris'
Fonda's Quints

L.

35 9
33 II

Betty Grable's Ramblers
Linda Darnell

. 31
27

13
17

26
26

18
18

Laboratory Owls
Stars
Milton Berle's Bowlers

25

19

20th Century Developers

24

20

Archie Mayo's Maulers

24

16

Buck Benny's Bowler Bears
Humberstone's Outlaws
Comets

23 17
22 22
22 22

Art Dept.
Electric

22
22

Wooley Cubs
Bombers

17 27
17 23

Bricker's Bowlerettes
Wardrobe

16 28
14 26

Irving Cummings
Jeeps

22
22

Construction 13 27
9 31

Helene Reynolds' Little Foxes

7

33

“WaU, On W,V
KNAPP

SHOES

Meet me at Santa Monica Gate

ind. game, the second week in

Myrtle Eaton is one of the ardent
bowlers of the Lot; she has medals
and proof of her prowess. On the
particular night that this photo was
taken, Myrtle had no spares, no
strikes, ten splits and three Scotch
and Sodas!

a row he's been in the money.
. . . The COMETS and the ART
DEPT, had a swell series and
when the smoke cleared away
the score was 2 all. . . . LYNN
BARI'S took weekly high team
game with 992. ... I Ith week:

Fridays —

I I to 1 :30

M. E. NIXON
2035 Midvale
West Los Angeles
Phone: ARIZONA

3-3229

13

refill fi re extinguishers at a low

ADELSON
MARKET

BROS.
PLACE

9815 Wilshire Blvd.
Intersection —

Santa Monica

Blvd.

4. Itinerant fake servicemen
who obtain radios, vacuum
price.
cleaners, and other appliances
from unsuspecting housewives
on the pretext of repairing them
in cooperation with the Government's "war on waste" pro-

FINE FOODS
WINES

AND
LIQUORS
CR. I-6I2I

HAIL! DOYLEYS
By Oza M. Bowen
\A/E, the employees of the
^ ^ Studio, wish to extend to
Mr. Doyle, our Studio Club
Manager and his able corps of
assistants^ i.e. Alice Goodwin,
Estelle Trager, Sally Gregory
(recently married) and Betty
Bow, our earnest appreciation
tor the hard work and ingenuity
displayed in bringing to us a
SHARE-A-RIDE set-up of the
first water that is unique in
construction and can be worked
with great ease.

which you all are more or less
acquainted by now, the more
valuable our Studio set-up will
be. Again thanks to the Doyleys.

WAR

RACKETS

of athelistBetlate bulletin
N a Busines
s Bureau,
of
•Iter
new war rackets are exposed,
and it would be well for you to
glance over these, as everyone
is at some time or another exposed to these petty rackets.
Don't fall for these wheezes, but
report them immediately to the
Better Business Bureau, TRinity
6305, after obtaining as much
information on the solicitor as
you can possibly get.
War

Rackets — Citizens, Beware!

are using
the wa’'
andRacketeers
defense work
as a basis
for
schemes to swindle the unsuspecting public. Listed here are
a number of current phoney
propositions. Be on your guard!

Wa7?t a nde

?

I START AT 11.50
GO HOME AT SIX
$££

BILL

The Doyle set-up really brings
Mohammed to the mountain, as
all neighborhood employees are
able to check with each other
regarding hours worked and
swap-ride arrangements to conserve our rubber tor the war
effort and solve our transportation problems.
The writer understands that
a duplicate of the system used
at the Fox Hills Plant has been
installed at our Western Ave.
Plant. The farther we go into
the gasoline rationing system of

1. House-to-house salesmen
selling metal tags as necklaces
or bracelets, claiming that the
law requires all citizens to wear
such identification. (Though the
law does not require all citizens
to wear identification tags, the
cononer encourages use of
them, but urges that they be
made of a metal which is heatresistant. It has been found
some identification tags are
useless when subjected to fire.)
2. Phoney air-raid wardens
selling fire extinguishers house
to house on representation that
the Government requires all
householders to have at least
one extinguisher on hand.
3. Fakirs offering to test and

5. Peddlers selling sand "spegram. cially tested" for its effectiveness for extinguishing Incendiary
bombs.
6. Agencies which promise,
for a fee, to obtain birth certificates for persons in other
states or countries.
7. Fake doctors, sometimes in
Army uniforms, who offer Selective Service registrants advance physical examinations for
a prepaid $2.00 fee.
8. Plumbers who "prepare
furnaces for air raids," supplying parts at fat 'profits.
9. Furnace repair men who
deliberately destroy good parts
so they can sell you new ones.
10. Bigger swiniders, including those who organize phoney
charities and benefits to give
aid to refugees and servicemen.
1 1. Unreliable salesmen bootlegging retreated tires which
are absolutely worthless.
12. Irresponsible insurance
salesmen who falsely claim that
their policies will cover a man
in military service while overseas.
13. Men selling worthless oil
shares with flashy pamphlets
and tales claiming that the
shortage of oil and gasoline
would increase prices and make
their
less. oil fields positively price14. A possible new scheme
inviting investment for growing
domestic rubber or making substitutes for rubber.
15. Persons soliciting orders
for what
they(Such
call claims
"official"
service
flags.
are
false as the War and Navy departments advise that neither
has adopted an official flag.)
16. Gyp artist soliciting cash
donations from housewives on
the plea that such donations will
help the city buy air-raid si17. Promoters who, contrary
to the wishes of the Fed-

14

rens."

eral Government, use Defense
Stamps and Bonds in endless
chain schemes or business-stimulator promotions for private
18. Swindlers selling
less seeds, bulbs, shrul
other gardening materials, capitalizing on the food-productionfor-defense programs.
gain.
19. "Watered" paint, sold by
out-of-town concerns.
20. Busybodies, who for selfish, unofficial purposes, ask numerous personal questions un-

?
;
'

der the guise of making a "survey" for "war records."
21. Memberships in profes- I
ganizatio
ns.
sionally-promoted
"patriotic"
or- |i

22. Canvassers selling plaques |

or signs to display or "adver- j,
tlse" your patriotism.
23. Telephone solicitations of- |
fering tickets for charity or
patriotic benefits which are sold
by paid solicitors.
24. Hardluck stories by "service man" not in uniform.
25. Adjusters who falsely
claim to represent Insurance
companies and promise to conties. vert life insurance into annul
26. "Insiders" who, for a fee
promise Government contracts
27. Agents who, for a fee,
promise to obtain undeserved
priority ratings.
28. Agents for trade schools
who guarantee jobs to ineligibles.
29. Collection agencies which
obtain information through the
use of forms and names easily
construed as being Government
documents or agencies.
30. Unordered pictures of
General MacArthur.
3 I . Unordered flags.
The racketeers wlll.be devising new schemes with which to
relieve the public of its hardearned money. Think twice before you become a victim to
some unscrupulous swindler.

I^onor UflU

The Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Service Flog has 406 stars on it as of November 25,
1942. This list is not complete, but we who are still here on the lot salute the following:

Name
Rank
Department
Ackerman, Jackie — Pvt. — Air Force — Army — Property
Adams, Harold A. — Pvt. — Army Air Force — Property
Ade, Albert E. — P.F.C. — Naval Air Force — Paint
Alberts, Wm. M. — Cadet — N.R. Air Force — M. of F.
Alleman, David B. — Govt. Airport — Group Insurance
Allin, J. B. — P 2/c — U. S. Navy — Spec. Effects
Anderson, Donald F. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Camera
Anderson, John T. — P.F.C. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Anderson, IMaxwell H. — Army Air Corps — Paint
Armetta, Johnny — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Set Constr.
Armetfa, Louis N. — Army Signal Corps — Construction
Arnstein, Henry — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Script
Baillet, James D. — U. S. Navy — F. & A.
Barber, Owen E., Jr. — Army Air Force — Electrical
Barrett, John T. — Naval Air Corps — Carpenter
Barth, John — Army Air Corps — Camera
Barzilay, Ira S. — Lt. — Army Engrs. — Set Constr.
Bell, Harold J. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Laboratory
Berg, Ben — Lt. — Army — Signal Photo Div. — Laboratory
Billick, Ridley — On Call — Script
Billings, Richard E. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Cutting
Bissell, E. J. — S/Sgt. — Naval Air Co. — Police
Blumenthal, Herman A. — Pvt. — U.S.M.C.R. — Art
Boss Reeder P. — Pvt. — Coast Artillery — Wardrobe
Boyd, David — U. S. Navy — Property
Braggins, Robert M. — Navy — Photo Division — Sound
Briggs, Donald — Ensign — U. S. Navy — Production
Broderick, Gerald P. — Y 3/c — Naval Air Corps — Accounting
Brooks, Dorothy — WAVES — Script Dept.
Brown, Stewart — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Construction
Bryan, Jerry E. — Army Air Force — Production
Bryan, Wm. C. — Pho. M. 2/c — Navy Photo Div. — Transportation
Bryant, Robert H. — U. S. Army — Property
Buehler, Clarence F. — Army — Engineers Cam. — Property
Bullock, Arthur K. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Burke, Edmund L. — U. S. Naval Reserve — Accounting
Burnett, George W. — Y 3/c — Naval Air Corps — Reading
Burrow, Cathie M. — A/S — U. S. Navy — Film Library
Burton, John F. — CpI. — Army Engr. Corps — Drapery
Butler, Burton E. — U. S. Navy — Property
Cairns, George L. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Campbell, John — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Publicity
Campbell, Robert G. — Deceased — Electrical
Cavanaugh, James O. — U. S. Army — Police
Cazneau, Milton J. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Ceglarski, Walter — U. S. Army — Cafe
Chaplin, Robert H. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Captain — Fire
Chaplin, Wm. C. — Sgf. — U. S. Army — Fire
Child, Claude H. — Tech. Sgt. — Marine Corps — Police
Child, Howard J. — D.S.C. — N.C. — Navy — Photo Division — Police
Church, Harold I.— CpI. U. S. Army — Laboratory
Clark, Asa B. — Mo. M.M. 2/c — U. S. Navy — Transportation
Clark. Francis L. — Army Air Corps — Reading
Comstock, Wilbur P. — Ship’s Cook 3/c — U. S. Navy — Labor
Concialdi, Cliff — CpI. — Signal Photo Co. — Still Lab.
Conlin, Joan — W.A.A.F. — Script Dept.
Cooley, Glenn C. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Coombs, Richard — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Police
Cooney, Andrew A. — Boatswain — Navy — Police
Cornell, Robert E. — Pvt. — Signal Corps — Stock Actor
Cory, Frank F., Jr. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Cons'ruction
Coufos, Henry — U. S. Army — Script
Cougsil, John — U. S. Naval Reserves — Estimating
Creager, Joseph P. — U. S. Navy — Police
Cummings, Irving, Jr. — U. S. Navy — Writer
Dannenbaum, R. E. — Lt. — Army Air Corps — Publicity
Danning, C. Ben — A. S., U. S. N. R. — Construction
Davis, Harry H. — Lt. — Navy Res. Photo — Camera
Daw, K. J. — M. M. M. 2/c — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Day, Richard M. — . . . — Art
DeCarlo, Ramus Ray — Pvt — U. S. Army — Transportation
DeGaetano, Al, Jr. — S/Sgt. — U. S. Army — Labor
Dehn, Harold J. — S/Sgt.— U. S. Army— Transportation
DeLara, Ralph G. — U. S. Army — Publicity
Devaney, Eugene A. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Construction
DeWeese, A. W. — Lt. — Army Air Corps — Paymaster
DeWitt, George A.— S/Sgt. A. C.— Army Air Corps— Laboratory
Dice, Chas. K. — CpI. — U. S. Army— Carpenter
Dietrich, Ralph J. — . . . — Production
DiMeo, Daniel G. — S 2/c — U. S. Coast Guard — Cafe
Dobson, Joel Gerald — Lt. — U. S. Army — Labor
Donnelly, James H. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Mach. Effects
D'Orazio, Eetter D. A. — Pho. M. 2/c — Navy Air Corps — Photo — Cutting
D'Orazio, Herman D. — P. F.C. — Navy Air Corps — Signal — Script
Dreager, Frank — U. S. Marine Corps — Construction
Drlpps, Albert C. — S. P. I /c — U. S. Naval Reserves — Sound
Duarte, Horace V. — C. M. 3/c — U. S. Navy — Grip
Easton, Frank — U. S. Navy — Construction
Eichelbaum, Arthur — U. S. Army — Police
Eklund, Edward — . . . — Police
Engel, Samuel G. — Lt. — U. S. Navy — Writer
Enscoe, Charles F. — S. F. I /c — U. S. Naval Reserves — Production
Enstam, Robert Holmes — Merchant Marines — Art
Erickson, J. W.— P I/C— U. S. Navy— Mech. Effects
Ellers, Hio (Buddy) — CpI. — Army Signal Co. — Art
Erickson, Walter S. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Grip
Faralla, Duane — Sgt. — Army Engr. Co. — Drapery
Faust, John — Pvt. — U. S. Marine Corps R. — Art.
Fay, Richard — Bkr. 3/c — U. S. Navy — Labor
Feder, Robert S. — Ensign — U. S. Navy — Labor
Flickwir, Don R. — CpI. — Army Engr. Co. — Construction

☆
Fogel, Jerry — U. S. Air Corps — Script
Fonda, Henry — U. S. Navy — Actor
Forbes, Gordon — U. S. Army — Script
Ford, John — Comm. — Navy Photo— Director
Fore, Jet R., Jr. — P.F.C. — U. S. Army — Police
Foster, Lowell M. — U. S.Army — ^Transportation
Fountain, Maurice — C.M. 3/c — U. S. Navy — Carpenter
Fowler, Hugh — U. S. Army — Cutting
Fowler, Will — S. 2/c — Coast Guard Res. — Publicity
Fo«, Fred — Lt. — U. S. Army — Asst. Director
Frazier, Keith F. — Master at Arms — U.S. Navy — Police
Freedman, Harold J. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Sound
Freedman, Harold — U. S. Naval Reserves — Estimating
French, Edgar H. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Fried, Bert — S.P. 2/c (P.) — U. S. Naval Reserves — Laboratory
Fritch, Richard — U. S. Naval Reserves — Spec. Effects
Fulbright, Ralph E. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Landscape
Gabbard, Ray L. — P. F. C. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Garber, Marc — CpI. U. S. Army — Labor
Geibel, Mills — Pvt. — Tank Destroyer Bn. — Electrical
Gerasimowicz, Chester J. — U. S. Army — Medical — Construction
Gerzen, Henry F. — S/sgt. — Signal Photo — Grip
Gilly, Frank L — A/C — Army Air Corps — Grip
Gilman, John E. — S/Sgt. — U.S.M.C. — Construction
Gittens, George A. — P 2/c — U. S. Navy — Cutting
Godding, Harold — . . . — Transportation
Goldman, Max — P. F. C. — Army Engrs. Corps — Property
Goldman, William — CpI. — Army Signal Co. — Labor
Goncz, L. — . . . — Paint
Goodman, Nolan George — Painter 3/c — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Goodwin, Thomas Guy — U. S. Navy — Photo — Construction
Gotheridge, Floyd D. — U. S. Army— Construction
Gottlieb, Carl G. — Sgt. — Army Air Corps — Timekeeper
Graham, Robert B. — Lt. (JG) — U. S. Navy — Film Loading
Greenberg, Henry F. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Reading
Groves, James t. — A/C — Army Air Corps — Labor
Guess, George D. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Hale, John H. — CpI. — Army Air Corps — Mech. Effects
Hale, Warren F. — Pho. M. 3/c — Navy Air Corps — Photo — Mech. Effects
Halperln, Robert E.— Deceased — . . .
Halprin, Sol — Lt. — U.S. N.R. — Process
Harris, Delmore — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Sound
Harris, ( Robert Bauer — Army Air Corps — Wardrobe
Harris, Robert L. — S.P. 2/c — Navy Photo Unit — Script
Hartman, Edward P. — Naval Photo Corps — Electrical
Hartman, Emerson R. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Electrical
Hatcher, Orville — U. S. Navy — Labor
Hearne, J. Hall— C .E. M.— U. S. Navy— Laboratory
Heath, Ben Harry — P 2/c — Navy Photo Unit — Landscape
Heath, William C. — Army Air Force — Casting
Hechtlinger, David — Y 2/c — U.S. N.R. — Publicity
Hechtlinger, Lou I.— P 2/c — U. S. Navy — Publicity
Hehr, Addison— Lt.—U. S. Marine Corps— Art
Helmick, John Joseph — P 3/c — Naval Air Corps — Script
Henderson, Millard D. — P.F.C. — U. S. Army — Labor
Hendricks, Benjamin — U. S. Navy — Cutting
Hess, Norman B. — U. S. Coast Guard — Labor
Hill, (Homer V. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Hofferbert, John A.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Transportation
Hoffman, Charles F. — Sgt. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Hogan, Harold Dan— P 2/c— Navy Air Corps— Property
Holmes, George — U. S. Army — Stock Actor
Holtzclaw, Luther W.— U. S. Naval Reserves— F. & A.
Horvath, John M.— Sgt.— U. S. Army— Research
Hough, Sidney L.— P 2/c— Navy Air Corps— Asst. Director
Howard. John Robert— Navy Air Corps— Photo— Script
Hubbard, Gordon— U. S. Naval Reserves— Make-Up
Hughes, Henry, Jr. — U. S. Coast Guard — Paint
Hunter, Robert— S. P. 2/c— U. S. Naval Reserves— Laboratory
Ivey Roy — S/Sgt. — Signal Service — Asst. Cameraman
Jacobson Walter F.— P.T.R. 3/c— Naval Air Corps— Construction
Electrical
James, Herbert V.— E. M.2/c— U. S. 'Navy—Wardrobe
Johnson, Joseph D.— S 2/c— U. S. Navy—
Johnson, Wm. W.— U. S. Navy Air Corps— Labor
Army Air Corps— Painter
Jolley, Robert W.— S/Sgt.—
Jones Gomer V.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Transportation
Jones' Harold A.— Air Corps— M. P. Unit— Music Prep.
Jones Ray F.— Air Corps— M. P. Unit— Electrical
Jordan, Charles E.— A/C— Army Air Corps— Labor
Judge, Gilbert— CpI.— Army Air Corps— M. of F.
Reserve Photo— Art
.luran, Nathan H.— Lt. (JG)— Naval
Kahio Wm.— American Field Service— Set Constr.
Kahne, Lyonel L.— Y 3/c— U. S. Naval Reserves— Insert
Keeney, Douglas R.— Pvt.— Army Air Force — Carpenters
Kellar, ' John— U. S. Naval Reserves— Estimating
Kellogg Ray— Navy Photo Branch— Spec. Effects
Kendall, Floyd— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Set Constr.
Kennedy, Gerald L.— U. S. Navy— Transportation
Kennedy, Richard T.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Reading
Kern, William D.— U. S. Naval Reserves— Transportation
Killion, Ben F.— U. S. Army Air Force — Production
Klein 'Wm. J.— Pvt.— Army Air Corps— Labor
L.— Army Air Force— Construction
Paul Pvt.—
Knlsley‘Rolf—
Kozel
Marine Corps— Prop and Miniature _ . .
Krahn Edward L. (Blodgett)- Army Signal Photol Corps— F. & A.
Krips ’ Jack Y.— A. S. R.— U. S. Coast Guard— Publicity
Kuhnau, Fred— U. S. Naval Reserves— Electrical
Lagune, Woodson L. — S l/c— U. S. Navy Set Constr.
Lammey, Kent Alan— Deceased— Electrical
Lang, Kenneth— M /Sgf. —Army Signal Co.— Electrical
Larios, Raymond I— S/Sgt.— U. S. Army— Transportation
Larsen, Harry W.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Set Constr.
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Layne, Ralph H. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Construction
Leach, Robert C. — CpI. — Air Base Squad — Communications
Leavitt, Frank W. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Construction
Leggewie, Edward — CpI. — Army Signal Co. — Secy, to Zanuck
Leonard, Arnold W. — Pvt. — Coast Artillery — Labor
Leven, Boris — Army Air Corps — Art
Lewis, Herbert A. — A/C — Army Air Force — Labor
Lindley, Norman J. — Army Signal Photo Co. — Electrical
Lockwood, Stephen M. — U. S. Navy — Mech. Effects
Looschen, Robert J. — C.M. 3/c — U. S. Navy — Carpenters
Lord, Gilbert — U. S. Army — Art
Losey, Arnold L. — F 2/c — Navy Submarine Corps — Landscape
Luti, 'john F.— U. S. Navy— Landscape
Lyons, Russell K.— Lt.— Army Air Force— Cpec. Effects
McAdam, James — Pvt. — Army Anti-Tank — Police
McAdam, Theodore F., Jr. — P. F. C. — U. S. Marines — . . .
McCaleb, Ashley— Merchant Marines— Janitors
McCarthy, James E.— S 2/c— U. S. Navy— Labor
McConnell, Guy V.— M.M. 2/c— U. S. Navy— Transportation
McDermott, Tom— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Transportation
McEdward, William— U. S. Coast Guard— Art
McEdward, Jack— Lt.— Signal Corps— Production
McEwen, 6. S. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Camera
McGerty, George W. — S 2/c — U. S. Navy — F. & A.
McGrath, Ben Frank— U. S. Navy— Casting
McLean, Gerald E.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Labor
McQuerry, George S. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Transportation
Maass, w'illiam D.— Southwest Airways— Art
Machado, Walter A.— C.M. 3/c— U. S. Navy— Grip
Mackay, Andrew J. — C.M. 3/c — U. S. Navy — Electrical
Magnus, Fred J. — Pvt. — Army Air Force — Wardrobe
Mann, Albert— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Grip
Marley, J. P.— Pvt.— Army Air Force— Camera
Martin,' Harry W.— Major- U. S. Army— Hospital
Martin, Wilson— Lt.— Army Air Corps— Art
Martini, Fred — U. S. Army — Cafe
Matthews, George A.— Lt.— U. S. Army— Transportation
MaHhews, Patrick— Lt. (JG)-U.S.N.R.— Studio Club Mgr.
Matthews, RobertW.— U. S. Army— Construction
Mature, Victor — . . . — Actor
Mayo, Samuel Arch — U. S. Army — Electrical
Meacham, Wm. L. — U. S. Coast Guard Res. — Publicity
Medenwald, Bernard Ben — U. S. Navy — Fire
Meinardus, Edward E. — U. S. Army — Mail Room
Meredith, Robert E. — -U. S. Coast Guard Script
Meyran Lawrence S. — Off. Cand. — Army Air Force Script
Michael, A. R.— A/C J. M.— Army Air Corps— Setn Costr.
Miller, Howard G.— S.P. (P) 2/c— U. S. Navy— Cutting
Miller, Wayne D.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Laboratory
Minchow, Victor F.— Sgt.— U. S. Army— Labor
Minor, H. L.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Grip
Mitchell, James E.— P 2/c— U. S. Navy— Still Lab.
Mittlestedt, Wm. F.— U. S. Navy— Mech. Effects
Mohn, Paul — Navy Photo Unit — Camera
Mohr, Mitchell— Army Air Corps— Publicity
Monestersky, M. — U.S. Marine Corps — Labor
Morgan, Don — Yeoman — U.S.C.G. — Publicity
Morgan Martin— Pvt.— U. S. Marine Corps— Staff Shop
Muller, Leland G.— A/C— Navy Air Corps— Script
Munsie, Aaron L.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Electrical
Murphy Roger — CpI. — Army Air Corps — Photo — Construction
Murray,' Clark G.— C. Sp. v(P)— U. S. Navy— Laboratory
Murray, William F.— U. S. Army— Grip
Neal, Wallace K.— Pvt.— Signal Service— Printing
Nelson, Irving R.— U. S. Navy— Construction
Nesbit, Alban C. — S/Sgt. — U.S.M.C. — Staff Shop
Newman, Lionel — . . . — Music
Nickols, George — P 2/c — Oir Corps — . . .
Nickols, Harry B.— Navy Air Force— Transportation
Nobles, Lloyd E. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Norton, William W.— CpI.— U. S. Army— Carpenters
Oakes, Lee R. — Sgt. — Coast Artillery— Coffee Shop
Ogden Oliver P. — P.F.C. — Army Medical — Cafe
Oliver, Henry— A. M.M. 3/c— Navy Air Corps— Transportation
Overrtian Cal C.— U. S. Navy— Transportation i
Overton, Dewey— E.M. 2/c— Navy— Photo Unit— Projectionist
Palamountain, Pat — CpI, — Army Medical — Transportation
Percy, John C.— Army Air Corps (M.P. Unit)— Construction
Perrin, Charles L.—Lt.— Field Artillery— Paint
Phillips, Gerald G. — ... — ...
Pier, Kenneth M.—Lt.— Naval Reserve —Sound
Pierce, Bruce — Navy — Photo Branch — Cutting
Pinck, Dan — U. S. Naval Reserve — F. & A.
Pittenger, Richard — Chief — U, S. Coast Guard Publicity
Preslow, Arthur A — Pvt.— Army Air Corps— Electrical
Pryor, Tom, Jr.— Y 3/c— Naval Hospital— F. & A.
Pulfer, Charles I.— Air Corps — Grip
Rabasa, John— U. S. Navy— Secretary
Raffaelli, Victor— Pvt.— Signal Reg.— Labor
Rafferty J. Frank— A/C— Army Air Corps— Landscape
Ragland, Phocian W.— U. S. Naval Reserves— Janitors
Randall, Arthur R.— CpI.— U. S. Army— Transportation
Rannow, Elton A. — . . . — SetConstr.
Rasmus, Walter E.—Lt.— Naval Air Corps— Publicity
Ratner, Morris — U. S. Army — Timekeeper
Rauh, Stanley E.— Lt.— U. S. Army— Writer
Redman, Jack— . . . —Construction
Reese Harry M.— Sgt.— U. S. Armp— Carpenter
Rehman Harry— S.P. 2/c— U.S.N.R.— Photo Branch— Laboratory
Reimer.' Richard N.— R.T. 2/c— Navy Air Corps-Script
Reiss Stuart A.— Pvt.— Army Air Force— Photo — Property
Reynolds, Lynn F.— Pvt.— Army Air Corps— F. & A.

Reynolds, William H. — Sgt. — Signal Photo Co. — Cutting
Ridgway, Robert — A. S. — U. S. Coast Guard — Spec, Effects
Roark, Aidan — Lt. — Cavalry School — Executive
Rockett, Norman — Pvt. — Naval Reserve Air Corps — Property
Rogers, Charles A., Jr. — Pvt. — U. S. Navy — Set Constr.
Root, Harold A. — Chief Photo — U.S.N.R. — Sound
Ross, Jay R. — Pilot Officer — R.A.F. — Transportation
Roth Harold M. — T/Sgt. — U. S. Army — F. & A.
Rugg, James — Sgt. — Coast Artillery — Labor
Rugg, Maynard B. — C. Pho. M. — U. S. Navy — Photo — Camera
Rugg, W. E. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Ryan, William J. — Bmkr. 2/c — U. S. Navy — Property
Sage, George Byron — Y 3/c — U. S. Coast Guard Res. — Reading
Sansom, Lester A. — U. S. Naval Reserves — Film Library
Santoro, Wm. F. — F 3/c — U. S. Navy — Grip
Schwarti, Joseph.!. — S l/c — U. S. Coast Guard — Labor
Scott, Philip E. — Chief Spec. — U. S. Navy — Sound
Sears, Dale — Ensign — U.S.N.R. — Spec. Effects
Selditz, Leon — P. F. C. — U. S. Marine Corps — Photo — Cutting
Sessoms, Lawrence C. — A. M.M. 3/c — U.S.N.R. — Transportation
Shaffer, Albert E, — Pho. M. l/c — U S. Navy — Set Constr.
Sharwatz, Joseph F. — U. S. Navy — Construction
Shaw, John Cecil — U. S. Naval Reserves — Electrical
Shores, Thomas Eugene — S. F. 3/c — U. S. Navy — Transportation
Siegel, Paul (Al) — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Asst. Dance Dir.
Sies, Robert Dale — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Reading
Silver, David — P.F.C. — U. S. Army — Asst. Director
Silver, Leo A. — P.F.C. — U, $. Army — Set Constr.
Simmons, James — Signal Corps Liaison — Publicity
Skidmore, Richard — S.P. l/c (P) — U. S. Navy — Photo — Cutting
Skiles, J. B. — U. S. Navy — Construction
Smiley, Robert — P 3/c — Navy Air Corps — Photo — Police
Smith, Charles L. — F 2/c — U, $. Navy — Asst. Director
Smith, Donald R. — Cpl. — Army Engr. Bn. — Labor
Smith, Elmer L. — S.F. 2/c — U. S. Navy — Police
Smith, Grant K. — U. S. Army — Cutting
Smith, L. A, — U. S. Navy — Construction
Smith, Merle H. — U. S. Army — Property
Sneed, Stanton — U, S. Army — Construction
Snyder, Alvin — U. S. Army — Construction
Solomon, Jerome A. — Y 3/c — U. S. Navy — Publicity
Sontag, John L. — U. S. Army — Production
Sousa, Henry H. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Sperling, Milton — Captain — U. S. Marine Corps — Assoc. Producer
Spicer, Earl V.— U.S.N.R.— S.P. 1 /c— Electrical
Stephens, Henry F. — U. S. Marine Corps— tSaff Shop
Stephenson, George D. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Legal
Stevenson, Robert J. — U. S. Navy — Fire
Stinman, Ben S. — U. S. Navy — Laboratory
Stocking, Norman T. — P.F.C. — Coast Artillery — Transportation
Stover, J. R.— U, S. Army — Set Constr.
Strohm, James T. — Lt. — Army Signal Corps — Electrical
Stromberg, Marvin — Cadet — Army Air Corps — Film Loading
Strong, Merton — U. S. Army — Sound
Strubhart, O. Howard — M.M.M. I/C — U. S. C. G. — Transportation
Stumpus, James — Cpl. — Army Air Corps — Cafe
Sullivan, Joseph E. — Sgt. — U. S. Army — Property
Sundby, Harry — Army Air Corps — Electrical
Surtees, James F. — U. S. Army — Transportation
Taliaferro, Russel G. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Script
Tate, Lew — F l/c — U.S.N.R. — Transportation
Thompson, George A. — A.R.M. 2/c — Navy Air Corps — Wardrobe
Thompson, Virgil E. — U. S. Naval Reserve — Electrical
Thrasher, Charles E. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Transportation
Thrasher, Vance W. — Pvt. — Army Air Corps — Construction
Thruston, Edsel R. — Cpl. — Army — Signal Corps— Carpenter
Torpln, Donald — A.S. — U.S.N.R. — Production
Towner, K. T. — Coxswain — U. S. Navy — Property
Towner, Richard M. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Property
Troy, Gary S. — Coxswain — Coast Guard — F. & A.
Valkis, Chris M. — Pvt. — Army Medical — Set Constr.
Vesely, Robert F. — P 3/c — U. S. Navy — Construction
Wakeling, Don — U. S. Navy — Wardrobe
Walker, Basil — P 3/c — Naval Reserve Photo — Stock Actor
Watts, W. T.—
.
Webb, Chester W. — C.M. 2/c — U. S. Navy — Labor
Weiss, George A. — Lt. — Army Signal Photo — Publicity
Wellington, R. C. — Lt. — U. S. Army — Janitor
Wells, Jack — U. S. Army — Cutting
Wertanen, Waino E. — Cadet — Army Air Corps — Labor
Weyl, Edward M.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Accounting
Wheeler, Robert L. — U. S. Coast Guard — Police
White. Wallace M. — Navy Photo Branch — Spec. Effects
Whitley, William F. — Captain — Army Air Force — Camera
Whittaker, J. W. — Naval Aircraft — Construction
Whittaker, Karl F.— Sgt.— U. S. Marine Corps— Police
Williams, Elvin B.— Pvt.— U. S. Army— Laboratory
Williams, Gordon D. — Pvt. — U. S. Army — Set Constr.
Williams, Lennis R. — P.F.C. — Army Medical — Janitor
Al — U. S. Naval Reserve — Photo — Art Title
Wolf, Herbert — S.P. 3/c (P) — U. S. Naval Reserves — Photo — Cutting
Wood, F. Galvin — Army Air Corps — Tabulating
Wotherspoon, James F. — Sp. (P) — U.S.N.R. — Electrical
Wurtzel, Paul B. — Pvt. — U. S. Army— Construction
Young, Richard E. — Cpl. — U. S. Marines — . . .
Young, Walter E. — Sp. l/c (P) — U.S.N.R. — Camera
Zaikowsky, Dim — Sp. 2/c — U.S.N.R. — Laboratory
Zanuck, Darryl F. — Col. — U. S. Army — Vice President
Ziffren, Lester— U. S. Army— Executive
Zimmerman, Charles L. — U. S. Army — Head Photocopy
Zumhofe, Martin G.— U. S. Navy— Construction
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By IRVING

PICHEL

Americans have often been charged with being great joiners.
There is no other nation which supports so many clubs, lodges,
associations, fraternal organizations, quasl-polltical bodies,
leagues and what not. Everybody can belong to something
and usually does. But the point about all this has been that
membership in any of these groups is voluntary. Nobody has
to join anything. He joins or refuses to join as he pleases. For
it Is one of the luxurious characteristics of a democracy that
it can afford, not only to let individual citizens group themselves in free associations for every purpose under the sun,
but also allow them to hold aloof from any associations. We
have always had room for the man who says, "What good will
it do me?" If he didn't want to be persuaded, he was not
coerced.
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Today we are aware, as we can be only In a tim.e of emergency, not only that we do belong but that we want to belong.
We want to belong to America. We want to feel our Identity
with our fellow Americans. We want to feel a common cause
with all other Americans. We think first, not of the differences
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which In ordinary times make us feel our Individuality, our
separateness, our aloofness, but of all the ties that unite us in
citizenship. In effort. In friendliness.
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Some millions of young men and women are in the armed
service. The rest of us. In our daily work, feel that we are
members of a united effort with a single objective and, outside the hours of our work, many of us have joined in other
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voluntary activities which also have the same objective — aiding In winning the war.
The two most basic ways In which people associate are by
living together and by working together. Associations that
grow out of working together, — unions and guilds — have, of
course, an economic basis. They emphasize the common economic Interests of workers In a given craft or Industry. But
they leave untouched, to a large extent, the fellowship that
people feel for each other when they engage in a common task
In which all of them, especially today, have an enormous stake.
This kind of fellowship has nothing to do with the worker's
loyalty to the firm for which he works or with the success or
failure of his employer. It has to do with his sense of being
joined In a common enterprise of great moment with other
Americans, his fellow workers, who, like him, are aware as
never before of the comradeship of work, now that work has
an Important bearing on the survival of the kind of society
under which he has lived, — a society in which men are free to
join or hold aloof from whatever they care to.
It may seem to stretch the point to argue your fellow workers
who do not belong to the Studio Club to join, not because of
the good times membership brings them, but simply to assert
a fellowship in an American enterprise that has a great and
acknowledged bearing on the prosecution of the war and on
the
live. survival of the only kind of society under which we want to
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Studio

Club.

The Voice
SOUNDINGS OFF
By MARY

of the Lot

LEY— now that gas is being rationed, he
DOUGHERTY

JOE AIKEN, one of our tall and handsome (but not dark) Sound Engineers,
shoved off for Washington recently, all
done up in blue and gold (and right sharp
he looked, too) to take up his duties for
Uncle Sam at the Photographic Science
Laboratory. The letter we received from
him after his arrival indicated that he was
very happy In his new assignment. He Is
all ensconced In a nice office with a snappy WAVE ministering to him In a secretarial capacity.
Production Is going forward by leaps
and bounds, after a short lull. We have
added two new Sound Engineers to our
roster— CHARLES ALTHOUSE and JESSE
BASTIAN. Also LORIN GRIGNON has
been upped from a transmission to a
Sound Engineer. It won't be long now until we will start interviewing women to
train for jobs left open by men going into
the Armed Forces. So gals, if you swing
a mean cable or can wield a boom, better
you come on over and fill out an application.
KEN PIER Is here on leave from one of
his global jaunts, bringing with him as
souvenirs a German radio and compass'
which he stripped from the plane himself
after It had crashed. Betcha he could tell

can’t get down to Soboba for those passionate shirts he has a habit of wearing
. . . I'll bet you that the Credit Union is
the busiest spot on the Lot between now
and the 15th of March . . . BILL SITTEL
is tearing up his backyard and has gone
all out for a VICTORY garden . . . Whispers have It that "Ming Toy" KEUSDER is
a great lover of the Chop Suey and Chow
Mein department. Right, Lee? ... I
saw "FUZZY" FITCHMAN In overalls for
the first time the other day — and working!
It beats taking tickets at 40 degrees below,
though, doesn’t It, WALT?
I think TOM LITTLE deserves a word of
thanks for the consideration he has shown
the boys In the Service and their families.
In closing I’d like to know why they
punch those holes in the time cards where
you're supposed to sign your name!!!
GERTRUDE FRYE (Secretary to R. C.
SHERRIFF — Writer) submitted the following from an official Navy magazine sent
by her son:
"A trouble’s a ton, or a trouble’s an ounce.
Or a trouble Is what you make it;
It isn’t the fact that you're hurt that counts,
'But only— HOW DID YOU TAKE IT?"

FOX TALES
By FRANK

B. DESSLER

Saw MR. ERNST LUBITSCH

in the Cafe

the other day. With him was the sweetest Babe your Fox has laid eyes on In many
a day. Yep, she was a cute little number
all right. I almost dropped by piece of
pie when she winked at me. Wanting to
know who the little lady was, we made inquiries. Itwas MISS NICOLA LUBITSCH,
ageFebruary
four.
the 17th was a grave day for
all of us. People walked about with white
faces and shaking hands, hanging onto little slips of paper. Yes, on that day, with
each check we received our Income statements for the' year 1942. May the Tax
Collector have mercy on our souls.
The first day we met JOEL HAWLEY
the new Studio Club Manager, we were
at once drawn to him. There is something
about Joel that we liked at first glance.
Perhaps the little book under his arm had
something to do with our Instant acceptance of him. The title of the book, "How
to We
Play are
Gin-Rummy."
all sorry to see Studio Club
Manager NORMAN DOYLE leave. But it
seems that Uncle Sam has greater need
of him than we.

some interesting tales — but he won’t talk!
For the past several months some of our
personnel have been busily engaged In
bringing to perfection and installing some
amazing new sound recording equipment.
We expect to use this equipment very soon
In making one of our pictures. Watch for
its release, boys and girls. Yours for bigger and better sound!

PROP POPS
By FRED

SIMPSON

The Prop Dept. Is very happy now that
the "Immortal Sergeant" OLIVER has returned to work after his illness. It’s a funny thing, but Western Avenue doesn’t
seem the same without him. Glad to see
you back, OLLIE.
RAY THOMPSON has left the Studio to
work at Modesto, California. He Is working as an electrician at the Government
aluminum plant there . . . Poor CY SHEL-

IRVING PICHEL (white
of having MR. PICHEL

shirt) is shown here making a test for the "Moon Is Down." We are proud
as a new member of the Studio Club Board of Controllers, and also on

the Advisory

for "Action."EDITORIAL
He will bein a this
great
asset to us as is indicative of his splendid
issue.

Committee
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RIDLEY BILLICK, formerly the whipping
boss in the Script Room, is now in the
Navy. About ten days ago Ridley began to see spots before his eyes. The
next day he was in the hospital with
measles.
By the time this column appears in print
your reporter will be a married man.
The other morning I had some business
on the "BOMBER'S MOON" set. The
scene was breathtakingly beautiful. A
moonlit lagoon with soft ripples breaking
against a small sailing boat, anchored to
a pier. In the background, moss-grown
rocks. I felt tempted to get aboard and
cast off, and was brought back to reality
only when they started shooting and I had
to get off the set.

LAVIN

and Cadet JIMMY

MORRIS

are

now in training for Uncle Sam's vast Air
Force. They go with our best wishes. JIM
LAVIN'S vivacious little wife, MARILYN,
willnow
keepassistant
up the tofamily's
name in
— the
she
is
SAMMYgoodDUCA
Grip office . . . Glamorous Lt. JACK
RICHTER, JR. in the Air Force is in line
for a Captaincy . . . Chubby JACK PERCY is lolling on the white sands of New
Guinea, while FRANK CORY, JR. Is
bundled up somewhere in the frozen north
. . . BEANSEY was in, also on furlough;
here for a launching: now a Father. Congratulations Beansey . . . THIRTY boys
in the Service and more in the offing —
that's quite a hole in our department . . .

MIRE has seen 'em come and go
MICKEY GRANT is back . . . The screa^^
of joy that greet LES BERRY when he
emerges with his winding sheets ... If
business keeps up ART WALTERS plans
installing bunks to catch up on a little shutey . . . HATCHER did a grand job on
the department honor roll . . . On location at Palmdale, the "Jitterbug" company had so much trouble with plane noise
that they used DANNY WURTZEL as a
decoy! They put a sunsuit and wig on
him and planted him a mile from the set.
It worked!!! The fliers swooped and spun
all day trying to Impress Miss Danny with
their ability, the Company continued in
peace! Adlos Amigos.

YOUR BOOKS FOR THE
ARMED FORCES
Have you any books at home that are
not being read? If so, please bring them
here and call me. I will pick them up.
They are being sent to Army and Navy
hospitals, camps and isolated posts. You
can be assured that the boys in the
Armed Forces will thank you for them.
Call me on Ext. 1118 for further information.
We

understand KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY (Head — Script Dept.) has a can of
TUNA in her pantry. We have been trying to get an invitation for dinner — so
far without success!!
And now it's
go toBONDS
press. AND
Keep
BOMBING
the time
Axistowith
STAMPS. The FOX.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. FITCHMAN

We were simply awed at the Studio
Club's Valentine Buffet Dance last month.
The usually grim walls of the Grip and
Canvas rooms where the affair was held,
were transformed into a riot of color and
laughter. Those responsible for the decorations did a breathtaking job, so showers
and showers of orchids to CLAIR
SCHLOSSER, (Head of Drapery) for all
the beautiful array of Flags of the Allied
nations, and to JOHNNY LAVIN (Head
of Grip Dept.) for the hanging and arranging of same. You know, we should
hold these affairs more often. Just to
listen to the merriment was satisfaction
enough to know that all were having a
delightful time.
Sergeants MURPHY and MURRAY represented the Army for the Grip Dept.,
and smartly too. SCOTTY McEWEN, an
old friend from the Loading Room was
busy renewing old friendships. Former
gaffers, DAVE ANDERSON and FREDDIE HALL, with wives, were part of the
throng. Dave is here for a few weeks
rest; his job is on that Canada-Alaska
highway project . . . We lost two of our
juveniles the other day — Cadet JIMMY

JACK

RICHTER,

with our Grip

JR. (third from

Dept, and

L.) is shown

here with two

of his fellow officers. JACK

is now Pilot and Instructor of this four-motor job shown
(Photo credit — WALTER PITCHMAN — Grip Dept.)

LEW SMITH writes that Army life Is
great — almost like a studio locaflon, only
no box lunches! . . . Sergeant VANCE
THRASHER looks so good In uniform.
NOW FOR A LIHLE STROLL
The best screams of all come from HENRY WEINBERG, assistant to ERNST LUBITSCH, on the "Heaven Can Wait" set—
but Henry can't. EDDIE CRONJAGER,
so pale from lack of coffee — Brother HENRY, just pale . . . JACK SHEA telling
of his Alaskan experiences, breaking off
to slice some innocent victim . . . WALTER (Wee Jock) CHRISTIE down to two
Woodbines a day . . . AL PRINCE looks
down on most of us on the set. HUNSAKER should be quintuplets.
TRUMAN JOINER and DENVER BRANDON back from their Canadian jaunt, still
wearing snowshoes . . . BUDDY GAUNT
swings a mean crane . . . EDDIE DAVIS
so dazzling . . . Motorman REX TURN-

was formerly

in the background.

PROCESSIONS
By E. L McMANIGAL
Well, things are going on apace; the
usual amount of pleasures and grief. Our
projection was compared with other Majors
last week. Made us feel pretty good to
find we still rate right up at the top.
JIMMIE EDDY and I are getting headaches with color experiments; some of
them are really beautiful, while others have
pronounced knits (last word reversed).
EDDIE SNYDER had a flat tire this A.M.,
and nowadays that's grief in any man s
language.
I note our Studio Service Flag has
jumped from 487 stars to 535, and that
5 of them are gold. You who are complaining about taxes and service donations
should take a good look at that flag and
realize that those boys are keeping you
out of Guadalcanal and the Japs out of
Los Angeles.
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"Action" from the Studio Club. This was
mighty welcome ..." Another letter says,
"! have moved again and am somewhere
in the South Pacific. MARTIN MORGAN
and JIMMY STEPHENS were to report to
us today. All the boys send regards to
MONTE and the rest of the gang. The
mosquitoes are entertaining tonight, so
will hit the netting."
We had a very distinguished visitor recently, dressed In a familiar suit of Red,
White and Blue. When he left, NICK
BONOME was with him. It was just a reminder, because Nick had been to see
UNCLE SAM before. Nick Is Seaman
Second Class in the U. S. Navy. He'll come
through with flying colors provided he
JOE

LA SHELLE

and ARTIE MILLER making a late check before shooting, "The
(Photo credit — WALTER PITCHMAN — Grip Dept.)

WHO'S SHOOTING AND WHAT
By CLINTON

SANDEEN

For you gals and guys who study the
shooting schedules every day, just skip this
and read the Editorial again, but if you're
one of the many who get asked by outsiders, "What pictures are you making
on the 20th Century-Fox Lot? Who's
directing? Who's the star?, etc., etc.,"
and can't supply the answers, this is current
lesson No. I on what's in production —
what's
In preparation — and what's about
to
be released.
They tell me WALTER

LANG

certainly

turned out a masterpiece In "CONEY
ISLAND" and BETTY GRABLE, GEORGE
MONTGOMERY and CESAR ROMERO
are better than their best.
And as long as we're tossing bouquets
—"LUCKY" HUMBERSTONE and the
whole cast and crew of "HELLO, FRISCO,
HELLO" should have a few. By the way,
wasn't it swell to have ALICE FAYE
(America's most beautiful mother) back
home again? . . . Understand they had a
swell farewell party for JOHN PAYNE,
who left for the Army; JACK OAKIE being In charge of the entertainment.
We

have an Idea that IRVING

PICHEL

has topped his best (and that's something)
with "THE MOON IS DOWN." It's real
up-to-the-minute, down-to-earth drama
with a cast that looks like the actors' and
actresses' Who's Who. "Oscar-winner"
ARTIE MILLER, was the cameraman — need
I say more?
For

real

carefree entertainment,

"ANDY" STONE'S directing an all-Negro
musical, "STORMY WEATHER" with BILL
ROBINSON, LENA HORNE, CAB CALLOWAY, the NICHOLAS BROTHERS,
and, oh well, just mention the tops in Negro entertainers and you'll have the cast.
They gave us a small example of what to
expect, when they entertained at the Studio Club Valentine's Party Feb. 13th, and

Moon

Is Down."

this Is just as good a time as any to thank
them — "Weren't They Swell?"
They're kind of working GEORGE
MONTGOMERY overtime so he can keep
his date with Uncle Sam. He had no

doesn't
Don't worryof— the
he won't
. . . Pvt. get
A. seasick.
w. McCartney
u. s.
Army and formerly of the Staff Dept, was
In last week to pay us a visit . . . Just received a card from SGT. MARTIN MORGAN telling us that he arrived safe and
sound at his destination overseas. Good
luck, Sgt. Morgan.

sooner finished "HELLO, FRISCO, HELLO" and was all set for a one-day rest
when SCHUSTER said, "Let's get going on
'BOMBER MOON'." It's a thriller and a
ring.
beauty thrill too with ANABELLA co-star"HEAVEN CAN WAIT,"— but we hardly can for release of the picture by this
name. LUBITSCH really has a swell story
here and the cast makes it better: DON
AMECHE, GENE TIERNEY, CHARLES
COBURN, EUGENE PALLETTE, SPRING
BYINGTON — and It's technicolor too.
STAFF SGT. A. C. NESBITT, United States Marine,

Well, we'll talk over the rest next month,
but so you'll know what to expect, coming
up: "JITTERBUGS" is LAUREL & HARDY
under the direction of the King of Comedy
Directors, MAL ST. CLAIR; "JANE
EYRE" stars ORSON WELLES and JOAN
FONTAINE with STEVENSON in the Director's chair — and a few of those just around
the corner are: "LIFE OF TOUCHY"—
"SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY"— "SONG OF
BERNADETTE"— "WINTER TIME" and
"CLAUDIA."

THE PLASTER-CRACKS
— !

By Wanda

Kahne and Jerry Murphy

In times like these when we don't know
who will constitute the personnel of our
department from day to day. It may be
more interesting to those who are left to
quote a few excerpts from letters we received from our boys now in the Armed
Forces:
ST. SGT. A. C. NESBin, who is overseas, some
wrote recently:
"Dear
Just
received
mail from
homeGang:
and some
Christmas cards from some of you. Thanks.
Also, received my cigarettes, gum and

was formerly of our Staff Shop. With a smile like
this we are sure all Sergeants aren’t hardboiled.
Good

luck, "Sarge."

Today's Puzzle: It's not a doughnut, nor
Is it something to eat; can be found more
often than not around the office. Is It a
man or a mouse??? Read next Sunday's
funnies for the all-important answer and
his name Is the same as that of the latest
addition to the Dagwood Family.
A letter from A/C JAMES L. GROVES
was received recently. To quote an excerpt
— "I soloed in 7 hours and 36 minutes.
Have been going swell . . . However, I
was confined to the hospital last week,
but have worked my way back up to the top
again . . . Have myself another Squadron
Today's Quiz: Why doesn't a certain
boss charge fifty cents a mistake to a certain young lady on the second shift. Could
It be that It might cost him more than
he'd
get??? O’r is he satisfied with the
again."
profit he's now making on the morning
shift from still another young lady. Answer care of Quiz Kids of the Plaster
Crackers.
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waiting to be called for training. She's the
first girl from the Lot, as far as we know,
to have joined . . . ETHEL SCHNEIDER'S
spouse, FRANCIS CLARK, has passed his
Army Flight test and is now a full-fledged
instructor for the Air Corps, U.S.A. He is
located at Thunderbird Field No. 2, near
Phoenix, Arizona, Instructing cadets.
CHIT-CHAT
The Script distrlubtors have a new member in their little group, PATRICIA NEELD
— a girl, no less. KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY decided to hire girls from now on,
because she barely gets acquainted with
the boys when Uncle Sam takes them away.
So Fellows, in the future, let us watch
our language, shall we?
Acccording to all reports, the Valentine
Party given by the Studio Club was a gay
affair. We hear that ALICE "Carmen"
GOODWIN really knocked her brains out
doing a mad jitterbug dance with LEO
WEISMANTEL, the Script Dept, jive ex-

Happy LORRAINE STOLL (formerly of Script
Dept.) now MRS. GERALD MULLER. Lucky guy,
what?

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By AUDRE

ROCHLEN

girls really hit the
the Romance DeBRENTINGER now
of MRS. ROBERT

JONES — he's an aerial photographer In
the Navy . . . LORRAINE STOLL is now
MRS. GERALD MULLER. JERRY used to
work in the Script Dept, and Is now a
Lieutenant In the Air Corps; they were
married In Florida, and are now living
there . . . BEVERLY BLANCHARD became
MRS. WILL FOWLER in a beautiful wedding in the Westwood Community Church.
WILL is with the Publicity Dept. . . .
FRANK DESSLER now has a MRS. DESSLER; the former ILSA WEISS.
SERVICE

NEWS

The Army finally got BERNIE "Mr. Flveby-FIve" BENNETT. For a long while they
had him in classification 99-K — that's the
"even-if-there's-an-invaslon — ^Don't-Come"
Class — but evidentally they had a change
of heart for Bernie is now stationed at Fort
MacArthur and from last reports was
carrying on bravely at K.P. duty. Good
luck. Roly-Poly!
The RIDGEWAY contingent is wearing
that big smile because BOB came home on
leave. He has been in the Diesel Engineering School in New York and has been
graduated to a 2nd Class Petty Officer,
for which congratulations . . . MARIE
LENT has joined the W.A.A.C.S, and is

AL GROVES is the only booster this column has, and it is not disappointing, for
genial AL would make up for a lotta knocks.
The rumor has been spread that Palm
Spwngs has been taken over by the Army.
That is a fallacy, as there are less Service men here than other places that have
not been touched by the Army. Wish there
were enough space allotted to tell every- .V
one of the beauties of this garden spot. *
WAYNE RIVERS has been assigned to
duties at Fox Hills. We miss you, WAYNE.
JIMMIE JENSON was called home to
Council Bluffs, Iowa, due to a death in the
family. Our deepest sympathy goes with
you, JIMMIE.

Word from KENNAN HAMILTON in
New York tells us she is still with the Office
pert.
of Strategic Services there and she says
hello to all her pals on the lot.
JEAN BENSON, who once toiled in the
Script Dept, is now working on the Swing
Shift at Lockheed. We hope she doesn't
have a little altercation with MR. LOCKHEED and ruin their fine war production
record. All kidding aside, though — lots of
luck, JEAN.
GRUESOME

The Scripf boys and
jackpot last month In
partment. VIRGINIA
answers to the name

Old Stage Eight and the adjoining
jection room are being raised and
space will probably be used for parking
facilities for the Army personnel.

TWOSOMES

BARBARA McCRAKEN and LEO WEISMANTEL— a daily luncheon duo . . . VAIL
GIBBONS and GENE MEREDITH still
carrying on via the U. S. Mails . . .
DOROTHY HARRIS and CLIFF MINER
farewelling before he left for the Army . . .
FRIEDA ZUCK is all interest for BEN ROSENMAYER when she can tear herself
away from the phone . . . JEAN BOISSEVAIN likes HOWARD TAYLOR, who
likes PHYLLIS HUFFINE, who still likes
D'ARCY EKELUNDIIll!

GO WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

This is written in Palm Springs and is
going to be an open letter to our boys in
the
that
that
You

Service.
To them
say — don't
we at home
have Iforgotten
you,think
for
is the topic of every conversation.
can hear on every side someone asking about so-and-so, and everyone who
has gone out of 20th C.F. is mentioned.
We are not only talking about you, but
pulling for you. For Information, the west
side of the Studio has been occupied by
the Army for some four or five months; all
the old office buildings have been remodeled and are being used for offices for
Army purposes. Everybody's friend, FRANK
CAPRA, is in charge of this unit that tells
you what kind of a job is being done here.

PVT. TOM McDermott is herewith saying "Hello,
keeds," to all his friends at the studio. Of course,
we've all heard Tommy's cheerful voice at the
Transportation end of the telephone wires. He's
doing his bit for Uncle Sam in the Radio Division
of the U. S. Army. For those who wish to return
his hello, write him and send stamped envelope to
such correspondence.
(LILLIAN GINSBERG— Credit Union.)

Ours has been a very busy place the past
two weeks. New sets on Stage Six and the
tearing out of four or five sets on the
different stages, and the moving of the
contents of eight in preparation for dissembling, with a couple of companies shooting
every day, renders it a busy place. On
Stage Two a musical show is being made
with an all colored cast.

,
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This being a rush order I will not have
time to tell you all I have to say this
time, but will have plenty for you in the

|1

April "Action."
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A READER WRITES

^HBest wishes to all our Service men, who
nave gone forward for us. Really the best
thing I could wish for you Is that all the
men with whom you come In contact
would be as fair and considerate as LOU
WITTE, and that those of the fair sex as
beautiful as DOROTHY HARRIS.

By HERBERT

Wednesday evening, Feb. 17th, a Columbia Picture "Commandos Strike at Dawn"
was shown on the Lot at the Studio screening. The screenplay was by Irwin Shaw,
based upon an original story by C. S. Forester; ItIs a story which aids the war effort.
Another picture to be seen currently which
offers no small contribution to the war Is

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
The Valentine Party given by the Studio
Club was one of the best yet. The members of the Studio Club received their two
dollars worth and the ones who attended
and were not members, SHOULD JOIN,
the Club now.

Noel Coward's

tation Inthe Westerner's Club for a change
— there are eighteen members to be
exact.
EVERETT ROBINSON Is In the Coast

it has anything to do with the war. Most
often a picture falls when everything else
— acting, direction, photography — Is in its
favor, because It lacks an adequate foundation of story-action. The fundamental
question that people ask regarding any

Guard. EV left about a week ago. All his
friends wish him the best of luck . . . We

things for CHAPLIN.

His name Is EUGENE

"Out of my way, chair — I'm goin' to town!!", says
little "MIKE PAUL". He’s the husky "cub" of
MR. and MRS. PAUL "Tiger" MONROE.
Pappy
is with our Grip Department. (Photo credit —
LEE DUNBAR.)

VERDI, and maybe
us a story.

sometime

he will give

TOM POWELL has been having some
fun at Yosemite. TOM was the first one
In 1943 to pass his test as a 2nd Class
Skier, and tells us there Isn't any shortage
of steaks and butter either.
We had a nice letter from HOWARD
SOUTHER, and hear that HOWARD
and
AL GUIDOY are both getting along swell.
They are stationed at CAMP KOHLER . . .
EARL SPICER was sent from WASHINGTON, D.C. to ATLANTA, GEORGIA for
location. FRED KUHNO Is back In SAN
DIEGO.
We

^ ^

have a test In the Electrical Dept.

It Is a toss-up as to whom Is "Mr.. Flveby-FIve." The two fellows up for the title
are JIMMIE CAIRNS and CHARLIE

\

■

I don t care a thing about rationing — I’m just
too sleepy to be bothered," thinks baby DOUGLAS
HAL. Mr. and Mrs. FRANK WIHENBERG
are the
proud parents of this precious little bundle. FRANK
is of our Electric Dept.

"In Which

not only say words which carry both feeling and meaning, but the words are set In
a context of action which is also significant.
This, actually, is what makes great drama,
whatever the theme, and whether or not

The Electrical Dept, has a nice represen-

Our department has a person who has
spent many years In the business of doing
various things. He worked for CHARLIE
CHAPLIN as a stand-in and double; he
also did a number of stunts and other

justly famous

Both "Commandos" and "In Which
We
Serve" show men doing a job,
We Serve."
carrying on loyally and determinedly In
the face of all the enemy can do because
they know that their side Is right and must
win. In both these stories the characters

The Electric Bowling Team now has
something for which to work. We have a
lovely star, ALICE FAYE as our sponsor,
and the boys are really making an effort
to win. Every Thursday night Is bowling
night, and everybody Is Invited.

are very glad to know that two of our operators, STAN WARN and BILL PELMEAR,
who were In the hospital for operations,
are back home and getting along nicely.
We hope STAN and BILL will be back at
work soon.

M. HOLLZER

STORY ACTION AND
ACTION IN THE WAR

(Buttercup) WISE. Let me know who you
think should be elected. We will announce
the winnah!

Two fellows who are doing a good job
In the Fixture Dept, are A. V. KOLLIN
and JOHN CLARK. These fellows have
been over at the Western Ave. Lot so long
that they feel like they are being forgotten, but they are right on the job.

picture Is: "What is it about?" If the
background of the picture Is the present
war and the hero and heroine merely run
away or escape without doing anything to
solve problems they have been up against,
without trying to fight the evil that has
opposed them, the picture has been wasted
so far as helping moviegoers to see the
necessity of winning the war or helping
them to understand their part in It. If
the action has been escape, the message
of the picture has been escape, regardless
of what the actors have said.
At

the present time, the appearance

of films like "Commandos Strike At Dawn"
and "In Which We Serve" with sound
for
hope.
foundations
and story-action, afford a basis

HERE AND THERE
By MAY

STANHOPE

Impressions
the Studio
Club's of
Valentine Dance — a ofhappy
little throng
not
more than FOUR thousand! — eating, drinking, dancing. LENA HORNE, beautiful
singer with exotic appeal, accompanied by
CAB CALLOWAY
and his orchestra. Oldtime favorite, BILL ROBINSON, WITH
THE WHISPERING TOES — ORSON
WELLES making music, interspersed with
the usual clever Welleslan ad libs and ribs
— CALLY HOLDEN and his band giving
the dancers a whirl. ALICE GOODWIN
(Studio Club) involved in a jitterbug duet
with LEO WEISMANTEL (Script) . . .
wondering If something will break, but
hoping for the best. A bashful and exasperated swain, hands full of coffee and
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MAIL ROOM FLASHES

sandwiches, waiting on the sidelines for his
gal — in vain. Free showers of coffee and
beer — for those not wearing bumpers.
CATHERINE HALPIN (Music) — a sparkling
hostess. Soldier boys who used to belong
here, looking us over, probably feeling
sorry for the dull, routine workers now.
COLONEL JOY getting a big laugh out
of the jitterbugs. The younger set proudly
parading their bundles of joy. A tropical
night — a beautiful moon — hope you give
us another one soon.
BILL HARRIS

ENTERTAINS

to the Braille edition of the Reader’s Digest— setting us all a very excellent example.
FORECAST

FOR

By JIM SANFILIPPO
BOMBS FALL OVER CHUNGKING—
A PETITE BIO: H. M. KUO
That charming, gracious Chinese boy,
whom you have seen delivering the mail
about the 20th C.F. Lot, has known the

SOLDIERS

Some give their gold — some their blood
— and some their eyes. BILL HARRIS
(Grip) reports that many soldiers now at
Sawtelle have returned without their eyes,
but BILL Is doing his part to make them
forget. All his spare time Is devoted to
playing a musical saw for the blind and
other shut-ins. It sounds like strings and
singing. BILL also contributes generously

MARCH

You will soon meet a holdup man. You
can lock your door, hide your sock or get
the nervous jitters, but you can be sure
he'll get your poke (and It ain't no joke!).
He may be new to many of you, but you
might as well get acquainted. His name
is "SIR TAX"— Well, how did YOU

do???

AISLEwalkers AND FLOORwalkers
By ASSISTANT

EDITOR

Have you ever seen WILLIAM

ROSEN

%

The happy couple, as you probably know — MR.
AND MRS. WILLIAM ROSEN. "ROSEY" has been
a faithful worker for 20th C. F. (M. of F. Dept.)
for many years.

at that base.

DOROTHY

ROSEN

BLISS

was married during one of those furloughs
we hear about and of course It entailed
tremendous rushing to handle all the necessary preparations for this most Important
event.
The "Blissful" couple were married at the
ROSEN residence and only the immediate
family was present; after a week at Palm
Springs for the honeymoon CORPORAL
BLISS Is back in Santa Anita, DOROTHY
is back in the Bpnd Office at the Studio,
and her DAD

is back to normal! — we hope

— although he's still pretty elated
proud of the whole thing.

and

Incidentally
of Dorothy's
friends
on the If
Lotany
would
like to wishmany
her
well and

extend

congratulations to the

groom, MRS. BLISS will be happy to receive them, and Incidentally, will hope to
sell
you
a BOND OR TWO, at the same
time.

grim experience of life in a city under
severe aerial bombardment. H. M. KUO
resided in Chungking and Nanking, China,
when Japanese bombers flew overhead
with their deadly tonnage, and he knew
that swift numbing fear that comes to
human-kind under bombardment. He was
close enough to hear the eerie shrill of
bombs dropping earthward, and homes
where he stayed were shaken like tiny
matchboxes by the terrific concussions of
landing explosives. Kuo saw vast steaming
craters left In the wake of the deadly
Japanese assaults: saw what were once
homes, left In masses of splintered wreckage: and what were once people — masses
of blackened carbon. With a solemn smile,
very grave for a boy just twenty-one years,
KUO assures you that unless the people are
fully awakened to their peril, the same
thing can happen here. Facts about H.
M. KUO: He's darned good natured —
courageous — a good sport; is a sensitive,
imaginative young man, aristocratic in
bearing, yet essentially modest. He attended U.S.C. He may modestly disclaim
it, but he is an envoy of good will, about
which his nation could be proud. He has
that quality which Is democracy at its best,
and his personality makes you feel that
China is a brother nation, truly!
ATTENTION!

("Rosey" for short) without his perpetual
smile and a warm greeting for everyone?

A LIEUTENANT

IS BORN!

Gosh! he’s a real, honest-to-Goodness
"LOOEY" now! Yes, the Head fo the
Mail Room passed the necessary tests with

I haven't. Apparently the whole family
has taken on the same admirable attribute for even the newly-acquired addition
to the family (the son-in-law) has fallen
Into step as a good American soldier

it's LIEUTENANT
flying colors,
JACK
J. BURKEandof now
the FIRST
REGIMENT
OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE MILITIA!
Jack Is walking with a real spring in his

should. Said son-in-law's name even typifies his countenance for his cognomen Is

step these days. Incidentally, the C.S.M.
is a real and vital fighting force, which prepares you for instant action in case of
invasion in
of this
our country.
Jack Burke's
column
issue forSee
details.
If you
wish to serve your country to a greater
extent than you have been able heretofore,
contact
"Lieutenant" Jack J. Burke in the
Mail Room.

Here's CAROLE LESLIE VAUGHN, without a care
in the world, 'cause she's the 4 months' old daughter of LESLIE VAUGHN (Still Lab.), and the sister
of three-year-old HEATHER GAIL.

Proud Father, Les Vaughn
Another equally happy couple — the newlyweds,
CORPORAL and MRS. LARRY BLISS. DOROTHY

LESLIE VAUGHN of the Still Lab. really
has something to photograph these days.

here pictured is ROSEY’S daughter, who wants to
sell everyone she meets a U. S. WAR BOND.

She's a baby girl, born January 6th, weigh-

It's an excellent idea, don't you think?

"BLISS." LARRY Is an instructing Corporal
at Santa Anita in Arcadia and is here to
help start a new Ordnance

Training Center

ing seven pounds, 6 ounces at birth. Here's
one baby (I'll betcha) that won't lack a
pictorial record of her growth. Congratulations to the proud MR. and MRS. LESLIE VAUGHN.

NEW PERSONALITIES
ROOM SET

ON

THE

MAIL

Reserved, reticent LOWELL BRAGG,
hailing from Hawkinsville, Georgia. Lowell,
an expert movie projectionist for his years,
has been taking a course in Cinema Photography at use since last September. You
can't help liking Lowell, because his sincere nature is something refreshingly real
and rare against the blase backdrop of
Hollywood.
Girls —! you'll
love KINGSLEY
his dulcet
southern
accent!
! ! JOHN
is the "smoothie"

with the ski-ride nose

and that quick alert manner. That quiet-
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minding one of pre-war Gotham . . . AL
PINK, a pronounced devotee at the Shrine
of Eros — regarding the goings-on ... A
Surprise: The revelation of the Studio Club
secretary's dancing ability— where, Alice,
have you been hiding those jitterbug
steps — whoop-eeeeeee!!!! She moved like
a dream! (Aside from Alice Goodwin —
he's not kidding me — Jimmy means "She
moved like a nightmare!")

Our deepest regards go to CECIL
LLOYD, whose brother. CAPT. ROBERT
M. LLOYD was killed in an R.A.F. Ferry
Command Bomber crash in Newfoundland
last month. Capt. Lloyd had been ferrying
bombers for the R.A.F. but was only a
passenger when the crash occurred. Cecil
was proud of his brother and his death
with a bitter pill to swallow.

Well, gang, it's been lots of fun — till
next time, we are bared, and stripped —
for ACTION!!

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
ROY
H. M. KUO (Mail Room) has had his share of
this war in China. He really appreciates what it
means
father

to be in the good old U. S. A. KUO's
is connected with the Chinese Diplomatic
Corps in his native land.

spoken huskylsh tow-haired boy with the
bright blue eyes in a face of golden tan,
is DICK JAECKELL — a born lifeguard if
there ever was one. If he's been asked it
once, he's been asked it a thousand times
by the various secretaries, "WHERE DID
YOU GET THAT TAN?"
STUDIO CLUB
MEMORIES
Whilst CAB

VALENTINE'S

DANCE

CALLOWAY

chanted his

hi-de-hi's; while floods of strong yeasty
beer poured down a thousand thirsty
throats: while moist - browed ORSON
WELLES intrepidly displayed a capricious
parlor Magic; while CALLY HOLDEN held
them by a rhythm, smooth as CUTTY
SARK— WHERE WERE THE MAILROOM
BOYS? You guessed it! They were all over
the locale of the Studio Club's stunning
Valentine dance, indulging in a dream come
true — playing Prince Charming and Gallants to the smiling unleashed de-lovelies of
the 20thC.F. Lot — and Oh! quite in demand (the mailboys!) Manfully downing
ponderous amounts of ale to wash down
potato chips and sandwiches: rubbing
elbows with the elete of cinemaland —
BETTY GRABLE (Yes sir! in person), actors,
producers, plumbers, celebrities and carpenters, executives and extras . . . DICK
JONES, who sought long for Mail Room
Head, Jack Burke — what to do with an
important letter? He sought long and anxiously for FRERE BOB, who shall henceforth be known as "Horizontal" JONES
. . . WILLIAM AUSTIN: He, too, thrived
upon refreshment (!), floating to Strauss-ian
heights . . . WARREN HUFFORD: Danced
not one, but many dances — he had a
whale of a time and flirted OUTRAGEOUSLY! (So I'm told) . . . Present, bright
and shining: Sophisticated HARRY BARTHOMEW, with a lovely wife — HIS! —
BILL BLACKBURN— so flashily clad, re-

By A, P. "WHIZZER" WHITE
PIERCE is always telling me what

a lousy column I write! Maybe it's because I've never mentioned his name before. Well anyway Roy, now that I've enhanced my column with your cognomen,
maybe you might endure reading it. Aw —
Roy's okay — he's always treated me all
right ... If you hear what sounds like
a bullfrog with a sore throat, it's only
RAY RIDDLE croaking. Poor Ray has lost
his voice for three weeks — I sure miss his
singing voice.
I wish one of you boys in the Service
would send me your picture in uniform
so we could print it. Not only would we
like to see your pictures, but your buddies
in other camps too. All letters from men
in the Service addressed to the Construction Dept, are answered personally by Rosalie Armetta. I thought if the boys knew
this they might have a little more incentive to write. It also might be well to mention here that all correspondence going to
the Studio Club is sent to the respective
department where our Service men were
employed and the Department Head assigns someone in that department to take
care of answering each letter. So, fellas
if you want to be "written to" — "write in."
TOM MORRISSEY, JR., was told by
Uncle Sam to eat more wheaties and thereby put on more avoirdupois before being
accepted into the Army. Tommy was a
little underweight and is determined to
pick up these pounds in the next thirty
days.
From the back-slapping and hand-shaking that goes on whenever CHARLIE
FLICKWIR and JIMMY GIRTON come
down from the Estimating Dept, to visit
their old friends in the Mill, you can see
how highly the men hold them in their
esteem . . . STANLEY STRONKS stationed
in Massachusetts in some new division of
the Army . . . CHARLEY BROWN has
been sworn in the "Seabees" for six weeks
and is still awaiting his call . . . BURNS
DAY LAMB came in to bid the boys adieu
before going into the Army . . . JOHNNY
SKUBE went down for induction Feb. 17th
—miss.
there's a colorful guy we're all going to

Genial ROY PIERCE, saying "HELLO PISTOL."
to 20th Century-Fox friends and the boys in the
Carpenter

Dept.

(Photo

credit — A. P. "WHIZZER

WHITE.")

FILM LIBRARY LOWDOWN
By HELYN KESSELMAN
Another one of our boys received his call
from the Army Air Corps and left this
week. His name is JOSH GRAY, a swell
fellow, and he was just thrilled! Here is
his picture
in "civvies,"
we are hoping
soon
to receive
one in and
his uniform.
Lots
of luck to you, JOSH, from all of us!
We have been receiving very interesting letters from CARL EFFINGER, (Head
of Film Library) who is now in Washington
with a tremendous job in front of him as
Library Consultant for the Central Film
Library the Government is setting up. He
mentions the splendid cooperation he is
getting from FRANCES LYONS, formerly
a cutter on our Lot. Also, stated he had
lunch with SOL HALPRIN and saw the
wonderful Laboratory SOL built for the
John Ford U nit: one of the finest MR.
EFFINGER had ever seen! Regarding the
beautiful women in Washington, Mr. Effinger comments, "LES SANSOM'S

imag-
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Zeigfeld-Girl costumes for "HEAVI^B
CAN WAIT." dresses for "JANE EYRE^^
modern wardrobe for "JITTERBUGS," period costumes for "SONG OF BERNADETTE" tests, and now, more chorus numbers

ination and CLIFF BECK'S technique would
come in mighty handy in a pinch!"
DAVE MARKELL, able Film Librarian
and former Newspaperman, is in there
pitching, but in between time relates
amusing stories of the good old days in
show business on good old Broadway when

and period clothes for "SWEET ROSIE
O'GRADY." And to top it off, there is
a little problem of buying shoes for future productions!!! OH, well, we still
find time for a good laugh now and then,
and what do they cost you?

he was on the "Great White Way" In New
York! . . . TOMMY VINCENT, our Foreign
Correspondent, stationed at Fort Leshing,
in the Western Avenue Lab, keeps us
posted about
on events.
After reading
letter
the wonderful
seafood CARL’S
on the

JINGLES

eastern coast, he wrote, "You had me
'DROOLING' at the mouth, so to home
and opened up the last can of sardines."
Good old "Billiards" — SID PECK is keeping the boys in Room 10, Old Cutting
Bldg., in stitches, but he really is nursing a
broken heart since losing his old stablemate, JOSH GRAY, who left Wednesday
for Buckley Field, Denver, Colorado, to

FROM JOHN ENGLE'S DEPT.

join Uncle Sam's Air Force.
AL WOODS, our very good poet and
Asst. Head of the Film Library, is very
busy pinch-hitting for CARL during his
absence in Washington, but we have persuaded him to knock off a quickie, as
follows:
There was a young sport, SID PECK,
Who'd rather drink "Billiards" than neck.
After a couple or four, he'd lie on the floor,
and whisper, OH! GOSH, WHAT THE
HECK!
WAYNE FURY thinks there should be
swinging doors on the Film Vaults, as the
muscles in his arms are getting too big
for his sleeves from opening and closing
them.

JOSH GRAY (Film Library) now in the Service,
who smiled his way into the hearts ot his co-workers.

of trouble on the "JANE EYRE" sets, what
with colors running when MISS FONTAINE'S gown gets wet, little alterations
being made on costumes that have already
worked, and a dozen or more major bits
with four elaborate changes each including complete sets of jewelry to keep track
of. Do you think movies are here to stay,
GRACE? . . . GERTIE CASEY is on the
sick list and we hope she is back with us
soon.
There really is nothing the matter with
the gang here. We just LOOK like we
are walking around in a daze with a complete breakdown in the early stages of
paralysis. What would YOU do with
chorus numbers- to make for "STORMY
WEATHER," uniforms for "BOMBER'S
MOON," period costumes, as well as

By CECILE

LOSS

FARRELL

Madalin Parkinson Counsil, wife of John
Counsil, died Monday, Feb. 18th, after a
brief illness, and services were held on
Thursday at the Little Church of the Flowers. Twelve of John's seamen friends were
honorary pallbearers and the Navy Chaplain conducted the short but impressive
ceremony.
TO

JOHN

Our

COUNSIL

deepest sympathy goes out to

you,
Johnny,
There's
nothing
much inwe your
can great
say atloss.
a time
like
this that will alleviate the pain and heartache and I am unable to put into words
how we really feel. Knowing us as you do,
I think you can read between the lines and
find there what is in our hearts. If there
is anything at all we can do for you, Johnny, we want
you to call
on us, your ex-coworkers and sincere
friends.

And that's "Lowdown!"

FINDINGS
FROM THE LADIES WARDROBE
By LEE ROTH

JOSEPHINE

BROWN

has deserted us

for the time being and is going to Washington, D.C. with her husband, JACK.
MISS McKENZIE expects her back for
SONJA HENIE'S next picture, but the
Navy life may prove too interesting to
give up.
"Dutch" SOUSA, formerly with the
Transportation Dept, dropped in for a
visit. He looks grand in his uniform and
it would seem that Army life agrees with
him.
The Studio Club did a fine job of entertaining at the Valentine's Party. Don't
know when I have enjoyed a program
more, even to the trick which failed to
work for ORSON WELLS. I'll bet he is a
firm believer in gremlins now.
JOHN SHANLEY has a fine definition
for inventory systems — sorry, it's censored
. . . GRACE WILSON isn't having a bit

helping with a huge crane on an exterior tor "Heaven Can Wait." Don’t drop
HUNSAKER
BRUCE
background. (Photo credit— WALTER PITCHMAN,
GENE TIERNEY and DON AMECHE
BRUCE!
it,
Gripin Dept.)
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CLUB

VALENTINE

PARTY

(I) A few of the 3500 who attended the Valentine Dance. (2) BETTY
GRABLE giving one of our service boys the time of his life. (3) CALLY
HOLDEN and orchestra can be depended upon to do a fine job. (4) Dance
director HERMES PAN and dancer EILEEN FENWICK, cutting a slight rug!
(5) KENNY WILLIAMS, Assistant Dance Director, and EILEEN FENWICK
take over. (6) ORSON WELLES and his magic tricks delight his spellbound
audience. (7) FRANCES GLADWIN, actress, and BOB SUNDERLAND
(publicity) seem pleased about the whole thing. (8) CAB CALLOWAY
entertains the alligators. (9) Charming LENA HORNE — the pulchritudinous
songstress. (10) ORSON WELLES did it again! (II) Everyone was happy
to see BILL HEATH (formerly TEST Head) and pretty JUNE HAVER (Stock

Player). (12) BILL ROBINSON

steps it off. (13) CAB

CALLOWAY

and

orchestra — rhythm that can't be beat. ( 14) BILL MAYBERRY, who likes
'em blonde and redheaded. Blonde Edith Flynn (Lew Schreiber's Secretary)
and ORA HUNTER (Secretary to ROBERT KANE). (15) Studio Club
President JACK SAVAGE (Head — Labor Dept.) wants to attract the attenion
of "gasping" NORM. DOYLE (ex-Studio Club Manager), who only has
eyes for the one hundred 20th C.F. hostesses. Stunning KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY (Head — Script Dept.) and JOEL HAWLEY (Studio Club Manager)
watch with amusement. (16) WALTER PITCHMAN, popular Grip and four
jolly drinking partners In front of the beer bar. (Lett to right) AUGIE
KELLER (Grip), JOE EPSTEIN (Transportation), WALTER PITCHMAN
(Grip), HARRY MILLER (Sound) and JOHN GINTHER (Grip).

Action
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ADVICE TO THE TAXLORN
By GEORGE

D. HELLGREN

just try to get by that door without a
because he knows practically everyone
passes through those doors by name
department. I envy him. Lucifer!!
a memory.

pass,
who
and
what

Would like to tell you about one of our
former employees — LIEUTENANT ALBERT
MINSKY (recently with the Merchant Marines) is now Flight Stewart on the Pan
American Airways. He makes the Honolulu run, and is he the handsome one in
that new uniform. We think he's a great
fellow, and it goes to show you, the ones
who are willing to take orders, may soon
be giving them. Congratulations and good
luck. AL.

. . . Words fail me when I look at
the calendar and see the approaching Income Tax deadline — March
15th! Don't kid yourself, you can't
get out of it. Use the blank space
above to figure your Income Tax
needs, then walk — don't run, to the
nearest Credit Union Office, which
is Room 19, Old Administration Bldg.,
and let Uncle George put you right
with Uncle Sam!

The things you least expect, do happen
sometimes. No one ever thought she would
do such a thing, but it happened this way:
FRANCES STROLL — a few magic words
by the minister — PRESTO — MRS. HAYES
— four-day honeymoon — Army got the
Mister and 20th C. F. Fox Cafe got FRANCES back on the job. She was actually
blushing for a few days. Best of everything; you deserve it, ole pal.
ORSON WELLES seems to be the center of attraction in the Cafe these days

tenant In the Army Air Force, recently
talned that distinction by promotion
Active Service — In Africa. Another distinction is that he is the spouse of our
little JOANNA (nee) HIRSHBERG. He left
for foreign duty last October. . . . ARLENE
O'BRIEN'S better half is keeping 'em flying.
He is working at an aerodrome in Ireland,
for Lockheed . . . MARIE MULLER'S husband, ARTHUR, Is an inspector for PanAmerican Highways, and is working for
Uncle Sam in Panama. . . . RIDLEY BILLICK is an ex-member of the 20th C.F.
organization, having worked in the Script
Dept, and BETTY tells us he Is now stationed at Alameda. RIDLEY is In the Coast
Guard. . . . All these girls are proving
themselves "good soldiers" too, for the
business of war Is grim, and full of anxiety
and strain for those who wait at home.

with his new make-up for the "Jane Eyre"
picture: ognize
even
"big
didn't rechim atthe
first,
andshots"
the guests
just
seem to be fascinated. We

are very

happy to have MR. WELLES and his company with us, and feel certain It will be
an outstanding picture. He's good for the
Cafe, too, 'cause he consumes a lot of
food! — has to, to keep that energy.
All Is well, so will sign off with our best
wishes to all our men In the Service from
our own department and all the other departments— we miss you at the Cafe, and
that's no malarkey!!

PEN-PUSHERS PERSONALS
By PETE LAKE

LILLIAN

GINSBERG

of our Credit Union, seems

heppy about
the whole
a CREDIT
to thething.
Credit "Lil"
Union.is definitely

CAFE NEWS
By EDITH BILLMYER
Here I go again, your new Cafe Society
Reporter, to give you the lowdown, the
scandal, and to tell tales that may be of
interest to you, our fellow workers.
AL TURNEY, who is our officer at the
door as you come into the Cafe — you all
know him and ask him many a question.
Well, the other day I overheard a gir!
asking him for a map. Now AL. knows
everything, but doesn't happen to carry
everything, and if you are a stranger —

The whole Studio was shocked and saddened by the death of MR. PURCELL on
February 7th. Apparently in the best of
health the day before, he suffered a heart
attack on Sunday afternoon and passed
away. For those who knew and worked with
him, theirs was the loss of a fine friend, and
our deepest sympathy goes to MRS. PURCELL and the children from whom a good
husband and father was so tragically taken.
Although the list of our boys in the
Forces Is long and Impressive, many people
do not know that several girls In the department have husbands who are also
doing their "bit" for their country; I.e. —
OTTLY STEIGER'S husband is a prisoner
of the Japs in the Philippines. He went out
there in August of 1941, In the Coast
Guard Artillery at Fort Mills, Corregidor.
For long months while Corregidor was
under siege and after It has fallen, OTTLY
had no word of her husband's fate. At
last, official news came that he was a prisoner. . . RUSSELL K. LYONS, 1st Lieu-

With

the expression HARRY

VAN

DOREN

has

here — BEWARE, ENEMY!! ! don't think he's kidding— do you? (Photo credit — JOANNA LYONS,
Accounting Department.)

OUR

ABSENT

BRETHREN

Now for some news of our absent brethren. LARRY RICE Is In the Army at Palm
Springs — a nice place for the winter, but
of course very cold in the summertime;
about I 10 they tell me . . . HARRY VAN
DOREN is at a camp north of here, and Is
proving hemself an A- 1 marksman. He has
qualified for sharpshooter and on one occasion scored a "possible," under trying conditions— the only "possible" scored that
day among hundreds of earnest snipers.
Congratulations, HARRY, and keep It up.
. . . DAN PINCK wrote a post-card from
New York — it was written from the Stage
Door Santeen. Danny is wasting no time
seeing the bright lights. He reports that
the show was swell. ... ED KRAHN is in
the Signal Photo Corps, and from last re-
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smack into an Irish cop — Gay Nineties
edition — resplendent with red handle-bar
moustache. Excusing himself in a brogue
one imagines must have originated in a
peat bog, he strolled off, swinging his
club in a very experienced fashion. Further down the street the Nineteenth Cen-

^K>rl'S was feeling fine, despite the fact that
says there's no place like California. ED
expects to go on active duty in the near
future. We never expected ED to "fat up,"
but he says he has gained six pounds
HAL ROTH wrote me to say he is now in
an Officers Training School. From what
we hear about those schools, they really

tury atmosphere still prevailed, for several
dear, gracious old ladies — powdered hair
piled high, wearing rustling taffeta skirts,

give you a work-out. BOB SINCLAIR
agrees with this — even an officer-to-be has
to do that old K.P. Good luck, HAL and
BOB. . . . GERRY BRODERICK, too, writes
from San Diego that business is still brisk
in the Navy.

carrying parasols, were sitting "Hayworth
fashion" on the bumper of a shining black
carriage. Tsk, tsk! This older generation.
Sitting on the steps of Stage One,

JIMMY HARTMAN, a former "reconciler" in the Accounting Dept., failed to
show up for work two weeks ago. The next
we heard he was in a hospital in New
York, very ill. He wrote, saying he was
too upset to return and tell us. So Good

group of made-up sepia guys and gals
gathered to Indulge in a little sweet
hot harmony the better to start the
with. They must really have been

Wardrobe head's nightmare. Of all the
misfitted clothes, and misconception of
sartorial elegance gathered up In one small
bunch — but OH MAMMY! — their harmony
was good! I really would have liked to join

Luck, JIM, and a speedy recovery. We'll
all write — especially the girls — they miss
you the most.
Come to
of it,265
there
aren't
bachelors
leftthink
in Room
of the
F &any
A
Dept.!

By LORRIE

In dat singin'. Yas mam. Dat little dark
boy on the banjo was sho nuff good.
This is the latest picture we have of LOUIS
J. PURCELL We all shall miss him.

CENTURY NOTES
PORTER

I'd heard often enough about the excitement and thrill of working on a motion
picture lot, but I was allergic to superlatives, and I didn't believe in GLAMOUR.
That was the "BEFORE" caption to the
picture. And kids, will you look at me now!
Now I know what they mean! Until you've
worked in this gloriously insane industry
you just haven't lived. It DOES something
fo you. In short, it's terrific, in all languages
— including Scandanavian! Let me give you
a rough idea of a newcomer's impression.
One morning I'd made my leisurely
jaunt up to the Time Office — about the
equivalent of three laps around Santa

MR. L. J. PURCELL, who passed
away suddenly on February 7th, 1943,
came to 20th Century-Fox Studio in
1936 from Fox West Coast Theatres
Corporation, to take charge of our
Accounting Department as General
Auditor. He was an untiring, capable and loyal department head
who devoted all his energies to the
welfare of the Corporation. One of
the organizations at the Studio in
which he was particularly active and
interested was the Safety Committee.
His stimulating influence will be
keenly missed in the affairs of this
Committee.
Mr. Purcell's sudden and untimely
passing was a great shock to his many,
associates and friends on the Lot and
our deepest sympathy goes to^ his
wife and three small sons.

Anita — punched in and was sauntering
down past Casting to the Script Dept,
when around the corner came a sinisterlooking detachment of Schiklegruber's finest. Those grim Storm Troopers were coming up on the double-quick, and I did a
neat head-long dive into the bushes to
keep from being trampled in the scuffle
or lost in the shuffle. Peering nervously
out a few seconds later, I saw them disappear, black holsters swinging, into a
common, ordinary bus, chauffeured by a
meek little chap who looked amazingly unconcerned, considering the fact that he
must have had a machine gun grating on
Here's SALLY GREGORY, and her BILL. In a
short period of three months, SALLY married,
went on a three-day honeymoon and, according to
the bride, just 3 months, 2 days and M/2 hours
from that eventful day, BILL, her husband, was
called by Uncle Sam. Congratulations and good
luck to SALLY and BILL.

a

had
and
day
the

his vertebrae — and they chugged up the
street with expressions as placid as Carna-

Looking back enviously over my shoulder,
I rounded the corner and headed for the
Studio Club in the Old Administration
Bldg., resigning myself to a dull and disgustinglyI peaceful
rather
be right, but
never day.
seem Well,
to be I'd
.1 was
in
for a big surprise, for Grand Central Station has nothing on Ye Olde Studio Club.
That place certainly hums with activity
on an eight hour shift. Ever-welcome Serviceman tear in and out, greeting old friends
and voicing appreciation for packages of
gum
and cigarettes
and copies and
of "Action."
Manager
JOEL HAWLEY
retiring
Manager NORM
DOYLE — otherwise
known as the Rover Boys of Avenue A —
line up memberships faster than we can
type out membership cards. Queen of the
Court ALICE GOODWIN
not only swings
a mean hip on the dance floor, but jitterbugs on the typewriter keys so fast that
scientists studying perpetual motion have
her under observation — keeps furiously
busy arranging dances, bowling meets,
Club meetings,
and "Action"sweetheart
copy. Then
there
is SALLY GREGORY,
of
the boys in Service, (and one in particular)
who has been officially designated ChiefSender-Outer of gum and cigarettes. And
so I thought it was going to be quiet over
here, huh? Well, if anyone knows where a
nice peaceful blitz Is in progress, I'm
going to trot right over for a rest cure!!!
Ah, this picture business! Oh the glory
of
all! But do I love It? WELL
WE itALL????

DON'T

State Militia Anxious to Obtain
20th Century- Fox Recruits

it they've

JACK BURKE, (Head— Mail Room) who
Is one of the civic-minded employees of
the Studio has submitted the following

Extricating myself from the Fox shrubbery, I rounded the corner and bounced

pertaining to those staying at home who
wish to contribute their time and efforts in

cows. body!!
I'm still wondering
found tionthe

Action
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forth all work on catwalks and anythli^
else of a maintenance nature should be

protecting our own shores should the emergency arise. Included with 2nd Lt.
BURKE in this worthy and exemplary work
are 1st Lt. CLINTON SANDEEN (Head-

handled by MR. RABOLD of the Maintenance Dept. If any fire hazard or needed
repair work is necessary, please call MR.
RABOLD on Extension 508.
DIMOUT CONDITIONS were discussed

Men's Wardrobe), 2nd Lt. TEDDY THOMPSON (Music Library), Major WILLIARD
STEWART (Police Dept.) and many others
on this Lot showing their evidence of patrlgtic fervor.

and referred to MR. STROHM (Head —
Electric Dept.) who is working on the problem of better lighting at night on the Lot,
without violating dimout regulations.
JOEL HAWLEY, our new Studio Club

TO THE 20TH CENTURY-FOX
EMPLOYEES— ATTENTION!
By JACK
The

1st REGIMENT

Manager will appear at our next meeting
and give a short talk on safety. DR.
RUBIN plans on further discussion regarding types of accidents ... MR. VIC
CHRISTENSEN is to appoint a new Secretary, since LARRY RICE has gone Into the
Service. I must add here that he was a

BURKE

CALIFORNIA

STATE

MILITIA is now receiving applications for enlistment. In my opinion, this
offers an opportunity to the man who,
due to age, family responsibility, or other
reasons, is unable to join up with the regular Armed Forces and take a more active
part in the War effort, but still feels that
he would like to do something more than
just buy War Stamps and Bonds while the
younger men are giving up everything to
protect our Country.
The STATE MILITIA is a Reserve Military Organization conceived for the express purpose of maintaining a trained
personnel to be called to the Colors only
in the event of an invasion of this Country, and offers a man the opportunity to
receive Military training during his spare
time which will fit him for any emergency.
The 1st REGIMENT meets tor training
every Friday evening at the State Armory
In Exposition Park and on Sunday morning at Gilmore Field, 3rd and Fairfax.
Enlistments can be taken at both places.
Extra gasoline will also be allowed for the
purpose of attending these meetings.
Further information can be obtained on
the Lot by contacting me at the Mail Department, Extension 447, and I believe
that the employees of 20th Century-Fox
Studio would find It to their advantage
to investigate and enlist in this Regiment.

fine example

of good luck to him.
LEW

ROBERT SORENSON
(Production Office) devotee
of skiing, hunting, fishing and the terpschorean
art, bids his adieu to his co-workers to enlist in
the Coast Guard.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

As the fiscal year draws to a close, our
splendid record of safety decreased. Unfortunately, the last few months we had
many accidents. The minutes of last
month will give you the high spots.
Dr. RUBEN was introduced to the Safety
organization and requested to express his
views on safety. He pointed out that workmen had more accidents at the start of the
day and at the finish, and asked for an
explanation for the occuring accidents
at those hours. PHIL ADAMS explained
that the great demand upon the Labor
Dept., carpenters and other mechanics to
put the many companies In a starting
position, and at 6 p.m., when so many accidents occur, is due to the directors trying

The next question brought up was about
the many accidents due to laborers stepping on nails: of this definite hazard, most
of them occurred In the Labor Dept. MR.
ROCHE of that department told DR.
RUBIN that he had already told his men
to wear heavier shoes and refrain from
wearing canvas and mocassin type of shoes
while working on striking sets. ROCHE
explained he had spent considerable time
in instructing his men to give much care
in avoiding this hazard.
GROVER LAUBE of the Camera Dept,
stressed the Importance of NO SMOKING on the stages while Movieola and
playbacks are working which necessitates sc
much loose film to be about.
I. ("Larry") RICE, now in the Armed
gave five years of faithful service as

Secretary to the 20th Century-Fox Safety Organization. To you, LARRY, our sincere gratitude and
best wishes always.

PURCELL

MOURNED

We must pause at this time to honor
LEW PURCELL, who passed aways so suddenly. We all know of his keen interest
In the Safety Society and in behalf of his
many friends here may I say that he will
be greatly missed.

to get as many shots In before dark as possible.

LAURENCE
Forces, who

as Director of Safety — lots

There is still a little room for improvement on driving and THAT GOES FOR
EVERYONE.
It was definitely decided

that hence-

CONSERVE MANPOWER
PRODUCTION

FOR

WAR

MR. JONES, our Chairman, will inform
us of the convention held at the Biltmore
Hotel last month. The figures on lost time
and accidents were so great that It was
almost overwhelming. When some of the
Directors received their letters on the report, they thought they had been handed
a script written by ORSON WELLES! —
unfortunately, the facts were true. To combat this great evil, you and every Individual MUST DEMAND cooperation in
in stamping out accidents. This column has

20th Century-Fox

EMPLOYEES

ATTENTION!!
Have the Barber cut your hair
that cuts the hair of the Stars.
You too might look like Tyrone Power
and don't know It.
See what the Studio Barber
can do tor you.

•

Your Studio
Barber Shop
Louis - Russ - Israel - Rose and Frankie
Henry - Walt
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tpeatedly requested strict adherence to
e Safety Societies' rulings, so let's have
your support in the future to avoid the
reoccurrence of these accidents.

FIRE CHIEF ENOS is going to give a
review on the Fire Convention which he
attended last month on the new laws for
fire prevention for the nation at the next
meeting to be held March 4th.

ation. You don't have to worry about your
children's safety when they themselves are
safety conscious.

OVER THE BACKYARD FENCE
ROBERT

By ALICE GOODWIN
SORENSON Extends Thanks

ROBERT, just turned 20, was born in
Iowa and raised on a 640-acre farm. While
attending the University of Nebraska, he
traveled to Pasadena to cheer his Alma
Mater to victory in the Rose Bowl game
between his college and Stanford. Evidently California claimed BOB then and
there, because he never returned home.
It's hard to believe, but ROBERT has been
married going on three years and recently
he enlisted in the Coast Guard. Before
he left he wished to
JAMES RYAN (Casting)
RIDGEWAY (Script) for
had always shown him.
J. R. SMITH Gets Break

especially thank
and KATHLEEN
the kindness they
Good luck, BOB.

Isn't it a wonderful thing when the right
person — the deserving person, gets that
real break that has taken years to materialize? Well, it came the other day to
"SMITHY" of the M. of F. Dept. We
thought J. R. was unusually effervescent
when he brought in his usual $2.50 to the
Empolyees' Cigarette Fund, the surplus
from his bond-selling Pool which has been
a personal duty of SMITH each week. (By
the way, we understand DICK DURING is
going to take up where SMITH left off in
this patriotic duty.) However, we found
out he has been transferred to the Cutting
Dept., something he has long hoped for.
Introducing DR. ARTHUR RUBIN, associate ot our
Hospital staff. DR. RUBIN is newly elected to our
Safety Council Board and from his determined
expression, we are really going to be SAFE on
the Lot.

A NECESSARY REPETITION— WRITE
YOUR CONGRESSMAN

Now he's an Assistant Cutter, and I'll bet
he'll be one of the best. We all wish you
luck, "SMITHY."
OUR SERVICE FLAG
GOLD

and

AN

ADDED

JERRY

SOLOMON — beloved employee
Century-Fox.

of 20fh

upon receiving word February 8th of his
death while on active duty somewhere in
the Pacific. JERRY, 26, had worked on
the Publicity Staff ever since he graduated
from L. A. High School. He enlisted in
the Navy a year ago.
JERRY'S mother, MRS. ELIAS SOLOMON, is in the Wardrobe Dept.; he also
leaves his FATHER and HERBERT, a
younger brother.
OUR VERMILLION

COUNTENANCE

Our faces are slightly that way, and
when you read the following letter from
PVT. GROSSI, you'll know the reason why.
Anyway, we were living in a state of blissful ignorance until its arrival. We regret
our ignorance, but they say that's no excuse, which leaves us right where we
started. The letter reads:
"To the Studio Club: Dear Friends:

STAR

Well will all the Studio employees remember DAN HOGAN, who was in the

I am very much surprised that you did
not check with our extensive Research

(Repeat from February "Action") On the
national issue, our attention is called here
to the highway from Alaska to the Panama
Canal. This has long been the fond dreams
of everyone in the motoring world; but
traffic regulation IS UP TO YOU. We have
long recommended that every city have the
same traffic laws. This, indeed would eliminate much confusion about inter-state and

Property Dept, before he left for the Service. For a long time, Dan was reported
missing and very recently our Government
informed his wife of his supreme sacrifice
in giving his life that we who are left can
carry on the fight for right action and the
privilege of calling ourselves free men.
VIOLET, his lovely wife, has carried on her
work as Secretary to FANCHON
SIMON

Dept, before mailing out your request to
the boys in the Service for the approval of
their Commanding Officer, as you would

inter-country regulations. WRITE YOUR
CONGRESSMAN
NOW
and let them

(Music Co-ordinator) all during this harrowing anxiety and when the fatal news
arrived we admired VIOLET to no small

know your desires on the matter.
SCHOOL

ESSAYS

OFFERED

AWARDS

The State of California has made boys
and girls of school age conscious of the
need for Safety by offering awards for the
best high-school essays submitted on this
all-important subject. PARENTS PLEASE
NOTE! If you have children in high school,
please encourage them to cooperate with
this request. It will not only give them an
education in safety, but it will undoubtedly
impress them with the gravity of the situ-

degree in holding up her chin in the face
of this extreme adversity. It isn't too surprising that a person with her generous nature
immediately
DAN'S
mas
check
from theendorsed
New York
Office,Christover
to the Employees' Cigarette Fund. VIOLET
— we thank you, and our deepest sympathy
to you.
WE

HONOR

JERRY

SOLOMON

Words can't tell the sorrow of the hundreds of JERRY SOLOMON'S
friends

have discovered that this position of responsibility iheld
s
by 2nd Lieutenants.
To have the privilege of speaking to
one's Command Officer, (for your edification) it is first necessary to obtain the 1st
Sergeant's permission to do so — and you
want me YOU
to seeKIDDING???
the "MAJOR or HIGHER"
—ARE
I should take up Uncle Sam's time to
request an approval for a carton of cigarettes, gum and "Action" (not that I don't
appreciate them,) — but do you want me
to get a DISCHARGE???
Please, by all means, continue this generous contribution to this broken-down
Private. The approval for same Is enclosed.
Thanks again for your part ot this good
work and don't forget me — 'cause I want
the "Action" magazine.
My very best to everyone,
PRIVATE

GEORGE

GROSSI."
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Your Leading Lady Will Love

the

brilliancy of
Phillips Diamonds

handlers. HARDING,

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

Golly ding, but income tax time is sure
hurrying to round the corner — and so was
JIM SMITH t'other day when "Whispering" BRADOW was in. HAROLD, being a mild speaking man, contracted laryngitis since being in the Armed Forces, and
now talks with his fingers — we thought it
might be a good idea for him to share his
predicament with the mighty SMITH —

LOYOLA cent^^
chalked up 12 points, playing in smootn^^
with the five-man offense employed by the
LIONS. A constant criss-crossing and
weaving through the scoring zone with their
accompaniment of short, snappy passes,
sharp turns and quick reverses, bluff starts
and sudden stops showed the previously
weak LOYOLA team, a dangerous op-

ponent.

you see, there are several things we've
been trying to tell him for the past few
weeks, but JIM, with a voice like Caruso,
can't hear us for his echo, but he foiled
the plot and still has the floor. P.S.: HOPE
BRADOW will soon be sounding off again.
ALLEN SLOANE, one of our best, has
High standards

of grading

assure

you

outstanding quality. Economies in merchandising guarantee
you a DISCOUNT
of 25% or
MORE on every purchase. Please
bring identification, as we do not
cater to the general public.

WM. E. PHILLIPS CO.
Jewelers, Importers, Mfrs.’ Distributors
7TH FLOOR, METROPOLITAN BLDG.
315 W.

FIFTH
DAILY

ST.. LOS
10 TO

ANGELES

b

NURSERY NOTES (Golf Course)
By JIM BRISGS
Nursery is once again in "Action":
should be, too, 'cause the recent Studio
Club Membership Drive secured signatures from 80% of the stalwarts who help
make the gardens grow and the sets a
little more natural.
Oh, yes, everybody is interested in a
Victory garden and we think we can be of
help: so here are a few hints which might
assist you in harvesting that crop.
Plenty of folks will be planting seeds
from those little packets. If you do, be
sure to first irrigate the ground thoroughly
and after a few days, spade, pulverize, and
rake level. If you are planting in adobe
soil, mix in bean straw, composte, leaf
mold (or dairy manure mixed with straw.)
We would advise against using sand as

gone
rag pickin'
to pen scratchln'
is nowfrom
working
at California
Shipyardsand
as
an architect — surely miss you, ALLEN,
good luck always. ED ARMAND took
over with DOWSING and MORRIS on
"Stormy Weather."
Just have time to put out the "Welcome
Home" mat for RENE WILSON before
he's off again — this time to Truckee (near
Reno) which should be lots warmer than
32 below in Canada.
Hear DICK JAMES is planning to bring
DICK JR. along on his golf games with
HOMER WATSON and C. SANDEEN to
watch those over-the-hill strokes — those
golf outfits must really be blinders.
EARL LEAS has the whole department
self-conscious — zoot suit "Jitterbugs" has
got him — and he's got one — with more
derbies than Al Smith — even has FLOSSIE
STIFFLER and MARGARET YARN in
stitches — doing their best and fanciest for
Laurel's "rich old aunt costume."
Our heart-felt condolences to MR.
SINGER, who lost his nephew, JERRY
SOLOMON.
Sorry we haven't gotten out our journal
this month, you Army and Navy men —
but 'tls a short month, and, Jeepers, it's
been too long a time since we've heard
from you and we really miss those letters
up on YOUR board. How about some
pictures, too — that goes for ALL OF US??

BASKETBALL TEAM
By PAT DONNELLEY
20th C. F. Basketball Team, winning their
second game out of three starts, defeated
the LOYOLA LIONS, 41-35, in their recent tilt played at the CYO gym. The
20th C. F. quintet, sparked by BERG,

the result would only be — "better bricks
for bigger homes."
Now open a shallow furrow, sow the
seeds, cover immediately, and firm the
soil to the seeds with the back of the rake:
level the surface and leave it loose. Avoid
sprinkling as it forms a crust, excluding the
air, and makes it tough for those tender
strugglers to get above the surface. After
they are up, irrigate them, then cultivate
to break the crust: they need air, too.

(Forward),
opened
slow late
and incouldn't
find
their
hitting
eye until
the game.
High score man with 17 points, BERG
displayed a constant alertness supplemented with speed and deception. Until
the last quarter when our team really got
down and played basketball, the LIONS,

We'll give you more next month if it
helps Call
you.Ext.Let's
no?
1233.hear from you — yes or

fast, agile
didn't look
like
aa team
that contingent,
had been downed
in their
first two starts, but proved adroit ball

FRANK LUBIN (Grip Dept.), pictured above, is
a shining light of our 20th Century-Fox Basketball
Team. Needless to FRANK.
say, we're justly proud of

In the first quarter our team grabbed
the lead when FRANK LUBIN, (Center)
sank a goal and VERN LAW, (Forward)
followed up by making a free throw.
HANDLESMAN, (20th C. F. Forward),
completing a chest shot, gave our team a
nice lead, but three buckets In a row
completed by the LIONS, put them In
the background. An evenly fought contest, the half ended 14-14. FRANK LUBIN,
heretofore nucleus of the 20th C. F. cagers,
wasn't up to his usual scoring average,
butcoordination.
managed to keep a disorganized unit
in
Smart craft-passing by the Fox team
In the second half, staved off defeat tor
the boys who had difficulty In pinning
down their opponents and the team work,
non-apparent earlier in the game, was used
to good advantage In the last quarter, insuring victory for the 20th 0. F. hoopsters.
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ffZOth C. F. defeated UCLA 53-52 the

st game of this season, only to have the
WESTWOODERS come back the following night and hand them a 43-37 setback.
At that time, the 20th C. F. team, more
or less gathered at random, had had little
opportunity for practice and were not as
yet at their peak. However, with last
year's
championship
players,
such as LUBIN, BERG,
LAW and
MOELINER,
the
boys should finish the season with numerous victories to their credit.

REFRIGERATION

^

Ice Rink a Big Problem
According to the latest rumors, another
ice picture for SONJA HEINE will start
about the middle of February. To the
Air Conditioning Department, this means
plenty of additional work and worry. The
coils installed for the Ice Rink on Stage 15
contain enough length of pipe, if laid end
to end would extend for a distance of
NINE MILES. Ordinarily the two 270-ton
ice machines in Plant No. 2 of Air Conditioning, alternate in supplying chilled
water for the air conditioning system.
Whenever an ice picture goes into production, one of the machines has to be
changed over so that instead of water being run through the coils, brine from a
10,000-gallon tank back of Plant No. 2 is
used and pumped through the coils on
Stage 15 for the Ice Rink. As is the case
in air conditioning, the water is pulled
down to a temperature of 40 degrees, but
with brine, the rink must be pulled down to
a temperature of 4 degrees — water is then
gradually run over the coils and frozen
until eventually a solid block of ice, amounting to about 60 tons of ice, covers the
coils. After this is done, the work of the
Watch Engineer really starts, for regardless of the amount of light used on the
Set, the rink must remain satisfactorily
hard for the skaters. This means that the
Watch Engineer, in addition to keeping
the normal air conditioning on the other
stages, the Administration Bldg., etc., must
constantly check his gauges, and as the
brine increases in temperature, he must
never allow it to get above a certain point
before again starting up the machine and
bringing the brine again down to the
proper temperature.
•During the production hours, the ice
machine is very rarely idle for more than
an hour at a time, which means the Engineer must try to do his other regular
work between times, remembering of
course, at all times, that production comes
first — and is this a headache? Listen to
me. I'm asking.

LABORELATES
By IRISH ROCHE
As a token of respect and esteem the
boys in this Department presented to ROY

DISCOUNT

to all Twentieth Century-Fox
STUDIO

upon presentation of Membership

CLUB

Card at BOTH

MEMBERS

stores

Beverly Hills Store — 354 No. Beverly Hills Drive
Hollywood Store — 6526 Hollywood Blvd.

REACTIONS
By BERT W. THOMAS

J^iberal

Casual
Sportswear
SUITS
SLACKS
Wool
Two-tone
Stripes
Gabardine
Rodeo Cloth and
Original Plaids
From $14.75 to $24.50
All Spring Colors
Peasant

Jumpers — Blouses — Skirts
WELLINGTON, (our boss's very able assistant) a very suitable gift on his departure. We never considered ROY as our
Foreman, he seemed one of the gang.
When he left us to pursue the more profitable and useful occupation of farming, he
left many friends behind who wish him
every success in his new endeavor. In a
few well chosen words, MR. SAVAGE expressed our sentiments as he presented
ROY the 22 Rifle, a gift from the boys.
For this gift ROY very suitably expressed
his thanks and also his regrets in leaving.
As we wish ROY good luck we extend a

Clothes

REASONABLY

BOWLING

PRICED

LEAGUE

By BILL WINTER
DOWN THE ALLEYS . . . 5th Wk. . . .
JOE HIRIGOYEN returned to the fold this
week and not only is leading the league
with 191 but also took high series with
650. Nice to see you back, Joe . . .
MAYO'S MAULERS and BUCK BENNY'S
BOWLERS are crowding GRABLE'S team
for first place, being only I point behind,
the former winning high team game with

welcome to his successor, "RED" RIVERS,
for many years a Foreman at the Western
Ave. Lot. "RED" comes to us very well
recommended and this recommendation
seems to be well justified.
The success of our recent Valentine party
ought to be a clear indication of the
efforts that are being made to make this
year most successful in the history of the
Studio Club. The object of this party was
not merely to celebrate at home while our
pals are away, but to introduce the Club
to everyone on the Lot so that by a
greater membership we can continue to
do what we can for our boys in the Service.
Our first intention is to see that those
who have left us and are now enduring the
misery of war, may have some consolation
in knowing that we intend to do everything
to help them. Those Boys are on the mailing list of the Studio Club and every month
they are contacted. The "Action" is doing what you and I promised to do, but
failed, and the regular monthly gifts sent
are sincerely appreciated by our pals.
During the past month JACK CARR and
HOWARD HERBERG became members of
our Merchant Marine . . . ARCHIE PRATT
and STANLEY SINGER are members of
Uncle Sam's Army.

IT’S A STRIKE!! BEHY ST. GEORGE (Script
Dept., formerly BETTY WATERHOUSE before she
became a Mrs.) is one of our chief bowling enthusiasts, bowling on GEORGE
BRICKER'S
BOWLERETTES. Bet there aren't very many pins
left standing when BETTY gets through.
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1031 . . . BERLE'S
shot the highest
team series bowled team
to date, 2946, and
easily took the $$$ ... the WOLF of the
alleys, JESS, nabbed high game with 238
. . . PAULINE HUFFINE, of BRICKER'S
BOWLERETTES, was the only gal who
showed up in their battle against BENNY'S
BOWLERS, so the team had to forfeit.
However, Pauline bowled the boys all by
herself and did a great job . . .
6th Wk. . . . MAYO'S MAULERS and
BUCK BENNY'S BOWLERS took over the
league lead, closely followed by MILTON
BERLE'S, FONDA QUINTS and BETTY
GRABLE'S teams. Hello, HAROLD . . .
LYNN BARI'S team copped high team
series with 2800, being materially aided by
HAL SAILOR, who nabbed hiqh ind. series
with 639 .. . The FONDA QUINTS shot a
swell game of 101 I to settle all arguments
along that line with H. BUSBY'S
ing the cause . . .
7th Wk. . . . BENNY'S
threw everything including the
is all but IKE DANNING,

253 helpBOWLERS
book (that
who is a

very literary fellow) at MAYO'S MAULERS, but to no avail as the Maulers downed
them for 3 points . . . Watta league.
Berle's, Mayo's and Fonda's teams are all
tied for first place while six other teams
are all within striking distance . . . LOU
WOLF won high game with 250, HAL
SAILOR high ind. series with 684, MAYO'S
MAULERS high team game with 985 and
MILTON
2893
. . . BERLE'S high team series with
Eighth Week . . . GEORGE DUDLEY
had everybody excited, including himself,
with 8 straight strikes, but things happened
and he wound up with 254, which with his
handicap enabled him to win high game
with 278 .. . Brother HAL GORDON
grabbed high series with 640 . . . FONDA'S
QUINTS stole high team series with 2756
and the ART DEPT, high team game with
968 .. . HELENE REYNOLD'S LITTLE
FOXES are currently ahead of BRICKER'S
BOWLERETTES with the situation reversed
at the end of the first half . . . IKE DANNING got his bowling hand mixed up in
S fan but it didn't bother his bowling
any. He shot the same sterling series!!!

LAB GAB
By FAWN

FARRAR

The influence of early Spring has hit the
Western Ave. Lab., and we do want to
commend our Paint Dept, for the artistry
' 20TH
HOME
OF the"'
CENTURY
-FOX
BOWLING

LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

of that morale-lifting job in the Lab. office,
so bright and fresh in apple green.
We would like to express our appreciation for the excellent management of the
enjoyable Valentine's Party at Fox Hills
Studio. Among the happiest people we
met were Mr. and Mrs. MARTIN BOLGER,
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT TUCKER, JAMES
GIBNEY, DOROTHY HALL, Mr. and Mrs.
VAN HERRON, DOLE RUDIN, Mr. and
Mrs. LOUIS HEIFETZ, Mr. and Mrs. DEE
POTTER, Lt. and Mrs. BEN BERG, CLARENCE SAUNDERS, LOUISE RAE and
MOLLY APPEL.
You should see the pretty sweaters the
Lab girls are knitting in their leisure hours.
MADELINE HUDSON, JOSEPHINE ROMPAGE, EDNA DILLEY, SALLY HAMILTON and DOROTHY HALL are designing
some interesting creations; IRENE KOHLER and REE MULLIGAN are making rugs.
Good Day Nursery Found
BEATRICE FARKES is a happy little
mother these days for the reason that she
has found a day-time home for Baby
Ilona. For all mothers who are seeking a
place to have their children properly cared
for, Beatrice recommends the IHOLLYWOOD GUILD NURSERY, at Sunset and
La Brea. ANN LEHR, who has been doing
such wonderful work in the Hollywood
Canteens, is in charge.
ESTHER REIMER has reported back at
her post after a tonsilectomy; she is looking very well.
ROBIN SERRURIER has left us tor the
duration. He is going to reinforce the
pictures
. . .areTwo
Navymonth
last
positive
proofin of"FLASHES"
the popularity of BUD THOMPSON.
MORE NEWS
Interesting letters are coming in from
all points where our Service boys are stationed. HARRY TARNOFF, who inaugurated and carried on so well with this
column, has been transferred to Fort Francis E. Warren on the windswept plains of
Wyoming. We are all pulling for you
to win your Bars in the Schools of Military
Administration and Personnel Direction. . . .
Congratulations to HAROLD CHURCH.
We are glad to know that Harold has won
his Sergeant's stripes and we are also
happy that ERNEST STRAUB is now a Corporal; and "Up We Go" with ALAN DeWITT, who has been made Flight Officer.
. . . HAROLD HAWGOOD writes in from
Camp Allen, Norfolk, Va., that he finally
has found out what rain and fog is; he
practically lives in his galoshes. . . . BOB
HUNTER reports from the Navy Lab in
Washington, D. C., that BERT FREED, DIM
ZAIKOWSKY, HARRY REHMAN and he
are really getting a taste of winter weather
and that their Lab personnel has been
augmented recently with some beautiful
WAVES. Dim has a "C" card and a new
car and is slated for promotion to Petty
Officer First Class. Apparently Bert Freed
is as breezy as ever, making friends with
everyone — at least he has come to the

o n

LOSS

We all extend our sincere sympathy to
SALLY HAMILTON in her sorrow, due to
the
ROSS.passing of her husband, JOSEPH
Johnnie Pennisi Gets Break
We hear FRANCIS PERRETT has made
arrangements with ERSKIN JOHNSON to
have JOHNNIE PENNISI sing his new

song
"THE LAUGH IS ON ME" over the |i
air soon.
Easter will soon be here and we all hope i
that this Easter will find us much farther |
advanced along the road to VICTORY and ]
all our boys on the turning point toward 1
home.

'

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS

i

Hold on to your hats — the blustering

i

of March will be blowing as "Action"
winds
hits the press. At this time of the year I
always sympathize with the ladies, but it
does help the hairdressing business.
Our friend ROSIE (WILLIAM ROSEN)

I
I

— I don't
a new orson-in-law
has acquired
know
whether ROSEY
his daughter
married the boy, because they both seem to
be equally pleased. We wish them all the j
best.
We have a favor to ask of one and all.
If you have Venetian blinds in your office )
will you kindly see that the slats are lying |
FLAT before you pull the blind up, other- ,
wise the cords receive excessive wear. f

Most of this cord is imported, so you can
readily see that when this equipment that
we now have is gone — it will be GONE,
period. ROSEY earnestly requests that you
tell your next-door office worker about this
and hopes EVERYONE will comply — BECAUSE he has to fix 'em. Rather than have
pasted on each Venethe following notice endeavoring
to reach
tian blind we are
the office worker in this manner — and if
said office worker and executive will
PLEASE COMPLY with this request it will
not be necessary to have this unsightly
notice evident in your office.

■
i

to Level Position
Tilt Slats
NOTE: Always Before
Raising
THIS WORLD

CONFLICT

■ When you read this, my boy will be in
the Service. I know now how my Mother
felt when I left to go to the last war. Of
course, she felt twice as bad, because both
my Dad and I enlisted at the same time.
At that time she didn't know whether to
be proud or mad, but at that time we felt
that the danger was great, so as we are
faced with the same problem today, I am
glad to say that my boy, like 99% of all
the boys, is more than willing to enlist In
the fignt against the same bunch of mad
time.
dogs that staged their rehearsal at that

i
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fETTERS FROM OUR SERVICE BOYS

HENRY
5

I
I

[
(

!'

(

0

ARNSTEIN'S smile indicates he MUST HAVE a ”C book" for his "vehicle". It's a military secret as to what part of the world
shot — we are not supposed to tell. However, we can divulge this much — that ain’t the Venice Pier in the background!!!

OUR

SERVICE

For the past few months I've been hopping all over the world at headlong speed;
it was a journey taking me to South America, to the Near East, the Far East, and
finally, the Middle East. Frequently my
voyage and travel into famous cities and
into outlandish points were highlighted by
varying blends of scenic dullness and spectacular beauty. But no matter what the
environment may have been, whether In
sordid drabness or rich In theatrical brilliance, Ialways found a home-like contentment in watching American movies.
Unless you've been twenty thousand
miles from America or as far away from
California as it Is geographically possible,
you can never know how grand It Is seeing
your favorite screen stars in story backgrounds that take you back to surroundings you love so much.
when I was In (censored) three of our
films had just opened. Doing the best

I;

CORRESPONDENT,

HENRY

this picture was

ARNSTEIN

business was "My Gal Sal" while "The
Magnificent Dope" and "A Haunting We
Will Go" opened elsewhere. I also got
a glimpse of the Fox office In (censored)
near Prince of Wales Square, but could
tell nothing about It except It was housed
in a modern corner building one floor
above M.G.M.'s branch. At an unnamed
town In Arabia a 20th Century-Fox picture
was showing, and I understand from a Pilot
Officer who was attached to the R.A.F.
Station there, that our reels are (censored)
there with amazing regularity (censored).
For a time I was quartered at a British
Cantonment far In the interior of India.
I lived quite decently In a low-roofed barrack built of bamboo walls and a red-tiled
roof. The food, prepared by native Indian cooks, was not the best In the world
by far. It appeased the appetite, never
satisfied. As my house-boy, I hired a
Hindu to clean up for me, polish my boots

several times a day, put up and take down
mosquito netting, do general labor — all
for annas a week, which Is about sixteen
cents in American money.
The only amusement available were two
cinemas, one at the camp area, the other
In the primitive village a walking distance
away. I attended the Monroe every evening. This cinema looked like a white shoe
box. There were doors on three sides and
all served as entrances and exits. Admission was about eighteen cents. The screen
fare always began with the British Movietone news and finished with the picture of
the British king, at which time we all stood
reverently at attention. "Daytime Wife"
was playing the day I left, and during such
a production the projection machine Is cut
off between reels so that everyone can
step outside for a cup of tea and cakes.
The Tommies liked this feature, but to us
Yanks the ten minute intermission was a

Entered
matter

as

Los Angeles,

Act

nuisance. During the film there are kids
going up and down the aisles peddling
soapy candy, bananas, and chipped cocoanuts.
When I visited Cairo, Egypt, I dropped
into the 20th Century-Fox branch there,
which is on the corner of Sharia Emad el
Dina and Avenue Fouad el Awal. I was
royally welcomed by the manager, Albert
Leonard, who seemed very Impressed to
find I knew so much about our studio production activities. While having coffee In
his nicely furnished office, I met our Palestine representative, who later invited me
to visit him in his country.
Only recently I paid a visit to Studios
MIsr, the largest and most important motion picture studio In Africa and the entire
Middle East. A tour of Inspection was
arranged by Mr. Leonard and I thoroughly
covered the Production, Technical and
Mechanical departments. My hosts were
F. Farkas, a Hungarian cameraman on a
film then in production and friend of Hollywood’s Pasternak, and a gentleman who
was Director of negative cutting. Their
big problem is in getting raw film from
America. Their shortage has been so
acute that one time an executive called
on the American Ambassador requesting
some action. Nothing could be done
about this since shipping space was too
valuable and needed for war supplies.
Sometimes the production department runs
so short on negative that the picture is
either held up for weeks or another barnsized studio comes in and completes the
film.
The entire studio covers about 35 acres
ancffias one exterior set. It is an Egyptian
street. The films are made in Arabic and
distributed throughout Africa, Arabia, and
other sections of the Middle East. I think
they have releases in South America as
well, since there is a Syrian population
there. The budget, which is the headache
of the Bank of Egypt, provides for the production of twelve films a year — on the
average of one per month. When one film
is half finished, another is started. By
this shooting schedule no more than three
pictures are ever in production at any
one time. Just as well, too, because their
production facilities are very limited. There
are two stages, the larger one nearly onefourth of the size of our big ones. However, they are well air conditioned and
they are made sound-proof by stuffing
the three foot wall thickness with crushed
sugar cane.

Their construction engineers

have proven this to be ideal for acoustics
for both sound, dialogue and musical
recording.
Speaking of music — and the 150,000
Studio Misr fans clamour for it— there is
one stage for recording music only. It is
beautifully draped with blue plush hangings
and I suppose from its lavish decorations
that shooting is done there as well. There
is no staff of writers as we proudly boast.
Stories mailed in by contributors are commonly accepted and are adapted by one
of the three script men who are officed
there. Their cameras came from France,
but I learned from observation that all the
expensive laboratory equipment was imported from German films. All the spotlights up on the catwalk and those mantled
on the set walls came from America. Time
does not allow me to describe what I saw
in the Paint, Plaster Construction, and
Transportation Departments. I was entertained with a luncheon on a balcony of
the studio buffet room. Oddly, the press
department was not on hand, since they
have offices in the city. Studio Misr, you
see, is out on the fringe of Giza, within
the towering shadows of the famous
Will report soon again.
pyramids.
Your Service Columnist,
Henry Arnstein.
The following Is a letter received by
AUDRE ROCHLEN (Script Dept.) from
GORDON

FORBES, formerly of the Mimeograph Dept, and now with a Military
Police Batallion in Boulder City, Nevada.
"Dear Audre:

Please forgive the delay in answering
your very newsy letter. I am a little on
the stiff side, and not from drinking either.
We had a slight eight-mile hike this week,
and this very tired carcass of mine is creaking a bit. You should have been along!
We were driven out In the middle of God's
country and dumped out of the truck and
told to start "making with the feet." It
wasn't bad, though. The moon made It as
bright
felt had
so romantic
didn't
notice as
howday.
far I we
marched. I Wow!
What a night for romance — I kissed my
shotgun three times and then went to bed
elone. What do I mean bed! I didn't know
Mother Earth could be so hard. I slept like
a log, or maybe I slept on one, I don't
remember. We "ups" the next morning at
six and back to camp — some fun.
I'm not learning to be a horrible M.P.,

second

class
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as you say, I'm just learning to be horrible. Iprobably won't look for A.W.O.L's,
on account of If I don't find a girl, or a
reasonable facsimile, I'm going to be an
A.W.O.L. myself.
I hear from the "great lover" RALPH
DE LARA quite often. He can use some
girls too. He says the female situation in
Florida Is strictly from hunger.
Thanks again for the letters — keep them
coming and I'll do the same.
Your ever lovin' M.P.,
The following Is a letter received by
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY (Head — Script
Dept.) from HERMAN D'ORAZIO, former
Head of the Script Distributors and now
Gordon"
with
Signal
"DeartheKathl
een: Corps, U. S. Army:
Thanks for your nice Christmas remembrance and your letter. I am now stationed
somewhere in New Guinea. The climate
here is tropical, to say the least. If this
letter arrives a bit smudged, blame it on
the weather, as it's hotter than hades . . .
If you could see me now, just dripping perspiration from this intense heat.
All our food comes in cans; flour, sugar,
bacon, meat, crackers — In fact everything.
Drinking water is hot and there are no
cold refreshments like Ice cream, soft
drinks or malts. My quarters are very spacious, what with a beautiful ceiling done
up In blue. ... At night a lovely light
miles away.
sent
personally from planets millions of
I get a chance to swim in either the
ocean or the river, but with a couple of
drawbacks: sharks frequent the ocean, while
crocodiles swim In the river. The water is
usually nice and warm, though. Bananas
and cocoanuts grow wild in the jungle —
which probably sounds like the romantic
South Seas you have heard and read about
— but, believe me, the movies don't portray it exactly as It Is— especially the 100'
to
120° temperature
every here,
day. including
I've seen
all manner
of Insects down
huge mosquitoes, centipedes, and many
varieties of bugs ... to say nothing of
snakes. One fellow ran across a "baby"
cobra the other day — only five feet long.
So long for now,
and thanks again for
Sincerely,
your letters. Keep them coming.

P.S. When the sun beats against one's
shoe leather down here, it causes the original "hot-foot!"

Herman."
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All of this and more you heard. If you attended our Red
Cross Mass Meeting, but the subject matter Is so vital to each
and every one of us fhat It may well serve as the Editorial for
the month. As JIMMY CAGNEY told us "By our actions, a
certain number of those men who would die, will come through
alive." Yes, we are in another drive. And again we're asked
to give, but only money. Remember that! We're only asked
to say it with cash, not with cur lives.

won. Are we any better than our fighting men? They've got
to keep on giving 'til the job is done. Labor's Executive Committee has coined the phrase "Our Boys In the Armed Forces
are giving 365 Days a year for you. How many days pay
Fred S. Meyer
Julian Johnson
Clinton Sandeen

The Assembly Line

Out of approximately 30,000 men and women employed
In the Motion Picture Industry, almost 20% are in the Armed
Forces of our Government and many more are being called
dally. These men are your co-workers and mine; your sons
and brothers and friends of many years standing. They are
being called upon to go out and FIGHT so that you and I
can LIVE.

No, this giving is not going to end until this war Is over and

tureA
Editorial

tract) six "legal" holidays. One of these six Is Memorial Day,
which Is observed on May 30th. This year we of 20th Century-Fox Studios observed Memorial Day on March 22nd,
when more than 3500 of our co-workers paused In silent tribute
to the memory of ROBERT HALPRIN, JERRY SOLOMON,
and a host of others who made the supreme sacrifice.

17

will you give them, through your Red
This Is the time to show what we're really
every one of us to back those who back
ready contrlbufed, jusf ask yourself: Can
I done all I should? Remember, it takes

Cross subscription?"
made of. It Is up to
us. If you have alI give m,ore? Have
dollars, lots and lots

of dollars, to make the wheels of mercy go 'round. As LOU
HELM so aptly put it: "Any man (or woman) who gives less
than he can afford has fo live with his own conscience. I don't

19

4
4
5
7
12

CAROLE LOMBARD . . . BUCK JONES . . . OTTO WINKenvy LERhim!"
.. . ROY ROGNAN . . . MARTIN PAGGI . . . TOM
EVANS . . . JOE ROSSER . . . RICHARD SAWYER . . . These
and many more, DIED. What did you do?

Next time you see

adone
list for
of Freedom?
dead and wounded,
have
What can ask
I do yourself:
tomorrow, "What
that will
save I
the lives of men and women

and help them win the war?"

Here's what you can do: If you have not as yet contributed
to the Red Cross, do It now! If you have given, see if it represents ALL you can afford. Remiember: What you give to
the Red Cross, you can take off your Income Tax. What you
1I
19

don't give, you can't take off your conscience. LEST WE
FORGET — THE TIME IS NOW — NOT on May 30th.

Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, California, by and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox
Subscription price $1.00 per year. Single copy 15c. Advertising rales furnished on request. Telephone: BRadshaw 2-2161, Station 1109.
Entered as Second Class matter. April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles, California, under the act of March 3
1879.
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I N the old days they called it the Cutting Dept. As time
went on, and its importance increased, scientific responsibilities
once undreamed of were added, and it outgrew its flat, mechanical, uninspiring name. It became "Film Editorial." There was
more dignity in that, but the word still doesn't express the big
task, the final pictorial fulfillment, of Hector Dod's staff.
To call it "The Assembly Line" is not very original, and only
borrows a name that began with Henry Ford and continues
today in every great war-plant on earth. But it's the truth. The
department of Putting-a-Thousand-Takes-together-tO'-make-a-Picture is genuinely the "Assembly Line" of the picture business —
the branch that brings order out of chaos, that blends a hundred
widely separated inspirations Into one intelligent whole, the department without whose mechanical genius and brilliant artistic
,

Improvisations, no picture could ever be seen by any eyes —
absolutely the one department without which the film Industry
would cease to exist.

I
!

On our Lot, there it is, In the finest, most original, most
striking building of its kind and use in the world. Walk westnorthwest from the Administration Bldg., and It looms Into your
view like a great cruiser — Its outside decks rising like the various
levels of a ship — long, lean, high, and going some place fast!

\

"The workshop of Allah," says an old Arabian proverb, "is

guarded at Its gate by two golden angels." Well, maybe our
;i Film Editorial is a branch of the Workshop of Allah, for
I
there are the two golden angels, guarding its office portal. To
be sure, they answer to the very earthly names of Betty Wilcox
;

I

and Marjorie Vance, but that doesn't spoil the reality of the
comparison.
The unostentatious but argus-eyed master of this factory of
light and shadow Is the most uniquely interesting member you
may encounter anywhere. Hector Dods, only a few years ago,
was as far removed from any possible film activity as a man may
be on earth. He was a rancher In the remote valleys of New
Zealand, and the Manager of a cattle and sheep ranch of

43,000 acres. In 1930 he came to America. Dods was a
notable polo player, and as such he became a friend of Darryl
Zanuck. Knowing the present-day Colonel, and following his
fabulous career, he too became enthused about the film business,
and determined tO' learn it the hard way. At Warner's, with
Zanuck, he did every chore that would Instruct him thoroughly
in all its basic detail. He sampled every job In cutting, in
handling film, and in projection. To study stories, he did a long
stint at reading. He became an assistant cutter — then, quickly,
a full-fledged film editor on his own. When Darryl Zanuck,
organizing 20th Century Pictures, moved over to United Artists,
Dods went with him. And when Zanuck became Production Head
of the combined 20th Century and Fox Films, Dods became
Editor-in-Chief, and Head of all the activities of our Film Editorial
Dept., much of whose efficiency today Is due to his years of
hard preliminary work and executive ability.
Jerry Webb, his young second-in-command, was a feature
Film Editor from 1929 to 1934, and his diverse talents, as a
cutter, writer, and diplomatic handler of all sorts of people have
now made him. In addition to his other responsibilities, the Test
Director of our Lot. It Is to Jerry, more than to any other person,
that I am beholden for the material of this profile, and I am
entirely Indebted to him for the interesting and unique assay
of the various and specialized talents of the young men and
women who assemble our widely diversified films.
Film Editors, no less than their brother artists who put images
upon canvas instead of on a screen, develop very definite personal styles. Individual characteristics creep In. No two Mastercutters ever build suspense, tempo and climax In exactly the
same

way. With the veterans, this "style" is a signature as definite as the name of a painter on a landscape. In all probability,
Hector Dods, without any previous knowledge of the assignment,
could look at any picture cut by one of his established Editors and
tell you Instantly whose work It is. Through experience, your able
Film Editor can do any picture, but if he has any Individuality

A c t i tt n
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at all (which every good editor must have), he gradually develops
certain traits which cause him to be associated, as far as practical,
with definite types of material.
Robert Simpson, who probably would have been a successful
Band Leader, has amazing rhythm, and consequently is a master
at editing musicals. Few changes are ever made in his production
numbers. However, his versatility was shown in the great job he
didJames
on "Grapes
Wrath,"
in 1940.
B. Clarkof and
Barbara
McLean

are Drama Editors, with

few peers and no superiors. Barbara's love of the sea (she sailed
her own boat, "The Gallant Lady") is another expression of her
vigor and self-reliance. Her next assignment, perfectly in keeping with her training and personality: "The Song of Bernadette."
Clark’s best work Is done when he Is assigned to emotional and
highly sentimental productions. His "How Green Was My
Valley" is a notable example. Honorable mention of his editing
was made in the Academy Awards of 1941.
The work done by Walter Thompson on action pictures is ably
shown by "Crash Dive." The last half of the picture Is one sweep
of tremendous action, and the work of the Editor in sustaining
suspense and tempo is a complete test of his skill. In this production, Thompson's technical experience made him an invaluable
Director's Assistant, on the set. He just missed an "Oscar" this
year, with his editing of "This Above All."
If Director Irving Cummings will hark back to his early days
as a leading man, he may remember that one of his 1918 Starring
Specials was "cut” — that was the only word In those days — by
Louis Loeffler. And where is Louis now, a full quarter-century
later? He has just finished the editing of one of the Company's
biggest numbers for 1943, "The Moon Is Down." Loeffler has had
a colorful and exciting career, including a number of assignments
abroad. His famous speed (he Is one of the world's fastest film
editors) is a mental gift that manifests Itself in even more sensational ways. For instance, he can play twelve checker games

ABOUT ALICE McVEY
AND THE SERVICE
By ASSISTANT

EDITOR

ALICE McVEY (Secretary to Robert
Florey, Director) who is the personable
TCF employee recently brought to the
fore due to her excellent cooperation in
assisting ALICE OLCOTT (WALTER MOR-

at one time, and beat the majority of his opponents.
So it goes. It is our space, rather than the talents of onP
editors, which is exhausted. Allen McNeil is a famous Comedy
Editor; Fred Allen, both Editor and Director; Nick DeMaggio is
the specialist of Army films. Robert Fritch, Dorothy Spencer,
Watson Webb, Ray Curtis and Norman Colbert complete the
department.
The alumnae of Twentieth-Fox Film Editors have made distinguished names for themselves, too. No complete list, but
coming quickly to mind are Robert Bassler, now one of our toprank producers; Ralph Dietrich, producer of "My Friend Flicka,"
and now an Army officer; Harold Schuster, ace Director; Al
DeGaetano, Executive Assistant to Bryan Foy.
The editor's knowledge is not limited to his own work. He
must be a good judge of photography and understand both the
capabilities and limitations of the camera. He must appreciate
pictorial composition, to get the best out of the angles that a
skilled cameraman has worked out. He must have a good story
mind, to tell his story convincingly and always entertainingly. And
one of the most Important attributes of the skilled and successful
film cutter is diplomacy — diplomacy to the nth degree. Not
Infrequently he is caught in a cross-fire between Producer,
Director and Star. Many a tense situation, in the final editing
of some big subject, has been settled with the Film Editor acting
as arbitrator between producer and director.
Film editorship has long been known as the world's greatest
training school for neophyte directors — and for producers, too.
In only a slightly less degree.
As the Story Editor for Twentieth Century-Fox, over a period
of many years, I want. In conclusion, to pay my humble tribute
to our boys and girls of the Cutting Room for the very great
part they have played in translating great novels and great
plays to the screen not only unblemished, but frequently with
deeper meaning and a new luster.

medal is for bayonetting; and the other for
Marksmanship, at which he must be particularly proficient.
Incidentally, GRACEY was in ex-pugilist
BARNEY ROSS' Division at Gaudalcanal
where he received a shattered ankle from
shrapnel. However, after four years in the
Service, with a record like this, he still

OSCO'S Secretary) In hostessing the Studio Club Valentine Party, has since been
quite a popular figure on this Lot. In less
than
this for
Studio,
ALICEa year's
McVEY association
has becomewithknown
her
willingness to assist in any way she can.
Her cousin, Corp. JAMES GRACEY,
visited the Lot not so long ago and when
we found out this handsome youth had
FOURTEEN Japs to his credit In hand-tohand combat. It certainly made us sit up
and take notice. This unassuming Corporal has several ribbons pinned to his
chest, among which are the Blue Ribbon
for entering Service before Pearl Harbor
(he enlisted in the Marines when he was
18); the Ribbon containing the STAR
means action in battle; the next one of a
pinkish hue is for the American Theatre of
War, having been in the thick of battle
on the front lines in Guadalcanal; the
Polar Bear insignia on his sleeve is for six
months' service In Iceland; the chevron on
the sleeves, marks him a Corporal; one

Johnstown, Penn., to visit his parents.
When he receives his honorable discharge
from the Service in the near future, he
wants to return to L. A., because he has
fallen In love with California and from
what he said, he would like nothing better
than to be associated with this Studio —
he thinks It's really wonderful here.
This is not the only relative of whom
ALICE McVEY Is justly proud. Her brother, BARNEY McVEY is somewhere in
INDIA and hasn't been heard from since
November of last year.
Now back to ALICE — you may have
seen her at La Cienega Lanes during the
last Bowling Tournament against Paramount. ALICE isn't exactly a novice when
It come to keeping that ole ball in the
center of the lane, and proved her prowess
REYNOLDS
with HELEN
during
the League
play.
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"Little Foxes"

CANTEEN

HOSTESS

By Evelyne Love Cooper
(Saturday Evening Post)
Proud

ALICE

McVEY

(Secretary

to

ROBERT

FLOREY — Director) is pictured above with her
handsome hero cousin. We are sure that the
Marines are equally as proud ot his exploits
as ALICE is in having him home again.

looks like a
it. Within
expects to
Papers, at

naive youth — how do they do
a short time, the Corporal
receive his Medical Discharge
which time he will travel to

Our fighting lads
Are handsome boys.
So brave, so strong.
Such charm, such poise.
A homely one
You never see —
Except the ones
Who go for me!

I

The Voice

More than 3500 Twentieth Century-Fox employees singing "God

Bless America,"

By PETE LAKE
Well, instead of having to meet the Income Tax deadline on the 15th, I am working on "Action" copy for the same
— the deadline, that is.

reason

JOE

I
j

TAYLOR has joined the Army Engineers and very shortly now, will be leaving us. His duties will take him someplace
in Central America, and we wish him luck.

I

The boys will miss him, and we hope that

:

he
won’t
forget toof write
about
his fortunes
war. and tell us all

\

I
!
j
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WOODY

said

Goodbye

to

us

today.

He

is leaving Santa Ana — destination undisclosed, at least for the time being. . . .
ART WEBB and LLOYD NOBLES, both
looking very fit, dropped in to say Hello,

Seems like the Accounting, Payroll, and

Tabulating Depts. have acquired a lot of
new members, and one of these days this
column will produce a revised list of the

!person el. Go d intentions in this respect
have suffered this m.onth, as we haven't
been able to scout around for news, owing
to rush business the last few days. . . .

I
■
I
■

NE
RIEN
ARLE
been sick, and we
all
want toO'B
wish her has
a speedy recovery.
DAN PINCK certainly gets around.
When ast heard from, he was at a port
not far from here, expecting sailing orders.
DANNY s now a Marine and when we
next see DANNY, we expect him to be

t

plenty hard-boiled and tough, because he'.s

J

outfit.

as a fitting climax to the RED CROSS

MASS

MEETING,

held on March 22nd.

WE RE PREPARED

PEN-PUSHERS PERSONALS

'

of the Lot

a*T

By AUDRE

ROCHLEN

Many people say "It Can't Happen
Here" — but in the event it does, there is
a large group of 20th C.F. employees who
have prepared themselves to meet any
emergency on this Lot.
There are over five hundred employees
who hold Standard First Aid cards and
the majority of these also hold Advanced
Cards. One hundred and ten of the Advanced First Aiders are members of the
First Aid Casualty Group. This group consists of employees from every department— each with his station and duty
assigned in case of trouble. There are
ten members comprising a rescue squad,
headed by CHARLES RABOLD. These
men have been trained because of their
knowledge of construction of buildings,
location of equipment of buildings, etc.
In a bombing, for instance, they would
be the first ones to enter a demolished
building to clear the way for the First
Aiders and thus prevent their being injured and lessening the possibility of furthernjury
i
to victims who hadn't reached
a shelter. The Transportation Dept, has
special frames to hold stretchers which can
be quickly placed in trucks and used for
emergency

ambulances,

and the men

as-

signed to these vehicles have been specially trained in transportation problems.

Carole LANDIS, (20fh C.F. star) again working in behalf of our boys in fhe Armed Forces,
addressing employees of the T.C.-Fox RED
CROSS RALLY. CAROLE is certainly to be
complimented on the unselfish work she is doing
in behalf of our boys, and deserves a big hand
from all of us. Seated at the Speakers' Stand
awaiting their turn to do their part, are LINDA
DARNELL and CESAR ROMERO. (This is
CESAR'S

way— with
of giving
us a "V" for VICTORY
a double-take!)

Of course the firemen in the Fire Dept,
handle the regular ambulance on the Lot,
but these men also hold Standard First
Aid cards.
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All over the Lot in strategically located
spots, are the large First Aid boxes which
contain blankets, stretchers, splints of all
kinds, chemical heating pads, lamps complete with batteries, candles, etc., and of
course the usual first aid materials such as
bandages, iodine, etc. All this equipment
is made to the specifications of the U. S.
Bureau of Mines and is the finest obtainable. The Studio purchased all of the
aforementioned, and of course it is
checked and inspected regularly.
At the Western Avenue Studio, with
THOMAS INGMAN in charge for that
Lot, thirty-one employees hold Standard
cards and twelve hold Advanced Cards.
The First Aid boxes there have the same
contents as those at the Fox Hills Studio.
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY, a member of
the Studio Emergency Committee, was
put in charge of organization and training of all First Aid activities for the Lot.
The Casualty Group meets regularly once
a week for practice, both indoors and
outside, under the capable instruction of
RAl.PH CRAWFCRD. Any employee
holoing an Advanced First Aid card is
invited to join the group, and may do so
by contacting KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY
in the Script Dept.
Even after the present emergency has
faded, members of this group will be able
to utilize their training and experience in
their own communities and perhaps even
save a life in their own home.

LAB. GAB (Western Ave.)
By FAWN FARRAR
Cur Western Avenue Lab. becomes
more interesting with the passing of each
day. New paint, new machines, and the
new and pleasant people who have joined
our genial group of Laboratory workers.
Cver here we are installing some new de-

SON is a very busy girl since those ci^|
little puppies arrived at the home kennei?
We are sorry tO' learn that she could not
save all of them. . . . MART BOLGER has
discovered a novel idea in presenting
candy to his young son. We wonder what
MART will do with all of those beer mugs
when they are emptied. Perhaps we can

CORPORAL ERNEST STRAUB (formerly of our
Lab. at Western Avenue) now connected with
the 1st Signal Photograph Lab Unit in San
Bernardino.

all go down to MART'S place and fill 'em
up when the war is won.
ABOUT OUR SERVICE BOYS
We all enjoy regular letters from our
Service boys. They seem to be as much interested inour welfare, as we are in theirs.
From HARRY TARNOFF we learn that he
is devoting eight hours every day to the
study of Military law and administration.
. . . From BERT FRIED we received the
pleasant news that his wife is living nearby
to the Military station. BERT writes that
his brother MORT is now stationed at the
Army War College, Washington, D.C.
. . . PARK LEWIS is proud of his son-inlaw WILSON BOTHWELL. The boy is with
the Coast Guard at Norfolk, Virginia; an
expert on landing barges. . . . After four
months of continuous hospitalization, ALVIN WILLIAMS has been given a medical
discharge from further military service. . . .
Our clever LOU HEIFETZ is writing a
Oorps.
series of broadcasts for the Army Air

veloping machinery, and with it we have
welcomed LILLY GURE, new developer
OUR

LOT

NEIL ROUNDTREE is now a happy
girl.
grandfather. His talented daughter, MARJORIE JEAN, vocalist with the MATTY
MALNECK ORCHESTRA is the mother
of the cute little CATHIE ANN. We
know this happy event in the family will
lessen much of the anxiety NEIL has experienced while waiting to hear from his
fighting Marine son, who' has been active
at Guadalcanal.
BEATRICE FARKIS has just about located the point on the map where her husband CORP. BELA FARKIS is stationed.
Those beads and grass skirt are permeated
with the atmosphere of South -Sea Islands.
That Monday - morning smile beaming
through the eyes of MIKE LESHING proclaims to the world there is very good
fishing at Newport Beach. ... It is good
to see SIDNEY PECK back on the job

Genial MIKE LESHING (Head — Western Avenue Lab.) checks the daily rushes — and right
now, the Lab is REALLY a busy place. Looks
like it's mighty interesting.

after his encounter with the "flu" bugs. . . .
MILT CLAYMON is justly proud of his
young daughter. Her playing at a recent
recital was beautifully done, and with her
talent, a brilliant musical career is assured. . . EDNA DILLEY'S son, BOBBIE,
is determined tO’ steer his career toward
the higher Income Tax brackets. BOBBIE
is playing in pictures. . . . ETHEL DAVEY
is back at work after a siege of complicated pneumonia and whooping-cough —
too much tor one session, those things
should be rationed. . . . MADELINE HUD-

HARRY REYMAN (formerly Printer at our
W.A. Lab.) now serving Uncle Sam.

i
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I^So, folks, this is about all to be told at
Bs time, but don't forget to plant Victory
gardens, give your blood to the Red Cross,
and buy Bonds. There is a war to be won
and we must do our part.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

With abject humility I bow down my
head in shame to those stellar stars of the
hooded circle, CLIFF MAUPIN, EMMETT
SCHOENBAUM, ANTHONY UGRIN and
RAY NOLAN — and again I repeat my
most profound apologies. Hereafter, all
publicized prints will give credit to the
Still Man responsible — I merely acted as
messenger.
The come-and-go boys, TRUMAN JOINER and DENVER BRANDON, are on the
run again. This time it is down Florida
way . . . Hear that CLIFF FARRAR might

undergo a serious operation .... LLOYD
HARTING, Art Dept., should be given
more than passing recognition. His cartoon
on the March "Action" was a knockout.
His is a worthy talent. . . . AARON HALPERIN (formerly a Grip in Background
Proj.) has been upped a couple of notches.
. . . What's to do about the jerks who
can't park a car without nicking a neighbor's fender! !!!....

on "Heaven Can Wait," Is veddy veddy
Immaculate. DOROTHY suits all of us.
Had further news from my nephew, a
prisoner in Germany. He requested and
received a picture of PRESTON FOSTER.
Wish we could persuade our State Department to ship a print of HAROLD
SCHUSTER'S "Flicka" to the camp for
the boys: they really do miss their cinema.
. . . FRED JOHNSON, gentleman farmflag.
er. If chosen to do farming, I'd appreciate it if they shipped me to the land of
Georgia peaches. Where IS that treasury
Matrimonially Speaking
Great stuff hearing the boys chat about
their youngsters. I never knew so many of
them were married. Others wish they
had stayed home nights and studied for
fatherhood! ! ! Adlos, amigos.

TO

NORM

DOYLE

(Somewhere in a Marine Boot Camp]
Dear Norman:

CHARLIE GRAHAM (Gaffer) in background,
listens in while BETTY GRABLE rehearses for
Director IRVING CUMMINGS, while DORIS
DROUGHT (Scriot Girls) attentively checks
script on "Sweet Rosie O'Grady." (Photo credit
Anthony Ugrin — Still Cameraman)

Service Snacks
Lots of newsy letters from the boys in
Service — the latest one from FRANK
CORY, JR. He is way up North. No
lack of cracked ice. . . . FRANK LEAVITT
is older than he looks and is back home
again. . . . State .Mortorcycle Officer
WAYNE HOPKINS was in for an hello to
his former Grip buddies. . . . HOWARD
COOLEY and one of the Transportation
boys, JOHNNY ANDERSON, also did
the Lot. . . . HERB ROMEY'S Eggs are so
large that they come ELEVEN to the box.
. . . FRED REZK, a gold mine for tasty
tidbits. . . . RAY FOREMAN, hairdresser,
SOOO lonesome for her soldier hubby, solaces herself with some exquisite pieces of

They told me you were swell — had done
a superb job. I tossed that off at first as
a lot of malarkey! Since then, however,
I know they're right. As the details of my
job opened up as your successor, I realized
that most of the things I was now doing
had been Initiated by you — that your
foresight. Initiative and enthusiasm was
what brought them Into being. So, NORM,
I guess
are job.
an "okay" guy and really
did
do' ayouswell
EMILIO DE LAVIGNE, your President of
the Board of Controllers, and hundreds of
members of the Studio Club have asked
me to write this and tell you that they, too,
thought you were okay and that they
want you back among us soon.
This letter may not adequately express
what you know I want to say, but you
know what all of us think.
Come backSincerely,
soon, NORM, and good
luck.
JOEL HAWLEY
Studio Club Manager.

jewelry.
AL THAYER will do blood tests if there's
nothing else in sight. . . . Freshly scrubbed
and wearing an angelic expression, collector and former Electric Illumination Engineer, FREDDIE KUHNAU, U. S. N., visited the Lubitsch Set. He was known to
his friends as the Prop boys' delight. . . .
Due to the LACK of promising juveniles
habitually bothering the Producers, has
anyone thought of splashing a little makeup
on BURRIS GRIMWOOD??? . . . "Laughing-Boy" ERICKSON, prying his jaws open
for a snicker — Lubitsch DOES tell some
funny ones. . . . GENE GROSSMAN
(Sound) believes that the pops and squeaks
from creaking arcs can be blended into
chimes for off-stage music, with the help
of "Whistle Potts." (?)... BILL BOYD,
former Grip Office Manager, an interested
visitor. . . . DOROTHY SPENCER, Cutter

RALPH de LARA (formerly fhe assistant to
Doc. BISHOP) now with our Armed Forces at
Tampa, Florida, smiles tor the benefit of the
TCF workers.
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took place on Christmas Day. AL ORENBACH of the Western Avenue Studio is

"HEAVEN CAN WAIT"
FOR THE PROP DEPT.
By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

There's a good deal that could be written about the members of the Prop Dept.,
but the remuneration tor not elucidating
on that remark is something that can t be
overlooked. So, with a somewhat cramped
style,
able. we'll risk our necks on what is availAll's serene again in the SCOTT household. PAT is home again and WALTER
has recovered. The heart of one of our
most conscientious set dressers has been
in Denver for 17 whole days . . . Speaking
of heart-throbs, there's been a change in
our "Count" these past tew weeks. Wonder if being in love has anything to do
with it. This is fair warning to gals on
the Lot.

now
out "joint returns"
Incomemaking
Tax. Congratulations,
AL! on his
A rumor has drifted In and, since no
resistance has been made, here it Is. Understand one of the newest Set Dressers
In the department, one ERNEST LANSING,
has been appointed a member of the Beverly Hills Police Force In a drive to clean
up the city. His qualifications and past
experience were the reason for this appointment.
The "news" that HARRY MELLEN gets
from the Navy seems to be coming from
the wrong sources. What he's waiting for
is
a semi-personal note from SECRETARY
KNOX.
Unclassified:

LABORELATES
By IRISH ROCHE
We wish to extend to MRS. PARKER
and family, our sincerest sympathy on the
sudden death of CHARI FS PARKER of
this department. MR. PARKER had many
friends during his short stay with us and
his sudden departure from this life came
■as a great shock to all of us.
If BOB PLUMLEY, one of our popular
boys. Is accepted bv Uncle Sam he will be
the sixth member of the family In the Service. BOB has five brothers and a sister
wearing
Unclekilled
Sam'sIn uniform
another
brother was
a Naval and
battle
near
the Solomons. BOB says to avenge his
brother's death he hopes to get an opportunity to fight the Japs.

All of a sudden we have glamour in the
department. Our own PAT ADAMS is becoming keen competition for the pulchritude hitherto claimed by TY POWER,
JOHN PAYNE and others. Just remember, girls, he's
married!
Orchids
to JOE
BEHM, who has left
the department to become Assistant Director. His first assignment will be
"Song of Bernadette" — a pretty large undertaking for a beginner. His friends in
Property wish him all the luck in the world,
and may his first success be the beginning
of many others. It would be hard to imagine anything but success for one with
JOE'S personality. H is absence from the
Prop Dept, has been keenly felt by all
of us.
Here's a somewhat belated announcement of a very interesting event which

the Navy. We'll bet the boys aboard ship
would like to see him in all his lace and finery,
doing his favorite work.

Anyone having any left-over "B" gas
coupons Is asked to get In touch with
FRANK WADE, but Immediately.
More In our next — we'll be a long time
explaining this.

PAT ADAMS
(Prop Dept.) at the helghth of
his career, apparently hunting for his little
bucket of sand!

FRED KUHNAU
(formerly of Electric Dept.)
finds a chaise longue far removed from the
hammocks to which he has been accustomed in

During the past month, TED FORBES
left us to ioln the Air Corps, and JOHNNY INTLEKOFER to serve In the Army.
One of the newcomers to this department Is GEORGE PAYNE. Some of you
old-time baseball fans may remember when
he olaved with the "Angels" under MARTY
KRUG. After playing for some time in the
Big Leaoue, he served as manager and
coach in later years.
"SONG OF BERNADEHE"
As we work on the set for the "Song of
Bernadette," we marvel at the exacting
method the different foremen adopt to
bring before the eyes of the world the
story of "Lourdes." Every detail Is taken
Into consideration tO' duplicate a scene
where miracles have been performed that
have puzzled learned doctors In various
countries for almost a hundred years.
When the harm and destruction caused by
ruthless and Insane dictators will be forgotten, sincere pilgrims will visit the Grotto In Lourdes and will remember and appreciate what this event in Bernadette's
life has done for suffering humanity.

NURSERY TALES
By GLEN

HARMAN

Springtime at the Nursery Is about the
most interesting, as well as the busiest,
time of the whole year. From the first
day of Spring, generally recognized as
March 21st, the boys down here have to
keep pace with Mother Nature. Right
now the beds are an explosion of color
with the blue and yellow of the Dutch
Iris, purple and red in the pelargoniums,
orange in the calendulas, white, pink,
bronze and red snapdragons.
Remember we told you about VIOLA
CORNUTA last year? Well, they're pansies— to you — and there is a big bed of
them which Is a joy to behold.
To anybody who is struggling with a
Victory garden, or who just likes to relax
and look over the Spring display, we tender a very
welcome invitation to come
and
Our visit
Boys us.
Now for some news of the boys. LARRY
STEINMETZ, one of our best old timers,
has left us to return to Colorado, where
the knowledge of horticulture that he
gained as a member of the Nursery gang
will stand him In good stead — for LARRY
is going to work on a farm. Too bad he
Isn't doing that here — we could use more
vegetables around this neck of the woods.
BILLY ALBERTS, from last accounts, was
just about ready for his first solo. Everybody In the Nursery has to do solo work —
but It's generally on the end of a hoe,
rake or shovel. I guess BILLY will find the
Air Force plenty different.
GILBERT GOLDSTEIN came back to
visit the home Lot a few weks ago. Seems
like GILLY Is a Mess Sergeant with his
outfit. Well, GILLY used to work around
the Cafeteria down here, so will be right
at home where the groceries are located.
We hear from ARTHUR CURTIS, who
is at the Tank Destroyer Center at Camp
the "Action'
enjoys him
Hood, Texas,
magazine
— In that
fact he
it made
homesick
for the Nursery when he saw those pictures
of the Glass House In the February issue.
He surely thinks the Studio Club is a grand
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•ganlzation — the gum and cigaret es they

tor) tie himself in knots trying to get into
the sound truck and then turn around and
see SAM BENSON (Wardrobe Man) try-

nd from the Employee's Cigarette Fund
are greatly appreciated. ART would just
love to see a blade of grass; said he
thought Texas needed a little landscaping.
By the way, ART won a medal for sharpshooting, and he never had shot a gun in
his life.

(L to R) PAUL LOCKWOOD (Asst. Cameraman), OTTO BROWER (Director), GLEN McWILLIAMS (1st Cameraman) with pipe, and
BUD MAUTINO (2nd Cameraman)., Director

hold CESAR
coatokay,
for
him?ing toWell,
maybe itROMERO'S
will work out
at least "SAMMY" doesn't have to bend
over to adjust the skates.
"EDDIE" ERSTROM (follow-up man) has
his troubles too. They had to cover up
the pipes that freeze the ice, and EDDIE
said, "Let's use milk instead of water." It
worked okay until NICK JANIOS (Cafe
Mgr.) found out about it and half the rink
became the "a La Mode" on the Cafe pie.
So now it's paint that hides the pipes,
and EDDIE and WEBSTER almost became
part of the set when the paint gun went
wild and painted them white. They were

Brower gives the final
finder check to his "WinMilligan)
tertime" camera crew. (Photo credit — Jerry

perfect "snow men."

CHARLES CLARK, the Cameraman, is
tops as a guy and photographer, but after
all these years, I think he's trying to get
rid of his gaffer, "TIGER" MONROE, and
commit the "perfect crime." CHARLES
presented "TIGER" with a pair of twentyyear-old ice skates and insists that he use
them, and "TIGER," although he has been
on thin ice a few times, has never had on
ice skates before.
While we're on the subject of "ice,"
LOU "ELMER" KUNKEL (Camera Oper-

DIRECTOR OTTO BROWER apparently enjoys
his work and fhe cold weather at Sun Valley
on "Wintertime," which is indicated by that
pleasant smile.

Say, why doesn't "Action" sign up the
SOUND
as reporters.
"JESS"
BASTIAN MIXERS
sits there
all day and
has
"KORNY" KORNFIELD (boom man) kind
of point that MIKE at any bit of spicy
dialogue, and he sits back and gets all
the dirt with no one the wiser.
"THE COUNT" D'ESCO (remember
when he worked in formal attire) and
FREDDY SIMPSON are propping the

HARRY KERNELL (Men's Wardrobe) is certainly proud of his son, JOE, (pictured here)
and justly so, for he's
doing a swell job for us
overseas.

WHAT'S SHOOTING
By CLINTON

SANDEEN

Comes Spring, comes "WINTERTIME."
It's got me a little mixed up too, but that's
this business: we make all the snow pictures in the Summer and save the poor
naked natives for cold weather.
We'll skip the cast in this "Premature
Preview," (you'll see them on the screen
anyway) and talk about the guys and gals
who make good pictures great — the crew.
SLIM" STALLINGS (Production Manager) sure has no kick on this crew, and
'SOLLY" WURTZEL (1st Assistant)
guy with whom they all like to work. is the

JOHNNIE JOHNSON (Asst. Director) lines
up for lunch with Director
man) OTTO BROWER on

show and keeping cool, but I'm wondering
if they'll keep as cool when they are not
working in the largest refrigerator in the
world — Stage 15.

location
Sun Valley
forin"Wintertime."
WENDALLat JONES
(Orip)
background.
(Photo credit — Jerry Milligan — Still Camera-

ator) told m,e last Monday morning there
were a few better uses for ice than spreading it all over a stage! Questioning him
further, I received a few muttered phrases
"the
bags" andagainst
sounded
that
musical
tinkle like
of "ice
ice bumping
"MONEY BAGS" FAXON (Head Grip)
and "CABI" CABIBI, (Best Boy) are trying
their best to really "hot light" the set,
andglass."
GOBO said, "hot lights" off the ice,
so
the
had hitrink
it. doesn't look like a Spring thaw
I don't know who we should talk to
about it, but there seems to be a little
miscasting in the crew. Did you ever see
HAL "SLIM" LOMBARD (Sound Opera-

Ole Dobbin, the horse making his debut in
"Wintertime," stands inspection before Assistant Director JOHNNY
JOHNSON.
RAY
"WISE" MALA (A Cameraman — standing
above R with stocking cap) looks on, while
"THE COUNT" (PHIL D'ESCO— Prop. Dept.)
looks at Still Cameraman MILLIGAN.
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and everyone got hysterical. Poor BEN
was a tired host, having spent the entire
day making ice and touring the black
markets for meat. BEN (a generous person, indeed) wanted to invite everyone at
the Studio, but his home has a capacity
for just so many, and he hopes everyone
understood, which they did. Parties these
days are unusual things, but we know the
lucky guests appreciate this fine gesture in
honor of FRIEDA. ZUCK.
The Red Cross Mobile Unit will visit
the Lot again the 29th of April. This time
they are asking for two hundred donors —
so anyone interested may contact KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY on Station 494.
Gruesome Twosomes: LEO WEISMANTLE jiving about with SHIRLEE WOOLLARD . . . DOROTHY HARRIS Saturdaynighting it with PVT. CLIFF MINER, formerly of the Publicity Dept. . . . MARY
McBRIDE at the Players with TOM PRYOR,
glamour
boy of the
Cashier's
Office.
the
Secret-Sorrow
Section,
we have
GUYIn
COBURN mooning over DOROTHY HARRIS and BARBARA KLINE, the recipient
of ARTHUR WILLIAMS' sighs.
BEN ROSENMAYER says he's going to
join the Army and release a girl for
Service!!!!!

THE SCRIPT TEASE
ROCHLEN

Well, kiddies, did we all get our Income
Tax taken care of In time? I had a little
difficulty with mine, so I went to see a tax
expert; he explained it to me. "It's really
very simple," he said, "they take your last
year's salary . . ." "Yes?" I replied patiently. "That's all — they just take your
last
year's
did, at that. salary." And they practically
On the sick list Iasi month we had
SALLY HECHTLINGER and MATHILDE
MOSER with the flu, MARIE MONTRIEUL
with pneumonia, and MARY McBRIDE
with a quick case of measles. EMOLYN
ANTHONY is still out with serious eye
trouble and she would appreciate a telephone call or a note from some of her
friends on the Lot. ELEANOR THALLS
has been ill and is taking a short leave of
absence to fully recuperate.
Although MARIE LENT was the first
girl from 20th C. F. to join the WAACS,
RUTH MACAULEY was the first to receive her orders to report for training.
FRIEDA ZUCK is also going to be a gal
soldier. MARIE and FRIEDA will undoubtedly confuse things a bit for the Army,
but after they get straightened around I
guess everything will be okay. All kidding
aside, kids, your pals at 20th 0. F. are
proud of you and are wishing you much
luck in your new life. BEN ROSENMAYER
tossed a gay farewell party for FRIEDA’
we had lots of goodies, solid and liquid.

GO WESTERN
By JACK KESSLER
From Palm Springs to London Tower
(and hospital) or worse. However it's intrying to visualize what's taking ticular
placeterestingmoment.
atjust a I can
distant
point atBROWN
a parsee RUTHIE
come on the Lot with that familiar exuberance, nodding greetings and waving to coworkers on the long street down to the
hospital . . . From the front office comes
good old generous GREIG REED as he
saunters down the platform . . . Now comes
OLIVER MAIHLES, smilingly approaching
. . . There is VICTOR RIES just going by
and there are WILFORD DE YOUNG,
HARRY FOX and CAPT. McADAM . . .
The boys and girls from the Lab. going
back and forth.

CORP. HAROLD JONES, formerly of our Music
Dept., and son of ERWIN E. JONES (Grip).

By AUDRE

SPRING BYINGTON (with "Heaven Can
Wait") reads the funny side of her script to
GEORGE ERNEST, (Actor) who smiles approvingly during his chat with his favorite star.

Environment of the W. A. Lot is pervaded bythe sereneness and quiet content
disbursed throughout the complete story
of LONGFELLOW'S "Evangeline." What a
piece of art that Is. Please do not let me
leave you with the Impression that I'm
bemoaning my fate — I'm not — at least
while I'm In this comfortable Queen of the
Angels Hospital. I fully realize that some
of the best of us are In those fox holes
and not too comfortable: they are doing a
job, while we just stay home and read
about It.
Did you know that I played Sand-lot
Baseball with HOLTZMAN, who lived In
my

neighborhood In Saint Joseph, Missouri, thirty-five years ago? Speaking of

baseball, there's a big, good-natured
young fellow down at the Lab. who sure
knows the game. Will tell you about him
later.

FRANKIE OWEN (Manicurist of our Barber
Shop) teamed with LEO WEISMANTEL (Script
Dept.) — a couple of jitterbugs cutting a pavement! Manicurist Frankie polishes up on a
neat Heel-and-Toe.

Here's to the day In the near future (I
hope) when all of us will be united agam
in the same old group, on the same old
Lot, and that our Service boys, returned
to the fold, will receive all the praise
justly due them.
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BOWLING

TOURNAMENT— 20th Century-Fox vs Paramount

(I) BETTY SRABLE with her own team (Betty Grable's Ramblers) relax between games. (L. to R.) EDDIE BETKIJIAN (Transp.), RUDY VAN DEEVEN
(Print Shop), HERMAN LEIBER (Still Lab.), BEHY GRABLE, HAROLD BOW (Payroll Master), HAROLD GORDON
(Head, Print Shop). (2) The
LYNN BARIS seem well pleased with the results, as LYNN checks the score tor her team. (L. & R.) JACK McEDWARD (formerly Prod. Dept, now in
U. S. Army). WALT TRANO (Projection). HAL SAILOR (Projection) and GUS JONSON (Camera Dept.) (seated) LYNN BARI and JOHNNY
McCAFFERTY (Cutting Dept.). (3) JOHNNY McCAFFERTY (Cutting) and fa mous Test Pilot for Lockheed SID LUFT, seem very happy over the
team's playing, as Sponsor, LYNN BARI, looks on. (4) PHYLLIS HUFFIN E (Script Dept.) of BRICKER'S BOWLEREHES, just threw a STRIKE! "Striking"
gal, what?? (5) BUCK BENNY'S BOWLER BEARS apparently just heard the total results of the tournament. (L. to R.) EVAN EDMONDS, JOE
RICKARDS, IKE DANNING, GLENN REED and BOB GALLOWAY (all of Transp. Dept.). (6) ARMAND ALLEN (Film Editorial) is enjoying another
one of his stories at the tournament. (L. to R.) LAWRENCE DURRELL (Asst. Head, Staff Shop), MONTE BONOME (Head. Staff Shop). DAVE
MALMEN (Carpenter Dept.), ARMAND ("300-Bowler") ALLEN (Sersen Dept.), and (kneeling in front) GEORGE MILLS (Construction Dept.), President
of TCF BOWLING LEAGUE. (7) BRICKER'S BOWLEREHES turn around just in time. (L. to R.) PHYLLIS HUFFINE (Script Dept.). BETTY ST.
Dept.), LOUISE JONES (Cashier's Office), BARBARA BRYAN (Payroll) and MYRTLE EATON (Secretary to Islin Auster). FLO
RIDGWAY (Script Dept.) was absent when this picture was taken. (8) BETTY GRABLE'S RAMBLERS watch with enthusiasm as HERMAN LEIBER
Still Lab.) throws a STRIKE! (L. to R.) HAROLD GORDON (Head. Print Shop), BEHY GRABLE, RUDY VAN DEEVEN (Print Shop). EDDIE BETKIJIAN
(Trans.) and HAROLD BOW (Paymaster). (9) MILTON BERLE, with his bowlers, exhausted after rooting his team to victory. (10) LA CIENEGA LANES*
sfart^of the match. (II) JESS WOLF and CHRIS. CHRISTENSEN (Mech. Effects), Tournament Team Mates on HENRY FONDA'S
OUlNTi, pictured here in what the well-dressed bowler will wear if he has proper priorityl (Lace and all.)
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HERO, LT. RAY CRAWFORD
By MARY

ELIZABETH

WHITE

The happiest bride on the Fox Lot is
MARION CRAWFORD, Assistant Secretary in WILLIAM GOETZ' office. Her
husband of five months, LT. RAY CRAWFORD. recently made quite a name for
himself downing enemy planes over Africa,
and MARION has kept her friends busy
scanning news columns, and checking radio
broadcasts, in order to get every bit of
information about her hero husband that is
possible.

that she is right. When asked how he
feels about the work he is doing, MARION
told of a letter received by LT. CRAWFORD'S mother, which was in a little less
cheerful vein than the usual gay letters
he writes to his wife. He wrote: "As you
know, I have always loved flying, and always will, but as for the business of
shooting the other guy down, it's no fun
when he waves to you as he goes down."
It is typical of MARION'S cheerful attitude, when she grins, ' and says, "It
couldn't have been anyone else but RAY
who landed on his own field while being
attacked by bombers;

no one

else could

have been so absent-minded!"

T-AXIOMATICALLY SPEAKING
By Geo. D. Hellgran (Credit Union)
As time marches

on, the first quarterly

payment of your 1942 Income Tax should
now be in the hands of the Collector of
"Eternal" Revenue. I can almost discern a
sigh of relief from the formerly over-taxed,
by now relaxed reader, followed by the
exclamation, "Think God for that!" Upon
a second sigh, some appreciative soul
would no doubt add to the above remark:
"And

that goes for the Credit

Union,

course, and

its various diabolic scherr^^

of For
robbing
Peter
to pay
"Sam."
us who
"dish
it out"
in the Credit
Union office, the two weeks prior to March
15th were indeed hectic ones. Why, even
our biggest attraction (next to the gold
that glitters), our own LILLIAN GINSBERG (see March issue of "Action" for
moreself inpicturesque
details)
"outdood" memheraccommodating
appreciative
bers. In fact, no further publicity will be
necessary to Induce a second visit from our
tax payer (God bless him) on or about
(preferably ABOUT) June 15th, this very
Sure, we have a tough time ahead of us.
It's time we all realized we are in it up to
our necks and that there is no other way
out of it than to fight and sacrifice. The
year.
war has to come to an end some time.
Your taxes and war bonds will speed the
day when Fascism (with its Nazi-lice and
Jap beetles) will be exterminated for good.
That day, the world will rightly belong to
those who now fight, toil and sacrifice, in
order that real freedom for all may forever
be established.

Lillian
Ginsberg's Hero
LIL never

fails to talk about her husband, P.F.C. MAX GOLDMAN, one of
the first few from 20th 0. F. to enlist In our
fighting forces. MAX

After all, it wasn't such a tough ordeal.
A few of us even wondered how we got

(originally of the

Prop Dept.) not only does his work for his
MAJOR over there, but he's trying to
figure out how he can bring back some

too!"

MARION

CRAWFORD

legitimate
propsK. to
his "Major" on the
Lot, THOMAS
LITTLE.
Figuratively and literally speaking fellas,
LIL says, a letter to a soldier overseas

(Asst. Secretary in

WILLIAM GOETZ' office) holds picture of her
famous husband, LT. RAY CRAWFORD dressed
in flying gear.

"goes a long way" AND
posted yours yet?

By FRANK

downing tive enemy planes in one encounter, but before the excitement of the first
episode was ever, LT. CRAWFORD
had

SAM HAYES, rapid-fire newscaster, was
kind enough to call MARION a few days
later, lo tell her that he was going to
describe another daring fete of LT.
CRAWFORD'S on his next broadcast; with
her friends. MARION listened to a vivid
description of the safe delivery of a ship
full of paratroopers, piloted by her husband, behind the enemy lines. LT. CRAWFORD then returned to his air base, and
made a landing, while his landing field
was under heavy attack by Stuka dive
bombers. This exploit was even more remarkable because the troopship carried no
protecting guns, and had nor armor plate:
the trip was made without escort.
MARION thinks that there is no end to
her husband's exploits, and it would appear

Have you

FOX TALES

Her first information of her husband's
exploits, came from a friend who heard a
newscaster laud LT. RAY CRAWFORD
for

cone it again — this time even more spectacularly. Flying his P-38 over enemy territory, he downed two Messerschmidts in
two minutes' latest bulletins announce that
he has been recommended for the first
Oak Leaf Cluster and the DFC.

HOW!

B. DESSLER

We deserted our "Fox" hole to take a
trip down to Western Avenue. We are
glad that we did, and yet sorry. Many
memories of the past confronted us as we
entered through the gate.
There's little left today at Western Avenue. A few stages and isolated buildings
P.F.C. MAX GOLDMAN, formerly of our Prop
Dept, and one of the first in the Service,
now located "somewhere in the South Pacific."
A handsome guy in that uniform, what?

off sooooooo easily. Or didn't we? Those
who took my advice of recent months and
prepared themselves for the oncoming jolt,
by adopting
our "save-as-you-approach"
plan,
did not seem
to mind the extraction.
Perhaps the Novocain which emanates
from the inner sanctum of the Credit
Union (the working-man's "Shangri-La")
had something to do with it. Some of you,
who had to borrow for your Income Tax,
may still feel the sting caused by additional payroll deductions. Once you have
acquired the habit, however it acts like
an opiate — you simply cannot get along
without it— I mean the Credit Union, of

that once teemed with life and importance. The Army occupies the west part
of the Studio. The three large stages on
the east half of Western are still being
used and are greatly In demand.
I dropped In to see JAMES JENSEN,
the Mill Superintendent of W.A., and as
I entered his office, the first thing to attract my eye was a large panoramic view
of Fox Studio as it looked in the year
1918. That was the date JAMES JENSEN
started to work for Fox, and before that,
he was with the original Kalem Picture
Co. in Glendale, where he started In 1909.
Another old timer, STANLEY WOODYARD, who has been with Fox since 1917,
also works In the Mill. We first saw the
Inside of Western Avenue in 1928. At
that time it was still the proud and important Fox Studio. "The Munchers" was still
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exclusive eating place for the Stars
Executives. At that time we were

very much awed by the splendor of the
dressing bungalows, the gigantic size of
the stages, and the important faces tha1
we saw. The projection theatre there
looked better than Grauman's to us. We
were fortunate enough to partake of lunch
with SPENCER TRACY, and were sure
that never again would we eat in a place
as splendid as "The Munchers." We remember seeing EDMUND LOWE and his
charming and beautiful wife, LILLIAN
TASHMAN. It was RAOUL WALSH, the
Director, whose bungalow was opposite
that of ERIC VON STROHEIM.

to many members of Western Avenue.
Saw an old friend, GREIG REED, who
is the Chief Clerk down there. He has

returns to say "hello" to pals upstairs . . .
CAPTAIN CLARENCE MARTIN, U.S.M.C.,

been with 20th C. F. seven years now;
four of them up here on the Hill and three
at Western Avenue. By the way, ask the
Studio Club what they think of GREIG

comes in for a bottle of ink. I'll bet he
could write a book on his exciting experiences there . . . EDDIE BETKIJIAN of

REED. He's one of those people who is
always willing to lend a hand and according to Studio Club Manager HAWLEY,
we just couldn't do without him at Western Avenue — they really appreciate him.
Did you know that in the old days there
were no policemen at Western Avenue
and each employee had his own key to
the gate?
Officers' Wives Entertained
A large bus marked "March Field"
stopped by the entrance of Stage I, at
the Hills Lot. Instead of seeing a group
of men and officers alight, forty-one ladies
got out and proceded to file into Stage I.
Being curious we followed. Evidently the
ladies had been expected, because rows of
cha irs had been set out for them. Forward
souls that we are, we engaged one of the
ladies in conversation and found out the
following;
They are all officers' wives from March
Field, and were on the Lot as guests o)
Mr. Emil Newmian (Head of the Music
Dept.). The ladies seemed thrilled no end,
and expected to have a marvelous time.
We also saw MITCHELL MOHR, who
is now stationed at Marfa, Texas. MITCHELL worked In Publicity and has loads of

Pleasanf LENA HORNE (Songstress) and
LLOYD ALLEN (Production Dept.) take time
off from the "Stormy Weather" Set at Western
Avenue to greet FRANK DESSLER (Script
Dept.), who recently visited that Lot for
"Action."

JAMES

JENSEN

told me

this one:

It

happened in 1925. One of the companies
shooting needed a waterfall, so one was
built for them. It was a tremendous affair with a great big tank, holding many
thousands of gallons of water, and a sluice
leading down to a moat, which held the
water when released. MR. JACKSON,
who was Studio Manager at the time,
wanted to see the falls in action, so the
release was arranged to rehearse the full
reaction of the falls. MR. JACKSON stationed two cameramen — one at each side
of the slu ice. On signal, the water was
released with such force that it jumped
the moat, swept the two cameramen right
off their feet, and carried them twenty
yards away. MR. JENSEN laughed so
hard that he almost fell into the moat
himself.
TOM MIX was one of the greatest stars
Fox had in those days. In fact at one
time the MIX COMPANY
made so many
pictures that they were the only ones
shooting at Western for seven whole
months. Those were the great old days,
and yet the Importance of Western Avenue and its personnel of today remains
because it is an essential part of 20th
Century-Fox. Those of the Studio on the
Hill really know and appreciate the W.A.
personnel — they're really a swell gang.
We met KENNETH ELLSWORTH, who
is the Labor Boss at Western; he's an
ardent Stamp Collector and belongs to

"The American Philatelic Society." KENNETH was very helpful and introduced us

friends on the Lot. He said he can't get
used any more to paved streets, bright
lights, and girl and more girls!!
Wei!, so long for now, and don't forget
to buy BONDS and STAMPS. The more
you buy, the quicker the World will be
liberated.
"jhe

recently returned

from

Guadalcanal,

Transportation, dashes in to say, "It's a
girl," and leaves a cigar for HAROLD
GORDON, who dashes to the bank to take
care of that Income Tax business before
the deadline.
Visiting boys from all branches of the
Service trek next door to the Fan Mail
Dept, for "Glamour-Girl" photos, or to
see those glamour gals, MADGE INMAN,
ELAINE BECKER, FRANCE TOWNER and
GRACE EVERETT — I don't know which.
We are about to lose our Elaine of Fan
Mail in a couple of weeks. The hitchin'
will take place in Texas, to a boy in the Air
Corps . . . "Good luck, Elaine!"
Everyone in this department keeps waiting for something, RUDY VAN DEEVEN
for his call In the Merchant Marines, HAROLD GORDON and JACK MAHHEWS
for their induction in the U. S. Marine
Corps, SAM GODFREY for MARGUERITE RIDDEL, and your reporter for an understanding soul to call and say, "No,
Ma' am, we don't need any clips or rubber
bands — we know there's a shortage, so
just send two pencils, please."

CAMERA DEPARTMENT
By Virgil Miller and Bess Lasky
ERNIE PALMER is happy again; it seems
that ERNIE is allergic to personalities
which don't radiate "that something" possessed *in full measure by the inimitable
GABBYj GARNETT, an assistant who, with
a little more experience, will rate the
equivalent of one stripe on his arm, but
who, as a diplomat should have a double
eagle on his shoulder! Now that GABBY
is again with ERNIE, we're sure ERNIE'S
peace of mind will survive his present assignment.
The S un Valley sextette has returned to
the warmth of the Studio and the gently
falling rain of Southern California. GLEN
MacWILLIAMS, PAUL EAGLER, BUD
MAUTINO, PAUL LOCKWOOD,
RAY
MALA and KENNY WILLIAMS are again

Here's Director ANDREW
STONE looking
toward his Cameramen, LEON SHAMROY and
IRVING ROSENBERG, just before shooting a
scene with Stars BILL ROBINSON and LENA
HORNE on "Stormy Weather." In background
(L and R) are BOB HENDERSON and GORDON NORDSTROM (Electricians). (Photo
credit — Clifton Maupin)

PRINTING AND
STATIONERY DEPT.
By MARY

boasting of their conquests — over "King
Winter" — no "Queens" mentioned! The
cold was a little tough on RAY MALA,
raised in Alaska, but the other boys were
right at home on skiis, snowshoes, etc., but
HARRY JAOKSON, IRVING ROSENonly "atBERGhome!"
and LEE CRAWFORD
are packing
their red flannels — I mean

ALLEN

GORDON

From our desk in the Old Ad. Bldg., we
view a variety of colorful and busy people
daily passing our stationery counter.
FRANCIS CLARK, formerly of the
Reading Dept., very handsome in uniform.

mosquito

net-

ting, for a sojourn in Florida. JACKSON'S
cigars make it unnecessary for him to take
the mosquito netting!
SERVICE NEWS
When this goes to press, AL LEBOVITZ
should be out of Boot Camp and proudly
wearingstand his
Sergeant's
We underAL refused
stars stripes.
on his shoulders
as
he thought that meant night work!!
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VICTORY

GARDENS

Some of our boys are busy with their
Victory Gardens — LEON SHAMROY,
CURT FEHERS and LEE CRAWFORD
argue loud and long over the superiority of
Rhode Island Red eggs over \VhIte Rocks

PHILLIPS
Sends
BEST
WISHES
to the following members of
the 20TH CENTURY-FOX
family who celebrate their
birthdays in APRIL — THE
MONTH OF DIAMONDS
RALPH BYRD (Actor)
RALPH DIETRICH (Producer)
JOHN HOWARD (Actor)
HENRY MORGAN (Actor)
SONYA HENIE (Actress)

April 22nd
April 14lh
AprU 13th
April 10th
AprU 8th

25% or MORE DISCOUNT for Studio
personnel on every purchase at PHILLIPS.
One

of the largest selections of diamonds
in the West

WM. E. PHILLIPS CO.
Jewelers, Importers, Mtrs.' Distributors
7th FLOOR, IvlETROPOLITAN BLDG.
315 W. FIFTH ST., LOS ANGELES
DAILY

MAJOR

10 TO

BILL WHITLEY

A

and LT. EDDIE

COLLINS' mail should soon be addressed
via New York or San Francisco, as we understand they are to be enroute by air for
overseas duty.
LT. HARRY DAVIS was recently visiting
all his old cronies — his first leave since entering the Service two years ago. He looks
much younger and that wisp he called a
moustache has disappeared.
A/C MARTIN STROMBERG is now
getting his pre-flight training at San Antonio. (No, MARVIN didn't invent the
famous carburetor of the same name, but
we do understand that he's a good "mixer"!)
EARLE WALKER, Lieutenant in the
State Militia, is Professor of Photography
in that organization, teaching his Sergeants
that over-exposure doesn't mean keeping
the fellows out all night on "problems"!
We're
proud of you, EARLE!
NEWSCASTS
The fact that GLEN MacWILLIAMS
LOU KUNKEL, LEE CRAWFORD, PAUL
EAGLER and KENNY WILLIAMS recently
returned from a Quebec location would
not prove overly exciting — they're world
tourists anway, but they took JOHN DENK
along as expert mechanic and from all reports, he really "fixed things up"! JOHN
is now studying French, rather than pay
interpreters three times a week to translate French as only a Quebec girl can
write it— we hope it is Free French instead
of being "Vichy-Washy"!

or Plymouth Rocks, but they can't afford to
fight it out with eggs at 51 cents per dozen. EDDIE CRONJAGER, J.O. (Avocado!
TAYLOR, HARRY JACKSON and TILL
GABBANI are reading all the seed catalogues and Investing enough in seeds to
buy all the vegetable stands on Fairfax
Avenue. The chicken boys are Interested
In crossing ostriches with bantams, they
call em Ostams," hoping to get larger
eggs with a minimum of chicken feed.
When LEE CRAWFORD didn't find any
peanuts on his peanut vines last fall, until
someone told him they grew on the roots,
it started something. Now, when nothing
appears on the vegetables above grouna,
after a period of time, they dig 'em up to
see if anything is on the roots.
Too bad
some of the fellows dug up all their tomatoes, spinach and artichokes! That's
why they call 'em "Victory Gardens" —
they win only
when they guess right! CURT
I~ETTERS comes up with a declaration that
the soil on his San Fernando Valley ranch
is so rich that he doesn't need vegetable
s^ds. He claims all he needs are the labels
off vegetables cans which he plants and
grows abundant crops thereby.

ACADEMY AWARD NOTES
By HUGH HARRISON
Our Lot more than held
March 15th Annual Awards
at the Academy of Motion

(PUBLICITY)
its own at
dinner held
Picture Arts

and Sciences, and although we didn't carry
off the coveted plum of the evening, we
can perhaps, even here, enjoy a few
crumbs of consolation in reflected glory,
through the honor conferred upon WILLIAM GOETZ when he was privileged to
make the presentation of this particular
award to LQUIS B. MAYER.
We offer our most sincere congratulations to the following award winners for
outstanding achievements: —
JOHN FORD, who filmed "Battle of
Midway," produced by the U. S. Navy and
20th Century-Fox.
LEON SHAMROY, Cinematography

(color) Award for "The Black Swan."
DANIEL B. CLARK, (Camera Dept.
Head) for development of a lens calibration system and its application to exposure
control In cinematography.
THOMAS
LITTLE, (Head — Property

Our sincere congratulations go to DAN CLARK
(Camera Dept. Head) (L) who received the
Merit Award for technical achievements for
1942 for the revolutionary method of calibrating lenses. Also LEON SHAMROY (R), who
received the "OSCAR"

for the best color pho-

tography on his picture "BLACK SWAN." This
is indeed an honor of which 20th Century-Fox
is justly proud.

LACQUER LANE LACONICS
By BENNY

BENSON

There are probably more father-and-son
combinations in this department than any
other on the Lot — it is very nice to see a
son following in the footsteps of his father.
Several of the sons are in the Service now
and their fond papas are carrying on until
they return. WALTER JOLLEY leads the
list with son ROBERT: JOE SIBLEY and
PAUL; ANDY BRADLEY and BOB; GENE
GONCZ and LADDIE; FRANK TRABERT
and BOB; followed by FRANK and ROBERT VESLEY. We think this Is somewhat
of a record.
For the past few weeks we have all been
on our good behavior, because there was
a lady present, but now we are back In
the old rut — our little DOTTY has gone.
DOROTHY KELLEY graced our drab office for an all-too-little while and has now
departed for New London, Conn., to join
her husband, DICK, who Is a cadet at the
Coast Guard Academy. We grew very
fond of DOTTY and hated to see her go.
It must be Spring — the sound of ash
meeting horsehide, bones fairly creaking,
long-idle
protesting
— yes, it'scan
baseball time muscles
again and
a few devotees
be
found In front of the Paint Shop almosi
every noon playing catch or indulging in
a little "pepper." Naturally, WALTER
JOLLEY Is there, along with BOB WITTENBERG, GLEN COOPER, JOE SIBLEY,
ERNIE STEWART, ELMER RIEGER, EVERETT LULL, FRANK SCHROEDER,

FRANK FRANKLIN and your correspondent. As many of you know, ERNIE STEWART Is an American League umpire and
RIEGER was in big-time ball some years
Dept.) for Interior Decoration in "My Gal
ago, as well as JACK BROMLEY and
Sal" (color), and also for "This Above All."
(black and white).
COOPER. There may be enough sore arms
RICHARD DAY and JOSEPH WRIGHT, . In the crowd to bridge the moat, but It
Is a lot of fun and good exercise.
for
Art direction In "My Gal Sal" (color),
white).
RAY GABBARD is back with us again.
and also for "This Above All," (black and
RAY was in the Arm,y for a while, but was
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^^harged because of his age. He says
swinging a dutch brush is a lot easier
than working the bolt of a Springfield rifle
— the brush doesn't kick back.
If you haven't seen the new "Lourdes
Street," which is under construction in
back of the Paint Shop, it's worth your
while to visit it, and incidentally, after
looking it over, stop in the Paint Shop and
say Hello.

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH

BILLMYER

Our Privilege
"Hold 'em! Hold 'em!" Yes, hold those
spirits high. When our Rationing Board
issues a regulation covering a certain rationed commodity, don't grumble and
gripe. Take stock of your good fortune.
Here we are in this country with the opportunity to work and regulate our activities to suit our own particular needs; but
friends, if WE were on any one of the
various battle fronts throughout the world,
we would do as w© were told to do — yes,
discipline is the foundation of military
training and battle maneuvers. Remember, here at home we are privileged to
pay our taxes, no matter into what category they may fall — income, sales or excise. Then, too, we are privileged, yes,

CHARLEY conceding that LEE has any
Jerseyite or Chinese beat, when it comes
to amalgamating the contents of a tasty
bowl of Chop Suey.
Here and There
Did you hear one of our stellar personalities tell a customer where to get off
the other day? It was a masterpiece of
oratory. It seems that the customer left
some potatoes and carrots on his plate
which he did not like; then tried to coerce
a waitress Into serving him a second cup
of coffee. The stellar personality won the
respect of all who heard him and the
wasteful and selfish crimson-countenanced
customer disappeared under the verbal
onslaught.
DCN AMECHE always attracts attention; JACK CAKIE gave a take-off of
SCNYA
HENIE. Cf course, SCNYA
wasn't present — too bad too, because
was really GCCD.

'Bye now, see you at lunch ... no seconds please!

We all remember STANLEY HOUGH from our
Lot, now serving in the U .S Navy and doing
equally as fine a job for Uncle Sam as he did
for T.C.-FOX. Lucky Navy, and proud father,
R. L. "LEFTY" HOUGH of our Production Dept.

that's what I mean, privileged to DONATE
to the Red Cross. Donate money that will
be used to comfort and aid Our Boys, who
are scattered on the four corners of the
world and sailing the seven seas. They are
out there fighting — fighting to protect
what you and I are enjoying. Don't be a
Blue Cross . . . GIVE to the Red Cross,
and forget your blues.
Good food is appreciated. This fact is
borne out by the appearance of our plates
as they are returned to the kitchen — not
a morsel remains on them. That, my friends,
is the result of having one of the best
Chefs in the country. He serves the best
of the highest grade foods obtainable,
cooked and seasoned with a deftness of
long-experienced culinary artistry.
Chef Harry Heckel
Probably few of you have had the opportunity to meet our Chef, HARRY
HECKEL, who has been with us for the
past eight years, and have praised him
highly in silence, when you taste his delectable victuals. Those of you who have had
the opportunity to meet or see HARRY
know he is the living model of health; this
fact he attributes to his own cooking and
swimming. Take a sneak some California
chilly morning to the beach at Santa Monica and watch him hit the waves with
the determination and ease of an Apollo.
What a man! Here's to you HARRY!
They say Chop Suey was originally concocted In New eJrsey; whether It was or
was not, LEE, the Chinese Chop Suey
Cook, Is prone to bring up the subject.
This debate has been going on for several
years between them, but, as all good arguments, It Is concluded each time with

it

JINGLES
FROM JOHN ENGLE'S DEPT.
STAFF SERGEANT ROBERT W. JOLLEY and
his fiancee, LOIS BETHAMY of Mobile, Alabama are pictured here with BETTY GRABLE
and ROBERT YOUNG on the "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady" set. Those cupids and the wedding
cake are quite apropos, because BOB and LOIS
plan the big event shortly. We all join WALTER
JOLLEY, (Head — Paint Dept.) BOB'S proud
father, in wishing them much happiness.

YOUR STUDIO
BARBER SHOP
has purchased for your protection a
large stock of haircuts, shaves, manicures and shines and gives you their
full guarantee that there will be no
shortage of these Items for the duration.
YOU

FURNISH
AND

WE'LL

THE
CUT

HAIR—
IT!

•
Louis — Russ — Israel — Rose
and Frankie
Henry - Walt
Ptc/S— SAM

SILVER

(at no additional cost)

Now

that March

By CECILE FARRELL
15th has gone by and

our Income Tax headaches have temporarily subsided (until June 15th) and we are
confident we haven't overlooked a single
deduction, we can get down to the business of trying to write this column.
We received two Interesting letters from
HAROLD FREEMAN from some foreign
port, but we were unable to figure out
just where he was, as his letters looked
somewhat like Swiss cheese — there were
that many cut-outs in them. However, by
a round-about way and by putting two
and two together and getting six, plus a
little estimating, we now know just about
where he is. He ran into DON FLICKWIR, who is still In that "military-secret"
spot, and did they have a wonderful time
comparing notes on all their mutual friends
here at the Studio. HAROLD was so
happy to see DON
eating a steak!

that he even enjoyed

Anyone wishing cuffs put on their trousers, apply at Room 14, Urban Bldg., and
bring your own material, as AUBREY
COCHRANE
and JIM GIRTON did a
right smart job on their own trousers. If
they are flooded with requests, they can
call In a well-known follow-up man whose
initials are "A.B." who Is also expert at
this work.
JIM said not to mention that his wife
hasn't returned from her four months' vacation yet, so we won't!!!
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St. Patrick's Day and my birthday, was
duly celebrated by a luncheon given at
the Cate de Paris by LILLIAN GINSBERG (Credit Union), MIKI McGUIRE (In

Anniversary of his 25 years with the Company will be celebrated April 5th, 1943,
and we certainly wish him all the luck in
the world.

Col. Joy's Office), and MERRY FARRELL
(Secretary to Eugene F. Ling, Writer).
Thanks a lot, gals, it was fun and made It
easier to get a year closer to Social Security!!
We have a few Victory Garden enthusiasts in the office and we expect to have
an office full of vegetables soon.

THE FILM LIBRARY

BILL says he's read worse columns than
this one, but he can't remember when . . .

We

have a new addition to the Film Li-

brary named "SPEEDY" RILEY SMITH. He
has been on the Lot quite some time and
was transferred to this department just recently. . . Since JOSH GRAY left for
the Service, WAYNE FURY has become a
full-fledged Film Librarian and Is certainly
batting them out. . . . Our two bowling
stars, WAYNE NEELD and BENNETT
FUGLSBY are still In there, knocking them
off for LINDA DARNELL’S BOWLING
TEAM.

THE PLASTER-CRACKS
By WANDA

KAHNE

Hello folks! 'Tis an Irish lad who says
his lassie, "And sure 'tis the month
March that has slipped by." — just to
Victory!mind you that It's that much sooner

to
of
reto

It's been said that a piece of paper
can be used to keep you warm. Well, the
Staff Shop has been sweating plenty for
the past month with everyone carrying
around In his pocket a piece of paper
looking somewhat like an Income Tax
blank!!!
Oh-oh! Here's something! A new addition to the JACOBSEN family. Congratulations! MARVIN, we hear you are the
proudform,
fatherof ofa a seven-pound
"little bit o' baby
heaven"boy.
in
the
Don't tureforget
later on to
. give the "Action" a picBeing in the Navy certainly agrees with ROBERT Smiley. WUh a million-dollar smile like
this, the name "SMILEY" sounds more like a
nickname than an actuality. Nevertheless,
BOB'S smile needs no introduction to us on the
Lot. SMILEY was originally one of the Police
Dept, before entering the Navy.

FILM LIBRARY LOWDOWN
By HELYN

KESSELMAN

The Film Library seems to be "lowdown"
on news this time due to so many casualties from illness recently. CLIFF BECK and
SID PECK have been on the sick list, but
are back on the job again. CARL EFFINGER, head of our Department who Is now
in Washington, writes that LES SANSOM
has had a siege with his appendix. CARL
also mentions seeing a lot of the fellows
who used to be on the Lot and who are
new with the Government In Washington,
and of how nice they have been to him
while there. He writes very interesting letters of the Washington Merry-go-round,
and we keep a Round-Robin letter going
weekly to him.
On April 5th, 1918, young TOMMY
VINCENT, an alert and ambitious youth,
came to work for the 20th C.F. Studio,
and at the time he didn't think it was going to be a very steady job, but the Silver

Nobody knows nothin' about him — he's
a secret human being — definitely an Individualist, but Uncle Sam will know plenty,
pretty soon! — no doubt before you have
had a chance to read this article.
Another Interesting letter comes from
Seaman 2/C NICK BONOME, who's going
through a cold, but cold training at Farragut, Idaho, — even though they just missed
the cold snap of 17 below. NICK sent
along the Farragut news, and from that
we understand they are certainly doing
some wonderful work. I bet they will welcome "sweet Springtime" — especially
fornia!!
NICK, being from good ole’ "rainy" CaliThis writer may be from Arkansas . . .
and she may have gone barefoot sometime in her life — but now since shoe rationing has gone
through
awful lot
of trouble
to put
shoes it's
on,an wondering
what color to buy — what style — that worry
Is all over . . . and I bet you — yes "you"
reading this article would love to go bareof funfoot too. —. .now wouldn't you . . . it's a lot
By the way, AWOL

means

something

entirely different than "absent without
leave" when It comes to individual people. PAUL WURTZEL was "AWOLIng" (a
wolf on the loose) here on the Studio Lot

this month ... He certainly looks
though the Army's not such a bad pla^e
to live. However, girls he's "engaged."
Congratul
Paul. We hear you're
ations!
doing
wonders
— keep It up.
"Sleepy Plaster-Cracks" were awakened
suddenly from their daze last month when
day.
. . . "Boom!" production started humming— not just an ordinary humming, but
work that kept the fellows busy night and
It was no surprise that Uncle Sam was
here on the Studio Lot looking around —
and It's a slight possibility that he might
stay a while — anyway he was down to see
us again, and RAYMOND FRACIONE
was with him when he left. We are certain that RAYMOND, now In the U. S.
Army, will do his part In making a success
of his career as a soldier.
"Licking their chops" — Yep! That's what
they were doing, because there was a
cow, yes a cow, being modeled. The cow
model was so real to life that the fellows
would cast longing glances at this beautiful piece of art, visualizing those large juicy
steaks. Responsible is Mr. E. Simone, a
modeler, who Is deeply interested and very
enthusiastic In his work.
We know now, as surely as we can
know anything (although we are doing everything we possibly can) that this hateful
war must and will soon be over — and our
boys will soon be back at their old job.
That's a d ream we are all dreaming, so
"hats off" to you who are overflowing the
"transportation means" with letters to all
the fellows here and overseas. And although you might not get an answer right
away — every hour they are assuring us
that "our future will not be forgotten" —
this means you too DOLPHA SMITH. You
certainly write grand letters — so I've heard.

HOT and COLD FACTS from
AIR CONDITIONING
By BERT W. THOMAS
If you were one of those surprised to
see JOHN GUSTAFSSON going around
with a smile on his face, here's the answer:
One of his two sons now In the Service o^
our country, was home from Carlsbad,
N. M., on a ten-day furlough . . . LOUIE
HESS won't be smiling for the same reason
for some time yet, for his boy was just
recently Inducted into the Service and,
naturally, won't be eligible for a furlough
for quite a while.
Very few people on the Lot know that
LARS LARSON ("SHORTY") Is an experienced flyer, and that he has made more
than fifty parachute jumps and has had
stunt flying.
many
narrow escapes in crack-ups, doing
G. W. MITCHELL, a veteran of the
first World War, has some very interesting
pictures of his brother and the crates he
flew on the other side. You wonder how
they ever held together. Some of them
didn't!!
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^EORGE VOORHEES also has a son
Service, doing his bit somewhere for
Uncle Sam.

DIRECT

HARRY BLACKLEDGE ("BLACKY"),
the sheik of the department, is also a veteran of the first World War and has a son
who was recently Inducted into the Service.
I guess LYMAN MOORE, who handles
the air conditioning in the Administration
Bldg., and yours truly, are the only two
in thesons
department
who can't
brag about
their
in the Service.
However,
I did
spend 26 months in the other fracas and
enlisted seven days after war was declared,
which should at least give me something
to say when all these fathers start to crow.
I nearly missed mentioning one of the
nicest, although the quietest, men in the
department, CHARLEY BLOCK, who also
has a son in the Navy, from whom he has
not heard for some time. Let's hope he
gets a pleasant surprise in the near future.
The Sonja Heine Ice Set
The first set built around the ice rink
on Stage 15, for Sonja Heine, was a nifty.
It was built in a sort of semi-circle, around
one end of the rink, with only about onethird of the rink in the shot. It represented a fashionable cafe on a roof garden with the rink in the center, with large
windows all round the seim-circle beautifully draped, through which you looked out
over a city in the background. As other
sequences get under way, they will probably, as in the past, eventually use the
entire rink, which covers practically the
full stage. However, regardless of how
much of the rink is used, the ice must be
kept frozen constantly until the picture is
finished, which means that the Watch
Engineers had better watch their gauges
and stay on their toes, or the Big Boss is
a cinch to be on their necks!

GARDENS FOR VICTORY
By JIM BRISSS
Have you planted your Victory garden
yet? If not, you have missed the joy of a
hobby, a healthy recreation and most important, your contribution to the war effort. The weather is getting warmer daily,
and Victory gardeners are becoming as
numerous as hair on a dog. Last month
we tried to help you get that garden
started. lihoodHope
all likeit will it's
soondoing
havefinea and
few inrows
of
tomato plants coming along nicely.
Distinct Advantages
There are so many advantages in having
a garden. If there is a scarcity of fresh
produce, your own vegetables will be available. Then too, the products can be freshly picked, and as you already know, homegrown leaf lettuce, tomatoes and peas
have a much more appetizing flavor and
nutritious value, than those same items
purchased at a market. If you have not
yet bought your tomato plants it would
certainly be advisable to buy wilt-resisting
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varieties, i.e.: Pritchard, Marglobe and
Rutgers. Wilt is that nasty disease that
in variably allows you to raise the plant
to beautiful maturity, and then results in
the leaves falling off, the plant laying
down and turning into a thing that looks
like dried tobacco leaves. Therefore, be
particular
— even insistent on getting a nonwilt variety.
Wait a minute! Better buy a spraygun
now. You'll be having thousands of pests
arriving just as soon as the plants start
showing their various foliages. Sprayguns
are getting very scarce, too, but — get
one. It will save you a lot of cuss words
in about 60 days.
Analyze Your Victory Garden
One of the first things to be considered
is the size of your garden. Plant only the
vegetables that the family really enjoys.
If your planting area is small, eliminate
those that require much space, such as
squash, pumpkin, cantaloupes, etc. Stable
vegetables that are always purchasable,
such as potatoes, turnips and cabbage,
mit. also be omitted if space doesn't percan
When it comes to making the actual
garden, one has to do a little experimenting. There can be no set rules to follow,
for every situation and environment is
different. As to soil and location, just
make the most of what you have. A garden located near your kitchen door is convenient for gathering and working. An
east-southeast or southern exposure is best
for your crops, for they will mature faster.
Also keep your garden away from shallowrooted trees such as poplars, willows, maples and elms. These trees will deprive
your garden of plant food and water, and
too, they may cause too much shade.
In case of adobe soil, it can be made
more workable and lighter by spading in
of manures, compost, peat moss, and leaf

PRICED

mold. A sandy soil can be made more productive in the same manner. The use of
humus also improves the water-holding
capacity of the soil. Cultivate to keep the
weeds down, cultivate deep, but be sure
not toface roots.
go too close to the plant and surIn the arrangement of your garden, it
is best to have the rows run North and
South so that they will get an even amount
of sunlight. Always plant corn, pole beans,
etc., on the North side so they will not
shade the small plants near them. If your
garden is on a slope, run the rows lengthwise, instead of up an down, in order to
hold the water. This will prevent erosion.
If you have rhubarb or asparagus, it should
be placed at one end of your plot.
Directions for planting your vegetables
can be obtained from the seed packets or
your nurseryman.
Do start your garden today — be patriotic and grow your own, so that our fighting men will have just that much more!
Let's have some suggestions if you
would like other types of information on
this C.V.G. Department. Thank you. Call
Extension 1233.

FONE ROOM FONIES
By CHERRY NICKOLS
Mr. Metzler Applauded
Through the courtesy of MR. FRED
METZLER, a group of Marines who took
part in the "Open
Season a on
at
Guadalcanal,
were allowed
tripJaps"
through
out Studio'. The boys really had a good
time; luncheon at the Cafe de Paris, a
visit to the colorful "Stormy Weather" set;
the privilege of meeting your Telephone
Operators, and were entertained in the
office of ISLIN AUSTER, who is going to
produce "Guadalcanal Diary." KENNETH
GAMET is writing the script. The Marines
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were thrilled a-plenty when MR. AUSTER
and MR. SAMET, who are kept busy dodging autograph seekers, actually asked for
their autographs. One of the boys has
been nicknamed "DEAD-EYE" DICK by
his buddies. If I were slant-eyed I'd hate
to see his eyes behind a tommy gun pointing in my direction. Guess he got his
quota of Japs alright.
Reminiscence
PETE JASORAS (Coffee Shop) certainly has his troubles these days. He was trying to fit the lid on a carton of malted
milk for BEHE MOORE, and WHAM!— he
pressed a little too hard, thereby causing
a geyser of milky fluid to hit him in the
face and splash all over the front of his
clothes. "Hell!" says Pete. "That settles
it— I'm going to join the Foreign Legion."
Of course this happened B.I.C.R. (Before
Ice Cream Rationing!!).
ELEANOR SPIES is ONE gal who definitely did NOT "lost it" in Campeche.
Careful study of the above photograph
will leave you in no doubt as to the reason

LUCILLE MANN: "The line is busy."
Lady: "That's all right. Operator, just
mind!"
I don't
ring anyway,
Group
Insurance
Exegesis
Those of you who do not have one of
our Group Insurance policies have no idea
what a grand and glorious feeling it is,
when you are lying in your bed at home,
ill and unable to work, knowing that the
Group Insurance Office is looking out for
your interests and willing to help you. It
happened to me recently — so believe me,
I know!. Ask MARGUERITE HAMILTON
about it. Dial Station No. 559.
Our Janitors
Under the supervision of GEORGE McO'FALLON,
(Head Janitor),
LEAN
ROY MEADOWS,
EARL BILL
WURTMAN
and
NELS NELSON really gave our office a
good slicking-up yesterday. They washed
walls, washed our pictures, waxed the floor,
not once, but twice, and even cleaned our
ash-trays. Do we shine around here? Or
skid aroundIt,here!"
we appreciate
say, we"Doreally
should
We
do, I and
boys.

why. "September Morn" was coy, but —
Eleanor tells me it's only a bathing cap,
folks!
No doubt by this time you are all familiar with the method we have of determining ifyou are really you, when you call
in from your homes and ask for the home
number of another Studio employee.
CHARLIE HALL has a new and shatteringproof angle. Called in the other night and
gave me his own number BACKWARDS
to prove he — was really he. I like that.
Don't know whether I can get this over
or not, but if you will read it very fast and
breathlessly you will have some idea of
how it sounded to MARY, the Operator on
duty, who answered the call at I 1 :30 p.m.
Female voice (loud and Vera Vagueish):
"Listen, honey, I can't get the Casting
Office to answer — don't tell me the war
has a monopoly on those lines — but I'm
just going through Los Angeles on my
way to San Francisco and I have a grand
act. I simply MUST show it tO' somebody
— I want the Talent Scout at your Studio
to give me a try-out tonighf — can you
hear me honey? — I do my act with two
beautifully trained peacocks and two huge
blue balloons — I cover my body with blue
paint and dance — are you there. Operator?— well — as I was sayin' — at the proper
time the peacocks break the balloons —
AND—
"Dear Sod!" says Mary, "why can't
they ration that kind of 'GAS'!?"
FRANKIE

McLaughlin

answered a call

with our commercial "20th Century-Fox,"
five times, a little louder each time, and
knowing that the line was open she became
exasperated and said: "HELLO? is anyone
on this line?" Whereupon she heard a
tiny, meek, male, Casper-Milquetoast voice
say, "No Operator, I don't think sol!"
NEHIE McLAUGHLIN: "They don't
answer."
Lady: "Oh dear, what do I do now?"

VIC CHRISTENSEN, the ASSISTANT STUDIO
MANAGER and HEAD ot ESTIMATING DEPT,
is now the newly elected PRESIDENT of the
TCP SAFETY COMMIHEE.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY DINNEEN
20th C. F. Saf^ Society
Uncle Sam is mighty proud of this organization,— It ranks first in the conservation of manpower. We must have your
100 per cent cooperation In this campaign,
and if you have any suggestions, or would
like any particular knowledge In the way
of Safety, please let us know.
JOSEPH CAPLAN, Director of the
Greater Los Angeles Safety Society, who
handles the education, and details, will
be visiting us at the next meeting.

Please check your Safety equipment
see that the necessary repairs are ma^^
for it is hard to take care of replacements,
Shoe rationing was tagged as pennytoday.
wise and pound-foolish when it comes to
rationing the Safety Shoe. This type of
shoe is vital to foundry workers and many
employees doing heavy work. California
Safety Society recommends that each
Company establish a Board to judge
whether the employee should be given a
ticket for Safety Shoes.
Your Country expects everyone to do
his duty. So get in and dig. Dig for Victory. GLENN HARMAN, our Landscape
Foreman, has some good tips for the Victory Garden.
HARRY HECKEL, Chief Chef at our
Cafe de Paris, has som.e good tips on
food, but you'll have to raise that garden
first. So if you want to eat, you'd better
get busy NOW. The Chef realizes the
seriousness of the food situation, better
than most of us.
The newly appointed and elected Safety
Committee
men and deputies are as follows:
Advisory Staff
Board of Governors
V. J. Christensen, Pres.
James Dinneen, Sec.
D. C. H. Jones
Fred L. Metzler
J. S. Ferguson
Dr. Arthur Rubin
Camera Dept.
Maintenance
Grover Laube
Jack Conlin
Earl Walker
Harold Thomas
Maintenance W. A.
Carpenter Dept.
Fred Signor
Lee SIcknor
Mechanical Effects
George
CustodianHulbert
Dept.
Alfred Leman
E. A. Hartwig
Paint Dept.
William
O'Neill
George McClain
Elect. Machine Shop Al Buemiller
Walter Dunham
F. DeClark
Carl
C. Smith
Police Brassfleld
Dept.
Elect. Maintenance Chief Young
O. Woodward
Pete Young
R. Ball
Property Dept.
Elect. Gaffers and
Fred Bahr
Operators
C.
Dickman
M. L. Sutton
R. Evans
Bryan and
Sheffield
G.
Prop,
Min. Dept.
FireJones
Dept.
Phil
Poole
W. Michalsky
E. H. Enos
J. Spies
H. E. Conlon
Printing Dept.
Grip Dept.
Kenneth Lutes
Harold Gordon
Sound Dept.
Labor
Dept.
Hugh C.
Peck
J. P. Corcoran
C. Roche
L. D. Grignon
Staff
Dept.
Laboratory
J.
D. Fannon
D. E. Rothschild
Alex Kariakin
Landscape Dept.
Leo Cripe
Paul Riggins
Fixture Dept.
Fred Bahr
Bryan Sheffield

J. J. Drew
George B. Cooke
Transportation Dept.
Evan G. Edmunds
Ed Mueller
Wardrobe Dept.
C. Sandeen
Construction Dept.
Phil Adams
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20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
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20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE
By BILL WINTER
Down the Alleys — 9th Week . . . J. FINK
was top man with 244 tor high ind. game
and M. BONOME captured high ind. series with 643 . . . ARMAND ALLEN still
clings to the League lead with 187 average, and JOHNNY McCAFFERTY has
shot the highest series sans handicap with
an even 700 .. . PHYLLIS HUFFINE with
181 and FLO RIDSWAY with 180, both
of the BOWLERETTES, lead the gals In
high game scratch . . . BERLE'S team shot
the highest series ever shot in the history
of the 20th 0. F. Bowling League, a tremendous 3009. The boys on the team are
ARMAND ALLEN, GEORGE MILLS, BILL
WASHO, DAVE MALMEN and MONTE
BONOME . . . Rarity of the week. Although the WOOLEY CUBS dropped 4
points to BERLE'S, they gathered some
satisfaction In winning high team game, as
a team can win only one prize and
BERLE'S won the team series . . . MAYO'S
MAULERS dropped FONDA'S QUINTS
for 3, while BUCK BENNY'S took 4 from
the LAB OWLS.
10th Week . . . Only five more weeks
to go and 10 teams out of the 16 have a
mathematical chance to win the second
half . . . BERLE'S and BENNY'S teams are
now tied for first place with MAYO'S 2
points out . . . The MAULERS grabbed
high team series with 2805 and BILL WINTER slid home with high Ind. game of
237 . . . HUMBERSTONE'S team upset
the QUINTS for 4 points while the LAB
OWLS nabbed 3 from GRABLE'S team,
and incidentally won high game with 993
. . . HAL SAILOR shot another swell
series of 646 to run away from the field
in that department . . . W. WASHO had
a 589 series scratch to move him Into 4th
place among the gang . . . JESS WOLF
has been having his troubles lately. Has
a bad case of splititus.

20TH CENTURY-FOX BOWLING LEAGUE
vs. PARAMOUNT BOWLING LEAGUE
In a special match game between the
two studios for the benefit of their respective CIGARETTE FUNDS our Studio won
27 out of a possible 40 points. A very
fine turn-out of rooters were there to cheer
our bowlers, inclu ding BETTY GRABLE
and LYNN BARI, both of whom were a
great help to their teams as each emerged

victorious by a 3 to I count over their
opponents. There were many spirited
matches, some being lost or won by one
and two pins and everyone had a very
enjoyable evening. A check for $155.92
has been turned over to our CIGARETTE
FUND by the BOWLING LEAGUE and
PARAMOUNT won $75.08 for their CIGARETTE FUND ... In addition to the
above, war stamp prizes were won by the
following bowlers:
$15.00 HIGH TEAM SERIES— 2918 pins—
TCF- BENNY'S BOWLER BEARS
$10.00 2ND HIGH TEAM SERIES— 2813
TCF -BERLE'S BOWLERS
$5.00 IND. HIGH SERIES— 625 pinsTCF-G. REED, BENNY'S BEARS
$5.00 IND. 2ND HIGH SERIES— 621 —
TCF-G. MILLS, BERLE'S BOWLERS
$5.00 IND. HIGH GAME— 236 pinsPARA-F. STEINER
$5.00 IND. 2ND HIGH GAME— 234 pinsPARA-H. BUSBY, FONDA QUINTS
On behalf of the League, many thanks
to everyone, especially our sponsors, for
their splendid cooperation In making this
tournament a successful one.

INTERVIEW WITH ORSON WELLES
By SHIRLYE

POTASH

The sun was streaming down on the Lot,
but to me it was lightning. The pound of
my heart was like thunder, and the beads
on my brow like heavy rain as I walked
onto Stage B to interview — none other
than the ORSON WELLES! The set was
dense with fog (for "Jane Eyre") and It
fitted my frame of mind to^ perfection.
Mental disintegration set In as I saw MR.
WELLES coming toward me, accompanied
by his very charming Secretary, PEGGY
VAUGHN. On being introduced, ORSON
WELLES shook his clammy hand and
smiled, and at once the atmosphere
cleared.
I asked him what his plans were for the
Army, and he replied, "Young Lady, I
don't make plans for the Army, the Army
makes plans for me!" His answer to the
query: "Do you Intend to start a theatrical
Service?" was
uponthatentering
group
"No!" and
he was the
going in as a plain
buck private. As the conversation progressed it became self-evident that I
wasn't talking to an ordinary human being,
for ORSON WELLES' genius lies not only
In his capacity for work, but his ability
to arouse others.
When the daily shooting of "Jane Eyre"
is through, MR. WELLES starts the cutting
of his Latin American Epic, which continues to all hours of the night. It Is a true
story in three parts entitled
In Rio," (2) "Story of the
and
"My Friend
Bonito."
have (3)
a Brazilian
background

(I) "Carnaval
Jangadelros,"
The the
firstthird
two
and

Is a Mexican story. Simultaneously he is
writing a play, besides having taken over
JACK BENNY'S program until MR.
BENNY (who Is III) can resume the Sunday
night broadcasts.

"SHORTY"

CHIRELLO,

who not only

Is ORSON
"Man admirers
Friday," told
but
critic
and oneWELLES
of his' ardent
,
m,e that every spare minute he has Is spent
reading books, and studying. MR. WELLES
says the only way to get ahead Is to work
hard, which he does in excess!
Out of O.W.'s dressing room came the
lilting strains of — "boogie woogle!" as an
accompaniment to our conversation. He
Identified the record that was playing as
one of "COUNT" BASIE'S.
When I told MR. WELLES I was terrified
at the thought of Interviewing him — he
just
I don'tWELLES,
see how InI
couldlaughed
have (personally,
been, for MR.
my estimation. Is one of the very nicest
persons I have ever met) and put me at
ease at once, for which I was most grateful. He was then called back to the set
to resume shooting, invited me to watch,
and said we would continue after the
scene was finished.
The set was rather crowded with Service men, who seemed very Impressed by
the "goings-on." This particular set required a horse and carriage, and I'm
afraid the horse wasn't In a working mood
(even if he was working for MR. WELLES)
because the animal refused to stand still.
After the scene was finally shot, we again
continued.

I asked If he thought I was aspiring to
be another LOUELLA PARSONS (I should
be so lucky!!), but even so, I would have
nothing more than the very best to say
about our ORSON WELLES.
When asked how he liked 20th 0. F.
MR. WELLES became very enthusiastic;
he likes It Immensely and states that the
T. 0. Fox personnel Is tops with him.
"In fact," he said, "thi s is my favorite
By this time I felt I couldn't possibly
take up anymore of his time, thanked him
and started to leave. He asked me if I
."
studiotransportation
had
back to the Studio
Club, but I said I would prefer walking.
You see, we who walk on pink clouds
need no additional means of conveyance.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
April showers will bring July artichokes— we hope? Our genial and very
youthful friend, HARRY WOLF, Is In the
market for a baby carriage, perambulator, or what have you? Not for himself,
mind you, but for his brand new grandchild. I know that It Isn't customary for
grandpas to pass out cigars, but in this
case the grandpa Is so jubilant, and taking
so much credit, I think It would be the

thing to do, — If you get what I mean!!!
We were more than glad to see our
friend, "WHITEY" JONES In our shop the
other day. He is another one of those
very fortunate fellows for whom a uniform
just does things. He always was a goodlooking brute, but now that he has that
military manner and form-fitting suit, he

Entered

as second

class

matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
Act of March 3, 1879.

sure is the fellow on the "white horse."
Something of real interest would be to
visit PETE WEIDMAN'S refrigerator on a
hot Sunday afternoon. I have been told
that his wife has to clear it all out on Friday, so that PETE can have it ready for
use on Sunday. In case you are looking
for an invitation to this oasis, PETE is the
tall, handsome gent with no hair on his
head, but with a lot on his chest.
We have a new face in our department
■that I forgot to mention before. If you
should see AL NORBY walking down the
street, and another fellow on a dog-trot
trying to keep up — that will be our new
man, CHICK. Don’t think that CHICK Is
slow, just because he has to trot, because
this guy NORBY makes us all trot to keep
up with him. In case you don't knov/
NORBY, he's the Maintenance Department's own Mr. Five-by-Five. We will spot
two to one that he can out-work any two
men in the Studio. So seeing that CHICK
has been able to keep up the past month
with a race horse, he is proving to be a
valuable addition to our crew.
BART PALMER, our painter, (the one
who possesses the yodeling voice and the
tap-dancing feet) has a son. Believe me,
girls, you have something more to see.
The line forms to the right, and no shoving.
If you can present the proper credentials
I might arrange an introduction.
Priority rights recognized, for a preview look in the Electrical Dept. ... I
drink a cup of hot water every morning.
We call it coffee. When can I use 26? . . .
He was "bred" in old Kentucky, but he's
part of a sandwich now ... I had better
stop this, because it might be treated like
a can of milk, and the editor will condense it!!
To all the Boys in the Service, wherever
you may be, we wish all of you the best,
and we want you to know that we try to
understand and properly appreciate the
job you are doing. We want you to feel
we are trying to keep up your end here,
and that you will come back to find things
as good as, or beter than, you left them.
We like to hear from you. We want to
know how you are, how you feel, what you
are doing. When your letters are posted
on our Bulletin Boards, the whole gang
gathers to read them. You are always part
of the bunch, and a word from you makes
us feel that you are not so far away. Well,
Cheerio.
I wish that all our boys could call Extension 508, but as it is, I will have to ask
only those in the Studio to call us about
their little troubles. CHARLES RABOLD.
our Department Head, would much rather
have you call us when things are broken,
than have you call the doctor or ambulance.

RAY FARRELL ESCAPES ACCIDENT
I think that my friend, RAY FARRELL
will appreciate the small things in life novz
— especially fractions because the differ-

ence of I/I6th of an inch might have
meant

the loss of an eye to him; fortu-

nately he wasn't seriously damaged. Praise
the Lord.
We of the Maintenance of Facilities
Dept, reiterate — PLEASE BE CAREFUL OF
THE VENETIAN BLINDS. Call us about
your trials and tribulations. Extension 508.

SHAVINGS fToM THE MILL
I've been

By A. P. "WHIZZER" WHITE
waiting in vain before this

edition went to press, for RAY RIDDLE'S
cat, in the Glass Shop, to have kittens,
but alas, RAY miscalculated the blessed
event,
as yet, the stork hasn't arrived!
Random so Thoughts
MORRIS SCHOLAR has finally worn
out that old oversize sweater of his. He
felt that after 14 years of faithful service,
the sweater deserved a better fate than
the incinerator, so he donated it to the
Russian Relief.
If you want to burn up ED GORES, tell
him not to get excited. ED just loves the
"Dying-Calf" look in FRANK ERICKSON’S eyes.
HARRY SIMMONS is a bachelor no
more. He quit beating the women off
with a club and finally succumbed to the
charms of a female. HARRY took a few
days off to get married in Yuma. When
he came back, the boys presented him
with a nice wedding gift.
Nice break BERT SIOKNER got, pushing
a gang on the "Street of Lourdes," a new
outdoor set under construction for "Song
of CHARLIE
Bernadette."WHITE

is probably telling
everyone but the Income Tax Collector
about the $300 he made on the stock
market.

MAIL ROOM MISSIVES
By WILLIAM N, AUSTIN
PROLOGUE
WHAM!! Again handsome Boss JACK
BURKE takes It on the chin. NINE of his
trusted Mail Room employees left tor other
parts last month. Only TWO of his pre1943 faithful followers remain to share his
aching heart, and his ever-lightening fair
locks. To these fellows, it is not puzzling to
watch his quiet preparations with M of F to
have his cell padded, although sound insulation probably IS needed.
AU REVOIR
The Armed Forces recently called three
of 20th C.F.'s Mercuric Messengers. First,
quietly-capable DICK JONES, from the
U. S. Mail side, answered the call. Then
theatrically-Intense GEORGE
MUNTON,
a gentleman and shrewd businessman, (If
there ever was one) donned his G.l. togs.
At this writing FRANK BORAN is slaving
feverishly to finish his latest screen play,
"The Phantom Lady," (a mighty smooth
job, too), before starting to tote a rifle.
GRADUATED
Three others found openings In other departments. LEO WEISMANTEL quickens
countless feminine pulses In the Script.
Dept. . . . H. M. KUO flies the HARRY
BRAND BANNER, laboring diligently tor
his Illustrious Boss. . . . DICK "KNEE
HIGH" MacGLASHAN expectantly whistles "Anchors Aweigh" down Drapery way.
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
JIM SANFILIPPO, former M. R. scrlbesuperbus, (L.) is back on his night club
beat. . . . WARREN
HUFFORD’S on
leave-of-absence — III health. . . . Dapper
BILL BLACKBURN headed for Douglas to

It's been a long time since I heard the
men moan about too much overtime.
Service Dept.

his Super BB-7-come-ll
design
NEW FACES

CHARLIE BROWN was the only man
to leave us last month for the Service.

enough, JIM SANFILIPPO’S replacement isJIM SANFILIPPO — no fooling— they're cousins. The latter JIM is
from Cleveland and knows his football from,

CHARLIE is now a C.P.O. in the "Seabees." Good Luck, CHARLIE!
I wish I knew some way to cheer up
MAURY
FOUNTAIN. MAURY
Is one
lonesome boy — what with a wife and a
young son here at home and him somewhere on a Pacific Island! . . . "CHUBBY"
CUDWORTH
got up a letter, which a
bunch of the boys signed and sent to
him . . . KENNY DICE dropped in the
Studio the other day, looking plenty good
and happy as a lark.
In conclusion, let me say that TOM
MORRISSEY chose a couple of good men
In ARCHIE LATTER and me to handle the
Red Cross Drive in the Construction Dept.
I have taken up so many collections that
when I approach the men now, they automatically reach Into their pockets and
say:
Red
cause
their

"How much, and what for?" The
Cross Drive Is a worthy and great
and I know our m.en will respond In
usual manner.

"Special."

Oddly

the around up and his rhumbas from the
hips down!, is built for endurance on both.
. . . Blond FRED GOETZ (unfortunately,
no relation to THE Mr. Goetz) divides his
time between histrionics and puppetry. . . .
JOHN PATEAKOS, who knows Boston and
"New Yawk" better than the Great South
West, can croon and make the percussions
sing with equal ease. . . . Also from Cleveland, DAVE HARCHAR divides his attention between breezy conversation and
. EARL HAEH'S
flashy sport
ious clothes.
the nicesta
worker, . .possesses
conscient
what'sn.more, matches
hair, and
wavy
dispositio
a pleasant
with blond
It
EPILOGUE— SYMPHONY
PATHETIQUE
And still MR. BURKE gazes into space,
his misty blue eyes speaking with heartrending pathos of the Tschaikowsklan tribulations that are his. Who knows, nine more
may have gone by this time next month.
But, such is life!!
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became fascinated by a gateman's Inability to recognize me.
Day after day, month after month, I had to Identify myself
every morning to qain admission to the Lot. Once, when I
covered sports briefly, I became convinced that It took longer
for a professional athlete, particularly a baseball player, to
place a name and a face than any other living creature. Later,
after being introduced to a few of the younger actors and
actresses, I was not so sure. But as an individual, this honest
gateman was by all odds the champion. V^hen finally that
morning came when his eyes lighted with recognition at the
sight of me, five years had passed.
Far better for a company than "loyalty" is what kept me
at Twentieth Century-Fox long after the reluctant gateman
had finally got me fixed in his fabulous memory — agreeability
of conditions. I found Fox an agreeable place to work. Obviously I can speak only of my own particular little sphere but
this sphere touched on numerous other spheres, of all characters and natures of work, and In all of them, with the most
insignificant exceptions, I found agreeable men and women
to work with. They were pleasant and accommodating. If
there was irritable competition or rivalry, I didn't run across
it. If there was politics. It escaped me. Almost without exception the people I have worked with have had an easy-going
pride In what they were doing and a casual and amiable digthat made association with them a nice thing to face
each nity
day.

Benny Benson
Bert W. Thomas

15
16

Nunnally Johnson

2
11

Job! Johnson, you'd better snap out of It before the boys
begin taking up a collection to buy that God-damned pigskin
traveling bag with N. J. In gold letters on it.

14

But I must say. In all honesty, that I never expect to find
another such contentment as I have had here. The next time

3
4
4
8

I sign up with a studio I shall pay more attention to what I'm
doing. As soon as all of the gatemen at the new place come
to recognize me, a simple matter next time, because I intend
to carry a neon sign on my hat, Dorothy, my secretary, and I
will get our things together and push off to the next place,
without bothering to find out about the working conditions.
They might be nice, and that would be the end. Nothing gets
a man down like contentment. And nothing is sadder to leave.

William Koenig Mourned

Special

20th Century-Fox

God knows I had no expectation, when I came to the company, of remaining so long, but during the first six months I

13
14
15

The Studio Club Red Cross Dance

Safety News
George Wiener
Adios, Romero
Fox Tales

I have worked for Twentieth Century-Fox tor ten years, the
only time in my life I have been able to endure such a formidable allegiance. The previous record was six years, on a
Brooklyn newspaper. The rule has been that either the boss
or I weary of each other In much less time, occasionally in
about ten minutes.

Jo Bonome
W. L. Post
Lee Dunbar
Ruth O. Rosander
Walter E. Pitchman

^^eatured
Editorial

JOHNSON

Jimmy Dinneen
Shirlye Potash
Louise Burnett
Frank B. Dessler

How such conditions come about I don't know. Some of It,
I suppose, can be traced to the character of the bosses, up
and down the scale. Some of It comes from simple human
self-respect, with reason to assume fairness of treatment In
return for fairness of service. The rest, I Imagine, Is just
plain luck.
At any rate. It acted like a man's-size dose of luminal on
me, and the next thing I knew, another five years had passed.
This, I reflected, was going a bit too far. Ten years In one
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SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY DINNEEN
The Annual Dinner In honor of the Studio Industrial Safety Organization was
held May 8, at the Cafe de Paris. MR.
JACK CODD, as Master of Ceremonies,
kept things interesting. NICK JANIOS
was given a vote of thanks tor the delicious dinner. So many congratulatory telegrams were received during the evening
that "Lefty" Hough thought they must be
"props".
CHRISTENSEN
wants
us to However,
know that VIC
the one
he sent from
Mexico was no prop! Imagine — after ail
the money and effort he spent on It! We
feel sorry for those who were unable to
attend because they missed a good time.
Review of Minutes of last Safety Meeting: It was recommended that persons
driving onto the lot from the Santa Monica gate reduce their speed when passing
the garage, as the boys backing out with
heavy equipment are put In a dangerous
position. The speed on the lot Is 15 miles
per hour.
Cur sympathy to PETE WEIDEMAN
(Maintenance) who sustained an accident
on May 5, as the result of which he may
lose three fingers. Cur sincere thanks to
JCE FRIGNCN for his work on Safety
Signs.
MR. BEN WURTZEL calls attention of
all employes to a greater need for co
operation with the Safety Crganizatlon.
To quote from SAFETY SUPERVISCR,
a publication by James S. Kemper: "Statistics In the United States show that out
of the male population between the ages
of eighteen and twenty-one, there are
2,200,000 disabled by previous accidents.
These Injuries resulted from automobile,
Industrial, home and public accidents.
Therefore, we have In the age group
that should produce the best specimen of
fighting manhood a huge army disabled
by previous accidents. The sad part Is
that the majority of these Injuries were
totally unnecessary and could have been
prevented by a little forethought.
"Therefore, the next time someone tells
you that safety work and accident prevention take time that otherwise would go
Into more productive effort, please jus+
quote these figures.

"There never was a safety program Intelligently carried out that did not produce benefits ten times the effort and
expense laid out."
SAFETY SUGGESTICN — When on the
stages, in your own office or in any building on the lot, be sure to make a mental
note of the quickest emergency exit.

of the Lot

THE HOT SET DEPARTMENT
By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

Be it a better "mouse trap" or Victory
Garden, you can bet the Prop Department has It. Take FRANK GGGEL'S
garden for Instance. He Is proudly displaying cabbages that weigh 4I/2 pounds,
cauliflower 2I/2 pounds, besides other vegetables equally phenomenal. His canned
fruit and vegetable supply has the laugh
on ration points. Hasn't used a one to
date. The meat situation doesn't have him
worried either — he also raises rabbits. For
further Inspiration and expert advice, consult any member of the department. In
addition they will tell you the best liniment to use, the best sunburn lotion, and
last but not least, the best bug exterminator.
The Navy no doubt realizes its good fortune In a recently acquired Storekeeper,
First Class. HARRY MELLEN'S long anticipated notice finally arrived, and he
left for parts unknown on March 29th. He
is now stationed at Camp Peary, Williamsburg, Virginia. The good wishes of
every member of the department are with
him all the way.
Props are also furnishing first class material to the Marines In the person of
AARON BETKIJIAN, fo say nothing of
RALPH HANSEN who Is leaving for the
Army Air Corps Camouflage. DICK MacGLASHEN has donned the Navy blue too.
With this excellent and varied representation, the enemy hasn't a chance.
As I said before, nothing but the bes+
— and biggest — from the Prop Department, Including eggs from the Rode Ranch

an "art,"
but
we are curious
aboutsays
the it's
whole
truth.
FREDDIE
in Fontana.
SPINNER GREENWOOD is off again on
his third Marine epic, "Guadalcanal
Diary." In addition to Marine life, the
great GREENWOOD is also an authority
on hoss-opera. Just ask him anything.
FREDDIE SIMPSON'S sojourn in the desert has put a shine on his face and a glint
in his eye. Beside dodging cactus plants,
FREDDIE washed, shaved and bathed in a
steel helmet. Ask him how It feels to get
back to civilization? His answers may
amaze you. Here's something that will
amaze you. Near Needles, about twenty
miles distant, there Is the Fourth Armored
Division of the U. S. Army at Oamp Ivis.
The first two divisions of fhis ouffit are
now with General Patfon In Africa, and
the Fourth Division will be with him soon.
These boys stationed there In the desert
have no recreational advantages whatsoever. They need books, magazines, periodicals, and any reading material that
the generosity of friends can furnish. So,
when you finish that magazine, send It to
these boys. They will appreciate it more
than you can guess!

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
ATTENTION!
A REMINDER— to all TCF Studio
Club members — Keep the Studio
Club posted as to your CORRECT
MAILING ADDRESS. Please PRINT
your name and new address and send
to the Studio Club, Room 9, Old
Adm. Bldg. "Action" magazine Is
mailed second-class and the Post Office does not forward such material.

Pictured above is a group of the majority of our Safety Committee which attended the recent Safety
Committee Dinner held on the Lot. Left to right: AL BUEMILLER (Paint), EVAN EDMUNDS (Transportation), KENNETH LUTES (Grip), J. SPIES (Prop. & Min.), W. MICHALSKY (Prop. & Min.),
CHARLES FLICKWIR (Estimating), PHIL POOLE (Prop. & Min.), J. MONTGOMERY (Fire Dept.),
GEO. HULBERT (Carpenter), E. H. ENOS (Fire Dept.), LEO CRIPE (Landscape), GROVER LAUBE
(Camera), G. B. COOKE (Staff Shop), C. ROCHE (Labor), H. CONLON (Fire Dept.), AL LEMAN
(Mechanical Effects), F. DECLARK (Machine Shop), J. D. FANNON (Labor), PAUL RIGGINS
(Landscape), DR. ARTHUR RUBIN (Hospital), VIC PRICE (Accounting), HAROLD THOMAS (Maintenance), DR. C. A. MASON, V. MAYS (Property). Back row, standing above: J. DINNEEN, Secretary
(Maintenance), O. VVOOD WARD (Elec. Maintenance).
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PAINT PADDLE MIXES GOSSIP
(Western Avenue)
By BEN BRATMAN
There was a terrific battle in the Western Avenue Paint Shop that lasted several
days, and sent some of the three participants home for over a week. It was all
started by the Gremlins who were first
by the Air Force as trouble makreported
ers of the worst kind.
The enemy first attacked JOHNNY
STEYL, a painter, who with the help of
BILL AMESS, a foreman In the shop, was
able to hold off the enemy for three days,
but the Gremlins finally knocked JOHNNY
out and home he went for ten days.
Now in fury the Gremlins jumped BILL
AMESS with their full force, but BILL
stood his ground. With heavy reinforcements that came In a brown bottle, he
fought these Gremlins for another day,
but alas, they had established a bridgehead In the region of his bronchial tubes,
and home he went for almost two weeks.
While this battle was going on, a task
force of these Gremlins was attacking
MAURY WAITE, head of Western Avenue
Paint Shop. The following day he met the
combined, victorious forces of the previous two battles. By this time MAUR'^'
brought up all his fighting equipment and
hit these sneaky Gremlins with everything
he had. Finally, they had met their match
as they were trapped in pockets of his
tonsils and were annihilated to the last
enemy, but MAURY had to stay home for
a few days to recuperate.
If you visit the Paint Shop now, we
guarantee you will not find a single Gremlin, and MAURY, BILL, and JOHNNY
are back as healthy as ever.
Some call this kind of Gremlin — FLU
GERMS.
We have noticed that the Badge on the
chest of LT. ALFRED TRUESDELL of W. A.
Police Force is exceptionally bright and
shiny. Could it be because he Is acting
Captain while CAPT. McADAMS is away
on his vacation, or because ALFRED has
just celebrated his 58th birthday?
SERGEANT HENRY SOBEL also of the
W. A. Police Force celebrated his 54th
birthday. Good luck to you boys.
Speaking of celebrations, see If you can
top this one — MAURY WAITE had four
celebrations in one month. Cn May 3 he
and his wife Gladys celebrated their 28th
wedding anniversary. Cn May 4 there
was a grand celebration of the fifth wedding anniversary of his eldest son and
daughter-in-law, NCRMAN and RUTH
WAITE. Cn May 5 MAURY had a birthday of his own and the whole family called
for another celebration. Cn May 26 the
family celebrated the 17th birthday of his
only daughter, MISS THELMA WAITE.
"When It rains, it pours," says he, but if
you ask us, he got soaked under that
downpour and the only place left dry was
his pocket book.

ADIOS, ROMERO
By LOUISE

BURNETT

I come to praise CESAR — not to bury
him! For here is a man with true American courage and a happy-go-lucky philosophy, doubtlessly inherited from his Latin
ancestors, who will meet all requirements
for the United States Coast Guard, his
next major role.
CESAR RCMERC leaves 20th CenturyFox — AND Hollywood, June 10th for
"Boot Camp" training, probably at Santa
Catalina Island. He is glad to be going
in as an apprentice seaman, because he
says he finds consolation in the fact that
he can't be demoted, since he is starting
in the lowest classification possible.
He enlisted in the Coast Guard last
Cctober, but was deferred three times because ofpicture assignments. "However,"
he avers, "there'll be no more 'takes,' as
June loth is the positive deadline."
Cn the set of "Wintertime," RCMERC'S last picture, I asked him just how It
felt to be leaving Hollywood and a motion
picture career.
When I remarked, "You'll be one of our
last leading men to go," he smiled In true
RCMERC fashion and said, "Thanks, darlyn," (be still my fluttering heart!) "but
I'm still not a leading man" - -

Genial

George

Wiener

of our Property

Dept.

GEORGE WIENER
By SHIRLYE

POTASH

Speaking of swell guys (I mean gentlemen) on this
Lot, one WIENER,
fella that can't
be
left out
is GECRGE
Property
Dept. Foreman.
GECRGE has been with us since the
tender age of seventeen. He is twentyseven now, and the ten years have left him
none the worse for wear.

Technical Sergeant Warren Brown, former electrician, greets friend Cesar Romero, on his recent
visit to the Lot.

"But," I protested, "What about 'Tall,
Dark and Handsome?' AND I must say,
you were going 'great guns' In 'The Cisco
"The 'Kid' series," he explained, "was
halted by the lamentable, yet clearly understandable fact that the Mexican Government resented American movie heroes
beingKid'."
catalogued as Mexican bandits.
"Though," CESAR hastily added, "it
Isn't half bad chasing SCNJA HENIE all
through 'Wintertime' — even if CCRNELL
WILDE does get her In the end."
Again,
I thought, he's happy about the
whole
thing!
Upon noticing a few (very few) grey
hairs on his right temple, I ventured, "Are
they really yours, MR. RCMERC?"
Promptly: "YES, makes me slightly distinguished— kind of all right, huh?"
- - Yes,
and weso thought,
are you! they're kind of all right
Adlos and Godspeed, CESAR.

GECRGE has worked In several departments on the Lot, namely. Grip, Accounting, Mill, Labor, and last, but definitely
not least, the Property Dept. His various
bosses can testify to the fact that he is
probably the most conscientious and ambitious boy that ever hit 20th C. F.
GECRGE'S main ambition in life is to
become a lawyer, and a darn good one.
He went to U.C.L.A. for four years, where
he took a Parliamentary Law course. He
then went to S.C. Law School and graduated in January after 3I/2 years at this
"Institution".
Cn his day off, Instead of taking It
easy, he works for the L.A. Legal Aid
Foundation, which does free legal work
for people who can't afford to pay a
private attorney.
George to!d us that his main objective
In life Is to start a legal practice that
caters to the so-called "other half". He
said that outside of eking out a bare
existence he wouldn't care for the moneymaking end of It, just so he could help
someone who deserved it who couldn't
a good attorney an Impossible fee.
payWhile
at S.C. he was a member of the
Law Review Editorial Staff, which consists
of the top ten percent (grade average) of
the Law students there.

June

a
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entertained with a birthday cake in the
department and a thrilling party in her
honor
at KNX,
attended
"Baby
Snooks."in
BARBARA
seems
headedby for
a career
radio. She whips up scripts In fifteen
minutes, then presents them over the air
without rehearsal If necessary . . . also
Impersonates different characters. Including babies and animals ... at other times
she casts and rehearses her scripts . . .
also puts on shows for the U.S.O. Well!
— We hope BARBARA'S endurance equals
her ambition . . . and that she may attain
her desires. Then we have lovely brunette
RCSALYN KATZ — but go easy, boys!
When CHIEF PETTY OFFICER CLARK MURRAY returned on his first furlough, the Negative Cutting
Department at Western Avenue got together for a picture. Left to right; FRED BURNWORTH,
DAVID ROTHCHILD, C.P.O. CLARK MURRAY. JAMES GIBNEY, LEON (ROSIE) ROSEN, DAVID
GOLDFARB.

GO WESTERN

that were willing to give the big hand
KESSLER

when I was in the "Castle" of helplessness
too.

Words-Words-Words-Books by the millions— magazines — papers — never ending
talk — is it possible that everything has not
been said? Still we have it and based
on good authority that the literary surface has scarcely been scratched, which
means that all the millions of people have
his or her own story to tell in his or her

CLIVER MAIHLES has a dialect, consisting of one word, that would outweigh
a whole vocabulary of others. (Apologies

.By JACK

I
I
■

i
.

own way: That's where I come in, and this
is my story, you lucky readers. (Boy will I
get it for that remark? but maybe the boss
will be on my side, maybe — I hope). The
other day as we stood watching, the workmen were putting the finish on the old
stage, JACK FRIER flared up with the remark "It old Stage Eight could only talk."
I have never liked the expression but while
KENNY ELSWORTH, HARRY HUGHES.
RUSSELL SEAMAN, VICTOR RIES, ELMER DAUM, AL GROVES and all those
other big
were glaring at me I
would not take the chance to speak my
mind, but now that I am alone I am going
to take advantage of the opportune moment, and tell why I am agin it. Even
if old Stage Eight could talk, what could
she tell us that JIMMIE JENSEN, who
saw her from the time she started to her
very finish, could not tell us in a much
more explicit and dramatic language?
JIMMIE was there and saw the start of
those who rose and some that fell. He
saw the start of the late John Gilbert,
Tom Mix, Carole Lombard, Buck Jones
and others who, like old Stage Eight,, have
finished their story. He saw the start, likewise, of many who are carrying on as:
William and Dustin Farnum, Clara Bow,
Janet Gaynor, Shirley Temple, Jane Withers and pages and pages of others, of
whom possibly the tops being the Great
Will Rogers. What more could old Stage
Eight add to this? — I am sure that this
would be only a beginning to JIMMIE'S
Story.
ARCHIE PRATT and FRANK RCWE
are neither of the blustery type but they
would never let you down. When JCE
HIRIGGYEN put out the S C S for me,
they were right on the job. There are those

to
Shakespeare).
AndCharley).
how he mows 'em
down.
(Apologies to
CAPTAIN McADAM on vacation — Why
shore.
Who would know that very attractive
KAY PARKINSCN was the new telephone
operator if I did not tell you?
Brake it up boys — see you next month.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

Have you noted how the Studio highways and byways are enhanced by the
recent infusion of beautiful young things
riding bikes? Now you all have an additional something to look forward to with
the delivery of your morning mail, shooting schedules and scripts . . . and the
Studio won't have far to go when In need
of youth, beauty — and even talent!
EDWARD KILENYI, pianist, our Doctor's son, who is taking officer's training
In the East, reports they have only ninety
books to study in thirty days . . . again
reminding us what the boys go thru.
Welcome back to URBAN THIELMAN
. . . looking as good as new after a trip
to the hospital for repairs.
CHARLIE HENDERSCN reminding his

She's already engaged to Captain George
Bloom In the Coast Artillery . . . yes, they
expect to be married as soon as he returns from Panama. Congratulations and
good luck! Cur second blonde is BARBARA FRANCEE, assisting CLARA BING
in the Library. BARBARA looks like she
is concealing an Interesting background,
but so far we haven't been able to find
out her ambitions, secrets or intentions. In
these days when every mail boy Is a potential director or executive — and the girls
aren't far behind, there Is no telling what
great names In embryo are bending elbows with us at the Coffee Shop. Well —
good luck to you all — and keep your Flag
of Ambition flying high!
WITHCUT

PRAISE

By Frances Gather, Laguna Beach
I will not measure
Cut my bit of praise.
So much
much for
for other
now — days.
So
I must not keep it
In my heart — reserved
But best
give IItcan
out
As
Where e'er deserved.
For what if I should
Keep it all in store
And some day leave It
At
And your
find door.
that you
Had gone quite far away.
What could I do
Gn
a —day?
Withsuch
Praise

charming and
pretty b'ttle
thirteenth
anniversary
... wife
by about
writingtheir
her
TED THCMPSCN writes from Missouri
a poem.
that he is getting on fine . . . that there
are plenty of parties and good times provided for the boys In his outfit . . . BUT
so far TED has been TCC busy for the
usual social activities — which to TED must
be a real hardship!
The Music Department Is of renewed
interest to many . . . now that we have
acquired the services of three new and
lovely young ladles . . . two blondes and a
brunette. First, there Is BARBARA GILL
(Darling of the Airways). She celebrated
her seventeenth birthday on May 13. Was

ANITA HERSCHEDE (Mrs. Barney Williams) and
hubby, relaxing from work in their Victory Garden
at Malibu Lakeside. Anita is secretary to Robert
Gunn, Patent Attorney.
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By HAZEL

automobiles or parts is— well, anyone w!^
has had to replace broken parts knows
just how difficult that Is.
Courts are stern In imposing penalties
for violations of the directions by the army
and where flagrant violations are exposed,
such persons, guilty of such, are subject
to possible expulsion from this area.
These warnings are given in your Interest and In the Interest of all of us.
Remember, an enemy plane dropping
bombs frequently Is guided by carelessness
on the part of those who could be killed
ness.the bomb they Invite by their carelessby

SHIRK

The stork finally did make that 3-point
landing with an 8 lb. girl for NORMAN
and LUCILLE MARTIEN— little JOAN
ANN, born May 6, will be the perfect comfor norm's 31/2 year old
JERRY — plement
CONGRATULATIONS!
1 I son,
and
thanks for the candy and cigars.
The proverbial Welcome Glove has
been extended to GUY VILLEMIN, our
latest recruit. HAROLD BRADOW has
turned his uniform back Into stock and
transferred from the Celluloid Commandos
to the first line trench of Ragpickers —
welcome home, HAROLD-TOM. Also, glad
to see FRED MAGNUS back on the home
lot.
Glad to again see GEORGE McGERTY,
who looks right nice in his Navy gear.
Pleasant surprise No. 2 was DOT and
EDDIE WYNIGEAR, both looking grand
— and how — JUNIOR even brought in his
weighing machine stub which said "167
lbs. and Your Work Speaks For Itself" (he's
in Army Tabulating, you know). Here's an
SOS for BOB Harris's address — last we
heard, he was at Camp Tanforan? ? ?
STEVE BRANDT is on location (for RKO)
In Utah. WALTER KIRBY has retired from
Wardrobe and gone back to his old love
— Acting.
MARTIEN and DOWSING leaving soon
for Oxnard location on "The Night Is Ending." BILL McCRARY, JOE KING, JOHN
HASSETT, and JIM SMITH will be joining
the Marines for several weeks for "GUADALCANAL DIARY" — a super epic.
ROTCHY, BRADOW, HARMELL and
VILLEMIN are performing miracles on the
miracle
picture
"Song
of Bernadette"
— a
set
with 600
extras!
A close
second to that
is "Holy Matrimony" with EARL LEAS,
MILTON EHRLICK and HENRY (ALDHELFMAN.
OFFORDRICH)and
EDDIE"Claudia"
ARMANDgivesa BERT
taste
of Down-on-the-Farm Life.
ALLEN SLONE, RUBE MORRIS and
HARRY KERNELL really stepping with 2
bands on the musical "Girls He Left Behind"— RUBE having his hands full keepink POPSY (of Goodman's band) happy.
BENSON and BERNE keeping DICK
JAMES, JACK TURNER and BOB IFVERSON busy moth-balling their winter equipment from "WINTER TIME." EDDIE
WARE keeping his eye on PRESTON,
WATSON and WILSON till their shows
start up.
CAPTAIN SANDEEN'S Troop was THE
PARADE as far as we're concerned in
the "I AM AN AMERICAN" Day Program in the Coliseum. Our wardrobe men,
PAUL GELLER, DAVE PRESTON, ISI
BERNE, HARRY KERNELL, RENE WILSON and MILTON EHRLICH comprise
some of the best members and — of course
— our boss and theirs — CAPTAIN SANDEEN.
Thank you, RUBE MORRIS,
libbing most of this issue.

for ad

Jap battle flag eagerly displayed by Lt. (j.g.)
JOE KERNELL and fellow officers. JOE'S dad
is HARRY KERNELL, 'Wardrobe Dept.

TRAFFIC TIPS
By Tom D. Young (Police Chief)
Dim-out Driving
Carelessness regarding the dim-out regulations when driving an automobile seems
to be on the Increase in spite of the seriousness of such actions.
We are all concerned in this war effort
and a heedless or careless act can directly
affect all of us — even disastrously. Importance of observing regulations for driving
an automobile cannot be stressed too much.
ALL

DIM-OUT areas are plainly indicated by signs placed in conspicuous
places and mark either the beginning or
end of the areas affected. These signs
have been posted with the authority of the
U. S. Army command and MUST be
obeyed.
There is nothing difficult about driving
in these restricted areas. You should know
that when you reach a place where one
of the dim-out warning signs is placed thaf
your driving lights should be switched off
and the cowl or fender lights used.
Driving with this considerably reduced
light immediately Increases the danger to
both pedestrians and motorists.
Tests conducted by the U. S. Commerce Department prove that a dark object cannot be seen at night until within
200 feet of an approaching vehicle, pedestrian, etc.; 400 feet for gray and 800 feet
for white. As most persons' attire, cars,
animals, packages, etc., are of dark color,
it is evident that reduced driving speed is
absolutely necessary.
Periodically, checks of both lights and
driving are made by the Army, and when
violations are noted, the Police Departments are asked to be more severe in enforcing the regulations.
When such instructions are given they
must be complied with, as such Instructions are war orders and for the security
and safety of the community. Glaring
lights might be just what a furtive enemy
Is watching for to guide him to his destination. Injuring, crippling and killing pedestrians results in loss to our much-needed
manpower program, while destruction of

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH BILLMYER
Our star of this month Is P.F.C. EVERETT
WALDORF of the 91st Division. Some of
you no doubt remember the Old 91st Division of the last war — one of the toughest.
They are still using the same old yell
"Powder River Let her Buck." That Is our
EVERETT who used to wait on our most
Important
executives in the private dining
room.
We were all thrilled tO' see him looking
so fit. MR. JANIOS Is mighty proud of him
■— as we are of MR. JANIOS. You will
find every employe happy to work for
"NICK." He's tops as a boss and a regular fellow, and is seeing that EVERETT is
having a good time while on leave.

Francis L. Clark, erstwhile member of our Reading
Dept., now instructor at Thunderbird Field 2,
Phoenix, Ariz. He is the husband ot affable Ethel
Schneider, Assistant to Kathleen Ridgeway.
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fighter-pilot husband, Lt. Ray Crawford,
one of the real aerial heroes of the African Campaign, being officially credited
with having shot down six enemy planes;
FREDA ZUCK writing entertaining letters
from Monticello, Arkansas, one of the
WAAC training centers, giving us the
low-down on the lady-soldiers; PHYLLIS
HUFFINE writing letters like mad to a
good-looking sailor back east.
AROUND AND ABOUT: BARBARA
KLINE dining at the Players Restaurant
with Corporal David Rose, the ex-radio
conductor; SHIRLYE POTASH Mocamboing with a tall, dark and handsome; VIRGINIA COOK sporting an excellent tan;
JOHNNY HELMICK, recently back from
the
Lot. Solomons, visiting his old pals on the
PERENNIALS: SYLVIA LESSING on the
telephone: ETHEL CLARK straightening
Before

cuffing

her

birfhday

fhe cameraman.

The

cake,

KATHLEEN

cake was

RIDGEWAY,

every bif as good

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By AUDRE

ROCHLEN

Though the month of June is always
considered the month of romance, the
Script Department girls jumped the gun
and went overboard In May. ROSELYNE
TRAEGER journeyed to Camp Crowder,
Missouri, to become the bride of Private
First Class Louis Schor, of the Army Signal
Corps. He was formerly the assistant story
editor of Goldwyn Studios. MARJORIE
WENNING was married In Phoenix, Arizona, to Lt. William Owen of the Army
Air Corps. They are now residing in San
Rafael, near Hamilton Field, where he is
finishing his fighter training. HELEN JOSEPHSON became engaged to Ben Poper,
and is planning to be married in August.
BETTY BEHRENS was married May 30 to
Joseph Stipindel, an engineer. They are
living in San Francisco.
PEARL GERSH returned to work after
spending a month with her husband, Lt.
Bernard Sindell, at Riverside, California.
LORRAINE STOLL also returned after
being away three months with her husband, Lt. Gerald Muller of the Army
Air Corps, and formerly of the Script Department.
That old telephone order of "Will you
please send a boy" is no more. We are
strictly feminine in the Script Distribution
Department now, and It won't be long before people will be completely accustomed to having a cute little dish in slacks
and sweater whip up to their office on a
bicycle and pick up a pile of scripts.
MAGDALENE SWINK took over GUY
COBURN'S place as Chief Dispatcher
when Guy traveled to the Mail Room.
GUY replaced JACK BURKE, who went
to Alaska on a defense job.

popular

Scripf Depf.

as fhe happy

crowd

Head,

smiles for

anficipafed.

DOROTHY HARRIS and VIRGINIA
BRENTINGER had recent altercations with
the State Highway Patrol In a couple of
small California counties. DOROTHY, it
seems, had a little dim-out trouble, and
VIRGINIA got carried away with her

up the desks; BEN ROSENMAYER out collecting (Freda, how you've changed).
After looking at the deductions from
my last week's salary check, I have definitely decided that in the future I shall
cash my stub, and throw my check away.

speedometer. VIRGINIA'S husband, who
is somewhere in the South Pacific, will undoubtedly be surprised to receive her letters from the Delano County Bastile.
DOROTHY h as a vacation coming anyway, and Oxnard is very nice this time of
year, even if one Is In jail. If things’ get
too tough, we'll take up a collection and
pay their fines.
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY had a birthday, and the girls threw a real surprise
party for her with a sensational cake. (See
accompanying picture.)
FURLOUGH DEPT.: FRANCIS CLARK
was in for a few days from Thunderbird
Field, Arizona, after graduating anothe;
flight class. Result: ETHEL all smiles; BOB
RIDGWAY was home for ten days from
advanced Diesel training at Beloit, Wisconsin. Result: FLO took her vacation;
GENE MEREDITH was down from San
Francisco with ten days off from his Coast
Guard duties. Result: VAIL GIBBONS
sporting a big grin.
GRUESOME TWOSOMES: At the Red
Cross Dance: SHIRLEE WOOLLARD jiving with her soldier. Private LEO WEISMANTLE: MARY ELIZABETH DOWNING with Marine NORMAN DOYLE, former Studio Club Manager; MARLYN
LEEPER with ROBERT SUNDERLAND,
Publicity Dept. Glamour Boy. (This duet
made a couple of Administration Bldg,
secretaries a little sad.)
MAIL CALL: MARION CRAWFORD
breathlessly reading letters from her

WILLIAM

M. WEBSTER,

who

has been

with the

Engineering Department for some time as supervising refrigeration engineer on all the Sonja Henie
ice pictures, has made the largest cash purchase
of war bonds at one time in the Department.
Mr.

WEBSTER

recently

sold

his home

in Los

Angeles to move to his ranch in the foothills of
Sunland, converting the surplus into war bonds,
of which he has purchased four of the $1000.00
denomination and three of the $100.00.
The Engineering Department, which includes the
Electrical Maintenance, Electrical Operators,
Plumbing
and

Metal

Shop,

Air

Shops,

patriotic gesture.

Conditioning

salute

BILL

and

WEBSTER

Machine
for his
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character. No one has ever seen him. In
fact we challenge the Payroll Department
to even name him. And we will even bet
that ED ARNOLD, the personality man,
hasn't even given him a parole number
yet. The Western Avenue front is still
holding Its own with HENRY SASS and
TED HECKERT, who have the morning
and night shift respectively. Hard working gentlemen — both of them. They are
breaking In a new assistant, JIMMIE
RUTHERFORD. JIMMIE says all Is nor
quiet on the Western Front, as ROGER
TOUHY, the last of the gangsters, is still
shooting around the lot. And of course
the Pico Time Office, the Capitol. More

FOX TALES
By FRANK

B. DRESSIER

Who is the proudest father on the lot?
— WALTER MOROSCO. The heir, Timothy, was born to MR. and MRS. MOROSCO on May 2. He weighed 6^/2 pounds
and has blue eyes. MRS. MOROSCO Is
doing very well, while MR. MOROSCO'S
recovery is much slower. When questioned
by the Fox, MR. MOROSCO RELUCTANTLY admitted that Timothy is the
most beautiful baby he has ever seen.
Our heartiest congratulations to the proud
parents. And may Timothy grow up to
be as successful a producer as his father.

like capital punishment while they're renovating and enlarging the place (business
going on as usual). GENERALISSIMO
KASH, the man who checks and double
checks, so that the checks — check. His
trustworthy Lieutenant, DON BOYD, who
thinks nothing of flipping a penny with
anyone who challenges him to match coppers. He realizes his folly now of branching into other fields of chance. He bet a
hundred pennies In the last Kentucky
Derby on "Burnt Cork". Was his face
black — I mean red. The night crew: EDGAR ALLEN (Poe) BERG from Minnesota,
who says the ayes don't have It. His favorite expression
yah".
Isn't he
the Swedest
fellow?Is "Yah,
GEORGE
HEWSON,
the Westwood Entrepreneur who
his materials and will weave you a
he thinks the one you have on Is a
gee from a remnants counter. And

there's the other night man. A hypersensitive artistic soul who thinks nothing of — .
Who thinks nothing — . Who thinks!
MORE

TIME MARCHES ON!
By SPENCE

CLONER

We've been blitzed! For the past few
weeks we felt as though we were In a state
of siege. The little men came and banged
away. We coughed and wheezed while
the little men worked. For a time we
thought we would never live through It.
Our nerves are shattered. The office Is
being enlarged, and those little men from
Department 41 (Maintenance of Facilities)
doggedly work on. The only reason we
tolerate their Intrusion Is the fact that
someone spread the rumor that they would
also install a miniature bar and a disappearing card table. Then when the evenings become really hot and sultry we can
relax in peace and sip tall, cool glasses of
that delightful nectar — gin rummy.

knows
tie If
refuthen

TRIVIA.

You no doubt have seen those Santa
Monica Toonerviile trolleys roaming the
T.C.F. campus. They certainly add atmosphere and color to the lot. If you have
ever ridden on one of them — especially
across the northern sector — you'll know
what I mean. They add color in the most
peculiar places. They should be named:
"The Blue Streak," "The Red Demon," and
"The Yellow Peril." After all, these 4-F
vehicles have released those I-A slinky
jobs for more important duty.

STILL MORE

TRIVIA.

^

A sad-eyed character walked into our
office. He sat down and for about fifteen
minutes never uttered a word. Finally
our curiosity got the better of us and we
asked what the trouble was. He replied,
mournfully: "My wife left me." A few
moments later he added: "She enlisted
In the W.A.A.C.'s." And then, in the
same mournful tone: "My only regret is
that I have only one wife to give for my
country." — It Really happened.

ART DEPT. NOTES
By HELEN

ETZLER

MR. DARLING'S office was empty. The
men tip-toed in and started to pull out
gobs of string. With this they strung up
the bicycle until it rose smack against the
ceiling. AL HOGSETT was reaching up
to pin a note on it when he became conscious of the presence of another person
in the room. Turning around, he saw none
other than BILL DARLING — grinning from
ear to ear. What happened to your
lookout, AL?
Herewith is made the announcement of
the feminine addition, Camille by name,
to the HENRY LARRECQ family. Congratulions. . .
IRENE THIELE wants friends of her husband ARTHUR (formerly with re-recording) to know that he is with the 1st Army
to
. . Culver City and says "Hello"
Air them
Corps . in
Everyone was glad to see NAN LONDON back at work after a tangle with the
file In the storeroom — wearing her new
color scheme of black and blue . . .
Our beloved MR. HARCOS celebrated
his 73rd birthday In April and was duly
serenaded
with T.C.F.
"HappyforBirthday."
He
has been with
approximately
twenty years, and when presented with the
pipe and tobacco from the department
was heard to say with his usual gusto, "AH!
a man
a pipe isbowled
only half
a man."
Luckywithout
JOE DANIELS
a game
of
256 and was given a pin by the El Rancho
Bowling Alley . . .
The blueprint machine had quite a
work-out last Saturday. Some prints had
to be made and there was nary a blueprinter around who knew how to work the
contraption, sooo — HARRY SHERMAN
rolled up his sleeves and set to work. Isn’t
It amazing the number of heretofore unnoticed switches there are; the way the
leader insisted upon escaping when his
hands were already occupied with fifty
other things; the water started to flood
the floor; AL HOGSETT pulled the light
switch and HARRY found himself working
In the dark; the different departments
started calling in for their prints (they

TRIVIA.
Santa Monica Time Office: Convalescent home for tired timekeepers — rest,
peace, and relaxation. No offense meant
RYAN, RUTTER, and JOHNSON. Sounds
like a legal firm. Then there is their silent
partner who is in charge of the Tennessee
Time Office. He is really a remarkable

AND

SHEILA

RYAN

and LT. FRANK
former Grip.

GILLY,

were asked to do this) and he found himself surrounded by a very amused audience, betting on whether the leader would
come out In two or three pieces (odd or
even) — How about a print, SHERMAN???

June
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^AIL ROOM MISSIVES
By PAUL

LAB GAB
H. YOUNG

By FAWN

Bound for Alaska is our ex-Headman
JACK BURKE, who trained north May 5
to take a construction job with Uncle
Sammy. JACK'S resignation was refused
— he is on leave of absence and expects
to return in February. First correspondence
from JACK was from Jasper National
Park, Canada,
much
snowfall. and our "X boss" reported
Replacing Boss BURKE is England's gift
to 20th-Fox, GUY COBURN, a 30-year
veteran in the industry. GUY came to us
via Script, has a colorful b.g. He is a
former agent, used to handle the personal
business of some of our now top directors.

DAVID
Phofo

shows

former

Mail

handsome

Room

RICHARD

route-runner,

who

JAECKEL,
will play the

Baby Marine in the forthcoming "Guadalcanal
Diary." Blond Dick with
also 20th.
signed a term contract

CHECK

DA

BABES!

Gone are the days when boys rule
the Mail Room, for we now have a quartet of the opposite sex . . . Introducing
HELEN DACHMAN,
20, a dark damsel from Denver who knocks herself out
over GEORGE
MONTGOMERY
. . .
TEE PEARSON, a blonde of 18 from
Minneapolis who has no dislikes — she likes
everybody . . . DOLORES RUBIN, 20year-old radio actress and dialectician,
also a graduate nurse. From Chicago,
she has a partiality for HARRY JAMES —
her soldier uncle is his former manager
. . . LOIS MORRISSEY, 23, from Culver
City, the gal with the perfect personality.

ADDED
Ex-Boss JACK BURKE, of the Mail Room, who is
now in the frozen northern wilds of Alaska on a
construction

job with the U. S. Government.

GRADUATES
Mail Room's loss, ORSON WELLES'
gain
in the person of blond FRED
GOETZ, who aids Magician WELLES In
his act, plus other duties . . . Tall, smiling
BOB JONES now wears Army garb . . .
After two months with HARRY BRAND,
draft bait H. M. KUO has returned, but
is awaiting call to don second lieutenant's
togs — or so he says! . . . JACK KINGSLEY, bespectacled alumnus, is one of the
few boys up in Script . . . VIC WIGINTON, one of our comedians, has returned
following an Honorable Discharge from
the Navy . . . RODDY McDOWALL'S
greatest fan, WAYNE
ESCOVADO, is
now back on home grounds in Texas
. . . Lightning JOHNNY PATEAKOS has
checked out for Eastern parts, hopes to
return soon . . . we hope so, too . . .

TRANSPORTATION

SOLVED

Saving the Messengers' precious No. 17
coupons, a set of shiny new bikes recently
arrived, equipped with sturdy baskets.
They are a valuable addition In speeding mail deliveries and are standing up
well.

FARRAR

Have you taken time to notice spring
Is with us again? Flowers are in bloom,
birds singing everywhere, and old Sol has
been turning on the heat, but we love It.
Regardless of war, nature never forgets.
Our minds are turning to thoughts of a
vacation now, and how we can take one
and still stand 100 percent in back of our
fighting men. But there Is always a way,
as we know one does their best after a
much needed rest.

SYD

ATTRACTIONS
IRMAS

and

STAN

GREENE

are

ROTHCHILD

was the first from

the negative cutting room to leave. He
and his wife are spending two weeks at
Palm Springs. Look out for the sunburn,
Dave!
JAMES GIBNEY bought a home in the
valley, and we are sure he is happy there
after living in a single room for months.
Now he has a back yard where he not
only takes his daily exercise, but spends
his spare time growing potatoes. That
ought to keep him out of mischief.
I don't suppose HENRY GOLDFARB
had anything to do with that beautiful pen
and pencil set his children gave their
mother for Mother's Day. But anyway he
gets the point.
DORTHY HALL'S eldest son, Bryan, is
only nine years old, but he appears to have
the makings of a genuine poet, judging
from the poem he composed

for his mother

on Mother's Day. DORTHY has three
handsome sons as you will notice by the
picture on this page.

an Inseparable duo who carry the mall
here and at Fairfax High (on the basket-

MR.
JOHN

ball courts at the later) . . . SYD's In the
Navy's V-12 deal, leaves July I . . . Film
Cutting Interests local boy JOE LANE, 17,
tall and quiet neophyte . . . IVAN
CHRISTMAN, 17, from Cleveland, works

to use his vacant lot for a vegetable garden. JOHNNY has worked so hard that

half-day at Warner Bros., pals with "Big"
Jim Canfilippo on our routes in the afterno n . . . From Washington High comes
PAUL YOUNG (this writer), subbing for

singing voice and uses it to help charity.

regular BILL AUSTIN this month . . . we're
strictly writin'-minded (newspapers, screen
plays, etc.) and lovers of sweet swing and
solid sendin'.

MAN

OF THE MOMENT

From the M.R. to a prominent

role in

one of the year's best-to-come Is a real
jump — even for versatile RIOHARD
JAECKEL. Blond, blue-eyed DICK was
spotted making the runs, cast as the Baby
Marine In "Guadalcanal Diary," and given
a term contract. He's now on location,
following several weeks of reading and
learning lines. Stocky and well-tanned from
many hours on sand and surf, DICK contrasts favorably to his olive drab attire.
The Mail Room is proud of DICK and of
his success we are certain. The attached
photo shows him with PEGGY
NER of "Jane

Eyre."

ANN

GAR-

LESHING
PENNISI

was very kind to allow
and FRANCES LEWIS

the pounds are just dropping
what a beautiful garden!
We

hear JOE

MARX

off, and

has a very good

It looks as though ALEX KARIAKIN
will be a bachelor for the summer; his
wife and children are vacationing on a
ranch near Fresno.
Congratulations to DOLF RODIN for
his performance as a magician recently,
but it looks as though we may lose him
soon, as he has been re-classifled IA.
We are very happy that the negative
room Is again complete with the return
of MARTIN BOLGER and ERNIE KOUNTZ
after their recent illness.
We hear MORT FRIED is returning
home after months in the army. Welcome
home, Mort!
Our

service men

have certainly been

busy.
neglecting us during the past month.
can't find a single letter from one of them.
But then, we know they are kept pretty

I
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THE PLASTER CRACKS
By WANDA

. . . even the landing of a Jap plane (which
he was probably thinking). Suddenly

KAHNE

The best prescription for one today is
receiving letters fronn those we know In
the service . . . especially those overseas
. . . the staff shop has been getting some
very interesting letters from the boys. In
reading "between the lines” they would
no doubt love to be back home, but also
seem

very cheerful. I'll quote a few excerpts from some of their letters . . . STF.

SGT. AL NESBITT writes, "Dear Gang;
Yes I'm still working on the same kind of
job and 'boy' am I the old plaster man
now. We've been throwing that stuff
around the world: And, 'I can understand
why you are so busy making pictures . . .
They sure eat them up In the service. I
sat with hundreds In the open In a steady
downpour (rain) and patiently watched
an old news reel training film. Popeye and

aroused from a "before dinner nap" he
rushed out to see what had happened. The
vegetable garden his son Larry planted
was beginning to "pop" through. Didn't
you think they could come up, Larry?
You being a natural born "farmer" too.
These six fellows from the Staff Shop,
namely— JAMES DREW, BUD DENNY,
FRANK HOBSON, ROBERT WILLIAMS,
MAX USLAN and ELMER MORSE, are on
location for "Guadalcanal Diary" picture,
down by
military secret. They
are doing a swell job.
Just a quotation: Alix poured the coffee into the pot. "There," she said, "You
know Mr. Roosevelt believes in boiling It
up twice." Bessie's nose went up. "I
ain't saying Mr. Roosevelt ain't a smart
man. Mis' Carrington, but he better just
preside and not try to be a cook."

feature. (A Hollywood producer's dream
except for box office receipts), eh! Will
you please tell the studio club to be sure

colonel s car". But then we don't usually
choose what we hit. We just hit them.
Here's hoping that your salary will more
than cover the "cost".
We are glad to hear that GEORGE
COOKE'S wife, Eva, Is back home again
after a brief illness In the hospital ... we
are
home.all very glad you're well enough to be
Under ordinary circumstances LARRY
DURRELL would have thought nothing of
the commotion going on In his back yard,
but these times anything could happen

is now

a 2nd Lieutenant.

V\/e'll repeat that "Congratulations,
Ed" — only this time it is for ED WEYL —
and for the same reason, a commission.
Ed was up on his graduation furlough,
and had no more Idea of where he would
be stationed than we did.
GAINES JOHNSTON is in the Army
— somewhere In Maryand. We heard rumors that Gaines had been sick with a
near touch of pneumonia. If this was
right
or wrong,
once more.

we

hope you- are okeh

WITTENBERG

came

up from

BOB SINCLAIR sent a line to tell us
that O.C.S. is really a tough grind.
JACK BURKE left us to join a contracting firm that Is building the Alaska Highway. Good luck Jack. And the same for
JOE TAYLOR, who is probably working
Time out from "Roger Touhy, Last ot the Gangsters". Hollis MacKnight, Technical Advisor on
the picture, is a guard at Stateville Prison, present
"residence" of Touhy. Pictured above are (I. to r.):
Standing — Anthony Quinn, Alice McVey, and Hollis MacKnight, Technical Advisor. Seated — Vic
McLaglen, Director Robert Florey, and Preston
Foster.

is

"Where they have red Venetian blinds,"
so I hear-ed! Don't let that "red dust"
get the best of you Marines . . . Could
it be PVT. McCartney that you should
not be driving at night, or could you have
had something stronger than coca cola
to drink? It seems that a telephone post
would have been easier to "smash" than a

ED FRENCH

He graduated from Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
Officers School. Congratulations, Ed.

In Dayton.
haven't ART
heard WEBB,
from LUTHER We
HOLTZOLAW,
or
LYNN REYNOLDS for some time.

three weeks welding. Then sheet metal."
After that remains?" And PVT RAY-

BILL WASHO'S son, BUD, (is an Okie
now). At least for a while. BUD, who Is
in the Marines, is training In Oklahoma,

somewhere

AL DE WEESE was In Washington the
last we heard — and GALVEN WOOD
is

we make. I'm in the 'blacksmith' shop
for two weeks. Then to the foundry. Then

a pretty good deal." RAYMOND
training in Fort Knox, Ky.

Is now

England. He Is in the Medical Corps. ^
MORRIE RATNER Is In the Army Signal
Corps. Morrie visited us not so long ago —
but there's no tollin' where he is now.
GARY TROY Is spanning the oceans
with the Coast Guard.

SAMMY

writes, "I'm in school for 16 weeks. We
work eight hours during the day and
then we have to get our home work. We
have to draw all the tools and projects

what my place will be don't know as yet.
It Is made up of tanks, half tracks, jeeps
and various armored units. It looks like

HILL

Texas looking like a million — and went
around seeing how DON BOYD, RALPH
KASH, and the gang were carrying on in
his absence.

that I get ACTION' come Hell or high
water?" And STF. SGT. JIMMY STEPHENS tells us "Th e relief map business
started with a bang soon after we got
down here" (where that may be) and, "we
have been working like a (studio rush)"
. . . Seaman 2dC NICK BONOME also

MOND FRANCIONE says, "I am supposed to be In a new outfit In the Army.
Something in an experimental line, and

HOMER

PEN-PUSHERS PERSONALS
By PETE LAKE
Last month

I failed to Include LORETTA

HIGGINS in the payroll line-up which was
a regrettable error, as Loretta Is a regular
member of long and honorable service In
that department. Guess she must have
been helping FRED MAGNUS
with the
extra talent payroll at the time the census
was taken. Sorry, Loretta.
Now for some news of the bqys In the
service. The first item — which is tough to
tell — is that HAROLD ROTH was wounded by a bomb-blast on board ship down
Australia way. These are the meagre details— and we hope that soon we will get
the news that Hal has recovered and is
on his way home. All of us will be mighty
glad to see you again, Hal.
The GOTTLIEB brothers, ART and
CARL, former
the Army.

timekeepers, are both In

with the engineers right now — who
building the Pan-American Highway.

are

TOM PRYOR is at Oceanside on location— It may be a couple of months before we see him again. And MAT i
ROGERS, only recently returned from
Florida, is now commuting between here
and
Oxnard.
certainly
hasn't been
at home
much Matt
the last
six months.
RAY

FARRELL

ESCAPES

ACCIDENT

I think that my friend, RAY FARRELL
will appreciate the small things in life
now — especially fractions, because the difference of I/I6th of an Inch might have
meant

the loss of an eye to him; fortu-

nately he wasn't seriously damaged.
the Lord.

We

of the Maintenance

Praise

of Facilities

Dept, reiterate — PLEASE BE CAREFUL OF
THE VENETIAN BLINDS. Call us about
your trials and tribulations. Extension 508.
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I— BENNY GOODMAN
and Band giving us that Goodman treatment. 2 — Part of the crowd enojying themselves at the Red Cross Dance. 3 — MR. and
MRS. JOHNNY LAVIN, and MR. and MRS. JACK SAVAGE, our Studio Club President. 4 — CALLY HOLDEN and his Band. 5 — Dancing here are
(I. tor.) MR. and MRS. CAMPBELL FORSYTH and AUDRE ROCHLAN with CRAIG NOEL. 6— Vivacious CARMEN MIRANDA giving a tew autographs
to some of her fans. 7.-Enjoying a good joke are BUZZ BERKELEY, MICKEY ROONEY and CARMEN MIRANDA. 8— A couple of entrants in the
PHIL BAKER "Take It or Leave It" act are pictured here as Phil points to the Question Board. 9 — PHIL BAKER cooling off after a hot contestant.
CESAR ROMERO seems to be enjoying this dance. I I— BUZZ BERKELEY laughs as he has just completed his group of questions to become one
of our lucky winners. Is that a halo Phil is wearing? 12— GASTON GLASS enjoying a full glass of Coca-Cola at the dance. ROSE STEINMAN and
LLOYD NOBES, former Head Cashier. 14— HELEN McSWEENEY and ARTHUR APPEL. 15— MR. and MRS. MAX YOUNGSTEIN.

{
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Our Dept. Head HAROLD GORDON
is back at work after flying to Oakland

say that they are working together in t|tf
same outfit. As you can see by tlW

for a week's vacation. Still up in the clouds
a bit.

picture HOWARD
sure looks like a million, and I am sure that he makes a fine
officer, one that we would all be proud to
serve under.

JACK

MATTHEWS

just passed

by,

showing off the five-inch radishes from his
victory garden. Very smug.
Remembering

that the boys who are in

the Service also receive "Action", we
would like to say "hello" and send greetings from the department.

On Monday, May 24, Rudy Van Deeven received
his call to report to the Merchant Marine. His
department (The Print Shop) and friends tendered
him a luncheon in the Cafe de Paris and afterward posed for a farewell picture together. Back
row: SAM GODFREY. MARGUERITE RIDDLE,
ALICE McVEY, BEHY BOW. JESS ACORN, BOB
MacDONALD, HAROLD GORDON. Front row:
ROSE STEINMAN, MARGARET VAN DEEVEN,
RUDY VAN DEEVEN, FRANCE TOWNER, VIOLET
HOGAN AND MARY ALLEN GORDON.

PRINTABLES
By MARY

ALLEN

GORDON

While watering my victory garden (eight
tomatoes and three lettuce plants) it occurred to me that today was deadline for
the June "Action", so let's see what goes
with the department.
Everyone is present and accounted for
at this date. Those who await calls from
Uncle Sam are still waiting, amen.
Sure sign of spring and young man's
fancy stuff, etc., SAM GODFREY all
spruced up with a collar and tie. Have
you noticed the cute young girls who now
bring the mail around? Ah there SAM!
Will somebody please settle the argument between OZA BOWEN and JESS
ACORN as to who has the most hair?
That big commotion outside the cafe
recently was caused by none other than
MARINE NORMAN
DOYIE, fresh out of
Boot Camp, surrounded by fifty stenogs
admiring his uniform and new sun tan.
"Honest,

NORMAN,

younger."
Overheard

you look ten years

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O, WILLIAMS
Weil we are knee deep in June. Seems
that there is just no way to lengthen the
days to make time pass more slowly.
We were pleased to see our friend
EVERETT from the cafe. He sure looks
tough, and the army sure has taken that
old corporation down, so that he now is
so streamlined that it is past belief.

The many friends of FRED SIGNOR will
be glad to know that he has recovered
from his recent illness and that he has
resumed his work at Western Avenue.
My partner, PETE WEIDEMAN, will be
away for some time. We all miss him
and are looking forward to the time when
he will be able to return to the gang.
The Japs seem to be worrying how to
replace the ships that we have sunk.
Seems to me that they should have bought
a few more of our old tin cans. They will
find that they stopped buying too soon.
I see that the Germans are using a new
type ship in the Mediterranean. Some time
ago 1 suggested to some navy officials that
we adopt Bel Geddes type ship for our
new hulls, but it seems that our enemy
must show us their value first. They are

We are always more than glad to see
the boys that have entered the service,
and can only wish that we could see
WADE, GILLY and the many others that
have joined up.

the only ships that Hitler can use with
any success in that locale now. He will
find that we can build them better and
faster than he can.

Speaking about soldiers reminds me to
call your attention to the picture that
accompanies this article.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL

When

my boy came

home

on leave, I

couldn't resist the temptation to shake out
a few moth balls and a flat iron to show
the young fellow that we were some
Brummels in the good old days.

Beau

The slight puffiness of the face of the
guy to the left is partly due to the fact
that I had to lift up my chest in order to
keep the buttons on the blouse. Outside
of that I was surprised to find that the
old O.D. was a near perfect fit.
You will also see a picture of our old
friend, HOWARD
CHILD. With him is
a picture of my brother, FRED WILLIAMS
known to many on the Lot. I am glad to

while in line at the Carpet

By A. P. "WHIZZER"

WHITE

Vacations have started already — KELLY
SMITH, our loquacious Lothario in the
"front office," had a two weeks' rendezvous with Pendergast and Co. in Kansas
City, Kansas. ROY LOCKRIDGE, our
latent
Lothario, had a two weeks' rendezvous— period.

Signs of the Times
Asst. Construction Supt.— Miss DOLPHA SMITH. Nice going DOLPHA. DICK
DEININGER has left T.C.F. for a more
essential ELSIE,
job at is
Vega.
widow,
now CLIFF
workingFARRAR'S
in RAY
CONAWAY'S office on the P.M. shift.
I think our department rates some kind
of credit for the number of War Bonds

and Canvas building, "Blood lettin' don't
hurt, ain't nuthin' to it, this is my tenth
time." A very patriotic fellow we'd say.
We are happy to see MADGE INMAN
of Fan Mail back at work after her operation. Looks fine: we missed her friendly
presence next door.

received by employes for their ideas and
inventions on the saving of vital materials
and labor. Among those who have received
such War Bonds from the company are:
GEORGE HULBURT, RAY CONAWAY,

Your reporter's little red cocker spaniel
"Margie" died last week after eleven
years of faithfulness. Had many friends
at T.C.F.

received bonds
sion.

DICK DARLING in to say hello, on
furlough from Sea Beas.

Appropriate

The film "Desert Victory" was the best
of its kind we have seen and we all thank
Studio Club Head, JOEL HAWLEY, for

my vein, "I've Got You Under My Skin"
came blaring out of the radio. Incidentally, ART LOEB of Transportation claims
he has donated thirteen pints of blood to
the Red Cross — which, dear readers, is
more than a gallon and a half of blood.

arranging the showing for us. Makes us
realize what our boys are going through
over there.

ROCK

LOCKRIDGE and GRADY
LARD. CONAWAY and HULBURT
on more

WILhave

than one occa-

While lying on the bed, donating blood
to the Red Cross, with a needle stuck in

BEN WILLIAMS, pictured with his soldier son,
DON WILLIAMS, comparing his uniform with the
one BILL wore in World War I. Couple of goodlooking soldiers, eh?

r
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PROPS

fl'TONY'S wife," PAT HANSE, of the
andscape Dept, is a good looker.

By W.

Uncle Sam's Department

Nobody drafted from the Construction
Dept, this month — there are only a few of
us eligible now.
LEO FENNER of the permanent landscape enlisted In the Army Air Corps.
LEO (a refugee from Vienna) is one of
the first aliens ever admitted in the Air
Corps, and had to get special permission
from Washington, D. C. Although LEO
clowned around good naturedly, he really
has had a lot of tragedy in his family. His
father and brother were murdered by Hitler's henchmen in Germany, and just recently the Red Cross sent him the news
that his mother died in a Jap Concentration Camp in Shanghai, China.
HARRY REESE was on the Lot the other
day to show us what a real Technical Sergeant looked like. BOB KEENEY is itching
for a crack at those Japs.
Only for a Hollywood studio could a
bunch of Americans build a Jap Air Field.
The carpenters did at Camp Pendleton,
Oceanside, California. For a scene in
"Guadalcanal Diary."
To JOHN SKUBE — a lot of the boys are
asking about you — why don't you write?

TRANSPORTATION
By JO

BONOME

ROBERT TAYLOR, Driver, is on a three
months leave of absence. He and his wife
have gone to Missouri for the benefit of
Mrs. Taylor's health. We hope this change
improves her condition.
The fellow with the stethoscope is instrumental inkeeping a halo over TOM
KRAUSE'S head. No more excessive dining and wining. Oh, shucks, now he won't
get the gout! He is one sufferer who can
suffer interestingly. I know it's morbid
pleasure to want to watch him, but he's
very funny.
From the "Paradise of the Pacific"
(Oahu, T. H.) came to us a visitor by the
name of Bill Taylor. Those who do not
recognize the name will remember him as
the handsome dark-complexioned mail car
driver. Bill is a civilian worker on the
Island doing governmental construction
work. His stay on the Mainland was for
seven weeks; then going back to the Islands
to his work. While on the Island he saw
one of our former workers, Ozzie Osborn,
and reported that Ozzie is in Pearl Harbor
doing sheet metal work for the Pacific
Naval Air Base, of which he is Assistant
Superintendent. Also, he saw Al Martinez
— just couldn't say where' cause Tojo might
have been listening — and Al conveys his
felicitations to everyone here on the lot.
Another of our boys has answered the
call to the colors. ARAM BETKIJIAN was
officially sworn in the U. S. Marine Corps
on April 17, 1943. Aram is to be congratulated as only seventeen boys out of
350 in his draft were accepted in the
Marine Corps. We have already heard

SEAMAN
ENOUGH

2/C NICK BONOME WAS LUCKY
TO HAVE HAD AN EASTER FURLOUGH . . . AND HE IS GRADUALLY BECOMING ACCUSTOMED TO HIS NEW ENVIRONMENT DOWN IN SAN DIEGO. YOU ARE
PROOF ENOUGH, NICK— THAT IN THE NAVY
WISE.) (EARLY TO BED —
— THAT OLD PROVERB—
EARLY TO RISE MAKES YOU HEALTHY AND

from him, being stationed in San Diego,
and says he likes everything about it. He's
the only Marine from this department.
This makes every branch of the service
represented by our Transportation Dept.
One more soldier is back from the army
and again working with us. He is FLOYD
MAXWELL, honorably discharged with a
C.D.D. Floyd is back on the motorcycle,
mail run.
At this writing, reports of our African
Campaign are coming through. This is
news we have been waiting for for three
years, and it means our boys are that much
closer to coming home. When we think
of our global war, with its train of famine,
death, destruction and indecision overshadowing us, we think of not only our
own, but our friends' loved ones; — we
think and worry about them — those over
there on the desert, and those down there
in the southern waters, and those up there
in the ice country, and we wonder about
the outcome — well, the beginning of the
end of the answer is here — "AFRICA IN
THE HANDS OF THE ALLIES." BOYS,
our hats off to you.
"IN THIS COUNTRY FOLKS ARE
DRIVEN TO WORK BY THE SHARE
YOUR CAR PLAN. IN NAZI OCDRIVEN

CUPIED COUNTRIES THEY'RE
TO WORK."
WANTED

Johnson

TO

or Evenrud

BUY
Outboard

Motor, 21/2 to 5 Horse Power.
Call Jack Savage
Extension 53 I

L POST

Yes, this is 777, Hand Prop. Room. —
Who?— JOEL HAWLEY of "ACTION"?
— Sorry, there's nothing Interesting here,
except — Local 44, I.A.T.S.E. held an election of officers last week and the true
and faithful were ail re-elected . . . DON
GREENWOOD, FRED RODE, BILL SITTEL, CHESTER BAYHI, ROBERT McLAUGHLIN, JOHN OORT and FRED
BAHR left for location on Guadalcanal
Diary in Southern California. The boys
all left their red flannels home — why? Ask
them at your own risk . . . Little DICK
(Baby Face) MacGLASHAN joined the
Navy and young JACK GISH joined the
Army — so the Drapery Department Is
following through with FRANK BROWN
and JERRY HUME, who joined the 940
Engineers Camouflage Unit at Tucson,
Arizona.
MR. CHAPPELL and MR. PERRIN are
always glad to see the postman, hoping
for letters from their gallant sons who
are carrying on at the front for us. Did
you know young CHAPPELL was the first
enlistment in the Navy at Honolulu after
Pearl Harbor. Son — like father — gets
things
done,
and PERRIN'S
boy Is in
G.H.I. at
the North
African front.
We feel flattered — two of our Prop
alumni visited "The House of the Thousand Wonders" last week (two of the wonders are listening to this). JOE BEHM,
now Assistant Director, and JULES KAHN
In the Production Dept. They're making
good, too.
ADOLPH MENJOU'S only rival, GEORGIE WIENER, keeps the boys moving, and
GUY McCOY moves them faster.
WALTER WERMICH Is over the sciatica
misery, which makes us all happier.
The Prop Symphony (phoney) Orchestra
is now rehearsing individually for the winter season. The ensemble now consists of
such eminent artists (ALFRED NEWMAN,
please note) as;
BILL MAY— Pianist.
"CY" SHELLEY— 1st, 2nd and 3rd Violinist.
"PIPEY" LOWENTHAL— Pianist.
CHARLEY "FINGERS"
Banjoist.
EGON KRAUS— Pianist.
HARRY
JOE
Pianist.

PIERSON

—

ACKERMAN— Balalaika.

"POLISHER"

LONGFEATHER—

SOLOISTS:
TOM

SHAW — Soprano.

WALTER

SCOTT— Contralto.

AL ORENBACK— Alto.
Rates for this wonderful group — $1.71
and O.T. They are especially good at
wakes — apply to BOB WADE.
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SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
.By LEE

DUNBAR

and two shall put ten

A cartoon showed two workmen trying
to dislodge a packing box wedged In a
to flight." One was on each side of the box
doorway.

O. E. BARBER dropped in the other day
to say hello to the electric gang. He really
looks fit for anybody's Air Corps. We were

working vigorously. Finally one said, "I
don't think we are going to get it out."
"Out?" said the other, "I was trying to

"BARB."
have that
glad
is something to see
dockvisit,
Thetoelectric
now — new lockers and a lot more space.
The fellows seem to be very pleased. They
can thank their new department heads for
that.
JACK BROWN, now in the Navy, visited
us recently. He was In town for a few days
— then back to Washington, D. C.
HARRY BAKER has just returned from
a fishing trip. He says that he has never

get It In." Where two or more work together, success depends upon moving In
the same direction. This does not mean
that we must become standardized, but
when

a

great task needs to be accomplished we must unite our individual
strength arid work together.

KEEPING TAB

had so much fun fishing: "Just throw your
hook in the water and jump out of the

By RUTH

ROSANDIR

MR. and MRS.
Congratulations
way."
on the arrival of a
CHARLIE GRAHAM
baby boy. Felicitations to MR. and MRS.
STOCKWELL who have a new daughter.

Well here's another month again
Oh! how the time does fly

JACK NETHERTON'S wife is coming
home from the hospital and is much improved.
The "Westerners" held recently was a
real success. Everyone had a grand time
— and the after-dinner entertainment was
tops.
KORB seems to be very happy taking

SOPHIE'S In the East again
South Carolina now
To visit FREDDIE at his camp.
Is he her man? And howl

to

his A.C.-D.C. No wonder — he's
carehisoftoes
on
on that job.
ELLIS JOHNSTONE and RAY GILBERT
will be all set if they go in the Service.
Both boys are on location at Camp Pendleton, the Marine Base at Oceanside.

is "best-boy" for AL
STAN WARN
BAKER. Both are swell boys and should
make a good team.
RALPH BRADLEY is really on the job as
"J.P." (or Jelly-Punk) for LES EVERSON.
CHARLIE EDLER reports that the ulcers
are getting along swell now. He says a
pill and cream every thirty minutes will do
the trick.
There is one bicycle on the lot that has
been raffled off so much that it wi II be
worn out before the tires are.

I can't keep tab of all the news
But then at least I try.

The Twentieth Century-Fox family
mourns the passing of one of its most
valued
Koenig. and loyal members, William

And
MARVIN
To fish
and restsays
and he's
rest. planning
Koenig, who joined the studio as
general manager of production In
1938, died at his apartment-home at
the Beverly-WIIshire, May 29, his wife,
Mrs. Doris Koenig, at his bedside. A
heart ailment took him from his desk
four months ago.
Born

in Milwaukee,

January

1,

1885, he started In show business as
an usher at 16. Later he managed
and owned theaters in the middle
west. In 1921 Carl Laemmie brought
him to Universal as business manager.
In 1924 he went to Warner Brothers
as production manager. In 1936 he
returned to Universal, then went to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
He Is survived by his widow, his
mother, Mrs. Jennie Koenig, and two
brothers, Ben, an attorney, and David, of this studio.
Koenig was intensely loyal to the
studio and to> motion pictures. He
gave his work his every ounce of skill
and energy and gave everybody the
one thing he always demanded, a

By J. Whitcomb

size planes, have been built by the Prop-Miniature
Department headed by Walter Pallman.
Reading left to right: Wally Knapp, Fred Allen,
Dave Vaughn, Fred Drew, Walter Stones, Steve
Nemes, Bill Gollan, Chas. Jensen, Roy Taylor, Otto
Westphal, Pat
Daum, Nick DeGenner, Wm.
Paterson.

(Copied

Our SALLY

had a phone call,

"My sailor boy," she cried
From unknown ports across the sea.
By this time she's a bride.
The
wholewilldepartment's
This war
soon be overwishing
So they can be together
And start their life anew.
JOE SARLEY our new maintenance
Is quite concerned they say
About a certain girl In stock
And where she works each day.
VIRGINIA TATE has left us
The cutting room to grace,
A lot of luck, VIRGINIA,

man

We miss your smiling face.
IRENE has been promoted
Controls — Is her new Job.
SYLVIA MILLER left last month
To join the payroll mob.
A wedding's In the offing, •
It's sometime In the Fall,
But more about that later.
It's time for our roll call.
PAUL LAWRENCE, JOE DAVIS and
JAMES WHIMS, EDITH and VERA MUFF.
Have joined our staff of workers
To help us do our stuff.
Our service men still write us.

square deal.

Wally Knapp poinfing to a miniature Hudson
bomber used in "A Yank in the R.A.F." This plane,
as well as many others, both miniature and tull

TOM had a week's vacation
We hope It was the best.

from

Brougher

L. A. Times)

I like the word "we." It suggests fellowship and sympathetic co-operation. The
perpendicular pronoun must take a back
seat today. Individualism and isolation will
not get us far in a world at war. There
must be united planning and united effort.
It was said long ago, "One

shall chase a

There's LUTHER, WOODY, ED,
Marching, working, learning
To fight and make a bed.
Let's hear from all our night gang
Give us a tip or two
About what's going on at night.
We'd like to hear from you.
There's never a dull moment
How drab It may appear.
And I'm the one who always thought
That nothing happened here.

|
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' €hp DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

WALTER FAXON and boys, CAMPBELL, WURTZEL, HANLEY. REED,
ROMEY and AL PRINCE are doing
"Guadalcanal Diary" down at Camp Pendleton, that is with the assistance of director LEW SEILER and a few others.
Kidding aside — the boys in the Grip Department will have much to do with the
success of the production. Give it to 'em
FAXY old boy.
When HOWARD COOLEY left to enter the army he really was missed, but
every cloud has a silver lining. His most
charming wife COMOLETA plays hostess
to the Grip afternoon shift.
Also the late Clifford Farrar's wife is
now a 20th Century-Fox employe. Cliff
you remember never recovered from that
serious operation and his sudden death
shocked us all.

I

j

BILL KAHLO was in to say "hello" — expects his shipping papers soon. Lanky
FRANK

LUBIN is in the army — it'll be tailor-mades for him. JCINER and BRANDCN are home. Looking around for some
other tasty locations. Cameraman IRVING
RCSENBERG with a bent back — don't
know if it's from the weight of his pay
check, or crippled from those fantastic
Pan Shots.
JCHNNY LAVIN proudly displaying a
picture of son JIMMY, now a cadet,
stationed with his side kick JIMMY MCRRIS at Santa Ana. All is well with them.
PERCY is still in New Guinea. FRANK
CCRY, JR., still up north and bless us,
FRANK FISHER is back with us again.

Mark

of appreciation

extended to Director IRVINS CUMMINGS
by crew on "Sweet
set. Surely you recognize most of those pictured.

MICKEY GRANT and company can
take up the ballet after working with BUZZ
BERKELEY — they made that old crane
turn flip flops. If MIRANDA can wow the
crew that way, what will she do to an
audience. Cught to team her with
HENRY CRCNJAGER. They would have
'em in the aisles.

JIMMY

LAVIN,

son

of JOHN

LAVIN,

our Grip Dept, head, is shown here resting on one
of the planes at Santa Ana Army Air Base.

BCDDY BLAIR still limping. McARDLE has gone high hat. Shaves twice
a week now. Company work sure gets into
your blood. LEDGERWCCD keeping
BUDDY GAUNTS equipment in excellent
condition, but LEDGY old boy, maybe
you'll be the first to go. BILL HARRIS and
AUGIE KELLER really shoving on the
crane — nice lads. BCGARD missed his
hoist on fourteen. That madhouse shot
on fourteen turned out to be the surprise shot of the year. It's a pip.

Boze.the proud father. Congratulations,
to
It looks like BCB WITTENBERG is heading for the Army any day now. Bob says
he will probably be in the infantry but believes he would do better in the WAACS.
Tsk, tsk.

Such a bundle of cuteness took REED'S
place in
Western
Avenue JIMMY
Cffice — a JENSEN'S
MRS. HELEN
GCLDMAN, wife of PETE GCLDMAN, Mill
Cffice. JCCKEY LIEBGCLD doing a

What a golf team to represent the
Paint Department! Cne painter, WITTENBERG, a laborer, a grip and a driver.
If well rounded representation means anything the team should be right there at
the top when the last putt is down.

nifty job of propping IRVING CUMMING'S dance numbers on "Sweet Rosie
C'Grady."

BEFORE

LACQUER LANE LACONICS
By BENNY

CADET

BENSON

After some delay watches were purchased for the service men from this department and sent to them. It has been
the policy to furnish each man entering
the service a waterproof, shockproof
watch but since the watches have been
rather scarce we encountered difficulty
in finding enough to go around.
Those to whom watches were mailed are
DICK KELLEY, BCB VESELY, PAUL SIBLEY, MAX ANDERSCN and AL ADE.
This completes the list so far with one exception and we ask him to be patient and
his watch will be forthcoming soon.
According to JCHNNY LAWLESS we
are going to have a very dry summer so
he stocked up on beer and not just one
case either. If all who have invited themselves to his house really go Johnny will
not have much beer fpr himself.
BURNEY CRT, CHET WYRICK and
EDDIE REEVES are on the Gaudalcanal
location at Cceanside after getting severe
cases of writer's cramp making out questionnaires for the Marines and Navy.
EVERETT LULL, our stock clerk, is the
father of a baby girl, Sharon Marie, born
May 3. She is quite the girl according

i

YOU

INVEST— INVESTIGATE!

This is one of a series of articles on
Schemes, supplied by the Better Business
Bureau and based on information from its
files. The Bureau will handle injuiries and
complaints from T. C. Fox employees without charge, as our company helps support
the Bureau tor your protection.
*

*

*

Many wage earners have been duped
into signing contracts calling for the application ofplastics to the outside walls of
their homes, and into signing contracts to
following:
buy such plastics by statements such as the
"Cur plastic will seal outside walls per"It is fireproof, water-proof, termitemanently."
"It will not crack, peel, chip or shed."
"We guarantee it for 10, 20 or 25
years" — many times the life of a paint job.
"We will do the job without profit and
at no cost to you."
We photograph the job before and
proof."
after the work is done and use the photograps to sell other home owners."
"You get a 10% commission on each

The Better Business Bureau has exposed
this scheme time and again and has filed
complaints with the State Contractors License Board and with the Federal Housing
Administration. Some contractors have lost
sale."

t

Rosie O'Grady"
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their licenses. F.H.A. has acted against a
number of such firms by requiring that ail
financial institutions take certain precautionary steps before releasing any money
for their jobs. Thus is effective public protection afforded against the firms which
have procured contracts by these claims.
Leopards can't change their spots, bur
scheming firms can change their names.
The Show-House Scheme goes on. If claims
like those listed above are used to try to
sell you, notify the Better Business Bureau,
and in any case,
BEFORE YOU INVEST— INVESTIGATE!

HOT AND COLD FACTS

THE
FRIENDS!

ARMY

ROMANS!

HELMET
and CAMERAMEN!

Please to lend me your ears.
And a tale I'll unfold.
Which you've never heard told.
Since the days of the pioneers!
They say that the Old Forty-niners
Had little of comfort or joys.
But they hadn't really a thing, on
Our Twentieth-Century Boys.
We were ordered off on location
And amid all the bustle and fuss.
The Earl of JOHNNY WALKER
Straightened everything out with a cuss.

By BERT W. THOMAS
JOHN GUSTAFFSON, chief operations
engineer in air conditioning has just received the above picture from his son in
training with the U. S. Air Corps at
Rattlesnake Springs, N. M.
His son’s squadron stationed at Carlsbad, N. M., has been detailed to Rattlesnake Springs, N. M., to reconstruct a
former C.C.C. Camp into an Officers Recuperation Station, and from his letters it
will be an ideal spot situated in the
mountains with plenty of fishing and hunting available. Swell place to soldier I
would say.
By the time this is read, the carnival shot
for Winter Time will no doubt be on the
film, but at the present time they are
just getting the set ready and rehearsing.
I understand this is the big shot of the
picture, and it should add much to the
balance of the many colorful shots in
Winter Time.
Not many cold facts to report from
Air Conditioning this time, but hope to
have a few Hot Facts for the June issue.

For DENK had worked like a Trojan
And GUS had sweated till noon,
So we knew that all our equipment
Was keyed to the proper tune.

they also have the lead in all his pictures. I know

When, at the end of the journey
We arrived at an army base,
Each man was given a helmet
In which to wash his face!
We
We
We
We

used
used
used
used

And

when

it
it
it
it

to
to
to
to

we

make our coffee;
boil our spuds;
mix Manhattans;
wash our duds!
retired at sundown

And the last goodnights were said,
We rolled it up in a blanket
And used it to pillow the head.
We awoke in the early morning
And the helmet still was there;
For its many, many uses
There’s nothing on

earth to compare.

By CHARLES E. FRESHWATER
(Machinist — Camera Shop)

I'm somewhere in New Guinea
Where we never have a pay day
And we never spend a cent —
Where the mail is always late
And a Xmas card in April
Is considered up to' date;
Where we never spend a cent —
But we never miss the money
Because we never get it spent.
I'm somewhere in New Guinea
Where the ants and lizards play
And a hundred fresh mosquitoes
Replace each one you slay.
Please take me back to Los Angeles
For to be there would be swell
Because this God-forsaken

outpost

Is a substitute for hell.'

Here’s

was

2nd LT. ROY IVEY, ex-Assistant Cameraman. ROY entered the Signal Corps as a Sergeant and received his commission March 17. He
shipped to London about a year ago and is
still overseas.

Have you guessed who it is? Navigator Dave
Alleman! Just back from an 18,000 mile jaunt that
took in about halt the world. Dave is a navigator
for T. W. A. and is very happy in his new work.
He is now interested in another variety of stars,

Thought you might enjoy this. I think
the author, whoever he may be, owes
apologies to RUDYARD KIPLING. Hope
you and your family
are well and happy.
Sincerely,

his manyclear
friends
miss and
him,happy
but let's
all wish him
sailing
landings!

Here's a humorous, satiric expose on
Navy life sent to RAY RIDDLE of the
"Dear from
Chum:FRANK EASTCN, C.C.M.:
Mill,

I am very enthusiastic about Navy life.
We lie around In bed every morning till
5 o'clock. This of course, gives us plenty
of time to get washed, shave, dress,
make our bunks, etc., by 5:10. At 5:15
we stand outside and shiver for a few
minutes until a Chief Specialist gets ready
to give us some exercise. Thirty minutes later, muscles aching and spirit
broken, we push our way through the
darkness to the Mess Hall, where we eat
a hearty breakfast of cold beans and an

unidentfied liquid. After gorging ourselves with this delicious repast we waddle slowly back to the barracks. We
haven't a thing to do until 8 o'clock so
we just sit around and scrub things (?),
swab decks, wash windows and pick up all
the cigarette butts and papers for miles
around.

Soon

the Bosun's Mate

comes

in and says: 'Come out and play In the
sun, kiddies." So we go out In the beaum.atit doesn't
Cf ngcourse,
tiful sunlight.
and that
is muddy
everythi
ter that
it has rained and snowed continually for

the past month, and fog has enveloped
the area for a year. The Bosun's Mate
any
it If there
can't help
says he around
we have
and aren't
the grinder
drains
no rubbers.
At 8 o'clock we put on our light landing
force pack, which Is not be confused with
a heavy landing force pack. The light
pack consists of a 30 calibre machine gun,
canteen, mess kit, shaving kit, rain coat,
cartridge drums, first aid kit, fire extinguisher, 200 ft. of line, hand axe, small
and miscelsea bag,
complete
spade, alaneous
Items. Carrying
my light pack I
weigh 298 lbs., without it I weigh 143 lbs.
We march around the base for three or

Corporal Herman."

June

1943

r hours, the boys who fall out are
treated fairly well. They go to the brig for
a few days where they feast on bread and
water,
court
write:
Hall.

but they
martial.
I've have
got
We

don’t have to appear fo>'
Well, that's all I have to
toto rush
the Recreation
see ato movie
I saw ten

years ago when I was in civilian life. At
the end of the program we are going to
have a quiz; whoever guesses what we had
for supper gets promoted to Ensign!
And so until next time, chum.
Your Seagoing Pal,
Frank Easton."

Letters From Our Service Boys
My dear C.F. Friends:
After an absence of 18 months from
the Studio, I consider it a very fine compliment and great honor that you would
remember me out of the many hundreds
of faces which must have passed through
this Studio during the time I was overseas.
Thank you for the cigarettes — especially
the "Action" magazine and the gum,
which always came to me at Guadalcanal
and other bases where I was stationed in
the South Pacific.
It was quite a well-known joke around
Hollywood that photographers from Hollywood were known as the "Hollywood
Navy" in rather a disparaging way. However, JOHN FORDE'S Photographic Unit
is now considered with great respect by
the U. S. Navy. All you have to do is
read what JOHN FORDE'S Unit has been
accomplishing in this man’s war to understand why our U. S. Navy considers JOHN
FORDE’S Unit the tops.
The poem, which I asked Joel Hawley to run in "Action", was written by a
Marine when under fire in the jungle —
who he is or where he is, I don’t know —
however, you may appraise its value in
your own way.
This filth — ^This Hell
This Guadalcanal

OH— OH! IS THAT THE WAY TO FEEL? ... A
NICE LITTLE BOY YOUR AGE? THIS IS LIHLE
BILL JACOBSEN,
A

VERY

SON

DEFINITE

OF MARVIN

WAY

TENTION—DON'T YOU
MONTH

OF

JACOBSEN.

AHRACTING

THINK?
OLD."

The following is a letter received from
HERMAN D’ORAZIO, formerly of the
Script Dept. It is a little unusual as letters from Service boys go, because it
is in rhyme:
"Dear KATHLEEN:
Here’s that 'voice' calling on you from
the jungles of New Guinea. How is it out
there in civilization? Not 130° like it is
here. I’ll bet!! KATHLEEN", here’s a
swell
(I don’t
the author)
it tellspoem,
a little
about know
my island
home:— but
Tm somewhere in New Guinea
Where the sun is like a curse
And each long day is followed
By another slightly worse;
Where the red brick dust blows
Thicker than the shifting sand:
Where all men dream and wish
For a fair and greener land-.

The Slime — This slip— This slaughter!
I'd giveGod,
my soul
be outof ofwater!
this hole
And,
for ato drink
The
The
You
And
Half

ack-ack crack
big guns roar
can hear them pull the lever
me in this hole, a poor warped soul
mad with tropical fever.

But
And
And

it’s carry on till the job is done
it’s carry on, we will
inwe'll
Hellsee who spends that last night

Me, or that Jap Tojo.
Sincerely,
JOHNNY

HELMICK.

AT-

"BILL IS ONE

I’m somewhere in New Guinea
Where a woman’s never seen;
Where the skies are never cloudy
And the grass is always green;
Where the dingo’s nightly howling
Robs a man of blessed sleep;
Where there isn’t any whiskey
And the word "beer" makes us weep.
I’m somewhere in New Guinea
Where the nights are made for love;
Where the moon is like a searchlight
And the southern cross above
Sparkles like a diamond cluster
In the balmy tropic night.
It’s a shameless waste of beauty
For there’s not a girl in sight.

PETE

LAKE (Accounting Dept.) received a letter (V mail) from G. W. VAN
ANTWERP, who worked here as a Grip.
"Dearnickname
Pete: was "BUNKY.” The followHis
ing are excerpts;
I am feeling fine, in fact I
haven’t felt better in years, — this is like a
big location. One month it is 18 below
zero, then we get on a ship and dodge
submarines for 40 days, then bingo, here
we are on a tropical island way cfown
South where we trade the Big Dipper for
the Southern Cross. It Is pretty hot here
in the daytime, but the evenings are just
like they read in the books. It is very humid here, and we always get into damp
clothes in the morning.
We have motion pictures every night
at a Marine Base a short walk from us.
We sit out under the stars and if it rains
we slip into foul-weather clothes and stay
till it’s over. Rain is something it does
plenty of here and some of the showers
register 8 inches; the season average is
nearly 500 inches.
Everything grows in profusion here.
My camp is in a cocoanut grove. Most
of the island is a dense jungle, the trees
and vines, a solid mass. Our closest town
is two days by ship to another group of
islands, so our main recreation is one bottle of beer, a movie, two or three cigarettes and about eight hours sleep.
P.S. Yes, I get the "Action". Thanks.

Action

old buildings of a large estate. It's really
lovely — rolling and green-dotted with
woods and lakes and rivers. Now It's
deep In snow and we can skate on the
ponds — the temperature is twenty degrees more or less, usually less. At first
I thought it would be Impossible to live
until Spring, but our greatcoats are
amazingly warm, as are our stockings— and that's all you can say for them. I
think they're made of old grey horse
blankets. On "cold days" (ten degrees)
we are allowed to turn up our greatcoat
collars and wear balaclavas under our
caps. That's a concession they make because we need our ears for our jobs — ■
otherwise we'd just have to let them drop
off!! — Afterwards we could fill in a form
about It. In case of "Inclement weather"
we have a transport to take us the mile
and a half to go on watch. So far I've seen
plenty of what I thought were phenomenal
storms, but no 'Inclement weather.'
We've been Issued bicycles for getting
about camp and Into town, but I'm waiting for Spring before I leap Into' the
saddle. If I'm thrown off, as I was when
I first got It, I don't want them to have
to chip through the ice to get at my
Identity disc.
The blackouts terrified me at first, especially in London, but I'm quite accustomed
to them now. I even go without a torch
most of the time, which Is sheer swank, as
no one could possibly see an Inch ahead,
ry.

I MrrowiN,

Mir

v^onaiTioning

uept.

This Is a letter from JOAN CONLIN,
who worked In the Script Dept., before
she left last October to join the WAAFS
In England.

"Dear

KATHLEEN,

on some

nights. It m.akes a terrific difference inpeople, the blackout. When

you get into a bus they're all sitting looking like zombies In the faint blue light,
but singing and having lots of fun; espe-

us. And there's more fun in the pubs and

erstwhile player, is now
of our armed forces.

a member

restaurants over here. I don't know why,
unless it's because of the thrill of walking
Into a brilliantly lighted room after walking and groping about In the dark. There
Is really a wonderful feeling anywhere you
go. Very often, when we have forty-eight
leave, we walk down to the high road and
put up our thumbs. There are convoys
of trucks going to all parts of the British
Isles. Within ten minutes we can be on
our way to London or Glasgow or just up
the road to the local pub. And no matter
where we go, it costs practicaly nothing,
we're
becausebroke.
we can stay at Service Clubs if

I hope you'll forgive the constant first
person In this letter. The number of
"I's" make It sound like a trombone
solo. But there doesn't seem much else
to tell yO'U about. I shall do better next
time. Say hello to everyone for me,
will you? And I should like so much to
hear from anyone who can spare me a
minute. This Is my address:

I dreamed during the midnight watch — It's
beginning to take on that unreal quality of
too good a thing. That sounds as though
off, doesn't

HICKS,

cially the services — and that's about all we
have around here, as the Army works with

It's been a long time now and It seems
longer. 20th C. F. seems like a fairy tale

I'm browned

BERT

It? — I'm not

except sometimes when I'm cleanreally,
ing out the fire or throwing my kit bag

No. 2141666

into a lorry at four o'clock in the morning, then I remember the Studio and the
warm, lazy days and I think I must be

A.C.W.2
R.A.F.
Preston,

Conlln, Joan

kidding. Actually, It's a good life and I
love It. At first endless marching and
Lancashire, England

drill, carrying the respirator and steel helmet on my back, polishing my buttons
and shoes each morning all seemed

P.S. Until later, KATHLEEN,
of everything to you.

strange — but no stranger, I expect, than
civvy street will appear when I come
back to it. My training period Is over

Joan Conlln.

now and I'm at my real job. We're not
allowed to talk or write about it, but
you've seen it on the screen many times.
It's wonderfully Interesting and thrilling
because one knows what's going on and
when it's going on, but It's rather heartbreaking, too, at times.
Our camp is located In the country on
the grounds, and In the six-hundred-year-

love and best

I have to tell you that when

any of

the girls find out what I did for a living
In civvy street they keep me talking for
ARTIE

MILLER, checking tor closeup of JENNIFER

JONES

in "The Song of Bernadette" CAMERAMEN JOE LA SHELLE and PAUL LOCKWOOD
seem interested.

hours. They don't see how I could possibly leave a job like that, and what the
Stars are really like is what they want to
know most. I lose a lot of sleep that way!

BUY

MORE
WAR

BONDS
NOW/
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of the Lot

The Voice
SOUND RECORDINGS
By ROBERT

other hand. Bob Stevens is looking for
suckers to go on Sunday trips, such as
round trips to Ventura, etc.
Our friend, MR. GAMBINI, Alias Mike
Ambrose, is still doing business at the same
old stand, and you can find him In his

L GUNN

Again the deadline rolls around and
again we are reminded that Action
wants action! Being no super-snooper and
yet feeling that there must be some news
somewhere in the Sound Department, we
set out to uncover news.

little corner making motors "mote" most
any hour of the day.
The desert motor court of ORVILLE
McCann is becoming a reality. Mac

First comes the saga of MURRAY SPIVACK, one of our ace music recorders,
who went to New York to record music

spent this year's vacation bucking rocks —
sand and putting the place In shape. He
also planted a Victory Garden but says
that the lizards and snakes are beating
him to it. Next year he vows that he
will plant his Victory Garden In the wintertime so that he will not run a market for
the desert denizens.

from famous boys' choirs there for "The
Song of Bernadette." Murray gathered
music from such famous organizations as
St. Patrick's Choir, St. Michael's Choir,
etc. The payoff came, however, when he
found himself in Florida on vacation.
have a change In secretary personnel. Last month MARY DOUGHERTY resigned as secretary to ED HANSEN — retired to keep house for her husband, EARL
NIKEREL. We wish her happiness and
success — hope she finds time to do the
things that she has long wanted to do.
She will be missed by her host of friends
in this department and on the Lot. Best
of luck, Mary! Drop In and see us sometime.

LOREN D. GRIGNON, our fiery laboratory technician, is at present holding
down the throttle on the sound truck as

We

Congratulations to WINNIE LEVERETT!
According to the latest dope, Winnie is
about to graduate from the rank of Transmission Engineer to the dignity of a first
soundman. This ought to break a record
of some kind! He will depart with the
crew that leaves for Missoula, Montana,
and will be first soundman for Buffalo Bill,
There should be some rod and reel business
— wouldn't be surprised to see Winnie
come home with a lot of big fish that got
away!
Beginning June 14, SKIPPER HANSEN
starts on his vacation at Balboa. It looks
like the old CGR No. I 1059 will be pretty
busy for a few weeks now. The Skipper
is a hard worker, particularly when he gets
on a boat, and undoubtedly paint, varnishes, scrapers, and all other accessories
dear to the heart of retired sea dogs will
be flying thick and fast.
Our new heart throb of the Sound Department— THEDA DAITCH has taken
over the secretaryship recently vacated by
Mary Dougherty and is rapidly rounding
out into form — as you can see!
During the last few months we have had
visits from some of our soundmen who
have gone Into the Service. LT. KEN PIER
of the Navy recently returned from North
Africa, where he had engaged in actual
contact with the enemy while securing
photographic records. He was exhibiting

first soundman for the production "Guadalcanal" at Camp Pendleton near Oceanside, California. Some of our men on
location are privileged to bunk In the
barracks and eat with the soldiers. Their
THEDA

DAITCH

a radio that he had personally stripped
from a fallen German plane. The things
he could tell but didn't would probably
fill a book. LT. JOE AIKEN also dropped
in for a visit before he departed on his
new assignment in the Navy. BOB BRAGGINS, who until recently was working here
on the Lot for the Navy, has departed
for parts unknown. From the Re-recordIng Department comes the report that LT.
ART THIELE, LT. CURLEY THURWELL,
and LT. JOHN POWER are all in training
at the Hal Roach Studio in the Photographic Division of the Air Corps.
In these times when additions to personnel are rare, we extend greetings to
ERVING PARSONS, a new man In the
maintenance division of this department.
We hope you like it here, ERVING, and
become one of us.
At the present time we have the nucleus
of a bicycle club, consisting of BOB STEVENS, "Killer" KIRKPATRICK, WINNIE
LEVERETT, and CARL FAULKNER. There
may be others about to leave the straight
and narrow footpath but as yet they
haven't blossomed out with a bike. Three
of these boys — Stevens, Kirkpatrick, and
Leverett — ride their bikes regularly to
work, and even ride home for lunch at
times. CARL FAULKNER, although he
has a bicycle, hasn't taken advantage of it.
It's rumored he's placed an order for
an outboard motor of some sort which he
failed to get. So . . . sooner or later
there should be a bike for sale! On the

only complaint is that they have to eat too
much meat.
In spite of war restrictions and a total
all out war effort, the Sound Department
Is making progress in new developments.
At present JAMES P. CORCORAN has
been assigned to put Into operation the
new 200 mil push-pull track which will reproduce sound with a greater fidelity than
you ever heard before. Look for some
of the releases with the new 200 mil track
recording!
the
making. Other Improvements are in

Hannah Almeda Slone — age 22 months — daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. ALLEN J. SLONE. Allen is in
the Men's Wardrobe.

Action
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It seems LOU HEIFETZ and HEN
WEBER h ave both been looking for
second hand car. No luck whatever,
you hear of one with four wheels and at
least four tires please contact these boys!
A brief word from HARRY TARNOFF
who Is In officer training school at Camp
Lee, Va. He Is working hard to earn his

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
SICKNESS

By A. P. "WHIZZER"
AND ACCIDENTS

WHITE

I don't know whether it's the mood I'm
in or not, but it seems there are too many
cases to report.
ED SORES, while on location at Camp
Pendleton, suffered lacerations on the face
— and a bruised knee. This was caused
when an emergency door, on the bus in
which he was riding suddenly opened
while making a turn, throwing Ed to the
pavement. Only a person that has experienced such a fall knows how helpless
you are when you grope to catch something to break your fall.
RAY WILKINS broke 3 toes on his foot,
when a 2 X 4— with which he and a few
other men were carrying an 8x 12 timber,
snapped in two letting the 8x 12 fall on

bars. More power to you, "Leo the Lion."
A card from HARRY BELL — states he Is
In Rochester, N. Y. on the campus of the
University of Rochester, might sound like
football, but no. It's the Navy (request) for
higher knowledge. Sorry to lose BOB
TUCKER — his cheerful personality was one
In a million.

Don't neglect that Victory Garden,
every time you pull a plant, start another
seed or plant in its place. Our efforts
must roll on to Victory!

Ray's ample foot.
BENNY SCHIFFBAUER in the hospital,
being operated on for hernia.
JOE ARMSTRONG laid up with those
damnable varicose veins.
LES LOCKRIDGE
arthritis.

unable to work due to

C.P.O. CHARLEY BROWN back to
work after a medical discharge from the
Sea Bees. Charley broke a bone in his
instep when he made a 9 foot jump in
Boot-Camp
He'dbattalion.
give anything
to
be back training.
with his old
MORE PLEASANT THINGS
TOM MORRISSEY — The Ritcheys —
MAC and BILL, vacationed in Delta, Colorado. By the way, if you're ever in the
mill office make it a point to see the informal snapshot Tom took of the Ritchey's.
JOE BARNES off to E. St. Louis, Mo.
Joe tried to contact JOHNNY SKUBE at
Jefferson Barracks, but Skube has been
shipped to Washington, D.C.
FAT WERTANEN beaming with pride —
tor good reasons too. His son Lt. Vaino
Wertanen married recently. Crashed the
society page of the L. A. Times with a
large picture of him and his newly acquired
bride.

TYPEWRITER
FAWN

WEST

LOS ANGELES CONTROL CENTER. Standard machine of any age — just
so It is In working condition. A loan for
the duration or for any period will be

FARRAR

LAB GAB
By FAWN

FARRAR

appreciated. Contact Myrtle Eaton. Extension 1101.

Summer has arrived at last, bringing with
it a 48-hour work week for the Laboratory
Technicians. The change over was quite
orderly. A few changes in the personnel
took place, but we are now well adjusted
to our new schedule. There will be fewer
idle hours.

Jingles from John Engle's Dept.

ETHEL DAVEY contributed 10 per cent
of her first 48-hour check to the I.A.T.S.E.
bomber fund.

the deadline for Action magazine. I'd
better try and whip up some kind of news
so that HAROLD FREEDMAN, way up In

The negative cutting room is missing
ERNEST KONTZ who has been taken to the

Alaska, will know that we're still alive and
estimating sets. Harold wrote us recently
— "There's plenty of snow, ice and very

hospital — this time a

heart ailment — a

speedy recovery — Ernest.
HENRY WEBER had a wonderful vacation. He was able to spend two weeks on
that little ranch of his. Undoubtedly
worked most of the time, but I am sure he
enjoyed every moment of it, because that
home is his pride and joy.
JO RAMPAGE spent her vacation visiting a sister in San Diego.
Vacation time for FRED BURNWORTH
and he heads straight for Balboa — going
to rest and fish.
EDNA DILLY will be next — she is eagerly
looking forward to her first trip home to
British Columbia in ten years.
Happy to have ELVIE WILLIAMS back
with us again. The Army loss, but our
gain. Elvie has returned to the printing
room.

CLARENCE JONES, HENRY BEHRENS, BILL
SCHLOSER, ISAAC LIPSEH, INEZ KENDALL
laugh as Isaac poses Inez tn the camera range.

NEEDED

Another honorable discharge Is MORT
FRIED formerly with us, but now at Pathe.
Our welcome goes to RAY GUTHRIE,
the new Negative Inspector.
DAVID ROTHCHILD has been elected
shop steward, good luck, Dave.

By CECILE

FARRELL

Today Is June 15 — Income Tax day —
the last day for Shoe Coupon No. 17, and

heavy48-hour
rains, accompanied
by high
winds."
The
week is something
he Is
looking forward to as In that land of almost
perpetual light, there are too many hours
over the 48 In which to work.
The Victory Garden enthusiasts In this
office manage to keep us well supplied
with vegetables. CHARLIE FLICKWIR
brings carrots almost daily and JOHN
ENGEL surprised us on several occasions
by bringing huge red and white radishes.
MONTE BONOME, that suave boss of
the Plaster Shop, dropped in to give us
some Ideas for this column but they were
unanimously voted down.
Nice to see PHIL ADAMS back at work
after ever.
a month's Illness, looking more fit
than
AUBREY COCHRANE thinks It's a wonderful idea to have mail girls instead of
mail boys. He wishes they would extend
that to more departments!
What member of this department spent
all day Sunday helping his son-in-law
build a fence and came in Monday with
a very red face?
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GO WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

So I sez. Four Hundred. So he sez, Four
Hundred don't mean nothin. So I sez. Four
Hundred means lots to some. So he sez,
to who? So I sez, well, to some people in
New York who are in the Social Register.
We in this studio have a Four Hundred
too, which incidentally means the production "Rosie O'Grady" — at this point Four
LT. JACK McEDWARD, formerly of fhe Production Dept., and son BILL McEDWARD, who was
with the Art Dept., have a lot of fun discussing the
best branch of the service.

MECHANICAL EFFECTS NEWS
By EVELYN

BELL

After a long absence from Action, the
Mechanical Effects Dept., will be heard
from again. Your correspondent is Evelyn
Bell, formerly of the Personnel Dept., who
is standing in for WARREN HALE, of the
United States Navy, — Photographic Unit.
LOU WITTE, our Chief, has been down
inspecting the 20th Century-Fox Effects
Marines on location and reports they are
all in tine shape. LT. ETCHEVERY who is
putting them through their paces, says,
"All is well," but rumor has it they could
use some clothespins.

Hundred
loses
its significance.
means
BETTY
GRABLE,
and here is"Rosie"
where
"Rosie" is lost in the dark. Someone must
have said to Betty . . . It's nice work if . . .
and boy did she get It . . . and when she
got it she also got a partner to helo her,
In the person of KENNY WILLIAMS . . .
and what a helper . . . does a good job
himself. From remarks I gather that his
nenial personality Is not confined only to
the performance, for he seems to be tops
both on and off, and he handles a baseball
like a Yankee, which with all makes him a
regular fellow.
In this Issue we have a trio of announcements to make — two of the cheerful variety and the third not so gratifying. BEN
BODNER, who was stricken at the studio
some five or six weeks ago, spent most of
the time in the hospital. Ben has returned
to his duties and has the old fight back.

DOTTIE "SPIT-FIRE" BURKE — who is
standing in tor JACK HAMILTON while

JOSEPH TERESI popped In one morning a few weeks ago and went at it like a

her "Popsicle" is in the Service — is very
busy these days. Dottie takes care of the
twins — her Victory Garden in addition to
doing Red Cross work and worrying about
her dog. Buddy, who has enlisted in the
Army.

yearling
much to
everybody's
As he —bounced
around
on one surprise.
toe he

JESS "SPIDER" WOLF is considering
changing his name to "Point" Wolf since
his recent expedition to the markets preparing supplies for a fishing trip enjoyed
by him and GEORGE GOEMANS — who,
incidentally, celebrated his 20th anniversary with the Studio and his ? birthday
— over the Memorial Day weekend.
BEN SOUTHLAND is in the market for
a mission and has LARRY CHAPMAN
and AL MAYNARD enrolled as choir boys.
He is also looking for a one-armed man
to pass the hat. Any applicants? Ben was
guite thrilled recently when he received a
letter from his dog. Butch, who is in the
armed service.

death of Peggy Christman's mother, as related byJimmie Jensen, who has cherished
the friendship of the Christmans since
1910. Peggy has been very ill. You have
our sympathy Peggy.

JIM DONNLEEY called on us not so
long ago and is sure looking good, but we
understand he is having an awful time with
the "5 o'clock control."
We're pretty proud of our Art Gallery
in the Arsenal — consisting of photographs
of our boys in the Service — JAMES
DONNLEEY, BILL MITTLESTEDT, JACK
ERICKSON, WARREN HALE, and CARL
HOLZMAN. Photographs of GEORGE
HARRIS, JACK HAMILTON, and MILTON OLSEN are still missing. How about
it, boys?

laughed jibes at us saying, "So you thought
I was a cooked turkey." We are laughing
with you, Joe.
We

are saddened by the news of the

Smiling ALBERT GROVES got the gate!
Not what you mean — he Is stationed at the
new gate opened on the, east side of the
Lot.
KENNY ELLSWORTH has more hobbles
than Hobby Lobby. Stamp collecting —
miniature ship building and a host of
others.
Now the old time ticker says, "You've
gone far enough."

MARY

ELIZABETH

WHITE

and LILLIAN

KELSEY

MAX

GOLDEN

and BEN

WURTZEL

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By AUDRE ROCHLEN •
Dan Cupid has been his busy little self
with the Script Dept. gals. SHIRLEE
WOOLARD has been dashing to Riverside
week-ends to see the jitterbugs' gift to the
Army, Private First Class LEO WEISMANTEL — BARBARA KLINE dining with the
love of her life, DON HOYT, a Stanford
medical student, accompanied by his
parents — looks serious, what? — BARBARA
is also the recipient of the silent admiration
of GEORGE WIENER of the Property Department— PHYLLIS
HUFFINE'S
are
all for ROBERT
SCHWAB
of thesighs
United
States Coast Guard — MILLIE SAGE and
JACK
duo.

KINGSLEY

a Saturday night Giro's

Don't forget to gather up all your old
wool scraps and sew them Into squares
which will be made into coverlets for the
convalescent soldiers in Army hospitals.
The regular G. I. blankets are, in many
Instances, too heavy for some medical
cases, and the Red Cross has appealed to
us to make up the lighter ones. You may
call KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY for details
on how to sew the squares. The Red
Cross is also asking for your old golf balls,
golf clubs and swimming trunks. These will
enable the convalescent service men to use
the golf and swimming facilities at the
recuperation hospitals. You probably have
an old golf club or a tired pair of trunks
kicking around some place which could
be put to good use. Send it to the Studio
Club!
Speaking of service men — remember that
there are many boys from this Lot who
would appreciate a friendly letter now and
then with some of the Lot's goings-on. They
tell us that on Attu, the boys got up at any
hour of the night and stood In the snow
when mail call was announced — It is so
important to them, and takes only a few
minutes of our time to dash off a short
note.
CHIT-CHAT; LUCILLE MILLER Is the
newest glamour addition to the Script
Dept. She was formerly under contract
here for several years — FRANK DESSLER
has shifted to the Western Avenue Lot —
Is a clerk in the Construction office — TINA
PERRY has returned to the Lot after a long

Action
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TIME MARCHES ON!

illness — RENAULD D'ORAZIO finally got
his call tor the Navy and left with a multitude otgood wishes from his many pals
in the Script and Publicity Departments.
They presented him with a beautiful piece
ot monogrammed luggage — MURIEL DEMENS, who was formerly secretary to COL.

By SPENCER

Tick-tock go our three time clocks in
unison. "And forever the minutes, the
hours, the days, — " It Is morning, the time
clocks say. And In the morning they peer
through the gloom and prepare themselves
for another day. Wisps of fog wash their
faces until they are shiny; they Inhale

JOY

and Is now Mervyn Le Roy's Girl Friday at Metro, was married to Lt. John
Bradley, of the United States Army, in a
lovely ceremony In Ontario on June 15 —
LILLIAN KELSEY back from a whirlwind

deeply, spin their hands around a number
of times, set themselves on the correct

vacation trip to Chicago, New York and
points south — LORRAINE STOLL all smiles
because her bridegroom, Lt. Gerald Muller,
came home for a short furlough — BARBARA McCRACKEN, six feet -two -Inches

split-second — and wait.
It Is almost as if they had never gone
through this experience before. But no
matter how many years they have been
clicking on the job, they still dread those
first few minutes of every morning before
the hordes of general employes, stock girls,
electricians, grips, et al, start streaming In.
Then they get the jitters and they start to
jive,, they feel that it will be the last day

(in heels) of solid glamour, proudly announcing that she has reached her nineteenth birthday.
A special pat on the back to EDITH
CAHOON,
one of the Script delivery
girls — Edith turns over her entire weekly
check from the studio for the purchase of
bonds. She drives a station wagon on the
graveyard shift at Vega Aircraft every
night, and ten per cent of her salary there
also goes for bonds.
PERENNIALS: DOROTHY
HARRIS
laughing about something — BEN ROSENMAYER practicing his shorthand — ELEANOR THALLS twirling her hair.

WESTERN AVENUE
By BEN

BRATMAN

Sorry to hear that Mrs. Geiser passed
away. Mrs. Geiser is the wife of OTTO
GEISER, a painter. Our deepest sympathy
is extended.
MURRY NA^EINER, Labor Dept., recently
lost his younger brother. Murry himself
was rejected from enlistments in various
branches of the services because of an Injury sustained while playing football. He
also studied drama in various schools. With
such determinations the Romeos of the

MURRY

WEINER

ART DEPARTMENT
By HELEN
Through

ETZLER

the stillness of the Drafting

Room resounded the strains of "Sweet
Rosie O'Grady" as played by maestros
DAVIS and FULLER on the mighty little
hand

organ. The beauty of this rendition was punctuated, but too frequently,

by the most dismal of off-key notes — the
type that send cold chills through you, if
you know what I mean.
A turtle was found in the Cheviot Hills
and brought back to the office of Davis
and Fuller. It is now residing at the MAC
JOHNSON
home, devoting much of its
time to eating.
Back at work again are: NAN

GLEN-

NON — after a week's vacation, during
which time she did what most working
women don't have enough time to do —
clean house. MR. IHNEN — after his vacation In Mexico. MR. RANSFORD — after
being ill. Glad to see you back again.

stage and screen better look toward their
laurels.

SID EVENS joined forces with Unde Sam
a few weeks ago and is with Chemical

LEONARD STIPP just turned 17 — a
slep-son of BILL GOODWIN — Paint Dept.
— has enlisted in the Navy. Leonard is
stationed at the San Diego Naval Training Station. Bill himself comes from a family of Navy men. As a young man he
fought in the Spanish-American War —
was a Morro scout in the Philippines —
served In the first World War. His age
does not stop him from doing his share
in the present war. Bill at present Is a
first sergeant in the Signal Troop of the
first Regiment of the Mechanized Cavalry,
of the California State Militia.

Warfare In the Air Force. We're all a'rootln' for SIMOND
you, SID. was
Whenen last
heardto from,
WALTER
route
New

RALPH JESTER, Paint Dept. — feels
young again since his boy, Ralph, 18, enlisted in the Navy. He Is a seaman second
class — stationed at Norman, Oklahoma.
There is always a feud between Ralph
Jester and LAURENCE ELLIOTT — Paint
Dept.

CLON

they'll remain alive; they screech and they
howl; and they ping and they ring. Round
and round they go, down and down they
go. If only they had some black magic!
And so another day. . . .
It Is morning. And like the titles that
flashed on the screen In days gone by:
Morning

fades into day, day fades Into

night, and then — "Comes the dawn!"
Love your magic spell is everywhere:
Even the prosaic time office has been infiltrated by that insidious virus. People
have often asked what Is meant by love.
After listening to one of the fellows rave
about It for weeks we are still In doubt as
to its true definition. It's a five letter word
(we have come to the conclusion) that
means almost anything you want It to mean.
sagacity.)
(We're overwhelmed by our mediocre
are ofnotguys
gestapo
agents:
We're
not
theWekind
that go
slinking
behind
posts aspyin' on our fellow employes.
We're just the fellows in the unenviable
position of keeping and marking time. (We
mean that literally.) So-o-o-o when about
twenty or thirty of our fellow employes
congregate about the clocks right in front

York. News of Pvt. LARRY KING was obtained indirectly and he seems to be crazy
about being a Marine. How about letting
us hear from you, boys?
GEORGE DAVIS received his commission as a 1st. Lieut, in the Marine Corps
and will be performing his new duties by
the time this edition reaches you. The best
of luck to you George and I know I also
speak for everyone In the Dept, and on
the Lot.
Every Tuesday during lunch hour a number of us whiz over to the El Rancho Bowling Alley, where fun and competition prevails for the entire hour. If you want to
know anything about gutter balls, just ask
me. Whew!

Dave and Leo Silver, sons of popular SAM
of our Barber Shop.

SILVER
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our glass cage in full view, ten or fifteen
^Bnutes before it is time to punch out; we
oecome very conscience stricken. Please
spare us the embarrassment of one day
having to dock some of you those ten or
fifteen minutes. We thrive on goodwill as
much as any other department does. If
nothing else, think of the safety factor involved when the entrance to our corridor
is jammed.
Nite Scenes: have you ever ridden about
the lot at one a.m.? Most of you have
never been on the campus at that hour.
Since gas rationing has come into effect
the company decided that the nite timekeeper should not drive his car to the Santa
Monica gate to collect the cards that have
been left there after midnite. The police
department, in their deluxe (?) station
wagon, now provides this service. They
combine this trip with a thorough inspection of every inch of the lot. Set watchmen
sit alone on dimly lit sound stages and
open-air sets; "loose men" prowl about
punctuating the nite with occasional
darts of light from their flashlights; keymen patrol their "tours" and at strategic
spots right on the minute insert their peculiar-looking keys into locks which then whir
mysteriously and send impulses to some
faraway place assuring them that all is well.
Gatemen sit in their dimly-lit cubicles
checking the cars that pass in and out, reporting to the police-office at intervals.
We're a complete city In miniature. And
not so small at that. I know for a certainty
that there are many small cities and hamlets In this great country of ours that can't
even boast of the organization that we
have. An impressive sight is to suddenly
drive on to an open-air set, its brilliant
lights shrouded by a tremendous tent-like
affair, while crews of various technicians
are feverishly attempting to complete a
job so that a picture may continue shooting on schedule; or even to beat the
scheduled time alloted for It. Our thanks
to the police department for providing the
transportation and the opportunity to witnes a phase of activity on the lot which
so few of us have the chance to observe.

TIck-tock go our three clocks In unison.
"And forever, the minutes, the hours and
days — " Time — marches on!

"SPARKS FROM THE ARCS”
By LEE DUNBAR

VIC SIMES had a splendid write up
in the Daily News. The Article was written by IKE WALTON, JR., dated May 3,
1943. "Vic" Is a good fisherman or else
talks a good fish story.
Had a letter from KENNY LANG the
other day. It so happened that 0. P. O.
THOEN was spending the day at the base
with Kenny. While there they had their
picture made together, and you should see
it in this issue.

DORIS TIMMERBERG is the "Talk of the
Lot" these days — having entertained no
less than a major and captain recently. Oh,
yes,
Doris, about
do tellPalm
us sometime
what's
so
attractive
Springs these
days!
We hear SAMMY DUCA and FRANK
GILROY — Grip Dept, are planning a vacation at Lake Arrowhead. Have a swell
time, boys, but BEWARE THE LITTLE
FOXIES! We girls in the office would like
to know if JOHNNY LAVIN, MONTY
BONOME and WALTER JOLLEY are any
relation to "Whistler's Mother-in-law!"
GEORGE ZUCKER with his priceless gems
of witticisms Is also a very efficient instructor— ask me, I know!
A lovely luncheon was given June 6 In
honor of DOLPHA SMITH — our Ass't.
Twelve girls appeared as hostesses at the

On fhe right is RICHTIE RICHARDSON. Grip
Dept., who listens attentively while LEE DUNBAR,
Electrical Dept., tells him all about Lulu Bell,
his rabbit.

HENRY BORZAGE Is In there pitching
though his arm is still in splints. Henry had
a fall while working at home — result —
broken arm.
We are thankful that FRANKIE DE
CLARK was not Injured seriously when he
was hit a glancing blow on the head.
Perhaps very few know that CLIFF
WOOD at one time rode jumping horses.
In fact he set a record jump In Canada
that probably still stands.
LEO and MRS. KILGORE recently made
a trip to San Francisco to visit their son
just back from the battle front. Leo Informs us his son was shot several times —
is convalescing. Accounts for at least five
Japs if not more. Good going!
LES EVERSON Is sporting a Parker Pen
and Pencil Set. Both were presents from
the entire crew of the BERKELEY show.

B. B. Shot From Construction
By BEHY

BOW

thought it was about time the unsung heroes of T.C.F. were brought to the
front and they represent no less than the
Construction Dept, as a whole.
As this is the first issue of Action
the Construction has contributed to — what
do you say we start off with a little gossip
about those who surround us.

event which was held at Gordon's In Beverly Hills. Those attending were — HELEN
SNYDER. KAY HOLLINGWORTH, DORIS
TIMMERBERG, MARILYN LAVIN, WANDA KAHNE, JERRY MURPHY, DOROtruly. THY THRASHER, ROSALIE ARMETTA,
INEZ KENDALL, PAT HANSE and yours
We hope we have given you some Idea
of what is going on In the Construction
Dept, but If we have missed anyone or
anything
don't
we'll be back next
month. SEE
YOUworry,
THEN!!

Bunch
the SAUVE,
boys 'llein
and WHITE,
braggin' —JOHN
JOE
WEISS, ofJOE
CHAS.
STRITE, TOM MORRISSEY. JR.. BILL PRICE.
AL HASS.

We

First of all — we have HELEN "Tiny-Tot"
SNYDER — whose sunny little face is a new
addition to our family — not to mention her
lovely singing voice which has delighted
us all.
TID-BITS — We are so glad to welcome
PHIL ADAMS back from a month's sick
leave. Don't go away again, Phil, we
need your smile and your practical jokes!!
KAY HOLLINGWORTH is also looking
very refreshed after a two weeks rest.

INTER-STUDIO

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Sunday, August I, has been scheduled
as the first day of play for the Inter-Studio
Tennis Tournament. There will be four
events: Men's and Women's Singles, Men's
Doubles, and Mixed Doubles.
Every studio should be represented in
these matches. There will be first class
competition. But even If you play just
an average
game,knows,
you'll you
still may
have walk
loads off
of
fun.
And who
with a prize!
An average entry fee will be required.
So, come on you T.C.F. boosters, call
Jacqueline Frenier, Extension 1282.

.
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?. BERNARD J. CARR
10. GEO. DEWin
EnER D'ORAZIO
CARL DOWNEY
JACK ERICKSON
ROBERT FLEMING
JACK BROWN
WARREN BROWN

RICHARD CHAPMAN
CHAS. ENSCOE
JOHN HELMICK
MILTON BURROW
GERRY BRODERICK
IRA BARZILAY
MAX ANDERSON
JOHN BARREH

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

BILL ALBERTS
IRVING ABRAMS
JOSEPH AIKEN
ART WEBB
J. P. VAN WORMER
JOHN POWER

ON
RS

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
14.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

DE
AN

GEO. S. HARRIS
CLARENCE LOCKRIDGE
HOWARD J. CHILD
JOEL G. DOBSON
CHAS. DICE
CLIFFORD CONCIALDI
RAMUS DECARLO
RICHARD COOMBS

ON
iD
N
SI
AS
24. MABN
L
CA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
i.
7.
8.

33.
34.
35.
34.
37.
38.
39.
40.

ROBT. SMILEY
EDW. THIRLWELL
MAX GOLDMAN
CHAS. ROGERS. JR
RAYMOND HOLMES
BILL WHITLEY
GEO. GIHENS
WALTER RASMUS

July

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
44.
47.
48.
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JERRY JURAN
WALLACE NEAL
MARTIN ZUMHOFE
CHAS. THRASHER
EDSEL THRUSTON
ELVIN WILLIAMS
JOHN HOWARD
ERNEST STRAUB

49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
54.

AL WYSE
O. H. STRUTHART
LENNIS WILLIAMS
JAY ROSS
WARREN! HALE
LUTHER HOLTZCLAW
TOM McDERMOn
BILL MITTLESTEDT

57.
58.
59.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

C. A. MATTHEWS
MITCHELL MOHR
J. R. STOVER
ARTHUR D. SHIPMAN
CHAS. ZIMMERMAN
RAY e. GABBARD
ED. MEINARDUS
KENNETH LANG

45.
44.
47.
48.
49.
70.
71.
72.

J. FRED LUTZ
FLOYD KENDALL
IRVING NELSON
LAWRENCE SESSOMS
JERRY FOGEL
BILL HEATH
J. HAWL HEARNE
HAROLD ROTH

73.
74.
75.
74.
77.
78.

PAUL WURTZEL
LEO WEISMANTLE
CHAS. HOFFMAN
FRANK CORY, JR.
HENRY HOWARD
LYNN SPLAN
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PROCESSIONS

with her fiancee who will be inducted int^
By E. L McMANIGAL

Our

ex-boss, SOL

HALPRIN,

now

a

Navy man, has been promoted to Lt. Commander.
PAUL EAGLER, Process Cameraman,
had to return from the Pendleton Field
location, due to illness in the family. ED
HAMMERAAS left immediately to take
over. TOMMY ANDREW, Grip, is also
on location. AL HALPERIN, who replaced
BOB MILES, has always been an outdoor
man.
Al tiedWe're
to hishaving
desk. a difficult time keeping
Our girl Friday, MYRTLE ROBERTS, is
vacationing with her family. J. O. TAYLOR, our Avocado Merchant, is still keeping the personnel well supplied with vitamins. ERNIE MILLER, Projectionist, has
had such good luck with his victory garden
he decided to take orders for tomatoes
LESTER A. SANSOM,

C.SP., and C. M. EFFINGER.

This photo was taken when

Mr. EfRnger was In

Washington, D. C. He was chosen by the Government as a consultant in setting up the Army and
Navy Film Library.

CAMERA NEWS
By BESS LASKY
DAN CLARK had an operation five
weeks ago — Is still recuperating. Dan expects to report tor active duty June 14.
JOE LA SHELLE was promoted to first
cameraman and his first assignment Is
IRVING PICHEL'S picture, "HAPPY
LAND." The company left for location
at Santa Rosa, June 14.
PAUL

LOCKWOOD,

who

and potatoes that are yet to be planted!
We do ad mire him for his self-confidence.
SAM WOODWARD
Is at Ft. Leonard
Wood.

ERNIE MILLER pronounced It Ft.

Leavenworth. Sam says "could be — no
chance to escape anyway." Last heard from
BOB MILES, he was stationed at Camp
Polk, La., and claims he's still hunting for
those winches for our department.
IDA PRIMM has taken over the duties
of h er husband, Norman, who is now In the
armed forces.
Our boss's son, DONALD SNYDER, had
the chicken pox. Does that have any bearing on Papa Eddie giving up the chicken
business and selling the whole shebang to
PAUL LOCKWOOD?

the Army any day now. MARGARFM
AGOSTI wl II be married very soon to
MIklos Rosza, the famous composer. Among
his compositions
"Jungle Book."
WINNIE SHANK Is iscontemplating
marriage
with a very handsome Lt. Comdr. who is
stationed in the Naval Hospital in Long
Beach. EVELYN ANGUS must have caught
the "barefoot bug" from MARY MCBRIDE— or maybe EVY is just trying to
save shoe leather! RUTH HOLBROOK'S
beaming countenance Is due to a very
handsome new boyfriend.
Since DAN CLARK'S recent operation,
little BESS LASKY has been running the
Camera Dept. EDITH STONE spent her
vacation In San Diego — visiting the Naval
Hospital where her husband has been confined for the past two months.
everybody's
wasLAURE
out withERWAY,
the flu for
two weeks.darling,
FLOT
SLOTT, CAMDR. BOLTON'S pride and
joy, says her office isn't the same without
Yeoman 2/c BILL WATTERS who was transferred for duty elsewhere. SALLY GREGORY, of the Cigarette Fund, has left
the Lot to join her husband who Is stationed in an Army camp in Denver.
MARLYN LEEPER'S boyfriend, Sam Edwards, who starred In "Hey, Rookie", is now
training at Ft. Meade in Maryland, preparatory to taking the show overseas.
ALICE OLCOTT is leaving for Santa Barbara, where
she will spend
her who
two is
weeks'
vacation.
FRANCES
ENGLIS,
now
with WM. PERLBERG, was with David Selznlck for many years. DOROTHY MCBRAYER, and her boss, NUNNALLY
JOHNSON, are both leaving this Lot.
Everybody will really miss these two swell

has been
people.
JAMES
GRACEY

ARTIE MILLER'S assistant for a good many
years, is now his operator.
Still more promotions — ARTIE MILLER,
JR. Is following in his father's footsteps —
is on the first rung of the ladder by starting as Assistant Cameraman. DON KECK,
who was film bookkeeper is now a film
loader and JACK HUNSAKER, film page,
takes Don's place.
News from the war zones — LT. SOL
HALPRIN is Lieutenant Commander, SGT.
DON ANDERSON is now Technical Sgt.
and ROY IVEY, Second Lt.l
It's no wonder that it has quieted down
— we have three companies on location
at the present writing, and two more
readying for location shortly.
LLOYD AHERN is the proud father of
twins — a boy and a girl — born June 5.
MASTER SERGEANT PEV MARLEY js
back in civilian clothes and ready to take
up where he left off at the studio. MAJOR
BILL WHITLEY and his squadron left tor
overseas — his wish finally came true. Godspeed there and back.

MAJOR

GEN.

CLAIRE

CHENAULT,

LT. COL.

HERBERT "BUTCH" MORGAN, his aide, CHIEF
GUY THAYER, JR., and COMDR. SOL HALPRIN,
former head of our Background Projection Dept.

POTASH'S PRATTLE
By SHIRLYE
Here's one for the book as told to us
by MARY COOK: One of the new glamorous Mail Girls had to deliver something
to Erskine Caldwell In the Old Writers'
Bldg. She was not acquainted with the layout of the Bldg, so she stopped one of the
men In the hall and asked, "Is ERSKINE
CALDWELL one of the old writers in this
bldg.?"
She all
wastheunder
the impression
we
housed
ancient
writers In that
the
OLD Writers' Bldg!
PAULA MILLARD took her vacation early this year so she could spend some time

When America's No. I Ace, CAPT. JOE
FOSS, visited the "Claudia" set recently he
was surprised to spot JAMES GRACEY,
electrician, honorably discharged from the
marines after serving at Guadalcanal.
"Hlya, Jimmie," Foss held out his hand.
"Hlya," Jimmie pulled off his gloves and
they shook hands.
"Howd'ya come out?" asked Foss.
- "Got
Jimmie.

14 In 87 days hunting," replied

They compared notes. It seems Jimmy,
an anti-aircraft gunner, was just 100 yards
from the coconut grove where Capt. Foss
and his buddies slept in foxholes when they
weren't aloft knocking down Zeroes.
"Maybe

I'll get back Into it," says

Jimmy — eyeing Capt. Foss's trim uniform
enviously. "I'm feeling a lot better now."

Foss slapped Jimmy on the back. "If
you do, I hope that gun of yours is somewhere near where I'm sleeping.'
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LET'S MAKEUP

^IRLEY FOREMAN OF SCRIPT
■epartment from family
OF HEROICS
Brother Lieutenant Awarded
Heart, DFC and
Father Made
fense Plant.

When GENE

Purple

With her brother giving his life on the
war front and her father killed In the line
of duty on the home front, Shirley Forecan be justly proud
family's
heroic mancontributions
to the of
war her
effort.
Her
L. Foreman, was
the Purple Heart
Flying Cross.
his mother, Mrs.

postand
They
Jack

Lieutenant Foreman was piloting a P-38
In the European area when he died In action last January. His father had been
killed In a defense plant accident only five
months before the 21 -year-old lieutenant
lost his life. Shirley Is an employe in
our Script Department.

GEO. TOWNSEND, OLIVER PECK, T. MERSHON,
PETE McCORMACK, C. M. EVENGTON, FRED
ST. CLAIR, TONY PALADINO, are pictured here
resting after lunch.

Stanley Jones, husband

of LOUISE

JONES In the cashier's office, joined the
duty.
Merchant Marine — has just been called for
EDDIE KRAHN sent us a card from
Texas. JIMMY BAILLET wrote from the
Navy, where he is studying radio.
LARRY RICE is still in Palm Springs —
was up to see us recently.
FRED BARMAN passed the perfectos
the other day. Yes, a fine baby girl.
VIRGINIA GREENLAW took time off to
get married, is now Mrs. De Generes.
RENAULD D'ORAZIO said good-bye.
Renauld is going into the Air Force. His
brothers, Herman and Etter, are old friends
of the writer, all are from this Lot — left
their jobs here to work for Uncle Sam.
That's
a mighty good representation from
one family.

CREDIT UNION LIFE LINE— TESS LASKY, relief
secretary, LILLIAN GINSBERG, renders First Aid
to depleted bankrolls; HOMER TRAW, keeper of
the books, and last but far from least, your
"Uncle" GEORGE HELLGREN, who can save you
from many a Bad Wolf.

PEN-PUSHERS PERSONALS
By PETE LAKE
JOE TAYLOR has had some tough luck.
Right now he Is In a hospital In Nicaragua
recovering from a broken foot and back
Injuries. A heavy truck In which he was
tiding capsized, and Joe cascaded Into a
ditch along with some heavy oil drums —
the drums landing on top. We can be
thankful, with Joe, that it was no worse
— hope the doctor Is taking good care of
him.
Glad to have BOB SINCLAIR back with
us for a while. Bob is working with FRED
MAGNUS, as the latter Is slated for a
location job In Montana, among the Crow
Indians. The picture Is "Buffalo Bill" and
there should be some wild experiences with
that troupe. Hope the Indians don't revert to that old-time stuff, and start swinging those tomahawks.

By EDDIE SOWDERS
TIERNEY starred In ERNST

LUBITSCH'S picture — "Heaven Can Wait"
— her characterization changes from the
early twenties to the late forties. The boys
in the makeup passed by DICK HAMILTON'S chair — noticed the clever job he
was doing on Gene — so they started

Supreme Sacrifice In De-

brother,. Lt. Jerome
humously awarded
the Distinguished
were delivered to
L. Foreman.
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HOSPITAL FUND CAMPAIGN
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT

THERE ISN'T A HOSPITAL BED FOR
YOU — and 999 other residents need treatment in the City of Los Angeles this month.
This estimate is compiled from statistics
showing that for months at least one
thousand people have been unable to obtain admittance to Los Angeles hospitals
due to lack of beds. If this need exists

whistling "Darling, I Am Growing Older."
Just then GUY PEARCE stepped in — got
the drift of the whistlers — so politely told
the boys to leave the jokes to the comics
— said "Heaven Can Walt, but Lubitsch
will not, so get going."
Oh, yes, MARIE WALTERS also did
Gene's hair — a lovely job, too. You are
going to get a pleasant surprise when you
see the clever makeup that Guy created
for DON AMECHE — he ages from twenty
to seventy years of age — this Is a pip.
SPRING BYINGTON was an amazed person when her makeup was finished.
Our new head hair stylist, BETH LANGSTON also styled the heads on this picture.
Beth came to us from M.G.M.
MYRTLE

FORD,

better known

as

"Pudgy" is doing ANNABELLA — is very
happy with her assignment.
ANN BARR Is back at the studio again
— toured the country with SONJA HENIE.
Sonja and Ann get along beautifully.
MARIE BRASSELLE Is doing BETTY
GRABLE — believe me — Betty keeps Marie
on her toes. But Marie says Betty Is very
sweet about It all.
RAY ROMERO, ALLAN SNYDER, BETTY PEDRETTI and EVELYN BENNETT are
working on IRVING PICHEL'S picture
"Happy Land" — on location at Santa
Rosa.
TINA PERRY after several weeks Illness
has returned to the studio. Tina wanted to
make a change from Makeup Dept, to
something not quite so strenuous after her
breakdown. KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY has
given her an assignment In the Script Dept.
EDYTHE ADAMS has been pinch hitting
and Is doing a good job.

now — can anyone Imagine what would happen should we suffer bombing raids or a
serious epidemic.
The shortage of hospital equipment exists
throughout the nation. Patriotic and community-minded citizens — as well as large
Industrial firms — are generously supporting
a campaign sponsored by the United Hospital Fund to raise three million dollars to
care for this emergency. Hospitals benefiting by the fund are: California, Good
Samaritan, Hollywood Presbyterian, Olmstead Memorial, Methodist, Monte Sano,
Queen
of Angels, St. Vincent's and White
Memorial.
This campaign cries for everyone's consideration and support. Send your contribution to: United Hospital Fund, 709 Subway Terminal Building, Los Angeles. EVERY
DOLLAR HELPS.

T/C LEE GREENWAY, formerly of our Makeup
Dept.. sends greetings to his friends on the Lot.

Action
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TRANSPORTATION
By JO BONOME
The Transportation Dept, wishes to acknowledge letters from CPO HAROLD
GODDING: RFC CHARLES THRASHER,
and SGT. JOHN ANDERSON. Harold is
in Catalina Island, Charles is still in Texas,
while John, from the looks of the change
of address to APO, New York City, will be
getting his mail "over there" now. Harold
apparently is missing the "iron-horse".
Charles can't understand why they are
made to crank planes every day when the
flying machines are already equipped with
automatic starters. John sounds very restless— wants to hurry across the pond so
that he and the 25th can "take care of
things". Received a post card from LEW
TATE F l/c, who is in a Naval Training
Station in Rhode Island. He, too, is anxious to "go over". Wonderful — the spirit
these boys have!
From friends of RED McCCNNELL we
hear he is In the Southern Pacific with the
rest of our boys. He wishes to acknowledge
the generosity of the people who contribute to the Cigarette Fund. The cighim.

arettes and "goodies" are appreciated by

DCUGLAS

SPEARS,

our nice motor-

HARDY DIVVER is back to work again
after being ill for two weeks. Harry was
wounded and gassed in World War Cne
and still suffers from these injuries. The
soft living that we have enjoyed since the
last war, we owe to these veterans. We
must never forget to remember to pay
them homage if only silently.
TCM KRAUSE found it necessary to
give up his work in the office due to poor
health.
ART MULLER is a dispatcher in our office now — Another fellow we girls can
bother for charge numbers. Art has a
good telephone voice, and that is already
a good start.
Has anyone heard about the Public Relations man who made a complaint to the
Transportation Dept? He didn't feel right
riding to the Camp Pendleton Location on
a truck loaded with T.N.T. Cther riders on
the truck, besides the driver, included a
policeman and a priest. Said Mr. Hirigoyen, "There's no pleasing them these days
— what's he kicking about — I sent a priest
didn'tTCI?" BUY
along,
"BETTER
WEAR

BCNDS

THAN

TC

THEM".

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMIE

DINNEEN

REVIEW— SAFETY MEETING MINUTES:
Afternoon and morning shifts will attend a
joint Safety Meeting the first Thursday of
each month at 3 p. m. in the Wurtzel
Bungalow, North Lot.

Left to righf — J. J. Burke, former head of our
Mailroom, and Mr. and Mrs. GREIG REED. Greig
was formerly with our Constr. Dept. W. A. Both
boys are now working for the Government in
Canada.

cycle driver, left for the service
9, 1943. The branch — his heart's
the Navy. In the short time Doug
us we learned to like him a great
we all wish him the best.

on June
desire —
was with
deal and

It is suggested that employes see their
doctor at least once a year — for their own
benefit and to save manpower. Good
health means happiness for you — and a
better job for UNCLE SAM.
MR. JACK CCDD will address our next
Safety Meeting with a talk on HEALTH.
MR. JCNES, our Chairman, reported
that the Studio Safety Record in general
has been improving.
PARALLEL

WCRKERS

are asked to co-

GECRGE McQUERRY, AMM 3/c, who
is stationed in Los Alamitos, California,

operate with the Safety Committee —
PLEASE REFRAIN FRCM DANGERCUS

visits our dept, frequently. Wonder if he's
lonesome for the "Board"?
LT. GECRGE MATTHEWS, A.F.R.T.C.
(of the Armored Force) stationed at Fort
Knox, is in Los Angeles on a thirty day
sick leave. The interview with Lt. Matthews
was an interesting one. This gallant looking gentleman also served the British for
six years in World War No. 1. He was
in the tank division at that time too. He
stated that no comparison can be made
with our tanks of today with those of the

PRACTISES — SUCH AS ALLCWING
TCCLS TC DRCP CN THCSE WCRKING BELCW — ALSC BE CAREFUL CF
YCUR FCCTING AT ALL TIMES.

previous war. "Cur tanks today" he said,
"are faster, rougher and tougher and stand
up better". He finds his present life very
interesting and there are no dull moments
to be had.

JOHN

STAHL, Director and his assistant,
BERNICE BOONE.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

Arriving at work one morning, inhabitants of Music Hall were astounded to find
the place a beehive of activity. Janitors,
gardeners, maintenance men and movers
worked frantically cleaning up patio, moving rugs and old furniture out and new
ones in — to say nothing of giving a bath
to the Lady of the Fountain and her goldfish. Accustomed as we were to cigar
and cigarette butts, half-eaten lunches and
other debris, this sudden spurt of cleanliness caught us with open eyes and mouths
— much as did the zoot-suit raids. After a
period of suspense we learned the cause —
or should we say power — behind this program— none other than BETTY RUSSELL.
Betty, former executive assistant to the late
WM. KCENIG descended on the Music
Hall like a tornado of efficiency and has
moved in tO' take charge of the Dance
Dept. We welcome her as a neighbor
shining.
who will keep our musical corner bright and
"DOC" KILENYI can be seen floating
on rosy clouds these days — his wife just
returned from New York with news that
Eddie, their son, will soon graduate from
Officers' Training at Washington, D.C.,
followed by a California furlough. Being
a very fine linguist, as well as a famed
pianist, Eddie will serve with Army Intelligence.
Secret amb’rtion of BARBARA FRANCEE
— to become an actress. If streamlined
luck, which got her into studio, holds good
abrief:
little Barbara
longer, she
will "get
decided
to her
workwish."
at 20thIn
Century-Fox, wrote a letter of application
from her home in San Francisco, was accepted, worked two weeks in Script, told
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY she wanted to
locate in Music, and presto — "here she be.'
BARBARA GILL, who "flies" a bike,
was easily converted to stunt skating after

Now that summer weather is with us,
there is an INCREASED FIRE HAZARD—
BE EVER WATCHFUL FCR THIS ENEMY
TC PRCGRESS.

seeing "Ice-Capades" — arrived at work
one morning with broken thumb — possible
explanation: someone ran into her at rink.

Thanks to our STUDIC SAFETY CRGANIZATICN and its many friends, the
PCST WAR
PRCGRAM will include
PLANS FCR WCRLD SAFETY.

howbluefascinatin'
Have you
MARY
YCST all
is innoticed
her pretty
fascinator these chilly mornings? ALBERTA BUCHANAN— gone fishing again — up to
Lake Gregory. With all our winter weather

LET'S ALL REMEMBER TC BE SAFE—
SC WE WCN’T BE SCRE-Y.

this summer, hope she doesn't have to
crack the ice to give the fish their breakfast.
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^ Credit Notes and Cheers to: Secretaries
Bho spend much of their spare time in
Hospitals serving as nurses' aides: FRANKIE
PORTER, Secretary to KENNETH MACGOWAN; ANN HAWKINS, Secretary to
IRVING CUMMINGS: and ORA HUNTER, Secretary to ROBERT T. KANE. On
a recent call Ora found her patient to be
our own "Gibbie" (IRVING GIBBS — Police
Dept.) A young man in Mail Dept, whose
ambition and perseverance deserve encouragement— spends six hours every night
practising piano — is learning rudiments out
of books — then hopes to have instruction.
His name? LOWELL BRAGG. So — in
spite of wars — ambition and enterprise on
this Lot continue "FULL SPEED AHEAD."

he really doesn't know whether they're
ducks or geese — do you?
Oh, yes, the most popular lassie of the
month is JERRY GILLETTE the ice queen.
"Land, my bridge is falling down". This
is a new song by CHARLIE PERRIN. When
WALTER
marksSTEPHENSON
'em they're
marked for STARKEY
life. KEARNEY
of drapes sure looks fine since his vacation.
Because FRANK WADE handles flowers he
whistles like a bird — a wampus.
now.

So long

PROPS
By W. L. POST
If we keep moving materials and men to
locations the U.P. and S.P. will have to
run a spur track to the studio. Some of
the boys are at Camp Pendleton; FRANK
($10 fine) SULLIVAN and STANLEY (neckpiece) DETLIE are up in Santa Rosa — boy
I wish I was there. JACK (Winchester)
STUBBS and FRED (Tiny) SIMPSON are
on their way to Hardin, Montana.
ED JONES should be proud — his boy is
Dr. Harold Jones an officer in the Medical
Corps at Fort Lewis, Washington.

lawyer — after a long hitch with our Uncle
Sammy come October.
Random bits of news about our inmates
—JIMMIE STEIN, AL POWER, and HY
MILLER discussing boats and sailing at
Balboa Island — ELLEN SONKO worrying
about her wedding plans — her George is
"murder" —theshearmed
says. forces this month —
entering
EVELYN MAC

DONALD

spent the week

end in King City visiting her air cadet —
KAY STURN and NANCY WOODCOCK
sporting sun tans. Kay keeps trim bicycling
— Nancy goes in for swimming.
PAUL LAWRENCE singing for service
men at the U.S.O. — ROSEMARY MONAGHAN vacationing in San Antonio, Texas
—EDITH WULFESTIEG— LLOYD BREITKREUTZ — SAM MARGOLIES — MERCEDES RICHARDSON — ED HARDIN —
JACK WHIMS — better give out with some
news or you'll be sorry! No! No! Tom —
a chimney sweep is not a zoot suitor!

CHARLIE'S GORILLA SUIT
PHILIP, FRANKIE, BRYAN HALL and Bunny.
Cufe little tykes, eh what!

KEEPING TAB
By RUTH ROSANDER
The Tabulating Dept, is a jumble of wires
these days since the Pay-As-You-Go Tax
has been settled. AL TERRY — our boss —
is betting gray — but with the able assistance of DARRYL PETERS and JOE DAVIS
the situation is well in hand. Darryl announces the arrival of DARRILYN — his
third
daughter
— May 26 — Congratulations,
Pete!
We have a new arrival in our department— GLORIA SMYTH — Welcome to the
fold, Gloria!
Word has just reached me that DICK
THOMAS won a medal for public speaking— Dick has aspirations to become a

BY EDDIE SOWDERS

CHARLIE GEMORE, makeup artist,
made a gorilla suit for one of our jungle
pictures. After the picture was finished
Charlie went over to get the monkey suit.
While he was there the Publicity Dept,
made him an offer to wear the suit and
appear around the country at the theatres
where the picture opened. Charlie accepted the job. His first stop was San
Francisco. He was to wear a large strong
leather collar and a heavy chain which was
held at all times in his keeper's hands.
The keeper had to wear a heavy belt and
a 44 Colt in a holster — making it appear
poor Charlie was very dangerous.
This isatwhat
related:As "We
finally
arrived
the Charlie
first theatre.
we pulled
up to the curb in the car, we were met
by a gang of kids and grownups. I was

LT. CHAS. L. PERRIN, formerly with Paint Dept. —
now in Africa. He is the son of Chas. Perrin,
Head of Hand Prop. Dept.

LittletheDICKIE
ZANUCK
knock
Oak out
of Tokio says
and "Soon
the hitwe'll
out
of Hitler".
When HERB

WIENER

starts wrapping

up a piano you can't tell whose legs are
whose! HARRY MELLEN, our own storekeeper 1st Class U.S.N. is vacationing at
the Swank Spot of the South, Williamsburg,
Va. Harry loves everything colonial even —
Well, you're guess is as good as mine.
JACK GISH and BILL TENNYSON really
can tell a good fish story. TOMMY THOMAS is enjoying his work at Western Avenue.
SKIPPY DELFINO promises roast duck soon.
He's raised these ducks tor "Claudia" but

WALTER PEARCE — the boys and girls in the Makeup Dept, conceived the idea of writing possibly the
longest letter ever sent to a service man. GENE KLUM drew cartoons — characaterizing each writer.
ALICE FAYE, CAROLE LANDIS, GRACIE FIELDS, CARMEN MIRANDA, MONTY WOOLLEY,
CHARLOHE GREENWOOD, SHEILA RYAN, CESAR ROMERA, LAIRD CREGAR also incorporated
a line or two. This photo shows the length of the letter — which was sent to LEE GREENWAY. Left
to right— GASTON

GLASS.

G. BRIDEN, RAY ROMERO. "PUDGY" FORD.
SOWDERS. GUY PEARCE, VERN MURDOCK.

BETH LANGSTON.

EDDIE

i4

Action

The onlookers in the photo have beei^

told to eat if the kids gave peanuts —
apples and such. I would lean over — put
my arm around my keeper and give him a
big wet kiss which would tickle the kids.
After our third day in front of the theatre,

nicknamed "Lens Louses." I have tried n
burn them out as much as possible — if they
can be lost in reproduction I would appreciate it.
Thank the girls In your office for sending
the cigarettes — gum and Action regularly.
June 25, 1943
Sincerely,
Camp McCain, Miss.

I noticed an old lady with an umbrella —
she was there every day watching me and
my keeper — and brother it was so hot
in that suit! I was swollen up like a poisoned
pup from so many peanuts. Then to top It
off some fresh punk came up carrying a
basket of groceries. I shook hands with him
— so he reached in the basket — broke open
a package and handed me something.
My keeper yanked my chain — which was
my cue to take it— I did. It seemed not
quite to my liking on top of all those peanuts— and the kids were getting closer. I
took the little soft ball and put It to my
lips — then turned a somersault on the seat
— the kids yelling. I came up with It rubbed
over the outside of my lips — then I got
lovable with my keeper — put my gooey
hand and arm around his neck — the kids
still laughing louder and louder.
Then I happened

to find out who the old

lady was — she came

up to the car — said

to my keeper: 'Young man, I have watched
you and that animal for the past three
days. I am a representative of the Humane
Society and you should know that this
climate is too cool for gorillas — you must
put a blanket on him
brother, that did It."

right now.' Well

LACQUER LANE LACONICS
By BENNY

BENSON

LT. CHARLES PERRIN writes from Africa that now since the Tunisia campaign Is
wrapped up they are expecting bigger and
better things to happen soon and in view
of recent events over there we agree with
him. Charlie has evidently been in the
thick of the fighting and will be able to
give us the inside story of that campaign
when he gets back.
First you see It and then you don't. Up
until a few days ago we had a Victory
Garden In French square. Evidently someone threw a tomato away by the fountain
and one of the seeds lodged in a crevice
In the cement and took root. The plant
thrived and bloomed. Then too, three corn
kernels escaped

the pigeons and healthy

plants emerged, thereby making the nucleus of the garden. But progress and motion pictures, in the form of a laborer's
hoe, dashed our garden Into oblivion in
order to ready the square for "Night Is
Ending". Plans for a corn-on-the-cob and
tomato binge were sadly abandoned with
many

a sigh and shake of the head.

(Edi-

tor's Note: Word was just received that
WALTER JOLLEY, esteemed department
head, secretly and in the dead of night,
dug the corn up and transplanted It In his
own garden at home. Hit's a dorty treek.)
Questions which need answering — Is
DICK KELLEY and his charming wife
Dorothy still in New

London? — Who

took

CHARLES

ZIMMERMAN

Dear Friends:

CHARLES

ZIMMERMAN, formerly with Photocopy Dept, and CAROLE LANDIS.

WALTER DUNHAM'S plans off the stage?
— Was that really a ham sandwich that
IZZY REHHAUT had in his lunch? — How
can EUGENE GONCZ carve such clever
ladies' pins from wood
knife?

with only a pocket

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH

BILLMYER

This department has been lacking in our
quota of pictures to grace the column.
Must admit that it has been difficult getting suitable subjects! Along comes a
snapshot showing PFC EVERETT WALDORF— was he lucky enough to find a

I am writing this letter from a captured
airdrome where heavy American bombers
are now based. Three days ago I visited
the ruined and evacuated town — whose
harbor waters still sprout the masts which
mark the graves of sunken ships.
My reason for writing tonight from a
tent somewhere on a desert Is to tell you
that I received your notice requesting a
signed letter which enables me to receive
packages. I also want to tell you that I
have been accredited as a war correspondent for the Public Relations office In the
Middle

East. I know you will be surprised

to hear that since It 'not only follows an
army racks
press
agent's
job a atpleasant
JeffersonjobBarbut comes
after
of
writing for Action Magazine.
More than a week ago as I climbed
through the oval door of a transport plane,
a one-star general asked me, "What

do

five
(count 'em) leaf clover? Good luck,
Everett!
JUANITA BONFIGLIO, our Hostess,
disconsolate because she answered 199
out of 200 questions and so missed being
a lady Marine.
Glad to see LAUREL and HARDY back
with us again as we always get a few laffs
seeing them in costume. Three cheers for
TRUDY MARSHALL who will get stellar
billing in their new picture.
We all miss CESAR ROMERO at lunch
time since he joined the Hooligan Navy
(Coast Guard). Drop in soon, mate.
JOYCE BUCKELEY, one of our (sweater
girl) Cashiers, is helloing in San Francisco
in person, while Dorothy hits the cash register keys at double tempo.
Dear Joel:
CAROLE LANDIS recently visited the
87th Division at Camp McCain, Miss. I
was assigned to cover, photographically,
her activities. During a lull, I mentioned
my ten years with 20th Century-Fox — suggested that you might be Interested in a
shot of a TFC star greeting a former TFC
employe, whom she had happened on while
on a tour of Army Posts for the Action
Magazine.
The soldiers all think Carole is a "honey
and regular" — which Is high praise from
this bunch.

MIDN.

L. E. MARTIN,
son of J. E. Martin,
Paint Dept.

you
intend
the combat zone?"
I told
him to I dowasup ain correspondent.
He
seemed pleased and we chatted for nearly
an hour. He left with his aide at some
supply unit. Continuing my trip — I saw
from the air — the machines of war as they
were left when Rommel's Afrika Korps was
sent fleeing In a mad headlong dash across
a stretch of desert wasteland.
From the air you could see where
battles had raged. Everywhere you looked
and everywhere you went, the mangled
wrecks of battle wagons and panzer tanks
were strewn In wild disorder. These blackened, twisted corpses were — and still are
— scattered along the rutted road. Airplanes— they too were mechanical casualties. tried
I
to count them — but there were
so many that its number would have
reached staggering figures. As you move
along westward you find evacuated airfields. Rommel's men knocked many of
them out. He had mines laid, booby traps
planted, planes were

scuttled — anti-air-
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aft weapons and artillery were spiked,
eir barrels were now as harmless as the
ong shadows they cast along the sands.
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advanced units. You've undoubtedly heard
of the wars which were won because supply lines got through. This may be true of
the LIblan campaign because the "CatCaravan" tackled
a herculean job
and well erpillar
mastered
it.
Cne Is likely to classify driving a lorry or
a truck (Fords and Dodges) in the "Caterpillar Caravan" as a normal, routine
job, supplying about five pounds of food to
each man. But transport drivers and their
relief driver have their full share of danger because on their rough roads to the
front they are highly vulnerable to enemy
attack.
These drivers, leading an unglamorous
and rugged existence, keep underway for
stretches as long as 48 hours — and eating
only one meal each day. But if you should
bounce along In a jeep and pass them,
you nearly always hear some Limey singing lustily and happily.
The drivers are doing a magnificent
job. Ignoring the bitter cold, rainy wind
which makes bivouac tents and bedding
damp — they have kept their yellowish
trucks on the move. They stop occasionally
for a brief rest, sometimes at petrol points
where they are hastily refueled.
CCRPCRAL HENRY ARNSTEIN
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the "Caterpillar Caravan" — as I call it
because It Is that tremendously long yellow motor convoy line that rolls along the
North African roads supplying the untold
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Final light check on DON AMECHE and GENE
TIERNEY in Heaven Can Wait. EDDIE CRONJAGER and crew await the go signal.

But none of these stopped the biggest push
this war has yet witnessed.
Alongside the road that winds along the
Mediterranean are piles of German and
Italian plane fuselages which obviously
had been subjected to unmerciful ground
strafing by British and possibly American
fighter planes. Nearly all of them had
been peppered with 50 calibre bullets.
I visited a small graveyard where maltese
crosses marked the burial plots of Nazi
airmen who fell there. Other wooden
crosses were seen; signs where Italian
pilots were laid to rest.
But more Impressive Is the living side
of the western desert. By this I refer to
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Dear Miss Ridgeway:
This afternoon the mail orderly brought
me a pleasant surprise, a carton of cigarettes and the May issue of Action. This
was the first copy of the Studio Club
Magazine I had seen in nearly five months
— so you can Imagine how welcome It was.
Heretofore it has not been possible to
send packages overseas, so I had resigned
myself to this fact. Was this a stray copy
or will It be possible to send Action out
my way occasionally? I am so grateful to
whoever made It possible for me to receive this Issue. The picture of you and
Bob was perfect. It's really swell that he
was able to get home if only for a short
time.
You can't imagine how things are being
so far from home. Of course the Army does
everything possible for our welfare but
even so there is an unexplainable something missing. Anyway, It will really be
grand to get back to God's country again
where you don't have to worry about
shaking out your clothes before putting
them on. I really have no desire to go to

bed early anymore as the insects use
me for a "lunch counter." Well such is
Africa in the summer! Please don't think
that I am dissatisfied here — such is not the
case. We all have a job to do and this will
be accomplished — whatever Inconveniences
may arise.
Our picture shows, three times a week,
actually do more than anything else to
keep up the morale here for they provide
our only tangible contact with the life
we once knew and want to know again.
The best thing about the movies is that
they bring us close to home. What I mean
is that we can see a real main street —
a house full of upholstered furniture —
American girls and hear American slang
just like we grew up with. Africa may sound
exciting from a distance but from here
nothing is so exciting as a remainder of
home. You should see the fellows coming
early to our little outdoor movie theatre.
Boys who have seldom seen a movie at
home drag their personal chairs and blankets to sit on for It really is an occasion.
Our theatre is simple — just wooden boards
for benches, a projector and screen, and
some native lattice fork to fence us off
from the wind and dust. Every man here, I
belief, appreciates the work that the
motion picture Industry Is doing for us.
Another pleasure that we have — or intend to have — Is our newly organized NonCommissioned Officers Club. Most of the
men on the station are eligible to join.
The station has generously given us the use
of a building but we must furnish it ourselves. We are accomplishing that through
our dues and the work which we actually
do ourselves. Getting money for furnishing is not very difficult but finding something to buy Is another problem. No rationing here— just a plain shortage of

EVERETT

WALDORF

everything
civilian.
few
tables and
chairs.We've built a bar, a
Some of the boys found out that I used

Entered as second

class

matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., undei^
Act of March 3, 1879.

to work for 20th Century-Fox — they asked
me if I could ask for some photographs
of movie stars to put up on the walls. A
tew friendly pictures of people that we see
in our movies would certainly put life on
the bare walls of the non-com club. If they
were autographed to APO No. 622 — the
members would certainly feel proud. Miss
Ridgeway do you think It would be possible tor the studio to send us a few pictures? They could be rolled up in a cardboard tube and would arrive here in good
condition. If this Is not possible my feelings won't be hurt but I would certainly
like to do something for the fellows here.
Please give my regards to the Script
Department.
June 14, 1943
Africa
Sincerely,
LAWRENCE

S. MEYRAN,

JR.

you are contemplating a change of status
from your lives of ease to the old Army
game, by all means try to avoid Alabama.
It Is hotter than the seven brass hinges
on the doors to Hell and twice as sultry.
Most of the boys In camp are from deep
In the heart of Texas and do not mind the
heat much, but believe me, I do!
I used to think I was doing a terribly
hard job when I used to stand by on an
air conditioned sound stage for 10 hours,
but now I march 15 miles through swamps
and woods for 10 hours a day and stand at
attention or wait in line the balance of the
day which Is about 16 hours.
Say hello to all of my friends In the
Fire Dept, and don't feel too badly when
you can't buy a "T"-bone steak. I have not
seen a piece since I've been here.
Keep 'em grinding,
SIDNEY M. HEYSER

Dear Lucky Civilians:
Just another old 20th Century-Foxer
gone bad. I am now undergoing training
in the Chemical Warfare Service way
down in the heart of Alabama. If any of

that I was remembered. It puts a warm
feeling In a fellow who Is nearer Tokyo
than the L). S. We are on a secret base In
the Aleutian Islands. I wish the censor
would allow me to tell you people back
home just a few of the huge, tremendous
things I see, and hear, then you would
have a tingling sensation that would give
you more satisfaction. Every man here is
like an old time fire horse. Courage Is overflowing and fear is not known. We are all
homesick and glad of it and live from day
to day for mail and news from home. The
fellows have requested me to ask you if
you could see your way clear to send us
or to me several hundred stills of the feminine stars and especially some of those on
the Art side, If you know what I mean?
It would also help if cartoons of old picture
magazines were sent to the Chaplains of
different outfits, such as Look, Life, Click,
Esquire, etc. If you want them

to go to

the front via the C.B.'s just send to Supply
Officer c/o Port Hueneme, Calif.
Say hello to Mac Richie and Roy Lockridge and all of the carpenter gang.

Dear Friends:
Today received your most grateful gift
of a carton of Chesterfields, but what

May

16, 1943

CHUCK

MINNIS

really gave my heart a twitch was the fact
Dear Friends:
As I am unable to thank you individually

Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Post No. 563
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than a year, and in which I received constant advice and encouragement from you
all.

AT

I am even more proud of It now that I
have become a member of your Navy. This

BALLROOM

PICO

for your kindness, thoughtfulness and generosity, please allow me to express my
gratitude through our beloved Action. I
am deeply moved by your gift, because
I appreciate your friendship behind it.
I am proud that I was a member of your
community in which I served for more

privilege means an opportunity for closer
cooperation between America and China.
I assure you, that I shall serve with my
utmost loyalty until the allied victory is
achieved.

BOULEVARD

ANGELES

There are thousands of words I want to
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say, and yet words can't express how much
I miss you at this moment of departure.
I am sure that no matter where I go, or
where I'll be. I'll never forget the happy
moments I once passed in your company,
and I shall look forward to the moment
when we meet again.
Once more I thank you all!
June 27, 1943
Yours ever sincerely,
H. M. Kuo
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of all the machines

which man

has created for his

cratic instrument for humanity's using — a story-telling medium
with power to match any requirement and need of any creative mind. Nothing that can be imagined, nothing that can
be thought or glimpsed or dreamed is beyond its ability
somehow to state dramatically and excitingly. The hopes and
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telling. The all-hearing ear, the all-seeing eye of the sensitive
modern camera have made it possible.
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Montage

Attention All Bowlers

for shaping peoples' lives, their thinking, manners, education,
customs and their deeds. For here is a universal and demo-

fears and ambitions and disappointments and griefs, the varying faiths, the tugglngs and despairs that fill our lives from
the cradle to the grave are fitted for its recording and its

17

^^eatureA

20th Century-Fox

Now

own betterment and self-expression, none, it seems to me, is
fraught with greater possibilities than the motion picture.
Here is an invention which Is unlimited in its power for prog-

vanities. There is nothing like it and never has been before —
not the radio, phonograph, newspaper, hardly books even —

14

5

II

Geo.

Our Paint Department
Benny

Laws

saying, is not a matter of color or creed, of race or birth, or
conditions of circumstance. It is a matter of opportunity
and brains.

ress and good — for entertainment of the finest sort, for inspiration, glory, grandeur, whatever term you wish to use
In describing human nature with its ideals, its vagaries and

13
13

Speed

carburetor works
turns for a white
the knowledge of
its goes without

12
13

W.

New

obedience to a master's will and hand. A
for a Chinese or a Japanese, an air drill
man or a Negro. The only requirement is
how to run them. And that knowledge,

Lee Dunbar
Jack Kessler
Betty Bow
Laboratory

Interesting Facts About

led the way for its coming — with the turbine, the steamboat,
the cotton-gin, the telegraph, the telephone, the electric
light, the development of the dynamo and combustion engine,
and more lately the automobile, the airplane, the radio, the
motion picture, and many another marvel never allowed for
In heaven above or earth below. Seventy-five per cent of the
machine age inventions have come out of America, and each
and all of them, some more and some less, have carried with
them the potentialities of greatness of service, enlightenment
and inspiration to all men everywhere. For it is the nature
of the machine to be universal in its humility of servitude. Its

10

Lab Gab

Specials

of the belief in the individual and the works of his

brain and hands has come a new age to the world — the
machine age. The Inventive genius of a free America has

Cherry Nickols
Elizabeth Peterson

Sparks From The Arcs
Go Western
B. B. Shot From Construction

Findings From

GREEN

Tom

Mills

7

Benson

12

Young

17

And today the movies have a part to play greater than
ever before — a part in the order and welfare of the world s
future. The jostling nations and races and creeds of this
frantic planet are striving to get closer together in spirit and
thinking as they have gotten closer together bodily and physically through the use of that winged engine — the airplane,
and the radio. That's what the war is being fought about.
And no agency is better fitted to help bring this to pass than
the motion picture. For the screen appeals primarily to the
eye and can hurdle language barriers more easily than the
written or spoken word. It can reach directly to an audience
whether in Moscow, London, or Berlin with the story it has
to tell.

And that story is being told — a story that leads to a mutual
knowledge and common understanding. And the movies will
tell it even more thrillingly and completely as time goes on.
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The Voice
MECHANICAL EFFECTS NEWS
By EVELYN
If you want

BELL

to see a twinkle in LOU

WITTE'S eyes, just ask hinn about those
three limits of trout his friends brought
Independence

over the 4+h.
Speaking of Mr. Witte, he can certainly qualify as a first class nursemaid
after having had as his house guest a
rough and ready nine-year-old boy from
the country.
from

down

By the time this goes to press, GEORGE
"go-between" for the EfGOEMANS,
fects Marines making "Guadalcanal Diary" and their wives, will be baiting his
hook by a gurgling stream and swatting
mosquitoes — thinking he is having a swell
vacation. Anyway, we all hope he is enjoying it.
Since

JESS

WOLF

is such

a

good

bowler — and the ladies insist on applying
their lipstick to his high forehead every
time he makes a strike — he decided to
wear a toupe but was in a quandary as
to the color — so the department decided

of the Lot

that since he is bowling for VIOLET HOGAN (and birds of a feather flock together) Jess should have fiery red hair —
and boy, has he got it!
Why is BEN SOUTHLAND so attentive
to his Victory Garden lately? We would
like to know.
Here's one on DOROTHY "SPITFIRE"
BURKE — she Issued an order to FRED
McKELVEY to get a set of "fall and
tackle." He looked at her puzzled and
asked, "Don't you mean "block and fall?"
Was her face red! The Department is
happy that Dottle was able to spend her
BILL MATHIS — our gunsmith — has undergone an operation. , We all wish him
a speedy recovery and hope he will soon
be back on the job.
We were all glad to see SGT. CARL
HOLZMAN
recently. Carl was home on
furlough from his camp up in the State
of Washington.

By EDITH
we

BILLMYER

had several luncheons.

will miss her charming
ality. We all admire

I to join the

a host of triends who

smile and gracious
your

courage,

wish you Godspeed.

person-

Evelyn, and

any director, and especially to one making
his first American picture, to be so genuinely liked and admired.
The crew climaxed the luncheon with a
small token of their esteem in the form of
a

silver cigarette box appropriately engraved. LEFTY HOUGH
and MAX

GOLDEN dropped in — after greeting the
guest of honor, suggested to CHARLIE
HALL that it was time for him to crack the
whip and get the crew back to work.

The crew of "The Night Is Ending" gave
a
surprise luncheon for DIRECTOR
MOGUY in the sun room of the Cafe recently. The Idea for the affair was the

and looking like the old Salt himself. He
dropped in to see us.

Cafe, notifying the crew — without
Moguy even suspecting.

She has made

"blow up" picture of the guest of honor
(wearing his campaign button) was flanked
by large silk American and French flags
at the end of the room, and a large

party were CARMEN MIRANDA, Sheriff
Eugene Biscallus and Comdr. Miller.

brain child of DUKE ABRAHAMS, ■'■he
company Prop Man. Duke made all the
arrangements — Inviting Mrs. Moguy to the

is leaving on August

into the spirit of the affair and were a
great help in putting the table in perfect
order before the guests arrived. A large

popularity of Mr. Moguy with the members of his crew. It is to his credit that

one of Harry's best lunches.
COMDR. BOLTON entertained Orozlmbo Perevia, the minister of Civilian Defense from Brazil. Other notables in the

BELL

MOGUY

prominently displayed. The above touches
were gaged as a result of the tremendous

Mr. Ernest Turnball, Gen. Mgr. of the Hoyt
Theaters in Australia — was guest of honor
on one occasion, Joe E. Brown, guest artist
livened things up a bit. All the executives
were there and seemed very pleased with

Corps.

Mrs. LEONDI

poster (Moguy for President) appropriately
draped in red, white and blue bunting, was

This month

Marine

and

vacation with her "Popsicle" in Omaha.

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS

EVELYN

Mr.

Mr.

WALTER SCOTT, the company set
dresser, arranged the table which was
decorated with miniature camera ash trays
and French and American flags. FRANK
WADE, the flower man, arranged a beautiful centerpiece of red, white and blue
satin ribbons. The girls of the Cafe entered

all remember
our Sec.
"Danny"
nowYouDANIEL
G. DIMEO,
l/c (R)who
(Cox)is

Acting
STUMPUS,

Crew Chief SGT. JAMES
graced one of our tables with

a couple of beauties — we don't blame the
girls for liking Jimmy, he is A- 1 in our
hearts too. He expects to leave for active
duty soon.
We were more than proud to have our
guest Lt. Whittaker, co-pilot, who kept
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker company on the
raft for those perilous days at sea.
Keep an ear open for new catchy MACK
GORDON
tunes from "Pin Up Girl."
They'll keep humming in your hearts.

Action
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There is nothing more gratifying to a man in the
service than the satisfaction and assurance that^he
Is not being forgotten at home. The thoughtfulness
of the Twentieth Century Pox Studio Club has become
a symbol to us. A symbol of the sincerity and wellwishes of those we left behind. Your frequent remembrances have given us a rousing boost in spirits
on more than one occasion. Althoiigh there are many
of our g£ing that are out at present on foreign duty
we feel sure that we are reflecting their sentiments
as well as our own, when we say lt*s great knowing
we have such wonderful friends to join when we ret\irn.
It is with the deepest sense of appreciation
we use this medium to express our thanks*

that

August

5

1943

That Ci^afette . . .
-KEEP

IT BURNING
By JULIAN JOHNSON

We're not referring to home fires,
either. The song Implored us to keep those
alight, In the last war. But this Is a different war, and the cigarette we want to
keep going now is far, far away.
It may be in Australia. Very likely in
the Solomons. There are a lot of copies
of it In North Africa and Sicily. Probably
a few in Iceland and In India — to name
places wide apart.
It is the cigarette that went to our Service Men — our own Service Men, from this
studio — from the Studio Club. It meant
more than just offering a fellow a smoke.
It was the sign that the folks at home never
forget the boys abroad; that they are with
them day and night in thought and spirit.
It was a metaphorical handclasp. It was
REMEMBERING.
We are speaking of it here because a
lot of you forgot to remember. The Studio
Club fund payments are languishing — to
our shame be It said. Let's see what the
cigarette does, how It began, what it costs,
and what its present liability Is.
Here's what it does: It sends a remembrance gift each month, in which the
staples are cigarettes, gum and Action
Magazine — to 550 Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio men and women In the armed forces
of the United States — all over the world.
That service costs, approximately $10,000
a year. Sounds like a very substantial sum
In the aggregate, but when it Is broken
down into five-dollar personal pledges,
scattered among the thousands of employes of this studio, it amounts to less
than ten cents a week for any signer.
The Idea originated with Lou Witte — as
you probably know — more than two years
ago. His warm and friendly plan was
financed by just a few people, at first.
The n, as the number of Servicemen steadily
Increased and the financial responsibility
on the small group of original endorsers
grew heavier. Doc Bishop proposed the
"Buck-A-Month Club," which immediately
began an enthusiastic existence with 150
members.
But many

of those members

are now in

the Service themselves, so that while the
original supporters of the plan decreased
In number, through departure for the wars,
the responsibilities have grown increasingly
heavy each month. The "Buck-A-Month"
gang has fortunately grown too, but here
Is the present trouble — a lagging of payments, procrastination — a feeling of "let
George do it."
We can't let George do It, because
there aren't enough Georges to go around.
Maybe a little of this fool optimism about
a short war nearly won enters Into It, too.
It won't be a short war; in fact. It hasn't
been a short war as it stands, and it will
be a lot longer — a whole lot longer —
before we are through with it. And our
boys, right here from the home base, are
going
bers. to be out there In increasing num-

Let s take a wholly Imaginary boy from
the Juicers, and let's call him George
Spelvin. You and I promised to send
George Spelvin cigarettes and gum.
We have fallen down on our promise,
not because of any Innate hardness
of h eart, but just because we are too
damn sloppy and lazy. George Spelvin,
to be sure, gets Gl cigarettes and maybe
a little Gl gum, though there Isn't very
much of that to be had, and the Gl Issue
of smokes may be irregular and the service
bad. He's in a tough spot, a hot, wet post
in the South Seas. He thinks, a little wistfully, of his pals here, and the promises
they made to keep him in mind. He goes
without a smoke, sometimes, when a smoke
would be a little bridge over a monotonous
hell of heat and Insects and nervous tension. And In quiet, watchful hours of sentry
duty he wishes he had a hunk of gum. But
he hasn't — because we forgot to chip in
that measly dime to send It to him. He
doesn't resent It, because he's not a resenting guy. He just feels a little lonesome.
Like a small boy who is pretending to run
away and gets down by the water tower —
and then turns and runs home as fast as he
can. Only George Spelvin can't come
home, and there Isn't any water tower.
And by and by a sniper's bullet comes

along and quite suddenly there Isn't any
George Spelvin. But there's still us, and we
are left with our reflections. And they are
not nice reflections. We might have made
things a little more friendly, a little more
relaxed for George out there, but we
didn't. Through any disregard for George?
Not at all; just plain damn carelessness,
the sort of carelessness a fellow might regret all his life.
So we say to the Individuals behind the
Cigarette Fund, and to the captains of departments, whose duty Is collection — buck
lected duty.
up! Dig!
Stir yourselves to perform a negAnd if there are any who read these
lines who do not belong to the Cigarette
Fund — and have never contributed — let
them get in line now. It's high time.
Your money contribution will be small
Indeed compared to the effort made by
those actually in charge of sending these
packages from the Lot. Cigarettes are not
hard to get — yet — but gum Is, and has
been for a long time. Finding the gum has
required search and writing to manufacturers all over the United States, and the
work of wrapping and dispatching the
packages has fallen to the Studio Club.
Even Government Regulations have gotten
In the way of our remembrances, sometimes. But they have been overcome. The
Navy has no restrictions touching us, but
the Army regulations prevents a soldier
receiving more than an 8-ounce package a
month, so our deft packers In the Studio
Club solved the problem by getting a cigarette tin of Flat Fifty size, then placing it
on a scale and covering the top with gum
packages until, with wrapping, it came
about a milligram under the Army's strict
eight-ounce rule.
The above is only one Instance of the
patience. Ingenuity and devoted service
that our own people are giving in a material way. If all the rest of us can't contribute our little In cash, and contribute it
regularly, without being kicked in the pants
for It, we deserve nothing better than to
be handed right over to the Japs.
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CONSERVATION AND
PATENT DEVELOPMENTS
By ROBERT

LELAND

surface could

still be used for the regular purpose netted a $50 bond to Grady Williard.
Lee Crawford of the Camera Shop received a $100 bond for designing and
building a simple device for handling the
new Twentieth Century camera.

GUNN

This is a direct appeal to you! Most
of us already know of shortages in food,
clothing, tires, household appliances, etc.
But few of us actually know how much
greater are the shortages that now exist
in materials and man power reguired to
keep a non-defense plant in operation.
This condition is bound to get worse instead of better and it is only by a concerted effort on the part of everyone concerned that such companies can be kept
going. Your company Is one of them. To
meet these alarming war shortages, the
management of this company has set up
a Conservation Program here on the Lot
which Is for the purpose of rewarding
any employee with a substantial award
who may suggest or produce a labor or
ma+erial saving device — or who can suggest a new way for doing an old thing so
that either time or material can be saved.
The program was inaugurated somewhat
over a year ago — during which time we
have received a gratifying number of
suggestions. Not all of these suggestions
have been practical or acceptable but a
surprising number of those who have made
suggestions have received awards ranging
from twenty-five dollars to one hundred
dollars in War Savings Bonds. This program is still continuing and if anything it
is more urgent now than it was in the beginning.
Any person who is an employee of this
company is eligible to make any suggestions concerning anything on the Lot
which they think can be improved. Here
is an opportunity to make some easy
money. Suggestions may be made personally or by drawings and description directly to Mr. F. L. METZLER or to ROBERT GUNN. All suggestions will be held
strictly confidential and whether or not
your suggestion can be used your interest will be noted and appreciated.
Aside from the money which you may
obtain from making a suggestion or constructing labor saving machinery — you are
helping yourself in that you are aiding a
company which pays your salary to stay
in business and to continue to meet your
pay check during a very critical period.
It is axiomatic that if the Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation cannot make
pictures they cannot employ you. The
guesticn of material shortages is very
acute at this time and any suggestion as
to ways and means for eliminating material— using substitutes for material — or in
any way pointing out how things may be
done with less material — will be welcomed
by the Studio.
Also, the labor situation is becoming
more and more stringent. In order to
carry on with our usual production, we
must find ways and means of conserving

Many other awards have been made for
devices and suggestions which you might
just as well have made yourself. You
have often heard the statement that
nothing is so abundant

as free advice.

Here's your chance now to give some advice with the chance of getting paid for it.
Why not look around and see If there Is
anything which you think can be eliminated
or Improved? Check the materials you
are using. There might be a way to eliminate some of the more critical materials.

Here is a Dolly for moving columns, invented by
RAY CONAWAY
and GEORGE D. HULBURT.
They each received a

$25 Bond.

man power. Our personnel is going to
become less instead of greater and if we
continue to produce at our usual capacity
we must find a way to do It with less
help than we have had heretofore. Conseguently. If you can offer any suggestion
as to changes In procedure or new methods for saving labor you might not only
receive a substantial award In the shape
of a Savings Bond but you would at the
same time be protecting your job as well
as your friend's job.
Up to the present time the employees
of this company have submitted 67 suggestions. Out of this number the company has accepted 25 and put them to
use. Nine applications for United States
letter patents have been made on devices
submitted by employees. In the event
that any of these patents later are sold
or licensed and any monies derived therefrom, the company will pay to the Inventors part of any such monies. Altogether,
the company has paid out to employees
more than $2000 in the last year as awards
for suggestions alone.

Make sure you are not wasting hours. If
you find time on your hands, look around
for something to do. Send your suggestions in at once and you will Immediately
receive an acknowledgment of the suggestion and will in due course be notifed
as to whether or not your suggestion has
been accepted. If the suggestion Is found
Impractical, you will be notified to that
effect but If It proves to be useful you
will receive a reward commensurate with
the value of your suggestion.
There Is another angle to the Conservation Program — which is riot at first apparent— that deals with possibilities of
later remuneration. The company accepts
your suggestions under the Conservation
Program with the understanding that any
device which warrants It will be patented.
It is to be further understood that If a
patent Issued to the company

and the com-

pany subseguently sells the patent or licenses anybody to use the patent that a

To show you how easy It Is to win $100,
Louis Hess, our Air Conditioning Engineer,
built an Air Duct that would emit air at
the usual position on the side of a stage
wall or could be extended along the floor
to outlet the aid inside a back drop surrounding a set so that the air Inside the
set would be conditioned as well as outside the set.
George Hulbert and Ray Conaway
each received a $100 War Savings Bond
for building a machine that would straighten crooked nails so that they could be redriven.
Another simple idea of applying marblelzed paper to the rough surface of Ma-

This machine netted GEORGE D. HULBURT and
RAY CONAWAY
a $100 Bond apiece. It is a
Nail Straightening
salvaged several tons ofMachine
nails forandthehasStudio.
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certain percentage of all money derived
from the sale or use of the patent will go
to the original inventor.

It is quite possi-

■-t

ble under this plan that you may, by
merely suggesting something new in the

•,
S

way of a method or by constructing a new
device, put yourself in line for some real
money.
In this connection it may surprise some
of you to know that for almost a quarter
of a century the Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corporation has been pioneering in
the development and patenting of new
methods and new apparatus for improving motion pictures. As early as 1919
patents were issued and assigned to the
company on photosensitive resistant devices, which was one of the things that
had to be Improved before sound on film
could become a reality to the listening
public. Also, a means for actually photographing sound on film was patented
about this time and transferred to the
company. Some of these patents were pioneers Inthe art and a great deal of credit
belongs to the Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corporation for making sound pictures the
fine medium of expression they are today.
The first sound pictures produced by the
Fox Film Corporation were made with the
method and apparatus developed by the
company and considering the difficulties
of inaugurating and Introducing a radically new medium of expression they were
fine examples of sound pictures even when
compared with our product today.
The era when every motion picture company was dependent on its own resources
ended around 1935 and 1936 when ERPI
and RCA undertook to carry on developments In sound recording and reproducing equipment. However, your company,
still believing that the only way to insure
success and prosperity was to produce
ever better pictures, continued to carry
on a patent department here on the Pacific Coast so that during the Interim
when sound was being developed by outside Interests there would be no lapse in
an opportunity for the personnel on the
Lot to develop new Ideas and devices.
The thought behind this has been that
since the company employs the best people for the job, these same people have
the ability and capacity to conceive and
produce new ways and means for making
improvements in their line. Unless they
are given a chance to express themselves,
they will sooner or later lapse Into a lull
of non-production. Also, the manaoement wants every employee to feel that
the company is behind him one hundred
per cent In very effort he puts forth to
make better pictures. For these reasons,
the Patent Department here on the Lot
has been on the alert to gather in new
ideas and to patent those which were
worthy, not only for the purpose of protecting the company against outsiders patenting devices developed here on the
Lot, but also as a means of encouraging
Inventors to carry on.

Send In your new ideas. Ycu will be
fully protected and you may receive a
double reward — one for conservation and
one for royalty.

PRINTABLES
By MARY

GORDON

ALLEN

After eight years with the studio, SAM
GODFREY left this department. He has
gone to Balboa to live on his boat, the
"White Knight," and Incidentally to work
in the ship yards. We all wish you luck
In your new job, Sam. But anyone who
can spend the summer on a boat doesn t
need any extra luck. "I wonder

what the

RUDY VAN DEEVEN dropped by on
poor people are doing."
his first leave from the Maritime Service. What a .sun tan! He says he will
live at Catalina for the duration. Imagine! Looks like he and Sam hit the jack pot.
Director

LEW

SEILER

"Guadalcanal

ATTENTION

on location

tor

— JACK
he says.MATTHEWS' vacation was spent
In mowing the lawn and minding the baby

Diary."

ALL

BOWLERS

The annual meeting of the 20th CenturyFox Studio Handicap Bowling League will
be held in the Meeting Room
duction Bungalow, Wednesday
8:00 P.M., August I I .

of the Proevening, at

This meeting Is for the election of officers for the league for the next season, preliminary organization of teams, authorizing
the contracting of alleys for the next season, general discussion of plans, changes of
rules, if any, or any further business to
come before the league.
ALL BOWLERS— WHETHER
IN THE
LEAGUE LAST YEAR OR NOT— ARE
NOT ONLY INVITED — BUT WANTED
AT THE MEETING.
This meeting
team captains —
your chest at
sometime later,

Is for ALL — not just a few
come to It and get It off
the meeting — rather than
asking why we did not do

this or that. Also to have all the bowlers'
ideas, and pet peeves — If any — all ironed
out at one general meeting — will be a
great help to the league and Incoming
officers. If possible we would like to have
a tentative idea at the meeting of who and
how many teams are forming.
COME
AND HELP US FORM AN
EVEN MORE
SUCCESSFUL LEAGUE
THIS SEASON THAN LAST.
GEO. MILLS,
President 20th Century-Fox
Handicap Bowling League.

DOROTHY
ELEY passed by— wanted
to know If I could use some "old tired
thirty.
erasers." Rubber being rubber we gave
them a home — and all were gone by fiveNewcomer to the department Is BOB
KRAUCH.
Blond and freckled and very
Not much news In the department this
month — or maybe your reporter Is yearnpolite.
ing for a vacation and is too tired to
write. Don't let that twenty per cent
scare you. I heard somewhere that money
was the root of all evil anyhow.

PRIORITIES IN THE PURCHASING
By OZA

BOWEN

The Purchasing Department headed by
ALEX KELLY Is in the season of vacations.
RONALD BARROWS Is spending his at
a beach resort. PETE MONTEMURRO
has just returned from twO’ weeks In the
mountains. Mr. Kelly is next to go. The
rest of the staff have no tentative date
set.
We have a new member In our staff,
MARGARET

VAN

DEEVEN,

our new

sec-

retary (the blonde menace)! Mrs. Van Deeven Is the wife of our good friend, RUDY,
formerly of the Print Shop who is a member of the Merchant Marines.
No doubt all of you are aware that
market conditions are much different from
former years. Buying with all the priority
ratings and government regulations Is
somewhat deterred, but we have been
doing our best and getting very favorable results. • It would help us a great
deal if, when making requests for material which we have to go on the open market for to obtain, you would try and make

KENNY
"Winter

WILLIAMS,

Dance

Director,

on

the

Time" set is giving ANN BARR'S (hairdresser) son a glimpse through the camera.

your request as far in advance of ultimate
use as possible. This will give us enough
time to shop for the Items and give your
department better service. Some items
are Impossible to obtain, but with the
buying staff we have we are doing a nice

Action

All this from the outside combined

MEN'S WARDROBE
SHIRK

By HAZEL

T'was away
about, on location that it all came
WATSON and KERNELL took the business man's route
To line up the Cleaner — the Tailor — all
shops well manned
Who could handle things needed for
their "Happy
The townsmen were
about

Land."
eager

to

learn all

The makings of the picture — from the
inside out.
Watson
And

picked up the cue — Kernell followed through
they spun

them

thing, it's true.
Well, you start with a
break,

a

story — funny

script and do a

Not a dance — but a wardrobe
make.

plot you

The number of people, changes, doubles
and such
For fights, water
how much.

DICK'S

and fire — you

guess

The place, the customs, the season, the
time
And mind.
Military data is a "must know"

in

with

stock

PAUL puts down on paper and it's
placed under lock.
You lineup your racks, you line up your
And

show
hope there are few changes

be-

fore they say "go."
Your things
are on the set, "Action" says
the direction;
You discover the darn collar button is
under the projector.
It's all in a day's work — and lot of fun
But, Brother, you have just started to
run.
From

stage to wardrobe — outside — then
in

Daily cleaning and matching — then on
retakes you begin.
Along comes

a location like McCRARY'S

Where
whole department helped
and the
KING'S
truck up their things.
Your clothes are in hampers — you live off
a trailer
And

in a crisis can't say, "See FRANK,

the tailor."
Then, like
MARTIEN'S 2nd Unit — takes
some wardrobe and dashes
To

pick
flashes.up

Production

Office's hot

Or try dressing 500 extras, ask ROTCHY,
he knows.
Or

like PRESTON'S, or BENSON'S or
SLONE'S musical shows.
Yes, you do have fun — and there are days,
Wednesdays, especially, when it really
all pays.

TRANSPORTATION
By JO BONOME
Congratulations to "RED"
becoming an Ensign. Red
Big sister, Benita, taking a good look at her new
brother, Elliot Michael. Their father, ISI BERNE,
is in our Men's

Wardrobe

Dept.

Then, the talk with the director, the producer and crew
Where you all try to come out with the
same point of view
On styles, pins and belts, hats or some
coats.
Whether this tie is black — boy, you
make plenty of notes.
If it's a musical, period, or technicolor
show
In to see the sketch artist is where to oo.
Then, on out to buy, to rent, or to make
Wardrobe and costumes and to the
studio take.
Then fittings here, and there, last minute
shopping
For accessories and underwear — things
are really popping.
Bleaching and aging, and shine 'em up,
please!
Gives you dishpan hands and housemaid's knees.

SESSOMS on
who formerly

was an Aviation Machinist's Mate has
been in the service for a year and a half —
having spent that time training in Pasco
and San Point, Washington. The last few
months were spent in Instructing — which
tends to show that the Navy recognized
his ability and Initiative. He stopped in
to see us en route to Tucson, Arizona,
where he will go for another two months
of schooling. Acknowledgement was made
of the receipts of the cigarettes our home
defense boys help send. Red still hasn't
forgotten the Christmas Box the New
York Office sent. T. C. F. certainly has
been good to our soldiers and it's a pleasure to work for an organization whose
heart is so big.
JAMES SURTEES was transferred from
active duty to the Enlisted Reserve on
Saturday, June 12, 1943 — on the following
Monday came back to work for us. Jimmy was stationed in Iceland for six weeks.
He's wondering if any of his friends want
his little black book of addresses. If so —
they may have It. He said, "It's a good
list and all are 'honeys' too!"

PVT. RICHARD
T. SMITH, formerly with our
Transportation Dept, now stationed at Camp Beale,
California.

LEW TATE. F l/c N. C. B. came to
Los Angeles on a ten day Emergency
Leave from Camp Endicott, Rhode Island.
His mission was a sad one as he was summoned to make arrangements for his father's funeral. Lew served his training
period in Endicott and when he graduated— those in command decided he was
needed there to help train new recruits —
so he has been Instructing ever since.
Lew is so very personable that we are
sure his buddies and students find the
same quality in him. He expressed a wish
— that of playing golf with his T. C. F.
friends — well, we wish you could be here
to play!
DOLPHA SMITH heard from her brother, PVT. RICHARD T. SMITH, and the
writer inveigled her out

of his photo--

"Acletter for made
his Battalion
part of
graph and
tion." Heawrote,
"Our
the best record in range firing that has
ever been turned in at this camp. Our
company was the only one to qualify every man on the Springfield Rifle — the Ml
Rifle — the Thompson sub-machine gun —
we're rather proud of that. As the Maor put it, 'We're a fast shooting, accurate
bunch of crack shots — will be a hard and
fast hitting outfit after we get our vehicles next week.' I'll bet Hitler is trembling already." Well, folks, I guess this
is the "stuff" that helps weaken the Axis
and makes our invasions such a success.
P F/C CHAS. THRASHER, who is still
stationed at Luke Field, Arizona, was in
Los Angeles on a three day pass to celebrate his third wedding anniversary.
Charles had much to say in favor of the
service — is well pleased with Luke Field —
saying that nice fellows are met from every walk of life — educational chances are
the best — food excellent — that they possess a well equipped recreational center.
ARAM
BETKIJIAN, our only Marine,
surprised us with an early visit. Said he
likes his new life very much. Aram is a
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erty.
very conscientious chap and will go far
in the service.
The different departments

guys who went down

are looking

Can you Imagine a lot of guys like that
getting paid for taking a vacation with
lodging and meals thrown In for good

up to find DOU0LAS SPEARS' pleasant
face again. Douglas, after having served
20 days in active duty, returned with an
Honorable S. O. D. (Special Order Discharge.)
ORVILLE DITTMAN is back on the fleet

measure? So we just said: "Shucks."
Then we heard our brain cell screaming
for help from a B- 1 vitamin complex pill.
Having none we just wallowed round a nd
hoped something would strike us so we
could fulfill our assignment. But, darn It,

after an absence of one year. It's always
to have our drivers' return to
a pleasure
the
Lot.

nuthin' happens "and we squat around,
mooning like a lovesick Indian (poetry aldians).
ways mentions lovesick girls as being In-

BOB TAYLOR came back from his
leave of absence looking well and happy
In the thought that his wife's health is
much improved as a result of his vacation.
HENRY THORNSBERRY is now an Xfarmer and a driver again — after having
sold his northern ranch. Henry is sc
shrewd in business that, perhaps, after the
war when the national debt has to be
realized — the country could use his good
sense of economics and help clear the
He seems to be very gifted in pecuniary matters — if he has the formula
we would like to have it.

ROY ROBERTS, LLOYD NOLAN, ANTHONY
QUINN, PRESTON FOSTER and members of the
crew harmonizing on the "Guadalcanal

Coincidental with the bombing

of dams

Mother: "We hit the dam, and Hitler
got it in the Ruhr!" Incidentally, "Ruhr
Valley" means "Happy Valley" — I wonder if it Is today?
"GREASE
MAKES EXPLOSIVES—
LET'S HOPE THE AXIS DIES OFF THE
FAT OF OUR LAND."

Diary" set.

INSPIRATION
By ED LABART, POLICE

debt.

in Germany — here is a humorous excerpt
from a letter a soldier boy wrote to his

DEPT.

The other day we were doing our daily
job around the office when we were jolted
into consciousness by the telephone buzzer.
So, we grabbed the contraption and softly
cooed!
"Hello."

Not

By I. N. COGNITO

outmatched by this unprecedented intellectual outburst, the
owner of a very calm voice at the other
end of the wire, chirped:
"Hello."

The opus was
STAN and
They proved
In spite of

We

knew we couldn't write a "Guadalcanal Diary" but we thought of how many
officers this department had detailed to
the Oceanside location. They came back
tanned and sand flea bitten of greater
equatorial circumference than when they
left. There was, for Instance, JETT FORE,

good-natured grin on his face; WILLARD
STEWART, the hard boiled looking old
leatherneck, who has scowled down many
a crasher at the Pico Time Gate; handsome, debonair, dog fancier GARLAND
(imagine a monicker like that for a cop)

propped by SULLIVAN,
JOCKEY were his aides:
their worth as artisans
all their escapades.

"Dancing" Lansing held the "lime"
As the crew will no doubt tell;
Treasure-hunting took his time;
What's the difference — it turned
well!

so we plugged In our one and one-half
brain cell — or Is it cells? and waited for an
Inspiration to dictate what we should write.

our own "TEX" — RAY HOUSE, who always
has a cigar stuck In his mouth, PETE
YOUNG who never Is without a great big,

"Happy Land" is back again
From the land of an epicure's dream;
Our mouths have been a-watering
From tales of steaks and cream.

out

We'll promise to use two brain cells next
time and turn out a literary effort that will
be full of romance, action, glamour, fire,
riotous festivity, and —
Oh, "nuts," if we were that good we'd
be a writer in one of those cute little bunretary. galows with our name on the door and a
blue eyed, vision of loveliness as our secMoral:
It's a
WHEN
to give.

great life if you know

to be

said we would "get busy." Now you know
that an order from an editor is AN order,

POETIC MUSINGS OF A GREMLIN

We finally return to a semblance of
sanity — before we recover completely and
read itthis
we are going to shoot It In and
call
a day.

Not very inspiring nor brilliant, but satisfactory ina manner of speaking.

Thus we were starting out on an equal
intellectual plane — BUT only starting.
Before we could recover from surprise
at our own astuteness we were told the person calling was Marie Lyon — regarding our
copy for the coming Issue.
So, like the rest of you contributors, we
sort of stalled and hemmed and hawed and

CURT FEHERS gives BUD BROOKS, PHIL HOLDERNESS, MOE ROSENBERG and SID RAGIN
the lowdown on the use of an Akeley Camera.

to protect our prop-

RIPLEY: big, tall and serious "LINDY" who
"lives" In the Pico Gate and whose mailing
name is FRED LINENBERGER; DAN McAULIFFE, MAURICE CANTLON, BOB
JOHNSON, REX EMERSON and other

SOUND RECORDINGS
By THEDA

DAITCH

With the two-week vacation of Lawyer Gunn, the Sound Department missed
the attractive girls who would invariably
appear at his office in the Sound Building to have their picture taken. ROBERT
GUNN Is a camera enthusiast and his favorite subject is (you guessed It)— a pretL. D. GRIGNON, 0. KOHL, H. POTTS
andty girl!
R. CRAWFORD
recently spent ten
days aboard a real live Navy transport at
sea. They have been on location at
Camp Pendleton during the filming of
"Guadalcanal Diary," and now consider
themselves all but full-fledged members
of the Marine Corps!
The

personnel of the Sound Department, and the entire studio as well, ex-

tend deepest sympathy to HARRY LEONARD of Re-recording on the passing of
his father In Englewood, New Jersey.
LIEUTENANT

KENNETH

M. PIER, U. S.

N. R., formerly of the Sound Department,
was commended by Secretary of the
Navy Knox for devotion to duty. Pier Is
a Navy Photographer — saw front line action in North Africa.
The Sound
DEL HARRIS

Department welcomes back
after having been with the

Army for almost a year. We also extend
a hearty welcome to new employes EVERETT SMITH and WALTER WELLS.

10

Action

Charley looked around to see if anyone
was looking — raised up slightly and kissed
his girl quickly a few times. When he
went to sit down, RUDY PEARSON pulled
his chair out from under him. There
Charley was, sitting on the floor with lipstick all over his face — and all the people
howling with delight!

NEWLYWEDS

By ELIZABETH

PETERSON

Presenting the Mail Room, whose name
we are thinking of changing to Fe-mall
Room, and that happy laughing group of
kids that you see on bikes or Shank's ponies, carrying the mail around the Lot.
MICKI ZEIDMAN, our music lover, and
CHARLOTTE (coy and curious) SCHNEIDER, two of our newer girls, learning their
way around the Lot.
LEONARD (celtic and conscientious)
MAGUIRE and LYN (laughing and lovable) CARPENTER, writing letters in
their spare time. BILL BLACKBURN, the
lothario of the mail room, sparking with
HELEN (brunette and belligerent) DACHMAN, who needs no introduction.

MR. and MRS. TOM A. MORRISSEY, JR. Cute couple — eh?

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

MAIL ROOM MISSIVES

(cute 'n' cuddlesome) PIERCE
is GERRY
our mascot.
WHITE

JOHN (adolescent) KOUDRY learning
to sort runs from HAZEL BEVER, the girl
we used to call Geronimo.

Unusual — Cigars were passed out to
the boys (Inez, Elsie and Rosalie included)
for two occasions on the same day.
TOM A. MORRISSEY, JR., was married
to the former Martha Lee Russel on June
26. A Double Ring Ceremony was held
at the North Hollywood Lutheran Church.
The couple left immediately for Big Bear
— where they spent their honeymoon.
A bunch of the fellows presented Tommy with a beautiful wool blanket. The
"offi ce force " gave him two traveling
bags. Time sure does fly! It doesn't
seem so long ago that Tommy used to
come to work with Tom, Sr., on Saturdays
— have a lot of fun swinging on his dad's
swivel chair. Congratulations Tommy!
On June 26, a baby girl was welcomed
by the DAVE MALMENS— her name is
Patricia Ann.
UNCLE SAM'S DEPT. — BURNS DAY
LAMB a very sick boy in a Denver Colorado, Army Hospital with rheumatic fever. It seems Lamb was allergic to the
shots he received upon entering the Army
— causing his sickness.
STANLEY STRONKS in from Massachusetts on leave. ELMER SMERZ is now
a corporal. KENNY DICE seen strolling
around the Lot. JOHNNY SKUBE now
stationed in Richmond, Virginia. DICK
CHAPMAN promoted to staff sergeant.
GOSSIP — HANK BELL hurt his back at
the Camp Pendleton location — had to be
replaced by FELIX DEAKINS. ROY
PIERCE h as been there for two months.
We have a big location in Kanab, Utah,
for ’ Buffalo Bill." LEO LEVIN has replaced "Chubby" CUDWORTH as head
lumber checker. Chubby decided he'd
rather work mornings on the labor gang
and save the evenings tor his women. RAY
CONAWAY spent his vacation building
new walls and terraces tor his "Hanging
Gardens of Babylon" in Laurel Canyon.
BILL EULL, formerly of the Estimating
Dept., pushing a gang at Western Ave.
CPO CHARLEY BROWN stopped the
show at the Florentine Gardens recently.

JOE (that tall drink o' water) LANE
cury.
taking runs with ROBERT (rapid and redheaded) SMITH, our wing footed MerMARILYN (lustrous and lyrical) NELSON
harmonizing with LOIS (delightful and de-

CHERRY

NICKOLS, one ot our charming and
capable telephone operators.

FONE ROOM PONIES
By CHERRY

lirious) MORRISSEY on "For Me and My
Gal." By the way, Lois has five brothers in the Navy and one in the Merchant
Marines. Quite a patriotic family.
KLARI (silent and sophisticated) DOLLY, talking to Hazel. JIM (large and
lusty) STONNE; taking the heavier runs.
MAE ANN STRUCEN and MARILYN
MEEKER, our newest additions to the Mail
Room about
learning
the and
Lot.us You'll
more
them
later. be hearing

NICKOLS

Did you know that one of our gals,
ELEANOR SPIES, Is doing her bit by helping out at the U.S.O. center at Sixth and
Main Streets? Once a month she takes her
turn at playing hostess to our boys in the
service. She sews buttons and chevrons,
plays games? — but is not allowed to question the boys in confidence. What DOES
she talk to them about? "That's a civilian
secret," says Eleanor.
Young man called in the other day and
asked for FRANKIE McLAUGHLIN for
"Station one-thousand one-hundred and
eighteen, please." That's putting it plainly.
Lady called in and asked for Miss W. B.
Dunlap. When told that we had no W. B.
Dunlap on the payroll, and asked would
she settle for Ruth or Pauline, she said,
"Well — give me the one who wears a size
dress."
you kindly give me the Adams line,
20 "Will
please." We all knew that the voice was
Charlie Baker's. We sincerely mourn his
passing and will always cherish the memory
of his sweetness over the telephone.
We extend our deepest sympathy to
BETTE MOORE and her family for the loss
of their husband and father. Condolences
to PEGGY CHRISMAN on the passing of
her mother.

MARGUERITE

(Red Head) CAMERON,
Telephone operator.

affable
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Action

These are only a few examples of unusual work done In this department. Others
that come up almost every day are;
wrought Iron, rusty Iron — In fact metals of
all kinds — leaded glass, grained wood and
marble. Wood graining and marblelzing
are arts In themselves and require many
years of training. The effects obtained by
graining and marblelzing are difficult to
discern from the original and are many
times amazing In their detail.
In the finishing room many unusual and
varied jobs are done every day. Everything from a live lizard to a truck Is
SONJA

HENIE, CAROLE
TINE, BOB HENDERSON,
BAKER

LANDIS, JOE VALENAL THAYER and AL

on the "Winter Time" set.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT
OUR PAINT DEPARTMENT
By BENNY

BENSON

I suppose that to the majority of employes on the Lot the Paint department Is
just one of those necessary evils which one
must put up with In the course of making
pictures. Few realize when they see the
finished product on the screen just how
mu ch time and skill Is required to paint the
set In which the action Is taking place —
be It an old barn or an ultra modern night
club. Only a few know the problems which
confront Walter Jolley, Joe Sibley, Charles
O'Connor
cians.

painted. In this department Carl Brassfield, Billy Wilkinson, Dick Bamattre and
John Barber reign. All the miniature submarines for "Crash Dive" were done by
these men — as well as many articles of
clothing for Wardrobe, materials for Drapery, thousands of pieces of furniture for
Property as well as all other props which
must be painted — guns, bows and arrows,
boats, statues, cars, wagons, carriages,
vases, urns, in fact anything which may be
used In a picture. Make old ones look like
new and new ones look old — It is all in a
day's work to these fellows.

Since the war has taken many paint
products off the market substitutes must be
constantly found to take their place. An
example of this cropped up a short time
ago. A gold pebble paper was specified
but was not available. The same paper In
silver was on hand and by spraying a combination of dyes over this sheen of the
silver showed through as a perfect gold.

"Girls He Left Behind." This paint cost
$65 a gallon.
All the equipment used by the men is
kept in fine repair by Al Buemlller and seldom does a piece fall to work when called
This Is, I believe, a fair picture of the
upon.
Paint Department and I hope that this will
give you a better conception of our procedure and problems. Remember that
when you see a picture on the screen about
all you see of the set Is the paint. Of
course we realize that the Mill must build
the set to hold the paint up but let them
blow their own horn.

"SPARKS FROM THE ARCS"
By LEE DUNBAR
The location from Santa Rosa Is back
on the Lot — they tell me

It was

one

of

Camp Pendleton Location has been
shooting in the Cyclorama and It Is a set
really worth seeing. It Is filled with trees
and jungle brush. The rain scene In the
jungle is super. It really should look like
Guadalcanal.
LES EVERSON said his ambition is to
ride all over the Lot In the little tram

It has been said by those who are qualified— that 20th Century-Fox leads the field
In Technicolor. This superiority, we believe, can be traced to a large extent to
the door of the Paint Shop where experimentation and research In color Is In con-

No problem seems to be too great and
rarely, If ever, are our technicians stumped.
Many Innovations In character aging have
been developed In this studio as well as
new technique for simulating logs and bark.
Logs made of plaster are painted so realistically that nature Is Improved upon If such
a thing Is possible.

quickly obtained such as the fluorescent
paint used In the Polka Dot number for

the best yet. The towns-people and studio employes worked hand In hand and
It was like a big happy family.

and their host of capable techni-

stant process. Files and samples of all
Technicolors used are kept and can be referred to at any time.

— every conceivable need for getting the
effect desired. The wallpapers cover all
periods and there Is a great selection for
the art directors to choose from. Quite
often a special material is needed and Is

(that Is used for transportation to the
Santa Monica gate) and eat peanuts and
drink soda pop, and occasionally holler
"whoopee!"
JOHN DENK'S loving expression which he always
assumes when he works on ihe 20lh Century
Camera.

Now we come to the sign shop and
Frank Trabert, Ted Brandon, Archie Brown
and Jack Sherwood, sign writers. These
men are able, and do turn out the most
difficult sign work Imaginable. Signs of all
kinds, and types of lettering that has been
used for centuries. Sign work which varies
from decorating and lettering a safe to
painting Initials on a tool box.
Probably the two most responsible for
our color records are Bob Bradley and

Another example of Ingenuity was the
imitation of windows used In log cabins In
days gene by when they did not have glass
and had to rely on the oiled skins of animals from which the fur had been removed.

George Seely, color mixers. These two experts are the ones who mix ail the color
used on the sets and throughout the shop.
The material shortage can be directly
blamed for their increase of grey hair but
these two manage to pull some clever
stunts out of the bag and can match color
right on the nose. Color blindness Is net
an asset on this job.

Ordinary wax paper, aged, wrinkled and
rubbed lightly with dry color was found to
look exactly like the skins. This process was
quick and Inexpensive.

The stock rooms and wallpaper room are
unique In themselves and ably run by
Everett Lull. In this department you v/ill
find paints aftd paint material of ail kinds

STAN WARN
bought some fishing
tackle and not knowing too much about
fishing — thought that he had a left hand
reel. BOB HENDERSON said he had a
left hand baseball that he would trade
for it.
One just as good as that is when BUDDY EVANS went deer hunting with
CHARLIE WISE. When they returned
that night they decided to unload their

AL BAKER, Gaffer. They're not throwing baseballs
at Al — he is getting a light reading for "The
"Dancing Masters."
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guns by fixing them. When

S/SGT BOB JOLLEY, ENSIGN DICK
KELLEY, PVT FRANK J. LUBIN, A/C
JIMMY LAVIN, A/C JIMMY MORRIS,
EARL RUGG, U.S. ENGR., PVT J. P. SIBLEY, SGT VANCE THRASHER, PFC PAUL
WURTZEL, S l/c WOODY LAGUNE,
A/C MURRAY YEATES.

all the shells

were out of Buddy's gun and none had exploded he found that he had been hunting all day long with no firing pin in the
gun.
While HENRY BORZAGE was having
his hand dressed by his son, something
happened that gave Henry a surprise.
There were a few loose ends that needed
cutting and in the process Hank looked
down to see half of his new tie. The other
half gone.
The show on stage 14 is something to
see. Girls and boys doing a number on
roller skates. And they can really skate

LAB GAB
FAWN FARRAR Is vacationing and the
column has been composed with the cooperation ofmany in the Laboratory.
Engineer FRED DeWITT, the recipient of
a swell box of Havanas from one of his

too. It's something new for shows.
Mr. and Mrs. Powell have a new baby
boy. Congrtulations to both. See "SkinHead" if you didn't get your cigar fellows, he has plenty.
Anyone needing a hair cut see FRED
FRIDAY. He can give one that is strictly
G. I., ask "Sut" Johnson, he should know.

son's in the Navy. Which gives Fred a
fairly good idea of the young man's whereabouts. It's CAPTAIN BEN BERG now.
Recently up from a lieutenant. Pastuer
treatments required for DICK HARRISON, bitten by a mad dog on Vermont
Avenue, about a month ago. Dick's o.k.

SGT. TONY HANSE, formerly with our Set Construction Dept., now stationed at Fort McClellan,
Texas.

GO WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

NO, now a word about vacations. When
it rains everybody writes about rain —
when we have a picnic or a party everyone
wants to cover the party or picnic — and
so with vacations. Except all the employes'
faces are beaming when they return.
JIMMIE JENSEN came back all full of the
spirit of the respite. RUTH BROWN after
her sojourn in New York — saw all the new
shows and night spots. She will have plenty
to think over for the rest of the year till
the next one. MAE GRISELL comes up
smiling
ant time.and I'm sure she had a very pleasComes the pay off when AL GROVES
tells me that he spent- all his time at
Crawley Lake. He caught ten fish — five
feet long — or was it five fish — ten inches
long — my memory is a bit hazy due to interruptions during the interview. Nevertheless, the trip alone to Crawley Lake is
enviable — whatever the fish story may have
been.
JACK FRIER, the rugged rascal, just
floated around relaxing while the rest of
us slaved away.
Had word from CAL OVERMAN who
Is doing his bit in the C-Bees and getting
along quite nicely. Cal is one of the old
Western Avenue alumni. HARRY HUGHES
Is holding up his end in the Pacific, according to his illustrious father Harry.
Would like to hear from all the serv'ce
men if possible as the main object of this
column is to relay news about the Home
Front.
Keep your chins up fellows — that goes
double for the doubles as we are mindful
of you every minute.

B. B. Shot From Construction
By BETTY

BOW

Almost missed this edition because of
such a rush in business all of a sudden.
This
department
in ever
so long. hasn't had a lax moment
Will give you a brief outline of the news
of hereabouts — we welcome back Into our
fold again GRADY WILLARD who has
been down at Camp Pendleton — EDDIE
HAAS from the Santa Rosa location — It's
good to see you, boys!

JIM BRAY, cameraman, awarded the
again.
Air Medal for shooting down two enemy
planes, formerly a printer in this Lab. In
addition to the medal, Jim was promoted
to a First Lieutenant. If you care for baked
beans — Boston style — talk to PARKER
LEWIS, former Beantowner and just about
bugsie on the subject. With a little coercion, Park may hand over his wife's excellent recipe. STUART BARNFIELD distributing frozen venison to friends. Part of a kill
he made in Utah last fall. Good horticulturist. CHARLIE GLCVER, our night reception clerk, whose garden would look
well in Technicolor.
LT. DCNALD CUTLER, of the Canadian
Army, visiting us. Enlisted before Pearl
Harbor as a private. CLARENCE SAUNDERS married to Ella Bentsen in February.
All a secret for six months.

The topic of GEORGE MILLS' conversations lately seem to revert to his prowess
as a bowler — I wonder why! Although
HELEN SNYDER had a little difficulty with
a certain department on overtime — she is
now getting along famously with it!
If anyone would like to know what causes
that wonderful glow on the countenance of
MARILYN LAVIN lately — well — her husband is stationed at Santa Ana and is fortunate in getting a week-end pass frequently.
PHIL ADAMS is finally back In the
happy.
"groove" again •— -which makes everyone
VVe would like to congratulate PFC
PAUL WURTZEL on his forthcoming marriage on July 24. Loads of luck, Pauli
Following are just a few of the construction men who have left for the Service —
we have approximately 170 from our department alone — you can rest assured we
are proud of them all — wherever they may
CPL JOHNNIE ARMETTA, PVT. LOUIS
ARMETTA, S 2/c NICK BONOME, SK
3/C DICK DARLING, PVT TONY HANSE,
be —

GLENN

WALKER

having one of his busier
moments.
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Machinist

JOHNNY

CUNNINGHAM

an accomplished pianist, we understand.
And furthering his talents by serious study.
CORNICA
TRIUMPHS AGAIN— Los
Angeles Veteran takes La Jolla Tennis
Matches! The episode was the wiry sunbaked little MARTIN CORNICA — age 50
— whose retriving talents with the racquet
and white pill have brought him the Southern California Veteran's Championship the
last two years running — not to mention the
bauble in the same division of the Pacific
Southwest Tournament last September.
Congratulations Martin — Western Avenue
is proud of you!

PROPS

without a razor — BCB McLAUGHLIN
who was hurt on location is now home —
we hope for his speedy return. Think we
should nickname him "Lucky."
Cur Junior set dresser, ERNIE LANSING, made good on his first location
job in Santa Rosa.
First Lieutenant JAY RCSS of the Navy
Aviation visited us last week covered with
decorations. We are very proud of our
ex prop man. BCB MEEKER and LARRY
HADDCCK
are the quietest and most
liked prop men In the gang.
PAT "Bad Penny" ADAMS and "young
man" NEW both work as diligently as the
boys who work for them.
Gee — It's easy to buy War Bonds when
you once get used to it and the returns

By W.

L POST

Believe it or not, our boss Chappie got
up, dressed and drove down to the Pico
Gate last Monday before he remembered
he was on a vacation.
San Francisco was honored

are worthwhile. Try it— you'll like It.
Flash — Lady Stork left a nine pound,
nine ounce baby girl at the Rancho of
STANLEY
LYALL.

DELIE.

The

baby's name

is

new-fangled talkin' boxes as part of his radio
training. His father, GENE, says that Laddie always was a little backward — never could get shoes
on him until he was 16 years old.

during July

by a visit from "Information Please" and
Cy (Gin Rummy) Shelley — GUS McCCY
— who does most beautiful needle work
when not checking on the boys — says he
is going to give it to his side kick G. W.
when he knows more about the romance
with B. K. in the Script Dept.
Hustling FREDDIE RCDE keeps JIMMIE TREPACK and CHARLIE PEARSCN

FINDINGS
FROM THE LADIES WARDROBE
By LEE ROTH
Most people love a good dog story and
this one is true. GRACE HALL attended
graduation exercises at Luke Field when

on the move dressing three sets at one
time — and our new timekeeper, JEAN
NCRTCN, is becoming very popular.

her son. Bill, received
brought back this story.

RAY
"Farmer" THCMPSCN,
now
working in Hand Props, promises me a

Cne of the boys in Bill's class owns a
large black dog (breed unknown) who went
through the entire training with his master.
He acquired a sincere dislike for officers

chicken If I don't mention his name
column.
anyhow.

LADDIE GONCZ, formerly with our Paint Dept.,
now in the Army stationed at Camp Crowder,
Missouri. Laddie is learning to use one of those

In this

Well, I wouldn't get the chicken

FREDDIE LANG promises to tell "how
to raise a mustache" In ten easy lessons

his wings — and

because they bossed the cadets around —
so when the boys tried on their officer uniforms for the first time he was crushed and

man-y

coincidences — such

as friends or

relatives meeting In far away places — under strange circumstances. Now the
Paint Department
BOB

has one for its book.

VESELY, with the Navy In the Solomon area, was put In the same unit with

TOBY O'CONNOR, son of our afternoon
foreman. Toby and Bob knew each other
previously — having met on several occasions when Toby was on leave and visited
the studio when Bob was working In the
finishing room. Toby stated In a letter
to his father that they have a nice fox

At the graduation exercise — Poochie
took on the responsibility of the day. As
each group of cadets were called, he
escorted them to their seats and walked

hole picked out — but it still lacks some of
the comforts of home — hints that a few

pride — instead of waiting as usual at the
steps, crossed the stage and waited for his
master to be presented with wings. There
had been no rehearsal — this was not a command performance — but Poochie knev/
what It was all about and proved himself a
real showman. He will follow his Lieutenant
to the next training field — but hasn't been
promised a trip to foreign shores when the
boys put their training to practical use.
This week we put out the welcome mat
for MRS. NELSON who has been ill, and
for VIRGINIA PASCHELL who returned
from Seattle. FLORENCE KAYLOR, who
is III at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital is
reported getting along nicely although she
of
in

By BENNY BENSON
The war has been responsible for a great

would have nothing to do with them.

with each man to the stage, waited for him,
and saw that he was seated again. When
his owner was called he nearly burst with

STAFF SGT. STEWART H. BROWN, formerly
the Property Dept., is now stationed somewhere
the Pacific.

LACQUER LANE

is
notfrom
allowed
much company.
note
her friends
would serveI'mto sure
cheera
her along.

choice pieces of furniture would

be ap-

preciated.
JOHNNY GILMAN and AL NESBITT
enlisted In the Marines at the same time
and stuck together until just a few weeks
ago — when Johnny was transferred to his
original unit somewhere in the Pacific.
"Big Noise" Gilman says he should have
another stripe soon. If these promotions
continue there won't be any living with that
guy when he gets back.
PAUL SIBLEY has completed the necessary training to permit him to get off
the ground and is trying his wings. He is
completely sold on flying. That car he
had is strictly a jalopy now so his dad,
JOE, will sell it.
Before leaving for Utah locations,
JOHNNY LAWLESS, et al, played a joke
on Jack Jancich, Jr., by painting his tool
box a brilliant red and decorating it with
gay flowers.

Jack didn't have time to
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TIME MARCHES ON!
repaint it so no doubt he had many ' yoo
hoo" greetings as he walked through
Union Station. The whole location crew
wishes that the studio had Installed beds
in Union Station — they spent the entire
night there waiting for the train.

By SPENCER

We've got the location jitters! At the
present writing there are three companies out in the field and keeping time by
mail is quite a burden. Our boss has his
nose buried In salmon-colored location
time cards — what with a terrific sunburn

POTASH'S PRATTLE

he has acquired — he has taken on the
same pastel coloring. The stock girls
think it is quite becoming — we are not
printing our opinion.

By SHIRLYE
Those of you who know AUDRE ROCHLEN can't help but appreciate this:
Lil' Audre, who hadn't skated for years,
decided she needed some exercise. She
trekked up to the Rollerbowl, cornered an
instructor and proceeded to talk him Into

We have been doing so much work
for the location companies that we feel
that we are the ones who are away from
it all. "Guadalcanal Diary" — a graphic
picturizatlon of the heroic and heartbreaking stand of our fighting Marines against
an insidious and treacherous enemy — the
little brown men of Japan who have

"do tricks" on skates.
how to of
teachingtwoherminutes
After
these lessons she
was ready to teach us how to skate. She
got out onto the rink and screamed for
us to watch her and proceeded to fall
flat on her face. A very subdued "Jill
Warren" was scraped off the floor and
carried out.
LAURE ERWAY is going to open an office where she can give advice to all the
unhappy, bothered-about-something people
on the Lot. Everybody who has anything at all troubling them usually make
a bee-line for Laure's office. One In particular was an elghteen-year-old custodian
who wanted a promotion very badly. One
day last week a shriek was heard that
echoed through the new Adm. Bldg, at
least six times. A flash of white with 20th
Century-Fox in red letters on the back
came dashing Into her office. ROBERT
BASSLER, Laure's boss, was in conference
and came hurrying out of the inner sanctum to see what was wrong. The boy

*

"had gotten Into Production!" Mr. Bassler quietly congratulated him and walked
calmly back into his office. While Laure,
for the first time in her life, was speechless!

,
II
'

BOB "Tyrone Power" SUNDERLAND
informs us that he will be glad to see any
one of the girls who constantly crowd his
office — between the hours of twelve and

.

one neck
(whenuntil
he'sdead!
at lunch), or — hanged
the

!

GEORGE
walked into
BARBARA
she fell off

I

by

WIENER of the Prop. Dept,
the Script Dept, today, and
KLINE became so flustered
her chair.

MYRTLE EATON has become quite
carried away with her duties as Senior Air
Raid Warden. She spends every night at
home sitting with her gas mask on expecting the worst.
In case you didn't know, LILLIAN KELSEY'S husband, Carleton Kelsey, is Musical Director of "Blackouts."
Have any of you ever heard PHYLLIS

^

CLONER

The cigar and AL GAMPER
are inseparable
whiles away the hours in Precision Machine

as he
Shop.

investigation, HERB WIENER, star football player from U. C. L. A. He played
with the Bruin "Rose

Bowl" Team.

And

— that dissipated "God's Gift to the Universe" is ERNIE HANDLESMAN, former
basketball star frcm the same Institution
of learning.
One

swell guy

Is LES

VAUGHN,

been whipped into a frenzy by their militaristic overlords Into a state of demoniacal hate to destroy the principles of
common

decency and of our "democratic

"Happy Land" which we think is a
life."
of fantasy
kind
that concerns little people
way of
in a small town depicting a typical American family, and knowing a little about the
type of work that Irving PIchel has done
in the past — we are looking forward to
seeing the finished product with antici-

Don't ask Allle Olcott if she enjoyed her
vacation!

"Buffalo Bill" is again riding the range
pation.
in Montana and Utah and we understand
that he will soon bring the herds back to
California. (After all we have a terrific
meat shortage here.)

QUESTION OF
MARILYN NELSON
to or getting it from
so interested In that
Man?

Gaines Johnson, our former associate,
who deserted T. C. F. for the U. S. Army
on one of those peculiar term contracts,
breezed Into the office the other day just

CHARLIE GOLDIIE'S assistant.
For those of you who value your life:

THE MONTH:
Is
giving competition
all the girls who are
CERTAIN Publicity

as we expected he would . We had predicted he would have a blonde dangling
from each arm. We made a slight error
— one was a brunette. We will have to
get us a new crystal ball and a new
of Abra-cadrabras.

set

And so help me, this really happened.
One of the extras must have been new as
far as working In pictures Is concerned.
He probably worked very hard one day
and must have been a little short on-er
cash. He took his extra-talent voucher
home with him instead of turning it in to
"Smitty," our perennial juvenile of the
police force In charge of the casting gate.
Then he went to the corner grocery store —
had it cashed by the naive storekeper!
Wouldn't it be wonderful if we could do
the same with our time cards.
The new withholding tax is going to be

You haven't? . . . You

,a new headache for all of us — but in a
way it has made FRED BARMAN very

That very "pretty" Prop boy all the
girls are drooling over is, after a careful

ofknow, Fred
you didn't
case Bond
Inin the
happy. ficiates
Department.
He has
it all figured out on paper — and quite

HUFFINE laugh?
lucky people!

Action
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convincingly too — that the pay-as-you-go
plan should aid in the purchase of war
bonds. If you remember how much trouble you had In paying your Income tax
in a lump sum — even if it was just a quarterly payment — how some of us had to
even borrow the money; now all it amounts
to is the foregoing a few of the luxuries
that we have become accustomed to,
that we regard them as necessities and
budgeting wisely. He seems to think that
war bonds are just as important to the war
effort as the payment of taxes. The slo-

War Bonds, stamps and savings are not the
least by far.

20th CENTURY-FOX
OFFICE
EMPLOYES’

ALICE

OLCOTT

President

RUTH

DUNLAP

Vice-President
Sec.-Treasurer

We

CECILE

FARRELL

Western Avenue time office is again
functioning under these good old reliables.
A performed scallion to one of the Santa
Monica timekeepers who sent us a very

Lilliputian — whose
a dime?

feature column

for "Action."

We

were

told by Marie Lyon, Joel Hawley's first
lieutenant, that there was a dearth of humorous and entertaining features and that
they would be more than happy to Include such material along with their usual
standby columns.
Time is of the essence. We are very
concerned with the business of time so
we are always talking about it. We read
a poem the other day and the following
excerpt seems to be very applicable to
the business of makin' moovin'-pitchers.
"There will be time — there will be time
to prepare a face to meet the faces that
you meet. There will be time to murder
and create." But before we become too
Involved in this business of relating trivia
— QUOTE — New is the time to bring this
thing to an end. UNQUOTE.

The summary, colator, 3s and multiplier.
We wire the boards all set to go, and then

GUILD

the powers that be
Decide to change the whole darned works,
per Washington, D. C.
We sort and ditto, reproduce. Interpret,
file and punch.

CHALMERS

derful piece of satire in a personal message. We lost the note or we would
have included it in this column. I hope
he becomes ambitious enough to write a

Machines
running madly. There's many
a board are
to wire.

Newly elected officers for the 1943-44
term are as follows:

gan, "Bonds and Taxes to smash the axis,"
should be seriously taken up by everyone.
TED HECKERT and HENRY SASS have
returned from their vacations and the

unflattering tribute very beautifully inscribed on delicately textured paper. We
have only this to say: He has put our
so-called literary endeavor to shame — and
it is a shame that he wasted such a won-

STUDIO

Asst. Sec.-Treasurer

busy bunch.
We work from dawn 'till midnight, from
midnight until dawn.
No matter how we hurry, the work keeps

flower Is smaller than

piling on.
We have no time for gaiety, no time for
pitching woo.
Butwewedo.are not complaining in spite of all

TRAW

That gorgeous blue the Delphinium
gives us Is in profusion. Deep orange and
yellow Marigolds — tall and graceful. Double Larkspur — tall specters of pastel
shades — from white, light pink and four
shades of blue. Inspiration aplenty for
the fellow with the big flowing necktie.
Asters, Dahlia, Painted Daisies, Salvia
and Calendula — all make their contribution to a beautiful summer scene.
Early last winter in our hothouse a dozen of those red leafed Coleus were born
— they were raised and cared for by deft
and capable fingers — through those long
cold months. At first two inches high in
two-inch pots, they were transferred to
3" to 4" to 5" — where most Coleus stop
— with a ceiling of about 24" with many
branches. Today they are five feet tali
in 14" porch pots and in Nursery vernacular are called standard in shape. (Large
ball on a tall single stem.)
Reason for mentioning them — a scoop
for T. C. F. V/e are told they are the
only ones of their variety in the west. If
all of this family of silent beauties could
talk — we are sure they would collectively
say — "Come

up and see me

some

time."

By RUTH

ROSANDER

If you have cause to worry, if you have
cause to crab

By JIM BRIGGS
Summer Is in full swing — down in that
pretty little valley south of the Carriage
Shed. That's where we grow the flowers. The net results of a half year's work
are on display In abundance — distributed
among hothouse — cloth house — old frames
and beds. You are invited to view these
gems of Mother Earth at any time.
You will see a choice assortment

and

large variety of Caladium and Coleus —
those pretty leaf plants — Cascade Fuchsia draped gracefully in hanging pots.
Did you know that Zinnias are grown
from the large giant tyoe down to the

Of rave
course
and we're
curse. only human, we rant and
I think I'd better stop right now before
my verse gets worse.
The above will give you a rough idea of
the duties performed way down under. AL
TERRY says, — I quote — "We are deep in
the heart of Texas." Now for some news
as space will allow. BILL McCORD, formerly of this department was married
June 26 to Martha Germon. Congratulations, Bill! Your many friends here wish
you and Mrs. McCord happiness. LUTHER
HCLTZCLAW
is stationed in San Francisco— awaiting sailing orders. ED BURKE
hopes to come home on a furlough soon.
We'll be seeing you, Eddie! How about
you, WCCDY, when are you paying us a
visit? KAY STURM — is Camp Cook the
reason for that big smile? Something new
has been added — we have with us today
PAT BUCKMEYER
assisting HELENE
DUTTCN with her duties. MARVIN BRANNCN sprained his ankle playing ball with
his kiddies. Come now, Marvin, are you
kidding? EVEVLYN MacDCNALD proudly
displaying her diamond — no date set as

KEEPING TAB
NURSERY TALES

verify, make time cards, just one big

Because your work is heavy, just spend a
day in TAB.
There's
o.t. topicture
report. costs and non-deducts

The femmes of the department had a
luncheon party at the Cafe July 15 in
honor of EDITH WULFESTIEG who is leaving. Hope you'll be very happy in your
newyet.job, Eadie!

and

Purchases and burdens, payroll, time cards
to sort,
Material
tures. and labor, set costs and miniaTalent cards and summaries, a job one just
endures.
Transportation and equipment, general
ledgers and accounts.
Wardrobe, stores, deductions of various
amounts.
Insurance,
tax, donations, prepaids and
M.P.R.,

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails
•
HO. 3654

August
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NEW SPEED LAWS
YOUR OPERATOR'S LICENSE
By TOM

YOUNG.

CHIEF

OF

POLICE

Commencing at 12:01 A.M., August I,
the top speed limit for any — except emergency vehicles — throughout Los Angeles
and in every residential and business district will be:
During the day — 30 miles per hour.
During the night — 25 miles per hour.
The above changed speed limits have
been agreed upon by each of the fortyfour municipal police departments and the
California Highway Patrol. Strict enforcement Isto be applied In a serious effort to
bring down the needless number of deaths
and accidents on our highways.
I caution each person of this studio who
owns and operates a motor vehicle to
seriously heed these warnings — thereby
sparing themselves the trouble and expense
of personally appearing In traffic court for
violations of this law.
From a period between July 15 and
August I , the police were to observe traffic
and If a driver was exceeding the above
limits — a warning notice was given the motorist. This was being done to acquaint
drivers with the change In speed and to
obtain better cooperation.
Operator's Licenses

There has been considerable misinformation regarding the expiration of operator's licenses. Present licenses bear an expiration date of four years from the time
of their Issuance. If your license has expired It Is suggested that you take prompt
steps to obtain a new one. In obtaining a
new license it is necessary to have your car
with you In the event a driving test Is required.
Generally speaking you are required to
answer a group of questions regarding the
proper handling of a motor vehicle and
several regarding speed limits, etc.
An eye test is also given which In many
instances has been Invaluable to many persons who otherwise miqht not have known
the changed condition of their vision.
During the recent session of the Legislature there was a discussion concerning extension of operator's licenses, which probably is the cause for present confusion.
The fact that legislation was enacted
PERMITTING the Director of Motor Vehicles to extend the expiration date of
licenses, if he decided it was necessary.
To date there has been no such action
taken and it Is necessary for each person
to watch the expiration date upon his
operator's license and to have it renewed
promptly.
Correct Addresses

Many persons do not seem to realize
the full importance of correct addresses

on their operator's license. In many cases
persons have been found Injured In accidents— and have suffered needless pain
due to lack of hospitalization because relatives could not be reached promptly. The
difficulty was that the address on the operator's license was incorrect. This Is especially true late at night.
Where

to Go

Operator's licenses may be obtained
from the Department of Motor Vehicles
at 3500 South Hope Street, Los Angeles.
Cole Place and Homewood, Los Angeles.
Other convenient locations are:
CULVER CITY — Police Department —
Thursdays — from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M.
SANTA MONICA— 1333 Sixth Street
— Board of Education Building — Tuesday
and Wednesday — 9 A. M. to 4:30 P. M.
BEVERLY HILLS — American Legion Hall
— 162 N. Robertson Blvd. — Friday — 9
A. M. to 4 P. M.

The Quality Spotlight
Falls On

PHILLIPS
DIAMONDS
Only 10% of ALL diamonds are as
brilliant as ours. That is how particular
our buyers are in selecting diamonds for
our stock. Settings are modern and a
variety tor every taste is always available. Studio members
are given a
SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT
under the
usual retail price. This buying privilege
is not open to the general public.

Wm. E. PHILLIPS CO.

ART DEPT. NOTES
By HELEN

JEWELERS, IMPORTERS
MFRS.’ DISTRIBUTORS

ETZLER

The happenings this month seem to
revolve around the letters and visits from
fellows In the service. It gives a person the
warmest feeling to know that they still
think of us — even in the midst of the tremendous work they are doing.
HERMAN
BLUMENTHAL, JOHN
FAUST, and SIDNEY EVANS wrote some
mighty Interesting letters. Sid Is now at
Sheppard Field, Texas. Herman and Johnny
are overseas. LARRY KING, now a Marine,
came in to see us upon the completion of
his boot camp training. Apparently everything isdone on the double-quick at camp.
BOB HOLMES came in to see us also —
looking fit as a fiddle. He had been shipping on an oil tanker. Another unexpected
visitor was defense worker IRA SUMMERS,
a former Set Custodian. It seemed like old
times to have them back.
BOB REESER has become an Instructor
— mind you — of Freshman History at
UCLA. There are so many lovely co-eds
on the campus too. The voice now answering the telephone Is JEAN STEWART'S.
Newcomers to the Department — EDGAR
CLINE,
draftsmanWelcome
and RUBIN
Set Custodian.
to TRONTZ',
the fold,
gentlemen.
The GALLI
draftingwent
roomto Isn't
the same
since
work quite
at MGM.
No
more do those spirited conversations go
on between Galll and Mussa pertaining to
a certain dime and the physiognomy of
said persons.
We are all grieved over the passing of
Charles Baker and Sexton Wilkerson. Both
men have been admired and respected by
everyone associated with them during the
many years they worked on the lot.

7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315 W. FIFTH ST.
LOS ANGELES
DAILY
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THE PLASTER CRACKS
By WANDA

MCNTE

KAHNE

BCNCME — head of staff —

will surely miss his CLE' PAL this week as
LARRY DURRELL is joining the United
States Marine Corps, as a Marine Gunner. (Cur loss Is their gain.) Lots of
good luck Larry. Incidentally his son,
Larry, Jr., Is resting nicely at St. Vincent's
Hospital — after a major operation.
Several of our men on location in Utah
— getting acquainted with the ways of
one Buffalo Bill. Monte thinks you're doing a swell job, fellows.
Cccasionally when I hear something
about the many Victory Gardens that the
fellows have I like to pass It on as a suggestion. BCB C'NEILL, Model Maker,
hasn't been bothered with those pesky
(yet so nice to hear) birds since he decomills. rated his garden with vivid colored windIt looks as tho' KARL BCLZIG, Sub
Foreman, moved Into his new home just
at the convenient time. The apricot
trees were simply loaded for nice jams and
Calmly, although a little awkwardly,
jellies.
SCCTTY McGILP, Pusher, visits the Dentist's office for a long awaited tooth ex-
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traction. He is feeling none the worse.
"To you Pvt. 1st Class PAUL WURTZEL.” We have just heard of your approaching marriage to Shirley Stein of
Los Angeles. We would like to be among
the first to wish you success and many
years of happiness.
We had two visitors this week. PVT.
A. MacCARTNEY of the U. S. A. C. and
S 2/c NICK BONOME of the U. S. N.
Both are looking fine.
Vacation habits wilT-be slightly changed
this year — at least Monte's will. He'll
spend most of his time tilling the ole' soil.
BILL WASHO will pinch-hit for Monte
until he gets back.
We've received interesting letters from
the boys in the Service. Every letter
mentions how much they apprecite the
Action — cigarettes and gum — wishes to
thank everyone concerned.

GODFREY

The beam on this author's face is occasioned by a visit to San Francisco to
see her Army husband. A very exicting
city, San Francisco, but she still likes the
Sersen Department best.
RICHARD GODFREY, erstwhile Gremlin member of the Model Department Is
in the Pendleton Air Base hospital with,
of ALL THINGS, the mumps. Dick had
to watch his squadron start to fly without
him and Is mere than irked about It.
Our peachy boss, FRED SERSEN, Is
back — minus his tonsils. We don't like to
have him away — we miss him.
JIMMY GORDON and JACK McEVOY are back from a visit to New York.
Ask them how they like New York In the
summer time!
We haven't heard much from OUR
armed forces lately — WALLY WHITE,
DICK FRITCH, VON MULLDORFER and
the rest of the boys — I suppose we will
forgive you, knowing how busy you all
are.
FRED RICHTER is off on a fishing trip.
Mmmmm, here comes some more of that
wonderful smoked fish!
The original Godfrey at 20th (Sam, the
Ancient Mariner) is peacefully living on
his boat at Balboa and helping to build
Mine Sweepers during the day. He
LOVES It.
DAVE PRESTON'S new domicile Is now
complete and Is he happy about it. Except for the fact that he was showered
with ripe apricots the other night, everything Isrunning very smoothly. He is
about to adopt a large. Independent white
cat, or should I say the cat is about to
adopt Dave?
We are still the busiest department I
ever saw — just one mad rush over here —
but what fun!

|
it

head.
OOOK
to Laguna.
URDONA MARY
NIOOLOF
F down
Texas way.
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KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY'S trip didn't
take her any further than her back yard
this year — but from all reports she had a
swell time. The tomatoes, turnips, radIshes, etc., are really prospering.

i
*

HELEN M. HUGHES — formerly of
Continuity Department — has joined
WACS. She has a host of friends on
Lot. Good wishes for success in your
venture!

SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA

SECRET SORROWS: JEAN MINER'S
glances are In the direction of BILL MACE,
of the Cutting Department. MARILYN
GARLAND and JANET GELLER sigh for
JIMMY LASSITER. There is a tall, dark
and handsome around and about — who has
a crush on EVELYN TLAPA — but he is
too shy to let her know it.
VACATIONING: FRANGES BERGER
and BETTY ISAAGSON to Lake Arrow-

SEA. 2/c LEONE E. TIMM, formerly with the
Janitor Dept., is now attending Training School
in San Diego,
r

the
the
the
new

i

H

j

'
'
\
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QUEEN SILVER, formerly of the State
Motor Vehicle Department, has joined the
Continuity Department — Is now Involved
in the Intricacies of "taking continuity."

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By AUDRE ROCHLEN
MARIE LENT, who left the Lot four
months ago to join the WACS, has just
been made a sergeant, is now awaiting
orders to be transferred to a new post.
FREDA ZUCK has also completed her basic training — Is now stationed at Camp
Gordon in Georgia.
SALLY HECHTLINGER Is on the verge
of taking the "big jump" and becoming
a bride. Her Intended Is Walter King.
Her sister, HELEN DE MELIKOFF, Is carrying on via the mails with a handsome
soldier now In Officers' Training School.
The other Hechtlinger sister, DOROTHY,
has left the Lot after ten years — will be
greatly missed by her many pals. At the
present time she is vacationing In New
York — has not as yet announced her new
affiliation.
WAR-BRIDE DEPARTMENT: MARJORIE WENNING has returned to work after her honeymoon with her Air Gorps lieutenant. He is now overseas. MAGDELENE SWINK tells us that her husband is
now flying — will soon complete his training at the University of Montana.
GRUESOME TWOSOMES: MILLIE
SAGE and BOB IFVERSON, of the Wardrobe Department, have been gadding
about lately. EDITH CAHOON has been
making a steady thing of It with Aviation
Oadet Russel Johnson. SHIRLYE POTASH lunching In the Cafe with JIMMY
BROWN. BEN ROSENMAYER at the
Trocadero with CLARICE LEICHMAN.
This makes a few of the gals green with
envy. Come

on, Ben, give' em a break!

Dear Friends:
My first disappointment — there have
been several — was to discover that our
train had old-fashioned air conditioning —
the open windows. You can imagine how
comfortable it was crossing Arizona under those conditions. We left Los Angeles at 9:00 P. M. — where do you think
we were at 9:00 the next morning? Yuma!
We backed up more than we went ahead
— every time the train stopped or started
It jolted us more than the big earthquake
of a few years ago. However it cooled
down that night — Tuesday — and we started to make better time. We had a layover In Kansas City from noon until eight
o'clock and were "released" for the afternoon. We scattered In all directions. I

I
If
i:
(
^

went with five other girls to do some shopping— later had a good meal at the hotel.
We have beauty shops, postoffice, laundry service, library, service club, hospital,
soda fountain, cafeteria and telephone
bar within easy walking distance of the
barracks. Saturday afternoon and Sunday are all our own — so we are planning
a big time is Des Moines on our first leave
next weekend.
Please — all of you write as It Is my only
connection with my old life — believe me
this Is different! I am crazy about it—
or maybe I should say I am crazy, because lots of the "kids" (as we are called
by the officers) are griping a bit.
AUX. HELEN M. HUGHES.
June 30, 1943.
Fort Des Moines, Iowa.

f
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Dear Friends:

AS I SEE IT
By MURRY

WEINER

CAFE NEWS: At 12 noon through the
portals of the Cafe storms an avalanche
of hopeful young Americans clad in the
shortest of shorts on the barest legs. Truly,
I was thrown off balance for a moment —
for here was a cavalcade of fascinating
womanhood parading along an avenue of
hopeful dreams. Yes, each of our glamour
kids moves along with the utmost firmness
in her convictions — ultimately crashing to
GLORY.
STARS

THAT

SHINE:

The unwritten law

among studio workers to refrain from asking their screen idols for photographs has
been cast aside at Western Avenue — the
stars have cooperated in excellent fashion.
BETTY GRABLE just never seemed to be
able to make her lot of photos last through
the day. JOAN FONTAINE adjourned to
the comfort of her trailer on stage three
as the boys swarmed in — a seemingly never
ending stream and each left beaming like
a high school girl ANNABELLA, although
admitting she was In a starving condition —
left her car to return to her dressing room
for photos — lest her admirers be disappointed. GEORGE MONTGOMERY — one
of the most outstanding favorites among
the men stars, was never too busy to oblige
or even to stop for a chat with a laborer
or a grip or anyone, in fact.
A BELATED SALUTE: Congratulations
to smiling BOB PALMER on his promotion
to managerial duties in the Casting Office.
Going home (with a smile from the casting
office) is more fun than going to the county
fair. Editor's Note: For full appreciation
of this line — please see "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady."
This reporter received his initiatory rites
to the Studio Club with the following conEVERY

clusion—"YOU WILL
MONTH."

NOW

GET ACTION

Dear Friends:
Thank you for the cigarettes and the
pleasant surprise of receiving the package
of chewing gum. It was indeed welcome,
as we are unable to obtain it here. Also,
I look forward to my copy of "Action"
and have had many pleasant moments
reading through ihe ever Interesting articles.
Since arriving here I have had a great
deal of training and at present am

attend-

ing Storekeeper's School, which prepares
me for our particular line of duty in line
with my rating.
Virginia is very beautiful at this particular time of the year and I have enjoyed
Its many historical spots while on liberty.
Williamsburg is an education In itself and
I wish many of my coworkers could have
the opportunity to visit the restoration
of all the buildings rebuilt on the original
foundations sponsored by J. D. Rockefeller at the cost of sixteen million dollars.
We occasionally have the pleasure of
seeing 20th Century-Fox pictures here in
camp and am looking forward to more,
especially some that were in the making
before I left. Just to recognize a few
props is like seeing old friends. The men
in camp enjoyed "Crash Dive" very much
and also got quite a kick out of "Dixie

Dear Friends:

I have seen several men from 20th Cen-

Some of my shipmates and myself would
appreciate it immensely if you would send
us a few portrait pictures of your feminine
starlets.
Thank you so much for the cigarettes
and chewing gum. Action Magazine is
looked forward to each month by all my
shipmates and myself.
I have heard there is a shortage of
photographs — if this is the case — maybe
it would be easier to send the starlets in
person — C.O.D. — marriage guaranteed.
All joking aside — the pictures would be
appreciated.
This Is a fine country — if one likes rain
every day. I am looking forward to the
day when once again I may bask in peace
in good Ole Sunny California.
Sincerely,
Richard L. Samuels
July 20, 1943.
Ketchikan, Alaska.

Just a note to thank you all so very
much for your gifts which arrive with such
welcome regularity. I am the center of
all attention when the gum arrives.
My gratitude should not be judged by
my letters, as they really keep us hopping
back here and to find time to write letters Ispractically next to impossible.
Please give my best to the whole gang
and tell them that I expect to finish here
Aug. II, and then hope for a few days
in which to say hello.
Thank you again and all my very best.
TYRONE POWER.
United States Marine Corps.

tury-Fox, training here In camp and they
Dugan."
are
now on their way out to other parts
to help construct for Uncle Sam.
Once again thanks for your thoughtfulness and my best to all.
HARRY EDWARD MELLEN.
July 2, 1943.
U. S. Naval Construction Training Center,
Camp Peary, Virginia.

FOR SALE
COCKER-SPANIEL PEDIGREED
PUPPIES
Eight Weeks Old
Blond and Black
AGNES PARKER
5112 Westwood Boulevard
(Studio VillageOverland)
— near Jefferson and

LEO FENNER, formerly of the Maintenance Dept.,
is one of the first aliens ever admitted in the
Camouflage

Division of the U. S. Army

Air Corps.

Dear Miss Ridgeway:
Thank you very much for your nice letter. I am in El Paso now as a teacher in
camouflage in the Second Air Force. I
have a lot of work and studying to do,
but I am getting along fine.
I am glad to tell you that I am going
to be a citizen of this great country —
which is surely worth fighting for. I will
try to be a good soldier and American
Citizen. I have given another pint of
blood to the Red Cross in El Paso — this
is the eighth time now.
Thank you and the Studio Club for the
marvelous work all of you are doing. I
am waiting for the Action to arrive each
month. Thanks for the cigarettes and gum
too. It is just like getting something every
month from home.
Best regards to you — my best greetings
to everybody on the 20th Century-Fox Lot.
Sincerely, Leo Fenner
July 18, 1943.
Dear Gang:
The package of gum and cigarettes
trailed me to Australia and caught up
with me in the jungles of New Guinea!
The gum is worth tiwce its weight in gold.
It seems that some yellow Japs caused
some trouble and the place where the
Drug Store used to be doesn't have gum
any more. It was really swell the other
night during an air raid to crouch in my
fox hole while chewing U. S. A. gum and
listening to the wham-crack
them hell.

of ack ack give

The native Fuzzy Wuzzier

and Austra-

lians are great guys. I've got a lot of
tales to tell, first chance I get. Right
now I am a little busy fixing a portion of
the Asiatic Pacific situation so I can hurry home. So until then best regards and
thanks a million!
Sincerely,

W.

K. NEAL.
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RONALD

PENNICK

DECORATED

A much-decorated Marine sergeant of
World War I who in 1943 is again experiencing action — this time in Navy uniform
— has received the Silver Star Medal "for
conspicuous gallantry" from Secretary of
the Navy Knox in Washington, it was announced today.
The Southland

recipient of one

of the

nation's highest military awards is Chief
Photographer Ronald J. Pennick, USNR,
43, of 624 33rd St., Manhattan Beach.

WE

Attention Secretaries
Your car can be washed

and serv-

iced promptly and efficiently. Picked
up and delivered.

UNION

OIL COMPANY

9779 West

Los Angeles, Calif.
CR 59205

German Occupation, Marine Expeditionary, Marine Good Conduct, Mexican Expeditionary, Pacific, European and American Theatres of War, Victory and Defense.

Dear Friends:

United States Naval Service."
A member of Commander John Ford's
Photographic Unit since its formation in
1940, Pennick has also seen action in various areas of the Pacific war theatre and
in Great Britain.
Between "hitches" in the armed services,
he served as military technical advisor
on various motion picture productions and
is also known to film audiences for prominent character portrayals in such films as
"The Long Voyage Home," "Alexander's
Ragtime Band," "How Green Was My
Valley" and "The Grapes of Wrath."
A leatherneck for 12 years, Pennick
fought five major engagements in World
War 1. He holds the following campaign
ribbons in addition to the Silver Star:

NEVER

DEAD

3, 1879.

DIE

OF THE

WORLD

We

Murdered Ones are mocked by these
. . . while others die . . . while
brothers die.

Unless your eyes seek ways to help, your
tears are but a futile lie.
Weep for your dead. Then lift your voice
until it fills the blood-stained sky.
Protest. Accuse, Beseech. Demand. Let
others die . . . lest brothers die.
Your tears, your wails, your beaten breasts
are not enough"WTiy
to satisfy
The Murdered Dead, the Innocents, whose
stilled accusing voices cry,

"His
courage and
fire
contributed
to cool
the judgment
success ofunder
our
North African operations and were in
keeping with the highest traditions of the

WILL

MURDERED

Calif., under

of March

The Dead care naught for monuments that
tower pompously on high;
The transient wreath, the carven stone are
wrought to soothe the living eye.

Pico Blvd.

"In addition to rendering valuable service by successfully completing Important
and hazardous photographic missions," his
citation stated, "Chief Photographer Pennick risked his life during a severe enemy
bombing a^d strafing attack to aid our
Army machine-gunners even, upon one
occasion, to the extent of taking charge of
a rear guard action during an evacuation
of the wounded.

THE

class

at the Post Office,

I finally got back to California, "The
Garden Spot of the World." However,
I can't say just how long I will be here,
but at present this is my home base. I
was
here. assigned to the Ferrying Command
It would certainly be grand if I could
come by and see everyone, but cannot
get a furlough until I have made one trip
across — I hope it is as they say, soon. I
said in my last letter that I was to be stationed overseas, but you know the army.
Thanks a million for all the cigarettes
and chewing gum you have sent me. It
surely comes in at the right time, and
helps me along a lot.
Sincerely,

GEORGE

July 8, 1943.
Long Beach Army Air Field,
Long Beach, California.

D. GUESS.

"What have you done? What can you
do? What will you do . . . lest

The

cry.
Dead care die?"
naught for monuments,
others
while mothers weep, while children

In ghostly hordes we wait and watch . . .
we watch and wait and question,
Have

you not done what you should do
. . . while others die . . . while

die?"
So long asbrothers
memories haunt the eye ... so
long as hearts can hear our cry,
We can not rest. Our anguished dust
must ever challenge and defy,
"While others die . . . while brothers die
. . . We Murdered Dead will
— Don

Blandlng.

never die."
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REILLY

RAINE

THIS, brothers and sisters, was to be a very profound piece.
Something, I decided last night when about to hit the hay,
about the Importance, If any, of writers to the Motion Picture
Industry. It would contain such erudite and pungent and even
witty ideas, I thought, as I pulled back the counterpane, that
producers and even directors would realize instantly the uselessness of claiming credit for them. Something — and that Is
as far as I got, because, resting neatly between pillow and
folded-over sheet, was a gift. A neatly molded and drIed-out
little ball of Gaines's dog food.
How my little wire-hair had deposited his largesse without
apparently disturbing the outer appearance of the bed Is one
of those secrets — and there are many — that remain between a
dog and God. But there It was, rather on the mouldy side by
now and a bit gamey; and Mickey's stump of a tall and lolling
I'm sure. were signalling with happy abandon that he was the
tongue
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Now, whenever the mailman comes to Johnny and Nick's
house, Johnny Is right at the door with the housekeeper, watch-
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ing with great Impatience to see If there's a letter for him. If
there Is— and usually there is— he sniffs it, his tail says whoopee,
he takes It In his mouth and with an Insufferable air of conceit
sashays to his chair (Nick has a low, special one just for
Johnny In every room In his house) and plays with It for hours.
If he goes to another room or the patio or wherever his domestic concerns may take him, he carries his letter along. And
when Johnny decides that It's a gentleman's bedtime and that
probably all the skunks and coyotes have turned In anyway,
that letter goes right with him; and In the morning you will
find It, crumpled and mouth-stained but still vastly reassuring,
beneath that small, warm, curled-up body.
Nick has a theory about a man and his dog, of which this
letter-sending is a part. "We expect them to be polite and
obedient," Nick says. "We demand loyalty and remembrance.
The least we can do then is to give them politeness and loyalty
and remembrance In return, just as to any other member of
the family. When we're going away for awhile we can't explain that to our Johnnys in a way that they will understand,
as we can do to relatives and other friends. But, we can play

^peciaii
Safety News
American Legion Post No. 563

20th Centjry-Fox

17

Stanhope
Ed LaBarth

Do

The Script Tease
Printables

gotten him?
Nick knows that Johnny didn't bother to learn to read, so
when he Is away he takes a piece of blotter or paper handkerchief— anything that readily will absorb moisture — and rubs
It over his face until It is well impregnated with his particular

Pete Lake

Effecfts News

Unrationed

15

So that set me to thinking along another track; thinking
about a friend and another dog; Nick Grinde, the director,
and his dog, Johnny. Nick is directing war effort films in the
East now, and Johnny stayed home In Hollywood; but they
correspond practically every day. And I think that you ought
to know about It here at Twentieth Century-Fox In case you,
or a friend or relative or just someone you know, a dog lover,
Is going into the service, or just going away and you know the
dog is going to grieve and what can you do about It?
You can do what Grinde does. Write your dog a letter.
Not the usual stuff about how you are and what you are doing.
Since your dog knows you are omnipotent, he takes all that
for granted. What he really wants to know Is, have you for-

"scent"; then he sticks It in an envelope and airmails It to
Johnny Grinde.
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donor, and don't bother with thanks, old boy, you're welcome.
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fair In the matter of letters. The kind they understand."
So now Johnny never grieves any more when Nick Is called
out of town. When he gets his letters he wags "HI Pal!" and
knows
that aNick
Is still around some place and that he'll be
back after
while.
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E are all accustomed

to thinking ot

motion pictures in terms of our own particular jobs. To a director, the important
thing about a picture is the direction; to
the actor, the acting, especially his own
particular role; to the cameraman, the
photography; to the gaffer, the lighting;
to the writer, the script; to the producer,
the producing. The more generous among
us concede that the motion picture is the
result of collaboration, that at least three
elements, the story, the acting, and the
direction, are almost equal in importance,
the scales being weighed a little bit according to whether it is a director or a
writer or an actor who is being generous.
From time to time, however, the least
egotistical among us may forget that pictures are pictures, that a motion picture
is basically pictorial. The writer, at the
beginning of a scene, may put down
"EXT. CHURCH
— A good-sized brick
building. Gothic architecture," and let It
go at that. The director may decide after
a little study that the church should have
lighted windows, the scene being at night.
Or, he may favor, for some special reason,
Romanesque over Gothic architecture.
Nevertheless, when he comes^to shoot the

ruin^

ftment

scene, he counts upon a church being
there, a church that meets the requirements of the action, that represents 'I’he
environment In which the events of the
particular scene takes place, that supplies
the actors with a background against
which they can act.
Of course there Is the Art Department.
We need a church? We tell the Art Department to supply us with a church.
Martha's bedroom, — the Art Department
will do a bedroom for Martha. An entire town? The Art Department provides
the town.
I do not wish to Imply that all writers,
producers and directors ignore the Importance of background in their pictures,
but it Is true that most of us fail to recognize the Art Department as one of the
major collaborators along with writer, producer, director, cameraman and players
In the creation of a picture. It happens,
not Infrequently, that the Art Director of
a picture assumes, because he Is obliged
to assume, some of the functions of the
director. He knows fully that Martha's
bedroom cannot be any old bedroom. It
can't even be any bedroom a girl like
Martha could occupy. It must be a par-

ticular scene In which certain actions will
be performed, certain emotions expressed.
The Art Director must know the script,
must anticipate what the director will require. And where the director has failed
to indicate the manner in which he intends
to stage the action
which he Intends to
rector must provide
sibilities so that the

and the angles from
shoot It, the Art Dia rich variety of posdirectorial whim will

not Involve complete reconstruction of the
set. It happens again and again that the
Art Director supplies photographic and
pictorial possibilities which greatly enrich
a scene dramatically, quite beyond a director's visualization.
Generally, here at 20th Century-Fox,
Art Director, producer, director and cameraman confer before a set is designed.
The mood and meaning of each scene is
analyzed, the requirements of the action
studied, and the Ideas of these collaborators are pooled. This, however, is only the
beginning. There follows a period of research of tentative ground plans, sketches,
illustrating moments of the action to be
played on a particular set. After revision
and a more or less final agreement, definitive ground plans and elevations are
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drawn and a three-dimensional model of
the set is constructed. With this model
the producer, director, and cameraman
can visualize the action concretely determining further changes, If any, and settle
upon details of construction, the location
of wild walls, etcj The final approved design is then turned over to the Drafting
Department which produces the wealth of
working drawings from which the Construction Department builds the set. The
responsibilities of the Art Director do not
end here, however, but carry through the
building, painting and dressing of the set
right up to the moment it is photographed.
Presiding over the Art Department at
this studio Is an extraordinary pipe-smoking Briton with an Italian name, JAMES
BASEVI, and at his right hand is cherubic,
beaming JOSEPH WRIGHT, and close
by, moody WIILLIAM
"BILL" IHNEN.
On does
speciala
occasions
DARLING

TIME MARCHES ON
By SPENCER

CLONER

We feel like ye old nite Editor. It has
been so long since we have seen the sun
we have almost forgotten what It looks
•1ke. We come to work when everyone
is about ready to leave. Shortly after six
p. m., the time cards start to pour In until we are knee deep In accounting
charges. We start kicking at the fringes
for awhile and suddenly, we make up our
minds to wade right Into it. Before we
realize It, it is almost midnite. We prop
our feet up on the desk, light a cigarette,
and vainly attempt blowing smoke rings.
Outside, the mist starts to gather. And
sometimes when a soupy fog starts seeping through the crevices, the other end of
the office becoming obscured, we fall Into
a dazed reverie. There are no such things
as "little men", just figments of the Imagination that are dreamt up by people
to amuse themselves and help wile away
the time. Other times, It Is Impossible to
believe that they really do not exist. Like
the other nite for example . . .
I was alone In the office. I could swear
he was sitting on my shoulder prodding me
with his little dagger to keep me awake.
I looked up at the light burning overhead.
All I could see were flies and insects buzzing about in a frantic attempt to seek
refuge in the cold white fluorescent lamp.
The time cards were floating by hazily, the
names and accounting charges were plainly visible. I felt another pin-prick and
could hear a squeaky, barely audible voice
talking to me as if he were a tourist-guide
pointing out the sights. "There are many
departments here. Look, there come some
of the Wardrobe Department: set girls.

brilliant assignment, such as "THE SONG
OF BERNADETTE" street. RUSS SPENCER, LEW CREBER, AL HOGSETT, CHET
GORE, RUBE RANSFORD, JOHNNY
EWING, and LEE FULLER, all brilliant
architects, designers and technicians, are

they Inhabit Is the contribution of the

"cast" as judiciously as the players in a
picture, each giving to a production his
own particular gifts of imagination. In
back of them the corps of assistant art

cute, little, eye-full on the cover of "ACTION MAGAZINE" since last March. This
Is his contribution to the Studio Club
each month for which we are deeply grateful as it has brightened up our magazine
considerably.

directors, "followup" men, sketch artists,
draftsmen, and engineers which share In
the making of a production, though often
unrecognized, play fully equal parts In the
final picture to- those played by the men
who press a little closer to the front to
take their bows when a picture turns out
well.
The h uman beings about whom writers
write, portrayed on the screen by actors,
who are directed by directors, live In a
World. The visualization of this World

first and second costumers, tailors, finishers, and drapers. There they come all of
them with their needles and pins and sewing machines. See those big bolts of
vari-colored cloth slowly unravel and unfurl in the air and gradually assume the
shapes of dresses and old-fashioned costumes. There comes the Makeup Department; hairdressers, makeup men. See the
hordes of extras, featured-players, and
stars gradually getting their faces put on,
wearing the brightly flowing costumes. See
the Camera crew come down from the
heavens, and Instead of sitting on the
traditional camera boom, they are perched at the end of a transparent moonbeam.
See how the clouds swirl about their
heads. Montage after montage; musicians
sawing at their oddly-shaped stringed Instruments: singers screeching away, their
voices rising shriller and shriller and then
being drowned out by a crash of tympany:
long-haired and bald writers, either typing
away frantically on big, mammoth machines or pacing back and forth on lush
carpets, shouting at their harrassed stenographers, producing the great super-superepic that never before has been done."
The little creature danced a mad dervish

Department.
EDITOR’S
LLOYD

NOTE:
HARTING,

department,

sketch artist In this

has been

contributing the

Mr. Harting has had quite a career in
the art world, having been associated with
Walt Disney approximately four years as
Art Director, and also, prior to that, he
was with Brown & Bigelow of St. Paul,
Minnesota, for about nine and a half years
doing advertising illustrations and calendars. He has been associated on 20th
Century Fox's lot for the past two and a
half years.

both lying there for a moment. I tried to
slap him down but fell over on my face.
The last I saw of him that night was his
minute, grotesque figure disappearing
through a space under the door . . . Woe
is me! These hot nites certainly do things
to people.
We read once that "Time" with a
capi tal "T" was an illusion, that it goes
swiftly or drags on Interminably depending on the circumstances Involved. One
could go on and on in such a vein, aping
all of the philosopher's usual pros and
cons concerning this wonderful phenomenon, all the way up to Einstein's theory
of relativity and also what the writers say
In "Amazing Story" magazine. The planet
Pluto Is so many million light years from
the earth. Light travels so many thousands of miles a second. Sixty seconds
equal a minute; sixty minutes equal an
hour; there are twenty-four hours In a
day; and finally, three hundred and sixtyfive days In a year. All very breathtaking
and wonderful. So, when you view time in
this manner and realize how insignificant
It can be by comparison to the light years
Involved between the earth and a distant
star, we are beginning to wonder

why so

on my shoulder, the left one, and jabbed
away madly squealing with glee. I flailed
at him angrily, fell from the swivel chair
onto the floor. I sat there on the floor

many people become so vehement over
the money that Is being deducted for the
withholding tax. If they would stop to
consider that they were only giving a

and to my surprise, saw him sitting on the
Inside of a smoke ring. A gust of wind
started to raise him higher and higher toward the ceiling. The ring broke and became a long attenuated line. The little
thing began to flounder. He finally lost
his balance and went sliding down the
smoke line, tumbling upon It head over
heels, until he hit the floor. We were

few hours a day to help win a war, perhaps the tax deduction would pale into
insignificance. Though we did get a little mad the other day when we Imagined
we were earning five hundred dollars a
week and that about one hundred of it
would

have to go for taxes.

unhappy

hours.

Sad, sad,

I

with bullets instead of balls. Then too, THE
HILLS has to admit we are definitely on
the map now!
Casting aside banter for the moment,
Capt. Forsyth expresses his appreciation
on behalf of his team for such an enjoyable
day and hopes to compete next year with
the swell bunch of clean playing, sociable
fellows from the Hills.
Mr. and Mrs. DAVE GOLDFARB and
their son Donald are back from their favorite vacation spot, Murrieta Hot Springs, all
looking tanned and rested. Murrieta has
always been very popular with the Goldfarb family. Just before Dave left the
Springs, HENRY, our Assistant Superintendent, and his family arrived for their
two-week vacation.
STANLEY MARTIN has left Fox to take
a position at Warner Bros. Studio. Best of
luck Stan.
THE WINNERS ! ! of the Inter-Departmental Golf
Tournament. Pictured above is the Western Avenue Camera Shop, 1943 Inter-Departmental champions, with the Annual Trophy which they won.
Lett to right, top row: ULRICH FISHER, BEN
BRASWELL, GEORGE FREEMAN, bottom row:
ROY WOODEN, CAPTAIN CAMPBELL FORSYTH,
ART CHATELAI.N.

We are very happy to
TUCKER and that ever present
with us again. We have missed
few months. Welcome home.

have BOB
smile of his
him the last
Bob.

We are all happy, along with ESTHER
REIMER, to hear that the talents of her

beautiful daughter, Lorraine, of whom she
is so justly proud, have been recognized.
M. G. M. is the lucky studio that has her
under contract. The best of luck always,
Lorraine.
EDNA DILLY and son Bobby have just
returned from a five-week vacation in Canada, visiting relatives. Edna must certainproudfrom
of her
son.baby
We've
watched
himly begrow
a tiny
into all
a real
man
and now, with the ten pounds he gained
eating Canadian bacon, the next thing we
know he'll be in the R.A.F.
We were all pleasantly surprised when
HARRY TURNOFF dropped in to see his
many friends at the Lab. Harry cut a
very dashing figure in the uniform of a 1st
Lieutenant. More bars to you soon, Harry.
We deeply regret the loss of ERNIE
KOUNTZ who passed away. August 16th in
Queen of the Angel's Hospital after a
three month illness. His many friends will
miss him greatly.
Guess we'll close here and go rub a
little more polish on our Golf Trophy
plague. Uh-huh!

LAB GAB
By FAWN

FARRAR

I believe the happiest man on the Western Avenue Lot is CAMPBELL FORSYTH,
Captain of the W. A. Camera Shop,
trophy-winning golf team, consisting of:
ART CHATELAINE, machinist; .ROY
WOODIN, carpenter: BEN BRASWELL,
carpenter: GEORGE FREEMAN, projection; ULRICH FISHER, camera. All these
fellows have a right to be happy for they
are the first to bring the Trophy to the
Western Avenue Studio and they say, "We
are going to keep it here!" It is proudly
displayed on the wall of BEN ROBERTSON'S office.
ART CHATELAINE wore his shorts —
which may indirectly account for the unbeatable playing that made him champion
golfer of the day.
I hear JAKE FISHER'S startling performance won the last game for them. It
seems he was out to beat GUS JOHNSON
and . . . did just that!
Capt. Forsyth is exceptionally proud of
his team. The most experienced players
could not compete as they are saying it

JACK CODD presents CAMPBELL FORSYTH, captain of the Western Avenue Camera Shop golf team,
with the Annual Inter-Departmental Golf Plaque which Western Avenue Camera Shop s team won in our
recent Inter-Departmental Golf Tournament.

The ambitions of WAYNE "RED" RIVERS to be the potato king had a little
setback. He put a few bum ones over on
Uncle Bud and as a result his business has
suffered. He is going into the chicken
and rabbit business now. He might be
OK but try and make Uncle Bud believe it.

I get more news about the goings-on in
Hollywood from two friends of mine, one
in Africa and the other in India, than I do
by reading the Dally Variety!
It is a good thing that none of the men
in this department mind the water. They
seem to be spending most of the time in
Sersen Lake — one day it's submarines and
the next lifeboats ... if only there were
RICHTER
some
fishbeuphappy!
there, wouldn't

FREDDIE

SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA
PHIL SNYDER o^f our Labor Department takes
time out from his victory garden to have his picture
taken with Mrs. Snyder in front of their home.

LABORELATES

GODFREY

For goodness sake, summer is nearly
over! The tired, sunburnt people are beginning to drift back from various kinds
of vacations. There are not many Travel
folders and darn few snap-shots this year,
but I'll bet there are a lot of neat gardens
and clean garages.

By IRISH ROCHE
Our very best wishes are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. PHIL SNYDER who recently
celebrated their thirty-first wedding

anni-

MR. heSAVAGE'S
one of and
versary. Phil is
undernourished
assistants
has made
many friends during his ten years with the
Studio. He is not ashamed to admit he
was once one of the gang and attained
hard way.
position
his present
three
sons are
in thetheService.
One Phil's
is in
the Engineering Corps, another in Officers'
Training and the youngest, ALVIN, who
once worked in the gang, is in the Army
Air Corps.

The gleeful grin on our MAX DE VEGA'S
face these days is occasioned by the furlough of LT. WILLIAM O'BRYAN. It seems
so short a time ago that young Bill was one
of our better "kid" actors and spent his
spare time helping Max sail around the
Island. Now he is a flying Lieutenant and
his heroic rescue of seventy-two men from
the stormy Atlantic two months ago makes
us all proud.
LT. RAY KELLOGG, our veteran of both
the African and Sicilian invasion, is back in
the states for a brief time. We haven't
seen him yet but maybe we will one of
these days.
MR.

SERSEN

and

ARMAND

ALLEN

Recently, I had the honor of representing the boss at the Camp Pendleton location. Iconsider it a privilege, as I had an
opportunity, besides working with a swell
crew, to meet some of our finest manhood
who are members of the U. S. Marines.

to

PROPS
By W. L POST
Set dresser FREDDIE RODE was elected
Commander of the Studio Legion Post at
their last meeting. He will be delegate at
the American Legion Convention in Berlin,
July 4, 1944 . . . GUY McCOY is now a
grandpappy . . . GEORGIE WIENER is
spending the next few weeks studying hard
in preparation for the Bar Examination.
Maybe we could use another young attor-

To get an opportunity to talk with these
boys was something worth while, as some
of us on the outside often do not get the

ney in our Legal Department . . . ADELAIDE PALMER of the Insert Department is
always a welcome visitor in the Hand Props
room . . . LEE LANFIELD, formerly in
Maintenance and JACK BURKE, formerly
of the Mail Room have joined up with the

service man's viewpoint. Sometimes, we
are inclined to be selfish and mean about
"more bonds". We say, "What's the use
in working overtime when our taxes are
increased?" Do we consider that to the
boys in the Service, time does not mean
a thing and extra hours do not show on
the pay check? I wish we could have the
spirit and enthusiasm of JIMMY THOMPSON who was very popular with the
crew. Jimmy joined the Marine Corps
at fourteen and now, one year later, when
a birth certificate revealed his correct
age, he was told by General Gegan he
would have to go home and if he wished,
he could come back when he was seventeen. His only regret was he would have
to wait two years to do his bit.

Irving PItchel
explains
a Director's
problem
Assistant
Director
Saul Wurtiel

Swing Gang . . . RALPH HANSEN is now
with the Engineers at Tucson, Arizona . . .
HOMER BRUNTON, one of our drivers,
lost his purse on the RKO lot the day before Christmas. It contained a check stub
and eight dollars in cash. It was returned
to him last week. RKO boys are all honest
too . . . EDDIE BETKIJIAN, Prop Department driver is now a cable man in the
Sound Department. Good luck Eddie . . .
Young WILLIE TENNYSON celebrated his
birthday last week . . . Hope everyone enCol. Jason Joy, right, shows his friend,
Col. P. Booker the Lot.

last Sunday . . . That's all
joyed the picnic
— goodbye
for now.
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WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

Imagine my consternation when a slight
acquaintance

of the past ten years ap-

proached me and said: "All the people in
the world are crazy, and the other half
don't know nothin". So I asked him if he
were crazy too, to which he replied: "Yes,
but I have a right to be. I work in pictures." So I got busy climbing the nearest
telephone pole. It wasn't JACK FRIER
or VIC RIES or WILFORD DE YOUNG,
MICKIE MORRIS, TOMMY
MOORE, or
CARL BRAINARD for they were all on
vacation, so you have three more guesses.

isn't off the
Andrew, or
of the boys
it and from
pleasure of

press yet, but you will. Mrs.
Helen M. Deleuw, wife of one
in our department, is writing
the few pages that I had the
reviewing, I gather that the

style is very unique and the story interesting. Unfortunately, an accident has hampered the edition, but just be patient.
ASHBY LOCKETT is my idea of a genial personality. He can close my column
any time.
To all the boys "out there" go my best
wishes. "Out there" means Pacific, Atlantic, Mediterranean, and other points.
Marjorie

Most of the picture "Tampico" is being made on our lot. Stages One, Three
and Six have been in constant use for the
past two weeks. VIC McLAGLEN and
LYNN BARI, two of the swellest of the
swell, are in the cast, or rather, they head
the cast.

very secret wish.
the cake home,
seven candles) so
hand prop room
preciated.
AL ORENBACK

Ervin Holden, of our Projecfion Depf., takes a
little precaution, apparently somebody told him to
keep his pants on.

THE GANG'S ALL HERE
MARIE

KRAMCHAK

By PROPS
returned from San

Francisco after having painted the town
red with Pink Champagne. Of course,
everybody is returning very reluctantly
from their vacations, whether they painted
the town red or not. PAT ADAMS is still

shortened by a couple of days. The defellows.

partment just can't get along without these

FREDDIE RODE is now visiting his ranch
in Fontana. After working only one day
there, he came back limping and moaning.
I wonder what two weeks will do to him.
Oh well, Freddie, we know farming isn't
one of your professions. MR. LITTLE just
returned from a vacation which took him
to the White House and points East. It
seems he and Mrs. Little took in all of the
places of interest. The weather was very
obliging by raining a few days before their
arrival and cooling things off.
McCracken and Bunny Gough
Their relief office.

rushing To

LAN-

It seems he wouldn't
(maybe because of
he passed it around
where it was greatly

take
the
the
ap-

is being kept very busy

his old stomping grounds. Of course, Al
is kept mighty busy getting back and forth
between W. A. and the Hills, but he is

telling his fish stories to FRANK SULLIVAN. Frank says he had better luck, even
if he was called back after only four days.
DON GREENWOOD
also had his vacation

Barbara

ERNIE

no

with his new house and entertaining a certain Naval Lieutenant who still likes to visit

gate — you know him? — well he and his
wife are married long enough to celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary on the

Have you heard of a book named "West
is my Heart"? I know you haven't for it

It seems

rings up

SING, (better known as "Dancing Lansing")
was rushing around wrapping presents and
getting cakes all morning. Then when the
party walked in, there was a table laden
with presents wrapped in pink and lavender. There were large orchids an'd other
flowers on the table. He blew out the
seven candles on the cake after making a

Wait a minute, hold everything — I have
just run onto something — and boy is it
something — PFtIL FLEISCHER, who has
been here so long that he can remember
when he had to furnish his own front

— or till they can get the doors closed
near the same day — Just think of that —
married fifty years — that is something in
any ledger.

Massow of our Coffee Shop
sale for our camera.

quite an occasion.

KENNY WILLIAMS, popular utility director, dancer, comedian etc., is conducting rehearsals for a forthcoming musical,
on^ stage two. Outside of these few interesting events, not a new nail has been
driven at Western Ave.

sixth of September — that is the 6th o'i
this month — and they are having open
house from three in the afternoon to six

»

Vacations aren't the only things we celebrate. August 16, FRANK WADE decided
he was safe from his Draft Board. It was

just the guy that can do it.
There must be something I can say about
WALTER
SCOTT, that
butI could
right say,
now and
I can't
think of anything
the
things
I can ELLIOTT
say, I won't
MACK
hasbother
been with.
leading a
rather
demanding
existence.
At the
leastleading
that's
his
version
of It. Wonder
what
men
hand. are doing on the sets while Mack is on
Reports on our BOB McLAUGHLIN
have been getting better by leaps and
bounds. Oh yes, I must add that Leota
had been deserting her usual luncheon
crowd for the acting charge d'affaires.
However, everything is back to normal and
all is forgiven.
In case you're an interested coffee
drinker, a'k MARTHA RAYE how she enSKIPPY'S coffee. Or maybe you better askjoyed
him.
Everyone has commented about how
quiet and serene the office is functioning.
(GEORGE WIENER is studying for the Bar
Exam and no candv has been delivered to
the office by the "mail girls" lately.) Of
course, this doesn't mean anything. By the
way, girls, we have an added attraction in
the department now, HERB "Doll Face"
WIENER. I wonder who's responsible for
that??? There's a certain Renee that
agrees whole heartedly with it, tho. You
can blame some of the feminine touches in
this masterpiece on whomever you please,
but we're not talking.

8
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once a month, together with one or two of
the executive board members.
The Safety Committee appreciates any
constructive suggestions, comments, etc.,
from employees In connection with their
work.
DR. HARRY MARTIN calls our attention to necessity for keeping In good
health. Feel free to call on him for counsel. To insure compensation, all accidents
must be reported immediately.
At this time of year, fire prevention Is
of utmost Importance.
Negligence Indifference = Disaster
On the national issue, our attention is

DR. HARRY W. MARTIN who, after a year and
a half in the Service, has returned to the Studio
as Medical Director. We are very happy to have
him back to take care of our ills.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY
Mr. J. B. CODD

gave

DINNEEN

called to the Post War Program for uniform driving. Sixty miles per hour will
be the maximum speed. The examining of
thousands for the armed forces has brought
to the attention of the medical profession the great need for Federal hospitals.
Visual education has played a great part
In the war effort. It Is hoped a similar
program will be taken advantage of by
our schools In the near future.
If you want a bulletin on the Post War
Plan, or you have any suggestions on
Safety, send to JAMES DINNEEN, Safety
Secretary, care of M. of F. Dept, on the
Lot.

an Interesting,

brief talk on the advantages of Employees'
Group Insurance, and an enlightening
resume of benefits paid to employees during the past several years. He stressed the
fact that everyone on the lot should carry this insurance and suggested that department heads encourage each member
of their department to arrange for It immediately. Mr. Codd urged the Committee members to discuss and spread this
Information among their various groups.
He explained that while the premium Is
low, the benefits derived are great in
comparison with the cost, and said he
would be glad to submit further Information to any one at any time. Mr. Codd
also commented on the way Safety suggestions and investigations are being
handled, stating he was pleased to see
such quick action.
LEE SECKNOR and CHARLES RABOLD
received a vote of thanks for their splendid work In cooperation with the Committee.
JOE

HIRIGOYEN, head of Transportation, has installed bells on the trams.
Please do not get off or on while trams
are in motion.
PETE YOUNG, Police Dept., reported
that employees working high In all departments are tying ropes to hand rails and
leaving bottles and material on runways.
Please discontinue this practice.
D. E. ROTHSCHILD, Laboratory Dept.,
wrote in explaining that absence of Western Avenue directors was due to gas
shortage. After a general discussion, MR.
JONES and MR. CODD decided it would
be wise to hold a meeting with MR. JENSEN and the Western Avenue directors

us with the Installation of his "baby," and^k
believe me they are something. If you^^
are at all curious, we have completed
Stage 15, so you can see them there.
I would like to thank MR. HARTING
for the very lovely covers that he Is designing for our magazine. They are not
only beautiful, but they represent a lot
of work, and are valuable as a work of
art. I have had the pleasure to see some
of the originals, and believe me, they are
scrumptious. We are fortunate in having
such a fine artist give his time to the embellishment ofour publication, and 1 am
sure that our boys in the armed forces
show their copies around with pride, because It now looks like Hollywood and the
movies, from which they come.
No doubt many of you have noticed
how much easier the name plates on the
doors can be read now. When the shortage of aluminum paint arose, we were In
a stew, because aluminum was the best
thing B.W. (before the war) that we had
for backing on the plates. Our ROSEY
ROSEN, the chief "plate putter upper"
was despondent, but not for long because
after losing sleep night after night, he
finally had an Inspiration. The result can
now be seen by all, because now those
with their names on the doors can be
sure that we want the folks to see them,
and are not trying to hide them under a
coat of paint. Thanks to Rosey, their
prestige is unimpaired.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Hello
mamas

kiddies, school has now commenced to commence, and all the little
are breathing

a

grateful — thank

goodness.
September Is the month In which most
of us are recuperating from our summer
vacations, and are thankful that we don't
have to go through that again for another year. Our wives pick out the darndest places.
Speaking about vacations reminds me
that our little DAVY, champ poker player
of our department, has been "duding" on
a dude ranch, and he sure must have enjoyed Itbecause the boys contributed the
major part of his expenses. The surprising
thing is, that a pair of deuces and a little
nerve sure help out once In a while.
No

doubt, the most of you have noticed the new cup containers that are being put on the water bottles. They were

designed by PETE WEIDEMAN, of our department, to aid in the conservation of
the drinking cups that the company furnishes for your convenience. We ask your
aid In this, especially when it is necessary
to move the stands from place to place,
because that seems to be the time the
greatest waste occurs. If we continue to
lose the cups as we have in the past, it
won't be long before there just aren't
any, any more.
Mention was made last month of the
new ventilators that were invented by MR.
LEW HESS. Mr. Hess kindly entrusted

William "Rosey" Rosen of our Maintenance Dept.,
carries on a conversation with his daughter Dorothy
Rosen

Bliss, Shirley Kvitica and Lillian Neuhaus,
discussing the picnic, no doubt.

Boy, those girls that were running
around In those blue union suits were really something. They tell me that somebody
was sure selfish because, even though they
had nearly a hundred girls, they used a
times.
gadget Myto My.
multiply them about eight
Speaking about women, and who doesn't,
reminds me that Women's Suffrage went
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tto effect In August, 1920. It seems that

elr confidence in themselves wasn't misplaced, because they sure know how to
build ships and planes now. They have
become so used to overalls that we mere
men had better watch out, or after the
war they will be wearing our blue serge
pants.
We have at last built a new cabin

for "UNCLE TOM." Tommy, as many
of you know, Is that charming young man
who makes the typewriters write. He has
been, up to this time, a hermit type and
used to hibernate In a little hole back of
the back building. Now he can sfand out
as a man of his worth should, and can

good news of our military successes.
Every time that we have a success in the
field. It shortens the time that you will
be away, and though we sometimes may
seem a little careless about writing to
you, and possibly in other ways also, we
want you to know that we do think of you.
As most of us here In the shop are exservice men, we understand some of the
things that you are up against, and our
hearts are with you. We wish you the
best, and hope to see you all in 1944.
Well, the M & F had better ring off.
If you need us, call 508. We will come In
a flash to your crash.

point with pride to his new home. Tommy, I’ll have you know, plays a wicked
banjo. If you are Interested in banjo
music, and how It should be played, come
over at noon sometime and hear Tommy
and his partner bang 'em out. They sing
also. Some songs they sing out for the
world to hear, but the most entertaining
ones they sing sotto voce, otherwise the
police might raid the place. Their music
is sweet and hot. They add that homey
touch, and help keep that happy spirit
for which our department is noted.
Now that September is here, MR. RABOLD, our department head, reminds me
to remind you to look around to see If
you have any broken windows, or repairs
that should be made.
While we can hardly go in for much
construction of new equipment, we are
anxious to keep what we have In good

rain we
weather
around
needed

WOODY

LAGUNE, Photographers Mate
formerly of the Grip Department.

3/c,

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

So terribly sorry that I failed the grip
boys in the last two issues, but between
Santa Rosa and Camp Pendleton, I really
had little time to get this scribble Into
print. Incidentally, I was amazed at the
following I have built up. In the fan letters I received, both writers deplored my
lack of showmanship and urged that I had
a duty to perform. Well, the column will
go on regardless — where It will stop everyone knows.
You all have heard about Santa Rosa
by now but It sure was a delight. From
MR. PICHEL down, it was agreed that
Santa Rosa deserves an academy award
for hospitality and cooperation. One little incident will give you a humorous Idea
as to the naiveness of the townspeople.
After the usual elbow bending at night,
the crew next a. m. fairly mobbed a
neighborhood milkman. One kindly, old
Ben Silvey out on his way to lunch, no doubt.

drank a much different beverage".
P.S. We have an invite to make another
up there. DIREOTOR BACON will roam
the streets of Santa Rosa filming "The Sullivans".
Understand
most affable,
will
grip. CHARLEY ROSE,
The BRANDONS

are out on a scalping

tour for "Buffalo Bill". Maybe they'll bring
back an extra handful for F. McARDLE,
our Scotch-lrlsh thrush, who is good company, as HARRY JONES will vouch.
Bumped Into SGT. BILL MURRAY saying
hello to the boys out on the golf course.
The stripes are sure piling up. Sad about
WILSON, knew him well. It is possible
that further news will be released. High
man MILES can hear the phone ring from
most any place and can he hit the deck
In a hurry. Only one other can beat him
to the floor — take a bow MR. GILDAY.
D. WURTZEL Is so envious of my ability
to
get says
so much
work.
SMITH
that Igang
am the
best "SNUFFY"
bar tender
—I know why. LT. VANCE THRASHER,
so debonair, worked hard for his bars and
is deserving. Rumor has It that BUS
BERKLEY plans putting MICKEY (CRANE)
GRANT and troupe on his permanent payroll, that is, if he can wangle the crane
away from JOHNNY.
F. JOHNSON, playing sandman to his
calves — AL PRINCE, who shudders at the
sight of water taking a show via tanker
. . . L. BERRY, so baffled on some collections. . . E. LEDGERWOOD, doing a

repair. Of course we don't mind a little
rain, but If you have work done In the
can't help but bring some of the
in to you. So, will you all look
to see if you can spot the work
in your department. We will appreciate It.
The boys In the shop all say hello to the
boys in the service, and it Is with a feeling of thankfulness that we receive the

those nice young fellers drinking milk. Why,
that other studio crowd that was up here

soul beamingly remarked, "Look at all

neat
filling BUDDY and
GAUNT'S
. . . job
LEOof McCreary
PRIMO, shoes
roiling around like a couple of real old salts
. . . Hear Prime is lavish with ten dollar
bills . . . HUGH PECK, daily from 9 a. m.
to 5:30 p. m. . . . FRANK LEAVITT, n. f.,
trying to locate FLASH HILLMAN, his
floor man. Found him hours later away
up high helping one of the lads on a forty
foot frame. The dazed Mr. Leavitt had
to be helped to his car . . . FRED REZK,
looking exceedingly fit . . . The infectious
laugh of TONTO DAWSON . . . NAP
VALLEY can sight with his eyes closed . . .
Wonder if D. M. BLAIR ever got his hat
back? It sure flew high enough. He has
a great gang of muscle men.
Saw "Heaven Can Wait" — superb production— grand job all around — tops in
makeup and color.

BOWLING LEAGUE
On the 25th of August, the TCF Bowling
League held a meeting in the Production
Bungalow. JOHN McCAFFERTY was
elected president for the coming season;
HAROLD BOW, vice president: VIOLET
HOGAN, secretary: and HAL SAILOR,
treasurer.
The League will bowl starting Thursday,
September 9, at 7:30 p.m. and every
Thursday for thirty weeks.

20th Ce
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20TH CENTURY-FOX MIXED FOURS
BOWLING LEAGUE
By SPARA

STRIKE

The 20th Century-Fox Mixed Fours
League has just finished a very successful
seventeen week season at EL RANCHO
BOWL. A total of ten teams competed,
two women and two men on a team. The
winners (and away out In front) were the
MAY-BEES composed of MARGARET and
BEN CASS, DOT KEEFAUVER and HAL
to the
SAILOR. Second place went
bowling
LUCKY STRIKES, with such
BOW,
narles as ALICE SWEITZER, BETTY
lumi1BOW
AL SWEITZER and ROBERT
(where's HAROLD!!!).
FINAL STANDINGS
WON
TEAM
MAY-BEES
LUCKY STRIKES
WESTERNERS
RIP SNORTERS
SALUDOS AMIGOS
WEE HOPE
PIN SPLITTERS
BOWLERS
WIDGETS
PUPPULE EHA

. 46
. 40
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

39
39
37
35
28
28
27
23

LOST
22
28
29
29
31
33
40
40

In fact, whatever happened to JESS
WOLF . . . Anyone wanting to get rich
quick see PHIL POSITO . . . ROSE STEINMAN is the best southpaw bowler In the
league (fact is, she's the only one) . . .
VIOLET HOGAN, the flaming redhead,
bowled the highest game of the season
for the gals with a neat 2 I 5 — nize goin' . . .
The highest series went to DOT KEEFAUVER with a 536 . . . High game and
high series for the men was won by BILL
WINTER with 263 and blA — how'd that
happen . . . It's a good thing DAVE
MALMEN had a bunch of good bowlers
to hold him up . . .The WESTERNERS finished in the first division ... If GEORGE
would only listen to his wife AUDRY, he
might turn out to be a bowler . . . The
FAN MAIL Department was well represented, what with FRANCE TOWNER and
MADGE INMAN . . . Why was BOB GALLOWAY holding down his average ail
through the league??? . . . The RIP
SNORTERS took the season's high series
and game with 2297 and 832. That team
Included MARY and JOE HIRIGOYEN,
VIOLET HOGAN and ARMAND ALLEN.

41
45

PERSONALITIES ON THE ALLEYS . . .
The Bob Feller of the Alleys, HERMAN
LEIBER, and his bowling ball are so attached to one another that they usually
go down the alley together and quite frequently end up in the gutter . . . Every
league has to have Its pigeons and that department was well taken care of by HAROLD BOW and GEORGE MILLS . . . Incidently, the BOW FAMILY was well represented with MAMA, PAPA, BETTY and
BOBBY ... Ask HAL SAILOR to tell you
about the game he shot which would have
been very good If he were playing golf . . .
Our esteemed president JOHN (THE
BOWLER) McCAFFERTY waltzed off with
high individual average of 187 .. . High
honors for the gals went to DOT KEEFAUVER with I 59 . . . Whatever happened
to that red wig JESS WOLF was wearing:

Mitchell getting some
Jules Kahn.

good advice From

armed forces. KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY
and her daughter-in-law, FLORENCE:
MR. WALTER MOROSCO and his charming assistant and aide-de-camp, ALICE
OLCOTT: MR. BARRE LYNDEN: MR.
GEORGE SEATON: CAPT. RALPH DIETRICH, who Is just across the street from
me now: MR. ROBERT ELLIS and MISS
HELEN LOGAN; and COMMANDER
BOLTON'S sweet secretary, MISS FLORENCE SLOTT. There are many others
whom we should like to thank, but space
does not permit this time. So, all of you
who have so generously given your books,
please accept the thanks of the boys and
girls who are now reading them.
We wish again to impress upon you the
Importance of sending books and good
magazines. At some of the camps and
hospitals, the only entertainment Is a bock.
It is part of the entertainment which our
boys so much deserve. Go to your book
shelves and dig deep. Tie your books up,
address them to me, and take them to
the mail room.

Genial Molly Mandaville pauses on her return
from lunch.

FOX TALES
By FRANK

B. DESSLER

Your "Fox" having emerged from his
fox-hole after a long spell of hard work,
Is back with a bag full of news and prop-

"The on
Little
are atreally
themselves
time
theirFoxes"
vacation
Lake having
Arrowhead.
Pictureda
above are, left to right, ROSE STEINMAN,
FRANCES TOWNER. BETTY BOW. ALICE McVEY
and VIOLET HOGAN.

Thomas

aganda.
It may not be news to some of you, but
the "Fox" is now In his new den at Western Avenue where he may be reached by
all and sundry. We are very happy down
here, this being our favorite hangout.
We wish, first of all, to thank the following fine people for their great cooperation In getting books for the boys In the

Some of us are feeling a little too confident about the progress we are making
in the war. It is our opinion that the
hardest part Is yet to come. We must
now buy more bonds than ever before.
We must not relax In giving blood to the
Red Cross. We must help to ease Hitler
and HirohIto's troubles, and the only way
to do this Is to help bury them by our increased efforts.
Down here at Western Avenue, we are
having quite a busy spell. Three companies are shooting or getting ready to
shoot. In this everchanging parade, there
still remains our never changing JAMES
JENSEN, the Western Avenue Mill Superintendent. He has told us enough stories
about the old days here to fill several good
sized books.
Well, it's time to go to press, so adlos
and see you all at the Picnic.

I
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Ravings from the mill
By A. P. "WHIZZER" WHITE
ODDITY:
Mr. and Mrs. EDDIE EDSTROM were
sitting placidly in a local theater watching
the newsreel. The newsreel was showing a
U. S. Navy landing barge being unloaded on an island In the South Pacific. "Sea
Bees" were stretched out In a line relaying the equipment from man to man. Suddenly the Edstroms sat up electrified.
Squarely In front of the camera, hard at
work, was their boy Maury Fountain. Eddie and his wife couldn't believe their
eyes, so they stayed to see the newsreel
all over again. Sure enough. It was Maury!
They were so elated, they sent everyone
they knew to see Maury make his "film debut".
PROP AND MINIATURE:
WALTER PALLMAN and the Prop and
Miniature Department get little or no publicity in this magazine so. I'd like to say
I worked In the Prop Shop a couple of
weeks and liked It swell. In the good old
days, whenever I'd hang around the Prop
Shop, Walter would say (jokingly?) to
'-MAC" McCORMACK, "Mac, put
Whitey on the payroll so we can fire him."
At last he had the redoubtable pleasure
of telling BILL ST. PETER, HARRY
FLEISCHMANN and me, "So
the Mill to work tomorrow".
GOSSIP:

SAM

DEPARTMENT:

I'm sorry
didn'the get
BOBis
town.bigBob
was toIn see
MATTHEWS I when
a P.F.C. In the Signal Corps at Camp
White, Oregon.
BURNS DAY LAMB released from the
Army on a medical discharge.
WALTER BEEBE drafted into the Army
on August 17th.
Here is a simply written, yet powerful
letter from DON FLICKWIR somewhere In
Alaska:
"Hello Fellas!

months. It's pretty hard to believe It's
been thirty months since I walked out of
the gate with my draft paper In one hand
and my tool box In the other.
I can't tell you anything about where
I am or what I'm doing. This was just to
YoursI'mtruly,
let you know
still thinking of you.
DON FLICKWIR"
The next time you mugs ask me, "What
does the Studio Club do for me? I don't
dance, I don't play golf, I don't bowl, I
didn't get any magazine last month," just
read Don's letter — in between the lines —
he sees your names in the "ACTION" —
It gives him a thrill to read about familiar
names — and he feels closer home instead of thousands of miles away. He
gets his gun and cigarettes. That's what
your five dollars a year makes possible
for "Dons" all over the world. So, unlax
gentlemen and get behind the Studio
Club Instead of moaning all the time.

LIEUTENANT

FREDERICK

F. FOX

(Freddie

to us)

is starting his second year in service over seas.
He is in the photographic division of the Signal
Corps. Lt. Fox is one of our boys flying over the
war zones that we may see what is going on over
there. We all miss Freddie and hope to see him
and all the boys back on their old jobs soon.

Well, anyway, the first day they left
Los Angeles and traveled to Gorman — all
up hill and hot — sixty-nine miles of endlessa pavement.
It'stobadactually
enoughpound
to sittheIt
out in
bus but

back to

JOHNNY FINK went deep sea fishing —
Ditto ROY GOTHERIDGE and JOHNNY
LOOSCHEN— JOE BARNES back from
St. Louis — GEO. S. YOUNG back to work
after a long layoff — CHARLIE KERNAN
taking a much needed vacation — ARTHUR
W. WILLIAMS took a few days off to rest
his bad leg — ALBERT CHALFANT back
after a three weeks illness — All the boys
back from Utah except FAT WERTANEN
and JOHNNY SYFRIG— FREDDIE GILMAN spent a week just relaxing at his
North Ffollywood home — C. P. (ALEC)
ALEXANDER assumed Freddie's duties
while he was on his vacation — FRANK
PORTER received a $50 War Bond for
Inventing an automatic feed on our planer
knife-grinder — GEORGE HULBURT was
awarded a $100 War Bond and two weeks
vacation with pay for his new rivet machine.
UNCLE

It's been many months since my last
hello but I still hear a lot about you fellas
through my Dad and I see your names
now and then In the ''ACTION". One of
these days. I'll be walking In the Mill to
see you again (I hope). I've been looking
forward to that now for twenty-one

pavement for sixty-nine miles — no, thank
you! When they arrived at Gorman after
six and a half hours of pedaling, they could

BOB STEVENS and his wife Leofa all dressed up
for their vacation which they took on their tandem
bicycle. This is one way to keep an eye on your
husband, girls.

UNRATIONED VACATION AS
RELATED TO
ROBERT

L GUNN

Undeterred by gasoline rationing or a
shortage of traveling accommodations,
BOB STEVENS and his wife Leota set out
to see a bit of California during their vacation this July. They didn't have to make
arrangements for extra gas; they Ignored
the O.P.A., jacked up their old car and
struck out on a bicycle built for two. And
speaking of bicycles, please note the four
wheel brakes, the three speed gear shift,
the motor generator for lights, the light
traveling bags and the over-all streamlined effect, including Steve and his gal!
Actually, boys and girls, all they took with
them is shown In the picture. They must
have set some kind of a record for traveling light.

still
on the
pedals to
but keep
they the
couldn't
exertpush
enough
pressure
bike
rolling. So they stopped over night at
Gorman.
The next morning bright and early they
rolled down the Grapevine at fifty miles
per hour with the wind actually chilling
them. The car checkers at the bottom of
Grapevine not having been provided with
a rule book covering tandems didn't know
what to do — so didn't do anything. They
turned their backs and hoped Steve and
his wife would go away. They did. That
day, with blistering speed under a burning sun, they shot through Bakersfield and
pulled up for the night In Lost Hills —
ninety-three long hot miles. Try It some
day. Here they enjoyed the distinction
of being the hotel's most famous guests —
they
in fact,
it's only guests. In Lost
Hills were,
everything
Is lost!
The next day was really tough going. It
was not only hot, dry and dirty, but a
strong wind met them head on. It was one
of those useless, persistent winds that blows
nobody good. At times the combined
strength of both cyclists was needed to
keep rolling even on the level and this with
the bike In low gear. That night was spent
in Atascadero, 236 miles from Los Angeles.
Going down the coast route was cool —
so cool that they opened up the traveling
bags and pulled out a couple of sweaters.
According to the map. It appears downhill all the way, but I don't think It Is. The
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ride down the coast was pleasant and after
stopping all night at Buellton and at Ventura they arrived home on the sixth day.
Altogether, they traveled 450 miles and
at no time did they ride longer than six or
seven hours per day. The gas situation was
neatly solved, but the hotel accommodations were almost impossible to get except
at Lost Hills — and who wants to stay at
Lost Hills anyway.

of Parliament, House of Commons, and
Scotland Yard. (Attention: LEVY TATE,
please note.) Johnny is now a member of
the American Red Cross team. This team,
he wrote, is for the purpose of building up
Anglo-American friendship. While in London, he met one of our boys from the
"Lot," LT. TROY

ORR

of the Art Depart-

ment. This since
is the he
first
he'sthemet
from
the studio
hasperson
been in
service.
Locations seem to agree with our drivers. Most everyone who went to Camp
Pendleton on the "Guadalcanal Diary" picture returned pounds heavier, well tanned
and rested. Gee, I wish the Union would
recognize women drivers — then, perhaps,
MAE McGuire and I might get to go too.
TOM KRAUSE is back with us in the office again. He came just in time to help
"shock-absorb" while LOU KOHL and JOE
HIRIGOYEN were on their vacations.
It was weddinq bells for GLENN REED
and RETA KLETT on Sunday, August 15.
They motored to Chihuahua, Mexico,
where the ceremony was performed. Best
wishes to them.
"BETTER
WEAR

TO

BUY

BONDS— THAN

TO

By BOB

TRANSPORTATION
By JO BONOME
CPL. "WHITEY" JONES dropped in to
say "Hello" while on his fifteen day furlough— thinks it will be his last here in the
U. S. A. He has been stationed in Bakersfield since October. To all the friends he
missed seeing while on
wishes to use this medium
— also said, "Say 'thanks'
for the cigarettes. They

the "Lot," he
to say "Howdy"
to all the boys
surely come in

handy."
CPL. GEO. D. GUESS, A. A.
transferred to Long Beach from the
states, and by being sent so close
Angeles he had a chance to visit

F., was
middle
to Los
us. He

said he had already been "across" once
and enjoyed the experience very much,
serving as Radio Operator on the mission.
He, too, mentioned receiving the cigarettes— he waits until he has two cartons
and then trades them for a box of Santa
Fe cigars.
GEO. McQUERRY, A. M. M. 2/c, came
in to say "Goodbye" before he was sent
to Memphis, Tennessee — wish you luck,
George.
MR. HIRIGOEN received an interesting
letter from JOHNNY THOMPSON who is
in England and from
mer training as a
stood him in good
taries of England,

all indications, his forgolf impressario has
stead with the digniplaying with members

Congratulations

In a

most impressive scene the Unknown Soldier reviews the mistakes of the
world since World War One. He explains that the bonds which bind him to
earth and keep him from peace will not
be struck off until the day when all of
mankind is free.
This scene, most beautifully written and
impressively delivered, staged with gorgeous lighting effects and accompanied by
the roar of planes and the thunder of
guns, brought the entire convention to its
feet cheering.
It is planned to reenact the Memorial
Allegory on Armistice Day, if arrangements now being made mature.

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By BOB FOX EDITH
(Pinch-hitting
for
BILLMYER)
Dan Cupid has just chalked up another
marriage on his long score of successful
matches. Our super-duper boss' recent
marriage to the charming Jane Penn, August IIth, after a romance of fifteen years
is evidence of the fact. NICK JANIOS

THEM."

AMERICAN LEGION POST No. 563
Bert Henderson of our Transportation Dept., awaits
passengers for his next trip around the Lot.

is broadcasting throughout the nation ovfl
a national hook-up, the Unknown Soldi^
comes out of the tomb.

DOMAN

are still pouring in to

the 20th Century-Fox studio American
Legion Post No. 563 for its magnificent
memorial alleqory presented at the State
Convention of the American Legion held
in the Civic Opera House, San Francisco,
on Sunday, August 15th.
So beautiful was this tableau — written,
staged, directed and enacted in greater
part by studio personnel — that national
radio hook-ups and the national organization of the American Legion are making
plans to have it reenacted.

and Jane graced the chambers

of Judge

Brand, who joined the couple in holy-matrimony. P. S. The bride wore a corsage of
orchids and Judge Brand is brother of the
Studio's own HARRY BRAND.
The popular COMMANDER
BOLTON
and LT. SCOTT entertained members of
the Chilean armed forces. Among the
noted guests was Group Commander Raul
Gonzales of the Chilean Air Force Commission. Capt. Pedro Loyer, Aide to Commander Gonzales and Capt. Harold D.
Sites of the Western Procurement District
were also present.
Fast and furious flew the dishes last
month, as the Cafe de Paris was invaded

The allegory, entitled "The Rumor", was
written by JO EISINGER, with settings
by BILL IHNEN. Illustrated by McCLURE
JOHNSON, it was staged by IRVING
PICHEL. LOU WITTE was in charge of
the production, and as studio Legion Post
Commander was warmly congratulated.
Irving Pichel played the role of the Unknown Soldier; Bob Purcell, special events
commentator for N.B.C., enacted the radio commentator; and Thurston Hall was
cast as Hon. Ames, a politician orator.
The tableau has a background of an
Armistice Day Celebration at Arlington
Cemetery. A great crowd has collected
in response to a rumor that had spread
throughout the nation to the effect that
the Unknown Soldier was to come out of
his tomb on that day.
For tour or five days prior to the
Armistice Day Celebration groups of people from all over the nation began to
gather around the tomb. Armistice Day
comes, and while the radio commentator

Jimmy

Heckel

of our Coffee Shop
busier moments.

in one

of his

15
September
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the combined forces of several different groups of extras. Among these were

turn out to be eagles. That’s all for now.
More next month — maybe!
P.S. By Aubrey Oochrane
From the way the dollars are pouring
into this office for Guild Dues, I suspect

the personnel of ’’Guadalcanal Diary”,
’’Happy Land”, and ’’Song of Bernadette”.
This blitzkrieg proved a one-sided victory.
Although, the cafe personnel fought valiantly, the casualties ran high; fifteen
waitresses severely wounded, eight bus
boys mangled, two cashiers with mental
breakdowns, and several handsful of hair

that CECILE, the newly-elected SecretaryTreasurer of the Office Employees Guild,
has been promising a substantial increase,
forty-eight red stamps, five gasoline stamps
and a bottle of milk on every doorstep,
to anyone paying a dollar to join. How
else would people part with a dollar so
cheerfully?

missing from Mr. Janios’ head.
SY MOCHRIDGE of the Music Department huffed and puffed and with much
effort blew out all of the fifty candles on
his birthday cake which was presented to
him by other members of that department. The cake was accompanied by a
party which brought much comment due

PAINT PADDLE MIXES GOSSIP
By BEN

to the amorous crooning of ’’Happy Birthday” by the gang attending. Many happy
returns, Sy.
An urgent plea has been put forth by
the waitresses to the young men of the
Studio, not to ask that their order be rushed through just because they have been
reclassified IA.

AL

Billy Hamilton

and Ora

Hunter

out for a stroll.

JINGLES
FROM JOHN ENGLE'S DEPT.

FARMERS NEED YOUR HELP
As you probably know, there is an acute
need for people to help pick various crops
which are now ripe in the Valley. If these
vegetables and fruits are allowed to rot,
we will all suffer for it this winter as scarcity and soaring prices go hand In hand.
We can help meet this emergency on our
days off (Saturday or Sunday.) Besides
being very necessary, the work Is healthful (sun, fresh air and exercise) profitable
(you’re paid a certain amount per box,
depending on the product) — and fun.
Employees of other major studios are
already enrolled and assisting In their spare
time.
'
'

Wear your oldest cotton slacks or
culottes (you may get a bad burn In shorts
and halter), a hat or bandana, gloves to
protect your hands. Bring a jug or thermos
of cold water or fruit juice as often this

‘
f

Isn’t available and you get thirsty working in the sun. Incidentally, as It gets pretty
hot around one o’clock, it’s best to plan
to get there early.
I
I
‘

;
,:
I
I
I
!

You must provide your own transportation, but you will be given a card signed
by the farmer which, when presented to
your ration board, will entitle you to
additional gas, a% the O.P.A. considers
this work very essential.
If you are Interested In helping to save
our crops, please contact the Studio Club,
Room 9, Old Administration Building, or
phone Ext. 1109 on Friday of the weekend you desire to do this work. We will
in turn forward your name to the U. S.
Employment office who will Inform us
where vou are to
will pick, and also,
will pay. You will
before leaving the

be assigned, what you
the amount the farmer
receive this Information
Lot Friday evening.

By CECILE
Due

FARRELL

to the $5,000. limitation on Set

Materials being changed by the Government from a per-picture basis to a quarterly basis, our department Is greatly reduced this month as two of our estimators, BILL EULL and JIM GIRTON have
gone back to the Construction Dept, at
Western Ave. We sure miss them!
AUBREY

COCHRANE

Is getting tired

of people calling up and asking for ’’Miss
Aubrey Cochrane”. He wants It known
that he’s a he, and that ’’Aubrey” and
not ’’Audrey”, is definitely a boy’s name.
JOHNNY KELLAR dropped in to see
us some time ago, looking very fit. He’s
still at Inglewood Recruiting Station which
seems to be a popular place with the
WAVES. Wonder if the old Kellar personality has anything to do with that?
HAROLD FREEDMAN still In Alaska but
looking forward to a furlough so that he
can get some nice home-cooked meals —
’’but no stew, please”, says Harold.
CHARLIE FLICKWIR received a nice
card from WALTER SIMONDS, formerly
of the Art Dept., who is now at MItchel
Field, N. Y., preparatory to going to
O.C.S. Let us hear from you again soon,
Walter.
LARRY DURRELL, MONTY BONOME’S
able assistant In the Plaster Shop for many
years, paid us a brief visit, to show off
his snappy uniform, which Is most becoming. He Is now a Warrant Officer In the
Marines, teaching relief-map making.
Anyone wishing to adopt a sparrow or
two should get In touch with JOHN ENGEL as he has a couple of orphaned sparrows that were left practically on his doorstep. At least he thinks they’re sparrows
but at the rate they’re growing, they might

ORENBACH

BRATMAN

of the W.

A.

Set

Dressing Department (always Immaculately dressed In the proper color combination) isquite busy with his house recently
purchased In the vicinity of Laurel Canyon.
Like all newly acquired home owners,
Al became very ambitious with the various chores around the house. In removing
some excess vines that have been clinging
to the sides of his house, he discovered
it left some spots very much unlike the
paint of the rest of the house and which
he promptly proceeded to cover with paint
which he thought was the proper color.
But, alas, Al made an unpleasant discovery
which did not come up to his artistic taste.
He has come to the conclusion that Set
decorating, and Painting and Decorating
are strange bedfellows. WANTED — Good
painter and decorator who can paint spots
to match rest of house. Apply — Al Orenbach. Western Avenue Lot.
LAWRENCE ELLIOTT, PAT BARRY and
Yours Truly of the Paint Department have
just returned from an enjoyable vacation
but are fagged out now more than ever.
MAURY WAITE, department head of
W. A. Paint Shop, and his family left for a
three (3) week vacation in the mountains
taking along food enough to last them
about two (2) months. Either Maury expects some unexpected company to be
dropping in on him or he intends to eat
enough
he lost. to gain back the fifteen pounds
HARTWIG

’’ANDY”

ANDERSON

of

the
Labor
bought
brand
new Department
lawn mower.
He ’’himself”
claims thea
old one was beyond repair and very hard
to push around. Besides, he could no
longer bear to see his wife work so hard.
JOHNNY OREY, a carpenter Foreman,
bought a magnificent motorcycle to ride
to and from work. He rides it like a veteran and with such ease and gracefulness
that we all admire him for It. However,
takes ARLINGTON
always Foreman
It
MAKLEY,
of the same ’’MAC”
department, to get It started for him. Now,
what we would like to know is who starts
the ’’bike” for Johnny when
home for work?

he leaves his
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Memo

from

the Desk

of

I. C. STAMPS
Mr. Phil A. Telic,
20th Century-Fox
Dear Phil:
While

there is no limit to what one can spend.
You can buy stamps from a dime for a
handful or super-doopers for several thousand dollars each. Let your conscience be
your
guide.
While
on the subject of buying stamps,

Studios,

stopping in Westwood Village yesterday I discovered the swellest stamp shop

and I am sure that in the future I won't
have to use any of my A-gasolIne to go
downtown to buy my stamps.
Upon looking over their most attractive
counters I saw many newest issues from
countries who are either fighting the Axis

or are "agin" them. There was a set for
25c from Curacao, Holland's colony in the
Caribbean, engraved in gorgeous bl-colors.
You know these Islands are now discovered from the Motherland and are under
Queen Wilhelmlna's government in exile in
London. One view in this set is of Aruba
showing an oil derrick. You will remember
those dirty Nazi subs tried to shell this
and fill up her tanks, but "no soap."
island
Then- I saw a knock-out set for 60c from
Cuba consisting of five stamps intending
to impress upon patriotic Cubans to beware of the 5th Column. The 3-centavo in

here is a tip for you, don't buy stamps issued by any of the Axis countries since
the beginning of World War Two. If you
do, you will stand a good chance of owning some very white elephants, when the
war Is over. You will also be guilty of
violating the "Trading with the Enemy
Act" which prohibits the purchase of such
material. No reputable dealer will handle
them.

It's the same

as buying their war

savings stamps instead of Uncle Sam's.
For the benefit of all interested parties,
I would like to contact collectors on the
lot, and those who would like to start collecting. Ifenough interest Is shown, we
can work out a plan that will be helpful
to each of us. Just drop a note to me
In care of the police department and I
will get in touch with you.

the set portrays "Miss Cuba " with her forefiinger to her lips, as if to say, "Sh-h-h, the
Fifth Column Is Spying on you!" I certainly
bought this one; you should, too.

at our recent

picnic around

our

cigarette fund.

wonder what the pictures he brings back
will be like???
BILL McCrary
left "Guadalcanal
Diary" and JIM SMITH to spend a week
at home — -has now returned to do "The
Sullivans". Smith took over when BERT
OFFORD broke his leg and am happy to

I can't begin to tell you all I saw, but
suggest you see for yourself. The stamp
shop I mention Is the Village Stamp Shop,
at 1091 Gayley Avenue.
Sincerely yours,
1. C. STAMPS.

report Bert has discarded one crutch and
soon will be on two good legs. Jim tells
us his daughter Violet, a Lieutenant In the

STAMP COLLECTORS
By ARTHUR

Picture ot the crowd

the Wardrobe Dept., at the Prize concessions.
Much praise go to the boys in the Wardrobe Dept,
for the hard work they did in making money for

Army

Nurses Corps, is taking care of Lieutenant Larry G. Kollin, who is the son of
our Western Avenue fixture man, up in

A. WILLIAMS

Camp White, Oregon — sounds like a small
world after all.

In a recent issue of "ACTION" one of
our fellow employees wrote an article
about stamp collecting. It is our guess
many of the collectors on the lot have
been waiting for more on the same sub-

The Small Shack just ain't the same
without JOHNNY
HASSETT — Glad he's
back after being III darn near two weeks.
OHARLES KOSTER timed in from his vaca-

ject. "Philately," the King of Hobbies, Is
now one hundred and three years old. People started saving stamps when Great
Britain issued the classic one-pennyblack
in 1840, the first of many thousands of
different stamps to be printed.

tion to see we all get tickets to our Annual Fox Picnic.
NORM MARTIEN, DICK STAUB, EDDIE
ARMAND and MUSHY HARMELL left In
a cloud of feathers for Indian country on
the "Buffalo' Bill" show.
RUBE MORRIS has taken over 1st place

The hobby of stamp collecting has enjoyed such a steady growth that It Is estimated there are ten million collectors in
the United States, and many more millions throughout the rest of the world,
young and old, rich and poor, from all
walks of life who find this the most fascinating of all hobbles. It is a common
ground on which they can all meet In mutual interest.
Many persons are under the Impression
that stamp collecting is an expensive hobby, yet it is not necessarily so. The cost can
be kept within your financial means and
very interesting collections can be built
with small expenditure. I know a doctor
who has spent less than three dollars on
his collection. It was built up through
trading stamps. His collection is now
worth some real folding money, plus the
enjoyment he has had. This is mentioned
only to Illustrate what one can do without great expense. On the other hand.

on "Tampico" and RENE WILSON Is
spending a couple of days on a tanker
for the same picture. Rube's sister, Sally
Silver, vacationed here for a few weeks

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

Cigars and candy can mean just one
thing says ALLEN SLONE, the proud papa
of a baby boy, Clark Houghton Slone,
born August I I— Congratulations! — Please
don't be too hard on FLOSSIE and MARGARET sewing back those buttons you've
been popping off — Glad the stork beat
the train taking you to location for "Home
in Indiana". Rumor has it the stork expects
to be back come the end of the year —
could be a Redhead and a Brownettell!
CLINTON SANDEEN Is now dividing his
time between home-town Boone, Iowa, and
Chicago — took some pictures of his tall
corn back to show the folks at home —

and gave him a taste of really good homecooking — she is now nomeward bound to
New York — nice meeting you, Sally, and
good luck with your writing.
PRESTON and BENSON have teamed
up for "Pin-up Girl" — ROTCHY and his
people are in a "Lifeboat" for the picture's duration — "The Lodger" has LEAS
and EHRLIGH, and KING will be with
the "Army

Wife"

show — KERNELL

has

joined "The Gang's All Here" — "The Eve
of St. Mark" has signed WATSON.
Glad MABS KEEHNE is checking In with
us now that she's out here steady-like —
CHUGK was here on his furlough and he
really looks great!!! Would sure like to
hear more from our Service men.

V'
September
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EN-PUSHERS PERSONALS
By PETE LAKE

AL DE WEESE visited the studio while
on furlough and, like most of the boys who
have been away for any length of time,
found plenty of changes and new faces.
GARY TROY also paid the F. &. A. a visit,
though yours truly was on a vacation and
unable to get his reaction to the new setup. To the newer members of the organization this column appeals. Remember
that even though personalities are mentioned of whom you have never heard,
there are boys of the old gang hundreds
and thousands of miles away who have
never heard of you, either. For them to
get their copy of "Action", and read
what news we can give of the people they
know, is more Important than gossip which
we can exchange here by word of mouth.
ED WEYL eventually showed up In the
Hawaiian Islands. Last time we saw Ed
was when he was on furlough after graduation from O.C.S. and he didn't know
where he would land. Well, good-luck Eddie.
FRED BARMAN Is at Palm Springs with
LARRY RICE. For a new father. It Is very
nice as he can see his family — not often,
but fairly regularly at least. Fred seems
very happy about It.
,
I
I

I

ART WEBB sent us a letter telling about
officers' training In Florida. It is just as
described In the movie short In whi ch
Clark Gable was the narrator. PETE
LAKE has a nephew who took that course
too and both he and Art say the same
thing about it. They don't forget to mention standing motionless at attention for
an hour or so. Any reader Is Invited to
do that for fifteen minutes to realize It
isn't fun.

I

DAN PINCK sent a couple of cards

’’

from the Solomons — or somewhere down
there. What with the mosquitoes, fevers,

['

flies, etc., etc., Danny certainly Isn't having

1

and

I
1
r
h
I

and fatalistic humor out of It all.
JOE TAYLOR Is back in L. A. but his
injured foot will lay him up for some time,
Remember my reporting that a truck overturned and that Joe was crushed under

I
I
I

some oil drums? Here's hoping that those
X-rays will show that you can soon be
back with us, Joe.

II

I

a

picnic,

but

perhaps,

OTTLY

he

Is taking

getting

a

it all In stride

certain

sardonic

STEIGER finally received official

!

word

from

\

band

is a

the

government

'
''
'
I
)

bly safe and sound. We hope that the
Red Cross can help him. JOANNA
LYONS says that the Red Cross Is a
blessing for the prisoners in Germany,
where her husband now Is.

II

TOM PRYOR has returned from that
Oceanside
location and MATT ROGERS

prisoner

In

Japan,

that
and

her

hus-

presuma-

is back from Santa Rosa. Only one location out at present and that is at Kanab.
DOUG. MACKINNON and FRED MAGNUS represent the pen-pushing personnel
of the troupe.
BOB SINCLAIR

yke Outcast J
NEW

Is back on the job, but

only temporarily. Uncle Sam will be lifting that option one of these days and Bob
will be back In service.
TED FRAZER had a snooze under the
ether cone about a month ago, and came
out of it minus his appendix. Ted Is still
directing operations — I mean the operation of the department — by remote control, but is getting a little restive under
the Doc's instructions to stay quiet and
take it easy. Don't try to rush things,
Ted and you will find the sawbones was
right.

GROUP

STUDIO

EMPLOYEES

Current

Production

OF

"Nags Head "
Casting

for

"Ship Without a Bible"
8:30 Nightly Except Sunday and Monday
I 1618 San Vicente Blvd.
1 1/2 BIks. Off Wilshire

We

were glad to get word from HAROLD ROTH that he has recovered from
his injuries. Keep up the good work, Hal.
ED KRAHN Is in Texas with the Signal
Photo Corps and is taking some additional
training that will qualify him as Instructor
and give him three stripes. We hope that
when he is a Sergeant, he will blush at
the unkind things he has thought about
other Sergeants.

DRAMATIC

Near Old Soldiers' H ome
Grace
May

Dudley — Supervising
Stanhope — Business

Director
Mgr.

If LYNN REYNOLDS reads this, It Is to
warn him that he owes us a letter and he
had better come through — OR

ELSE!!!

PROCESSIONS
By E. L. McMANIGAL

Our Ex-business Manager, BOB MILES,
now a Private First Class In the Service of
Uncle Sam, visited us last week. Bob looks
fine and seems to be well pleased with his
new way of life.
DICK GIBSON Is In the hospital. It's
a major operation. He will be away from
us for about six months. We miss you,
Dick, and we all hope It won't be that long.
NORMAN PRIMM, Air Oorps Photogdon fog.rapher, Isnow cruising around in the LonPAUL EAGLER has just completed several trips up and down the coast on
tankers, shooting scenes for "TAMPICO".
Our entire department now walks with
heads bowed In disgrace. We have just
discovered that two of our best men faint
at thenames.
sight ofWeblood.
We ashamed
won't mention
their
are so
of the
darn sissies.
ADVERTISEMENT

WANTED TO RENT a five-room house
or apartment, unfurnished, near studio,
that will accept one child. Call John
McCafferty, Ext. I 145.

"THE OUTCASTS", new little theatre group, make
initial bow in "NAG'S HEAD". Members of cast
from left to right: Ruth Bellas, Mary Lloyd, George
Root, Jr., Virginia Hunter, Don Tower, Tom Bridges.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

For quite some time now we've been
overlooking an announcement of great importance— the arrival of lovely MISS
BETTY JUNE HITT, who has taken up her
abode In the vault-like confines of Music
Cutting. "Over there" Betty may not be
surrounded by sunshine and air — unless you
might mention hot air — but she surely is
surrounded by loads of Hm-m-m — Attention! Betty, being blessed with natural
auburn curls and green eyes as well, has
more magnetic attraction than the North
Star Itself; One of these days we might
get a still of her, so you can see for yourself— that is, if you care to wait that long.
Of course, you could try to find the Music
Cutting Department. You might have to
batter down a few doors and buck the
line, but don't let that stop you. Perhaps
you should be warned that in addition to
all the scalps Betty wears about her waist,
she has admitted that she also collects
heads — So-0-0, let's see If you can keep
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As this is the season of comings and
goings-on, the Music Department is on the
move. We have with us the "Have-Gones",
the "A-Goin’s" and the "Goners". Among
the "Have-Gones" are ALBERTA BUCHANAN and MARCY SWINDELL, who

all started when recently, we looked at our
pitifully sick pay check. One side showed
earnings of which we were proud but what
we had left to cash was lamentable — in
fact it was the bunk.
Then there flashed into our mind the

went a-fishin' — CATHERINE HALPIN, who
went a-visitin' and used ALL those coupons you bet — MARY YOST, who covered
so much territory she came back breath-

fact that in "Grammer", a metaphor was
one word which became the image of another. So, we were about to ask the Payroll Department to send us, in the future,
metaphors of our check with the deducts
on it and for them to keep the other. All
was well until we found a nine cent word

less— and MUCKEY MORGAN, who "just
set around" tryin' to keep cool. The "AGoin's" include THELMA OLSON, who is
"A-goin‘ huntin' " and JACK TOBIN, who
is just "A-goin' ". CLARA BING is our
only current "Goner".
Looking for new talents to conquer,
BARBARA GILL has joined those who fly
thru the air on silver skates. Barbara is
deeply engrossed in the art of figure skating, so we await with interest her debut.
Celebrities recently in our midst Include
MERLE OBERON, rehearsing a saucy
Parisian dance for "THE LODGER", and
BERNARD HERRMANN, composer and
conductor of music for all ORSON
WELLES productions, who is busy with
score for "JANE EYRE".
Suppose you all heard about the wellknown musical director who has started
a new method of raising baby turkeys — ■
when they begin to wilt and wither, he
brings out his trusty vitamin pills and fills
them "Fulla wim
pending!

and

wlgor". Patent

WHAT A WORD CAN DO
By ED LABARTH

'Sfunny what a word popping into a
guy’s bean can do.
In some respects it is like a few bars of
music that filters into the brain of Irving
Berlin, AL NEWMAN, or one of the gifted
composers at our studio, and emerges as
a haunting melody that sets jitterbugs nuts
or a singing hit which becomes hypnotic
under the cooing influence of a Frank
Sinatra.
Of course, a clumsy yokel like myself
could take a musical masterpiece right hot
from the center of a BETTY GRABLE Technicolor (20 CENTURY FOX) triumph and
make it sound like an Eskimo funeral dirge.
So it is with words. One guy drags out a
book so filled with love, tragedy, tears,
poor cousins, maiden aunts, heartless villains, farmer's daughters and traveling
salesmen, that impressionable gals of every
age in every clime will sit up nights wallowing in the gooey bunch of words, nibbling on cholocates and dabbing their
pretty eyes with lace hankies.
But us, we just sit down in front of a
typewriter and what comes out is not our
responsibility. We can't help what the
darned thing does. So blame Mr. Silent
Smith or Mr. Noiseless Remington.
The foregoing and the following dribble

with its feet on, "Metamorphosis". That
did the worst to us right there. For here
was a word that really was high toned and
we hated like heck to let it pass. But HOW
to use it and also to get in a story to the
"ACTION" mag was a puzzle.
From somewhere came -a small, still
voice! "Why you poor, dumb egg — be
like a hen. When she lays an egg, she
makes a lot of noise and runs off to let
some one else worry about whether it is
ning.)
going to hatch out a rooster or a hen."
(When last heard of, we were still runSo we thought, "What a difference there
has been brought about in Studio Police
Officers over the years". In the olden
days. Studio Police held responsible positions and worked long and hard hours.
Their training was hit or miss and often
they doubled in pictures. But that was
"Before
Metamorphosis", B. M. to speak
new
dealesquely.
Now very briefly a word or two of the
modern Studio Police Officer and of a
scant few of his responsibilities. He must
first be alert and physically agile and with
a keen sense of human understanding. He
must have an infinite amount of patience
but always have in mind the fact that Fox
Twentieth Century is in the business of pro«
ducing pictures and that the combined
livelihoods of each depends upon the least
amount of interference with the ideal of
producing the best for entertainment and
education.
He must be versed in elementary laws,
traffic regulation and control, safety inspection and regulation, application of
First Aid and to be versatile enough to fit
into and handle almost any situation. His
work carries him to every part of our vast
studio and he is expected to be capable of
giving quick judgment to handling emergencies and in many cases to apply temporary methods to handle any crisis
whether it is a broken gas or water main,
a short circuited motor or any of the thousand and one things which feature this complex industry. He must have a sort of
sixth sense enabling him to know where
something is wrong when he knows nothing about the thing that has gone wrong.
Often the care of thousands of dollars
worth of valuable equipment depends upon
his watchfulness. Just a small incident could
develop into a major disaster seriously interfering with each of us. Each night when
you are home safely tucked in bed, a

small army of men constantly patrol
studio Lot looking and prying into every
corner and behind every pile to see that
nothing is amiss. Things which go wrong
are quickly reported to proper persons for
repair or adjustment. The human element
receives close attention and discipline and
order are encouraged and maintained at
all times.
This is a big, serious business and the
Studio Police Officer understands his part.
Many have had years of valuable experience in public police organizations which
they have brought with them to add to the
experience of other splendid officers. All
of which is most valuable to each and
every one of us.
Maybe you know some of these "old
timers"
don't
callthe
themcompany
"old". since
Each
one hasonly
been
with
"away back when". CAPTAIN JOHN L.
MUEHLHAUSEN, AL TURNEY, D. J.
BERRY, CAPTAIN T. F. McADAM (W.
A.) GEORGE WAYLAND, CHARLES
WILSON, IRVING GIBBS, JETT R. FORE,
P. FLEISCHER, (W. A.) JOHN KRANZ,
FRANK POWERS, GEORGE A. BROWN,
WILLIAM DUFFY, R. H. SMITH, CARL
EMORY, WILLIAM STRATTON, PAT
JORDAN, (W. A.) LT. DEWEY L. STOCKTON, CHARLES BURNS, CAPTAIN EDWIN KING, WILLIAM BOMB, SGT.
GORDON
McLEAN, PETER YOUNG,
RAY HOUSE, WILLARD STEWARD, LT.
ALBERT TRUSDELL, (W. A.) GEORGE
TAYLOR, HENRY HARRIS, C. E. DAUM,
GEORGE F. JONES, HARRY O. BROWN,
ROBERT J. YOUNG, (W. A.) JOHN
BUTLER, SGT. E. J. WORTMAN, REX
EMERSON, SGT. J. DONALDSON,
HARRY FINK, BEN WATTS, (W. A.) AL
GROVES, C. L. EICHAR.
A clue to the length of service is given
by the fact that Captain Muehihausen has
been in the employ of the studio since
May, 1928. Officer Elchar started November M , 1936.
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Now to give the boys a break. The
following Is a list of a few of the traits
and characteristics of our boys here in the
department. First of all our boss, MR.
WITTE, who really has his hands full keeping his men and everyone happy. There
is GEORGE GOEMANS, who has finally
consented to put his fishing pole away
for the season, and FRED ETCHEVERRY,

Gift of Quality
Follow

Your Service Mon

or Lady

Oveseas

who is just itching to try his luck at catching a few — good luck Fred. Now JESS
WOLF, better known as "CURLEY"', is
sure blushing these days from a nice case
of sunburn. LARRY CHAPMAN, who is
in a fog on "LIFEBOAT" — "Merry Christmas", Larry. GEORGE CALLAHAN, who
listened to "Happy Birthday" being sung
to him over the phone by Evelyn Bell.
CHRIS CHRISTENSEN, who is busy visiting with his son who Is home on leave before leaving for parts unknown. RAY
DETER, at present away on "BUFFALO
BILL" location. ROBERT GRAY back
home after serving his time with the
"Guadalcanal Marines". BOB HERNANDEZ, looking forward to blowing up more
miniatures. JACK IVEY, who is our water
wagon expert. HARRY KNIGHT reporting on his good crop of potatoes, and
really they are good, I had some. AL
LEMAN, who is helping Buffalo Bill out
with his trusty bow and arrow — good
shooting Al. ADOLPH LINKOV sporting
a new mustache. I wonder for how long?
STEVE LOCKWOOD, our young Edison,
Jr., — what next Tom? JOE MANIFOR
just returning from a week's vacation of
victory gardening. WM. MATHIS back
with us after a seige in the hospital. EARL
MICHAUD, who is busy spending his spare
time looking for a home to buy. FRANK
O'CONNOR, our miniature expert, busy
on the lake these days. BILL O'NEILL
sure has proven himself to be quite a
dahlia grower — thanks Bill. MURRAY
RASCH, our active Coast Guarder.
MARION ROCKEY , one of our newcomers from R.K.O. ART ROYNE working
with gun stocks and dreaming of Las
Vegas. BILL SHEETS and h Is victory garden which covers the better part of Venice
— good luck Bill. BEN SOUTHLAND, better known as "SKIPPER", Is our ardent inventor. DALE TURNEY, our ex-circus man.
We might have to keep sawdust on the
floor to make him feel at home. GEORGE
WHETZEL, whose victory garden is now
down to just the victory stage. EVELYN
BELL, our lady Marine, awaiting her call
into active service. We all wish you the
best of everything on your new venture,
Evelyn. GRANT BURTON, our eligible
bachelor — how about it girls? FRED McKELVEY, who tries to make everyone who
comes Into the Arsenal feel at home. Then
there Is HAROLD KUEFFER who is kept

Lou Witte of our Special Effects Dept., gives us
a smile as Tom Pryor counts out the change.

busy helping around the shop and playing
nursemaid to the boys above mentioned.
PUT THEM ALL TOGETHER AND YOU
HAVE THE MECHANICAL EFFECTS DEPARTMENT.

SUBSTANTIAL
DISCOUNTS
UNDER THE USUAL
RETAIL PRICES
Join

the

many 20th Century Fox employees who are making their dollars
buy better and more gifts at PHILLIPS.

Our selection of jeweler's quality articles
will provide suitable variety for every
purpose. Please bring identification as
we do not cater to the general public.

RESEARCH NOTES
A grass skirt and a string of beads has
just been received by our glamour girl,
RUTH FOX, from her husband, Gu nner's
Mate John Fox, somewhere in the South
Seas. She has acquired a wonderful suntan and is rapidly learning the Hula Hula
as an appropriate accompaniment to this
summer outfit. Friend husband writes of
the crew entertaining a native chief and
his family aboard their Mine Sweeper.
Conflicting emotions greet the return
of JAMES (JIMMY) EARIE from Camp
Callan to the Research Department. An
unfortunate accident to his leg made a
medical discharge necessary. While glad
to get back to 20th, he enjoyed his life
in the Army and regretted leaving to return to civilian life. His technical knowledge of Army ways is going to come In
mighty handy.
Except for a three day sojourn In San
Francisco made by MAUDE CLAGUE
and HELENE DILLON, our vacationers are
finding their holiday entertainment at
home. Victory gardens have a sort of
pseudo-country atmosphere anyway and
GERTRUDE KINGSTON and KATHERINE
LAMBERT have had plenty of experience
as cultivators of the soil. HELEN WEBB
got as far as Taft on one week of her
vacation to visit her brother, Lt. David

WM. E. PHILLIPS CO.
Jewelers, Importers, Mfrs/ Distributors
7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg:.,
315
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St., Los

DAILY

Angeles
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Webb. She found It mighty hot up there
so didn't remain too long.
Our junior, BOB THOMPSON, has some
under strong suspicion of black market
activities — Where does he get all those
candy bars??? His pockets bulge with
them and he knows the brands as well as
he knows his composers. Strange as it
may seem, Bob's two hobbies are candy
bars and classical music, and he's an authority on both.
A five time blood donor is RUTH IE
SWARZCHILD. Not only this, but she
gives one night a week to work at the
Hollywood Canteen and Intends to spend
the second week of her vacation picking
fruit.
HELENE DILLON says being a Greylady sometimes includes caring for fractious children while Mother gives her
blood. Helene isn't sure she Is a success
at the latter.
The magazine room has two "new additions"—KIRSTIN WALLER and DON
SCHAUMER, who unfortunately are going
to deprive us of their presence shortly to
continue with school.
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11TH ANNUAL PICNIC WINNERS
DOOR

PRIZE DRAWING

1st prize, SOL ISRAELSON, $100.00
War Bond; 2nd prize, Unclaimed, $50.00
War Bond: 3rd prize, MINNIE TODD,
$25.00 War Bond; 4th prize, E. F. BONOME, $25.00 War Bond.
Children — $5.00 each in war stamps:
Jack Jancich III, Glenn Blair, Sheila Mae
Rasch, Jack E. Giles, Earl H. Myers, Nixon
R. Norton, Jack Wilson, Paul Sandors,
Ronald Jolley, Kathryn Koerlin.
HORSE

SHOES

Singles; Bascom Shoat, $5 00; R. A.
Wellington, $3.00.
Doubles: Earl A. Wilson, $3 00; Dix-^n
Fannon, $3.00- R. W. Cabot, $2.00- G. D
Dempsey, $2.00: Red Rivers, $1.00; and
James Jensen, $1.00.
FIELD EVENTS
Girls 7-9 to yard Dash:
Ruth Ann Melburn, $5.00; Genevive
Malmen, $3.00: Virginia Lee Wolf, $2.00.
Boys 7-9 to yard Dash:
Dickie Sheldon, $5.00; Lee Carlson,
$3 00: Boyd Mauer, $2.00.
G'ds 10-13 35 Yard Sack Race:
Betty June Melburn, $5.00; Diane Dinneen, $3.00: Dorothy Jancich, $2.00.
Boys 10-13 35 Yard Sack Race:
Harry Vaughn, $5.00; Roger Torpin,
$3.00: John King, $2.00.
Girls 14-16 50 Yard Dash:
Rose Mary Vaughn, $5.00; Betty Cppelland, $3.00: Marilyn Cooper, $2.00.
Boys 14-16 100 Yard Dash:
Robert Jones, $5.00: Dick Savage,
$3 00: Bill Stumpus, $2.00.
Men 17 and over — 3 Leg Race:
Bob Williams, $3 00' Don Rusk $3.00R. F. Melburn, $2.00: Glen Harmon, $2.00:
C. H. Ahrens, $1.00: Campbell Forsyth,
$ 1 .00.

Ladies — Relay Race:
Mrs. Walter Christie, $3.00: Rose Spencer, $3.00: Anita Bentley, $3.00; Aaron
Dorn, $2.00; Florence Melburn, $2.00; Mrs.
Harry Vaughn, $2.00; Ethel Flook, $1.00;
Mildred Murphree, $1.00; Maude G. Ross,
$1.00.
Men — 100 Yard Dash:

Angelo Teresi, $5.00; George Washburn, $3.00; Harry Vaughn, $2.00.
Ladies — Obstacle Race:
Carol Smith, $5.00: Mrs. Thelma Ahrens,
$2 00.
SWI^'^IMING EVENTS Inter-Departmental
Relay Race:
Harold Gordon, $3.00: Harold Gordon,
$3.00; Lt. Jack McEdward, $3.00; Al Hart,
$3 00: Robert Trabert, $2.00: Cwen Nagle,
$2 00: Harold Gordon, $2.00’ Mike Sutter,
$2 00' Harold Gordon, $1.00: Mike Sutter, $1.00: Gwen Nagle, $1.00; Robert
Trabert, $1.00.
’ Men — 2 lengths of pool:
Robert Trabert, $5.00; Lt. Jack McEdward, $3.00; Mike Sutter, $2.00.
Ladies — Novelty Race:
Sylvia Estin, $5.00; Edna Cooke, $3.00:
Dorothy Jancich, $2.00.
Men — Novelty Race:
Lt. Jack McEdward, $5.00: Pvt. C.
Gxholm, $3.00: Al Hart, $2.00.
Girls 7-1 I One length of Pool:
Florence Haisch, $5.00; Dorothy Jancich, $3.00; Patricia Wellman, $2.00.
Boys 7-1 I One lenqth of Pool:
Tommy Moore, $5.00: Freddie Gordon,
$3.00: Vernon Pritchard, $2.00.
Boys 12-14 One length of Pool:
Harold Valentine, Jr., $5 00' Don Llewellyn, $3.00; Sherwood Ball, $2.00.
Ladies — One length of Pool:
Dolly Vaughn, $5.00: Frances Roberts,
$3 00; Muriel Roberts, $2.00.
TUG-O-WAR'
Grover Jones, LeRoy Hunsacker, Rav
Griffith, Frank Baxley, Fred Marshall, Cliff
Wood, Clarence B. LaMont and A. T.
Powell, $3.00 each.

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By AUDRE

ROCHLEN

Big grins on the faces of s^eral gals
on account of because their guys came
home on furloughs. MARICN CRAW-

Announcement
To all members of the Studio
Club, we are offering a membership
in the BEVERLY HILLS ATHLETIC
CLUB, without the usual twenty-five
dollar initiation tee, for the sum of
five dollars per month. You may join
the Club for our regular dues which
are only five dollars a month. For
this amount, you are entitled to the
full facilities of the Club which includes gymnasium, swimming pool,
handball and badminton courts, card
room, steam room, and other facilities.
Obtain your application from your
Studio Club. Join now and meet
your friends from the Lot at BEVERLY
HILLS ATHLETIC CLUB.
FGRD was fairly hysterical because her
hero husband, Lt. Ray Crawford, came
home on a thirty day leave. Ray is a
fighter pilot and has six olanes shot down
to his credit . . . SALLY CAREY'S husband, Guy Carey was home after eighteen
months in the Aleutians . . . GERTRUDE
FRYE'S son, Wayne, visited her after thirteen months in the same place . . .
DCRCTHY HARRIS' best beau, Lt. Cecil
Barker, was in town for a few weeks after
having been away eight months.
GRUESCME TWCSCMES: BUNNY
GGUCH has been buzzing here and there
with PAUL WURTZEL . . . MILLIE SAGE
and BCB IFVERSCN still making it a
steady thing . . . EDITH CAHCCN and
her air cadet, Russell Johnson, readying
the shoes and rice routine . . . SARAH
PRITCHETT still looking forward to every
weekend because her soldier fella comes
in town . . .
CHIT-CHAT: Ever notice how much
FRANCES BERGER resembles GREER
GARSCN? . . . MARY McBRIDE back
among the fold after a leave of absence
. . . WINCNAH GRACIE transferred to
the production office . . . MARIE LENT is
now a First Sergeant with the WACS . . .
LCRRIE PCRTER about to become a
bride ...
What tall, dark and glamorous gal is
the recipient of the attentions of what
Ex-20th Century-Fox star, now a member
of the air corp 111
Don't forget the next visit to the lot
the Red 29.
Cross Mobile Blood Bank Unit
—of Cctober
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Red Cross PhoU

BLOOD
PLASMA
ON THE BUNA
FRONT: Blood plasma sent to our
fighting men in New Guinea is shown here as it is prepared for transfusion
near the Buna front lines by men of the Army Medical Corps. The Army
and Navy have asked the Red Cross to collect 4,000,000 pints of blood
this
year, for use all over the world.

Jt Wall ELcU
n

E was only a kid, and as he lay on his
face retching his heart out on a Sardinian
hillside, with blood from the wound gouged
in his belly by a red-hot piece of German
high-explosive shell seeping into the dust,
there was something poignantly babyish
about the curl of the damp, sweating hair
down over the curve of his neck where it
entered the battlestained blouse.
He was the Joe Smith of a million American sandlot baseball diamonds; he was the
delivery boy from the corner grocery store
with his cheerful whistle; he was the smiling
face in the elevator that whisked you up
to your office on mornings of peace.
But the only whistle he could manage
now was his labored breathing as he
gasped out his life in a faraway country;
and that wide, freckled grin had become
a twisted grimace of starkest agony as
death hooked its icy fingers into his vitals
and the bright crimson tide of American
youth gushed forth . . . then stopped. And
above him, helpless, stood the Medical
Corps men; and sweat was on their faces
too and you wouldn't have wanted to face
that accusing look in their eyes — YOU
wouldn't! — because if you did, you might
remember how you had scanned with a
casual glance the printed appeals for

ormun

i/^aine

donors to the national blood bank, mentally

cause time was an element in this attack

resolved to do something about it— and
then forgotten it or, giving in to a squeamish moment, had skipped it altogether.

if he was to help keep his country safe —
and there wasn't too much time.
So he shaved a little off his usual battlewise caution as his deep-sunk eyes searched
every cranny in that desolate valley below.

And so, Joe Smith lay there under the
hot sun, his body drained and still, with
that awful waxen pallor of the dead — because of that Dint of blood which your
healthy body could have spared without
impairment but which you carelessly or
cravenly withheld. He gave his blood. Why
didn't you?
The tough, stocky sergeant on bleak and
fog-shrouded Attu raised his head cautiously above the spur of rock while he
motioned the men of his patrol to lie flat
behind him while he looked over the bleak
and rock-strewn ground ahead.
He was one of the spearheads of ^he
American force that was thrusting the
murderous Jap back from the mainland of
North America; pushing a merciless enemy
farther and farther back from you and me.
He hadn't had much sleep lately and his
stomach cramped with hunger now and
again because that shelling on the beach
three days ago had destroyed the supplies;
but he wasn't thinking of that; he was
thinking that they'd better get ahead be-

Then came the flat crack of a sniper's rifle
and a crimson stain spread between the
sergeant's
eyes and his equipment clattered
as he dropped.
Two of his patrol ran to him and dragged
him back; and they saw instantly that he
hadn't much time either now. So they got
back, somehow, to the Aid Post and they
did what they could . . . but it wasn't
enough. It was half a pint of blood short.
And so his body lay out under the frosty
Aleutian stars that were no colder now than
that American sergeant's inert clay. He
had plenty of time now. He had all eternity. And YOU had saved forty-five minutes; that three-quarters of an hour it
would have taken you, and which you had
set aside, to donate to the blood bank and
then cancelled because of that important
matter
— what
had come
up. was it now? — which suddenly
Time was of the essence and it made you
a few dollars and you felt good that night

4

/Action

a

you ever burned your finger on a hot stove
lid? Remember how that tiny blister hurt?

in his last moment of consciousness, and
before that glaze had dulled them for

Barney spun in from 18,000 feet over the
New Guinea jungle with a full squirt from

'Well, all that was left unshrivelled of Barney's skinofsurface
was a patch about double
the size
that blister.

keeps. If you'd been on the spot — when
the spot could have been no farther away
than a five minute walk across the Studio
Lot!

They got him out of the sodden stink of
rotting jungle growth and tried all the sulfa
drugs — and they helped. But It was blood
he needed; the vital, red, life-giving fluid
that would have sent Barney back, scarred
but alive — and brother, life is sweet to

Well, It's not too late. There are other
American sandlot kids and tough fighting
sergeants and Barneys going through and
into just the same kind of hell those others

and had a hear+y dinner and bragged
little to your wife. You bragged!

a Zero's guns in his engine and a roaring
banner of flame devouring the white-hot
cockpit as he dropped. But Barney had a
cool young American brain and he fought
the sick taste of bile and blood In his mouth
and kept his eyes propped open with the
forked fingers of one hand and watched
the skin on the other hand curl up like frying bacon on the stick while he fought for
control because he knew he wasn't expendable— there wasn't enough of him In that
bitter air fighting half a world away and
he had a job to do for his country.
So he managed to pancake into some
trees and was thrown clear; but he was still
blazing when

they picked him up. Have

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O
Well now, we are in October
good

WILLIAMS
and all the

little victory gardeners are gather-

ing in the pumpkins. I'm not a good gardener, "so I hain't got none."
As I write this, the Lot looks like the
Wild West has come

back to us. The play-

ers of the "Buffalo Bill" company have
made me recall many things that I had
forgotten. The sight of the cowboys and
Indians recall events and episodes of my
childhood. The thrill of anticipation that
we kids experienced when we knew Buffalo
Bill was coming to town was one of those
things that I recall with pleasure. The
sophistication that the years have brought
has taken most of that thrill and pleasure
from us, much to our regret.
I have a special Interest in anything pertaining to Bill Cody because I knew him,
and he was so kind that when he visited
our city he gave me the Signal Honor to
let me ride in the parade on his horse In
front of him. For days after, the kids all
treated me like I was Bill himself.
To me. Bill Cody epitomized the era In
which he lived. He should go down In history as the man that symbolizes a definite
end ofthe
a period
man'shabits
history.
With Bill
died
modes inand
of countless
generations of mankind. He marked a definite period to the horse age and to all of
the backwardness that man had known for
centuries. He ushered In a new era, that
of Science and Mechanics, which has so
changed

our modes of living that In comparison, our grandfathers might have lived
in another world.
While to most of you this might seem
like awful stale news, I couldn't make the
Issue last month to call it to your attention.

youth! — to his young wife and the kid he
hadn't ever seen. You know them — they
live right around the corner and she's
pretty desperate now, facing life without
Barney. But you're okay. You've got your
job
familywhen
and —Barney
sure, If
you'd
been and
on your
the spot
crashed,
you'd have been glad to help! You'd have
opened your veins yourself If you'd caught
one glimpse of what was In Barney's eyes

Having
mean What
streak,I am
I just
can't bear
let
this apass.
getting
at is,toI
just wondered if you all noticed that the
Maintenance Department walked away with
about elqhty per cent of the prizes at our
picnic. Of course, I knew that there were a
few other people there besides our department, and I assure you that we had no
intention of taking all of the prizes but to
the victor belongs the spoils. For the good
of the picnic committee next year, I have
the assurance from our boys that next year
they will hold back a little so that the rest

took; only, soon there'll be more of them
as time goes on and the fighting increases
and the casualties grow.
The Mobile Blood Bank Unit comes back
to the Lot on Thursday, October

28, and

you can do something about It if you'll
phone Kathleen Ridgeway's office (494-495)
or Morna Pyper at the hospital on the
North Lot. No — Thursday, October 28,
Isn't too late. Is It?

THE PROCESSIONS
By E. L. McMANISAL
NORMAN

PRIMM

Is now In India where

vision.
he Is very busy in Uncle Sam's Photo DiLILLIAN

MUNSEY

Is very busy color-

show.ing background slides for the "Buffalo Bill"
We

haven't heard from SAM WOODWARD lately — last we knew of Sam, he
was at Fort Leonard Wood. He is prob-

of you will have a chance. We will do anything for morale.
Now that I am trying to> hide our light

ably too busy to write.
JIMMY EDDY is In position to furnish
a dozen or two nice fresh eggs now and

under a bushel. I'll have you know that we
have two bond winners In our department
for September. As I have promised to let
all the wives know, and as I never write to

then, if you need them.
DICK GIBSON Is still sojourning in the
Santa Monica Hospital and is doing fine.
BOB MILES has returned to Camp Polk
after an eight week course at Woodbury

other men's wives, I will tell It here. Our
WILLIAM ROSIN and PETE WEIDEMAN
were the lucky boys. They didn't forget
that our company still have the generous
offer open to pay tor usable Ideas submitted to our conservation program.
Don't forget that we have only a few
days left to send a remembrance to our
boys across the seas. Your gift needn't be
large or expensive but just something to
let him know that we have a thought for
his comfort, and that we here are aware
that we have an army In the field.
As I write this, the whereabouts of II
Duce is liable to play the dickens with some
of the plans laid by our leaders because he
will be something to hang the remnants of
the Fascist Party on. This will give them
practice for the hanging that we will give
them later.
Don't forget that we In the Maintenance
Department are in business to keep your
business running. If you have any repairs,
call Ext. 508.

College. He writes us that he Is now undergoing battle tests under live ammunition
fire and will see us later providing he can
manage to keep his head and shoulders
down. Well — as thin as Bob is, he should
have no trouble keeping below the required 24 Inches.

The following was taken from "The Aleutlon," a publication written and edited by
our FIGHTING BOYS in ALASKA.
"It was the Private, God bless his stubborn soul, who beat the Jap into a bloody
pulp; who stood up and slugged it out. It
was the Private who put our flag back over
the first recovered American territory. It
was the Private who won the Battle of
Attu. And it is the bitter, determined
vate who will win this dirty war!

Pri-

of the Lot

The Voice
PEN-PUSHERS PERSONALS
By PETE LAKE
Seldom a month passes but what some
of the boys who are in Service come back
to the Lot to say "Hello" to their pals at
the Studio. Just the other day, DAVE
ALLEMAN arrived with a "Short-Snorter"
bill three feet long to attest to his travels
as a navigator for the Air Transport Command. To the uninformed, a man who has
flown the Atlantic must furnish proof of
the fact by a bill (money) of the various
countries he has visited, duly certified by
the signatures of pilot and passengers.
Dave’s collection included samples from
the U. S., Canada, Brazil, some French
colony in Africa, and other places. If you
cannot furnish proof that you are a "ShortSnorter" by producing the evidence when
called upon, you must stand drinks for the
crowd. A lovely little custom.
ART GAMERAL was here too, on furlough. Art looks fine, and like a great
many of the old-timers, hasn't as yet seen
a place he likes better than California.
CLAUDETTE WOOD left for Chicago
to meet her husband, popularly known as

The Payroll Department is displaying
the latest thing in postcards from LYMAN
B. HALLOWELL. He is up in Utah — in the
Air Corps — and he doesn't say anything
about seeing our location outfit out Kanab
way.thatI guess
he wasn't stationed very close
to
section.

By AUDRE

where Twentieth Century-Fox has been supplying some of the girls. HELEN COMPSON and EDITH CAHOON are both engaged to boys whom they met the same
way — dances
so, girls,
you're
mate,
these
seemif to
be theseeking
place toa go
. . .
CHIT-CHAT: SALLY HECHTLINGER

THE SCRIPT TEASE
:

Cadet William Pickering September 17, at
the Minter Field Chapel. Magdalene met
her husband at one of the cadet dances

ROCHLEN

We had old home week in the Script
Department with several of the Service
boys dropping in for quick visits during
their furloughs. RIDLEY BILLICK was down
from Washington, GORDON FORBES in
from Nevada, BOB RIDGEWAY down
from Morro Bay, BUD NEKRITZ back from
Florida, and JERRY FOGEL in from Arizona. Please note — accompanying cut of
Jerry — he is now an athletic instructor with
the Army Air Corps. And dig those muscles.
ROMANCE DEPARTMENT: MAGDALENE SWINK was married to Aviation

announces, in her special New York accent, that her romance is all off . . .
BEN ROSENMAYER still ill at home, but
expected back soon. Hurry back, Benjie
Boy, the Cigarette Fund awaits you . . .
MARIE LENT out of the WACS and back
in the Script Department . . . LORAINE STOLL also back after living in
Florida with her husband the past few
months . . .
EMOLYN ANTHONY
the happy mother of a baby boy born in
September . . . JUNE CONNOR simmering down at last after her luncheon
date with dream boy Frank Sinatra . . .
Several girls around the Lot will probably
commit mass suicide now that BOB SUNDERLAND isengaged.

"Woody," who is having a three week furlough. Bythe time you read this however,
Claudette will probably be back at the
Studio doing business for Uncle Sam in
the Bond Department.
TOM PRYOR and MATT ROGERS are
on location again — in Ohio and Santa Rosa
respectively.
GAINES JOHNSTON is back with us
again, but as this is written, has just had
notice to report for duty with the Coast
Guard. Good luck, Gaines.
When the respective husbands of OTTLY
STEIGER, JOANNA LYONS and LOUISE
JONES return home, they will have tales
of many and varied adventures. STANLEY
JONES joined the Merchant Marine and is
now in India. Possibly, he has seen Australia and New Zealand en route. Ottly's
husband is a prisoner in Japan, and it is
only recently that he has been allowed to
communicate directly with Ottly by mail,
though she was previously notified that he
had been captured. And on the other side
of_ the world, RUSSELL LYONS is imprisoned inGermany. Some day, we hope
he will give his story to us for "Action."

Photo

Swooner meets Crooner, "Swooner," right, JUNE

(Slick Chick) CONNOR.

Courtesy

Artie

"Crooner" — FRANK

Jacobson

SINATRA.
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THRU THE FINDER
By BOB TOBEY
You know BESS LASKY, of course . . .
that attractive dynamic half-pint aide to
DANIEL B. CLARK over there in the Camera Department . . . Bess worries so much
about all "her" boys in Service that she
makes a noise like a mother every few
minutes . . . Today Bess is worried because
"Action" is about to go to press and she's
just so busy with assignments she can't
write up the Camera Department gossip
for the lads overseas to cluck about . . .
Your unsuspecting chum BOB TOBEY is at
the moment sitting In the office twiddling
his thumbs . . . and now here he is sweating over a typewriter ... let that be a
lesson to you when you come back,
fellers . . .
I guess I don't have to tell you boys
what a friendly lot this Twentieth CenturyFox Studio is ... I thought I'd be homesick, having upped my scooter and parked
it at T.C.F. after a mere twelve years at
Columbia without ever working at another
studio . . . Well, sir, I never saw such
friendliness! . . . Right away DAN CLARK
makes me feel as welcome as if I have a
pocketful of filet mignons . . . Busy GROVER LAUBE gives me three hours of his
time to show me the ins and outs of the
T.C.F. camera (I don't catch on very
quickly)
... I'd camera
like to tell
what. . I .think
of
that terrific
someyoutime
but
then you've all worked with it . . . LEE
"RANCHER" CRAWFORD brings me
some huge squash tilled with his own hands
. . . CURT FETTERS also presents me with
vegetables wrested from his own soil . . .
Such wonderful people, with green stuff
priced like Corot paintings these days . . .
LOU KUNKEL supplies me with cigars
. . . Bess assigns me a private parking
space for my scooter right next to
GEORGE Baxter's palatial limousine . . .
EARLE WALKER, old friend of Technicolor days, greets me like a long lost chum
. . . I start to look for someone to run out
with an arm chair and a footstool . . . but
then I get put to work . . .
I don't know if I can find something to
tell you about everybody . . . but ROGER
SHEARMAN has just been upped to operator, and started his first picture with
LUCIEN ANDRIOT. They've gone to
Santa Rosa to make a picture all about five
Sullivan Brothers, taking along BUD
BROOKS, BRETT WESTON and JACK
WOOLF to keep everything in focus. JOE
MacDONALD is also there — to make
plates, and we don't mean to put those
big Santa Rosa steaks on. Roger perspired a little on his first day, and allowed
that everything sure looked different from
in back of that finder ... I guess you
know PAUL LOCKWOOD got his promotion some time ago. He's doing right
well . . . WALLY CASTLE was moved up

to first in charge of titles and inserts
when JIMMY ENGLE left the department.
Engle is now a Marine Lieutenant in training at New River. Hm . . . Isn't that where
the lady Marines are stationed? Some
people have all the luck . . . ARTIE MILLER, Jr., came out of the darkroom to
assist Wally on the camera — like father,
like son . . . JOE LA SHELLE's a veteran
Director of Photography now — with

wouldn't . . . On the same picture LOU
KUNKEL found out the meaning of the old
expression
the boat"
— askloved
him
sometime . "missing
. . And JACK
WOOLF
the picture because working on the Marine
Base, he could buy all the candy bars he
wanted . . .
Worked

with NORBERT

BRODINE

on

pic-

a special Army
BOBachieved
WEBB's some
first
directorial
effort, picture,
and Norb
splendid effects in his own quiet way . . .
PAUL EAGLER still brings orchids to Bess

While I was working with Joe on some
tests, JOHN BARTH dropped in to visit,
resplendent in his new Air Force uniform
decorated with one gold bar. He looked
like a million.

. . . but don't get worried, boys, because
Paul and his charming wife just celebrated
their thirty-first wedding anniversary — and
he raises his own orchids! . . . AL IRVINS
has been shooting stars lately . . . which

"Happy Land" safely under his belt, he
just took the photographic helm of one of
TCP'sture. . biggies,
the JOHN
.

STAHL

That fellow-hunter that Major

BILL

WHITLEY was hoping for didn't materialize— but he now has a daughter by the
name of Marianne he's never seen. Bet
he can hardly wait for a furlough. Never
mi nd, Bl II— women can be darn good hunters at times! ... I know — one of 'em
just dragged me up to the altar and
married me . . . and then TCF promptly
sent me on location for three months! . . .
MAYNARD RUGG is now the proud possessor of a son.
The most tragic tale of the Lot concerns
KENNY WILLIAMS. He hit a traffic button and blew not one, but two — tires . . .
By peering Into the mail-basket, I see that
EDDIE CRONJAGER and PEV MARLEY
are the champion letter-getters of the
Lot. The thing is always a welter of envelopes addressed to them ... of course
you know by now that Pev has acquired
TCP's dream girl, LINDA DARNELL, for
his very own . . .
GLEN

MacWILLIAMS

drew the night-

mare assignment of the year — "Lifeboat,"
a picture made entirely in one of same . . .
If the darn boat even had termites in it,
Glen would like it better . . . At least
they'd have some changes in the set . . .
IRVING ROSENBERG and BOB McGOWAN
are holding the tear buckets
for Glen.
TILL GABBANI laughs at everybody and
his ration book now. All his racing bikes
are in fine shape . . . Met JACK EPSTEIN
for the first time. Can it be true that he
always uses such precise and scented
language? . . . JOE FARLEY is back again
and welcome. He's with the Sersen Department now . . . Old friends LUCIEN
BALLARD and LLOYD AHERN reminded
me of Columbia days and made me feel
even more at home. Right now they're
both on "The Lodger" . . . RAY MALA,
who's working with them, got a small burn
on his arm and darned if it didn't turn
into blood poisoning . . . he's okay now,
though . . .
On "Guadalcanal Diary" CHARLIE
CLARKE really had to dig out the cloud
machine and hang 'em there when God

may seem silly but it's true . . . They're
hung on wires and they're background for
"Lifeboat" . . . LEON SHAMROY, BUD
MAUTINO, and PETE GLOWER just
shook the dust of Utah from their No. 18
coupons — they were up there squirting
lenses for "Buffalo Bill". This is Pete's first
picture as an assistant . . . ERNIE PALMER,
BILL ABBOTT and GABBY GARNETT are
making with the rainbow effects on the
dance numbers of "Pin Up Girl" . . .
HUSH CRAWFORD is threatening to
turn Into a better assistant than his brother
"RED", but "Red"

says that's because

Hugh's got such a smart feller for a brother
. . . and you might ask Hugh why everyone calls him the big blue gnu . . .
EDDIE 0 R O N J A S E R, his brother
HENRY, and HARRY PARSONS off on
location for the Hathaway production.
They've gone to Ohio because the name
of
picture isJACKSON
"My Home and
in
. . the
. HARRY
GREEN have also gone to Ohio
Tinling unit of the same picture,

Indiana"
KENNY
with the
the one

that's being called — Oh, I said that . . .
ARTHUR MILLER doesn't seem to have
anything to do at the moment but worry
about his income tax ... I don't seem to
have a darn bit of gossip about J. O.
TAYLOR or ED HAMMERAS, ROLLA
FLORA, PHIL HOLDERNESS, HARRY
DAWE, or JIMMY COWEN, but I got
your names in, didn't I, fellers? . . . And
I know Dan would want everyone to be
remembered ... he sure remembers all the
boys that are in service . . . has pictures
of them all up on his office wall . . . swell
feller ... he even saw that I got time off
for several appointments with my dentist.
I'd like to offer him a stick of Doublemint, but I guess these days that comes
under the heading of bribery . . .

Air Medals were awarded to HAROLD
DAN HOGAN, posthumously and USNR,
and JOHN J. HELMICK, Pho. M. 2/c,
USNR, for acts of heroism.
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MAKE-UP

grosgrain watch fob on which was attached
a gold locket. Just a little token of esteem
to remember his chums by. Many happy
returns, Frank.

By EDDIE SOWDERS
There doesn't seem to be much news
around here at present as we have some
of our people on location in Ohio and
some in Santa Rosa, also our boys in the
Service, such as LEE GREENWAY, LOUIS
HIPPE, GORDON
HUBBARD. Oh yes,

TULLIO Is certainly having his problems
these days. He was in the last war and
says It was easier to fight the Germans
than to get Bus Boys- nows. He gets a
crew all nicely lined up — then back to
school
Forces. they go or to join up with the

we just recieved a letter from Lee Greenway in which he wrote that he was in a
hospital here recovering from injuries.
With all of his injuries, he wrote a very
cheerful letter.

"Esquire" hasn't anything on "Action"
these days, and we certainly thank LLOYD
HARTING for dressing up our cover with

BUNNY GARDEL. our bodv makeup
qirl, was called to makeup one of the danc-

his imaginative
sensewill
of probably
humor. "Lulu"
of
the
August number
turn out

ing girl's ankles in BETTY GRABLE'S picture "Pin-Up Girl." Bunnv rushed in,
stooped down a little faster than usual and
quite a bit lower, when all of a sudden she
felt a terrific rip In her brand new slacks.

to be a "pin up girl" In many of our boys'
pup tents. I think JOEL HAWLEY, our
editor, deserves a lot of credit for this

Before you could get a RISE out of Bunny,
she had to oet one of the girls to throw
a coat over her and have the standby-car

Wishing all our boys In the Service lots
of luck and hoping we see you soon.

rush her to the Ladles' Wardrobe
airs.

too,
you? Somehow,
marksdon't
of Hawley.

for Rip-

THE PLASTER CRACKS

BETH LANGSTON, our Hair Stylist,
has been working very hard making hair
tests for our forthcoming productions and
really at a handicap as she has been working with a broken thumb for the past three
weeks. I know It is very sore because
every once In a while when she hits It on
her desk or her curling irons, I can hear
her shouting just as plain, "Nells Bells, I hit
it again, my thumb I mean."
We of the Makeup Department sure
hate to see our old friend and pal GASTON GLASS leave our department. But
we feel that since he has bettered himself,
well— that's O. K. VERN MURDOCK
Is
taking his place and doing very nicely. I
think GUY PEARCE has outdone himself
again on an old-age makeup for JOEL
McCREA as Buffalo Bill in BILL WELLMAN'S picture of the same title. Joel
looks simply magnificent. Oh yes, I must
give the old Skipper BRIDEN, credit as
we all know he knows his wigs and mustaches. Cheerio.

By WANDA

BILLMYER

The big event in the cafe this month
was Lt. RAY KELLOGG's becoming officially engaged to our charming BILLY HILLERMAN when he slipped a beautiful diamond on that certain finger. Billy was really
up In the clouds as you can see by her picture here. Where, oh where, did I ever find
this picture? It seems out of this world
— well, for the ten days of Lt. Kellog's
leave, we know that they were. The whole
Fox Lot, I am quite sure, will join me with
our congratulations.

KAHNE

Well, well, summer has come and gone.
With It has gone the FOX PICNIC, winter

BILLY HILLERMAN

of the Cafe de Paris.

Gee, it's good to have some of our
Stars who have joined the Service visit us.
CESAER ROMERO of the Coast Guards,

planting of VICTORY GARDENS, INCOME TAX (for awhile), and the beginning
of BOWLING. Not being an authority
on bowling, I will endeavor only to say
that the PLASTER-CRACKS were well
represented on the opening night. Everyone was really in the groove and started
that ball rolling with enthusiasm. MARVIN

HENRY

FONDA of the Navy and Lt. TYRONE POWER of the Marines were all In
this month.

JACOBSEN topped the P. C.'s with an
average of 176. MONTE BONOME and
WIMPY WISE came second with a TIE.

The other day I seated a young man at
a table who looked so much like CLARK

The plaster team had M. M. FOX as "high
average" man.
The first question to be asked when the

GABLE, my curiosity got the best of
me so, I proceeded to find out just who
this dynamic person was. It so happened,
he was an actor from the New York stage
and has decided to take a crack at pictures. Good luck to you, DON CLARKE.
Comedian DAVE WILLOCK has been
under contract for a year with Fox, but It
was only recently we got to know him In
the Cafe for Immediately after signing
up. Paramount borrowed him, but now we

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH

it has the ear

have him back and I'm sure you will enjoy
him In "Pin Up Girl."
Was surprised to receive a letter from
Sgt. JOHNNY ANDERSON now stationed
in London.
likes
it.

Says he's sipping tea and

A lovely luncheon was given for FRANK
WADE
on his birthday. He received
many

gifts done up beautifully with ribbons and wilted orchids. They knew Frank

wouldn't mind — being our decorative
flower-man himself. Raptures of joy were
his when he opened one of the packages
and found an Ingram watch with a black

public sees the picture "Buffalo Bill" will
be, "Where did the Studio get all the
lumber necessary to build the forts, log
huts,
and lodge
The split
answer
PLASTER.
All the rooms?"
wooden logs,
logs,Is
and wooden roofings have their origin In
the STAFF SHOP. Due to a desire of
anonymity on the part of the heads of our
shop — I won't discuss the roles they played
in throw
erecting
forts.
wish
to
our plaster
chests way,
wayWeout.don't
To date,
we haven't seen a picture from any other
studio which features the FOX DE LUXE
PLASTER WOOD. Three cheers for a shop
which employs Ingenuity and productivity
as its principle working tools.
JAMES DREW, MARVIN JACOBSEN,
EDWARD DAVIS, E. 0. DEBOER, CHAS.
PRIMM, and EDWARD HORTER are back
from the Utah location and already In the
groove. Some came home a little wealthier
and some ANXIOUSLY awaited that all
Important day when they could reach out
a hand for that ole' familiar yellow paper.
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after the strenuous Utah location . . .
BILL LYONS of the Hardware Room off
on a vacation . . . Chief Specialist, AL
"RED" WITHERS on leave from Wash-

JIMMY McSRATH finally got a letter
from his son, Corporal James, who is somewhere on the Blue Pacific — chasing subs —
from a sub. (All Is well.)
The Staff Shop had an interestinq letter
from Marine Gunner, LARRY DURRELL.

ington, D. C. "Red" looked swell and had
only the highest praise for his outfit . . .
JACK ANDERSON, Specialist 2/c, had his
fiancee, a Los Angees girl, visit him In
Washington, D. C. .
. .
ROSALIE

He likes his work very much. There's news
going
bad In around,
uniform. Larry, that you don't look

ARMETTA is In love with a "Sea Bee" and
doesn't care who knows it.

You hear (and probably know) a lot of
people going around asking, "What's
going on beside the war?" — Well thar's
plenty a-happenin' in these heah parts of
the North Lot. What with all the victory
gardens and chickens, the markets are
missing a lot of good STAFF SHOPPERS.

A SAD FACT

To beat the "seventy cents a dozen deal,"
BILL WASHO
Just bought some more
pullets. MONTE BONOME, while vacationing, planted enough fruit trees to feed
the army. With all the vegetables GEORGE

By JACK

COOKE has been bringing the fellows. I'm
beginning to wonder If he had any left for
the family. JERRY MURPHY did her share
toward winning the war by doing some
t-a-l-l canning.
Upon completing his training In San
Diego, F.l/c NICK BONOME
has been
assigned to another school where he will
study sheet metal along with other subjects
for another possible six weeks. At present,
he Is carrying out his duties as a Nayy subject with hope for a well earned furlough.
The Staff Shop has had quite a few Interesting letters from the fellows of this department who are stationed overseas.
Due to the shortage of manpower, naturally everyone Is a little worried at the
thought of losing any one man. But, according to the latest, we are about to hire
a new Model Maker, provided BUD
DENNY,

M. M. for the Staff, isn't kiddin'.

ALEX ROSEMAN, of the Carpenter's Department,
with two of his three gifts to the U. S. Navy.
His youngest

boy in
is now
in Officer's Training School
Connecticut.

week's vacation to get away from the cares
of the world but wound up working harder
at home . . . JACK CARR used up all
his gas coupons on his trip and now has to
skimp . . .
Western

Avenue

Worked
weeks.

at Western

Avenue

a

few

The boys requested me to reserve

a few Buddies
lines so Inthey
say W.
"Hello"
their
the could
Service.
A. Is toa
swell place to work. Everything is concentrated and convenient. They go about taking labor and material shortages In their

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

WHITE

Those two leading Bond winners, RAY
CONAWAY
and GEORGE
HULBERT,.
have helped the 3rd War Loan again by
making 20th Century buy two more $100
Bonds for them. They collaborated on a
rivet making machine that really Is automatic. George spent his two weeks vacation at Laguna. When he struts his stuff,
gold cane and all, many people stop and
ask him for his autograph.
Gossip
Since ROY GOTHERIDGE sold his boat,
JOHNNY LOOSCHEN has to put up with
Roy's latest love — horses .
.
.
BERT
SICKNER has left the employ of T.C.F. to
raise cattle on his Dad's ranch In old Arizona . . . BILL BOGDANOFF, Charlie
Chaplain's ace construction man, is in our
fold again . . . It's a 6 lb. 14 oz. boy
for the HARVEY "GARIBALDI" RAFFAELLIS' ... ED JOHNSON
took a

stride, unheralded and without any ballyhoo about getting Bonds. Incidentally,
JIMMY JENSEN and FRANK SNYDER
rate Bonds for doping out the tapered
stanchions for the boat on Stage 3. Uncle
Sam's

Department. TONY HANSE released from the Army on account of injured spine. Tony Is now working In the
Scene Dock under DON CURL
BURNS

DAY LAMB back at his old job
WALTER BEEBE rejected by the

Army — couldn't pass the physical
TOM AROHER now In Puerto Rico . . .
JULIUS NELSON sends birthday greetings to his son, Irving . . . OLARENCE
JONES rent FRANK DRAEGER some nifty
pin-up pictures . . . Some of us young
fathers wish they would hurry and make up
their minds about drafting us.
Last Minute News
BILL GORNING spe nt a week at home
with his wife v/ho Is ill . . . WAITER
HARRISON

enjoyed a two-week

vacation

KESSLER

Have you ever been around your home
for a few days without anything particularly Interesting to do, and wish that
you would receive an Interesting letter from
someone? If the letter that you wished
for did not come, there were different
little things that took the sting out when
the postman passed you up. You thought
that tomorrow he might bring some news
from someone, and as you went about your
work the desire wore off. Possibly you had
a neighbor to "shoot the breeze" with, or
you called Jimmie on the phone or Jenny
called you. So, if the postman left you no
mail, you could get bv. No mail for two
or three days — boy, did you get the jitters!! Eventually the suspense became so
great that you derived no benefit from the
gossip with Jim or from the call from
Jenny. You were just down — that was bad
— a sad commentary, your friends forgetting you like that. Now listen to this, my
pals — a letter from one of the boys "out
there" is posted up In one of the departments where all may read. This letter is
from one of the boys "out there" doing
his "slugging," and he has been "out
there" for at least a year. This boy was,
no doubt, one of the favorites in his particular department, or should have been,
and he starts his letter with the salutation,
"Dear Pals." Then In a small paragraph
near the close, here is what he has to say,
"Why haven't some of you written to me?
I haven't had a letter since I left." ... Is
it necessary to say more? Have we let him
down? AND HOW!!! If he were one of
the favorite ones, how are we responding
to those who were not so popular?
In this letter he did not rave all over
the place at the
good cussing out
justified in doing.
entire body of the

neglect and
as he would
Nor did he
letter to the

give us a
have been
devote the
haranguing

we have coming. No, just that slight rebuke, If it was even that. For really. It
was not
more
what
a fact.

than stating a

fact — and

Wouldn't it be a very salutary idea to
dig down Into the abyss and bring up that
"Golden Rule," learn it by rote nad, and
put it into a little appropriate practice?
Gome

on fellows — let's write to the boys.
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TRANSPORTATION

TOM POWELL'S mother is in a Glendale hospital and is in dire need of blood
transfusions. Anyone having type four
blood who can spare a little, please contact
Tom so that he can arrange to take you
to and from the hospital.

By JO BONOME
Our office underwent a change in personnel and shuffle in duties. Mr. JIM
RUMAN is now head of the Transportation Department. TOM KRAUSE is assistant to Mr. Ruman, LOU KOHL has

This month's best quiz — (AL THAYER
wants to know), "What certain camera
assistant in the Sersen Department went
into hiding the other day when Dick Tracy

charge of all vehicles to be used in pictures, and RUSS NEAL and ASHBY
LOCKETT are dispatchers. MAE and JO
continue as before. Congratulations
JIMMY and TOM! We wish you smooth
sailing, or better yet, smooth transporting.
When telling who our new boss was, everyone seemed to have the same remark to

was on the Lot looking for a 'Mr. PruneThis is 30 for this issue as I have to go
up to the Sunland Pottery and
fitting for a new upper plate.

make of Mr. Ruman, "Gee, he's a swell
guy." We, v'ho never knew him before,
have already found him so.

By GENEVA

news, all dance numbers for "Pin Up Girl"
had to be rearranged. Besides that, what
will HERMES PAN do for a dance partner
in the next few pictures?

parents, all tests shewed a negative reation tc the di'^ease. Happiness reigned
everywhere at this news.

after all unimportant. The Russians' efforts,
he said, seem bent on two things — work
and fight; even children seem to comport
themselves like adults. The women, who
are Amazonian in stature, perhaps due to
heritage and perhaps due to hard work,
do the work of men without effort or
ceremony. They wheel war equipment
and materials about the docks with parallel
strength of a man. With a nation like
this, together with our other allies, winning this war is inevitable.

Uncle Sam's slogan for the 3rd War
Loan is "BACK THE ATTACK— BUY
MORE

WAR BONDS." The Transportation Department drew one up for this
occasion— "OUR DRIVING FORCE BEHIND THE DRIVE."

SAWYER

Imagine little, vivacious BETTY GRABLE
becoming a mother. After this important

observation for that dreaded malady, infantile paraivsis. But after too many days,
which must have seemed like eons to the

were alone In this state of ecstacy. The
sobriety, the tragic look on the faces of
these people, soon awakened him to the
realization that having a good time was

a

face'?"
TAPPING
AROUND

Master STEPHEN KRAUSE gave his Dad
and Mom a scare when his illness necessitated his being taken to the hospital for

We were pleasantly surprised with a
of the boys from this department, who is
visit from GEORGE WISCHHUSEN, one
now in the Merchant Marine. He was on
the sea four months completing one mission to Russia. In some ports of Russia,
the men were not allowed to dock, but
there were some where rules and regulations permitted them to leave their ship.
In Murmansk, he was allowed ashore. He
walked about with an air of adventure, a
desire to see things. In other words, he
decided to go all out for a good time.
Being amply fortified with money accumulated during the long sea trip, he intended
going on a spending spree. After a few
displays of this wealth, he took stock about
him and noticed that he and his buddies

have

Petite MERLE OBERON has been looking very chic in her rehearsal clothes while
practlcinq
dances
for "The
There
were
a few
muscle
boundLodger."
girls running
around, as this is the first time for a long

JERRY FOGEL, former Script distributor and now
Athletic Instructor in the Army Air Corps . . . That
Army

really builds a guy

up, what????

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By a "YANKEE"
"Sparks from the Arcs" — FLASH. Guess
I'll stay home tomorrow and visit the three
brothers, Manny, Moe and Mischa.
I received word the other day that the
Hathaway Company arrived at their location in Ohio, and that when they move to
Kentucky, a close watch would have to be
put on DIXIE DUNBAR for fear that he
will take off his shoes and start heading
for Atlanta, Jo-ga, that little place where
General Sherman changed horses on his
march to the sea. They tell me that Dunbar makes up a mean Pullman bunk — he
should know howl!
The Electrical Department Bowling Team
started off the new season with a bang,
collecting four points. This is a pretty good
start and with a little moral support from
our department, we should wind up in the
first division at the end of the season. Give
us your support every Thursday night at
the La Cienega Bowling Lanes, La Cienega
and Santa Monica Boulevards. Team
Roster: CHARLEY JOHNSON, GORDON
NORDSTRUM, BOB CAMPBELL, Capt.
PHIL HENDERSON, BERT YEAGER, FRED
HALL, DIXIE DUNBAR, Mgr., and BOB
HENDERSON.

time that high kicks and splits were required of them.
The best audition in the Music Department for sometime was "The Reviewers."
Of course, they were siqned immediately
for "Greenwich Villaqe." We are also
pleased to see SEYMOUR FELIX back on
the Lot, assigned as the dance director on
the same picture.
Attractive BEVERLY WHITNEY, who
sings beautifully, is now studying tap dancing with "yours truly." She is working very
hard and consequently doing nicely. Beverly is one of our newer contract players.
GRACE POGGI did a very spectacular
Spanish dance in "Tampico" to the music
"Dance de Garcia." Grace is one of the
best In that line. All the rough and ready
cast did a folk dance with Spanish Senorltas, which was amusing to watch. LYNN
BARI and EDDIE ROBINSON did a bit of
a Rhumba also, while making with dialogue.
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
is a "Jitterbug" now. Her partner was CHARLES
SAGGAR, who is one of the champions.
It will be seen in "The Gangs All Here."
Too bad JESS MENDELSON'S hurried
trip to San Francisco had to be on such a
sad mission. His sister is very ill. We all
extend our deepest sympathy to CLARA
BING on the passing away of her sister.
If you want to hear a very comical story,
have GEORGIA KILGORE tell you about
her trip to and from New York.
Looks like STAN LAUREL and OLIVER
HARDY will do a big musical soon. They
did a bit of skipping about in "Jitterbugs
and Dancing Masters."
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WESTERN AVENUE GIRLS— Here's Ihe new girls
learn in Ihe league Ihis year — RUTH BROWN.
MADGE INMAN, MADELINE HUDSON, DOROTHY HALL and HELEN COCHRANE.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

"DOC" BISHOP acled as Masler of Ceremonies
and was ably assisled by JOHNNY McCAFFERTY,
lefl, Presidenl of ihe League, and GEORGE MILLS,
Presidenl Iasi year.

By BILL WINTER
PRESTON FOSTER'S BOWLEREHES— MARJORIE
CAHOON, FLO RIDGEWAY (lop). SYLVIA REED.
LOUISE JONES and BEHY ST. GEORGE. My.
whal big eyes you have. Belly? Allhough nol in
ihe piclure, PHYLLIS HUFFINE is also on Ihe learn.

The 20+h Century-Fox Bowling League,
consisting of 16 teams, three of which are
gals, got off to a flying start September
9th at La Clenega Bowling Lanes. To
make matters even more Interesting our
STUDIO CLUB donated forty moolah In
war stamps for prizes the opening night.
BETTY BOW won high game for the gals
with 175-52-227 and LOUISE JONES high
series with 561. DON AMECHE'S LITTLE
FOXES walked off with high team series
for women with 2674. LUCKY HUMBERSTONE'S FIVE nabbed high team series
for the guys with 2715, BEN CASS high
Individual series with a terrific 703 and

O'HARA and McCREA'S BUFFALOES— MAUREEN
O'HARA
handshe
ihe isopening
lo TOBY
cheer
her learn was
on. onHere
wilh Ihenighl
learn.
COLE,

J. BARNES. B. FANNON, GRADY
LARD and TEX WILSFORD.

WIL-

ROGER HEMAN'S TEAM — Roger was anolher lo
see his learn in aclion ihe opening nighl. Piclured
wilh him are N. BOWMAN. ROSE ARMEHA,
mascol, DAVE MALMEN, RAY FARRELL, GEORGE
DUKSHIRE, BEN FUGALSBY and JOHNNY FINK,

BETTY GRABLE’S PIN-UPS clinched high
team game with 966. HERMAN LEIBER
sewed up high game with 238.
MAUREEN O'HARA was on hand to
cheer her team on, as was ROGER HEMAN. DOC BISHOP did a swell job as
m.c. aided by JOHNNY McCAFFERTY,
president of the league. Officers besides
Johnny are HAROLD BOW, vice president; VIOLET HOGAN, secretary, and
HAL SAILOR, treasurer. The league wishes
to thank the sponsors of our teams, namely
WILLIAM LEBARON, BETTY GRABLE,
ALIGE FAYE, BRYAN FOY, MAUREEN
O'HARA, JOEL McCREA, LUOKY HUMBERSTONE, DON AMECHE, PRESTON
FOSTER, LYNN BARI, MARTHA RAYE,
ROGER HEMAN, MERLE OBERON and
RODDY McDOWALL.
DOWN
THE ALLEYS— What team
should make a little more noise and keep
It down to a roar??? — IKE DANNING
would be a lot better off If he reversed his

DON AMECHE'S "Little Foxes"— VIOLET HOGAN.
ROSE STEINMAN, ALICE McVEY, FRANCE
TOWNER and BEHY BOW.

bowling and golf scores — How could HERMAN LEIBER go from 88 In one game to
238 the next? — GEORGE MILLS said he
shot his average opening night. Is he
kiddin'?? — That 703 that BEN CASS rolled
will really be something for the boys and

Here's Ihe man who draws ihe covers for "Aclion".
LLOYD HARTING. as he rolls for Ihe ART
DEPARTMENT TEAM.

girls to shoot at — Betcha didn't know that
there are approximately 1,500,000 people
engaged In league or tournament play.
4% will roll between 186 and 195; 12%
between 176 and 185; 21% between 166
and 175; 24% between 156 and 165; and
61% will roll under 165. Where do you fit
In, BOW?

"The Five Little Foys" — lefl lo righl, ED EDMUNDS,
GLENN REED, BUZ BUSBY and DUTCH SOUSA.
acling coy.
Thai's nol a bowling ball bul IKE DANNING
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KEEPING TAB
By RUTH
Welcome

to VIRGINIA

ROSANDER
TATE, who is

back with us again. Hope you'll stay a
long time, Virginia.
JIM SHERWOOD dropped In to say
"hello." He Is In the Air Corps and Is
stationed In San Bernardino.
On Vacation— VERA

and EDITH MUFF

— In Michigan via Louisiana — there's an
army camp there. IRENE ANGER, Highland Springs — HELEN DUTTON, Yosemite.
New members — BEVERLY WOODCOCK, NANCY'S sister, and BETTY ANDERSON. Glad to have you with us, gals.
ROSEMARY MONAGHAN
moved
across the hall to Story Files, hope you
like your new undertaking, Rosie.
MARIAN MILHAUPT and EDITH WULFESTIEG were hostesses at a shower in
honor of ELLEN SANKO, who became
the bride of Mr. WILLIAM BRADFORD, September 19th, In the Little
Church Around the Corner.^ All the girls
In the department were present to wish
"The Bradfords" happiness.
Vows were read In St. Ambrose church
for JOE SARLEY and BEVERLY MAINES
September Nth. The department extends
Its congratulations and best wishes.
WILMA TRACY went to 'Frisco,
Her vacation was no joke.
Up along the Russian River
Wilma found some poison oak.
EDDIE HARDIN went to Venice,
Bought himself a domicile,
Spent two weeks just moving, moving,
Hopes he's settled for a while.
DARRELL PETERS, — evidently —
Seems to like It In L. A.
Covered Hollywood and downtown.
Doing seven shows a day.
MARVIN BRANNON and his family.
Fishing at Big Bear this year,
KAY STURM had to do some painting.
Has no union card — we hear.
HYMAN MILLER couldn't take It,
Claims that 'Frisco's gulte a town.
But he only spent a week there.
What strange powers got him down?
LLOYD BREITKREUTZ will do some fishing
Out upon the deep blue sea.
Has a date with his physician
It's a tonsilectomy.
TOMMY STEVENSON Is traveling.
May his outing be the best,
Sacramento, San Francisco,
San Diego and points west.
EVELYN MACDONALD tells us.
She is leaving us for good.
For her Air Cadet in Chico,
To be Mrs. Underwood.
SALLY DAVIDSON— N ew toiler —
Hunting snakes In her back yard.
They re not gopher snakes but rattlers.
Keeps her ever on her guard.

MR. TERRY had a birthday.
All the girls got on the phone.
Sang their Happy Birthday greeting
In their very sweetest tone.
ELLEN SANKO'S friends surprised her
With a party Thursday Eve.
She'll be married — come September
Many gifts did she receive.
MARIAN MILHAUPT bought a Plymouth,
Where she's going, no one knows.
Clear the highways and the byways.
Here comes Marlani There she goes!
IRENE ANGER has car troubles.
Valves and spark plugs, oil line leaks.
One darned thing after another.
Tires, fenders, body squeaks.
SOPHIE HAYFORD heard from FREDDIE
He was sent down under too.
This is all the news at present
See you In the next Issue.

THE BEST OF THE NEWS
FROM THE PROPS
By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

Nothing but the usual data on the Prop
Department's "home front" this Issue, so
here are bits from the boys on the real
fronts. Word from HARRY MELLEN tells
us that he's on his way West from his most
recent camp In Davisville, Rhode Island.
His destination from here on is a "military
secret." It'll be the welcome mat for Seabee Harry — and soon. Congrats to JACK
BURTON of our Drapery Department. Jack
is now a lieutenant in Uncle Sam's Engineering Corps. He made a fine record at
0.0. S. and was to remain at Fort Belvoir
temporarily as an Instructor. Latest reports,
however, are that he too will be leaving
for parts unknown.
At long last, word from TED TOWNER.
Ted has been seeing a bit of the world In
recent months — West Indies, South America, and occasionally the good old U.S.A.
But he'd gladly "trade it all to be back
home." No complaints about the "chow"
from any source. On the contrary, excess
avoirdupois seems to be the result In most
cases. Ted is now In Miami, Florida.
DAVE BOYS, formerly with Electrical
Fixtures, has been contributing glamour
somewhere in the South Pacific. He uses
pictures of T.C.F. stars, and we're betting
he gets away with murder. MAXIE GOLDMAN, who reports regularly to "headquarters," says he's on a tropical Island that Is
more like the studios depict, but still no
"Lamarrs" or "Lamours" running around
In sarongs. He says "A guy can go for
months without even seeing any of the
JACK GISH
sex." has become an able repreopposite
sentative of the Medical Replacement
Training Center at Camp Barkeley, Texas.
He has also become a typical Army man
— says it's a dog's life.

RALPH

HANSEN,

now Corporal Han-

sen, with the Engineer's Aviation Camouflage Battalion, Is stationed In Tucson,
Arizona. Says the outfit he's working for
Is still putting on a big show. Also says
mall call In the Army is the highlight of
every day. He wishes us luck.
That accounts for some of our department who are seeing the world by plane,
ship, tank or jeep. More about them later.
Reports on BOB McLAUGHLIN and FRED
LANG very favorable. Bob's recovery has
been miraculous and speedy. Fred will be
back on the job sometime around the first
of October. It'll be great to have these
two swell fellows back on the job once
more.
So "Thirty" then, 'til next time

LACQUER LANE
By BENNY

BENSON

The "Blind Man" is back again! ERNIE
STEWART, American League umpire, has
called his last "bad" one for this season
and has returned to work In the Paint Shop.
Ernie finished his baseball chores early this
year because his son became seriously III.
Naturally there have been many choice
sessions during lunch periods with "Stew"
giving out and WALTER JOLLY delightedly listening in.
If you think your correspondent Is In the
employ
of BOB
WITTENBERG
you plenty
can't
be blamed.
It seems
like Bob gets
of mention in this column — but then, some
people are colorful and some are not and
news Is scarce down here In the "holler."
Now our Robert has gone Into the Army,
so in the future when he Is mentioned, it
won't be for such an accomplishment as
helping our golf team take second place
In the recent tournament but perhaps for
country.
some outstanding deed In defense of his
JACK SMITH Is back again after a long
Illness and we are mighty glad to see him
too. BOB TRABERT will be leaving soon
for the Navy. MAX ANDERSON Is back
at work after a hitch In the Air Corps.
BOB JOLLEY Is still stationed at Clovis,
N. M. Haven't heard from CHARLIE
PERRIN for some time — guess he is doing
big things in Italy. The last report we had
from HARRY HUGHES came from Hawaii. DOTTIE KELLEY reported in recently and says husband DICK may be
dropping In on us any day now. BURNEY
ORT has just returned from Santa Rosa
while RAY GABBARD has taken over the
standby duties there. EDDIE REEVES
should be In the chips when he gets back
from the mid-west location. He Is In
Marlon, Ohio, and there Is nothing there
to spend money on. LADDIE GONCZ
was home on leave a short time ago and
dropped In to see us.
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TIME MARCHES ON
By SPENCER

CLONER

Another summer has passed. The night
air has a sharper tang; we have found It
necessary of late to close our doors after
the sun has gone down; people have
stopped coming In to visit us as If our
office were an oasis In the desert, rapidly
emptying our water Jar. We are going to
miss the freguent gulps and glubs of the
air bubbles as they make their way to the
surface. Especially the delayed-action plop
that occurs when no one Is even close to
the water cooler. The extras and stockgirls are already beginning to take on a
more sedate appearance In dress. We
watched them parade by all season In
shorts and other revealing costumes and
so now we know that — In short — another
summer has passed.
HUMAN
INTEREST: The other day an
employee came to our window and de-

of the opening chapters and on a subseguent night he brought them around. Now,
we are raving hosannas too. If the completed work measures up to what we have
already read, we are certain It will sell.
Mrs. ANDREW DELEUW should be proud
that her driver husband spends most of his
spare time exalting the merits of her
ability. And with so much moral support
from him, her book, "West Is My Heart,"
should definitely be able to hit the book
stalls without any difficulty. We were sorry
to hear that she Injured her hand In an
automobile accident, and hope she will be
In a position to type her way to an early
success.
And so another summer has gone by.
The days are getting shorter and the nights
colder. Our water cooler will be getting

GRAY can think of Is "Getting the Bird."
We hope that by the time the season Is
over all the feathers will be out of his
blood. We want to send out best wishes
for a quick recovery and speedy return to
GEORGE CALLAHAN, who has been out
because of a minor operation. Hope to
see you back soon, George. JESS and
ART are spending a very hard-earned
Location, playing snow birds. I understand
AL LEMAN had so much practice with his
trusty bow and arrow, he is now testing his
skill at deer hunting. Here's wishing you
luck, Al. BEN SOUTHLAND
has been
busy, the past week, moving to Franklin
Canyon, before the winter rains set in.
Your reporter noticed that our department
was well represented at the picnic, and
from what I have heard, everyone had a
wonderful time.

less refills, and Time with a capital "T"
will, with a monotonous regularity, keep
marking off the minutes.

manded to be paid off. The cashier's office
was closed and there was no possible way
we could draw a check for him. It seemed
that he had been waiting for months to get
Into a hospital to undergo an operation.
He finally received a phone call from the
hospital informing him that a bed was
available and that he would have to be
there the following morning. He was short
of money and hence his frantic appeal to
us to be paid off or he would perhaps have
to wait more months of agony before he
could again be admitted. Another fellow
employee went to bat for him and convinced the hospital authorities to admit
him. A bouquet to the fellow who came
to his aid and raspberries, scallions, and
phooeys to hospitals who treat people as
they do because they feel they can always
get another sick sucker to take his place.
A few weeks ago an employee who was
In the habit of spending about ten or
fifteen minutes with us in the wee hours of
the morning suddenly surprised us with the
fact that his wife was engaged In writing
a novel. We persuaded him to filch a few

MECHANICAL EFFECTS NEWS
By DOROTHY

BURKE

First of all, I want to start out by Introducing our new girl In the department, a
cute little redhead by the name of PAT
NATHO. We are very happy to have her
with us and we hope she enjoys her new
home.
Our

boss, LOU

WITTE,

Is as busy as

"SUPERMAN"

these days, what with rigging spill tanks for "Lifeboat," keeping the
olrls happy with their rifles In "Pin Up
Girl" and getting snow to the location of
"The Sull Ivans." No wonder he deserves
the title, with a continuous combination of
things such as these to take care of.
FRED ETCHEVERRY Is at present enjoying a well-earned vacation of fishing and
hunting. Remember Fred, we will be expecting to see proof of your usual success, so good luck.
We want to welcome MILTON OLSEN
back Into the fold. Surely happy to have
you back with us again, Ollle. We wish
to make it known that THERLE SINCLAIR,
who is one of the past members of our
fold. Is now the proud mother of a 7 lb.
13 oz. baby boy. We received a letter
from WARREN HALE the other day and
were Interested to note that all the boys
In his camp enjoyed reading the "Action"
magazine, even though they are not all
from the studio. We hear that BILL
MITTLESTEDT Is now in New York doing
some work for the Navy. You know boys,
we certainly enjoy hearing from you, so

Helen M. DeLeuw, wife of ANDY DELEUW of our
Transportation Department, is now finishing her
latest book entitled "West Is My Heart." The
novel is unusually well-written and we know it will
be a Best Seller.

how's about It? There seems to be quite
a fued going on at present between two
of our boys, LINKOV and MANIFOR. It
seems that Manifor sort of resents being
called son by LInkov, and, of course, it resulted Inboth boys falling in the lake. Now
that the dove season has opened, all BOB

SEPTEMBER 15, 1943
This date, which was the deadline for
filing the first declaration of Estimated
Income and Victory Tax for 1943, the preparation of which caused everybody considerable thought and worry, is now a thing
of the past.
We at the Studio were very fortunate to
have two deputies, Messrs. Edgar C.
Steeves and Alfred J. Topham, from the
office of Judge Harry 0. Westover, the
Collector of Internal Revenue, at Movietone Studio and Western Avenue for a
week to assist employees in preparing their
returns. These gentlemen came to the
Studio through the kindness of Mr. Louis
Leary, who is In charge of the Santa
Monica Office of the Collector of Internal Revenue, and while they were here,
assisted no fewer than 449 of the Studio
personnel.
They were ably assisted by MARIE
LYON at Movietone and by GERTRUDE
FRYE at Western Avenue, who made apviews.
pointments and arranged' for the interWe hope to be able to prevail upon
Mr. Leary to extend this service again
next March, when final returns for 1943
must be filed.

15
October
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a profitable day for some of the adults.
This department was well represented in
the prizes — SOL ISRAELSON won the
$100.00 Bond — In the Horseshoe contest,
"UNCLE BUD" FANNON and EARL WILSON won the doubles — the one and only
WAYNE "RED" RIVERS with the assistance
of JIM JENSEN and the cooperation of
the losers, got third prize. Our boys
didn't do so well In the Tug-o'-War, but
we don't feel It a disgrace to lose to WALTER STROHM's JUICERS. Those boys are
just too good. We met some of the old
gang now In the Service. SERGEANT
STONEY looked very well, also JOE
SCHWARTZ.
We missed a lot of the
fellows, notably EDDIE DECUIR. Here's
hoping we will have you all with us next
year.
Due to the untiring effort of ANTHONY
"TOBY" COLE, MAUREEN O'HARA and
JOEL McCREA are joint sponsors of our
bowling team. The members of the team
sincerely thank these sponsors and promise to bring the cup back to this department this season. Why not come and see
your favorite team In action every Thursday evening? The competition is keen
this season and a visit will assure you a
good evening's enjoyment.
The offer of a War Bond for any ideas
accepted by the Studio pertaining to the
saving of material or personal safety. Is
still available to all employees. This doesn't
mean you have to be a mechanic to qualify— your ideas or suggestions will be accepted. Don't leave it up to a certain few
to get all the Bonds. Your Idea may be
the one the Studio Is looking for. During
the month of August, we didn't have a
single lost-time accident. The Studio Is
anxious to keep up that record, so why
not offer your suggestions — win yourself
a bond — and at the same time help to
avoid accidents?

"Youth of America"

when most of us are

'way past the draft age. Yet, that's how
we feel, and we don't look for any arguments. So, from all of us to all of you, congratulations for the good time afforded
each and everyone who had the opportunity to attend the Picnic though it is
agreed, we did not offer any competition
in any of the events. Just keep your eyes
open for next year — Oh, I'm away ahead
of you, am I— Okey dokey, watch out.
By the way, now that the Bowling League
is about to start and we cannot compete
because our work Interferes with the schedule, or (the schedule interferes with our
work), we will challenge the winner. Games
to be played any Saturday night. Name
your alleys and look out — we're dynamite.
Say folks, we are sorry to state the loss
of MARIE O'FALLON, LETHA
YEAGER and EDNA LEA BROWN.

RHEA
Seems

an epidemic hit our department at one
time. We sincerely hope that they may all
be blessed with a speedy recovery. Only
three nights ago, the "Mighty Mite" CARL
SIMMONS, who laughingly told the writer
to be sure to get home safely, finds that
he himself is under the wraps with three
broken ribs. Still must find out how it all
happened. You know, SHORTY CLEMONS
kicked his ankle out of commission trying
to push a trailer aside. I wonder if the
"Mighty Mite" tried to walk through the
"Bull Pen" without a searchlight — tell the
truth, Carl.
Folks, I promised you the story about our
Slogan, but on advice from someone else,
I beg of you permission to withhold same
until next Issue. Nothing wrong, only I
may have something to add to it that will
really make a scoop and that's what we
want — ACTION. So in the meantime,
"FOR

MERCY'S

SAKE— BUY

A

BOND."

The camera's eye catches EDITH CAHOON
with LAUREL & HARDY.

GO WESTERN
By JACK KESSLER
Success, peace, prosperity, happiness
and longevity — put them all together and
you have some idea of the life of Mr. and
Mrs. PHILLIP FLEISCHER who, on the
sixth of September celebrated their
golden jubilee. This is no theatrical either
but the genuine thing, as the ring of the
voices attested as they greeted us on the
interview. Phil thanked us, which to us was
a laugh because we knew full well that we
and not he were the debtors. Just the
everpresent generous spirit. Here's hoping
for the diamond jubilee, Mr. and Mrs.
Fleischer.
In this column, reference to "we" means
Judy
(my of
typewriter)
me. "Judy"
memory
a cousinand
I used
to punchin
around. My job is to cogitate and create
while Judy's is to state and disseminate.
Two distinguished visitors, personae — Lt.
JACK ROSS, who flew a spitfire for eight
and one half months, and made thirty-five
crossings into France — and Lt. J. G.
HECKRODT, a friend of Jack's, who is an
aviation instructor at (military secret) field,
together stormed into Western Avenue

OUT OF THE WASTE BASKET
By PAUL

Studio one day last week — yes stormed.
Mounting a ten foot parallel and having it
drawn along tha outside of the crowd was
the only way we could get an interview,
but we learned more in five minutes about
Spitfires, German 109s, Grumman and
Torpedo bombers than we could tabulate
here in ten hours — or something. God

F. COOK

Here we are again nearing the deadline
and apologizing because we had not one
entry in any of the Athletic Events at the
Picnic. Oh yes, we were going to do
wonders, but you see, our old Uncle Sam

speed you Lieutenants.
Framed:

came stepping along and said, "I want you,
and you, and you. So there we were,
minus our "Great Champs." First, we lost
BILL CLEMENTS, one of the Speediest
Track Stars any Junior College in Southern
California ever introduced. In the swim-

McADAM

rushes up

same stunt saying — all in one breath, "Why
does a chicken cross the road to get on

ming events, we pictured JOHNNY "BUD"
WIESER stretching his arms from one end
of the pool to the other and coming home
a winner. But, as 'twas stated before, the
boys are now in uniform, and God bless
them for we know they surely will do their
part in upholding the traditions of the
Youth of America. Seems funny to say

CAPTAIN

shouting, "People are nuts. They laugh at
everything they think is funny" and dashes
away. WILFRED DEYOUNG
pulls the

the other side." But the funny part of that
one is that he (the chicken) didn't, he got
run down
Then HELEN COCHRANE,
Pvt. Allen E. Adler, the son of AARON "SHORTY"
ADLER, is now stationed at Camp Texas, attending
A & M College. "Shorty" is proud of his handsome
son. But, who wouldn't be?

with her ready wit and pleasant smile, rings
the phone and before we can answer pulls
the plug. We thought we were in an institution but UD to now, didn't know what
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kind. What MAURIE WAITE did we cannot print. . . . Sorry.
Our sympathy goes out to FAWN
FARRAR whose son was lost in a plane
crash since the last edition of this publication. Although not acquainted with SGT.
GRIPES, his being a son of Fawn is sufficient proof of his qualifications.
Something to ponder: "This above all,
to thine own self be true, then it shall follow as the night the day, thou canst not
then be false to any man." (Shakespeare)
Plenty of good material there for the gray
matter, my friends.
LESTER BERRY, our idea of tops in personality lists, was at Western on an assignment this week. His pleasant manner rates
with the best. Here's to more like Les.
Not only in our spare moments but all
the time, let's keep in mind the boys out
there slugging it out.

lations Von — I'll bet there are a lot of sad
young ladies throughout the land.
Warrant Officer JACK WARREN, of
the Navy Aerial Photographic Corps, spent
a few days of his leave with SAM GODFREY on Sam's boat at Balboa. Incidently,
Sam has the boat sailing again, after a
year of hard work on it— it stayed together tool!what we will do when FREDDIE
I wonder
RICHTER runs out of vegetables? He has
certainly kept us well supplied. Thank you,
Freddie.
RALPH HAMMERAS and crew, AL
IRVING, HARRY DAWE, JACK EPSTEIN,
JACK McEVOY and FREDDIE RICHTER,
are now known as the Sersen Sea Scouts —
the amount of crawling in and out of rowboats they have been doing these last six
weeks has given them a nice rolling gait —
anyone noticed?
Ask DAVE

PRESTON

GROUP

V

GROUP

VI

GROUP

VII Research, Music, Dialogue
Transcription Departments
RUTH FOX,

GROUP

KEARNEY STEFFENSON,
partments.
DWIGHT R. JACKSON,
PAUL GELLER
GROUP

HODIAK

and some

of the eighty stenog

raphers who voted him their "Pin-up" boy.

SERSEN

20th Century-Fox Studio Office

Purchasing, Transportation
and Set Construction Depts.
MAE McGUIRE,
BETTY BOW,

Employees' Group

ROBERT

SHOTS
Cy VIRGINIA

GOVERNORS
GODFREY

Saturday, September 18th, was a
rather sad day in the Special Photoment. We had to say "adios" to MAX
DE VEGA. Max's genial personality and
wonderful sense of humor has always
been a delight to me and all of his friends,
and I think everyone at the Studio will miss
him. We wish him all kinds of good luck
and a pleasant journey to both he and the
charming Mrs. de Vega.
We are also going to lose, and miss very
much, JIMMY GORDON, our very nice
and 'special extra cameraman.
LT. RAY KELLOGG'S visit was brief but
interesting. He looked fine and had the
most amazing trip home from Sicily — via
the rest of the world. It was nice to see
you again, Ray.
Had a letter from Technical Sergeant
HERB STEWART from the Marine Base at
Quantico. Herb is doing very well for himself and seems to like it a lot. Mrs. Stewart
and young Herb, Jr., are with him.
MENRAD VON MULLDORFER, late of
the Sersen Department and now an Aerial
Photographer with the Army Air Corps,
and Miss Jean Willis were married a few
weeks ago at Colorado Springs, Colo.,
where Von has been stationed. Congratu-

STANHOPE

VIII Insert, Commissary, Maintenance, Laboratory, Cutting,
Police, Drapery, Projection,
Property, Dardrobe, Electric,
Camera, Effects, Film Loading, Film Library, Special Effects and Set Estimating De-

about the "Song

Newly elected Officers and Governors
for the 1943-44 term are as follows:
President
ALICE OLCOTT
Vice-PresidentRUTH DUNLAP
Secretary-Treasurer. . . CECILE FARRELL
Asst. Secretary-Treasurer. . . .CHALMERS

GROUP

I

Finance and Accounting
DON BOYD,
RALPH KASH,
RUTH ROSANDER,
MARVIN BRANNON,
LORETTA HIGGINS

GROUP

II

Executive Secretaries, Legal,

IX

ARCHER
y

ARBITRATION

COMMIHEE

RALPH KASH, MIKI McGUIRE, MAY
STANHOPE, MARVIN BRANNON, BEN
ROSENMAYER, EVE GOLDEN, ALICE
OLCOTT.
YEARLY GUILD DUES OF $1.00, (JULY
1943-JULY 1944), ARE PAYABLE NOW.
IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY DONE
SO, KINDLY SEND YOUR DOLLAR TO
CECILE FARRELL, ROOM 14, URBAN
BUILDING. ALL OFFICE EMPLOYEES
ARE ELIGIBLE TO BELONG TO THE
GUILD, SO JOIN NOW!

Casting, First Aid and Welfare, Writer's Supervisory,
Story, Art and Production
Departments
JANE (MIKI) McGUIRE,
MARJORIE UPSTILL,
DOMINICA TIERNEY,
ORA HUNTER,
EDITH FLYNN
GROUP

III Writer's
retaries and Director's SecLOUELLA MacFARLANE,
EVE GOLDEN,
HELEN KURTZ,
ROSE MOSER.
MAUDE SMYTHE

GROUP

IV Telephone, Telegraph, Reception Room, Mail Room
and Printing Departments
WM. N. AUSTIN,
ELEANOR SPIES,
MARY GORDON

I

Stenographic Department
BEN ROSENMAYER,
LORRIE PORTER,
RUTH BELLAS,
ESTELLE TRACER,
WENONAH GRACIE,
ESTHER AVERALL

MAY

of IBernadette."
wish I had a dime for every time the
telephone rings over here. We welcome
two new members to the department —
JOE FARLEY and BILL ABBOTT.

JOHN

Publicity, Fan Mall, Publicity
Stills Departments
MADGE INMAN

WINSTON strides
"WIN"
out. LEVEREH

r
October
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LEHERS FROM OUR BOYS
IN THE SERVICE
Dear Studio Employees

Buying
You

YOUR

Aug. 17.

From

Sorry that I haven't written to you all
for so long but I have really been very
busy and have had little time to even
think about writing. Things are easing up
a little now though, so I thought I had
better let you know that I still think of
the old gang. I just received the latest

showed him the "Action" last night and
we had a great time going over all the
names of people we remembered working
with. I Imagine a lot more of the old
gang have left since I saw you all the last
time I was there. I've heard about some
of the fine work the camera boys have
been doing but knew they would If they
were given a chance. It's bad enough
standing around during some of the actions but winding a camera at the same
time is something else. We're all very
proud of our new "baby" and think only
of the day when we can really prove how
good she really is.
I still think the good old West Coast
Is about the best place on Earth and
would sure like to get back there and settle down again. My wife isn't very thrilled about the East and thinks she'll stay
put if she ever gets home to San Francisco again. We have gone through some
pretty cold weather in the last few months
and were not set for it when we arrived.
Just when we became accustomed to the
weather, it turned hot and we were right
back where we started. I haven't got
much news to tell you that Is writable
but one of these days in the very near
future, I hope, I'll give you all the dope.
I've been on the beach now for about 10
months and am afraid that I have about
lost my sea legs but think I will get them
back very shortly. We're going about 18
hours a day now with very little sleep but
everyone is busy and enjoys their work so
I think we'll all make out all right.
Haven't had much time to go to the
movies lately so haven't had a chance to
keep up with the TCF productions. Suppose you are quite busy though as everyone likes to see a good movie, especially
the Navy. Well, I think I have said
enough for now so will close and hope to

Mail

Your

When

Think

of

CLOTHES
Order
N. Y.

So Why

Send

Houses

Away

in

For

Stamps

right in your

commu-

nity there is an up-to-date
Stamp Shop to cater to
your stamp needs.

copy of "Action" and missed the Camera
column. Don't tell me you are too busy
to put a little dope out about all the boys.
I did see the pictures of Earl and Mac
though so that there was a little Camera

Dept, represented. I don't know whether
I told you or not about one of the boys
from re-recordIng being on the same ship
with me. I know that some of the boys
remem ber COTCHEFER who used to be
in the maintenance shop with PAUL
HEINE (?) and GEORGE STUART. He
is head of a dept, on the ship and is now
a Lieut. Comdr. and is doing very well. I

Wouldn’t

VIllAGE STAMP SHOP
1091

Gayley Ave., Westwood
Phone:

.Scott Specialty Albums from Central
Europe, Eastern and Southern Europe,

will stop in and say hello. Give my reing.
gards to all the gang and keep 'em roll-

Germany and Colonies, Northern Europe, Italy and Colonies, Scandinavia
and Finland, Independent Countries of
Asia, Central America and Mexico,
South America and Latin West Indies.

The old speed ball,
GRAHAM

Sept. 6, 1943.

Hello Gang:

All Studio

I'm usually mobbed when the gum arrives
bul always manage to get at least two
packages.
The Studio "mag" Is worth Its weight
In gold. After I get through reading it. It
goes all over the ship. I sure have a lot of
funny questions to answer. This would be
a publicity man's paradise. BETTY GRABLE
Is nearly driving me crazy. Wish she were
here to answer for herself.

Collectors
Invited

thanks for sending the gum,

cig-

arettes and "ACTION" Magazine. I don't
suppose I need say just how much it means
to me to receive them. It's a genuine
pleasure to read the magazine and be able
to keep In touch with my friends at the
Studio. And, also, to read what Is going
on there.
While I am not so very far away, those
furloughs are few and far between. I hope
when I get my next one that I will be able
to come out and thank you in person for
all the many kindnesses shown me.
Best regards to everyone and a special
Sincerely,
"Hello"
to Kathleen Ridgeway.

SHORES, of the Transportation Department, Is aboard with me so, between the
two of us, let me tell you — Twentieth Century Fox Is away out In front.

Cordially

Dear Friends:
Many

It's been a long time since I've written,
so here goes tor a short note. I want to
thank you again for the smokes and gum.

Village

3-4777

At the present time we are breaking up
a fifteen volumme collection mounted in

hear from you all very soon. If 1 ever get
close to Westwood in the near future, I

BOB

ARizona

GORDON

FORBES.

August 9, 1943.
Boulder City, Nevada.

i miss just one thing in the magazine.
How come the "Green Gang" doesn't
have a little gab In there somewhere? A
lot of my old gang are in the service.
Would like to hear from them.
I've written the boys in the Nursery
gang a couple of times but so far no
answer. Til have to take care of "Nick"
and his boys in good fashion when I get
home.
Must say goodbye now and good luck.
Thanks again for everything.

Dear Studio Club:
A

bit late writing you but I certainly

appreciate your thoughtfulness to us boys
in the Service.
Have
and

been

receiving cigarettes, gum

"ACTION"

regularly and

appreciate them.
Sure miss the old gang
Yours to
truly,
regards
them.

certainly

at Fox and best

Yours sincerely,
PFC. GORDON
ARNOLD
U.S.S. Cascade

LOSEY.

D. WILLIAMS.

July 26, 1943.
Camp Livingston, Louisiana.
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The

DOUBLE

FEATURE

IN DIAMONDS

Aug. 23, 1943.

Dear Friends:

Just a line from one of the boys who has
been on the receiving end of the many
gifts from the Studio Club. I have read

AT PHILLIPS

IS HERE TO STAY

the many letters of thanks in "Action," but
they can never express the warm feeling
that each remembrance brings with it. For
we who are away, look back at the Studio
as a kind of home where many pleasant
hours were spent and many fine friends still
there.

Six former Hollywood technicians, now serving with
the U. S. Marines in the South Pacific, are caricatured by one of their group. Left to right: Staff
Sergeant Stewart H. Brown; Corporal John W.
Smithson (not mentioned in story); Staff Sergeant

ONLY 10% OF ALL
DIAMONDS ARE AS
BRILLIANT AS OURS
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

personnel

who

are

Henry F. "Jimmy" Stephens; Corporal John R.
McDermott, the artist; Sergeant James A. Will
and Technical Sergeant Herman A. Blumenthal.

acquainted with PHILLIPS jeweler's quality standards and better prices, will tell

Brown,

you that this double-feature brings them
back again and again for their gift

Stephens

and

Blumenthal

are

ex-20th

Cen-

tury Fox men.

purchases.
This is a consistent policy which governs
every article in our half-million dollar
stock of frne diamonds, watches, silverware, jewelry and gifts.
Our

discounts

are

not available

to the

general public, so please bring
studio club card when you come.
It's not too
selections.
Send

early to

make

It isn't until one is away that you realize
how many friends you have made and how
close you have become attached to them
and how much they mean to you.
I am sending a picture of myself on our
camera boom. I know it will get a lot of
laughs when they know what equipment we
have here. You might tell them that I get

your

Christmas

a gift to your buddyin the Service

Wm. L PHILLIPS CO.

"flight pay" when up in this thing.
So in closing, let me express my heartfelt thanks for all your kindness and good
thought.
Chief A. J. WITHERS.
Anacostia, D. C.

Jewelers, Importers, Mfrs\ Distributors
7th Floor, Metropolitan
315

W.

Bldg.

Fifth St., Los Angeles
Daily 10-6

I

Central Casting Corporation has advised
our Casting Office that they are having
difficulty in securing an adequate number of people to meet studio requirements, and it is their belief there are a
number of employees of our studio who
have relatives or friends who might be
interested in doing extra work.
This is understood to be purely on a
casual basis and only in the event that
waivers are obtained from the Screen Actor'slist
Guild for
that extra
Central
on this
work.Casting will call
The Studio Club

believes that .this is

an opportunity for employees or friends
of employees to pick up a little extra
money, at rates paid under the ProducersScreen Actors Guild Contract.
Any employee who has a relative or
friend in mind, please send a note to our
Casting Officfe giving their name, address,
sex, age (not under 18), telephone number,
social security number. In turn, their
name will be sent in to Central Casting
who will contact them at such ia time as
when

they aremeeded.

> -

was "How Green Was My Valiev."
Next comes Staff Sergeant HENRY F.
"JIMMY" STEPHENS, of 6113 Harold
Way, Hollywood, who also was a 20th Century-Fox man. "Jimmy" doesn't know how
he came by his nickname. He's a little,
partially bald, guy who doesn't say much
and grins a lot unless he's aroused. He was
foreman in the Plaster Shop for 20th Century-Fox, and according to his buddies
ness.
here, was just about the best in the busiAnother 20th Century-Fox man on this
"War Lot" is Staff Sergeant STEWART
H. BROWN of North Hollywood. Short

MEN IN SERVICE

EXTRAS NEEDED

with a soft-spoken
"Herm"
was
attached
to the Artmanner.
Department
of 20th
Century-Fox in research, set designing and
general office work. His last big picture

By S/SGT. MAURICE

E. MORAN

and
featured,
has ofwavy
brownsharp
hair which
would"Brownie"
be the envy
any

Somewhere in the South Pacific — rnen
behind the scenes, whose talent made many

woman. He's a miniature expert and helped
create the fantastic devices employed by

of Hollywood's greatest film spectacles
possible in former years, today are putting
their technique to use in a drama bigger

EDDIE

than
any
war.

movie

These men

ever

conceived — global

are also behind the scenes in

war, but as in Hollywood, their work is
vastly Important. Without it, operations
against the enemy out here would be seriously impaired. Their work has to do with
maps and map making.
The men are U. S. Marines who gave up
lucrative positions as technicians in the
film industry to do their bit for their country as enlisted men. When their technical
talents are not in immediate demand, they
stand watches and man guns like any other
Leatherneck.
Among them are craftsmen who were regarded as tops, or near tops, in their fields
in Hollywood. For instance, there's Technical Sergeant HERMAN
A. BLUMENTHAL, of 738 South Burnside Street, Los
Angeles, a

cultured, well-educated

chap

CANTOR

in "All Baba

Goes

to

Sergeant James A. Will of Hollywood
and Corporal John R. McDermott are two
former Walt Disney men who in their spare
time can still turn out cartoons and caricatures that produce real laughs down here.
Town."
The "Hollywood gang" is proud to be in
uniform, and there is little doubt that the
movie-going public will benefit in countless ways when these men bring their new
stocks of knowledge and experience back
to their old jobs.

FOR

SALE

IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES
Pedigreed — Registered A.K.C.
Finest Bloodlines
Beauties
Three Months Old
Clyde Carruth
Dick Carruth
Ext. 394
Ext. 394
GLadstone 4729

October

19

1943

OUR SERVICE REPORTER REPORTS
By HENRY

ARNSTEIN

As a man who Is financially unable to afford a Cook's Tour, I consider myself fortunate In having visited seven countries in
the past three months. That now brings up
my total to thirteen. I hope that Isn't going to be an unlucky number, for I have
fond ambitions of seeing a few more.
Egypt may be the [and of the Pharaohs
but Palestine Is certainly the land of the
Furloughs. The Innumerable religious shrines
in the Holy Land have Inspired the awe
and curiosity down the ages and have been
points of biblical interest for American soldiers whom the war has brought to the
Middle East.
I have just returned from Palestine where
I spent most of my furlough time. I had
also a cursory glance of soufhern Syria and
the pleasure of crossing the River Jordon
to enter the Arab country of Trans-Jordan.
It was Inevitable that many of the Impressions gathered on this trip were not
directly concerned with war activities. Palestine— Moses called It the Promised Land
— is the home of the Jews although the
Arabs have claimed It for thirteen centuries. Great Britain had obtained from the
League of Nations a mandate to govern
this country and they encouraged the Jewish people everywhere to settle there. Persecution and discrimination which has made
the life Intolerable for them the world over
caused them to accept; economic misery
was still another deciding factor which
brought legions of Jews to colonize there.
Strife and upheavals have been a part of
the story of Palestine: it has been a story
of blood-curdling drama. The controversial
situation and massacres of the Jews and
Arabs are not forgotten memories. Even
today one can sense the hatred which festers under the surface between Jews and
Moslems. One can still see the ruinous signs
of Its trouble-laden history. Still to be seen
are the ruins that bear mute testimony of
the sacking and despoliation to which this
country has been subjected during countless crusades.
The Jewish immigrants had initiative and
determination and they expanded the economic and Industrial life of the entire country. Bringing prosperity to Palestine was a
thing the Arabs could not do and would
not do. These Arabs were not dispossessed
as they still believe; their land and lives
were improved by progressive people who
worked hard for a better standard of living. And they succeeded. Standards of life
and rates of wages were Improved. Employment increased. Great areas of
swampy, malaria land were made habitable while other desolated ground was
made to produce a variety of fruits and
vegetables.
From mountainous Syria to Haifa, the
road bends around corrugated ranges and
slices across sweeping plains like an asphalt knife. I spent one night in Haifa, a

HENRY

crescent-shored city whose buildings rise
out of the side of a mountain which Is
known as Mt. Carmel. On the following
day I toured to Nazareth and then to Tiberias where I swam In the lake known In
Bible days as the Sea of Galilee.
Before long, I visited Tel Aviv by the
sea. This is the largest and most modern
city In Palestine and is a sharp contrast to
the city In which I am now quartered. Tel
Aviv with its wide, clean streets looks more
American than any other city I've yet seen
in this part of the world. Nobody accosts
you on the streets for baksheesh, no wogs
with tarboushs or kuflas or turbans on their
heads are to be seen in the commercial
center, and the place overflows with smartly dressed women. Overlooking the Mediterranean, besides the sea front where
promenaders throng dally, are outdoor
cafes. There is a blackout at night but entertainment goes on just the same, and
waiters serve you by the light of flashlights. On nearly every street corner you
can buy boiled corn on the cob. Newsstands have on sale newspapers from so
many countries that their mastheads read
like the Index to an Atlas. You can get the
Moscow News or a seven-month-old New
York Times. There are seven theaters and

ARNSTEIN

one Woolworth's Store. In Tel Aviv I drank
my first glass of milk In nine months.
On the road to Jerusalem you ride over
the "Seven Sisters." This Is a series of hairpin turns which have no special historical
significance but always draws remarks from
travelers. I visited Mt. Scopus, the Tomb
of Rachel, Hebrew University, Garden of
Gethsemane, and many other sacred spots.
In doing so I experienced a deep emotion
In treading the ground hallowed by so
many people down the centuries.
Jerusalem Is two cities; the new and the
old. The new boasts swanky shops with expensive merchandise, several theaters, of
which the Zion Hall is the most popular,
and the palatial King David Hotel. At the
Cafe Europe you can watch the Jerusalem
jitterbugs get "hep" or hear an Austrian
pianist
play "The Russian
Rose."wall
Thethree
old
city
Is surrounded
by a stone
miles long on each side. There are eight
gates of which the best known are Damascus, Lion's, Herod's and Jaffa. Within the
old city are narrow (15 feet wide) cobblestone and grimy streets. The first impact
of these streets strikes the nostrils before
It does the eye. Walking in the market
places one finds an odor that assails the
nose with a stifling stench. Everywhere I

J. B. GOOD
20TH CENTURY
BOX 900

BEVERLY

FOX

STUDIO
Entered as second

HILLS,

class

matter at the Post Office,

CALIF.

Los Angeles, Calif., under
Act of March 3, 1879.

walked I seemed to be going down or
climbing up steps. Labyrinths of houses
flank the uneven streets which were more

three rest over the cavern where Mary
brought forth her first born son and laid
Him In a manger.

passages than they were streets. I followed
Via Dolorosa along the Stations of the
Cross from the Chapel of Saint Anne to
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre which
Is at the site of the cruslfixlon. In the

My trip In the Holy land was concluded
with another stop-over at the Atara Hotel
in Tiberias. The swim In the calm and fresh

Church of the Holy Sepulchre I noticed
that Quentin Reynolds, the correspondent
of Colliers Magazine, was also sight-seeing
there. And there was much to be seen.
The church contained jewelry and precious
stones that were worth about twenty million dollars. I left here and headed for the
famous Walling Wall which the Jews venerated as a fragment of their ancient Temple. On the way I passed bazaar after bazaar. They were like stalls and offered
leather souvenirs, pottery, cheap trinkets,
scarfs, and food like atab bread, spices,
cucumbers and watermelons. These crooked

water was one of the most enjoyable experiences ofthe journey. The land of Palestine, Trans-Jordan and Syria reaches
down to the waters of Lake Tiberias and
its peaceful atmosphere
that a war Is on.

Hello, All:

you send me and also for the "ACTION"
magazine.
News from the Studio Is very hard to
get, as no one there seems to have much

baggy pants, close-fitting at the ankles and
droopy at the seat. There Is a legend that
Allah will be born of a male and since nobody knows which male will be designated,
they all wear the bag to hold the Infant
when It Is born.

guess I just can't take It.
My visit to the Studio In July was very
enjoyable and as I had lunch with my boss,
MR. JOE HIRIGOYEN and had my picture taken with HARRY CAREY, I was

route you pass the flat plain where David
knocked out Goliath with a slIng-shot and
you also wind around Shepherds Field
which Is two miles from the spot Christ Is
said to have been born. Except for the
Church of Nativity, the little town of Bethlehem is nothing much to write home
about. Looking like a fortress at first
glance, the Church of Nativity Is actually
three churches In one — Church of All Nalions. Greek Catholic and Saint Catherine,
a Catholic church with gleaming candelabra and delicately carved altars. These

22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

Aug. 26, 1943.

Dear Friends:

Just a few lines to let you know that I
sure appreciate the gum and cigarettes

time to write, so "ACTION"
of Information.

After a short trip to Trans-Jordan where
the Arab police wear yellow cloths over
their heads, held In place by a black cord
over the crown, went to Bethlehem. En

La Cienega Lanes

makes you forget

streets were partially covered and were
choked with women swathed In veils who
carried whatever they had on a head that
could balance anything. Apparently most
of the women spend the better part of
their lives pregnant. The Arab men wore

The next morning I breakfasted at my hotel and proceeded to Jerico where a crummy looking cocktail bar out In the sun held
more allure than the remains of the wall
that once crumbled down. In the distance
was the Dead Sea. I always thought you
swam there but you dont; you float more
than anything else because the water Is so
salty that a splash of It In your eyes temporarily blinds them.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

Is my medium

The heat here gets unbearable as
I am on the field six to eight hours a day
giving lectures on Combat Principles. I

the envy of all the men In camp.

Chief Boatswain Mate M. M. THEON
of the Electrical Department also sends his
thanks and best regards to the Studio
Club and to all the old timers In the Electrical Department.
It looks like a boat ride In a few months.
Sure hope so. I've been here ten months
and everything going on over there.
My son, Wallace, has been In North
Africa since November 8th and Is now In
Sicily. He is a Lieutenant in the Army Engine rs. I am afraid he is going to have
an awful lot to tell his dad when he comes
home but then maybe I will have a few

things to tell him also by that -lime.
Thanks a million, and If any of the gahg
feels like writing, here It Is.
W. D. KERN, C. M. M.
Auqust 1, 1943.
Williamsburg, Virginia.

FOR

SALE

1930 Ford Coupe, $175.00. See Bert
Ross, arranger C. Spivak Band, Lasky
Building, Ext. 667.

Well, here I am somewhere in England
with the Eighth Air Force, but I would much
rather be somewhere In Brooklyn with the
Dodgers.
Things are

looking up

here

and

It

shouldn't be too long before we are back
In the good old States.
I'm getting to be quite the tea hound,
believe It or not, I have It whenever I get
the chance and like It.
I am playing golf each Sunday with the
American Red Cross golf team out of
London. Doing what they call "building up
Anglo-American relationship." We play
some of the best players and on some of
the best courses In England. So far, we
have won 13 out of 15 matches.
On

the other hand, we have plenty of

work to do during the balance of the week
and I don't mean fooling around. Still, we
were lucky to land here In dear old Jolly.
I met Lt. TROY

ORR

In London

a few

weeks back and at the present time I'm
trying to get in touch with Lt. FRED FOX.
It's raining today but our Forts went out
just the same to drop the Jerries their eggs
for breakfast. They should be back about
noon.

I miss the Studio and all the people working there but want to thank you all for the
cigarettes and gum. Also the magazine,
"Action." It's swell of you all to remember
us fellows.

There are a lot of things I'd like to write
you about but It seems the censor doesn t
like it. All I can say is that things are gcmg
think it
big way
along
will
be in
tooa long
now. and I don t
Well cherrio now. I'll be seeing you all
soon.
SGT. JOHN

T. ANDERSON.
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Laboratory Developer Feted at Buffet Dinner

Eol, 2)

Oman

Warm tribute was paid to a group of
studio technicians at a buffet-dinner held
at the 20th Century-Fox Studio Laboratories, Sunset and Western, Los Angeles,
on Thursday, October 14.
The inspiration for the dinner was the
completion of a modern developing machine which has been in the process of
building for two years. It was constructed
by a group of 20th Century-Fox technical
experts who were honor guests. There was
a demonstration of the processing machine
for the entertainment and information of
the guests.
Heading the list of technicians who were
honored at the dinner were MICHAEL
LESHING, Superintendent of the Laboratory; BENJAMIN C. ROBERTSON, Foreman of the Camera Shop at "Western
Avenue"; ARTHUR B. CHATELAIN and
ROBERT C. STEVENS, the Engineers who
designed and drafted the developing machine; and ROBERT L. GUNN, 20th Century-Fox Patent Attorney.
The new developing machine provides
for uniformity in development of all studio films. It operates on the principle of
agitation and turbulation of the developing solution to overcome the deleterious
effect of so-called film emulsion "drag."
The machine embodies several new features of construction which give It a precision and efficiency of operation hitherto
unattainable In machines of this type. One
of these features resides In the arrangement of parts whereby a precise and predetermined tension is maintained in the
film throughout the entire length of the
film in the tank and drying compartment.
When the machine is operating, there
Is close to a mile of fim In the tank and
dryer, and even though the fIm is traveling
at the speed of ninety feet per minute, the
pull on the film at no time exceeds eight
and one-half ounces at any point.
As the film is Introduced Into the tank,
it Is fed through a metering device which
permits only a certain amount of film to
pass per second. At the opposite end of
the drying compartment, there Is an automatic film take-up which operates to take

A -festimonial bufFet dinner was tendered Mr. MIKE LESHING of the Laboratory and the studio technicians who helped perfect our new developing machine. Pictured above is the group of studio executives, department heads, producers and others who attended this affair.

up the film at a certain tension regardless
of stoppages In the winding arrangement.
This device also embodies a non-rollback
which. In conjunction with a novel elevator,
permits the take-up reel to be changed
without disturbing the normal tension In
the film.
In the developing tank, a new method of
turbulation and agitation is used which
consists of applying the solution to the
emulsion side of the film through submerged jets which are arranged to strike
the film with sufficient force to set up a
local agitation and turbulation that washes
the spent bromide out of the emulsion and
accelerates development without the usual
directional effect. In tests it has been
found that the directional effect has been
substantially eliminated. The tanks used
in this process are full tanks and do not
operate with spray jet.
The new system is used for picture film

only at the present time. Sound track film
is developed in another type of processing machine wherein the directional effect
Is canceled out by a counterflow arrangement of developing solution brought about
by spraying the solution on both sides of
the top roll so that the solution runs down
over both strands of the film in a turbulated and agitated condition.
The new machine Is designed to operate
at a maximum speed of 150 feet per minute and Is equipped with a hydromanometer which shows the film speed accurately
to within one-half foot per minute.
In the drying compartment, Hercullte
glass has been used throughout, which permits visual inspection of the film. This
glass Is one-quarter Inch plate which can
be hammered heavily with metal without
fracturing or denting.
The drying compartment is equipped
throughout with Ingenious fluorescent safe
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Action

WITTE, ED SNYDER, ED HANSEN, FR^
SERSEN, BILL GIRARD, DR. HARRY
MARTIN, TED FRAZER, MERWIN TRAVIS.
WM. KRUSE, and MARVING STAHL.
Producers present included SOL M.
WURTZEL, ISLIN AUSTER, ANDRE DAVEN, S. P. EAGLE, KENNETH MacGOWAN, JOHN STAHL, and LAMAR
TROTTI.
Cameramen included G. CLARKE, L.
SHAMROY, E. PALMER, G. MacWILLIAMS, L. BALLARD, L. ANDRIOT, J.
MacDONALD, J. LA SHELLE, H. JACKSON, N. BRODINE, PEVERELL MARLEY.
and A. MILLER.
Eastman Kodak was represented by John
G. Capstaff and Emery Huse while from
Brulatours came Edward O. Blackburn,
George Gibson, and Bud Courcier. The
studio's Western Avenue machine shop
delegation consisted of BEN ROBERTSON,
A. B. CHATELAIN, JOHN CUNNINGHAM, ULRICH FISCHER, E. E. RUSSELL,
and CHARLES WILSON. From the laboratory of 20th Century-Fox came HENRY
GOLDFARB, THOMAS INGMAN, R. H.
THOMPSON, JOHN FRITCH, FRED DEWITT, and SAM GOLDBLATT.

The new film developing machine.

tomatic fader attachment for printing In
dissolves of predetermined length on the
conventional printer.

lights conveniently arranged at the top and
bottom of the film strands to supply sufficient light for visual inspection at all times.
ROBERT L. GUNN, patent attorney for
20th Century-Fox, has filed application for
patents on the new type of machine used
for developing sound track film. Another
application will be filed on an automatic
film take-up used in conjunction with the
machine for processing picture film.
Other patents secured on film processing printing apparatus are:
1. A patent on the arrangement of the
printing light so the light may be adjusted
to yield a differential In printing light Intensity not heretofore obtainable.
An
2. Another patent is pendingothon an auer
pa
te
nt
Is
th

Union representatives invited were Novel Crutcher and John Martin of the
laboratory and M. Wayne, representing
the machinists. Others present were M. A.
Waite, James Jensen and Fred Signor.
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SCHREIBER, FRED METZLER, COL. JASON JOY, JACK CODD, R. L. HOUGH,
MAX GOLDEN, FRED MEYER, V. J.
CHRISTENSEN, HARRY BRAND, ROBERT GUNN, WILLIAM PERLBERG, LOUIS
de ROCHEMONT, R. C. STEVENS, DAN
CLARK, HECTOR DODS, LOUIS J.
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Mr. MIKE LESHING explains operation of our
new developing machine to Mr. FRED L. METZLER
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CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH BILLMYER
What goes on in our Cafe this month
starts with our telephone operator RUTH
BELLAS. She sits at her desk just In front
of the door, and as you enter, Ruthle
smiles, gets a mental picture of you either
with horns or wings, then watches where
you sit. There isn't anyone she doesn't
seem to know, so when the phone rings,
she's quick on the trigger and knows just
where to locate you before your party
hangs up. This gal Is regular; will shoot
her last dollar on a chance to win. Warning

ng

— Don't suggest Gin Rummy.
We are all grieved by fhe passing of
our pretty waitress LILLIAN LESKA of the
Coffee Shop following a tonsilectomy. Our
deepest sympathy goes to her family in
Omaha, Nebraska.
We continue to be busy In the Cafe with
five pictures going. "Four Jills in a Jeep"
gives you a slant on CAROLE LANDIS'
experience In Africa. You see, she is coauthor of this story and also plays one of
the leads. However, she didn't enter the
Cafe in her Jeep as she did on the stage
In New York.
Last month the waitresses were trying to

understand French from all the extras in the
"Song of Bernadette" production. Their
orders were just becoming understandable
when the Purple Heart was cast, and now
they are struggling with the Chinese lingo.
FERN FRENCH is back after a long illness. They almost decided to amputate
her leg, but her courage and faith won
out. Now she is back on the job almost
as good as ever.
JUANITA just can't win. She took her
long looked-forward-to vacation only to be
confined at home with the nasty flu. She
says,
"Ohgoes
well,on.next year Is another one."
So time

The Voice

oi the Lot

MAKEUP DEPARTMENT
By EDDIE SOWDERS
If you were +o pass through the Makeup
Department this Monday morning — say
around 6:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. — you may
hear Mr. PEARCE, our department head,
instructing his men that Mr. MILESTONE
is just starting his picture titled "Purple
Heart" in which he is using Chinese peoto portray
Japanese
"Now
hereple is
what we
want. characters.
RAY ROMERO,
you take RICHARD LOO, put on a very
thin beard, highlights and shadows, gray
his hair, and don't forget that upper set
of teeth. SKIPPER BRIDEN, you do KEY
CHANG. He gets a small (zits) chin piece,
age him down, shadows, highlights, and
grayPETER
his hair."
And soLEE
on down
line
to
CHONG,
TUNG theFOO,
MOY MING, JOSEPH KIM, PAUL FUNG,
ALLEN JUNG. KURT KATCH. BENSON
FONG, BEAL WONG, GARALAGA,
NESTER PIAVA, GREGORY GAY, IGOR
DALGORUKI. "Give me H. T. TSIANG.
DICK SMITH, you have the only lovely
lady that works with them. Miss TALA
BIRELL." By this time, we are looking for
an extra makeup chair, when on top of
this, in comes WELLMAN'S cast of "Buffalo Bill" which means chairs for JOEL
McCREA. THOMAS MITCHELL. MATT
BRIGGS, GEORGE
LESSY, TONY
QUINN, MORONI OLSEN, and FRANK
FENTON. Also, the HITCHCOCK company arrives with TALLULAH BANKHEAD, MARY ANDERSON. WALTER
SLEZAK, JOHN HODIAK, WILLIAM
BENDIX, and doubles for the above which
is the cast for "Lifeboat". STAHL must
get In here some place with his cast for
"Eve of St. Mark" with ANN BAXTER,
RUTH NELSON, and WILLIAM EYTHE.
Then there Is a little matter of LLOYD
BACON making "The Sullivans" with a
cast of SELENA ROYALE, THOMAS
MITCHELL and a few black eyes on some
of the boys, besides six mothers to makeup.
So you see, the Makeup Department has
Its troubles too. The answer still Is, get
them on that set at 9 a.m., hot or cold,
with or without chairs. So, I guess we'll
have to "chair up". Soo Long, Fuey.

American Legion Post No. 563 presents checks to tobacco company representatives for cigarettes to our
boys in Service. From I. to. r. Past Commander LOU WITTE; Finance Officer GEORGE
HELLGREN;
Liggett

& Myers'

representative,

Sherman

Ware;

R. J. Reynolds'
mander FRED RODE.

ART DEPARTMENT
By HELEN

ETZLER

The department has assumed that air of
"vacation over, back to work." One of the
most Interesting sets being prepared is the
White House.
New comers to the department: HOWARD FENTON. HAL LEVITT. JIM VANCE,
ROGER McDonald, eugene voght
and CHARLEY ALLEN.
PERSONAL TO MR. HARCOS— Best
wishes for a speedy recovery from each
one of us. Individually. We miss that shock
of white hair, your very hearty guffaws,
and that ever present pipe or cigar. Get
well soon.
Now that the football season has come
around with Its innumerable pools, we are
all looking for the one system by which we
can win a little of that rustling green stuff
being offered. A man who seems to be do-

representative,

T. J. Voss; and

Com-

ing all right is our own BOB HALLER,
winner of two pools in as many weeks —
his total winnings coming to $120.00.
Three sons in the Navy, one In the Merchant Marines, a daughter In the SPARS,
his wife working at a defense plant and he
himself active In civilian defense, are
the contributions made by WILLIAM
SCHMITT towards our victory. Think about
families such as this one before you casually ignore appeals for blood donations
and the purchase of bonds.
1st Lt. GEORGE DAVIS and Pvt. SIDNEY EVENS paid us a visit. They both look
mighty fine and quite capable of doing
the work men must do while wearing those
uniforms. Pvt. LARRY KING wrote the department a very Interesting letter. That
fellow can put his thoughts down on paper
in such a way as to make you think you are
talking to him directly.
Now for the sixty-four dollar question:
What Art Director found it necessary to
buy a new suit while on location???
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Action

CLARKE

and LEON

SHAMROY

are nc^

doing
very well by
me either
. . they've
been shooting
nothing
but .tests,
tests,
tests. . . .
BILL ABBOTT
first cameraman

has been moved up to
and Is attached to the

Special Effects gets
staff .a . long
. LEE deserved
"RANCHER"
CRAWFORD
promotion and pumps the pan handle for
PEV MARLEY on "Four Jills
. . . Smiling JACK WENDALL
place as Marley's assistant . .
Jack will tote around as many

In a Jeep"
takes Lee's
. Wonder If
gadgets as

Crawford did?? . . . And while we're
ping about getting up In the world
EDDIE COLLINS drew his second
bar and Is now being addressed as
tain Coll ins. . . .

drip. . .
silver
Cap-

More tales come in from the Santa Rosa
location than from any of the others . . .
lotsa lens sguirters there ... I got a whack
at the place myself . . . ROGER "Rod and
Gun Club" SHEARMAN had to lug his
fish-pole and his shootin'-arn back home
just as virginal as when they left . . . and
so did some others . . . While the expected
The only "shot" that Bui Berkeley didn't use a crane in "The Gang's All Here" was during the above
take, so the camera crew figured they had better anchor the camera down. Pictured above from left
to right are: ROLLA FLORA, WENDELL JONES, AL CLINE, BRUCE HUNSAKER, REX TURNMIRE,
MICKEY GRANT, BUZ BERKELEY, HENRY CRONJAGER, EDDIE CRONJAGER, LARRY EARHART,
GEORGE KORB AND GEORGE MILLS.

THRU THE FINDER
By BOB

TOBEY

Here comes that ol' gossip again . . .
BESS LASKY grabs me by the ear as I'm
heading homeward and tells me to take
my antiguated Underwood in hand and
turn another handspring for "Action" . . .
So, lookout fellers . . . I'm snooping for
wife beaters and such. Interesting folks to
write about. . . .
As tine a bombshell as any to start the
excitement Is the news that members of the
TCP Camera Department alone have
invested the phenomenal total of $70,000.00 in War Bonds as of September first
. . . and will hit the $100,000.00 mark
they're now shooting at before the year is
out . . . DAN CLARK can't see his feet
without a periscope, his chest sticks out so
far with pride . . . and did you know that
the same gentleman authored the lead
article In the October Issue of "International Photographer"? . . . It's all about the
TCP method of bringing organization out
of chaos in the calibration of lenses . . .
a notable step forward . . . and all us
timid cinematographers should help make
this system universal . . . (no publicity Intended for a rival studio). . . .
Now turning to a different kind of
shooting ... It was most apparent around
the department that the hunting season
was In the offing . . . CURT PETTERS,
KENNY GREEN, and LOU KUNKEL (all
my billing is done alphabetically, Lou)
were in a huddle with each other every five
minutes, and between huddles trying to
wheedle a few cartridges out of some un-

suspecting bystander . . . Note: DAN
CLARK Is wheedle proof ... he hunts too.
But mostly the department was all Industry. . . ERNIE PALMER completed a
lateral from "Pin-up" to "Wilson" . . . another Technicolor opus . . . The Indispensable GABBY (Six-O'clock-QuIttIng) GARNETT went with him, of course . . . Incidentally, Palmer has made nothing but
color pix since 1940 . . . Now, what's all
this about a private feud between PALMER and LOU "UNKLE" KUNKLE— to
the point where shy and peace-loving Lou
has been packing a pistol for protection
. . . I'll be glad to present Ernie's side of
the controversy in the next issue. . . .
As far as news is concerned, ARTHUR
MILLER Is In my skunk book . . . He promised to have an operation . . . but did he
keep his promise . . . yheino . . . CHARLIE

fishing Interialze. . the
Russian
. the
steaks River
were didn't
up to mapar
. . . You had to sort of "fish" for those
though . . . and eat them In the back rooms
of restaurants . . . shades of speakeasy
days! ... A visit to the Montepulciano
Winery was a highlight of the trip . . .
Some of the boys got their beaks under
the spigot on the big, pink champagne vat
and a sort of — magnetism — seemed to
hold them there . . . Odd sort of thing,
science ... I won a little of my gin rummy
money back from EMMETT SCHOENBAUM . . . but everyone Is glad when at
last comes time to leave on the Daylight
Limited for home . . . especially the assistant cameramen . . . Then the poor old,
tired bus breaks down on the way to the
train . . . and BUD BROOKS and BRETT
WESTON have to come In on a milk and
whistle-stop creeper. . . .
But KENNY "WOOD CARVER" GREEN
did have time to carve himself a horse's
head while on the Ohio trip ... no cracks
please . . . PAUL EAGLER went visiting
last month . . . loaned out to Paramount
. . . lucky Paramount . . . NORBERT BRODINE made another quick trip via government short line ... he was on "The Road
to
too. Berlin"
. . . . . . RAY MALA went along
Word comes
In that all
canny
SCHEUER
has thrown
the "KAL"
cameras KALout
of the vault . . . and is busily painting up a
sign "Bikes Parked Here Very Cheap"
. . . Well, I s'pose you have to put 'em
somewhere ... It was bad enough when
TILL GABBANI rode three or four of his

Included In fhis group aboard an insert car are
HARRY PARSONS, EDDIE CRONJAGER, JIMMIE
MURRAY. BRUCE HUNSAKER, HENRY CRONJAGER and JOHN LUGO.

racing bikes in on the Lot tandem ... or is
It echelon . . . Now BUD MAUTINO has
taken to a Boy Scout Special . . . and
EARLE WALKER, who used to be fairly
moderate about the thing, and just came
puffing up the slope once In a while on a

November
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Bike, practically sleeps with one now . . . his serious NEWSPAPER injury of last
month ... if you-all know what I mean . . .
He says
for skates
his health
. wait'll
him
how it's
roller
ruined. . mine
. . .I tell
So,
Trained psychologists have been assigned
while all the camera equipment is out in to the picture on which Glen Is working
the open, McNELLY's been attacking it
madly with paint brush . . . One of my
Shovel Boys (they dig up the dirt) tells me
that JOHN DENK is becoming the Beau

. . . "Lifeboat", you know . . . but not because of Glen . . . the whole cast and crew
Is coming down with claustrophobia . . .
PEVERELL MARLEY, now busy lensing

Brummel of the department . . . What's all
this about that gal In Quebec, John? . . .

"Four Jills In a Jeep", is just barely on his
feet after getting out of the hospital . . .
Contrary to Dame Rumor, he was not there
having a baby ... so you can put that
million $ back in your pocket . . . Seriously though, Pev played hero on the

and they say, you're not losing any time
locally either . . . JIM LOCKWAY has
joined our elite group as assistant cameraman . . . He's an ex-MarIne with an H.D.
. , . and he saw a few things not so pretty.
HATCH, MATCH, AND DISPATCH
DEPARTMENT: Regarding said Dispatches
. . . Isn't it wonderful there hasn't been a
single casualty among the members of the
photographic craft In the Armed Forces
. . . twenty from TCF alone ... As for
Matches and
. . . ifI've
already istold
I got
hitched
imitation
the you
sincerest
flattery. I've been Insulted . . . But the

"Guadalcanal Diary" location . . . rescuing a TCF camera from the very jaws
of an oncoming tank . . . and it did things
to his insides . . . The hospital put him
together again . . . Next time, as Pev himself would say, he'll try a scrance fiance. . . .
That's the wrap, fellers . . . but did you
hear about one of our better known assistant cameramen? . . . Went to a swanky
masquerade party dressed as a camera

KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

O. ROSANDER

I wouldn't Intentionally slight anyone in
the department, but It seems some of my
co-workers aren't mentioned as often as
others in this column. My only excuse Is
that we work on different shifts and they
won't give with the news. I'll try to put In
a plug for them this month and not mention: ELLEN BRADFCRD'S wedding and
the members of this department who attended the ceremony and reception which
followed at her home in El Segundo, although Itwas a lovely affair and she made
a charming bride. Nor will I mention HY
miller's purchase of a jeep (where are
the Jills)
BETTY ANDERSCN's
elation when and
her marine,
RAYMCND GUY,
landed from overseas. He got his sailing
orders again for parts unknown. I could
tell about the trouble LLCYD BREITKREUTZ is having with his teeth and how
SALLY DAVIDSCN is trying to exterminate the spiders that moved in after she
mean snakes, or why KAY STURM no
longer takes those weekly trips to Camp
drove the snakes from her door — and I do
Cook due to the transfer of that certain
soldier to another camp, or how MARIAN
MILHAUPT would like to retire — she would
settle for a Service man's allotment — and
that PAT BUCKMEYER is hoping her soldier boy will be home on a furlough in
December, while HELENE DUTTCN expects her husband to be called shortly.
! won't mention TCM STEVENSCN, ED
HARDIN, and WILMA TARCY spending
their lunch hour visiting the sets each day,
nor the addition to MARVIN BRANNCN'S
family — six pups, five black and white
sheep. No, I won't mention them this time
—I'll tell about RICHARD THCMAS leaving us for the Armed Services and how
much we are going to miss him — Good
luck, Dick; and AL TERRY having an anniversary last week, he has been with us a

Cameraman

LUCIEN

ANDRIOT

and

his crew

Hatches . . . Ah, they're much better . . .
The PAUL MCHN'S f'rinstance, are responsible for a baby son, Peter Cliver . . .
Mohn has his wife with him in Washington
and Incidentally, he has been upped to a
Warrant Cfflcer's rating . . . HARRY
DAWE, who already owned a Harry Jr.
aged seven, acquired a Marcia Jr. last
month ... An incubator baby, little Marcia
weighed only 4I/2 lbs. at birth . . . You
got short weight, Harry; the Doctor must
have put his thumb on the scales. . . .
SAD SAM DEPARTMENT: GLEN MACWILLIAMS' daughter, who is among
WAVES, had a two week furlough to
her home . . . got an infection in her
and had to spend the entire furlough
hospital . . . plenty tough . . . Glen
self has recovered nicely thank you,

the
visit
foot
in a
himfrom

pose tor "Action"

on the Santa

Rosa

location.

. . . and broke a belt . . . Ch boy, did he
buckle.
Gctober II, 1943
Dear Studio Club:
Would you allow me, through your excellent studio magazine "Action," to express to all my fellow-workers of the studio
who, in the spirit of friendliness, sincerity
and fine cooperation, helped me make my
first picture in this magnificent country,
my sincerest thanks. It is to them I owe
its success.
With best regards to you and my wishes
for the continued success of the studio
Yours truly,
paper.

(Signed) LECNIDE

MCGUY

year. "Many
returns
the day!"
JIMMIE
STEINhappy
received
his ofdrums
from
New York and is complaining about the
other tenants in the building practicing
their dancing lessons while he rehearses.
SCPHIE HAYFGRD bought a piano and
practices every day — She and Jimmie
should get together — could be the beginning of a great orchestra. MERCEDES
RICHARDSCN is buying another house.
LUTHER HCLTZCLAW writes that he is
still In Treasure Island and looks longingly
at the stretch of ocean he hopes to sail
someday. Cur sympathies to DARRELL
PETERS whose wife has been ill for the
past four months. Hope she will soon recover from her illness. My failure to mention GLCRIA SMYTH, VIRGINIA TATE,
JAMES WHIMS, BEVERLY and NANCY
WCCDCCCK,
SALLY McNAH, AL
PCWERS, VERA and EDITH MUFF, SAM
MARGCLIES, IRENE ANGER and JCE
DAVIS is purely unintentional.
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NURSERY TALES

0

By JIM BRIGGS
Fall h as at last fallen on the Nursery.
In the early mornings there is plenty of
damp, grey stuff that in California is called
everything from a haze to a downpour.
Its chief virture however, is that It gives
the plants and flowers a chance to win a
race with the weeds.
Fall flowers are abundant; Marigolds,
Asters, Snapdragons, Stock, Calendula,
Pansies and many others are either blooming or coming in, and are worth a visit to
S66.

GLENN

HARMAN has a big job landscaping the newly acquired golf course
north of Olympic. The new men, JAMES
TAYLOR, ANTHONY lANIRO, WILFRED LEPELLEY, and JOHN BLACK are
hard at It, and soon the new property will
blend nicely into the well established, attractive landscaping on our home lot. The
boys at the Nursery are busy growing thousands of shrubs and trees which will find
their places in this natural picture frame
surrounding the new property.
Last week, we had a visit from debonair JACK GUESS, on leave from the
Coast Guard, and we all hope that the
Service Is keeping the rest of the boys
who left us for Uncle Sam in the same fine
condition reflected by Jack.
VIC LEONTOVICH in addition to mothering plants, flowers, and weeds. Is grandfathering a new granddaughter. Congratulations, Vic!

PROCESSIONS
By E. L McMANIGAL
J. C. TAYLCR, Process Cameraman,
has just received a rather hard knock. The
house on his ranch burned to the ground
just after he had spent over $1,000,00 on

MR.

JAMES

E. RUMAN, better known as "Jim" to his many friends, has recently assumed the responsibilities ofour Transportation Department. It'shis signature that carries weight with your local gas
ration board.

chuted in from Kelly Field, Texas. He

TRANSPORTATION
By BOB GODDING
JAMES RUMAN, our new department
head, needs no introduction. He has been
connected with the Prop Department for
the past fifteen years. We are very happy
to have him with us.
The Transportation Department must be
under a lucky star. JOE EPSTEIN, EDDIE
MUELLER, IKE DANNING and IRISH
O'BRIEN, hit the football pools last Saturday. Nice going, boys!
We had a pleasant surprise last week.
Corporal TOMMY McDERMOTT para-

wishes
to the
convey
friends on
Lot. "Hello" to his many
Corporal GLENN COOLEY Is back with
us again. He was honorably discharged
from the Army.
Now that gasoline and tires are so vital,
your fullest cooperation Is needed. When
you call for a downtown pick-up or delivery, give the dispatcher ample time to
prepare his route sheets. It will save time
and needless doubling back. The same condition applies to the departmental trucks.
Layout your work before you leave the department: It will save many unnecessary
trips.

repairs.
SAM WCCDWARD
has attained the
rank of Corporal. Nice going Sam.
Lt. Commander SCL HALPRIN writes
us that Uncle Sam is keeping him too busy
for comfort. We know Sol, and we know
he can take It.
PAUL EAGLER grows orchids. He
brought one to the office and presented
lit
to The
our bloom
girl "Friday,"
MYRTLEbeautiful
RCBERTS.
was so daintily
thatAL It HALPRIN
"just wasn'tand
possible."
RCY EILER should
try some stantly
of hearing
theseof "cure-alls"
are They
conover the we
radio.
both have the sniffles.
We have been counting on vegetables
from ED HAMMERAS' garden and eggs
from JIMMIE EDDY'S chickens, but it begins to look bad. Ed's been so busy on
"Lifeboat" he had to let the garden go
to weeds and Jimmie's hens are molting.
Seems about all we have left Is Myrtle's
chayote
and not squash.
coyote. By the way, that's chayote

IS ovember
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0)TASH'S PRAHLE

By SHIRLEY

The Lot is really humming this month
with seven pictures in production. Four
of these, "The Eve of St. Marie", "Lifeboat", "The Sullivans", and "The Purple
Heart", are considered among the most
important films to be released next year
by any studio.
"Lifeboat" starring TALLULAH BANKHEAD is being directed by the great creator of suspense, ALFRED HITCHCOCK.
Supporting Miss Bankhead are JOHN
HODIAK, CANADA LEE— the brilliant
young Negro actor who won the New York
Critics award for his performance in "Native Son" last year — MARY ANDERSON,

GEORGE SEATON from the Broadway hit
by Maxwell Anderson. WILLIAM EYTHE
and ANNE BAXTER are co-starred. Eythe
Is supposed to be the boy to watch. He's
considered one of the most promising actors to hit Hollywood in recent months.
Eighteen year old DICKIE MOORE, whom
we've watched grow up on the screen, has
his most important role to date In this
picture. Dickie expects to be drafted upon
the completion of the film.
"The Sullivans" Is the story of the five
Sullivan brothers who were lost at sea in
the battle of Guadalcanal. The first to be
cast for the film was a little dog — and
we're not kidding. The casting director
had a big headache on his hands when he
was asked to find five youngsters to portray the brothers when they were 6 to 14
years of age, and five boys who were the
right ages — 17 to 25 — to play in the
grownup sequences. This was accomplished
by Director LLOYD BACON when he selected BUDDY SWAN, MARVIN DAVIS,
BILLY CUMMINGS, JOHNY CALKINS
and BOBBY DRISCOLL, whom Director
Bacon considers the greatest child discovery since Jackie Coogan. The older boys
will be played by JAMES CARDWELL,
JOHN CAMPBELL, GEORGE OFFERMAN, JOHN ALVIN and EDDIE RYAN.
An interesting item is the fact that every
picture now shooting Introduces at least

ALFRED HITCHCOCK tries hard to blow out the
candles on his birthday cake as his daughter
Patricia and members of the "Lifeboat" cast and
crew look on. Pictured here are, I. to. r., JOHN
HODIAK, BILL FARRELL, CANADA LEE, PATRICIA HITCHCOCK, DUKE ABRAHAMS, ALFRED
HITCHCOCK, BERNIE FREDERICKS, ARTIE
MILLER, TALLULAH BANKHEAD, PAUL LOCKWOOD,
MARY
ANDERSON and GEORGE
WESTINGHOUSE.

one new screen personality. "The Sullivans" brings us eleven — which is quite a
record. The present war condition Is
bringing us a lot of unusual talent which
might have been ignored under normal
circumstances.
Incidentally, girls, DICK

HAYMES

in

"Four Jills In a Jeep", is now with us. He's
the closest thing to SINATRA since grapefruit.

one of the five lovlies being groomed for
stardom by Fox, HUME CRONYN, WALTER SLEZAK, WILLIAM BENDIX (wait till
you see him in "Guadalcanal Diary") and
HENRY HULL. Even though John Hodiak
insists he doesn't want the reputation of
being a Great Lover — "I don't think I'm
the
— wait
'til you
see him
and type",
Tallulah says
makehe the
celluloid
crackle.

By BARBARA

BEST

Just as anxious to build our men In Service back to health on the battle field as
they are to build sets for 20th Century-Fox
pictures are employees of the Studio who
have given so regularly at each visit of the
Red Cross Blood Bank Mobile Unit.
Some of the most faithful contributors
to the I 300 pints of blood that have been
donated in the Unit's six visits to the Lot
are members of the least publicized departments although they give their blood
as regularly as the stars and executives of
the Studio.
nurse appeared on sets to
the day before the visit of
grips, carpenters, laborers,
climbing off high places to

sign up on the dotted line for the following morning. "It Is Impossible", says
MORNA PYPER, head nurse of the Studio
hospital, "to give credit to each of these
Studio workers who have donated practically every time the Mobile Unit has

Goldwyn's "North Star". After seeing the
rave notices seventeen year old FARLEY
GRANGER received for his performance

"The Eve of St. Mark" was scripted by

RED CROSS BLOOD BANK

When the
solicit donors
the Unit, our
et al, started

"The Purple Heart" is being personally
produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK. The
directional chores are being handled by
LEWIS MILESTONE. The picture stars
DANA ANDREWS who comes back to our
Lot after doing a terrific job in Samuel

in "North Star", he was signed for an important role In the "Purple Heart". Also
In the cast are SAM LEVENE, TALA
BIRELL — who will be seen as a woman reporter on the screen for the first time
after too long an absence — the only feminine part in the picture, and CHARLES
RUSSELL who was discovered by a producer while parking cars at a local night
spot.

HARRY ROBERTS, sound boom, krying ko impress
lovely TRUDY MARSHALL wikh his kechnique.

come. The list Is too large."
A few representative names were secured from KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY to

"Dr." LLOYD BACON giving the lemon juice
krea+ment ko MARVIN DAVIS’ eye. Marvin enacks
one ok "The Sullivans."

typify the consistent loyalty of the unpubliclzed departments to the Blood Bank:
MR. RIDDLE In the Mill; NICK KALTEN,
Maintenance: JOSEPH GILBERT, Labor;
IKE DANNING, Transportation; GUY
COBURN, Mail; DAN WURTZEL, Grip;
HALCY LOMBARD, Sound: and WILLARD STUART, Police.
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TOM, brother of DICK ARCHER, has
quit Fox to go on an extended trip through
Canada.
HELEN GOLDMAN
was transferred
from the Western Avenue Mill office to the
Landscape
Department at
FRANK ERICKSON,
JR. the
has"Hills".
laid off
work to try and get in the Marines.
One

of ol' OTTO LEFEVRE's main ambitions is to have his name appear in this
magazine. So, take a bow Otto!
This suggestion rates a Bond — Why
don't the chef at the cafeteria slice a little
thinner and get an extra slice out of the
already over-generous piece of pie?
Uncle Sam Department: FRANK DRAEGER is the only man out of the Carpenter
Department to enlist in the Marines. At
present, he is stationed on an isolated
island somewhere in the South Pacific. Being a carpenter, Frank has had to assume a
lot of extra work. The Catholic Chaplain
of his outfit needed a pulpit to deliver his
sermons. He asked Frank if he could build
one. Draeger did, and the Protestant
Chaplain liked it so well he had Frank build
one for him. Then their little theatre
needed a stage. Frank built one so they
could stage their meagre entertainment.
So you see, Draeger has done his bit to
make life bearable on this island of strange
people, fish, birds and animals, terrific heat
and torrential rains.
If any of you ever wondered where
"LITTLE JOE" MOLDEN came from, maybe this will help you. Where this event took
place is a military secret. It just happened

Pfc. FRANK

DRAEGER of the U. S. Marine Corps,
the one-man platoon.

a very adept hoofer caught on to the native "boogie woogie" at once. As he was
dancing with the bride, she looked up (or

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

on an island in the South Pacific. "Little
Joe" was invited to a native wedding. The
tribal custom was that every wedding
guest dance with the bride. Molden being

WHITE

It looked like old home week at Western
Avenue when most of the crew from the

down — "Little Joe" towers 5' 5") and
asked, "You Native?" Naturally, Joe replied, "No". "Gee", she said, "You dance
just like native."

goodbye.
MARY AGNES

<

Since last month's issue of "Action," we
have lost GAVIN E. RALSTON whose serious Illness we noted. Then, not content
with that, the old guy — well, he's a kindly sort of duffer at that, considering the
tough spot he is always in — gave us another sorrow when he took away the father of MARY JANE WHITTAKER. Her
dad, Mr. Edwin Sobel, had been ill for
sometime. While we knew him only
through conversations on the phone, we
were impressed with his patience and
great hope. His passing came peacefully,
just as Mary Jane would have wished it.
A RANDOM

Just the other day when we

that thev didn't have much of a chance
to go places in a place like this because
there were so many obstacles. Wh^’t a
oity that youth should set up such a false
barrier to success when tt>ere is before
them, on eyery hand, splendid examples of
what intelligence, aptitude, and energy
will do. This studio would be a fine fourth
rate place if some of the splendid men who
direct its destinies gave up everytime they
sighted an obstacle.
While we haven't constructed many mansions (material ones) or driven bank tellers
mad with our deposits (we can't say so
much for our withdrawals), we have always
noted that those who forged ahead
younger

today, I

these hurdles. I don't believe that I would
permit my own understanding of things
to be the limit of my try. With free public school classes ayailable to eyeryone, offering instruction in so many fields of
along.
thought and actiyity, I think I would do my
very best to meet any challenge that came
"LimE JOE" MOLDEN,
to the jungle jive.

S |/c danced

j
;

i.
i)
i
i,
j

i
^

were kind

of loping between the Coffee Shop and
our police office, we hapoened to overhear
a couple of voungsters lamenting the fact

passed along to learn how they overcame

JOSEPH

^

THOUGHT

them as challenging the best that was in
me. If I felt that I was being licked, I
would ask of those who have already

Bond for his suggestion of hanging a camera parallel on an elevator for a difficult
pic-

scythe, you’re getting too darned familiar
with
the Police Department, and we don't
like it.

on the horizon, as stepping stones or rungs
on the ladder of success; I would welcome

LUBIN, Fox's All-American basketball ace,
has taken over the position vacated by
Rosalie.
STUART TERRY received a $100 War

I

|
j

would see greater opportunities for progress and an opportunity to be a business
executive, than ever existed before. I
would accept the challenge of today with
the numerous obstacles that seem to be

LUBIN, wife of FRANK

I

Dog gone it!! You old buzzard with the
bed sheet for a dress, with long skinny legs
and a wispy beard, with a flowing lock
of hair on your bean. Yes you, you old
stiff carrying around a great big, sharp

I believe, if I were

moved on to Dougbidding the boys

kaleidoscope shot for BUZ BERKELEY'S
ture "The Gang's All Here".

V

By ED LA BART

laughed at obstacles.

"Hills" worked there for a week or two.
Some of the boys still at W. A. are: JIM
JENSEN, HARRY TYLER, BILL EULL,
HARRY HUGHES, WILFRED DE YOUNG,
STANLEY WOODYARD,
PAUL HAINES,
PAT PATTERSON, TOM GILLETTE, FRANK
SNYDER, BEN BRASWELL, JOHNNY
MANEY, JOHN
OREY, A. MAKLEY,
HARRY FOX, HANK LOFQUIST, BILL
FROCK. BEN MARTIN, LOU HOMAND,
JOHNNY
RIGGS, and KENNY ELLSWORTH.
ROSALIE ARMETTA
lae Aircraft without

ENOUGH IS PLENTY

Nothing is easier to do than to quit:
the dumbest goon in the world can quit.

]
j
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CARLISLE

1+ doesn't require any energy or thought
to do that. But to rise up and to wallop
the everlasting daylights out of obstacles
Is the greatest fun and pays the greatest
dividends.

a girl, BUD

GO WESTERN

"CAN'T"
of
be tearing
solved. into a problem that

By JACK

we're
goingin to
startWea series
of Someday,
brief success
stories
here.
think
of the youngsters

might

Hilarious foursome,

KESSLER

unchaperoned

and

unescorted, lunching at Jordan's Montmarte: "Smiling" ARLINGTON MAKLEY,
"Comedian" MAURIE WAITE, "Dead

UNFORGEHABLE
Lonely nights and days away from home
and family are made much less poignant
for many a patriot serving in the nation's
Armed Forces because of the thoughtfulness and generosity of the members of the
big Twentieth Century-Fox family.
Your nickels, dimes, quarters, half dollars
and even big, round dollars (or crumpled
paper ones will do) which are regularly sent
to the Studio Club organization which
handles the distribution of cigarettes and
other items to members of our family who

a boy,

Doc Stork's third trip. I will have to admit
I was crossed up this time: I expected an
Irishman, but I got another red headed
girl. Better luck next time, maybe.

When I hear these youngsters lamenting
the fact that they have no chance. I would
like to take them around at night sometime
— late too — when some of the men who
keep this studio going ahead are still on
the job, consuming both brain and body
energy, disregarding their own comfort,
etc., just because they like the very Idea

perhaps, some
benefit.

FANNON

and yours truly a girl. Carlisle was a little
worried: It was the Stork's first visit, but
Bud and I feel like old-timers as this was

AL BAKER, above, of our Electrical Department,
wields a mean croquet mallet. He is the champion
of the Valley, and will take on all comers.

LABORELATES
By IRISH

ROCHE

Pan" JACK FRIER, and "Floating" KENNY
ELLSWORTH. All eating chili sandwiches.
Western Avenue Studio Is a bee hive,
ant hill or some other simile of action.
Streets are piled full of struck material and
sets to such an extent — well, to this extent— Last week a couple of Grips came In
for their first time. When they entered
the gate and saw what the place looked
like, turned and started out. The gateman,
AL GROVES, asked them why the about

have "gone
war", bring
cheer
in an toamount
that happiness
Is difficult and
to
measure.
Patrolman DON MacLEAN of our Police Department, now returned to duty
after serving in the 209th Military Police,
benefited by the Cigarette Fund and Is all
enthusiastic about the good being done
by your contributions.

Sometime ago, we mentioned that this
department (thanks to the ability of our
boss, JACK SAVAGE) was one of the
most progressive In the Studio. This statement can be verified by the fact that during the past week, three more trucks were
purchased by the Transportation Department to be used by us. Some of us can
remember a few years back when two
trucks seemed sufficient: now we keep nine

face. One of them (must have a name) —
say, LES BOOTH — said, looking back at

"When I opened the packages of cigarettes which came to me from the studio,"
says Don, "Every mother's son In the company looked on with jealous eyes. It was
the biggest kind of a thrill, to receive those
packages.

busy each day. We appreciate the foresight on the part of MR. RUMAN, the
new head of transportation. In purchasing
the equipment so that we can continue the
advancement.

grand prizes to "Attractive" AVILLA
MERKEL, "Seraphic" DOROTHY
HALL
and all the lads and lassies of this studio
for the most and best letters written to our

"As the gang came to know that the
studio workers made It possible for such
regal gifts, the stock of the studio and
everyone connected with It skyrocketed.

"And", he adds, "It was astonishing to
notice how they all seemed to know when
cigarette day arrived; everyone was nasty
nice to me.
"Those days will always be kept
In my memory and so will they In the
of the other boys in Service who are
so generously remembered by their
Americans and workers."
FOR

green
minds
being
fellow

SALE

IRISH TERRIER

PUPPIES

Pedigreed
Registered A.K.C.
Finest Bloodlines
Beauties
Three months old
Clyde Carruth
Dick Carruth
Ext. 393
Ext. 394
Gladstone 4729

ROY

WELLINGTON,

who was once one

of our boss' assistants, now a farmer near
Sacramento, visited the old gang during
the week. In these days of point food rationing, we envy him as he does not have
to worry about these things.
JACK WALSH, one of the most popular of the gang, left us to make his home
In the East. Jack represented this department in the old Studio Club days, and
was always willing to do what he could
for those he represented. Best of luck.
Jack.
We welcome back to the gang HARRY
INGERSON who was injured at Camp Pendleton. After spending considerable time
in the hospital, he seems to be completely
recovered from his injuries.
The boys are glad to hear that LEO
QUINN'S little girl has recovered from an
attack of infantile paralysis. Leo was really
worried, but thanks to modern medical
science she is now out of danger.
Well, we kept the old Stork busy during
the past month. He brought NORMAN

the junk in the street, "This must be Columbia, ourcards,
call wascables,
for Fox".
Letters,
and wires have
been pouring In. All requesting a contest
of some kind. Weighed down by this
mountain of correspondence, we have decided to alleviate this situation by giving

boys over seas.
The last phrase is no joke. You know
what It means to get a letter even at home.
Did you ever get a letter from a swell
friend who you figured would be the last
person ever to write? — Oh boy — OH
BOY — Figure out the rest yourself.
Wouldn't it be something to have a
picture of what flashes through the minds
of some of those fellows out there? Not
only In their leisure moments but right in
the thick of a dog fight; what they are
thinking on the way up to the front? Some
of them may even have a flash of a buddy
at home.

They might even

tell you if

your letter caught them just In the right
mood. It's worth the try. After all, your
stake is only a letter.
JOE

RICKARDS

was on the lot for a

short stay last week — short stay — In fact
any length of time for Joe to be around
would be short. Now that he Is boss no
longer, the truth can be told; he is ahead
by ten, with all who

know him.
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LEWIS, Asst. Cutter, relaxes
moment in the sunshine.

for

a

AN OPEN LETTER
By ROBERT

For more than a year now some of our
more ardent camera tans have been conducting a club here on the Lot. It Is called
the Century Photo Club and anyone who
is an employee of the Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corporation has the privilege
of becoming an active member. There are
no other qualifications except, of course,
dues which are only fifty cents per year.
You may be a portesslonal — we hope you
are — then we of the rank and file can
garner pearls of wisdom; or you may be
a rank amateur like the rest of us. In any
case, you are welcome either as a member or a guest. Equipment counts for nothing; experience Is what you seek.
The Club meets on the last Thursday of
every month In Projection Room 5 In the
Sound Building. Members are asked to exhibit prints on subjects which have been
previously selected for each meeting.
Prints have been submitted on such subjects as architecture, landscapes, animals,
children, portraiture, table-top photography, advertising, and various other subjects. There Is no fee for submitting prints
and you get all your prints back. Each
member is allowed to submit three prints
at each meeting. Your prints may be even

ting those pictorial effects you so often
have admired, but have never been able to
obtain, are freely discussed. There are no
photographic secrets between Club members. Ifyou want to go into the subject
of sensitometry, you can always find someone who can explain a little more of the
subject than you already know. Exposure,
lighting, film speed, development, toning.
Intensification, reduction, dodging, etc., all
come In for their share of discussion. It is
an Informal discussion of photographic
problems and procedure, and everyone
enters into it wholeheartedly. Even a professional can learn tricks from a bunch like
that.
LCRIN GRIGNCN and WINNIE LEVRRETT are mainly responsible for bringing
the Club into existence and are amateurs
the same as the rest of us. Their sole motive is to promote and disseminate better
photography. If you are interested In photography, call Station 433 and get in touch
with either of these men, who will give
you all the information you want.
The Club has not gone into motion picture photography but has confined all Its
activity to still shot. Make a good still and
bring It along. —

L GUNN

Dear Fans and Fannies;
Are you interested in photography?
Would you like to know the answer to a
few simple questions about cameras and
the art of taking pictures? If so, read on.
You might not realize it, but photography
is one of our old arts, involving a lot of
physics and chemistry, and dates back
before the daguerrotype. Yet, even
though It Is an expert art, It nevertheless offers to the amateur a vast playground for recreation and enjoyment.
Right now photography Is feeling the
spur of war emergency and Is going
ahead by leaps and bounds. Undoubtedly new material and new uses for photography will come out of this, and It
should offer a good field for advancement after the war — just a tip. However,
as It is, photography offers endless possibilities as a hobby with absorbing Interest and pleasure for the person who
is seeking something constructive. If you
have any liking for photography, you
will be agreeably surprised to find that
In a very short time you can become
completely absorbed In learning more
about the theory and technique of
making pictures. You have often seen pictures that you wish you had made, and
If you do make pictures at all and finally
get a good one, you know there Is a satisfaction and sense of accomplishment
that spurs you on to do something better.
You will only become more proficient and
skillful by taking pictures and by actual
laboratory practice in developing and
finishing your own nagatives and prints.
To some of us this seems like a vast undertaking, but with a little encouragement and
help it is not so tough after all. This is
where the Camera Club comes In.

and means for making trick shots and ge^

Yours for better stills —

PEN-PUSHERS
By PETE LAKE
The pen-pushers can boast of many a
good man in the armed forces, and there
Is one In particular who has made good
In a big way — Major LCUIS C. BLAU.
As I write, there Is an article in the dally

I

paper about "Louie" — pilot and squadron commander of the I Ith Army Air
Force in Alaska. He has just been made

WATSON

WEBB,

cutter, was interrupted
cameraman.

by the

better than you suspect. Why not submit
them? At least you can watch the face
of the judge when he first looks at it.
There have been some excellent prints
submitted, some that would rate anywhere,
and also some that were just prints. But
that is what we mean; we want all kinds
of prints to be submitted.
At each meeting the prints are rated
by competent judges, such as FRANK
POWOLONY, LEW BROWN, WILLIAM
McDERMITT and others. Each print is expertly criticized from a professional angle.
Its good points are noted and the judge
tells how to overcome the defects. Points
are awarded In the usual manner and a
Club record Is kept showing the standing
of each member. It Is interesting to see
how some of the amateurs gather points
against the more experienced artisans.
But, aside from the thrill of occasionally
submitting a number one print, the real
good of these meetings comes from the
expert criticism of the judges and the gettogether talks of the members. Method

president of the newly formed "1 Bombed
Japan" club which Is a well-deserved
double honor; on two occasions he attacked the Jap garrisons on Paramushiru
Islands. Louis worked as night cashier for
several years and attended law school during the day. That was a tough grind in
those days before the war. Good luck Major and good hunting! Cur sincerest congratulations and best wishes.

JACK

WHEELER

appears

of

the

Cutting

Department

to be pleased with what he sees.

r
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EDGAR FRENCH — I mean Lieutenant
French — dropped in today. At present
he is stationed near Indio, and he reports
the next move, which is expected soon,
will be to that destination of the wellknown question mark. Be sure to let us
know where to find you, Edgar.
For the purpose of gathering news for
this column, yours truly dropped in on the
Payroll Department and gleaned the following info — LUTHER HOLTZCLAW
is practically next door — San Francisco,
to be exact. — HOMER HILL is in England and is known as a pretty solid correspondent— GARY TROY is in San Diego,
AL DE WEESE in Washington, D. C., and
SAM WITTENBERG is in Shreveport,
Louisiana. All of these addreses are subject to change without notice and probably will be by the time you read this.
CARL and ART GOTTLIEB — is everything O.K. with you? The boys would like
to know.
GERRY

BRODERICK

was in the other

day. I wish I knew the "ratings" on these
Navy men — I can't figure those stripes
out yet.
BOB SINCLAIR and GAINES JOHNSTON left within a couple of weeks of each
other for another whirl at Army life. Good
luck. Bob and Gaines!
The Bond Department was going great
guns during the 3rd War Loan, and it
would have done FRED BARMAN'S heart
good to see the swell response from the
boys on the lot. Fred was in charge of the
department before going into the Army,
and personally came up from Palm Springs
where he is stationed to buy a bond
through the Studio. Thanks, Freddie!
MATT ROGERS wrote his last check on
the Santa Rosa location and is now back
on the lot. TOM PRYOR is still in Kentucky
but the company is expected back soon.

We saw LARRY RICE a couple of weeks
ago, but outside of reporting that he
looked in the pink must confess that I
didn't
view. get a chance for much of an interGERTRUDE FRASER
are on vacation.
We have
able to get
injured foot.
gang would

and MRS. MILLEN

reports that JOE TAYLOR is
about a little in spite of his
If you can get around Joe, the
like to see you.

DOROTHY BLISS' husband is home for
a short furlough before leaving for some
as-yet-unknown destination.
And finally — the Grip Department
may be interested to know I received a
nice letter from "BUNKY" VAN ANTWERP. "Bunky" is in the Pacific and says
that movies are really appreciated out
there. He also says a movie and two bottles of beer make a good evenings entertainment. Oh yes — and the magazine he
likes most Is "Action."

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

How does one go about writing a column
while mouthing a piece of steak, a glass of
ale, and trying to roll a natural?? It's hard
but BOOTS McCRACKEN says it can be
done, so here goes. '
As was said in the last few issues, Santa
Rosa is the nuts, but you eventually have
to come back to bosses and timekeepers.
You can't lay around in Paradise forever.
Oh, the Lot's all right — it's just that I
have to swish about a bit to get settled.
Occasionally, I forget and sign my luncheon check, but don't worry I don't get far.
PETE, who can really mangle the King's
English, gives you a terrific line about the
Coffee Shop just breaking even — and I
such a nice feller doing a thing like that.
His line is torrid, and in the excitement I
don't notice he has short-changed me fifteen cents until too late. That's the part
that kills me. While In there, bumped into
SAMMY DUCA, Casanova of Casanovas.
I love to hear Sammy talk. This Sammy,
never runs.
Our FREDDIE REZK Is now in boot camp
at the N.T.S., San Diego. Hope things go
well with him. — Nice lad. Here's wishing
you well, Fred. Sgt. JACK PERCY is believed to be on his way home from New
Guinea. Hope so! JIMMY LAVIN and
JIMMY MORRIS have finally split up.
J. L. Is stationed at Oxnard and will graduate this coming April. Wings will sure
feel good. As for J. Morris, he is up at
Tulare. Has 35 hours in the air to his
credit. Incidentally, to make the grade he

LOIS MORRISEY

smiles for fhe photographer.

had to whittle thirty-seven pounds. That's
really giving his all.
Shucks, every time I run Into one of our
glamour messenger gals, I am reminded

Director LLOYD

BACON,

seated on platform, with

some members of "The Sullivans" location, from
I. to r., MAH ROGERS; PERC IKERD, Assistant
Director: Cameraman LUCIEN ANDRIOTT and
Asst. BUDDY BROOKS: actor THOMAS MITCHELL: and WALTER CHRISTIE of Grip Department.

that God Is making them more beautiful
and I am getting older. FRANK GILROY
now smokes cigars. It seems a shame that
he has to wait until somebody has a baby.
But PETE BARTAUOMEO came to his rescue. Take a bow, Pete! Lucky guy,
another book of points free. Nice portable stage JOHNNY LAVIN's gang
erected on the golf course. Sure covers
a lot of ground — I was there.
MARILYN LAVIN all giggles and whispers since her vacation with hubby Jim.
Ah! — Eternal youth. Think If ART WALTERS was a woman, I'd have two wives.
He can get
withfeels
most proud
anyone.
HEAD"along
PISTONETTI
of "PINbeing
a I-A. He awaits the call.
LOGAN

BROWN has another In production. AL THAYER Is half way across

the Atlantic In "Lifeboat." With DAN
WURTZEL, HERB ROMEY and E. E.
JONES to row, they ought to make It by
Christmas. HARRY R. JONES is winging
In to the home stretch with JOE LASHELLE's opus, "Eve of St. Mark." BRUCE
HUNSAKER, in the East, should be home
soon. "PRETTY BOY" DAVIS Is booming
these days. Handles the new crane purchased from General Service. TRUEMAN
JOINER In shorts and testing by the wayside. WALLY FAXON keeps busy moving
his equipment from one stage to the other.
RICH Is still with FRANK CORY, SR. Also
a new member to their crew, A. B. JACK
SHEA. HEINLEINE won a hundred smackers. JOCK CHRISTIE a purr of ten spots.
Hear that Papa RICHTER is selling his
holdings. Saw "Claudia," and "Holy
Matrimony," — two smash hits.
Say, do you know we are turning out
some remarkable pictures? Can see the
neat hand of EARL NICKERLin
of course others helped. Am

"Claudia,"
anxious to

see the final print of the "Sullivans,"
LLOYD bacon's epic. The little hellions
who portray the five brothers will wring
your heart out one minute and have you
In convulsions the next. Put It on your
"must see" list. Adlos amigos.
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MUSICAL NOTES

Another holds CHARLIE HENDERSO
vocal coach, who handles choral groups
By MAY

STANHOPE

and stars, with the master's touch. In addition to extremely short and curly hair,
Charlie wears that preoccupied air — which
might denote anything from new lyrics to
his current game of chess via air. He gives
singers a lot of good tips in his book,
"How to Sing for Money."
As this array of talent Includes only a
few of the Music Department personalities, you can readily see why the Mail Girls
fall off their bikes trying to remember who
goes where — just like the centipede who
was walking along one day on his many
legs, when someone asked him which
came after which. Whereupon, he got
his mind in such a pitch, he immediately
fell on his back In the ditch, trying to
figure out which did come after which!

Let's take a bomber's view of the mysterious Music Department. Sprawling like
a Daddy Long Legs from Lasky Building
to the Music Library, it is one of the most
confusing puzzles to be solved by new
delivery boys and girls.
To take a peek at various personalities
along the way, you start by going thru
the arch of the Old Writers' Building.
This end of the Lot is indeed a world apart
— the creative world — where much of the
beauty and romance that motivate the
screen originate. The flagstone path,
winding peacefully beneath spreading rubber trees on down to the Lasky Building,
Is the official Mail Room "Spillway." Here
many novice Mail Girls take their initiation
either by falling off their bikes — or simply
falling.
When this happens, they are rescued by
a knight without armor, who restores the
fair damsels to equilibrium with kind words
and other antidotes. Said K-nIght is JACK
TOBIN, Executive Secretary to our Chief
Musical Director. His suave charm and
quizzical smile blend well Into the artistic
temperaments in his domain. He holds
the secret of an eternal "fresh-from-thelaundry" look — a rare achievement these
days when 'most everyone has to play hideand-seek with the laundry man or blackjack
one to get delivery. It may be that Jack
has a relative In the business — or is he just
careful?
Thru the doorway behind Jack resides
another pleasing entity, whose dark hair
and large black eyes make him appear
French. This happens to be CYRIL J.
MOCKRIDGE, a gentleman of English
descent who, once upon a time, attended
the Royal Academy of London. He often
combs the teeth of this baby grand far
Into the night, coaxing out melodies tailored to fit film action to the third of a
second. A casting director would choose
him for the perfect diplomat or drawingroom type. He seems to brim with romantic harmonies . . . and memories — a
few of which are not so romantic, including
time spent In a German prison camp in
World War I.
To the right you will find a quiet little
corner with a thoughtful row of pies —
companions and confidants of CHARLIE
DUNWORTH — a retiring, self-sufficient
and capable link In the synchronizing of
music and film in a speedy, streamlined
manner.
In one of the upstairs rooms, during frequent day-and-night sieges habitual with
the Music Department, DAVID BUTTOLPH
can be heard, hard at work composing and
arranging. The rugged, purposeful, American type — Dave Is also kind and sympathetic— with keen blue eyes and an unruly

NEWS FROM THREE FRONTS
BETTY HITT and GEORGE ADAMS
Music Cutting.

hurry back to

forelock. 'Tis said he acquired an extensive musical training in Europe, where he
was well received as a concert pianist.
There also you will find ARTHUR
LANGE, with the window-pane eye glasses
behind which lurks a special brand of
pranks, caricatures and Puckish humor. No
doubt, this Imp would feel quite at home
playing jokes on poor mortals while prancing in the moonlight. He actually beams
when asked to compose music for comedy
scenes or to burlesque family quarrels. He
also has a serious side, more or less concealed, which produced a technical treatise, called "SPECTROTONE," on the art
and science of orchestrating by means of
color harmony — that is, blending tone
colors with Instruments In the orchestra (If
you get what I mean).
Come along now, back thru the arch to
the rustic bungalow with Its setting of cacti
and sand. This was once the abode of
our beloved WILL ROGERS, who used to
broadcast sunshine and laughs every noon
In the CAFE DE PARIS. For some time this
bungalow was also the home of that popular song-writing team, LEO ROBIN and
RALPH RAINGER, until the air crash
which left Leo Robin and the rest of us
forlorn. Some of their music which we
can't forget Includes "Love In Bloom,"
"Blue Hawaii" and "If I Should Lose You."
Across the street you will notice a nice
row of little white bungalows. These become first-class Turkish baths every summer (a special feature not Included In the
contract) when Old Sol keeps their occupants on the griddle. In one we find what
is left of EDDIE POWELL — closely related
to that aloof somebody called Adonis —
well, anyway, same curly hair and chiseled
features.

By GEORGE

D. HELLGREN

This Oredit Union Is always collecting.
If It Isn't delinquent accounts, money,
stamps or "what-nots," — it is pertinent
data about former members of our distinguished organization who are now seeing the world at the expense of Uncle
Sam. From the Middle East edition of
"Stars & Stripes," we pick up the following
Item of interest:
PHONY

HOLLYWOOD

BEOOMES

SOENE

REAL OVER

HERE

"On one of those wonderfully phony
Hollywood sets a couple of years ago, two
guys posed In front of an Arabic street
scene. HENRY ARNSTEIN and WILLIAM
GOLDMAN were about to go Into the
Army after having been editor and reporter, respectively, of the 20th OenturyFox Studio's monthly magazine, "Action."
It was in the days when the "youngest Industry" was beginning to go ga-ga, in an
escapist sort of way, over the North
African battles of the 8th Army. So, one
of the publicity boys who read WInchell
and knew what was going on In the big
world outside the studio gates, suggested
the GIs-elect pose in a North African setting. They dug up a street scene with a
mosque In the background. You've guessed
It. The other day, Arnstein and Goldman
walked bang Into each other — right in
front
a mosque."
The oflast
time the Credit Union heard
from Corporal Henry Arnstein, the Mercury of the Twentieth Century, he was
"doing" Palestine, Trans-jordan and Syria,
In company with an American Brigadier
General. He then wrote, "This flying trip
lasted four days and they simply sped by.
At Bengasi I took time off to go swimming
In the warm Mediterranean, and I visited
Tripoli for the fourth time In my life, and
"killed time" with the Yanks In Tunis and
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TAPPING AROUND

Hher Tunisian places. What a time! Now
lam back again all set for any adventures
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By GENEVA

the Army may plan tor me."
Another Corporal who has revealed himself to the Credit Union, is HERMAN

MITZI MAYFAIR

D'ORAZIO, former "script-teaser." Herman V-mails that he is de-civilizing himself
in some South Pacific jungle. Nature in the
raw seems to agree with him. He writes,

SAWYER

is one of the hardest

rehearsing gals I've seen in sometime. However, the results accomplished prove it is
worth her while. DON ROPER Is staging
the dances and also doing the costumes for
"Four Jills In a Jeep" in which MITZI,
KAY FRANOIS, MARTHA RAYE and

"Our life is rugged and the weather typically tropical — Intense heat all year 'round,
insects galore — the land of flowing perspiration, minus ice-cream, cold drinks,
women, etc. — ." Herman, my boy, remember you are no Santa Claus and can easily

CAROLE LANDIS appear. Don's home lot
is M.G.M. but will forgive him for that,
and put Fox.
out the "welcome mat" to 20th
Century
SEYMOUR

FELIX is under way on re-

do without "jungle-belles."
And now a few words about the home
front. To prepare yourself for the coming
Christmas blitz, join the Credit Union
brigade and fortify yourself with some of

KENNYJessWILLIAMS
finishes
"Pin-up
Then
will be back
at his
regularGirl".
job

that "ammunition" that you praise and we
pass.
Remember — If you bank with the Credit
Union, you can always bank on It!

and Kenny , assigned to the assistant's job.
The DE MARGOS are doing sensational
routines In the picture. GARMEN MIRANDA will also be back In harness soon.

hearsals for "Greenwich
MENDELSON
will be hisVillage".
assistant JESS
until

Ifs Private HAROLD
States

PRINTABLES
By MARY

ALLEN

GORDON

It is sure quiet over here in the Old Ad
Bldg, since the Fan Mail Department
moved away to the Old Writers Building.
We miss the "Moom pitcher actors" passing our door. It was mighty pleasant to
look up from our work at times and see
ROMERO, MONTGOMERY, etc. go by
as they sauntered into Fan Fail.
Little BETTY GRABLE, so friendly and
smooth looking, will sure be missed by the
wolf contingent of this department. She Is
the leading fan mail getter at the studio,
MADGE says.
Life is pretty full of frustrations these
days in the Stationery Department. New
supplies are slow in coming in, if at all. So
please remember folks, and be economical
with what you have on hand.
The boys in the Print Shop have sure
been busy. JACK MATTHEWS Is very
happy over becoming a citizen on September lOth. Our gain and Canada's loss.
Now he is anxious to get In the Marine
Corps.
Our MARGUERITE RIDDLE from out
Pasadena way can't decide whether to
join the Waves or Wacs or just stay put.
Wee MARGY VAN DEEVEN, the heat
wave of Purchasing, Is trying to convince
her to get a "man" and her worries will
be over — Oh yeah?
We had a V-mail letter from Sgt. NORMAN PRIMM, formerly of Process. He Is

Marine

J. GORDON

Corps

now!

The

of the United
head

of

20th

Century-Fox's Printing and Stationery Department,
and an employee of the Studio for more than
thirteen years, Gordon this week (Oct. 25th) was
granted a leave to join the Leathernecks. Harold
was sworn into the Corps on October 25th and
departed the same day for San Diego where he
will undergo seven weeks of recruit training at the
Marine Corps Base.

IT'S A GAY LIFE
By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

It must be a real thrill for HERMES PAN
to visit New York after twelve years, especially with the success he has achieved. He
told "yours truly" he Is going to all the
places and do all the things he used to

And a busy one — Between pre-World
War I research and Japanese atmosphere,
plus a wee bit of Art, great things are
being accomplished by those paragons of
efficiency, those miracle workers of the
motion picture industry. Ladies and gentlemen, Igive you the Prop Department!!]
You would hardly expect musical talent
in a department so engrossed in the humdrum side of He, but we are proud to
claim such talent in none other than PAUL

long tohis dovacation
but couldn't.
luck! To
make
perfect, Good
he Is going
to
finish It off In Mexico City.

FOX. His little ditty "Where, Oh Where,
Has My Little Duck Gone?" is a sensation.
Incidentally, the music In us seems to be
coming out in waves of beautiful harmony.

on, our BETTY RUSSELL and JESS MENDELSON are busy as bees. Betty did find
time to give a chicken dinner for some
relatives, however. Neither she nor her
room mate, MAUREEN FAGAN (of Fan
Mail), knew how to clean a chicken. So,
any of you who clean chickens can Imagine
what a comedy I witnessed — feathers and
bones just a-flying.
Just heard LILLIAN PORTER (Mousle)

Incongruously, "Paper Doll" has become
the theme song of the department. Sounds
like wishful thinking, doesn't it?
Our CHAPPIE, who has been on the sick
list for the past week, will be amazed to
discover this hitherto hidden talent. He Is
improving and expects to be back on the
job any day now. Our best wishes for his
speedy recovery.

somewhere in India and says It's a beautiful country but wettish. Mrs. PRIMM Is

BOB WADE, general furniture distributor and checker-upper, is taking a few days
off to bring his wife back from Reno. No,
it Isn't what you're thinking.

carrying on here in Norm's place.
This cold weather brings thoughts of
Christmas. While thinking of Christmas

It isn't the lack of accomplishments in
this department that makes this story so
short this time but because of an abundance of activity.

gifts, don't forget Bonds and Stamps make
wonderful presents.

We will all be glad to see NICK
CASTLE, my old dance directing partner,
back on the Lot starting next month with
a nice, long, fat contract. Nick has done
fine work free lancing the past three years.
By the way, little Geneva Castle, my namesake, celebrated her sixth birthday on
October I Ith with a big party.

So, cheerio, till next time.

The CONDOS

BROTHERS

are doing

one of their "Inimitable" routines in "Pinup Girl". Also looks like they will be in
"Greenwich Village" beating out a thousand taps. I hope MARTHA RAYE will
find time to visit NICK CONDOS as I hear
tell, she cheers anyone's day.
What with all the musical pictures going

is doing CARMEN MIRANDA at rehearsals. The little Irish gal is learning to
sing In Portuguese — very cute.

BUY
MORE
WAR

BONDS
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SHOP

STAMP

ALBUMS

Due fo paper being restricted to album
'

,
'

At present time, we have a fair stock of
following albums and suggest purchases in
November to avoid disappointment.
Scott's Modern

Album,

bound

Scott’s Modern

Album,

loose leaf....

Scott's International
loose leaf
Scott's National

Junior

Album

See

us for any Stamp

Gifts.

Remember

We

carry

stamps

(world$2.00

j

NOVEMBER

VlllAGE STAMP SHOP
‘
I

Your

seems to have a job ot
is traveling from one
telling about his experiHe has had some too,

While I can't write to all the boys in the
Service, would like to have them write in
to let us know how they are doing. I hope
that WADE will get that Jap he promised
me, and that he will hurry up and win this
darned war because I am saving a job at

Friendly Neighborhood
Stamp Shop

I 1091 Gayley Avenue, Westwood Village
Los .Angeles, 24, Calif. Ph. AR. 3-4777

Western
Avenue
that we didn't get finished before
he left.
I think that JACK CONLIN would like
to have the football season stay on for

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By AUDRE

ART CURTIS has been sent to take advanced training at a university. So, he is
almost sure of a commission later. My best
wishes to him, and I hope he comes back

regards.
LEO FENNER
importance. He
camp to another
ences in Europe.
believe me.

5.00

IN

wish that I could have done the same,
fact, I wish that every one on this lot coula
have matched him. Such faith and loyalty
wi II be amply repaid in our security now
and in the years to come.
The friends of RONNIE MONK will be
glad to know that he is well. We had a
fine letter from him, and he tells us that
he is somewhere in the South Seas. He
says that the girls are kinda scarce down
there, and he hopes that some of the girls
here stay single until he gets back because
he sure intends to settle down and roam
no more.

a colonel. Sorry I can't tell him all about
the Nursery Department as he asked me
to do, but maybe next month I will have
more space. All his old buddies send their

a

packets,

. . . this year do your
SHOPPING

|

7.00

1000 different World-wide

CHRISTMAS

j

2.50

gadgets,

Special: 500 different
wide) of better quality

2.50

Album,
8.00

for U. S

complete line of stamp
sets for collectors.
Our

$1.50

for U. S

Scott's Loose Leaf Album
I

pub-

lishers, we will be confronted with a shortage
of albums for Gift purposes.

until her return . . . BOB ANGUS, former
script distributor, was drafted and is now
jitterbugging to Army tempo . . . ELLEN
WHITE has returned to the Lot . . . The
Marine Flight Officers at Mojave invited
several of the girls up to their Base for a
dance and everyone had such a good time
that they are making it a steady week-end
date. SHIRLEE WOOLARD, JEAN
BANTA, SHIRLEY FOREMAN, MURIEL
BROWN, URDONA NICOLOF, JOYCE
EPSON, BARBARA McCRACKEN and
BERNICE WILLIAMS have become definitely pro-Marines . . . MUGGSY FARROW, who left the Lot several months
ago, is now doing Court Reporting up in
Kings County, California.

ROCHLEN

The stork craze has really hit the feminine contingent at Twentieth — not only the
stars, but secretaries as well. ROSELYNE
TRAGER and MARY JANE RHODES are
both expecting visits from the long legged
bird.
JOHNNY HELMICK, who formerly
worked in the Script Department, has received the U. S. Naval Air Medal and a
citation signed by Frenk Knox. Johnny is
an Aerial Photographer and took part in
many bombing missions in the South Pacific.
ROMANCE DEPARTMENT: MAGDALENE SWINK, who recently changed her
name to Mrs. William Pickering, has gone
with her husband to New Mexico, where
he is to be stationed. She writes that she
is sO-O-O happy . . . HELEN COMPSON
was married to Aviation Cadet Thomas
McDonald October 24, in Sarlta Monica.
Helen met her husband at one of the
Cadet dances at the Beverly-Wilshire
Hotel. Her pals in the Mimeograph Department gave her a shower before she
left . . . LLOYD ALLEN of Production and
JERRY PIERCE of the Mail Room are a
coosome twosome. . . .
CHIT-CHAT: LILLIAN GOUTERMAN
off for a well-earned vacation leaving
AUDRY CONLIN to shuffle the stencils

JOAN

CONLIN, formerly of fhe Scrip-t- Department, is now serving with the R.A.F. in Lancashire,
England.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
This year, even though we are at war, I
think that we have so many things to be
thankful for that our gratitude should be so
deeply impressed in our being that the
numerous petty annoyances the war has
brought to us will but add to the pleasure
of our coming Thanksgiving Day. What if
the good old red and brown stamps are
fresh out; if your turkey has crossed the
sea; if the festive board isn't groaning; if
one you love is far away; the fact that we
have been blessed with so much success
for our Armed Forces, that we have accomplished so much, that we are winning
should form the basis of our gratitude.
When you read this, the Third War Loan
drive will have become a matter of history,
but the funds that were saved in the bonds
will just about have had time to start
working. To AL NORBY, of our department, goes the plum because he himself
bought over a thousand dollars worth. I

about six months. He sure slayed 'em on
the pools so far.
By the way, have you noticed how bright
the cigaret cans on the stages are now?
When you see a little man with a can under one arm and a hundred pounds of
sand under the other, that will be OSCAR
SCHULENE, the man with a lot of pride
in his work.
Not much news, seems that no one ever
has a baby in our shop. On second
thought,
anyway. guess that would be a funny place
Please don't wait until "The Rains
Came" before you call us for your repairs.
Don't forget and be too late, just call
on 508.

HERMAN BLUMENTHAL PROMOTED
Correspondence received from the U. S.
Marine Corps, Public Relations Section, informs us that, "Master Technical Sergeant
HERMAN A. BLUMENTHAL, 27, formerly
with the Art Department of 20th CenturyFox, has been promoted from technical sergeant at his Marine Corps post In the
South Pacific.
"He received the promotion because of
his fine work In connection with the relief
mapping of strategic areas for the Corps.'
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iloWLING LEAGUE
By BILL WINTER
DOWN THE ALLEYS ... 2nd Week . . .
If you want local color, fake a look at the
outfits of AMECHE’S LIHLE FOXES . . .
PRESTON FOSTER’S BOWLERETTES
waltzed off with high team series of 2788
and GRABLE'S PIN-UPS and the LIHLE
FOXES tied for high team game with 975
. . . These gal teams are really off to a fast
start . . . HAROLD GORDON stumbled
through with a 65 1 to take high series
while B. JAEGER of ALICE FAYE'S
SPARKS grabbed high game with 255 . . .
BUZ BUSBY always picks up the check
when it stands on edge ... Is the responsibility of our prez affecting his bowling
average? . . . AL PINK says he's not a
foreigner even though he's on the FOREIGN DEPT, team . . . 3rd Week . . . Although CHRIS CHRISTENSEN shot a 618
series scratch his team, the MARTHA
RAYE RAYS dropped 3 to HUMBER-

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

gameover
of 239
. . 6th Week
. Well, it’sI
all
now . except
for the. . shooting,
mean shouting, at least for the first half.
The much heralded match between PRESTON FOSTER'S BOWLERETTES vs. DON
AMECHE'S LITTLE FOXES began with

17
both teams fired up but the LITTLE FOXES
were left smouldering on the short end of
a 3 to I count . . . After seeing her picture in the last issue of ACTION, BETTY
ST. GEORGE Is wanted by all the studios
for a seven year contract . . . Gals 160 or
better this week: MADGE INMAN 167:
VIOLET HOGAN 166 .. . Guys 200 or
better: JULIUS CINDRICH 237; ARMAND ALLEN 231 and 217; GLEN REED
226: GEO. MILLS 221; B. FUGLSBY 216:
M. JACOBSEN, 213; M. MORGAN, 212:
JOE DANIELS, 203; JESS WOLF, 200: IKE
DANNING, 83 (sorry error but the X is
broken on the typewriter) . . . BETTY
GRABLE's PIN-UPS won high game with
1003, JULIUS CINDRICH high series with
623, GLEN REED high game with 253, and

the
2821. FIVE LITTLE FOY's high series with

STONE’S FIVE . . . CHRIS glommed on to
high game with 239 . . . ROGER HEMAN'S CONSTRUCTION went into the
league lead by taking 4 from LE BARON'S
BARONS and Incidently won high series
with 2800 . . . RAY FARREL rang the bell
for high ind. series with 654 . . . Was
GEORGE MILLS afraid to bowl against
the HUMBERSTONE team??? ... The
FIVE LIHLE FOYS (including DANNING)
finally pulled themselves together to win
3 points . . . Our prez raised his average
5 points this week . . . The BOWLERETTES won high series for the gals with
2788 . . . 4th Week . . . Highlight of the
week was the 278 game rolled by WALT
TRANO. WALT had a spare in the sixth
frame and all the rest strikes. What with
a 644 scratch series the boy did all right
. . . 200 or better club this week for men:
WALT TRANO 278: N. LEICHARDT 216;
ARMAND ALLEN 208: JOHNNY McCAFFERTY 201: HERMAN LEIBER 201: B.
FUGLSBY 201 ... Gals 160 or better:
FRANCE TOWNER
169; BETTY ST.
GEORGE 162 ... The FIVE LIHLE FOYS,
one of our weaker teams (who threw that)
took MARTHA RAYE’S RAYS (one of the
strong teams) for four (4) points . . . LYNN
BARI'S team nabbed high series with 2879,
the ART DEPT, high game of 974, N.
LEICHARDT with 230 won high game as
TRANO took the series with 668 . . . 5th
Week . . . Men 200 or better this week:
ARMAND ALLEN 226, BILL WINTER 225:
N. ROUNDTREE 205; G. COOKE 203;
M. JACOBSEN 202: GEORGE MILLS
201 .. . Gals 160 or better: VIOLET
HOGAN 176: ALICE McVEY 160 .. .
HAROLD BOW pulled a MILLS and did
not bowl against HUMBERSTONE'S team
who won high game with 1002 . . . DON
AMECHE'S LITTLE FOXES are currently
leading the league. Atta boy, gals . . .
LE BARON'S BARONS walked off with
high series of 2826, M. JOPLIN high Ind.
series with 613 and the alleged author high

EDDIE NIEBURGER is a
been chosen by GRACE

new assistant ot Safety work in the Maintenance Department. He has recently
DUDLEY to act with the Outcast Theatre group. Good luck to you, Eddie.
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MITTLESTEDT who is stationed at Anacostia, D. C. He is a busy man these days
organizing an effects department and getting equipment together. We certainly
enjoy hearing from all of you and hope
to hear soon again.
I understand that HARRY KNIGHT had
very profitable guests last week-end.
FRANK O'CONNOR and family and
ADOLPH LINKOW and family were out
to his place in the valley. They spent a
busy day harvesting walnuts. The harvesting and crop were a great success.
CHRIS CHRISTENSEN is on the sick
list. He Is in the hospital for a minor
operation. Best wishes for a speedy recovery, Chris.
So long folks, see you next month.

JEWELER'S
QUALITY
Is the
POLICY
at
PHILLIPS

LESS THAN 10% OF
ALL DIAMONDS ARE
AS BRILLIANT AS
PHILLIPS DIAMONDS.

Substantial
for 20TH

Savings

C. F. PERSONNEL

Please bring Identification. We do not cater
to the general public.

WM. E. PHILLIPS CO.
JEWELERS,

IMPORTERS.

MFRS.'

DISTRIBUTORS

7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315 W. Fifth St.
Los Angeles
MU 1321
Daily 10-6

MECHANICAL EFFECTS
By DOROTHY
The cloud of
the department
cigars that the
bration of the

BURKE

smoke that was seen around
the other day was from the
boys were smoking in celearrival of a prospective ef-

fectsman. Yes. It's a bouncing baby boy
for the IVEY's: born September 29th,
weight 6 lbs. 13 oz. The whole family including the father is doing nicely.
JESS WOLF and ARTHUR ROYNE have
returned from a very enjoyable location.
From what I have heard, Jess has learned
a lot in the art of hunting rabbits. Seems
it takes the natives to teach us tricks of
the trade sometimes. Am I right, Jess?
We have received some very nice letters
this past month from our members in the
Service. We heard from JACK HAMILTON who has been transferred and is now
stationed at Camp Van Dorn, Mississippi.
He writes that he hopes to be here on
furlough soon. We certainly are looking
forward to seeing you. Jack. We also got
a card from CARL HOLZMAN who is enroute to Pierre, South Dakota. Received a
card from our girl Marine, EVELYN BELL,
the other day. She says she has just
finished half of her boot camp and it sure
has been tough, but at the same time a
lot of fun. She wouldn't have missed it
for the world. We also heard from BILL

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

Reviewing October Minutes:
The attendance was the poorest In years.
Even the Advisory Staff was mostly absent,
but those who did attend made it a good
meeting. DICK JAMES, representing the
Wardrobe, made his first appearance and
received a vote of welcome.
All employees are asked to report if
they see anyone using the hand rails on
the runways to tie equipment off or cutting
ropes that have equipment tied to braces.
The driving speed on the Lot Is fifteen
miles per hour. Please adhere to this
notice.
In the future, the Safety Meetings will
be held at 9:30 a.m., Wurtzel Bungalow
on the North Lot, first Thursday of each
month.
News on the National Issue:
Mr. D. C. H. JONES, Chairman of the
Safety Committee, attended the Chicago
Safety Convention. . . . We extend our
congratulations to Ralph W. Robinson, Los
Angeles Representative, who was elected
vice-president of National Safety. . . . Post
War Planning supports Mr. James S. Kemper as United States' most distinguished
safety engineer. . . . Our safety plans are
being made known to the world. . . . Visual
education Is here — our news reels are history In the making. . . . U. S. Safety Stamps
join the campaign to combat accidents.
. . . Armistice Day takes us back to 1918.
. . . What happened to the Post War Plans
why?
of
World War I? 1920 found them junked,

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

f
SHIRK

Another new arrival showed up In time
for this Issue — a little sister, REGINA, born
October 7th, will help complete the famMama year
ERNESTINE,
Papa "mOSHY,"
andily ofthree
old JACQUELINE
HARMELL — Congratulations and thanks again
for you-know-what . . .
Sorry to report that FLOSSIE STIFFLER Is In the hospital for an operation —
ELSA MATHEWSON — welcome Elsa — Is
filling In for her in the Tailor Shop and
completing our three-way sewing circuit
with MARGARET VARN and FRANK
MULLER. Best wishes for a quick recovery,
Flossie, and hurry home as soon as your
health permits.
GEORGE McGERTY, this department's
Marco Polo, was In for a short stay —
you're looking better than ever. Sailor —
Good Luck, and try to get home more
than once a year. We see CHUCK
KEEHNE quite often and glad he is stationed riaht here at home. Good luck to
JACK TURNER who entered the Marine
Corps October 29th.
Things are definitely being changed,
gang — especially the Big Shack — they are
putting up two long counters right In the
middle with an aisle between. We'll be
conducting two shows from there from now
on in a truly workable style — and not any
too soon as the rains have come, as of
today, but good.
Everyone Is still rushing about their picBoth SANDEEN
"POP"
SINGER
have tures.
been
snowed and
under
with
GILE
STEELE'S sketches, PAUL GELLER'S budand ED super
WARE'S
We
have agets,super,
epic requisitions.
coming up now
that needs most all the department, but
have turned it over to ERNEST ROTCHY
and "MUSHY"

HARMELL,

who are wad-

ing shoulder-high
In period clothes — "WILSC5n"
Is their project.
BILL McCRARY has brought "THE SULLIVANS" back to the home Lot, but
SLOANE and PRESTON are still In the
East In their "HOME IN INDIANA." SAM
BENSON and JIM SMITH have moved
lock, stock and barrel to Western Avenue
for a six weeks run with the "Four Jills In
A Jeep" show. NORMAN MARTIEN'S
still having his daily dip In and out of
"Lifeboat." "The Purple Heart" Is being

Let's not let this happen again. Express
your views now. Let us back up our honest conclusions. Oongress welcomes your
views.

sponsored by JOE KING and DICK
STAUB. EDDIE ARMAND has given up his

"PHANTOM ARMIES DO NOT WIN
WARS" published by the War Department Safety Oouncil reveals the following

called "Greenwich Village." "The Eve Of
St. Mark" still carries the team of WATSON and KERNELL.

"Phantom Army" recruits: 93,000 dead —
killed in accidents: 9,200,000 Injured In
accidents: 320,000 of the Injured permanently disabled.

Thank you, REED BOSS, for a swell letter, and we all got a kick out of your dogand-cat picture — that was really a cutie.

cowboys and Indians to do a swell musical
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LAB -GAB

LANE
By JOHN

LAWLESS.

By FAWN

JR.

It seems that our well known correspondent, BENNY BENSON, is suffering from a
slight case of writer's cramp so with dots,
dashes and splashes from the red, white
and blue department (Paint to you) little
JOHNNY will pinch hit.

FARRAR

October 14th was a momentous day
the Western Avenue Laboratory.
DARRYL ZANUCK gave a dinner In
Granduer Room in honor of the Lab
Machine
machine.

for
Mr.
the
and

Shop technicians who were Instrumental in building the new developing

First of all, we hear from Tech. Sgt.
JOHN GILMAN, somewhere In the Pacific, that he Is feeling fine and wishes to
thank all the workers and the STUDIO

Among the many honored guests were
LEW SCHREIBER, FRED METZLER, COL.
JASON
JOY, JACK CODD, R. L.

CLUB

HOUGH,

for their prompt

and frequent de-

livery of cigarettes, gum, and "Action".
He says that he and the boys really enjoy
them. Okay, JOHNNY, we hope that they
please you as much as It does us to send
them to you.
Our- Boss, WALTER JOLLEY, has just
come back from a seven day furlough.
Why? His son, BOB, In the Air Corps, had
a ten day leave. By the way, Sgt. Jolley
took yours truly to the cleaners in a little
eighteen hole match at Brentwood Golf
Club. I also hear that Sgt. Jolley is top
trainer In the heavy gunnery school for
Uncle Sam's Air Force. They must be
good for the word from overseas is, the
camp Is turning out the best trained men
in the field.
FRANK VESELY's boy, BOB, who Is In
the Navy somewhere in the Pacific, sent
his dad a Jap rifle. There Is no report on
what happened to the Jap but -there is
no doubt as to who owns the gun now!
By the time this goes to press there will
probably be a new street under construction for "Keys To The Kingdom", BILL
darling's newest. M any Innovations in
studio pr'^cedure will be evident with
MONTE BONOME's new Ideas for sta-ff
stone and plaster fronts for buildings as
well as the use of new color schemes In the
paint. I'll wager that it will be the most
picturesque street In the business.
I also hear that BURNEY ORT, of this
department, has a new NEVER FADE, onecoat special paint for exteriors! Twentieth
Century-Fox has just bought a two story
dwelling in Santa Rosa to prove It. There
should be a fortune in it— for the paint
companies.

mmoM m cm mobile
blood bank unit
FRANK TRABERT and MAX ANDERSON of the
Paint Department display a sign just completed
as an appeal to Red Cross blood donors.

school for photographers where he will Instruct the camera artists In aerial gunnery.
Gee, doesn't one day later for pay
money?
checks make a big difference in pocket-

MAX GOLDEN, V. J. CHRISTENSEN, and HARRY BRAND, all of the

executive o-ffices, and many of the producers of the Fox Organization such as
WM. PERLBERG, BRYAN FOY, and SOL
M. WURTZEL.
Noted among the Invited guests were
Mr. E. O, Blackburn of Brulatour Inc., Mr.
Huse of Eastman Kodak Co., Mr. Norval
Crutcher, and John Martin of the Film
Technicians Local and D. T. Wayne of the
Machinists Local.
After a very agreeable dinner, MR.
LESHING, assisted by BEN ROBINSON
and ART CHATELAIN, demonstrated the
new developer to the assembled guests.
All In all, the abundant dinner and ensuing
entertainment delighted everyone present.
STUART BARNFIELD Is In the spotlight
again: still hunting but not for doves this
time. It is deer (not dear) hunting that has
taken him to Utah. Good luck either way,
Barney.
What

Is this we hear about CLARENCE

SAUNDERS

being married

all this time

and keeping It secret? Of course, he can't
hide that dreamy look though, which we
suspect is caused by love's flaming darts.
Can It be ALVIE WILLIAMS who carols
forth In that so melodious voice at the
early hour of nine-thirty every morning?
Happy to see RHEA MULLIGAN back
on the job again. After spending her two
weeks vacation playing golf, she returned
to her desk looking fit as a fiddle only to
be laid up a few days with a sprained
ankle.
SID GARDNER and NEAL ROUNTREE
have both returned from their vacation
looking full of vim, vigor and vitality.

jnUWGIVEAPiTOfBIOOD
TO SAVE A SOUHEIl’S LIFE?

shot down three Axis planes In missions
over Sicily. Lieutenant Bray returned to the
United States recently and lost no time
In marrying the girl he left behind him. He
Is at present stationed at Culver City, but
Is momentarily expecting a transfer to a

Those of you who bemoan the fact that
a gallon of gas has been taken from each
coupon needn't be downhearted. The outlook Is not as bleak as you may think. From
HENRY WEBBER comes the Information
that oil virtually oozes from under his very
feet at his Agura Rancho; and, as soon as
the right people get wind of the new oil
bonanza, BOOM! — the auto wheels will
again be spinning the joy-riders hither and
LIEUTENANT JAMES BRAY stopped In
to visit his many friends in the Lab. As
yon.all know, Jimmie has been very active
you
the last eighteen months. Besides handling
the cameras for Army Air Corps, he also

Melvin Adler, Cook 3rd class, is the son of AARON
E. (SHORTY) ADLER of our developing crew.

SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA

GODFREY

Another year has nearly gone, and all
of us have seen a great many changes take
place. Our friends and members of our
families are scattered about over the world
— giving their best for something we believe In. I hope, that by next Thanksgiving
we will have welcomed them all home
aoaln. To all of them everywhere go our
admiration, our hope, and our backing, —
and especially to the absent members of
the Serpen Department.
C'-'ngratulatlon to Lt. RAY

KELLOGG,

on his appointment as an Executive Officer: to PAUL MOHN, on his promotion to
Warran+ Officer and his new son- to Chief
Petb' O^^Yer V'RGIL THOMPSON: to Lt.
DAIF SFARS: to DICK FRITCH, BOB
RIDGEWAY, JACK ALLEN, HERB STEWART, BOB WEBB, VERNON
LAW,
FRANK LUB'N, ARTHUR MILLIER and
VON MULLDORFER. Our cheers and best
wishes
many. to Lt. RUSSEL K. LYONS, Interned
in a

Luftwaffe camp

Lt. WINTON

HOCH

somewhere

In Ger-

dropped

in for a

surprise visit the other day —
glad TO see him.

we were all

2c PAIDo
U. S. POSTAGE

LOS

A future member of the department
arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
VERNON C. TAYLOR on October 7th.
His name is John Vernon Taylor, and he
and his mother are doing very nicely. According to his father, he is already eyeing
a paint brush with an expert look.
Cameraman

HARRY

DAWE

has a brand

new addition to his household too, daughter Marsha, who arrived on October 8th.
Mother, daughter and father doing well.
Thumb-nail

sketches: How

MR.

SER-

SEN'S eyes twinkle when he is amused . . .
BILL ALBERT'S slow, calm, even-tempered
disposition . . . BUD FISCHER dashing in
and out . . . DAVE PRESTON emersed in
clouds — hundreds of them . . . AL IRVING’S blue ties . . . RALPH HAMMERAS'
and the inevitable cigar . . . FRED KINDSCHI's cigarette holder .
.
.
FRITZ
KRAENCKE'S pleasant manner . . . HOWARD BAKER and the gasoline problem
. . . CLYDE SCOTT, LEE LEBLANC. CLIFF
SILSBY, FRAN LEWIS and BARBARA
WEBSTER, never a dull moment all day.
Our heartfelt and most sincere sym-^
pathles are extended to Mr. and Mrs. EMIL
KOSA, JR., on the loss of their only
daughter, Lillian — or Bobbie, as she was
known to her friends. Throughout her long
Illness, Bobbie Kosa was an example of
strength and courage we all might heed
In these days of upset and turmoil in the
world.

Had

a letter from a very dear friend of

ours who is exterminating Japs in the Pacific. He has about fifty or sixty Japs to
his credit already, and has been decorated
twice for bravery. He wanted us to send
him something. He was rather apologetic
about it, and implored us to forget the
whole thing if it would be any bother. Of
course, it was no bother to us at all, and
we were tickled pink to be able to do as
he requested. Oh yes, he wanted us to
save him a comic strip, namely Li'l Abner,
and send it to him once a week. It seems
Li'l Abner
friend.

By FRANK

Jills and a Jeep," so you could see what
we mean. The Broadcasting Theatre looks
better than the real thing. In fact, we expected to see a couple of ushers in front
of the stage when we walked in.
This morning it rained; winter is here at
last. We like the rain, also the cooler
//eather.
Mrs. HELEN GOLDMAN, our able assistant, has been promoted to a better job
at the Hills. We will miss her, but at the
same time wish her luck.

WETAAORE
tive of

Representa CLUB OF
AUTOMOBILE
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

I

Evenings

or

I;

PHONE Sla. 3»3
; Crest view 5-012.3

Crest view

6-4583

There is a submarine parked here right
in the middle of the Lot, and it bothers
us no end. What with all these bombers

RAYE

flying over every half hour, we expect to
hear bombs dropping any moment.

for smart, modern clothes and that's exactly what she has given each star. Miss

We have been eating lots of spinach
and beef liver (when we can get it) lately.

Wood's next picture will be "Greenwich
Village", and after her gay costumes in
"The Girls He Left Behind", we wonder
what striking creations she has In mind for
CARMEN MIRANDA this time.

Preparing for the Blood Bank's visit to the
Lot.
Thank you

all for your very generous

response in the book drive. Don't give
up now, more books are needed. And remember A BOND A WEEK MAKES THE
AXIS MIGHTY WEAK.
So long 'til next month.

THE

FOX.

By LEE ROTH

B. DESSLER

The Four Jills have parked their jeep
here at Western Avenue. We are looking
forward to a pleasant interval. JAMES
JENSEN has again outdone himself. We
would like to take you all around the different sets here that were built for "Four

ROD

is the favorite hero of our

FINDINGS
FROM THE LADIES WARDROBE

FOX TALES

ANGELES. CALIF/
Permit No. 12005

With

several important

pictures in the

making, our department is humming overtime. RENE HUBERT has been pouring
out sketches for "Wilson" in wholesale
proportions. The story includes five major
parts for women with each wearing between twenty and thirty changes and the
periods spanning fifteen years. After the
sketches are made, materials must be
picked for each outfit and oked for color
value by the Technicolor representative.
Mr. Hubert is taking great pains In creating authentic and harmonious gowns and
a visit to this office while he works would
be an Inspiration for anyone interested In
this field.
YVONNE WOOD
has completed wardrobes for KAY FRANCIS, CAROLE LANDIS, MITZI MAYFAIR, and MARTHA

In "Four Jills In a Jeep" and the results are most gratifying. The story calls

MR. LE MAIRE

has kept carpenters and

painters busy and now we have long mirrors in each designer's office, giving them
their own fitting rooms.
The girls In our department have been
filling every spare moment making afghans
and wool coverlets for the convalescing
Service men. The response for the blood
bank has also been good, but there are still
those who neglect serving In this capacity.
It is such a minute request, and is so vital
to our boys, that no healthy person should
pass this opportunity to save a life.
OLLIE HUGHES leaves this weekend for
San Francisco to visit with her daughter
and grandson. Ollie has had a couple of
long and hard pictures In a row and has
earned a vacation. Of course, she has
"Wilson"
turns.

to look forward to when she re-

As far as we know, CAREY O'NEIL Is
on location In Lexington, Kentucky. The
letters which she doesn't write leave us
in the dark as to how she Is, the progress
of the picture, and when
her back.
MURIEL
Avenue

POOLE

we

moves

can expect
to

Western

for the duration of the Seiter pic-

ture. We'll see you some Tuesday,
MARJORIE CORSO took time
move into her new home and says
helps. fine new neighbors — which
some

Muriel.
off to
she has
always
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AMERICAN LEGION POST NO. 563
By MAX

W. LAREY

November II, 1943, 11:00 A.M., just
25 years to the day, minute and hour, as
this is written, after World War I Amistice.
Twentieth Century-Fox Studio's own
American Legion Post No. 563 is at this
moment, together with the Studio employees, observing with the traditional
moment of silence, that momentous occasion when the armies in combat ceased
firing. Since that time the Legion has
emerged to the forefront as the leading
organization in the United States devoted
to the defense of the Constitution, the upholding of Americanism, maintaining law
and order, serving the Community, State
and Nation, and carrying out the principles
of justice, freedom and democracy.
In the five years since the Studio's Post
received a charter in the American Legion,
the Studio has seen it grow from an initial
enrollment of 142 to its present strength
rapidly approaching 300 members.
Serving as Commanders have been
OLLIE PAINTER, JACK BURKE, JOSEPH
R. KEENAN (2 terms), LOUIS J. WITTE
(2 terms), and it is starting Its sixth year
with FRED J. RODE as Commander. Many
and diversified are the chairmen of its
various committees; GEORGE HELLGREN
of the Credit Union, on Finance; BILL
RITCHEY of the Mill, on Americanism;
AARON HALPERIN of Process, on Child
Welfare; THOMAS LOUNSBERY on Membership; DANIEL B. CLARK of the Camera Department, on National Defense: ED
HANSEN of Sound, on Rehabilitation and
Unemployment; GEORGE S. TAYLOR of
Police, on Relief and Sick; JOHN BODNAR of Film Editorial, on

Ways and
Means: JOHN H. "CALLY" HOLDEN of
Music, on Entertainment: THOMAS
D.
YOUNG, Police Chief, on Disaster and
Relief: LOUIS J. WITTE of Special Effects,
on Boys State, Inc., a Legion Program in

Private JOE SILVER, formerly of our Cutting Department, and son of our popular SAM
SILVER,
is pictured above with AL JOLSON
while Al was on his recent tour of North Africa. Much praise
is due Jolson for the happiness he brought the boys which is apparent by the smile that Joe wears.

Your columnist has the unenviable job
of Adjutant and Organizer, and is doing
his best to formulate a program for the
futu re that the Post thinks will exceed in

In the five years of its existence, the Post
has carried out, in cooperation with the
Studio, a Lincoln Day Patriotic Rally on
Stage 4 on the evening of February 12^
1941; entertained 1400 orphans at one of
its baseball games; erected a plaque to
the Studio employees who are serving in

activity that of any other Post in the
Nation. To do this, the two main pillars of

the present war; observed with fitting
ceremonies every Memorial and Armistice

strength supporting the Post must be — a
virile, active, militant, growing membership— and a sound financial position. These
two objectives are being rapidly achieved.
A
Legionnaire could properly query,
"What then"?

Day: entertained the National Commander at luncheon (Roane Waring), who gave

California devoted

to the teaching

of

Municipal and State Government to outstanding high school graduates in the state.

Conscious of its strength, the Post could
then proceed to carry out the mandates of
the National organization with the fullest
conception of duty and responsibility.

a stirring speech against shut-down strikes
in the War effort; staged the Memorial
Services at the 1943 State Convention with
Irving Pichel
in a stirring,
ence of over
San Francisco

playing the Unknown Soldier
patriotic drama, to an audi5600 which overflowed the
Opera House; initiated and

pressed for approval many

patriotic res-

4

Action

were distributed equally through the
ous branches of the armed Servic
would like to quote from a letter from
Major General John Marston, Commanding the United States Marine Corps, Department of the Pacific, "I have been
informed of the generous action taken by
your members in voting to donate five
cases (50,000) of Chesterfield Cigarettes
to United States Marines serving overseas.
Your gift typifies the fine teamwork between the folks at home and the boys
abroad. Please accept my thanks for this
tangible expression of support and good
will, and be assured that your gift will
reach its destination as speedily as available cargo space permits." While this is
a fine expression of good will, the Post
through its members has entertained a
unit of the Marine Corps, have helped
them tremendously in various phases of its
war work, and are proud to announce that
many of its members have served in the
Marines in both Wars: several of them
bearing honorable wounds, i.e., GEORGE
CALLAHAN, FRED McKELVEY, ED CRUGER and others that time and space does
not permit me to individually mention.
We have received similar expressions of
good will from both the Navy and Fourth
Air Force.
We have eighteen members who served
in the last war who are also serving in
the present war.
Yes, fellow employees

and Legionnaires,

you can be proud of your Legion Post —
for we are united to serve, in War as in
Peace, unstintingly — unselfishly — gladly.

UCQUER LANE
By BENNY

BENSON

It has been rumored, and justly too, that
if GEORGE CAUFIELD fell in a weH, he
would come
LADDIE

GONCZ,

formerly

of the Paint Department,

makes

a choice.

How

about

a half and half?

up with a mermaid. The lucky

stiff has won four football pools this season and says he Is still hot. That guy
JOHNNY GILMAN has done It again (I

olutions through various and proper Legion
channels.

answer: you derive the benefit and honor
of being able to serve your country in

warned you) and has another hash mark
on his uniform sleeve. That makes them

The Post meets once a month, the third
Tuesday, in the Cafeteria: distinguished
Legionnaires are guests every month. Heated and spirited debates occur on proposals
for carrying out and bettering one of the
Legion programs. A District Commander

peace as well as In war. It is an organization devoted to service through a well
organized program: it is not for personal
benefit.

half way up to his elbow and Staff Technical Sergeant. So help me, he will be a
General yet. Bet Johnny Is popular with
his buddies — all who know him will bear
me out. JOE REDMAN dashed off a note

aptly said, "This is the most spirited and
militant Post in the District." It is, for it
combines the true spirit of patriotism with
a tense desire for achievement.
Every detachment in the Studio is enrolled in its membership. Eligibility consists of an honorable discharge from Service in either World War I or World War
II.
An applicant for membership
asks, "What

sometimes

benefits do I derive from be-

coming a Legionnaire?" There is only one

The State Department of the Legion in
San Francisco, through its Adjutant, James
K. Fisk, wrote the Studio Post this week,
"You are adding many stars to your Post."
Yes, we are, and we will continue to work
until we become an indestructible part of
the National Legion program.
Recently the Post, in conjunction with
the Studio, began a two-weeks drive to
assist one of the minor State Legion programs in its overseas cigarette campaign,
and we are proud to say that our drive
topped that of any of the 600 Posts in the
State, netting $1104.23. The cigarettes

t'other day to let us know that he was trying to qualify as a Tail Gunner. Oh Yeah?
CARL BRASSFIELD uses all the personnel of this department for guinea pigs.
He is always bringing In some unusual
fruit or berries to be tasted. The last time
It was strawberries which grow on trees.
What will he think of next? Some of the
discussions which take place before the
night shift starts should be put into book
form. ABE KOMPANIEZ really gives out
with some good ones, and does he kick
it around. ELMER RIEGER lost all his

December
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PRiNTABLES
By MARY

ALLEN

GORDON

The hand of destiny has passed over this
department in the last six months and left
many changes. First, SAM left us to build
ships, then RUDY for the Maritime Service, and now our HAROLD is in the
United States Marine Corps. Our very
capable JESSE ACORN is carrying on as
Department Head in Harold's place.
PRIVATE GORDON is half way through
boot camp now, but here is an excerpt
from the letter he wrote after one week
there, "Hello Studio Gang: Just a line to
let you know that I have completed one
week of boot camp. It sure is the stuff.
Hard, but I've lost over an inch of that
bay window already, and don't call me
Blondie any more, Baldy would be better.
I never thought I could drill for seven

Players: 3— A. RIESER, R.H.; 36— C. KING,

choppers, and is now

Q.;

taking his nourish-

ment through a straw. "Rieg" has had
quite a time, but we hope he will feel
better now. EUGENE SONCZ
finally
moved back into civilization. Suggestion:
Someone tell GEORGE
HALL to stop
sleeping on his good ear so he can hear
the phone when we call him in early. All
the boys address ED MARTIN as "Mister"
because he is prexy of the Painter's Local.
EDDIE REEVES just got back from Kentucky location and says he really put out
while there. He didn't know there were so
many roofs In the state of Kaintuck —
KUNNEL REEVES, suh . . .
Fight for dear old P. U. (Painter's University). After completing a most successful season by defeating every opponent, P. U. football team wraps up its
overalls until next season. Led by coaches,

HRE
"BUTCH" JOLLEY, "SIMON" SIBLEY and
,
—F.B.;
24—
"HAP"
O'CONNOR, the P. U. UnamerF. V
RD,
overwhelmed
all comers with their
OLT
R.E.icans
MER
; 21
, L
—
E
. LU
unpredictable
style .Hof
.; play such as camouL ,
R.T.; with dutch brushes so the
flagingLthe
ball
7— G
.

opponents couldn't tell if it was the ball
or POP BRADLEY'S beard.

It is Christmas time again, so here's
wishing you all a very Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year from us ail down
here in the gulch.

PARKING
You will perform a service and extend
courtesy to others if, when parking your
car, you will observe the white lines in
parking areas. These spaces are well able
to accommodate an automobile, but when
one straddles a white line, trouble is bound
to result. Such discourtesy usually results
from thoughtlessness. Please help!

ERIKSSON, R.G.: 4— F. VESLEY, C.; 16— W.
HAMILTON, L.G.; 8— R. BRADLEY. L.T.; 32— E.
STEWART. LE.

straight hours but I did, and don't think
you can beat up a rifle with your hands
— the hands come off second best by a
good deal. They are so sore right now I

SAFETY NEWS

can hardly write. Don't let this throw you,
these instructors really know what they are
doing. I feel better than I have for years,
but sore in the muscles.

By JIMMY

DINNEEN

The Safety Committee had the pleasure
of enjoying a talk given by MORNA
PYPER in which she stressed the importance of reporting all accidents even
though they are of a minor nature. In this
way, a record is kept of your case, and in
the event anything serious should develop,
the hospital has the information and you
are spared embarrassment.
While there is an ample supply of First
Aid Equipment, too often it is put in
drawers or lockers and not available when
an emergency occurs. Keep the equipment
where it can be reached without delay.
There is an extreme shortage of bottles.
The Commissary and the milkman may be
forced to discontinue serving milk and soft
drinks if they are unable to replace the
bottles. Needless to say, far too many are
left all over the stages and on parallels.
This practice is dangerous as they may be
stepped on. Those that are left high create
an added hazard; it is possible they may
fall and strike someone.
Mr. D. C. Jones called the committee's
attention to the Safety News in last
month's ACTION,
PHANTOM ARMIES DO
WIN WARS

NOT

National safety is fighting desperately to
reduce accidents. The Safety Committee
was complimented on its efforts to reduce accidents. Christmas is no time for
tragedy, but unfortunately there is always
an increase in accidents during this season. Safety in action is safety in force.
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year to you all. Thanks for your splendid
cooperation with us in 1943.
Report hazards imnnediately.

"Our day starts at 5:30 A.M. with a
half-mile run, then we police our area.
About six-thirty comes chow and really
good too. After this comes the day's
work, marching, drilling, manual of arms,
and beating that
— piece or rifle If
you wish. Eleven-thirty — chow, then we qet
a few minutes rest before some more drill
and drill and drill until 4:00 P.M. More
chow. W'e're busy all the time until taps.
Our bunks (called sacks) are canvas cots,
but at the end of the day it seems like
a feather bed to me.
"If any of you softies want to really get
in shape again, I very earnestly urge you
to join the Marine Corps. There Is no
room here except for men that can really
take orders, and you'll take them one way
or another. All in all It's a wonderful life."
We

are moving the Printing and Stationery Department this week. Our new
location Is the Golf Course next to the
Santa Monica Gate. The little club house
has been redecorated and fixed over, and
looks swell. We even have a lawn and a
veranda. All we lack are the mint juleps
for veranda sipping (visitors please note).
We

have a new

assistant In the Store

Room,

Irish and pert PRISCILLA JOHNSON. All we need now Is some anti-wolf
bait to scatter outside our door. The young
lads suddenly seem In desperate need of
supplies every day since the advent of the
charming Priscilla.
we

Well, the year Is nearing a close, and
have much to be thankful for. This

department wishes for our boys in Service
everywhere a happy, hopeful Christmas
and a victorious New Year.
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missed FRANK

JEETER when he was home

sick for a few days . . . BILL ALLEN longing for those good old fashioned mint
juleps . . . SAM GOLDBLATT is gleefully
pedaling around on his new bicycle, no
gasoline worries now . . . BOB TUCKER
and FAWN FARRAR have joined the
United States Coast Guard Auxiliary . . .
ETHEL DAVIES knitting another sweater
. . . MORT FRIED very happy after winning two pools.
Will the day ever come when JAMES
GIBNEY buys that refrigerator . . . HENRY
WEBBER that horse . . . FRED acguires
that boat . . . MARK BOLGER gets accustomed to those new bl-focals?
I would like to take this oportunity to
wish all of you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy and Victorious New Year.

Attractive

and

pleasant

ESTELLE

TRAGER

of the

FARRAR

The Christmas season Is with us again,
our third with a world at war. However,
this will be different from the last, at least
for Hollywood. We are to have lights and
Santa on Hollywood Blvd. once more.
Those lights will gladden the hearts of all
who missed them so much last year. This
time It will seem more like the Christmases
we knew before December 7, 1941.

McCarthy,

who

has ably

be a partner In an artist's management
agency. We wish him much happiness and
lucre In his new venture. Good luck, John

are very happy about the whole thing.
ENA TIDEY, our solo specialist on the
office Steinway (comptometer to you) is
leaving us to return to household duties.
GERTRUDE DAILEY Is taking over, and we
hope both the girls are happy in their new

We are hoping and praying this will be
the last Holiday season our boys will have
to spend on the far-flung battlefields of

The Payroll Department Is clicking so
smoothly that almost nothing startling ever
happens there. Or does it? Sometimes, !
think there is a conspiracy to keep news
jobs.
Items away from this reporter as I have
yet to score a beat. However, to the oldtimers away from here, I can report that

the world. Don't forget those packages or
at least a Christmas card to every Serviceman you know. You will be able to enjoy
your Christmas so much more If you have
done all you possibly can to cheer the
other fellow first.

you really can’t blame her. She certainly
did put one over on her many friends when
she presented her son, Bobbie, with a
brand new father. She was delighted with
the gift of Pyrex she received from her
co-workers. Congratulations, Edna.
NOTES: JOHN PENNISI is looking
rested after spending a week of vacation
putting a rock wall around his property
. . . ELVIE WILLIAMS has that dreamy
Utah look In his eyes again . . . WALTER
SMITH with that ever present smile and
sincere greeting for everyone. This world
needs more men and women like Walter
. . . CLARENCE SAUNDERS shopping for
a new hat (one size larger) since his wife
presented him with a beautiful b'/? lb.
baby girl on November 4, 1943 . . . We

WALTER

filled the office throne since TED FRAZER's
promotion. Is abdicating. The heir apparently Is JOHN SHANLEY who is also a
guy who knows his debits and credits.
Walter Is leaving for New York, and will

last year In Quebec.
FLASH!! BOB SINCLAIR Is engaged—
and to the charming MARIAN MILHAUPT
who until last week worked In the Tabulating Department. Both Bob and Marian
are real folks — 100 per centers — and both
the basement and the second floor back

U6-GAB

Have you noticed that happy smile on
the face of EDNA DILLEY lately? Well,

NORMAN STEPHENSON is leaving
shortly for New Orleans to join up with the
Engineers. He leaves on the same train
with his son who is in the Rangers. Good
luck to both of you.

— may all your headaches be little ones.
TOM PRYOR has returned from Kentucky and will do a bit of vacationing In
Oalifornia. Seems like we are In a closed
season for locations for awhile — but you
never can tell. MATT ROGERS did a
stretch of location work about this time

Share-A-Ride office needs no introduction. She's
the gal who helps us figure out those complicated
gasoline forms.

By FAWN

go EDDIE
swimming
by? came
How's tothe
Ed|fl
BURKE
seeokelehao,
us in persoW
all the way from Washington, D. C. Ed Is In
the Navy and will have left San Francisco
for parts unknown by the time you read
this.

Still Cameraman waiting for shot, gets shot.
FRANK POWOLNY
smiles between shots.

PEN-PUSHERS
By PETE LAKE

Well, HAROLD ROTH and LYNN REYNOLDS just broke a long silence by writing from their respective bases In the
South Seas. From all of us, our wishes for
a happy Christmas and a bright New
Year, though our salutation will not reach
you 'till the December Issue and that may
be a little late.
ED WEYL sent a nice letter from Hawaii.
He says he is now kamalna i.e. boy full of
fish, pineapple and poi. I wonder If he
ever watches the humuhumunukunukuapuaa

LOUISE BAIRD, whom
The pay-off gal,see
every Thursday.

we

like to

December
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MECHANICAL EFFECTS NEWS

KD
ARNOLD, RALPH HAHN, LES
DRESSLER and ALEX DORRITY all have

By DOROTHY

the choice desks by the windows — and
very little escapes 'em. Still for all that,
they are producing good fielding and batting averages on the weekly box scores.
HAROLD BOW, as I write. Is probably
oiling up his good right arm for an evening's bowling. As Oharlle McCarthy says,
"He mows 'em down."
Yours truly is working on the War Chest
Drive. All of us here are fortunate In that

TRAGEDY IN THE DEPARTMENTAL LEMAN came rushing into the department the other day yelling at the top of

Script Department's girl baseball team
practice. It's really something to see.
VIRGINIA CGCK is the Captain and
organizer. Cf course, the gals can scarcely
walk on Monday, but they really get their
exercise on the Sabbath . . .

his lungs, words to this effect, "Glub, glub,
swoosh!" "What?" asked your scribe, and
was answered in the same mysterious language. Just before we all decided that
Al had taken leave of his senses, we discovered what was wrong. (It finally took
five of us, working together, to decide
what he was saying.) This Is what It was.
It seems that Al was out on the lot working, and decided to take out his false teeth
to give his mouth a rest. (At least that was
the excuse — personally, we think he saw
his draft board coming over the hill, and
wanted to make himself look older.) Anyway, finding no better place to cache
them, he put them In his lunch pail. Came
going-home time and Al could not find his
pail containing the precious manglers. Inquiries among the rest of the boys resulted
in the usual amount of ribbing plus the
one fact that BILL SHEETS was seen going over the hill about a half-hour previously with a lunch pail that suspiciously
resembled Al's. Must have picked It up by
mistake, because we are sure that Bill
couldn't be so cruel as to pull such a dirty
trick on Al. — So — the result of all this was
that Al was on a diet of strained spinach
and soup until he could locate Bill and get
the teeth back.

NURSERY TALES

A carrier pigeon flew In the other day
with a message from our fighting Marine,
EVELYN BELL. She is now stationed in San

we are able to be on the "giving" end of
this instead of on the "recelvinq" end.
Sometimes we do not stop to realize that
"giving" is a privilege and a part of life.
But, we all believe in Christmas — a box
of candy for the wife— a birthday party
for the kids. Well — that's "giving"! The
Bedouins, who as you can well Imagine,
live pretty close to fundamentals, have a
saying that goes something like this,
"Man's flesh can not be eaten. Man's skin
can not be made Into leather. What good
then, Is Man — it he does not help his fellow Man?"

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By AUDRE

ROCHLEN

Christmas Is upon us once more and
everyone in the Script Department is busy
fixing up Yuletide packages for the boys
In the Service. We are filling ditty bags
for the Navy and stockings for the Army,
so If any of you are Interested, please contact Station 494 for Information.
Twentieth Century-Fox broke the record
for all the studios with four hundred and
fifteen blood donors when the Red Cross
Mobile Unit paid Its last visit. Next time
we hope we can double It . . .
RCMANCE DEPARTMENT: HELEN
CCMPSCN back at ye olde mimeograph
machine after her honeymoon . . . SHIRLEY FCREMAN off to New Mexico to
visit her heart throb . . . LEE KATZ and
BERNICE HIRSH both planning to be
married soon . . . MARJCRIE McMAHCN
in a cloud over the drummer In Les Brown's
band . . .
CHIT-CHAT: FRIEDA ZUCK back on
the Lot after having served in the WACS
for five months . . . VIRGINIA BRENTINGER celebrated her birthday with a
traffic ticket and lots of presents from her
pals . . . PAUL JASPART, the Charles
Boyer of the Mimeograph Department,
is now I-A and will probably go Into
Service any moment . . . BEN RCSENMAYER was promoted to a swell job In
the Story Files but left many broken hearts
in the Script Department . . . ARLINE
MacDCWELL back to work after a long
illness . . . MARY McBRIDE frantically
making with the V-Mail to her Naval
flier . . . FLC RIDGEWAY up to Morro
Bay for three weeks to visit her husband,

BURKE

Script Depar+ment cuties, PHYLLIS HUFFINE
and FLO RIDGEWAY, caught by our candid
Cameraman.

BCB . . . GERRY NCMIS sporting a beautiful, new, mink jacket . . .
If any of you get bored for something
to do Sunday mornings, buzz over to the
Roxbury Park Playground and watch the

By JIM BRIGGS
Time brings us December and Christmas
which renews our thoughts and well wishes
for those chaps who have left the Nursery
to settle a score with the "Japanazis" and
"HIrohitlers."
They are scattered far and wide but not
so far we hope, but what our best wishes
will reach them and help to make their
Christmas merry.
December at the Nursery in Harman
Hollow finds still a splendid blending of
nature's fine contributions to a beautiful
color scheme. There are orange and yellow
Calendula; blue, white, red, and purple
Asters: then the Snapdragons in white,
red, purple, yellow, and bronze; Marigolds, Pansies, Stocks, the Christmas season berries of the Cottencaster; and the
Pyrancantha whose brilliant, orange-red
"berries" are really diminutive apples.
It Is to be noted that VICTCR LECNTCVICH very recently made a splendid
contribution to the improvement of International Relations by joining the ranks of
the Blissfully Wed. To both Mr. and Mrs.
go our most sincere best wishes.
And to all of you from all of us,
MERRY CHRISTMAS.

Francisco, secretary to a high-ranking officer, and has been made a Corporal.
MR. WITTE has been made chief of
the Bomb Reconnaissance Squad, with
GECRGE GCEMANS and FRED ETCHEVERRY as his assistants. Altogether, all of
the men in the department have registered as agents.
This department Is now

100%

In the

bond drive. Hitler and HIrohIto can't last
much longer at that rate.
DAIL TURNEY had some very tough
luck the other day. When two miles from
his house, he fell and broke his leg. No
help in sight,
miles back to
hospital. Hurry
come on back

Dall had to crawl the two
his house. He's now in the
up and get well, Dail, and
Into the fold.

An old familiar voice rang out In the
department the other day. DCTTY BURKE
was ill last week, and THEREE SINCLAIR
took her place. Dotty is now back, and
everything is proceeding as usual.
Guess that's all the gossip your key-hole ,
columnist has for this month. Before I sign
off though, MERRY CHRISTMAS TC ALL.
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tioned at the San Diego Naval Base. Ed
didn't have to wonder long however, they
were married a few days after and spent
a brief honeymoon at Arrowhead . . . 'twas
mating season, Ed dear!
PAUL WURTZEL back at his old job of
Contactman having been released from
the Army on a medical discharge. They
couldn't cure his asthma . . . LES WILLIAMS and HANK BELL, two hard work-

A. P. "Whiner"

WHITE couldn'f resist the desire
to be a pin-up boy.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

WHITE

ing boys . . . We're building some "prewar" sets for the picture "Woodrow Wilson". . Quite a few boys off sick, CECIL
B. LLCYD, AL CHALFANT, and GECRGE
HULBURT. GECRGE RICHARDS is back
to work, his thumb healing up very nicely
. . . MAC MacNEIL is also back to work
after a seven-month illness . . .
I'd like to mention how much I admire
JERRY DCBSCN, formerly of the Scene
Dock. From a selectee, Jerry rose to a captain in the Machine Gunner's School. Nice
All the
going,
isn'tboys
it? in the Service are receiving
Christmas gifts from the New York Cffice.
The boys from the Carpentry Department
received ten dollar checks from the carpenters— our token of a Merry Christmas
to them all.

1944 AUTO LICENSES

I was afraid ROY PIERCE wouldn't get
back from his long location trip before
Christmas. And what would our Christmas
parties be like without Roy feeling mellow
and relaxed (from smelling the cork), slapping everybody affectionately on the back,
and presenting some of us with his beautiful inlaid bracelets. Roy was on a tenweeks location trip covering Indiana, Ohio
and Kentucky for the picture "Home
Indiana." It took him two days after
came home to convince the boys that
did have to work, and that it wasn't
pleasure trip.

It will soon be time to again dig down
into the little old bank roll and pay the
State of California a registration and
vehicle fee to operate that precious car
during the coming year of 1944. January
3last.is the first day, and February 4 is the

in
he
he
a

Good ol' MEL BLACK, our perennial
clerk, spent his vacation at Feather River,
California. The 25 lb. salmon he caught
was no fluke even though a lot of the boys
say one of the Feather merchants rented
him the fish for the picture.
ART LATTER and RCSS BRYCE were
the fair-haired boys in the Carpentry Department who collected for the War Chest
— did a nice job of it too.
I. R. LIPSETT is the luckiest man I have
ever seen. For five weeks straight, he has
won football pools besides going to Tia
Juana on Sundays and beating the bookies.
Last year he won a few hundred dollars
on football pools, and this year he has already exceeded that paltry sum.
At the last Blood Bank, young TCM
MCRRISSEY strode confidently up to the
nurse only to be turned down because he
was under age. He could have had his
wife sign a release for the donation, but
she was in Texas visiting her grandmother.
So, Tommy is still percolatin' around with
that pint of blood he almost donated.
ED GCRES was wondering why his son,
Bob's, girl friend blew into town from Detroit. Bob is a Radio Technician, 3/c, sta-

MARTIN ZUMHOFE, C.M. l/c, looks bettor In
his uniform than he did in over-alls.

At this time it would be wise to check
over your various papers and to see
whether all are in order. The following
suggestions should help:
Is the address on the registration certificate correct?
Write in your mailing zone number.
Is the Cwnership certificate in your
name?

MEL BLACK of the Mill is a real sportsman. The
salmon, just reeled in from the Feather River,
weighs 25 lbs.

ROD

WETAAORE

Representative

AUTOMOBILE
SOUTHERN
PHONE

or
5-0125

shown. The first is $3.00 which is the registration fee for every vehicle. The second
sum shown is the Vehicle License Fee. These
two sums must be added together to arrive at the total amount to be paid.

of

CLUB

OF

CALIFORNIA

Sta. 333

Crestview

Have you had a new motor installed?
TC ASCERTAIN THE AMCUNT PAYABLE IN FEES FCR 1944 add the two
amounts shown upon the face of the
REGISTRATICN CERTIFICATE for 1943.
In all cases the sum to be paid will be
the same as that paid for 1943.
It will be noticed there are two amounts

Evenings
Creslview

6-4583

QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS

Q. Must I apply for a renewal of my
license personally at a branch office of the
Department of Motor Vehicles?
A. No. You may have someone else
take it to the Police Cffice on the Studio
Lot where Rod A. Wetmore, representative of the Automobile Club of Southern

December

19

9
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Q. Suppose I mail In my Registration
certificate and am stopped by a police
officer who asks for my slip. What will I
have to prove I have sent in my money?
A. During the renewal period, you will
not be bothered. It will be wisest to come
to the Police Office and make your renewal payment as you will there receive
a receipt which will be good In lieu of
your regular certificate.
Q. Where may I receive information
on any special matter relating to my car
which Is not covered In the above?
A.

Call the Police Office, Ext. 333, and

you will be advised.

U. S. Marine

THE PLASTER CRACKS
The beauties of the Legal Department watch the
Marine Band parade by their balcony. L. to R.
BETTY WING. YVONNE McGEENEY, BARBARA
EICHENHOFER,
LOUISE MUMMA,
ISABEL
ALLINSON and MAXINE BIHARI.

California, will be stationed during most
of the renewal period.
Q.

When

must I apply for renewal?

A. At any time during business hours
from January 3 to February 4, 1944.
Q. Is there any penalty If I do not
apply between these dates?
A.

Yes. 100% penalty for the registration and 50% for failure to pay the
Vehicle License Fee.
Q.

Why

are there two fees?

A. The $3.00 registration fee is paid
to the State to register your car. The
Vehicle License fee is used for retirement
of principal and payment

of interest on

old highway bonds, a portion to the State's
General Fund, but most of it goes to the
counties and cities for law enforcement
and regulation, control and fire protection
of highway traffic, and a large amount Is
paid into the treasuries of the counties in
lieu of personal property taxes upon your
vehicles.
Q.

What

By WANDA

KAHNE

The Studio Club is doing Its part to
make certain that the boys formerly connected with this Studio will have their share
of Christmas happiness whether they're on
the "Shores of Tripoli" or "Deep in the
Heart of Texas." At least the Staff Shop
has received letters to this effect.
The proverbial "birds of a feather flock
together" sure hits a certain Model Maker
here in the Staff Shop. On Sundays or
holidays, you'll catch him surveying a certain Valley lot for future happiness.
News of the promotion of ROBERT
THOMPSON, to A.O.M.2/c of the U.S.N.
was no surprise to his friends. Bob's next
step will be that of a C.P.O.
Corporal PHILLIP W. CAIN of the
U.S.M.C. whi le here on a short furlough
stopped In the Staff Shop to see the fellows. After a year of active service overseas, he was glad to be home. Everyone
who listens anxiously to hear familiar names
mentioned was glad to hear that of S/Sgt.
A. C. NESBITT formerly of this department.

Q. Can I apply personally at a Motor
Vehicle office for that paper?
Positively NO. Only mail applications will be received.
Can

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH BILLMYER
Fawcett

Publications of New

York sent

an important writer, Charles Samuels, out
here to do a series of features on Hollywood for Motion Picture Magazine, a
Fawcett Publication. One of his assignments was to interview. In round-table
fashion, a group of established stars on
"What it takes to make a star." 20th
Century-Fox was fortunate enough to be
chosen as the scene of this event — Cafe
de Paris, I mean. As you will see by the
above pic, the stars Invited to participate
In the discussion were MERLE OBERON,
"The

Lodger,"

DANA

ANDREWS,

"The

Purple Heart," ANNE BAXTER, "Eve of
St. Mark" and "The Sullivans," WILLIAM
BENDIX, "Lifeboat" and "Greenwich Village," MICHAEL O'SHEA "Eve of St.
Mark," and VINOENT PRIOE, "Eve of St.
Mark" and "The Song of Bernadette."
Various opinions were given as to what it
Is that makes a star. Bendix thought It was
luck, but O'Shea said it was being ready
when a break came — definitely not luck.

Adding an air of glamour and somehow
bringing the war much closer to us, Maj.

I send a personal check?

Gen.

Fegen, veteran of three major engagements, was our guest of honor at a
luncheon hosted by COLONEL JOY and
his very able assistant, MR. HUTSON. Our
old friend Lt. BILL COUNOILMAN, JR.,

A. No. A postal money order or bank
cashier check will be accepted. If you send
your personal check, it will result in a long
delay as the new registration will not be
mailed until your check clears through the

actor and

bank's clearing house.
Q. Can 1 send cash?
A. You -may bring cash to the Police
Office. Do not, under any circumstances,
mail any cash.

Diary".

(R) (Oox), dropped In on us the other day
while on a furlough looking very fit In his
sailor blues. It was grand seeing him again.
We wish more of you fellows would do
likewise or drop us a line. After all, we
are "just a bit" proud of you.

A. A paper slip will be issued to be
placed upon the windshield.

Q.

serenades T.C.F. employees

Setting an example for a lot of you fellows who have left to do a job for us and
our country, DANNY G. Dl MEO, Sea l/c

kind of identification will I

receive this year to prove I have paid my
fees?

A.

Band

in honor of the release of "Guadacanal

writer, was

also present. Too

busy to listen In, but just know the Major
General
stories.
LOU

WITTE

and TOM YOUNG
tor U. S. Marines.

do the honors

With

gave

out with some

the zip of Heinz

57

hair-raising
Varieties,

Oolonel Brooker and his fifty-seven Marines

FLOSSIE STIFFLER Is fast recovering at
home
Soon back to the Tailor Shop to make
garments hand-sewn.
R. WILSON Is East on a picture of the
same name
The crew here at home sounds like a
roster of fame
With ROTCHY and HARMELL—
EHRLIOH and EARL LEAS
And a new man JESSE LEVY — the
WELCOME mat please.
Sulky driver SLONE brought his show West
"Home In Indiana" is the name on the
test.
"Four Jills In A Jeep" show has SMITH
and BENSON
The "round-table" discussion of "What It Takes to Become a Star". Pictured from I. to r., MICHAEL
O'SHEA, ANNE BAXTER, WILLIAM BENDIX, DANA ANDREWS, MERLE OBERON, CHARLES
SAMUELS (Fawcett Publication Rep.), and VINCENT PRICE.

zoomed Into the Studio on Armistice Day
to entertain us with a grand band concert
and parade in return for which, the Studio
reciprocated by clearing the Sunroom for
action. The Marines as usual soon had the
situation well In hand and devoured one
of HARRY'S superb epicurean efforts.
I am still wondering why MAC GORDON all of a sudden blossomed out looking like an exceptionally well-fed penguin
In his swallow-tail coat, an artist's bow tie,
and ten gallon hat. He strutted Into the
Cafe with that EDWARD ARNOLD air
and walk, but his graceful exit was marred
by a near five-point landing. However, he
came out of his tallspin majestically.
I must have been very busy a few
months back to let this one get by, but
here It is and well worth mentioning.
MONTY WOOLLEY, at the table with
guests, unfortunately let forth a burp of
quite magnificent proportion. His guests
looked at him askance: Monty looking them
over In that typically English, tolerant way

of his said, "Well, what did you expect,
chimes?"
So now, I will ring the curtain down on
this month's Issue. Hope to have more
news for you when we go to press again.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

Right now — we can't decide which day
To have
— and make Tom
Turk Thanksgiving
pay
But — can almost hear Santa's bells and
sighs
And see the whites of his reindeer's
eves.

BOMB

We

With HASSETT
"Greenwich
Village" M.O.'d by
& PRESTON.
McCrary

know that means Christmas cheer and
So will help fill his bag with verse for
our boys.
joys

I'll start with the away-from-home sort
Like GEORGE McGERTY who seldom
hits port.

WhileKERNELL
"The Purple
makes life for
and Heart"
KING hum.
"I Married A Soldier" Is the name of the
Kingdom"
show
That WATSON and STAUB will soon get
to know.
SANDEEN and POP SINGER— ED WARE
and staff

He writes often from his somewhere-onPaclfic boat
Saves in-between-lines for the censor's
ad lib notes.
man,
Not like
JOE JOHNSON,
Who

another Sailor

has gone for "The Keys of the

The work they're doing — should be time
and a half
From all the Boys — loads of Ohrlstmas
Cheer
Good Year!!!
Luck Always — and a Happy New

Uncle Sam decided works as well
on land.

Up In the Bay city and not so very far
From another ex-to-soldler chum,
ED WYNIGEAR.
REED BOSS, In Martinez, has no time to
saw logs
Being a Corporal and Pa to a brood of
cats and dogs.
Then at McClellan Field, SGT. BOB
HARRIS
Checks over equipment and says this
way to Paris.
The only one left across the Great Divide
Is MARK MILLER and wife who In
Florida reside.
CHUCK

KEEHNE can be reached at a
field In L. A.

pay.
JACK Marine
TURNER'S

awaiting his first

CARL

WALKER, JAY DARE, AL BERKE,
all new men
To them WELCOME greetings we gladly
extend.

Genial AL HALPERIN

THE BUMS WITH

of our Process Department

BONDS

December
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^RIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

HARRY JONES' second unit. We found
out what sweat and grief really mean, but
it is all In the day's work. Naturally, we
get paid for It, but It Is gratifying to learn
that cur efforts are appreciated in the

E. PITCHMAN

As this is being written, the wailing wall
on Stage No. 16 Is lined with the crew

high brackets.
It's a bride for AL HART. Congratulations! Our pride and joy, BUDDY GAUNT,
now a grocery tycoon In the Bay area, has
a new slant on Lend-Lease. When a customer demands credit. Buddy hauls out

of the "Sullivan" company. Can't blame
them, it will be some time before another
unit of it's type is corralled again. If it
were only possible to keep Director LLOYD
BACON on our permanent rolls. What a
man!!

the cash box and loans the party a sufficient amount. The customer then pays for
goods In cash and all concerned are
happy. P.S. What happens if the cash is
not returned?
better stick to my hammer and doubleI'dheads.

Nice letter from WALTER (Eric) ERICKSON, still in the South Pacific. Also one
from WOODY
(Sleepy) LAGUNE, same
place. Our own little BUNKY VAN
ANTERWERP managed to turn up in Hollywood the other day; wish he would drop
In. Sgt. HANK GERZEN mailed a nifty still
of himself, sure looks great. Sgt. JACKSON PERCY Is home to stay. He will be
back on the Lot soon. Hope the vague report on HORACE DUARTE Is cleared uo.
He was last reported as missing. CHARLES
HOFFMAN can't have much to do over
there. His mail is as talkative as a June
bride.
Saw our pin-up girls in action at the
Hollywood Bowl. Their eye-fetching routine
brought thousands of spectators, half of
them Servicemen, to their feet with applause. Ain't that somethinq? CAROL
LANDIS, their leader, might have had a
little to do with It.

See PAUL
'
'

WURTZEL

Is back, medical

discharqe out of the Army. Cadet JIMMY
MORRIS and wife visited the set t'other
day. Gosh, Army life must be wonderful.
Would like to get a little of that sparkle
back in these feeble optics again. PINHEAD PISTONETTI is all packed Just
awaiting the call. A line from Lt. FRANK
SILLY, the heart buster, out Africa way.
HAROLD GORDON, Printing Dept., Is
marining down In San Diego. Maybe he'll
bump Into FRED REZK, who Is pining for
home cooking. Another one from GORDON WILLIAMS now In England. Most of
us will remember Gordon from the Grip
Department.

,

I
j

li
I
111
1

Stil! no word from Clara Belle Cow, the
Sonoma County beauty. What a break
that LASKY gal In the Camera Department gets. A real, live, former editor to
do her chores, and pray tell us how he
rates so much space. TOBEY or not to be,
that is the question. Run up a diamond
studded something or other over the
grip
building. Yes sir, we went over the war
chest quota with a wallop. Eventually
every one in the business contacts the
Grip Department. Yes, and we have It.
Don t know what would happen if there
were no grips around to hand out the
wanted articles. — Ho hum! Phooey, doesn't
that PETE in the Coffee Shop sell lousy
cigars? He must roll them himself out of
the left-over salads.

Looks like a very interesting Ohristmas
Party for the employees' youngsters. Just
had a preview of the dazzling gifts. So fellow workers and bosses, a MOST HEARTY
CHRISTMAS TO YOU AND YOURS.
Adlos Amigos.

CHRISTMAS
PETE Dl BARTOLOMEO of the Grip Department
smiles proudly at Mary Jane Di Bartolomeo,
born October 3, 1943.

And last but not least. Corporal EARL
MUSSEY just dropped in for a hello. Feel
sorry for the fellow who finds Earl's lost
waistline. FRED JOHNSON didn't get that
'bruised thumb from thumbing his way
home. He Is a flipper from way back.
CARL BRAINARD so-o proud of his miniature crane that operates like a ferris wheel.
"SHY EYES" McARDLE on his best behavior; his wife a visitor on the set. That
coffee aroma you sniffed came from the
deft fingers of Propman DON GREENWOOD, who together with AARON
WOLFE cooked thirty-two meals for the
hungry Sullivans and — ahem — the crew.
REX TURNMIRE showing a grand picture
of his Marine son, so young too.
Talking about Marines, felt mighty proud
that we had a little to do with the success

By ED LABART
At this time of the year our mind Is
especially receptive to the Inspirational,
deep significance of the hymn which begins, "It matters not what be thy lot,
though Love doth guide
," because
somehow It expresses the degree of humility and humbleness which Is especially
characteristic of the Christmas season. It
matters not what our lot In life may be;
whether we occupy the humblest or most
exalted position, for we can serve. Fame
and greatness bring no larger a measure
to men and women than Is brought to
those who serve equally well In humble
and unobtrusive ways. The happiness accruinq to each Is in direct proportion to
the degree of humility shown in serving.
Human mind seems more attuned now

of "Guadalcanal Diary." Together with
many others of our Interesting crew, we
spent some time at Camp Pendleton with

than ever before to the spirit of Christmas, pointing the wav to eternal love and
peace through humble service. Man finds
true happiness In service when there Is no
thought of race, creed, color, or political
affiliations of those who are In need.

SANTA CLAUS
IS COMING
TO
TOWN and will visit the children of 20th

True greatness does not mean great
stone or bronze statues In a public square
or building. It Is a happy heart and a
mind reaching Into the Infinite where
malice, hatred and selfishness are unknown.

Century - Fox employees

on

DECEMBER

19th at Carthay Circle Theatre. He's
bringing a swell show; comedy jugglers
and tumblers, trained dogs and a crow,
a funny man with magic tricks, clowns and
Disney cartoons. There will be candy and
gifts for everyone.
Have Mom or Dad get your ticket and
plan to be there early for a super time.
Doors will open at 9:00 and the show starts
at 9:30.
REMEMBER 9:30, CARTHAY CIRCLE
THEATRE, SUNDAY, DECEMBER I9TH.
See you then.

Only through humble service can we truly
show that Christmas Is In our hearts, and
that Love guides our efforts to bring
smiles to saddened faces and comfort to
those whose all has been swept away by
the maddening, dizzy tempo of war.
Captain JOHN MUEHLHAUSEN of the
Police Department, who has been with the
company since Hector was knee high to a
pup, took a well deserved vacation during
November. He took the train back to the
Rocky Mountains to visit relatives and
friends, and to do the usual things one
does on a holiday.
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SNIPS FROM THE TIN SHOP
ANONYMOUS
Just to make the Christmas jollier, we
have decided to come out of hiding and
break into print. We have been rattling
around the Lot for years, but we never
seemed to make enough noise to let you
folks know just what we do to help keep
the good old ball rolling. While we are
not conceited, we do have a justifiable
pride In the things that we accomplish. In
our shop we make all of the sheet metal
articles that are used on the Lot. We make
tiny parts for machines, machine guns,
pistols, and other things for the effects
department, submarines and ship hulls for
the miniature and prop department, tanks
for miniature lakes, and even an ocean tor
the picture "Lifeboat." We contend that
those who can build an ocean can do big
things.
Now that we have given you an Idea of
what we do, we think that you should
meet the boys that "dood" It. First, please
meet VICTOR MACHADO. As many of
you know, Vic Is a busy guy that moves
so fast that he can stand In front of a

"to "UlTCli'’
a vtRi| pleasant

for

.
Above is the "Lifeboat" crew who were "at sea"
for four months until rescued by the "T-C-F
Cutter". The crew, L. to R., are: ADELE CANNON,
SAUL WURTZEL, DUKE ABRAHAMS, EDDIE
HAMMERAS, GLENN MacWILLIAMS, GEORGE
WESTENHISER and BEN SILVEY Skipper ALFRED
HITCHCOCK steered them through some rather
rough waters, but all were accounted for at port
and do not show anyvoyage.
"special effects" from the

mirror and beat his reflection to the draw.
He can make just about anything that he
sets his mind to, but specializes on curved
articles. Then we have MR. VANDERBOSCH. Our Mr. Vanderbosch cuts a lot
of tin with us. I'll have you know that he
is a man of parts that paints collector's
ffems. He has a picture of his wife that
he has done, and if his model is as beautiful as his painting, he is a lucky man to
have two such possessions.
BERT ROSENFELT is one of the boys
that would rather work at our shop than
be president. He spells his name a little
different because he is afraid that he
might be drafted tor a fourth term. Bert
is one that knows all of the angles, and he

cRi/ise.

-TUe'^G/VIWG'^

likes curves too. Of course, all tinsmiths
live in an atmosphere of applied geometry.
To see Bert cutting up, you would look for
a Rube Goldberg, but after he starts putting one and two together and the solder
starts to stick, the result is something to
brag about. MR. CHURCH is the Beau
Brommel of the shop. How we have been
able to keep him off the screen, is one of
the mysteries of which the movies has
many. He is the silent type, so we think
that he Is Inclined to hide his talents from
the world. At any rate, we are glad to
know that he likes to cut up with us. Last,
but by no means least, please meet MR.
TCM SMYTHE. Tom is the boss. Being
boss, he has to know all the angles, and
he doesn't miss any of the curves either.
We think that Tom can teach some of
the white-collared professors things about
geometry that they never heard of. Tom
has lots of Ideas, and he knows how to
apply them where they do the most good.
He is a nice guy, and he is nice to work
for.
Well, we wish you all a Merry Christmas and a New Year that will be happy
the whole year through.
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€I>arks from the arcs
By LEE DUNBAR

Xmas Trees

The East is wonderful country and so is
California. "My Home In Indiana" focation sure macfe many friends. The stars
made appearances in various theatres on
bond drives, and can proudly say that they
ran the sale close to a million dollars. The
first shooting on the location was Fremont,
Ohio. Everyone in town was swell. The
Police Department (ail eighteen) did everything in their power to make things run
smoothly for 20th Century-Fox. Marion,
Ohio, was in the groove too. Shows were
open to the outfit and everybody was
happy. Lexington, Kentucky, was the place
of beauty. It would be hard to describe

Your

Studio Club has obtained a

SPECIAL

DISCOUNT

for

our
Studio Employees

AT

VALLEY XMAS TREE CO.
9013 Wilshire Blvd.
Wilshire at Burnside
Pico at Corning
Pico at Cardiff
Beverly at Fairfax

JOE

ARMETTA and his son. Lieutenant in the
Army, look like brothers.

We would like to mention that BOBBY
PETZOLDT is now a gaffer, and has as his
best boy DICK VIERICK. Dick is known to

Hairdresser MARIE WALTER and make-up artist
BURRIS GRIMWOOD
adding to the beauty of
lovely JUNE HAVER.

the most beautiful stables and horse farms
in the world, without question. The horses
are those without competition. (And they
don't serve horsemeat in Kentucky either.)
When a horse is too old for anything, he
is on the pension list.

his friends as "Mop-head."
I am told that the two local boys who
worked with the Bacon company in Santa
Rosa were swell fellows. Well, I might say
that we had two swell fellows in Lexington, Kentucky, by the name of Baxter and
Davidson.
In winding up, the Electric Department
wishes to say to every man who is now
somewhere in the Service, as well as everyone on the lot, a very Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.

Just another few months and WARD
BOND and TOM McALLISTER would have
been full fledged race drivers. They do a
good job now.
Its great to get back in town and find
the Electric bowling team (The Alice Faye
Sparks) up around top place with sixteen
teams in the league. Give the boys your
support on Thursday nights.

EARLY

Get identification for discount
from STUDIO CLUB

ART DEPARTMENT NOTES
By HELEN

ETZLER

CHARLES L. ZIMMERMAN, formerly
with the Photocopy Department is now an
Army Technician, Fourth Grade, and recently announced his marriage to Miss
Maurine Blair of McPherson, Kansas. The
best of luck to you from all of your friends
here on the Lot . . .
Preliminary plans are being made for
the department's Christmas party. Most
of us are looking forward to it with a great
deal of anticipation, particularly since the
one held last year was such an overwhelming success. Drafting tables were pushed
aside, a bar set up, a piano brought in and
Voilall — fun and good-fellowship . . .
Visiting us last month were: Pvt. LARRY
KING, ROBERT HOLMES and Lt.
GEORGE DAVIS. The thrill of seeing former fellow-workers now In the Service
never seems to wear thin . . .
With mighty tones from the brass section and vibrant thumps from the drums,
a wonderful surprise indeed, was the very
polished band from Camp Pendleton on
Armistice Day — bringing with it nostalgic
memories
certs. . . of circus days and band con-

We are sorry to hear of the passing of
Mrs. Kirby, mother of JOE KIRBY, and
wish to express our deepest sympathy.
GEORGE DAHLQUIST has been promoted to rigging gaffer and FRANK
BAXLEY is his best boy.
LES EVERSON like many other fathers
is still waiting tor some of those letters
from his son, Rodney, who was injured and
is in the hospital somewhere in Africa. We
hope those letters come through.
The friends of JAMES SERAFINO were
very sorry to hear of the passing of his
wife in November.

BUY

Head

ProjecHonist, BILL WEISHEIT,
friend, BLAINE WALKER.

greets

Almost immediately upon the installation of the candy machine, a very great
attraction was added. For five cents only,
one could purchase through said machine
an original JOE WRIGHT creation of
neckwear known as NONE-SUCH cravats.
Even a sample of the typically potent technicolor hues was displayed directly below
the correct nickel slot. . . . MERRY
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
EVERYBODY!
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Announcement
If e are non' open evenings

When

SiltL&hwSiP

suggests

iBsajudij
that you

try

Helen Curtiss
“Cold Wave”
HAIR STYLING
OUR SPECIALTY

S
Y SUNSHINE'TY
GENON
OF BEAU
SAL
CR 6-4223
Irene

9540 West Pico

Pemberton,

By JACK

KESSLER

until 9:00

THE

Sjodon

GO WESTERN

New

Owner

KAY

FRANCIS

enters the lot or

the set, In -fact everywhere she goes, she
seems to sprinkle an atmosphere of refinement, characteristic of a very select few.
You might call it distinguished personality
or magnanimity: Its difficult to express,
but Its there. Not surprising however, as
her biography breaths nothing short of
gentility in the home, school and environment.
By the great Jehovah, if it isn't apshout
to the
world, not proaching
In thatChristmas?
loud Let's
voiceallbut
from
the
heart— MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE. Just think. If everyone In the world
did that, there would be no more wars —
providing they meant It. And there are
those who could say it and mean It, such as
MAY STANHOPE, LEW WITTE, DOROTHY HARRIS, HARRY HUGHES, MAE
GRISELL, ROLLA FLORA, ROY LOOKRIDGE, DOROTHY HALL, WALTER
JOLLEY, VICTOR RIES, CALVIN OVERMAN and thousands of others who not
only could say MERRY CHRISTMAS and
mean it, but they DO say It in earnest.
There are thousands and thousands of this
same kind of folks, but even this large
number constitutes so small a minority that
it has little effect. Don't wish anyone anything Ifyou do not mean it.
PEVERELL MARLEY, swell guy that he
is would therefore rather be called just

Sergeant BRAD CANFIELD, formerly of the Film
Loading Department, is now in the Photographic
Division of the First Motion Picture Unit at
Culver City.

Bradna

Canfield

is named

after her mother,

Pardon
one
—
Hello
— No me
— nojust
— yes
— nomoment
— just —a "Hello
moment
and I'll tell you whether It's yes or no. Who
is this? — Who? — Oh well, why didn't you
say It was 'Bunky' — I thought you said
'Bunky.' You mean GEORGE W. VAN
ANTWERP? When did you get back
'Bunky'? Oh sure, JIMMIE JENSEN Is still
here, and we hope for many more years.
MICKY MORRIS, yes — Captain McADAM? Sure, and Lieutenant TRUSEDALE? — Why shore — BOB YOUNG —
KENNY ELLSWORTH of course and
HARRY FOX. Say do you remember that
location In Yuma where It was so hot that
the dog was chasing the rabbit and they
were both walking? RUTH BROWN? Now
you said somethin — tops — If she Isn't, there
Is no top. Yes, I'll see you at two o'clock
— early next summer."
All we hear is "Write to the boys,"
"Write to the boys." It's a good reminder,
so we will write to the boys.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS

to
crew."
Pev MIKE
has a LESHING
chance to and
blow his
his grand
own horn
so
• he blows It for someone else. Not surprising Ifyou know him.
MITZIE MAYFAIR, CAROL LANDIS
and MARTHA RAYE have promised a
word and will have It in the next Issue.

on the "wanted" list, the spirit of the season Is still with us, so we wish that our
gang was here again to help us celebrate.
Life Is a funny thing. One of our boys
sent his wife to the country, but of all

plain "Pev," In an Interview says, "One of
the finest departments In any studio anywhere Is located at Western Avenue.
What is It? The film laboratory. Hats off

week
Mrs.
sister
nurse,

Speaking of people with pleasant dispositions, popularity, ambition and high
Ideals, a complete poll shows MARILYN
NELSON of the Mailing Department right
up at the top of the list. All the votes
have not as yet been tabulated, but If
every remaining vote went to one of her
many opponents, she could not finish worse
than a close second thereby being chosen
one of the most popular of the girls on
the lot. Keep pitching Marilyn.
Arleen

fi^
that
may
Is a
with

The Maintenance Department wishes
you all a Merry Christmas. We also wish
that all of our boys and girls were back
with us again to make the rounds of the
Lot just as we used to do. This Christmas
will find hundreds of our friends In the
Service, and we want them to know that
we sure miss them. While the bourbon is

Charming visitors to our lot last
were Mrs. George A. Dahle and
Alma Salle. They are the mother and
of our efficient and distinguished
ARVILLA MERKEL.

Colleen, and father, Arthur Brad. (Above) Colleen worked in the Camera Shop for a short time
after Brad entered the Armed Forces.

ing up a tree, but if some of us would
get the EGO for awhile and realize
there is someone else in the world, we
not make as much money, but here
bet that we would have less difficulty
Insomnia.

It's the ego In him — it's the ego in her
— It's the ego — It's the ego — everywhere
you hear it. In this business It may be bark-

things he took sick, so he Isn't singing the
old song. Shall I feel sorry, or should I
laugh? At any rate, I sympathize with poor
old Pete.
I am sure that you, or most of you,
know HARRY WOLF In our department.
I am glad to announce that he has been
given a well deserved promotion to shop
foreman. Harry, as most of you know. Is
a very capable man, and very well fitted
for the position he now holds. All of us
In the shop join In to wish for his success,
and hope that this will be but the first
step in his advancement.
We had a letter and some dandy photos
from WILLIAM ALBERTS. We also heard
from LEO FENNER and ART CURTIS. The
mail from our Servicemen Is posted on the
bulletin board in the shop, so If some of
you fellows haven't written in, please do so
because we are anxious to hear from you.
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the storekeepers were afraid we couldn't
find their stores. They didn't have to turn
them on for me, I can spend my money
in the dark.

By IRISH ROCHE
We wish to extend to all a MERRY
CHRISTMAS. To those of our friends who
will have to spend Christmas in the foxholes, on convoy duty, or in any way fighting for that freedom that will some day
make it possible for the people in other
countries to enjoy Christmas as we do
here, may we offer our prayers for their
safety that they may be with their loved
ones next Christmas. To those friends in
the Service, Christmas will again be a
lonely time. It is difficult to visualize war
and "Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men,"
but perhaps the former is necessary to innently.sure the latter. Let us hope that this Spirit
of Peace will soon visit us and stay perma-

I sure feel sorry for the young fathers
this Christmas: they won't dare play with
the baby's toys this time. The breakage
was high in times past, but this year they
will find that paper tears easily.
Well, I hope that you can all stretch
the red stamps or brown or whatever they
are Into a nice big Christmas dinner, and
that all of you have managed to see
our
picture "Claudia."
YOUNG,
DOROTHY
MAGUIRE,ROBERT
and the
entire
cast have given a very fine performance.
I am sure if you recommend it to your
friends, they will thank you for the entertainment itwill give them.
If in need
Just watch our speed
Call 508, our number.
We have the tricks
It takes to fix
The things you break asunder.

LADIES WARDROBE
By ALICE

LEFARGUE

The Wardrobe is a very busy place these
days. Our three designers, Mr. RENE
HUBERT, Miss BONNIE CASHIN and
Miss YVONNE WOOD are up to their
respective ears in clothes creations for our
coming pictures. Mr. Hubert has made
over two hundred sketches for the "Wilson"
picture which just about tops the record
for clothes in any single picture. Our
buyer, RUTH SMITH, has had quite a time
scouring the town for materials suitable
for the period, and it is no small job to
fulfill in these times as any one knows who
has tried to buy practically anything at all.
CAREY O'NEIL has just returned from
the "Deep South" with a twinkle in her
eye and a "you-all" in her talk. LEE ROTH
who was with this department for six
years has made a change, and we all miss
her very much. We welcome ELLEN WHITE
to our fold. She is secretary to Mr.
CHARLES LEMAIRE, who is the new head
of our department.
The ladies in the Sewing Room have on
display a Service Flag with three stars for
the girls who are now working for Uncle
Sam instead of Twentieth Century-Fox:
ELSIE KIRBY is with the U. S. Army doing
clerical work and driving, RACHEL LIGHTIZER is a WAC stationed deep in the
heart of Texas, and EMMA JOERS is doing
chauffeuring for the Army Air Corps.
Miss YVONNE WOOD has designed
some very clever and striking costumes
for CARMEN MIRANDA to wear in
"Greenwich Village." One costume is a
stunning red and white candy stripe which
WILMA CHRISTIAN has assembled in no
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LABORELATES

Well, the lights are on again. I guess that

The candid Cameraman catches HULDA RICHARDSON, RUTH SMITH and ALICE LEFARGUE
strolling while discussing a weighty problem.

mean fashion. Without giving away any
of the secrets of the trade, the Prop and
Miniature Department helped the milliner,
Mrs. HAZEL HOLBOROW, complete the
costume with the famous and traditional
Miranda headdress consisting of candy
canes and lollypops.
Just a little word of praise for our faithful little "Night Women": Mrs. MARGARET SMITH, Mrs. HAZEL MAXON, Mrs.
ANNA METHERNE, and Mrs. MARTHA
GILBERT, who help keep the star's costumes pressed and Immaculately clean.
That is with the exception of the clothes
on "Lifeboat" which had to be dirty and
full of oil.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to
Mrs. ANNA METHERNE in the loss of her
son who was serving with the U. S. Navy.
PIEDAD APPRICE, head of the Beading
Department, has just returned after having
had a slight eye operation. She looks like
"Deadeye Dick" with her little patch.

CLINT

URTUBEES,

Still Cameraman,

beams

brightly for Still Cameraman.

At this time every year, it is customary
to renew our subscription to the Studio
Club. Some of you will say as usual, "What
will the Club do for me?" If it never does
anything else but keep in touch with our
boys in the Service in different parts of
the world, it is still worth your two dollars.
The boys receive cigarettes and ACTION
each month: thus the events of the Lot
are relayed to them. When you do not
join or renew your subscription, you are

MIKE AMBROSE "takes five" after lunch. He's
been with us a long time and has a host of friends.

depriving the men "out there" of these
privileges. Would you want to do that?
And too, with Its connections in the Motion Picture Relief Fund, it has helped
those in need. Its Entertainment Committee provides a Picnic, Christmas Party,
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and various other activities which should
justify your subscription. Don't be satisfied
with renewing just your own subscription,
get the new men to join the Club.
For your number-one New Year's resolution, may I suggest that each of you select
some of the old gang and write to them
regularly. Servicemen tell us that nothing
makes a better hit with them than hearing
from home. They appreciate gifts, but
they prefer letters far more. By doing this,
you will be doing something worth while,
so how about it men?

had to race for the jungle and our foxholes dressed in whatever we had on at
the moment.
"I didn't mind that so much. We'd done
that before. What broke my heart was
running through that jungle mud — I had
on a pair of those clean socks and didn't
have time to put on shoes."

McDOWALL's P.D.Q.'s belted HUMBERSTONE's FIVE for 3 points and seem to
really be on their way after a rather slow

The members of this department wish to
extend their deepest sympathy to Mr. and
Mrs. WAYNE W. RIVERS In their loss of

start . . . BETTY GRABLE's PIN-UPS won
high series with 2861, ALICE FAY's
SPARKS high game with 992 and N.
ROUNTREE high ind. series with 632 . . .
8th Week . . . PHYLLIS HUFFINE of

Mrs. Rivers' father who passed away November 15th after a long Illness; also to
one of our employees, GORDON WILLIAMS, now in the Armed Service, who
lost his sister, Mrs. Virginia Capp, In November.

Sergeant KARL F. WHITTAKER
(Released through Public Relations Section,
U. S. Marine Corps)
Sergeant NORMAN PRIMM of the 10th A.A.F.
Combat Camera Unit.

In a letter recently received from NORMAN PRIMM, now stationed somewhere
In India, he says, "We are all living at the
Red Cross and believe me, I have changed
my mind about it. It Is the nearest thing
to being home that I have ever seen. We
have clean beds, nice showers and a grand
lounge or club room. There Is also a playroom with ping pong, checkers and other
games, a phonograph, billiard and pool
tables, and a cafeteria. The food is very
good and also very cheap. Tonight I had
roast beef, mashed potatoes and gravy,
carrots, onions, turnips, bread and butter,
coffee and dessert. It cost me about thirtyfive cents, you can't beat that."

20th CENTURY-FOX Bowling League
Fretting about fifteen-day
service?

laundry

Then listen to the tale of Marine Sergeant Karl F. Whittaker, former 20th Century-Fox employee, now convalescing from
malaria at the San Diego Naval hospital
after nearly ten months of duty In the
Southwest Pacific.
"The going was pretty tough an Guadalcanal," he recalls, "and we hadn't had
much chance to wash out our clothes.
"Finally I found some free time and
spent all of one afternoon washing out
socks.
"That night Jap bombers surprised us,
and bombs were already whistling down
before the warning could be given. We

SELF with 215; ARMAND ALLEN 2 A
BOB PALMER 214, GEORGE DEMPS^
21 I, B. JAEGER 211, M. JACOBSEN 209,
HAROLD BOW 206, HAL SAILOR 203,
N. ROUNTREE and GEORGE MILLS 200
. . . Ladies 160 or better; MARJORIE
CALHOUN 180, MADGE INMAN 168,
MARGARET HUDSON 166, PHYLLIS
HUFFINE 162 . . . Incldently MARJORIE
won high game with 240, the first lady
to win that honor this year . . . RODDY

By IKE BANNING
I have asked Bill to let me write the
column this month as some years ago I
was a writer — a bicycle writer. I feel well
qualified, having bowled for a number of
years, and If I do say so myself, quite well.
Last year I was a member of the championship club and at the present writing our
team, THE FIVE LITTLE FOYS, Is leading
the league. Well enough of myself for the
moment and now on to the other bowlers.
THIS WAY AND THAT WAY WITH
THE BOWLERS ... 7th Week . . . There
were quite a few gentlemen. Including
myself, who shot games In the two hundreds: HANK ALBRECHT, 223, BILL
WASHO 222, BILL WINTER 222, MY-

FOSTER'S BOWLERETTES really shot a
series — 559. With games of 195, 188 and
176, this Is the highest series shot to date
for the women and Incidentally that 195
Is high game for them . . . Gentlemen 200
or better: ARMAND ALLEN 240, MYSELF again with 226 (coupled with my
handicap I walked off with high game),
JESS WOLF 210 and 203, CHAS. KING
212, BUZ BUSBY 210, JULIUS CINDRICH
209, GEORGE REED 206 and 205 .. .
Ladles 160: MARGARET HUDSON 174
VIOLET HOGAN 165 .. . HAROLD
BOW, GEORGE MILLS and MYSELF are
known as the "pigeons" by a certain party
whose name I will not mention but whose
Initials are B. W., and we certainly got
out of the coop this week . . . 9th Week
. . . Well, we're back in the coop again
. . . Ye Club 200: HAL SAILOR 224,
WIMPY WISE 230, CHARLES KING 224.
ARMAND ALLEN 221, M. FOX 209, HERMAN LEIBER 208, ROBERT BOW 208,
TEX WILSFORD 20 ... Ye Club 160
Feminine: PHYLLIS HUFFINE 187, LOUISE
JONES 176 .. . LYNN BARI's team stole
high series with 2843 while HUMBERSTONE's FIVE eked out high game with
986 .. . EDDIE EDMUNDS, with a 640
series, walked away from everyone In that
department while CHARLIE KING won
high game with 248 . . . 10th Week . . .
We are out of the coop again (ain't we
the wirey ones) . . . The names of the
elite: GEORGE MILLS 244 (JOWGE won
high game with his handicap) HAL SAILOR
231, DUTCH SOUSA 218, BILL TRANO
206 and 202, ARMAND ALLEN 205, N.
ROUNTREE 293, BUZ BUSBY 202, HAROLD BOW 20 1 and N. BOWMAN 200 .. .
Ladies 160 or better: VIOLET HOGAN
180, BETTY ST. GEORGE 160 ... For
LYNN theBARI's
straight
the second
TEAM
won high
series week
with 2905,
FIVE
LITTLE FOYS won high game with 981 and
GUS JONSON high game with 649 . . .
If you wish me to write this column permanently just tear the top off your ca-and send
tion Dept.to me in care of the Transporta-
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makes up her mind about Important things
in a hurry; she just took off a few days and
came back to us as "MRS. DAVID TEACHOUT, JR." Her husband h as gone to war.
Congratulations and all good luck to them
both.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes

'TIs rumored that our tap-dancing NICK
CASTLE will soon return. We certainly
anticipate again enjoying his abundant
good nature and cooperativeness.
KENNY WILLIAMS assigned to handle

22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

dances for "Wilson" in which Wilson himself played by ALEXANDER KNOX, does
a dance with his daughter, MARY ANDERSON.

TAPPING AROUND
By GENEVA

SAWYER

GENE BRYANT has been on so many
musical assignments, he has decided to be
a hoofer. On his return from the Mexico
City vacation, he is going to start by
learning
step However,
from "yours
I can see a ittime
all now.
if ittruly."
is up
to par with his Rhumba, 'twon't be bad.
Speaking of Mexico City vacations, seems
as thouoh TOM PRYOR is off to the same
place. Poor Tom never has a chance to
travel. Oh, no?
ARTHUR APPELL (Cowboy) is back on
the T.C.F. Lot again and assisting SEYMORE FELIX on "Greenwich Village"
numbers. Welcome Cowboy! Stage 3 was
really
rocking and
withthe
Seymore's
rehearsal
of
LES HEIDT
band and
dancers.
They really go.
MALCOLM BEALBY, who has been with
us for some time as a rehearsal pianist,
has gone to Warner Brother's Studio. He
just signed a very lucrative contract for
We lose a good man and Warner's
a year.
get
one.

The Re-recording Department stops traffic. ROGER
SPIVAK
stops a friend while MURRAY
HEMAN
and HARRY LEONARD
wait patiently.

"The Purple Heart" features a routine
with GENEVA SAWYER in a thrilling
sword dance with six Japs — synthetic ones.
Happy vacation to HERMES PAN — at
the Reformer Hotel in Mexico City.

MIICirAI

IkirkTtf

TWENTIETH CENTURY sends Christmas greetings to the whole civilized world
with that beautiful production,
Bernadette," opening at Carthay
> December 25th. Divine music by
Musical Director is guaranteed

"Song of
Circle on
our Chief
to touch

your very soul.
The Santa Clauses smile again on Hollywood Boulevard, wishing a VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS to one and all — and especially to the boys away from home — may
their VICTCRY be quick and complete.

Let PHILLIPS
Help

You

Make

This a

DIAMOND

JUNE HAVER, JANE CRANE, ROBERT CONDON and LON McCALLISTER
are working hard on a Jitterbug dance for

CHRISTMAS

"Home in Indiana." I hear tell they had
a very successful location trip back in
Kentucky under the direction of HENRY
HATHAWAY.
MARILYN FELIX, daughter of Seymore,
is expecting. She married Lt. Robert Hirsh
of the Air Force. Seems like a very short
time since she was just a baby herself.
Ah me! Of course, needless to say, Seymore and Pearl Felix are too, too happy.
MARCORETA HELLMAN and EDITH
HALLAR gave a most delightful baby
shower for one of our ex-stock girls, Dorothy Jones. Certainly seemed nice to see
a lot of the original stock group together
again. Dorothy is married to a Lieutenant
in the Army stationed the same place as
our Lt. FRED FOX.
ARTHUR

APPELL

is quite consistently

dating a certain Practitioner's daughter.
What goes?
BETTY RUSSELL

is going to San Fran-

cisco for her Christmas days. While I'm
on that subject, A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OF YOU.

Our

diamonds

are

selected

under

suet,

exacting standards that less than 10%
of all diamonds are as brilliant as ours.
In addition to outstanding quality, wa
guarantee 20th Century-Fox personnel,
savings on every article purchased from
our half-million dollar selection of
Jeweler's Quality gifts. Please bring
identification as we do not cater to the
general public.

Wm.

E. PHILLIPS Co.

Jewelers,
Importers,
Mfrs.'Bldg.
Distrib.
7th Floor
Metropolitan
315 W.

FIFTH ST., L. A.
Mutual 1321
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KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

STATEMENT
OF
THE
OWNERSHIP.
MANAG^k
MENT,
CIRCULATION,
ETC., REQUIRED
BY Ti
ACTS
OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST
24. 1912, AK^

ROSANDIR

MARCH

MR. TERRY contemplating ways and
means
To replace or to repair our old machines.
He works night and day to keep things
going.
Trouble, trouble every day — they keep on
growing.
People
come and go. We've added to our
crew.
CHARLOTTE BRUNT and ROLAND
UNDERWOOD are new.
DARRELL PETERS changed his occupation,
Hope he will be happy in his new vocation.
NANCY WOODCOCK
carried on while
KAY was ill.
GINNY TATE expecting brother JIMMIE
RILL.
He's been in the Islands on construction
Now induction.
he's coming home to wait for his
IRENE ANGER says her life is not serene.
Six rooms and a bath take hours to clean.
Does she mean what she is saying?
That it isn't any game she's playing.
WILMA TARCY sold her piano.
And her car, her ration stamps were
getting low.
When our search for gifts becomes too
trying.
We let Wilma Tarcy do the buying.
Did you hear what happened to SALLY
McNATT?
Wrecked her car to save the life of
someone's cat.
While her car is in the stage of restoration
It leaves Sally with no means of
transportation.
MARIAN MILHAUPT said goodbye the
other day.
Her trip to the altar isn't far away.
May the best be sent in their direction!
BOB affection.
SINCLAIR'S

the object of her

ELLENaway.
BRADFORD'S groom has gone
She drove up to visit him last Saturday.
San Luis Obispo is his station.
Uncle Sammy sent him to teach navigation.
EDDIE (sailor) BURKE stopped by to say
"hello"
Hadn't seen him since he left a year ago.
Washington's no place to do his fighting.
Drowning Japanese, to hirri is more
exciting.
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frothy spray revives you on dull groggy

By HENRY
SOMEWHERE

IN THE

ARNSTEIN

MIDDLE

EAST

(Passed by U. S. Military Censor) — The big
show may be in the southwest Pacific and
In Italy, but there Is no lack of excitement
In this quarter of the world.
Last week I returned from my leave In
Alexandria, second largest city in ancient
Egypt. With twenty-three war correspondents, most of them from America, I flew
back to my headquarters aboard an army
transport plane officially known as a DC-3
but affectionately labeled "Rebecca." The
newswriters were filled with disappointment because they had gone to the harbor
city expecting the arrival of the Italian
fleet. Instead, the surrendered armada
had sailed to Malta and they were coming
back empty-handed. But I was in the best
of spirits because this was my vacation and
I had spent a grand time in the city that
once was Cleopatra's favorite playground.
My billet In Alexandria was comfortable even though the gaudy orange and
green window sashes clashed violently before my eyes. My meals were wonderful.
I ate chicken every day execept one; then
I tackled a steak which was "that" thick.
The first evening I showed up at Athineos, a Greek rendezvous that was popular
with the femme de Parisiane and the
Hellenic goddess.

Another

attraction was

mornings. Away from the commercial center are filthy and bedraggled urchins who
find special delight In wagging their profane tongues, babbling vulgar English
picked up from the miscreants you find
In every army. Natives trot about carrying
"esh" bread (round, flat loaves, called atab
bread in Algeria) on bamboo trays which
are deftly balanced on their heads.
I visited the catacombs where ancient
civilization burled their rich treasures as
well as their dead. I saw many quaint, ornate excavations; thought little of the
Graeco-Roman relics which were crummy
reminders of archaic culture. The most
Interesting site is Pompey's Pillar which,
the befezzed dragoman explained, was
brought from Upper Egypt. This towering
pillar occupies a commanding position on
a plateau that only the sure-footed can
reach without stumbling.
With me at one jasmine-scented dance
pavilion was a soldier from Long Island.
We were confronted by a Maltese waiter

skidding her toes along the water's surface.
There are six American Red Cross Clubs
in Alex, four for enlisted men and two for
officers. You see this cosmopolitan and ambitious city Is indeed a mecca for Americans on leave.
Alexandria's principal charm can be
found In its feminine population; women of
all races hail from the Balkans, Crete, Malta, Cyprus, France, Greece, etc. The bathing beach at Stanley Bay is the most
crowded one and Is set within a palisade
and resembles a tea cup with the side broken out. Curving around the beach Is the
promenade which Is called the Corniche.
Everywhere you go there are palm trees
and blue-flowering bougainvilla vines, and
the air Is fresh with the crisp sea air; the

assignment and Instructions to accompany an American Brigadier General
on a routine trip he was to make the following morning. Five men made up the
General's party, and In the four days we
were with him In his special plane, we flew
an average of one thousand miles a day.
This new adventure afforded me the opportunity of visiting Bengasi, the largest
town In Cyrenaica and a town that suffered heavily during many zigzagging
African campaigns. Before entering the
town, I went swimming In the warm sea
and from there, I could view the twindomed cathedral and the battered skyline.
While approaching Bengasi, I knew what
to expect; trips fo Tobruk, Sousse, and
Sfax had prepared me for what I was soon
to see. Nothing amazed me. Buildings on
the waterfront were twisted into surrealistic angles of destruction, and shells of
small buildings In other areas were precariously tilted.

me with elaborate gestures: "Here Italian
officers sleep. Americalne boom-boom.

whip, recommended a "place" on Rue
Marseilles but we politely and firmly directed him to the original destination.

around the sickle-shaped harbor. A Red
Cross girl came along for the ride and entertained herself by lying on the deck and

news

false Impressions about Yanks from everything to moral scruples. We finally ended
up with kazusa (lemonade).

World's Fair Little Egypt. I'd like to go on
record in the interest of fair and accurate

Cne of my mornings was whiled away
aboard a 35-foot sailboat that cruised me

A few hours after landing, I received a

At one point, I stopped at a building
whose front was built of mosaic tiles and

We rode
horse drawn
of collapse.
faded white

From Bedouin's tents to Pasha's palaces I
hear she's harmless.

the verdant Nile valley which was emeraldgreen like the fluff on a new pool table.

whose baggy eyes would put a kangaroo's
pouch to shame. We told him we wanted
orangeade and he started laughing. Then
the qarcon appeared; he too was amused
at Americans ordering soft drinks. This
New Yorker, who could measure his drinking capacity with any sot If he wished,
told them what he thought, correcting

Casino Chatby, a music-hall cabaret that
squats out on the end of a pier and features an oriental dancer that promises to
evoke tender memories of the Chicago

reporting to say she left more to the
imagination than to the straining eye.

terranean rippling In the light of the afternoon sun. Before long, we were flying over

back to our billet In a onegharry that was on the verge
The Nubian driver, wearing a
turban and armed with a long

Jogging along through the blackout, we
thought the red lamps, casting faint glows,
gave the atmosphere a gloomy and mysterious touch. Behind drawn shutters and
closed blinds were lights, and sometimes
from behind them music drifted. Allied
soldiers and sailors were laughing here and
singing there; there was the smell of stella
blere. Along uneven streets were native
cafes where coffee, sweet and syrupy, was
poured from cancars; where men in cotton
and silken galabyiahs played dominos and
backgammon, while a radio blared out
weird music; and some smoked narghllehs,
a long-stemmed pipe which rested on the
carpeted floors.
The plane trip back was nice and at no
time was the air violently rough from
down-drafts. Erika Mann of Liberty Magazine, the only woman writer aboard "Rebecca," appeared
nervous
on of
the American
take-off.
I sat between
Gorden
Gaskill
Magazine and NBC's Grant Parr. Sitting
opposite was Harry ZInder from Life and
Times. They were all bemoaning the loss of
a good story; it fizzled and that was that.
For me the excitement and novelty was
left behind. Below I could see the Medi-

colored marble. Berber kids were squatting on the arcaded walk. One of the
members of this mangey, motley crew told

Italian officers finish!"
The door of the cathedral was open and
I entered, curiously. Some of the gaily
colored plaster had fallen from the lofty
ceiling and the marble walls, and columns
which heightened the beauty of this church
laid on
the floor
In heaps.
stained pieces
glass
was
broken;
some
of theIt's
jagged
were stuck in their frames and snared the
bright rays of the sun and threw them into
the quiet of the cathedral.
The popular spot in town Is the Oriental
Cafe. It's rococo architecture Is a contrast to the rest of Bengasi's dingy tea
shops and sparsely-filled stores. On the
walls were paintings of solemn and decorative camels and discreetly blending Illustrations that might have come from an
Eastern fairy tale. The exotic line of an
arabesque and curves of the arches suggested "A Thousand
and woman
One Nights."
The cashier
was a Greek
whose
cheeks, I remember, were inpudently scarlet, and she was full of tales about the
sieges. She was inordinately proud of the
fact that she faced the ordeal many times
unafraid, and told me so in halting but
creditable English.
I recall seeing numerous djebel-topped
castles and towers of the Roman and Byzantine periods, and also the crenelated
walled forts which played important parts
in 1911 when the Italians defeated the
Turks.

One

morning early, while the sun's first

2c PAID •
U. S. POSTAGE

LOS

fingers were rasping the eastern rim of the
sky, we were airborne once more. A couple
of days later, I could see the city of Tunis
below, and before long we landed. I had
a wholesome lunch under a green camouflaged netting where insolent and adhesive
flys
me nearly
to death.
know heckled
who wanted
the chow
worse.I don't
Soon

It would indeed be a case of the pot
calling the kettle black to ask you guys to
drop me a line sometime, so I won't mention It. My very best to all the lads and
my very, very best to all the lassies.
LARRY KING.
P. S. Just got another supply of cigarettes— Thanks a million, you nice people.
USMC

everyone's attention was drawn to the
sky as three Italian bombers —
Savola
Marchettls —
buzzed overhead. White
markings of surrender were visible on the
fuselages. Several American P-38's and
RAF Spitfires began racing down the
rocky runway, and the first fighter plane to
take-off, joined by the others, flew out to
welcome the Italian aircraft.

.

The tarmac

,

roads fingering toward

this

landing ground were no longer embroidered with bomb craters and holes where
enemy mines had been removed. Jet black
South Afrikans have nearly finished patching these roads and therefore a trip over
them is no longer a spine-breaking experlence. Three hours after my arrival there,
I was on the plane headed for some place
else. For me, there was no lack of excitement.
Dear Boys and Girls:
The stationery Is a gift, the fountain pen
Is borrowed, and the postage Is free so,
I will lose absolutely nothing by writing to
you.
Mother Fox doesn't forget her wandering boys I see. Just received a carton of
ciggies and a copy of "Action." They took
quite sometime to get here, having followed me through five transfers. The
LLOYD HARTING
"Special" gracing
"Action's" cover caused a good deal of
excitement among the barracks pin-up addicts. I've been offered two bits for It so
far, but I'm holding out for a higher bid.
It's a far cry from rolling down Avenue
"D" in the Art Department's "Ancient
Age" to blasting away like mad with a
machine-gun. I can't quite understand how
I landed in the machine-gun section, but
I hasten to add that I enjoy It tremendously.
Marine Corps life Is agreeing with me.
I'm putting on weight; not enough to be
called "plump" yet, but I have gained a
few
By the
way.MUSSA
I've picked
few pounds.
stories that
RENE
would uplikea
to hear — very much on the stag side of
course. This Marine Corps humor Is pretty
rugged.
We rate liberty two week-ends out of
three, but there Isn't much doing at TCF
on the Sabbath so, I haven't been able to
run cut to say "Hi" to you people yet.

Oceanside,
October

California.
29, 1943

20th Century-Fox Studio Club:
Wish to thank you for sending the cigarettes and copies of "Action" which I look
forward to and enjoy so very much.
Since my last letter, I have been to the
Seabee Camp Endicott at Davisville, R. L,
and had the good fortune to visit New
York and Boston on liberty. While In Boston, we were taken on sight-seeing trips
through the historical spots and across the
river to Cambridge In large, horse-drawn
wagons especially constructed for tourists
and which go over big with all members
of the Service. The Harvard College,
Longfellow's Home, Paul Revere's Home,
and the old South Church are a few of
the places Included In the tour. A good
trip.
time was had by all and a quite unique

ANGELES. CALIF.
Permit No. 12005

The only connection I have with my
friends is through
"Action" so please keep
Sincerely,
It coming. Thanks again for everything.
Corporal LADDIE
Nash vllle, Tennessee.

Dear Studio Club Members:
I too want to add my voice of thanks

for
cigaretteso
gum, and "Action"
s, regularly
w hichtheI receive
from you. I
read our magazine — and I say "our" wisely
because I feel that I still belong — from
cover to cover. It is just like getting a letter from home to which all the members
of the family have added a little paragraph about themselves. I particularly enthe pictures.
I joy
have
just been transferred down here
after completing four weeks basic training
at Fort Des Moines, Iowa, and eight weeks
Army

Administration School In Nacogdoches, Texas. I am secretary to a Colonel

In the Officer's Personnel Department and
enjoy it tremendously, although I miss the
more Informal, friendly atmosphere of
good old TCF.
Thanks again Sincerely,
for remembering
generously.
HELEN

Later we were
to Camp Parks,
short stay were
California. Expect
somewhere In the

shipped across country
California, and after a
sent to Port Hueneme,^
to be writing you from
Pacific soon.

The Seabee camps enjoy all the pictures
from 20th C.F. and I am always watching
for the next one. "Heaven Can Walt" was
particularly enjoyed, and It was Interesting
to hear the comments In favor of the fine
set dressing which was so beautifully photographed. Good musicals and comedies
are always In demand.
Thanks again for all the remembrances
and best regards to all.
HARRY E. MELLEN, Yl 'c
109th Naval Construction Battalion.
Fellow Associates:
Just a few lines to thank you for the
Christmas packages. Also for your monthly
gum,

cigarettes and above all my "Action" magazine.
Although I am the only member of our
company from the Fox Lot, the magazine
is read by all and thoroughly enjoyed,
especially the clever covers.
I'm sorry that time has prohibited my
writing to all my friends on the Lot, but
life ontomaneuvers
time
oneself.

really doesn't leave much

GONCZ

me

so

M. HUGHES

Tank Destroyer Center
No. Camp

Hood, Texas.

Studio Club:
Hello folks. Well at last I am sending
you a letter. Sure did take me a long time
to get around to It, eh what? But you
understand how it Is, we have to do ail of
our personal work during off-hours, and I
want to say we have been fairly busy, but
everything Is going fine and dandy. We
have swell duty and the best of everything
— quarters, food, etc., etc.
I want to- extend my thanks to you swell
people. You have been doing a swell job,
and we of the Service certainly appreciate
it very much. The cigarettes, gum and
"Action" magazine are certainly a very
welcome package each month. Yes indeedy, the "Action" mag really comes in
handy — helps to keep us posted. Surely
get homesick though when I look through
it. Here's hoping I can return soon.
Best wishes to you all, may you have the
best of luck, health and happiness. Thanks
again for your Yours
kindness and
ness. Tell all hello for truly,
me.

thoughtful-

WOODY
LAGUNE
Fleet Postoffice, San Francisco.
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THROUGH THE FINDER
By BOB TOBEY
Comes once again the cry of "Action"
. . . My tired old Underwood creaks and
groans as It feebly tries to ward off
the quick jabs I give It, the uppercuts,
the body blows . . . everything, in fact,
from A to Z . . .
Water under the bridge of Time is
January . . . swirling around our feet
is February . . . months when the motion picture Industry, following hoary custom, even In these frenzied times, hibernates . . . ruminates . . . It's the time of
arising in the dark . . . when work seems
abhorrent . . . Time for catching up with

barking at my little chum . . . heigh ho

his tender age, too) to make with the

. . . anyway I've won him over . . . now
he chews up my slippers more than
Helen's . . .
So you can see why news Is harder
to find than gasoline in a gas station
. . . the TCP Lot was so quiet in January
I was able to work for Columbia, MGM,
Paramount, RKC and Republic ... so all
my Items this month are second hand
. . . I had to worm them out of DAN
CLARK and BESS LASKY . . .

glamourandlighting
on ARCHIE
"Sweet
Low-Down"
. . . GLENMAYC's
MAC

A few new pictures are rolling . . .
ARTIE MILLER is maestro of the mazdas
on "The
of the Kingdom" . . .
with
PAULKeys
LCCKWCCD pumping the
pan handle and SID RAGIN battling the
circles of confusion . . . LUCIEN BALLARD comes out of semi-retirement (at

WILLIAMS is coming In on "A Wing and
a Prayer" with HENRY HATHAWAY . . .
I shed a quiet tear now that Glen has
finished "Lifeboat" . . . shux fellers, no
more swell gags . . . but the raves that
are coming in about
tography aren't gags
SAD SAM DEPT.:
for RAY MALA . .
Christmas, too ...

that picture's pho. . .
What an accident
. the week before
he was In an auto

crack-up
. . of
. thrown
out of truck
a friend's
car In front
an oncoming
. . .
missed by an Inch having his head
cracked like an egg . . . and to top It all,
the police let him lie on the street for
an hour and a half while they argued

one's homework . . . playing with the
baby . . . (pick your favorite age) . . .
having the
checking
up bridgework
on the War repaired
Bonds to. *.
see .
if you can't afford at least ONE more
. . . and if you're smart, time for grappling with the economic brain-crushers
sent you by your favorite Uncle, Sam
by name . . . you're lucky if you can
answer the $64 question by March 15 . . .
I, me, personally, your scribe and humble serpent, I am not that smart . . . have
spent most of my spare time making
friends with my wife's new Cocker Spaniel
. . . who's about as big as your hand
. . . definitely a redhead . . . and with
a name that Is longer than he Is . . .
Sir Ronald of Edgemont ...
A

birthday present for Helen

was

Sir Ronald ... I picked him out y'see
. . . paid for him . . . tenderly carried
him home . . . and is he grateful, the
cute little soanso? . . . yheino ... he
definitely loves her best . . .
So, I put on a campaign . . . feed
him little knacknicks . . . gambol with
him on the greensward ... It would amuse
you no end I'm sure to see me down
on all fours ... all 170 lbs. of me,

HENRY
WEINBERGER.
EDDIE CRONJAGER.DUKE
GOUX
and HENRY HATHAWAY
ration books and had their box lunches sent trom Hollywood to Kentucky for the "Home
location. Hope they had plenty of gas coupons for that vintage speedwagon.

forgof fheir
in Indiana"

Mellon
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with all the WAGS, WAVES, SPARS and
MARINES they are having In their respec-

over district boundary lines . . . and what
ambulance to call . . . miraculously he
came out of it with only sprains and
bruises . . . but plenty bad ones . . .

tive pictures, "I Married a Soldier" and
"Ladles in Washington."
GLADYS ISAACSON Is now a proud
and boastful grandmother. Her son. Dr. Alvin Isaacson, who Is resident doctor at the
University of Michigan Hospital at Ann
Arbon, Michigan, Is the father. Grandmother and grandson are doing nicely.

he's far from in the pink yet . . . BILL
ABBOTT was out sick for a spell . . .
and he wishes it were just one of SERSEN's tricks . . . Several of the boys had
to have their molars mauled . . . don't
say I told you, but I think boss DAN
CLARK was among those who had to
report to the drill sergeant . . .
Pleasantest news of the month is word
of the citation for Lt. WILSON K. NORTON. U.S.N. . . . KAY NORTON to us
muggs . . . Congratulations, Kay on your
Presidential Unit Citation for meritorious
work aboard the carrier Enterprise . . .
and I do mean meritorious . . . the whole
story will have to wait until the fabulous
tale of that particular aircraft carrier
can be told after the war is won . . .

GO WESTERN
By JACK
signed by ARLINGTON

. . . but I won't do any of those things
. . . I'll just conclude with a little thought
. . . thunk up special by a friend of
mine ... or is he .. .
Moom pictures
Are something
Everybody which makes them
Should ought to be proud about
Because moom pictures
Are something.
Some
Of them anyway.
Proudly,
R. THRITIS . . .

LADIES WARDROBE
By ALICE LAFFARGUE
By the time this is published the holidays will be just a dim memory, but
before they fade completely, I want to
say what a grand Christmas it was for
everyone. Thanks from all of us to MR.
CHARLES LE MAIRE for playing "Santa
Claus" in several ways, and for being such
a good sport about everything.
Congratulations and good luck to
WILMA CHRISTIAN in her new position
as head of the Workroom, and welcome
back to LEE
assistant.

ROTH

who

is Wilma's

We are still making clothes for the "Wilson" picture. There are so many dresses,
that laid end to end they would probably
reach around the whole studio. The period
around 1917 and 1918 was not a particularly exciting or becoming era for women's

MAKLEY,

says in

part, "A good name for your column
GO WESTERN would be CORNY COL-

Gawsch, fellers . . . here I've run out
of news . . . and I can't do a song or
a buck and wing to entertain you ... I
suppose I could jot down a bit of my
poetry . . . like "Oh, deah! No beah?"
. . . but I'd better not because I have
to work with you people again ... or
I could tell you about the funny marquee
I saw yesterday on a revival theatre . . .
GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE
with ANN SHERIDAN and KING KONG

KESSLER

Have several letters from readers. One

UMN." Another by HELEN COCHRAN
says, "The college you attended must
have been agricultural. The way you
throw it around, you should have been
HELEN

HUGHES, formerly of our Dialogue Transcription Department, is now a Tech 5th with the
Tank Destroyers

in the WAC's.

clothes, but MR. RENE HUBERT has managed to design some very flattering and
truly becoming costumes without losing
the authenticity and feeling of the period.
MARJORIE BANKSTON had a few
days of well earned fun at Palm Springs
over the New Year holiday, and came
back to work all smiles and full of sunshine.
VIRGINIA PASCHALL became practical y a commuter to San Francisco during Christmas time, making two hurry up
trips to see her husband who is serving in
the Coast Guard and had just returned
from the South Pacific.
HAZEL MUNN HOLBOROW
and
GRACE HALL each have a son in the
Army Air Forces. Lt. JACK MUNN is the
pilot of a B-24 Liberator Bomber, and
Lt. BILL HALL flies a P-47 Thunderbolt
Fighter. They are both In England now,
and you should hear their mothers chitter
chattering and comparing notes whenever
letters arrive from over there.
LORENA NELSON has returned to work
after having had a grand trip to New
York over the holidays. Also HARRIETT
CAMIN, who too had a fine trip East to
see her daughter, Helen, who is serving
as a SPAR. Harriett returned home just In
time to come down with the flu but has
now fully recovered.
We have had several others on the sick
list. GENEVIEVE RIMPAU is back after a
month's absence, and ETHEL ELANDER
who was out sick Is back on the job.
VIOLA RICHARDS is still ill, we all wish
her a speedy recovery.
GERTIE CASEY and NEVADA PENN
are slowly going wacky (excuse the pun).

a veterinarian." MICKY MORRIS says,
"There should be a place on the Open
Blade for you," and RUSSELL SEAMAN
wants to know If I know aught of cow
culture or cornology. Am sure he meant
something complementary too.
Found a show whose director knew how
to handle a climax, and In the same
picture an actor who pronounced coffee,
fog and college, correctly. Sat through
it three times, twice to make sure and
once to enjoy It. We like to be raised
out of our seats by a good piece of
work, whether drama or comedy, but after
being jarred or blasted out by a mlspronunclatlcn or bad phraseology, we
hesitate at being Invited to a show.
Shakespeare puts it so aptly in his Instruction to theor Players.
He says,
"Now
this overdone
come tardy
off, though
It make the unskillful laugh, cannot but
make the judicious grieve, the censure of
the which one must In your allowance
o'erweigh a whole theatre of others."
During the beautiful season just past,
we heard so often the ejaculation, "Peace
on
earth
andevery
good cheat,
will toracketeer
men" which
would
allow
and
regular fellow alike to pat himself on the
back, but I fear that the original and
correct Interpretation would exclude some
of the boys, which Is, "Peace on earth
to MARGE
men of THOMAN,
good will." our very clever and
attractive nurse, says that most of the
flu cases are either over or on the way
to rapid recovery. CAPTAIN McADAM,
LIEUTENANT TRUSDELL, JAMES DUFFY, LEONARD PHILLIPS and VANNIE
HOLZMAN are among those who are
able to be around after a siege.
After the old horse has outlived his
usefulness they shoot him. The columnist
should share the same fate. Therefore,
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this being my last assignment, I wish to
say a fond cheerio to my friends and
thank them. And to the others a thousand pardons for that which has caused
them to be otherwise. I congratulate
LLOYD HARTING for his clever cover designs, and all the writers for their fine
cooperation. And last, but not least,
JOEL E. HAWLEY for his untiring task
of editing "Action." Best wishes to all
Is a meager statement.

LABORELATES
By IRISH ROCHE
Some

time ago when we were

working

on
"The Song
of success.
Bernadette",
many were
doubtful
of Its
Elaborate
sets
were constructed, in fact nothing was
spared to show John Public a good picture. It Is considered by many to be one
of the best pictures shown, and it justified the efforts of those who wished to
produce something different. Through the
medium of the press and radio, we are
constantly reminded of war, and a picture
of this type affords a relaxation from
those horrors. The success of this picture
has prompted our studio to make "The
Keys of the Kingdom", a story of Francis
Chrlsholm, the Scots priest who suffered
so much to bring comfort to mankind.
MR. DARLING is as usual, doing everything to create realistic sets, and his efforts have provided a lot of work for this
department.
We

did not discover until Christmas

Eve that we had so much entertaining
talent In our gang. With PAT GALLAGHER at the piano, and WAYNE
RIVERS, HARRY MORTON
and a few
more of the boys singing, it looked like
a pre-arranged show. PHIL SNYDER and
HAROLD DAVIS supervised the refreshments, and all agree it was the best party
we have had so far. We missed some of
the
old gang
but Christmas.
here’s hoping they will
be with
us next
EARL ALBRIGHT, who Is doing such a
good job in supervising the used lumber
yard, had some hard luck at Christmas
time; Mrs. Albright had a serious accident, and will be In the hospital several
months.
We hope to see HORACE WALKER
back with us before long. He had an unfortunate accident on the Lot.
When Loyola had a good team, under
the direction of Tom Lleb, MICKEY
WOODS
and AL DEGAETANO, JR.
were stars. Both boys worked here until
Uncle Sam called them, and now Mickey,
who dropped In to see the gang, is a
Staff Sergeant in the Tank Division, and
Al is a Master Sergeant In Italy.

II

RAYMOND

KLUNE

INTRODUCING RAYMOND
KLUNE, our Executive Production Manager, who
has just joined us after eight years in a similar capacity at the David Seiznick
Company. Born and reared In New York, Mr. Klune entered the Motion Picture
Industry upon completion of his education, and has remained In this business for
a period of twenty-four years. His career began with D. W. Griffith as an office
boy, and he has gone through the many steps that are required to capably
handle the position of Executive Production Manager.
We are pleased to welcome Mr. Klune to our Lot, and from the enthusiasm
he manifests, it is easy to see that he Is happy to be with us.

U.S.O. APPEAL
use is calling on you for some help
that will be a lot of fun for you and will
give a big lift to the morale of servicemen visiting Los Angeles. We are asking
groups of girls to give small parties once
a month, either in their own homes or in
homes USO can arrange for them to use.
Company executives, for instance, often
are happy to offer their homes for these
small social affairs.
The demand

for this type of party is In-

creasing each week. The servicemen do
not expect elaborate affairs; in fact, they
prefer small parties with games, dancing
and simple refreshments on either Saturday nights or Sunday afternoons.
In order to give a party, the girls must
first register with USO Home Hospitality
— call the Studio Club, Ext. 745 for details. Then the girls should decide which
weekend is most convenient for them, and
Inform the Studio Club.
This is an opportunity for you to do an
Important wartime service, and have a lot
of fun doing It.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

Here we go on another yearly jaunt.
While things have been more than comfortable with the majority of us, I am sincere in my belief that we would gladly
forego all this touch of Midas to have our
boys back with us and conditions normal.
So, here's our sincere thoughts and wishes
to our comrades in Service. God keep and
protect you, and may you return safe and
sound to us and yours.
Wee "BUNKY" VAN ANTERWERP was
a holiday visitor. He looks like the Service
agreed
"PINHEAD"
PISTONEni is with
homehim.
after
seven weeks
boot
camp. It seems that his vibrations were
not in PERCY
accord iswith
ship's
engines.
JACK
back the
in the
saddle
once
more, and many of us are just emerging
from the latest musical in straight jackets.
Everything is snafu!!!
MICKEY (CRANE) GRANT pushes between crane shots. The long necked damsel is the apple and core of his life. Lots
of the boys are back after a siege with
flu, SAMMY BISHOP full of pep and
bagels, wee JOCK CHRISTIE with his
daily quart of tay, DANNY WURTZEL
handing out gold watches by the handful
— Papa-in-law is a whiz at watch rejuvenating, and I have a dandy case of lumbago that can be had for the asking.
Holy cats, what a crew of Grips! Isn't
there any romance in the department?
The Club hollers for a column and this Is

SERGEANT
JACK PERCY

the result. If I could only write that whispered stuff!!! Sure happy that Mrs. AL
THAYER is recovered and home again.
Our best wishes.
JACKSON PERCY scampering around
in glee. He Is the new man In the Insert
Department . . . It's a pleasure to see
the cyclorama and moat looking so naked
. . . With the lifting of the O.P.A. ban
JOHNNY is having cuffs put on the tarps
. . . Not many shows going — no girlie reviews— not many standbys . . . What is
the place coming to . . . Eye-lash-drooping
ED DAVIS has the voice of a songbird,
but right now I am on a fish diet . . .
Three-in-a-bath McARDLE finds Western
Avenue so much to his liking . . . LES
BERRY and adopted-father DOLAN have
the admiration of the entire department.
They are so adorable in their outspoken
thoughts of each other . . . FRANKIE
PEARSON must crave company — he is
back on the gang.
BILL "Hellzapoppin' " TRIPP never
changes, and CHARLES HALL so-o
changed. He trims a neat curtain for the
dancing boys 'and girls. Beats running W's
eh, Chas.? KENNY "Cowboy" LUTES
craves Western regalia. Someone gave him
tour sacks of fertilizer, and he has a
saddle, a yellow neckerchief, and one

SOMEWHERE

ONE

POTATO

GREW

THRU

R4<sed by Leo Whit/ow,

another
fcufdula.Ok(a.

IN NEWGUINEA

ASKED A BUDOy FOR A DRINK OF WATER
AtlP TO HIS AMAZEMENT HE WAS HANDED
HIS OLD

CANTEEN

THAT

HE CARRIED

THRU

5 MAJOR ENGAGEMENTS IN WORLD WAR I
Cofi-

Kin| Futuro Syndtcite. Iac^ World rl^Nn rexniA

Reproduced from the "Believe It or Not" newspaper feature by special permission of Robert R. Ripley
JACK PERCY, employed in our Grip Department for many years, is back on the lot after serving sixteen months in the Armed Service.

good
note. western boot. Texas papers please
Did you ever try to connect a ride on
our bus lines? EDDIE LEDGERWOOD
knows what the term "now he's in, now
he's out" means. It's enough to get a man
down.
Adios Amigos.

Send Your Old Books
to the Studio Club
GEORGE

HULBURT,

Inventor

in the

Mill Dept.
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higher mathematics . . . BILLY BURNS
finally found a sucker to buy his Fiat . . .
A new wall carrier, brain-child of TOM
MORRISSEY, is being developed under
the apt supervision of RAY CONAWAY
and GEORGE HULBURT ... The flu epidemic's really hitting our boys pretty hard.
BILL ST. PETER being hit the hardest . . .
C. P. ALEXANDER now pushing in the
Mill ... CM I/c "BUZZ" ABRAMS tells
me that Ph.M.I/c AL "LEFTY" SCHAFFER and 0. S. "RED" WITHERS bunk together. Can you imagine those Hollywood
wolves around the man-hungry females of
Washington, D. C. . . . Saw S/Sgt.
MICKEY WOODS visiting around the
Movietone Lot . . . CpI. KENNY DICE
spent Christmas in the hospital with the
flu . . .

MARTIN

NESHEIM, master craftsman
and Miniature Dept.

WHITE

To bad about KENNY

TAPPING AROUND

Recently DON RUSK, our motorcycle
fiend, got off his bike before it stopped.
The result was inevitable. Don's face looks
like he struck a mine. I think he'll stick to
his De Soto for awhile now.

The imitations by SEYMOUR FELIX, in
action at rehearsals, are really something.
The best one to date, in my opinion, is
that of B. S. PULLEY.

"MACK"
McCORMICK,
Clerk in the
Miniature Dept., concentrates on his
income tax return.

Dept,
any-

By GENEVA

SAWYER

If a vacation agrees with everyone as
much as it did with HERMES PAN, let's
all go in for more of them. He looks
better than ever. May I add, he is my

jitterbug for his role in "I Married a
Soldier." He will dance (if you call jitterbug dancing) with both JEAN CF^ANE
and MARY McCARTY. Too bad about his
risy.
and JESS MENDELSON's attack of pleu-

PALLMAN

pon-

did a very

WILLIAMS

and

ARTHUR

"Cowboy" APPEL having an unfortunate accident on their way to Caliente. Guess they were lucky at that. By

the way, best of luck to Kenny on his venture as Dance Director instead of assistant.

mother's favorite screen personality.
BLAKE EDWARDS, the son of our own
JACK Me EDWARDS, is now learning to

\

Miniature

couple of very pleasant evenings in London with our own Lt. FREDDIE FCX, Lt.
BERT LEEDS, RCY IVEY, etc.

It was from the Chinese junk in "The
Keys
that his
RAYshoulder
CARSON of
fellthe
20 Kingdom"
Feet. He hurt
pretty bad, and has been laid up for quite
awhile.

NOTES FROM HERE AND THERE: The
new income tax forms looks like a quiz in

I

and

AL SIEGEL sends his greetings from
somewhere in England. Says he had a

CARROLL
Prop, and

and WALTER
der a plan.

Prop

board. (We'll be "Soros"
thing, ifhe's not.)

fine job on her part in "Ladies of Washington" directed by LEW KING. Nice to
have Lew back with us again.

for their sake. I'd like to see them get a
break.

WIDLISCKA

of the

a cribbage

Here tell LILLIAN PCRTER

In thirteen years at this Studio, I've
heard some high-powered yarns, but this
one takes the cake: RUDY PEARSON and
CHARLIE BROWN claim that they and
CHARLIE WHITE have put up $15,000
apiece. White, with the $45,000, is in New
York City to buy a seat on the N. Y. Stock
Exchange. These boys defy all ridicule like
a couple of martyrs. Well, I hope its true

PAUL

SOROS

BALDERAS, and "Yours Truly," contributed. Cf course, JESS MENDELSCN just
brought his appetite. This all took place
on a rest period from dancing.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL

f
I

making

sunny afternoon was "fudge." Just a few
of us, including BETTY RUSSELL, MARY
McCARTY, BLAKE EDWARDS, JIMMY

in the Prop

By A. P. "WHIZZER"

STEVE

Welcome back to your old stomping
grounds, NICK CASTLE. Everyone is glad
to see you around again, in our roster instead of doing your fine numbers for competitive studios. Shame on you.
That aroma from the music hall one fine

MARCY

SWINDELL

has had a pretty

tough time with influenza since the holidays. However, she is back on the job and
feeling much better now. Speaking of that
department,
it's always the
nicevery
to attractive
see BARBARA McCRACKEN,
daughter of BCCTS and ETHEL McCRACKEN, sitting back of the desk to
help out.
In our Jitterbug sequence in "Home in
Indiana," directed by HENRY HATHAWAY, it was our pleasure to call MARILYN NELSCN, MINETTE CAPELCTC and
ARLENE FRANTZVCG from our mailroom. All very cute gals. Thank you for
your cooperation, GUY CCBURN.
Strange to see tiny MARY ANDERSCN and tall VINCENT PRICE _ flitting
around the music hall learning the "Bunnyhug" under the supervision of KENNY
WILLIAMS.

I hope you all had a wonderful Christmas and New Year. Must go now as "Ye
Editor," JCEL HAWLEY, has me under
pressure.

A

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
A letter has arrived from "EM" HARTMAN. He has been in Africa, and at
present is in Italy. Emerson sends his regards to all the fellows in the department.
We wish Sgt. Hartman the best of health
as we do all of the other fellows.

RAY and Mrs. GILBERT are lucky people
this week. They are having their son, Hugh,
home on leave after eleven months of
Naval sea duty. Hugh will spend a full
week at home.
STAN WARN, who is often called
"Little Beaver," said that he had a steak
the other day that was so tough that he
thought he was going to have to give up
an eighteen stamp.
Sorry to hear DON MYERS hurt his
back falling down the side of a hill. Quite
a large number of electricians have had
to remain off work because of the "flu."
We are glad these fellows are able to be
back on the job again.
FRED HALL and JACK DIMMACK are
back with the bowling team to do their

WALTER

STROHM,

head of the Electric Department, takes a bow.

bit. The "Sparks" have a good start on
the second half, so go down and give
them your support.

"MOP-HEAD"

VIERICK says the boys
didn't do h im justice this year with his
football team. Next year, he wants to see
boys .come out. "Mop-Head"
of the
more
waterboy
a swell
is

y)deet Your Friends
—

at —

FOX HILLS

Cafe

The Electric Department and the many
friends of SAM MAYO deeply regret his
passing.
CARL DOWNEY, FRED KUHNO, and
O. E. BARBER dropped by the other day
to say hello. Come again fellows.

Mixed

Cocktails
Drinks

10271 W. Pico Blvd.
Cr. 5-9377
New

Proprietor :

Harold

/

Feldman

POWELL of the Electrical Department executes difficult maneuver at Snow Valley. (Looks
DIFFICULT to us!)

for Salt Lake City, and at the last minute
too . . . Everything comes to those who
wait. AARCN (Shortie) ADLER won his
first football pool in fourteen years. 'Tis
said that Shortie's wife is much taller than
he. Ch! Ch! . . . Congratulations being offered HENRY GCLDFARB on his twelfth
wedding anniversary. May Henry and his
wife, Helen, have many, many years of
happiness with their children. Sonny and
Barbara . . . JAMES GIBNEY, our I-A
reel negative cutter, sporting such an official looking raincoat that makes him look
so military. Don't walk past your draft
board, Jimmie . . .
That familiar smiling face seen about
the laboratory belongs to our excellent
machinist, LEON DE BEAULIEU. Leon has
been away from Fox for three years. Sometime ago, he went to Russia to help build
machinery for developing and printing
films there. Now his equipment Is rolling
out those victorious Russian Newsreels that
are seen In our American movie houses.

LAB -GAB
Ry DAVID

Steaks

rOM

GOLDFARB

CLARK MURRAY, former negative cutter, sends New Year's greetings from
U. S. Naval Air Base, Anacosta, D. C.
Clark writes that D. C. stands for damned
crowded . . . Mrs. HELEN KOUNTZ sends
best wishes to all of us in memory of her
husband, ERNIE, who was a member of
the negative room until his passing . . .
REE MULLIGAN, Mr. LESHING's capable
secretary, limbering up her injured knee
by swinging her new Christmas golf clubs.
Put that divot back. Babe, put that divot
back . . . FAWN FARRAR, of the negative cutting rooms, escaped serious injury
when a tilted chair slid from under her.
Three cutters hurt in rushing to her rescue
. . . ELVEY WILLIAMS, so disappointed
on being notified of his plane cancelation

Leon's greatest wish is that close-ups of
Hitler begging for his life before Marshall Stalin will soon be rolling through
those same machines that he helped build
only
a few
all with you
on that
sameyears
wish,ago.
Mr. We're
De Beaulieu.
Congratulations to RCBERT HUNTER
and wife for having a little sailor born to
them. Bob, who is on the Government
payroll, has been stationed in Washington.
The last time I saw him he said he was
hoping to make a change, and now he will
have plenty of chances to make them —
corny, eh? . . .
Memo to HARCLD CHURCH, somewhere in India: How about a letter, card,
or something to let us know how you are?
The Laboratory expresses their deepest
thoughts and sympathy to JCSEPHINE
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ROMPASE for the loss of her husband.
Mr. ROMPAGE was known to many in the
Lab, and his passing is deeply regretted.
Chin up, Jo.
BERT FRIED arrived home on a 15-day
leave, and looked ship-shape in his naval
uniform . . . ULRICH FISCHER says his
whole game has gone haywire since receiving that complete new set of Christmas golf clubs. Mr. Fischer says he is going to buy his own course and pull the
holes closer together . . . WILLIAM GRISSELL so proud of his son, Wallace, who
has just been made a motion picture director at Republic Studios. Wally was in
our Positive Cutting Department lor many
years . . .
We regret to report in this column
that CLARENCE SAUNDERS has informed the office that, according to doctor's orders, he will have to be off the
payroll for a while. Here's for a quick recovery, Clarence.
Anyone in the Laboratory who shall in
any way hinder the war effort shall henceforth be known as a LABORTEUR.

We want to welcome DORIS TIMMERBERG back to the fold after a leave of
absence. DORIS made a trip back East to
see — we wonder who?
PAUL WURTZEL and JACK BRAND
polished off their last assignments in two
weeks each. That is something of a record.
Superdoopers, no less.
Getting back to GEORGE ZUCKER,
we all call him our "House Mother" because he is always looking after us. He
has our best interests at heart, and usually
sees that no harm befalls us.
We all want to thank EDDIE HAAS for
the grand presents of fruit and camelias
he often brings us. Eddie is noted for the
wonderful things he grows in his Victory
garden, and we sure do appreciate them.
RESOLVE — Oh dear, what did I get
into? But I'll keep it, so help me! Even
though we may have sixteen pictures
under construction. Adieu until next month.
(Thanks, Benny.)

OUT OF THE FILES
By JOYCE

Ta-da-da-daa!!! The Story Files present!

B. B. Shots From Construction
By BETTY

RESOLVE:

We

BOW

will write a column for

"Action" every month during 1944. That
is the resolution, this is the first attempt.
All the construction foremen who attend
the daily meetings in this office have been
trying to find out the birthdays of the
girls here. This is the outcome of an incident which took place recently when a
certain girl was very much kissed on her
birthday. (I'm still blushing!)
HELEN SNYDER and

MILLER

GEORGE

ZUCKER, being proud parents, are constantly talking about their children and
comparing notes. It often goes something
like this:

We
Corporation
wouldn't
mind thought
lending usthe
a fanfare
to announce
the
Files' emergence into the "Action" spotlight— our apologies to Twentieth for a
direct steal. Heaven only knows there is
enough action in this one department for
ten, and the skeletons in our closets are
getting a little cramped for space, so —
like our files — we'll clean out a few and
throw them in the "Action" basket.
The news flash of the month: You don't
suppose RICHARD A. HUCKANS, the
swell guy who heads our department, was
running around like mad handing out
cigars and candy to his host of friends for
nothing do you? On January I Ith, twin
boys joined the younger set of this generation, courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Huckans.
Despite the fact their order tor a

JASON JOY. head of Public Relations
Counsel casting shadows.

girl was mislaid, don't think the proud
papa tions.
isn'tWe noticed
beamingthat
overDickie
his new
and acquisiBobbie,
the two older Huckans boys, on a recent
visit to the Files, seemed to be enjoying
the fact that they had two new brothers
at the same time.
As for the rest of the gang who keep
our poor boss in a homicidal state of
mind 99 percent of the time, well . . .
SHIRLEE WOLLARD, in charge of script
files, is happy now that she has received
some V-mail at last from her one-andonly, LEO WEISMANTEL, that Detroit lad
who used to keep the Script Department
jumpin' in jive. Leo, who recently arrived
in England as a member of his Uncle's
Army, will doubtless leave an indelible im-

George — "Is your baby walking yet,
Helen?"
Helen — "No, but he should any day
now."
George — "Just wait until he does then
you will have trouble."
Helen — "Yes, I know but he is so cute,

ofyoung
with Shirlee's
relatives pression
over
there.America
His opinion
of that
country so far is, quote, "This country is

George."
Then comes a long story about what the
offspring did and of course, there is a return story from George. Babies are a
great topic of conversation in this office,
and even I am getting baby conscious.
(What am I saying?)
PHIL ADAMS is back with us again
after quite a siege of flu, and we are very
glad to see him around in spite of the fact
that he sometimes makes our lives miserable— we have to keep our eyes on him
every minute. In spite of his kidding, we
ALL love h im.

COLONEL

ROBERT STEVENS, mechanrcal engineer and draftsman in Patent Office, draws some pretty fine lines

Since his acceptance as a cadet in the
solid."
really Air
Army
Corps, WILLIAM SCHRADER,
otherwise known as Bill, our senior junior
file clerk, has been straining against the
leash of time lo these many months, waiting for that eighteenth birthday to roll
around. We've often felt the peace and
quiet after Bill's departure would be something left in life to live for, but after
February 21st we will probably wish we
had him back, hectic existence or no.
ALEX BABCOCK, our other file clerk,
can’t be content with working 48 hours
per week for the studio. He has to show
up the rest of us sluggards by working
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nights as Assistant Manager of the DriveIn Theatre.
Since BEN ROSENMAYER was added
to the Files as assistant departnnent head,
the new rug in the office is becoming pathworn from the multitude of Ben's female
friends trekking In and out. Popular man,
that Ben, and a really solid exponent of
the rhumba.
We would also like to mention the fact
that shortly before Christmas. Dick, after
several sunless years In the basement of
the New Ad. Building, finally emerged like
a moth from Its cacoon, and shifted bag
and baggage to the old hangout of the
Print Shop in the Old Ad. Building.

a German prison camp. We were glad
to know that he had received the notes
that were sent, and that he is well. The
post-card
a collector's
Item — bristling
with
officialIs Nazi
stamps, etc.
It is nice to know; that Lt. RAY KELLOGG Is doing so well in Washington —
to have DICK FRITCH bouncing around
the Lot again for a while — that BOB
BRAGGINS is now a Lt. (jg)— that FRANK
LUBIN likes March Field and March Field
likes Frank — Lt. ARTHUR MILLIER has
his wings and is now an instructor — that

"yours truly" was hamming It up the first
of February In the Geller Workshop production "A Bill of Divorcement."
The rest of the skeletons have a little
more space now in which to rattle around,

The department had a post-card last
month from Lt. RUSSEL K. LYONS from
JIMMY MURRAY, IRVING ROSENBERG. OHO
BROWER, CHAS. BOYLE, WALTER FAXON. AD
SCHAUMER, and CHAS. STALLINGS, second unit
of "Wilson” crew bundled up for Eastern weather.

GODFREY

Wasn't it nice having summer back for
a few days?
That sleepy appearance of AL IRVING
the other morning was not caused (contrary to public opinion) by anything other
than an all night vigil at the Union station. Al's mother arrived for a visit —
Mrs. Irving's accounting of her trip makes
one realize what an adventure traveling
Is these days.

VERNON LAW gets his wings February
8th — and that BILL ABBOTT is back with
away.
us again, we missed him while he was
Speaking of the Air Force, RICHARD
GODFREY, late of the Model Department, was a visitor on the Lot the other
day, and had with him two very Interested young Cadets, Ralph Grant of
Ohio and A. R. Gibson of Texas. Richard gets his wings in April.
BUD FISCHER has promised me a
story on his basketball club for the next
Issue. It Is made up mostly of servicemen,
and it takes a bit of figuring to have
the fellows all In one place at the same
time. They have played some good games
this year.
RALPH HAMMERAS Is sunning himself
In Palm Springs for a week or so. I
am beginning to think Ralph took his
vacation at the right time. By the time
I get around to taking one, the fog
season usually sets in.
Why doesn't someone present the Print
Shop with a brace of carrier pigeons?
DAVE (Potassium Cyanide) PRESTON is
going quite mad these days. With the
touch of spring In the air his thoughts
have turned to gardens, and any Saturday ifyou are In the vicinity of Beachwood Drive, you can see Dave struggling
up the mountains with his arms full of
plants. His Sundays are spent busily
spading, raking, and planting. For as

Handsome DICK GODFREY, is talcing his training
at Minter Field. California. Happy landings, Dick!

#

Dave says, "What did the Busch Gardens
have that I haven't got? — Nothing but

acres."

'

Well, the 4th Bond Drive is over, so
now we can fix up our income tax if we
can find a good Samaritan to help. We
have managed to keep the outgo and
the income about even, but when we try
to keep something over for our Uncle
Samuel, things seem to go haywire.
The old flu bug really set out to get us.
First PETE WEIDMAN was sick all during
his wife's vacation so that he didn't enjoy
her trip at all. Then FRED GATHERS was

lonesome without us so took the flu and

so for the present, we'll close the drawers
of the Story Files..

By VIRGINIA

By A. O. WILLIAMS

laid low. GENE GALLANT sparred around
for a couple of weeks, and then your reporter was hit
wasn't
looking.
BOB PRATT
andwhen
our he
little
DAVEY
got

Before closing, the kids thought that
mention should be made of the fact that

SERSEN SHOTS

MAINTENANTICS

stayed home too. Our boss, MR. RABOLD, started taking special care of the
office cat because If she stayed away, he
would have been all alone. If any of you
girls missed the handsome and debonair
TAYLOR, he had the flu too. Our friend
ROSY got so mad at the rest of us that
he hit himself on the nose and started a
hemorrhage so that he could stay home.

;
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Boy, did he see red.
Knowing that the supply of the stuff
that comes In bottles has been scarce
lately, I think that this is a good time to
thank our friend RICHTER for his good
deed in seeing that we have an adequate
supply. To have him in our department

^

j
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makes it that much sweller. If he didn't
meet we
the would
milkmando every
day, I don't know
what
for lunch.
Looking at the war pictures and seeing
the muddy fields they have to play in
makes me think. I can't help but compare
our hard lot with theirs. Over there they
don't have to worry about tracking mud,
but here we have to clean our shoes every
time we go in the house. When they get
wet in the rain, they don't have to hurry
In to get dry things on. No sir, they can
just keep the wet ones on. Why, they
don't even have to take them off when
they go to bed, and sometimes they can

|
|
|

leave tothem
on about
for a ration
month. points.
They don't
have
bother
They
have those nice canned rations that taste
so much better than the home-cooked
dinners that we have to put up with. They
have those nice dried vegetables and
eggs, and we have to be bothered with
the fresh ones. Here we have to bother
about getting up to go to work while they
don't have to worry because they are on
the job all the time. When they go hunting, all they get is a German or a Jap.
but we have to hunt the ferocious deer or
wild rabbit. They had a nice boat ride to
get to where they are, and probably had
a chance to practice their swimming lesson. Here we have to pay to go to that
warm pool with the gleaming tile around
it, or go to. the beach and eat hot dogs
with all the trimmings. Their evenings are

'
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SAFETY NEWS

spent much easier than ours. All they have
to do is dig a nice fox hole, but we have
to find some gas, pick up our girl friend,
have a couple of cocktails, take in a show

By JIMMY DINNEEN
The Holiday Season brought an increase
in accidents. March will be the last
month in the physical Safety Year, so

or dance, etc., etc. Boy, there's no comparison.
These are just a few of the discomforts
that our boys have, and some of the

let's
all do
everything
possible to have
a month
without
accidents.

"trials" that we have to put up with. I
think the boys should know that we are
grateful to them for the fact that they
have kept and will keep our enemies away.

The STUDIO CLUB has had Its election,
and also the CREDIT UNION. Next will
be the SAFETY SOCIETY election of new
directors. This will take place Thursday,
March 2, 1944. There is a greater need
now than ever before for all persons to
show a deeper Interest In the safety movement. The problems will become more
complicated this coming year.

We would like to say "hello" to all the
men and women who have joined the
Armed Forces, and tell them that we here
at home are trying in our small way to
carry on as we always have because we
can't let you come back to a changed
country.
Our friend RONNIE MONK is back
from "over there." He says that he has
no post-war problem because he plans to
go into the wearing apparel manufacturing business in the Islands. He believes the
market to be unlimited, and clothing a
(up)lift to morale.
Well, we are always ready and willing
to help you in some of life's little problems. Ityou call our department, I am sure
that you will find MR. RABOLD ready to
help on everything but your income tax.
Call Ext. 508.

YOUR OPERATOR'S LICENSE
By ED LA BART
How long has it been since you squinted
at your operator's license? Do you have
the slightest Idea as to whether It has expired or when it will? Chances are that
you have no answer for either of the
above, but because it is Important that
you have an operator's license that Is
legal and shows your present address to
drive an automobile in California, special
arrangements have been made by Chief
TOM YOUNG of the Police Department
for all employees to obtain their operator's licenses on the Lot. You will thereby
be relieved of the necessity of absenting
yourself from work for a half day to go
to a Motor Vehicle office, and you will
likewise save precious tires and gasoline.
Once each month. Special Examiner Edwin Fletcher will come to the Studio and
occupy quarters at the Tennessee gate.
Those who have never had a California
operator's license will be required to take
a driving test In addition to a vision and
written test. Those whose license has expired only recently or will expire within
three months, and who show they are in
good physical condition will be required
In nearly every instance to take only a
vision test. Those whose license has expired within the last year will be required
to take a written test also. The written
test consists of answering a number of
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Seaman l/c WINFRED A. BROWN with the 38th
Construction Bn. somewhere in the South Pacific,
is the son of GEORGE A. BROWN, of the Police
Department.

questions concerning proper driving regulations, legal speeds, etc. Answers are
given by checking a number of squares.
It is not necessary to write out answers
in full. If you are Interested, please contact the Police Department for the date
of Mr. Fletcher's next visit. Helpful booklets covering driving rules are available
free.
Few persons seem to have been impressed with the necessity of their correct
address being shown on ALL cards In
their possession. THE IMPORTANT REASON IS: In the event of an accident in
which you may be seriously Injured, a
great loss of time could result in contacting relatives if your address is not correct
on ALL cards in your possession. It is
difficult to secure proper attention unless
responsible relatives are located. Correct
addresses are for your protection, and it
costs you nothing except a little time.

On the national issue, the motion picture Industry played a leading role In
the production of airplanes. How is this
possible? The camera was actually moved
into the airplane plants. Many shorts
were made, so that employees could see
the operation of building planes and improve upon It before ever starting to
work. Had Visual Education been adopted
in 1930, millions of dollars would have
been saved, and plane production would
more lionsthan
double
Milof workers
were today's
denied output.
the privilege
of this form of education. They suffered
physical pain, and the companies lost
millions through accidents. The Army,
Navy and Red Cross pay tribute to
Visual Education.
I can safely say that Visual Education
will not be pigeonholed after the war.
The loss of life on the home front has
been a difficult problem in this war. The
United States Congress is demanding action in the Accident Prevention Cam-

paign.

BUY

BONDS— BUY BONDS—
BUY MORE BONDS

— Editor's Note: Just received word that
JIMMY DINNEEN Is the proud father of
TWIN GIRLS, born February 2nd.

We pass on a thought which developed
only recently when one of our readers of
a recent article phoned us. He asked,
"How would a young person working for
the Studio go about getting a little advice
and counsel regarding their future?" Now,
that really posed a proposition. That
particular young person has been here for
several months, and It is his belief that
there is a future here for him but he Is
in a quandary as to just what he should do.
This young chap reminds us of the old
legend about workmen on a temple. One
In particular had a menial position but
felt his Importance because In his thoughts
he was not just a clerk but was helping
build the temple. We just pass it along.

Yeoman l/c,’ GEORGE BURNEH, son of MYRTLE
A. BURNETT, Matron
Star'swife.
Bldg., is pictured
with his in
pretty
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L.J. "Well girls, this starts the seconc^
half, and we've got to start pitching."
S.R. "What, horseshoes?"
P.H. "I don't get it."
B.St.G. "Those DON AMECHE LIHLE
FOXES took 4 points from that great
HUMBERSTONE FIVE and won high series
with 2812. What did we do?"
B.A. (In the key of B#.) "We

don't talk

L.J. "ROSE STEINMAN was the only
about
gal to that."
bowl over 160. She had 164, and

4J

won high series for the night with 630."
S.R. "JOHN FINK with a 232-19-251
won high game, GUS JONSON 221,
GEORGE DEMPSEY 218, BUZ BUSBY
216, GLEN REED 212, GEORGE MILLS
206, BUSHMAN 204, and CHRIS CHRISTENSEN 203." little boys, the FIVE LITTLE
P.H. "Those
FOYS, won high team game with 1033.
They sure were lucky."
B.St.G. "Well, I guess that's about it."

ART DEPARTMENT NOTES
606

Campbell, Cameraman JOE McDONALD, AL THAYER, 60B6Y MACK, Assistant Cameraman
JACK WOFF and 6ILL FARRELL. Are they waiting for the storm to come or go?

20th CENTURY-FOX Bowling League
By THE BOWLERETTES
PHYLLIS HUFFINE, BETTY ST.
GEORGE, BETTY ANDERSON, LOUISE
JONES, and SYLVIA REED.
P.H. "What shall we say?"
B.St.G. "About what?"
B.A. "Who's he?"
L.J. "What?"
S.R. "Who's what?"
(Editor's note: This went on for three
pages, so we did a little editing.)
P.H. "We're supposed to talk about
bowling."
B.A. "Who did what?"

GRABLE's PIN-UPS high game with 1005,
PHIL PERRAULT Ind. series with 659 (incidentally ISSY, manager of La Cienega
Bowling Lanes donated a special Christmas prize for this event) and BOB FANNON with a 278 nabbed high ind- game."
L.J. "That's tellln' 'em, B.A."
S.R. "Well, the first half of the league
is over, and who do you think won?"
P.H. "I couldn't possibly guess, but I
don't think we did."
B.St.G. "I know. LYNN BARI's team because HAL SAILOR made a special announcement over the loud speaker system.
Just between us girls, he plays on that

LJ. "BUD FANNON had a 243, HANK
ALBRECHT 229, PHIL PERRAULT 222
and 212, GEORGE MILLS 213 and 212,
BILL WINTER 210, ARMAND ALLEN 206,
BILL BOEMLER 203, LLOYD DANIELS
201, BUZ BUSBY 200 and 200, and

B.A. "Girls, you know that cute JESS
WOLF? Well, he actually bowled a 644team."
18-662 series and I really mean actually."
L.J. "Did that score really win high ind.
series? Amazing!"
S.R. "BILL WINTER stole high game
with 235, the GREMLINS won high series
for the second straight week with 2772,

WIMPY

and DON

WISE 200."

AMECHE's

LITTLE FOXES

high

S.R. "BETTY ST. GEORGE (hello Betty)
shot 199, the highest game bowled to
date for us gals, MARGARET HUDSON
173, BETTY ANDERSON (hello Betty) 168,
and VI HOGAN 160."

team game with 976."
P.H. "High score for the girls this week
were shot by VI HOGAN 169, BETTY
BOW 169, and VI COVEY 167 and 166.
Did you hear about the golfer who took his
lunch with him because he liked chicken in

P.H. "Who
bowler
that called
up
a certain
otheris the
bowler
to have
a match
game, reserved the alleys, then told the

the rough? I don't get it."

manager, ISSY, to hide his opponent's
bowling ball?"
H.B. "It's a lie!"
B.A. "The GREMLINS walked away with
high team series with 2910, BETTY

B.St.G.^ "I'll call IKE DANNING.

He'll

it." girls, I get to tell about the
B.A. JESS
"Oh
explain
men.
VVOLF 231 and 215, BILL
WINTER 221, JACK DIMMACK 211,
JOHNNY BODNAR 211, and JACOBSEN 201."

By HELEN ETZLER
We are all settling down to the rather
quiet business of uninterrupted labor —
that is, as much as old man "flu" will
permit. DAVID BARR had the worst case.
He was off work for almost three weeks.
One still hears an occasional reference
to our bang-up Christmas Party. Oh, what
a day!! GALLI came in to see us and immediately started his favorite theme of
"Where's that dime you owe me, Mussa?"
BOB HOLMES. Pvt. SID EVENS and Sgt.
BORIS LEVEN came to the party all looking swell and making it seem like old times
again. Bob is attending Maritime Officer
Candidate School in Alameda. In the
midst of some very close harmonizing, one
could hear the tremendous voice of EMIL
KOSA going to town in a strictly operatic
way. The bar, of course, was the most
popular spot in the room with two of the
three bartenders looking as "gay ninetyish" as nature and the Make-up Department could make them. DOUG BURTON,
however, looked very "pretty."
JOHNNY WILLIAMSON is back at
work again after spending his vacation in
a hospital where he underwent an operation. He is the owner of a good looking
Waltham wrist watch which cost him exactly one dollar. You guessed it— he won
Greetings to the four new men in the
a pool.
department, namely CANNON, REEDER,
JOHNSON and BOBOLNAY. There is
one set controller who insists that never
has he been greeted in my column, sooo
greetings, HCDWARD FENTON.
Lt. WALTER SIMONDS, now stationed
at the Hal Roach Studio, came in to see
us. It has been learned that Captain DAY
started the New Year with a Majors rating. Congratulations!
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shoes? TERRY

FLEISCHMAN

is going

steady with "Sharkey," and spends her
time writing young novels to him — he only
lives next door to her!
OLIVE PIRR receiving anonymous phone
calls from a young man on the Lot who refuses to divulge his name, but calls at least
ten times a day to let Olive know he still
loves her. The girls down In the department were carried away with themselves
when they noticed handsome HAROLD
SCULL being hired. But, alas and alack,
he's up in the Memeo
thing happens to us!

Department — every-

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By JUANITA

CpI. RUTH MACAULAY
of our Script Department
photographed at Plymouth Rocic.

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By SHIRLYE

BONFIGLIO

It's a large responsibility to pinch-hit for
our regular reporter EDITH BILLMYER
who Is very III following an emergency
appendectomy In January. She is reported
"as well as can be expected" now, but
we hope by the time this is printed she
will be much better. We all miss you

Chief Photographer's Mate, JOHN
R. HOWARD,
now serving with the Navy in Hawaii, is expected
home soon on a thirty-day leave after spending
two years in the Islands.

Edith, especially "yours truly," so hurry
and get well.

KEEPING TAB

POTASH

By RUTH

We have some new arrivals
ANN RUSSELL, I present
And IRENE FARLOW, GOLDIE

The department has really been humthis past
month.andIf you've
chanced
up ourming way
recently
have seen
little
groups resembling those around Pershing
Square (without the soap boxes) it was
only the gals discussing pro and con the
U-KNOW-WHAT!
VIRGINIA

COOK

They drove back home to Michigan,
May good luck see them through.

Is probably the only

up hills, etc. Maybe it's the French script
she's been typing like mad for days. BARBARA McCracken has been haunting
Stage I. An up-and-coming young star
wouldn't be the reason — or would It? PAT
ELLERSTON Is leaving for New York soon
where she will study "drahma." DOROTHY BROOKS Is back with us after receiving a medical discharge from the
WAVES.
GRUESOME

TWOSOMES:

The Sunset atStrip's
youngest wolf,
KINGSLEY,
the Mocombo
with JACK
BETTE
LOU "CLAUDIA" VOLDER. MARGARET
COOK dividing her attention between
two bull-fighters at a local nightery. MARY
McBRIDE with JIMMY McHUGH at the
Biltmore.
MORE

CHATTER:

T.C.F.'s Repulsive Bob Sunderland,
LARRY GINSBERG (who is not in the
Script Dept.), Is in a quandry. It seems
that all Bob's bobby-sock following have
willed themselves to him. What little
Script Distributor was going around with
blisters for a week after LARRY suggested
that she'd look better In high heeled

COHN,

May they be permanent.
A pair of MUFFS are missing
VERA and EDITH to you.

CHIT-CHAT:
person In the world who falls up. "Cookie"
spends all her spare time falling up stairs,

ROSANDER

MARY

LIB DOWNING

of the Legal Department

looking very il-LEGAL.

Another one of our girls, LOTTIE
MILLER, was suddenly taken ill, and is now
in the hospital. If the names of all those
who have been off sick were to be mentioned, itwould include the entire department.
GEORGE LEE, our Chinese Chef, who
has been with us for many years, is now
working for Uncle Sam. We are sorry to
lose you, and wish the best of luck to you,
George, and to all the rest who have gone
Into the Service. The Cafe will still have
your favorite Chop Suey, however, as
HARRY has taken over, and is doing very
well.
EVELYN BELL, LOU WITTE's former
secretary and now in the U. S. Marine
Corps Women's Reserve, was a guest in
the Cafe in January. She is a sergeant,
stationed in San Francisco, and really
looked wonderful. If the Service agrees
with everyone like it has with Evelyn, maybe more of us should join.
The 4th War Bond Drive is over, but
let's all BUY MORE BONDS.

A face peered through the window
And how the wolverine pack
Welcomed LUTHER HOLTZCLAWI
'Twas good to
He's on a two
His teeth need
Before he hits

have him back.
week furlough.
some repair
the high seas

For someplace "over there."
We heard from RICHARD THOMAS.
He's in Fort Benning now
Enjoying
Army
— says
Its comforts
and life
the
chow. he.
ED BURKE came in to see us
To say aloha oil
Before he sailed away last month
To feast on fish and pol.
ART WEBB — now 2nd Louie,
A recent graduate
From O.S.C. in Florida,
Stopped by here too — looks great.
Each day we watch the progress
On rooms across the way.
The place AL TERRY tells us
We'll occupy some day.
The flu flew by and caught us
But we are back again
And swinging Into action
Until next month — Amen!
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PRiNTABLES
By MARY

ALLEN

GORDON

Since our department moved 'way out
on the golf course below the Santa Monica
gate, I figured we wouldn't be missed, so
forgot about the column for a couple of
months. Our genial JOEL HAWLEY made
the trek over here to stir me from my
lethargy, so here goes.
The holiday season brought in many old
friends to see us. Among them MARGY
and RUDY VAN DEEVEN formerly of Purchasing and this department. They now
have a little nest at Catalina: he with the
Maritime Service and she secretary to an
Admiral or something.

When you read this, your reporter will
be far away taking a much needed rest in
her beloved Tennessee for a few weeks.
Please be nice to her little assistant,
PRISCILLA, and go easy on the supplies.

By FRANK

B. DRESSLER

Someday, we are going to write the history of the Motion Picture Industry. When
we do, it will be due to having worked
the same office with JAMES JENSEN.
Mr. Jensen

has been

in

in the picture

adviser for the picture. J.J. said, "Sure,
if they will pay me a thousand a week,
I'll help with the picture." It would be a
bargain at that.
Have you heard, "Mother started saving fat when she heard each ounce would
kill a rat?" We have our name on the list
for a jeep as soon as this war is over.
To the Stamp

reporter was practically killed In the rush
on Christmas Eve.
It was nice to see Major LOUIS BLAU,
back from much activity in the Aleutians,
visiting old friends on the Lot.
Now

that the rains have ceased for a

Collectors on the Lot: If

you haven't purchased the eleven or more
copies that were issued for the conquered
countries, we advise that you do so at
once. We have a feeling that they will
go up in value just as soon as the Post
Office withdraws them from open sale.
We also feel that all early twentieth century mint, in single and blocks, is a mighty
good investment. We mean U. S. of
course.
And

now

we

must close for this time.

Your best Investment today is a United
States War Bond. Hoping you feel the
same way, we remain
THE FOX

spell, our golf course Is very green, and
spring is in the air. It is nice over here.
JACK

MATTHEWS

left for

the

Marines, and JOE LANE, our delivery
boy, joined the Navy. We have a new
boy named IRVING FRENCHMAN
who
is just out of the Army Air Corps. He
sinjis too. MARGARET RIDDLE has the "I
think I will join something" fever again.
This time it's the SPARS.
JESSE ACORN, our lone wolf printer,
is very discouraged. Where, oh where, can
he find a good assistant?

year, your North

Lot

Service still get in to see us once in
awhile. TONY CAZNEAY, who has seen

FOX TALES

company was on location. We understand
that Warner Brothers is contemplating doing the life of Tom Mix. We suggested to
J.J. that he offer his services as technical

In on a ten-day leave from the Marine
Corps looking too wonderful in uniform.
He is now based at Camp Lejuene Marine
Barracks, New River, North Carolina. Your

After almost a

MAXWELL

penings of the Transportation Department. Our ex-drivers who are now in

years. He can tell thousands of incidents
that occurred while that wild and woolly

Technical Sergeant HAROLD GORDON, our old department head, was

By FLOYD

Stooge is back again to tell you the hap-

game about thirty years. We sit and
eagerly await the moment when J.J. feels
like delving into the past, and when he
does, he always comes up with something
that keeps us on the edge of our chair.
J.J. is an expert on Tom Mixana having
worked with Tom Mix for more than seven

"Sharpshooter" GORDON.

TRANSPORTATION

action in Sicily and Tunisia with the Seabees, dropped in a few days ago for a
chat. He is looking fine and says Navy
food agrees with him. CAL OVERMAN,
who has been in Alaska for over a year,
was here for a visit and really enjoyed
getting back to our Southern
climate.

California

JO BONOME, our boss's secretary, has
been sick over the holidays. She said she
had It coming as she has only taken
twelve days sick leave in the last year,
but according to TOM KRAUSE she has
had more than that. Just another feud
of which we have many, such as the one
between PHIL POSITO and JACK BALMER

over

gin rummy.

Confidentially,

they're both pigeons for anybody who can
tell one card from another.
The boys in the department have asked
me to be sure and tell all of you what a
wonderful Christmas party our boss, JIM
RUMAN,
RAMSEY

gave us Christmas Eve. TOM
and SAM MARMILLION were

bartenders, and they did very well. They
should take up bartending as a profession.
TOM RAMSEY is one boy that can really
play poker. The other night in a game
he was dealt a pot full house by ROLAND ALEXANDER, and as Tom was pulling in the money he said, "I swear, if you
wasn't white, I would kiss you".
You can find JIM RUMAN
at La
Cienega Bowling Alley any Thursday night
rooting our transportation team on to
victory. It really helps too as we finished
second in the first half. The team consists of IKE DANNING, PAPPY EDMUNDS, HAROLD BUSBY, GLEN REED
DUTCH SOUSA and H. BUSHMAN.
Reed is certainly a miracle man when it
comes to making a new car out of a
broken down jollopy, but then we have a
lot of miracle men in the garage which

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY-FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

can be proved by the sign over the garage office which reads, "The difficult job
we do right, right away. The impossible

La Cienega
Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes

takes a few minutes".
RUSS NEAL is back driving after serving a long time as our dispatcher. He
was answering telephones in his sleep, so

Cocktails

•

HO

3654

he thought he'd better quit before he
was sent to an asylum. His place was
taken
Busby. by HAROLD BUSBY who is starting
off with a bang. Good luck to you,

February

15

1944

INCOME TAX RETURNS
MARCH 15, 1944

all realize what a world of good our contributions do.
The STUDIO CLUB has done a splendid
job this past year, and will do even better
this year if all the employees get behind
it and give their support. It has adopted
a new policy of payroll deduction for the
membership fee (Including the Cigarette
Fund) which should be very popular. This
is a painless method, and eliminates digging Into the purse for a lump sum which
naturally hurts.

On or before March 15, 1944, you must
prepare and file your final Income Tax
Return for the year 1943 and also your
Declaration of Estimated Income Tax for
the year 1944, and on or before April 15,
1944, you must file your State of California
Income Tax Return for the year 1943.
For the convenience of employees, arrangements have been made with the office of the Franchise Tax Commissioner to
have a deputy at the studio from February
23rd to February 26th, Inclusive, for the
purpose of assisting In the preparation of
State of California returns.
Arrangements have also been made with
the Collector of Internal Revenue to have
two deputies at the Studio from February
28th to March 4th, Inclusive, to assist In
the preparation of final returns for 1943
and estimated returns for 1944.
In connection with the State Income
Tax return it will be necessary for you to
bring with you detailed Information of the
following;

JOLLEY's All-Star Team still hasn't been
scored on by the Japs or Krauts. Here is
the latest lineup: AL ADE — Marines,
HARRY HUGHES — Coast Guard, JOHN
GILMAN — Marines, BOB VESELY — Navy,
LADDIE GONCZ— Army, BOB JOLLEY
— Air Corps, CHARLES PERRIN — Army,
DICK KELLEY— Coast Guard, PHIL SIBLEY—Air Corps, BOB WITTENBERG —
Armv, BOB TRABERT — Navy, GEORGE
ERIKSSON— Army.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

"All income items such as salary, wages,
interest, dividends, rents, etc., and deduction Items such as taxes, interest, charitable contributions, etc., and your personal exemption and
In connection
with dependents."
the Federal return
you must bring with you the same detailed
information that Is required in connection
with the State Income Tax return and In
addition the following Information:
1. Amount of tax withheld by employer

Heartiest congratulations to our new
President of the Studio Club — none other
than our own boss SANDY — now respectPAUL

DEIKE,

4. Receipts or canceled checks showing
payments made to the Collector In 1943.
5. An estimate of items of Income and
deductions you expect to have during the
year 1,944. Also the amount of tax you
expect will be withheld from your wages
and salary for the year 1944. This Information will be required In connection with
the preparation of your Estimated Income
Tax return for the year 1944.
Bulletins giving additional information
will be issued later.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestview

5-0125

Transportation

Dept., forgot to smile.

By BENNY

BENSON

Now

that the holidays are over everything seems to be back to normal In the
Paint Shop. Some of the fellows had the
flu and were off work for a few days, but
the epidemic seems to have run its course
so all is well again.
GEORGE ERIKSSON has entered the
Service. He is the twelfth to go from this
department . . . BOB WITTENBERG will
be interested to know that the Coffee
Club is still in session, and his dues are
paid up for the duration . . . BOB JOLLEY
has moved from Clovis, N, M., to Langley
Field, Va. . . . LADDIE GONCZ was home
for a few days before shipping out for
parts unknown . . . BOB TRABERT Is stationed In San Francisco, and likes his new
life very well . . . PAUL SIBLEY has moved
back to Kansas for his advanced training
. . . From the last report CHARLIE PERRIN was in Italy giving the Germans the
business — but good. We sure would like
to hear from you, Charlie . . . DICK
KELLEY and HARRY HUGHES are knocking about the Hawaiian Islands, and we
wonder If they have seen each other.

RUBE will see 21 again but he ain't admittln' nuttin'.
Think you will all remember our femme
sketch artist, WINA BASEVI, who a few
months ago became Mrs. Richardson when
she married a member of the Canadian
Navy. The other day she stopped in to
say hello, and sends greetings to all our
Servicemen — Is down here on a short visit
from her permanent home in Canada.
Happy to report FLOSSIE STIFFLER is
back In the Hand-Sewing Department and
just in time to help with the thousand and
one band uniforms being dressed up by
the Tailor Shop crew for "Wilson."

We

Evenings
Crestview

6-4583

are happy to report that this department was all out tor the March of
Dimes — In fact the boys made It a March
of Dollars. This is one charity where you
don't hear a dissenting voice because we

i

as PRES!!!
it's
swell fully
andreferred
willto keep
well upWeon think
all the
latest events sponsored by the Club.
Happy Birthday Congratulations to
RUBE MORRIS — you know how men are
about telling their age — none of us think

LACQUER LANE

during 1943. Form "W-2," which you will
receive from your employer, will furnish
this Information.
2. Your copy of your 1942 Tax return.
3. Form No. I 125 mailed to you by the
Collector.

SHIRK

Mr. I. SINGER, Men's Wardrobe. (What's the
matter. Pop, didn't you get your Wheaties today?)

/4 c t i o n
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MECHANICAL EFFECTS NEWS

We gladly extend the WELCOME
mit
to J. "SUEDE" MUNDEN — our latest recruit in the DICK JAMES department.

By DOROTHY

Speaking of recruits, JACK TURNER
has just moved on to Camp Elliott for his
advanced Marine training. JOE JOHNSON. looking mighty hale and hearty,

€

BURKE

Now that the Holidays are over, everyone seems to be ready to settle down
tor another year, which from all indications will be a very busy one. We certainly are busy around here, and all
kinds of noise can be heard from the

spent a few days of his leave with us —
had some good stories to tell us about his
experiences and life in general in the Bay
City.
Had guite a gale here last month that
ripped up one side and down the other
of the Tent, and when the rains came —

guns, to be used in "Wing and A Prayer,"
being fired.
We were very fortunate In having a
number of the folks from our department

We sent out a very special Christmas
card to all our fellows in the Service —
must say it's brought in a load of letters
that almost fills up the letter-writing de-

who are In the Service pay us a visit during the Holiday Season. Certainly Is
good to see them and offer them our best
wishes In person. Our Lady Marine,
EVELYN BELL, who Is now stationed In
San Francisco, came In sporting another
stripe which makes her a Sergeant. She
seems to be very happy there, and I must

partment— they're swell, GANG,
and
a lot. There are a few we still

say she certainly makes a good-looking
Marine. We are mighty proud of her.

haven't heard from and would like to know

WARREN
HALE stopped in to say
"Hello." He Is stationed In Alaska, and
reports that the food and conditions there
are fine. He remarked that we ought to
come up there to get warm, seems he
thinks the weather here worse than there.

that's all, Brother — so now, we're getting
another shack and what with the Big Shack
Small Shack — guess we'll call this
and the
JUNIOR SHACK.
one—

THANKS

if you received them 'cause if not we'll
send one of Uncle Sam's pageboys out
with a tracer.

P.S. As per my last column — POP
SINGER found a house — and for the duration, 'cause it's a sale.

GOOD
GEORGE

LUCK. GEORGE

completed
an educational program which he has aspired to since he was a child — that of being an Attorney at Law. Much credit is
due a chap who had the tenacity to stay
with something that he had planned from
an early age.

George
seventeen

WEINER

has now

started with us when he was
years old working hard and

and WIENER

JONES

ATTORNEYS

AT

H. E. MELLEN, Yeoman l/c, pictured in the South
Pacific. (Is HE kidding???)

doing a fine job for TCP while he studied
at night. He went to U.C.L.A. for four
years majoring in Parliamentary Law. He
then attended S. C. Law School, and
graduated after three and a half years.
On his days off instead of relaxing,
George worked at the Los Angeles Legal
Aid Foundation, an organization to help
those who cannot afford the fee of a private attorney.
George has just recently passed the
Bar after many years of hard work, so we
all take our hats off to a boy who knew
what he wanted, and stayed with it until
he got it. Good luck, George Weiner.

CLAYTON

JONES
Due

to the fact that the department

for the general practice of law

has been rather dull lately (maybe it's just
me), there Isn't much news.
Received a V-mail from BOB MILES
whom we think Is in England. Wherever
he is, he must be feeling OK as he still

TR.nity 1449

signs his letters "Rough, tough and ugly."
He says that among the books sent them

the opening of their
New Offices

711 Banks

Huntley

634 South

Building

Spring Street

Los Angeles,
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be good swimmers.
ART ROYNE's daughter, who is a
WAVE, called the other day to convince
her parents that she really likes it. She is
Seaman 2nd Class, stationed In Chicago
as an aviation Instrument mechanic. Art
was complaining about her not writing
more often, but when someone told him
it was because she Is busy studying and
having a good time, he felt better.
LARRY CHAPMAN
Is still busy these
days, looking for a place to live. Seems
that Dan Cupid shot a sharp arrow.
JESS WOLF has been complaining

that he and IRISH O'BRIEN, one of our
drivers, go together. That would solve the
problem. They always say two heads are
better than one.

By E. L. McMANIGAL

and

GEORGE M. WIENER
announce

everything under control In San Francisco
where he is busy teaching the boys to

about
money's
worth Idea
in a
haircut,notso getting
someonehis got
the bright

LAW

PROCESSIONS
EDWARD

GEORGE HARRIS, our boy in the Seabees, also was In to tell us that he has

by some "Amuse The Soldiers Organization" was a cook book. That seems to be
the height of something or other.
AARON HALPRIN accidentally walked
Into a protruding stick that someone
nailed on a projection booth and got a
bad right eye. It was a near thing — In
fact, too close to be funny.

Guess I'll sign off now, as that machine
gun I spoke about is still talking to me.
So, until next time — adieu.

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

FLOWERS

GDLDMM’S

9784

Santa

and

Sunday

^emngs
.
Monica Blvd
Beverly
Hills
California
Creslview 1-0915
Open

.February

U
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TIME MARCHES ON
By SPENCER

policeman watched as he approached the
timekeeper. After a few moments of whispered conversation which the officer was
unable to overhear, the two of them
walked Into the time office. The doctor
closed the door behind them. But the two

CLONER

The moon was a large, luscious orange
that hung low in the heavens over the
Twentieth Century-Fox lot. Every-so-often
it seemed as though some invisible hand
would, with extreme care and a maddening slowness, draw yards and yards of gossamer-like shrouds across its face. A figure
was standing out in front of the Pico Time
Office. He was plainly visible to the officer
in the glass enclosed police booth who
was staring at him. The police booth was
In total darkness except for an occasional
flare of a match which the man In uniform
lit in order to re-light the tobacco in his
pipe.
The lone figure outside was staring at
the sky. The policeman was staring at the
shadowy apparition. The full moon stood
watch, and seemed to peer through the
filmy clouds at the rather bizarre scene. A
time clock pinged indicating the passage
of a minute, and another clock pinged in
return.
Footsteps could be heard coming up the
walk. The officer and the strange fellow
staring at the moon never moved as this
new sound came tapping rythmically toward them. The man stopped as he approached the open door of the time office.
He sat down In a chair at the rear of the
office. Now, another transparent filmy
mass
floatedthere
slowly
the moon's
face.
It hovered
for across
a moment
and ceased
to move. The eyes on the face of the moon
seemed to blink.
The lone apparition outside raised his
arms slowly as if to brush this obstruction
away. Again and again he pawed at the
air In front of him. Finally, as if he suddenly succeeded in agitating the air before
the moon-face, the transparent mass slithered across Its path and dissipated Into
nothingness.
The man in the rear of the office rose.
Now his footsteps made no sound. He
stopped In the doorway of the police
booth. The officer started at his sudden
appearance. He was about to speak when

people were plainly visible to the policeman
through the large glass windows. Among
other things, he saw the doctor waving a
pencil-llke flashlight at the other fellow's
eyes: examining his outstretched fingers;
tapping
the other's
kneecaps
a small
rubber mallet;
and finally
when with
the door
of
the time office accidentally came ajar, he
could hear the doctor murmuring, "Methodist Episcopalian". He was even able to
hear the timekeeper's reply which sounded
something
like, "Meshodlslo
Piscopalio".
The
examination
came to an abrupt
end.
The doctor strode from the office without
even as much as glancing at the man In
the police booth.
"Hey Doc!" cried the policeman.
"Sir?"
"Is the timekeeper really off his troll

I mean, is he normal?"
"You are Impertinent," the doctor fairly
spat his words, "This is a confidential matter, but I will offer you this suggestion."
He tapped the officer on the chest to emphasize hispoint; the policeman guffawed,
"Don’t do that. I'm ticklish."
LT. JOHN

P. VAN

WORMER,
the lot.

Camera

Dept, visits

the stranger raised a finger to his lips. His
sibilant "sh-h" was barely audible.
"I’m Dr. Zanylausopus," the man whis"Yeah!" replied the policeman, "Mr.
pered.
Kash is worried about his night timekeeper,
and he told me you would be here to"I presume that is the timekeeper in
question?" He nodded toward the silent
shadow
night." still standing statuesquelike.
"The question Is Doc, Is the guy nuts?"
"Nuts?" asked the Doctor.
"Yeah, nuts. You know, crazy — looney —
off his trolley?"
"That, my dear sir, remains to be seen.
The brain and nervous system of man Is an
extremely delicate mechanism. What you
colloquially term as 'nuts' has absolutely
no scientific meaning. An individual may
seem to deviate from the normal and yet
may carry on his humdrum day-by-day activities quite successfully. The trouble with
present day society is the fact that there Is
not sufficient deviation among people.
They all react as if they had been conceived out of the same stupid mass-pat-

HOMER WATSON and HARRY KERNELL of Men
Wardrobe pose with members of the cast of "Ev<
of St. Mark".

,

tern. . ."
The policeman interrupted, "But Doc,
that guy don't act right. He never used
to be th at way."
"Rubbish and eye-wash. If you will
please refrain from proffering your stupid

observatio
will greatly
ns, Istalked
The doctor
out ofappreciate
the booth. it."
The

"You are an Impertinent buffoon. Good

"But Doc, I forgot your name. I gotta
put It sir."
on my report — after all, that’s my
night
"Zanylausopus," he spluttered and then
strode off. The policeman's stare followed
the doctor as his footsteps rapidly clacked
away. He picked up a pencil and started
to write pronouncing the Individual letters
aloud, "Z-A-N-Y
". He threw his pencil down on the desk and stared sheepishly at his reflection In the glass window. . . .
And that is the way I worked it. I was
the night timekeeper at the Pico Time Office. Iwas subsequently transferred to the
job."
day shift at Western Avenue. I will probably be there for some time to come. I
am very sorry I put Mr. Kash, my boss, to
so much trouble. And if he had to pay a
fee to the screwy psychiatrist, I am now
letting him know through the medium of
this column that I will be a good sport
about the whole thing, and will gladly pay
at least half of It. Could I be any fairer
than that?

BUY
BONDS
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Action
I

December
ACTUMLSS'REF^V to
nCAU or NAVAi. KR80NNIL
AND RETCR TO

Dear Fellow Members

NAVY DEPARTMENT
Pera 328-ml8
105404
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
WASHINGTON

Chief of Naral PeracDnel.

Tot

Office of Strategic Servicea,
Heahingtan, D. C.,
Lieutenant Wilson K. Norton, U.S. Navy.

Attn:
Subj:

Presidential Unit Citation
(CV6) - transmittal of.

Ref:

(a) Alnav No. 137, dated 7 July 1943.

awarded the U.S.S. ENTERPRISE

1. I take pleaatire in forwarding with my congratulations, a facsimile
of the Presidential Unit Citation awarded the U.S.S. ENTERPRISE, for
outstanding service 7 December 1941 to 15 November 1942.
2. In accordance with reference (a), as a member of the crew on board
the U.S.S. ENTERPRISE d\o*li:g the action, you ere entitled to wear a
blue enamel star on the enclosed ribbon l^r. At the present time these
stars are not available for dlstrlbutlcn by the Navy Department.
3. A copy of this letter and the citation have been made a pert of
your official record.

Ends:
A. Presidential
B. Ribbon Bar.

Unit Citation

of Presidential

Unit Citation

Dear 20th Century Fox Studio Club:
I can't tell you how wonderfully well
treated I felt to receive so many beautiful, thoughtful gifts for Christmas. Everything was most gratefully appreciated,
and the cigarettes coming each month
— so very nice.
The WAC has proven a grand Cook's
Tour for me. having spent a lot of time
in many Interesting places. I particularly
asked to be transferred here from Boston because this place is only an hour
and a half from New York, and New
York next to home is my dish. Boston was
Interesting — as a sergeant friend of mine
said as we came up out of the Park
Street subway by the Commons, "Ah,
Boston — smell the history." That is precisely the way I feel about it, and of
course it was wonderful to be able to
drive all through the New England countryside— such different country from my
beloved Southern California.

such wanton neglect but please don't
think it is lack of thought for you. There
is hardly a day or even an hour in which
I don't have some fond reminiscence of
you. First of all, I want you to know how
much I appreciate receiving your very
generous package and the incomparable
ACTION MAGAZINE every month. News
in "Action" Is the only news from home
which is never outdated and Is always a
good boost for the old morale.
I have been in the Army seventeen
months now, the last fourteen of which I
have spent In the beauteous South Pacific,
but let me tell you that contrary to the
usual script, it is no Paradise. The first
nine months over, I was stationed in New
Caledonia and that wasn't so very bad.
Since then, life has been a little more
rugged. Women on this South Sea Paradise are conspicuous by their complete
absence. A good drink Is practically unobtainable to an enlisted man, and our
night life is restricted to movies and an
occasional U.S.O. show. Not that I, a respectable married man, would have anything to do with women If there were any
here bgt — it would do a guy good to see
a little feminine pulchritude now and then.
This last is for my wife's benefit. Most of
you know her I am sure, Lillian G. of the
Credit Union.

CC; CO - Naval Cossnand, Office of Strategic Servlcee, Wash., D.C.
Bd. of Dec. & ikledals.

Facsimile

of T.C.F.:

Your many kindnesses have gone unanswered long enough. It is difficult to alibi

25. D. C.

Prow;

19, 1943

awarded

the U.S.S. Enterprise.

Of course, my highest hope and
prayer is that very soon this horrible
war will be over, and we can all come
home again. Oh, what a happy day
that will be. The prolongation of the
war each day means that many more
young men of America killed, and that
Is bitter. Although I am wearing the
uniform of Uncle Sam's Army, I feel
Inadequate and frustrated. I guess all
WACS would like to shoulder a gun
and get In there and try to help clean
It up sooner.
It is so good to receive "Action." I
get a real thrill when I see a familiar
name. Let this letter be a general "hello"
from me to all my good 20th Century
friends.

I have one complaint to make. "Dixie
Dugan" and "Stormy Weather" are the
only T.C.F. pictures I have seen In these
parts in the last four months. I have
boasted so much about the wonderful
musicals that we put out that the fellows
are
beginning
to ribabout
me
something
be done
emissary is going to have
passive role. Those of you

about
It. Can't
It? If not,
your
to play a very
who remember

me very well will realize how I'll hate that.
Please do something. "Stormy Weather"
was marvelous but I can't rest on my
laurels forever.
Typing is a tedious chore for me or
haven't you guessed that I am a student
of the
[Huntthe& effort,
Pick System
But you're
well
worth
and I wanted
to
make this legible If. nothing else.
Thanks again for keeping me In such
close contact with MY STUDIO. It gives
one a wonderful feeling to be connected
with such swell people. Merry Christmas
and a very Happy New Year to each and
every
you.again
Here'ssoon.
hoping I can be
back Inonetheoffold
Sincerely,

Thanks again for everything.
Corporal RUTH
New

Haven. Connecticut

.

MACAULAY.
Somewhere

MAX

GOLDMAN

in the South Pacific.

|

•

*

January 14, 1944

HERE’S

Dear Friends:

DOWN*
& LOWJewelry
SWEET
in Diamond

I want to take this opportunity to thank
you all for the most welcome cigarettes
and the copies of "Action.” I spend many
hours looking over the present and past
issues of "Action," likewise my shipmates.
I now have all the issues including December, and I think that they are all
grand. The covers have been requested
for pin-ups, but so far I have managed to
hold on to all of them.

To discriminatinq
we

up, and it won't be long until we can really
call this place home and mean it.
Give my best to all hands, and thanks
again for the cigarettes and magazines.
Your co-worker,
CHARLES
Fleet Postoffice
San Francisco, California.

F. ENSCOE

offer one

buyers of diamond

jewelry

of the largest selections in the

''A/'est. Substantial

savings are GUARANTEED

the personnel of 20th Century-Fox. Less
than 10% of all diamonds are as brilliant
as ours. Convince

I have had to change my address five
times since I was home last September. It
seems that the Navy will not let me light
for long in any one place. Have been at
Kodiak, Entrance Point, Seward, Chirikof,
and now at Naval 230. Maybe I II stay
here long enough to write and receive
some mail. Christmas mail is still coming
In for all hands.
My new station is quite nice, and every
day I get to like it better. At first I
thought that I was being rubbed the
wrong way but I was wrong. We have to
work under trying conditions, but so does
everyone else including you at home. I live
in a hut with twelve other officers, and
all the furniture in the (joint) we made
ourselves. It was lucky that I was a shipfitter before becoming an officer. Furniture making came easier for me than some
of the other fellows. Things are shaping

THE

*Our

Salute to our employees

in the Service!!!

you

compliments
upon

this

yourself, pay

us a

visit.

to
Pleasetion asbring
we do identificanot cater
to the general public.

stellar

production.

Dear People Who

Make Up T.C.F.

This Is primarily a letter of thanks —
thanks for the Christmas package — thanks
for the packages that have arrived
throughout the year — and thanks for "Achas knew.
kept us In touch with a
world tion"
we which
once
It is also a letter to let you know that
packages sent recently to MT/Sgt. Herman Blumenthal, T/Sgt. Jimmy Stevens
and to myself went Into the making of a
Christmas Eve party for 44 men who make
up the section of which the writer Is an
honored member. Visualize, if you can, a
storage tent decorated with strips of osnaburg (colored cloth that helps In the hiding of materiel of war), garnished with red
and silver paper, a jungle tree that made
a fair representation of the real thing, a
cotton-bewhiskered Santa Claus, music —
of a sort, songs, entertainment, and a
table full of presents, cigarettes, cakes.

WM. E. PHILLIPS CO.
Jewelers

-

Importers

Manufacturers’

Distributors

7th Floor Metropolitan
315 W. Fifth St.
Los Angeles
Daily 10-6

Bldg.

13
MUtual

1321

I

biscuits, cookies and candy. Rest assured
that Christmas is Christmas even under
the Cocoanut Palms — close to the hottest
spot in the world and in mid-summer.
TURQ
So to all "Foxites" once again thanks,
and to all of you the best for the coming
Cheerio,

Capt. D. A. Turquand
Fleet Postoffice
year.
San Francisco, Calif.

HAVE YOU WRITTEN
THAT LETTER
TO OUR BOYS ?
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of the Lot

The Voice
GROUP INSURANCE
The Welfare Commlt+ee of the Studio
Club reports that recently there have been
a number of employees who have been ill
or who have suffered accidents away from
work and who were without savings or insurance. Consequently, after becoming incapacitated and unable to work they were
soon in severe financial distress, making it
neccessary to apply to the Welfare Committee for help and financial assistance.
The Committee would like to point out
to every employee that the best protection against such circumstances is to carry
Group Insurance. The less cushion a person has to keep him going while off payroll on account of sickness or accident
the more important it becomes for him to
carry Group Insurance. The cost of this
Insurance is very low and the amount of
premium deducted each week from his
pay check will not be missed. The Welfare Committee wishes to impress upon
every employee and particularly those who
might find themselves in a position of requiring assistance that the best way to
take care of such circumstances is to help
himself and that the best way to help himself is to carry Group Insurance.

We were sorry to hear that Pfc MENRAD VON MULLDORFER had a serious
few rounds with the flu germ, however, he
recovered nicely and is again photographing and developing like mad for the Army
Air Corps at Peterson Field, Colorado.
Congratulations to Chief Petty Officer
RICHARD FRITCH!

The 20th Century-Fox Basketball Club
has been having a very nice season — they
have been playing the various Army camps
around Southern California and everyone
concerned has had an interesting, as well
as a good time. The Camp that seemed
to cause more thoughtfulness on everyone's
part is the Armored Tank Corps at Camp
Cook, a very rugged branch of our Army.
The officers and enlisted personnel of each
Camp and Base have been more than cooperative and friendly — a good time was
had by all.
The new Golf Course is teaming with
interest these days — what with the lovely
sets for "Keys of the Kingdom" and the
very exciting Flight Deck with real Torpedo Bombers set up out there. It was
quite something when they taxied those
Bombers all the way from Douglas. I happened to be waiting for the bus when the
last one came crawling up from the time
gate like some kind of giant bug. The
illusion was heightened when they stopped
long enough to fold the wings back to get
through the gate.

SERSEN SHOTS
GODFREY

California, where is thy Spring! What
with having to crack the ice on the milk
pails these mornings and thaw out one's
ears, I, for one, will never complain about
the heat again!
Lt. VERNON LAW came in to see us
the other day. He is a very competent
looking young officer. VERNON is probably one of the nicest persons we have
known and the whole department wishes
him good luck and many happy landings.

handshis inbalance
his overcoat
pocketSj
get
and went
all the hewaycouldn't
down
to the bottom. DAVE is back in the
soup n' cyanide kitchen again with nothing
to show for his fall except a wound stripe
on one sleeve. If it had been me, I
would have probably broken my neck.

(See Page 19 for Schedule)

By VIRGINIA

DAVE PRESTON had a very bad fall the
other morning. (According to DAVE — I
still think he was doing a Spring dance)
he slipped coming down the steps on his
v/ay to catch a bus, and as he had his

FRED

SERSEN

FRED

and some

Special (shadow)

SERSEN and
somes are burning up
Saturdays. It certainly
ALLEN busy, setting

Effects.

his fearless fourthe greens these
keeps ARMAND
them up in the

Alley and sinking long ones. Don't get
mixed up some day, ARMAND!

I am happy to say that the Special
Photographic Effects & Scenic Art Dept,
really dug down deep for the 4th War
Loan Drive. We have too many nice
people from this department scattered
over the world giving their best, for us not
to have felt a very personal interest in
the War Loan Drive. From the looks of it
the whole Studio felt the same way. As
long as the boys in uniform have got what
it takes — we'll give what it takes.
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SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

namely, KELLY SMITH, MEL BLACK,
MILT KROPF, JOE BARNES, JOHNNY
STRITE, DON SKARSTEN, CLARENCE
JONES, O, F. DEAKINS, R. E. WILLIAMS,
LARRY LOCKRIDGE, and yours truly

WHITE

I want to thank you ladies and gentlennent who appreciate my efforts in writing this column. Many times I have been
tempted to give it up — after all you do
have to roam around and try to "glom"
some news when you should be working.
However, I guess the bosses have given
me up as hopeless, so here I go again,
spurred on by your kind encouragement.
Dapper BILL EULL has been promoted
from Western Ave. to Night Superintendent at the Hills.

A. P. "WHIZZER"

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

BILL ST. PETERS' wife was knocked down
by a hit-and-run driver while holding a
flashlight for BILL, who was changing a
flat tire on a dark road. The calf of her

TOM

MORRISSEY, Jr., having been reclas if-A,
ied I
has passed his Army physical and will probably have been inducted
by the time this hits the press. (Try to get
TOMMY to tell you how he passed the
height and weight test.)
CLAUDE A. BURGAN, popular first
string driver, is also I-A with the Navy.
BURGAN received his orders to report
for induction in the Navy on Feb. 26th.
DAVE NEWQUIST was off for two weeks

DINNEEN

Another year has rolled by. This being
the end of the fiscal year of the Safety
Society Organization, we wish to express
thanks and gratitude to all departments
for making it a successful one in accident

ELISIE FERRAR had to quit her job on
account of poor health.

leg required 27 stitches. She also suffered minor lacerations and bruises. ST.
PETER caught the driver and now the
wheels of Justice are rolling for BILL.

WHITE.

"The seal-beam headlights are a couple of 200
watt electric bulbs."
The "man" is FRANK
DRAEGER.

with blood poisoning caused by a sliver
In the palm of his hand.
T/sgt. HARRY REESE would like very
much to hear from some of you boys who
used to work with him. HARRY says if
you're illiterate just get somebody to write
for you.
When FRANK DRAEGER and the other
Marines aren't busy killing Japs they have
time for a little fun. After knocking off
a quart of whiskey (which cost them $25.00)
and five cases of beer, FRANK Induced
this coy young Marine (see cut) to don a
hula skirt and do a dance for the boys.
(The seal-beam headlights are a couple of

prevention.
The accidents during the year unfortunately were of a similar nature as of previous years, which can only be lessened
by an educational and cooperative campaign. One weak link in a chain may bring
disaster. Negligence and failure to report
accidents has caused infections and complications which could have been avoided.
necessary.
Fire prevention at all times Is absolutely
Send your suggestions and comments.
They are always welcome.
We urge you to write the boys in the
Service, especially those from your department.

"her".watt electric bulbs.) "She" was so
200
glamourous FRANK wanted all of us to see
C. O. BANE boasts of seven nephews
named BANE In the Service. How about
It guys, can any of you surpass that?
GEO. TOWNSEND on the P. M. shift
has two sons In the Navy. One — HARRY
E. TOWNSEND Is a Chief Petty Officer on
the U.S.S. Saratoga, the other GEO. R.
TOWNSEND, JR., is a Warrant Officer
and has been stationed at Pearl Harbor
for the past two and a half years., Warrant
Officer TOWNSEND is the father of twoyear-old twin girls whom he has never
seen. Here's hoping he doesn't have to
wait much longer. These boys have both
been In the Navy for nine years. If any
of you fellows run Into them, you can say
you know their Dad.
MAURY FOUNTAIN wants to know
where the movies get their Ideas of how
the South Sea Island gals look. Tsk, Tsk,
things.
Maury, I didn't think you noticed such

T/Sqf. HARRY

M. REESE — a credit to the Carpenter Dept.

Saw
DON
sheer
color,

some color photographs of that Pfc
FLIOKWIR took up in Alaska. For
natural beauty and reproduction of
they are amazing.

It won't be long now for us 2-A boys —

"Old Timer" BILL STONE,

Mill Dept., celebrated

his 25th wedding anniversary on Valentine's Day.
Isn't he a sweet little Valentine?

icemen, they all tell me how much they
enjoy "Action" and the cigarettes the employees make possible. We are all proud
In our humble way to be a part of this.

NURSERY TALES
By JIM BRIGGS
One of our several specialties is growing shrubbery, and we do it in a large way.
After supplying a huge amount for
landscaping the new golf course, we were
called upon to furnish even more to dress

Ten years ago at the Cafe de Paris. Front row, left to right. MARCELINE

MOORE,

(Hostess), NINA

LA VENE, MARIE JOHNSON, "DOLLIE", PAT DEAN, IRENE JAYCOX, MARIE LANIGAN, HELEN
WALKER, (Cashier). Second row. MARY SEELEY, LOTTIE MILLER, ERMA GARDNER. MYRA LONG,
RUTH THAYER, (our former hostess). Third row. NAOMI LA FEVER, ROSE COATS, INEZ KENDALL
(with the Cafeteria). Fourth row. YOLANDA PATTI, LOUISE DEATON, and JUANITA BONFIGLIO,
(our present head hostess).

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH BILLMYER
A decade seems a very long time when
you look into the future, but let's look
back that many years into the past. The
accompanying picture shows the crew of
the Cafe de Paris as they appeared ten
years ago.
In those days WILL ROGERS was the
Star of Stars and had his reserved table
back in the corner where the Make-up
Dept, now gathers to chin and chat during lunch. Once in a while a customer will
reminisce and say . . . "That used to be
WILL ROGER'S corner" . . .
The Cafe is now one fourth larger than
it was at that time, and employs forty
waitresses, two hostesses, two cashiers, a
waiter for the private dining room, thirteen bus boys, with TULLIO as head of
the boys, and of course. Mr. NICK JANIOS is still with us. Our Culinary Dept,
is
one consists
of the cleanest
and nicest
you'll Chef,
find,
and
of HARRY
HECKEL,
his five cooks, three pantry men, two
bakers, who by the way, put out those
delicacies that the extras say "are out of
this world". We also have two vegetable
men and five dish washers and our very
capable stewart, PETE STUMPUS.
In different locations, we have in addition, a Coffee Shop and Cafeteria that
take care of those who are at the other
end of the Lot or who want a "hurry-uplunch".

One day last month things didn't seem
just right, come eleven thirty and the doors
to the dining room weren't open. Everyone
seemed puzzled but the cooks, who went to
a meeting that day to get a little matter
of salary straightened out that had been
on their minds for some time. HARRY
alone was looking after the kitchen. We
are happy to say everything was running
on schedule the next morning, and all was
well with the Culinary Dept.
We

were proud to serve lunch to such

distinguished guests as Col. JOY's on January 19th. Those present were: Viscount
HUGH TRENCHARD, Marshal of RAF.
Major General J. E. FECHET, U. S. Army,
(General ARNOLD'S representative), Lt.
Col. J. R. BREWER, (V/ing Commander
HUMPHREY BEVAN), Lt. Col. DAYNE
TURNER, (Pilot), Cap. JOHN NICHOLS,
(Co-Pilot), Sgt. D. A. BARNETT, (Secretary to Lord TRENCHARD), Brig. General
DONALD F. STAGE, Commanding General, Materiel, Western District. (Maj. ADAMS' Commanding Officer), Maj. HOWARD H. ADAMS, (District Public Relations
Officer), and Group Capt. C. B. WINCOTT,
(Representing RAF in Southern
California).
Just in case a few of you are disillusioned— MAYBELLE LINVILLE can put you
hep — yes, you guessed it, there are still
some eligible men of marriageable age
available. She proved It by becoming
Mrs. SHIPLEY on Xmas Eve. Our heartiest
congratulations to you, Mr. and Mrs.
Have had several letters from our Serv-

several sets on "The Keys of the Kingdom". All this, in addition to our regular
run of business of supplying the Green
Gang with shrubs for many of their sets.
In spite of this demand our stock of
shrubbery Is still ample and can be seen
in all stages from seedlings, under glass,
to specimens in thirty Inch boxes.
You no doubt have a number of shrubs
In and about your yard, so in caring for
them, we would like to be of some help
to you.
Come Spring and they will start budding, so go over them and cut out wood
that shows no life. If there Is any doubt
as to whether the branch is alive or not,
wait until the tiny new leaves come out.
Removing the dead wood Is more easily
done at this time. Cut out any branches
showing wilt.
Always trim off suckers at their source.
Suckers are the growth that comes up
about the base of the shrubs. Unless they
are removed they will take strength from
the plant. Don't
dig away the soil
which they grow,
with a sharp knife.

just cut them off, but
exposing the root from
then gouge them out
This way they won't pop

Soil around the shrubbery should be
up again.
worked frequently during Summer months.
Don't cultivate into late Fall as this encourages new growth which some shrubs
are too delicate to stand with the cold
weather coming on.
theWhen
roots. digging In manure, don't disturb
You may plant a new shrub or two this
Spring, so we suggest that you dig a hole
large enough to accommodate the roots
without crowding. Save topsoil and remove subsoil. Put leaf mold in bottom and
fill about the roots with topsoil and good
loam and leaf mold mixed together. After
the shrub is in place slowly irrigate Into
the hole. Fill In the soil about the roots
while the water is still running. This packs
down the soil about the roots and at the
same time thoroughly saturates both soil
and roots which encourages growth.
We make 'em grow — so can you!
Note to our NURSERYMEN in the Service. Try out this method in KWAJALEIN
and CASSINO, and report back about its
success. Or maybe you've learned the native method — let's have that too. ■
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brother (and we all know his brother, don't
we, MAIL GIRLS?) will cooperate at times.
PAT ADAMS, FRED LAND, and GUY
McCOY are all In there pitching. Seems
as if their best line of conversation on the
telephone Is "Wrong Number". How about
that, girls?
PAUL FOX is creating new hair styles
now. He Is also a silent admirer of the new
waitress In the Cafe. Speaking of the
Cafe, has anyone noticed the romance
going on behind the Cashier's counter?
SKIPPY could probably tell you all about
that, just ask him. Speaking of SKIPPY,
here's some advice to all Prop men — don't
lend your car to anyone.

over three years experience. Two years
with the RAF and thirteen months with
the Navy Air Corps. Keep up the good
work, ROSS, as we're all trying to do our
part here at TCF.
Our second visitor was BILL KERN, now
a C.P.O. in the Navy. KERN is the father
of two children — a son, WALLACE, who is
a first Loey in the Army Engineer Corps
in Italy. His daughter, LA NEA, is an Ensign in the Army Nurse Corps at Brooklyn
Navy Yard. When KERN sees them, Instead of giving them the fatherly kiss, he
really has to be very military and give
them a snappy salute, or his children

If anyone has a dream book won't they
please explain LECTA's very confusing
and embarrassing dreams? I'm sure WALTER SCCTT will appreciate it. LECTA

Sgf. RALPH HANSEN, Prop Dept, visits the "Sweet
and Low Down" set, tells JACK OAKIE and
SAMMY BENSON all about it.

PROP POPS

is also going on a "fish" diet. Just ask her.
Cne of the latest productions, "Wing
and a Prayer" may be of some aid to one
of the Prop men assigned to it. FREDDIE
SIMPSCN seems to think the Navy is a
bit of all right. See if you can find an
angle to work on, FREDDIE.

TRANSPORTATION
By BESSIE MAE

MOOCHA
By FLOYD

The Prop Dept, is again decreasing its
staff. AARCN WCCLF (and don't take
that last name too seriously) is trying to
auction off his wardrobe, as he will soon
be wearing the khaki zoot suit. According
to the latest report, JCCKY is the most
ardent bidder.
The East seems to have strange fascination for our WALTER WERMICH. Even
the cold weather back there and the rain
couldn't seem to dampen his enthusiasm
to trek to New York. The Department
awaits his return — to watch him thaw out!
The prize for Interesting (?) propositions
goes without question to MACK ELLICTT,
that Casanova without equal. Mothers on
the MAYC set can vouch for his fatal
charm and practical ideas. I think we
should buy him a club to beat off his
women, don't you?
The Prop Dept, has gone on record before as having the best and the most of
just about everything. For instance, WALTER SCOTT has the most jokes. After telling a most effective joke, he was thoroughly disgusted when asked "Than
WHAT?" Of course, WALTER (Come
Back) SCOTT replied, "Than say 'YES'."
His theme now is, "No, No, a thousand
times no. I'd rather die than say YES."
Home on furlough is DAVE BOYD, formerly with Electrical Fixtures. DAVE looks
great and we are all glad he is home tor
a while. His travels Included the romantic
South Seas, but DAVE says he can find all
the glamour he wants right here in good
old U.S.A.
FRANK WADE, who could be of some
help, just won't cooperate. Of course, his

MAXWELL

For the last month JIM RUMAN has
been parading around the Lot with his
chest cut and a big smile on his lips.
The reason was a write-up that our department got in one of the well known
trade papers, about boosting the March
of Dimes to the March of Dollars, and for
our department going into it a full ID0%.
But as JIM said, that is one donation that
anybody should Insist upon making.
This month has brought us two visitors,
fellows who used to drive for us and are
now in the Service. The first one to drop
in and say "hello" was J. R. ROSS, who
has just been assigned to a new squadron
somewhere in the Atlantic. He is flying
one of the new Ventura Bombers, and
personally, if I were an enemy, I would
hate to meet up with him, as he's had

C.P.O. BILL KERN, Transportation Dept. A handsome man in a handsome uniform.

Lt. J. R. ROSS, of the Transportation Dept., flys a
Ventura Bomber.

might arrange a little rest in the brig for
him! There's probably very little danger
of that, however, as KERN knows military
courtesy from A to Z, being a vet from
the last World War. So far in this war
he has spent sixteen months at Camp
Peary, training Seabees for combat work.
He has also been all over the country,
giving lectures on why we should buy
war bonds. The payoff is that at the present time he is waiting to go to school to
learn the transportation business. That is
no complaint to Fox Studios, as he has
been in our Transportation Department for

March
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twelve years. Don't let it worry you, BILL,
you can't learn convoy driving working
•for a moving picture studio.
Credit should be given to ED MULLER
and JIM RUMAN for the wonderful way
they handled the 4th War Loan Drive.
They both are in the wrong profession, as
they could make a fortune as salesmen.
All of the people in the Transportation
Department ask me to send their deepest
sympathy to LARRY KELLEY, whose wife
just passed away.

THROUGH THE FINDER
By BOB

TOBEY

War is all we can think about. At last we
can feel that the swelling tide of the great
American War Effort has decisively turned.
On every one of the world fronts, where
for so many heartbreaking months, our
lumbering war machine, jerry-built out of
second hand peace time parts, was at best
doggedly being held together with good
old American spit and string. We are now
moving inexorably forward, striking powerful blows at the foes of liberty and justice.
No mere waving of a wand, no throwing
of a switch accomplished the necessary
change of war potential from zero to infinity. This achievement is the result of
determined personal effort by millions of
United States citizens who have set aside
their liberty that freedom may not perish
from the earth. Spearhead of these citizens is the group in the Armed Forces —
they for whom glory can be greatest, for
whom death can be swiftest. The debt
that we owe them can never be paid in
full. The TCF Camera Dept, is proud
of its nineteen members at present in the
Armed Forces, most of them in photographic units where they are now the eyes
of our advancing colossus.
Here's to your very good health, one
and all — and hurry back, fellers!
First on the list of fighting photographers, alphabetically speaking, is Technical
Sergeant DON ANDERSON, Fifth Corps
Camera Unit, Army Air Forces. I know
you all remember DON. He was ERNIE
PALMER'S operator for years. DON went
in two years ago as a private. He was a
guy everyone liked, and from the reports
that trickle back from the New Guinea
area where DON has been stationed since
he first went In, he took that personality
overseas with him. He likes to send back
pictures of himself with the native gals,
and he's one of the few who safely can —
he's still a bachelor!
Next we have Second Lieutenant JOHN
BARTH, now a pilot in the AAF. A Machinist, JOHN left the Camera Dept, after
Pearl Harbor for flight training at San
Antonio, Texas. Our latest word from him

HERMES

PAN, Dance

Director, (left) gets some fine points in dancing
(right) daughter ADA MAY.

came when he recently finished his training and was assigned to Fighter Squadron 320 at Westover Field, Mass.
Corporal SID CAGAN was a film loader
before he enlisted as a private and was
assigned to the First Motion Picture Unit
of the AAF. A bachelor when he entered the service, SID has since found the
girl
of his dreams and she's now
CAGAN.

Mrs.

Sergeant BRAD CANFIELD's dossier is
similar to CAGAN's. Also a film loader
with TCF, CANFIELD enlisted as a private and was assigned to the First Motion Picture Unit. BRAD's wife worked In
the Camera Dept, for a few months after
he left, but gave It up for the career of
motherhood.
Captain EDDIE COLLINS went Into the
First Motion Picture Unit of the AAF as a
First Lieutenant. EDDIE, you remember,
was assistant cameraman to CHARLIE
CLARKE, and among other things went to
Africa on "Stanley and Livingston." So
what should happen but he's sent across
to participate in the African Campaign,
receiving
his captaincy
overseas.
He'smonths
been
in
India and
Burma during
the ten
he's been over and should have plenty
tall tales to tell us when he returns.
Guess we'll have to build a fireside In
the Camera Dept, so we can all sit around
it and listen — If we can tear him away from
his wife and two children long enough tor
a chat.
CLYDE

DE VINNA

was a Director of

Photography when he received his com-

from

KENNY

WILLIAM'S

mission as a Captain in the Marine Corps
Photographic Unit and headed for Quantico, Virginia. Later he was transferred to
San Diego, and according to word received shortly after the first of this year,
was scheduled for overseas duty, an assignment that probably brings joy to the heart
of adventurer and world traveler DE
VINNA.
ROBERT GRAHAM was a film loader
when he was selected by the Navy for
Intensive training at Northwestern University in Chicago. Emerging with the rank of
Ensign, he has since been promoted and
is now a Lieutenant, senior grade. He was
stationed for two years aboard the S. S.
New Mexico in the Gunnery Division.
Made a mission to Brazil, and Is now in the
Gunnery School in Brooklyn, N. Y., for
reasons that are military secrets. His one
assignment not In the line of duty was his
marriage to a San Francisco girl.
Lieutenant Commander SOL HALPRIN
was a First Cameraman In charge of the
Process Dept, when he received his commission as a Navy Lieutenant. Stationed in
this country until recently, word has been
received that by now he has completed his
first trip overseas, an assignment in a part
of the world first made familiar to him on
his location trip for "Stanley and LivingROY IVEY, former assistant cameraman,
went into the fight a private, and is now a
Second Lieutenant with the Army Pictorial
ston".
Service.
Working
out years,
of London,
he's
been overseas
for two
and writes
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and bring things up to date.

back "that's being away too long for a
home-loving boy". ROY used to be quite
a golferverted—to cricket!
wonder if he's yet been con-

We

KAY

NORTON, former assistant cameraman, isnow a line officer in the Navy,
Lienutenant, Senior Grade. On enlistment
he was commissioned a Navy Ensign and attached to the Bureau of Aeronautics, later
transferring to the JOHN FORD Unit.
During the early part of the war KAY was
on Admiral Halsey's personal staff. He recently was cited for meritorious work
aboard the famed U.S.S. Enterprise.
Staff Sergeant EDWARD NUGENT, formerly a film loader at TCF, enlisted as a
private in the Marine Corps. A member
of the Photographic Unit, he is now in
Quantico, Virginia.

don't Intend to forget the two members of the Armed Forces who have been

already welcomed back Into the fold.
HARRY DAVIS and PEVERELL MARLEY,

his hat in the ring as a Marine private.
Attached to a Photographic Unit, he was
first stationed in Quantico, next assignment was at San Diego, from there he
stepped over the ocean.
Staff Sergeant SCOTTY McEWEN was
also an assistant cameraman at TCP before he started work with his favorite

the AAF. So far he's had missions all over
the U. S., but none outside it, although he
did go to Florida, which some Californians
consider foreign territory.
PAUL MOHN was an assistant cameraman before he became part of the Naval
Photographic Unit headed by Commander
JOHN
FORD. A Chief Petty Officer
when he joined, he is now a Warrant
Officer. His first assignment was lat
Rejklavik in Iceland. For several months he
was stationed right on his home Lot when
the FORD Unit was cutting its footage.
Since that time he has been in Washington,
D.C., where he received his promotion to
Warrant Officer. His family is with him
there.

to

BESSinterests
LASKY, ofwho's
been indefatigable in
the
her gang.

Technical Sergeant AL LEBOWITZ was
an assistant cameraman before he tossed

Uncle. Beginning as a private, he was assigned to the First Motion Picture Unit of

Write

Capt.

EDWARD

COLLINS,

Camera

Dept., was

in

Africa for the picture "Stanley and Livingstone",
and is now somewhere in India. There's some
good "shooting" there too!

Chief

Specialist MAYNARD

RUGG,

quondam

assistant cameraman, is in a Photographic Unit of the Navy and is at
present stationed in Washington, D.C.
After entering the Armed Forces, MAYNARD married the girl he'd being going
with for eight years. Guess he felt one war
wasn't enough . . . Oh, pardon me, Mrs.
RUGG ... I didn't see you behind that
Admiral!
MARVIN

STROMBERG

was in the film

loading department when he enlisted as a
private in the AAF a year ago. Showing an
aptitude for radio engineering he was sent
to Scott Field, Illinois, for training. There
he was one of 23 selected from 300 for
further training at Madison, Wisconsin.
Now a Pfc, he'll get another boost when
he finishes his advanced training.
First Lieutenant JOHN VAN WORMER,
erstwhile assistant cameraman, joined the
First Motion Picture Unit of the AAF soon
after its formation. He has been on several
missions in the United States and one to
Panama.

as you probably all know, received honorable discharges from their respective
branches and are now actively at work
again in the motion picture industry.
HARRY DAVIS had attained the rank
of Lieutenant Commander In the U. S.
Navy when ill health forced him to give up
his strenuous duties. He made mariy missions with the Photographic Unit headed
by JOHN FORD prior to his discharge,
and had seen service in Africa and in
South America.
PEV MARLEY

was a Master Sergeant in

the First Motion Picture Unit of the A’AF
when he received his discharge. It Is Interesting that PEV and HARRY are working together at this writing on "Sensations of 1944".Dept. Chief
If Camera

DAN

CLARK

has
he'll Ibe
In theif many
fight himself
In a his
few way,
months.
wonder
people
know that DAN's first enlistment was
thirty-five years ago, in 1907. Ironically
enough, he joined the Coast Artillery with
the expectation of fighting the Japanese —
there was a Japanese scare at that time,
remember? He was In for two hitches,
then got out just about time to go back
for the First World War. He's still mad
about that for his transport got to Brest
and didn't land — the Armistice had been
signed while he was in mid-Atlantic. He
recently tried to join the Marines and was
turned down for physical reasons which
he believes he can lick. He's still Itching
for a chance to knock off a Jap!

Major BILL WHITLEY went into the
First Motion Picture Unit of the AAF as a
Captain.

BILL was

formerly a

operator. He's seen
since he's been in — a
his wife, ANNE, three
went overseas to the

camera

plenty of service
baby was born to
months after BILL
Eastern theatre of

operations. BILL keeps us informed better
than most, and he urges us to keep writing
to the boys. When the letters arrive partly
burned or watersoaked, as they frequently
do, for reasons that are no secret, they're
glad to get them anyway. No doubt some
are lost forever, so write oftener yet to
make up for It.
WALTER YOUND, who was an operative cameraman, went Into service with a
rating of Sp. 1st Class (P), USN. That's
how they say it In the Navy, and it means
that he's one of the better Photographic
Specialists, just one notch below a Chief
Petty Officer. Stationed at Washington,
D. C., WALTER is married and has his
wife with him there.
That's the bunch, fellers, and a fine lot
of men
MARJORIE

Campbell
of the
pensive mood.

story

Files in a

they are. We're sorry that information on some of them is pretty sketchy,
Photographer

but we've
givenmen
you who
all can
we have.
We'dus
love
it If those
will write

the

|/c JAMES

EDWARD

MITCHEL,

of

Publicity Dept. — Gol' darn! If he isn't the
cutest looking sailor we've ever seen!
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Good, equalized brakes are as important to the operation of an automobile as
any other part of the equipment.
If brakes grab It means a needless wear
and strain on tires.
Remember this — the California Vehicle
Code requires that your car be brought
to a stop in the following distances:
Miles per hour

10

Stopping
9.3 Distances
feet

15
25
30
40
35
45

20.8 "

37.0 "
"
.0 miles
840
So, when you are traveling53.
11 3.03 " "
per hour and THINK you can 8stop
on
a
148.0 "
"
dime, try it some time and see188.
what
hap0
pens. You'll be surprised, and perhaps the
experience will make you more cautious
both for yourself and others.
.WOODROW

WILSON

It is our very humble opinion that the
great masterpiece production covering the
life of Woodrow VVilson will be a picture
that will set a new high for our industry.

PETE,

Police Dept.

don't you know

Get

out of the street,

that's against the law!

DEDUCTIONS AND DEMOCRACY

carrying
his share
kind
of fellow
he is. because
We

Many of the magnificent scenes of the
White House will draw crowds for their
sheer beauty. Thousands will thrill to the
opportunity of seeing the interior of this
famous home of our Presidents. It is a
masterpiece of which all TCF
can well be proud.

that's the

want the boys to remember

that we

don't forget. We might not mention your
name all the time, but believe me we appreciate what you are doing. You can
be proud to be where you are, and we
are proud of you.
grandest thing.

20

PETE YOUNG,

to write. Would like to say a word to our
friend WADE.
He is with the Seabees
somewhere down under, and I know he is

To be a 4F isn't the

A warning
to much
wives! home
Don't work.
have your
husband
do too
Our
ROSY ROSEN is a case in point. His
wife saw a weed in the yard, so she had
ROSY take his trusty rusty weapons out
to slay the vicious thing. The stalking part
was all to the good, but when he came to
the final struggle, It was hard to tell just
who defeated whom, because ROSY threw
his hip out of joint, or something, and at
this writing he has been laid up a week.
At the last report from the front the weed
is a little bent but is recovering.
Our esteemed friend and co-worker,
JOEL HAWLEY, the guiding light of this,
our magazine, will be away from us in a
short time. Probably when this is in
print. He is going into the service that
has called so many of our friends and we
will all have that sense of loss that comes
when we part with someone that we really
like. We all hope that we will have him
back with us in the near future.

employees

By ED LA BART
In this, OUR country, where
of Democracy mean exactly
founders of our Nation meant,
have the privilege of working at
suits our individual talents and

principles
what the
where we
what best
where our

pay is in good American dollars, we have
only onur conscience to consult when responding to such worthy appeals as are
made.
In Fascist-governed Germany and those
nations enslaved by a degenerate type of
misgovernment, when "donations" are requested, they are made at the point of a
bayonet, or by some heavy-footed, dourfaced "superman" calling at one's home
late at night and "requesting" things by
the simple expedient of taking them.
What a contrast.
Even though we hear a lot of "grousing"
and grumbling we all know, way deep
down, that deductions made upon our
pledges are privileges denied the enslaved
and unenlightened of Europe.
BRAKES

AND

STEERING

COLUMN

About this time every year a good
many automobiles need new brakes and
a checkup of the steering mechanism of
the car, AND
Nothing much is done about it.
That is until something happens.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
When you read this everyone will be
wearing the green because good old St.
Patrick must be remembered. I wish that
we could send him over to Japan, he
cleaned up Ireland, so maybe he could
drive the snakes out of the land of the
rising sun.
It will probably rain, but I will have
you know that the 20th Is the first day of
Spring. I thought that the girls might
forget
hats,stopped
or that you
wouldn't
notice their
that new
I had
wearing
my
overcoat.
As I have journeyed along through life
I have found that the power of suggestion
plays a great part in the shaping of men's
lives. Well, I don't know whether my
suggestion had anything to do with it, but
I will have you know that our well known
JIMMY DINEEN is the proud father of
twins. Not one, as I asked, but two —
count 'em. I always said that Jimmy
doesnt' do anything by halves, and this
proves me right.
We haven't heard from our boys in the
Service for some time, but we know that
they are busy and don't have much

time

HARRY
shy — our

MILLER,

Battery Maintenance,

cameraman
a

looks kinda

won't hurt you, Harry,
nice man.

he's
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SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
A couple of weeks ago ALICE FAYE's
SPARKS really had a set-back. The thing
that was so heart breaking was that ONE
pin wouldn't go down for the count,
therefore all four points were lost. Maybe
I shouldn't mention the following week —
the"SUT"
team with five gals wasn't bad.
JOHNSON was saying he had
not ridden on a train since 1919. Well,

Marine Captain JAMES
Armed

C. HAVENS,

center, employed

in our Production Dept., now serving with the

Forces. He will be remembered for his work on "Little Old New York", "Son of Fury", "A Yank
in the RAF", "Black Swan", "Crash Dive", and "Lifeboat".

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

JOINER
E. PITCHMAN

It is raining so hard I thought it would
be a good night for column writing, besides
some of the double features are awful.
Saw one the other night that even gave
the theatre ushers screen credit!
They are still leaving the department —
the latest one being HARRY SMITH. That
makes both SMITH boys in the Service.
HARRY is a lad who has already done
a stint in the Marines. WOODY (Sleepy)
LAGUNE was in for a quick look see.
Gosh, after seeing these good looking lads
in service, it's no wonder that the screen
is panting for male heart throbs. Wonder
what happened to our own screen possibilities test. Handsome EDDIE DAVIS
is the protege of that stellar cameraman
of the stars, CHARLIE CLARKE.
A three weeks vacation at Western Ave.
with LOGAN brown's "The Keys of the
Kingdom". It was nice to bump into
TOMMY MOORE, custodian of the grip's
welfare. Looks like a neat job on stage one.
You can look right up to the roof now.
RED BOYNTON is giving with the Poosh.
Good man. 'Neath that stern countenance
of JIMMY JENSEN beats a heart of pure
— gee,
I can't
it's off the standard, but
I thinksayit gold
still —
beats!
Nice reading so many good newsy letters from the boys. Can hardly believe
that they have been gone so long. CHARis our
never
know LIE
howHOFFMAN
to address
his prize.
mail. He'Webounces
up and down like a pre-war rubber ball.
The road back is generally paved with
good intentions, but Assistant Director
JOE BEHM really goes the limit. You
should hear him address his old boss, TOM
LITTLE, with, "How are you, Chiefy?" It's
disgustin', besides that's my crack.
If this article makes the printer in time,
maybe I can report that TRUMAN

has the ball on the "Wilson" picture. First LEDGERWOOD, then NICKERL, now JOINER. The line forms to the
right. If all my audiences were like
DANNY WURTZEL I'd be a smash hit,
but I can't be that good.

MARILYN LAVIN is so cheery, she's a
grand lass. Swing shifter COMOLITA
also does a neat job in the p.m.
Had occasion to loan equipment to the
soldier boys at Western Ave. What they
do for fifty a month is something to write
home about, and it's done with a willingness that is gratifying. Remember that the
next time you feel hurt about something.
FREDDIE JOHNSON expectorates with
the greatest of delicacy, not a splash in a

he can't say that again. The popular
little "feather merchant", while on location at M.G.M. had a ride of from thirty
to fifty feet on the M.G.M. R.R.
CARL DOWNEY of the U. S. Navy was
on the lot the other day and was really
looking good.
GLEN LONG is back on the lot after
doing government work down in the Islands. We are glad to have GLEN back
at the Studio.
Say, fellows, if anyone missed joining
the cigarette fund, jusf contact BOB
HENDERSON. Remember, fellows, some
of the boys who used to work with us
get only a few dollars a month, and think
what you get a week!
I understand that FRED KELLEY, our
gaffer who has been on loan-out, will be
back soon. We will be glad to have FRED
back on the Lot again.
BOBBY PETZOLDT is gaffing a picture
for LUCIAN BALLARD and is doing okay.
The boys in the electric department donated in a big way to the blood bank —
and that's
swell.
Do likejust
"PINKY"
COLLINS and F.
E. MEINE,
keep giving.
Some of the electricians are wondering

GEORGE WIENER, who was in the grip
jawful.
office for a while, is now a full fledged
attorney. JONES and WIENER. Congratulations, George. Even though you

called "button snappers", on
they arehand
why other
the
they return the compli-

are on the prop payroll I still will mention the event.
WALTER FAXON, second unit for the
"Wilson" show, looks like a caravan when
on tour. CHARLIE ROSS has made such
a hit with cameraman GLEN McWILLIAMS that GLEN won't let him out of his
sight. CHARLIE is doing "A Wing and a

together.
It seems as though Uncle Sam is breath-

AL THAYER's
of
illness.
Prayer".

ment by calling other people "glorified
laborers". Anyway it takes more than
one department to put on a show, and
when it gets down to business they all pull

ing down a lot of people's necks now. Our
department is losing men all the tjme.
Now it looks as though we are about to
lose a Studio Club Manager who's really

outfit is closed on account

LEO McCreary's got a new one under
way, so it looks like happy days again. Am
getting those location shudders. Could use
a three weeks’ one at Palm Springs — got
to get rid of this misery in my back.

ANYTHING

CAN

APRIL 1st?
HAPPEN"

CHARLES J. WISE. EDMUND F. HOFFMAN.
GEORGE JOHNSTON, RICHARD H. VIERICH,
and half of LELAND N. DUNBAR, Electrical Dept.,
give a "Sweet and Low Down"

Adeline".

rendition of "Sweet

I

j

i
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BETTY ANDERSON keeps bowling
Finds her scores are quite consoling
ELLEN BRADFORD does her share of
kegling too
JOSEPH DAVIS still concealing
News that we should be revealing

been pitching. JOEL HAWLEY deserves
a lot of credit for his work with the Club.
(Note) Even "MOP-HEAD" has been reclassed as I-A.
Maybe the friends of EDDIE PETZOLDT
will be Interested in knowing that he has a
very good position In one of Mexico's
larger studios. We all hope EDDIE has
the best of luck.

He just smiles and says there's nothing
new
SAL McNATT returned from Philly
Says her trip was quite a dilly
Her spouse CHAD went overseas for
UNCLE SAM
It was worth the time and money

THE PLASTER CRACKS
By WANDA

KAHNE

"Excited! WHO'S EXCITED?" It seems
that some of the STAFFERS are all
HEPPED-UP over their new reclassification.
It will put MARVIN
JACOBSEN,
GEORGE COOKE, HARVEY RAFFAELLI,
annd LOU WURTZEL right In the LINEUP when they hear once again from deah
ole Uncle Sam.
This department, being short of men,
was sure glad to see JIMMY DREW back
after being absent for over three weeks.
The GREMLINS, the team everyone is
wondering about, was short one of their
"ACE" bowlers this last time because of
some graduation exercises. PATRICIA
O'NEILL, '’ACE's"
from the V. N. H. S. daughter, graduated
I guess I won't have to mention names,
but HIM! WHO? Oh, yes, between
(brick and income tax) I dare say our one
and only ATTORNEY is ready for the
STRAIT-JACKET.
It's a shame that a certain M. M. here
in the Staff Shop has to make molds when
he could be doing the PUBLIC so much
good by his too — too — funny CARTOONIST.

Still overseas and doing his part in Relief Map
Making is T/Sgt. A. C. NESBITT. Notice the Jap
flag in the background. Map making is a pretty

To be back East with her "honey"
(By the way
the coat she bought Is Bombay Lamb)

serious business, isn't it, AL?

It takes three whole days to make it
GINNY TATE is going to bake It

KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

ROSANDER

On a midnight dark and dreary
NANCY WOODCOCK weak and weary
Followed IRENE FARLOW home for safety's sake
Waved as someone tried to stop her
Didn't know It was a copper
What! No ticket? No one else would get
that break
If you have a lot of questions
On good housekeeping suggestions
Ask ANN RUSSELL, she will welcome any
cal

It's NAPOLEONS, a luscious, tasty treat
Patiently, we sit here drooling
Hoping GINNY isn't fooling
When she says she'll bring us something
good to eat
On the slightest provocation
IRENE changes the location
Of her residence, now Burbank is her home
Visas, she claims, are essentials
They are part of her credentials
In that foreign land when ANGER
to roam

starts

For linoleums — you scrub 'em
Then with milk you rub and rub 'em
And for windows use some rubbing alcohol
It's a shake-down riding busses
In the morning and night rushes
GOLDIE COHN should know, she rides
them every day
But she says she isn't squawking
She prefers the bus to walking
To the time gate many, many miles away

f
I

Through the dreadful noise and clatter
We could
day hear a lot of chatter
JIMMIE's here! We heard BEVERLY say
"See my watch!" I'm so excited
Wonder If we'll be Invited
When she takes the fatal step some future

- j
EDDIE HARDIN is a menace
Says that he will doll up Venice
As he sinks his spade into the soggy ground
All the weeds must go, he glowers
I shall have my grass and flowers
They will be the best for miles and miles
around

-V

V

WILMA TARCY tired of mowing
Pulling weeds and cactus growing
Gunnery Warrant Officer M. S. LARRY DURRELL,
Marine Corps, is stationed at Camp Pendleton,
Oceanside. Larry left the Staff Shop last Spring.

Planting things
Said she'd fix
"I will have a
Now her back

that
that,
man
yard

didn't want to grow
and she meant it
cement it!"
is Just one big patio

Dapper DICK

HUCKANS, head of the Story Files
smiles a dimple.
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TOKYO CALLING

where he goes. You simply can't forget
"Bee-Bee" (BILL BURTON) . . . because he
never forgets a favor!
If you search for things beautifully perfect, be sure to see "Bernadette" soon
. . . and hear ALFRED NEWMAN's glorious music.
Well dressed with his usual warm smile,
NICK CASTLE, the Dancing Master, is
with us again. Glad to see you back,
Nick!

NOTE: This is a copy of a radio broadcast
received over short wave from Tokyo,
Japan. The voice was that of my husband
who was taken prisoner at Corregidor. —
Ottly Steiger, Accounting Dept.

Welcome also to DOLLY KAYLIN, returned after an absence of three years to
assist ALBERTA BUCHANAN on music
detail. EDNA GREENBERG, another recent addition, shares same office with
Dolly. Both are charming and pretty as
"Powers' Girls".
Newest song hit, "Nearer to You", with
music by LIONEL NEWMAN and lyrics
by CHARLES HENDERSON, will be sung
over KNX on March 2nd by DICK
HAYMES.

FRED

L. METZLER, Studio Treasurer and Manager, and SYDNEY TOWELL, Treasurer of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., snapped by the
cameraman on the way from lunch.

MUSICAL NOTES

If you want to keep tuned to best in
radio, listen to Goodyear program, Sundays at five over KNX. This is a good,
good half hour with music conducted by
ALFRED NEWMAN, Studio's Chief Musical Director, and presenting WALTER
PIDGEON and guest stars.
"Doc"

By MAY

STANHOPE

Life goes rolling along at a pretty fast
clip in the MUSIC DEPT. . . . with the Draft
just around the corner and radio programs added to a busy schedule.
DICK HAYMES, Studio's new singing
star In "Four Jills in a Jeep" and "Irish
Eyes Are Smiling", is heard on "Here's
to Romance" program, Thursdays, 7:30-8,
over KNX. Two-way broadcast originates
in New York with JIM AMECHE. Musical
honors are shared by RAY BLOCH In New
York, and EMIL NEWMAN, Studio Musical Director, who conducts from Holly-

KILENYI Is happy over recent

clipping WARD
from
English
EDKILENYI,
Yankeepaper:
officer,"Lieut.
plays with
British Symphony, conducted by Hollingworth, R.A.F. Both men were in uniform.

Captain GEORGE

Kilenyi's appearance as guest pianist was
thundering success and received tremendous response from audience of nine thousand in Royal Albert Hall, London." "Doc"
modestly admits his son's records and concerts are very popular with armed forces
overseas.
collectors Lieut.
of hisKilenyi's
recordsmany
willfriends
recall and
his
appearance In Hollywood Bowl three years
ago In a concert dedicated to 20th Century-Fox and conducted by the celebrated
musical director and composer, ALFRED
NEWMAN.

wood. Dick's singing has heaps of romantic appeal — his records have won him
an adoring audience, and already he has
greatly endeared himself to one and all In
the Music Dept. Be sure to "keep listening" tor his rendition of your favorite
songs on Thursday nights.
Prediction is that Studio FAN MAIL
DEPT. — with Its take of 40,000 fan letters
per week — will be working a swing shift
when Dick's fan mail starts rolling in with
release of his first picture, "Four Jills In a
Jeep".
And have you met BILL BURTON, agent
of the stars . . . who calls himself: "The
Little Manager of Big People". If a star
can't succeed with "Bee-Bee" (BILL BURTON) working for him — he just can't succeed. "Bee-Bee", as manager of DICK
HAYMES, is at the studio early and late
looking after important details on tests,
recordings, etc., etc. He strives to give
both sides all their hearts desire — and
scatters sunshine and generosity every-

E. STEIGER.

"Hello America, particularly Los Angeles, will anyone listening please make a
copy of the following:
This Is Captain George Steiger, S-T-El-G-E-R, Steiger, of the United States
Army speaking from the Japanese Prisoner
of War Camp ZentsujI on the Island of
Shikoku, Japan.
Please send this message to my wife,
Ottly Steiger, 3709 Cherrywood Avenue,
Los Angeles, California. Repeat — Ottly
Steiger, 3709 Cherrywood Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Dear Ottly: I have no wounds or Illness.
I am now In good health and spirits and
hope you are all the same. Love and
hello to all friends and relatives, especially
Tag and the boys and most especially to
that best ever one — you. Tell them all
to write and send photos. I have written
five times but have received no letters.
Contact Wm. Morgan, 1175 No. Edgewood Dr., Hollywood. His son Dean is
here and doing well.
Write Mrs. Jule Earhart, Emerson Hotel,
Kansas City, that Chuck is here and okay.
Ask Paul and Ruby Keating, K-E-A-Tokay.
l-N-G, Keating, to cable brother Donald
Royden that their nephew Bill is here and

BEN

ROSENMAYER of the Story Files makes
nice background for a bunch of books.

a

Tell Stan Wilson, 2401 U Street, Sacramento, that his cousin Frank Griffin is
here and well.
Also notify the following that their
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sons are here and well: Mr. Bunyon B.
Moore, 330 Laurel Ave., Arcadia, California, Mrs. L. B. Hilton, 930 W. 35th
PI., Los Angeles, California, and Mrs. W.
C. Gould, Dodge City, Kansas.
This has been Captain Steiger, S-T-E-lG-E-R, speaking from Zentsuji, Shikoku,
Japan.
Will anyone who has heard the message
please convey it to my wife, Ottly Steiger,
3709 Cherrywood Avenue, Los Angeles,
California, repeat — Ottly Steiger, 3709
Cherrywood Avenue, Los Angeles, California, from whom I have not heard in over
two years. I thank you.”

20th CENTURY-FOX Bowling League
By JOHN

McCAFFERTY

My dear friends: As President of the
20th Century-Fox Bowling League, I want
to say a few thousand words on the subject, "Do you have to be a screwball to
be a good bowler, and why am 1.” Unlike
other bowlers, I am always relaxed. Nothing bothers me. Do I mind if people talk
to me just when I am throwing the ball?
Do I care what they say behind my back?
Do I react when my opponent picks up
his bowling ball from the rack just when
I am bowling? Do I— it drives me nuts!
But enough of this — on to the scores.
17th Wk. . . . Tonight was unforgettable.
It was IKE DANNING’s Birthday and
water flowed like water. However, the excitement was too much for him and his
team (don't ask me why), but they lost
three games to DON AMECHE's LITTLE
FOXES ... BEN CASS of HUMBERSTONE'S FIVE had a nice series of 59054-644 to capture that event handily, ED
NORTHBROOK high game with 221-19240, ROGER HEMAN'S team high series
with 2879 and O'HARA's AND McCREA's
BUFFALOES high game of 1020 . . . HAROLD BOW wanted his name mentioned in
this issue, so here it is all in caps . . . BUZ
BUSBY ought to watch that foul line more
closely . . . Men 200 or better: BEN CASS,
219; BILL WASHO, 216; HANK ALBRECHT, 211; GEORGE MILLS, 211;
TEX WILSFORD, 210 and 208; JOE DANIELS, 206; JESS WOLF, 202; BOBBY
BOW, 201; A. WHITE, 201; H. BUSH-

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lane«
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

BOBBY

FRITCH,

Cutting Dept., lunches alone in the Cafe

MAN, 200; N. ROUNDTREE, 200 .. . No
gals shot 160 or better this week . . . 18th
Wk. . . . The GREMLINS, one of the hottest teams in the league, won high series
with 2917, and ALICE FAYE's SPARKS
& BETTY GRABLE’s PIN-UPS tied for
high game with 999. Incidentally the two
teams were playing against each other
and the PIN-UPS won the play-off on that
game, enabling them to take 4 points . . .
DUTCH SOUSA, that one-man riot,
nabbed high game with 223-19-242, and
BILL WINTER high series with 610-45-655
. . . This is the second week that the gals
have not been able to shoot 160 or better. Wassa matter?
Boys 200 or better: BILL WINTER, 239
and 224; DUTCH SOUSA, 223; HANK
ALBRECHT, 222; BUZ BUSBY, 220;
GEORGE MILLS, 211; DAVE MALMEN,
209; CHRIS CHRISTENSEN, HECTOR
DODS and CHARLIE KING, 207; JIMMY
DIMMACK, JESS WOLF and LLOYD
HARTING, 204; RAY FARRELL, 202 and
201 ; LEICHARDT, 200, 201 ... What was
the score of your first game tonight,
FUGLSBY??? ... 19th Wk. . . . None
other than DUKESHIRE nabbed high
game tonight with 215-31-246 . . . SYLVIA
REED, with 180 and VI COVEY, with 169,
finally broke the jinx for the gals . . . Men
200 or better: BEN CASS, 231; ARMAND
ALLEN, 231; HANK ALBRECHT, 215;
DUKESHIRE, 215; NORTHBROOK, 214;
E. STEURI, 210; CARLILE, 210; BONOME,
209; WINTER, 205; BUSBY, 201 .. .

lations to MADGE

de Paris.

INMAN.

She is the

first
gal to bowl
. . . Nize
goin'games
. . .
VI ARBEITER
had 200
a couple
of nice
too, a 175 and 181 ... VIOLET HOGAN.
160, 168 .. . MARGARET HUDSON, with
a 163, was the other in the select group
for the week . . .
200 or better men: ARMAND ALLEN,
244 and 202; ROY DEMPSEY, 230; CARLILE, 224; CHRIS CHRISTENSEN, 217,
203; HAROLD BOW, 212; MICKY MORGAN, 210; R. FARRELL, 210; A. WHITE.
210; MONTY BONOME, 207; JIMMY
DIMMACK, 205; GUS JOHNSON, 204;
BILL WINTER, 204; DAVE MALMEN, 204;
NORTHBROOK, 201. ARMAND ALLEN,
with a 642-6-648 series walked off with
high series. You know ARMAND has such
a small handicap that he has to shoot a
million in order to win that event . . .
MADGE INMAN, with that 200-48-248,
was a first timer in high game event . . .
MARTHA RAYE's RAYS with 1029 won
high team
game series
and with
RODDY
high
2889. McDOWALL's

HUMBERSTONE's FIVE nabbed high series with 2849; BEN CASS of the same
team had high game of 231-16-247 . . .
The GREMLINS, high game with 1017,
and MONTY BONOME, high series of
580-66-646 . . . 20th Wk. . . . Congratu-

NAOMI RECTOR, TOM MOORE's Secretary, in
the midst of her Spring housecleaning.
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IN TRIBUTE

JAMES

of Local dues while in Service, and all dues
paid for a returning Veteran for a period
equal to the length of time he was in the
Service.

B.B. Shots From Construction

I'm sure you'll agree that the Wardrobe
people, after sincere thought, effort and
a lot of time, have produced a constructive, workable program that is a warm link
between the War Front and the Home
Front for the duration, and one with a cooperative interest for the welfare of all
members in the post-war era.
We are happy to welcome HERSCHEL
D. McCOY, who recently returned from
the U. S. Army, into our Department.
HERSCHEL had spent several years with

"THE GIRLS THEY LEFT BEHIND"
would be an appropriate title for this
month's CONSTRUCTION column. Many
of the girls now working in our various departments can rightly claim this title. Some
of their husbands are boys you all know
and worked with before tney left for the
Service, and a few of them you have become acquainted with through their wives.

this Studio's Wardrobe Departments and
like
anybody's
dentist,
lunch to
hoursrenew
are
booked
solid for
two his
months

E. H. SMITH

old friendships and bring himself up to
James E. H. Smith, one of the oldest members of the Men's Wardrobe,
passed away February 3rd when
stricken with a heart attack at work.
Jimmy was loved by all of us for
his ready tongue and his charitable
heart. I think we can best remember
him, as the Marines he worked with

date on all these past months' events.
Here's wishing HOMER WATSON, now
in Arizona, a very speedy recovery and we
miss you in the Wardrobe Halls — but
definitely.

on "Guadalcanal Diary" did, simply
as "Pop".
Our sincerest sympathy to his wife,
Margaret, and daughter Violet.

mention aLAVIN,
few of Grip
our "Army
— To
MAYILYN
Dept.,Wives"
often
visits her husband, A/C JAMES LAVIN,
at Williams Field, Chandler, Arizona,
while COM COOLEY of the Grip Dept.,
has her husband, S/Sgt. JOHN COOLEY,
at Fort Roach, Culver City. Also at Fort
Roach, Is Lt. VANCE THRASHER whose
wife, DOTTIE, works In the Canvas Shop.
(Lucky gals!)
In the Staff Shop,' JERRY MURPHY's
husband, Sgt. ROGER MURPHY, Is stationed somewhere in Florida, and MARY
AGNES LUBIN of the Mill has March
Field on her mind lately as her husband,

As for those overseas — when It comes
to news from the New Hebrides Islands,
ask HELEN SNYDER, Construction office,
whose husband PAUL SNYDER, Sr., has
been there for about ten months. (Ask
her about PAUL, Jr., too!) You may get
a little more information from WANDA

SHIRK

The Wardrobe people of all the studios have agreed on the following program for their members now in the Armed
Forces — it is a swell plan and may contain a few hints that would serve as a
guide in helping other departments form
or elaborate on their own programs:
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Ac—tedPromotion gifts are
for each
n
promotion a member receives — the type
of gift is determined by the type of promotion and location of the member — these
consist of checks, candy, cigarettes, food,
clothing, toilet supplies, or subscriptions
to newspapers or magazines.
5 — The post-war program has also been
taken into consideration by the Wardrobe
people with emphasis being placed on employment ofVeterans, training of Veterans
new in the wardrobe business, the waiving

BOW

Pvt. FRANK "Basketball" LUBIN, is located there. DORIS TIMMERBERG, Construction office, for the present, addresses
her letters to Lowry Field, Colorado, where
her fiance, Pfc. JOE LORE is stationed.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

By BETTY

KAHNE,
Staff Shop,haswhose
"CB" stationed
husband,
LIONEL KAHNE,
also been
there for some time.
Imagine Sgt. WILLIAM GOLDMAN will
have quite a bit to relate about his adventures In Egypt to his wife, HELEN GOLDDept. MAN, who now works in the Landscape

ROBERT D. SIES is aftending Aviation Cadet PreTechnical School at Seymour Johnson Field, North
Carolina. He will be stationed there for Officer
Basic Training, after which he will be sent to advanced technical school for specialized courses.
He entered the service on October 10, 1942.
Cadet Sies was employed as Senior Pile Clerk in
the Story Files.

ERROR
In the January issue of "Action" we
printed a picture of Mrs. Roy Volker, wife
of Officer Roy Volker of the Studio Police
Department, accompanied by her two
children by a former marriage.
We referred to the children as the "children of Ruben Byers, S/lc . . . " We are
informed by Mrs. Volker that this was
incorrect, and that the correct names of
her children are: Eva Nell Myers and
Kenneth Meyers.

These girls are just a small part of the
"Army and Navy Wives" now working
here at the Studio, and I think they all deserve three cheers for keeping up the
good work. The title of one of our forthcoming productions would seem appropri-

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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Have just learned that WALTER BUSHELL donated blood to his niece when her
condition became critical upon giving
birth to a son. Happy to report that
WALTER, mother, and baby are doing
splendidly . . .
Incidentally, did you know that DICK
HARRISON has donated seven pints of
blood to the American Red Cross? FRED
DANASHEW has given five pints, and
LOU HEIFETZ has made the trip four
times. Who, ME? I have given exactly
two pints, and the nurse told me it was
the first blood she had ever seen that had
a head on it . . .

ate at the present time, "In the Meantime,
Darling".
As for a little local news from the Construction Office itself — business has slowed
down to a slow "trot" these days, but
from the scheduled productions coming up
it appears to be a very promising future
indeed. We have only one problem on
hand at the present and that is what KAY
HOLLINSWORTH finds so much to talk
about on those "three-a-day" telephone
calls she so regularly receives . . . Could
it be that beautiful new wedding ring she
is so proudly sporting these days?
Adieu till next month —

DAVID

ROTHSCHILD

(a Negative Cut-

ter, mind ya'), one of the few persons in
the Lab. who can find the correct figures

LAB -GAB

and places
to put 'em on these new income tax forms
I would love to have the aspirin tablet
concession next to the office of the Collector of Internal Revenue this March
15th

GOLDFARB

By DAVID

Congratulations to FRED BURNWORTH
for his appointment as Division Drill Master, and ROBERT TUCKER as Division Personal Aide for the United States Coast
Guard Reserve T Division No. 7. FRED
was Drill Sergeant in War I, and hasn’t
lost any of his bellow in shouting orders.
Good luck to you both on your new assignmets. , .
That Spanish dialogue heard in the
Negative Cutting room is from Senor
JAMES GIBNEY. His lessons are coming
via Spanish phonograph records. JIM's
progress must be excellent for his face
hasn't been slapped yet . . .
REE MULLIGAN has given the flu the
k.o. instead of vice versa . . .
Capt. BEN BERG greeting Lt. Comm.
KEN PIER in India. Their last meeting
was in our laboratory building. Airplanes
certainly make this a small world . . .
MARTIN BOLGER won the first round
fighting his cold with vitamin tablets. Then
the tablets took the second round by
belting MARTIN for six added pounds . . .
The sudden passing of CHARLES
COHEN has shocked the entire Lab. Mr.
COHEN was relief watchman (Sundays
only) for several years. We all miss CHARLIE from his familiar spot at his desk at
the Laboratory entrance . . .
Since FRED STORY, Jr., has sold his
horse, Tony, he refuses to visit any of the
Valley pet shops for fear he may see his
Tony on a cake of ice . . .
When STUART BARNFIELD (Barney to

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

IDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills
California
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and
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Sunday

Crestview
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Since my son, DONALD, has joined that
ice skating class we have to defrost him
after each lesson
FRED REZK, 3rd Class Metalsmith, formerly of the
Grip Dept., visited the Lot while on leave.

you) was recently apprehended for failing
to signal a left hand turn, he told the
court that his right arm was around his
girl friend and he didn't want to let go
of the steering wheel . . .
The entire Lab. has warmed up since
DOROTHY HALL has taken to wearing
her pull-over sweater . . .
The Negative Cutting room is about to
become a grandmother. I— I— I mean
FAWN FARRAR, of the Negative Cutting
room is about to become a grandmother.
Boy!! Am I excited . . .
After ten consecutive years of lab. reprints, camera reports, and numbering pictures and sound rolls, IRENE BROWN has
decided to spend the coming years at
leisure in her own home. In other words
IRENE has retired from W-O-R-K, and do
we all envy her. Give us a thought every
now and then, will you, IRENE? . . .
WALTER SCHAFER, our baseballer, is
saving all his meat stamps so he may
have a brand new left arm to start the
Spring training . . .
Why is it so difficult to learn if SAM
GOLDBLATT was really given a ticket for
jay-walking, or is it one of those things
that should be forgotten? ....
ELVEY WILLIAMS and MORT FRIED,
who are free, 4F, and over 38, announce
their return to Hollywood, and are now
available for dates, parties, and escort
service. Gas coupons furnished. Their motto
is— You FLASH— We DASH . . .
Two new members of our Laboratory
are, JOHANNA CAMPBELL and NORMAN FRIMKISS. JOHANNA can be
found in the positive assembly room with
a wink, and NORMAN can be found in
the Chemical room, with a smile . . .

TIME MARCHES ON
By SPENCER

CLONER

As you look out on the Lot from the
platform of the Time Office, it seems deserted. Everything is quiet except for an
occasional spurt of buzzing from the big
saw in the carpenter shop. Time seems to
be practically at a standstill since the
two companies that have been shooting
here moved back to the home Lot. We
miss the additional crews and the actors
who have been milling about the place.
Thumbnail sketches: Mr. JENSEN, the

2nd

Lt. CARL G. GOTTLIEB is now "keeping
time" in the Army Air Forces, overseas.

RUTH

Mill Superintendent, stalks about with his
hands in his pockets. Evidently he is getting ready tor the arrival of new sets, and
he buzzes about the stages and his office,
which is next door to us. Sometimes he
pauses for a moment to roll a cigarette.
No one has ever seen him smoke a tailormade. His chief clerk sits at his desk with
pencil in hand, marking little numbers on
a page and is annoyed with his adding
machine, which can only add up to a
certain point and then refuses to go any
higher. FRANK DESSLER then walks into
the time office and continues his high
finance on the time office adding machine.
No one has yet seen KENNY ELLSWORTH
without a hat on his head. He just refuses
to take it off. We have been wondering
if he sleeps in it too! He is a good guy
though: in the very short space of a week
he has personally sold about three thousand dollars' worth of war bonds, so we
think he deserves some honorable mention.
JACK FRIER is the Electric boss, and
when you meet this dynamic little gentleman you get the impression he is a walking powerhouse. Whenever he is in his
office he is always on the phone talking to
a fellow called BOBBY about snoods and
mysterious numbers which I think designate different types of arc lights.
ED ARNOLD is In charge of personnel
in the Payroll Department. He called me
up one day and asked me to contact one
of the actors working on "The Keys of the
Kingdom". It seems that this fellow had
to fill out some papers, so I took them over
to the sound stage and had him fill out
the required Information. Now our "personality man" calls me a "Nuttery Republican". I don't see why he has to drag
politics into it just because I witnessed
the document and signed my name to it,
making it all Illegal and Improper. That
was aone on"fox
on my a part,
and Ifnotaanythe pass"
Lot needs
document
rized, please be advised that Mr. ARNOLD
is the guy to see. Girls, he is married so
don't tarry too long.
N^ote to Servicemen who have recently
been discharged: The Photocopy Department will be more than glad to make photostats ofyour discharge papers for a very
nominal sum. If you join the 20th CenturyFox American Legion Post, they will do
this free. Anyway, avail yourself of this
service. They are doing a good job.

Fdx Hills Cafe
STEAKS
MIXED

COCKTAILS
DRINKS

•
10271 W. Pico Blvd.
Crestview 5-9377
Harold Feldman, Prop.

FOX

radiantly happy about her

husband's recent promotion to Gunners
Mate First Class and the fact that he Is
due for a leave soon.
Hold on to your hats and books, and
steady the building when ROBERT CYRUS
SMITH comes streaking In to work each
day. He Is by far the speediest little
human that ever decorated the portals of
this department. Ah! Youth! BOB did calm
down for
from the
still h ave
longer we

a spell — you know — "Greetings
President." Fortunately we will
him with us until August and
hope.

Well, KARLA VON MUEFFLING
captured YAMAMOTO. Leader of
acing, subversive and definitely
ground movement, he was brought

finally
a menunderto bay

and
died fora gopher's
A medal
KARLA
action on death.
the home
front. for
A speedy recovery to GERTRUDE
KINGSTON. We miss you.

ALEX

BABCOCK.

Story Files. Nice tie, Alex.

After several weeks of silence the department was finally rewarded with a letter
from Apprentice Seaman BOB THOMPSON who Is doing quite well at Camp
Farragut, Idaho. A recent landlubber, he
has already mastered the seamen's jargon
and his letter fairly reeked with nautical
atmosphere. Now, why would a parade

RESEARCH NOTES
By JAMES

J. EARIE

RUTHIE SWARZCHILD, the department's official "chin up girl", is carrying
on her home front activities with her usual
vim, vigor, and vitality. Not only has she
received her silver pin as a Red Cross
Blood Donor, but has also qualified for the
blue and white ribbons. Hats off to you,
RUTHIE!
ROBERT CRESTO is another newcomer
to the Library within the last month and
already rates tops with the library staff.
Welcome, BOB. The fact that you are a
keen admirer of that solid sender, Benny
Goodman, will not be held against you by
your surrounding staunch defenders of
classical music.
We knew that It would happen sooner or
later in the department but never dreamed
that KIRSTEN WALLER would be the offender, or we should say, charmer. Yep,
she Is the one that is continuously whistling,
humming or singing, "Mairzy Doats and
Dcazy Doats" et cetera, et cetera.
What is this about Staff Sergeant
JOHNNY HORVATH of Camp Callan
losing his Gl shirt at the Tlajuana race
track?
MAE MORRIS who is doing the research
for "Winged Victory" is going to get
some first hand Information when she treks
to Douglas, Arizona, for the graduation of
her son who is in the Air Force. She Is
mighty proud of him and so are we.
Reward! A tired and slightly battered
copy
of information
"Jane Eyre"about
in exchange
any
and all
a vacantforhouse
with three bedrooms, located near Hollywood or the Studio. Phone HELEN WEBB
on Extension 782. Research questions answered on the side.

ground
be called
a "grinder"?
Last week
the whole
Research Department was "lit up". Literally speaking of
course. For two days all heads were craned
upward admiring the new fluorescent lighting only to descend and discover that the
bright lights were a little too revealing.
At least In this writer's case. Now I'll
just have to get In those eight hours of
sleep each night, or else.
The Library is wholeheartedly supporting
the coming book drive for Servicemen.
A very worthy cause to which we can all
donate with very little effort.

GO WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

To those who chanced to read the previous issue of "Action", and were Interested, may we say that the powder did not
work. To the others, just forget the whole
thing and go on as you were.
DAVID BOYD, who not so long ago had
the whole lot agape and aghast, crashed
in from the S. S. Chestnut on which he
has been "touring" the South Pacific for
the past two years. DAVE would make the
historical character who conquered the
giant Goliath want to wear his hair In
curlers. He looks twenty years young and
his smile has grown proportionately. After
doing
thirty days here he will entrain for
San Diego.
Little ten-year-old GLORIA JUNE ANDERSON, daughter of ANDRENA/ ANDERSON,
visited
"Thesuch
Keysa of
the personality
Kingdom"
set today. How
sweet
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The fellows In the Service, especially
those in the Air Force will be interested
to know that the Studio is building a portion of the flight deck of an aircraft
carrier out on the golf course, and has also

ever got out without a contract is explained only by the fact that contracts are
not drawn at this office. Will not be surprised to see her on her way up. GLORIA
sings, skates, plays the piano and orates
for war bonds.
Different walks of life: FRANK NOXON,

built a miniature
And A Prayer".
twenty feet long
full scale and will

whose printed name spells the same forward and backward, walks like hard-goinginto-the-wind. EDWARD KIRK walks like
a turkey. TED HECKERT just walks.
Do you know KATHRYN PETERS? Well
neither do I, but she is the sister of our
very adorable nurse, MARJORIE THOMAN. After a major operation KATHRYN hovered between life and death for
several days — years to MARJ — but is now
on the high road to recovery.
Am happy to say that smiling THOMAS
THOMAS (not stuttering) well then, TOMMY THOMAS, having suffered a set back
from old man flu, has recovered sufficiently to be hitting the ball again, and
swinging on the props.
GREGORY PECK— GREGORY PECK—
GREGORY PECK. You may as well get
acqainted with the name now as you are
going to hear it plenty. Born in La Jolla,
went to New York, where he played in
support of such as KATHERINE CORNELL, JANE COWL, DIANA BARRYMORE, WENDY BARRIE and the like, six
feet three of personality and ability. Am
not going to elaborate on the part nor
the story, but I am going to tell you
something that the smallest number of people in the world know of any coming event:
there is going to be a heavenly little bundle delivered to his home within the not
too distant future. Am I happy to be the
first to make this announcement.
We

are all glad to see FRANK SULLIVAN. Swell going FRANK.
MOLLY MERRICK favors us with her
fresh, delightful presence once in a while.
She is cheering to a depressed atmosphere.
This last Item Is not easy and I make It
with regrets. I met our genial editor,
JOEL HAWLEY, on the lot last week, and
during the conversation he told me that
he was leaving In the very near future to
enter the armed forces. If I had the command of sufficient English and the courage, I would tell you how I felt about his
going. May fortune go with you, JOEL,
and may your stay be brief!

Servicemen
Need Books . . .
If You Have

Any

Bring Them
to the
Studio Club

IRMA BERMUDEZ, IVAN KAHN’s Secretary isn't
very superstitious — she always does her phoning
under a ladder.

LACQUER UNE
By BENNY

BENSON

If it's food, we have it. The Paint Shop
Is
rapidly
becoming
Market.
Several
of the amensecond
live on Farmers'
ranches
(if you can call an acre of land a ranch)
and raise various products, chiefly chickens, turkeys and rabbits. Consequently we
are deluged by dressed fowls and rabbits
as well as eggs. BILL HUBNER, BURNEY
ORT and BOB DRESCHER supply the
chickens and their by-products. BERT
CRAWFORD the turkeys, while GENE
GONCZ furnishes the bunnies. Competition Is keen and it is nip and tuck to see
who corners the market while the personnel
here stuff themselves with fresh meat and
eggs. It Is rumored that pressure has been
so great on several occasions that some
of the customers have been known to have

of this ship for "Wing
The miniature is about
while the flight deck is
use real Navy planes.

WALT JOLLEY's All American Team Is
still In the win column. The Japs scored
twice In the early stages of the game, but
the local boys came back strong after
getting over their surprise to jump out In
the lead by a big margin. WALT says
that he doesn't expect much in the way
of competition from now on because of
the strength of his reserves. His second
team is reported to be as strong as his
first. Judging from the following roster,
we are inclined to agree with Coach
JOLLEY:
Army
CHARLES PERRIN
Marines
ALBERT ADE
Air Corps
ROBERT JOLLEY
HARRY HUGHES
,. . .Coast Guard
Marines
JOHN GILMAN
Navy
ROBERT VESELY
Army
LADDIE GONCZ
RICHARD KELLEY
. .Coast Guard
Air Corps
PAUL SIBLEY
Army
BOB WITTENBERG . . .
Navy
ROBERT TRABERT
Army
GEORGE ERIKSSON .

n
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as many as six dozen eggs In their refrigerators at one time. I wonder which
does come first — the chicken or the egg?
All kidding aside, we appreciate these
boys' bringing their products in and we do
have meat and eggs on the table!
From
the "Jolly
GoodhasFellow"
department— JOHN
SMITH
been off
sick
for weeks and weeks . . . We are glad to
see SMITTY back again . . . MANUEL
GONZALES, the father of RIOHARD
GONZALES, California Boys Tennis Champion. . . AUGIE RIESER, our hard working shop helper who used to be a wrestler
. . . DENNY COOLEY and JOHNNY
LAWLESS have been promoted to gang
bosses . . . HARRY LA VOGUE, shop
helper on the afternoon shift, was a boxer
of unsual ability until an automobile accident forced him to give up his career
. . . PETE BAL served in the French Army
during the last war and was badly
wounded . . . CHARLIE O'CONNOR is
an excellent machinist and turns out precision work on his lathe for the war plants
during his spare time. He also originated
a clever gag for lining floors here at the
Studio.

...

let this diamond

be a symbol

of our

love until I return." Select yours from
our stock, one of the largest in the West,
at prices which reflect our lower costs of
doing business. Less than 10% of ALL
diamonds are as brilliant, as PHILLIPS
DIAMONDS.
Identification is necessary
as we do not cater to the general public.

SUBSTANTIAL
for 20th C.

* The

road

to better

SAVINGS

F. Personnel

films is paved

with

productions such as "In the Meantime,
Darling." Congratulations to you alt.

Wm.

E. PHILLIPS Co.

Jewelers,
Importers,
Mfrs.’ Distributors
7th Floor
Metropolitan
Bldg.
315 W. FIFTH ST., L. A. 13
DAILY
10 TO 6
Sign
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Up a New Member for the
Century Fox Studio Club
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from Hawaii for a few days. AUDRE
ROCHLEN's brother home from the South
Pacific. Word has reached us that HENRY
ARNSTEIN is down with the flu in London.
The following Servicemen, ex-mail boys
have been visiting us: BYRON SAGE, EDGAR FRENCH, BOB LEACH, FRED BARMAN, MITCHELL MOHR, and HUNGMO KUO.
Most people go to Palm Springs to get
rid of a cold, but HELEN KURTZ, vacationing there, picked up pneumonia! How
about that — Palm Springs Chamber of
Commerce?
Ho-hum, Spring couldn't be very far off.
The word vacation is being bandied about
already.
"Mairzy
doats
—
take it from
there
. . .and doazy doats"

RETURN

Pvt. ALVIN L. SCHNEIDER, Labor Dept., is now
with the First Motion Picture Unit, Culver Citv,
Calit. Cheer up, Alvin

THE SCRIPT TEASE
— ^

By CELIA HILSENRAD

Same old Script Department. Many
familiar faces — shy, retiring LORRAINE
STOLL MUELLER — Bubbling as ever DOROTHY HARRIS— Veteran FRIEDA ZUCH
with the usual collection plate — Plumper
VIRGINIA BRETINGER JONES, still fussing with pink and blue slips — LILLIAN
GOUTERMAN buried beneath piles of
flying stencils — CLAIRE RODE, KATHLEEN FAGAN and MARIE LITTLEFIELD.
Newcomers — Trim little SARA PRITCHETT
— Statuesque EDNA STEINBERG — Ravenhaired LAURETTE DOLKART — Wholesome
and scrubbed looking MELVA SANNEBECK. Same old Script Department — so
nice to come home to.
MURIEL BROWN, SHIRLEY FORMAN,
RUTH LISSAUER and URDONA NICOU
OFF tripped down to Hobbs Army Airfield for a short stay. MURIEL came back
married and SHIRLEY was married a week
later — both to Hobbs men! On to Hobbs,
New Mexico, girls!
Beauteous PAT ELLERTSON screen
tested, and BETTY LOU VOLDER, with
the blonde tresses to be tested this week.
WALLY JOHNSON being considered for
a bit in "A Wing and a Prayer". He hasn't
slept tor tour days waiting tor word.
Much luck to all of you.
BOB RIDGEWAY, Coast Guard, volunteered for landing craft, but is still in
training. Wife FLO gave up an eight
hour a day job tor a full day's job taking
care of baby Kathy, and all the myriad of
household chores.
JOHNNY

HOWARD.

Navy, is back

ENGAGEMENT

The following story was written by Sergeant Robert W. Harvey, of Longmeadow,
Mass., a Marine Corps Combat Correspondent, and released through Public Relations Section, U, S. Marine Corps, San
Francisco.
Marine Captain JOHN K. ANDREWS,
for nine years a Twentieth Century-Fox
script writer, has a little score to settle
with the Japanese about an unforgotten
jail sentence.
Captain Andrews took a picture in Tokyo eighteen years age and was thrown
into jail for the deed.

January 15, 1944
Dear Club Members:
I've received some grand letters from
studio employees, including one from
AUDREY ROCHLEN, and I understand
you and your illustrious staff gave one of
my
stories aBelieve
terrificme,
"play"
ACTION
Magazine.
I am in filled
with
appreciation for printing it. For some unaccountable reason I am not receiving the
magazine, but I'd like very much reading
the published stuff.
You know there's one thing I can't figure out. What I believed to be the best
thing I've ever written — a story sent exclusively for ACTION — was never used, at
least not to my knowledge. At least it
was more dramatic than the other prosaic
tripe, since it concerned my Tunisian trip
at a time when this sector was pretty
"hot" as a combat zone. In this article I
wrote of Tripoli, Sfax, Sousse, Kairouin, etc.
The article began: "I didn't like Hotel de
Gink . . ." etc. Of all things I had hoped
that this particular article would be used.
Whatever happened to it?
Would you like me to do something on
England? I think it would be a pretty
good idea for me to visit some of the
movie studios around London on my next
leave. This should result in a worthwhile
yarn for ACTION. When I was in London last, I lost no time in spotting 20TH
CENTURY-FOX's branch office, which is
centrally located, off Piccadilly Circus on
Regent Street.

"I figure to get back and take another
picture of that city", he said, "and this
time I don't think I'il go to jail".
As a newspaperman, photographer, bank
agent and free lancer. Captain Andrews
estimates that he has hit every country
on the globe in his travels except Australia,
New Zealand, and Alaska. He hopes to
cross these off the list before leaving the
Marine Corps.
This is the second world war for the

Better still, wouldn't it be a terrific
idea for all of TCF's studio workers who
are now in England to meet in London
for a reunion. There must be several anyway: Joan Conlin, Johnny Anderson, myself, and so on. You might suggest it in
the magazine, for it probably reaches
them more regularly than it does me. If
we had such a reunion perhaps you could
be supplied with photos, since my job itself
covers such events. You might say that

former script writer, who worked on "The
Fighting Ohetniks", "Western Union",
"Berlin
aMaryland",
civilian. Inand
World
WarCorrespondent"
I, he served as asa
ship.
transport quartermaster aboard a Jap

I'll meet them (hoping they too can get
leave) in the lobby of the Regent Palace
Hotel in London, the first Sunday in April,
at fve o'clock.
Many thanks again for all you've done.
Give my love to the staff and all assistants
whom I miss very much. Wish I could see

ARTHUR M. RUBIN, M.D.
LOS

ANGELES

OFFICE

Westlake Professional Bldg., Suite 901
2007 Wilshire Boulevard
DRexel 2117 (Day and Night)
Beverly Hills Office
409 No. Camden Drive, Suite 105
CRestview

6-661 1

Practice Limited to Internal Medicine

you personally.

HENRY

ARNSTEIN.

CpI. Henry Arnstein
Postmaster, New York City, N.Y.
Editor's Note: Henry's letter was received too late 'to be Included in the February issue of ACTION. We have written
asking that he make a fuhowever,
him, ture
date for the rendezvous in London,
be
he won't
now,inhoping
print this
and sitting
left
alone
the Regent
Hotel
2! The article he mentions was never
April
received.

March
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GROUP
For several years
Company for the
not

acquainted

The

amount

INSURANCE

the Studio has carried a Group
benefit of employees; and most

with

the program,

of insurance

which

we

may

are
be

taking

applied

CLASS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Insurance
employees

Life
Insurance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Weekly

$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$ 2,000
$ 3,000
$ 4,000
$ 5,000
$ 7,500
$10,000
premium

$1,000
$1,000

$2,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
cost will be deducted from

It is necessary to pass a physical
borne by the Corporation.
The amount

of Life Insurance

is determined

by weekly

its many
earnings

benefits

and

low

cost.

as follows:

INSURANCE

weekly

$40.00
salary

before

$5.00
$5.00

checks.

becoming

will be paid to the beneficiary

Case

Maximum

Foes
Room

Surgical
Benefits

$25.00

$150.00
$150.00

Hospital
Benefits

$10.00
$15.00
$20.00
$30.00
$35.00
$40.00
$40.00

examination

outline

Daily

OF

Accident
and Sickness
Weekly Benefits

Death and
Dismemberment

to

Life Insurance
those who are

SCHEDULE OF WEEKLY
EARNINGS
Earning less than $22.50 per week
$ 22.50 but less than $ 30.00 per week
$ 30.00 but less than $ 50.00 per week
$ 50.00 but less than $ 75.00 per week
$ 75.00 but less than $100.00 per week
$100.00 but less than $175.00 per week
$175.00 but less than $450.00 per week
$450.00 per week and over
SCHEDULE

Class

Plan with John Hancock Mutual
are insured under the plan. For

this opportunity
for

PLAN

$25.00
$25.00

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

named

in your

.90
.70
1.25
1.85
1.55
2.20
$ .55
2.80

$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00

$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00

eligible for Group

Employees
Weekly Fees

$150.00

Insurance.

The

cost of this examination

certificate in case of death

from

any

is

cause.

The additional benefit for Death or Dismemberment caused by non-occupational accidents will be paid for Loss of Life, Loss of
One Hand and One Foot, Loss of Both Hands or Both Feet or for Loss of Sight of Both Eyes. The full amount will be paid
in event of any of these losses. If One Hand or One Foot or One Eye, then one-half the amount in your certificate will be paid.
Weekly benefits for sickness commence on the FOURTH
day away from employment and weekly benefits for non-occupational
accidents commence on the FIRST day away from employment. These benefits are payable for the duration of the disability
with a maximum of 26 weeks for any one continuous disability.
If you are confined in a hospital as the result of any sickness or accident not covered by Workmen’s Compensation Insurance,
you will receive Hospitalization Benefits of $5.00 per day, commencing with the first day of your confinement. The maximum
period for which benefits will be paid is 70 days. Hospitalization Benefits for confinement in a hospital due to pregnancy are payable for the period of confinement but not to exceed 14 days.
Case Room Fees — If, while you are confined in a hospital, for a period of 18 hours or longer, you require anesthetics, laboratory
or X-Ray services, or the use of an operating or delivery room, you will be reimbursed for the amount expended therefor, but
not to exceed $25.00 in connection with any one continuous disability. This reimbursement applies only if such services are rendered you while confined in a hospital.
If a surgical ©peration is required as the result of any sickness or accident not covered by Workmen’s Compensation Insurance,
reimbursement of surgical fees will be paid in accordance with the Schedule of Surgical Fees. These payments are from $5.00
to $150.00, the amount depending upon the operation performed. The delivery of a child or children, normally, or by Caesarean
Section, is also covered under this schedule.
All employees interested in Group Insurance should telephone Marguerite Hamilton, manager of Group
559 or 1165, who will assist you in making application for this excellent and economical protection.

Dear Friends:

January 7, 1944

I want to thank each and every person
at good old 20th Century-Fox tor the two
wonderful Christmas boxes and money
order. I always did say that no other organization inthe country was more friendly
or half as generous as TCF, and this war
has certainly proved that fact the whole
year through. I can always tell when the
end of the month comes, too, just by receiving the cigarettes In the mail.
again New
for everything
and here's
to Thanks
a Victorious
Year!
BRAD CANFIELD.
Sgt. A. Bradner Canfield
Army Air Force, Culver City, Calif.

January 30, 1944
Dear TCF

Employees:

Writing has never been one of my accomplishments, so naturally I try to steer
clear of it as much as possible. This note,
however, is very much overdue, to the extent that my conscience has begun to
bother me.
Yes, I've received all your packages,
gifts, gum and, last, but not least, the
"Action" magazine. It seems that people
who have worked for Twentieth CenturyFox are a people apart, because my other
buddies evidently did not work with and
for an organization that remained so faithful to its former employees who are now
In the Service.

Insurance,

Extension

"Action" does a good job of selling
Hollywood to the fellows In my outfit who
have never been In or even near a Studio.
I'm darn lucky If I even get a chance to
finish reading It before one of the fellows grabs It, disappears with It, to later
come back with a dozen questions — "Is it
so . . . ?" "Do they do this . . . ?"
really etc.
etc.,
Thanks

again for everything, and
Sincerely,
very best to all.
H. E. STEWART.
H. E. Stewart, MT/Sgt.
Quantico, Virginia.

my

U. S. POSTAGE

2c PAID
LOS

Dear Studio Club:

February 16, 1944

I've been meaning to write to you for
some time, but the Medics are very busy
these days, so I hope you will understand
and accept my apology!
I received the carton of cigarettes just
before we left the States and I thank you
very much.

May I take this opportunity to put you
straight on a few things. First — I am not a
CpI. (Corporal). Not that I have anything

Old England is just like you would imagine it. It's very picturesque and looks
a lot like some of our buildings on the
Studio Lot. I have seen old Oxford University— it was very funny: the guide was
telling me about one particular building —
he said "It's rather new, it was built in
1500." I swallowed my gum!!

posed the "ar" in Carp! Did I take a
beating from the fellows. So to make
things clearer, I will explain. My rank is
Warrant Officer, and my specialty is Carpenter (Warrant Carpenter). There are
eleven different Warrant ranks in the

I haven't been to London yet, but I'm
planning on going in the near future. Some

Navy — Okay?
I was transferred again the first of the

of the fellows have gone and they say it's
really something to see.

year. I am now at Navy 230. It's a nice
base and I get to like it better each day.
In the mornings after we get up, we always
make a guess as to the condition of the

Dear Friends:

February 13, 1944

When I get back to the States again
the Studio will be one of the first places
I will want to visit, but when it comes to
writing — well, I am

altogether a different

guy. Nevertheless, I don't believe there
has been a day that I haven't thought
about you all, so please forgive me again
for being so negligent about writing.
I have been receiving the cigarettes and
"Action" every month since I have been
here. Does a fellow good to see the pictures of old pals on the Lot and to read
what they are doing.

I have been getting them reg-

ularly, but "Action" hasn't been coming.
I guess it's this overseas mail, and if I
ever wanted to read that magazine it's
now- — and I'm not fooling!

against the Army, it's just that it took me
almost eight years of Navy service to make
Carp. (Carpenter), and now everyone has
my rank mixed up. Some think I am CB,
some a carpenter, and one friend trans-

Many a time I've had to pick myself up
off the ground.
I want to thank you again for ACTION
and the cigarettes, and hope you are all
in good health.
•
Your friend, CHUCK.
Warrant Carp. C. F. Enscoe, USN
c/o Fleet Postoffice, San Francisco

January 17, 1944

Dear Gang:

It's time I wrote to you all again, to
thank you for the swell gift of cigarettes
and ACTION magazine. I received the
January issue the other day and enjoyed
reading every bit of it. JULIAN JOHNSON hit the nail on the head in his
feature.

ground. — Mud to your hips — snow to your
hips — or slush to your hips! (One of us
always wins.) My toes are starting to grow
webs. Most places in the world the snow
blows down your neck and out your pants
legs. Here It blows up your pants legs
and out your neck! The wind is something
you have to watch closely. It has a habit
of blowing for a spell and just as you get
leaning against it, the darn thing cuts off.

ANGELES. CALIF.
Permit No. 12005

The English people don't know what a
Coca Cola is, so you have to drink what
they call beer. 1 don't believe any of them
have ever heard of popular music; if so,
it must
JOHN

E. KEEFE, Pho. M. 3/c, Labor Dept., says
octopus is not very good eating!

I know it's late to say thanks for all of
the Xmas presents and the extra $10.00
the Studio sent me, but if it's still okay.
I'd like to say that it makes me very
happy to belong to an organization that
remembers its employees so well.
I am sorry I cannot say anything about
where I am or much about what we are
doing. We are strictly censored. I may
say, though, that I was invited out for a
native dinner not so long ago and they
had boiled octopus — was it good? My advice is, if you ever get a chance to eat
some, pass it up. I don't know which is
worse — the way it looks or the way it
tastes!
Thanks again for everything. Also, tell
the Studio that the boys overseas thank
them for the movies that we are getting.
Without

have been

Guy

Lombardo.

If you want to knock yourself out, you
should see some of the British pictures
here. They are really dry and full of corn.
Once in a while, however, they have a good
Twentieth Century-Fox picture, then everything is all right again. The pictures are
a little late in getting over here — for instance— tomorrow night "Ben Hur" is showing, together with a picture with John Gilbert and Thelma Todd. I can hardly wait!!
Well gang, I must be off now, so until
later I'll say keep up the good work, and
save a few of those parties until I come
back.
Lots of luck.
LEE.
Pvt. Leo Weismantel
c/o Postmaster, New

York.

them things would be plenty de-

pressing. They are our best morale builders, and I am sure morale is important.
Therefore, they are just as vital as a lot
of other things we use.
As ever,
Fleet P. O.
San Francisco

John E. Keefe
Pho. M 3/c, U.S.N.R.

Be-

lieve me. I'm so darn homesick for some
modern American jive, I could swim back
to America on a pass!
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BIOGRAPHY OF OUR PRESIDENT

The smallest sale was

CLINTON SANDEEN, the President of
our Studio Club, was born In Boone, Iowa,
in a -log cabin taxicab, Soptombor

16, I908|

through the Bond Department of the Studio only: we have no way of knowing how

September 15, 1900,* his parents being
poor -but honott.
He received his education In various

many

employees purchased bonds elsewhere, but feel that that figure might also
be astronomical.

Institutions — sometimes selected by himself and other times selected by the police
very prominent people in civilian life.
After graduation with a football letter and
very little else to recommend him, he went
to work on a railroad ooctlon gong the
railroad as a Jr. Engineer's Assistant in
charge of track maintenance, and after
conscientious hard work was ■firod retired
to a higher position In life.
After bumming around the ceuwtFy extensive travel, he ended up In Hollywood
In 1929 and was immediately hirod- placed
under contract by the Western Costume
Company in charge of tho ocrubblng department In the laundry of the department
that worked very closely with the State
Dept, of Health and Sanitation. Seeing
possibilities in him, they next made him
hoad usod ohoo motor manager in charge
of the footwear Dept.
Seeing he had reached his heights, he
v^as again
given a leave of absence.
He then worked at various studios including R.K.O. — SeIznIck — Columbia —
United Artists, etc., and received pink
t4tpo from ooch ono notes from each saying
they did not have a position - comparable
to his ability.
. In 1935 he entered the employ of the
20th Century-Fox Studio and because
somoono ollpped up of his ability is still
here — as our President.
* Date changed

to fool draft board.

HAIL AND FAREWELL
JOEL E. HAWLEY left TCF March 28,
1944, to enter the U. S. Navy. Mr. HAW-

a ten cent War

Saving Stamp, and the largest single bond
sale a ten thousand dollar denomination
bond. These investments were made

It should be gratifying to us all, no matter how small our share, to know we have
a part of the purchase price of Freedom.

CLINTON

SANDEEN,

President

LEY came to the Studio in February, 1943,
In the capacity of Manager of the Employees' Studio Club and Editor of "Action"
Magazine. His enthusiasm and tireless
interest in the activities of the Studio Club
will leave a warm
friends at TCF.

memory

with his host of

Our best wishes and hopes for a speedy
return go with him.
Mr. THOMAS DOYLE, formerly of the
Police Department, well known on the TCF
Lot for the past seven years, was unanimously elected by the Board of Controllers
of the Studio Club on February 18, 1944,
to replace Mr. HAWLEY.

YOUR SHARE OF FREEDOM
By CLAUDETTE

WOOD

We are proud to present the figures that
show just how many of your dollars have
gone into the financing of the War Effort.
From the date the Bond Department
opened at TCF in January, 1942, to March,
1943, you have Invested five million, three
hundred
and fifty-six thousand dollars In
Democracy.

H you haven't met these three beautiful young
ladies, run up to Room 234 in the New Ad Bldg,
and they'll sell you anything from a lOc war stamp
to a $10,000 bond. Left to right, DOROTHV
BLISS. PAT NEELD and CLAUDETTE WOOD.

LEGION OF MERIT AWARD
Col. Phillip W. Booker,
visor at TCF since August,
ters pertaining to the U. S.
been awarded the Legion

Technical Ad1943, on matArmy, has just
of Merit for

"exceptionally meritorious conduct in the
performance of outstanding service as Director of the Operations Division at the
San Francisco Port of Embarkation."
Col. Booker, a native of Virginia, graduated in 1905 from the Virginia Military
Institute, received his commission and was
assigned to the 6th Field Artillery, training
mounted troops. He admits the Cavalry

4

Action

LABORELATES

was his first love, and his prowess as a
horseman was proven many times in Army
horse shows. At present Col. Booker has
two private saddle horses stabled in Los
Angeles.

By IRISH ROCHE
The construction of the Flight Deck on
the new golf course by our own employees
Is another step forward In line with the
progress of our Studio. Formerly this type
of work was performed by outside contractors, but the co-operation of the department heads involved, made It possible for
our own men to benefit by It. No other
set on the lot has attracted so many visitors, and many well Informed critics have
praised Its construction. It is also worthy
of note that there was not one single accident In its construction, and we are proud

Five years in the 6th Field Artillery and
three years in the Philippines brought him
up to World War I, at which time he was
assigned to Camp Jackson in South Carolina, in command of 125,000 men at the Replacement Depot there.
A few of his other assignments included
six years spent in Iowa in charge of the
ROTC program, in New York, Oklahoma,
and numerous other states in the Union.
At his retirement as Director of Operations Division at the San Francisco Port
of Embarkation, which he modestly says
is another story and a long one, but "just
In the line of duty," he was employed at
TCF in the position he now holds.
We know that Col. Booker was greatly
loved and admired by the men of his command for his fairness and humanity, and in
the phraseology of the Army was a great
"Old Man."

PROP AND MINIATURE
By WALTER

MICHALSKY

Now that Spring has arrived I shall
emerge from hibernation to give you the
highlights on the doings of the Prop Shop.
Regret to say that the Boss, WALTER

P.,

is home sick with Chicken Pox. Guess he's
not as old as we thought! We all wish
him a speedy recovery. PAUL W., along
with his eight assistants, is trying to do a
good jo'o while the Boss Is away.
BIga Boy JOE has had his son home on
leave which accounts for the smile on his
face.
BRANT

K. Is still sick and we hope he

returns soon, as OTTO has had some complicated work on the lathe, however he
has HYMAN to give him a few pointers.
STEVE

In the Cabinet

shop has shown

the Chinese up In the art of cabinet making, and FRANK P. has a few tricks too.
He

1908 MAXWELL— BEFORE

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
by TOM

KRAUSE

The Department Is happy to announce
the Red Cross Drive has been brought
to a close with a 100% plus showing.
Service News — ANDY JENSEN came to
say hello and goodbye on his way to the
embarkation center. J. ROSS, Lt. j.g., looking trim, informed us he Is leaving the
Caribbean area to return to the European
theatre. CLAUDE BURGAN left the driving clan to answer the
BEN DANNING, Ike
brother, arrived home
one year in the South

Navy's call. Ensign
Danning's younger
after having spent
Pacific under Gen-

eral McArthur's command. Can only say
that he Is glad to be back once more with
the home folks.
CLARK JOHNSON, former timekeeper,
has joined our ranks as an automotive
service man. Good luck, JOHNNY.
In the past few weeks, JIMMY RUMAN
has been accumulating a collection of
antique cars for "Wilson", "Irish Eyes" and
"Rickenbacker". Like all antiques they are
a grand sight and the department wants to
extend an invitation to all to drop down
and look them over. These new babies are
being coddled by LOU KOHL and AL
BLUFF, the Action Propticians, and kept in
running order by the old master STEVE
DeROCO.

contribution to Its

This month we salute the boys of the Salvage and new lumber yard for their generous response to the Fourth War Loan
Drive. Under the leadership of Foreman
FRANK MAGEE these boys purchased
extra Bonds totaling $2,675.00. This Is a
remarkable achievement for these men.
JOHNNY BASSLER, for many years a
popular catcher In the major league, has
left us temporarily to coach the young
pitchers of the Hollywood Ball Club. The
same club has also signed JOHNNY
INTLEKOFER to add to their pitching
staff.
In the recent Red

Cross Drive It was

regretted that a few were reluctant to
contribute. Perhaps circumstances prevent
some from donating, and some may hesitate to give because In some remote cases
officials did not perform their duties. Sometimes we are a little hasty in our decisions,
but If the Red Cross did not do any more
except save the life of one boy with blood
plasma, or comfort another who Is crippled
In a hospital, or bring gifts from home
another in a prison camp
worthy of our support.

to

we feel it is still

SURPRISE PARTY
GUS SWEENEY, a member of the TCF
Police force for the past nine years, will
birthday.
have good cause to remember his sixtieth

puts together bric-a-brac that looks

unbelievably imDOSsi'ole to do. RUDY and
FRANK, the old standbys, keep plugging
along as usual. ROSS JACKMAN, who
has done su'.^ 'olendid work In miniature,
now has the cooppration of HARRY W.
Between the two, 20th Century-Fox should
be outstanding in process this year.
Our Skipper, EDWARD O., sure knows

Mr. SWEENEY

was called to the band-

stand between scenes on the "Sweet and
Low Down" set where with "lights and
everything", BENNY GCCDMAN
signaled
the band and they broke into the strains
of "Happy Birthday to You". GUS says
he was really sent, and for a moment

his ships as you have noticed In past productions. STEVE N. is aeroplanlng again.

couldn't get the mist out of
BENNY GCCDMAN
presented
a
monogramed wallet, and
MAYC surprised him with a huge
cake.

He knows the secret of the "Zero" which
accounts for NICK and ROY's doing such
good work with them. How about it,
NICK, or should ROY get all the credit?
Would be happy for a line from our
boys in Service. They might suggest something they would like to see In this column.

of this department's
success.

GUS
1908 MAXWELL— AFTER

his eyes.
him with
ARCHIE
birthday

says the longer he lives the more

convinced he is that "people are the nicest

things"!

^
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LAB -GAB
By DAVID

GOLDFARB

Captain BETj BERG, now in India, was
formerly In the Lab on the East Lot, and
is now In the Lab on the East Front. He
has been hospitalized with Yellow Jaundice, but Is making a speedy recovery and
will soon be released from his sick bed.
MADELAINE

HUDSON

Is no longer a

pin-up girl. The way she has been rolling
that ball down the bowling lanes, she's
strictly a pins-down girl. When it comes
to bowling MADELAINE really knows what
the score is.
Those two legs beating that jive on a
bicycle belong to STUART BARNFIELD.
BARNEY says, "He who pumps his bike
each day, will have more gas in his tank
BARNEY

WILLIAMS

PRESTIDIGITATOR PAR EXCELLENCE

When IRENE KOHLER had a flat tire
to play".
the other day she phoned her auto club

By ED LA BART

By the way- — HENRY WEBER, ART
CHATELAIN, and SHORTIE ADLER are

The Police Department has In its personnel men of various talents — bankers, a
professional baseball player, ranchers, etc.,
lured to California by an irresistable urge
to enjoy a prelude to eternal happiness and
comfort.
Occasionally a "slicker" manages to get
by, but they are the lovable kind, whose
"slickerlsms" have convulsed or amazed
our dads, or gosh — even ourselves — in that
mysterious age when our voices changed
from tenor to baritone.
We show herewith the handsome and
smiling BARNEY WILLIAMS, who in the
Gay Nineties was a whizzer on the vaudeville stage.
BARNEY lays claim to being the first to
professionallv perform card tricks in the
United States. He made his debut and incidentally Introduced card tricks to the
American theatre of 1898, at the Elmira
Theatre in Elmira, N. Y. BARNEY has
played In nearly every town and hamlet
m the U. S., having been billed for a period
of thirty-five years.
At first, BARNEY admits, the act was
"corny", but as
performed card
over big. Later
act and became

no one
tricks for
he added
a much

had ever before
a living, he went
witticisms to his
sought after at-

circuits. traction on the then "big time" vaudeville
The calfskin "portrait" shown in the accompanying picture of BARNEY was made
by BOB HOPKINS, a well known writer,
in San Francisco, forty years ago. It is
one of barney's prize mementos and one
day might well find an honored place In
the vaudeville museum, paying silent tribute to the many wonderful men and women
whose personalities and talents have
amused, educated or mystified the boys
and gals way back when.

RUTH BROWN, R. N., has 7 years of conscientious
service at Western Ave. and an equal number of
years of popularity.

the
ones about
In the getting
buildingtheir
whohairdidn't
have only
to worry
wet
— duck boys, here comes the combi
ESTHER REIMER who has been absent
from the Lab for five weeks because of
Illness, Is now fully recovered and looking
brand new again. Glad to have you back,
ESTHER.
That tiny garment ETHEL DAVEY is
knitting will some day become a beautiful
sweater. BETTY GRABLE looks good in a
sweater, too, ETHEL.
SAMUEL GOLDBLATT, our chemist,
mixed 3 lbs. 5 oz. Hyposulphite of Soda,
U/2 lbs. 5 oz. Sodium Carbonate, and M/2
lbs. 5 oz. of Potassium Meta Bi-Sulfite, and
what do you know? His wife gave birth to
a 5 lb. 15 oz. baby boy! Congratulations
Mr. and Mrs. GOLDBLATT, on your second
son. A bit of advice to SAM. You had
better keep out of that chemical room.

MIKE

LESHING, Commander-in-Chief
Leshing, Western Ave

of

Forf

to send a repair truck. Furious, after an
hour's wait, she called again; when a second truck finally arrived it found the first
truck with a flat tire stalled beside IRENE'S
car. Was it just a coincidence that IRENE
was found with a sharp knitting needle,
or was she really making a pair of socks?
Those pouring rains have unearthed some
new features around the Lab. First FRED
STORY appeared wearing cowboy boots
in the negative cutting pasture, then along
comes CAMPBELL FORSYTHE, who Is a
genius of a machinist, wearing leather
puttees issued him in the first World War.
I must admit it did the trick, for the rainy
weather they did outwit!

Who says negative cutters don't have
troubles?
In one hisweek,
father fractured
back, LEON
his sonROSEN's
was III,
his father-in-law had an eye operation,
and his mother-in-law had a heart attack.
At this writing I am happy to inform that
everyone Is recovering splendidly.
Since EDNA DILLY's ten-year-old son
has been promoted to a higher grade, she
finds It impossible to help him with his
home work.
FRED DANASHEW,

our auxiliary police-

man, can't Imagine why he doesn't have the
same privileges around a fruit stand that
our regular policemen have. He still refuses to pay for that apple.
The day MARTIN BOLGER was really
up in the air was when his son wanted him
to go out in the pouring rain to buy him
a kite.
FRED

BURNWORTH

and

ROBERT

.4

6

/i c t i o n

TUCKER,

our two Coast Guard
serve), have been duly sworn in
received their uniforms. Good
lows, but please be on the alert
on our beaches and moths in your

ALAN

DE WITT

men (reand have
luck felfor Japs
breeches.

has just dropped

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By MARILYN

Hi! happy people. Have you heard the
latest? All of us gals and one fella are
mind-readers. Sure, what else. When your
mail comes in for someone and us not

us a

paratrooper) that he is In
all
the town of (censored) Africa. We're
forget to
pulling for ALAN that he won't
pull that cord. Good thing corny puns
aren’t rationed.
Editor's note; You Would be a hoarder
if they were!
line (being a

On Tuesday, Feb. 29, the West Coast
n
Section of the S.M.P.E. (Society of Motio
Granour
in
red
Picture Engineers) gathe
deur projection room to hear a paper about
by
the new developing machine presented
and
AN,
INGM
TOM
Mr.
NG,
Mr. LESHI
Mr.' BEN ROBERTSON. The paper. Illustrated by slides, was read by Mr. LESHING. After the presentation of the paper
the
the members of the S.M.P.E. Inspected
were
nts
comme
able
favor
machine. Many
. Engimade by the members. The M.G.M
neering Staff turned out en masse. Dr.
was
FRAYNE of the Electrical Research
new
very kind In his remarks about the
equipment.

GAS STRETCHERS
^

By ED LABART

Full mileage from every gallon of gasoline you buy Is now of greater Importance
than ever before. With allotments reduced
almost to the vanishing point, and with
everyone grousing about how they are tied
down, the matter of each doing what is
practical to increase gasoline mileage is
Important.
Here are a few suggestions culled from,
a bulletin by an organization which operates cars, swiftly and continuously:

knowing who that someone is, and then not
knowing who sent It . . . well . . . you can be
fired for destroying studio property, and
that's just what we feel like doing. Confusing, isn't It??? Now, wouldn't It be nice
If you'd write in the upper left hand corner who's sending It and then in the middle
of the envelope whom It's for and where it
goes. Just think of all the mail that would
not get lost! During the course of a week
MADGE INMAN and her gals over In
Fan Mail handle 50,000 fan letters, while
we handle approximately 50,000 Inter-office

PETER JAGORES

letters.
our
best. So smile with us. We're

CITIZEN JAGORES
Many

of us know PETER JAGORES

only

as "Pete," but an amazing record of outstanding citizenship and patriotism is back
of this well known personality on the TCF
Lot.
Born In Athens, Greece, Mr. JAGORES
came to this country in 1912, receiving his
final citizenship papers In 1917. In World
War I he served with the Rainbow Division
overseas, under General MacArthur, was
wounded a.nd awarded the Purple Heart.
He was discharged from the
and spent the following years
New York City, at the end
he came to California and

Army In I92I-,
up to 1935 In
of which time
has been em-

ployed as Steward in the Commissary Department of TCF for the past eight years.

"Defense"
In May,
day went
That first
Mr. JAGORES
sale, when
on 1941,
bonds
purchased a single $5,000.00 denomination
bond. Since then, to date he has Invested
$10,000.00 in bonds, making a total of
$15,000.00 purchased in less than three

Keep tires inflated properly and evenly.
Check generator and charging rate of
battery.

years. He Invests 60 per cent of his salary in bonds and says that inasmuch as he
is unable to serve his country In any branch
of the Armed Services he feels that the

Lubricate car at regular intervals. Irrespective of mileage; once a month Is
suggested.

purchase of bonds represents his patriotic
effort toward the Peace, and incidentally
feels that It Is the wisest and safest Investment in the v/orld.

Oean spark plugs and have points reset regularly.

NELSON

doing

You know, one day it was pouring golf
balls and Miss GLUTZ out in the toolies,
called for a special. So one of our gals
hops In her helicopter and makes a mad
dash outside to pick up this urgent special
— darn the torpedoes, full speed ahead —
only to find that Miss VIRGINIA BAKEDHAM wants a bowl of hot borscht from the
coffee shop. Nasty, isn't it?
And now we come to you plutocrats who
spend your money buying nice things at
Saks, Magnins, Bullocks, etc., and have
them delivered to the studio along with
your laundry. We know things are bad all
over, but gee, they keep tellin' you to be
patriotic.
We're We
only really
postalarepackin'
mas, remember?
sorry, mabut
no more personal deliveries.
It was on a bright sunny morning (?) when
Miss PATTY CAKE came bouncing Into the
Mail Room asking where in the world was
that letter from "Lover Doll." We searched
all day trying to find it and finally saw It
lying there amid a pile of letters. When
she left she took not only the letter, but
also the roof. Well, we don't mind having
the people upstairs watching us anyway.
We

also understand there's a terrific housing problem, so If you are living In your

offices be sure to have "Lover Doll" address your mail there.
We sit here In our little chair and beam
at you when you say $7,000 worth of
stamps please!!! They stick to our fingers,
fall on the floor and then go madly sailing

Have distributor cleaned and points reset or replaced.
Have motor tuned up, gas lines cleaned
and carburetor screens cleaned.

out the door.

Have radiator flushed and cleaned regularly.
Watch tires and switch them so that
treads will not wear excessively.

know what you want. Then we'll grin from
ear to ear. Stamps are on sale from 10
A.M. to 12 noon, and from I to 4 only.

over,

We just got a new boss, too, but then
you probably know Capt. D. R. JACKSON.
He's been on our terra firma for ten

Change oil in transmission and differential gears.
Observance of some of the above will
unquestionably add to the miles you will
get out of each gallon of gasoline which
you place In the tank of your automobile.

Kids, before you come

ARLENE

FRANZVOG and DIANE MILLER,
cutie beauties in the mail room.

two

years now, seven of which he spent in our
police department on the dear old night
shift. Before coming to TCF he was the
postmaster

of Glendale

for seven years.

I
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"Cap." has loads of friends, but we love
him the most.
Attention, all ye wolves! Now we get
to the femmes of our department. Luscious
LOIS MORRISSEY is back with us after an
absence of a month. You've probably seen
her flitting around the lot with our cute
redhead, LOUISE (Texas) LANDERS. Ask
our youngster, POLLY JOHNSTON, what
her favorite name for her husband is. And
while you're at It don't mention that
swooner's name to MARY JANE SHORES
or MARILEE CARPENTER . . . you'll be
sorry. Have you checked our blonde_ department— ARLENE FRANZVOG, wheee!
GRACE BELLITT and AUDRE BROECKER
are two newcomers, both are tops on our
lists, along with BETTY ANN SUSEMIEHL
and FRANCES PORTER. If you see a dark
flash whizzin' by, it's only SELMA SACKS,
our speed demon. BETTY REYNOLDS, our
dark haired Venus, just brought in a friend,
LYNN YOUNG, who was hired but quick.
Both are efficient gals. MINETTE CAPOLOTA, and DIANA MILLER . . . just the
swellest gals this side of the La Brea Tar
Pits, and PAT ORFILA, the best on the
other side . . . me, well. I'm in the middle
of the Pits. SUZIE MENZIES, tall and
slinky, walks as if she's from Georgia. SUZIE's the daughter of popular WILLIAM
CAMERON
MENZIES. PAT CRARY, assistant to Capt. JACKSON, is tearing her
hair out trying to help everyone at once —
and our small fry, TOMMIE EVANS, is always under foot trying his best to help
PAT. MARIA NASTICH can't understand
why all those people keep leaving TCF.
She handles the "not at" mail. Lovely
MARY CLARKE's job is sorting fan mail.
We've never seen cards flying so fast into
the proper places before. She calmly
laughs, takes a puff on her Chesterfield,
and starts back to work when we tell her to
sit down. Boy, what ambition! Oh, yes,
we come to our one other boy, JOHN
MORRILL. He's sorta an in-between. Any
odd jobs that have to be done our JOHN
does — and good, too. Well, happy people
— Oh! Oh! Telephone ringing, probably
another special! Bye!!!

A plethora of pulchritude. Postal Packin' Mamas, From left to right, front, LYNN YOUNG, FRANCES
PORTER; back, MARILYN NELSON, BETTY REYNOLDS, MARY JANE SHORES, MARILEE CARPENTER, PAT ORFILA, SELMA SACKS, and BEHY ANN SUSEMIEHL.

PROCESSIONS

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By JUANITA

BONFIGLIO

In view of the dearth of news from the
Cafe, we will be obliged to fill our column
with sundry stuff and things.
The French have a quaint little expression that we might apply to some of the
goings on at the Coffee Shop — in other
words things have not been strictly comme
il faut, or in good plain American — darn
it, stop bending our forks and spoons all
out of shape!
Now

that that is off our chest, we could

continue to look things up in the dictionary
and give you some really first class translations, thereby filling in a few hundred
badly needed

words.

Why anyone would aspire to be a columnist, we don't know, but sometimes Necessity, that old mother, forces a pill upon us.
The Editors tell us they are five hundred
words short of copy — a plea to our coworkers fails to elicit any departmental
information, nor does flattery or cajolery
move

them. Our profane thoughts unuttered, we will offer blurbs and simple
anecdotes Instead.

Blessed are the meek, for they shall wash
the dishes, might better be paraphrased
"for they shall act in a commentary

ca-

This is probably the quickest way to make
ourselves unpopular outside of voting the

Take "butter" for instance, Webster says
among other things, it is an anhydrous
chloride (amazing, isn't it?) We, of course,
like to think of it spread thick and yellow
on nice crisp pieces of Melba toast, or
on fat fresh parker house rolls — it's nice on
potatoes too! But this solidified fat of
milk is a little difficult to obtain. We

Prohibition ticket, but won't someone
please talk for publication. We could, of
pacity."
course, go from office to office asking
queslions — for instance — "If you must spill
something, would you rather spill a cup of
salt or a cup of milk?" or "If you were
floating on a raft in the middle of the
ocean with one other person and enough

frankly admit we don't understand all we
know about our inability to get more of it,

food for one, would you skip in the briny,

but this we do know— when we
more butter!" we ain't kiddin'.

or push him in, you dog?" We might
emerge with enough strange information
to write a nice psychological treatise, if

We
Two stouf-hearted lads in the Mall Room. TOMMY
EVANS and JOHN MORRILL.

By E. L McMANIGAL

say "No

are happy to say Edith, our hostess,

is getting along fine and will be back with
us soon.

the authorities didn't catch up with us
first. On the other hand, we could hide
behind doors, peer in windows, eavesdrop

8

Action

in the Cafe

or Coffee

Shop, and

FOX TALES

even

stoop to the powder-room technique. True,
we need not necessarily do all this ourselves, but hire some henchman for our dirty
work. We promise the information thus

By FRANK

gleaned
to for
be between
strictly entre
— that's
Free French
us! We nous
could
write

that only then could we afford to be magnanimous. We even have grandiose dreams
of how we would lavish our money on the
poor or less fortunate. Right now you can

a lot of meaningless twaddle (if that word is
good enough for Emerson, it's good enough
for us) right here and now. See? We could
wax reminiscent and recall with poignant
memory the good old days status quo ante
bellum, and discuss briefly a subject guaranteed to appeal to all.
That plate full of dream food, Filet of
Sole Bon Femme at the St. Francis Hotel in
San Francisco — the Pressed Duck with Raisin Sauce at the 21 Club in New York —
the Blintzes and Hungarian Goulash at Mrs.
Weiss' in Beverly Hills — the Chicken Livers
and Nigger Chicken at Hoptons in Missouri— Steaks, two inches thick marinated
in olive oil and a breath of garlic at La
Cucaracha in Mexico City — Pompino En
Pappiette at Antoines — Lobsters Italian
Style at the Grotto Azzurra in New York —
and the mouth-watering goodness of the
Dungeness crabs and hundreds of Long
Island Salts on the half shell. The nostalgic
memories of late evening snacks that
through good fellowship and healthful hunger tasted like ambrosia — thence into pet
recipes embellished with such glowing adjectives that so arouse our gastric juices we
needs must hurry to the Cafe or Coffee
Shop to stay our hunger.
And now
is a good
of proved
there is a
We

if Woolcott was right and there
book in every man, we have sort
that the Editors are right and
column in every reporter.

heard from BOB

India and very much

MILES

who

is in

impressed with what

he terms "all the wonderful sights." He
expected to see NORMAN
PRIMM over
there, but NORM had too many bouts with
Malaria and Dengue and was invalided
home.
No word from SOLLY HALPRIN, probably on his way to some unknown destination. The boys do pop up in the most
foreign places.
SAM WOODWARD
is guarding German prisoners in Ruston, La., and signs his
letters "Sentinel Sam."
Our Grip, CLEVE

RICHARDSON,

bet-

ter known asWe
"Rich,"
is having
appendix
removed.
all wish
him his
luck
and a
speedy recovery.

THERE'S A
SERVICEMAN
WAITING
A LETTER
YOU!!

FOR
FROM

B. DRESSIER

"If I had a million dollars. I'd do thus and
so." How many of us have at one time or
another made that remark? We feel

do something really fine, and you won't
get a vicarious thrill out of it either, but a
darn good down to earth satisfaction worth
more to you than all your dreams of altruism through millions.

Hiding
GERTY,

behind

the

mustache

is GEORGE

Men's Wardrobe, now Quartermaster,
and still somewhere in the Pacific.

Mcl/c,

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL
We

SHIRK

had a very nice surprise visit paid

us by GEORGE McGERTY's DAD, whom
we thank for the swell picture of our sailin'
Sailor — Congratulations, GEORGE, on
your promotion to Quartermaster 1st Class.
This traveling man has been so many places
for such a long time, it took the Navy three
months to deliver his Christmas presents to
him and a couple of them looked like
refugees from Davy Jones' locker —
He got them, though.
Had

two Servicemen

visiting — EDDIE

in this month

WYNIGEAR

from

P.S.:
for
the

The wounded boys in our hospitals need
radios, actually that is all we should need
to say. You have an imagination — put it
to work and fancy yourself In their position. Radios old or new. In working condition or not, are acceptable. We will
arrange to have them picked up if you will
call Frank B. Dossier, at Western Ave. on
Ext. 30, any time between
If anyone

has a

nine and six.

movie projector, any

size, plus some extra film that isn't in active
use, v/e know of some invalided Servicemen who would really enjoy It! Well, they
can dream, can't they?
BETTY BOW, who took a chance on a
raffle the other day, won second prize;
when she started to walk away

with It we

heard a peculiar gurgling sound.

Could.it

have been cough medicine, or doesn't that
come in quart bottles? ,
That's all from Western Ave. Always
your humble correspondent.
The Fox

Army

In San Francisco and JOE JOHNSON from the Navy in San Pedro — too
bad they missed each other by only two

days — they look mighty fine but both complain that there is really nothing new In
their lives.
Uncle Sam reached out his arm again
this month, placed his hand on the shoulder
of the Chief of our Rag-pickins' storing
dept, and said, "DICK JAMES, you're for
me" — yes, sir, on March II, DICK, our
head stock-keeper, passed his pre-induction
physical and Is now awaiting his first orders
from his draft board.

"HAMMER HEAD"
to get
happyletter
Very N's
WATSO
— snow, snow, everywhere, he writes — can't wait to come
home to Sunny? California.
Received a swell letter from ELSA
MATHESON who left MARGARET YARN,
FLOSSIE STIFFLER and FRANK MULLER,
the three mucketeers of our Tailor Shop, last
February — she's spending some time with
her daughter up north and hopes upon her
return the housing situation will have loosened up just enough to let her get an
apartment —
please. MARGARET and
FLOSSIE have alternated on the many recent trips between here and Western Avenue— by
you know we are still buzzin',
cousin,
andthat
how!!!

Our head stock-keeper, DICK JAMES, has his
finger on the trigger, but Uncle Sam has his finger
on DICK, who, come next month will exc'iange
his flit gun in the
Men'sU. Wardrobe
for a real one
in the
S. Army.
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RESEARCH NOTES
By JAMES

J. EARIE

This column can easily be sub-titled
"Wails of a Columnist", or the difficulties
encountered in trying to pry and glean bits
of information about one's co-workers.
We did learn that:
The slogan "Back the Navy" was changed
by MAY MCRRIS the other day to, "Let
the Navy Back You". Her car broke down
and two gallant sailors came to her rescue.
Now we hear that her car broke down
again recently. Come, come, MAYME, we
are sure that you can have it repaired.
FRANCES RICHARDSCN attended the
Academy Award presentations and was
2nd

Lt. HOWARD

Dept., looked

SOUTHER,

mightyto "snappy"
the Lot.

gaffer, Electrical
on his recent

visit

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR

KINGSTCN will exchange her delightful
British accent to a Brooklyn dialect during
this latest assignment. No, no, not that!
BCB CRESTC has become such a devotee of the old-time Movie Theatre on
Fairfax Avenue that any day now we expect his desk to become adorned with pinup photos of THEDA BARA, NITA HALDI
and BETTY CCMPSCN.
What, no
GRABLE?
Amazing how time flies. This month
S/Sgt. JCHNNY HCRVATH will celebrate his Third year in the army. He is still
stationed at Camp Callan, California,
where he is evidently an Invaluable Gl fixture, although there are rumors that he
may go a-travellng soon.

greatly disappointed that "Song of Bernadette" did not receive the award for the
best picture of the year.

RUTH with
FCX her
is enjoying
three
vacation
husband, awho
is a weeks'
Gunners Mate l /c in the Navy. This is his first

You've heard of a busman's holiday?
Well, our own KATHERINE LAMBERT,
who daily has access to over fifteen thousand books, countless pamphlets, maga-

leave after 18 months of duty "somewhere
in the Pacific" and next month he reports
to Washington, D. C., for further schooling.
It takes RCBERT CYRUS SMITH 17
minutes to cycle to work but 20 minutes to
pedal home each evening. Question: How
to account for those three minutes? CYE

Fellows, as of now, you can call V.
ASHEN "l-A ASHEN". In fact he may be
private ASHEN by the time "Action" is
out.

denies that a certain someone gets a fleeting three minute "Hello" each day, but we
know!!

RAY JONES "X" gaffer from Fox and
now cranking first camera for the Army,
was a visitor on the set the other day. RAY
looks swell and says he feels like a million.
JOE KELLY said he expects to see his

SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA

GODFREY

picture in "Action" next month. The picture was made while donating blood to the
Red Cross.
HOWARD SOUTHER came in the other

We are very pleased and proud that our
nice boss, FRED SERSEN, received the
Academy Award for Special Photographic

day to say "hello". HOWARD is a 2nd
Louie in the Signal Corps and is stationed
in New Jersey.

Effects on "Crash Dive."
BUD FISCHER is taking his Basketball
club
Denver for the tournament — good
luck, to
gang!

"Grapefruit" CONNELLY said he would
appreciate it if some of his fellow workers
would not make visits to his grapefruit
ranch. They must be squeezing all his
profits!
JACK DIMMACK says he still has a
hard time keeping his appetite satisfied.
When that boy eats, he really consumes
food.
It's interesting to know that the bowling
team actually came through last week to
win three out of four games.
We are glad to know that AL BAKER
is getting along so well. AL was in the
hospital with pneumonia.
"ARCHIE" RICE says as long as he can
keep all the men in the Electrical Maintenance Dept, happy that he is happy.
Just one big happy family!
FRANK WITTENBERG, known to his
friends as "Corpuscles", was in town last
weekend to see his wife and baby. He said
to say "hello" to the gang and that he
would like very much to see everybody
personally.
BILL PELMEAR has been on the phone
this A.M. trying to find out if he was in or
out of the dog house. Don't be too rough
on him "Goldie".

We

Seaman

2^0, ROBERT

Dept., now

in Idaho

C.

THOMPSON,

is expected
soon.

home

Research
on leave

zlnes and clippings, is an insatiable reader
during her spare moments. Not only does
she belong to the Book of the Month Club,
the Literary Guild and the Reader's Club,
but is now being enticed to join the People's Club. She can give you advance
opinions on the new books destined for
next month's best seller lists.

had a visitor the other day that

everyone was glad to see — MAX DE
VEGA. MAX is in town for a brief visit
(too brief, we think). The charming MRS.
DE VEGA is with him.
Warrant Cfficer PAUL MCHN is "back
home" for a while, and looking very well,
I might add.
The precipitation of last month did not
keep anyone away from this department.
As a matter of fact, several new long dis-

BCB THCMPSCN, the department's
gift to the Navy, is due for a leave soon
and we are all looking forward to hearing
some very Interesting sidelights on the
training of a seaman.
HELEN WEBB, who is still looking for a
house to rent, has now recruited all her
friends and fellow workers to join in the
relentless hunt.
We

believe that the most Important re-

search question tor "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn" is whether or not GERTRUDE

Seaman

2/c

MADALYNNE

SHANNON,

who

is

taking a 2 1-week course in Aviation Instrumental
Mechanics in Chicago, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. ARTHUR
ROYNE, employees of TCP.

Action
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of old envelopes, bills, laundry tickets, in
fact anything with a few square Inches of
space was pressed into service to take care
of thousands of figures necessary (or unnecessary) to whip number "1040" Into
shape. Much time was wasted, many aspirin tablets consumed, many new cuss
words originated, and much sleep lost to
meet the deadline. In the end the whole
darn thing was placed in the hands
an expert with many sighs of relief.

of

Here it is Victory Garden time again
and several of the painters can be found
scratching the soil during the evenings and
on Sundays. Among the amateur agriculturists are LAMBIE PIE HAMILTON who
has been heard to state that he is dying to
get his potatoes planted — CARL BRASSFIELD, TED BRANDON, GEORGE CAULFIELD, BILL HOELZEL and FRANK CLEMENTE.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Well, kiddies, now

your income tax don't forget that sunny
California has a share coming too. You
can also pay the other half of the taxes
on your property that you stalled off before Xmas. March and April are such
jolly months! Cheer up — the nights are
getting shorter, so you can save on your
light bill.
Cur friend TCMMY GCCDIN, the typewriter man, has been ill tor a long time.
Many of his friends on the Lot have missed
him and several have told me to give him
recovery.
their
regards and wishes for a speedy
We

had a letter from EARL

fighting Seabee.

HENRY

L. HOWARD,

employed

as a file clerk in

the Story Files, is now attending State Teachers'
College, Cape Giradeau, Mo., under the Navy
V-|2

College Training Program. HENRY was formerly stationed at the Headquarters of the
Eleventh Naval District as a second class Yeoman.

tance swimming

records were set.

EMIL KOSA, Jr., CLYDE SCOTT and
CLIFFORD SILSBY are exhibiting at the
Oakland annual Art Exhibit, which is quite
an honor — but deserved.
We had a letter from Ensign WALLY
WHITE
WALLY.

the other

day — congratulations,

Young RICHARD GODFREY is now flying deep in the heart of PECOS, and while
he says the Base is nice — the less about
the country the better. Ah, a true Californian!
SAM (erstwhile pencil and paper man)
GODFREY is getting fat and healthy looking and is still "batching it" on his boat in
Balboa. He must enjoy his own cooking.
This department is up to its ears in aeroplanes and aircraft carriers — and yours
truly (who is one of the more fanatical
desk pilots) is enjoying herself thoroughly.
Planes are just as much fun to look at in a
2 inch scale as full size, and the things
that materialize from a sketch on a piece
of paper to the final okayed product will
never cease to be a wonder to me.

Having completed his apprenticeship,
SID BROWN has been promoted to journeyman.
JUANITO Is still doing fine work with
the Marines and has been all over the
South Pacific, and according to his recent
letter to CHET WYRICK he is Inclined to
believe that he may be there for some
time yet. His main worry seems to be
that his son will wear his clothes out before
he gets back!
JACK JANCICH, Jr. says that if the
army lets him alone long enough he would
like to go back to Utah and carry on more
Indian blanket trading. JCHN LAWLESS
claims that JACK carried on a brisk business when there on location.
JACK McCANDLISH was stricken with
an attack while on the stage a short time
ago and was carted off to the hospital.
At this writing he is home again after several days of observation, but will have to
return to the hospital tor further treatment
and possibly an operation.
That All-American combination

that you have paid

WADE,

our

I am happy to report he

is in good health and having fabulous experiences. We stay-at-homes will seem
like a bunch of Inexperienced kids when the
fellows who are doing things return. Even
my son
start to
in World
his 21st

gives me a tolerant smile when I
talk about the good old days back
War I. Incidentally he celebrated
birthday In uniform. I celebrated

my 21st birthday in uniform too — "over
there". Let us hope that this time we so
crush and penalize the Instigators of war
that the next generations ad Infinitum
won't celebrate their birthdays in uniform.
As I write this the night is so still I can
hear the trains puffing like dowagers as
they move

their precious freight. I used

to cuss when I'd get stalled by a freight
at a crossing, but now I love to watch the
mile-long trains creep by. I speculate on
the contents of each car, and when a flat
goes by laden with covered guns, silent
now, but soon to roar our answer to Hitler's boasts, I am suffused with pride.

of WAL-

TER JCLLEY's is still rolling and looks as
though they will be undefeated for the season. To date they have bowled over all
opposition and emerged on the long end
of the score. Both the Toklo Kid and
Schickelgruber the paperhanger (NCT
Local No. 644, A. F. of L.) have felt the
mighty blows of this winning team. The
lineup remains the same as for the last
Army
CHARLIE PERRIN
game:
BCB JCLLEY
AL ADE

UCQUER LANE
By BENNY
Almost everyone is In a sweat,
semi-comatose condition after
with his income tax. For the
weeks it was not uncommon to

BENSON

HARRY

dither, or
struggling
past few
see some

JCHNNY GILMAN
BCB VESELY

character standing in some out of the way
spot muttering to himself over a piece of
paper and pencil. Upon moving closer you
could hear "net Income", "total Income",
"other deductions", "Interest", etc. Backs

LADDIE

HUGHES

GEC.

. . Air Corps
Marines
.

, Coast Guard
Marines
Navy
Army

GGNCZ

DICK KELLEY
PAUL SIBLEY
BCB
BCB

.

WITTENBERG
TRABERT . . .
ERIKSSCN

Coast Guard
. Air Corps
Army
Navy
Army
Peeking

through keyholes is a special privilege ot
ANDY BARCLAY, M. of F. Dept.

April
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OVER THE TRIPOD

dance on one toe to the corner. We

By SYD RAGIN
Congratulations of the month to GLENN
MACWILLIAMS whose daughter was married March 19 to ANDREW SAKS. The
wedding was held at the Westwood Community Church. Another daughter. Miss
JUNE, a WAVE, was able to make the
trip here from Washington.
PAUL MCHN is sporting a brand new
uniform, no less than that of a Warrant
Cfficer. He is on a two weeks' mission
from Washington. PAUL was a former
assistant cameraman, and one of the best.
JCE LaSHELLE Is taking on his fourth
assignment as Director of Photography.
Poor JCE has no choice, for after doing

A super-sew 'em-upper in the Canvas Shop. STAN
SNEAD is the man with the awl.

CARPET AND CANVAS

To JCE

By BASCOM
We

are glad to have STAN

"Murder in Bermuda" It's "Take It or Leave
It" with Mr. STCLCFF, his partner in
crime. They tell me that JCE's lighting Is
right on the beam.

SHOAF

SNEAD,

our

No. I sew 'em upper man, back with us
again after his sneak operation.
To BILL NORTON — The boys want to
know if you are ever coming home. You
must be a better soldier than you were
a carpet man If the Army can't do without
you long enough to come home and visit
your friends.
If any one has any doubts about Spring
or Easter being right around the corner,
walk up to this department and take a look
see In the office at "Dot" THRASHER.
Never have I seen such Eastery looking
dresses. Pretty? Yes, I think so.

MacDCNALD

goes the assign-

feel for you, DANNY,

all

but not In the same

Foreign Scene: V-mail letters are still
place.
pouring In to our office from Capt. EDDIE
CCLLINS (our foreign correspondent) who
was last heard from In India. He certainly is rubbing shoulders with movieltes. Says
the boy sleeping next to him was the oldtimer, WESLEY BARRY. At another base
about five miles away up popped JACKIE
CCCGAN.
A Native big-shot has taken
him to a cricket match to explain the game
to him play by play.
From Sergeant DCN ANDERSCN
in
New Guinea we have an interesting report
that soldier audiences analyze every picture with severe criticism for technical defects. Itseems that they see too many.
We found a funny one from Tech Sgt.
AL LEBCVIDZ in the 5th Amphibian Corps,
somewhere In the South Pacific, who writes
that he was looking at one of his pin-up

ment of "Good Neighbors", a Laurel and
Hardy side-splitter (we hope) with MAL ST.
CLAIR megaphoning.

girls so long she started to move. "What
AL!
shall I do, write Mr. Anthony?" asks poor

CHARLIE GALLCWAY CLARKE helped
to keep the TCF Camera Dept, banner out
In front by bringing home a Technical
Achievement Award for development and

A letter with amusing glimpses of Chief
Petty Cfficer WALTER E. YCUNG
and
his wife in their palatial 2x4 apartment
In a defense housing project in Greenbelt,
Maryland, Informs us that these snapshots
were developed in his kitchen laboratory,

practical application of device for composing artificial clouds.
To HARRY, LCU, RCGER, KENNY,
BUD, PAUL, KURT, LEE, JCE, and JCE,
EDDIE and HUGH — 13 Hacienda overlowing:seers^ of the Valley — we dedicate the folHouse

at a relative's place In Virginia.
A nice description of a hunting trip was
received from C.S.P.P. MAYNARD RUGG,
now In Anacostia, D. C., In which he tells
us that he went on an exciting quail hunt

of Tomorrow

How'll you tell it's a house at all
Whenball.
unbreakable window meets

random

This department, and I am sure, all other
departments are certainly going to miss
JOEL HAWLEY, a fine Studio Club man-

Whentrolled
dust won't gather and din's con-

ager. He passed
chose the Navy.
we say you better
and ready. To the
your noses, gals,

And the attic's not hot or the basement
cold
And the whole thing packs In a carrying
case

his physical 100% and
To the Nazis and Japs
duck, for this man is fit
WAVES we say, powder
here comes a man!

TOM DOYLE, we wish you a lot of luck
as our new Studio Club manager. We are
sure you will do a good job.

Jones and Wiener
Attorneys at Law

•
711 Banks Huntley Building
634 South Spring Street

LOS ANGELES
TRinity

1449
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If you want to move

to another place.

Be it ever so humble — will this be home.
This un-wear-out-able plastic and chrome?
Through the Keyhole: Cn the "Keys to
the Kingdom" set, the Cld Master, ARTIE
MILLER has done It again, bringing little
Cscar home for his excellent black and
white photography on "The Song of Bernadette". The camera crew was also awarded
the Brulatour Trophy for 1943 — awarded
to ARTIE MILLER, PAUL LCCKWCCD
and SYDNEY RAGIN.
The "Kingdom" crew, incidentally. Is
kept In good humor by WALTER E. (effervescence) PITCHMAN, who is still bubbling
over with grippy quips. The other day he
dropped something (a pound less than a
ton) on DANNY WURTZEL's toe, which
caused our poor DANNY to do a ballet

We

could "canvass" the Lot but we couldn’t find
a prettier girl than DOROTHY
THRASHER!
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cards, (what about all those packs in the
desk?) games of all sorts — checkers, chess,
dominoes, poker chips, (you must have a
box of these somewhere) and surely you
have some old baseballs and bats, tennis
racquets and balls lying idle.
Suits of clothes and bathrobes are needed badly; have them cleaned before turning them in.
Radios are almost indispensible — large
or small — they help to fill in the long hours.
They need books for their libraries, and
magazine

subscriptions, and musical instruments too, drums and horns, ukeleles,
mandolins, etc.
Women who have a sewing machine will
find it a simple job to sew squares of clean
wool, old or new, into a size 42 by 54 inch
knee robe. One request from a Chaplain
in a hospital asked for 1500 of these robes.
As a start, the TCP Committee has already sent cookies, a wheel chair, directors
chairs, canes and many other articles. Some
of you amateur chefs can surely whip up
a batch of cookies, and we have it on good
CPL

HENRY

authority that there are numberless recipes

ARNSTEIN

HENRY ARNSTEIN, our Service Reporter, now in London, has written us some
fascinating articles about his peregrinations since entering the Armed Service.
(See March, October, and December, 1943
issues of "Action"). Henry postcards us
that he is attending Balliol, one of the collegiate bodies of Oxford University, and
has a 700 year old room overlooking the
garden quadrangle. Quite in the Lord
of the Manor manner, eh what? We hope
he comes home with an Oxford accent.
We are looking forward to a lengthy
story about England for a future issue of
"Action", as promised
STEIN.

us by CpI. ARN-

Look in your Fibber McGee closet, your
garage, your old trunk, and the bottom
dresser drawer and get together some of
the articles listed below. This is the why
of it.
few nights ago about 85 men

from

20th Century-Fox Film Corporation met
and decided to volunteer their aid to our
Servicemen who are confined to the hospitals in and around Los Angeles. Cften
these men come in from the battle areas
without gear of any sort, and from the experience of those who have worked with
other organizations, we find the following
items are things the boys need and use:
Wash

STURM takes trips up to Fort Crd
is the reason why?

She will not give the slightest hint
No matter how I pry.
Is SALLY DAVIDSCN
Cr is it really true

a myth?

She's working here? Come on now SAL
We'd like to hear from you.
We

lost our BETTY ANDERSCN

She's going to St. Paul
Then onv/ard to New York to work
She will be missed by all.
PAT BUCKMEYER's
From Louisiana way

soldier is on leave

So PAT is walking in a fog
Until he leaves Sunday.
LLCYD BREITKREUTZ says his time is spent
With doctors and at work
MARVIN BRANNCN's
Is driving him berserk.

income tax

We have another bride-to-be
Sometime this coming Spring

that don't require butter!

None

Chief Young has generously donated
room at the Tennessee gate where your

And you should see her ring.

gifts may be held for distribution.

We
CRCSS drive that's on
Goes hope
over the
withRED
a bang
A HAPPY EASTER to you all

Chairman of the Committee is W. E.
WCLF of the Police Dept. Call him on 333
or at his home, 817 No. Kingsley Dr., Normandie 0867. BCB HENDERSCN of the
Electrical Dept, is Vice Chairman. Call him
on 711, or at his home, 2248 Midvale Ave.,
Arizona 3-1714.

other than our BEVERLY

From A. E. TERRY's gang!

This is a good job for you — don't just
put it in the back of your mind — get going
with the Spring housecleaning and turn in
all those things that are no use to you,
but are Invaluable to our disabled Servicemen!

KEEPING TAB

A GOOD JOB FOR YOU

A

KAY
Who

cloths, soap, razors, razor blades,

pencils, (you probably have a dozen in a
drawer some place). Stationery, playing

By RUTH

ROSANDER

Each morning as 1 come to work
I see the midnight crew
Strolling to the doffee shop
To have a cup or two.
JCE MEDVITZ always seems intent
Cn topics of the day
While GLCRIA SMYTH looks starry eyed
Her thoughts are far away.
SALLY McNATT no doubt expounds
The reasons one should buy
A home in Glendale, as she did
She lauds it to the sky.
And JIMMIE WHIMS
So tired of it all

looks so perturbed

May we suggest that JIMMIE
Himself a paper doll?

get

GEORGE

WHALEN, guardian ot the
Casting gate.

April
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THE SCRIPT TEASE
By CELIA HILSENRAD
Playing stand-in to AUDRE ROCHLEN is
— well — It leaves me breathless, but AUDRE
is off to New York (lucky gal) and the department isnot the same without her — nor
will New York be after she gets there . . .
We wedidsawa "double
take" the other
day
when
SALLY McKINNON
BLACK.
She left top spot in the SCHENCK office
for a ranch in Oregon two years ago. She
says it was hard work, but her looks belie
that. We're glad to have her back with
us. That goes for RUTH HOLBROOK,
too. RUTH keeps pretty close to her corner on the third floor of the Ad. building,
but we all missed her, and we’re happy that
she's well again . . .
With all these comings — there've been
some going, too . . . BETTY WATERHOUSE ST. GEORGE has checked off the
Lot to take a fling at domesticity, and so
rumor has It, to await an extra special
event . . . EDITH ASH writes that she
decided to stay on at Trona — she's taken
a job with the naval hospital that is being
constructed there. Gan It be the lure of
the uniform! The girls are anxiously awaiting developments.
ETHEL SCHNEIDER CLARK Is pleased
(as are we all) that FRANCIS, after a long
stretch at teaching others to fly for Uncle
Sam, Is going to do some flying on his own.

Script tease and cheese-cake. From left to right, back row, MAXINE SHIPMAN, WALLY JOHNSON,
EDNA STEINBERG, WADSWORTH
TAYLOR, JEAN MINER, HANK SMITH, and GRAHAM SHAW.
Front row, PAT ELLERTSON, PORTIA LUGOFF, CHARLOTTE JAFAY, MILLIE HECKARD, TERRY
FLEISHMAN, EVELYN ANGUS, URDONNA
NICOLOFF, and TINA PERRY.

never seems quite so profound to the home

MUSICAL NOTES

Good

folks
. . . Could be!
We're LOU
rooting
for
PAT ELLERTSON
and BETTY
VOLD
who v/ere screen-tested recently . . . DOROTHY HARRIS has been put In charge of

Did you know that KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY, diversely known as Mother Confes-

Visitors' Reception. We know the visitors
are going to get a jolly reception from
DOROTHY . . .

night's sleep and an Interest in the daily
menu.

It must be that summer Is just 'round
the corner ... so many of the girls talking

Everyone was thrilled and proud when

vacation. Maybe they're afraid they'll be
caught vacation plan-less, for the period's
been cut this year to end In November.
Cupid (busy as he is these days), took
time out and stopped off at TCF. MARIE
LITTLEFIELD Is now Mrs. ALEXANDER . . .
And wedding bells will soon be tinkling for
JANE GUTMAN In FRED MEYER’s office.
TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN FICTION
COINCIDENCE . . . HARRIET HESS and
PA.TRICIE BROWN, both homeward bound
for New Jersey, and neither knowing of

ALFRED NEWMAN's scoring of "Bernadette" won a justly deserved Academy
Award . . . also when WALTER PIDGEON
congratulated him over Sunday afternoon
GOODYEAR PROGRAM, music for which
Is arranged and conducted by A. N.

He's FRANCIS!
joined the Ferry Command.
luck,

sor, Mrs. Anthony, and a gal's (or a boy's)
best friend, carries on a running correspondence with all the kids In the department who’re in the Service . . . How does
she do it! Believe it or not, she's kept In
touch with all of them . . . Two of our
Navy boys, DICK REIMER and HENRY
HOWARD, despite a lot of tough competition, were selected for special college
courses which will enable them to become
naval officers. In a letter from HERMAN
D'ORAZIO, he echoes the plea of all the
men In the Service, for letters, and more
letters. So, how about It, gals? Let's tell
HERMAN how much we miss him . . .
If you notice a special gleam in BETTY
BILLICK'S eyes these days it's because
she's heard that RIDLEY Is en route home
for a furlough after a long stretch up
Alaska Way . . . RIDLEY Is one of our boys
who left the department to join the Goast
Guard . . .
THE LITTLE GALS

WHO

MADE

GOOD

. . . ISOBEL LENNART, successfully scripting at MGM for the past two years, paid
us a visit. We're always proud to remember that ISOBEL was one of our secretaries
before MGM discovered her . . . And the
beauteous SANDRA POLLAWAY, of the
ZANUCK office, who left the Lot with ANDREW STONE, has checked in again as a
contract player. Can It be that a prophet

the other's plans, discovered that not only
do they have reservations on the same
train, but are in the same car . . .

By MAY

STANHOPE

WELL . . . now that we've all got our
income tax figured — so that we get a
refund — we can settle down to a good

figure
out whetherJONES,
"Bernadette"
wasCan't
written
for JENNIFER
or Jennie was born to be "Bernadette." At any
rate she Is a true artist, who won Academy
Award on her 21st birthday ... a real
Cinderella story, methinks.
Question of the moment . . . yes, every
moment of the day and night . . . with
Studio fathers is: "Are we In, or are we
4-F?" Draft Board has all the answers,

KATHLEEN Is beaming — the department, as always, has gone over the top In
the Red Cross Drive . . . and now KATHLEEN is Interested In getting everyone to
register, so they can vote. Remember
voting is not only one of the privileges of

which it will soon pass out with "Greetings."
Fathers will probably pass out, too. Seriously, from our hearts we wish it were all over
and that everyone could be restored to
their families again.

living In a democracy, it's a significant
duty . . . So, don't forget, if you're not
registered, you can't vote! . . .
ALICE OLCOTT, newly elected vicepresident of the Studio Club, says the editors of our little magazine want suggestions

tor's orders. Here's a prayer that she'll
soon return to us ... as good as new.

. . . Let them know what you’d like to see
in "Action" ...

We miss MARCY SWINDELL, who has
been absent for several weeks due to doc-

ALBERTA BUCHANAN's bevy of assistants duly honored her wedding anniversary and birthday with surprises and
delicious hard-to-get things to eat. Seems

14

y4 c t i o n

our
in the Service — did you get that
letterboys
off yet?

that ALBERTA chose Valentine's Day for
her wedding, knowing that the hearts,
flowers and cupids then on display would
be sure to remind her hubby of that date.

The new Safety Committee Directors for
1944:
Advisory Staff
V. J. Christensen, President
Jack B. Codd
Fred L. Metzler
J. S. Ferguson
D. 0. H. Jones, Eng.
Dr. H. W. Martin
Jimmie Dinneen, Secretary

We hear our friend, HAROLD JONES
(Jonsey) Is now chasing Japs in the South
Pacific . . . and hitting the bullseye, we
bet. Last time we heard from TED
THOMPSON, he was bound for England.
Our prayers and good wishes go out to all
the boys who struggle so bravely to restore
the world to peace and safety. Blessings
on them . . . and may they all soon return
victorious.

Camera Department
Grover Laube
E. Walker
W. Casfle

Three of the newest dolls in this department are always nice to look at. DOLLY
KAYLIN and EDNA GREENBERG, who

L. B. Abbott
A. Miller, Jr.

"room" together are a very pretty team
dressed in soft pastels, with ribbons and
flowers in their hair. And our dark and
lovely BARBARA McCRACKEN is just a

J. Epstein
Carpenter Department
Lee Sicknon
Geo. Hulbert
A. G. Cooper
M. Sandstrom
Jimmie Jenson, Western Avenue

"great, big, beautiful doll." That's why
the boys find an excuse to use the phone
in her office so they can look at her . . .
isn't it so, men?

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

Photographer’s Mate l/c LLOYD DIXON,
Dept, in line for a jump to Chief.

E. PITCHMAN

Gee, It's grand to see the mail arriving
from our boys in Service. The mailman just
brought a sack full of correspondence
which Included letters from CHAS. HOFFMAN, HANK BERZEN, W. KAHLO,
BEANSEY, MACHADO, LOU SMITH,
HORACE DUARTE, SAILOR DAW, WALTER ERICKSON, J. BARNES, BOB FLEMING, Pretty Boy GILLY and last but not
least, FRANK LUBIN. DANNY WURTZEL and JOHNNY LAVIN really bang ou+
the answers. Keeping in touch with our
boys In the Service is one job we really
enjoy.
LLOYD

DIXON,

Grip

looking grand, was In

for a "hello" to the boss and the gang.
He has developed into a remarkable navy
photographer. Flies too. WOODY (Sleepy)
LAGUNE was also a visitor, but had no
time for pictures, hope he'll send us one.
BUNKY ANTWERP writes that he is scheduled for further duty. JIMMY LAVIN is
still in training in Arizona.
Hope LOGAN BROWN's
Keys to the Kingdom" goes
Nice outfit and glad to be a
Of course ARTY MILLER has
with It. Wow! What a lad!

show "The
on forever.
part of It.
a lot to do

PAUL, SID and GEORGE round out a
great camera crew. Wish propmen SULLIVAN and SITTEL would order something
else besides fish. Does It have to be Friday
In every sequence?
The two razzle dazzle girls of the makeup and wardrobe Depts. RAY FOREMAN
and LOUISE KNAPP, respectively, brighten
up the somewhat somber surroundings with
their girlish giggles. They even get a smile
occasionally from Director STAHL.

Nice going In the recent Red Cross
Drive. The majority of the boys came
ways.
through
magnificently — well, don't we alOnce there was a Grip who decided to
park In the forbidden area. Well, when he
finished his shift and started home, he
couldn't locate his car. After a frantic
search of over an hour, he found it. It had
been towed away and parked In the Extras'
parking section. Boy, was I sore!
LOU WURTZEL, Staff Shop, did a nice
job for the boys with those fiendish tax
forms. He is now recuperating at Norwalk.
Adios amigos.

Construction Department
Ben Wurtzel
Phil Adams
Custodian
E. A. Hartwig
Geo. McClain
Electric Machine Department
0. Smith
F. De Clark
Tom Smyth
Electrical Maintenance Department
O. Woodward
M. Alwris
Electric Gaffers & Operators
R. A. Evans
G. A. Jones
0. DIckman
Fire Department
E. H. Enos
H. E. Conlon
GripJ. Department
Lavin
Kenneth Lutes

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

April is the beginning of the new Safety
year. We hope all those going out of
office will remain as Interested and as alert
to safety as formerly. None of us should
be a part-time safety worker.
On the Lot last month there were a number of cases of cars running away. Do not
fail to park your car In gear and see that
the brakes are set.
Casualties from home accidents In 1943
were much greater than those in our Armed
Forces. April is especially dedicated to
the prevention of accidents In the home.
In this connection remember FIRE PREVENTION— clean out all those closets and cupboards, books and magazines especially are
highly inflammable, but don't throw them
away — bring them to the Studio for Servicemen.
We are campaigning for more letters to

Hugh 0. Peck
RayDepartment
Schell
Labor
0. Roche
Jack Walsh
Laboratory, Western Avenue
D. E. Rothschild
Alex Kariakin
Landscape
Department
Geo. Cripe
Paul Riggins
Mike Rossi
Maintenance
Jack Conlln
H. Thomas
Maintenance, Western Avenue
Fred Signor
Mechanical Effects
Wm. O'NeilJ
Alfred Leman
Mail Department
Capt. D. Jackson
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NURSERY TALES

Paint Department
A. RIeser
W. Dunham
Carl Brassfield
R. Bamatter

By JIM
Winter's

Dutch Iris blends its delicate blue with

Property Department
Fred Bahr

the rich orange and yellow of the Calendula; orange, pink and white Iceland Poppies in a frame of green foliage complete
a picture such as nature alone can produce.
We can rhapsodize about a bed of
geraniums in full bloom all In Inspirational
red, and the two large terraces blanketed
with magenta Ice Plant (Cryophytum Crystalllum). These are the banks which have
been used on several occasions as background for color shots of TCF stars. Really
a beautiful picture frame.
Our black and white department is a new
feature. The flower beds are now filled

Guy M. McCoy
N. L. Lambermont
Marvin Sutton, Fixtures
Frank Gogel, Fixtures
Clair Schlosser, Drapery Dept.
Byron Sheffield, Drapery Dept.
Prop and Miniature
Phil Poole
W. Michalsky
J. Spies
Printing Department
Jess Acorn
Sound Department
J. P. Corcoran
L. D. Grignon
Staff Shop
Geo. B. Cooke
J. J. Drew
H. Bell

PFC. ROBERT ROUNDTREE, U. S. Marine Corps.,
for the past two years has been chasing the Nips
around the South Pacific. His proud father is
NEIL ROUNDTREE of the Western Avenue Lab.

Studio Club
Doyle

Transportation Department
Ike Danning
H. H. Sousa
Lou Kohl
S. DeRoco
Ed. Mueller
Tom Krause

smile to break like sunshine and spread Its
warmth in a greeting, but instead you get

Wardrobe Department
C. Sandeen
Richard James
Ed. Ware
FHazel Shirk

your heart. Such a one is MASON MORRIS, better known as MICKY.
Why do certain situations always bring
forth the same old cliches from writers, i.e.,
one old dame

Urban Bldg.
Chas. Flickwir
Eldo Chrysler

tress and inevitably and Invariably a "there,
there, dear" results. Then there's the situation with the villlan, all ready for the knifing

the stony stare, or a "where have I seen
you" look. On the other hand, or more
appropriately, on the other face, one sees
awould
dour crack
expression,
thinkand
a smile
it, but and
lo, you'd
he smiles
wins

GO WESTERN
By JACK

is gradually disap-

pearing and spring's bright blanket of gorgeous color Is settling over every department of the Nursery.

Police Department
Chief Tom Young
Pete Young

Thomas

drabness

BRIGGS

KESSLER

Things have really been happening at
Western. Besides the two bright new nails
driven on Stage Two, there have been
seven hundred and fifty people on the Lot
for the two big productions shooting there.
In a concourse of that magnitude there
would naturally be a certain number of
celebrities. The most outstanding of our
acquaintance being the glamorous and delightful LYNN BARI, and jovial MONTY
WOOLEY. Will have a report of the interviews in the next edition.
A great many things in verse and prose
have been written about smiles, so perchance we won't be amiss if we make a
comment or two. Some people have a face
ready made for a smile, but lack-a-day —
they seldom use It. You might expect a

approaches

another In dis-

or the expose, and a "you wouldn't do
that" is the quaint query.
JAMES DUFFY who has been on the absentee list for some time is back looking
chipper as ever. It is a heartwarming thing
to see the way in which the boys come to
the rescue of one who has had the misfortune of illness. The esprit de corps among
these fellows Is a fine thing.

with black peat (Peat Humus) and all the
walks are covered with white gravel. Our
Superintendent, CHAS. RABOLD, recently
provided this innovation after one of his
periodic visits with us.
There is a quaint curved country lane
running around our nursery front; this, too,
has had a new treatment. A chinked stone
wall runs the whole length of the road and
being covered with vines, etc.. It appears
age old. A rustic foot bridge takes us
across Sersen Creek which runs In front of
this 300 foot wall. The wall borders a
flower bed the full length of It, where
hearty stock plants are grown to be used
in propagation.
The boys are striving to provide an exceptionally colorful array of bloom all
through the summer, and it looks as though
they will make it!
Our Nursery boys In the Service will see
a tremendous change in their old home
when they return, and we hope it will be
soon !

TCF BOWLING LEAGUE
By IKE DANNING
Having had so many many requests to
write the column again after my last epic,
and the fact that I like to see my name in
print, I will again expound.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestview 5-0125

Evenings
Crestview 6-4583

Thanks again,

my readers.
BARLE BARON's
. Well,
21st ONSWk.
walked. .off
with high
series tonight

with 2822
high game
the winners'
260 while

and LYNN BARI's team stole
with 992 . . . FRED BART hit
circle for high game of 234-36A. McVICKERS nabbed high

series with 536-87-623 . . . The gals' 160
group Includes; VI HOGAN
178 and 169,
LOUISE JONES and MARGARET HUDSON 160 each . . . Men 200: FRED BART
224, ARMAND
ALLEN 213, CHRIS
CHRISTENSEN 212, BILL WINTER 212,
FOX 211, LEICHARDT 209, STEURI 206,

Action
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JOHNNY BODNER 206, J. FINK 205,
DURKSHIRE 205, and WALT TRANO 203.

24th Wk. . . With HAROLD BOW shooting one of the finest series he has had in a

. . . 22nd Wk
DON AMECHE's LITTLE
FOXES
took
4
points
NEMAN'S
CONSTRUCTION and asfrom
a result
are in

long time
UPS
won
high (505),
seriesBETTY
with GRABLE's
2915 . . PIN
. BOB
PALMER, of the same team, shot a beautiful 601-78-679 series to hold BOW up . . .
GEORGE DEMPSEY, with a 242-16-258
had no trouble in winning high game . . .

undisputed first place in the league standings. Not only that but they won high
game with 987. What did you say, DAVE?
MARTHA RAYE'S RAYS had to carry
GEORGE MILLS but they won high series
with 2956 . . . Gals 160 or better . . . R.
SATTERLEE 188; JEAN BANTA 172, BETTY
BOW 165 and 160, ALICE McVEY 160 .. .
Men 200: BEN FUGLSBY 236, CHRIS
CHRISTENSEN 225, LEICHARDT 212,
BILL WASHO 209 and 203, ARMAND
ALLEN 208, LOU WOLF 208, CARLILE
BUZZY BUSBY 211, GEORGE MILLS 210,

MARTHA RAYE's RAYS, with a 984 game,
just nosed out my team in that event . . .
Gals 160 cr better: MARGARET HUDSON
186 and VI HOGAN 168 ... Men 200:
GEORGE DEMPSEY 242, WALT TRANO
224, BOB PALMER 214 and 213, FRED
BART 213, DAVE MALMEN 212, JAEGER
209, CHRIS CHRISTENSEN 208, STEURI
207, MICKEY MORGAN 201 and JULIUS
C'NDRICH 200.

ART DEPARTMENT
By HELEN

ETZLER

Great guns, have things been happening
around here!
NAN

IKE

DAMNING,

Transportation Dept.
brave motto, IKE.

That's

a

208, MONTY BONOME 206, FINK 205,
and just under the wire JOHN McCAFFERTY with 200 .. . "LUCKY" BEN
FUGLSBY won high game with 236-14-250
and MONTY BONOME high series of 56963-632 . . .
23rd Wk. . . . With a terrific 1041 high
game AMECHE'S LITTLE FOXES took 4
points from the GREMLINS and increased
their league lead . . . Our Prez, with a 58636-622 nabbed high series and CHRIS
CHRISTENSEN high game with 238 . . .
LYNN BARI'S team won high team series
with 2970 ... By the way, I bowl on a team
called THE FIVE LITTLE FOYS . . . Gals 160
or better: ALICE McVEY 183, VI HOGAN
181, PHYLLIS HUFFINE and BETTY ANDERSON 169, BETTY BOW 164 and 160,
JEAN BANTA 160 .. . Men 200: CHRIS
CHRISTENSEN 229, JESS WOLF 229,
JOHN McCAFFERTY 225 and 202, HAL
SAILOR 214, WALT TRANO 212, THE
AUTHOR 212, CARLILE 211, GUS JONSON 208, GLEN REED 205, ARMAND
ALLEN 204 and 203, FANNON 202, J.
FINK 201. DUTCH SOUSA 201 and
BILL WINTER 200.

GLENNON

is at the Good Samari-

tan'Hospital recovering from an operation.
vlEAN STEWART, just home from the
Santa Monica Hospital, where she was
taken after being run over In a freak accident here on the lot. Fortunately, nothing
was broken. Hurry back, as we miss the
two of you very much.
JOHN WILLIAMSON, head Set Controller, isa I-A and expects to leave here
any time now. HOWARD FENTON, recently of the same department, will become
a Red Cross Field Director, if his plans
go through.
BOB HALLER, now employed at Selznlck Studio, wen a dllly of a radio on a
twenty-five cent chance. Ah, the luck of
some people.
JOHN EWING came down with the
three-day measles, of all things. When are
you going to model that little article the
boys rigged up for you?
A surprise visit from: Lt. PEACOCK, former Sketch Artist, now with the Marines.
Also WILLIAM SCHMITT, who Is serving
as a fireman at Muroc Flying Field.
Welcome to newcomers JAMES MONGAN, RICHARD MORRIS, Set Controllers;
ARTHUR BILODEAU, draftsman; PHIL
BARBER, Sketch Artist.
On New Year's Eve, JOE DANIELS
made a resolution — to give up smoking.

Not only has he kept said resolution, but
he is about to take out a preacher's permit on the "Evils of Smoking." By the
way, JOE, will you explain the national
debt to me???
This gal was certainly thrilled the other
day
— I actually
held an for
"Oscar",
awarded
BILL DARLING
his workoneIn
SONG OF BERNADETTE.

THE PLASTER CRACKS
By WANDA

KAHNE

This Information comes to you through
the courtesy of CLIFF STINGLEY, Model
Maker, and released through the original
"Digs" Department.
Our congratulations to Mr. JAMES
VASEVI and Mr. WILLIAM (Bill) DARLING
on receiving the award for the most outstanding Art Direction for 1943, on the
picture "Song of Bernadette." We have a
very fond feeling for the boys In the Art
Dept. — they keep the steaks on our tables.
MARVIN JACOBSEN bought himself a
beautiful hill-top home in the Pico Gully.
Whatever you do, JAKE, don't Invite the
Stagg Gang over for a house warming —
you'll be sorreeee! JAKE wondered why
he hadn't seen the sun since moving In and
the real estate man Informed him that the
smoke screen from the South Pacific was
the cause of the trouble, and would only
last for the duration.
As BILL WASHO strolled through the
Staff Shop looking over some of the work,
one Castor, CHARLES ANDERSON, who
has been working here off and on for the
past ten years asked, "Who Is that man,
does he work here?" — Later we saw that
they were introduced!
No hesitation on the fellows' part when
it comes to working, especially when they
are so fortunate as to hear the melodious
voices of JAMES DREW and LEW WURTZEL lifted in exquisite harmony!
HARVEY

RAFFAELLI,

Plasterer, will be

a member of Uncle Sam's forces by the
time
GARY.this gets into print. Lots of luck,
NICK BONOME now has an APO
ber— smooth sailing, NICK.
VERNON

NOBLES,

num-

we understand, is

thinking
goingall Into
the baseball
"war work"
as a
side line.of Like
the old
players,
HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY- FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE
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he isn't going to let anything slip through
his fingers. Someone told him he could
cross Woodpeckers with Carrier Pigeons
and they would knock when they deliver the
message. We are anxiously awaiting the
results.
From a very reliable source we found
out that A. D. (Pee-Wee) LEONARD purchased a little walnut stain to rub out a
few gray hairs, then sneaked down to the
Marine Recruiting Station to enlist. He
passed all the examinations but one — the
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March 19, 1944

Doc asked him to stand on one foot and
lump up and down! That was the end for
Pee-Wee, the Doc saw his bow legs! Now
don't kid the little man too much, as he felt
pretty rotten over the deal.
To all the boys in the Service, wherever
they may be — God bless you, and keep
you. Smooth sailing, and happy landings!

Dear Studio Employees:
This is my first letter to "Action" and If
I make It good, maybe it'll get in the Servicemen's section. I'm not too well acquainted with all the employees on the Lot,
as I was only there for about 6 weeks last

LEFT WING
By WILLIE SCHRAEDER
Someone was talking about the seven
Cardinal Sins and the nine Cardinal Virtues and we got all mixed up with the Ten
Commandments and guoted the tenth as
"Thou shall't not plagiarize your neighbor’s
copy", so of course we won't be able to
tell you that JERGIE JORGENSEN is going out for a champagne and lobster supper. She promised faithfully that if she can
find a slipper that isn't toeless she will have
a shoe-full for us.
DICK HUCKINS, being naturally of a
very taciturn disposition, won't speak for
publication, but by means of the sign language he was able to convey to us that his
incorrigibles are up to tricks again.
FLORENCE SLOTT, the sweetheart of
the Navy, drops around occasionally and
gives us her left wing observations. There's
something about an orchid, she says, that
transforms a woman's entire personality.
Whether it is the significance of the flower
itself, which from a purely monetary point
of view slightly outweighs the Mystery Gardenia and the whimsical bunch of violets,
or the fact that It transcends the mundane
and lifts her for a fleeting moment into the
realm where she has long lived In Imagery
— the adored, the beautiful, the extravagant.
ESTELLE, the gasoline girl, doesn't want
a thing in the world but a mink coat and a
car of her own. A little collusion, ESTELLE, and this might be arranged. After
all you are the Gas Girl!
LILLIAN GINSBERG Is a left winger too,

'
I

so probably won’t object to a few split infinitives. When Interviewed she admitted
that her favorite subject was Man. We
quote as closely as possible her observations:
There is no finer example of animated
inanity than two male egotists each encouraging the other to project the illusion
of h Is own importance, thus proving that
man will always assist man in becoming a
bigger and better fool as far as his ego
leads him. It Is nice, this little ego of theirs,
it affords them so much consolation. A
man is usually unhappy unless he is making converts to his personal God, and regards every unguarded ear as a shrine for
his altar. He will do unpredicted things
and even attempt the Impossible to make
himself appear as the picture he carries of
himself, and by Interposing this Image be-

I

tween

I

]
,
i
[
;

I

himself

and

reality, he

helps

some-

what to guard off the shock of a rude awak-

LILLIAN

GINSBERG cer+ainly isn't a debit in tlio
Credit Union!

ening. Throughout the centuries however,
man, for the soundest of biological reasons
has always been the show-off, this of course,
encourages the ancient passivity of women,
which Is as it should be — Man Is the brain
and the brawn and woman the sought after
and protected.
We see him, self-assured and beaming,
counting every smile a conquest; never unaware of observation, considering his slightest whim a demand — the prototype of the
hero.loveButhim!
God bless him, he's a man and
we
We are trying to convert HELEN de
MELLICOFF to a proper left winger. As
a matter of fact she so rarely emerges
from her little office that she hasn't come
Into contact with the more radical of the
group. We feel that beneath her quiet demeanor she's a sensational rumba dancer
and a whizz at repartee.
NAOMI RECTOR frightened us a little,
on account of which she seemed so austere, and her office was so full of cases and
tables and desks and no draperies. But
we found out she Is quite a connoisseur of
surrealistic art, and unfortunately all we
could catch were a few words about design, mastery of color, subconscious mental,
and imagination. Too bad we didn't have
our shorthand notebook with us, we probably missed out on quite a few genuine
pearls.
We wouldn't necessarily call BEN
ROSENMAYER an academ Iclan, but he
certainly throws a lot of weight around
when it comes to knowing whose who in
the educational and cultural world.

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

Beverly HiUs
California

Open
and

Please say "hello" to JUNE EISNER, also
to the mail room gang, who are probably
all girls now! I would also like to hear
about DICK JAECKEL who was In the maif
room when I worked there. I understand
he is really making a name for himself, and
that his next film might be a starring role
for him.
I can't tell you how Impressive "Guadalcanal Diary” was to me and to the three
fellows who saw it with me. Incidentally
two of them are beyond Pearl Harbor
now, and the other is ready to board a
ship soon. As for myself, just a little time
until I find myself away out In the Pacific.
Thanks for the cigarettes every month
and "Action" magazine, and I hope to hear
from some of you. If they don't print my
address in the magazine, perhaps it will be
available In the Studio Club office.
Regards to all of you.
PAUL YOUNG
Paul Young RM 3/c
March 5, 1944
Dear Jimmie:

I wanted to thank you for your card
about the doings of The Safety Committee
and the Studio Club.

It's extremely gratifying to be kept
posted on "what's happening" at TCF,
and don't think that those of us who are
away are not Interested. I read every
copy of "Action" avidly from cover to
cover. I always get a warm feeling when
I read about the Safety Committee’s acbody.
tivities, because, as you recall, I represented the Electrical Dept, on that same

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.

May and June, and didn't have a chance
to meet so many of you, but those I met
were really swell, and If you are all like
that, then I can see another reason why
I'm sold on 20th Century-Fox!
I want to thank TCF for the swell Christmas gifts 1 received. This Is a little belated
thank you note, I know, but I have been
quite busy for the past few months and
haven't had much time to write. I spent
Christmas at Farragut, Idaho Naval Training Station. Soon after I was moved to
Los Angeles, and then transferred here to
Sa n Bruno. This is a swell station and it Is
the last one before I go overseas, which
will not be very long from now.

That's all for now, and in the meantime.
Regards and best wishes,

Fvenings
Sunaay

Crestview

1-0915

HOWARD
2nd Lt. Howard T. Souther
Long Island, New York
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Dear Studio Club Members:
Please excuse my lack of correspondence,
have been working pretty hard for a long
time. I have been in and out of the States
frequently In the last nine months, but now
I am out of the States for an "indefinite"
period. Thus I will have to tell you In writing what I used to convey in person. I
guess I won't be making any personal appearances on the Lot for some time to
come.
I arrived here in this Squadron on the
18th of February. I was happy to join another Squadron until I had one glance at
this base. I then decided that I was sacri-

MM

2'c ROBERT H. RIDGEWAY, presently stationed in Albany, California, one of TCP favorite
sons.

March

4, 1944

Dear Friends at. TCF:
Just a little letter to let you know I am
still in the U. S. I am now attending the
Radio Operators’ School at the University
of Chicago. Everything here is perfect —
the food is the best, and the living quarters are tops. I am very happy but still
wish I were back at 20th Century-Fox.
Sincerely,
FREDDIE
Fred Goetz, S 2/c
Chicago, Illinois
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ficing an awful lot of comfort for the privilege of belonging to this outfit. But since
I have found out that this is practically a
new Squadron due to many new replacements. I know now that these boys have
had many hardships and are trying hard to
break the bad luck jinx that has dogged
them.

I can't tell you the location, as censorship does not permit. I censor my own
letters, however, so you see I play the

This is an army base surrounded for miles
game.
by thick jungles. There are villages here
and there. Inhabited by African Negros
and their respective chiefs. The widely
separated cities are far and few and are
inhabited by African Negros, native Indians, (Carab) Javanese, Chinese, French,
Hindus, and a certain white majority, which
I can't disclose. The country in terrain
Is mostly flat and possesses thick jungles,
swamps, crocodiles, sand fleas, large red
ants, mosquitos, and hundreds of other
tropical specimens of flora and fauna. To
an adventurer this place 'could be called
a tropical paradise, but not to me. It rains
here every two hours on the clock. I believe that the author of the book, "The
Rains Came", lived here In order to acquire
his inspiration to write the book.

EMPLOYEES

The monetary system is the most peculiar I have ever encountered. It Is a foreign exchange of the European type. The
bills were all printed by the American
Bank Note Company of the U. S. A. The
small denominations are very Inexpensive
on the exchange and printed on cheap

We

sell tor cash, are

seventh

located

on

the

floor and have many direct connections with manufacturers. These are

some

of the reasons why we can guarantee savings of 25% end MORE
ON
EVERY PURCHASE
at PHILLIPS. Please
bring identification as we
to the general public.

Wm.

E. PHILLIPS

do

not cater

Co.

Jewelers, Importers, Mfrs.’ Distributors
7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315 W. FIFTH ST., L. A. 13
DAILY
10 TO 6
Sisrn
20th

Up a New Member for the
Century Fox Studio Club

paper, they are equal to fifty cents and
twenty-five cents. The larger denominations
are printed on a better grade of paper,
but all are filthy and worn. The system Is
not flexible and as a result we lose money
every time we cash a bill.

Thanks for the regular arrival of "Action". Ifit were not for that I would not
be able to keep pace with civilian life of
which I hope to become a part in the not
too distant future.
Thanks for the
are becoming a
ury. While I was
set at a premium

smokes too, again they
necessity and not a luxin the RAF smokes were
and I was very popular

with my English, Irish and Scotish Squadron mates as the results of the Studio Club
members' generosity.
Last week this base had the honor of
braving Miss lllona Massey as our guest.
She arrived by an Army sea plane. Upon
her arrival we were also visited by one of
our usual rain squalls and no ceiling. The
pilot made a run for the areodrome and
missed the whole length of the runway
which Is 7,000 feet long. As a result the
ship nosed over on Its back at the end of
the field. No one, including Miss Massey
v/as Injured, but they were all badly shaken.
She was a regular trouper and did two
shows prior to her departure. I hope they
left In a Navy ship!
Well, fri ends, I must close as I am due
out on a flight, and besides there Is too
much noise In an operations room to concentrate on writing. With the best of luck
and good wishes Sincerely,
to all Studio Club members, I remain.
JAY

R. ROSS

Lt. Jay R. Ross, USNR
c/o Fleet Post Office
New York, N. Y.

March 8, 1944

Hello Gang:

Greetings from kangaroo land. Don't
know who to thank for sending me the
stills of the Fox lovlies, but tell them for
me

and the whole Battalion — THANKS

MILLION!

A

Believe me those pictures have

caused some

stir around here, officers and

men alike really "ate 'em up". They will be
run as pin-up girls In our camp paper.
The December "Action" arrived today
and yesterday my smokes came, thank you
very much.
We have started on our second year
away from the states, and let me tell all
and sundry that that's a long time. Have

Occasionally I am diverted to one of the
coastal cities for a supply of petrol In order
to finish a job or to return to my base.
These cities are a sight. It depends upon

no idea how much

where you land as to what country you're
In — one might belong to one foreign country and the next to another, thus the people and the monetary systems are different,
but the striking similarity is the same as
to filth, poverty, and the variety of classes
of people.

will close for now.
for everything.

longer we'll be away,

but
home.speaking for myself. I'm ready to go
No

news that I can pass on to you, so
So once again, thanks
As ever,
FRED

J. Fred Lutz, cm

l/c

c/o Fleet Postoffice, San Francisco
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We are really getting ready for big
things, and all Hell should break out with
a bang around April or thereabouts. This
time there will be much blood spilled as
they are really going places. Everyone is
taking special training in grenades and submachine guns, and I see where we also have
to go to camouflage school. They are employing new and daring tactics now — a
large group of men go in a D-minus — that
means they go into the country they expect to Invade one whole day ahead of the
main force in order to set up and prepare
gun emplacements and installations. Of
course they stand wonderful chances of being annihilated, anyway, it is very risky
business and I understand that one of our
groups has been chosen to go on the Dminus.
I saw an amusing Incident at this Island.
The Marines have a small store or PX here
and two native women walked in, one in
particular examined many items. The white
operator was very patient and spoke to
her in both the sign language and pidgin

CpI. PAUL A. STANHOPE, Jr., Crew Chief, Army
Air Transport Command, is the son of PAUL A.
STANHOPE, Sr., make up artist at TCP. PAUL Jr.,
now en route overseas, is a graduate of John Marshall High. After the war, if he's not too airminded, he might become a make up man too.

March

15, 1944

Dear Gang:
I wish to thank all of you for sending me
a package for Christmas which I received
last week, but am sorry to say it was a
total loss. I couldn't salvage a thing out
of it, nor do I know what it contained
other than a Fruit cake. I do not understand how this could have been spoiled as
it was packed in a tin container, but it was
all eaten away by some bugs, and it made
us feel so badly as we were really hungry
for something good to eat. Anyway I want
to thank you for your kind thought and
am sorry you were put to so much time,
trouble and ration points in sending it.
With the exception of three, all of my
packages were spoiled. I understand that
at least 80 sacks of mail were ruined. It's
really best to forget such things. By the
way, just what in Hell are ration points?
We left before they were using them in the
States, but it does sound rather complicated.
Well, I am

at a new place once

again.

This Island hopping is making me "Island
Happy." ! have given up all hope of returning to the United States for a long
time — that is if I am one of the fortunate
ones to get back. I believe the main reason for this is because we are now seasoned troops and experienced in Jungle
Warfare having lived in combat areas for
over a year. No one is supposed to be in
this climate for over three or four months
at one stretch without going to a cooler
place for a rest and we have not been out
of the Jungle for a whole year.

English, such as "You want something
buy?" — "Me showy you", etc. Finally, after
taking her sweet time, she almost floored
us by talking in the most perfect Oxford
accent, "I am just perusing your wares. Is
this the only selection you have, as I wish
to purchase a pipe for my girl friend
here". I wish you could have seen the
"girl friend". She had her hair cropped
close and bleached blonde by a solution
of lime in order to destroy her uninvited
head inhabitants. She wore a nose ring
and a colored feather was Inserted in the
lobe of one ear. She was bare breasted
and
her
her
she

her baby
shoulder.
waist, but
wanted to

was playing peek-a-boo over
She had several pipes around
I suppose like all pipe lovers
add to her collection. When

the baby fretted, she obligingly gave it a
puff from her pipe. These babies are really
cute, but they must be diseased. I gave
this mother several rolls of toilet paper,
soap, talcum powder and some towels for
her baby. The mother immediately doffed
what she was wearing and used one of the
towels for a skirt. The woman who spoke
such excellent English said her father was
Irish and her mother a native of the Island
of New

Britain. She was educated In Australia, but returned to the Solomons to live
where she could be accepted socially!
There are huge coconut plantations here
on this island owned by a large British firm,
but the Jungle is creeping back and claiming the land again as the coconuts have not
been harvested for the past two years, and
it's just a mass of rubble. The, effects of
war are everywhere; the tops of the trees
are shot away by the Naval shelling, landing barges are scattered by the hundreds
around the beach, and giant Japanese luxury liners that carried troops to their death
and were forced by Naval engagements to
beach themselves, are lying on the shore.
I have counted ten large ships in our area
with their bows high in the air.

Did I tell you that we had an engagement with a Japanese submarine in the
Coral Sea and that their torpedoes missed
us by only a few feet. It is a good thing
we don't know what lies ahead of us. We
heard that two days after we left the last
Island we were on, the Japs sneaked
through and pattern-bombed our camp
area, destroying all signs of life, foliage,
etc., they thought it was the dispersal area
of the Bomber Strip. We were surely lucky.
Some soldiers had moved into a bivouac
nearby and their casualties were heavy.
One day before we left some of our planes
and destroyers sank two Japanese troop
ships only a mile from us. We didn't know
if they were evacuating their troops or
trying to invade our positions. Anyway,
it's a great life
Some natives
asked for some
information was

if you don't weaken.
came into a Sick Bay and
Quinine and Aspirin. This
relayed to Intelligence, as

the natives don't know these medicines
from a lump of coal. We have not had
quinine for over two years, so they knew
that Japs must be wanting it, and a large
patrol was sent out to investigate. Two
camp.
Marines were hacked to death right in our
area, so it isn't too safe even in our own
I am

taking a course from the Marine

Institute at Washington, D. C. I don't exactly like this mail order study, but I
thought I would like to try and improve my
mind in my spare (?) moments. These
courses are given by famous universities
and the papers graded by professors who
are paid by the Government. It is hard to
study in a combat area, however.
I suppose I can tell you now of our trip
from the States over a year ago, and if not
the censor can cut it out. We were more
or less of an experimental group in that
we sailed alone and without convoy. Everyone gasped when we pulled out alone. Outside of the guns they depended solely on
the ship's speed to outrun a submarine. On
the way over a Jap destroyer spotted us
and we were chased for 800 miles. Three
days before we reached our destination the
Captain called everyone together and said
we were now in the danger zone, and to
keep Mae Wests (life jackets) on constantly
and that if we were attacked that the ship
would not sink instantly and to go over
the side calmly. Submarines were waiting
alright, but the scouting planes got them.
Some

of the later ships were not so fortunate. Iguess this is enough for this time —
it is hard to write any kind of a letter, but
one of the Yoemen said I could use one of
the typewriters and I jumped at the chance
as
it would take forever to write it in longhand.
Hope you • are all well, and my best to all,
DAN
Dan

Pinck, SK

I/c

Fleet Postoffice,
San Francisco, Calif.

PAULINE L. DAVISON
1631 ASHLAND AVE
SANTA ?iONICA, CALIF.

March

6, 1944

Dear Friends;
I used to read letters from different fellows about how movies were really entertainment lifesavers when they were stationed far away from civilization. But by
qolly, I never realized just exactly what
they meant until just recently.
It would do your heart good to see how
eager the fellows here are to attend the
Post Theatre. You see, since this is a Bombardier school it has to be located far

Feb. 15, 1944

his friends haven't forgotten him.
Thanks a lot and tell all "Hello" for me.
L. K. (Whitey) ELLISON
Camp Peary, Va.

"The Purple Heart" and last week we saw
"The Sullivans". They are both tops.
Thanks again for the cigarettes and the
"Action".
We are supposed to graduate as Bombardier Navigators the end of next month
then have a furlough. I am looking forward to visiting you all then.
Sincerely,
S. GRAY

Childress, Texas

PLUS

Los Angeles, Calif., under
Act of March 3, 1879.

Your carton of cigarettes was received
today and words cannot express the good
feeling a Serviceman has when he realizes

MANY

Fax Hills Cafe
SANDWICHES

& HOT

Hello Gang:
Received

Somewhere

in New

Guinea

a swell package from you via

the N. Y. office yesterday — a

delayed

Christmas gift. 1 guess there Is no necessity to note the articles it contained as you
are no doubt quite familiar with the contents. However, I do want to state that It
was the first such an assortment I have seen
which was really practical and usable. The
only Item In It which I cannot use Immediately Isthe furlough bag, but even that will

Cocktails
LUNCHES

•

We’re

class

matter at the Post OfFice,

Dear Studio Club:

enough away from any place so that the
wildest bombs dropped will always hit
harmlessly on the Texas prairie. At any
rate the Post Theatre is about the only
available s,ource of good entertainment,
and I can say for all of us that we sure do
enjoy and appreciate the pictures. Of
course, I am partial to Fox pictures, and
we have a lot of fun talking about which
studio makes the best. You folks are turning out some swell ones. Yesterday we saw

JOSH

Entered at second

see its day of glory some months hencewhen 1 get a furlough to the mainland. I
was overwhelmed, I assure you, by the

10271 W Pico Blvd.

generosity of this box, but was even
further astounded by the accompanying

Crestview 5-9377

letter which announced the Imminent arrival of a second box! I want to thank all

just around the corner
the Pico Gate

concerned, individually and collectively,
via this missive, for their part In this matter.
I doubt If any of you will ever completely understand how swell it makes us feel,,
here In the Jungle, to open a nice package

600

like that from home,

and realize we

not forgotten there.
Regards to all,

BOOKS
OTHER

from

DICK

Pvt. Richard T. Smith
C

O

Postmaster,

USEFUL

San

Francisco

ITEMS

Received To Date For Distribution To

HOSPITALIZED

SERVICEMEN

THANKS ! - Keep Up The Good Work
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of the Lot

"MEET THE SECRETARIES" — Left.
ROSE STEINMAN, secretary to EUGENE
LING — no relation to Bow-Ling. Although
a Californian for ages, she's still a Hoosler
Dear Boss:
Our own Dan Clark of the Camera
Department Is blazing another trail In
camera history by using "Monopak" film
In THUNDERHEAD — SON OF FLICKA.
Monopak Is a new film developed by
the Eastman Kodak Company, which Is
revolutionary In that the photographer
needs no special cameras and equipment
and It records exactly what It sees — vividly, clearly and accurately. Colors will
no longer lose their Intensity, so costumers and scene painters can choose whatever tints and shades they want and see
them on the screen exactly as they picked
them. Make-up will be used more sparingly, too.
Do you remember the Camouflage Unit
of Marines who trained on this lot in 1942?
Well, — these men were under the command of Major General Keller Rockey,

at heart. Center photo Is ROSE

MOSER.

She's been with TFC nine years and has
been HENRY KING'S secretary six years.
Rose was born in Paris, France, and came

the Commanding General of the 5th Division of the U. S. Marine Corps, in training at Camp Pendleton. Monday, General
Rockey was a guest for lunch. The General
says that the boys who trained on the lot
are all overseas now and the camouflage
tricks they learned here have proved Invaluable.
Wasn't there a child actress called Baby
Peggy? Our little Peggy isn't doing so
badly. Little Peggy Ann Garner, called
"the most natural child who ever appeared
In films," has 360 separate speeches In
A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN. This
is 92 speeches more than Jennifer Jones
had in THE SONG OF BERNADETTE. Out
of a 73-day shooting schedule, Peggy Ann
is due to work 71 of the 73 days. No other
child player has ever been so continuously
"on call" for any one picture.

to America when she was a wee tot. Right,
MARJORIE OWEN, secretary to EDWARD PADULA, Test Director. Marjorie
halls from Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Peggy Ann is having a great time. For
four h ours a day a school teacher teaches
her the intricacies of correct grammar and
such, and then a well-meaning director
instructs her In the lingo of a Brooklyn
tenement
dweller
for her part
of "Francie,".
In A TREE
GROWS
IN BROOKLYN.
Peggy Ann has grown three Inches since
she played In JANE EYRE. At that rate
she will outgrow her clothes before she
finishes her present assignment.
Every other adult actor may regard
child players as pure poison, but not James
Dunn. He considers them lucky for him.
Ten years ago he and Shirley Temple were
an unbeatable combination, and now he is
playing with Peggy Ann Garner In A
TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN. Peggy
Ann is probably the only actress in films
for more than six years who has never
worn make-up.

Action
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to take her pulse and temperature twice
daily to report symptoms if they should
appear.
Gosh, boss, BATUCA NEGA isn't oleomargarine! Itis that new smash-hit song
written by Ary Barroso for Carmen Miranda in SOMETHING FOR THE BOYS.
That picture is certainly going to delight
the musically minded. Cole Porter wrote
the title song which Vivian Blaine sings,
and Perry Como

warbles "In The Middle

of Quite
Nowhere."
a crowd gathered on the set to
see Sheila Ryan get what appears to be
14 well-beaten raw eggs in her face, for
a comedy scene in SOMETHING FOR
THE BOYS. For obvious reasons it had
to be a "one take" scene.

HERMAN
Herman,

LEIBER.
tor your

Still Lab

Foreman.

Thanks,

cooperation in developing
atives tor Action.

neg-

Musing over the plight of Leonard
Strong today, if he had worn the make-up
for his role of 70-year-old Mr. Chia, the
Mandarin in THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM, to his draft board, he probably
wouldn't have been accepted for induction. Mr. Strong and Philip Ahn, who plays
Mr. Pao, are the only two actors playing
Chinese
in "The Keys" who are
not full characters
blooded Orientals.
Remember

Aileen Pringle? She will do

a small part in "The Keys.”
You will lunch no more

with genial

Father Albert B. O’Hara S.J. technical
director on the picture THE KEYS OF
THE KINGDOM. He left us to go to Washington, D. 0., where he is completing his
thesis for a degree in Sociology at the
Catholic University of Washlngfon. In his
farewell he gave a glowing tribute to the
industry: "I have learned that motion picture people are hard-working men and
women who lead exemplary lives and are
deeply concerned about home and family.
I have prayed not only for the success
and happiness of every man, woman and
child connected
you, boss.

with it." That

it be referred to as a "whocommittedit."
All the style-conscious damosels will be
thrilled by the 24 costume changes Gene
Tierney wears in LAURA.
Overheard your conversation to State
Selective Service Headquarters regarding
the new regulations. The studios will be
happy to know that the new regulation
freeze, (for the time being) on all skilled
workers over 26 years of age and all unskilled workers over 29, definitely applies
to actors over 29 too, even though actors
have heretofore been classified as nonessential. General Louis B. Hershey Issued
the new bulletin affecting men employed
in critical or essential war industries contributing to the war effort.
Do you remember the KKK's? Well —
forget them. We now have the KK's, to
wit: Kaiser and Kazan. The "boy genius
of Broadway" is currently directing A
TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN, and gaining such a reputation for speed and timesaving that someone was overheard to
remark: "What

Kaiser did to ship-building,

Kazan
doingweek.
to movie-making."
More is next
Your office gal,
Lillian Kelsey.

includes

That wasn't a new child star you saw
yesterday in the Cafe de Paris. It was
Mary Anderson who plays Nora in "The
Keys," made up as her own daughter,
Judy. Judy will be seen only in a photograph, and Mary's juvenile get-up was for
that one picture which required five hours
of photographing.
Halleluiah! — The final title for QUEEN
OF THE FLATTOPS will be WING AND
A PRAYER. Our prayer was answered.
Your friend, that headstrong Impetuous
boy Phil Silvers, got a brand-new portable
trailer dressing room on the set of SOMETHING FOR THE BOYS. When he saw
his name

AND please don't refer to our mystery
LAURA as a "whodunit." Because of its
smart, sophisticated drawing room flavor,
the direcfor Otto Preminger requests that

on it he cracked: "I feel like

Danny Kaye — with my salary!"
Have you had the measles, boss? Vivian
Blaine has been exposed to them on the
set of SOMETHING FOR THE BOYS, and
every male on the picture has volunteered

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

I'm sure all of you recognized the inimitable wit and unique phraseology of the
Men's Wardrobe running through the Article on our Studio Club President — yes,
darn it (cause I've had so many compliments on it and would like to claim it as
my own), it was an autobiography of, by,
and for SANDEEN — clever, huh!!!

Very sorry I missed last month — but here
goes this month.
You won't recognize the main hall of
the Big Wardrobe Bldg. — the old furnace
is gone and a new heater (it really works)
stands outside EDDIE WARE'S office by
the water cooler — all the racks are cleared
out and shelves line one entire wall. If

we can just keep it that way till Chri^i^
mas — it will be a perfect setup — but hear
tell, they're building permanent racks for
us with 2 tiers; the upper for storage,
the lower for current-picture wardrobe.
Wired some flowers to ELSA MATHESON, who was on a temporary lay-over,
in St. Francis Hospital in San Francisco —
GOOD LUCK, ELSA, take care and come
see us soon.
ALLAN

SLONE

left our

ranks this

month to join International Studio.
DICK JAMES is still head stock man
pending Uncle Sam's Call To The Colors —
which reminds me — never again will I
even hint someone is going into the Army
till I see them leave town on that G.l.
train — JOE KING was down about the
same time as DICK — both passed their
pre-induction physicals and both are still
waiting. The latest, MUSHY HARMELL,
goes for his pre-induction physical
month. Do want to keep you posted
please take these ad libs as news and
fact — cause who can keep up with
Draft???

this
but
not
the

Received our 1st V-letter from JACK
TURNER. Finally got that letter from
STAFF SGT. REED BOSS who is now in
Fort Bliss, Texas. Says those wedding bells
will be ringing for him, come the duration or maybe sooner?? And did you get
that, STAFF Sgt. now!!! Congratulations,
REED.
Regular news sail in from GEORGE McGERTY — says he’s meeting all the 'nesian
tribes and their island homes — also — expects to spend a well-earned 10-day leave
in Australia soon.
A

very well-looking BOB

HARRIS

just

stopped
in to
"hello".
KEEHNE was
by say
this month
too.CHUCKER
Incidentally, the now empty, Main bldg,
floor is a honey for roller-skating on the
lunch hour — has anyone seen EDDIE
WARE'S cat-o'-nine-tails???

June

a
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the wives of the boys in camp, are keeping up the moral of the SOMETHING FOR
THE BOYS Army.
motion pictures!

That's war

...

in

From Yvonne's pleased look since her
office has been rejuvenated and the concentrated perch she takes in THAT chair —
you just know she's dreaming up some
surrealistic ideas. And people, those fantastically ornate creations which Carmen
Miranda wears are none other than

LOUISE and her Wardrobe pals, SUE, SABINE and
ANNETTE having a few laughs on the somber
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM set.

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By LOUISE

KNAPP

The smartest June wedding in moviedom
will be for DIANNA SKOURAS, beautiful daughter of the president of the 20th
Century-Fox. CHARLES LEMAIRE, our
department head, has been specially requested to design the bridal gown and the
entire procession. All we can say is that
his sketches are superb and what every
girl dreams about.
When
current

this Floss Mill's wheels turn on
pictures scheduled, our dept,

reaches "Reels Hi in Buzz." Our talented
designers literally pour buckets of paint
on reams of paper to create sketches which
are to be executed when the czars approve. Then the cutters and fitters take
over, starting the dozens of operators and
finishers who turn the motors of twenty
power sewing machines. The speed with
which a gown is turned out is nothing
short of amazing.
NOB HILL got in RENE HUBERT'S airway lane for that Mexican vacation. In
the meantime, our sunny California Malibu
did handsomely by him for a week of inspirational rest. The keyhole echoes he
had a wonderful tanning. Mr. Hubert
speaks anticipatingly of his Mexican visa.
■

;

1

But let me
of LAURA
gazers.

say that Bonnie's conception
is really one for the crystal

"TREES"

growing on schedule — making

Brooklyn

history.

But

those

big

BILL KAHLO, former grip, enjoyed a chat with
MARY SCOTT, lovely stock girl, on a recent visit.

girls in the Millinery Dept, are turning
out dozens of white sequin sailor hats for
a chorus number In SOMETHING FOR
THE BOYS. But no matter how busy
Hazel is, by the time this reaches print,
she will have had time to give her eighth
pint of blood to the Blood Bank, which

ALICE LAFFARGUE'S assistant, VIRGINIA PASCHALL, back in the fold after
a vacation with husband George Paschall,
SIst/C, home on leave. Alice was a bit

puts her In the "gallon" club. She has
an only son In the Air Corps — Lt. Jack
H. Munn, Jr. In England with fifteen missions to his credit! Other women in our
Dept, will
belonging
to the
"gallon" Blood
Bank
be: WILMA
CHRISTIANS
and
LIZZIE ROGERS.
Wilma Christians' girls In the workroom, In spare moments, have made to
date 19 afghans from scraps and woolen
samples for our men in the Service. The
TCF Red Cross Chapter distributes them.
Abraham Udcoff, ace tailor for this Floss
Mill, executes most of those tailored garments you see worn by our players. Real-'
ly, Abe, you do all right by our streamlined LYNN BARI, SHEILA RYAN, CARMEN MIRANDA and many others. That
timber green suede job for RITA JOHNSON In THUNDERHEAD is really superb
timber fashioning.

''
’

that said, "Are your ears that good when
a plane
flew low
enoughOFto THE
say hello?"
With
43
exteriors
on KEYS
KINGDOM

BOYS. Turned out to be something for the

^
I

Wardrobe too. Dozens of outfits fitted on
dozens of gals who are supposed to be

but

GUERTHA PLECHER, a genius in dipping floss for Technicolor and black and
white pictures. She enjoys working out
colors for Technicolor man, Dick Mueller,
who says she has a genuine knowledge of
color. Guertha, a graduate of G. Von
Stein Academy of Music and Arts, appreciates knowledge of the arts. Her Shocking Pink for the Carmen Miranda number
In SOMETHING FOR THE BOYS is expert dyeing. In one operation Guertha
dyes hundreds of yards of organdy for
IRISH EYES finale number — not to mention how many unmentionables. Her son,
Lt. Don Plecher, B- 1 7 Pilot Comdr. Squadron, is somewhere with the Allies.
A

unique publicity Idea by Rene Hubert for GENE TIERNEY resulted In a

version of a "Ballet Brief," with scores
of men's ties artistically appllqued on
powder blue taffeta. Sketch executed by
Antlonette Cronjager — and very nice too!

the Men's Wardrobe didn't smile over his
boy chorus in feminine frills and bustles.
He says, "Definitely not what the chorus
men should wear! Please!"
Again by NEA, Hawaii.
quests, offering TEN GRAND
wife . . . ! ALOHA. . . .

ROD

Mating refor a good

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

have plenty of competition with roaring
planes on our sound recording,
Screen Credit: YVONNE WOOD
and
KAY NELSON on SOMETHING FOR THE

i

swamped
Virginia's
doled
out during
floss with
a smile. absence

By way of comparison ... on IRISH
EYES ARE SMILING, DAVE PRESTON of

tri-motored

j

i

Our pictorial Kay Nelson now has with
her VIRGINIA DE TAVERNIER, fashion
sketch artist.
HAZEL MUNN HOLBOROW
and her

If someone has a good crystal ball,
please send it in to BONNIE CASHIN.
Not that Bonnie needs It any more because she has already spent long hours
without one finding the siren PREMINGER
and MAMOULIAN
wanted In LAURA.

"birds" that fly over the tree tops care
naught for picture making. Who was It

i

Yvonne's. She is also thrilled over the
request to do a show In New York for
Katherine Dunham of STORMY WEATHER fame.

PHONE

Sta. 333
or

WILMA

CHRISTIAN and HULDA RICHARDSON
checking measurements.

Crestvie'w 5-0125

Evenings
Crestview

6-4583
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a release from the dog house — or a wedding anniversary. Knowing Bill as we do.
It was an anniversary for Mr. and Mrs.
William Allin. Good luck to both of you on
your twenty-fourth year of wedded bliss.
If DEE POTTER could have a shadow
to follow him It would be STUART BARNFIELD whoandhas
just abeen
to Dee's
assistant
doing
goodupped
job too.
Those who are saying "Good morning.
Doctor" this month are . . . MICHAEL
LESHING, LEON DE BEAULIEU, CHARLIE GLOVER, THOMAS VINCENT and
DAVID GOLDFARB.

■BEN ROBERTSON, Lab. Started with TFC in 1932.
Ben has been a loyal and conscientious employee,
and

"lucky", too.

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVID GOLDFARB
JAMES GIBNEY Is planning a housev/armlng as soon as he receives his new
hot water heater from Sears and you
know who ... If he gets the heater and
the bath . . . I'll give the store the plug!
How about a square tub so you can't leave
a ring around it?
When REE MULLIGAN was telling
ETHEL DAVEY about a heel — a sock — and
the needles — we quickly gathered round
. . . but what do you know? Ree was
only speaking of a pair of socks she was
knitting for her boy friend . . . That broadbeam on IRENE'S face tells us her husband, HAROLD CHURCH, who left our
Lab to go to India — transportation by
courtesy of the man with the beard — has
sent her a beautiful hand-embroidered raw
silk bedspread.

Our own Kentucky Derby Horse Race
Pool was won by no other than BEN
ROBERTSON . . . and I might add . . .
the prize was really something that would
make anyone happy. Funny thing is,
when Ben signed his name on the Pool
Card he wanted to know which college
team won the toss!
ETHEL DAVEY Is amusing enough with
her sense of humor to have a radio show
of her own.
I wish ELVEY WILLIAMS would release
some story of his coming marriage. I
can't learn a darn thing about It.
LEON ROSEN is the happiest man in
the Lab since meat has been removed from
our rationing lists.
The question of the month — "When are
you taking your vacation?" . . . the answer— "It's up to my draft board!"

SERSEN

%

SHOTS
By VIRGINIA

GODFREY

Summer Is coming and bringing with it
the inevitable sunburn, vacations and the
many hours of staring out the window
longingly
— wishing you were out instead
of
in.
Cheers and congratulations to Ensign
WALLY WHITE who was married recently
In Washington, D. 0. — how about letting
us see the bride, Wally?
Lt. VERNON LAW Is now at Morrison
Field, Florida. Vern was recently transferred to that hard working and courageous
branch of the Air Corps — the Army Transport Command.
PFC MENRAD VON MULLDORFER
was home on a furlough recently but unfortunately wemost
didn't of
getthe
to see
was confined
timehim.
to He
his
home with the flu. Maybe next time. Von.
WEBSTER
or over
"Blondle"
as Our
she isBARBARA
affectionately
known as
here,
causes a mild sensation every time we
have uniformed visitors — the boys file In
on routine duty and take one look at
Barbara and become Intensely interested
In special photographic effects.
GEORGE HARTSHORN has been laid
up for five months with that ankle he broke
on New Years Day. He has had a long
siege of it— better hurry up, George, we
miss you.
Had another letter from MAX DE VEGA
from Mexico — he is as busy as a tortilla
merchant during fiesta week. He sent his
best wishes to everyone.
One of these Saturdays I must follow
the "Fearless Foursome" around the greens.
I understand there are quite a few laughs
to be had.
Has anyone noticed the gay neckties
being sported around the Sersen Dept.
Thatis faraway
lookbyinthe
Fredthoughts
Kindschl's
eyes
occasioned
of
trout and the High Sierras.

FRED BURNWORTH'S outboard motor
kicks back . . . Result — one black and blue

Anyone
saw lastALLEN
month'sdidAction
knows
that who
ARMAND
very

arm. No. Fred didn't throw his outboard
overboard.

well in the Bowling Tournament. Our Armand’can down a mean pin.
There Is the new War Bond Drive com-

FRED STORY, writing a letter to his
draft board, asking them not to bother

up soon —
not getandthinking
hard ingabout
ourlet's
vacations
forget too
to
Invest in that extra bond.

him and he'll promise not to bother them.
After three weeks' growth that new
upper lip FRANK JETER was raising has
been replaced with just skin.
DICK HARRISON giving out with such
dainty words when speaking of his yard
filled with simply gorgeous flowers.
SAILOR DONALD LUSHER formerly
received his pay checks once a month
when in the Navy, but he Is now picking
them up each Thursday . . . even as you
and I. Reason? . . . Honorable medical
discharge has given Donald back to the
Lab and we are mighty proud to have
him too.
That box of candy under WILLIAM ALLIN'S arm means one of two things — either

Fox Hills Cafe
Cocktails
SANDWICHES

& HOT

•

LUNCHES

10271 W. Pico Blvd.
Crestview 5-9377
No, he Isn't going to throw the ball at you. But
maybe he will if you don't notice that it is
HAROLD
CHURCH,
formerly of the Lab, who
is now stationed somewhere In India.

We’re
.

just around the corner
the Pico Gate

from

June

7
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SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

"IRISH EYES ARE SMILIN."
THIS brings me up-to-date with YOU

WHITE

. . . if you've been kind enuf to go this
distance.

Some of you fellows have been heaping
unjust criticism on the Studio Club for
not assisting employees who have been in
dire need of funds for medical attention.
Our Welfare Committee, in conjunction
with the Motion Picture Relief Committee,
renders assistance to all employees, when
properly notified of the individual's case.
Help has been extended to many of the
personnel In our department who have
found it necessary to ask for aid. When
you join the club and contribute to the
Cigarette Fund you are making it possible
for our boys In the Service to receive
ACTION and cigarettes. Your contribution to the Blood Bank is important — so
fellow workers — let's all try to do our part
for a worthy cause.
CHARLIE ALEXANDER took a week off
to settle his "affaires des finances et
amours" before assuming his role of CPO
in the Navy Ship Repair Unit. Genial JOE
GUNNDERSON has replaced Alec as
pusher in the Mill. Good luck, boys!
BILL RITCHEY moves over to Republic
Studios to take over the job of Mill Super.
Bob Knoche is the brass hat over there
and Freddie Gilman is a pusher. Looks
like a Fox roster, doesn't it?
ALBERT "French" BERTSCH on the
A.M. shift and MARK STOVER on the
P.M. shift were elected Shop Stewards.
Sir CHARLES BARRES back to work after
his long illness. CHARLIE MILLER, PAPPY
SIMMONS, FRED SPANN and CHARLIE
BROWN on the sick list. PETE PETERSON'S wife has
In the
five months
due been
to lack
of hospital
calcium. about
JOE
BARNES and family are shoving off for
E. St. Louis, III . . . probably for good.
Seebees TOM ARCHER, Carpenters
Mate 3/c, in from Puerto Rico and HAROLD "Benny" FREEMAN, Carpenters Mate
3/c, in from the Aleutians, visited their
friends on the Lot recently. JACK ZWART
has one son in the Merchant Marine, one
in the Navy and two in the Army.

AMERICA

IS ... AT WAR

The outstanding sentiment expressed
in LETTERS from OUR FIGHTING
MEN AND WOMEN . . . scattered from
HELL TO BREAKFAST . . . GOD KNOWS
they wanta come HOME . . . PROVE
ONE THING- . . .
Their spirits are elevated to glorious
heights THRU ENTERTAINMENT . . .
MOTION PICTURES . . . THEY'VE TOLD
YOU SO . . . They've told me so . . .
They've
RADIO. TOLD THE WORLD SO via
The "Pin Up" girl of the month — lovely and talented MARY ANDERSON, 20th Century-Fox Player.

BORIS "Timoshenko" GOLDBLATT received a $25 War Bond for dreaming up
a ball bearing collar for the Shaper.
GEORGE HULBURT and RAY CONWAY
each received $50 War Bonds tor collaborating on a handy clamp to aid the boom
trucks in lifting large units.
Lend-Lease has become so popular even
' the studios are doing it with the carpenters.
Our Pin-Up girl this month is lovely and
talented MARY ANDERSON.

GET IT OFF YOUR

From the South Pacific . . . sitting in
the rain ... to the hot Desert of Africa
. . . from dugouts in Sicily ... to tVie
"Shores of Tripoli" ... to Alaska, Greenland and Iceland
. they HOW
say, "IFGOOD
YOU,
AT HOME,
ONLY . .KNOW
MOTION PICTURES cheer OUR HEARTS.
They're
OF THIS
THE OUT
MORAL
OF MYWORLD."
TALE ... is this
WE SHOULD BE VERY PROUD OF
OUR RESPONSIBILITIES . . . AND TAKE
GENUINE INTEREST IN WHATEVER
CAPACITY WE HOLD, IN THIS GRAND
INDUSTRY, THAT THRU ITS
LEADERSHIP
MAKES POSSIBLE THIS GIFT OF JOY
TO A SOLDIER GIRL OR BOY!
DAVE

CHEST

PARDIN ME PARDNERS . . .
WE'RE LIVIN' IN A FAST WORLD
TIME'S A FLYIN' ... AT FIFTY . . .
THE SECOND
HAND, OF MY
WATCH GOES FASTER THAN A

Wardrobe

PRESTON
Department.

SECOND . . . AND IT’S NOT A
SECOND
HAND WATCH . . . unless ! sell it to you.
A MINUTE GOES FASTER THAN A
MINUTE STEAK . . . which you and
I NEVER see these days.
An hour? Well, how about years ago
when they said,
"She has an HOUR-GLASS figgerl" . . .
Like her TIME'S Goin
With The Wind ... on my watch.
Tm WEAK FROM THE WAY A
WEEK SLIPS BY.
A MONTH IS RIPPED FROM THE
CALENDAR
No sooner did APRIL CRY HER EYES
OUT FROM THE
CLOUDS

. . . when MAY

came Smilin'

thru . . . greetin' us with
bouquets . . . and bless her heart,
here Is June the
month of ROSES AND BRIDES . . . AND
POP will come JULY . . . then the Fire"MONTY' MONTEMURRO, center, sorting mail
in Post Office No. I on Island X in the Solomons.
Monty used to be BILL CORNING'S "Best Boy."
His dad, FRED MONTEMURRO works in the Mill
and brother PETE is our rising young Purchasing
Agent.

works. . . just like that the MONTHS slip
away like water off a ducks back.
I shed a tear for a YEAR . . . even
tho I know

PIERRE VIGNEAULT, Proiecflonist, is the proud
May —
3. Patricia Diane, born
father of a new daughter

/

^

8

plosion that could cause considerable dam-

LOUIS
the

F. HESS,

in charge

of air condifioning

on

Lot is responsible for the new gas leak detector soon to be installed on all of the stages.

"SOMETHING

NEW"

"There's nothing new under the sun"
is an old adage that might have been said
by Confucius, but probably .wasn't! Strictly speaking, however, it Is true there is
nothing new. Every new thing is merely
a combination of old things. Over tour
score years ago the head man of the
United States Patent Office resigned because there was nothing left to invent.
Since then, over two million patents have
been issued. Today, patents are issuing
at the rate of more than five hundred per
week. All of which brings us down to our
own Studio problems.
Most of us know that the Studio management has problems as well as we do.
One problem that has given grave concern to the Studio management has been
the safety of people working on the Lot.
Every possible precaution has been taken
to provide the utmost safety for all the
people who work in this Studio, and particularly for the people who are working
on sets which are enclosed In soundproof
stages. One of the problems which the
Studio management has given considerable
thought has been the elimination of any
hazard from gas explosions in these stages.
Few of us know that every night a watchman shuts off the gas to every stage on
the Lot and every morning before the
people appear upon the set the gas Is
turned on. This Is to prevent any possible accumulation of gas in the stage during the night which might be Ignited and
exploded the next morning. However,
even with this precaution there was always
the chance that a connection to the gas
line in the stage might be broken when
a set was struck or could be inadvertently
left open by workmen on the stage during
the night. This would cause no serious
trouble until the watchman opened the
valve in the morning, when the stage would
fill with gas. If such a thing were to happen undetected. It can be readily seen
that a single match would set off an ex-

age.
The Management, realizing that this
condition existed, set about to provide
a way to detect gas leakage in the stage
before the people arrived. For this purpose, Mr. Louis Hess, our Air Conditioning Engineer, was consulted and asked to
provide something that would eliminate
this danger. Mr. Hess, being an air conditioning engineer of exceptional ability,
set about to design a device which would
be simple, inexpensive, and foolproof, but
which would detect the most minute gas
leak that could take place in any stage.
He came up with a device which exceeded
even the highest expectations of the Management, and possibly himself too. Briefly
stated, his apparatus consists of two manometer tubes, one of which indicates the
pressure in the gas main and the other
of which can be used to Indicate pressure
trapped in the pipes on the stage. If
there is any leakage on the stage. It will
be Instantly shown by a lowering in the
manometer attached to the stage side of
the line. As a result of this piece of equipment, the watchman merely turns on the
gas to the stage in the morning, lets the
pipes fill up, and then turns the gas off.
The stage manometer will indicate a leak
caused by even so small an orifice as a
single gas jet. The procedure is simple
and sure. If the stage manometer lowers,
a leak is Indicated and no one is allowed
to go on the set until the leak is located
and fixed. Under this arrangement, there
is no possibility of people appearing on
a set and being subject to the hazard of
a gas explosion.

S

Action

At present there is a detector of this
type installed on Stage 10. It Is the intention of the Studio management to
equip all the stages with a device of this
character. This is only another one of
the ways in which the Studio management
Is providing for your safety. Mr. Louis F.
Hess, our Air Conditioning Engineer, is
entitled to credit for the instrument and
deserves the thanks of the entire Studio
for having contributed to the safety of
Its personnel. Incidentally, he received
abution.
$100 War Savings Bond for his contriROBERT

L. GUNN

Los Angeles, California
May

17, 1944.

LABORELATES
By IRISH ROCHE
On

the North

end of the Lot is the

Salvage Lumber Department — or as we
know it best "The Nail Pile." For fifteen
years It defied the power of anyone to
move It. Sets were around it but it continued to operate. This familiar landmark does not exist anymore — It has been
moved to a new location and in Its place
will be constructed a "Street in Brooklyn."
In the old days a newcomer to the department was first assigned to "The Nail
Pile." Some, fired with enthusiasm, worked
diligently there In order to attain success
on the Lot . . . others disgusted with Its
monotony got tired and quit. It served
as a very capable proving ground to test
one's ability. It also served another purpose— when you got in the dog house
with the powers that be you were sentenced to "The Nail Pile." We old-timers
remember It as such ... in recent years
it has changed. Now its operation is an
essential part of the studio. A regular
staff is maintained there. Foreman MAGEE
and his boys may like their new location
but the memories of the old spot will never
be forgotten.
AL

HAMMER is back again after a serious operation. Al has been a faithful
worker In this department for several years.
EARL ALBRIGHT informed us his wife
Is home convalescing after being confined
to the hospital for months.

DANGER
GAS TESTER
•

•

•

•

•

Gas Leak Detector installed on Stage 10. Note:
The service side indicates gas pressure, while the
stage side indicates none, which shows that the
gas to the stage has been shut ofF. This is only
one of the uses of the device.

As each member of the Safety Committee will have a card Identifying him as a
member of the body, may we suggest
you treat him as one who wishes to be
helpful when he offers his advice on some
hazardous work you perform. These men
serve on the committee without any remuneration and are more than willing to
help at any time. We all realize that any
compensation an injured person receives
does not compare with what he would receive if he was working; also the danger
of permanent
try to avoid.

injury which all of us should
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the Lot all day. Our shy ones who answer
those phones all day are GRACE BELLITT
and AUDRE NOEL BROECKER. One's a
blonde and the other's a brunette, both
about five-feet-two, with eyes of blue . . .
Oh brother! . . . LOUISE (Red) LANDERS
Is walking around in a dream . . . who
wouldn't — he's six-feet-three and very
handsome . . . One of our nicest Pin Ups
was SELMA SACKS, but the Music Dept,
saw a very good thing and promptly
snapped It up . . . LOIS MORRISSEY runs
around meeting little elf-men where the
lilies grow. They slightly frown and with
their eyes they look her through and
through. "I'm twice as big for me," they
say, "as you are big for you!" MURDER
. . . MARY JANE SHORE'S theme song is
"I'm just wild about Blythe" . . . PAT
CRARY, Capt. Jackson's right hand, was
at the Canteen one night and every cute
bus boy In the place was asking me her
name . . . Now I'll tell ya what I'm gonna
do . . . Yes, that's right . . . take a building run I Bye — see you later.

cottage

in Oskosh!

song and possibly a little general swapping of experiences, and participation in
current gossip. Consider this when you
are tempted to criticize the noisy mail
room.
Here are some of the problems:
1. Hundreds of pieces of mail are received addressed to "John Jones"
or "Jane Jones" In care of 20th Century Fox Studios — no department.
This necessitates a great deal of work
in an endeavor to find the addressee
and when their address is finally loas for example
17"
— we cated—
discover
that they"Bungalow
have moved
the previous day to the Administration Building. The mail follows the
addressee, eventually catching up
with them with resultant censure of
delay.
the mail department because of the

early morning hours and late afternoon, stamps are on sale only between the hours of 10:00 A. M.
and 4:00 P. M.

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By MARILYN

sons who are
full some
of "WIm
andvitality
WIgor"in
and must
unload
of this

2. Postage stamps . . . not of all denomiatns. . . are sold for the convenience ofstudio employees. As the
department is very busy during the

PAULINE (Polly) JOHNSTON.
Mailroom. Ambition: War to be over, so that Chuckie Baby (husband) will come home and settle down in their
rose-covered

The majority of the personnel of the
department Is composed of young per-

NELSON

3. Many personal packages are delivered to the studio from various sources.
It is necessary to find the person addressed and phone them to call for it

Here it is again -happy people ... we
mean the month of June with blushing
brides and questionable weather!

as personal packages are not delivered. Our limited space will not permit much of an accumulation of these

What with five boys totin' long side of
us now we're not all "Packin' Mamas" any
more.

packages. If you expect a personal
package please phone the mail room
to ascertain If it Is there.

A latest addition — but then there's always a later one — is KIETH WILLIAMS.
Kieth wants to be a musician, and we
know someday he'll make it. Right now
he's bragging the trumpet with a young
band . . . LUCKY DUTRA has his option
test contract right in his pocket and is just
waiting for them to say "roll it" . . .
COURT LYNCH spent the younger part
of his life fishing but we think his real
ambition is to grow all the way up and be
the Mail Dept’s. boss . . . Have you gals
taken a gander at SAM PRICE? Well
Sam tells us he spent eight years at Black
Fox Military Academy, four at UCLA —
about ten in the Service, five on the
stage — and I think it was two at Vassar . . .
Gee that makes him about 108 years old
by now . . . Then last but by far not the least
we have shy little JOHN MORRILL. We
all just about fell out of the baskets on
our bicycles the other day when he
grabbed LUCIOUS LOIS and started jitterbugglng. A jive hound yet! Well that
takes care of that until next month when
we will probably have more to add to our
ever increasing number of StrIng-Up Boys.
Most of our Pin-Up Gals were a little
bashful about having their pictures run in
ACTION. Maybe because they think the
gang sees enough of them running around

PATRICIA (Pat'O) ORFILLA, Mailroom. Ambition:
To invent a vehicle that would deliver and pick up
all the mail on the North Run so she could sit in
the dept, and just press buttons all day. Not bad, eh!

PROBLEMS OF THE MAIL DEPT.
By D. R. JACKSON
The mail room is one of the busiest
spots In the studio. The problems are
numerous. It may seem to be a noisy place
— and It is— but it's clean noise.
Between runs and while awaiting calls the
messengers are usually happy, which is Indicated by light singing or talking . . .
sometimes rather loud.

MARILEE (Smiley) CARPENTER, Mailroom. Ambition: To sing with a band and eventually have the
band sing with herl
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Actio

oration for us as a

4. Please refrain from calling a "special"
unless absolutely necessary for business purposes. The messengers are
not permitted to render any personal
service.

nation.

Bunker HIl

was fought on June 17, 1775 — our flag
was adopted on June II, 1777 — Franklin
brought electricity from the skies In June,
1752. Across the water the battle of Waterloo was fought on June 18. With all
the fireworks and shocks that we have
sustained we still are optimistic enough
to make June the great month to start out
In life with our storms and strifes.

Yes, errors occur, but the percentage
is very small considering the volume of mail
handled. The foregoing lists only a few
of our problems.
We are endeavoring to maintain prompt
and efficient service. Let us know about

In our tonsorial department, egg shampoos are artistically applied by WALTER
MORGAN.
So If you are in need of this
service, just ask for Wally.

your troubles but sometimes cheer us up
by calling attention to some of the good
happenings.

If you have busted up things
BOBBY

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR

COMER,

ot the Electrical Department.

MAINTENANTICS

Don't shout and writhe In pain.
Don't rave at Fate, Dial 508
And you will smile again.

By A. O. WILLIAMS
The amazing resemblance between BILL
PELMEAR and ED DONG, Chinese character actor, enabled Bill to double for
Ed when he couldn't be found on the
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM set. Bill mailed
the hard earned check to the nearest
bookie.
One of the electricians, being slightly
hairless, has tried everything that he can
buy. His latest effort is when relaxing at
home at night he allows his little dog to
lick h is head. We hope it works.
Many of you don't know that JACK
DIMMACK has a new name. When you
see him now you may address him as
"Cottontail." What is this, anyway?
BOB WELLER accompanied by some
twenty-odd air cadets visited the studio
recently. He says the boys are ready for
advanced training now.
PINKY COLLINS Is making his own fishing tackle. He just finished an off-set handle
for
a casting rod. It's really peachy — If
it works.
CLIFF WOOD,
best boy for CARL
DICKMAN is so distinguished looking with
his new glasses.
At the finish of KEYS OF THE KINGDOM a splendiferous party was given
by JOHN STAHL, the director. A swelegant time was had by all.
CHARLIE WISE Is making a short location to Stockton for WINGED VICTORY.

WANTED!
Now's the time all the little June brides
are showing off the trousseau that they
have been saving up. It's also time for
the young hopefuls to find the little dream
cottage that you've all heard about. We've
almost fgorgotten there was ever a time
when such places were available. The
smart ones just moved In with mother In
the first place — while others are
recuperating from the first scrap.

back

Speaking of brides reminds me of the
tender young things that are just reaching
for
sun in of
our our
Victory
Garden.
We're
as the
watchful
toddlers
as JIMMY
DINNEEN is of his twins, and while they
haven't quite reached the weighing stage
yet, we do measure their growth with a
ruler each night. We even put out the
glamor pictures from a seed catalog for
them to see, and hope that they will grow
up to be good little tomatoes. Like all
young things they require lots of care,
but unlike Jimmy's babies, our chore Is
keeping them wet, not dry.
Speaking
of growing.
I'll have
to
know
that our
little shoppe
hadyou
some
growing pains last month and before our
eyes a new addition was added. When
the tin sides were put on, the rattle of It
sounded so much like thunder that half
the folks in the New Administration Building started home for their umbrellas. The
new addition is occupied by our paint and
sign shop.
To show that we really like to do nice
things for nice neighbors we carried the
new shop over and Included the electric
fixture department In the enlargement.
We are glad to do this for MR. SUTTON
and his fine fellows, and if there wasn't a
war on we would have laid oak floors,
painted with Kemtone
sette curtains.

Lett to riqht: ED
Which

DONG

and

BILL PELMEAR.

one's playing in KEYS OF THE

KINGDOM.

and hung marqui-

Perhaps as you read this the long expected invasion will have been made. Way
back In 1917, on June 26, the first American troops landed in France. The Peace
Treaty was made on June 28, 1919. Let
us hope we can finish it this time quicker
and more decisively.
June seems to be a month of commem-

Americans

with cash to Invest In sure-fire

going concern. Best opportunity offered
In the world. This offer good for the
duration only, so hurry and get in on the
ground floor. Smart men and women
everywhere are Investing in this 100% up
and up enterprise. Highest returns paid
for your money. No other concern pays
the percentage this offer will get you.
Your investment Is used to finance the
'ouildino of substantial objects not greatly
In demand and there Is no limit to the
market +cr the good which your money
will produce. This offer Is endorsed by
ten million fighting American men and
women and Is backed to the limit by the
United States Government.
It Is positively the soundest offer to be
found anywhere. No strings attached.
No questions asked. Come in and talk
it over today. Prompt service, with no
waiting. You simply give your name and
address and state the number of shares
you want. You can pay cash, or avail
yourself of the time payment plan. Terms
to suit. Security for your money is given
in the form of War Bond Certificates. For
further information contact your payroll
deduction plan. Remember
uable. ACT TODAY!

time is val-

MICKY

LET'S MAKEUP
SERGEANT

By EDDIE SOWDERS

LEE GREENWAY

MORGAN

keeps so quiet about

his private life, you'd think he didn't have
any . . . but with his two sons home on
furlough he really has something to talk
about.

was very

happy. He’d had his fill of gunpowder and,
with his medical discharge from the Army
Amphibian Command in his pocket, was
returning to his pre-war job of powdering
the faces of 20th Century-Fox glamour

CY MOCKRIDGE has just acquired a
"bachelor's home," formerly owned by
WALTER LANG.
BARBARA TEACHOUT left us for a
nice berth with Music Corporation of
America. Good luck, Barbara.

girls.
The day before he reported for work at
the studio, Lee checked the production
schedule. He went to sleep, and despite
the faint discomfort he still suffered from

HAROLD

JONES

(Jonsey) writes from

the South Pacific that he hasn't forgotten
us . . . that the boys are getting their
quota .... and that the short wave keeps
him Informed on Academy awards and
doings at home. Good luck, Jonsey . . .
and a safe return.

his wounds, he dreamed the most wonderful dream!
CAROLE LANDIS, KAY FRANCIS,
MITZI MAYFAIR and MARTHA RAYE
were clamoring for him on the FOUR JILLS
IN A JEEP set. BETTY GRABLE and the
scantily-clad chorus of 80 pretties In PINUP GIRL waited in line so he could personally make up each of them. MERLE
OBERON insisted on doing her Can-Can
number all over again for THE LODGER
so he could touch up her expressive features. JUNE HAVER and BEVERLY WHITcouldn't
best without
him forNEY just
IRISH
EYES look
ARE their
SMILING.
GENE
IIERNEY demanded his presence on the
LAURA set — and so through the entire
list of glamour girl pictures.
It was a rosy dream. Lee, who had
nad enough of men and battles, reported
TO

the

studio

with

a

gleam

of

anticipa-

tion in his eyes.
He was assigned to THE EVE OF ST.
MARK. Fine, he thought, remembering
ANNE BAXTER was its feminine star and

what an exquisite, problem-less young face
she has. He picked up his makeup kit.
"You won't need that, Lee," he heard.
"You're on the Bataan sequence. All you
need is plenty of mud and oil to make
BILL EYTHE, MIKE O'SHEA, VINCENT
PRICE and the rest of the guys look like
they've been fighting Japs and malaria
in the jungles for months — you know."
Lee nodded. He knew.
Lee has his reward now . . . He's doing
CARMEN THINGMIRANDA'S
FOR THE BOYS.makeup on SOME-

Jones and Wiener
Attorneys at Law

711 Banks Huntley Building
634 South Spring Street

LOS ANGELES
TRinity 1449
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CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH BILLMYER
In our pic this month HERMES
ANGIE BLUE, assistant to HERMES PAN, Dance
Director, is bringing up her son, Denny, to be a
Merchant Marine just like his daddy.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

With unwanted fog hanging around
town, department Sun Worshipers took
themselves to Palm Springs to carry on
their devotions and acquire a summer
tan. Some went on business and others
on pleasure. Under a desert temperature
of 130, ALFRED NEWMAN went to work
on the score of WILSON, the next big
technicolor production. FRED COMBATTENTE amazed us by returning as white as
a lily . . . likes his desert air by moonlight
, — but he did bring back some unrationed
extra pounds, a big smile and dimples in
either cheek. Athlete KENNY WILLIAMS
did everything they had to offer and
looks ready for ten more productions with
big dance numbers. EDDIE POWELL and
LIONEL NEWMAN were also there on
business ... and CHARLIE HENDERSON
was there.

PAN

Is

doing his darndest to tempt KENNY WILLIAMS with an apple. Not what you think
though. The name is Kenny — not Eve. He
Is just trying to spoil his lunch.
Kenny was voted the most beautiful
blondIn for
the EYES
day In
Cafe. You'll see
him
IRISH
AREthe SMILING.
CHIEF YOUNG entertained the noted
Mexican Tepica Band. Those In the party
Included composer and maestro Colonel
Marin, Director of Band, Miguel Tejada,
Jr., son of the founder of the band, who
also directs and composes, vocalist Roberta Salas, the Bing Crosby of Mexico,
and the most popular tenor of their country, Gil Mondragon. The band is sponsored by the Government Good Neighbor

After a week of "exquisite" anticipation,
BILL ATKINSON took his physical early
one morning. Says it was a very kind
draft board . . . they gave the guys breakfast and a walk in the sunshine!
CHARLIE DUNWORTH'S daily radiance is due to thoughts of his son, who is
in the Merchant Marines.
It took a "removal notice" to make
LEON BIRNBAUM lose that calm and
placid expression. As deadline drew near
for new owners to take over Leon's house,
he really got in a panic. However, with
the luck of the "Irish," he found a lovely
house In the valley just in time to keep
from paying rent in a parking lot.

KENNY

WILLIAMS and HERMES PAN ...
Ah! Ahl Don't eat that apple, Kenny.

Ah!
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each type coming In a dozen or more
and an infinite variety of patterns.
are found recessed in walls, under
covers in the streets, under buildings

Policy. They said they enjoyed Fox Studio's hospitality more than anywhere they
have stopped so far. That is taking in a
lot of territory as they have toured the
United States and South America.

among the weeds on the golf course —
and someone in the Plumbing Shop must
know where to find each one.

COLONEL
BOOKER and BOB FENNELL have had some very interesting
guests recently. One of them, Lt. Col.
Linderson, was telling me that when he
was strolling around on the sets a director
bellered at him to get back in line with the
crowd. He said he was a little embar-

With the passing years valves corrode,
coils fill with scale and pipes rust through.
Also that "ole debbil" electrolysis shoots
them full of holes at unexpected times and
places. Temporary repairs are made "on
the fly" — which means without shutting
off the service. Permanent repairs which
require a shutdown are made at night
while the balance of the studio personnel
are sleeping or making whoopee.

rassed. He didn't know just what to do
so he just faded into the background. He
can always say he worked in pictures and
was quite pleased with his adventure. A
luncheon for the eight officers from Washington' revived Lt. Col. Linderson.
OLIVER HARDY, of the famous LAUREL
and HARDY team, was playing musical
chairs around the table to find one to

Many plumbers have never seen, much
less worked upon, all the various kinds of
equipment found here, with our two power
plants, three restaurants, hospital and fire
department, each with specialized plumb-

support his "avoir de pols." Our chairs
are large but he still found himself In a
tight spot.

ing requirements.
Then there are the temporary
and set dressing for Whitechapel

At the regular board meeting held May
10, CLINTON SANDEEN, President of
the Studio Club, appointed these members to serve on the Welfare Committee
for the balance of the year: LOU WITTE,
Chairman, Mechanical Effects, ROBERT
HENDERSON, Electrical, FRANCIS RICHARDSON, Research and CAMPBELL FORSYTH, Western Avenue.

ROBERT

"Smiling" FALCONER,
Ye Plumbing Shoppe.

Foreman

For istahematterBoofys '
paying a visit
to PHILLIPS

DRIPPINGS FROM THE FAUCET
By THE BOYS
"You've no idea how primitive life can
become when you need a plumber and

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS
for all TCF personnel
Plcaxe bring identification as ire do
not cater to the general public

CO.

Largest Catalog Jewelers in the West
7th Floor
.31.T W, Fifth

Metropolitan
St.

Mutual

1.321

Street

gas
lights,
House
in gay
1916,90's
andbathrooms,
hydraulicsthetoWhite
rock
boats and planes. Bob and his boys have

Perhaps few people realize that on this
Lot there are more plumbing fixtures than
in many small cities which support seven

Nothing could better show how well
Bob has served TCF and the many friends
he has made in his twenty years with the
company than the host of coworkers who
come to look over his new private office
in the front part of the plumbing shop and
extend

their felicitations. Various departments contributed so well to making
^he opening a gala occasion that it was at
Hmes a bit overwhelming, but don't forget
Bob "they don't kid you unless they like
you" and if everyone doesn't know you
ciety.
are doing a good job it's only because
plumbing Isn't talked about in polite so-

shops. There are ac-

tually hundreds of miles of pipe under-*
ground, overhead, under buildings and
In partition walls. There is black pipe,
castiron pipe, brass pipe, lead pipe, copper tubing, tile pipe and now plastic pipe.
It is found in twenty-two sizes, ranging
from I/s inch to 24 Inch.

Diamondis, Watches, Silver,
Homewares, Gifts, Leather Goods

E. PHILLIPS

We'll take Alma's word for it, having
no such troubles here — thanks to our able
Master Plumber, ROBERT FALCONER,
and his crew of competent journeymen.

or eight plumbing

JEWELERS QUALITY
ARTICLES IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS

WM.

hookups

put plumbing in everything from a bungalow to a battleship.

can't get one," says sophisticated Alma
Whitaker, in the staid Los Angeles Times.

"Something

sizes
They
iron
and

Bldg.
L. .4. 1.3

There are cold water pipes called "domestic" which care for ,the ordinary demands of the studio and cold water pipes
called '"high pressure" which are for fire
protection only; also cold water pipes
which are called "chilled" lines and are
used for air-conditioning. In addition we
have hot water pipes, steam feed lines and
steam return lines, low-pressure gas pipes
and high pressure gas pipes, drain pipes,
vent pipes, sewer pipes, compressed air
lines and ammonia lines.
The number

Lett to right, MONTY WILLIAMS, JAMES RYAN,
SIMON BECK, CHARLES OUELLE, GEORGE
crew part
in Ye
Shoppe.
FALCONER'S
genial BOB
of Plumbing
SCHLIEPER,

of valves on these various

pipe lines runs into the thousands — Including gate valves, globe valves, needle
valves, check valves, relief valves, pressure
reducing valves, stop cocks, still cocks, gas
cocks, hose bibs and so on, ad Infinitum —

DON'T

BE FOOLED

We quote
Bulletin
. . . from a Better Business Bureau
"Tell your family about

this one.

A

it was an old one

group of low grade sharpers have been
operating six trucks, collecting salvage
materials and junk. Signs on their trucks

for masking purposes and since Bob originated ithe was the fall guy and has to
figure some way to pay off and settle the
situation. He did a good job, but naturally several of the fellows thought it
wasn't handled correctly.

have stated "Veterans' Salvage Operated
by Veterans for National Defense. Truck
operators also had calling cards bearing
the same statement. Investigation has disclosed that they have been collecting the
junk, selling it and pocketing the money.
The transaction is entirely commercial.
Charges regarding the ring leader are

Speaking of pools — GECRGE CAUFIELD is still doing okay for himself. It is
really incredible how that guy can be so
lucky. No pool is safe from him.

being submitted to the City Attorney's
office, and in the meantime use of signs
and business cards are supposed to have
been discontinued. However, there have

HARRY LA VCGUE, our afternoon shop
helper, has left for the Army and the boys
of this department gave him a little something to remember them by.

been so many misrepresentations in connection with the deal that It would not be

GECRGE WASHBURN
says it won't
be long until he will be in the service . . .
in fact he expects to b© gone by the time

surprising if the signs are put up on the
trucks after they get out of the downtown
area.
Today when so many of us, in good
faith, are collecting oddments for legitimate organizations who are desperately in
need of salvage goods it is indeed disastrous that our efforts should be diverted
to criminal ends.
Before you donate any salvage goods
be sure you know the cause is legitimate!

MEN

this goes to press. George will have received a gift from the boys also in the
form of a serviceman's watch.
With the above two additions, CCACH
Here's JOHNNY
KRANZ, keeper of the Te nnessee
Gate. Johnny's been with TFC 15 years — his smile
is just as beaming as the day he started.

Bill's many friends are pulling for his complete recovery and speedy return to the
Lot.
HANK HARRIS and PETE YCUNG are
back with us again after an absence of

IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

The members of your Police Dept, and
many of the rest of you were recently
very happy to see HERB JENSEN now
on military leave from our force. Herb
is a member of the U. S. Marine Corps
and saw action in the landing at Tarawa,
where he suffered concussion and almost
complete paralysis of both legs. He is
now under medical care at a Navy hospital and Is coming along in grand fashion.
He was here on a brief furlough. Good
luck. Herb.

A letter was received from ELMER
SNUFFY SMITH . . . lets us know that
he is very busy — apparently down in some
of those South Pacific Islands. Elmer is a
CPC in the Seabees, and from ail that
we hear about that tough outfit you can
just bet that he is busy.

While

on the subject of men in the
service — we are very proud of a junior
member, JETT FCRE, JR., son of "TEX"
FCRE, one of our old-timers. Jett, Jr. is
also a member of the fighting Marines,
having served in Iceland, Guadalcanal and
finally getting severely wounded in the
initial landing at Tarawa, where he lay on
the beach for nine hours before he could
be picked up. He was saved, perhaps,
by the administering of several blood
transfusions, which should be an admonition to many of you who are just too
thoughtless and negligent to donate blood
to the Red Cross Blood Bank.
According to the latest word from BILL
STRATTCN he is doing very well and is
able to get around a little but will have
to take it easy for some time yet. All of

and used it on a set

several days with Jim Tinling's picture in
the ship yards at Terminal Island. They
can still find their way around this Lot
even though many changes were made during their absence. Welcome back boys!
Many of the studio personnel are still
using the road through the North Lot as
a race track. Better slow down folks before someone gets hurt.
JCHNNY
Rumor
on it.

BUTLER

has a

says he dropped

a

bad

foot.

case of beer

The vacation period is on so we are
short of man power — which makes extra
work for all of us but with our big broad
shoulders we can take it.
This is my first column for ACTICN
see you next month.

. . .

WALTER JCLLEY'S All American team
has taken on new strength and great
things are expected in_ the future when
they meet the best krauts that Adolf
has left in the European game. From all
reports the Germans have taken a terrific beating in recent games and it is
rumored that their reserves are none too
strong or plentiful. Coach Jolley says
he is very confident of victory. The roster
stands as fallows:
CHARLIE

PERRIN

Army

BCB JCLLEY
AL ADE
HARRY HUGHES

Air Corps
M arines
Coast Guard

JCHNNY
BCB

GILMAN

VESELEY

Marines
Navy

LADDIE GCNCZ
DICK KELLEY

Army
Coast Guard

PAUL SIBLEY
BCB WITTENBERG

Air Corps
Army

BCB TRABERT
GECRGE ERIKSSCN
HARRY LA VCGUE

Navy
Army
Army

GECRGE

Navy

WASHBURN

PROCESSIONS

LACQUER LANE
By BENNY

BENSON

We h ave heard of hanging by the hands
and also by the neck, but never by the
nose. IZZY REHHAUT tried it the other
day and his proboscis has taken on a very
red hue. While coming down a ladder
with his hands full of brushes and paint
he lost his balance and then caught it
with his schnoozola. Copying Durante, Izzy
says, "Toscannini does it wit his baton . . .
Stokowski does it wit his hands . . . but
nne — I do it wit the schnoozola!"
Don t ask BCB BRADLEY what happened
to the baseball pool board if you want
to stay healthy. It is a very touchy subject with him. Someone on the night
shift took it by mistake, no doubt thinking

By E. L McMANIGAL
This Western

country of ours is mighty

big. It's clean, open, honest and above
board, and bein' such it just naturally has
that effect on all the life it supports. Yes,
sir, from man all the way down through
the various forms of life, even to the much
hated and feared rattle-snake. Kinda hard
for you to believe that last statement?
That bein' the case, I reckon I'll just
have to tell you some of Mr. Rattlesnake's outstanding characteristics . . .
For instance — he Is the most honorable
snake on earth! It's a fact, he won't sneak
up behind you and bite you in the back.
In fact he won't attack you at all. If you
come pesterin' around his bailiwick he'll
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from

warn you. His buzz means "don't tread
on me." He's honorable. He's Western.

Air Force. He's been missing since April
over Australia.
TRUMAN JOINER doing another with
LEON SHAMROY. EARL NIOKEREL In the

to
admit that's
Us Western
fellers real
are aWestern
whole lotcourtesy.
like Mr.

ready room. EDDIE LEDGERWOOD
Is almost through another color show with the
master craftsman ERNEST PALMER. DON

Rattler. We don't figger to bother anybody, and nobody better not come both-

Now

overseas things is much

CARSTENSEN . . . the grips' most cherished gaffer. Never too much trouble to

git

move
a light. He
makes FAXON
a standby's
life
more amiable.
WALTER
packing
for Utah. Gonna do THUNDERHEAD In

different.

The snakes over there ain't honorable.
They're plum full of treachery. For instance they got one over there they call

color with Mono

PFC

GORDON
WILLIAMS, former grip, now stationed in England. Gordon is enjoying a Chinese
dinner — quite adept at manipulating the chop
sticks!

terrible goin's on there's still people right
here In this country who claim that the

they've committed.
When us fellers out here In the West
come on to a poisonous reptile we blow
his head to smithereens. Cause, no matter
what anybody else says, we know that It's
the head of the varmint that generates the
poison and does the bItIn'.
LT. COMDR. SOL HALPRIN

is now

back In Washington, D. C. One of our
ex-process cameramen — now with RKO —
saw him and had quite a chat about India.
Some of our office force have come to
realize that the boulevard stop signs we
see so often mean just that. Oh lack-a-day!
MRS. MUNSEY'S boy Is now an air
cadet stationed near Amarillo, Texas.
BOB MILES writes from India that he
has been transferred Into Burma. Probably up where the bullets buzz.
Early on the eve of May 7 the Hlllcrest
Clubhouse across Pico Blvd. burned to the
ground. As a conflagration it was a dilly.
ROY EILER is squawking loudly for his
vacation . . . He's got the fishing bug.

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
and

Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open
and

Evenings
Sundays

Crestview

1-0915

It's a little easier

LT. JAMES LAVIN's portrait, produced
and directed by ace of aces CLIFFORD
MAUPIN, O.O.T.B.S.M.l.T.B. WANNAMAKER Is making with the phones in the

with just his head stickin' out and waits
for somethin' to come along so's he can
bite It— sorta unexpected like. Them tactics sure ain't Western. And It seems
like some of them people over there are

heads of those countries ain't to blame for
the millions of atrocities and murders

Pack.

on your back too.
The thunderous acclaim at the sight of

the
de Lance.
He himself
ain't big
sure Fer
death.
He buries
in but
the he's
dirt

just like their snakes. They're bItIn' folks
right and left without no warnin' whatever.
Why some of them even snuck over here
and took a bite at us! And with all such

Sure enjoys the maga-

zine and cigarettes. We'r,e hoping for
some definite news on LT. FRANK GILLY,

When you meet him on the trail he'll try
to let you know he's there, and if you'll
just stand still for a spell he'll decide you
mean him no harm and he'll crawl off the
trail and give it to you. Now you got

erin' us cause If he does, he's gonna
hurt — bad.

BEANSEY.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

A.M. waiting for SAMMY DUCCA. EDDIE DAVIS abandoning his crane to RAY
SCHNELL for standby work. FLASH HILLMAN and HEINLEIN helping out the
process crew. RIOHIE back after a long
siege In the hospital. Still no sign of
KENNY LUTES. It's evidentally more serious than anticipated. BOGARD and
TONTO DAWSON teamed up. HOWARD
MIDDLETON must use large doors to
stage now. HATCHER

Believe it or not, but by the time this
copy reaches the newsstands, we who have
been on the epic of epics THE KEYS OF
THE KINGDOM, will actually be on another show. The opus ran a little over
sixteen weeks shooting time. It used to
get quiet on the set, and more than once
we wished for a bevy of beautiful dancing
girls to break up — what appeared to be —
a little touch of spring fever. In all sin-

are doing a good
at hand.

and ARKY

AHRENS

job with the material

FRED JOHNSON'S farm Is reaching
capitalistic proportions. SWEDE JENSEN
looks busy. Quite a knack too. JOHNNY
LUGO, the Argentinan with the East Side
dialect. He runs a close second to PETE,
our Italian compatriot,
new shoes for old.

who

now

offers

cerity GREGORY PECK'S performance as
Father Chisholm is outstanding and undoubtedly will not only win the plaudits
of the reviewers but Incidentally an Academy Award . . . Mark my words. The farewell scene on the docks so deeply touched
members of the crew that many of them
wept openly. So comes the time to say
farewell to the friendly spirit of China that
premeated so many of the scenes that
will remain long in our memories.
LITTLE HARRY JONES and his man
Friday, TED REED, were guesting on the
Brownie Show for a few days. AL THAYER, BILL JOHNSON and JOCK CHRISTIE
are just about due from Florida. L. A.
Chamber of Commerce should send them
a nasty letter. Bet it was purty down
thar. E. E. JONES in with a picture of
number two son. Erwin, Jr. is stationed
at the University of Wisconsin. All EDDIE
HAAS, the fruit and flower man, needs Is a
pushcart. "WINKY" DUNBAR, the electrician, can't make his eyes behave when
there Is a producer around. They flutter
like frightened doves. Assistant Director
JULES KAHN taking a wee bit more than
fatherly Interest In some of his very lovely
Chinese charges. Another breezy letter

RONALD
months.

MARVIN

RAFFAELLI

at the aqe

of six

Ronald's proud father works on the Hardwall Gang in the Staff Shop.
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The coat FtY MILLER got.

PRINTABLES
By MARY

ALLEN

GORDON

Out this way we are a little sad. After
working our fingers to the bone to give
super service, we heard this chance remark

Like scarin' folks with bugs
And
In ourkeepin'
water fish
jugs!and vittles cold

in the cafe the other day. Her: "You can
get It at the Print Shop." Him: "Print
Shop? I didn't know we had a Print
Shop." Well tor the uninformed — we have.
It's that exclusive little clubhouse in the
northeast corner of the golf course. About
a mile across the field from THE WING
AND A PRAYER set as the crow flies.

We h ave somebody new, and I
Ain't aimin' to forget
To let you know how glad we are
To have FRANCES BURNETT
ELLEN BRADFORD looks right smart
In them new coats of hern.
Her Bill Is coming home this month
On leave. We also learn
That BETTY ANDERSON will be
Back here about July.

Thumb Nail Sketches of Personnel . . .
JESSE ACORN, present dept, head, tall,
pleasant, gray eyed and eligible . . . hey
girls . . . formerly of the Army Air Corps.
Likes home cooking, favorite actress is
Tallulah Bankhead . . .
MARGUERITE

RIDDLE from Pasadena

way. We call her "Maggie." Blonde and
petite when the ink is washed off. Favorite
people . . . Marine Officers . . . pastime
Laguna Beach . . . Our latest delivery
boy is JACK TORPIN, son of RALPH
TORPIN, Engineer Draftsman on the Lot.
Jack is going In the Navy in August . . .
Then there's your reporter who dishes
out
pencils.
Ink, etc.
Likes
Ernie Pyle's
column,
Crosby
records,
everybody
on
this Lot and is always reducing . . .
J. W. DUFFY, 20 years of faithful service. MAURY
WAITE the W. A. Paint Dept, informs us that
Duffy is his ace ager and finisher.

GO WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

Please note when you enter the Western Avenue Lot that you are passing
through the portals of a new gate — wider
by four feet than the old one.
Out of nowhere comes KAY PARKINSON of the magic smile to relieve vacationing LUCILLE MANN at the switchboard.
Letters from CAL OVERMAN, Camp
Parks, Calif., and Pvt. RAYMOND I. LARlOS, somewhere in Italy. They send greetings and expressions of appreciation to
the members of their Studio Club for the
cigarettes and ACTION.
Illness caught
has kept him on
four days. We
pitching before

up with JACK FRIER and
the side lines tor the past
hope he will be out here
we have to fold.

Lovely GENE TIERNEY
for the filming of LAURA.

is on the Lot

Pvt. l/c Rose Mae Burns, WAC, stationed for the past four months at Camp
Robinson, Arkansas, is the wife of NEWTON BURNS, who has been on the Lot in
the Grip Dept, for the past ten years.
Everyone will be glad to know that
ROBERT BENYON who fell from a runway, sixteen feet above the stage, Is
back after several months in a hospital.

The city slicker neckties
TOM STEVENSON has bought.
And all the funny goings on

Our blue stars In the service flag represent: JOSEPH LANE, Navy; HAROLD
GORDON,
Marine Corps; BRUCE
CLARKE, Army; RUDY VAN DEEVEN,
Maritime Service and JACK MATTHEWS,
Marine Corps.
For gosh sakes!
who doesn't know we
hope
publicity
barragethis
of work
for

The MUFF gals working in Detroit
Will come back by and by.
In April RICHARD THOMAS
To visit with his kin
His he
camp's
in Indiana
So
has left
agin.
And MARIAN MILHAUPT

came

came to town

A hankerin' to see
BOB SINCLAIR fore he went away
To join the company.
SAM WITTENBERG, on May the tenth
From Camp Claybourne, L.A.
Said "Howdy" to the folks down here
And now he's gone away.
To practize
the thar.
feudin'
That
goes onforover
It's men like these with shootin' irons
That's gonna win this war.
Keep right on cornin' home you guys
We're happy when you do.
Us folks at home will keep right on
A keepin' tab of you.

Is there anyone else
have a print shop? I
doesn't
result
in a
us.
The long
summer

days
aretocoming
. . when
. . andaway.
it's
fun just
be lazy . and
dream . them
On second thought — forget I mentioned
It, will you?

KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

ROSANDER

I'm feelln kinda lazy like,
I reckon that it's Spring
That makes a body feel this way
So tired 'n everything.
But I'll just have to tell you folks
About a guy named STEIN,
He 'lowed he wasn't ailin'
And he wasn't feelin' fine.
"I'll just stay home from work," says he.
"The boys will lend a hand."
How come he wound up playing drums
In Freddie Martin's band?
AL POWER made some wine jelly.
'Twas gol-darned good. I'll say!
I made some too, but what a shame
To waste wine that-a-way.
There ort to be a law agin

PVT. l/c ROSE MAE BURNS, WAC, stalioned at
Camp Robinson, Arkansas. She is the wife of
NEWTON BURNS, Grip Dept., Western Avenue.

Action
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NO TIME TO RELAX

ISf*

By ED LABART
At a time when we are on the verge
of great things; when the mental and
physical energies of everyone are Indispensable to the security and happiness of
future generations, there Is appearing a
noticeable tendency to "drift".
THAT is exactly what our enemies
us to do.

Oo insure

COMPEHSATION

ill .u-cidcl'ti' npllK Kjofted

If we had been bombed

immcdiatcly.bcucr '-cl

energy have prevented.
To keep it from happening and to help
bring all of this to an early end we should
keep ourselves alert, mentally and spiritually, and to devote MORE, not less, time,
energy and money In backing up our boys.

VIC CHRISTENSEN, Pres. 20th Century-Fox Safety
Society, registering satisfaction with our safety
record.

SAFETY NEWS
DINNEEN

At the annual dinner of the 20th CENTURY-FOX SAFETY ORGANIZATION,
MR. VIC CHRISTENSEN paid tribute to
its 75 directors for their outstanding
achievement during the year. The studio's
unusually good record was due to the
cooperation of employees in every department.
MR. R. A. KLUNE, Production Manager,
commended the keen interest shown in
our safety work, while our Studio Manager,
MR. FRED METZLER, expressed satisfaction with the alertness of all In this campaign to save fellow employees
sary grief and suffering.
MR.

J. B. CODD,

unneces-

Studio Controller,

presented everyone with a most Interesting and constructive booklet on SAFETY and extended congratulations to 20th
CENTURY-FOX on its outstanding record
for Accident Prevention. MR. D. C.
JONES, representing the Lumbermen's Mutual Life Insurance Company, stated that
our record is far superior to other motion picture companies, as a result of
which we enjoy a lower premium rate.
The 225 members who attended the
Safety Dinner pledged themselves to further efforts for the coming year. Our
secretary was

requested to send a letter

of thanks to our Studio Manager

for mak-

ing the annual dinner such a successful affair, also a letter of thanks to JICK JANlOS and his staff for the splendid service
and marvelous

food which added

to the enjoyment of the evening.

greatly
And

anyone asks me I can say for one
a||_"WE HAD A GRAND TIME."

by Jap planes,

or if our coast had been shelled by lurking submarines, we would have had a
taste of what our past determination and

AVOID ACCIDENTS

By JIMMY

want

if

and"

THE OLD BUS — VVe can't refrain from
hammering away on the value of the little
old family bus. Nothing gives us the
jitters more than to have a car pass,
screaming because of neglect. Every
spring, every loose bolt and nut on the
car yells to the driver —
"For the luvva Mike, take me to a
garage and get me tightened and
No one can compel you to do that,
but If certain cars on this and other Lots
greased."
are
not greased regularly, nor the oil
changed and the radiators drained of mud
and batteries charged, tires kept properly
inflated and cuts repaired — oh, gosh, we
could go on and on — those drivers who
are deaf to the pleas of their cars, will
keep on driving them to an early place on
a junk pile.
TATTLE-TALE SMOKE — Yep, it's tattletale In this case, because when smoke
pours out of an exhaust pipe on a car It
reveals inner secrets of trouble with the
old motor. Usually smoke means:
Too rich a mixture, which means waste
of precious gasoline.
Faulty combustion, which means wasted
gas and oil dilution.
Old and worn out oil In the motor.
Worn piston rings or pistons, which just
means that the old bus Is right ready to
say its last prayer and quit.
No one but you can watch for such a condition and only you can direct that It be
remedied Immediately. To operate a car
with smoke continually pouring out of the
exhaust does not speak too well for the
Intelligence of the driver.
WOBBLY WHEELS— Did you ever notice a car pass you with one or more of
the wheels revolving In anything but a
concentric circle — you know — wobbling
like. It was about to leave the car? Course
you have. BUT, have you ever had your
car raised on a hydraulic life at a filling
station and then spun the wheels yourself
to see how your wheels revolve? You
haven't? Well it's about time you did,
because when wheels wobble It means

This popular trio is impressed with the efforts of
our Safety Committee — left to right: ORA
HUNTER, DOROTHY
HARRIS and ETHEL
SCHNEIDER.

excessive and uneven wear on tire casings
and even more Important, It could mean
that bearings have been worn so thin as
to be very dangerous at a high speed.
The above can be largely prevented by
frequent wheel Inspection and by having
the wheels removed and packed with
grease as advised by the engineers who
designed your car.
HARD STEERING — A gal said to me
the other day, "My car steers like a plow,
what's wrong?" Our guess was thaf the
front wheels were out of alignment. Front
wheels must be "toed in" slightly to compensate for the force generated when the
car rolls on the highway and which tends to
force the tires out. Unless they are toed in
to the proper degree they cannot run
true and straight when the car Is operated.
When this happens the car steers hard
and front tires soon get the appearance
of
being gouged
Inches.
Now

out every four or five

that 200,000 cars are going to the

old junk pile each month and builders
advising we will have to wait four or
five years for a new car, brother and sister.
It's your solemn duty to keep your car
going and running so you can keep on
working and earning and eating.
However, you'll probably keep on doing
as you please, so we'll see you thumbing!
Bye.

BUY
BONDS

\
June
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girls in the department. Your friend, PVT.
MURRY L. RASCH."
At present Pvt. Rasch is stationed at
Camp Roberts, Calif. We enjoyed hearing
from him and wish him all the luck in the
world.
A letter from JACK

HAMILTON

informs

us that he's been shipped overseas. He
wishes to be remembered to all his friends
on the Lot.
MR. WITTE was honored by a visit of the
Commanding General, Keller E. Rockey, of
the 5th Division, Marine Corps, now stationed at Camp Pendleton.
We'd

like to have the servicemen

that they're all welcome to a
inspection of our department.

$64 Question — Who's

Because these five girls, left to right, VIOLET
HOGAN. JEAN BANTA, BEHY BOW, ROSE
STEINMAN and ALICE McVEY were the winning

THE SCRIPT TEASE

the "Wolf?"

By BERDIE

MECHANICAL EFFECTS

Hello! Script Department.

By DOROTHY

BURKE

Yes, this is it. Who?

he got in on a bit of spinach cultivating.

yVe were honored this month by a visit

bees also stopped by to say "hello." He's
busy teaching the boys the art of swimming. Speaking of the service, I received
a notice today that my dog, who has been
in the service for two years, has just re-

Here's a copy of a note Mr. Witte received from one of our former employes:
"Dear

Lou: Have

been

in the U. S.

Army since April and it's great to be a
soldier. Once in awhile thoughts run
through a fellow's mind why and whom
he's fighting for. It's a comforting thought
to know that men like you are left behind
to fight for. Would to heaven there were
more like you. Say Hello to the boys and

I

mean . . . one moment . . . I'll call her.
MILLIE HECKARD, your hubby is on the
phone . . . (Aside) Must ask Millie about
the eighteen months she and her mate
corresponded before either of them saw
each other.
Hi, RUTH . . . What's the latest on your
trip to Mexico City. Couldn't get vour
mother's permission . . . dear . . . dear.
Yes, you have the right department

. . .

The twins? I'm sorry we haven't any twins
working here. Oh, you must mean BEVERLEE PEDERSON and MARJORIE MUN-

EVA PERLBERG met a certain future
"Met" singer the other evening and she
it."
like now
can
be heard humming: "You Stayed
Too
. .I would
." LAURETTE
DOLasked Long
me if
please refrain

from printing some
won't, Laurette!

special news — so I

Hello . . . This is Berdie speaking. You

. . . you March

... In Texas!!"

Say, I thought you would like to know
that our hot trumpet player, WALLACE
JOHNSON, is now the leader of a Swing
Band calTed "The Jive Johnson's Hep
Cats." He and his seventeen-piece band
are leaving to serenade the Eskimos way
up in the Klondike area. "They Do All
Jobs." Jolly Jacks of all Jitterbug Trades!

a minute, I'll call her . . . HELEN WOLF,
oh she's with a writer, yes I'll connect you.
Hello . . . San Diego calling! Gee!

do's alike. If I may quote them, "Everyone thinks we're off the beam, but we

you March

There's LOUISE LASOFF, MAUDIE NORRIS. DOROTHY BROOKS and— hold on

.

SEY. Did you know that they both wear
the same size dress, shoes and have hair-

want to know about my spouse? "What
do you do in the Infantry? You March . . .

He's back doing a wonderful job, we know.
Yes, this is Script. The girl who uses a
Stenotype machine? We have them in
bevies — oodles and oodles of them.

is in the Sea-

ing the men's section.

Away
KART

(Aside)
Say JOYCE
— how's
your
kid brother
doing inMILLER
the Submarine
Service. You say he was here on leave?

the Commanding General's office in San
Francisco. Being in the service certainly
agrees with her.

ceived his honorable discharge. He's a
collie and has served in active duty overseas. loo bad he can't talk because he
undoubtedly would have some very interesting tales to tell.

The new girl? We

GERTRUDE WHITE — Oh, you mean MYRA
"MIKE" MOSTON — like Boston. Why, of
course, just a minute . . .

from our Lady Marine, EVELYN BELL,
who incidentally is sporting another stripe
making her a Staff Sgt. She is stationed in

who

moment

have scads and scads of them. There's
JOAN
DAVIS, NATALIE WOLFSON,

while he was up there

HARRIS,

ABRAMS

illness. Hope she feels better. Did you
hear! ROMA
HELMIC has left to join
her husband in Virginia. EVELYN ANGUS
and hubby ROBERT will have a fifteen day
furlough in Sunny California before departing for New York.

this. Then again it could've been over congratulations or vacation . . . Oh yes — speaking of vacations, JESS WOLF took a flyer
to Seattle for a pleasant visit with his

GEORGE

One

girls' team of the second half of the FOX WINTER
BOWLING LEAGUE they were awarded the beautiful gold trophies which they are proudly displaying. They came within 40 points of winning the
championship of both halves of the league, includ-

please. MYRTLE EATON is on her vacation—so is VIRGINIA COOK. JUANITA
DAVIS took a leave of absence due to

The Effects Department's "PAMPERING
KING" is at it again. No wonder he's the
bowling expert with added inducement like

brother. Understand

know

visit and

Oh my! Six o'clock! Better have TINA
PERRY sign my card. She hands out more
autographs than — well, urn, er- — better
sign off. Bye now . . .

Dear People at TCF:
I hope you will forgive me for not writing my thanks for the packages that I received and also for "Action", but we here
in this part of the world cannot just sit
down and write a letter and then drop it
in the corner mail box. There is no corner,
just big circles — and I think we
ing small ones of the big ones.

are mak-

Action
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We have a picture show once in a while,
that is if we have time. I would like to

THINK

AHEAD...

know just why there has never been a TCP
picture outside of "Song of the Island"
which I have seen. That picture sure made
a hit with the fellows.
Here is a little something —
"THE

SEABEE

SPEAKS!"

So you're tired of working Mister, and
You think you'll take a rest.
You've been working pretty steady
And you're getting sick of it.
You think the war is ending, so
You're slowing down

a bit.

That's what you may be thinking. Sir,
But it just ain't the case.
What would you think. Sir, if we quit
Because we're tired too?
We're flesh and blood and human.
And we're just as tired as you.
Did you ever dig a fox hole,
And climb down deep inside,
And wish it went to China,
So you'd have some place to hide?
While motored buzzards, packed with guns
Were circling overhead.
And filled the ground around you
With hot exploding lead?

HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR., Secretary of the Treasury, announced that the Fifth
schedule showing just
Loan will start on June 12, and run to July 8. Below is a
how much your weekly savings will net you In one,
, five, and ten

War

We
ekly
Your

CASH

Savings
$1.25
2.50

. . .
. .

3.75

. . .

5.00
6.25
7.50
12.50

. .
. .
. .
..

15.00
18.75

.. . . . . ;
..

25.00
37.50

. .
. .

75.00

, .

1st year
$
56.25
112.50
187.50

1,293.75
1,950.00
3,900.00

3,601.17
4,330.40
7,206.46

3,343.08

8,664.17
10,828.62
14,435.54

4,019.67
5,024.12
6,687.28
10,048.24
20,096.48

21,657.24
43,314.48
is another chance to

ARTHUR
Pfc. Arthur K. Bullock
64th Gen. Hosp.

K. BULLOCK.

c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

Dear Gang:

It's a homesick hunger, .Mister,
And it digs around inside.

April 14, 1944

I want to thank you once again for the
kind remembrances, and I hope you all
realize how much they are appreciated.
"Action", which was rightly named, is
just like the home town newspaper, and I
sure get a lot of enjoyment from It. Have
been able to keep up -with most of the
boys through it, which brings back many

And it's got you in its clutches
And there ain't no place to hide.
Were you ever dirty. Mister,
Not the wilty collar kind.
But the oozy, slimy, messy dirt
The gritty kind that grinds?

Gerald L. Kennedy, MM 2/c
Fleet Postoffice, San Francisco.

1,661.66

Wishing each and every one health and
prosperity, and much success to the Club,
and thanks again for the cigarettes and
"Action", with best regards,
am.
Your I friend,

Were you ever hungry. Mister,
Not the kind food soon gluts.
But a gnawing, cutting hunger
That eats into your guts?

G. L. KENNEDY.

2,873.56

2,009.40

Here

707.11
1,435.22
2,163.45

and not forgotten when Uncle Sam called.
I was very sorry to read that the flu
epidemic had struck so hard there. It
took its toll in these parts too.

You'd just sit there and bawl?

But we keep agoin'. Mister,
You can bet your life we do.
And let me tell you. Mister,
We expect the same of you.

loth year

$

1 ,004.20
1,338.18

Put every cent you possibly can into those extra bonds!
fight with our boys!

And find you couldn't move,
'Tho you weren't hurt at all.
And felt so damned relieved that

When your feet ain't got no feeling
And your legs don't want to go?

years:

656.72
327.86

$

375.00
637.50
768.75
975.00

OWNED

5th year

243.75
318.75

And feel yourself all over
To see where you were hurt.

Were you ever weary. Mister,
I mean dog tired, you know

OF BONDS
at end of

And did you ever dig out. Mister
From debris and dirt

Did you ever mind the heat. Sir,
Not the kind that makes sweat run.
But the kind that drives you crazy
Till you curse the sun?

VALUE

T. SGT. A. C. NESBITT, formerly of the Staff Shop.
Alban has been stationed in the South Pacific
for almost two years. Does this smile indicate a
furlough soon or just another job well done?

Dear Associates and Studio Club:
I want to thank you swell people for
your thoughtfulness. I have just a few
days
ago cartons
received of
twocigarettes
issues of and
"Action,"
and two
gum.
They are really appreciated very much
especially now while I'm in a hospital.
It sure is good to read about what is
going on there at the Studio, and of old
friends and acquaintances. It makes one
a little homesick to be sure, but it also
makes

me feel proud to have been associated with such a grand group of people.

happy memories of the good old days.
Congratulations are in order to all the
gang for their many promotions, especially
In the Camera Depf. which I know best
of all. I have met a few of the boys, especially those In. the photographic units in
my travels, and It sure feels good to talk
over old times. It doesn't seem like three
years since leaving you, and I'm hoping it
won't be that long until I'm back again.
Best of luck to the whole gang and keep
up the good work and keep TCF on top!
Hope to see you all In the near future,
and thank you again for your thoughtfulness, I remain,
BOB GRAHAM
Lt. Robert B. Graham
c/o Fleet Postoffice,
San Francisco, Calif.
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rapid had been the Allied advances that no
sooner had I pitched my tent and unpacked my typewriter than I would have
to pull up stakes and move to a more forward base. Three out of five days with this
unit was spent in convoy. Motor transport moved slowly. Each truck followed at
least 100 yards behind the one in front
to prevent mass destruction in the event
of a Jerry attack. Land mines had been
cleared from the road by the sappers but
the fields were still dangerous. Several
trucks had been blown to Hades ahead of

LAYED REPORT FROM TUNISIA
By CpI. HENRY

ARNSTEIN

Editor's note: From Headquarters, Ninth
Air Force, Public Relations Office we learn
that HENRY ARNSTEIN of TCF, who is
now an army correspondent, is the coauthor of the Ninth Air Force's recently
published history book, "Desert Campaign." Published in Cairo, Egypt, the
narrative covers the striking power of

Major Gen. Brereton's men and aircraft
which supported the British Eighth Army in
the longest sustained drive in military
history.

our convoy and that didn't make riding
any more enjoyable.
Military vehicles of all descriptions
choked the road to Tunis, that hundred

The following story was lost for many
months, but we are printing it now, even
though the country of which the author

miles of hell. Hell — that's the dynamic
way correspondent Russell Hill worded it
when I saw him writing adroitly in Cairo. I
had read some of his deathless prose before and I knew he was doing a swell job

speaks is no longer "front page news".
Before leaving for another airfield I did
a little sightseeing in Medenine and Ben
Cardane. The latter was a white stucco
town embraced on one side by the Mediterranean and on the other by a large
oasis. Medenine was a dead village with
only a few natives wandering'through narrow, deserted streets. This place, before
enemy occupation, was an agricultural center and important road junction. You
wouldn't guess that now. Bizarre dwellings
called "Ghorfas" built by the Berber
tribes were clustered around the glaring
white buildings in the village square.
Southern Tunisia becomes more picturesque at Mareth and carpeted in emerald green as you head further north. At
Mareth you see the strategic mountain
range which is the backbone of the
vaunted Mareth Line. Concealed in them
is a network of fortified positions with a
chain of concrete pillboxes which are only
visible upon close observation. The town
of Mareth resembles an over-sized auto
court.
Then I went to bombed Sfax. This
Tunisian gateway was out-of-bounds but I
managed to get through and to the dock
area where my curious eyes found a
pathetic scene. The harbor district of this
city was a mass of ruins, of twisted steel
and shattered masonry that spilled into the
streets. Here and there a tri-color of the
Fighting French waved from glassless
dows, and across a bridge weighted
military transport was an undamaged
tlement pulsing with activity. It was
where the Civil Control Center had

winwith
sethere
been

established, a place where evacuees could
obtain ration cards for the necessities of
life. Th is was north of the bridge on the
road to Tunis while to the south was the
huge Moorish fortress. Passing a column
of armoured cars I saw French residents
distribute leaflets to the itinerant soldiers.
A picture of General Giraud was on one
side. Cn the other was a greeting to the
British 8th Army who, a few days earlier,
had made their triumphal entry.
In Tripolitania and Cyrenaica I had ad-

Erwin Jones, Jr., son

of E. E. JONES,

Grip

Dept.

Erwin is stationed at the University of Wisconsin —
taking a Radio Technician course.

mired many
Roman

of the imposing ruins of the

Empire where culture still flourished. But the colliseum at El Djem left me

with a tremendous impression. A softsandaled Arab jabbered with unsmiling
courtesy that It was built in 500 A. D. He
was tall and looked down on me with flinty
eyes and under a kufia headdress. His face
was lined with age, its joys and sorrows furrowed deeply upon it; his flowing clothes
were the shreds of departed splendor. He
was unlike most of the Arabs since he offered me no eggs for a trade of tea and
sugar. At El Djem I met an American major who v/as in Casablanca less than a
week. We apparently amused each other
by our contrasting American uniforms.
Yanks closing In on Rommel from the
East didn't look like the soldiers illustrated in magazines or those you see at
the corner drug store. Those Yankees who
attacked from the West looked G.l. from
steel helmets to leggings. I wore a combination of British, Indian and American uniforms and even these did not appear very
Peter Arno-ish. He was new to Africa and
surmised
"hell-with-formality"
look that Ifrom
was a my
desert
veteran. Cne of
the questions he asked was: "What are you
supposed to do if Jerry comes over and
raids you? I'm ashamed

to admit I've never

it before."
experienced
"Don't worry about it, sir," I said respectfully, "When the time comes you
won't need to be told. You'll do it."
Later I attached myself to another
American squadron of Warhawk fighter
planes. They were engaged in dive-bombing and strafing the 21st and 15th German Panzer Divisions which were then concentrated close to the bombline. But so

on the Eighth Army's final push. The drivers going and coming on this road decorated the radiators of their lorries and the
guns on their car turrets with scarlet-red
poppies. For everywhere you looked would
be sprawling fields of flaming poppies.
There were olive groves, vineyards, eucalyptus trees; almond blossoms perfumed
the air and flat farmlands were a contrast
to the semi-desert of southern Tunisia and
western Libya.

For a time I slept in an EPI tent which
ensconced the operations-intelligence sections. This was before a press tent was
scrounged for me by a fighter pilot who
fancied himself as a writer. He was the
most solicitous overseer of comfort that
anyone could desire. I couldn't have gotten along without him. The EPI tent though
was a nerve center. Whenever I wasn't
making routine calls I stayed here to listen
to pre-flight briefings; when the pilots filed
through the tent upon landing I'd be there.
The interrogation by the Op's officer was
always interesting. I dispatched my stories
to headquarters via courier plane that took
off every dawn.
Every night a German bomber would
fly over. Your ears told you that because
enemy motors hum a different tune from
your own. A British signalman told me that
German engines- sounded as if they were
asking; where do you want it, where do
you want it, where do . . . etc."
Six hours after leaving this landing
ground it was heavily bombed. I was
damned lucky. At a new base I reluctant-

ly dug myself a foxhole six feet long and
four feet deep. The following day a nearby airdrome was bombed; an hour later
my foxhole was two feet deeper.
I decided to visit Sousse. Sfax might
have been grim but Sousse was grimmer.
The bombing here was, if nothing else, a
striking tribute to the effectiveness of
Allied bombardment. I was the only person in the heart of the stricken city. What
I saw was as poignant as toys found on for-

Entered

as second

matter
Los

Angeles,

Act

gotten shelves of childhood. Where shops
had been blown open, merchandise littered
the street. Front-blasted stores with their
goods untouched lured me inside though
the ceilings were on the verge of collapse.
I picked up three strings of beads, took a
Nazi newspaper from an abandoned
Volkswagen, and kept them for souvenirs
knowing that collecting war trophies is an
unhealthy game. Sidewalk cafes where gay
boulevardlers used to drink wine from marble-topped tables were only Identified by
signs that now hung askew.
To the south was Monastir where many
of the Sousse civilians had found refuge.
Being here was like being in a world of
peace and transquillity. In the park you
could listen to the soothing "Blue Danube"
by a concert band and pick flowers outside
the native wall and hear the crashing of
the Mediterranean on the jagged rocks below. An American soldier was a rare sight
here: many smiles and bows were exchanged between the civilian population
and myself.
The holy city of Tunisia is Kairouan. I
went there from Kasserine Pass. Here, at
Kairouan, you can see the Mosque of Sidi
Okba; the arched Moorish walls; and the
teeming Arabs wearing goat skins and red
skull caps, and veiled women whose arms
and ankles are weighted with heavy silver,
and deformed beggars with kind eyes —
the kind Japanese put In their dragons.
The Germans, before withdrawing two
days before I got there, had destroyed the
electrical system and the main water plant.
The movie house, Le Paris, was the only
source of entertainment for the sparsely
populated Europeans. For 12 francs you
could have gotten the best seat in the
house. Now you couldn't get inside at all
since it is very much closed.
One street was a brothel area. A German sign marked It out of bounds. The
sign at Sdi Dimassi read: Fur Webrmacht
Verboten. Across the street from a fencedin garden I talked to some girls who spoke
a smattering of English. Presently, we
heard a distant thunder of artillery that
cam.e from the high-shouldered mountains
to the north. Their mother then came out
and, without a word but obviously frightened, qrasped the hand of her small child
and led him to the garden opposite. Soon
afterwards I found an air raid shelter there.
When the firing ceased she came out. As
I left them, one of the mademoiselles gave

at the Post Office.
Calif., under

of March

3, 1879.

me a flag with the Lorraine Cross sewn in
the center.
Again I was ia-Tripoli and tired of it
because there was nothing to do. Even
if there weren't a seven o'clock curfew
there wouldn't be anything to do. There
might be — but It wouldn't be moral! A
stroll down the palm-lined promenade or
along the arcaded Pizarre Costello is about
all there is to do. Two towering pillars are
the landmarks of the capital city of Italy's
colonial empire. At the top of one is the
three-masted sailing ship, on the other is
Romulus and Remus. Close ahead is the
Spanish Mole. Walking around
Italia or down the vias which finger
the rim of Tripoli you discover small
They offer a meagre supply of
Italian razor blades, fountain pens,

Pizarre
out to
shops.
goods.
gaudy

jewelry and hankies lettered with Ricorde
di Libia stock their shelves. The prices are
still unreasonably high. The lire is good but
of small value. Italians in military uniform
still police the traffic and they remind you
of Mussolini in their baggy breeches. Barber shops do a thriving business as do
cafes with their bead-curtained doors that
rattle as you enter. There isn't much variety in the drinks though. You are served
rot-gut alcoholics, foul cider, and possibly
chiantl from Tuscany. The Mercato Rionale
is a market where you can watch Italians
buy a few vegetables.
The suburbs of Tripoli is scenlcally interesting with its cube-shaped villas, white
bungalows trimmed in blue, cypress trees
and olive groves.
But soon I was climbing through the oval
door of a transport plane again. The next

HENRY ZYNDA, MO.M.M. l/c, a former member
of our Police Dept, now in the South Pacific.

Dear

April 26, 1944

Friends:

Action and the cigarettes arrive like
clockwork. If only the studio Club could
get a quart of whisky out here.
We just came back from our biggest
job so far. The biggest fleet ever assembled gave Tojo a grand kick in the pants.
Ever since I joined this ship we have been
busy as hell. We've been in four major
Invasions and they're no cinch, but that's
the only way to win, we work hard, not
because we want to, but because we want

thing I knew I was cruising over the Mediterranean through wisps of clouds. Then

to get home.
Regards to all the fellows — tell them

you're over the ground again; barren and
undulating ground.

when I get back I'll kid the shirts off their
backs. Saw Pete's picture in Action — looks

Through the round window you see white
houses nestling beside the blue waters.
You're closer now and your eye catches a
graceful, slender minaret — a veritable exclamation mark in stone. For a moment
you imagine your floating on the magic
carpet and your mind is a merry-go-round
of Aladdin and his lamp, Omar the tentmaker, All Baba and the 40 thieves. . . .
The ghostlike shape of the town appears
down below. You plainly see the battered
houses standing by the sea like white
fortifications. The plane is taking you
away

now. You're over the sea again and

Best to all.
Henry Zynda
Henry Zynda, Mo.M.M.
good.
U.S.S. LST 171
Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, California

it looks luminous

i/c

in the fierce sunlight.

The dazzling whiteness of the town

looks

cool against the hot background. The limpid waters are folding across the beach
and soon it's all out of sight. Then you
that air
give yourself
travel
induces. up to the fatigue
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The Voice

of the Lot

this is his first studio experience. During
these war years he has been foreman in
charge of various large plumbing jobs on
war housing and war plants. We are fortunate that he had just finished a job
when we needed a man to replace BERT
FICKERSON, now in the U. S. Navy.
And that brings us up to the question a
fellow on the lot asked us recently — "What
do you have to do to get to be a

It's a like
$64.00
question
maybe
would
to know
the and
answer.
plumber?"

others

First you put in five years as an apprentice, learning the trade. Then you take
a city or county examination, as for medicine, law or any other profession. If and
when you pass you are eligible to apply
for membership in the United Association
of Plumbers and Steamfltters and take
another examination.

Introducinq HERB PEARSON, left, and GEORGE
JOHNSON, right, the youngest and oldest members of the Plumbing Shop in point of seniority.

MEET THE PLUMBERS
By CHARLEY

ANDERS

This month we present the newest addition to the 20th Century-Fox Plumbing
Shop — HERB PEARSON; and one of our
oldest members (from the standpoint of
seniority — not yearsjGEORGE

JOHNSON.

Most of our readers know George. He
has been a plumber on this lot since 1928.
He may even be the original guy of whom
it was said "Let George do it." Anyway
that is what we say when someone wants
to locate a valve buried under several feet
of earth by an outside contractor away
back in the gay 20's or the dreary 30's.
George looks over the landscape,
scratches his head, pulls his ear and says
"Dig
it
is. about here," and sure enough there
Herb is a plumber from away back but

You acquire the ability to scoot along
under a building on your belly, like a
lizard: dig like a gopher, and climb like a
monkey, all the while dragging with you a
couple of lengths of pipe and a box of
tools.
You trace gas leaks with your nose like
a hound dog on the trail of a possum.
Maybe that is why a plumber must take
out a license each year.
You develop an allergy to black widows
and, you hope, an immunity to the disease
germs which swarm in plugged sewers.
You memorize the building laws of state,
county and city, and pick up a practical
knowledge of physics.
You work under a low building by the
glow of a flash light, with gravel getting
into your shoes, mud in your eyes, water
dripping down your neck, and the whole
job getting into your hair — if any.
You must be courteous to people who
want to know why the job took so long
butit.don't want
in

to get their own

hands

That's most of what you have to do to
get to be a plumber — in addition to having a strong back.

"Crystal set to a Console". That is the motto of
these qentlemen who are doing such fine work in
collecting and repairing radios for hospitalized
Servicemen. Left to right: LOU WITTE, WALTER
"Bill" WELLS, WINNIE LEVEREH, and CARL
FAULKNER.

AN APPEAL FOR RADIOS FOR
SERVICEMEN
By LOU
The TCF American

WITTE

Legion Post No. 563

put out an appeal for radios — old and
new. These radios are for the boys in military hospitals. The assortment that has
been received is really something to behold. They vary in model from the original
crystal sets to our modern consoles.
You

know

the old slogan "No

matter

how young a prune may be it's always full
of wrinkles." Well, with radios now for
instance, the slogan applies inasmuch as
no matter how old a radio may be it may
still have some good parts in it. So searcn
around in far away spots, such as attics,
cellars and who knows maybe you might

Action
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find a radio that you can bring in either
for parts or reconditioning.
At one time we had collected enough to
completely fill one of the offices at the
Sound Department where they are sent for
repair and reconditioning. In some cases
where the sets cannot be repaired, parts
are taken from these and put into others.
We have repaired about seventy radios
and sent them to the boys at Birmingham
Army Hospital, Norconian Navy Hospital
and Camp Pendleton Marine base.
The rtien in the Sound Department have
been contributing their time to the repair
of these radios. Particular mention goes to
W. H. LEVERETT and WALTER WELLS
. . . From what I understand they are
about caught up now and are ready for
more radios.
Radios contribute much happiness to our
wounded and convalescing servicemen.
your old radios to Lou Witte's office
—Bring
regardless of condition or age!

glad
to have them back home again permanently.
We

received a dandy letter from our

friend,
EARLso WADE.
It's up on
bulletin board
all his friends
can ourread
it.
Earl is somewhere in the South Seas — is
long.
practically a native — he's been there so
If you see a carpenter riding along on a
tricycle don't think we've gone back to the
kiddie car age. It'll probably be one of us
going from hither to yon on the new
"Chore Boy" which has been assigned to
us to speed us on our way. Walking takes
much of our valuable time — so we use this
cute little orange velocipede to get to
your troubles quicker.
Our little DAVY PAUL is on his way.
Yes sir, he is taking a well-earned vacation— destination, Washington, D. C.
Hopes
at home.to see FDR — also the Mrs. if she's

MAINTENANTICS

ice aren't as frequent. We'll certainly be

CHARLIE RABOLD, M of F. Dept, head, left;
DAVEY PAUL and JACK CONLIN, a trio of
trouble shooters.

in June for Seattle where she'll spend a
hard-earned vacation with relatives. An
O.K. was handed to BILL McCRARY, the
latest from this Dept., to be down for his
pre-induction physical.
Isn't that a swell picture I coaxed away
from FRANK MULLER? After spending
31/2

years

with

20th

Century,

he

was

brought along when our 2 companies
merged 8 years ago to be master of our
Tailor Shop. The other 2 steadies In his
staff are MARGARET VARN and FLOSSIE STIFFLER who have both been with
us for 5 years.
The other Sunday, many of the Men's
Wardrobe-ers and their families spent the

By A. O. WILLIAMS
Here we are knee-deep in July. This
year, as we observed our Independence
Day, we had much to impress us with our
importance in the scheme of things as they
are and as they will be in the future. The
memory of the men who had the courage
and wisdom to establish this — our nation —
168 years ago, and their foresight which
gave us the Declaration of Independence
and the Bill of Rights, will never be lost.
They epitomize the idealism upon which
we thrive. They created those rights and
privileges for which our boys are now fighting and dying.
July seems to be the month that men
strike for freedom. To the French, the fall
of the Bastile was to them their declaration of Independence and now again the
French have to throw off the yoke of their
oppressors. This time they will have help.
We hope that we can assist them to reestablish the Republic that gives the
French the freedom they love.
RAY WILLIAMS came in to see us recently. The visits from the men in the serv-

extends to the end of the North side of the
building and is a combination work room,
stock room and smoke room. This partial
upset makes room for a new shower — yes,
a real SHOWER, with hot and cold running -water — which Is next to the 2nd floor
stairs. If alterations keep up this pace,
the lower floor office will soon be conducting their business-as-usual from the roof.
Glad to welcome CARL WALKER back
to work after a hurried appendectomy.
MARGARET VARN left the 3rd week

day the
In SANDEEN'S
back
making
toys
for
kids who will
be yard
at our
STUDIO
CLUB PICNIC. FREE BEER (in spite of
TOM DOYLE), FREE FOOD and a free
summer's tan were on the menu and were
thoroughly enjoyed by all. Potato salad,
deviled eggs and chocolate cake (the kind
that melts in your mouth) were furnished
by
McCOY'S
— a super
hamHERSCHEL
and the rest
of the Mother
food, and
there
SANDEEN'S
kitchen
— youcame
knowfrom
thatVERA
was really
good.
was plenty,
The
place
like Santa's
workshop
for sure
and looked
the production
line rolled
out
scooters, wagons, kiddle cars, picture albums, leave-a-note gadgets, canes and
what-have-you on a 5-mInute-per basis.
SANDEEN and SWEDE MUNDEN opened
We know you ve ell seen him, and we're sure glad
to claim him — the
Men's MULLER
Wardrobe No I Tailor,
FRANK

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

Last month I told you about moving
everything off the main wardrobe floor —
this month it's all back — and how! The
permanent racks are in (3 tiers high, if
you please, and for storage — I now learn),
racks of shoes line the back wall, shelves
fill all the East wall space but the windows,
and two 7-ft. ladders crowd the aisles.
"WOOF" IFVERSON has taken priority
on the office next to EDDIE WARE'S.
LOUIS VAN DEN ECKER'S room has been
enlarged and GILE STEELE is takin' up
batchin' with him again. Even DICK
JAMES, SWEDE MUNDEN, and JAY
DARE are pulling up coat hangers and
shoe dyes and dividing their time between
their main issuing room and a newly constructed room In back of LOUIE's which

shop with the raw wood and saws —
FRANK BUCKLES, RUBE MORRIS,
HARRY KERNELL, DAVE PRESTON, HERSCHEL and we WIVES saw that everything was painted. Dave and Herschel
put on theand
finishing
touches
Sandy's
clothesline
back fence
were and
strung
with
toys. We'll have 2 more Sundays just like
this to be sure every kid at that picnic
will have a good toy.

Poqo Sticks, Hobby Horses, Carts and Kiddie Karsl
made by the Sandeen-Back-YardSome of the toys
raft-Workers
Amateur-Handc
tor the Annual Studio
Picnic to be held August 27.
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"MEET THE SECRETARIES" — Three
more of the young ladies who keep things
humming at TCP. Left, DORIS WEIL
(rhymes with while) has been a secretary in
the Publicity Dept, for the past two years.
Doris is a native daughter, born in San
Diego and received her schooling there.

Her hobby is horseback riding. The
middle picture is of MAURINE LACY, secretary to Walter T. Strohm. Born in
Texas, she has for the past few years made
the San Fernando Valley her home. A carpenter by vocation and gardener by avocation, Maurine seems to be in the wrong

LA60RELATES

This is the usual vacation time . . . PHIL
SNYDER is spending his at San Francisco.
HENRY CULBERTSON, our ace clerk, who
always consents to type this column, is
catching up on his Victory Garden. Boss
JACK SAVASE has purchased a Mercury
outboard and is getting ready to snag the

By IRISH ROCHE
The great cooperation between individuals cannot help but impress the visitors to a Blood Bank Station. We see persons of ail creeds and beliefs donating their
blood to one common cause. This cooperation will help to offset any racial or religious differences that may exist after this
war. Those who donate give without any
strings attached. The blood given by a
person of one religious belief may help to
save the life of a boy of another credence.
This creates a bond of unity between the
boys in the service. The success of this
country must be attributed to the cooperation of its pioneers. In the constitution you
don't find the word "discrimination." Recently ithas appeared, some are perhaps
innocent victims of it, some use it to their
advantage. Let us hope, as a result of the
Blood Bank, it will pass into oblivion.
RALPH ARNOLD is a veteran of World
War One and Mrs. Arnold also served
overseas as a member of the Nursing
Corps. They can indeed be proud of their

j

iI

only daughter who is with Uncle Sam's
Nursing Corps.
The biggest booster for the American
Legion Studio Post is the Sergeant at
Arms, HARRY MORTON. Harry has been
instrumental in getting a large number of
new members for the post. The phenomenal success of the Hollywood Ball
Club, in being in the first division, must
be attributed to one of our boys, JOHN
INTLEKOFER. Inky did not have the advantage of a lot of spring training — consequently he was a little late getting started.
Judging by his success so far, Charley Root
expects him to win a lot of games before
the season is over. Why not visit the
Hollywood Ball Park and give Inky your
moral support.

big ones.

LEGAL LOWDOWN
By LUCY

LAWSUIT

After dutifully combining the department and reading everyone's diary, I have
gleaned the following bits of lukewarm, but
enchanting info. MARYLIB DOWNING,
"Queen of the Oniontops," from the garden of the same name, informs me that the
last few days have found her a little befuddled as to her "social butterflying."
Frankly, I would diagnose said situation as
the time of times more commonly referred
to as "the lull in one's life." (Very rare in
Miss D.'s case, I assure you!) If anyone has
any suggestions, which might prove helpful, either keep them to yourself, or merely
send the top of Stage 13 and we will
ignore your suggestion with ease and
agility.
It was with tear-dimmed eyes and drooling mascara that we waved, en masse, a
fond farewell to BEVERLY "Miss Sock
Stitcher of 1944" HAUGH, who left on a
week's vacation. If we have to go through
this ritual every time someone goes on
parole, I would suggest we be supplied
with several cases of Kleenex. (I'm a
dreamer — aren't we all!)
My predecessor, BERNICE BURKE, tells
me that the newest thing on her side of
the hall is the arrival of BETTY SIMPSCN,
Bernie's co-worker and latest addition to
our "Goon Castle."

department: Right, is BETTY ISAACSCN,
secretary to F. D. Langton. Betty was born
in Alabama, but has been a Californian
for the past seventeen years. Betty finished her schooling at U.C.L.A., and we
think she graduated cum laude in golf!

LAURA HARRINGTCN, Belle of the
Bel-Air Bay Club, seems to be ahead in the
"I'm Tanner Than You Are" contest. (Just
anotheralert.)
novel idea to keep our feeble
minds
JUNE DCWNEY, former Pin-Up Girl
of the Drop Hammers at ye olde Douglas,
is one of our proudest possessions. She is
flying high with the Civil Air Patrol (CAP)
— and doing a mighty good job of it.
Seems a shame that the writing ability
of BILLIE TAYLCR goes unnoticed. That
girl really has terrific talent!
Stockton seems to have had a bewitching effect of ISABEL ALLINSCN. We find
ourselves with only the body of Allinson of
our payroll. The Cranium remained in
Stockton for the rest of the summer . . .
and then some. Amour — amour — amour!
MAXINE BIHARI, close friend of all the
little Diaper Dans at the Cedars of Lebanon, where she appears through the courone herself
in particular
as trouble.
a Nurses'It
Aide, tesyisof no
having
a bit of
would seem that the Bihari tribe — all eight
of them — is in search of a residence. If
you should hear of any homey moth-covered cottages similar to the Ambassador,
Biltmore, or any other ("it's not much but
we call it home in front of company")
places, please let her know.
SELMA REID and HARRIET "Calling Dr.
Kildare" CLIVER, when approached by the
Brooklyn Bard stated only that "nothing
was
with word?
them." However,
May I be itthelooks
firstlike
to
doubtnewtheir
we'll have to let them get away with that
excuse — but just this once.
Life, lunch and the laughter of the local
Cherubs forces our weary caravan to wend
its way like a herd of turtles from this
dreamy second floor display of file trees,
contract shrubs and headache bugs.
Till next time then, if any —

prising what one can really get along without, but necessity is still the mother of invention. It'squite warm, but on the average
very
pleasant
of the time
— we're
not
bothered
with most
mosquitoes,
thank
heavens!
We've little entertainment, and just to see
a movie would really be something. The
mail is the one thing we all look forward
I think Gulliver had nothing on RALPH
HANSEN when it comes to traveling. Still
in the good old USA, but well over a good
bit of it, Ralph has been stationed in nine
camps

in five states. He calls it "toughening up." He could be right! From his
blow by blow account of the Army career
of Gl No. 39571446, we can readily agree
with him that this rigid training Is providing "some of the finest fighter pilots the
Air Forces have ever placed in the cockpit
of a P-47. They can take it and like It."
to."
From MAXIE GOLDMAN'S description
of a hike to a native village, one would
suspect life to be a bit on the rugged side
in his particular corner of the world. He
says: "The round trip
(and I do mean roughly)
cluding four swift rivers.
so strong that It was all a

covered roughly
fifteen miles inThe current was
guy could do to

A few of TCP's able Nurserymen, from left to right, PAT VAN WIE, JIM BRIGGS, RAY GRANTHAM,
WALTER MELIN, LYNN WOLCOH, GLENN HARMAN, LARRY DYER, PHIL HARTMAN, and BILL
LEPPELLEY.

keep
footing
and I don't onswim
stroke.
With his
a little
misadventure
the a trip
up,

NURSERY TALES

can say Is that It was well worth the effort." He adds: "The worst part of this
so-and-so rain Is that It generally holds off

he paid us a visit the other day and raved
about them. Come on down and take a

By JIM

BRIGGS

Flowers are such delicate things — often
when the plants are little they are far
more delicate than an infant, and often
need as much

ceives. Don't be fooled, though, take a
at the accompanying group photo,
its the Nursery crew — the men who
the flowers, shrubs and trees on the
Lot.

Do these hands look at all like feminine
hands? But wait, what are these birds doing with their hands behind them? Can't
be that they have just had a manicure?
No! Can't be they are standing at attention at GLENN HARMAN's command?
No, he's in the picture too. Its just a
nurseryman's way of saying to the phototographer, "Take your time. Bud, the
posies can spare us until you finish."
These men deserve a lot of credit. They
have furnished TCF with one of the finest
selections of specimen plants and flowers
that can be found in the southland. During the month of May, they furnished the
set dressers with the largest amount of
flowers in dollars and cents ever supplied
in any one month since the Nursery was
founded.

too!

By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

Our "Censored" mail these days brings
plenty of news from our boys on the fighting fronts and more left to the imagination. Their untold tales, ace-high morale,
and eagerness for news from home should
give us a definite idea of what our part
should be.

"three solid feet of textbooks, pamphlets,
etc." would be one Dick could dispense
with with utmost pleasure.
More news next time, and for the present, greetings from ALL the boys.

says in part: "I've never met so many
grand people — they've treated me swell.
The country is a never ending delight.
Springtime here is impossible to describe.
The fruit trees, primrose, buttercups,
daisies and gorse are in bloom, and it is
lovely beyond description. My headquarters are located in a meadow not far from
a trout stream. I don't think that it's possible for any place to be as beautiful as
rural England." All this from a Southern
Californian! Sounds like treason! Jack
says he saw Alexander's Ragtime Band at
a first-run theatre a short time ago.
HARRY

MELLEN

from Island "X" writes

our

soon things are well under way.

RABOLD —

the state of Virginia plus the issue of

JACK BURTON becomes almost poetic
in his description of rural England. F!e

Our display of Tuberous Begonias in the
greenhouse might go a long way toward
winning TCF a prize, were there a flower
show in which they could be entered. Ask
CHAS.

to reach the village. All I

March
Field. after
The combination
of
Campturn toLee,
Virginia,
which he'll re-

with less enthusiasm. He says, "We're experiencing things a little on the rough side
as far as our living conditions are concerned. Everyone seems to contrive and
construct contraptions to their liking and

Superintendent,

managed

until show time and then it pours!"
DICK TOWNER writes he's attending
an advanced officers' supply course In

THE PROP FRONTIER

care, so it is hard to con-

ceive of any hands except a woman's administering the tender care a seedling relook
yes,
grow
TCF

look — you'll be welcome

we

It's sur-

GLENN

HARMAN, genial and capable Nursery
Foreman. (Nice looking, toot)
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DEAR BOSS LETTER

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

'
DEAR

STEWART

Tie on your hats, boys, here we
again!

go

Now that you are not around to boss
the office, I just want to call your attention to the fact that you missed telling
me that our industry paid to our good old

Capt. McADAM, Western Ave., reports
that according to the last news he had
from his son, JIMMIE, he was in Hollandia,
New Guinea, where the fighting has been
pretty tough. Jim is in the 19th Infantry.

Uncle Sam $900,000,000.00 in taxes during the last year. Yes! $900,000,000.00.
Now don't try to scoop me again. Not to
mention too — $1,900,000.00 for charity —

Capt. McAdam's, other son, TED, a Sgt.
in the Marine Corps, is in San Diego
where he was sent after a double dose of
malaria contracted at Guadalcanal. How-

if nuts
we —mentioned
bonds
that's
profit
—
bonds arewarprofit
in —any
language
on the side we fight for.
We

ever, Ted isn't in the hospital any more,
being now engaged in training new men.
It seems to me
CLAUDE

EICHER

that AL

GROVES

and

for "sons in the service." Al Groves,
Gateman at Western Ave., has one son,
an Army officer, somewhere in the South
Pacific and not heard from for three

troubles will always be little ones — she has
a helluva sense of humor — but she still is
a wonderful mother. Betty Grable is on
her way to New York, John Payne to Long

months: another is an Army doctor, and
the third just recently entered the Navy
and is receiving his training in Chicago.
Step up and take a bow, Al!

2nd Lt. in the Army

Air Corps, flying one

of those fast little P-38's. His youngest
boy is stationed at Amarillo,' Texas, where
he is getting his training as a radio gunner. There's another record! Congratulations, "Ike"!
Most recent additions to your Police
Dept, are officers PETERSON, PAINE,
HENDERSON, TRUEL, and TOAZE. Toaze
is an honorably discharged veteran of the
present war, and Henderson and Paine are
veterans of World War I. These men are
all on the graveyard shift at present and
most of you don't ever see them. They
take care of the Studio while you are home
in bed. Welcome, fellows!
HENRY MEYERS is back in the Dept.,
having been honorably discharged after
eighteen months in the Coast Guard.
BILL STRATTON

continues on the sick

list at this writing, but is Improving and
expects to be back on the job around the
first of July.
When you listen to "Duffy's Tavern"
program on Tuesday nights, you perhaps
have noticed that Duffy himself is never
present. The reason? Duffy is at our own
Santa Monica gate every night. BILL
DUFFY h as been a member of our department for a number of years, and when
TOM DOYLE left us to go with the Studio
Club, Bill took over as guardian of the
Gate. The boys in the sign shop painted
a nice sign for him, so stop in at "Duffy's
Tavern" any night and be welcomed by
Duffy in person.

miss you around here because you

get your nose into everything — but you
miss a few things yourself — for instance:
Alice Faye is a devoted mother who loves
her job and she told me she still hopes my

just about cop the prize

CLAUDE EICHAR, keeper of the Santa
Monica Gate (8 a.m. to 4 p.m.), is also the
proud father of three sons in the service.
His eldest son, CLAUDE, JR., is an aviation mechanic, stationed at the flying field
at Merced, Calif., and his second son is a

June 13, 1944.
LILLIAN:

Beach to "Keep Flying," June Haver to
Kentucky and Indiana for "My Home in
Indiana," and your little friend Peggy Ann
Garner looks like she is arriving at the spot

KIETH
Room,
featured

WILLIAMS, the Strinq-up-Boy of the Mail
plays a terrific trumpet, and is presently
with Joe Venuti's orchestra

at NBC.

Hmm!

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By MARILYN

NELSON

Gee Whiz . . . talk about people cornin'
and goin' . . . well almost every one of
the "String Up Boys" have gone. They all
seem to have ambitions elsewhere or just
come to TCF to realize them. Our newest
edition of masculine muscile is DICK HARRIS, a native Californian.

she is earning in "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn" — she only works 71 out of a 74
day shooting schedule — for she now lives
on the lot in that white bungalow where
another "little queen" held forth.
You told me about the trials and tribulations we have had over the birth of the
Son of Flicka — "Thunderhead" will be a
picture children will love — and lovers of the
animal kingdom too — but don't forget that
the mother of "Thunderhead" is just as
fussy as you were — she wants to know what
goes on and if SHE sticks her nose in
every shot — which she does regularly —
don't forget that you are a "motion picture mother" and "motion picture mothers"
have spoiled many a shot and many a
career.

LON McCALLISTER dropped in to see
us the other day and he looks wonderful.
DIANA MILLER fainted, MARIA NASTICH shook hands, LOUISE LANDERS
kissed him on the cheek and DOROTHY

While getting my throat swabbed today, Iengaged MORNA PYPER, the head
nurse at our hospital, in what I Intended
to be idle conversation, but instead, the

LYLE gave him a shy blushing hello. Lon's
our pet and one of the finest boys we
know. We all wish him loads of luck.

conversation proved to me what IDLE and
USELESS lives a lot of us live. Morna, to
whom most of us run with all our ills, is a

LOIS MORRISSEY spent a wonderful
weekend with hubby in Bakersfield . . .
came back looking very rested . . .

very
interesting
person. and
She served
has a Doctor's
degree
in Psychology,
several

Everyone is singing the Mailroom

theme

song lately — have you heard it:
The Mailroom girls are winning the war.
Parley Vous.
The Mailroom girls give lots of cheer. Parley Vous.
The Mailroom girls are winning the war, so
what the heck's the Army
Dinky Parley Vous.

for, Hinky

The Mallroom's now got lots of boys. Parley Vous.
The Mallroom's now got lots of boys. Parley Vous.
The Mailrooms now got lots of boys, but
that just means some added noise. Inky,
Dinky Parley Vous.

years as a Pathologist in two of Chicago's
leading hospitals. During the last war she
went overseas with a private doctor, working just behind the lines in reconstructive
surgery. Now, Morna is beginning to wonder what more she can do during this war.
She is actively engaged in war work here,
but keeps thinking about the boys "out
there." I'll tell you — idle conversation certainly can make you think. What would
the 12,000 patients handled by our hospital every year do without her. No —
Morna, you are an essential part of this
Industry, and we can't spare you. With
Morna's Irish brogue, she could easily be
cast in IRISH EYES ARE SMILING.
—DOC
BISHOP.
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Many of our TCF boys must have had a
part in the invasion. We, who are here,
can help them by having a complete Invasion of our pocketbooks this month. The
Fifth War Loan Drive is on . . . come on

thrilling voice, thus earning the appro-

gang . . . man your dollar bills and let's go!

casecreation
you believe
that aor "Bugaboo"
is In
some
of fiction
fancy, let

MUSICAL NOTES

me tell you of a first-hand encounter with
said strange animule. I tell you this in case
you plan a picnic in the tall grass of our
fair countryside. It won't be necessary for
you to hunt them . . . they'll be right there
waiting
you should
don't
think
theyforwillyou
have. .the. and
picnic,if you

By MAY

STANHOPE

MARCY SWINDELL'S friends greeted
her return to work with festivities and

Flight OfRcer RICHARD
GODFREY, Staff Shop,
home on leave after receiving his wings, pictured
with his adoring sister, VIRGINIA.

SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA GODFREY
Another month and Ole Man Sol has
apparently made up his mind not to come
out until the war is over.

fervor equal to a county fair. Flowers, ribbons, bells, hors d'oeuvres and best wishes
were a few of the many symbols of friendship and goodwill surrounding Marcy on
her' first day back.
GEORGIA KILGORE set us an excellent
example with her wartime vacation — she
spent no money, used no gas, took no
trips . . . "all the more to spend when
Victory comes," says she.
CAMERAMEN, please note: HAROLD
JONES (Jonesy) Is helping fight our war

If anyone happened to see Lt. DALE
SEARS around the Lot In civilian clothes a
while ago — It's not what you think. On
his way back from Florida, Dale unsuspectingly packed his new uniforms and
shipped them home. This was the last he
saw of them . . . and being ready to ship
out he spent some frantic hours gathering

By ROBERT

ROBERT GUNN Is taking for ACTION? ‘
Vacation time . . . everyone seems to
have the same Idea In mind . . . staying
home — accomplishing chores we don't
ordinarily have time for . . . seeing friends
. . . catching up on our sleep. Somehow

FRAN LEWIS wears such stunning suede
and leather outfits! LILLIAN MUNSEY, a
good sport and very well liked by her coworkers, has joined the followers of the
Winged Men." Her son is at the Stockton Army Air Base training to be a pilot.
CLIFF SILSBY has sold his home In
Laurel Canyon and is going to join the
Brentwood gang. How about a housewarming, Cliff?
BOB HAMMERAS, son of our very nice
RALPH HAMMERAS, has moved into our
Camera Room to stay.
LT. VERNON law is overseas . . .

just look at me! After a ten-minute encounter with said bite-tors, I, as the bitetee, retreated to cover with red bulges
around the eyes and a swollen jaw, looking like the loser of a ten-round bout and
feeling like a jump ahead of a cat fit.
After meeting with this innocent-looking
instrument of destruction, I'd like to recommend Its use as a secret weapon against
the enemy. No bigger than a beebee shot,
but more deadly than a machine gun, the
only way to avoid this manklller of the
tall grass Is to wear a coverall . . . and I
do mean, cover all.

SOMETHING NEW

up clothes. As you all know, Dale Isn't a
midget ... so It took a little time to replace the uniforms.
Have you all noticed the fine pictures

there Isn't the incentive to going gaily off
on a trip.
Flight Officer RICHARD GODFREY
was home on leave after receiving his
wings, and has now left to join his Fortress
crew as co-pilot. You'll have to excuse it
if I seem to be violently proud of my
young brother.
We miss the cute Chinese children who
galloped so happily about the Lot during
the shooting on KEYS OF THE KINGDOM. Their keen Interest In the activities
on the Lot was fun to watch.

priate title of: "The Enchanting Forrest."
And
Billhead,
wavedherhisIncome
manager's
wandIn
over when
her fair
jumped
a week's time from $250 to $3,000!

MARCY

SWINDELL

greeted
absence.

by her very tine triends atter a long
Marcy is the capable assistant to FRANK
TRESSELT in Music Casting.

smiles her pleasure

at being

in the jungles of the South Pacific. Says
camera corps spoils a lot of film because,
of poor light. Will buy a LIGHT METER
if one can be found. Should you hear of
one not In use, please call Extension 497.
Everyone gathered around DOLLY
KAYLIN and her chocolate birthday cake
on June I to wish her good luck and

L. GUNN

An Inventor Is a person who first conceives of something In his Imagination and
later reduces' it to practice. Most men
dream of being Inventors but to only a
few is given the gift of inventing. We have
Inventors here on the Lot who have been
consistently Inventing over a long string of
years. As one of our foremost Inventors,
let me Introduce George D, Hulburt, whose
picture appears below.
Mr. Hulburt has the distinction of having collaborated In some ten or eleven Inventions Inthe art of making motion pictures. Every one of his Inventions has been
practical and every one Is now being used
here on the Lot. Incidentally, he has received around $1,100 In War Bonds as
awards for his contributions. In addition,
Mr. Hulburt Is a member of our Safety
Committee and has been for twelve years.

sample some of ALBERTA BUCHANAN'S
good baking. Dolly looked as delectable
as usual and the cake was most dee-llclous.
BARBARA McCRACKEN Is promoted
to
the Music Library as CLARA BING'S
assistant.
BILL BURTON, proudly displaying
talents of his golden-voiced discovery,
HELEN FORREST. Supposed to be here
from New York on her vacation, Helen
spends all her time flying to hospitals and
camps, doing bond selling appearances and
mail calls tor the boys. Her Cinderella
story Includes acquiring beauty and a
glamorous appearance In keeping with her

GEORGE

D.

pipe bending

HULBURT
machine

shown

of which

demonstrating

a

he was co-inventor.
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OVER THE TRIPOD

During his twelve years of service, he has
not missed a single meeting. Tie that record, somebody!
Over eighteen years ago George started
as Building Inspector for Fox Film Corporation. He helped lay out Stages I, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 and the Administrtlon Building, now known as Old Administration
Building here at Fox Hills. Later, he was
Building Inspector for Stages 14 and 15.
At present, he Is In charge of a special department at the Mill known as the Hardware Department. Here, he designs door
locks and trimmings. Most of the beautiful, Intricate locks and trimmings you see
on doors in our pictures are his creations.
Mr. Hulburt will be seventy-two years old
his next birthday, and celebrated, his
Golden Wedding anniversary last May.
He says the only difference he can detect
Is that things take a little bit longer now.

by SYD RAGIN

HOT ON ICE (Note: to producers —
this title Is frozen). If you see PAUL
LOCKWOOD wandering around with a
proud glint In his eye, all the buttons
snapped off his vest and a size 16 hat, you
can blame it all on his charmign daughter,
Joyce, who recently skated off with first
honors. She won the trophy in the finals
of the Southern California Ladies' Novice
Figure Skating at the Tropical Gardens.
Mr. E. McNELLY, affectionately known
to most of us as "Mac" Is off on an extended vacation. He expects to visit the
Southern Pacific and Santa Fe freight yards
and assume his duties as official greeter to
the boys who ride the rods. He also expects tO' make a colorful tour on his motor
launch in Westlake Park, starting from the
West Alvarado Pier, No. 13 and sail
leisurely to the bonnie banks of Wllshire
Boulevard. I guess Mac needed a vacation
after arduous preparation of camera
equipment for the six cameras which went

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By BERDIE

ABRAMS

D-DAY In the SCRIPT DEPARTMENT
began with the usual rythmic chatter of
typewriters. The announcement was met
with mixed emotions. Joy — because at
last the offensive had started, and the
victory for which we all are working Is in
sight. Prayers — prayers that all our men
would soon come back to their beloved
homes. To relieve their feeling of tenseness and anxiety which permeated the
office, the girls began to speak casually
In their SCRIPTIC manner.
... A cheerfully buoyant voice, which
belonged to LYNN YOUNG, greeted me
with "I'm going to San Francisco." Lynn,
formerly of the mail room, was married to
Bud Allen, Coast Guardsman. Her friends
threw a stag at my abode.
. . . The fad for changing the color of
their hair has caught up with ARLENE
FRANTZVOG, honey blonde, and MYRA
"MIKE" MOSTON, whose hair has an
orange cast with purple polka dots running down the sides.
... All this has put AUDREY CONLON

to Camp
Sgt. LAWRENCE

S. MEYRAN.

Jr.. Script Dept.,

proudly
foursays
of that
the big
ones is that
didn't
get
away.displays
Lawrence
fishing
practically
the only diversion offered where he is stationed,
and a 200 fish catch is not extraordinary.

to thinking. She can be seen sporting an
ultra-new hairdress.
. . . This sudden craze for glamour set
this reporter to thinking that the girls
have assignment.
their eyes glued on MOLLY KREB'S
new
. . . When you pass Camp Hood, say
hello to Pvt. PAUL ABRAMS and tell him
three
little words, "Wherever You Are."
He'll understand.
. . . SALLY HECHTLINGER vows never
again to visit Las Vegas — the reason: "The
One. . .Arm
That Bandit!"
was some tan BETTY McCORD
and LORRAINE ELLEFSON acquired at
Mojave. They have quite a tale to tell.
. . . EDNA STEINBERG'S husband ABE,
who was an assistant director on our lot.
Is now in Fort Monmouth, N. J., at O.C.S.
. . . The glow that JOAN DAVIS has
had recently is because her ambition is
finally being realized. Starting the first of
the month she will be employed by the
First National Real Estate Co.

at Stockton for "WINGED

VIC-

The preparation for the second front
looked like a Sunday school picnic compared to the Camp Stockton invasion by
lensers—
TORY." LUCIEN ANDRIOT, J. O. TAYLOR, KENNY GREEN, IRVING ROSENBERG, LEE CRAWFORD, BOB NEWHARD, TOMMY JACKSON, JOHN STEVENS, BOBBY MacGOWAN, HUGH
CRAWFORD, JACK WOOLF, JACK McCOSKEY, DAVE PAIGE, HUGO BRANDON and EMMET SCHOENBAUM.
Looks like JOE MacDONALD, ROGER
SHEARMAN, BUD BROOKS and PETE
GLOWER deserted sunny (sunny?) California for Florida. They left several weeks
ago for "SUNDAY DINNER FOR A SOLDIER." Some guys have all the luck. Gee
whiz! looks like it's turning out to be a
clambake.
JOE La SHELLE

is doing a magnificent

job on "LAURA" — guess she's his type. He

. . . Have you noticed EVA PERLBERG'S
new beat
lapelofwatch.
It's keeping time with
the
her heart?????
LORRAINE STOLL'S navy suit makes us
think of what the well dressed script gal
will wear . . . New to the department is
CAROL WEIGEL. She was formerly in
Group Insurance and Payroll. VEO
McCLATCHEY
occupies
PERRY'S
desk
while the latter
is onTINA
her vacation.
Script distributors who give service with a smile.
Lett to right, back row, TRUDY WHITE. BETTY
LOU VOLTER and WADDY TAYLOR, front row.
CHARLOHE SCHNEIDER. ARLINE FRANTZVOG
and JEAN MINER.

Additions to our "henhouse" are VIRGINIA BUTTERWORTH and JEAN ARNOLD. . . PEARL GERSH and DAISY
GRANICH are taking leaves.

BESS LASKY, secretary par excellence of the
Camera Department has a secret hobby. Here it is,
boys — bicycling. Now you know!

Action
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is ably assisted by operator LLOYD
AHERN and RAY (Snowshoes) MALA.
GORDON
BICKNELL is in for double congratulations ... his recent marriage and
promotion from Film Loader to Assistant
Cameraman. TCF Camera Department extends their best wishes.
After much coaxing RED LEE CRAWFORD admitted that the Blue Ribbon at
the North Hollywood
EDDIE

Dog Show

CRONJAGER'S

went to

BAXTER

we can to save some boy's life . . . and
that boy you may know, he may be a relative, or the boy who lived next door. Is
your conscience clear? Have you made an
appointment to go down yet to the Blood
Bank? Don't put it off — tomorrow may be
too late . . . phone the STUDIO CLUB,
745, for an appointment.

collie— "Lance."

Red takes great pride in the "REDFORD"
kennels, located on his palatial rancho in
San Fernando valley where Lance was
bred.
GEORGE

blood plasma Is greater than ever. We owe
it to ourselves and our country to do all

is off on a short va-

cation, after finishing "KEYS OF THE
KINGDOM." Incidentally, if you want to
know how far Venus is from Mars, or how
high is up . . . ask George ... his hobby
is astrology.
By the way, fellahs, did you see that
swell letter from Lt. Col. GEORGE A.
ROLL of the U. S. Marine Corps to DAN
CLARK — it's on the Camera Dept. Bulletin
Board — thanking Dan for the splendid cooperation the boys received in their short
training period in our Camera Department.
Flash! INVASION STARTS OFF WITH
A BANG. Why?— HUGH CRAWFORD
got his first G.l. haircut. In a communique
just received from San Diego he states that
the going is a bit more rugged than he
expected . . . not the terrain, you understand, but the tonsorlal experience —
imagine, losing six pounds of hair for 25c.
Heard from JOHN L. BARTH, U. S.
Army Air Forces, England, dated May 4th.
Johnny no doubt took part in the invasion
for he was attached to a fighter bomber
squadron at that time. In his P.S. he says:
"Will send my new A.P.O. to the Studio
Club, would like to see "ACTION."
If all the bicycle riders In the Camera
Department were laid end to end, we
would be up to our waists in bicycles . . .
you get what I mean? If you see a flashy
figure
whizzing
Pico Boulevard,
It's
none other
than down
TIL GABBANI
who won
the Southern California Bicycle Sprints at
the Rose Bowl recently. Furthermore, we
have a cufesome foursome taking their Sunday bicycling — WALLY
CASTLE, BUD
MAUTINO, TIL GABBANI and ALBA

MENTAL TELEPATHY
By CHRIS

C. MORRISON

When Mr. Christensen gave me permission to employ a typewriter mechanic I
tried frantically to get in touch with KENNETH BOGUE In Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Kenneth had worked for me years ago. Cn
May 16, I sent a Special Air Mail letter to
him. When I didn't hear from him I sent
this wire: "Refuse me if you have to but
for goodness sake don't ignore me." No
response . . . but a week later he telephoned me just to renew our acquaintance. Needless to say he had not received
either the letter or the wire for he had
left Cedar Rapids on May 15. I convinced
him that he should affiliate with TCF. This
he agreed

to do, so Kenneth

Is now

a

member of our happy clan. You'll no doubt
realize my difficulty in trying to find a
good mechanic — so we are most fortunate
in having Kenneth on our staff. When you
see a young fella running around the Lot

VON

MUEFFLING

No sooner was our Research Library rejuvenated bya refreshing coat of paint
than Frances Richardson had her eye on
further embellishments. A visit to the Art
Department's sketch files — courtesy MR.
WHEELER and HARRY SHERMAN—
turned out to be most profitable, and our
clean walls are adorned with a collection
of interesting pictures.
GERTRUDE KINGSTCN'S niece. Dustine Farnum, just arrived from New York
with a friend, Ruth Rolland. They'll be
Gertrude's house guests until they can find
an apartment. (You wouldn't know of one?)
P.S. Both girls are Powers models. (Are
you sure you don't know of one?) If you
remember this column's past plugs for a
house for Helen Webb, you'll be glad to
know she's found one and Is happily settled. But the memory ,of the search still
haunts her and we dare not speak of house
hunting In her presence.
KIRSTEN WALLER Is so busy between
the library and her Victory garden that
she Is afraid she may start alphabetizing
her lettuce. Irrigating the books, filing thezinnias, and cultivating the magazines. But
everything is under control at this end and
we suspect her garden is equally well cared
for.
Since

he

left Camp

Callen

several

months ago,
we haven't
heard
JOHNNY
HORVATH.
He was
the from
first
researcher to go into the army and we are
wondering whether he is the first to have

He said, "Do you know how I discovered
I had talent to become a deflector? In
our little town, when I was a small boy,

During the last visit of the mobile Blood
Bank, I regret to admit, we all but chained
RUTH SWARZCHILD to her desk. It was

there was a horse stolen — 1 just sat down
and thought, if I were a horse and I was
stolen, where would I go? I did, and it

felt she should allow a little more time before her next donation. If we tell you

gone overseas. We're anxiously waiting
for news from him. Good luck, fellow!

that her next donation makes her a member of the "Gallon Club," you'll understand why It was no easy task to have her
"agree" to the postponement!
After completing his advanced

was."

training

Gunner's
Firsttor
In Washington,
John
Fox arrivedD. InC.,town
a short Mate
stop
over on his way to join his new ship. We re
so happy for Ruth, we even pretend we
don't miss her while she's gone.
JIMMIE EARIE thoroughly enjoys his
new field of endeavor in the Film Library
but pays us a faithful little visit every now
and then. Or could it be he came to see

Sersen's goes BOB HAMMERAS.
Good
luck. Bob— if you're half as good as Dad
Hammeras, we'll all take off our hats to

newcomer Mary Jordan? Since Mary left
us to return to college In Wisconsin, we
haven't seen so much of Jimmie. Hoping
for a bit of social news, we asked MAY

you!
It you see a flurry of pretty nurses fluttering around a certain room at the Holly-

there's a war going on and the need for

By KARLA

with a little black grip in his hand he's not
a doctor so don't ask for First Aid.
This experience reminds me of a fellow
who said he was a deflector. Definition
of a deflector: one who deflects the crime
before it is committed and deflects it.

KALSCHEUER (Kal to you). Kal is sporting a new Sterling French bicycle, really
a beautiful speciman . . . and leave It to
Kal: he can pick bicycles like Zeigfeld
picked girls.
From the Film Loading Department to

wood Hospital, you will know they're enjoying ARTIE MILLER'S congeniality — the
"little master" has undergone a minor operation. Here's for a speedy recovery.
Now listen, fellahs, we all know that

RESEARCH NOTES

MORRIS

KENNETH

BOGUE,

left, and CHRIS

MORRISON,

typewriter maintenance,
couldn't
get baqi
THAT
writer in their little
black

type-

whether she'd been stepping out
lately. An amazed stare, a burst of laughter and "Stepping out of bed, yes!" was
the answer. There's no better joke than
that told on yourself, at least in our
estimation.

No.

I, EDMUND
HANSEN, Head of Sound Depf. relaxes while waifinq fo mat e his 12th donation to the Blood Bant. No. 2. BEN WURTZEL, Supt. of Construction, has scored three times on the Blood Bant. No. 3, HECTOR DODS, Head of Cutting Dept., is a low goal man in Polo, but a high goal man in the
Blood Bant, having contributed 8 times. No. 4, Some donors getting some first class Red Cross servicel No. 5, W. P. MATHEWSON,
Sound Dept., waiting
to mate his 9th donation. No. 6, A few of the hundreds of TCP employees who were glad to donate a pint of blood to the American Red Cross.

DO YOU HAVE A DATE?
The Army and Navy have asked for an
additional 5,158,000 pints of blood in
1944. Added to the 5,700,000 collected
as of January, 1944, this will come to more
than 10,853,000 pints, or approximately
one pint of blood for every man in service. The Red Cross blood donor project
is the largest controlled undertaking in
medical history, and thousands of I ives
have been saved through it.
Another visit of the Red Cross Mobile

THE FIGHTING FORCES NEED OUR
HELP
By MORNA

PYPER,

Ph.D.

Suppose a dying soldier was wheeled
into your presence, would you hesitate to
roll up your sleeve and give him a pint of
your blood if you knew it would save his
life? No, you would not! Well, just because he is not visable to you, don't let
him die. The greatest service you can give
now is a pint of your blood.

Unit will be on the Lot, Wednesday, August 2. Make a note of that date now, and

Our quota was not reached on the last
visit of the American Red Cross Blood

start your own private campaign to get
your friends and co-workers to sign up.
Make a date with the Red Cross as soon
as you receive a form from the Studio

Bank, regardless of our many loyal workers and givers. The greatest number of
our donors have been contributing ever
since the first visit of the Blood Bank to
our Studio, but we need new donors and
we need them badly. There are many
people who have the mistaken idea that
the war is practically over and that enough
blood has already been donated. The Red

Club; this is not only an opportunity to do
our part, but a moral obligation we owe
our fighting men. Remember — a
your blood will save a life!

pint of

Cross Mobile Unit workers tell me that in
multiple mortar shell injuries 18 pints of
blood plasma are given in approximately
24 hours.
You may feel patriotic in buying War
Bonds, but a War Bond cannot be injected
into the blood stream of a dying soldier.
Science has proven that it takes but a few
days to make up the quantity and quality
of your blood after donating. It is utterly
harmless and painless. The Red Cross is
more accurate than ever before in regard
to physical examinations, so don’t hesitate
to rely on its opinion. Every man and
woman under sixty years of age who can
attend to their regular duties should respond tO' the call of the American Red
Crossvas Shop.
Blood Bank, August 2, in our CanLet us all get behind -this great and
'urgent need and make it a D-Day in our
Studio, so when our Armed Forces return
we can look them in the eye and say, "We
did everything we could to shorten your

suffering."

Action
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There
was plenty of It and no ration points
in sight.

LACQUER LANE
By BENNY

BENSON

Almost every department has one. The
bystander considers him a clown while the
victim thinks he is a devil — all of you know
him as a practical joker. Down here In
"the gulch" our Peck's Bad Boy is AUSIE
RIESER and you would never know he is

The guys and gals of the Mimeograph-Script Department. Left to right, MARIE DE LARA,
KATHRYN PEHIJOHN, CARMEN
DE LARA,
RUTH HOWARD, GRACE NELSON, HAROLD
SCULL and MILTON COOK.

a gagster to look at him' for he is one of
those quiet fellows. Augle hit an all time
high the other day when he found an old
pair of shoes cast off by one of the painters as well as an old pair of overalls. Our
little Imp took the lower part of the legs
of the overalls, stiffened with cardboard
to take the place of legs, added the shoes
and placed them In the shower and protruding from under the curtain. A perfect
Illusion of someone passed out In the
shower was created. Needless to say every

DUPOPS
The Mimeograph-Script Department,
otherwise known as the Dupops, run and
assemble the scripts, make forms, etc.,
etc. Before the war, boys did the work,
but now most of the operators are girls.
Little CARMEN DeLARA was formerly
a milliner at a very exclusive, not to mention expensive, apparel shop, where they
make and sell hats at fancy prices. She
tired of the temperamental customers so
now she operates mimeographs. Both Carmen and Marie are sisters of RALPH
DeLARA In Foreign Publicity. The baby
of the department, MILTON COOK, is
17, hails from Oklahoma and Is a nephew
of VI HOGAN of the Script Dept. Three
of the Dupops weren't there the day the
photographer took our picture; MAUDE
SAMPSON and BARBARA BREWSTER
had the afternoon off, and MOE SCHERER
was afraid he would break the camera.
RUTH HOWARD, who has been with TCF
for 16 years and was a one woman mimeo
Dept. In the old days. Is a photo tinter In
her spare time, and has done some beautiful work for various people on the Lot as
well as for the Fan Mail Dept, and Publicity. HAROLD SCULL, who has a medical discharge from the Army, is also a
fine artist and has done work with oils and
pastels.

Fax Hills Cafe
Cocktails
OUR

SPECIALTY BUFFET LUNCH
11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

STEAK

AND CHOP DINNERS
5 to 8 P.M.

10271 W. Pico BlvcL
We’re

CR. 59377

just around the corner
the Pico Gate

from

GEORGE HALL and
are playing a marathon
— the winner gets five
have been on this one

E. R. O'LEARY
gin rummy game
dollars and they
game for weeks,

playing a few minutes before work each
day. We expect the game to end some
time in October.
PAUL SIBLEY visited the shop after
completing his training as pilot In the
Army Air Corps. Paul looked fine and was
sporting his new wings and Second Lieutenant bars. This was his first leave since
entering the service about eighteen months
ago and he was really glad to get home.
Coach WALTER JOLLEY'S All Americans are still slugging it out with the Jerrys
and the Nips. They are still undefeated
and going strong. In the last game the
lineup was as follows;
CHARLIE PERRIN
Army
BOB JOLLEY
Air Corps
AL ADE
Marines
HARRY HUGHES
Coast Guard
JOHNNY GILMAN
Marines
BOB VESELY
Navy
LADDIE GONCZ
Army
DICK KELLEY
Coast Guard
PAUL SIBLEY
Air Corps
BOB WITTENBERG
Army
BOB TRABERT
Navy
GEO. ERIKSSON
Army
HARRY LA VOGUE
Army

ART DEPARTMENT
By HELEN

ETZLER

Since nothing much has ever been said
about one of the vitally important depts.
In the Art Bldg., yours truly decided to
make amends. I am referring to the model
dept, which is frequently confused with
the miniature shop. In the model dept,
can be seen scale models of anything
from aircraft carriers and rowboats to
Evidently M/Sgt. JOHNNY GILMAN has seen too
many Tarian pictures while on duty in the South
Pacific.

visitor to the wash room was startled and
rushed to give aid.
Master Tech. Sgt. JOHN GILMAN
writes that he is up for warrant officer and
we all feel sure he will make It. He Is
still in the South Pacific and has originated
a machine that actually makes a relief map
model with complete vertical control. He
says he got the idea a month or so after
he enlisted and while In New Zealand had
access to a machine shop where it was
made.
Word got around that the boys on the
Fort MacArthur location were dining well
and now they all want to go down there.
CHARLIE KING says that ham sandwiches
were only ten cents (unheard of In California before), Ice cream five cents and
other food comparatively low priced.

bathtubs,
as per CHRYSLER
Waldo's bathroom
in
"Laura." ELDO
is head of
the dept, and has been on the lot for almost twenty years. He started the dept,
which has branched out into the entire

From left to riqht, JOHN ENGEL, head of Set
Estimating, HAROLD FREEDMAN, CM 3/c, formerly assistant to John Engel, CECILE FARRELL,
Secretary, HELEN ETZLER, Art Dept., CHAS.
FLICKWIR, Set Estimator, and AUBREY COCHRANE, Set Estimator.
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industry. Men have started here and have
gone to other studios to head their own
depts.
JACK EDDINGTON has been back here
tor a year, after serving as a Navy camouflage man in Honolulu for eighteen
months. ALFRED WEIDLER built architectural models for all of the leading architects in the United States. NICK GIBE is
the landscape and topographical layout
man. The two newcomers to the dept, are
Messers. BRUCE and ROSENDAHL. The

over old times with CHARLIE FLICKWIR
and JOHN ENGEL
AUBREY COCHRANE is a little sorry
that his brother has a half interest in a
small sail boat as he finds himself doing
all the heavy work while the two owners
nonchalantly stroll down the beach and
don't return until the job is finished.

dept, also has representatives in the service in the persons of Captain DESMOND
TURQUAND and Flight Officer RICHARD
GODFREY. HAROLD FUHRMAN was in
the Navy and is now with the Wind Tunnel
Dept, at Douglas. The model shop "oscar"
has been awarded to Set Designers
TUNTKE, BABOLNAY and BILODEAU.

"hard to figure out" drawings.
Congratulations are in order — RICHARD MORRIS, on the 2nd of June, became
the proud papa of a nine pound ten ounce
boy. Whew!
NAN LONDON bid us all a fond adieu

completion of his work in "Keys" and
JOHN EWING, who has joined forces
with Seiznick.
JOHN WILLIAMSON is stationed at
Camp Roberts. BURT LAMFROM is I-A
and biding his time.
Question of the week: Which draftsman
can be seen sporting a bow-tie, a la Sinatra, around these parts? Ooooooh!

LATE FLASHES
By CECILE FARRELL
HAROLD FREEDMAN is off to parts
unknown, with his 30 day leave just a
memory. He spent it basking In the California sun — something he had almost forgotten existed after being in the sunless
Aleutians for 16 months. His "Seabees"
routine trimmed him down about 30
pounds, which is most becoming.
"CHUCK" ENSCOE, that popular young
man from the Production Dept., sent word
back by HAROLD that he is very lonesome and would appreciate hearing from
his old friends, particularly his girl friends.
There are very few movies and not much
entertainment of any kind to amuse the
boys in the Aleutians so the mail from
home is doubly important.
AL "RED" WITHERS,
ly with
Construction Dept., and former
now stationed the
in
Washington, D. C., dropped in to talk
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By TOM

KRAUSE

SERVICE NEWS: LOWELL FOSTER,
former executive car driver, is back from
the Navy with a medical discharge and we
are more than happy to have him with us
again. CAL OVERMAN, "0 Bee" is
spending a six-day leave driving on our
fleet. It gives one a glow to have one of
our service boys working with us again, if
even for a short time and can only guess
how swell it will feel when they will all be
with us to stay. Have been receiving VMail regularly from WHITEY ELLISON
and JOHNNY ANDERSON from England,
but now they will start coming from
France. HENRY OLIVER, M I/c, is on a
flat-top somewhere in the North Atlantic
and we imagine that many many more are
in the big push by now.

Th is is the reverse of an "oscar" — more
the booby prize of the week, and is
awarded to the draftsmen for the most

on June tenth — She said her "I do's" on
the twentieth. Felicitations and everything
that goes with it.
The welcome mat has been placed on
the doorstep for CHICK KIRK, GEORGE
PATRICK. MONROE SANDAL, MILTON
BLACK, JACK BOHRER, ERNST BILLERBECK, F. M. HODGON, and MARK. E.
MILLER. Greetings, fellas.
We all miss WILLIAM DARLING who
has retired to his ranch for a while upon

TRANSPORTATION

PHIL

SILVERS cautioning employees about
and conservation of gasoline.

safety

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY DINNEEN
There was considerable discussion at our
last Safety Meeting regarding the highway from Santa Monica to the Pico Gate.
The speed is entirely too fast and many
drivers fail to give signals. All stop signals
are being ignored. To correct this condition a committee of fifty has been appointed to take the license number of the
car and the violation. The studio management intends to enforce the law to the
letter so don't abuse your car pass privilege.
WALTER STROHM paid the committee
a visit. He stressed the need tor all employees to notify the Electrical Department at once if any wires are broken on
any sets they are working — also that the
spiders are not to be used as chairs. If you
notice any hazardous condition, please
notify the Maintenance Department at
once — Ext. 508.
Be alert for fire prevention. Warm
weather is here.
D. C. JONES, our chairman, reports
two minor accidents for the month of May
and that our record was nearly perfect,
considering that we have over forty-three
hundred employees working — plus a thousand visitors in addition to the increase in
the flow of cars it takes to carry on business. To insure compensation all accidents
must be reported. If you are a witness to
any accident notify the hospital at once.
You will find DR. MARTIN very efficient
and willing to care for any type of accident regardless of how slight it may seem.
Our hospital equipment and nurses are the
best. On the national issue the preservation of material and life still is urgent.

LOCAL ITEMS: JOHNNY WILHELM,
tire specialist, having spent five weeks in
the east on business, is back on the job.
ED MUELLER, Chief Clerk in the Garage
office, is spending his two weeks vacation
landscaping and beautifying his home.
There are many new improvements going
on at this end of the lot. The drivers are
now settled in their new dog-house, flower
pots, shrubs, and all. The body shop has
been enlarged and GLENN REED can now
turn out the work in half the time. At the
present time, new storage space Is being
erected. This 150 x 50 foot building will
house fleet equipment and all of the picture cars.
Speaking of picture cars, we had previously extended an Invitation for all to
visit our display — will give you a list of
recent additions which may prove to be
an Incentive to get you to come down.
Here they are; 1926 Lancia Touring, 191 I
Maxwell Roadster, 1910 E-M-F Touring,
1903 Ford Roadster, 1915 Fire Engine,
1927 Chandler Racer, I908 Maxwell Roadster, 1908 Sears Roebuck Roadster, 1905
Reo Roadster, 1911 Ford Touring, 1909
Cadillac Touring, 1911 Thomas Flyer
Touring, 1915 Studebaker, 1917 Chevrolet
Touring, and 1920 Marmon Touring.
In fact, we will be glad to expose a few
that
down. we keep under wraps — so come

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

AUTOMOBILE
SOUTHERN
PHONE

of

CLUB

OF

CALIFORNIA
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MYRTLE

ROBERTS.

He says two of them

came back to him marked "Not in Script
Dept. — left no forwarding address." Myrtle has been on the lot almost twelve years.
Mail Dept, please note. LILLIAN MUNSEY'S son has been transferred from Amarillo, Tex., to Stockton, Calif., and now
writes that he is to be based at Santa
Ana, right near home.
cited!!

Boy, is Lillian ex-

Our girl Friday's daughter is engaged
to a service man stationed way up in Oregon. They are anxious to marry but he
can't come down here and It Is Impossible
to find living quarters for her up there.
Another stone plopped onto the path that
leads to marital bliss. However, the old
adage

may

prove true, that says "Love

willOh
find the
a way."
beautiful spring! With the
bright spring sun unusually conspicuous by
his absence! However, there are many
added
We

signs of spring. For instance, consider the flowers, the bees and the birds.
have been considering the birds In

particular — my good wife and I. A pair
of California song sparrows were busily
building near our front window; anyway
one of them was. The mama bird was
trying to rip threads from our awning,
while the papa bird sat on the peak of our
roof filling the world with song and I
mean filling. He was really good. His
voice and technique rated better than the
Met. Our awning was a little too tough
tor mama bird so I, being one of those
obnoxious helpful Henrys, began searching
the house for string. (Suspicious glances
from the G.W.) Success crowned my efforts, and after cutting It— the string, not
the success — Into what I deemed the
proper lengths, thereby demonstrating my
supreme egotism, as I had never In all my
life built a bird nest, I strewed the bits
of string over our nice newly mown lawn.
(Squawks from the G.W.) Mama bird went
for the string In a big way and papa bird
seemed to sing louder than ever. Next
thing we knew mama bird was out of
string! Sooo again I dug up the shears
and more string; this process (me hunting
string, mama building, and papa cheering)
went on till the mid-afternoon when I
suddenly realized mama bird had carried
on all this time sans food and drink! Poor
mama bird! Sooo — I purloined from the
kitchen one slice of bread and a saucer of
WHIZZER

white's

Pin-up picture tor July. Lovely LINDA

PROCESSIONS
By E. L McMANIGAL
SAM WOODWARD
is still riding herd
on German prisoners down in Louisiana.
He says some of them are only children,
but have all seen a lot of action; they
were captured in Africa and are a part of
Rommel's Africa Korps. Sam says it's a
queer feeling to take a bunch of them out
on a work detail with a loaded weapon

DARNELL,

TCP

water, and gently placed said provinder
on the lawn. (Squawks from the G.W.)
But mama bird kept right on working!

star.

and know that you must keep them in
front of you every minute or they might
get you! Says he feels like he is in Alcatraz and signs his letter (as usual) Sentinel
Sam.
Heard

again from BOB

MILES

in India.

He has visited Bombay, Karachi and Calcutta. Says they are all interesting cities,
but incredibly dirty and not as romantic
as the story books would have us believe.
Bob addresses his letter to our girl Friday,

Papa bird kept right on singing? He did
not! The rapscallion hopped right smack
dab into the middle of the drinking water
and — took a bath!! Why, the selfish, inconsiderate little egotist!! Say, I wonder
if he was unconsciously demonstrating a
trait that Is inherent in the male of all
species. I wonder if men are — I wonder if
— . I wonder If I'm — Aw shucks, you worry
about It. I quit.

<<
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JEANNE EVERS, and MARGE and BEN
CASS, came out in front by winning four
points. IKE DANNING led the League
with a 201 average followed by BOB BOW
with a 198 average; that was a beautiful
221 game. Bob. SYLVIA REED led the
women with a neat 168 average; how
about that, gals?
SECOND WEEK — ended with the MAYBEES still in first place!
THIRD

The qirls in the Production "Back Room” are
normally much happier than they look here — reading from left to right, ANITA BENSON, ALICE
NOVESKI, MURIEL JONES, MAE McGUIRE, PAT
AVERALL and ESTHER AVERALL

THE BACK ROOM
By ESTHER

AVERALL

Many people have wondered exactly
what type of work goes on way in the
back of the Script Department. In order
to avoid further mystery about the "Back
Room" I shall explain that our work consists of Breakdowns, Call Sheets, Requirements, Shooting Schedules, Wardrobe
Plots, all the little odd jobs that pertain
to the preparation of a picture going into
production, and we also type the Negative Cutting Reports. The girls also work
for the Assistant Directors when they are
preparing detail work tor a picture.
Our personnel consists of patient ANITA
(Annie) BENSON, who has an ear for
everyone's troubles, BLOSSOM (Blah)
VREELAND, who runs into car doors and
then runs around with a "shiner," ALICE
(Al) NOVESKI, who has a gorgeous hunk
of man for a husband, PAT AVERALL,
who conducts a private little U.S.O. unit,
MAE McQUIRE, who is always busy keeping busy, and JOYCE MILLER, the sleek
blonde who is planning a commando raid
on Kingman, Arizona, on the Fourth of
July. Then we have ESTHER (Butch)
WEISS, our Oujai Board expert, ANNETTE
(Pookie Klop Klop) KLEIN, who' is leaving
to keep a date with an old bird known
familiarly as the Stork, MURIEL (Moony)
BROWN JONES, back in the fold after a
short honeymoon with her B-17 flying husband, now somewhere in England, and last
but never least, JOLIENE (Jo) BECK, who
gets around every night but Saturday
night!
The League broke the starting wire with
a bang. The MAYBEES, HAL SAILOR,

BOWLING LEAGUE
T.C.F. MIXED FOURS opened their
League on May 4 at La Cienega Lanes.
VIOLET HOGAN was elected President
and Vice President: BETTY BOW, Secretary-Treasurer and Sergeant-at-Arms.

WEEK— The LARKS

have taken

over first place — ALICE and JOHNNIE
McCAFFERTY, GUS JONSON and HELEN
LANE sure did some good bowling.
FOURTH WEEK— LARKS still hold first
place but watch out for those LITTLE
FOXIE Teams, LUCKY STRIKES and the
PINHEADS! Johnnie McCafferty had a
23 I game and a 609 series, oh me! HAL
SAILOR with a 221 game and our own
Vi Hogan with a beautiful 211; hurry and
come back, Vi, we want to see you have
some more games like that.
FIFTH WEEK — LARKS still leading,
closely followed by the LUCKY STRIKES.
The Honor Roll is getting larger every
week. H. BUSBY rolled a 224 game and
EDDIE BETKIJIAN had a nice series, 574,
with 221 and 205. PAUL WURTZEL finally
made it with a lucky 2031
SIXTH WEEK — Believe me, those LARKS
mean business! Say that BOW-WINTER
SPECIAL is really in there; better watch
it, Mac. By the way, that boy Winter
was a little dazed this week — 195-202-200
with a 597 series; how do you do it, Billy?
Good games rolled — JOHNNY McCAFFERTY 244— jess WOLF 216— BOB BOW
— 215. DIXIE FOX really did it up with a
212 game. How about a lesson or two,
Dixie? The HIGH TEAM SERIES and
GAME for the season so far were roiled
this week — CLAM BAKE FOUR — 2303
SERIES— GRACE and HAROLD BOW,
JEANNE BANTA and BILL WINTER. FOREIGN CUTTING — 836 GAME— EDITH
and JOHN BODNAR, GLORIA GREEN
and ERNIE STEURI.
This is the BOWLING

NEWS

thus far;

still have nine weeks to go — so more news
next month. This is your BOWLING
GREMLIN signing off for the present.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

The lonesome foursome of the Golf Course. Since
the Print Shop has moved to the hinterland we
don't see enough of these nice people. Left to
right, MARGARET RIDDLE, JESSE ACORN. Print
Dept. Head. ELAINE HUSTON and MARY
GORDON.

PRINTABLES
By JESSE ACORN
MARY

GORDON

is all a-dither . . . ex-

pects her pappy, Harold, in most any time
... is in no condition to concentrate on
her usually interesting column ... so I'm
pinch-hitting for Mary.
decided
that
all By
we unanimous
need here vote
in the we've
print shop
to make
it the ideal setup is a colored lad to serve
us mint juleps come siesta time. We have
the Southern Style veranda and all we lack
is the makin's and the time in which to
drink them. It does keep us pretty busy
printin' stuff for you all! However, our
staff has been ameliorated by the addition
of Miss EILEEN HUSTON — a very capable
gal and not hard on the eyes, either. We
hope some of you wolves will get curious
enough to drop around once in a while.
Nothin' but gals in the Print Shoppe now
and I do get lonesome for male companionship every now and then . . . silly, huh?
Most of our excitement is based on
whether Mary lost or gained a pound . . .
Marguerite's love life . . . and the daily
arrival of the stage coach which brings the
mail twice a day. Rather dull, what?
All kidding aside, though, we really like
it down here — we can accomplish a good
deal more away from the hustle and bustle
— but we do miss all of you. Maybe if
we're real good the powers that be may
decide to put us back in circulation again.
Until then we will have open house and
we'll welcome a visit from any one of you.
I think the Property Department furnishes
compasses for anyone who is interested
enough to make the journey — be sure you
take along enough provisions and go directly north. Be seeing you.

Action
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COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By LOUISE
Sergeant
for his fine
entered the
Victory and
New York

KNAPP

HOWARD
SHOUP, known
costume designing before he
Army, checked in with Winged
the entire entourage from the
stage play, and before you

could say "About face!" Mr. LeMaire had
him installed in the Women's Wardrobe
Tent where he is in charge of the women's
uniforms for the picture.
RENE
Nob onHill
growing
more
thanHUBERT'S
a mere Nob
a Hill.
He into
has
about one hundred sketches to date, all
in the era of the late 90's. He is also
working on Czarina, a period picture, with
dozens of enchanting sketches ready for
TALLULAH BANKHEAD, who will be
checking in soon for costume conferences.
MARJORIE CORSO, as always, his busy
assistant.
BONNIE

CASHIN

is really pouring out

buckets of paint on sketches for "Where
Do We Go from Here." Creations from
the modern era go back, at intervals, as
far as the days of Columbus. Bonnie is
enjoying this epic so much that she forgets
to sit down when inspired with ideas.
MARJORIE BANKSTON will continue
double-checking.
KAY NELSON has really turned out a
streamlined wardrobe of modern clothes
for "Something for the Boys." YVONNE
WOOD'S Samba Boogie costumes for
CARMEN MIRANDA and twenty-two
lovely dancers was really a job for this
Floss Mill. YVONNE will be back at the
deadline, having done her Katherine Dunham Show in Chicago.
And speaking of the midwest, the personal appearance clothes that Rene Hubert designed for JUNE HAVER, and that
the boss, LeMaire, threw together for
JEANNE CRAIN, should have the villagers
gasping. Both girls are on a tour for their
first big picture — "Home in Indiana."
WILMA CHRISTIAN'S workroom managerial job is impressive . . . With the
greatest of ease she supervises the making
of all the beautiful costumes — not to mention the modern clothes — of which the

buyers are chalking up a new record —
they aren't waiting to be asked.
PIEDAD APPRICE and her capable girls
in the beading department apply the
glamour — by hand — to the elaborate
gowns and twinkling costumes dreamed up
by our talented designers.
HAZEL MUNN HOLBOROW was missed
for a week. Her mother passed away after
some years of illness. Our sincere sympathy
to you. Hazel. GENEVIEVE and HELEN
carried on capably during her absence.
HULDA RICHARDSON
known as
"Ande" — vacationing as this goes to press
. . . VIOLA RICHARDS pinch-hitting. Mr.
LeMAIRE turned the production set girls
free to get acquainted with stock so we
did a bit of rearranging for more coneverything. venience. We hope "Ande"

can find

Fitter LIZZIE ROGERS spared KAY
KIRTLEY, one of her capable finishers, recently, to deliver seven afghans to the
New Birmingham Hospital tor our wounded
Servicemen. This makes twenty-six to date
turned out for VICTORY by the women In
the stockroom.
PAT DAVIDSON, in charge of reserve
costume stock, out for several weeks for a
serious operation. We miss you, Pat, and
wish you the best of health to carry on
when you return.
VIOLA ARBEITER has been upped from
inventory clerk to stock clerk In Pat's absence. Viola Is very capable and conscientious in doling out costumes to the floss
and frill hunters.
NETTIE DODGE, our regular hemstitcher, laid low with pleurisy. DOLLY
McCarty, finisher, out six weeks . . . now
recuperating.
OLLIE HUGHES, back In the fold, recently spent five weeks with her daughter
and grandson In San Francisco, and as
you can imagine, Ollie's grandson is the
only grandson that any grandmother ever
had.

By RUTH ROSANDER
After a deuce of aces hair cut vacation
and suffering with the shorts, with only one
dead president left in the glory roll, return to the Tab. Dept, and start beating
my gums for some news. "What's with
you?" I ask, the hep cats and fuzzy
wuzzys, but they just lower the beam and
nix out for good with looks that maim.
Those who still have vacations to look forward to are dreaming of their heavy sugars
and how they can forget the chiming Ben
as they stash themselves down to nod and
copy a drill before the early toot. Then
they go on playing the dozens about their
vacation plans. The others who have had
their vacations sit and drool while they
fight the green-eyed monster who says
"just another year to go." The going's
rough but I did glean a few news items:
I caught HY MILLER on the downbeat.
Hy says "what happens to him shouldn't
happen to a dog" could it be the frails?
— He just won't give.
We have another new member. Welcome CHARLOTTA GOELITZ.
EVA LEES has left us for her home in
Oakland. Good luck, Eva, and a pleasant
journey home.
NANCY WOODCOCK
Is taking a
leave of absence and her sister, BEVERLY,
will soon announce wedding plans.
MARVIN BRANNON sold his cocker
spaniel pups to members of the TAB
dept., so he would be certain they would
have good homes.
VIRGINIA TATE's brother, Donny, is
spending the summer with her.
SOPHIA HAYFORD proudly displayed
ash trays and cigarette containers made
from shells which she received from her
"FREDDIE" somewhere in Africa.

SABINE MANELA'S three weeks' vacation made a new woman of h er.

Hats off to EDDIE HARDIN, who confided he had made arrangements with the
Venice Chamber of Commerce to grade

GRACE HALL on a much needed vacation. A blentot — au revolr.

the alley near his new home after persuading his neighbors to help him clean It up.
EDDIE's example of Civic mindedness
Alien.
would be well to copy — and he's a resident

Women's Wardrobe Department is so
proud . . . Wilma is the Designer's Delight. She's also put "Action" on the map
in this department, recruiting 39 new
members. Wilma tells prospective members that this column has news they didn't
know was cooking in the Floss Mill.
The Fifth War Bond Drive luncheon,
hosted by FRED METZLER, Studio Manager, was inspiring and interesting. Principal speaker was Lieut. WHITTAKER who
was with Captain EDDIE RICKENBACKER
on his memorable flight. Captain ELLEN
WHITE, our department representative,
reports the food was so good she just
couldn't get back to her secretarial duties
— but BABETTE assisted her through the
day. Ellen also reports that volunteer bond

KEEPING TAB

JOE

DAVIS has added another line to

his song, "Old soldiers never die." It's
"Old pilots never fly, they just collect
their
payof checks."
I'm anxiously awaiting
the rest
it.
AL POWER returned from his vacation
looking as though he needed a rest.
IRENE ANGER has cast her lot with the
accounting dept. The laugh's on you, I
mean that literally. Good luck Irene, we'll
miss you and that — Laugh.
JOE MEDVITZ and family looking for a

NEHIE McLaughlin, Head of the Telephone
DepL, well known and beloved on the TCP Lot.

house In Los Angeles. It's a long trek to
and from Long Beach every day. Any one
know of a house for eight?
STAFF SGT. GALVIN (WOODY)
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WOOD was home on a furlough May 30.
HELENE DUTTON spent most of her
vacation in bed — reason; a bad cold. Such
is life, HELENE.
ROLAND UNDERWOOD reports he is
able to be up and around on crutches after
eight months in a cast. Hope you will soon
be back with us, ROLAND.
Like the farmer and the 'tater, plant you
now and dig later. Time to bail out.

ference between money and Bonds. But
look here. Bonds pay interest. In fact
Bonds pay more Interest than money in
the Bank, and when you cash in your
Bonds after the war, you will be able to
buy twice as much for the money you will
receive, then you could now. Think it over.
I bet little Adolph Hitler wishes he could
invest his money in Savings Bonds right
now and live to enjoy them later. Ach,
but no, little Adolph, this cannot be.
As ever, the Fox.

FOX TALES
By FRANK

B. DESSLER

LAB-LAFFS

Western Ave. is as quiet as Berlin must
be, three hours after an air raid. In fact
it's so dead here, that the other day a
whole funeral party drove in here before
discovering that this Is not Hollywood
Cemetery.
But by the time this copy hits the street
we hope to be busier than Hirohito dodging bombs.
We vote PAUL WURTZEL the best
dressed man at Western Ave. It must be
the Influence of married life. He has been
the only bright spot In our life during the
past few weeks of this unusual California
weather.
Having heard about our fame and great
Influence, Tojo sent us a letter recently,
begging us to reserve a room for him at
the Jap internment camp at Colorado.
We aren't sure about room at the camp,
but assured him that we knew of a good
redwood tree complete with running rope
and
a hangman's
noose, that we were sure
he would
like.
Received the following report from
DAVID JENSEN, who is an officer In the
merchant marine. Dave was walking down
the street in some town In India recently,
when he met one of the natives coming
toward him. He looked three times to
make sure that his eyes were not deceiving him. But it was no mirage. The guy
was strolling down the street In his birthday suit, calm as you please. Dave said
he was sure he wasn't in the United States,
then!
David is the son of JAMES JENSEN at
Western Avenue.
Our congratulations to TOM DOYLE for
the efficient way the Studio Club Is being
run. You are making more friends every
day, Tom.
Just a reminder to you swell people who
have done so much for the boys In the
army and navy hospitals. The flood of
contributions has slowed to a thin trickle
but the patients there are coming In faster
than ever. Let's not forget them.
What Is a BOND? A BOND Is a piece
of paper, just like a twenty dollar bill, or
a thousand dollar bill. It's even printed
on the same kind of paper. It bears a
guarantee by the Government of the
United States of America, that it will be
paid in full. Well, so far there is no dif-

By DAVID GOLDFARB
When JAMES

GIBNEY

left his car for a

polish job he didn't dream he'd be the one
who'd take the rubbing. After he returned
to the cutting rooms It took exactly two
telephone conversations to convince Jimmy
that his car should have a complete paint
job. So ... a ten dollar polish job jumped
to a seventy dollar paint job. Now "Gib"
Is sooo mad he won't even talk to himself
anymore . . . and that really Is something!
Evacuating the Laboratory for vacations
. . . Imbarkation point for resorts of all
kinds. Such confusion . . . People coming
and going — before you can find out who
is going cations
they've
gone. This
vahas me baffled.
Thoserotation
I could ofkeep
tab of ... by putting Identification marks
on their backs were LEON ROSEN — to the
beaches — GERTRUDE HERRON — couldn't
find out . . . DAVID ROTHSCHILD—
Yosemite — HENRY WEBER to his valley
home. WILLIAM G R ISS EL — fishing.
STUART BARNFIELD to Salmon Lake . . .
wherever that Is. WALTER BUSH ELL —
Manhattan Beach. FAWN FARRAR with
ELVEY WILLIAMS returned from St. Louis
where they acted as delegates for our
lATSE Convention . . . chaperoned, of
course with 973 others.
While writing this column and being very
unpatriotic about this paper shortage, a
tiny, sweet, melodious voice whispered,
"Good morning, boys of the negative
room!" Before I was going to say "Good
morning,
and
discoveredShirley
IRENETemple,"
KOHLERI looked
In our upmidst.
What a perfect voice double Irene would
make for Shirley! Wonder if she can act
too?
That sudden lull In the entire Laboratory
production occurred when NEIL ROUNDson. Bob,
paidPacific
us a visit.
has
been on TREE'S
those
South
Islands Bob
for the
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is a blue blood when we could see his fountain pen was leaking all the time . . .
Going Into his garage one day BEN
ROBERTSON discovered a flat tire on his
rear wheel. He immediately lifted the
trunk lid— pulled his jack and tools out and
proceeded to raise the flat wheel. As he
raised the car he heard a terrific cracking
sound — looked up and discovered that the
trunk lid was up against the ceiling of the
garage ... he was lifting the garage from
its foundation . . . Oh me and I promised
not to tell anyone . . .
FRED DANASHEW went fishing one fine

day . ^ . Boy oh boy . . . did he get sunburned. . . and now he's peeling on top
of his head. He should do as HENRY
WEBER does — wear a straw hat . . . but
first be sure and cut holes out for your
ears . . .
The entire Laboratory was grieved and
deeply shocked over the sudden passing
of FRED SIGNOR, who was maintenance
man In our building for years. We all knew
of Fred's serious illness, before his return
to work, but no one ever realized how ill
he really was. Fred never complained. We
will all say our last goodbye and we will
miss him very much.
FRED BURNWORTH In his new Coast
Guard uniform had all the Laboratory gals
husbands
.
going
home. . and
saying "Poo Poo" to their
Let's all give a toast — if you know where
to get the stuff — to CAMPBELL FORSYTH, our genius of a machinist and his
wife on their twenty-eighth wedding anniversary. Many, Many Happy Returns to
you both! Now you may go to your corners
and come out fighting . . .
Those tiny garments JOHANNA CAMPBELL has been knitting has nothing to do
with the processing of negatives or the
filing of any picture rolls . . . They are to
be used on a main feature, as soon as it
is released, on a picture titled "Johanna's
Grandchild." Just watch for her beaming
smile on Its first presentation. She Is silent
on whether the secret preview will be held
matinee or evening . . .
If you should read this far — and are still
awake — I just wanted you to know that
RAY GUTHRIE'S wife Is recovering splendidly from her recent appendectomy and
all In the Lab are happy for her.
That's all for now. Will see you any
Thursday at the Cashier's window.
Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

past two and a half years with our other
brave Marines giving those Japs scrap
metal — bullet shaped. His slogan Is "Pull
the Trigger and They Grow No Bigger"
. . . my gosh where did he get that one?
ETHEL DAVEY having difficulty buying
cigars
. . Now so wait
. . . they're
for
her . father,
therea .minute
. .
DONALD LUSHER telling everyone he

GDLDMAIV’S
FLOWERS

and Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open Evenings
and ^Sundays
Crestview

1-0915
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GRIP DEPARTMENT

B B SHOTS FROM CONSTRUCTION
By GHOST

By WALTER

WRITER— DORIE

That slow spell last month gave us all
an opportunity to breathe again like
human beings. Wow . . . does the old
place hum when things get rolling! It
gives us a chance to hang up the old
overalls to dry.

To my great dismay I find myself writing the column this month — reason . . .
BETTY BOW is a busy girl these days. Well
could be with visiting relatives from the
east, bowling, and of course keeping up
the morale of the Army, Navy and
Marines. Well Betts you asked for it so
I'll do my best.
We're very sorry to hear about ED SINCLAIR'S recent ankle injury. Your coworkers inLandscape and we too miss you.
Hope you are back soon, Ed.
On the Missing Persons List is MARILYN
LAVIN, formerly of our Grip Department.
She joined her husband, LT. JIMMY
LAVIN in Sajinas. COM COOLEY and
her husband are vacationing in Arizona.
Due to these vacancies WALLY KNAPP of
Prop and Min. has been stationed in the
SAMMY
Room with
Grip further
until
orders.
DUMONT

MAINE

reputation as "Egg King." Don't worry,
Dumont, they kidded you about those
chickens when you first had them but do
you recall the egg and chicken shortage?
. . . Well, you know the rest.
HELEN SNYDER has been appointed by
our Chief Steward BENNIE BENSON, Paint
Shop, to act as Junior Stewardess for our
department. Such a little thing to have so
much responsibility!
EDDIE HAAS, late of the STAHL company, has promised us more of his beautiful garden flowers this summer. We hold
open house every day so visit us sometime
and view some of Eddie's prize blooms.
There's a gremlin in our office who insists
on giving people names other than those
their proud parents bestowed upon them.
Hence KAY HOLLINGWORTH to you
but "Flossie" to everyone
this gremlin refuses to
Wee" or the like. Well
slight disturbance when

DOROTHY BURKE, Mechanical Effects, changes
the numbers on our Service Flag. Patrolmen LEONARD O. WINTERTON and JOHN F. DELYEA look
on with pride.

"Bowler" DUCA

is gaining quite a

else. However,
answer to "Pee
just to cause a
this appears in

print, "Pee Wee is Helen Snyder.
Oh, by the way, we have two gentlemen in the Construction Department who
have found a new hobby . . . fishing! Hobbies are swell but please Phil and George
no more worms in the office.

CHAS. ROSE has a big special on his
hands. He'll tour the majority of the
major air bases in Southern California for
Winged Victory ... a story on the order
of "This Is the Army." FRANK McARDLE
using desperate measures finally made the
show. Glen McWilliams will photograph.
LEO McCreary battling for cameraman
JOE LASHELLE, who took on Laura — a
chiller diller — should have it in the bag by
now. BENNETT, PAZELLI, FARRELL and
DAVIS had a hand in the dirty business.
BRUCE HUNSAKER and WENDELL
JONES

ley that got lost on the way and has been
trying to find me for eight months. The
main topic over here is when the invasion
will
and from
I understand
it's
also begin
the main
topicwhat
in the
States. Last
night the Red Cross had open house for
officers and the Brass Hats were all there
looking over our sanctuary, the Red Cross
Is exclusively for enlisted men and only
about once a year are the officers allowed
to crash. His Majesty the King of Egypt
was there and I had the honor of meeting
him and even swapping jokes with him.
King Farouk is typically English — he was
educated at Oxford. His pride and joy is
a jeep our Government gave him and he
can be seen riding around town all by
himself in his upholstered jeep. Tonight
he was around again and he played
'Cornin' Round the Mountain' on the Red
Cross accordian while I sang it. I didn't
like his playing and he didn't like my singing so . . . Ich hub im in drehrt . . . note
to censor: this is not code. And Incidentally
if you have doubts about the authencity
(spelled wrong) of my story I'm going to
have a picture taken with him.
We've heard about A TREE GROWS
IN BROOKLYN. As a matter of fact we
have a column In one of our papers, titled
'A Soldier Grows in Brooklyn' ... we must
have an efficient Publicity Department.

WANDA KAHNE in the Plaster Shop
is in desperate need of an apartment. If
you know of one dial 720 quick. Thanks,

"Time drags In Egypt and many times
I find myself dreaming of the Lot and my

we knew you'd help, but those of you who
are in the same boat, please don't dial 41 I
and tell me off. Honest ah's gist tryin' to
help a lil gal from de south.

friends and the family. I've been here so
long that I'm not even homesick any
longer. I think I've lost my perspective of
just what the States are like. From what

Here's one time a man will have the
last word for I'd like you to read this interesting letter from S/SGT. BILL GOLDMAN who is now somewhere in Egypt and
wrote the following to BEN WURT7EL on

I hear I hope they don't start taking family men, it's bad enough the way it Is. You
must have a problem with the labor situation according to some of the stuff I read.

May 7. "It's Sunday night, eight forty-five
o'clock and pretty slow here in the station.
I just finished answering a letter from Shir-

E. PITCHMAN

Traffic is starting to come In now so I'll
sign off for awhile and I'll be awaiting your
next letter. Please remember me to everyone In the family and the people that still
remember

are
other FAXON
people's and
unfinishedbusy
business. with
WALTER

troupe should be able to vote in Utah as
citizens before they return.
Someone mentioned that the Florida
unit had returned ... As if I'm Interested
In AL THAYER and company. Director
LLOYD BACON should have his Sunday
Dinner for a Soldier half eaten by the
time this hits the print . . . Can't say as
to who the crew will be. LOGAN
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CAFE SOCIETY NEWS

BROWN’S

ace little cameraman was hospitalized. But you can bet your bottom
dollar that ARTHUR MILLER will be in
there cranking when the whistle blows.
TRUMAN JOINER did his best to keep
me one day . . . but the weatherman
decided otherwise.

By EDITH

EAT AND RUN — The management has
repeatedly suggested that customers already served show additional courtesy to
those waiting by completing their meal in
a reasonable amount of time. Don't linger
— give your coworker a chance to eat too.
JUANITA
informs us that it's polite to eat
and run.

FRANK GORMAN'S
amazing repertoire of unbelievable stories should win
him the presidency in the famous liar's
club of New York. Talking about oldtimers we have a few — like CASEY, WANNAMAKER, CHAS. HALL and BILL HARRIS who can still show us youngsters a
trick or two.

BARNEY ROSS — ex-marine hero of the
Guadalcanal fracas — was honorably discharged after two years service. Barney
was the luncheon guest of LOU ANGER
and SOL WURTZEL.

Yes we did get some news of Lieut.
FRANK GILLY. It was reported that he
was the only one of nine saved. Found
with two broken legs but still alive. Now
a flash about CHAS. HOFFMAN ... he

WALTER WINCHELL'S
Lot has given source to
. . . MGM to provide an
can keep tab on their

is reported missing in Italy. Will try and
verify. Here's another flash . . . Corporal
EARL MUSSEY is home. Earl was honorably discharged . . . Over age. As promised JOHNNY LAVIN put him right back
into the groove. Welcome home, Earl!
I owe JOHNNY ROUGEOT an apology— after smoking his very fine cigars I
didn't mention the blessed event . . .
My abject apologies to you, too, Mrs.
Rougeot. I hope you'll find me ready to
fling out to the world at large the coming
of your next . . . ahem . . . announcement.
Subbing for COMOLETA . . . WALLY
KNAPP carries on as though he had never
left the grip room office.
By the
way,VAN
here'sDUSEN,
a cute the
storyinsurance
I heard
from
DICK
man. Wife: That brazen Miss Vamp boasts
she's been kissed by every married man in
town except one. Husband (absently):
Wonder who he is?

“POP"

By LEE DUNBAR

SISSON, Electrical. Pop is a well known
•figure in the industry.

PAUL MONROE, CARL CABIBI, CARL
DICKMAN, GORDON
NORDSTROM,
CHARLIE ROSEBROOK and HAROLD
BOWERS are on location in Utah. SHERRY
and VAN

are on the generators. CLIFF

WOOD is pinch-hitting on the Lot for Carl
Dickman.
GEORGE

KORB

is the proud possessor

of a new camera — he's rarin' to take some
photos so be sure and make an appointment with him to have your picture taken.
HAROLD "Dutch" McLEAN is getting
along fine after undergoing a serious operation. We're all wishing you a speedy
recovery, Dutch.
Don't you think we have a charming secretary in our department? Yes indeed,
MAURINE LACY is a grand gal!
The

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS

entire department extends condolences to BOB HENDERSON, whose wife

passed away; to CHARLEY WISE, whose
father died and BILL PERRY, who lost his
mother.

If any one of you would like a few pointers on how to pitch hay just contact JOE
KIRBY. Joe tried it for a couple of days
and yelled, "that's all brother."
MARTIN PEACH just returned from a
visit with Murray Rockwell in Roseburg,

Leo."

Reserved cards on cafe table have a
meaning. Last week a diminutive
aged lady flustered In — took her seat
reserved table. Her statement to

new
little
at a
the

waitress was "Young lady ... I can sit
anywhere I want now ... I have speaking

JOE HAWLEY with a sparkling G.l.
hairdo lunching with the stock girl cutles.
LIONEL "Scotch" NEWMAN
offered to
treat the gathering to pink sodas.
lines."

April 25, 1944.

Dear Friends:

Just a
tion for
from TCF
months.

few lines to show my appreciathe gifts that I have received
Studio Club d uring the past 16
The cigarettes, gum and the

a

pleasure seeing recent

pleasant, though, to realize that It's probably going to be a long lime before I, or I
should say, we, can see those sets except
on the screen.

the set. Dave was formerly in our Fixture
Department at Western Avenue.
Lot Stewart, says he

in active service ... so we call him "Father

VAUGHN
FISCUS has just finished
writing a 75,000 word novel. The title is
Carry On. We all hope Vaughn is successful in his new career.

TCF pictures, such as "Buffalo Bill", and
Heaven Can Wait", and recognizing various back lot" land marks. It's not very

AL BAKER is back on the Lot after trying his hand at picking limes on his ranch
at Oceanside. STAN WARN is getting to
be expert when handling a rope . . . just
a Will Rogers the second. DAVE BOYD
back from the South Pacific visited us on

KILGORE,

WALDA, his charming daughter, 'tis rumored is understudying to be an actress.
RENA AUSTIN is having more than her
share of bad luck . . . her husband was injured bya hit and run driver. Rena carried
on her duties at the cafe.

It h as been

more "fuzz" on his head. If you're ever in
Roseburg you can buy your beer from him.

LEO

presence on our
two new rumors
office so Walter
twinklers . . .

monthly copy of "Action" have kept me
pretty well In touch with the doings on
the Lot and the whereabouts of fellowwcrkers now In the various Services.

Oregon. Martin tells us that "Rocky" is
the same ole boy . . . except he has a little

isn't a lot stewart but a chaplain . . . Why?
Because he has two sons and a son-in-law

BILLMYER

The theme song of this sextette is "Number,
Please.". From left to right, the competent operators of TCP's large PBX, ELEANOR SPIES, HELEN
BENCE, OLIVE MINNIG, CHERRY NICHOLS.
DEMARIS SEWARD and ANNA HENRY.

Thanks for your generosity and thoughtfulness, we do not completely lose touch
with
work. what's going on — keep up the good
H. E. GODDING
H. E. Godding

sc l/c

J.

B.
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"IF YOU CAN'T COME OVER-COME ACROSS"
GIVE BLOOD AND BUY BONDS
I wish I could have been a little mouse
in the corner this morning in the States.
I'll bet the excitement must have been
terrific.
As for us, we were routed out of our
beds in the wee small hours much earlier
than usual, had breakfast and went to
briefing and were told that "today is the
day" and of course at that there was a
great gasp and much to-do about It, and
then before we had time to realize It we
were having a routine briefing and then
v/e understood that our job would go on
just the same as it has for the past year
and a half. Just to smash Jerry wherever
and whenever we can find him, so you see
that "D" Day doesn't alter our jobs at all,
but just means a redoubling of all our
efforts.
I'll tell you It Is a marvelous feeling for
all of us over here to know that the war

Lt. DONALD

PLECHER,

son

of Mrs.

GUERTHA

PLECHER of the Ladies' Wardrobe, writes our
first ''D ' Day letter. Our pride knows no bounds
in the millions of young men like Don who are
sweating out this war in the four corners of the
globe.

"D" Da
y

FIRST "D" DAY LETTER!

June 5, 1944
Dear Folks:
Well, this is what we have all been

waiting for,I feel
isn't that
It? You
fortunate
I amdon't
hereknow
for how
the
"BIG SHOW."
It was quite a sight to see all the ships
in the Channel as we flew over. Even at
our great height we could see what must
have been thousands. Over the continent we could see little as there was quite
a heavy over-cast, but we did our bit just
the same. So far our missions have gone
off just fine, encountering little resistance.

on the continent has taken a definite aggressive form. It has been stalemated fot
so long. Our morale has gone up at least
a thousand per cent along with yours.
Now we will be able to account tangibly, day by day, our progress along our
well engineered road to Berlin. Yes, it is
a wonderful feeling to at last see the road,
even If we can't yet see the end.
I do hope and pray that the "Paddlefeet," as we affectionately call our G.l.
ground forces, are having a not too difficult time on the other side of the Channel. There will be a lot of graves dug
tonight for our lads. That I know.
I always claimed that I wasn't mad at
anybody. Including Hitler, but one soon
gets over that and It Is replaced by a
hatred of all evil forces which entangle
simple people like ourselves In a titanic
struggle the like of which is coming to a
head on the Coast of France.
Just seeing a couple of Forts go down
or having a MesserschmItt make a couple
of passes at you with 20 mm. Is enough
isn't
wardeadly
Ideaandthat
give
to In
all
the you
newsthereels
thatthis
It Is
serious and should stop once and forever.
God! It's disgusting, the waste!
DON
Lt. Donald Plecher
c/o Postmaster, N. Y. ■

Dear Studio Club:

April 19, 1944

I have just finished devouring the swell
April Issue of "Action", and decided that
I'd just have to write you again and thank
you for being so darn swell. A lot of
Fox's boys In the Service have expressed
their thanks to you In every way possible,
but It still boils down to a simple "thanks
a million for being so thoughtful and kind
to us. It isn't possible to express our frue
appreciation".
That's about it— In a nut
shell!
Those very welcome cartons of cigarettes you send me also are very much
appreciated,
private's pay! especially when you're on a
Well, friends, that's just about all I
wanted to say. The next time I'm in L. A.
and get out to the Studio, I'm going to
make it a point to stop In and personally
show my gratitude.
The best to you all,
STEVE KIRCHNER
Pvt. Stephen G. KIrchner
Kingman, Arizona.

Dear Members:

May 26, 1944

"
tes and
d the cigaret
I receive
ne today,
magazi
and thank
you "Action
all very
much.
I am at present In London and very
busy. The people here are exceptionally
nice and I had a chance to see one of
the London studios which was very modern and interesting. The people on the Lot
were most cheerful.
I would appreciate it very much If you
would send me some pin-up pictures of
"ourour
girls,"
for
Day which
Room. we would like to have
Best regards from the E.T.O.
HERBERT SCHEIN
Pvt. Herbert Schein
c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
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The Voice
THE GOOD

of the Lot
OLD

DAYS

sustained flight by
when

2 hours, 33 seconds,
and our minds

we look back

upon it, and whether we think of it as
the fourth dimension or a memory,
we seem to see it

Twenty-three years ago these boys were working on a Western picture on the Fox Lot. From left to
right, LEON SHAMROY,
who was an assistant camaraman, is now Director of Photography at TCF,
RAY RAMSEY, who was a still man, is now a Captain in the L). S. Army and a 2nd cameraman at
MGM, R. L. HOUGH,
who was a Prop man, is now Assistant Production Manager at TCF, and IRVING
ROSENBERG, who was an assistant cameraman and is now an operative cameraman at TCF.

more clearly in retrospect.
Turn your mind back 23 years to the
days before radio, when our news was
learned through the medium of the daily
paper; when the cry of "AWEXTRA" was
a signal to run frantically from the house
to catch the paper boy. You might recall
that Warren Harding was President, and
that a phenomenal event took place when,
by combining land lines with wireless, a
telephone conversation was carried on between Catalina Island and a ship 90 miles
east of New York — a milestone in wireless telephony — a distance of more than
3,000 miles!
The Republicans and the Democrats
were hurling verbal brickbats at each
other then as now, and the crux of the
argument seemed to be that the Republicans had spent in excess of 8 million dol-

lars in the 1920 Presidential campaign

as

established. We

soared to unbelievable heights when
an altitude record
of 37,000 feet
above sea level was

thrilled to the new

won-

against the Democrats' paltry 2I/4 million.
Obviously the Democrats had the short
end of the stick that year.
The sale of cigarettes to adults was
voted legal in the state of Iowa, and Jack

der called radio when President Harding's
voice was carried by wire from Arlington
National Cemetery to New York and San
Francisco and was heard by 55,000 people
In the combined cities. We reached down

Dempsey knocked out Georges Carpentier in four rounds in Jersey City. For
some reason that seemed a little obscure
the Ku Klux Klan were stirring up their
tar barrels, and someone who probably

deep that day and dug up the old cliche:
"Will wonders never cease!"
Enrico Caruso died in that year, and

deserves the obscurity of the act, Introduced a bill in the House prohibiting the
sale of beer to the sick on a physician's
prescription.
A conference for the limitation of armament was opened in Washington, and a
monoplane finished a continuous flight of
25 hours, 19 minutes, 35 seconds at Roosevelt Field, eclipsing the former record for

an Englishman by the name of Winston
Churchill was Secretary for Colonies of
Great Britain. While our phonographs
were grinding out "Ain't We Got Fun,"
a Peace Treaty was signed in Berlin between the United States and Germany on
August 25.
There wasn't much occasion to call a
woman a "skirt" in those days, as skirts
were so abbreviated as to be almost nonexistent, but the knees that knocked to

Action

4

very familiar manner causing Dick to double take the greeting of a subordinate
for a superior officer. When Dick saw it
was Harry, however, all formality was for-

the strains of "Say It With Music," "Second Hand Rose," "Tuck Me to Sleep in
My Old Tucky Home," and "Avalon,"
were clad in 100 per cent silk hose, and
one usually added that they were full
fashioned!

DURBIN MESSMGRE is off work and
has been for some time because of a
gotten.
broken leg. A broken pin is rather confining and he found time heavy on his
hands so the boys sent him some refreshments— the hard to get kind.
As most of you know by this time,
a swell picnic Is planned for the employees
of TCF. We hope to see you all out there
with a hot dog In one hand and a coke
In the other.

We did more reading and less listening in the evenings, and the literatti considered "The Brimming Cup," "Scaramouche" and "If Winter Comes" some
of the better reading matter of the year.
Our reviewers told us that Geo. Arliss,
Nora Bayes, Winthrop Ames, Mrs. Leslie
Carter, John Drew, Lynn Fontanne, Ina
Claire, Marilyn Miller, Fred Stone, Laura
Hope and Ed Wynn were playing to standing room only on Broadway.
We went to the movies for about a
quarter and usually sat behind someone
who read the dialogue out loud. While
famous Players-Lasky were grinding out
such box office hits as "Brewster's Millions," "The Gilded Lily" and "The Shiek,"
United Artists knocked us for a loop with
"The Three Musketeers" and "Way Down
East,” and First National hit the jackpot
with "ToFable David."
While Seiznick was casting "Is Life
Worth Living," Metro was considering
"Life's Darn Funny." Robertson-Cole produced "What's a Wife Worth?" and Fox
released "Whatever She Wants." We
thought we had seen everything when
Metro

released "The

Four Horsemen

of

the Apocalypse" and Fox presented a
"Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's
Court." The Associated Producers gave
with "The Ten Dollar Raise,” and United
Artists released "Little Lord Fountleroy."
"Nobody's Fool" did all right for Universal and "The Little Minister" was a
honey for the Vitagraph Company. Pathe
released the "Road to London" for the
Associated Producers, and Warners answered the question of "Why Girls Leave
Home," plctorially. The Realart Pictures
Corp. released "The Little Clown," and
the Pioneer Film Corp. came out of the
blue with "Gut of the Dust."
Some of the names that spelled Glamour with a capital were Ethel Clayton,
Alice Joyce, Clive Thomas, Mae Murray,
Wallace Reid, Agnes Ayres, Marguerite
Clark, Dick Barthelmess, Betty Compson,
Anita Stewart, Thomas Melghan, Pauline
Frederick, Viola Dana, and on and on into
that memorable galaxy.
All this was In the year 1921. The
wheels of memory might turn back too, to
other more personal things — the nostalgic
thoughts that we keep for the luxury of
reverie, but aloud we
the good old days!"

say, "those were

A DATE TO REMEMBER
AUGUST 27

MAINTENANTICS
By AUGUST
A nice letter from "Laddie" tells us that he enjoys
the cigarettes and "Action", although in the above
picture it looks as though he has taken to smoking
fountain pens! Pvt. LANDISLAW
CONCZ,
a
member of the Paint Department is now with a
Photographic Company somewhere in England.

LACQUER LANE

O. WILLIAMS

I am always glad to see August roll
around, because that Is the one time of
the year that I can feel Important. You
see they named this month after me. Cr
did they? Anyway the world has to recognize the name, even though nobody
knows me. All through this month I feel
like a cares.
movie star's husband. I'm there, but
who

By BENNY

BENSON

The Navy had GEGRGE WASHBURN
on pins and needles for several weeks,
but he finally got his call and is now at
boot camp in San Diego.
Through his son BCB, WALTER JCLLEY met a number of fellows In the Army
Air Corps who visited him several times
while undergoing their training. They were
assigned to a B-24 bomber and named It
"Small Change" and designated Walter
as their sponsor. In due course "Small
Change" went overseas to do battle with
the Germans and while on a mission the
boys got their first Messerschmitt. This
first plane was dedicated to Walt. Naturally he was more than pleased at this
honor.
It seems that most of the fellows In
this department are staying close to home
this year while on vacation. Like the postman taking a walk on his day off, the fellows are getting their houses painted.
EVERETT LULL, GEGRGE HALL, FRANK
TRABERT, and BILL HUBNER are a few
of the exterior decorators.
HARRY HUGHES, Jr., BM 2/c, was
back In the states on leave and dropped
in to see If the place had changed much
during the past year and a half. He was
present at Pearl Harbor during the Jap
attack, and having been in the thick of
the holocaust was very well qualified to
tell us of his experiences in fighting fires.
He said he saw Lt. DICK KELLEY over
there — Harry was in a crash boat and saw
Dick on the deck of another boat so he
pulled along side and

We had a card from ARTHUR CURTIS, LEG FENNER and indirect word from
several of the fellows In the service.
Would like to hear from more of the boys,
because we are all Interested In them and
the grand job that they are doing.
Cur friend WADE is still somewhere
down under, and if he should read this,
I want him to know that we are all glad
to have his boy working with us now.
His son recently joined our group, and a
fine husky lad he Is. We are glad to have
him, because his dad Is tops, and the boy
sure Is a chip off the old block if there
ever was one. We want Wade to feel
that we will all help him over the bumps.
I don't know if you all are aware of the
fact that "Red" DAVIES has been promoted to foreman In our labor department. I said In this column months ago
that we should all keep our eyes on this
boy, and now this raise in position justifies my prediction. Gf course I am sure
that he will continue to advance, because
he has the stuff that It takes. Congratulations, etc.
JACK CCNLIN's daughter, JGAN, will
sure have some Interesting things to tell
when she gets back. I think that she has
had a great experience recently, and hope
that I will be able to give you all the details In the next Issue. At any rate her
friends will be glad to learn that she Is
G.K. and that she is over there doing
a grand job.
If Fate has kicked you in the pants
And given you a problem.
Just call us at 508, and we will

hailed him in a
Help you solve 'em.
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thousands of plants acquires an all-consuming thirst and we wage a constant
battle against the various undesirable
forms of life which also find conditions
favorable here.
The boys all miss genial JIM

BRIGGS,

erstwhile Winchell of the Weigelia.
left us to join the OPA.

He's

SALVADOR VALDEPENA, who's a regular Kit Carson with a gopher trap,
trekked to Tla Juana over the Fourth of
July to take in "la corrida de toros" . . .
bullfight to you. Saly's report of his exhe?
periences is"carrambal" Loquacious, isn't
Well, kiddies, that's all for tonight.
All the other tales I've heard In this nursery ain't fitten for your tender ears.

THE STARS IN OUR SERVICE FLAG
Photographer's Mate, First Class JOHN
JOSEPH HELMICK, script distributor at
TCF, entered the Navy in October, 1941,
and has seen and done a few things, and
collected a few medals en route.
John was sent to Pearl Harbor shortly
after December 7, and nine months later
was ordered to Guadalcanal with his
MARGUERITE

HAMILTON,

lady everyone

wishes

got

they

the
had

charming
seen

before

young
they

sick — Marguerite is head of the Group Insurance for employees on the Lot, and will be

happy

to give you any and all particulars on insurance coverage for employees.

NURSERY TALES
«

By TEX COPE

"Mary, Mary, quite contrary.
How does your garden grow?
Silver bells and cockle shells,
And one damned little petunia!"
What more fitting way to start a column such as this than with one of the

photographic squadron, where he flew
reconnaissance for fhe Marines from Henderson Field. John was sent from the
Pacific area and hospifalized in San Francisco with malaria, and later assigned to
stations In the United States. At present
he Is stationed at the U. S. Naval Air
Station at Beaufort, S. 0.
John was awarded the Air Medal for
Patrols 1 ,000 miles into Jap territory and
has the Air Crew Wings with 3 stars for
230 combat hours In the South Pacific.

congratulate him on the occasion, the department gave him an album of records.

*

Photographer's Mate, First Class JOHN
JOSEPH HELMICK Is one of our 735

few
one of thewhole
off to locateLAMBERT's
afternoon
It took KATHERINE

' 7-

stars, and we're mighty proud.

albums Cye doesn't already own.
sounds like an exaggeration — but
has more than 100 albums and well
300 single records. At the ripe old
of 18!

sweet, innocent nursery rhymes of childhood? I'm somewhat rusty on my Mother
Goose, so if I have misquoted Mary, the
Research Department may correct me in
the next issue.

However, tor sheer beauty there's nothing on the Lot to compare with the display of tuberous begonias in the glasshouse. They form a veritable floral rainbow ... a riot of color . . . which dims
even the brilliant foliage of the coleus and
the caladium — There I go getting lyrical.
Must be the influence of the poetry.
One of the recent additions to the nursery is a new propagation shed erected
between the glasshouse and the small lath
house. WALT MELIN can usually be found
there when not pottering in the potting
shed.

By KARLA

VON

MUEFFLING

full time
is with
SMITH from
BOBhis(Cye)
since
graduation
highusschool.
To

That
Cye
over
age

^ '

f

orful
sets WALLER
of "Songthink
of the
Norway"
made
KIRSTCN
magic carpet

4'

had taken her back to Norway, which is
quite a compliment for an operetta.
There was great excitement In
FRANCES
RICHARDSCN's household
when her cousin's husband. Col. JCCK
LAWRENCE, arrived unexpectedly from
London. He started his journey home on
the morning of July 4th. He had breakfast In Scotland, lunch in Ireland, dinner
in Newfoundland and scrambled eggs at

' *

two o'clock the next morning in Washington, D. C., where he spent the day of
July 5th working. The morning of the
6th he had breakfast over Palm Springs
and arrived before noon in Los Angeles.
That's traveling!

That spell of warm weather made our
secluded corner of the Lot a thing of
beauty . . . but to us who toil here it
joy forever. Each of the

RESEARCH NOTES

The lovely misuc and, especially the col-

We've had a little better luck than
Mary. Although a bit short on the cockle
shells ... we do have petunias in profusion. . . And plumb purty, too.

isn't always a

Presenting "Professor" ROBERT (Cye) SMITH,
lately of Fairfax High, and presently of the Research Library.

JOHN

JOSEPH

HELMICK,

Pho. M.

l/c.

RCBERT CRESTC, who lives in Santa
Monica, told us of the civilian casualties
suffered when several schools of jelly fish
attempted to establish a beachhead on

;
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the shores of — California. (You know what
the — stand for, but I wouldn't dare
print that word this summer.)
Small World department; A charming
newcomer to the library is EMILIA CASTRO, who arrived in town from Costa
Rica only six weeks ago. On her first day
with us, Frances Richardson introduced
her to MURIEL BERMUDEZ. Talking Spanish at twenty miles a minute, they soon
discovered that Emilia knew some of Muriel's relatives, in fact, that she had attended the recent wedding of a cousin of
the Bermudez'. It helped Emilia feel at
home in our big town to have found a
link with her friends at home.
"Kitten on the Keys!" exclaimed RUTH
SWARZCHILD — meaning our typewriter
keys. A gray and white kitten shadowed
GERTRUDE KINGSTON on her way here
the other morning. She tried in vain to
shake him off, but he slipped through
the studio gate and meowed for admittance to the library. There was nothing
to do but let the adventure-seeking feline
play here until lunch time, when Gertrude
carried him to his home street, where the
owner was already looking for the stray.
Why can't the weather man be more
patriotic and reward home vacationists —
such as our own Katherine Lambert and
Cye Smith — with a little sunshine in the
backyard?

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

It was like old home week around the
Grip Dept, last month. Among the welcome visitors were FORD CLARK of the
Army: LI. JIMMY MORRIS, Air Force;
CM 2/c HORACE DUARTE; C. MO.
M.M. DAW; Pho. M. 2/c WOODY LAGUNE; C. (SP) BOB FLEMING; CM
3/c "Bunky" VAN ANTWERP, and handsome WAYNE HOPKINS, Army. Letters
from others regretting their absence
poured in. Pvt. LOU

KUSLEY's letter of

appreciation for the check made us all
feel very happy that we, who subscribe
to our fund, can brighten their lot in a
small way. Cox. JIMMY THOMAS, who
dropped out of sight for so long, sent
word that he was O.K. OLARK SFtORT,
recently a nephew of Uncle Sam, is on
the Lot. He had been hospitalized and
released from service.

"Dr." short's

bone cracking technique
has director and crew on "Sunday Dinner
for a Soldier" feeling like yearlings. Clark,
by the way, found time to sponsor a nine
and a half pound baby girl. Mother and
baby both doing fine.
Lt. JIMMY LAVIN, Air Force, has been
transferred to northern California. Sgt.
HANK GERZEN is shooting some grand
news reel stuff in Italy. Most of the stuff
you see In Movietone Newsreel Is his.
Still nothing definite of CHARLIE HOFFMAN.
CHARLIE

ROSE

and crew on tour of

the
Army the
Camps
"Winged
Victory."
Breaking
boys for
In right,
I guess,
and
quite a number of them will have that
routine for a steady diet before long.
WALTER FAXON should be preparing
long. the homeward trek from Utah ere
for
AL PRINCE can scratch up another mission on his grip trailor. This time it was
a bomber flight over the coast of California. Chlefy TRUMAN JOINER, with
ELMER TARR and cameraman CURT
FETTERS went fishing; they had remarkable luck. When they returned home each
had a string of 25 trout — that's all the
man at the Hatchery would sell them!
AL THAYER and his crew, CHRISTIE
and JOHNSON, have had the (vacation)
location of their lives. Here they are just
back from lolling on the sands of Florida,
while we on the Lot did our lolling on the
same
water. sands, only under three feet of
KENNY LUTES is back and Is TONTO
DAWSON tickled. DENVER BRANDON
and old man CASEY are still out fishing.
Boy, that's gold in them thar gills!
President SANDEEN of the Studio Club
gave me a sneak preview of the picnic
surprises. Gee, won't the kids yell when
they see them. A lot of hard work and
effort went into the making of those
toys. Our congratulations to all responsible.
You'll never hear BRUCE HUNSAKER
and WENDY JONES complain of technicolor again. I was there — LESTER "Pepper" BERRY gets to see the brighter side
of things.

Lt. J. E. LAVIN, Army Air Force, former Grip and
son of our own J. M. LAVIN, Head of the Grip
Department.

Did you ever hear of a restaurant where
the patrons order their desert first? Well,
believe it or not, that condition prevails
at our own Cafe de Paris. No wonder,
did you ever taste such tempting delacasles. Pastry Chefs, AL ULRICH and
JACK MAYER should receive a. kitchen
academy award!

Chief Photographer's Mate ROBERT M. FLEMING
of the Grip Dept, visits the set of "A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn" with Director of Photography LEON
SHAM ROY.

LEGAL LOWDOWN
By LUCY

LAWSUIT

About the only really new news In Ye
Olde Legal Department is the addition to
the staff of VIRGINIA BUTTERWORTH,
the girl with the out-of-thls-world towhead
tresses. The only one who isn't thoroughly
happy about the whole thing is DICK
HUCKANS, Story Department. Seems his
loss was our gain, or so the cliche goes.
BERNICE BURKE, BETTY SIMPSON and
ISABEL ALLINSON spent a recent evening giving each other "home permanents," and from all reports a hair-raising
evening was had by all.
HARRIET OLIVER and SELMA REID,
the "Summer Sisters" of the Legal Department, have their usual bit of scandalous
news to report. Harriet says, and I quote,
"The only thing I can concentrate on at
the moment Is my vacation." But Selma
relays the news that she is looking forward
to an utter collapse. Grim future!
That "maybelllne look" in the eyes of
YVONNE McGEENEY is easy to understand. Friend husband, Bob, has been
transferred to San Diego, paradise of the
Gold-plated West, from Moffett Field,
God's country, and chances of seeing him
more often look definitely good.
BEVERLY HAUGH
and BARBARA
EICHENHOFER devoted the nocturnal
hours several nights ago to making records for the men in their lives. Beverly,
known for her good luck, is fortunate In
having her better half, "Navy Farmer"
HAUGH, within visiting distance. Barbara, though not so lucky, simply takes
the Hearbeat Express to the Orient and
If you look closely, she and that handsome
Lieutenant are walking hand in hand. Oh,
Impetuous youth!
VIRGINIA KEY got that wonderful tan
In Balboa, where 'tis said she had a slightly terrific time. For details, consult Miss
Key, extension 303. And to show you what
an excess of vitamins will do for you,
JOAN AHERN quite seriously considered
taking a wee jaunt to see Virginia — on a
bicycle. The woman is mad!
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MEET THE SECRETARIES— On the left
Is ALICE OLCOTT, tor the past five years
secretary to Producer WALTER MOROSCO, and an employee of TCP for the last
nine years. Alice is the Vice President
of the Board of Controllers of the Studio
Club and is conspicuous at all meeting
by never confusing her "ayes" with her
"nays". Reluctant to admit she was born
in obscure Ashton, Iowa, she prefers to
claim Minneapolis, Minnesota, as her previous home, having been reared there
from Infancy. She finished her education
at the University of Minnesota. Alice says
she swims, plays ping pong and bridge.

DEAR

I

BOSS;

In "farming" me out to Walter Winchell, you probably hoped I would improve my news-gathering ability. Well, I
have. Mr. Winchell says the first thing
you have to learn Is to separate the wheat
from the chaff . . . and Mr. Winchell says
that if you tell the truth and get your
facts straight — you can tell everybody to
go to hell.
WINGED VICTORY accounts for all
the soldiers on the Lot, and the reason
you can't get a table at lunch. This Moss
Hart Broadway hit is now in production,
with Darryl F. Zanuck producing and
George Cukor directing. There will be
200 in the acting cast and an orchestra
of 48, with a singing group of 52. As a
Broadway play WINGED VICTORY played
to 350,000 persons. Among the picture

)

cast are: Gertrude Lawrence's daughter,
Pamela (now the wife of Captain William
G. Cahan); Tommy Farrell, son of Glenda
Farrell; Claude Stroud (one of the Stroud
twins) and Peter Lind Hayes.
It has been rumored that Lon McCallister has been discharged from the Army.
This is untrue, of course, as he is currently
working as "Frankie" in WINGED VICTORY.
Need a shave, boss? Go over on the
above - mentioned set (WINGED VICTORY) and let Corporal Don Taylor (who

i
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plays "Pinky") do a little rehearsing. Director George Cukor insists that Taylor's
tonsorial activities In the picture be the

but excells at gin rummy and will challenge all comers!
The center picture is of FLORENCE
SLOTT, for the past four years secretary
to Comdr. A. J. BOLTON, Motion Picture and Radio Liaison Officer. Florence
was born in Chicago, but left with her
parents at a very tender age to live In
California. A blues singer of note, she has
done considerable work for radio and
with orchestras. She claims no hobbies,
but would like to challenge Alice Olcott
at gin rummy in a match to determine
the champion of the Old and New Administration Buildings!

On the right Is HELEN de MELIKOFF,
secretary to JOHN BODNAR, Head of
International Cutting Dept. Helen has
been secretary to Mr. Bodnar for almost
a year, but has been employed at TCF
for the past seven years. Born in Austria, but a New Yorker since Infancy,
Helen has always worked in either the
Motion Picture Industry or the Theatre
business. Helen has a twelve-year-old
daughter of whom she Is justly proud,
and although she claims no special hobbies, she spends considerable time doing
canteen work, and otherwise tends strictly to her knitting.

real thing. S-o-o free customers are
needed. Everyone swears Taylor is a natural for this important part.- When a
reporter asked Don if he had any special
talents that fitted him to be a barber —
Joe E. Brown, visiting on the set quipped:

promise of a pair of Stanzione skating
boots and a pair of Strauss blades.
You scooped me with the news that
Peggy Ann, her mother and grandmother
are living permanently In the Shirley Temple bungalow on the Lot.
Just think — James Dunn will make his
greatest success as a failure in A TREE
Grows in Brooklyn. And Uoyd
Nolan Is in A TREE GROWS IN BROOK-

"Has he, why, he's been able to TALK
since he was six months old!"
Pvt. Dan Stanley, also In WINGED VICTORY (who looks a lot like Tyrone Power),
is heart-beating In tune with our new
starlet, TONY EDEN.
Boss, get me on the I WAS THERE
radio program. The other day In the Cafe
de Paris (on the Lot) I saw something —
that if it had been told to me I wouldn't
have believed it. A waitress spilled a
loaded tray all over CARMEN MIRANDA,
and Instead of blowing up, "even as you
and I," she very graciously forgave the
offender. The Brazilian Bombshell quickly
helped the frightened girl up and explained to Nick (manager of the cafe) that
she had noticed that the floor was wet
and was sure the accident was not the
girl's fault. The 39 waitresses were so
grateful for Carmen's conderatlon that
they sent her a big bouquet and a note of
thanks. This is noteworthy because most
"biggies" intend to be kind and gracious
— but somehow never get around to it.
Tell Peggy Ann It's in the bag. PEGGY
ANN GARNER is giving a good performance In A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN,
not In hope of winning the Academy
award — her inspiration is her mother's

LYN, but he isn't one of the Nolans in
A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN. Get
it, boss?
June Haver was at an auction sale, trying out a little radio when the first report of the invasion was heard. She
promptly out-bid all others for the little
white radio.
It's the vogue — let's all write a book.
Since the success of Louella Parson's THE
GAY ILLITERATE, Jimmy Starr's THE
CORPSE CAME C.O.D. and Joan Bennett's HOW TO BE ATTRACTIVE, Bill
Eythe is writing one called SLIGHTLY ON
THE HOMICIDE. Roddy McDowell is
writing one called A PAGEANT OF THE
MOVIES. And just to be different, Alexander Knox (star of WILSON) isn't going
to write a book. He will retire to a secluded cabin on the Rogue River and write
a play.
Mr. Zanuck is living up to his promise
to THOMAS MITCHELL — not to type
him. Mitchell plays the role of Joseph
Tumulty, friend of the President, In
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WILSON. And in KEYS OF THE KINGDOM he plays the part of Willie Tullock,
an unconventional doctor.
Imagine this — Gene Tierney has grown
an inch and a quarter in the past year.
She is now" five feet, six and three-quarters
inches. Because Gene is surrounded with
lovelies just a little taller than herself, she
appears much shorter than she actually is.
Her generous height makes her a delight
to the wardrobe department. Her gorgeous gowns in LAURA will be a treat
to see.
Ralph De Lara reports that the "spring"
in Dante Orgolini's step is due to PETECA.
Now — Dante is our dapper Brazilian correspond t. . . and PETECA is that new
Brazilian game that everyone is talking
about. It is not only healthful, but lots
of fun. For full information regarding
same, call Ralph, collect.
You and Ralph did a fine job of writing my letter tor me — what are you trying to do — take my job away from me?
I know now not to take a vacation . . .
with Ralph and you doing my writing and
Ann Joseph doing such a swell job at my
desk.
More next week.
Your office gal,
LILLIAN KELSEY.
BONNIE

CASHIN,

the little lady with a wonderful
of designers

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By LOUISE

KNAPP

Of the 99 departments on the TCF Lot,
this one, headed by CHARLES LeMAIRE,
is one of the busiest at this writing. With
costumes in work for "Nob Hill," 1895
period, "Czarina," in the 1775 era, and
"Where Do We Go from Here," a mythical period which BONNIE CASHIN will
have to dream up, the workroom is a forest of hoops and leg o' mutton sleeves,
to say nothing of the hundreds of sketches
and yards of material draped all over the
place.
Mr. LeMaire has a protege in 12-yearold DARRLYN ZANUCK, who is spending her summer vacation in the Women’s
Wardrobe, studying how clothes are designed and made for pictures. Darriyn
has a flare for sketching and painting, and
with our own LeMaire as her sponsor,
should turn out to be a first rate designer.
RENE HUBERT, with his sleeves rolled
up, turned out a selection of Chinese costumes for "Nob Hill" which are just too
beautiful for words, and his designs for
the ladies-in-waiting in "Czarina" are
charming. Hubert also will share screen
credit on "Diamond Horseshoe" with the
rest of the designers.
Bonnie Cashin still standing, brushing
out more sketches for "Where Do We Go
From Here." Bonnie is literally in a cloud,
dreaming up the most beautiful mink coat
a girl ever wished she had for the dream
sequence in "Diamond

Horseshoe."

She

design tor living. Bonnie

in the Ladles' Wardrobe

had a posse of furriers on the most unique
female mink hunt. Someone discovered
the female mink's fur has better draping
qualities, and the best must be had for
BETTY GRABLE.
KAY NELSON doing all of Betty Grable’s clothes for "Diamond Horseshoe,"
with the exception of the above-mentioned
mink coat. Kay also will have "Hangover
Square" in work — a 1910 epic. With
"Something for the Boys" and "Sunday
Dinner for a Soldier" finished, Kay was
making plans for a summer vacation, but
this was interrupted by the onrush of
scripts. Now in itthe
looks
vacationing
Fall.as though she'll be
YVONNE WOOD has some interesting
experiences to tell while doing the Katherine Dunham show in Chicago. She is
currently dreaming up costume ideas representing Salt and Pepper for the "Salad"
number in "Diamond Horseshoe."
WILMA CHRISTIAN is really a busy
supervisor these day. Her workroom personnel has been increased in order to handle all the fabulous details entailed in
making the costumes for the current pictures. With new finishers and drapers on
her crew, we may expect additional members for our Studio Club. Everyone is
looking forward to the Annual Picnic on
August 27.
HAZEL MUNN HOLBOROW and coworkers— GENEVIEVE and HELEN — are
"Nob Hill."
for Millinery
very busy
Never
a dullmaking
momenthats
in the
Department, with all the period costumes
coming up, and more and more musicals.

is one

of the famous

staff

at TCP.

Hazel is expecting her son, Lt. JACK
H. MUNN, from England any day now.
He has earned his leave, having received
his Air Medal for thirty missions. Including
Oak Leaf Clusters and the Distinguished
Flying Cross.
PIEDAD APPRICE and her beading department isgoing strong with dozens of
elaborate costumes in work which dazzle
the
days ofperiods.
"Czarina" and "Nob
Hill"eye.
wereThedazzling
LIZZIE ROGERS, capable fitter in this
Floss Mill for all of twelve years, topped
all bond buying records with two $1,000
bonds — her savings in our TCF Credit
Union. KAY KIRTLEY and SADI JACOBI
also purchasers of $1,000.00 bonds,
not to mention the many others who
helped to make our quota. We are proud
of the cooperation of our department behind the Fifth War Loan Drive.
NEVADA PENN, known to our fold as
"Penny," enjoying many laughs on
"Winged Victory" — and if you have heard
her laugh, you know what I mean.
GLADYS ISAACSON and ANN LANDERS enjoyed working on "Something for
the Boys" so much that they wish CARMEN MIRANDA would stay and do another. They're being teamed again in
"Nob Hill."
OLLIE HUGHES and VIOLA RICHARDS also a team on "Diamond Horseshoe." Viola will be finished with "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" by that time.
Ollie has been helping CARREY O'NEIL
to make a "Tree" grow.
GERTIE CASEY back from Kanab,
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Utah, on the "Thunderhead" location. We
gave her thunder for not writing one line
and also for not finding the candy and
special note sent up with her Production
Wardrobe.
ABE

UDCOFF

is In his glory turning

out the streamlined suits with leg o' mutton sleeves and fitted jackets for "Nob
Hill." BEDELIA DUFF Is his capable assistant.
Hollywood Canteen's most faithful
workers from this department are HELEN
MANLEY, ROSE HARTMAN, HAZEL
MUNN HOLBOROW, ANN BROWN,
NELLIE TREHERNE, BEDELIA DUFF,
ANNA REEK, MAE FENWICK, FREIDA
SOLOMON and SOPHIE MILLER.
Nite worker, MARGARET

SMITH

on a

month's leave of absence — doctor's orders. ANN MATHERNE back after a
month's leave. DOROTHY NEWTON resigned to open a restaurant — her old trade.
HAZEL and MARTHA will take their vacations later.
HARRIET

CAMIN,

Mrs. LORENA

NEL-

SON's right hand, back after two and a
halFmonths' vacation in New York, visiting
her daughter.
GRACE

WILSON

finishing up

with

"Laura," planning on a rest before "Czarina." She will need a small boy to help
her carry the hoops bouffant for that
show!
SUE shannon's favorite expression:
"This
mean? is it— I'm through!" What could she
Have you heard about the EYE, the
EAR, the VOICE, or the GIGGLE??
A bientot — au revoir ....

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

I don't know how many of you know
the owner of that golden voice that greets
you when you dial "333", but she is
THEARL SINCLAIR, affectionately called
Johnnie. She is secretary to TOM
YOUNG and otherwise tries to keep us
all straightened out and make known to us
your
Maybe I'll get an
extra wants
sweet and
smiledesires.
for this.
Your Police Dept. Is supposed to have
a complete report of all accidents that
occur on the Lot, but LOU WITTE was
recently observed In the vicinity of the
Bernadette River — soaking wet — and we
never have been able to get a report of
that accident — or Incident. Did he fall,
or was he pushed?
DAVE BRUTON recently returned from
his vacation with some tall stories about
the fish he caught, but no pictures to
verify them. Can't believe any stories
without pictures, Dave! CHARLIE BURNS
spent part of his vacation fishing in San
Gabriel Canyon — also no pictures. No
"Sersen Shots," now, boys!
Since last issue we have three new recruits on our force. JOHN TREUL, a veteran of the Milwaukee Police Dept.,
HAROLD HOAGLAND, a veteran of
World War No. I, and TERRANCE CAVANAUGH, a Navy veteran of World War
No. 2. (Studio American Legion Post,
please note.)
Officer JOHN HENDERSON Is justifiably proud of his son. Marine Corporal
JOHN W. HENDERSON, Jr., who is now
somewhere In the South Pacific. Before entering the Service, John graduated from
University High in West Los Angeles,
where he distinguished himself in athletics, and also showed such promise as
a dancer that he was called a second
Fred Astaire.
I busted a couple of buttons off my
shirt recently when my daughter, BARBARA, graduated from the Queen of the
Angels School of Nursing, winning the
Superintendent's
award offor
highest
scholastic
achievement
her the
class.
She
expects to enter the Army soon as an
Army nurse. When that happens I'll problongs! ably get my chest way up where it be-

R H SMITH, roving policeman on the North Lot,
also on the same shift. These custodians of safety
and order have 8 and I I years service, respectively.

a

way

with the ladies! The Pico time
station.

office is his

TRAFFIC CHECKS
By ED LABART
Police throughout the state have renewed their periodic surprise traffic checks
at various highway Intersections for the
benefit of all users of the highways. Should
you be requested to place your car in
line for Inspection do so with the knowledge that while your car and credentials
may be satisfactory the police may find
others who are wanted for various offenses
and whose cars may be a menace to every
user of the streets and highways — pedestrian as well as motorist.
Glaring headlights, broken tailllghts, defective windshields, altered registration
certificates,
expiredaredriver's
and
defective mufflers,
some oflicenses
the things
looked for and ordered corrected.
Motorists whose cars have defective
equipment are ‘required to have repairs
made and proof submitted later.

JOE CREAGER is still in the Navy and
busy In the South Pacific, so is RUBE
BYERS who is working in the gasoline detail, transporting gasoline for the Navy
Air Corps. HENRY ZYNDA, Motor Machinist Mate I/c, is also down there some

Many drivers could prevent accidents to
themselves and others if they would have
repairs made to their cars NOW.
There are at least three cars running
around our studio Lot with fenders bent
and ripped. This is a positive menace to
everyone who walks on our streets. One
car in particular has a fender so bent and
so sharp that if a pedestrian ever Is sideswiped by the driver his hand could be
completely severed or an artery cut In a
leg causing death from bleeding.
Other cars have windshields that look

place.
GIBBY's fan mail should increase soon.
He just had some more pictures taken.

as though they were covered with a sheet
of white celluloid. Visibility is about nil.
These are just a few examples.

Nev/s from HERB JENSEN, Marine
Corps., says that he is now at Camp Shumate and may get discharged as a result
of disabilities suffered at Tarawa.

Two well known employees on the TCF Lot. Left,
CLAUDE EICHER, Gateman at the Santa Monica
entrance on the 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M shift and

Genial, smiling CHARLIE BURNS has many years
of conscientious service with TCF, and also quite
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If you

remember

FUN, FOOD AND FROLIC
If you don't think you'll have the gas,
it will pay you to rent a horse and buggy
in order to be on hand for the biggest
event of the year with the most fun,
frolic and free food obtainable or imaginable.
The 12th Annual 20th Century-Fox Studio Picnic will be held on Sunday, August
27, at the Uplifters Club, from 9:00 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m. A varied entertainment program has been planned to suit everyone.
Swimming, exhibition events, dancing, carnival events, pony rides and a ferris wheel
for the kiddies, and a complete barbecued luncheon, catered by Stern's Famous
Barbecue, will be served free, together
with other refreshments.
Beer will be served for a nominal fee
and a complete liquor bar will be maintained In the Club house for all eligible
to Imbibe. Cally Holden's band will play
for dancing from 3:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.,
and the general round of events will keep
you busy and happy from early till late.
On this page are some pictures of a
few of the toys that will be on display tor
the kiddles at the Carnival area. The gentlemen In the "Picnic" picture are some
of WALTER JOLLEY's efficient crew In
the Sign Shop. Left, standing, is FRANK
TRABERT, foreman of the Sign Shop,

this date, you’ll remember

this event tor a long time to come.

kneeling is A. J. BROWN, and to the
right, standing. Is TED BRANDON, and
kneeling is MAX ANDERSON.
The entire proceeds of the Picnic will
go to the Studio Club WELFARE FUND.
If you memberremember
date,
this event forthis
years
to you'll
come. re-

toys for the boys and girls at our Studio
Club ward
Christmas
Here'stoys.
looking forto more funparty.
and more
TRUMAN ELI's wife, GERTRUDE, is
In the hospital recovering from an operation and should be home by the time
this hits the press.
ELSA MATTHEWS, who worked In our
Tailor Shop, is also home from the hospital and staying with her daughter near
San Francisco.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

SANDEEN's toy workshop Is still in full
swing — not only was our department well
represented but the Studio Club officees
came out In full force. STERN's FAMOUS
BARBECUE gave us a preview of the
food and drink we can expect at the picnic— it was really delicious — and no cookand no little
dishescars
for were
us gals.
carsin' and
the Dolls,
main kiddie
show
of the day, with the kiddie cars taking first
prize. They are In all different colors and
come with 4 different kinds of heads —
elephants, horses, zebras or giraffes, and
they are really cute (now on display
in the Small Wardrobe Shack, incidentally). Did I mention before that SANDY's
backyard at toy-time reminds me of
Santa's workshop? Well, It must have reminded someone else too, for we have
already been approached to make the

"IF" IFVERSON is spendng a little time
down at the beach . . . BETTY ROBERTS and JEAN PYLES are taking turns
relieving at his desk.
CARL WALKER returned to work to
join a sewing bee with SASCHA, one of
the soldiers in the "Winged Victory"
company who does a very fine Impersonation of Carmen Miranda In the picture.
They're making him a G. I. costume — and
I do mean G. I. They started with a regular issue blanket and have sewn all of
DICK's stock of 1st Sergeants' ratings
and insignia on it. G. I. spoons and forks
make up most of the head-dress. A pair of
G. I. shoes nailed onto 6 inch high wooden
platform soles, with Insignia glued on the
sides complete the outfit — and what an
outfit!
GERTRUDE McCAFFERTY Is our latest recruit to join with the gals and
FRANK In the Tailor Shop. Happy welcome, Mrs. McCafferty!
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ANNUAL PICNIC

P-^Ph.

SUNDAY, AUG. 27, 1944
Children
25c

Adults
50c

Uplifters Club, Santa Monica
9:00 A.M. TILL 7:30 P.M.
oO>

c® (^

This outing is to be the BIG EVENT

OF THE YEAR.

HERE'S good news for the ladies, don't worry about
packing a picnic lunch — we are serving a COMPLETE
BARBECUE LUNCHEON with all the trinnmings — and
FREE.

CVo
tt^,

DANCING, SV\/IMMING, and a variety of athletic
events with plenty of PRIZES for the winners.
A Carnival Circus plus Pony Rides, Ferris Wheel, etc.,
for the Kiddies.
LOTS of GOOD FOOD, Ice Cream, Coca Cola, and
everything to make A REAL PICNIC.

ENTIRE

<>^

PROCEEDS GO TO THE
CLUB WELFARE FUND

C<e%

STUDIO

h

Penny
War

Pitch

Stamps

J'OA.

V4. V
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Introducing the Tabulating Dept, as it may have been way back when — from left to right: I BEVERLY WOODCOCK, 2. NANCY WOODCOCK,
DUTTON, 4. SALLY McNAH, 5. MARY MUSER, 6. GLORIA SMYTH, 7. JIMMIE STEIN, 8. AL E. TERRY.

Action
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KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

ROSANDER

ALBERT E. TERRY Is my name,
And someday I will be
The head of Tabulating
At TWENTIETH CENTURY.
The other babies on this page
Will all be out there, too.
When we grow up and go to work.
Now tell me, "who are you?"
I'm BEVERLY WOODCOCK, folks, and I
Just smile the whole day through.
And show my pretty dimples
While working there with you.
I'm crying great big tears, but I
Won't always punch a clock.
And get scared by a lot of noise.
I am NANCY WOODCOCK.
Why must I soil these little hands?
That ditto ink's a mess.
I'm HELENE DUTTON, and I'm neat
But such is life I guess.
I'm SALLY ROBINSON McNATT.
I'm all dressed up you see
In my new dress and bonnet,
A key puncher I'll be.
My mother calls me JIMMIE
I always smile this way.

STEIN

By DICK

STOLZE

Vacations are in full swing In our department. IKE DANNING is utilizing
most of his In moving Into his new home
and redecorating. IKE, we wish you much
happiness In your new abode.
LOU KOHL is probably enjoying fishing and a life of leisure with his family
In the Big Bear Region.
There are eight drivers vacationing,
with fishing the paramount objective.
Let's hope their catch is good so that their
stories will not be too fishy.
ED MUELLER has returned from an enjoyable vacation — welcome back to the
office ED. All the garage accounts are
awaiting you. Let's hope the figures on
your
books while
are inyougood
andThey
haven't
wandered
wereorder
away.
say
there is safety In numbers — you should
be pretty safe according to the looks of
your accounts.
Utah and the Santa Ana Air Base are
the locale of our present locations which
entail the use of much of our rolling
equipment. From all reports the transportation wheels are carrying these com-

I'll work in Tabulating
And play the drums someday.
And I am little GLORIA SMYTH,
I'm puzzled and quite shy.
But when I'm big and go to work,
I know that I'll get by.
The situation's well in hand,
I know just what to do.
It's MARY MUSER speaking.
And I'll be seeing you.
And twenty other little tots
Who find that destiny
Will bring us all together
At TWENTIETH CENTURY.

The boys of fhe Transportation Dept. (Garage

Welcome to our newcomers this month:
They are: ARTHUR JENKINS, LESTER
STELLMAN, and LOIS EDWARDS. A
fond farewell to NANCY WOODCOCK,
IRENE FARLOW and HYMAN MILLER.
May your new ventures prove very successful.
ATTENTION YOU FISHERMEN! If
you need fishing instructions, consult
HELENE DUTTON, she caught 23 Ralnbov/ Trout last week end.

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
and Gift Shop
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open Evenings
and Sundays
Crestview

1-0915

Crew) who keep TCP's rolling equipment rolling.
Left to right, BILL BAETZNER, FRED BAUS, CHET
KENDALL, JNO. WILHELM, HARRY TIEFFER,
STEVE de ROCO, and CHET DeCARLO.

panies in good order; thanks to the driving forces of our Department, which Mr.
JIM RUMAN encourages and supports.
Our smiling STEVE DeROCO is a happy
grandfather Mrs.
and DOROTHY
very proud.HOWELL,
STEVE's
daughter,
was presented with a 7 lb. 5 oz. baby girl,
born July 7, 1944. Sincere congratulations,
DOROTHY, from the Transportation Depaitment.
RUSS NEAL, also. Is a Grandpa now.
He received the news just as he was
about to leave for a location, so the
details were not learned. Congratulations! ‘
Likeable HARRY JONES is confined In
the Camp Haan Hospital and our friend
ELMER CRISWELL is confined in the Veterans Hospital in Sawtelle. To both of
you boys, we wish a speedy recovery and
may we be seeing you soon.
The most important event In this department, the past few weeks, has been
the bond drive for the 5th War Drive.

The body and fender crew of the Transportation
Dept, from left to right: CLARENCE COOK,
GLEN REED, and JERRY McLEAN.

JIMMY RUMAN has challenged all of the
other transportation departments of the
industry in an all out return — It looks as
though It were not in vain as our gang
has already gone over the $10,000.00
mark.
That is all for now folks, only remember: A bond In time will and can save a
lot of our boys fighting to rid the world
of International crime.

GOLD STAR
It is with deep regret that we make the
announcement of another Gold Star in
our Service Flag. On July 8, the family
of Ensign Lawrence Clausen Sessoms,
USNR, was notified of his death In the
performance of his duty and in the service
of his country.
Ensign Sessoms was the skipper of a
landing barge In the European Invasion,
and met his death with so many other
gallant lads in making the Initial blow on
the coast of Normandy.
A graduate of the University of Washington, class of '33, and a member of the
Kappa Sigma Fraternity, Lawrence Sessoms was employed at TCF in the Transportation Department, and entered the
Navy as a seaman first class In February,
1942. He was commissioned as Ensign
In April, 1943, and went overseas In
April, 1944.

MEET THE PLUMBERS
By CHARLEY

ANDERS

'Tisn't true — that ancient wheeze about
the plumber forgetting his tools and having to go back after them! Nor is it true
that plumbers are addicted to strong language and hard liquor — 'tis base calumny.
They speak the same brand of Oxford
English and drink the same brand of disindustry.
tilled water as other people in the movie
But there's another oldie — the famous
Coueism which was on everyone's lips in
the terrific twenties, "Every day, in every
way, I am

getting better and better,"
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which still applies, at least insofar as he
plumbing facilities on the TCF Lot are
concerned, even in these frantic forties.
That's the truth, or anyway a reasonable
facsimile, minus the impossible to get
chrome plated trim.
Installed on the new golf course, are
new pipe lines, showers, lavatories, toilets,
water heaters and gas radiators in what
was once the club house. Complete facilities have been Installed in the Prop Miniathe drivers'
Room,
and ture
at building,
SersenIn Lake.
Added Ready
installations
have been made at the Mill, including a
modern gang lavatory: on the old golf
course, in the Urban Building and at numerous other places about the Lot.
Two of the boys who put a large proportion of their time on these new installations and alterations are HARRY and
MITCH — more formally, Harry Herbert
and Milton Mitchell. Both had long and
varied experience at their trade before
going to work for the Studio. They have
put plumbing in everything from a Chic
Sale to a twenty-four story building, one
of Harry's more prominent installations
being Occidental College.
In 1936 Harry installed the plumbing In
the Cafe de Paris for an outside plumbing
contractor. Our canny Master Plumber,
BOB FALCONER, recognizing a skilled
craftsman, persuaded him to go to work
for TCF, which he did on his forty-eighth
birthday. How old is Harry? Well, we
know stars who haven't aged a day in
those same eight years.
Mitch has worked as a plumber In sixteen states, his big job being Fort Sill at
Lawton, Oklahoma. He came with us
last year, when we put in the work on the
new golf course. He liked us, we liked him,
and he stayed.

LAB-LAFFS

LEON
By DAVID GOLDFARB

A three dots and a dash V mail just
received from former Lab man Pfc.
WAYNE MILLER, tell us that he has just
been transferred from station X to New
Guinea. He hints that he has spoken
to many of the natives on his new base,
but was surprised when no requests were
made to get them jobs in the movies.
That snap shot of two of our boys,
Sp l/c (P) BERT FRIED, and Lt. HARRY
TARANOFF promised me for this Issue
will have to be described to you because
the picture has vanished. I won't start by
telling you what they were wearing as
that would be silly, but they were both
seated side by side on a divan with a
wide grin on their faces and each holding a bottle of beer in their hands. They
really looked swell and it was good to
see them again, even if it was only photographically. If I should be fortunate
enough to get another photo of the two
boys together again, I promise to lock
It In a safe and then put the safe in, our
film vault.
FRED De WITT, engineer In our Lab
Bldg., displaying a letter from his son,
ALAN (who was a Lab boy till Dec. 7)
telling us that Alan Is a co-pllot somewhere in Burma with over 200 hours of
slugging with the Japs. Alan wants his
Dad over there with him so they can hunt
some of those huge elephants that he
has seen when flying over the jungles.
Knowing Fred as I do, the only hunting
he really wants Is hunting any bugs that
may develop In our Lab machinery.
JOHANNA CAMPBELL so busy telling
FAWN FARRAR how It feels to become
a grandmother. Johanna already knows.
Fawn Is still waiting . . .
ELVEY WILLIAMS from the Lab, and
his new bride from heaven, announced
their marriage In Salt Lake City. Elvey
originally went to St. Louis to attend our
Lab Union Convention. See what happens
when you have time to spare? We all wish
them the best of everything . . .

ROSEN asking for a second vacation. This one to be without his inlaws. . .

MILTON CLAYMAN so desperate to
find a place to move that he threatens
to build an igloo from our empty wooden
film boxes. Milt apparently hasn't heard
those wooden boxes are now made of paper— and with our California weather too
To those in the Lab who went fishing
one certain Sunday, the Sun-Burn-Relief
Manufacturers wish to express their deepest appreciation from the bottom of their
corporation. Any individuals who may
have trouble getting the above ointment
will kindly bear In mind that the Lab
Fishing Party has first priority for the
product. Attention L.F.P. members — we
have authorized our dealers to exchange
your fishing equipment at no charge, for
either a giant sized box of aspirin, or for
our new automatic foot that may be adjusted to kick you in any part of the
body . . .
AUSTIN LYSIGHT, so dejected he took
his one tiny fish to the court house to
weigh it on the scales of Justice . . .
The Lab girls with slacks and dresses
to their knees trying to suntan their legs
during the lunch hour. Reminds us guys
of a front row chorus in a popular theatre
down town . . .
JOHN PENNISI flattering his "A" gas
book by purchasing a huge Buick sedan
LOU HEIFETZ sitting behind the wheel
of his new Chevy each Sunday while the
car sits in the garage . . .

Another lucky fellow In our building
is PAT McFALL who won himself a handsome wrist watch from one of those raffle
boards. Pat's theme song is "I Never
Knew What Time it Was" . . .
Reserve Coast Guardsman FRED
BURNWORTH buying himself a brand
new "civvie" suit for playtime. When
on duty the uniform comes Into play.
When off duty, Fred comes Into play . . .
DAVID
There's no excuse tor dirty hands down around
the Mill area. This gang lavatory just installed
supplies plenty of soap annd
BERT. left, and MILTON
Plumbing

water. HARRY HERMITCHELL, of the

Shop, right, were two of the boys responsible for such fancy fixins. (We were unable
to identify the gentleman in the center.)

ROTHSCHILD

starting his va-

cation with arrest. Yes, that’s spelled correctly. He received a speeding ticket on
his first day off. Some luck, eh kid? . . .
When ULRICH FISCHER
chine shop with his cap
we don't know whether to
a "hello" or "goodbye" .

enters the maon backwards
greet him with
. .

S2/c MURIEL ANN
ATKINSON, daughter of
FRANK ATKINSON, of the Process Dept., made
the expedition

to

Hunter

College,

sponsored

by

the Daily News. This young lady is an international
business machinist and is now stationed in San
Pedro.
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THE SCRIPT TEASE
By RUTH

MACAULEY

Heard while walking down the corridor
of the new administration building recently: "When will the script be ready?"
It was the voice of a well-known producer.
"As soon as they can get it typed,"
answered the equally well-known retreating writer.
"They" —

that ubiquitous generality
means us, the Script Department. The
Importance of our particular cog In the
very Intricate machine which makes motion pictures cannot be overlooked. And
should that producer have become a bit
curious and done a little investigating he
would have found out why.
Ascending the stairway to the Script
Department one is aware of the clatter of
typewriters, which becomes more and
more thunderous as you near the doorway. Upon entering the Department, it is
only
to be
beehive
of compared
activity.

with the well-known

Seated behind a couple of dozen desks
and typewriters sit expert typists, their
eyes glued to the llne-a-time before them.
They are cutting stencils from the copy
which has been parceled out to each one
as her share of work.
As soon as the stencils have been filled
they are picked up and proofread; then,
after any corrections necessary have been
made, they are in the hands of LILLIAN
GUTERMAN who assembles them for delivery to the mimeograph department.
"Whiner"

White's Pin-Up selection for August. Glamourous

NELSON

D A N G E R— B EWARE
OF THE
WOLVES — ABSOLUTELY NO ADMITTANCE — POSITIVELY NO
ONE ADMITTED WITHOUT A PASS— so you can
be assured that through these doors pass
the most beautiful fe-mails in the industry.
Nothing but signs all over the place, and
the fellers assure us that "it's much quicker to cut through here." To date we
haven't had a gun pulled on us or been
stopped by a cry of "halt!" Our friends
the cops see us whizzin' around a corner
and know we are just In a hurry to get our
runs out.
When

LANDIS,

TCP

Star.

new model in no time, thence to the Prop
Dept, where you have a chance to get

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By MARILYN

CAROLE

you walk Into the Sersen Dept,

there's a guy standing there every morning who greets you with "Boy, do you
look grumpy." Then upstairs with the
Wurtzel Construction Gang to see how
the knittin's getting along. Then "Hi" to
Art Title, Photocopy and Urban, and
finally the Old Writers' Building. No,
MARILEE, that's not where they keep all
the old writers. It's just a sleeper jump
to Drapery where they will whip up a

rid of that old skeleton that's been rattling around In your best closet. Back
home, and in ten minutes you're all ready
to take a trip to Park Row.
Newest Postal Packin' Mamas — JEAN
COE and LYN SHELLEY.
POLLY JOHNSTON
sets the pig-tail
hair styles In the Mail Room and BETTY
REYNOLDS is lead girl on the Pinafores.
Two of our ex-mail girls who are sitting
on their tests waiting for results to start
happening, are MARY JANE SHORES
and ARLENE FRANZVOG. We wish them
the very best of everything.
GRACE BELLITTE was in a dither for
a whole week cause her special guy was
here. After all the raving she did about
him, she didn't even bring him In so we
could put our O.K. on him. PAT O'FILA
running around with a grin from ear to
there. Reason — a Boatswain's Mate, tall
and cutely, can't say that I blame her.
Gee whiz! I left my heliocopter convertible on the roof of the New Ad
Bldg., and this bright sun will melt my
new plaid covers, so 1 had better go and
put the top up.

Upon

their return from the mimeograph department, the scripts are all
checked and finally are delivered to all to
whom they may concern.
The guiding hand of the Department is
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY who has the love
and devotion of everyone who knows her.
With all the buzz and chatter and telephones ringing constantly, she maintains
a calm and poise and an understanding
heart that is truly remarkable. Incidentally, Kathleen Is on vacation and It would
be nice to know that the sun is shining
somewhere for her.
If our hypothetical producer is wondering where all the attractive, as well as ef-

Fax Hills Cafe
Cocktails
OUR

SPECIALTY BUFFET LUNCH
11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

STEAK

AND CHOP DINNERS
5 to 8 P.M.

10271 W. Pico Blvd.
We’re

CR. 59377

just around the corner
the Pico Gate

from
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personnel interviewer, who has just recently been released from the sick bay
after a three months tussle.

wher . . . not by a long shot. It will
be interesting to see what happens from
here on.
The cordial welcome received by the
writer on her return from fifteen months

to old Fire Dept. This will be repaired.
He also reported that drawings for new
hoist to facilitate movement of boats on
miniature lake have been completed and

And while we're on that subject, it is
nice to see VIRGINIA WALKER, one of
the beauties of the Department, back on
her feet and carrying her share of the
work.

service in the Army as a WAC was thrilling. After being stationed on the East
Coast and homesick every minute. Southern California in general and 20th Century Fox in particular look awfully good.

Mr. RCCHE (Labor) reported that a
approved.
hole in floor on Stage 16 had been covered with celotex. Cne of his men stepped
on it and broke through. This could have
resulted in a serious accident. Everyone
was asked to be alert for this type of
negligence. Mr. Roche also reported a
truck with leaking muffler. Mr. SCUSA
(Transportation) assured us this would be
corrected at once.

ficient stenos come from, he would be
referred to NOMA WARD, the gracious

Although the whole Department is made
up of really outstanding girls, there are
two whose backgrounds made them more
than usually interesting: CHARLOTTE
JAFAY is eagerly anticipating the attainment of her United States citizenship
in the very near future. She was born in

Mr. LAUBE (Camera) recommended
added protection for cameramen on explosive shots. LCU WITTE assured us this
would have attention. He also stressed
need for cooperation in clearing sets of all
persons not in the particular shot, and
stated that anyone working on a snow
or blizzard set should be equipped with

Berlin, and lived through six years of Hitlerism. When conditions became too unbearable, Charlotte's family came to this
country in 1939 just before war broke out.
She recalls young boys being trained for
the Army with spades instead of guns —
the guns soon to replace the spades.
Charlotte is a valuable asset to the secretarial staff with her multilingual ability
which extends to shorthand.
MARIETTA

WINKLER

comes

safety goggles. This brought forth a general discussion on need for more goggles.
Mr. CHRISTENSEN stated that additional glasses will be placed in care of Prop.
Dept.

from

Budapest and is also a multilinguist. She
made a much more hazardous journey to
this country just three years ago when,
with her brother, she left her family in
Hungary and traveled through Austria,
Germany, southern France, and finally arrived in Lisbon where they had to wait
for a ship. They were five months en route
and had fantastic experiences. The brothers of both girls are serving in the United
States Army.
A recent visitor to the Department was
JEAN MITCHELL who has been working
as technical secretary to the Army Engineer of the Alcan Highway. The outdoor life and the wide open spaces have
gotten into Jean's blood and she has
signed a new contract for another nine
months stretch.
Best wishes for a life time of perfect
happiness are extended to EVE GOLDEN
on her marriage to Attorney MANUEL.
WISEMAN.
One of the Script Distributors, JEANNE
ARNOLD, has packed an awful lot of experience into her seventeen years. Upon
pinning her down, we were amazed to
know that she was the radio operator for
National Airlines in New Orleans. This
was her first job. She quit to return to
her native city, Nashville, to acquire further education. After three months, she returned to New Orleans where she worked
as staff correspondent for United Press.
From there she went into radio as continuity editor of the Blue Network Station,
WDSU, doing four programs a day.
There's no telling just how tar up she might
have gone if she hadn't listened to the
sweet words of an ex-movie actor sergeant
who was responsible for her coming to
California. One look at Jeanne's turned-up
nose, and determined chin is enough to
know that she hasn't stopped going any-

Mr. MCNTGCMERY
(Fire) reported a
hazardous condition due to extremely dry
brush on Stage 15. Mr. CHRISTENSEN
and Mr. PHIL ADAMS decided that a

Fire Chief

H. M.

SIEGEL,

Western

Ave.

A

loyal

employee for 19 years Chief Siegel organized the
Fire Dept, at Western Ave. many years ago, and
is a
retired Fire Captain from the City of
New York.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

In a

world of confusion, with ever-increasing accidents and disastrous fires,
your Studio Safety Crganization has
achieved the record of a month without
accident or fire. I'm going to let you in
on a Safety Committee meeting ... it
went something like this:
The visiting guests were Miss MARY
CLARK (Mail Dept.), H. S. SMITH (Electric), LCU VV'ITTE (Effects). The chairman
complimented Safety Committee on its
outstanding record for previous month —
no accidents, no fires!
Mr. J. S. FERGUSCN reported that
street improvement work is well under
way. This brought forth a discussion regarding high rate of speed on the lot.
PAUL RIGGINS (Landscape) called for
a StoD signal on road coming down from
Mill. JACK CCNLCN and PETE YCUNG
will arrange to have this sign Installed.
Mr. A. RIESER (Paint) called for change
in position of Stop sign on bridge — this
will be moved from sidewalk to light post,
giving pedestrians more room to walk.
Mr. SPIES (Prop. Min.) called for improvement on road leading from Paint Shop

fireman should be assigned to this set
until it is ready to strike. Cut of the fire
report came ever-pressing need for caution where backings and tarps are used.
Smoke with CAUTION.
Maintenance Dept, was complimented
for efforts in fire prevention by cleaning
(Electric) suggested
up Mr.
the E.lot.ARMCND
that motor for Paint Shop fan should be
moved outdoors in interest of fire prevention.
CAUTION: All spiders or exposed wires
should be regarded as dangerous. If a
sign or protection Is needed, please notify
Electric Dept, at once. An employee recently set his lunch box on a spider — this
could have had a serious result. Always
regard electric equipment as being HOT.
Mr.

HULBERT

(Mill) reported

that

hoods for Blacksmith Shop had been completed, and stated that additions to
Hardware room and Rest Room were
greatly appreciated.
The Safety Committee paused in respect for Mr. J. EPSTEIN (Camera) and
for Mr. FRED SIGNCR (Western Ave.)
who recently passed on.
Mr. VIC CHRISTENSEN issued fifty
committee cards, pledging each and every
member with direct responsibility in the
Interest of Safety and Fire Prevention.
PLEASE TAKE HEED — Speed on the lot
is 15 Miles Per Hour. Stop signs still mean
STOP. Never say you haven’t time for
TION.
SAFETY, which includes FIRE PREVENHARRY BRAND was given a vote of
thanks for publicity in June issue of
DYNAMO
magazine in the interest of
Safety. The Secretary appointed JOE
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LIVESLEY as director at Western Ave.
Many smaller complaints were taken care
of by Maintenance Dept.
With all agreeing to maintain our good
record, the meeting then adjourned.

ALEXANDER KNCX was wandering
around the Cafe the other day, and no
one seemed to recognize him without his
"Wilson" makeup.
Capt. E. R. CRANE, Capt. J. T. GARDNER. Capt. J. R. WESTBURRY, Lt. M. E.
EMERY, Lt. R. C. WEBER and Lt. H. A.
WALKER all enjoyed a delightful lunch
in the Cafe and said it was quite a treat
for them and our southern California hospitality was much more than they had expected. They enjoyed seeing the stars
coming into the Cafe for luncheon. Cne
of the officers said he would like to be an
understudy for MCNTY WCCLLEY, and
while another was going into raptures over
GENE TIERNEY someone got away with
his corned beef and cabbage!
Sgt. JCHNNY ANDERSCN writes to
thank me for some pin-ups of our TCF
beauties. He says it is very hard to make
a Yank read a notice on the bulletin board
so now all he does to draw their attention is to pin up the stills just above the
notice, and thanks, to the girls he saves a
lot of work and time.

MARY ANDERSON. liHle sister of "Wilson" fame,
pays her Cafe check to DOROTHY DEE, one of
our pretty cashiers.

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By EDITH BILLMYER
MARJORIE MASSON our former coffee shop cashier has really ascended the
ladder of success without much delay;
she now has the feminine lead in the
new Laurel & Hardy picture.
School days are over and TULLIO is
beaming with his new crop of bus boys,
but JAUNITA is still having her troubles
with so many girls on vacations.
Completing a nationwide bond tour of
40
days,visited
Sgt. CHARLES
E. "Commando"
KELLY
the Cafe de
Paris to have
lunch with Production Chief DARRYL
ZANUCK and BYRCN FCY, who will produce the film version of his life for TCP.
Kelly immediately won the warm affection of all who met him during his two
visits to the Lot on July 5 and 6. While at
the Cafe he posed for pictures with
JEANNE CRAIN, JCAN BLCNDELL,
DCRCTHY McGUIRE and later, on the
"Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" set, with
lovely ANN BAXTER. This boy, who won
the highest decorations this nation can
give with his daring exploits in North
Africa and Italy, admitted that he was in
turn thrilled with a visit to the sets. He
spent an hour watching Miss McGuire,
PEGGY ANN GARDNER, TED DCNALDSCN and M iss Blondell act in a scene
on the "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" set.
After a conference with Mr. Zanuck
regarding the picturization of his life story,
Sgt. Kelly, accompanied by Lt. JACK
DEMPSEY, public relations officer, returned the next day to meet BRYCN
FCY and LEWIS SEILER, who may direct
the film.

SARAH BCCP spending her vacation
at the beach and looking forward to next
year's vacation in Mexico.
Someone told RUTH BELLAS

that Los

Vegas was a summer resort, so she decided to go there on her vacation. Little
Ruthie arrived all set for a good rest
after a year of hard toil and to her chagrin found it a city swathed in sheep's
clothing and decided ;fo take the next
train home. Transportation being what it
is, she found herself stuck there for a
week. Now Ruthie was very disgusted and
not knowing how best to occupy her time
strolled into the Las Vegas Club and tried
her luck, but Lady Luck was out that day
and later the manager of the Club offered her a job to fatten her exchequer,
but little Ruthie not wanting to get the
gambling fever in her blood, wired a girl
friend in L. A. for a hundred ruples to get
home. With the money in her purse, but
still unable to get transportation, she
started walking toward California and was
picked up three miles this side of Las
Vegas and arrived home safely. The moral
of this story, says Ruthie, is: "Cne dollar
in your pocket is worth two on the table."

Chief Carpenter's Mate, C. P. ALEXANDER, popular Mill foreman, revisited the Lot recently.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"
For some

time Uncle Sam

WHITE
has been

collecting
shaversarefrom
mill
and our class
latest "A"
recruits
as our
follows:
BCB E. WILLIAMS, C.P.C., and Chief
Carpenter's Mate "Alex" ALEXANDER,
both with the Ship's Repair Unit at Farragut, Idaho. We understand CLAUDE
BURGAN is also there in Ship's Co.
Maybe these boys can get together.
CHARLIE BRCWN, that man of tall tales
has joined the Merchant Marine as Ship's
carpenter, and BERT SICKNER was inducted into the Army on June 24. CLARENCE JCNES is not quite a shaver yet,
but is I-A and darn proud of it.
The sick list last month included RAY
CARSCN and C. V. HARPER. BILL
SCHLCSSER and LES WILLIAMS are
both back at work; the latter having had
the misfortune of a broken elbow. We've
heard a lot about elbow bending, but
didn't know it would ever actually break!
The $100.00 bond MILC "Bill" LYCNS
received for a handy "stop" he developed for our chop saws was too much for
him — he was out two weeks with the flu.
AL BELL taking "Locky's place while
"Locky" went on his vacation. When JIM

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

AUTOMOBILE
SOUTHERN
PHONE

of

CLUB

OF

CALIFORNIA

Crestview

5-0125

he can
MAN
The
twice

do about getting "Bageyes" BCWa bona fide driver's license.
Hardware Room has been enlarged
its original size and is now worthy

of Mr. GECRGE HULBERT's talents, incidentally Mr. Hulbert has received bond
awards on 12 different occasions and is

Sta. 333
or

JENSEN took his vacation, "Locky" went
to Western Ave. to try to fill Jim's shoes.
Incidentally Al Bell is going to see what

Evenings
Creslview 6-4583

still going strong. FAT WERTANEN,
JACK CARR and EARL SHATTUCK,
complete one of the most efficient departments we have.
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ing the speedy
he will have.

recovery

we

are hoping

DAVE "South of the Border" PRESTON
back from his vacation, noncommittal on
the cloud situation down May-he-co way.
VIRGINIA Godfrey's vacation came
in time for her to recover from a recordbreaking ride — Balboa to Los Angeles in
less than an hour. Her brother, SAM
GODFREY, was seriously ill in Balboa, and
in an ambulance they virtually flew back
here, with sirens clearing the way. Happily, Sam has passed the crisis, and is
improving rapidly.

GO WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

JIMMIE JENSEN's three weeks vacation must have had the desired effect, for
he is back looking very chipper, with a
beeg broad smile, and a lot a snappy
repartee.
Genial
Chief Pef+v OfRcer VIRGIL THOMPSON,
former
Electrical Technician in the Sersen Dept., was a
recent visitor on the Lot while on leave.

SERSEN SHOTS
By BARBARA

WEBSTER

The unexpected death of Jack Epstein,
while on location, the end of June, brought
heartfelt sadness to this department. Jack,
or
as he assistant
was known
to his friends,
was "Eppie,"
our favorite
cameraman.
The
absence of his considerate, thoughtful,
and ever-jovial nature is a loss shared by
all who knew him, and we extend the de-

A

ROY

LOCKRIDGE,

who

was

pinch hitting for Jimmie, has hied himself
back to the sub-station. The decorated
arch with its wide portals will always have
a welcome sign over it tor Roy.
Off again, on again, TOMMY MOORE
was in St. Louis for three weeks for the
convention and is now gone again. A
hard man to keep track of.
HARRY RUTTER is everybody's best
pal — on Thursday. He is the Cashier, you
know. MARGE THOMAN
is on location
in Utah, and HELEN COCHRAN
spent
her vacation at Laguna Beach. Lucky gal.
It is unbelievable how stoically those
who have boys or relatives right on the

partment' sincere sympathy to Mrs. Epstein, her daughter, and son.
letter from Lt. VERNON LAW tells

us that he is flying the Miami,

Florida-

Fireman l/c FRED KNOX, who has been in the
Coast Guard for the past three years, another son
of PAUL KNOX at Western.

front lines stand up under the suspense.
Captain McADAM
has two boys in the
South Pacific, and PAUL KNOX, who has
been in the nursery department for some
twenty years, has a son, Pfc. Alexander
Knox, who was in the Marshalls invasion,
and another son, Fred, in the Coast Guard
for the past three years.
To Jim, John, Pete and Sam — to all of
our boys out there, we send greetings!
Our pleasure would be so much greater
if we could shake hands with you. Never
a day passes that one of your names is
not mentioned — yes, boys, you are the
topic of nine-tenths of our conversation.
The position and duties of each is gone
over in detail and whether you are a private, captain or general, you're all of
equal
Don't
getofthe
that
this is interest.
a sentiment
born
the idea
invasion,

Karachi, India, route, or "Fireball Express,"
as the boys call it. What exciting experiences he will have to relate to us some
day!

our thoughts are with you always, and we
can only add, God speed you home.

Two

new bridegrooms to be congratulated—Lt. ARTHUR
MILLIER and Lt.
DALE SEARS. Art brought his attractive
Salt Lake City bride in to meet us one
day while awaiting his orders for overseas duty. Dale was married July 15th
in San Francisco to Betty Jo Hall, a
WAVE.

OVER THE TRIPOD
by SYD RAGIN
The sudden passing of JACK EPSTEIN was felt deeply by all those
who knew him. To all of us at TCF

After an absence of many months, due
to a leg injury, it is good to have
GEORGE HARTSHORN working with us
again. Welcome back too, to EMIL

who knew him as "Eppy" he leaves
an empty space where once we saw
his smiling face and heard his homespun philosophy. In the past fifteen
years with TCF he had made many
friends through his association with
the Sersen Department.

"Pappy" KOSA, Sr., whose siege with the
doctor was fortunately not as extended
as George's.
On furlough from Colorado Springs,
Colo., and looking his usual happy and
handsome self, Pfc. MENRAD Von MULLDORFER, stopped by to say "hello."
We miss EMIL KOSA, Jr., who will be
convalscing for a while as the result of a
recent operation. If we are any judge of
the Kosa fortitude, Emil should be enjoy-

The team
CRONJAGER
"Home

Pfc. ALEXANDER
Nursery

KNOX,

son

of PAUL

Dept, at Western.

KNOX,

of EDDIE and HENRY
who did such fine work on

in Indiana," are off on

another

technicolor spectacle. The title is "Nob
Hill" and the locale San Francisco. Quite
a social climb for the boys. And speaking
of Nob

Hill, I had an

excellent oppor-
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usual responsible for the Night Shift.
If you see two fishermen on the Chicago
Lake It will probably be HARRY HEIM
and CRD. GARRISCN getting a little
practice. They discovered when they went
after the real ones they needed more experience. As we go to press JIMMY
PERRIN and BCB CUNNINGHAM are
still upholding this Dept, on the Utah
Location.

Tunity to visit the old landmarks on my
flying trip to San Francisco with PAUL
LOCKWOOD, VAN WORMER, HENRY
CRONJAGER and EDDIE LINDEN.
Perched on top of the Mark we photographed backgrounds for "Winged Victory." To the right of us was the new
Bay Bridge spanning Goat Island to the
fog enveloped shores of Oakland. To the
left stretched the gigantic span of the
Golden Gate Bridge as if suspended from
the clouds as it disappeared into a mystic
haze of fog. Below us still stands the former mansion in sprawling brownstone of
Leland Stanford.
DAN CLARK our chief has left for

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

Utah to see the gang on the "Thunderhead" location. Beautiful country that enchanted the Mormons should inspire
CHARLIE CLARKE to greater cinematographic achievement.
BESS LASKY who keeps the home fires
burning at TCF Camera Dept, says apropos the recent location trips, "If these
locations keep up we will have to have a
mobile office, so that it will give me a
chance to see what a location Is really
like." Right now we have two locations
at Florida, one at Utah, one at Santa
Ana, one In New York, and one just returned from San Francisco. After experiencing my flying trip in a B- 1 8 to San
Francisco, I told Bess that It Isn't too fantastic to predict that studios may utilize
ships like the B-29's In the future to carry
everything from hair-dressers' tweezers to
camera booms on location trips to the
four corners of the earth In record time.
The WAC mobile unit In Des Moines,
Iowa, is celebrating the arrival of JACK
WENDALL's wife who signed up for the
duration plus six months. Sharpen up the
can opener. Jack!
Welcome home to Major BILL WHITLEY who just returned from Burma, India,
and China to see his wife and new daughter.
Lt. JCHN BARTH wrote another letter while In the cramped space of the
'j

'

I•
V
A,

cockpit of his plane, so there's no excuse
for you others not to write, after all you
must keep up the morale on the home
front.
RCY IVEY Informs us in his letter of
May 30 that his gold bars have turned
to silver. Congratulations, Roy, and good
luck.
PAUL

MCHN

reports Washington is

so crowded that when a "For Rent" sign
was displayed on a telephone booth three
families moved in before they could slam
the door. Paul adds that every time they
play "San Fernando Valley," he is ready
to go AWCL.
Normandie again welcomes the Liberators— the Yanks are there again and
have a hard fight ahead of them. Let's
not think the war is over and don't forget that that pint of blood you gave
has probably already been used to save a
life on the Invasion coast of France or on
Saipan. Keep up the supply line of life
saving plasma 'til VICTORY!

Former Fire Captain, ROBERT HOWE
CHAPLIN,
So M 3/c, left the Lot in October, 1942, and has
been in the South Pacific for many months.

LABORELATES
By IRISH ROCHE
A few years ago the opinion was
shared by many that to be an attraction a
Motion Picture would have to be a little
suggestive to thrill an audience. Serious
efforts were made by certain Individuals
to change this situation, and today we
find that Pictures of a religious or historical nature surpass all others in bringing in a profit. The public's response to
"The Song of Bernadette" prompted our
Studio to come right back with "The Keys
of the Kingdom." This Picture in our estimation will exceed all others. Many people think that a man like Lathe Chisholm
could never have lived. It seems impossible to believe that one man could have
suffered and endured so much for his
fellow man. Yet today we have Chaplains in the Service that have given up
everything to comfort some boy dying
In a distant battlefield. These men do not
seek glory or reward; their only ambition
Is to help those in need regardless of the
danger to themselves. We are all concerned with our youth problem, and large
sums of money have been spent to create
Clubs for their enjoyment. If we encourage our youth to see a Picture that portrays some one who has done good It will
go
a
lem. long way In solving our youth probthe was
Boss'very
absence
vacation
theDuring
situation
ably on
handled
by
his assistants MAYNE (RED) RIVERS and
PHIL SNYDER. HARCLD DAVIS being as

STANHOPE

Dashes and flashes . . . Mothering two
little meat-eating screech owls named
"Hoot" and "Toot" . . . ALBERTA BUCHANAN. All aflame from week-end at
Balboa — where she swam and swam, and
came home the color of a very good ham
. . . BARBARA McCRACKEN. Getting
social with Sunday evening chamber music at his "bachelor's" house . . . CY
MCCKRIDGE. Looking for new faces In
wide open spaces — as far away as Santa
Monica . . . THELMA CLSCN. Back
from vacation, thank you, so nice and
handsome . . . CLIFF RANSCM. With
all the girls he has a "knack" . . . MURRAY SPIVAK. For gals petite and sweet
his heart beats — like a furnace . . . HARRY
CHERNIS. A gal who doesn't care to sit
and knit . . . BETTY JUNE HITT. Everyone knows she's really swell . . . MARCY
SWINDELL.
And she can find you any
little thing . . . CLARA BING. If he were
on the screen Instead of behind the scene,
for his autograph all the mail girls would
go Streamlined
lopin' . . . JACK
blonde TCBIN.
VIRGINIA

DeLUCE

with personality, looks, and exotic eyebrows like black wings, breezed in and out
of the office concerned with business of
auditions, tests, etc. Not yet bogged
down by California inertia, a few of her
current activities Include: Judo lessons, a
course In mechanics required by belonging to Coast Guard, conducting dance
classes twice a week at Birmingham Hospital for boys on crutches (it seems they
can dance without them), studio rehearsals with HERMES PAN for DIAMCND
HCRSESHCE, tests, singing lessons . . .
in addition to which she just completed a
first aid course. My, my . . . what are the
rest of us doing?

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails
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hope this is true. Nevertheless the shells
do reach — there is no "rear area" that
does not taste the enemies poison. A hit
can be scored equally as easily on the
doorway of a villa as in the front line areas
only a few miles away. Anyone who claims
he has not had a shell hit within 100 yards
of h im, is bragging — or mighty lucky!

April 7. 1944
Somewhere on the
Anzio Beachhead, Italy
Dear Friends and Members of the
20th Century-Fox Studio Club:
The January issue of the Studio's "Action" magazine has recently been received,
thoroughly read and contents truly enjoyed, I was particularly happy to receive
this issue as it gave the names and APO
numbers and necessary information of the
Studio friends in the various branches of
Service.

Shells passing overhead have a weird
sound. Their direction can not be accurately gauged from their screaming. Often
they pass over, landing a good many
yards In an opposite direction, shaking
and trembling the earth. Again they may
land nearby with only a resulting puff. In
any event they all start the old heart to
pound and skip; one thing is predominant
with us all — the weakening of the joints
when the shells land too close.

Extremely happy to be on the Studio
Roll of Honor as I start my fourth year
of Army routines and rituals and hoping
this fourth year may be as "safe" and rewarding as the past three.
Photographing and producing Training
Films at "home" in the U.S. has been set
aside for the present and the production
of combat newsreel work is in order over
here — a slight difference in technique being required in the change! Personally,
sincerely believe far better war pictures
can be and are produced in Hollywood
than in actual combat conditions. Scenes
and sequences under combat often do not
go off as desired.
Our landing and establishing of the
Anzio Beachhead was D-Day, January 22,
1944. Upon arrival no time was wasted
embarking from the boat. One felt like a
clay pigeon at a practice shoot so the
thought was to hit land and greater safety.
A few hours on land and the thought was
"turnabout," and we all wished to be back
on the boat, as the land and shore was
far from any haven of safety.
Coming into the harbor, enemy shelling
was heavy, resulting in many near misses.
Once ashore and "home" was established,
Jerry started his shelling of the town. Air
bursts sounded overhead near my place of
abode, the shell fragments ripping through
one of the nearby windows of my room.
A mighty good hint to go on a new house
hunt. The thought of digging a fox hole
was not too appealing, but have since
changed my ideas. An Italian villa along
the once luxurious Anzio beach front provided a new home although sleep was disturbed by air raids and conditions were
pretty "hot." Censorship and military regulations do not allow any details on the
air raids or how many we have encountered. A War Bond purchased for each
raid would certainly "up” the Studio percentage a great deal! That's roughly now
many. These air raids are really frightening and prove destructive — physically and
mentally. The newsreels you have all undoubtedly viewed prove that.
Numerous times I have wished that I
were a "combat soldier" with a gun instead of a "combat camera." The soldier
with a rifle can score his shot and kill
from a fox hole, unexposed. The combat
photographer with camera must expose
himself to score his shot if the scene is

T/3 HENRY

F. GERZEN,

Grip Dept., standing, and

his teammate and "buddy", T/Sgt. HARRY KREIDER, formerly of Paramount News, pose for a snap
somewhere in Italy.

to be of any value — news or military.
Time has rolled on since D-Day, and
each new day brings more shelling raids
and horror. Shells scream over our heads
destroying whatever may be in their paths
— trees, houses, equipment, and fortunately often fall into the sea. Some German
"88's" dropped short, one landing near
me, about twenty yards away, and tossing
a cloud of dirt and debris skyward.
In this writing of personal occasional
association with bombing and shelling I
try to extend the thought of the many
photographers, both still and movie, in
the same and similar conditions. Many
combat cameramen have taken their final
scene. No one hears of them. It is not
their job to photograph themselves, but
the truth about the boys and the war overseas. Many cameramen take great risks to
put on film what the newsreels release in
y^our local theatre. No one hears of them;
there are no medals for outstanding coverage for those who have passed on. Little
is the realization that an exceptional scene
may have cost the cameraman his life.
My promise to all of you at 20th is
that I shall endeavor to photograph every
combat cameraman in action in front line
areas or zones hoping to enable you all
to see that a soldier with a camera is doing his part — more so than realized.
The Anzio Beachhead is something new
in warfare. Every inch of our Allied territory is under German artillery fire from
88's upward. Not a continual coverage —
enough though. Am led to understand the
Germans are short of ammunition — we

In the first air raids Germany sent her
planes over at night as well as day. They
used flares that bit into the black skies
turning all a brilliant white. These flares
and planes were answered with Allied protection ack ack — thick, heavy and concentrated. The graceful upward sweep of the
tracers is really beautiful to see. Through
this anti-aircraft cover, a Jerry raider
would manage to slip through and drop
his bomb load. The terrific explosions and
power of the bomb contact makes the
breath come in short jerks and the chest
feels empty. Excitement prevents control
of emotions except to hope that the
raiders won't return with a bomb carrying
someone's name on it.
Thank you sincerely for remembering me
with your varied gifts and "Action" magazine bringing the home Lot news "over
here" from all ofBest
you regards,
"over there."
HENRY GERZEN
T/3 Henry F. Gerzen
c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

Editor's Note: Since receiving the above
letter from Hank, we have heard from
him again and he tells us that he is enjoying a much needed rest in a hospital.
No Purple Heart, though, according to
Hank. He is anxious for us to see a tworeel short he recently finished called
"Army Nurse" and to give him our opinion. Be sure to write him when you see
this short. All addresses of Servicemen are
available at the Studio Club.

WRITE A
LETTER TO
A
SERVICEMAN
TODAY
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job and a hard one. He's been over here
long enough to have a right to be homesick, and you may be sure those letters
from his many friends and the copies of
"Action" make mighty cheerful reading.
He's told me how many old friends have
looked
here, that
and Iit's
a long
Some ofhim
theupnames
recall
are: list.
AL
SIEGEL, BOB MILTON GLENN MILLER,
CRIS-PIN MARTIN, JACK FORD and
many others.
I bumped into Comdr.

CpI. DON FLICKWIR of fhe Mill, surrounds himself with a bevy of TCP beauties somewhere in
the Aleutians.

Aleutian Islands
July 9, 1944

Hello Gang:
It has certainly been a long time since
I have written you to say "hello" and to
thank you for the monthly package of
cigarettes and "Action".
I enjoy "Action" more than any other
magazine I receive and it is one of the
most widely read magazines in my outfit.
None of the fellows have ever been around

Ford soon after

I arrived, but I don't think he is here much
of the time. He was looking fine and was
interested in hearing about everyone at
home. I'll be glad when I have been here
long enough to start getting some mail;
everyone gets such a kick out of news
from home. Your Club has more than
done its share in that respect, and the
boys and girls will never forget it.
Best regards to everyone.
JACK.
Capt. John G. McEdward
Army Pictorial Division
APO 887, c/o Postmaster
New York, N. Y.

Lt. HAROLD
N. HERMAN, Asst. Director at TCF,
is at present stationed in London, and seems to
like that "location".

a mqvie Lot, so the magazine gives them
a little insight into the movie business.

Dear Studio Club:

Every time I receive my copy of
"Action" I make a determined effort to

I really enjoyed the article in the Saturday Evening Post on LOU WITTE. It
brought back a lot of fond memories of

drop you a line — but somehow or other,
the war always interfered. This time, how-

TCF. I'll have a lot of information for
him on these little storms we have up
here!
Our only
Theatre and
ever a TCF
it from all

ever, after a delay of over a
letting it go no further.

entertainment here is our Post
the movies they show. Whenpicture comes our way I get
sides. Someone will yell out

Well, gang, this is just to say "hello"
and thanks for the packages!
Sincerely,
DON.
CpI. Don R. Flickwir
c/o Postmaster, Seattle, Wash.

London
Dear Studio Friends:

July 4, 1944

I've been in London for two weeks. As
you can well imagine, I am finding it very
Interesting. A great many of the Studio
friends I had hoped to see are out of the
city now, including HAL HERMAN and
ROY IVEY, but I hope to be seeing them
shortly. FREDDIE FOX is doing a grand

year, I'm

At present. I'm in London with the Motion Picture Special Coverage Unit —
which is a hand-picked bunch of specialists, each officer of which has spent considerable time at a Hollywood Studio.
Lt. Col. GECRGE STEVENS Is our boss,
and you all know what a swell person
he is. We brought over ten tons of pho-

in the mess hall, "Hey, Flick, there's a
Fox picture at the show tonight; we're
saving you a ticket!"
I've been doing photo work for the
Engineer Corps for the past year and I
like the work very much. We've been out
of the states for twenty-nine months,
doing work on the Alcan Highway, and
for the past eighteen months we have
been building bases in the North Pacific.
During this time very few of our fellows
have had any kind of a break at all, although a few have had emergency furloughs.

May 23, 1944

brand

tographic equipment along — most of It
new, and are now the envy of all

Camera Units. Too bad I can't tell you
about our work, but take my word for
Servicemen,

Attention!

This is VIVIAN

JORGEN-

SEN, otherwise known as "Jergie the Cigarette
Girl”. She is the young lady who worries about
whether you are receiving your cigarettes from the
Studio Club, so won't you please return the little
card she puts in each package, or otherwise relieve
her mind by letting her hear from you?

Somewhere In France
June 17, 1944
Dear
JustStudio
a few Club:*-'
lines to let you know I have
been receiving your packages regularly.
Also that the fjrst mail I received in this
country was cli^rettes from you, and they
really came ig handy.
Things here>/eally aren't too bad, however, I am looking forward to becoming
an active member of the Studio Club
soon.'
vi

tions.
it, this Is the "location" to end all locaTwentieth Century-Fox has quite a finger in the London pie. Located In the
same building as our unit, are FRED FCX,
former Production Manager, and RCY
IVEY, former Assistant Cameraman. BCB
BRAGGINS, who used to be with the
Sound Dept., now a Navy officer, has
his office a block away. BERT LEEDS, director, Is also here, and the other day I
bumped into HENRY ARNSTEIN, your
"Action" correspondent.
I'll appreciate your delivering my person regards to the Production Office, and
you have my sincere thanks for your cigarettes, which are being received quite
Sincerely,
regularly.
HAL

Until next time, thanks a lot.
RALPH.
Lt. Ralph E. Fulbright
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

Lt. Harold N. Herman
1st Lt., Signal Corps
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

HERMAN.
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Somewhere

July 6, 1944

In Prance

June 22, 1944

Dear Studio Club:
Dear Priends:
Jumping tor joy at seeing my Initial
correspondence to this magazine In print,

This Is the first chance I've had to write
delay.
In some time. We've been quite busy

I've decided to do my best to hash out
another. In that one I was predicting
an early departure for the South Pacific
and the next month I bade a sad farewell
to the Golden
the open

State and shoved

sea. I made

over here, so I hope you'll excuse

Prance Is a very beautiful place In some
parts! I saw a little town that looked just
like the Bernadette set.

out to

the trip with only

The other day I decided to get a haircut and shampoo. Well, I was looking

one day of riding the rail, incidentally.
And now stationed In the Admiralty
Islands, off the coast of New Guinea. We
were in New Caledonia and New Guinea
before we came

for a barber pole or something to Identify a barber shop. Pinally, I asked a Yank,
and he said: "Oh, you mean a coffleur
monsieur;" I said "Yah, Jack, that's It."
Well, after waiting In line for a couple
of hours, Pierre, or whatever his name was,
started to mumble something off in his
native tongue. I took It he wanted me

here. The climate cannot

be discussed, so I'll just say it's hot and
when it rains, it seems like it's never
going to stop. We are living In tents and,
amazingly, they are very popular. I hope
this passes the censor, that most of the
fellas like tents better than Quonset huts.
Our

chow

is wonderful

and

CpI. DON
"Action

"

S. TAIT,
Magazine

Cutting

Dept., says receiving

is
receiving
onelike
day!

20 letters in

I'm gaining

weight — although I don't Imagine anyone
who reads this gives a damn. However,
I do know several people on the lot and
I hope they notice this trivia and decide
to drop me a line.
My last copy of "Action" was the April
issue. I've read and re-read the thing a
dozen times, and It Is getting a little
ragged around the gills from being passed
through so many eager hands. Hollywood
Is magic to a lot of these guys from outside California and they have a bad habit
of cornering me at times and demanding
all that I know and have experienced In
the town. Being a devoted native, I
throw It on thick, but beneficially.
Our pictures aren't too old and they
are very popular. We had a double feature the other night plus cartoons, shorts,
and a newsreel. Darn thing lasted over
5 hours and the whole camp sat right
through it, plus a slight drenching half-

June

I, 1944

Dear Studio Club:
Thanks for taking me home to Twentieth Century-Pox for a very enjoyable
visit
route. with all of you

via the "Action"

I am stationed at a fighter base here
in England and have been here long

next,
so I took
chair. atHefirst,
couldn't
understand
what the
I wanted
so I
ducked by head in the bowl and made a
tew directions with my hands. It was
really an

ordeal. Tell our gentlemen

Au

revoir for a while, and

I hope to

hear from you soon. Lots of luck to all.
LEE.
Pfc. Leo R. Weismantel
C O Postmaster, N. Y.

C ongratulations

Usually, just as I'm about to go "E.T.O.
Happy," I get a copy of "Action" and
take a short furlough with it. It's like
getting 20 letters or more in one day!
My sincere thanks for the magazine and
cigarettes. You are doing a great job
of looking after your boys.
Very truly,

to

DON.

Feature

CpI. Don S. Talt
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

Maureen
Preston

Players

O’Hara
Foster

Thanks for listening to this and I hope

Upon the Occasion
of Their Birthdays
in August

it isn't too hashed over to give you Indigestion. I'd really appreciate a few letters from friends at TCP, and I wish you
the best of luck always.
By the way, is Benny Goodman officially breaking up his band? I hope he

Peridot

is the birthstone

for August

Sincerely,

you are guaranteed savings of 25% or
more on every purchase. Please bring
identification as we not cater to the

PAUL.
P. H. Young, RM 3/c
c/o Pleet Postoffice
San Prancisco, Calif.

general

public.

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.
JEWELERS

ago, and Is joining Dorsey's band.

for

women and Sardonyx for men. We invite you to see these gems beautifully
set in attractive mountings. At PHILLIPS

isn't,
film. at least not before making another

Capt. GEORGE
WEISS, former Trailer Head at
TCP, draws a bead on a simulated Jap somewhere
in the Burma jungle.

in

the Studio barber shop they've certainly
got It all over these Pernchmen! .

enough to see this picturesque countryside become a little less charming as the
seasons wear on.

way through. The pictures were "I Dood
It" and "Ladies Courageous". I regret
very much to say, not TCP productions.

Editor's Note: "Action" will ultimately
catch up with you, Paul, and Benny Goodman broke up his band about a month

the

7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315 W. FIFTH ST.. L. A. 13
DAILY 10 TO b

August

23
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"Action" is a source of pleasure to all
who read It and to me It Is like a letter
from home. Being able to keep posted on
what transpires at the studio is a great
morale builder. It makes you feel that you
are still a part of that grand organization.
How about my reporting for a Society
Column? The following is an item I thought
you might be able to use:
Social Season
In Full Swing
at "X" Island
In Admiralty
Group

M l/c ARNOLD
LOUIS LOSEY of the Landscape
Dept, now somewhere in the South Pacific. If he
doesn't bring back some plain and fancy specimens
of flora and fauna we shall have to speak sharply
to him!

June 25, 1944
Dear Gang:
Have been so darn busy that I haven't
had time to write and thank you for the
"Action" or the smokes.
"Action" really causes some action all
over the ship. You should hear some of
the oh’s and ah's!
Have been out here a little over a year
now and hope that before too long I will
be home for a visit. I'm quite anxious
to get my fingers around the necks of
some of the "green gang" — reason — no
letters!
Every now and then a TCP picture
comes our way and I really feel right at
home.
Thanks again for everything and until I
see you — good luck.
Sincerely,
ARNOLD.
Arnold Louis Losey, M l/c
c/o Postmaster, N.Y.

In a beautiful jungle setting, the men of
the Headquarters 15th AAA Group entertained (themselves) at dinner on Easter
Sunday. The setting was enhanced by rain
and scores of playful little lizards and
sand crabs, and a variety of behemoth
mosquitoes that flitted from tree to tree
(and limb to limb). The dining room was
attractively decorated with burlap sacks,
gracefully tacked to seasoned (not quite
rotten) cocoanut logs. The decorations also
served a utilitarian purpose. They precluded the intrusion of the socially minded
insects.
The furnishings were especially constructed by artisans drafted from the
Mother Country, and harmonized with the
environment. Native wood was used
throughout. The dignified pattern of the
silverware was fashioned by expert craftsmen of the fighting Quartermaster Corps.
It bore the QM crest of dotted rust.
The menu served to the happy gathering consisted of such delicacies as Australian canned William, dehydrated Idaho
Beauties, and coffee made of water (especially chlorinated). This sumptious repast
v/as climaxed with damp cookies which the
men were privileged to purchase from
the neat little stock In the battery commander's tent.

gum
you
and
swell

and "Action" have helped more than
know during the past long months,
the Christmas gifts made a pretty
Christmas out of a day that for most

of the gang was just another day. "Action"
makes the best reading I've been able to
find out In these parts. Sort of like a
long letter from home.
Will have to close this one now, so until
next time, thanks Sincerely,
again for everything and
the very best of luck to you all.
DALE.
Dale Camomile, BM

I/c

c/o Fleet Post Cffice
San Francisco.

Somewhere in England
June 4, 1944
Dear Friends:
Thanks very much for your continued
stream of cigarettes, "Action" magazine,
and the Christmas box which I neglected
to acknowledge last December. The stuff
has caught up with me In California,
Alaska, New Jersey, and now England.
God
knows where
I've months.
moved
aroundonly
considerably
In thenext.
last few
The last cigarettes to reach me were for
April and May. You asked about chewing gum
scarce,
andInI the
like alast
goodpackage
chew! — well. It's
Thanks again for everything, and keep
Sincerely,
sending those copies
of "Action" — I like
to know what's going on back there.
JIM.
Lt. James W. Rugg
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

The party was voted by the envious men
of other units as the outstanding event of
the most active social season ever recorded in these romantic Isles.
Thanks again to all the boys and gals,
and maybe I'll see you In the very near
future.
Sincerely,
MERVYN

Admiralty Islands
April 29, 1944
Dear Studio Club Members:
Tonight I got the urge to write and
thank all you boys and gals at the Studio
for the swell job you are doing.
The cigarettes and gum have been ar-

Dear Studio Club:

July 3, 1944

Just received another carton of cigarettes, plus the attached slips on the return card.

riving regularly, even though we've been
constantly on the move for the last three
months. The other men of the unit are
envious. Never have they seen a company

Filling out the card and slips would be
simple enough, but somehow I think something more is In order. A letter of thanks
for instance.

treat It's employees as you treat "your"
men overseas. They are convinced that I
speak the truth when I tell of the brotherly
feeling existing throughout the TCP organization.

I don't know how to start the kind of
letter that would do justice to such a
group of real people, but believe me, I
do sincerely appreciate all the grand
things you have sent me. The cigarettes,

L+. JAMES W. RUGG has done a bit of travelinq
since he left TCP and the Labor Dept.
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looks winner!
from where
I sit
that we've got a
sure
Lots of
luck.

A. JONES

Things have been going very good for
us here and I feel Mr. Tojo has his hands
full (of Yanks). In this country we have
some real jungle fighters from the Fiji
Islands — the best I've ever seen. When
the Japs see these boys, they head for
the hills.

"FLASH "-From South Pacific
Just heard radio program of American
music from Tokio — called ZERO HOUR
and dedicated to American soldiers. Due

to fact announcer realized we like good
music, he played numbers by two of our
best song writers, MACK GORDON and
HARRY REVEL. Program was some of
their most popular tunes. I thought they
would get a kick out of this.
S/Sgt. Harold Jones,
South Pacific.
"Jonsey" was formerly in the Music Department.

I have seen some funny things so far . . .
and some not so funny, but I can tell you
one thing for sure, and that is, when you
get a Yank mad enough, he fights like
H . . ., and when a Yank fights like H . . .
— lock out!

Somewhere
Dear Sang:

in England

April 25, 1944

Before I try to make any excuses for
not having written long ago, I want to
thank the many employees of TCF for
the cigarettes, which arrive regularly each
month, and also for the Club magazine,
"Action". It is read by all the boys in
the barracks and the cover is one of our
favorite pin-ups.

I spent some time with a bunch of boys
who have lived in fox holes for eight
months — they can still smile and laugh.
All they want is more Japs so they can
clean them up and go home. When they
started, they didn't know the dirty, underhanded way the Japs fight — but they
know now. In fact they have added a few
tricks of their own.

It is very beautiful over here now and
I wish it were permissible to tell you something about the many interesting places.
So many of the little villages look like the
permanent sets on the back Lot; the sidewalks are so narrow that we walk in the
streets most of the time. The people here
are very nice to us and do everything
they can to make us feel at home.

On one of the islands where I was, the
natives brought in a couple of Japs they
captured and, believe it or not, when we
had a show that night they watched it
from high up in some trees in the jungle.
(No, it wasn't a Fox picture, I'm sorry to
say.)

I am looking forward to the day when
I will be able to come back to the Lot,
and I hope that Sincerely,
day is not too far away.

We're all waiting for news of the sea
battle going on now. It's like sitting in
the stands watching a football game — we
know we will win, but how long will it
take? So, for now I'll close, but just to
add a line of cheer, I can promise you the
old U.S.A. has a great team . . . and it
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EUGENE

A

DEVANEY,

"somewhere

Labor

In England".

Dept., now

T, 5 Eugene A. Devaney
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.
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The Voice

of the Lot

SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA

GODFREY

The very handsome picture of Lt. DALE
SEARS and his lovely bride, the former
WAVE S 2/c BETTY JO HALL of San Francisco, delighted everyone In this department. Dale started at TCF In BEN WURTZEL's department. Later worked under
WALTER JOLLY In the Paint shop, and
was then transferred to the Special Photo
Effects and was a member of BUD FISCHER's Championship Basketball Club. Lt.
Sears was one of the outstanding players
with the club when they won the Jubilee
Tournament at Madison Square Garden in
New York City several years ago, and he
Is a graduate of U.S.C. Dale's record in
the Navy equals his civilian one and we are
justly proud of him.
We received a letter from Lt. VERNON
LAW, U.S.A.C., who is jostling cargo
back and forth across the Himalayas, being
dampened by the monsoons, gazing at
sacred cows, and looking forward to the
day when he can get back on the TCF

m/Mm

lot. Vern, let's have just one picture of
you on an Elephant's back!
Lt. RAY KELLOGG is here on a well
deserved leave. His splendid record is
not only a credit to him but to this department and the studio.
LILLIAN MUNSEY came back from a
visit with her son at the Stockton Army
Air Base, just beaming ... it seems she
was escorted about the base by a Captain
no less!
Things I want to see: DAVE PRESTON
giving a bath to his white Persian cat!
According to Dave the cat likes to bathe.
Has anyone ever been able to ruffle
BILL ALBERT'S good-natured outlook on
life?
We have another marriage to add to
our Navy list — BOB WEBB was married in
Washington, D. 0., just recently. Congratulations, Bob. There are not many of
the old bachelors left.

Lt. and Mrs. DALE

SEARS

4

Action

tumes as well as the Cigarette Girl costumes for "Diamond Horseshoe."
. . . KAY NELSCN, we recently learned,
is the talented 25th child of her father
. . . You walked off with the honors, Kay.
Cn the calendar, she is creating the very
charming costumes of the 1903 era for
FAYE

MARLCWE as Barbara in "Hangover Square." Kay has another big picture coming up, right on the heels of

Betty Grable’s modern wardrobe in "Diamond Horseshoe."
. . . YVCNNE WCCD brushing out
stketches for "A Bell for Adano."
. . .a Carmen
Miranda
in to
after
tour which
included
the say
New"hello"
York
of "Wilson."
opening
. . . WILMA
CHRISTIAN, workroom supervisor, vacationed recently in the High
Sierras with fishing license No. 356374. We
are sure you needed the interlude, Wilma.
Before leaving, she reports the following
new members to our Action Club: DCRSEY LAMP, ELIZABETH CALCVICH, PAT
BELLC, ANNA BENSCN, RCSLYN SVABDA, MARY ANN ZABLCTMY.
KNAPP, who ably reports for "Action"
LOUISE
from around the curves of the Costumers Floss
Mill.

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By LOUISE

KNAPP

. . . Department 97 reporting the present roster of films reeling this Floss Mill as
never before. Our boss, LeMaire, lured
by the paint brush, doing the costumes
for the opening number in "Diamond
Horseshoe." LeMaire's sketches represent
the Salad: Lettuce, India Relsh, Paprika,
Pimento, Tobasco, Sugar, Salt, Pepper,
Sage, Clove; also Russian and French
dressings. All staff designers share screen
credit on the fabulous "Diamond Horse-

. . . DENISE RCDE, Wilma's secretary,
cooperated with fitters in keeping schedules, time cards and other routine detail
in Wilma's absence.
. . . Two very capable girls — KAY
SMITH and NELLIE MCCRHEAD, who
have been with TCF for years, were promoted to drapers and fitters by Wilma
just before she took off for the High Sierras. Congratulations!
. . . LIZZIE RCGERS, chosen for the
Gallon Blood Bank, carried on with numerous fittings Throughout the day after
giving her blood. Take it a little slower,
Liz — they need your happy blood.
. . . ANTCINETTE CRCNJAGER is
very happy when surrounded with sketches
of bouffant skirts to execute, requiring

shoe."
. . . Staff SST. SASCHA BRASTOFF,
impersonator of CARMEN MIRANDA in

yards and yards of material. Her weakness, you can guess, is period costumes.
. . . ZCYA, likewise, is up to her neck

"Winged Victory," is toying with some
costume ideas for the "Acapulca" number
in "Diamond Horseshoe."
. . . RENE HUBERT, with visa in hand,
swears he will have that vacation with our
neighbors to the South, as his sleeves

in period costumes for "Czarina" and
"Hangover Square."
. . . LCRENA NELSCN, our very quiet
and capable fitter, equally busy on costumes for the Salad Number in "Diamond
Horseshoe." You should see her version of
a clove.
. . . Tailoring is something to rave about
in our department. We are sure ABE UDCCFF and his assistants, MEYER KATZ
and BEDELIA DUFF, do justice to all
sketches requiring tailoring. MARK NICHCLS, a recent addition to the staff, also
doing work to be proud of.
. . . What a surprise HAZEL MUNN
HCLBRCW had recently! She had daily
been expecting a call from her son; arrived home one evening when who should
greet her but Lieut. JACK MUNN, Jr., in

slowly roll down on "Nob Hill" and "Czarina." Rene also brushed out the sketches
for the Cld Fashioned and the New number for "Diamond Horseshoe." We hope
your vacation is realized with much
pleasure.
. . . Marjorie Carso as usual assisting
capably on Mr. Hubert's assignments.
. . . There's no stop signal for BCNNIE
CASHIN. Her creations for "Where Do
We Go from Here?" are keeping her
busy, to say nothing of the mink coat
Dream Sequence "Diamond Horseshoe"
which the femme mink so generously unzip
and denude their little furred bodies — all
for Betty Grable. MARJCRIE BANKSTCN is geared to high speed these days,
checking on fittings, etc. for Bonnie. Added
to their assignments are the Dessert Cos-

person.
from
the Munn
shock practically
yet. Afterhasn't
thirtyrecovered
missions.
Jack had a thirty-day leave. He is now
on his way back to give the enemy another
dole for Freedom.
. . . Cur deepest sympathy to GRACE

HALL, whose only son was reported killed
in action last February 10th. It was confirmed by letter from International Red
Cross that he was lost on his first mission.
Words are not enough to express our
sympathy.
. . . Also to JCSEPHINE TERRANC,
our heartfelt sympathy. Her brother was
reported killed in action over Austria in
. . . KAY PRYCR, PAULINE, SYLVIA,
April.
KAY RYAN, DCRCTHY, JEANNE and
DIANNE are capably carrying on in Grace
Hall's absence.
. . . ALICE

LAFFARGUE,

a new and

gallant
member
of the
Blood
Donors'
lon Club,
carried
on as
usual
after Galher
contribution.
. . . PAT DAVIDSCN back in the Annex
after a ten weeks' illness, prettier than
ever and with a streamlined figure, ably
doing her job. Who's your doctor, Pat?
. . . VICLA ARBEITER, former stock
clerk, now working with production set
girls as checker.
. . . Grandmothers GLADYS ISAACSCN, NEVADA PENN and CLUE
HUGHES are about to form a club. If
their grandchildren could only hear and
understand! Gladys had a wonderful time
exhibiting her handsome grandson recently to an admiring gallery. ELLEN
Manley also a new grandmother and
namesake.
. . . GRACE

WILSCN

on a short vaca-

tion before doing "Czarina." We hear
she is taking five dollar shots in the arm.
Maybe she won't need that small boy now.
. . . GERTIE CASEY on "Where Do We
Go from Here." After Kanab, Utah, she
should go places — she got to know the
Mayor by his first name.
. . . DCLLY McCarty, before going
on sick leave recently, was among the most
faithful canteen workers. She also made
an afghan for servicemen at home while
recuperating from her illness. Dolly never
wastes a minute. We're glad you are back.
. . . LEE RCTH resigned from LEW
SCHREIBER'S staff to come back to her
specialty in the Floss Mill — breaking down
scripts for wardrobe plots and balancing
budgets. At present she is enjoying her
husband's fourlough. Nice to have you
back, Lee.
. . . GUERTHA PLECHER and MARGUERITTE BARNETT have been on overtime for three weeks, dyeing In Technicolor as well as black and white, the hundreds ofyards of materials, laces and velvets for "Where Do We Go from Here,"
"Diamond Horseshoe" and all the rest of
the pictures on the schedule.
. . . Night worker, MARGARET SMITH,
on sick leave again. We're sorry — and
miss you. In the meantime, HAZEL,
ANNA and MARTHA capably carry on.
. . . ELLEN WHITE, happy over her
husband's return to civilian life. MAJCR
WHITE has been returned to Inactive duty
afterMarine
two and
one-half years' service in
the
Corps.

September,
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the meals down

there are super de luxe.

They are also FREE!
It is our suspicion that from now on
certain mesdames with monickers like those
attached to our bulging Pendletonites will
have a heck of a time trying to please their
ever
thatabout
or they'll
knock loving
them helpmates.
loopy for Either
beefing
the
family cuisine.
Well, that takes care of those mugs.
Lt. JACK STOCKTON of the department bought himself a motorcycle some
time ago. After managing to get the
hang of the ornery contraption he was able
to stay on the critter long enough to get
to work. He sweated off about thirteen
pounds, however, while maneuvering
through traffic and dodging telephone
poles. In fact he is now such a skillful
rider that every cat and dog along his
course of travel trembles when they hear
his motorcycle and seek any and every
available shelter.
Now all this would have gone unnoticed
except that AL TURNEY, the gendarme at
the Cafe de Paris, lost his transportation
when Stewart went on his vacation, and
in a moment of weakness Lt. Stockton offered Al transportation pro tern. Now
each morning and afternoon one can witness the awful spectacle of Al hanging on
to Stockton for dear life as they whirl
through
to the
ribs were traffic
black and
blueStudio.
for the Stockton's
first few
mornings — apparently Al's confidence was
stronger in his arms than in his seat. Meantime Mrs. Turney was offering devout
prayers for the safe return of her adventurous husband.

LAPPS TO YOU
An innovation in the form of a column
entitled "Laffs to You" will be run in
"Action" commencing in October, providing you supply the material. This column
will feature the boners, gags, faux pas,
AL GROVES, Police Dept., Western Ave., baiting his hook for some excellent fishing at Lake Mary
during his vacation. Al said he had exceptionally good luck in getting the limit each day. (He caught
the limit one day in an hour and a half, including a beautiful 10-inch rainbow. He brought back pictures to prove it and as further verification — a nice mess of trout to MIKE LESHING. If Al would look up
and

say "my

friends" wouldn't

MEN IN BLUE

that be a picture of F. D. R.?

Having disposed of this erstwhile scribe,
By ED LABART

After setting a furious literary pace, in
which he exhibited a penetrating knowledge of the personal lives of members of
the Police Dept., WILLARD STEWART
ups and goes away on a vacation throwing the burden on these slight shoulders.
Stewart is a member of some sort of
symphonic outfit known as a band. How
he achieved membership is a mystery, because one dark night we stood behind him
in Pasadena while his cheeks bulged, and
he huffed and puffed. What emerged,
however, was definitely not Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony.

we'll proceed, since we have evened the
score for some of the guys he's lampooned.
Our first mention is one of sorrow, as
we note the sudden passing of our brother
officer, Peter J. Schaedler, on July 29.
"Pete" was well and favorably known for
his happy good nature and infectious smile
and he has left a void that will be hard
to fill.
Should you notice some bulging waist
lines worn more or less decorously or becomingly by such bon vivants as RAY
HOUSE, FRED LINENBERGER, HANK
HARRIS and PETE YOUNG, you will know
they have contracted Camp Pendletonitis.
We understand, only from hearsay, that

slips, and innuendos of your cohorts or
your boss. This will be anonymous, of
course, and anything in the form of a
laugh on someone else or yourself will be
acceptable. We request that you use only
actual and factual sayings or events that
occur on the Lot, and not excerpts from
Joe Miller's notebook!
Send your contributions to MAY STANHOPE, Music Dept, Names need not be
mentioned, and in fact will not be used.
Can you top it? Last month during a
rush in the Coffee Shop, one of the waitresses was serving a customer and accidentally hit a glass of water on the
counter. The customer avoided being
drenched

by a quick jump and calmly observed, "So that's the way you serve it

If you have just discovered something
that you never knew before, someone else
mighthowbe ignorant
interestedwe inare!
knowing
— let's
see
Send itin
any
little known or obvious fact that might
amaze or amuse somebody else.
here!"
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We made a down payment on her new
coat, just for fun. JIMMIE WHIMS has
moved again but still picks up his time
card at the Santa Monica time gate, for
which I thank him. Employees please take
note. ARTHUR JENKINS was late to work
Wednesday. He saw a truck loaded with
the largest and yellowest bananas he had
ever seen. He promised to get me some
next time. JOE DAVIS spent his vacation
In Seattle, fishing, and (we accuse him)
hunting. Hunting must have been good —
he was a week late getting back to work.
BETTY ANDERSON dropped in to say
hello and to tell us about her trip to New
York. Auntie GOLDIE COHN
is entertaining a friend from up north. Goldie
was as pleased as punch because RUTH
NELSON, of WILSON PICTURE fame,
picked her up on her way to the Santa
Monica gate and drove her home. Sharing a ride pays off; you meet so many
wonderful people by doing it.
Our best wishes to PETE LAKE for a
speedy recovery and a speedier return to
M. M. 2/c LOU TATE. That pronounced smile is
the result of an opportunity to spend 10 days at
home with his lovely little wife Virginia (of our
Tabulating Dept.)
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Bye, bye, by golly.
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By RUTH ROSANDER

TRANSPORTATION NEWS

F
Since our service men hold first place
on our list, it is with
pleasure we announce
.
the welcome visit of RICHARD THOMAS
on Aug. 16th. Dick is stationed at Camp
Atterbury. Indiana. He says thanks for the
Ik
nreow
cigarettes
"Action"
magazine
ceives eachand
month.
GALVIN
WOODhe has

we

are turning on the ignition

again,
getting
all "geared"
up ready
to
roll, and
as the
wheels move
forward,

give out with our "load" of news.
I let's
am TONY CAZNEAU paid us a visit after
e
x
been transferred to Dayton, Ohio, again,
pre
an exciting
ss year In the European theater
and EDDIE BURKE is mighty lonesome in
of war. Heingist anxious to get back In action
he
sent done once and for all.
to help get the job
Hawaii. He says it's a small world after
iall; he met HAROLD
GORDON
and
TONY, you are a fine
example of courage.
JACK
FITCH last month. LUTHER
We all highly respect you for the devoHOLTZCLAW is still keeping us guessing
tion to duty which you truly exemplify.
as to his whereabouts.
Thumbs up. Sailor!
Our new members this month are:
GEORGE McQUARRY looks very chipJOHN
EWING, COLIN DEWEY, and
per. Uncle Sam's Navy certainly seems to
ESTHER FORMAN. Welcome, folks. KAY
be doing him a world of good. GEORGE,
STURM, the slave on graveyard, has taken
we enjoyed your visit to the studio. It
on added troubles; she has a driver's li- was very nice of you; even though you
had to dispatch yourself back to your base
cense. Good luck, Kay: may traffic tickets never mar your life. Ask MARVIN
Immediately, Instead of dispatching a
BRANNON and me for advice. SALLY
number of cars and trucks to a location.
McNATT's husband was home on furlough
the week-end of Aug. 12th, but has returned to San Francisco awaiting sailing
orders. LEW TATE is visiting his wife,
VIRGINIA, but will be returning to Rhode
Island soon. Lew is a C. B. and expects
to be sent overseas this winter.
If I were reporting for a small town
paper it would read something like this:
ELLEN BRADFORD visited at the IRENE
FARLOW
home on Tuesday. BEVERLY
WOODCOCK
spent the night at the
ELLEN BRADFORD home on Wednesday.
EDDIE HARDIN is entertaining his mother,
from Canada, who is here for the summer.
WILMA TARCY had a birthday, July 24th.

Remember those days?
favorable winds.
We

luck and

take off our hats In reverence
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Wee regret the passing o'f our good
friend
s and fellow worker, CHARLES
ALLEN. CHARLIE was one of our ace
mb

men

camera car drivers. His departure from
our world Is certainly regretted by our
whole department.
Compliments to Mr. TOM KRAUSE for
the splendid manner In which the Transportation Department was handled during
the recent illness of our Department head,
JIMMY RUMAN.
MR. RUMAN, It is so good to have you
back with us again. You once told me:

By DICK STOLZE
Here

Lt. LAWRENCE C. SESSOMS and his wife PAULINE E. SESSOMS faken in Washington, Aug. 1943.

"Quiet down and take it easy." Now It
Is my turn. So here. I'll say the same to
you: "Take it easy" and the rest of us
will work all the harder for you to keep
those wheels turning.
LOU KOHL, may you have a speedy
recovery. We know it is not like you to be
away from the office, but those things
happen and we are all pulling for you.
■So
keep
and places
we'll
—
soonup
I your
be and
seeing
you
In allgrit,
thosefellow,
familiar
No, it's not ALL BLUFF, it's AL BLUFF,
and ALBERT is doing a splendid job of
handling LOU KOHL's duties during
LOU's absence. AL, how about a 1905
Reo Speedster on the set in a hurry, and I
mean NOW — Don't say it, kid, there may
be others listening.
Boys and girls, something wonderful has
just happened

to JIMMY SURTEES: Congratulations! We all wish you and your
wife much happiness on your venture in
the realm of married life. Your wife should
consider herself a lucky girl; at least, that
is our opinion.
One of these days, yours truly hopes to
find out what brand is used by those ever
happy twinsCould
— JOE It EPSTEIN
and HARRY
TEAGUE.
be Wheaties?
Situations I have often wondered about:
FRANK kiRKLAN, FRANK COX and
HARRY BUSHMAN without their cigars.
The Garage Dept, is happy to welcome
JACK MINOR back to the fold of mechanics after about two years in the production and servicing of airplane engines
for the United States Air Forces.
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LAB-LAFFS
By DAVID

GOLDFARB

Note: This story Is absolutely factual.
Any reference to persons living or dead
Is purely Intentional.
The first day of my vacation dawned as
days are wont to do, and I was awakened
by my wife and son at 6:30 — I normally arise at 8:00. Preparations for packing were under way, and there was a great
hustle to see who could get the largest
traveling bag first. After I got it and
stuffed all the don't-give-a-darn clothing
Inside, I was obliged to contrive a clothesline across the Inside of the back of the
car on which to hang all the vacation
finery. How did I know the darn hooks
would give way!

»

After tying my bike to the front bumper
of the car, and tying the bumper to the
front of the car, we were away. Three
hours later, after getting lost taking a
short cut, we pulled up at the main office
of the resort, were assigned our cabin and
with the nonchalance born of the vacation
spirit I pushed the cabin door open. I
was greeted with the warmest welcome I
have ever received — in fact it was terrific.
"Honey," I said, "this must be that steam
room they were telling us about." My wife
gave me a cold glance, which helped a
little to cool the atmosphere. So down
with the clothesline from the car, and into
the cabin with the clothes only to find the
usual two hangers in the closet. So up
with the clothesline again, but this time
a double check on the hooks in the closet.
After a quick shower and resplendent in
our summer finery — out we go. Being too
late for lunch and too early for dinner we
decided to look the place over. My wife
to the gin rummy tables, my son to the
stables, and I to the cocktail bar. After
what seemed an unusually short time I was
suddenly aware of the ringing of a bell.
Softly at first, then becoming louder with
every peal. People began running — gin
hands were thrown to the winds, mothers
called for their children, and a general
state of pandemonium seemed to prevail.
Stunned for a flash at this sudden hysteria,
I shouted, "Quick, AIR RAID!" "Follow
the crowd to the shelter!" I was just winding myself up for a quick get-away when
a sharp tug on my arm stopped me.
"Daddy, isn't that the dinner bell?" As
calmly as possible I gathered my goose
pimples and nonchalantly led my family in
to dinner.
Meals are served in two shifts. The first
shift is for those who are on a diet, so
naturally they dash in first as they are so
weak from hunger. The second shift is for
those hardy souls who would rather go to
the bar for several cocktails to stimulate
their already robust appetites. So after the
dieters leave the dining room the hungry
horde sweeps in, but it seems that the
specialty of the day, or the piece de resistance, proved such a favorite with the

first shift that those who had tO' have
cocktails to bolster their appetites wind
up with cottage cheese salad garnished
with health nuts.
Everyone is assigned to a certain waiter
and table for the entire stay. It is forbidden to change tables without permission.
This is essentially a restraining measure to
keep the guests from roaming the dining
room hunting for a clean table cloth. And
if the waiter doesn't like your looks, God
help you! I was obliged to wear my Tyrone
Power mask three times a day! The menu
is beautifully printed. On top is the day
of the week and the date, and in the
middle are all the entrees that they are
out of!
Following dinner everyone takes a walk
down the road away from the resort. This
is so the burping of the guests won't insult the Chef. After walking for a mile
and having had plenty of time to criticize
the other guests, you return to the resort
for the dancing which starts at 8:30. The
music 'is furnished through the medium
of the electrical transcription, but it being
difficult to dance to Caruso, I usually decided to do a rumba with a bourbon and
water in the bar. At 10:00 P.M. the liquor
quota is sold for the evening and the bar
is closed. By this time everyone is calling
everyone else by his or her first name and

BASCOM
SHOAF, formerly of fhe Carpet Depf.,
now serving in the U. S. Merchant Marine.

THE

STARS

IN

OUR

SERVICE

FLAG

the hunt is on to find someone who's cabin
is located farthest away from the Mana-

Twentieth Century-Fox is the loser in the
transfer of BASCOM SHOAF from his

ger's. The proper person is finally contacted and the bring-your-own-party is on.
At 2:00 A.M. everyone bids each other
a fond but unsteady farewell and retire
to their respective cabins. The usual procedure seems to be to pop out of bed
bright and early the next morning, but not

position in the Carpet Dept, to the United
States Merchant Marine. His many friends

me! I'm taking a rest, if I have to stay up
every night till two in the morning to
do it!
The following day I took a swell bicycle
ride in the morning and then went to the
roof to get some nice healthful sunshine.
Wow! was it hot! Signs in abundance gave
silent caution to the effetts of overexposure, but then. I'm the rugged type.
Have you ever seen a slightiv underdone
filet of shoulder? Thence to the mineral
baths, to the steam room, to the cold
showers, and to lunch half, dead.

here wish him Godspeed and a safe return. We are sure that the victory chain
to our men on the battle front will not be
broken
Bascom

as long as good Americans
serve to bring victory.

As assistant refrigeration expert on one
of the Victory freighters, Bascom gets the
supplies through that keep a winning army
on the march.
Bascom is 100% in the war effort and
Katherine Shoaf, his wife, is backing him
up on the home front. Kate is employed
out at the huge Birmingham Hospital in
the San Fernando Valley.
Our hats are off to Bascom Shoaf — one
of the 755 stars in our Service Flag!
*

Gin games,

gin games,

gin games,

like

★

*

and

if you don't like cards you can be a card
caddy. A card caddy stands beside the
gin players and when a sudden breeze
blows the cards from the table he retrieves
it and returns it to its rightful owner. The
fee for this service is an empty coke bottle
which the caddy can return to the fountain, collect and pocket the deposit. Vast
sums have been accumulated in this
profession.
Day after day, following this rigid routine, I became weaker and weaker. Mybeautiful pale had turned to a sickening
.red. I longed for the Studio where I could
really have a nice rest — and darn it! Please
don't slap me on the back!

When

ARAM

BETKIJIAN

was employed

by TCF as a member of the transportation
department, he used to drive movie stars
around Hollywood. Now, Marine

PFC

Bel-

kljlan istation
working
for and
Uncleis Sam's
department
drivingtransporfamous
war correspondents to and from the front
lines. Some of the correspondents he has
jeeped around

the Marianas

under shell

fire
and snipers'
PETER
STOCKPOLE
and W. bullets
EUGENE are
SMITH
of
Life Magazine, DON SENICK of Fox
Movietone, and ROBERT SHERROD of
Time Magazine. "Bucky", as he is known
in the Marines, has a wife, Erma, living
in Los Angeles.
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we know of for sure are JUNE EISNER,
who is getting a humorous yarn into shape
for magazine publication; VIRGINIA
COOK, youngest member of the clever
trio of Cook sisters, has written a lot of
stories of the sophisticated-comedy type.

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By MARILYN

NELSON

Now listen here all you kind, lovable,
laughable people, I guess I will have to
start all over again and remind you of a
few things that go on in the mad quarters
of our own MAIL DEPT. Almost every day,
BARNEY, our mail driver, ^comes into the
mail room dragging three big mail bags
after him, yep and one of them is always
full of PERSONAL PACKAGES. In the
future employees will not be advised of
the arrival of personal packages at the
mail room. If you are expecting a personal
package, call Ext. 447 to ascertain if it has
arrived and then arrange to pick it up
yourself.
A beautiful fan letter arrived at the mail
room, the first we have ever received and
it was a dilly. His name is HENRY ARNSTEIN and he worked in the mail department before he went into the service. It
was such a lovely letter and convinced us

If Virginia's dialogue sparkles with the wit
that her spontaneous conversation does,
she shouldn't remain undiscovered long.
MARIAN TURK, under her nom-de-plume
of Marian Marlen, has had the thrill of
that check in the envelope many times.
BETTY WATERHOUSE ST. GEORGE
is the mother of a baby boy, but due to
publication time of ACTION our best
wishes and congratulations are necessarily
delayed but nonetheless sincere. Betty has
really gone overboard about her child.
Recently, someone was consoling her for
the baby's inability to talk and keep her
company with the promise of future joy he
will give, and Betty, quite frankly, reby exclaiming,
"Oh,smiles,
he's
an awful assuredlotthe party
of company
now. He
and makes faces, and noises. Oh, he gives
PATRICIA CRARY, Cap Jackson's assistant in the
mailroom. Pat has a year's popularity at TCP.

that our
really enjoy "Action” magazine. . fellers
.
PAT ORFILA has been absent for three
weeks. She was a very sick little gal, but
she's back now with the roses in her cheeks,
and it's sure good to see her . . . SMILEY
CARPENTER takes such long walks, that
we're afraid that some day she will come
back minus a pair of feet. Her pal, MARY
JANE SHCRES, is rehearsing with the
HERMES PAN company down on STAGE
8. More newcomers, BENJAMIN and
MYRNA GREGCRY, the first with a terrific imagination, and the second with a
sensational sense of humor . . .
Whatever

happened to a thing called

MEN? Ch, yes, we have a few, but they're
either too young or too old, and ours are
too young . . . Little JCHNNY KCUDRY
tells us he is God's Gift to Women . . .
MCRTCN GREENSPCCN, THE very
nicest . . . JCHN MCRRILL, the most intelignt. . . DICK HARRIS, the one who
really "Shares the Ride." He picks up almost everybody in the mail room and
brings them to work . . .
How funny can some people be? Some
man walked into the mail room and asked
LCIS MCRRISSEY if we had a four
wheeled truck . . . Well, we looked all
around and didn't see one. Lois asked him
if it would fly, and he said no. So I asked
him if an old milk wagon would do. He
said he didn't think so because it was to
carry something around from the TABULATING DEPT. . . . CCCH! we says, says
we. Just go up to HARRY BRAND'S office and bring -down the little FCUR
wheeled cart ... he did, and now everyone's happy.
PCLLY JCHNSTCN is trying to find
someone who will make her a home made
submarine so she can hop into it and zoom
over to AUSTRALIA to see CHUCKIE. I
told her to go over and see LCU WITTE,

but I guess she's embarrassed . . . MARIE
NASTITCH has the two most popular pinup boys on the lot over for dinner . . .
LCUISE LANDERS gifted with a lovely
blouse and silk hankie from the test department for very faithful work in the
past months. We all thought it was a very
lovely gesture on their part. Swell bunch
of peoples anyway.

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By RUTH

MACAULAY

"Buenos dies, sehorita, ^como esta Usted?"
"Muy bien, gracias, ly Usted?"
The above dialogue is what goes on
these days around the Department as
"las alumnas" practice on each other for
their Spanish lessons from El Profesor
Sehor Ralph de Lara.
The gaily jacketed textbooks are tucked
under the arms of a lot of ambitious secretaries. And what foresight they are
showing to study the language of such
an important neighbor as Mexico, whose
beauty and charm have captivated the
hearts and imaginations of an ever-increasing number of Americans. And, according to MARGARET COOK, who should
really know, the number of English-speaking Mexicans as compared to Spanishspeaking Americans should make us all
blush for shame. Or is that too confusing?
Anyway, while we're not Ralph's 10%-er,
it is gratifying to know that the situation
is in the way of being rectified.
If the aspiring writers around the Department should ever be discovered, TCF
will be well supplied with talent and material from here on. Among the scribblers

me all the companionship I want now!"
The baby is six weeks old.
MARIE MONTREIL has returned to the
studio three days a week as a respite from
the rigors of handling her lusty six months
old son.
DOROTHY HARRIS, in the stream of
six o'clock exiters, was heard to crack,
"This summer it doesn't even get warm
until it's time to go home!"
And while it does seem that the summer isgoing fast in a gray fog, at least
Californians are not being smothered with
heat waves. And even if there has been
an unseemly number of sunless hours this
year, the tan faces of the pretty young
things around the lot would belle it.
The Red Cross Mobile Blood Bank was
around again and many a pint of lifegiving blood was donated by the girls of
the Department. Their reactions were varied. But in every case there was the same
determination to give again next time.
We are wondering if anyone has
dreamed up an adjective that will do justice to the magnificent picture WILSON.
Nothing we can think of comes anywhere
near being suitable. Colossal certainly
doesn't do. In any case, RUTH HOLBROOK is beaming these days over her
boss, LAMAR
TROTTI, who wrote the
screen
play.
Just a word about the way so many of
the girls in the Department have gone all
out to do their bit for the boys. After
a very strenuous day, they think nothing
of putting in a more strenuous evening in
the Hollyat the
help the
an effort
woodtoCanteen,
RedUSO's,
Cross, and at
home as well. KAY STEGMAN is only
one of many who has 585 hours of USO
work to her credit. That is a lot of time
piled up after working hours and on Sundays. These girls are to be commended.
"Hasta luego, amigos!"
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MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Well, here it is September

and the year

Is three-fourths gone. I won't remind you
of the coming winter rains, because It Is
probably the intention of the weather man
to give us our summer along in January,
seeing as how he managed to dish out
the winter this summer. Anyway, as a
meteorologist I think that he missed, and
that he couldn't even look in a girl's eyes
and tell weather!
I'm sure that you all had a good time
at the Annual Picnic, because the president of the Studio Club, Mr. Sandeen,
and the able Studio Club manager, Mr.
Tom

Doyle, together with all the committeemen and women, certainly worked
Industriously to make this outing one to
remember. Many of the fine prizes were
made

by studio employees, and this department made those liftle shopping carts
that everybody wanted, also the stands
that made It possible to show your skill
or lack of it!
We had a letter from our friend
RONNY MONK. He says that he has
covered so many oceans that he Is now
an old salt. To read the letters of the
fellows who are going places and doing
things makes us stay-at-nomes feel like a
bunch of sissies. I will welcome the day
when Ronny and all the rest of our boys
can walk In and say: "Well, we dood it!"
This day might not be far off, and we
might be able to hasten It by our cooperation and support on this the home
front.

When the morning's kinda gloomy
And
you're the
feeling
rather rheumy
And when
little pixies
Are jumping in your brain
And you're feeling kinda sorry
That you never came.
Whiner

WHITES

pin-up

selection

for September.

PRINTABLES
By MARY

ALLEN

GORDON

We feel very snug and safe over here —
we just got fenced in! A beautiful, high,
shiny wire fence now surrounds us. However, we will miss the occasional golfers
who used to wander in. Had a sergeant
come by last week. He wanted to throw
a boomerang, and needed lots of space.
We

are losing our popular MARGUERITE RIDDLE, affectionately known as

"MAGGIE". After commuting from Pasadena for two years, she finally decided to
work closer to home because of transportation difficulties. Will be affiliated with
Cal Tech. We all wish you happiness in
your new job, Maggie, and we'll miss you.
Service Report . . . Harold Gordon,
now at Pearl Harbor, writes of meeting

20th

Century-Fox

player, CARMEN

MIRANDA.

lots of 20th Century folks over there.
Among them GEORGE DAVIS from Art
Dept., Mr. TURQUAND
of the Model
Shop and EDDIE BURK from Tab. Says
it's wonderful to run into someone from
home and especially the Fox Lot.
We had a letter from Major WALTER
ANTIN somewhere in the Pacific. He has
had some exciting times and experiences
in the last six months. He sends greetings
to all the friends he made here while on
the Lot last summer.
Newcomer to this dept. — LOWELL
MITCHELL, honorably discharged from
the U. S. Army.
Vacations are all over for us over here,
and sooo back to work. Let's hope and
pray that by the time summer falls again
our men In service will all be home for
keeps.

When

everything you do goes bust

And only the bosses' maneuvers
Keep you from getting cussed
And tho you come in a half hour late
I do declare —
If you'll dial Old 508
Then all your troubles.
Just like bubbles,
Will vanish in the air!

WHAT WILL YOU OFFER?
what will you offer for America? It
Is generations of sweat and blood; It is
generations of genius and faith; It is generations of humble toil and titanic building ... It Is the ally of all the free; it is
the foe of every tyrant. It is matter and
erosity.
spirit, brain and hand, power and gen-
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It is all the remembered
It is hot doughnuts in New

tastes of things.
England kitch-

12th ANNUAL

steaks at "Charlie's":
tenderloin
ens, juicy on
hot dogs
a roadside stand: it is baked
apples and pumpkin pie; it is spaghetti
and chow mein; it is steamed clams and
broiled lobsters and fried bass on a campfire beside a lake.
It Is all remembered sounds. The sound
of the axe in the winter woods; the swish
of water past a canoe; the rattle of the
"el" In the Chicago Loop; the tumult in a
great plant as the machines slide past the
assembly belt; the ear-splitting yells when
the baseball runner slides across the plate.
Will you take out a mortgage on America? We are mortgaging America to ourselves with War Bonds. Is America giltedged with power? Is it underwritten with
faith? Is it guaranteed with the blood of
its lovers? Is America a good risk?
If America
name
is?

is not, then what in God's

BUY MORE WAR BONDS THROUGH
THE PAY ROLL SAVINGS PLAN.

The

The wide activity participated in and
enjoyed by so varied and vast a group at
our 12th Annual 20th Century-Fox Studio
Employees' picnic was heart-warming and
a direct vote of thanks to the entire Committees and all those who spent time and
effort in making this affair such an outstanding success.
The Running Races, Swimming Events,
Baseball Game, Tug-of-War, and Horseshoe Contest proved very satisfactory in
giving people a carefree spirit. The exhibition put on by the Los Angeles Athletic
Club Group was most outstanding and
provided unusual entertainment, laughs and
thrills.
The free shows and free rides for the
youngsters were enjoyed with real enthusiasm. The prizes and toys were very much
in demand and in evidence, and will serve
as a happy reminder of a vei'y gay picnic
day.
There were few complaints, but the one
legitimate complaint was the time element
on the serving of food. Because there
were so many more people In attendance
than earlier anticipated, we ran into complications, which we sincerely regret.
May I express my sincere appreciation
for your Interest and support In this affair. Because of your interest and support,
a sizable amount has been placed in the
Studio Club Welfare Fund from the sale
of tickets and your participation in the
Concessions.
To all the Committee members as well
as all the other individuals who devoted
their time, service, and personal efforts
and enthusiasm to make this a truly outstanding day, please accept, through this
means, my sincerest thanks.
Clinton Sandeen, President,
Studio Club
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heard of "Pouring a Mold with a Plug in
the Pipe" — yep, it happened. I won't
mention any names, but he lives in the

(Continued from Page 10)
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VALLEY, a big good-lookin’ boy, who
never had shoes on until he was twentyone, Ozarks.
I heard . . . and "oh yea" raised in
the
Now

for a few HOT WEATHER suggestions. Go out to beautiful sunny San
Fernando Valley just over the hill. Make
a stop at the home of MR. and MRS.
(MONTE) E. F. BONOME
for the first
round or two; then go a little farther over
and you stop at MR. and MRS. JAMES
DREW's. Now don't let him KID you, for
he always has a jug, and of course it's not
far over to MR. and Mrs. BOB O'NEILL's
for a SWIM in their nice pool.

spend as much
War.

on Peace

as we

do on

In order to carry out his new and important job as Music Contractor, SI WARONKER has established his office in the
department.
Ever see a "frustrated" train? Well,
you'll find one near the Santa Monica
gate — it just sits on its tracks . . . and
doesn't
anywhere — like most car owners theseget
days.

THE PLASTER CRACKS
By C. STINGLEY

FRANK

TRESSELT,

head

of Music

Dept.

After a silence in "Action" for awhile
I think it's about time for a Laugh, A
Smart Crack, and maybe a Dirty Dig or
two.
I hear, beautiful
the boys and
"Overromantic
there"
in From
some what
of those

MUSICAL NOTES

islands have been kicking about no write-

By MAY

STANHOPE

Only an Indian would seek such remote
and far-away vacation places as the High
Sierras . . . but then, everybody knows
that CALLY HOLDEN is a good Indian.
Returning with chin adorned like Bluebeard, and a Mephistopheles grin — Sheiklike LEON BIRNBAUM is back from his
backyard vacation.
Refreshed from a happy second honeymoon trip to San Francisco, Carmel and
the incomparable Santa Maria Inn, is AL
FISHER and the Missus.
Back from Big Bear, where the fish went
for her bait— ALBERTA BUCHANAN.
Tested and not found wanting was our
Varga Girl, BARBARA McCRACKEN,
who will soon sign a stock contract.
Another little dark-eyed beauty in
FRANK TRESSELT's office who deserves
attention of talent scouts — CAROL
STRAUSS.
Feeling like a bird just out of a cage
is DOLLY KAYLIN, who clipped the
"Mrs." from her name.
Looks like our Studio Picnic will be a
"Super" event this year. Many of us are
happy to hear that Studio Club will resume much-needed welfare work with proceeds from your attendance. General
opinion is that said welfare work will always be necessary until we decide to

Boy!
Have we been going to town in the
ups in "Action".
Staff-Shop. Lot of beautiful STAFF. Some
wonderful stories that call for REAL NICE
WORK — yes, sir!
just got back from
JIMMIE DREW
BUD DENNY and

Some of the GANG
Location.
was the big shot, and
BOB WILLIAMS were

Enuf for this time, and we'll try to be
with you in the next issue. Adios!

XMAS IS COMING!
Now that the season is approaching for
mailing Christmas gifts (September 15th
until October 15th) to the boys in the service, it is the urgent request of the Mail
Department that so far as possible mailings should be made off the Lot.
Our space is limited and only certain
employees in this department are capable
of determining the proper postage, etc.
pertaining to outgoing mail.
No packages will be wrapped in the
Mail Room and it will be necessary for the
sender to re-wrap packages that do not
conform to Postal Regulations.
The hours for handling mail of the above
nature will be from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. dally except Saturdays when the
hours will be from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon.
All packages should be marked "Christmas Parcel" and wrapping should be of
such material that will thoroughly protect
the contents.
The Government calls attention to the

only ones who can make a tree. He's good
just the same. Still speaking of BUD, some
of you fellows who have been away for
a while, should see the little fellow now.

fact that the boys in the service are well
cared for so far as food and clothing are
concerned and request that such articles
be excluded from the packages.
Parcels shall not exceed five pounds in
weight, or 15 inches in length or 36 inches
in length and girth combined.
Please refer to local newspapers for
further regulations.

We made up some "Kewpie-dolls" for the
picnic, and Bud posed for the little fat
things!

Your cooperation will be sincerely appreciated bythe Mall Department.

his pushers! There's a combination for
you! If anyone would like to know anything about a Pam-tree, W-ee-ll BUD
DENNY knows that he and GOD are the

Say, by the way, if anyone should see
a Little-grass-shack or a couple of Puptents, keep GEORGE
COOKE, alias
"Cookie" in mind, as he has to move and
can't lawpossibly
find a out
place.
Mama-insold the house
fromHisunder
him.
Too bad . . . eh?
Guess what! Our cute li'l doll-eyed
WIMPY went and got married again. Said
the girl begged him for so long he felt
sorry for her. Boy, oh boy . . . They say
Mrs. SALLY WIMPY WISE is some girl.
Best of luck, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Wise.
Some

of you ol' timers may

never have

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

FLOWERS

Shop
’S
MAIV
LDGift
GDand
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open Evenings
and Sundays
Creslview

1-0915
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PAULINE

DUNLAP
CLARE

TCP PERSONALITIES
Presenting PAULINE DUNLAP, a TCP
employee for 12 years and secretary to
Mr. F. L. METZLER for the past 8 years.
Pauline was born in Pennsylvania, but was
reared in the tall tree country of Oregon
where she had time and space to develop
her prowess as a horsewoman. She matriculated at the University of Oregon at Eugene and shortly after graduation came
to California, where she has since made
her home.

[

Pauline is an ardent reader and despite
lack of time for other pursuits, manages to
keep up with contemporary literature.

<

In June of this year she attended the
Republican Convention in Chicago and
thinks politics are profoundly interesting,
especially _when viewed from such close
guarters, and vie in excitement with the
moving picture industry.

SHANNON

ALBERTA

GUNNISS

Presenting CLARE SHANNCN
GUNNISS, executive secretary to CCL. JASCN
S. JCY, director of Public Relations at
TCF. Clare has been at 20th Century
for the past 15 years and secretary to
Col. Joy for the last 8 years. A true NA^esterner by birth and education, Clare received her elementary and preparatory
schooling in Seattle and Spokane, spending the intervening years and vacations at
her home on a 22,000 acre stock farm in
Montana. She graduated from St. Mary's
College, Notre Dame, Indiana, where she
majored in music and English literature.
Her early appreciation of these subjects
has carried through to today, making
Clare an ardent devotee of the arts.
Clare doesn't claim any hobbies, but
says she is addicted to long walks. She
keeps a special pair of seven league boots
for this purpose and resents their being
called hiking shoes!
Clare is devoted to her wonderful family and we feel their pride in her must
know no bounds.

BUCHANAN

Presenting ALBERTA BUCHANAN, assistant to FRANK TRESSELT, head of the
Music

Department, who has had an extremely Interesting career. Born In Virginia
and educated In Missouri, Alberta attended a teachers college where she specialized on clarinet. She started her musical
career at the age of 12. She later was a
member of a Chautauqua and Lyceum circuit and toured the principle cities of
United States and Canada.
When she first came to Los Angeles, she
had an orchestra and found time during
the day to work for a firm of attorneys.
She later came to Fox and and started in
the music department where her experience
In both fields was of inestimatable value.
Alberta is a follower of Isaac Walton, a
good cook, an amateur gardener and
chicken rancher, keeps a Scotty dog and
in her spare time does beautiful needle-

point.

t

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

This department just had one of its
busiest months and from the looks of the
schedule — well, just check the new names
that have been added to our list of
regulars.
The Tailor Shop now has 4 Jills and a
FRANK — DCRA ALTMAN
returned to
make it a women's quorum.
CARL WALKER, MILTCN EHRLICH,
JAY DARE, STEVE BRANDT, and MERLE
WILLIAMS

have done some fancy hedge-

hopping to keep up with "Winged Victory." Shooting started at Fox Hills and
they have stopped off between locations
at Santa Ana, Camp Pendleton and March
Field. After visiting the Pendleton site,
I

SANDY returned with a whole-summer'stan acquired in one day.

"The Czarina" has caught up with NCRMAN
MARTIEN, EARL BRCWN
and
HARCLD CHAPMAN
who are lost under
a maze of Russian shakos, dohimans, heavy
boots and equipment and can be heard
hissing names at each other, and pronouncing them right too.
SAM
BENSCN, JAY EDISCN and
JCHNNY
HASSETT are watching over
the Army in "Follow Me Again" and "Cpportunity Knocks Again" — JCE KING and
RUBE MCRRIS are dressing the Navy for
"This Is It." ERNIE RCTCHY has been
branded by a "Diamond Horseshoe" —
EARL LEAS is on his way to "Hangover
From 100 to 350 men in a single day on
"Nob Hill" Is getting to be a habit for
DAVE
PRESTCN, FRANK BUCKLES and
Square."
MIKE TIERNEY who must keep up this
pace for eight weeks.
RENE WILSCN arrived back home
from Florida on the "Sunday

Dinner for a

Soldier" show in time to meet his son who
was on furlough. He picked up the loose
grains of sand and TRUMAN ELI, who
was handling the first unit, will go on his
own show "Where Do We Go from
"Thunderhead" brought MUSHY HARMELL back from location in time for him
to take and pass his G.l. physical August

loth — he is now working on "Where

Do

We Go from Here?" — bet he wonders
too.
Here?"
BILL McCRARY left on that G.l. train

August 17th— we wish you lhe best of
luck, BILL, and hope you still will be able
to call California home.
SGT. BCB HARRIS was In on his furlough— promises to bring his wife and
nearly 2-year-old son to the department
before he returns to camp.
special
hasSorry
had there's
time tonomake
any!news but no one

Action
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RESEARCH NOTES
By KARLA

VON

MUEFFLING

I just discovered two lions and three
virgos In our department, astrologically
speaking. KATHERINE LAMBERT, RUTH
SWARZCHILD, RUTH FOX, MAY MORRIS and KIRSTEN WALLER all have their
birthdays In August. In case you can't
guess who is born under which sign. May
Morris and Ruth Swarzchild are the ferocious lions. But let me assure you, they are
really quite tame! And many happy
turns to all our August children!

re-

Determined not to struggle with canceled reservations, crowds, priorities or
her patriotic conscience, GERTRUDE
KINGSTON spent her vacation at home.

SAFETY NEWS
DINNEEN

For most people that would mean sleeping, loafing, visiting and reading, but the

Our Studio Safety Society has attracted
much interest in the world of accident

latter would be a postman's holiday for a
librarian, and Gertrude says she had a
swell time digging in her garden from
morning until night.

By JIMMY

prevention. Mr. BEN WURTZEL is the recipient of high praise for his efforts to
induce workers to comply with safety rules.
He states that in future cleaning up under stages will be a necessary part of
striking sets. Mr. WALTER STROHM
will greatly facilitate work required under
stages by installing permanent lighting.
Another great need to the proper maintenance of areas under stages is to discontinue the dumping of wafer there. This
results in a serious condition and a costly
one to correct.
We had another
show there is one
Industry. Goggles
man hours saved .

eye accident. Statistics
every three minutes In
pay big dividends In
. . and who wants to

own a glass eye? A cup and white cane
can bring you a living, but not much else.
We had a blind speaker at our safety
meeting. He emphasized that we should
take the utmost care to protect our eyes.
"Guard this precious gift of God, as there
is no compensation for the loss of sight,
not to mention the physical pain one
suffers."
Sight cannot be measured In dollars and
cents. Will you please do yourself a favor?
Check the goggles In your department.
Keep them clean and In a safe place. This
-goggle subject has been before the Committee the last two meetings. Mr. LOU
WITTE and Mr. VIC CHRISTENSEN had a

Since we mentioned his enviable collection of records, CYE SMITH feels the curse

HAMILTON,

Dept., caught

assistant head

in a

maze

of the Makeup

of his own

mirrors.

LOCKS & LASHES
By DICK

HAMILTON

It Is fitting that our initial venture into
print should introduce a man respected
throughout the industry for his fine work.
His name Is BEN NYE, and he recently
took over the reins of the make-up department at TCF.

of being considered a most eligible bach-

Mr. Nye's background reflects his capabilities. He is well known throughout the

elor. But Cye's bicycle isn't built for two,
and he says he's glad of it!
Several people from the department
went to the Decker-Flynn gallery the other
day and returned greatly impressed and
stimulated by the Eugene Behrmann exhibition.

industry, having handled the bigger pictures that stamped him as being executive
material as well as plying the tools of our
trade second to none.
These endeavors plus a personality that

MAUDE CLEAGUE spends some of her
evenings rolling bandages at the Red

no selling were excellent backgrounds for the position he now holds —
Director of Make-Up at TCF, considered
Industry.
one
of the finest departments in the

Cross — but It won't be long until she rolls
East tor her vacation. Bon voyage!
This department was pleasantly surprised

When a boss has his fine qualities and
the faith of the men who work under him,

by the fact that many

critics. In their re-

views of "Wilson", pay tribute to both
the amount and thoroughness of research
that has gone into the picture.

ANY

MAN

IN BOWLING

OR

WOMAN

IN THE

INTERESTED

TWENTIETH

TURY-FOX BOWLING LEAGUE.

CEN-

STARTED SEPTEMBER 7, PLEASE CONTACT VIOLET HOGAN. WE WILL BOWL
EVERY THURSDAY
TIME 7:45.

NIGHT,

needs

he can't help but succeed. We all wish
him the best of luck and will give him our
best efforts and backing in order to help
make his stay at Fox a long and successful
one.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL

WHICH

STARTING

By A. P. "WHIZZER" WHITE
DAVE CLARK, who is now pushing In
the mill with JOE GUNNERSON, was the
recipient of a fan mail letter from a love
sick young girl. It seems the girl sent It to
Dave Clark, c/o 20th Century-Fox instead
of DANE CLARK, the popular young
Warner Bros, star whom she liked In

long discussion on the matter.
September brings us back to the good
old school days . . . and the Post War
World will bring visual education for our
children. California State Safety Society
announces the reopening of Safety Essay
Contests. This worthwhile work was temporarily discontinued after Pearl Harbor.
Mr. WALTER WINCHELL sent the

DICK

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes

Safety Society a letter of congratulation

Cocktails

on its outstanding work. Let's all keep on
being ca'^eful . . . and think of the other
fellow's safety as well as our own. Prevention pays the biggest dividends.

HO.

•

3654

"Destination Tokyo."
A while back JAKE

DOLGIN

was sad-

dened by a telegram from the War Department saying his son, Lt. WM. DOLGIN, "was lost In action." Jake took the
news pretty hard, but deep inside he
prayed that his son was not dead. Imagine
Jake's surprise when a short time ago, the
War Department sent Jake a telegram
again, saying his son was safe and a German prisoner. Lt. Dolgin had bailed out
of his plane at 35,000 feet, landed safely
V
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someone up on a palisade was having target practice and the bullets that missed
landed right around us on the beach below.
You should have seen us run for cover!
GEO. MILLS, the follow-up man, treated
us all swell. The only embarrassing moment
we had was when on the Santa Ana A. A.
Base. We were walking to the mess hall
and the soldiers whistled at Art Latter,
dressed in a nice blue suit and gleaming
white shoes!

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR

The "Winged Victory" unit, shooting
down at the Santa Ana Air Base, are
happy They
to be
won'tto be
for
long.
are home,
on theirbutwayit now
Camp
Pendleton — who knows, by the time "Acis out, ■ they will probably be at
March tion"Field!
FRANK BAXLEY is one of the happiest
men on the Lot. Frank is bringing Mrs.
Baxley home from the hospital, where she
has been confined for fifteen months and
has had three major operations.
CHARLIE EDLER and STANLEY WARN
are the same as Dow-Jones. In other words
Staff Sgt. WM. M. GROSS with the 10th Combat
Camera Unit for the past 3 years has seen service
in Dutch Harbor, Africa, Egypt, and is at present
somewhere in Burma. Sgt. Gross is the son of JOE
GROSS, a member of the Mill Dept, at TCP for
the past 17 years.

and was captured by the Germans!
FRANK L. JOHNSON back to 20th
Century-Fox after having been on construction jobs at Pearl Harbor and Anchorage, Alaska.
BOB E. WILLIAMS, C.C.M. in the Navy
ship repair unit, got home from boot camp
just in time to greet his son with the
mumps.
WALTER HARRISON is in Rochester,
Minnesota, to see it the famous Mayo
Brothers can fix up his ailing stomach.
CHARLEY BARRES back to work after
his illness.
RAY CARSON still on the sick list.
ISADORE A. BRICK nipped off a few
fingers on the shaper but is back at work
now.
Messrs. TOM A. MORRISSEY and
"Mac" RITCHEY enjoying their vacations.
RAY CONAWAY spent part of his vacation at his Arrowhead cabin and the rest
of the time he painted his house.
"Tiger" JOE MOLDEN is now Metalsmith 3/c.
ROY PIERCE back to work after I I
weeks in Utah on the "Thunderhead" location.
A. P. MacGOWAN pushing in the mill
on the P.M. shift.
I went on location for "Winged Victory" covering Camp Callan, Camp Pendleton, Santa Ana Army Air Base and San
Onofre. It's a wonder I came home alive.
The first day ART LATTER and I dug a
fox hole In the sand when bullets started
whistling all around us. Come to find out,

they are the "ticker-tape" boys.
VAUGHN ASHEN is on location in
Utah. If he lugs those heavy shoes around
those
mountains
will come
home a very
tired much,
man! the "blimp"
At the entrance to the Santa Ana Air
Strip there is an insignia of a P-38, and
that means "Mosquito Junction". When
they hit you they feel more like dive
bombers!

JACK ANDERSON, CM l/c, formerly of the Mill,
is at present stationed in Washington, D. C.

JIMMY WCTHERSPCCN are not only
fishing, but really enjoying life in general.
Both Earl and Jimmy belong to the U. S.
Naval Photographic unit.
"Dutch" McLEAN is at home recuperating from an operation, and is coming
along fine.
All of LES EVERSCN's friends were
sorry to hear of the passing of his mother.

"Perc" IKERT, the production manager
on "Winged Victory," says that WALTER
STRCHM, STERGE SMITH, BCBBY CCMER and JCHNNY LAVIN deserve much
credit for the ideas and manner in which
the many arcs were mounted on parallels
and Army trucks at the air base.

In spite of the rather poor growing
weather this summer, the plants at the

The electric got a surprise a few days
ago when EMERSCN HARTMAN walked

nursery have burgeoned and bloomed until they elicit gasps of admiration from
the visitors who have been dropping in

in fresh from Italy. "Em" looks swell too.
The bowling team this year is headed
by BERT JAEGER. The line-up is as follows:
BERT JAEGER, Capt.
ERNIE STEURI
FRED HALL
■ PHIL HENDERSCN
JACK DIMMACK

in increasing numbers. Cf course the glasshouse is always a focus of interest, but it
is rivaled by the two lath-houses with
their thousands of begonias, fuchsias, pelargoniums, etc., against a background of
tree ferns, kentia palms and other exotic
plants. This is the particular domain of
RAY GRANTHAM. Cne section was recently retandscaped by PHIL HARTMAN,
our handsome lath-house lothario. Very
pretty, too! (The landscaping job.)

The name of the team is "GECRGE
RAFT'S RCGUES".
GECRGE KCRB back on the job and
well again.
We are sorry to hear that CARL
DCWNEY of the U. S. Naval Photo unit
is in the hospital. Here's hoping Carl has
a speedy recovery.
FRED KUHMAN of the Naval Photo
unit was in the other day to say "hello".
Fred looks swell since losing quite a bit
of weight around the middle.
I've been told that EARL SPICER and

NURSERY TALES
By TEX COPE

The lower beds are aglow with the
brilliant blooms of zinnias and marigolds,
the soft blues of statice and nierembergia,
the bright red of salvia and celosia. The
effect is of a giant, color-splashed checkerboard.
Life at the nursery isn't all a bed of
roses. PAT VAN WIE wails that he's got
ants in his plants. RAY GRANTHAM is
troubled with aphis on his aspidistra, and
LARRY DYER complains of mildew on the

one

PAYROLL PERIODS
By A. G. DORRITY
It is time that someone

rescued Payroll

from "Action" oblivion, and despite the
lack of spare time, the writer has decided
to do so, after canvassing in vain for a
substitute. Cur PETE LAKE filled the gap
for a long time and it is partly as a tribute to him, whom we all hope to have
with us soon again, that we take up the
responsibility.
Anyone

employed

at this studio has but

to glance at the stub of the individual's
pay check to realize the huge task this department is handling in these times, although the hazy idea this gives is but a
glimpse of the whole picture.
Cramped for space, short on personnel
(the turnover on which is a real handicap
with the work of so technical a nature)
the Payroll Dept, personnel is doing a
swell job. How ED ARNCLD, in charge
HUGH
SCHERB of the Landscape
way of making frees and flowers
moment's

Dept, has
bloom at

a
a

notice.

malaleuca.
Glass-house
GLENN

Gleanings —

HARMAN

(to LYNN

WOL-

COTT, who is half an hour late), "You
should have been here at seven o’clock!"
LYNN,

eagerly, "Why?

What

hap-

SOLK — "Larry, vot's a

vac-

pened?"
HARRY
uum?"
LARRY

DYER — "A

Harry."
Harry — "I know,

vacuum
but

is a

void,

vot's de

void

mean?"
BILL LEPELLEY

(observing the picture

on a calendar), "Why's
clear up to the neck!"

she barefooted

We are all glad to see ART CURTIS
when he visited us recently on leave from
Fort Knox, Kentucky. He has been in the
Army Specialized Training program at the
University of Illinois and was one of the
top men in his class. He is now stationed
at Camp Polk, Louisiana.

ROD

WETAAORE

Representative

AUTOMOBILE
SOUTHERN
PHONE

of

CLUB

OF
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or
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5-0125

Evenings
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of personnel records, keeps that equanimity, so helpful in view of the strain of the
increased stream of work, is partly due to
his natural disposition, but also the real
cooperation of his personality evokes from
his staff. His job of supervision is also
eased by GWEN
REED, who so quietly
and efficiently takes care of her work.
LYMAN HALLCWELL, who so effectively
looks after withholding tax records and
general personnel details, and those other
helpers recruited from time to time to
meet the demands of recurrent excess
of routine and special work all contribute
to the efficient operation of this department.
SHIRLEY

LYCN

substitutes ably in our

former office boy duties which have acquired their own complications. Recently
she merited a screen test. On the whole
we think she is glad it didn’t take, however, as Shirley is well aware that the
life of an actress is not altogether the
glamorous picture it is painted.
LORETTA HIGGINS, expert on guild
records, rates, and general office work,
is a member of our small community. An
experienced trouble-shooter, she straightens out dents in the line. EDITH SPANGLER really knows her job, too; she does
a difficult task so well that she helps us
all a great deal.
One

of the most widely known employees in the studio is the troubadoursportsman, RALPH HAHN, second assistant paymaster. Outside of his official
duties of paymaster, he impishly constitutes himself as advisor to girls about to
marry. We try to spike his guns in this
capacity by warning such girls not to consult him because, knowing his charming
wife and of his happy home life, we know,
as do the girls, that he is merely kidding
all along that line.
Our assistant paymaster, LES DRESSLER, has much to plague him, yet remains

of the most solid, substantial employees we have. A good friend, capable,
energetic workman, we feel a sense of security in his association with us. You
know that feeling of someone who will not
let you down in a hard task.
JEANE BANTE, our bowling champion
among the ladies, is a magn'ficent physical specimen of girlhood, and that is saying something in an area noted for the
robustness of its young. Added to this is
her intelligence and ability in no mean
degree.
All who know MARJORIE

JOHNSTON

love her. Marjorie is now on a vacation
arid we wish her its fullest enjoyment.
In our recent acquisition of GERRY
LANGE, we have a real treasure. Beauty,
intelligence, ability to work hard and a
generally gracious personality make a
combination that keeps us in constant fear
of losing her to some more attractive job.
Our

studio utilities departments

are

cared for so efficiently by SHIRLEY DAVIDSON that they would throw a fit if
she suddenly decided to make some man
superlatively happy by saying "yes".
MARION
MILLER, affectionately
known as "Ramona", is a remarkable girl.
She has one of those hearing abilities that
enables her to discriminate between what
she would hear and what she would not,
a control that largely explains her placid
disposition. All of us enjoy her poise,
ability for work and general good sense.
ALTA MAE SHEAHAN
returned recently from a lengthy and beneficial visit
home. A grand girl, we were delighted to
have her back in such good health and
spirits, ready to put a fine shoulder to
our tyrannical wheel, especially now when
one of our most reliable girls, BESS SEVIER, has to take a vacation.
If you do not know Bess Sevier you
really have a treat coming. Frankly, with
such girls around, we can see little sense
in men following office work. Let them
move out and seek more rugged occupations!
HAROLD
BOW, our paymaster, has
had a long, hard session over the past
few years. In addition to his arduous office work he has had (as Les Dressier) to
see his only son off to war, and to forego
a real vacation because of pressure of
work. If we remember correctly, he also
had toreason.
forfeit last year's vacation for the
same
Romantic

news

in the department

is

presently limited to the vicarious. Couched
in first names only, there are Marjorie and
Lon, Shirley (L) and Dick, Marion and
Eddy, and you will have to consult the
fan mail department for the rest.

Our thoughts throughout this interlude
on the home front have been with our
comrades in the services all over the
world. We wish them safe passage home
soon to help us build a different world
that can know no such cataclysm again.
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dentally, Charlie will try his hand at
directing as well as photographing these
location sequences.
By
quite
and
thesis

the way, our Charlie is becoming
an historian — he is collecting data
relics to compile research for a
on the progress of cinematography

since the Essanay pioneer days of the motion picture industry. After completing
assignment in Portland, they will proceed
to Washington to pick up backgrounds
there.
HARRY JACKSON vacationing after
returning from New York where he shot
backgrounds for "Diamond Horseshoe".
San Fernando Valley must feel very inviting compared to the heat waves on
Times Square.
Tech. Sergeant AL LEBOVITZ visiting
TCF on his first leave from overseas.
Buckskin ROLLA FLORA rides again!
But not for long. After his 5th fall, he
is ready to call it a draw. He is now
taking a vacation on a soft, soft pillow.
NORBERT BRODINE will complete "This
IS It", a Navy training film, shortly. From
what yours truly saw of it, I found it very
interesting — but mum's

the word.

LUCIEN ANDRIOT says "Follow Me
Again" for that is the name of the new
army short — his next assignment. By the
way, this isn't Lucien's first experience
with the army. In World War I, he was
H. S. NEILMAN,

popular

and

congenial

gateman

at Tennessee gate 4 p.m. to 12 p.m. has approximately two years of service in Police Dept.

OVER THE TRIPOD
By SYD RAGIN
ARTIE MILLER demonstrated his directorial ability on a recent location to Cedar
City, Utah, by directing the Cossack
chase sequence of "Czarina". The necessary material on this particular assignment was photographed and directed
quickly and efficiently due to Artie's intimate knowledge of this pictorial backcountry. For example, one particular shot
showed a rider going at top speed through
the lava beds that similarly exist in the
Caucusus. It also entailed finding a location which would give our new insert car
a chance to make a smooth follow-up
with our horseman — and brother — this was
a hard combination to find, unless one is
familiar with this particular terrain. It
seems that several years ago, Artie Miller,
while camping at Navajo Lake, Utah, had
a chance to explore this beautiful virgin
country and had made mental notes of
several of its pictorial spots for future
scenic composition. Incidentally, Artie
bagged his first buck at this spof.
CHARLES G. CLARKE and group,
which consists of Uncle KUNKEL and
KENNY WILLIAMS, left recently for
Portland, Oregon, to photograph necessary material for "Thunderhead".

Inci-

assigned to the Medical Corps in Washington, D.C., where he photographed surgical operations. He was ably assisted by
none other than that genial soul, director
LEWIS MILESTONE. If you want to get
the particulars, see Lucien.
Off to Camp Pendleton goes GLEN
MacWILLIAMS, MOE
ROSENBERG,
BOBBY MacGOWAN
and MICHAEL
MOORE, who is our new loader. They are
on the final stages of our super army pic-

Great American

Desert to Utah.

was the crew of "Thunderhead" who
crossed the four states to that unique little
movietown, Kanab. Then two weeks later
along
the crewheat-waves
of "Czarina"
who
braved came
the desert
en route
to Cedar City, located on the fringe of
Dixie National Park — a symphony of stately
green pines and white-barked saplings.
Navajo Lake, southeast of Cedar City,
seemed to appear out of the heavens —
a natural deep blue spring lake — in direct
contrast to the desert wastelands that
fringe its borders far below. To this day
the U. S. Government guards this wooded
paradise jealously from the inroads of civilization. Even the Mormon inhabitants
take pride in preserving the primitive
beauty of this vast mountain wilderness.
The transportation department

played a

big part in these locations as most of the
equipment and personnel were transported
to their destination in record time via
motorized equipment.
JERRY WEBB, our congenial test director, displayed unusual directorial talent
when called upon to supervise a unique
test, which consisted of a regular production crew who congregated on a location
set, on the ice skating rink of the Pan
Pacific auditorium. There, FAY MARLOWE demonstrated her terpslchorean
ability on skates to the accompaniment of
a South American number. Certainly was
a coming-out
ment.

party for the test depart-
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ture, "Winged Victory".
TIL GABANNI off on a vacation to San
Francisco to say "hello" to his folks. I
wonder how it feels to ride your bike
across the Golden Gate Bridge, Til? Must
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PICTURES

DEPENDABILITY

be quite a thrill.
Received a communique from HUGH
CRAWFORD
who has arrived at Quantico, Virginia, where he is taking his advanced training in the Marine Corps.
Good luck from us to you.
(Intimate note to EDDIE CRONJAGER):
I'm wracking my brains to act as your
press agent, Eddie. How about a tip-off?
Don't

anything ever

happen

on

"Nob

"Hangover Square" is going off on a
binge. No starting date as yet. InterestHill'?
ing title, don't you think, for a first class
murder epic of the "Lodger" type?
BOB HAMMERAS
now a full-fledged
assistant in the Sersen Department has
just received
his regular assistant's permit.
Good
luck. Bob.
In the last few weeks, TCF
operating

a

has been

veritable safari across the
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Flicka" set, there was a scene in which a
white colt is supposed to be branded.
Roddy McDowall (one of fhe picture's
stars)
tosses a Foster
lasso over
the him
colt'sto head
and Preston
throws
the
ground. The scene had to be rehearsed
several times, and when Director King
gave the order for a take, the colt decided he was through playing — so as soon
as he felt the rope around his neck he
quietly dropped to the ground without
waiting to be thrown. Then — as soon as
the rope was removed — he got up again.
Several attempts were made to have him
stick to the script, but without success.
The scene had to be postponed a week
in hopes the colt will FORGET.
PRESTON
"Thunderhead,"

FOSTER,

also starring in

said he is glad he is play-

ing the part of a father. "In a cast of
grownup humans, being the leading man
is a cinch, but with kids and horses, I'd
rather play a father. No one expects anything but a good performance, and if I
Fire chief HUGH
E. CONLON
was assistant fire
chief at TCF for the past 18 years and former
member of the Tucson, Arizona, Fire Dept. Chief
Conlon took over as head of the TCF Fire Dept.
upon

the

recent

retirement

of Chief

ENOS.

Dear Boss:
It would be a wonderful thing if the
entire citizenry of this nation followed the
practice set forth in the title of 20th's
"Sunday Dinner for a Soldier." This picture, directed by Lloyd Bacon, stars Anne
Baxter, John Hodiak and Charles Winninger. It is an appealing tale of a brood
of youngsters living together on a ramshackle houseboat in the Florida swamps,
eking out a precarious existence, fervently
wishing and sacrificing to the end that
they might, like their prosperous neighbors, have a soldier as their Sunday dinner
guest.
David Twiford specializes in supplying
trained live things to motion picture studios. And for "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" he supplies a hen. About chickens
Mr. Twiford has the following fo say:
"They're the dumbest, most obstinate,
sulkiest and most unpredictable of all animals." Itrequires six hens to do the work
of one on the picture. This composite, so
to speak, hen has a key role. She's a household pet of the poverty-ridden family.
And as the story progresses it becomes
more and more acutely imperative that
she (the hen) is going to have to end up
on fhe dinner table as fried chicken to
provide the scheduled feast for the soldier guest. All in all— the antics of this
hen will delight you.
When John Hodiak started in pictures,
executives told him that he would have to
change

his name.

They

said

get credit for that in "Thunderhead — Son
of Flicka," I will be perfectly satisfied."
Roddy McDowall said that when our
boys get back from England, they will be

he

just

couldn't be a leading man with a name
like Hodiak. But John's contention is that
it was good enough for his mother and
father — and it is good enough for him.
What about this for "boss sense"? The
other day on the "Thunderhead — Son of

asking, "Can you direct me to the best
place for a spot of tea?" Instead of,
"Where can I get a good cup o' coffee?"
Roddy goes to school on the lot, and
finds It very interesting. However, other
kids might find It comforting to know —
that spelling comes hard to Roddy, too.
"Winged Victory" sports — fancy cast,
writers, composer, etc. The popular Sgt.
David Rose, who composed such hits as
"Holiday for Strings" and "Poinciana,"
will do part of the composing. Sgt. Zeke

the usual "remarks":

"Comedian,

singer

and mimic. Will sleep in."
No one realizes more than TALLULAH
BANKHEAD how Important it is to keep
servants happy. That is why she gave her
New York cook a trip to Hollywood with
all the trimmings.
Tallulah is here to start work In "Czarina"
August 14. She plays the part of "Catherine the Great," and ANNE BAXTER will
play "Anna." The handsome guardsman,
who catches the eye of the amorous
queen,
EYTHE. will be portrayed by WILLIAM
Tallulah will dress in regal splendor. In
billowing silks and satins decorated with
sparkling jewels: probably the most extensive (not to mention expensive) movie
wardrobe of the year. Her wardrobe is
now being created by Rene Hubert, from
a stock of pre-war materials the studio
was lucky enough to have on hand.
Boss, your stepped-up activity is caused
by the heavy production schedule now
getting under way.
"Hangover Square" starts production
August 17. It is the story of a gifted
composer who turns murderer as the result of a conflicting split personality. The
screen play by BARRE LYNDCN is from
the book by PATRICK HAMILTCN.
FAYE MARLCWE, LAIRD CREGAR and
GECRGE SANDERS head the cast. RCBERT BASSLER, who produced "The
Lodger," Is producing, with JCHN
BRAHM handling the megaphone.
"Nob

Hill" got under way with a bang.

GECRGE RAFT reported for his first day's
work
as starleader,
minus EMIL
25 pounds.
Mocambo's
orchestra
CCLEMAN,
will

Manners, who wrote "Pennsylvania Polka,"
just wrote "A Tear Fell on My Purple
Heart" for the picture. All four of fhe
feminine leads have first names beginning

play the part of "Piano Player" In the
WALTER WINCHELL said that we must
picture.
be making some mighty fine pictures

with "J." JUDY HOLLIDAY, JANE BALL,
JEANNE CRAIN, and JO-CARROL DENNISON.

lately — as he just read "Dynamo" and
didn't find a single criticism of ANY of

Director Cukor

found quite a problem

getting these well-trained soldiers to
WALK down the street as civilians — they
marched instead.
After "Winged Victory" Is completed —
members of the cast are to be assigned as
overseas replacements in the AAF. And

our pictures. (Don't you tell him.)
PETECA, that new Brazilian game, is
going strong. Understand they are going
to Introduce it to the Navy boys. Get
hep. Boss, play Peteca.
More next week.
Your office gal,
Lillian Kelsey

they train daily toward this end — all In
addition to the studio work, of course.
At least three members

of the cast of

"Winged Victory" have pin-up girl pictures of their mothers in their barracks.
Each of the mothers is famous In the
entertainment world. CpI. Tommy Farrell
has one of lovely Glenda Farrell; Sgt.
Peter Lind Hayes has Grace Hayes, and
Pamela Gordon (wife of one of the soldiers in "Winged Victory," and who plays
a WAC) has a picture of her ma, GERTRUDE LAWRENCE.
When Sgt. Peter Lind Hayes was asked
to fill out a publicity questionnaire at the
studio, he wrote in the space reserved for

Fox Hills Cafe
Cocktails
OUR

SPECIALTY BUFFET LUNCH
11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

STEAK

AND

CHOP

DINNERS

5 to 8 P.M.
10271 W. Pico Blvd.
We’re

CR. 59377

just around the corner
the Pico Gate

from
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We are more than happy to report that
Sgt. CHAS. HOFFMAN
is well and still

19

in Italy. Wasn't his fault that he fell Into
an
wine cellar that shouldn't
haveabandoned
been abandoned.
"Hoofbeat" FREDERICKS, Sound Department, who became famous overnight,
modestly admits that it was a grip who
was

responsible for his elevation to star-

dom. The stirring story of Barney's fearless search for the clocking of the McSnarikoff butterfly wings will enthrall milater. lions. Watch for It at your favorite theWALTER WINCHELL mentions that
New York clucks have a bottle club. All
It requires Is a bottle, a locker and a fee.
We also have clubs. They have a bottle,
we have locker, for a small fee we are
cut In, or should I say cut out. The lock
had nine duplicate keys.
PRIMO PAZELLI torn between two desires. He loves to work with LEO McBefore the take-off.
FIELD of the Film
ROGER MURPHY,
with the 1st motion
and arc cameraman

Right — Sgt. BRADNER CANLoading Dept, and left T/5
Grip Dept. These boys are
picture unit at Culver City
and grip of an aerial camera
crew.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

LOGAN BROWN is incredible! Imagine taking a set of tie-down chains with
you on a fishing trip out Utah way. Well,
ARTIE MILLER did do a little shooting
for "Czarina," a coming attraction.
Luxury loving grips will revel in the
beauty and splendor of the "Diamond
Horseshoe" sets. Orders have been issued
to the effect that no grip will be admitted to the set without white tie and tails.

CREARY,

and who doesn't, but that motorcycle of Leo's Is giving him callouses no
end. You see they are neighbors and Leo
is saving him oh so much gas. Be a stout
fella, Prlmo; If necessary I can get you a
doctor wholesale.
Fred Johnson, keeper of the tarps, did
It again. But these open air stages are
sure the nuts.
AL THAYER,
CLARK SHORT

bacon's "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier."
TRUMAN JOINER, ELMER TARR, JOHNNY ROUCHET and JOHNNY WILLIAMS
have "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" under
wraps. LOGAN
should start "Czarina"
any day now. SPUD LOCKWOOD
managed to sneak away from Brownie long
enough to make a location with CHAS.
ROSE.

"Snuffy" SMITH says he'll be dad burned
if he'll put on a monkey suit even for a
stand bye!
JACKSON PERCY rarely seen in public,
is safely entrenched in his ever so neat
insert department, wherein he follows boss
cameraman WALLY CASTLE around with
feverish devotion.

WALTER CHRISTIE and
have completed LLOYD

Still on "Winged

Victory".

Nice letters from HARR'^ and LOU
SMITH. Both boys are fine and send regards to everyone. HANK GERZEN had
quite a layout In the last Issue. DANNY
WURTZEL has another letter for the boys
In the ready room.

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By VAUGHN
With

EDITH

BILLMYER

on

FISCUS
vacation.

I'll make an effort to carry on with the
column until her return.
Have you noticed the difference in our
dining room? More light and more sunshine! Our appreciation for the blackout
regulations being lifted. Since Pearl Harbor, the dining room has been on the dismal side because of the blackened skylights. They've been given a thorough
cleaning now so you patrons can appreciate and enjoy the sunshine while eating.
Attention has been focused on the sun
porch and the Gold Room during our
three previous evening parties. With
TULLIO's Ingenuity the tables were put
In a sextette arrangement. Rather cozy

Office manager SAMMY DUCCA seems
to prefer the feminine species in and
around the office, even if they just breeze
by the door.
With the majority of the boys back
from vacation and locations it will be

and private.
BETTY GRABLE took the spotlight when
entering the Cafe the other day. She
hasn't changed a bit and looks as ravishing as ever, although she has been on the
absent list for several months. We welcome back our pin-up girl and In a few
days she will be hard at work In her new

Christmas before they settle down and
forget the fish stories they babble endlessly. Personally I like mine gefelte style
with a little horseradish, vos gebs.
JOHNNY
LUGO broke most of his

picture, "Diamond Horseshoe".
ERMA GARDNER, one of our veteran
waitresses In charge of the private room,
took her vacation recently. During her
absence there was somewhat of a lull in
her room at noon, because most of her

finger nails trying to pick up a little loose
change on the "Nob Hill" set. He didn't
know the plaster shop had spent two weeks
setting the coins in the cement.
AL PRINCE is tough, but the wall he
banged into was tougher.
What well known young cameraman is
squiring one of our better known secretaries about town?

T/Sgt. HELEN HUGHES, formerly of the Dialogue
Transcription Dept., visited the lot on her recent
furlough. Helen has been in the WAC since June,
1943, and is presently stationed in North Camp
Hood, Texas.

JOHN LAVIN and a few of his efficient crew. Left
to right— ARKEY AHRENS, JOHN LAVIN, BILL
TRIPP, ART WALTERS, FRANK GILROY, Ex-Grip
WOODY LAGUNE, CHAS. HATCHER and SAM
DUCCA.

patrons were either on location or vacation. The first Monday that Erma returned the vacationers and locationers returned too, and instead of a lull in the

Action
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room,

Erma

was

swamped

with orders.

July
12, 1944France
Normandy,

Said Erma: "I guess I took my vacation at
the wrong time. No rest for the wicked!"
Thanks and congratulations are in order
to the expert staff of cooks who work conscientiously from early morning until noon
to satisfy our palates, so cheers for
HARRY HECKLE and his staff. In our
bakery department

AL

and JACK

Dear Club Members:
Since this Is the first letter ! have written to the Club myself will endeavor to
cover a brief outline of my stay overseas

labor

in England. After landing in the north of
Scotland in January, 1943, traveled by
rail south to England; spent around five
months at Tidworth Barracks from where I
made several trips on pass to visit London.
From there my division moved to the south
of England, Okehamptom, Devonshire.
This Is where we received most of our

under pressure to give you the tasty desserts that cannot be excelled.
RENA

AUSTIN

Is back on the job again

after a siege of illness. We hope her recovery Ispermanent. NINA LaVENE is
still recovering from a tonsillectomy.
AL TURNEY, our handsome officer at
the door, is back fresh and snappy from
his vacation. The salt water air from one

i'raining, the country of the famous moors
which have been the setting for many pic-

trip to the beach put him In shape to
battle the crowds we are having In the
Cafe these days. Poor All
In honor of the BURLSTON launching,
a lovely luncheon was given Mrs. DARRYL
ZANUCK. The sun porch was closed off
for the occasion and the tables were decorated with red, white and blue floral
Mr. Zanuck and the Zanucks'
pieces.
three
children were among those present.
The Cafe de Paris regrets losing one of
Its petite waitresses. You've seen her In
the Cafe and on various sound stages of
a morning. Yes, she was a coffee girl
and a lot of you bought your coffee from
her.
EILEEN MANLEY is returning to New
York with her parents and we have an
Inkling she won’t stay long. The TCP Lot
was home to her and we hope she will be
back soon. Her peppy brother, DICK, Is
remaining here and looking for his draft
board to send him greetings soon. At
present Dick is learning to sling hash in
the kitchen.
Our charming new cashier is BEVERLY
GLADSTONE, who Is filling in for JOYCE
BULKLEY for a short time.
FRED MACMURRAY
and DONALD

tures, namely the "Hounds of the Baskervilles," "Jamaica Inn," "Rebecca," "Wuthering Heights," and many British films.
During my stay here I had about three
furloughs and visited London, Bristol, Torquay, and Plymouth, besides numerous
small towns. From there I was sent to
sion.
Wales, for a few weeks before the invaGY

Sgt. RICHARD
E. YOUNG.
Marine detachment, on duty in the South Pacific Theatre, is the
son of BOB YOUNG,
Police Dept. Western Ave.
Proud papa Bob is on the East gate on the 4 to
12 p.m. shift.

LACQUER LANE
By BENNY

BENSON

Imagine spending ten weeks surrounded
by beautiful scenery, mountains, pine
trees, trout streams and all the 'oeauty
of Utah and getting paid for it. The luck
of some people. ELLIS JONES has returned from that paradise where the

O'CONNOR
were special
Cafe
de Paris within
the last guests
month. at the

"Thunderhead" company was on location
and was aglow with the splendor of It all.
After listening to him, the average vacation, which consists mainly of sitting in

GEORGE RAFT, who Is making "Nob
Hill,"
is eating
Gold Room
Mr. Raft
is not Ina the
newcomer
to theagain.
TCF

the back yard, seems rather moth-eaten
and drab by comparison. Oh, well, someone has to paint the sets here on the lot.

Lot, and we
circle again.

welcome

him to our family

I'll end my bit of news with a tale on
yours truly. Were you ever $10.00 short?

I showed up at the cashier's window one

day to get change for two Cafe cashiers.
"You are ten bucks short," Lloyd said.
He telephoned Dorothy Immediately and
explained the shortage. Dorothy responded by saying that I had positively had the
full amount of money when leaving the
Cafe. I retraced my steps as far as the
Plumbing Shop, and to my surprise I spotted two fins on the ground. Lucky me!
With a sigh of relief I pounced on them
and carried them back to the cashier.
When

returning to the Cafe, I found Dorothy walking the floor and nearly In a
swoon. Now when I get the daily change
I am
away.

asked if I'm still throwing money

BOB VESELY blew in from the South
Pacific for a much-deserved rest and
stopped In to see the gang. He looked
fine, since he has gained about twenty
pounds, appeared two years younger, was
in fine spirits and wanted to get back into
action. He and his dad, FRANK, sat up
all night talking, his first night home. He
brought
say how
can all
reluctant
We

a Jap rifle to his dad, but didn't
this gun was acquired, but we
guess. Most of the fellows are
to tell of their exploits.

The big day arrived on Tuesday when
we first got the news over the loud speaker
aboard ship. Being in the Field Artillery
we knew we were on our way. We were to
go In on D-2. When our convoy arrived
there was an armada of ships along the
coast as far as the eye could see. We
had to lay at anchor for a day and night
before disembarking. During the night
some Jerry planes came over to bomb our
shipping. There was so much ack-ack and
tracers in the sky that it looked just like a
huge fountain of fire and several Jerries
were knocked down. When we landed the
beaches were pretty much in control, but
It showed evidence of a tough struggle.
The first night on land while in the transit
area they came over again to bomb and
I must say a couple landed not too far
away. Just to top It off In the afternoon
some wise guy gives out with a few fake
gas alarms. You should have seen the guys
scampering across the fields to get to
their gas masks. We knew that there were
a lot of snipers around the field as you
could hear rifles singing throughout the
night.
Our Infantry had gone on ahead of us
but moved In so fast that a lot of Germans Infiltrated through their lines. They
had landed on D-Day, since the 29th Division was one of the Initial divisions to
make the assauFt.
This is truly a very pretty country with
green fields, trees, and hedgerows. The
horrors of war have taken their toll, though.

received word that BOB WITTENBERG is in the South Pacific now. BOB
it rather quickly. Best of luck, pal.

There were dead cattle scattered throughout the fields as we moved Inland among

According to present plans, Lt. PAUL
SIBLEY will be married by the time this
goes to press. We all wish him every happiness. His father, JOE, is very happy
about the whole thing.

the dead Germans they hadn't taken time
to bury. Most of the houses and buildings
have been blown up or have several holes
in them, and the people look as though
they have been deprived of everything.

made
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Those pin-ups make extremely fine "bulkhead" adornments: I am subjected to a
constant barrage of whistles whenever the
guys come in and spot GALE ROBBINS
or MARY ANDERSON gracing the wall.

Pvt. MELVIN H. EICHAR of the Labor Dept,
is at present enjoying a special Gl party at Truex
Field, Madison, Wis.

We captured a prisoner in one of the
fields and questioned him as to whether
there v/ere any more Germans in that
area. He said "No," but when we pulled
in one of our big guns and pointed it at a
big old house at the edge of the woods,
it seemed like the whole German army
came marching out with their hands up.
I have been working with headquarters
since I have been here in France checking
reports and records before going back to
personnel in the rear echelon. Besides that
I work with the Battalion Sergeant Major
keeping the Battalion journal and situation
maps. This last month I went around with
the Major to help him pay in the field —
just like old times!
Regards to all.
Sincerely,

Pvt. Homer V. Hill
c/o Postmaster
New York, N. Y.
AGAIN,

best entertainment and I couldn't begin to
tell you how an "occasional" rugged day
is brightened 100% after the evening's
picture. Keep right on making 'em full of
lovely gams, etc., and don't waste film on
war epicsminders. of that
. . please!
We don't need reout here.
It's time now to close this, but not without a sincere hope that I'll hear from
some of you on the Lot soon, even though
very few people there know me. Just the
same. I'd love to hear from you. I've got
a lot of buddies who have made me promise to take them on a tour of TCF, so
don't be surprised when the Lot has its
own "blue" invasion some day soon — next
year, we hope! Thanks again for all you're
doing
here. to make our time seem shorter out
Sincerely,
PAUL

HOMER

HELLO

Keep 'em coming, because they are definitely a morale-booster.
This is a very small island I am on in the
Admiralty group and we are quite cool
here, especially at night, even though it
may be contrary to popular belief when
you realize we sit practically on top of the
equator. We have as much rain as the
rest of the South Pacific, our chow is wonderful, and we are enjoying ice-cold beer
and Coca-Cola quite often now. All the
radio programs come out here and the
most popular male singer is not F.S., but
Bing, you bet! Movies are, of course, our

TCF:

Although I just recently wrote a letter
to you, I have the "bug" again. I've just
received two more Issues of "ACTION"
and also a carton of Chesterfields. They
were late arriving as they had been sent
to my old address in the States, but regardless how belated, they are always welcome and will be very welcome out here.
I have a hard time keeping them intact
after the many hands they go through.
In the May issue I noticed the name of
JUNE ROTHBILL in "Potash ’s" column and
wondered if she is the former JUNE EISNER who used to be a secretary in the
N.W. building. I've been trying to contact her as we were good friends when I
was on the Lot and had been corresponding regularly until I left for overseas duty.
If she h as left the studio, please let me
know.
My friend, DICK JAECKEL, is really
going great guns there and we certainly
await "Wing and a Prayer" out here.

Paul H. Young, RM 3/c
Fleet Post Cffice
San Francisco, California.
Fellow Employees:
This is just another regular thank you
letter.
I continue to receive the cigarettes
monthly, also the magazine and, needless
to say, I surely appreciate both. Cur mail
at times is few and far between and it is
nothing unusual for packages to just not
show up but I believe the cigarettes have
nearly always come through, perhaps a bit
late but early or late they are most welcome.
I believe myself as well as other studio
employees, now away, are just waiting for
the day to return to our work there. Consideration as shown to us over here can
only be re-paid when we again are working for the interests of the studio.
Here's wishing for your continued sucSincerely,
cess in your grand
work.
BCB
Robert H. Chaplin, S.M. 3/c
U.S.S.-Y.M.S. No. 90— c/o F.P.C.
San Francisco, Calif.
P.S. My regards to the Fire Department as a whole.

Lt. WILLIAM CHAPMAN, formerly with the Fire
Dept, at TCF, now stationed at Bayonne, N. J.

Aug. 19th, 1944
Dear Folks:
You have so often asked me about our
experience out on island "X." Well, it is
just recently that we have been allowed
to mention it. We followed the Invasion
force and participated in the occupation
of Roi and Namur Islands, Kwajalein Atoll
in the Marshalls, being the first C. B. Battalion to occupy Jap owned territory. We
stayed off shore and watched some of the
pastingrines the
when
the and
mahad it place
securedgotweand
went
ashore
what a sad sight it was. It seemed like
every inch of the place had been bombed,
broken trees, destroyed Zeros, block
houses, dugouts, debris, rubble, just like
landing in the middle of a city dump.
Everyone had to turn to, so the yeomen
helped on burial detail for days, and if
you think hauling and digging out dirty
stinking Japs and burying them isn't something, I'llgive in.
We lived in pup tents in the dirt, we
tried to bathe in the ocean, and ate Krations for weeks. We were only there a
few hours when trucks, bulldozers, scrapers, etc., were going full force and we
had things well under way. Everyone
worked like beavers for days and finally
we just got our tents up and they had just
finished the mess hall and had our first
meal in it when early one morning we were
given an alert: we quickly dressed, ran for
fox holes, most of us thinking it was only
a practice. Suddenly there was a terrific
explosion and then we knew. The feeling
of crouching in a fox hole listening to the

Action
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ting only a burn on the back from a piece
of hot shrapnel.
The Marines are a truly great outfit and
a grand bunch to work with, and we all
got along swell together. However, the
CB's had the job of reconditioning the
islands and a great deal can be said for
them as they certainly did a wonderful
job. It was almost impossible to believe
the Islands we left were the same we
landed on, such a change had taken place
during the five months we were there.
While it was rough, dirty, tiresome and
very weary at times, and my heart goes
out to those less fortunate, it is an experience long to be remembered although I
hope I never witness it again.
Much has happened in the meantime
and passed far beyond us which was all
so much worse than our experience, but I
feel we were among the first to pave the
way for the larger scale Invasion and securing the path that made it possible.
There is more of Interest about the Marshalls and our work, but censorship forbids,
so it will have to wait.

Y l/c HARRY E. MELLEN, right, former furniture
custodian Prop Dept., enjoying a stroll somewhere
in the South Pacific. His buddy on his right is
unidentified.

whistling sound of falling bombs coming
down out of the dark sky above you, not
knowing where they will hit, is certainly a
terrible, helpless feeling one can hardly
explain. Shrapnel was flying through the
air, tailing on our helmets, and suddenly
we realized our entire camp was one mass
of flames and as we were close to them,
we made a dash for the shore where we
dug in and prayed, cursed and cried, tor
at one time I never expected to come out
of that fox hole alive. I thought that was
it.
They did a lot of damage and explosions went on 'til after dawn, when we
finally got ourselves together and gathered
for a check-up. It was a sad looking outfit. I guess the first time is always the
worst. Once again we had to start from
scratch as we had lost everything. All I
had was just the clothes on my back and
many had less as they were blown from
their cots, and that was no time to worry
about clothes. Within a few hours the
CE's had equipment going, clearing away
the destruction, and once again trying to
establish camp, but it was some time before we had anything more than fox holes
to stay in and K-rations to eat.
Uncle Sam paid them some return visits
and we were never bothered again as the
remaining nearby islands were neutralized,
but it was many weeks before most of the
men could relax and once again get a
good night's rest. As for casualties or
military objects, I cannot mention that,
however. I was one of the fortunate get-

Our new camp is quite different than
when we were here before, and we are
much busier. I get liberty only once a
v.'eek now but it never ceases to be interesting and the time always seems so short.
Honolulu is full of gift shops, souvenirs
galore with Hawaii marked all over them,
and while it catches the eye over here, I
often wonder what they would look like
back home. Everything is crowded and
it's hard to find a really high-class eating
house, and you know my weakness for good
food. The drinks here are mostly rum mixtures and little state-side whiskeys so most
everyone sticks to beer, and that we get
in camp each day so it's really no treat.
My weakness is double Ice cream dishes,
banana splits and Hawaiian Royals, and
guess it's because we were without such
things for so long, also malted milks and
plain milk. I was at one time down to 125
pounds, but am now back to 140 which is
about 20 pounds less than during my 20th
C. F. days.
I have certainly enjoyed the magazines
and cigarettes and I pass the magazines

S/Sgt.

Harold

A.Guinea.
Jones — somewhere

in

New

Dear Gang:
I am writing this from the only sewer I
know of called New Guinea. I hope when
the war is over that they make all the
Japs live here for punishment. I wish I
could say something nice about it but try
as I do, I can't. I have nothing but praise
for our men here as they are doing a
wonderful job and still keep their sense of
humor. From the way things are going on
all fronts, I feel that soon we will be home
to'take up where we left off. There are a
million stories here and I see things happen every day that would be hard to believe if it were not true. One gets so
you take things in stride and you become
so you move and live from day to day.
It is hard to understand

that friends

you came over with will not go home with
you and we talk about them much as if
they were still with us. It's better that
way and my buddy. Gene, that such a
short time ago was kidding about his girls,
will never have the chance to marry and
have that family he talked about. There
are others too and in time you get so

along to others and they are always welcome. You have no idea just how much I
enjoyed them while out on the rock. It
was like a special event to receive them.
I recently wrote to the Studio Club but at
the time was unable to tell them the above

"This is for Gene" and you feel good. I
know it's hard to understand how you can
feel good after killing a man, but remem-

story. I really enjoy getting my
"Action."

are the
same gang
kill aber werabbit
because
it wasthat
so couldn't
helpless

copy

of

up and
at 'em
andWell,
hopeI hope
I see you
someareof all
those
interesting
pictures you have been working on some
of these days soon. I think of you all often,
so give my regards to the gang and thanks
again for everything.
HARRY
Harry E. Mellen Y l/c
c/o Fleet Postoffice
San Francisco, Calif.

every time you see a Jap you kill— kill
with a pleasure. You find yourself saying

and killers
had such
pretty eyes.
think we
are
by choice,
ratherDon't
by necessity.
We don't take pride in it and very seldom
will you hear a man say he does.
No one would feel a pang of regret in
killing That
a spider
if itwewere
face.
is what
feelonweyour
are baby's
doing
— killing spiders. Spiders are on the face
of the world — our world that we want free
— our world that can live in peace if the
spider is killed, so we go on with no feeling, just a job to do, a job we are glad to
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do for our baby — Good Old U.S.A.
Good luck, gang. Hope to see you all
soon.
Yours for a quick victory,
JONESY

OUR SERVICE REPORTER
By HENRY

ARNSTEIN

ENGLAND, July 12th (Delayed) — Sometimes, ifyou search hard enough, you can
find a little corner of Hollywood buried
in the lush-green of rural England or
tucked away on some London side street.
It may be the rambling studios at Denham, or the huge Gaumont-British building
at Shepherd's Bush. Or it may be the
London office of 20th Century-Fox in quiet
Soho Square where 300 employees are engaged in efficient activity.
To call It the London office is not exactly
being correct; it is geographically that,
but Its domain is the entire United Kingdom. On the main floor is the sales and
distribution offices for the London area.
Similar departments for other territories in
the British Isles — plus publicity, shipping
and administrative sections — are officed
elsewhere in the building.

London

office of TCP.

Life for the 20th Century-Fox worker In
London's wartime austerity is not as unpleasant as you might imagine. People
get used to the bombings. Some of the
girls come to work In the mornings with
steel helmets swung over an arm. Some
bother to lug a gas mask to the office.
During an alert, when flying bombs are
seen buzzing In the direction of the roof
spotter, a signal in each office warns that
danger Is imminent. About five months
ago, enemy bombers flew over London
and d ropped their explosives. Film row
took a beating that night. But 20th Century-Fox, a few streets away from celluloid
alley, was nowhere near the damaged district.

tions with the company's executives. Their
small wages would make one of Kathleen

This visit was not the first time In England I was In touch with the movie busi-

Ridgeway's girls gasp in horror; but their
working hours are not unlike those at
20th Century-Fox.

ness. On D-Day and for days that followed, I flew out to airfields In southern
England. Each night I returned with cans
of British Movietone News under my arms.

At the Gaumont-British studio where
Gainsborough Pictures are produced, I

Here, they have five shooting stages.
Cn them Is a bell system which frequently
plays hell with filming a scene. The studio

Members of a production unit have
hours that are slightly different. While the
artists must be in the makeup department
by 7 a.m., the production crew reports on
the set at 8:30 a.m. and finishes about
seven that evening. Since the usual quitting time every
Is 6 p.m.,
theyIt get
in
overtime
night.
takes
12 weeks to make a movie at
ough; their annual production
about 12 films.

cne
from hour's
8 to
Gainsborvolume is

watched the shooting of "I'll Be Your
Sweetheart." Except for the set on which
Director Val Guest was working, the place
looked completely unHollywood. Strangely,
the Misr Studios in Egypt more closely

has a telephonic connection with London's
central air warning station; from It the
studio's control desk In the basement alerts
the two roof spotters who are on the job

approximates Filmdom's
British organization.

layout than this

during working hours.' If a flying bomb Is
coming towards the studio, bells clang

To reach a department you usually have
to ride the elevator; to go from one set
to another you probably have to squeeze
into another elevator. I told my guide, an

gratingly everywhere.
The reason for this is not to warn the
stars and crew to take over. Nobody does

eighteen-year-old girl from publicity, that
at TCF the lot was so big that nobody
started across it without a supply of rations, a compass, and a Saint Bernard tied
to a keg of palatable cognac.
The counterpart of Movietone City's
stenographic department is a small typing
pool, employing no more than ten girls
and no less than eight. 1 hey are held accountable for all stenographic work and
sometimes are promoted to better posi-

that. The purpose Is to tip-off the director so production can be temporarily suspended: the drone of the winged-bomb
■spoils the sound track; this buzz Is audible
at great distances and soundproofing is
Lineffectlve.
The stage doors have a green light on
the outside In addition to the customary
red blinker. When the light Is green it
means that the actors inside are rehearsing. When ready to shoot the scene, the
assistant director never yells 'Quiet!" —
he calmly calls out: "Red Light."

Jack Cotter, who filmed much of the Invasion from English soil, asked If I would
rush them to London and I obliged.
London

entertainment seekers were disappointed last week when 13 of the 25
legitimate theaters, which are situated In
the Piccadilly district, suddenly closed
down. Some folded because they had
reached the end of the show's run; some
because the flying bomb had caused a
noticeable slump in attendance. Efforts
were made by theater managers to keep
their productions on stage: they sought
and obtained cuts in theater rents, they
asked the government to give them relief
from entertainment tax, and performers
agreed to cuts In salaries or to accept
payment on the basis of a percentage of
receipts. The last musical show dropped
I‘'s final curtain last night.
But cinema houses are doing exceedingly well. To get Inside you always have
to stand in a queue and on Sunday afternoons these lines extend for two and three
blocks. While these movie patrons wait
outside, unemployed entertainers of all
descriptions display their corny talents In
the middle of the street, after which the
hat is passed. Paying six shillings ($1.20)
fo stand up Inside while seeing a 20th
Century-Fox movie is not uncommon. One
of the favorite gag lines making the London rounds Is about costing six shillings to
stand and seven if you lean cn somebody!
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July 30, 1944
Dear Friends:
Just a line or two to show my appreciation
for
I have
received the
and the
the way
cartons
of cigarettes
with "Action"
constant
regularity. It is the only way I have of
keeping in touch with the doings of the
Lot and a chance to see some familiar
faces.
I have seen several TCF pictures on
board ship and always get sort of a glow
knowing
that I am a member of such a
swell
company.
Thanks again for your swell gifts and
your thoughtfulness: it is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
RONALD
R. P. Monk, Ptr. 2/c
c/'o Fleet Post Office
New York, N. Y.

RONALD
P. MONK, PTR 2/c, of the Maintenance
Dept, and now somewhere in the Pacific, enjoys
Marine

Pfc. ARAM

BETKIJIAN

of the Transportation
(See Page 7j

Dept., now

in the Marianas.

seeing "Action"

on that front.
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SHOULD WE WIN A SWASTIKA?
Here are two parallel stories of fact.
The figures coincide; the moral Is obvious.
Recent newspapers carried a touching
account of the heroism of dofctors and
nurses in the American Army, forging
ahead at tremendous speed in its lightning
attack on the invasion fronts. The wounded,
as wounded must be in any such great and

general action, were very numerous. Blood
plasma was insufficient in supply, and gave
out early. Thereafter the doctors and
nurses, some of whom had been on duty
for more than twenty-four hours without
relief, gave their own blood to save all the
lives they could. The correspondents wrote
that at one time only TEN PERCENT of
the plasma needed was at hand.
On August 2, Twentieth Century Fox
had a Blood Bank session, through the visit
of the Red Cross Mobile Unit. Of slightly more than 3000 employees on the Lot,
365 responded. Only TEN PERCENT!
Those figures match neatly, do they not?
Great work for the enemy! Are we
helping indirectly the tottering cause of
our enemies? Maybe we deserve a number of nice Swastika arm bands or some
Iron Crosses, but they will not be so large,
or so conspicuous, or so enduring in shame
and memory as the White Crosses which
will eternally testify to our neglect, on
some silent field in Europe.

Make your appointment to donate a
blood at the next visit of the Mopint of
bile Unit of the American Red Cross to
this Lot on Cctober 18.
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Presenting

CLAIRE

BERG

who

started

of the Lot

sports — Intersperses her serious reading
with mystery thrillers — would like to speak
fluence Spanish — abhors cooking — but
loves to clean house!

ter who Is presently studying ballet.
The third picture presents GRACE
FREEMAN for the past year secretary to
Mr. Lew Schreiber, Executive Manager and
Assistant to Mr. Darryl Zanuck.
Grace was born in Springfield, Missouri,
where she received her education, and

at TCP

six years ago as relief girl In Mr.

*;

Joseph

Schenck's

*

executive

!

years.
Claire is a native of Minneapolis and
has divided her college spirit between
Northwestern and the University of Minnesota, having graduated from the latter.

With the second picture we present
PRUDENCE ANDERSON, secretary to Mr.
Wm. Bacher, Producer.
Prudence was born on a plantation In
Texas and received the majority of her
education with tutors and in private
schools. A talented writer of feature

She did social service work In Minneapolis
before coming to California eight years
ago.
Claire says she enjoys all the active

stories. Prudence says that between her
secretarial duties and writing, she has little time left to devote to anything or anyone save her charming I I year old daugh-

after trying a number of other cities, finally located permanently in Los Angeles.
Grace says she devotes all her time and
energy when not in her office, to her
"ranch" where she admits she grows mostly weeds, but weeds or not, it makes an
ideal spot to rear her adorable five year
old son.

Blood Unit will be around again Oct. 18.
You will also be surprised to know that
your good friend, John Payne, is back

teaching a German accent to Fred MacMurray, an Irishman, for a scene in this
Technicolor musicomedy . . . and It takes

‘

office and

secretary

to Mr.

has been

Schenck,

Execu-

tive Head of Production, for the past two
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BOSS:

Got your wires from Philadelphia and
Atlanta . . . you and WILSON really get
around . . . but then, you make such a
nice couple.
Guess who dropped in to see you, boss?
None other than Bosun's Mate 2nd Class,
Cesar Romero! He's here on a 20-day
leave after serving 8 months in the Central Pacific. "Cisco" can well be proud
of his service ribbons which carry two
stars ... he saw action in Saipan and
Tinian in the Marianas, attached to a
Coast Guard attack transport. "Best way
to help here at home," says Cesar, "is give
more BLOOD. We never get enough!"
Well, boss . . . guess I better get some
more

J

vitamins .

.

.

'cause that Mobile

on the lot . . . and I don't mean on a furlough! John has just been honorably discharged from the Army and has already
been assigned the leading role opposite
Joan Bennett In William Le Barons production, WALTZ ME AROUND
AGAIN,
WILLIE . . . The Monty Woolley-Gracie
Fields co-starring vehicle. Incidentally,
after almost two years off the screen,

me, a Mexican, to tell It to you, a Democrat!!!!
Why is it that all the bad men on the
screen are really soooo nice in person???
George Raft, who plays the role of the
tough hombre of the Barbary Coast in
NOB HILL, was once an altar boy! George
can prove It by taking you to the St. Rosa
of Lima Church at 165th St. and Audubon

It only happens in Hollywood, boss. . . .
In WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE . . .

Ave., N. Y. Honest injun! . . . and most
of these boogiemen really have a sense
of h umor too. Take Laird Cregar, for instance, who portrays the role of a
murderous character in HANGOVER

Director Gregory Ratoff, who is verry Russian, has Sgt. Bob Davis, a Scotch-Englishman of the WINGED VICTORY cast,

SQUARE. While filming a scene yesterday, Laird accidentally fell into a ditch,
and when everyone rushed over to see if

Johnny's fan mail has averaged
than 14,000 letters a month!!

better

4
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of the artificial blossoms! Whatta

life!

Incidentally, Henry Hathaway is now directing from a WHEELCHAIR! (Let this
be a warning to you, boss). Seems that his
five-year-old boy, Jackie, felt somewhat
neglected by his daddy and insisted that
he spend the weekend with him. Henry,
who is a good papa, not only agreed to
do this but played handball, baseball, football, medicine ball, cops and robbers, cowboys and Indians, went swimming, skating,
bicycling, and entered into some other
mild sports with his son during the entire
day. This morning Henry didn't feel so
good looking nor could he move a muscle.
Haven't I told you, boss, not to try to
keep up with your number one son.
Tommy????
RALPH

De

LARA,

tor of Foreign

Assistant

to Doc

Publicity, does

Bishop, Direc-

a fine job of pinch-

hitting for LILLIAN KELSEY's "Dear Boss" column.
Ralph is also el profesor de espahol on Monday
nights.

he was hurt, Laird piped up from the
bottom of the pit, "This is the low point
my career."
in Say,
Boss, look for a business coupe with
license number 2IH75I around Cleveland
when you arrive there with WILSON. It
belongs to Vivian Blaine who had it stolen
recently. Seems Vivian has been so busy
on NOB HILL that when she left the
set late at night to pick up her car that
had been left at a nearby station to be
greased, she found it gone! The station
attendant had left it unlocked outside, and
some nasty individual snatched it. To
make matters worse, Vivian remembered
that she had forgotten to renew her insurance!
Headache of the Week Department: A
certain scene in NOB HILL called for a
California poppy field in which George
Raft, Vivian Blaine and Peggy Ann Garner
were to play a scene. The location department promptly explained that poppies
bloom only in the spring and second, that
the company couldn't get enough gasoline
to take them to a real poppy field if they
bloomed in September. Sooooo, the prop
department was ordered to get some artificial ones. No less than 3100 poppies
were required to dress the artificial field
on the stage. The landscape department
then put real dirt and grass over the area
necessary, made 3100 holes in which to
plant the poppies and finally had Director
Hathaway okay the set for filming. The
two daytime shots with Raft and Peggy
were taken, but the scene in which Vivian
was to appear was a night shot, and at the
moment when everything was in preparation, someone pointed out that poppies
close at night. Nick Kalten, head of the
landscape department, was given an emergency call. He, together with five of his
men, pulled up the 3100 poppies, handrolled and closed them, replanted them in
their original holes before the cameras
could grind out the scene. The only tribute
to these hardworking individuals for their
realism was paid by one live caterpillar
that was found crawling hopefully over one

Gee, boss, some people can do everything! Fred MacMurray is one of these
versatile souls. In WHERE DO WE GO
FROM HERE, the Technicolor musical in
which he is starring with June Haver and
Joan Leslie, he will warble — but good —
eight songs written by Ira Gershwin and
Kurt Weill. It took Producer William Perlberg ents
to andrecognize
talcast him MacMurray's
in this satire latent
of a disconsolate 4-F. It's not new to Fred, however, as he used to be vocalist with some
of the best bands around the country.
You know, with his looks and his talents,
I'd get somewhere too!
Hurry home. Doc,
Your amigo, RALPH DE LARA.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

Friends of JOHNNY SCOTT sympathize
with him over the loss of his younger
brother, Earl, in an auto accident. Before
entering the Marines, where he became
1st Lieutenant, EARL SCOTT was an art
professor. After four major battles, he returned to this Coast as instructor. His untimely passing is so regrettable, there
aren't words to express our sympathy for
Johnny and his family.

Most popular music themes at this season are birthdays and vacations. Returned
are: ENRICO RICARDI (Judge of Warblers), who got far away ... at Mammoth
CARROLL KNUDSON it wasn't
Lake. For but
vacation
location — at Pendleton . . .
where he took a free ride in Army ambulance due to strep throat. CLARA BING
knocked ten "yars" off her age by relaxing
in the sage — or maybe it was only the
backyard . . . anyway, she looks renewed
and wound up to run another year. CY
MOCKRIDGE did his baking at Sabobo
. . . and it wasn't a cake. Welcome back
to DAVE BUTTOLPH after extended stay
in Connecticut. FRED COMBATTENTE returned from New York convinced that
California has lots to offer ... he refers to
glorious elbowroom out here. Her vaca-

MAY STANHOPE, aufhor of fhe column "Musical
Notes" and Secretary to Mr. Emil Newman, Music
Director. May Is collecting "Laffs to You" for the
column by the same name — so send yours in to her.

tion
she spent in Las Vegas, says
BETTYwasn't
JUNEall HITT.
Current crop of birthday-ites include:
MARCY SWINDELL— Aug. 28 . . . says
she's counting 'em backwards from now
on and wishes someone would invent a
clock to run the same way. Surprised on
Sept. I to find that everyone knew date
and furnished cake — CHARLOTTE WITKIN. She took it off on her vacation and
put it right back on her birthday. Who?
CLARA "PING". When? Sept. 5. What?
The surplus. Where? Do we have to mention it. No joking . . . Clara got back
from vacation just in time to make the
most of her TWO birthday cakes! Good
wishes to ERROL COLLINS and MURRAY
SPIVAK who made their first appearances
on Sept. 5 and 6, respectively. Greetings
to FRANK TRESSELT, our "invisible" boss
— may his Sept. 3 always be a happy one.
Missed and remembered by his many
friends is our good TONY REED, away for
hospital repairs and due back soon.
That thriller, "HANGOVER SQUARE ,
will feature four catchy new songs by
CHARLIE HENDERSON and LIONEL
NEWMAN — two of titles are: "ALL FOR
YOU" and "SO CLOSE TO PARADISE".
With start of school, this department
lost a very popular personality. We refer
to GEORGE BRAND (son of Harry). This
young man is not only an A- 1 Brand with
the girls, but possesses an unusual brand
of Brand brilliance and charm. Brand or
no brand, he should go fast and far (with
or without a bicycle), "says the oracle".
If you see a bevy of rolly-polly cuties
punching Music time cards, it'll all be due
to kindness of our popular "Candy Man ,
MURRAY RITTER, who can't resist that
hungry-four-o'clock look in feminine eyes.

Murray promises to soon "balance the
budget" with suitable setting-up or shaving-off exercises. In the meantime, girls
are happy getting "bulgy" over him.
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EXPLOSIONS
BY DOROTHY

BURKE

That little low building which Is conveniently located In back of stage 9 and
across from the art department Is the
headquarters of the Effects Department
and Arsenal. Although we are not considered one of the larger departments of
the lot, we do consider ourselves an important one. You know In my travels
around the Lot, I have often been asked
just what our department does so I thought
folks might be interested in a description
of our part In the making of motion
pictures.
One of our everyday jobs Is portraying
the Gremlin on the Roof. Weather conditions in California have always been a
thing of mystery but to us at TCF it is a
cinch, we just go to our bag of tricks and
get the necessary things for what have
you — no matter whether it be rain, wind,
snow or fog.
'Twas a mighty good storm that we had
down on Bernadette River set for "Keys
of the Kingdom." We had wind, a downpogr of rain, lightning and the river flooding its banks. Our snow sets are always
a beautiful sight to behold. Makes one
feel as though they would like to get out
and throw a few snow balls themselves.
Have been busy the past two weeks shopping for the proper size flakes for our
snowfall on the "Where Do We Go From
Here" set. As for fog, the elements of
nature are In keen competition with us
this year. Personally, I'll take mine In pictures such as the beautiful job done In
"Hangover
Now we
see what
SMOKE.

Square."
go back to our bag of tricks to
else we can find. FIRE and
Fire to the average person Is

ARSENAL — Mechanical

something of horror but when you know
how to handle it, the effects are one of the
most breath-taking and spectacular that
can be obtained on the screen. I think
one of the best examples' is "In Old Chicago." Our latest production with fire in
it is "Hangover Square." Smoke, although
closely connected with fire, is really in a
field of its own. Smoke is used for shadow
effects, bloting out light rays and background.
Explosions are also something that come
under our jurisdiction. The amount of preparation that is needed to make a picturesque explosion is amazing, inasmuch as
there are so many things to be taken into
consideration. First is safety and then, of
course, the desired effects. The majority
of our larger explosions are made by sinking drums into the ground, then filling
them with screened topsoil and ground
cork. Then a few bombs are inserted with
wires attached for firing. One of our not
too recent pictures that had a lot of explosions of different types was "Guadal-

MILTON OLSEN works in fhe Shop at the Mechanical Effects Dept., and has a ready smile for everyone, including the cameraman.

Diary."last but far from the least is
Now canalthe
our Arsenal, which is the largest studio
owned arsenal in the industry. In there, we
have guns of all sizes, shapes and forms.
The majority of them have a long motion
picture career. We have everything from
a three-inch dueling pistol to a two-ton
cannon. The majority of guns that are
used in pictures have come from our arsenal. We have had many visitors, especially the boys in service, whom we are
always glad to welcome for an inspection
of our arsenal.

Effects Department.

KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

ROSANDER

It is with pleasure we welcome ROLAND
UNDERWOOD back to the department.
Roland was injured in a car accident and
has been away for nearly a year. He manages to get around with a cane and we
hope he can dispense with that very soon.
JOE DAVIS left us Sept. 2, to maLe his
home in Seattle. Good luck for the future, Joe.
HELENE DUTTON is quite the huntress.
She shot a four point buck on her last
hunting trip, then she sat down and cried
and cried because it was so beautiful. The
pay-off was when she rendered first aid
by putting a court plaster over the wound
to keep the buck from bleeding to death.
EDDIE HARDIN said it was a pleasure
to go on his vacation and get away from
the sour-pusses down here. We resent
that!
GOLDIE COHN had a few days rest
from us too, the first part of September.
MARY MUSER reports that her family
is transferring their affections from Denver, Colorado, for good old Los Angeles.
(Chamber
Commerce take note. I'm a
Los Angelesof booster.)
GALVIN WOOD has left for duty overseas. Let us hear from you Woody.
LUTHER HOLTZCLAW left for places unknown after playing hide and seek with us
for several months. We heard he had gone
across several months ago. Good luck, you
servicemen.

Action

o

sub-tropical quality . . . with the result that
instead of black and brown and the other
somber hues of winter colors seen in the
fashion news, there would be a perpetual
style of sports and playclothes in light,
bright shades.
It makes us almost smother to see those
slaves to fashion who Insist on enduring
our warm Fall days with the latest thing
in black broadcloth or what-have-you,
topped off with a welter of fox furs.
We have decided to start a solo crusade
to promote the wearing of appropriately
light-weight summer clothes all year.
Wheeyoo!

LACQUER LANE
By BENNY
After about three months

BENSON
with the

"WINGED VICTORY" company as standby, WARREN HAMILTON is back on the
gang. He says he Is due for a rest after
jumping all around the countryside to
Santa Ana Air Base, Camp Pendleton,
March Field and back to the studio.
After some time of "no news is good
news" we heard from Lt. CHARLES PERRIN and find that he has graduated from
Italy to southern France. We expect the
next letter to be from somewhere near
Berlin. CHARLIE contends the food Is
better In France and they can get a little
vin rouge now and that the climate is
similar to that here.

Apropos of this last outburst or protest
to the one-line thought of fashion, BETTY
STEWART was heard swearing she was going to make her white shoes go through
September
willy-nilly. . . .
Ah! An ally!
*

We understand that BOB WITTENBERG
has shipped out for the Pacific area but
we haven't heard from him for some time.
The paint shop had its annual facelifting and the place looks spic and span
now. This usually occurs when work gets
slow so our recent slump was put to good
advantage.
SID BROWN

says that he hates to break

all the girls' hearts but he found the "one
and only" and was married September 4th.
Things are happening rather rapidly to
him — he became a journeyman a short
time ago.
The fellows have been getting quite a
kick out of all the old cars we have been
painting. It is very interesting to examine
these cars and they bring back memories
of the time when they were shiny new
jnd quite the thing. As we look at them
iiow we wonder how we ever thought they
were the last word In motor cars.
For the past several months a small box
about six by eight inches containing
pennies has caused quite a bit of comment. This box Is In the office and the
pennies are never locked up because we
go on the assumption that everyone is honest. Naturally all who come in the office
are curious and ask questions — and that is
the catch. When questions are asked the
asker must put some pennies in the box
before his curiosity is satisfied. Then he Is

*

*

Ever since last April, PORTIA

LUGOFF,

one of KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY'S assistants, has been MRS. GORDON de LISLE.
For a reporter. It Is disgusting the way
news always comes to us last. And we just
found out that Portia made the nameBENNY BENSON, Clerk in the Paint Dept, (morning shift). Benny is an enthusiastic member of the
Board of Controllers of the Studio Club.

informed that the collection is to be used
to buy Christmas presents for the fellows
from this department who are overseas.
Before they are told the reason, you would
be surprised how suspicious they are and
then how quickly they kick In when they
know it Is for a worthy cause. You can't
sell the American short — he has been
clipped so many times that naturally he is
suspicious but when he is sure — he Is the
most tender hearted and generous guy
alive. We have had a lot of fun with this
gag and we are sure that the contributors
have also and perhaps they would like to
know that there are almost a thousand
pennies in the box.

switch in Las Vegas. Mrs. de Lisle's husband, Gordon, is an Industrial engineer.
And
ness. everyone wishes Portia lots of happi*

*

... It looks very much as if a great
many 20th Century Vixens are going all
out to Increase the population:
. . . SYLVIA FREEDSON LANE'S approaching motherhood was honored at a
shower given for her recently by MARIAN
TURK, who, incidentally, has a very cute
retrousse proboscis.
. . . Another soon to be addressed as
Mom is SHIRLEY FOREMAN OLSON.
. . . ANNETTE KLEIN has a little boy,
Peter, In whose honor a shower was given
by JOLIENE BECK. A delicious barbecue
supper was enjoyed by the eight guests
prior to the presentation of the little pink
and blue things.
★

THE SCRIPT TEASE

★

♦

*

. . . ALICE NOVESKI, of the back room,
has gone to Fort Riley to join her hus-

By RUTH

MACAULAY

The passing of Labor Day seems to draw
a marked line between Summer a nd Fall.
And with the advent of Fall comes the
thought of things new . . . new clothes,
and different activities than those usually
Indulged in during the summer season.
Whether it is due to the number of outof-state people who have discovered the
beauties of life In Southern California and
brought with them their customary recognition of the four seasons, or whether It Is
just in the nature of people In general to
subconsciously react to the changing of
the seasons, we notice evidence of it In
many ways.

Three finishers in the Paint Dept., from left to right,
SID BROWN (who went to sleep on this job),
BILLY WILKINSON, and CARL BRASSFIELD.

Actually, if the Florida Chamber of
Commerce had our climate to work with, it
would exploit to the hilt its all-year-round

Noontime

sunshine fans, left to right, LORETTE

DOLKART, Secretary to MACK GORDON, BEVERLEE PEDERSEN, MARJORIE MUNSEY, and
LINDA ANDERSON, all of the Script Dept.
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band, Corporal Joseph L. Noveski, of the
mechanized cavalry. SheVill be gone three
months.
♦

*

with no art background it can be translated into a simple problem that anyone
can understand.
The normal face is composed of a series
of imaginary lines. To begin with, the
head is ovule or egg-shaped. The point
of the nose is considered the middle of
the face. Half way between this point and
the top of the head lies the eye brows.
The eyes take up about two-fifths of the
width of the face, allowing an eye width
between the two real eyes. The mouth is

*

At the Studio Club picnic a lot of people enjoyed the large swimming pool at
the Uplifters'. But none enhanced the
beauty of it more than MONA MOSER
who made like a porpoise with her cavortings and strokes. We, personally, didn't
get near the pool, what with the merrygo-round, swings, and pony rides that our
niece was hypnotized by. She was also
working hard toward setting a record for
the number of cokes a seven-year-old can
consume.
*

*

approximately one-third the distance between the point of the chin and the tip
of the nose. Keeping these proportions
in mind, plus the muscular set-up of the
subject and through the medium of highlights and shadows, we attain a face that
is as perfect as can be created by the
medium of cosmetics and still be photographed at any angle and shown on any
size screen that exists.

*

BETTY ROBERTS is getting more and
more wistful at the departure of the
"Winged Victory" boys for whom she has
been toiling in their publicity unit. Such
talent walking around in khaki! Betty made
a most appreciative audience and able
foil for the antics of Red Buttons, the
Slate Brothers, et al.
*

*

*

After a long siege, it is good to see
MYRTLE EATON win out over that illness.
* * *
MELVA

SANNEBECK

always looks as if

she'd
just had a shower and stepped out
of a bandbox.
*

*

*

PAULA MILLARD and HELEN KURTZ
both busy as bees with their efforts to
whip up active interest in SOEG and break
the inertia of the sluggards.
*

*

*

With more and more encouraging news
from the European theatre, everyone is
prayerfully waiting for V Day. But while
it is on the way, we must not falter in our
efforts to help. BUY BONDS! GIVE YOUR
BLOOD!

WAKE-UP ABOUT MAKE-UP
By ERNIE

PARK

They say the Greeks had a word for it—
they had a face for it too. The make-up
profession can very well thank these early
people for creating the nucleus of our
trade. Although their make-up was widely
different than what we use at present, the
idea of it was the same. Both are to
create an illusion, whether to convey
beauty or a particular character, or perhaps, as in their case, simply a mood such
as happiness or sadness. The application
at that time was put on heavily in order
that the people in the back row of their
theater could see as well as those in front.
The cosmetic used then was usually enamel,
which was applied heavily and allowed to
dry. This was not flexible but served the
purpose in relationship to their drama,
which was highly melodramatic.
As time passed, make-up was

made

ERNIE

PARK,

Make-up Artist, author of the column "Wake-up About Make-up".

more subtle. In the theater the actor or
actress had to still abide by the rule of
heavy application but in this care they
played to the last seat in the balcony and
the grease base was introduced.
This was similar to what we now use, only
the people on the screen are seen as well
by the person in the back as those in
front. As a matter of fact, on the screen
of the Music Hall theater in New York,
the eyelash of a person travels twenty
feet when they close or open the eye in a
close-up.
It can be readily understood that the
present day make-up, with this in mind,
has to be fool-proof and void of any lines
or departure from what appears to be a
normal countenance. When we apply
make-up to a person, the effect on the
camera and how it will be projected, plus
the facial structure itself must be kept in
mind. If a character can be sold to the
public and the person viewing the picture
is not make-up conscious, then v/e feel it
is a job well done.
The profession as a whole strives to be
perfectionists, even in the application of a
straight make-up. Most make-up artists are
all the name applies. We have taken
lessons from outstanding portrait artists in
order to be better acquainted with the
human face — it's muscular as well as bone
structure. This aids us in correcting the

Besides the use of grease-based makeup and in order to achieve a still more
convincing character, we manufacture applications right here in our own make-up
department laboratory which are applied
to a subject that is to play a special person or name character, but more about
that in the next issue.

RESEARCH NOTES
By RUTH

SWARZCHILD

During the next five weeks, the cities of
New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia
and Washington, D. C., will be honored
with the presence of our boss, FRANCES
RICHARDSON. She will visit the various
libraries, museums, and other sources of
available research material they have to
offer. Her staff, expressing concern lest
she get too lonesome, kindly offered to acEvidently our
doesn't
intend to company
gether.homesick!
We boss
all wish
her
a very pleasant and happy journey.
On the day before her vacation, KARLA
von MUEFFLING presented the department with a glimpse of her much-talkedof brother, home on furlough. We hope
his leave was a pleasant one. Karla must
have had some interesting plans for her
vacation, for she left without even giving
the column a thought, much to our dismay.

subject's faults and doing it with the feeling of confidence that an art background
would naturally give. It does not mean

And speaking of furloughs, BOB
THOMPSON, Pharmacist Mate, 3rd Olass,
nonchalantly walked into the library recently, and told us many Interesting things
about the life of a sailor. Navy life agrees

that we are all artists in a "Petty" sense
but most can draw a fair sketch of a person in case the job demanded it.
I am not trying to impress the reader
that our job is a very complicated affair
but more to enlighten you about the work
of a little known department that is more
important than the layman realizes.
As for learning to draw, for which most
people have an inclination, the human face
is one of the simplest to do. To a person

very well with this former co-worker of
ours — or could so much ice-cream have
anything to do with It? We wish him the
very best of luck.
EMILIA CASTRO, who took an airplane ride from Costa Rica — and
"landed" in our department, is now working temporarily for LOUIS BIZERTE. Taking her place Is SYLVIA COURSEN, and
we're
very comes
happy back.
to have her with us
until Emilia

8
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the existence of the seagulls and thought
it a good idea to train them. For the sake
of our property department who will have
to handle the seagulls in the picture, we
hope that the training period included the
curbing of the natural tendencies of the
bird. However, one thing is definite, so
far, no one will okay payment of the
$200.00 feed bill.
In our picture "Nob Hill" a juggling act
consisting of 3 men was brought from New
York. After rehearsing for four weeks, the
day before they were to be photographed,
their routine was changed a trifle. The
change required the use of muscles in the
wrist which in the case of the star juggler
had been dormant for 25 years. His wrists
were so sore the following day that he
couldn't juggle the clubs. The problem of
finding
on ajuggler,
moment's
notice wasanother
solved juggler
by the main
who
remembered that a man who had gone to
the same juggling school with him was
visiting in Beverly Hills. Within a half hour
he was at the studio, in makeup and
Chinese costume — and the show went on.
The ruling came through stating that If
the V-hour occurs before 12 o'clock — the
studio would close for the balance of the
MILDRED LOWE, Executive Secretary to Mr.
RAYMOND
A. KLUNE, Executive Production
Manager.

PRODUCTION
By MILDRED

LOWE

In the picture "Where Do We So From
Fiere" there Is a scene where a number
of deer are supposed to come to a highway traffic signal and stop. A camera
crew was sent to Sequoia National Forest
to get the scene. Three days later they
phoned the production office that they had
spent a fortune on grapes feeding the
deer but couldn't coax them out of the
forest. The cameraman with the unit was
CHARLIE CLARKE, and we are of the
opinion that the deer heard that Clark
was on his way north — so they went Into
retirement for the very good reason that
DAN CLARK has gone north deer hunting
every year for 50 years and the deer probdon't know
that a difference
a first
name ablymeans
a difference
In a Clark!In When
you see the deer In the picture If they
appear to be moose. It will no doubt merely
be deer with beards. If they seem a bit
groggy, It will no doubt be that they were
a bit lit up from the grapes. We hope
the Humane Society doesn't punish our
good friend FITZGERALD of the location
department who was responsible for the
whole grape Idea.
In the picture "RIckenbacker" the story
naturally calls for seagulls. This week
LEFTY HOUGH received and refused to
okay a bill from an animal rental concern
for $200.00 for feeding seagulls since last
November. Mr. SHEEHAN the producer
of "RIckenbacker" had been advised of

Y

day, but if it occurs after 12 noon — the
studio would close for the balance of the
day plus the following day. Since Mr. RAY
KLUNE was unsuccessful In convincing the
proper authorities that they should delay
the time for beginning the celebration to
3 P.M., he thereupon decided to arrange
with his men In Germany to definitely
have the thing happen on a Friday after
12 noon so we could have Friday afternoon, Saturday and Sunday to celebrate!
We hope he succeeds.
CHUCK SMITH, one of our assistant
directors In the Navy, gave us an insight
Into his work as personnel and legal aide
with the following stories. One man for
four years had a common law wife. He
took up with and married another woman,
said his first marriage wasn't legal. Whereupon "Mr. Anthony" Chuck pointed out
that In that case the man owed the government the allotment money paid the
past 4 years to the common law wife.
Chuck further advised that to untangle
without forfeiting the money, the man
would have to annul his second marriage,
then divorce his first wife and re-marry
the second one. It worked. Another chap
had been married a month and wanted a
divorce. Chuck asked on what grounds.
The man answered absolutely none, that
he had a lovely wife, but that he just
realized he had lost his freedom and
wanted it back! Chuck told him he was
out of luck. Then there was a colored man
who told Chuck he went home on a visit
and found his wife not only Involved with
another man, but supporting him on the
allotment check the husband sent home.
Later on the wife came to camp to ask
forgiveness which was granted, but at the
end of a week's visit a letter dropped
from her purse. It was from the boyfriend back home complaining because

the allottment chpek was late! Chuck advised that the only way the allotment
check could be cut off was by divorce.
In closing — the production office misses
BEN SILVEY who is now a producer over
in the main administration building. . . .
DOMINICA TIERNEY, Lefty Hough's seretary, is leaving the studio next month to
raise a family. . . . BEVERLY WISE of
the production office was evicted from her
rented abode and had to spend her vacation looking for and purchasing a home
near the studio. She says her barbeque in
the new place is in first class condition tor
those who bring their own material, at
least until her hubby gets out of the service. . . WENONAH GRACIE also of
the production department is still bemoaning the fact that she had an Invitation to
attend the "Winged Vicory" party on
Stage 16,
16, butoldcouldn't
attend
because
herSept.
four month
dog had
systemic trouble. She also will welcome her
husband's release from the service to take
care of such matters in the future. . . .
HAZEL TAYLOR'S cocker spaniel has had
3 litters of 15 pups each since the first of
the year,
thereby
thwartingto Hazel's
Intention to offer
its services
the government as a war dog. . . . EDITH FLYNN,
MAX GOLDEN'S very efficient secretary,
has the whole department watching her
time cards to see if they'll vary one minute
over or under her regular hours — but no
luck. . . . BOOTS McCracken has
spent all his time off for the past eight
months trying to land a gopher in his
back yard. He finally resorted to paying
a termite company a fabulous price to do
the
What Boots
know isofthat
SAM job.
WURTZEL
raisesdoesn't
prize flowers
all
kinds and many years aqo learned that all
you have to do to avoid gophers is to
plant caster bean trees on your property.
Sam was so busy straightening out his argument with his brother, Ben, that he
hadn't heard of Boots' predicament, until
it entered the financial phase.

GO WESTERN
By JACK

KESSLER

To you boys out there, thirsting for news
from home, please remember that we
would like very much to supply you with
the information that you would like to
know, and at the same time don't forget
that we are there with you — as close as
the Imagination will allow. When you plow
through the jungle, dodging snipers as the
whizz of a bullet takes your breath away;
when you fellows take off and streak along
on that trip to the enemy lines, you fellows down under sifting through the brine;
and the thousands of other situations, we
are right there with you doing our best
and the only reason we are not there personally isthe little matter of circumstance,
so by reading or listening, every minute
of the day, to the accounts of the action.
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we are living right there with you.
We at Western Avenue have had our
share of activity the past few weeks.
Lovely JOAN BENNETT was being pushed
around here the other day. What I mean
Is that her car was stalled and someone
was giving her a start. There was that
smooth George Raft doing a bit of suave
work; also, George Sanders, top man for

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVID GOLDFARB
The man with the legitimate racket that
still gets him into court is our champ tennis star, MARTIN CORNICA. The 1944
Motion Picture Tennis Tournament found
fifty-one year old Martin slamming his
years-younger opponents from pillar to
post, or whatever they have on tennis
courts. Seventeen years ago, Martin won
the M.P.T.T. with his sparkling playing.

anyone's admission. Vivian Blaine and
Laird Cregar, both top notchers on and
off the screen, and I call that mentioning
a lot of talent for Western Avenue.

Since Mr. Cornice's birthday falls on November I,
1 the entire Lab wishes to be the
first to congratulate him, and wish him
many many more wins In this strenuous

"Hangover Square" is the name of one
epic and "Nob Hill" is another of those
being shot at the moment.
Had a nice letter from C. C. OVERMAN, who is in Hawaii and likes it. Wants
me to say "howdy" to all the boys.
Best wishes from the Western Avenue
personnel to all the boys out there.

ANGUS
the proud

McDonald

of the

Plumbing

Dept,

is

father of three Navy sons. No. I, ROBERT; No. 2. PAUL; No. 3, MERVYN.

PIPE LINES

Pfc. WAYNE
By CHARLEY

ANDERS

"Why
hard day.
to get a plumber?"
People Isaskit itso every
Two reasons.

The winner ot the swimming event tor girls under
15 years at the recent Studio Picnic — Miss FLORENCE HAISCH, daughter of LEO C. HAISCH of
the Prop and Miniature Dept.

CORRECTION—

game of life.
After three days of continuous adjustments on his carburetor, STUART BARNFIELD discovered that the annoying whistle in his car was the windshield wiper!

Plumbing, having to do with sanitation
and therefore with public health, Is regulated by law. Only qualified and licensed
journeymen are permitted to work at the
trade. The required five year apprenticeship made It seem unattractive for young
men to enter in the years between 1929
and the war. Consequently more old men
died or quit the trade than there were
young men who learned it.
Then, plumbers are Important In the
war effort. Many young plumbers have
joined the Navy (from our own shop BERT
FICKERSON and GEORGE SCHLEIPER)
while the experience of the older craftsmen is in demand In the shipyards.
In the last war MONTE WILLIAMS
seved In the Navy, whil BOB FALCONER
and JIMMY RYAN built ships.
Plumbers seem to possess an affinity for
water, which carries over even to their
families — that is except for drinking purGEORGE JOHNSON
poses.
son-in-law In the Navy.
ANGUS McDonald

MILLER writes from New

Guinea to please send him a mirror. "There
are no mirrors of any kind here", says
Wayne, "so how else can a guy get a close
shave?"
We mightabout
answer
we'veIn
heard considerable
closethat
shaves
that vicinity from Jap bullets, mortar fire,
and shrapnel, to say nothing of a few
bombs here and there. P. S.— Wayne has
his mirror and sends us many thanks.
When they reach home after working
hours, the new faces In the machine shop
belong to ALBERT ROLOFF, CHARLES
BAKER, DUDLEY SMITH, and LEO
PAYER. The Lab has their newest welcome mat out for these fellows and it Is a
great pleasure to have such capable menchinists with our organization.
The man with the lettering, "This end
up", painted on his head, is ART CHATELAIN, who has been assigned to handle
the foremanship of this very important department. The best of luck. Art, on your
grand promotion.
JAMES GIBNEY swears that when making that Mexico vacation trip by plane, he
not once had to look Into a quart sized

has a son and a
has three sons in

We regret that there was an error in
reporting the winners of the swimming
events at the recent picnic. Please note
the following corrections:

the Navy. PAUL is with the Navy V-12
Unit at Kansas University: ROBERT, for-

Under "Swimming Events," the event
for girls under 15 years should read as
follows: First Place, $5.00 War Stamps,
won by FLORENCE HAISCH, Second
Place $3.00 War Stamps, won by DOROTHY JANCICH, Third Place, $2.00 War
Stamps, won by BARBARA GREGORY.
Under the same heading, the event fcr
boys over 15 should read as follows: First
Place, $5.00 War Stamps, DICK WEAVER,
Second Place, $3.00 War Stamps, HARRY
HEMMER, Third Place $2.00 War Stamps,
BOB NEVILLE.

at Midway
and Hawaii.
has another son, Frank,
who Is "Mac"
well known
to
many of our readers, having been an assistant cameraman on this Lot tor a number

merly a gripinattheTCF,
is nowcampaign:
a Bos'n's MERMate
and served
African
VYN Is a Ship Fitter, 1st Class, and was

of years.
After twenty-seven years as a plumbing
contractor "Mac" followed the footsteps
of his sons into the glamour business. Yes,
even plumbing has its moments on a movie
tot. Every time there's a basin stoppage
at the hair dresser's room the plumber
gets a handful of the most glamourous
hair In the world!

ART

CHATELAIN,

who

has recently been

assigned

to handle the foremanship of the Laboratory Machine Shop. Mr. Chatelain has been an employee
of TCF for the past 14 years.
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paper cup!
PARK LEWIS opens his daily lunch box
and finds his clubhouse sandwich with two
layers of ants. Of course we had to say,
"Now you won't have to go on a picnic!"
The blue baby garments FAWN FARRAR has been knitting these months all
had to be dyed pink. Fawn's daughter
presented a beautiful baby girl to the family, and now Fawn is looking up JOHANNA
CAMPBELL to show her pictures of the
MOST GORGEOUS child In the WORLD.
If Johanna has pictures of her new grandchild this might really build up to something— probably make a great main event.
Would I love to be an actor's agent If
my client had LEON ROSEN'S hair, WALTER SCHAFER'S build, WILLARD BOEMLER'S height, MORT FRIED'S complexion,
DEE POTTER'S nose, JOHN PENNISI'S
eyes, MART BOLGER'S chin, and FRED
STORY JR.'S smile. Boy! Would I love
ten per cent of that!
NEIL ROUNDTREE and ROBERT TUCKER not sharing, but giving their check pool
winnings to TOMMY VINCENT. After
Neil and Bob had slept on their winnings
over night, they learned that Tommy
showed with the highest check number. It
took two hours for Tommy to dry the tears
off the moolah.
Have just been Informed that Capt.
BEN BERG in India has received his majority. Very good luck to you. Major Berg.
Lovely MARY YOST, pinch typing for
REE MULLIGAN, while Ree gets her much
needed rest walking around after a golf
ball.
ROSE ROBINSON so concerned over
her son-in-law's illness. "He Is such a good
boy to me", she continually says. We all
hope he recovers very speedily. Rose.
The greatest laugh at the picnic was
when HENRY (no fringe on top) WEBER,
claimed a lost comb found by CAMPBELL
FORSYTH. The topper was when Campbell said, "This comb is so good I hate to
part with It."
DOROTHY (pin-up) HALL, sure makes
a pair of slacks look good!
MARTIN BOLGER wants to buy a dIccolo, not to pied piper the cutters, but
for his son, MARTY.

Why does ETHEL DAVEY wrap a towel
around her purse? Would she want us to
know the name of the hotel she stopped in
when on her vacation.
When a Ferdinand Goldfarb (no relation) was found in the new telephone directory ithad the entire Lab in guffaws —
me too! I found It!
JO ROMPAGE looking so well upon returning from her vacation.
Those requesting a horror face when attending your Hallowe'en Party, and
like something out of this world,
call Western Ave. Station 28, and a
sentative will send mine out. Our

would
kindly
represlogan

is. "For a night of fright, we'll be alright."
A broken-in set of cold goose pimples
given absolutely free with each face order.

"action's"

Cover

Girl — Miss MARGORIE
BECKET.

INTRODUCING — the pleasing little eyefull that poses for the "Action" covers.
This young lady has posed for many well
known artists in New York and the east,
among them our own LLOYD HARTING

LEE

who hails from thereabouts. You will continue to see more or less of her on future
covers of "Action." Her name is MARGORIE LEE BECKET. Like her?
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you and you. I hope I
aroused your curiosity to
you will look at my next
i hope I will be able to
details.
I

note

that

have sufficiently
dare hope that
column, because
give you all the

Columbus

discovered

America in October, but Tojo waited until December to discover the U.S.A.
Edison turned on his first incandescent light in October, a long time ago and I
have been going around turning them off
ever since.
I think now is an opportune time to give
the orchids to a man who runs one of our
departments. This man, MOE GORDON,
has charge of the salvage lot and through
his efforts the company has saved thousands of dollars. With the aid of his wiling
helpers, TOM
CONUN
and brother,
MURPHY, he has made his department a
valuable source of supply for practically
all technical departments on the Lot. If
Moe

YOU

anything,
will have
it.

need

it's

a

safe

bet

that

We offer our condolences to our friend,
Pete Weideman, on the death of his
father. We know that Pete feels the loss
keenly, because Pete and his dad always
maintained that harmony which should always between father and son.
Two members of the Salvage Dept. Left, TOM
CONLON, and right. M. L. (Moe) GORDON,
Salvage Foreman.

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Well, kiddies, here we are in the month
of October, the month of pumpkins and
goblins. Do you remember the time when
you though that you were some pumpkins?
Hallowe'en just doesn't seem like it used to
was, somehow or other the ghosts are
paler, the pumpkins smaller, the buggies
scarcer, and those funny little houses way
out in back have left the scene.
We used to bob for apples in a wash
tub, now we try to spear the cherry out

. . . It's sure swell to be able to put
yourself on a pension. Well, that's just
what JOE ILLO did. Joe just retired
from studio work after nearly thirty years
and we hope he and Mrs. Illo enjoy everything from here on.
. . . JIMMY WOTHERSPOON
was on
the set a few days ago for a short visit.
Jimmy looks swell, too. He was on the
West Coast to spend his furlough with
the Mrs
. . . Recently on a big set on the "Nob
Hill" show the boys up high made and
presented a Navy "E" to EDDIE HIMES

of a glass. For fun, I'll take the apples.
All this is to remind you that the goblins

hear Grover did

. . . ture
When
the Santa
"Winged
Victory"
picwent to
Ana,
CIHARLIE
ELDER decided to get a G.l. haircut.

in that

fication that you have long 'oeen just dying to see and heat for lo these many
years. Boy, the day you see their new
creation will be a happy day for you and

. . . While shooting the "Winged Victory" at Calaero flying field, we had the
pleasure of seeing BOB WELLER. Bob is
an instructor there.
. . . When LARRY AIRHART came
back to town from location at Pendleton
with an infected hand, GROVER JONES

a good
job, hear
too. the bowling team is really
. . . VVe
rolling this season. Sure hope they have a
winner.

fish. I don't think he knows that they have
eased up on ration points, so that he

A good press agent always tries to excite the curiosity of his public, so I think
I will try to excite yours. I think we have
two of the prize optimists in our department. McFarland and his bosom pal,
LE TOURNEAU, are not only optimists —
they are opportunists. They believe in
being prepared and they have been preparing something for your delight and edi-

for his good work on the switchboard.
. . . O. E. BARBER of the electrical department and later piloting a plane for his
country is reported missing. We hope he
will turn up like a lot of the other fellows
have.

pinch hitted tor him. We

will get you if you don't watch out.
As I write this — RAY FERRILL is up at
Big Bear trying to catch some poor little

doesn't
have to try to save them
way.

Remember those hot days in the early part of
September? JAMES SERAFINO of the Electrical
Dept, carried his fan right along with him!

Well, he didn't have any on top to start
with. You should see him now.
. . . Again the tug-o-war team from
the electric department are the champs.
tops.
The "Juice" department just has to stay
. . . For a family to be happy
JIMMY WOTHERSPOON, Sp l/c, surrounded by
a bunch of his civilian buddies on fhe set of
"Winged Victory". Left to right, CHARLIE EDLER, LOUIE SPINELLI, EARL NICKERL, HENRY
BORZAGE, JIMMY WOTHERSPOON, LARRY
AIRHART, LEE DUNBAR, BOB HENDERSON,
JOE WEBSTER.

is for

that kid from overseas to get home —
that's us. I would like to thank Mr.
CLARENCE HUTSON for the nice gesture. The Dunbars were on each end of
the line when a long distance call came
through.
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is free, what a happy time we will have
when our boys come back from across the
seas.

OVER THE TRIPOD
By SYD RAGIN
Heard from DON ANDERSON, formerly of New Guinea. He is now helping
forge the steel ring around the Son of
Heaven's neck as he moves up to the
North East Indies. (Note to BILL V/HITLEY: Don says you're getting to be in. a
class with Eleanor — seems like you're coming and going about every third letter
. . . ) Don't
fellahs,
wouldIs
welcome
a wordforget,
from you.
His Don
address

The Tuq-of-War Champs af the recent Studio Picnic. WALTER STROHM's Juicers! From left to riqht,
back row. SONNY LAMONT. FRANK BAXLEY. GROVER JONES (Capt.) RAY GRIFFITH. LEROY
HUNSACKER. Front row. left to right, DANNY
GAN BUCK. TOM POWELL. J. J. JONES. TEX DONNE(Mgr.)

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK STOLZE
A very interesting letter has come our
way about one of our erstwhile employees,
namely Lt. JAMES W. RUGG. It was
written by W. W. CHAPLIN of the National Broadcasting Company and says in
part: "Jim was one of my closest friends
in France and I was with him throughout
the Normandy campaign. I never did find
out when Jim did any sleeping, just lying
down on the long bench In the truck between broadcasts to my way of thinking
wasn't conducive to good rest, but he
looked very well when I left. After my last
broadcast we celebrated with some candy
he had just received from home.
"It was entirely due to Jim's skill
Ingenuity that American listeners got
radio news of the invasion. He's the
radio man I know and one of the very

and
any
best
best

Welcome Miss ZOLA BAYLIS to our
people."
force of office workers. We hope you find
your duties pleasant and interesting as
Secretary to Mr. JIM RUMAN.
JOSEPHINE BONOME of the Transportation office is on a leave of absence to
take a much needed rest. Here's wishing
you a pleasant vacation from the studio,
Josephine.
Yes, that's JIM HUFFINE you see on
the lot again. We are all glad to see you
up and about young man.
CLARENCE HUDSON'S daughter is going to be well again, fellows, thanks to
the marvelous discovery in the drug Penicillin. You all know how Clarence fought
and stopped at nothing to save his child
and with the aid of the best doctors and

Penicillin things have turned for the best.
It is true boys and girls — BOB GODDING— just up and took himself a wife.
Congratulations Robert. (Attention FRED
BAUS) San Fernando Valley scores again.
Among other things that musses the
hair of our friend from South Gate, (here
we are right back to Fred Baus again) are
the songs and strains given out by our
songster CHET DE CARLO; especially
when Chet gives out with "I'm Packin' My
THOMAS McDermott, now a SerGrip". geant in the Army, paid us a pleasant visit
on his last furlough. Tommy always has
said "There Is no job too big". It appears
as though General Eisenhower Is of the
same opinion.
LOU TATE, one of the busy bees of the
C Bs, makes for a good-looking sailor,
Though Lou's duties In the Navy are OK
with him, getting back to the studio again
Is what he Is really Interested In!
ANDY JENSEN, stationed In the South
Pacific with the jungle fighters, wishes to
be remembered to all his Booze-M-Friends.
OK Andy, we will hoist a few to the health
of Yooze.
Things I have wondered about. If
shorties PHIL POSITO and EARL SMITH
ever got together would there h§ enough
to make one full size man? The two half
pints being so full of dynamic spirits more
than likely would congeal into one noisy
bomb-shell. Then there is quiet DAVID
EICKS. Could it be that he is AL BLUFF'S
silent partner?
Till we meet again let us all work
and give the best we can, so when Hitler
is done it won't take long to lick Japan.
After victory is won and the world again

available at the Camera Dept.
A V-Mail from 1st Lt. ROY IVEY, who
tells us he is learning to acquire a taste
for caviar. He was assigned to go to Russia to make a picture for the air force.
Must be quite an unique experience.
"Winged Victory" is at last wound up.
I bet BOBBY MacGOWAN is breathing a
sigh of relief. This will soon lead to an
evacuation — soldiers and wives will be
shuffling off to 42nd St. and all points
east.
"Diamond Horseshoe" Is on its way with
ERNIE PALMER at the helm and GABBY
from Kanab — ee assisting.
LEON SHAM ROY from "A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn" fame hops right on to "Where
Do We Go from Here?," a super-color
epic. Talk about versatility — Leon's got it.
"Hangover Square" is In the making
with JOE LA SHELLE In the driver's seat
and LLOYD AHEARN at the pan-handle
and RAY MALA at the hocus-focus.
If you see BILL ALBERT from the Sersen
Department with a proud glint In his eye,
it's because he won the $50.00 attendance
prize at the TCF picnic.
JACK WEN DALE'S wife home from Des
Moines, Iowa. She has just completed her
training
the WACin the
there.
NowI wonder
there's
two drill in
sergeants
family.
who tells who?
FLASH!

TCF Studio promises to close

the studio on V-Day! So let's all bring that
day closer with a bond or two.
VACATION TIME— JIMMY COWAN
from the ROLLA FLORA Department returns from the mountains with a beaming
glow of Vitamin D on his nose.
CURT FETTERS back from Balboa after
a sojourn at Intense fishing.
Back from the tall timbers of Sequoia
emerges ARTIE MILLER In the pink of con"Czarina,"
tussle with September
for a production
dition, ready into
which went
18th.
From film loader to set designer — DON
C. KECK, Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Florida, sets all records. Keck created
seven sets for the NATC Musicale, "Navigator's Holiday," for which BYRON GAY
wrote the music. Don was formerly In our
loading room.
That's all — see you next month.
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WHO?

The first picture was taken 2 I years ago,
and the second man from the left; the man
in the Homburg; and the man in the cap,
should be easily identified by the old
timers. See Page 18 and see if your memory serves.

This picture is a cinch. It was taken in
Newhall, California, in 1924, while shootThis little chap now holds forth on the
Tennessee side of the Lot, and is a swell
guy to know when you need money. See
page 18 for a picture of him taken (?)
years later.

Snorters," banknotes of the various countries his plane had visited. Some of the
notes
names. are autographed by world-famous

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By MARILYN

NELSON

Hello gay people. I'm wondering if you
had as much fun at- the picnic as we did.
LOUISE SANDERS had a monopoly on the
club house and for you unfortunate fellers
who didn't get a dance, you'll know that
next time you'd better get your bid In a
year earlier. MARY CLARKE reports she
couldn't make It this year. Reason — she's
building a corral for her two new horses.
We used to say, "Hi Mary, have a nice
time last night?" Now we say, "Hi, how
are the horses? Get the corral built yet?"
JACKIE TAIT woke up one morning to
find a St. Bernard biting her nose. It took
her two weeks to remember where she got
it and two more to get rid of It. Hey
Jackie, give me a drag on that before
you throw it away. Yipes!
my year
and ofhalf
I've
seenDuring
a terrific
turnover
kidsat inTCP,
the mail
room, but the topper happened just a
short while ago. A very lovely gal came to
work on a Tuesday morning, worked one
day, left Wednesday night with a "That's
all, brother", and we "hain't" seen hide
"ner" hair of her since. . . . But they keep
right on cornin', two newies are PHYLLIS
WCLF and VIVIAN EATCN, both blonde
and blue-eyed. Not bad, eh! — PAT McDCNALD and PAT NEFF, a threesome
with GECRGE SANDERS. They reverently see that all the MAIL is personally delivered to the MALE.
DCRCTHY MAE LYLh and ABNER
KLIPSTEIN, a woosome twosome. MARIAC
NASTICH, Ciro'Ing it with a tall, dark,
and handsome heavy. Did I hear some
one say there's a
We've lost our
the Script Dept.
breaks. Wouldn't
one from Script

man shortage???
one and only "Smily" to
It seems they get all the
it be a switch if somewanted to be a Packin'

ing "Range Buster" with TOM MIX. See
page 18 for a shot of these two boys
taken 20 years later.

Mama?
HCWARD TAYLCR and LYNN SHELLEY, a gruesome twosome. . . . JCHNNIE
MCRRILL Is going to be IN any day now
cause the Army's beckoning.
Have any of you peoples heard of the
Squawk Box. Well, It's located at about
a 40 degree angle from the door of the
Mail Room. If "Lover Baby" wrote to you
and we don't know you, the Squawk Box
probably does zeeee, or maybe you're just
sitting in your office not doing much. If
so, come on over and we'll give you a
stock of letters to read ... A I kiddin'?
Did you hear what the little dog said
when he sat on the sandpaper? Ruff-Ruff!
I said it and I'm glad I said it . . . Bye Bye!!

PAYROLL PERIODS
By A. G. DORRITY
A book worthy of study by everyone is
Walter
Lippman's
exposition
of
United States
War masterly
Aims. War
and the
problems of its aftermath concern us all
closely and in order to do our part in setting a wrecked world on its feet again, we
shall have to do our share of serious thinking. Books as sane as this, in a worldwelter of divergent ideas can help us to
think and act for ourselves in a straightforward and commonsense way in the
midst of world confusion, and guide us
to sound reconstruction.
Recently we enjoyed a visit from globetrotter (inthe modern way) DAVID ALLEMAN, whose breezy good nature has not
been whittled one jot by his war experiences. He owns a curious memento of the
war

consisting of a

series of "Short-

FRED BARMAN gave us his pleasant
company for a couple of weeks which
flashed by all too quickly. The day cannot
come too soon for us to have him, together with all of our other friends in the
services, back with us permanently.
HOMER

HILL is one of our better correspondents. We wish he could say the
same of us. Last heard from with the victorious troops on the continent, handsome
Homer has lost none of his aplomb,
whether escorting a girl down an English
country
lane, or doing
a man's-sized job
on the battlefields
of Europe.
GAINES JOHNSTON breezed in a few
weeks ago looking more fit than ever. He
did not stay long enough to leave more
than an impression, something this gay
Lothario rarely fails to do.
Some months ago WALTER E. SEELEY
sent us a copy of the announcement of his
graduation as an Air Force Pilot Lieutenant. This youngster, who grew into our
hearts during his tenure as our office junior,
truly has made the grade, we are rightly
proud of him, and look for his further
success.
For a too-short period we had the services of BILLY McLaren, a bright, goodlooking boy who had to return to school.
Bill. hope you will stay longer next time.
We
Our latest gift to the services, selfnamed our "Saturday Terror," ROBERT
BOW, popular son of our Paymaster,
showed up recently by proxy, in an exhibition by his proud and beautiful sister,
BETTY, of a cabinet portrait of the boy,
which really was something to see.
Another distinguished visitor of a few
weeks ago, our friend LOUIS BLAU, looked
resplendent in his uniform. His keen intelligence and swell personality have won him
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an important appointment which is to take
him abroad shortly.
Occasionally from the far corners of
the earth we glean fragments of news of
others of our former colleagues who, in
many cases, have been far too long away
from home. In the last war the writer had
an unbroken three years of foreign service
to endure, and knows what a hiatus such
periods create in a man's life.
To all of our friends in the services we
send our confident and pleasurable hopes
of your return to us within a few months.
In the meanwhile you can all be proud
that your services abroad are contributing
to the preservation of your homeland as
you would have it to be on your return;
and to the protection of your folks, homes,
and country from the miseries and devastation you have witnessed in other counries.
Your people at home will continue their
labors to supply you with your multitudinous war needs with the main object of expediting your return and the establishment of a permanent peace.

THE PLASTER CRACKS
By C. STINGLEY

Well, the PICNIC is only a memory now
and what a memory! Our THANKS to
TCF, STUDIO OLUB, and to all those who
worked so hard to make it such a fine affair. Just a high-light or two. As toys are
hard to find the STAFF SHOP made
KEWPIES, DOGS and so-forth for the
CARNIVAL PRIZES, and it seems to me
that I saw the KIDS of the S. S. taking
most of them home!
I was coming up from the picnic grounds
and what do you know? Right there on
the BALL-GROUND was a LIVE-MIKE and
SPEAKERS set up and NO-one around
and that is where I stopped. In a few minutes, around the bend I see some of the
S. S. GANG coming and ME right by that
Mike. Wh-e-e-ee. A blast on the mike,
"JAMES McGRATH! JAMES McGRATH!
REPORT TO THE CLUB HOUSE . . . YOU

MORGAN is back from the ISLANDS and
in the HOSPITAL there.
The S. S. was sure GLAD to see T. SGT.
H. F. (JIMMIE) STEPHENS when he visited
the fellows. GOOD-LUCK to all you fellows over seas, and hurry home.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

It could only happen to our buddy
CHARLIE HOFFMAN, now with the
armed forces in Italy. Charles has a miniature army of Italians to help unload transports as they arrive. At first Chuck had
some difficulty in getting them to work,
and at his wit's end, finally hit upon the
idea of giving prizes for the best worker
in the group. Charlie's fame sfsread far
and wide — work that had taken four days
now took two. Eager requests from other

HAVE WON THE GRAND PRIZE." I see
him and the Gang stop to listen, and JIM
taking off for the Club House, and boy
was he going. About an hour later I see
Jim in the Club House and he said to
me, "Say, where is the guy that hands out
the prizes. I've looked all over the darned
place, and I can't find him." Next day
his Wife wanted to know if he got the
prize and he told her he guessed they'd
mail it. TEX DE BOER was CELEBRATING and so he was a little late in getting
started . . . you know what I mean. Limbering his fingers and straining his knees.
It seems as tho' he closed up the place
about I 1 :30 p.m. Started for home and
got lost in the Santa Monica Hills, but
made it in the wee hours.
THE STAFF SHOP WAS
THERE
ABOUT 90% AND AS ALWAYS HAD A
GRAND TIME.
HERBERT (HUMP) CAMPBELL and
HENRY (HENIE) KRAUS are back with us
after a long absence in the Shop. Also
EDDIE MUSSOLIN MIGNON. One of
the boys was going to tell EDDIE a story
and asked him if he knew what a POLAR

Pvt. JERRY

KAHN

Pvt. JERRY KAHN, son of JULES
KAHN, Assistant Director at TCP, is now
somewhere in France with the 162nd Signal Photographic Company. Jerry celebated his nineteenth birthday last March
in England, four months after his enlistment and was in on the big show on D
Day.
Jerry writes that he's had a lot of experience taking pictures right under the
barrage from our own guns. Another experience, less military, but strictly G.l.
has been the laundering of his clothes in
the community laundry tubs in France.
Jerry and some other G.I.s pitch right in
with the French women and manage to
keep pace with their pounding and scrubbing.

BEAR was. He said, "SURE, DAT' IS DE'
GUY DAT CARRIED DE' DEADA GUY
IN DE COFFIN".
MARVIN JACOBSEN

and

HARVEY

(GARY) RAFFAELLI were going deer hunting. Tho't they might see a few doves and
so took along one of those ole' vintage
12-gauge shot guns using high powered
gun powder. Man! what a kick! JAKE
gave GARY the gun to shoot at a bottle,
and it kicked so hard that the thumb-lever
cut his thumb, also kicked back and hit
his nose. With his thumb and nose bleeding, the poor kid tho't the gun had shot
out of the wrong-end and he shot himself. With all for
the ablood,
Jake Looks
wasn't like
so
sure himself
while.

Handsome SIDNEY CAMPBELL, S l/c, now somewhere in the South Pacific, is the son of GLEN
CAMPBELL of the Grip Dept.

sergeants were shrugged off. Later when
the news leaked out, it was found that
Charlie was giving the winning Italians unlisted phone numbers of Hollywood beauties
which they hoped to use after hostilities cease!
Interesting mail from BOB FLEMING,
WM. KAHLO, WALTER ERICKSON and
a bunch of cards from HORACE DUARTE,
now in Hawaii. . . . LOU KUSLEY still in
Seattle. . . .FRED REZK, hail and hearty
at Long Beach. Most exciting news came
from Lt. FRANK GILLY now in an English
base hospital. All our worries are over

GUN

for the time being — they're not all pressir, but they're
all accounted
for! the
AL ent, PRINCE
in tears,
and not from

If any of you happen up OAKLAND
way don't forget MARTIN (MONTE)

smoke haze. His teen age daughter was
recently wed to a young man in service.
Congratulations on a new son, Al.

GRANDPAPPY
BACK.

WILL

GET

HIS
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NURSERY TALES
By TEX COPE
THE NURSERYMAN’S LAMENT
I walked down the aisle of the lath-house
On a tour of inspection one day.
Enthralled by the beauty around me
'Till I heard a nurseryman say:

The Podocarpus Elongata
And the PInus Radiata
Are wlthering-and dying, one by one.

>

The Oriental Polyanthus
Has choked out the Agapanthus,
And the Marigolds are wilting in the sun.
Cutworms killed my Arenarla;

"Oh, I cultivate and Irrigate
Just so the plants will germinate;
I put vitamins and harmones on the seeds.
I vitalize and fertilize,
Use every means I can devise
To give each plant the loving care it needs.

BRUCE HUNSAKER should be just
about through with EDDIE CRONJAEGER’S "Nob Hill". JONES, LUGO.
VALLEY, PRINCE and PETE Dl BARTOMOMEO carried the ball to a flying finish.
When TRUMAN JOINER hollered
"Where Do We Go from Here", his trusty
crew gathered 'round. Reading from left
to right— TARR, BENNET, WILLIAM and
ROUGET.

The Pittosporum Eugenoldes,
The Rhynchospernum Jasminoides
Are very little more than Just alive.

With a skill that's born of practice
I propagate some cactus.
And tenderly I put it into pots.

Worms have eaten my Thunbergla,
Bugs despoiled the Nierembergla,
While I was waiting tor a spray gun to
arrive.

I get ready to unveil It,
Sure that botanists will hail it.
Then I find it growing wild on vacant lots!

get
a crack
MILLER
at the at
lens.the "Czarina" — ARTIE
HARRY

R. JONES

is really giving In

"Hangover Square" — nothing Is too good
for
him, dag
nab 'im. W.
. . . HARRY
BILLY FARRELL,
DEWEY
NEWTON,
JONES

And at home It's not much better.
For I've just received a letter
That my rich aunt's blown her money on
a yacht.
We were
counting on her lettuce.
When she died, to help to get us

The snails have made confetti
Of my Solanum Ratonetti
The Strelitzia's In tatters from the slugs.

Off a real embarrassing financial spot."

I have lost my Undulatum

He was in the nursery business.

Because caterpillars ate 'em;
The only
bugs! thing I raise successfully is—

But not at 20th Century Fox!"

EDDIE (Dapper Dresser) LEDGERWOOD
Is prancing around with "Diamond Horseshoes" and ERNIE PALMER, A.S.C., is
flicking the whip at BISHOP .CAMERON,
GINTHER HALL and CLARKE SHORT,
until the latter has barely time to snap
himself Into place!
LOGAN BROWN is still testing and if
they have a little film left in the can will

The Cassia Nalrobensis,
The Bougainvillea Brazillensis
Have given up the struggle to survive.

With endless toil the pests I foil.
And chemically I test the soil.
And weeds!
what rewards my patience? — only

'TIs a rare and costly succulent.
All spiny, fierce and truculent
I protect It from diseases, blights and rots.
VICTOR FUSANO of fhe Grip Dept, doesn't seem
to be convinced by the argument of his unidentified friend.

Aphis got the Cryptomeria,
And you ought to see what mealybugs
have done!

I've used everything but radium
To pep up my Caladium;
The Ficus Pandurata has the pip.
The Coleus is moulting.
The Abelia looks revolting;
The slippery Elm has recently begun to slip.

I looked at the poor man with pity;
Fate knocks
had dealt him some pretty hard

We're proud of the fruits of our labors.
We've the prettiest place on the LOT.
So If you love soul-stirring beauty.
Come down and see what we've got.
Our plants are thriving and healthy.
They've beautified many a set.
We raise 'em by hundreds of thousands.
And we've never lost any plants yet.*
*Well, hardly any.

My prize Cotoneaster
Has met with some disaster
drip!
And the Weeping Willows' definitely, a
Floral Decorations

(the location kid) and myself haven't had
a squabble as to who gets and sets the
gobos. . . . Even Cameraman JOE LA
SHELLE comments on the beaming atti-

The DIeffenbachla's drooping,
And the Philodendron's looping
Its tendrils 'round the wilting Heliotrope.

tude of the crew. . . . We've got director
JOHN BRAUM buying cigars weekly and
so few of the crew smoke cigars, bless
them. . . .SKIPPY DELFINO, master of
mops, is hurt — I have enough, cigars to
last the picture and don't have to bleed
myself trying to wheedle "one out of his
'
secret drawer.

The Melaleuca's dying.
And the Oleander's lying
On the ground, having given up all hope.
The Impatlens Plant Is ailing.
While the Passion Flower's failing;
With such a situation I can't Cope.

a

Specialty

FLOWERS

GDLDMAIV’S
and Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open Evenings
and Sundays
Crestview

1-0915
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Action

No. I. FRED MACMURRAY's Bowleret+es, from left to right. PHYLLIS HUFFINE, MAUREEN LACY. DOROTHY HARRIS and VIRGINIA JONES,
Split Spinners, from left to right. FREDDIE RODE. FRANK SULLIVAN. BILL SIHEL. CLINTON SANDEEN. FRED SIMPSON, and JACK STUBBS.

No. 2.
No. 3.

HATHAWAY'S Chicks, from left to rgiht. SHIRLEY LYON. JEAN BANTA. SYLVIA REED. GWEN REED, and JEAN COX. No. 4. DICK HAYMES' Little
Foxies. from left to right. VIOLET HOGAN. ROSE STEINMAN. DICK HAYMES. ALICE McVEY. BEHY BOW. and MARIAN GRODIN. (No. 5 explains self.)

BOWLING ALONG
By VI HOGAN
The Bowling League really started off
with a bang this season, when TOM
DOYLE fired the gun at the LA CIENEGA
LANES Thursday night. Sept. 7th. Mr.
Doyle, you should never look down the
muzzle (or is it nuzzle) of a loaded gun
when it fails to work the first time. That's
just another way angels are made . . .
Anyway, we had a large crowd of rooters
turn out for this occasion, not to mention
the 14 men's teams and the 4 girls' teams.
Two of our sponsors turned out for this
event. CHAS. COBURN was there rooting for his team and our favorite singer,
DICK HAYMES, came along to lend support to his team. The Little Foxies, and
brought KENNY WILLIAMS along to
heckle our opponents. We would like to
have them with us again and are looking
forward to seeing some of the other sponsors there. The others are BETTY GRABLE,
TALLULAH BANKHEAD, FRED MacMURRAY (Bowlerettes), LINDA DARNELL
(Stars), LYNN BARI, WM. EYTHE, BRYAN
FOY (Five Little Foys), HENRY HATHAWAY (Chicks), WM. LE BARON'S
(Barons), GEORGE RAFT (Rogues).

The girls were really classy lassies In
their new bowling outfits, and most of the
men had on their colorful new bowling
shirts. JESS WOLF and ROLAND ALEXANDER, assisted by Tom Doyle, put on
quite a show for us.
Most of the bowlers were really In the
mood because there were some hum-dinger
scores shot. TEX WILSFORD (Labor) rolled
a high game of 235 and walked off with
high individual series of 585-78-663. PHIL
HENDERSON (Geo. Raft's Rogues) rolled
a beautiful 229. Five Little Foys won high
series for the night with 2894, and the
Wolves (worn out kind) won high game
with 1923. JESS WOLF (Wolves) shot
a 219; GEO. MILLS (Wolves) 215; P.
ALBRIGHT (Labor) 211; JOHN RUSSELL
(Labor) 214: WILLARD BOEMLER (LeBaron's Barons) 211; HAROLD SAILOR
(Lynn Bari) 210; GEO. DEMPSEY (Wolves)
208; MONTY BONOME (Wolves) 206;
ROLAND ALEXANDER (Foys) 200 and
ARMAND ALLEN (Lynn Bari) 199. The
girls that shot over 160 were PHYLLIS
HUFFINE (Bowlerettes) 182; VIOLET HOGAN (Little Foxies) 168 and VI COVEY
(Alley Cats) 160.
With 33 more weeks to go, we would like
to see more of our employees at the alleys
and we could use a few scorekeepers on
Thursday nights.

CAFE SOCIETY NEWS
By VAUGHN

FISCUS

The increasing crowds at the CAFE de
PARIS have brought up certain questions
for d iscussion. This column hopes to clear
up some of those questions.
Some

weeks ago the management requested our patrons not to visit while eating and to give up the tables as soon as
possible. The idea has proved helpful but
it isn't enough. A time schedule was then
adopted whereby the CAFE opened 15
minutes earlier each day and each department was asked to eat at a certain time.
This plan is helping, but between twelve
and one we still have difficulties In finding
empty tables for you. The general complaint seems to be that the service is slow.
We appreciate this and want you to consider these facts.
For quite some time we've been short of
help. Vacations and sickness have been
partly to blame. For your Information a
waitress has a certain number of tables to
serve, and the turnover In new waitresses
necessitates a few days to familiarize themselves with the CAFE to give you the best
of service. The CHEF has been short of
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cooks which delays the waitress in tilling
certain orders quickly. We know you sit
at a table full of dirty dishes and wait for
service. The lack of bus boys forces the
waitress to clear the dishes and set you up
which is a delay. With the help situation
the way it is, we ask your cooperation for
the present.
This next subject is a delicate one but it
can be Ironed out but only with your help.
It has been said that some of our waitresses
are not congenial. The same has been said

On Sept. 13, cafe guests were Colonel
and Mrs. JASON S. JOY, who were hosts
to General J. C. Fegan, Commanding General of Pacific Area (Marine Corps), and
Mrs. Fegan; Captain Calland, General Fegan's Aide; Mr. Joseph I. Breen, head of
local Hays office, and Mrs. Breen, and
Navy. Blaner, wife of Captain Blaner of the
Mrs.

about the customers so let's dig up a reason. Is it because one doesn't feel good?
Perhaps a bad mood? We all have off
days and waitresses are no exception.
Shouting at a waitress or trying to hurry

in your department that morning. Don't
you get irked or snappy from the least
cross word from someone? The same situation can happen to a waitress. It seems a
little congeniality could be added in the
CAFE. So if an employee fails to greet
you with a smile or friendliness, please remember some of the whys.
Since the cafe is overcrowded at noon
and around 50 employees are darting here
and there, we ask you not to crowd the
aisles; also not to serve yourself desserts.
These two things will prevent accidents.

in attempting to do Tulllo's job. One never
knows what their boss's work Is until they
experience It themselves.
During the month, Mr. CLARENCE
HUSTON was host to our distinguished
guest, MAJOR R. CHIN, an ace of GENERAL CHENAULT'S Air Force In China.
He has been shot down four times and has
had 34 plastic surgery operations. At
present he is a patient at a New York Hospital and expects to return to active duty
shortly. Mr. BENSON FOUG was a third
member at Mr. Huston's table.

for the "WILSON" premiere.
HERB JENSEN Is back with us again,
returning from his military leave with the
Marine Corps. HERB was in the invasion
of Bougainville, which resulted In over six
months in Navy hospitals, and finally a
disability discharge. We welcome him
back and express our greatest pleasure
that he is able to resume his place among
us.
Latest news from others of our department in the armed services — CBM ELMER
SMITH is at present in Pearl Harbor, but
has been out and back several times. BOB
SMILEY was on Saipan when last heard
from. RUBE BYERS was still transporting
gasoline for Navy fliers. HENRY ZYNDA,
also Navy, still down around those South
Pacific islands.

her for service doesn't solve the problem.
This will only Increase their Irritation or
nervousness, causing a delay or getting
your order mixed-up. Each of us has what
we call our off days. Perhaps you are not
feeling up to par; things have gone wrong

One last Important suggestion. Don't put
your
dishes cases.
on theUse
floor
we've
found dirty
In several
the ascafe
as
you would In your dining room at home.
AL, our pastry chef, is doing double
duty since JACK broke a bone In his hand.
We hope Jack will be back soon.
NINA LaVENE is back on duty and fully
recovered from her recent illness. MARIE
HARRIS and BILLY HILLERMAN are also
back on duty after a vacation. Marie spent
time in the east while Billy rested at Balboa.
Five veteran waitresses have discontinued their services with TCF. They are,
BETTY HOWELL. MARY GOODRICH,
LOUISE WALTERS. DOVIE and ELLEN.
Regrets we say. EDITH BILLMEYER has
left also after spending 6 years of faithful
service with the cafe. For quite some time
she was writer of this column.
HARRY, the chef, and TULLIO, are
back on the job after refreshing vacations.
Yours truly had somewhat of a headache

promoted to 1st Lieutenant. When last
heard from he was in Naples, Italy, with
Signal Corps Intelligence.
CHIEF TOM YOUNG spent a few days
In San Francisco recently, going up there

We joined with Capt. ED KING In his
pleasure at the recent visit home of his
son Murry — Sgt., Army Air Corps. He is
at present stationed at Pratt, Kans., where
he is training on those B-29 Super Fortresses. Murry formerly saw several months
service In Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.

BLOOD PLASMA CRISIS ~
By MORNA

PYPER, Ph. D.

Heavy war casualties are calling louder
than ever for BLOOD PLASMA for this Is
a bloody affair at best.
The blood that is donated is proving of
greater help every day In many diversified
fields. Science Is segregating many particles from the blood that were discarded

PHIL FLEISCHER, policeman at Western Ave., has
14 years of loyal service with TCF.

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

Well!! After that outburst from ED
LABART last month — that display of verbal pyrotechnics — (for want of a better
word) — I don't know whether my vacation
was such a good idea or not. However, I
did
enjoy feel
the better
vacationafter
and getting
I'm sureridthat
ED must
of
that stuff, so let it go. That's the conditions that prevail, as JIMMY DURANTE
would say.
ARTHUR NOSSETT and FLOYD CORBETT are two new additions to our force.
NOSSETT Is an Army veteran of fourteen
years service — in China and elsewhere.
CORBETT also served In the Army — In
World War No. I. Welcome fellows.
Our JOHNNY SINCLAIR informs me
that her husband has just recently been

previously, and these particles are now being used In treating various diseases. The
red cells, the fibrinogen, etc., are all playing an active part.
This is being accomplished by the scientists on the home front but little has been
said about it as yet.
The great crying need now Is the
PLASMA for the fighting forces. BLOOD
PLASMA was not available In the first
World War and the deaths were much
greater; in its absence 80% died from
their wounds. Now that we know Its value,
and know of the great emergency that
exists, it is up to every one of us to do
something toward saving the lives of our
fighting men. Donating to the Blood Bank
is the easiest, quickest, and most vital way
we can add to the life and health of our
gallant men and women who are doing our
fighting.
The American Red Cross Mobile Unit
will be with us again, Wednesday, October 18th.
Let us make our appointments and not
FAIL TO KEEP THEM for the boys on the
battle front keep theirs. We can and must
meet this BLOOD PLASMA CRISIS.
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ent in a
Guam.

ANSWERS

TO GUESS

Third Picture — Switch them from left

WHO!

First Picture — ANTHONY USRIN (hand
on camera) is a Still man at TCF. The
man In the Homburg is RAY NOLAN,
Still man at TCF, and the chap in the cap
is HENRY WEBER, Negative Cutter in the
Lab at Western.
Second Picture — You couldn't have
missed this one! GEORGE HELLGREN,
Head of the Credit Dept, at TCF, looks
just the same now as then!

to right from the other picture and they're
CHARLIE CLARKE, Director of Photography at TCF, and DAN CLARK, Head of
Camera Dept, at TCF. This picture was
taken at Zion Canyon, Utah, 1944, while
photographing
Incidentally, Dan Clark "Thunderhead."
was the first cameraman
to photograph Zion and Bryce Canyons
in black and white, and Charlie Clarke was
the first cameraman to photograph Zion
and Bryce Canyons in color.

THE STARS IN OUR SERVICE FLAG
First a TCF secretary, and then the leading RAF aircraft woman in Egypt.
That is the story of JCAN CCNLIN, a
petite blonde who took dictation from
writers at TCF until she joined the WAAF
two years ago. Joan now works at all
hours of the day and night at an RAF
operations room near the Suez in Egypt,
and when things are quiet she sleeps on a
blanket on the floor with the other airwoman on her watch.
This watch is credited with plotting more
hostile planes that have been successfully
shot down than any other watch in that
sector.

I

I DIAMONDS
I

Enlarged

to show

details

in New Brilliancy
at PHILLIPS
A new technique in diamond cutting has
been developed and we are pleased to
present fine examples of EMERALD
CUT
DIAMONDS
with a
brilliancv equal to
many round cut diamonds. Prices range
from $200 to $2,000 and over. T.C.F. personnel are guaranteed savings of 25% or
more on every purchase. Please bring
identification as we do not cater to the
general

WM.

public.

E. PHILLIPS

CO.

JEWELERS
Largest Firm of Its Kind in the West
7th Floor Metropolitan Bldg.
315 W. Fifth St., L.A. 13
Daily 10 to 6
MUtual 1321

Joan is the daughter of JACK CCNLIN, Assistant Head of the Maintenance
Dept, and sister of AUDREY CCNLIN of
the Script Dept.
When the war started, Joan applied for
a permit to go to England to join the
WAAF. She crossed the Atlantic in a convoy with 20 other U. S. women. Early this
year she volunteered for overseas duty,
and was with the first large draft of
WAAFS to go overseas from England to
the Middle East.
*

*

*

RICHARD MacGLASHAN, pharmacist's
mate third class, U. S. Navy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank MacGlahan, 1447 Euclid
Street, Santa Monica, and a member of
the Property Dept, at TCF, won commendation ofa Marine Corps correspond-

delayed story received from

At 3 o'clock one morning. Pharmacist's
Mate MacGlashan heard a wounded Marine call "Corpsman", according to the
story. He found the wounded man and
discovered he had lost a leg when a Jap
grenade exploded his demolition kit.
He treated the wounds and staunched the
flow of blood and, finding it impossible
either to summon help or to remove the
wounded man to safety, he remained with
the Marine until dawn, doing whatever
possible for his comfort while the enemy
passed the shallow emplacement in which
the two were concealed.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank MacGlashan learned
in a letter from their son recently that he
now is in a hospital in Hawaii for malaria
treatment. He has been in service since
February, 1943, and during most of that
time has been on duty with the Marines.
Twentieth Century-Fox is proud of Dick,
and all of the other 757 of our boys in
Service.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

At last Safety meeting, Mr. BEN WURTZEL, Head of Construction, asked for
check on roll call. "When I'm absent," he
said, "the Board wants to know why I
missed Mr.this
meeting."
He
asked
VICall-important
CHRISTENSEN
to see that
at Jeast one person from each department
is on hand for future meetings.
Boys — you are on the spot! Mr. JACK
CCDD issued 250 booklets on "HCW TC
PREVENT ACCIDENTS," containing safety
rules which members of our Safety Committee are pledged to know and observe.
Those who received booklets were instructed to read them carefully — then pass
them on to fellow workers. You also were
Instructed to sign pledge contained therein
and return it to me. So far only 25 pledges
have been returned. We did expect better cooperation from all of you.
You still can do your part — and do
your friends a favor. Read the book — pass
it on to a friend — ask him to pass it on to
his friend. You may save a life. Perhaps
you didn't stop to think . . . but every
rule in this book is written in blood — it
was paid for by serious injury or death
to a worker, just like you and me, who
left this signpost to make things safe
for us.
Louella Parsons in a

recent column

praised safety record of 20th CenturyFox. We thank her, but ask you to keep
up vita! work. Safety is like an art — it
requires constant practice and vigilance to
maintain perfection. Let's all become
Safety Artists.
The 33rd Congress of National Safety
Council will meet in Chicago Cct. 3-4-5.
I am submitting following proposal for
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Safety In War And Peace:
CUT RED TAPE AND YOU
ACCIDENTS
Stamps

on all U. S. MAIL

Just
few lines
to let you
knowvery
that well.
I'm
still
on adeck
and getting
along
I am stationed out here in the Central
Pacific. The climate is very much like

should be

canceled reading "CONSERVE MAN
POWER FOR LIBERTY" (or tor any present emergency, such as accidents, fire,
crop preservation, etc.)
Constant repetition has its Impressions!

home, but slightly more tropical. I hear
about a lot of you folks thru Mary and
"Action." I can't tell you how fine It is
that the Studio has such a magazine. It
really makes me feel as though I have real
contact with the Gang.

Use the Postage Stamp for Safety Publicity. It's Vital!
Automobile speed
by speed governors
manufacture, instead
speed of drivers.
Not over 60 miles

should be controlled
installed at point of
of trying to control

Engineer (appointed by the president)
given Cabinet Rank as Chief of Safety,
entirely separate from any Department
Head, with authority to impose the much
needed safety regulations WITHOUT INTERFERENCE.
Traffic Regulations (interstate) should be
immediately standardized (In lieu of the
opening of the highway from Alaska to
Panama) concerning speed and safety, etc.
YOUTH Training — Our nationwide
schools should have an ACOREDITED
course on all types and kinds of SAFETY:
On Traffic — On Moral — on Mental — on
Physical Safety. VISUAL form of education Is a potent factor in this study.

SAFETY

IS BUILDING
LIGENT CITIZENRY!

POST

DEDIOATED

haven't attended. Thought about it all
day long. Who won the races In the swim-

JOHNSON

per hour.

they are pronounced CURED by said hospital, they SHOULD NOT be allowed to
associate with the public. DRUNK DRIVING NEEDS A CURE!

YOUTH

I sure missed going to the annual picnic
August 27. Believe it Is the first one I
JIMMIE

Federal Hospitals should be maintained
by our Government for sex criminals who
have been released from prison, and until

TRAINING

WAR

TO

INTEL-

JIMMIE JOHNSON, Illustrator In the
Art Dept, and recently a member of the
Army Air Forces, Is a valuable asset to
TCP both for his work as an artist In connection with designing sets for musical productions and for his tennis playing ability.
Jimmie and his doubles partner, JAMES
BROWN, a Paramount contract player,
walked off with the championship of the
Motion Picture Industry Tennis Tournament recently held at the Westside Tennis
Club. They defeated JACK KNEMEYER
and BERNARD BROWN both of Universal
In the finals In a 6-4, 6-4 match.
Jimmie has a knack for collecting tennis
championships, having played tennis for 12
years In various parts of the United States,
one of his latest being the St. Louis District Singles Championship. Jimmie uses a
fast service (the American Twist) and likes
a net game for quick disposition of his
opponent.
The Motion Picture Industry Tennis Tournament isan annual affair and anyone connected with the motion picture industry
Is eligible for entry.

PLAN

VICTORY!

Here's a suggestion for lifting the load
that will take the load off your back!

Dear Studio Club,

It brings
swell gang I
swell of you
the studio to

You

boy's gonna crack
his back.
to lift with ease
bend the knees.

And you'll never bust the muscle
in your bustle.

about
in the
"Action."
This Itgood
olenext
Marine
Corps is really a
rugged outfit and they keep you busy.
There are lots of swell stories I am savwe

ing up until this little affair is over and
can ail be together again.

Mail out this way is the very essence
of morale and cheer to a man in the
service. If any of you have some scoop,
dope, the word, or Just time for a few
lines, I would be most happy to hear from
you and will answer promptly.
The men really appreciate the movies.
Saw "Home in Indiana" a little while back
and it sure went over big. Every night is
S.R.O. around here sans the sign. Let no
one in the industry think they aren't doing
their part by helping to make good entertainment for the servicemen and for me
personally, it's a great thrill to see old
friends like Linda, Betty and all the others
in a picture now and then.
My very bestMost
regards
to all.
cordially,
H. J. "HAL"

GORDON

Sept. 2, 1944

back old memories of the
used to work with. It Is sure
to think of us who have left
go Into the Armed Forces.

If and when I get back to the States,
i am going to make It a point to come
out
to the studio and thank you all personally.

The little guy is wise
And lifts with his thighs.

ming, especially? I'd have given a lot to
have been there. Oh well. I'll read all

T/Sgt. H. J. Gordon
c/ o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, Calif.

Thanks Is the least I can say for the
cigarettes that you have sent me, and for
the "Action" magazine. They are great.

But the big
Lifting with
If you want
You simply

Aug. 31, 1944

Hello Friends,
CUT

are doing your part and

I know

It will help us do ours, and we won't let
you down.
Thanks again and I hope we will all be
Sincerely,
together again soon.
HUFFINE,
Clayton Huffine S l/c
c/ o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, Calif.

JR.

Somewhere

In the S. W. Pacific
Sept. 2, 1944

Dear Studio Club:

cigarettesin and
andnow
"Action"
areYour
all coming
very gum
nicely
that I
am established at my present post. I
know that I am repeating the thoughts of
other 20th servicemen when I say that they
really bring enjoyment

and help out Im-
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AMERICAN

RED

CROSS

BLOOD

BANK

Wednesday, October 18, Canvas Room
ONE

PINT

OF

YOUR

BLOOD

IS NEEDED

mensely with our morale just to know
that no matter how far away we happen

ROD

to travel and no matter how long we've
been
— we
aren't
by our
friendsaway
back
home.
Gumforgotten
is a cherished
article here and

I look forward

to it

AUTOMOBILE
SOUTHERN

than that which I read about in "Action"
and it is the future to which I look hopefully.
I am so isolated that our radio and mail,
which our parents and thoughtful friends
write us, afford the only connections with
what we call our way of life.
Sincerely,
CHARLES A. ROGERS

PHONE

OUR

SPECIALTY BUFFET LUNCH
11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

STEAK

AND CHOP DINNERS
5 to 8 P.M.

10271 W. Pico Blvd.
■We’re

CR. 59377

just the
around
Pico the
Gate corner

from

CALIFORNIA

5-0125

Evenings
Crestview

6-4583

visit US . . . I've known Carole for years —
there's none better anywhere — and it was
more than wonderful to see her again . . .
Well, sweethearts and kind people of
dear old Twentieth ... I think maybe I
will be seeing all of you around the first
of the year . . . After three years overseas it Is going to be plenty good to get
home again . . .

Hello, "Gang'':
Yep, Kids of dear old "Action," you’re
right, it's me — your old friend Bob L.
Smiley, remember . . . ?? Just a few lines

Cocktails

OF

Sta. 333

Crestview

Sept. 8, 1944

Fax Hills Cafe

of

CLUB

or

Pvt. Charles A. Rogers
San Francisco, Calif.

I'm with a photographic squadron parked
on a little sand spit out here in the Pacifc. . . We live in tents, have salt water

WETMORE

Representative

eagerly.
Life here is vastly different (naturally)

to let you know I'm still knocking around
out here, and getting along all O.K. . . .

. . . !

Pho. M 2/c ROBERT LEONARD SMILEY, of the
Police Dept., seems to have a first class rating
with CAROLE LANDIS.

showers, use our helmets for wash basins.
What do we do for chow? Oh yes, chow
. . . Say, I'm glad you asked about that
. . . We have dear old Spam, C rations,
and the old stand-by, hash . . . Wow, I've
eaten enough of said stuff to fill a battle
wagon in the past few months . . . You
know. Kids, life is kind of rough here . . .
But it's not too bad though, since we have
a nice place to work and a swell gang
to work with . . .
Speaking of something swell, CAROLE
LANDIS and gang dropped in not so long
ago and put on a fine show for us guys
here on the sand spit. Gee, did we enjoy it! No one will ever know how much
it meant to us to have such a grand gang

Look, folks. I'm sending you a picture of
Miss Landis and yours truly which was
taken while she was here on her tour of
the Pacific . . . thought maybe you would
like to print it in "Action." Also, if you
would care to run a story along with the
picture, I think maybe Miss Landis, Mr.
R. L. Ffough of the Production Dept., and
Chief Tom Young of the Police Dept,
would be glad to help you with some
data on my part . . . You see, since I'm
going to be one of Twentieth CenturyFox's top leading men after the war — well,
I thought maybe a little advance publicity
wouldn't do any harm . . . Oh, well, a
man can dream, can't he? ... I sign off
with best wishes to you all. . . .
Robert Smiley, Pho M 2/c
c/o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, California

BOB
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REMEMBER

ME?

I am Eddie, Bob, Sene, Harold, Kent,
Larry, Jerry, or Bud.
I worked with you in 1939, 1940, and
1941, back in the years when we hello'ed
each other in the coffee shop, the cafe
or the cafeteria. The depression was being
laughed off — we had more serious things
to talk about — The Hitlers, Mussolinis,
Lavals, and Quisslings. The world had become a whirling, bloody mess. Gone were
France, Belgium, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Poland, Greece and other smaller
nations. England, Russia and China were
being propped up for the final knockout.
It was only a matter of days yes, even
hours, when we might expect a flash that
one or all of the last three had fallen.
Were we next on the list?
If we had listened to the hibernators,
we might now be marching to the tune
of the Horst Wessel song with a gun in
our backs. Well, what's the use of crowing over what might have been. It hoppened. December 7, 1941, is the Blood
Letter Day in our history. When the world
has forgotten everything that happened
before and after that date, December
7, 1941, will remain as the eternal marker.
I was a volunteer or a draftee. Japan

was on our neck in the West. Germany
and Italy were talking about invading
South America and then bombing the
States off the face of the earth. The
super-maniacs

had planned and sworn to

ade, or bayonet, what
think about?

do you think I

Just a drop of BLOOD — Your blood,
perhaps, that may help me to come home
and share that smoke and that drink with

make super-nothings out of us. This Isn't
conversation. I'm telling you cold, cold
facts.

youDoagain.
you know how tough it is to give
a pint of blood? How long does it take

Do you remember how you patted me
on the back — you cheered me — you promised to write, not every month, but every
week — you promised to back me up with
the American Red Cross — the War Chest
— cigarettes — all the good things in life
— remember? It was funny, I even began

you to say your ABC's?
simple as that.
There are 767 of us who

to believe in "rose colored glasses."
Oh yes! I forgot to mention one little
thing. Very few people thought it was
important three years ago. That is, very
few people In the good old U.S.A.,
but it wasn't that way in bomb-blasted
Europe, Asia and Africa. Every man, woman and child over there knew that an
eye dropper full of BLOOD meant a few
more years, months, days, or perhaps just
a few additional hours of life.
When all Hell breaks loose, I don't
think of dollars, food or clothes. When
I tramp through the mud end sleep in
slime that covers my head, and I am
headed straight for a bullet, bomb, gren-

Yep, it's as
bid goodbye

to the swellest mothers, dads, wives, sweethearts, sisters and friends in the world —
Funny, I nearly forgot to mention that kiss
and hug from Junior.
I was on my way to make way for the
FOUR FREEDOMS.
Now if everyone who worked with me
In the Administration building, the Stage,
the Back-Lot, the Sound department, the
Electric department, the Camera department, or the Laboratory, will give just
ONE PINT OF BLOOD, EACH, IN 1945
every one of my 767 buddies will stand
a pretty good chance of coming back
through the Santa Monica, Pico, or Western Ave gates again.
That Isn't asking too much as a
for 1945, Is it?
Remember me, I am,
YOUR

GOLD

STAR

gift

BUDDY.

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION Is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Anqeles 35, California, by and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price $1.00 per year. Single copy 15c. Advertising rates furnished on request. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2161.
Entered as Second Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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"DEAR SANTA CLAUS "
By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

It seems a bit early to get into the
Christmas spirit but since that great holiday seems to be right around the proverbial corner, we'll put our ALL into the
issue. It occurred to me that a very interesting dissertation could be made on

ence with pictures like "The Song of Bernadette" and -"Keys of the Kingdom," still
hasn't acquired a prayer book. Santa,
please bring him one. WALTER SCOTT,
and this is important, a double helping of
sweetbreads — any day and every day. For
WALTER STARKEY we ask nothing more
than a magic wand and a walkie-talkie, or
priority on same.
For JACK STUBBS, all we' ask Is "A
Bell . . ." and you know that will make him

"What i Want Santa Claus to Bring Me"
and get my material from the Prop department. On the other hand, it might be more
interesting to do a little imagining on the
subject.
Instead of dreaming of mink coats and

FRED SIMPSON, tho' he'll never believe
ploma.
I would do this, wants — and he really does,
Santa — what goes with a rainy Sunday
afternoon (and I don't mean an umbrella).
WALTER WERMICH's troubles will be
over when he gets a new refrigerator while
CHARLIE PERRIN is patiently waiting for
a few more hand props.
Our "Chief," MR. LITTLE, asks nothing
for himself — just more cigarettes for our
boys who are fighting this war. Our re-

And for "yours truly" — not really very
much . . . just a trip to Honolulu and a
book of Ideas for "Action" articles.
MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM THE PROP
DEPARTMENT!!!

self-styled God's gifts to the motion picture business) might like to get.
As a starter, FRANK SULLIVAN has
been spending his spare time praying for
a good bowling score, so Santa, please
come across. For BILL SITTEL, a deer in
his back yard to practice hunting. For
ERNIE LANSING, a butler; and for RUSS
CRANE, a Mexican fighting bull and trick

They don't mean to be unreasonable,
Santa, but could you produce a case of
Scotch for AL ORENBACF^. He has been
such a good boy. MAOK ELLIOTT would
like the' latest stories off the press — and
Santa, make 'em good . . . and clean 'em
up, too. For our very good friend, DUKE
ABRAHAMS, we request a new stage In
which to park his car. And for SKIPPY
DELFINO, a spare bridge and a portable
telephone. This latter would make a great
many people (un)happy.
FRANK HUGHES with all his experi-

would be' happy with a college di-

quest for LEOTA KEUSDER isn't funny
although you may think so, Santa. All she
wants is either a crystal ball or an Alladdin's lamp— to help he'r keep our directors
satisfied.

the like. I'll direct my fantasy toward my
idea of what the men, who are definitely

mule. This may seem like' a pretty big
order considering the scarcity of "poin+s,"
but Christmas comes only once a year,
you know.
For our own COMMANDER RODE,
nothing but the best. In this case we suggest his very "special brand" of vitamins.
Paul fox's secret desire which we reluctantly reveal, Is a better half. Oh, Santa
dear, don't fail In this!

COY,

SPECIAL
TO
THE

MARIE KRAMCHAK, author of "Prop Pops" and
secretary to Mr. THOMAS K. LITTLE, Head of
the Property Dept.'

very happy. Bigger and better laughs
for EDDIE JONES, and a coat of armor
for TOMMIE SHAW. For FRANK WADE
— ham and eggs on Friday, and his brother ROBERT, nothing less than "A dolly
with a hole In her stocking." For dark-eyed
GENE NORTON, a list too numerous to
mention, but she would settle for just a
few gas stamps.
Keep this under your hat, Santa, but
DON greenwood's secret prayers the'se
days are for a horse that will come in
first — in any and every race. CHAPPIE
would be satisfied with a new crop of
helpers, while his able assistant, GUY Mc-

NOTICE

FAMILIES
OF EMPLOYEES OF TCF NOW IN
ARMED

SERVICES— The

9th Annual Children's Christmas
Party will be held on Sunday,
December 17, starting at nine
o'clock in the morning, at the
Carthay Circle Theatre. Some
amusing specialty acts, together with animated cartoons will
be part of the program. Children up to the age of 12 years
are eligible to participate and
there will be a gift for each
child. Families of Servicemen
(former employees of TCF)
kindly get in touch with the
Studio Club, Ext. 745, and tickets will be sent to you.
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vine, that "Bull fighters" would go to
Mexico on location. Stan really wanted
to make that trip ... he drove the director, MAL ST. CLAIR, around the Lot —
and tried in every way to make himself
useful. Well, Stanley got the assignment —
but, worseluck, now they've decided to
shoot the picture on the North Lot. In
the cold of winter, too!
BOB vorite.
SNODY
. . . theBobsecretaries'
faThose chocolates
feeds us are

It's not often that we catch EDDIE WELCH
napping, but when we do, we snap a picture — just
for the record.

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
By MARJORIE

WELCOME

BACK

UPSTILL

DEPARTMENT

. . .

META STERNE, who's been on loanout
to BILL SEITER at Paramount, back with
us this month. Also, ROSE STEINBERG,
who's been assisting LUCKY NUMBERSTONE on the DANNY KAYE picture at
Goldwyn's,
returning
the fold. Good
to see Lt. Comdr.
SOLto HALPERIN,
head
of Process Department, back at the production meetings again, after a lapse of
more than three years whilst serving the
Navy in Washington, D.C.
BABY DEPARTMENT . . . HELEN PARKER, script clerk, has taken leave of us to
await the arrival of an heir — who, incidentally, may be a joyous Noel. Also, DOMINICA TIERNEY, who was feted with
cake and presents in the production bungalow prior to her leaving. Domie expects

simply delish!
If JOHNNY JOHNSTON thought the
new G.l. haircut was going to keep those
curls down, he was in for a disappointment; because they were not to be discouraged, and within an hour they were
back to normal. Oh, Johnny!
The Production Department wishes to
extend sympathy to DOC BISHOP, who
has always been a good friend of ours,
on the passing of his father.
GREETINGS DEPARTMENT: Our warmest wishes for Christmas and the New
Year from the Production Office gang to:
BARNEY CARR, HAL HERMAN, JACK
McEDWARDS, AARON "ROSIE" ROSENBERG, ABE STEINBERG, WINGATE
SMITH, OHUCK SMITH, BRUGE FOWLER, PAUL "BEVO" HELMiCK, STAN
HOUGH, BUD HOUGH, HAL KLEIN,
JACK SONTAG, DAVE SILVER, TOM
CONNORS JR., CHUOK ENSCOE, ERIO
VON STROHEIM JR., DON TORPIN,
JERRY BRYANT, JIM HAVENS, BOBS
HOAGLAND, FRED SPENOER, BILL GALLAGHER, LLOYD HUGHES, BEN F. KILLIAN, MILT SUTTER, DON BRIGGS and
DICK MEINE.

assigned

our T D & H

as secretary

girl is now

in the

Dance

Department.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

If you're looking for a couple of good
mechanics, there's a team of Music Cutting by the name
"BUSTER"
COOPER
and HARRY
KING of
— they
even keep
their
own car rolling.
NELSON
GALBRAITH'S nephew,
"RUSTY," paid us a recent visit after 35
missions over Europe.
Never knew grocery shopping could
hold the interest of a beautiful redhead,
but that's what BETTY HITT is doing these
days . . . only not alone, but WITH
SOMEONE.

day cakes.
A girl whose share-the-riders are all
girls, was overheard to reproach another,
who has all men, with the unfairness of the
situation. To which the first replied: "Well
. . . it might be due to that new upper
If you see ALBERTA BUCHANAN and
plate I got."
THELMA
OLSON looking more than usu-

critter and he's still around. However,
WENONAH GRACIE's mother has come
up with a suggestion. She says to pour
moth balls into the hole and then fill it
with dirt. She guarantees the smell of
the moth balls will get him. Better luck
this time. Boots!

delighted real
theseestate
days, deal
it's because
of
the ally
perfect
they just
transacted. Thelma purchased Alberta's
house, including all known labor-saving
devices, plus made-to-fit furniture.
When CHARLIE DUNWORTH introduced his son, JOHN, an ensign in the
Merchant Marine . . . girls sort of gasped
and made a mental note to write Santa
Claus. John is only 20 with plenty of
charm and good looks, plus ability. Already he has seen service with the diplomatic corps in South America . . . and a

HOWARD "Casanova" TAYLOR, production office clerk, getting plenty of
competition from his co-worker, HAROLD
SCULL, who, incidentally happens to be
a talented artist.

on a picture called "The Bullfighters". It
seems Stanley had heard, via the grape-

McCRACKEN,

permanently

A birthday party that outshone all such
was held on a lunch hour for GEORGIA
KILLGORE and EDNA GREENBERG. Delicious contributions to the happy event
included ham, roast chicken and two birth-

the "event" sometime in January.
GOPHER DEPARTMENT . . . BOOTS
McCracken is still waging war on that
gopher in his yard. Taking the advice of
MILDRED LOWE, author of last month's
column. Boots filled his yard with castor
bean trees. But that gopher is an ornery

For the past two months STANLEY
SCHEUER has been calling the production
office about the script clerk assignment

BARBARA

Ensign JOHN
DUNWORTH,
serving with the
Merchant Marine and son of CHARLES
DUNWORTH of the Music Dept.

date he'll never forget was with the American forces at Cherbourg on D-Day.
Should you be lookin' . . . for that tall,
dark and beautiful gal, BARBARA Mc-
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And you pedestrians could
If you would quit walking down
of the street. And don't stand
dle of a busy Intersection to
conversation!

CRACKEN,
her storedHall,
awaywhere
behind a desk you'll
in thefind
Rehearsal
she's taken up a permanent abode.
If it isn't too much to ask, we pray that
Uncle Sam may find VICTORY In his sock
this Christmas, with peace and happiness
for all.

help a lot
the middle
In the midcarry on a

Well, anyhow, we was just a'talkin' and
a'wonderin'.
MERRY XMAS TO ALL!

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL

That old saying about this being a "small
world" was proved again right here on
this lot the other day. Officer FRED'LINENBERGER saw a man with a familiar
face driving one of our big boom trucks
who turned out to be a buddy of his from
World War I— RUDY JIRANECK. They
had not seen each other since 1918, when
they served together in the 1st U. S. Infantry, Co. C. Lindy has been employed
here for eight years and Rudy for three
and a half years — so if that proves that
this is a "small world." I guess it also
proves that this is a BIG Studio if they
can work here together for that long before they run across each other.

By LOUISE KNAPP
. . . This Department is enjoying a comparatively quiet interlude, with "Diamond
Horseshoe" and all the amazing costumes
created, to say nothing of "Where Do We
Go from Here" nearly finished MR
and MRS. CHARLES LEMAIRE have
taken a short time to celebrate their
first anniversary of marital bliss in Palm
Springs — Congratulations!
RENE HUBERT finally realized that
much mentioned vacation in Palm Springs.
Rene has an enviable tan, and is back in
the throes of creating for his next assignments— "RIckenbacker" and Dragonwyck."
MARJORIE CORSO also
took a short
vacatio
n and enjoyed being home with
her family.

We

welcome to our Department KENNETH COLBERT, who has just been discharged from the U. S. Coast Guard after
15 months service. Make yourself at home,
OFFICER COLBERT! We are sure that you
will like it here.
EARL MYERS is very ill at this writing,
and we are all hoping that he will improve
rapidly.
GEORGE BROWN
and GEORGE
JONES are still on the sick list but are
getting along on the road to recovery. We
hope that they will be back among us before this reaches print.
From our brother officers on the fighting
fronts we hear that RUSSELL OLDENBURG is at Fort Bliss, Texas, and doing all
right. DICK COOMBS is also in Texas — at
Fort Bliss — having been in the Army now
for three years. RUBE BYERS — Navy- — -is
still in the South Pacific but he got off of
that gasoline hauling detail, which was a
break, I calls it. He writes that he has
now been away from the States for two
years — is plenty homesick — has seen several of our pictures — among them
"Greenwich Village," "Buffalo Bill," and
"Take It or Leave It."
HOWARD CHILDS has returned frcrm
France and is once more in Washington,
D. C. ELMER (Snuffy) SMITH is still in the
South Pacific and writes that he hopes to
be home for Christmas. We hope so, too.
Snuffy.
Y' know, we was just talkin' the other
day — me 'n PETE YOUNG — and we was
a'wonderin' just why it is that you people
seem to forget all the driving rules as soon
as you turn in to the Studio grounds. Why
do you drive so fast, when common ordinary sense should tell you that it is dangerous, with over three thousand people here?

BONNIE CASHIN and her assistant,
MARGIE BANKSTON, are surely two busy
bees, winding up "Where Do We Go
from Here" and getting ready for a trip
to New York. Bonnie will take a month
and Margie a couple of weeks — it is Margie's first trip to the Big City and we
are sure Bonnie will show
her the town,
having lived there a number of years before coming to TCF.
. . . YVONNE WOOD very busy these
Top, Officer FRED LINENBERGER; bottom, RUDY
JIRANECK
of the Transportation Dept. These
fellows served In the same Infantry Company 26
years ago

during another world war, and
the Lot a short time ago.

met

on

days with "A Bell for Adano", "Circumstantial Evidence", and "Molly, Bless Her".
Yvonne is quite
a changed personality with
that new hair style.
. KAY NELSON back after a month's
vacation spent with her husband and children. Kay Is now

Why do you absolutely ignore all STOP
and SLOW signs when they are placed
there for your own protection? Why do
you park at RED curbs and on the wrong
side of the street? Why do you park in
the middle of the street? You don't do
these things outside the STUDIO, so why
do you do them on the inside?
The large number of pedestrians, as
well as automobiles, trucks, etc., makes It
absolutely necessary to have some rules
for safety as well as to facilitate the han-

preparing "Colonel

Effingham's
. . .WILMA Raid."
CHRISTIAN,

Workroom

su-

various
vacations
taken at pervisor,
thisreports
late
date fitters'
.
. LIZZIE
ROGERS enjoyed her home for two weeks
. . . LORENA NELSON on extended sick
leave, should be back around the Holidays.
. . . ETHEL ELANDER has been very busy
with Eastern Star activities . . . NELLIE
MOOREHEAD took a month — her SeaBee
husband here from Honolulu . . . ZOYA

dling of all this traffic. And don't give the
policeman who admonishes you any argument. It is his job to enforce these rules,

NEDZVETZKY back after 21/2 weeks happily spent at home . . . VERNA BILLINGS,
a specialist In figure building, is back
after several months leave . . . WILMA

for your protection, and if he doesn't do it
they may get another man in his place
who will. For continued violations there
have been some persons who have been
denied the right to bring their cars on the
Studio property. It can happen.

has an added Alteration Department which
RUTH FENLON and CLAIRE WHITFIELD
handle capably. All the Victory plays and
stock test clothes are their assignments.
...HARRIET
CAMINS, MARION

December,
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retary, took time out to visit that certain
party in San Francisco — could it be Love?
. . HARRIET CAM'INS, in charge of
Xmas funds, collected $80.00. And our
War Chest totals $1124.00.
. DENISE RODE
vacationed near
Malibu — tried her hand at building and
shingling the family cottage . . . GRACE
HALL and her Staff have surely had a
job checking rentals and production returns, on our recent heavy schedule.
PAT DAVIDSON mourning the recent loss of her mother who had been ill
for years . . . RUTH SMITH also on the
mourning list — her mother passed on after
years of illness. Ruth managed to have
her vacation and spent most of that time
with her mother before the end came.
. . . Grandmothers GLADYS ISAACSON,
OLLIE HUGHES and NEVADA PENN
WILMA

CHRISTIAN, lovely forelady of fhe workroom in fhe Ladies Wardrobe.

STENGEL, MARIA VALENTA and ANN
BROWN are keeping the table busy for
LORENA NELSON during her illness.
-NELLIE TREHERNE, SOPHIE MILLER.
MAYBELLE FENWICK, KAY KIRTLY,
FRIEDA SOLOMON, MARY THOMPSON, and ANNA EVERETT carried on
faithfully during LIZZIE ROGERS' absenc. . . FRIEDEL CUTTING enjoyed
six weeks vacation with family and enjoyed her leather-tooling hobby — making
purses and wallets . . . MARY THOMPSON enjoys a floral hobby — she grows the
most beautiful chrysanthemums . . . FRIEDEL CUTTING, FREDA SEDOSTROM,
ROSE HARTMAN, ANNA REEK worked
capably for ZOYA during her absence.
... ABE UDCOFF has BEE DUFF back
after a Reno-vation . . . CHARLOTTE
McCLENNAN, an addition to the Tailoring Department . . . MEYER KATZ out
ill for many weeks. Meyer is a very fine
tailor . . . THELMA RYAN vacationed
in Reno recently and happy to be back
with the Floss Mill.
. . . ALICE LAFFARGUE enjoyed two
weeks vacation recently — and her assistant, VIRGINIA PASCHALL, took time out
to be with her husband here on leave.
. . . "BILLY" BLEKMAN an addition to
the busy Stock Room, ably assisting Alice
and Virginia.
. . . HAZEL MUNN HOLBROW enjoying a renovation of her Department — new
drawers and shelves, etc. — her son, Capt.
Jack Munn, announced his new commission to his mother only by return address;
he is now in England — our compliments!
. . . PIEDAD APPRICE also enjoys a new
and easier Department to work in and
serve the Beading of Glamour for TCF.
Piedad also reports a very pleasant vacation ... VICTORIA ESCALANTE back
with Piedad after extended absence.

Holiday.busy
very
"A

preparing

the

offsprings'

CAREY O'NEIL up to her elbows in
Bell for Adano"— HELEN GOODMAN assisting . . . GERTIE CASEY wind-

ing up "Where Do We Go from Here."
.
. GUERTHA PLECHER goes from
Glamour dyeing to Aged and Drab tones
for "A Bell for Adano" and her son, Lt.
Don Plecher still in the States with a
broken ankle. Stopped on return trip to
England to play football — such is Fate —
with thirty missions over England to his
credit.
. . . Recent football pool winners were
WILMA CHRISTIAN ($75.00)— GUERTHA
PLECHER ($75.00)— MARJORIE CORSO
($75.00) — LIZZIE ROGERS ($10.00) —
SADIE JACOBI ($10.00).
. . . HULDA RICHARDSON ("ANDY")
as busy as ever keeping up with ail the
girls on Production.
. . . FELIZ NAVIDAD— FELIZ ANO NUEVO-ES TODO POR AHORA . . .

WAKE-UP ABOUT MAKE-UP
By ERNIE PARK

GARLAND
"Skipper" BRIDEN, Head of the hair
goods Department in Make-up. A master craftsman in this fine art.

swer is yes and no. The hair that goes on
top of the head is usually real and the
hair that we apply to the face (beards and
mustaches)
is crepe hair or yak or sometimes even hemp.
The human hair is imported into this
country from the Balkan states in Europe.
In the' small towns, it is the custom of the
girls to allow their hair to grow throughout the long winter months, then in the
spring during Carnival time they groom
their hair very beautifully and go to the
concessions that specialize in their particular profession. The women line up with
their backs to the street and hair importers go down the line choosing the
heads of hair that they wish to buy. After
picking it out, it is then sheared off the
head as close to the scalp as possible. The
longer the hair, the more money it brings.
The hair is then sterilized, bleached and
dyed to whatever shade the wigmakers
desire.
In the process of making the wig, you

I would like you to meet GARLAND
BRIDEN, otherwise known as "Skipper." He
is the head of the hair goods for our
department, and the man who creates
those wigs and beards that you see
about the Lot when a period picture is
being made. He also makes toupees. Those
unmentionable dome doilies that prevent
our young leading men from looking like
they
heads. are growing out of the top of their
I thought I would stress this part of our

. . . LEE ROTH, one of Mr. LeMaire's
secretaries, recently enjoyed a short holiday in Palm Springs with husband, home
on leave

department because of it's importance to
us. The work here is of necessity very exacting, and believe me, quite an art. Not
only does .it take a world of experience to
make these hair goods, but it takes a good
eye to match these hair goods from day
to day throughout a production.
The usual question that arises to the

. . . BABETTE RENE. LeMaire's other sec-

layman's mind is, is the hair real? The an-

will find "Skipper" using what appears to
be a very fine trout hook in tying hair
to lace. To begin with, it is naturally not
a fish hook, but a ventilating needle, and
although the material to which he is tying
the hair is lace, it is not the kind you
are acquainted with. This lace is handmade and tatted from human hair. It also
comes from Europe and a whole family
working for a year might complete two
square yards of this lace. Needless to say,
it is very e'xpensive and since the war is
practically extinct.
The ventilating of these pieces is a very
exacting work and must be seen to be
appreciated. The fact that an ordinary
toupe'e costs in the neighborhood of a
hundred dollars makes it easily understandable what an asset to our department
"Skipper" is.
Besides manufacturing the hair pieces
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"Skipper" must be well acquainted with
different periods of hair dress and also
fit the goods to a person so that it appears to grow from the head. In case he
has any doubts about what a character
would wear, he has our staff artist, ALEX
FINTA, do the research for him and make
a sketch to fit the subject. But more about
Alex in the next Issue.

RED CROSS HONOR ROLL
The October 18th visit of the Red Cross
Mobile Unit to this Lot was the Ninth
Bank we have had. The total number of
pints donated by employees of TCF up
to October 18, 1944, is 2,412.
Some of the people who have donated
to each bank, plus making other donations, are listed below. This is not a completely accurate list; there are many
people whose names we were unable to
secure, and in order to shorten the list
we are only publlshino the names of those
who have donated seven or more times:
PINTS
Paul Boyd
Dessler

Duke

Abrahams

... 12

A. E. Dorn
Halperin

Joseph

Gilbert

Clifton

Maupin

... 12
, . . . II

Val Schmohl

.. . II
. . . ...II

Jack

. . .

Leo

Dods

Fenner

SERSEN SHOTS

... 12

Aaron

Conlin

. . .

By VIRGINIA

Harman

Hazel

Holborow

. ... 10

... 10
Capt. Ed King . . . . . 10
Estelle Richtor . . . . 10
. . . . . .

Lester Sander
Willard
Dan

Wilma

10

. . ... 10

Stewart

Wurtzel

. . .

10

. . .

9
9

. . . . . . .
. . . . .
. . .

9

. .

8

. . .

8

...
...
..

8
8
8

Billings . . .. .
Mae Fenwick . . . . . .
Walter Fitchman
. .

7

. . . . . . .

7

. . . .

7

Ray

Cornman

Riddle

Lynn Wolcott
Al Baker
Chester
Robert
Moe

DeCarlo
Freeman

Gordon

Alice

. . .

Laffargue

Harry Sweetman
Frank Atkinson . . . .
Verna

Ray

House

James

Kilgore

L. H.

McDonald

9
8

7
7

7

. . .

7

Cy Mockridge . . . .
Nellie Moorhead
. .
Walter Morosco . . .

7

L. Miller

...

Roy Noon
Irving Pichel . . . . . .
Ruth

Reed

. . . . . .
Swarzchild
. . .

* There are approximately
the average human body.

MENRAD "Von" MULLDORFER of the
Army Air Corps Topographical Corps has
left for the South Pacific or thereabouts,
on a mission of indefinite length. Von
has been attached to Peterson Field, Colo.,
for the past year and from the results I
would say he has made himself very useful. We wish him all the best In the way
of luck and success.

7

. .

Gleen

his co-pilot injured and three of the four
engines on fire and the ship pretty well
shot up. He has been recommended for
a citation. We are very proud of young
Arthur; he has had an excellent and welldeserved record since joining the Air
Force.

. . . ... 10

Christian

Joseph

We get very interesting and funny letters from Lt. VERNCN LAW in India. His
opinion of India would delight the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce. Vern
now wears the Distinguished Flying Cross.
What he got it for he neglected to men-

7

According istonow
him a hefullwas
"lucky"! in
DALEtion.SEARS
Lieutenant

7
7
7
7
7

14 pints of blood

GODFREY

I'm back minus my appendix and feeling
simply swell. MARIE LYONS, who pinchhit for me, deserves a cheer or two for
the excellent way she took hold and ran
things over here. Thanks again, Marie.
Lt. ARTHUR MILLIER has distinguished
himself in the European theatre by bringing home his plane, after a bombing run
with several of the crew knocked out and

. . . 10
. . . 10

.... ... 10

Glenn

Lizzie Rogers

of TCF employees making a run on the Blood Bank on October 18. The majority of the boys
pictured here are Grips, and incidentally the Grips topped every department in donors.

. . .*15
. . ... 13

Frank

Hector

Some

in

the Navy and Is on duty in the South Pacific. He said in his last letter that he
would have many interesting things to tell
us when this war is over.
To the above four and all of our gang
in the service we wish good health, hap-

piness and a safe return. Merry Christmas,
fellows!
We have had several very sick people
over here lately — LILLIAN MUNSEY, D. B.
BLAIR and JACK McEVCY all had a
siege with the flu germs.
ARMAND (Bowling Kid) ALLEN made
a hurried trip to Denver to attend the funeral of his grandmother — SECRGE
MCRRIS was at the helm in his absence.
Just
"daily time" to George and see
what say
happens!
The AL IRVING's spent their vacation
"down Mexico way" and they came back
enthusiastic and beaming over the wonderful time they had there. Al saw quite a
bit of MAX de VEGA and reports that
he is happy and well and very pleased
with the lovely new house he just built.
EMIL KCSA, Sr.. CLYDE E. SCCTT and
IRVING BLCCK of this department exhibited at the Los Angeles Museum Art
Show and Irving Block came away with
a prize for his watercolor — congratulations,
Blockie.
We have been violently busy over here
and DAVE PRESTCN has spent so many
long, dark and lonely hours swooshing
about in the hypo tanks that v/e have
dubbed him "the mole"!
I hope everyone saw that wonderful exterior for "Bell for Adano" on the Chicago
lake. That Is one of the things that delight me with the motion picture business:
when you can take a piece of old golf
course and turn It, almost over night, into
the bombed-out square of an Italian city.
I don't know where the time has gone
between last Christmas and this one, but
It has, and at this point we express another wish that by this time next year
everyone will be home and the war will
be over. Very best wishes for the holiday
season from the Sersen Department.

December,
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PIPE LINES
By CHARLEY

Clear Sunset Blvd.l Hide your cars!
Bury your horses! Here comes ARLENE
FRANTZVOG, DOROTHY
BRIDGES.
MERRILEE CARPENTER, BETTY LOU
VOLDER and MARY JANE SHORES bicycling furiously down the highway. You
can have a gander at glamour any Sun-

ANDERS

The plumbers wish to express their appreciation of the cooperation extended
by all other trades in remodeling the
Coffee Shop Kitchen. Also, to NICK
JANIOS and all employees of the Coffee
Shop.

day afternoon.
And speaking of glamour, have you cast
an eye on OUR KATHLEEN'S new and
becomnig hairdo? You ought to at once
If you want to see a coiffeur strut!
MARGARET STROMER will be knocked

Carpenters, painters, electricians, machinists, cement workers, laborers and
plumbers worked in a very small area under pressure of limited time. Because of
the nature of the installations, the plumbers had to be first on the job and last
to leave. It was the kind of a job which
is often a pain in the neck, but here
everyone worked together to complete
the task with dispatch and in a workmanlike manner.
SIMON BECK had his hunting trip to
Nevada cut short by an infected tooth.
At the end of the second day, he had to
leave the hunt for his dentist's chair. But
he did all right — he brought back a deer.
Our not very private pipeline brings
news of a blessed event in the family of
HARRY HERBERT — a new granddaughter.
This
Harry’s third grandchild — two girls
and ais boy.
In GEORGE JOHNSON'S family, there
is also a new grandson — their first.
Friends of BERT FICKERSON, who has
been at San Diego Naval Training Station,
will be Interested to know that he has been
transferred. His address is available at the
Plumbing Shop or at the Studio Club.
Our "strange happenings" operator reports that a feminine voice calling a
plumbing shop on the phone, wanted to
know If they could stop a drip. Being
answered In the affirmative, she said,
"Well, h urry over. I've had one sitting on
my couch all evening and drinking my last
bottle of Scotch". No, we can't furnish
the address. Anyway, the bottle Is probably empty by now.

for a Loop. Translated: She's heading for
Chicago for an Indefinite stay.
A refugee from the Mail Room is PAT
ORFILA. Instead of reading post cards,
she reads Scripts — for that Is what she
now distributes.
LOLA ANDREWS, PAT DONNELY and
ALICE McVEY back from their vacations
with nothing but a beautiful memory to
show for the time away.

BETTY

ROBERTS,

Department

and

one

of The lovelies in the Script

author
of
column.

the

"Script

Tease"

It's the most thrilling thing — ROSE
STEINMAN's voice. If those high C’s of
hers are as lovely as we've been told,
she ought to be approaching that dinah
shore. (This is a specimen of thought conceived in a horrible mind. You, too, can
be just as bad with a little practice!)
Ask MERRILEE CARPENTER to show
you that hilarious Indian trick.
Look who's back! JOYCE EPSON, after
a year's absence. Seems like she's been
away only 364 days.
Hey, fellas! Wanna see something cute?
Then drop around to the La Clenega Lanes
any Thursday night and watch Fred MacMurray’s Bowlerettes, Hathaway's Chicks
and
over. Dick Haymes' Little Foxles bowl 'em

Germs are In temporary possession of
CLAIR RODE (DEVAULT) and MARY
LYNN BROWN. However, the bacteria
have been served with a dispossess notice
and we expect the gals back very soon.
We all miss you, kids.
FREDA ZUCK surrounded by SUSAN
LYNN, GRACE FREEMAN, DOROTHY
BROOKS, CAPTAIN BEN ROSENMAYER,
BARBARA KLINE, ETHEL SCHNEIDER,
TINA PERRY. VIRGINIA JONES and
LORRAINE STOLL, all helping her usher
in her natal day. Harriet, Barbara Kline's
kid sister, whipped up a cake for the occasion, but had to guess at the age. She
figured it roughly (jaggedly. If you ask us)
at 70 candles! Enough heat generated to
warm the entire cafe.
SALLY GARDNER, who came here with
a Boston accent, has left the lot. Gone
back to Boston with a Hollywood accent.
What's a Hollywood accent? Let me
hear you pronounce "Wolf".
you've got a Hollywood accent?

Yep —

KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By BETTY

Our department honored BEVERLY
WOODCOCK at a luncheon In the CAFE
de PARIS on November 1st. Beverly resigned to become the bride of Navy Cadet
JIMMY McArthur, who is stationed in
Louisiana. We and some of her numerous
friends around the Lot gave her a wool

ROBERTS

Well,wood, they're
again at Hollyand true torunning
form, DOROTHY
HARRIS and LT. CECIL BARKER were married
on November I Ith. Good, as the saying
goes, luck and happiness always, Mr. and
Mrs. Lieutenant!
Happy days are here again for MURIEL
BROWN. Her husband, LT. P. G. JONES,
arrived home from England.
And how about that dear man In New
York who sends MARIETTA WINKLER
fabulous watches and things???
We'll miss our favorite redhead MILTON LEE COOK (VI HOGAN'S nephew)
who s off to see the world via the navy.

ROSANDER

Sgt. HERMAN
D'ORAZIO, Head
of Script
Distributors at TCP before entering the service
in February, 1942. "Herm" has been in New
Guinea over two years and has just recently been
transferred to another occupied island closer to
Japan. We
think its about furlough time for
Herman, and hope he comes home soon.

comforter. That evening Bevy's sister
NANCY, formerly of this department, and
their charming mother gave a shower in
her honor, and ELLEN BRADFORD, MARY
MUSER, WILMA TARCY, PAT BUCKMEYER, GLORIA SMYTHE, SALLY DAVIDSON, BETTY ANDERSON, one of our
ex-members, and I, were among the lucky
35 or more guests to be invited. We had
a wonderful time watching Bevy open her
stacks of gifts and sharing the delicious
feast prepared for us. Bevy left by plane
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B B SHOTS FROM

Friday and was married in Louisiana on
Wednesday, November 8th. Your host of
friends in the department and on Lot
wish you and Jimmie all the happiness you

CONSTRUCTION
Now that the election is over and everyone is speaking to their friends again,
the Studio has settled down to its usual
Production and Construction Meetings —
"fast shuffled sets", over-crowded stages
and football pools.

so richly deserve. Jimmie's gain is our
loss, but please come back and see us
soon!
ELLEN BRADFORD is making her regular painful visits to the dentist. She and
WILMA TARCY, PAT BUCKMEYER and
MARY MUSER spend their lunch hour
crocheting, embroidering and knitting
Christmas gifts.
MARVIN BRANNON has chosen the
swing shift as a daily diet, and JOHN
EWING is working the day shift. PETE
LAKE called to inform us he is home
again from the Sanitarium and hopes to
be back with us soon. Best wishes, Pete.
We'll be glad to see you back again.
JIMMIE STEIN's wit continues to score
touch-downs. He anticipates the answers
before we ask the questions.
HELENE DUTTON is leaving November
18th, due to ill health. Hope you begin
feeling better and get a lot of rest,
Helene. Best of luck to you.
GOLDIE COHN, EDDIE HARDIN, and
LLOYD BREITKREUTZ are so busy these
days, they haven't time to give any news
about themselves, but I'll keep after them.
JACK BERTRAM stopped by November
10th to say "Hello" to the gang. He is
stationed in Sacramento at present.
The Tabulating Dept, wants to extend its
deepest sympathy to JIMMY STEIN on
the death of his father.
The department joins me in wishing all
our service men and women a very Merry
Chrsitmas and a Happy New Year. May
peace on earth, good will toward men be
the order of the day very soon.

PRINTABLES
By JESS ACORN
MARY GORDON is no longer with the
Print Shop, having enlisted in the WACS
on October 16th. By now I imagine she
wishes she had taken us three old brokendown ex-servicemen's advice. She is stationed at Fort Des Moines, Iowa. I imagine
she would appreciate hearing from any
of you who care to write. The only word
we have heard from her is a card stating
that life there was pretty rugged. That
makes it 100% for the Gordons — HAROLD being in the Marines and stationed
at Pearl Harbor.
Genial JACK MARKS, formerly of the
Accounting Department, has taken complete charge of the Stationery Department and is doing a fine job. I am sure
it will work out to our mutual benefit. He
has made lots of improvements both in
the general layout of the department and
In the service. We have all been working
under quite a strain down here — help be-

This is a picture of Civilian MARY

B. GORDON.

Future pictures shown in "Action" will be of Pvt.
MARY B. GORDON of the WAC! Mary was a
clerk in the Stationery & Supply Dept, at TCF.

ing sick, etc., but when things get back
to normal, we promise to do better.
Friday was rather a tough day — raining
and the Sea Gulls swarming all over the
place and no one showed up but myself.
Believe me, this place can keep you busy
when you try to replace five people. And,
too, it isn't too cheerful with the water
pouring in all the doors. I hope no one
was hurt and those things are bound to
happen now and then.
We have a new girl, LUCILLE JARVIS,
in the Print Shop. A nice kid and she has
most of the drivers drooling.
One nice thing about answering the
phone — you do get to hear some very
pleasant voices, some of which are MARIE
DE LUCA in Mr. CHRISTENSEN's office—
VIRGINIA GODFREY in Sersen's— BARBARA in the Legal Department — TOM
DOYLE and the rest of the gang in the
Studio Club and hundreds more which
I haven't room to mention.
Enough for now, folks, see you next
month, and Merry Xmas.

Because this column is for the Christmas issue, we will dispense with the usual
bits of gossip. And in turn, we, BEN
WURTZEL, PHIL ADAMS, our office crew,
GEORGE ZUCKER, KAY HOLLINGWORTH, HELEN SNYDER, BETTY BOW;
all the construction clerks, construction department heads and their crew, and the
contact men, join in wishing all our boys
in the Armed Services, wherever they are,
A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS and A
HAPPY and especially a SUCCESSFUL
NEW YEAR.
To those left here at home we want
to say, too, a VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
and that in the year 1945 we will welcome
back our husbands, sons, brothers, and
friends, which would certainly make it a
VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR for all of us.
Before finishing this column I would like
to make just one suggestion for a good
New Year's resolution for those of us on
the Home Front. The following paragraph
will explain — it was taken from one of the
many letters that MR. WURTZELL receives from the boys from this Department now in the Service:
"Over here we've grown more and more
patient as the months drag along. One
gets used to waiting for his mail; it seems
to come like bananas — in bunches! However, mail is the finest morale builder
the Armed Forces have. In foodstuffs
you have vitamins A, B, C, etc. — I would
Vitamin
asaysoldier
receives
a letter
from 'X'.
his When
folks,
contained
that mail
friends, or the girl friend, there Is no telling what he will do — he eats better, sleeps
fights harder. "Mail Call" is
better,theandbiggest
truly
event in our life over
here on the Dark Continent."

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

TAYLOR

The flight of the bumblebee may well
be compared to the passing of time.
Each month a view into this little infinity
gives out with another call for the columns of "Action". Though the ending of
November left only vague memories of
thankfulness, full stomachs, turkey dinners
without points and — oh, yes, RAY GRANTLUCILLE JARVIS, newest addition to the Print
Shop (and the Print Shop so far awayl).

HAM says, "Don't forget hangovers, too",
we are all anticipating the coming of
Christmas, the Studio Club party for the
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children. Yes, that includes us too in our
second childhoods and above all, our interdepartrriental parties.
Thus goes the past and comes the future. Now with your permission on the
more serious side, may I borrow a few
lines and fondly hope that we all may
enjoy the Yuletide coming in peace. Just
a wish for your brothers and mine, and
all the men and women in this armed
conflict to be here and share the joys and
once again — peace on earth, good will
to men.
Here at the Nursery there is a definite
air of Christmas. The colorful pyrancantha
with its bright red berries creates a scene
more beautiful even than these fantastic
back-drops made by the movies. And then
nothing could convey a more popular or
true holiday atmosphere than the poinsettia, and to be complete, we’ have a few
plants of holly — the customary holiday
corsage, but, girls, please, it isn't available for your lapels.
A FEW DRIPS FROM EAVESDROPPING:
PAT VAN WIE — our very eligible bachelor— says the most important thing to
consider in choosing a wife is her figure —
be it financial or physical, but BILL LE
PELLEY — the sly old gentleman of horticulture— still insists that a bachelor is a
man who has been fortunate in his love
affairs.
THAT’S ALL FOR NOW, EXCEPT THIS:
Special note to our Service Men —
I have an unusual musical article that
is strictly off the beam from the Rising
Sun. Emperor Hirohito now sings new Japanese War Song something like this, "Is
you is, or is you ain't my NAVY?"

CENTURY PHOTO CLUB
By L. D. SRISNON
The last meeting of the Century Photo
Club was held on October 26, 1944. The
requirement for entry for award was two
prints from each member, which were
made from the same negative about a
year apart and the improvement shown
was jucjged by GLENN BEER. First place
was won by L. D. GRIGNON, second place
by E. O'BRIEN, and third place by Z.
CUMMINGS. Best print In show
award was
given to J. APITSCH.
GEORGE STEWART attended his first
meeting and brought a gross or two of
negatives and prints to illustrate difficulties that he was having and asked for suggestions. He got them, and how! The discussion went on for two hours or more.
The next meeting of the club will be
held on December 28 in Projection Room
5, Sound Building, at 8:00 P.M. The subject is Miscellaneous. Any interested employee, rank amateur or not, is invited to
attend. Contact John Apitsch, secretary,
ext. 441 or L. D. Grignon, chairman, ext.
434. Club members are glad to assist
any beginners.

'Chief

Thundercloud",

the winning print in the recent show of the Century
J. P. APITSCH of the Re-recording Department.

CAFE NEWS
By VAUGHN

FISCUS

CHRISTMAS is a universal commemoration— a traditional event which brings us
happiness and joy. Inasmuch as many
ideas can be expressed concerning this
event,
let's compare
CHRISTMAS
to
CHRISTMAS
of 1944.

of 1943

Needless to say, there are many persons
who will spend their first Christmas here.
Some of them will say that a Christmas
isn't real unless there is an abundance of
snow and Ice. It is true that many will
miss those surroundings who have come
from the cold states, but just because we
have a mild climate here, the spirit of
Christmas is not affected. Let's turn to
the fighting fronts for a little comparison.
Last Christmas many of our service men
were enjoying the event with us. At present, some of them are fighting In the jun-

Photo

Club, submitted

by

gles where the weather is extremely hot.
Some are in the icy regions of the north,
some are living In fox-holes and on
beaches. On CHRISTMAS DAY they will
be risking their lives In fighting the enemy.
Here at home we will be safe and enjoying the day with our loved ones. So If
Christmas is a little different and irksome,
just remember our boys at the battle
fronts and the thousands who will never
celebrate another Joyous Noel.
Our Christmas Spirit reached the high
peak this year, by the countless packages we sent to our boys and girls overseas, and our PRAYERS for their safety
were sent with each package. Many of
them will not be In a position to send us
gifts In return, as they would like to do.
Nevertheless, they are giving us something better than tangible gifts — their
fighting spirit and sacrifices to preserve
our Democracy and Freedom. We cannot
ask for more than that.
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conditions. However, we realize at present
that most cigarettes we could enjoy are
being shipped overseas to our Armed
Forces. minder.
No We argument
Here's
rehave time there.
to roll our
own a here
at home, whereas, the men at the fighting
fronts do not have that time.
There Isn't much to say concerning the
approach
of which
New Year's
eve. Besides
the resolutions
we customarily
make,
let us keep the joy and happiness from
Christmas throughout the coming year.
When singing Auld Lang Syne this year,
I will suggest this thought: "As we
Into the year of 1945, we see a
horizon with the anticipation of an
victory which will once again bring

merge
bright
allied
peace

on earth and good will toward men."
SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM CAFE
de PARIS EMPLOYEES.

ELOITA golden, one of the attractive waitresses
in the Coffee Shop, and a good reason for the
3:30 to 4:30 rush.

Since last Christmas, several countries
that have been under the enemy yoke
have been freed by the Allies. Can you
picture the joy and happiness from the
men, women and children In those many
liberated cities and towns? Some of them
have not experienced a Christmas for
many years. Have you thought of what
their attitude would be regarding Christmas this year? I'll venture this; "Our freedom Is the best Christmas gift we could
expect and it will be the best Christmas

JOYCE BULKLEY, pretty brunette cashier in TCP's famed Cafe de Paris, has enlisted in the U. S. Navy.
Joyce leaves her cash register post,
which she has held for three' years on November 25. Already sworn In as a Wave,
she will leave for the Wave Training Center at Hunter College, N. Y., on December loth.
Her chief reason for her enlistment Is
her desire to replace CpI. KEITH BULKLEY, her older brother in Uncle Sam's
service. CpI. Bulkley has just received a
medical discharge from the Army after
serving for two years in the South Pacific.
Another brother, Sgt. ROLLO BULKLEY,
is with the Army Quartermaster Corps,
somewhere In France.

we've ever had." These people would
like to repay the allies with some kind of
gifts but God knows they can't. In carrying out the Christmas spirit, the allies will
not think about that, they would rather
see them happy because of their freedom
and receive nothing. Neither will these
people have gifts to enjoy like us. I'll
venture to say that In some way they will
make Christmas a big event with their new
friends. Probably they will share the delicacies we included In our Christmas boxes
with them. That would be a fine example
of Christmas Spirit when away from home
and in a foreign country.
So when you listen to the Christmas
carols this year, remember many changes
have been made since last Christmas. Let's
all hope Christmas of 1945 will be the best
ever. Then our big present will come from
the Armed Forces. The war will be over
and our boys will be home again. This
time for good. Now to all the women and
men In all branches of the service, this
column wishes you a joyous Christmas, and
may God bless you all.
An Incident seen on the Lot by some
of us suggests a paragraph worth writing
about. Since the cigarette shortage Is so
acute, many are rolling their own. Sorta
reminds us of the dark days of the depression when so many of us became experts In roll'em because of dire working

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR

FRED KUHNO has been using his furlough to good advantage. Fred and CARL
DOWNEY both spent their leave working
at the Studio — not a bad Idea.
As some of FRANK WITTENBERG's
friends know, he has been Injured In
France. However, word comes to us that
Frank is getting along swell. We are really
glad to hear that.
RAY and Mrs. GILBERT announce the
marriage of their son, HUGH, who is on
leave from the U. S. Navy. We surely hope
the young couple will have lots of happiness in their new adventure.
ED SOLMUS tells us that his son has
been shipped overseas. He is a navigator
In the air crops.
CLIFF
into their
place it
warming.

and Mrs. WOOD have moved
home In West L. A., and a cute
is, too. How about the house
Cliff?

CHARLIE WISE has the right idea for
duck hunting. There are usually several in
the party and somebody gets a duck. Of

British Merchant Navy 2nd Officer DAVE ORR
shaking hands with LARRY AIRHART, of the
Electrical Dept., while his proud uncle, CHARLIE
EDLER, of the Electrical Dept., looks on.

course, BILL SITTEL furnished the duck that
Charlie had for dinner. Thanks to Bill.
Back up your bowling team. At present
the Rogue's are in second place and are
going
bowl. strong. Drop down and see them
Lucky guys on football pools lately have
been BERT JAEGER, LES EVERSON, PHIL
HENDERSON and JACK DIMMACK.
Director SEATON and DICK HAYMES
put on a party which has really something.
Everyone on the picture was there and said
everything.
the party couldn't be be'at. Plenty of
"Stan" WARN and GROVER JONES,
also BOB CAMPBELL have been initiated
as Knight Templars.
RAY GILBERT now is a member
Royal Arch and Chapter.

of the

It's good news to know that DORIS
JACOBSON of the Electric Dept, is doing so nice'ly. She is recovering from an
operation. We hope to have you back
soon, Doris.
CHARLIE and Mrs. EDLER had a surprise visit by their nephew, who is an
officer in the English Navy.

Fdx Hills Cafe
Cocktails
OUR

SPECIALTY BUFFET LUNCH
11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

STEAK

AND CHOP DINNERS
5 to 8 P.M.

10271 W. Pico Blvd.
We’re

CR. 59377

just around the corner
the Pico Gate

from
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CHUCK KEEHNE should be over for a
bit of a snack.
He's still stationed in a Fort Roach shack.
MARK divide.
MILLER is in Kansas across the
Wish Santa would bring them all in at
his side.
To join all
SANDY
and HERSCHEL,
the gang

POP and

In a very fine barbecue I hear Is being
planned.
FRANK'S
stockTailor
room Shop
boys quartette — DICK'S
Will join DRUMMER BOY WARE
help make the noise.
GENE works.
WOOTEN
HAZEL
Head

SHIRK, Secretary to CLINTON

he

SANDEEN,

of Men's Wardrobe and "Action" reporter
tor that Department.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

Is new, with LOUIE

and

SHIRK

Tradition
St. Nick's
time,
It means iswestrong
makeat with
the Christmas
rhyme.
We Invite the crowd for food and drink

He'll help
PAUL and ELI see the bottle
uncorks.
Our new sketch artist, pretty MARJORIE
GOSS
Will draw the Card this year from our
boss.
Your names are taking up all of my space,
We'll send a card — you'll see all our faces.
cheer,
So here'.s
a toast to you, and with a big
A

Merry Christmas and A
Year.

Happy

New

Left to right, PAUL WIDLICSKA, Assistant to
Walter Pallman; FRED REESE, and JACK
ASRICAN, skilled prop makers, who assisted in
making the hundreds of beautiful toys for the
Dec. 17th Children's Xmas Party.

the efforts of our Studio Club and the
generosity of the Studio, toys are being
manufactured on the lot so that the children will not be disappointed. Sufficient
toys will be available for all children of
employees. But please don't be too bighearted and Invite your friends and deprive our own. It happened last year and
a similar occurrence would be unfortunate.

And of fellows away, we often think —
Across the Pacific is MARINE
TURNER, _

JACK

They tell
me burner.
he's working on the second
front
Our two Sailors are both here on this
Coast .
JOE JOHNSON has made San Pedro his
post.
Only a few miles south and with passes
available,
Should surely see him at our Christmas
table.
While retread,
McGERTY's ship got a fine new
He worked with us and really earned his
bread.
Hope they're
berths so crowded in the San Diego
He'll have
verse.time to join us In a Yuletide
The rest of our fellows went the Army way,
REED BOSS In Alabama is the farthest
away.
San Francisco still claims EDDIE WYNIGEAR,
Tho mail service from there has been
poorly this year.
We'll miss BILL McCRARY
ington,

up in Wash-

Who's learning to build bridges while holding a gun.
Fresno, we think, is the last stop of -BOB
HARRIS,

It's hard to keep up with the Army Air
Corps Service.

LACQUER LANE

LABORELATES
By IRISH ROCHE
Down through the years there has been
an old-time tradition in the civilized world
that each and every one would celebrate
Christmas at home. Captains sailing the
seas always arranged their schedules to
have their ships back in home port at
Christmas. But wars then as well as now
always change that tradition. Those serving in the armed forces are not free to
arrange their schedules to be home at
any particular occasion. Some may be
fortunate to obtain leave, but for many
It will be a lonesome experience. That
is why it seems a little out of order to
send the usual greetings to them. It seems
a little futile when we consider the dangers that surround those boys every day,
even on Christmas Day. For them there
can be no real enjoyment until this conflict is over and they are back again at
their own fireside. From this Department
many of our boys are serving on foreign
battlefields, and Instead of saying the
usual Merry Christmas may we offer a
prayer that God will protect our boys
and bring them back safely to their loved
ones at home. Then, when those vacant
chairs are again filled we can truthfully
say, "Merry Christmas".
The usual Christmas party for the children will be held again this year. For a
time It was thought that owing to the
difficulty of obtaining toys It would not
be possible to hold the party. But through

By BENNY

BENSON

Santa Claus, In all his glory and with an
extremely full pack of toys, visited the
Paint Shop a short time ago. In fact the
place was overrun with scooters, doll beds,
kiddie-cars, etc., which were made in the
studio by the Mill, Prop and Miniature
and Maintenance, and painted here in the
shop for the annual Christmas Party for
the kiddies of TCF employees. Studio
Club Prexy CLINTON SANDEEN, TOM
DOYLE, and all the craftsmen who made
and painted the toys are to be congratulated on the swell job they have done to
make the children happy and give them
a merrier Christmas than they would ordinarily have because of the shortage of
toys.
World-wide Photo requested pictures of
old-time and present baseball players
working on the lot. Publicity Department
complied by snapping pix of AL BUEMILLER, JOHN BROMLEY, ERNIE STEWART and WALTER JOLLEY. The comment
of bystanders while they were posing for
action shots was something to hear, and
when BUEMILLER started to give publicity man HUGH HARRISON the dope on
his past (slightly dark), he had to be
stopped for lack of space. The old war
horses couldn't resist the temptation to
chuck the prop ball around a bit, but soon
their arms were flying through the air instead of the ball.
Word has been received that CHARLIE PERRIN has been promoted to cap-
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GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

The Paint Department League — "Play ball!" is
music to their ears — from left to right, JOHN
BROMLEY. ERNIE STEWART. AL BUEMILLER,
and WALTER JOLLEY.

tain. Our CHARLIE is doing all right —
but then we knew he would. He is still
in France and right In the thick of things.
LADDIE GONCZ is also in France and
has been transferred to Intelligence.
GEORGE ERIKKSON was home for a
short leave prior to being shipped out.
HARRY LA VOGUE dropped in to see
the boys and we just received his A.P.O.,
so he is also over there by now. GEORGE
WASHBURN has completed primary
training and is now connected with the
Photo Unit of the Navy in Hollywood. A
break, we calls it— Lt. BOB JOLLEY, If
you please. Bob has graduated from offinow leave
sporting
his gold
bars. cers'
He training
was. and
homeis on
a short
time

shoe", is still the talk of the lot. For
over three hours the set on stage eight,
E. PITCHMAN

A Merry Christmas to you and yours
and may the blessings of the season hover
over your festive board, and to the boys
In service a double blessing and we all
trust that the year 1945 will be of such
good cheer that we will soon be welcoming you home.
Thanks to Sgt. HANK GERZEN for
the Army newspaper, it really gave us the
lowdown. Nice card from LOU SMITH.
Sailor DAW is on the move again. "Chips"
REZK of the Navy is getting some shots
In the arm, maybe he Is on the move.
Production is on the rise. Every key
man is busy, even AL PRINCE has a show,
but getting his equipment together had
the grip room in an uproar. CARL
BRAINARD did the dirty work and got
enough together to get things rolling. Two
new cameramen on the lot.
HARRY

JONES

is doing another with

haven’t heard from BOB WITTENBERG for some time and we would sure
like to.

SUNDAY,

DEC. 17

CHILDREN'S
XMAS PARTY

is alongside. Say, did you see that picture in the Action of Glen's son. Handsome lad. SNUFFY SMITH, VIDO FUSANO and HARRY HORTON are as-

pary. another
Hope "Chef"
mixesmas up
batch FRANK
of chili.GILROY
It was
in my estimation the finest I have ever
eaten. Still more visitors from other lots,
looking over our immense grip department. Looks like we will have to have
larger quarters one of these days.
ART WALTERS back from sick leave.

We

ican heart (or stomach) 'long about this
time of year.
Turkey, dressing, gravy, cranberry sauce,
Santa Claus, holly, mistletoe, shopping,
and the tinkling of bells, — yep, getting the
mood, all of us down here in the Paint
Shop hope every one had a nice Thanksgiving and will have a very, very Merry
Christmas and a Happy and Peaceful
New Year. NOEL, PEACE ON EARTH,
GOOD WILL TOWARD MEN.

who just completed "Hangover Square",
gave each and every member of the crew
a magnificent gift, you know these gentlemen don't have to do this, but the harmony that prevails on the majority of our
sets is responsible for such cooperation
that difficulties that arise are easily erased
without much ado. So may I thank these
gentlemen on behalf of the grip crew and
extend to them our best wishes for their
continued success.
WALTER FAXON Is doing another at
Western Ave. As usual GLEN CAMPBELL

signed to the toelectrical
rigging
I don't
want them
think we
have and
forgotten
them. We will get together at our Christ-

ago. ALBERT ADE is back at work after
two and one-half years in the Marines.
PAUL SIBLEY is towing gliders down Texas
way. There is a different job for you.
JOHNNY GILMAN is still mapping the
South Pacific. HARRY HUGHES, Jr., and
DICK KELLEY are back in the Island area.

It's turkey
again
and ofBERT
CRAWFORD came time
to the
rescue
those
of us
who were short on red points and put
meat on our tables at Thanksgiving time.
Business was brisk, to put It mildly, and
before Turkey Day various characters could
be seen walking out of the gates with big,
brown bags containing fhose special,
broad-breasted birds so dear to the Amer-

former bar room for "Nob Hill" was filled
with a hilarious throng who were unanimous in their affection for the young Mr.
Seaton whose work on the epic will never
be forgotten.
Not to be outdone, JOHN BRAHM,

COMOLETA COOLEY, Secretary to Mr. John
Lavin, Head of the Grip Department.

JOE

LA SHELLE, this La Shelle lad is

going places, this one is HENRY KING'S
"Bell for Adano" Anxious to see "Keys
of
the on
Kingdom"
by JOHN
M. STAHL,
worked
It and looked
like a sure
winner.
LOGAN BROWN still on "Czarina”.
Usually a quiet set, but when actor BILL
EYTHE split his pants he had cast and
crew in convulsions, and topnotcher
BANKHEAD had to be carried to her
dressing room.
KENNY LUTES Is still seeking a white
Stetson. I and others know how the Volga
boatmen feel. Johnny called all available
help to pull the moat in the rain. Ask
DANNY WURTZEL — he was there. Pusher
FRANK LEAVETT is back In the construction business, all the luck of the Irish to
you, Frank.
TRUMAN JOINER and boys are just
about through another opus. Naturally,
it is In color. And talking about color,
the party that Director SEATON arranged
for cast and crew of "The Diamond Horse-

CHUCK STRAIN still hospitalized, but doing nicely. FRANK PIERSON back after
four months of Illness. JACK CASEY, the
fisherman, resting between seasons.
COMOLETA COOLEY gets breathless
when talking to Sgt HOWARD COOLEY.
BETTY Is a nice addition to the grip room
follies. Dapper RICHARD CAMERON is
night shifting, must have caught up with
his homework. MICKEY GRANT back on
the crane after a four weeks rest. His
operation has to be discussed in private.
PEPPER BERRY filled in the vacancy like
a veteran. Grip BLAIR of the Serzen department Isill and hope by the time he
reads this he will have recovered.
Chlefy LAVIN made a hurried trip to
Santa Rosa, not to check the location,
but to visit with his son, Lt. JIM LAVIN,
U. S. Air Force. Naturally, MARYLYN
was there. Will have to wait until I see
John to get the news.
Adlos Amigos, and Merry Christmas.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails
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doing very nicely, thank you. (A community cigarette box might do better, or am
I dreaming.) Wonder if the sign attached
to it has anything to do with it. It reads,
quote: Any contributions will be peacefully accepted, unquote.
The election is over and discussions,
heated or otherwise, have been buried.
That is, politically speaking. The big issue
now has to do with the amount of meat
consumed by the American people from
1938 to 1943, whether there was more or
less meat on the table. Gads, after hearing about steaks. New York cut or otherwise, all day, is it any wonder that one
feels some slight dissatisfaction upon being
presented with a boiled egg for dinner?
Well, maybe not a boiled egg, but you
know what I mean.
Twelve new feet daily trod the welcome
mat. They belong to WILLIAM BRAY,
GERALD DECKER, HENRY HERMANSON, FRED HOGDON, MARK MILLER
and ABRAHAM WEINER.
DWIGHT

GREEN

IN LASTING MEMORY
The sympathy of the Studio and every
employee who knew and loved our favorite
Herald-Express newsboy, Dwight Green,
is extended to Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Green
and family at this time when sorrow has
entered their lives.
A sweet young life was suddenly terminated, due to a recent accident when
Dwight was on his way home upon completion of his duties at the Studio.
Dwight represented the Herald-Express
on this Lot for the past three years. There
was never a cloudy look on his face, and
rain or shine he was always on the job.
If you felt a little upset after a tough
day at the Studio, Dwight's entrance to
your office was like a ray of sunshine after
a thunderstorm.
We all miss "Butch" (his preferred title)
and in our memory book there will be one
page dedicated to the memory of Dwight
Green, loved by all who knew him, and a
model for the youth of today.
The accompanying picture, recently
taken, shows him frue to life.

The horseshoe pits are occupied every
noon (weather permitting) by DAN SHARP,
CLAUDE NORRIS, DOUG BURTON, JOE
DANIELS and WILLIAM MAJOR. Daniels, bythe way, is the new S.S.D. secretary.
Wedding bells are clanging like mad, as
far as ye olde Art. Dept, is concerned.
Two of our young ellgibles who are saying
"I Do's" are HENRY HERMANSON, who
took unto himself a wife on November
I Ith, and HAL LEVITT, who is journeying
up to Oregon for his marriage on December 29th. Ah! Love, love, love.
To all of our friends and family in the
service: A very personal Merry Christmas.

THE YOUNGEST OLD TIMER
Who is it? Well, we're not sure and
we don't want to brag but we nominate
our own JUNIOR CONLON, known to
his friends as "Scorp" (Scorpion). Junior
isn't quite sure how he picked up this
monicker. All he knows is, after a kid
gang fight in Tucson — where he was born
— someone tagged him with it. Now anybody knows an Arizona scorpion is something you don't mess around with. He's
plenty potent. So maybe Junior packed
a stinger in both dukes. Anyway, the name
stuck.
Scorp came on the Lot in 1926, at the
ripe old age of 7. He immediately went

ART DEPARTMENT
By HELEN

ETZLER

It certainly has been a long time since
the last appearance of this column. I
made a special effort to get it in for
this, the Christmas edition, upon learning
that it has been missed by a number of
people, one being O. C. JOHNNY WILLIAMSON. He wrote in to say so! Johnny,
as everyone in the department can vouch,
will make a wonderful officer. Good luck,
fellow.

to work. Sure, that's right — in RAOUL
WALSH's "What Price Glory", a war
picture, as an extra. Scorp is now doing
his stuff in another war — only this one
Isn't make believe. He's now a sergeant
in the U. S. Army. It should be mentioned
in the interest of truth, that Scorp came
on the Lot with his parents. THIs dad,
HUGH CONLON Sr., having accepted a
position at that time as Fire Chief — a
job he still holds. Scorp lived with his

The community match box upstairs is

parents in the Chief's bungalow, near
Stage C until 1938, when he married. He

Sgt. HUGH
E. CONLON, better known as
"Scorpion" is hoping fo puf some sfing in his fight
against the enemy as soon as he is sent overseas.
His father, HUGH CONLON.
Sr., is Fire Chief
at TCF.

has a son, GARY,

age six.

Scorp
rise", extra-ed
"Four Sons", on
mostMURNAU's
of WILL
ER'S pics and later, finishing high
in Beverly, worked nights on the
gang.
in
1938. He transferred to the Fire
He enlisted in May
is that he hasn't been
what we hear it won't
way, Scorp, the gang
best — a dry fox hole

"SunROGschool
labor
Dept,

'43. His one regret
overseas, but from
be long now. Anywishes you all the
and a quick return.

So hurry back, old timer — there's an old
age pension
plan
scuttle
butt tells
us. a-cookin',
Good luck or
guy!so the

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK

STOLZE

To you members of the Transportation
Dept, in the Armed Forces of our great
nation, the United States of America, I
will try to convey to you what gives in
the Department since you went away.
Something new has been added — Unit
407, a Gallon Road Maintainer, which is
operated by our good friend, FRANK
KIRKLAN. This piece of equipment is of
most importance in building new roads
on our golf course and maintaining the
old roads In conjunction with the building
of our Moving Picture Sets.
Unit 157, one of our Boom Trucks, has
been equipped with a post-hole digger.
One prime importance of this equipment
is to save time and expense in digging
holes, which is essential when one of those
quickies are pulled out of the air. It is
also instructive to potential golfers in
demonstrating the process of making a
hole in one — Attention: IKE DANNING.
Units 412 and 416 are two beautiful
new Chryslers, Imperial Limousines, for
exclusive use of our executive officers.
These cars add distinction to our fleet
of
passenger automobiles — and BUD
FRAZIER.
Units 417 and 418 are new Ford Busses,
twenty-three passengers, that substantially
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GEORGE GUESS stepped in to see us in
taking advantage of their furloughs. They
all looked good. Whitey Ellison took part
in the invasion of France. He considers

GAR AGE
TOCK ROOM

himself lucky and has much respect for
the French people. Whitey says they are
really nice and appreciative for what the
American boys have done and are doing
for them.
The Christmas season is here and we are
about to enter a New Year, so wherever you boys may be, keep up the good
fight of Faith and God will help us make
the world free.
"MERRY CHRISTMAS" BUDDIES;
"HAPPY NEW YEAR", TOO.

STARS IN OUR SERVICE FLAG
From

the Headquarters

Air Force, European

of the Ninth

Theatre

of Opera-

tions, we learn that "Second Lieutenant
JOHN BARTH has been awarded the
Bronze Cluster to the Air Medal, for meritorius achievement while participating in
aerial flight against the enemy in the
European Theatre of Operations.

DICK STOLZE, indispensable right hand man in
the Garage ofPice of the Transportation Dept.

augment our fleet and relieves the strain
on some- of our older vehicles — and
ROLAND ALEXANDER.
The most recent addition to our work
horses around the Lot is Unit 422 — better
known as the "Red Devil", the moniker
being derived principally from its factory
paint job. This unit, a "Whirli-Crane", is
composed of a Case Tractor with an especially built boom that swings in a complete 360-degree circle.
The function of this "Red Devil" is for
more efficient and safer handling in erecting prefabricated sections of walls, etc.,
in set construction. This equipment loads
the Iron Horses, tows them to the sets,
unloads them and completes the job by
erecting its cargo complete on the set —
BILL BAUMER and RUDDY JIRANEK
care for this baby the same
your first love.
Due

as you would

to war conditions, it is most remarkable that we are able to add to our

fleet at all— Here is the answer. Boys —
Mr. JIM RUMAN, head of our Transportation Department, who is a "real gogetter executive".
From all indications, the plans of Mr.
Ruman for the future of our Department
look very good. When the world's conflict is over and you fellows return, we
have every reason to believe that all of
you will fit well into those plans to help
maintain our Studio on the high plane It
enjoys in the Motion Picture Industry.
RED McConnell, whitey ellison,

HENRY

OLIVER

and

"ALABAMA"

"Flying a P-47 Thunderbolt fighter in
support of U. S. ground forces in Normandy, Lieut Barth recently completed his
16th mission. His operational flights include fighter sweeps, long-range heavy
bomber escort, and dive-bombing."
Since receiving this citation, however,
John Barth was promoted to First Lieutenant, and has flown on many more missions and has been awarded five more
bronze clusters and a bronze star. He is
now in a hospital in London recuperating
from injuries received in an accident while
flying on a mission over enemy territory.
Lieut. Barth was a precision machinist
in the Camera Department of TCF prior
to entering the Army Air Force.

SHIRLEY

DAVIDSON,
Secre-lary-Receptlonist
in
the Payroll
Dept.

PAYROLL PERIODS
By A. G. DORRITY
Were we to hold a domestic poll as to
who was the most popular man in the
Payroll Office proper, it Is certain that
tall, dark, handsome and genial EDWARD
ARNOLD
would sweep the election,
though he would be the first to concede
an unfair advantage in a circle dominated
by fair maidens whose alternative choices
are a quartet of comparatively aged men.
HAROLD BOW, however, maintains a
noted youth and vigor. In fact, as runnerup, should there have to be a run-off and
the deciding factor were to be a game of
bowls, we believe Ed would be defeated,
for Harold has a style of his own, stemming seemingly from that of a champion
marble-player who, knuckling his taw,
makes several preliminary reaches toward
the target. With his bowling ball thus
lined in the groove, when Hal takes a shot
the pace is so hot, the pins just pass out
on their own.
Again, were the hustings to have LES
DRESSLER brave their soap boxes for the
decision, with his powers of debate, it
could be that votes late, would favor
him over suave Ed. Les, besides, has a
fine handsome son, whose picture the girls'
hearts have won, now on England's far
shores, whence
returning
welcome
him home
everyone.to ours, we'll
RALPH HAHN might challenge a recount on the basis of a golf game to be
determined

on

the greater

number

of

putts played to make each hole. With
every green a trap to Ralph, he might
win hands down (literally, for he might
have to pick the ball up to place it in the
hole), if he would just sing his favorite
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ballad — of Fields' and her great Aspidistra— everytime Ed stances for a drive.
Ralph, understand, plays golf for fun, and
with him out in the sun, there's laughter
and health, both of which can by stealth
make better men of everyone.
The electorate, being mostly girls of
varied activities and dreams, would really
have to use their wits to determine results.
There might be non-voters, such as EDNA
CHRISTY, for instance. A golden U. S.
Navy ring on her finger causes Edna to

we

Our acting talent find a never-failing
solution of their various difficulties in consulting diminutive, bright and pretty BESS
SEVIER, who illustrates the Latin phrase
"multum In parvo."
About a year ago LORETTA transferred
her residence to San Fernando Valley
where she and her husband live a happily
contented rural life into which her friends
are always made welcome.
Our radio fan in excelsis is EDITH

sing "While my sailor boy is my heart's
pride and joy, no engagement this ring
means to me. It just links us to one guiding star, with an option I hold on this

SPANGLER. Encyclopedic in her knowledge of programs, stations, and artists,
consult her for any information you may
need on this subject.

tar". All of us hope for you both all the
scope of the course of true love.
GWEN REED might be unsettled in her
vote. A swell bowlerette of some fame,
she can make many men bowlers seem
tame. With strength in that arm this brunette of much charm, reaches her ball
from the frame to roll a commendable
score.

ALTA MAE SHEAHAN is a tall, goodlooking and capable girl whose cheerfulness of manner is of great aid to the
general morale.
"And men at war with men hear not

GRACE ROGERS admits there's no
choice. She's loyal and certain of voice.
It's fun she enjoys while keeping her poise,
she knows where her
vote would be cast.
Our secretary - receptionist, SHIRLEY
DAVIDSON, wields an attraction over our
visitors that often seems of the magnetic
kind, particularly as we observe so many
of our handsomer young actors and certain good looking young emissaries from
the talent agencies dawdling about her
desk, finding excuses to delay their departure and so concentrating on her as to
be obvious to the presence of the rest of
the office staff.
JEAN BANTA decided that boys who
had not yet let loose of their toys were
no prospects for her and set to deter
them from confusing her joys. She turned
to great bowler J. D., yet her tactics decided to be not to give him Increase but
just a short lease, — bait for the real husband to be.
MARJORIE J., native belle of Torrance,
has had some romantic episodes lately
that augur adversely for her determination to become the most unigue old maid
of time, window-shopping before a favorite store of eclan, Marjorie happened before a display of men's ties just as some
Army officers had also decided to view
the latest fashions. Swerving from left to
right this young lady enjoyed quite a
game of tag until the officers, respecting
her blushing confusion, laughingly left.
On another occasion, on her way to a
wedding, Marjorie single-handedly routed
five Marines from a telephone booth only
to find on making her call that the Marines
were bound for the same destination.
Taking all five of them under her wing
(or was it vice-versa?) Marjorie completed
her triumphant journey of the festivities.
Movie men have found profit In bedecking their screens with eyes of the Irish
variety, such as MAUREEN O'HARA's.
Those of FRANCES KEARNEY create
dreams of the Lakes of Killarney — and
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never have kissed the stone blarney.

"The words of peace they bring
"O listen now, ye men of strife
"And hear the angels sing."
During a period antedating ours by
some two thousand years a small town,
practically a village, in the Far East, was
sunken in Its deep dreamless sleep under
the silent stars of the night when it was
visited by an event in which was concentrated the hopes and fears of all the years
born in the hearts of mankind past and to
come.
Flowering in ethereal simplicity, purity
and truth it seemed inconceivable as an
event of human origin and yet, in its fundamentals, itconsisted solely in the birth
of a perfect human; in development
therefrom Into perfect manhood and single significant specimen embodying the
potentialities embryonic in every human
born.
In our

strife-torn world

this event,

though removed through countless restless generations from Its original signficance, and though confused in our consciousness by interminably conflicting
events, still affects our consciences as individuals, asgroups, as nations; so that we
approach each Christmas season with a
resurgence of hope that this event, which
the season was instituted to celebrate,
may powerfully revive the exertion of Its
Influence to divert mankind from recurring Internecine strife into the generous
paths of peace and goodwill to all.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestview 5-0125

Evenings
Crestview 6-4583

Pfc. DAVE SILVER, son of SAM SILVER, head of
the Barber Concession on the Lot, takes time out
to greet JACK BENNY somewhere in New Guinea.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
When you read this, you will all be
aware of the fact that the Christmas
season is with us again and the time has
come for you to buy those toys that you
said you were going to buy ahead of
time the last time. Anyway, good hunting.
We all are saddened by the fact that
our many friends are still so far away.
We had hopes that this Christmas the
war in Europe would be washed up and
that many of the boys would be back
with us. To all of the boys who might
read this, we want you to know that all
of us here on the home lot wish you all
the best and hope that you have a merry
Christmas wherever you are.
All of the boys in the Maintenance
Dept, have had a preview of the great
day. Boy you should see the green g'~affes,
the pink ponies and the little red wagons,
not to mention the jlmdandy ironing
boards that we have been making for the
little folk who will come to our Christmas
party. As you probably have discovered
by now, good toys are as scarce as the
proverbial hens' teeth, so the studio made
them so we will have a good supply. To
see these pretty ponies prancing around
will do your heart good, so be sure to take
your youngsters to the party.
Funny how things grow to amazing proportions from a small beginning. Surely
the Wright Brothers never dreamed, on
that cold December morning way back
in 1903, that the ramshackle plane they
were flying at Kittyhawk was the seed
kind. might well change the future of manthat
The above reminds me that this country had a small start itself because way
back there in 1620, the Pilgrims landed
on a cold bleak shore and I am sure they
never dreamed that some day their descendants would turn out by the millions
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to elect a leader for the country they
were founding.
All of us in the Maintenance Dept, wish
all of our boys a Merry Christmas. These
are the men who are carrying the ball
from our department and we are mighty
proud of them.
Ens. William M. Alberts
CpI. Orville Capps
Pvt. Arthur A. Curtis
S l/c Thomas J. Gentry
Sgt. Gilbert Judge
Pfc. Earl McIntosh
Ptr. 2/c Ronald P. Monk
CM l/c E. E. Wade.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

As we gaze back through the years,
the work of the Safety Committee stands
out like a lighthouse in a world of darkness. None are so blind as those who will
not see . . . none so deaf as those who
will not hear. Yes — there were some who
surrounded themselves with a thick wall
of indifference, shutting out Safety. But
when you look at the Studio's advancement over the years, you will recall that
our Safety Society has had a large part
in it.
This year we have received over a thousand suggestions on Safety. Nearly all have
been put into practice.
Thanks to our president, Mr. VIC
CHRISTENSEN, Western Avenue is never
forgotten. We have seven good directors
over there. Continued cooperation and
activity on the part of all Safety directors
is the reason 20th Century-Fox Studio's
Safety Program leads the motion picture
industry.
Going back over old records, I came
to this excerpt from a bulletin dated
March, 1935: "March without an accident.
There are far too many cars on the lot.
Speed
an trams
evil that
increasing.
Let's
have a isfew
and isless
cars. Visitors
could be shown through the studio by this
means. The type used at Ocean Park would
solve the problem ..."
Now, in 1944, that same Demon Speed
is whizzing around corners of stages, zipping past the Cafe de Paris and through
stop signs, making studio streets more and
more like a speedway. And not a Safety
meeting without its complaint about careless driving and speed. Some day this bad
habit is going to catch up with you. For
everybody's safety, please report license
number of cars that violate the stop and
speed regulations on the Lot.
Then, as now, an item that gave a lot
of trouble and proved very dangerous was
the custom of taking bottles up on scaffolds. Another hazard was blocking the
fire exits. One can never give too much
thought and effort to fire prevention.
In 1928 CHIEF HUGHIE CONLON
had for his Movietone fire fighters,
GEORGE WHALEN, FRED SPANN and

Directors of TCF Safety Society. Left to right. BEN WURT2EL, MARY CLARK, PETE YOUNG, D. C.
JONES, JIMMY DINNEEN, VIC CHRISTENSEN, JACK B. CODD, M. MONTGOMERY. TOM YOUNG,
WALTER STROHM, and J. P. CORCORAN.

JIMMY DINNEEN. On
FRANK BARTY, E. E.
ROSEN and others were
in various departments
Studio.

the North Lot
WADE, ROSIE
Safety Directors
throughout the

In those days the Safety Society met
at Western Avenue in the little old school
house. GEORGE HELLGREN, Secretary,
sat at the desk and Mr. WHITE, JIMMY
JENSEN, PHIL ADAMS and BEN WURTZEL were on the Advisory Staff. The
boys on the committee sat on benches,
just like school, except that afterwards
they passed around a few good stories.
That's where I attended most^of the time.
In those days I covered Movietone City
all by myself, but not for long — the building program went full speed ahead and
the Safety Society moved to Movietone
City with the main personnel.
During those years our efforts were rewarded by gifts of watches, pins, pens,
pencils and badges because the Studio
soon came to realize how important this
team work and alertness for the improvement of working conditions was to smoothrunning operation and saving of Studio
time and expense.
I can't review all those years without
recalling a few outstanding personalities.
There was "Pop" WURTZEL, whose pet
hobby was straightening nails . . . and
checking to see who violated the "No
Smoking" rule on stages. He was well liked
by the boys, but they played him many
a trick. Then there was the "Colonel",
who ruled supreme at Santa Monica Gate.
Not even the Fire Dept, dared pass without his official okay. If they did, he shook
his cane in defiance.
I could go on and on, but will give you
just one more highlight of those days:
WILLIAM CAMERAM, speaking on National Safety, called for publicity, unity
in laws, signs and signals — and urged that
all drunk driving be stopped.

Well — that was in 1928, and WILLIAM
FOX and other motion picture people
have thought and worked through the
years with that goal in view. Read our
SAFETY POST WAR PLAN of today194'^ — and you will see what we are workNOW. MARTIN, Medical Director,
Dr.ing for
HARRY
has developed a Studio hospital that is
the envy of the Industry. His efficient staff
is there to serve you in emergencies as
well as to relieve everyday ailments. And
let us remind you again — please report
all accidents immediately.
Please remember — the best gift for
Christmas is COURTESY — give it bountifully, and especially when you're behind
the wheel.
Merry Christmas!

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVID

GOLDFARB

'Twas the night before Christmas and all
through the house.
There wasing merry,
plenty of stirring and all makThe most popular boys were called TOM
and JERRY
Eight "homeless" negative cutters, when
FRED BURNWORTH sold his Burbank
mansion. Anyone knowing of eight vacant
park benches will please notify Station 28.
Note — Pigeons will kindly disregard this
"HOW TO MAKE A DOLL!" Are you
appeal.
lonesome? Do you stay home nights?
Have you extra gas stamps? If so, arrange to meet DOROTHY HALL, MADELINE HUDSON, GERTRUDE HERRON,
ETHEL DAVEY, or REE MULLIGAN.
These girls are expertly trained to help
you, ABSOLUTELY FREE, to become an
overnight sensation, just by accepting

T*
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their simple course on how to make a

tinually turns into butter and his jello

doll . . . Sounds good, doesn't it? All one
must do is to purchase an E-Z-2-make
doll set, then arrange to meet any of the
above girls for your initial lesson. IMAGINE— you can brighten your CHRISTMAS
stocking with your own original doll. Be
the envy of your block ... Do not hesita e . . . Start now.
After FRANK JETER sold his home, he
decided upon an evening of festivities . . .
and the following morning his wallet whispered that he had spent the entire kitchen!
This cigarette famine is really serious.
The other day ROSE ROBINSON remembered her L.S.M.F.T. but forgot her purse
on one of the studio benches . . . And
PAT McFALL is all puffed up because he
gets his smokes by dating various cigarette girls at different drug stores. Girls
and smoke get in his eyes . . . (Ed. Note:
Jokes like this get in our hair.)
EDWARD CHARLES LESLIE is ill and
very sick about it. As a Christmas present
to all of us, will you please return very soon.
We are very anxious to see you up and
around again.

always shimmies into yesterday's corn beef
hash. Maybe you have a model T motor
in that box, GIB!
STUART BARNFIELD throwing a huge
deer barbecue for the entire printing department, following his hunting trip to

DAVID ROTHCHILD's latest hair cut
puts him back in the draft age again. It
makes him look soooo young.
Snow white "HAIRY WILLIAM TAYLOR" reports that he has sold his car to
J-U-N-K-Z spells J-U-N-K-Z. Silly isn't it?
But Harry
did with
add, T.N.T.,
"If they
fill the
the doors
front
and
rear seats
close
carefully, attach to a B-29 plane and then
release over Japan, it would make the
first block buster with a windshield wiper."
FAWN FARRAR surprised to learn there
are 7000 islands around the Philippines
and 2000 of them are still un-named. Imagine all these extra islands and only one
DOROTHY LAMOUR.
Those wearing purple marks on their
right shoulders are FRED DANASHEW,
ELVEY WILLIAMS, ROBERT TUCKER and
HUGH FRASER. These men with the
Home State Guard received black and
blue bruises when attempting their first
target practice on the beach at El Segundo. Their enemy that day was that
kicking rifle against a tender shoulder.
HENRY WEBER believes there is a
Santa Claus and that is why he is buying
a bottle of liquid stockings to paint above
his fireplace, so St. Nick can fill them to
the top with invisible goodies.
LOUIS HEIFETZ trying to figure some
way to keep these story writers, those
pounding out correspondence, those filling in gas applications and this columnist
from using his newly overhauled typewriter
which sits in his shipping room. The old
gag of leaving a half-typed letter in the
machine doesn't work, Lou, unless you
paste it against the roller. Although I
didn't read your last letter with both eyes,
I did find it most interesting. Thanks again,
Lou, for the use of your machine.
That used electric refrigerator JAMES
GIBNEY just purchased vibrates so much
when the motor turns on, that his milk con-

Utah. Everything was lovely until Barney's
ration book dropped from his pocket and
fell to the ground where everyone could
see that the entire page of meat stamps
had been used from his book.
DEE POTTER complaining about his
cleaners shrinking one of the breasts of
his new double-breasted suit. (Ed. Note:
blue pencil this one.)
Those tiny brown crumbs in the laps of
FRED BURNWORTH, JOHN PENNISI,
NEIL ROUNDTREE, and LEON ROSEN
are tobacco left over from rolling their
own smokes. Then they walk around looking at the sky, while inhaling, to keep the
makings from falling out of the bottom
of the cigarette. My, what a beating!
Former Pfc. WAYNE MILLER, with his
honorable discharge, purchasing new civvies for his LAB job, which almost resemble those he wore when on New Guinea.
Very, very becoming too, Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM GRISSELL leaving a Hollywood Theatre, following a preview of their son's picture. As an added
feature. Director WALLACE GRISSELL
gave a dinner in honor of the forty-first
wedding anniversary of his lovely parents.
May the LAB add their congratulations to
this very happy family.
Well. Here we are at the bottom of the
column and at the bottom of the calendar. After using the words, "Here's wishing you," all year long in reference to
birthdays, promotions, and etc., I want to
use "Here's wishing you," once more this
year
in this way,
HERE'S WISHING
YOU and
A MERRY
CHRISTMAS
AND THE
GRANDEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL
NEW YEAR.

RESEARCH NOTES
By RUTH

SWARZCHILD

With due apologies for a bit of playful
plagiarism, may we suggest that our boss's
trip back East be entitled, "A Tale of 'Five'
Cities." We're happy to have FRANCES
RICHARDSON with us once again, even
thought
her eyes. she still has that far-away look in
MAUDE CLAGUE bade us all a cheery
farewell recently and went to Buffalo, New
York, for a vacation. A distressing letter
arrived, however, stating that due to circumstances beyond her control — inability
to get reservations — she'd be away two
weeks longer than anticipated. Here's hoping themuch
additional
vacation won't cause
her too
concern.
A telephone call from her "best boyfriend" In San Francisco Informed RUTH
FOX that the Fleet was In. Consequently,
Ruth took a train trip North to join
"Friend Husband" for a few days.
Recently, ANNETTE DRENNAN spent
a few days in the Library, helping us out.
After nette
learning
of Maude's
dilemma,
Anhas returned,
until Maudle
is back
with us. It seems like old times having her
with us again.

BOWLING ALONG
As the Bowling League goes into Its
seventh week, the BETTY GRABLE Team
Is still leading by 3 games with IKE DANNING's Powerhouse FIVE LITTLE FOYS
holding second place. Say, by the way,
where is that mighty LTTLE FOXIE team —
don't tell me they aren't leading the
league again this season — but who knows
— maybe the second half will tell the tale
again this year. Think the MACMURRAY
BOWLERETTES will give the FOXIES a
good race for their money this season —
How about that, PHYLLIS?
Some of the Powerful bowling this week:
High
TeamGRABLES
Series —
BETTY

2966

HI Team Game —
LE BARON'S BARONS

1003

Women's Hi Team Series —
BOWLERETTES

2634

Hi Ind. Series —
RALPH HIOKEY
HI. Ind. Game —
M. M. FOX

Charming RUTH FOX, Intermediate Librarian in
the Research Library, is one of the many Navy
wives on the Lot.

. .

.619-54—673
232-14—246

And some good bowling by — HAL
BOW— 210-202-225— 637; RALPH HICKEY—2 16- 192-2 I I— 6 19; IKE DANNING—
206-224-188-618; H. BUSBY— 195- 174231 — 600. Good games from — RAY FERREL— 232; M. M. FOX— 232; ARMAND
ALLEN— 226; MILT JOPLIN— 213; BILL
PETERSEN— 21 1.
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For the girls — PHYLLIS HUFFINE — I SI174. 162—5 1 7; VIOLET HOGAN— 199;
VI ARBEITER— 170; BEHY BO'A'— 170;
ROSE STEINMAN— 169; GV^EN REED163; MARION GRODIN— 160.
In the eighth week BETTY GRABLE's
Roustabouts (excuse me, Pop) are still in
first place and fighting hard to keep it,
according to IKE and BUZZIE, who are
still in second position. But watch out for
those ROGUES, boys; they are coming up
fast and furious.
Outstanding scores by — J. McCAFFERTY— 202-237-245— 674; H. BUSBY— 185219 - 222 — 626; FRED HALL — 236;
GEORGE MILLS— 225; DAVE MALMEN
—225; IKE DANNING — 213; WIMPY
WISE— 207-210; TEX WILSFORD— 2 10.
The gals— PHYLLIS HUFFINE— 169- 183;
ROSE STEINMAN— 169-180; BETTY BOW
— 166; VIOLET HOGAN— 161.
Hi Team Series —
RAFT's ROGUES
2905
Hi Team Game —
T. BANKHEAD
1006
Women's Hi Series —
LITTLE FOXIES
2667
Hi Ind. Series —
J. McCAFFERTY ... 674-2 1— 695
Hi Ind. Game —
FRED HALL
236-12—248
In the ninth week the score is still in
favor of BETTY GRABLE, but this time
both LYNN BARI and GEORGE RAFT
are giving her the rush! But the four-game
lead that BETTY GRABLE has this week
looks pretty good for the time being. This
week JESS WOLF and his gang of
WOLVES pulled one out of the bag by
having A.C. BOB BOW in anchor spot.
You did all right, BOB! See where your
Cadet training and football playing certainly hasn't harmed your usual 190 bowling average — sorry you had to leave for
Albuquerque again, because something
tells me you and PAUL WURTZEL would
have a good time slugging it out for first
place in standings. How about it, PAUL?
This week good bowling by — BEN
CASS— 224-199-182— 605; PAUL WURTZEL—223; RALPH HICKEY— 223; WIMPY WISE — 221; M. MORGAN — 219;
BOB BOW — 217; RAY FERREL — 216;
HAL BOW— 214; GEO. DEMPSEY— 213;
M. JACOBSEN— 212.

League; that Is if there happens to be
an opening on some team that night of
bowling. There seemed to be some objections on the part of a few members of
the league — but it seems to me that if
the Studio is willing to keep these boys
on an Inactive payroll and the Studio
Club carries them on its Service Lists, the
least we can do is give them a chance to
bowl with us If they are that Interested in
our league to come down to the alleys
and are willing to bowl for someone who
may be absent. This would certainly show
our boys our good sportsmanship and also
give them something to remember when
they return to Camp, and really something
to look forward to when they have another chance to come home again.
BETTY GRABLE's TEAM Is still holding
the lead — and as the games roll by, they
are widening their lead by more points.
This week they are out In front by a margin
of five games.
Outstanding bowling this week from
MICKEY MORGAN— 217-192-204— 613;
PAUL WURTZEL — 212-210-190 — 612;
HAL BOW— 198-193-218— 609; L. HARTIN — 233; R. ALEXANDER — 225; AL
SWEITZER— 219; J. BODNAR— 218; H.
busby— 214; G. SUTFIN— 212; HENDERSEN— 212.
From the girls, MARION GRODIN —
166-176-155 — 497; VI ARBEITER — I 76;
ROSE STEINMAN— 176; RUTH SATTERLEE— 169; LINDA ANDERSON— 165- 167;
VIOLET HOGAN— 162-164.
HI Team Series —
BETTY GRABLE
2911
Hi Team Game —
FIVE LITTLE FOYS

1042

Women's Hi Series —
LITTLE FOXIES

2704

Hi Ind. Series —
MICKEY MORGAN. .213-21— 634
Hi Ind. Game —
LLOYD HARTING . . .233-19—252
This is the Christmas issue of the Action
and we would like to wish you and your
families a VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
and A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
Signing off,

ROGER.

With the girls- BETTY BOW— I 70- 157158—495; PHYLLIS HUFFINE— I 36- 18 1I77_494; VIOLET HOGAN— 192;
JEANNE BANTA— 177.
HI Team Series —
WOLVES
2939
HI Team Game —
W. EYTHE
1052
Women's Hi Series —
FOXIES
HI Ind. Series —
H. DODS
HI Ind. Game —
SID PECK

FRANK B. DESSLER, the second highest member of the TCF family in point of
blood donations (listed on page 8) has had
a very interesting life up to this point, and
we predict an equally interesting and
exciting life for the balance of his years.
Frank was born In Chicago in 1908,
and at an early age went to Europe with
his parents, where his father was engaged
as a representative of an American transportation company. Frank was educated
In Norway, Germany, Russia, France and
England. He' became acquainted with the
Prussian methods of discipline while attendlnq school In Germany — engaged in
fisticuffs with the "lehrer" and was expelled, much to his delight.
During the first world war while still in
Europe, Frank was on a train bound for
France when a bomb hit the car Immediately behind the one in which he was
riding, and another time, while out in a
sailboat, he was shelled by a German sub.
Frank was 14 when he returned to the
U. S. and, as he says, "got In a few licks
at college" and then was employed variously, including newspaper work. He
worked in the picture business In 1928
and 1929, left it for other fields, returned In 1941 and was employed by TCF
In 1942.
As soon as war broke out, Frank devoted his efforts voluntarily to the American Friends Service Committee (a Quaker
Group), the French War Relief, the Committee for the Care of European Children, and other organizations.
Frank Is married to a charming young
lady by the name of Elsie, and his two
ambitions are to be a director In the
moving picture business and to own
home high in the hills of California.

a

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

WHITE

Well Fellas —
Roosevelt's been reelected and some propositions have been
defeated. Armistice Day was observed (we
hope a new Armistice is near), another
Thanksgiving has rolled around, the end of
the war is coming and so is Christmas.
Our Mill was turned Into a busy workshop for Santa Claus. RAY CONWAY
& Co. turned out over 900 scooters, doll

2616

beds, kiddie kars, ironing boards and wagons for the Studio Club. These gifts will
be presented to the kiddies at our annual

577-63—640

Christmas party at the Carthay Circle
Theatre.

200-28—228

The tenth week opened with a Captains'
meeting to discuss the problem of allowing Twentieth Century Fox Service Men,
who are on furlough, to bowl In the

FRANK

B. DESSLER, Chief Clerk at the Mill Office
at Western Ave.

After enjoying
JOHNNY
presence
for three(?)months,
we RIGGS'
had to
lose him again to Western Ave. It seems
Johnny has had three eye infections since
being out to the hills, probably caused
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man Morrissey last year and was heartily
endorsed by the men.
FRANK DRAEGER sends us pin-up pictures of the native girls.
"Terrible Terry" STUART looking over a
Santa Rosa location.
BILL SCHLOSSER has annexed 5 acres
of San Fernando (cess-pool) Valley.
CHARLES BARRES pinch-hitted for
BILLIE EULL while the latter was on his
vacation.
MEL BLACK back from Utah without
any deer meat — what meat he did get
was very dear.
EARL SHATTUCK not content with getting rid of laryngitis, broke his knee cap
and Is now In the General Hospital.
We can't send you all Individual cards
but If you read this you will know the
whole gang sends you their heartiest
wishes for a Merry Xmas and a Happy
New Year.

NUMBER ONE KILLER
By ROBERT CARSE
Lieutenant, U.S.M.S.

Up Inside the Arctic Circle at Murmansk
where we fought the Nazis day and night,
the men of my convoy learned from the
valiant Russian people that there is absolutely no difference between those at
the front and those behind It. The safety
of one, we found, depends upon the safety
of all, and the health of a nation as a
whole Is as vital In war as arms.

GENE

TIERNEY — 20th Century-Fox Player, is "Whiizer" White's choice for the pin-up girl for December.

by Redwood dust, which Is Infectious to
people who are allergic to it.
We have built a huge new street
around the "lake," all bombed buildings
for the picture "A Bell for Adano." It
was here JOE WEISS broke his finger In
two places while loading rock.
FRANK L. JOHNSON checks in the

hospital for a general check-up and probably won't be back till after the first of the
TOMMY MORRISSEY, JR., writes that
he
is safe and sound on Ascension Island.
year.
All the servicemen from the Construction Dept, will receive $10 checks for
Christmas. This idea was fostered by head-

Returning to the United States on leave
from active service, I have been Informed
that tuberculosis Is still the Number One
Killer during the most productive years
of life, from 15 to 45, among those on
the home front. In very simple terms —
terms that every American should know
and understand — tuberculosis took approximately 145,000 lives in the first 31 months
after Pearl Harbor. Deaths among the
armed forces for this same period, according to a recent estimate, were about
fifty-seven thousand.
One out of every 100 men entering
the armed services examined for tuberculosis was disqualified because of this disease in some stage. Thirty out of every
100 men disqualified for tuberculosis had
a disease in a clinically active form.
Figures from mass X-ray surveys among
industrial workers Indicate that a somewhat higher percentage of active cases
is found, because more of the persons engaged are In the older age groups.
This Is the condition existing on the
American home front in the year of the
great assault upon Europe, In the year
when every man and woman who is active and fit Is desperately needed, and
the demands of the armed services are
daily
fill ourstripping
fighting Industry
ranks. more and more to
Here Is nothing but a sheer and crimi-
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nal waste. For no one need die with the
disease today. It can be prevented and
can be cured. Diagnosis and treatment
for It are proved procedures.

of meeting Jap patrols or Japs trying to
escape from Myitkynia. We were heavily
armed but were instructed to avoid trouble ifpossible, as ours was not a combat
mission. When we reached the fort, we

According to the figures of the National
Tuberculosis Association, whose Christmas
Seal Campaign appeal is again being
made to you, the tuberculosis death rate
has been reduced 75 per cent in the last
40 years of struggle against the disease.
But the obvious fact remains that the fight
must continue until the disease is completely conquered.

got a detachment of native troops for security and there is no better soldier than
these boys when it comes to bush fighting.
They killed a beef for us there and native
cooks prepared a delicious beef curry and
rice. After resting for two nights and a
day, we pushed on, staying in native vilfrequently,
I'll tell
you about
only
one oflages
them.
The but
village
headman
greeted,

Your sons, your brothers and your husbands who are serving overseas have seen
in the countries they have freed from our
enemies the awful effects of malnutrition,
lack of clothing, lack of sanitation and
medical care. They dream endlessly of
returning home to you, but returning to
a healthy and happy people, free at least
of this disease from which, if treated correctly, one can recover.
Education has been the chief weapon
used to gain all past victories against
tuberculosis. Education must continue to

I
Sgt. C. L. Zimmerman, presently stationed in India,
former head of Photocopy Department at TCP,
sends us an interesting account of a trek by the
"Hoof

the Hump

Club."

be the chief weapon. Last year, tuberculosis killed 56,000 people in this country;
that means one person every nine minutes.
It is estimated that over half a million

swampy jungle to steep, slippery mountain trails. One day we went up 3,000
feet in 7 miles. That day we were only
able to walk 8 minutes, then rest 10 minutes. Have you ever been so fatigued
you thought you were going to lose your
cookies? It was a new experience for me.
At times everything was a red haze to me

people in the United States have tuberculosis, and of these only half are known
cases. The remaining half must be located.
They are losing their health, perhaps their
lives, and, all unconsciously, holding back
the war effort and Impeding the victory.

and I didn't think I could make it. We perspired gallons, literally. Our fatigues could
be wrung out at any time and they never
seemed dry. Wet feet seemed a normal
situation, as we forded innumerable
streams. We ate 8 or 10 salt tablets daily.

Buy, buy all you can of Christmas Seals
and you will help reach them. You will
help stop the march of the White Plague
that has already taken so many lives.

They didn't even taste like salt. Until we
reached the higher country, where our
medical officer was pretty sure the water
would be safe, with the addition of Halazone tablets, we had to boil all drinking
water, which meant filling canteens before
//e broke camp in the mornings and making one canteen do all day. We really
suffered from thirst. No scotch has ever

A TRUE ACCOUNT
OF A TREK BY THE
"HOOF THE HUMP CLUB"
In July, I got orders for an assignment
that would Involve working approximately
200 miles, round trip, into the Burma
Jungle and mountain country. I was to
accompany

a party of engineers on a reconnaissance mission. We were scheduled

to go through Myitkynia on the early part
of the trip and
go through on
were still a- lot
around it. Our

the latter part, but didn't
the early part, as there
of Japs there, so we went
first three days hiking was

through swampy jungle, with water frequently over our knees. We all started out
carrying full packs, and I carried my 4x5
Speed Graphic camera and film in addition. We were able to get 26 mules and
30 coolie porters at our first night's stop,
so we all got rid of our packs. We were
told then, by an American officer who has
traveled these trails extensively, that no
white man could carry a pack over the
trails we were to encounter. He was right.
During the first five days we had some of
our worst hiking. The trails went from

tasted so good as the little sips of water
I allowed myself. We would dream about
cold beer.
Leeches were plentiful and voracious.
We were so exhausted that during the rest
periods we would fling ourselves prone on
the ground, making it a Roman holiday for
the leeches. Every night, when we made
camp, we would all strip and have a leech
Inspection. There were always plenty to
be found. You can't pull them off. You
hold the tip of a lighted cigarette near
them and they back out. Then the blood
continues to flow, as they leave a secretion that prevents coagulation. Along
about this time I took up smoking again,
as I would be so weary when we made
camp that I needed any small solace or
comfort I could get. I'm back where I
was four years ago, smoking a pack a day.
About our fifth day out we reached a
fort, the northernmost Burma frontier post
of the British. It had been strongly held
by the Japs until two months previous to
our arrival. There was plenty evidence of
Jap occupation and of the battle which
took place. Until we arrived, we had felt
considerable concern over the possibility

us as we arrived. He was standing on the
front porch of his large thatch-covered
basha, surrounded by his several wives and
half dozen filthy, runny-nosed, bare-fannied
children. He was very friendly and, through
our Interpreter, invited us to stay the night
in his basha. Our Interpreter said it
would be an Insult to refuse, so we all
piled info the gloomy, smoky Interior. As
our eyes became accustomed to the gloom,
we could see how dirty it was Inside. A
favorite wall ornament is the skull and
horns of water buffalo, which gave it a
touch of savageness. He immediately
passed around a large bamboo full of rice
wine. I sniffed a little dubiously at mine,
but it proved quite good. Very much like
sauterne wine. A few months ago I would
have hesitated even entering a place like
that; now I was glad to lay mv weary head
on the floor and go to sleep — proving
once again to me that everything in life
is relative We did our own cooking, with
wood and water provided by the women.
They do all the work — the men really take
it easy — quite a system. After dinner, we
all wanted to turn in early but were unable
to get asleep until quite late, as the headman and his friends sat around the fire
all night smoking opium and chattering
loudly. Later in the trip, we all tried a
couple of pills of opium but all I got out
of it was a bad taste in my mouth. 1
think the others fared about the same, so
our curiosity satisfied, we didn't try it
again. When we left the next morning,
we gave him (the headman) a few rupees,
then added about a pound of salt — both of
which we carried for bartering purposes.
The salt turned out to be the most valued
item. More than half the women and some
of the men I saw had large neck goiters.
(Continued
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Incidentally, these people were
Ever hear of them?

j
E
?

'

-A couple of days after leaving there,
we reached the place where we had decided to establish a base, from which
small parties could work out exploring other
trails. While there I was unofficial mess
sergeant, so one of the officers and I fixed
up a litle kitchen in which we had a counter, from where we served the chow line.
There were ten enlisted men and five

■ ten men for one day and they include
everything down to cigarettes and toilet
paper. We supplemented this with fresh

.. '

'

.4,
V

vegetables and rice brought in by neighboring village women, and bought a young
water buffalo for 60 rupees, which the
native soldiers killed for us. We skinned
and butchered it, and had quite a feast
on T-bone filet and round steaks, not to
mention a couple of pot roasts. Eating so
well was the only thing that pulled us
through the rigors of the trip in good
shape. We all took atabrlne regularly and
soon everyone had a bright yellow tint to
their skin. I still am a little yellow, but it
will wear off. After about ten days there,
we started back. Oh yes, while there -we
received our scheduled air drop of supplies and food. Two of the parachutes we
never found, contained 30 cartons of cigarettes and 100 lbs. of salt. Our supplies
of both of these articles were very low.
We had to depend on the cigarettes in
the 10 in I rations, but we were soon sick
of second rate cigarettes.
The return trip was a little easier, as
we were all in better shape. We received
strong rumors via native grapevine that
there were 300 Japs in the vicinity of our
return route. We were quite concerned
about that, but with the exception of one
good

scare, which I will tell you about
some day, they never materialized — for
which we were all thankful.

!

\

We arrived back in India about the first
of September. We now call ourselves
'The

Hoof

and

Hump

Club,"

exclusive

membership of 15. It was a great experisoon.

ence, but I wouldn't want to do it again

Ten days after 1 got back, we heard
about a party being formed to rescue a
downed P-51 pilot. I was assigned to
cover it. It seems the pilot developed
motor trouble over the North Burma jungle and bailed out. He wandered in the
jungle for a month before he finally found
a Naga village. Then sent a runner out
with a message from him. He was in
pretty bad shape from malnutrition, malaria, dysentery and infected leech bites.
Three air corps officers were parachuted
to him at once, including a medical officer.
A party of ten of us started to bring them
out. We secured guides and found the
best way to get near him was by river.
So we started out in two assault boats
powered by outboard

motors. We

had to

upsetwater.
at the
waiting
into it,

If you don't believe by now that I
have been busy, hence no letters, then I
can't convince you.

officers in the party, but there was no
rank distinction at all. Everyone shared
the work. Our food was for the most part

flO-l rations. They are complete meals for

,

cross-currents, several times nearly
ting and shipping considerable
After almost six hours, we arrived
point where an ambulance was
for us and we loaded the pilot
so he will be OK now.

Kachins.

Lt. PERCY BREWER, USN, former projectionist at
TCP is now somewhere in the South Pacific.

drive 75 miles to reach this river. It was
a shallow, rapids-fllled river and we had
plenty of trouble getting the 15 miles
downstream we had to go. The point
where the guide indicated we should beach
the boats was at the junction of the river
we were on and a smaller river. We
loaded our packs, bed rolls and my camera on our backs and started into the
jungle. It took us four hours to go three
miles. We did most of it on our hands
and knees, as the trail was so steep and
slippery. We stayed that night at the
usual village and started out early next
morning. Hiked 15 miles by 4:30 p.m.
over really rough trails, in some places
practically no trail, just pushing our way
through the brush. Leeches were the worst

Received the May issue of Action yesterday. Noticed an article about a TCP
fireman being discharged from the Navy
and returning to work at TCP with full
seniority. Glad to hear the Studio is sticking to that policy as that Is every serviceman's big worry for after the war.
Gosh there are a lot of new faces at
TCP. Some honeys too! (Uh, uh, I forget
I'm married now). Have to look hard to
find some familiar faces on Action pages.
Sam is no longer our basha boy. He
had too many to take care of. Our new
one is new at the job and only understands English when he wants to. A little
on
sidea but
I don't expect too
muchtheforlazy
$3.00
month.
Give my regards to all the old gang
at the Studio. I hope it won't be too long
now till I can be back In the old life
again.
Sgt. C. L. Zimmerman
c/o P.M., New York, N. Y.

CHARLES.

I've ever seen. That night we reached a
village where we could see the village in
which the flyer was. It was across a vally on top of another mountain. About a
half day's march from us. We sent a
runner there with a note that we would
be there the next morning. They sent
word back that the best way to bring him
out was to float him down this small river,
near the village, on a rubber life raft
which they had airdropped and would
meet us at the junction of the two rivers
where we had beached our assault boats.
So we turned around and made a forced
march out. We got there before they
did. They had a rough trip and almost
upset a couple of times, filling the raft
with water. The flyer was cheerful but unable to walk unaided. I would judge he
weighed about 150 lbs. normally, and I'm
sure he didn't weigh 100 now. We transferred them to our boats, making a bed
for the flyer on the rubber raft in one of
our boats. It was impossible to buck the
strong current and go back the way we
came, so we had to continue downstream
60 miles. It was a beautiful ride through
towering, rocky, jungle-covered gorges
with monkeys chattering at us, occasional
villages on the shores with the natives lined
up to watch this phenomenon, and numerous breath-taking waterfalls emptying into
the river. However, it was very dangerous,
as we were constantly shooting rapids and
being tossed around in whirlpools and
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A LETTER
Dear

TO THE

BOYS

Boys:
We have

received

so many

wonderful

letters

from

you

during

the

past year — some we have printed in the pages of "Action" and some
we have not, but we have enjoyed and appreciated them all, and
now we think we will write one big letter to all of you.
At

this

particular

time

of the

season’s greetings, and it would
Christmas", but we want a little
to be in that expression.

year,

it is customary

be very simple for
more of the spirit

to

send

the

us to say "Merry
of the season

That all-encompassing feeling that overcomes one at this time of
the year, that we usually interpret as the Christmas Spirit, has a
special significance for us when we think of you. For many of you it
will be your first Christmas away from home, others have experienced
two and some three lonely Yuletides, but whether it is your first
or third, we hope it will be your last of separation and loneliness.
You may think it is cruel or difficult to go back in memory
over many happy holiday seasons spent in the midst of your family
or friends, in familiar places that because of their very familiarity seemed at the time insignificant and ordinary. The things you
did — the gifts you planned and bought — selecting a tree and decorating it— the wonderful holiday table, overburdened with goodness
and plenty — the happy wassailing cup — the mistletoe and the holly.
All these things that now seem so dear and bring back such poignant
memories will later have their separate place in your mind and
the Christmases you have spent away from home will in retrospect
have their nostalgic memories too.
All these things — the pleasant ones — we put in a special
storeroom of our minds to draw upon in reverie. These are the good
things, the things we have to cherish, the things that keep us going
when the going is tough.
We here at home will bring out the same old Christmas ornaments,
hang up our stockings, light the Christmas candles, and drink the
same old toast. It will be hard for us without your help, your
presence and cheer, doubly hard for your absence, but unless we do
these things we will be destroying the thing you are keeping
alive in your minds. We all need those memories.
And so we say "MERRY XMAS"
and despite our separation now,
more wonderful Christmases that
down through the years.

to all our dear boys away from home,
we know there will be many, many
will cast their shadows of memories
Sincerely,
The
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Studio

The activities of the Studio Club from
January, 1944, up to and inclusive of December, 1944, consisted of the following:
In January, 1944, the plan for the system
of making the payroll deductions for membership in the Club was approved and put
Into effect.
In February, the Club sponsored a Chess
tournament at Western Avenue, under the
direction of Campbell Forsyth, and on
April
I, anon"Anything
Can anHappen
Dance"in
was held
the Lot with
attendance
excess of 1 ,000.
The 12th Annual Studio Picnic was held
on August 27, with an attendance of 4,262
persons, and netted $3,343.08 deposited to
the Welfare Fund.
A

Godfrey

rtyDorrity
Dept.
A. G
Irish Roche
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Louise Knapp
Rita Ketchum
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clothing for Russia drive was sponsored by the Club, and a drive for the
collection of books for hospitalized servicemen was successful in obtaining over 1,000
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Safety News
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Letters from the Boys

books. (The Club collects books and magazines throughout the year as well.)
One hundred dollars was appropriated
by the Club for prizes for the Bowling
League.
The By-Laws were amended, and a general Lot-wide election of members to the
Board of Controllers was conducted by the
Club for the first time in its's history. Over
1,200 ballots were counted.
The Annual Xmas Party was conducted
by the Studio Club and approximately
1 ,600 tickets were distributed. Over 800
books were wrapped in the Club office for
this party and five large baskets were
packed containing a turkey and a selection
of other foodstuffs for a complete dinner.
Two checks were issued as well, to other
deserving families.
The Studio Club also does a considerable
amount of Welfare work during the year
which is naturally not made public.
During the year, 1,408,000 cigarettes

Lloyd Harting

Jet Fore, Jr.
Geo. D. Hellgren
Jimmy

Dinneen

3
5
II
17
17
19

20
22, 23, 24

were mailed to employees in the Armed
Services; 50 cartons of gum, and approximately 7,200 "Action" magazines.
The gas rationing office handled in excess of 8,000 gasoline applications for employees, and in excess of 500 tire applications. Inaddition to this, the gasoline office
handles hundreds of letters of appeal and
makes various contacts with ration boards.
Approximately
"Action"
zines, edited by 21,000
the Studio
Club, magawere
mailed to Studio Club members during the
year. The Club office maintains complete
records of membership and mailing lists of
Studio Club members as well as an up to
date record of all addresses of Servicemen.
Four Blood Banks were handled by the
Studio Club during the year and a total of
1,493 pints of blood was donated to the
American Red Cross by employees.
The Club also handles a rental bureau
for employees.
Blood Bank — April 5

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California, by and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price $1.00 per year. Single copy 15c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2141. Entered as Second Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles, California.
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of the Lot
men. Funk & Wagnalls. To some people the

FOR ART'S SAKE
By LLOYD

HARTING

No matter what you say about art or
artists, or how you say it, you can always
stir up a heck of a good argument, so I'll
start off with Webster's definition of art —
i.e., "Skill in performance, acquired by experience, study, or observation, knack. . .
and so on into a wordy definition of an
insignificant little three letter word. If my
understanding Is correct, anything from
cooking to prevarication could be classified

word "Artist" means a weird Individual,
clad in a smock and beret with flowing tie,
long hair, big feet, baggy pants and empty
pockets, tucked away in a garret full of
cobwebs, pouring out his soul (and whiskey)
for posterity — a round of gay parties, with
a few orgies thrown in, innumerable nude
women, hangovers, Greenwich Village,
Montmartre, Vienna . . . (good stuff).
But If you entertain any of the foregoing
Impressions of artists, I take this opportunity of dispelling them! Fortunately for
everyone and everything, 99 out of 100
artists are good solid everyday men and
women. No berets, flowing ties, etc. Smocks,
yes, but not the pretty pink and lavendar,
rose and chartreuse, but gray, tan and

show his set exactly as It will appear when
constructed (we hope).
An accurate mechanical projection, even
to degree of camera lens, is made and the
characters placed in the action specified.
A complete Illustration is made, one that
will show the scene as it will appear when
shot. Costuming has to be checked as well
as furnishings and props; lighting studied
and color worked out. In addition to this,
scale models are often made which give a
very comprehensive Idea of the set In three
dimensions. This department is under ELDO
CHRYSLER. These are submitted to the director and producer and assuming that
they are ok'd, they are put Into working

such, worn not for art's sake, but for cripe's
sake — cleaning bills are high. Ten to one
you
tell an
artist
from anyone
else and
on
the can't
Lot and
their
studios
are clean

LLOYD

HARTING,

the artist who

illustrator in the Art Dept., is

draws

the covers for "Action",

author of "For Art's Sakel" appearing

and

in this issue.

under that heading. However, tor the purpose of this article, lets stick to the general
principles of a specific branch of learning
commonly called "Art"; that' presumably
lurid out-of-this-world profession that produces a mess on canvas entitled "Sunset
over Damifyno" and cops the blue hankie
for a still life of ham and eggs with whole
wheat toast. Or a hunk of stone dubbed
"Aphrodite at the Pump," which looks like
a cross between grandpop's pet cow and
the three-headed guardian to the gates of
Hades.
Artist — "One

versed In learned arts. An

artisan. A schemer. . . ." Here we get no
place In a hurry, but I'm in no mood to
argue with Mr. Webster, or his follow-up

efficient. Let's go!
Starting with the Urban building, commonly known as the Art Department, we
find the art directors. Illustrators, draftsmen, model builders, matte shot and scenic
departments, title and insert men. The art
directors, illustrators, draftsmen and model
builders are under the supervision of LYLE
WHEELER. Into this department comes the
script, via petit femmes. It Is read and reread, then an art director is assigned to the
picture and he breaks it down (or breaks
down) Into the number of sets needed.
Hours of research follow as to period, style,
architecture, color, etc. He roughs up the
plans and elevations of the sets, smoothes
them out and roughs them up again. After
losing several heads of hair and substantially adding to the paper drive, he arrives
at something that fits the action, period
and mood; which accommodates cameras
and technical equipment, actors, directors,
producers, etc. He then calls In the illustrator and tells him the shot he wants, to
best show the set, acquaints him with the
action, discusses color and furnishings and
turns him loose. The Illustrator's (ob is to

Matte

Artists at work

SERSEN's

Special

in the Artist room
Photographic

of FRED

Effects Dept.

form. The draftsmen, HARRY SHERMAN
at bat, make specific plans and elevations,
designs and details — the same as you would
receive from an architect if you were to
build a house. These are turned over to
construction and we're off — let's hope not
Special features are needed to fit the
script.• They have to be designed and made
far!
— posters, signs, musical settings, stage
sets, scenic backings and miniatures. These
are all worked out In the Art Department
before moving to the departments which
execute them.
Locations have to be selected to fit given

Action
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SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA

GODF

FRED SERSEN wen first prize at the Annual Painters and Sculptors Club exhibition
at the County Museum. Nowadays Mr.
Sersen has little time to indulge in "Art for
Art's Sake," but when he does his paintings
have a quality that always puts them among
the winners.
CLYDE SCOTT and EMIL KOSA Sr.,
have both been on our sick list — we have
missed Scotty's genial personality and Mr.
Kosa's lovely sense of humor.
We had another interesting letter from
Lt. VERNON LAW — Vern is now in Burma.
He seems to have added well over a 1 ,000
hours busy.
to his flying time — I take it he has
been

Set Designers at work in the Drafting Room

situations and If they are not found, they
must be made. Special effects play a big
part in motion picture making and must be
considered and worked out with the departments concerned before being definitely incorporated in the artist's end of
the picture — rain, snow, fog, etc.
In cases where trick effects and hookups between full scale and miniature sets
are needed, or to show the complete working of a set or sets, the Illustrator will be
called upon to make continuity sketches.
These are small, rough sketches taken from
the script, scene by scene, action by action,
and give the complete story in picture-form
to assure the working of all sets. Continuities are helpful to location men in showing
them what to look for, also for cameramen
and directors on location shooting for
process plates to be certain that eye levels,
angles and such are as needed.
To add to the headaches, many times it
is too costly, impractical, or impossible to
build all of a set. In this case, art director
and illustrator get together and design the
unconstructed portion to be made by matte
shot or glass shot. I won't go Into any
lengthy discussion of this Important part
of a production, which is under the very
able supervision of FRED SERSEN.
In the Scenic Department, under FRED
KINDSCHI, the artists take the small scale
sketches from the Art Department and
paint them on 40 by 100 feet and up backdrops, so realistically that you can stand
on the sets and swear you see 10 miles.
Then to the Title Department — LOUIS
DE WITTE coaching. The big little men of
letters — Solber, Cabel, script, broadface,
block letter, Roman, Italic, or you name it.
These men design and letter the production title which must fit the character of
the production they name, constantly creating new and different backgrounds.
The Insert Department, WALLY CASTLE
conducting, has the responsibility of creat-

in LYLE

WHEELER'S

Art Dept.

ing the special Inserts to be cut into the
continuity of the story, such as shots of
magazines, books, posters, programs, letters, etc.
The costume designers of CHARLES LE
MAIRE create the special gowns, dresses
and costumes for dance numbers and musicals, etc., drawing on their vast imaginative
ability for original ideas as to style and
color.
The Make-up Department also has artists
whose job is to draw or paint the actor or
actress as he or she will appear when made
up for the part to be played.
The wood carvers in the Prop and Miniature Department create artistic figures and
designs for specified objects. The sculptors
and modelers in the Staff Department mold
and model the beautiful replicas of anything and everything from handcuffs to
elephants. In the Sign Department are experts in lettering and designing all styles
of print, in all languages. There are furniture designers who design anything you can
mention in furniture and the artists in New
York who create the billboards and posters
for the publicity end of the business.
Yes, I'm afraid we do have artists in the
motion picture business. Little ones, big
ones, tall and short ones — thin and fat, old
and young. All practical, hard-working,
hard-thinking creative men and women.
Prize winners in many exhibits. National
and International — painters of sunsets that
are sunsets and ham and eggs you can
practically lift off the canvas and have
everything but the taste and the aroma.
So next time you think of art and artists,

T/Sgt. HERB STEWART dropped in tor
a visit a while ago, that is the first time
Herb has been back on the Coast since he
left for Quantico two years ago. It was
nice to see him again.
VON MULDORFER writes that he is on
an island in the South Pacific and very busy
at the moment. They had a very quiet
Xmas, but New Year's Day the enemy proceeded to bomb the next island so that
day was far from quiet. He is putting up
a valiant but losing battle with the spiders
and bugs, and as they can have no lights
showing
after sundown it makes the nights
rather long.
DORIS and MAX de VEGA (two of the
nicest people who ever went to Mexico)
have been back for a two weeks stay in
California. Max is the same merry, genial
and very busy person he ever was — full o^
stories of the happenings below the border
and it makes Mexico sound like a lot of
fun, if a bit hectic, at times.
DAVE PRESTON spends these springlike week ends perched in his garden busily
listening to the bulbs growing. I hope this
year he doesn't become impatient again
and pull them up to see how far along they
are. It depleted his garden considerably
last year!
RICHARD GODFREY, of Eldo Chrysler's
Model Dept, who is co-plloting one of
those B-I7's over Berlin these days, says
he has acquired an English bicycle and a
handle-bar mustache to match. He is sharing a Neisen hut with his first pilot and the
navigator and the stove that went with
said hut wasn't throwing enough heat to
warm
a 50
stove
little

a clam shell, so the boys 'borrowed'
gal. oil drum and made themselves a
that heats like mad — but they have a
difficulty in seeing each other through

don't visualize some peculiar creature, but
someone who plays tennis, golf, bowls,
swims, fishes, hunts and does everything
you can name just the same as you or anyone else.
Drop over and see for yourself some
time — so long!

the smoke! Dick is with the 8th Air Force's
hot bombing group, the 390th, the squadron is the proud possessor of the Presidential Citation with two clusters.
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MEET THE SECRETARIES
The picture on the left is of ZOLA
BAYLES, secretary to Jim Ruman, Transportation head. Zola was born In Nebraska
where she received her education. She
taught in a country school for a year and
admits that drilling the rudiments of elementary education into the heads of her 19
students — aged 5 to 12 years — was the
hardest job she has ever had. She later
worked for the Government in Lincoln,
Nebraska, and when she first came to California, was employed at Douglas Aircraft
Corp.
Zola bowls and does a lot of reading in

her spare time, and considers cooking definitely out of her line.
The center picture is of CHARLOTTE
JAFAY, secretary to Melchior and Tom
Lengyel, Writers. Charlotte is a comparative newcomer to TCF. She came to the
United States from Berlin six years ago,. and
has been employed here for a year. She
has traveled extensively over Europe, speaks
German, French and Italian and spent a
number of years as a governess before taking up secretarial work. Charlotte lived in
Carmel, California, for a short time where
she owned and operated a circulating library. Her hobbles are tennis, reading, and
linguistics.
Charlotte has two brothers in the U. S.

Army, one is a lieutenant in the infantry
and another is attached to a medical unit.
Cn the right is a picture of BERNICE
WILLIAMS LAMBETH, secretary to Arthur
Caesar, Writer. Bernice has been with TCF
for two and a half years, and is a native
Los Angeleno. She graduated from Hollywood Highschool (not so very long ago) and
has been married for two months.
Bernice has traveled in 38 of the 48
states, but is a loyal Californian. She loves
to dance, is a good swimmer, and likes to
read, but at present is confining her reading to cook books in preparation for her
career of marriage which she hopes to take
up seriously after the war.
Blood Bank — April 5

LAB-LAFFS

the front cover of the magazine. (Deserve

BARNFIELD to recover as rapidly as possible from his hip injury so they may resume business as usual. . . .
This cigarette shortage has become so
acute that merchants who once lied that

By DAVID

GOLDFARB

Is you is, or is you ain't, prepared for
March 15th? Do you look down to your
upper bracket, or look up, to your lower
bracket? Can you squeeze into the column
the government printed especially for you?
Cr does your exemptions stick out? If so,
try the simplified form by throwing a bowl
of alphabet soup into the air and upon
landing, if it spells
member April Fool is
DOROTHY HALL,
and having her face

D-O-N-'T P-A-Y, renext month. . . .
having her palm read,
red, by JOHANNA

Campbell's fortune-telllng answers. . . .
Tiny IRENE KOHLER, struggling with a
cup cake bearing one huge candle for
MABEL BOEHM's birthday party. After
the cake was cutely plucked with a tweezer,
an ample crumb was passed to the chosen
guests. This was, naturally, all done for a
gag and a grand time was had by all. . . .
FAWN Farrar's portrait brightening
the front cover of our laboratory union
magazine. And former members now over
there, brightening their barrack walls with

a pack
of ciggies
for this,
don't you
think?)
Whenever
powerful
WALTER
SCHAFER
wraps his huge arms around muscular (?)
DAVID ROTHSCHILD, Dave sings a fast
chorus of, "Don't Fence Me In". . . .
Playboy JAMES GIBNEY, turning his
best looking vein toward the pretty nurse
at the Red Cross Blood Bank, and the nurse
screaming in horror as the vein came up
to embrace her. . . .
The sun can show no more brightness
than ROSE ROBINSON's motherly face,
when she reads those devoted overseas letters from her heroic son who is flying those
things our war bonds are buying. The entire
Lab is with you in your prayers for his
safety, mother Robinson. . . .
HENRY WEBER, challenging that radio
commercial by washing his hair with their
soap, so he can give his head that ivory
look in just twelve days. . . .
Our tall, handsome new printer in the
Lab is RAY KOENIG, who has been voted
by the gals as the one they would most like
to be stranded in the dark room with. . . .
Several dance halls telegraming STUART

they have no smokes, now tell the truth —
that they have no smokes. . . .
Uncle Sam and MICHAEL LESHING
tossing a coin to see who gets .to keep
NORMAN FRIMKESS. Gee! Norman looks
swell In his army uniform. Good luck pal.
in your new adventure. . . .
S l/c BERT FRIED, writing us that he is
waaaaay over in France, in the best of
health, and having a swell time (See? Norman) but If I could only speak French. I
know a few French words, Bert, but you are
too nice a boy to have your face slapped.
Our recent dry spell was broken by a
surprising rain, and a definite surprise,
when FRED STORY thumped across the
cutting room floor in a pair of cowboy
boots. TOM, HOOT. GENE, FRED. TEX
STORY wants it known that he is no guitarplaylng-cowboy and the only time he ever
entered a drugstore was when he needed a
sack of roll-your-own tobacco but refused
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to purchase same because they had no
cigarette making machine to go with it.
WAYNE MILLER, making those gorgeous wristwatch bands for everyone in the
Lab. And for his trouble, Wayne has ten
of the sorest fingers a drill press can ever
hope to give. Nice kid, that boy. . . .
PARKER LEWIS, following his chest to
work, after his son-in-law returned home for
30 days of ease after giving three years of
dezze Boom! Boom! to Hitgorhimmler's
place. . . .
How to lose friends, and influence
enemies: What gal in the building would
love to be known as the labadorable? The
mixup in hats was between what two negative cutters? And the seal working in our
own "Dolly Sisters," kissed what machinist,
when told by her trainer, then refused her
fish for the rest of the day? When driving
to a Sunday Union meeting, who had a
sudden meeting at a busy intersection and
now must make with the fix for about 500$?
Who poured a fifth of scotch into his gas
tank when his car had a recent birthday?
Why do some people stand in doorways
when you are trying to get through with
an armful of film cans? Who always reads
his magazine over someone's else's shoulder? Whenever your equipment is missing,
whose cutting bench do you go to, when
you wish to recover same? Who, after
working 20 years for the studio at Sunset
and Western, still has to walk back two
blocks when taking a bus to work because
he fails to recognize the old familiar corner.
The following was taken from a very
popular syndicated column (not mine),
"Absenteeism Makes The Duration Last
Longer."

Blood Bank — April 5

DIRT FROM THE LEFT FIELD
By AUTHORS

UNKNOWN

One hour to write a column and with
eight Hoochie-Koochle dancers on the set
of "State Fair", it's quite a task. There
they go rehearsing again — each shake and
shimmer makes us so homesick for Main
Street that there may be no column after
all.
The past few weeks have brought our
department two of the greatest phenomena
in our history. First was the promotion of
FRANK SULLIVAN to Assistant Director
and secondly, the Split Spinners winning
ten cut of their last twelve games.
Anent FRANK SULLIVAN, his pals gave
him a fine send-off with all the "trimmings"
the last Saturday night he was with us and
was
Frank.his face green! Any questions — ask
Well, there is only a half hour left and
still no column. . . . Received a letter from
MAXIE GOLDMAN recently and he is in
good spirits but very anxious to come home
afier his long stay in the Pacific. HARRY
MELLEN is somewhere in the Marianas
and he says it's pretty rough, but the Seabees are ironing things out in good order.
Those two locker-and-towel boys,
CHARLIE PERRIN and WALTER WERMICH*| fought to get a heater in the Hand
Prop room and as soon as they got it the
weather changed — now they want a fan.
POISONALITIES: What Prop Man on
what company has fallen quite in love with
the leading lady? How charming love can
get. . . . CY SHELLEY — "Old Folks" to you
— has turned quite the horticulturist. He
literally sleeps among his flowers. Tough
breakGovernment
for "Spinner"
LANSING
— we hear
the
Is about
to confiscate
his
outboard motor.
What assistant property man — and we
use the term very loosely — has found a way
whereby the Prop Man can always find
him ... he just looks for a pretty girl.
Congratulations to MARIE KRAMCHAK
— we found a set still properly filed. Keep
up the good work, Marie — we knew you
could do It.
Things have gotten so tough with our old
pal DUKE that he came to work one day
last week with only three scarves on. Seriously though, we all wish him the best of
luck and success in his new adventure.
Incidentally, have you noticed how STAN
DETLIE is always looking at the time lately?
Nice watch, Stan, who gave it to you?
Poor FREDDIE "Whip" RODE, every
Thursday when he bowls with the boys he'
has to lay off for two weeks and give the
piano wire a chance to go back In place.

CpI. MAX GOLDMAN
of the Property Dept, has
been In the South Pacific with the Army Engineers
for 28 months and hopes to be back for a visit
very soon. We'll bet our bottom dollar that Mrs.
Max Goldman (LILLIAN GINSBERG) of the Credit
Union will be the happiest gal on the Lot
THAT day.

The uncertainty of "draft call" Is no
longer bothering our BOB WADE. He reported on the 261 h of last month. Bob has
been Furniture Custodian ever since
HARRY MELLEN's departure about three
years ago. We'll miss Bob's Casanova per-

We don'f know
he is co-author

this gentiman, but we understand
of an article entitled "Dirt from
the Left Field".

sonallty, to say nothing of his blond hair
and baby-blue eyes. Good luck. Bob!
The big job Bob is leaving behind will
be filled most capably, we are sure, by
WALTER WERMICH, formerly of the
Hand Prop Room. The best of luck to you,
Walter!
THINGS WE KNOW WE WILL NEVER
SEE: LEOTA In a bad humor; a certain guy
at a loss for words; MARIE with her requisitions straight and up to date. . . .
See, we told you there would be no
column!
Blood Bank — April 5

PAYROLL PERIODS
By A. G. DORRITY
With his successive elections to our
Studio Club Board of Governors, and to
the Credit Committee of our Credit Union
In recent months, we next expect to see
EDWARD ARNCLD elected to the Corporation's Board of Directors.
GWEN REED, SHIRLEY LYCN, SYLVIA
HILMES, FRANCES KEARNEY and JEAN
BANTA — HENRY HATHAWAY's valiant
Chicks put on an effort in the second week
of
February
andFoxies
bowled
DICK toHAYMES'
powerful
Little
quintet
a frazzle
by winning all four game? as well as
weeks.
Women's High Series for three successive
ALTA MAE SHEAHAN's visit with her
handsome young brother was succeeded by
a whirlwind week-end visit from her long
absent husband, leaving her almost breathless with so much good fortune.
GRACE RCGERS also was overwhelmed
by a long awaited visit from her Merchant
Marine boy-friend in which her pleasurable
anticipation, realization and subsequent
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memories greatly Increased her happiness.
hearty welcome to three charming
^Pvcomers, chic RUTH SOUTHARD from
Long Island; ROZELLA NAGLE from Oklahoma: and JOANNA ZWART, elghteenyear-old beauty of Dutch origin.
San Fernando Valley is one of the fastest
growing precincts ot sprawling Los Angeles
and we predict that LORETTA HIGGINS
will be known In it as one of its most fervent
expansionists.
RALPH HAHN ducked out on us in our
efforts to have his kind profile pictured in
this issue. We may have to use a candid
camera to achieve recognition of a deservedly popular personality.

By IRISH ROCHE
It Is well known that constructive criticism
Is necessary to obtain results. But It is to
be regretted that this practice Is sometimes
abused. By uncharitable remarks and actions we seek to destroy those we oppose.
In an unjust way we criticize our government for the mistakes It may make, but we
sometimes neglect to praise It when It does
some good. Those of us on the sidelines do
not have the qualifications necessary to
perform this work, but we are always ready
to jump on the other fellow. It has been
truly said that the best quarterback Is on
the sideline.

LES DRESSLER perked up a lot with the '
receipt during one week In February of no
less than three letters from his personable
son in foreign service.
EDITH SPANGLER has trouble synchronizing her street car and bus transportation
to the Studio. However, she knows that an
S.O.S. will bring some of us to her rescue
in time of need.
We are including a picture of BESS
SEVIER In this issue, hoping it will afford
visual evidence of her stunning personality.
With the tremendous relief of the removal by her dentist of the adjusting
braces she had been wearing for some
eighteen months, we wanted you to have
a picture ot pearly-teethed MARJORIE
JOHNSTON, which should show in our
next issue.
EDNA CHRISTIE enlivens the whole office with the ups and downs of her romance. It is clear, however, that she and
her talented Navy fiance are sufficiently in

BESS

SEVIER,

charming member
Depf.

of the

Payroll

accord to assure safe harborage.
SHIRLEY DAVISON's capa blllties are
only exceeded by her charm of manner.
HAROLD bow's best foreign correspondent is undoubtedly HOMER HILL
who, through Harold, keeps us all informed
of h is progress through the welter of war
abroad.

Eight years ago, this department was
considered the doormat of our studio. Lack
of equipment and organization prevented
us from doing any job worthwhile. At that
time it was considered necessary to make a
change In personnel and In a short time. In
keeping with the expansion of the Lot, we
were known as one of the most progressive
departments. We owe JACK SAVAGE,
who has transferred his services to the
Plaster Department, our appreciation for
his efforts In making this department the
success it is today. We feel that our new
boss, DON CURL, will carry on the good
work. His Individual ability was Instrumental In creating the set Recording Department. During this vital shortage' of
material, it has been most beneficial to the
studio.
A few changes have been made during
the past month. RALPH ARNOLD is the

We were profoundly gratified last month
by a visit from robustly-handsome RUSSELL TALIAFERRO after an absence of
some three years, mostly in foreign service.
a silence
years'
came
a Out
voiceof all
of us of
loved
to duration
hear because
of the cheerful and generous nature of its
owner, SAM WITTENBERG. From a source
deep in Germany, it reached us through
a strikingly-interesting letter received by
RALPH HAHN.
A visit from BILL McCORD, after an
absence of too many years, also pepped us
all up considerably.
This war has bred no great slogans of
lasting Import to inspire nationals at home
or abroad, nor are they needed. As a
young Marine, who had been through
Tarawa, said to us some time ago as we
stood together on the boardwalk of one
of Southern California's beaches, "This is
what we are satisfied to fight and, if need
be, die for. Simple things, like these kids
playing in the sun; youth exercising in the
open air, free of fear of bombings: the
right of humble people to live their lives
free from want, greed and cruelty. We are
willing to go through anything to insure
that such are the elements of life to which

LORETTA HIGGINS, member of the Payroll Dept.,
Itnown for her pleasant manner, her cooperation
and her San Fernando Valley home.

most of us hope to return."
Blood Bank — April 5

Pfc. THOMAS
E. SMYTH ot the Labor Dept., is
the son ot TOM SMYTH, Foreman ot the Sheet
Metal Shop. Young Tom (halt disguised) seems
to be collecting Jap souvenirs.
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new night Foreman. GEORGE TROBOUGH takes his place as Gang Boss on
the day shift. H. A. ROGERS replaces
GEORGE SAMSON on the day shift and
REX LICHTENBERGER is a Gang Boss on
PM.

The departure of BENNY BENSON from
the Paint Department office has left this
column without a reporter. So with the
nearing of the monthly deadline, we will
try to fill in for him insofar as his scribal
duties were concerned.

We sincerely wish George Samson a
speedy recovery from his serious operation.
Sammy, not only being a conscientious
member of this department, is also an ardent worker on the charitable drives we
have on the Lot. The boys are all pulling
for you, Sammy.
Still in the hospital and getting along
very well are MIKE HARNETT and FRANK
WHEATCROFT.
At this time, may we extend our appreciation to our Studio Club for its efforts in
placing RAMON RUELAS in a sanitarium
in Sunland. This generous act makes us
proud of being a member of the Club.
The best wisecrack we have heard recently was m ade by LYLE BAKER. On Lincoln s
birthday, Lyle was lifting some heavy timbers and said, "Some say Lincoln freed the
slaves, but I don't believe it."
Here are some interesting excerpts from
a letter written by Lt. CHARLES E. JORDAN of the Labor Department;

Naturally we were sorry to see Benny
leave the office but his new post as assistant
to DON CURL In charge of the Scene
Dock Is for him a well deserved promotion.
Therefore, we wish him the best of luck.
Benny's successor is genial JACK SEILER,
an alumnus of the University of California
at Berkeley. He also attended U.C.L.A.

If
any research
work Junior
is required
on "Junior
Miss”
KIRSTEN
WALLER,
Librarian,
looks like
the
Junior Miss to do it!

Institution, however. It Is not subject to

where nessheand played
football.
cooperation
makeJack's
him friendlia swell
addition to the office force.
Of Interest to many In the studio, because
of his popularity, will be the news that our
long gone JOHNNY GILMAN arrived
home recently. Master Technical Sergeant
to you, sir. He really looked chipper. After
twenty-six months in the South Pacific area,
Johnny says there Is certainly no place on
earth quite like home. He was one of a

nature's laws and something Is always going
group of specially trained marine technion within our book-lined walls.
"I suppose it's time I took the old goose-n
cians who built the pre-invasion relief maps
appreciatio
in
line
a
you
drop
and
feather
Right now we are wondering whether we
for such engagements as Tarawa, Saipan,
wanting
I've been
for the Christmas gift.
Leyte and others. During this time Johnny
to do this for some time, but up to now I shouldn't put up a sign: "This way to the
built
a special Rube Goldberg apparatus
Cooking
School"
—
there
have
been
so
many
letterreally haven't had much time for
questions about food and recipes.
for simplifying the map making process.
writing. Anyway, thanks again for the gift
KATHERINE LAMBERT had to unearth
For this feat he has gained much favorable
and thank the Studio Club for me. It's nice
famed
Dutch colonial specialties for
comment from his superiors as well as some
remembered when you've been away
be
to
from the States for twenty months.
nice offers from a couple of private map
"Dragonwyck." Among other delicacies,
"A lot of water has passed under the there'll be served Honey Puffs, Napoleons
companies.
and Tipsy-cakes, the latter sprinkled with
bridge since I last saw you and the gang
It seems that one day while strolling
major
nutmeg
or
with
.
.
.
well,
you'll
find
out
six
in
been
I've
1943.
May,
in
back
along a path on one of the Pacific Islands,
campaigns — starting from the beginning of when you see the picture.
Johnny thought he saw a familiar face.
Gerof
North Africa up to the Invasion
Mincemeat Is on the menu for "State
Upon closer inspection it turned out to be
many.
Fair," and MAY MORRIS doesn't mince
JIMMIE ENGLE of our own Insert Departwords
when
she
tells
you
all
about
making
"I've been shot down twice, but have
ment. Johnny said that the feeling you get
it a dozen different ways.
been lucky enough to get her back on the
when you meet an old friend under such
HELEN WEBB is delving into culinary
conditions in next to Indescribable. There
ground each time. The last time I got it
was over Bastogne. The plane looked more
secrets of the Orient for "Anna and the
they were, thousands of miles from a home
like a sieve than a plane.
King of Siam." The information she Is that they had not seen for two years. Even
"I'm now Assistant Operations Officer,
a rugged, war hardened marine is apt to
gathering, however, won't give her any new
ideas for her own cooking — for the Siamese
spill a few on such an occasion. I guess
which keeps me on the ground most of the
time, but I do manage to take a trip to go in for those so-called "preserved" eggs
spoke for all the fellows in the servJohnny
Paris once in a while.
a la Chinese and for curry sauces which
ice when he told of that meeting. It was
have about the same effect as a flame
swell to see you again fella! The Studio
"Say hello to what's left of the old gang
thrower!
Club
will be pleased to hear that Sgt. Gileverything."
for
for me and thanks again
GERTRUDE KINGSTON recently had a
Blood Bank — April 5
his Issue of "Action '
always
as wellman as
hisreceived
cigarettes.
question which would have given the jitters
to anyone with a guilty conscience. There
I guess we are a month late In stating
exists a drug (Scopolamine) which, when
that we received Christmas greetings from
LADDIE GONCZ, HARRY LA VOGUE,
given to people being questioned, compels
them to tell the absolute truth. She had to
BOB WITTENBURG, DICK KELLY and
RESEARCH NOTES
find out just what It does to them and how
GEORGE ERICKSON. They are all in the
thick of battle from time to time and we
^By KARLA von MUEFFLING
they act when giving away their most
closely
guarded
secret!
appreciate their efforts in writing such swell
Evidently, the members of the Research
letters.
How? When? What? Where? Why?
Library are children of nature and subject
ERNY STEWART received some special
Who? That's how most of them start — and
to her laws. This being nature's dormant
it certainly is a lot of fun being a part of greetings from the President the other day.
season, we have not been up to any excitour never ending quiz program!
Jeepers but that guy even knows F.D.R. I
spring
probably
news and The
man made
beingbe a until
Librarywon't
fevering strikes.
Blood Bank — April 5
guess. Some one said that Mr. Roosevelt
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SPANN of the Scene Dock is celebrating
his 24th year with this Studio.

was inquiring after his health. Very thoughtful of him don't you think? At any rate
Erny went downtown to take his physical.
They even told him not to worry about answering the letter as they would take care
of It. That is really some service.
And now, for the benefit of the fellows
overseas, it might be Interesting to mention a few tid bits that might possibly give
them, for a short while at least, a feeling
of closeness to our favorite gulch. For instance, POP DUNHAM slipped on the
street a few days ago and laid himself up
with a bum knee. BILL WILKINSON has
been sick for a month or so with rheumatic
fever. We sure miss his friendly smile. It
will be some time before he is able to work
again. Our old friend MESSMORE is back
on the job again after being off with a
broken leg. Tripped on a beer can some
one said. GEORGE CANFIELD bought
himself a business up near Bakersfield.
Seems he is post war planning already.

Our other popular visitor, who has
broken into print for the second time, is
Warrant Officer HAROLD ROTH. An employee here since 1934, he was one of the
first to enlist ' back In 1941. Hal spent
thirty-four months overseas. Most of this
time was spent in Australia and New
Guinea. His job in the army is concerned
with administrative duties. He can boast
being injured in the largest Japanese air
raid on an undisclosed harbor In the Pacific. Hal has already left for parts unknown after spending thirty days at home,
but most of his afternoons slumming around
the Lot.
The department wishes Jerry and Harold
godspeed and that very soon they will be
back punching their timecards.
VIRGINIA WILLIAMS, IRENE ANGER,
JOHN SHANLEY and JOE TAYLOR made
a foursome at the Bimini Pool. All went
well until Virginia dove in a little too low
and scraped fhe bridge of her nose — all It
left her was a thumping headache.
On Monday, February 5th, we celebrated SYLVIA miller's birthday with her
favorite cake — of chocolate with chocolate
who!
Icing — and 18 pink candles — who's kidding
February 18th was JO ANN LYONS'
birthday. MYRA, BEHY, SYLVIA, VIRGINIA and yours truly gave her the usual
luncheon and cake with 16 candles, because for her size she couldn't be any older!
What male employee has serious intentions concerning MILDRED MARTIN,
keeper of the "Dog House"? Being upstairs Isthe only disadvantage for the office
personnel.
have "Dutch",
our
member Butof ofthecourse,
police wedepartment
who
would testify that TCF assumes.no responsibility for anyone standing on the steps at
the 5 o'clock whistle. There have been cases

Blood Bank — April 5

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

Betty's birth. With such a beautiful and
Intelligent wife, Cy is doubly blessed.
There's no doubt that Betty will pitch in
with all her might and have fun making

AUDITIES
COATES

"No complaints!" Jerry has left to return
to active duty.

The audd audities will be back! Bye. . . .

in Beverly Hills at ten o'clock on Saturday,
Jan. 27, 1945. The secret wedding was not
unexpected by their many friends In the
studio, who wish them loads of happiness.
A happy week was spent at San Ysidro
Ranch near Santa Barbara, the town of

Blood Bank — April 5

As odd as we are, we can boast more
good-looking, unattached returning servicemen than any other department at TCF.
The blue and gold Don Juan is Warrant
Officer JERRY BRODERICK. Jerry started
working in Auditing in 1936 and worked
there until June of 1942, when he enlisted.
His official title In the Navy Is Assistant
Supply Officer attached to a Navy transport. His recent stops have been India,
Australia and most of the Pacific Islands.
When questioned on how he felt about
Navy life and his war job, his answer was

of employees standing there after five, they
have never been heard of again. All that
was
leftstep!
was a small grease spot on the
bottom

Stepping Into a new world and a new
life, go our very dear friends, BETTY JUNE
HITT and CYRIL J. MOCKRIDGE, who
took their marital vows at All Saints Church

That just about winds up the issue, fellows, except to remind you that you must
not trim your wall paper too close as I
hear that FRED VOLTMER got himself a
haircut doing same.

By SHIRLEY

Warrant Officer HAROLD ROTH of the Accounting Dept, visited the Lot on a thirty-day leave
after 34 months in the South Pacific.

everything
"so nice" for Cy
home to.

to come

"Off into the wide blue yonder", goes
our JOHNNY SCOTT, of the Music Photostat Dept. The new draft order found
Johnny all prepared for that eventuality
with months of study behind him in aerial
navigation. Upon release by his draft
board, he immediately obtained a post with
the Air Transport Command. Good luck
and good flying, Johnny. Your many
friends will miss the sunshine of your friendWarrant OfRcer JERRY BRODERICK of the Auditing Dept., now Assistant Supply Officer attached
to a Navy Transport.

ly personality.
SI
WARONKER, Orchestra Manager,
with his thirtieth birthday only a month
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WASTE BASKET WHISPERINGS
By HERMAN

SANDER

Well, here we are again after a long
silence. The guy who has been drafted to
do this column is just a plain blunt janifor.
Don't expect a great deal from him.
I can't do tricks with words that might
sound amusing. Trope and metaphor flow
not readily from my pen, or should I say
typewriter (I hope this mill Is trained to
spell correctly) and the graces cf the orator’s art are to me unknown. Yet I do crave
permission
to say a who
few brief
words
'he
men and women
try to
haveforyour
places of employment clean and sanitary
tor you when you come to do your bit tor
the Studio during the day.
Don't be too grumpy

when you come

to

your station in the morning and don't find
everything shipshape and to your liking. It
Is just possible that your regular janitor was
ill and someone else had to do a double
JOHN SCOTT, pianist and composer, has been a
member of TCF Music Dept, for the past five
years. John was born in Portland, Oreqon, and
majored in music at the University of Washington.
Before coming to the Studio, he played on the
radio and traveled with dance bands. In 1925 he
made a tour of Japan, China and the Philippines.
He says our idea that Japanese cities are of
bamboo construction is erroneous. Since Japan's
big earthquake, their cities have become the most
earthquake-proof and bomb-proof in the world.
John recalls that the young Japanese were great
hep cats and dearly loved American jazz. Previous
to the war they always bought all the latest records
and knew all the musicians by name. Johnny is
presently working on several original tunes in
collaboration with a popular song writer.

shift In order to get your place ready for
you. Be assured they all try to do their best.
We have noticed that FREDDIE, in the
ment. Maybe he won't get so lonesome
now. Eh, Freddie?
We

know the bungalows are not suffering In spite of the Injury to LILLIAN

DAVIS' knee. Hope the gimpy gam is better by this time. What was it, Lillian,
Housemaid's knee?
Of course everyone knows that the Janitor's Department cannot supply anyone to

many portable dressing rooms In service
and too widely scattered. He's doing a
wonderful job just the same.
SHORTY and BEN doing a good job

well

keeping the Old Administration Building
shining, but the tenants are missing their

In step with the tempo of the times,
BILLY CARRUTH surprised his parents,
DICK and TEDDY, by an early but welcome
arrival on Jan. 16 at the Good Samaritan

old friend JOHN LANDEN. Here's hoping
he can be back soon.
The following was handed In by our genial
supervisor, GEORGE McLEAN, who got it
from the author, BILLY McCRYSTAL, a

hospital. He weighed In at 6 lbs., 9^2
Dance Director ANGIE BLUE will have to

former janitor on the Lot.

answer when he calls her "Auntie".
Sincerest sympathy to JOHNNY SCOTT
(pianist and composer) over the loss of his
father, EARL F. SCOTT, on Jan. 14 by a
heart attack, while visiting here from Portland, Oregon. Only four months ago,
Johnny also suffered the loss of a beloved
brother, Lt. EARL SCOTT.
MURRAY RITTER is one of those lucky
people who can rejoice over the news of
a relative liberated in DOUGLAS Mac-

"BATAAN WE'RE HERE"
A soldier's word It has been kept,
That he'd be back some day.
To wipe out the insult to our flag
And for which they'll dearly pay.
Boas-lful "Yamoshita's" not bragging now.
His egotism has been dealt a blow.
It' either hari-kari or like a cornered rat.
Not Mac but him will answer yes or no.
Bataan,
Heroes of Corregidor and fox-holes of

ARTHUR's thrilling capture of Manila.
MILTON GREENFIELD, Murray's brotherin-law and formerly a large manufacturer

May angels guard you in your final sleep.
[^00p^ wave triumphant o'er your honOld Glory
ored graves
And in our hearts your memory always

of infants' wear In that city, was among
those released from the Santo Tomas Jap
prison camp.
Blood Bank — April 5

the armed forces, being a little on the old
age side. We do remember one, however,
GEORGE RAGLAND, who Is In the navy.
Just the same, many of their sons and
daughters are fighting for Uncle Sam. For
example, there Is our ARDEN WOOD
In
the Urban Building. His son-in-law, IKE
BRENNER, Is a seabee in the South Pacific.
His son, GENE is on an aircraft carrier in
the South Pacific. Twin to Gene, NEAL, is
a paratrooper. Son, GEORGE, infantry.
Two sisters of son-in-law, one a Wave and
cne a Wac, both overseas.
Is BILLY BARNES singing the blues? Too

on Stage 1, put another birthday behind
him on Feb. 5 with a cake and festivities
friends and

E. TIMM of the Janitor Dept, is
up with the U.S. Navy in the
South Pacific.

make-up, has a lady helper In his depart-

away, feels sure he'll be wearing that uniform in short order now. Good luck, Si,
and happy landing.
Good and cheerful MICKY MORGAN

furnished by his many
wishers.

M 2/c LEONE
now cleaning

Black cats are good luck to GEORGE
RAGLAND,
member of the Janitor Department, and presently
vrith Uncle

Sam's

Navy.

IF YOU
ACROSS.

CAN'T GO ACROSS— COME
VISIT THE RED CROSS BLOOD
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stories of the lore of the Northland. When

5.

tOf course everyone in the cuffing build-

he was very young, she would dress him in
a beautiful squirrel atige (known as a
parka), trimmed In an amaaook (which Is a

off. Weil-perhaps there's a reason. The
following yarn will likely offer some explanation.

v/olf ruff), lined with amaoolik'(known to us
as wolverine). She made him socks of koohraak (which Is white fox) and a beautiful
koohraak blanket, which took about twenty
skins. Ray says he had little Idea of the
value of these luxurious furs or that the
women In the States considered them the

g knows FRED, the janitor on that run,
ut no one has ever seen him with his hat

It seems that net too long ago Fred went
tor a sv/im in one of the nearby beach
plunges. Being a good swimmer, he walked
out on the spring board, dove off and swam
several yards under water. He came up
near a son of Erin, vyho had not seen him
dive off. The man pushed him under again
and again Fred popped up. And again the
man pushed him under, admonishing him,
"Get on a bathing suit and come
or don't come up at all!"
Blood Bank — April 5

up right

height of fashion. Many times she would
take him out In a dog sled bundled In furs,
and on one of these occasions Ray told us
she ran down a white fox on the Arctic
Coast so that she could trade the fur for
some canned fruit for him. He recalls that
that evening he v/as naughty and was
denied his share of the canned delicacy.
Early the next morning he awakened, hoping for forgiveness and a portion of the
fruit, but when he called to his grandmother there was no answer. He was too
small to open the Igloo door and although
he could hear the voices and noises of the
villagers at work and play. It was two days
before anyone came in his igloo. When the
door was opened, they found his beloved
grandmother dead from eating the canned
fruit, which obviously was poisoned.
Ray was born on the Kewallk River and
attended school in the little village of Candle on the Arctic Coast. Shortly after the
gold rush to Candle, ihe town had a population of 350, but it dwindled later to 10.
He attended another school at Kotzhue,
where at one time they had a student body
of 100. His teachers were mostly women
and he was surprised many years later to
run Into two of them in Southern California.

RAY MALA
Assistant cameraman and actor

RAY MALA, Assistant Cameraman at
TCF, gets a big kick out of first acquainting people with the fact that he is an Eskimo. He says he has been taken for an Indian, Spaniard and Italian, and has been
asked all the questions in the book, but it
seems
eaten
things
frozen

the favorite one is "Have you ever
blubber?" Ray says he has eaten
much worse while hunting on the
wastes of the Arctic Coast and has

eaten fish three times a day for a year —
frozen, dried, boiled, fried and roasted. A
particularly favorite dish, however, is Ahkootoo. It's made with melted tallow of
reindeer, with a little snow added and
stirred slowly until it thickens and then the
addificn of Ashavik (wild blueberries), which
grow in great abundance in the mossy hills
of the Arctic. Quite a delicacy and eaten
as dessert.
Ray has particularly endearing memories
of h is grandmother, who taught him to
handle a gun when he was barely old
enough to hold it— taught him all the secrets of trap lines and fishing and many

The sports engaged In by the young folk
of the villages were generally the same as
those played by any group of youngsters,
except that their games of football covered
miles instead of yards and the ball was
carried and kicked over vast areas. Just
when one was about to carry It over the
two-mile line, he would be tackled (attacked) and away it would go in the opposite direction. A great deal of excitement
was aroused in ihe villages to see someone returning with the ball after ten or
twelve hours!
Ray trapped white fox, cross fox and red
fox and In the Spring he trapped and shot
muskrat, lynx and mink. Cash price for
prime lynx was 60 cents per skin and $2.00
for whiie fox. The catch from many of his
trap lines, however, went into trade for
candy, oranges and apples.
He saw his first automobile when he was
16, while visiting In Nome. He
California when he was twenty.

came

the temperature would drop to below zero.
He says ihe people suffered greatly from
this radical change in temperature.
Ray told us a story about a little girl who
received a tiny polar bear as a gift. It was
about a foot long and an adorable pet.
However, as the months went by, the bear
Increased In size and girth until at the end
of a year the bear was nine feet from +he
tip of his nose to his rump. The little girl
still kept
It as a pet
like Mary's
little
lamb.
It followed
her and
to school.
However,
this pradice had to be discontinued as the
presence of the bear outside the schoolhouse frightened the youngsters and prevented them from making their unescorted
trips to the Chic Sale. A town meeting was
held and it was decided to get rid of the
bear as It ate quantities of food — as much
in cne day as many families would eat In
a week and food was often scarce In the
winter months. It was decided to take the
bear out to sea and abandon it; however,
In two days It was back and finally had
to be killed.
Ray once hade a hundred mile trek on
foot and by dog sled and as a result was
blinded for five months. He says the sun Is
so intense as It reflects on the Ice and snow
and the action of the heat and cold contracting on the eyeballs so painful as to
literally blind a person.
Ray has had many Interesting experiences
as a guide and cameraman In Alaska and
Russia and maybe we can get him to tell
us something about them, for another issue
of "Action."
Blood Bank — April 5

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

BILL STRATTON has found a very Interesting pastime — that of preserving order
in the line which forms at the cigarette
machine in the Administration Building
when word gets around that the man has
come to put In some cigarettes. And
BOY!! what a line!! Bill's difficulty comes
when a coin gets stuck and the avid fiends
start to pound, shake, rattle and otherwise
threaten to tear the poor machine apart.
That's when he has to call upon all his
powers of persuasion and try to calm them.
(This was written when we used to have
cigarettes.
Remember?) Some fun, eh.
Bill?

to

Proving that people are the same ihe
world over, Ray says they complained of
the weather as much there as we do down
here. The thermometer broke after it
dropped to 70 below, so he doesn't know
just how cold it did get but that was cold
enough! The warmest he recalls was 100
above and often a hot spell would last for
a week and the warm spells of 60 above
might last for a month and in a few hours

Our JOHNNY (TOM YOUNS's secretary) tells me that her husband, LT.
GEORGE SINCLAIR, last reported as being in Naples, has been assigned to duty
with the British Middle East Command and
Is stationed near Jerusalem.
The secretaries who park their cars in the
"A" parking lot owe a debt of gratitude
to CHARLIE BURNS, who makes sure they
have turned out their headlights these dark
mornings, goes

out to raise their wind-
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the middle of any street around here.
MARGUERITE HAMILTON will probably
pay your insurance claims but I doubt if
you will enjoy It very much. Be sensible,
folks.
Blood Bank — April 5

PRESENTING BUD FISCHER
AND HIS 20TH CENTURY-FOX
BASKETBALL CLUB
In 1936, Bud Inherited the responsibility

Patrolman WILLARD

STEWART

of the TCP

and author of the column "Men

Force

in Blue".

shields when it starts to rain and does so
many thoughtful little things for them.
What a guy! And how they love him!!
GEORGE (Stinger) BROWN was out to
the Studio the other day after having been
confined to the hospital since September.
This Is certainly good news for his many
friends and he expects to be back on the
job In the very near future.
CLAUDE (Santa Monica gate) EICHAR
checked In at Sawtelle Veterans Hospital
for a four-week check-up. He is back on the
job now, much to the relief of RAY (Puddin' Face) HOUSE, who had to act as his
stand-in during his absence.
Newest policemen are ROBERT BERGSTROM, ex-Navy ordnance man who served
for eight years and saw most of the world
In that time: ARNE GILBERTSON, also exNavy; EDWARD DE METS, who has just

of completing the formation of a TCF basketball team. The degree of success that
season enthused Bud sufficiently that each
year since, he has been the guiding light
In obtaining an outstanding team. For the
past 8 years, due to his untiring efforts,
TCF has had a basketball club that ranked
with the best. In 1941, the team won the
coveted national A.A.U. championship.
Since Pearl Harbor in December, 1941,
the team has seen many of its outstanding
players enter the armed forces. However,
In face of these losses In personnel. Bud
this year still has an outstanding team. The
Studio is justly proud of the fact that the
team never misses an opportunity to play
at military or naval bases for the enjoyment of the armed forces.
To date this year, the team has participated in 18 games, winning 15 and losing
3. TCP's cumulative score to date is 920
points while
that
of their
opponent's
amounts
to 701
points.
Bud, throughout
the season, has maintained an optimistic
viewpoint as applied to the team’s participation in the national A.A.U. championship
at Denver.
Let's all pull for this outstanding team
and lend our support by appearing to witness the remaining games in this area.
Blood Bank — April 5

WAKE-UP ABOUT MAKE-UP

DICK SMITH, one of our eminent makeup artists, is setting a precedent in locomotion these days. It seems that inasmuch as
he was unable to purchase a train as a
Xmas present for his young daughter (so
he could play with It), he compromised on
a pony and a very small one at that. Now
the Valleyltes are treated to the rare sight
of Dick astride the little animal with his
long legs trailing to the ground, galloping
over hill and dale a la Ichabod Crane.
Our other Dick (DICK HAMILTON)

has

recently acquired a modest little love nest
In the rolling hills of Redondo. By modest,
I mean that it has only eight bedrooms and
counting the guest house In back — that
makes a total of ten bedrooms for his
family of five. Various and sundry suggestions have been received by Dick as to just
what disposition should be made of the
vacant bedrooms — all suggestions unprintable!
My dog has recently been a guest of
the city of Lancaster. It came about In this
fashion. A few weeks ago I decided to go
hunting and everything was going fine' —
Rocky, my dog, was scaring up rabbits like
mad all over the place and pointing like a
real hunting dog. When I made my first
shot, he took off across the desert and
apparently ran until Thursday, when the city
of Lancaster informed me that Rocky was
occupying the guest suite in the city pound.
He's home now and apparently happy, but
expression on his puss when
queer
he gets
he
spotsa my
gun.
Blood Bank — April 5

retired from the Marshal's office; HARRY
MILLER, who was formerly with the Maintenance Dept.; and ISAAC WANLESS.
Welcome, you guys!
Y'know it's hard to know whether any
one ever reads this column unless you write
something just a little bit unusual. Well, a
couple of months ago I wrote at some
length about reckless driving, speeding, etc.
and from the comments I received I guess
just about everyone on the Lot must have
read it except the ones for whom it was
Intended, for they are still speeding and
doing all the other things which create
hazards. Better slow down, folks! And do
you know, an executive's or producer's car
will hurt a man just as badly as any other
car will.
And you pedestrians! Why don’t you
keep out of the street? It looks like we'll
have to keep all vehicles off the street from
the Administration Bldg, to the cafe during
lunchtime. The way some of these people
drive, you won't catch me walking down

KRUSE,
TCF Basketball Team, reading from left to right: Coach "BUD" FISCHER, DICK
OSTERHOUS. KARL
KOMENICH, FRANK LUBIN, HAROLD ALLEN, CARL KNOWLES, OMAR
NEILSON, Capt. ART MOLLNER, ERNIE BAKER, CLIFF HIRSCH, WALLY KOWALSKI. PETE
KRAMER. Trainer JACK FISCHER, and Scorer PAUL LOCKWOOD.
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Mark this date on your calendar now — APRIL 5— remind your friends and coworkers about it.
So much has been said about the necessity for donating blood that there can be hardly a man,
woman or child who doesn't realize its importance.
Ordinarily we are not touched by things unless they affect us, and to many of us, the boys who
ore lying wounded on some foreign battle front seem remote and unreal. God forbid you should
ever get a message from the War Department that your son, brother or husband has been seriously
wounded — but if you did, you would
Without it, many of those boys would

then realize the importance
surely die.

of even

ONE

PINT

OF

BLOOD.

Don't put off this vital obligation — put a red cross on your calendar for April 5th and when
Studio Club sends out the applications, make your appointment and KEEP IT.

FOOTNOTES FPOM
THE DANCE DEPT.
By KENNY

with sincerity and with the hope that It will
be read. The Cafe de Paris Is a large
place and hundreds of people eat there
each week-day. No doubt it is a perfect
spot for a professional news reporter. However, news and rumors that float around in
the dining room are for other department
reporters and cannot be Included in this
column. At present, we all realize the drive
for 100% membership in the Studio Club

WILLIAMS

There's always a first time and for me,
this is it. Welcome to our charminq secretary, Miss BARBARA McCRACKEN, a real
gal and a hep chick.
HERMES PAN back again, this time with

during 1945. With that In mind, let's all
get
the habit
of reading
"Action"
magazine
from cover
to cover.theThen
all will
know what is going on in each department.
On January 12th, a gay luncheon was
given In honor of TED GAMBLE, head of
the Sixth War Bond Drive. Among those
present were: SPYROS SKOURAS, MARY
ANDERSON, WILLIAM BENDIX, RODDY
McDOWALL, HARRY BRAND and COL.

his "State Fair" group, in a swell version of
Iowa, including CHARLES WINNINGER,
FAYE BAINTER, DICK HAYMES, DONALD MEEK, and VIVIAN BLAINE. The Rehearsal Hall is sure rocking.
MARCY SWINDELL pokes her head in
and wants to know "What's going on
around here?" as she gives HAYMES the
fish eye.
Don't miss SEYMORE FELIX's grand version of "Dark Town Strutter's Ball". It will
bring back memories to a lot of you of the
"Dolly
Sisters" and a nostalgic air of good
old
vaudeville.
The thrill of the week is SEYMORE
FELIX's French version of "Dark Town
Strutter's Ball". Get SEYMORE to parlez
vous francais for you sometime.
Busiest man in the Dance Department is
our popular manager, JESS MENDELSON,
who's got more legs than an octopus. Have
him Le Le for you sometime.
Bouquets to MARCY
SWINDELL,
ESTHER LEVEE, GEORGIE KILLGORE,
and ALBERTA KIBLER for all those extra
things we bother them about.
A big round of applause for GIL
BOWERS, JOHNNY SCOTT, JIMMY
BALDERAS, and FRANK KONYI, and an
extra round of applause' for LIONEL NEWMAN, our supervisor, who before long will
be a mere shadow with all that dieting.
I'd like to have BETTY GRABLE and
JUNE HAVER "Vamp" me as they did
SEYMORE when they showed MR. ZANUCK the number.
Yours for bigger and better dance numbers.
Blood Bank — April 5
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PETER STUMPUS, Steward in the Cafe de Paris,
has been employed at TCP for six years. Pete has
occasion to call hundreds of phone numbers and
it is said that he has them all on the tip of his
fingers — no one has ever seen him use a telephone
book. Pete is a newlywed, having taken his marital
vows on February 2 of this year.

CAFE GOSSIP
By VAUGHN

FISCUS

In his January
article
in the
"Action",
CHARLEY
ANDERS,
writer
of Pipe
Lines,
wondered if anyone except plumbers ever
read his column. I presume all reporters
for "Action" ponder over the same idea.
From a recent check-up I found that a
great number of "Action" readers read
only what is written about their individual
department. From time to time this column
has mentioned a few simple rules for the
Cafe patrons to follow during their luncheon period. While a great number have
observed those rules, some have not. It Is
obvious then that the Cafe News is not being read or our requests are being ignored.
I'm sure each reporter writes his column

JOY.
For the past 8 or 9 months, PETE
STUMPUS has been making the coffee for
you early morning coffee drinkers on the
sets. During Pete's absence from January
29th to February 12th, PETE JAGORAS
has been demonstrating his skill in making
your coffee.
If any of you patrons missed eating lunch
at the Cafe on February 3rd, you missed
seeing DICK HANLEY. Most everyone
knows Dick and we have missed him since
he was drafted into service last summer.
With a three-day pass from Camp Roberts,
where he Is stationed, Dick made his first
stop at the Cafe. During the heavy noon
hour rush, he observed the busboy shortage. Showing a little compassion for his
former co-workers, Dick shed his army coat
for a busboy jacket. Soon the large trays
of dirty dishes disappeared quickly from
the tray stands. Dick formerly worked in
the Gold Room and was rated the fastest
busboy TULLIO had. With six or seven
boys to
as worry
speedyabout
as Dick,
Tullio shortage.
wouldn't
have
the busboy
Dick would like to express his appreciation to all those who had a part in giving
him such a fine going-away present.
Blood Bank — April 5
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Is WiLMA TARCY planning
On turning farmerette?
Or does she think that BLUE BOY
Would make a lovely pet?
TOM STEVENSON— still lucky.
He v/on a diamond ring.
We can't compete with PAUNCHO,
He wins on everything.
I had to add a sour note.
Remember MARCH 15,
That is the date that's set aside
For "Swearin' of the Green".
ANGELA TALBOT left us
On February 24,
For military duty
In the W.A.C. Air Corps.

AL TERRY, head of fhe Tabulafing Dept., came
to TCP two and a half years ago from IBM and
is one of the most popular department heads on
the Lot.

May all your days in service
And everything you do
Be filled with happiness, galore.
The best of luck to you!
I'm leaving Tabulating
For a new venture, too.
And at this lime express my thanks
To every one of you

KEEPING TAB
By RUTH

ROSANDER
Comprising this department.

GLORIA SMYTHE and LOIS EDWARDS
Hail the approach of spring
With daily visits to the beach,

For all the things you've done.
Our past association
Has been a pleasant one.

They say they're bicycling.

And may I add my thanks again
For all the help I got

VIRGINIA TATE says termites,
Keep her awake at night
They knock the vases off the shelves
And hammer left and right.
'Twas quite a tall tale Ginny,
Till you explained to us,
The men who stalked the termites
Were making all the fuss.
CLAIRE CHAPMAN — showing sketches
Her artist daughter drew.
She has a reason to be proud.
We think they're darned good, too.
The trip to Arizona
And Guaymas, Mexico,
Was pretty swell for ISABELLE
And quite the place to go.
For sun baths, sights, and pleasure
And visiting with kin.
That mournful song we're wailing
Is "please, don't fence us in".
JEAN PRESTON and GEORGE
Are the attractions, new.

WILLIAMS

We're spreading out the welcome mat
Especially, for you.
Best wishes we are wishing
For NANCY CHRISTENSEN!
May she have an abundance
Of radiant health again.

JACK

HEWSON,

Department.
^
Driver in the Transportationjfc

ZILDA DeCARLO, Parachute Rigger 1/c"|i
USNR (WR), once a member of our Ward-j|
robe department and sister to CHET DeCARLO, that handsome hunk of man, paid
us a very pleasant visit the other day. She
looked so good In her blue uniform, and
what personality, you know the kind you

From all you men and women
At Western and this lot.

don't forget. Zllda Is waiting orders to be "
shipped
well, we can'tHappy
mention the out
area to
— you all understand.
landing, Zilda.
HARRY DIVVER has been awarded the

Although I'm still at TCF
On a Inew
job,toit'skeep
true. right on
That
intend
A keeping tab on you.

Purple Heart for wounds received In World
War I. We wish to thank HOMER BRUNTON also Veteran of World War I, for his
efforts In connection with securing this acknowledgement inbehalf of Harry.
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TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK

STOLZE

The delightful young lady you see In the
office of the Transportation Dept, is our
Zola. We are happy to Introduce ZOLA
BAYLES to all of you, as Secretary to
Mr. JIM RUMAN, Manager of the Studio
Transportation Dept.
Charming Zola hales from the great
State of Nebraska. Though Nebraska may
be noted for its beautiful farms and
ranches, we are inclined to think it is also
the land of beautiful girls, not only that,
Zola is a young lady with a real pleasing
personality, and her smile is most captivating— could be, that is the reason the boys
in the office keep themselves so well
groomed, which not only helps them, but
also the department. We wish to compliment Zola on her work and the Interest she
displays In performing her duties.

We regret to state that HARRY JONES
met with a serious accident and is confined In the Culver City Hospital. It may
be sometime before Harry will be up and
about, though there is definite hope for
his recovery. Mr. Muller, custodian of our
flower fund, has sent flowers to Harry.
We hope they help to cheer him.
It is with deep regret that we announce
the death of CHARLIE THRASHER, former
grease man attached to the garage. Charlie
succumbed to a heart attack after being released from the army only a few months
CLARENCE
ago.

HUTSON

Is the congenial

who operthe department
youngatesman
the busof between
the Western Ave.
Studio and the parent Studio here at Fox
Hills. This service consists of six round
trips per day to take care of the many
workers that need to be transported back
and forth between the two Studios. Clarence enjoys his job and all those that use
this service have been very nice and cooperative. This bus service has proved
beneficial to both the Studio and the
workers, in that It eliminates the dispatch-

March,
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1945

ing of a lot of extra cars and helps to conserve gasoline, at the same time the Studio
^®rsonnel can plan on definite appointments at either Studio because of the maintenance of a regular bus schedule.

Boys and girls, Spring is in the air and
you all know about the birds and the bees
also about a young man's fancy turning to
love, so let's all hope and pray that this
war will be over soon so our young men
and girls in the service can once again get
back to their sweethearts and loved ones.
Blood Bank — April 5

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By RITA KETCHUM
Besides Washington and Lincoln, two
other noteworthy people celebrate their
birthdays in February. They are TINA
PERRY and TRUDY WHITE. Tina's fits in
nicely between Lincoln's birthday and St.
Valentine's Day, and Trudy celebrates hers
a few days later on the 17th — and this year
it was very extra-special because it was her
TWENTY-FIRST BIRTHDAY! Incidentally,
the girl had been receiving tons of birthday cards for a way over a month before
this happy occasion, and all from the same
person.
For some reason or other, perhaps to offset the trials and tribulations of income tax
time, the past few weeks seemed to bring
either the reappearance or news of quite a
few Script Department alumni.
Several weeks ago we were thrilled to
hear the voice of JILL WARREN, better
known in these parts as AUDRE ROCHLEN, onAndtheweprogram
in Newas
York.
bet the "Blind
soldierDate"
she chose

her date had a terrific evening, too, because she is pretty marvelous company.
MILTON COOK called on us not long
ago. Milton Is now in the Coast Guard and
he looks natty and nautical in his uniform.
Also a recent visitor was HELEN ROBERTS. She is a full-fledged court reporter
and very happy In her new work.
It is good to have GENE MEREDITH
back in the Department again, after a
hitch in the Navy. He is now working upstairs in the mimeograph room.
We also welcome back HENRY COUFUS, who is with us once more after receiving a medical discharge from the Army.
EDNA STEINBERG is leaving very shortly to join her husband in the East, prior to
his embarkation overseas. He is stationed
In Washington, D. C., and they expect to
stay temporarily in the vicinity of Baltimore.
On the sick list are VEO McCLATCHEY
and SALLY HECHTLINGER, both of whom
have been ill for some time. We hope that
they will soon be well and back with us
LEE KATZ has left to await the arrival of
again.
the stork. We' devoted all of our ingenuity
to thinking up names for the new baby
but the kindest thing one can say of them is
that they are different and original.
JEAN BENSON, that Arabian siren who
retired in favor of domesticity, is now the
proud mother of a baby girl, PENNY
PAULA COHEN. The Script Department
will call her "Twinkle" for short.
BETTY LOU VOLDER donned the grease
paint the other day for a part in the Walter
Land
■ We picture,
welcome"State
these Fair."
new members to the
Script Department: GLORIA EPSTEIN (formerly in the Production Back Room),
LAURA KALMUS and SHIRLEY ZEIDMAN. CHICK (Gale) REINGOLD has
also joined our forces as a script distributor after having been recently medically
discharged from the Army Air Corps. He
crashed in North Africa and spent many
months in hospitals before returning to his
home.
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COSTUMERS FLOSS MILL
By LOUISE KNAPP
CHARLES LeMAIRE is at Cedars of
Lebanon hospital recovering from an appendectomy. We all wish him a speedy
recovery. Mr. LeMaire's presence is truly
missed.
RENE

After two and a half years in the Army, HENRI
COUFOS
is back on the Lot, and is presently in
the Script Dept. Henri expects to make a career
of the motion picture business, and confidentially
we think he has his eyes on the Production
Bungalow.

HUBERT

ZOYA

NEDZVETSKY,

a fitter in the Ladies

robe, doing Betty Grable's

Ward-

clothes for "The

and the entire cast are being done so
Sisters".
right by. Bonnie is
doing a whirlwind job
on the "CANADIAN WAR
BOND
RALLY" cast which includes Linda Darnell,
Vivian Blaine, June Haver, Faye Marlowe,
and Jeanne Crain. MARJIE BANKSTON
is the busiest gal, clearing the cases of all
the smartest wardrobe available.
KAY NELSON is back after an extended
vacation, and going strong on "LEAVE
HER TO HEAVEN" and "WITHIN THESE
WALLS". Glad you are back, Kay; your
absence was conspicuous.
LEE ROTH, in Mr. LeMaire's office, has
with her now CLAUDIA BROSIUS, assisting in files and department routine.
WILMA CHRISTIAN reports that
CHRISTINE CARLSON, a fitter, is back at
work after weeks of illness. DOLLY McCARTY spent her weeks of recuperation assembling three afghans. This makes a total
of thirty-three afghans the department has
made for the use of recuperating servicemen.
LILLIAN LOPEZ in PIEDAD's beading
department is having wisdom-tooth trouble.
Pledad and her girls are enjoying a slight
lull, finishing all the glamour beading on
"THE DOLLY SISTERS".
ABE UDCOFF received anonymous Valentine cards with love-birds and stuff "in
small print". Isn't it wonderful? We are
Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

is waiting for the final

pages on "DRAGONWYCK". Rene's costuming is superb and colorful. "STATE
FAIR" is nearing completion. Rene and
Marjorie will have a short breathing spell
before his next assignment.
BONNIE CASHIN has her designing
eyes all out for "JUNIOR MISS." Bonnie's
clothes are charming. Peggy Ann Garner

Dolly

FLOWERS

Shop
’S
MAIV
LDGift
GDand
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open Evenings
and Sundays
Crestview
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Action

also wondering what the frequent phone
call means. Abe is also turning out the most
beautiful "DOLLY SISTERS" wraps in
spring beige wool, trimmed in sable, and
also in white wool with at least ten yards of
white fox. It only comes true in pictures!
MEYER KATZ is back after months of illness, assisting ABRAHAM COOPER in our
upstairs tailoring and alteration departments.
SUEGRACE
SITTON hall's
from the department
Glamour Mail reports
Room
replacing JO RENEE HAYES who has gone
back to the Mail Room. We hear you meet
more people carrying mail.
PAULINE DAVISON frequently looking
for phone numbers, turning pages and
pages in the big book. "K” PRYOR asks
that her initial "K", in quotes, be known
as her first name. She is really our little
Katherine.
HAZEL MUNN HOLBOROW's son,
Capt. Jack H. Munn, reports from somewhere in England that "Old Joe" is sure
going good. Hazel is still going strong on
the "DOLLY SISTERS", with a number using ten black and white plume hats so big
you look twice to see what or who is wearing them. One hat with playing cards
stacked high, accented with sequins; one
chicken hat and muff so real you fancy
them alive: one seven-come-eleven dice

The Fan Mail Dept, could paper the walls with letters received from G.I.'s requesting pin-ups of their
favorites. That is, if the seven members of Madge's staff could spare time from sorting and mailing to
devote to extra office activities. Recently the all time high of 180,000 requests for pictures were
received in one month, 5,000 of these from Servicemen overseas. Madge has been with the Fan Mail
Dept, since 1942 and has watched the barometer of motion picture popularity steadily mount from
10,000 per month to the present all time high. In the picture above, Madge Inman's capable assistants are, from left to right: RUSH SATTERLEE, ANITA MORRIS, GWEN
PETRONE, MARNIE
MARTIN, BETTY PARKER, BETTY SHELLEY, HELEN SHERIDAN, and, seated, MADGE INMAN.

chapeau that's fetching. Boys, if you can't
use the cards, try the dice. On second
thought, they look loaded. The black and
white grape hat is not ripe for picking. A
white terraced fringe hat looks like stag-

GO WESTERN

gered snow-capped mounds. The millinery's
prizes are the sheer plastic bubble hats for
Betty Grable and June Haver, which appear to be an endless shimmering of plastic Ice and sequin bubbles. Truly an illusionary phantasy. HELEN JONES and
LOUISE GERMAINE assisting Munn while
GENEVIEVE Is out ill.
VIOLA RICHARDS is back aft er several
months recovering from a serious operation.

At the moment. It Is true that there Is
not a superfluity of activity at good old
Western Avenue, but it Is just the calm
after the storm. If you will permit the simile.
For In the past few weeks, the road of every
company led to Western with a goodly
number of stars and people. Among those
present were BETTY GRABLE, JUNE
HAVER and JOHN PAYNE In the produc-

Her "carrying limit" is children's clothes for
a while, she says. HULDA "ANDE" RICHARDSON Is still finding things in unexpected places. ALICE LAFARGUE wore
huge sequin hearts on her cheekbones for
Valentine day. RUTH SMITH rushing the
flower season, for spring and summer
clothes accents. GUERTHA PLECHER back

tion of "The Dolly Sisters" — "Two Faced
Quilllgan" with MARY TREEN — PEEGY
ANN GARNER with the "Junior Miss"
company — ROBERT WEBB with his "CaribMystery"
company
having JIMMIE
DUNN bean
and
LUCIAN
LITTLEFIELD
In the

in her dyeing department after one month's
illness. MARGUERITE BARNETT carried on
very capably during Guertha's absence.
Did CAREY O'NEIL really surprise everyone with her preliminary WAC activities?
We all offer congratulations and wish
Carey the best of luck.
Blood Bank — April 5

The Sixth War
Bond Drive Is Over
But
The

War
Buy

Is Not!

PRINTABLES
By JACK

KESSLER

cast. Lovely JOAN BENNETT and handsome GEORGE RAFT here for some retakes.
JIMMIE JENSEN ordered the sets; WILFORD DeYOUNG, HARRY FOX and the
others built them; BEN BRASWELL did
the finishing; MAURIE WAITE had them
painted (of course JIMMIE DUFFY was In
there pitching): DOROTHY HALL and
GERTRUDE HERON just sat there drinking
their coffee. With the incentive of that Ilk,
who couldn't make grand scenery?
Have you seen VERNONA CHAPMAN?
Well, you have no doubt heard her, for she
is the new telephone operator here. Not
believing all I hear, I think the farm she
came from was a ranch at Hollywood and
Vine.

Bonds
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By JESS ACORN

What I'm thinking right now isn't "printable", but must carry on the precedent established before my time. Of course we
all have our ups and downs, but JACK
MARKS and myself seem to be having
mostly "downs" lately. Our only help —
two girls — haven't shown up all week and
we have been baching It. Jack is rather a
newcomer to the Printing and Stationery
Dept., but he already is getting his fill of
female trouble. In the past four months,
at least six different girls have been In and
out and off the golf course. The seventh
coming
up andof weherhope
she won't
recollections
younger
days have
back sad
on
the farm and our rural atmosphere won't
bring back too many painful memories.
Received a letter from JACK MATTHEWS, who left the Print Shop to join
the Marines. He Is somewhere in the Pacific and says his greatest worry is dodging
falling cocoanuts. He just missed HAROLD
GORDON, who Is island hopping somewhere In the same vicinity. MARY GORDON, Harold's wife, is somewhere In
Texas with the WACS. I guess RUDY VAN
DEEVAN has firmly established a beachhead on Sunny Catalina. The old gang is
rather widely separated. Will be good to
seeWell
them folks.
all again
hopecarry
It's soon.
Jack and
and weI will
on the
best we can and if sometimes we fail to
give all the service you would like, please
be patient — nothing lasts forever!
Blood Bank — April 5
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AMERICAN LEGION
^

Fortunately, right in this studio, you will
find the proper repellent. Neither is it
"black magic," nor does it smell. I refer,
of course, to the Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio Employees Credit Union, the deadly

By JET FORE, JR.

For those employees who had thought
that the Studio American Legion Post had
been dissolved, that the members had died
of old age, or who had never heard of it
at all, then let this enlighten them.
Seven years ago the Post was formed
with an enrollment of 140 members. It has
grown to 312 with an expected membership of 400 by the year's end. At the close
of the war, and with the return of all former employees now in service, the Post will
hit well over 600.
Only membership requirements are an
honorable discharge from this war or the
last war and employment by 20th CenturyFox. Members include men from every department.
Officers for 1945 are: Post Commander,
Jack Percy, Insert Department; 1st ViceCommander, George Taylor, Police; 2nd
Vice-Commander, Jimmy Jackson, Asst.
Director; Adjutant, Max Larey, Production;
Executive Committeemen, Lew Witte, Special Effects; Joe Keenan, Sound; Tom
Young, Chief of Police; Treasurer, George
D. Hellgren, Credit Union; Judge Advocate, Les Dressier, Payroll; Chaplain, Russ
Allen, Barber Shop; Service Officer, Vern
Murdock, Makeup; Entertainment, Cally
Holden, Music; Publicity, Jet Fore Jr., Pub
licity Department; Sergeant-at-Arms, Fred
McKelvey, Special Effects.
Many returned veterans from this war
have joined and are taking an active part
in the Post activities. All qualified employees are cordially invited to join and
should see either Jack Percy, George Taylor or Max Larey for applications.
Big things are planned for this year,
among them the annual Legion dance and
party. Another project is the sponsorship
of a boys baseball team.
Everyone in Post 563 was mighty glad to
see two old friends back from service and
again in the swing of things. Lt. Col. Sam
Engel, popular associate producer, was recently retired to an inactive status and is
once again back at the Post. Captain M. T.
Seligman of the Navy also has rejoined.
Welcome home, boys!
An honor has been bestowed upon Harry
Divver, of the Transportation Department.
He was notified last week that he has been
awarded the Purple Heart. It will be presented to him at the next meeting.
Two new applicants to the Post are also
two of the studio's busiest employees, John
Payne and Roy Roberts. Their entry will be
welcomed.
The Post wishes to thank every employee
who purchased tickets to the annual Christmas raffle. It was a great success. Through
the money raised, the Post was able to
purchase 404 Christmas packages from
Bullocks's. These were given to wounded
soldiers, sailors and marines in the Torrance,
^ Corona, and Sawtelle hospitals. Also 50

Besides being a pin-up girl, BETTY Sf. GEORGE,
the latest acquisition ot the Estimating Dept., is
an excellent worker. She works on charts, schedules
and graph curves, and is doing a fine job. The
department is proud to have her as one of their
members.

Max Factor make-up kits were delivered to
hospitalized service women. Roses are in
order for Kathleen Ridgeway of Script who
loaned three of her beautiful script girls
to help in the distribution of gifts. Pat
Crfila, Dorothy Bridges and Marjorie
Pehrents certainly made the lives of many
a bed-ridden man brighter around Christmas time. Whole-hearted thanks to Pat,
Dorothy and Marjorie.
Blood Bank — April 5

CREDITORIALLY SPEAKING
By GEO. D. HELLGREN

enemy of "loan sharks" and all dubious
business methods. During the past twelve
years, it has proven a Godsend to employees who either find themselves, in need
of cash or want to put money away for
a rainy day. Contrary to all reports, your
Credit Union is still in a position to solve
your financial problems. Very often, employees sell their War Bonds in order to
meet an emergency. Bonds are insurance
and should be the very last to resort to —
and then, only in case of the most dire
emergency. If you are financially distressed,
if medical, dental, hospital bills worry you,
if you need money for home repairs, for
painting or decorating, if your children
need some special education and you and
your family need a vacation, consult the
Credit Union. It is your organization, ready
to serve you in one way or another. Don't
be a sucker. Stay away from sharks and
you'll never get hooked!
Blood Bank — April 5

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By DAN

WURTZEL

I suppose I should kick WALTER FITCHMAN right between the teeth (and he
hasn't many left) for tossing this job of
writing right in my lap. I know almost as
much about writing as Victor Hugo, Voltaire and Shakespeare knew about being a
grip. In fact, my command of the English
language was so criticized by my English
teacher at Hollywood High School many
years ago that instead of embuing me with
a certain verbosity, it limited my vocabulary to "don'ts". However, I was so good
at
that
I wasputting
awardedcommas
an oscarwhere
as thethey
worstain't
student
in English I2A.

I have been told that the Navy and
Air Forces are using a preparation called

The only thing I salvaged from that
course was a Boston accent. That I have

"black magic," for the purpose of repelling
sharks that attack persons who for one reason or another are forced into shark infested waters. A smell of dead shark emanates from the preparation and that is not
exactly roses, even to a live shark. So the
sharks stay away and the intended victims
are comparatively safe.
However, here on our own shores, there
is a certain specie of shark that does not
repel so easily. They are generally known
as "loan sharks," and they prosper and
grow fat by preying upon people who find
themselves in financial distress. They are

already lost and have
and "doses" for a long
way to make a success
about all the boys in

usually sensed or "scented" through such
well worded "sucker baits" as "easy monthly payments," "loans on your own terms,"
"no carrying charge," or "plus small carrying charge," "you need no cash to buy"
and "easy credit terms."

been saying "dems"
time since. The best
in writing is to write
the department and

say something nice about them. I'm going
to skip that this month and tell you a little
story. It's true and it may be late because
Xmas has already passed, but its sincerity
will live for a long time.
It was the day before Xmas. A fond
father took his small lovely daughter to St.
Paul's Church in Westwood. In front of the
altar there was erected a beautiful miniature of The Nativity. The father and the
girl stood in line for a long time waiting
for the crowd to pass the miniature. Naturally, little girls get impatient and fidgety.
Finally, their turn came. The little girl's eyes
lit up like two large black saucers. Her
hair tingled at the roots. She looked to her

18
/4 c t i a n

virus. When spring growth begins to mature and harden late In the spring, tl^

dad for something to say and tor the lack
ot v/ords, she loudly sang out "Jingle
Bells". The people smiled, the girl sang.
Tears swelled In her eyes. Had she done
the wrong thing? Her father wanted to
take her out, but she held back. And while
looking at The Nativity for the last time,

thrips migrate and when they migrate tl'^f
may go to your tomato plants. These thrl^
carry the spotted v/ilt virus In their plumbing system and will infect any plant stung.
So don't get In a hurry unless you are a
skillful gardener and know that you have
thrips under control.
The second reason Is that tomato blossoms will not set fruit until night temperatures average above 60 degrees. Therefore,

again she started to sing. This time, "Silent
Night". Her talher did not know what to
do. But the people watching this lltHe affair, nodded to him and told him to let his
daughter sing. There was many a wet eye
in the church that morning. The girl, JESSIE LEE and the father, LESTER BERRY.

what's the use of planting early only to have
the plants stand Ihere where thrips can find
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'em, setting no fruit until about the end
of July when normally the nights become
warm? Planted any time during May, they
will have blossoms on them as soon as the

NURSERY TALES

nights are warm

By JOHN

MALLON

I hope that I may never see
A tree as pretty as we grow in our nursery.
Or daffodils nodding gently in the breeze
Complete with everything including bees.
(Apologies

to Joyce

Kilmer)

I've been called upon by the editor of
"Action" magazine to give you a resume of
the nursery work from the viewpoint of a
newcomer. With some experience in this

The

particular department, which I gained —
thanks to my backyard activities — I will attempt to give you some knowledge I have
acquired.

least, and
tomatoes.

It’s rather tough to follow GLEN on his
Latin pronunciation in regard to the names
of the flowers. In my day we called a starjasmine a star jasmine, but Latin has
changed it to trachelospernum jasminoides.
You know that old saying, "Latin is a dead
language, it killed the Romans and now it's
killin' me"!!! That's the way it is with me;
however, time proves the best cure.
JIM TAYLOR is in the General Hospital.
Report as to condition, "Best as can be
expected." We all hope for a speedy recovery for our Jim.
Do you know it would have taken more
than six full army divisions working all year
to produce the amount of food which came
out of Victory gardens in 1943. So you and
your wife and your children, by putting
your hands "to Ihe garden wheel," will very
definitely be part of that army directly
supporting the man with the gun.
The final answer to the question, "What
to plant?" will be determined by what the
family likes and will eat. Select your list
from those vegetables which will produce
the greatest vitamin and food value, particluarly if the garden area is small. Here
they are: beets, broccoli, carrots, chard,
lettuce, string beans, mustard greens, summer squash, turnips and tomatoes.
These can be divided Into several groups
— salad vegetables Include lettuce and
corrots; cooking greens include beet tops,
broccoli, chard, mustard greens and the
turnip tops — a wide variety and perhaps
too much duplication; cooked vegetables
include beets, carrots, string beans, turnips
and summer squash. The last, but not the

new teller of "Nursery Tales" and Victory
Garden specialist, JOHN
MALLON.

in a

class by themselves

are

This list includes the highest vitamin
carrying vegetables and fortunately most
of them are easy to grow. Some are cold
weather crops. Some are warm weather
crops. Some you plant once a year. Some
you plant many times. There could be a
whole book written about them. I haven't
time to write a book and you wouldn't read
it if I did! So here are a few brief suggestions;
Beets, broccoli, carrots, chard, lettuce,
turnips and mustard greens will stand cold
weather and will start now while soil is cold.

enough.

You should by this time have the essentials of your garden plan In mind, should
have arranged for some fertilizer, maybe
already scattered It and are ready to do a
little spading and preparation of the soil.
You don't need many tools, actually four
are plenty — spading fork, shovel, rake and
hoe. A trowel will be found convenient but
Is not essential. They are all available on
the market.
More next month — If you're interested.
Blood Bank — April 5

PIPE LINES
By CHARLEY

ANDERS

'S a funny thing the way things run in
cycles In this business — right now we’re In
a plumbing fixture cycle.
Practically every stage on the Lot has
one or more' sets with practical plumbing
fixtures: showers (ten on one set alone),
sinks, bathtubs, laundry trays, gas stoves,

Buy broccoli plants and set them out as
soon as you get the ground ready. The
others will all come from seed and while

gas lights and soda fountains — to say nothing of beer equipment. The Plumbing Stock
Room, usually full to the eaves, now looks
like a tobacco counter after the cigarette
line has dispersed.

they will grow a little slower now than later
— get them coming.
Tomatoes deserve a paragraph all to
themselves because they are about the
most Important vegetable you can grow in

Then we have had three hydraulic controls to Install and operate at the same
time; two used for rocking airplanes and
one to give the Dolly Sisters a ride.
It's had the boys jumping sideways part

estiwriter's
In theand
leasttricky
— at are
your garden
mate, but they
complete
failure is altogether too common.
The main reason for failure Is too early
planting. If we could only get Congress to
pass another law making It an International
crime to sell tomato plants before the first

of the time, but that's the way we like it.
So, our thanks to the writers and set de-

of the difficulty the backwould be eliminated.yard gardener experiences

Fax Hills Cafe
Cocktails

of May, much

There are two very good reasons why
late planting is desirable. First, late planted
tomatoes are much more likely to escape
one of several diseases, the most common
of which is Spotted Wilt. This virus disease
Is spread by tiny Insects — thrips — which live
on weeds and ornamental plants and shrubs
and over 200 of these also suffer from this

OUR

SPECIALTY BUFFET LUNCH
11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

STEAK

AND

CHOP

DINNERS

5 to 8 P.M.
10271 W. Pico Blvd.
We’re

CR. 59377

just around the corner
the Pico Gate

from

March,

19 45

signers.
addition, we have had the usual run
^Bnaintenance and the big new cooling
tower job. On this building we installed
everything from copper tubing of i/4"
diameter up to 10" pipe, which weighs
over 750 lbs. to a single length. More than
twenty lengths of this large pipe was installed, together with valves weighing up
to 300 lbs. Just to add a little more complication, this wasn't new material delivered
at the place it was to be used. It was material already in use in connection with the
old tower and had to be taken apart In a
tunnel where a man cannot stand erect and
taken through a maze of. other pipes In this
small space to the new location.
Then too, we had to get along for a week
without our master plumber, BOB FALCONER, who was on the sick list. And no
wonder, what with the necessities of life so
scarce and high In price, and half the time
not fit to drink! But anyway, he recovered
and is back on the job.
JIMMY RYAN drew one of the prize jobs
of the month, rescuing a beautiful garnet
ring from the sewer back of Park Row, belonging to lovely JUNE CONNERS. Some
guys have all the luck.
In spite of all this activity, the plumbing
shop politicians have continued to meet
daily at 11:30 over their lunch buckets,
have confirmed Henry Wallace as Secretary of Commerce, with no divorcement
of powers: have resolved that the people
should give more attention to the election
of their senators and representatives: and
are once again deciding the proper military strategy for finishing Germany off
quickly.
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SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

Soldiers Safer on Battlefront Than
Homefront
According to Col. F. C. LYNCH, Manager of the Greater Los Angeles Safety
Council: "In the march of events after
peace, accidents will put war Into the background with loss of life and manpower over
the same period of time."
That Is a warning to all of us to start now
and learn to cut down this enormous peacetime loss of life and limb. "And what should
we DC about it?" you ask. Well, one way
Is to become safety-minded. Get yourself
the latest book on traffic rules from the
Dept, of Motor Vehicles. When you look
this over with careful thought, you'll be
amazed at the number of safeguards you
neglect each day.
Knowing and observing traffic rules Is in
the same category with becoming a citizen of the United States. Cnly naturalized
citizens seem to know what makes government machinery go 'round. And they are
usually the ones who take the keenest interest in doing their part to preserve our

Safety for you

means

safety for all!

liberties and privileges. Likewise, people

To illustrate, he usually calls some small

who
have apt
just toacquired
a driver's
are more
know and
observe license
traffic
rules than those who have been driving a

boy from the congregation. "Now, my
boy," he says, "if you knew that I was behind you with a stick and was going to hit

lifetime and "think" they know more than
is printed in the book.
Safety Campaign Goes to Church
At this time of year, with our thoughts
on forgiveness and repentance and Easter
not far off, it recalls the report of a Negro
highway patrolman in South Carolina who
delivers a sermon at his church every Sunday. He always uses the same text, taken

you with it, what would you do?"
"I'd jump out of the way!" the boy generally responds.
"That's right," he replies. "But because

from Hosea, Chapter IV, Verse VI: "My
people are destroyed for lack of knowl"For lack of knowledge," Patrolman
Baily continues, "on how to walk the highedge."ways. For lack of knowledge in falling to
stop
entering
upon
highways."
Beforewhen
he has
finished
he the
vividly
depicts
every traffic rule In the book.

your back Is to me, you can't see that I'm
going out
to hit
Therefore,
wouldn't
jump
of you.
the way
and youyouwould
get
hit. That's the very thing that may happen
to you
you don't traffic.
walk theA highways
ing theifoncoming
car that facyou
can't see is likely to hit you."
Cf course. Patrolman Baily sometimes
runs Into trouble in cross examining his
youthful witnesses. For Instance, when he
asked one of the boys what he'd do if he
knew Baily was going to hit him with a
stick, the boy greatly amused the congregation with his sharp rely: "Why, I'd hit

20
Action

you back!"
But this "Pistol Packin' Parson" carries a
punch with his audience when he informs
them that he personally has witnessed the
deaths of 35 persons killed in traffic accidents which could have been avoided.

This type of work is of the utmost importance. But it is still more Important for
everyone to learn to walk and drive safely.
Blood Bank — April 5

THROUGH THE MOVIEOLA!
By THE SNOOPER
Time for "ACTION," and the Film
Library Snooper will try to get In thirty for
tonight. The gang turned out last Saturday for a rollicking birthday celebration in
honor of CLIFF BECK and JIMMY EARIE.
It was onestaged
Mrs. time.
Gray's Of
Inn, course,
and everyhad one atswell
the
Rhumba King (and and I mean LYMAN
HALLOWELL) greatly regretted that there
were no facilities for dancing, but SID
PEOK's as good as any floor show, and
he entertained us all with his inimitable
repertoire of "rare" stories. Since GWEN
ALLEN was absent, BETTY BRUMFIELD was
the lone gal in the party, and told me she
felt
well "escorted."
manyeleven
gals
can pretty
walk into
a restaurantNotwith
good-looking guys In attendance. TOMMY
VINCENT was there, but not quite with his
usual vim and vigor. He was suffering with
a stiff neck, which he claims he got trying

Next morning Carl saw another (doubtlessly
the mate of the slaughtered snake) saunter
across the path and disappear Into nowhere. Since then, there's been several
"snake hunts" around the Effinger household, but the blasted thing's still rriissing.
This reporter is beginning to wonder just
how CLIFFORD "Soapbox" BECK is taking
to his recently achieved fifty years, or maybe It's the fourteen years of It he's contributed to the Library. Anyway, the other
day Tommy Morrison came upon Cliff
unaware, and heard the most amazing
soliloquy. Cliff, as he was working, was asking himself questions, and then answering
them. Tommy stood and listened until curiosity got the best of him, then asked,
"What's the Idea? You ask a question,
then you answer it." To which Mr. Beck
gravely replied, "Why not? I get a more
intelligent answer from myself than I would
from you." Since then, Tommy lets Cliff
"soliloquize" without interruption.
2nd Lt. JOSH GRAY, Bombardier-Navigator, was in to see us after two years In
the Air Corps. Josh was a little reluctant
to tell about his experiences overseas, but
he did tell us he was based in Corsica for
five months during which time he made innumerable raids on the Brenner Pass and
on various and sundry gasoline refineries.
He wears the Presidential Unit Citation
with one Oak Leaf Oluster and blushed
furiously when we commented on the other
ribbons he was wearing. Josh is on a thirtyday leave and thinks he's in heaven. He
will be leaving shortly for an unknown overseas destination.
Blood Bank — April 5

to see RILEY JUDD SMITH'S hand at the
poker party TOM MORRISON had the
night before. Tom M. invited all the guys;
and the two gals were invited too, but the
women aren't much interested In poker.
Smart guy, though, that Morrison. Gives
a party, and his guests all go home broke.
Even WAYNE "snafu" FURY was a pigeon
that night. But, no kidding, Tom comes out
"WInnah" every time he throws one of
those beer busts. We really wonder now.
Tommy. . . .
Gwen Allen tells me that if we think

Looking over the latest Bowling sheets
find quite a few changes made especially in
the team standings. The biggest surprise
of all Is the fact that the BETTY GRABLE
Super men are away down In eleventh place
but still lead the league in total plnage —
figure' that one out. The CHARLES COBURN outfit and DANNING'S FIVE LITTLE
FOYS are racing it out for first place this
half of the season. And what do we see
at the bottom
of the sheet
— the four
girls'
teams—
BOWLERETTES,
CHICKS,
FOXIES,
and the MASCOTS — seem to be In some
kind of a proverbial "rut". Come on. Gals,
let's start them rolling and maybe we can
take some of the place money this time.
945, we
Going back to January 18, 1
HI. TEAM

SERIES

HI. TEAM
INTERNATIONAL

GAME

"WOLVES"
have —

WOMEN'S
LITTLE FOXIES

. . 3044
... 990

HI. SERIES
. . .2571

HI. INDIVIDUAL

SERIES

JESS V^OLF
669-30—699
HI. INDIVIDUAL GAME
AL SWEITZER
244-14—257
We had some outstanding series this
week — JESS WOLF 228-193-248—669;
(Wolf No. I was sure pounding that wood!);
our pride' and joy AL SWEITZER came
through with l95-l92-24'4 — 631; Wolf No.
2 MONTY BONOME 182-193-220—595;
and the newest addition to the Wolves, AL
PRINCE 187-203-205-595; good games
from JOHNNIE McCAFFERTY 232; RAY
FERRELL 222; HECTOR DODS 219.
From the girls section, VIOLET HOGAN
177;
164. BETTY BOW 170; MADGE INMAN
On January 25,
GRABLE TEAM came
better bowling —
HI. TEAM
BETTY GRABLE
HI. TEAM
WILLIAM EYTHE

the paper shortage is acute here, we don't
know from nothin'. She received a letter
from her family In London, and they had
answered, using the same envelope, crossing out their own address, and replacing
Gwen's. Gwen was quite amazed that it
had reached its destination. But one thing

1945, THE BETTY
through with some
SERIES
3052
GAME
1000

WOMEN'S HI. SERIES
HATHAWAY'S CHICKS
2635
HI. INDIVIDUAL SERIES
232-245-265-30—772
H. BUSBY
HI. INDIVIDUAL GAME
268-8—276
M. MORGAN
H. BUSBY 232-245-265—742. This is a
series Buzz can sure be proud of, believe
me; he made 23 strikes out of a possible

I'm sure of. We can realize the scarcity of
cigarettes; especially when we see Jimmy
Earie smoking a "between-the-acts," when
he doesn't like cigars; or Tommy Morrison
smoking a pipe when he "can't even keep
the darned thing lit."
CARL EFFINGER, Dept. Head, Is going to have to find that wandering garter
snake In his garden, or his young daughter,
Norma, won't venture out of the house.
Seems she had the scare of her life the
other morning. Came upon a garter snake
in the yard, and it took the entire family
to corner the monster and dispose of It.

BOWLING NEWS

MARVIN

SLOP

of this Film Loading

Dept, is one

of the youngest employees on the Lot. Marvin
graduated from High School last June and is now
17 years old. Photography is his hobby and while
waiting for an opening in that field he worked as
a bus boy in the Cafe de Paris. He expects to
be in the Navy before his eighteenth birthday and
hopes

that after the war he will have an opportunity to fulfill his ambitions for a photographic
career.

30; it's the highest series for the season and
will be mighty hard to beat! MICKEY
153-233-268-654; PAUL
MORGAN
WURTZEL 177-236-195—608: RALPH
HICKEY 222: BEN FUGLSBY 221; HANK
ALBRECHT 221; FREDDIE HALL 213; AL
PRINCE 212; JOHNNIE McCAFFERTY
212: AL SWEITZER 211; HAROLD BOW
210.

With the girls, VIOLET

HOGAN

169;

March,

21

1945

«NNE BANTA 164. A go d representaVI ARBEITER

.

168; PHYLLIS HUFFINE

166:

from each one of our girls' teams, I'd

In the Fourth Week of the Second Half,

February I, 1945 —
HI. TEAM
LYNN BARI
HI. TEAM
SPLIT SPINNERS

SERIES

doubles "Pot Games" following the league
on Thursday Nights — if any of you are interested or would like to have more information on it, please call BETTY BOW
on Extension 411. Bye' for now.
Blood Bank — April 5

2784

the
post latest.
addresses for anyone who doesn't have

1031

You'll hear from us next month — how
about us hearing from you??

GAME

WOMEN'S HI SERIES
HATHAWAY'S CHICKS
2629
HI. INDIVIDUAL SERIES
N. CARLILE
594-36—630
HI. INDIVIDUAL GAME
H. BARTHOLOMEW
204-40—244
By way of good bowling this week, PAUL
WURTZEL 200-214-198—612: AL PRINCE
231: N. CARLILE 230: IKE DANNING
221: RAY FERRELL 216: JESS WOLF 212:
BEN FUGLSBY 212: EDDIE BETKIJIAN 212:
WIMPY WISE 210.
PHYLLIS HUFFINE came through tonight with a good game and series: 205153-153 — 511: wish you would give me a
tew lessons, Phyl, I sure could use them!
Games— JEANNE BANTA 182: BETTY
BOW 175: GWEN REED 164.
For offthewith
Fifth Week, February lOf^h, let's
start
HI. TEAM SERIES
PANTHERS
2879
HI. TEAM GAME
LINDA DARNELL
989
WOMEN'S HI. SERIES
HATHAWAY'S CHICKS
2678
HI. INDIVIDUAL SERIES
HARRY JONES
598-66—664
HI. INDIVIDUAL GAME
TEX WILSFORD
234-18—252
We will start off with the girls this week
because they really out did themselves —
ROSE STEINMAN 187; PHYLLIS HUFFINE 160-180: VIRGINIA JONES 176:
GWEN REED 170; MAURINE LACY 162;
CLAIRE DEVAULT 160: BETTY BOW 160.
I must say the fellows were well represented also, starting off with, ARMAND
ALLEN 221-226-181—628: H. TYLER 236179-187—602; PAUL WURTZEL 193-223185—601; HARRY JONES 183-205-210—
598: TEX WILSFORD 234; P. ALBRECHT
229: FREDDIE HALL 223: DAVE MALMEN
219: PHIL HENDERSON 216: WIMPY
WISE 21 I: H. BUSBY 210.
This is all the bowling statistics for the
time being, fellow Keglers, except for one
thing — we would like to have some mixed
HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

!

Three more of our fellows have gone
overseas since the last column, namely:
JO JOHNSON, back on a ship somewhere
In the Pacific; REEDER BOSS, with the engineers in England: and EDDIE WYNIGEAR, who now receives his mail via the
Postmaster in New York. Will be happy to
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SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER" WHITE
GOING— DON SKARSTEN — Reclassified-A.
I
JOHNNY STRITE — -Passed his pre-induction physical. .
JACK SPANN — Passed his pre-induction
This handsome

lad is Ptc. JACK

TURNER,

of fhe

Men's Wardrobe, who is now stationed with the
Marines in the Hawaiian Islands.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

We're extending our most cordial WELCOME to our two latest recruits — MILO
KOMENICH, of Basketball fame' and who
is now making history on the 20th CenturyFox Team — and FRANK WATTS, who formerly served with the U. S. Army Tank
Destroyers.
The stork finally saw the Welcome Mat
on DOMINICA and MIKE TIERNEY's doorstep and brought them their first born —
very happy congratulations to the proud
parents and son, "VAL", who arrived on
the President's birthday, January 30th.
Best of luck to GENE WOOTEN, who Is
now at Paramount on a very fine assignment. We definitely miss you, GENE, so
come out and have lunch with us — anytime.
BOB "Woof" IFVERSEN is slated for
an Army physical the 20th of February —
may move Into Class I-A if he has fully
recovered from an operation he had since
his last physical.
Something new has been added to the
main wardrobe building which proves again
that science is a wonderful invention. Eight
new 2-way speakers — just press the first
valve down and your voice goes all over
the
and Isodomany
mean filled
Into wardrobe
the boss'
officebuilding
— too. — Since
racks have raised havoc with our acoustics,
these speakers are really a God-send and
should prevent us from turning Into GravelGertles for sure. Thanks, boss man.
Also new is the paint job in the front
office' — a shady green that blends nicely
with the browns and greys of the rest of
the building and will look mighty welcome
when the summer's heat waves roll In.

GONE: CLARK NORMAN— Drafted In
Infantry
physical. In February.
It seems that the Film Industry has been
taken off the "essential" list. The draft
boards have been reclassifying and scooping out the bottom of the barrel! Some of
us still sporting 2-A cards are KELLY
SMITH, MEL BLACK, WALTER MARSH,
CLARENCE JONES and Your Truly — The
WHIZZER — who may be whizzed out any
dayPvt.
now.KENNY DICE Is in England while
Sgt. MICKEY WOODS Is on his way over
there.
Chief P/O FRANK EASTON was home
on furlough from the Southwest Pacific war
area. Chief Easton looked good and had
a lot of interesting things to tell us.
JOE GROSS, a proud father, and son
Sgt. WILLIAM GROSS, visiting friends In
any). studio. Sgt. Gross just came In from
the
India. The things he told would make your
hair stand on end — even mine (If I had
I. R. NELSON SK 3/c Is in the U. S.
Naval Hospital at Port Hueneme, Calif.,
restingcific up
after two hectic years In the Pawar area.
HARRY JACKSON, now working for
General Service, dropped in to see the
gang, while putting up a set for General
Service on our Lot. Harry was foreman on
the job.
"MAC" RITCHEY just couldn't stay
away any longer. He had to come and visit
all his old cronies. "Mac" has picked up
some of the weight he lost and feels pretty
Lt. MAURICE CAMPBELL, son of TED
CAMPBELL, our P. M. blacksmith, was
good. when his plane crashed on a routine
killed
flight in New York. I hope, Ted, that we
who survive this war — see to it that your
son and other sons have not died in vain.
Blood Bank — April 5
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December

27, 1944

Gentlemen:
A line to express my thanks and apfi^H
ciation on being remembered so generously
at Christmas time. It is heartening to know
that the Corporation, of which we were a
small part in peace time, has seen fit to
set it's personal machinery to work to remember us in war, after an absence of over
two years.
I would like to express, if I can find the
proper words, just what the product of the
industry means to those of us who are compelled to live in the most God-forsaken
spots in the world. They are more than a
source of entertainment, more than a way
to spend an evening which otherwise would
be long and dreary, they are a link with
home; something that we can write home

VIVIAN

BLAINE,

20th Century-Fox Player, is the "Whiner’s"

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
To don the foolscap or otherwise, it is
very difficult to get going. However, something that strikes me as comical is this;
Naturally a father likes to play with his
son and that holds good in the older generations too. Recently a great grandfather
and a grandfather were enjoying each
other's company. The great grandfather at
one time was chief of police of Santa Monica, so he proceeded to show his son, the
grandfather, how he handled tough guys.
The result was that the grandfather, or
should I say son, came to the studio with a
beautiful strawberry-tipped nose. The art
is to twist the "snoz”.
What a surprise! The big noise from
Western Ave. blew in the other day to say
hello. It was none other than JACK FRIER.
Jack probably came

over to see one

of

Hollywood's largest sets. The picture is
"State Fair", working on stages 14 and 15.
One set is rigged for 35 thousand amps.
Or Jack might have been interested in
those hogs that weighed between 8 and 9
hundred pounds.
It really hurts to write this, but it's the
truth. MAUREEN LACY and her "Bowleretts" handed the "Raft's Rogues" (elect) a
beating, but good, in their last session. The
girls were really hot and the fellows were
mostly cool.
MYRON

THOEN

is back on the Lot after

getting a medical discharge. Myron left
the Studio for the Sea Bees 33 months ago.
He was discharged after getting a bad leg
injury.
After spending a day in the Officers
Club at Mather Field with your nephew
and meeting a lot of pilots, it sure makes
one proud of the U. S. Army Air Corps.
Quite a lot of Studio people know Clark,

selection for pin-up girl for March.

manager of Roberts. Here is what he
thinks of the Studio fellows. A week ago
an electrician went in, cashed his check and
made a purchase. He walked out, leaving
his billfold lying on the counter. The next
day Clark notified the man that the wallet
was being kept safe for him with the
$125.00 intact.
The gang has given RAY
name

GRIFFITH

of "Blue Boy". It happened

about, even sometimes we can add "Don't
miss it!" to the folks at home, as we sometimes see the latest product before the
neighborhood theatres. I am proud to say
that I spent part of my peacetime years
in an industry that has come through so
well in war.
Thanks again,
D. A. TURQUAND
Capt. D. A. Turquand, USMCR
c/o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, Calif.

/7 J
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the

A

on "State

GEORGE KORB, now working in the Fixture Department, is carrying the handle of
"Corn"
Fair". Korb.

PHILLIPS
DIAMOND
IS A
SYMPHOF ONY

r'l /' i
. I
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NOTE FROM CAPTAIN JACKSON
REGARDING MESSENGERS:

muyij
Enlarged

Please do not call a messenger unless
absolutely necessary, and when calling
please state destination of the service.
Messengers are not permitted to render
service of a personal nature and nothing in
which money is involved. This service is
maintained for handling urgent business for
the studio. We also wish to remind you
again to have your personal mail sent to
your home address, thereby avoiding delay
and inconvenience. Mail received address
"MARY JONES," 20th Century-Fox, requires directory service to ascertain proper
delivery of the mail. This causes delay and
an unwarranted
the addressee.

"grouch" on the part of

BRILLIANCE
FINE

to show

Unhurried,

leisure, in a

diamond iewelry to your heart's content.
The one shown above is an EMERALD CUT
DIAMOND
brought

RING.

New

out by improved

Substantial
personnel.

savings

brilliancy has been
cutting technigues.

guaranteed

to T. C. F.

Please bring identification

do not cater to the general

as we

public.

•

APRIL 1st
moving to our new headquarters, 714
South Hill Street, entire second floor
of the Spreckels Building
•

WM.

April 5th

complete

TASTE

private conference room and with the assistance of our diamond experts, you examine
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Make a Date
For

GOOD

details

at your

COLOR
AND

E. PHILLIPS

CO.

JEWELERS
7th Floor Metropolitan Building
315 WEST FIFTH
Daily 10 to 6

ST., LOS

ANGELES 13
MUtual 1321

March,

23
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Somewhere in the Philippines
January 28, 1945
Dear Friends:
I have been on the move so much that
the mail just never seems to catch up. I am
looking forward to receiving the last three
or four copies of "Action." I guess some
day they will all catch up with me. I really
enjoy them as they enable me to see and
know what is going on at the Studio.
I received a very nice Xmas present and
wish to express deeply, my thanks to you
for it.
Things over here are as good as can be
expected and I am feeling great, but hope
It won't be too long till I can be' back with
you at the Studio.
Sincerely,
GEO. L. ERIKSSON,
Pvt. Geo. L. Eriksson, Jr.
c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, Calif.

JR.
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Aviation Cadet WESLEY WILSON, son of PAUL
WILSON of the Carpet and Canvas Shop was a
recent visitor to the Lot and enjoyed luncheon
at the Cafe de Paris with HELEN SNYDER, BETTY
BOW, DOROTHY THRASHER, and his father.
Wes is stationed at Lowry Field, Colorado.

January 12, 1945
Dear Studio Club:
Just a few lines to let you know that I
have been receiving the cigarettes and the
"Action" magazine you are sending me. I
can't begin to tell you how much I appreciate getting them each month. Since I
have been overseas, I have looked forward
for the "Action" magazine and even in my
foxhole I always have time to do a little
reading. I will admit that it has been a
little noisy at times, but somehow I have
gotten accustomed to hearing the noise
and it doesn't bother me.
I am now somewhere in Belgium and the
weather is nothing like Southern California.
The snow has been on the ground for the
past week. It would really be a beautiful
picture to see if there were no war going

Somewhere in France
January 18, 1945
Dear Club Members:
My sincere thanks for your letters, "Action" and have
cigarettes
which sooner
I received
I should
answered
but here.
had
moved to France. The biggest surprise was
to receive the wonderful Christmas pack-

DICK WHITE, Intermediate File Clerk in the Story
Files. Dick has recently received a medical discharge from the Army after having served three
years with the Field Artillery.

January 28, 1945

age.I am now a T/5 and am sending you
some pictures from Paris.
We hope that we can get our job done
here sO' we can return to the things we

Dear Friends:

didn't appreciate before, but do now.
Until that time, bless Sincerely,
you all.

I amTo coming
it's
notWell,
hard attolast
take.
tell thehome
truth,andI feel
years.an immigrant about to sail tor America.
like
Our Squadron has a fine record in the
Southwest Pacific. For the first year we
were associated with a Bomber Group and
the last two years we have trained combat
crews and maintained ships.
Back In 1942, when the Japs were taking
over the Philippines, we sent the last airplanes there. They would land, load up with
bombs and deposit them where they would
do the most good. Things got too hot, however, and they came back where we were
stationed in Australia.

HERBERT

SCHEIN

T/5 Herbert Schein
c/o Postmaster
New York, New York
Blood Bank — April 5

I want to thank all of you for the cigarettes you have sent me these last three

Our Squadron is credited with developing a system which has eliminated many of
the Sons of Heaven. You can multiply what

on. And I am hoping that the war won't
last much longer because I really miss my
old friends at Fox. I am looking forward to
seeing them one of these days.

we have done by many other American outfits and you can see why the Yanks are go-

I guess I have covered what little news
there Is to write about except thanks a
million for making my army life a very enjoyable one with the cigarettes and your
wonderful magazine. Hope this short letter
finds my friends in the very best of health.

LYNN

ing ahead.again and I hope to see all of you
Thanks
Sincerely,
soon.

Cpl. Lynn F. Reynolds
c/o
San Postmaster
Francisco, Calif.

Sincerely yours,
SAM WITTENBERG

BLOOD

BLOOD

Pfc. Sam Wittenberg
c/o Postmaster
New York, New York
Blood Bank — April 5

F. REYNOLDS

T/5 HERBERT

SCHEIN

of the Labor Dept.
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Somewhere

in the Netherland East Indies
January 24, 1945

Dear Studio Club:
After two years in the army, I send
greetings to you from the edge of the New
Guinea jungle, where the sun never beams
without bringing me dreams of a beautiful
journey home. In the jungle itself (which we
avoid as we would a deadly plague) the
sun finds it a tough job to penetrate the
tangled web of trees, vines, parasitic plants,
fungi and rotten legs. A fetid steam comes
out of the stagnant swamps — for here even
nature rots. The few open spaces are overgrown by the towering Kunai grass, hiding
place for the murderous tick. Everywhere
through the jungle darts the striped Anopheles avid for human blood. Leeches that
suck human blood breed prolifically and if
forcibly removed, tear the flesh to leave a
feslering sore.
Torrential rains are an almost daily and
nightly occurrence. I use the word "rain"
with trepidation because the savage ferocity of the downpour is more like the breaking of a celestial dam. The sound of it
furiously pounding on the tent roof is demoralizing, for it is not the gay, gentle
pit-pat of rain as we know it in the States.
It is a steady, prolonged hammering that
beats the brain into a stupor. Hour after
hour the rain thumps frantically down like
ball bearings of steel. The water rises on
the tent floor and you know all the bridges
are being washed out, that the roads are
impassable morasses of mud.
Everywhere in New Guinea the jungle
marches right down to the sea. Hostile,
deadly, filled with the stench of decay, the
iungle must at last yield to the fresh vigor
and life of the sea winds that blow lustily
in from the Pacific. Without these breezes,
life v/ould be unbearable. Thus It is that
(whenever possible) camps and bases are
built fronting the sea. Frequently, however,
the danger of Jap bombing makes dispersal
of our supply depots into the jungle imperative. But near the beach one can swim.

boat, sun-bathe and fish in the all toO' fleeting moments of one's spare time. If one
can get near the sea, there is more chance
of life and health enduring for the cool,
clean, wind-blown sea washes away the
fever and rot of the jungle.
In New Guinea the sun is merciless, a
searing flame that leaves white men limp
and weary and half blind because of glare.
Only the black man trot light heartedly
over the roads in the mid-day sun, picking
their cocoanuts and spearing fish. The
Melanesians of New Guinea are not tall.
Coal black, with fuzzy hair which stands
mop-like on the top of their heads, they
walk pot bellied, their shrewd little eyes
darting in all directions at once. They have
a peculiar fondness for dyeing and bleaching their mops of hair so one is often
startled to see an ink colored individual
come ambling by with an orange colored
head of hair waving in the breeze. Sometimes the mop is almost blonde or bronze.
Truly bizarre effects. The Melanesians are
invariably courteous and full of dignity.
Given a little education, the Melanesian
learns quickly, especially English. Moreover,
when asked questions, they answer logically
and to the point. But should they become
Incensed, a gleam comes into their eyes, a
sort of cold, animal-like glitter which raises
goose pimples on a white man, particularly
if he happens to be in a native village
alone or with only a few friends. One is reminded forcibly that not far away, in the
recesses of the Owen Stanley mountains,
head hunters still practice their rites and
cannibals still munch the carcasses of their
enemies. The beach natives are not too far
removed from the primitive instincts of
their relatives in the interior.
The Japs found this out to their sorrow.
After they had starved and beaten the natives and forced them to work like donkeys,
hauling trees and rocks (with frequent
bayonet proddlngs), the natives began to
desert, fleeing into the jungle. Then at
night they would come out of the shadows
bringing sudden death to the Japs.
In my work, as intelligence officer of one

of the army bases in New Guinea, I have
met many natives and have been gratified
to find an almost universal hatred of the
Japanese. It is a rare thing to unearth a
native who has been corrupted by Jap gold
to the point of becoming a spy. The bitter
memory of what the Japs did to their
sisters and wives is too terrible and too
recent.
As we go farther north, into the Philippines, this matter of Japanese espionage
will assume nightmare proportions. Secretive and sly, the Jap is a master of undercover duplicity and has perfected his system of espionage through years of experience in Korea, Manchuria and China.
Tutored by Colonel Dolhara, a superlative
and fiendishly efficient master-spy, the Japs
have built up an organization which honeycombs the Far East from Singapore to
Harbin. Even professional European agents
who look and talk like Britishers and Americans have been recruited. Then too, there
are countless renegade Dutch, Filipinos,
Chinese, Javanese, English and Americans
who have been under the Jap thumb as
captives and who have succumbed either
to Jap gold or Jap torture. Many of these
are civilians who were unable tO' escape the
Japanese juggernaut and who live in deadly
fear that their families will be tortured if
they do not obey implicitly.
The full force of U. S. Army and Navy
Intelligence is being directed against Japanese espionage. The task is herculean, but
our success so far in frustrating their efforts
is sufficient indication that we will continue
to do so.
I shall appreciate hearing from you. Here
on the verge of the jungle, where starving
Japs raid nightly to get food and get shot
instead, a word from home is like a breath
Sincerely,
of sweet, cool air from the
hills of Parasise.

Lt. H. L. Tarnoff

H. L. TARNOFF

c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, Calif.
Blood Bank — April 5
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ACADEMY AWARDS
By ROGER

FERRI

There was honor aplenty for 20th Century-Fox when the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences staged Its annual
Oscar Awards at Grauman's Chinese Theatre March 15th.
No studio equaled the record set by the
Beverly Hills lot over which Darryl Zanuck
presides.
Zanuck himself set the peak of the studio's triumphs by winning the Irving Thalberg Memorial Award for highest achievement in individual production. The honor
was bestowed upon him for his three pictures, "Wilson," "The Purple Heart" and
"Winged Victory." In his speech of accept-
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ance the winner modestly gave due recognition to those who served with him in the

achievement in documentary films on Louis
de Rochemont, 20th Century-Fox pro-

making of those pictures — namely Henry
King, George Cukor, Lewis Milestone,
Moss Hart, Lamar TrottI, Jerry Cady and
others.

ducer, for "The Fighting Lady." "The FightLady" was
produced
the ing
United
States
Navy. in association with

In addition, "Wilson" won six individual
awards in the voting. Those winning Oscars
for Wilson were:
Lamar TrottI for best original screen
Leon
play.Shamroy, best color photography.
Barbara McLean, best editing.
Edmund Hansen, best sound.
Thomas Little, best Interior decoration.
The evening was further highlighted
when Bob Hope, master of ceremonies,
conferred the award for the year's finest

Bringing further honors to the studio,
Joseph LaShelle captured the award In
black-and-white photography for his filming
of "Laura," and Grover Laube, head of the
scientific laboratory, won recognition in
the awards for Scientific and Technical
Achievements decision.
In awarding
rial Trophy to
conferred this
time. He was

the Irving Thalberg MemoDarryl Zanuck the Academy
honor on him for the second
the winner when the pro-

ducers’ trophy competition was first instituted in 1937, and he is the first producer
tO' become a double winner.

of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
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The Voice
TEN LiniE PENNIES AND KENNY
By MARIAN

RHEA

He came tearing down the sidewalk on
his tricycle, small brown knees pumping
like pistons. He all but ran over the family
dog but Porky didn't mind. He was used
to narrow escapes like this. Besides, he was
glad to have Kenny to play with, at any
price. You see, time was when Kenny
couldn't play at all. Time was when it
looked as though Kenny might never play
again. He did, though, and he will from now
on. And that's what this story is about. . .
Kenny will be five years old next February 24, and his full name is Kenny Stadt.
His mother is a war worker, though, and
so Mrs. Samuel Bishop of 2738 Military
Avenue, West Los Angeles, has taken care
of him since he was fifteen months old.
To her, he is as dear as her own flesh and
blood — dearer, almost. You see, when you
do for a child what Clara Bishop has done
for small, tow-headed Kenny, and fight for
him as she has fought — well, you love him
a lot.
It all began in December, 1943. Kenny
had the flu, the family thought. They all
had the flu. He recovered, though — apparently. But one day just about a year
ago, Mrs. Bishop took him down the street
to the market and as he ran ahead of her,
hauling his little wagon, she noticed with
sharp terror that his foot was dragging
awkwardly. It was as sudden as that. Mrs.
Bishop says she knew what was wrong,
even as she stood there on the sidewalk,
calling to him, "Come here a minute, dear.
Come, let Mommy look at your leg."
Poliomyelitis — Infantile paralysis. Oh, she
knew, all right!
She picked Kenny up and carried him
home — his little leg drawing and twisting
painfully — and called a doctor. He sent
her to the White Memorial Hospital at
304 North Boyle Ave., Los Angeles. There
she was told what she already feared. It
was "polio".

of the Lot

But they know what to do about "polio"
at places like the White Memorial Hospital. Sister Kenny's famous, wonderful
treatment has helped many a stricken
child. The physicians and technicians of
the White clinic offered Clara Bishop
plenty of hope that Kenny might recover.
"We will help you to help him," they promised.
And so began the long fight: Kenny
Stadt vs. Infantile paralysis. It was a bitter fight. It meant pain and tedium for
Kenny and endless, persistent effort for his
foster mother.
"Hot packs," every morning. Then exercises. Then rest, with the aid of a special kind of "resting board" planted at the
foot of Kenny's crib. The same routine in
the afternoon. Hot packs, exercises, rest.
Every day, of every week, of every month.
The "hot packs" meant wrapping Kenny
In
steaming
blankets.
a huge,
covered
kettle The
lent "steamer"
the Bishops was
by
20th Century-Fox studios, where

Sam

Bishop is employed, fitted with a "steam
rack" made out of an old piece of thin
sheet Iron. The "resting board" was Mrs.
Bishop's breadboard.
All of this was done under constant supervision bythe White Memorial people.
Twice a week, at first, once - a week for
months afterward, Mrs. Bishop took Kenny
across town to the hospital for consultation and advice.
At first, progress was heartbreakingly
slow. It seemed as though poor Kenny's
little leg got shorter and the twisting
worse. But that was only at first. The days
went on, and the weeks, and he gradually
grew better. His muscles weren't quite so
drawn. He gained more control of his leg.
Finally — "He is going to be all right,
you know," one of the doctors told Clara
Bishop, "providing you and Kenny keep
on with the treatment."
"I know — and we'll keep on . . ."
They did. Clara Bishop told Kenny the
stories of "The Three Bears" and "Cinderella" and "Little Red Riding Hood" (his

favorites) so often he learned them by
heart and got so he'd tell them to her, instead, while he was "steaming". Sometimes he'd Interrupt: "I'm getting awful
hot, Mommy.
It hurts.
. ."
And
Clara would
slip a Fan
handme, inplease
under . the
blankets, whipping them up and down a
little to cool him off.
During the exercises which followed the
steaming they'd sing, the two of them . . .
Nameless little tunes with words like, "One,
two, three, dip; one, two, three, raise
arms: one two, three — ." When Kenny
was lying with his feet flat against the
"resting board," (to stretch his shorter
leg) they would set the alarm clock and
he'd never move until It rang. No, it
wasn't much fun for a kid four years old,
but he did his stuff without complaint.
Mrs.
says.good he broke my heart,"
"HeBishop
was so
Winter, 1944, passed; spring came, and
summer. By late August, Kenny definitely
was better. By late September, he could
walk almost perfectly. By the first week In
October, the white Memorial doctors told
Clara
back. Bishop she and Kenny needn't come
_ That was
daybeen
she cried.
She hadn't,
before.
Shethehad
too busy.
Kenny
cried, too, she says, and the doctor had
tears In his eyes. They had quite a time —
a good time . . .
That's all. Kenny Stadt Is well, now.
Kenny Is as good as new. And so will be
thousands of other children who, stricken
as he was, can have the kind of treatment
offered by the White Memorial Hospital
or any of those Institutions dedicated to
fighting Infantile paralysis. There are many
such hospitals and clinics. There can be
many March
more. of
There
will Isbe on,
— won't
The
Dimes
rightthere?
now.
Brother, when you know the story of Kenny
Stadt or of any of those thousands of
youngsters like him, you can spare a dime,
can't
you? YOU?
Or several dimes . . .
CAN'T

4

Action

Speaking of bonds, CLAUDETTE WOOD
reminds us of the 7th War Loan Drive,
opening April first. Let's all give it our
day!
full support — buy that "extra" bond toBits of ad-varlous: Understand RHODA
BURSK, of New Talent Dept., was surprised
with a birthday party at the "Drunkard."
Party included PAT BROWN, HARRIET
HESS, JANE JOSEPH, LORA KALMUS
and your faithful servant. Wonderful time
was had by all.
Will sign off now, good luck, au revoir.

PAYROLL PERIODS
By A. G. DORRITY

LLOYD NOBLES, Head Cashier, has been
TCP 18 years and has probably handled more

with
cash

than anyone this side of the Rockies — especially
when he pays off the extras. His hobby was the
saxaphone until he took up golf.

CASH AND CARRY-Tales
By ESTELLE

ZIMMERMAN

Circus is here! Daffodils springing up —
kites flying — must be Spring!
Mais, oui! Haven't you noticed young
PRYOR with that faraway look in his eye!
Could be that he sees locations looming up
on yon horizon. Ah, but then, he’s such a
boy! You know, he celebrated his birthday
last month and though he looks only 24,
Tommy admits that he's really (?) 23.
Could be. Guess they call this modern
design — spelled sideways.
We're very happy to welcome back our
cop, GEORGE WAYLAND, who looks
fine and fit after his vacation. Mighty glad
to hear that you're taking extra special
care of those sweetpea beds, Georgie,
jest luv sweetpeas!
If you want info on golfing, kindly contact Dr. NOBLES, BEB (Bogie, Eagle, Birdie Spec.) during the week by appointment only and Saturdays anytime after two.
Lerd also has some original, or ab-original,
ideas about cooking. Ask him sometime.
Flower Dept.: Orchids to AL MacQUARRIE, who makes sure that we cashiers keep up with the vitamins. Mille merci,
Al, you're too good to us. Carnations to
DOC MARTIN for bringing us to see "The
Light."
course,
we have
to report
to
him
fromOf time
to time.
A Cecil
Brunner
boutonniere to O.K. FORD, of Publicity, for
sending my morale up 50 per cent by calling me Miss America.
Warning to all innocent bystanders —
beware of DOTTY BLISS of the Bond Dept.,
who
has She
just confesses
been issued
first driver's
license.
to ahersadistic
desire
for piling up people on the bumpers.

Brothers CARL and ARTHUR GOTTLIEB, associates of ours in peaceful days,
some three monhs ago enjoyed an unique
experience. Carl, the elder, had long been
on foreign service and just happened to be
on hand to greet Arthur when the latter
landed on England's friendly shores. Both
had the pleasure of several hours of talk
and companionship, of which Arthur gave
us the highlights in a spirited letter, to
which we responded right away.
On the last wet day of February, (Dutchess) JOHANNA ZWART, returning from
lunch through the blustery wind and rain,
covered from head to toe in ED ARNOLD'S
capacious raincoat, put on an Involuntary
performance In the street below our windows, reminiscent of MACK SENNETT's
Keystone comedies. In her struggle with the
elements: finally making the haven of our
office with a complexion compounded of
roses and cream.
One day early In March, JEAN BANTA
confused us all greatly when on returning
from lunch she presented to our admiring
gaze a set of baby garments in blue, naively remarking the while — "Can you imagine
RALPH KASH In a baby shop?" However,
it developed that Jean had bought the
set as a present for PAT NEELD's baby
and that Ralph had merely been the galtation.lant who provided the necessary transporMARJORIE

JOHNSTON

pinned a new

title on RALPH HAHN as the department's
"Sweater Boy," which Is liable to stick untarily.less she and the other girls drop it volunWe regret to report the absence from
our midst for several weeks of EDNA
CHRISTIE, as the result of an automobile
accident in which she suffered a serious
Injury. However, we hope to have her with
us again by the time this column is printed.
What with gay ensembles, sprightly coiffures and cheerful miens, GWEN REED,
JOHANNA ZWART, GRACE ROGERS,
SHIRLEY LYON — the office actress ALTA
MAE SHEAHAN, LOREHA HIGGINS,

ALTA

MAE

SHEAHAN

of the Payroll Deparfmenf.

EDITH SPANGLER, JEAN BANTA, MARJORIE JOHNSTON, SHIRLEY DAVISON,
ROSELLA NAGEL and BESS SEVIER are
real morale builders, who work like the
dickens so that HOMER, ROBERT, CARL,
ARTHUR, ALVAH, FRED, MORRIS, EDGAR, GAINES, GARY, NED, SAM,
HARRY, GERRY, HAROLD and others of
our boys In the services may have something worthwhile awaiting their return.
March came in like a lion through a
stormy night of thunder, lightning, rain,
wind, sleet and cold; and Inclement weather prevailed during its first week. Then It
changed its mood to one of springlike
promise and warmth which set ED ARNOLD and RALPH HAHN to thinking In
terms of putting-greens and golf courses;
and LES DRESSLER vaguely dreamed of
returning some of the visits relatives from
other parts of the country had enjoyed
as his guests since the first of the year.
In a letter some time ago from HAROLD
bow's air service son, BOB, mentions
Texans among his comrades as convinced
that the great State of Texas Is fighting
this war single-handed save for occasional
assistance from the rest of the U.S.A. and
Its allies. However that may be, the evidences that all nations friendly to the
peaceful development of our civilization
are doing a good job in pursuing the war
to its victorious conclusion, are clear: and
there seems real substance in the hope that
It will not be too much longer before our
servicemen and women will be enabled to
come flying, sailing, marching home again
to hear the mocking-bird and the meadowlark sing of natural life once more, to enjoy
the abundance of nature and the plentitude
of material comforts and conveniences In a
new economy of wealth in all resources.

April,

S
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"RRR " AT TCP
School bells may not actually ring on the
TCP Lot, but nevertheless classes are conducted In the little schoolroom for young
starlets under contract to TCP.
PRANCES KLAMT, resident teacher
since 1939, was born in Los Angeles and
received her Bachelor of Arts degree from
U.C.L.A. and her Master's degree from
U.S.C. Before coming to TCP, she taught
in the public schools in Los Angeles and
was private tutor to SHIRLEY TEMPLE for
three years.
Miss Klamt finds that children are the
same in public or private life for school
and motion picture children are no exception. They fail to do their homework; contain a normal amount of mischief and have
eager, inquisitive minds.
Employees of TCP, whose offices are In
the Old Writer's Building, are often amused
to see Miss Klamt's classes assemble on the
lawn- for recess. The age of the children
determines the recess activity, but it seems
that teacher always loses when they play
"prisoner's base"!
Miss Klamt is an enthusiastic amateur
photographer In her spare time and, as a
special class project, she produced "Ali
Baba and the Porty Thieves" as a puppet
show. The entire class, composed of LINDA
DARNELL. STANLEY CLEMENTS (now in
the army), RODDY McDOWELL, VIRGINIA McDowell, anne Baxter and
HAROLD NICHOLAS made the puppets,
operated them and designed the settings.
Anne adapted the story for the screen and
Linda and Miss Klamt photographed the
production in Kodachrome on 8 millimeter

film. The only outside assistance they received In this entire production was from
the paint, drapery and maintenance departments, who made the stage for the
School show.
hours are from 9 to 12 unless the
puppet
children are working on a picture, when
they have 3 hours schooling between 8 and
4. Miss Klamt follows the L.A. Public School
curriculum and teaches grades from the
first through high school.
At this time the following children are
enrolled here: Roddy and Virginia McDowall, Peggy Ann Garner, Connie Marshall, Dee Turnell, Barbara Lawrence and
Hazel Dawn. Some of Miss Klamt's pupils
in the past have been June Haver, Elena
Verdugo, Ann Todd, Farley Granger, now
in the
navy, and Stanley Clements, now In
the
army.
At present, the children In the schoolroom are enthusiastically working on a
newspaper after school hours. It Is called
"Fox Fun" and the editor Is Roddy McDowall. The art editor is Dee Turnell and
the paper contains articles and observations contributed by all the children of the
classroom.
Our grandfathers would probably be
aghast to see a little red school house complete with cupola and bell, roll onto a
stage. All this sounds rather complicated,
but we have just learned that school bells
WILL actually ring for the young starlets
under contract to TCF.
Through the efforts of Mr. JAMES
RUMAN, a portable schoolhouse, 8 feet
by 24, has been purchased for the Studio.
The little red schoolhouse will seat 26 to 29
students, is complete with regulation stationary school desks and has lockers in the
rear for each student. It has 12 curtained
windows, electric heat, scientific lighting
and telephone connections. The Interior is
finished In natural pine and the outside is
simulated brick with two green doors, one
in the side and one at the rear.

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK STOLZE

Charming FRANCES KLAMT, resident teacher on
the TCF Lot looks like one of her own pupils.

Welcome back to the Studio and the
Transportation Department, BILL KERN
and RED McConnell. Having fulfilled
your assignments with the United States
Navy for which we are ali justly proud, may
you boys enjoy being part of our organization again to help keep the wheels turning.
We enjoyed the visits last month of
PAT PALAMOUNTAIN, GEORGE McQUERRY, WHITEY ELLISON and JAY
ROSS. Whenever you fellows have time
off from your duties with the Armed
Forces and you are in this part of the
world, stop in to see us, we are always
glad to see you.
I herewith wish to state that TOMMY
KRAUSE, Assistant to Mr. JIM RUMAN,
has always been a debonair dresser Irregardless of any feminine office influences.

ALBERT

BLUFF, Dispatcher for the Transportation
Department.

be that as it may, TOM

does appreciate

beauty wherever it is, after all isn't he
human
the same as you and I. Then again
the gentleman. Please don't
he is
ask
me always
the definition
of a gentleman, that
all depends on you as an individual — or
consult JOHNNY WILHELM of our Tire
Department.
ALBERT BLUFF, who has been promoted to Dispatcher, is doing very well and
we all hope he continues so. AL is very
courteous and tries to be obliging. Naturally, under war conditions and restrictions set up by the Government it is not
always possible for AL to fully comply
with your immediate requests, but if there
is any way out of a tight situation in regards toyour call for Transportation needs,
ALBERT will arrive at a satisfactory solution so we ask you all to bear with him
and we are sure he will do right by you.
That "J Im Dandy" of the Garage is
BILL BAETZNER, one of our automobile
mechanics. The trick hat he wears has been
with him so long we just consider it a part
of h Im. A talented young man, BILL is
quite the dancer and saxaphone player,
if he can't tap it out he blows it out.
The little ball rolled over to the heavy
grass and came to rest in a spot Ideal for
an iron shot — the stance was perfect, the
distance was well measured with a keen
eye, the Iron was gripped with firm and
sure hands, then the terrific blow was
struck just grass high. The little ball stayed
right there and just grinned. The golfing
iron did a pretzel bend — IKE DA.NNING
had struck the top of a sprinkler head on
which his golf ball had come to rest.
I wish to submit a correction to last
month's ACTION magazine. Our ZOLA is
definitely interested in the domestic sciences, Including the art of cooking.
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looked fine and brought us news of his '
brother, JACK, also formerly with TCF. We
^
all look forward eagerly to these visits and
hope none of our boys are too busy to drop
In If they happen to be in town.
»
FLORENCE RIDGEWAY paid us a short Jk
visit — too short. She looked positively ravishing with her new hairdo. Being a house- ■
wife certainly agrees with her.
•
B
Personal
MARIETTA
WINKLER.
pack
of Pallto Malls
in the third
drawerThat
on
the left side of the fourth desk in the second row — next to the windows. No clues
as to the whereabouts of your lighter.

"

Gosh, I've got to go now — "Fallen ’
Angel" and "The Embezzler" just came In. .S .

NURSERY TALES
By JOHN

ISABEL

BRENES,

left, who

will represent

Peru, and

AMILIA

CASTRO,

who

will represent

Uruguay

at

the Pan-American Ball to be held at the Biltmore Bowl on the night preceding the opening of the PanAmerican Conference. Out of the seven girls who will represent the Pan-American countries, one will
be chosen as Miss Pan-America. Both Isabel and Amilia are employed in the Script Department at
TCP where they do Spanish translations and are efficient typists, using a special typewriter for the
Spa nish language. Isabel Is a graduate of the Colegio Superior de Senoritas, in San Jose, Costa Rica,
where she received her B.A. and B.S. degrees. She later attended East Central State College in Oklahoma where she was also an instructor in French. Amilia also received her B.A. and B.S. degrees from
the college in Costa Rica and has been employed at TCP for the past eight months. She is the daughter
of the former

ambassador

from

Costa

Rica and lived in Guatemala
tenure of office.

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE
It may

MACK

be April according to the cal-

endar, but it's June in the hearts of many
of our girls.

ACKER, Isback with us in the same state,
having just returned from honeymooning
with her handsome blond spouse.
Pretty, dark-eyed MONA
MOSER returned from her elopement just long enough
to receive the congratulations of her many
friends at a lovely luncheon In the Cafe
de

There's romance

of San Francisco now. Don't forget your old
friends, Mona.

everywhere —

Congratulations to DOROTHY
McBRAYER, former secretary here, who has
just announced her engagement to MARVIN STAHL.
If any of our producers are looking for
angle
Meets
an interview with on
cute"Boy
little
LORAGirl,"
KALMUS

might solve the problem. The
she met, fell in love with and
flyer husband In less than a
make a charming movie. Lora

story of how
married her
week would
is leaving us

to join him In Bakersfield. We're happy
for you, but we'll miss you, Lora.
Pint-sized SALLY HECHTLINGER's at it
again. Her tall, dark and enlisted is six feet
six — or It could be he only looks like It
next to Sally. How do you do it, Sally?
FLORENCE PASKOW (nee SLOTT) Is
breaking all records for remaining in a perof ecstasy. She's been married
almost petual
six state
months.
And

her father's

Spring is in the air,
Pardon me; just couldn't help bursting
Into song. There are so many reasons for It.
The sun is shining brightly, the wind Is blowing only slightly and working at TCF makes
us feel so very sprightly.

a new

tor five years, during

Jollene Beck, now

MRS.

OVER-

Paris. She's MRS.

HARRY

ALPERT

We are happy that MILLIE HECKARD is
back with us, radiant with health, after a
siege of Illness . . . also PAULA MILLARD
and our own TINA PERRY.
We are sorry to lose MARGARET
STROMER, one of our most charming and
competent

girls, who Is leaving us to free-

lance. Best of luck, Margaret. We'll send
you all our surplus business.
Many of our girls are taking their vacations early this year. We hope MARIE
LITTLEFIELD, JANE JOSEPHS, and GEORGINA ST. GEORGE are enjoying theirs.
Bon voyage to LILLIAN KELSEY, who Is
off to New York. Better take your long
underwear — just In case, LIl.
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY was delighted
to receive visits from several of our boys
In the armed forces, among them LT. RUSSELL TALIAFERO, who Is home on furlough after an absence of two and a half
years. Lt. Taliafero spent two months in a
hospital in England after having been
wounded at Aachen and had many interesting stories to relate. FRANK [HAMILTON of the Air Corps also dropped In. He

MALLON

More Victory Garden news . . . The man
who is closest to the national food situation, Marvin Jones, war food administrator, says that in spite of labor and machinery shortage and "Increasingly difficult
war production problems," farmers are being called upon to exceed "even their exceptionally high 1944 acreage ... In order
that a never failing stream of food can be
kept flowing to our extending fighting

He calls on everyone to plant as many
gardens and grow as much food as possible. The call went to both city and
fronts."
suburban people as well as to farmers.
Jones specifically puts the finger on home
garden production and home canning as
"twin projects In the home which will
help relieve the problem of inadequate
labor and over-burdened wartime transportation." The need is greater this year
than before. Everybody is tired, machines
are wearing out, food demands are Increasing, but we can't quit!
More commercially canned vegetables
will be taken by the Army and Navy. Ration
point values are already going up. Make
your plans now to raise sufficient of those
vegetables which are worthwhile canning
— string beans, tomatoes, sweet corn and
perhaps a few others. Most other crops
can be raised year 'round.
How and where to can may be settled
later, but this much can be said now:
There are eleven school and community
canneries in Los Angeles county to which
you can take your home grown (or purchased) fruits or vegetables and process
them at a very low cost. There will be more
pressure cookers available and an adequate
supply of jars and lids is promised. Custom
canning of vegetables and fruits will probably be possible
in certain
areas. as In the past two years
Canning facilities won't do much good
if there are no vegetables, so plan for
them now.
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JOE TAYLOR, head of Property, In the
office on March 19th.
. . . Yours truly celebrated her 22nd
birthday on March 15. Oh! that forgotten
income tax.
. . . Our born mechanic, DARYL
(Pinky) PETERS, started to overhaul a machine that was stuck. His last attempt was
at putting back all the nuts and screws
he had removed, before the repair man

JOANNA
LYONS of the Auditing Department.
Her husband, Lt. RUSSELL LYONS, formerly of
the Sersen Department is interned in Stalagluft 3,
Germany.

AUDITIES
By SHIRLEY

COATES

Eggs and chocolate rabbits . . .
Shiny straws and shoes
Coming down the avenue
Strolling two by two . . .
We all wish Easter Greetings
To every one of you . . .
As number one scooper of events, yours
truly wishes to take a bow for the surprise
engagement of two TCP employees: FRED
MAGNUS, head of Extra Talent and MILDRED MARTIN, custodian of the Dog
House. Fred, recently discharged from the
Army, is now doing volunteer duty of 50
hours per month for the Coast Guard. On
Tuesday, February 27th, JEAN SHAY
gave a shower at her home for the brideto-be. It was attended by many of the
girls of Audities and other departments.
The bride received her lovely diamond on
St. Valentine's Day. The wedding will take
place In the very near future or shall we
say as soon as they are able to find an
apartment.
We boast one celebrity that is sorta . . .
ALBERTO VALENTINO, one of our Audities, Is the brother of the late Illustrious
film idol of the twenties, Rudolph. Now
girls, no crowding! The line forms at the
left of 263.
. . . IRENE ANGER is back after a delayed illness. In tact, she is the only gal
in the department who received not one,
but two get-well bouquets of poseys.
. . . Birthday wishes are in order for

got there.
... A very interesting letter, postmarked
France, was received by the department
from Staff Sgt. BOB SINCLAIR, a former
employee of this department.
... A letter dated February 18, 1945,
was received by EDDIE KRAHN W/O
(jg) attached to a Signal Photo Co. His
mission took him into Germany and he
observed the Ruhr from an OP. He spent
his leave in Paris with Capt. LOLLIER,
brother of BOB LOLLIER of this department. He found the Capt. in the best of
health and they had a very enjoyable visit.
. . . Late afternoon March 8th, we unveiled a clock for the benefit of BETTY
BILLICK, who without one. Is like noon
without the cafe popping over with extras.
Prisoners of War: The second in our
series of war heroes who are interned in
prison camps is Lt. RUSSELL LYONS. Russ
was formerly employed in Sersen's department as an artist in Scenic Art and Special
Effects for about a year. In December of
1941, he enlisted in the Air Oorps as an
air cadet. He graduated at Williams
Field, Arizona, as a P-38 fighter pilot. In
August of 1942, he married JOANNA
LYONS of Audities, who has been at
TOF for the last six years. In September
of 1942, he was sent overseas as part of a
fighter group. On March 13, on his thirteenth mission after strafing an airfield in
Tunisia, he was shot down and captured.
Russ was sent directly to Germany for
questioning and then interned in Stalagluft 3. His wife, Jo, pert little secretary
to Mr. T. R. FRAZER, regularly receives
three letters and two cards every month.
She is allowed to send one I I lb. package
every 60 days. The latest letter she has received was dated December 20, and he had
received a Christmas box from her.
More and more audities next month . . .

AL

PRINCE

with TCP

and

of the Grip Department.

for eight years, and

By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

My sincere regrets — the column will be
In from now on. I missed it just as much
as you fellows did, but have I been having
a time of it!
First, with CHARLIE

ROSE

on LLOYD

bacon's

production. Water, water everywhere, and not a dry pair of drawers
In sight. Those waders permitted the
water to enter in the mosf embarrassing
places, but cameraman JOE McDONALD
kept us all in hot water . . . everyone's

in the in-

dustry for the past twenty-two years. He's an exprofessional baseball player, one time cameraman
a veteran of the First World War. Al bowls

with the "Wolves" and may howl with them too,
for all we know. He admits he has a weakness for
red-headed gals!

temperature was boiling. Dear, dear JOCK
CHRISTIE can always be counted upon to
supply the comedy relief. McARDLE, battling for the masses, had the scoffers listening and staying to praise. PETE BARTOLOMEO will stick to homogenized milk,
blacka the JACK PETE is a sadder but
m uch wiser man. Charlie will probably
have another on the way by the time you
read this. He Is such a grand chap and
considerate of his crew and they vice
versa.
LOGAN BRO'W'N Is doing another with
cinematographer ARTIE MILLER, dean of
them all. LOCKWOOD, WURTZEL, HANLEY, NEWTON and FLASH HILLMAN
man the gobos. ALBERT THAYER, whose
wit Is likened to a keen rapier-thrust, Is in
stir along with TONTO DAWSON, JOE
BENNEn, FRANK PIERSON and FRANK
FISHER. GLEN McWILLIAMS, A.S.C., is
doing
STONE the
and show
Lucky for
C.R. LUCKY

GRIP DEPARTMENT

Al has been

employed

HUMBER-

CHIEFY JOINER is merry-go-rounding
in SHAMROY's "State Fair". Going along
for the ride were TED REED, beribboned
GILLY, JOHNNY
ROUGEOT, DICK
CAMERON, SWEDE JENSEN and BILLY
FARRALL.
Well do I remember the last time we
made "State Fair" with the late WILL
ROGERS. I hammed a little in those days,
but rushing from the mill truck to the casting office upset my schedules terribly. One
day when I should have been on the mill
truck, I was in Make-up on the set, doubling in brass. I could hear the mill foreman howling for me. Finally, he showed
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up on the set with his crew, madder than
a wet hen. Completing the few changes,
he prepared to leave. Unable to resist
the impulse, I walked by him; his double
take almost got me. Trying to refrain from
snickering, I unconsciously brushed off half
my mustaches. With a snarl, asst, director
SID BOWEN, bellowing for me to watch
my makeup, fairly threw me through the
door. Well, the jig was up, and there and
then I decided that my thespian ability
should await a more opportune moment.
P.S. — They fired me off the truck. Page
. . . B.W.
Feel like I have neglected our service
boys, but we never forget. BEANSEY was
in, hasn't changed much; is a medic in the
army. WOODY "Sleepy" LAGUNE spent
enough time on the Lot to wave to everybody. CHARLIE HOFFMAN's letters are
priceless. Lt. JIMMY LAVIN is doing all
right by his country in Italy, maybe a move
soon. MARILYN, the wife he left behind,
is expecting an image. Congratulations!
HANK GERZEN's letters are throat tugging. The lad is really feeling the brunt
of things. No news of the RICHTER boys
since dad FRED turned gentleman farmer.
Hope all is well with them. LOU SMITH
writes a nice, cheery letter and so does
JOHN LARKIN. Our boys have been getting around. CLINT URTUBEES, in the
portrait gallery, has a real cushy setup.
Gauzing and netting the feminine pulchritude makes him an authority of some sort.
LEO McCreary and his man, FRIDAY
PRIMO, rarely lose sight of each other.
Pulled off the EDDIE LEDGERWOOD
show, Primo gave me the chance to doff
my white tuxedo. Ledgy was doing the
"Dolly_ Sisters" with Mr. ERNEST PALMER.
Reaching the set, I found SAMMY BISHOP,
CHARLIE HALL, NAP VALLEY and BOB
PHILIPS awaiting me. I should have been
wise. Well 41/2 century stands later I was
standing on the outside looking in. What
I sadly lacked was my ouji board.
The two HARRY JONES have tested
for weeks and should have a good one
rolling soon. BILLY ABBOTT, first cameraman, has re-entered the folds of production. Good luck. Bill! ALGY PRINCE, I
almost lost track of Al, is doing alright by
himself . . . probably do a second unit
soon.

VMLLY

FAXON

MARY
on an

SCOTT, Contract Player at TCP has been on leave from the Studio since October, and has been
entertainment tour of the Aleutians ever since. The accompanyinq letter gives a few of her
impressions

of "life with the G.I.'s"

eral term used when referring to very bad
weather.

"Hi, Cookie —
"... Our show seems to be going over
great. The boys howl, and that, of course,
pleases us very much.
"Enclosed is a picture of us with the
G.I.'s. It might give you an idea of just
how glad these boys are to see us. Some of
them have been in this lonely territory for
over two years, and some even longer. They
are so grateful just to talk to someone from
the States. We really have the feeling that
we are doing a little good.
"The weather up here, as you probably
heard, is ferocious. 'Williwaw' is the gen-

"We have been doing a lot of flying, and
believe me it has not been dull.
"As a rule the 'chow' is excellent, and we
really have no complaints.
"We

have been quartered in every type

hut you could find in the Aleutians. Also
lived in various hospitals along the chain.
We always manage to visit every ward in
each hospital and talk to the boys.
"One thing I miss more than anything
is milk — and I don't mean powdered milk!

and his crew are at

Western Ave. so much that I can't say a
thing about them, but CAMPBELL, TARR,
PRINCE and GINTHER can hold their
own anytime. EARL MUSSEY must be
erecting a five-story building. Hurry up
and come back to work, Earl. MILL MURRAY is aganging on the p.m. shift. If
these cold nights keep up, he'll have to get
busy and get his o'coat. As of always,
the grip department went over 100% in
the recent Red Cross drive. I, as collector,
wish to say that we have without a doubt
the best bunch of fellov/s that ever dug
down for a cause never worthier.
Adios Amigos

7TH WAR

BOND

DRIVE

For age and want, save while you may;
No morning's sun lasts a whole day!
— Benjamin Franklin.

will be to channel as many of these dangerous dollars as possible into War Bonds,
where they can help to pay for the war,
protect existing price ceilings and provide
an Important reserve for building a sound
postwar America.

The 7th War Bond Drive, one of the two
great War Loans planned for 1945, will call
for far greater individual participation than

Under the Payroll Plan, the 7th War
Loan Payroll Savings Drive will begin in
April and all regular payroll buying plus

in any previous Loan.
To stifle a steadily increasing inflationary
threat, the major aim of the 7th War Loan

purchases through cash or increased allotments during the months of April, May
and June will be credited to the 7th Loan.

April,
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over the most picturesque mountain range
In the world, carrying supplies to our
troops in China and returns with a precious
cargo of our sick and wounded men to be
treated at the hospital in Calcutta.
EDWARD MCRIARTY was born and

PERSONALITY PORTRAIT
The Stanford "Quad," in referring to
SIMON "PADDY" MALONEY, said in
part, "Coach Pat Maloney and the entire
boxing team that competed in the Pacific
Coast tournament held at Stanford University, represented U.C.L.A. as it should
be represented. ... In and out of the ring
they conducted themselves as gentlemen
and sportsmen, a credit to themselves,

reared In the great city of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where he learned the drug business
and owned and operated his own drug
store for 23 years. After coming to California, he worked at the trade for a number of years, then decided he wanted to
see how they make motion pictures. So he
now watches from the sidelines. His son,

a credit to the sport in which they participated and a credit to their institu-

RCBERT, will graduate from U.C.L.A. soon
as a chemist. He has been an employee
of the war department for some time

tion ..."
This was in 1936 at the close of Mr.

past. Edward says that Milwaukee Is famous for many things beside being the
beer capital o^f the world. But all I know
about that Is what I read In the papers

Maloney's coaching career, after his team
had tied for the Intercollegiate Boxing
Championship of the Coast. It is fitting
that his swan song from the ring should
extoll his sportsmanship and gentlemanly
conduct.
Simon Maloney was born in County
Clare, Ireland, and came to the United
States in 1889. Four years later he arrived
in San Francicso, when he changed his
name to "Paddy" as the fans thought Simon was not a fitting name for an Irishman. He won the Featherweight Amateur
Championship of the Coast, winning eight
bouts out of nine, and assures one and all
that those Irish Americans South of the Slot
in San Francisco were a bunch of tough
babies. He later boxed in New York for
the Westside Athletic Club and won the
lightweight and welterweight championships at Toronto, Canada, which made him
a life member of that club. Some of the
famous names in boxing circles trained by
Paddy Malone are — Freddy Welch of England, Kid Williams of Baltimore, Joe Lynch
of New York, Johnny Dundee and Jack
Britton — all champions.
He instructed at the Irving School for
Boys on the Hudson. The' hot summers and
cold winters, however, made him long for
the soft breezes that blew in from the
Golden Gate. He returned to San Francisco and later came to Los Angeles, where
he accepted a position as instructor at the
Y.M.C.A. Here he trained Milton Monroe, who won the amateur championship of
the Hollywood Athletic Club. It was
through Milton that he met Coach Spaulding and was offered a position in the physical education department at U.C.L.A.,
where he remained for ten years, endearing
himself to amateurs and professionals and
leaving his name on the honor roll of beloved sports instructors at U.C.L.A., where
he produced six inter-collegiate champions.
Mr. Maloney showed us his scrapbook,
which contains an authentic record of 20
years of famous boxing records — many
made by himself and by men he trained.
We saw a drawing of him by "Tad," some
of his medals and many tributes by famous people of his sterling sportsmanship

and in there It says, "Famous for it's good

SIMON

"Paddy" MALONEY, Special Studio Guard.
(See accompanying story.)

— his Irish humor — his brogue — his capabilities— and always to his conduct as a
gentleman.
Realizing that the hard work and the
years were taking their toll, he took a position with TCF as a Special Studio Guard
and has been here ten years.

Some folks have been asking me about
the special studio guard badge we are
wearing. Well, we are the doormen, set
watchmen, whistlemen and/or flagmen to
try to keep things quiet while the camera
Is rolling:
beer." watch live sets and sets waiting
for the company to move in; watch government property which the war department
has been good enough to loan to the
studio to help out In the war effort; and
that about tells the story.
Well, that's all except to say, don't
forget the Blood Bank, the Red Cross, and
buy all the Bonds you can.

SPECIAL STUDIO GUARD NEWS
By W. E. WOLF

CHARLES (Snakes) VERNER has had
other session with the medicine man.
thought that after the experience he
last year with that same man, would

anWe
had
be

gun shy but not "Snakes." He went back
for more and is now back at work singing, "Medicine man keep away from mah
Have you all noticed that smile on
dooooor."
RCBERT
is the
Pa Pa of QUINN'S
a new starface?
whichHe the
storkproud
left.
Bob and the baby are doing all right and
the wardrobe department sewed the buttons back on Bob's vest. The cigars were
very much on the all right side too.
PATRICIA ELIZABETH, we hope you don't
keep your father up nights too much, for
after all he does have to work.
Hey GRAY
Fellers, sold
it's all
off!ranch
We got
TCM
that
in
he has been telling us we could
to and raise h — and chickens
retire. The so and soooooooo.

the X X.
Montana
all move
when we

PAUL McKAIG has just received a letter from his son, 1st Lieut. RCBERT H.
McKAIG, who is a pilot in the Air Transport Command, presently stationed at Calcutta, India. Lt. McKaig flies a C-47 over
the hump at an elevation of 35,000 feet,

NEWS OF THE LEGION
By JET FORE,

JR.

1 think a lot of people around this country are under the impression that the American Legion Is just a lot of "old men" who
true
to play
still
In a like
sense.
Most"soldier."
of us doWell
likethat's
to bring
back fond memories of our days in the
service by getting together once a month
and going through a few military formali"dog-faces,"
a little likeBut
talking
ties andand
"gobs"
"leathernecks."
that is by
far the smallest of our purpose in calling
ourselves "Legloneers." Promoting the
ideals of Americanism and stressing national defense at all times, are two of the
things we stand for. Cur first and main
obligation is to the discharged man from
the wars. How many people will remember
the ex-service man 10 years from now?
How many will visit him in hospitals, take
him cigarettes, see that his family Is taken
care of, look after his needs? "The Legion
never forgets
forgotten
by us.It's own" is a motto never
With that off my chest, I will get down
to business.
I mentioned HARRY

DIVVER, Transpor-
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tation, in my last column. His is a good
example of how things today are speeding up. Harry was wounded in France in
1918, received his Purple Heart 27 years
later. At Tarawa, the boys got them after
two weeks. I understand at Iwo Jima they
are issuing them before the boys hit thebeach.
tell it! At least that’s the way the Marines

at the moment: "Now It Can be Told"
(GERTRUDE KINGSTCN) that the "Enchanted Voyage" (MAUDE CLAGUE) of
"Anna and the King of Siam" (HELEN
WEBB) is as exciting as the goings on at
"Dragonwyck" (KATHERINE LAMBERT),
though the atmosphere In "Leave Her To
Heaven (RUTFI FCX) Is also charged with
suspense and the only one for whom we

I wish every member of the Post could
have been sitting with LOU WITTE, TOM
YOUNG, WILLARD STEWART and myself
at a table in the Cafe de Paris last week
and could have had the treat that we had.

can hold much hope is the "Fallen Angel"
(May MCRRIS).

JOHN RUSSELL, one of our up and coming actors and inactive second lieutenant
of the U. S. Marine Corps, had as his guest
at lunch. Captain RICHARD COOK, three
years a prisoner of the Japanese in the
Philippines. Captain Cook was one of the
few survivors who escaped a torpedoed
Japanese ship that was carrying American
prisoners to Japan. What a story this young
man had to tell of his escape. It made us
all feel like going right out and giving a
gallon or two of blood.
The executive committee met March 8th
and it was at last decided that we go allout on the sponsorship of a boys' baseball
team. Chief of Police Tom Young was appointed to handle this program. The chief
needs a lot of help to give us a winning
team and any of you fellows who know
and love the game, call up Ext. 333 and
lend a hand. You don't have to belong
to the Legion.
VERN MURDCCK and his able committee paid a visit to the Sawtelle Veteran's
hospital last week and spread a little of
that good will I mentioned earlier. It's
really touching to see what cigarettes,
candy, apples, and a friendly "How ya
feeling
can have
do to
a man's
Some ofBuddie?"
these men
been
there spirit.
since
the last war. Ran across two of our own
members on this trip. LEW WCLF of Cutting and GECRGE GARRETT of the Grips.
These boys will be there for some time so
why don't you employees who know them
drop a little note?
Those of you who didn't attend the last
meeting should kick yourselves In the
proverbial spot. You missed a hell of a
good movie (and not because it was 20th
Century-Fox either). "The Fighting Lady"
was shown and many thanks to Lou Witte
for obtaining it.
I want you comrades to feel that this is
your column. Any news of the Post or of
members is wanted — sooo send it in to
JACK PERCY or myself, and In It goes.
Before long you will be receiving a copy
each month of our own Post paper. It’s
up to you to keep me in news.
That's all for this month. See you at the
next meeting.

National Allied Clothing Drive

...

urin^

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVID GOLDFARB
. . . LCUIS HIEFETZ, running a bold ad
in the lost column to the person who looied
his wife’s purse. "Kindly keep contents and
purse with all valuables, but for gosh sake
return those tiny cigarette butts so my
trampled fingertips will not have been gotROBERT

CRESTO,

Library.
File
Clerk in the

Research

RESEARCH NOTES
By KARLA

von MUEFFLING

You've heard of RCBERT CRESTC's reluctance to talk about himself. Imagine our
surprise when it took no coaxing to get him
before the camera for the picture In this
issue. Needless to say, we’re pleased he's
decided
not to "go Garbo" on us anymore!
During the past few weeks, hardly anyone among us has been spared a tussle
with the flu. RUTH SWARZCHILD, however, is In such fine fettle that she is im-

. . . MILT CLAYMAN, ignoring a parkten In vain."
ing ticket. And the police department
ignoring CLAYMAN’s excuses. (I hate to
be the one who said, "I told you so.")
. . . When a huge black cat invaded
FAWN FARRAR's kitchen. Fawn grabbed
a broom and swish . . . puss in the corner
. . . How was Fawn to know her husband
was to surprise her with a new motion picture costume.
. . . Very
sorrytoo
WILLIAM
GRISELL
hasn't
been
feeling
well this
past month.
Please hurry back for that old gang of
yours. Eh? Bill.
. . . WAYNE MILLER, Identifying his cucumber plant (behind the Lab) with a
gorgeous lovely by Varga, taken from
Esquire magazine. I don't get it either.
...SALLY HAMILTCN, saving a flock
of steak stamps this month because of a
mean trick her dentist pulled on her.
. . . HARRY TAYLCR, In the market for

mune to any such attacks. It's probably due
to the strict diet she is keeping these days
which has already knocked off many of
the pounds she is ambitious to lose.
CYRUS SMITH Is the recipient of many
extremely interesting letters which he generously shares with us — from a friend who
was among the first on Iwo Jima, from his
twin brother stationed on the Admiralty
Islands, and from another friend in the

a small coupe that won't have to be towed
from the used car lot Immediately follow-

Navy, also In the Pacific. But we haven't
heard for quite some time from the boys
who went Into the service from this department. BCB THCMPSCN, Ph. M. 3/c,
U.S.N., Is somewhere in the Pacific, and
Sgt. JOHNNY HORVATH last wrote from
Texas. Both of them are probably too busy
to write.

. . . Why does ROBERT TUCKER shave
off his mustache In zero weather? He
looked so cold with his bare face hanging
out.

Attention bachelors! We know a pretty
blonde, under twenty, who cooks and
cleans, washes and sews, plants flowers and
victory gardens and has one of the best
dispositions ever. We are willing to reveal
her identity to any interested party who
meets with our approval.
And here is a little potpourri with a clue
as to what keeps the department humming

ing theyour
signing
the for
usual
papers.Harry.
Don't
forget
rightof eye
deposit,
. . .The girls In the negative room winding negative and humming, "Accentuate
the Positive." And there will be a mess in
between If the film gets out of their hands.

. . . Former sax player, FRED

STORY,

slipping his socks while tapping his t-i-n-y
foot and listening to Frank Sinatra sing his
War Bond song on our sound moviola.
. . . When April comes, it brings Paysoch
(Passover), which brings matzoh, which
brings heart burn, which brings baking
soda, and which means no ration points
required. Hup! Excuse me.

. . . JOHNNIE PENNISI, becomes "Bachelor Father" (Ed., please let me go on?
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MARGARET VARN Is on an emergency
leave from the Studio to take care of her
ery.
III daughter. We're thinking of you both,
Margaret, and hope for a speedy recov-

There is no farmer's daughter involved.) It
seems that John legally, and with court
permission, has been assigned guardian to
a very nice boy of thirteen. There should
be special awards for those who take upon
themselves this extra responsibility so that
some child can be made happy and be
hepled to lead a normal life. I am positive that I may speak for the entire Lab
in wishing John and his son many joyous
days and may they both have a tremenall the' years
to comedously. happy
. . life
P.S.together
John hasforrecovered
his

CARL WALKER and RUBE MORRIS
will spend the next few weeks in prison,
on the Fox lot, for "Within These Walls,"
with JONAS WOLF going from cell to
cell.
"Dragonwyck" is being dressed by EARL
LEAS and MILT EHRLICH. The Peasants,
BRANDT and HASSETT, have taken over
the shows that come Into the Tin Shack.

stolen car, although some of his fenders
looked like the Iwo Jima beachhead after
our heroic marines had landed.
...Seaman I/c BERT FRIED, writing individual "V" mail from France to the 20
of us who wrote him Christmas Greetings
on the chain letter the Studio Club furnished, to make our fighting men feel closer
to home. Wonderful gesture, all around.

WHISPERS FROM HOME
By JACK

KESSLER

Th is Whisper from Home business will
seem to be somewhat in reverse as the
first call comes from our old pal CAL
OVERMAN, who wishes to send along the
old "how are you guie" to FROSTY KIRKLAN, HENRY SOBEL, "Bunky" ANTWERP and of course most especially
"Locky" ROY LOCKRIDGE. Cal also sends
a slap on the back for HAROLD BUSBY
for his forward advance.
It is a rare thing, this affection for
brother, son and even from pal to pal, and
times like these are what bring It into the
open. If you could visualize the sincerity,
anxiety and deep concern as the boys come
to me to say, "Just tell my brother hello"
or "Tell him, God Speed him home." That
little glint in the eye or a slight quiver in
the voice which is not ordinarily there, then
you would know why we are winning this
tiff.
HARRY RUTTER, in the time office, to
RICHARD RUTTER, somewhere In England,
and to HOWARD RUTTER, somewhere In
the South Pacific — "All well here, how are
FRED STOCKING of transportation, to
you?"
NORMAN STOCKING somewhere over
there, "Our very best Norm; wish you were
here."
CAPTAIN McADAM, to his boy JIMMIE out in the Pacific, "Your place at the
table is terribly vacant."
Have you ever tried to tune your Imagination to the attack on Pearl Harbor?
Of course we all have and the nearest we
can get to anyhting is the realization of a
little more than nothing at all. But you
could sharpen up your vision by a little
conversation with MILDRED ADELIN, nurse
at Western Ave., who not only was there

SAMMY BENSON returned to Fox Studio this month and is with TRU ELI on

MILDRED

ADELIN,

nurse

at Western

Avenue,

was

living in Honolulu during the attack on Pearl Harbor, and was sent to the States with her two children shortly thereafter. Mildred has been employed
at Western for the last three months.

but had as good as any ringside seat In the
coliseum. Mildred’s home was on Wilhelmena Rise, which Is just ten miles from
the center ring. She was having waffles
and sausages for her two beautiful kiddies
and her brother-in-law Lt. Comdr., when
the phone rang. That ended the breakfast
and started the show, the likes of which
few of us can imagine. The Jap planes
came right out over the home, flying at
low level. Mildred has been on the mainland for two years, has been at the studio
two months. Likes it, but is ready to go
back to the Islands any minute now. After
fifteen years In a place like that, why
shouldn't she?

MEN'S WARDROBE
First off, comes

a

By HAZEL SHIRK
correction. JOE

JOHNSON didn’t ship out after all but
went into a San Francisco hospital for a
long needed operation. Is fast regaining
his sea legs and just hope we will see him
down here on a leave before he ships out
for sure.
Sgt. MARSHALL MILLER has finally
returned to his California stamping
grounds. Is still In the Army Air Corps
but now stationed at Fort Roach. CHUCK
KEEHNE, meanwhile, has checked out of
there and Is somewhere with a combat unit.
MUSHY HARMELL is now In storekeeper's school — but in Sampson, New York.
Says it's the first time he has ever seen
it snow and It's really beautiful — but he's
ready to come back to the land of gold
any time.
BILL McCrary has moved again — is
living a strictly G.l. life in Amarillo — this
makes his 3rd stop In Texas.
GEORGE McGERTY is scouting over the
Pacific again. Is visiting many of the places
where he previously was In action.

"State Fair." RENE picked up a few pointers from this picture and may soon be
spending most of his time taking care of
his barnyard families.
"The Dolly Sisters" are being sponsored
by PRESTON and ROTCHY with MERLE
WILLIAMS holding down the Small Shack.
MIKE TIERNEY Is M.C.Ing "Junior
Miss." JO-KING will soon be doing "Kitten On The Keys" — BOB LEE will start
with "The Jungle Marines" — and "The
embezzler" will have NORM MARTIEN.

WAKE-UP ABOUT MAKE-UP
By ERNIE PARK
That strange apparition, which you may
have seen the other morning In the vicinity of chair No. 6, was none other than
ALLAN (Snowbird) SNYDER. You see, he
was one of the lucky people who were
snowbound over last week-end and in his
haste to get back to work??? he forgot
to take off his skis.
"Skipper" BRIDEN has created a new
hair piece for "Dragonwyck" that Is really
a honey. In one application, he is able to
lengthen a man’s hair, get a knot behind
his head and put on sideburns of the type
they wore in those days. If he ever figures
a way to get eyebrows, mustaches and
beards on this same deal, we can all go
home.
In way of an apology GEORGE (Porky)
BRUCE, my assistant, wishes to explain
the current situation in the commissary.
You see, he decided to go on a salad diet
and in doing this, he created huge piles
of leftovers in the kitchen each day. NICK
came to George and pleaded with him
to stop dieting so he could again serve
his patrons fresh food each day. Porky was
non-plussed and is happy to announce that
he will resume eating his twelve-course
lunches: thereby relieving this nasty situation.
Our department is honored by the presence of WILLIAM RIDDLE, who Is the
head
of the
at Seiznick's.
His home
Lot Make-up
Is InactiveDept,
at present,
so he
decided to work for us until his services
are required in Culver City. Bill Is a won-*’
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derful guy and one of the finest make-up
artists in the business. The fact that he
works for Seiznick, speaks for itself. David
O. is very make-up conscious and it takes
a good man to meet his demands.
If I may, I would like to suggest a plan
to the Club members and employees in
general. The motion picture industry is
known to have a good heart in charitable
circles. As a rule any quota that is given

By A. O. WILLIAMS
Now that the time for April showers
is here, we hope that the May flowers
wl II be as gorgeous as the pictures in the
seed catalogues.
The Easter parade is the one event that
way.
seems to get the girls all ga ga. The hats,
that blossom out then, get the men that

us iscontribute
usually topped.
sure the
people
who
to these I'm
charities
do so
with
a good heart, but at times our checks are
pretty much cut up and the balance left,
hardly represents the original. In most of
the .war plants and outside industries, they
have what is known as a Buck of the
Month Club, which is no more than a painless way to handle all donations which
might arise. I would like to suggest a 1%
Club that could possibly be handled by the
cooperation of the Studio Club and the
Credit Union. The Amount of donations at
present are about 1%. All the member
would be required to do would be to sign
a pledge that he wishes to have I % of
his check taken out each week and put
into a general fund that would be distributed by the Executive Board of the
Studio Club or a special committee could
be set up for this purpose. This fund would
be sufficient to take care of all donations
including Red Cross, Infantile Paralysis,
etc., and perhaps if there was a surplus, it
could go toward the Christmas party or
a members welfare fund could be created.
Th is is but a suggestion. I would like to
hear some opinions on this and perhaps
begin to take steps to start it.

CAFE GOSSIP
By VAUGHN

FISCUS

During the month Pastry Chefs AL ULRICH and JACK MEYERS, didn't know
that one of the cream pies they made
would be used to slap BETTY GRABLE in
the face. 'Twas true even though Betty's
fans will not believe me. Betty and her
dance standin, ANGIE BLUE, started the
comedy by throwing some of the pie into
the face of ARTIE JACOBSON, an Assistant Director. Then Angie tossed a piece
of the pie at Betty and Wow! Betty's face
was smeared and did it anger her? Noll
The pin-up girl laughed good-naturedly as
she cleaned her face. What started the pie
throwing we don't know. Since it ended all
in fun, it might have been some kind of a
joke.
By this time I presume many of you
customers of Cafe de Paris are aware that
the waitresses do not rotate around the
dining room as they did in the past. Each
have a permanent section to take care of
and we hope you will get better acquainted
with the waitresses and they with you. One
customer was astonished the other day
when he asked a waitress for the time.
"Sorry," the waitress said, "I'm not working inyour section."

The set and the livestock on Stage 1 I
tor "State Fair" brought back a wave of
memories and nostalgia for the days down
on the farm. I also remembered the chores
and the thought of them gave me nostalgia. Anyway, the' spirit of the fair was
there, even to the air.
PORTIA

KENNISON — one of our Coffee Shop
glamour girls.

Have you observed the sweet odor from
some of the waitresses during lunchtime?
The man responsible for that is AL ULRICH. He grows camellias at home in his
flower garden and brings them to the
waitresses to wear In their hair. Very
thoughtful Al.
When it comes to souvenirs from the
present war, TULLIO GORSINI has a humdinger. His son, CpI. ROBERT CORSINI,
of the Marines, now stationed somewhere
In the Central Pacific, sent him a Jap
bomb. Tullio and his family were impressed
with the souvenir. Robert was a former
employee In the dining room at the Cafe
de Paris and the Mail Department.
We are sorry to learn of the serious
accident of LYDIA KRESS, waitress at the
Cafe. She was struck by a passing automobile outside the Santa Monica gate,
which broke the bone of her left leg. She
is convalescing at the home of waitress
ALICE
recovery.MARKAM. We hope her a speedy
Here Is a humorous tale which is old to
some but may be new to others; A man
went into a restaurant and said to the
cook, "Fry me a pork chop and make it
lean." "All right," the cook said. "Which
way do you want It to lean?"
Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
and

Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Open Evenings
Monica Blvd.
and Sundays
Beverly Hills,
California
Crestview 1-0915

MIKE, our five by five painter, sure has
a vocabulary. The other day, while he was
adding his artistic touches to one of our
buildings, he lost his paint brush. Imagine
a stenographer without a typewriter and
you have a picture of Mike without his
brush. The funny part of all this Is that he
looked so funny with a bucket of paint and
nothing to put It on with, that I laughed.
So he promptly thought I had hidden It.
Boy, my Insurance risk really jumped.
All's peaceful again, however, because another painter had borrowed it.
ART LE TOURNEAU and his partner,
McFarland, have been stretching the
elastic shed back of the cafe. In the last
few years we have lowered it, raised it,
elongated It, shortened it, heightened it;
In short, we have done about everything
but flatten it. That, I expect, will take place
some day when fve trucks try to pass
where only two should go. Of course, we
bacon mind
frying.because we like to smell the
don't
Speaking of flexibility, ask the occupants
of 332-4 New Administration building how
we bent the building to get their new
cabinets In place. Our foreman, HARRY
WOLF, always had an eye for curves. RAY
ORRIL and GENE GALLANT, the men
who built them, seem to know some twists
themselves because they knew what to do
In a tight place. At any rate, it must
be admitted that they did a nice bit of
measuring to take the cabinets up the stairs
to the third floor.
It seems a bit late to extent a welcoming hand to the new men in our department, but I am glad to have the opportunity to tell AL FILBERT and LOU HOHAN that we are mighty glad to have
them with us and we are all more than
willing to help them In anyway. We want
them to feel right at home.

remember JACK BURofHeyou
Many TON.
waswillformerly head of the
draperyin department. Jack is now a Lieutenant the Army. It seems that while he
was Interrogating a German who was cap-
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tured when wearing an American uniform,
the German tried to make a break for It

AUTHORS

and in the mess, he knocked all of Jack's
teeth out. One' thing that Jack can say
when he comes back Is that he really had
his teeth in the war. Oh yes, they shot the
German.
I think that a fitting Easter gift to the
world would be the end of the war with
Germany and that, of course, I hope will
be a fact by the time you read this. I
may be wrong but I think that the thing
will go to June.

"Since reading your column in ACTION,
I have enjoyed my 1939 Sears Roebuck
Catalogue even more." Sadie Glutz.
"Your column is so very interesting that
we would like to film it as our SuperPictures Corp.
Colossal
Production for next year." Pinnacle

MEN IN BLUE

"I wish that ACTION were a daily Instead of a monthly publication so that we

STEWART

Well, let's see, it's about time to do some
checking up on several of our men who
are in the armed forces. A letter from
HENRY ZYNDA, MM l/c. Informs us that
he has been hospitalized for a while. Nothing serious, he says — just over-work, too
much heat and too many bombs.
JOE CREAGER is still down in the So.
Pacific where he is serving with Admiral
Kincaid's fleet. He hopes and rather expects to get home soon.
RUBE BYERS, also with the navy in the
So. Pacific, says he likewise expects a furlough soon. We hope so, too, fellows. It's
been a long time and we'll be glad to see
you.
ELMER (Snuffy) SMITH is still out there
with the CB's and he Is pretty busy. He
has been expecting a trip home for so long
that I guess he's almost given up. Snuffy,
you know, Is a veteran of World War I
and had to get into this one. Hats off to
him!
CHARLIE WILSON has been III at home
for some time, as this is written. We are
hoping that he will be back to work before
long and so are the secretaries in the Casting Dept.
Just recently I had the most interesting
experience, wnen I had the pleasure of
showing the studio to Capt. WM. COOK,
U. S. Army. Capt. Cook had been made a
prisoner by the Japs at Bataan — served In
the prison camp for 2 years and 4 months
— was being moved from the Philippines
in a Jap prison ship which was torpedoed
by an American submarine, and after most
of the servicemen were machine-gunned
in the water by the Jap destroyer escort,
he was fortunate enough to make his way
ashore where he lived several more months
with the Philippine Guerrillas. He had regained most of the 67 pounds in weight
that he had lost — but, boy, what an experience! Iintroduced him to GENE TIERNEY, who was most gracious and cordial.
STAX GRAVES took some still pictures of
Miss Tierney and the Capt., which pleased
him no end.
Officer EMRON JOHNSON was happy
to have his son, BEN JOHNSON MM 2/c,

UNKNOWN

It seems that the initial appearance of
this column In "Action" has caused more
talk than that well-known incident when
WALTER PITCHMAN bought a lOc cigar.
At any rate our fan mai! has been but
terrific. Following are just a few excerpts:

508.Don’t forget our number — good old

By WILLARD
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"Smiling" GEORGE TAYLOR, a member of fhe
TCP Police force for the past nine years.

home for a while on furlough after 20
months In the South Pacific. He has gone
back
to join Admiral
fleet.
HOWARD
BRANCHKincaid's
also welcomed
his
son, who is an aircraft gunnery officer
aboard the U.S.S. Tennessee. The Tennessee, you may recall, was sunk at Pearl
Harbor and after being raised and reconditioned, took part in several engagements.
The ship was in for repairs again at the
time
Wow! of his furlough and is now at Iwo-Jima.
Just received an anonymous letter from
a "fan" (Imagine me having a fan), who
says In regard to my speaking of "Our
Johnny" — "You failed to say half enough
kind things about her. Her, 'Hello, how
are
shetoo
gives
the to
boyshave
theira
calls.you,'
She when
is never
rushed
kind word for the wives. It's really too bad
there aren't more like her and Capt.
King." Johnny, take a bow!
That's all for now except to remind
all motorists to slow down and drive carefully and the pedestrians to keep out of
the middle of the streets. Bye.

could miss your column 30' times a month
Instead of just one." Marie and Gene.
"The appearance of your column in ACTION has made you Number One on our
list of marihuana addicts." F.B.I.
So much for our unprecedented fan mail
and now on with the regular column.
If you think that the Andrews Sisters'
recording of "Rum and Coca Cola" is
good, wait until you hear the BONJANNETA BROTHERS' rendition of our latest
song
"DrInkIn'
and a Seven
With hit,
a Rum
FloatBourbon
and Just
Dash Up
of
Bitters" or "If a Guy on a Desert Is Thirsty,
Never Put Salt on the Popcorn You Give
Speaking of songs, you have all heard
"Beautiful Ohio," "My Old Kentucky
Home," "California Here I Come," "Maryand
"Oklahoma"
My Maryland,"
"Iowa" land,
(from
STATE FAIR),
but do you remember our first real smash hit that had
them in the aisles (who said heading for
Him."
the exits?), "I Want to Get Soused in
Souse
Dakota."
Bleeding
Heart Department. Our hearts
bleed for the wife of the cigarette salesman who sued her husband for divorce
and asked for six cartons of cigarettes
monthly as alimony. The judge set her
down with $1000, saying her demands were
exhorbitant.
For KENNY (Jig-Town) PETERS of the
Script
Kenny? Dept, who had his car stolen, but
couldn't report it to the police. Why not
For DON

GREENWOOD

who has gone

to the "dogs" again, this time on "Jungle
For JOCKEY

LIEBGOLD,

who had all

his gas tickets stolen and guess where?
Marines."
We
didn’t know you cared Jockey.
Every year come May or June, JACK
STUBBS takes off for some different part
of the country. He says by the time he
comes back from the Hathaway picture he
GUS

E. SWEENEY,

doorman, has been with TCP

for eight years. The "Dolly Sisters," (Betty Grable
and June Haver) posed
with him on his sixty-first
birthday.

will
havewithcovered
state. What's a
matter
Stage every
14, Jack?
One

of our ex-employees, now in the

service, was asked why he didn't visit the

Lot more often on his leaves. His answer

lips.him.
Come
to

was that you'd be surprised how soon
people forget. I think we can do better

ALEX MARTINEZ admits the current
love of his life is CONNIE MARSHALL.
wall.
He even has her picture tacked on the

than that don't you? Let's get with it.
If you see AARON WOOLF dashing
madly out of the studio on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, get out of his way. Since listening to "The Voice," he takes singing lessons
on those nights.
That certain prop-man who fell in love
with the leading lady on his last picture Is
going to be with his heartbeat again. How
charming can it get?
If you like hot or spicy food, you should
step over to Ma Abrahams Kosher Dill.
Bring your own onion and cracker, he supplies the water.
KEARNEY STEFFENSON, of the Drapery
Dept., will be in the service by the time
you read this. Best of luck, Kearney, and
lots of 7s and I Is.
Food for thought: We have heard a lot
of talk and conversation about the Culver
City Cuties — the Western Ave. WACS
and etc., but to our way of thinking this
is somewhat out of place. Each and every
one of them is doing something toward
the war effort and even though they are
not subject to the shell fire of the battlefie^ds, they are wearing the uniform of the
United States and are at least making more
sacrifices than we are. Think it over before
you offer any ridicule — even though it may
be intended as a rib.
Well, as the Hawaiians say Aloha, the
Mexicans Adios, we from Left Field say
till the Rilla Rahs meet again, or Bonus
Knockers.

on over some day and listen

Newest addition to the messenger brigade is ISABEL RUBINI, a very pretty girl
who hails from Santa Monica. We're glad
to have you with us, Isabel.
TRAGEDY
MENT

Postal Packin’ Mamas from left to right: LOUISE
VICKER, PHYLLIS WOLFE, and DOROTHY
STEVENSON.

The SITTON clan was reduced in number when SUE traveled over to work in
Ladies Wardrobe. She left us with her
twin, LOU, and her other sister, COE.
It's confusin', but amusin'.
Have you heard of our knitting class?
Experienced knitters, MARY CLaRK,
MARIA NASTICK, ANITA CONNOLLY
are patiently instructing such neophytes
as . . . JEAN DYE, PAT CRARY, IRMA
WOLF and HELEN STEVENSON.
Poor LYN SHELLEY brought "FOREVER
AMBER" to work and had to put up with
PHYLLIS WOLFE hanging over her shoulder all day.
We now have two artists of whom we
boast: J. B. CARTER, a master at tinting
pictures and LOWELL BRAGG, our southern boy who whistles without the aid of his

STRIKES

MAIL

One sunny afternoon in January, two
messengers, WOLF and STEVENSON,
gleefully scanned a newspaper ad concerning the sale of rabbits in Kansas City.
After due deliberation they sent $4.00 and
a letter to the American Livestock Co. in
Kansas, asking that 4 rabbits, 2 MALE and
2 OF THE OTHER KIND be sent to them
by Railway Express in care of the studio.
The entire mail room patiently awaited
the arrival of 4 fluffy white rabbits. Days
went by ... no rabbits. Every afternoon
we pounced on ROCKY, the Expressman
. . . no rabbits. Then one stormy morning a letter was delivered to WOLF and
STEVENSON. Regret to inform you that
your rabbits died of unknown cause en
route from Kansas. The remains of the 10
rabbits, did I say 10???, but only 4 were
ordered!!!, anyway, they were buried in
Albuquerque. We were shocked with
grief. Everyone mourned for days. That
is everyone EXCEPT WOLF and STEVENSON. They knew the whole story was a
HOLLYWOOD GAG of THE FIRST DE"NUFF" SAID.
GREE.

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By IRMA

LEE WOLF

To our friends and foes alike, we of the
mail department have a few things we
would like to say. In the first place, we do
try very hard to please each and every
one of you studio employees, but sometimes, especially after rainy seasons, when
several of our messengers are bedded with
the flu and the office is caught short in the
line of personnel, specials and mall runs
will undoubtedly be slowed up. We hope
that you will bear with us and the next
time you call a special, we'll be with you
before you can say itil! And in the second
place,
youheed
SONS
OF WHlSTLER's
ER, take
at whom
you whlstlelllMOTHSome
of our girls are quite deeply involved in
the institution of marriage. There is . . .
JEAN DYE, whose Harry is serving in the
Navy . . . LOUISE VICKERS, waiting for
her Ray, who is in the Coast Guard . . .
and LOU McKNAB, who writes often to
her Dale in the Navy. The girls are helping
us out here until peace brings their husbands home again.
BABE CLARK, MARY's kid sister, wishes
to inform everyone that she is NOT A
BOY!!! During the rains. Babe, dressed
in slacks, rain slicker, cap pulled over her
ears and fisherman's boots, was hailed as a
mail boy by some very unobservant people.

To 714 SO. HILL STREET
Entire Second

DEPART-

Floor Spreckels Bldg.

Largest Jewelry Showroms in the West

VAndilce 2442

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, HOMEWARES, GIFTS, LEATHER GOODS, AWARDS AND PRIZES
Please bring identification as we do not cater to
the general public
SUBSTANTIAL
SAVINGS
GUARANTEED
20TH
C. F. PERSONNEL
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but we insist we're only Twentieth-Century's
"Little Fox's."
AL TERRY, el bosso; GOLDIE COHN,
Auntie Goldie, as she is know'd as; and
ED HARDIN, the tree planter, were recent
victims
colds.of They're
but still of
withbad
a trace
sniffles. back
Most again
of us
have also had bad colds to lesser degrees.
Wonder if our basement quarters with its
drafts and ever-changing temperatures
have anything to do with it?
RICHARD THOMAS, who was one of
our very popular co-workers before enlisting in the Army, has been reported missing somewhere in Germany. All of us sincerely hope for his safe return.
And finally, in reply to the "threats"
that we do a good job or else — remember
youse
guys,theeffen
you Sodon't
are doing
writing.
there,lige
too!it, WE
That's "30" for this month.

KAY

STURM

of the Tabulating

Department

has

been transferred from night shift to days. She's
adopted a new theme song — "I’m beginning to
see the light "

KEEPING TAB
'

By JIMMIE STEIN
Greetings! This is your new correspondent who takes over the duties so ably

[

handled

I
I
1
*

of our department. Ruthie is now with the
Casting Office and we wish her good luck
on her new job.
The Welcome Mat is out for our new

||
t

member. MARY KNIGHTON, who is assisting on the Graveyard Shift. Said "Mat"
is also out for WALTER "WALLY" WILHELM, our new I.B.M. Service Engineer.
With the addition of several new machines
plus the problems of keeping our old
equipment in good order, Wally has no
small task to perform.

'

'

i;
'

by

RUTH

ROSANDER,

formerly

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By LOUISE

KNAPP

CHARLES LeMAIRE, surprising everyone with his speedy recovery and back at
his desk with activities in full swing on
the new schedule which is very heavy, with
many location pictures ready to go north,
east, south, and west; "Now It Can Be
Told," "Leave Her to Heaven," "Fallen
RENE HUBERT, still getting final pages
onAngel."
"Dragonwyck," is preparing "Centennial Summer" and will also share screen
credit on "Kitten on the Keys." "Forever
Amber," the much talked about book now
TCF property, is on schedule for costume
tests. MARJORIE busy as a bee getting

The photogs were in recently "shooting"

namo. In these shots we are really working
special issue of Dyt for
(the
and departmen
not posing.
(Whoa are we kidding?)
HY

MILLER

has transferred from the

>■

Swing

I

moved from Graveyard to Swing.
STURM is hoping her temporary
from Graveyard to Days will become
manent. Katie has been on that Night

Shift

to

Days,

while

GEORGE

WIL-

•j LIAMS and GEORGE WOLFGARTH

j[

1

MANLEY,

draper

in the Ladies

Wardrobe.

wardrobe together on "Jungle Marines"
and "The Spider." Her hobby these spring
days— gardening and encouraging orchids.
BONNIE CASHIN and MARJORIE
BANKSTON rushing schedules on "The
Embezzler" with SHEILA RYAN, "Fallen
Angel," with LINDA DARNELL, and "Now
It Can Be Told." Their hobby — breaking
down
Rasputin
had a stories
formula like
for"Fountainhead."
living, too.
KAY NELSON, buzzing with "Leave Her
to Heaven," also doing the fashion show
for "Kitten on the Keys," sharing screen
credit with EDDIE STEVENSON of R.K.O.,
who is doing costumes for MAUREEN
O'HARA. It is rumored all the designers
will share screen credit on this vehicle.
GRAOE HALL retired recently from our
Bookkeeping Department, and K. PRYOR
will take her place; PAULINE DAVISON
will replace K.
HAZEL MUNN HOLBOROW, finishing
the array of spectacular headgear for
"Dolly Sisters." The final was a powder-puff
hat trimmed In white marabou. Hazel's son,
Oapt. Jack H. Munn, Jr., In England, has
5 missions of his second series of 30 on
record to date.

KAY
move
perShift

WILMA OHRISTIAN has had the work
room conspicuous with the lush powder puff
costume with dozens of yards of white
marabou sewn on the Inside and outside of
a large hoop skirt. This is one of the many

ferring from nights, their theme song must

beautiful costumes turned out by Wilma's
girls
Dollygowns.
Sisters." "Dragonwyck"
also for
has "The
fabulous
CLAIRE WHITFIELD has taken a two

!for five years! With these people transI

ELLEN

be 'I'm Beginning to See the Light."
Already

the vacation

schedule

posted, and with it came

has

been

early cases of

spring fever. Won't be long before the
sunburn parade begins.
As reported last month, ANGELA TALBOT left us to enlist In the WAC. That
explains why several of the fellows showed
up with a blue star on their new service
flags. The gals down here call us wolves.

months' leave of absence to have a family
reunion in Toledo, Ohio. Claire was born
and reared there, but now resides In Los

KAY

SMITH

up and pays

of the

Ladies

attention

when

Wardrobe
we

sits right

say "Camera!"

Angeles. She hasn't been home since 1923.
We wish her a grand reunion.
GUERTHA PLECHER, happy over her
son, Lt. Don Plecher, home on leave from
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Alexandria, Louisiana, where he is a flying
instructor.

By CHARLEY

The following is a copy of the letter received from Major W. R. McBrien, special
service officer at Birmingham General Hospital:
March 15, 1945

Mothers-in-law and plumbers have perhaps been the butt of more jokes than any
other group of people. But society would
have a heck of a time getting along without either.

Ladies' Wardrobe Department
Attention: Miss Wilma Christian
Dear Friends:
The Commanding Officer desires to express his sincere appreciation tor the seven
lovely afghans which Mrs. Kay Kirtley delivered to Birmingham General Hospital tor
distribution among patients, most of whom
have just returned after two and three
years combat service abroad.
These manifestations of gratitude for
what these men have done have been most
gratefully received, and you may be assured of the comfort and enjoyment they
brought.
Please accept my sincere thanks and that
of every member of the Staff at Birmingham for your interest and support.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) W. R. McBRIEN

ROBERT SORENSON, U.S.N.
Word has been received officially from
Washington that Robert Sorenson, 24, of
the United States Coast Guard — a former
script distributor on the lot — is missing In
action. He was on the USS Serpens, an
ammunition ship blown up by the Japs the
end of January. It was reported that there
was only a handful of survivors. The Serpens was docked at the time and only two
members of the crew who were aboard
were saved. The other survivors were a
few men on shore leave at the time of the
explosion.
Sorenson, the first war casualty from the
script department, was a fine person and
made many friends here. Our sympathy to
his wife and baby, now living in Portland,
Oregon.

CENTURY PHOTO CLUB
By L. D. GRISNON

The February meeting of the club was
held on the 22nd, at which 19 prints were
hung, all had previously been shown and
were considered to be the maker's best
prints of the year. All prints were discussed
briefly by the judge for the evening,
CHARLIE CLARK, Camera Dept., who
then selected five winners.
The best prints from first to fifth place
respectively were: "Magnolia," BERNARD
FREERICKS; "Dear Dad," L. D. GRIGNON; "Orange Blossom|s," JOHN
APITSOH; "Penny," ROBERT GUNN; and
"Checkmate," JOHN APITSCH. The popular award was split between Freericks and
Apitsch.
Charlie not only did an excellent job

ANDERS

In these days of help scarcity, who keeps
the babies when papa and mama want to
go to the movies? Mother-in-law, of
.

"MAGNOLIA," best print of the year in the
Century PhotoBERNARD
Club's recent
exhibit, shown by
FREERICKS.

of discussing and selecting prints from
a pictorialist's 'standpoint, but he extended
an Invitation to adjourn to his home and
view stereoscopic projection kodachromes
which he had been making. His invitation
was unanimously accepted and the members enjoyed forty-five minutes of a spectacular demonstration. To top off the evening, Charlie showed his motion picture
museum including old volumes, patent papers and early motion picture apparatus
including one of the two existing Edison
coin-operated peephole projectors.
Question of the month: Why doesn't a
well-known studio employee, who has made
hundreds of prints and exposed grosses of
film In the past three months, attend a
meeting and show his work which, Incldently, has greatly improved.

IN MEMORIUM
On the evening of Thursday, March 29,
the bowlers of 20th Century-Fox League
lined up before the alleys In tribute to the
passing of Chris Christensen, Vice President of the League, who had just passed
away after a lingering illness.
In the solemn little ceremonial, Monte'
Bonome, a member of Chris' team and a
close personal friend, bowled one down
the center for Chris. Up to a year ago,
Christensen was very active In bowling.
He was one of the most popular men on
the Lot, and his many friends heard the
sad news with heavy hearts.
Chris had been identified with 20th for
over seven years. He was associated with
the Special Effects department. Illness had
kept him oc the Lot and confined to his
bed for the past three months.
He Is survived by his widow who resides
In Los Angeles, and by his son, Lt. Dick
Christensen, of the U. S. Army Air Corps,
who was shot down over Germany, and Is
interned in a prison camp there.

course, only then they call her "grandma".
And, lacking the sanitation with which
the plumbing trade provides our modern
world, doctors and nurses could never cope
with the epidemics of typhoid, diphtheria
and similar scourges which took so heavy
a toll of life when plumbing was primitive
and the water supply came from "ye olde
oaken bucket." Anyway, who wants to go
back to taking a bath from a tea kettle
and a wash tub?
Few people realize that a basin, toilet,
laundry tray, or a fountain or tank on one
of our sets, installed in a manner which
looks entirely proper and workmanlike, may,
when the main is shut off for repairs or
changes, syphon contaminated waste directly Into our drinking water supply.
It is true. It has happened hundreds of
times. It Is no joking matter.
It Is one of the reasons the plumbing
ordinance of Los Angeles fills a good-sized
book. It explains why plumbers must have
a "certificate of qualification" from the
city and why It is Illegal for other than a
licensed plumber to install a water line.
On the personal side, Simon Beck had
a very brief visit from his son, James Dexter Beck, Army Air Corps Cadet, stationed
at Douglas, Arizona. James plays a good
game of basketball and his team flew to
Victorville to play the Air Corps team at
that field. They won, too, and James had
time for a few hours with his parents in
Los Angeles.
Monty Williams, after driving twenty
miles to and from work'for almost as many
has at long last bought a home near
years,
Fox Hills.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA
PHONE

Suu 333
or

Creatview 5-0125

Eyenincs
Crealvievr 6-4583
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A CALL TO ARMS
If we must have war, we must bear this sight,
A building whose occupants all wear white.
Its halls are grave' silence excepting when
A cry of pain comes from one of the men.
Here the soldiers their wounded bodies lie.
Some are nursed back to health, while others die.
They are brought in in drove's, these men who dare,
And hope is replaced in minds of despair.
There are sights all too gruesome to be told.
Inflicted upon many heroes bold.
A face shot away, and eyes without sight,
t

It sickens

the

soul,

our

boys

in

this

plight.

Boys whose limbs and arms too have been severed,
A sacrifice in itself unmeasured.
A mind that's tortured and shrieks out in fright.
And nurses who keep their vigil at night.
Delirious cries for loved ones at home.
His brain like a loud ticking metronome.
The frantic call for quick aid from a nurse,
A pulse grows weaker, a soldier grows worse.
A doctor's grim face, he closes the door,
"Not enough plasma, we've got to have more."
A picture of need far across the sea.
Death, to jolt us into reality.
,
Wheeling stretchers down a long corridor,
A surgeon's white gown, we know what that's for.
A blaze of white lights, the ether, and then
Sights that would weaken the strongest of men.
Senses numbed under stress quickly refresh
With the nauseous stench of gangrous flesh.
A fevered brow on a tropical day.
Mad efforts to keep the insects away.
A quick patter of nurses weary feet.
There's too few to help, and so much to meet,
Too few to bathe that hot fevered brow.
Too few to do all that time will allow.
Let the' Angels of Mercy here pitch in.
So the battle of human life we'll win.
These hospitals challenge the hands of fate.
Let it not be too little, not too late.

JOHN

C. EHRIN

France
February 4, 1945
Dear Friends of 20th Century-Fox
Studio Club:

I want to thank each and every one at
the Studio for their kind remembrance in
writing to us overseas through "Action"
magazine. I want you all to know that I
have been receiving your cigarettes and
"Action" each month. Although mail has
been slow, it finally comes through. Also
want you to know that your Christmas
money orders came through.
I am enclosing my latest photograph
taken in December, 1944, to tell you that
in two months from now, which is Apri], I
will be ending my fourth year in service.
Also, to let you see I haven't changed much.

(Cutting Dept.)

I am sorry for not having written more
often, but I have been worn out trying to
get those combat newsreels, which you
have been seeing at your local theatre.
This past week I have been given a 48hour pass to Paris. My first pass in 15
months overseas and it sure snapped me
out of what they call "battle fatigue." It
wasn't much time in which to see Paris,
but at least it takes your mind off the front
line hell for a few days.
I promise to write more often and, thank
As ever,
you all.
HANK GERZEN
T/3 Henry F. Gerzen
c/o Postmaster
New York, N. Y.

Pfc. ROBERT
is at present

D. DOYLE of fhe Labor Department
stationed somewhere in Europe. Bob

was a member of the initial invasion force on "D"
day in Normandy and was wounded in December
in Belgium when he landed behind the Germans
lines with the lOlst Division Paratroopers. Bob is
back in action after receiving a severe leg wound.
Our best wishes for a quick return to the U.S.A.
and

good

luck to Bob, the son of TOM
Manager of the Studio Club.

DOYLE,

A MISSION
of our boys)
(Taken verbatim from a letter from one

"You were asking how It felt to go on
a mission, so I thought I'd give you a
description of a typical mission day. It
starts out with the Officer of the Day (CD)
coming In and waking you up about 0400.
Well, you lay around In bed for about five
or ten minutes waiting for someone to get
up and light the stove. Eventually some
brave soul does, and you all get up. We
generally lay out our clothes and things
before we go to bed at night. The OD
has told us that Briefing will be at 0500
and It Is now 0435 and you have just 25
minutes In which to eat and walk the half
mile to the Briefing Room. You stagger
over to the mess hall (It's still dark and
plenty cold out), grab a plate and cup and
go get some powdered eggs and salty
bacon, plus some black, black coffee that
tastes worse than anything you ever drank
before. So finally you find your way to the
Briefing Room (all this time you're hoping
The
run').
'milk sit
or it will
you
crewswon't
comefly stagger
ingbe ina and
down,
the Briefing Officer calls roll, and then
turns things over to the Intelligence Officer
who does the actual briefing. Then comes
the big moment that you've been waiting
for — what Is the target. The Briefing Officer
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pulls the curtain in front of the map back
and we all start looking for the target.
Some guy in the back of the room says,

the other owner and perhaps a couple of ^
hundred more on the side with the spectators. The house handles all bets and takes

'Last time I was there, they had to replace
the whole air force!!' — the target — Vienna.
So now the briefing starts — weather — target— radio — fighters — time back — cameras
— and flak data. At the end the Chaplain
says a prayer — no one says a word — this
stuff is serious business to us now.

ten percent as it's cut. As the fights last
from morning till night, they make a nice
hunk of change.

"A while later we're in trucks and headed
for the line — dawn is beginning to break
through the clouds, and it's still cold. You
get to the line and put on the rest of your
equipment — heated suit. May West, chute,
harness, etc. Then out to the plane, and
everyone checks their equipment in the
plane. Take-off comes — we sweat this out
— rally comes — we sweat again — and then
we're off to the target. It's quite a pretty
sight to see a big bunch of planes in the
sky at once. Things go along okay all the
way up to the target — no fighters or anything. Your fighters join you and start their
escort work — you're safe for now.
"You hit the I.P. (Initial Point) — and now
you start getting a big lump in your
stomach. It's a hard sensation to describe.
You feel as though you were dead — yet
you go right on doing your job. Sometimes you wonder why in the hell you
aren't hiding under your flak suit instead
of standing there keeping track of what
is happening. Just before you get to the
target, you say a little prayer, cross your
fingers, make sure your chute is hooked
on, adjust your flak helmet, and resign
yourself to whatever may happen. I knew
one nose gunner who would hang his rosary
over his gunsight and count the beads all
the way over the target — I know a crew
where the co-pilot gets the whole crew on
inter-phone and says a prayer before they
go over the target — things are strange up
here, and boy you feel strange. I know
what they mean now by cold sweat, and
feeling
you're
to flak
your starts
own
funeral. like
About
this going
time the
coming. If you've never been hit. It looks
harmless, but when you've seen
pretty itand
what
can do you feel just plain scared.
But for all of this, I have never seen a
man panicky on a mission. You feel scared,
but not to that point. It takes about five
or six minutes and you're over
and out of the flak. And now
sign and start sweating out the
What happens after is a matter
Back to the base, coffee and

the target
you give a
trip home.
of routine.
doughnuts

from Red Cross, interrogation, and you're
through. After about eight hours of sweating, you're back at the base safe — until
the next mission. But as for that ‘over the
target feeling' goes, there Is nothing in the
world like it. You think of more things In
five minutes than you ever did in your life
before."

NATIONAL ALLIED
CLOTHES DRIVE DURING
— APRIL —

IRVING

BERLIN

and DAVE

SILVER, Second

Asst.

Director at TCP, snapped during Mr. Berlin's visit
to Ptc. Silver's headquarters.

DEAR DAD
(The following excerpts are taken from
a letter by Pfc. DAVID SILVER, Second
Asst. Director on the Lot, to his father,
SAM SILVER, a well-known TCP figure.)
"Well, I saw Irving Berlin today, which
was the highlight of the day. He recognized me Immediately and seemed honestly
glad that I looked him up. We talked for
a few moments and he reassured me that
you were fine and as I left you.
"After lunch, a couple of other fellows
and I went to a nearby village where they
have a native market and where cock fights
are held each Sunday. It was very colorful
and extremely Interesting. Every Filipino
and his brother have shops, which stock
the cheapest sort of souvenirs and for
which they charge ridiculous prices. Stuff
like rope slippers, hats, hula skirts and shell
jewelry are sold for prices that range from
ten dollars to fifty. In normal times you
could get the same thing for fifty cents,
but the G.l. Is an awful sucker and pays
through the nose.*
"They also have their own trade area at
which they buy food. From this area comes
a terrible odor, a sickening smell. It's the
dried fish which, with rice, Is the principal
food of the people. When the stuff Is laid

"The fights themselves are interesting, if
you don't mind blood. The cocks wear
razor-sharp spurs about three inches long,
which are pretty wicked affairs. After getting the birds good and mad at each
other, they are let loose and go to it with
feathers flying. The first bird that sinks his
spur is usually the winner for the stuck one
just keels over and dies and two more cocks
are brought in.
"The spectators get excited and the noise
is terrific. I didn't care much for the fights
as I don't like the blood dripping out as
the birds keeled over. It's just a touch too
morbid for my tastes. It was interesting
though. Incidentally, the dead cocks are
sold for four bucks a throw, usually to a

*Before celling prices were established
In the Philippines.

The Marianas
Dear Gang: Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1945

G.l."
The rivedJanuary
Issue
"Action"
justrock,
arout here on
thisofjungled
bit of
my first bit of good reading material since
leaving the States. Thanks lots for forwarding it to me. With all the new faces on
the Lot, It appears that I'll have lots of
"acquainting"
to get done when this fracas
comes
to an end.
We're more or less "greenies" out here,
but we learn more things daily so it won't
be too long ere we all become "jungle
Thanks again for the "Action" and all
veterans."
the
past favors and Sincerely,
I'll write again when
time permits.

out
in the
you can't get close to it
because
of sun,
the stink.
"The big attraction of the place, however, is the cock fights. They are held In
a small arena, jam-packed with Filipinos
and soldiers and the local color Is worth
the trip. The birds are kept in an enclosure,
wherein the owners match their birds and
decide on bets. Also, where the spectators
go to see the cocks to decide which will
be their choice. Much the same as the
paddock at a racetrack, but a bit more
personalized.
"Inside the arena, the spectators bet
like mad amongst themselves and with the
owners. There is usually a couple of thousand bucks riding on each fight, which is
an amazing thing for most of these people
are still In rags. I guess the G.l. sucker is
really being taken for plenty. The owners,
and every Filipino Is evidently an owner,
usually bets a couple of hundred against

TOM

McDermott

Sgt. Tom McDermott
c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, Calif.

Fox Hills Cafe
Cocktails
OUR

SPECIALTY BUFFET LUNCH
11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

STEAK

AND CHOP
5 to 8 P^

10271 W. Ploo Blvd.
We’re

DINNERS

CR. 59377

juBt around the comer
the Pico Gate

from

April,
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a daily show. Say, this isn't going to be so
bad, now is it? Every day there were
card games, kibitzing, shows and water,
lots of water. If this is the life overseas,
then I'm not going to mind putting in
my time for rotation! Sailing, sailing over
the bounty main — well, this is a bit of all
right.
"Land Ho," someone screams and everyone crams the rail for a look at some
speck on the horizon. "What is it?" "Guadalcanal!" Magic words, Guadalcanal Island, the scene of so much blood and
strife. This is it Bub, you're here. Gears
packed, hasty goodbyes and some lingering kisses in the mad rush to debark. No,

BETTY

of the Construction

Department

and

BOB

of the U. S. Army Air Corps, are the daughter
and son of HAROLD
BOW, Paymaster. Bob, who
was a former member of the Payroll "gang ', is
now stationed at Lowry Field, Denver, Colorado.
Well

known

for his bowling achievements. Bob
pects to be home on furlough soon.

March

ex-

5, 1945

Dear Studio Club:
Yes, I have been

receiving your fine

there's no pier here. It's over the side into
landing barges. "So this is Paris," cracks a
wise guy as the barge digs into the mush
sand and the plank falls down for you to
walk onto the beach. Beach? Why yes, this
is the way a beachhead is made, only there
aren'tnut any
now. You look
the is
cocotrees guns
in amazement
for at
here
the
very spot so many great guys gave their
lives a couple of years ago. For a moment
the thought hits you and no one speaks.
"Is this the joint we're going to hang
our hats?" asks a big bruiser. "What did

and the "Action" magagifts of
zine, as cigarettes
well as holiday gifts.
I had written the New York office, expressing my appreciation. However, it did
not occur to me that you, of course, would
have no way of knowing this.
Let this, then, atone for my not writing
sooner and be assured that the kindness
of the Studio Club and its members is a
real source of pleasure and inspiration.

you expect. Times Square?" "Where's all
the dames?" Cracks like this keep flying
through the air while everyone is taking in
the situation. The only natives you see are
skinny, sickly looking blackmen who bear
no resemblance to the powerful headhunter

If you're interested in gossip, my wanderings have taken me from New Caledonia to Australia to New Guinea to Sodenough and Ferguson Islands to New
Britain, Palau and the Russell Islands and
elsewhere, which cannot be mentioned
now. I hope my next trip will be stateside,
in the event of which I anticipate personally giving substance to this letter.
My best regards to the members of the
Studio Club.
Sincerely,

there's no usual army routine over here.
They have a shift schedule and your name

JOHN

A. FAUST.

S/Sgt. John A. Faust
c/o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, Calif.

Dear ACTION

February 26, 1945.
Readers:

So you want to go to war, eh? Well,
maybe I can give you a little briefing
before you go, to make the situations that
will arise easier. First off, there has to be
an infantry, there has to be an artillery and
there has to be an air corps to back them
all up. Yes, there has to be a ground
crew and the men behind the lines and
there has to be a Russell Islands, although
God only knows why! It all started one
hazy day when we boarded a great big
ship and set sail for the high seas. Upon
looking around, we found WACS, Red
Cross women, and musical instruments for

you've heard about. "Aw, let's get some
chow and this rock will look better."
No roll call, no revielle, no retreat? Man,
this is going to be a bit of alright. No,

is going tosponsiblebe
on it. Then
refor whatever
job Bub,
you you're
happened
to be trained in. When your name isn't on
shift, your time's your own and you've
earned it. This is the system in our outfit
and it seems to work fine. One day, a few
guys are called out and you are told to
get ready to ship. You're leaving this afternoon. Yes, it's done that fast over here.

2nd

Lt. JOSH

GRAY, Film Library, was in to see
us on a recent leave.

the place. I don't blame them. So you settle
down to overseas life and become accustomed to the planes roaring, the trucks
rumbling and the radios blasting out their
messages. Then you find out that the terrific humidity dries the salt out of your
can't
easilyoh and
tiredSoon,
you orgetlong.
work
so soon,
andhard
body as
you find out that you're not going home
nearly so soon as you'd hoped you would.
The Pacific war and the European war
are so vastly different. Over there, when
a new town is taken, the men can count
on eggs, milk and civilization from the
people in the towns. When the going gets
tough, they can retreat and save a thousand lives. Over here, there isn't any going
back. That's an island — go and take the
thing. You've made a beachhead, now

No preparation, no time for goodbye, it's
just pack and get out. Sure you know where

fight
yourwhat?
life. After
you've
battle,forthen
Another
islandwon
in the
the
middle of nowhere and still wondering

you're going, no secrets any more from the
outfit. It's tough leaving some of your good
buddies, but it all comes under the heading
of war.

where do we go from here? It's a rough
setup and the boys deserve all the breaks
they can get.

"Holy smokes, is that the Russells?" Yes,
out of the horizon suddenly looms the

God bless the movies! They tear 'em
down and build 'em up, but they still see

smallest
island
you've
seen
ered with
coconut
trees
andyet.
all It's
sortscovof

pictures every night in the week. The movie's
and mall are the only morale builders
around, so keep them coming.

pretty green vines. Hmmm, not bad, look
at those pretty reefs and the swell beaches.
I wonder where all the men are hiding, for
there's not a soul in sight. Another beachhead is established and the place becomes
magically alive. Men unloading, loading
and going back and forth with big trucks.
Hey, there's the good, old Red Cross
shack. Then you reach your own little outfit and it's a pretty snug setup. Where
are all the Japs? Yes, they were here, but
when they heard the Americans coming,
they pulled out without even fighting for

Some day we'll all get together over a
double scotch and soda and rehash the
war. Make sure you can look the next fellow in the eye and say, "Yes, I did my
Until then,
MARVIN
Pfc. Marvin Strom berg
c/o
Postmaster Calif.
San Francisco,

STROMBERG

r
Entered
matter

as second

Los Angeles,
Act

It has been some time since I last wrote
to you and in the meantime 1 saw the copy
of "Action" with my picture and letter,
which gave me quite a lift and I hope the
article was enjoyed by all of you. I have
been receiving the cigarettes and thanks

February issue of "Action." Really, words
cannot express how much satisfaction we
men in the service get out of this publication. To read about what is going on
with all my friends at the studio means
much to me. I'll try a little to tell you
what I've been doing.
I have been out here in the Pacific area
a little more than seven months and al-

very much.
After returning from the Marshall Islands
and having a pleasant rest back in Honolulu for several months, we suddenly left
again for a forward area and am now in
the Marianas. I spent Christmas and New
Years day at sea, which was just another
day to us. We had very good turkey
dinners each of the holidays and the

ready I've been over most of it's vast territory. That takes in the Solomons, the
Russells, the Marshalls and several others

voyage was very pleasant as ■far as a trip
goes, but it did get very tiresome.

BOB

WADE

inducted

of Mechanical

Effects was

in the Army. Bob is shown
handsome young son.

recently

here with his

here and so haven't written as often as I
would like.

Hello Everybody:
A few lines to let you know that I'm
still kicking around and that I haven't forgotten you. I've been pretty busy over

It was a little rough when we first landed
as we had to squat in pup-tents until our
camp construction got under way, but now
we have one of the nicest camps on the
island with fairly comfortable quarters. The
island is interesting and beautiful in spots
but we are not allowed to get very far
away as we still have enemy Japs about.
There is little we can do in the way of

Your cigarette packages and the "Action" magazine keep coming in regularly
and I sure do appreciate both. It seems
as though it was quite some time ago
when I was on the Lot, but when I look
through the magazine and see some of
the old familiar faces, it doesn't seem quite
so long ago. Thanks a lot for everything.
The weather here is nothing like California. Plenty of rain, mud and snow and
not much sunshine. Oh well, guess I can
stick it out until this mess is over with over
here.

liberty and besides we have a seven-day
week work schedule and there is plenty to
do. You no doubt are reading much about
the CB's out here in the forward areas and

So long for now and good luck to all.
Your friend,
RAY DE CARLO.
T/4 Ramus R. De Oarlo
c/o Postmaster
New York, N. Y.

Centur'^-Fox pictures to suit me. I hope
some of the ones I have been hearing

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
Belgium
March 7. 1945

3. 1879.

Dear Friends:

Hello Everybody —
Just got through looking over the

several good ole TCF'ers in my travels.
Mainly, BROWNIE of the Drapery Dept.,
GALVIN (Woody) WOOD of the Tab.
Dept, and also "Curly" BURKE of the same
department. I know there are a lot more
of the gang out this way and I'm looking
forward to seeing the rest of them. Oh
yes, MORRIE ABRAHAMS too, and talking
as much as ever.
I am sure glad to see BETTY GRABLE s
hotshots still leading the bowling league.
Sounds as though they got some good
bowlers since I loft the team. Who are the
five strong, good men and true? My sincerest congratulations to them all.
Let's hope that before another year rolls
around we will all be back together. I
sure want to get into that new shop of
mine out in the golf course.
Received and appreciated very much
the swell Christmas gifts, but I sure hope
Christyou won't have to send any out nextmoment,
mas. If any of you have a spare
please drop a line.
Best regards,
"Hal" GORDON.
T/Sgt. H. J. Gordon
c/o Fleet Post Office.
San Francisco, Calif.

Calif., under

of March

February 16, 1945

March 4, 1945.

which I can't mention at present. I really
get around. What am I doing? I think most
of you remember the' machines which are
in the Printing Dept. Well, folks, I go
around keeping such machines in good
operating condition. Sort of a traveling
serviceman in the Marine Corps. I can
honestly say that it is one of the most interesting jobs I've ever had.
Another swell thing is that I have met

class

at the Post Office,

22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

sorry I can't go into detail.
We hear the news each day and have
record re-broadcast of many of the stateside programs. Also have movies each
night. Recently saw "Holy Matrimony" and
everyone seemed to enjoy it very much;
however, we do not have enough 20th

about will get out this way soon. I watch
the sets carefully and often recognize many
familiar props and wish I were back there
amongst them and the swell gang I worked
with.

The enclosed picture was taken between
a large banana grove and sugar cane field
at Honolulu. We are not allowed to take
pictures of this island at present.
Thanks again for everything and my very
best regards to all.
HARRY

•

HO. 3654

Y I/c Harry E. Mellen
c/o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, Calif.
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Betty Grable and June Haver — “^^Dark Town Strutters Ball”
Number from ^^The Dolly Sisters^^ soon to be released.
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FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT

A

Stanhope

man

open
A great man is dead. That there will be
tributes to him greater and finer than
this, is a certainty, but I must write what
is in my heart, as all of us must write
or say or think what is in our hearts.
Franklin Roosevelt lived that he might
dedicate his life to his country. He lived
that he might see the day when all men of
all times might unite in one great effort —
that of maintaining a world free of tyranny,
oppression, discrimination and hatred. He
died as the first rays of the dawn were
about to break through on this, his greatest and most cherished prayer.
That Franklin Roosevelt will go down in
history as the Man of His Time is a fact
that goes without saying. But of Franklin
Roosevelt, the man — and he was a man
truly in the sense of the word — he stands:
a man who felt more deeply for the welfare of his nation than he could ever tell
us ... A man who felt compassion at the
sight of the elderly negro who leaned over
into his open car and murmured with tears
in his aged eyes, "Thank you, Massa"

. . .

who

Men's

8

Letters from

Shirley Coates

Willard

down

upon

into office, the nation was at its lowest ebb
in many a year. When the great majority
of men and women of the country were
losing faith with the nation, he rolled up
his sleeves and pitched in — he kept
faith. He persisted in his belief that
nation should and would always go
ward. In those dark days he made the

the
this
fornow

forgotten state-

ment: "The only thing we have to fear is
fear itself," and with this in mind he be-

9
10
10
II

13
12
11
13
13

Shirk

the Boys

best. Here truly was a Man's Man!!
When in 1932 Franklin Roosevelt came

never-to-be

Stewart

Hazel

Wardrobe

ride for hours in an

car while rain poured

and

Kramchak

Virginia Godfrey

him, and passed it off with the remark: "I
don't mind being drenched, but don't like
the idea of riding down Washington Avenue in a bathtub." ... A man who was
quick to tongue-lash his enemies, but yet
agree with them on some point which he
might feel to be right ... A man who,
from the loftiest peaks of the Holyland to
the lowest concentration camps of the
world, brought hope and faith and blind
devotion that all would turn out for the

famous
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Ruona
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gan to pull this nation up and out of the
abyss that it found itself sliding into.
He was a man among men. With the
passing of this man, the final chapter of
an era in which the world will never again
find itself comes to a close with a crescendo. As sure as the sun will set only to
rise again tomorrow, the peace that this
great humanitarian strove for shall blossom
forth to cover all of mankind. True he has
gone on to where all good men eventually
go, but his spirit, his leadership, his divine
faith in humanity shall be an inspiration to
mankind through time immemorial.
For as the Statue of Liberty stands ' in
New York harbor — as the flag flies atop
Mt. Surabachi out in the distant land —
as a marine lies dead at his station having given the full measure of devotion —
so Franklin Delano Roosevelt shall live in the
hearts and minds of men for eternity.
Yes, a great man is dead, but his spirit
shall guide us to better and happier years
ahead ward . ...
. . his AMERICA
■— An ex-serviceman

SHALL

employed

go for-

on TCF lot.
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of the Lot

The Voice

tributed immeasurably to the perfection of
sound in the motion picture Industry, which
he entered in 1926, employed by the FoxCase Corp., and engaged In the development of the Movietone system of sound
recording. The next year the first underscoring in feature pictures was accomplished in "What Price Glory," "Mother
McCree" and "Sunrise." In 1928, he was
transferred to the West Coast Studio and
a number of short subjects were scored
with sound and later In that same year "In
Old Arizona" was produced as the first
all sound recorded feature length picture
on this Lot. Mr. Hansen culminated his
career in the motion picture Industry with
the Academy Award for the best sound
in motion pictures with the Darryl F.

EDMUND
years

H. HANSEN,

retired in April after 17

with 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation
Studios. (See accompanying story.)

Graduation
tute, 1914.

from Detroit Technical Insti-

Chief Wireless Operator for Detroit &
Cleveland Navigation Co., 1915.

ED. H. HANSEN
ED. H. HANSEN

Zanuck production, "Wilson."
Some are
other
highlights In Mr. Hansen's
career
as follows:

retired from TCP

In

April, 1945, after 17 years on this Lot.
Culminating a full life of achievement and
industry, Mr. Hansen typifies In his retirement plans the dreams and relaxation desired by many of us. He says he is going
to become a "first class beachcomber"
and devote all his energies to the furtherance of that idyllic occupation. The boys
of the' Sound Department have given him
some "first class" equipment, and he says
he has enough old dungarees and half
worn "T" shirfs to lend the proper dignity
to his newly chosen profession. He has a
cottage' on Balboa Island and a power
cruiser (Sea Gypsy, 2nd), and Inasmuch as
time will be the essence of enjoyment
only, an ambitious program of dalliance
will be strictly in order.
Mr. Hansen has been well known In sound
engineering circles for years, and has con-

Radio Engineer — Luckenbach Steamship
Co., 1916.
U. S. Navy Officer in charge of Naval
Radio Station, St. Augustine, Fla., 1917.
On Staff, Commander U. S. Navy —
European Waters, 1918-1920.
Naval Attache's Office —
land, 1921.
Naval
1922.

Attache's

Office —

London, EngRome,

Italy,

In charge of first transatlantic radio picture experiments, 1922.
"New York World"
Engineer, 1923.

Picture Transmission

Consulting Engineer, Radio Corporation
of America, 1925-1926.
Commander, Communications Reserve,
Nth Naval District, 1930-1932.
Retired, United States Naval Reserve,
1942.

"BROWNIE

THE

GRIP” — see accompanying

story.

PERSONALITY PORTRAIT
This Is the story of "Brownie the Grip."
Many, many years ago from the beaten
trails of the east wandered a traveler who
was looking for a place to rest his weary
bones. He had left Chicago, which, as
history records was In smoldering ruins.
It seems some cow kicked over a lamp and
started a fire. That particular Incident later
became the plot for a famous motion
picture. But lets stop wandering and get
back to Brownie the Grip.
Being an enterprising young man and
eager to establish himself In a new and
progressive business, he bought himself a
second hand hammer and a saw which

4
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meeting.

was minus a few teeth and became a carpenter in the then infant motion picture
business. Being a carpenter had its limitations, so Brownie decided that he must
and elevate himself. With a
ahead
get
burning desire to progress and advance,
he bought a pair of lifts and elevated himself to the wonderful and respected position of company grip. Still imbued with

Some time, when you can corner him,
get GENE (what are you doing tonight?)
KORNMAN
to give with those jokes he
totes around. They're classics!
Did you know that LLOYD NOBLES,
our esteemed head cashier. Is collaborating with Pryor on the new cook book which
is going to revolutionize modern culinary
art. And their frostings — simply out of
this globe! Their recipe for the eggless,
butterless lemon cake will be dedicated
to ZOILA CONAN
on account of because she never did believe them.

that fighting spirit, that eager determination, that unquestionable fortitude, he rose
higher and higher until twenty-five years
later we fnd him a frst company grip.
Determination had Its reward.

But ho! Why

I don't know

jest with the character of

his wonderful soul. Don't you know who
"Brownie the Grip" is? You old timers do,
but how about you newcomers who have
only been here about ten or ffteen years
or less. Logan Brown is his name. He has a

that's his age. Truthfully, he belies his years
and is as young as tomorrow. Show him
a party and Immediately he takes over. A

ESTELLE

ZIMMERMAN,

Junior

Cashier,

whose

bright smile we are always glad to see, but particularly on Thursdays. Estelle has been with TCP
for two years, and that's as long as she's been
in California. We don't know how she learned
to rhumba and samba so well in Cleveland, but
it's a fact. Maybe

Cleveland is closer to the border than we thought

hand, his hat set at a jaunty angle — that's
Brownie having a good time.

the world aboard the old "Oregon" In the
great white fleet. His experiences on that
trip can be had by private request. He
has gripped so many pictures that he himself has lost count. "The Lost World," was
one of them. He has been Arthur Miller's
grip for many years and worked on "Hqw
Green Was My Valley" and "Song of
Bernadette." Both Academy Award pictures. He grips a picture very easily. No
excess equipment for him, just the bare
necessities to make the show move.
His hobbies are assisting his wife taking pictures and playing with his spaniels.
He also has a parrot which he claims is
not related even though there is a slight
facial resemblance. He makes his own

By ESTELLE ZIMMERMAN
Well, Easter has come and gone — but
those beautiful suits go on forever; and
speaking of Easter, on Good Friday, while
we all were enjoying our wonderful fish
luncheon at ye olde cafe, we were most
startled to learn that one of the local gals
doesn't know where fillets are caught! Of
course, we couldn't tell her.
To the strains of our Aloha, TOMMY
PRYOR made his farewells to the lot last
Saturday and left for the Washington location of "NOW IT CAN BE TOLD." We
didn't have a chance to wire President
Truman,

warning him — but we've contacted Mayor La Guardia, so that New
York will be ready to welcome the boys

when they hit the little city. You've heard
of the unusual experiences of location

was bed-ridden. A
worthy of imitation.

friends,

work and knowing our Fttie boy, Tom, let's
hope that when they do get back "it can

Now I conclude my story of "Brownie
the Grip." When he has passed from this
troubled earth to the golden sod above,
and as he glides over the billowing hills,
do you know what you will hear him yell?

told."by-the-way, what blonde waitress
beAnd,
has been sending sweet pea bouquets to
what cashier? Hmmm, veddy interesting.
You must have heard about TOMASO,

He'll scream, "Hey Artie, look at the beautiful clouds up here."

After V-E Day We Still
Have Another War to Win —
Buy

Bonds

without

In search of an S.O.E.G. meeting place recently, finding himself in the midst of a
Community Sing. After joining In the song
fest for about fifteen minutes, he quietly
asked a young lady next to him when they
were going to vote. When she replied that
she wasn't sure which number

try
crash
his gate
if you don't
have a
pass.to And
— what
a technique
this chappy
has with the coleens!
Alor, mes

amles, tote that barge, lift

that
bale and don't forget to write V-mail,
au revoir.

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

CASH AND CARRY-Tales

lunch In the morning because he hates waking his wife. In all these many years he has
never been late or missed a call unless he
record, my

do

pany since April, 1929, and knows practically everyone on the lot by name. Just

big cigar in his mouth, a high-ball in his

As a young man, eager and full of adventure, hejoined the marines and toured

we'd

he's one pepper-upper you can always
count on. George has been with the com-

few nick names but we'll not mention them
at this time. How old Is he? Now there Is
■a secret. If you count all the wrinkles in his
face and divide by fve, take the square of
that and multiply the result by the infinite,

what

GEORGIE WAYLAND'S cheery whistling
of those Irish tunes. Perhaps he'll sing
some of the verses for you. At any rate,

she thought

best, Tom suddenly realized that he didn't
have to sing all night In order to cast his
vote. P.S. He finally arrived at the right

TAYLOR

My thanks to JOHN MALLON for filling in this column during my absence. Supplements to his recent recipe for Victory
Garden technique may be obtained by
sending an ample amount of red points
to buy meat to go with the products raised,
if whereabouts of meat is also given.
For the following statement I stand corrected. "April showers bring May flowers
.LYNN
. . except
when you says
resortalltothe
a faucet!"
WOLCOTT
flowers
here are strictly faucet fostered. And these
late Sahara heated winds have been so
penetrating that watering becomes an endless task for Lynn. From that fact he has
adopted a new name that Is very much in
accordance with the latest fad of fashion
in names such as "the Voice." "the Body,"
"the Groaner," etc. We call him "THE
HOSE!" Lynn does have a fine selection
of calendulas In his territory and carnations, too, which are very timely now with
Mothers Day being so close.
It must be very confusing to be a victim
of circumstance. LARRY DYER will verify
that. He has been handling so many
"lit"
has become
he farm
lately that to
"bulbs"
with
an enthusiasm
out with the
General Electric Company.

If your work has been a bit boring
lately we have a splendid outlet for your
amusement. There is never a dull moment
here with BILL LE PELLEY around. And I
am sincere when I say "round." Bill has a
five by five stature that at times proves to
be a wee bit Inconvenient. A short time
ago he was doing his part in providing
beauty to the place and was very occupied

May,
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come back griping. When you have to
shoot under those terrible conditions, a set
on a movie lot will be just a breeze.
WAYNE
HOPKINS, who traded his

at weeding, but not to his knowledge, also
in quite a position of protruding prominence for a passing bee. The bee was
diligently searching the area for a likely
spot to deposit his Stinger-r-r, when his

cop's motorcycle for a corporal's stripes,
is stationed in Michigan with the Third
Ferrying Group.

Norden bombsight outlined Bill's — shall
we say "protrusion." That was the likely
spot alright, but Bill's pride or something
was hurt with such a stinging desire that

CHUCK HOFFMAN — I won't give his
rank — as he might be up or down again —
Is still In Italy. The last time he wrote he
mentioned giving an inspiring performance

he consulted an apiarist. "HONEY DICK
MILBURN" — our truck driver — is thoroughly versed in apiculture and Bill asked,

in "Ten Nights in a Barroom." Wish I had
been there tor the concessions. Could sell

"How long is a bee's stinger anyhow
Dick?" I quote the man's answer, "A bee's
stinger is one thirty-second of an inch
long. And upon deposit the other two
feet is imagination."
This is apparently the month of individual
difficulties. PAT VAN WIE is invariably
faced with some curving problem, who is
matrimonially eligible and making it very
difficult for him to retain his membership
in the category of consolidated bachelors.
Now he's riding on the horns of a dilemma.
He says that "Every woman is fair or ugly;
it is not good to marry an ugly wife because she will not be attractive; therefore,
it is not good to marry at all," so all day
he wails, "Oh-h please don't corral me In,
'cause my name's Mr. In-Between!"
"Bon soir ami."

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

Well, when the boys reach for this copy
of "Action" they will at last have a complete resume of the whereabouts of every
lad in the Grip Dept, who has entered the
service. It has been difficult to compile
this information on account of the secret
movements of the various units. However —
JIMMY T. BARNES, now a sergeant
with the 9th Combat Camera Unit, is on
a furlough and is enjoying himself on the
Lot for a week or so. Jimmy looks great
and like many of the boys has really seen
action.
_ M/S JOHNNY COOLEY who divides
his time between Fort Roach and Comeleta, has many a thousand air miles to his
credit. John, who has been with the First

some of my slightly used old choppers.
Chuck is with a construction unit and to
date has used up seven million square feet
of lumber.
Left to right. Director JOS. MANKIEWICZ, GENE
TIERNEY, and Sgt. JAMES BARNES, Grip on Miss
Tierney's picture before going overseas 27 months
ago, visits her on the Dragonwyck set,

of his lack of 20-20 vision. Is doing right
smart by himself on one of the newer Jap
isles. After all a sergeant has a few rights,
and Walt was never backwards — bet he
wished he had his rakish Buick with him.
BOB FLEMING writes from Washington,
D. C., that he d oesn't know

where

the

time goes. Here it's almost two years since
I enlisted, he writes, and It feels like two
weeks. He has met a number of former
Studio personnel in his travels and wishes
to be remembered to all.
CHESTER (Beansey) GERAS is on the
move again. He is stationed somewhere
out on the East coast, but as he says, not
very permanently. When he lights somewhere he will divulge all the intimate
details.
Lt. FRANK GILLY is back on the Lot
once more and by the time this hits the
magazine he will be a civilian. Back in
moth balls will go the medals and decorations, that is, until some sweet nothing sitting on his lap will have him unburden his
heart and soul.
HANK GERZEN, T/3, is right In the
front lines of Germany, and I believe I
told you that many a foot of newsreel
shown on local screens was shot by Hank.
Don't think after the fracas that he will

Bomber
in England.
He hasn'ton written for Group
a few weeks,
is probably
the
move toward that German hamlet, Berlin,
Bust a few for us. Bob.
NED KLINGENSMITH Is waiting for a
medical discharge after being overseas. At
present he Is at the El Mirador Hotel in
Palm

Springs. The

hotel has been

con-

verted into a hospital and Ned says It's
more like a college campus, but lacks the
co-eds.
WILLIAM KAHLO, who first saw action
as an ambulance driver for the British in
Egypt at the beginning of the war, Is now
In
Europe
Uncle
much
time for
to write,
have at the present
much at collecting

Sam. Bill
guess
few doesn't
of the have
boys
time. Well, I am not
souvenirs, but would

dearly
love toslab.
have Hitler's head mounted
on
a marble
LOU

KUSLEY,

S 2/c, is on a Navy land-

doesn't
a thing
to
Lou ing
ascraft,
he water
has had
many mean
a gallon
poured
over
his head
while rigging.
Lou's
last letter
we gather
he is in From
the South
Pacific.
WOODY

(Sleepy) LAGUNE

Is still In

San Diego.
There's
doubt
will come
backanother
to the lad
Gripwhom
gang. I
His photography has depth and vision and
I feel quite sure he Is a credit to Pacific
Fleet Camera Party to which he belongs.
The
Grips are an amazing group of technicians.
Lt. JIMMY LAVIN; now stationed with
a P-38 In Italy, Is or will be very shortly

Motion Picture Unit since it's Infancy, has
been in service for nearly three years, and
at present is stationed In Culver City.
J. L. CRIPE, who worked on a permit
in the afternoons, is still on Government

a proud father. Had a letter from a member of his group and speaks very highly
of Lt. Jim. With the Hun on the run, it's
possible that we may see a few of our
boys back on a furlough.
PETE LORENO is still based at Patterson Field, Ohio. Pete probably knows more
about a plane than Is written In the book.
He is with the 4100th A.A.F. Base Unit,
Fairfield, Ohio.

Island, Alameda. We haven't heard from
Cripe, but believe that he can still be
reached there.
Wee one, HORACE DUARTE, CM 2/c,
is still in the South Pacific. Who knows, he
may have tied up with a South Sea Island
beauty by now. He was a one for the
feminine sex. Wonder if any of you boys
bump into one another?
K. L. (Sailor) DAW was fortunate enough
to spend a little time with us before being shipped to the South Pacific. Sailor
Is a C.P.O. of long standing. They didn't
name him "Sailor" for nothing!
Old WALT ERICKSON who, regardless

ROBERT A. HAGER, former permit
man, is now a Lieutenant with the 1 7th

Left to right, WALTER PITCHMAN, Grip Dept.,
FRED ETCHEVERY, Mech. Effects, and CHAS.
ROSE, Grip Dept., after completing Navy short.

FRANK (All - American) LUBIN Is at
March Field, California. Unable to squeeze
his lanky frame into anything but a Superfortress, Frank is doing more than his share
in shaping up the various groups who are
making glorious history with their pin-point
bombing raids. MARY AGNES, his better
half. Is carrying on In the Mill office here.

6

Pvt. JOHN LARKIN, another of our
permit boys, is getting his at Camp
Roberts, Calif. It is one of the toughest
training areas in the country, and between
you and me, the finished product is a
match for anything that walks.
FRANK CORY, Jr., a staff sergeant
with the Air Force, has Alaska, the Pacific
and many other areas to his credit. Frank
hasn't had a furlough for some time, but
we keep posted through his dad, Frank,
with the Process Dept.
JIMMY R. MORRIS, a Lieutenant In
Uncle Sam's Air Force, has another to his
credit. This time it's a boy. How he finds
the time, these busy days — this column is
your doing, Jim. Hope it gives you the
information you seek.
ROGER (The Lodger) MURPHY, the
dean of them all, had one of the saddest
assignments of the war. The photographing of our beloved President's last resting
place. For many years one of our topnotch key men, it was fitting that he was
chosen for this sacred duty. Roger can be
found anywhere between Culver City and
Washington, D. C.
WALTER (Butter Ball) MACHADO, stationed up San Francisco way, found time
enough to sneak away and spend a little
time on the Lot. Walt, you might say,
fairly rolled through the gates. That Navy
chow must be out of this world. He thinks
a move might be coming up.
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name on the cab. Santoro has been around
and will do alright. Thanks for the mail.
Bill. Hope you get ours.
JIMMY THOMAS believes in preparedness and Is not going to forget a thing.
He is with a construction battalion in the
South Pacific, and If he and BUNKY VAN
ANTERWERP get together, they'll have a
boom town built overnight. Both have our
best wishes, and we hope they write us
soon.
LLOYD DIXON WINGER has been
away so long. Was connected with aerial
photography. Last time we saw Lloyd, he
had many a thousand air hours to his
credit. At present he Is In the South
Pacific.
Here's another of our permit boys who
used to be on the night shift. BUDDY
WILSON Is stationed on the U.S.S. Venus
in the South Pacific. Lots of luck to you.
CLARK SHORT is back and Is going
Into the osteopathic business. Government
Is helping out, but In the meantime he is
practicing on most of us guys.
LORNE CHURCH, former permit boy
Is overseas and no word from him for some
time. You remember GORDON WILLIAM,
the little lad who worked around the Grip
room, well, he has been overseas for nearly
two years. So here's wishing you the best
fellows, and so let's hear from you.

LOU PAZELLI, brother of Primo, hasn't
been gone very long, but wherever he
goes it is with our best wishes. At present
he is at boot camp in San Diego.
ALONZO PARKER just sent In a change
of address. Probably Is right in the thick
of things in Europe. His brother-in-law,
Eddie Ledgerwood, tells us that Alonzo Is
considering an Army career after the war.

a crow's nest. We Grips get around.
S/Sgt. JESS STONE, in the European
combat area, is with the heavy artillery.
Should have some mail from him soon.
The SMITH brothers, LOU and HARRY,
are both In the South Pacific, nice If their
two units combined. Both write grand letters, hope they get the magazine, nothing
like keeping abreast of the times!
BILL SANTORO sent In a couple of
snaps, thought he owned a truck until his
friend moved and we saw Uncle Sam's

a grand pappy last month.
EFFIE REEVE, one of our genial and petite waitresses, returned to the Cafe de
Paris, after an absence of 3 years. Prior
to that she was with the cafe over 6 years.
At present her husband is attending the
Merchant Marine Officers' Training School
at Alameda, California. We welcome
Effie back for a long stay.
A lot of souvenirs from the war fronts
have been received by a number of our
employees. Last month you read of Tullio's souvenir from his son. Now we'll give
you the details about others.
MYRTLE ROUSCH has been making a
happy ostentation of the Purple Heart
medal, sent to her by hubby ROUSCH.
The winsome waitress' husband. Staff Sergeant Russell Rousch, Is stationed in Luzon
with the Infantry. It was there he received
shrapnel wounds to gain the distinguished
medal. After an absence of 3 years. Myrtle hopes he will be home soon.
PETE STUMPUS and family are not only
proud of ACHILLES STUMPUS for being
In the service but happy to receive his
souvenir to them. He sent home a Nazi
flag
with over
battered
"Bastards
of Bastogne"
lettered
emblem,
and below
was 101 st
Airborne Division, of which Achilles is a
first lieutenant. Not only was he in the
Invasion of Holland, but of Bastogne also,
for which he received the Air Medal
award. He Is now attending the University of Paris, taking a course In Information and Education. He is one of 3 brothers Pete has In service.
An interesting story is from CECIL
HAUNTZ of our kitchen staff who, for the
first time since 1940, saw his brother,
T/Sgt. MARION HAUNTZ, In Pendleton,
Oregon, last month. Seven days after
Sgt. Hauntz and his outfit hit the Gothic
Line above Florence, Italy, he was
wounded, shot In the neck by a German

Our own FRED (Bejak) REZK Is a carpenter's mate stationed only seven miles
from Tia Juana, but being a solid citizen
we know that Fred can turn his back on
the scampering nags that have even themselves dizzy.
The RICHTER boys, FRED and JOHN,
are carving a hitch in the hall of fame.
Both boys have seen action and while we
languish for news, can always call on papa
Richter, the gentleman farmer of Downey,
Calif. Fred is a Lieutenant and Jack Is a
Captain.
Also the RIEMER boys, JIMMY and
JOHN are both In service. John, the newest recruit, is stationed in Texas. Jimmy
is with the Maritime Service. Had done
everything from deep sea diving to rigging

performing her duties.
The extra smile TULLIO is giving you Is
for a very significant reason. He became

Left, PAUL GROMAN,
Roast Cook, at the Cate
de Paris, has been with TCP for 9 years. He roasts
all the meat used in the Cate, plus about 800
pounds ot turkey per week. Paul's hobbies are
swimming, tishing, doing miniature work, copper
work, and making leather purses. On the right
is MARINO
FAVRE, vegetable cook at the Cate
de Paris. Marino has been with TCP tor 6 years.
He says it would take a 150-acre tarm to raise
the vegetables used in the cate tor a year. His
hobby

is horticulture.

CAFE GOSSIP
By VAUGHN

FiSCUS

The waitress you see hobbling around
the dining room is CECELIA LESLIE. For
the past 10 months she has been absent
because of a broken leg. Cecelia Is a veteran waitress of 9 years' service with the
cafe. We congratulate her at present
for having extreme sanguine fortitude in

sniper. 'Twas too bad for the German!
Young Hauntz now has in his possession
the medals that particular sniper wore.
He is now in a Spokane hospital and wears
the Purple Heart with one Oak Leaf Clusrepresenting wounds received In the
Italianter,campaign.
After an absence of 7 weeks our senior
hostess, JUANITA BONFIGLIO, Is back
job much Improved from her reon the
cent illness. She is happy to be back at
the cafe, where she has given faithful
service for the past 10 years.
We regret that IRENE FOWLER, who
has been making your coffee for the past
two years, has taken a leave of absence
for a rest. She will be missed by all and
we hope she'll be back soon.
A waitress called this order to a cook:
"Fry two eggs and leave them up."
"Up where?" the cooked asked, smiling.
That's all for this time. See you next
month.
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DIRT FROM LEFT FIELD

the realization that those with whom we
are not in accord also have their own

By THE PROP

DEPT.

An error appearing In this column will
be retracted in the succeeding issue of
"Action." We therefore wish to apologize
to WALTER PITCHMAN for that erroneous statement concerning his purchasing
a 10 cent cigar. From operator No. 99 we
learn that he merely made the down payment and in order to meet the weekly
installments is now raffling off a $2.00
fountain pen (25 chances — $1 a chance).
Oh well! With the Interest and carrying
charges, etc., the poor laddie will probably only break even so lets all of his 25
friends pitch in and help.
Another thing we wish to make clear
to our thousands of readers and admirers
Is that this column Is conducted on the
highest plane of honesty. We cannot accept payment for mentioning names nor
can we be bribed for not printing embarrasing-sltuatlon news. We are therefore
having our corps of secretaries mail back
the many checks which we have received
during the past month. Unfortunately,
however, the cash and cigarettes got
mixed up with our own, and cannot be
returned! To "corn" an old phrase, we
say, HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY, and
anyway checks have to be Indorsed.
We Wonder Dept.
Why they Insist on punching holes In
the time cards where you are supposed to
sign your name . . .
If JOCKEY LIEBGOLD (he won a race
on the merry-go-round) is trying to be
another STEINBERG or ABRAHAMS . . .
What with the two toned shirts, scarves,
jackets, etc., he looks like the Digest's
version of what the well dressed man should

thoughts of what is right. No one should
be criticized, censored or condemned for
doing that which he sincerely believes to
be right even though our own sincerity
tells us that In doing just the opposite we
are right. RIGHT and WRONG
are determined within one's own
any other means.
In Memorlum.

mind and not by

We wish that we could express in words
the thoughts that are in our minds, and
feelings in our hearts, as we say au revoir
to Mack Elliott, who passed away March
30, 1945.
After 30 years in the motion picture
Industry — 20 years with Fox — we know
that he made thousands of friends and we
consider It a privilege and a pleasure
we were numbered among them.
We will miss his never failing good
mor, his ability as a Property man and
warmth of his friendship. We can only

that
huthe
say,

"So long, Gus, we’ll see you at the finish

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
line."

By DICK STOLZE
We wish to give recognition to BILL
KERN, his son and daughter for the service they are rendering in behalf of our
United States of America. Though Bill
has been released from the Navy due to
injuries received in line of duty, his son
Lt. WALLACE KERN and daughter Lt.
(jg) LaNea Schaffer are still performing
active service.
Bill enlisted on August 5, 1942; performed as Instructor in the Navy for sixteen months, on completion of this asslgn-

wear. What Digest, we won't say.
Why the writer of the news from the
Cafe de Paris doesn't call his column
tie Statistics" . . .
What made MARIE (keep 'em
KRAMCHAK
decide that you
set stills and requisitions properly
ing them In front of an electric

ment he became a Crew Chief
tion Research, until discharged
ary 16, 1945. Bill Is back with
the Transportation Department
to keep the wheels turning.
Son, WALLACE KERN was

In Demolion Februus again In
helping us
graduated

from the University of Illinois as Architectural Engineer in June, 1942. On leaving
college he entered the United States Army
and received his commission in the Army
Engineers. Since then Wallace has really
been doing things. He was In the landing
at Casa Blanca November 8, 1942; then
went through Sicily and Into Italy; now on
leave here' In the United States after serving thirty months overseas, most of the
time with Mark Clark's Fifth Army. At
this writing, Wallace is awaiting a new
assignment.
Daughter, Lt. (j.g.) LaNEA SCHAFFER
is stationed at United States Naval Hospital In Memphis, Tennessee. While there
she married Lt. SCHAFFER, a Doctor on
the hospital staff.

of the U. S.
Sgt. EARL CONNOLLY
Air Forces and Chief Petty Officer JACK
NICKOLS of the U. S. Navy paid us a
pleasant visit here at the Studio in taking
advantage of their leave from active duty.
Both boys are expecting new assignments
in the field of action and soon.
We are sorry to say that ART McLAUGHLIN, one of our Boom Truck Operators, met with a most unfortunate accident and it will be some time before he
Is able to return to work. Art, we of the
Transportation Department wish you a
speedy recovery.
ANDY DeLEUW, our film car operator,
had a sudden attack of appendicitis and
was rushed to the hospital. He is doing
nicely
now and we hope to be seeing you
soon, Andy.
RED

GRANDFIELD

Is the pleasant per-

"Vlt

guessing)
can't file
by throwfan . . .

Why GENE BRYANT was so elated when
he heard where the Hathaway Company
was to be quartered while on the New
York location . . .
Well, enough of that — those two charming young ladies, LEOTA and MARIE just
celebrated their 26th and 27th birthdays.
How charming can one get? Poor JACK
STUBBS, all he does is get the script broken
down for somebody else. DON GREENWOOD promises as soon as that other
fender
back on!falls off, he'll have them

all put

Food for Thought Dept.
We always have contended that every
Individual has the inherent right of freedom
of speech. However, in times like these,
with many embarrassing positions due to
strikes, picket lines, etc., we should express ourselves without criticizing and with

BILL KERN, former Chief Petty Officer with the
U. S. Navy, is now back in the Transportation
Department after 30 months of service to his

counfry.
is Bill's
son, has
Lt. aWALLACE
KERN of On
the the
U. S.right
Army.
Bill also
daughter,
Lt. (|.g.) LaNEA SCHAFFER, presently stationed
in Memphis, Tennessee.
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LAB-LAFFS
By DAVE

GOLDFARB

LOUIS HEIFETZ, JOHN FRITCH, and
HENRY GOLDFARB, being commanded
by their back yard worms to start that
Victory garden early. Quote: "The early
garden, gets the worm." Unquote . . .
ROSE ROBINSON, confessed she had
a sweet tooth, and proved It by flashing
It all wrapped up in a piece of chewy
candy. I will not mention the name of the
bar for it might be the same one sponsored by your dentist . . .
STUART BARNFIELD, scheming up a
deal to buy HENRY WEBER's valley home.
By the time you read this, the sale may be
completed. If Henry throws In a refrigerator, and a gas range. So now Weber has
asked for thirty days to figure out some
way to out scheme Barney. The betting Is
furious In the Lab to see who will be the
victor . . .
JOHANNA CAMPBELL, eating raw carrots so she can see those him-up pictures
better . . .
HAROLD
BUSBY, with the Transportation Dept,
tor 15 years, and recently promoted to assistant
to WALLY CASTLE, head of the Insert Dept. Busby
bowls with the Five Little Foys, and last month
made

bowling history when he bowled the sensational high series of 742. It is rumored he scores

well in golf and romancing, but he's originally a
Texas man, so maybe that accounts for it!

son you see now that does all the greasing of our equipment. Red has taken the
place of HARRY TIEFFER, since Harry
was transferred to the Tire Department —
a brake for JOHNNY WILHELM — or is it.
HENRY SOUSA, our Yard Captain is a
very conscientious Individual and can be
depended upon 100 per cent for cooperation in seeing that our equipment is ready
to roll with all things necessary for the
particular duties our trucks have to perform. I ask all Drivers to give Henry your
confidence and he will most certainly give
you all the assistance needed to further
your particular tasks.
Our Garage Bowling Team under the
sponsorship of Producer BRYAN FOY is
currently In first place . . . congratulations
boys. Besides keeping our equipment rolling, keep those balls rolling. A pin left
standing is always one against you, but not
quite as bad as being in the hands of a
much irritated Infuriated damsel. Keep up
the good work, boys.
Should you notice a stoop in the shoulders of IKE DANNING, that's from Ike's
being tired of carrying HARRELL BUSBY .. . Oh! my back . . . Echo ASBY
LOCKETT.
DAVE SNYDER has left the department
to enter a business venture of his own.
Good luck Dave! When any of you fellows
are near 5947 Barton Avenue, stop in to
see Dave's Grocery Store.
Our most sincere sympathy to DICK
STOLZE, author of this column, whose
wife, Ernestine, was killed In an automobile
accident on April 13.

What can be worse than having DORTHY HALL walk through the Lab and having lips too chapped to whistle? (How
about clapping your hands?) . . .

Being so proud of JOHNNIE PENNISI's paleness, because we know he created
It by donating blood to his dear friend,
EVA TANGUAY (former stage star, and
original "I Don't Care" girl), who was so
near to taking that final curtain. Now, we
are happy to say that Miss Tanguay, and
Johnnie, are both on the road to recovery . . .
LEON ROSEN, eating lunch and telling
the boys what he is going to have for
dinner at the same time . . .
FAWN FARRAR, being voted by the
Negative Cutters the girl they would love
to have splice their reel for 1945 . . .
MART BOLGER, rolling up the Venetian
blinds, and the negative cutters going
through a fast chorus of, "I'm Beginning
to See the Light" . . .
GERTRUDE HERRON, typing sooo fast
that the ribbon in the machine could not
keep up with her. She got words that
tangle, tangle, tangle. WOW!
(Remember, I'm not getting paid for this, so you
can't fire me) . . .
You can usually tell when summer season arrives, by watching for the tan on
(Shortle) AARON
FRED STORY,

ADLER's head . . .
riding horse back, and

getting the pain where it should be . . .
And JAMES GIBNEY, riding horse back
and getting the pain — where does one get
a pain when riding side saddle? . . .
Those

Hre marks leading up to Holly-

woodland, belong to RAY KOENIG's
car. That's all brother! . . .
WAYNE

miller's

cucumber

new

seeds re-

maining underground, and his "DO

NOT

A liHle girl with a big smile — ALICE LAFARGUE,
manager of the stock room in the Ladies Wardrobe.
Alice is a native Californian and has been emwho

ployed at TCF for l5'/2 y®«rs. One of the gals
has boosted our plasma quota — Alice has
donated blood nine times.

TOUCH" sign growing furiously. Hey!
Wayne! Maybe you planted those seeds
upside down? . . . VVayne may give out
with the' cucumbers, but you can depend
upon me to give out with the corn . . .!

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

Events are on the move for members of
this department. SI WARONKER, who
joined the Merchant Marine, Is stationed
at Catalina, within telephone distance of
his family — and that's a blessing not to
be sneezed at. JOHNNY SCOTT (Photostat) was back for a short time after a
whirl with Aerial Navigation, and is now
at Fort MacArthur. BILLY ATKINSON, so
popular with everyone on Stage I , has
transferred his smiling cooperation to the
Navy. We sincerely miss all these good
men and true, and join their wives and
children in wishing them
and a happy return.

"safe journey

Welcome to GIL BOWERS, former pianist, who has taken over SI WARONKER s
job as Orchestra Manager. Gil is wading
right into the thick of it by conjuring up
a hundred-piece orchestra out of the blue.
The N£WMAN
family is happy and
thankful to welcome home their brother,
Capt. IRVING NEWMAN, after two years
hard going In Italy. Irving received a
real "welcome home" from his little son,
RANDY, who arrived In his absence.
GEORGE BRAND has again assumed
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FILA and BETTY LOU VOLDER. By the
way, Betty Lou reports down to JIMMY
McHUGH'S bungalow when MARY MacBRIDE leaves for that long-awaited trip to
New York. On a three months' leave
while her mother is away, BETTY ROBERTS is home majoring in Domestic Science and, we imagine, putting those BandAids to good use.

his duties in ALBERTA's office, but this
time he is aided and cheered by the presence of ELOISE — a being with beautiful
slim lines, red eyes and a green complexion. That is, she's green when her supply of flies Is not rationed — otherwise, she
gets a little pale. You see, Eloise Is a
peculiar sort and George got her from a
circus.
Attendants at the Beverly Wilshire must
have thought some new stars had come to
Hollywood when ALBERTA BUCHANAN's
bevy of beautiful assistants escorted her
there to luncheon on her birthday. Feting
Alberta were THELMA OLSEN, EDNA
GREENBERG, DOLLY KAYLIN and JANE
CASTLE.

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR

BINKIE

WOELZ.

left, and ANITA

CONNOLLY,

two more of our charming Postal Packin' Mamas.

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By IRMA

LEE WOLF

How do you do! I'd like you to meet
two of our gang whose beaming faces are
pictured above. On the left, we have
BINKIE WOELZ, a native of California.
She proudly boasts of having attended
John Burroughs Junior High and Los Angeles High schools. Upon being asked of
her scholastic attainments, she said: "I was
pretty smart, but I never did anything."
BInkiels main loves are sleeping, eating,
and a very handsome boy friend named
BOB. She admires Spencer Tracy and
Katherine Hepburn and adores her brother
JACK, who is in the Army Signal Corps.
She wishes she could sing like Sinatra and
dance like Hermes Pan. She Is credited
with having no other idolsyncracies.
On

the right, we see ANITA CONNOLLY, who hails from Pittsburgh. Coming to Los Angeles in 1939, she attended
Le Conte and then Hollywood High
School. Her hobbies are drawing and
painting. Her favorite pin-up boys are
ORSON
WELLES. SINATRA, VAN
JOHNSON, and WILLIAM EYTHE. She
loves to go to the beach, and ride on the
roller coaster. Anita has crossed the country five times, has worked at Lockheed
and Columbia, and adores cantaloupe a
la mode.
A great many new faces now adorn the
Mail Room Rogues Gallery, namely, MARILYN "Candy" BROWN, DORIS MAY,
LIZ DAVISON, and BETTY BLAISDELL.
LYNNE SHELLEY has left us to offer
her services to Hughes Aircraft.
ALEX MARTINEZ turned actor on us
when he played a part In the DOUGHGIRLS at the Bliss Hayden.
PAT CRARY Is having a little trouble
with the sweater she is knitting. It is approximately 8 sizes too large!
We of the mail room were saddened
to hear of the death of Private RICHARD
SITTON, brother of LOU SITTON, one of
our gang. Dick was killed In action in the
German campaign. We all extend to Lou
and her family our sincere condolences.

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By RUONA

THE LISTENING POST of the Script
Department is reporting again . . . and
we have lots of news to relate to you
about the gals In our Department. First,
welcome to all the new girls . . . NATALIE DAVIS, ANNE WOODS. ALLENE
COLINSKY, and FERN WRIGHT. What
Is the cause of VIRGINIA JONES' becoming new glamour . . . could It be romance, V.J.? And speaking of romance,
a lot of developments are taking place
. . . MARY LYNN BROWN recently was
married to a sailor just back from overseas. Their love blossomed at the Hollywood Canteen. The membership line forms
to the right, girls . . . GLORIA EPSTEIN
is flashing a beautiful new diamond engagement ring. That melancholy expression on LAVONNE MULLINGER'S lovely
facee is caused by the departure of her
boy friend, an Army flier, to eastern parts
. . .

LOUISE LASSOFF'S heavy correspondence with that certain party still constitutes the bulk of the mail received In
the Department . . . JOLIENE BECK
OVERACKER, one of our most recent
brides, planning on setting up housekeeping in Long Beach where her husband is
stationed . . . JANE JOSEPHS expects
her husband In one of these days from
San Francisco where he recently returned
from overseas. BERNICE WILLIAMS LAMBETH is back with us after taking her vacation In order to be with her husband on
his furlough . . . Sorry to hear about MILLIE HECKARD'S sister being rushed to
the hospital with a serious illness . . . hope
she's well soon, Millie. In the artistic department, we have JERRY MULLIGAN
who attends a leading art school in her
spare time and the results are well worth
the effort . . . SALLY HECHTLINGER Is
back after a two weeks' vacation. We
can tell summer is approaching as the sun
worshippers are already sporting sun tans
. . . namely, MARILEE "Smiley" CARPENTER, DOROTHY BRIDGES, PAT OR-

PHIL HENDERSON is getting quite a
lot of handshakes from his fellow workers.
The occasion? Phil was selected the outstanding semi-pro third baseman of the
year. He was presented the Helms Foundation Award. The fellows are all very
happy that Phil made the award.
GEO. ROBINETT says by the time that
"Action" Is out he will be able to furnish
youngberries to those who want them.
George Is taking orders now.
The good news came to BOBBY PETZOLDT that his son Is a prisoner of war.
The Red Cross furnished a map showing
location of camp and name.
Since TOM POWELL wears his yachting
cap so much, the boys are wondering if
he has a yacht on Westlake.
The electric crew that worked on "Diamond Horseshoe" wish to thank Mr. Seaton for the swell preview given them a few
days ago. It was really enjoyed by all.
NORMAN DABY is the new Lot steward for 728. Norman is taking the place
of LEO KILGORE who was advised by his
doctor
to give
up his
duties.
We
would like
to take
thissteward's
opportunity
of saying that Leo did a fine job.
For you people who like fishing, we
hear that fishing Is good at Lake Wohiford
and Lake Ervine. They are clean lakes, with
good camping sites and not too far away
and there are plenty of good boats.
We hear that JIMMY WOODS (usually
called "Blue Light") is down taking his
physical. A few more of the boys are
slated for theirs most any time now.
EMERSON HARTMAN is now stationed
in
theSouth
gang. Carolina and says to say hello to

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestvievr 5-0125

Evenings
Crestview 6-4583
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CAMERA DEPARTMENT
By D. B. CLARK

LOYALTY
GIVES US A FOUNDATION

OUR
AIM
PROGRESS
OUR
MOTTO
TO STAND ON AND
UNIVERSE

OUR
FIVE YEARS

WE

ART

WILL PHOTOGRAPH

THE

RESULTS
OF ACHIEVEMENTS
19 4 0

"OSCAR" — First award for technical achievement for design and construction of Twentieth Century Silenced Camera, developed by;
DANIEL B. CLARK
GROVER LAUBE
CHARLES MILLER
ROBERT STEVENS
"HONORABLE

MENTION" — Fourth award for nomination in the first six chosen

pictures:
A.
r—
ColoMILLER
L. SHAMROY

"THE BLUE BIRD"
"DOWN ARGENTINE

WAY"

19 4 1

THOMAS
T. STEVENSON, Machine Section Supervisor. has been with the Tabulating Dept, for 4
years. Tommy has been on all three shifts during
this time, and has gained first hand knowledge
of the department's
pleasant nature and

work and problems. Tom's
ever-ready smile make him

one of the reasons "keeping

tab" Is such a pleasure.

By JIMMIE

STEIN

News from this mechanized battalion is
scarce. Guess everyone is taking it easy
until vacations roll around. Your reporter
spent a week at Palm Springs just taking
it easy. Got us a tan, too. to steal a
quotation. Having a wonderful time. Wish
I could afford It, unquote, but that's Palm
Springs.
Our welcome mat is out again, this
time for DOROTHY GRAY, VIRGINIA
FERRELL, and SYLVIA KREJCIK who are
new to our department. IRENE FARLOW
has returned after several months during
which time she became the mother of a
strapping little boy named JAY. He's six
months of age now and growing rapidly.
Mama Irene is very proud — and should be,
too!

SARAH "Sally" McNATT is vacationing
in San Frarrcisco. Sally's husband is on
leave from his duties as First Mate in the
Merchant Marine.
DAVIDSON

also left us tempo-

rarily to be with her soldier "boy friend"
or "husband?"
ANGELA TALBOT writes us from WAC
headquarters in Ft. Des Moines, Iowa.
Angie says basic training is plenty tough
and the shortage of men In that area
doesn't help much either. But with all the
hardships she wouldn't trade her position
for anything. "Gets in your blood," she
says.

MY VALLEY"

ERNEST
"BLOOD AND SAND"
Color — PALMER
"CERTIFICATE"
matic slate; — Third award for technical achievement, development of semi-autoDANIEL B. CLARK
"HONORABLE
tures:

KEEPING TAB

SALLY

"OSCAR" — First award for outstanding photographic achievement:
Black and White —
ARTHUR MILLER
"HOW GREEN WAS

MENTION" — Fourth award for nomination in the first ten color pic-

Black and White —
EDWARD CRONJAGER

"SUN

VALLEY

SERENADE"

19 4 2
"OSCAR" — First award for outstanding photographic achievement:
LEON
"THE BLACK SWAN"
Color —SHAMROY
"PLAQUE" — Second award for technical achievement for development of photo electric lens calibrating system for exposure control:
DANIEL B. CLARK
"HONORABLE
tures:

MENTION" — Fourth award for nomination In the first ten chosen pic-

Black and White —
CHARLES CLARKE
EDWARD CRONJAGER
LEON SHAMROY
In the first six color pictures chosen:

"MOONTIDE"
"THE PIED PIPER"
"TEN GENTLEMEN

EDWARD CRONJAGER
ERNEST PALMER

FROM

WEST

POINT"

"TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI"
"SONG OF THE ISLANDS"

19 4 3
"OSCAR" — First award for outstanding photographic achievement:
Black and White —
ARTHUR
"CERTIFICATE"
application
CHARLES

MILLER
"SONG OF BERNADETTE"
— Third award for technical achievement for development and practical
of a device for composing artificial clouds Into motion picture scenes;
CLARKE

"HONORABLE MENTION" — Fourth award for nomination In the first six chosen
color pictures:
EDWARD CRONJAGER
C. CLARKE & A. DAVEY

"HEAVEN CAN WAIT"
"HELLO, FRISCO, HELLO"

19 4 4
"OSCAR" — First award for outstanding photographic achievements:
Black and White —
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"LAURA"
JOE LA SHELLE
Color —
"WILSON"
LEON SHAMROY
"CERTIFICATE" — Third award for technical achievement for development of the Continuous Loop Projection Device:
GROVER LAUBE
"HONORABLE MENTION" — Fourth award for nomination in the first ten chosen blade
and white pictures:
GLEN MAC WILLIAMS
in the first six color pictures:

"LIFEBOAT"

EDWARD

"HOME

CRONJAGER

IN INDIANA"

RESEARCH NOTES
By KARLA

von MUEFFLINS

released:
Poles,
Russians,
Slovaks,
It's
good
to see
them
as they
are soetc.
happy
when their trains stop here and they get
off. Someone

"My new job is a dandy. The Regimental
Supply Officer was promoted to Battalion
Commander and I was raised to fill his
job. I have a good Staff to take care of
the routine work and I go after the special
things.
This, of course, takes me all over
the
country.

are
puncturedinterview
by exclamations
of "Uncle!"
as another
with Uncle
Sam is

of moves — my

last one

in-

"I'm In fine shape and having the time
MAY
MORRIS, Intermediate Research Librarian,
has been with TCP tor nine years. May was born
in St. Louis, but considers herselt practically a
native ot California. In addition to her other duties

volved tons of furniture and I'm still trying to regain control over my strained
muscles, even though three husky moving
men did most of the work. Now I have to

in the Research Library, May handles all the magazine subscription work tor the entire studio.

keep reminding myself that exercise is good
for me.

PROP POPS

Want ad — of special interest to dog
lovers and owners: GERTRUDE KINGSTON
is trying to find a dog who might replace
her late pet of many years. To qualify for
this honor, the dog should be a small type,
young, black Belgian police dog. Knowing Gertrude, we positively guarantee that
the right dog will have the best home
imaginable.
During the month of April, FRANCES
RICHARDSON has shown us how to do two
people's work at once and do it well! In
addition to staying at the helm of this department, she made all arrangements for
the Annual Meeting of the Southern District California Library Association. As
President, she was in charge of the entire
program for the sessions. Her roster of
speakers included Lamar Trotti, Katherine
Anne Porter and Capt. John Morrett and,
as was to be expected, the ajfair was a
most stimulating one.

and chil-

dren. The German prisoners of war aren't
off
and dance.
so happy
and you can bet they don't get

getting better": they are studded with
railroad tickets! CYRUS SMITH's dreams

Speaking

always has an accordion and

they do folk dances, men, women

are

pending
next
moveand
willnobe.one can tell what Cye's

carries my carbine. She's half Belgian and
half English, only 22 years old. I've never
seen such a little girl with so much nerve
and hate for the Germans. She never asks

Today I'm on the train again cleaning
up the paper work. Alternate trains of
refugees and German prisoners have been
stopping here all day. The civilians are
some of the forced labor that we have

no longer with us. Anyone wanting to
catch her pretty smile will have to make
an appointment with the doctor whose
Girl Friday she now is. Our youngest
alumni has all our good wishes for a
bright and happy future!
After months of silence, ROBERT
THOMPSON, Ph. M. 3/c surprised us with
one of his book-length letters, this time
from the Philippines. He gave us an interesting account of how the distribution
of films is handled among large ships and
made it very plain that the entertainment
Is highly valued. He gave four stars, incidentally, to "Keys of the Kingdom."
SWARZCHILD’s "dreams

Hitler (it says here). I don't trust any of
them. You should see the arsenal I carry.
One 45 cal. automatic in a shoulder holster,
a German luger on my belt, a trench knife,
a tommy-gun, a Ml Garand on my lap,
and a box of hand grenades. My jeep
driver has a tommy gun and my interpreter

where we're going or how long. It's quite
a sensation when you know you are in one
of those pockets miles away from any
friendly troops and there are just three of
you In a jeep driving like hell.

I take my pen In hand to make the sad
announcement that KIRSTEN WALLER is

RUTH

wait the Burgomeister, silk hat and all,
will come out and tell you that you are
the first American soldiers they have seen,
and you are their liberators. They all hate

of my life. In June I hope to take a sevendayHarry
leave writes
down that
on the
French
he is
in theRiviera."
Marianas
where they have a nice camp . . . the
"nicest on the islands." He says "The surveyors laid out the ground and wooden
floors were installed for us. Then the carpenter shop cut the proper amount of lumber and delivered it on the spot and each

By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

group of men living together had to erect
their own tent over the wood frame,
screened in all around. We have planted

Reports from Germany and the Western
Pacific from two former members of the

young coconut trees and tree ferns, lined
some of them with coral rocks with coral

Prop

sand paths, etc.

Department. They are First Lieutenant John F. Burton, now with the Staff
389th Engineering Regiment somewhere
in Germany, and Harry E. Mellen,
U.S.N.C.B. Yeoman First Class, currently
in the West Pacific area.
Jack writes: "Tomorrow I'll leave on a
trip to Liege, Brussels, and Antwerp. Our
troops are driving like devils, even I have
been across the Rhine at two different
places . . . the Germans are being liberated. At first I saw nothing but deserted
towns but now the spearheads have closed
in on big pockets where the people know
only that
sation to they
drive are
intocuta off.
town It's
in quite
a jeepa senand
see everyone run for the houses. If you

"We have a very nice chow hall, ship's
store and beer garden. The store, tailor
shop, barber shop and post office are all
in one building conveniently arranged.
Also have a nice recreation building, reading and writing room, library and a ping
pong room. Outdoor ball games and such
are comnig up soon. Have a very neat little chapel and an outdoor movie and stage
which is just being completed. In the meantime we see movies in an old temporary
chow hall.
"It all sounds pretty nice on paper, but
what with a seven-day a week work schedule, there is little time to really enjoy much
of it at a time. Oh yes, we have a laundry
run by the seabees with native women

do-

12
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Studio Club manager received a letter
from T/Sgt. Stephenson. In the letter was
this same check he won on the wager.
Stephenson endorsed It over to the
American Red Cross fund with a request
that the amount be credited to the auditing department's contributions and be used
for overseas servicemen's comforts.
Furthermore, he expressed sincerest
thanks for cigarettes sent to him by the
club. He himself smokes a pipe but he says
the cigarettes come in handy when hospital trains pass by from the front.
In addition to his own contribution to
the war, Stephenson gave two sons to the
Service. One of them has just been freed by
the Russians from a German prison camp,
while his second boy Is soon to leave for
the South Pacific as a radar expert In the
battle to exterminate the Japs.
Stephenson Is a train dispatcher somewhere In France.

PAYROLL PERIODS
Lt. JACK

BURTON

somewhere

in Germany, writes: "... our troops
are driving like devils ..."

of fhe Property Dept., now

ing the wcik. It's swell because we get it
done for free. It was pathetic watching
some of these fellows trying to do a wash;
H sure can be an awful job when you
naven't much
it.

of an idea about

handling

"All this is far from enjoyable, don't
misunderstand me, and I'll certainly be glad
to give up all these rainbows and beautiful sunsets and have the pleasure of looking on the gloomy side of dear old civilian
life once again. Believe me, never were
truer words spoken, 'Be it ever so humble,
there's no place like home,' and I think
all this has taught many to realize it."

By LOLA

SHADLUS

A. G. DORRITY is contrary and traveled
plenty of miles to Victoria, Canada, to
get away from it. Was It really the change
in weather he wanted or did EDNA
CHRISTIE and "Aunty" JEAN BANTA
finally get the best of him? Only Dorrity
knows!
It seems that SHIRLEY LYONS found
out that there was more to getting a tan
than just sitting In the sun. Mondays
usually finds her In bad shape with a face
that would put a tomato to shame. Her
"would be" tan turns to freckles and it
takes all the encouragement GRACE
ROGERS and ALTA MAE SHEAHAN can
give to convince her that, in time, she'll
get enough freckles to cover the entire

NEWS FLASH
DISCOVERED — a man who just can't
seem to do enough for his country.
He is NORMAN
M. STEPHENSON,
whose wife lives at 5869 Locksley Place,
Hollywood, and who is on military leave
from the accounting department at 20th
Century-Fox Studios serving in France
with the U. S. Army as a Technical Sergeant.
First of all, Stephenson wanted to serve
Uncle Sam so badly that he spent an
entire year trying to get into the army
and finally made the grade.

member

of the Payroll Dept.

area of her face and arms — thus a healthy
tan.
A bit of longing and a bit of pride was
etched on LES DRESSLER'S face as he displayed the Air Medal won by his son in
the European Theater. His Is a son worthy
to be proud of with four Oakleaf Clusters plus the Air Medal already added to
his credit.
JEAN

BANTA

certainly has a right to

go around
that "guess Awhat"
sion on herwith
countenance.
shortexpreswhile
ago she came bursting Into the office with
"Guess what — I'm an aunt" and two days
later It was "Guess what — I'm a great
aunt." There's a limit to everything but

appropriate
name for "Hathaway's
Chicks" at the rate that they've been
burning up the alleys. Half-pint SHIRLEY
DAVISON sailed through with a 512 series and was still in a daze the following
morning. The team's pride and joy Is its
2703 series made April 5th. Nice going,
eh?
When

ED

ARNOLD

and

the

FIRE

CHIEF get engrossed in a good conversation we never try to join in. They rattle
off in Spanish and sound like a couple
of tobacco auctioneers as far as we're
concerned. "Bobby-socks" JOHANNA
ZWART, on the other hand, can produce
the same effect when she gives out with a
bit of her native Dutch. This place is getting to be like the League of Nations.

Vv'hile in a camp in this country, one
of his comrades wagered him $50 that he'd
never stay in the army much less be sent
overseas. His buddy was the one who
flunked. out and was honorably discharged,
but as a civilian was as good as his word
and paid off the bet with a check.
Doyle, 20th Century-Fox

E. ROGERS,

we can't help but wonder what's next.
"The Red Hot Items" seems like a more

By SPEED KENDALL

Recently Tom

GRACE

People travel plenty of miles to enjoy
a bit of Southern California sunshine but

EDITH

SPANGLER.

Payroll Clerk.

All in all, time slips fast so we'll be
looking forward to hearing from you all In
the June Issue.
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AUDITIES
By SHIRLEY

COATES

As I struggle with my pen — the beautiful weather trickles In through the Venetian blinds. With the sweat of my brow
and my fingers entwined, I shall relate to
you the happenings of the Aud Audities.
The first happy vacationer "Gin" WILLIAMS reported back with a rosey and
can't-sit-stlll feeling. She journeyed down
to Seal Beach for the fly-by-night week.
She didn't quite have the courage to take
a dip in the salty Pacific, but was content to view It from a safe distance.
Our third and last Prisoner of War

Is

handsome Capt. GEORGE
STEIGER,
hubby of long time employee of Auditing,
OTTLY STEIGER. George was employed
by the City of Los Angeles, Engineering
Dept, as a surveyor for approximately 15
years, and was a member of the Army
Reserve for about 10 years. On April I,
1941, he was called to active duty and
stationed at Fort Winfield Scott In San
Francisco, attached to the Sixth Coast
Artillery. He was sent to Fort Mills, Corregldor in August, 1941, attached to the
Fifty-ninth • Coast Artillery. He was captured bythe Japs, May 5, 1942, at the fall
of Corregidor and was shipped with the
first group of American prisoners to Japan.
He is in a prison camp at Zentsuji, Island
of Shikaku. The prison camp is only 70
miles from Kobe Isaka where the Yanks are
now bombing
on Japan.
George

miles from Tokyo so it won't be long before
he will be back on California soil.
A former employee, Sgt. NORMAN
STEPHENSON is now stationed in France
with a Railroad Operational Battalion. His
son. Pvt. BILL STEPHENSON who was captured during the Normandy Invasion received the Presidential Citation for bravery. Mrs. Stephenson called the Studio a
few days ago to say that she received a
cable from Washington, via Moscow, that
Bill had been liberated!
The April Fool's Day

married In De-

joke played on

yours
was a a ton
bigofasbricks,
life "For
Rent"
sign. Itruly
fell like
and nearly
killed myself getting to the door, only to
have a little boy whisper "April Fool"!
Last month took the birthday cake with
a big majority. ALBERTO
OTTLY STEIGER and MYRA

VALENTINO,
BEASLEY.

Due to the luscious weather, we notice
that BETTY B. and other auditors have lost
their "foxy pallor" — sho nuff!

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

Well, I hope that the present confused
situation will be cleared up before this
comes out in print. In the meantime I

SERSEN SHOTS

Oh, yes I do, too, know something. My
little red-haired daughter, BARBARA,
By VIRGINIA

BARBARA

WEBSTER,

GODFREY

whose lovely pic-

ture is in "Action" this month. Is now wearing the uniform of a WAVE. Barbara is
training at Hunter College in New York
City and likes the Navy very much. She
has been a member of the Sersen Department for over three years. She was one of
our assistant Matte artists and also kept
Mr. Sersen's extensive Research under control, which was a tremendous job and I
only hope I can keep it in some semblance
of order, Barbara. The very best of luck
to you from

all of us —

and although I

went away to war — 2nd Lieutenant Army
Nurse Corps, at present at Fort Lewis,
Wash. Heck of an Army with girl Lieutenants! Did I ever tell you about how I
won the war In 1918? Ask me about It
some time.
The car parking problem is another confused situation at present. We are trying
to help as best we can, but I never knew
that our beautiful secretaries could be so
ornery and uncooperative. TEX FORE
says down In Texas men are men the women
don't talk back. Must be a pretty nice
place — Texas!
Working hours are quite upset In our
department. Some who have been sleep-

loathe platitudes. I'm afraid the Navy's
gain is our loss.
Lt. ARTHUR MILLIER is home again
and we are looking forward to seeing him
— his record overseas makes us beam with
pride. Welcome home, Artie.

ing days are sleeping nights — some who
slept nights are trying to sleep days — and
some are sleeping while they walk around
the lot, like I am doing. Fun? Cut it out!

Another "Sersenite" whose war record
Is a source of pride is Lt. VERNON LAW.
Vernon is back in this country again after

STRATTON’S car. Fun's fun but enough’s
enough, says Bill.

many months in the China-Burma-India
theatre and will be here for a while for a
well deserved rest.
VON

OTTLY STEIGER, accounts payable clerk in the
Auditing Dept., is eagerly awaiting the release of
her husband from a Jap prison camp, where he
has been interned sincr M<y «942.

Lovely BARBARA WEBSTER of the Sersen Dept.,
is now wearing the uniform of a WAVE and training at Hunter College in New York City.

don't
know much
know much,
period.what's going on. I don't

to soften up for the attack

and Ottly were

13

cember, 1937, and Ottly has been a part
of our department for the last nine years.
She has received a total of 12 cards and
letters from her husband, the last received on Christmas day and dated October 9, 1944. Capt. Steiger is only 350

MULLDORFER

Somebody

put rocks in the seat of BILL

HANK HARRIS says he's got to get
away from the office for a while and get
some exercise or else get a bigger chair

is making pictures

of Tokyo these days — after the B-29's go
through. He writes wonderfully interesting
letters home — which are signed CpI. Von
Mulldorfer. Congratulations, Von.
We received a card from DICK
mailed from Paris, France!

FRITCH

as he’s getting quite a spread. You've
Hank. a stenographer's background now,
got
We have a couple of new recruits In
our department. RALPH SHOTWELL,
just out of the Army, having also served
in the Army In World War I. ANTON

14
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his steady address come the next issue.
Have no steady replacement for him yet
but are dividing his work around among
KAY PRYOR'S girls.
For you letter-writers,
SWEDE's
address:
PVT. JESSE here
E. isMUNDEN,
39751391, Co. "B"— 91st Inf. Tr. Bat.,
Camp Roberts, Calif. He's closest to home
of any of our Servicemen so expect to see
him in here some week-end before this
goes to press.
BOB HARRIS has moved wife, son and
trailer to San Antonio, Texas. Here's
McCRARY's address, BOB, in case you
a week-end pass and can make it:
"H" — Barracks 135, Amarillo Army
Base, Amarillo, Texas.

BILL
get
"Sq.
Air

I'm very sorry to report the passing
away of HOMER WATSON on March
28th in Arizona. His funeral was at Sawtelle so his many friends were able to attend. In a fine and sincere gesture, the
20th Century-Fox American Legion Post
HARDY
ESLICK, police officer on the Pico Time
Gate from 4:00 p.m. to midnight. Hardy has been
with the TCP Force for 5 years.

PAULSEN, 19 years on the M.G.M. police
department. He had to quit for tear it
might become permanent. REX SMITH,
14 years in the show business as one of
the famous "TWO BLACK CROWS." The
act was broken up because of the death
of his partner. Also CLARENCE GREEN,
who says that nothing of interest to anyone ever happened to him. Welcome, you
guys! Stick around. We might open up
a keg of nails!
I know that this sounds just like a lot of

and the "Westerners Club" (of the Masonic Order), also from our Lot, gave him
an impressive ceremony and final ' salute.
Glad to have the happy and proud
MARGARET YARN back from the north
where she tells us her daughter and new
grandson are both doing fine.
FLOSSIE STIFFLER is still home mending 2 broken ribs and other bruises suffered in a recent automobile accident.
We certainly wish you a speedy recovery,
FLOSSIE, and miss seeing you very much
in our Tailor Shop.
See you next month.

silly drivel, and so it is, but it's about all
I can write under present circumstances,
so maybe I had better shut up. So I will.
Hope things will be back to normal next
month. Goodbye

Fitter In the Ladies

Wardrobe,

Gene

Tierney

and

Jeanne

Crain

for "Leave

Her

to Heaven".

CERTIFIED PASSED BY FIELD PRESS
CENSOR
AT A U. S. AIR CORPS BASE SOMEWHERE IN ITALY — A Hollywood setting
came to life for T/5 CHARLIE HOFFMAN
recently when a heavy snowstorm blanketed
the enfire runway of an airfield that his
outfit of aviation engineers was maintaining, with such a thick polar coating that it
all but sank and disappeared. When the
skies cleared he took one look down the
6000 foot expanse of what had once been
an impressive display of steel matting,
but was now one long sheet of snow stretch-

But he soon sang a different tune.
it?" down the line to make the
Orders
ful, isn'twent
field operational that same day at all
costs, as a vital mission had to be fulfilled.
Now Charlie, who in ten years as a grip
with 20th Century-Fox Studios had learned
to do the impossible, could hardly be dis-

MEN'S WARDROBE
SHIRK

Spring fever and April Fool weather
have come hand in hand this month and

mayed by such a "trifling" assignment
He got on the ball and helped devise a
new set of tools to cope with the mountains of snow. It was Charlie, moreover,
who got the brilliant idea for a huge

everyone's talking about beaching and
fishing — seems ironical that week days can
be so nice and Sundays so sunless. Still,
hope burns eternal — and the whole gang
and families plan a pot-luck picnic come
the first day of the fishing season.
SANDY returned from Denver with the
Basketball Team and 4th Place (out of 40
of this country's best teams at the A.A.U.
Tournament — 4th place is darn good playing I say). It was definitely one of those
"having a wonderful time, wish you were
here" deals, although 5 games in one week
kept everyone moving at top speed in the
mile high city.
Good Luck to BCB IFVERSEN, who received his induction notice and checked
into Ft. MacArthur April 17th. Will post

ROGERS,

an employee for 13 years, and a thirteen-time
donor to the Blood Bank. Lizzie is presently fitting

ing into Infinity, and exclaimed, "Beauti-

'til then.

By HAZEL

LIZZIE

scraper that would introduce mass-reduction methods into the proceedings.
He

and his gang joined three long

powerful planks together, linked the combination bycable to the back of a truck,
rested their weight on this odd contraption

In memory of a fine friend and fellow-worker,
whose untimely death has
WATSON,
HOMER
caused a sincere loss in the Men s Wardrobe Dept.,
where he had worked for many years.

to keep it grounded, and told the driver
to take off. As the truck moved down the
field, vast stretches of runway were cleared
in record time.
It was an amazing day in more ways
than one. Every piece of equipment in
the area was brought into play. The en-
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scene for close to two decades prior to
entering the service. It was almost twenty
years ago when he pulled out of Des
Moines, Iowa, and headed for movieland.
His first job was with Universal Studios
where he remained for seven years. Ten
years ago he cast his lot with 20th CenturyFox and has been with that studio ever
since. He worked on practically every big
picture that 20th produced in that period.
The army gave him an opportunity to
visit some of the' places he had been able
to visualize from his dream sets, and he
discovered that reality is never as beautiful as a script writer's soaring imagination. Since sailing for overseas more than
two
years ago
he's had In
a chance
to India,
study
the State
of civllation
Australia,

T/5 CHARLIE HOFFMAN, formerly a star grip
man with TCF, says the plank he is holding will
be adjusted on a bridge to span a ditch in an
airfield somewhere in Italy.

gineers were out in force all that morning and afternoon, but aiding them was
as interesting a set of extras as you'd find
on any Hollywood stage. There were hundreds of soldiers representing practically
every one of the Allied nations, including English, Canadians, South Africans,
Italians, Poles, and Yugoslavs. There was no
need for rehearsal or coaching, as every
man knew his job. The work was interrupted at one point by a recurrence of the
blizzard that almost nullified the progress
of an entire morning. By 4 p.m. .however,
combined operations had succeeded in exposing at least 3000 feet of runway, more
than sufficient clearance required for a
safe take-off. The planes went up, as
planned, that evening.
Charlie
takingever
"little"
dents likehas
that been
in stride
sinceincihe

Egypt, Libya and Italy.
His outfit built the bases in the Libyan
desert from which Italy was pounded into
submission. In the past year it laid down
a string of bomber and fighter bases across
the "Boot" from which Axis holdings in
Central Europe and the Balkans are relentlessly hammered and strafed. Recently his
battalion was commended by Gen. Eaker,
chief of all Allied Air Forces In the Mediterranean, for sustaining and promoting
every phase of air operations.
Hoffman wears the Pacific-Aslatic ribbon as well as the Middle East-North Africa-European ribbon, the latter bearing
three battle participation stars.

Chief Petty Officer JOHN
33/2

years

of

service.

T. BARRETT

Jack

was

has had

in the

Battle

of Manila, the Boxer Uprising, and in World
War I, and spent 3|/2 years, until his recent
release from the service, engaged in aerial torpedo training during this war. He is back in
his old job at the canvas shop and "tickled to
death to be there!"

Largest Jewelry Showrooms

in the West

joined the aviation engineers three years
ago. "Never a dull moment," he says.
"Yesterday I finished working on a bridge
that would tide over a low spot on a taxiway, and today I'm engaged in building
a pumping installation. Funny thing about
it, they're both semi-permanent."
That last statement was made advisedly.
To Charlie, the army has not proved itself
a bit different from his Hollywood experiences. "In Hollywood you build it up
only to tear It down. In fhe army you do
the very same thing, and almost as freSUBSTANTIAL
SAVINGS

quently." Infact, he maintains, the best
Indication that you're going to move Is
when you start working on a rec hall.

GUARANTEED
TO TCF

"As soon as you're got the damn thing
up, sometimes even before the housewarming, the orders come through and
down it goes. It never fails."
Hoffman has not lacked variety either.
He's built everything from hangars to
movie theaters In the desert. The only
thing he's never done is set up the rigging
on a ship, one of his favorite assignments
back home.
Hoffman

had been

on the Hollywood
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March 4, 1945.
Dear Kathleen:

I'm well aware that you do not know
me, but every time I open my wallet and
look inside I see your name on the bottom of my Studio Club card and somehow
or other It is one name that could not be
erased from my mind. Not interring that
there Is too much there — but I do have
one, and It is constantly desiring to return
to the folds of TCF!
My reason for writing is not a novelty
to you because I know that a great number of the boys In the Service have written for the same thing. I wonder, however, if it would be possible for you to
be Instrumental in securing for me some
pictures of the pulchritude that adorns
TCP's Lot. Among them I would certainly
like to have a picture of June Haver. Ye
"Old Irish Eyes are Smiling" made a great
hit with the boys here In the service, and
right now she is tip top.
Seeing as how I'm in code typing class
and the good sarg is pacing the floor
glaring at me and knowing that I'm not
typing code, I think I'd better call it
Say hello to the fellows in the Staff
Shop for me — I really miss them and hope
that soon I may have the chance to be
quits.
back there with them.
Gratefully yours for everything TCF has
meant to me.
PATRICK B. PHILLIPS.
Patrick B. Phillips,
Scott Field, Illinois.

Dear Studio Club:

April 12, 1945

Just a short note to express my appreciation and sincere thanks to the Studio
Club and all my friends on the Lot for
their very thoughtful packages and for
"Action" magazine. It's grand to read all
the news of the old gang on Stage Nine!
I think we can all say
lingo, Club.
NavyStudio
In good
"well
done"
Let's hope we're on the home stretch
— three and a half years is a long time to
like, not to menpeople you Sincerely,
from State
be away
tion the nice
of California.
PAUL
JUNE

HAVER,

lovely TCP star, is the "Whiner’s"

choice for our pin-up girl for May.

Paul Mohn, CW — Photo USNR
Washington, D. C.
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The Story of Johnnie Barth

THE PUREST DEMOCRACY
When the 5th Marine Division cemetery
was dedicated on bloody windswept Iwo
Jima, the sermon was delivered by the
division's Said
Jewish
telsohn.
he: chaplain, Roland

B. Glt-

"Somewhere In this plot of ground there
may lie the man who could have discovered the cure for cancer. Under one of

13

Test Department
Magic

Makeup

Bundles from
15

by Landscaping

Letters from the Boys

"Here lie officers and men, Negroes and
whites, rich men and poor. Here are' Protestants, Catholics and Jews . . . Here no
man prefers another because of his faith

Taylor

19

Jet Fore, Jr. 20
21. 22.

Home

these Christian crosses, or beneath a Jewish Star of David, there may rest now a
man who was destined to be a great
prophet . . . Now they lie here silently In
this sacred soil, and we gather to consecrate this earth to their memory . . .

Jimmie

23

or despises him because of his color. Here
there are no quotas of how many from
each group are admitted or allowed. Theirs
is the highest and purest democracy.
"Any man among us the living who . . .
lifts his hand in hate against a brother,
or thinks himself superior to those who
happen to be in the minority, makes of this
cemetery

and the bloody sacrifice It com-

memorafes, an empty, hollow mockery . . ."

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION Is published monthly at I020I West Pico Blvd., Lcs Angeles 35. California, by and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price $I.C0 per year. Single copy 15c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2161. Entered as Second Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles, California,
under the Act of March 3. 1879.
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THE BLUE SUIT

Suit lands on body of dead horse; horse
Immediately comes to life and runs away

A very good picture was released by
the company several years ago called
TALES OF MANHATTAN. The story was
written in several episodes and woven
around the central figure of a dress suit.
We submit herewith a synopsis of a true
story written around a blue suit and since
this Is merely factual reporting we cannot
be sued for plagarism. Any resemblance
between the character herein described
and a certain assistant director on the lot
is purely unfortunate but true.
PROLOGUE: An Assistant Director looks

'
I
I
I
I
‘
I

into a mirror and notices a rapidly receding hairline; uses every means to stop same
even resorting to painting his head with
iodine and massaging with tomato paste
and caviar. Unsuccessful in all attempts,
he determines to attract attention away
from his lack of hlursute adornment by
purchasing and wearing a certain blue
suit. This he' does against the tearful advice of his wife, his attorney and the salesman who sold him the suit.
EPISODE I. Being a man of Intelligence
it only took one wearing of this suit for
him to realize that his wife and attorney
were right. The whistles of the girls, the
jeers of his fellow working men convinced
him of his error. One' look at the suit tells
you why.

I
EPISODE II. Coming out of hiding six
I weeks later we find our Assistant Director
trying to salvage some of the cost of his
experiment by disposing of his blue suit.
With light heart and full of hope his first
try, naturally, is back to the salesman who
perpetrated the original crime of selling
it to him.
EPISODE

III. Six weeks later, with the

salesman's sarcastic laughter still ringing
in his ears, our hero being a man of dogged
determination, makes another attempt to
dispose of his now gruesome blue suit. We
find h Im standing in front of a crowd at
5th and Main. The best offer he gets is

1

saying
a suit. he wouldn't be found dead in such
2. Shot of suit being thrown in ocean;
waves gather at once and with looks that
Indicate it is an extremely distasteful job
that must be done, hurriedly rush the suit
shoreward and after tossing same upon the
beach hasten back to the cleanness of the
open sea.
EPISODE V. Our Assistant Director, we
strain the point and for sake of clarity call
him our hero, has now come to the end of
his patience; with sudden and jerky movements, which Indicate the growing hysteria within him, takes the suit and saturates
it with gasoline, totally Ignoring the gas
coupon which it costs him. He puts suit in
his incinerator and with a maniacal cackle
of glee sets fire to it. In the morning his
long suffering wife finds the suit in the
Incinerator and on the white surface of a
trouser pocket, as if etched by a finger of
flame, are these words: "According to
Article 2, Section 3, of our Flame and Fire
Any

similarity between a blue suit, the accompanying story, and the person pictured above

couldn't possibly be co-incidental — it is, alas, too
true!

Local No. 1313, we' are not required to
stoop so low as to perform such an Ignominous job as burning, charring or even

Studio Cashier's office. The next morning
he finds the suit hanging on the lamp post
with note attached thanking him for his
donation but explaining that since the Government is trying to promote the Good
Neighbor policy with other nations, they
do not dare offend any one by such a

searing
such an atrocity."
EPILOGUE;
Our hero now realizes
that for his nefarious deed of bringing
such a gruesome thing Into the light of
the world, he is doomed to wear it the rest
of his life. Our closing shot is of the
Assistant Director as he walks slowly away
from the camera Into the lengthening shadows of eternity, we see that he is now
wearing the blue suit and OOMPLETELY
BALD. To the rising crescendo of the tearful pleas of his wife, the jeers of his fellow workmen, the sarcastic laughter of the
salesman, the words of the resurrected
dead horse and his own words of QUIET
PLEASE we FADE OUT.

MONTAGE SHOTS I. Shot of suit begift. ing thrown over fence Into an empty field.

P.S. We understand Joseph Behm has
been assigned to break down the script
of THE BLUE SUIT. Congratulations, Joe!

from an obviously color blind character
who offers to take it off his hands if given
a cash bonus of $7.50.
EPISODE
resigned to
ly slipping
wire basket

IV. We now find our hero,
taking a complete loss, furtivea wrapped package Into the
for old clothes in front of the
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a few decorations in her hair! so scan your
chicken yard and your old lady's chapeaux
(or your lady's
feathers
to Jim.old chapeaux) and send the
For the best deal In hand made pipes,
contact BRANT KEYES, Prop Shop. His
pipes are tops In smoking enjoyment and
are most reasonable.

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE

MACK

As usual this miniature women's world Is
a-buzz with excitement. Vacation time Is
here, and while some of our girls, IncludInq HELEN KURTZ, TINA PERRY, and
DOLLY SAUNDERS are renewing their
acquaintance with home, others are traveling far and wide. PAULA MILLARD went
to Las Vegas and not for the usual reason;
MARIETTA WINKLER is In Palm Springs,
being trailed by an unemployed lifeguard
who picks up all the things she drops;
JOHN

WALSH

of the Prop

and

Miniature

says that it things don't perk up soon he
to go back to his old profession of bar
(His special services for Xmas parties
being booked by his agent, WALLY

Dept,

will have
tending.
are now
KNAPP.)

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP
By J. WALSH
The Democrats may have their donkey,
and the Republicans their elephant, but
the Prop Shop Is more than proud of Its
mascot, Butch — the brawling tomcat. This
was demonstrated by their generous contributions towards Butch's hospital bill. It
seems that "Brawler Butch" was feeling
his oats one dark night, and picked on a
feline who was pretty handy with his claws,
and the result was that our home team hero

FREDA ZUCK's basking in the San Jose
sun and BETTY ISAACSON is on her way
to New York, after stopping In Ohicago
and Philadelphia. We hope the train ride
to New York is as exciting as the one to
Chicago, Betty. You didn't know we knew,
did you? . . . MILLIE HECKARD Is taking
a permanent vacation, and Is she happy!
Her husband, a Marine for the past five

Millie's duties . . . JILL WARREN
(our
AUDRE ROCHLEN) now a successful New
York columnist, Informs us that PAT
ELLERTSON,

also formerly with us. Is ap-

pearing In "SEVEN LIVELY ARTS" on
Broadway. She's PADDY ELLERTON now.
We always knew you'd go places, Paddy.
Maybe Audre will give you a few pointers
on how to keep climbing the ladder (of
success, of course) . . . Two new beauties
(and
ranks
eyes
and

recuperation.
Old Timer W. BILLINGSLEY

again. We can't get rid of that son of
Aphrodite. I suspected It when I saw that

the Fox scene to return to Pennsylvania.
His successor in the Sign Shop Is CARROLL McCORMICK. Congratulations.
JOE ZIMMERMEN Is literally paving the
streets, these days, with silver for WALTER STONES. If Joe's luck doesn't change
It will soon be a matter of showing Stoney
"no quarter"!
OTTO DAUM's happiness Is really hitting
on all cylinders these days. Proudly he sent
his son off for a crack at HIrohito, and
then recently in pops his brother, AUGIE,
from active service in India.
Anyone having a few turkey feathers
not in use, please send them to JIMMY
SPEIS, care of the Prop Shop. It seems
his little girl is portraying the role of an
Indian maid in a forthcoming school pro'
duction, and being a woman she must have

SCHNEIDER, Assistant to Kathleen Ridgeway, head of the stenographic department, has
been on the Lot tor 16 years during which time
she has endeared herself to hundreds of people by
her understanding and charm. Ethel is the gal who
handles the drives for the stenographic department and keeps everyone happy while they give
generously. Ethel's sister Ann (Rothstein) was secretary to Sol Wurtiel for 22 years on this Lot.
and her brother Sam is an Assistant Director here.

years. Is coming home soon with a medical discharge. JEAN MINER is taking over

came off second best. Complications set
In in the form of blood poisoning and
Butch was hospitalized tor nine days.
Scarred, but still audacious. Butch extends
his thanks to those who contributed to his
faded from

ETHEL

I don't mean maybe) have joined our
— PAT McCAREY, five feet two with
of blue, and VIVIEN BAKER, svelte
dark-eyed . . . And EROS is here

dreamy look In lovely LAVONNE MULLINSER's beautiful orbs, and fresh, young
MAUDIE NORRIS (I mean that literally)
began prancing about like a young colt
In a blue grass pasture, but I knew for certain when I was nearly blinded by the
sparkler on the third finger of ESTELLE
Zimmerman's

left hand. Then It all came

bride-elect. Cocktails and dinner were followed by a showing of Danny Kaye's latest
picture, "Wonder Man" and the opening
of the many lovely gifts which evoked the
ohs and ahs of all . . . RUTH BRIDGES,
the "lady with the smile" is back. We're
delighted, Ruthle, even though It may
cramp a certain young lady's style just a
little bit . . . WINNIE SHANK is a very
proud mother. RICHARD's illustrated historical essays are a work of art and his
report card Is full of A's . . . ETHEL
SCHNEIDER,
one of Kathleen
Ridgeway's
assistants,
is currently
busy collecting
for
the Jewish Relief Drive. Under Ethel's persuasive personality, the girls gladly contribute generously to the various charity
drives . . . Wonder why SARA PRITCHETT,
CARMEN DE LARA, JANE JOSEPHS and
MURIEL GOULD
are always knitting
things for OTHER PEOPLE'S babies? Maybe I'll know
the time the next Issue of
Action
comesbyout.
We

have

a

serious side, too. If you

out. Lavonne's been getting numerous long
distance calls from an ardent swain In

don't believe It I'll quote the following
note received by KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY

Texas; Maudle

from one of her girls: "Ath you may have

expects her heart throb

here from overseas real soon and Estelle's
taking her vows in June. While we're on
the subject, has JOYCE EPSON really
deserted the Navy for the Air Corps? Tell
us It Isn't so, Joyce. You were such a cute
couple . . . Many of DOROTHY
McBRAYER's pals from TCF joined her numerous ofher friends in a shower for fhe

noticed, the letter between 'r' and 't' on
my typewriter doethen't work, and I am
obliged to thubthtitute 'th' tor the eth. If
the thtrike Ithn't over thoon, and the typewriter repair man doethn't come back,
you'll have to apportion me work that hath
no eth'eth. Oh — amn! A thecon 'letter' th
gone?!X!

June,

1945
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DIRT FROM LEFT FIELD
THE

PROP

DEPT.

We insist once again that this column
is written merely to Inform you of what
goes on here around the Studio. If you are
resentful If something is said about you,
just remember It must have happened or
It wouldn't be in this column — so please
quit calling us up and saying that "It
wasn't me," or "it isn't so" — unless you
send a carton of cigarettes.
That prop man who fell in love with his
leading lady is still burning the torch —
only bigger and brighter.
You've heard "Rum and Coca Cola"
and "One Meat Ball," but you haven't
heard anything until you've heard that new
record, "I Put a Nickel in the Slot and All
I Got Was Five Salted Peanuts." It reminds us of a smash hit that we wrote
years ago, and made famous by Miss Kay
Rudd entitled, "You Can't Toast Marshmallows with an Acetylene Torch."
What assistant director Is trying to convince JACK STUBBS that a truck backed
Into his car when 100 witnesses saw him
do it? For a carton of cigarettes we won't
tell who did it— Frank.
What prop man rushed Into the prop
room for a mop and had cleaned half of
a large floor before he noticed that he
had grabbed one of the girls from the
office? That just shows what that new
"up-do" hairdress does for you
What assistant director wears
on his wrist Instead of a watch?
that If he knows what day It Is
well.

— Marie.
a calendar
He figures
he Is doing

What social climber, who recently went
on the wagon wouldn't even take a chance
and see "Hangover Square?"
Why are all the girls in the Script Dept,
dying their hair?
Why Duke traded his Ma Kosher Dill
Kitchen for a hamburger joint without
those famous peppers?
In spite of much talk about the' Machine
Age, back pay, and whether chocolate
sauce on spinach is a dessert or a vegetable, we know that civilization is going
forward, and that tempus does fugit. This
was brought to our attention the other day
when we stopped In one of those super
markets to have a tire recapped — a wisdom tooth pulled and have a fitting for
a strait-jacket. While there, we suddenly
remembered that the one Inch rope around
our neck had been placed there by the
little woman or bitter (that should be an
"e" Mr. Editor) half one week ago as a
reminder to bring home a box of soap
chips. We asked the clerk for the small
size, but he looked at us disdainfully and
sai d, "The small and medium
long ago been discontinued by
facturers. They now put out
sizes, the large, the giant, and
omy packages."

sizes have
the manuonly three
the econ-

RAY

NOLAN.

PHIL

RAFFIN,

TRUDY

MARSHAL

and

MONROE

(Jockey)

LIEBGOLD.

Surprise

rewards for saving her life when her evening gown caught fire on fhe "Dolly Sisters" set were handed
Ray Nolan, still photographer, and Monroe Liebgold, prop man, recently on the Lot by actress Trudy
Marshall. Liebgold and Nolan both suffered burned hands when they smothered flames before Miss
Marshall was seriously hurt. First, both received solid gold cuff links on which was inscribed:
"Forever grateful, Trudy". Then Phill Raffln, husband
policy paid up for 10 years and a $5,000 accident

of the actress handed Liebgold a $10,000 accident
policy paid up for five years to Nolan. Liebgold

was more seriously burned at the time. "You cannot reward anyone for bravery with words or money,
but we do want you both to know we are mighty grateful for saving Trudy from serious injury,"
Raffin, wealthy meat packer, remarked.

We have decided to conduct a monthly
contest for the vast number of readers of
this column. Read the rules carefully and
mail all entries to any of our branch offices
before the first of the month.

KEEPING TAB

RULES: Just save all your cigarettes
(standard brands) until you have a complete carton, or your Bourbon (bonded)
until you have a case. Then mail these
along with your reason (you must have a
reason — five words or less) why you like
this column. The winner will receive a one

Cigars were in order April 22nd when
ED HARDIN announced the birth of his

week's vacation with all expenses paid to
any psychopathic ward In any Insane asylum
he chooses. The second prize will be five
(5) box tops from WHEEZIES — that new
crispy, crunchy, indigestible breakfast food.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestview

5-0125

Evenings
Creslview

6-4583

By JIMMIE

STEIN

daughter, MARGUERITE ANN. It's Papa
Hardin's third.
ELLEN BRADFORD left for New York
on May 13th to visit her husband who is
a navigator in the American Airlines with
the Air Transport Command. The girls presented Ellen with an "appropriate" and
pretty gift. Since this Is her first trip to
the big city, she's looking forward to seeing all the things our New York boys have
been bragging about.
Sedms our little note about SALLY
DAVIDSON's recent trip caused a bit of
misunderstanding. Let It now be known that
the visit was to her husband.
Two new members have been added to
our staff, ELEANOR MAYER from Cincinnati, and SUE SHEMERDIAK from Chicago. Welcome to Tabulating, girls.
SYLVIA WEINBLATT returned nicely
tanned from her recent vacation at Laguna. Sylvia says this popular resort is
lacking only In feminine company. Well,
where.
fellas, looks like we'll have to look else-
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erase that night club pallor. And without
a cover charge, too!
. . . JAMES GIBNEY sewing skin colored
shoulder pads into his new bathing suit.
. . . WALTER BUSCHELL playing with
the' waves at the beach — and with the
WACS and SPARS, too!
. . . MADALINE HUDSON watching her
legs so they won't sunburn too much, and
the boys taking an interest too — during
the lunch hour, of course.
. . . The following have been left over
from their respective draft boards and are
now available for June grooms: HARRY
TAYLOR, STUART BARNFIELD, JAMES
GIBNEY, and RAY KOENIG.
. . . Handsome ROBERT TUCKER relaxing in his seashore cabana watching the
gorgeous lovelies with a vacancy sign over
the entrance.
. . . Slender PARK LEWIS sitting behind
the pole of his beach umbrella to avoid
the sea shore sun. (Try that line again with
a mouthful of crackers.)
M.M. l/c HAROLD C. HAWGOOD
the Western
Ave. Lab. visited the Lot recently on a well earned
30-day leave. He has been overseas 21 months.

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVE

GOLDFARB

Summertime summary — or what is so
rare as a strip like the following in June?
. . . FRED STORY, hitting the last bar of
"Summertime," and LEON ROSEN waiting
at the cashier's window for his vacation
check.
...MILT JOPLIN, DAVID ROTHSCHILD, HENRY GOLDFARB, and DONALD LUSHER having their eyes on the
same thing — the bathing beauty crossing
B Street to Stage 2 during a summer lunch
period.
. . . WAYNE MILLER watering his tomato plants behind the Lab, and the
gang's mouths watering for the stuff to appear. Lunch period naturally.
. . . MARTIN BOLGER, living so close
to the beach he is flipping a coin whether
to lease his lawn for an auto park.
. . . ETHEL DAVEY, inviting the sun by
lifting her dress to her knees, and the sons
enjoying it — during the lunch hour, of
course.
. . . IRENE KOHLER, reconditioning her
car, and unconditioning her bank book.
. . . The sun wrapping her warmest
charms around WALTER SCHAFFER's
beautiful hunk of body. During the lunch
hour, of course.
. . . JOHNNIE PENNISI, pounding the

. . . Mr. LESHING's former secretary,
REE MULLIGAN, paying the Lab a visit
and the boys doing the dictating — not
during the lunch hour.
. . . ROSE ROBINSON has been notified
that her son. Pvt. STANLEY ROBINSON,
has been missing on one of those flights
to help the fight to beat the might out of
Japan. Our prayers are with Rose for her
son's safe return.

BETTY

BILLICK

of the Auditing Dept.

son, was wounded In the shoulder while
serving with the 27th Division at Okinawa.
In his spare moments and between combat engagements, he has been cooking
"en mass" for his buddies. He has been
In the Pacific theater for over thirty-eight
months so It is hoped he'll soon be home
to participate as leading man in a wedding ceremony . . . We all wish him luck!

AUDiTIES
By SHIRLEY

COATES

BETTY BILLICK is the charming young
lady pictured this month. She is a native
daughter and was born In Los Angeles. She
attended Art School and was a model before coming here. In December of 1941,
Betty married Ridley Blllick, who was employed here and now Is in the Coast
Guard. He is stationed on the Atlantic
Coast and has visited Africa, Marseille,
and Gibraltar. Having been here the last
two and one-half years as File Supervisor
she Is well known on the Lot.
Prisoner of War: Yours truly Is happy to
announce that German Prisoner of War
Camp Stalag 7-A has been liberated on
April 28, 1945, and that Lt. RUSSELL K.
LYONS, a former employee and husband
of JOANNA LYONS of Auditing was one
of its boarders. Official word as yet has not
been received but the telegram Is anticipated in the near future.
My hand is a little shakey yet at the surprise of the arrival of my brother, Seymour
S. Coates, Phm 2/c, known to his friends
as "Snowy." He arrived on his L.S.T. where
he serves as medical officer, after 18
months In the Pacific theatre. They have

typewriter for his summer "Flashes" column, using perspiration dots for punctuation marks.
. . . Trying to figure some way to see
DOROTHY HALL and GERTRUDE HERRON in their new sun suits, and still keep
my eyes in their respective sockets — Woo!
Woo!

six Invasions and 21 "Well Done's" to their
credit. He will be home on furlough for
the next thirty days and then hopes to
attend X-ray school.
VIRGINIA WILLIAMS has received

. . . S'wonderful what old Sol can do to

word that her brother, Sgt. Trevor Simp-

Happy Birthday to: GEORGE TODD on
May 7th, and we all wish you many more
. . . GERTRUDE FRAZER on May 26th,
and we also extend our good wishes for
many happy ones.
A letter was received from Warrant Officer J. G. HAROLD ROTH who, after his
leave, is back pitching In the Philippines.
SYLVIA MILLER, one of our Auditles,
took advantage of the bright sun. She fell
asleep at the beach and woke up with a
severe case of sunburn ... it will be better
soon.
To celebrate the European Victory a
V-E her
Party
was Those
given present
by "GIN"
at
home.
fromWILLIAMS
Auditing
were: Mr. and Mrs. D. PETERS, ANN
HART, MARY COLLINS, OTTLY STEIGER,
BETTY BILLICK, JOANNA LYONS, IRENE
ANGER, SYLVIA MILLER and MYRA
BEASLEY, who brought her own man!
Others who were present were not identified as members of T.F.C. From the amount
of aspirin consumed the next morning, the
party must have been a huge success.
CHARLOTTE LIMBACH, our Accounts
Payable Supervisor, is back from her vacation looking very rested. IRENE ANGER,
Set Construction Reports Clerk, is back
from her vacation of resting at home!
These lucky people . . .
That's all for now — the Audities will be
back and I hope with more interesting
news next month.

June,
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BOWLING NEWS
By BOW

INC.

With the rolling off of the Sweepstakes
Thursday night, May 10th, the TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX BOWLING
LEAGUE finished another successful season at La Cienega Bowling Lanes. Our
sincere vote of thanks go to our officers,
JESS WOLF— President, CHRIS CHRISTENSEN— Vice President; VIOLET HOGAN— Secretary, and HAL SAILOR —
Treasurer, for helping to make the weeks
of bowling as enjoyable as they were. Also
to Izzy Bernson, Manager of the Lanes, for
the many courtesies that were extended to
our league.
During this season, we were saddened
on -three occasions by the announcement
of the death of one of the league members— we all knew these men and we are
deeply moved because they are no longer
with us to enjoy our mutual sport. CHRIS
CHRISTENSEN, an ardent lover of bowling, was a member of the WOLVES team
— MACK ELLIOTT, just a newcomer to our
league, bowled with the SPLIT SPINNERS,
Snd LOU WOLF, who has bowled with
the league since the day of its organization, rolled this year with the LYNN BARI
Team.
The first place playo-ff was held during
the Sweepstakes between the BETTY
GRABLE's PINUPS, winners of the first
half, and the FIVE LITTLE FOYS, winners
of the second half — the winning team taking possession of the beautiful big trophy
that was held last year by the LYNN BARI
Team. With a total series of 2927 for the

High team series in the Sweepstakes of the 20th Century-Fox Bowling League was won by Betty Grable's
Pinups. From left to right, MILTON (Mickey) MORGAN, PAUL WURTZEL, HAROLD BOW, BILL
WASHO

(who took AL SWEITZER'S

place.EDDIE
Al isBETKIJIAN.
now bowling In the big league for Uncle Sam) and

PINUPS and 2794 for the FIVE LITTLE
FOYS, all the honors went to the PINUPS.
NOTE: The trophy is in the proud possession of HAROLD BOW, Captain of the
PINUPS, and is now on display in his o-ffice.
Small individual trophies were generously
donated by Mr. BERNSON for the members of the winning team. CONGRATULATIONS HAROLD, MICKEY, EDDIE, AL,
PAUL, and BILL — you showed us some
mighty powerful bowling this season.
The following is a list of the other team
competition in the Sweepstakes and the
results:
HIGH

TEAM

SERIES— MEN

Betty Grable's Pinups
Lynn Bari's
Five Little Foys
T. Bankhead's Pinstars
HIGH TEAM GAMES— MEN
William Eythe's
Wolves
Chas. Coburns
SNAFU
HIGH INDIVIDUAL
Harold Sailor
R. Alexander ...
Harold Bow

2927
2798
2794
2737
962
942
929
918

SERIES— MEN

644
627
622

HIGH INDIVIDUAL GAMES— MEN
H. Bartholomew
246
B. Winter and L. Durrell, Tied
243
HIGH TEAM SERIES— GIRLS
MacMurray's Bowlerettes
2672
Dick Haymes' Little Foxies
2600
HIGH TEAM GAMES— GIRLS
Dick Haymes' Little Foxies
923
Dick Jaeckle's Mascots
898
HIGH INDIVIDUAL SERIES— GIRLS
Phyllis Huffine
556
Viola Arbeiter
554
We hardly recognized him without his pipe, but it's
HARRY BARTHOLOMEW, Cutter in the Re-recording Dept., and winner of the High Individual Game
for men (246) in the Sweepstakes of the 20th
Century-Fox Bowling League.

HIGH INDIVIDUAL GAMES— GIRLS
Dorothy Harris
218
Virginia Jones
211
The final outcome of the Honors in the
last half of the season were as follows;

FOR THE MEN
Series, Pinups
Game, Lynn Bari
Series, H. Busby
Game, Fred Hall
FOR THE GIRLS
Hi. Team Series, Chicks
Hi. Team Game, Bowlerettes tied
Little Foxies

Hi.
Hi.
Hi.
Hi.

Team
Team
Indv.
Indv.

3052
1098
772
278
2703
946

Hi. Indv. Series, S. Davison. .512-1 I■'I— 626
Hi. Indv. Game; C. Devault. 2 16- 3^ — 250
The following is a comparative list of the
first eight teams at the end of the first and
second halves of the season 1944-1945:
Lost
First Half
Won
23
17
Pinups
51
5 Liftle Foys
22
46
Lynn Bari
45
24
Chas. Coburn
44
Pinups
42
Wolves
26
42
Pinstars
26
39
Linda Darnell
38
Lost
Won
Second Half
29
15
30
5 Little' Foys
53
23
45
Lynn
Bari
25
Panthers
43
25
Chas. Coburn
44
26
Rogues
44
25
Wolves
43
Linda Darnell
26
42
26
Pinstars
As for Individual Standing for42the year:
PAUL WURTZEL maintained an average
of 194 and PHYLLIS HUFFINE led the
girls with 152 average. And just to mention a few of the outstanding games shot
during the season: HAROLD BOW 265,
RAY FERRELL 254, IKE DANNING 252,
R. ALEXANDER 257, H. BUSBY 265,
MICKEY MORGAN 268, P. HENDERSON
255, HAROLD SAILOR 255, FRED HALL
257, HERMAN LEIBER 255, PHYLLIS
HUFFINE 205, VI ARBEITER 204, VIOLET
HOGAN
199, JEANNE BANTA 209,
MADGE INMAN 191, ROSE STEINMAN
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197, MAURINE LACY 201, CLAIRE DEVAULT 216, GWEN REED 197. These are
not all the good games — just a tew — it
would take column after column to list
them all.
Before we bring this column and this
bowling season to a finish, we would like
to take this opportunity to thank the many
people who helped to sponsor our teams —
BETTY GRABLE, LYNN BARI, BRYAN
FOY, VINCENT PRICE, CHARLES COBURN, LINDA DARNELL, TALLULAH
BANKHEAD, WILLIAM LE BARON,
GEORGE RAFT, WILLIAM EYTHE,
HENRY HATHWAY, FRED MacMURRAY,
DICK JAECKEL, and DICK HAYMES and
BILL BURTON. We would also like to express our appreciation to the STUDIO
CLUB for the prize money that was
awarded the night of the Sweepstakes.
Much credit should be given to the
teams themselves for the cooperation and
sportsmanship that was shown throughout
the whole season. And to the "BOWLING
WIDOWS"
thefaithful
many
friends of theDepartment
bowlers and and
to our
SCOREKEEPERS — we heartily congratulate
you all thank you from the bottom of our
hearts for the moral support you gave us
— our only hope is that when we start
again In the fall, we will have as big a
team roster as we did this year and that
our "Rooting
Section"
another
successful
season.will see us through
SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER.

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK

STOLZE

JOE EPSTEIN was the lucky one this
past month of May. Joe entered a pool
on the selection of V-E Day. It so happened he picked May the 8th, his birthday a:, the day of Victory In Europe.
Our little PHIL POSITO will be a member of the United States Armed Forces as
of May 14, 1945. Phil has been the very
congenial operator of the Studio southend pickup and delivery truck — a job he
did very diligently and with absolute dependability. Phil will be missed greatly by
our Transportation Department. The job he
did was always a pleasure to him and the
people who know Phil will certainly miss
this jolly and quick moving personality. Phil,
we all wish you the best, and a safe return
home after the war Is finally finished.
On May 16th, JOHNNY WILHELM —
"mop head" — as he is more affectionately
known, entered the Armed Forces. Instead
of worrying about our equipment, tires and
retreads, as head man of the Studio Tire
Division, Johnny is concerning himself with
the finishing and retiring of all our enemies
who thought they could give our country
the push-over. Johnny, the whole Department will certainly miss you. There is one
thing we will most certainly do for you,
that Is, all mop handles will be stored
awaiting your return to the Department
after you finish mopping up those elements

Dear Boss;

r

had securing
After all the trouble
accommodations and transportation
Mexico City for JOHN PAYNE and his
bride, FLORIA DE HAVEN, they have let
picture schedules Interfere with the trip.
John, who is starring in ENCHANTED
VOYAGE, is afrand to get that far away
with the picture already In production.
John blithely called me and said: "Lillian,
Old Bean, sorry I can't go to Me'xico City
— will you get me a reservation to Carmel,
California. We will stay there for a fort-

JOHNNY
"Mop-head" WILHELM
has retired
from the tire Division of the Transportation Dept,
to assist in retiring the Japs from the Pacific.

that tried to give us the business. Good
luck Johnny, we will be thinking of you
and looking forward to the day you return
to the Department.
We, the members of the Transportation
Department, extend our heartfelt sympathy
to Mr. JIM RUMAN and his daughter,
TASH, on the passing of a devoted wife
and loving mother. God bless you and
help you to carry on.
To Mr. IKE DANNING's wife, we wish a
speedy recovery. Mrs. Danning was rushed
to the hospital when her appendix acted
up. Now that the bothersome little thing
has been removed, we hope you will enjoy
a quick return to good health.

night or perhaps a fifthnlghf."
The ENCHANTED VOYAGE cast includes John Payne, June Haver, Charlotte
Greenwood, Clem Bevans, John Ireland,
and Charles Russell. Lloyd Bacon is directing and Walter Morosco is the producer.
The company Is now on location on Lake
Pontchartrain and Bayou Liberty (Boss,
that's near New Orleans). Bill Burton, Dick
Haymes' agent, has a brother living in New
Orleans who has invited the gang out for
a typical New Orleans feed. YUM.
Here we go again — another of our
actors has turned author. JOHN PAYNE
has authored a screen play tentatively titled "Heart Punch." The story has been registered and Is being seriously considered
by the studio as John's next starring vehicle.
Remember my telling you about TEN
LITTLE INDIANS, the wonderful mystery
play I saw In New York? The play was
based THEN
on Agatha
famous Well,
book
AND
THERE Christie's
WERE NONE.
20th Is releasing a picture based on the
book, also called TEN LIHLE INDIANS.
Feast your orbs on this bit of casting:
Barry Fitzgerald, Walter Huston, Louis
Hayward, Roland Young, June Duprez, Sir
C. Aubrey Smith, Judith Anderson, Mischa
Auer, Richard Hayden and Queenie Leonard. DUDLEY NICHOLS did the screen
play. I highly recommend
your exacting taste.

this picture for

Another thrilling mystery-drama, FALLEN ANGEL, will mark the return to the
screen of ALICE FAYE. This is her first
picture' since the birth of her second
daughter, Phyllis Harris. Other stars in the
picture will include: Dana Andrews, Linda
Darnell, Charles Bickford, Anne Revere,
Bruce Cabot, Percy Kilbride, and John
Carradine. That Academy Award winner,
Joseph LaShelle, will be the cinematographer.
Fortunately for Alice Faye, her husband
Phil Harris,
startsLEADER
work Inthe
Columbia's
LOVE
A BAND
same dayI
Alice starts.

JEAN BANTA of the Payroll Dept. Jean absorbs
the sun all week so she can knock the pins down
on

Thursday nights. One of Hathaway's
she has an average of 141.

Chicks,

been to ,enterIt hasLEDERMAN
pleasure
What
tain anda talk
to DAN
the
manager of the 20th Century-Fox offices in
the Philippines. Mr. Lederman recently returned to this country after being a prisoner of the Japs for over three years. We
were all prepared to meet a man broken
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.n health and spirit, too shaken by his
experiences to relate or discuss his im^ksonment. But to our surprise, Mr. Leter®ren was very articulate on the subject.
Interspersing his accounts of the atrocities
of the Japs, with jokes and a terrific sense
of humor.
Yesterday at lunch Mr. Lederman

slowly

toyed with a double lamb chop, while' relating how, during that long period of
starvation rations there was one period of
three weeks that he lived on about four
ounces of rice’. It made me so hungry that
I wolfed my own food and marveled at his
restraint. Mr. Lederman accounts for his
ability to withstand the ordeal of prison
camp by calmly relating stories of other
catastrophies he has been through — such as
revolutions In Spain, China and South
America, train wrecks and the San Francisco fire. However, he admits that they
served only as a mild conditioner and
didn't compare with the horrors and long
duration of his Imprisonment.
The most remarkable thing about MR.
LEDERMAN Is the fact that he will return
to the Philippines In about eight months
(and I do believe he is looking forward to
his return). He certainly has nothing but
high praise for the Filipinos and their loyalty to the Americans.
The Mail Department has its troubles.
First a talent scout took RICHARD JAECKEL from the Mail Department and gave
him a featured role in GUADALCANAL
DIARY, and now Ivan Kahn has spotted
MARY JANE SHORES and she was selected to play one of the six Ziegfeld girls In
THE DOLLY SISTERS.
Someone asked GEORGE JESSEL, producer of THE DOLLY SISTERS, why he
didn't go back to acting occasionally. Jessel said he had thought of taking a part
In his picture THE DOLLY SISTERS— then
ruled himself out on the ground that: "I
don't look the way I did 25 years ago;
in fact, I don't look the way I did last
night."
Just between

us (and you can publish It)

June Haver's big romance is an Army
flier. Lieutenant Robert Valller (pronounced
Val-yay).
Imagine this — the studio is using spunglass for hair in pictures using wigs, etc.
It seems that the war has cut off our supply of human hair, formerly Imported from
Central Europe.
DANA ANDREWS knows the heartaches
of being a farmer. He worked for weeks
planting a vegetable garden (partly for the
vegetables and partly to get in shape for
his part In FALLEN ANGEL) and felt very
secure In the knowledge that he had
enough vegetables to last the Andrews
family and several other families for several months. Then came the farmer's luck.
His helpful little daughter, Cathy, turned
on the hose (and It happened to be a
high pressure hose) and uprooted the entire garden before Mrs. Andrews could turn
it off. Now Dana knows how we felt down

on Tobacco
ure.

Road

when we had crop fail-

Boss, before closing, here are a few
quickies that might Interest you.
Peggy Ann Garner started the new 7th
War Bond Drive here at the studio by
purchasing a $5,000 bond.
General Elsenhower has sent an appeal
to actors to increase their overseas entertainment schedules, as It is now more
urgently needed than ever before. As a
result, some of the top-notch actors — such
as DICK HAYMES, BOB HOPE, BING
CROSBY and many others are leaving
just as soon as their radio commitments
will permit. DICK HAYMES plans to leave
just as soon as he finishes KITTEN ON THE
KEYS.

Walter WInchell told me about rapping
magazine on his program last Sunday. He said he had forgotten that TIME
owned 12 per cent of the paper he worked

TIME

Browne, Is a cameraman at Columbia and
her brother, Fayte, Jr., is serving In the
U. S. Navy. Candie has been with us for
only a few weeks, but her vivacious personality, which Includes a not-too-serlous
crush on CORNEL WILDE, has made her
a very well liked person. Her hobby Is collecting anything, anywhere she goes.
Laughingly she said: "I guess I’m just a
The brunette Is BARBARA

BRUMFIELD,

artist." of the Mail Dept. She owns
the
equestrian
pickup
two thoroughbred horses named Mickey
and Danny and has starred with them in
several rodeos. She also boasts of a prized
German police dog named Chita. Between rodeos, Barbara takes time' out to see
anv and all pictures in which DANA ANDREWS appears.

Would you like to know what the news
Item was that Mr. WInchell said Mrs.
Winchell would give to the press? They
have
adopted another Chinese baby.
ELL."

The knitting fever is diminishing for
ANITA CONNOLLY, DOT STEVENSON,
PHYLLIS WOLFE and LOUISE VICKERS,
but LOU McKNAB is still tolling diligently
on the yellow sweater for her baby, Kathy.
PAT CRARY, MARIA NASTICH and
BABE and MARY CLARK were busy playing nursemaid to a live rabbit, named
BLOSSOM, that was given to Maria by
CONNIE MARSHALL.

That's all for now. Boss. Am I out of
the doghouse for freezing your bank account until I could straighten It out?
Your office gal,

To add to our menagerie, LIZ DAVISON brought HOIMAN, a chameleon, to
work upon her coat lapel.

for — then added vehemently, "but they
don't own any part of WALTER WINCH-

LILLIAN

KELSEY.

Have you read the little card in the
reception booths which says:

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By IRMA

ROMA KNUEDELER is now exhibiting
two examples of her beautiful ceramic
work, which are a shaggy, black and white
dog, and a spindly legged colt.

"I had no shoes and I complained, until
LEE WOLF

I met a man

In this sunny month of June we have two
more postal packin' mamas to present to
you. The pert little blonde is MARILYN
"CANDIE" BROWNE. Candle's dad, Fayte

who had no feet."
'NUFF

SAID"

P.S. Don't fail to read an important
notice elsewhere In this Issue regarding
personal mail.
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BLOOD
In April we were

BANK

JUNE 14TH

obliged to cancel the Blood Bank on this Lot because of a

specific request on the part of the Red Cross for "O" type blood only. On
JUNE 14 the Mobile Unit will be here and we must not fall to fill our quota,
whether It Is for plasma or "O" type. Every man and woman capable of donating blood should make an appointment tor that day.
Never before In the history of war, have civilians, hundreds of miles from the
battle front, been privileged to aid In saving the lives of their fighting men.
Don't for a moment think that because hostilities have ceased In Europe that the
need Is less. Thousands of our boys are still In the Pacific, and thousands more
are being sent there. It Is your duty to see that a pint of your blood will bring
them home — alive
Applications will be sent out as usual from the Studio Club. Make
CROSS on your calendar now for JUNE 14th.

THE STARS IN OUR SERVICE FLAG
By BOB DOMAN

There are things beyond price and beyond value, things that cannot be bought
for money, or bartered on a basis of
wealth. There are, for instance, the sacrifices made by the boys who formerly
worked at 20th Century-Fox Studios and
who went away to war, to give their blood
— and their lives.
Over the main administration building
entrance at TCF studios there flies a flag
with the figure 785 in its center and around
it fourteen gold stars — tor the boys who
won't come back.
The flag flies proudly and studio personnel just as proudly point it out to visitors. Thousands pass by it daily and invariably their eyes rise in tribute while their
thoughts go out over the seas to those
who once walked the streets, stages and
sets at the studio, but who' are now thousands of miles away on foreign battlefields.
In all, no less than 3,417 members of the
20th Century-Fox organization are now
away at war, from studio, exchange and
theater. The 3,417 now in service are just
about half of the total of 7,130 employees
in the organization. In all 20th CenturyFox has 31 gold stars in its flag including
the 14 from the studio.
Here is the roster of those from the
studio who have made the supreme sacrifice, or who are missing in action:
Pvt. ROBERT G. CAMPBELL, from the
Electrical Dept.
CpI. RAYMOND FRACIONE, from the
Staff Shop, died of wounds in France, Dec.
I I, 1944.
Lieut. ROBERT HALPERIN, from the
Film Editorial Dept., Army pilot, killed
August, 1943.
HAROLD DAN HOGAN, from the
Property Dept., died January, 1943, when
his plane was shot down in the South
Pacific.
KENT ALLAN LAMMEY, from the Electrical Dept., died Sept., 1942.
Lieut. EDWARD E. MEINARDUS, from
the Mail Room, killed in Italy July 5, 1944.

Ensign LAWRENCE C. SESSOMS, from
the Transportation, killed in action in
France during the Normandy invasion, July
8, 1944.
Pfc. STANLEY

L. SINGER,

missing in

JERONE (Jerry) SOLOMON, from the
action.* Dept., died in the Pacific Feb.
Publicity
10, 1943.
ROBERT H. SORENSON, MM 3/c, from
the Script Dept., killed in the explosion of
the ammunition ship Serpens, January 29,
1945.
Sgt. RICHARD

J. THOMAS,

from the

Tabulating Dept., missing in action.*
WALTER E. STERZ, from the Set Construction Dept., killed in action February
6. 1945.
Lieut. OWEN E. BARBER, Jr., from the
Electrical Dept., missing in the African
theater of war since November 21, 1944.
Capt. EDWARD C. COLLINS, from the
Camera Dept., missing in action in the
Chlna-Burma-India theatre, February, 1944.
* — We have received word from the
War Dept, that these two men are listed
as German prisoners of war.
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ANOTHER D-DAY
A year ago this month your War Bonds
backed the most fateful, the mightiest
assault in history — the D-Day invasion of
Hitler's fortress-Europe.
Secretary of the' Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., reminded Americans that an
army wins through its morale as much as
through its weapons.
"Source of the spirit in our army lies
right here at home. Our support will be
reflected in the battles to come," he said.
Today's war news gives you the picture
of what can be accomplished by home
front backing of fighting men. But your
war job is far from finished. The 7TH WAR
LOAN is the mightiest call upon you yet
because the heaviest part of the job is
still to be completed. Secretary Morgenthau's observations on D-Day deserve to be
burned into your conscience this month, a
year later. They must be heeded as never
before. Your 7th War Loan bond buying
will tell our fighting men that the people
for whom they are fighting are solidly back
of them.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

Your

7TH

WAR

LOAN

bond

buying

will tell our

fighting men that the people tor whom they are
fighting are solidly back of them. The facilities of
the Bond Office, 235 New Administration Bldg, and
the assistance of Miss Claudette Wood are at your
disposal

buying.
either tor cash
or payroll savings

bond

STANHOPE

The "Pioneers" in Music Cutting have a
slogan that is attracting adherents like fly
paper: "Make San Fernando Valley Your
Home." Already a part of that coming
metropolis are HARRY KING, BUSTER
COOPER and LEON BIRNBAUM. DICK
CARRUTH became inoculated with the
idea and bought a lot, while EARLE
DEARTH will soon do likewise.
BETTY JUNE MOCKRIDGE is taking a
stand right beside her good husband, CY,
these days and handing out aspirin and
words of cheer to cure a bad cold that
caught him unaware.
BILL ATKINSON reports that his first
three weeks in Navy boot camp at San
Diego are now behind him, "thank God.
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line and slipped her into bed for the duration.
Should you be looking for a way to consume some of the excess energy displayed
by members of the younger generation in
your family,
justmaster,
look up
the CASTLE,
studio's
former
dancing
NICK
who has opened a dancing school at 10608
Pico, just west of the studio. He's the one
who really puts them on their toes.
JACK PFEIFFER, musical director and
conductor for SONJA HENIE, tells us he's
heading for Europe on an eight to ten
weeks' tour under the banner of the Victory Committee, in company with many
radio stars who are off the air for the
summer.

CAFE GOSSIP
By VAUGHN

GEORGIE

KILLGORE

of fhe Music

Dept.

Whew! We can hear that sigh of relief
away up here. His wife SARA JANE, says
he is'so changed she hardly recognizes him
as her husband — but says she doesn't mind
because the change is all for the better.
Hope Bill thinks so, too. His little son,
GARY, couldn't see his daddy for three
weeks, so insisted on sending him one of
his tops to play with. Did you have fun.

FISCUS

We are wondering if you patrons have
missed a little charming atmosphere in the
Cafe recently? A personality that was
cheerful enough to make you feel at home.
The one who recently was evening cashier
at the Coffee Shop then later came to the
Cafe as hostess? You guessed it! She is
ELOITA GOLDEN. You'll find her now at
the Cafeteria. Besides taking in the cash
— well she may be in command there.
Whether she will return to the Cafe later
is uncertain. However, I believe we all miss

TULLIO CORSINI, Head Waiter at the Cafe de
Paris, was born in Italy, but has been in this
country since 1912. Most people call it a day
after eight hours' work, but Tullio often spends
additional hours in the evening serving executives
in the private dining room. He has worked many
parties at the Cafe and in private homes during
his 14 years with TCF and his service and genial
manner cannot be excelled. Tullio was a sergeant
in the army in the first World War, and saw
service in France. favorite
Fishing sports.
and baseball

are Tullio's

Bill?After a couple of months in the Merchant Marine at Catalina, SI WARONKER,
who used to possess a lily-white complexion, now looks like a Latin and seems

the PERSONALITY GAL.
MAURICE LAPLACETTE, of the Cafe
Kitchen Staff, is convalescing at his home
from a recent appendix operation. At this
writing we know he will be back on the

just as carefree as one. Says he: "When
I look at the poor studio guys tied to

job in a short while.
DOROTHY DEE, our veteran cashier, is
back at the cash register handling change

desks, I'm glad I'm in the service!" It
must be the Gypsy in you. Si!
Everyone is enthusiastically recommend-

after taking a
tonsillectomy.

good time, her little sacro slipped out of

for a

Word has been received that Private
LYNN EVERT WALDORF is somewhere in

ing "JUNIOR MISS" to their friends, and
when you go you will see and hear two
little girls, PEGGY ANN GARNER and
BARBARA WHITING playing a boogiewoogie duet taught them by JOHNNY
SCOTT, pianist for the department.
Well, RALPH AVSEEV and LEON BIRNBAUM have another worry off their minds
— they passed their physicals. They now
await a notice to join the other "history
makers."
DICK and TEDDY CARRUTH had an
uninvited guest the other night while
Dick was at work. When he broke into the
house with any but the best intentions,
Teddy grabbed the baby and ran out
shouting to the neighbors, who chased the
brute back to his jungle.
GEORGIE KILLGORE, who can tell you
any time of the day or night who is shooting, recording, rehearsing and why, never
knew until recently that her sacro-iliac had
anything to do with her mind. Just when
she decided to take a week off and have a

couple of weeks

Italy. Many of you knew Evert, when for
ten years he was waiter in the Private Dining Room at the Cafe. Some statistics on
him while in Italy are; Went 40 days without removing his clothes. Was wounded
and received the Purple Heart. Was back
to the front line in 30 days after being
wounded. Has in his possession several
Italian souvenirs.
Thursday night, April 26th, a farewell
party was given in honor of Mr. EDMUND
HANSEN, former head of the Sound Department. After being with the company
for many years he has retired. There were
I 10 men present at the Cafe de Paris dining room where Chef HARRY HECKEL,
under his personal supervision, served one
of his delicious turkey dinners.
The old axiom ot starting at the bottom and working to the top holds true ot JAUNITA BONFIGLIO.
Twelve years ago she started as a waitress in the
Cafe de Paris, and now holds the position of head
hostess. She likes all sorts of sports, but particularly
horseback riding and golf.

At I I a.m., Monday, May 7th, there was
a twitter of excitement among the Cafe
waitresses. Many of them had reported for
work and had changed to their uniforms.
Then the whistle blew which was heard by
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all on the Lot. Some of the waitresses
made for their dressing room with the

after a couple years In the Navy . . . ditto
DICK MEINE who was with the Army.

thought of going home. Germany's unconditional surrender they yelled. But wow!
The blowing of the whistle turned out to
be a fire caution. With heavy hearts the
waitresses came back on the job. Wonder
what will happen on V-J Day?

Also,
VAN
after
TOM

A charming
been employed
past two years.
we single men

GRIP DEPARTMENT

girl and unmarried, has
on the TCP Lot tor the
Now it can be told that
have let her slip through

By DAN
Your

our fingers. Yep! she's engaged, and happy
as a lark. The lucky man, not employed by
TCP, is JACK BERRIS. The bride-to-be,
ESTELLE ZIMMERMAN, of the Cashier
Department, and reporter for the CASH
AND

she gives the checks out on Thursday?
This fellow Jack made quick work of his
romance

with Estelle. Well

that's the way Dan Cupid handles romances. Some are long and some are
short. The nuptial event will take place in
Detroit sometime in June. After an undisclosed honeymoon, Estelle has promised to
return to the Cashier Department. LLOYD
NOBLES and TOM PRYOR are extremely
happy about that arrangement. All of us
will miss Estelle during the time out she
takes to say the I do's. This column offers
Estelle and Jack our sincere congratulations and wish them oodles of happines
for many many years. Bring hubby around
sometime and let us have a look, Estelle.

WENONAH GRACIE, secretary In the Production
OfFice and a TCP employee tor 10 years. Wenonah
was an early vacationer this year, and it may be
that Sgt. Bill Grade's being home on furlough
had something to do with it!
making motherhood her career, called the
studio tO' tell Henry he was keeping her
little baby girl awake.
Por years GENE BRYANT has been
dreaming about directing — looking forward to the day when that big break would
come. But never did he think that when
opportunity knocked, his cast would be such
unique types as the romantic team in

PRODUCTION department
By MARJORIE

a

UPSTILL

The Production Department has become
veritable travel bureau. GENE BRYANT, HENRY WEINBERGER, JOE RICKARDS and STANLEY SCHEUER with the

Hathaway Company in Washington, D.C.,
and New York shooting scenes for NOW
IT CAN BE TOLD . . . BOOTH McCRACKEN. SAUL WURTZEL, REED KILLGORE
and KATIE PAGAN enjoying shrimps In
New Orleans — while working on the Lloyd
Bacon production "Enchanted Voyage."
. . . SID BOWEN, NATE WAH, JOE
BEHM, HOWARD
KOCH, PRANK SULLIVAN and DORIS DROUGHT
heading
for Bass Lake near Presno, California,
and then down to Sedona Basin, Arizona,
to do exteriors for "Leave Her To Heaven"
. . . Not to mention SAM WURTZEL and
TOM DUDLEY'S little jaunt to San Pranclsco, Pismo Beach and Orange County
for Otto

Premiger's picture, "Pallen An-

Sounds In the night . . . The DOLLY
gel."
SISTERS company were shooting on the
New York Street, and HENRY WEINBERGER was at the p.a. system. So clear
was the reception that night that Helen
Parker Zinkand, former script clerk now

regular

WURTZEL

correspondent,

Walter

Pitchman, being on location in New Orleans it becomes my task to take over for
him this month. He sent me a card telling
me that he, Charlie Rose and Prank MacArdle are enjoying the sunny clime of the
south, but also that they are working
plenty hard. I wonder If those boys have
succeeded in filling all those orders for
shrimps and oysters that they promised
when they left.

CARRY
noticed how sheCOLUMN.
shows the Haven't
diamondyouwhen

four month's

welcome to PRANK "Sully" SUU^
who's
assistant man
direc"
severaljoined
years usasasproperty
for
LITTLE.

STATE PAIR — "Blue Boy" and "Esmeralda"
the prize winning hogs.
Pashlon note . . . Spring finery has made
its appearance in the production office —
CHARLIE HALL modeling a smart brindle
suede jacket — and JOE BEHM, the cynosure of all eyes In his suit of royal blue.
Pamlliar dialogue In the meeting room —
R. L. "Lefty" HOUGH: "It's no problem.
We can work It out." . . . LYLE WHEELER:
"All we've got to do Is revamp it." . . .
LOU "Smoky Joe" WITTE: "They never put
any dough In the budget for me!" JIMMY
RUMAN: "Why can't you use a bus?" . . .
CHARLIE HALL: "Let's gamble on it."
. . . W. P. "Pitzle" PITZGERALD: "Did you
hear the one about . . .?" . . . BEN WURTZEL: "I've got trouble . . ." RAY "Pappy"
MOORE:
"He's
got LOWE
trouble!!!"
Now that
MILLIE
is back at her
desk, SAM WURTZEL has taken her place
on the sick list. Speedy recovery, Sam.
Draft Board Breathings . . . SOLLY
WURTZEL, BOB SAUNDERS and REED
KILLGORE have received little white cards
In theon mail
mark
them. with that well-known
Personnel changes . . . HAROLD

Walter Paxon and Johnny Rougeot are
leaving for Bass Lake and will meet the
rest of the crew up there. I know that those
fellows are going to look eagerly to a
little fishing but we know better. The rest
of the crew is comprised of Earl Mussey,
Al Prince, Walter Christie, Nap Valley, and
Remus Jensen. (Please add Ray Schell.)
Of course you heard that we all became
God-fathers in the Grip Department. Marylln Lavin became the mother of a lovely
baby girl. Dad is flying in Italy and it is
hoped that he will be home soon to see
the youngster. Grandpa Lavin's excuse for
not passing the cigars was that they were
hard
get. that
We'llhe accept
that
excuse
but weto know
can take
a chance
over at the coffee shop and win a box.
Naturally we're very elated over the
good news of the splendid victory won by
the United Nations. All the gang took the
good news seriously and went back to work.
We feel that there' Is a big job yet to be
done in the Pacific and there is no reason
top.let down. That's why the Grip Departto
ment isgoing to make an added effort to
put the Seventh War Loan Drive over the
With the "Dragonwyck" company folding up I have had a chance to dust off the
white tuxedo and meet the boys on the
gang. Joining me in this most pleasant
undertaking was Spud Lockwood and Plash
Hillman. Logan Brown made the test stage.
Incidently that article on Logan Brown was
one of the best that I have ever read In
the studio magazine. The article carried
no by-line
so> Iit.haven't
beenevery
able key
to man
find
out
who wrote
However,
Is anxious to have his biography written
front
page!
up. No
wonder,

the last one

made

the

"I -A"
SCULL

has left us for the Men's Wardrobe Departmen . . . WALTER ANDERSON and
HENRY COUPUS — new members of our
office force . . . Nice to have CHUCK
SMITH, assistant direcetor, with us again

Bunky Van Antwerp Is the latest to return to the fold after serving for better
than two years In the "See Bees." Bunky Is
really an old timer with the studio. We
know that he started before sound came in.
He is vice-president in charge of setting
great axes and shadow gags on the

Kit-

June,
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rid of h im fast enough. He evidently
proved a bit too expensive when he
handed

her a "Jay-Walking" ticket accompanied bya bit of fatherly advice to cross
streets with the green light and not bother
waiting until it turned red. Speaking of
red, Rozella's face certainly was when she
came in late that fatal day.
Another

good

man

gone

cause. This time it's DON

to a

BOYD,

good

our hale

and hearty pal from Nebraska. Don's been
employed by the Fox Studios for the past
six years and, in that time, has acquired
a good long list of friends. We're sorry to
see you go, Don, but we'll be looking forward to seeing you again, adorning the
Time Office.
BESS SEVIER

may be slipping around a

bit in A. G. DORRITY's shoes but she
sure is doing a dandy job fixing up his
work while he's on his vacation. Yeah, she'll
fix it so he'll have plenty to do when he
gets back. Seriously now, Bess may be
small but she's sure "on the beam."
It's like pre-war days again for ALTA
MAE SHEAHAN. Hubby Lawrence has
GEORGE

(Bunkey)

VAN

ANTWERP

is back

on

the Lot after three years in service with the C-B's.
Bunkey didn't do any "griping" while serving with
the 40th Construction Bn., but he’s going to do
plenty of "gripping" now that he's back on the
Lot going into his 16th year of employment here.

ten on the Keys" show. Bruce Hunsaker,
Wendall Jones, Frank Gilly, and Joe Bennet make up the rest of the crew. Some one
ought to give Bennet a few pipe cleaners
for a present. Harry Jones is keying "Fallen
Angel." On that crew there ‘is also W.
Harry Jones and E. E. Jones. Someone
always comes
"Jonsey."

arunnin' when

they yell for

Don’t forget to help put this Seventh
War Loan Drive over the top. Next month
if I get an opportunity I will tell you about
my adventures at a Father's Nite P.T.A.
meeting. Talk about typical Americana this
was it.

PAYROLL PERIODS
By LOLA

SHADLAUS

When a soldier strolls into the office,
the girls consider it a treat but when it
turns out to be the boss' son, well, it's
almost like something out of this world
and that's exactly what happened. BOBBY
BOW, studying with the Air Cadets since
July, strolled in and each girl's head spun
around as though attached to a swivel.
HAROLD H. BOW had a bit of difficulty
concealing his pride and SHIRLEY LYON,
on the other hand, couldn't conceal the
gleam in her eye. The result — Shirley was
found comfortably -seated at the Bow's
dinner table the following evening. That's
what I'd call progress!
ROZELLA NAGEL got herself a man in
a uniform also but couldn't seem

to get

bid "Cheerio" to the Navy as well as Pearl
Harbor, Saipan and a number of other
places. After one year, six months and
eighteen days in Navy garb, it must seem
'em both.
strange to don ciyies. Here's hats off to
Happy days are back for ED ARNOLD
as well, but for an entirely different reason. The sound of horses hoofs is music to
his ears and Eddie is plenty tired of pitching pennies for a little extra pin-money.
Each and every week finds JEAN BANTA
a bit darker then she was the week before.
Just another two weeks of sunshine and
she'll put Aunt Jemima's "golden tan" to
shame. No, we don't envy her — not much!
And what's our little friends, SHIRLEY
DAVISON and GRACIE ROGERS doing
these days to while away the lonely hours
until the boys come marching home? No,
they're not haunting the Fox Hill's Bar or
the likes but they're going out for "some
real excitement" — Bridge! Oh, oh, are the
boys going to love that when they get
back!
The Fox Hill's Bar doesn't seem to agree
with EDNA CHRISTIE either. It seems that
the last time she stopped in for a coke, a
little starlet glued her eyes on the handsome sailor that was Edna's companion for
the evening. Well, glue sticks and so did
the starlet and Edna had plenty on her
hands. All in all, Edna suffered a bit of
insomnia but she finally won out.
There certainly will be a big change in
some of the Payroll help when the lads
return. Our ex-mail girl DORENE ANDERSON has been spending plenty of mental
time with a certain "Johnny" — the one
and only fighter pilot in this huge military
force of ours — as far as she's concerned
anyway. MARJORIE JOHNSTON, on the
other hand, is patiently waiting for a certain someone, now in the South Pacific.
She him
cleverly
giving
much "info"
on
and avoids
with this
manus shortage,
we

MARJORIE

JOHNSTON

of the Payroll Dept.

can't blame her. JOHANNA ZWART isn't
showing any partiality and keeps the boys
happy on all four corners of the earth with
letters for all.
While the gals are dreaming of the
boys, LORETTA HIGGINS is dreaming of
her ranch in the San Fernando Valley. This
month, however, will probably find her
flashily dressed in a pair of overalls and
a big straw hat, happily digging in the
valley soil.
As this goes to press GWEN
REED is
undoubtedly basking in the sun some place
in Indiana — living the life of leisure for a
couple of weeks. It sounds good until we
think of what she probably had to go
through

to get there. But then, what

greater pleasure can be' found than travel
— during war time!
Speaking
traveled
alongof sotravel,
Adios it's
untilabout
July. time

PASSPORT TO RAPTURE
By MAY

STANHOPE

Probably most of us wished we could attend the San Francisco United Nations
Security Conference and thrill to all the
color and excitement generated by that
distinguished and cosmopolitan gathering.
But upon considering such obstacles as
time, transportation, accommodations,
passes, and other elusive elements, we
simply settled down to our humble typewriters and tried to be satisfied with what
the reporters had to say about it.
It appears that the desires of the many
were crystallized into reality tor one lucky
person in this Studio for whom all obstacles
vanished like mist before the sunrise. And
the gal who was selected by Dame

Fortune

I
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tion that outstripped the previous one.
When Harriet met her it was the garden
variety — spring vegetables.
For awhile it looked like Harriet wouldn't
be able to leave town. The railroads announced that only delegates would be allowed transportation — but somebody from
Washington fixed that up.
Night life after the daily sessions was
very exciting. Delegates held open house
from 6 to 10 p.m. when you met everyone as they came and went. Then about
I I p.m., in groups of sixteen or so, they
would gather themselves together and start
looking for good steak dinners — which
were not too hard to find.
In the basement of the Opera House
the different countries were alloted a night
each to serve their national dishes. Harriet was there for the Hungarian dinner
which she remembers with relish.

HARRIET
of Music
Peace

NYE,

Secretary

Cutting,

was

a

to Cliff Ransom,
three-day

head

visitor to the

Conference in San Francisco. Harriet's experiences, as told by MAY STANHOPE, are In
the accompanying article.

to witness this history-making event, about
which she can tell her children and grandchildren at some future date, came to
work as usual one foggy California morning without the slightest inkling that this
was the day for the granting of extra special wishes.
Then suddenly somebody waved a magic
wand over her head and by four that
afternoon she was packed and on the train
at six. That is, her body was on the train,
but her spirits were really riding the
clouds.
This lucky person is HARRIET NYE, secretary to CLIFF RANSOM, head of Music
Cutting. (Incidentally, Harriet is also the
sister of BEN NYE, head of Makeup.) Like
magic, all doors seemed to open for Harriet throughout her trip. First of all, she
didn't have the least idea where she was
going to stop, but upon arrival at the
Palace Hotel was given the room of a
delegate temporarily out of town. Highlights of her three-day dream which she
most vividly remembers include:
Attendance at the last plenary session
presided over by MOLOTOV. Says he
looks astoundingly like TEDDY ROOSEVELT— except that the famous smile is
missing. Says if you want to know how

Rooms of delegates were supplied daily
with fresh flowers, fruit and California
wine. Hotels and theatres were lavishly
decorated with masses of gorgeous rhododendrons inpink, lavender and white.
Some of the important people she met:
Francis Alstock, head of all newsreels out
of Washington; Mr. McDermott, aide to
Edward Stettinius; Lt. Guy Thayer, head
of Navy photography, who actually took
the newsreels: Lt. Col. Al Holland, one of
the two men who accompanied President
Truman back to Washington from Franklin
D. Roosevelt's funeral at Hyde Park; Jack
Connelly from Washington; Arthur Ungar,
editor of "Variety."
Her afternoon with a lieutenant about
to leave for the front. They took a cable
car to the top of Nob Hill and from the
famous "Top of the Mark" — an entirely
glass-enclosed room -nineteen stories up,
decorated in pink and blue motif to give
you the feeling of being in the clouds —
viewed with awe the beauty of the great
city, the Golden Gate and the fairylike
bridges bathed in spring sunshine.
And

thus ends a flight into fancy that

ended in reality. Why don't we all take
trips like this?
P.S. — As Harriet is a newcomer to the
Studio, we are sure this will serve as her
introduction to you, so do look her up
in Music Cutting, located somewhere on
Stage 3.

Met our illustrious HEDDA HOPPER,
who startled natives and foreigners alike
with unique headgear — each day a crea-

R. FORE,

Sr., patrolman

on the police force

at TCF and official visitor's guide operating out
of Dorothy Harris' office. Jett is one of the oldest
employees in point of service on the force.

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

Well, here we are again, still stumbling
around. But after you get numbed beyond
a certain point why nothing else matters
any more, so what the — ! Let 'er go!
Officer JACK HOLMES
was lucky
enough to get part of his vacation last
month to spend with his son in Phoenix,
Ariz. His son was due to leave for Army
service, and it was nice for Jack to spend
that little time with him.
The picture which accompanies this
column this month is that of ex-Texas
Ranger JETT (TEX) FORE, who has been
with this Studio Police Force for the past
15 years.
of LUM
ABNER's
best
fans, Tex
and is
if one
anything
ever &happens
to
cause him to miss them he loses no time
In
finding
back
there out
in
RED CROSS
CRAWFORD
have to miss

the
'Way
1942missing
when sequence.
we were taking
first aid from Mr. RALPH
It almost broke his heart to
them on Tuesday evenings.

He's a pretty good old boy, though. Hope
he'll be here for at least another fifteen

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

Russians do things, it's usually the reverse
of the way we do. For instance, Molotov
never gives away an autograph or a photograph. Had the thrilling experience of
synchronizing the sound machine for the
Russians during her attendance at the
Conference.

JETT

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
and Gift Shop
9780-9784 Santa
Open Evenings
Monica Blvd.
and Sundays
Beverly Hills,
California
Crestvievr 1-0915

or in
SNUFFY
SMITH
Is still
around
down
the South
Pacific,
butpokin'
his brother,
years.
GEORGE, has received a medical discharge from the Army, and has joined up
with this department. George was in the
17th Infantry, 7th Division, and served in
Honolulu, Attu, and Kwajalein, where he
received injuries to his back, which resulted
In his discharge. Snuffy has served in both
World Wars, another brother, EVERETT,
Sound Department, was In the Army in
W W No. I , and made a couple of trips

June,
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with the’ Merchant

15
ing Iasked for and was assigned to Moore
Field, a single engine advanced school at
Mission, Texas. Moore Field lacks just eight

Marine in this one, and

»th the patriotism of the Smith
nuh?

boys,

here's George. Nothing the matter
(now
Another new recruit to our department

mileshad
of to
being
of theofBorder,"
so
we
be "South
very careful
our flying
and not get off the beam inlo Mexico,
thereby endangering the Good Neighbor
Policy. The course there included time in
the Curtis P-40 and two weeks gunnery at
Matagorda Island out in the sunny Gulf of
Mexico.

is GEORGE TRUCKENBROTT, who was a
member of the Fire Department at Fort.
Dodge, Iowa, for fifteen years. We bid
these two fellows a hearty welcome.
You've heard me bragging about that
Army Nurse daughter of mine. She is now
stationed at Bushnell General Hospital,
Brigham City, Utah, and I want you to
listen to a part of a recent letter from her.
"I think I've told you this is an amputation center, and it just wrings your heart
to see all these kids with arms and legs
gone. My ward is the receiving ward for
those flown in from overseas, and it's really
marvelous how fast they get them back to
the States for treatment. Some of them
are here less than a month after their injury. The majority of them are infantry
casualties of booby-traps. Most of them
are younger than I am, 18-21, and they're
so good! I think they're in better spirits
than the nurses. My favorite patient is
only 19, and a booby-trap exploded all
around him in Metz. When he woke up
they had already amputated one leg and
removed his left eye. After he got back
here they had to remove shrapnel from his
other eye, and it's about a 50-50 chance
that he'll be able to see. You'd never know
to hear him wisecrack and laugh, though.
. . . Those boys on the radio mean what
they say about the shortage of nurses. I've
never worked so hard before. But you
know it's a lot different taking care of kids
my own age.
"There's one thing different about
amputees. They feel their loss very strongly of course. So they cover it up by trying to be as agile and athletic as they
can. They never turn over in bed — they
bounce. When they get up on crutches or
wheelchairs they just tear along the halls
as if they were jet-propelled. We have
very few stairs — they're mostly ramps, and
the kids come sailing down those ramps
as if they were bob-sledding."
Close quote.

THIS
IS THE
STORY
OF
JOHISME
BARTH, ivho less than three years ago took
leave as an apprentice in the Precision Machine Shop of the Camera Dept, and joined
the Air Force. In the short time since he
left us he has lived a lifetime of experience
through his training. He flew 50 missions
over Germany and received the Presidential
Citation and six Bronze Oakleaf Clusters
on his Air Medal! Although he may not get
back again in the fights across the ocean,
he may always enjoy the reflections consequent of a job well done.

By LIEUTENANT

JOHN

BARTH

It was almost three years ago on May
13, 1942, that I became a member of the
Army of the United States. I had wanted
to fly for the Army Air Corps for some

LIEUTENANT

JOHN

story).
BARTH

(See accompanying

After graduation and commission I was
assigned to a P-47 Thunderbolt squadron
at Mitchell Field, New York. Here, in addition to more instructing, we maintained
a Fighter Patrol up and down the East
Coast. In February three other pilots and
myself asked to be assigned overseas. The
four of us had been through training together and all were accepted and assigned
to a Pilot Pool in Virginia.
It was now one year since 1 experienced

time but the age limit had prevented my
joining so when this was lowered I hurried
to join before the bars were raised again.
Not much happened for the first six
months. I spent the time going to school
studying Navigation, Meteorology and
Code, all the time waiting for the letter
appointing me as a Cadet. I had expected
to go to Santa Ana, California, but when
the appointment arrived in Cctober I
found I had been assigned to the Cadet
Center at San Antonio, Texas. Here I was
separated from the two friends with whom
I had enlisted. "BUTCH" STRCM was assigned to training on the West Coast.
WILLIAM JCHNSCN
was selected for
Bombardier training. (Lt. Strom is now instructing in Arizona after spending 1 1/2
years flying B-25's in China. Lt. Johnson
is instructing bombardiers in Iowa after
being returned to the States from Italy
where he was injured when his bomber was
shot down.)
To anyone who has seen Twentieth-Century Fox' "WINGED VICTCRY" I need
not describe the early weeks in the life of
a fledgling flyer. But for those who haven't,
let it suffice to say that it is an almost
endless array of tests, drill, physical training and book work of all kinds without even
a look at an airplane. Before many weeks
one begins to wonder if after all the Air
Force is the branch of the Army that uses
the flying machine. Finally, however, I was
assigned to Primary Training at Grider
Field, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, and it was
there I took my first ride in an airplane
on February 18, 1943. To say that this ride
was a thrill is an understatement, but the
excitement of soloing about two weeks
later far overshadowed it.

the' thrill of
I was, a full
lifetime of
flying hours
an average
scrap across
experiences

my first airplane ride and here
fledged pilot with an ordinary
experience and hundreds of
behind me, with better than
chance to take part in the
the sea where new and bigger
would no doubt be unfolded.

I was given a ten-day leave and decided
to use the time In turning another page
In the book of my life by adding another
thrill which 1 hope will prove to be perpetual. I flew to California and was married February 27, 1944, to Phyllis Rogers,
and after the ceremony my wife flew back
to Virginia with me and we honeymooned
for fifteen days, then I left for overseas
March 15th.
April found the four of us in England
and assigned to the 404th Fighter Group,
one of the units of the Ninth Air Force.
They, at the time, were flying off a pasture near the South Coast of England.
Until the time of the invasion our missions
consisted mostly of escort for the heavy
bombers striking at the heart of Germany.
My first mission was a five-hour jaunt to
Frankfort, Germany, in about the worst
weather I have ever flown. I was so busy
looking for anything and everything that
might cause me trouble that I came back
with a severe case of cervical myalgia
(this really scared me until they told me
it was only a stiff neck). We helped provide beachhead cover for the landing
troops on June 6th and from then on our
missions consisted of dive bombing and
strafing In support of our advancing
armies. On the 4th of July we moved
bag and baggage to France and took up
operations on an engineer-built strip a
few miles from St. Lo. This was very nice,

Time in the air mounted rapidly after
this while I finished Primary and struggled
to master the finer points of flying the

except for some uncomfortable days when
we first arrived. We were very much in
range of the German artillery, and believe

Vultee "Vibrator" (B.T. 13) in Basic School.
Time also passed quickly while I labored
with books on the theory of flight, navigation, weather, mechanics and code and, of
course, the ever present physical training
and drill. Upon completion of Basic Train-

me they didn't pull their punches. Those
Helnies threw everything at us from a
sweet potatoe to a church organ and our
boys gave them receipts for everything!
After this we settled down to flying day
and night. Many

of the missions were just
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routine, but a tew of them

stand out in

and

flew overseas

with me.

Lt. Robert

my

mind for humorous events. As for instance the time four of us were chasing
an M.E. 109 and he ducked into the midst

Duffy of Washington, D. C., is a prisoner
of war and Lt. R. W. Dalberg of Potlatch,
Idaho, was shot down on a fighter sweep

of eight P-5l's. P-47's and 51's went round
and round for several minutes before we
realized that in the melee the German

over Germany. Lt. "Andy" Anderson of
Minneapolis reports in his last letter to me
that he has passed the 100 mission mark
and is still going strong.

pilot had taken his leave — clever boys,
those Nazi pilots ... Or the time that

for being "eager" and going too low on
a strafing pass, but I got the truckload of
munitions!

wait."
I am

now

back at Bushnell and about

ready to be released from the hospital,
and I want to say that with the splendid
medical and surgical care I have had, I
am now about back in shape again. Last
night I went to my first dance since my
accident and In spite of the circumstances
I felt quite graceful, although not quite up
to my old jitterbug form as yet . . . but
give me time!
When I am discharged I expect to make
my home in Southern California and come
back to work at Twentieth-Century Fox. I
hope to get a private license so that I can
keep up with my flying and some day have
my own plane.
You may be interested In knowing what
happened to the three pilots who trained

the Toscanini concert Is almost

outfit in the Philippines, and you'll be Interested In excerpts from his letter, writ-

Before he left "Jerry" had very capably
sown the field with every imaginable kind
of explosive. For five days we got along
okay, but as we were ready to go to the
planes for a mission on the 6th of September, the officer with whom I was walking stepped on a land mine, which exploded and re&lly blew us apart. We were
both seriously injured. I was left with a
chagrined feeling, like a ballplayer has
after he has knocked a home run and
cleaned up the bases and then breaks his
leg on the way to the dugout and has to
remain on the bench for the rest of the

day before Christmas. That's one time that
I am glad the Army didn't "hurry and

were
highly her
appreciated
we with
hope us.
she'll
remember
temporaryandstay

town Pickup-man for this department before the war. Dick Is with a tank destroyer

The first of September we moved to a
captured German airfield in the Paris area.

Well, after considerable patching and
repairing they finally got me in condition
to return home. In December I was returned by boat to the United States, arriving on the 19th of December at Bushnell General Hospital where I was given
an Immediate leave and arrived home the

hadn't come to us on "lend-lease" from
Script. Her friendliness and help in need

history by now, RUTHIE SWARZCHILD is
still swooning! We are very proud of her
for having controlled her emotions at the
concert instead of letting go as the Impromptu ballet dancer did!
A letter has just been received by
FRANCES RICHARDSON from LT. RICHARD T. SMITH who used to be the down-

came back with my plane well riddled with
parts from an exploding truck as a reward

surely thankful for someone's donation of
blood. I witnessed many others who are
also thankful.

Vera, of course, is not a newcomer

Though

twelve F.W. 190's jumped two of us and
then ran when we turned to fight, not
knowing that our ammunition and gas were
almost completely exhausted. Some of them
were not so humorous ... as the time I

season, watching his teammates playing
the game he loves so well. We were given
plasma on the spot then removed to Paris
and from there were flown to England.
Doctors afterward told us that the prompt
plasma transfusions saved our lives. I am

DAY.

to the lot, but she Is new and very welcome In our midst! While she had to finl^
a stint in another office, we would ha'^
been left high and dry. If ANNE WOODS

ten on his division's lOlst consecutive day
of battle: ". . . My hill-side fox-hole is
quite a little house, due to two days of
hard work on my part. I dug It deep enough
to set up a cot and wide enough to Install my desk on one side, so that I might
write In comfort. It's six feet deep at the
back, two at the front and about four feet
wide, and has niches in the walls for everything— toilet articles, books, telephone,
and even my wash basin (Gl helmet). It's
crowning glory is the roof — of shelter
ROBERT THOMPSON,
Ph.M 3/c, and his bride of
a few months. Bob married while on leave shortly
before being shipped to the South Pacific, and
introduces his bride photographically to his old
friends on the Lot. Bob was a file clerk in the
Research Library.

please — and iced coca-cola! For front line
It!
troops
I'd say that was pretty good!" Yes,
It does sound good — and do they deserve
KATHERINE

RESEARCH NOTES
By KARLA

halves and poncho — which is quite cool."
And: "I must sign off and get cleaned up
for chow — we have turkey today, if you

von MUEFFLING

To pick up where we left off last month
—GERTRUDE KINGSTON is still trying to
get a dog. Reason she feels the dogpower
shortage so acutely is probably that she
wants a Belgian Police dog, which happens
to be one of the most eligible breeds for
K-9 Corps service.
Vacation! Though we're only as far as
making schedules, the word vacation has Its
magic and we talk about Big Bear, Laguna,
Tahoe and La Jolla! Even though VE-Day
has come, we don't expect a miracle to
ease various shortages and will probably
get no further than the nearest little hideout. But it's sure fun to talk big!
SYLVIA COURSEN made a complete
turnabout In her work. From furnishing
photo prints with references as to the books
they are taken from, she has gone to
checking out books and other material
at the front desk. I'm sure such a switch
would have confused me, but Sylvia not
once asked one of her "customers" what
page he was on or when he was published!
"New Faces of 1945": Sylvia's previous
job has been taken over by VERA HALLA-

LAMBERT

has a very time-

ly "nothing new under the sun" Item: In her
research
"Captain
from (yes,
Castile"
she
discoveredforIhat
In the 16th
sixteenth)
century Spain they had ceiling prices! The
prices had to be posted In taverns and
inns, and violations were to be reported
to the police!

CASH AND CARRY-Tales
By ESTELLE ZIMMERMAN
We always hear about croon-tune-Junespoon-moon; and then Poof, it happens! The
luv-bug, she comes and geeves you bite and
you feel like plenty rum and coca-cola.
Well, that's how it happened to ye faithful scribe — so bear with me if you should
find me In that state of pinkish hues; or If
I overpay

you whilst cashing your check

(Kn-Kn-KN). The wedding date's the seventeenth of June and if you're In Detroit,
Michigan, about that time, do come, won't
All of us who ride the Studio bus to
and from work are a happy and grateful
lot. We miss CLARENCE HUTSCN, who s
now driving on location; but we're Indeed
you?
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indthe stews that JESS MENDELSON can
fortunate in having BUCK

PINNEY tote us.

pip up at the drop of a sombrero. He
eps us busy cooking and tasting the stuff
all the way home.
Hats off to the smiling and helpful
Maintenance men, CHARLIE DOUGHTY,
JOE EPSTEIN, and VERLIN TAYLOR.

They're just typical of their department.
Have you been down to the hospital yet
to meet MORNA PYPER? There's one little
lady who gets all the headaches, pains, and
complaints of the entire Lot — but does she
let it get her down? Brother — no!! Heaps
of gardenias to you Morna, we do appreciate all the good you do for us.
No doubt, you are all familiar with
HENRY "you look like a million" FINK of
the Barber Shop. His wonderful blarney is
a terrific morale lifter. Now, girls, wouldn't
you miss him if he didn't tell you that
you're the prettiest girl on the lot?
Brother PRYOR hasn't written much since
he left on the HATHAWAY pic shooting
at the New York location. However, he did
write LLOYD that although he thought
Washington and N. Y. are fine, not to sell
Los Angeles — that is, not until he returns.
Did-You-Know-Dept.:
Did you know that RHODA BURSK
writes the catchiest music? Wonder who's
going to discover that her lyrics and melodies are super.
Did you know that a chain letter for
war bond stamps has been making the
rounds . . . patriotic, what? More people
ought to get in on this.
Did you know that the Seventh War
Loan Drive is on until July Seventh — and
folks, just because the European War is
over doesn't mean that we may slacken our
efforts toward buying more and more
bonds. There's that great day coming,
Manana — and until then we must keep
plugging along — and we will, too!
Well, amigos. I'll miss you all while I'm
on leave, but hope to see you soon when
we return in July. Until then, get tons of
sun, have barrels of fun. Adios.

B.B. Shots From Construction
By BETTY

BOW

Just a little news to let you all know that
this Office is still affiliated with the Studio.
First of all, we would like to have you all
know that we, in the CONSTRUCTION
DEPT, suffered a great loss last week with
the
leaving Helen
of "LITTLE
MISS a FIXIT"
SNYDER.
has taken
three HELEN
months
leave of absence from the Studio to say at
home with her pride and joy, Paul, Jr.,
and to await the return of her husband
from overseas. In her place we have back
with us DORIS TIMMERBERG FEATHERS.
Doris left this office last August to be
married but with the leaving of her husband for overseas duty, she has rejoined
our happy little family.
Suppose you have all heard by this time

EMMETT A. SCHOENBAUM,
Still Cameraman in the Publicity Dept, (center fop), has been with TCP
for 12 years. He is shown here with his three sons. Left, CHARLES
E. SCHOENBAUM,
Pharmacist
Mate 3/c, dental technician attached to the Marine Corps at Camp Pendleton. Charles left for overseas in May of this year, and was a dental student at U.S.C. when he enlisted a year and a half ago.
Center, Ensign WILLIAM J. SCHOENBAUM,
on an L.S.T. at Okinawa, and was through the Leyte and
Luzon invasions. His ship was officially credited with 4 Jap Zeroes during the Leyte invasion. Bill graduated with the Navy V-12 program after 2 years at Loyola and 2 years at U.S.C. and I year at Texas U.
He has been in service for 2^2 years. Right is Emmett’s youngest son, Dick. He is a hospital apprentice
l/c attached to the Marine base at Camp Pendleton, and was attending Loyola High School when he
enlisted 7 months ago.

that GRIP DEPT. LAVIN has acquired the
new title of "GRANDPOP"!! The reason
being that a sweet Irish lass was born to
Lt. and Mrs. JIMMIE LAVIN on the twenty-sixth of April — from what we hear, little
LINDA looks as Irish as her grandfather
'how about that, Johnnie?
We girls here in the Office are open for
suggestions at this point of how to keep
track of PHIL ADAMS and GEORGE
ZUCKER — as most of you know, when you
call they are always out on the stages
somewhere or another. What we can't understand is,that since the' closing of the
Musical Numbers in the DOLLY SISTERS,
where they are now spending most of their
time — but if you run into either GEORGE
or PHIL somewhere on the lot, would you
please have them call this Office!
We are now a "House Divided"— with
MR. WURTZEL now residing down in the
Production Bungalow, the only visitors we
ever have are those lost souls who can't
find their way to the ART DEPT.
A bit of news hither and yon from our
CONSTRUCTION CLERKS— We welcome
back HELEN GOLDMAN in the LANDSCAPE DEPT, after a recent illness. Glad
to see you again, Helen, and must say you
are looking as pet as ever! JACK
"PEACHY" SEILER, late of the PAINT
SHOP, Is now working as a Greenman

In the LANDSCAPE DEPT. Say, Jack, how
did you get along with those fence post
holes and just as a matter of curiosity,
what are they going to do with a fence
away out thar on the golf course? WANDA
KAHN, in the STAFF SHOP, just returned
from spending thirty days with her husband, LIONEL, who was In on a well-earned
furlough after two years active overseas
duty ... he is now restationed in San
Francisco awaiting further orders. Say,
have any of you people seen the scrapbooks that MARY AGNES LUBIN, MILL
OFFICE, keeps of her All-American husband, Frank? We've seen sections of it
and It really is a work of art!
Just as a point of Information, PHIL,
we would all like to know what's going to
happen to that little' "spitoon" at the house
now that Louise Is coming home — and a
little reminder, don't forget to do something with that carton of Five Brothers
you recently bought.
In closing, we
opportunity to ask
thing — "Now that
girls here in this

would like to take' this
MR. HOUGH one little
you have nicknamed us
Office, MR. HOUGH,

you couldn't be referring to our Irregularity In size, could you? Do you know what
he calls us, my dear public, FOUR PENNY,
SIX PENNY and EIGHT PENNY.
Hope to see you next month.
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A view of the TCP Nursery — GLENN

NURSERY TALES
TAYLOR

"I wandered fonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er hill and dale,
When all at once, I saw a crowd,
A host of golden daffodils."
Yes, Mr. Wordsworth, that's a very beautiful thought,
but now our daffodils are out of season.
And who could wander In this little dell
When shine.
the fog is so thick, that the sun can't
the flowers look like hel — ,

"Mother, how do you spell help?" "Well,
God helps those who helps themselves
dear." "But I've never seen a potted plant
grab a water hose and say, 'I'se a dry
martini, Rastus, I sho do need llquidatin!' "
It's often said that to himself a man's
name Is the sweetest music that can be
spoken. We

extends a cordial invitation to all visitors.

soldier spoke up and said, "Well, I knew
you would be mad, but honest, it was the
By JIMMIE

And

HARMAN

were forced to eliminate that

thought here at the nursery however, because of the exaggerated opinions that
were quickly accumulating. People were
calling our own little
Bill — 'Hie' — Le Pelley."
our newcomer to the
EGGERT — he promptly

LE PELLEY "Wild
And in welcoming
department — GUS
adopted the title

best I could do." "Well, sure, I suppose it
was," replied Ray, "but what In the world
are we gonna do with all of that bread!"
There have been so many commendable
words circulating concerning the beauty
that has been added to the lot — (other than
feminine beauty for once) — In the building
and landscaping on the bank and retaining
wall across from the New Adminisratlon

ing the dejected look In Ray's eyes the

By LEE DUNBAR
It will be news to some of the boys to
know that BOB CAMPBELL will soon complete his flying course. Bob flew before
and now he is renewing his license. Like
"Buddie" EVANS, Bob also belongs to the
Coast Patrol.

building and the new park near the railroad station, that I must leave the bound-

STANLEY WARN and DAVE ANDERSON are taking their crew to Bass Lake on
location. From all that I can gather It Is a

aries of the' Nursery to mention them.
Oscar Awards for the job should be given

perfect place for casting rod and reel.
DICK VIERICH received a letter from

to GLENN HARMAN — the nursery manager. Much thought and planning was re-

"Dickie" Jr. a few days ago and "Dickie"
was very happy to tell his dad that the
destroyer that he was aboard had sunk
their sixth German Sub.

quired In advance and I'm sure you will
agree that the work deserves hearty approbation.
That's all tor now

except this:

Der Fuehrer has given up Felix Mendelssohn's master piece In moosic tor vunderful Americaner Medleys. Instead of the
beautiful Midsummer Nights Dream, Herr
Schikelgruber sings, "Ash! mein dreams vas
getting bedder all der time, till der Allies
vas fencing me in witout wide open spaces
In between!"

AUF

"NICK" CASTLE has opened his new
dancing school on Pico near Overland.
"Nick" explains that quite a number of Fox
employees were interested In improving
their dancing. BOB HENDERSON said he
would probably be "Nick's" first pupil.
We are glad to know the Christmas
scrolls finally caught up with the boys In
the service and we hope that next December they will be back with us In person.
LES EVERSON is on location in Louisiana

WIEDERSEHEN.
working on his next picture. I'm wondering
If Les is running around In that Delta mud
with his shoes off.

of "Gas-house Gus," supposedly achieved
for his ability to blow the holes out of
doughnuts In a balloon factory.
The best yet is on RAY GRANTHAM
though. Recently Ray journeyed back to his
old stomping grounds in Colorado for a
visit. During the return trip he was prioritied off the bus and forced to stay a few
days in a small junction with two soldiers.
Since eating was of the first necessity, they
pooled their money and sent one in search
of the staple supplies. After hours of waiting the man returned with two cases of
whiskey and one loaf of bread. After see-

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lane^
Cocktails

•

HO.

3654

BOB

IBLING received a great bang recently when he opened a paper and saw

the picture of his brother. Bob's brother
Is In the Marines and was with Ernie Pyle's
group at the time the picture was made.
The people of Orange are wonderful
hosts. I think everyone on the location will

agree. The town paper had a nice write-up
company.
and gave the name of everyone on the
The electric department wishes to express deep sympathy to JOE WEBSTER for
the sudden passing of Mrs. Webster.
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duty by acting as assistant head of the
Film Editorial. Mr. Webb not only supervises the Test Department, but also directs
over fifty per cent of all tests made. Most
of the current stars on the TCF Lot — June
Haver, Vivian Blaine, Trudy Marshall, Ann
Baxter, Jane Nigh, Michael Dunne, Glenn
Langan, Faye Marlowe, Cornel Wilde,
Richard Crane, Stephen Richards, and
many, many more, have been directed by
Mr. Webb in their move up the ladder to
stardom. He takes a personal interest in
each one and his faith in their ability has
been amply repaid by their successes.
Hundreds of young hopefuls, coming
from every phase of show business, the
theatre, radio, modeling, night clubs, dramatic schools, etc., all place their future
In the hands of the' Test Department.

MAGIC MAKEUP BY LANDSCAPING
A test in progress. From left to right, LLOYD AHERN, Cameraman; JIMMY COWAN, Asst. Cameraman; RAY MALA, Asst. Cameraman; JOE LaSHELLE, Director of Cincmaphotography; MARTIN
PEACH, Electrician; HARRY JONES, Grip; BOBBY PETZOLDT, Gaffer, seated; JUNE CONNOR
(back to camera); JERRY WEBB, and MARTHA STEWART.

TEST DEPT.
By VIOLET

HOGAN

A special award should be made to those
in one of the most interesting departments
on the TCP Lot — the Test Department —
for their help in keeping the life blood of
new talent flowing.
Little known to many in our organization, the task of testing amounts to thousands of dollars in filming newcomers whom
our talent scouts have selected as screen
material: filming of stars and stock players
doing a scene tor their test for a part in a
picture; the testing of all wardrobe, hair
styles, makeup, wigs, etc., used in a picture under production, to insure their correctness before actual shooting of the production.
If the picture is fo be in Technicolor,
the testing of the wardrobe, makeup, and
hair styles, are also recorded by still pictures which is handled by the Test Department, and a copy of each print filed in the
department in case the producer, director,
or the department interested, should have
need of an extra copy. A copy of all ladies'
wardrobe is sent to the Hays' office for
their approval. The Test Department has
proven its worth by Insuring the millions of
dollars spent in actual production is not
wasted. At the present time, 20th CenturyFox is the only major studio that can boast
of having a Test Department.
As an example of the amount of tests
made in searching for new talent, in 1943
we made 76 sound tests and 125 silent
tests, compared with 231 sound tests and
125 silent tests made in 1944. The difference in 1944 is due to the fact that war
has found fit to take many of our male

!

stars, leaving a small selection of men for
lined up for 1943 and 1944, which made
it imperative for the studio to find and
test new talent for show girls. These tests
were made in both Kodachrome and black
and white.
An interesting fact to remember is
us to test. A large musical program
the members of the Test Department
able to watch these newcomers start on

that
was
are
the

ground floor and work their way to the top.
True, we see many of them fail, but for
each one we have high hopes of success.
We make it a part of our job to see that
these young hopefuls are put at ease, as
most of them are facing a camera for the
first time and we are as anxious as they
to make good. Before their test is made,
we become acquainted with them and
sometimes give them helpful hints. On the
day of their test they are then more apt to
feel our Interest and friendliness, and they
are consequently less tense and nervous.
We are ever aware that on the test they
are taking depends their future.
For all and every kind of test made, it
is up to the Test Department to follow all
the way through in setting up the test.
This requires making appointments in the
Make-up Department and the Wardrobe
Department for those to be tested. They
are then given their call and told where to
report. We must get the camera crew,
sound crew, electricians, grips, property
men, etc.; we must check the set to be
sure the scene is dressed properly; the wardrobe must be checked; everything must be
in perfect order so this test will roll along
smoothly and without difficulty.
The very capable' head of the Test Department isJERRY WEBB, who since the
start of the war has been doing double

By JIMMIE TAYLOR
Anyone who reads this column does so
at their own risk and the management
will not assume any responsibility for loss
of your time by so doing. Furthermore, you
will undoubtedly and In all probability harbor this thought: "Shmells! what a lot of
bear-oil. Whoever heard of landscape or
horticulture being even faintly assimilated
with the art of prestidigitation or legerdeBut the following facts are not general
deception and have not been gained by
any slight of hand feats. They are spots you
have seen with your own eyes and (not
because your liver was on the blink, or
from
seeing too many pink elephants!),
main."
but because they are sections that were
formerly unknown and seldom frequented
by anyone's glances. Now with the aid of
magic makeup in landscaping and building, they need no longer remain in seclusion.
The majority of opinions has chosen the
number one spot tO' date, from Its size,
perfection and beauty, the retaining wall
and landscape work on the bank east of
the new administration building. And since
it is one of the latest additions and also
the largest, we also give it our vote.
Much time and planning was necessary
for its perfection. Cooperation was synchronized byeveryone Involved. The work
of GEORGE WALKER — the plasterer from
Maintenance — and his capable crew, for
the laying and constructing of the retaining wall, is to be highly commended also.
The successful use of new equipment
or machinery was also employed on the
job. Thanks to the transportation department, we have acquired a mechanical robot
of labor. And under the capable hands of
MILT CAZNEAU, It maneuvers like a P-38.
It is an all purpose Minneapolis Moline
tractor. Dual tired and with a very convenient lift and bulldozer. It also has all
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.the other necessary equipment for cultivating, discing and what have you. Thus the
name "Labor
fitting.

Robot"

seems

to be very

The jobs that most of you are already
familiar with, have all received considerable portions of praise. The frst spot
was near the bridge over Olympic boulevard and succeeding that, the filling and
planting near the Fire Department. The
mere fact that the flowers there are so
prolific however, does not mean that you
need to run for your cutting shears. These
two spots were previously occupied with
emptiness and space for weeds. Now every
passer-by has favorable comment concerning the new beauty treatment.
The park that has been completed near
the new railroad station, is very comparable In the amount of planning and foresight that was required for the job on the
retaining wall on the Pico bank. Excavation
of all the old clay was first required. Then
loads of new soil was hauled in and leveled
off for the planting. Trees were balled out
and planted in and the grass was sodded
in. Our contribution here at the Nursery
was in providing the plants, shrubs, trees,
etc. Now the park is only waiting for you
and your word of appreciation.
Aside from the labor put out by the
mechanical labor robot, WAYNE HARDISON and the men of the landscape provided the required amount of energy both
physical and mental. And then when Its
time for the Oscar Awards to be given,
the one person that was responsible for all
the supervision and direction in both planning and planting Is GLENN HARMAN,
the nursery manager.
With all this lavish environment
can safely boast on more
beauty for the Fox lot.

now, we

milestones of

Thanks for Ihe generous contributions of clothes made by employees of TCF to the United National
Clothing Drive. Pictured above are, left to right: JET FORE, Jr., LILLIAN PORTER, FRED McKELVEY,
LOU WITTE, JOE KEENAN, and JACK PERCY.

BUNDLES FROM HOME
By JET FORE
With the closing of the United Nations
clothing drive, the American people have
shown once' again their kindness and goodwill toward mankind.
All over the nation thousands of tons of

special mention of our own organization
members who did such a wonderful job
are:
Legion Commander Jack Percy, Lou
Witte, Fred McKelvey, Fire Chief Conlan
and Harold Kueger. Through their untiring
efforts and the generosity of our employees
the drive was a huge success.

clothing have been donated to provide our
allies with the necessary garments needed
to keep their bodies warm
ter months ahead.

In times like these it seems impossible to secure
a combination of rubber, steel and horsepower,
but Jimmy Ruman thrives on impossibilities and
has secured this mechanical wonder for the use
on the Lot. It is a Moline Tractor with various
workable parts including a grader, plow, high
lifts, buckets, etc. This little monster was put to
good use in the work done by the Landscape Dept,
in beautifying

the strip opposite

the new

admin-

istration building. The "pilot" happens to be
■'Col.” Cazneau of the transportation Dept. Take
a bow. Mill.

in the long win-

Playing no small part In this, 20th Century-Fox employees proved their willingness
to cooperate by the effort put forth.
Over three and one-halt tons of clothing
were brought in during the April 1st to
May 12th that the drive lasted. It was
interesting to note that all clothing was
in the best of condition and none needed
mending

or washing.

Handled In Los Angeles by the American Legion, Fire and Police Departments,

PERSONAL MAIL
The mail department is being deluged
with PERSONAL mail and packages. At
present we have on hand twenty packages
that are uncalled for. This department has
limited quarters and is very busy handling
STUDIO BUSINESS.
If you

expect any

personal packages,

please phone 447 to ascertain If the package is there and if it is,, please pick it up
promptly as it is Impossible to advise addressees of arrival of such packages,
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and finally Egypt, for the past year.

It will be appreciated if you will arrange to have your personal packages and
!i|^^il sent to your home address. We re^Rive several hundred personal letters dally
with no department designation. This requires "directory service" and a resulting
delay. Preference is given to Studio business mall adding a further delay to PERSONAL MAIL.
A

Your cooperation with us in our endeavors to reduce this class of mail will
be appreciated.
This service is purely an accommodation
and complaints of delay are unwarranted.
CAP. JACKSON.

Philippines,
April 22, 1945.

Dear Friends:

1 have been planning for sometime to
write and thank you tor the cigarettes and
"Action"
now.

magazine, which come

first "CB" special into the Philippines, and
supplies weren't too plentiful.
Everything is secured here now, and we
are all doing the best we can to get it over
and get back to a country where they have
such things as sidewalks and civilization.
Again I thank you,
Sincerely,
JACK BOYD.
Jack M. Boyd, CM 2/c
FPO, San Francisco, Calif.
*

*

*

26 April, 1945.

Dear Friends:

fangled word that they certainly don't
worry about. They paint walls with calcimine by taking a mouthful and blowing It
on the wall, sprayer fashion. That's one that
always fascinates
us; we
the show.
painter can't understand the interest
I'll cut "my day" short because I'd like
to say a few words to some good friends
of mine on the Lot that I really miss. In

CpI. EDWARD

A. DECUIR

of the Labor

Dept,

is

shown in the pilot's compartment of a B-17 flying
fortress at an eighth air force bomber station in
England. CpI. Decuir is one of our many boys
who will get a well earned rest now that V-E day
has arrived. His division was cited by the President
for its England-Africa shuttle bombing of the aircraft plants at Regensburg, Germany.

April 22, 1945.
Dear Foxes:

I've been wanting to write for a very
long time, but somehow I have confined
my mail to individual friends in the Stu-

thought it might be corny to have my letter read by people who didn't know me,
but today they opened the "Cairo Palace," a large theatre for Cairo. It's a Fox
house, and it sort of gave me a thrill and
a sense of pride that we could reach way
out here — ten thousand miles from the
home lot — either that, or the fact that I
wanted to see my letter in print (a throwback to the days when I wrote a column

In checking up I find that I have been
in the Army for more than four years and
it means a great deal to me to be remembered after so long a time.
I have had some interesting assignments
and for the past two years have been producing shows both in the States and overseas with soldier and USO talent. Right
now I am promoting the 7th War Bond
Drive in this part of the world, and it is

dies down. If it's good, you can find me in
the day room being very conspicuous and
accepting all kind remarks. Oddly enough,
I am accepted as a producer, director, and
critic, and shoved into the limelight as
master of ceremonies at the slightest semblance of a party. Having worked for
TCF is enough for them, when I protest
that I was only a humble pencil pusher
they wave it aside and put it down as

certainly keeping me’ out of mischief. I am
stationed about 18 miles from Cairo, which

modesty. Believe me, it hasn't been easy
to take sides on the merit of a picture.

is a dirty, crowded, poverty-stricken, but
always interesting city.
If anyone wants to drop me a line, I
promise to reply with gay and sometimes
accurate accounts of life in the Middle
East.

I've made more enemies during my enforced military career than Jimmie FIdler
and Louella Parsons combined.

WELLINGTCN.

1st Lt. Robert C. Wellington
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

travelogue in reverse. I'd like to hear Ben
Wurtzel's voice booming out on a stage —
the only thing bigger than his voice is his
heart. That dynamo, Tom Morrissey, who
moves around so fast It took two office
boys and three foremen to find him. Inez
Kendall — I dare you to find one person
who doesn't think she Is wonderful. That
Ginsberg gal who made you feel guilty
every time you wanted to draw some dough
out of the Credit Union. Jack Savage who
took me on my first deer hunt — I will never
forget It.
I miss you all.
Affectionately,
BILL GCLDMAN.
Sgt. 'Wm. Goldman
c/o Postmaster,
New York, N. Y.

JU N E

at PHILLIPS

called "Cut Our Way" for "Action")
spurred me on. For some unexplainable

— if it isn't up to their par, I manage to
stay away for at least a day until all the
slander, which is bound to come my way,

BCB

the hope that they'll drop me a note and
make my life a bit fuller In this sunbaked

dio. It's been a very long time, and with
I found
I received,
"Action"
every issue
and
faces
unfamiliar
and ofmore
more

I received a copy of "Action" yesterday,
the first in quite some time, and I certainly got a thrill out of reading about all
my friends at TCF, both in and out of the
armed forces.

Thanks again for your many kindnesses.
Sincerely,

A

quaint place — -Egypt. The milkman travels
around with his cow and really gives with
the fresh milk. Pasteurization Is some new

regularly

In times gone by, the cigarettes that
you send were rationed among my friends
as they were about all we had since the
battalion of which 1 am a member was the
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TRADITIONAL MONTH OF
BRIDES AND GRADUATES

reason the Gl's here always hold me accountable for the quality of TCF pictures

I've been overseas for 26 months now
and fortunately my job as radio operator
has taken me over three fourths of the

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
HOMEWARES
LEATHER GOODS
AWARDS and PRIZES
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS GUARANTEED TO 20th C. F. EMPLOYEES. PLEASE BRING IDENTIFICATION AS WE DO NOT
CATER TO THE GENERAL
PUBLIC.

GIFTS
JEWELER’S

QUALITY

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.
JEWELERS

Est. 192!

714 S. HILL STREET, LA.

globe and steered clear of gory battlefields. Ihave no horror tales to relate, but
have amassed a wealth of experiences In
Bombay, New Zealand, Australia, Palestine, Arabia, Tripoli, most of North Africa
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Action

Somewhere

up" of "Whizzer" White have come
through smiling, so guess I can. The gang
from Fox will have many stories when theJ
return to the Lot again, but I just wisheS

In the Philippines,
16 April, 1945.

Hello All:

to mention these to Illustrate that "Action"
has come through, and thanks again!

It seems as If I am always writing you
thank you notes, but that is due to your
unending generosity. I have again received
another slew of your cigarettes at a time
when I was seriously considering joining
the church and giving up all such vices, as
the means for satisfying them was not
available. Thanks a million.

GRV.
Lieut (jg) C. P. Hatcher
c/o Fleet Post Gffice,
San Francisco, Calif.

♦

Then, as usual, three months late (let's
look Into this, Mr. Walker, and quit messing with our Esquire pin-ups) the extremely
valuable package from the N. Y. office
arrived with all Its usables in good shape.
I hope some of you guys caught a glimpse
of the swell toilet kit they sent this year,
so you can all be jealous!

almost as much

as to the "sugar reports," please post It.
That magazine Is continually getting better,
though to judge from it, I will hardly know
the old place when. If ever, I get back.
We

April 24, 1945.

I thought it was about time I dropped
you a line. I'm still In the states, but will
leave for overseas pretty soon. I went
through cook's and baker's school In San
Diego and then got sent up by San Francisco where they gave us a little extra
Lieut, (jg) O. P. HATCHER
of the Labor Dept,
writes of some very exciting experiences in the
South Pacific.

16th of March

of the Sixth Division are still slugging it out with the Nips here on — ■ —

ah
—
haveah now

mustn't all
say records
that. Anyway,
we
broken
for continu-

ous combat in the SWPA, Today makes
our 96th consecutive day of fighting — ever
since we landed on D-Day, January 9th.
We're all hoping to clean up these hills
and get Into rest camp near town before
the rains start which could be any day now.
As a precaution against that I have just
completed a new type 2x4x6 foot hole
in the side of a hill, with a removable (and
well camouflaged) roof, which I am going
to patent when I get home. Honest, I've
got anything Tojo ever dug beat. It has
niches for toilet articles, helmet (when
used as wash basin), field desk, and phone.
It's so sound proofed that mortar
artillery shells landing outside don't
disturb my slumber! Of course, I may
jolted out of all this luxury and back

and
even
get
Into

the ordinary fox-hole any day, but It's good
while It lasts. Just now, we of the Anti
Tank Co., are having it fairly easy as the
Nips haven't built a tank with wings that
will work In these hills, and they haven't
developed an efficient method of packing
our anti tank guns up and down these hills.
So we're just resting and doing a little
patrol work, which incidentally is paying off
handsomely In Jap flags, etc.
That's about all the news from here right
now, so I'll go back to "sweating out" the
next copy
from
there. of "Action" to get all the news
Regards to all,
DICK.
Lt. Richard Smith,
c/o Postmaster, S. F.

*

Dear Studio Club:

Last, but far from least, three "Actions"
all at once — bringing me up to December,
1944. I think my present address, would
help to alleviate their lateness, and as I
look forward to "Action"

♦

Somewhere

look a great deal like Marine's. Green
pants, shirts and blouse.
I've sure enjoyed the "Action" magazine
and all you have done for me. If you have

Forgive this Idle hand, and I'm certain
that Cle St. Peter and I will have our day
of reckoning when my due time comes. Because of the absence' of my acknowledgment cards, I say now, thanks, thanks!
hundred thanks for my copies of "Action" and a hundred thanks for the cigarettes. For three years now both have been

reaching me

trainthey
lot of
they

at Sea.

Dear Studio Club:

A

training. It's sort of a commando
ing. They call us Navy, but before
started us marching they Issued us a
new uniforms, and instead of Navy,

regularly despite this ever-

time I'd like you to say "Hello" to Frank
Fore In Film Loading, and Kathleen Ridgemiss wayallin Script.
of you.Tell them I'm doing fine' and
Yours truly,

WALLY
Wallace

JCHNSCN.

W. Johnson, S 2/c S.C.

San Bruno, California.

moving through thousands of miles. It's been
to a lot of places (If places they can be
called), and It's been by almost every possible mode of travel. If It wasn't by ship.
It was by plane, and if not by plane then
by train, and there have been life rafts,
jeeps and of course plain old swimming
and walking — even a Japanese bicycle!
And among it all, always waiting at any
one of the places I have been, and concisely, It reads something like this: Cahu,
Maui, Hawaii, Funl-FutI, Wniwetok, New
Caledonia, Fiji Islands, British Samoa, Pago-Pago, Uea (Wallis Is.), New Hebrides,
Guadacanal, Florida Is., Auckland (New
Zealand), Invasion of Bouganville, "D" day
at Saipan, Admiralty Islands, New Guinea,
Philippine operation at Leyte and Samar,
WithI Atoll, and Guam. With all this countless stories could be told, one of which was
Included In a 1943 edition of "Action." I
refer to the torpedoing of the ship I was
on, and a surface-slugfest with a Nip submarine and finally a 22 hour ride on a liferaft. More recent was an involuntary ride
through the air, when I v/as caught In the
Pressure of the explosion of the ammunition ship, U.S.S. Mount Hood. But all In
all, through these and

others, the "Pin-

*

*

*

March

26, 1845

Dear Studio Club:
Just a short note to let you know my
new station. Right now I am somewhere In
Germany. The outfit I have been assigned
to has just recently captured the town of
Saarlautern, Germany. They put up quite
a tough battle and they really have the
"heinles" on the run now, and I don't mean
maybe!
I am looking forward to getting the good
ole' "Action", and want to tell you that
I had a swell visit on the Lot just before going overseas chinning with the guys In
"Blue."
Yours truly,

RUSSELL

E. GLDENBURG

Pvt. Russell E. Cldenburg
c-'o Postmaster, New

York, N. Y.

J II II r ,
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€DO

YOU

KNOW

A MAN

IN THE

SERVICE?

THEN YOU WILL BE GLAD TO KNOW THAT EVEN IF HE SHOULD BE
WOUNDED
HIS CHANCES OF RECOVERY ARE 37 TO 1— IF YOU AND ALL
THE REST OF US DONATE A PINT OF BLOOD!
Our obligations to fill our quota at the next visit of the Mobile Unit to this Lot on June. 14
will be doubly heavy in view of the absence of a great many loyal blood donors. If you have
never donated blood before, make an appointment for June 14th — it won’t hurt you, and it
may save a man’s life!

and movies. You ought to see the faces
light up on the men when we receive a few
bags of mail or have a movie aboard. The
woes of yesterday are forgotten and the
battle memories are dimmed by the letters, a few magazines, and the thousands
of feet of celluloid shown around the fleet.

Ensign ALLAN R. HULLER of the Construction
Dept, is now a boat officer on an attack transport.
He has been with the Navy's amphibious forces
for fourteen months and took part in the landings
on Pelil ieu, Leyte, Lingayen Gulf, Subic Bay and
Okinawa.

I can sincerely say that many of my buddies have' looked at and read "Action" on
board who though not knowing TCF, but
through the movies take a hearty Interest
In the men and women behind the scenes.
Sailors who only knew of movie stars before, now know that they are but a small
part of the many jobs that go to make
up the motion picture business.
My ship may get a break very soon, as
the scuttlebutt is very strong that we' will
return to the "promised land" very soon.
We now have the Japs pinned down In
their own back yard and I know that the
worst Is now behind us.
Thanks again for all your thoughtfulness.
Someday when this show out here is over,
I hope to come back to Hollywood and try
my luck In the photographic end of the
business.
Sincerely,

April 23, 1945
At Sea
Dear Friends:
My sincerest thanks for your ever present thoughtfulness during the past twentytwo months since I left TCF. Though on
the move most of the time out here, when
mail does come In, it Is gratifying to know
that one Is remembered even though I
only spent a short time with you during
my senior year at U.S.C.
I am a boat officer on an attack trans-

ALLAN

*

Dear Studio Club:

♦

April 29, 1945.

amOur
and
the
of it

I just received the package which you
have sent me. I want to thank you very
much. It was one of the nicest presents I
have received. I can really use all the articles In It too!

several times — though who isn't out here
in this area. I took part in the landings on
Pelilieu, Leyte, Lingayen Gulf, Subic Bay
and Okinawa. In the months I have been
out here I have found thal the two most

I haven't been away very long, but I
wish I could be back with you.
Very truly,

port, and have been with the Navy's
phibious forces fourteen months now.
job Is to assault the enemy beachheads
land the troops and supplies on
beaches. We have been in the thick

Important things that keeps a man's morale
up and hopes high, are letters from home

L. J. PAZZELLI.
Louis J. Pazzelll, AS
San Diego, California.

to establish his identity when he returns, and enclosed this photo of himself (on the left) with
two of his buddies. He is stationed somewhere in
the South Pacific.

R. HULLER.

Ensign Allan R. Huller
c 'o Fleet Post Office,
San Francisco, California.

*

CpI. CHARLES
A. ROGERS, Jr., of the Labor
Dept., writes that after 34 months away from the
Studio, he v/ould like to have something on deposit

April 27, 1945.
Dear Studio Club:
These few words to thank you for your
very lovely package and to express my
appreciation for everything you have done
for me since I have been in the service.
Words are so futile that I shall not try to
say more — only that you may be sure that
when I return I will try to do everything
possible for the Club In return for all It
has done for me.
Have
not received
anyDecember
"Action" and
magazines or cigarettes
since
do
wish that you could send me the back
Issues
from than
January.
The "Action"
Is morestarting
Important
the cigarettes
— we
do manage to get those.
to This
all. is all for now, and with best wishes
As ever,
AL SHAFFER.
Albert E. Shaffer, C Pho M.
c/o Fleet Post Office, San Francisco.

U. S. POSTAGE
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The Voice

of the Lot
they made at the Elk's Flag Day ceremony
in MacArthur Park. To top all this, their
picture appeared on the front page of
the Los Angeles Examiner. I think the
Legion owes a note of thanks to SANDY
SANDEEN for loaning the uniforms that
make our color guard the standout it is.
The genial gentleman whose' picture appears with this column is FRED McKELVEY
of the Effects Department. Fred is an exMarine with I I years of service. (You'd
never guess it— he only talks Marine Corps
from morning 'till night.) He comes from
a long line of Marines. His father and
brother both being colonels. If ever in
doubt about anything that concerns a gun,
like what makes the belt feed lever of a
machine gun move

in the stud cam groove,

just ask Fred. If he can't tell you, LOU
WITTE will be looking for a new gunsmith.
Fred is the Post sergeant-at-arms and
the commander of the color guard. Very
capable too, despite the fact that he
starts off on his right foot and thinks the
shortest distance between two points is
through a corn field.
July will be our election meeting and
it is hoped that every member will turn
out to see the man of his choice elected.
JACK PERCY, our commander, tells me
that he hopes to see some of the World

The distinction of leading the great I AM AN AMERICAN
Day parade held in the Los Angeles
Coliseum Sunday, May 20th, went to our own 20th Century-Fox American Legion Color Guard. Shown
in perfect step, from left to right: TONY HANSE, Army (Set Recording); FRED McKELVEY, Army
(Mechanical Effects); JOHN RUSSELL, Army (Labor Dept. ); JET FORE Jr., Marine Corps (Publicity Dept. ).

NEWS OF THE LEGION
By JET FORE. JR.

three of our beloved comrades. HOMER
Watson of Wardrobe, LEW WOLF of
Cutting and GEORGE GARRETT of Grips,
all left us within a few weeks of each other.

Although I have neglected my column
the last two months and haven't been the
up and coming cub reporter I should have

Full military honors were paid them in the
National Cemetery where they rest with
14,000 others.

been, it doesn't mean that the Studio
Legion Post hasn't been active.
Due to the strike that persists, meetings
have been held in the Cheviot Hills Post
club house.

Again on Memorial Day we traveled to
the graves of our deceased comrades and
laid flowers on their resting places.

The past three months have brought
much sadness to us in the passing away of

Our

four color guardsmen have certainly been getting around these days

with the leading of the "I Am An American" day parade and the fine showing

War this
II boys
for
one. in office, so let's all turn out
HAROLD SMITH, a writer, has been put
in charge of the boys' baseball team that
our Post is sponsoring, and practice is now
underway. Boys are picked from local
schools throughout the city, supplied with
uniforms and equipment and divided into
leagues. Members of the final winning
team will be sent to the World's Series.
JACK PERCY and HERMAN
STEIN
visited the

soldiers home

hospital re-

cently and gave out I I cartons of cigarettes. Itwas the first many of them had
had for a long time, so don't feel too bad
about the shortage. Which reminds me
of a wonderful slogan Officer Gibby disno
"I had
South Reception;
shoes, plays
soin his
I complained,
until I met
a man
who had no feet."

4

Action

— so If you like baseball, come out to these
future Sunday games, and watch them
play! You will not be disappointed!
The ball grounds on which the'y will play
are subject to change, so If you decide to
go, contact HOWARD
ELLIS SMITH,
the Manager, on Ext. 1344, or LOU
WITTE, Ext. 535, and he'll tell you where
to go to see the particular game which is
pending at the time.
Please make It a point to come!

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

On June 14 the Studio Blood Bank
moved into the Music Hall patio, where
the Lady of the Fountain looked with
approval on all the good people who join
the boys at the front by "proxy" with a
pint of blood. When you see the nurses,
doctors and patients so engrossed in this

holy and vital activity. It gives one the
FRED

McKELVEY

Ex-Marine
American

of the Mechanical

Effects Dept.,

and expert gunsmith. Fred is the TCF
Legion Post Sergeant-at-Arms and the
commander of the color guard.

PLAY BALL!
The 20th Century-Fox Studio Post No.
563 of The American Legion now has a
baseball team. Yes, sir! Their first game
of the season, and also their first game as
a unit, was played Sunday, June 17th, at
UCLA, against the' Westwood Bruins, and
while 20th Century-Fox lost the game. It
was lost with honor! Score 4-2, with the
Bruins in general an older and vastly more
experienced team.
To explain more fully, ours Is one of the
teams of the 24th District American Legion Junior Baseball League, and this was
the first of a series of Sunday games being
played up to and including Sunday, July
1st, and perhaps beyond. To be eligible
for any game, the boy must have been
born not earlier than 1928, and the average age is about 15 years. They are, to a
large degree, Emerson Junior Ffigh School
boys — and, according to Coach Marvin
of the opposing Bruins last Sunday, our
lads are something close to sensational.
Credit must be given to the really marvelous work of our Coach, Joe Hesslein, in
whipping the team into such excellent
shape in an appallingly short space of
time. Hesslein has' really worked — and
Coach Marvin Is almost envious, as he
predicts one of the best teams In the district from these lads within a year. Actually, he says, more than one of them is
potential big league material.
They look gulte professional In their new
uniforms, furnished by Ford Motors, who
are sponsoring 2000 such clubs throughout
America (our particular sponsor being the
Woodward Ford Agency of Beverly Hills)

feeling of being actually present on the
battle front — all of a sudden, you keenly
realize what the soldiers have to face day
and night, and the courage it takes: you
realize, too, how much this country has
at stake.
SIMON WARONKER
will have charge
of the Maritime Service radio shows for
the West Coast, soon to be broadcast
every Saturday afternoon over CBS.
Our Dance Dept, is enjoying the cosmopolitan personality and diplomatic
good nature of GEORGE DEGEMES, recently arrived from New York.
BILL ATKINSON

soon

will finish boot

camp In San Diego and leave for Anacostla, D. 0. to take up work In the photoDOLLY

graphic lab.
KAYLIN

showed

us a living ex-

ample of what "happy birthday" means
on June I when she found herself surrounded by admiring friends and gifts
galore. Everybody In the neighborhood
lined up for a share of that very beautiful
birthday cake and what went with It.
JESS

MENDELSON

back from

a

San

Francisco vacation, where he enjoyed seeing friends and relatives and motivated
the great city's night life in his own
unique manner.
GENEVA

SAWYER,

for many

years a

DOLLY

KAYLIN,

-f-he Belle of the Music

Dept.

granted members of the SOEG was something the majority had almost given up
hope of ever realizing. It would be nice it
the checks came out In time to swell the
Seventh War Loan drive.
KENNY THOMPSON, who used to be
In Music Photostat, paid us a visit after a
couple
of years'
service
In hethewasSouth
Pacific. When
Kenny
left us,
just
a kid. Now he is a fine looking man, and an
engineer in the air corps. His brother,
TED THOMPSON, whom we haven't heard
from In such a long time, is somewhere in
Belgium and learning to speak French.
As you might guess, his teacher Is none
other than a sweet little' French doll.
BARBARA McCRACKEN Is anticipating the return of LT. RIO CARLSON, of
the Air Corps, who has been based in
England for the past year.
That's a good face lift the Studio Is
getting from the Nursery Dept. Every bare
and weed-producing little corner now
blooms with all the iridescence and beauty
of a California bouquet.
Through no design of their own, those
versatile' drummer boys, DILLEN OBER
and PAUL DEDROIT, have been going up

popular and efficient dance Instructor, recently resigned and will be greatly missed

In the world. Due to the fact that music
for STATE FAIR includes the sounds of a

APfriends. "COWBOY"
manyInstructing
by
PELLher
is now
studio stock players in the fine art of dancing.

facsimile,"
"or a reasonable
calliope,
was
concocted
in this Instance
by thesame
use

GIL BOWERS looks relieved now that
his wife, MARIAN MANNERS, is back
from a singing engagement at the Cortez

of a pipe organ and strange noises produced by the varied equipment of drummers. When some genius conceived the
Idea that music from the drums should

Hotel In Las Vegas. Gil felt a mother's
responsibility to the Siamese cat, goldfish
and parakeets and seems glad to resume
just getting enough musicians out on time
for an orchestra date.

originate at the level of the organ pipes —
away up In the ceiling — the boys were
daily confronted with the ordeal of climbing a twenty-foot scaffold, literally by
tooth and nail and with not a little mutter-

That

elusive seven

per cent

Increase

ing in the beard.

July,

5
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TRANSPORTATION NEWS
P

By DICK

In this manner things necessary for better
service to the Studio are acquired and
STOLZE

Speaking of innovations, we are just the
ones to create and adopt that which Is to
the benefit of the Department and the
Studio. In formulation of new policies in the
Department, we not only have the interests
of the corporation in mind, but also those
who are employed in the Department
namely, Drivers, Mechanics and Office
Personnel. All of us are endeavoring to
work closer hand In hand to instil the will
to work and create incentive on the part
of the individual worker — to be interested
in the doing of his or her particular task.
In the establishing of this type of attitude, Mr. JIM RUMAN, our dynamic head
of the Transportation Department, has instituted a plan of willing cooperation on
the part of all of us that come under his
leadership.

First, there is a Co-Ordinating Committee of none (9) men elected by the Drivers of our Department to represent them.
All suggestions and criticisms in the minds
of the drivers are presented to the Committee members. In this manner we find
the boys are more apt to express themselves freely, more so than when they
approach the head of the Department
direct. The point is— we want the' reactions and suggestions of the men with no
foreboding on the part of anyone.

From this point on we continue Democratic procedures in following through.
Mr. RUMAN sets the time and days for
meetings, in which we get together. The
Drivers' Committee and members of the
Office Staff assemble in the head Transportation Office and discuss the pros and
cons of all points and subjects brought
before the assembly.
As chairman, Mr. RUMAN listens to all
discussions and makes recommendations as

brought into service.
We anticipate this type of cooperation
and coordination between employees and
Department

Head will spread to other Departments and may be a forerunner of
things to come In the whole Motion Picture
Industry. As of this date, other Studios
have inquired about our plan and request
opportunities to sit in on our meetings.
Requests of this nature we most certainly
welcome.
FLOYD

PRATT

and HAROLD

MARTIN

have been assigned to the Garage

divi-

sion of the Department to assist "Yours
Truly" in carrying out the many services
required by the conditions that confront
us regarding the maintenance of our rolling equipment. These boys are doing a
splendid job In the performance of their
duties with the utmost cooperation to me
and the Department.
CLARK

JOHNSON,

that wise cracking

jokester not only pulls some of the' corniest
gags, but is In that beautiful red hair of
LORIN GRANDFIELD most of the time.
How

a guy like that can be such a good

fisherman Is beyond- — well I won't say it
— CLARK never fails to bring home a fair
catch and I am truly speaking of fish.
IKE DANNING and BUD ANHEUSER
have taken off to the Puerto Rico location.
We only
the "Gold
the boys
colors on
them Is a

hope they don't cojme back as
Dust Twins." There Is no doubt
will be seeing plenty of dark
their sojourn. The good we wish
safe return to the Studio and a

job well done.
That which you want and cannot have
Often causes remorse and makes you sad.
But then, there Is no need of pining
For every dark cloud has a silver lining.

to the proper decisions to be rendered.

year ago as a "Postal Packin' Mama."

CANDI BROWNE is still dazed following her encounter with Cornel Wilde. Get
her to tell you about it sometime.
Everyone is quite overjoyed about the
7% raise. BABE and MARY CLARK plan
horse.
to
spend their retroactive pay on another
ANITA

CONNOLLY

Is proudly display-

ing pictures which show her aunt, a sergeant in the WACS, christening a ship.
The Payroll Department has just recovered from effects suffered when PHYLLIS
WOLFE, one of our gang, spent an entire
week up there. Her bubbling personality
was too much for them.
Thanks to Mr. Metzler, we

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By IRMA

AUDRE von BROEKNER, dispatcher in the mail
room. Audre started at TCF a little more than a

LEE WOLF

The Navy has just landed in the midst
of our department in the form of one BOB
HIGGINS. Bob, who recently received a
medical discharge, is a veteran of four
years in the service, having taken part In
several Pacific, Atlantic and Mediterra-

all recently

enjojyed an evening at the Independent
Theatre Owners' Annual Stage and Screen
Show. I really should say morning instead
of evening as the show

began

at 12:30

and was over at 4 o'clock in the morning.
The following morning all Mail Department personnel reported for work . . .
resembling death warmed over!!!

nean battles. We're glad to have you with
us and we hope you'll stay.
Speaking of battles, we now turn to
DOROTHY
STEVENSON who spent an
evening with hundreds of Marines at a
Camp Pendleton dance.
ELIZABETH DAVISON has journeyed
down the street to work In Ladles Wardrobe. We're sorry you left us and we wish
you the best of everything.
PATHETIC
"The big ones all got away," says CLARK JOHNSON of the Transportation Dept.

SIGHT

OF

THE

WEEK

. . .

HELEN
STEVENSON's
In
the middle
of WllshirecarandAgatha
Fairfax.stalled
And
she just had it fixed!!!

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Creatview

5-0125

Eveniiiga
Crealview

6-4583

I ever did in the states — and we usually
sit or squat on the ground too!
As for the work I am doing, I am shoc^

ing Kodachrome, using a Cine-Speci^'
The picture is supposedly for Intelligence
provided I am able to finish it before the
Island is secured. I have shot all the preliminary shots, now all I need is the flight.
God help me if I don't get it.
You may tell Earle I hope to see his
friend soon, at least those are the plans
as far
as our Schwartz
photo unit
is concerned.
I'll
see
Howard
also,
I think. I see
Dewey Wrigley quite often here — he says
to
rest.give his regards to Mr. Clark and the
I still haven't heard from any of the
fellows — in fact I'm a little disappointed,
nevertheless please give them my regards
— Roger, Curt, Mac, Bobby,
Bud, Kenny(s) and all. As for
ing.
a lot for your loyal writing —
preciate—
it I just hope you
As ever,
P.F.C. HUGH CRAWFORD,

Joe, Denk,
you, thanks
I really apkeep it goHugh.

Corps Photo Sect.
Ill A.C.— F.M.F.
c/o F.P.O., San Francisco.
A familiar sight in the little park on the Lot is cleverly sketched
Wardrobe.

Claudia

has caught

the amusing

CAMERA NEWS
By BESS

by CLAUDIA

BROSIUS,

of the Ladies

attitudes of the sun worshippers as they absorb
hour vitamin D.

LASKY

By the time this issue gets out we will
have another one of our members back
from the U. S. Army — DON ANDERSON
will be reporting back for civilian work
and no doubt looking forward to it . . .
and rest
we hope
it won't
too long before
the
are back
in thebefold.
Our locations are still going strong and
while we have only one away at the present writing, another recently returned
from New Orleans and one is scheduled
to leave for Utah in a cople of weeks.
NORBERT BRODINE and BUD BROOKS
have been in New York since the 28th of
April and not due back until the 5th of
July . . . that will make Bud enjoy San
Fernando Valley that much more, although
he says he doesn't have to be shown, he
loves the Valley ... If PAUL LOCKWOOD
should look like a Fiji Islander one
of these days, it won't be that he was
on that location, but it will only be the
result of a treatment he took, so watch
carefully you bald headed men . . . ALLEN DAVEY has been on the sick list for
the past two months but is now on the
road to recovery and should be back at
work shortly . . . ERNIE PALMER is
tween pictures right now and spending
of his time at the Beach, working on
boat . . . EDDIE CRONJAGER wants

beall
his
to

their noon-

CLARK went fishing a few weeks ago and
is still trying to convince everyone that
the bears ate ail the fish he and his party
caught! . . . ROGER SHEARMAN moved
from Burbank to Van Nuys but is ready to
go right back to Burbank because it is
so much cooler there! . . . CURT FETTERS
sold his home in the Valley and moved to
his Beach home at Balboa — said it is wonderful in between pictures and when working will camp close to the Studio and save
gas . . . GABBY GARNETT wants to
retire' but has been with the studio so long
that he hasn't found a hobby to keep him
occupied at home . . .
Here's the letter I just received from
P.F.C. HUGH CRAWFORD
which should
make some of you boys sit right down
and write him a letter:
Dear Bess:
Another week or so have gone by and
here I am trying to be dutiful by writing
as often as possible. Haven't heard from
you in over a week, probably because I
haven't picked up my mail in that time.
I am now out on an assignment, one which
I like very much. It involves a bit of flying
which means it could be dangerous, however, it is good duty — Interesting and
good living conditions. It is not nearly as
bad as front line duty. We are able to get
some fresh meat, live in tents with floors

get into print but he has been busy direct-

and are able to see pictures at night. Of
course it usually takes two to three nights
to see one picture due to air raid alerts
and often the film is scratched, the sound

ing the photography on "KITTEN ON THE
KEYS" and we never see him . . . DAN

bad and the pictures I have seen several
times, but frankly I enjoy them more than

NEW

TALENT

We've

TYPES

been threatening for months to

write a column on "A Day In a Talent
Scout's Office," but decided it would take
more than one column to do it— but with
the paper shortage and all, we will content
ourselves with a few brief items about our
department if we may, and I think we may.
The Talent Department is the place
where all the young aspiring actors and
actresses in town eventually come with
their hopes, their dreams, their ambitions
— and they never fail to find an Interested
and sympathetic audience in IVAN
KAHN's

charming secretary, IRMA BERMUDEZ, (A short time in this office and
listener.)
one finds oneself becoming a most avid

GRANICH has taken a temporary leave and is swapping the typewriter
for a kitchen range. Yours truly is doit?)ing her best to pinch-hit for Daisy, but
dimples would help. KORDULA POLENEK
had been helping us out, but she was
DAISY

snatched away and sent to Western Avenue Studios for a few weeks, and cute
JOSEPHINE BONOME has been running
Interference for her. (Complicated, Isn t

A recent and happy addition to our
SCHNEIDER,
department is BENNO
20th's new Test Director. Even though Mr.
Schneider's reputation for being a brilliant director from the East preceded him,
he was still a most pleasant surprise to us.
He's the nicest man, with the sweetest
disposition, and we like him loads. (He's
also modest, so we imagine this will make
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him blush a little.)

•PACE. Mr. Kahn's able as istant (and
Talking of sweet

THE SCRIPT TEASE

dispositions, LESLIE

nfidentially, quite a

Casanova

By FLORENCE

MACK

on the

side), has been indulging in the delightful habit of bringing us a box of candy

I have never seen the adage "Never
squander time for that Is the stuff life is

come each Monday morn to "sweeten us
up" for the week, he says. (All I hope is
that he'll love us when we're fat and forty!)
We sure miss MICHAEL AUDLEY’s
friendly smiling face around these neck-

made of" taken more literally than In this
department, where the girls utilize every
spare moment to excellent advantage.
While our writers and producers are
wracking their brains for that great big
Idea for another TCP success, do you
think we twiddle our thumbs? Oh, no.
Several of us are studying Spanish and
those in advanced classes willingly coach
beginners. The DE LARA sisters, CARMEN and CHERRY, are knitting warm
things for liberated peoples; others are
collecting for the salvage drive and still

o'-the-woods. Michael's been brightening
the New Administration Building lately —
too frequently for our liking. (Yep, we're
jealous and we admit it.)

WONDERINGS:

We've been wondering

why, whenever we send for a "special"
we get such amazingly prompt service.
Do you suppose it's because they just happen to like the warm hospitalble atmosphere of No. I Old Ad Building and our
fascinating personalities (?), or do you
think it could POSSIBLY be because we
usually have a preponderance of handsome young men in our office? . . . Wonder why RODNEY AMATEAU, our clever
Test Scene writer, has been confusing the
weather man recently with that sunny
glow. D'ya think a pretty little Irish Colleen may have something to do with It?
Well, you're right! . . . Wonder where
Mr. Kahn, our Chief, discovered that
gorgeous exotic beauty — Loretta Lulz. He
just walks around looking proud, but he
won't talk.
A couple of dashing Navy officers just
dashed past our door, enroute to Captain
Bolton's office, we presume

...

so think

we'll dash down the hall to the Navy Office and borrow a
Anchors Awaaayl!

match

or something.

RHODA

BURSK.

others are taking nurse's aide courses preparatory to devoting all possible time to
helping rehabilitate our returned boys. In
the meantime and In between time, we
are, of course, continually working to Improve our shorthand and typing to the
point of perfection. All this is due In no
small measure tO' the efforts of our boss,
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY, who has always
been untiring not only in the war effort,
but in encouraging the girls to improve
themselves. Wheneveer "she and we"
have a half hour or so, she dictates to
keep our shorthand speed up and advises
the newer girls on script technique.
We are sorry to report that ETHEL
SCHNEIDER and PEGGY LENT are on
the sick list. Ethel had an operation from
which she is now convalescing and Peggy
met with an unfortunate accident. We
hope both girls will be back with us soon.
GERTRUDE FRYE Is en route to Florida
for an extended visit with her sister. Have
a good time, Gertie, but if you should
run into anybody from the Chamber of
Commerce, mum's the word. Haven't
been able to decide whether ANN
HAWKINS or EVA PERLBERG fiad the
best time on their vacations. Guess It's a
tossup. Glad to see CAROL WEIGEL
back because it means her mother Is improving.
MYRTLE EATON bought a charming
house up in Topanga Canyon, and not at
war prices, either, which shows it can be
done. Hey, Myrt, how's about a house
warming or a picnic on your lawn? And
while we're on the subject, ARLENE McDOWELL, who left us to become a housewife, was up to see us. We are a little
envious. Pinky, for deep in the heart of
every woman —
We have some

new

additions, real

STENODORABLES,
t o o— P H Y L L I S
WACHS, SHIRLEY PERSKI, MYRNA McKEE, LEIGHTON REID and FLORENCE

MILLIE HECKARD
has retired from the Script
Dept, to |oin her husband, recently discharqed
after serving five years in the Marine Corps. Millie
was in charge of Script Distribution.

SANICHAS, which, added to the ones already here, makes the plaze fairly dazzle
with glamour, to say nothing of efficiency
— or shouldn't I have said that?
Upon Inquiring as to why things were
so quiet last Thursday we found that our

CHERRY
and CARMEN
De LARA of the Script
Dept. Both Cherry and Carmen graciously give
their spare time toward instructions in knitting and
Spanish.

boogie-woogie set, hep chicks, jive cats,
or what have you, went on a picnic Decoration Day up at Lake Sherwood, and partook of an excess of pickles, hot dogs,
potato salad and milk. Some of those' attending were: BETTY LOU VOLDER,
MARILEE CARPENTER, BILL MACE, DOT
BRIDGES, BOBBY FRITCH, HARMON
and VIRGINIA JONES. Then, to finish
things up, MARYLIN GARLAND gave a
party at her house where sarsaparilla
flowed like water, or vice Versa, and anydon't mix.
body knows those
what happens
whenthings
the younger
set That's
goes
about unchaperoned.
It doesn't seem natural for a month to
go by without an engagement or wedding,
but this seems to be It. There are possibilities, however. BETTY ISAACSON'S
prolonged absence makes us a little suspicious, and GRACE FREEMAN'S trip East
with her adorable young son may bring
results. You know what they say about a
little child leading them.

CONAUDREY
get NGER
simply must
to let you
HECHTLI
or SALLY
LINYou
read that story they revised and edited
about the baby photographer who was
mistaken for a — oh, my goodness, I almost gave it away.
Well, I hear PORTIA LUGOFF saying
something about "Razor's Edge" anddonshet
might decide to use one on me if I
stop this chatter, so I better take heed.

Floral Decorations
Specialty

a

FLOWERS

Shop
’S
MAIV
LDGift
GDand
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open Evenings
and Sundajs
Crest'view 1-0915
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Action

ERICKSON arrived at the Studio late yesterday morning. It was five thirty when the
gateman checked him through. BOB
SNODY— the_ original "DELICATESSEN
JOE" — if you're hungry — talk to Bob. SID
BOWEN and NATE WATT — mayor and
Asst. Mayor of Bass Lake. GENE BRYANT
— tourist — all work and ??? . . . PERC
IKERD — the Porto Rican rebel — sometimes
known as the "Potentate" . . . MOE SLATER— "No-do-mo" . . . MAX GOLDEN
— "Neat but not Gaudy" (Author's note:
appreciation to Charlie Hall for supplying the above nickname.)
HAZEL

TAYLOR

is wondering

these

days If it's all worth while — what with a
third degree cold — a paint job at home
necessitating living out In the open — and
thumbing her way home due to her car
being in the repair shop. If you think you
have troubles, just talk to Haze.
SAM

SCHNEIDER — assistant director

with this company for some twenty-five
years — has left us to go out Into the cold,
Movietone City
pictured above,
was

After Dark — and JULES KAHN,
the man in charge. Jules, who

recently elevated to the post of Night Superintendent after two years as assistant director, has
been with the company for thirteen years.

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
By MARJORIE

UPSTILL

After pondering as to how to open the
column this month — a letter arrived from
Bill Eckhardt — and saved the day!
Monterey — June 26th
Dear Marjorie:
I am

up here at Monterey

with the

cruel world. Sam's in the dry goods business and has opened a yardage store on
Larchmont
luck,
Sam.

called "Buy-the-Yard."

Lots of

It has been suggested that with all the
personalities working in and out of the
production office It might be Interesting
to include a thumb-nail sketch of some
member of the department each month.
It seems only fitting that we start with our
popular friend and oldest employee In our
department (and probably the entire company)— that straight man for all jokes
(good or
Read next
sequel
andbad)
findetc.,
out etc.
all about
this month's
colorful
character . . .

Second Unit of "Leave Her to Heaven."
This is really a beautiful location. The accommodations and food are excellent, and
the price Is right (company

expense).

There have been so many motion picture companies up here that the natives
talk the studio lingo. They have ulcers from

actress with

plished seamstress.

CAFE GOSSIP
Since

the

By VAUGHN
FISCUS
unconditional surrender of

Germany, PETE JAGORAS, of the Coffee
Shop, is making plans to visit his native
country of Greece. His wife and two boys
there await his visit.
The name, WILLIAM WOLF, is new to
you readers but coffee making is not new
to him. He has made enough of the morning beverage to float a battleship. We
are pleased by the compliments received
for the good coffee he makes at noon hour.
During the month we had employees
from other studios on the Lot working.
with our regular noon hour customers had the dining room overflowing.

Speaking of vacations, the Cafe Employees are beginning to take theirs. Some
will make trips if possible while others will
stay at home. During the summer I hope
to obtain some interesting stories from

ing, scintillating strains of "Blues In the
Night." Suddenly I picked up the spoor,
my mind began to race along the trail.

"GABBY"

dramatic

bus boys. At this writing school vacations
are near and Tulllo is anticipating Increasing his crew with school boys. Last year
the school boys made excellent workers.

That evening in the lounge of the lodge
I was still pondering the problem when out
of the radio came the sweet, soft, sooth-

BUDDY

is a

For the past few months TULLIO has
been under a handicap by a shortage of

denly said to myself "This gorgeous blue
is familiar." I was very certain I had seen
the same lovely shade of blue before. All
day I worried about that color.

tion bungalow —

fluently, and

Even though the kitchen staff and the dining room employees had to step on It we
hope
our visitors liked the food and our
hospitality.

I haven't seen any of the talent yet, but
I have an appointment with the scout. ■
Yesterday morning while sitting on the
rocks and admiring the blue Pacific, I sud-

Personalities in and out of the produc-

languages

nine years of stage experience. Lydia gives language lessons in her spare time and is an accom-

These

worrying about the' "rushes" and gray hair
from thinking about the weather. The city
council has even appointed a talent scout.

Soothing, suitable music, "Blues . . . blue
suit! That's it— Joe Behm's blue suit!" The
blue Pacific and Joe's blue suit. Small
world, isn't it. Marge?
BILL

LYDIA KRESTEVA, waitress in the Cafe de Paris,
has many talents. A native of France, she was a
student at the Sorbonne in Paris and speaks 10

CHARLES

A.

HOFER,

formerly

of the

Paris Inn

Cafe, is now employed at the 20th Century-Fox
Cafe de Paris. Mr. Hofer is an indefatigable
worker and is well known to patrons of the Cafe
for his friendliness and ability as a mimic. We
have faith in his abundant talents and hope that
his theatrical ambitions are fulfilled.

the employees upon their return so as to
pass them on to you In this column.
An Interesting question to many is
whether a movie actress looks different
when not in make-up. GENE TIERNEY
visited In our kitchen recently sans makeup of any kind. Many agreed she was just
as beautiful.

A FABLE

By

MARGUERITE

HAMILTON

Once upon a time, the story goes,
there was a healthy, happy, industrious
man, who started his business career at
this Studio. Being a "good Joe" he joined
anything and everything he' could on the
Lot to show his loyalty to the Corporation; this, of course, included the Group
Insurance Plan. A few years later the
"right" woman came along and he married. As the years passed this happy couple decided to raise a family — not one
child — but several. Expenses began to
mount for this "good Joe" and he decided
that the best way to cut down was to cancel hi? Group Insurance because he had
never tendbeen
he certainly
Into havesick
an and
accident
so what didn't
was the
sense in throwing away $1.25 every week.
Promptly he wrote the Insurance Office a
note telling them to cancel his certificate.
Of course, being obliging people the Insurance Office did terminate this "good
Joe's" Group Insurance.
About ten days later the Insurance Office had a call from "good Joe's" foreman— asking the office to send some
"blanks" to "Joe's" home at once as he
had just been rushed to the hospital In an
ambulance for a ruptured appendix. Imagine the' consternation of the foreman
when he found that this "good Joe" had
cancelled his Group Insurance! "Good
Joe's" wife also called and wanted to
know why her husband wasn't getting any
money and the Insurance Office had to
tell her about "Joe's" decision to cancel
his Group Insurance. The Insurance Office felt very depressed that such a calamity should befall this "good Joe", who
had never been sick and they wondered
about people who taunted Fate In such
a manner.
Poor "good Joe" had to stay In the
hospital for three long weeks, and YOU
know what an expensive place these hospitals are. For the first ten days he had
to have a private room at a cost of
$1 1.50 each day, he also had drugs, dressings and laboratory charges; there was a
charge of $25.00 for the use of the operating room, $15.00 for the doctor who gave
the anesthetic, $25.00 for the assistant
surgeon and $250.00 to his own doctor
as the surgeon. Add to this total the loss
of wages for ten weeks and you can Imagine why this "good Joe" thought he' was
facing the National Debt! The family's
cash on hand had to go as a deposit to
the hospital when he was admitted — an-

A bevy of lovely "Script Teasers" try out the steps that divide the new triple retaining wall opposite

the Administration

Bldg. This beautiful work of masonry and landscaping stretches
500 feet, and divides the upper parking lot from the lower.

Plan and his recovery would have been
rapid knowing that the Insurance Office
was cooperating with him on the expenses,
and that he didn't have to do ALL the
worrying.
Of course, this "good Joe" did recover,
and his first thought after returning to
the Studio to work was how quickly could
he get back in the Group Insurance. The
Insurance Office, being obliging, in due
time and after a physical examination, welcomed him back to the fold and were
happy in the knowledge that one more
person would never tempt Fate with the
statement: "I don't need any insurance
protection; I've never been sick In my

life!"

"GALLON CLUBBERS "

On June 14th the Red Cross Mobile Unit
visited the TCF Lot, and out of the 237
people who donated a pint of blood we
are printing the names of those who have
given a gallon or more.
Due to the fact that the Red Cross
Blood Bank was cancelled on this Lot In
April, many employees donated blood
elsewhere and were not eligible to give
again at this recent visit. Consequently

other bad break as this left Mrs. "good
Joe" without any grocery or rent money,
and with no alternative but to try to borrow some money someplace.

this Is an incomplete list of the "Gallon
Clubbers," however, inasmuch as a new
system has been Inaugurated for keeping
track of the number of donations, we will
be able to publish a more complete list In
September when the Mobile Unit will
again visit the Lot.

If this "good Joe" had not been pennywise and pound foolish, a goodly portion
of the cost for this illness would have
been assumed by the Group Insurance

Dossier, Frank
Gilbert, Joseph
Maupin, Clifton
Halperin, Aaron H

.

16
14
14
13

for approximately

Dods, Hector
Dudley, Geo. S
Harman, Glenn
King, Edwin
Richter, Estelle
Rogers, Lizzie
Davis, Marvin A
Engel, John C. .
Gunn, Robert
Mackinnon, Douglas
Wolcott, Lynn
Wurtzel, Dan
Christian, Wilma
Cooper, Earl
Dressier, Leslie F
Gordon, Morris L
Laffargue, Alice
Miller, Lowell
Perrett, Frank
Sweetman, Harry
Arnold, Edward A
Billings, Verna
Bishop, Samuel
Ehrlin, John
Freeman, Robert
Grannan, Ethelyn
Grignon, Lorin D
Kendall, Inez
Mockridge, Cyril
Robson, Monte
Walker, Isabel
Wurtzel, Paul
Atkinson, Frank White
Blauvelt, John
Brown, Ruth
Etchevery, Fred
Fury, Wayne
Koch, Howard
Lombard, Halsey
McCall, Helen
McCoy, Herschel
Peters, Darrell B
Reid, Sylvia
Wurtzel, Lewis

12
12
12
12
12
12
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
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Action

The crystal-gazers said that the marriage
of Gene Tierney and Oleg Cassini would
not last a year — and recently they cel^
brated their fourth wedding anniversat®
Among those present was their 18-monthsold daughter, Daria. In the past year Gene
has made more pictures based on bestselling novels than any other star in all
Hollywood history . . .
The Sons of Heaven will soon run up
against a Black Widow night-fighter plane
called "Leave Her to Heaven." Officers
at Hammer Field, big night-fighter base
near Fresno, California, invited Jeanne
Crain to christen a plane. Jeanne, starring
in LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN, suggested
that the title of the picture might also
be an appropriate name for the Black
Widow she was to christen — and the fliers
seconded the idea . . .
Six years ago, when Benny Goodman
urged Harry James to form his own band
and loaned Harry $4,500 to finance a new
orchestra, Harry determined he would one
day do the same thing for a member of
his own band, if he became successful . . .
A

young fellow named

Corky Corcoran,

who under James' tutelage has become
recognized as one of the finest saxophonists in the country, is about to receive the
same impetus to success that Goodman
gave Harry James. While in New York
appearing at the Hotel Astor, James will
scout talent for Corcoran's
and back him financially.

new

band —

Maureen C'Hara received a phone call
from Toronto from her sister Florence,
who married Captain Leo Clark, a Canadian officer. It was the first time Maureen
has been able to talk to a member of her
family since leaving Ireland six years ago.
If studio schedules permit, Maureen hopes
to make a trip to Canada to visit her
sister at the completion of KITTEN CN
THE KEYS . . .
"PEDRO,"

DEAR
This

the winning

print in the Century Photo Club exhibition, won
recording Dept.

BCSS:
I

know

for

sure — the

JCHN

PAYNES of
won't
eatingYou
roast
the
balance
the be
week.
andbeef
Donald
C'Connor certainly ate a hearty meal last
night. That stuff isn't free, ya know. Gloria
De Haven (she's Mrs. John Payne) looked
so young and Innocent that I was about
to suggest that she read that little book
GRCWING
UP (it's all about the birds
and bees) when she announced that she
was expecting an heir . . .
Some agents (ten-percenters) are certainly exacting. When Paul Kohner, Jeanne

by John

Apitsch

of the

Re^

guests were holding forth. Everyone' offered excellent advice to Marta on how
to make a howling success of her test —
the prize adviser being Ward Smith (owner of that swank booze emporium in Beverly Hills) whose only acting has been a
speech before the Rotary Club. Marta listened very attentively, thoroughly enjoying
all the well-meant advice. They all decided
to accompany Chapo and Marta to dinner— and where do you think they took
her? To El Coyote, where you get the best
Mexican food and Indigestion in town.
Marta had scrambled eggs.
Carmen

Miranda

insisted on entertain-

Crain's agent, presented her with a beautiful birthday cake on the LEAVE HER TC
HEAVEN location set at Bass Lake, It had

ing her fellow-countrymen who were delegates to the conference. Among those

a ten-percent slice missing.
Chapo (Ralph DeLara) who has been
helping Marta Elba with her test, was
taking her out to dinner the other night

who
attended
her party
at Giro's
were:
Vincente
De Paulo
Galliez,
Commander
Joao Pereira Machado, Major Alfredo L.
Malan and Major Armando Trompowsky.

and dropped
by a and
friend's
cocktails where Mr.
Mrs.house
JohnforBodnar
(Johnny Is the Head of our Foreign Cutting Department) and a few other jovial

Boss, just wait until you hear Alice Faye
sing
"Slowly"
In FALLEN
like It
. . .
SCME

ANGEL.

You'll

people should give up predicting.

John Brahm, who directed HANGCVER
SQUARE and THE LCDGER, will leave
Hollywood in a few days for Paris. He
will aid in organizing theatrical units and
In directing them in various plays to be
presented throughout liberated Europe.
Until his arrival in Hollywood

some' ten

years ago,
Brahm was
one and
of Europe's
foremost
theatrical
directors
for ten
years headed the famous State Theatre
In Vienna. After three months he will return and resume his work at TCF . . .
It will be news to Hollywood, where he
is known only as a versatile actor, to learn
that Clin Howlin is a talented artist who
will hold his first local exhibition of paintings at the Stendahl Art Galleries next
Fall. It was Linda Darnell, with whom he
appears in FALLEN ANGEL, who revealed
his talent for painting. Miss Darnell Is a talented amateur painter herself. Howlin,
who exhibited throughout Europe In prewar days, once made the front pages In
London when his one-man show at the
Colling Galleries there was sold out one
hour after his exhibition — to the great
disappointment of Queen Mary, who wanted to purchase' one of his flower paintings.
Lord Rothschild and Lord Beaverbrook
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were among the purchasers of his water
colors In London. Ethel Barrymore and FanBrice were among the' purchasers of his
^Plntlngs at his New York show at the
Milch Galleries, for which James Montgomery Flagg wrote the catalogue fore-

hero of LES DRESSLER'S family . . . Ned,
of the Army Air Corps. JEAN BANTA
and SHIRLEY LYON are playing hostesses

word naming Howlin "the' greatest living
water colorist in America."
Perhaps the following bit of philosophy
has no bearing on the subject matter Intended for this letter. Ftowever, I wish to
repeat a little article published in the June
issue of RAYS OF SUNSHINE called

as though they'll need a bit o^f assistance.
GWEN
REED had an extended vacation which she claims was due to the trans-

and seeing that he has a good time during his stay. Ah yes! After their trip to
the blood bank, however, they both look

portation problems. We can't help but
wonder if there wasn't a bigger attraction
holding her in Indianapolis. What say,
Gwen?
As I sit here writing this light banter,

"Life's Problems."

JOHANNA
"Joey" ZWARTS
and
GRACIE ROGERS gaze at me' with drooping eye lids. However, just the mention of
EWING perks Grade up considerably and

"In these days of confusion ajid uncertainty, there are many who think that If
our economic problem could be solved,
then indeed would life be free from anxiety and apprehension. Alas, those who
so think forget that there are countless
problems that would continue unsolved.
Human nature would remain with Its med-

the sparkle returns to Joey's eyes as she
discloses how mail call to her is as Important as it is to the fellows overseas. Of
course, ANDY

ley of conflicting motives. There would remain the inner hurt produced by the open

LOLA SHADLAUS, author of the Payroll Periods
column and lovely new addition to the Payroll Dept.

grave with its baffling mystery of life’ and
death; these would remain the necessity
for adjustment and understanding between

years of continuous service with TCF, he
has moved to Victoria, Canada. We cer-

husband and wife', between parents and
children, between employer and employee,
between friend and neighbor. And above
all else would remain the eternal choice
between values. The whole problem of what
makes for healthy and creative living Is
eternally with us.
In a perfectly functioning economic order people could wound each other; they
could be unkind, unjust, dishonest, and
vulgar in taste, just as they are now. In
our haste to build Utopia, therefore, we
need to remind ourselves that the discipline of the Individual Is even more essential than the regimentation of economic
forces. Man's supreme' concern has ever
been with the abiding springs of action in
the human heart. — W. WALDEMAR
W.
ARGOW.
"A million dollars doesn't always bring
happiness. A man with ten million dollars
is no happier than a man with nine million."
More

tainly wish him all the luck in the' future
and feel perfectly confident that he will
make plenty of friends wherever he goes.
EDNA CHRISTIE, on the other hand,
has been with the Payroll Department
since' August of 1944, but finds a more
important role for herself in connection
with the Navy. She has just acquired a
new sailor husband and we certainly can't
blame her for chanting "I Wanna Go
Where' You Go." Here's wishing Val and
Edna a bright future and a happy married
life.
Now with Mr. Dorrity and Edna gone,
BESS SEVIER carries on the job like a
trouper. Occasionally a good friend will
wipe the beads of sweat from her brow
as she works feverishly on.

has plenty to do with that!

Now with ALTA
husband back from

MAE SHEAHAN'S
overseas for good,

they're going out in full swing, even with
the purchase of a bright maroon Studebaker. Alta Mae demonstrated how a
woman should drive and we came to the
conclusion that driving should be left up
to the men.
ROZELLA

NAGEL

is trying to get an

appointment at the osteopaths to get her
back in shape. Seems she went dancing
with a six foot five Navy Lieutenant and,
while trying to gaze into his eyes, bent
isn't
it, Roz?
her back
out of place. Well, it's worth It,
When

I asked ED ARNOLD

if he led an

eventful life, he immedlateyl asked, "Here,,
or away from the office?" Well, who am
I to pry into a person's private life but,
from the gleam In his eye. It must be
plenty interesting!
Well, time' is short, so I'll leave you all
until August. Adios.

As two leave, one returns and he's the

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

next week.

I earnestly hope that your Fourth of July
was as well lit and colorful as was the day
that some of our fellows must have en-

Your office gal,
LILLIAN

KELSEY.

joyed. They say LYNN WOLCOTT
was
seen floundering up the thoroughfare on

PAYROLL PERIODS
By LOLA

TAYLOR

the happy holiday, weaving from side to
side and finally grabbed a lamp post In
self-defense when a cab pulled up.
"Taxi?" asked the driver.

SHADLAUS

Here' it Is— July, and another month
has slipped by — gone for good just as two
of our faithful employees have. I'm referring now to ALEXANDER G. DORRITY and EDNA CHRISTIE. Mr. Dorrity
was born in Dublin, Ireland, and served
under WINSTON CHURCHILL In World
War I. He became a citizen of the
United States in 1930 and since that time
has made numerous acquaintances in such
great metropolitan cities as Caracas,
Venezuela, New York, Reading, Philadelphia and Los Angeles. Now, after 13

Lynn nodded. He entered one door and
staggered out the other.
"How must do I owe you?" he asked.
"Why you only entered one door and
came out the' other side?" howled the
cabbie.
"Oh, take it easy, thas okay," hiccoughed

ROZELLA

NAGEL

of the Payroll Dept,

Lynn. "I only live acroossh the shtreet!"
However July bears all the earmarks for
a real month of color here at the Nursery.
To begin with the display of tuberous
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always bragging

about

our beauty here

at the Nursery, but don't forget these
tobacco companies still advertise their
cigarettes and I really don't believe you
stand in those hour lines from advertisement only. We do boast a bit though. The
other day I heard a pip In the potting
house. WALTER MELIN — our little bachelor— was talking to LARRY DYER. He
said, "You know Larry, I can truly say I'm
a self-made man." Larry laughed a bit and
said, "You're sure' darn lucky. I'm the revised work of a wife and three kids."
Talk about dirt from left field, this is
worse than mud in the parlor, so I'll go
now before I jeopardize next month's opportunities, but before I do, here's a little
something that somebody should read and
take heed:

"The Letter Somebody

Didn't Write"

It ain't the heat nor the blistered feet.
Nor the meals of stuff in place of meat.
Nor the butter like lard, nor our turn at
Noneguard.
of these is one half as hard
As the jolt we get, after all the sweat.
LYNN

WOLCOTT
of the Nursery poses
posies — Coreopsis to you!

with the

When

a cheery voice says, "No mail yet."

And sneeze.
It ain't the breeze, like a dragon's
begonias In the glass house Is so beautiful that the proper adjectives to describe
them are' not available and I think William Jennings Bryan, In his palmiest days,
would have experienced difficulty conveying the proper words that do them justice.
They give forth such a lavish profusion of
flowers and with the variable colors they
produce, a spectacle Is created that only
seeing can give reality. I hope you will
use this as an Invitation to see them for

That peels the hide and weakens the knees.
Nor the dirt In your gun, nor the broiling
These are forgotten when day Is done.
But our voices fall and our faces pale
—
If we sun
draw a blank when It's time for mail.
We

can stand the flies and the sand in
our eyes.
lies.
The orders, the rumors, the truth and the

yourself.
In LYNN WOLCOTT's territory the yellow coreopsis and colorful pentstemon
fake the honors. The salvia and asters are
also putting In a bid for previews.
LARRY DYER has something a bit new
in the confectionery line and very pretty
too. It Is called the candy-stick Ivy Geranium. Also in his section taking the limelight— because there is no sunlight in
foggy weather — Is a fine group of dahlias.
Then In RAY GRANTHAM's lath house
the hanging baskets of fuchsia seem to
have the number one spot. And as long
as we're talking about spots, little can be
said of PAT VAN WIE’s spot, because It
is always clean, well kept and cultivated,
however, one spot — that Is the bald one
he possesses — is well shined and named.
We call him "BEACH HEAD PAT” because
lately little Burpley Van Droolberry — that's
the little nephew — was visiting at Pat's
place and before going home Momma
Van Droolberry was sitting and waving her
hair. Little Burpley admired the waves tremendously— then reached up and stroked
Uncle Pat's almost completely bald head.
"No waves for you eh. Uncle Pat?" he
cried. "YOUR ALL BEACH!"
Anyone who reads these tales will think
that we're vainly ostentatious since we're

The
and ofthechloroform.
water warm
And mosquitos'
the wards swarm
that reek
What takes our fight and makes throats
tight
Are the letters somebody

WILMA

TARCY,

whose

h appy

voice

greets

you

when you call Tabulating, has been "keeping tab"
tor nine years at TCP. Besides her regular duties
at the control desk, Wilma is always on hand to
manage such things as gift funds, gas applications,
etc. She says she is saving her energy and her
pennies for "after the duration" when she is going
to do some plain and fancy sightseeingl

IRENE

FARLOW,

ELEANOR

MAYER

and ESTHER FORMAN left our department this month. PATRICIA MITCHELL
will leave us soon to resume her schooling.
Pat says she will enroll at Santa Monica
Junior College beginning with the summer session. She has her eye set on dress
designing. Good luck, Pat.
We cannot run commercials, but ED
HARDIN's
Insurance.

nickname

must be changed

to

didn't write.
"Au Revoir"

COSTUMER'S FLOSS MILL
By MARJORIE

KEEPING TAB
By JIMMIE STEIN
A former member of our department,
SGT. DICK THOMAS, who several months
ago was reported missing In action. Is now
safe in England awaiting shipment home.
Dick sent us a letter from there and hinted
that his story will be an Interesting one.
He is saving It to tell us when he arrives
here, which should be soon.

CORSO

The

LADIES' WARDROBE
DEPARTMENT Is enjoying the spectacle of a very
modish Fashion Show being assembled for
"Kitten on the Keys." It will be one of the
smartest fashion parades yet to be seen on
the screen. CHAS. LeMAIRE is supervising with all our ace designers participating. RENE HUBERT, KAY NELSON,
YVONNE WOOD and BONNIE CASHIN.
The outfits carry one through a very busy
but ultra chic day, starting with casual

The cigarette shortage was temporarily
alleviated when TOM STEVENSON came

morning clothes, very smart luncheon ensembles, captivating cocktail gowns,

In Thursday with a box of cigars — and a
box of candy, girls. Reason of course was

dreamy

dinner dresses with the most alluring accessories; then to end a day of
sartorial perfection, the evening gowns.

Tommy's new son who weighed In at 7
pounds 12 ounces. Congratulations, Tom.
Speaking of new arrivals, we have JACK
CATHCART and HENRIETTA BANKS on

They are really inspired creations. There
will be many wishful sighs and zealous

the swing shift. DOROTHY GRAY
after an illness of several weeks.

thoughts throughout our nation's feminine
audiences when "Kitten on the Keys" as released. The opposite gender will not be

is back
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too bored either, when they get an eyeful
of the glamorous models.
•

•We have a fishing enthusiast in our

dst, and though it is rather new to her,
WILMA CHRISTIAN, supervisor of the
manufacturing department, is completely
intrigued by the sport. Good fishing,
Wilma!

Wedding
ERNESTINE
girls. She is
Woods is in

bells rang this month for
BERGEN, one of our set
now Mrs. Henry Woods. Mr.
the Merchant Marine service

now, but was employed here at 20th Century-Fox before entering the service. Congratulations and best wishes for a long and
happy married life, Mr. and Mrs. Woods!
Along with the excitement of V-E Day,
there is the added joy of returning husbands, brothers, sons and sweethearts.
VIRGINIA PASCHALL is a very happy girl
these days, her Navy husband has been
assigned to shore duty at San Pedro
after two years of sea duty.
GERTIE CASEY, busy on "Leave Her to
Heaven," is really giving out with the
big smile these days, for her husband is
home now, for keeps, with a medical discharge from the Coast Guard after a year
and a half in the South Pacific.
GUERTHA PLECHER, our dye technician, really is a happy woman. Her son,
Lt. Don Plecher, has been stationed here
in the States. Also, a very good friend
of the Plecher family, Lt. Karl Alexander,
who was imprisoned three years in the
Stalag Luft III prison after being shot down
over Germany, returned home and visited
with them.
HAZEL MUNN was awakened by a telephone call late at night recently, but she
didn't mind at all. In fact she was completely overjoyed; it was her son, Capt.
Jack Munn, just returned from England.

He has 30 days leave here with Mother
Munn before checking in for further duty.
ALICE FAYE was very warmly greeted
by all Tier friends in the Wardrobe when
she reported for fittings for her clothes
in "Fallen Angel."
BONNIE CASHIN is up to her usual fine
standard and has turned out a truly smart
wardrobe for Alice Faye and Linda Darnell in "Fallen Angel."
OLLIE HUGHES has a

new

grandson

she hasn't seen. Wild horses wouldn't hold
her here, but she is v/ith Miss Faye and
will have to wait until the "Fallen Angel"
Is completed before making that trip to
San Francisco.
ETHEL ELANDER has received the most
wonderful message from the War Department. Her brother who was reported
"missing in action" just before V-E Day,
has been returned to his outfit. No other
information was available.
GERTRUDE BRODER is recuperating
from a serious operation. She is missed
covery.
by all of us and we wish her a speedy reLIZZIE ROGERS, one of our able fitters,
has quite a hobby of gardening. With
good results, too. Many a beautiful bouquet she raised has helped to celebrate
occasions or cheer up members of our department.
Laguna

must hold something very interesting for MARJORIE BANKSTON, the
capable assistant to Bonnie Cashin, for
every week-end finds her headed in that
direction. Wonder what it could be?
It is fascinating just to look into
eyes of LEE ROTH, secretary to Mr.
Maire, for the color changes with
colors of her costume. Today they

the
Lethe
are

blue; yesterday they were green; sometimes they are grey. Heaven help us if she
ever wears red!
CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

is a most charming

and capable addition to Mr. LeMalre’s office. She has quite' a talent for sketching,
too. Horses mostly. Guess she learned
about them from the Great Northwest —
she hails from Oregon.
One of our very fine set girls, NEVADA
PENN, has left TCF. She has a very good
position
with another studio. Good luck.
Penny!
Isn't it terrific, the work that can be
found to do if you start looking for it?
And, believe me, ANDE RIGHARDSON
can really dig it up, now that the picture
schedule has eased up with so many on
location. The girls are kept busy around
the department with re-arranging of
stock.
Roses are really red. You wouldn't
doubt it if you could see the armfuls of
the beautiful posies that KAY NELSON
brings in. Kay has just finished the ultra
smart wardrobe for Gene Tierney, Jeanne

Mr. and Mrs. HENRY WOODS (nee ERNESTINE
BERGEN) ot the Ladies Wardrobe. Henry Woods
was employed at TCP before entering the Merchant Marine.

Crain, and Mary Phillips in "Leave Her to
Heaven" and 'twas a job very well done.
ALICE LAFFARGUE is learning to live
alone and like it, since Carey O'Neil has
joined the WAOs. Wonder if she does
like it?

Pvt. ALICE CAREY O'NEIL, ot the Ladies Wardrobe, has been in the service since February, 1945.
Cheers and Good

MR. CHARLES

Luck, Pvt. O'Neil!

LeMAIRE,

our executive

head, is planning a trip to New York. His
first trip since he took over the reins of
our department two years ago. He hails
from
fun. the Big City, so we know he will have
We extend our sincere sympathy to
the wife and son of MR. MEYER KATZ,
who passed away this month. Prior to a
long Illness, he was employed as a tailor
in our department.
Acting as a guest writer for LOUISE
KNAPP, I would like to say this has really
been fun.

AUDITIES
By SHIRLEY

COATES

LYNN REYNOLDS is back with a Unit
Oltatlon, four battle stars and 97 points,
after serving the past 37 months overseas
with the Army. Most of his time was spent
in Australia and New Guinea. According
to the CpI. he thinks
place in the world
he has been treated
Lynn worked at TCF

the U.S.A. is the best
and since his return
royally at Santa Ana.
for three years, both

in "Lefty" Hough's office and in Accounting. A note from the reporter — The handsome young fellow is 28 years old and not
married!
Old Title — Prisoners of War . . . Reised Title — Liberated Prisoners of War:
VIRGINIA WILLIAMS has heard from
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"Now that I am seeing the Germans,
'When the shoe Is on the other foot,’ and
am well into the so-called 'home Land,'
I think I can make my letters a bit more
interesting. The most horrible thing I have
seen so far is the poor victims of the
Nazi concentration camps. This is without
a doubt the worst thing which has happened in the history of mankind. How a
cultured, scientific nation as old as this,
could be beastly and savage is a mystery
to me. These hundred of thousands of
Jews, Poles, Russians, etc., who were subjetcted to Nazi slavery have been treated
worse than animals. I have seen countless
men, women and children so starved they
could hardly move from the dirty stinking
beds they slept on. I have seen the dead
piled 10 and 15 high, the skin of their
bodies so taunt to their skeletons that it
looked like bone. I have been so sick from
the smell of these camps that I could not
eat for two days. Yes, I have seen our boys
who have been prisoners of war not in
much better condition.
"At one time there was some doubt in
LYNN

REYNOLDS

months

overseas,

and

is back

on

the

is now working
ing Dept.

Lot

after 37

in the Audit-

her husband, Capt. David Williams, AAF,
now in Allied hands. He cabled that he
expects to arrive In the States by the
end of June. JOANNA LYONS' husband,
Lt. Russell Lyons, AAF, sent a V-Mail
letter from Paris, where he celebrated V.E.
Day after hitch-hiking all the way from
Munich. Jo — hospitalized with a surprise
appendectomy was cheered by a call from
Russ, June Nth, from Massachusetts and
the news that he will be home on furlough
in just two weeks. So you better hurry and
get well, Jo . . . Our only comrade left
in enemy hands is Capt. George Steiger,
still a prisoner In Zentsuljl, Island of Shilolu. OTTLY received a card dated December 18th in which he said he had received a letter from her written in August.
Everything is really moving along ... A
farewell party was given June 8th for
Ottly Steiger, who, after spending 10
years in Auditing, will attend U.S.C. and
brush up on some Music courses. The
luncheon was done up the right way with
flowers and a "Good Luck" cake, and was
attended by all the members of Auditing
in mass, including our chef, T. R. FRAZER,
who made the speech and presented the
gift . . .
This month there was a beautiful birthday cake for MARGARET MILLEN and
LILLIAN PHILLIPS to celebrate their respective birthdays. Our best wishes also
to VIC PRICE and MARY COLLINS (who
is walking on air while her brother is home
on furlough) for many happy more ... A
letter was received from EDDIE BLODGET,
W.O.J.G., better known at TCF as EDDIE
KROHN,

and yours truly thought the faith-

ful readers of "Action"
the excerpt.

might appreciate

my mind as to just what the hell I was doing in this war but now I know and am
damned glad I am in it. 1 realize it is hard
for you people thousands of miles away
to feel this in a personal way but what I
have seen just can't be expressed in words,
at least my words. We have taken over
several beautiful homes (belonging to party members, officers, doctors, and Nazis
of the elite class) in a beautiful city which
is well known. We gave them just three
hours to get out (no doubt much more
time than they would have given us) and
gave them consideration only in matters
of food and clothing which they might
need. For the first time since I have been
over here I am now enjoying all the comforts of life, in fact, more comforts than
I would have had at home. Yep, I bunk
in a terrific bedroom furnished with imported oriental furnishings, take at least
two mineral baths a week in a local spa
and enjoy telling the Germans across the
street to stay the hell off our side. We
have a Jewish boy in our company who
was chased out of this very town back
in 1936 and nothing makes me any happier than to call on him to Interpret and
really tell these XZ@tb& — off."
Thanks Eddie, we enjoyed your letter and
now the Aud Audities bid Adieu for this
month.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

WALTER

PALLMAN,

Miniature

Shop,

Head

stands

of

beside

the

the

Prop

model

and

of the

colored trombone player used in "The Dolly Sisters."
The figure used in the production number was 25
feet from

his shoes

to the top

this little fellow is a
foreground

is a

model

scant

of his hat, while

25 inches tall. In the

of an early flying machine.

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP
By J. WALSH
From this date on, Dave Taylor is a
confirmed city slicker after his experience
in ranching in the hinterlands of Warner
Springs. Dave is the type of rancher who
visits his homestead every four years. A
few weeks ago while paying one of his
far-between visits, Dave found the weeds
so high that they completely hid the fruit
trees
he and
had tooting
planted.horns.
From
sidewalks

now

on it's

Never a dull moment for Eber Scott.
The old cow which he keeps at his North
Hollywood home, unexpectedly presented
him with a bouncing baby. Now Eber is
working like fury to build living quarters
for it. And this is no bull!
Who

had the tables turned on him very

neatly a few days ago? It seems this certain party, having brought in a cupfull of
milk for the shop kittles, forgot himself
and drank the milk. Then a little later, going for his lunch he found that the felines
had found a carton of milk and had very
expertly torn it open and done away with
it. No foolin' — this actually happened.
This shop is proving a testing ground
tor the homemade candies being cooked
up by Fritz Meyers and his wife. The boys
will sort of regret seeing Fritz "sell 'em
over the counter," while at the present
they are free, gratis, no charge and for

•

HO. 3654

Bill Salmon says it's so hot up at Lake
Elsinore that he wouldn't be surprised to
see Adolf in that vicinity!
nuttin'.
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THE STARS IN OUR SERVICE FLAG

"BY A STRANGE COINCIDENCE"
n a movie, the coincidence is taboo, but
tun to show that it often happens in
real life.

By BOB DOMAN
Out of the 799 stars in our Service Flag,
785 Blue and 14 Go!d, there are 52 to
w hich we might give a third color — they
represent the boys who have received
their honorable discharge and are reemployed at 20th Century-Fox.
We are proud of the organinzation
which has stood behind Its promise to
reemploy Its servicemen, and proud to
welcome back the men who willingly left
their country.
jobs and their homes In service to
their

Send in any coincidence that happened
to you and we will publish the best one
each month In this column . . .

Among the servicemen with whom Kathleen Ridgeway corresponds was a Robert
Sorenson, on a Coast Guard ammunition
ship. Not so long ago she received a letter
from another Robert Sorenson, who had by
a mistake In the Fleet Post Office been
sent several letters directed to Robert
Sorenson No. I. His letter was evidently
wrihlen with the thought that he was contacting a lovely starlet, or at least a glamor
girl. It was her painful duty to inform him
she wasn't a starlet — she wasn't glamorous
— and only by a stretch of the imagination could she be termed a girl. She was a
grandmother with a son of her own in the
service.
Then came the sad news that Robert
Sorenson No. I had been lost at sea.
There followed, shortly after, a letter from
the second Robert Sorenson, asking to be
added to the list of her service boys. He
had just finished with the Philippine campaign and was evidently lonely and shared
the usual interest of outsiders In news of
Los Angeles and the studio.
Thus, the name of Robert Sorenson has
been replaced on the list — and even
though the first Robert Sorenson is gone,
he is not forgotten by his many friends
on the Lot, and by a strange coincidence,
his name and memory are kept alive In our
hearts.

RESEARCH NOTES
By KARLA
We

von MUEFFLING

all like to believe that the clouds

overshadowing our everyday life (no. I'm
not talking about California in June!) have
a silver lining. RUTH FOX has believed
In that silver lining during the years when
her husband. Gunner's Mate l/c John
Fox sailed the seven seas. Now her faith
has been rewarded because upon return
from his last trip, John has been made
anti-aircraft gunnery instructor near San
Francisco. After their long and far separation, that seems like just around the
corner and, for a change, Ruth is walking
on clouds.
GERTRUDE KINGSTON, we just discovered, owns an autograph book which
really is a gem. Having started it when
she first came to Hollywood, her collection is so impressive because It Includes
all the greats of the past who are especially dear to the memory of Hollywood —
John Gilbert, Tom Mix (who contributed
a page of clever cartoons). Chic Sale (who

The following list may not be completely accurate. If there are any omissions. It
would be appreciated
tact either the Studio Club or Jack Percy
if you would conof the TCF American
Legion Post.
Accounting
Lynn
Actors:
FRANCES RICHARDSON,
head of the Research
Library, that beehive of activity where accurate
information is secured on everything from needles
to tractors. Many of our pictures require profound
research, and it is to the credit of Miss Richardson
of the Research Dept, that TCF pictures are accurate in the most minute detail.

caricatured himself and his essential prop),
Leslie Howerd, John Barrymore and Will
Rogers, to name a few. Aside from actors,
most well known writers and directors are
represented as well as some international
figures and, last but not least, Franklin D.
Roosevelt; Gertrude's collection is in a
beautifully bound leather book and is still
going strong, her latest addition being
Somerset Maugham, on whose "Razor's
Edge" she is working at present.
HELEN WEBB is steeped In Oriental
lore of past and present at the moment,
working on "Anna and the King of Siam."
While gathering the necessary information
for writers, directors, art directors, costume designers et al, one often comes
across irrelevant but amusing bits. Apropos of Siam, for Instance, it was both
amusing and touching to read that one
of King Mongkut's wives, who was a pupil
of
Anna's,
was Harriet
so Impressed
what that
she
learned
about
Beecher byStowe
for the rest of her life she called herself
Son Klin, Harriet Beecher Stowe. Which
only goes to show that long before the
days of swooning, fans had their ways of
expressing themselves.
One recent Sunday morning, yours truly
was rudely interrupted In her slumber. I
knew my brother would soon be home on
furlough, but he arrived two days before
we expected him as he hitch-hiked home
on army planes. He made it In four laps
all across the country and was very grateful to the C-46, B- 17 and B-24 which
brought him here so effortlessly and quickly. But luck has to be with you, and on
the way back he flew only as far as Wyoming and made the rest of the trip by train
—slow but on schedule!
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LAB-LAFFS
By DAVE

GOLDFARB

... If you should read this before the
4th of July, please be advised that JAMES
GIBNEY is painting his bath room over the
holiday. If you should read this after the
4th of July, please be advised that James
Gibney has hired painters to redo his
bath room . . . SALLY HAMILTCN stopping the Laboratory with a tiny wedding
ring. Sally took the day off for a permanent wave, and returned with a permanent husband. We all wish you both many
happy returns of the day, for many years
to come . . . SID GARDNER, with a pencil
in his pocket, autographing himself every
time he sits down!! . . . The Santa Anita
BEN

NYE, head of the Makeup
MacMURRAY
a good

Dept., gives FRED
trimming.

WAKE-UP ABOUT MAKE-UP
By ERNIE PARK
Hellsapoppin' again in the Make-up
Dept. We're back from New Orleans and
I'm sure the whole crew agrees that it was
one of the finest locations out of this town.
The people there were

very hospitable

(that's double talk for "Why go home, the
bars are open until 6 a.m.") We were
feted, dined, and broadcasted, and all In
all shown a very swell time.
One of the mornings, when we all looked
like we were walking around on eggs, they
literally threw me on the schooner "Sara
March" in order to make-up the man at
the tiller to resemble CLEM BEVENS. We
were bearing down on the camera, a
coast guard cutter was bearing down on
the schooner, and yours truly was bearing
down on a misfit wig, when the mustache
I was to put on Ben flew overboard. I
quickly grabbed a piece of frayed hemp
and applied that to Ben's face. After this
brilliant display of spontaneous creating,
the scene wasn't photographed anyway.
DICK SMITH is sporting a beautiful
shiner. He and the little woman celebrated
their 17th anniversary recently and during
the festivities his wife decided to give him
a little love pat but forgot to take the
bottle of beer out of her hand!
FRANK PREHODA says that his wife
and new-born son are doing fine. Congratulations from the department.
ALLAN SNYDER, that make-up artist
who went around with both arms In a sling
after being inoculated for the Porto Rican
location, had some fancy explaining to do.
The bandage on the side of his face had
us all guessing — Allan claims that the
nurse missed his arm with the hypodermic
needle! Allan, old boy, how far can you
test one's credulity?

SEPTEMBER
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race track has taken pounds from MCRT
FRIED and RAY KCENIG, and left them
with a pocket full of dreams . . . Single
strand HENRY WEBER raving over payfor a strand
hair cut.
centsing a dollar
for each
of "If
hairI paid
cut, five
my
entire bill wouldn't be more than fifty
cents! . . . Shapely DCRCTHY
HALL
• pushing her newly won bike around the
Lot, and the boys pushing their eyes back
in their respective sockets . . . JCHNNIE
PENNISI
sion of a
boys In
benches
calories

giving
a comedy
cat
catching
a rat producer's
and having verthe
the aisles and the girls on the
. . . EDNA DILLEY watching her
so she may contest for cover

girl for July issue of Readers' Digest . . .
Our speed ball, MARTIN (Champagne)
CORNICA (the older he gets the better
he is), winning the Veteran's Tennis Championship of Southern California, for the
third time In seven years. Martin slammed
the 1945 finals from CARL BUSCH of the
Long Beach Tennis Club. Former veteran
title holders were: JASQUES (Toto) BRUNGAN, of the French Davis cup fame, and
SOLLY BRANO
(Warner Bros, talent
scout) and many times motion picture
champ. If you don't think my boy Cornlca is good — just ask any of our studio
tennis players. Because smartle — Martin
holds the 20th Century-Fox Tennis Championship, too, so there . . . FRED STORY
taking his vacation In advance, so he can
gather his 85 points to present them to
his inducting officer, then was rejected
because of over age and over worry! The

TREE's personality . . . The guy that mothers this strip is known to have refused ^
cut negative on a certain sequence A
"State Fair," because a pig was ve^
prominent throughout the reel!!! . . . Silly
boy . . .

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
The boys are back from the Bass Lake
location and assure one and all that if a
trip to that section is contemplated, they
should take their red flannels, a dozen or
so extra blankets and ear muffs!
We are sorry to hear that BILL PELMEAR has gone to the hospital for a
throat operation. The boys hope that
"Tonto" will be back on the job soon.
Congratulations go to Mr. and Mrs.
ROBERT COMER
who are the proud
parents of a little baby girl.
Fred Friday was very nearly overcome
the other day when all the fellows gave
him a nice traveling bag as a going away
present. Fred hopes to soon be on his way
to Tahiti.
STANLEY

WARN

recently purchased a

fishing rod that he insists Is a left-handed
The fellows were sure planning on helping the' 7th WAR LOAN in a big way
with the retroactive pay, but it looks as
though It might be a little late. However
job!
It's never too late to buy a bond, even
though
ENTH. we miss out on the MIGHTY SEVAL

BEOKER

received a letter that the

Army has his son training with the Texas
Rangers, Baybe they are training him to
be a two gun man.
The entire department extends Its sincerest sympathy to Bert Jaeger whose
mother recently passed away.

money contributed for Freddie's going
away party will be returned to each negative cutter. The line forms to the right for
your nickel — boys . . . The first summer
fishing party was held for the Lab . . .
That's all, brother ... So good to have
ART LEUENHAGEN back after playing a
hospital. No,

not

entertaining soldiers,

but entertaining "A Guy Called Hernia"
. . . My composite hero for the month
must have BUD THOMPSON'S Height
— WALTER Schafer's muskels — HARRY TAYLOR'S hair— WAYNE
MILLER's
eyes — MILTON CLAYMAN's complexion
(peaches mit cream) and NEIL ROUN-

CHAS. W. WISE, of the Electrical Dept., operating a high intensity follow spot on a musical number, The lamp is sometimes known as a "goon
spot' 'and was designed by 20th Century-Fox.
Charley has been with the company for a number
of years and

is a

Best Boy.
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Anyhow here goes:
IF your brakes have been in use 25,000
miles, it might be a good idea to have
all wheels taken off and the brakes in-

MEN IN BLUE
ART
By WILLARD STEW
1^
Letters from members of our gang in
the various armed

spected.
FRONT

services show not much

change in their status since the last report. HENRY ZYNDA was home on a short
leave from the Navy hospital at San
Leandro. Just a slight case of battle
fatigue. A letter from SNUFFY SMITH
reports him still down yonder in the South

No, camber is no relation to "forever
amber." BUT you could save enough to
buy a dozen copies of any best seller if
you took a few minutes to have the camber of your front wheels checked and corrected. Ifthe camber of pitch or toe in
of the front wheels is not correct the
wheels will slide instead of roll along and
wear rubber off faster than a tree can

Pacific, and wanting to come home. (Don't
they all?)
RAY HOUSE had a short visit from his
son, RAY, JR., who is in, the' Navy and
home from Australia and other South Pacific points.
Officer MICHAEL KELLY recounts with

WIRES
grow
HORN.it.

justifiable pride the Army service of his
son TOMMY, who. was in the famous
"Battle of the Bulge" as a member of the
26th Infantry, 66th Division, where he won
the Combat Infantry Medal, as well as two
citations. You may remember TOMMY
KELLY as the former boy actor and star
of such pictures as "Tom Sawyer," "Peck's
Bad Boy," "Irene," and other pictures. He
wrote his mother not to worry as everything was O.K., the nearest bomb dropping "twenty feet away." OW!
GENE STRANEN — Pico Time Gate — is
temporarily laid up because of a bad boil
on a place that I cannot mention. DAN
McAULIFFE is still under the doctor's care,
also. Looks like this Gate must have a
hoodoo. What
out of here!

am

I doing here? Get

This is quite a shock! LEONARD
"Dutch" WINTERTON of the TCF Police Force usually has a
smile, for us.

finding us.) No kiddin', though, we've been
around here a long time and have seen
many departments in the studio get those
retroactive checks, but this is the first time
it ever happened to us. So we are appropriately thrilled and sincerely grateful.
G'Bye now.

good sized retroactive check you'll have a
hard time getting an argument out of any
of us. (When we get that check you'll
probably have a pretty hard time even

By ED LABART
If there's a flock of new squeaks in the
old car, a windshield getting sort of haggard and brown looking and the horn
sounds like it is developing a sore throat
— LOOK OUT brother, that little old bus
why.
needs attention and is trying to tell you
Now

that new

parts are available at

aboutlittle
anyolddealer's
youtheshould
take
the
faithful shop
car to
mechanic
at once if it is asking for help. Have it
looked over and don't speculate on cashing in those precious war bonds to buy a
new car.
New cars, as we get it, are on the IF
and WHEN basis and are somewhat in the
remote future so far as we are concerned.
BUT there are a lot of good old miles in
the old car if it is given even the amount
of treatment usually and fictionally accorded step children by a scolding, fault
finding step-mother with a brood of her
own.
Nearly everyone has been harping on
tires unfil one would think tires were the
only thing required to keep a car running.
So here are a few OTHER suggestions.
Special Studio

Don't think that accidents can only happen to the OTHER GUY.

Police for eight and a half years, has recently retired. His friends on the Lot wish him many happy
years of loafing in and about his North Hollywood
home, where he intends to raise chickens for himself and flowers for his wife.

Well, my experience is that an accident
is no respector of places, persons or things,
but generally is carelessness looking for
a place to happen.

GUY

ARGO,

a member

of the TCF

—

IGNITION,

LIGHT

AND

Every once in a while an entire community late at night is walloped with somebody's horn suddenly deciding it is time
to let the whole world know that it's wire
insulation has worn off due to heat and oil.
THEN, after that h appens usually all wires
are inspected and generally nothing done
except to tape up the offending wire that
is torn off to stop the confounded racket.
W ires leading to spark plugs can lose
a lot of current: lights will be dimmed because the wire's are breaking through,
and a battery will not receive a full charge
unless the current has a clear uninterrupted
channel to flow through.
Good wires are as essential as good
WINDSHIELD STICKERS.
gasoline.
Now it is permissible to take off the

HELP! YOUR OLD BUS

me

Members of this department are going
to be exceptionally easy to get along with
for a while. After that raise in pay and a

WHEELS— Camber.

gasoline "A" or "B" or "C" stickers from
your windshield and also the old Motor
Vehicle sticker. All that will be left is the
small $5.00 Federal use stamp. That clears
up the menace of the lower right hand
windshield corner blindness. Keep it clear
so that when you are driving, some small
child may not be obscured by such needless stickers.
LICENSE

PLATES.

Keep those babies clean. You will not
receive a new one for 1946. Steel shortage
and all that. Give the plate a coat of varnish and it will last indefinitely.
DRIVER'S LICENSES.
Watch out for the expiration date. If
you cannot go to a branch of the Department of Motor Vehicles for a new license,
contact the studio Police Department and
you will be advised how it is possible to
secure a renewal here at the studio. No
charge of course.
REAR LIGHTS.
Goshamity, be sure and watch
rear lights. Nothing is tougher at
than to suddenly swoop up behind
bird who is too lazy or too tight to
a few cents to protect himself and
to replace worn out bulbs.

those
night
some
spend
others

DO YOU KNOW — that you can't see
a dark object on the street at night until
you are within 200 feet of it?
AND do you ALSO know, that if you are
driving 40 miles an hour your car travels

18
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60 feet per second and it makes — oh heck,

duties turned to to listen. No movie could

you just better be careful that's all. If not,
you will hit some one because you think
you can stop on a dime. TRY IT sometime.

possibly catch the true feeling, the determined look on their faces, after the

Otherwise we'll meet you at Georgia
Street Receiving Hospital, BUT, we hope
not.

president's talk. It was a rather sad but at
the same time sincere look — get this mess
over with as soon as possible.
It's a wonderful feeling for us out here
to know that now our full pressure will be
put to bear on the Japs. With this mighty
force it shouldn't take long before that
flag of freedom will fly over the East as
well as the West . . .! Enough of this!

12 June, 1945.
Dear Gang:
Time for letter writing and other personal habits come few and far between,

I noticed by the last "Action" I received
(Feb.) that quite a few names had been
added to the department. I take it that
Mr. EFFINGER, AL, DAVE and CLIFF are

of those

still in film up to their necks — is SID still
on the roof of New Cutting? Believe me.

exceptional moments. I'll try to get a few
lines off to you. I feel rather ashamed of
myself for not writing before, thanking

I'm sure looking forward to the day when
once
I'll walk through the gates of
20th .again
. .

but as this happens

to be one

you all for the cigerettes, "Action" and
the wonderful Christmas presents — it isn't
entirely my fault, however — the Japs you
know!
At the present time yours truly is just
about as far away as anyone could be from
the Studio — and as close to the Japs as I
ever want to be.
Speaking of the Japanese, the topic of
conversation out here, we have come in
contact with the little so and so's guite
often — some times a little too often o
suit me! Little did I ever think I would be
ducking suicide planes, bombs and what
not that the nips are throwing at us —
about the only thing this lad can remember ducking was a film can thrown by
CLIFF BECK.
At our last location, which was like sitting in the middle of Tokio Bay on a raft —
the Japs had access to us at all times and
believe me they took advantage of it. At
this so-called "hot spot" we did pretty well
for the size of our ship, knocking the Nips
out of the skies. We had to, it was either
us or them and we decided it would have
to be them. Oh yes, these Jap flags look
pretty sharp painted on our bridge and the
more we with.
acquire the less we'll have to
contend
All of us out here in the Pacific are
looking forward to the day when our combined forces will strike at the heart of
Japan, and since the fall of Germany, the
desire for a complete unconditional surrender and nothing less, has increased
considerably.
That most welcome and wonderful news
— Germany's surrender — was received here
with little excitement, but at the same
time, much gladness for our boys who
have fought so gallantly to help free the
enslaved people of Europe. How grateful
these people must be, who for so long
have lived in terror of the Nazis and then
all of a sudden to be freed from this terror and devastation. Yes, the day the flag
of freedom was raised over Europe is a day
that will long be remembered by all.
When
hands

President Truman officially announced the surrender of Germany, all
that could be spared from their

I was just tapped on the shoulder and
reminded of an incident which took place
sometime ago — I was glancing through a
movie magazine, a very old one at that,
and came across a couple of shots of
June Havoc entertaining some sailors at
some park — lucky fellows! A couple of
buddies came over and asked me If I had
ever met this "lovely." Much to my disap ointment I hadn't — well the crowd
gathered and after much discussion on the
subject that was before us, we all decided

Germany,
Dear

May

17, 1945.

Friends:

Your letter asking about my welf^^
made me ashamed that I have been so
negligent about keeping In touch with you.
Yes, I receive the cigarettes and "Action" regularly, and look forward to them
with great anticipation. This is especially
true now that this theatre has settled down
to waiting and wondering whether it will
be the States or the Pacific for us. If It is
the Pacific, I hope It will be via California because I want very much to see all
of
Familiaras names
in "Action"
are you
not again.
as plentiful
they used
to be,
but I know there are many to whom I
policy here in
canThe
saynon-fraternization
"hello."
Germany is making the boys go Into
ecstasies over the "Action" cover girls.
I had almost forgotten they still come
that good.
With your gifts and letters comes the
knowledge that you are thinking of us and
that Is the greatest morale builder. Keep
up the good work, and as for myself, I
Sincerely,
promise that It will
be more reciprocal.
DON.
CpI. Don S. Tait
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

that Miss Havoc should be our staff's
"pin-up."* Yours truly was appointed as a
committee of one to inform the young lady.
Now

this Is my

problem — How

does one

go about Informing a "dream" that she
Is a pin-up? Any of you lucky people having the good fortune of knowing Miss
Havoc please notify her of our decision.
I only wish that I could have the pleasure
of doing this personally.
Well kind people, duty calls, so had better secure this epic for the time being.
Certainly would like to hear from you.
Thanks once again for the fine presents,
swell magazine and wonderful friendship.
Sincerely yours,
DICK BROCKWAY.
Richard Keay
Comdr. Navy
c/o Fleet Post
San Francisco,

For

GIFTS
of
jeweler's quality
at substantial
savings
Visit

PHIlllPS

Brockway, RM 2/c
Forces No. 3256 o/o Staff
Office,
Calif.

* Censor's Note; With Brockway's knowledge, I enter this endorsement. This selection ofpin-up girl Is unofficial and is
not to be in any way construed as official In possible press releases. (Signed)
T.C.W., Censor.

the largest jewelry
showrooms in the West
DIAMONDS. WATCHES.
SILVERWARE. GIFTS. HOMEWARES. LEATHER GOODS.
AWARD.S AND PRIZES.
PLEASE
CATER
PUBLIC.

TO KEEP
FLYING

THEM
LET’S KEEP

BUYING

—

BONDS

BRING IDENTIFICATION AS WE DO NOT
TO THE GENERAL

Wm. E. PHILLIPS Co.
Jewelers — Est. 1921
Entire Second Floor Spreckels Bldg.

714 S. Hill St.. LA.
Open
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Dear

19

1945

May

Gang;

grateful the fellows overseas

18, 1945.

^PHave been on the verge of dropping a
^ne to you all for many, many months, and
now, finally, I shall do it. It Is superfluous
to apologize for my negligence, yet I offer
my apologies.
It has been

mighty fine ■ to have

re-

ceived "Action" and all the cigarettes,
gifts, etc., from TCP during the past fortytwo months. Actually, even after my prolonged stay in the service', I do not feel
estranged from the Lot, and I'm sure that
I owe this feeling to the grand efforts of
the Studio Club.

After months of waiting to start my
cadet training, I have been caught in the
mass elimination of pre-aviation students,
all due to the discontinuance of pilot
training. So now we have all been reverted
to the ground crew. What is to become of
us is still a bit undecided, but this sort
of action means we are finally on the
up grade toward victory, and for that
we can all be thankful.

and

we were called to duty, and I’m proud of
the fact that I’m associated with such a
thoroughly American corporation.

you.
A/S Craig C. Allen
Yuma, Arizona.

He's quite the champ, too. I was stationed
for 2 years at March Field, and then transferred to Camp Pinedale, Fresno, Calif.
During all this time, I have been in the
Service of Supply, performing QM duties.
Supply hasn't been so highly publicized as
some other branches of the service, but I
can vouch for the fact that supply can
produce more headaches per man hour
than any of the other branches. However,
each branch has its particular peculiarities, and after all, we're all after results
— which I might proudly add — are damned
satisfying so far. I’m sure you'll all agree.
In closing, let me say that I really feel
as if all persons employed at TCF are my
personal friends, and behind all of us one
hundred per cent. Please let this short letter be my method of saying "hello" to all,
and I hope some day to be home among
you.

Sincerely,
DICK

TOWNER.

Capt. Richard M. Towner
Fresno, California.

Dear Friends:

Again

I thank you for the packages

"Action", and hope all is well with
Yours very truly,
CRAIG

ALLEN.

19. 1945.

It's been very wonderful to be remembered by all of you, and I surely want to
thank you for the "Action" magazine and
packages that I have received and enjoyed. The "Action" has many times
brought me right back to the times when
I was working there with all of my friends.
From all of the cities and all of the business that my army buddies have left, none
is remembered as I am by TCF and its
employees, and I surely have a great deal
to be thankful for. It is easy to see how

U.S.S. Cascade.
Hello Gang:
I received a letter from Tom Doyle
today and it really made me ashamed of
myself, but at the same time very happy.
Happy to know that TCF is thinking of me
and ashamed because I haven't written
long before this.
I've been out in this South Pacific now
for twenty-five months and believe me
that's a long time no "she.” I can't tell
you where I am now, but I can say that
I've been all over this peacefulj?) Pacific.
Your papers at home tell the story much
better than I can.
Believe it or not, Xmas packages are
still arriving, and I want to thank TCF for
the wonderful gifts and for all they have
done for me since I've been in service. I
deeply appreciate it.
You wanted to know about the smokes
and the magazine — I've missed both a
great deal. During the last six months I
have received two cartons of smokes and
two "Action" magazines. I feel certain
it's no fault of yours. Mail is quite a problem where I am. They will catch up with
me sooner or later, I hope.

thirty day leave. I'm hoping to get to see
you all and the good old U.S.A. some time
this summer.
I haven't much more to write about, so
will secure for this time and again thanks
for everything.
Please give my best to all my friends
and let's hope my name comes up soon on
your mailing list. Would like to give a personal "hello" to Sincerely,
the green gang.
ARNOLD.
Arnold Louis Losey, M

12, 1945.

Dear Studio Club:
For the last four days I'm back on Army
status, once again training for the big
moment. Right now I'm still a walking tail
gunner instead of one that actually flies.
My only hope is that they get the routine
of processing over with and get down to
business giving us the airplane, because
my feet are practically worn off at the
ankles. I can't believe that is one way of
making a fellow fit in the tail end of a B-29.
Can you? Those big babies are really nice,
with plenty of room any place but small
enough — thank God — to make 2000 of
them fit over the Jap home isles.
In one of the paragraphs of your recent
letter, you say, quote — upon completion
of my training, to stop in at the Studio to
say hello — unquote. Well, it was just one
of those things I was unable to manage.
The great journey to New York meant
lot, and I just had to see my folks.

As to the other questions. I'm well, working hard and screaming my head off for a

May

June

when

they hear from the folks at home. It hasn't
been nearly so hard for me, as I've been
in the States since my enlistment and have
even managed a couple of visits to the
Lot.

All of you persons we left behind us
have been called upon for many sacrifices
and additional duties which very easily
could have been shirked. I am very proud
of the attitude all of you have shown since

Naturally, many things have happened
to me since I left the Lot. I earned a commission nine months after being inducted
and have received two promotions since.
Three years ago I took the fatal plunge
into the sea of matrimony, and am now
the proud pa of a nine months old boy.

are

l/c

U.S.S. Cascade (AD-16) 7th Dir.
c/ o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, Calif.

a

My visit in the big city was great. I
found everyone at home well and healthy,
but not too overjoyed seeing the silver
wings on my chest. If I must say so myself,
they look nice and until getting used to
them, I kind of took pains in displaying
them.
reason. Really I'm very proud, that is the

I kind of hated to leave New York in
spite of the rain and cold that Mr. Nature
had plagued the city with — and at this
time of the year, too! I nearly froze to
death there and the best my friends could
offer me in the way of solace was that I
ought to feel at home, for my homecoming they ordered Los Angeles weather for
me — liquid sunshine! Haven t 1 marvelous
friends? B-r-r-r- the mere thought of it
gives me the shakes. I didn't get to see
any shows because the good ones are sold
out, who knows for how long, and it takes a
few months ahead of time' to get a seat.
Isn't that a long time to be standing up?
I didn't think anything but the best was
for an EX-20th Century elecgood enough
trician. In order not to be bored, I made
all the rounds that dear old Gotham has
to offer. I had a lot of fun.
How is the weather in Los Angeles these
days? How are you feeling? — in the
groove, no doubt! How are the rest of
the folks in the office of the Studio Club?
The same old routine, huh? Work, two
days a week off, punch the clock in and
out morning and evening. I'll grant you it
nice.Hello to
monotonous,
get this
mayWell,
now.
for it's
will be allbut
all with best regards.
As ever,
ART.
Pfc. Arthur A. Preslow
Lincoln, Nebraska.

Phone

the Studio

Club

Addresses
for Servicemen’s

Entered
matter
Los

as second

at the Post OfRc'i^

Angeles,

Act

class

Calif., under

of March

3, 1879.

Anybody Got a Gun?
A bunch of us were sitting around laughing and discussing things in general while
the next shot was being lined up. We were

could borrow all the money needed, so I
answered it . and they let me have the

a happy lot — the director seemed

money all right . . ."
". . . and you've been paying it back

well sat-

isfied with the morning’s work and we had
just partaken of a good lunch. Suddenly
we noticed that one of the fellows wasn't
saying a word, just sitting a little apart
looking extremely glum.

with a lot of interest every month, it isn't
paid and it doesn't look like it ever will be
. . . and they'll hang onto your grandmother's eyeballs until it is . . ."
"How

"What's
someone.

eating

"Yeah, come

you, Jim?"

on, give — we

inguired

never knew

did you know?"

asked Jim, sur-

prised.
"I did the same thing once before I
got wise. How long you been working at

you’ve been working here twelve years
and you didn’t know that you could have
gone to the WELFARE OR ADVISORY
COMMITTEE of the STUDIO CLUB, who
would have steered you right in the first

"Welfare — Advisory — what's that?"
"It's a group of people appointed by
the Club to help employees when they

have problems like yours. They make Investigations and if they find an employee
a good record and is dependable, like
has place?"
you are, they arrange for the Credit Union
to advance the money to be repaid weekly over as long a period as necessary to

you to be a sourpuss."
But Jim seemed too overcome to reply.
He mnerely got up and sauntered away.

Jim?"twelve years.. Why?"
"About
TCF,

I followed him. We'd always been pretty
close and although Jim had drawn into

"Didn't you know about the CREDIT
UNION we have here on the lot where you
can borrow money at a very nominal rate

save you from Inconvenience. It's all kept
confidential, too. And they're in a position

of interest?"
"Sure, but you have to have co-signers
and I didn't want to ask any of the fellows to be responsible for me. But you

your creed. There are people on the Advisory Committee who are equipped to

his shell lately I still felt he'd confide in me.
"What's with you, guy?" 1 persisted.
For a moment he was silent, then he
blurted out. "Anybody

got a gun?"
I said, flabber-

haven't heard the half of it." He continued

"No, I'm not! I can't see any other way

grimly. "My mother-in-law died not long
ago and that meant another five hundred
bucks for a funeral, so I had to hock my
car and furniture. And last week, to top

"Are
gasted.

you

kidding?"

out."
Now it was my turn to remain silent,
for I instinctively felt Jim was going to
open up. My hunch was right.
"You know I've had sickness in the family for the past eight months," he began,
"and it's taken a lot of money — more than
I’d saved. Well, I saw an ad that said I

that, a guy ran into me

and smashed

mean

give you good sound advice, too."
"Cripes — I wish somebody had

wised

me up sooner," sighed Jim.
"It's not too late," I hastened to assure
him. "Let's go over right now

and have a

my

car up. He said he'd make a report to his
insurance company, but he hasn't and now
I find he's left town, so I have to go to a
"Hold..."
on, Jim. You
lawyer

who'll
mortuaries
to reliable
to
and proper
ones fitting
youryouloved
giverefer
burials at reasonable cost, no matter what

to tell me

talk
them." fellow employees, there
So with
remember,
is no reason for any of you to feel you are
alone when trouble arises. Don't hesitate
to avail yourselves of all the facilities at
our disposal.
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A Shore

Shore

Story

By Dave
WHO MUST one see to eliminate the
twenty-four hours between Saturday and
Monday?
I hate the beach! I despise traffic jams!
My car fenders crumple at the mere mention of parking lois . . . My only pleasure
in crowds is received when standing between BETTY GRABLE and JUNE HAVER
. . . The sun boils my nose to such a
degree that bubbles actually appear on
my back . . . Salt water makes my eyes

the heavy front door. Following the marks
on the window, I traced my two free fingers to the door knob and gave a terrific
twist. My scream, as I pinched myself, was
slightly muffled due to the fact that my
face was buried in a liberal assortment
of bags and boxes. On the second attempt, the door slowly creaked open, and
like a flash I inserted my nose in lieu of a

This brings me to where I would like to
have you meet my wife and ten-year-old
son, Donnie . . . Now! See what I mean?
'Twas a relaxing Saturday night and the
Ice cubes were so cooling, when the family asked if I wouldn't care to spend a
day at the seashore. After I replied, "I
wouldn't care to spend a day at the seashore," they decided to leave early next
morning ... I wear the slacks in the family, my wife wears the pants . . .
The next morning Immediately after sonup, I leaped out of bed as fast as a child
reaching for spinach and jumped into my
swim shorts. I was feeling very spry until
. . . who the heck ever invented mirrors?

was to turn up-side down . . . And you
should have seen how the sea-gulls went
for the loads and loads of ant-infested
potato salad. Fortunately, I brought along
some "K" rations — Kreplach, Knishes, and
Kasha (the research library will assist you
in defining these names).
Well, my arms were loaded and I started down the apartment stairs — made it
too, smartie — but did have trouble with

that bothered me most was reading the
back of my gasoline sticker which kept
asking me, "Is This Trip Necessary?".
The newsreels have shown me how dearly it costs to win a beachhead, but I have
yet to see a Marine try it with a wife,
child, and a dripping lunch basket. The
sand was completely hidden by thousands
of bathers and their kids. In fact a fellow
told me to walk down a mile where they
would soon start a second layer. Well,
where there's a will there's a way. Soon
we had the bathers so mad at us they
were glad to leave and give us their
places. The blanket was spread faster than
a G.l. can dig a fox hole, and the sun
started getting me on the beam. Why is it
the kids always pick out the ocean 500
yards away to play in, when the water
directly in front of the parents is exactly
the same — wet and dirty. By the way, have
you ever tried opening an umbrella on a
crowded beach? Oh, well, that woman
needed a new pair of sun glasses anyway.
And those gin rummy games — the players
reminded me of a bowling alley, some were
sitting up and some were laying down, like
pins. And the arguments. Wow! All over
who owned the pencil. After things cooled
off a bit they recalled that the pencil was
borrowed from a total stranger under the
next umbrella.

smart (but not me). I know you're thinking— why in the h— I does he go to the
beach?

You have seen pictures of MARIE MCDONALD, the body . . . ALICE FAYE, the
face . . . Well, I am known as "the
stomach" . . . Wifey was ironing the bit
of sunsuit she was planning to wear, and
I started packing the lunch basket. There
was melt-in-your-mouth cold chicken (which
it did ... in the basket), delicious crisp
potato chips (but when opened, I swear
I saw better chips on shoulders), the cool
fresh fruit was carefully packed so as not
to crush, and placed on top of the heavier
food . . . How was I to know the basket

Goldfab

crow bar, then with a rapid knee trick the
door finally swung open. My wife could
have assisied me here, but she was putting
on her face at the time — My! Oh my!
What has she been wearing all these
years? After four of the above trips the
car was finally loaded (I wished I were)
and we were off.
The trip to the beach by auto should
take thirty minutes — in my car it took
exactly two hours. In fact every time I
passed a gasoline station poster reading,
"Will Your Car be Junked This Winter?",
she would tip her radiator cap and nod!
The ride was embracing — I was hugging
five quarts of beer all the way. The thing

Anyway when at the beach, do as the
others do — sit and scratch. One can usually tell when lunch hour appears by watching for the empty bags, flying wax paper,
and the smell of garlic. A couple of umbrellas removed, I saw hands flying through
the air so fast over some fried chicken
that two sea gulls were snatched as they
flew by and eaten unnoticed. The best
thing about time is that it keeps moving.
By late afternqon the beach was littered
with the usual Sunday debris and the sea
gulls were taking their pot luck on what
they could hit — in food.
The over-rated suntan lotions had begun
to paint the sands tan, and cans of sardines
were being opened so their oil could be
spread over the torrid backs and shoulders.
The kids had already made arrangements,
to stand behind huge bath towels to.

The Voice
change from their wet trunks to something
dry. and several times I was addressed as
Mr. Ambassador and couldn't Imagine why
until I looked at the front of the towel
which was wrapped about my son. The
empty pop bottles were gathered by the
small boys and returned for their deposits— amazing how much money I made
this way. The sudden sand storm created
by shaking the dirt from the blankets always helps to make the day gloomier — in
fact this was the first time I ever had
PITTED

blood-shot eyes!

of the Lot

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

TAYLOR

hli’ya Doc, what's cookin'? Sure, I know
— too many red points to be meat, and If
the scarcity of sunshine prevails In August as It did In these preceding months,
you can cook up a delicacy without points
called FOG SOUFFLE. We heartily recommend this dish as a sure fire agitator for
dull conversations or as a quick method of
obtaining mildew on your roses.
This Is a bit belated, however we were
all glad to have our erstwhile professor of

Everything gathered, we slowly dragged
our weary burnt bodies, and Junior's, to
the parking lot only to learn that someone
had us jammed up against the fence, had
locked their car and taken the keys with
them. After bouncing to and fro, bumper
to bumper (I left mine there), we were

mine. Disregarding personal safety, Sgt.
Woods crossed the mine field to the vehicle. Although gasoline was leaking from
a tank, he remained oblivious of this danger to render first aid to an officer and
enlisted man until they could be evacuated. The courage and devotion to duty displayed by Sgt. Woods are worthy of the
highest praise. He will be coming home
soon on a furlough and will be visiting
all of his old pals at TOE.

WALTER MELIN just returned from his
vacation and said It was really wonderful.
He spent lots of time at the beach and
while
ion: there formulated the following opin-

they have a bolder whim

And dress more like her cupboard!"
That's all for now except this:
One of our most prized possessions
here at the Nursery Is a fickle little feline
that occasionally commits bigamy and
eventually winds up In the maternity ward.
At the time I last interviewed her, she
was on her way to the cat hospital knitting the three cornered pants and intermittently taking a nip of Catnip for the

S/Sgt. LOREN R. WOOD, "Mickey"
to the boys at the Western Avenue Mill,
who has been overseas with the Armored

against the enemy on 15 April 1945 in
Menfort, Germany. Sgt. Woods, Armored
Section Sergeant, was on a mission with
Allied Military Government when he observed a one-quarter ton truck from an
Armored Infantry Battalion hit a Teller

Eggert's Action copy as we have no counter-active sprays against helium and reading this would definitely release those Irresplrable gases again and the result
would be complete asphyxiation of us and
the plants.)

Now

ing— thinking of the same thing — Who
must one see to eliminate the twenty-four
hours between Saturday and Monday! Excuse me while I treat my blisters . . .

ment In connection with military operations

for his work at the Nursery. (Editor's note
— Please leave this last phrase out of Mr.

"Girls when they went out to swim
Once dressed like Mother Hubbard.

finally freed and headed for home. I don't
know what It is that causes such a profound silence when driving home from the
beach — it must be that we were' all think-

Division (13th) Headquarters Co. since
January of this year, was awarded the
Bronze Star Medal for meritorious achieve-

positively free, a view of handiwork that
only Nature could produce. The willowy,
helium-inflated, non-seductive form of
GUS — (Gas House) — EGGERT. Gus has
really earned his Freshman papers though
and deserves a lot of praise and credit

LARRY

DYER

of

the

Nursery

Dept,

knows

his

shapes — in trees.

college — TEX COPE- — -with us again for the
summer. Tex Is running the canning factory
here at the nursery with the able assistance of our little beaver with the brush
mush — BUD MERCHANT — looks like Alley Oop
you his
know.
Surely camouflage.
you've seen The
him
or at
least
covering
canning factory is where the baby plants
approach the adolescent stage and thus
rate the traditional long pants. It Is generally promotion from the gallon cans
stage to tubs or five gallon cans.
Now Is really a beautiful time to fill
your vacant hours, if you have any, visiting the nursery. All providing, of course,
that you are In quest of a relaxing beauty
not femininely attired. We have African
marigolds, asters, salvia, zinnias and coxcomb all blooming profusely and In addition to this beauty, we will include

pains. By the time this Action copy arrives at your home the blessed little events
will probably already be here helping
Momma

Cat pursue that no good for noth-

ing false lover of a Tom Cat that wouldn't
even help support the children much less
pay Momma a respectable visit. Now if
you are catty, I mean you are a cat lover,
and would like to adopt these poor fatherless little children, just call us and we will
present the legal -adoption papers to Momma Cat so she can get the little ones
on their formula for you. It will be doing
us a favor and also saving her the humiliation of bringing up these fatherless children, besides giving her the opportunity
social again with some ardent
of getting
swain
with a more reliable character.
P.S. — Before this wire went to press, we
received a late bulletin that four bouncing
baby kittens arrived and that the family
Is all doing nicely except the missing
father
really
arn't
Interested In his
welfare and
afterwe such
bold
desertion.
ADIOS.
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ELLEN BRADFORD writes us from New
York where she is taking in the sights and
learning the battle of the subway.
Studio Club Informed me your reporter's picture will head this column. Oh, the
power of the free press!

PERSONALLITY PORTRAIT
It is the fate of some of us to help bear
the burden of our friends and associates.
Some of us do this naturally through an
innate altruistic spirit, others are obliged
to do so through their profession or position. In our own Miss MORNA PYPER,
nurse at the TCP Hospital, we find a combination of these two things. Miss Pyper
has a genuine Interest In the welfare of
all people, and through her profession Is
endlessly assisting them. In many Instances
Miss Pyper is known to have left her home
late at night to visit some injured or invalided person about whom her generous
heart h as been troubled. These have .not
been professional calls — but visits she has
made because of her natural desire to
assist and comfort people.
JIMMIE STEIN is a new reporter and is "keeping
tab" on his co-workers Tor "Action."

KEEPING TAB
By JIMMIE STEIN
SGT. RICHARD THOMAS, who was reported missing in action and then a prisoner in Germany, visited us July 7th. Dick
told of his capture after only two weeks
of battle. One of his men was killed by
enemy fire while Dick was hit in the foot
by shrapnel.
"My treatment by the Germans was
pretty good and the food was fair. In the
same camp, however, I could see other
Americans who did not fare as well as I
did. During my four months as a prisoner
I was moved to a couple of other camps.
The British liberated us in April."
Dick also relates that the Germans insisted he, too, was a German but he kept
telling them he was of English descent.
"When the Germans found me, I had
already disposed of my rifle and had one
grenade left. This I offered to the first
enemy soldier who approached, but he
thought I was trying to blow us all up.
I only wanted to get rid of the darned

Morna was born in Canada and received her training in Chicago. She later
attended school In Pennsylvania where she
received her degree of Doctor of Philosophy. She later took a special course at
the N/layo Bros. Clinic and is a trained
X-Ray and laboratory technician, and at
one time owned her own laboratory In
Chicago.
Miss Pyper is a World War One veteran. She saw service as a nurse in France
and Is not unfamiliar with the hardships
borne by the nursing corps, as she bears
the scar of a shrapnel wound received In
service to her country.
Despite all the complaints to which she
Is subjected, her advice, her wisdom, her
brusque good nature, and her kindly philosophy do endless good In assisting the
people of TCF. Miss Pyper Is a fine example of the traditions of her profession
combined with genuine humanitarlanism.

in 1942, has been overseas twenty-seven months
and participated in six ma|or campaigns.

MEN IN BLUE
By WILLARD

STEWART

Things are gradually getting back to
normal in our department and the men
are starting to take their vacations. HARRY BROWN has just returned from his two
weeks as this Is written, and BILL STRATTON and HARRY FINK are on their second week. Of course by the time this
reaches your hands several more will have
had their long awaited trips to wherever
they can go during these fimes. They will
just have to forgive me for not mentioning their names but, after all, there Is a
time to go to press, and one is always a
little behind schedule because of that fact.
RAY HOUSE practically had a vacation
when he was at Bass Lake with the "Leave
Her to Heaven" troupe. But he says that
doesn't count. How come, Ray? I'd think
it was pretty nice, myself.
GEORGE (Stinger) BROWN is still on
the sick list after being back on the job
for just a short while from his long illness. His many friends in this and many
other departments wish him a speedy and
a complete recovery.

thing."
Dick wears the Purple Heart, Presidential Unit Citation, Combat Infantryman's
medal, European Battle Ribbon with two
Bronze Stars, and the Good Conduct ribbon.
He hopes to make up for lost time on
his furlough which ends September 7th.
"After all, I haven't had a date for ten
months" — unquote.
HENRIETTA BANKS, SUE SHEMERDIAK, and JACK CATHCART left our
department after a short term of employment.

JOSEPH
P. CREAGER,
MOMM
2/c, USN, a
member of the Police Dept, since 1937, was in
to see us recently while on leave. Joe enlisted

GEORGE JONES also had a slight relapse after a long spell, but he very wisely

MORNA

PYPER,
Haver's

nurse

at TCF,

bandages

in|ured ankle on a seT.

June

and opportunely took his two weeks vacation and is now back on the job as good
as new. Well, almost as good, anyhow!
The newest recruit in this department
is not a recruit at all. He Is JACK VOORHEES, who has just been discharged from
a six-year-hitch In Uncle Sam's Army,
serving on Guadalcanal and New Guinea.

Action
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IN MEMORIUM
Timothy J. Sullivan, a Special Studio
Guard, and an employee of TCP for the
past thirteen years, passed away at his
home on July 18, 1945.
Mr. Sullivan had been connected with
various phases of the motion picture industry for seventeen years, having first
been associated with the Geo. E. Miller
Construction Company who built the
stages in the Fox Movietone Lot in 1928.
He is survived by his widow and five children, two of whom are members of the
armed services.
20th Century-Fox Studio extends its
sincerest sympathies to the family of this
respected and beloved member of the
Studio Police Force.

SGT. "Don" DONALDSON,
of the Police Dept.
Many of you are just getting acquainted with him
for the first time due to the unusual hours we

THE SCRIPT TEASE
JEAN BANE (nee MINER). After an extended
leave of absence, Jean is back and looks prettier

have been working, but Don has been with us for
nine years and in charge of the graveyard shift
most of the time.

Welcome, Jack. We hope things will be a
little quieter tor you around here than
they were on Guadalcanal. Jack is the
son of George Voorhees of the air conditioning department.
After one whole thirty days of happy
reunion with her husband, our JOHNNY
SINCLAIR is once more down in the
depths. Lt. George Sinclair has been ordered to Monterey for re-deployment.
Well, cheer up, Johnnie! The old war. can't
last forever (I keep telling myself).
JOE CREAGER was back to see us on a
thirty day furlough, looking fine, but what
service that guy has seen! Twenty-seven
months in the South Pacific — seeing service at Tulagi and Guadalcanal, and then
in six invasion landings, at Guam, Leyte,
Luzon, le Shima, and Okinawa. Joe says
that those suicide plane raids really got
a little bit on his nerves, coming almost
continually. At one time they had seventeen raids in a period of twelve hours.
He didn't shave or bathe for one period
of three weeks. Didn't have time. Would
just get down to the shower room and the
old bell would ring for battle stations.
It was surely interesting to talk to him,
and seemed mighty good to have him back
with us for even that little while. I guess
it seemed even better to him.
RUBE BYERS was also back for a visit,
and Rube didn't seem to want to talk very
much. But we know he had a lot of experiences, for he was carrying gasoline down
there for a long time, and you just know
that the Navy isn't hauling gasoline to any
picnic grounds. He expects to be assigned
to shore duty for awhile, and is plenty
glad of it.
Hope some more of our boys will be
able to come home at least for a visit soon,
and get a rest from all that stuff.

By FLORENCE
Now

that old Sol has come

MACK

George

happy

about

MARION

TURK,

Jessel's erstwhile amanuensis, be-

ing promoted
to junior
writer.and
Can't
think
of anyone
more
deserving
if good
wishes mean anything you'll soon be at
the top of the heap, Marion.
That cute little blonde, BETTY ST.
GEORGE, certainly put one over on us by
eloping with Navy Air Cadet CHARLES
HOLT. We never even suspected a real
serious romance in the popular Betty's
life. The newlyweds are now honeymooning in Iowa. We forgive you, Betty, and
send barrels of good wishes to you both.
GLORIA FEINSTEIN, nee EPSTEIN, is
back from her honeymoon in Florida . . .
all
alone,
Uncle
Sam.we're sorry, but only because of
BERNICE

ROTH,

that red-haired, hazel-

tlireat toTexas,
any man's
peace
mind,a
is backeyed from
and we
knowof that
certain
is very
win her Major
heart for
keeps.happy Texas didn't
DOROTHY

BROOKS,

ever.

She

is now Supervisor
tribution.

of Script Dis-

out with a

vengeance and our relaxing room has been
refurbished, our spirits have been lifted
commensurately.
Very

than

former

Wave,

is devoting part time to finishing her education at U.C.L.A. Spanish, English, Music
and Anthropology are in her curriculum.
Most girls would be content just to be
beautiful.
TRUDY white's dimples aren't the
only nice things about her, but they're as
nice as any we have ever seen.
WINNIE SHANK and MURIEL GOULD,
just back from Lake Tahoe, got to comparing notes, and what do you think?
They found that a certain person, whose
gender we disdain to even mention, told
them both the same things, not knowing

they were friends. JUANITA DAVIS, who
is on her way up to the lake, has been
forewarned.
RUTH

LISSAUER's

in love again!

Be

careful, Ruthie, for when Cupid's arrow
hits the mark the extraction isn't always
We
always appreciate KATHLEEN
painless.
RIDGEWAY, that indefatigible gatherer
of news for our boys in the service, passing letters from them around for us to
read. Of particular interest was one from
HERMAN D'ORAZIO, — even the girls to
whom he is not known personally have
come

to adore

him. Wonder

why, Her-

man? Herman has been "out in the wilds,"
as he well-deserved
puts it, so long
we feel and
sure pay
he'llusgeta
that
furlough
visit real soon.
BOB

RIDGEWAY has a medical discharge after several years in the Coast
Guard and is on his way home. We could
name at least four females who will be
waiting with open arms — but we
to keep you guessing.

choose

BEVERLEE (The Chassis) PEDERSON's
husband is coming back home from overseas in September — so do your sighing
before then, boys, 'cause she's going on a
second honeymoon.
I know something about LILLIAN
GOUTERMAN, but she threatened to slay
me if I used her name — honest she did —
so II was
don'tintroduced
dare.

to a

most

charming

lady who has recently become girl Friday
to the gentlemen of the Estimating Department and if you can say her name six
times in rapid succession without faltering I'll send you a — well, on second
thought before I commit myself go ahead
and try it. It's BETH

BICKEL.
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4ew talent types
!

By RHODA

party suite,
givenand
in the
Tyrone
Power's
room
luncheon
givendressingat the
Cafe de Paris.

BURSK

I'll admit that Nick Janlos, Manager of
the Cafe de Paris, and Victor Adams, of
Fox West Coast Theatres, were responsible
for the Greek cuisine for the party — but
Boss, I was responsible for the Ambassador's wife getting two pairs of stockings
at Haggarty's . . .
The Arabian delegation was very Impressive Intheir native dress . . . and more
Impressive still were the huge jewels that
adorned the group . . .

"In the Spring a young man's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of love" . . .
well, it looks like LESLIE O'PACE and
RODNEY AMATEAU have taken the
aforementioned little ditty seriously. Wedding bells are going to chime for both of
them sometime in August. Congrats, and
all the best to you, Dod and Les. (The
brides-to-be are COLEEN GRAY, one of
our cutest contract players, and MARILYN NELSON, formerly of the Mall Department.)

THE SPIDER, starring Richard Conte,
Faye Marlowe, Margo Woode, and Kurt

With summertime finally here ... romance in the air . . . two brand new baby
humming birds tweet-tweeting in their nest
right outside of Mr. Kahn's office, who
can think of WORK? So IRMA BERMU-

Kruger, Is going to be an exciting "whodunit" picture — and, did you know that
FAYE MARLOWE Is the daughter of producer FANCHON?
Even though ENCHANTED VOYAGE
Is not a musical, John Payne will sing a
song written by Rube Bloom and Harry

DEZ, "KORDY" POLENEK and I have decided to concentrate like mad on vacations
and stuff like that there. The other day
we took the most delightful trip to Mexico, then traveled clear across the country and back — and all without budging
from our desks! (If you want to be patriotic,
don't want to tangle up transportation,
cause commotion or pay fares, that's a
swell way to get the travel-bug out of
your system.)
While on the subject of travel, vacations, etc., ESTHER SILVER is planning to
go on her vacation next week. (By the time
this breaks into print, she will probably be
back from It. Hope you had a happy
time, Esther.) Welcome home to DELIA
RICE, our stunning Stylist, who recently
returned from a trip to Deep in the Heart
of . . ., and also to ESTELLE BERRIS (nee
Zimmerman), everyone's favorite checkhander-outer, who arrived back at the
job looking just like every bride should.
Lucky guy, that Jack Berrls!
Little HARRIET HESS (one of our neighborly neighbors from across the road
apiece) just popped In to say how much
she enjoyed reading about us In the Saturday Evening Post — which brings us to
the high-spot of this column. (Don't know
how we managed to hold out this long!)
If you haven't already done so, run, do
not walk, to your nearest newstand and get
a copy of the July 14th issue of The Saturday Evening Post, and read the very amusing (and true) article entitled "With My
Part in My Throat" by Pete Martin, telling
all about his experience with the New
Talent Department of 20th Century Fox.
That was really a gag to end all gags.
The only complaint we have about It is
the omission of IVAN KAHN's secretary's
name — whom we all know, is IRMA BERMUDEZ — so we're taking this opportunity
of publicizing Irma In our own publication. (We may not have the circulation of
the Post but, by golly, I bet we have
as much If not more reader-interest.)

It's a little difficult to keep our socalled mind on writing this at the mo-

IRMA
was

BERMUDEZ,

Introduced

by description
to

secretary

to Saturday
only, so we

corroborate

Pete

"charming

to Ivan
Evening

Kahn.

Irma

Post readers

offer this visual evidence

Martin's

apt

Ruby, called "Give Me the Simple Life."
Bloom and Ruby supplied the musical background for the picture which Is an integral part of the story and adds charm
and color to the action.

description,

secretary."

Clem Bevans, who plays the role of
"Henry Pecket," around whose flights of
fancy is woven the story of ENCHANTED
VOYAGE, considers this the best role of
his forty-five years In the theatre. Clem is

ment, 'cause people are emoting in various
corners of our office, phones are ringing
like crazy, buzzers are buzzing, and the
place is a three-ring circus — but we love
It! Hope to be back with you all again
soon, when things calm down a bit.
Dear Boss:
Little man you've had a busy week —
with all the conference delegates, visiting
Generals, etc., plus our visitors from Australia, Mr. Otto Bolle and Mr. Ernest
T urnbull.
The Greek delegation from the conference In San Francisco was a most gracious
and interesting group. Someone asked me
if I had any trouble understanding them.
(Between you and me. Boss, I did. They
spoke such beautiful English that it made
me self-conscious.)
Which reminds me that I just read the
following observation: "We have about
everything In common with the British these
days except the pronunciation of the
mother tongue."
With Spyros Skouras, George Skouras,
Nick Janlos and Vic Adams all speaking
their native tongue — the delegation felt
right at home. Mr. John Sofianopoules,
Minister of Foreign Affairs; Mr. John Polltis. Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, and Mr. and Mrs. Cimon Diamantopoulos. Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary, were among the distinguished guests attending our cocktail

in his 65th year, and you'd never guess the
hobby of
Mr.adopted
Bevans girls.
and his
It's
raising
little
TheyMissus
have— two
and are expecting another any day now.
Speaking of babies — the John Irelands
(John Is also In ENCHANTED VOYAGE)
have a new baby boy. If you know of a
landlord who wants a tenant with a good
steady job, he should get in touch with
John Ireland. It seems that the hotel In
which they are now living does not welcome the "Little Stranger."
June Haver, now playing her third starring role opposite John Payne In ENCHANTED VOYAGE, said that before
casting her lot with the movies, she had
always thought that only the director spoke
to the stars, and the stars spoke only to
God. This struck her as being a lonely sort
of existence, and she was delighted when
she found out how wrong she had been . . .
Marla Shelton, actress-turned-writer, has
just had her first book accepted for publication, "A Handful of Moondust," written In lyric prose. Marla (now appearing
in KITTEN ON THE KEYS) Is engaged to
songwriter Lou Alter . . .
At the completion of KITTEN ON THE
KEYS, Harry James gave the cast and
crew a combination good-luck charm and
thank-you gift. Each staff member received
a gold key ring with a horseshoe at one
end and an engraved medallion on the
other, inscribed "From Harry James, KITTEN ON THE KEYS, 1945" along with the
recipient's name.

Action
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You add mature depth and weight
To sage and sane perception.
You cannily evaluate
Each sensible conception.
heard,
Your thoughts are grave, the best I've
Your eyes are bright, they glisten;
I know you haven't said a word.
But my, how you —MERLE
can listen! BEYNON.
Your office gal,
Lillian Kelsey.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

E. PITCHMAN

With the majority of the department on
vacations there is a terrific dearth of news,
although I could mention something about
the location we made with CHARLIE
ROSE and FRANK (Little Fawn) McARDLE — you know, the one down In the
deep south. I shoah liked that kind of
country! Noah Leans (New Orleans) did

CLAUDIA

BROSIUS,

"Action's"

clever

sketch artist, shows us the
scuttlebut in the Cafe.

pictorial lowdown

on

secretarial

something to me — I got cramps regularly .
from eating too much crawfish. Time really
flew down there. It was my birthday before I knew It, and I was so overcome at >•
out
the early.
generosity of the crew that I passed

On the last day of shooting KITTEN ON
THE KEYS, director Gregory Ratoff cau-

ty to Smoky. I'm watching the progress
of this picture with great interest — so if

BOOTS McCracken had a birthday,
McArdle wanted one too, but the local ,

tioned everyone with, "Very, very quiet
please, everybody fold oop. I vant to hear
eet so quiet ve can hear a mouse droop-

you
desire
hesitate
to any
call further
on me. Information,
For instance, don't
you
might want to know how the experts got

ing!" Dick Haymes, grinning, suggested
perhaps the director meant, "so quiet you
can hear a pin drop," or "as quiet as a
mouse." "Eggzactly," beamed Ratoff.
"Quiet like a mouse peen-drooping!"
Vincent Price and his actress wife, Edith

Smoky

yokels were beginning to feel the pinch.
In fact, they became confused when we
worked Decoration Day. They indignantly
refused to recognize It as a holiday so they
settled for straight pay. After all. It was

Barrett, have just bought a 12-room mansion on three-quarters of an acre, for $10,000 less than its appraised valuation. The
bargain price was because the owners
thought the house was haunted. If YOU
don't believe in ghosts. Boss, why didn't
YOU buy the house? You insist that Tommy must have more room to expand . . .
Boss, you were an old Ranger once,
tell me this — do you sit the saddle
straight or do you slump? Robert Bassler
(producer of SMOKY) got it straight from
a few thousand cowboys (via the mails)
that real cowpunchers ride slumped in the
saddle. And for that very good reason,
Fred MacMurray will hug rawhide like a
real buckaroo in SMOKY. SMOKY will
star Fred MacMurray,

Anne

Baxter, Burl

Ives and Roy Roberts. It is to be photographed in Technicolor in Utah, production started July 12. The horse "Smoky"
was signed to a seven year contract, the
first time the studio has handed out such
a contract since the days of Tom Mix when
his horse, Tony, was one of the highest
paid stars in the film colony. The equine
star's name

was changed from Black Beau-

to swish her tail into Fred Mac-

Murray's mouth. Well — I have all the details.
Would you believe it— TCF rented 1600
head of cattle from a Kanab, Utah, rancher for stampede scenes in SMOKY, and if
the studio doesn't return the cattle at the
same weight, the studio will fcfelt the
$16,000 bond it has posted . . .
Sorry I'm late with this letter — so for
an
helping of news I'll give you a
few extra
late flashes.
Bruce Humberstone is going to direct
AMERICAN GUERRILLA IN THE PHILIPPINES, with Linda Darnell as the femme
lead and John Payne in the title role . . .
Margaret Bannerman, famous English
actress, will play "Lady Carmel" in CLUNY
BROWN . . . William Eythe gets top romantic role opposite Vivian Blaine In DOLL
FACE . . . We have purchased In proof
form a novel called HONEYFOGLING
TIME. (Boss, what
mean?) . . .
With

does

Honeyfogling

the following little poem,
TO

THE

just a to
Yankee
and didn't
meanhada
thing
them. holiday
But, believe
me, they
other ways of making up the difference.
TRUMAN JOINER back from Arizona —
hope he and his troupe had as good a
time as we had the last time we played
Phoenix. Did you ever see such beautiful
scenery? WALLY FAXON and company
doing "Smoky" in Utah have it rough, but
also very beautiful surroundings — and
DUKE GOUX!
Catalina will have some

visitors from the

Lot. It's a far cry from

Puerto Rico to

Catalina,ference but
you'll
neverwith
know
the How
difon a wide
screen
music.
faithfully we pulled up our sleeves to take
those shots. FRANK GILROY experienced
considerable difficulty returning the vast
wardrobe gathered to Impress the Puerto
Ricans, when a loin cloth a la Tarzan style
would have been sufficient.
ROGER

I leave

OUTSPOKEN

Who coined, "She's beautiful, but dumb,"
Has brewed a faulty mixture;
you — as intelligent as they come.
You're
And pretty as a picture.

MURPHY

back In the groove

just as though he had never been away
three years, and JIMMY RIEMER, bubbling over with vitality, has made two
locations In the short time he has been
back. Lots of letters from the boys. Looks
like more of them will be returning soon.
What happened to HOWARD
MIDDLETON on location? Has he the touch of a

L
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•ppe W. HARRY JONES doesn't abuse
master?

Tfiey really keel over tor him.

when this war is over. This "Dream House"
is being made complete with furniture
and fixtures.

ose lovely day-beds sent out from here
for the location sick bay.

TIL GABBANI

At the time of writing we have two companies on location and but one shooting
on the Lot. It's keeping SAMMY DUCA,
BETTY and COMOLETA
busy lining up
the unusual score of vacation time tor the
boys. Two weeks with pay! It's been so
long since I heard that plaintive melody.
Wee

HELEN

PARKER,

our

erstwhile

hospital at Honolulu — he was Injured in an
airplane crash while photographing over

script clerk was In for a look-see with her
image. Sweet! Have you tasted HERB

Okinawa,
and from
the hepictures
we've lucky
seen
of the wrecked
plane,
is a mighty
Marine.

ROMEY's chickens lately? Never have I
tasted such Volaille. DANNY WURTZEL
busy with the monthly report to our boys
overseas and, as usual, with a little lettuce

CHARLES
Kanab,

that Is so-o appreciated.
LEO McCreary had a honey of a trip
to New York. Was gone nearly three
months — government stuff (FBI to be
exact). Director Henry Hathaway headed
the unit.
LOGAN brown's one-man show has
been doing night stands for the Process
Dept. RICH is back on our side of the
fence again. SHEA decided otherwise.
EARL MUSSEY and AL THAYER do resemble one another. I just love those sharp
glances of Earl's.
Cameraman JOE

McDONALD

must

have seen the light. He actually has nice
things to say about people. Hope we can
get Lloyd Bacon out of these water sequences. My hip-boots leak!
HARRY JACKSON, color photographer
extraordinary, Is doing a magnificent job
on "Enchanted Voyage." Previewers were
delighted with the first rough cut.
So until next month.
Adios Amigos

DON JUAN GILROY
Where

he works

This Is the story of a lover. Oh, shame
to Don Juan, Casanova and Marc Anthony! They could never play in the same
league with this wily romancer. Had he
lived at the time of Cleopatra, who would
say after staring at that picture whether
Marc Anthony would have had a chance
with him around.

won the bicycle race re-

cently held at Pasadena, but unfortunately collided with the place winner over the
finish line and had to spend a week at the
hospital getting patched up . . . he says
there Is one more race in September In
which he will participate and after that
no more racing for him!
LT. JAMES ENGLE Is recuperating In a

"DON

JUAN" (sometimes known as Frank) GILROY, assistant to Joh nny Lavin, head of the Grip
Dept. See accompanying story for details.

Peck? Has

he the teeth of Dr. Cowan?

I ask you — has he? Your
censored!

answer

will be

All kidding aside, FRANK GILRCY is
the kind of fellow you would like to know.
I've known him many years and I can't
say that I've ever seen him lose his temper.
For one thing it would take too much effort
on his part, and effort Is something he
likes to conserve. He started gripping in
1929 and became assistant to Johnny Lavin around 1940 or thereabouts. He is
fond of life and enjoys every moment of It.
He does not look good In a bathing suit,
however, a sports jacket and a flashy tie
make him the ideal boy for the boardwalk.
Frank Is also a linguist. When he heard
that he was headed for Puerto Rico he
bought a dictionary — half Spanish, half
English. We are sure that he would have
gone places had he mastered the language
and had he left! Now, he has six panama
hats, four palm beach suits, and CNE dictionary tor sale!
By calling exchange 322 and asking tor
Frank Gilroy you may talk to this pleasant
gentleman yourself. Be sure to do that, he
Is a most accommodating fellow.

CLARKE

and

crew

are In

Utah, again, renewing acquaintances and photographing. In Monopack,

NORBERT BRODINE and BUD BROOKS
the picture "SMOKY."
finally wound up their sojourn in New
York and Washington, D.C., where they
have been for the past three months photographing the FBI production "NOW IT
CAN BE TOLD," and as evidence' of their
achievement and appreciation, felt by all
concerned, the following letters speak for
themselves:
"Dear

Mr. Brodine: I want

to extend

you my heartiest congratulations for the
splendid photographic work that was done
In connection with the feature picture depicting the wartime activities of the FBI.
While I have not had the pleasure of seeing any of the pictures as yet, I have had
numerous reports of the fine photographic
quality along with the details on how much
energy you personally devoted to the production of the picture. I do hope that you
will be able to take a good long rest now
that you have returned to the Coast. I
enjoyed so much the brief visit we had at
the St. Moritz of a couple of weeks ago.
With best wishes and kind regards,
sincerely yours,
(signed) J. Edgar Hoover.
"Dear Mr. Brooks: I have had numerous
reports on the fine photographic job that
was done In our feature picture, along
with a detailed statement as to your responsibility, and I did want to drop you

CAMERA NEWS
.By BESS LASKY
DCN

ANDERSCN

Is back

In civilian

I must admit we have been jealous of
clothes after three years In the AAF and
his amours for years. At the dance he al- ' will be back on the job July 23rd . . . and
ways has the prettiest girl! At the ball
MAYNARD
RUGG, C.SP.(P) writes that
he, too, will be out of the service by
game, the fairest in the land! At our parties the one who stole our hearts! At the
Cctober and will drive back from Washpicnics she was the cutest trick! Now how
ington, D.C., stopping off on the way here
to do some hunting and fishing.
does he do It? Look again at that picture.
ARTIE MILLER is not only an ace camDon't let your eyes smart, start reading
eraman, but a man of many talents . . .
again. What ha's he got that Dick Hymes
right now he Is In between pictures and
is sure to possess? Has he the eyes of Ty
Power? Has he the build of Fred MacMurkeeping busy building a replica. In miniature, of the home he Is going to have built
ray? Has he the personality of Gregory

this personal note to express my appreciation for the fine work that was done. With
best wishes and kind regards.
Sincerely yours,
(signed) J. Edgar Hoover.
"Dear George: Strange as it may seem,
this is not a request for a favor or anyon the 'giving'
am you
timeto I tell
else. Thiswant
end. Ithing
merely
what a fine
Impression Mr. Norbert Brodine made during his visit in New York. As you know,
there Is no quicker guide to a cameraman's
ability and personal character than the reflected impression that Is received from
those who work with him. In this case everybody from studio executive down to the
most humble have evinced nothing but
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POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By IRMA
At

the

time

LEE WOLF

of this writing, yours

truly is quietly suffering from red, rough
hands. Even at this Educational Institute
In the Pocono

Mountains

of Pennsylvania,

where I am presently located, people have
to eat — all ninety-two of them. And,
someone has to wash the hundreds of
dirty wishes. Today that someone

was me!

During the day when we stand in line for
mail, It takes me back to the morning ritual
at my old homestead, when all the secretaries visit our happy (but sleepy) department and we hear . . . "Mr. Preminger's
LT. JAMES ENGLE, USMC, who was Head of the
Optical Insert Dept, at the time he enlisted. Jimmy
is recuperating in a hospital at Honolulu from injuries sustained in an airplane crash over Okinawa,
and

from the pictures we've seen of the wrecked
plane, he is a mighty lucky Marine.

high regard for Norbert's skill and
ahisvery
rating as a citizen. I called on him
quite frequently but the pace which the
director set for him made it almost impossible to get a word in, as otherwise both
Mr. German and I were very anxious to
have dinner with him before his departure,
and I am quite sure that he was aware of
this fact. On several occasions he made
sincere promises to give us some of his
time when the rush of production was over.
Due to the transportation difficulties now
existing it looks, however, as though he got
out of town at a time when transportation
was available and we did not see him to
say goodbye.
It is my sincere wish, and Mr. German
joins me in the thought, that if you see
him you will extend our felicitations and
express our regret in not having more of
his genial company.
If you can send me more boys like
this to New York it will be a pleasure indeed to run my legs off for them, if it
will do any good to anybody concerned.
With best wishes to you, I am
As ever,

"mail, please . . . Mr. Bacher's mail . . . Mr.
Christensen's mall, please," . . . and so on
through the early morning.
I hope MARY CLARK has received a
letter from Jimmy in the Air Corps, as
she Is now in the process of knitting a
sweater for him and his letters are her
only inducement to knit. And our admiration to PAT CRARY, CAPTAIN JACKSON's assistant, for the capable manner in
which she handled the department in his
absence. I'm wondering how many fish Cap
caught while on his vacation.
Presupposing that BARBARA BRUMFIELD is still conscientiously serving the
Still Department, I'll take this opportunity
to ask her to say hello to JUNE for me.
If you have been wondering

about that

"Ipana" smile on LOU McKNAB's face,
I can tell you that it is due to the fact
that her husband has been stationed quite
close to Los Angeles.

Floral Decorations

of the Labor

Dept. Glenn

is

boys can

qive him.

LABOR DEPT. NEWS
By GLENN

R. STEVENS

Fishing seems to be the popular pastime
and topic of most conversations this
month as summer rolls around. Bass and
June Lakes in the high Sierras are the favorite spots, and not a few of our boys
are looking forward to getting some real
"Buck Meat" this fall.
Back recently from vacations are RALPH
ARNOLD, our night foreman; CHARLES
GOLDSTEIN, OLARENCE FARBER, JIMMY LAWRENOE, L. T. BARRETT, PHIL
FOREMAN, ALFRED GlUFFRIDA, HERBERT D. MACKNESS, SAM MAGLIOCCO, HARRY
and LESTER

O'BRYNE, J. B. THRASHER
MONK. ABE WITTENBERG

plans his vacation for August 27th.

He's going to Colorado on his vacation
In October, to hunt elk. Vacationing close
to home Is popular this year, but some of
the boys seem to get the gas for more
distant fishing grounds.
Oongratulations are In order for Mr.
and Mrs. LARRY HOOVER, of the Payroll department who celebrated their
fourth year of happy wedlock. Many happy
returns for many more joyous years, is
our wish.
SAM WAINER, former stage sweeper,

INC."

a

has taken his family and moved to Florida
where it Is reported his sister runs a
thriving cigar business.
FRANK G. WHEATCROFF is still re-

Specialty

LDMM’S
GDFLOWERS

ported on the sick list.
DANNY GEORGE has brought his family of six children here from Buffalo. Says
he likes it here* at TCF.
ALVIN SNYDER's baby is now four
months old. Keeps him busy filling milk

and Gift Shop
9780-9784 Santa
Open Evenings
Monica Blvd.
and Sundays
Beverly Hills,
California
Crestview 1-0915

R. STEVENS

DON CURL, superintendent of the Labor Department, let us in on his plans.

(signed) Charles Bonn.
J. E. BRULATOUR,

GLENN

the new reporter for "Action" from his department
and we will appreciate all the cooperation you

SUSAN
Susan

RANGER,

Diipatcher

is the "other

voice"

in the Mail
on

extension

Room.
447.

(double time) and he's locing weight.
bottles
This
working ,plus nursing baby, plus drill
practice daily as a member of the Armea
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F^ces is almost too much— but he still
,^H||ts babies are wonderful!
^nhree trophies adorn the shelves of our
Labor office — prizes won by active teams
from our department competing In the
field of sports.
We are especially proud of the seventy
members of our department now serving
in the Armed Forces, and hope that the
end of the war in the Pacific will bring
them home soon.
BAKER,

REX,

EARL,

ROGER,

SAM

■ RACHMAN, MORRISS (Chee-Chee) and
IRISH ROCHE are seven downright good
gang bosses who have been with this
studio for a long time. Labor has Its good
.
points — our guys really get around on the
Lot. We do labor work on all the stages,
ranging from clean-up to pick-up. Striking
units are sometimes hard work but we do
that too. Our personnel consists of DON
CURL, head of the department, PHIL
SNYDER, RALPH ARNOLD, and timekeepers JOHN MATHENEY
and HENRY
T
CULBERTSON. RED RIVERS is day foreman. We definitely object to having our

NEWS OF OUR BASEBALL TEAM
The months of June and July have seen
the 20th Century-Fox boys'
turn from a bunch of green
ies" into a smooth running
is winning a name for itself
a credit to our company.
One

of the most

baseball team
"sandlot rookmachine that
and becoming

outstanding features

of the team isn't the fact that the youngsters are good ball players. It is the good
sportsmanship and clean playing that the
boys are showing at every game played
to date. Howard Ellis Smith, manager
of the team, had this to say about his
boys: "I don't think I ever saw fifteen boys
between the ages of 14 and 17 that could
get along with each other, practice teamwork and do what they are told to do any
better than our boys. They go out there
to win, but more than that, they go out
there to make a name for themselves to be
Playing every Sunday morning at 10:00
proud of."
A.M. o'clock at the Rancho Playground, the
schedule runs as follows:

I

July 22nd, 29th, August 5th, 12th, 19th,
department called a "labor shack." We
.
take pride in being part of an organiza26th.
tion such as TCF where the labor end
Teams sponsored from all American
of the business becomes a necessary funcLegion Posts In Southern California are
tioning cog in the wheel of this vastly
scheduled to play us.
growing Industry. When you consider all
Men who know and love baseball are
the things necessary to the production of a
guiding the team to what promises to be
picture, you find labor plays an impora great season. They include Howard Ellis
forward to meet the needs of the studio.
Smith, Joe Hesslein, John Lavin, Lou
Witte, Tom Young and Joe Keenan.
When there is work to be done, call

I
i

Phil Snyder, telephone 331. We delight in
being of service and will respond promptly to any job where labor is concerned.

Itant part, So, proudly our department goes
li

I

THE PLASTER CRACKS
By WANDA

KAHNE

Being absent from "Action," and still
getting letters wanting to know why the
Plaster-Cracks don't have a column, means
only one thing — better late (with late news)
than never.
L. W. DURRELL has been with the
Staffers ever since February. Larry has
quite an extensive traveling-log to his
credit, — minus the overseas part of it.
He received his inactive duty status in
ley.
is back as MR. BONOME's
and pinch-hitting
February and
assistant
for Monte while
he is vacationing at his home in the valW. F. "Punchy" JACOBSEN, PTR-V
I/4, is stationed overseas and from a first
glance at his picture, he seems to be
painting the South Pacific with plenty of
Japs. Better still, he happens to be using
a Jap for a ball. Could be a ball game
I'm referring to. WILLIAM "Bill KEENAN,
brother of Punchy, was a happy Gl last
week when he visited the Shop. Bill was
the Staff Shop and
formerlyceivedof
his honorable discharge.

has re-

at the Ma
in Sa
Bas
bei
Di
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n
ri
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fti
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th
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n
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in ertshe Sou
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i
f
t
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r
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n SWEITZER, h formerly
PVT. sA. K.
with

the Shop is training at Fort Bliss, Texas.
Let's all hope that our 20th Century- SG
Uncle Sam
Fox baseball team comes through with fly- T.months
ago. took "Al" a little over three
A.
C.
ing colors.
NE
SB F. "Jimmy" STEPHENS, anIT
SGT. H.
T i is stationed at Camp Leother Marine,
ss
tat
jeune. North Carolina.
ion Jimmy is with the
e
Engineering Battalion dTraining Command.
CPL. RCY C'NEILL, formerly of the
Staff Shop is with the 91st Division and
stationed for the past eighteen months
somewhere in the European area.
ALEX W. "Mac" McCARTNEY, also of
this shop, is stationed at MacDIII Field,
Tampa, Florida.
MARTIN MCRGAN, another ex-Marine,

is with the Staff Shop and "resuming his
ole " duties as a Model Maker. Morgan
spent two years down in the South Pacific.
R. "Nick" BCNCME, M. I/c, is stationed on the U.S.S. PRCTEUS. Nick has
been stationed overseas for the past sixteen months. From his picture he looks
C.K.!
FLCYD KENDALL, Model Maker and

The

TCF American Legion Post No. 563 Junior Legion Baseball Team. The team is under the sponsorship ot the Woodward Ford Agency of Beverly Hills, and guided by JOE HESSLEIN, (Coach),
HOWARD
ELLIS SMITH (Manager), LOU wItTE, member of the Exec. Committee, and JOHN
LAVIN. The opening pitch is at 10:00 a.m. at the Rancho Playground, on July 22, 29, August 5,
12, 19, and

26. Come

on out and watch

this fine bunch

of boys "play ball”!

formerly of the U. S. Army, has been back
with the Shop more than a year, having
received his honorable discharge in 1944.
Also receiving honorable discharge was
RCBERT "Bob" THCMPSCN, formerly of
the U. S. Navy.
LT. JAMES GRCVES and CPL. RAYMCND FRACICNE, both formerly of the
Staff Shop, are our "Two Gold Star GIs."

tion on the varsity team and was given
honorable mention for All American.
Jim was employed at TCF during vacations while attending Stanford University
and later became a permanent employee
of the Set Construction Department. He
entered the service In September, 1942,
and was killed on June II, 1945.

We extend our deepest sympathy to the
family of this fine lad, and with pride and
sorrow we add another gold star to our
Service Flag.

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
By MARJORIE
BUDDY

ERICKSON

had a

UPSTILL
three-week

vacation recently — and spent the entire
time haunting the mailbox waiting for an
envelope from the Ration Board so he
could take a little trip. It finally arrived —
on the day before he reported back to
the studio!
You should ask STANLEY

W. F. •■Punchy" JACOBSEN. PTR V-l/c, of the
Plaster Dept., now somewhere in the Southwest
Pacific punching

Japs!

The American Legion Post of the San
Fernando Valley will dedicate a ball park
in memory of Raymond Fraclone.
It was definitely an assignment, and
quite an accomplishment, but no complaining from the locatloners! Back from the
Utah location and In the swing of Plaster,
are JAMES DREW, CLIFF STINGLEY,
VAL SCHMOHL and GARY RAFFAELLI.
Back in the groove from Arizona way, are
MARVIN JACOBSEN, EDDIE HORTER,
E. HATHAWAY. CHARLES PRIMM and
MARTIN MORGAN.
It is nice to have E. C. "Tex" DeBOER
and H. J. "Bud" DENNY back again aftpr
being absent for a month due to a trip
to the hospital. And none the worse!

GOLD STAR

L. Groves, Army Air Corps, while on a
routine training flight.
Lt. Groves was a B-29 instructor and
was last heard from when he radioed about
engine trouble. Shortly thereafter his
plane was seen to burst Into flames In
mid-air.
Born In Temple, Oklahoma, he received
his preparatory education at the Black
Fox Military Academy In Los Angeles. He
later attended Stanford University and
was a member of the 1937, '38, and '39
football teams. He played fullback posi-

of

the' Hathaway Company to relate a few of
his unusual experiences working at the
Morgue In New York City. Trying to match
scenes with 150 corpses Is a job no one
would relish.

for her infectious laughter. Bev's husband, Andy,
is a Ship's Fitter l/c with the Navy and has been
stationed at Pearl Harbor for the past two years.
He

hopes

to be

home

rives there’ll be a new

by fall — and
house

in West

when

he ar-

Los Angeles

waiting for him, that he's never seen. Bev is busy
these days getting it ready both inside and out.

The Louis King Company is making its
annual trip to Kanab, Utah. DUKE GOUX,
JASPER BLYSTONE and JOE RICKARDS

and get struck by a cab. Everything went
off per schedule. The cab hlf the actor,
who screamed and fell to the pavement.
However, at that moment, a man appeared

should be familiar faces around Kanab
this time.

from

by

EDDIE O'FEARNA, Assistant Director,
has returned to the fold after a several
months

loan out to M.G.M.

for the pic-

ture, "They Were Expendable."
The Porto Rican bound "American
Guerrilla" company, after a series of
typhoid and yellow fever shots, and much
preparation, have compromised and are
now going to Catalina Instead.
Mr. KLUNE is surrounded by "War
Wives" these days —
WENONAH
GRACIE and ALICE NOVESKI whose husWISE

bands are in the Army — and
who Is true to the Navy.

Production Office girls have renamed BOB SNODY — and are now calling

him "The Shopper's Guide." He always
manages to know where those "hard-toget" Items can be found — and even drives
the girls over to purchase them.
What well-known director, noted for his
sensitivity to sound, startled not alone
his company, but also the living members
of the Bellevue Hospital Morgue in New
York City, when

he hollered, "QUIET!

QUIET!"
want
During
the making of a scene In Bowling
Green, New York, Mr. Hathaway found
realism not called for In the script. The
shot required an actor to cross the street

a

subway

entrance — dashed

across

the street shouting, "I saw that happen!
I'm a witness!" etc. Suddenly the dead man
got up and brushed himself off. This was
too much for the "Ambulance Chaser"
who walked away in disgust, cussing Motion Pictures in general.
There is one

star In the picture busi-

ness who never gets screen credit — receives no compensation for her efforts —
has no box office draw — yet, she is one of
the most scintillating of all the stars. From
the Production Office point of view, she is
the most important. Because of her. Production Managers and Assistant Directors

BEVERLY

Incidentally, you'd be so amused If you
knew the meaning of "The Mutual AdSociety" of Boots McCracken and
Wenonah miration
Grade.
The

It is with deep regret that we make the
announcement of the death of Lt. James

SCHEUER

BEVERLY WISE, a secretary in the Production
Office for the past year and a half, is most noted

I

get ulcers and gray hair. For she is both
temperamental and unpredictable and, according to her whim, she will refuse to
show up for hours at a time. Sometimes
she Is gone for days. Then again, when
she Is in a particularly precocious mood,
she will flit in and out — and when the
camera Is set up and the company ready
to shoot, she will start to cry — with tears
flowing copiously. She seems to be at her
worst on location — probably a contrary
Impulse because there are no cover sets
that can be shot without her. If someone
could find a means for controlling the caprices of this Irresponsible star — the motion picture Industry would thereby be
saved hundreds of thousands — even millions
of dollars every year. Why, you ask, is such
a troublesome creature tolerated? Surely,
you've guessed who the subby this
ject oftime
this editorial Is— of course, the
sun!
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SERSEN SHOTS

UYROLL PERIODS
B

By LOLA

By VIRGINIA

SHADLAUS

We are glad to welcome ARTHUR
MILLIER back into the department. Artie
is one of the many from this department
who distinguished himself while wearing
the uniform of his Country — and the first
to return to civilian life.
LT. VERNCN LAW is instructing at
Bergstrom Field, Texas. He had a long and
arduous tour of the C.B.I. theatre and it
is nice to know that he is back in this coun-

Oh, what a boring life! Not a murder,
suicide or manslaughter to make the day
interesting — or should I say, the Column?
Nuthin' happens here — just one of the
gals leavin' and another one startin' and
— Oh, you'd like to hear about it, eh?
Yeah, our dark haired pal of almost I I
months, GRACE ROGERS, has left us
for a Civil Service job with the Veterans' Administration. Whether or not she
plans to work for a pension, we don't
know. Frankly, its been a pleasure work-

try for the duration.
TIL GABBANI had a nasty accident
while bicycle racing in Pasadena recently
— he collided with another contestant and

ing with Grade and though she's left
TCF for good, we hope we won't be seeing the last of her.
It certainly seems like the personnel In
this department is rapidly changing. First
A. G. DORRITY left, then EDNA CHRISTIE, and now Grade. We hate to see any
of them leave but as old ones go, new
ones come in and RCXIE DCURIS is the
newest addition to oblige us. MR. H. BCW
must have figured that another blonde In
the office would be of some help and he
wasn't mistaken. Cf course SHIRLEY
LYCN claims that she was the first
"blonde" to cross the Payroll threshold
and we. In turn, keep our ideas to ourselves.
As I dug around the office dirt, I picked
up a bit of a surprise. Yeah, I found
something good about GWEN REED.
Cops, I correct that last statement, to read
— I found out another good thing about
Gwen Reed. Not only does she enjoy a
boxing match like a man, bowl like an old
timer but she can also cook and that's
going some.
Mmm, I just saw a couple of sailors and
I also saw JEAN BANTA and SHIRLEY
LYCN in the same vicinity. Now, the sailors are gone and so are Jean and Shirley.
What's the connection — what's the connection???
EDDIE ARNCLD has always claimed to
have a good eye for beauty and I never
fully believed him until Mrs. E. Arnold
paid a visit to the Payroll Department.
Now, I see what he means!
EDITH SPANGLER isn't doing so bad
either. When a leading male star, with a
deep throaty voice phones Edie, that
sounds good! Business or pleasure, that
still sounds good.
Some people have all the luck! First
ALTA MAE SHEAHAN and hubby, LAWRENCE, buy a new car, then a "house on
wheels" to go with It and now Alta has
flown to American Falls, Idaho, to visit
her mother. From the three. I'd say her
trip home thrilled her the most. Whether
or not she was "bumped" in
saken spot, we have yet to find
Well, it seems that LCRETTA
has beat the egg situation. She

some forout.
HIGGINS
raises her

GODFREY

was carted off to the hospital where' he
spent several days being put back into one
piece again. Being Til, he was back in the
department the next week — if it had been
me, I would still be in bed!
It is nice to have JACK McEVCY back
again too — Jack has been in New York
for over three months.
We have had one of his usual speedy
and unexpected visits from LT. RAY
LCGG — he still looks fine.
JOHANNA
was

ZWART,

born

ot the Payroll Dept. Johanna

in Holland

States when

and

came

to

the

United

she was three years old. She has lived

in California

since that time.

own chickens and doesn't seem to worry
about not having "sunny sides up" every
morning. How she gets the chickens to
cooperate seems to be her own little
secret.
As I sit here, racking my brain (did I
say brain?) for a little more "info," Lady
Luck steps in and drops DCRCTHY BELVEAU, a new addition, into my lap (metaphorically speaking, of course). Having
only known Dorothy for the past 12 minutes, I can't tell you much about her but
next month may be a different story.
I'll have to end this column some time,
so I guess now is as good a time as any.
It probably would have been better to
sign off directly under the heading but I
couldn't resist putting In my "two cents."
Adios then, until September.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestview 5-0125

Evenings
Crestvievr 6-4583

KEL-

Haven't heard from DALE SEARS or
VCN MULLDCRFER for quite a while, but
then, I imagine they are both rather busy
out there in the Pacific zone.
PHILIP GCDFREY, Radarman 3/c of
the U. S. Navy, paid a visit to the Sersen
Department while home on survivor's leave
recently. Phil was a member of the complement of the U.S.S. Calhoun, one of the
destroyers sunk during the Cklnawa camWe get very interesting letters from
BARBARA WEBSTER, S 2/c of the Waves.
paign.
She is in Washington, D. C., at the moment and enjoying every minute of it. Barbara looks like a recruiting poster in her
uniform.
LEE LeBLANC is at the Maritime Cfflcer's Training Station, Brooklyn, New
York, feeling fine, likes it very much and
says hello to everyone.
That frown on AL IRVING's face these
days is just thoughts of how to go about
taking a vacation without Interfering with
the Army. How about carrier pigeons, Al?
I wonder how DAVE PRESTCN got all
that tan — the* sun wasn't out when he took
his vacation.
Now that Santa Anita has closed I
can stop worrying about why I never got
around to betting on a horse' that paid any
money. Did I hear a moan from the general public?

INTERESTERD IN
BILLIARDS?
Phone THE

STUDIO

CLUB

Action

14

hobby. Now MR. ANTHONY, what I want
to know is: Will he WIN in the end???
(Its not really a new hobby.)
The parents in our Dept, have all been
quite happy and proud these past couple
of weeks. CHAPPIE's son Larry Chappell,
Quartermaster l/c, was home on an unexpected leave. He really had some weird
and exciting tales to tell.
NU LAMBERMONT's daughter, Dorothy Lyle, also arrived home after completing her training in the WAC. She will
be stationed at the Birmingham Hospital. Good luck, Dottie.
Our "Chin Up Boy" this month is
GLENN DELFINO. At the present he is
vacationing aTid probably thinking up
some kind of trick to play upon his return
to work, or rather to the Studio. Skippy
is famous for these tricks, but is even more
famous for telling about them afterwards.
And with night gowns, false teeth, and 50
feet of foreground. Skip never has a dull
moment, not to mention a certain fur
coat and lunch check. There's a big difference there — fur coat, and lunch check.
How about that, Skippy?
GLENN
Caught

"Skippy" DELFINO, of the Property Dept.
in the act! Skippy was trying to sneak
out of this one.

DIRT FROM LEFTFIELD
By GENE

NORTON

Since it's vacation time, the problem
of writing a column for the "Action" has
fallen upon us who are not columnists.
However, due to circumstances beyond our
control, here is the straight dope.
First flash, LEOTA KEUSDER's son, 1st
LT. WALTER W. KEUSDER, was recently
awarded the Bronze Star for outstanding

The straight dope, or any other name
you care to call it, is being brought to and
not bought to an end. Those whose names
were not mentioned this time, just remember there'll always be another "Action."
V . . . — Buy Bonds.

This usually witty* column will be missing
for an issue or two as the dear, sweet boys
from

"leftfield" will be out on location.

We'll be looking forward to more of your
HUMOR(?), STAN and FRED, so don't
let work take up too much of your time.
It seems Palm Springs is the Vacation
Spot of the year, even if it is summer
time and a trifle warm. The sensational
couple, OTIS RASMUSSEN and FRED
BAHR were the first to brave the desert
sun. Of course they knew they could lean
on each other if necessary, and Fred would
really be leaning. GENE NORTON followed the "boys", and coming In for a
close third is CY SHELLEY, who is there
right now making us green with envy.
The ADMIRAL, alias SOUTHERN
COMFORT— I mean SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN, is cultivating a somewhat new

after spending 23 months of his 32 months' service
attached to one of the mightiest of the Coast
Guard-manned attack transports.
(See accompanying story.)

THE STARS IN OUR SERVICE FLAG
This story was written by BYRON
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Spreckels
Open

waves

aboard

valiant, defying LVT's toward Jap-held
beaches in the Pacific is an experience of
which Coast Guard Officer RICHARD S.

tenant, junior grade, returned to Southern California recently and reported for
a new assignment at the Coast Guard's
ton.
Captain of the Port Office in Wilming-

DIAMONDS
WATCHES

Entire Second

SP

KELLEY is many times a veteran. With
seven invasions to his credit, Kelley, a lieu-

of Jewelers Quality

JEWELERS

SAGE,

2/c (PR) USCGR, Public Relations correspondent in the U. S. Coast Guard, and a reader in
the Story Dept, at TCP.

Riding barrage-whipped

bravery. He's just following in Leota's footsteps though, as she could get a medal
every day for bravery since 'most everyone in the Prop Dept, is dodging a bullet
of one kind or another. Congratulations to
both the Keusders.

Lieut, (ig) RICHARD
S. KELLEY, USCG(R), of
the Scenic Dept., is home awaiting re-assignment

Floor

Bldg.

Saturday Afternoon
VAndike 2442

The twenty-five-year-old officer, whose
wife, Dorothy, resides at their home in
Hollywood, has participated in all of the
first invasions of the Philippines. He usually went in on the first wave in all seven
of the invasions in which he took part —
and never any farther back than the third
wave in any invasion. It is evident from
his record that Kelley has earned all of
the decorations which he wears — 6 bronze
campaign stars and 2 bronze spearheads.
The latter decorations, awarded by the
Army, were won by Kelley for his exceptional ability as a boat officer in charge
of amtracks
making "spearheads"
vasion beaches.

on in-

For the last 23 months Kelley has been
attached to one of the mightiest of Coast
Guard-manned attack transports which
has also taken him to action in the Gilberts, Marshalls and Marianas, in addition
to the more recent scenes of bloody invasion warfare in the Philippines. He was
left at Saipan for the first ten days of a

August,
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little which siill remains one of the most
^Bj-orlc of the war. Kelley also served as
^Kalvage officer at Saipan.
The young officer has been In the Coast
Guard for 32 months and was commissioned after completion of the officer
training course at the Coast Guard Academy, New London, Conn., later receiving
landing craft training with the Marine
Corps. He Is a graduate of Loyola University and Hollywood High School. Before enlisting In the service he was employed In the scenic art department of
20th Century-Fox Studios.

I'm sorry to have neglected you all for
so long but I've been moving around quite
a bit In the last eight months. However,
those wonderful packages from all of you
have been moving too, and It doesn't take
them very long to catch up to me. I'll thank
you once again for your thoughtfulness In
sending the cigarettes and "Action" each
month. The thought behind them means as
much as the gifts, let me tell you!
I've finally arrived In my favorite ocean
again after two years In the Atlantic. It
seems I just can't stay In the Pacific, as
this Is the third time I've been over here
now. Each time I arrive and get settled,

6 July, 1945.
Dear Studio Club:
Due to a very busy past three weeks, I
have been unable to write any letters.
However, I have a bit of time now. I
have received the cigarettes regularly up
to the second of June. I am In the Philippines now and spent three days In Manila
on a detail recently. It Is every bit as devastated as you may have seen or heard
at the movies or over the radio.
Those cigarettes are really coming In
handy now. Our Issue Is meager for the
present. Thanks again.
Sincerely,
Charles A. Rogers.

the Atlantic calls, but I'm almost convinced
that I'm over here to stay this time. I've
been made Skipper of an LST and like It
very much. We have a very fine bunch of
boys aboard and have a lot of fun together. We picked our ship up near Chicago and went all the way down the
Mississippi River to New Orleans. I'm telling you that it's some experience to go
through pastures and cornfields of the
Middle West on a ship — but we did it,
and I doubt If any of the boys would trade
that trip for anything. After a few weeks
fitting and training, we came around to
the Pacific side without even stopping on
my favorite ground. I'd planned on getting around to see all the old bunch but

CpI. Charles A. Rogers, Jr. (15133283)
Battery A — 745th AAA Gun
APO 74, c/o Pastmaster
San Francisco, California.

July 7, 1945

Hello Gang:

Bn.

we just kept right on going, so I'll have
to make it a little later. Maybe we can do
some good out here in the meantime, so
we can all come back once and for all.
I've certainly enjoyed reading all the
Issues of "Action" and it really keeps one
up on the news around the Lot. I was very
pleased to read about all the honors the
Camera Dept, has received In the last four
years and I can understand why, because
I had the opportunity to observe their
progress for some time. We have been
showing movies aboard ship for some time
and they are usually the only form of entertainment available. We usually have a
double feature but the gang would stay
up all night If we had the pictures to show.
I still get a kick out of seeing all those familiar names In the titles and they haven't
changed too much In the last five years.
Well, Folks, there's a lot of work to be

RICHARD
W. MacGLASHAN,
Ph.M. 3/c, attached to the 4th Marine Division, and a member
of the Property Dept, at TCP, was in recently to
visit while on a 30-day leave. Dick has been overseas eighteen months and was in the Guam and
Iwo Jima campaigns. He is waiting for reassignment after his leave.

June 22, 1945

Dear Gang:

Just a few lines of appreciation for the
cigarettes and the magazines. It Is just like
being back on the Lot reading about you
all. So far I have not run across any of the
old bunch, but I am always hoping that 1
will. I was on one of the Mariana Islands
but I didn't see Tom McDermott.
The whole gang Is Interested In the
magazines, especially the cover picture. It
has also been a big boost to my morale
receiving the gifts each and every month.
Am located north of the equator and
west of the International date line, giving
you a good Idea where I am.
All kidding aside, all of you girls and
boys have been swell In remembering us
out here. Thanks again. Yours truly.

Calvin Cole Overman,

C.M.

3/c

Cal

21st N.C.B. C-4
c/o Fleet Post Office San Francisco, Calif.

done so I'll say goodbye again for a little
while. If any of the boys out here see the
U.S.S. LST 1128 close by, I hope they'll
come on over and pay us a visit. We have
pretty good

chow

and plenty of It —

so

everyone's Invited. Here's wishing you all
the best of luck In your work and the best
of health In yourSincerely,
everyday lives.
Bob Graham
THOMAS

R. HARRIS.

visited

us

recently

Tommy

has finished

USN,

while
boot

go to Radar

on

of the
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camp
School.

Story

five-day
and

Files,
leave.

expects
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Lieut. R. B. Graham
USS LST I 128
FPO, San Francisco
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Camp Hood, June 2, 1945.
Dear Studio Club;
I received your book today and I would
like to thank you and to say I am very

To my Friends, and also to people who
can read and write — I send Greetings:
My conscience has for a long, long time
been bothering me telling me to sit down
and write at least a few lines to the old

I am In the Infantry Training Center
gratelul.
here in Texas, and I have three more weeks
of training to complete my basic.

gang on the Lot!
What finally decided me was the mailman. Just a few days ago he brought my

As you have probably been told, the
Infantry is plenty rough, especially this
basic training, but I'm afraid I am going
to do what I thought I never would — finish,
and still have some of my feet left.
This is one of the largest, if not the
largest, I.R.T.C. In this country. The
camp is thirty miles wide by eighteen

May issue of "Action" and a carton of
Old Lady Nicotine's Vile Weeds. Then toof "Action," and
my April issue
day came
the old
conscience,
lax though it may be,
could hold back no longer. Before I knew
it, I was sitting here with pen In hand trying to find the right words to express my
thanks to the Studio Club and to the Lot
as a whole. Thanx for the cigarettes, thanx

miles long, and there are over one hundred soldiers, officers and Wacs.
If It is possible I would like to send
my best regards to all of the carpenters
and mill men at Fox Hills mill seventythree (on afternoon shift).
Thanks again for remembering me, and

for the monthly "Action," thanx for making those in service from the Lot feel as
though they're still part of the family. In
other words — THANX!

I hope I may be
back with you before
Sincerely,
very much longer.

By the way. I'm not nuts and there's no
typographical error Involved above where
I said the May "Action" arrived days ago
and April's just today. That's just the way
the mails happen to break — makes life Interesting, to say the least!
It's truly amazing the way pictures are
kept coming to us out here — a different
movie each and every evening, and a good
number of them Fox epics, too. "Wilson"
and "Laura" really scored with everyone
— me included. Somehow when I see how
much enjoyment the boys are getting from
these and other pics, it makes me more
than a little proud to have been, even In
my small way, a part of the industry that
makes such pleasures possible.
Well, the hands of the clock just tapped
me on the shoulder and I see that time
draws nigh when all good men (also me)
must go to work — so till next time, farewell to all of you from all of me.
Bob Thompson
Robt. C. Thompson, Ph.M. 2/c
Fleet Hospital No. I 14 (Staff)
c/o FPO, San Francisco, Calif.

1

ANGELES. CALIF?
Permit No. 12005

2nd LT. ROBERT

H. DAUM,

son of OTTO

DAUM

of the Prop and Min Shop. Lt. Daum is a Thunderbolt pilot with rhe 413th Fighter Group in the
South Pacific.
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Dear Studio Club:
Sorry
yousick
haven't
butofI
have
been
in bedheard
since from
the mme,
iddle
March. I am now back In the States but it
will be quite a while before I am
around.

up and

Up to the time I returned, I received
cigarettes and "Action" regularly and enjoyed them more than words can express.
I want to thank the Studio Club for
everything, and congratulate you for the
wonderful work you have done for the
boys. God bless As
you ever,
all.
Dick Chapman
Sgt. Richard E. Chapman (39240590)
Ward 4-B: Section 5
MadIgan General Hospital
Tacoma, Washington

CcficirL.
TWEISTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO

CLUB

“JJ e Americans of today, together u'ith our allies, are passing through a
period of supreme test. It is a test of our courage — of our resolve — of our wisdom— of our essential democracy.
‘‘If we meet that test — successfully and honorably — we shall perform a
service of historic importance which men and women and children will honor
throughout

all time.

“As I stand here today, having taken the solemn oath of office in the presence of my fellow countrymen — in the presence of our God — I know that it is
America's

purpose

that we

shall not fail.

“In the days and in the years that are to come we shall work for a just and
honorable peace, a durable peace, as today we work and fight for total victory.
“JVe

can and

we

will achieve

such a peace.

“We shall strive for perfection, li e shall not achieve it immediately — but
we still shall strive. We may make mistakes — but they must never be mistakes
which result from faintness of heart or abandonment of moral principle.
“JUe can gain no lasting peace if we approach it with suspicion and mistrust— and with fear. e can gain it only if we proceed with the understanding and confidence and courage which flow from conviction.
“The Almighty God has blessed our land in many ways. He has given
our people stout hearts and strong arms with which to strike mighty blows for
freedom and truth. He has given to our country a faith which has become the
hope of all peoples in an anguished

way

world.

“We pray now to Him for the vision to see our way clearly — to see the
that leads to a better life for ourselves and for all our fellowmen — to the

achievement

of His

will to peace on earth."

Franklin

(Excerpts

Fifteen Cents

from

D. Roosevelt
last inaugural

address.)
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The Voice

of the Lot

CHARLIE TIETZ, the tired Minneapolis
Policeman, has at last conquered in the
"Battle of the Ants at C. Pad."
his pantry, or lunch pail.

Ants in

FRED Left- at -the - rail- with -another-pile
LINENBERGER has equipped himself with
spurs and riding crop. Helps a lot in booting home the lazy ones at Delmar when Joe
Hernandez is on the air.
Pity poor HARDY ESLICK. He is due to
receive an eviction notice and is looking
for a place to live. Would gladly buy a
home providing it has not less than ten
rooms, swimming pool, barbecue and
guest-house. Will pay as high as fifty dollars down and twenty dollars; per month.
Courtesy to agents or anyone.
RAY HOUSE made the fastest two

ALFRED TURNEY of Lhe Police Dept. Al is now
in his eighteenth year of service at Fox Hills. He
started to work January 2, 1928, but has not been
on the job continuously — he had the flu in 1944
and took two days off.

miles ever made on a bicycle. He wanted
to get a piston ring to replace the one he
broke opening a beer bottle while on his
vacation, and he had just three minutes to
get to the auto parts store before it closed.
He made it just as the door was closing
and fell into the doorway with the broken
ring in one hand and his tongue in the
other. Couldn't utter a peep, but the understanding clerk surmised what was on his
mind and got him another ring. He got his
breath back the next morning after breakfast.

MEN IN BLUE
By WM.

J, STRAHON

MICHAEL KELLY, who has a brogue so
thick you can hang your hat on it, and better known as a Generator Termite, has

THE GAS LADY

been separated recently from his partnerin-climb (Tour 8), H Barber Ranch. His
new duties include the task of secretary to

As you are all only to well aware, V-J •
Day brought an end to gasoline rationing.

Henry
in
itself.Meyers, and that's no mean

chore

Perhapsin many
you it
have
forgotten
back
1942 of
when
started,
and 'way
the

post-

Share-A-Ride office was set up on the Lot
to assist all TCF employees with their
gasoline and tire problems. But surely none
Af you will ever forget the secretary as-

TUGBOAT

ANIE

SEIFTS took a

man's holiday the other Saturday night via
the ninety-nine steps at Santa Monica.
What gives on Tour 9? Reports have it
that a three-eyed rabbit and a large rodent with a long pink nose have been observed out there. SGT. DONALDSON reported the rabbit, and GILBERTSON
swears he saw the other animal. Could be
the long hours on their feet or seats affecting the other end.

signed to that "headache" department.
It was In October, 1942, that ESTELLE
TRAEGER started doing your worrying for
you. She had been on the Lot just over
a year when a call was received at the
Script Department for a secretary with
special qualifications — she must be not

ESTELLE

TRAEGER,
TCF's
gracious
for the past
three
years. "Gas

Lady"

only young and attractive, with an outstanding personality and rare charm, but
she must also have a disposition one would
expect to find only in Utopia. Fortunately
for TCF car owners, Estelle was chosen.
Since that time you have all become well
acquainted with her ready smile and gay
good humor. Across her desk have passed
between eight and ten thousand applications each year for gasoline alone. She has
written hundreds of letters, cussed and discussed your problems with most of the
local Ration Boards, kept all records so
she knew always whereof she spoke, and
has taken a personal Interest in keeping
your cars rolling until the need for rationing was past.
The Studio Club offices just aren't the
same without Estelle — we all miss her terribly. Before she left, we assumed the
privilege of thanking her in the name of
everyone she so cheerfully served during
the three years she was the TCF

"Gas
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A c t i 't n

heading
before
too long. They're
in France this
withwayMajor
Freddie.

"Aurora," the pastel pig on WENONAH
GRACIE's desk, Is about ready for her
"coming-out-party." She's filled almost to
the top with pennies for the Braille Institute for the Blind.
Did EDITH FLYNN
ise for V-J Day?

live up to her prom-

A good time was had by all at Director
JOHN STAHL's party on Stage 16 at the
finish of LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN. The

EDITH FLYNN of the Production Dept,
for her sense of humor, even though some

is noted
of those

boys all had a turn at dancing with Jeanne
Crain and Gene Tierney — and the rumbaing of Designer Kay Nelson and Producer
William Bacher was a positive sensation,
not to mention the outstanding jitterbugqinq of BEVERLY WISE and an unidentified gentleman.
A picture of sartorial elegance: CHARLIE
HALL in those new sport shirts.
Nice break for OTTO BROWER who

"jokes" she brings into the office are sometimes
greeted with good-natured boos. Before joining

went over to Seiznick's to direct Second
Unit of DUEL IN THE SUN and is now do-

the Production Dept, as Max Golden's secretary,
Edith lent her services to the Casting Office for
five years.

ing the First Unit — directing such stars as
Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones and Lionel
Barrymore.
Why does BUDDY ERICKSON have to
go out every afternoon looking for houses?
For OLUNY BROWN? ?

PRODUCTION
By MARJORIE

UPSTILL

Everyone seems to be vacation minded
these days. PERCY IKERD spent his at
Kanab, Utah, and supplied the "SMOKY"
company on location up there with fish he
caught.
SAM WURTZEL lost both pairs of pants
at Del Mar the first week of his vacation
and had to spend the second
Arrowhead. Is that bad?

week

at

MAX GOLDEN, en route home from
the Kanab, Utah, location, stopped for the
night at Las Vegas. There he ran into
GENE BRYANT. He says It's a draw as to
whether Gene is going to get the "Frontier's" money or vice versa. TOM DUDLEY had just arrived on the scene to lend
Genehome
someteam.
support.
the

We're

pulling for

ARTIE JACOBSEN spent his vacallon
moving into his new home at Pacific Palisades and getting the garden started.
HAZEL TAYLOR headed down Mexico
way to Rosa Rita Beach.
While waiting for the Japanese

surren-

der, STANLEY SCHEUER quipped, "The
World Is Waiting For the Rising Sun."
Miscellaneous . . . BOB SAUNDERS on
loan-out to Columbia. GEORGE SCHAEFER has deserted us for the "Big Town."
Ensign AARON ROSENBERG dropped
in at the Production Bungalow ihe other
day. "Rosey" is on a special assignment
cut here for the Navy Photographic Unit.
Wonder about Major FRED FOX who's
been over in Europe, lo these many years
— they say his job is so important he can't
be replaced. Lieut. HAL HERMAN and
Captain JACK McEDWARDS should be

Incidentally, is the Production Office the
only department on the Lot that plans their
parties In advance? This was a mighty
popular place the day peace was declared.

Fathers' Club.

results — a beautiful red-haired baby boy.
Is Jim happy! You said it, Bub — he loves
being a daddy.
though that
weren't
sufficient
cause And
for as
celebration
and
, Jim
his wonderful wife also observed a wedding anniversary. Congratulations from
all of us on both counts, Jim.
We have just learned that our JOHNNY
WILHELM is now a driver of a hellcat tank

Let's give BUDDY
hand for the manner
STOLZE

To spend one's vacation In a raincoat Is
no fun, says SQUEEKY WAGGONER.
It
seems Squeeky took off to have what Is
known as an hilarious unInebrIated good
time away from such things as trucks, cars,
tractors, booms, caterpillars, etc. To bask
In Ihe beautiful warm sun of Southern California with not a care other than taking
on necessary nourishment — that was going
to be the life! Yes, It is wonderful the
things he anticipated before that vacation
started. However, Dame Fortune must also
have been on vacation, and Squeeky Is
now a very disillusioned man. Every morning of his vacation was spent In a raincoat
searching
Sol"
and lamenting
—
what did Ifor
ever"OT
do to
deserve
this?
AL BLUFF has reurned from his vacation
with his fishing rod and reel Intact. In
fact, the fish figured Al was just a Bluff,
so they didn't bother to cooperate with
him. That didn't disturb our good-natured
Al though, for he Is quite the reserved
type. There may have been no fish in the
lake, but those WAVES along the beach —
that was different! Anyway, who wants to
fish for something he can't see when the
beach abounds In beautiful things he can
see!
Did you hear about the call JIM
TEES put In at the Stork's Club?

the Proud

destroyer. If those Japs haven't yelled
"Uncle" yet, it won't be long now, what
with the atomic bomb and our Johnny.

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK

JAMES SURTEES of fhe Transporfakion Dept. Jim
has recently become eligible for membership in

SUR-

He got

ANHEUSER a big
In which he Is han-

dling the picture cars In conjunction with
the Production Department. Buddy has
been doing a magnificent job and Is of
invaluable assistance to IKE DANNING In
the picture car division.
LOU KOHL is back at his desk again,
after being confined In the hospital for
two weeks, with two more weeks convalescing at home. We are glad to have you
back, Lou, though we know you feel cut
up and touchy about your operation.
TOM KRAUSE looks the picture of
health after two weeks of leisure in the
vicinity of Lake Arrowhead. Tom claims
there has been something added to the
scenery at that lake resort, what with
Army and Air Force personnel and gals
and qals and more gals, lhat combination
would enhance any vacation spot!
GEORGE McQUERRY stopped In to
see us the other day on his way to the
coast George was on military business,
but availed himself of the opportunity to
be with his wife and live In his own house
for a few days. That should be a real
pleasure after living In military encampments and being on duty most of the time.
Compliments are In order for the Transportation Co-ordinating Committee under
the chairmanship of JOE EPSTEIN. The
work performed and the creation of good
fellowship among all concerned has been
outstanding. We suggest to all the new
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boys that your problems or requests for
Information will be given immediate consideration byJoe or members of the Committee. This attention to you new boys will
be given in good faith and we ask your
courteous cooperation.
To MR. ED MUELLER we sing* our
praises. The way Ed keeps his temper and
maintains his composure after fighting the
way he does to keep the Studio supplied
with gasoline, Is truly amazing. Yet Ed is
never discourteous over the phone. Oh,
yes, he gets somewhat ruffled at times
when he tries to keep the Incoming a little
ahead of fhe outgoing, but all in all that
knack of balance Is where our compatriot
does his finest performance of duty. Keep
It up, big boy! The war will soon be over
and you can sit down and relax a little.
You have all heard the expression, "I
split my sides laughing." Well, when Uncle
Sam split the atom, the laughter was taken
out of all sides of Tokyo.

Photo Club

Judging by the amount of traveling
being done by the members of this department, they evidently believe "far fields
are ever greenest," but we bet they'll all
be saying "there's no place like home"
pretty d
quick. That hot weather we
were all yearning for has arrived with a
bang and all outdoor sports are In full
swing.
GRACE

DUDLEY

met

on July

25th with "Portraits" as the subject. All
prints gave evidence of general Improvement over the last showing of this same
subject. Awards were made as follows:
First, W. H. Leverett; Second, tie between
W. H. Leverett and John Apltsch; third,
L. D. Grignon.
The meeting night has been changed to
Wednesday instead cf Thursday In order
to meet the requirements of some of the
members. If this night is more convenient
to others in the Studio, we would welcome
guests, particularly those eligible to become members. A reminder: The dues are
terrific — fifty cents a year.

is In New

York

to

launch her charming young daughter on a
footllght career. If she takes after her
mother she'll no doubt do better than all
right, for we've had the pleasure of seeing
several of the Little Theatre plays Mater
Dudley staged.
JEAN

PLUMMER,

that devastating

San Francisco, and we're told
the love of her life: in fact
the faint strains of the Wedbeing played right now!

ELI REIMER

By L D. GRIGNON

MACK

By FLORENCE

blonde. Is in
she has met
we can hear
ding March

CENTURY PHOTO CLUB

The Century

THE SCRIPT TEASE

is doing Las Vegas with a

vengeance. She's going to split her winnings with RUTH BELLAS, who didn't do
too well on her recent sojourn there.
MARGARET COOK, whose titlan tresses
have turned to burnished gold, by the
California sun, no doubt. Is touring Mexico. We don't blame Margaret for getting
this habit, for her last visit proved lucrative in more ways than one.
CAROL

WEIGEL

was called back East

again and we're all praying for her mother's speedy recovery.
AUDREY
ROCHLEN,
professionally
known as JILL WARREN, keeps getting In
our hair, but now she's flaunting her success in our ears, too. Her nationwide radio
program, "Senior Swing," over station
KECA, Is well worth listening to. Bravo,
little Audrey.
JEAN

BENSON,

appropriately named

"the poor man's Sarah Bernhardt" when
she was with us, was In with her adorable
baby daughter, who has the same
ing blue eyes as her parent.

haunt-

We were also very happy to have
HENRY ARNSTEIN pay us a visit. Henry
has seen most of the famed places of history while serving with Uncle Sam as a
"Flying Correspondent," which most of
you know from reading his very Interesting
letters. He is now back in civilian life,
having been discharged on points.
ESTHER SPRATT was on location at
Knab, Utah, with her handsome boss,
LOUIS KING. DOLLY SAUNDERS was
also away on location with
happens to be a female, so
restrictions. Dolly made
FOUR single men, and that

"BUD SILL" by W. H. Leverett, received first
award in the Century Photo Club's Portrait exhibit.

her boss, who
there were no
conquests of
is news, for we

didn't know there were that many left In
the whole of the Southland. Some people
have all the luck.

LAVONE

MULLENGER,
theDept.
shy "Cover
the Script

Our little mascot, KATHY
has been whooping

Girl" of

RIDGEWAY,

it up, but the doctor

has pronounced
well her
now again
and we're
looking
forward toherseeing
soon.
ment,had
whooping
She only
thatcough.
well-known children's ailELEANOR

THALLS

just signaled to me.

I'll bet this Is going to be good.

Oh,

darn it, there goes the 'phone. "Hello . . .
yes, boss . . . my notebook and pencil . . .
"We are made for cooperation, like
feet,
hands, like eyelids, like the rows
shoot."
okay like
of the upper and lower teeth. To act
against one another then is contrary to nature, and It Is acting against one another to
be vexed and turn away . . . '
Gee, he must have been reading my
mind.

I've been meditating a lot on that

very subject lately and hope I don't have
to any more. Now I've let my thought run
away with me again. "Will you repeat that
last line, please, boss ..."
He'll probably go on tor hours and the
deadline is here, so don't blame me If you
didn't get your name in the column.

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

GDLDMAIV’S
FLOWERS

and Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open Evenings
and Sundays
Crestview

1-0915
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repairs. The duties of set lighting are now
under the supervision of DAVE ANDERSON, assisted by STURGE SMITH. Both
Anderson and Smith are directly responsible to Mr. Ray Klune, Production Manager.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

DAVE

ANDERSON,
new Dept. Head in charge
of production electric operations.

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
As many of you know, the Electric Dept,
has elected a Co-Ordinating Committee,
the purpose of which is to iron out difficulties and create harmony. The idea is
sponsored by Mr. Klune, Mr. Meyer and
Dave Anderson.
Members of the Board are: Chairman —
Jack Dimmack.
Representing Operators: C. Bradshaw,
"Pinky" Collins, C. Rosebrook. Alternate:
Bert Jaeger.
Representing Rigging Crew: Jack Dimmack.
Representing Best Boys: V. Ashen. Alternate: C. Wise.
Representing Gaffers: Fred Kelley. Alternate: Don Carstensen.
Some of the departments are getting together again for softball. It is a lot of fun
in the off hours, believe me. We have our
eye on a small place in the golf course
that would make a perfect softball diamond. All that little patch of ground needs
is grass seed and a little work. If the bosses
are willing, the fellows certainly are.
We hear that a location will soon be on
its way to Catalina. What a place!
Two locations are back: one from Utah,
the other from Arizona. We know nothing
about the Utah country, but the canyons
in Arizona are really something to see and
we are invited back for deer and bear
hunting.
Quite a few of the fellows and their
families have enjoyed vacations up at
Twin Lakes, with more planning to go. They
report that the fish up there never travel
singly but always in large schools and wait
open-mouthed
believe it either!for TCP anglers. We

don't

There has been a slight reorganization
in the Electrical Department. WALTER
STROHM remains as Chief Electrical Engineer and is in charge of the securing of all
equipment, installations, maintenance and

PITCHMAN

With SO much excitement prevailing, it
Is difficult to concentrate on writing a
column to employees, so many of whom
are in the armed forces. The Jap capitulation may enable them to read this or
the next issue at home — happy thought!
Among those who have already given indication of returning to the Lot are WALTER
ERICKSON, for so long in the South Pacific, and JIMMY THOMAS. Both visited
us last month and are eager to return to
civilian life. Another grand letter from
HANK GERZEN. It is crowded with fine
philosophy and we'll endeavor to have the
club print it.
Lt. JIMMY LAVIN on extended furlough with Lt. JIMMY MORRIS, both looking so fit— hope these boys kept a diary.
The SMITH boys are still in the Asiatic
theatre. LOU PAZELLI writes a letter of
thanks for the little mementos we send
them. You are certainly welcome, fellows.
The boys here are only too happy to
spread a little cheer among their erstwhile companions.
ROGER MURPHY keying an army short
— could use him as a technical adviser.
Sqt. HOWARD OOOLEY making COMOLETA very unhappy on his extended tour
for Unde Sam. FRANK COREY, Sr., says
that FRANK, Jr. is doing O.K. and hoping
for a little button with wings. Private
JOHNNY RIEMER, now in Texas, sends
his best to everyone.
WILLY TRIPP in his haste for a cup of
coffee accidentally removing the screendoor and part of Coffee Shop Pete.
DANNY WURTZEL, one of RED BOYNTON's aids, doing a nice job, too.
BROWNIE asking for his vacation — after
the nice trips he took for the Process Department.
CHARLES ROSE preparing another,
after finishing with Harry Jackson, expert
color photographer. LENSER JACKSON
did such a splendid job with reflectors in
Louisiana that the Lloyd Bacon opus "Enchanted Voyage" will be one of the hits
of the year. McARDLE, he of the merry
eye, can pick 'em out of the clouds. TRO
JOINER looking forward to his vacation
after completing one for Leon Shamroy.
He had a nice bunch of boys with him
on location, including TEX WILSFORD,
JOHNNY ROUGEOT and DICK CAMERON. WALLY FAXON should be home
from Utah by now. GLEN CAMPBELL,
RAY SCHELL and DENVER BRANDON
pounded the sod with him.
HARRY R. JONES, along with his name-

SAMMY DUCA, Beau
Sammy

is one

Brummell

ot The Grip Dept.

ot the very

efficient clerks in the

Grip

office.

Dept,

sake, is half-way through the Seiler production for Joe La Shelle. NICK HANLEY, WILLY FARRELL and FRANK GILLY
are deep in the heart of cucalorisis with
him.
BRUCE HUNSAKER subbing for JACKSON PERCY on vacation. LES BERRY and
EDDIE LEDGERWOOD have teamed up
on the crane — that is, until REX TURNMIRE returns from vacation. SAMMY
DUCA, he of the sad peepers, taking forty
winks. JOHNNY LUGO can build my
house anytime he wants to — does he know
his business! HOWARD MIDDLETON with
a crew at Western Avenue. KENNY LUTES,
having forgotten the cowboy hat, is gaffing a gang:
so is HUGH PECK, our ambassador at large.
MICKEY GRANT, so nice and friendly,
but the salt mines were so unappealing.
Quite a depot he and his crew are erecting— wouldn't be much of a job to continue the spur out to the P.E. lines and
load for distant locations right on the Lot.
So — that's the lot for now.
Adios Amigos

BLOOD

BANK

As of V-J Day the need for Blood Plasma
was drastically reduced and the American
Red Cross has, therefore, discontinued the
Mobile Units.
However, there is still a need for type
"O" whole blood. Anyone with this type
may be of great service by telephoning
Rochester 0121 and making an appointment.
From the first TCF visit of the Mobile
Unit on July I, 1942, to the last one June
14, 1945, a total of 3313 pints were donated. That's a commendable record, and
the Studio Club wishes to thank each and
every one of you for your eager cooperation in making this fine record possible.
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RESEARCH NOTES
By KARLA

von MUEFFLING

Once in a while the work of our department benefits not only the studio but a
complete outsider. To wit: Recently the
studio received a letter from a Naval Aircrewman who was trying to settle a dispute with a buddy. Without saying who
was who, he stated that "A" claimed the
payoff climax battle in "Wing and a
Prayer" was the Battle of the Coral Sea,
while "B" claimed it was the battle of Midway. The letter was turned over to FRANCES RICHARDSON, who informed him

at the beach for years, even he was fooled
by old Father Sol not long ago. It was one
of those sultry days with the sun never
quite penetrating the haze in the air. The
absence of sunshine annoyed Bob, but he
stayed out all day anyway — and stayed in
bed all next day, the victim of a severe
case of sunburn!
RUTH FCX and her husband didn't want
to take a chance on the weather and spent
their vacation in Palm Springs. Do you
remember the good old days when we
went to the desert to escape the hardships
of winter?
Didrianyou
hear asked
the story'
the called
librawho was
tor about
a book
"What Her Son Did to Me"? After a
lengthy and futile hunt for such a book, the
correct title of the wanted book turned

that "B" was right, and the other day she
got his acknowledgment: "From a grateful
Aircrewman to an obliging Research Department, many, many thanks. Not only
did you verify my contention but the
monetary returns that were forthcoming

out to be "The Sun Was

as a result of your letter meant the difference between hitchhiking home on my pre-

NEWS OF OUR BASEBALL TEAM

overseas leave and riding* by plane . . . "
I'm glad to report that GERTRUDE
Kingston's search for a dog was successful. She now owns a four-months-old
German Police pup which, no one will be
surprised to hear her say, is the nicest and
best and smartest little dog there ever
was!
If you're worried as to how to substitute
for the meat, eggs, butter, etc., that you
can't get, why don't you talk it over with
CYRUS SMITH? He's giving the matter
a lot of attention and is very enthusiastic
over some of the results.
Although

RCBERT

CRESTC

has lived

My Undoing!"

has been

instrumental

in correlating the Re-record-

ing Dept, to bring it up to its present high standard of efficiency. Bert was educated and trained
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and

Howard Ellis Smith, the pin-up man of
the Story Department, is breathing easier
and smiling with less effort these days.
A few months ago the 20th
American Legion Post No.
armed Smith into taking over
ment of the Junior Baseball

Century-Fox
563 strongthe manageTeam, spon-

sored jointly by No. 563 and the Woodward Ford Agency of Beverly Hills.
With true commando spirit. Smith took
over his duties. With the help of Lou
Witte, Joe Keenan, Tom Young and other
executive committee members, he combed
West

Los Angeles for talent for the club.

With a dozen and a half ambitious athletes ranging in age from 14 to 17, Manager Smith set about whipping a team into
shape. A big part of this work was turned
over to Joe Hesslein, who has been holding a summer job in the Grip Department.
Hesslein, a top player, teaches at University High during the regular school terms.
With a starting lineup decided upon,
the movie ball players swung into action.
They were nudged out by Santa Barbara,
25 to 0, but refused to be discouraged.
As an indication of how far they've
come since then, their most recent game,
against Hollywood Post 59 1, brought our
boys a 22 to 0 victory. And that's not the
half of it. The game was called because
of time, with the Smlthmen still at bat in
the last of the fourth, with only one out
and the bases loaded.
All the boys are looking better each
week. Pitchers Tom Canody and Douglas
Shumway are carrying the brunt of the
mound load, while Johnny Lavin, at second
and short, has proved a consistent hitter

Petite GERTRUDE
KINGSTON
(RACHINSKY)
has been a senior researcher in the Research Dept,
for many years. She was born in England and is
married to a Russian which makes her a valuable
source of information.

H. G. "Bert" Wilkes, Chief Transmission Engineer
of the Sound Dept., came to this Lot from United
Artists about the time Twentieth Century merged
with the Fox Film Corporation. Since that time he

and is fast and smart. Johnny's pop, John
Lavin, head of the grips, is out there every
Sunday hitting fungoes and helping the
boys.

for many years was a long line transmission expert
with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. He is the father of two boys and lives in
San Fernando Valley on a plot of ground which is
too big to be a

lot and

too small to be a farm

PIPE LINES
By CHARLEY
There has been a temporary

ANDERS

stoppage in

the "Pipe Lines," which probably went unnoticed. However, we're now back in print
— at the demand of our public (and the
request of the editor).
To our frie*nds both on the Inside and on
the outside we offer this couplet, author
unknown to us:
"Misunderstandings are the thistles in
the garden of the fitness of things:
Pluck them out with the hand of carefulness
and burn them in the fire of kindness."
Since the last issue in which the Plumbing Shop was represented, a new plumber
has been added to our crew — FRED SHIPLEY. Fred was born in Norfolk, Virginia,
but soon thereafter his family moved to
Los Angeles, where Fred graduated from
Metropolitan High and for a period attended Cal Tech at Pasadena. Oh, yes, he
is married and has a young son, who, if he
follows in dad's footsteps, will be the third
generation of Shipley plumbers.
BOB

FALCONER returned from his vacation, spent resting at home, looking so
well that we are convinced there is something to this "vacation at home" idea.
MONTY
WILLIAMS is having OPA
troubles getting into the new home near
the Studio, which he purchased some
months ago, but seems to be getting the
situation under control at last.
There should be more news, but If RYAN
and McDonald are doing anything worthy of journalistic
mention these
they quiet
aren't guys,
sayWe always suspect
don't ing.
you?
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Tail Fly," which was Abraham Lincoln's
favorite: "Barbara Allen," an Elizabethan
ballad: and "Lord Thomas and Fair Eleaanother ballad.
Elizabethan song; and "Laredo,"nor,"
a Texas
As well as being a ballad singer. Burl
Ives collects folk stories. He told the following yarn to Fred MacMurray: "I was
in the Kentucky mountains," he said, "sitting around chinning with an old man in
a log house. He said to his son, 'Go outside, boy, and see if it's rainin'.' The boy
answered, 'Naw, pappy. I'm tired.' 'Do as
I tell ya,' countered fhe old man. The boy
scarcely moved his lips as he drawled, 'Tel!
ya what, pappy, let's send out the old dog
and if'n he comes back in wet, we'll know
Ives told another one about the days
when he first started singing and trampit's rainin'.' "
ing the country as a troubadour. "I
tramped the country for three years. Whenever I'd get hungry. I'd go Into a restaurant and offer to swap a few songs for
a steak. So I'd sing Irish lullabies, sea
chanteys and range songs for my dinner,
and I ate the best steaks in the country."
Ives chuckled, and the laugh shook his 270-

"ANT

PATROL",

a timely sketch by our able cartoonist, Claudia

Dear Boss:
"Of all the things you wear, your expression is the most Important."
On the screen, comic Chick Chandler
(currently playing In KITTEN ON THE
KEYS) is one of Hollywood's foremost
heels. "Being a heel," says Dick, "is the
best way to keep well-heeled!"
Dick Haymes, in the same picture, claims
he Is facing the toughest acting assignment of his career. He's playing a crooner.
"I’m just not MY type," says Dick sadly . . .
Fourteen-year-old Darryl Hickman is celebrating his 10th anniversary in the movies.
Darryl has played 53 Important roles and
been under contract at one time or another
to every major studio. His role of the
younger brother, Danny Harland, in LEAVE
HER TO HEAVEN, will mark his 54th role.
When

the West Coast fencing championship matches are resumed in October,
one of the entrants will be Cornel Wilde.
Cornel has won

22 championships

before

he "retired" from competition in 1942, the
second year in a row that he captured the
Southern California Division Junior Saber
Championship. He was one-time outdoor
national fencing champion, too . . .
Laird Cregar's mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Cregar, has completed a novel, SHE, IN
ARMCUR CLAD, for which TCP is negotia ng. . .

"Few of us ever pick on something
bigger than we are, for few of us are
made of hero stuff!" That's good, eh Boss?
Here's another one: "Remember that
what you possess in the world will be found
at the day of your death to belong to another, but what you are will be yours forever." Henry van Dyke said that . . .

Brosius.

Boss, SMCKY is going to be a picture
dear to your heart. Will James, the author, went to work on a range when he was
13, and his exploits will remind you of the
time you left college to ride the range in
Yellowstone National Park. I heard that
you and Johnny Florea (he's the photographer for LIFE magazine) went fisning on
Will James' ranch — and caught nary a fish.
Roy Roberts, who had never seen a
horse outside of Central Park and whose
main forte has been musical comedies, is
riding a mustang across the badlands
around Kanab. Roy has the important role
of "Sheriff" in SMCKY.
Mr. Bassler has sent talent scouts
a'scouting rodeos to sign up "three of the
ornerlest bronc's" in the West for the picture— which will be photographed in Technicolor. He also offered $5 each for rattlesnakes, figuring that the boys of Kanab
would probably round up about a dozen
that they needed for scenes in which Fred
MacMurray plays. And what do you know
— more than a score of youngsters showed
up with around a hundred rattlers. The
studio paid off but posted a sign that the
movie snake market was GLUTTED. That's
a heap of rattlers.
SMCKY will be the first movie for the
ballad singer. Burl Ives. Burl rose to stardom in the stage play, SING CUT SWEET
LAND. Carl Sandburg described him as
the greatest ballad singer of this generation. The Library of Congress, Washington,
D. C., has asked Ives to make recordings
for Its archives of folklore songs for the
"purpose of ’perpetuating authentic AmerIn SMCKY,
icana."

Burl Ives will sing "The Blue

pound, six-foot
here I stopped
and just to see
I went into a

frame. "Cn my way out
to see my folks in Illinois
what the fellow would say
restaurant and offered to

sing for a steak. The man growled, 'Are
you kidding? I wouldn't trade a steak for
Harry James with Betty Grable thrown
That reminds me, Boss, I gotta go to
lunch. But before I do I will give the balance of the news in capsule form.
John Brahm will direct SHCCK . . . We
will remake I I BERKELEY SQUARE, with
Joseph Manklewicz writing and directing
—
Gregory
Peck,
Maureen
C'Hara
and
Jeanne
Crain
heading
the cast
. . . We
have purchased a novel called DAISY
KENYCN, by Elizabeth Janeway. Ctto
Preminger will produce and direct. Gene
Tierney will be the feminine lead . . . Constance Bennett, Linda Darnell, William
"
Eythe, Jeanne in.'
Crain
and Cornel Wilde
have top roles in CENTENNIAL SUMMER
. . . Reginald Gardiner's option is lifted
for another year . . . Denis C'Keefe has
been signed to play romantic lead opposite Vivian Your
Blaine office
in DCLL
gal, FACE . . .
LILLIAN

ROD

WETMORE

Representative
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I've been
trying DAVISON
to get ROZELLA
NAGEL, SHIRLEY
and JOEY
ZWART to talk about themselves, but
they're either wise to me or live a boring
life — and I suspect the former. Guess I'll
have to take them out and ply them with
cokes to loosen their tongues and lengthen
my column. Until that's done I have nothing more to say except —
Happy sailing until October.

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVE

GOLDFARB

The first Monday in September is the day
when workers rest.
But Labor Day to me Is just a fable;
For wifey has a million chores to have her
hubby do.
ROXIE DOURIS of the Payroll Dept. On a recent
Sunday, Roxie found herself gaily tripping the
greens

behind

Bing Crosby. Who
over that?

wouldn't

smile

PAYROLL PERIODS
By LOLA

SHADLAUS

GWEN REED wanted to get away from
the everyday drudgery of office work. Several offers came her way and- she finally
decided on a job as paper hanger. After
several attempts at hanging the office calendar, however, she gave up the idea and
is happy at her own work again.
JEAN BANTA, SHIRLEY LYON and
DORENE ANDERSON pla nned on camping at Arrowhead. Jean offered to bring
the tent; Shirley, her landlady's frying pan,
and Dorene generously promised to furnish the matches. The "Little Three" had
gay visions of a thrilling outdoor existence.
Well, the visions didn't materialize and the
three, luckily, are still in good health.
Reminiscent ALTA MAE SHEAHAN often relives her thrilling plane experience to
Idaho. Her first plane trip found her lashing around in an electrical storm, but being
of strong constitution, she merely suffered
watery knees, the D.T.'s and a knotty stomac h. Oh, what a wonderful trip!
Speaking of trips, BESS SEVIER has a bit
of a problem on her hands. She has smiled
her way Into possession of several gasoline
coupons and enthusiastically plans to drive
to Oregon for a visit with her folks — providing she gets a few more stamps. Being
something of a go-getter, however, we feel
certain she'll make the grade.
ROXIE DOURIS made a smart move
when she became caddy for hubby, Don.
On a recent Sunday she found herself gaily
tripping the greens behind — Bing Crosby.
(Yes, Don was there too.) After we heard
that, we decided to take up golf — the
scenery sounds wonderful!!

And I'm the guy that never was quite able.
Do this for me, do that for me, the car
needs washing too.
Sweep the room, make the bed, then fix
Donnie's shoe.
I know what
you'llI say:
think I'm crazy, but this is
Oh, please, ture
dear
Labor boss,
Day? can't
. . . we cut a picOld Sol working overtime tanning WALTER SCHAFER's huge back, while flyweight HENRY WEBER tans his entire
bodyknothole
from theIn sun's
rays . pouring
through
the
his fence
. . GERTRUDE
HERRON in a daring peppermint stick
colored blouse . . . DOROTHY HALL heroically wearing an all-white skirt . . . MARTIN BOLGER trying to figure how to quit
when ahead in a poker game and not be
hospitalized . . . WILLARD BOEMLER
photographing the Lab's pin-ups, disregarding the better angles — did I mention
Willard Is married? . . . STUART BARNFIELD, having his luncheon sandwich, eyeing WAYNE miller's nearly ripe tomatoes, not knowing Wayne is hidden in the
plant with a baseball bat waiting for just
such customers . . . Huckleberry Finn being played by MORT FRIED since losing
that front tooth, — much easier sipping
through a soda straw, too . . . WALTER
BUSHELL, munching on a rosy peach,
dreaming of a blonde or brunette one . . .
George Washington chopped down the
cherry tree but HENRY GOLDFARB is
doing It the hard way — picking. Henry
and his family spent a pleasant day picking cherries and now don't know what to
do with the jars and jars of fruit, — they
do make lovely earrings . . . LEON ROSEN
polishing his car with the cutest little
wiggle . . . The huge crowd at the bicycle
shop is the Lab boys trying to rent wheels
after shapely FAWN FARRAR promised
a first showing In her new shorts to all
those attending the ride . . . DEE POTTER
with his wife and kids making such a pretty
family picture sipping their cokes — Dee
showed me his drink. Do cokes come in

Handsome
Lab.

RAY

KOENIG

Ray dreams
Woman's

of the Western

of being cover-boy
Home Companion."

Avenue
on

"The

quart bottles? . . . Tiny IRENE KOHLER
In gingham dress and low-heeled shoes,
going toward the Lab looking like a high
school girl . . . JAMES GIBNEY describing
an earthquake scene from a motion picture
with such realism — tumbling bricks, swaying streets, falling walls and terrified
screams — he had everyone looking for the
nearest exit . . . The "B" picture of the
week — the bee lighting on SHORTIE (no
fringe on top) ADLER's head, doing a
double-take, then flying off, refusing to dull
his stinger (Shortie knows I'm kidding) . . .
FRED DENASHEW having his car completely overhauled since his neighbor has
been getting the choice gals in his block
as share-the-ride companions . . . Handsome RAY KOENIG dreaming of the day
he will be the cover boy on "The Woman's Home Companion" . . . Pleasant Laboratory surroundings — WALTER SMITH,
HARRY TAYLOR, PARKS LEWIS, ETHEL
DAVEY, MARY YOST, BILL ALLEN, NEIL
ROUNTREE, CHARLEY GLOVER, JOHANNA CAMPBELL and the many others
are all part of our great big happy family.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails
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staggered to the fourth and Inhaled the
fragrant aroma. And that ends this saga,
for Gus says this little bee already had a
snootful
care
for aoffullFour
fifth.Roses and

really didn't

These past summer months have really
been months of Technicolor at the Nursery. We have more colors than the O/P.A.
has red points. Speaking of red points, we
winks.
have resorted to using the Kid's tiddlyBILL LEPELLEY

must have obtained

a

green bottle or a small quintet (that is
what he calls a fifth), for this Is what he
tells us:

"I never saw a purple cow,
I doubt I'll ever see one.
But listen man, should she come by now
She had better be on the run.
For as silly to you as this may seem,
I could even go for some purple cream.
I don't have meat, and I don't have eggs.
So I might be tempted by purple legs.
And to end this up quick
I don't gripe and kick — not much!"
At least the color of the flowers here are
not hallucinations. You need to see them

Any similarity between the Trolley-car Van Wies
and the Nursery Van Wies is purely coincidental.
Here between the cannas and the bananas is our
Tanan

of the jungle section. The one
on is PAT VAN WIE.

with the hat

and colorful galardia all help to compose
just one small section of the front beds.
The other sections are equally as beautiful.
Those who have seen the Nursery generally return with someone new to see the
place and to verify the tales they told In
order to get them down here. Remember

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

TAYLOR

School days, school days,
And more of those football-pool days —
A dollar here and a dollar there.
And

for yourself to really appreciate them.
There are gold and red coxcomb, mixed
colors of zinnias and a veritable rainbow
in the aster bed. Then the crimson salvia

"Tex the canner" COPE. No hard feelings
there, Tex. That Isn't as bad as "Bob, Loop
Snoot, Pepsodent Happy Hope". September does call the classes together for college, however, and requires our Cope's
copious knowledge. Tex is a professional
administrator of the three R's In college —
that being courses in "Romance," "Riots,"
and "Roundtrips to Reno." After working
during the summer months at the Nursery,
he can now be at ease with those applepolishers who bring the teacher flowers.
Instead of the old, "Shore are purty
daisies!" he can say, "Beautiful dimorphothecas, they must have been ted with mllorganite!"
GUS EGGERT reports that his untiring
toil on our rosebeds has produced miraculous results. Recently he watched a young
bee flit to a rosebush and take a long
whiff of a beautiful bud. Then a second
one did he whiff, and a third. Finally he

son in Finland who is a Brig. Gen. in the Finnish
Army, and a daughter, Gloria. John says he speaks
Swedish, Finnish, Russian, German and bad English. He chases his schnapps with beer and spends
all of his spare

time

at Earl Carroll's.

our welcome Is always the same, "Satisfaction— or no coupons!" Adios.
think up arguments

by

CAMERA NEWS

all you get back Is the "pigskin's

hair".
Thus with the arrival of September we
have the departure of a fellow member
from the Nursery. WALTER RALPH, alias

JOHN A. "Handlebars" GUSTAFSSON, Chief Air
Conditioning Operator in charge of our two air
conditioning plants, has been with the Studio for
seventeen years. He has two sons in the Army Air
Corps; Arthur, Specialist Machinist repairing bomb
sights and other delicate instruments somewhere
in Europe; John, Navigator and Radio Technician
in the Air Transport Command. He also has a

By BESS LASKY
As nothing much has transpired In the
way of news since our last column, I shall
fill the allotted space in the magazine with
a reprint from "The Blue Bell":
Joys of an Executive
,
Soliloquy
H. A. Moses
Executives are a fortunate lot. For, as
everybody
to do.

knows, an executive has nothing

That is, except:
To decide what Is to be done; to tell
somebody to do it; to listen to reasons
why it should not be done, why It should
be done by somebody else; or why it
should be done in a different way; and to
prepare arguments in rebuttal that shall
be convincing and conclusive — To follow
up to see If the thing has been done; to
discover that It has not been done; to inquire why it has not been done; to listen
to excuses from the person who should
have done it and did not do it; and to

to overcome

the ex-

To follow up a second time to see If the
thing cuses—has been done; to discover that it
has been done but done Incorrectly; to
point out how it should have been done;
to conclude that as long as It has been
done. It may as well be left as It is; to
wonder If It Is not time to get rid of a
person who cannot do a thing correctly;
to reflect that the person in fault has a
wife and seven children and that certainly
no executive in the world would put up
with him for a moment; and that. In ail
probability, any successor would

be just

as bad or worse —
To consider how much simpler and better the thing would have been done had he
done It himself In the first place; to reflect sadly that if he had done it himself
he would have been able to do it right
In twenty minutes but that as things
turned out he himself spent two days trying to find out why it was that it took
somebody else three weeks to do it wrong;
but to realize that such an idea would have
had a highly demoralizing effect In the organization, because it would strike at the
very foundation of the belief of all employees that an executive has really nothing to do.
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By GLENN

R. STEVENS

The group of boys from the Labor Department that went deep sea fishing off
Santa Monica recently, was pleased as
punch. They brought back tour twenty-twopound yellowtail and ten good-size deep
sea bass. The fellows going to the mountains tor their fishing say they are doing
all right too.
Attention, hunting enthusiasts! Deer season isjust around the corner — several sections open September 15th for thirty days.
So, It your work seems hard lately. It won't
be long now. Good shooting!
The boys on the pickup truck join in
wishing PAUL MANN of the Transportation Department many happy returns. Paul
and Mrs. Mann celebrated their twentyfifth anniversary on August 14th.
We have two eligible bachelors In our
Department: FRANKIE GOLDSMITH and
LEWIS BENHUSSEN. The line forms to the
right, girls!
GEORGE

McLEAN,

the janitors, is a

night foreman

busy man

troupe

PROP POPS

of

Lean's job is to service all buildings on the
TOE Lot, and that's quite a large order.
FRANK WHEATCROFT, HARRY SOLK,
JOHN BASSELER, MICHAEL HARNETT,
MONK, NEWTON
ELLIS and JAMES

Voyage"

By MARIE

KRAMCHAK

these days,

what with vacations and everything. Mc-

LESTER
FRANK

"Enchanted

HANSON,
SHERIDAN

have been on the sick-list recently, but we
are happy to report they are all back on
the job.

To write an article at this particular
time, one would have to exert almost superhuman effort to concentrate on something that most people are much too
emotionally excited to read. As this is
being written, I feel there is so much that
is momentous and history-making going on,
that any Insignificant thing I might say
would be lost In the shuffle. How can I
compete with atomic bombs? Or jet-propelled planes?? Or the end of the war!
Amazingly enough, life goes on — yes,
even In the Prop Department — and thereby
hangs my tale . . .
Having been turned down most emphatically by my friend, FREDDIE SIMPSON,
I'm afraid my lack of Information on the
Inside stories usually found in corners,
drawers and under shelves will make this
article extremely dull. Note: I must find
out how Freddie and his side-kick, STAN
DETLIE, get their Information. That secret
might have something to do with their
anonymously submitted articles. Stan, by
the way, Is sojourning at Kanab, but his
frequent letters tell us he's having no picnic. The weather, food and accommodations are fine, but the hop-skip-and-jump
from one unwritten scene to another keeps
our most able prop man in a dither. Home
was never like this, sez he.
Welcome

MICHAEL PAVLIK of the Labor Dept, was born
in Chicago, raised in Czechoslovakia and has travMike

eled extensively in France, Italy and Germany.
is fond of music and plays a mean violin.

back to our prodigal, FRANK

SULLIVAN. We haven't killed the fatted
calf as yet — we're waiting until things are
really tough and there aren't any more red
points. According to Sully, things have
changed considerably In the Prop Department during his absence, but he finds them
changed for the better. Watch him blush
when you mention this.
Latest Information from HARRY MELLEN finds h Im practically on his way home.

on location in Louisiana.

Harry Is a Chief Yeoman now, and our
pride Is exceeded only by our eagerness
to see him again.
There will soon be a grand reunion In the
home of CHARLIE PERRIN, whose son is
expected home any time now. It's been a
long time away for Captain CHARLES,
Jr., and he will no doubt have plenty to
tell of his experiences in far places.
Don't let on that I told you, but LORRY
HADDOCK
has always had a secret desire to be a taxi-cab driver. He realized
this previously undisclosed ambition on his
recent visit to New York, where he followed propping "The House on 92nd
Street" with a two weeks' vacation. Anyone desiring an original map of the city
can see Lorry. He has first-hand Information on Brooklyn, the Bronx and that suburb of Brooklyn — New York City.
There seems to be a dearth of news In
our department,

folks, but then, as I said

before, perhaps it's because I don't have
a "nose for news". 'Tenny rate, thirty for
now, and more dope next time — I hope.

NOTICE!
ANYONE

KNOWING

OF FOX
RETURNING
OVERSEAS,
ADVISE
STUDIO
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NEWS OF THE LEGION
By JET FORE, JR,

Mr. Witte is trying to recruit as many exsoldiers as possible for the Post.
Far be it from any good Legionnaire to
"squeal" on another or be "catty" in any

Election of officers for the coming term
was held at the last meeting. After three
and one-half hours of campaigning in the
good old Legion manner, 20th CenturyFox Post No. 563 emerged with the choice
of their majority. (Note: No brass-knucks,
slap-sticks, ca t-o'- n In e-ta iIs, equalizers,
meat-hooks or persuaders of any kind were
used by members.)

way, but it was brought to this reporter's
attention by a reliable source that Russell
H. Allen, the man that all men take their
hats off to, our studio barber, our Post
Chaplain and a man who is supposed to
set an example for all to follow, was overheard telling risque jokes at the last gettogether. Oh, the shame of it all!
The next meeting will be held the third

as Officers
follows: for the term August '45-'46 are

Tuesday of September. Let's have a good
turnout
for this one to meet the new officers.

Commander:
duction).

Aaron

1st Vice-Commander:
(Set Recording).

Tony A. Hanse

2nd Vice-Commander:
(Publicity).

Jet R. Fore, Jr.

Historian: Max
LOWELL
personnel
author.

BRAGG, the most unobtrusive of the
in the Mail Dept., is at heart a budding
The

"Great American
completion.

Novel"

is nearing

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By SUSAN

RANGER,

"Guest Columnist"

CANDY BROWN is still palpitating over
each encounter with Cornel Wilde . . .
ANITA CONNOLLY is displaying the most
devastating sun-tan on the Lot . . . MARY
LOU McKNAB Is running Anita a close
second . . . The Inimitable WINKIE BELLS
Is just plain running . . . GRETCHEN, of
the dulcet tones, is a study In contrasts
with her brown legs and pale face . . .
SUSAN RANGER Is preoccupied these
days with mail, phone calls and visits from
her tall soldier who Is stationed In San
Diego . . . MARIA NASTICH is busy
teaching new recruits the Intricacies of the
stamp meters.
That's what some of the Mail Department girls are doing. The rest, of course,
are keeping up the efficiency standard of
the department.
Just a word for our two faithful drivers,
GUY BARNHARDT and GEORGE WEBB,
two of the most capable and dependable
boys from the Transportation Department.
If anyone thinks the Mail Department
has too much idle time. Just consider these
figures: Monday and Tuesday, August 6th
and 7th, we received 18,602 pieces of fan
mail and 5,000 pieces of studio mall. (And
while on the subject of Incoming mall, we
are still deluged with personal packages.)
Outgoing mail averages 4,000 pieces a
day. It all adds up to quite a busy day.

BE SURE TO NOTIFY
THE STUDIO CLUB
OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS

H. Halperin (Pro-

W.

Larey (Production).

Chaplain: Russell H. Allen (Barber Shop).
Sergeant-at-Arms: Fred M. McKelvey
(Special Effects).
Executive Committee: Clarence Hutson
(Public Relations), Lou Witte (Special Effects), Sol Halperin (Production).
These officers were Installed into office
on the evening of August 20th at the Hollywood Legion club house. The most impressive event was the Hollywood Post installation drill team. It truly made the occasion something to be long remembered.
George Hoover, formerly an employee
at TCP, had the honor of receiving an
award from the American Legion State
Department for twenty-five years of outstanding service for the Legion. That is a
record for anyone to strike for and George
has the congratulations of the entire Post.
With a roster of 325 veterans of both
wars, TCP

Post is leading the entire 24th

district in membership quota. Of this number, 105 members are veterans of World
War II. At present there are 28 more
members than a year ago at this time.
Any employee of the Studio with an honorable discharge from either war is eligible
to join. Any old member will be glad to
take your application.
The membership
hold a "smoker"

The following letter is self-explanatory:
"My dear Mr. Doyle:
"According to orders received recently,
I expect to return to Inactive duty sometime in August and the Navy office will
be moved into Hollywood at that time.
"Through the columns of ACTION may
I express to all hands on the Twentieth
Century-Fox Lot my deep appreciation for
the warm hospitality and splendid cooperation given to the Navy during the four
and one-half years that we have been quartered with you.
"Whatever contribution we have made
in the film programs of the Navy, Marine
Corps and Coast Guard has been possible
only through the ever-willing assistance so
readily granted us by studio personnel.
"To each of you may I express our hearty
thanks. It has been a professional privilege and a personal pleasure to have been
with you, and I trust our paths may cross
frequently in the years of peace ahead.
Most Sincerely,
A. J. BOLTON,

We are sorry to see Captain Bolton
and his staff leave the Lot, and extend
our
Captain, USN."
congratulations and best wishes to him in
his new undertaking.

unanimously agreed to

late in September.

Those

of
you who the
attended
will
remember
fine timelastweyear's
had. party
This one
promises to be even bigger and better,
so watch for the date and hold it open for
a grand time.
Lou Witte had better be careful what
he says about the Marine Corps from now
on. Used to be that Lou was backed up by
about fifty "Dogfaces" when he made a
crack about the "Seagoln' Bellhops" and
the "Navy's Packmules." Poor old Fred
McKelvey was the only one to stick up
for the "Gyrines." But now, with the recent joining of several returned Marines,

ALEX TOW, private waiter to the executives in
the Green Room ot the Cate de Paris, recently
returned from his vacation.
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(The following excerpts from a letter received from Hank Gerzen of the Grip
Dept.,
dated
July 23,on 1945
"Berlin,"
furnish food
for thought
a timely
question.)
"Think twice about your treatment of
Japanese-American G.I.'s. Let's remember
they are American born and that they are
not responsible for what their parents or
friends have done. They were not drafted
Into our Army, but volunteered to serve.

\

-am.

i

"Let me give my personal experience
with the Japanese-American 442nd Combat Unit. When they started out to take
an objective,
they didn't stop until they
took
it.

HENRY ARNSTEIN, war reporter tor "Action"
and former correspondent for U. S. Army Forces
in the Middle East and Ninth Air Force in Europe,
recently returned to the Studio following an honoiable discharge from the Army. Before his enlistment three years ago, he was employed at TCF for
five years in several departments — Mail, Script,
Accounting and Publicity. Before being released
on the point system, Henry served in the following
campaigns; Egypt-Libya, Tunisia, Sicily, Italy, Air
Offensive of Europe, Normandy, Northern France
and Germany.

"It was these Japanese-Americans who
saved that lost battalion trapped by the
Germans for three weeks. The 442nd asked
to be allowed to make the try to save
them. On their first try they lost 400 men
and came back, as the cold weather was
too much for them. They asked to try
once more. This time they put on more
clothes and v/ore three pairs of socks, etc.
The next morning they made a bayonet
charge up the hill, taking a toll of 3 for I,
until they got to our lost battalion. When
It was all over there was only one-third of
the 442nd left standing, and those who
were wounded were still firing their rifles
while the medics were caring for them.
You can take my word for it that these
men are among the best the Army has
today.

Sgt. RICHARD THOMAS
of the Tabulating Dept,
visited the Lot recently on furlough. Dick was a
prisoner in Germany for four months, and had
an interesting story to tell. He wears the Purple
Heart, President Unit Citation, Combat Infantryman's Medal, European Battle Ribbon with two
Bronze Stars, and the Good Conduct Ribbon.

Biken, Germany
Dear Studio Club:

"Let's look back when Italy was at war
July 2, 1945
Nurnburg, Germany.
Hello, Gang:
Just a few lines of thanks for the cigarettes and "Action" magazine which I
have been receiving regularly from you.
The cigarettes are an always welcome
item, and the magazine brings home just a
little closer when I see some of the familiar
faces in it.
Well, I'm still here in Germany and although I know how many points I have,
I still don’t know what the score is so far
as getting home is concerned. We've still
got plenty of work to do and are kept
pretty busy most of the time.
The weather has been very uncertain
lately. We get a few days of good sunshine and then it starts raining for a few
days. Sure would like to get back to some
of that year-round good old California
sunshine.
Not much else to write about from
here. Thanks again for the packages, and
I hope it won't be too long before I see
you all again. So long for now and lots of
luck.
Sincerely,
Ray DeCarlo.
T/4 Ramus R. DeCarlo (39242842)
897th Ord. "H", Auto Maint. Co.
A.P.O. 230, do Postmaster
New York, N. Y.

against us — we didn't harm the Italian
people in the States, or the Germans. So
why pick on these men who were born in
the United States, just because they have
Japanese blood?
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Please forgive me for
swell letter long before
that everytime I had
spare I had no writing
versa.

Aug. 4, 1945
not answering your
this but it seemed
a few minutes to
materials, and vice

It certainly is wonderful to have such
loyal friends and I hope it will not be too
long before I can thank each of you in person for your unending generosity.
I have been receiving the cigarettes and
"Action" very regularly. Right now our
rations are two weeks behind and as I have
just received another carton of cigarettes,
I am very popular. It seems they always
come just at the right time.
The snapshot is yours truly and a wrecked
Jerry tank taken on the road to Berlin. Our
outfit was called back before reaching
there, however, and given another mission.
The gun is an 88 mm. Perhaps Lou Witte
would like to have one.
Why doesn't the Sound Department ever
have a column in "Action?" Better tell
them to "get on the ball." I know what is
going on in every department but my own.
I suppose I'll have to write to Joe Keenan
and get some news.
If you see Orv McCann or Clayton
Ward roaming around the Lot, please give
them my deepest regards and tell them I'm
Sincerely,
going
to write.
Thanks
again for your many kindnesses.
MERT

STRONG

T/Sgt. Merton Strong (18089910)
Hq. Btry. 447, A.A.A. (AW) Bn.
APO 758, c/o Postmaster, New York

Action
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acknowledging that carton of cigarettes
more regularly. On rare occasions they
show up In the mail, battered and worn
from
their
journey, but
It's damned
swell to
be long
remembered.
Thanks!
Please extend my kindest regards to the
gang, and I hope to get home soon.
As ever,
DON

MORGAN

Don Morgan, Y I/c, USCGR
USS LST 829
c/o FPO, San Francisco

ATTENTION
AND

T/Sqt. MERTON
STRONG
of the Sound Dept,
with a wrecked Jerry tank, on the road to Berlin.

8 August

1945

Dear Studio Club:
At a recent mall-call I was knocked to
the deck by the amazing revelation that
my name had been called. This, I assure
you, Is a most irregular procedure in my
overseas life. The letter, as I recall, was
dated sometime in February and had been
around the Pacific more than Admiral

EX-SERVICE
WOMEN!

MEN

At the time when a member of the
armed forces receives his discharge he is
advised by his commanding officer to have
his discharge paper recorded In the official record books of the county. Right
now the time during which the discharge
papers are kept at the Hall of Records for
this procedure is set at three months. In
order to enable the veteran to have a
copy of his discharge papers with him
while the original Is in the process of recording, Sllverwoods are making, free of
charge, a handy wallet size plastic sealed
photostatic copy that shows both sides of
the discharge papers.

read or seen In pictures about the Riviera.
We knew we'd have to fight our way in,
but once done and if you were lucky enough
to be left In a perpendicular position, there
would be a glass of wine . . . maybe champagne ... a pretty girl to look at . . . perhaps more. There would be sights to take
in . . . places we had always wanted to
see . . .
"The taking of southern France wasn't
too bad. I don't mean that if I were given
the choice I wouldn't rather catch the boat
at San Pedro for Catalina, but, as invasions
go, we had lots to be thankful for. I, for
one, was very grateful . . . because I came
through perpendicular.
"Now for a look-see at southern France.
When I got the green light, I headed for
Marseilles. I entered the city full of hope
and expectation. Twelve hours of walking,
rubber-necking and sight-seeing left me
hopeless and forlorn. Then, out of the corner of my eye I saw a sign on a building —
it read: FOX FILM. It didn't take any
knowledge of French to translate those two
words. A few seconds later, a vivacious
secretary was shaking by hand and saying:
'Bonjour, Monsieur ... I am tres happy to
see American soldier from Hollywood . . .
especially a co-worker in same company
... In one moment Monsieur Placereau,
the beeg boss, will see you.'
"Suddenly I wasn't lonely — I felt I was
among friends, my own people.

from

If the secretary's welcome was warm.
Monsieur Placereau rolled out the red car-

Major Hartwell, Head of Selective Service
Headquarters, Southern Division for California, this true copy can be used by the
veterans for identification, employment,
claims, etc.

pet! It was a wartime carpet — a little
faded and perhaps a little ragged at the
edges — but the sincerity and generosity behind it were pre-war, one hundred proof!

In accordance

with Information

different ships. The outside of your en-

I was taken to his home,
rounded byhis lovely family, sharing
meager food and depleted wine cellar.
we were talking a new language — a
French, a little English, with a lot of

velope looked like a doodler's dream, with
notations in red and blue — and a few nasty

throwing
don'tarehave
to know and
the pantomime.
language If You
people
as

notes asking me to "inform sender of your
correct address." Sounds easy — but believe
me, it isn't. You see, as a Coast Guard
combat correspondent, I move from ship
to ship, always on temporary duty. Truly,
i have no permanent address except the
one you now use.

friendly and hospitable as the Placereaus.

Mitscher's Task Force 58. This is understandable when you consider that in less
than ten months I have been tearing
around the Pacific on no less than seven

During almost fifty thousand miles of
travel, I have searched constantly for
buddies from TCF, but without success.
Twice I came close. At Iwo Jima I knew
that Johnny Campbell, who shared one of
FHarry Brand's flack-shacks with me and is
now a Marine Corps correspondent, was
hiding in some

stinking foxhole. But, al-

though I searched well, I couldn't locate
him. Then, at Okinawa I learned that Lew
Tate was building things overnight with
the Seabees, but this fact reached me
after I had left there. I made a second
visit to Oki but didn't locate him then
either. So, I'll have to wait for a postwar
Studio Club Golf Tournament, I guess.
I trust you'll accept my apology for not

This worthy gesture on the part of Sllverwoods isnoted here for the Information
of TCF ex-service men and women.

Following are excerpts from a letter recently received by SAM SILVER of the
Executive Barber Shop from his son, Pfc.
JOE SILVER of the Cutting Department:
"For nearly a year and a half, we had
been In Africa. Through three rainy seasons we had trudged the mud; through two
dry seasons we were sandblasted by the
desert winds. Always our eyes were on the
next stop. Where would It be? We sat It
out while Sicily fell. We twiddled our
thumbs while Mussolini was given his walking papers. Returning airmen told us we
were lucky — we were getting all the breaks.
I suppose we were. The accounts of what
was happening

"Soon

surtheir
Soon
little
arm-

"Yes, quicker than you can say Placereau,
I was no longer standing on foreign soil
and happy.
feeling sorry for myself. I was with 'folks'
"I don't know where my next stop will
be, but you can be sure that the first place
I'll head for will be the exchange office of
20th Century-Fox. There I know I shall find
other 'Placereaus' and a welcome sign over

the door."

at Cassino and Anzio cer-

tainly didn't read like travel bureau publicity, and yet we wanted to get moving
toward 'civilization'. Our preference would
have been the U.S.A., but that was hoping
against hope.
"Then 'they' decided. It was to be the
south of France. This quickened our pulse.
Our minds dwelt on those things we had

Pfc. JOE

SILVER of the Cutting Dept,
with Mr. and Mrs. Placereau.
(See accompanying letter.)

(center)
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Somewhere
Dear Friends:

on Guam

August 8. 1945

I wish to take this opportunity to thank
you for the cigarettes and gifts received
while I have been overseas. Also, I appreciated the copies of "Action" which were
received regularly, and I have enjoyed
reading the various articles and learning of
the many activities on the Lot. It was good
having an opportunity to read letters from
the others in service and hearing their
viewpoints.
This is my twenty-first month overseas
and I expect to leave here the end of this
month for leave and final discharge, so it
won't be too long before I'll be seeing all
of you.
Thanks ^gain for your thoughtfulness,
and my best regards to all.
HARRY MELLEN, C.Y.

"Many jobs like mine carried on In the
U. S. sometimes seem useless because the
man doing it cannot see with his own eyes
how It contributes to the killing of the
enemy soldiers. But if he thinks of the whole
picture, he can see that his job is very
important.
"It month
is very and
Interesting
'Action'
each
note an tooldread
cronie
here
and there throughout the departmental
chatter, who has seen action In some part
of the world. It is very hard to picture
him as the quiet, hard-working timekeeper
or clerk you used to know, when you read
of his exploits with knife, hand grenade
and carbine." Art Webb,

1st Lt., A. C.

individual. Considering the fact that I am
in a combat division, I have been very fortunate. After the Marshalls I was transferred out of the "line" and put into an
ordnance outfit. I have been in and seen
enough of the Infantry to realize that compared to them, other units hardly experience war. After that one break I am satisfied to sweat the rest of the war out without getting back to the States, but I will
admit that it would be nice.
Due to the shortage of women, even
"Gooks," beer, towns, parks, et al, the
only recreation we have are motion pictures. Naturally, every time I see the
Twentieth Century-Fox trademark, I feel a
yearning for home.
True, I have seen a lot of interesting
things in my travels but your newsreels can
tell more about them than I can. I guess
they can tell you just about everything except our feelings and fatigue, or perhaps
the colored cloud formations over the
equator and Saipan, or the warm, clear
water of tropical lagoons. But those are

The following are excerpts from a letter
received from LT. ART WEBB of the Accounting Department:

things you can hardly describe — I'm sure I
couldn't do them justice. Maybe some day
when I get home I can tell about them.
For a person with nothing to say I have
rattled on long enough. Thanks again for
everything.

"I, tor one, won't be able to tell of seeing a Jap sneak through the thick underbrush and of picking him off with my carbine the first chance he showed an eyelash, or of bombed European cities, or of
flying through fighter opposition and flak

As ever,
MORRIS
CpI. Morris Ratner (39264150)
727th Ordnance (IM) Co.

for a pay-off bomb run. No, I'll never get
overseas, but I am proud of my own job!
But it is equally important to remember
the other man's job and his pride in it!
All of us are contributing to the ultimate
smashing of the enemy in his air and on
his ground even though a great many
soldiers never meet the enemy in action.
"Some Army jobs are bloody ones, calling tor endurance and hardships. Others

APO 27, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California.

T/5 ARTHUR CURTIS of fhe Nursery Dept. Art,
now with the 56th Signal Bn. near Pilsen, is shown
here with a transport unit of the Signal Corps.
It must be an O.P.A. invention to eliminate tire
certificates for the back wheels.

require routine day-to-day plugging with
little excitement.
"Few men choose their jobs; the Army
puts them where it needs them. With my

Dear Studio Club:

past fifteen years of accounting and tabulating experience, I have been in Statistical
Control work since I left Fox to enlist in

I have been meaning to drop you a line
for some time now to thank you for the

November of '42 as a private.
"The lessons have been hard ones, for
almost all of us started as civilians who had

packages and copies of "Action," but I
guess I'm the world's greatest procrastinator. Anyway, please accept my apologies.

never heard of Morning

As for keeping track of time, that's
pretty difficult. Often I wish I could keep
track of myself. Like practically everyone
else, I seem to be constantly moving
around, and this tiresome old Pacific has
plenty of area to move around in. In the
twenty months I have been overseas I have
taken part in the assaults on the Marshall
Islands, Saipan, Tinian and Okinawa, and
I have rehabilitated from the Hawaiian
Islands to the South Pacific. All this meant

Report!

"My weapon today is not the M-l or a
pistol — it is a very stiff eight-week course
at Harvard University on how to arrange
facts and figures of past experiences and
place them in sequence to aid the various
services to accomplish their missions of destroying the enemy in battle. The Field
Manual gives us the secret of winning wars
when it states: 'No one arm wins battles
(Signal, Q.M., Cavalry, Crd., etc.). The
combined action of all arms and services
is essential to success. The characteristics
of each arm or service adapt it to the performance ofits special function. The higher
commander coordinates and directs the action of all, exploiting their powers to attain
the ends sought.'

RATNER.

.

15 July 1945

3 August

Dear Studio Club:

1945

I can't tell you how wonderful
has
been to be remembered by all of you,it and
I'd like to thank you for the "Action" magazine and the packages that I have received and enjoyed. However, sometimes
the mag

makes me very homesick and Increases my great desire to be back with

at TCF.
all of you
them!
sending

But please don't stop

At present I'm still fighting the "Battle
of Detroit". It's been going on almost six
months now with only one break. All kidding aside. I've been in the States so long
that when I do finally go over. I'll probably be policing "Buna Buna" for the next
ten years.
If I'm still in the good old U.S.A. about
Xmas time, I hope to be home on leave
and personally thank all of you for being
so kind to all of us.
Again, I thank you now for the packages

long periods spent on the high seas and

and "Action," and hope all is well with

other areas where there wasn't a single
mail box in sight. When I did get mail

Very sincerely,

I'd get such stacks of it that
catch up. In fact, one of my
of peace is the opportunity
one spot for a short time.
On the whole, though, I am

I never could
great dreams
of staying In
a very lucky

ERICH

VON

STROHEIM,

Jr.

Lt. Erich von Stroheim, Jr. (01799405)
728th
you. M.P. Bn. Camp River Rouge Park
Detroit 23, Michigan.

J.

B.

CODD
Entered

20TH CENTURY
BOX 900
BEVERLY

FOX

HILLS,

STUDIO

matfer

CALIF.

Office of fl ar hiformai'ton
— “Four Freedoms’’ )

Bulletin

Beyond the war lies the peace
United Nations . . . plan a world
men stand straight and walk free,
of all human trouble but free of

. . . The
in which
free not
the fear

Dear Studio Club:

The freedoms we are fighting for, we
who are free; the freedoms for which the
men and women in the concentration
camps and prisons and in the dark streets
of the subjugated countries wait, are four
in number.
"The first is freedom of speech and expression— everywhere in the world.
"The second is freedom of every person
to worship Sod in his own way — everywhere in the world.
"The third is freedom from want — which,
translated into world terms, means economic understandings which will secure to
every nation a healthy peacetime life for
its inhabitants — everywhere in the world.
"The fourth is freedom from fear — which,
translated into world terms, means a worldwide reduction of armaments to such a
point and in such a thorough fashion that
no nation will be in a position to commit
an act of physical aggression against any
neighbor — anywhere in the world."

Calif., under

of March

3, 1879.

Ryukyu Islands
Aug, 5, 1945

Hope this finds all the gang back there
O.K. It leaves me quite happy with the
good news I have just received — that I
may expect to be back with the gang once
more. I am about to receive my discharge
on the 42-and-over plan. Even though I am
anxious to get back home after more than

of despotic power, free to develop as individuals, free to conduct and shape their
affairs. Such a world has been more dream
than reality, more hope than fact; but it
has been the best hope men have had and
the one for which they have most consistently shown themselves willing to die.
This free-ness, this liberty, this precious
thing men love and mean to save, is the
good granite ledge on which the United
Nations now propose to raise their new
world after victory . . .
The faith people have in themselves is
what the free have to build upon. Such
faith is basic in them — man's hot belief in
man, a belief which suggests that human
beings are capable of ordering their affairs. This is a high compliment paid by
man to himself, an evidence or gesture of
self-respect, of stature, of dignity, and of
worth, an affidavit of individual responsibility.

class

at the Post Office,

Los Angeles,
Act

(From

as second

three years' service, there is something
about it that makes a guy want to continue, especially after getting so close to
Japan. But I know for sure that the younger
guys can finish it.
What I wanted to say most of all is that
I am most grateful for all you have done
to keep me posted on the home Lot, and
also for the cigarettes. As of now you had
better stop sending them, however, as I
expect to be on my way soon.
Again, let me thank each and everyone
who has anything to do with the Club and
helped to make fhis possible.
H. V. DUARTE, C.M. l/c.
JOSEPH DeMAGGIO,
Jr., U. S. Coast Guard, is
the son ot JOSEPH DeMAGGIO,
member of the
"Green Gang" of Landscape Set Dressers for the
past twelve years. Joe visited the Lot recently while
on 30-day leave. He has been in the Coast Guard
for 29 months, 27 of which were spent overseas
participating

in many ot tl'.e island invasions in the
Pacific area.

Dear Gang:

August I, 1945

Thanks very much for the book, "Low
Man on a Totem Pole." It was just what
I needed for complete relaxation.

There
urgent
“O”

need for type
whole

telephone
0121

is still an

blood-

Rochester

for appointment

The censor won't permit me to tell you
where I am at present, but it is in a rear
area, comparatively speaking — our "Rest
Camp." It is a welcome change after the
Okinawa campaign. The way our planes
have been pounding Japan, it may not be
long before the Marines will establish a
beachhead on Japan proper. It will be a
welcome change as far as yours truly is concerned, to trade my greens for a pin-stripe
suit. It may not be too long, at that.
Here I am rambling on without saying
much, so goodbye for now. Regards to all.
EDWARD E. NUGENT.
S/Sgt. Edward
III Amphibious
c/o Fleet Post
San Francisco,

E. Nugent USMC (839080)
Corps, Photo Unit
Office
California.
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The Voice

of the Lot

THE SCRIPT TEASE

MARGERY MUNSEY suffered concussion and severe cuts in an automobile acci-

By FLORENCE

MACK

dent. Here's hoping for a speedy recovery, Margery, — may you be back with us
real soon.
BEVERLY PEDERSEN has taken a threemonth leave of absence to prepare herself for the return of her husband from

FLORENCE MACK, our Script Tease reporter, isspending her vacation with her
favorite nephooooo. . . . So, you see by the
by-line of this column that it takes two
minds to replace the wit and humor of
our beloved reporter.

the European theater of action. In the
meantime, her sister, JCYCE DE MAREE,
has become a script distributor to keep
Bev informed on the activities around the
Lot.

LAWRENCE
MEYRON, Jr. returned
from the North African campaign, and has
since been discharged from the Army.

Welcome back greetings are in order
for DAISY GRANICH and JULIE ARLINGTCN after extended vacations.

Larry paid us a visit — he is displaying a
picture of a lovely French damsel who
comes from one of the most prominent
North African families. From all appearances, wedding bells may be ringing in the
near future.
Cur own handsome JACK HAMILTCN,
service-ribbons and all, has invaded the
Script Department directly from the invasion of Germany. He prefers fraternization with American gals, to European!
How about it, Jack!!!
Another of our returning vets, HENRY
ARNSTEIN, who did a splendid job as an
Army War Correspondent, is now associated with the Hollywood Reporter.
Glamorous BARBARA KLINE, capable
secretary to Molly Mandaville, arrived In
New York City on V-J Day amidst all the
gaiety and noise at the St. Moritz Hotel —
and, kids, if you've ever been to the St.
Moritz, you know why she is so confused.
Barbara visited with our own little sylphlike JILL WARREN (nee AUDRE RCCHLEN) who has taken New York by storm
with her coast-to-coast radio show.
ELEANCR

THALLS

LANE

celebrated

her third anniversary in Reno — with spouse,
natch! PCRTIA LUGCFF and husband,
Gordie, went to the High Sierras to cele-

Another promotion has come for ANITA
CCNNCLLY — from script distributor to
Dick Huckans' menage. While we're on the
subject of HUCKANS, INC., we noticed
that SHIRLEE WCCLLARD
was missed
very much while on vacation.
PCRTIA KENNISTCN had an uninvited

RUTH HOWARD
is in charge ot the mimeograph
division ot the Script Dept. There are now ten
people under her supervision but such has not
always been the case. Ruth came to the Publicity
Dept, seventeen years ago to operate the first
mimeograph machine purchased by TCP. At that
time scripts were run on ditto machines, but a
year later a mimeograph was installed for that
purpose and Ruth transferred to Script as a onewoman mimeograph-branch of that department.
Ruth is a gal of many talents — she is an accomplished pianist; her expertness with knitting and
embroidery needles beggars description; and, her
many friends on the Lot tell us her style of tinting photographs is seldom equaled, never excelled.

brate their first wedding

anniversary. By

the way, girls, can't you get together with
your spouses (not louses) in L.A.?????
At the same time our own little SALLY
SCHNEE CARY is spending six weeks at
the Last Frontier to regain her freedom —
Is she kidding?

caller in the wee hours of the morning —
instead of using the door, he used the
window. Portia screamed loud enough to
scare him away! Hasn't she heard of the
shortage of men?
What are the deals going on between
BCB RIDGEWAY
and BEN RCSENMAYER? Benny-Boy has decided to take
his vacation to collect his bearings?
We surely hope Florence picks this up
where we left off as it was quite a strain
on our feeble minds and we are on the
verge of collapse.

BLOOD BANK
We are happy to report that the need
for type "C" blood, as well as for plasma,
is past. All Blood Donor Centers of the
American Red Cross have been closed.
May we again express our thanks to
everyone who helped make the fine record
for TCF?

4
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At this writing, Mr. and Mrs. Kahn are
vacationing at Del Mar. It Mr. K can pick
horses like he can pick beauty and talent,
he should be doing all right, all right.
IRMA BERMUDEZ was at home for several days nursing a sprained ankle as a
result of a little mountain-climbing expedition over Labor Day week-end. (You will
try to make like an athlete, Irma!)
BENNO SCHNEIDER, our favorite Test
Director, has obviously been spending his
week-ends at the beach. He's acgulring a
most attractive bronze.
GERRY (Casting Office) NOMIS' handsome son, STRAT (former Lieutenant in the
Air Corps and quite a hero) is out at the
Actor's Lab. It's a far cry from a flyer to
an actor but we think Strat has what it
takes, even though he insists — modest boy
— that he isn't even in the amateur class
as yet.
RHODA

BURSK,

"Action"

reporter for New

Talent

Types. Rhode's wit and gay good humor have
been adding lest not only to her department, but
to the entire Old Ad. for the past year.

NEW TALENT TYPES
By RHODA

BURSK

BERT HICKS, one of our contract "glammer" boys, is back from the wars and with
us again. Bert is visiting in our office right
now and has been telling us what a rugged
time he had of it in the Army Air Force.
Said he had spent a year in the Belgian
Congo with the "Winged Victory" unit.
(We delved further into this Belgian Congo
business and discovered it was in . . .
Texas, U.S.A.!) And

Here

we

are back with all you

nice

people again — and we hope we were conspicuous by our absence in last month's
"Action."

we were being so-o-o

sympathetic.
Have to get back to the tubs now —
the wash is piling up. Hope to be back
with you again next month, with more types
about types.

PEACE . . . it's wonderful, isn't it? The
luxurious feeling of sliding into a service
station and saying "fill 'er up" ... or
waltzing into a drug store and asking for
"a carton of Old Golds, please" (or your
favorite brand), still seems too good to be
true. Can you imagine how thrilling it
will be when we can pick up a couple of
pairs of Nylon stockings when we go ashopping . . . and when we can say to our
butcher, gently but firmly, "I'll take that
nice big filet mignon you have there" . . .
and, of course, best of all, when the boys
start coming home!
its wonderful!

We

repeat — PEACE,

Lots of things have transpired since our
last column, and if you'll just give us a
moment to gather ourselves together and
stop drooling over the above, we'll try to
bring you up to date.
If you'll remember (though we doubt you
will), a few months ago we menHoned that
IVAN KAHN, our Boss, had added to his
long line of discoveries, a beautiful, exotic
Hawaiian-born girl named LORETTA LUIZ.

PAYROLL PERIODS
By LOLA

SHADLAUS

They're off again with that optimistic
spring in their walk and that gleam in their
eyes — two qualities so characteristic of
"HATHAWAY'S CHICKS" bowling team.

DOROTHY BELLIVEAU has that "starry"
look about her and a certain "JIM" Is heM
responsible. As this goes to press, Jim I^H

82 points and a two week's wait for

discharge. We wonder
holds for Dorothy???

what

the future

Guess who's back with the department?
Yeah, EDNA CHRISTIE — or should I say,
"Mrs. VAN LANKOVSKY?" We thought
that marriage would make a serious woman
of her but she still gives out with her usual
corn.
Of course, Edna isn't the only one like
that. The other day I noticed DORENE
ANDERSON's

tired looking eyes and In a

motherly sort of way, asked: "Don't you
think late hours are bad for one?" With a
coy expression, she answered: "Oh, yes,
but they're all right for two." Well, such
Intellectual conversations seem to be carried on each and every day — so, with a
groan, I resume my work.
Mr. HAROLD BOW undoubtedly would
have enjoyed his son's leave much more If
SHIRLEY LYON had been vacationing
somewhere In Arrowhead or the likes. As
It was, Shirley was at home (she lives next
door to the Bows), BOBBY seemed interested in Astronomy, so, being a congenial
sort of female, what could Shirley do but
be a good listener as Bobby talked about
it!
the stars? Well, that's how she explained
EDITH

SPANGLER

put her vacation to

good use — she used It to rest up, which Is
more than can be said for a few others —
huh, Banta! We'd certainly like to know
what the special attraction Is— at Arrowhead. Itseems to draw the gals from this
department the way honey draws flies.
Jean Banta practically knocked herself out
getting up there — Shirley Davison and
Shirley Lyon did the same thing. Guess
ROZELLA NAGEL and I will have to go
next. Ah, yes!
All else seems quiet In the Payroll Department, so in order not to disturb those
at rest. I'll be signing off.

Captain JEAN "Red" BANTA has under
her wing, SHIRLEY DAVISON, GWEN
REED, SHIRLEY LYON and — yours truly.
Don't know how I got in with the big
leaguers but — I'm in! Instead of red-andwhite this season, the team is donning
Kelly-green gabardine slacks and white
blouses. Not bad, if I do say so as I
shouldn't. Gwen Reed has been handed a
lovely headache — that of Secretary of the
TCF Bowling League. Lucky Gwen!
Last year's bowling season didn't shake
Mrs. HARRY JAMES' confidence In H.
BOW and his team, so she'll again sponsor
"BETTY GRABLE'S PINUPS." We certainly wish them as much luck this year as

Well, we're happy to report that the lovely
Loretta has been signed by TCP to a term
contract. (Oop! a scoop!)

they've had In the past.

NANCY GUILD, another pretty young
addition to our contract list, tells us she
knows of a super diet. If it will make us

While everyone's talking about bowling,
contrary ED ARNOLD finds more interest
in his family — of kittens. Yep, Eddie has

look like Nancy, we're all for it. (Sharp eyes
RUFUS Le.MAIRE, our Casting Head, had
when he picked this one off the cover of
Life Magazine.)

become a "kittenologist" and now has nine
kittens to experiment with. No comments
pertaining to his new venture are made by
the department.

BELLIVEAU. The "periods" are glad
DOROTHY
That Dorothy decided to leave Holyoke, Mass.,
flat, and bring her smile to Payroll Dept, at TCF.
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The brown gal
DENISE RHODE.
licious hue at Lake
We meant to ask

that just went by is
She acquired that deArrowhead.
KAY PRYOR about the

figure-eights she makes with her car.
MARGIE CORSO has a farm, or at least

HULDA
"Andy" RICHARDSON
of the Ladies'
Wardrobe Dept. Andy is torelady of ladies' finished wardrobe, and has been in the department
for several years. She is also in charge of the
"Lost and

Found Bureau" of Ladies' Wardrobe —
they lose it, she finds it.

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By LOUISE KNAPP
If you came in the back door of the
Ladies' Wardrobe, past the battery of ironing boards, and made a left turn at Linda
Darnell's figure, you would find LIZZIE
ROGERS, fitter. Lizzie would be busy making a little confection dated I 876— bustled,
ruffled and boned — so pretty that even
RENE HUBERT, who designed dozens of
such lovely things for "CENTENNIAL SUMMER," would modestly sigh, "C'est magnifique!" The deft fingers of the fitters —
Lizzie, ETHEL ELANDER, LORENA NELSON and ZOYA NEDZVETSKY — have
swathed the stars of "CENTENNIAL SUMMER" in taffeta and laces. PIEDAD and
her girls, wizards with beads and embroidery, have turned out some exquisite detail
for the costumes.
A little tinkle has preceded Constance
Bennett in for fittings — a little tinkle of the
collar on dainty "Sister Prue." "Sister
Prue's" coiffure, in the best tradition of
miniature poodles, is worn short around the
middle with rectangular panties, and

a peach
tree —forwith
peaches.
We've
fresh
peaches
a snack
now and
then.had
Speaking of peaches . . . MARGIE
BANKSTON has been shouting herself
hoarse about something. So far nobody
knows what it is about, but Margie is
awfully hoarse!
Sketches are knee-deep in BONNIE
CASHIN's pink-and-green office. Bonnie
has been assigned the difficult task of
making a Siamese lady look charming in
a panung, in which the lady must make her
entrance before the King — on her knees
and elbows. Bonnie's sketches are delightful. "THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE"
gives Bonnie a chance to present something new in beachwear — bathing suits of
1907. Miss Cashin has also designed wardrobe for "CLUNY BROWN."
KAY NELSON, who does amazing things
with hats, having completed "LEAVE HER
TO HEAVEN," is busy with "PRECINCT
33" and "SHOCK." She is sketching interesting clothes for Lynn Bari.
YVONNE WOOD, designer with more
than a touch of rhythm, is learning to
straighten up and fly right on Saturday
afternoons with a sure-nough airplane —
cross-country flights and everything, solo!
Yvonne has just finished clothes for "DOLL
FACE." Her costumes for the Carmen
Miranda number, "Chico Chico" are exciting and colorful.
VIOLA RICHARDS, one of our wardrobe girls, just scooped everybody by announcing her marriage. She left before we
could find out who the lucky man is, but
that just shows what can be done with a
vacation!

BUSHMAN

of the Transportation

Dept.

Harry has been ^ driver for the past three years,
during which time he has made many friends on
the Lot.

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK

STOLZE

A big handful of congratulations from
all the boys to that grand person, HARRY
BUSHMAN, on his recent marriage. Good
luck and much happiness, Harry — Louise
is a very sweet girl.
WALTER CULLEN is confined to the
Veterans Hospital at Sawtelle and may be
there for sometime. If any of you fellows
are in that vicinity, please stop in to see
him. Walter, the boys here at the Studio
wish you
seein'
you. a speedy recovery — we'll be
To PAT PALAMOUNTAIN and his lovely wife, we of the Transportation Department extend our heartfelt sympathy for
the loss of your beloved child.
It is with deep regret that we report the
death of FRANK ROWE. His ready smile
and cheerfulness will certainly be missed.
Deepest
sympathy Is extended to Mrs.
Rowe.
Well, boys and girls, this Is the month
the goblins prowl. Have fun but do be
careful. The rainy season Is here which, unfortunately, Iusually
s
the time for an undue
number of accidents. We request all to
drive with caution to prevent anyone from
being hurt. All operators of our rolling
equipment please follow the safety measures set up by the Studio.
My highest respect to all mothers. The
things they know that a man can never
learn. I am now certain beyond the
shadow of a doubt that they are made of
stronger stuff. I went shopping for shirts

brushed high on the nose. "Miss Prue" has
eyes only for her charming mistress.
A chic white hat will be going to a wedding soon, and under the jaunty feather,
slightly to the right, will be ANDY. Andy
handled wardrobe for Shirley Temple when
Miss Temple was a child star on the Lot.
The wedding? — Miss Temple's.
LEE ROTH was called away by the death
of her father In Superior, Nebraska. Lee's
desk has always been a colorful corner of
Wardrobe, and it is awfully dull without
her.
Mr. LeMAIRE has returned to his desk
after a long absence. Everyone is happy
to see him in good health again.

HARRY

These

two

happy

people

are DOROTHY

HARRIS

of the Visitors' Reception Room, and her husband,
Lt. Cecil Barker of the A.A.F. Dorothy has been
with TCF for eight years and is one of the most
popular girls on the Lot. She is captain of the Fox
unit for Hollywood Canteen, an expert bowler,
dancer

extraordinary, and — why go on, when
all know our vivacious Dorothy?

you

for my boy. The salesgirl was very courteous and helpful. The shirts were bought,
taken home and, to my dismay, were too
small. Another trip to exchange them for
a larger size. Homeward bound again.
Right size, but short sleeves. Back to the
shop again. This time there were no long
sleeves, no correct size — no shirts! Hot,
tired and fit to be tied, I was back where
I had started. What a way to spend a vacation!
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From what other people say, if you have
never met WENS VVOSTAK you undoubtedly haven't missed anything. On the other
hand, they say if you do meet him, you
probably will miss something. So watch
your false choppers — I think he's looking
for an extra set. Wens just had a little
vacation up north a ways and stopped in
one of the best eating places there. The
waiter brought out the finest meal for
Wens and his wife, but later noticed that
while Mr. Wostak was devouring the food
with gusto, the Mrs. was just sitting idly by
with a forlorn and far-away, neglected look
in her eyes. So, the waiter said, "Lady,
why you no like my food. I cuke you zee
flneest big carrot stew I have. You just seet
and look at heem
Meet
fashion

RAY

GRANTHAM
by the coming chrysanthemums. He is very proud to display the latest

in peace-time
"the

hair-dos — this one

You

NURSERY TALES
TAYLOR

If some genius could submit a well conceived idea to "Action" reporters that
would enable them to start out the month's
gossip column with a bit of the zest and
oomph Varga gets into his enticing cover
gals, I'm certain our reading public would
take a definitely increased interest. But
since we can't all be V/inchells or Wilsons,
you read this at your own risk. If you like
it, you're lucky; it you don't, you're still
lucky! It could be worse — or could it?
Even though vacations are but a brief
respite, they can prove to be the high light
throughout the year's regular work. At
least the lights must have been very bright
for some of our September vacationers.
They set out with tanks full of gas and
water-cooled recaps. When the recaps quit
running cool, they had no alternative than
to make that spot their vacation wonderland.
LARRY DYER did reach his destination,
however, but must have been anxious to
get back home, from the following description he gave:
Back there when summer comes, it really
comes
To fry you through and through.
In fact, you'd swear the Gates of Heat
Are built next door to you.
They toil and sweat replanting lawns
That place is not for loafers.
The flowers they raise are not for looks
But strictly for the gophers.
If nature is a-calling
You'll find loads of nature there.
With termites at your front door.
Black widows at the rear.
Pneumonia lurks in every breath
Of all that salty air.
If asthma hasn't bothered you
It's sure to get you there.

"Oh, it's quite all right," she replied.
"You see, I have false teeth and I just
have to wait till he gets through using

is called

invisible coiffure."

By JIMMIE

eat it."

see, with things like this, what

I

mean by taking your own chances at readthem!"
ing this. Just one more item and I'll quit.
GLENN HARMAN, the Nursery Manager, spent an enjoyable time with his family in some of California's scenic vacationland, and nothing could be more beautiful
than Yosemlte Park or the Giant Sequoias.
Since both of these places were included
in their itinerary, they involved some very
interesting conversations. Glenn has three
very fine boys and all of them are interested in their Dad's work here at the
Studio. At the first sight of the Giant
Sequoias, one of the boys said, "Gee, Dad,
you would be a real success if you could
grow trees like that at the Studio. I'll bet
they'd cost a lot of money, huh?"
With growing boys it requires adroitness
and all of one's mental faculties to adequately cope with their questions, and
Glenn deserves credit for this slxty-fourdollar answer:
"Boys, success is just a period in life
when you make more money to meet obligations you wouldn't have if you didn't
make so much money."
See you next month.

LAB-LAFFS

It's quite a jaunt from Western Ave. Lab to India,
but these three men made it— smilingly. Left to
right: Major BEN BERG, Lt. ALAN DeWITT, and
T/S HAROLD
CHURCH.
Major Berg informs us
he has had over three years in the army, of which
about eighteen months have been spent overseas
in China, Ceylon, Burma and India. Lt. DeWitt and
Sgt. Church

haven't

told us a
travels.

GOLDFARB

When General MacArthur signed the
surrender terms for the Allied Powers, he
also signed the honorable discharge papers
for CLARK G. MURRAY. Cur boy Clarkie,
a negative cutter, has been aiding Washington for three years to help whip the
Nip. Now with his gallant duties done, a
swell guy like Murray has been returned to
us. Cne picture is worth ten thousand
words, but one Clark Murray is worth a
million. . . .
JAMES GIBNEY pulling an Eddie Cantor
by acquiring his first son ... in law. The

their

best wishes of all of us at the Lab to Gib's
daughter, JANE.
When vacationing in Sequoia National
Park, MART BCLGER had to wait in line
for everything — yes! everything.
BILL BERRIGAN shaved his head down
to a brilliant skin, never dreaming his shiny
cranium would fog the raw film stock in
the dark printing room. Now William is
wearing
a black skull cap, without cross
bones.
Snow

white HAIR-Y

TAYLGR

with his

Florida tan acquired atop his apartment —
so becoming to his complexion and so
much cheaper, too.
DCRCTHY HALL making her vacation
permanent, reading a romantic magazine
and
coke
while
relaxing 'neath,
not a sipping
cabana a but
a hair
dryer.
MCRT FRIED whistling through his gums
while his dentist whistles while he works.
PERRY

CCMC

singing to his playback

on "DCLL FACE," having the bobbysockers screaming. . . . RAYMCND
KCENIG impersonating Perry and having
because
it was
good. — and
screaming
everybody

By DAVE

thing about

I don't mean

HENRY WEBER purchasing his first cigalifted. rette lighter, since gas rationing has been
A

"grand"

fellow in this Lab is none

other
than ERNEST
real name.

H. GRAND.

That's his

GERTRUDE HERRCN and IRENE KCHLER waving their hankies good-bye to the
Lab and its personnel. VVith new household and kitchen equipment being released, Irene and Gertrude are going back
to their first love, housewifery. We shall
miss "I" and "G", but thanks for all the
pleasant years you have given us. Boo-hoogoo'bye girls!
Brighten up gang, look who we have
with us and darned welcome, too — LCR-

October,

RAINE

1945

WHITE,

CLIFFORD

NORMA

PETERSON.

T. DAVE

Don't we

and

HCFFMAN, HCWARD
CCCLEY
and
FRED REZK back within the next few
weeks, that would be something.

all feel

tter now? Let's dry our eyes, blow our
ses and smile, smile, smile.

What makes RILEY so full of pep these
days? JCHNNY WILLIAMS breaking in

After WAYNE MILLER's plants outgrew
their tomatoes, he started another plant a-

a pretty good bunch of boys — nice thing Is
that they can all work high.

growin'. If you look closely you'll find it on
his upper lip. Any similarity to a mustache
is purely coincidental.
How

will you be dressed for your Halloween Party this year? Will you be the

"Belle of the Bawl," "The Height of Fright,"
"Saint of Faint" or "Dream of Scream"?
If you want something unique, I have just
the face for you to be the guest of pest.
With my special remover cream, you may
rent this beastly face for a measly fee and
be the first at the party to have the door
slammed In your puss. Why be a wall
flower when you can get the pot? The
nose will enable you to spear the apple in
the tub, hold it until bitten into, thereby
winning first prize. My mask may be rented
for one night only. If interested mail your
phone number tp Dave Goldfarb, Western
Avenue, and I shall call you. Remember —
The Ghostman Always Rings Twice.
Have

PETA BARTCLCMEC is getting the cross
double — broke the head off his steel hammer so is going to melt down an axle Ford
and make his own.

fun, kids!

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

PITCHMAN

Everybody back from locations and now
the old merry-go-round starts all over
again. Too bad about that mishap in Utah,
especially when the boys were just returning from a ten-week hike. Assistant cameraman JACK WENDELL suffered the most
when a car carrying GLEN CAMPBELL,
RAY SCHELL and Jack overturned on the
Cedar Breaks Canyon
escaped with bruises.

road. Glen and Ray

The shipping cases are being dusted off
for a jaunt to Costa Rica. Those requests
for Panamas will be filled, even though the
Puerto Rico festival flopped. FRANK GILRCY's eyes blazed when he heard of the
trip. He Is still seeking buyers for his
brash purchases of haberdashery.
WCCDY LAGUNE is with us again, and
happy we are to see him. So many new
faces, one pusher was heard to remark that

Former assistant director FRANK SULLIVAN is back in the Prop Dept. Smart boy.
It was either the sight of that forlorn-looking pay check, or the relaxing on meat rationing. With meat more plentiful, our
former lavish banquet scenes will be back
In the script and ice boxes will again bulge
with the good things of life!

BETTE MILLER, clerk in the Grip Dept, office.
Bette came to TCP from Oregon, and in her almost
two years on the Lot has lent her smile and charm
to several departments, including Construction,
Landscape, Prop Shop and Mill.

The still of AL THAYER in police officer's
garb scares us. WALTER FAXCN's equipment in from Utah completely overflowing
the grip room. BRCWNIE tried a little
pushing — he would prefer pushing a velocilator. A lot of shows to start.
EDDIE LEDGERWCCD has one — "CENTENNIAL SUMMER." A lot of big names
in it. SAMMIE BISHCP arranging the technicolor man-killers with much adeptness.
ERNIE and GABBY are together again.
The Production Gffice will have to keep
the closing day on a picture a secret. There
simply isn't enough to go round. We didn't
do too bad — empty bottles are still at a
premium.
Shy-eyes McARDLE took another short
vacation last month. HARCLD, In the machine shop, and PETE LCREANC, his assistant, are really putting out with the
HANK GERZEN is here. Probably has
goods.
the longest record of service life in the grip
room. Now if we can only get CHUCK

If I ever make

a

Paree location, NAP

VALLY will be a "must go." His exquisite
French accent is so tuneful and, ahem,
helpful.
Where

are

all these people

coming

from? We're getting tired of standing in
line for a movie. Note to the front office:
How about some of those former previews
for employees on the Lot? It used to be a
lot of fun. Now that we have gas, what
And
say-

that's the lot. Adios Amigos.

CAMERA DEPARTMENT
By BESS LASKY

and SID RAGIN

Three lucky lensmen, namely JOE MacDONALD, BUD MAUTINO and JOHN
VAN WORMER, found their "Shangri-la"
on Pike's Peak, Colorado, recently where
they photographed scenes for the coming
production
"RAZOR'S
understand ofwill
not roll EDGE,"
until thewhich
first we
of
Strangers are in our midst! CHARLIE
CLARKE and his crew — and we mean crew!
— consisting of DON ANDERSON, KENNY
GREEN, CLYDE DeVINNA, KENNY WILLIAMS, AL LEBOVITZ, JACK WENDALL,
HUGO BRANDON and JIMMY COWEN,
have at last arrived home. After a two
month tussle in Kanab, Utah, they turned
variety.
out another Monpack epic of the equine

That Intimate little group in the Cafe de
Paris really tuck away a lot of food. Nick
is going to take away their tablecloth if
they don't quit using it for a blueprint.
JCHNNY LUGC can always say the right
thing at the wrong time.

— they still look good!

Why I remember my uncle Joe — no, that
story would bore you, but DANNY WURTZEL is such a comfort for frayed nerves.

the year.

he couldn't bawl his men out because he
doesn't know them well enough. When
ART WALTER, bird fancier extraordinary,
gets mad at his hobby he can always have
the last word — fried or broiled.

Hate to throw away a new sheet of gas
ration stamps which arrived two weeks late

With the scarcity of overalls, our standbys look like *— *, and the newcomers look
like standbys. Talking of the newcomers,
you would be startled to know the background of these boys. Their service awards
would cover a good sized table, and they
are so nonchalant about the whole thing.

GLEN

CAMPBELL
are way

in Utah.

As

usual, the grips

out in front — in chow

line.

By the time you read this column, Warrant Officer PAUL MOHN will be getting
outfitted in a Hart-Schaffner-Marx and will
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SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
Now

Is the time for all of the boys to

go down and back our Electric Department bowling team. We have a good team
this year, sponsored by Dick Haymes. They
tell me the uniforms are really something
to see. Come on down to the alleys and
see the "Juicers" In action. The team Is
composed of the following players; Captain, BERT JAEGER: FRED HALL; PHIL
HENDERSON;
HARRY
JONES; and
JACK DIMMACK.
Some of fhe boys of the Second Unit of "S
MOKY," on location at the Cheyenne Rodeo.

lay the blues away In moth balls. Next
month will see MAYNARD RUGG back in
harness.
Captain ROY IVEY writes that he Is
awaiting word on his discharge, but so far
is still in England.
Pfc. HUGH
CRAWFORD
was transferred from Okinawa to Pearl Harbor,
which is quite a few miles closer to San
Fernando Valley.

CARL

CABIBI

has just finished pinch-hit-

for Fred
Kelly 'way
up Hills
In Kanab,
Utah.
Fred tinghad
to return
to Fox
to start
his
new picture, "Sentimental Journey."
We recently had a visit from Jimmy
Wotherspoon of the Navy. Jimmy relayed
regards to the department from all the fellows In the Photographic Unit. Right back
at you, boys — best of everything!
ZEKE DAVIS and DUTCH McLEAN are
still on the sick list. We are all pulling for
them and hope to see them back on the
job soon.
DON MYERS

On location in Arizona for "Leave Her to Heaven."
Back row, left to right: Sam Silverstein, Bill Griefrath, Don Myers, Cornel Wilde, Bob Ibling, Lee
Dunbar and Harry Roberts. Kneeling, left to right:
Bob Henderson, Silly and Louie Spinella.

pumped up. His son Is back after a long
time away with the Navy. He was a visitor
on the set with his Dad, and Bert took some
time off so they could bring each other
up to date.
The passing of J. DAVIS was a great
shock and real loss, and the Electric Department extends deepest sympathy to
Mrs. Davis and family.

is still on location In Utah,

Lieutenant JIM ENGLE is recuperating beautifully at his home In the Valley,
and now reports to the Naval Hospital
only one day a week. He was injured in
an airplane crash at Saipan.
JOE MacDONALD and crew will soon

Brother, If you have never fished In "Hot
Oreek," then you've never fished for trout!

be booked at "PRECINCT 33," charged
with photographing same. Otto Brower
will be Desk Sergeant with megaphone
in hand.

FRED HALL and his family report a
wonderful time in the Mammoth Lake section. Fred brought back a beard that Is
something to behold!

No, 'taint the alarm clock; it's the phone
in the Plumbing Shop shrilly greeting the
first plumber In the door, at 6:45 a.m.

Shades of the Orient! "ANNA AND
THE KING OF SIAM," which Is scheduled
for shooting In the near future, will be in
the able hands of ARTIE MILLER.

Can you Imagine anyone going to Yosemite and not throwing a line Into the
water — even ELLIS JOHNSTONE?

faucets In the Cafe. Come

If you see GLEN MacWILLIAMS walking on air, the answer is that his daughter,
June, Yeoman Second Class, expects to be
home soon. She served at the Photo Science Lab at Anacosta.

handling the battery for the second

unit.

You
can take
word for it—
the trout
are your
really reporter's
there.

STAN WARN, after a few weeks rest,
had an operation on his arm but Is now
back doing the same good work.
BERT JAEGER has been walking on air
lately, and not because his heels were

The prize crew of JOE LaSHELLE,
LLOYD AHERN, RAY MALA and Prof.
GORDON
BICKNELL, are about to wind

By CHARLEY

ANDERS

TIng-a-IIng-a-IIng!!!

"There's steam coming out of the water
"O.K.

over quick."

Leave the faucets open and you'll

soon get water," Is the plumber's advice.
He throws some tools into a box and
makes for the Cafe boiler room. Apparently the thermostat had been making
whoopee with the thermometer during the
night. The thermometer was out cold, showing only 50 degrees (with the water boiling).
The thermostat had a fighting jag on and
was holding the gas controls open.

up "DOLL FACE."
NORMAN
BRODINE, ROGER SHEARMAN, BUD BROOKS and PETE GLOWER
are on a "SENTIMENTAL
cute title, eh?

PIPE LINES

Any-

there was lots
hot water
what way,
a plumber
is Inofmost
of the and
time.that's
TIng-a-IIng-a-IIng!!!

JOURNEY"—

"The drain at the Plaster Shop is stopped
and it's holding up production."

Floral Decorations

That's a three-hour job. Anyone thinking otherwise, try cleaning out a drain filled
with casting plaster. That takes another
plumber,
and two is all we have so early
In
the morning.

a

Specialty

LDMM’S
GDFLOWERS
and

Ting-a-IIng-a-IIng!!!
"There's a stoppage

Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Open Evenings
Monica Blvd.
and Sundays
Beverly Hills,
California
Crestview 1-0915

MAURINE

LACY,

secretary

the Electrical Dept.
about

Maurine

41/2 years. She

she's been

to Dave
has been

hails from

Anderson

of

on the Lot

Texas,

but says

in California so long she feels like a
native daughter.

room

in the ladies rest

In the Wardrobe."
"Sorry, honey, we won't have a man
loose until ten o'clock."
"But I don't want a loose man," replies
an Indignant female voice. I just want a
good, efficient, moral plumber.

October,

9

1945

"O.K. lady; at ten o'clock — that's the
best we can do."
Ting-a-IIng-a-IIng!!!
"It's Larry of Effects. Will you turn on
the gas on Stage 16?"
Ting-a-IIng-a-lingll!
. "Jack Ferguson speaking. We're ready
for you to put the eight-inch pipe line under the tracks at the railroad station, and
the contractor wants to cover it this afternoon."
It weighs eight hundred and fifty pounds
to the length. There are five lengths to
catch and screw up in a narrow ditch, with
a grand total of four plumbers working.
But with the help of the Labor Department, itgets done.
Ting-a-ling-a-lingll!
"You know that bathroom set on Stage
1.0? The director wants it practical now,
for hot and cold water. We move In at one
o'clock."
Ting-a-ling-a-ling!l!
By now BOB FALCONER is muttering:
"More d
business than Wanamaker's."
Ting-a-IIng-a-lingll!
"The drain from the blue-print machine
is plugged."
Ting-a-ling-a-ling!!l
"What's the matter with the water pressure in the Stars' Dressing Rooms? It's so
low the stars must bathe in relays."
That's bad. Another job must be stopped
while we by-pass the pressure regulator.
Fox stars must be clean.
Ting-a-ling-a-lingll!
There's a wild wall to be moved on Stage
8 and the gas brackets must be disconnected. The company is waiting."
Ting-a-ling-a-lingll!
"Walter Strohm speaking. A city inspector says the neighbors are complaining
about mosquitoes breeding in our lakes
and sumps. Pour some Diesel oil on the
mosquito-troubled waters.
Ting-a-ling-a-lingll!
But what's the use? That's just the way
It is in the Plumbing Shop and you have
troubles of your own, I s'pose.

"COFFEE

SHOP" — characterizations by Claudia.

AN EX-SERVICE MAN SAYS:

KEEPING TAB
By KAY STURM
Due to the busy days we have had lately (and we do mean busy) and JIMMIE
STEIN's departure from TCF, we have neglected our report from the Tabulating
Dept., but we hope to have a column
monthly from now on.
We welcome the many new faces around
here — SYLVIA KREJCIK, formerly of Sausalito, California, who is anxiously awaiting
her husband's release from the service;
BETTY HEMLINGER of Miami, Florida;
RICHARD PICCHICNE, Washington, D.
C.; BETTE KEAPCCK, Wisconsin; HERB
FEHNER, North American Aviation; PAULINE HCRNER, Vega Aircraft; DCRIS
FAUGHT, Columbia Studios; HELEN REED
and JANE GRIMES. Please note: Richard,
Herb and Doris are single!
We also welcome DARRELL PETERS as
our Department Head. Darrell worked
down here but transferred to the Accounting Department, and we are mighty glad
he is back with us again permanently.
EDDIE BURKE has returned from Hawaii
but is spending some time at the hospital
before returning to the Studio.
DICK THCMAS has been visiting In the
east and having a little fun before he decides to go back to school and work.
ELLEN BRADFCRD has returned from
spending three months in New York with
her husband.

DARRELL

PETERS, new head of Tabulating Dept.

That's the news for now.

Cnee again I'm a civilian! Cf course,
the transition from soldier to civilian Involves far more than changing scivles for
civles. I have even heard it said that some
will never be able to make the complete
change successfully. In my own case It has
been comparatively easy, as almost everyone seems anxious to be of help.
Many of us came home a little bitter —
many, perhaps, have reason to be. I had
felt that when I returned I should be recompensed for all I'd missed during the last
few years. Now I know differently. No one
owes us a thing. We gained knowledge
overseas we might never have had; we met
men we will always be proud to remember;
we were In countries we'd never even heard
of; we found that v/hlle the little Joe from
Podunk might be a bit hickish, he was a
brainy guy when on the business end of a
gun; we realized that our little world was
but a small part of the great whole; and,
most important of all I think, we found out
why our country meant so much to us
when we met men from all walks of life
who help to make It great — when we saw
democracy at work!
That job is done, thank God! All that
most of us want now Is to take our places
In this great country — nothing more nor
less, and we have little time for the guys
who want something for nothing.
Yes, it's far better to have gone through
the hell of war, than to spend a lifetime
hemstitchnig a Jap'sHarold
lawn! A. Jones
Music Dept.
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LABOR DEPT. NEWS

POSTAL PACKIN' MAMAS
By SUSAN

RANGER

By GLENN
With

These torrid fall days find most of
us in the Mail Department looking a bit
bedraggled and feeling irritable. We often
wonder when someone calls for a special,

DON

MAY

and GLADYS

BROYLES,

staggering

out

murmuring

HAROLD
JONES, your "Action" reporter this
month for Musical Notes. Harold has just returned
from

three years in the Pacific theater of operations and came back with the Presidential Unit

Citation, Bronze

Star, Air Medal

and

Purple Heart.

By HAROLD

A. JONES

"Thank you very much". Such never-failing
courtesy as hers and our Rock of Gibraltar,
LOWELL BRAGG (the often very late Mr.
Bragg), is highly appreciated by everyone,
particularly AUDRE and myself, the twin
voices of 447.

from present-day happenings and recall the
old days.

restful suite of rooms to fry an egg — and
I'm the egg!

Spot Notes: PHIL SNYDER, colorful figure in the Labor Dept, for about fifteen

off three days with an Infected tooth . . .
GUS

Inasmuch as I haven't been back long
enough to know everyone, I will stay away

saying, "Horses sweat and men perspire,
but LADIES only glow!" And, putting it
delicately. I'm glowing like mad. It is at
least hot enough in this charming, spacious,

Lakes and

Lake Mary, having recently returned from
an obviously splendid vacation.

years, had a wonderful vacation visiting
relatives in Denver . . . RALPH ARNOLD

MUSICAL NOTES

politely,

If this column sounds a little ill-tempered,
it might just possibly be because of the old

Superintendent, is proudly dis-

good trout catch at Mammoth

called, "Are you kidding"? But EDITH
HOOKER, the shy, pleasant-mannered
newcomer, would make the attempt and
go

CURL,

Not to be outdone, the fishing enthusiasts are also bringing back glowing accounts. ZOETH CUMMINGS
reports a

to pick up a personal letter from a secretary to her sweetheart In the Marines, when

DORIS

close,

playing his two spreads of buck antlers.
ROSS HAWKINS reports he got a forkedhorned buck on Pinos Mountain near
Frazier National Park.

joke some coy soul In Grip is playing on
an equally whimsical pal In Property. It is
exasperating, too, to be called at five
minutes to six to trot down to a bungalow

our diminutive duo, are very apt to eye a
stack of books as tall as themselves to go
back to Research, and ask the person who

deer season drawing to a

trophies are on parade at the Labor office.

"Is this trip really necessary"? — especially
when the trip turns out to be a practical

the secretary has to pass the Mall Department to check out at the Pico Gate.

R. STEVEI^

Do you remember Arthur Stone? Lincoln
Steadman? The time we worked as propmen and actors the same day? The box
lunches with two boiled eggs? The sideline musicians playing Hearts and Flowers?
The director who had to wear puttees to
distinguish himself as the director? The
cameraman who always wore his cap backwards? The days when a half dozen pictures would all be working on the same
stage at one time?
Some of us can remember the most wonderful guy who ever lived and can still see
him driving his old Ford coupe around the
Lot and yelling to everyone. How he would
spend the afternoon doing rope tricks for

KLOMHAUS
nance Dept

transferred to Mainte-

HENRY

WURTZEL

active

in our timekeeper's chair . . . NEWT

HAN-

SON on sick list for five weeks . . . "ICE"
HAMPTON of the nail pile, is an old-timer
around the Lot . . . ALVIN SNYDER has
given his house a new paint job . . . HARRY
MESSENGER vacationed at Murletta Hot
Springs and Lower Mexico . . . JAMES P.
LOWSLEY motored to Santa Rosa and
Clear Lake on vacation . . . JIMMY

HAN-

SEN spent a week fishing . . . SID FACTOR
battling for JOHN MATHENEY . . . DAVE
BRUTON chose San Francisco for his vacation . . . HARDY ESLICK recently returned
from a Nevada trip.

the gang. You guess it— none other than
Bill Rogers. Yes, I know his name was Will
on the screen, but from labor to studio
head he was just plain Bill. Remember
when for hours he would be lost and half
the studio would be looking for him, and
he'd be found playing penny ante
some of the boys? Sure, he knew they
looking for him, but he was out forty
and wanted to get even! Then the

with
were
cents
same

day he'd give some laborer fifty dollars
because
he'd heard they had a new baby
at
their house.
Bill and many

of the others have gone,

but forever.
to a few old-timers still here, they'll
live
Pages could be written and have been
written about Bill, but words could never
describe him. Somewhere in the world
there must be another such man, and now
that there are so many sad homes, he'd
come in mighty handy to help keep the
nation smiling. I never pass Western Ave.
without recalling one bit of his philosophy;
LOU

K/)cNAB

is LOU,

of the Mail

not twin sister SUE,

Dept.

Remember — this

of Ladies' Wardrobe.

"Be nice to everyone on your way up —
you'll meet them all on your way down."

DANIEL GEORGE
of the Labor Dept. Danny hails
from Buffalo but has decided that California is by
far the best place to settle down to the serious
business of raising his six children.

October,
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NEWS OF THE LEGION
By JET FORE. JR,
p With the end of World War II and the

coming return of the hundreds of servicemen to their former jobs at TCF, the prospects are most promising for Post 563 to
become one of the biggest American
Legion organizations in the district. Already nearly two hundred members of our
Post are World War II veterans.
During the four years of American participation in the war, 780 employees of
TCF entered the armed forces. Of these,
14 made the supreme sacrifice.
With the series over, the boys' baseball
team emerged in respected third place in
the 24th district. Getting off to a bad
start, the team lost three games in a row,
but came back with five straight wins. One
can well see the advantages of the American Legion's interest in helping young boys
develop into good citizens, by reading the
newspaper reports of the present crime
wave in Los Angeles. Honesty, loyalty and
teamwork were shown by every boy on the
team. HOWARD
ELLIS SMITH and the
comrades

of the Post who gave

so much

of their time, deserve the appreciation of
every member
TONY
new

for their work with the boys.

HANSE

and JET thought their

positions as 1st and 2nd Vice-Commander, respectively, would at long last

give them the upper hand over FRED McKELVEY, their old Color Guard boss, and
they really ruled the roost for a week. So
what happened? First thing off the bat,
Fred gets the appointment as Assistant
Sergean-at-Arms, 24th District, and now
both boys are out with peace feelers. Fred
has the congratulations and good wishes of
the Post.
The Frank Belgrano Trophy was awarded
to this Post for the highest percentage of
membership In the entire 24th District.
MAX LEARY and GEORGE TAYLOR deserve a lot of credit for their high quota of
new members signed up.
CHARLES

H. STRAIN

of the Grip De-

CLARENCE HUTSON of Public Relations
or MAX LEARY of Production so that
proper steps may be taken to aid them in
any way.
Two new members

are now In the Color

Guard along with old-timers FRED McKELVEY and JOHN RUSSELL. The boys
are BOB HIGGINS and MYRON THOEN.
A funny thing happened to Bob Higgins
on Installation night. It was the first time
he had donned his Legion uniform and he
was mighty proud of it. Waiting for a
taxi In front of a hotel In Hollywood, Bob
was mistaken no less than fifteen times for
the doorman, and really given the word
for not opening the door promptly. Can't
you picture this ex-sailor with four years
service and a Purple Heart trying to control himself?
We shall all miss WILLARD STEWART, a
member of the Hollywood Post, from the
Studio Police Department. Willard is now
a service officer at the Sawtelle Veterans'
Administration and we know no better
man

for the Job. Good

luck, Willard!

partment passed away in August and was
laid to rest In the Sawtelle Cemetery, with
full military honors. Many of his friends
from the Grips and the Post were there to
pay last respects. Our deepest sympathy
goes to his family.
Final plans for the "smoker" have not
been completed, but members and friends
can look forward to It In the near future.
The Executive Committee

TER L. ROE

of Police. Any member

knows of a comrade
i

ROD

WETMORE

Representative

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

who

PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestview

5-0125

Evenings
Crestview

By L D. GRIGNON
There was no meeting of the Century
Photo Club In August due to numerous
vacations. However, we have had an interesting communication from Jack Erickson of Mechanical Effects Department, now
Chief Photographer's Mate USNR, enclosing several photographs which he has taken
In China. One of them Is herewith reproduced, and excerpts from his letter follow:
"A short time ago I received a copy of
April "Action" and an article by L. D.
Grignon concerning the Century Photo
Club, caught my eye.
"Enclosed are a few prints selected at
random from my collection. Some were
shot with a Speed-graphic but most of
them were taken with my automatic Rollelflex, (f.3.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar). All in all,
conditions are pretty rough out here and
to accomplish a finished job is somewhat of
a problem. However, I enjoy China (from
a photographic standpoint) and despite
weather conditions such as exist nowhere
else In the world, we do manage to get a
shot now and then that serves to amuse us.
Perhaps some of them will amuse you, too.
"I hope to be back In the fold one of
these days and. If possible, bring a photo

of

has voted to go

all out to make this a bang-up affair.
On the sick list for this month is WAL-

CENTURY PHOTO CLUB

6-4S83

of the 'Mikado' (deceased) or one of Admiral Halsey riding the Mikado's white
horse through the Imperial Palace. Confidential y, I just want to bring ME back
and soon.
"Regards to everyone, my thanks to the
Studio Club for their all-out efforts toward
the men In the service. Good luck to you,

being ill, please notify
good shooting!"

Action
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treat near Arrowhead.
If you ever want to know what keeps an
automobile from running, just ask JET
FORE. He can tell you over eight hundred reasons why he needs another vacation.
We are pleased to hear that CHARLIE
BURNS, official greeter at the Time Office
gate, is getting his sight back. He tells
us about a coyote he saw galloping over
the hills back of the Time Office one morning about daybreak.

RAY

HOUSE’ the "I Don't Care Boy" of the Police Dept. Pet of Visitors' Reception Room and
pinch-hitter for Claude Eichar. "They can't do
that to me," he says — but they do.

MEN IN BLUE
By WM.

J. STRATTON

Probably a great many people on the
Lot are wondering where WILLARD STEWART has disappeared to. At least we have
had plenty of inquiries In the Police office.
It seems that during the years Willard
was on the Police Force here on the
Movietone Lot — since April 5, 1936, In
fact — he made many friends. So, we are
taking this opportunity to answer the question.
Willard has returned to his first love —
The American Legion. He is now working
with the Legion and the Veterans' Administration, incharge of helping returning
servicemen get the compensation and hospitalization to which they are entitled. He
is a natural for this work, since he is a
Past Commander of the Hollywood American Legion Post and a Past Commander

We just called Duffy's Tavern and it is
a pleasure to hear BILL DUFFY's voice
again after his bout with the sawbones. Bill
won the decision and is feeling real pert
again, and is working the night shift from
6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Bill says it surely is nice
to have twelve hours to do his work in, and
he feels sorry for the unfortunate ones who
have to hurry up and finish their work in
eight hours.
Lake Mary and Vic Christensen both
agree that AL GROVES is the world's best
fisherman.
If youit himself.
corner him, he'll break
down and admit
If all the cars parked in front of the
Administration Building were laid end to
end, WILLARD STEWART and DAN McAULIFFE would — well, if Willard and Dan
were here, they certainly would.
REX

RUTH SCHWARZCHILD, junior librarian in the
Research Dept., has been with TCF since 1937.
Ruth never misses a symphony, a play, or the ballet; spends a great part of her off-hours reading,
especially about Lincoln. She has donated seven
times to the Blood Bank. We are told that she is
always "on time" for all appointments.

RESEARCH NOTES
By KARLA
Vacations still seem

von MUEFFLING
to be the order of

EMERSON came back from Ensenada, Mexico, and reports he got the

the day. MAUDE CLAGUE returned from
hers a wiser woman. Small nieces are more

limit every day — steaks for breakfast, lunch
and dinner.

exciting, perhaps, but far more strenuous
to cope with than just a plain job.
Now that MAY MORRIS has returned,

We don't know whether or not there is
any truth in it, but they say the reason the
Studio doesn't pay it is because they don't
know what to charge it to. What do we
care — we'll buy our own shirt. Bet that'll
make 'em mad! Wouldn't it be a joke on
us if they paid it before this goes to print?
DIAMONDS • WATCHES
DINNERWARE STEMWARE
GIFTS

of the 24th District — so he thoroughly understands the veteran problems.

OF

JEWELER'S

• PEARLS
LUGGAGE
QUALITY

the department is a gayer place again.
There are always plenty of laughs when
May's unquenchable sense of humor is
around.
A remarkably quick recovery has been
the result of an appendectomy undergone
by VERA HALLADAY. In spite of being
ill, her stay at the hospital was anything
but dull and her friends kept her well entertained during visiting hours — and after!
We are so happy to welcome two new

Good luck to you Willard, and help the
boys get all they need.

permanent members to the department —
SHIRLEY PERSKEY and SYDNEY STARK.
Vacations and illnesses have made us

HARRY BROWN, Maltre d'ParkIng Lot
B, is back to his chores and town house

very short handed this month but we hope
the jinx is off us now and we can go full
speed ahead again.
BOB CRESTO's hobby of film collecting
is coming on apace. He has bought a
new projector and is digging up all the old
silent films he can find for showings at
home.
A wonderful new record cabinet that will
hold two hundred albums is being built for

after a week's sojourn in his mountain

re-

TENNIS AND BADMINTON
RESTRINGING
TENNIS

AT PHILLIPS

LESSONS

Individual or Group

Rates

★

TENNIS

Y.very thing for the Bride
Please bring identification

SHOES

as we do not cater to

the general public- Substantial

sz.v'\n^s guaranteed.

Low White — All Siies

SMITH. Fortunately, he and his family have moved into a new and larger
home. Cy's record collection is growing
so fast it constantly needs more space.

CY

★
TENNIS

Jewelers • Established 1921

SHOP

Day CR-III6I

714
Eve. CR-66365

(Across from 20th Century-Fox Studio)

South

ENTIRE
Open

SECOND

Saturday

Open

Hill Street, L. A. 14
FLOOR,

SPRECKELS

Afternoon

VANDIKE

9:30 to 5:30 Every Day

BLDG.

Buy

Extra Bonds
in the

2442

Victory

Loan
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TEN YEARS OF SOCIAL SECURITY

The Air Corps really won the war
Though the Navy cleared the sea.
And Armor made the kill
In cahoots with Artillery.

tAugust 14, 1945, marked the tenth anni-

rsary of the Social Security Act. Through
this legislation old-age and unemployment
insurance systems have been established
for millions of American workers. Provision
has likewise been made to assist State
public assistance programs for the needy
old, the needy blind, and dependent children.

Supply was an awful problem,
Q.M. carried the load.
Ordnance kept them firing.
Engineers opened

And once in a while during a lull
Infantry carried the ball;
And though they died by the thousands
They really did nothing at all.

Earl R. Hunt, Manager of the Hollywood
Social Security Board field office, reviewed
the progress that has been made under
these three programs during the last ten
years as follows:

For theclear.
air was clear and the seas were
The fighting was almost thru.
Leaving the doughboys only
With mopping up to do.

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. By the
middle of 1945, more than 72 million persons, or two out of three in our total population age 14 or over, have built up some
credit toward benefits under our Federal
system of old-age and survivors insurance.
Some 40 million of these are insured, so
that, if they should die tomorrow, their
families would be eligible to receive
monthly benefits or a lump sum of money.
Already well over a million men and women
are receiving $20 million in benefit payments each month.

They almost lost the war, the doughs
They work so goddam slow
Barely abreast of communiques —
MARGUERITE

HAMILTON,

head

of Group

Insur-

ance Dept, for the past five years. Marguerite's
favorite sport is swimming, but her real hobby is

The eggheads did get thru.
His many

friends on the Lot will be

happy to know that DON FLICKWIR was
recently discharged on points and is now
living at Balboa Island, sailing his boat and

the end of 1944, States' unemployment
insurance funds were great enough to have
paid 71 out of every 100 workers in covered employment job insurance for the
greatest number of weeks provided under
State laws.

Construction Department to go into service. He spent 54 months in uniform, and
was in the Aleutians most of his 32 months

Public Assistance. Through 1944, the
Federal Government has contributed well

Georgia where he met Mary Sargent, one

enjoying a well-earned vacation.
Don was one of the first boys from the

overseas. In December last year he returned to the States to attend school in

of those Georgia peaches. They were married in July.
Best of luck, Don!

States to help care for elderly people in
and more

the map.
by air.
bloody Joe
up there?

The enemy already beaten —
The victory already won.
Officers' quarters completed
With clubs for a little fun.
Yet,
dog face
stilllong
keepsdays
fighting
Where
do the
go? —

By Armor

of its experience in administering

and Artillery.

And tagging along to watch the fun.
Safe on the ground below.
The Queen of Battle stumbled along
Just mopping up, you know!

the act, the Social Security Board has recommended to Congress that the law be
expanded to cover sickness, permanent disability and medical care insurance: and extended to include milHons not now covered

Dedicated to 108th Infantry by Lt. J. C.
Cleveland, a member of that unit who Is

by its provisions.

PLEASE ADVISE
THE STUDIO CLUB
OF CHANGE
OF ADDRESS

Only an Inch on
Only a minute
Why is It taking
So long to get

Yes, Air Corps really won the war
And Navy cleared the sea;
And both were somewhat helped, we hear.

people are cov-

ered by old-age and survivors insurance,
this number will decrease over the years.
Out

Too bad he died so often —
Paper work, you know.
It doesn't make good reading
And besides It is so slow.

Thank God for Air and Armor —
Quicker and cleaner, you know.

percent of this total was distributed to
need. As more

Embarrassing, don't you know!
But the Air Corps is not selfish.
Navy is tolerant too.
And once in a while they will admit

her five-year-old son, Patrick.

Unemployment Insurance. About 36 million workers are now protected by job
insurance under the Federal-State unemployment insurance programs. Millions more
are building up wage credits that will later
make them eligible for such benefits. By

over 21/2 billion to the States to help
finance their assistance programs for three
groups: the needy old, the needy blind
and dependent children. More than 80

the road.

now in Tokyo: submitted by his commanding officer. Colonel Stratta.

ROBERT H. CHAPLIN
turned to the Lot from

of the Fire Dept, has reservice. He enlisted in the

Navy in 1942, and for the past two years has been
in the Pacific theater as a soundman on a mine
sweeper.

Bob

has been an employee
1936. Welcome home!

of TCF

since

WRITE TO A
SERVICEMAN
TODAY
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August

12th, 1945

Namur,

Belgium

My dear Friends:
I really don't know how to start this
letter because it's been so long since I
have written. There was no excuse for the
delay either, but since the war has been
over over here I've been trying to catch
up on my resting, and when I'm not working I certainly have been doing just that.
We were brought down here about a
week before the war ended, supposed to
take a combat break. However, they put
us on the nice job of guarding prisoners

or even hours, before it is really over. That
will be the news the world has been waiting for these many years.
Duty calls so I must go now. Best of luck
to you all, be good, and don't forget to
drop a line when you have a spare moment.
Bye for now.
LEE
Pfc. Lee R. Weismantel 39570314
Med. Det. I 18th AAA Gun Bn. MbI.
APO

562, c/o P.M., New

York City

August 25, 1945
Dear Studio Club;
I wish to thank you very sincerely for
cigarettes you have sent to me during the
past three years. There were times overseas when the only smokes I had came from
the employees of good old Fox.
I am now being discharged from the
service and am looking forward to working
again with the swell gang on the Lot.
Wish

I could thank each and everyone

personally. Thanks again.
JACK

and I can truthfully say that we've done as
much work here guarding prisoners as we
did while we were in action, — but at least

Saipan, 9 Sept. 1945
Sunday Night
Hello Gang;

back here a guy didn't have to worry about
getting the Purple Heart. Well, the war

Just a few lines to let you know that I

didn't last long after we got here, so this
is where we have been ever since. Our

am still alive,* and hope that things are going along O.K. on the Lot.
I have been on several Islands since leav-

location is very nice — we are camped on
the banks of the Meuse River which we use,
or did use, for our swimming hole. If we
look straight up we can see the Citadel in
all its glory. It is a beautiful sight now,

ing the States, the main one being Okinawa. We hit there the morning of the invasion— we stayed there almost three
months. Things were pretty hot at times.
Our boat is one that did Radar Patrol

but some months ago our Infantry didn't
think so. In town there is a Redeployment
Center, but all we can do is go up and look

duty. I guess most of you have read about

at it. Getting in there is something else —

the work of the L.C.S.'s — D.D. — D.E. We
worked with them all the time. There was

once you're in, you're practically home.
So, on our off-duty hours we just stroll by
and drool.
The weather here is very much

like that

at home — one day it's raining and the next
day the sun is out. I can truthfully say, and
without prejudice, that they have the most
unpredictable weather in the world.
The Belgians are still charging outrageous
prices for things here. A cigarette lighter
will cost about twenty-five bucks; a glass
of cognac (if you can take it), about ninetyfive cents; a plate of French-fries, one dollar and a half; and so on. There is supposed to be a ceiling price on everything
but if you don't pay what they ask, you
just can't buy. Ch, well, one of these days
we'll all be home and then the Belgians
can have their cognac, lighters and everything else, including the few francs they
made from their liberators.

Day before yesterday the news came in
that Japan had agreed to unconditional
surrender. If you could have seen this
camp you wouldn't believe it. You know
how the Coliseum looks on Saturday afternoon just after a U.S.C. game? Well, the
mob was the same — First Sergeants were
throwing their arms around the men, the
men were kissing the officers, and I think
one of the fellows even spoke to the Colonel. Oh, it was a happy day for we little
men. Then the radio announced that it
wasn't officially over yet, but that didn't
stop our celebrating and we really had a
time that evening. If you only knew what
a wonderful feeling we had, and still have
for that matter, to know that we won't have
to go right to the Pacific now. I truly believe that it will be just a matter of days.

STOVER

S2/c MILTON COOK
of the Mimeograph Dept.
Milton has been a member of the Coast Guard
for the past year, and has visited such far-flung
places as England, Panama, the Philippines, Hawaii.

Camp

Twenty Grand, Duclair, France
29 August, 1945

Dear Friends;
Your cigarettes and "Action" have been
following me to Alaska, the East Coast and
all over Europe for nearly four years; but
at last I'm coming to the end of that long
road — I'm going home! Should be there
before the end of September.
Thanks for everything. I can't forget all
those Christmas packages, money orders,
cigarettes, and especially "Action" which
has kept me in contact with the old Lot. A
letter like this is pretty inadequate thanks,
ful.
but please believe that I am deeply grate-

never a day passed that we didn't fire at
a Jap or two. I saw several ships hit. Our
ship has credit for six Jap planes.
We left there and came to Saipan, and

were just sitting around waiting for the
push. Well, the war ended — and that
wonderful! We were slated to leave
month for the invasion of Japan, but

big
was
this
now

we aren't going on an invasion although
we leave here next Tuesday for Tokio Bay.
We are going up there to see how things
are coming along. It will be cooler up there
than at Saipan — we hope.
I have

been

receiving my

carton

of

cigarettes and "Action" every month, and
surely do appreciate them. I like to read
what my fellow-workers on the Lot are doing— I see a lot of familiar faces in each
one. Hope my stay at Tokio isn't for long
— I want to get back to work with the old
gang.
As long as I h ave been out here, I have
never seen a person I knew. Seems funny
that I wouldn't run across someone,

some

Hoping to see you all soon.
JIM

RUGG

Well, gang, I will have to close for now
place.
as it is almost eleven o'clock and time for
bed.
Once

Servicemen^ s
Addresses Available

again, I want to thank everyone

for the cigarettes and "Action." So long
for this time, and hope to see you all soon.
Sincerely,

at the
Claude

Studio Club

A. Burban, S/lc

U.S.S. LC.S. (L) No. Ill
c/o F.P.O., San Francisco

They Finished Their Job
— Lets Finish Ours!
★

★

★

The war is over, but we haven’t paid the bill for it. In addition to continuing sales, there must be one more big drive for
extra bonds — the Victory Loan.
The American people should — and will — lend their money
to help pay our debts to the men who fought our war and were
hurt doing so. The wounded must be cared for, families of men
killed must be aided, men must be brought home, and the rehabilitation ofveterans will, in many cases, be a long, painful
and costly process. Today, more than ever before, it is to our
own self-interest to buy Victory Bonds. In the past four years,
the American people have shown excellent judgment in their attitude toward bond buying, and have thereby laid the foundation for a sound and prosperous post-war economy. If we exercise that same good judgment during the critical times immediately ahead, we have nothing to fear.
This is the last of the war loans. There will be no more.
This is the final extra effort we will be called on to make, although E, as well as F and G savings bonds will continue on
sale, especially through the payroll savings plan.
The Victory Loan begins October 29 and ends December
8. There will be a new denomination bond i nthis drive — a
$200 Roosevelt bond.

★

★

★

FOR THE LAST TIME. BUY EXTRA BONDS!
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PERMANENT

CHARITIES

ANGELES, CALIF
Permit No. 12005

COMMITTEE

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation
Annual United Appeal
assistant to

Share in their gift to the annual fund.

Colonel Jason S. Joy, Director of Public Relations, has been appointed the

Freeman said: “The industry’s great
record for organized, generous giving

colonel to supervise this Annual United Appeal Drive here at Twentieth

must stand or fall by this single ap-

Clarence

D. Hutson,

peal instead of the three annual drives
we have had in the past. It is very

Century-Fox Studio. Mr. Hutson reports enthusiastic reception to this onecam paign-a-year .
Advantages of the new

gratifying to note the favorable response. It is important that Holly-

plan that

wood’s splendid tradition of unselfish

meet with most favor by the givers are
the single contribution for the entire

service be maintained.”
Dave L. Loew, campaign

year, instead of three gifts as in the

the first independent producer to head

past, and the security offered by the

an all-industry drive, at a recent meet-

new voluntary payroll deduction system.

ing thanked all labor, talent and executive groups for their loyal support.
Loew also expressed appreciation for

This most

appropriate

drive for

fuTuls officially opened Monday, October 8th and continues through the

Mr.

week ending November

colonel

17th.

^'The fact that donations, on the
weekly payroll deduction plan, are

F. L. Metzler,

Manager,
to

Drive

Studio

Treasurer

appointing

Mr.

Clarence

supervise

the

Annual

at Twentieth

and

Studio

D. Hutson
United

Century-Fox

works

is helping to increase

gifts to the Annual

United Appeal,”

according to Clarence I). Hutson. “No
overlapping deductions and no balance
due at the end of the fiscal year are
important features of the Permanent
Charities Committee’ s new
giving.

plan for

“Where a studio worker in the past
made a conservative pledge, not knowing whether he would be employed
every week throughout the year, he is
now leaning the other way and is will-

the enthusiastic aid of hundreds of volunteer workers as he also thanked the

as

Appeal

givers who

are responding so gener-

Studio.

ously to the motion picture industry’s
first united appeal.

only deducted for those weeks that the
donor

chairman,

“It is gratifying to note,” said
ing to pledge generously. He

£2)

knows

that his subscription will only be deducted for the weeks he works and that

Loew, “that all workers in the industry
realize we must obtain larger gifts in
one inclusive contribution. The needs

at the end of the 50-week period he

for 1945-46

will not have a balance due.”
Y. Frank Freeman, President of the

tremendous.”
be Colonel
Hutson urges that the entire

Permanent

Charities Committee,

described the one-campaign

who

system as

“one of the most important plans ever
undertaken by the industry,” expressed confidence that the great majority of studio employees would
equal or exceed their full Victory

are and will continue to

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation personnel cooperate ivith the various captains designated to contact the
individual

employees,

and

respect-

fully requests that your subscription
for this most worthy cause be liberal
and prompt.

Get ion.
TWENTIETH

Fifteen Cents

Gene

CENTURY-FOX

Tierney

on

location

for
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of the Lot

The Voice

ended September 25th so far as MARION
STENGEL was concerned. No bells of victory were as thrilling as the voice she
heard that day she was called out of the
Work Room to the telephone. Her son
was home! Home after six years In the

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA
The

way

things have

been

BROSIUS
arranged,

a "blessed event" seldom surprises the
people so blessed, especially the mother.
But NELLIE MOOREHEAD, laying down
her scissors and thimble a little early one
afternoon recently to keep an appointment with someone who had shown no
previous resemblance to The Stork, did not
suspect that maternal duties were to be
shortly thrust upon her. True, Mr. and Mrs.
Moorehead had put in their order more
than two years ago, but war being what
it is there seemed to be a shortage.
Armed with none of the customary
forewarnings, Nellie found herself, therefore, entirely unprepared when she walked
nto the office of a renowned institution and

Army — a year and a half of that In Europe
with the 83rd Infantry, participating in
five major battles. But he hadn't forgotten
to get into the house just like he used to
do — he knocked the key out of the door
and got In and called his mother. Since
the day he flew in from New York, he has
attained his long standing ambition to
become just plain Donald R. Stengel,
Civilian.
A few notes about the department:
VIOLA ARBEITER is getting acquainted
with her new house -in Burbank . . . MARGUERITE BARNETT is doing a wonderful
job on technicolor and dyeing for the department ... ESTH ER CHIPRON
and
EMMA SLAAMOD
have returned after
leaves of absence because of Illness . . .

the attendants smilingly plumped a little
wriggling bundle into her arms. Their announcement must have been a jolt. "You
have just become the mother of a fifteenpound boy!"
The blue-eyed lad arrived with but two
diapers, one blanket and "K" rations for
one day: and, since it looks as if he plans
to stay longer, the ladles of the Work
Room whipped up a little shower.
So, Nellie will not be with us at Ladies'
Wardrobe now. Even if it weren't for the
added responsibility, she needed a couple
of days to kind of think things over.
Ladies' Wardrobe has lately been illuminated bycandlelight. This, we hasten to
assure you, was not due to any shortcomings of the Electrical Department, but
to some odd eguasion In the firmament
through the courtesy of which all of our
designers happened at the same time of
the year.
Thus, there were birthday cakes, complete with candles, and neat greetings
from Group Insurance, for KAY h'ELSON,
YVONNE WOOD — who had completed

You probably don't know modest PIEDAD APPRICE
although you’ve enjoyed her work on the screen
countless times. Away up in a corner of the loft in
Ladies' Wardrobe, Piedad and her assistants bring
into being the ideas of designers In ornaments,
trim and detail for costumes, often improvising
fabrics themselves when there are none to be
had. She spends long hours working into exquisite
beauty, beads, sequins, quilting, embroidery and
applique. Her tool is the needle of a complex
sewing machine with multiple attachments, which
she uses with the precision of a machinist and the
delicacy

of an artist. Piedad finds complete enjoyment in her work, but if things should ever be
dull, she could always amuse herself contemplating
the fortune she would have amassed at one cent
per

bead

for the

fourteen years
with TCP.

she

has

been

her work on "Doll Face" and celebrated
at home— BONNIE CASHIN and RENE
HUBERT. They were very busy people,
but they managed to juggle the added
year, fittings, sketches, cake and ice cream
all very nicely.
All historians notwithstanding, the war

ANN brown's son-in-law, returning home
after duty In the Pacific, saw his baby for
the first time . . . MAYBELLE FENWICK
vacationed late at Arrowhead . . . Two of
our peoole who expect to retire — someday
—are BEE DUFF and VERNA BILLINGS.
They have bought ranches and are going
to . build ... Three new employees have
been added to WILMA CHRISTIAN'S
competent staff. LULE PATTERSON, VENUS PATTERSON and EDITH HOLTZAPFEL . . . LEE ROTH Is back again and — sh!
— knitting little things — for the bottoms of
glasses withhascold
damp bowler
drinks . in. . ANITA
Ladles'
Wardrobe
a champ
UPHOFF ... Wilma Christian has been
hiding her candle under a bushel. Ask her
to show you a drawing entitled "Home on
the Range," sometime ... If you just wait
long enough, some wise gu/ once said,
everything will come to you. Well, MARGIE BANKSTON did, and It did — the
Captain's gig, no less!

Action

t

she lost hers at the races the other day.
But that's life, you know, isn't It?
"Looks like we have a visitor — it's BEVERLY McARTHUR. We knew her before
as Beverly Woodcock. She surely seems
happy in her new role of bride.
"ED BURKE came down to visit us ihe
other day, and now he's working here. He
still has to report back to the Navy for discharge and then he'll be back to work permanently. MARVIN BRANNON is another
alumnus who's back with us. It certainly is
good to have them both around again.
’"Wonder what they're talking about over
there in the corner? IRENE FARLOW is

there — I imagine she's telling them about
celebrating her little boy. Jay's, first birthday on October 4th. SALLY McNATT

Cdught in action tor "Action." JOSEPH MEDVITZ,
assistant head of the Tabulatinq Dept, has been
with TCP tor two years and is always just as busy
as he looks here.

KEEPING TAB
By BETTY HEMLINGER
Have you ever been around the Administration Building in the dead of night?
What would be happening then, you ask?
Darkness in the corners, desertion in the
halls, stillness cloaking the stairs? Ah, yes,
but not in the Tab Department. Lights on
everywhere, the whirr and clang of machines, a hum of talk, even the occasional
ring of the phone. Not that it's unusual —
this goes on all the time. At limes in
twenty-four hours, one must suppose, a
machine gets a chance to stop and rest;
"Whew, what a day! They don't give
you a chance to relax around here. More
things have been happening lately. You
can tell the war is over; so many people
coming home. PAT BUCKMEYER is expecting her guiding light. Bob Hoffman, home
In time for Christmas. Can't you see them
waiting up for Santa Claus together?
"SYLVIA KREJCIK and JUSTINE
McCabe are expecting word any minute
that their men are coming home, too.
BETTY HEMLINGER Is the luckiest so far
— her husband. Bob, received his discharge
after three years service and Is now home
to stay.
"There's GOLDIE COHN
coughing
again. She certainly has had a teriffic siege
with that cold. Hope she'll be all over it
soon.
"Heard some of the girls talking about
the cleaning establishment SALLY DAVIDSON has now. Everyone is going to send
their shirts to her laundry. I'm afraid KAY
STURM won't have any to send, though —

looks so happy as she's speaking — -she must
be talking about the leave her husband
just spent at home with her. Speaking of
boys coming home again, reminds me that
GLORIA SMYTH has been walking dreamily around since her lovelife returned. Those
dally letters from her husband have been
keeping ELLEN BRADFORD happy, too.
This love must be wonderful.
"There goes that buzzer again. That little
buzzer system for telephone calls the girls
in the keypunch room worked up with
JAYNE GRIMES is quite an arrangement.
It might help, though, if they could all
remember how many buzzes mean who —
it gets a bit confusing.
"Oh, oh, here comes BETTE KEAPOCK
with a tray of cards and a stack of paper.
Looks like I'll have to go back to work, if
they keep working me like this, some day
I'll blow a fuse. Now, that's an idea — I
wonder ..."

PAYROLL PERIODS
By LOLA

SHADLAUS

Greetings, Mert — let's give with the
dirt. Adjust your bifocals 'cause here we
go again with a bit of friendly raillery.
Ah, yes, light banter — that's for me!
Speaking of banter, Jean Banter — oops,
I mean JEAN BANTA — has really been
tripping the light fantastic on the La
Cienega Lanes. Her 161 average (at this
writing) has put plenty of the other guys
to shame. Jean attributes her luck to the
shots of Adrenalin she purchases from
Sammy, the bartender.
GWEN in REED,
on the but
other
hand, that
doesn't
believe
stimulants,
claims
the
dry air in the bowling alley irritates her
throat. Thus, after she moistens her tonsils
with a wee drop o' Scotch, she hoists her
smartly tailored slacks, and curves — wow —
she sure tosses some fast curved balls
down those alleys.
SHIRLEY "Muscles" LYON is one of our
most consistent bowlers. We can always
bank on her score being around 95 or 170.
Yep, she's really consistent!
As long as bowling is our topic this far,
I can't resist mentioning HAROLD H.

GWEN

REED

of the

Personnel

Dept,

has made

many friends during her three years on the Lot.
She is secreetary of the TCP Bowling League, is
interested

in all sports — and dressmaking.

Is that a

paradox? The big smile is because HE'S back from
three years in the European Theater.

BOW, who claims that he'll beat the shoes
off "Hathaway's Chicks." Granted he has
a terriffic team, but the Chicks have a
resolute eye on the trophy which has
adorned his office since last season. When
it comes to bowling, friendship ceases and
it's every man tor himself, eh, Mr. Bow?
Well, SHIRLEY DAVISON is back after
vacationing at Arrowhead. One week of
loafing and she found herself and chums
stranded. After several calls to the office,
ALTA MAE SHEHAN and Jean Banta
volunteered to "go fetch." Monday found
Jean and Alta back to work as usual, but
no Shirley, no chums. Reason: Alta left
directions In desk drawer. More frantic
calls from Shirley, and again Jean and Alta
set out. Last, but not least — results!
No one was happier to see Shirley back
on the job than ROZELLA NAGEL. It
seems that Rozella was doing Shirley's
work while she was gone, and that in
Itself v/as a pretty big order. Although
6:00 PM usually found her fagged out,
Saturday night found her looking plenty
chipper, garbed in a smart black outfit
and contentedly sipping a tali cool one at
the Club Morocco with a sa-moothe Navy
officer.
Oh,forthat
Rozella's a wonder — she
finds time
everything!
Did I hear someone ask about ED ARNOLD? Well, frankly, Eddie has been
keeping in the dark lately but, as yet, I
haven't found out — who with. He and
RALPH HAHN (yeah, he's still around)
absolutely refuse to commit themselves.
BESS SIEVER, however, Is watched constantly and at 5:00 PM every night that
certain Irving Is found waiting for her.
When we ask her If it's serious, she simply
tosses us a "for me to know and you to
find
out" look — and we're still trying to
find out.
MARJORIE

JOHNSTON

just came over

November,

and asked me

1945

of another great guy, IKE DANNING. It
so happened that Ben was the lucky winner of so many other pools aboard this
man-of-war, that It caused quite a furor
and the other officers wanted to bar him

to find out if any of you

readers sell "Horse Insurance." It seems
that some stranger has taken an unwelcomed interest in her equine, thus causing
Marge a bit of grief. Maybe if she got
a look at the stranger, vhe situation

from further contests, but luck was on -ihe
side
Ben. of a good fighting Navy boy called

wouldn't be so bad.
Honestly, tense situations all over this
place! JOEY ZWART finds herself with
two sharp sailors at her beck and call, and
requests that any girls corresponding with
the Lonely Hearts Club, please get In
touch with her. DORENE ANDERSON, on
the other hand, requests that lonely girls
please keep their distance from Doug
Evans, also of the Navy. That starry-eyed
look she gives us just proves how serious
she really Is.
LORETTA
HIGGINS
and EDITH
SPANGLER asked me to leave their names

Praises to ZOLA BAYLES for holding
her own in a heated debate on lingerie.
AL BLUFF and PAT PALMOUNTAIN
wound

struggle — three cheers for ZOLA!

MEN IN BLUE
Oy WM.

out of my "dirt column" so, for the sake
of my future welfare, I will refrain from
mentioning their names.
ROXIE DOURIS tells me that she and
hubby Don
friend and
I must say
doing all
speaking!
Hoping

recently entertained their good
special guest, Barry Fitzgerald.
that she and Don seem to be
right for themselves — socially
my

friends will stick with me

after December.
reading this column.
until

I'll sign off

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
'

By DICK STOLZE

1

j

Glad to have you with us again, RUSS

1 NEAL and WALTER CULLEN. Being back
at work is much

nicer than being confined

I
I

to a sick bed. We all hope you'll both enjoy good health from now on.

]

Among our boys released from the
Armed Forces recently are: JOHN HOFFERBERT, GEORGE McQUERRY, HARRY
NICKOLS. JAMES SPENCER and TONY
CAZNEAU.

When

we see these boys back

with the department again, let's help them
readjust to the ways of civilian life after
going through the rigors and miseries of

up In second and third places, although they gave Miss Bayles a tough

J STRATTON

It is our sincere hope that by the time
this column appears In print Chief TOM
YOUNG will be back on the job. It has
JAMES SPENCER has been with the Transportation Dept, of TCF since 1934, but took a leave
of almost three years to serve with the Seabees
in the Pacific theater. Welcome,, home!

war. We'll do that, won't we, fellows?
We wish to extend our hand to EARL
VALE, MILTON CAZNEAU, BUCK PINNEY, EMMET CONNOLLY, JIM CONWAY, BILL BAUMER, PIERCE MURPHY,
FRANK FISHER, FRANK KIRKLAN, HARRY STERNBERG, BEN OLMSTEAD and
JOE LUCERO for the splendid handling
of our special equipment which includes
boom trucks, whirllcranes, tractors, caterpillars, bulldozers, buckets, special high
lifts, ditching machine, street sweeping
machine, street watering machine and
camera cars.
FRANK

KIRKLAN,

better

known

as

"Frosty," the man wltfi the big cigar, Is
one of the oldest men in the department

been a long time since he had a vacation —
too long — and, coupled with the stress and
strain of the last few months, long hours
and
everything
else,asit's
wonder
on his
feet as long
he a did
.

he stood

Give a big hand to these five new members of the Police Department: RICHARD
DOYLE, IRVING J. HATCH, THOMAS
BRACKEN, R. METZGER and GEORGE
HELMS. Richard Doyle, 1st Sergeant In
the U. S. Marine Corps, served two and
one-half years in the South Pacific, oartlclpated in several major engagements and
was wounded in action. We are all mighty
proud +o have him and the others as members of the department.
As Is customary, and in keeping with
tradition. It came to pass on the 8th of
October
HAUSEN

that Captain JOHN MUEHLhad a birthday — surprise party

and everything that goes with It. And believe you me, brother, when Captain John
puts on a party, he puts It on to stay. No

in point of service — he's been with the
Studio for twenty-two and a half years.
There Is never a dull moment when Erosty
Is around — how could there be? It Is all
a guy can do to keep ahead of him, and
we don't mean in a foot race. Quite o
shrewd trader, this gentleman!
JOHNNY WILHELM and PHIL POSITO
breezed In from Camp Hood way down
in Texas. They are both In accord with that
saying "you can waddle In mud up to your
waist and still have dust blow In your
face." Training in the Lone Star State Is
pretty rough, but Johnny and Phil did all
right. They tell us, however, that HARRELL
BUSBY can have his beloved Texas anytime he wants It, with all the mud and
dust that goes with it.

FRANK ("Frostv") KIRKLAN, a member of the
TCF Transportation Dept, tor 221/2 years.

One of our battlewagons came in from
the Pacific battle area and dropped
anchor. The officers had made up a pool
amounting to $1200.00. The officer who
drew the sealed envelope containing the
exact time of dropping anchor, won the
pool. Well, the lucky officer on that ship
was that swell kid BEN DANNING, brother

ROBERT WHEELER of the Police Department, now
back in harness again with more than two years
in the Coast Guard to his credit. Mighty glad to
have you, back

Bob!

/i c t i o n

6

Crew for an awful lot of things that we get
into the habit of taking as a matter of
course. We can have a hot lunch at noon
but the Coffee Shop is closed when it
comes time for them to eat. Yes, sir, hats
off to the m !

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE
Now

TAYLOR

that vacations are about over and

that usual anticipatory talk of the weekbefore-vacation has ceased, we must -face
the inevitable coming of winter cold, rain
and "the exertion of energy" — that's Mr.
Webster's definition of "work."
One must be extremely weak In Intellect
— and I am — to talk about such things as
cold winter and coming rain when we are
ELMER L. SMITH,
Police Department
with the

who has just returned to the
after two years in the Pacific

Seabees.

Welcome

home,

"Snuffy"!

sweltering in October's heat as this Is written, but we must assume how things will
be In November.
RAY

■foolin'! Ask any of the boys who were
lucky enough to be there. Many happy returns of the day, Captain, from every
single one of us.
That first swish you heard was not Dagwood going out the front door nor was the
second swish the' one-arm paper hanger
with the hives. Both of the swishes were
Captain KING swishing here, there and
every place on the Lot at the same time.
Aside from doing his own work, which is
no job for a lazy man, he has taken over
the duties of Chief Young during his illness.
Whenever we get to thinking how abused
we are and all that kind of stuff. Captain
Eddie swishes by with his jet-propulsion in
full action, and we settle back on our overstuffed stool and wonder how we happened
to be born so lucky and so lazy.
So many of us have wanted to express
our appreciation to the Management for
the retroactive checks we received sometime ago, but we just didn't know how to
go about it— you know how it is. So we
are going to use this medium to thank you,
and we want you to know that we sincerely
appreciate the many things you have done
for us in the past.

GRANTHAM
displayed his dexterity and adroitness In a very effective
manner recently. You see he just had a
little birthday a few days ago (didn't know
that I knew, did you Ray?), so he surrounded his little protruding territory . . .
I'm still talking about part of the Nursery
not BILL LEPELLEY's receding chest — you
see, Bill Is Ray's helper and is often confused with a territory Inasmuch as they
both cover a vast expanse, although Bill
thinks you are talking about money when
you say "expanse". Nevertheless, one of
the most beautiful assortments of chrysanthemums that anyone could Imagine are
blooming profusely In Ray's little territory,
whether they were for his birthday or not.
LYNN WOLCOTT doesn't have a birthday
for an excuse this time, but he certainly Is
claiming credit for the colorful calendulas
In his section.
Since transportation has eased up a bit
lately, it finds some of our boys sporting
new jallopies. LARRY DYER can be seen
behind the wheel of a luxurious new limousine. Lynn Wolcott has also splurged into
the car market and sports a keen looking

Hats off, men, to 'Ihe fellows on the
Night Shift. Work all night and then try
to sleep in the sunshine — that really is
something to think about. Stumbling
around all night long in the dark, closing
windows, turning out lights and heaters,
walking a key-tour every hour, and a million and one other things such as putting
up the flag on the Administration Building
and taking it down at night, answering -telephone calls, receiving air-mail, air express
packages, special delivery letters, setting
up red lanterns and taking them in when
daylight finally arrives. Yes, folks, when
we come to work in the morning after a
good

night's rest we can thank the Night

The termite kid under that lulu lid, better known
as fuzz-muzzle with the lush plush, is VERNON
MARCHANT.
This bacteriologist with the spray
gun

don't
is plant perfect,
but know.
in that beard — well, we

job. But, alas, poor little WALTER MELIN
still rides those old street cars. Nothing
exciting ever happens, he says, except
occasionally someone gets shoved off the
car In the mad rush and maybe gets run
over or something trivial like that, but once
he did see this:
"A boy In long pants got on a street
car for a nickel. Then a lad in shorter
pants got on for three cents. And then a
pretty girl got on for nothing — No! No!
She had a transfer."
In thinking how thankful we
have the coming Thanksgiving
peace, I would like to cite an
this article for the benefit of

all are to
Holiday In
example In
those who

may not have heard about It. Before this
magazine comes out in November, however, It will surely have been noted elsewhere because of its striking significance
and human Interest, and I think everyone
will always remember It. As the characters involved were originally given anonymously by special request, they shall
be submitted that way here.
Before the war began, a handsome

young

lad — we'll call him Johnnie — was engaged
to his high school sweetheart and they
made

big plans for a chicken ranch, children and happiness. However, Uncle Sam
called first and the marriage was postponed until the war was over. Nearly two
years later, although the war was not yet
over, Johnnie was brought home. It was
over for him — both legs were gone.
In the hospital here In the States there
was a special ward for all such cases. It
seems this ward had a code of honor established bythe boys In it, that was very
effective but quite difficult at times to
maintain. It was never to express their own
sorrow or bemoan their own fate at any
time.

This portable death-dealer claims no relation to
the flame thrower. However, with a good nozzle
man it makes things plenty hot for the insect world.

If anyone broke the rule, his punishment was exclusion from all conversations; so, few broke it.

Visitors were

permitted

Johnnie's most dependable

daily

and

visitor was the

ovember.
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same beautiful high school sweetheart —
Jeanne. After a lot of time had elapsed
in this ward — and days and weeks are really a lot of time in any hospital — the boys
noticed an increasingly unnatural coldness
in Johnnie's daily reception of Jeanne, and
also that he was slipping into the category
of rule-breakers. In this ward everyone
helfjed everyone whenever possible, so the
boys went into a little huddle and, with
the permission of the very cooperative
nurses, Jeanne was sort of subpoenaed into
a conference with them, without Johnnie's
knowledge.
"Say, that guy loves you Jeanne, why
in the heck don't you marry him?" they
asked. And Jeanne, knowing the code of
the ward, found it a bit difficult to answer
but with a slight blush smilingly replied,
"Well, I guess he just doesn't have nerve
enough to ask me now." Well, If you
know the nerve of these service boys, you
can guess what happened. A committee
was formed to enlighten Johnnie and put
him straight on his part In the coming
event.
As this is being written, elaborate preparations are actually under way for one
of the happiest weddings on record, and
nothing In the way of expense Is being
spared, as It so happens that one of the
fellows in that ward took a personal interest
in this case and with the financial aid of
his father — who, by coincidence, Is a doctor In the hospital — Is making plans for a
grand affair.
The nurses are frilling and flossing up
their uniforms for the occasion, as they are
all going to participate to make the ceremony as realistic as If it were in church.
The best part of all this is that the doctors say that In time Johnnie can still
achieve his ambition for the chicken ranch,
and Jeanne adds, "Children, too!"
This world Is full of wonderful people,
isn't it?

The

Day After

SERSEN SHOTS
By VIRGINIA

GODFREY

Well, the clan Is beginning to gather
from the four corners of the globe and It
Is with great relief and hearty handclasps
that we welcome them back. So far, we
have VIRGIL THOMPSON, ARTHUR
MILLIER and VERNON LAW already busy
in the department, and soon WALLY
WHITE, PAUL MOHN and Von MULLDORFER will be back with us. A little later
on J._ B. ALLIN and RAY KELLOGG will
don "civvies." For the time being Ray Is
staying with the Navy but we will be more
than glad to see him when he comes back.
DALE SEARS was last heard from seeing
the sights of Tokyo. DICK FRITCH Is now
In Singapore, having made one of the
longest combat flights of this war.
he'll have some stories to tell when
turns. BARBARA WEBSTER, our
female contribution to the war, is
Seaman First Class.

I'll bet
he resingle
now a

The TCF bowling team made up of Projectionist BEN CASE, Editor JOHNNIE
McCAFFERTY, Insert Dept. HAROLD
BUSBY, Special Effects JESS WOLF and
CLARENCE

D. HUTSON,

studio

colonel

for the

Permanent Charities Annual United Appeal on
the TCP Lot, receiving pledge cards from G. W.
PALAMOUNTAIN,
captain of the Transportation
Department, while JAMES
RUMAN,
Head of
Transportation, looks on. The 135 employees of
the Transportation Department gave in excess of
their yardstick. Their yardstick, by the way, should
have been 67c weekly, but they all pledged $1.00
a week apiece.

Sersen Dept. ARMAND ALLEN, can't
seem to get out of the two hole — winning
two games from MGM, Max Factor, Universal and Paramount. A continued two
out of three wins will keep them right up
there In the standings.
The

Weatherfords (VIRGINIA GODFREY) have moved up beside Dave Preston
In Beachwood Canyon where they spend

Thanksgiving.

most of their time madly trading hoses,
ice-cubes and muffins back and forth.
LILLIAN MUNSEY has moved over to
Background Projection Department and is
turning out Stereopticans by the thousands
— or at least it seems like thousands,
doesn't It, Lil?
Has everyone seen BILL DARLING'S
stunning sets for "Anna and the King of
Gloom will soon descend upon the Sersen Dept, on Saturdays — as the weather
becomes less conducive to golf.
We seem to have converted a San Franciscan— GEORGE HAMILTON beams
Siam?"
fondly on Southern California. George is
the only person we've heard of In months
who found just the house he wanted and
moved In without that much trouble, while
the rest of us are going around with our
tongues hanging out.
SAM and DICK GODFREY are spending their week-ends cruising to Catalina.
Dick will be out of the Air Corps by
November 1st.

MYRTLE

BURNETT

The sudden death of Myrtle Burnett on
October 2, 1945, was a great shock to her
many friends on the Lot.
Mrs. Burnett was matron in the Stars'
Building tor the past three years. She is
survived by a son, YIC George Burnett,
USN, who was right-hand man to Dick
Huckans of Story Files at the time he enlisted.

Iwentietk ^enturi/ ^ox fowling \,eague
Eleven of
the eighteen
outstanding
teams

1\ o V e in h e r ,
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Bowling Teams on Opposite Page
No. I— CHAS. Coburn's team, from left to
right, HAROLD SAILOR, JULIUS CINDRICH,
GLEN SUTFIN, HERMAN
LEIBER and LES
VAUGHN, JR.
No. 2 — LLOYD BACON's Wolves, from left to
right, BILL WASHO, JESS (Curly) WOLF, WIMPY
WISE, MONTY BONOME and AL PRINCE.
No. 3. — BRYAN FOY's Five Little Foys, from
left to right, IKE DANNING, BILL WINTER,
HARRY BUSHMAN, HARRELL BUSBY and ROLAND ALEXANDER.
No. 4— HATHAWAY'S Chicks, from left to
right, GWEN REED, LOLA SHADLAUS, SHIRLEY
DAVISON, SHIRLEY LYON and JEAN BANTA.
No. 5 — FRED MacMURRAY'S Little Foxies, in
front, VIOLET HOGAN, standing from left to
right. MARIAN GRODIN, ALICE McVEY, JOYCE
EPSON and ANITA UPHOFF.
No. 6 — BURTON'S Babes, from left to right,
SHIRLEE WOOLLARD, MAURINE LACY, LILLIAN
KELSEY, DOROTHY HARRIS and EVA PERLBERG.
No. 7 — LINDA Darnell's team, from left to
right, W. SCHAFER, W. BOEMLER, NEIL ROUNTREE, E. UMANN, M. FRIED and MILT JOPLIN.
No. 8— BILL EYTHE's team, kneeling, RALPH
HICKEY, standing from left to right, BOB PALMER,
JOHNNY BODNAR, BILL MAYBERRY and HECTOR DODS.
No. 9. — JOHN PAYNE's team, from left to
right. F. KENDALL, BILL ROBERTS, MISCH FOX,
B. O'NEILL and L. CRUNELLE.
No. 10 — DICK HAYMES' Hecklers, from left to
right, HARRY JONES, PHIL HENDERSON, BERT
JAEGER, JACK DIMMACK and FRED HALL.
No. I I— STAHL's Stahlers, In front, BILL SITTEL,
standing from left to right, JACK STUBBS,
GEORGE WESTENHISER, FRANK SULLIVAN,
FRED SIMPSON and JOE BEHM.

TCP BOWLING LEAGUE
The 20th Century-Fox Bowhng League
got off to a fast start Thursday night, September 20th, with 18 teams participating.
Sponsors this year Include BETTY SRABLE.
JOHN PAYNE, LINDA DARNELL, FRED
MacMURRAY, JEANNE CRAIN, DICK
HAYMES, CHARLES COBURN, HENRY
HATHAWAY, BILL BURTON, OTTO
PREMINGER, BILL EYTHE, LLOYD BACON, GEORGE SEATON, JOHN STAHL,
BRYAN FOY, and TOM YOUNG. Opening night. President IKE DANNING was
master of ceremonies and introduced other
officers for the present season: BERT JAEGER, Vice President; HAL SAILOR, Treasurer, and GWEN REED, Secretary.
DOWN THE ALLEYS ... 1st Week . . .
JESS WOLF showed the boys some pretty
fancy bowling, walking off with a 609-15 —
624 Individual series to capture that event,
and HAL SAILOR won high game with
230-14— 244 ... Prexy IKE DANNING will
probably round Into shape shortly, but It
looks like the rest of the team will have
to carry him for a while . . . LLOYD BACON'S WOLVES nabbed high team series
with a 2773, and LINDA DARNELL'S team
waltzed off with high team game of 998 . . .
Those BURTON BABES really got themselves an outfit . . . HAROLD BOW says
his team will win the 2nd half (that's what
he said, said he) ... HENRY HATHAwon high
women's
with 2655WAY'S
...CHICKS
HERMAN
LIEBER
looksseries
reel

sharp In his ensemble ... SHIRLEY

LYON

had a nice series of 453 to lead the gals'
individual averages, closely followed by
JEAN BANTA with 445 . . . Boys 200 Club:
JESS WOLF 244, HAL SAILOR 230,
MONTY BONOME 227, IKE DANNING
217, BILL WASHO 214, RALPH HICKEY
212, BILL KERN 212 and 209, BUZ BUSBY
209 and 201, TED SANDERS 209, HAROLD
BOW 207, BILL WINTER 207, A. TOOLE
205 and JOHNNY BODNAR 204 .. . Gals
160 or Better Club: LOLA SHADLAUS
178, SHIRLEY LYON 170, SHIRLEY
WOOLLARD 168 and JEAN BANTA 163.
2nd Week . . . CHARLES COBURN'S
team now leads the league with 8 wins
and no losses . . . MICKEY MORGAN rattled the pins for a 628-30 — 658 series,
which ain't bad . . . DANNING pulled himself together and shot a 590 series . . . BUZ
BUSBY Improved his average from 193 to
196 (is took
he kiddin'?)
. . .The with
FIVE 2953
LITTLE
FOYS
team series
. . .
WALT SCHAFER and the above mentioned Danning tied for high game with
237 and BETTY GRABLE'S team won high
team game with I0 10 ... HATHAWAY'S
CHICKS
won BANTA
high women's
with
2621 again
...JEAN
shot a series
524
scratch series and currently leads the gal
bowlers with a 161 average ... BOYS 200
CLUB: BUZ BUSBY 235, IKE DANNING
224, P. ALBRECHT 223, TEX WILSFORD
213, HARRY BUSHMAN 211, WALT
SCHAFER 21 I, JACK DIMMACK 210, J.
RUSSELL 208, BILL SITTEL 207 and 202,
JOHN BODNAR 205, A. RANGNO 205
and 200, MICKEY MORGAN 203, BILL
KERN 203, JESS WOLF 202 and BILL
MAYBERRY 201 ...GALS 160 or Better:
JEAN BANTA 190, 170, and 164, LOLA
SHADLAUS 166.
3rd Week ... MacMURRAY'S LITTLE
FOXIES took the women's high series this
week with 2530, while DICK HAYMES
HECKLERS nabbed high men's series with
2808 . . . MONTE BONOME came through
with high Individual series of 567-45 — 612,
and H. JONES took the high game ‘spotlight with 2 I I- 18—229 . . . HATHAWAY'S
CHICKS, a gal team, are currently tied for
second place in the standings . . . MICKEY
MORGAN Is showing his heels to the rest
of the bowlers with a 197 average...
MEN 200: IKE DANNING 222, MICKEY
MORGAN
222, H. JONES 211, AL
PRINCE 202, JESS WOLF 201, O. STEDMAN 200, and HERMAN LEIBER 200...
Girls i60: Dorothy barker i84 and
LOLA SHADLAUS 163.

FRANK

BAXLEY

It Is with deep regret that we make the
announcement of the untimely death of Frank
Baxley on September 2, 1945.
Mr. Baxley was a member of the Electric
Department since September, 1935. He is
survived by his widow and one son.
Sincerest sympathy is extended to the
family of this respected and beloved
fellow-worker.

MEMO

FROM

CAPTAIN

JACKSON

Christmas Is just around the corner, and
the busiest season looms for the Mail Department. The Incoming mail Is always very
heavy, and it will be appreciated If outgoing mail (especially packages) be taken
to the Post Office. Our space Is limited,
and the Incoming mail usually occupies the
majority of available space.
Please refrain from calling the Department around the Holidays to ascertain If a
package is there for you. All packages will
be delivered, and signed for upon delivery
and a signature will be regulred In every
instance.
Please do not call for a "special" unless
absolutely necessary as our force will be
very busy handling the regular mail. Your
cooperation will be appreciated In our endeavor to render the best service.
Our slogan for the season will be, "Smile,
we are all doing our best." Why not make
that yours, too?

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
JIMMY WOTHERSPOON has turned In
the navy blues and Is back In the Electric
Department. Welcome back, Jimmy! . . .
NORMAN LiNDLEY spent his three-day
leave working at the Studio . . . JACK
BROWN and EARL SPICER are expected
back most anytime now.
Our department has a very good bowling team and they are really going places.
Come on down on Thursday nights, all you
guys, and root for your team!
And, If you are Interested In baseball,
why not come out and play a bit? We
have two teams and welcome all comers.
DON CARSTENSEN is In charge of the
Electric office, while BOBBY COMER and
RALPH WOODLAND are with WALTER
STROHM.
We were sorry to hear about BUDDY
EVANS' plane crash, and all the boys hope
to see him back at work soon.
DON MYERS Is slated for the Costa
Rica location due to leave soon. This
should be a good trip!
If you are ever In Monterey, by all means
make the seventeen-mile drive through the
Del Monte Forest. It's one of the most
beautiful places on the west coast, and
we've seen 'em all!

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY- FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Sfreamlined Lanes
Cocktails
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day seem brighter because of her sunny
smile and cheery greetings. Is so far on
the road to recovery from her automobile

career girls who will take their places will
be as efficient and faithful to their duties.

accident that she'll be back with us before
you read this.

world, after all, and we're glad It didn't
end that Friday — aren't you?

If you've wondered who that new darkeyed bombshell Is who's so very reminiscent
of Mona Lisa because she's so different,
the name's REBECCA SALEM. We'll
check on her marital status next time we
see her.
And while we're on the subject, our cute
little brown-eyed honey blonde, JULIE
ARLINGTON, wishes she had a husband
coming home. Be careful what you say at
all times, Juliel
We're even one up on Durling. We have
the sixty-seventh or sixty-eighth variety of
blonde up here now — PORTIA KENNISON,
the Topaz, and Is she lusclousi But keep
VIRGINIA WALKER, charming and attractive secretary to Aubrey Schenck, Writer, has been with
TCP tor two years. She has lived in California
since she was one-year old which she feels makes
her practically a native daughter. Virginia likes to
play piano, read and swim — but hastened to remind us that liking to swim doesn't
mean that she's a swimmer.

necessarily

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE

MACK

The other morning we were startled to
hear a chorus of female voices singing Al
Jolson's popular song hit of several decades
ago, with slight variations:
"California, here I come
Right back where I started from
Where bowers of flowers bloom In the
sun
Each morning at dawning, birdies sing
and everything.
KATHLEEN

RIDGEWAY

said 'Don't be

So open up that Golden Gate
late'
And let us get at scripts that cannot
wait!" RUTH HOLBROOK, that InThere stood
defatigable collector of beautiful antiques,
who added several to her large variety
while on vacation . . . CHARLOTTE JAFFAY, fresh from a cross-country trip . . .
LILLIAN NEUHAUS, just back from up
North . . . LOLA LUTZHOFF, whose ship
not only came In while she was away, but
carried a handsome Navy lieutenant to
boot . . . PORTIA LUGOFF, who swears
she walked four miles a day, going from
5,000 miles up to 8,000 miles latitude or
longitude (does It really matter?) In the
San Bernardino Mountains . . . ORA HUNTER, who motored to Sequoia, Yosemite
and Lake Tahoe. I sincerely hope you've
all noticed said scripts have been tres perfect ever since. Just goes to show what a
'
vacation does for one.
We're delighted to be able to report
that MARGERY MUNSEY, who decorated
one of the benches In Star Park daily on
her lunch hour and made the rest of the

your seats, boys — she's wearing a recently
acquired sparkler on the third finger of her
left hand.
There's always a first time for everything, so we'll have to print a retraction —
ELI REIMER swears she wasn't In Las Vegas
and has never been there In her life. The

Taking It all In all, It's a pretty good old

OUR LEGION POST
By MAX

LAREY

Our Post, In cooperation with the Studio,
Is making an all-out effort to double our
membership for 1946. We now have 375
members and we are endeavoring to double It by extending an Invitation to all
fellow-workers now in the armed forces,
approximately 500 of them.
Our hard-working Commander, AARON
HALPERIN, of the Process Department,
conferred with MR. METZLER, Studio
Manager, and they devised a plan to
take these members Into the TCF Post.
TOM DOYLE of the Studio Club, furnished
us with a list of those workers in the
service, and applications went out to them

place where she sojournd was an antidote
— pardon, the word Is antithesis — of same.
MAUDE SMYTHE was married to Jim

On the sick list of our membership rospronto.
ter are: TOM YOUNG, Police Chief;
WALTER
ROE, Studio Police: FRED
KELLY, former Studio Policeman; and,

Murray, cinematographer extraordinary of
Technicolor, In Las Vegas, and they are
blissfully happy. Congratulations Jim or
here).
Maude (we haven't our copy of Emily Post

HARRY JONES, Transportation Department. We do hope they will all be well
and back with us again soon.

MARILEE CARPENTIER, who wants to
be called plain old American CARPENTER,
Is the center of attraction these days. She
actually met Frank Sinatra. Need we say
more?
We're so happy for FLORENCE PASKOW (nee SLOTT). She's going to fulfill
woman's greatest achievement late this
year or shortly after the first of next.
Guess what?
No column Is complete without a birthday party. A certain set has them regularly, but when two females over twentyone have the courage to acknowledge publicly that they actually were once born,
that is news! GRACE FREEMAN and ENID
CONTER are the brave lassies and they
looked as happy as two Infants as they sat
In the Cafe de Paris amid a group of
friends Including SUSAN LYNN, VIVIENNE
BAKER. FLORENCE SANISCHES, EVA
PERLBERG and others. Each little cake had
just one itty bitty candle burning brightly
In the center, which probably was one reason for it. Many happy returns, Ittle girlies.
ELAINE BECKER devotes as much of her
spare time as possible at various hospitals
cheering our wounded boys, as do many
other of our girls whose names we cannot
mention because of limited space.
In keeping with the exciting trend of the
times, practically every day one of our
girls receives the joyous news that husband
or fiance is returning to civilian life, which
means they will leave to get ready to become home managers. 'We wish them all
the best of luck and can only hope the new

A great many applicants with combat
service have applied for admission to the
Post, ranging In rank from Seaman and
Private to Lieutenant Colonel and Lieutenant Commander. JOHNNY
LAVIN's
Grip aDepartment
form
Company. has enough veterans to
ART

McLaughlin,

long one

of the

reliable drivers in the Transportation Department, sponsored his nephew, also a
driver. He is LOWELL LINTON, with
medals galore Including the Distinguished
Service Cross. The boy looks like a real
Legionnaire.
JOS. KEENAN of the Sound Department and one of our most active workers.
Is leaving for the National Legion Convention In Detroit, and upon his return will
inform the Post of all the service we must
render under the National mandate, and
we will of course gladly do what is required
of us.
BOB FLEMING, our former Chaplain,
is out of the Navy and back in the Grip
Department.
AL DE GAETANO of the Cutting Department will be proud to know that his
Junior, out of the Navy, has applied for
membership In the Post.

Just got a letter from ED HANSEN,
formerly in charge of the Sound Department. He lives at Balboa Island and still
retains his membership In the Post.
New applicants include ELI BECKER,
EDDIE DOWLAND and ARTHUR RANGNO of the Grip Department; AL DE
WEESE, formerly In charge of Payroll:
and EDCLARENCE J. THOMPSON

MUND

L BURKE of Police; DICK RAGLAND. EARL CONNOLLY
and many

OLINT

UTURBEES

In the Still Depart-

others.

ment . . . see,PEROY
Clint, and
you DEACON
aren't forgotten.
JACKSON
BLAIR

For the information of eligible veterans:
We are In the 24th District from Pico
Boulevard north to the Santa Monica
Mountains, and from Western Avenue to
the ocean. Our main competitive Posts are
Hollywood, Sawtelle, Beverly Hills and
Westwood, but we more than hold cur own
In Legion and Veteran activity with the
best of them.

certainly keep their respective departments spic and span. NICK CARMONA

CLARENCE. HUTSON, SOL HALPRIN
and LOU WITTE comprise our Executive
Committee, and the others officers for
1946 besides Commander Al Halperin, are
TONY HANSE: JET FORE, Jr.; GEORGE
HOVER; GEORGE
HELLGREN; JACK
PERCY; RUSSELL ALLEN, and your re.porter.
TONY HANSE Is the Membership Chairman. If any veteran who has not yet been
contacted wishes to join, he can call Tony
on Extension 726 (the Scene Dock Office).

just can't make up his mind. HEINLEIN
puts hand-rails on chicken walks ... I don't
get It. HARRY (MORENO) JAMES surprises strangers with his likeness to the
famous band leader. The exquisite detail
on Stage 15 for "Anna and the King of
Siam," and glimpse those scenic backings
. . . they are gorgeous with color.
We sadly miss CHUCK STRAIN . . . the
futility of it all. TRU JOINER back at the
helm again. LEO McCREARY doing one
with Cameraman NORMAN
BROblNE.
PRIMO, BENNETT and FISHER agog with
the gobos. AL THAYER finishing with JOE
McDonald. McARDLE, the little fawn,
seems

much brighter since dieting. RUSSELL with LEDGERWOOD,
kinda be-

Veterans — whether or not a member,
send your name to MAX LAREY, Adjutant
(Extension 730) and we will gladly invite you
to our meetings. You are always welcome!

witched by Linda Darnell's loveliness . . .
aren't we all? JIMMY LAVIN smiling at a
picture of the new heiress. COMOLETA
home after a short vacation with Howard
who has just returned from the Aleutians.
KARL BRAINARD back, too.

GRIP DEPARTMENT

Pete's Coffee Shop gleaming like a new
dime. Take a bow. FRANK GRAVES. Oh,
SMYTHE from the Tin Shop helped too.

By WALTER

PITCHMAN

Grip equipment by Air Mail! Believe It
or not, it has arrived. On orders to fly a
complete unit to Costa Rica, JOHN LAVIN, Grfp Department head, with his usual
dexterity, provided an air wheel dolly that
snaps up like a folding table; parallels that
can be carried under the arm; reflectors
that resemble Venetian blinds; and so on,
etc. No piece of equipment could be over
24" In width to meet Pan American specifications and, so help me, It was under that
figure, including the balloon tires. Thus can
units be shipped out on a moment’s notice,
now that the Studio is inclined to be airminded.
My beautiful wife says I might just as
well be In service what with all the shots
I've taken and time away from home,
'tis duty that calls me, beloved. Costa
should be very appealing. To date
spent $5.80 on Spanish lessons and

but
Rica
I've
can

gesture beautifully with my hands. I don’t
know how much "TONTO" DAWSON
has
spent, but he should do all right. My next
column, if any, will have a heading, "The
Diplomatic Grip Abroad." If Rockefeller
can do It, why not I?
Before leaving I had
of meeting my old
HOFFMAN, SAILOR
SMITH . . . they are all
DUARTE was In to see

the sincere pleasure
buddies CHARLES
SAW
and LOU
working on the Lot.
us and will be back

We have a new addition
Miss LOLA BROWN, a
blonde, who is running
COM and BETTE with the

In our office . . .
very charming
competition to
Wolves of the

Grip Dept.
And so to catch the mail plane. Until
next Issue.
Adlos Amigos.

DISPATCHER'S DIARY
By SUSAN

The Mail Dept, hired three-and-one-half people to
replace pretty FLORIAN DELYEA when she left
for a five-month leave of absence, but she’s back
from her trip to New York, and her many friends
on the Lot welcomed her with open arms.

Art Department, for now we shall have to
bring our own reading material to work.
He has been such a comfort to us.
A letter from a boy named

brings a sparkle to LOUISE VICKERS'
lovely
dark eyes,
work
here enables
her and
to JEANNIE
bank thoseDYE's
allotment
checks from Harry toward the home they
will build when he comes home. She has
brought her young sister, MUREYL, out to
join the ranks, and we have some other attractive new faces In our midst — ELEANOR
ROSSITER and SUE POMEROY, FLORENE
WRIGHT who comes from England, and
FRANCIS DAY with her wry sense of
humor.
We

RANGER

The hardest working and most frequently
critized department has taken the current
heat-wave in stride, with the Captain's
little captives carrying the usual number of
unnecessary specials and personal mail. If
one of the messengers comes Into your cool
office out of a broiling sun hot enough to
addle her brain, and appears to be on the
verge of apoplexy, it might be due to the
fact that she has just discovered her special was a lollipop and a comical cartoon.
Which brings to mind one of my favorite
laughs of the week: AUDRE found It necessary to point out to BARBARA BRUMFELD, our pet female Atlas, that we do not
keep all the old writers In the building of
the same name, and the young ones In the
New Writers Building.

with us soon . . . nice to see you, Duarte.
We also received word that MAOHADO

Our department has established quite a
reputation In the past year as an unofficial
employment bureau, with twenty-four of
our alumni scattered around the Lot In

has his discharge . . . hope you'll be back
with us soon to add to our ever-growing
list of returnees.

other positions. We wish them all good
luck, but Audre and I are going Into mourning over losing JOHNNY DAPPER to the

Chris always

will all miss LOWELL

BRAGG

who

Is going home to Georgia to finish his book.
He has been our mainstay here. Audre and
I are desolated — he promised

to love,

honor and obey us both forever and he
Is now deserting us in this shameless fashion. It is enough to make us embittered
for life, but when his book Is a success he
has promised to come

back and ghost-write

one for us entitled "Life In the Mail-Room"
or "Saga of the Salt Mine."

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

GDLDMAIV’S
FLOWERS

and Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Open Evenings
Monica Blvd.
and Sundays
Beverly Hills,
California
Crestview 1-0915
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Hickory," but he's "Oak" with us. By the
way, that wasn't a hangover that made
Seiler and PALTZ look that way last week.
It was an overload of roast beef from
those two free dinners they promoted for
themselves.

KATHERINE LAMBERT is still breathless
after seeing the huge cargo ship, the
largest In the world, which Is nearing completion at the Hughes Aircraft factory.
She feels a personal interest In It since her
husband, Lawrence, has been working on it.
We have a new permanent In our department. SYDNEY STARK has graduated
from the rank of substitute to that of permanent member of the Research Library
Staff, and she is a most welcome and decorative addition.
Returning servicemen everywhere are
bringing so much joy to their families and
that of BOB CRESTO is no exception. His
brother is expected home for Christmas
and already preparations are under way
for his welcome.
Another reunion Is looked forward to
by CY SMITH with his friend, Joe Lane,
who expects to be home from the wars
soon.
RUTH FOX has come in for her share
of joy and gloom this past month. She was
in the midst of a surprise attack of the
mumps when her husband returned from
the South Pacific. He now has his discharge papers and has been spending long
hours outfitting himself for civilian life
again.
The Sequoia National Park cannot be
surpassed for a place to spend a vacation,
according to FRANCES RICHARDSON
who spent the last week of September
there.
Like all the rest of the Lot, we are delighted to welcome back so many of the
returning servicemen who drop in to say
"hello."

j

GUARANTEED SAVINGS OF
15% TO 40% TO 20TH C. F.
EMPLOYEES
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and shower room, and if won't be long
now. Just
hang on, fellows — we'il get It
soon,
we hope!
Bits of gossip: JOE FISCHER quoting
prices on Old Taylor as he leaves early
Saturday afternoon to get a head start
on the rest of the boys . . . EDDIE GUNDERSON seen at the wrestling matches
last Friday with his nephew who just returned from overseas — we don't blame you
for that proud look, Ed . . . SOL ISRAELSON getting all a-dither when he sees a
Chewy — he used to sell them, and still

KATHERINE
LAMBERT, assistant head of the
Research Dept., has been with TCP for eighteen
years. Until recently music and reading headed
her list of hobbies, but during Muriel Bermudez'
leave-of-absence Katherine agreed to care for her
aviary of eight canaries, and is now an enthusiastic
amateur ornithologist.

3

would like to "make a deal."
What's that hanging over my head?
No, not the axe — just the old deadline.
Have to run now, folks — see you next
month with more and better news, we
hope!

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVE

LANDSCAPING DEPT.
By BOB FREEMAN
It has been said that if you wait long
enough you'll see everything, and this is to
prove that statement. Now you are even
seeing a column from the Landscape Department. It's been a long time in coming
and maybe If won't be worth the wait —
but, anyway, here 'tis.
Now that our boys are coming back
from the wars, we are all much happier.
Cne of the first, as well as one of the
most welcome. Is FRED LUTZ, who spent
three years with the SeaBees In the South

GOLDFARB

The last Thursday In November this year
will truly be Thanksgiving Day with the
cessation of hostilities on all foreign fronts
and thousands of our boys coming home.
FRED DENASHEW buying HENRY
WEBER's "29" Pontiac, having it towed
from the garage free . . . JAMES GIBNEY
wearing his upper lip Inside out, showing
no mustache — cancel all DDT . . . FRED
STORY winning the first pool on the DetroIt-Chlcago World Series ballgame, then
asking the fellows which horse and jockey
he had . . . RAYMOND KOENIG waiting
for a telegram from"Woman's Home Companion" regarding his front cover pose tor
the November Issue (Ray, please note: November cover will display a beautiful, big,

Pacific. Fred says he won't be interested
In traveling for some time to come.

roasted turkey with all the trimmings — not
ham) . . . MORT FRIED running his fingers

We are also glad to have JACK NICHOLS of Transportation back after almost
four years In that same Pacific. Jack Is
back on "old 184" — and it's mighty good
to have him. Welcome home, fellows —
and thanks again for the fine job you did.

up and down BILL BERRINGER's back,
having poor Bill in a tizzy and not too
tickled about it . . . CLARK MURRAY
wanting a houseboat anchored off Catalina
so he won't be bothered about putting out
the garbage can every other night.
WILLIAM (Bill) GRISSELL calling his wife
on the phone November 1st to see It any

We have just learned, by putting our
big ear to the ground, that Mrs. ROLAND
CABOT is progressing nicely. Mrs. Cabot
was hit by a car August 15th on her way
home from church, and has been In a

WHOLESALERS
DISTRIBUTORS
LARGEST

A report has just reached us that the
plans are now complete tor our new locker

cast ever since. We're pulling for you.
Hooray! Our boy GEORGE NOVAK,
who has been sweating It out In Germany
for a long time now, expects to be back
with us before Thanksgiving. Boys, we will
have something to be thankful for.
JACK

SEILER, that punny man, says

some folks may call our boss, NICK, "Old

new Bills are in, and she replied "Honey,
we've been married forty-two years." A
gag with sincerity. William and his lovely
wife have been married forty-two years
this November. The entire Lab wishes them
many more grand years of happiness.
Everyone Is so, happy to learn that NEIL
ROUNTREE'S lovely wife who has been
so terribly III, Is now recovering . . . Husky
WALTER SCHAFER reading the comics
and Superman looking back at Schafer — It's
a bird! It's a plane! Umph! It's Schafer!
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. . . Two cute lovelies walking past STUART
BARNFIELD during his lunch sandwich. In
ten words or less write what Barney did
with his sandwich and you nnay be eligible
for a brand new, hard-to-get bottle of
half-and-half. You shall have your choice
of what you want your half and half filled
with.
WAYNE MILLER putting up lattice work
to grow sweet peas. If he is putting up
lattice work, why doesn't he grow lattice?
Yes, I know "a pun is the lowest form of
wit," but I like ’em . . . MR. LESHING,
Lab Superintendent, flipping with Uncle
Sam to see who keeps ERNEST STRAUB.
Mr. Leshing lost so he had to rehire Ernie.
Everyone knows I'm kidding.
TOMMY
LANGFORD, a new-comer,
breaking the waves with his deluxe printers
yacht which is a sailboat. A beauty, too —
I was told to write . . . RAY GUTHRIE, so
round, so firm, so fully packed, lighting a
Luckie . . . Shapely DOROTHY HALL walking past the wolf bench, having them puff
with every inhale.
Hoping to meet each and everyone of
you each Thursday — you know where!

PIPE LINES
By CHARLEY

ANDERS

A stillness, then a cry;
Some laughter and a shout;
A struggle and a sigh;
And what's it all about?
So very soon we die!

doesn't work out that way for plumbers —
yet, society could get along a lot better
without its columnists than without its
plumbers.
So, think that over for a month, while we
go back to our plumbing.

R. STEVENS

Thanksgiving Day promises to be a real
Thanksgiving this year, with so many of
our boys coming home, and we are happy
for the brave wives, sweethearts and parents who have waited so long for the homecoming of their loved ones from overseas.
For those, whose return has been delayed,
there is at least the consolation that the
gravest danger is over.
ROBERT DOYLE, former employee in
the Labor Department, has returned to
civilian status after more than two years
service with the lOlst Airborne Division in
the European theater. A large number of
the boys have returned to the fold and
we are mighty glad to have them back.
PHIL SNYDER, SAM RACHMAN, REX
LICHTENBERGER and EARL WILSON are
all back from vacation and, from their reports, a good time was had by all. DON
CURL, ardent sportsman of gun, rod and
reel, has returned recently from the
Salmon River Country of Idaho, and says
he is going after elk and bear.
Spot Notes: JACK CONLIN, who has
been working on a construction job on the
desert for the past year for his health,

That, friends. Is our story of human existence from womb to tomb. When you can
tell it all in twenty-five words, how you

recently visited the department . . . "POP"
INGERSON, who has been with the department six years, has four sons in the

goin' to fill a column every month?
We dreamed up this little verse one time
when a friend was much worried about

'
RED RIVERS,
day foreman, has lined up
army.

something. Can't remember just what it
was — probably a job, a woman, the price
of potatoes, or the scarcity of gin, these
being the four principal worries of man.

Ralph DeLara is very Interested in all
things Cuban these days, because of Zedra
Conde, ya know. (Zedra is the Cuban
actress who has a role in A BELL FOR
ADANO.) So-o-o, Ralph will be interested
to know that Ernesto Lecuona, the Cuban

LABOR DEPT. NEWS
By GLENN

Dear Boss:

the Labor Department's bowling team, so
be on your toes, all TCF bowlers — our
team will be hard to beat!

Since that time we haven't worried any
more — at least not much more.
But a lot of good times can be crowded
in between that first cry and the last sigh,
so when the old Grim Reaper comes along
we can thumb our nose at him and say,

song writer who wrote "Siboney," has been
signed to write the music for CITY OF
FLOWERS.
"Hubba-hubba" is supposed to be the
new wolf-cry. However, according to Joe
Behm and Howard Koch (assistants to director John M. Stahl) on the set of LEAVE
HER TO HEAVEN, the original, untainted
meaning as used by the Army Air Forces,
is "Hurry Up." This important bit of news
was gained by Joe and Howard while workWINGED VICTORY, the Army Air
Forceing onsaga.
Never be misguided into believing that
acting and fencing are the only talents of
Cornel Wilde. When you see him drawing
some pictures on the walls of a baby's
nursery in LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN, he
isn't faking. When John Stahl asked Cornel if he could do the drawing — Cornel
produced

two books, "Fencing" and "Fundamentals ofFoil Fencing," both by Joseph
Vince, famous fencing coach — with illustrations byCornel Wilde.
A visitor on the set of LEAVE HER TO
HEAVEN inguired why a certain pullman
scene was being shot so near the finish of
the picture when the scene actually appears early In the picture. "Well, you know
how It Is these days," explained Cornel
Wilde with a straight face. "We had to
wait until we could get train reservations.”
Martha Stewart, the diminutive, deeplydimpled former Copa-Cabana thrush who
makes her film debut In DOLL FACE,. Is
engaged

to Joe E. Lewis. Listen closely,

and I'll try to describe a present Joe sent
the dimpled Martha. It's a pin, the shape
of a painter's palette, made of gold with
brushes studded with jewels. The interesting part Is this — the first letter of the names
of ihe mond,
jewels
"DEAREST."
A DiaEmerald,spell
Amethyst,
Ruby, Emerald,
Sapphire, and Topaz.
Martha had some more good luck, too.
She invited her best friend, Patsy Mahar,
out here from New York to visit her. Patsy
Is a specialty dancer, also from the Copa
Cabana. When she arrived on the Chief
she dashed out to the studio to visit
Martha on the set. And believe it or not,

"anyway. It was fun while it lasted."
Doing a job well is one way of getting a
lot of satisfaction out of life, and in that
connection a stainless steel orchid to Tom
Smythe and his sheet metal workers for a
swell job on the Coffee Shop. Of course,
the plumbers helped some too.
And, while on the subject of the Commissary Department, we often wonder if
our talent scouts have astigmatism — the
way they leave some of these lovelies pushing menus instead of strutting their stuff
before the cameras.
Now, another word for the plumbers, lest

ERMA

they become the "forgotten men" of the
Studio.
you'll
find them have
digging
up
the
dirt.Mostly
Certain
columnists
in the
same way risen to fame and fortune. It

as a waitress. She is now in cliaige of the production room at the Cafe de Paris, where she is well
liked tor her geniality and charm. Her pet hobby
is raising dogs and canaries, but occasionally she
takes time off to go fishing.

within one hour after Patsy's arrival on the
set, dance director, Kenny Williams, took
one lock at the beautiful hazel-eyed blonde,
and marched her right over to casting,
then rushed her Into make-up and she was
before the cameras In exactly one hour.
Gardner

came

to TCF

sixteen years

ago

I think It only fitting to add

that —

Vivian Blaine, Dennis O'Keefe, Carmen
Miranda and Perry Como play the leading
roles in DOLL FAOE. I might further add
that Stanley Prager and Oharles fannen

Action
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join the DOLL
Perry Como

FACE

cast.

did a recording with Jose

DDT IN THE HOME AND GARDEN

Iturbi for "Command Performance." He is
also set to join Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra
and Dick Haymes in an all-crooner Christ-

This "alphabetical" insecticide is indeed
marvelous as an insect killer. It has become
available for civilian use and because of

mas recording to be made for "Command Performance" on September 3.
Perry received a request from a fan to

widespread publicity stories is in great demand. Itis being manufactured and offered
for sale in many forms and strengths by
different companies.

sing a song she had written called "I'm in a
Coma About Como." He replied: "I'd
really have to be in a coma to sing a
song about myself!"
Como has more fans through radio and
disc recordings than most movie stars ever
achieve. His last two recordings, "Temptation" and "If I Loved You," each passed
the 500,000 sales mark one month after
they were issued by Victor. Even more astonishing isthe announcement that Victor
already has orders for 300,000 discs of
Perry singing "Till the End of Time," before
he has even made the recording.
Because Producer Bryan Foy is fully
aware of the ready-made audience of
Como fans, the handsome young baritone
has been given two of hit composers Jimmy
McHugh and Harold Adamson's best songs
to sing in DCLL FACE. The numbers are
"Somebody's
which Como

Walking in My Dream"
will sing alone and with

Martha Stewart, and "Here Comes Heaven Alone," which he sings to star Vivian
Blaine.
Vivian Blaine will swim for the first time
on the screen in DCLL FACE — and withwearing a bathing
suit. calls
But don't
be
TCC outalarmed.
The scene
for Miss
Blaine and Michael Dunne to start out in
a motorboat whose engine goes dead.
Rather than spend the night in a boat in
the middle of Long Island Sound whence
they might drift into the Atlantic, the
couple discard their outer garments and
swim for shore. Cherry-blonde Miss Blaine's
curvaceous 102 pounds will be seen diving
into the water clothed only in black Chantilly-lace bra-and-panty set . . . (Boss, now
I know you'll see the picture.)
Chapo says that even though you are
on the right track, you will get run over
if you just sit there.
What-do-you-know, Anne Baxter has
never dyed her hair, used false eye lashes
nor any more make-up than was absolutely necessary to offset the bright lights. She
refused to dye her light reddish-brown hair
a shade brighter for the Technicolor camera used for SMCKY. "Hollywood changes
some girls so that their fathers and mothers
scarcely recognize them. I don't want that
to happen to me," explained Miss Baxter.
If you hear Burl Ives talking about his
family manor in Long Island and his beach
estate in California — he is referring to a
barge house boat at Whitestone Landing,
Long Island, and a barge houseboat that
he is contemplating buying in Santa
Monica.
Your office gal,
Lillian Kelsey

DDT is not a panacea for all Insect
troubles. There are a good many It will not
kill, and unfortunately many beneficial insects will be eliminated perhaps more completely than some of the harmful kind.
Ladybugs, honey bees, lace wings, and
others are on the list of beneficial Insects
it will kill.
DDT is not harmless In some of Its forms.
It Is true that as a dry powder It can be
used on the skin for control of body lice
— that has been proved by widespread
military use. However, in an oil solution it
Is readily absorbed through the skin of
man and animals. As a residue on plants
It would be dangerous to eat and so far
no satisfactory means of removing the
residue have been devised. Proper dilutions have not been determined for most
of Its uses. Some plants are Injured by It.
It Is highly toxic to fish and other cold
blooded animals.
Many materials on the market contain
too little DDT to be effective. Many of
these are selling for ridiculously high prices
— far more than Is justified by the cost of
the raw material. All Insecticide materials
legitimately offered for sale in California
are required by law to carry on the label
suitable directions and necessary cautions
to make possible effective and satisfactory
use. So, read the label and know what you
are buying. Then use it as directed.

around the home. DDT Is also being mixed
with carrier materials and "wetting agents,"
the mixture to be used as a suspension in
a water spray.
The gardener's safest procedure Is to let
DDT alone until careful research produces
definite mixtures with specific recommendations for certain insects. Aphids and red
spider will walk off with the garden after
you kill the beneficial insects which normally help you keep these pests under
control.
Fly control in the yard or around buildings will probably best be accomplished by
using a water spray containing at least two
pounds of actual DDT to 100 gallons of
water — this means ten pounds to 100 gallons of 20 per cent material (1.6 ounces
per gallon), or four pounds of 80 per cent
material to 100 gallons (0.6 ounces per
gallon). Make a smooth cream with a little
water and then dilute. Apply just enough
to wet the surface, using a coarse spray.
If fleas bother In the yard, a very light
scattered spray on a freshly cut lawn, under the house, or In the doghouse will take
care of them. A 10 per cent DDT powder
can be applied where animals sleep, may
be sprinkled beneath rugs on floors, and
even on the soil. A half pound of dust will
treat a thousand square feet of soil. Five
per cent kerosene spray may be used In
similar places as well as on the top surface
of rugs, davenports, mattresses, etc. for
fleas or bedbugs. A quart should do 250
square feet. The dust may be applied on
dogs — one-fourth teaspoonful Is enough for
one treatment. Apply only a pinch to the
back of a cat's head.
For ants In buildings, apply a five per
cent DDT kerosene spray behind and beneath baseboards, window sills, about the
sink In the kitchen and bathroom, the table

Everything is not yet known about the
reaction of DDT on the human system, particularly when dissolved In oils. There iS'
some evidence to Indicate the material

and chair legs. Inside of surfaces of pantries, and cracks and crevices leading
outside of the building. Not all ants can
be controlled.

can be accumulated in the body. Therefore, in using It avoid breathing the vapors
of sprays or Inhaling the dust, and promptly
remove any that does get onto you by
thorough washing.

In full light and warm weather DDT
loses Its killing power In from a few days
to two or three weeks. Inside under cool
conditions It may last several months.
Final caution! DDT Is not the answer to

DDT is being offered for sale dissolved
In odorless kerosene and In other solvents.
These materials are not suitable for direct
use on plants and must be kept from the
skin of man and animals. DDT itself is not
Inflammable but, of course, kerosene and
many solvents are, so keep this kind away
from flames. Our Information Is that DDT
dissolved In odorless kerosene or other solvent will penetrate into raw plaster, whitewashed surfaces, or raw wood, carrying
most of the poison beyond the reach of
the Insects. In this form It should be used
on painted surfaces, glass, wire screen, etc.
Such solutions should be 5 per cent
strength or stronger.
For dusting, DDT Is being mixed with
lime or talc or other material In various
strengths. Dusts should contain 5 to 10 per
cent DDT. These materials will be primarily
for agricultural use, but will find some uses

all prayers — only to some. It's new. More
Is
about It.
Be careful.
Don't
bebeing
over learned
enthusiastic.
Wait
for specific
recommendations from official sources.

ROD

WETMORE
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but expect to be home and a civilian before long. I have enough points for discharge, and all I am waiting for now Is
transportation. Boy, It sure will be grand
to be a free man again.
"Action" and a carton of cigarettes for

“Action” and
his knowledge

June arrived yesterday. Thanks a million —
I sure appreciate the thoughtfulness of all

and

belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a
daily paper, the circulation),
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933,
embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher — Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club,
10201 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 34, Calif.
Editor-Thomas
F. Doyle, 10201 W. Pico Blvd.,
Los Angeles 34, Calif.
Managing Editor — Thomas F. Doyle, 10201 W. Pico
Blvd., Los Angeles 34. Calif.
Business Manager — Thomas
F. Doyle, 10201 W.
Pico Blvd.. Los Angeles 34, Calif.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation,
the names and addresses of the individual owners
must be given. If owned by a firm, company, or
other unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as well as those of each individual member, must be
given.! Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club, 10201
W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 34, Calif. (An incorporated, nonprofit California corporation. No stock or shareholders.) Officers of Club as follows: Carl Faulkner,
President ; Ed King, Vice-President ; Robert Patton,
Treasurer; Kathleen Ridgeway, Secretary; all of 10201
W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 34, Calif.
3. That the known
bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: There are no bond holders,
mortgagees, etc.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
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the books of the company, but. also, in cases where
'
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books of the company as trustee or in any other
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upon the books of the company
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of Ityou.
sure will be a grand feeling to be working at the Studio again with the rest of
the gang, after being away for over three

M I/C ARNOLD
L. LOSEY, a member of the
Landscape Dept, at the time he enlisted in the
Navy almost
one months
Third

tour years ago. Arnold spent
overseas with the 58th Task

13 Sept. 1945
New Delhi, India
Dear Studio Club:

Fleet, and participated in all major invasions from FunI Futi in the Ellis Islands, to Okinawa.
He was recently discharged on points.

I

My reason? — I should be a civilian by
the time you receive this, and will be dropping In to thank you all In person In the not
too distant future.

10 October I945
Baer Field
Dear Studio Club:
Thanks very much for the books. Action,
and, just last week, a box of California
fruit; I brought It down to Headquarters,
where I work (or a reasonable facsimile of
same) and passed It around to my Gl
friends; the contents of said box were enjoyed and devoured In no time at all; I
look forward eagerly to each Issue of Action and read It from cover to cover; It
seems such a long time before the next one
arrives; wish It were a weekly publication.
I've been participating In the Battle of
Baer Field ever since my departure from
Des Momes and dear old Basic days; will
I ever forget them! Must say I'm a wiser,
stronger woman for it. Baer Field was lust
recently changed to a Separation Base, so
you can Imagine how busy we are; It's fun
watching the soldler-civillans around the
Field change over; they delight In going
around with their coats unbuttoned, no
caps,

and

wearing

the yellow emblem

hope It won't be long before everyone Is
home again.
Thanks again for your thoughtfulness.
Very sincerely,

Pvt. Alice Carey O'Neil

THANKSGIVING

Carey O'Neil

DAY IN POETRY

The good God bless this day.
And we forever and aye
Keep our love living.
Till all men 'neath heaven's dome

Until then —
Yours sincerely,
Charles L. Zimmerman

Maurice

Fountain

October

II, 1945

Dear Friends:

It Is with great pleasure that I ask you
to discontinue sending cigarettes and "Action" which you have so faithfully sent
these past three years.

Motion pictures can make these SouthSea-Islands look like Paradise — but that Is
years.
only
In thethat
movies.
haven't meseento anything
out here
would I entice
stay. It
Is lucky the Studio has the beautiful girls,
Sincerely,
because
find them out here.
Thanks they
againwouldn't
for everything.

thirtyForce,

(some Gl humorists refer to It as the "ruptured duck") of discharge. They are a
happy gang, and who can blame them? I

1
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I am still overseas, stationed In Okinawa,

Of Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club "Action,”
published monthly at Los Angeles, California, for
October 1. 1945.
State of California
)
County of Los Angeles i ss
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared THOMAS
F. DOYLE,
who, having been duly sworn according
to law, deposes and says that he is the editor of the
Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
that the following is. to the best of

Sept. 29, 1945

Dear Studio Club;

Sing InFreedom's
Harvest-home
one Thanksgiving!
Robert Bridges

Many, many thanks for all the kindnesses
you have shown me. I can truthfully say
that there is no group of people In the
United States more thoughtful of their
service men than my friends and co-workers
at TCF. I hope It won't be long before I
may have the privilege of being with you
all again.
Sincerely,
Thanks again.
O. F. Deakins

Monica Shop
10534 W. Pico Blvd.
(near Overland)
Your

newest

neighborhood
5 min.

drive

and

nearest

shop

(within

from

— free parking)

the Studio
cordially

in-

vites yon to see their attractive collection of the very
latest in . . .

LADIES’

APPAREL

SPORTSWEAR
ACCESSORIES
Cordially,
Monica

Brook

Weber.

J.

B.
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Please forgive me for not writing you in
so long a time, but so much has happened
since I last wrote. In short, I served 27
months overseas, went to the States In
June, got married, spent 79 days in the
States and now I'm at Hawaii aboard an
LSI heading for Japan. As you can see,
I've been pretty busy these last few months,
but that Is no excuse for not informing you
of my new address. And, I've
tion" and the cigarettes very
shove off tomorrow but I'll be
this before we sail.
How is everything at Fox?

were back at work there again. I've really
had my fill of this so-called "seeing the
world." While I was In the States the war
ended and I thought sure I wouldn't be
sent across again, but the cards were
against me. I had only 65 points and 70
were needed to stay: but the tough part
was that five days after we sailed the
points were lowered to 60 to stay In the
States. I might add that there were quite a
few disgusted men aboard. And new I'm
on my way to Japan. It might be an experience and all that, but I'd gladly trade It
tor a ship back to God's country!
But enough of my troubles. I really
appreciate you going to the trouble of
sending "Action" and cigarettes.
As ever,
Frank E. Draeger
Sgt. Frank E. Draeger, U.S.M.C.
1st Separate Hqs. & Supply Co. (PROV)
Service Command, F.M.F. PAC.
c/o FPO, San Francisco.

3, 1879.

3 Oct. 1945
Dear Gang:

Thought that I'd send you a copy of this
announcement so you could see what's
cookin' over here with me.
I am at present on duty with the Army
of Occupation, and stationed In Nuremberg, Germany.
• I wish to thank you again for the cigarettes which I received regularly, and the
copies
of "Action."
Thateach
magazine
like a letter
from home
month. Is just
Here's wishing you all the best of luck,
long. hoping to see you again before too
and

missed "Acmuch. We
able to mail
Sure wish I

Calif., under

of March

Dear Friends:

30 Sept. 1945
Dear Studio Club:

class

Gerald "Ted" Thompson
(Music Dept.)
The

following announcement

accom-

panies Ted's letter:
"Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thiele of Los
Angeles (California) announce the marriage
of Gerald T. Thompson, to Denise J. Picard,
at Paris (France)."
Dear Friends:

24 Sept. 1945

Enclosed find receipts for cigarettes received July and August. I wish to thank all
of you for the regularity of your kindnesses.
Packages have been arriving without delay.
Due to the fact that I am leaving my
present station tomorrow and hope to be
back In California very soon, I think it best
that you discontinue the packages. My future address is uncertain, therefore delivery
would probably never be made.
I hope to be able to thank all of you in
person very soon.
Appreciatively,
Curtis B. Danning

Enclosed find acknowledgments of August's cigarettes which I have received.
Mail and packages come through pretty
good now, but the other way — from here
to the U. S. — not so good.
war Is
you'dsuch
thinkis
theNow
workthat
herethewould
be over,
less but
not the case. I hardly ever get a day off
and the situation is definitely snafu, but
everything will come out In the wash.
I might term what I'm going through
now as "sweating It out." My outfit Is now
at the 5th Repl. Depot where repatriated
prisoners of war from Japan are being
processed back to their homelands. We
have British, Canadian, Aussie, Dutch and
the like. However, they will scon all be
processed and then what happens? I seriously doubt If I'll go to Japan, but could
be. I have 61 points which makes me eligible for discharge in November, but I
must be in the States, not here. Loads of
ack-ack troops like myself are here wondering when they'll get home. It's anybody's
guess, but I'll be seeing you sometime In
1946, I hope. Wish me luck!
Thanks again for your most faithful attention to we servicemen overseas by sending "Action" and cigarettes. In the wake
of Victory, It Is all too easy to forget about
those who do not happenSincerely,
to come home
right away.
Charles Rogers
CpI. Charles Rogers, Jr.
Btry. A, 745th Gun Bn.
APO 711, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco
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The Voice

of the Lot

I found myself being dragged up a flight
of stairs into someone's office, and thrown
in front of a camera. I thought to myself, "Maybe it's a test for the part of
Larry in RAZOR'S EDGE" — obviously a
sub-conscious thought due to the fact that
I needed a shave. After several hundred
shots of me in various poses according to
the latest cheesecake methods (all of
which, I found out later, turned out to
look like a combination of The Picture of
Dorian Grey after he had been a bad
boy, and drawings by Salvador Dali!), I
was rendered near-unconscious by a blinding light and a hollow, booming voice
(like when you're alone In Madison Square
Garden or Hollywood Bowl) howling

cause SHIRLEE, our gorgeous glamourgirl with whom each male of Story Files
is secretly In love, was vacationing. Now
that she's back, all's right with our world!
That uncanny Casanova, LOUIS BAKER
— cur threat to Cornel Wilde, Van Johnson and Frank Sinatra — was also missing.
For a week Loole was the big playboygambler at Las Vegas. Upon his return
the office was flooded with big tales of
romance, adventure, romance and miore
romance.
The rest of this paper is fine entertainment too, so don't let me keep you. 'Til
next time — DON'T TELL WHAT MILDRED PIEROE DID.

write, write, write, write . . . Ill" I ask
you!
I do???
just wasn't
in theWhat
moodcould
to do
a big I scene
from
WILLIAM COLLERAN came to Story Files In April,
1945, from the U. S. Navy. Bill Is the newest addition to our staff of reporters, with his Smiles from
Story Files.

SMILES FROM STORY FILES
By BILL COLLERAN

So help me, I don't know how I got
roped into this — but here I am trying to
kid myself Into believing that I, quasi-

I illiterate that I am, can actually write a
I

column for this most illustrious mag. Hon-

it really wasn't my fault. I was sitting
Ij est,
at my
12 by 12 (feet not inches) desk,
surrounded as usual by my twenty gorgeous
I secretaries, when suddenly a large hand

I grabbed me by the nape of the neck and

Murder My Sweet — so here I am, typewritei^ in hand, about to make a (censored)
fool of myself!
Last month we were afforded the rich
pleasure of having one of our former
cell-mates drop in on use for a short
visit— namely RICARDO BLANCO (DICK
WHITE to you aliens!). We were sitting in
the office having a wonderful chat with
Dick when he calmly informed us, in his
own Inimitable way, that he was supposed
to be In quarantine for diptherla. Well,
after he left, we all came down off the
files and resumed our duties.
A big hearty welcome back to
GEORGE BURNETT and BILL SCHRADER, who just cast off their Uncle Sam
garb to don the old colors of Story
Files — black-and-white stripes.
If you wondered why we were inconsola ble for a time last month, 'twas be-

Sqt. WILLIAM SCHRADER of the Army Air Corps.
Bill enlisted in April of 1944 from Story Files and
has recently returned from the Pacific area.
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MEN IN BLUE

WAKE-UP ABOUT MAKE-UP
By ERNIE

PARK

By WM.

J. STRATTON

If any of you guys had any ideas about
that cute blonde bombshell in the Hair-

CLAUDE EICHER of the Santa Monica
Gate has been a Grandpapa for four
months. Know how we found out? We

dressing Department, I'd like to set you
right. Her name is GWEN HOLDEN and
she is now executive hairstylist. In other

phoned the gate one Sunday afternoon
v/hile SHE was in the Gate House exercising her lungs and what-have-you. She
was telling Ike off in no uncertain terms
and was really laying it on the line. For
once poor Ike was speechless, and believe

words, she is the new head of her department. Her past experience as head
of the department at Universal serves her
well. Aside

from Joeing a

brilliant hair-

you
one and
for the
She me,
has that's
red hair
her little
name redis book.
Gale

stylist, Gwen is a very fine artist. I predict a long and successful sojourn at TCP
for Gwen. She herself is so capable and
her assistants are top in the industry. A
combination like that is hard to beat. It
makes for happier jobs and the results will
reflect in the work.
PUDGY

FORD

is frantically searching

for an Irish green collar for "Irish," her
dog. Anyone seeing a collar of this description and reporting to Pudgy, will
make a lifelong friend.
DICK (Father Dionne) HAMILTON'S
wife is anticipating making her family a
fivesome. The only thing Crosby has that
Dick doesn't have is the Del Mar race
track — and a contract with Paramount.
ALLAN

SNYDER

and wife are also on

the expectant list. It seems

everyone

Josephine — and WHAT
GEGRGE

ALEX MARTINEZ of the Mail Dept., Alex has
promised to love, honor and obey Audre and
Susan forever, or until such time as his wandering
feet take him elsewhere to become the pride and
joy of some other lucky department.

DISPATCHER'S DIARY
By SUSAN
After eighteen months

RANGER

of dispatching,

we have our own conception of the personalities which go with the voices we
talk with several times each day.

is

There is the deceptively timid tone of

having babies. As for myself, I'm trying
to get on the night shift at the yo-yo
factory, as a test pilot. (That will be
censored as sure as heck.)

Marie de Luca — she can be very imperative if the occasion warrants: the cool

After waiting for free ducats

to see

"State Fair," being as how I worked on
It, I decided to spend my own money and
saw it Saturday night. Aside from being
a swell picture, must compliment my assistant, GEORGE (Blueboy) BRUCE, on
how well he photographs in Technicolor.

conciseness

of

Pauline

Dunlap:

Mary

Cook's breezy requests: the terse "Photocopy Special" every morning: the sonorous speech of "Mr. Studio Club" asking
for the "Captain of the Males." Then
there is the anonymous voice which comes
banging through the phone causing our
ears to vibrate — we love that one! Jerry

a gale!

TAYLCR is looking for information. He wants to know how come

he has to donate part of his uniform to
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and another part to the Social Security Board,
and still another part to the State of
California Unemployment Insurance Department. So far he hasn't found anyone with a satisfactory answer. It's just
one of those things, George, that we all
have to put up with. Just like blackberries
— we can't explain why they're red when
they're green, but they are.
Had a nice talk with TCM YCUNG on
the phone the other day and he is getting
along famously. DAN McAULIFFE and
GECRGE
WAYLAND
are still in the
hospital. George phoned and said he is
able to walk around again and is getting
wonderful care at the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital. AL TURNEY will probably be
back to work by the time this is in print.
Wish you could all read the letter he received from Mr. Fred Meyer during his
illness. Here's hoping you'll all be back
in the groove again real soon.
"Gibby" GIBBS is looking forward to
the day when he can take off to his

Nomls' gruff friendliness: Art Houser's
playful manner of luring some poor unsuspecting little messenger up to Room 205,
only to send them trudging way off to the
hinterlands to the Still Lab: and, the
apologetic inflection of Estelle Trager as
she asks for a special.
Colonel Joy’s buzzer has more diplomacy in its spine-chilling rasp than some
of the anonymous voices we deal with,
but as a rule this job has its entertaining
moments. Voices are such wonderful clues
to personalities. Audre and I are often
amused at some of the peculiar conversations which take place on Extension 447.
So many people confuse our voices that
we frequently find ourselves in quite
heated arguments about it. Secretary: "I
talked with you a minute ago regarding a

GWEN

HOLDEN, executive hairstylist, a newcomer
to TFC. Welcome, Gwen!

missing letter" . . . "You must have talked
to Audre about it— I don't know the details". . . Sec, with an incredulous and
injured tone, "Now look here, I know I
just talked with you" , . .

IRVING

P. GIBBS

of the Police Dept., known

to

everyone on the Lot as "Gibby of the South
Reception Desk" in the New Administration Building, where he greets the Publicity Department s
visitors with a flourish that makes them glad they
came to his gate.

December,
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NEW TALENT TYPES

f
By RHODA

BURSK

At this writing it's still some 50-cdd
shopping days till Christmas, but by the
time this copy of "Action" reaches you,
the holiday spirit will be practically upon
us and
on

we'll no doubt be wearing ourselves to a frazzle dashing around town

last-minute shopping

New

tours. (Come

Year's, we'll probably all make another resolution to get our Christmas shopping done early!)

IVAN
from a

KAHN,

our boss, has just returned

scouting trip through the South.

Understand

he's discovered

a

few

more

Texas
beauties. (Sure wish we'd been born
in Texas!)
Sights around No. I Cld Ad Building,
and Cld Park Row . . . TCM MCCRE,
formerly with our department

and now

an

HENRY

GOLDFARB, Assistant Superintendent of
Western Avenue Lab.

LAB-LAFFS

actor again, sporting a brand new mustachlo. Someone remarked that she liked
RICHARD COOMBS, who had been a member of
the Police Dept, for a year when he enlisted in the
Army Air Corps in October, 1942.

hacienda in Thousand Oaks and spend
a year under each oak with his chickens.
JOE CRAEGER and REUBEN BYERS
have returned to the Department from the
service and it sure looks good to see the
boys getting back in the harness.
When they all get back, let's put on a
party tor them. How about it?
Due to Reconversion and the recent
ban on smoking, there is a tine brass and
glass smoking stand at the North Reception Desk that is now classified as a sur-

it, but thought it made

busy! . . . CCLLEEN GRAY and RCDNEY AMATEAU, that cute couple, looking
very

bride-and-groomish,

and

handsome

Department,

GOLDFARB

addition to the Casting

hurrying somewhere

I won't be the first to say this, but I
would like to shout from the housetops —
A VERRRY MERRRY CHRISTMAS. Know-

blissfully

happy . . . ESTHER SILVER, surrounded as
usual by scads of young contract people
who are currently coaching with HELENA
SCRRELL, our Dramatic Coach . . . BILL
SMITH,

By DAVE

his face look so

or other

(slow down. Bill, won't you, so we can get
a good look at you?) . . . IRMA BERMUDEZ, looking very stunning in a new check
suit, chatting with the gardener about her

ing how everyone feels on New Year's day.
I'll just
Year
....whisper — A Verrry Happy New
MARTIN BCLGER planning to take his
family to Santa Claus Lane every night
and then stand dreamily at the window of
a certain store displaying a beautiful sport
jacket, while he goes through a fast chorus of, "I wish, I wish, I wish" ....
Santa Claus can't fill a stocking half so
well as DCRCTHY HALL . . . JAMES
GIBNEY

rushing back to the same

store as

plus commodity — for sale cheap, or will
trade for a new manila envelope, large
size, or two small ones. Al Hartwig please
note.

last year's tomato crop — which turned out
to be two whole tomatoes! . . . LESLIE

last year, hoping to find his female Santa
so he can sit on her lap and tell her what
he wants . . . FAWN FARRAR riding her

JETT FORE nearly won the check pool
last Thursday. He had a straight — open
at both ends and in the middle. HARDY
ESLICK has a second hand oil burner
for sale that does not come under the

C'PACE wandering around this morning
with a slightly strained expression on his

exercycle furiously so- she can get in shape
to handle the 500 kiddies for our I.A.T.S.E.

usually jovial face — the results of a Little
Theatre play he covered last night, no
doubt.

Local 683 Christmas Party — no, she will
not wear a white beard over one eye . . . .

"No

Smoking" ordinance and is absolutely not a fire hazard, because he

doesn't dare light it. A reservation was
made at the Coffee Shop the other day
for a large party — and AL GROVES
walked in. The GRAVY TRAIN stopped
in the middle of November and everybody
got off. We used to dream of a nice
ride on that train but after eight months
of it— well, it seems good to have time
for a long breath once again and maybe
a picture show in the evening.
We've been beefing for years about
reckless driving on the Lot but it hasn't
done a bit of good, so now let's give
the drivers a break and stay on the sidewalks instead of walking in the middle
of the streets. If you get killed on the
sidewalk, you don't have to worry.

Since we've just been advised that this
is the Christmas issue of "Action," we'd
like to take this opportunity to wish all
and every one of you the merriest of
Chris'lmases and the happiest of New
Years. \A/ill be with you again next year.

HENRY WEBER installing a 28-mile
breather tube from his cramped Hollywood apartment to his wide-open valley
home in Agoura so he can live all over
again .
. . WAYNE
MILLER's startling
bow tie that wig-wags whenever a pretty
girl walks by . . . PETER LANGFCRD rolling and tossing as he relates his Catalina
cruise in his own boat, and having the
gang green with envy . . . LECN RCSEN
with his new raincoat, and the California
Chamber of Commerce glowering at
him ....
RAYMCND

KCENIG

and MCRT

FRIED

running up and down Santa Claus Lane
in kiddie rompers shouting to Santa sitting in his parade sleigh, but waving to
BETTY GRABLE, who is guest riding with
Santa . . . CLARK MURRAY back in his
own home on Kling Street, where he says
it never sprinkles or rains, is taking no

y4 c t i o n

<1

chances but having his roof re-covered
just the same ....
On Sunday, October 28th, Mrs. HARRY
BELL presented her husband with another
tiny tinkle. This is the second son for the
Bells, which makes Harry a two-bell father.
All of us at the Lab wish the best of everything for this very lovely family ....
Our own MITCH MALOFF would make
a wonderful St. Nick — so round, so full , so
cheerfully packed — and so nice, too . . . .
ROSE ROBINSON could have such a
grand Christmas if she would only receive
some word from her missing son — the entire Lab will continually hope and pray
with you, Mrs. Robinson ....
FRED STORY wearing a long, white
beard on Santa Claus Lane .... The
lovely round Christmas tree walking down
the street is being carried by none other
than our own NEIL ROUNTREE ....
HENRY

GOLDFARB

filling his arms and

emptying his bank account while his children are counting the days to unwrap
those gifts . . . MILTON CLAYMAN and
BEVERLY coming to a father-daughter
treaty on who gets to play with the Studio Club’s Christmas gift first — last year
Milton won . . . Slender DAVID ROTHSCHILD wishing for only fifteen pounds for
Christmas . . . The Lab gang trying to borrow EDNA DILLEY's stocking for hanging
over the fireplace ....
Mr. MICHAEL

LESHING

Christmas-Ing

himself with two brancJ"new hats and neckties he won't have to exchange . . . ERNIE
STRAUB with mistletoe over his head
standing at Hollywood and Vine — no good,
Ernie, I tried it ... .
'V\/hen you drink that Christmas highball, give a little thought to the men and
women in our armed forces — if it weren't
for them you might be getting shot Instead
of having one ....
Have fun, kids — see you in '46!

Reproduced

As you

will note, the idea for this cartoon

was

suggested

by permission

by Kenneth

of King Feafures

Syndicate.
Noyes — but did you realize it was

our own KENNETH NOYES, messenger in Mr. Zanuck's office? Our reporter advises that Kenneth is
interested in aviation, hunting, guns and photography, and that during his two years on the Lot he
has kept his eyes fixed steadfastly on the production end of the business. However, it is our guess that
he

swerved

from

his purpose

long

enough to enter a "pool" — else how
"They’ll Do It Every Time?"

RESEARCH NOTES
SYLVIA

COURSEN

has been spending

her "leisure" hours painting the Interior
of her house. Her bedroom, which she
has done with kemtone in yellow, is a
masterpiece. We only hope she won't
desert Research for a painter's brush.
Between "BERKELEY SQUARE" and
"ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM,"
Helen Webb has been kept hopping. Time
and space are eliminated in the Research
Department. We jump with such speed not
only from country fo country, but also
from century to century.
GERTRUDE
KINGSTON'S Saturday
night at the Russian Concert Ball given
for the Russian Veterans, where all the
eniertalners were Russian, is still a fascinating topic of conversation, and she has
given us all a vicarious thrill with her description ofthe colorful affair.

could

he have

suspected,

said Cy, until the last act when the fire
music started too soon and something
happened to the fire and smoke effects,
to the great discomfiture of the singers
who all started sneezing.
May Morris' son, Lieutenant James
Morris, is at the separation center, and
by the time this goes to press will be a
full-fledged civilian once more, much to
the rejoicing of his family.
We are having a hard time holding
SHIRLEY PERSKY down these days and
we're wondering if it is herself or her
sister who is soon to be a bride. Shirley
assures us she is only the bridesmaid,
and we are sure she will make a very
charming one.

10th Annual

The lectures on foreign affairs held at

WENDY

RICHARDSON,

the Beverly Hills High School have attracted MAY MORRIS, MAUDE
CLAGUE and GERTRUDE KINGSTON.

Children’s

The pros and cons are well hashed over
later, to the advantage of other department members.

Sunday,

Pinup Pup ot the Research

Department, to which in years past she gave
generously of her sagacity and loyal devotion.
Can you wonder with such a profile that she was
once given a part in a picture for which she
received a paycheck?

No opera season would be complete
unless at least one opera was attended by
our music fan, CY SMITH. This time it
was Die Walkure. Everything went fine,

Xmas

Party

Dec. 16th

9 A.M.
Carthay Circle Theatre

December,

7

19 4 5

office the other day when we overheard
Yvonne conversing in dulcet tones with a
lieutenant. We couldn't miss this even If
the war Is over. "For Pete's sake," she
was saying, "If you don't stop that scratching you'll drive me crazy! Now that It Is
almost winter you ought to be rid of that
summer itch anyway." We had just
dropped down to all fours and had our
ear pressed to the crack at the bottom
of the door when it suddenly opened. And
there we were, nose to nose with the
Lieutenant — the biggest police dog you
ever saw.

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

The life of a designer is a perpetual
tribulation ("The Tribulations of Costume Designers in Motion Pictures and
Elsewhere" may subsequently appear
here as a serial) from the first sketch
until the last weary extra drags the exquisite creation through the mud on the
North Lot. Ironically these torments take
strange forms. Style trends set in motion
by the glamorous garments containing a
film star, inflame the imaginations of
even the most prosaic in the far wildernesses long after the film has made its
final run In the suburban neighborhood
theaters. In the backwash of these ripples
on the fashion consciousness of the public,
evidence is often cast up to testify to
the fact that the artist's toil has touched
some drab and humble life and suffused
it with inspiration. Upon the occurrence
of such a phenomenon the Inspired rushes
home, lights up an old oil lamp and with
pen in hand addresses a candid admission of this to the designer himself — and
the following missive finally reaches RENE
HUBERT

(Mr. Hubert's name
nounced ReNAY HewBEHR):

is pro-

"Rural Route No. I
Bunyanville, Wisconsin
November II , 1945
Hene Hobart
20 Century Movies Co.
Hollywood, U.S.A.
Dear Miss Hobart:
"I have just saw the movie "State Fair"
and I am 16 years old. It was simply
wonderful and I liked it ever so much that
I dream at night about having a dress just
like Jeanne Crain had on when Dana
Andrews sang to her in it on the ferris
wheel. You know, where they were eating peanuts and Dick Haymes was throwing embroidery hoops. The purple one
with the violets on the neck which my
boy friend Herbert says I would look good
with them on.
"I know you are just going to throw
the dresses away anyway, so could you
just give me several. I support my father
and four sisters working in a saw mill and
wear a size 40, size 13 shoes, the kind with
the ankle straps on, and underwear (short
kind for summer) size, well, large.
"Thank you very much and I can't wait
until the spring thaw and all the clothes
get here.
Yours truly,
Gussle Bloom."
Oh, well!
Mr. Hubert, whose inimitable flare for

period clothes lends "Centennial Summer"
its nostalgic charm, is now in San Jose,
Costa Rica, directing the costuming of
the fiesta sequences of William Bacher's
"City of Flowers."

Down
In secretary
Bungalow IsNo.
America's
■ first
female
being14 shaped
for
posterity by famous ORRY KELLY. Betty
Grable as "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
will wear the Kelly interpretation of the

One person who did not put away her concern for
the boys in Birmingham Hospital when the bullets
quit flying is DOLLY McCARTY, finisher in the
Workroom at Ladies' Wardrobe. Her tireless work
has been a key in keeping afghans going to the
convalescent war casualties since the need became
apparent. For seven years Dolly has worked with
the fitters, and has earned a reputation for the
excellence of her shoulder pads and skill in handling
the shoulder and bust lines of a garment. With
Dolly's infallible punctuality has grown the legend
of the 11:15 egg, accepted as the official announcement of lunch time in the workroom.

Before CLUE

HUGHES,

wardrobe girl

on the picture, enplaned for location it
was necessary for her to be immunized to
all diseases that the Army or anyone else
had invented. They filled both her arms
so full of shots that she can now exterminate a formidable germ af forty paces. It's
a good thing Ollie had to go through all
that red tape to get a possport — otherwise there would have been a lot of things
In her life that she might never have
known a thing about.
A vast treasure has been amassed by
BONNIE CASHIN to garnish the favorites
of the King's Harem In "Anna and the
King of Siam." This loot has been collected from jewelry houses around town
and extorted from ANDE's secret hoard,
to which has been added, through the
amazing skill of Jimmy Spies of the Prop
Department, necklaces, ornaments, buckles
and even replicas of the intricate headdresses of Siamese dancers. In the workroom, KAY SMITH
and ADELINE
YOUNG are making the panungs — three
changes each for the twelve pets of the
Harem. Way back In the far corner of the
workroom, Einstein equations have been
muttered with a soft Scotch burr: "15
yards of blue eyelet organdy divided by
3 straight flounces traveling in a round
line over two hoops, supported by a 23Inch waist and a modest bodice, equals
IRENE DUNNE." How ETHEL did it not
even Einstein could understand, but when
Miss Dunne as "Anna" Is presented to
the King of Siam, both the King and the
audience will be thrilled.
We

were passing YVONNE

WOOD's

1874 gown with a sweater front — an amalgamation of unquestionable assets. HARRIET CAMIN Is doing the knitting; the
chapeaux by MUNN.
KAY NELSON is dressing the new
Fox discovery NANCY GUILD for
"Somewhere in the Night," and Lucille
Ball for "Dark Corner." Sketches for the
designs, beautifully done by PAULA
GIOKARIS, are ample proof that the
leading ladies will be distinctively costumed.

A short canter around the Department:
Mr. LeMAIRE's first boss, Eli Stroock of
the Brooks Costume and Uniform house of
New York, toured the department on a
surprise visit last week. GERTIE CASEY
is taking a well-earned rest after finishing
her most recent picture "Sentimental
Journey." GRACE WILSCN has been
showing us snapshots of her handsome
son In football uniform. ALICE LaFARGUE
is now Mrs. Frank Farnsworth, as of Cctober 13th — they were married in Reno.
And just around the corner another weddin' is impending — the huge diamond
on BILLIE BLECKMAN'S left hand means
that a Navy Lieutenant Is headed this
way from IHonolulu on an LST. ELLEN
MANLEY's son Is coming home after
three years duty In the South Pacific.
RUTH FENLCN Is rejoicing In the return
of her daughter, who has been an Army
nurse on overseas duty for three years.
WILMA CHRISTIAN heaves a sigh of
relief that the Hollywood Canteen has
closed, and wishes to thank the many
people In the department who have
served faithfully since It opened. The
C.A.A. finally came through with that
pilot's license for Yvonne Wood.
No one will ever know how PAULINE
DAVISCN and SYLVIA HILMES and KAY
PRYCR get through all that work that Is
heaped in their tiny office — but they do.
Pauline has been chopping down trees
in her backyard just to limber up.
VIRGINIA PASCHAL's husband is out
happy.
of
the service and back at his former job
at the linotype machine. All three are
VVe got it straight from Licorice (Lizzie's cat) that Taffy (Lizzie's horse) Is expecting Molasses In December.
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SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY
At

this time

DINNEEN

of the year we

are all

looking forward to a Merry Christmas and
It Is no time for accidents and fires. Check
your Christmas tree lights and be careful In decorating that tree.
On the Lot we too often find our exits
blocked

with

equipment.

time for fire prevention.

It Is always
We

have had

several cars get away that were not
parked In gear. Nothing serious, but one
can never tell what might happen. Joe
Petras can say, "I was there." He was
hit by one of those rolling cars. It gives
one a funny feeling even if not actually
hurt. Joe's wife Is visiting in Ohio and
he is hoping, like so many others, to find
a house and have her home for Christmas.
President Truman's letter to National
Safety News was on all the bulletin boards.
The Postmaster General Is also joining in

Y uletide.

Our children are looking to the Motion

AUDITIES
By ART

WEBB

The office is welcoming back the returned servicemen at an advanced rate
of speed these days. Newest arrivals back
to work are LYNN REYNOLDS, HAROLD
ROTH and yours truly. DAN PINCK
looked in on us, looking fit as the proverbial fiddle and is expected back to
work shortly, as are GERRY BRODERICK,
EID WEYLE, BOB SINCLAIR, ED KRAHN
and LARRY RICE. Now is a good time
to thank Dan for that box of candy he
brought to the girls — he's no fool!
As for myself, it really Peels good to
be back in the groove again. Contrary to
HAROLD
bow's cracks at my fuzzy
ears and tangs, I wish to state that I have
had one honeymoon (something that
comes

once in a wifetime) and don't anticipate another real soon. Maybe it's
because all the gals I meet are like cellophone — transparent, but hard to remove
once ycu get wrapped up in them.
TED FRAZER has a new steno, an aid
to GERTRUDE FRASER also, by the name
of THELMA JAMES.
JEAN SHAY's husband is now a civilian and they are all enthusiastic about
theWehome
they'reto going
to build.
all hated
lose BERT
SAUNDERS
from

our force, but glad that her husband is home again and she could join
him in San Francisco where they will make
their home.
Of course everyone

the campaign to stamp out accidents. We
soon will be having a series of safety and
fire prevention stamps. Some of the
posters that were on exhibit for fire prevention were works of art and it was
hard to tell which was best, thanks to
our modern schools.

must know by this

time that OTTLEY STIEGER's George is
home and well, after all those years in

a Japanese prison camp. We wish them
all the luck and happiness in the world —
they certainly had to wait long enough
for it.
Did anyone notice how rugged LEONE
THORPE looked for about a week? Reason— A certain Navy man arrived from
the South Pacific after a long, long time.
She recuperated at Palm Springs, and
Mack was lost with no one to tease.
If you've been dazzled by that beam
on ADINE BEAM'S face, it's because her
family just arrived here to spend the
holidays with her. Could also be that
there's a new man in her life!
I know we were all sorry to see MARY
COLLINS depart from our midst. I
wonder if it had anything to do with
someone arriving from New York at the
same time? Lots of luck, Mary!
Ask LLOYD NOBLES about all that

Picture Industry to produce
tional pictures. There is a
visual education. So many
ent safety pictures are too
commercial side. They need
fessional touch.
As

I am

writing my

really educabig field In
of the presmuch on the
the real pro-

safety notes, my

young daughter suggests that we have a
nickel with "SAFETY" engraved on it.
Well, that is one for the Treasury Department. Perhaps by the time she Is
grown up, that might be possible. Who
knows? — even dollar bills carrying safety
messages!
REMEMBER— YOU
ARE PART OF
THE SAFETY ORGANIZATION. DRIVE
WITH CAUTION! TREAT OTHERS AS
YOU
WOULD
HAVE THEM TREAT
YOU!
The Safety Society wishes one and all a
Merry Christmas and a Happy 1946.

time he spends in the mountains. Could
he be practicing to be a hermit?
We hear JOHN SHANLEY is enlisting
recruits for manual labor in his backyard —
brew furnished to all hands qualifying.
Quit pushing, Lynn, the leaves come first.
Now for a more serious note: Christmas brings each year many fond memories of other years and renewed hope for
future years. Anything that mortal man
might say on this day of days, pales into
insignificance in the light of the halo
it.
of peace and good will which surrounds

ROD

Representative

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
PHONE

Merry Christmas to each and everyone
of you, as Christmas finds many of us
once more gathered around our own home
fires at peace with the world.

WETMORE

Sta. 333
or
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THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE

personally did everything In his power to
help his clients In time of woe. Well,
Hap's back now so If you need any insurance— but that wasn't what we started
out to say — if you are, or when you are

MACK

In the fall as everyone knows — a young
girl's fancy lightly turns to clothes. Consequently this department has taken on
the appearance of a lovely autumn flower
garden.

married. Hap and Verna, we hope you're
as happy as you so justly deserve to be.
That's all for now. I'm going to go sit In
"THE DARK CORNER" and look out
"THE HIGH WINDOW" to- get a good
view of "THE CITY OF FLOWERS,"
where "THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE"
are having themselves a "HONEYFOGING TIME," If you know what I mean.

LORRAINE STOLL'S stunning blege
dressmaker suit fits like — well, take a look
at Lorraine and draw your own conclusion . . . FLORENCE DUNCAN's platinum tresses adorned with one of those
feather creations of vivid hue made us
all sit up . . . DORIS BURSK In Kelly
green and brown confesses all she needs
is a mink coat (good luck, Doris) . .
BOBBIE LOWE In a powder blue wool
jumper that is a dream . . . JEAN PLUMMER in peach suede, and so on ad infinitum. And while we're on the subject
mustn't forget to mention how much
miss JOLIENNE OVERACKER (Beck),
perennial fashion plate, who- is away
a belated honeymoon with her handsome groom who has been granted his
first furlough.

we
we
our
on

GERRY TAYLOR's daughter had a little
daughter, and is her mother's mother
thrilled! See, Gerry, we kept our word.
CHALMER STRAW, who had almost
not quite, lost her charming accent,
paid an extended visit to her family
In the heart of the Old South. Fortunately, husband HOMER joined her sothey're probably able to understand each
other now that they're back home. Now
don't misunderstand me!
GRACE HICKS and SALLY SCHILLER
vacationed in Carmel, which must surely
have made the boys with the easels
happy, as Grace's dark beauty is in direct
contrast to Sally's porcelain-like quality.
If you've been looking for a broom and
can't find one, GINNY WORTMAN'S
eyelashes
that
long! might do in a pinch, they're
By all means drop in on MARIE LITTLEFIELD, girls. You'll be well rewarded. Her
young son, WILLIAM, Is home from the
Pacific and his personality and looks
(what orbs!) more .than surpass his thrilling tales of adventure. Sure made me wish
I could turn back the calendar. Ah, yes,
things are looking up. No longer Is this
practically a manless world. The other day
we spotted LOLA ANDREWS dining and
carrying on an animated conversation
with three stalwart lads In khaki, — but not
for long. Up tripped MARY ALICE
JONES and VIRGINIA WALKER to
share honors with her. Well, that's as it
should be. Hoarding is a thing of the
past.
EUNICE DOUGLAS doesn't want her
name mentioned In here. It's a shame,
too, because she's certainly been cutting
up.

ATTENTION SOFT BALL FANS
By DON

CARSTENSEN

To play or not to play? This question
has haunfed us several times In the past
few weeks. We have had to overcome
SARA

PRITCHETT,

one

of the most

popular girls on the Lot, has made
in her three years at TCP. Until
favorite hobbies were sewing, knitting
but she has now transferred her time

vivacious

and

many friends
recently her
and reading,
and attention

to softball and is the official scorekeeper
inter-department games.

at the

Have you noticed the beautiful girl on
the cover of the November Coronet?
Well, LAVONNE MULLINGER'S one of
us, but we fear not for long. Some talent
scout will surely see that she is taken
from our midst.
DOROTHY VAN ELGORT, whose Interesting letters from Haiti stopped during
the war, Is back home to stay. We hope
she pays us a visit so that we can get all
the news first hand.
DOROTHY THOMAS is giving up her
career because her little daughter, Diana,
misses her so much, which proves she's
as good a mother as she Is a secretary,
which is saying quite a bit.
PAT McCAREY and MARGIE MUNSEY, both recently on the sick list, are
back looking prettier than ever. If that's
possible.
DOLORES (Boots) JOHNSON, of Swedish, Irish and Indian ancestry. Is an
Interesting new addition to our personnel.
Ask her to show you the cute little pipe
the boys at the Los Angeles Times, where
she formerly worked, gave her during the
cigarette shortage.
Things we wish we knew: What BEN
ROSENMEYER was saying to that cute
brunette in the wee hours of the morning recently. What happened to RHODA
BURSK on her vacation that has changed
her personality to an even more radiant
one. When JEAN PLUMMER's fiance Is
going to find an apartment so- they can
be married. Whether VERNA TIDEY is
really telling the truth when she says she
Isn't married yet to C. H. (Hap) HALLIGAN, that super duper guy, whose record
In the armed forces is even better than
the one he held previously as not only
a top insurance salesman but one who

obstacles such as charley-horses, overtime, the weather man and the Ratoff Company. It has been necessary to
play overhanded, underhanded, and
short handed. We have, however, been
able to collect our share of runs, errors,
skinned knees, sprained fingers and sore
arms.
This brings to mind a recent game
when we managed to have ten men on
our (Electric Department) team. However,
only four of us could run which resulted
In four men making our total of sixteen
runs. This, of course, was not enough to
overcome our opponent's lead of
twenty-seven runs. Another time we were
playing the Cutters. They were short one
man and we were able to spare one of
our men to- play for them. Alas! He proceeded to drop the first ball hit to him,
which was bad for the Cutters and embarasslng to us.
Our team Is unique in one way, however. Every man can play any position —
they are as bad In one place as another.
All kidding aside, this all started last
May with a few men playing catch at
lunch time. This developed into the talking stage of a ball game. Finally we arranged to play the Cutters at Roxbury
Park. With the long days of summer and
the country on wartime, we were able
to play about seven Innings before dark.
This changed however, and now It is
necessary to play at night with lights.
We have found two very good parks —
San Vicente Playgrounds at San Vicente
and Santa Monica Blvd., and the Poining.
settla Playgrounds in back of United Artists Studio. They can be had for the askWe look forward to the time when
this league can boast several teams.
This Is one way of getting wholesome exercise, creating good fellowship and having fun. "A laugh a minute" Is our
motto. Come on, boys, get a team together. There's room for everybody.
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Actio

possibly be a proposal, but this uncertainty isdriving us mad, not saying what
it's doing to Jayne's peace of mind.
Lots of fashion news around these
days. HENRIETTA BANKS has blossomed
forth with a new hair-do which is very
becoming. Kay Sturm finally got two
days off and went on a shopping spree.
Now she's flashing a brand-new wardrobe
at us. Pretty sharp, too. DICK TALLMAN
gets the notice in the masculine field
with those bright ties he wears. Creations
is not the word. BETTE KEAPOCK and
your reporter are buying ties at the same
place now. Not for fhemselves, we assure
you. News of home fashions has centered

BETTY

HEMLINGER, charming reporter
Tabulating Dept.

tor the

KEEPING TAB
By BETTY HEMLINGER
They've been having a terrible time
in the Catacombs, as the Tab Dept, is
affectionately (?) called by its workers.
PAT BUCKMEYER is expecting her oneand-only home within the next month, and
KAY STURM and ELLEN BRADFORD
have been

making dire threats as to the

things they're going to tell him when he
gets here. Pat won't stand a chance if
they get there first. He used to be named
Bob Hoffman, but he has been dubbed
Herr R. P. Schlickenmeinerhoff, all unbeknownst to him. Not that he should mind,
of course. The new name bestows more
dignity. Recently he sent Pat a box from
Japan with seventy yards of silk in it.
Everyone is helping her decide what to
do with it. I'll leave it to your imagination just how much help they've been.
The box included some Japanese battle
flags and some fans, too, along with a
couple pair of baby shoes and a baby
cap. Pat hasn't been alple to explain
those satisfactorily yet. We're waiting.
The department bid a reluctant farewell in the middle of November to SYLVIA
KREJCIK who left our ranks when her husband returned from overseas. Everyone
joined, though, in her great joy at his
return. Ellen Bradford is expecting word
from her husband at any moment. He's
transferring from New York to California
and will continue his work for the American Airlines from the west coast. Ellen
is going

to

remain

SOPHIA HAYFORD'S
ian again, too.

with

us, though.

husband

is a civil-

The biggest mystery around the office
has been the phone calls JAYNE GRIMES
has been receiving from an unidentified
individual. He always seems to call when
she's gone, and the only phone number he
leaves is to a drive-in. He left a message
that what he had to say to her would affect her whole future. She denied it could

around DORIS FAUSHT'S
interior-decorating. She has
bathroom in her house, and
room lined up as next to be
The girl h as ambition.
It's about time to
those football games,
a fond farewell. Tune
station, for next issue

venture into
painted the
has her bedrejuvenated.

get the results on
so will bid you all
in same time, same
. . .

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
caused

our

friend

GEORGE

SALVO to become so Irritated recently?
Could it have been something like a
truck loaded with three tons of lights
stuck in the mud out on the golf course
and racking his brain how to get it out?
That is where our friends IKE DANNING
and DUTCH SOUSA came in and George
came out — of the mud.
Fun — what is it? You may consult that
swell ole-timer, JACK HEWSON. Jack
just back recently from a vacation in
Mexico and looking like a million pesos.
Does that kid know his way around and
around? The old boy is still spinning!
After all, he is entitled to a good time.
This gentleman always greets you with
a smile — but don't cross him up on his
politics
'cause then that smile takes a
nose dive.
Although JOHNNY
ANDERSON
spent considerable time in England, he
came back from the wars still a typical
American boy. Johnny says that the
English girls are O.K. but the American
gal is still tops — so he married her. Oongratulations to Johnny and his bride.
High praise to Mr. JIM RUMAN for
the wholehearted welcome and consideration he extends to our boys returning
from the Armed Forces. These boys are
made to feel that they are truly welcome
back on their jobs, and it is gratifying
to know that what these veterans gave
for all of us is appreciated. They gave
much to help preserve our way of life, and
it is just and fitting that their good work
be acknowledged by doing, not by mere
conversation.
Following is a
by Mr. Ruman:

GUESS

of the United States

now Civilian Rrst-Class of TCP Transportation Dept. George has been a driver since 1933,
but took khaki-leave tor three years and three
months, most of which he spent overseas. Welcome,
home, George!

"We

By DICK STOLZE
What

EX-StafF Sgt. GEORGE
Army,

letter received recently

are leaving this morning for Cincinnati, and before getting away I wanted
to drop you a note to express my most
sincere appreciation for your kindness to
me and my party during our visit in Los
Angeles. Your cooperation in the matter
of Transportation aided us immeasurably.
Pat is not only an excellent driver, but
an enjoyable companion. Thanks again
for all you did to make our stay so
"With every good wish, I am
pleasant.
Sincerely yours,
ERIC

Some

of the nice people in our de-

That man
partment:
DeROOO.

That
That
That
We'll

JOHNSTON

President"
with the pleasing smile, STEVE

singing voice, CHET DeCARLO.
dancing kid, BILL BAETZNER.
South-Gate charmer, FRED BAUS.
do'er, JACK MINOR.

Our two colorful rascals, TOM RAMSEY and SAM MARMILLION.
You're fellin' me!, CHET KENDALL.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS and A HAPPY
NEW YEAR to all you swell people!

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

FLOWERS

GOLDMAN’S
and Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,

California

Open Evenings
and Sundays

Creslview

1-0915
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PAYROLL PERIODS
By "ANDY"

ANDERSON

Oops! Almost forgot — can't slight good
ole St. Nick — A Very Merry Christmas to
everyone!

LOLA

SHADLAUS is constantly complaining of being trapped to write the
column, so yours truly is attempting to
relieve her this month.

people, and Mrs. Bee is expecting a Bumble from heaven.
It is a
preach,
preach.
to GUS

JOEY hard
ZWART
took his place,
but it's
rather
to concentrate
on business

And

Just who is, the cute agent coming in
every week to talk to Lola Shadlaus —
and her married, too! Gosh, if she could
only bottle that charm, she'd make a fortune. Does anyone know how to get
In touch with her husband? Could be
competition, Pete.
Discharge

from

the

service

of

Mr.

bow's son. Bob, made him and another
member of the department veddy happy.
In case you don't know who, the Initials
are S. L. (SHIRLEY LYON) — some people
seem to have all the luck!
LORETTA HIGGINS is column shy —
but she is still working here. Now surely
you can't object to that, Loretta.
JEAN and JIIMMY — a new duo. The
Jeanie's last name is BANTA — the Jimmy,
who knows? Anyway, seems to be a glazing fire of romance. Jeanie's eyes are
really at half mast. Ah, well, love has its
price!
No sooner get the gal trained for a
position and wham! she starts dreaming
of an ivy-covered cottage and all the
trimmings. Such is the case with DOROTHY BELLIVEAU. After all, she can't be
blamed for a little day dreaming, especially when her Jim is returning home after
two years in the service.
This place is sheer bedlam and it's
getting harder all the time to concentrate,
so guess this terminates the column for
this time.

I guess you know him by his name.
His bowling form is just the same.
But in
case isyou
really don't
know —
His
name
HAROLD
HOAGLAND

BOW.

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

TAYLOR

Everybody dreams of a white Christmas
but no one has nerve enough to put on
his red flannels and go where he can find
snow enough to have one. But even
though we don't have a lot of snow here
In Hollywood, it is the only place where
you need to wear your woolies under a
panama
One

suit!
nice

thing

about

good rule to practice what you
but be very careful what you
This item is exclusively dedicated
EGGERT.
for our

masculine

readers, you

probably have found this bit of doggerel
quite appropriate:
Since now abas le mort
With flags of battle furled.

when you have a couple of good looking
sailors to think about. She did a wonder-

"Personnel Department." She's like Joey
— thinking about a certain male. There
is a severe penalty threatened for mentioning names — so, you lose — makes it
more mysterious, at any rate.

can you

Notes from our bulletin board: It
has been observed that the birds and
bees are now telling their little ones about

visited a cosmopolitan metropolis — that's
a tongue twister. Anyhooo — we were glad
to see him back. Just how much can you
miss a person?

Don didn't know what he was doing when
he invented the telephone! Gwen is definitely thinking of tearing it out — she has
more important things to do than answer

terrible liar?!"
Boy, that's moldy, but what

the manufacture of penicillin,. So I'll
probably see you next time on a Horton
and Converse label.

The department was rather dull for a
while last month — EDDIE ARNOLD finally
took a well earned vacation seeing the
sights of San Francisco. A cosmopolitan

can a girl work? (I'll be Don Ameche in
a taxi, honey — pun.) Anyway, good old

a

could you ever be happy with such

expect? They say "ignorance is bliss" and
I've already confessed that I'm blessed
with perpetual happiness! Speaking of
mold, one of our boys said this column
was so moldy they should use it to further

Well, all you intelligent individuals who
can read, here is a
challenge — this
column!

ful job— but, oh, the price of popularity.
The constant jangle of the Don Ameches
are driving GWEN REED mad. How hard

"How

Christmas,

though, you can always look forward to a
lot of nice presents — then in January you
can always look forward to the first
monthly Installment bills for the presents.
Another little point that really should be
saved for next month is the exchange deal,
it gives you a chance to get rid of all
those ties that resemble nightmares — the
ones your In-laws gave you, I mean — and
exchange them for orre good tie that you
might consider wearing when you take
the wife out to dinner. Providing, of
course,or that
don't do this more
once
twiceyoua year.

than

Well, it seems that one never gets too
old to feel matrimonially inclined and our
little youngster, BILL LEPELLEY, not looking a day over 65, is endeavoring to prove
that fact. In his cussing and discussing
the matter of marriage with some of the
boys, I overheard this part of a conversation he had with PAT VAN WIE.

We

sally forth to find some shorts —
Ye Gods! 'Tis a woman's world!
Getting back to Christmas now, especially after Thanksgiving has burped
away, brings to mind this story, and lest
we should forget how lucky we are to be
able to enjoy Christmas, it might help to
repeat it here.
During the time when prisoner exchanges were being made with Japan, a
number of people in the infamous internment camp in Santa Tomas were faced
with grave dicislons. This concerns one of
those decisions. When bulletins were
posted by the Japanese notifying when
such exchanges were to take place, it
was necessary to have some manner of
selection. Since the Internees were chiefly
family groups, a committee from these
families helped select the Individuals exchanged and naturally were as fair as
possible. Even so, family dreams of freedom were very often shattered.
One family — former residents of Los
Angeles — was Interned at Santa Tomas
when it was first taken over by the Japs.
Besides the father, mother and three-yearold boy, there was a six-months-old baby
born within the prison walls. The baby
was kept alive solely by the sacrifice of
food by the father and a few alreadyaway.
starving sypathizers for the mother. Even
so, the baby's life was slowly ebbing
When the first chance finally came for
shipment back to the States, their hearts
were high with new hope, and eager for
the opportunity to start over again. Back
to civilization, health and a place in the

Said Bill: "You know, Pat, when you're
single your money runs like wheat through

community! But when the day of embarkation came it was found the group was

alittle
tin Grenadine
horn, so I think
marry
after I'll
all.
She that
told sweet
me I

too large and must be reduced — only two
of this family could leave. After much
discussion it was decided, not without
tears, that the mother should go with the

was the most

intelligent, most handsome

creature in the world."
Pat shook his head. "I'd think twice before I married her. Bill." he cautioned.

baby.
sacrifice
natural,
but for The
the fathers'
mother to
leave was
her son
was
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to meet hubby. Bill, who arrived In New
York from Cairo, Egypt.
CHARLIE

FLICKWIR

post in the Mill.
TOM MORRISSEY,
sion Island.

back at his old

Jr., still on Ascen-

MEL BLACK, on his annual hunting
trek to Utah, bagged a six-pointed buck.
Blackle visited his brother Oral, erstwhile
Labor foreman on this Lot, who Is now a
successful Utah farmer.

JIMMIE TAYLOR, right-hand man to Glenn Harman
of the Nursery Dept., and teller of Nursery Tales.
Why so pensive, Jimmie? Have you been such a
bad boy this year that you're wondering whether
or not Santa will bring that Cryptomeria elegance?

no easy matter.
When the day of final liberation came
to Manila and Santa Tomas, the father
and son were still alive and were promptly
sent home to join the waiting mother and
by-then healthy baby.
They fervently thanked God for the
privilege of having Thanksgiving together, and are eagerly looking forward
to their first Christmas with the children
where there is still peace on earth to
men of good will.
If I h ave bored you with this story,
forgive me. But courage is so all important and If people can be courageous
under such conditions, we can certainly
keep our chins high!
See you next month, and In the meantime—
HAVE

A MERRY

CHRISTMAS!

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

WHITE

Those of you who missed this column
can now enjoy this magazine again because the ole "Whizzer" Is back in the
saddle!
I won't dramatize this first peacetime
Christmas In many a year — we all realize
the gravity of the events just passed, and
our solemn duty toward a peaceful future.
Gradually our servicemen are returning
to work. Those who have changed their
uniform for a carpenter's apron, are:
"Tiger" JOE MOLDEN, JOHNNY SKUBE,
I. R. NELSON, TOM ARCHER, FRANK
EASTON, JUNIOR SKILES, DALE GOTHERIDGE, BOB MATTHEWS, MAURIE
FOUNTAIN. ELMER SMERZ, MICKEY
WOODS, HARRY REESE and LEE OREY;
also clerks JOHNNY ARMETTA and AL
"Lefty" SHAFFER.
HELEN GOLDMAN

choo-chooed east

DICK CHAPMAN was In to visit us.
Dick was stricken with infantile paralysis
on board ship during an Invasion of the
Phil Ippine Islands. At first he could move
only cne arm and his eyebrows but being
endowed with an Indomitable will, the
polio is now confined to one leg, and
Dick says that in a very short time he
hopes to throw away his crutches. He Is
resting at Hot Springs, Arkansas till he
gets his release. Good luck, Dick, we're
all pulling for you!
I. R. NELSON was married November
I 8th to Hel en L. Gelber. After a reception at the Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel,
the bride and groom motored to Yosemite
for a brief honeymoon.
Will somebody please help AL BELL
find a house? Al Is facing eviction and is
desperately in need of a place to rest his
weary head.
Dog-wanted department: DON RUSK
is in the market for a good police dog,
and DAVE CLARK would like to get a
cute Boston bull pupple — preferably one
that looks like your reporter.
FRED MOHR, BILL GOLDSMITH and
"Mac" RITCHEY are currently on the
sick list. Best wishes from all of us for
a speedy recovery!
BILL EULL, CHARLIE KERNAN and
company are holding down the night shift.
It Is with deep regret that we report the
untimely death of WALTER AUREA. Mr.
Aurea had been with TCF since 1933 and
was last employed as a lumber checker.
He is survived by his widow, a son and a
daughter. Sincerest sympathy is extended
to the family of this respected co-worker.

64 dollar question — who's next???
Let us make with the official welcome
for HUNTER BORTHWICK, who splits
his time between LOUIE's research and
the stock room: SETH BANKS, right-hand
man to Dick; and HOWARD CHILD,
right-hand man to Seth — all are Veterans
of World War II and we're mighty glad
to have them working with us.
Speaking of happy events — MR. and
MRS. is now the name — Congratulations
to Soldier BOB IFVERSON and his new
bride, EMILY.
To date we have never had one of the
Men's Wardrobe Service Men In on our
Christmas parties — but, now that they
got it over over there, several of our
Veterans will be here to help us put it
on. Namely, REEDER BOSS, discharged
from the Army — same ole Reed, same ole
song, and same ole cigar (it smells like
from here): and JOE JOHNSON, discharged from the Navy — same shack,
same rack, same rag-pack; and, maybe
Uncle Sam will send a few more home
come MILTON EHRLICH time (he is this
department's official St. Nick). BILL McCRARY and MARK MILLER will surely
arrange a loan-out from Fort Roach and
Bridegroom BOB IFFY should be up from
Fort MacArthur.
Now to see where the other half are:
EDDIE WYNIGEAR, known In the best
wardrobe circles as WYNIGEAR, Jr., is
still over in India — SWEDE MUNDEN and
JACK TURNER are stuck??? in Honolulu
—GEORGE
McGERTY and CHUCK
KEEHNE are occupying Japan — MUSHY
HARMELL is Navying in Washington,
D. C., and BOB HARRIS is with those
Georgia peaches.
FRANK and his 2 MARGARETS are
busier than ever In the Tailor Shop now
that FLOSSIE has retired- for a much
needed rest — we miss you too. Floss.
Incidentally, on agaln-off again CARL
WALKER finally made that location — is
Rica.
now in the "City of Flowers" in Costa
Merry, Merry Christmas everybody — be
sure to join us In wishing In the Best Luck
Year yet at the Men's Wardrobe (Sandeen
Special) Christmas Party.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

The fellows tell me It's been a long,
long time since they had a column — so
here goes for bringing you up to date
on what goes on in the rag-pickers' department.
DICK JAMES Is chained to his old
rockin' chair for the duration — of the
mumps. This unnecessary evil made the
rounds with all his kids, ended up with
him, and now has all the wardrobe men
unbuttoning their collars, counting their
chins, and watching each swallow to be
sure the mumps won't make the rounds In
this department. Believe me, this is the

Congratulations and best of luck to the newlyweds,
CpI. BOB IFVERSON and bride, EMILY. Iffy worked
in the Men's Wardrobe
U. S. Dept,
Army. prior to joining the
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GAETANO. Jr., CLIFF RANSOM, NELSON GALBRAITH, RALPH
AVSEEV
and HARRY KING.

MUSICAL NOTES
By MAY

STANHOPE

Over on Stage I , when the orchestra
was recording "KITTEN ON THE KEYS,
they had keen competition with "Kitten
in the Drain Pipe." The latter was very
much alive and extremely vocal at finding
himself in a tight predicament due to his
curiosity.
Welcome home to HERMES PAN and
ANGIE BLUE, back after directing FRED
ASTAIRE in IRVING BERLIN'S picture,
"BLUE SKIES," at Paramount.
Word comes that JOHNNY SCOTT

TED THOMPSON tells us that he will
soon return from overseas duty in France
with something more tangible than awards
and ribbons. Many of the girls around
this vicinity will regret to learn that Ted
has made up his mind and will come back
with a beautiful little French bride who,
no doubt, has taught him all the necessary
words in that romantic language.
And with CHRISTMAS coming down
the home stretch, the best we can wish
each other now that hostilities are over
on practically all fronts is PEACE ON
EARTH.

will be back at his post in Music Photostat shortly. It is surely good these days

GOOD
DAYS!

to see so many "history makers" back on
the Lot and in "civvies" again.
DICK CARRUTH gets a location break
on his trip to Costa Rica for the BILL

LANDSCRAPINGS

production, "CITY OF
BACHER
FLOWERS." Crew will grab local color
and music at city's annual festival held
between Christmas and New Year's.
CLIFF RANSOM claims his department is short-handed with all these recordings and playbacks for such productions as "SHOCK," "GIVE ME THE
SIMPLE LIFE," "THREE LITTLE GIRLS
IN BLUE," etc. But knowing Cliff, we
know he will "worry it out" somehow.
Here's another record for your DICK
HAYMES' collection. Dick just recorded
ALFRED NEWMAN'S new song, "YOUR
KISS," now.
for Decca. Suggestion: Place your
order

LUCK

... and HAPPY

By BOB

So now comes December

HOLI-

FREEMAN

and before

you can say "Pettisporum Rhondephelia"
it'll be Christmas again. So remember
fellows, when they start buying your

If you noticed that gleam in BOB
PALTZ' eye lately it's because his wife
got home from an extended trip to
Florida — and in time for their wedding
anniversary too.
DAN

GRADY

tells us his son is on the

way home — should be here by the time
this reaches print. Young Mr. Grady has
seen his share of action, even Including
that typhoon at Okinawa, and we're betting he'll be more than glad to get some
"State-side duty." As for his dad — well,
when you get down to earth, Dan, just
come back to work — we'll understand and
all will be forgiven!
By the way, have you seen the fancy
trees the boys built for "Siam" on Stage
15? Clever, aren't they? If you'd like
to know how they're made, you'll find
GEORGE DEMPSEY on that set. It's his
picture and we're sure he'll be glad to
show you around.
And speaking of sets, if you think those
weren't real apples on that tree at the
King Farm, ask ED GUNDERSON or JOE
DeMAGGIO. They should know — they
tied 'em on. And say, Joe, when is
young
Joeto going
to happy
get home?
all
waiting
see that
smile onWe're
your
face when you tell us he's back for keeps.
If you Cafeteria patrons have noticed
BRUCE MURRAY getting in line twice —
he's not going back for seconds. He's
doing a friend a favor.
Have you seen that sweet little twotone green coupe parked near our office?
That's what came of CABOT'S vacation —
and he did it all with his own little brush
too.

That little bride of HARRY CHERNIS'
must be good at fancy cooking ... if
one can judge by Harry's increasing bulge.
DAVID BUTTOLPH has been assigned

ROY GRIPE Is back with us again after
eight months at sea In the Maritime

to score the music for AL WERKER'S pro"SHOCK,"
starring VINCENT
PRICE andduction,
LYNN
BARI.
"BABY. WHAT YOU DO TO ME" has
just been recorded by KITTY KALLEN for
Columbia records. Music is by HARRY
JAMES and LIONEL NEWMAN, with
lyrics by DON GEORGE, who also wrote
"I'M BEGINNING TO SEE THE LIGHT."
People get the strangest hobbles. Take
the studio musicians. After fiddling all
day, they run out to Poinsettia Playground
each week and stage a softball match with
the Music Cutters . . . and all because it
makes them so happy to park their sore
muscles the next day and resume the
gentle art of matching music with movie
dramas. The audience tor these weekly
bouts is composed of studio tans, including well known and even famous composers and their wives. The public is
invited to watch such amazing teats as a
prominent composer sliding to first base
on his rudder. Some of the boys in there
pitching and at bat include: GEORGE
ADAMS. DICK CARRUTH. BUSTER
COOPER. CARROLL KNUDSON, AL de-

sister they've been waiting for. Mother
and baby are doing nicely, thank you.
Welcome Kathy Lou, and congratulations
Bud and Johnnie.

Service. He says that's an awful lot of
ocean out there and good old TCF looks
better than ever. You should feel at

GILBERT JUDGE, a member of fhe Landscape
Depf. at the time of his enlistment in April, 1942.
He spent three years in the European theatre, and
wears the Presidential Citation with one oak leaf
cluster.

coffee and cakes, that may be a Christmas tree in the back of their minds. But
we'll
have. do all right, eh boys? We
And speaking
you notice those
recently? Could
room they were

always

of doing all right, did
surveyors in our vicinity
it be our new locker
interested in? Anyway,

the first of the year isn't too far off — so
it can't be as long as it has been. Have
patience — we'll get it!
Getting into some personal notes: The
cigars were on BUD RIGGIN last month.
Seems his two boys finally got that little

home here, Roy — many of us are often
"all at sea" without ever leaving the Lot.
Welcome home, but be cautious about
those midgets!
We are all glad to see Smiling SAM
DOZORETZ back again. That big builder
of better bases and repairer of weak
wagons Is also a fine finder of free fire
wood.
Late flash: STEVE NICKOLOFF has a
new cure for arthritis — Is it mustard
plasters or sulphur, Steve?
This is supposed to be a Christmas
column — where have we been wandering?
Maybe we'll have the Christmas spirit (or
spirits) by the time this gets In print, but
it's a little difficult before deadline time.
However, there seems to be no doubt
that this will be the best Christmas in
years for all of us. May we add our wish
that all future Christmases be as joyous and peaceful as this one?
Good health, good cheer, good luck —
goodbye until 1946!
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wishes all TCF employees A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS and A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR. Let's make this a
real merry Ohristmas by not thinking of
doing so much for ourselves, but by doing something for the other fellow!

MAINTENANTICS

dio for a position with the Riddel Aeronautical Institute in Brazil, is now in Miami,

By A. O. WILLIAMS
Howdy,

it's Christmas

again, and

we

hope
the girls
get long.
those nylons they've
been all
waiting
for so
This Christmas promises to be the hapSAM RACHMAN,
Sub-Foreman in the Labor Dept,
las made many friends during his nine years at TCF.

LABOR DEPARTMENT NEWS
By GLENN

R. STEVENS

The holidays are here again, with a
bountiful Thanksgiving just passed and anticipation of a Merry Christmas. Yes,
we are all looking forward to a bigger
and better Yuletide this year with many
of cur boys home and coming from overseas. Yes
there'll
be a lot of happy
folks on
oursir,Lot
this Christmas.
Even in the cold of winter a man's
thoughts turn to vacationing and fishing.
It isn't how many fish you actually caught,
but how many you can convince vour
listeners you landed. Many of our boys
are already getting their fish stories ready
for next year.
Spot Notes: DON CURL, back from
his three-week vacation in the primitive
areas of Montana and Utah where he and
party bagged
it.
SAM

elk, says he really roughed

DOLLOFF

recently traveled to

Kanab,
Utah,
standby
"Smoky"
to
relax from
the as
strain
of hisonkind
of labor,
then went on to Boston to wind up his
vacation.
JOE WEINER has been confined to the
hospital with pneumonia. NORMAN
SWAIN has left the Labor Dept, and
gone back to Missouri. BOB CUNNINGHAM is the proud father of a 61/2-lb.
baby boy — mother and baby are reported
doing fine. JOSEPH FLYNN has been
studying pre-medics for three years.
JAMES P. REILLY and A. W. LINDAHL
took late vacations this year to rest up for
winter. JOE WEINER, EDMOND
MURPHY and MIGUEL PACHECO have recently been on the sick list.
The Labor Dept, is now

represented on

the TCF Bowling League by the "Vincent
Price Pace Setters." W. "RED" RIVERS,
CHARLES ALBRECHT, F. STUERTZ, A.
RANGNO, GEORGE ENERZIAN and E.
MILLER are out to win!
Proud of being one of the largest
departments on the Lot, the Labor Dept.

tened to snatches of the games with a
portable wireless furnished by Bob Snody.
Coming through the Series in better shape
than the rest was TOM DUDLEY, as revealed by his deep rumbling laugh. It is
obvious that baseball is a mighty popular
sport around these here parts.
MARJORIE UPSTILL, who left the Stu-

piest we've had for several years. Our
boys are back with us, or will be shortly,
and our stores are beginning to have that
look of plenty to which Americans are
accustomed. The youngsters can really
have their Santa Claus this year.
As we watch the happy throngs doing
their shopping, we should all humbly give
thanks to our wonderful country with such
an abundance of the things that make
life worthwhile.
We want all of our friends on the Lot
to know that we in the Maintenance Department are so busy maintaining that
we really haven't had time to make any
social calls, but we'll try to get around
about Christmas — if you get what we
mean!
A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy,
Happy New Year to one and all — and,
lest you forget, our number is 508.

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
By HOWARD

TAYLOR

With autumn well under way with its
short hours of daylight and long, dark
nights. Production also is getting under
way again with several pictures rolling or
being readied for the cameras. This welcome activity has things moving at a jetpropelled pace with the phones ringing,
buzzers buzzing, typewriters clattering,
voices babbling, and people congesting
the hall and offices. The heavy schedules
are keeping the Unit Managers and their
assistants up to their ears in work.
We miss BOB SNODY, who is down in
Costa Rica on location. The girls in the
office probably miss him most of all, for
he often passed around tasty chocolates.
GASTON
GLASS, his first assistant, is
also on location, which will keep him away
over the holidays. We've noticed that
congenial JOE BEHM hasn't added any
more "powder blue" suits to his wardrobe. Our "G-2" reports indicate that
he had an awful time getting rid of the
one
he had — even
manship!
During the World

Florida, studying Portuguese and aeronautics in preparation for the job. Marjorie
arrived in the Peninsula State just in time
for that tropical hurricane last September,
and from her letters it can be assumed
that one was enough! That very pleasant
voice you hera on the phone when you
call LEFTY HOUGH's office belongs to
the very capable and energetic ALICE
NOVESKI, the young lady replacing MarBack in h arness again after a month's
vacation is the Belle of the Bungalow,
BEVERLY WISE. The gay light in her eye
jorie.
leaves no doubt that her vacation agreed
very favorably with her. You see, it was
a sort of a special vacation, in that her
husband had just been discharged from
the armed forces. EDITH FLYNN, the
last of the office personnel to go on vacation, headed for Palm Springs and a
bully old time in its warm and sunny climate. Edith, the very nice and reliable
secretary to MAX GOLDEN, would like
to learn the identity of a mysterious admirer whose romantic notes are signed
Our guys who have been away doing
only "Pedro".
such a magnificent job fighting the wars
are beginning to come back to their old
stompin' grounds. We welcome the return of two good men, BEVO HELMICK
and STANLEY HOUGH, who are getting
back into stride again as assistants. The
Production Office is also anxiously awaiting the return of FREDDIE FOX, who has
been gone about four years now. Major
Fox is doing such a fine job "over there"
that
him to
go.hisHe'll
findhere
his
name they
still won't
on theletdoor
office
in the Bungalow.
HAZEL (It's cold in here) TAYLOR, the
carrot-topped little bundle at the desk in
the hall, is still trying to keep the switchboard under control. She gets a lot of
advice and comments on how to do this,
but
critics job.
and "well-wishers,"
Hazeldespite
does her
a good
DICK MEINE
became a proud father not long ago and
his new daughter has kept him kinda busy
of late. Dick, by the way, has an interesting and unusual hobby — surfing. Riding
the waves on a surfboard calls for a strong
body and cool nerves.
The entire Production personnel extends
A MERRY CHRISTMAS to you all!

with his super-salesSeries ball games

BOOTS McCRACKEN's office was the
center of interest, for there the boys lis-

BUY V-BONDS
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SPECIAL NOTICE
THE 10th ANNUAL CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS
PARTY WILL BE HELD ON SUNDAY, DECEMBER
16th, STARTING AT NINE O'CLOCK
CARTHAY CIRCLE THEATRE.
A PROGRAM
ACTS

OF OUTSTANDING

A.M. AT THE
SPECIALtY

PLUS ANIMATED CARTOONS WILL PRECEDE THE DISTRIBUTION OF GIFTS. ALL EM-

PLOYEES' CHILDREN UP TO THE AGE OF
TWELVE (12) YEARS ARE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE AND THERE WILL BE A GIFT FOR EACH
CHILD.
FAMILIES OF SERVICEMEN (FORMER EMPLOYEES OF T.C.F.) STILL IN SERVICE GET IN
TOUCH WITH THE STUDIO CLUB AND TICKETS
WILL BE MAILED TO YOU.
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OUR LEGION POST
By MAX

CLUB: VI HOGAN
176, DOROTHY
BARKER 162, and SHIRLEY WOOLLARD
162 ... The FIVE LITTLE FOYS broke

LAREY

out with a 969 game to win that event,
Back into the Studio last week popped
HOWARD J. CHILD, fresh from a discharge as Chief Petty Officer with the
Field Photo Branch of the Navy.
Well, boys and girls interested in what
our men in the service have accomplished,
let me tell you that Howard holds the
unusual distinction of winning the Navy
Cross and the Distinguished Service Cross
in the last war, an extraordinary accomplishment, and then at the age of fiftyone volunteered tor duty in World War
I I. He has been Commander of the California Department of the Legion of
Valor as well.
Howard

was formerly in the Police

Department and is now In Men's Wardrobe. When you meet him, throw your
chest out proudly — he has served his
country well.
As I look at the mail each morning,
there are letters from servicemen In every
corner of the globe. Cne lieutenant applying for membership states in the line:
Date and Place of Discharge — "Near
future, I hope."
Armistice Day, November I Ith, was
observed on the Lot Monday, November
12th, with a detachment from our Post
carrying the colors and sounding taps.
Cn Tuesday night, November 20th, the
Post installed 78 new members. Some of
them you surely know: WILLIAM ALBERTS, an officer In the Navy; JCHN T.
ANDERSCN of the Air Corps, now a
driver: FRED BARMAN, Jr.; Lieut. BENJAMIN BERG; JCHN BERTRAM, Tabulating; DICK BILLINGS, Cutting Dept.;
NICK BCNCME, Staff Shop; DCN
BCYD, Timekeeper; GERRY BRCDERICK,
Accountant: CRVILLE CAPPS; TCNY
CAZNEAU, brother of Milt in Transportation: GEORGE CHUBB, Sound; FRANK
CORY, Jr., Grip: JOE CREAGER, Police;
ART CURTIS, ROY DAMRON, Stock;
KENNETH DAW, Grip; BOB DYE, Photostat; BERT FICKERSON, Machinist;
GEORGE GITTENS, Cutting; JOSH
GRAY, an officer In Japan; GEORGE
GUESS, Transportation; DAVE HALL, Electric; ROBERT HARRIS, Wardrobe; PAUL
(Bevo) HELMICK, Production; WALTER
JACOBSEN, Staff Shop; GILBERT
JUDGE, Electric; BILL KAHLO, Grip;
NED KLINGENSMITH, who gives his occupation as "soldier;" JACK KRIPS, Publicity; WOODY LaGUNE, Grip; KENNETH LANG. Electric; NORMAN LINDLEY, Electric; FRED LUTZ, Landscape;
BILL McCRARY, Men's Wardrobe: BEN
MESZAROS, Camera: JAMES MORRIS,
still in the Air Corps; JESS MENDEN,
Men's Wardrobe; SHERMAN NEKRITZ;
AL NESBITT, Staff Shop: HARRY NICKOLS, Transportation; MERRIMAN NOTHWANG. Officers School, Ft. Benning, Ga.;
JOHN
PEACOCK, Art Department;

Formation

of TCF Legionnaires
Armistice Day.

while JEANNE CRAIN's team grabbed
high series with 2800 . . . EDDIE BETKIJIAN went wild with a 231-16 — 247 game
to outdistance everyone, while HARRY
OTT won high Individual series with 53796—633 . . . BILL BURTON's BABES

observing

got In2641
the . money
high. .women's
with
. . 5thforWk.
. Those series
FIVE
LITTLE FOYS captured high game for
the second straight week with a 1022

BRUCE PIERCE, Cutting; PHILIP POSITO,
Transportation; JAMES RUGG, Grip;
JACK SLAVIN, In service; BILL SANTORO in the Navy; LOUIS SMITH, Grip;
JIM SPENCER, Transportation; ABE
STEINBERG, a Lieutenant In the Signal
Corps; JIM STUMPUS, In service; GERALD THOMPSON, Music: JACK TORPIN, In service; KENNETH TOWNER,
Props; LIONEL UHLMAN, Publicity;
ERICK von STROHEIM, Jr., In the service; CHESTER WEBB, In service; BOB
WHEELER, Police; JIMMY WOTHERSPOON, Electric; AL DeWEESE, Payroll;

game. "COACH" ALEXANDER'S 242
game was one of the principal reasons
and it also won him high game for the
night . . . RALPH HICKEY did himself
proud with a 592-15 — 607 to win Individual series and the LABOR DEPARTMENT team crashed through to win high
team series with 2896 . . . HATHAWAY's
CHICKS got back in the win column by

ART WEBB, Accounting: and there'll
probably be that many more by next
meeting time.
So you can see we are growing by
leaps and bounds. When we call the roll
in January every department In the Studio
will be represented — a Post embracing
executives, directors, producers, actors,
department heads, office workers, electricians, grips, machinists, cameramen,
sound engineers and assistants, landscape
men, carpenters, painters, plasterers, publicity men, film cutters, chauffeurs, truck
drivers, art directors, draftsmen, effects
men — In fact, every type of artisan In
the motion picture Industry.
Can anyone doubt that such talent
should propel this Post to a position of
eminence In the Legion?
Fellow-workers, I write all of the above
in the hope that someone will read It other
than present Legion members. If any
Veteran reads this who Is not a Legion
member, please call either AL HALPERIN
on Station 750, or TONY HANSE on
Station 726.

TCF BOWLING LEAGUE
DOWN

THE

ALLEYS;

4tL Wk.

.

.

.

There's a hot race on for first place,
what with BETTY GRABLE's, HENRY
HATHAWAY'S and CHARLES
COBURN's teams all tied up However, It's
very early In the season, and anyone of
a dozen teams could win the first half
... 200 Club: ED BETKIJIAN 231,
"COACH" ALEXANDER 222, PHIL
HENDERSON 212, HECTOR DODS 209,
HARRY OTT 209, GLEN SUTFIN 205,
BILL WASHO 203, HAL SAILOR 203,
and ALBRECHT 200 . . . 160 GALS

taking high women's series with 2780 . . .
200 Club: RANGO 210, ARMAND ALLEN 207, RALPH HICKEY 206, BILL
KERN 204 and 204, MONTY BONOME
203, AL PRINCE 203, ALBRECHT 203
and EMERZIAN 202 .. . Gals 160: MARION GRODEN 180, JEAN BANTA 176,
LOLA SHADLAUS 170, DOT PARKER
169 and GWEN REED 165 .. . CHARLES
COBURN's team has moved Into first
place, one game ahead of DICK HAYMES'
HECKLERS and HENRY HATHAWAY's
CHICKS . . . (SCOOP — this department
picks a dark horse to win the first half —
guess who?) . . . 6th Wk. . . . What Is
this? The FIVE LITTLE FOYS took high
game for the third consecutive week —
a 1026 game doing the trick . . . Well,
the race for first half is really hot. The
top nine teams are only five games apart,
with DICK HAYMES' HECKLERS and
HENRY HATHAWAY's CHICKS tied for
first . . . What a battle between the
CHICKS and BILLY BURTON's BABES
(both gal teams). After the BABES won
the first game by one pin, the CHICKS
came back to win the second game. They
tied the third game, and it took three
frames In the roll-off for the CHICKS to
finally edge the BABES out . . . Men 200:
HECTOR DODS 221 (heh, heh!), IKE DANNING 218, FRED HALL 217 and 201,
MILT FRIED 212, BUD HARRIS 212, BILL
KERN 211, BILL WINTER 210, AL SWEITZER 205, WIMPY WISE 204, BUZ BUSBY 204, R. BLAKE 204, J. ADAMS 204,
HAL BOW 203 and 200, TEX WILSFORD
200 .. . Gals 160: SHIRLEY LYON 178,
DOT BARKER 172, and GWEN REED
166 .. . BETTY GRABLE's team came
through with high series of 2893, while
FRED HALL nabbed high Individual series with 599-51 — 650 . . . HATHAWAY s
CHICKS repeated last week's win of high
women's series with 2696 . . . RAY
THOMPSON won high Individual game
with 198-48—246 . . . 7th Wk. . . . Without a doubt, this is the best league we
have ever had. The first ten teams are
only four games

apart. BETTY

GRA-

D
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BiggOctober
Field, Texas,
28
1945.

BLE's DICK HAYMES', HENRY HATHAWAY's and CHARLES
COBURN's
teams are all tied for first place (our dark

Dear Studio Olub:
How are all my friends at 20th CenturyFox? As Harold has returned from the
Pacific I expect to be discharged soon.
I want to thank you for all the thoughtfulservice.ness you have shown me while in the

is still in there
horse
. . . slipped,
MICKEY butMORGAN
shot pitchin')
a mere
247-6 — 253 to win high game, barely beating out BUZ BUSBY (correction^ error —
that was BUZ's series) . . . JEANNE
CRAIN's team once again entered the
winner's circle, grabbing high series with
2829 . . . BERT JAEGER collected for high
individual series with 568-60 — 628 ... In
case anyone wants to know, IKE DANNING is president of the league . . .

"Action" each month, cigarettes, books
and fruit were greatly appreciated. It
made me very proud to have been a part
of such a fine organization, realizing the
effort you have put forth to remember us
all near and far. It’s been swell to meet
old friends in the pages of "Action" from
time to time and keep up on Studio- news.
"Action" has been a great favorite among
the girls In the barracks and has made
many new friends for 20th Century-Fox

BETTY GRABLE's team collected high
team game with 1076, the highest game
shot to date . . . DOROTHY BARKER
also shot the highest game to date for the
gals with a swell 191. NIze goin' . . .
HATHAWAY's CHICKS won high women's series for the third straight week with
2676 ... Men 200: HAL BOW 234,
BERT JAEGER 225, MAYNARD RUGG
220, JOHN McCAFFERTY 214 and 210,
AL PRINCE 210, A. RANGNO 209, BUD
HARRIS 206 and 201, TEX WILSFORD
203 .. . Gals 160: ANITA UPHOFF
168, GWEN REED 167, VI HOGAN 165,
JEAN BANTA 163, and BETTY BOW 161
Speaking of GWEN, she's doing a swell
job figuring the averages and getting
the bowling sheets out early . . . 8th Wk.
. . . Look out, bowlers, our dark horse
team took four points this week . . . Pappy
LES VAUGHN mowed 'em down this
week with a 572-87 — 659 series. Included
was a game of 249 scratch . . . Brother
WALT SCHAFER didn't do bad himself,
what with a 247-22 — 269 game to win
that event . . . HERMAN LEIBER is very
happy because CHARLES COBURN's
team grabbed high team series with 2810
(HAL BOW please note) . . . HATHAWAY's CHICKS and CHARLES COBURN's team are now tied for first place
. . . FRED MacMURRAY's LITTLE FOXlES won high women's series, while DICK
HAYMES' HECKLERS shot a 986 to win
high game . . . Gals 160: BETTY BOW
171, JEAN BANTA 169 .. . Boys 200:
BUZ BUSBY 225, MICKEY MORGAN
222, WIMPY WISE 215, ART RANGNO
212 and 204, BILL WINTER 209, J.
BRUHN 207, IKE DANNING 203, FRED
HALL 202, and TEX WILSFORD 201.

MARY

GORDON

at the time
year ago. We

was

in the Office

she enlisted in the WACs
understand

but has decided

she has been

Supply

room

just over

a

discharged,

to by-pass a career in favor of her
home-work.

■ Guam.
Dear Friends:
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank
and "Action"
you for I the
which
havecigarettes,
received gifts
regularly
for the
past four years.
By this time next month I hope to be
back in the States, so it won't be long
before I'll be seeing you all again. Need
I say how happy I feel about that?
Once again — thanks to all of you from
all of us.
Respectfully yours,
JAMES STUMPUS.

HO. 3654

Pfc. Mary Gordon.
October 29, 1945.
Dear Studio Club:
I wish to express my thanks and appreciation foryour kindness in sending me the
Christmas gifts and monthly cigarettes
during my many months in service.
At this time I wish to notify you that
I am returning to civilian life, and hope
soon to be back with you.
Very Sincerely,
DONALD'P. MONK.

Monica Shop
Pico Blvd.

(near Overland)

Here

at last ...

a shop

offering the latest fashions
in Ladies’ Apparel, Sportswear and Accessories.
Conveniently located . . .
less than 5 min. drive from
the studio.

La Cienega Lanes
•

MARY.

Regards to all,

10634 W.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

Forgive my laxity in writing, though I
pictures.
have thought of you all often.
Again — thanks for everything. See you
one day soon.

NOW
SF

3/c

J. O. MOLDEN
who was recently discharged on points from the Seabees. Joe had
been an employee of TCP for thirteen years when
he enlisted from the Carpenter Dept, three years
ago. He spent twenty-six months In the Pacific
theatre, and Is now taking a much earned rest.

OPEN

...

In

time for Holiday Shopping.

Action
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had their bodies raw — welts where they
had been beaten were infected and run-

Dear Studio Club:

ning, with flies all over them — two were
dead — other PWs said they had died one
day before V-J. Their bodies were just
left hanging there. Oh, my God, Harry,

Today is one of the happiest days of my
life and I thought I'd pass on my glad
tidings to you. We just got word that
my outfit is going to sail for home the
thirty-frst of this month, so you can kind
of expect your fellow-worker back sometime in the month of November.

I saw

I received

a

Wittenbergs
same time.
Do

letter from

my

brother

following letter was received recently by Harry M. Siegel, Fire Chief at
Western Avenue, from T/4 Gene R. Signor, son of the late Fred Signor of Western Avenue Studio;
"Hello folks;

will be seeing you about the

not send any

more

packages,

as

there won't be time left for me to receive
them.
"Action" has been a God-send in keeping me posted on what is going on around
the Lot.
Well, this Is about all for this time. Once
again I want to thank you for the courtesies you have shown me. So long for
now and I'll be seeing you sooner than
you expect.
Sincerely,
BOB

,

T/4 GENE R. SIGNOR, son of the late FRED
SIGNOR of Western Avenue Studio.

The

Sam (whom you all know) and he is in
Germany and is also scheduled to go
home this month, so it looks like the two

GUARANTEED

15%

TO

WITTENBERG.

SAVINGS

40% TO 20TH
EMPLOYEES

OF

C.

,

F.

UJIll. I. PillUIFa £!).
ENTIRE

SECOND

SPRECKELS

FLOOR

7J4 m. IJJLL iJt
LOS

ANGELES

M. CALIF,

DUil 2m

"By the time this reaches you I
guess you will have returned from your
ever so deserved vacation at Highland
Springs. Must be a relief to get away
from It all, as It were.
"Your July 24 letter came today and
I thought It best to answer It right away
since our advanced headquarters
ing up into Tokyo Monday.

Is mov-

"Now to bring you up to date on
events. We left Manila the 27th of August— flew up in the C-54 called 'Bataan.'
That's right, I came along in General
MacArthur's plane. One of the fifteen enlisted men on his plane was yours truly.
However,
we didn't
go right
Japan
due
to a storm
but set
down into
at Kadena
airfield on Okinawa. Spent a day there
and finally arrived at Atsugl airfield, 1 I
miles southwest of Yokohama, on the
30th of August. We came right in along
with the first occupational troops. After
landing, General MacArthur was the first
one out from our plane, then his officer
staff followed. I'll give you one guess to
select the name of the first enlisted man
to hit the ground. Right! I piled out, and
I mean I leaped from the C-54 door to
the ground — about ten feet. So I claim
the distinction of being the first enlisted
man in GHQ to set toot on Jap soil;
however, not the first soldier to set foot
on it.

BLDG.

Yrllii

IMPORTERS
WHOLESALERS
DISTRIBUTORS
LARGEST
ROOMS
Open

9.30 to 5J0

JEWELRY
IN

THE

DISPLAY
WEST

Every Day

VAodike
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DIAMONDS
•
WATCHES
•
iEWELRV
CIFTWARE
•
HOMEWARES
•
RADIOS
ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
•
LUGGAGE
LEATHER
GOODS
CRYSTALWARE
SILVERWARE
DINNERWARE
CERAMICS
HANDBAGS
•
TROPHIES

Pleasp
Jo nol
0

hring iJrntification as u'C
calpr lo itw general public

to be

re-

men. They didn't believe It was possible
that we had opened the gates, let alone
actually standing In front of them. I
walked up to a Sergeant, offered my
hand and a cigarette. The man gripped

been away, but don't think for a minute
that I was not thinking of you. I sincerely
appreciate all the things you have sent
me these past two years, and I will never

if you know what I mean.

never

"One group we found just stood and
stared at us — they were motionless and
not a word was uttered. Beaten hulks of

I am awfully sorry that I haven't been
such a good correspondent since I have

forget the grand feeling it gave me whenever I received a package from TCP. It
is a feeling a person cannot explain, but
it sure made me feel much closer to home,

things I hope
minded about.

"I can't begin to describe what I've
seen. I've already been out to a PW
concentration camp and I can assure you
that what I'd have to say, no civilized
human would believe. I actually cried
when I saw our men and boys, their
surroundings and their condition. Yet
Americans back home have led a gay,
free life.
"We found a group of Americans tied
up to a horizontal pole by their thumbs
— stark naked. Exposure to the elements

my hand as if he'd never touched anofher
human being. The cigarette he just stared
at — looking at It, smelling it. I couldn't
control myself, nor could the men with
me — we wept. Finally the silence was
broken when I said, 'Well, fellows, the
trucks will be here to take you home.'
That did It. They said only one word —
'home.' Then they came up and touched
us — felt our arms — rubbed our faces —
felt our clothes — marveled at seeing an
American rifle and toyed with It like a
doll. When the trucks drove In they
didn't cheer — the only thing said was,
'Gee, listen to the purr of the motor.'
Just little things like the purr of an American truck was like heaven to those men.
"When the doctors got there, the questions began to fly fast — the men all talked
at once — asked a
million questions —
hugged us like brothers. Liberating those
army.
men has meant more to my squad and to
me’ than

anything

we've

done

In this

"We got 'em Into town. Their first
meal wasn't eaten until every man openly
thanked his Creator — they said it was a
great privilege just to be able to say a
prayer aloud. They had showers — caressed
the soap and towel — played with the
water valves, turning the water oft and
on — commented upon the tone of the
water hitting the floor.
"They were cur charges until we had
officially turned them over to Recovered
Personnel. I, alone, saw them oft on a
boat homeward bound. They couldn't say
thanks — they didn't have to, I saw it in
their eyes. Several of them actually kissed
me

goodbye. We lost three In the hospital— they died with a smile on their
faces and a cigarette between their lips.
"Well, I thank God I've been spared
such a life. These men were mostly sailors
and marines — they were on the Houston;
five soldiers all were taken at Wake.
There were originally 175 In the camp
we liberated, but only 60 were alive and
we lost three of those.
"Well, I guess I've talked enough.
Those poor devils will soon be forgotten
but I shall never forget.
"I hope you both are refreshed after
Goodnight,
your excursion.
Gene

D e c e m h e r ,
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of our girls and boys from the Armed Forces to our
midst is just cause for grateful rejoicing and will make for a much more joyous holiday season than any of us have known for several years. To those still
in service, we are hopeful that each of you will enjoy, as far as is possible, a
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, and we sincerely pray that before another Yuletide arrives, each of you will be back with us, happy, healthy and the
wiser for your experiences.
To all TCF employees who support the Studio Club Cigarette Fund which
makes possible our small contribution to Fox Personnel on military leave, a
The return of many

hearty “thank you” and

CkfUttnaA

an4 a

Ptc^jietcu^ 1fleu tfeaf
Tinian Island.

Dear Gang:

Saipan.
Dear Gang:

A million thanks for the cigarettes that
I have enjoyed all through my army life.
You have all been very kind and I have
never missed receiving them. How you
have kept up with me Is really something!
It has been like a gift from home and a
lot of encouragement too.
Also I want to take this time to let you

Just a word to let you know I've taken
back."
roaddays
"the long
on Guam,
stepfrom
for
my
a few
here
Flownfirst
markjust
now
complete processing, and
ing time till the "cattle-boat shows up.
I want to thank you all for the cigarettes and "Action" I've received while
over here — both were appreciated. Now
that it's all over for me, I ask that you
hold up sending more packages. Perhaps
some other "Foxer" could use my share.
Again, thanks for all past favors, and
hoping to be back with you all soon.
Sincerely yours,
TOM McDERMOTT.

know that I am sailing for home, so discontinue sending packages— I expect to be
in the States sometime In Cctober. Home,
Sweet Home!
Be seeing you. Sincerely,
JACK

GISH.

Cctober I5, I 945.
Billbrich, Germany.
Dear Studio Club Members:

GORDON WILLIAMS of the Grip Dept., lately ot
the U. S. Army. Glad to have you back, Gordon.

Just a short message thanking you for
the superb job you have done on the home
front by supplying us with the news of
TCF employees in the Armed Forces,
through "Action".
Those cigarettes came in when most
needed. Although sometimes delayed,
they did reach me and were very welcome.
Our latest rumor concerning redeployment is that we will no doubt be home
sometime In 1946. I have 69 points and
If I'm lucky, I may be one of those Xmas
G.I.'s.
Thanks again for "Action" and the cigarettes, and A Merry Xmas to all.
Sincerely,
CHESTER

J. (Beans) GERAS.

Dear Studio Club:
I certainly want to thank you for the
country.
wonderful box of dried fruits from God's
After seven months In the hospital I
have hopes of getting home on furlough
for Christmas, with the help of crutches
and a brace for my left leg.

Servicemen
Still Look

Overseas
Forward

to Mail Call
Don^t

Disappoint Them
IV rite Today

I wish I could thank each employee personally for their contributions which have
made each one of us who are In the service proud to have worked with such fine,
big-hearted and thoughtful people. You
have brought us much happiness and made
our stay In the Sincerely,
Army much easier, here
and overseas.
DICK CHAPMAN.
Sgt. Richard E. Chapman (39240590)
Army & Navy General Hospital
Ward
3-A
Hot Springs,
Arkansas.
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The Voice
TCF VETERANS' PARTY

Ford, Lieut.-Col. Sy Bartlett, Captain Richard Day of the Marines, Navy Lieutenant
John Sheppard, Major (Doctor) Harry W.

20th Century-Fox gave a rousing royal
welcome home party and paid high tribute
to its returned war veterans at a reception and dinner held in their honor at the
studio Cafe de Paris in Beverly Hills, on
the night of Wednesday, December 12.

Martin, Major Freddy Fox who served 3'/2
years overseas. Petty Officer John Sutton

m.c.'d by Georgie Jessel as only Georgle
can do it, and with a moving welcome
speech by Darryl F. Zanuck which brought
the assembly toi its feet.

of the Navy, Bosn's Mate Cesar Romero of
the Coast Guard, Chief Petty Officer Victor Mature of the Ooast Guard, Corporal
George Montgomery and Private John
Payne. When Private John Payne was Introduced he was given one of the heartiest
cheers of the evening, all of the privates
in the audience roaring out their greetings
to a fellow Sad Sack. Flight Lieutenant Rex

Mr. Zanuck paid special tribute to the
fourteen studio men who give their lives
in the service of their country. Behind him

Harrison, now In the cast of "Anna and
the King of Siam," could not be present.
Lieut. Harrison served four years In the
Royal Air Force. Also in the audience was

The studio said it with music, a couple
of million dollars worth of entertainment

at the speakers' table was the studio service flag with its fourteen gold stars and
eyes were dimmed with tears as Mr.
Zanuck called off the names of dead comrades.
Navy Lieutenant Robert W. Bischoff of
the Cutting Department: Lieutenant Owen
E. Barber, Jr., of the Electrical Department;
Kent Alan Lammey of the Electrical Department; Captain Edward C. Collins of
the Camera Department; Corporal Raymond Fracione of the Staff Shop; Lieutenant James J. Groves of the Labor Department; Robert G. Campbell of the
Electrical Department: Robert Halperin of
the Cutting Department; Harold Dan
Hogan

of the Property Department- Lieutenant Edward E. Melnardus of the Mail

Room;

Jerome A. Solomon of the Publicity Department; Ensign Lawrence E.
Sessoms of the Transportation Department;

Corporal ROBERT
D. DOYLE
with CESAR
ROMERO.
Corporal Doyle of the Labor Dept, was
a Paratrooper with the lOlst Airborne Division.
He wears the Presidential Citation and Cluster,
Bronze Star and Cluster, Purple Heart and Cluster,
and five major battle stars.

First

Lieutenant

HENRY

KING.

VERNON

Lieutenant

LAW
Law

and

of Special

Director
Effects,

piloted twin engine bombers and twin engine transports. Was awarded Distinguished Flying Cross
with two Oak Leaf clusters, the Air Medal with
Four Oak Leaf clusters, Asiatic, Pacific Theatre
ribbon with three battle stars.

Major George Weiss, formerly of the studio publicity-advertising department, and
First Lieutenant Jimmy Engel.
The banquet reception room was liberally sprinkled with dozens of other officers
and men from the studio who had served
In all branches of the service and who
were guests of honor at their respective
tables.

Walter

E. Sterz of the Construction Department: Robert H. Sorenson, Fireman
First Class, Coast Guard, who went down
with his ship at sea In January, 1945.
Mr. Zanuck then Introduced a few of the
studio's heroes, and as each arose and -i-ook
a modest bow he was roundly cheered.
Purple Heart holders who were present
Included Commander John Peacock of the
Art Department, holder of the Silver Star,
the Navy Cross and the Purple Heart;
Corporal Robert D. Doyle, a paratrooper,
of the Labor Department, who holds a
Presidential citation and Cluster, the Bronze
Star and Cluster and the Purple Heart and
Cluster; and First Lieutenant John Barth,
of the Camera Department, a fighter pilot
who flew 45 combat missions and who
holds the Air Medal and the Purple Heart.
Special tribute also was paid by Mr. Zanuck
to First Lieutenant Vernon Law of the Special Effects Department, holder of the Distinguished Flying Cross with two Oak Leaf
Clusters and the Air Medal with four Oak
Leaf Olusters.
At the speakers' table with Joseph M.
Schenck, Spyros Skouras and Mr. Zanuck
were other honored returned veterans
among them Marine Lieutenant Tyrone
Power, Navy Lieutenant Henry Fonda,
Commodore Gene Markey, Captain John

Mr. Zanuck spoke in moving terms of the
late Wendell Wilkie, former chairman of
the company's board of directors; complimented Joseph M. Schenck on his able
leadership and contributions to the success
of the Presidential Infantile Paralysis March
of Dimes Fund; and referred to President
ities.
Spyros
Skouras' resultful war

relief activ-

Other
guests at included
the speakers'
table Carr,
who
were
Introduced
Charles

Commander

JOHN

PEACOCK

and JOHN

PAYNE.

Commander Peacock was skipper of an assaulf transport— APA-I3I. He was awarded the Silver Star,
the Navy Cross, the Purple Heart. Also, the American Theatre, Asiatic, Pacific and Philippine Liberation ribbons and British decoration.

Action
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for the veterans was entirely stag, some of
the 20th Century-Fox girls who saw service
abroad were entertained at dinner at Somerset House and, following dinner, at the
Ken
while
their
Of

Murray "Blackouts" In Hollywood,
the main party of boys were having
good time at the studio.
the 812 men and women who left

the studio to go Into service during the
war, 527 have already returned to the studio. Still In service are 217, with others
at separation centers awaiting discharge in
the immediate future.

First Lieutenant JOHN
BARTH
and Director
HENRY KING. Lieutenant Barth of the Camera
Dept,

was

a

fighter pilot with the 506th

Fighter

Squadron. Served in the European Theatre, England. France and Belgium. Flew 45 combat missions. While taking off from a captured German
airfield, a land mine exploded — result: the loss of
right leg and other injuries. Was decorated with
the following: Air Medal, Purple Heart — European
and American Theatre war ribbons.

U. S. Attorney; Lew Schreiber, Richard
Day, Henry King. Fred Metzler, and Ray
Klune. Sid Grauman's services in the Spanish-Amerlcan war with Teddy Roosevelt in
the famous charge up San Juan hill were
also feelingly referred to, as well as
his harrowing experiences in the Klondike
Gold Rush.
At the conclusion of his address Mr.
Zanuck introduced George Jessel who
launched a side-splitting routine of jokes,
songs and gags.
Georgie introduced Emil Newman and
his 20th Century-Fox studio orchestra which
gave the returned veterans and the 100%
turnout of newspapermen, columnists, syndicate and magazine photographers, famous journalists, department heads, writers,
directors and producers a show which
couldn't have been staged anywhere else
rhan in a studio for less than the proverbial
mllKon dollars. Outstanding features were:
The music of Jerome Kern from "Cen*ennial Summer" with David Street, handsome songster now under contract, as soloist and the "Sportsmen Quartette;"
Tunes from the Gershwin hits in "The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim" including "Aren't
You Kind of Glad We Did" sung by Dick
Haymes, with Dick taking a second bow
with "The More I See You;"
Hit numbers from the Mack Gordon

pic-

ture "Three Little Girls In Blue," sung by
Bill McArthur and the "Sportsmen Quartette";
A military salute with music of all the
armed services and "Auld Lang Syne."
George Jessel highly diverted the
crowd with his parodies on "I Can't Begin
To Tell You," and "It Might As Well Be
Spring" as well as an imitation of Jolson
singing "California Here I Come."
Exceptionally popular with the vets and
newspapermen were "Nestor and Jose"
from the Bando Da Lua Orchestra, a trio
of Brazilian boys whose music Is gay and
exciting.
Owing

*0 the fact that the studio party

The newspaper section at the studio
dinner included tradepaper-men Red Kann,
Thomas Seward of the Hollywood Reporter,
Whitney Williams, Ivan Spear, Reed Porter,
Gene Friedman, Henry Arnstein and Larry
Urbach.
Representing magazines were Sid James,
Bart Sheridan, Dwight Whitney, Stanley
Gordon, Carl Schroeder, Don Allen and
Walter Ramsey.
The Associated Press was represented by
Ted Gill, Jim LIndsley, Bob Thomas, Gene
Hansaker and Richard Strobel; the United
Press by Harold Swisher and the Inti. News
Service by Julian Hartt.
The L. A. Examiner men present were
R. T. Van Ettlsch, Lynn Spencer, John Stlngle and Harry Crocker. From the L. A.
Herald-Express came John B. T. Campbell,
Jimmy Starr and Harrison Carroll: from
The Times, Bob White, Edwin Schallert,
Phil Scheuer, Arthur Milller and Spec
McClure; from the New York Times, Fred
Stanley; from the L. A. Daily News,
Charlie Judson, David Hanna and Matt
Welnstock, and Lowell Redelings from the
Hollywood Citizen.
Also present were magazine photographers Jack Albln, Bob Blerman, Bruce
Bailey, Len Welssman, Nat Dallinger, Bob
Wallace, Earl ThelsPn and Sterling Smith.

Veterans'

Party on

the Lot.
details.

See

column

for full

the King of Siam;" "SANDY" SANDEEN,
manager of the Men's Wardrobe; SETH
BANKS (C. S.P. (A) in the Navy) strongarming stock with "R.C." JAMES; REEDER
BQSS (S/Sgt. with the Army Engineers)
outfitting "3 Little Girls In Blue" with JOE
"FUMPHH" KING and RUBE MORRIS:
and, in the right-hand corner is HAROLD
SCULL (Pvt. in the Army Infantry) now
handling Inventory.
Here's the status on the "10" to come
home: JACK TURNER will soon be wearing
his Discharge Button as he is now In the
process of saying goodbye to the Marine
Corps; "MUSHY" HARMELL (S I /c with
the Navy in Washington, D. C.) and BOB
HARRIS (Sgt. with the Army Air Corps In
Georgia) expect to have their Golden
Eagles right soon.
Nothing new on CpI. CHUCK KEEHNE,
who is still taking snapshots of Toklo; Sgt.
EDDIE WINDINGER says they're taking
the long road home — expect to move from
India to China to ??? C.Q.M. GEORGE
McGERTY is still sailing the high seas —
but, he's headin' home — so, good, good,

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

Re the accompanying picture — Isn't that
a swell gang of Veterans who've come
home to the Men's Wardrobe Department? The status to date — 9 home — 10
waiting
down on tothecome
ones home.
in the Here's
picture: the lowReading from left to right, back row:
HUNTER BORTHWICK (P.F.C. In the Marine Corps) now Researching with LOUIE
VAN DEN ECKER; HOWARD
CHILD (C.
"P

"The Big Nine" with their boss, CLINTON SANDEEN, of the Men's Wardrobe Dept. All are
returned Service Men who attended the TCF
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TIERNEY li (S/Sgt.ter InngeArmy, Armored
Divi."
ng
sion) co-starring with "LITTLE BEAVER"
ELI and "JR." EHRLICH with "Anna and

good; CpI. "IF" IFVERSEN Is helping sign
everyone else out at Fort MacArthur; Pvt.
BILL McCRARY and Sgt. MARK MILLER
should end their Army careers around the
middle of the year, along with Pvt.
"SWEDE" MUNDEN, who is now wardrobing shows in Honolulu.
Think that about does it, kids.
P.S. — The mumps

scare is over — no one

got the $64.

AUTOMOBILE LICENSE
Rod

Wetniore

the Police

Dept,

12 to 3 P.M.

will

daily except

February

issue automobile

at

office from

urday from January
through

be

Sat10th

4th,

licenses.

to

J a u n a r y ,
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NURSERY TALES

joyed —
it whenever
By JIMMIE

P

TAYLOR

Writing this column isn't half as much
trouble as erasing the well-used figure
"1945" when I should be using that new
number with the "sex figure" in it— 1946.
But I'll bet you more intelligent people
have had a little of that same trouble in
your dally work since Father Time took old
1945 to the mortuary.
Sometimes

we wonder

if the expression

they could get a peek

over some adult's head and catch a quick
glimpse of the screen. They all liked Santa
Claus ihough, even those disbelievers — I
mean the grown-ups.
After the show, GLENN HARMAN
asked his little masculine trio, "How did
you like old Santa Claus, boys?" But let
me tell you — you can't get the best of
those kids. They replied, "Well now. Dad,
we'll say he did make a nice try ail right,
but just
us man
man, don't
you
think
he tell
looked
like ato SANTA
CLAUS,

or get happy on
it automatically,
later regretfully
but solemn oath

did apologize later though with, "I'm very
sorry sir, but I thought the doctor said a
patient!"
pregnant
Everybody seemed

to have a swell time

at the Children's Christmas Party at the
Carthay Circle. I think the kids even en-

It is very hard to keep track of AL
IRVING's various addresses lately — since
they sold their home, they have become
Motel Nomads.

part of one's

By LEE DUNBAR
We

of the Electric Department

are really

proud of some of the new equipment —
the new lift, reels for coiling cable and
such things. When new men come Into the
Electric dock, JACK DIMMACK runs out
to feel their muscles to find out if he can
draft them into the rigging crew.
JACK NOISE has been on the sick list

are often told. (I still like you though, Pat.)

said, "Well, we've sure got a fragrant patient!" Hearing that remark, one of the
new and a bit over-efficient nurses readied
him up for the briefing room and promptly
wheeled him to the maternity ward. She

also returned from service

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS

out in the end though. I guess that's what
makes the little girl say "Why Daddy?"
and a big girl say, "Rye Daddy!"
Which reminds me — there is one fine
fellow down here about whom tall tales

I'm told that his admittance to the hospital was a bit confusing. He was first put
in a room with a superabundance of flowers
and when the diagnostician came in, he

SEARS

with a lovely Bride. The Navy seems to be
conducive to matrimony this year.

j.g.?"

Same old stuff, isn't It? But each year
goes by and every January you hear the
same resolutions and pledges — total abstinence from that old fire-water. It all comes

"Shure, thash right. Honey!" Pat said,
"But pleash let me in — ish raining out
here!"
Everyone in this department is mighty
glad to have LARRY DYER back with us
again after his recent hospital confinement.

DALE

"the hump" in the
theatre. He didn't
rice paddies to reTHREE TIMES and

Anyone having a refrigerator and/or a
stove for sale, see Wally White.

right off your windshield wiper!"

body makes to break, so why make 'em! in
order not to be exclusive on New Year's
Eve, he was one of the also-s who staggered home drunk, but subconsciously made
his way through his house, winding up in
the stall shower. As he groped around he
turned on the water, deluging himself but
good. He awakened his wife. She was
furious and told him so in no uncertain
terms.

Law had while flying
India-Burma-Ohina
dangle his feet In the
ceive the Flying Oross
a silver star!

"must see" list.
games, they will become

and say, "Oh, brother, never again — not
me, no sir! — I'm on the water-wagon for
good. That stuff was made to pour down
kitchen sinks and clean out plugged drains.
Might even be a good paint remover, but
that last botile would really take the rubber

Now that you know I'm talking about
PATSY VAN WIE, I'll tell you more. Pat
says a resolution is something that some-

career our VERNON

Basketball season is about to begin again
— and from the line-up of scheduled

"Merry
and or
Happy
New Year"
will
ever Christmas
become trite
hackneyed.
As a
general rule, no one has to be told to
"make merry on Christmas
New Year's." They just do
and then a week or so
raise their hand in weak,

ful and be-medaled

It you devoted half of your time to the art of
equestrian skill or good horsemanship and the
other half to horticulture, would it make you a
horse-a-culturist? Could be! Here he is— FRANK
SAGE, a master of both.

SERSEN SHOTS

but we are happy to report that he will
soon be completely recovered from an appendectomy.
Many of the boys from the juice department are returning to work- from the service. The dinner given on December 12th
for ex-servicemen had quite a turnout from
all departments.
It's good to know that HENRY BORZAGE suffered no permanent injuries from
his car wreck, and is back on the Lot with
his usual smile.
KENNY LANG and "SLIM" GIEBELS
boy. in recently to say hello. Gibels still
came

By VIRGINIA

GODFREY

had to bend low to get in — there's a tall
PUNTER

back

threads.
them
out Let's
this hope
year. all of us can straigten

The Dick Haymes' bowlers have
rolling right along, especially with
new balls. However, it was a sad night
Burton's Babes took the Hecklers for

been
those
when
three

We of the Sersen Dept, can start 1946
with a great deal of pleasure in the fact
that our gang came through the war okay
— everyone came back quite a bit fatter,
I might add.

It's good to see DANNY BUCK back —
points. mighty glad that accident to his
we're
hand wasn't too serious.
CHARLIE EDLER was on the Lot recently just for a short visit. Charlie looks grand

Well, h ere it is another year — where do
they go? So much happened in 1945, good
and bad, that it seemed to fly by at an
alarming pace, leaving quite a few tangled

WALLY WHITE returned with a lovely
Bride — after meeting her, Wally, we congratulate you again!
J. B. ALLIN is back after four arduous
years with O.S.S. And I suppose everyone
has seen all the writeups and articles about
RAY KELLOGG — he should be joining our
gang soon.
If It hadn't been for Mr. Zanuck's party
for the returned veterans, we might never
have found out what an interesting, color-

Glad to have "SPEEDY"
— he was away too long.

after
majorheoperation,
we've heard
that asince
had thatbuttransfusion
of
southern blood, he's saying "you-all."
By the time this "Action" is out, the
former pin-up girl of the Electric office,
DORIS JACOBSEN, should be Mrs. Harry.
Mr. Hathaway, with the aid of Sonja,
had a birthday party for MARK STEVENS
on the set of "Dark Corners" and what a
And that brings us up to — HAPPY
party!
YEAR!

NEW

Action
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PRODUCTION NEWS

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK

STOLZE

By DICK MEI
The parade of men

It is most certainly good to know that
our new rolling equipment is finally coming
In. The drivers are pleased as punch. We
commend them for fighting some of our
old trucks and cars to keep them operating. We also commend our very much concerned foreman, STEVE DeROCO, and his
able group of mechanics for their diligence
in maintaining our rolling stock so that
those wheels would keep turning throughout the war years.
The various departments and personnel
of our Studio, we have reason to believe,
are also very grateful to see our new
equipment make Its appearance. We thank
all for the manner in which they cooperated
with the Transportation Department by
smiling through the inconveniences caused
by our out-moded conveyances which could
not be replaced.
Of Interest also is the fact there will be
new special types of tractors and cranes
added to our fleet. Delivery on these is
expected to follow on the heels of our
new cars and trucks. We have reason to
believe our new "Lorain Moto" crane will
play an important part In the direct production ofpictures.
There has been an Electro Magnet added
to the equipment. This machine should remove a lot of headaches from our tire
shop. It Is towed over the entire Lot
twice a week to pick up nails and metal
objects that play havoc with tires. The
happy boy operating this number is none
other than HARRY TIEFFER.
Welcome back to TOMMY
McDERMOn, GENE SHORES and HAROLD
GODDING. We are happy that you have
finished your chore for Uncle Sam!
May I mention that
is under th.e wing of
taking instructions on
cedures in connection
Mueller's duties
oartment? Mr.
this department
and visit those
he has always

services Is lengthening. ERIC "The Menace" VON STROHEIM has rejoined us.
This refers to Junior, not Senior. Also back
are HAL HERMAN and DAVE SILVER.
Have you seen that grin on GENE BRYANT's face? It's because Freddie Fox is
due any day, and undoubtedly will be here
before this is printed. DON TORPIN came
back this week and Is carrying an additional thirty pounds. Sure wish ALICE NOVESKI's Joe would hurry home! While on
the subject of servicemen, that party for
the returned veterans was wonderful. The
boys really appreciated it, too.
LLOYD

ADAM
JENSEN returned to the Transportation
Department the first of the year from thirty months
with the 40th Infantry Division of the United
States Army, twenty months of which was spent
in the Pacific area.

he sent a letter to Mr. Ruman praising you
for the manner in which you performed the
work required by Insert.
Keep up the good work, AL BLUFF.
Under your new assignment of arranging
the movement of and fulfilling transportation requirements for the companies, there
have been untold good reports from the
various Unit Managers In charge. Our
primary duty is to give service and it
certainly makes us proud to hear good reports on the men who represent us.
Our heartfelt sympathies are extended
to Mr. Ruman on the loss of his beloved
brother, George.

Tommy McDermott
Mr. ED MUELLER,
operations and prowith taking over Mr.

is caught by the housing

Encino way. Savs Lloyd, "Since my house
has been started, I have had enough calls
from other evictees on the Los that I could
have sold five hundred of these prefabs."
HAZEL TAYLOR is saving all her chips
to buy that liquor and gambling casino
down Ensenada way.
MILDRED LOWE and BOB WEBB discussing the number of days It will take to
revamp

Bob's schedule on "Three

Little

"Here
is the schedule they sent me,
Girls
In Blue."
"Yes, I see that, but It still doesn't work
out on the calendar."
BOOTS McCracken

has been

too

busy
on "Anna King Siam," we all miss his
Millie."
hazing
of Hazel. EDITH FLYNN, MAX
GOLDEN's very efficient and affable secretary, says that she is very well satisfied
In the Production Department and no matter what anyone says, she will positively
not use the Influence of her brother, Errol,
to land a stock contract. HOWARD
TAYLOR will be glad when January 1st rolls
around again and he becomes eligible for
another vacation. Can it be that a certain
female in Florida has a mysterious power
over him?

In the Garage Stock deMueller is retiring from
and will just take It easy
parts of the United States
wanted to see but just

HOWARD
KOCH did it again! It's a
boy this time — hurray! Lots of cigars and
candy. BEN WHURTZEL finally moved out
of the Production Office and into the old
Process Department office. What was that
sweet bit of sentiment that Ben left for
Boots? When you read this PAUL WURTZEL will have left us to work with his dad
over at the California Studio.

Mr. Mueller wishes to thank everyone for
the kindness and cooperation extended to
him throughout the years of his service at
the Studio.
Welcome back to the department
HARRELL BUSBY. We are proud of the
you handled your duties while assigned to the Insert Department. It is
very pleasing to know that Mr. Klune
thought so well of you and your work that

ALLEN

shortage. He has been evicted. After discussing many deals he decided on a orefabricated house to be put on an acre out

couldn't find the time. Although we do not
like to see him leave us, we are glad for him
that he can retire at this time — he has
worked all these years with the hope of
retiring while he could still really enjoy it.
We shall always remember him for the
respect and consideration he has shown for
others.

way

returning from the

TOMMY

McDermott

of the Transportation

Dept,

has been with TCP tor ten years. For the past 3*/2
years he served as Radio Operator with the 20th
Air Force in the Pacific area.

Have you noticed a blue streak buzzing
around In the vicinity of West Los Angeles? I shall enlighten you on its origin
... It is none other than WENONAH
GRACIE racing by in that hopped up
Ford. It is rumored that It wi II do lOO-mph
in low gear. I wonder If you have seen
HERMINE HALLIDAY lately? JOE BEHM

Jaunary,
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says she reminds him of the secretary In
rder, Inc. Silent BUDDY ERICKSON Is
heckling BEVERLY and WENONAH.
We all hope that RAY KLUNE had an enjoyable holiday in New York. BOB SNODY,
GASTON GLASS and the rest of the gang
should be back from Costa Rica soon after
this Is printed.
LEFTY hough's son, Dick, is a BTO on
the UCLA basketball team this year. What
Is it that Howard Taylor has on JASPER
BLYSTONE? From usually unreliable sources
I have learned that Jasper has been seen
dusting off
BEVO is
for a place
Is a room

Howard's car.
another one of those looking
to live. So far ail he has found
that he must share with his

wife, daughter, mother, two

brothers, a

sister, a niece and eight cousins. Can't
somebody help him? Don Torpin has done
a little better. He has taken over several
slabs at his father-in-law's mortuary.
With this spooky note, it's farewell until
February.

LAB-LAFFS
By DAVE

In searching through my files I find a
"VERY JOYOUS NEW YEAR" left over,
so I am wishing It to all my readers (both
of you) . . . LEON ROSEN opens 1946 by
purchasing a 1929 Pontiac, F.O.B. Museum
. . . EDNA DILLEY knitting on a tiny garment— Naw! It's only socks . . . STUART
BARNFIELD with his rolling home — a trailer
that can be found parked any Saturday
night in front of a very popular dance
hall .. . FAWN FARRAR relaxing from her
work by hiking all over Palm Springs . . .
Leon Rosen buys new battery for 1929
Pontiac . . .
HARRY BELL trying frantically to remove the loads and loads of nicotine
accumulated while waiting for his second
child
to be
"Action"
. . .born — see December, 1945,
ROSE

LABOR DEPT. NEWS
By GLENN

R. STEVENS

Yes, 1946 Is here — time does march on!
ALVIN SNYDER was mustered out of
the armed forces recently and does he like
being a civilian!
HARRY "Pop" INGERSON Is back at
work after being away too long with the flu.
"HANK" ROMEYN
and his brother
"Mac" made a trip up to your reporter's
ranch at Ono, Shasta County, California.
They report an all around good time, seeing as many as fifteen deer In a band and
catching plenty of big salmon.
FRANK "Kid" VARANELLA was former
Featherweight champion of Connecticut
from 1918 to 1934, and h as 1 50 decisions
to his credit.

It was heartwarming to see so many of
our boys and girls returned from service
for the holidays, and we sincerely hope
that by next Yuletide they will all be back
with us.
A Happy and Prosperous New
air from the Labor Department.

Year to

GOLDFARB

ROBINSON

just blooming in her

new permanent — Curly too . . . Leon Rosen
buying new cable Ignition set for new
1929 Pontiac . . . MORT FRIED and RAY
KOENIG figuring how to put their noses
on the horses whenever there Is a photo
finish . . . HENRY GOLDFARB spending
part of his summer vacation watching the
Rose Bowl Game on New Years Day . . .
Leon Rosen buying new timing gear for —
you know what . . .
DOROTHY HALL watching her figure
— as is everyone else . . . The Lab males
looking Into Henry Goldfarb's office whenever MARY YOST sits at h er typewriter —
Amazing how fast that girl can type! . . .
Leon Rosen buying parts wholesale for
1929 Pontiac no-door coupe . . .
JAMES GIBNEY wearing his Christmas
muscles in his new suit . . . HARRY TAYLOR comfortably settled in his new home,
him . guy,
. .
lucky
and I didn't make a cent off of
A non-stop flight around ALEX KARIAKIN would be a well accomplished feat—
and he knows I'm kidding, but he is so big
. . . Leon Rosen having tires recapped on
his new 1929 Pontiac — boring. Isn't it? . . .
WAYNE
MILLER double-crossing your
snooper by shaving off his mustache just
when I was sure I had something very
funny about it . . . ERNIE STRAUB and
WALTER SCHAFER, the David and Goliath of the Lab — Vay! Ol Vay! Such
muscles . . .
MART BOLGER counting his cancelled
checks and murmuring he is broke — while
Martie, Jr., counts his toys which are . . .
JOHN PENNISI back to the negative
cutting rooms before his doctor could get
him on the table — should be a gag to fit
here but can't think of one . . .

FRANK

/

VARANELLA

of the Labor Dept.

Leon Rosen says, "Who wants to buy
a 1929 Pontiac coupe cheap, all parts paid
for" . . .

LOUISE TUCKER and BARBARA BRUtS|H£LD of
fhe Mail Room, sef a lively pace with their Betty
Hutton harmonizing and uninhibited jitterbug dancing. Both girls are wearing brand-new left-hand
sparklers.

DISPATCHER'S DIARY
By GRETCHEN

VON

BROECKER

The gay holiday spirit was noticeably
lacking in the Mail Department this Yuletide. Our depleted staff struggled under
a record load of heavy packages, badly
addressed Christmas cards, and incessant
phone calls.
To add to our woes, the flu epidemic
took its toll with SUSAN RANGER,
LOUISE TUCKER, BARBARA BRUMFIELD
and ALEXANDER MARTINEZ alternately
suffering aches and pains.
Diminutive DORIS MAY returned after
a prolonged and serious Illness to be welcomed with open arms, for despite her tiny
stature she is a veritable whirlwind of energy, egualed only by our polite and
gentle English lass, EDITH HOOKER, who
sets a good example for us all with her
serenity and good manners.
Our little black-eyed glamour boy,
ALEX, is keeping us amused these days
with his clever Impersonations. His specialty is,guess who — Margaret O'Brien!
Topping even this is our pet, LOU, who
insists upon knitting sweaters (?) for her
three-year-old moppet, Kathy. While frantically trying to finish her prize Christmas
specimen she managed to entangle the entire department, with MARIA running to
the rescue at lO-mlnute Intervals. We have
hidden her instruction book and are vainly
trying to avoid any more knitting sessions.
I wonder if that sweater really did wind
up with three sleeves a-nd hung to the
child's knees as was rumored.
JOSEPH

CERVO

The sudden death of Joseph Cervo on
December 15, 1945, was a great shock to
his many friends.
Mr. Cervo was a member of the Nursery
Department for two years prior to his untimely death.
Deepest sympathy is extended to the
widow and family of this respected and
beloved co-worker.
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KEEPING TAB
10th
XMAS ANNUAL
PARTY CHILDREN'S

By BETTY HEMLINGER

From all reports, the 10th Annual Chil-

ThFs may not seem the time or place vo

dren's Xmas Party was one of the mosioutstanding of Studio Xmas parties. By
curtain time the theatre was all but overflowing. The program of entertainment by
Joe Bren Entertainment Agency was
packed with appeal for children and was
very well presented. Music by Cally Holden's well-known orchestra was very enthusiastically received.
The serevice rendered by TCP American
Legion Post No. 563 was most commendable. The boys arrived bright and early
and prepared the area for distribution of
gifts, and did a most effective job. The
responsibility of policing was ably handled
by Captain King of our own TCP Police
Force and his volunteer workers.

say it, but don't try to have a picnic without plates. It really is awkward. The members of Tab gave a picnic in honor of Mr.
PETERS on his birthday. Everything was
very lovely — a sunlit glade, a beautiful
white cake, food and laughter — everything
but plates. Of course, one can manage
without plates — if he has a sense of humor
and a good amount of fortitude. Anytime
work in the Tab Department gets slack,
we can all hire out as jugglers.
In spite of difficulties beyond our control, the picnic was highly successful,
thanks to the work and cooperation of all
the people. DICK TALLMAN was of great
assistance by lending his car to pick up
the cake and transport much of the food.
I think Mr. Peters was very surprised
when the festivities turned out to be in
honor of his birthday. He blushes very
prettily.
JAYNE GRIMES looked very pretty and
domestic at the picnic in her apron, seeing
that everyone was served and contented.
The picnic had no sooner faded into the
past, than everyone was plunged into the
flurry of Christmas shopping. Gifts, shopping, mailing, shortages (of both articles
and finances), were the main topics of conversation. The only time the Tab room was
quiet was at noon-hour for the day shift,
when everyone rushed into town to get a
bit more shopping done.
What nicer Christmas presents for two
of our girls? JUSTINE McCABE's husband
received his discharge, and ELLEN BRADECRD's husband arrived on the west coast.
That brings to mind that ED BURKE has
been discharged from the Navy and is b^ck
at work oermanentlv now.
PAT BUCKMEYER has been blue lately,
though, because Herr Schlikenmeierhoff is
still in Japan.
The sad note of last month came when
we had to bid goodbye to BETTE KEAPCCK v/ho returned to her home in Wisconsin for the holidays and perhaps to stay.
Everyone certainly hopes she'll return — and
soon.
Still have a few exchanges to make, so
— best of everything for 1946 to everyone!

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

LDMM’S
GDFLOWERS
and

Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa
Open Evenings
Monica Blvd.
and Sundays
Beverly Hills,
California
Crestview 1-0915

The two reliable standbys from TransCATHERINE

MATHERNE,

VICKI

VILARDO

and

GEORGINA
BLAMEUSER, just three of the volunteer workers who cooperated wholeheartedly in
wrapping
the TCP

and
Tenth

preparing
Annual

gifts for distribution

Children's

Christmas

at

Party.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Here it is 1946. The last year was
great importance to us and to all
world. This year promises events of
as great importance, although perhaps
quite so exciting.

of
the
just
not

At this writing LCU HCLMAN is clearly
shov/ing that the war is kaput. While he
isn't exactly beating swords into plowshares, he is very busy hanging up trophy
sabres. Lou seems to belong to the skeptics,
however, because he is hanging them up
with cords instead of permanently fastening them — just in case.
DICK MELBOURNE is a good man to
know. Of course, he is a good man to know
at any time, but in this time of sugar shortages, It is a good thing to know a man
who has bees in his pastures. He Is our
honey-boy now!
DAVEY PAUL spent two weeks in Palm
Springs
with other affluent and Influential
folks.
OSCAR SHULENE ranks next to Buffalo
Bill In hunting Indians. The only difference
Is that Cody hunted them on the hoof,
whereas Oscar hunts 'em burled. He has
the luck of the Irish In locating the places
where the red man made his last stand,
and he certainly profits from his hunting —
he has a very fine collection of Indian artivicinity.facts, most of them found In the L. A.
All this reminds me of reservations so I
will have to mention our friend AL NORBY.
Al finally started a long-delayed vacation.
He planned to visit back east and had as

portation, very
Joe Epstein
Powers were
muchandIn William
evidence"Red"
and
did a very effective job handllrig all transportation requirements.
Much praise is justly due all who participated individually as well as in groups,
and a sincere vote of thanks and appreciation Is extended on behalf of the Management and the Studio Club.
From pictures on the opposite page, it
Is evident that the Party had the wholehearted approval of both children ano
parents.
much trouble getting a reservation as
Geronimo had in staying on one.
Our friend ROSY RCDSEN, the Beau of
M & F, has gone and done it. Yes, sir,
opportunity knocked, so he sold the roof
from over his head. The only reason Rosy
and I arent's sharing a tent at this moment, Isthat my better half refused to sign
on the dotted line. Of course, the last tent
we had did leak a little when It rained,
so she wouldn't believe me when I told
her we were going to have a light winter.
Seems as how womenfolk have lost the pioneering spirit.
RAY ORRILL is shopping for baby
clothes. No, I am not trying to outdo
Wlnchell. This shopping tour Is for an expected grandchild, but the way Ray is
strutting around, he could fool anyone who
didn't have the right Information. We all
wish the new youngster all of the best, and
hope that Ray comes through the ordeal.
A very lucky baby was welcomed Into
the world recently. He showed his good
judgment by choosing our estimable department head, Mr. CHARLES RABOLD,
for a grandfather. Congratulations to all.
We hope that In this New Year,
You all have plenty of skittles and beer.
That all your ventures turn out right
And all your days the sun shines bright.
We can't send each of you a card
But you may well believe us, Pard —
We wish you the best from a kind fate
From the M & F, Station 508.
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MAY MORRIS won't talk so I'm giving
fair
month warning
or else!— either she "gives" next
RUTHIE SWARZCHILD and SYLVIA
COURSEN, lovers of the arts, each recently made happy — reason, the Symphony
— the Ballet Russe.
MAUDE CLAGUE has been busy knitting this and that. I have it on good authority that she does beautiful work.
As a hobby, KATHERINE LAMBERT'S
husband frequently duplicated a rare piece
of furniture for her (she is always looking
through "Antiques"), but came the wood
shortage and Instead of her desired wing
back chair, she has had to be content with
a pepper-mill!
This month's mystery: What tall-handsome (and I do mean good looking) male
visits the Research Library frequently
without apparent Interest in books or pictures or clippings???
That's all for now from between the
"stacks."
HELEN WEBB, one of the charming Senior Research
Librarians, has been with TCP for eight years.
Many of the pictures on which she has worked
have
very

been laid in the "Gay Nineties" and she was
pleased to get out of that era with "Anna
and the King of Siam."

RESEARCH NOTES
Sy SYDNEY

B. STARK

A cub reporter's report on the Research
Department.
SHIRLEY PERSKY has us all in a whirl
trying to keep track of her many beaux.
The grapevine has it that her real number
one heart-throb will be discharged from
the Army after lengthy overseas duty, and
wi II be on hand to help her celebrate her
birthday. Happy Girl!
GLORIA FEINSTEIN, with us on temporary assignment, occasionally permits us to
get In on some of the charm phraseology
her husband writes from overseas — My!
My!
BOB CRESTO is not particularly Interested in any orve girl — his line is girls,
girls, and more girls.
Our little domestic number, RUTH FOX,
agrees with the old adage "practice makes
perfect," so we have an authority on culinary art.
Without trying to connect HELEN
WEBB with the old "rush the growler" deal,
we must mention Wrinkles, her new puppy,
who
pure bred 'arf 'n 'arf. Bet he's
cute Is
at a that!
As we go to press, GERTRUDE KINGSTON and her husband are in the midst
of repainting their home.
Understand CY SMITH has had experience watching painters.
FRANCES RICHARDSON delivered a
most interesting address before a meeting
of the Motion Picture Chairmen of the
Women's Club of Los Angeles — her subject, "Research On Our Forthcoming Productions."

of them voted for HENRY

MYERS

for

Secretary — a very large majority. Bl(^^'.
BOMB was elected to the office of VIcl^^
President, and inasmuch as he has served
before on the Board of Governors and was
one of the committee that originally drew
up the Constitution and By-Laws of the
Guild and the original contract and working agreement, he should be of great value
to Mr. Myers and Mr. Fink who are holding office In the Guild for the first time.
The new Board of Governors consists of
KELLY, CREAGER, SIKORSKY, JENSEN,
AL FAULKNER and ELMER SMITH. As
this is a new experience for all of them excepting Bill Bomb and Elmer Smith, it
behooves us one and all to get going with
them and give them all the cooperation
and assistance possible because of the
many angles and curves in the offing.
Will someone please explain to EMMANUEL DEFTY that the air-conditioning
switch has nothing whatsoever to do with
the sprinkler system or the lighting In the
Administration
If It's it"off"
turnandit
"On"
and if it'sBuilding.
"On" leave
as is,

MEN IN BLUE
By WM.

J. STRATTON

AL COONEY, CPO, United States
Coast Guard, has finally been discharged
from the service and has returned to the
Police Department. If you want to meet a
swell fellov/ and a regular guy, make It a
point to get acquainted with him and you'll
agree he's one hundred per cent and more.
We should be doubly proud of the fact
that he was the first man to enter the
armed forces from the Fox Lot. Welcome
home, Al, and the best we can offer you
Is a wish that you will receive all the good
you so justly deserve — and that should be
plenty.
RAY ELSA MAXWELLHOUSE really did
himself proud as the one-man entertainment committee and Maltre d' Hotel in
connection with the Big Bust at the Cafeteria last month. That was the best goo
sliver and slamy sandwiches we ever had
— In fact, everything was tops. And our sincere thanks to VIC CHRISTENSEN for the
use of the Cafeteria, and one of us wishes
to thank the Property Department most
heartily for the use of the big long green
table — and others of us don't. The writer
happens to be one of the others and will
be ever thankful to the originator of the
"TEN PLAN ACCOUNT" that he had only
two checks left in his checkbook, and
grudgingly thanks MR. HOUSE for the use
of his fountain pen.
For the benefit of those who have not
read the papers lately and those unenlightened souls who never get up to the
Locker Room, this Is to advise that the
Police Guild held their annual election last
month and by the time this Is In print the
new officers and Board of Governors will
have been installed. There were eightyeight members of our department who
voted and seventy of them voted for
HARRY FINK for President, and seventy

when it's green It's "On" and when It Isn't
green it's "Off" and so on and so on. It's
just like Blackberries; when they are green,
they are red. MR. HESS, please note.
JETT FORE has subscribed to several
daily papers and will be able to give us the
low-dov/n on subjects you'd never dream
a Longhorn from the Lone Star State
would be Interested In. Talk it over with
him.
Remember the line-up in front of the
cigarette machines and the guy with the
fizzy-dizzy walk who used to glom on to all
the gum In the candy machines? Wonder
what's become of them — and what's more
we don't care!
Wish we could do something about the
servicemen who stop off on their way home
from the front. They would do most anything to have just a little tour through the
studio or maybe lunch at the Cafe where
they could see some of our celebrities.
They have done so much for us and it does
seem that the least we could do would be
a ride around the Lot in one of the company cars.
It won't
be long
they
have all
been
discharged
andnowsentuntil
to their

HARRY
and

FINK,

newly

Custodian

elected

of the Outer

President
Guild.

Pico Gate,

of the Studio

Police

Jaunary,
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•m as they pas through our midst wil

Miss Lamour, may I please borrow one of
your old sarongs!
Well, will you beautiful people kindly
pardon me — I must hurry — I have a date
at eight with Betty Grable.

homes, and any little thing we can do for

a big thing for them and something to
remember as long as they live. If you could

hear them plead for just a chance to "walk
around and see what it looks like; we won't
bother anyone," you'd get a pass for them
and take them around in your own car —
and on your own time. We know you
would. Of all the visitors who come into
the Lot the servicemen are the most appreciative, and of all the visitors who come
into the Lot the servicemen are most deserving of our hospitality. We should go
out of our way to do what little we can for
those who have done so much — but do we?
Has anyone seen TOM YOUNG? Wish
he would come in and let us have a gander
at him. They say he looks like a million
dollars, and we sincerely hope that he is
back on the job before this issue of
"Action" is on the stands.
GEORGE WAYLAND and DAN MacAULIFFE have certainly had their share of
sickness this last year and at the present
writing they are still hospitalized. Here's
hoping the coming year will be a whole
lot better for both of you.
Saw one Fox employee walking on the
sidewalk today — the rest of them were
walking in the street Our article last month
about jay-walking evidently did some good
— almost.

SMILES FROM STORY FILES
By BILL COLLERAN
A most revolting thought, but here I am
back again this month to plague all of the
sane people on the Lot with dribblings
from this den of psychopathic characters.
Of course I have no doubt that after the
first appearance of this column in last
month's issue of "Action," everyone naturally leaped at their copy this month,
kicked their heels In the air In ecstatic appreciation and screamed: "No, it can't be
— not again!" But, here I am again, and
as I've said before — a most revolting
thought!
If any of the more mentally balanced
members of TCF care to come down to the
Old Ad and take a peek through our
windows they may observe, for a slight
sum, living illustrations from the book
Methinks The Lady ' by Guy Endore —
that Is, if you can see through our windows! The psychological-murder novel revolves around a woman, her alter-ego and
a mermaid pin. Ever since interest has
been shown in Mr. Endore's book, the
entire staff has been wearing large mermaid lapel-pins and have been going off
Into the corner for big conferences with
their alter-egoes. Mr. Freud, would you
please hand me my paranoia, it's getting
slightly chilly in here!
Our boss, DICK HUCKANS (the most
under-rated genius on the Lot — and I'm

P. S. — You know that needle doesn't
hurt at all anymore, anymore, anymore!

SOFTBALL NEWS
By DON

The terrific girl with the legs is Marjorie

Holliday.

That outfit she's wearing is from "The Dolly
Sisters" in which she played the Powder PuflF
Girl. Oh, by the way, the fellow supported by
the bookcase is LOUIS BAKER of Story Files.

not pulling for a raise — am I klddin'l) Is
back with us. He spent a few days at home
recently polishing his halo, tuning his harp
and luxing his feathered wings. At almost
the exact moment he returned In his General Motors' 1929 version of Eliza's chariot,
they were carrying our charming, adorable
terrific, sensational (time out while I wipe
off the drool) ANITA CONNOLLY out on
a stretcher. She was suffering, along with
about half the population of Southern
California, with the sniffles caused by the
sub-zero weather. Please, Mr Chamber of
Commerce, don't send me back to Svenson's Point, Minnesota!! I'll be a good boy
— I won't tell anyone about my seventeen
heating lamps and my raccoon coat and
ermine ear muffs! Honest'!
JUNE ROTHBILL was so mad for those
terrific new lighters that are floating
around the office, that for two weeks before Christmas she became a weed-fiend,
if you can call two cigarettes being a
flen d! She Iooked like a character from
"Are These Our Children." Mother, hand
me
Files.my gas mask — I'm off to work in Story
BEN ROSENMAYER, our threat to Bob
Hope, made so many trips into Beverly
Hills before Christmas buying trinkets for
all his fans, that he's selling chances on
The Blue Flash to balance his budget.
BILL SCHRADER brought a visitor to
work with him the other day, and a more
charming girl I have yet to meet! And
what a personality! She had us all convulsed In hysterics when she pulled that
act on top of the files, and more so when
she swung from the water pipes. Really
a delightful girl! Mary (Bill's friend) was
a monkey he brought back from Samar
when he returned from overseas. Sometimes I'm inclined to agree with Darwin.

CARSTENSEN

The New Year finds the Softball League
In hibernation. With the coming cold, wet,
and foggy nights of January and February,
combined with the unusual weather of California, Ithas decided to lay dormant until March 15th. At that time we hope to
have several teams ready to play, with
enough Interest to form a real league and
prepare a schedule of games — more about
this later.
The season ended with the last game
being played on Friday, December 7th. At
that time there were five teams In the
League: Grips, Electricians, Music Cutters,
Musicians and Picture Cutters. They
played a total of 28 games for the season.
Pretty good, huh?
Many outstanding players were discovered during these contests — they discovered themselves. Men who had not played
ball for years discovered they could still
play — and good. New acquaintances were
made not only by the players, but also
by the spectators, who at times assumed
the proportions of a crowd. Fellows
laughed and joked and kidded each other,
who the day before were strangers. Even
wives and relatives were in on the fun and
made many new friends. The good fellowship at these games Is of great value.
Our Studio Club has been of great help
to the League, and we look forward to
this same pleasant association throughout
the present year.
These reports of Softball news have been
purposely kept very impersonal. As the
season progresses this year, however, we
will find plenty of opportunity to call all
the
names —after
or bythename.
hold players
post-mortems
game We'll
and
laugh at them, with them and for them.
Excitement, thrills, disappointments and
humor run high in each tussle, but it's all
in fun so start your team now! Keep the
boys interested!
HOME

OF THE

20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654
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ANN JOSEPHS is in a daze, too, waiting for that ship from the South Pacific
Islands to dock.
It probably won't be long before we
lose all these girls, but we shudder to
think of it.
Congratulations are in order for JEAN
PLUMMER, who eloped to Tia Juana with
PHILIP MEADE of San Francisco, and
VERNA TIDEY, who is now MRS. HAP
HALLIHAN.
PHYLLIS

HUFFINE

also rates them, but

for a

different reason. She's been promoted. And speaking of Phyllis, she's our
idea of the ideal American girl, — natural,
wholesome and very shapely!
We hadn't heard anything exciting from
"the girls in the back room," so went to
investigate. An interview with the boss,
ESTHER AVER ALL, netted us exactly noth-

PHYLLIS

HUFFINE

has

made

a

host

of friends

during her four years on the Lot. She has recently
been made an assistant to KATHLEEN
RIDGEWAY, head of Script Dept. Best of luck, Phyllis,
in your new assignment.

THE SCRIPT TEASE

lives they claim, but when we became

By FLORENCE

MACK

Christmas has come and gone and once
again we have settled down to our old
routine. Santa Claus is always good to us,
but this year he really did things in a big
way. We were happy and grateful to receive our retroactive checks and all the
other nice presents. But, more important
than any material gift, we rejoiced that
peace has come. Even though our loved
ones couldn't all get home,
knew they were safe.

ing. Esther wasn't even contemplating another fishing trip. It seems fantastic to assume that such charming lasses as GENEVIEVE (BINKY) WOEIZ, ARLENE FRANTZVOG, MARILEE CARPENTER and BLOSSOM VREELAND are leading the prosaic

we

at least

With so many of our boys returning to
civilian life TCF is rapidly beginning to
look like it did before the war, and that's
good!
Blond and Brawny HAL GORDON
is
back from the Marine Corps looking fit
as a fiddle, and HERMAN
D'ORAZIO,
still in uniform bedecked with campaign
ribbons and medals, including the PRESIDENTIAL CITATION, paid us a nice visit.
Herman was his same charming self, lean
and brown, but with a new look in his eyes.
Like thousands and thousands of others,
all he has seen and all he has been through
will be forever etched in his face. We are
certainly proud of our boys and tremendously glad to have them back.
Naturally, with our boys returning, quite
a few of our girls are leaving to take their
proper places on the home front. FLORENCE McCUE and FLORENCE PASKOW
have already left, and several others are
just waiting for the go signal.
Wonder if LI'L EVA (PERLBERS) still has
all that sentimental poetry under the glass
top on her desk now that the object of
her affections has returned from across the
sea.
MARY ALICE JONES went all the way
to San Francisco to meet that handsome
Lieutenant Commander.

per-

sistent they merely said, "Just say we're
between seasons." The back room can only
be reached by transversing the whole of
the Script Department, , but don't let that
stop you if you feel inclined to do something to remedy this situation.
MARNIE MARTIN gave a charming dinner to celebrate her third wedding anniversary. Husband BUD donated a lovely
black chiffon nightie. That's hard to top!
Very sorry to* learn that when KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY finally went on her wellearned vacation she had to cut it short
because her mother fell and Injured herself, but it is typical of Kathleen to only
voice the thought that she is happy it
wasn't serious and that her mother is progressing nicely. The devotion of the entire
Ridgeway family to one another through
the years has been exemplary.
Good gracious, we almost forgot! A
certain young man, who wanted to be
referred to only as "Oscar," asked that we
check on the romantic status of a certain petite brunette on the third floor.
Well, Oscar, we find she's single and not
too encumbered, so go ahead and do your
stuff. If the opportunity presents itself

erty ship Henry Hanks in 1942. The number of yards in a bolt of cheesecloth has^^
last been discovered. And how many spo^^
of brown button-hole twist there are in a
box when the box rattles. And that when —
according to the tag — ten yards has been
removed from the bolt containing fifty
yards of ribbon, the remainder

will equal

431/4 yards.

But the Ladies' could not find out all this
alone and unassisted. They, according to
the time honored arrangement of Things,
called on the aid of men.
Answering the appeal were four men,
veterans of the South Pacific campaign,
from the Accounting Office. With the resourcefulness for which they are justly famous, they took in the situation at a glance
. . . things on the top shelf, unwieldy bolts
of cloth, heavy boxes, and, it must be admitted, typical feminine lack of inventiveness. Means to expedite the painstaking
inventory was sorely needed.
The janitor's broom was speedily divested of its handle. Two chairs placed on
either side of a cutting table provided a
support for it, then a bolt of cloth was suspended on the broom-handle between
them. Two men, grasping the edges of the
material, passed the signal and tore off
with It down the length of the table two
yards at a time. None
stuff!

of this one-yard

Undismayed by the strange turn of Reconversion, the men who a short time age
were sweating It out in fox-holes In the
jungle, turned to measuring lace edging,
velvets, satins, sequins by the yard. And a
vast amount of work was accomplished. If
work hadn't been so pressing, some new designing talent might have been revealed
— they could picture more creations in
sheer black net!
TRUDY WHITE and her partner developed such an efficient method of handling
difficult laces that they had It scientifically
unwound and re-rolled before either had
a chance to measure It.
ALICE LAFARGUE and her regular
crew, VIRGINA PASCHALL and BILLIE
BLECKMAN, are back to a normal routine
again, and express their thanks for all the
help and cooperation from Accounting and
Wardrobe.
Since

LEONARD

DOSS,

Technicolor's

we'll do whatever we can to help.
And now, in closing, we want to wish
everyone who reads this column a very
too!
Happy

New

Year, and all those who don't

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

There is approximately IO86I/4 yards of
ecru lace edging in the stock-room in the
Ladies' Wardrobe. It would probably
reach from here to somewhere and back,
or equal the total amount of telephone
wire used in the construction of the Lib-

>4*

Inventory — Ladies' Wardrobe.
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liaison man on "THE SHOCKING MISS
^tGRIM," became a new father, life has
milk,
^Bhplicated by leaps and boundsall— those
crib, nurse, groceries, washing and
things. When the baby cries, the dog cries,
so the nurse walks the baby, and father
walks the dog. He did succeed, after several patient trials and doing without supper, in getting the crib together before
his wife got home from the hospital. So a
few little problems had been settled, a
new nurse had come to replace the old
cne, and MR. KELLY and MISS GRABLE
had agreed on the same shade of hat to
wear In the picture, and Leonard was
peacefully driving home one evening to
fireside and family, when In the confusion
of traffc he ran into the back of another
car. The grill and headlights on his own
car were smashed, but he obligingly went
ahead with untangling the two bumpers.
That was when he sprained his back.
Now for a quickie around the building:
The bright glitter In the work-room
comes from the third finger of WILMA
Christian's
left hand, Wilma
it's a celebrated
huge diamond set with emeralds.
a birthday in December, too. BILLIE
Blackman's fiance is being shipped off
to Guam on a repair ship. MR. CCCPER,
tailor. Is back with us again. MARGIE
BANKSTCN couldn't say a word for two
weeks. She had a throat operation, and
was confined to sign language. We hear,
via cables and letters, from RENE HUBERT
now and then. He Is still with the second
unit on CITY CF FLCWERS In Costa Rica,
where it rains and rains. We were happy
to see GRACE HALL again. She came In
on a surprise visit to say hello around to
everyone. GRACE WILSCN blew out the
candles on her birthday cake as she passed
by it on an errand from the set to the
Shack. FRIEDEL CUTTING and RCSE
HARTMAN worked late nights last week
on the double costumes for "Amber."
EMMA SLAAMCD'S daughter HELEN
was recently married to a man In the service in a military ceremony. GERTRUDE
BRCDER has been looking forward to seeing her daughter during the holidays.
CAREY C'NEIL has been separated from
the WAC and Is now back working on the
sets like she did before the Wah. ELLEN
MANLEY's son has returned from service
overseas. HARRIET CAMIN is expecting
her daughter home for Christmas. PAULA
GICKARIS' decorative sketches add a gay
note to the walls of KAY NELSCN's offce.
Miss Nelson has been working on two
major productions, "SCMEWHERE IN
THE DARK," and "DARK CCRNER."
YVCNNE WCCD is now working at Universal, and Wardrobe is dull without her.
All we ever see of BCNNIE CASHIN these
days is a kind of whsssh. She has been busy
on three pictures at one time, which Is
Impossible, but she is doing It— and well.
A day just wouldn't seem right without a
visit from CRRY KELLY. LIZZIE says that
Taffy told her Molasses wouldn't be along
until January.

dently, DCRCTHY became the first girl
to shoot over 200 scratch this year, a 202
. . . TCM YCUNG's team now rides in
first place, but the first seven teams behind them are only 3 games out . . . Men
200: JESS WCLF 250 and 205, BUD
HARRIS 243 and 207, HAL SAILCR 232,
BILL WASHC 226 and 214, ARMAND
ALLEN 224 and 213, RAY KCENIG 223,
PAUL HENDERSCN 221, HARRY BUSHMAN 221, JULIUS CINDRICH 213, BILL
BCEMLER 212, MCNTY BCNCME 208,
JIM KEHRER 203, HAL BCW 203, MISH
FCX 202 and last but CERTAINLY not
least (or Is he?) BUZ BUSBY . . . Gals 160:
DCRCTHY BARKER 202 and 163, SHIRLEY WCCLLARD 178, MARICN GRCDIN, 177, BETTY BCW 170, GWEN REED
168 and JEAN BANTA 160 .. . Nth Wk.

MILDRED SIMM, Matron in Dressing Room C.
Mildred has been with TCP thirteen years, during
which time she obtained her citizenship.

TCF BOWLING LEAGUE
DCWN THE ALLEYS . . . 9th Wk. . . .
With JCHNNY McCAFFERTY bowling a
terrific 674 scratch series to lead the attack, LLCYD BACCN’s WCLVES took 3
points
fromtheCHARLES
team.a
However,
WCLVES CCBURN's
had to shoot
2967 to accomplish It as CCBURN's team
shot 2963, which ain't bad . . . Incidentally,
ISSY BERNSCN, manager of LA CIENEGA
LANES, donated 2 turkeys, one for high
mens series which McCAFFERTY won, and
the other for high women's series which
BETTY BCW took with 454-114—568.
Congratulations . . . TCM YCUNG's and
JCHN PAYNE's teams are currently tied
for first place . . . RAY BLAKE took high
game with 222-28 — 250 while BILL BURTCN's
hightenwomen's
series withBABES
2651 . grabbed
. . The first
teams are
only four points apart . . . Men 200: JCHN
McCAFFERTY 247 and 236, RALPH
HICKEY 225, RAY BLAKE 222, H. JCNES
216, ARMAND ALLEN 213, HAL SAILCR
212,
201, 212,
200 KERNEY
(is he kiddin'),
PAUL HENDERSCN
STEFFENSCN
208,
GLEN SUTFIN 208, B. HARRIS 206, AL
SWEITZER 203, BILL WINTER 202 and
200, JCHNNY BCDNAR 200 and BUZ
BUSBY 200 .. . Gals 160: BETTY BCW
168 and I60 . . . 10th Wk. . . . Don't know
what goes with those WCLVES, but they
shot a 3035 series (the first 3000 series shot
this year), to win high series for the second
straight week . . . The hard luck CHARLES
CCBURN team shot a 3001 series to
again get nosed out of the money . . .
The SPARE RIBBERS came to life with a
1052 game to win that event . . . BILL
WASHC, with a 638-39 — 677 series said
"There's nothin' to It" and BUD HARRIS'
243-20 — 263 eked out high game . . . Well,
well, BILLY BURTCN's BABES (a gal team)
took
3 points
DICK HAYMES'
HECKLERS,
withfrom
DCRCTHY
BARKER
leading the way with a 515-81 — 596. Incl-

. . . Wotta
CHARLES
CCBURN's
team
Is nowleague.
In, first
place with
LLCYD
BACCN's WCLVES, THE FIVE LITTLE
FCYS and JCHN PAYNE's teams just one
game behind (one of these Is our dark
horse pick, guess who?) . . . For the third
consecutive week LLCYD BACCN's
WCLVES have taken high series — this week
ateam
2893 did
dinning
. . . inCHARLES
all right
the prize CCBURN's
class, what
with them taking high game with 1008,
HAL SAILCR winning high series with 60830 — 638 and LES VAUGHN high game of
232-22—254. (Where's LEIBER?) ... The
HATHAWAY CHICKS got back In the
winner's circle for women's high series with
a 2622 ... Men 200: HAL SAILCR 236,
LES VAUGHN 232, AL SWEITZER 221,
G. EMERZIAN 214, ED BETKIJIAN 206, J.
KEHRER 204, RALPH HICKEY 203 and
200, MCNTY BCNCME 202, TED SANDERS 201 and MILT JCPLIN 201 .. . Gals
160: MARICN GRCDIN 189, JEAN
BANTA 185, ALICE McVEY 181 and
SHIRLEY LYCN 168 .. . 12th Wk. . . .
Here
CCBURN's
team we
and gotheagain.
FIVE CHARLES
LITTLE FCYS
are now
tied for first place (Cne of these is our
dark horse — tough guessing!) . . . LINDA
DARNELL's team waltzed off with high
team series of 2826, while BETTY GRABLE's
team nabbed high game with 1032 . . .
Those HATHAWAY CHICKS continue on
their merry way, winning three points from
TCM YCUNG's team and also high
women's series of 2623 . . . CSCAR STEDMAN, with a 235-19 — 254, zigged his way
to high game and BILL BCEMLER zagged
his way to high series with 576-60 — 636 . . .
Men 200: The boys were on the beam tonight, no less than 19 In the charmed
circle. CSCAR STEDMAN 235, IKE
DANNING 232, BILL BCEMLER 224, BILL
WASHC 223, F. LINENBERGER 221,
WALT SCHAFER 221, HECTCR DCDS
218, AL SWEITZER 213 and 206, JESS
WCLF 213 and 204, TEX WILSFCRD 2l2,
G. SHCRES 211, MILT JCPLIN 211, G.
EMERZIAN 208, FRED SIMPSCN 205,
HARRY JCNES 202, ED BETKIJIAN 201,
BCB BCW 201, SCCTTY McEWEN 200
and WIMPY WISE 200 .. . Gals 160:
ALICE McVEY 172, SHIRLEY LYCN 165
and GWEN REED 160.
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here's something that's been bubbling
under our bonnet (along with the b^^
for sometime now. With due apologie^^^
all concerned, and poets in particular, here
Studio Trees
Say, fellows, did you ever see
A thing as screwy as a hand-made tree,
A tree whose sturdy trunk we place
Upon a two-by-twelve, three-foot base,
A tree that looks at arcs all day
And which the painters often spray?
A tree that may, in snow sets, wear
Asbestos sprinkled in its hair.
Upon whose trunk its limbs are wired.
And for whose bark, staff men are hired.
Poems are made by better brains than we,
But only green men can really build a tree.
Now that is out
some good news.
nally home again
ing fit as a fiddle
after his sojourn
Fuehrer.
RALPH
the same

of our system, let's have
GEORGE NOVAK is fiand back at work — lookand ready for anything,
in the land of Der Ex-

FULBRIGHT

is also back from

part of the world and likewise

looking better (and bigger) than ever. However, Uncle hasn't finished with Ralph yet
so we'll have to wait a while longer to see
him up a tree again.
FELIX MORALES, who saw his service

shined. Who
up!

WESTERN GAB
By ED COOK
Since our erstwhile under-cover man
(meaning Jack Kessler) saw fit to desert
us here at the main Lot, and go to the
Hills, it left us sort of out in the cold, orphans so to speak, without someone to
write for us. So, yours truly will try with
the able assistance of none other than
our good friend and co-worker RUTH
BROWN, R. N. (Ruthie to you), to pinchhit for him. Don’t expect too much — at
best. I'll run a poor second.
Did you know that TOMMY
MOORE
is taking all bets on his "Charlie Hoss"
which he just acquired. Tom hopes it runs
out on him, and so do we, Tom.
HARRY RUTTER, our cashier, has been
ill for quite a while. We all wish you a
speedy recovery, Harry, and hurry back
to us. The same goes for TED HECKET.
Gee whiz'!!!! What's the matter with
that department? Has anyone got anything to sell? "DOGGIE" buys everything,
including gas stamps.
Friends and acquaintances alike, mourn
the loss of our co-worker HENRY SASS,
who passed away recently.
"Hello operator, give me the Fixture department. Hello, this is AL BOYNTON —
tell COOKIE to get over here to Stage
3 and get those brackets down, we're
striking the set."
There must be some attraction on Stage
2, Mankiewicz Company, for HAROLD
MAY,
good
in
Brown, who
with says
his he
hairdoesn't
combedlookand
shoes

Ask DAVE

is she, Harold?
BOYD

Come,

fess

about his logbook on

the Hathaway Show. He said, "They call
me 'Pull-them-out-of-the-bag Boyd'."
Saw MIKE LESHING in the barber shop
today, and guess what — he was getting a
haircut — so was your reporter.
Did you know that we have a new nurse
on the Lot? Her name is MARGARET
FLAHERETY. Now
night and day.

we're

covered

They must have needed some good
at the Branch, so they took Captain
ADAMS, AL GROVES (Bulgy) and
BODNER to the Hills. Our loss is

If you should have occasion to call Extension 530, that charming feminine voice
you'll hear is the reason the boys in the
Grip Department say their loss is our gain,
and for once we agree with them. Hi,
BETTE!

both

Sorry boys, but that steam shovel wasn't
excavating for our new building after all —

men
MacBEN
their

it was only a new storm drain. But we're
going to get that new locker room as soon
as possible — just be patient!
Question of the month: VV'hat happened
to the possum that was rescued from the
dry swimming pool in the Permanent
Garden by those intrepid green men last
month?

Can you believe that our country store,
gain.
so
ably proped by KENNY ELLSWORTH,
has netted $2,000.00 clear in less than a
year,
a contribution
Home?forNice
going, Kenny.to the Orphans'
Well, folks, as this is our first attempt
at gabbing and we were caught on such
short notice, any suggestions will be actime.

on the other side of the world in the Pa- '
cific, has been back in harness for sometime now, and we must truthfully report
that his exhuberant personality has not
been dampened in the least during his
travels.

ceptable and we'll try to do better next

While

we

are waiting for the answer,

we'll go on home and see if we can cure
this cold in our doze. 'Bye now!

ROD

WETMORE

Representative of
AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

LANDSCRAPINGS
By BOB

FREEMAN

Well, the holiday season is over and
comes now the time to settle back to normal again — or at least as near normal as
we
this business.
don’tlines,
we
lovecan
it! get
And,in thinking
along But
those

Financing!
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Insurance
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South America

By ART

p

Dear Studio Club:
Just received your November issue of
"Action" which, as always, was very, very
welcome. I have just finished reading it
through and while the Studio folks are still

WEBB

The New Year has started, and I suppose most of us made a resolution or two
and have probably broken them already.
A word to all you returnees who find
the office loaded with pretty girls: To be
a genuine, qualified wolf, you have to know
how to talk to the women. With this in
mind, here is a brief course in the finer
points:
You can call a girl a "kitten," but never
as a "cat."
refer
You tocanhermove in with such tender names

as "mouse" but never call her a "rat."
You can refer to her as a "chicken" but
not as a "hen."
You can address her as a "vision" but
never call her a "sight."
You can call her a "doll" but never a
"dummy."
You're
in — nowhasallreturned
you needfrom
is money!
DAN PINCK
service
and is behind his old desk. Dan served with
the Second and Fourth Marine Divisions
under General Vandergrift. He won't talk
much about his exploits but refers you to
Harold Gordon for the gruesome details
and wild stories.
HOMER HILL dropped around on December 7th, with a chest full of ribbons and
battle stars, looking the same as ever except for a few more gray hairs. The Kindergarten better watch out — Homer is
still a free man.
ART GAMERAL, a new Second Lieutenant, also dropped in. Looks like Art is stuck
for awhile in the Medics, closing out the
hospitals. His first one is a Ninth Service
Command installation at Santa Maria.
The only thing some husbands run in
their homes is the vacuum cleaner — howzaboutit, VIC PRICE?
JEAN SHAY and PAT ASBRA visited
an Astrologer recently and ever since then
have been bemoaning their futures. Every
time Pat sees a new man she wonders if
he could be the one.
For your further edification, here are a
few definitions:
Sugar Daddy — A form of crystalized sap.
Pessimist — A fellow who looks at the
world through morose colored glasses.
Pin-Up Girl — The only girl In the world
who can be stuck-up and make more
friends than in any other way.
Man — A worm In the dust, he comes
along, wriggles around a bit, only to have
some chicken get him.

fresh in
my ofmind,
dashto off
short
note
thanksI thought
to them I'dand
youra
staff for the magazine and cigarettes received every month like clockwork.
At the time of this writing I am still
behind my desk, in this so-called land of
the tropics, with a copy of "Action" on
my right, three copies of the Hollywood
Reporter on my left, and listening to the

HAL GORDON,
Head of tlie Print Shop, has been
with TCF over fifteen years. He recently returned
from seventeen months in the Pacific with the
United States Marine Corps.

Dear Studio Club Members:
My sincerest thanks for all your thoughtfulness during these past three years. No
other organization has done a more commendable job for its co-workers. Although
I am still in the Service, I hope to be back
at the Studio in the not too far distant future, at which time I am looking forward
to becoming active in helping you in your
wonderful work.
A letter like this is pretty inadequate for
all the wonderful things you have done, but
please believe me when I say that I am
deeply grateful to each and every member.
Sincerely yours,
Lt. A. (Abe) Steinberg

DENVER

VS. TCF

Shrine Auditorium
Jan. 17th — 8 P.M.

of Lloyd Nobles' window.
With best to ail, and thanks again.
Fred Barman

Dear Studio Club:
My sincere thanks to the members of
the Studio Club for the Christmas check.
Your remembrances during the past year
while I have been in the Navy, have been
greatly appreciated.
With the present plans, I should be discharged by June, 1946.
Sincerely Yours,

5

GUARANTEED SAVINGS OF
15% TO 40%
TO 20TH C. F.
EMPLOYEES

,

Joyce Bulkley Smith

lyjj]. L p/Jii I

Fort Bliss, Texas

ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR
5PRECKELS BLDG.

LOS ANGELES

Dear Friends:
Just a few
check sent me
ant surprise.
I hope that
of the Army

U, CALIF.

IMPORTERS
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Open 9:30 to 5:30 Every Day

VAndike 2442
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Please
do not

lines of appreciation for the
for Christmas. It was a pleasIn a few weeks I will be out
and can spend the holidays

with my folks in Chio. Then I'll leave for
Los Angeles and see you all in January
sometime.

DISTRIBUTORS
LARGEST JEWELRY DISPLAY
ROOMS IN THE WEST

BASKETBALL

radio playing a rebroadcast Special Service Disc of Bing Crosby's program from
Sunset and Vine. So, all in all, even though
we do get things second hand, it Is possible
to keep up on the civilian situation at
home and It does seem that I am not too
far away. But then, on the other hand, all
I have to do is glance over to the wall
and look at our world Atlas and Immediately that thought is discouraged — 7550
air miles to L. A., they tell me.
As soon as the 4 1-pointers start hitting
the discharge line, I will be seeing you
again. And, believe me, I hope that will
be the last time I will ever have to stand —
except, perchance, the pay-day line In front

bring iJenlificafion as tre
cater to the gcneraf puW/c

^

Even though I don't write very often I
think of you and of Fox. Your kindness
throughout all these years has been wonderful and I'll never forget It.
Here's hoping this letter finds all of you
in the best of health, and wishing each
and everyone a very Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year. Sincerely,
Johnny Hovarth

Entered
matter
Los

as second

Angeles,

Act

1

class

at the Post Office,
Calif., unde

of March

3. 1879.

Hello Gang:
Aomori, Japan
Dear Studio Gang:
It seems that no matter where I go,
Studio Club follows with cigarettes and

It's been so long since I've written to the
Studio Club and all the gang I worked
with before entering the Army, but it

"Action." They have reached me in Texas,
Georgia, Florida: Tacloban and Rizal in
Leyte; and in Hachinohe and Aomori,
Japan. I appreciate the cigs but I really

seems

I've been

all over the South and

Southwest Pacific, and haven't had a
chance to settle.
I came overseas last August and have
been at Eniwetok, Eullth, Leyte, Luzon and
now Tokyo.

look forward a lot more to "Action."
I now have before me the October
issue of our fine publication. Looking

I like Tokyo the
Japs have done
really worked and
whereas Okinawa,

through it I see many names that are familiar to me from years of association
prior to the war. It is nice to read about
one man in particular returning from service. I refer to Woody Lagune who broke

best. As much as the
against us, they have
cleaned their city up,
Leyte and Luzon are

really a dirty mess,
much more time to
The Philippines are
the climate here in
home.

me in on the nail pile in '32. Right now I'd
compromise for a week's leave to the
States, even if It were to be spent pounding nails.
Now to get back to the present. I have
command of the Division Headquarters

and they have had
accomplish the job.
really hot too, while
Tokyo is similar to

I hope one of these days to get home
and become a civilian, and I would like

Company of the 81st "Wildcat" Division
in Aomori. It is a job which reminds me
a great deal of Studio work, what with so
many unusual requests coming in on very
short notice. When I do get out and re-

BOB SMILEY, a member of the Police Dept, at the
time he entered the Navy tour years ago. He was
a Photographer with the John Ford Unit, and
served three years overseas.

turn to the Studio, I don't think anything
could surprise me!
The city of Aomori lies In the northern
tip of Honshu. It is practically devastated
as the result of one B-29 incendiary raid.
About the only things left standing are
vaults, the railroad station, and city hall.
The amount of destruction is almost beyond belief.
The Japs In this vicinity are, for the
most part, of the lower class of Japanese
society — the farmers and small merchants.
Thus far they have been very cooperative
and I hope they stay that way.
We opened two new theaters the other
night with the Eddie Rickenbacker picture.
Despite the fact that we are about 6000
miles from Hollywood and have difficulty
getting late pictures, the audience is highly
critical and it takes a good picture to
satisfy them — they did like the premiere
picture.
Shortly before we left Leyte, Grade
Fields put on a show which went over in
a big way. I hope we can get more shows
like that.

In all my Army travels I have never
come across even one TCF employee that
I knew. If any of the boys are around this
vicinity, I would appreciate having their
address so we can compare notes.

nothing better than to be able to work
for Fox with the fellows I worked with
before becoming a G.l.
Sincerely,
Thanks again for everything.

Pvt. Henry Seelv

Dear Studio Club:

It doesn't look as if I will make the
Christmas celebration on the Lot this year,

I want to thank you very much for your
Christmas check received last week. It

but I am looking forward to 1946. I'll
never forget one of the celebrations —
1941!

was very nice and 1 surely do appreciate it
very much, as I have all of your gifts
that you have been kind enough to send
since I have been in the Navy.
I am still here in Anacostla at the Photo
Science Lab but am as homesick as ever
for the Studio. I miss all of my friends

As discharges are going at present, I
entertain the hope of being back by Easter
at the latest. By that time the Lot should
be showing a number of familiar faces.
My correspondence has not been up to
par, but I now want to express my thanks
to all of the people on the Lot who have
contributed so faithfully year after year
to those of us in service. The war is over
but I am thankful that we haven't been
forgotten.
Best regards and a Merry Christmas and
Happy

New

Year to all.
Your friend,
Jerry Dobson

there,
course,
to be
will be

the Music Department — and, of
being in California. Am still hoping
discharged soon and until then I
looking forward to coming back io

good old Twentieth Century-Fox.
Thanks again for the check and also for
"Action" each month. Hope to be seeing
you all soon as a Sincerely,
civilian again.
William B. Atkinson
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work and can go places and do things.

KEEPING TAB
-

By GOLDIE

It is surprising how much ambition some
of these people have who work on the
night shift. SALLY DAVIDSON of the keypunch room has a cleaning establishment,
but I do hear she has leased It very recently. There goes another hope of getting
your cleaning back in less than a month.

E. COHN

Keeping up with the "Tab" is something
of a feat these days, for with the coming
of the New Year come bigger and better
reports as well as heaps of just plain work,
so there isn't much time for gossip.
However, women will be women — and
then a little buzzing goes on among the
men, too, I notice — so here are a few of
the little tidbits I picked up as I leaned an
ear in passing.

As forItem.
SOCIETY
NEWS, here's
our
choicest
PAT BUCKMEYER
received
a lovely diamond ring on New Year's Eve
from
her recently
returnedfor"one-and-only,"
who has
been overseas
a long time.
And what a beauty It Is; but it's glitter
cannot equal that which emanates from the
shining eyes of our beloved Pat.

Of course, one of the nicest things that
has happened lately is the return of several
members of the department who have
been in service.

Under the heading of "Arrivals and Departures" we must record the departure of
our SALLY McNATT, who, with her husband recently returned from the wars, is
Seattle bound. Good-bye and Good Luck,
Sally — we'll miss you.

EDDIE BURKE has been back several
weeks and DICK THOMAS followed soon
after, and now we have GALVIN WOOD,
better known as Woody. All seem to be
happy to get back, and from the warm
greetings I've seen, it is easy to judge they
have been received with open arms — and
I do mean "open arms"!
Dick Thomas Is back and working on the
graveyard shift so he can attend school
during the day. Ambitious youngster. I'll
say. Eddie Burke is busy with all those yearend figures — while Woody Is very much on
the job gathering up all the threads and
learning of the changes made during his
absence.
To get down to cold facts as they pertain to Tab — and I do mean cold facts —
here they are, statistically speaking: Surveys prove that nine out of ten in our department has had one and the remaining
one-tenth will join the sneeze and sniffle
brigade before this If off the press. JOE
"Mad - Man" MEDVITZ and DARRELL
"Pete" PETERS were lead-off men and set
the pattern for plain and fancy cases of
flu. TOM STEVENSON, runner-up, boasted
of a stiff neck in addition to a common
cold, but rumor has it that he sustained the
former ailment while standing outside the
casting office on a windy day while a bevy
of beauties were being gllmmed for a

Have

you

ever

seen

GOLDIE

COHN

challenge

one ot those frightening "tab" machines — it so,
you know that she always delivers the final K.O.
and comes out with the right answer. During
Goldie's two years at TCP, her strong shoulder
and stout heart have been an inexhaustible source
ot great comfort

to the girls of TAB.

forthcoming production. But who am 1 to
be talking about colds — the Kleenex sticking out of my purse, pockets and hair is
not
a newpurposes.
Hollywood dress fad — it's for
practical
Joe Medvitz, the mad-man of Tabulating, has been feeling miserable but working his usual long hours and at his usual
mad speed. Darrell Peters also was a pretty
sick boy but is somewhat better at this
writing. His cold, however, could not keep
him from displaying with much pride a
stunning picture of his daughters — quite
stunning, I assure you.
KAY STURM (please note, Kay, I have
spelled It right) has been regaling us with
her adventures In her car since she has
been working so late nights. Well, cheer
up, Kay, you'll get a new one some day
and then you may not have so much night

Probably the greatest optimist In our
department at this writing Is ELLEN
BRADFORD, who is looking for a house or
an apartment — and expects to find one.
With hubby home again, Ellen’s quest is no
joke, so let's hope that the Good Fairy will
wave a magic wand In her direction.
Thanks to SOPHIE HAYFORD, we "Tabbies" Indulged in a delicious birthday cake
not so long ago. The cake was sans candles
so we cannot tell you just which birthday
we were celebrating. Suffice It to say, the
cake was excellent and a good time was
had by all.
Your correspondent (?), who vacationed
In Portland and Seattle just before the holidays, had a wonderful time. Saw snow —
real honest-to-goodness stacks of it, for the
first time in years — en route to the Rose
City and while traveling by air from Portland to Seattle. What a glorious sight Mt.
Rainier was, blanketed with snow from
timberline to peak; too, the Oregon mist
was as unusual as California's January dew.
That's all for now, folks. The midnight oil
is burning low. But in concluding this rambling report, permit me to wish you one
and all a bigger and better 1946.

Action
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court that he seldom had a chance to use
In college. Seminoff, six feet two inches
and 195 pounds, played one season for
TCF In 1943 before joining the Marines.
He received his discharge the latter part
of November. Jim has proved his value to
the Fox team and is a good floor general.
Another U.S.C. giant, JERRY GRACIN,
held down a first-string forward assignment for the Trojans for three seasons, and
although this Is his first year with the TCF
quintet, he played for a number of top
A.A.U. outfits In Los Angeles. Jerry weighs
an even 200 and stands six feet three
inches.
Bringing up the average height is HAROLD ALLEN (six feet five Inches), who is
playing his second season with the Fox
roundballers. Last year when the team
made a good-will tour of Mexico, Allen
turned In many grand performances during
the journey, and at the national A.A.U.
tourney in Denver he was voted the outstandingTeachers
young player.
He ‘hails
from
Tempe State
College
of Tempe,
Arizona.
20th Century-Fox Basketball Team Roster: Reading left to right — No. 27 Vernon Law,
29 Farris Jeffries, center; No. 26 Tom McGarvin, guard; No. 25 Harold Allen, center;

forward; No.
No. 22 Dale

Sears, forward; No. 20 Frank Lubin, center; No. 24 Jim Seminoff, guard; No. 30 Chet Carlisle, forward; No. 23 Alex Omalev, forward; No. 28 Jerry Gracin, forward; No. 31 Jack Lippert, guard.
Kneeling

left to right — Paul Lockwood,

scorer;
J. "Bud"
Fischer, coach; Tom
"Doc" G.
Chase,
trainer.

MEET THE BASKETBALL TEAM
This is the greatest basketball season in
history, offering the finest amateur cage
league ever organized (the American Basketball League), and two big league tournaments instead of one.
The newly formed American Basketball
League, which will close the schedule with
a two-game elimination nine-team tournament In Denver, Is something that has never
been tried before in amateur basketball on
such a large scale. The playing area of
the competing teams extends from Kansas
City to the Pacific coast, more span than
any other basketball league in history has
embraced.
Competing teams besides 20th CenturyFox are: Phillips "66" Oilers, national
A.A.U. champions: Denver Ambrose Jellymakers, national runners-up for the championship: San Diego Dons; Kansas City
M & O Cigars: Salt Lake City, SlmplotDeserets: San Francisco, Dardi-Dandies;
Carroll Shamrocks of Los Angeles; and the
Sacramento Senators.
Our own G. J. "Bud" Fischer Is president of the newly formed league and the
whole set-up is under A.A.U. sanction. At
the close of the 72-game "home and
home" schedule, all nine teams will meet
In Denver for the American Basketball
League Tournament, February 25th to
March 2nd. All League members will again
play in Denver March 17th to 23rd for
the national A.A.U. top honors.
Always a good basketball team and often
great,
the Basketball
20th Century-Fox's
the
American
League thisentry
year inreads
like an all-star team from U.S.C. and
U.C.L.A. cage squads for the past fifteen

Doyle, Business Manager;

Back from the wars, All-American
years.
FRANK
LUBIN takes over the first-string
center spot for the movie quinlet. Lubin,
a veteran of eight years service with TCF,
has been selected on the All-American
A.A.U. team several times, was one of the
nation's top collegiate stars while at
U.C.L.A., and played with the team representing the United States In the 1936
Olympic games In Berlin. Lubin, who towers
six feet six and one-half inches and weighs
245 pounds, is the biggest man on the
squad, but moves around with a great
deal of speed for such a large man. hie
received his discharge from the Fourth Air
Force in October.
Another veteran starting his ninth year
of service with TOF is ART MOLLNER,
who was with the club when It won the
national A.A.U. championship In 1941. He
attended Los Angeles Junior College and,
like Lubin, played on the Olympic team In
1936. Mollner has played guard all these
years. He stands six feet one-half Inch and
weighs 168 pounds.
From U.S.O. the movie club has drawn
DALE SEARS, a former All-American for
the Trojans, at center. For Fox, however, he
will play forward. Sears played with TOF
in 1942 before going Into the Navy, and
In 1943 and '44 he played with the team
while on furlough. Discharged the latter
part of November, Sears will be available
for regular service this season. He measures six feet three Inches and weighs 198.
JIM SEMINOFF made All-American
center tor the U.S.C. Trojans In 1942, although all through his collegiate career he
nursed a desire to play guard. He has an
accurate looping shot from deep In the

ALEX OMALEV, playing his first season
with the Fox cagemen, was recently discharged from the Navy after serving two
and one-half years as Chief Athletic Specialist. Alex is another front line man with
an accurate one-hand shot, who comes
from U.S.C. He stands six feet one and
weighs 165 pounds.
From U.S.C. comes anotherTrojan great,
JACK LIPPERT, who won his All-American
collegiate honors In 1941 and All-American
SPAAU guard during the 1944-45 season
with Fuller's 49ers of Los Angeles. Jack
measures an even six feet and weighs 170.
VVhlle working for Lockheed Aircraft Company In England and playing on their basketball team for two seasons, the British
Isles championship was captured by their
club In 1942. At the outbreak of the war
he returned to the United States and
joined the Army, and was just recently
discharged.
CHET CARLISLE, former University of
California basket sharper, was recently discharged from the Navy after five years
service In submarine warfare. Carlisle was
In Manila when the war started and served
on such submarines as the Swordfish,
Blackfish and Sirago, all of which made
outstanding records for heroism. Probably
the most decorated player In basketball,
Chet has a pair of Dolphins, the Bronze
Star, submarine combat insignia with three
stars and six other combat ribbons. He
has the rank of lieutenant commander.
going Into service, Chet was sePrior to lected
All-American at Denver A.A.U.
tourney in 1941. This TCF star is six feet
three inches, weighs 190 pounds, and plays
center or forward.
FARRIS JEFFRIES comes from Springfield Teachers College, Springfield, Missouri. Last year he played A.A.U. basketball In Kansas City with the Heart of
America League, where he was leading
scorer. Height Is six feet three inches. Farris plays center spot.
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THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE

nue had a happy reunion ringing in 1946
at TOM ODEGUARD's open house on
New Year's Eve. In fact, CHARLIE PIERSON acted as KARL BRAINARD's fog
lights on their way home after the party —
nice going Karl.
The girls at the switchboard, HELEN
and VI, can take a breather now with
only one company on the Lot after having
three companies for over two months.

MACK

I kiss his soft and dimpled cheek,
I kiss his rounded chin,
Then lay him on his little bed
And tuck my baby in.
How fair and innocent he lies,
Like some small angel strayed.
HisThat
faceslumbers
still warmed
by Sod's own smile.
unafraid.

Better
fastmore
though,
— they'll
be
back rest
soonupwith
of thegals
same.

The inspiration to quote the above came
when we heard of the arrival of several
bundles from heaven. That cute little trick,
JOANNA (Hirshberg) and RUSSELL
LYONS recently became proud parents.
This is especially good news as Russell was

By jove.
plug coffee
MIKE MILLER's
coffeeIf
against
anyI'llother
on the Lot.
you don't believe me, ask the PAISLEY
brothers.

a prisoner of war and it's wonderful to
know he is back home under such happy

That wasn't an earthquake you heard
the other day — it was OLIVER MAIHLES
asking about a chair he was missing.
BILL BARRETT, jealous over TOMMY

circumstances. There's nothing that will
make one forget any unpleasant experience

MOORE's Charley horse, was seen sporting a bum left pedal.

more completely than gazing into a baby's
eyes. Mr. and Mrs. FRED SIMPSON (Vail
Gibbons) also welcomed a bouncing little
male. Congratulations to all concerned and
may this be only the beginning of a series
of happy events!
If you've wondered why our girls have
been looking particularly pert lately we'll
give you the real lowdown. Women as well
as men need an incentive and now we've
got It. With such eligible material as
RIDLEY BILLICK, LARRY MEYRON, LEO
WEISMANTEL, GORDON FORBES and
HERMAN D'ORAZIO around and with
competition as strong as it is, everybody
figures they'd better be on their toes.
BETTY LEE PARKER and NORMAN
HOPPS were joined in holy matrimony
January 22nd at the home of the bridegroom's aunt, KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY.
After the happy couple returned from
After the happy couple return from their
honeymoon, Norman leaves to serve Uncle
Sam. Health, wealth and happiness, children.

PHYLLIS

WACHS
of the Script Dept, is a comparative nevrcomer on our Lot. Prior to coming
to TCP, she was with David O. Seiznick for two
years as executive secretary to the Production
Manager. While Phyllis is really a New Yorker
(she was born in Brooklyn], she claims to be a
native Californian inasmuch as she has lived in
Los Angeles since the age of three. Her hobbies are music, photography and the legitimate
theatre, but she does find time tor athletics. Her
taste runs to brunettes — in men,

of course.

Phyl-

lis really doesn't wear her hair this way — Mr.
Gunn, our staff photographer, was in a glamourpose mood when this picture was taken.

OMA JANE WILSON swears she's buying that new fur coat out of her savings.
Things are coming to a pretty pass!
We are happy to be able to report that
ELI REIMER is now out of the hospital
and progressing nicely after a throat operation. MARIE L.YON, whose vocal chords
were affected from smoke as the result, of
a fire in her home New Year's Eve, is also
on the road to recovery. ENID CONTER,
ORA HUNTER and SALLY CARY were
out recently with heavy colds. FREDA
ZUCK's coming back soon, too, and that's

You'd certainly be surprised if you knew
who BINKY WOELZ, MARILEE CARPENTER and VIRGINIA JONES celebrated

please. If you don't like this column, why
don't you give out with some really choice
tidbits?
best I kin I'm
do! just a little Hindu doin' the

FRANCES JONES, that gorgeous natural red-head, is leaving to keep house for
her young husband, who is back from overseas.
FRANKIE PORTER, an alumnus of this
department who is now a writer, paid us a
visit recently and it was evident from her
extremely chic appearance that success is
agreeing with her.
WINNIE SHANK, also formerly one of
us, is now production assistant with the
newly formed Sol Wurtzel unit. Congratulations, Winnie.

Christmas. I'll bet you look spiffy in it,
Nancy. Give us a treat and model it
once for us, will ya, huh?
MICKEY

Romance is running rampant. PRUDENCE ANDERSON will bear watching.
JOYCE EPSON is scheduled to become a
bride In the near future. More details
later.

New admire
Year's their
Eve taste
with. Ail
we
and we'll
vice say
versa.is that

Maybe BERT (Wrong-way, how-to-getrid-of-a-cold-qulck) WAYNE has learned
by now to do as the nurse says. She gave
him some cold tablets with Instructions
to take one every three hours, so he took
three every hour — and was he sorry!
Heard through the grapevine that
NANCY JOLLEY received a leopard skin
muff and hat to match from Florida for

When things get dull we can always get
good!
a laugh out of Freda. In fact, I wish she
were here right now.. No wise cracks,

WESTERN GAB
By ED COOKE
Heard between takes: PRESTON (Sinatra) FOSTER giving out with some ould
Irish ballads — and boys is he good! Take
care Preston, thar's some talent scouts out
on the prowl.
No, GUS MAGNUS doesn't chew terbaccy. He just had a tooth pried out.
The Prop Department

at Western Ave-

MORRIS

stayed home

and

worked in his yard on New Year's. A sure
sign of the times Mickey, when one resorts to "an old man's paradise."
The sun in all its glory cannot outshine
the smile of DON McLEAN, our guardian
of law and order on the east gate, as he
greets
us throughout the day. Keep it up
Don!
Sh-h-h-h! Ya want nylons, girls? See
FRANK L. JAMESON, our timekeeper.
Did the
youSerrano
know that
who's
on
gate JOE
and CREAGOR
lives in Pasadena,
is having his teeth fixed so he can live
in Hollywood? Yeah man . . . That BILL
GRISSELL, ELMER (Snuffy) SMITH, C.
GLOVER, WALT EVANS and many others
had the flu bug bite them? Am glad to
say they retaliated like real troupers.
What Director other than RAY McCAREY would break for lunch just for a
poor for
old you,
"whistle
best
Ray.man?" The most of the
GEORGE (Sammy) SAMSON, generalissimo of the Hernia Detail, and his able
and congenial assistant, ATHEL FRIELDS,
have endeared themselves to the various
departments at Western Avenue by their
spirit of cooperation.
Did you know that Fox-Movietone has
moved in on us here at the Main Lot?
Never mind folks, we're all glad to have
you and will do everything in our power
to make your stay pleasant.
Well, guys
gals, will
—
Morpheus
is and
beckoning
me,signso off
offnow
I go
to slay a dragon.
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MUSICAL NOTES

ent such as FAYE

By MAY

MARLOWE,

HAZEL

DAWN,
SHIRLEY DOBLE, BILL McARTHUR, VIRGINIA MAPLES, FRANK
WOLFE, and others.

STANHOPE

Have you all noticed that something
wonderful has happened to the studio
lately? I mean all those young eager faces

SARAH JANE ATKINSON, due to Bill’s
release from service in the Naval Air Sta-

around the Lot that we haven't seen for
years and years.

tion at Anacostia, D.C. Glad you're back.
Bill — now things will be back to normal

Now they are back — back to America —
back to Twentieth Century — back to make
up for lost time. More than once they have
stood for awful minutes on the borderline

with the Music Dept. A hearty "welcome
back" also to JOHNNY SCOTT, in Phoin Photocopy.
tostat, and to KENNY THOMPSON, now

Two

HARRY

of eternity — they have been tested and
not found wanting. Now they will test the
civilization they fought so valiantly to preserve.

The new radio show, 20th Century-Fox’s
STAR TIME, under the musical direction of
ALFRED NEWMAN, got off to a brilliant
start early in the New Year with the presentation of SEVENTH HEAVEN, starring
TYRONE POWER and JEANNE CRAIN.
Show, sponsored by GENERAL MOTORS
and FRIGIDAIRE, is heard every Sunday
morning over CBS at I 1 :30.

JOHNNY

SCOTT

of Music

service and glad to be back

and greatly appreciated
tory makers.

Phofosfat,

now

out of

with his three girls —

by American

his-

HARRY CHERNIS' newest specialty is
cultivating sweet potatoes and entertaining out-of-town visitors.
DAVE RAKSIN soon leaves for New York
to see that "CINDERELLA ’46," a new
stage play for which he wrote the music,
gets off to a good start.
MARCY SWINDELL wants somebody to
find her an apartment — what an optimist!
Newest tune by HARRY JAMES and
LIONEL NEWMAN, with lyrics by DON
GEORGE, is "LESS THAN A HEARTBEAT APART." Lionel is very busy these
days doing song stylizing for budding tal-

chalked

up a Hollywood record on New Year's
Day when a lot of friends helped them
celebrate their Silver Wedding Anniversary— twenty-five years without a doubt.
Congratulations and best wishes tor another happy twenty-five.
Welcome

back to AL

SIEGAL,

shows for the G.I.'s Shows were composed
of top-notch civilian talent which toured
throughout Belgium, France and Holland
via army truck and were eagerly welcomed

hornet hot on the trail of the vil-yun.
That black and white checked shirt
GEORGE
ADAMS
has been wearing
around the Lot is really intended for a
hunting trip, if George ever gets time for
one. By the looks of things, he'll probably
have it worn out before that day arrives.
EARLE DEARTH carries his radio manual
with him everywhere he goes now that the
amateur airlane is open again. Incidentally.
Earle has his own amateur station in a

RANDOM

NEW

YEAR'S

SUPERSTI-

TIONS: Ifyou go to anybody's house on
New Year's, you should always bring them
a gift, and if anyone comes to your house,
you should never let them leave without
a present. If a dark man calls at your
house on that day, it is an especially good

just re-

turned from almost four years' service
with the 28th Infantry and Special Service In the European Theatre of Operations. Al put his studio showmanship experience to good use when he staged 23

top and paint job, at the insurance company's expense. All the boys went over
to HARRIET NYE'S (their favorite secretary) for a party which she threw for them
just before Xmas. Everyone had a swell
time — and all were able to report for
work the following Monday. After CARROLL gets bunny-lined gloves for Xmas,
he ups and sells his motorcycle, riding
which he used to look just like the green

his Westwood home. Wonder what he's
going to do with all that money. BUSTER
COOPER, BRUCE HAMILTON
and
HARRY KING are still keeping the department on an even keel. The amount of
music film that passes through department
hands is terrific. RALPH AVSEEV, who
always seems to be busy on one picture or
another, probably wonders if it ever stops.
No, no — not ever, Ralph.

The record jockeys are doing some hard
riding on that popular dish by HARRY
JAMES, "BABY WHAT
YOU DO TO
MORGAN

sport job a good face lift, including new

room adjoining his garage and has just
about completed a new beam aerial.
CLIFF RANSOM, the boss, has finally sold

brother who recently passed away in New
York.

and BESS

in Music Cutting, gives

course, CARROLL
KNUDSON
hasn't
heard about the season being finished —
he still wears his baseball cap all over the
Lot. After having his car stolen and
wrecked, DICK CARRUTH (who was in
Costa Rica when it happened) gave his

Everyone extends sincere sympathy to
BILLY BURTON over the loss of a second

ME."
MICKEY

KING,

us this guick slant at his pals: Now that the
softball season is over for the time being
(although the weather was never better),
most of the gang have recuperated and
gotten over their limps and lumps. Of

We welcome them — each and every one.
We can never repay them for this victory.
We can only hope and pray that they will
be given every opportunity and their due
share of responsibility in creating a better
world.
Many of them left us as boys — they
are now men, men who know organization,
teamwork, the value of morale, unity and
coordination. They have seen foreign lands.
They have learned how wonderful America is— but they know it can be yet more
wonderful. They have an education not
written in books or bought in schools. To
+hem should go many honors and positions
of authority. They did not fail America.
America is now the one being tested. Let
us pray that those eager faces may find
the America they dreamed of in the foxholes.

very joyful persons are BILL and

KENNETH THOMPSON,
Aerial Engineer with Air
Transport for two and a half years. After a plane
crash, Beatrice Tuggle visited him at a Ft. Worth,
Texas, hospital, and they were married on June 22,
1945. Kenneth was formerly with Music Photostat
but is now in Photocopy.

omen.

A

family should always eat their

New Year's dinner at home together, and
the menu should include lentils for good
luck, good health and prosperity.
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month. A chisel slipped and cut his arm
badly, but fortunately no ligaments were
cut or he might have had an injury that
would have maimed him for life. We are
all thankful that he came out no worse than
he did.
At this writing our AL NORBY is back
from a trip east. Not having been back for
sometime, he just couldn't get used to Ice.
He doesn't like winter. He is still rubbing
the spot that hurt the most when he
slipped, otherwise he is the same Norby.
We are glad to see you back, Al.
We feel that his protege, RUSSELL
CHASE, who kept things running while Al
was away, is deserving of a lot of praise
for the fine way he carried on for Al. We
found him cooperative and always willing
to do more than his share — we couldn't ask
for
with more.
him. It's been a real pleasure to work

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"
RONALD
MONK, recently returned from service
to Maintenance of Facilities. (See Maintenantics)

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Well, it’s time for all the little cupids to
start sharpening their arrows and go on the
prowl for the poor unsuspecting male. Of
course, the female is sometimes in the line
of fi re, but at this time of year it seems
that the male of the species is generally
the most surprised — or so it seems to me.
Now that it's time to pass out the valentines, we think that our friend RONALD
MONK should have his In this issue. Ronny
is one of the men who enlisted and was
away from us for several years. He served
twenty-nine months at sea, and during his
travels went from Casablanca to nearly all
the Islands In the South Seas. In all, he
spent eighteen months in the Pacific and
participated In the Invasions of the New
Hebrides, Luzon, Iwo JIma and Okinawa.
He went from boot camp like all the rest
of the boys, but came back a first-class
petty officer. Our picture shows him when
third class, but he refused to let us have a
later photo. I'm glad our boys weren't so
darn retiring when they were In action.
Well, the valentine we would like to give
Ronny and all the rest of our friends who
have returned, calls for so many words and
so much feeling of gratitude, that we are
sure they would much rather we didn't say
what they know is In our hearts.
We are glad to see our friend JACK
BURTON of the Drapery Department back
from the battlefields of Europe. He had so
many interesting experiences that he could
write a book, believe me.
LOU HOLMAN of our department had
a brush with a very serious accident last

WHITE

Believe me fellas, I missed my monthly
panning committee as much as they
missed me. But, as the song goes, "I'm
as restless as a willow In a windstorm."
New, fresh apprentice blood has been
Infused Into our Carpenter Department in
the persons of G. E. ATKISSON, DON L.
NOBLES, J. W. BOGDANOFF, E. M.
MUELLER, C. S. O'CONNOR, E. W.
WERTANEN, ROBERT S. SMITH, HUGH
BRADY, EUGENE WERTANEN and
LORNE R. JOHNSON — each a stalwart
veteran of World War II. Good luck,
fellows!
The welcome mat was rolled out for
C. P. ALEXANDER, R. E. WILLIAMS,
FRANK DRAEGER, MERVYN NERENBAUM, E. R. THRUSTON, BOBBY LOOSCHEN and AL "RED" WITHERS.
CHARLIE FLICKWIR and CHARLIE
ALEXANDER are sharing star billing as
pushers on the A. M. shift, while JOE
GUNNERSON Is head man on the P. M.
shift.
The hardest thing for me to do Is to
talk about myself, but here goes. The
Safety Committee for the Carpenter Department Isnow composed of WHIZZER
WHITE, captain, with TERRY STUART as
1st lieutenant, MARK STOVER and CLARENCE JONES.
E. N. PETERSON took unto himself a
bride at Las Vegas on November 30th,
1945.

JOE ARMSTRONG laid up with those
vicious varicose veins.
We suffered another great loss when
W. W. "Bill" BURNS was killed In an auto
accident In San Diego on December 15th.
Everybody loved Bill, and his death was a
severe blow to his friends.
DICK CHAPMAN is now walking without the aid of his crutches.
TOMMY MORRISSEY, Jr., has left
"The Rock" (Ascension Island) on a furlough to Rio de Janeiro. Looks like son
following in footsteps of his father, who
was Navy.
stationed at Rio during his hitch in
the

DISPATCHER'S DIARY
By SUSAN

RANGER

Our modest and retiring department
head, Mr. JACKSON, has just received
word that we are to have new quarters at
last. The plans look very attractive, allowing us a reasonable amount of light and
fresh air. Accustomed as we are to the
sub-zero temperature of the inner sanctum,
It will be a distinct pleasure to have warm,
clean surroundings, a welcome contrast to
our present cheerless little cell-block.
Those blithe spirits who keep moving
from one location to another without notifying this department will find their mail
under a loose plank In the floor beneath
our desk. We expect to paper the walls of
the new office with uncalled-for Christmas
cards.
When our regular runs and special service resume, we will have to learn all over
again the business of mapping out runs,
and juggling specials so the messengers
can give a maximum amount of service
with a minimum of walking.
We have two returned veterans, DICK
MacGLASHAN and FRANK COSENZA,
who are familiar to many people on the
Lot, Welcome back, boys!
Getting back to the new building, Gretchen and I visualize with admiring awe the
prospect of our boss battling the elements
In solitary grandeur, for we note that we
have been banished from the "Private"
office — due, no doubt, to our foolish, feminine allergy to having the wind and the
rain In our hair while on duty.

Latest addition to our staff is diminutive CHARLIE FAGER — the little man
with the big wit.

AL "Red" WITHERS received the Navy
Cross for meritorious service to his country. Red did a bang-up job at the Photo
Science Lab at Anacostla.
MORRIS SCHOLAR back after a long
Illness. "Mac" RITCHEY is coming along
fine — visited the boys In the Mill recently.

GRETCHEN

and

SUSAN — the
447 and 448.

twin

voices

on
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GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

PITCHMAN

You no doubt have all heard the story
of Mohammed and the mountain. Well,
believe it or not, Twentieth Century-Fox
was confronted with the same problem
seeking a location to film the beauties of
Costa Rica for the production ‘The City
of Flowers." Unable to transplant Costa
Rica to Hollywood, it was found advisable
to transplant Hollywood to Costa Rica and
there you have the basis for one of the
most elaborate expeditions that ever
planed out of Hollywood.
Director
unit which
De VINNA
backed up
MAN,
FORD and

OTTO BROWER headed the
included camera aces CLYDE
and EDDIE LINDEN. They were
by assistants ROGER SHERKENNY WILLIAMS, RED RAWHUGO BRANDON. The lack

of plane space compelled the company
to float out a tew members of the crew
at a

time until there was gathered together in the heart of San Jose, Costa
Rica, a mighty army ready to crash the
silent green walls of the forbidden jungle.
Grips WALTER FITCHMAN, WENDELL JONES and TONTO
DAWSON
batted for the Construction Department.
OLLIE HUGHES and CARL WALKER
dressed characters that came out of story
books. GEORGE WESTENHISER subbing
for the whole Prop Department was not
to be scolded if he looked harassed and
worn — the lad had his hands full.
A pair of chaps to whom much of the
credit for the success of the production
should go are RENE HUBERT, dress designer, and art director MARK LEE (Chick)
KIRK. These two tireless individuals tied
and draped orchids on the lovely floats for
endless hours, besides doing their own
tasks.
Assistant

director

GASTON

GLASS

surpassed himself. His Spanish was superb. and he can be forgiven if a little
of his native French crept to the fore.
But to coach hundreds of green extras
until they were camera wise was one of
the finest jobs of his meritorious career.
STANLEY SCHEUER, script clerk without
portfolio, scampered around with a much
distressed stomach, and it was worth his
life to chew food in the presence of Mr.
Brower.
ROBERT SNODY, RALPH DeLARA,
DON
BOWERS and TOMMY
PRYOR
handled the executive end of the production with expert tact and judgment. The
La Fox Offici na arriba was the focal point
for all hands and operated with clock-like
precision.
The food was varied — no lack of fresh
fruit and meat, though a trifle young, was
palatable. The hotel was pleasant and
comfortable; liquid refreshments, such as
fria cerveza, were delicious.
NORMAN
MANNING, ambassador at
large, complained of inability to be in

two spots at the same time. ANTHONY
UGRIN, still man, covered every phase of
the production and his collection of stills
gives an excellent account of the trials
and tribulations of a motion picture company on location.
The sweet simplicity of the townspeople
and endless cooperation of the plantation
owners, the gorgeous orchids, millions of
carrettas, sad-eyed oxen, muted auto
horns, all blended Into a symphony that
will enthrall reviewers when the picture is
released.
The children are so naive and beautiful.
The simple mode of life impressed many
of we North Americans who are compelled to go through life with so much
bustle and anxiety.

"ACTION " GOES TO GRIP DEPT. BALL
Cn

December

29th the members

of the

Grip Department cast away their white
tuxedos in favor of a darker hue and hied
themselves to the Hollywood - Roosevelt
Hotel for a dinner-dance. Mr. LAVIN and
Mr. GILRGY were the hosts, and they
really made the evening an enjoyable one.
In fact, it was so good that the boys are
yelling for an encore.
The guests of honor were the returned
servicemen. Not all of them have returned
to the Studio, but we expect them in the
near future.
The

pictures were

shot by

DANNY

18c American.

WURTZEL, who had to pinch-hit for GENE
KCRNMAN
at the last minute, and Danny
spent two sleepless nights before he saw

The average wage Is $18.00 a week. The
carpenters hired were slightly unorthodox
in their methods, but the results were
amazing.

the proofs.
We extend our thanks to Tom Doyle and
the Studio Club for assisting us in making
this such a gala affair.

Their colone

is worth

Thus ends a delightful trip into the heart
of a modern Garden of Eden.
From all reports, FRANK GILROY and
committee gave the lads and lassies of
the Grip Department a party that is the
buzz of the Lot. JOHNNY LAVIN acted
as host at the gay Christmas supper-dance
at Hotel Roosevelt. It was such a success
that the boss is being petitioned to have
more of them.

brain to scrape up this column — and at
six-thirty in the morning too. We are in
what was supposed to be a quiet spell
right now and so are working only from
daylight till dark. Cf course, when we get
busy — ?
It has been said it's an ill wind that
blows no good. As far as this department

WALTER (Jock) CHRISTIE wishes to
thank the cast and crew on the production

is concerned, it's just an ill wind that blows.
If you want to know what we mean, come

"Shock" for the fine watch given him at
the close of the picture.

along with us some windy day when we're
picking up some old trees or trying to get

Well, the day we have been looking
forward to is almost here. After an absence of nearly four years, many of the

some

boys who left to do their stint have returned. To date the Grip Department has
but four boys still to account for and
news of their release will be printed at a
later date.

we're tims
glad
to work
have and
most feeling
of cur fit
"flu"
vicback at
again.
BETTE MILLER had a rough session of it,
and so did JULIC SAMPC. BULLDCG
SEILER and GCRDCN
TESKE are racing

inasmuch

as we

missed the last couple

of issues of "Action," a
NEW year.

belated HAPPY

new ones up on a "hot" set. Brothers, that's something!
Touching on a few personal items,

to see who can get his face back in condition first. Teske says these high winds
are
handicapping
his chances because of
his dust
allergy.
NICK,

LANDSCRAPINGS
By BOB FREEMAN
February, the shortest month of the year
but like some small people, one of the
busiest. To start the month off, it's union
dues. Then there's Candlemas Day, Lincoln's Day, Valentine's Day, Washington's
Day — and, not to overlook any important
items, there's always MY Day. And practically everyone is talking about Income
Tax: "I'll have to pay . . . " — "They'll owe
me ..." — "How much did they withhold from you ..." — "Can you take this
off . . ." — "I know a fellow who can show
you how
to save
until
March
15th. money
Another

the boss, wants to trade in a

good horn button from a Pontiac on something that will run as well as that familiar
little redRCY
wagon.
worry,
boss,
our mechanic
CRIPEDon't
is sure
to come
through. He hasn't failed us yet.
And, speaking of Cripes, we understand
LEC CRIPE has quite a nice gun collection. Isthat just a hobby, Leo, or do you
do a lot of hunting?
Gosh, but it's quiet
that that big shovel has
new storm drain in our
derstand from some
that It was quite an
Too
watch.bad we were all

in this office, now
finished laying that
back yard. We unof the spectators
interesting project.
much too busy to

. . ." — and so on

Well, time is running out, this sheet of

tax is the taxing of this feeble

paper is running out, and so are we. See
you next month.
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Lane, which was attended by thirty-eight
of her friends. The occasion? Well, by the
time this is in print she will have become
Mrs. Earl Baird.
BONNIE

CASHIN

is taking a short rest

before going to work on "CLAUDIA AND
DAVID." Then, after that, a real vacation
—
which, as we well know, she has certainly
earned.
We have a secret agent employed to
find out what sort of perfume MARJORIE
BANKSTON uses — for there were five (we
counted them) handsome young naval lieutenants with her the other day.
Well, that blessed event occured at last.
TAFFY is now a proud mama and he
turned out to be RUSTY. LIZZIE says he's
the cutest colt you ever laid eyes on.

SOUNDINGS

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

Two months ago, when OLLIE HUGHES
put "CENTENNIAL SUMMER" in moth
balls, her own clothes in a bag, and flew
away South, she was through with period
pictures — period. She hoped she never
would see another bustle. Then, after a
busy sojourn with the Brower unit on
"CITY OF FLOWERS" at San Jose, Costa
Rica, Ollie flew back (through all that awful
tornado In Texas, too) to the cold, bitter
winter of Southern California. As she
walked through the door of the Ladies'
Wardrobe with a Good-neighborly "Buenos Dios!" (not to be confused with "Buenas Dias!" which, roughly, means "Hello!")
the first thing that met her outstretched
hand was that old familiar object — let's
face it— a bustle. "Rush this down to Stage
5 for Miss Grable," Ande said, pushing her
back out the door. So Ollie is going back
to San Jose, where the only object that
looks liks a bustle is a device the pigs wear
around their necks to keep them from
running under the bed, where they might
put their foot in a hen's nest. No danger
of slipping on a rug down there, either.
Because of excessive dampness, the elite
don't have rugs on their floors. The poor
just dont' have floors.
However, not all was poverty, ox-carts
and little boys barefoot clear up to their
straw hats. The city is beautifully situated
and there is refinement and culture. The
company was frequently invited to the
Governor's mansion for dinner. Ollie stayed
at the Gran Hotel Costa Rica, where her

room was filled with long-stemmed gardenias and roses every day — which amended
the somewhat odoriferous task of dressing
fifty distinctly unbathed extras every morning (when it didn't rain) at dawn. They are,
though, probably the only extras in the
world who hang up their own clothes. Ollie,
with no Spanish and a little emphatic English, taught them that in three days.
RENE HUBERT, who not only designed
the costumes for "CITY OF FLOWERS,"
but supervised the making of many of
them in San Jose, and learned Spanish besides, brought back a pack of exciting
gifts (which proves Santa Claus has been
living at the wrong Pole all along). There
were clever hand-wrought tidbits of silver
for everyone. Rene's homecoming was celebrated with a happy little party planned
by (who else?) MARGIE CORSO, and attended by everyone in Wardrobe.
ELEANOR BEHM, our newest designer,
was rummaging busily through the fur
case the other day when Al Teitlebaum, of
the fur house which supplies us with mink,
etc., asked her what her first assignment
was. "IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN TO A
DOG," mumbled Miss Behm from the
depths of the case. "Well — yes," Al insisted, "but what picture are you working
' We also welcome back to our ranks
OLEG CASSINI, who is taking Bungalow
14 in which to v/ork on wardrobe for the
forthcoming "THE RAZOR'S EDGE."
Let's open the workroom door just a
crack on?"
and see what's going on: The workroom gave a miscellaneous shower for
BEDELIA DUFF at lunch hour last week,
and the same evening a dinner at Melody

As "Action" has not heard from the
Sound Department since his arrival, we
would like to introduce our genial Department Head, Mr. THOMAS T. MOULTON. Coming from Samuel Goldwyn Studio, he joined TCF last April. An enthusiastic and diligent worker, Mr. Moulton also
enjoys several hobbies — among them, hunting, fishing and amateur photography. It
has been rumored, too, that he is not
averse to a joke now and then. In the few
months he has been with us, Mr. Moulton
has gained wide popularity, not only in
this department but wherever he is known
on the Lot.
Of course, most of you know Mr. Moulton's able assistant, CARL FAULKNER —
"Cautious Carl" he's known as in these
days!
New to the department are CHARLES
"Chuck" HISSERICH and JACK HOLMES.
Jack was in the Navy for five years. As
a Radio-Gunner on a PBY in the South
Pacific, he participated in most of the
early campaigns in that area. Later, both
here and in the European area, he was on
a B-24. On November 25th last. Jack became the proud father of a baby girl,
Cheryl Ann.
KENNETH TATUM, though not new to
the Studio having been a recorder here
three years ago, joined the Operative
Engineers a few months ago.
Many of the employees of the Sound
Engineering and affiliated departments
have been discharged from various
branches of the Service and returned to
the Studio. Among them are PHILLIP
SCOTT, AL DRIPPS, ARTHUR THIELE.
HAROLD ROOT, THOMAS BURNS,
JOHN POWERS and JOHN LOOMIS.
Another, ED "Curly" THIRWELL, who attained the rank of Captain in the Signal
Corps just a couple of days before being
discharged, was in for a visit a while
back and looked very good. After a little
"time off" we hope he will be with us
The flu really thinned our ranks during
again.
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the past few weeks, with eleven men on the
sick list, many at the same time. It was
awfully quiet around here for a few days.
JOE KEENAN got through a trip to Chicago and points east in icy weather feeling fine, only to walk into a bad cold on
his return to Sunny California. He was one
of the lucky fev/, however, to miss the flu
bug.

little men In white. Just a moment

please

. . . I can't forget my hair-piece, my copy
of "2346578093 Ways to Cvercome Moronic Tendencies," and those water wings
I promised
man's for him.Danny I'd drop off at Grau-

story about Marie's wedding dress that
few others can equal. Congratulations,
Marie and By, and may you have all the
luck and happiness possible in your adventure to Honolulu.

Sol iust couldn't stand the competition.
The Sound Engineering building is to
undergo a general "face lifting" very soon.
Work on the remodeling of Projection
Room 5 will be well under way by the time
this goes to press. Then will come the rejuvenation ofthe rest of the building. So,
if everyone seems to yell at you over the

The Property Department wants to take
this opportunity to thank a most gracious
host, CLAIR SCHLOSSER, for the very
fine Christmas party he gave this year.
Like those he has given in the past, it was
a terrific success, and a Merry Time was
had by all.

phones in the ensuing weeks, it won't be
that they have suddenly taken leave of
their senses (necessarily), but just to be
heard over the noise.

SPEAKING

CONNOLLY,

one

of

the

charmers

of

Story Files. It was the Script Department's loss
when Anita transterred to Dick Huckans' department last September.

By BILL COLLERAN

LCUIS (I think I should have played
Rhett Butler) BAKER is back with us. He
got his other lung back with the aid of the
Palm Springs' sun.
Welcome back to BCB WCCTTCN,
recently discharged from the Coast Guard.
Bob was with the department when it was
still a Short Story.
If I don't quite make sense, if I sound
like the type that strings beads and cuts
out paper dolls all day, don't be alarmed
— I'm really all right. It's just that I've
seen LEAVE HER TC HEAVEN, and I'm
still drooling over my favorite glamour
woman. Gene Tierney. Ch, that gal! Really,
how gorgeous can one woman be! The next
time you go to Grauman's Chinese take a
look at the end seat in the middle aisle
of the third row of loges and you'll see
the result of the influence of Cut-Cf-This
World Tierney on mere man. At frequent
intervals throughout the picture I was sooo
carried away that I ripped out handfuls of
seat stuffing. I lost fifteen pounds and my
mind! I'm taking off for Palm Springs for
a complete rest, after which I should be
o.k. until Tierney's next picture . . . picture
that is, that is picture! Quick Murgatroid,
my butterfly net and ermine-lined straight
jacket — I'm off to Palm Springs!
C.K. I'll go quietly. Here come the two
I

OF PARTIES: We

dropped

in on LEOTA one evening before Christmas to find Open House in full swing. You
ANITA

Any resemblance between this Lot on
December 24th and a full scale performance by Barnum and Bailey was purely intentional. Good cheer flowed throughout
the studio in large quantities. The Story
Department soiree was really mad with
everyone swinging from file to file, which
only goes to show that man under certain
influences reverts to his ancestral habits.

LOVE INTERESTS:
Our former "Action"
reporter,
MARIE KRAMCHAK,
is no
longer among that select few. She became
Mrs. BYFIELD on December 30th at St.
Paul's Church. Her wedding brought out
her many friends from TCF and proved to
be quite an eventful day for all. There is a

Have you noticed the sun dodging behind clouds every once in a while lately?
That happened whenever WALTER ROSSI
appeared wearing one of his famous ties.

SMILES FROM STORY FILES

11
branches of the service. Welcome home,
fellows. And now maybe things will get
back to normal — I hope.

PROP POPS
By GENE

NORTON

DEADLINE! Up until today I've been
trying to assign the writing of this column
to 'most anyone who would accept, but no
one did. All right, all right, I said it would
be written even if I had to write it myself!
I know there are all kinds of stories circulating around this department — Interesting ones, too. But that kind I dare not
print, and who cares to read the other
kind?
One slightly amusing Item on our list:
TCP now has the very, very charming
CHARLES (bedroom-eyes) BOYER on the
Lot working in "Cluny Brown." The poor
Police Department has an extra corps of
men on that particular stage to beat off
the swooners who insist on swooning right

know what Open House is— a party you're
Invited to for an hour, and stay to watch
the sunrise. Anyway, the KEUSDERS were
entertaining as only they know how, when
in walks our boy WALTER SCOTT with his
very charming and attractive wife, Pat.
After embracing each and every guest, we
finally pulled him away into the kitchen, up
onto the icebox and twisted his arm until
he sang a few verses of the popular "Lydia
Pinkham." Walter, what we want to know
is this: "When are we going to hear the
restWell,
of the
verses?"
FRED
SIMPSON will not give me
any Dirt from Left Field, so good reading
from here on.

j

GUARANTEED SAVINGS OF ^
EMPLOYEES
IS*/, TO 40*/,
TO 20TH C. F.

luni. L PiJji IJPi)

ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR
SPRECKELS BLDG.

in the very popular Mr. Boyer's lap.
Oh, for the days when "Men were men
and women were glad of it," instead of the
guessing games we girls must play today.
WE WONDER: Already people are finding out
numerous
charming
Property

LOS ANGELES

DUi] 2m
IMPORTERS
WHOLESALERS

about this article, for I've had
requests to please find out if the
lady seen having lunch at the
table in the Cafe de Paris with

FRED BAHR
Well????

is or isn't his baby — er, lady.

About now I would like to welcome back
all of our boys who have been away to
war. JACK BURTON is one of the most
recent to return after spending three years
in Europe. WILLIAM RYAN, Navy; DAVE
BOYD, Navy: HARRY MELLEN, Seabees,
and JACK GiSH, Jr., Army, are also back.
There are a few others from the various

M, CALIF.
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A c i i o n

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

TAYLOR

partment and took the examination for a
new one — but failed. When asked why, he
explained that he had just bought a new
set of teeth and "couldn't read because

I don't know what the fog to write
about, but if it concerned the weather in
any way "fog" would surely be a timely
topic. But just wait until this copy comes
off the press, the weather will be bright
and sunny and everyone will say, "That
guy sure must be nuts — writing about fog,
he must be from the Nebraska Chamber of
Commerce — they say they have fog souffle and fog

d'oeuvres

on

he couldn't pronounce the words!"
Oh, well, do you remember the expression; EX NIHILO NIHIL FIT? I know our
Bill Lepelley who was born in Guernsey
will say, "OO the bloody 'ell is that?"
For him and anyone else who is even mildly
interested, it is: "Out of nothing, nothing
comes," so — so long for now.

their daily

PRINTABLES

menus."
But one of the primary requisites of a
nurseryman's character is to be bold and
fearless of the cold, and to be undaunted
by any weather condition come what may.
Incidentally, do you know of any good
nurserymen? We daunt very easily!
Well, the New Year's resolutions are already in full swing in this department.
They go in and out like a fiddler's elbow.
RAY GRANTHAM
is going to quit smoking. He says, and I believe him, "To stop
smoking is one of the easiest things I've
ever done — I should know, because I've
done it a thousand times at least!"
BILL LEPELLEY is really living up to his
resolution, which is a good one: "Always
put off until tomorrow the work you can
get by without doing today!"
Here's LARRY DYER's — he'll clip me for
telling this — but it's such an excellent combination of simplicity and simpleton-icity.
It's something about "Be sure to lock the
gate after the horse is stolen" or "Don't
buy insurance on your automobile unless
you're sure someone will steal it!" We're
darned glad you got it back, Larry.
Gosh, I get in on the darndest arguments down here. WALTER MELIN and
BUD MARCHANT
can't seem to settle
this one. Bud says that just because a man
is on his hands and knees in the middle
of the street, it doesn't prove he's drunk.
Water agrees with him up to that point,
but insists the one he saw was trying
to roll up the white line.
MILT CAZNEAU is a very capable and
cautious driver. When his driver's license
expired recently, he went to the Police De-

By PEGGY

^

ANDREASEN

They finally did it— meaning these male
companions of mine. They have been passing the buck fast and furiously. Happily
I thought I was forgotten in the melee
but being of the weaker sex — mentally and
physically, HAL handed it to me and in no
gentle terms stated, "It's your baby."
With the exception of a bit of correspondence now and then, your new reporter has never tried to write Prolog,
Epilog or just plain Log. So-o-o, if you
kind 20th Century-Foxers are just interested in the innermost thoughts and doings
of this little group way down on the
South Forty, I'll do my darndest to put it
down as 'twas told to me.
For you who get out to the Cafe and
promenade the glamour street, this will not
be news — but for all the little shut-ins,
the big news around here is that HAL
"Flash" GORDON
is back! The same Gordon who took the Marines, or vice versa —
Hal the big blond hunk o' man (stole that
one) — who took his "boot training" like a
sixteen-year-old, under barbed wire, over
mountains much bigger than Whitney,
came back to TCF, bought a bicycle,
pumped it home and back, then wobbled
around for a couple of weeks with a
"hitch" in his leg. However, it is nice to
report that he has overcome that and once
more sits down without yipping.
JESSE ACORN
was quite a sick boy
for a few days — almost came face to face
with ole man pneumonia. He is back now
and his old sweet self again.
Many of you nice people keep asking
me about Mary Gordon. Hal says he is
keeping her at home as a pet — and from
what I hear about Mary, she is a "pet" and
not of the animal kingdom either. Hope I
may get to know her as most of you do.
I do wish some of you girls would
hitch up the covered wagon, fill your canteens and come down and visit me . . .

No
one would
have still
believed
LEE so
"Dixie"
DUNBAR
could hold
tor fivethat
minutes,
here
is the proof. CATHY DOWNS is adjusting his
tie, with ELLIS JOHNSTONE, EARL SPICER and
ROY SLOCUM of Electric Dept., AL MAZZOLA
lookers.Dept, as Interested onand AL THAYER of Grip

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
LES and Mrs. EVERSON have been walking on air the last few weeks. Rodney has
returned home after three years combat
duty with the Seaforth Highlanders.
JACK METCALF, one of the rigging
gaffers, is really proud of his crew — half of
them are sons with an honorable discharge
(sons of members, that is) and the other
boys are veterans, too.
DICK

"Mophead"

VERICH

has. gene to

V/estern Avenue as JACK FRIER's assistant— and again he is working with the profootball team, which is one of his greatest
interests.
TIGER

MONROE

has been playing with

little "Mike" again. Paul is now
around with a broken ankle.

Congratulations are in order for BOB
HENDERSON, who was married last month.
Much happiness and best of everything to
you both.
We hope by the time this is off the
press that "DUTCH" McLEAN
the sick list and back at work.

will be off

There should be a nice location in Reno
very soon — nice and cold, we'd say.
HENRY DAVIS can break up the English language as well as anyone we know,
and laugh while doing it.
CAL

BASSIN

is back after more

DON

MYERS

is back in the States. From

it was a good location — but we
all reports,
still
think Costa Rica is a long way off.

not one disap-

pointment yet upon meeting a "voice"
so come on all you gals, start trekking . . . don't let my boys scare you,
they're really quite harmless — they might
give a few wolf calls, but push right on

...
LYNN WOLCOTT and LARRY DYER run a little
diagnosis on this specimen Pandanus plant that
has been returned from use on one of the sets.
The plant was grown in the Nursery glass house
but is suitable for tropical or desert scenes.

till you get into Grannie's Sanctuary . . .
I'll be waiting . . .

than

thirty months overseas. RAY JONES and
EARL SPICER have also returned from
service. Welcome home!

know all of you by voice and about one
percent personally ....

walking

MID-WINTER

INFORMAL

tentatively set for
FEBRUARY

25th

Keep the Date Open
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us wonder what the score is. For example,
why, after each frame, does SHIRLEY
(Muscles) LYON always dash to the rear of
the la nes and stand with a certain male

LAB-UFFS
By DAVE GOLDFARB

bowler??? (BOBBY BOW, to be more explicit). She says she can watch the other
bowlers better, but we snicker up our
sleeves, 'cause we know better.
SHIRLEY (Cripple) DAVISON has been
out of bowling form before and during the
month of January, due to an unfortunate
yet peculiar fall. It seems she fell out the
back door, broke a bone In her foot and
returned to work a few days later looking

FAWN FARRAR pooling her car with
MARTIN BOLGER, and Bolger pooling his
blood with Farrar when she made a sudden stop for a mirage one work morning.
Mart's ROTHSCHILD,
money counting and
finger,
too . . 'Twas
. DAVID
his
lovely wife, Barbara, settled in their new
location, with board and room. "It's a
nice set-up," says David, "if only they
would stop thrusting a fork through my
hand when I reach for a second helping.
Now HENRY WEBER is planting prop
oil wells around his Valley home and soaking his yard with gasoline, but still no
prospective buyers. Henry is trying to
accentuate the lubricate. I said it and I'm
glad . . . TOMMY LANKFORD planning
to celebrate his birthday on his boat —
God willing, and wife permitting . . .
STUART BARNFIELD roars with laughter whenever he drives past those countless NO VACANCY signs, towing his new
house trailer where his mother prepares
breakfast in Beverly Hills and serves it to
him in Hollywood. Imagine signing a speed
ticket over a cup of coffeQ — or taking a
shower on Wilshire Boulevard — or changing clothes on Sunset Strip. No, Barney
didn't do it . . . Rotund MITCH MALOFF
enjoying his ten course dinner while thumbing through a "How to Keep Slim" booklet. I said thumbing, not reading. And
you'll never believe it, but he was using
a lamb chop for a bookmark . . . FRED
STORY can't look a gift horse in the mouth
since putting two bucks on her nose . . .
Net star MARTIN CORNICA admiring
the cats in a pet shop window, with his
stringless tennis racket over his shoulder
. . . If you can transpose the following sentence, give yourself 100 of whatever you
have the most of: EDNA DILLEY, whipping
around the wind as she shops on the boulevard. . .
LEON ROSEN accentuates the accelerator on his old Pontiac but the car does
procrastinate, to rejuvenate, fails to illuminate or exhilarate, but just does hesitate— Whew! I'll never try one of those
again . . . CAMPBELL FORSYTH rushing
around busier than a two-armed machinist,
which is exactly what he Is . . .
HENRY GOLDFARB having the windshield wipers fixed on his car directly beneath the offices of our California Chamber of Commerce — and of all things the
mechanic is a native son — what bravery!
Tall, handsome RAY KOENIG, walking
on his knees so the tiny girls may see what's
being offered this year . . .
The boys, represented on the Lab's
service flag, who have been on location,
over there, shooting — either gun or camera
— have returned to their home lot. There
were no stand-ins or doubles for any of
these boys — 'each played his own daring
role all the way through. Now they’re back

FRED

DANASHEW
and ALEX KARIAKAN
Western Avenue Lab.

of

with us, minus their G.l. make-up kits.
We all know how decent peoples throughout the entire world received these grand
performers, and we also know that they
deserve that grand ovation. May they have
health, happiness and success in whatever
they do. • So to BEN BERG, HAROLD
CHURCH, BERT FRIED, DIM ZAIKOWSKY, BOB HUNTER, ERNIE STRAUB,
ROBIN SERRURIER HARRY
BELL
CLARk MURRAY, HARRY TARANOFF,
DONALD LUSCHER, JAMES BRAY and
ALAN DeWITT — thanks for such a heroic
show,
back! and it's really swell having you all

PAYROLL PERIODS
Ry LOLA

SHADLAUS

Yeah, I know I missed writing a column
for the January issue, but there have been
so many changes in "dear ol' Payroll" that
I practically knocked myself out keeping
up' with them. First and mainly, the return
of AL W. DeWEESE. "Captain" DeWeese,
after three years In the Army Air Corps,
returned to the Payroll Department to resume his position as Paymaster. Although
he Is new to most of us, we feel confident
that
enjoy working with and for him
in thewe'll
future.
HAROLD BOW, on the other hand,
should be able to relax somewhat from the
long and tedious hours he worked as Paymaster. We know that the light in his office
burned long after ours had all been put
out, and only hope that his efforts are appreciated as much as we appreciate him.
Now for the lighter things in life, such
as Valentine's Day, and Valentine's Day is
a big day for JEANNIE BANTA. In fact,
the biggest day in her few years, for
then she'll become a "legal" patron at the
Mint and LaCienega Lanes — her favorite
stamping grounds. Little did she know that
when she purchased "under cover" three
years ago, it wasn't about a "minor taking
a nip — without a slip." Ah yes, she has
often been seen peering into the La Clenega bar and just looking — and looking!
Other things happen at the LaCienega
Lanes on TCF's bowling night which make

very much like Peg-Leg Pete's little sister.
We're hoping, however, that when this is
off the press she'll again be an "active"
member of Hathaway's Chicks.
If DORENE ANDERSON were here
she'd probably say: "Well, now that Shirley has the cast off she's back on her feet
again." Yeah, we sure miss Andy with her
corny sense of humor, but hope she's happy in her new job at the California Country Club. CHRISTIE was seen one Saturday
EDNA
trying her hand at a little poker. She bet
heavily on an ace, folded on a straight
flush, took her mistakes with a wide grin
and gave the game up for good. Thus
ended another career for Christie!
MARJORIE JOHNSTON saw a slim
female get whistled at and has been doing
deep-knee-bends and forward-kicks ever
since. She's often seen In Room 255 (Powder Room) going through her daily routine
and we're anxiously awaiting the results.
On re-reading this column thus far, I
have a sneaking suspicion that my future
welfare Is becoming endangered and feel
that the only sensible thing to do is— sign
off
while I still have a few friends left.
Adios.

For the Latest in

Ladies' Apparel
Sportswear &
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10634 W. PICO
(near Overland)
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TRANSPORTATION NEWS

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

By DICK STOLZE

President Harry S. Truman calls upon
every citizen to do his part to prevent the

presiding chairman. Vic Christensen 'explained the object of the meeting. Each
year a few new directors are received and
fhe same number retired. The outgoing
director is a lifelong member of Studio

Smiling RUSS BELL — or "Laughing Boy"
which Is probably more appropriate — has
been with TCF since way back in the days
when everyone worked so continuously that
it was quite a treat to get home just one
or two nights a week with the family.
Our Russ Is an Interesting character.
His yarns about the days he spent as a
trouper with the circus, make your hair
stand on end. His experiences In show
business would fill a book. The Ready Room
is the rendezvous where some of his best

Safety. He is pledged to accident prevention.

stories are told. Regardless of the setbacks
and difficultl es of a moving circus troupe,

suffering, heartbreak and tragedy that accidents bring.
20th Century-Fox Safety Committee
started the 1946 Safety Campaign with
sixty new directors, Mr. D. C. H. Jones,

our hero never missed a show — "the show
must go on" etc., etc., etc.
Russ Is a rabid sports enthusiast, especially about hunting. The last time he went
deer hunting he lost about twenty pounds.
His horse became so weak that Russ just
about had to carry the horse Instead
of vice versa.

The

Executive Safety Committee approved over 90 per cent of all suggestions
received in 1945.
Give serious thought to the fire hazard
while you can do it calmly. Once you're
caught in one of those jams, it'll be too
late to start thinking your way out. Here
are a few tips which may some day save
your life:
Never settle yourself in any place of
public assembly without fixing in your mind
the location of the nearest secondary exit.
People invariably go out of a place the
same way they came in. So, if you have the
foresight to pick a secondary exit rather
than the main doors, you will avoid the
crush. In Chicago's Iroquois Theatre disaster, something like a dozen exits were
available, but only three were used — so
575 people died.

Marilyan Dinneen adds her nickels to the
dent's call tor accident prevention.

rette for him, which in turn burned

Presi'

the

See that you never block the exists of
plant.
the stages with your equipment. Consider
the other fellow — It might not be the easy
way, but it is the SAFE way.

if a rush starts, sit tight for a few seconds and size up the situation — the immediate danger, the direction in which most
of the crowd is heading — and then act
accordingly.

Robert L. Gunn of our Patent Development Department welcomes your ideas.
They may bring you a bond, and who
knows — you may be the genius that the
world is looking for, and it may bring you
added income.

Many a budding panic has been nipped
by some Individual with a level head and a
persuasive voice who has jumped on a
chair and assured everybody that things
were under control. It may not always

THE PLASTER CRACKS
By AL NESBITT

work,
but out
it's always
worth trying.
fire broke
in a Louisiana
movie When
house
during a show, the manager calmly asked
the patrons to leave in an orderly manner,
which they did without mishap. Upstairs,
however, was a dance hall. Somebody up
there smelled smoke and let out a terrified
yelp. Twenty-five people died in the resultant stampede.
If you're trying to get our of a very
smoky place, crouch low. Crawling flat is
not recommended, for while combustion
gases rise, most gases of distillation sink.
Thus the safest breathing area in a burning
room generally is a point about three feet
above the floor.
Please work with Safety by not getting
off or on moving trucks, and when riding
move to the front of the truck. When you
are on a stage and the painters are spraying, watch that you do not smoke. In a
New Jersey plant a spray painter was
burned to death. His kind friend lit a ciga-

About time we had a little news. Haven't
been around long enough to get the real
dope on some of these guys, but can see
they have possibilities.
Big change took place a week or so ago.
FOX and KENDALL transferred to the
morning shift. We still only won two games
at bowling, but it was really tough that we
had to upset the first string. We found out
that a two and two split with a tie game
was the
only way
to keep happy
BOB O'NEILL
and
MONTE
BONOME
in the
office.
The evenings are much shorter now that
we have TEX DeBOER to croon for us
while we work. He is available for morning
singing lessons.
As a parting shot, In case any of you
are Interested, the "Red-Head's" phone
number is . . . left It In my other pants, but
BILL ROBERTS will give It to you after he
gives It to JOHNNY ARMETTA.

Happy HARRY TIEFFER has very measurably Increased his attraction since he
combs the Lot with our new ElectroMagnet. Then again It could be due to the
morning.reconversion pills he takes every
eight
The SHORES boys, CLARENCE and
GENE, do a splendid job and take pride
In their assignment on the downtown pickup truck. They never miss an order if It is
humanly possibly to carry It out. We are
proud of the way they perform their
duties, and we ask patient cooperation
from all departments, for these boys will
make every effort to comply with your reClarence has one peculiarity — he is
quests.
allergic
ties,opinion
that is that
"yourstiestruly's"
He Is ofto the
shouldties.
be
worn on the outside of the coat, and
that Is where mine Is after our morning
salutation — what a guy!
EARL

SMITH,

the personality boy, must

be part Bantam-rooster from all the fuss
he makes. Earl operates the Hollywood
pickup station wagon, and is that kid
always In a hurry! It Is readily understood
though after taking a look at his pickup
book, which Is jammed full of orders —
you know, things that must be done. They
get done too, you betcha.
Mr. JIM RUMAN Is still untiring in his
efforts to get delivery of new equipment,
so be patient!

BASKETBALL
vs.
(National A.A.U. Champions)
“66”

PHILLIPS

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

SHRINE

AUDITORIUM

Feb. 28th - 8 P. M.

February,

15

1946

and WALT SCHAFER 201 ... Gals 160:
VI HOGAN
177 and 171, PHYLLIS
HUFFINE 177, MARION GRODIN 169
and LOLA SHADLAUS 160 .. .
15th Week . . . Look out fellas, they're
on the warpath again! We mean those
HATHAWAY
CHICKS and especially
LOLA SHADLAUS who stepped right up
and shot a 250 game scratch. That's
right, SCRATCH, plus a 562-114 — 676
series to win that event. That is the highest game shot by anyone this year, although the mere men have some consolation In that JESS WOLF shot a 250
game earlier In the season. But LOLA
led her team to a high game of 1040 and
a high
women's
2825.that
Thistheis
the
second
time series
in twoofweeks
CHICKS have made the boys look like
second raters. Congratulations LOLA
AND COMPANY, more power to you
AL SIEGEL was with 28th Infantry and Special
Service in European theatre for almost four years.
The

"Gull"

has

now resumed his position
the Dance Dept.

with

TCF BOWLING LEAGUE
DOWN THE ALLEYS ... 13th Week
. . . Well, those HATHAWAY CHICKS
really made the boys look like amateurs
this week, taking high series with 2939 including a high game of 1049. Because
they could not win two prizes the FIVE
LITTLE FOYS sneaked In for high game
with 1032. Incidentally, those FOYS currently lead the league by one game . . .
BILL WASHO knocked off high series with
a 607-30 — 637 while MISH FOX won
high individual game with 224-14 — 238
. . . Men 200: BILL KERN 219 and 200,
BILL WASHO 213 and 202, BILL WINTER 212 and 202, JESS WOLF 210,
GLEN SUTFIN 205, OSCAR STEDMAN
203, IKE DANNING 201, WIMPY WISE
200 and BILL MAYBERRY 200 .. . Gals
160: JEAN BANTA 192 and 167, GWEN
REED 183, ANITA UPHOFF 178 and 170,
LOLA SHADLAUS 175 and 172, MADGE
INMAN 168, ALICE McVEY 165 and
SHIRLEY LYON 165.
14th Week ... The FIVE LITTLE FOYS
are still hanging onto first place by one
game over CHARLES COBURN's team
. . . TOM young's team, who are right
up there with the leaders, won high series with 2828, while VINCENT PRICE'S
boys grabbed high team game of 988 . . .
HAROLD BOW changed his style of
bowling by closing his eyes while throwing, and came up with a 634-24 — 658
series to barely nose out HAROLD
BOWLINGGREAT . . . HERMAN LEIBER,
the speed ball artist, captured high game
with 219-23—242 . . . FRED MacMURRAY's LITTLE FOXES took women series
with 2720 ... Men 200: HAL BOW 234
and 212, F. LINENBERGER 216, FRED
HALL 213, MISH FOX 209, OSCAR
STEDMAN 209, MAYNARD RUGG 209,
WIMPY WISE 206, BILL WINTER 206,
BUZZZZZZ BUSBY 203, MORT FRIED 202

. . . BILL EYTHE's INTERNATIONALS got
away with high series of 2876 and ELLIS
MILLER won high game with 229-29 — 258
. . . The FIVE LITTLE FOYS now lead the
league by two games and next week
promises to be a battle royal when they
meet the CHICKS (I hate to think of It)
. . . Gals 160: LOOOOLAAAA 25000000
and 179, BETTY BOW 187, SHIRLEY
LYON 177, ANITA UPHOFF 175, JEAN
BANTA 170 and 166 and MARIAN
GRODEN 163 .. . Mere Men 200: ELLIS
MILLER 229, MILT FRIED 225, BILL WINTER 224, BILL WASHO 223, MICKEY
MORGAN 222, ART RANGO 218, MISH
FOX 212, AL SWEITZER 211, HECTOR
DODS 211, GLEN SUTFIN 210 and 201,
IKE DANNING 209, ARMAND ALLEN
202, RALPH HICKEY 200 and GENE
SHORES 200.
16th Week
ALLEN's

604

. . . Thanks to ARMAND
series, the FIVE LITTLE

FOYS tookand3 now
pointslead
from
CHICKS
the HATHAWAY's
pack by three
points with four points left in the first
half . . series
. TOM with
young's
high
team
2872 team
whiletookJOHN
PAYNE's boys nabbed high game of 1013
. . . Brother AL SWEITZER didn't do half
bad for himself with a 640-27 — 667 series
while BERT JAEGER's 241-20 — 261 game
won the marbles . . . Those HATHAWAY
CHICKS remained In the money by taking
high women's series with 2726 . . . Men
200: SIKORSKI 228, AL SWEITZER 224,
216 and 200, KERNEY STEFFENSON 224,
ARMAND ALLEN 223 and 222, GLEN
SUTFIN 223, TEX WILSFORD 217, MILT
JOPLIN 212, B. O'NEILL 212, FRED HALL
212, OSCAR STEDMAN 212, L. MEEK
207 and 201, IKE DANNING 206, GENE
SHORES 203, KENDALL 202, T. SANDERS 201, JOHN BODNAR 200 and
ELLIS MILLER 200 .. . Girls 160: BETTY
BOW 178, ANITA UPHOFF 176, SHIRLEY WOOLLARD 169, ALICE McVEY
169, VI HOGAN 169, JEAN BANTA 165
and MADGE INMAN 163.
17th Week ... As predicted In this
column several weeks ago (Clever), the
dark horse entry THE FIVE LITTLE FOYS

CHARLES
ZIMMERMAN,
Signal Corps Phofographer for three years In China-Burma-India, and
now in Photocopy. Was married to Maurine Blair
on October 21, 1943, in McPherson, Kansas.

won the first half four points ahead of
the second place CHARLES COBURN
team . . . P. S. No predictions for the
second half.
At Sea
Dear Studio Club:
Just a few lines to thank each and everyone for "Action" and the cigarettes I have
been receiving regularly, and also for the
$10.00 check for Xmas.
Please forgive me for not writing sooner.
We were in Tsingtao, China, 10 Oct.,
launched some planes and stayed four
days. The climate Is very nice — even better
than good old Southern California— but
the city isn't very healthy and too crowded.
We were in Okinawa and left In a hurry
before the typhoon got there. We kept
trying to get out of Its way for two days
and ended up close to Luzon.
Well, friends, I really haven't much to
say but wanted to thank the members of
the Studio Club for their thoughtfulness
and kindness.
Best wishes to all for a Happy 1946.
Most sincerely,
Sebastian H. Moreno

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY- FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE
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Dear Studio Club:
I received your Christmas check and am
very grateful to have been remembered
after being away from 20th Century-Fox
for such a very long time. Have also been
getting the cigarettes you sent which have
been very much appreciated. It is a very

Korea

Dear Studio Club:

I want to thank you for the check for
Christmas. I really appreciate your thinking of me.
I also want to take this opportunity to
thank
"Action."
I have you
likedforto the
hearcigarettes
about theandStudio
since

fine thing to know that you haven't been
forgotten by the folks back home.
I Imagine you are getting quite a few
of the boys back from service by now,

I've been overseas, and I'm afraid I'll be
over here a while longer. I haven't much
chance of getting out soon.

and am
I hope
too long before I
too
backit atwon't
the be
Studio.
I have quite a number of rather interesting jobs over here (Cairo). In addition to
running the Information and Education program, I am Public Relations Officer, man-

We didn't have a very white Christmas.
All we had was. some Ice on the ground,
but It started snowing again today.
Hoping
home and see everyone beforethat
the I'll
nextbe Christmas.
Sincerely,

age a small radio station (JCZE, ain't that
a mouthful?) and various office-boy chores.
Thanks again and hope
to see you all
Sincerely,
soon.

Johnny Morrill
Pfc. John C. Morrill (39729294)
Co.
APO I,7,32nd
c/o Reg't.
Postmaster
San Francisco

Bob Wellington

Dear Studio Club:
This is to inform you that since I
expect to return to the United States in
the near future, I would appreciate your
withholding further cartons of cigarettes
to me at this address.
I fully expect to be here another four
to six weeks, but I felt I should let you
know in order to save trouble and effort.
I want you to know, also, how much the
cigarettes were appreciated. Every carton
was as welcome as a letter from home
and, too, since I do very little smoking,
my gift was shared around the barracks.
Thanks again for all your remembrances,
and I hope to be back in California soon.
I'rri on my 20th month overseas now and
expect
home. to be Into my 22nd before I'm
Sincerely,
Paul Young

Sgt. JACK SPANN, son of FRED SPANN of the
Construction Dept. Jack is an Army Supply Sergeant in Nagoya, Japan.

Capt. Robert C. Wellington (0-1294226)
Capt. Infantry
I & E
APO
678, City
c/o Postmaster
New York

Dear Studio Gang:

Dear Studio Club:

The long arm and generous heart of you
TCF buddies has even reached me in

I was very much surprised and very
grateful to receive your gift of ten dollars.
At first I thought it was a gift from heaven
until I noticed the Studio trade-mark. You
see pay day is six days away and it
being right’ after Christmas, you can understand how swell it was to receive such
a top notch gift.
Also, thanks for all your kindness and

Aomori, Japan, with cigarettes and Christmas check. Knowing that we haven't been
forgotten will make this a good Christmas even though we may be deep in
snow. May you have another slam-bang
Christmas party such as I can remember
from 1932-1941.
Jerry Dobson
Capt. Joel G. Dobson (0-12833043)
Div. Hq. Co.
8 Ist Inf. Div.
APO 81 c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, Calif.

Sincerely,
thoughtfulness. You've been
doing a swell
Louis V. Fusano
Louis V. Fusano. S 2/c (5673474)
job.
Hq. Sqdn. FAW 2, Box 16
Fleet Post Office, San Francisco

Yokohama, Japan

ROD

WETMORE

Representative of
.4LTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOLTHER> CALIFORNIA
Automobile Insurance
Financing

New or Used Automobiles
PHONE

Su. 333
or
Crestview 5-0125

Eveninst
Crestview 6-4583

Dear Friends:
This is the letter I have been looking
forward to writing for two years now.
Yes, you have already guessed it— I am
eligible for discharge and should be leaving for the States around the first of the
New Year.
I received your check for Xmas, and
have also been receiving my copy of
"Action" and cigarettes regularly, and
want to thank all the members for same.
You may discontinue
Sincerely, them now.
CpI. Geo. L. Eriksson, Jr.

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

GDLDMAIV’S
FLOWERS

and Gift Shop

9780-9784 Santa Open Evenings
Monica Blvd.
and Sundays
Beverly Hills,
California Crestview 1-0915
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TO ALL STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS:
You have probably already noticed that as of the week ending March

2nd, 1946,

your weekly deductions of fifteen cents for the Club's dues and Cigarette Fund, were
canceled.
As it is believed that the present balance

in the Cigarette Fund is adequate

OFFICIAL

to

TWENTIETH

sustain the "men in the Service" program for the balance of the year, a new deduction
plan for Studio Club dues only ($3.00 per year) has been instituted.

PUBLICATION

CENTURY-FOX

Vol. 7

MARCH,

OF

STUDIO

1946

CLUB

No. 3

What your Club has done in the past and what it plans to do in the future has been
presented to you in the form of a brochure. Be sure to read your copy — read it again
and again — discuss it with your fellowworkers and with your families. Then consider how
you could possibly better invest $3.00.
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SUPPER DANCE
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COCOANUT GROVE,
AMBASSADOR HOTEL

DATE:

March 25th, 1946 — Monday
Night

i

!
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MUSIC:

TWO OUTSTANDING
BANDS (CONTINUOUS
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SHOW:
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DRESS:
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1
1

1
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of the Lot

The Voice
SOUNDINGS

You should get a gander at JACK
MARKS beaming around here, counting

Don't know who "fit" the battle of what
around here, but "The walls came tumbling
down" — for sure! Such racket! Such dust
and dirt! Such confusion! Walls where
there used to be doors — doors where there
used to be walls — great open spaces where
there used to be rooms! One really had to

the weeks off, by the days. Let's see — there
are just four left now — four more weeks

keep looking where he was going — and for
that matter still does, until he becomes

Did you ever see "granny's" little boy
BILL (Wm. BRCWN to the Payroll)? He is
the nicest little guy, and so thoughtful of

thoroughly

'
I

!
I

I
i

accustomed

to the new

'

anyone wanted on the phone) — despite
heaters being disconnected and light

‘
'
'

power turned off for a while, leaving the
file room in darkness and the clock stopped
(causing Innumerable and varied remarks
about the time) — despite all that, we

!

seemed to be able to carry on "business
as usual." However, we are very glad that
most of it is over, and look forward to the

1

time when ALL

j

ished

I

normal dust and noise!

'

RUBYretary has,
SKELLY,
Mr. MCULTCN's
at the present
writing, been secout
sick for the past six weeks and has been
missed by all. She certainly has had a time
of It, buf we are hoping that by the time
you read this she will be back at work
again, as she is Improving every day.
We have some very enthusiastic and
expert (well, almost expert) skeet shooters
in our department. Messrs. TCM MCULTCN, CARL FAULKNER, JIMMY CCR-

I

we

the necessary work is fln-

can

settle

down

son came. If one could go on having 'em
as cute as that youngster, I imagine one
would keep one's order in — or would one?

ar-

rangements. "CHUCK" HISSERICH, walking back to the shop intent on a report he
was reading, turned in where the door
used be only to run into a blank wall. Result, one banged nose and one very surprised man! But despite the noise, dust so
thick it could be rolled back in layers, disconnected P. A. systems (necessitating
wading through plaster, etc., under and
around scaffolds and ladders to hunt for

and

and he'll be a papa again. Can't blame
him for not canceling the order after his

to just the

CCRAN AND "SLIP" CARRUTH go out
every once in a while and "shoot 'em
down." Incidentally, if you've wondered at
times why it has taken Carl Faulkner so
long to get to the phone, it has probably
been because he was reluctant to tear
himself away from the all-absorbing and
time-consuming task of cleaning and oiling
his li'l ol' shootin' iron.

"granny" too. He picks the horses for me!!!
I play 'em two across (on paper) and to
date am only about nine hundred and
ninety-nine dollars In the hole. Nice kid!
Want to meet him?
CARL W. FAULKNER, popular assistant head of
the Sound Department. Mr. Faulkner was 1945
President of the Studio Club, and is still an active
member of the Board of Controllers.

We

had hoped to introduce or re-introduce more of our personnel this month,

but time is short and we've been so busy,
so it will have to go until next time.

PRINTABLES
By PEGGY

ANDREASEN

Dear Assistant Ed:
I'm frightfully sorry and hope you'll forgive me, but I just can't find time to write
a column for "Action" this month. The girls
are keeping the phones hot . . . GCRDCN
has been beating a path from his office to
mine with all kinds of typing jobs . . . BILL
runs in every few days with a finger to be
bandaged up. The blade comes down when
he thinks it should go up — so he comes running to "granny" all gory and gooey.
Granny drools with a mad gleam in her eye,
grabs the Iodine, pours it on the nice, fresh
cut, sits back in her chair and watches the
dance of the "fire devil." Now, how did I
get on to that? Gives me an Idea, though.
Why

not run a murder serial in the magazine? I'll be just too happy to write it for
you. I'd at least have something to write
about. As It Is now, these boys of mine
down here on the south forty just never do
a thing to crash the news. Which reminds

How's the weather up thar In the city?
Shore has been nice down here on the farm.
I look out over the plains and watch
little ra btits scampering around; sit
listen to the mocking birds mock and
Whippoorwills whipper; watch the

the
and
the
cute

little gophers play "now you see me, now
you don't" on the freshly plowed lawn we
used to have (said lawn now looking beautiful for you city folk in front of the Depot.)
You'd think someone up that way would
take pity on us country folk and at least
put in a few sunflowers for us.
By the way, have you noticed JESSE
ACCRN
lately? Gee kid, is he looking
swell — and single, too. Do you suppose the
girls don't know that? Guess I'll give 'em
a tip and let them know you sorta have to
prod him. He's my bashful boy. But it takes
just a bit of a prod, kids. So come on —
kinda want to get him a nice, sweet gal
with a good job. Do you know of a girl like
that? Well, send her down and I'll interview her. Course she'll have to kinda pamper him — I've kinda spoiled him this past
Well, as I said before. I'll do my utmost
to get a line or two dashed off for the next
"Action," but I can't possibly do it this
year.
month. Call me up sometime. Don't be too
amazed If I call out "Surprise" instead of
"Supplies." I sorta floored one caller-upper
recently by doing just that. Just take into
consideration that "granny's" getting pretty
old and telephone bells startle her. So-o-o,
ring softly, but ring often.
PEG ANDREASEN

4

Action

LOST

WEEKEND,

is purely intentional.

The Lost Lost Weekend
I had twelve bottles of whiskey in my
cellar, and my wife told me to empty the
contents of each and every bottle down
the sink — or else. So I said I would and proceeded with the unpleasant task.
I withdrew the cork from the first bottle
and poured the contents down the sink,
with the exception of one glass which I
drank. I extracted the cork from the second
bottle and poured it all down the sink, except one glassful, which I drank. I then
withdrew the cork from the third bottle and
emptied that down the sink, except one
glassful, which I drank.
I pulled the bottle from the cork of the
next and drank one sink out of it and

The

Lost

Lost

poured the rest down the glass. I pulled the
sink out of the next glass and poured the
cork down the bottle and drank a glass.
Then I corked the sink with the glass, bottled the drink, and drank the pour.
When I had everything emptied, I
steadied the house with one hand, counted
the bottles and corks and glasses with the
other, which were twenty-nine. To be sure,
I counted them again when they came by

Weekend.

PROP POPS
By GENE

NORTON

Hollywood events of the last few days:
LEOTA KEUSDER driving down Pico Boulevard (without her glasses) stopped to pick
up a man she thought was JERRY JURAN,
who was waiting on the corner for a bus.
He, being a gentleman, walked over to the
car saying, "Did you want something?"
Our Leota blushingly apologized, explaining that It was a case of mistaken identity,
and slowly drove away. (Her husband didn't
believe the story either.)
The Humberstone company is always
popping up with unusual requests or remarks. Just the other day they called and
wanted a LIGHT BEIGE COW. Upon her
arrival it seems MACK GORDON
gazed
into those big, brown eyes and said, "And
she has such a motherly face." That cow
should be In pictures, and will never be
without work again!
Double trouble: BOB GODDING is still
walking around in somewhat

of a daze, and

who could blame him? It isn't often you
put in an order for one and get two tor
the same price. Congratulations, Papa
Godding.
THOMAS
K. "Leave- Her-To- Heaven"
LITTLE is being swamped with fan letters
on how to make a house look like a motion
picture set. For practically the first time,
each and every letter is being answered
and stills are being sent out to those requesting them. Mr. Little Is the hats-off
winner this month, and Technicolor says this
is the best picture ever made in Tech.
"The Lost Weekend" probably made
more people spit — cotton than a ten-mile
walk on the desert. Any similarity between
the picture and the following story, LOST

and 1 had seventy-four. And as the house
came by, I counted them again and finally
I had the houses and bottles and corks and

in spite of this professional jealousy, for
that is just what it must have been, I
have decided to do my column anyway,
if only for my own

amusement,

so there!

"I find myself straying from my original
trend of thought ... I had honestly wanted
this last column to be an epic, something
that would be remembered ... I wanted
to pour into it all my deep-seated feelings
upon leaving this Lot, and its people who
have always been tops to me ... I wanted
to mention generous and charitable deeds
that are always happening, but it would
take a dozen columns to mention the
names

of all these people whom I'm fortunate enough to have known . . .1 haven't
any idea as to the type of people with
whom I'll be placed in the Army, but my
sincere desire is that they will come close
to the standard set by the majority of
persons right here on your Lot. I'm saying
things that are not usually spoken about
. . . these people are not conspicuously
sentimental or charitable, but Inwardly
they are solid gold . . . hundreds of instances where collections were taken for
someone who had been less fortunate are
done every day of the week in a quiet, unselfish manner.

"I've worked in any number

of jobs else-

where, but I've never seen this unselfishness so predominant as it has been right

glasses counted except one house and one
bottle, which I drank.

here. So you see, it really isn't easy to leave
this kind of people, for a job to which I'm
entirely
and
I'll
return to strange,
find a lot
of maybe
familiar someday
faces gone,

OUT OUR WAY

and maybe people will fnd it hard to remember me, for that's the way it is in this
business, upon leaving the Studio you sort
of sever yourself from the family . . . peo-

By BILL GOLDMAN

It's going to be quite a thrill to resume
this column of mine. I was looking through
my scrapbook the other day reading them
all, when I got to my "goodbye" piece in
June, 1942, issue of "Action". . . That
was really a sad masterpiece! ... It
sounded a bit corny after my strange interlude between 1942 and 1946, but anyway this is what it said:
"This will undoubtedly be my last 'Out
Our Way' for a considerable time ... I
have received notice that I leave for the
Army on May 23rd ... It is improbable
that I'll be here when this issue is delivered.
"I've always been reluctant to use too
many Ts' and 'We's' in this scatterbrained
outburst of a thwarted author, but this is
my know
time that
to howl
. . not
. It'sbea here
relief tohowever,
to
I shall
be the
pigeon for my numerous critics when this
issue is released . . . But I have always
gotten a terrific bang when someone (who
for lack of something else to do) ventured
to read my monthly literary effort below
the first five lines ... At one time I was
so desperate to find out if anyone actually
did read it, that I skipped a month and
waited patiently for some kind soul to tell
me how much they had missed it . . . After
waiting a few weeks, I decided that I had
been deliberately snubbed . . . However,

BILL GOLDMAN

has been

a member

of the TCP

family for (?) years, and recently returned from
(?) years and (7) months overseas with the Army.
Bill won't talk — we must go to press — call him op
721 and maybe he'll fill in the missing figures and
also explain this peculiar conveyance, which IS
NOT

in general

use "Out

Our

Way."
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DEAR DOC;

pie turn to their tasks and meet new faces
. . . it's only natural for one to forget . . .
but I couldn't.
"So thank you, everyone, thanks for Just
being around and making my short stay
here a rich one . . . Although I leave for
the Army with a stout heart, I know I shall
stop often and look longingly for a distant detour that will eventually lead me
back to the fold."
Maybe I had it titled wrong
should have been "My Woild"
but I was very sincere.

and

OTTO
BROWER
away.
It's a
shock
to his
friends, passed
and there
are many.
He was the studio's "thrill director." Took
any kind of assignment. The tough location trips "the kids" turned down, Otto
grabbed. He liked them. "Carnival in
Costa Rica" was his latest, his last.
You knew him well. Doc. You knew him
as most of us did. A regular fellow, who

it

by Oinie —

was as much at home in the nation's Capitol, where he filmed background shots for
"Wilson," as he was in the center of a tribe

I'll skip
abouttell
45,000
miles
because
any
stories
I could
can be
heard
and seen
In any travelogue.
There are many

of Cheyenne
Indians explaining the rudiments of acting.
unfamiliar faces on the

Lot . . . it's been sort of strange having
the officer at the gate look at me closely
. . . and not to see Inez mothering her
brood in the cafeteria . . . even the names
of the streets have changed, and
seems to have been a huge housing
gram . . . the fence has been moved
behind a strange new reconverted

there
proback
golf

course . . . Yes! It's changed a bit . . .
guess I expected to return and find them
still shooting "The Black Swan."
Every day I find myself warming up
though. Bumping into people like INEZ,
WALTER JOLLEY, TOMMIE MORRISSEY, PHIL SNYDER and JACK SAVAGE,
together with shooting the breeze with
ex-servicemen JOHNNIE KELLER, DICK
DARLING, JOHNNY
ARMETTA, AL
SCHAEFFER, BUSTER
DeGAETANO,
GARY TROY and a few hundred more
makes a guy glow . . . people really have
not changed much . . .
My reconversion period is about over
and I'm getting that old family spirit back
again . . . It's a wonderful feeling!

KEEPING TAB
By GOLDIE

E. COHN

How-de-do to you from Tabulating. The
most interesting news at the present writing
is the formal transfer of management of
who
the department to GALVIN WOOD
held this position prior to his departure for
the Army, where he was a Technical Sergeant. Mr. Wood has been back for several weeks and has been getting into business and picking up the reins from DARRELL PETERS, who h as been pinch-hitting
during his absence and doing a mighty fine
job. We are all glad to have Mr. Wood
back, and look forward to a pleasant association. Of course, we'll miss Mr. Peters.
"Pete" says now that he Is free from the
grind of Tabulating, he looks forward to improving hisgolf game. Here's your chance
for a game if you are a golf enthusiast.
JOSEPH MEDVITZ is now working at
night, and says it is nice to be able to get
a little sunshine again. We all hope he will
take advantage of the opportunity, for he
has been working night and day for a long,
long time. Get some of that fresh air and

We

GALVIN

WOOD

has resumed

his duties as head

of the Tabulating Dept, after serving
with the Army since 1942.

as T/Sgt.

sunshine
"mama'll
spank."around the
There Joe,
is not ormuch
excitement
tab rooms, with everyone either going into
a case of flu or just recovering. EDWARD
HARDIN has been home and a pretty sick
boy, and GEORGE WOLFGARTH has just
recently returned. LLOYD BREITKREUTZ
has also been ill, and TOM STEVENSON is
pretty weepy at this writing. We hope by
next issue that all will be in trim and we
can once again say everyone is feeling fine
and all's well.
KAY STURM

and

ELLEN

BRADFORD

all remember that round face, punctuated with a cigar, the lips that smiled,
the eyes that laughed. We remember the
yacht cap sitting majestically on his head.
He wore the darn thing in Africa, in Switzerland, in Mexico, on the high seas. He wore
it at Ocean Park making roller coaster
scenes for "State Fair," in Sherwood Forest,
shooting it out with cowboys and Indians.
He wore it on Stage 6, directing "Behind
Green Lights." Yes, Otto even wore his
tattered topper in story conferences with
Darryl Zanuck. He left this good luck piece
in Costa Rica on his departure. Given to
Don Fernando Esquivel, owner of a plantation there who requested the souvenir, he
inscribed it with the sentiment, ' Please
until I return."
at LaforMaruja,
It will my
hanghatthere
him.
keep
Eddie Linden, cameraman

on

most

of

had a night or so off recently, and do they
enjoy them after weeks of steady night and

Otto Brower's location trips, said this master knew more about camera angles than

day work.
PAT BUCKMEYER

many a trained lensman. He know cloud
effects that would photograph like snowballs. He could insert life into a barren
tree, make a sand pile appear as a heated

has announced

her

forthcoming wedding — in May — but we
haven't heard the exact date.
ISABELLE CLYMORE has started the
vitamin craze in the department and we expect a wave of ambition as the little pills
go to work. Isabelle is a good example of
what they can do, and is quite a health
enthusiast.
SYLVIA WEINBLATT
and WILMA
TARCY both had a vacation just before the
holidays and both agree that it is time for
another, as they had such a wonderful time.
Can't
crews as
going out
do seem

get much news from the night
they are either just coming in or
when I arrive and leave, but they
to have a very nice kaffeeklatsch

desert, freckle a vast waste with nature's
glories. Yes, he knew his business. He loved
that business.
Funny thing about Otto, although always
able to remember reams of data regarding
intricate shots, he never could keep track
of his finder; that instrument used to focus
settings, enlarge them or throw them back
a pace. When working for him, I was very
proud to hang onto the thing so when the
inevitable shout came, "Where the devil is
my finder," I could efficiently hand it to
him, receive a pat on the head and the

now and then, and I’m sure there must be

retort, "Thanks, pest."

some
Of course, I don't know the
half ofgossip.
it!

The people he's worked with can't believe he's gone. Ask Ralph in your office,
or Norman Manning, ask the grips, special
effectsmen, the carpenters, electricians,
laborers, the stuntmen and extras. Ask the

Greetings to our returned boss, whose
picture you will find with this column. I am
sure his friends will be glad to know he has
returned safely, and is looking so well.
Before closing I would like to say how
much all of us who rode the bus driven by
Clarence Hutson to the Western Avenue

executives, the stars. Ask yourself. Doc. It's
hard to realize, isn't it?
Humanity, over the world, who met him,
worked with him, liked Otto. They re-

studio in the past months, miss his smiling
face and cheerful patter. He was grand to
all, and we regret that we do not have

spected his ability. The studio — well, we
loved him. We respected his genius.
Your Secretary,

our "club" every night on the trip home.
Thanks, Clarence, for all your kindness.

PATTY

DONNELLY
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"It Shouldn't Happen to a Dog," saw a lot
of old friends when the company did some
shooting on the Warner lot recently.
LOUISE GERMAINE, milliner with
MUNN, is making doll clothes for Irene
Dunne's little girl. They are exact replicas
of the costumes Miss Dunne wears in
"Anna and the King of Siam."
MARGUERITE BARNETTE keeps the
workroom cheerful with rare blooms from
her garden . . . ETHEL STRITTON and
ESTHER CHIPRON have returned from
leaves of absence . . . KAY SMITH has
been promoted to full-fledged fitter . . .
ESTHER HABER's son is returning from
duty in Tokyo. AGNES O’BRlEN's brother,
whom she hasn't seen for several years. Is
returning from service also.
An order just came through for six pairs
of pants to be dyed a warm tech No. 2
. . . must be that cold wind!

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE

when she went out to look at the place,
she found that the house would face the

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

Let's just toss the Ladies' Wardrobe into
an old rag bag, shake it up a little and
reach in —
The first thing we come across is something soft and fuzzy. Could be that old
silver fox stole ANDE out of the mothballs for a character in "It Shouldn't Happen to a Dog." Nope — it's ETHEL'S cat,
Mike. Mike (he thinks) allows Ethel to share
the house because of the housing shortage, as long as he is accorded the proper
amount of respect. If not, Ethel is in the
dog-house.
The succulent red apples were a reversal
of the usual procedure — the Boss brought
them to his secretaries one morning!
This gadget — can't be — is that old familiar bustle, with a two-speed jitter system
attached to the heels with elastic bands
so that when the wearer walks, it does this
— see? This was known in the old days as
the "nervous bustle." The first test run, for
"The Shocking Miss Pilgrim," was made by
WILMA, and with a few minor adjustments
by LORENA NELSON, it worked fine.
Here's a Property Loss and Damage Report. "One pair lady's stockings," it says,
"size 10. Explanation of loss or damage;
Celloglass diffusion dropped accidentally
by electrician from low parallel." Those low
parallels will snag 'em every time!
What's this floor plan doing in here?
It's the house that LEE has been dreaming
on for her new acre in a walnut grove in
the Valley. She made five different plans
before she got the sun to come up through
the windows in the breakfast nook — and

other
way! way! Oh, well, the sun would probably come up behind a walnut tree anyWho's this in the bottom of the bag?
LEONARD DOSS (Technicolor). Doss found
it awfully cold in Reno without a shirt (he
gave his to a poor shivering old gambler),
so he flew back before the rest of the company returned.
We'll do one lap around the building:
HERSCHEL has moved from Men's, where
he has been SANDY's assistant for two
years, to Ladies'. He will be Business Manager and assistant to Mr. LeMAIRE.
Since ELEANOR BEHM has finished "It
Shouldn't Happen to a Dog," they've given
her "The Old Army Same." You can't beat
the picture business! . . . SASCHA BRASTOFF has returned to the Studio after a
turn of overseas duty with the Army. He is
working
on "The and
Razor's
Edge"
as assistant
to
Mr. LeMaire
OLEG
OASSINI
. . .
Sascha and Miss Behm are located in the
New

Writers' Building, with studios overlooking the goldfish pond . . . RENE HU-

BERT is dressing the charmin' PEGGY
CUMMINS in "Forever Amber." PIEDAD
and her girls are doing some gorgeous detail for the gowns . . . BONNIE CASHIN
had time for two sniffs of desert air at
Palm Springs before she hurried back to
bat out sketches for Dorothy McGuire in
another "Claudia". . . KAY NELSON has
dressed "Margie" in the mad fashions of
the '20s, and has a cute group of kids for
"Home Sweet Homicide."
Once the sea gets in your blood — well —
MARGIE BANKSTON has been seeing the
town with a new Commander.
LOUISE KNAPP, dressing the women in

MACK

EXTRY! EXTRY! Beware of Cupid, one
and all! No one is safe — not even the most
confirmed spinster who looks forward to a
life of serenity free from any encumbrances, especially of the opposite sex, nor
the self-styled dyed-in-the-wool bachelor
who goes around with his eyes glued to the
ground lest he catch the glint In some
enterprising female's eye! For romance is
running rampant at TCF — and this In spite
of the OPA, the AFL, the CIO, the lATSE,
the FHA, the CSU, and what have you —
and we honestly can't tell you how to avoid
It! But It's not bad! Ask FRANK ATKINSON of Film Editorial who recently
espoused charming GLENELLE CASSITY
... or BOB MAYER of Cutting who has
set up housekeeping with pretty little
DOROTHY STEPHENSON ... or JOYCE
EPSON, whose beautiful orbs mirror the
happiness in her heart as she waits breathlessly for her rapidly approaching nuptial
day . . . or SALLY SCHILLER, who can
hardly keep her mind on her work these
days ... or diminutive SALLY CARY, who
Is walking on air again since her Renovation
... or PORTIA LUGOFF who, despite the
fact that she has been married a long, long
time. Is still so thrilled every time she hears
her beloved GORDIE's voice.
FLORENCE SANICHAS acted as hostess
for her boss, WILLIAM (Bill) SMITH, head
of our new Radio Department, at a gay
office-warming party which we hope will
serve as a precedent for others. Among
the guests were GRACE FREEMAN, BOB
REDD, EVA PERLBERG, ROBERT METZLER, ENID CONTER, JACK MOULTON
and JANE JOSEPHS. The Dutch lunch was
out of this world, the soda pop excellent
and the Ice cream and cake, which little
Florence made herself (she used to own an
Ice Cream Emporium), beggar description.
We feel sure with the charming and competent Mr. Smith In charge, our Radio De-
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Well, we can't think of a better point at
which to stop this prattle, so we're going
to go and figure out just how much it cost
us to keep our one pair of Nylons in repair
If we can't
and see
yearsIncome
war our
during the
deduct
It from
tax. If we succeed, we'll let you all know!
Oh, one more thing before we wrap this
up! KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY's doing a rave
about a gardener she's found. If you're a
gardening enthusiast and need expert service, you just might Inveigle her Into sharing

a host of others too numerous to mention.
Most of them haye already gone to their
reward where there Is no final curtain, but
a few are still with us.
Ah, yester-year, what sweet-sad thoughts
it awakens, what tales It can unfold — some
good with accomplishment, some sad with
regret.
Well,
hopethrough
I haven't
bored lane,
you
with
this friends,
short trip
memory
and In signing off may I leave this thought:
Too many of us regard the Golden Rule as
a poetic phrase, but It's really more than
a phrase
It'sInstitutions.
an Institution. Too bad so
few
of us— like

her "find."

WESTERN GAB
By ED COOKE
We

started the year with a bang — always two or more companies on the Lot,
and on one occasion we had four — yeah,
man!
BETTY LEE PARKER of the Script Dept., who
was married January 22, 1946, to NORMAN
CROSBY HOPPS, son of OLIVER HOPPS, publicist. The groom supervises the job of cutting the
cake for the great occasion.

partment will top all others. Congratulations and good luck. Bill!
We're really sure the war is over now
that so many of our girls are planning trips
near and far. MARJORIE OWENS has already left for Hawaii, and MARIE LENT is
dallying with the same Idea. Another is
planning a cruise all the way to Bermuda,
and still another is looking forward to seeing the beautiful Isle of Capri with the
man of her dreams, but they both asked
me not to mention names — just in case.
We'll keep our fingers crossed, girls. Just
remember what the Good Book says will
happen if you want a thing badly enough!
Of course, BETTY LOU VOLDER, GENEVIEVE (BInky) WOELZ, MARILEE CARPENTER, ARLENE FRANTZVOG, LORRAINE STOLL and some of our other glamour girls make weekly pilgrimages to Palm
Springs, Arrowhead and Santa Barbara,
and it really isn't worth mentioning except
for the fact that they'd like to know how
they can retain their tans from one week
to the next so people'll know they've been
there.
We hope it's true that ROSLYN TRAGER
is expecting a little playmate for her adorable little two-year-old son. For one thing,
we know how happy it would make doting
Auntie ESTELLE.
Our best wishes to PHYLLIS SCHNEIDER
who met with an automobile accident: and
to PEGGY LENT who is also ill. We understand Phyllis is coming along nicely, and
we hope Peggy is, too.
LAURA ERWAY is back after an illness
and the first night she was able to step out,
husband BEN took her to see Tallulah Bankhead
in "Foolish
Notion." Any significance
in
that,
Ben?
ELI REIMER is also back, and looking
very rested after her operation.

BERT WAYNE, DAVE BOYD, BRUCE
McDonald and BILL RYAN graced us
with a visit from the Hills to help us over.
Thanks a lot, boys — we'll do as much for
you some day.
We have two additions here at Western
Avenue, DICK (Mop-headl VIERECK has
joined our happy family. Glad to have you
with us, Dick. Maybe if we dream some
more we might have DOGGIE back with us
again — his was just a case of nolle prosequi
— too bad, and such a hard worker too.
The other addition to our family of friends
and co-workers. Is none other than LOUIS
(Smoky) KVASNICKA, who Is attached to
the staff of Chief HARRY SIEGAL, that
dean of fire-fighters.
Did you know that JACK FRIER and his
Missus paid us a visit recently? It was the
first time I knew that Jack had been away

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP
By DICK DARLING
It seems odd to come back to the Studio
after three-and-a-half years in the Seabees
and find no changes, good or bad — but
there is still hope.
Ex-Army Navigator HERB LEWIS, studying at S.C. concerning the structure of
Atomic Power and Whigee stick.
Ex-Marines S. H. BROWN and ROLF
KOZEL back from service and living the
life of San Fernando Valley.
Why does HARRY WATSON take a day
off to get a haircut?
How can JO JO CHAIROT add two
and two and make five — also why does he
want his picture to be in this magazine?
Gin Rummy and The Gee Gees are still
an "A" production on the Lot.
W. MICHALSKY says that a bachelor is
a man who hasn't taken advantage of the
fact that marriage Is not compulsory. He
also has other rare definitions too numerous
to mention.

— it being so busy around here. He's taking
a leave of absence — going to the desert
a rest. We'll
"ticker"
his hurry
give so
a while
for
all miss
you toJack,
back!
In talking with MIKE MILLER the other
day, did I get a closeup on some real
pioneering In the Industry? Mike Is seventyone years young and still going like a house
a-fire. He came to this country when still
quite a youngster, and went to work In
New York City as a cigar maker. Those
were the days when America needed a
good five-cent cigar and Mike showed
them how to make It. After a few years
he sold his business to a chain cigar company and, as his wife needed a change of
climate, he brought her to California. In
1919 he went to work for Sam Wurtzel who
was then In charge of the Prop Department. Mike's job was taking care of the
furniture. They were just finishing up "Carmen" when he started to work — then they
made "The Queen of Sheba" starring
Nellie Bly with Mike Edwards directing —
and soon after that, the "Connecticut
Yankee" directed by Ed Flynn. The headliners In those days were Shirley Mason,
Viola Dana, Bill Russell, John Gilbert, and

On Friday, February 18th, at the Presbyterian
Church in Santa Monica, R. L. (BOB) HENDERSON, a prominent member of the Studio Club
Board of Controllers and recently elected President of TCF Westerners' Club, and FLAVIA
APPLING, a very popular employee at the Cafe
de Paris, said their "I do's", in a single ring
ceremony. Our picture shows the happy couple
with their attendants, Clinton Sandeen of Men's
Wardrobe, and the bride's sister, Mrs. Elliott.
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SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

1. View ot TCF parking
2. JOE and VICTOR
beautitui park.

disease," reports National Safey Council.
Out our way a mouse ran up the steering wheel of an automobile driven by Hallis
Canyon,

Califor-

5. Officer HARRY

nia. Mr. Randolph, who couldn't have been
more startled had it been an elephant, lost
control of his car, ran it into a ditch and
turned over. Neither he nor the mouse were
hurt!

Department assisted
8. 9 and 10. How

I'm all lacquer."
Angeles hits city's
called bad," said
Lynch. Two points
the right to drive

a car; he's only licensed to drive. No one

BROWN

in Parking Lot "A",

in this work.
NOT to park.

read without slowing down in traffic. A
plan similar to the splendid signs on the
Arroyo Seco speedway that runs into North
Figueroa between Pasadena and Los Angeles would be not only a joy to motorists
but a life saver. With a little planning this

sary. It looks as if someone doesn't hurry
and invent that better mousetrap, a path
will be worn to the hospital.

"Hand me a cigarette —
Safety Council at Los
driving habits. "Attitude
Managing Director, Mike
he stressed; Nobody has

lot from Prop building.
LEONTOVICH
in our

way. Let's all help tor the best record.
7. ROD A. WETMORE
of the Southern California Auto Club, who so kindly helps us in getting
our licenses. PORTIA KENNISON
of the Police

jumping to safety, she injured her knee so
badly that a major operation was neces-

wheel, they forgot all about that good fellowship and fair play.
On the Nationaj Safety News, Portland,
Oregon, takes the spotlight. LEARN SAFE
WALKING. Ten thousand pedestrians have
learned the art of safe walking since that
city established a pedestrian safety school
in 1945. Today jaywalking has decreased.
Famous last words of a spray painter;

SAFETY

presents
"PARKED
RIGHT."
6. Mr. the
J. sign:
B. CODD
checks
the records. We
do have some accidents. Some learn the hard

Our good friend, Dick Milburn, better
known as Honey Boy, tells one on his wife.
She saw a mouse run across the floor and,

Recently while watching a golf tournament, we became aware of the courtesy
shown each other by the players. After the
game we had to wait for a friend. When
some of the same players got behind the

THE

3. One of the parking lots on the North Lot.
4. VIC CHRISTENSEN, President ot TCF Safety
Society. Mr. Christensen stated at the last Safety
meeting that we should appreciate the wonderful
parking lots, and not abuse that privilege. Where
would
find a company with such facilities for
parking you
?

"Accidents kill more persons from two to
twenty-eight years of age than any single

Lee Randolph, Topango

THE LOT WITH
CAMERAMAN

Mr. FRED L. METZLER, Studio Manager, extends
his congratulations to the Safety Committee of
TCF for outstanding work in the prevention of
accidents.

in California has the right of way. The law
says you have it only when it is yielded by
the other driver.
It is true — 13,000 good citizens were injured in traffic last year, and 500 knocked
into oblivion. Maybe this happened to
someone in your family, someone you loved
dearly. If that is so, you have added reason to demand that the city, the county
and the taxpayers all join together in a
drive to correct two gross evils which now
contribute to such a terrible traffic toll.

great City of Los Angeles could become
known for its safe and beautiful highways
instead of for the black reputation it now
carries due to its unnecessary traffic toll.
Mr. Gilbert L. Rhodes of the Interstate
Accident Commission, stated at the TCF
Safety meeting that he deemed it a privilege to have attended the meeting. The
Plant can have rules, the State can make
laws, but still accidents will persist unless
individuals dig in and stop them. He congratulated our Safety Society and after a
week on the Lot, he was more convinced
than ever that our splendid organization
accounted for the low insurance rate our
company enjoys.
forThe
us. Safety Committee wishes to thank
Mr. Robert L. Gunn for taking the pictures

Any observing person will agree that our
streets, even the heavy traffic lanes, are so
poorly lighted that neither the pedestrian
nor the driver is to blame when accidents
occur at night. It is shocking to drive along
at night, believing the street is clear — then
suddenly someone, who is practically invisible because his dark clothes blend into the
blackness of the pavement, looms up within a few feet of your car.
Another driving hazard is the lack of
proper street signs. Even in daytime, it is
difficult to locate unfamiliar locations due
to curb signs being worn

off, while post

signs are much too small and usually hidden or difficult to see while traveling at
an average rate of speed. This alone must
cause many a crash even during daylight,
and at night it is practically impossible to

JOHN

LAVIN,

head

ot Grip

Dept., and

D. C.

Jones

of Lumbermen's Mutual Life Insurance Company. Johnny is one of the hard workers who has
helped to make our safety organization such a
success, and Mr. Jones assured us that we enjoy
a

low

insurance rate due to such splendid
operation among the men.

co*

find your way about. It would be interesting to know what strangers think of our
inadequate highway protection.
Why doesn't the public INSIST that
something be done about proper street
lighting at once; also that some Safety Engineers work on a uniform method of marking streets so they can be easily and quickly

JIMMY

DINNEEN. Secretary and Man-Friday
the Safety Committee.

of

SAFETYTOMMITTEE
PARK IN GEAR
AVOID THIS

■ 4r
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MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Well, here we are in the blustering month
of March! At least, March is supposed to
be either a lion or a lamb or some such
thing, so hang onto your hats! Of course
March doesn't mean so much since the gals
all wear short skirts, but in the days gone
by, the only time we were sure the girls
had ankles was in the good old month of
March when the wind would give us a
quick glance. Some fun!
I have an apology to make, both to my
public and to our genial friend GENE
GALLANT. Walter Winchell can be at
ease — I know

now

that I couldn't fill his

shoes. I've been lamenting that there've
been no earthquakes to write about, and
plum forgot to tell the world that Gene
just up and got married. I should have told
all the girls that another eligible bachelor
was removed from circulation, and only
hope my negligence hasn't been the cause
for any heartbreaks. Of course Gene and
his lovely bride know that we all wish them
the best of everything. If wishes come true,
they'll be the happiest couple ever.
Our friend, ART Le TOURNEAU,
man that
have you
who has
ease. Art
cabin, so

Is one

many of us should cultivate. I'll
know he is one far-sighted gent
provided for his future and his
is the proud owner of a resort
if he is soooo bored, he hies him-

self away and just forgets it all. I've never
been to Green Valley where his cabin is

streets on all lots and, believe me, that's
some job. Our Johnny is also pretty good
at picking up such trashy things as football
pools, diamond wrist watches, etc., etc.
While Johnny insists he doesn't make a
practice of looking through the stuff he collects, he has asked that the girls please be
careful when they throw those new nylons
away. He has been finding quite a few and
feels it's a shame to get those nice new
stockings soiled. Is he kidding???
The impressive man on the left is HARRY
SWEETMAN,
Johnny's able assistant.
Harry has beef and brawn aplenty, and is a
valuable man to have on a crew.
Last, but not least, is our friend EARL
MclNTOSH, who also works with Johnny.
All in all, they make a very efficient threesome.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

PITCHMAN

The job of writing notes on our department for the past three years has been
more or less a routine iob, but now that

The handsome and determined fellow operating
the camera crane is FRANK CORY, Jr., of Grip
Dept. Frank has been with TCF for ten years, but
took a military leave of three and one-half years
to do his bit with the Army Air Corps.

the majority of our service boys are back,
it would take a volume the size of "Anthony
Adverse" to publish their antics. (Pardon
me, should I have mentioned that book? I
don't think we made the picture.)
There is still a little of that Costa

Rica

banana oil in my system, but it won't be
long — you should feel some of that ole
California misery 1 have in my right leg.
The old Lot is sure giving with the buzz.
WALLY FAXON, CAMPBELL, REZK,

GEORGE (Utah) SELLERS takes keen
pride in keeping the grip room splc and
span. LOGAN BROWN, finishing another
best seller,LOCKWOOD,
"Anna and theLUBIN,
King ofDUARTE
Siam."
WHITEY
and MORENO (H. James) were well plastered after moving some of the elaborate
walls that lined the stage which, incidentally, is as fine a set as ever graced a

located so don't know whether it Is green
or not, but this I do know — mountain or
desert, a place to relax, is the best medicine in the world. It would be well if we
all had something like that. Put in a couple

SMITTY, KAHLO, MACHADO
and DENVER BRANDON are staying close to the
heated siaoes. Reno had lots to offer but
it's mucha fria.

studio stage. How'm I doing, DANNY?
EDDIE LEDGERWOOD, BISHOP, TED

of cases. Art — we're on the way!
The men in our picture should need no
introduction. However, just in case there

LEO McCreary in the east again with
Henrv Hathaway. HANK GERZEN and
MURPHY run the test stage. Both are

TARR and AL PRINCE looking at "Three
Little Girls in Blue" with blue-colored

are a few who haven't had the pleasure. I'll
tell you something about them. JOHNNY
BUOL is the tall handsome brute in the

patiently waiting for the new stage which
should improve production. BRUCE HUNSAKER finished "It Shouldn't Happen to a
Dog." WENDELL JONES, NEWTON, McARDLE, FLEMING, W. H. JONES and

center, who has been in charge of the trash
collections on our Lot for several years. He
has to take care of every bit of trash accumulated from all of the buildings and

STERRY all helped strain on the leash. Shyeyes-McArdle is beginning to look more
like himself.
FRANK

PEARSON

JENSEN,

PETE

BARTOLOMEO,

glasses. That "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" has
Chiefy TRUMAN JOINER and his braves,
ARKY AHRENS, ALONZO PARKER, just
back — NAP (Nevairre) VALLY, CHARLES
HALL, TONTO
DAWSON
and NICK
HANLEY giving with the whoops. Oh, yeah!
LEON SHAMROY, the old award snatcher,
washmmm
there — too.
gallike
"Cluny
Brown"
—
not And
bad —that
looks
another
winner for Mr. Lubitsch.

has been ailing for

sometime — sure hope he'll soon be up and
around.
Great commotion in the Prop Department when the crates of carretas and carts
from Costa Rica were unloaded — the crates
weighed more than the merchandise. The
wheels are a collector's delight — not a
single nail or bolt in them. They must have
something on the ball down in A.C.
JOHNNY
LAVIN's ball team is really
shaping up to where thev can make the
local sandlot the center of attraction.

Left to right, HARRY SWEETMAN, JOHN
BUOL
and EARL MclNTOSH
of Maintenance. (See
Maintenantics.)

REED,

They are posting guards around the relief clothing receptacles. Some of the garments look superior to those seen in our
better haberdasheries.

With four good men to rub him down
between dolly shots, little HARRY JONES
should be able to hold out until Christmas.
That's v/hen we hope for the new dollies to
come through. FRANK GILLY, PAZELLI,
CHRISTIE and Cucalorus WILLY FARRELL
stand by with rubbing alcohol.
LOU KUSLEY glad to be back. BEANSEY
GERAS full of the old snap, anxious to take
up where he left off. FRANK CORY, Jr.,
sure swings a mean reostat — he cranes like
an old hand. Rough and ready BOGARD
waxing poetical over his lovely displays of
camellias — prize winners, everyone of them.
It was interesting to note the eagerness
of the boys to do their part in having more
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get-togethers like the last Christmas party.
Some of the old spirit is back.
Memo to my secretary; Remind me to
say something nice about the gang that
MICKEY GRANT whipped into shape. EVO
PUSICH, NICK the Greek, LEE, JACK W.
STONEY and DAVE ANDERSON make up
as tine a crew

sketches for "Forever Amber" along with
HARVEY WILLIAMSON. These two, plus
GENE WOOTEN
and HUNTER BORTHWICK, are desking with LOUIE VAN DEN
ECKER in his newly revamped office which
now Is known as the "Big Back Room."
Recently received a card from MILO
KOMENICH who has been going great

as has been gathered to-

guns with his super basketball playing for

gether. Also, don't let me forget to mention the swell job done on the Costa Rica
location by DON
where!

Wyoming University — and — has he been
getting publicity, but good — one of his
best write-ups was in Life magazine (Jan.

MYERS — he was every-

Chin up, kids — blue skies ahead.
Adios amigos.

21). Milo played with the 20th CenturyFox Basketball Team during the 1944-45
season, and was the star man for reaching
the high shelves in this men's wardrobe.
We're looking forward to a visit from him
this summer when the schoo! term ends.

SMILES FROM STORY FILES
By BILL COLLERAN
HERB

This settles it! Another day of sub-zero
weather, and I send for that mink-lined topcoat in the Sears catalogue! I hope they
have one in a shade that will go with my
new royal blue skin. I need something a
little more compact for riding the crowded
street cars these mornings — my Navajo
blanket is a little bulky, especially since I've
had it lined with heating pads.
It might be a little on the frigid side
everywhere else, but the Files have been
plenty warm recently. The current craze for
those mad hot combos, has us nearly out
of our minds. In fact, they were the cause
of a near civil war. The whole screwy argument started over that zoot numbah of
Slim Gaillard's: "Cement Mixer, Puttie
Puttie." No kiddin' — that's actually the
title! There was a difference of opinion as
to whether it was Puttsie or Puttie Puttie.
In case you're interested, it's Puttie Puttie.
Vootorooney!
There isn't a week goes by that Our Man
LOOIE isn't contemplating some new venture. Now he's making ready to go to New
York in the spring. His travels have caused
him to take on an air of continental suavity.

BRAMSON, who recently returned to Story
Files after three years in the service.

trouble getting to sleep this past month.
Instead of counting sheep like all good insomnia victims, he's been counting KaiserFrazer cars. By the way, have you seen pictures of the K-F chariots? Zoot, huh? This
really isn't a paid ad! Practically every
member of the Files' staff has a few shares
in K-F, so they threatened to beat me with
their fan belts and apply the foot-brake to
my

axle until I didn't have a decent' cylinder left in my frame (by Graham-Paige),

if I didn't come

through with a little spark

plug for good ol' K-F.
My tired old hour-glass tells me it's time
to start packing my Gladstone bag and hie
myself off to my mountain hideaway for
the week-end. I'm sick of all this glamour,
and beautiful women, and night-life, and
beautiful women. I want to get away from
it all for a while — all alone. HEH, HEH,
HEH! All chicks under six feet, with big
blue eyes, and forms a la Varga are welcome! Am I kiddin'? Anybody under ten
and over two feet wearing a skirt, call me

He's becoming very broad-minded — if you
get what I mean!
Drag out the maraccas! Roll out the tomtoms! Make way for Carmen Conchita

on 491 — I'll see what I can do about hiring a Greyhound.
See you next month — you lucky people!

Lolita Pepita Rosita ROTHBILL! She's the
maddest samba dancer this side of Acapulco! She really shakes a mean turban!

MEN'S WARDROBE

Don't believe her if she tells you she was
born in L.A. — she first saw day in a little
hacienda in old Mexico. In fact, she's so
Latin she was born with a piece of old
Mexican pottery in her mouth!
Day by day SHIRLEE WOOLLARD
Is
going more out of her mind because she
wasn't named Nancy. Her idea of heaven
would be a place where Frankie would sing

By HAZEL

SHIRK

The housing situation is proving to be a
stalemate for Dan Cupid who is trying to
tie the knot for GENE WOOTEN, a recent
returnee to this department, and NOEL
NEILL. Gene has the girl and the ring but
can't set the date because of those "Stand-

to her NIGHT AND DAY! Right now she'll
settle for an old phonograph. The neighbors are starting to complain — she comes
crashing into their house every Saturday
night with her arms full of Frank records.

ing Room Only" signs that have replaced
the "To Rent" ones.

In her bobby-sox, her sloppy sweater and
her plaid face!
Pickle BEN ROSENMAYER has had no

who
now right-handing
DICK JAMES'
stock is room,
and MARK inMILLER,
who is
turning out those wonderful, old familiar

A

great big hand-shake and "WELCOME HOME" to two more of our returning veterans, namely, GEORGE McGERTY,

Have been having some wonderful
chicken and goose dinners around Ye Old
Wardrobe Halls come Saturday afternoons
— these super birds are coming from
HOWARD
child's son's ranch and are
they delicious — especially with hot baked
potatoes — thank you, fellows. P.S. You're
sure good cooks!!!
Where is our wandering boy tonight???
Meaning Jr. WYNIGEAR. Last heard he
was in India but expected to go to China
and then on home. We sure would like his
address!
Guess that's most of the news on the
home front. BILL McCRARY has moved to
Topeka, Kansas, and may come back to
Lowry Field in Denver, Colorado. BOB
IFVERSON may soon be leaving Fort MacArthur for points unknown. No other
changes have been reported. So, that does
It.

MEMO FROM CAPTAIN JACKSON
Employees of the Studio are In the habit
of using Studio stationery for personal use
without placing their name on the return
address. This causes embarrassment both to
the sender and the Studio. Such mail Is
often returned for Insufficient postage,
wrong address, etc., and when the mail
bears the return address of the Studio
only, it Is the privilege of the Studio to
open all such mail In order to ascertain
name of sender. Frequently letters are of
a very Important nature but signed only
"Jo," "Grace," etc. It Is therefore Impossible to trace the sender, resulting In the
mail resting In the mail department
claimed.

un-

If you receive reports that your mail has
not been received by the addressee, It
would be well to contact the mail department as we have several letters returned
for various reasons and are unable to determine the name of the sender.
If It Is necessary to use Studio stationery
for personal use, place your name In the
upper left-hand corner of the envelope
which will Insure return to the sender. It
might be better, however, to use your personal stationery with your home address to
Insure proper handling of your mall.

Action
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TCF BOWLING LEAGUE
DOWN THE ALLEYS . . . With two new
teams added for the start of the second
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half— CHARLES BOYER's and the MILL—
the league is now composed of 20 quinte s. . . No less than three of our mighty
bowlers had better than a 600 series scratch
— MISH FOX 629, MONTY BONOME 615
and BILL WASHO 602 . . . There were
some 18 boys who bowled over 200, some
of the outstanding games being MISH
FOX 234, MONTY BONOME 233, BILL
WASHO 227, BUZ BUSBY 226, RUNGAITIS 233 and PAUL HENDERSON 221
. . . GWEN REED and JEAN BANTA each
had high game for gals with 179 each . . .
JOHN PAYNE's boys won high series of
3016, being the third team In the league
to reach the 3000 level . . . DICK HAYMES'
HECKLERS, with a 1043 game, grabbed
that event while HENRY HATHAWAY's
CHICKS continued their winning ways with

Hfl^

lT

EVfcP'

high women's series of 2741.
2nd Week . . . The boys are getting too
good on those 200 games, so to get your

flppeNfoTo vo'J *

LANDSCRAPINGS
By BOB

FREEMAN

Where else can you find more cheerful
cooperation than between departments on
your own Lot? For instance, while many
motorists are standing In long lines waiting
to get license plates, what do you do? Just
drop by the Police Department and pick
yours up in a few minutes. Then when you
discover that your driver's license is about
to expire, you call the Police Department
again and a pleasant-voiced young lady
says, "I'll call you when the Motor Vehicle
representative is here." So, in a few days
you go again and get that done with a
minimum of effort. Then you want help on
your Income tax forms — there's a deputy
collector on the Lot, with a charming secretary furnished by the Script Department
to make your appointment. Perhaps, with
spring In the air, you seek advice on your
flower garden — what spray will kill aphids,
when to plant so and so. You just contact
the Nursery Department and you have the
benefit of expert advice again. And so on
and on right down the line. Regardless of
the kind of help you need, you'll find some
one in some department who can and will
come to your aid and cheerfully lend a
hand.
Guess what's In again? Those apples on
that King Farm set. There surely must have
been a lot of apple pies made, or there
were a number of aching tummies after
that set was shot. Anyway, after so many
boxes were put on that tree, only a halfbox remained to be struck. Could be called
"the case of the missing apples" or "who
hasJACK
the biggest
pockets?"
ORMSBY,
on that Reno location,
says he wishes he had a hot Irish temper
— maybe that would have kept him warm —
those longies weren't enough.

Don't you think our Boss is looking fit as
a fiddle since that rough tussle he had with
old man Flu recently?
If you like hair-raising stories, get RALPH
FULLBRIGHT to tell you about that little
Cockney Commando on the Normandie
beach and the FUN he invited Ralph to
share. Wow!
That wasn't a swarm of bees around our
place last month. It was just CHUCK
HIXON, EDDIE GUNDERSON, GORDON
TESKE, ROY CRIPE and your reporter buzzing around those Navy radio transceivers
they acquired. Boy, was that conversation
thick with megacycles, converter tubes,
wave meters, inductance, capacity, etc., ad
Infinitum. But those embryonic hams will
have fun with those sets, we betcha.
We

hear our fellow reporter JIMMIE

TAYLOR, writer of Nursery Tales, Isn't doing so well. Take good care of yourself,
Jimmie — we're all pulling for you one hundred per cent. We miss your ready smile
and cheery "hello," but you stay where you
are until the doctor says you're okay again.
And, let us hear from you.
Parting thought for husbands: If you forgot to buy your wife a Valentine, you can
still remember

her on St. Patrick's Day!

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

Open

Evenings

Bradshaw

23513

Crestvievr 1-0915

names In this y'har column from now on
you've got to shoot 220 or better. This
week's elite Includes WHITE 230, RUGG
229, JONES 226, HARRIS 223, OTT 223
and SIKORSKY 222 .. . Gals 160: MARIAN
GRODIN 201, BETTY BOW 177, GWEN
REED 175 and ALICE McVEY 166 .. . VINCENT price's team won high series with
2956, BETTY GRABLE's team high game
of 1018, while FRED MacMURRAY's LITTLE
FOXIES orabbed women's high series with
2834 . . . GEORGE EMERZIAN shot high Individual series of 573-60—633 and HARRY
OTT high game of 223-24 — 247.
3rd Week . . . The 400 among the gals
this week Include BETTY BOW 201, JEAN
BANTA 184, SHIRLEY DAVIDSON 183
and VI HOGAN 160 .. . The high-powered
boys are PHIL HENDERSON 239, RALPH
HICKEY 232, P. RUNGAITIS 231, NEIL
ROUNTREE 228, BILL WASHO 225 and
ARMAND ALLEN 222 .. . JEANNE
CRAIN's team won high series with 2870
while CHARLES COBURN's boys won
high game with 1016 (LEIBER please note)
. . ROBERT (BOB) PALMER paced the
INTERNATIONAL CLUB to a 4 point win

and won
66—650
24 — 252
HENRY
women's

high Individual series with a
. . . NEIL ROUNTREE with a
game outdistanced the field,
HATHAWAY's CHICKS
high series with 2788.

584228while
won

4th Week . . . THE FIVE LITTLE FOYS,
winners of the first half, shot a 2967 series
to win that event and Incidentally move
Into second place In the standings, one
game behind the leaders, GEORGE SEAHAYMES’
TON's PIN SLICKERS . . . DICK
HECKLERS won high game with 996, while
BILL burton's babes captured high
women's series with 2572 . . . LARRY MEEK
shot a terrific 633-66 — 699 series and BERT
jaeger's 233-18 — 251 game nabbed that
event . . . Five boys reached the charmed
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circle this week, EDDIE DECUIR 234, BERT
JAEGER 233, FRED HALL 226, LARRY
MEEK 222 and MICKEY MORGAN
222

truck motors gives Fred a natural affinity
for all horses.
Wonder why AL DORN always talks so
fast and moves with that sure-fire rhythm?
This much is certain — he gets things done
and Is always a swell guy about doing
them.

. . . Gals high games include GWEN REED
167, VI ARBEITER 166 and 161, DOROTHY BARKER 161 and LOLA SHADLAUS
161 .. . LA

CIENEGA

lanes

gave

a

Things to wonder

birthday party tor JEAN BANTA complete with a very beautiful, large birthday
cake and all the trimmings.

O'BRIEN
TOMMY
"Fatso"?

SOFTBALL NEWS
By DON

open with a good supply of players, spectators and hecklers.
The Electric Department Is planning to
play Its first game on March 15th. For the
first month these games are to be considered as warm-ups. We hope that other departments will start also, and several games
can be played during this period. About
the 12th of April, we would like to form a
soft ball commission, with a member from
each team, to draw up a program for the
season. This would consist of a schedule of
games, arranqements to play them, and a
set of rules which would be satisfactory to
all.
Our chief problem at the present time,
is the field. The few parks which are close
enough to the studio for us, are not always
available. This, of course. Is a great handicap when drawing up a schedule. The answer is for us to have our own ball diamond. There are two places on the Lot
which, with very little work, could be made
to serve this purpose. These spots are on
the old and new golf courses, and have not
been used by the studio. The use of either
one of these sites would make our season
a great success, contribute to our better
health, and keep up that association which
Is so Important to good work.
Calling all departments! Get your team
together! Put a man on every base! Let's
all get on and score for a season of excitement and fun!

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO.

3654

is IRISH

called "Curley"? Where did
McDermott get the name
Why

is ARNOLD

WAGONER

called "Wimpy"? Why Is MURL WAGGONER called "Squeeky"? Why do I try
to write this column?

CARSTENSEN

The time has come for us to go through
our soft ball equipment, shake out the moth
balls and get it in working order!
Many times during the past three months
we have been tempted to take advantage
of the nice warm days of our California
winters and play a few games. This Is a
good sign of Interest and enthusiasm, and
we feel certain that the coming season will

about: Why

A HOLE IN ONE
HARRY TIEFFER of the tire division of Transportation Dept, takes care of all tire repairs, and it is
part of his job to see that all trucks are well
equipped with rubber before they take off on
location. Harry has been with TCF about five
years and is one of the most congenial boys on
on the Lot.

By DICK
the consternation

and

STOLZE

delight of

"FROSTY" KIRKLAN, No. 31, that old
bulldog Mack, is on its feet again — or,
more correctly, on Its wheels again. The
old water wagon is In shape and ready to
spread Its cooling effect on some of those
dusty locations. Brother Mack No. 425
may argue,
become because
a bit jealous
but Is
It won't
do
to
No. 31
the big
brother.
It is gratifying to know we are in good
shape in having two operating water-flushing vehicles to take care of all studio requirements. FROSTY and ALEXANDER
are the right boys to operate these trucks.
They'll more than likely give me quite a
drenching for that one!
The sixteen pieces of rolling equipment
sent out to haul the company to the Reno
location and return, held up admirably
under the most adverse weather conditions
and the terrific loads carried. The boys of
the garage

are proud of that. It is these

boys' job to keep our equipment
shape.
Compliments

Earl R. Smith of Transportation, playing in a foursome with Kenny Ellsworth of
Western Avenue, Art Ingels and Earl Gately, the
realized
dream.
on
green that
wheregolfer's
the little
pelletWitnesses
dropped
In the cup, were Alex Weil, J. Lane, C. C.
Cohan and Phil HIrschman.

TRANSPORTATION NEWS

To

Brentwood Country Club — Sunday, February0th
1 — 198 yards — par 3 — a Hole In

One!

to LES SANDERS

In top
on the

good job he did on the Reno location —
theJAMES
picture SPENCER
car kid kept
rolling. piece
did 'em
a marvelous
of work in the composition of his report on
the Co-Ordinating Committee, its purposes, accomplishments and plans for the
future. The boys have been very cooperative in putting the Transportation Department over as an important part In the
production of motion pictures. Let's all
keep working as a good team!
When the bugle calls, FRED BAUS will
be there — win, place or show. A great follower of the horses, that boy. Perhaps trying to maintain the horsepower in our

CENTURY PHOTO CLUB
By L. D. GRIGNON
At the first meeting
following program

of the year, the

for 1946 was decided

February: Lecture and demonstration on
Flash Photography by a representative of
General Electric.
March: Discussion and demonstration on
upon —Color.
Ansco
April: Discussion and demonstration
Kodachrome.

on

May: Inspection and discussion of new
camera products.
June: Print subject for this meeting is
miscellaneous. Coffee and doughnuts will
be served after the meeting.
July: Technical meeting — subject to be
discussed will be announced later.
August: Print subject — Landscapes.
September: Print subject — Outdoor Portraiture.
October: Lecture and demonstration on
Portrait lighting.
November:
and boats.

Print subject — Marine

December: No meeting
Christmas Holiday.

shots

this month —

At the end of year an award will be
given to the member with the highest
number of points for prints.
Insofar as possible there will be a qualified judge from the outside for each print
show.
Announcements will be sent out giving
the time, date and location of each separate meeting. Anyone interested In the
above subjects, whether member or nonmember, is Invited to attend.
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honored by a visit from Mr. Charles Boyer
whose Library of the French Research
Foundation is a very fine source for all
French material. We are also very much
thrilled that Cornel Wilde likes libraries
enough to pick up his books in person.
Not being content with having one of
the largest record collections in his neighborhood, CY SMITH has now branched out
Into the architectural field. He is designing his own radio-phonograph cabinet. Cy
bought a professional amplifier and record
changer (wholesale, he says) not to mention about forty different parts in assorted
shapes and sizes which he is now attempting to assemble. His morning smile or frown
will give ample evidence of his nightly
progress. It is a beautiful cabinet, and
orders will be taken in the Research Library
during his lunch hour from one to two in
ROBERT "CY" SMITH, the "flash" o-f Research
Library. Cy's greatest interest is music and from
his smile, we'll wager he has just added another
record or two to his amazing collection.

the afternoon. HINT: A ready-made radiomoney.
phonograph may save you quite a bit of

RESEARCH NOTES
THE PLASTER CRACKS
No

one

could have

received

a

more

By AL NESBITT

hearty welcome back to the fold then did
JAMES EARIE when he was transferred to
the Research Department the first part of
February.
Back from the service are both JOHN
HORVATH and BOB THOMPSON. Bob
came in to surprise us after over a year
in the Philippines. He was assigned to a
large Naval Base Hospital there and had
many Interesting adventures while serving
in the Navy. He will return to work in a
few weeks. John Horvath was ordered from
Camp Callan to Texas and kept the files
and records at the headguarters of his
company practically all the five years he
was in the Army. He has been transferred
from the Research to the Payroll Department, as his experience fits him better for
that work.
All the Research Department is waiting
breathlessly for the completion of our
"New Wing" — additional space which is
being added to our building to relieve very
crowded conditions.

Looks like our hopes were

built up a

bit high — we had confidence in our boy
JIMMY DREW. He had our sanction in the
"Golden Gloves" boxing tournament. The
Doc said everything was in his favor, but
they could not be responsible for anything
that would happen to a man
hill side of life.

on the down-

PIERRE BIZA made a trip to the mountains for a little skiing. So far as we can
see, there are no broken legs or anything
more than a little suntan, but can't be sure
until we see the movies he made.

"PEEWEE" LEONARD was seen leaving
the Santa Monica gate being chased by a
large black rooster. No casualties except
the rooster, according to Peewee.
We are installing a new plaster sifter to
keep the false teeth out of the pans. That

he got it lifting. Why can't he lift Monday
and take Tuesday and Wednesday off in-

she will not go until August, she'll have all
the months till then to look forward to it.

loneliest night . . ."

KATHERINE

LAMBERT

and HELEN

small son and their nephew, Rickey.
The new order allowing wives to join
their husbands in the service had a very
tempting sound to GLORIA FEINSTEIN.
On second thought, however, she decided
to keep the home fires burning and wait
impatiently
for husband
his return.
lot about that
and We've
he hadheard
bettera
come up to expectations!
During the past month

Research

was

We

o
By ARTActi
WEB
W

missed the deadline last month —

hope this makes it.

HAROLD

ROTH

left our midst fot
greener pastures. He is now with Cy Tanner, handling income tax (groan) and busi-(
ness management. He takes with him the'
good wishes of all the
in the office.
A luncheon was given "help"
in his honor, which
also turned out to be a sort of reunion of
the returning servicemen. Each of the fellows told something of his experiences
overseas. DAN PINK's story was the hit of
the party — get him to tell you!
DARRELL PETERS is now up from the
pit and holding down a desk with us, as
WOODY is back at the helm of the Tabulating Department.

BOB SINCLAIR and ED BLODGETT are
two of the latest returnees to put on civilian clothes again, and we're glad to have
them back.
We have a new addition to our office — a
blonde, too. Name — ROZELLA NAGEL.
Address — well, you can't expect us to do
all the work.

JEAN SHAY is retiring from the business
world to again become a housewife now
that her husband is home from the service.
The girls of the office gave a luncheon for
her, and we all wish her lots of luck.
Wh sent
o are
the Apple Annies" that preMcCarthy
and lynn Reynolds
with those apples every noon (not to mention the cheesecake)? What has this man
Reynolds got?
Housewife's lament:
I love much
to keep
houseor— sweep!
I don't mind
How
I cook
The trouble is that I can't find
A single house to keep.

still won't keep 'em out of hip pockets, according to EDDIE HORTER.
BILL ROBERTS makes the column again
with some adhesive tape on his ribs. Claims

GERTRUDE KINGSTON has certainly
scooped the rest of the department on her
vacation this year. She has already made
reservations for a Tahoe sojourn and while

WEBB are rejoicing because of the return
of their brother. Lieutenant Webb — but
even more so because of the return of his

AUDITIES

stead of Saturday? "Saturday night is the

ROD

WETMORE

Representative of
AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Automobile
Insurance
Financing

New or Used Automobiles
PHONE

Sta. 333
or
Crestview 5-0125

Eveninc*
Creatview 6-4583

Sorry we're a bit late with this one, but it was
received just alter deadline last month. The
occasion — a Christmas gift to JOE LaSHELLE
from the boys on "Cluny Brown" company; the
personnel, reading left to right — BOB HENDERSON, LLOYD AHERNE, SCOTTY McEWEN, RAY
MALA, BOB IVLING, COACH
McEVOY, JOE
LaSHELLE, JOCK CHRISTY, BILL LAMONT,
BOBBY PETZOLDT, EDDIE HOFFMAN, FRANK
GILLY, BILL FARRELL; kneeling, HARRY JONES.
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LABOR DEPT. NEWS

CARPET & CANVAS SHOP
By HARRY

OH

By GLENN

Well, here I go! This is the first column

Winter Is on the wane with Spring officially due March 21st. It will soon be time
to get out that old rod and reel because
better fishing days are just around the
corner.

I have written for "Action" and my election was not unanimous. We are going to
draw straws the next time, if I have any say
in the matter. VANCE THRASHER, our

A hearty welcome to PAUL KNISLEY,
just back from service. Paul comes back In
his capacity of senior clerk, ably assisted

boss, came out of his office and said, " 'Action' wants a column from our department.
Who knows how to write?" No one let out
a peep, so he turned to me and said,
"Harry, you're elected — begin!" Funny how
that Thrasher man gets things done — guess
it must be that old Army training. Vance
is back with us as department head after
an absence of three long years in the Army.
The entire department wants to say again,
Vance, that we are really glad to see you
back. However, we have three requests:
first — one week's notice to prepare for the
shock: second — dark sun glasses to partially
reduce the glare; and third — sufficient vitamin A to restore our eyesight the next time
you wear your coming-out-of-the-Army outfit consisting of a yellow sport coat, green
pants and red necktie. FELIX STOLLBERG,
your expert sail and tent maker, doesn't
want It generally known, but I overheard
him whisperinq to WOODY, PAUL WILSON, JACK BARRETT and BILL VOGELMAN In his private dining room that he
was going to tie knots in all the thread In
the shop If you didn't accede to these requests.
Vance's wife, DOROTHY THRASHER,
our beautiful and capable secretary for the
past three years, has left us to become a
home-lovin' wife aqain and says she Is really
qoing to enjoy staying In bed till 10 o'clock.
We all miss you, Dorothv, and the entire
department wishes to thank you for the fine
job you did.
BILL NORTON has returned to the Carpet Department after an absence of three
years and seven months In the service.
Woody, the newest man In our department,
has an addition to his family — a boy. Congratulations, Woody!
That's the news for this time, but look
for us next month because someone else

We were finally successful in getting three of
the busy boys of the Paint Department to hold
still for a picture. Left to right: JOHN GILMAN.
BERT CRAWFORD and JOHN LAWLESS.

enough to read this, they have only themselves to blame, and are doing nothing but
encouraging duress, blackmail and unfair
tactics.
I shall begin In the usual manner: JOE
ZILCH is back again after a long siege of
flu . . . good to seeya Joe, It's sooo nice
to see your cheerful self around again — or
— MOISHA HUBDA was promoted . . .
good luck, Molsh, we know how hard you
worked!!
Seriously, though, there are many Instances where hard work, perseverance and
integrity have paid off. HARRY HUGHES,
Jr., having served his three-year apprenticeship bymixing paints, running errands
and sweeping up the joint, got around to
a plug that wound him up In the Sersen
Department where his four years of Art
School will give him a foothold. AUGGIE
REISER and CLIFF NEVINS became fullfledged journeymen after years of pot
washing, cleaning and mixing paints. These
are things we all like to see — up from the
ranks through merit.

DEPT.

It Is only fair to warn you readers that I
am not doing this of my own free will. It
was a question of write or else — so I'm
writing. A job Is a job these days, and
besides I got tired of having WALTER
JOLLEY twist my arm and hiss at me the
value of having his lacquer factory publicized. . . and how he was VP of the Studio
Club and should set an example to other
department heads for aggressiveness and
other stuff like that there. If anyone is nutty

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

WHITE

It took RED WITHERS and TERRY
STUART four days to thaw out after they
returned from the Reno location.
Now that hubby FRANK Is back from
the wars, our own MARY AGNES LUBIN
has left us flat. What she did for the fellows' morale, both at home and In the service, will long be remembered — and that
ain't sayin' half enough.
INEZ KENDALL has been ill. The complete absence of femininity at the Mill Is
is haunted by AL

BELL'S stern voice, because our new Intercommunication system locates Bill no mat-!
ter where he Is.
JOE ARMSTRONG has been on the sick
list . . . JULIUS NELSON parted with his
appendix . . . BILL BOGDANOFF laid up
quite a while with a leg ailment . . . FRED
LINCOLN reported seriously ill . . . FRED
NORDIN must undergo a minor operation.
JOE MILLER and the horses have been

MY WOILD
of the PAINT

by BERT SEBEL.
Scene Dock, also known as Set Recording, isalso headed by DON CURL, assisted
by BENNY BENSON. Other members of
Scene Dock working out of the Labor
Department are BUZZ ABRAMS, TONY
HANSE and AL HARRIS.
Spot Notes: A new baby born to Mr.
and Mrs. ANTHONY "TONY" F. DURSO
—the lucky folks. HOWARD HERBERG of
the Labor Department Is back with the
gang after three years In the Merchant
Marine, as is SAUL SPIVAK who saw twoand-a-half years service In Guadalcanal,
China, Korea and Japan — Saul was one of
the first Americans Into China. Mr. and
Mrs. FRANK GOLDSMITH are the proud
parents of a baby boy born January 16th
— congratulations!
Our deepest sympathy to PHIL SNYDER
whose mother passed away January 28th.

really a let-down.
Poor BILL STONE

will beduce orunanimously
elected and he'll proelse.

By OINIE

R. STEVENS

ALVIN

SNYDER

of fhe Labor Depf.

getting along very well.
If you make a bull on your Income tax,
don't feel too badly. The Federal men make
them too — ask BILL LYONS.
JOHNNY STRITE and DON NOBLES
are our top cycle enthusiasts.
That's all there Is for now — maybe next
month I'll be bubbling over.
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typhoons, the desk and chair are none too
reliable as platforms. We have had heavy
weather during the entire trip, and since
a great many of the crew and a few of the
officers are new and on their first sea duty,
the complement at mealtime has been
much less than normal — some of them we
haven't them
seen much
since since
leaving
Can'tis
blame
thisport.
weather
really rough — it isn't often that we take
green water on the upper decks which are
sixty feet above the waterline. Personally,
my appetite improves as soon as I leave
Left to right: JESS
BETTY

The port in Japan which we will probport.ably hit (Nagoya) is covered with snow this
time of year and I'm doubtful that I will
even leave the ship this time — snow and I
don't get along too well. The city is completely ruined anyway, the natives have no
means of livelihood, no housing or heating

Sgt. TOM
MORRISSEY. Jr., son of TOM
MORRISSEY of the Mill, is still smiling, although he is
a long way from home in Natal, Brazil, where
X
the curfew rings at 9 p.m.

At Sea
9 January

and at a guess I should venture that two
or three million Japs will not survive the
winter — starvation and cold should account for that many at least. The wreckage
of the Empire is complete and they were
finished long before the atomic bomb hit
them.
Hope to see all of you in the near future,
and in the meantime thanks again for your
many kindnesses to me.
Sincerely,

1946

Gerald

Broderick

My dear friends:
Must apologize for not writing sooner
and thanking all of you for remembering
me so consistently throughout my absence
during the war. Am still In the Navy and
am once again heading for Japan for what

Effects,

Lawrence enlisted in 1937, landed in the Philippines on November 1st, 1941, was taken prisoner
at the fall of Manila and after taking the infamous "March of Death," spent over three and
one-half years in Japanese prison camps. He was
liberated last October 28th and after spending
some time with his family, re-enlisted. Lawrence
wears the Presidential Citation with two clusters.

Ebermannstadt
Dear Studio Club:
Just to let you know that I received and
deeply appreciate the Christmas gift.
Due to not being assigned to a unit recently, I have not informed you of my
whereabouts. From the time I stepped off
the gangplank at Le Havre until I arrived
at in
thisa town,
I was on a Gl sight-seeing trip
—
box car.
I hope before another Christmas

rolls

around. I'll be back at 20th Century-Fox,
bending the elbow there Instead of here.
Best of luck to all,
John Wllhel m

Your

kindness this Christmas — in fact,

during these past three years — has been
greatly appreciated by this wandering lad.
I'm a doubtful letter writer at best and I've
CHOOSE
FROM
2
WHEN
YOU CAN
CHOOSE FROM 22

Am hoping to be discharged upon return
to the States sometime during the next
month — am ready to give up globetrotting
and spend the rest of my days In Los
Angeles County. But, at that, the news
from the States since the end of the recent

PHILLIPS
Largest Jewelry Showrooms
in the West

Wm.

E. Phillips Co.
Jewelers — Est. 1921

714

This letter is being written under difficulties— the mill I am using is as temperamental as a waitress with a five-dollar tip
in her pocket. Since we are wallowing
around in the middle of one of the local

of Mechanical

Dear Studio Club:

I hope is the last time.

unpleasantness has been such that a lot of
us are wondering whether It might not be a
good idea to keep uniforms handy just in
case.

WOLF

GRABLE and Jess's son. Corporal LAWRENCE WOLF of the Medics of Army Air Corps.

S. Hill St., Los Angeles 14, California
Entire Second Floor Spreckels Bldg.
VANDIKE 2442
Open 9:30 to 5:30 Including Saturday

Guaranteed
We

Do

Savings of 15% to 40% to
T.C.F. PERSONNEL
Not Cater to the General Public

..-^.-.^GIFTS

OF

JEWELER'S

QUALITY_-w-^

let a constant stream of welcome "Action,"
cigarettes and gifts go by without lifting
a typewriter.
I've been over here in the great Pacific
theatre for a year now. As a meteorologist
I've had a rather good deal between
Manila, New Guinea and Australia — especially Australia, where it was really
wonderful. Those steaks, to mention an
Item, were out of this universe.
"Destination Hollywood" is my plan
now. If the points drop down to my size.
I'll be on dream
my way
home
universal
over
here.shortly. That's the
Sincerely,
Thanks for everything.
Frank Boran

•
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TO ALL STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS:
As a preliminary to our own current events forum, we heartily recommend
that you attend the Beverly Hills Community Forum series of six lectures on the
subject "The UNITED
nized experts.

STATES

MOVES

FORWARD,"

to be presented by recog-

These lectures and public discussions of vital questions of national and international Importance are scheduled for six consecutive Tuesday nights from 8 to
10 P.M., starting April 23rd In the Beverly Hills High School Auditorium
COST to those who attend.
All members

interested in attending this Forum

at NO

are requested to fill in the

blank which appears below and mail it to the Studio Club office so that arrangements for tickets may be made for you and for your friends.
The program

set forth below speaks for Itself:

“THE UNITED STATES MOVES FORWARD”
DR. WILBERT

L. HINDMAN.

MODERATOR

Professor of Political Science, U.S.C.
April 23: (Educationally)
"EDUCATION

AND

THE NEED

FOR

LEADERSHIP"

DR. ARTHUR G. COONS, President. Occidental
Member U. S. Japanese Reparations Commission

Oollege

April 30: (Scientifically)
"CAN

DEMOCRACY

DR. JOSEPH

May 7:

14:

(Socially)
"TOWARD

WITH

SCIENCE?"

Professor of Physics, U.O.L.A.

A UNITED
WECKLER,

"DEMOCRACY

Professor of Anthropology,

IN AMERICA.

H. ODEGARD,

U.S.

1946"

PLACE

IN THE NATIONAL

AND

INTERNATIONAL

(Economically)
"THE ECONOMIC
DR. ROBERT
U.S.C.

BASIS FOR PEACE"

B. PETTENGILL,

(TEAR OFF

AND

Associate

Professor of Economics,
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Please send me
sets of series-admission tickets to the Beverly Hills
Community Forum on "The United States Moves Forward." The list of names of
the persons who will use the tickets Is attached.

Signature

City.

Address,
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oi the Lot

The Voice

coach of University High School, is putting
the team into shape and giving them many
fine pointers that promise to make them
the outstanding team In the 24th District.
AARON HALPERIN and LOU WITTE are
also out to the games

helping out In any

way possible. The team welcomes any
support that you Legionnaires can give
them — so put on that Legion cap and turn
out to cheer your team to victory.
If GEORGE

HELLGREN,

treasurer,

doesn't stop making such funny financial
reports at meetings, the executive board
will be forced to charge a twenty percent
entertainment tax for the floor show.
George

is really a scream

when he gets all

worked up over the Post's finances and tells
members "something must be done."
TOM DOYLE welcomes PAT MATTHEWS back to his old position as Studio Club Manager
absence of four years, as CALLY HOLDEN. VIVIAN JORGENSEN and VEO McCLATCHEY

NEWS OF THE LEGION
By JET FORE, JR,
The TCP American Legion Post No. 563
is jumping by leaps and bounds into one of
the largest and most active Legion organizations In Southern California. Not only
has It filled its quota In every membership
drive to date, it has gone well over the
top to lead the district. Now with 570
members, it is the third largest Post In the
24th District. A very good reason for so
many new veterans joining up in recent
months is the untiring work of membership
chairman, TONY HANSE of Set Recordings. Tony can be seen scouting out new
prospects on all parts of the Lot. Any returned veteran to the Lot who would like
to become a Legionnaire should contact
Tony at Extension 726, or MAX LAREY at
Extension I 167.
Recently the American Legion Constitution was amended to allow men still In
Service the opportunity of joining, and
many TCP service men have sent In their
applications from overseas. This invitation
to join is extended to all former employees
still in service.

Your

reporter

was

talking about

a

Smoker that was coming off "any day now"

after an
look on.

several months ago. At last IT IS SET. The
executive board has approved a stagsmoker for the first week in May, to be held
at the Los Angeles Breakfast Club, 3201
Los Pellz Boulevard. Tickets go at $2.50 per.
Those of you who remember the last party
held in 1944 know how much fun these
affairs are. You married men start thinking
up excuses to give the Missus for a night
out. Max Larey can suppiv a list of legitimate "sick friends" who will vouch that you
sat up with them all night. Watch for the
exact date, and hold It open for this great
party.
The Junior Baseball Team

started off the

season with a bang. March 3rd found the
youngsters playing a highly favored team
sponsored by the West Hollywood Post, at
Pairfax High School. The score: 4 to 3, our
favor. On March I0th they played a team
sponsored by the Ernie Pyle Post, v/inninq
by a score of I6 to 3. Then on March 17th
they played a team sponsored by Douglas
Post — score I I to 6. A game Is scheduled
for each Sunday throughout the baseball
season. Practically the same boys that
made up the 1945 team are back this
year, with HOWARD
ELLIS SMITH as
manager. Howard did a wonderful job
as manager last year and Is again proving
his ability to handle boys. Joe Hesslln,

Beat-up old ex-MarIne gunner, FRED
McKELVEY, was really beating his gums a
few weeks ago. Lou Witt's cute little secretary was discharged from the Marine
Oorps Women Reserve and came back on
the Lot. The boys told Fred that the Oommander was going to put EVELYN In the
color-guard. McKelvey, head of the colorguard, didn't like the idea of a woman becoming a color bearer and could be heard
cussing a mile away. Your reporter would
like to see Evelyn put in charge of the
color-guard and three more just like her.
It would be a pleasant change from such
characters as Fred McKelvey, JOHN RUSSELL and BOB HIGGINS.
The next monthly meeting will be held
in the Studio Cafeteria at 8:00 P.M. Tuesday, April 16th. Sandwiches, coffee and
beer will be served before the meeting.
Everyone try to turn out!

The new local^ion of your Studio Club offices — the
Wurtiel Bungalow just south of the Cafeteria.
Come down and see us!

Action
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KEEPING TAB
By BETTY

our special guests.
PAT PALAMOUNTAIN, BOB
CHARLES ESCALLIER, EARL VALE, BUCK
PINNEY and ART McLAUGHLIN have
been elected officers on the Co-Ordinating Committee for the ensuing term. These
are fine boys who will further the splendid
work of the Committee. Good luck, fellows^
We were Impressed by the following
Item, from Health Digest, and recommend
It to all chronic worriers:

HEMLINGER

That gun they’re holding at my head has
nothing to do with my eagerness to write
this

column — honest.

weather

This

"unusual"

has gone to my head, though —

it's given me

a bad case of spring fever.

Just can’t keep my mind on anything. No
remarks, please. Now to see what dark
secrets are written here in my little green
book (black books are too depressing).

WHY

There are only two things to worry about:
Whether you are going to be Successful or
Unsuccessful.

It Shouldn’t Happen To A Dog Department: TOM STEVENSON and PAT BUCKMEYER have both been added to the
"looking-fcr-a-place-to-live" list. Pat and
her fiance. Bob, are looking for a lot and a
contractor to build a house on It. Optimistic
people! MARVIN BRANNON has certainly
earned his place in the I.S.H.T.A.O. department. His wife has been very ill in the
hospital, and while Marvin and his daughter were trying to keep house, they both
came down with flu. Father and daughter
are doing fine, though, and Mrs. Brannon
is home from the hospital and on the road
to recovery. Several other people on the
sick list last month, too. ELLEN BRADFORD had such a cold it kept her in bed
for a while, and VIRGINIA TATE was very
ill. Both are feeling better. HYMAN
miller's father was very ill, and is now
convalescing.
Talking about building houses and what
shouldn’t happen even to dogs, reminds
us of DICK TALLMAN’s plight. He is
building a new home, and had to dig his
own ditch for the plumbing. He was a
might stiff and sore man for a couple of
days.
There has been a sudden outburst of
new sweaters in the Tab Department.
JAYNE GRIMES, KAY STURM, ELLEN
BRADFORD and SOPHIA HAYFORD have
all blossomed

forth in new

ones. Perhaps

that and Kay’s new hair-do are what
shocked Miss Pilgrim. That’s a joke, son!
The keypunchers in Tab have welcomed
a new member to their midst. VERA COVINGTON has transferred from the Script
Department and is now trying to master
the mysteries of our tabulation system.
Don’t let it throw you, Vera. None of us
are quite sure what we’re doing, either.
Speaking of new members eventually will
lead around to visits from ex-members. It
may be a long way around, so we'll take a
short cut and say that JIMMY STEIN
stopped in the other day to see all his old
co-workers. Certainly was nice to see him
again.
GALVIN WOOD, head of our department, has been working on several new
gadgets for the tabulating machines. Quite
a few good improvements he has made too.
They look like so many pieces of wire to
your not-too-bright reporter, but the things
they do — amazing!
The luckiest member cf Tab this past

WORRY?

If you are going to be Successful,
You have nothing to worry about.
If you are going to be Unsuccessful,
There are only two things' to worry about:
Whether
Sick. you Keep Your Health or Get
EDDIE BURKE of the Tabulating Department came
to TCP in 1936 but was on military leave and
served as Chief Petty Officer in the Navy for three
years, most of the time in the Pacific area. His
only hobbies

are horseback-riding
so he says I

month was LLOYD

and

BREITKREUTZ

swimming —

who had

his brother-in-law’s new 1946 Pontiac to
drive for a whole day. Very nice. Two otha bit of IRENE
travelingANGER
even if went
it wasn’t
1946ers didmodels.
downin
to Tiajuana over a week-end for some shopping and sight-seeing, and JIMMY
WHIMS spent a week-end in San Diego.
The little green book has run out and
so have I. So long until another time — next
month to be exact. Lay that pistol down
now, pleasel

By DICK

STOLZE

The general meeting called last month
by the Co-Ordinating Committee for the
election of officers, was most interesting.
It was a pleasure to have Messrs. METZLER, MEYER, CHRISTENSEN, and our department head, Mr. RUMAN, as guests.
They each made a friendly talk and it is
gratifying to know that they all highly approve the work being done by our Committee. Let’s continue to show that the
principle of good fellowship and cooperation is the real American way.
you seen the picture of BUCK
taken at the Reno location? If

anyone ever looked as though he'd lost his
last friend, our Buck sure does. It may have
been
somelhing
"et."
LARRY
KELLY hehas
shown himself to be
a great credit to the department and It
pleases us to give special recognition to
such a pleasant Individual.
GEORGE SALVO did a splendid job as
Cha Irman of the Co-Ordinating Committee at the election of officers last month.
We

commend

If you are going to Get Sick,
There ’are only two things to worry about:
Whether you are going to Get Well or Die.
If you are going to Get Well,
You have nothing to worry about;

If you are going to Die,
There are only two things to worry about: |
Whether you are going to Heaven or Hell. |
If you are going to Heaven,
You have nothing to worry about;
If you are going to Hell,
You are going to be so Busy Shaking
Hands with Old Friends you will not
have time to Worry! So Why Worry!?

BASEBALL NEWS

TRANSPORTATION NEWS

Have
PINNEY

If you are going to keep your health.
You have nothing to worry about;

him on the pleasing Infor-

mality he employed

In the Introduction of-

The TCF Baseball Team, former Semipro Southern California State Champs,
forced to disband In 1942, have started
again with all new uniforms, equipment
and players. This Club will be managed by
JOHNNIE LAVIN and BILL ALLINGTON

of the Grip Department, because IKE •
DANNING has decided to retire and take
better care of his golf on Sundays.
This Club looks stronger than former (
TCF dubs, with JOHN LUGO of Western
Avenue on first base. On second base will
be JOHN

LAVIN,

Jr., star hitter and in- ^

fielder on last year’s American Legion team
here at TCF. Johnnie has just turned seventeen, and with coaching and lots cf
practice, has a wonderful chance of a tryout with the Big League.
At

short-stop will be

EVO

PUSICH

(Grip Dept.), former star football quarterback and baseball player at Loyola College of Los Angeles.
On third base will be EDDIE DeCUIR
(Labor gang boss) and PHIL HENDERSON
(Electric). Both boys have played lots of
baseball, with Eddie playing most of his as
a professional.
The pitching will be handled by WARREN "RED" BRIDGEN, just out of the Service and back at work with the welders at
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, and TEX

WILSFORD

(Labor Dept.),

MAINTENANTICS

one of the smartest pitchers in Semi-pro
ball.
Catching will be JERRY FRAZIER
(Transportation), the young and hustling
son of BUD FRAZIER. Jerry had a tryout
with the New York Giants before entering
the Service, and it looks as though he may
be back with them next year. To help him
behind the plate will be LES BERRY, a
member of a TCF team for the past sixteen years. Les recalls the days when
"LEFTY" HOUGH, BENNY STOLOFF, the
late BARNEY WOLF, NICK DiMAGGIO,
IKE DANNING, DUTCH SOUSA and PAT
KELLY were all starring.
The outfield will be taken care of by
"MUGS" McGrath, former star basketball and baseball player from Santa Monica
Junior College; JOHNNIE
RUSSELL
(Labor Dept.), one of the fastest runners
to ever wear spike shoes; and, BILL ALLINGTON (Grips), old-time Pro player,
who will act as field manager. Bill has been
playing with TCF teams for twelve years.
The team has played five games, and
each week is looking better and better. The
first game played was with the Arcadia
Merchants at Arcadia, California. Tex
Wiisford lost a heart-breaker In the ninth
inning because of poor fielding — score 6
to 5.
The next week against the Rosebell
Plummers of South Pasadena, State Champs
this year, TCF lost to a club with a lineup
of all major league players — score 7 to 0.
Tex Wiisford beat Montabello Merchants
at Montabello 8 to 6, with some fancy
pitching and sharp hitting by Allington,
DeCuir, Lugo and Lavin.

"Red" Bridgen defeated the very strong
Signal Oil all pro club of Santa Monica —
score 5 to 4. Besides very fancy pitching,
the hitting of Pusich, Russell, McGrath and
Lavin turned the trick.

By A. O. WILLIAMS
Now

that the season for April showers

and new bonnets is here. I’m sure the girls
are having a terrible time trying to decide
whether or not to wear the new hat. One
nice thing about being a man is that we
never have to worry about flowers, feathers or veils, except that they sometimes
get in the way.
No doubt most of you have noticed how
well attended the parking lot on Pico is.
This lot is under the supervision of
CHARLES RABOLD, our department head,
and is under the direct care of VICTOR
LEONTOVICH. Victor deserves a lot of
credit for the fine way he has maintained
our huge parking area.
Just a word about Victor. He is a man
of parts and with a world of experience.
He formerly held the rank of colonel in
the Russian Imperial Army and was governor of Novorossysk from 1914 to 1917.
He is now a very good citizen of this, our
country. He has been with TCF for seven
years and all of his friends in the department think he's tops. Just to show you
what a versatile man he is. I'll let out one
of his secrets. He found a deposit of clay
on the Lot out of which he has molded
some

very interesting little heads.

The other impressive qentleman in our
picture is our friend JOE FRIGONE. Joe
is the man who makes all of the signs people believe in — at least he makes those
you see on the Lot, and he hopes you believe in them. Joe should have been a college man — he can certainly make his letters
fast.

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP

"Red" Bridgen also defeated the North
American Aviation club of Hermosa
Beach
7 to 2. Again it was the story of fine
pitching and heady team work which is
eventually going to lead to the TCF team
becoming State Champs again.
Come out and see your team play each
Sunday at 2 P.M. Call John Lavin at the
Grip Department, Extension 322, and he
will let you know where the game will be
played and how to get there.
See you on Sundays!

By DICK DARLING
"Hello, Prop Shop. Yes, that's right —
JIM SPIES is making rubber dolls. No, I'm
sorry, we don't have any extras, and you
can't have one made and charge it to the
government. Haven't you heard the war is
over? (That's a joke, son. I'm a veteran.)
i'Hello. Yes, this is the Prop Shop. No,
Mr. BILLINGSLEY the sign man isn’t here.
Yes — yes. You want me to tell him that the
sign on Old New York Street reading
"Apartment for Rent" must be changed to
"No Vacancies." Oh, DICK DARLING
tried to move

in? Okay, I'll tell Bill when

he comes in."
The other day when I was eating in the
Cafeteria, I noticed a shabby looking character trying to get out without paying his
check. Being a kind-hearted gent, I gave
him a buck and added, "Watch out tor
PINKERTON." A few days later I'm eating in the same Cafeteria when this joker
slips up, hands me three bucks on the Q.T.
VICTOR

LEONTOVICH
and JOE FRIGONE
Maintenance. (See Maintenantics.)

of

and

says, "PINKERTON

paid three to

CALLY HOLDEN, Studio Club President, presenting TOM DOYLE with a $100 Bond and a lovely
wrist watch on behalf of the Studio Club members
and

the Board

of Controllers,

appreciation

for a

as a token

of their

job well done.

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
By LEE DUNBAR
JACK FRIER, electric foreman at Western Avenue, took an extended vacation
and rest. DAVE ANDERSON sent JACK
McEVOY to pinch-hit while he was away.
However, Jack (Frier) is back now and
looking fit as a fiddle.
DICK

"MOPHEAD"

VIERICH

Is one

up on ’DOGGIE" LAND. Mophead has
been using his Jeep at Western Avenue
(someone stole his Ford), while Doggie
has only a bicycle. Maybe the Jeep will
jar some of that beef off Dick.
DON
CARSTENSEN hopes to see
enough of the boys out to have a couple of
Softball teams. The exercise and fresh
air will
fun,
too. do you
RAY

JONES

good, fellows — and
and

EARL

teamed together, and make
bination.

SPICER

It's
are

a good com-

The boys back from Reno report that it
gets plenty cold there. Working outside
in
plenty of ice and snow Is no bed of
roses.
DICK HAYMES plans to bowl with the
Elecfric Department team next season.
He is keenly interested in "DICK HAYMES'
HECKLERS" too.
Don't miss seeing the set in the lower
moat
"Forever Amber." It's rigged for
25,000forAmps.
isn'tfast.
too far off, fellows,
andFishing
boats season
are going
Our deepest sympathy Is extended to
JESS FULLER on the death of his mother.
On Tuesday morning, March 19, at 8
a.m., a special Mass of Thanksgiving was
offered for the employees of TCF who assisted in establishing and equipping St.
Timothy's Church.
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Action

things in Hollywood. That warm sout^H
drawl on the front desk is GLADYS ISAAC-

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

After four-thirty in the afternoon

SON— and mighty welcome. MARGIE
CORSO's Leonard brought her a yellow
love-bird In a tiny cage with two camellias

the

on top. We're seeing KAY PRYOR off at
the airport for a well-earned vacation in
her home town — a little burg known to
Easterners as New York.

workroom in Ladies' Wardrobe is just a
five-acre expanse of old basting threads,
ravelings, scraps and pins. The big tables
are bare. The sewing machines are silent.
Muslin Linda Darnells and Alice Fayes

IT'S THE LAW

stand in spooky silence, and headlessly regard the petite form of newcomer Peggy

By PORTIA

Cummins standing on Zoya's table, the
golden gown shrouded for the night with
muslin.

Oaptain
dubiously,
since BILL
sence

At the far end of the room by the back
door, however, there is a lone light. A
voice breaks the silence: "Please pass the
soup, Grace, and save a drumstick for me."
A cheerful little group is seated round a
pot of chicken, some green onions, a salad,
a pot of coffee. This is the night crew. We
just happened in at lunch hour. Headed by
silvery-haired MARAGARET SMITH, they
are usually to be found hurtling a six-pound
iron along over miles of petticoats being
freshened
All of
a picture
spotting,

for tomorrow's shooting.
the costumes of the principals in
are entrusted to these experts on
cleaning, pressing and incidental

repair. Owing to GRACE
LASKY's or
DOROTHY
McCOY's or FLORENCE
FRANCES’ skill with an electric iron, our
heroine may appear in her big scene confident that her big blue eyes will appear
over a fastidiously flawless ruffle at her
shoulder.
Grace plans to retire to the five-acre
farm she and her husband have at Newberry Park as soon as she can buy a couple
of cows.
Dorothy McCoy's husband has returned
from the service, so she plans to work on,
with Florence Frances who has recently rejoined the group.
There Is now

a change

of atmosphere

in the atmosphere in Ladies' Wardrobe.
Among the Channel No. 5 drifts the good
vigorous odor of an old pipe. We have
MEN in the department. It started with
"JEFF" JEFFRIES who pitched in and
tidied up the Stock Room for ALICE. The
gals all got weak and helpless and couldn't
seem to lift those two-ton bolts of velveteen. Then RENE WILSON took over the
job of totin' while Jeff moved over to the
Annex where, under a dense cover of dust,
OLLIE HUGHES is hammering things into
a New Order. Old costumes are being reassembled, labeled and re-grouped, cobwebby corners are being scooped out, ancient boxes pried open. Excavations have
revealed some amazing fossils from as far
back as "Buffalo Bill," strange fragments
of dress long extinct.
To be dispatched to the Ladies' Wardrobe with a tape measure is a promising
assignment.
WICK got
floor space
dimensions

But when HUNTER BORTHhere he found It was only the
in the Annex they wanted the
of. So he spent days crawling

KENNISON

KING very courageously,
asked us to scribe for the
STRATTON is on leave
because of Illuess. We are

though
column
of aball fer-

vently hoping for Bill's speedy recovery
may!
and that he'll be back with us soon. So,
until then, let the ^ notes fall where they
We
LEE ROTH of Ladies' Wardrobe has been with
TCP about seven years and in Wardrobe most of
that time. Our reporter tells us that Lee is very
clever with needles — either knitting needles
making bautiful sweaters; embroidery needles
items in sequins and such; or, just needles
whipping up interesting little gadgets.

for
for
for

a given space (too small, of course — the
reason for measuring it being, naturally, to
find out how much too small). Hunter has
been permanently assigned here to do
research.
STAUB

has been added

to

the workroom for tailoring. All this has
given rise to a Problem — there is no place
in Ladies' Wardrobe where a gentleman
may wash his hands.
Reports have been coming in from the
outlying districts (our designers have overflowed to the outermost parts of the Lot)
and we find that SASCHA, in Room No.
7, New Writer's Building, has purchased a
house. It's his first house and he is wondering if one has to water the grass and
things. Among his furnishings are souvenirs
of his overseas duty in Europe — comely
angels for the' fireplace. Later he will add
snakes, which, he has found, make excellent
pets. (We found them downright unsociable— had to lay off the stuff.)
Sascha and ELEANOR BEHM, Room No.
5, New
OLEG

Writer's Building, have been collaborating with MARTHA BROWNE and
CASSINI, Bungalow No. 14, on

atmosphere people for "The Razor's Edge."
Sascha and Miss Behm are to design Carmen Miranda's forthcoming

"Johnnie" SINCLAIR back In the department. She enjoyed a most wonderful weekend skiing In the mountains and spilled only
once — so she tells us. Nice skiing, Johnnie!
If AL "Bulgy" GROVES gets you off in
a corner and proceeds to talk you Into unconsciousness, It’s only because he wants
to tell vou about that fishing trip he is so

over and around costume racks figuring
out how many I860 petticoats would fit in

RICHARD

feel very fortunate having THERLE

"That's For

Let's gather up a few loose threads:
RENE HUBERT is making costume history
with his creations for "Forever Amber."
BONNIE OASHIN whipped a gay plaid
auto robe Into stole that is tres chic for
Me."
the "Claudia" pictures. KAY NELSON's
own bewitching hats are the smartest

hopefully anticipating some one of these
days — and who can blame him. Lake Mary
sounds like a very good spot for just that!
Chief YOUNG Is busier than ever and
feeling very fit.
If you want to hear something really
good, listen In and hear our own HANK
HARRIS give out with his "What's cookin'
good lookin'?" If only we could believe
this, but we know with Hank it's years of
routine — anyhoo we love it.
You can always find AL TURNEY dutifully serving his post at the Cafe de Paris
and It Is no easy task quelling a famished
mob six days a week!
If you want to see a dream walking, take
a squint at Sgt. PETE YOUNG
detailing
around the Lot. He's no doubt thinking
about his day off. When has any man refused to spend a day with four lovely
ladles? And Pete has them — his wife and
three charming daughters.
In the event you need a bit of Notary
work taken care of, Capt. JOHN

MUEHL-

HAUSEN is just the man you're looking
for and, sez Capt. Muehihausen, "Business
Is certainly good!"
Capt. KING, HERBERT JENSEN, Capt.
McADAMS
and CLAUDE EICHAR enjoyed early vacations this year.
Two capable men in our personnel are
Sgt. HOWARD
BRANCH and Lt. ELMER
(ooooops! now how could that have slipped)
JACK WORTMAN.
So velly sorry, LT.I
way!
Anyhoo, It's always good to hear their
cheery greeting and hello after a hard day
In the office — well, a day in the office anyIf you're
ever in DONALDSON
a jam, long-arm-of-thelaw,
Lt. JAMES
Is your
man,

and

If you're wondering

why

you
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end of the game. One of our men was
hurt on third base. This accident will keep
him from playing
rarily dampened
players. However,
the enthusiasm is

for a while, and tempothe spirits of the other
everyone has rallied and
as great as ever.

The Studio Club has organized a wonderful League for us. They are going to arrange for our games, draw up a schedule
around the twelve teams entered, and are
giving a trophy for the winner. Not bad,
eh?
Come on, fellows! Don't forget our date
to play. Fill the bases with laughs, and get
a hit to score a season of fun.

By BILL GOLDMAN
while back I had occasion to show

someone
Officer ANDY

COONEY

has been

with the Studio

for seven years. He is retired from the Navy after
serving thirty years as Warrant Officer, although he
was called back to Active Duty in 1941 and served
in the South Pacific.

around the Lot, and this particu-

lar person wasn't Interested in seeing movie
people or watching the shooting. Instead,
he asked to be shown the various innersanctums that contribute to the making of
a picture — such as Paint, Carpenter, Scenic
Art, Music, Property, Miniature and others.

don't see more of him, it's because he's
on the midnight to eight in the morning
shift.
Well, you lovely people, that's It. Sorry
we have nothing really juicy this month,
but perhaps our agents can dig up something before next issue.

SOFTBALL NEWS
By DON

Frankly, I was stumped. I hadn't the faintest idea where most of these departments
were located. The point I'm trying to bring
out is— why didn't I know? I gave myself
an IQ exam and discovered that I had a
heluva time tying In the hundreds

of de-

Our season has started with a fine turnout. The first game was played on Friday,
March 15th. The night was ideal and we
had more than enough players to make a
ten-man team. Fortunately we found a
group of young fellows who wanted to play
us, and we naturally jumped at the chance
to get some good practice and competition.

is off the press. She'll probably think she
is in the wrong place until she sees a
familiar face, because It is so different
than when she last saw it. Fortunately
most of the hammering and noise will be
over by then.
We are
MOULTON

all very proud of our MR.
for winning an Oscar. Of

can see' by the accompanying picture, his
was a bit out of the ordinary — undoubtedly the first Oscar of Its kind ever to be
awarded anyone In the Industry — and that
Is quite a distinction. Another event for
Mr. Moulton, which is also somewhat of a
distinction. Is the acquisition of a brand
new (1946) beautiful green Dodge — and Is
he proud of it!
Have you ever tried to get GENE
"Cagey" GROSSMAN
to sign anything?
If you haven't and should have any occasion to want his signature, you have NO
Idea what you are up against! Just show
up with a pen In your hand and see what

motion
picture
— and
I'm
not alone. partments
Justwith afor
the fun
of It,
explore

Isn'ta
O'BRIEN
much
better
but we"Oble"
must admit
he IS
EMMET
happens.
man of his word — though under protest.

your studio directory and I think you'll be
surprised at how tittle you know your own
Lot.

There is no one nicer or better liked by
all who know him than HARRY PROODIAN,

CARSTENSEN

This great American sport is perhaps the
most widely played and best adapted to
people doing the work we all do. It is not
a severe game, yet at times it becomes
rough enough to give us the much needed
exercise so necessary to health and a good
figure.

so long, is very much better and will be
back with us for sure by the time this Issue

course. It was a little late In reaching him —
he didn't receive It until the morning after
the other Awards were made. But, as you

OUT OUR WAY
A

ished and very nice too, we think, despite
all the cracks about the "boudoir" green
in which the whole Interior is finished. Certainly Itwill be brighter and more cheerful
than the previous drab tan and brown.
RUBY SKELLY who has been out III for

I propose
that we at
have
an employees'
tour
to be arranged
certain
times and
adjusted for everyone's convenience, and
that a well informed person guide us
around this vast acreage so that we can be
enlightened as to just how other departments tie in with our own. I'm of the conviction that it would help us do our own
work more intelligently, and clear up a
great many things that most of us are In
the dark about. Why not assign one man
In each department to devote fifteen minutes or so to answering questions and volunteering Information? It can hardly be expected that the party guide know all the
answers.

Operative Supervisor of this department. Quiet, unobtrusive and with a
good sense of humor, he Is always pleasant
and willing to help anyone in any way he
can. There certainly should be a lot more
people like him.
Again we are caught short on time and
material and will have to cut this shorter
than we'd planned. So until next time, the
Sound Department wishes everyone A
HAPPY EASTER!

If you're Interested, please contact me.

The game had its usual laughs and jokes.
■

Flys

;

;
I

and

grounders

and

hits

and

errors

were plentiful. Many times during the
game we were heckled by the by-standers,
mostly the young ones. The most remarkable things about our opponents were the
one-armed pitcher and a little third-baseman about 4' 6" tall who did not let one
ball get by him the entire game. The score
did not seem to matter much as no one
kept track of it, but I think we were probably on the short end.

I
]

1

Misfortune struck our team

at the very

SOUNDINGS
At long last, the Sound building is entering its final stage of beautification. Cne
of the happiest and most relieved people
about the whole thing will be, we are sure,
LCRIN "Grig" SRIGNCN, who was the
"overseer" on the job and was kept plenty
busy with that and his regular work, plus
some special work he was conducting down
at Western Avenue. By the time you read
this the building will probably be all fin-

TOM
found

MOULTON,
head of the Sound Dept.,
this Oscar on his desk the morning after the

Academy Awards. The little fellow mournfully
consoles Mr. Moulton with the inspiring words,
"Good

Morning,

I am

your

Oscar."

H

/4 c l i o n

nice young feller, LIONEL ALDERMAN,
just back from overseas, in an informal
home wedding March 17th.
BILLIE TAYLOR, who walked down the
aisle with that stalwart Merchant Marine,
CLIFFORD B. MASON, Jr., March 4th,
Well, it was a hard decision to make,
but we made it. Then came the rude
awakening.

A gentleman tapped us on the

shoulder and said, "Step out, ladies, we're
getting ready to light this set! Only then
did we realize what working in this land
of make-believe can do to one Here we
were still on the dear old TCF lot taking a
stroll on our lunch hour and had unwittinglv

secretary to GEORGE
native daughter, having
infancy. She told us in
is going to be married

in September, but we knew you'd all want to be let
in on it. Best of everything, Myrna!

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE

MACK

FOR RENT! Can anyone think of two
other words which would make more people happy these days? Imagine our delight
when we ran across the most adorable little house with this sign prominently displayed. It was set just far enough back
from the street to eliminate all those annoying night noises, there was a lovely
garden with a vine-covered trellis shading
the front porch, a nice backyard with
tables, chairs and even a child's sandpile
in one corner. Duly impressed, we sauntered inside, for the door was open and not
a soul around. The inside was even more
inviting. There were two bedrooms, a den,
a big living room with a real fireplace, a
dining room with huge windows overlooking a patio, a kitchen with all modern conveniences, and— but why go cn. One can't
be too choosey these days. The only thing
that worried us was which of our friends
we should tell about it. So we drew out
our lists — we always carry several with us
these days just In case — and singled out
the one headed "Prospective
Among these were:

brides."

CLAUDETTE WOOD, our charming dispenser of bonds, who is marrying JACK
CARNEY at the Chapman Park chapel a
few days after you read this, and is surely
among the most deserving.
Beauteous VIRGINIA WALKER who is
taking the fatal step with CAPTAIN
GRADY WELTON this month, too, and you
couldn't
find two nicer people In all the
world.
LOUISE LASOFF, that lissome lassie with
the soulful brown orbs who married that

that new boy friend in the banking business. From the looks of Lorraine on that
occasion she'll soon be giving another
party — and not to celebrate her birthday
either!
Much

as we would like to continue indulging in the luxury of commenting upon
interesting subjects we must stop for the
present and give our attention to the myriads of scripts which have descended
upon us.

stepped into the house erected for the new
CLAUDIA AND DAVID picture. Sorry,

RESEARCH NOTES

girls and boys, but you're all very fortunate
as it is, and we want to wish each and

Introducing ROBERT C. THOMPSON.
Years with the Studio: Three years and
one month, 25 months of which were spent

every one of you all the happiness in the
world and a long and healthy life tooether.
Delighted to learn that JANE JOSEPHS
has retired to await the arrival of the
Lovely MYRNA
McKEE,
JESSEL. Myrna is almost a
lived in California since
strict confidence that she

RAINE STOLL'S lovely birthday party gi'^
en for her at one of our leading hotels by

stork in July. Not that we're not very sorry
to lose this charming and competent little
girl, but we know how happy it will make
both Jane and her young husband, who is
just back from overseas.
LORA KALMUS, who is gone from our
midst but not forgotten, and her flyer
husband, will also be three soon.
FLORENCE PASKOW
(nee Slott) finally had that bouncing baby boy she and
her husband were both concentrating on.
NATALIE

DAVIS and that flyer she corresponded with for so long have finally

met and apparently it's all been mutually
pleasant. This romance will bear watchinn.
JILL WARREN (our Audree Rochlenl,
the radio queen, looking stunning and
streamlined, was here from New York recently and during luncheon at the Cafe de
Paris confessed she was very much in love
with a young Eastern medico. We hope
this is it, Jill.
MARGOT
FRAZEY, also looking tres
chic, was seen flying around the Lot after
a plane trip from New York. If Margot's
any criterion of what New York does for

with Uncle Sam's Navy.
Birthplace: Eugene, Oregon.
Nickname: My mother calls me Bob, my
father insists on Robert, grandmother compromises with Rob, and the little woman,
Marjie, leans to Bobbie.
Favorite author: Somewhat a matter of
mood, though James Hilton seems to hit
the bull's-eye more than any other, espe"Randomof Harvest."
his arrow
cially when book:
Favorite
Gotis ahead
myself in
the above, but runners-up In the field might
include "The Black Rose," "The Robe," and
"In This Our Life."
Hobby: I seem to be a hopeless addict
to the collecting and enjoyment of recorded classical music, particularly from
the pens of Tschaikovsky and Rachmaninoff
with a dash of Howard Hanson.
The song he sings in the shower: At present, chances are that an eavesdropper
decode my croakings into "Symphony" or "It Might As Well Be Spring,'
but my wife refuses to believe such noises
could ever have had names.
would

Favorite actor: Ronald Colman.
Favorite actress: Ingrid Bergman, closely
trailed by

Bette

Davis

and

Margaret

one, maybe we should all leaye for Broadway enmasse.
SHIRLEY PERSKY would like it to be
serious with that handsome but bashful
blond she's been seeing. We'ye heard he
would, too, Shirley, so why don't you let
this fall into his hands — accidental like?
(Editor's Note — She DID!)
Our yery youngest and cutest bride and
groom have separated already! NORMAN
HOPPS had to leave BETTY LEE behind
when he left to serve Uncle Sam. Chin up,
little girl, at least the war's over.
EDNA LANE spent several delightful
days in the desert with a handsome young
man. We really thought we had something
there, but darn it all, he turned out to be
her son, although you'd never believe it to
look at Edna. He's just been discharged
from the service, girls. In case you're interested.
We

mustn't forget to mention

LOR-

ROBERT

THOMPSON,

author

ot Research
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tioned In the Clarke household.
Favorite movie: Loyalty to TCF notwith-

It was In such barren soil many years
later that Charlie tried to replant the seeds
of photographic enthusiasm, born in him,
and fanned into flame by an advertisement In his Sunday School paper which
promised a camera and equipment for
only twenty-five cents (!) and hinted
darkly at a future In photography.

standing, "The Song of Bernadette' moved
me more deeply and sincerely than any
other picture I have ever seen, barring
none.
Biggest thrill during the past year: My
"Ruptured Duck" lapel button grins up at
me now and says to "tell the folks your
greatest thrill was the day I came to stay
with you." And, needless to say, one's discharge day Is not to be belittled.
Pet peeve: Several, prominent among
which are women who overdo the makeup
situation to the extent of making It a reconversion problem for the paint factories,
also people who would have us believe they
Is wot they ain't.
Greatest extravagance: A record collec-

But Charlie's father would have none of
It. The episode had brought back poignant memories of his own thwarted ambition as well as many bitter memories of the
manner in which he had squandered the
family savings on his venture into the photographic art. Like any good father he
wanted to try and save his son from an
experience he knew would be bitter, and so

tion gnaws a neat hole In anyone's check,
besides which I am the possessor of a passionate love for food. Not fancy frills and
such — Just everyday things such as steaks,
roasts, steaks, green vegetables, steaks and
the like.

Charlie's eraman
firstendedattempt
to become
In failure.

Favorite radio program, Danny Kaye,
The Lux Theatre, and a Sunday edition of
the New York Ph Ilharmonic Orchestra.
Sports: Enthusiastic about handball,
baseball, swimming; can take or leave the
rest, though Notre Dame's Irish have
claims on the affections, for me father Is
that Irish that when he walks by ya, sure
an' the ground Itself turns emerald.
What he does on his day off: To make
a short story shorter, I LOAF! On the few

occasions when I stir about, I'm usually to
be found digging around In the garden
or heading for a hike In Angeles National
Forest.
Plans for next vacation: Uncertain, unsettled, vague — can't decide between a
plane trip north to visit relatives, or a
stay at Catalina to escape them.
Worst fault: That's about like picking a
gram of sand from the beach and calling
It the biggest, but I suppose high on the
list might come my streak of Intense stubborn es . I am forced to agree with the
many who are sure that somewhere, sometime, a mule kicked Its way into ye familye
tree.

Ambition: Sadly enough I, too, am a sufferer from that common disease which
fires its victims with a desire to deliver
the Great American Novel Into the open
arms of the publishers. Did I say Open
Arms?
Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

LDMAN’S
GOFLOWERS
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.

Beverly HUls,
California

Open

Evenings

Bradshaw 23513
Crestview 1-0915

CHAS.

CLARKE,

Ace Cameraman.

(Reprinted
from
American
Cinematographer)

ACES OF THE CAMERA
By W. G. C. BOSCO

Chas. Clarke, A. S. C.
Many and varied, and frequently bizarre,
are the stories people tell of the events that
lead up to the launching of their respective
cinematic careers. But few can claim the
distinktion, and we spell It that way advisedly, of having been launched on his
chosen way by a succession of offensive
aromas — If we may be delicate about it.
In fact, the only man we know who can
make such a claim Is Charlie Clarke, ace
cameraman for Twentieth-Century Fox, and
third v.p. of the American Society of Cinematographers. Just exactly how a few bad
smells happened to put Charlie on the road
of fame and fortune will be told later on
In the article. We could tell you now,
but we use this device to get you to read
on, and get a gander at the ads on the
other page.
Charlie Inherited his enthusiasm for photography from his father, who, many years
ago, purchased one of those new-fangled
camera contraptions complete with wet
plates, and everything. That Is everything
but a book of Instructions. Clarke Senior
thought It was a wonderful Idea; he could
see a big future in photography for those
who got In on the ground floor, and for
those who would properly equip themselves. Fte could see It all. He had the
vision, and he had the equipment. But he
didn't have any luck. Something always
seemed to go wrong.
Slowly but surely, as each batch of pictures failed to materialize, his enthusiasm
grew colder and colder until one day, outraged by the perfidy of the whole thing,
he threw the equipment, wet plate and all.
Into the trash can. And the subject of
photography was henceforth never men-

a cam-

There is no doubt that Charlie's father
said a lot and made quite an impression on
his son; but It was not a very lasting Impression because Charlie took the first opportunity that came his way and quit school
at the age of sixteen to go to work for a
photographer. No pay went with the job,
but the photographer promised to teach
him the business.
Week after week Charlie carried on at
his wageless job, waiting as patiently as he
could to be Initiated Into the mysteries of
photography, to be taught the business.
But all he got to do was sort negatives. The
only mysteries he got an insight into was
the constant one of missing plates.
Charlie decided that Instead of teaching
him the business, they were giving him the
business. After several months he was only
sadder, but no wiser. So he quit.
He quit just in time to join the army and
get into the War, but as soon as that was
over he got back Into the old groove of
answering ads. This one wanted "a young
man
to learn
theknown
photo better,
and artbutbusiness."
He should
have
he took
the job when they offered It to him — at ten
dollars each and every week. The salary
looked good after Army

pay — and he

found himself getting Into the "photo and
art business" via the lantern slide route;
his particular assignment being the fascinating and stimulating one of cutting pictures out of old magazines and pasting
them on glass.
The head slide maker was Fred Gage,
who at the present time enjoys the enviable reputation as head of Warner Brothers laboratory. Cne day the futility of
slide making dawned on Fred with greater
force than It had before, and he quit. He
told Charlie that he was going to get a
job In the picture business, the moving picture business. Pausing In his work of snipping, Charlie asked Fred to get him a job
In the motion picture business, too.
(To

Be

Concluded

in Alay

Issue)
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Action
which

he says will give the other teams

ing how my kid JESSE

ACORN

plenty of trouble In the Inter-Departmental
League. BOB WEBB and JOE BEHM are
begging to play on the Team, but, of

these days? Well, he's fine and still raving
about the Studio Club dance — good food,
pretty girls and ail that sort of thing.

course, we'll have to make with the tryouts first. Let us get out with the booster
noise from the cheering section and tell

Enough for now — In the flash of an eyelash I'll have to start on the next issue, and

our boys we know they are the best "bag
Still can't get used to HERSCHEL bechasers."
ing over in the Ladles' Wardrobe and
miss his heckling "BUTCH" and me on
the hour, every hour.

if these
—I
QUIT.boys don't do something exciting

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

lad is Pfc. EARL

"SWEDE"

list of "Returned

Veterans."

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

By PEGGY

MUN-

DEN from the Men's Wardrobe Dept. He is still
doing costuming In Hawaii while his charming wife,
MARGIE, worts in Wardrobe and eagerly awaits
the day when his name will be added to their

SHIRK

We welcomed CHUCK KEEHNE back
into the fold this month — his name now
appears on our roster of "Returned Veterans" to this department.
Speaking of rosters — we have a new one
that is a super. It's the black-and-white
number on the wall right across from
"BUTCH" WEISS' desk. Has all our fellers' names on it and a hundred special
"location" tags which the boys hang after
their names (we hope) to let us know where
to transfer their calls. The "location" covers all buildings, all stages, Western Avenue, Tailors, most-likely shopping stores.
Costume Companies, and set locations —
so, we should know where everyone is at
all times. Thanks for your cooperation In
the hanging of the tags, fellows.
"MUSHY" HARMELL writes us he will
be back to work in April. His Discharge
Papers are on their way — so be he and
his family — headed back to sunny California. Congratulations, Harmells, on your
expected Blessed-Eventing In August.
BILL McCRARY now calls Hamilton Field
home. This one at least Is not too far
from Los Angeles for a 36 or 48 hr. pass.
He's still hungry for mail, so write him at:
PFC Wm. H. McCrary, 39597988, 1503rd
A.A.F .B.U. A.T.C., Squadron "C," Hamilton Field, California.
Sorry to hear EDDIE WYNIGEAR has
been III with fever. Especially sorry his
Christmas mail didn't reach him just when
he most needed it, as I understand he spent
the Holiday season, as well as many more
weeks, in a hospital In China.
EARL LEAS was in to say "HI" — is taking a few weeks off to catch up on his
health and also do some yard-birding and
house redecorating. You look like It's
really agreeing with you, Earl — sorry, but
your tan is showing.
"SANDY" SANDEEN reports the mustering of a Men's Wardrobe Baseball Team

ANDREASEN

Hi Ho, here It Is again. SOMETHING
is haywire. I know it was just a few days
ago I took my "pinkies" off the keyboard
and said, "That's that." Now, it's one
month later — so I'm Informed. And I in
turn Inform you ail that the South 40 and
all occupants are doing nicely.
JACK

MARKS

is jumping each time the

telephone rings — expecting each call to inform him that his baby "daughter" Is on
the way. I expect each phone call to be
news of my snitched purse. You know about
that, of course. You don't? What! Do you
mean I've missed someone at TCF In telling the story of how that "nasty man" followed me and grabbed my purse and ran?
And how they shot him and his buddy the
next night? I hope that will be a lesson to
all — when they molest "granny" they PAY
— and HOW. I got my check book back,
but no sign of the purse — so. If any of you
find a black purse with a make-up kit, two
combs (Ig. an dsm.), wallet loaded with pictures, a toothbrush, nightie, a change of
wardrobe, and nine or ten other articles,
it's mine.
We

had

TAYLOR

Hello nice people! Did you miss us last
month? Oh, oh, better not answer that —

PRINTABLES
This handsome

Is doin^Hl

some

sad

news

last month.

MARY Gordon's mother passed away in
the East, and Mary flew back there. HAL
was a widower for a few weeks, and a lost
soul, you may be sure.
There's a new addition at the Print Shop
— new to me, that is, though not to most
of you, because he Is one of the returned
Marines, JACK MATHEWS. You who knew
him before he left will be glad to welcome
him home again.

the censor wouldn't print that stuff.
It Is really grand to have April here
again. Isn't it? It has been said that "April
wanes bwing May flowers!" But I'm sure
that can't be right, because when April
wanes It means that May is soon going to
be here. That would make It Maytime,
wouldn't It? Rudy Vallee says, "Maytime

Is

your time!" — the radio says, "We're having a Bulova time!" I'm not so sure it's
April even!
There was a song written about April a
few years back which started out: "April
played the fiddle, and I memorized the
tune." Hmmm, don't seem to remember
the rest of that — my lyricism must be slipping— guess I'll have to see about "Getting
Gertie's Garter."
And here's another timely ditty:
I have come to a conclusion —
This world Is just too small.
There Isn't room tor people
To> live on earth at all!
No car, no house, no butter.
Can hardly rent a room.
So I'm sure the time had come
We did contact the moon!
Getting down to earth now, and Nursery
Tales, will you please meet the photogenic
gentleman pictured with this column? He
is LOYD VAN WIE — who, through no fault

I am happy to report that BILL (BROWN)
is doing nicely this past month In keeping
his hands where they belong and not under
the papercutter.
Right about here I want to say that after
I made the request for "visitors" (If they
would brave the barrage of wolf-calls from
my boys), I had two. Can't rightly say If
they came to see me or the boys, or merely
on business. They were cute kids, both of
them. BUNNY

of AL

FISHER's office, and

HARRIET of Music Cutting. It wasn't too
bad, was it, girls? Hope that will break the
Ice and a few more of you will try It. I'm
nicely. to report that my boys behaved
happy
Would

any of you be Interested In know-

LOYD VAN WIE of the Nursery. There are smiles
that make us happy and smiles that make us qiad,
and Loyd usually wears one of the happiest, qIaddest smiles around the Lot. Oh, well — maybe It was
"blue Monday."
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A STORY FROM THE STORY

of his own, Is a brother to our own PAT
VAN WIE. Everyone knows Loyd because
of his courteous, affable manner. And

By The Informer

everyone knows Pat because of his high —
uh, mentality. Beg your pardon — I mean
high forehead. It's sort of a running forehead— runs from the front to the back, you
know. "Skin Head" we call him.
Speaking of Loyd though — If you should
wonder what makes the grass around the
New Administration Building have that
lush, green, luxuriant appearance, just consult the man. His Is that magic touch of
gardening there — really doing a fine job,
too!

BILL COLLERAN, Story Department's
correspondent, has left TCF for bigger and
better things. Bill Is resting up for a
month and will then take on his new job.
He will be greatly missed by all of his
friends.
We also lost LOUIS BAKER last month.
He Is taking a vacation before joining
Uncle Sam's millions.
BOB WOOTTON who was with us only
a short time since being discharged from
the Coast Guard, has returned to college.

We're throwing out the welcome mat
again this month. Another Nursery newcomer IsJOHNNIE BERESFORD. And sure

He'll be an optometrist when his G.l. education Is finished. So — In a few years,

'tis a folne looking lad that he Is!— due, no
doubt, to the shamrocks he brought over
with him. Here's wishing you lots of good
luck, Johnnie!
Another fine guy, ARTHUR CURTIS,
who Is not exactly a newcomer here, but
new to a lot of us who are newer (If that
makes sense). Is back with us again after
spending a few years studying abroad. Art
majored In several subjects with a few
thousand of Uncle Sam's other S.l.'s. "The
courses were quite varied," he says. "Foxhole landscaping" — or — "lay flat or you'll
lay lots longer!". . ."The art of makeup" —
or — "Shaving In ten bloody lessons without
blades!". . ."Making the most of your
meals" — or — "If you don't like 'K' rations,
'L' "! new name submitted
go toanother
can was
youThere
anonymously for approval or rejection, but
for reasons more Intimately known to BILL
LEPELLEY, he promptly adopted It. Now
tell the rest of us. Bill — why do they call
you Mr. HARPER?
See you next month.

PAINT PATTERS
By OINIE
This Is the time of the month when
the phone rings and a voice coos sweetly,
"This Is the Studio Club — It's getting
around that time, ya know," which usually
sends me Into a searching frenzy for news.
I lost the two tons of notes I've been compiling for weeks, so I'll just have to Improvise and mention some names. Names,
you know, are the most Important thing In
any column. Nothing Is sweeter to a person than his own name, or so says Dale
Carnegie In "How to Win Friends and Influence People."
We have two brand new ex-servicemen
with us now — BILL SCHLCSSER and TED
LANDCN. They are In the process of learning how to swing a brush and stuff, and
their aptitude rates high. To give you an
Idea of how versatile a painter can be.
take a gander at the job on London Street
for "Forever Amber." JCHN LAWLESS
Is really an artist, even If he looks like a —
well, like anything but! Take a brand new
piece of furniture and give It to the

when
In need
of "specks," don't forget an
old Studio
associate.

Most ot us try to make old things look new, but
CARL BRASSFIELD of the Paint Shop reverses this
procedure — he "antiques" everything that comes
his way. Carl has been with TCP twenty-two years,
ten of which have been in the Spray Room.

BRASSFIELD,

GCNZALES

and GCNCZ

combination and soon you'll have a gilded antique that could pass for a few hundred years old.
Truly, this Paint Shop amazes me. Cf
course, I'm not really a
just a helper who doesn't
preciated very much and
nored most of the time,

painter myself —
seem to be apIs practically Igbut In the short

while I've been around I find that a painter
Is more than a brush and pall gymnast.
F'rinstance, In technicolor pics, just the
slightest shade over the correct pigment
will make that color predominate and can
easily stance—
ruin
shot. Another
f'rinthe the
colorentire
Is controlled
by the gown
or gowns worn In the shot, and ofttimes
while the foreman Is viewing his job with
satisfaction, he hears that they've decided
to put a red dress on the star — so, all we
have to do Is put him In a strait jacket
until he snaps out of It long enough to do
the job over again. I find that a studio
painter Is a combination paint mixer, paperhanger, signwriter, marblelzer, furniture finisher, glazer, gralner, etc., etc.
Now that WALTER JOLLEY and JOE
SIBLEY have removed the pistol they had
jammed In my ribs. I'll sign off.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative of
AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Automobile
Insurance
Financing

New or Used Automobiles
PHONE

Sta. 333
or

Crestview

5-0125

Evenings
Crestview

6-4583

Now that summertime Is fast approaching, the talk of vacations becomes the
vogue. JOAN MacGOWAN choo-choos
out for New Orleans, then up to New York.
Later this month JEAN LAWRENCE, JIM
FISHER'S gIrl-FrIday, planes out on the
Constellation to New York. Jean will spend
a month or so at a farm In Connecticut,
then down to Bermuda for a week — then
back to sunny California. JUNE ROTHBILL Is spending her week-ends at her
sister's ranch In Bakersfield — cowboy boots,
levis and all. KAY FLETCHER and PAT
RHODES are keeping silent about their
plans for this summer, but we understand
Pat has the urge to see Alaska by boat.
DICK HUCKANS is to spend a quiet two
weeks at his home in Tarzana — providing he
can farm out his four sons by that time.
HERBERT BRAMSON, our returned vet, is
anxiously looking for a job singing with a
band — or anything, for that matter. So, if
any of you guys or gals know of anything,
call and he'll cut you in 50%
—give
he'sHerb
that a desperate!!!
ANITA CCNNCLLY

of the Files was the

lucky lady last month. She bought a raffle
ticket for twenty-five cents and wound up
with a $175.00 custom-made gown by Don
Ltd. of the Strip, who designs and clothes
the glamorous Lana Turner. The moral of
the story Is, "Give until It hurts" and someday you'll get It back.
We just got word that Lt. RCBERT
SEIS, who Is now serving in the Pacific, will
be back with us very soon.
Glad to see ISABEL WALKER
a bout with the flu.

back after

The FI les were visted recently by BUFF
CCBB who just completed a role In
"ANNA AND THE KING CF SIAM."
BuffLife
was Mag.
being photographed for a spread
In
BILL SCHRADER paid us a visit too. Bill
is another G.l. who is taking up time with
a college career — plans to be a dentist.
Well, that seems to be’ about it for
now. So long, see you soon.
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MECHANICAL EFFECTS
By GEORGE

tonight Include GLEN SUTFIN 252, BILL
KERN 245, BUZZ BUSBY 236, 221, and
220; ARMAND ALLEN 225, BILL WASHO
224, DAVE MALMEN
224, MONTY
BONOME 223 and IKE DANNING 223
. . . Gals 160; JEAN BANTA 176; SHIRLEY DAVIDSON 169 and SHIRLEY LYON
168, 166 and 164 .. . With handicap BILL

HARRIS

Well, it'stoa begood
us
servicemen
back feeling
on the for
old all
Lot ofand,
by the way, this is a good time to thank
all you fellow-workers again for your letters, cigarettes, and other kindnesses during the years we were away.
We understand JACK ERICKSON and
OLE OLSEN did a great bubble job on the
Henry King show, . . FRED ETCHEVERRY
is polishing up his boots preparing to leave
for Arizona with the Jack Ford outfit. Ride

KERN grabbed high game of 245-13 — 258,
while BUSBY and GLEN SUTFIN tied for
series with 701 each with handicap . . .
HENRY HATHAWAY'S CHICKS
series for women with 2721.

Sixth Week . . . BILL BURTON's BABES
got back In the money by taking high
women's series with 2717 .. . Only four of
the boys made the grade this week. Including ART RANGO's 235, MICKEY
MORGAN'S 230, HARRY JONES' 230
and EDDIE BETKIJIAN's 224 .. . Gals 160:
BETTY BOW 186, MARIAN GRODIN 178,
GWEN REED 171, MAUREEN LACY 171,
DOROTHY BARKER 170 and LOLA
SHADLAUS 162 ... A 2929 series by

'em, cowboy! . . . "CHIEF" MITTLESTEDT
is still enjoying his Navy training!!! . . .
We're glad our little Ex-Marine sergeant.
EVELYN BELL, is back with us and doing
her usual bang-up job.
Don't know who authorized the following, but ain't it the truth?
THE

MONKEY'S

VIEWPOINT

Three monkeys sat in a cocoanut tree
Discussing things as they're said to be.
Said one to the other, "Now listen you two.
There's a certain rumor that can't be true —
That man descended from our noble race.
Why, the very idea is a disgrace.
No monkey ever deserted his wife.
Starved her babies and ruined her life;
And you've never known of a mother monk
To leave her babies with others to bunk.
Or pass them on from one to the other
Till it's hard to know who is their mother.
And
another
you'llaround
never see
—
A monk
buildthing
a fence
a cocoanut
tree
And let the cocoanuts go to waste
Forbidding all other monks a taste.
Why if I'd put a fence around a tree
Starvation would force you to steal from
me.
Here's another thing a monk won't do —
Go out at night and get on a stew.
Or use a gun, or club, or knife
To take some other monkey's life.
Yes, man descended — the onery cuss,
BUT us.
BROTHER — he didn't descend from

DISPATCHER'S DIARY
By SUSAN RANGER
This wonderful weather finds most of us
in the Mail Department restless and vaguely discontented, though It Isn't even spring.
Reconversion Is the big news here this
month. We have eight new boys, all veterans. Hereafter all the staff will consist
of boys, veterans preferred. The new crop
of messengers are apt to resent being regarded as "Kids," most of them having
seen some pretty rugged duty overseas, so
act accordingly, nice people, and trot out
your party manners for a little daily use.
The girls who have worked steadily
through the rather trying circumstances

won high

BOB

LEWIS,

a

new

recruit you'll be seeing
larly on mail runs.

regu-

recently, will, of course, remain. MARIA
NASTICH with LOUISE TUCKER assisting
her, has done a marvelous job of getting
the mail out each day. ALEXEI undulates
between the stamp drawer and the window; EDITH HOOKER diligently sorts fan
mail and minds her own business; MARY
McKNAB broods over her dental bill
($40.00 for two fillings, yet!!); BARBARA
BRUMFELD is emerging from a siege of
braces and caps, and with her long glossy
hair she looks like a testimonial to one of
those charm school ads. CAPTAIN had a
session In the dentist's chair too, and came
through his ordeal most courageously, with
chin up, ear to the ground, and nose conscientiously to the grindstone, as Is his
custom.
GRETCHEN and SUSAN have sat forlornly at their desks, listening wistfully for
the phone to ring and a peremptory voice
demanding a "Special." Now that we have
some people to boss around, you should
just see how we have brightened up. Our
littleingfaces
beam.
Gretchen's
vacationfairly
could
account
for her impendsudden
animation. Susan dimly wonders what happened to her's — she seems to recall spending most of it curled up with a bad book.

TCF BOWLING LEAGUE
DOWN THE ALLEYS ... 5th Week . . .
Ah yes. There was good news tonight! Two
new records were established. BUZZ BUSBY shot a mere 677 scratch to erase the
former mark of 674 held by JOHNNY

BETTY GRABLE's

team won that event,

while the 1006 game of DICK HAYMES'
HECKLERS grabbed the marbles . . . EDDIE
BETKIJIAN's 622-42 — 664 was plenty good
for high individual series and ART RANGO's 234-1^ — 247 took high individual
Seventh Week . . . The BIG NEWS togame. night was BETTY BOW's 231 game scratch,
which coupled with her handicap, gave her
aFour
266 ofhigh
. . .
thegame.
boys Nize
had goin'
over BETTY!
600 scratch
series tonight. Including JOHNNY McCAFFERTY's 651, HARRY BUSHMAN's
627, ARMAND ALLEN's 609 and EDDIE
PLANTE's 604 . . . BUSHMAN won high
individual series with his 627-42 — 669 and
DICK HAYMES' HECKLERS took high
game for the second straight week with
1037 . . . Also for the second time within
three weeks the FIVE LITTLE FOYS shot
over 3000 pins to win going away with
3010 . . . HENRY

HATHAWAY's CHICKS
women's
took the
series
with dough-re-mi
2715 ... Big for
guns high
tonight
were
EDDIE PLANTE 244, JOHN McCAFFERTY
238 and 224, ARMAND ALLEN 235,
GLEN SUTFIN 227 and GEORGE DEMPSEY 220 .. . JEAN BANTA's 188 and
MAURINE LACY's 161 were the other
high games for the girls.
Eighth Week ... The FIVE LITTLE FOYS
cracked out a 1024 game to win handily,
while CHARLES BOYER'S team, with 2886,
won high team series . . . The "on the
beam" boys were BUZZ BUSBY 235,
JOHNNY McCAFFERTY 233, BOB BOW
223, OSCAR STEDMAN 223 and GLEN
SUTFIN 221 ... Inasmuch as we raised the

McCAFFERTY. JEANNE CRAIN's team
bowled a 1086 game, to supplant the 1076

ante to 220 for men, we're going to require the gals to shoot 170 or better to
get mentioned . . . FRED MacMURRAY s
LITTLE FOXIES, with a 2689 series, won

held by BETTY GRABLE's team . . .
only four men, the FIVE LITTLE
knocked out 3006 pins to win high
series . . . The boys who were on the

high women's series while BERT JAEGER
nabbed high individual series with 591-54
—645 . . . BROTHER BUSBY's 235-6—241
game was a surprise even to him.

Using
FOYS
team
beam

April,
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weighted-down patrons are exercising their
whinny-bones. When construction job is
complete, dazzlers plan ice cream binge —
they're flirting with danger.
Sight of the week — Slight-sized Buffie
Cobb, leashing down Hollywood Boulevard guided by skunk. "Moxie," the striped
creature's moniker, has been deodorized
and trek was a dare — a Vic Mature original, she took him up on it. Buffie and
Moxie, both attractors, planned milk feed
in Vine Street Brown Derby, but Moxie was
refused admission. He viewed sidewalk passengers while Buff went counterward. Later
came out, unhooked charge and went
home. A permanent addition at 20th Century, Buff, not Moxie, appeared delectably
as a harem queen in "Anna
Hattie

McDaniel,

and the King

colored

actress

in

"Margie," wants to adopt two youngun's
who
need lovin'. With a heart as big as
of Siam."
Hattie herself, she has set all her relatives
up in their own

business, and therefore,

having no one else to worry about, is visiting Los Angeles' orphan pig
homes.
a three-and-a-half-year-old
tallerThere's
there
who is just the right squeeze size.
She scuffs at her shoes and throws them
Now that the war is over, isn't it WONDERFUL

Dear Boss:
If was nearly time for my morning siesta,
which Poncho de Lara says they nab in
Costa Rica, when a couple of busses roaming with military men came bouncing
through Lindy's Pico Gate on our Lot. De
Lara, I noticed was directing directors of
Selective Service around curves in one of
the four-wheelers and sunkist Bob Hornstein was dictating in the other. The fifty
gentlemen were from all the western states
where they held official positions on the
draft board. Being thanked for good work
— they deserved it. I peeped through the
Venetian blinds in the office, passed the
smudged window and right out into the
clear. Everyone seemed so happy even
"sniffles Ralph," who, shop lifting a cold,
has been clean-xing his way about the
Studio. The party, I discovered, were to tour
the premises, catch "Doll Face," and date
up the Cafe de Paris for lunch. It appeared
to be a very nice set-up and Ralph says
you had an important part in the picture,
having arranged the whole deal. Affair
was a
beamed

to be able to drive to work?

only the master holds the missing piece.
Charles Boyer says he has waited ten years
to work with this artist. He's found it interesting, enlightening. Type changes in
role; he's playing a dignified gigolo, and
Boyer is having a laugh. Humoring entire
part, he's sure to nab new audience stares.
Gail Patrick, nice addition for "Claudia
and David." Screen credits move over for
lovely lady who plays Robert Young's sister in picture. Her last Fox film, "Tales of
Manhattan," was three years ago. Glad to
be back, she's happy old friend Walter
Lang holds megging power on this story.
It's her first time under his direction, also
initial role in a Robert Young, Dorothy McGuire cast. "Claudia and David," is a continuation of Rose Franken's original best
seller, "Claudia." The entire set, which is
home, on Stage 8, marks improvements.
Couple have lived there for an added year
or two, and like any of us, have made alterations. Rooms, newly decorated, show
an architectural sense. Yard and farmlands,
developed

gradually, today

sprout their

success I'm sure — satisfaction
on their faces as they started

groceries. A couple of moo's prove milking talent has been achieved. This picture

homeward at the day's end.
When two masters such as Ernst Lubltsch and Charles Boyer get together for
picture entertainment, it is sure to be a

making looks like fun. We'll let you in on
daily acts. You'll want to know too, because it reflects everyday living.

collector's item. "Cluny Brown" graces the
screen with this combination. Mr. Lubitsch,
who posses a talent desired by other directing forces, lays his materials on the table
for all to see and employ. The Lubitsch
touch so very delicate It is a movie myth.
Scattered to the four winds, it has been
picked up, put together, but never completely assembled. It's a jigsaw puzzle, and

Fashioned into suited roles
Sweet Homicide," Peggy Ann
actress pal, Barbara Whiting,
it upon themselves to stream

for "Home
Garner and
have taken
down. Terry

Hunt, movleland's smallifying artist, will
take on chore. Peggy, a minute size, agrees
to work on small portion, if Barbara, the
chunky of "Junior Miss," labors with a larger project. Hunt says the kidhoods are
adding zip to his de-chubbying salon, and

away. It's Vera-Ellen, dance star in "Three
Little Girls in Blue," whose vigor work has
wearing influence on 'am. This mite of
light fantastic, amazes the twirl experts
with her toe-smithing because she's a tapper too. 20th Century has her lined up for
"Carnival in Costa Rica" when "Three Little Girls" are tucked away. Playing oppoDick Haymes
also site
have
Cesar

in this color-gem,
she'll
Romero
in attendance.

The Costa Rican picture is the film background made in the Central American city,
San Jose. Won't get busy on interiors until the middle of April. Gregory Ratoff
has direction chore.
Doc, since I'm so completely ironed out
by Friday, wonder if I couldn't be a Thursday gal. Mentally and figuratively speaking, I'd be in better shape. Anyhow someone else has priority on Friday. Before we
slam the shutter, shall we toss the idea
around?
International Dept's. Girl — ,?
Patty Donnelly
P.S. Thanks for your answer. Boss. I'll include it here for your memory insurance.
"Pat: Be Thursday, but be here on Friday
and sometimes Saturday. Sunday is your

day off. Doc."

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•
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Action

WESTERN GAB

JCHN HALE, who worked
ment four years before going
ice where he was an aviator
with one year overseas, says
to be back.

By ED COOKE

In the departInto the servfor four years
It feels good

We suffered a great loss when HARRY
RUTTER, our friend and co-worker, passed
away recently. A good timekeeper was
needed In heaven, so Harry was called for
the job.

Always working together are
CHUHA and JCHN HARCHAR.

RUTH BROWN, our nurse at Western
Avenue for the past ten years, has left us
to get married. She got tired of working

coming to California. He's been with
TCF two years. Coming to the United
States In 1912, John worked eighteen years
In Cleveland for General Motors where he

was born In Austria-Hungary, and came
to Youngstown, Chio, In 1905 where he
worked In a coal mine two years before

such late hours — can’t say we blame her!
We here at W.A. all wish you every happiness, Ruthle. Drop In and see us sometime and let us know how you're doin'.
Western Avenue Studio Is having Its
face lifted. Yes, the front end of the east
gate Is being remodeled: various offices
and departments are being painted and
renovated; wooden ramps leading Into
various stages, plaster shop and fixture
department, are being replaced with concrete ramps; scene dock and paint department have new roofs; etc. Soon we'll
take our place In the family of "majors."
We're getting two pictures ready here:
"Home Sweet Homicide" to be directed
by LLOYD BACON and dressed by that
able and congenial set-dresser, AL OREN-

helped make Diesel engines for submarines and trains.
We are happy to report that "ICE"
HAMPTCN's daughter, Ruth, who has been
seriously
III Is all
recovering,
wishes
to thank
of the boysand
for "Ice"
their
prayers and good wishes.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
At+er completing a three-year hitch with the
Naval Air Transport Service at Alameda and
Honolulu, DON TORPIN is now back in Production Dept, to add to his ten-year service record
with Twentieth Century-Fox.

LABOR DEPT. NEWS

BACH; and, "My Darling Clementine" under the direction of JOHN FORD, and
dressed
by and
"Prince
FRED
RODES. Al
FreddieCharming"
are both artists
of the first water.
Our very good friend and co-worker,
RUSS CUTTER, Is looking forward to that
location In Arizona. Can't understand why
he Is so anxious to get away from places
and things — 180 miles from the nearest
railroad. We'll all miss you, Russ, so hurry
back!
Sgt. HENRY

SOBEL

always greets every-

one at 7 A.M. with "good afternoon" and
when he leaves to go home, he bids all
"good morning." Henry has
so long he doesn't know the
CHARLES
CARSCN,
Mayor of the West Lot. Is

been on nights
difference.
HIzzoner the
king of all he

By GLENN

R. STEVENS

In the spring a fella's fancy just seems
to turn to fishin'. We have It from a reliable source that up northern California
way the rivers and streams are well stocked
and there are plenty of large trout and big
salmon, so you'd better get started early

crew

to get things organized.

Spring Is here and so Is Softball. The
Studio Club has organized a Softball
League of about twelve teams. The games
will be played In the evening so we want
everyone who can to come out and root

Johnny or the ol' "Whizzer." Cur roster so
far
Includes MAURY
Johnny FCUNTAIN,
Skube, "LITTLE
JCE"
MCLDEN,
MICKEY
WCCDS, CHET WEBB, DCN NCBLES, E.
MUELLER, J. BCGDANCFF,
MICKEY
BRADY, DALE GCTHERIDGE and your
reporter.
We
need more men
"TIGER" JIMMY JENSEN.

like fighting

Imaginerassment.
BILL
SCHLCSSER's
After working
up a good embarappetite he sat down to lunch, but when he
reached Into his lunch bag all he had was

Did you know that the last of the wooden
scaffolding sets of TCF has just been
struck? It was on Stage 3 at W.A. and
has been up for over three years, with a
background of such box-office attractions
as FCUR JILLS AND A JEEP, HCME IN
INDIANA, WILSCN, MURDER IN BERMUDA. SWEET AND LCWDCWN,
FCLLCW
ME AGAIN, HANGCVER
SQUARE, BULL FIGHTERS, CARIBBEAN

wasn't available In time.

advance

They'll soon know how It feels to wake up
and find a rattlesnake snuggled up alongside.

standby, has a splendid record of twentytwo years.

up

MYSTERY, CLUNY BRCWN, etc. How's
that for a record? We tried to get a picture made of "the last of the Mohicans"
before It was torn down but equipment

company.
Including
"BAGEYES"
MAN, HANK
BELL, LES
WILLIAMS, BCWBCB
E. WILLIAMS, DAVE MALMEN
and
BUSTER DeGAETANC went down as the

for the Carpenter Team. We haven't
decided on a name yet, but we'll let you
know. JCHNNY SKUBE Is Manager, and
yours truly Is Captain. If any of you young
birds would like to try out for the team, see

Is Western Avenue's Beau Brummel. Quit
shoving, girls! . . . The old flu bug got
but he's now

By A. P. "WHIZZER" WHITE
The Monument Valley, Arizona, location
Is In full swing now. GECRGE MILLS and

thisThe
yearLabor
for that
"big one."Is proud of the
Department
service records of many of Its members.
DCN CURL, head of the department, has
been with TCF for fourteen years, and
RED RIVERS came on the Lot about the
same time. JCHN DELMCNTE, company

surveys — there Isn't a thing doing there at
present . . . Handsome HARRY LAYDEN

TEX (Gllly) GILMCRE,
and on the job again.

STEVE
Steve

two pounds of onions!
WALTER MCHR moved

up to his sixty

acres of timberland In Carnation, Washington. With two lakes on his property, Walter
will do plenty of fishing and — cutting down
his second-growth timber.
KENDALL, BILL BCGDANCFF
'emINEZ
soon.
and FRED KNUTSCN are still on the sick
list, but we all hope they'll be up and at
Cur
HARRY

"BROWNIE"
MESSENGER,, a
member of the Labor Dept.

well-known

bowling team

Is right up there In

second place — three points out of the top

spot.

April,
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GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

lo jnsurc

;

COMPENSAIM

I

all accidenls

Due to a little misinformation, LEC McCREARY was reported In New York, but
as this hits the mail box that will be a

PITCHMAN

fact. Director Hathaway delayed his trek
east to do more research for the superduper that will soon hit the cameras.

What's doing at the Hills? I've been
commuting between Western Avenue and
Toluca Lake for nearly a month with
FRANK CCRY, Jr., and a host of others
including PRIMC, HCRACE, ERWIN,
RCBERT, ALCNZC, BEANSY and WHITEY LCCKWCCD.
Something tells me
there'll be some

immediately....

Did I tell you that JIMMY MCRRIS is a
member of the Grip gang? From pencil to
crowbar In two easy lessons. Had a letter
from BILL SANTCRC
in Panama — he
should be here for a 30-day furlough soon.

changes, as most of them

"Forever Amber" should be well into production ere now. Hope they allow visitors

have taken a keen liking to cigars and it's
cutting In on my supplies.
See

where

LCD

KUSLEY

made

— I'm dying to see some of those gorgeous
costumes, and that bedroom furniture Is
so-o-o-o divine.

the

grade
took shift.
over HCWARD
BILL MURRAY'S
gang
on
the— P.M.
MIDDLETCN
not a bit fussed, as were others, when his

Also see that my

name failed to make the column. I'll
double your supply of butter when I get
the chance, Howard.

HENRIETTA

BANKS of Tabulating Dept, joins in
the Safety Campaign.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

Ben Nye of Makeup and Charles LeMalre of Wardrobe were guests at the
last Safety meeting.
Vic Christensen advises that the Annual

shape by young LAVIN, BERRY, TURNMIRE and RCUGET. I still think my Idea

a better one, but It will be bigger due to
the fact that there are more directors in
1946 than In previous years.
Did you see Look Magazine

of March

19,

American

1946 —

"Mass

Murder,

Style"?
"The public must be educated in the
ways of Safety," said Mr. Ned H. Dearbon (National Safety News). "It must be
kept Informed that safety Is a problem of
every citizen. It is unthinkable that the nation will lose the war against accidents
after winning the war against the Axis.

Nice looking dolly track whipped

“TRAINED AND QUALIFIED OVER 500 EMPLOYEES
FOR RED CROSS FIRST AID
CERTIFICATES.”

BRCWER In last month's "Action." No,
I'm sure he will never be forgotten. A letter I received from one of the natives who
worked

YCHl CAN
LARGEST

Into

Met JCHNNY
LUGC
and RAY
SCHELL at Western Avenue. They both
appear lonesome, but they have enough
to keep them occupied. TCMMY MCCRE
never changes — must have taken a gland
treatment. RED BCYNTCN doing a swell
job for which he is well fitted.
So amigos, 'tis adlos.

fROM

CHOOSE
IN THE

2

FROM

JEWELRY

JEWELERS

22 AT PHILLIPS

SHOWROOMS
WEST

ESTABLISHED

1921

714 South Hill Street, Los Angeles
ENTIRE
OPEN

SECOND

FLOOR,

9:30 to’ 5:30

GUARANTEED

SPRECKELS

INCLUDING

BLDG.

VANDIKE

OF

DO

NOT

GIFTS

CATER

OF

TO

THE

15%

TO

GENERAL

JEWELER’S

2442

9 DEPARTMENTS

SATURDAY

SAVINGS

14, Calif.

40%

T. C. F. PERSONNEL
WE

there, put It this

'Tis difficult to attempt to gather news
while traveling in a studio, bus to location —
the boys are so engrossed with their knittin'. The nurse carries cotton, but only for
her ears — the boys sometimes forget she
Is about. The food has improved since the
war ended and the supply appears unlimited.

mcxm
WHEN

with us down

way: "his going away leaves us with an
empty space In our hearts." So say we all.

of a half-track equipped with rubber treads
would give them something never seen In
Hollywood. Just Imagine pacing an actor
and then sneaking past and looking down
on him from the ceiling — the Idea has tremendous possibilities. Just look at that
group of scoffers stick their tongues out
at me. Well — Yah! to you too.

This shall not happen!"
Back your Green Cross with your greenbacks. National Safety needs your support
for Its campaign. Be a stockholder In an
enterprise working for you and your protection.

To correct Studio Club brochure :

That was a lovely piece on Mr. CTTC

Arizona Is calling and quite a few of the
boys are taking the cure with AL THAYER
for John Ford's "Clementine." Wonder
what the Indians think of our Cucalorases?

Safety Dinner for 1946, Saturday night,
April 6, will be a bigger and better party
than the last one. I doubt that It could be

under production — "Carnival In Costa
Rica." I'll probably get homesick If I
ever show up on that set.

Lots of new improvements: that niggerhead for hoisting beds is super-duper. Remember the good old days of shoving a
20-foot plank up to a guy hanging by his
eyebrows at the end of a 30-foot hanger?
Nothing to get wistful about.

Jimmie Jensen calls for an inspection of
Parking at Western Avenue Lot. At Fox
Hills, Dean Speed still holds a big lead,
but this will be cut. Violations must stop
—LAST NOTICE!

favorite picture Is

PUBLIC

QUALITY.

TO

U. S. POSTAGE

2c PAID
LOS

CARPET & CANVAS SHOP
By HARRY
Surprise! Here
It seems

I am

Dear Studio Club:
Just a few lines to express my apprecia-

OTT

tion for your letter and well-liked book
which I received in time for my birthday.
I miss the gang at the Studio very much
and whenever I hear from anyone out

again this month.

I've been elected permanent reporter. Just a bunch of so-and-sos in our

department
who WILSON
say they can't
column. PAUL
knows write
who ai
mean. I know he can write because he

there, I'm very happy. Cf course, if I'd
write more often. I'd probably hear more
often, but being in the hospital tends to
make a person lazy and I am, without a
doubt, cne of the laziest.

signs his time card every day. Just have
a little patience and I'll have him writing
a column, if I have to punch more holes in
the tarps he repairs.
Speaking of holes In our tarps, the high
wind we had last month practically blew
pieces of our tarps and blacks down to
Santa Monica. It took most of the men
from the Canvas Shop at M.G.M. plus our
own men, to get them repaired and back
up again so that the companies could shoot
on the streets. These waterproof tarps are
not
160
has
one
arm

ANGELES, CALIF.
Permit No. 12005

small things — they measure 60 ft. by
ft. and weigh 1800 lbs. After a guy
pulled and tugged half the width of
of them under his sewing machine
to repair a dozen or so holes and rips

in the cen-fer, he's ready to call it a day.
All of those new green covers for our
new trucks were made by FELIX STOLLBERG. It took a lot cf hard work and fitting, because each cne had to be tailormade. Nice job, Felix WOODY'S little
boy is doing fine. Nothmg to report on
JACK BARRETT. BILL VOLGMAN
reports
everything fine on the chicken front- — -he
collects eggs by the bucketful now. JACK
BRAHN is back in the Carpet department
after leave of absence — glad to have you
back. Jack.
I hat about winds it up this month. I'm
behind the deadline now — that old 10th of
the month rolls around too fast.
Dear Friends:

I don't know whether or not you have

CLARENCE HUTSON, Studio Colonel, Permanent
Charities Drive, handing in a report as ot March
14th to FRED METZLER, Studio Treasurer and
Manager.

Pledges totaling $215,772.00 have been
signed as of March 14th. Mr. Metzler, on
behalf of the Studio, wishes to thank all of
the Studio personnel for their most generous cooperation in this worthy cause.
Mr. Hutson reports that this total will be
exceeded considerably as all pledge cards
have not been returned, and urges everyone who has not yet signed to do so immediately so that the drive may be closed
at the earliest possible date.
The Permanent Charities Committee and
the industry in general are in accord that
we should have but one drive each year.
This, as you know, includes War Chest, Red
Cross and Infantile Paralysis.

Dear Studio Club:
I just received a letter from my mother
informing me of your Christmas gift to
me. I want you to know that I appreciate
the gift very much and it was very
thoughtful
of the Studio Club to remember
me.
I should have written before to let you

You just can't know how glad I am to be
back in the Studio aoain, nor can you possibly know how wonderful it was to be remembered so regularly by you during my
four years of service overseas. It gave me
a tremendous lift to be so gallantly assured
of your loyalty. For that, and for the
many fine things the Club as well as the
entire Studio did for the members of its
great family, I am indeed grateful.
I know how much time and effort had to
be expended to make all those attentions
possible, and I am sure that appreciation
has been expressed by your service men
and women all over the world.
Again — thank you so much for everything. Sincerely,
RCBERT HCLMES

know v/here I am and how I'm getting
along, and I also forgot to thank you for
the box of dried fruits received while still
in the States.
I expect to be out of the Navy before
too long and I'd surely like to work for
TCF again, but think I'.ll go to college first.
I'm at a ship repair base in the Philippines on an island called Manlcani.
Thanking you again for everything, and
hoping to see you soon.
Very sincerely yours,
TCM

HARRIS

T. R. Harris, S l/c (RDM) 5669728
S.R.B. Navy-3864 Bks. A-15
c/o FPC, San Francisco.

me
on your
list for
"Action"
I would
surelvmailing
appreciate
receiving
all but
the
latest news from the Studio. The doctors
tell me that I'll be able to get in a wheelchair soon and when that happens. I'll be
out to give the Studio a personal inspection and renew old acquaintances.
Well, the nurse wants to hold my hand
for a while, so I'll have to sign off now.
Hoping that this note finds all of the
always.
oang in the best
of health, I remain as
Sincerely,
Herb Wolf
Herbert Wolf, Photo M l/c
D-7, U. S. Naval Hospital
Corona, Calif.

RONALD C BARROWS
It is with deep regret we make the announcement ofthe death of Ronald C. Barrows on February 20, 1946.
Mr. Barrows came to TCF in 1928 as
an Accounts Payable clerk. Before many
months he was transferred to the Purchasing Department as Assistant Purchasing
Agent, which position he held until his
death.
During the war years just ended, he was
assigned the difficult job of seeing that all
were cardirectives
and with
priority
ried outregulations
in connection
Studio buying,
and kept management informed about regulations governing building projects, etc.
He was outstandinq in this work and was
frequently consulted by other motion picture studios for advice and information.
Mr. Barrows was a veteran of World
War I. As the result of an Injury sustained
while in the Army, he did not enjoy the
best of health but, nevertheless, was a fine
worker and a valuable employee. He will
be missed by his fellow-workers in the Purchasing Department and in the Studio
generally.
Cur sincerest sympathy is extended to
his wife and daughter.
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THE SCRIP TEASE
By FLORENCE

to keep house for Hap Halligan. Yes,
they're married!
We all wish to extend our condolences
to ALICE OLCOTT and GERRY TAYLOR
for the recent loss of their mothers.
HELEN HUGHES, who left us to join the
Wacs, will soon be a bride!
LORRAINE STOLL and BEN ROSEN-

MACK

For years the Script Department

has

been like a big happy family and it's very
nice to see once again the girls showing
full cooperation and good fellowship, which
enables_them to better concentrate on their
work. After all, the real reason we are here
is to do our part, however small, to the best
of our abilities, in making TCF motion pictures the finest in the business! Needless to

MAYER
are going steady — but not with
each
other!
MAXINE SHIPMAN went up in a plane
for the first time when she flew to San

say it is much easier and pleasanter if the
most harmonious possible relationship exists between all members.
Although several weeks have passed since
the Studio Club party, the happy memory
of it lingers on. Everyone had a marvelous
time and we hope those who had to miss it
this year will be able to enjoy the next one.
Several changes have taken place in
"Script Asst." ADELAIDE REYNOLDS' little bungalow, but it's still a happy beehive
of industry and houses some of the most
attractive girls on the lot. TRUDY WEINER, the beautiful little blonde, has left, and
we're glad — because she and her husband
are STORKicipating in July!
KAY YARDMAN is also gone, but not
forgotten. She is now the wife of handsome young Coast Guardsman, WAYNE
STOREY, and we can't complain about
that, either. Congratulations to both these
happy couples.
After nine years with the department
VERA COVINGTON
has transferred to
Tabulating, so we haven't exactly lost Vera
and
ment.we hope she's happy in her new assignTo offset these losses, charming and efficient ELIZABETH DAVISON, formerly of
Wardrobe, and ELISABETH WOODRUFF,
nee Miss Marbot of Zurich, Switzerland,

I the enchanting young war bride of Ameri! can Air Corps Staff Sergeant DONALD
! WOODRUFF, have been added to the personnel. Mrs. Woodruff, who has been in
America only four months, is still a little
I homesick, but delighted with the country in
I general and TCF in particular, and we think
I she's pretty nice, too.
RUTH LISSAUER is singing in a cafe at
night, but she won't tell us where because

ELISABETH WOODRUFF
(nee Marbot) is the
daughter of a Swiss watchmaker and the bride of
an American G. I. She has traveled extensively;
speaks French and English fluently; flew from her
home in Zurich, Switzerland, to Lisbon where she
spent two weeks before boarding a Spanish ship
which brought her to South America; from there
she went to Philadelphia, then to New York, and
finally to California and TCF Script Dept. Beautiful
and smart-looking young girls must be very much
the same

everywhere, tor Elizabeth looks as "typically American" as apple pie.

Diego for the weekend recently, and now
she's a confirmed enthusiast.
San Juan Capistrano may boast of its
swallows that return once a year but TCF
has a little owl who pays us a daily visit.
Although we have always been taught that
owls see better at night, our most novel
"fan" comes swooping in promptly at 5:30
every afternoon from the golf course across
from the Studio on Pico Blvd. and settles
on the driveway near the Prop Building to
watch the cars leave. Yesterday a bevy of
beauties were on their way out and noticed
him, whereupon he proceeded to take his
bows after landing, spread his wings, and
emit a series of cacophonous sounds which
were evidently meant to convey his appreciation, approval or what have you. Casting
office please note!

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP
By DICK DARLING

she's afraid she'll get stage fright if we descend on her en masse.
EMELIA CASTRO and BETTY LOU
VOLDER vacationed in New York, and
LIBBY BROOK who left for the east hopes
to include It in her Itinerary, too.
VIRGINIA JONES is in love, but we

Borego Valley WIDLICSKA maintains
that even though there is snow on the roof,
the furnace burns brightly . . . Terrvilliquer

don't have to tell you that — you'd know by

Valley PALLMAN is the "ace" rider of
Horse Canyon . . . JOE NEMETH, a

the weight she's lost!
DOROTHY BRIDGES claims she's burned
them all behind her since she met that

chubby,

handsome young man from across the
pond. Anyway, those stars in your eyes are
becoming, Dottie.
SALLY GREGORY, formerly of the Studio Club, is back with us and your reporter
is having fun comparing notes with her on
the development of her two-year-old son
and my nephew of the same age.
VERNA TIDEY has given up her career

We in the shop want to thank the Studio
Club for the fine Supper-Dance at Cocoanut Grove — it was fun!

good-natured

prop

maker, took

the long walk down the aisle and said, 'I
DO." . . . Umbreago (Minny) JACKMAN
was the life of the Studio Club Party . . .
WALT STONES and HERB LEWIS converting Atomic Power on two experimental
B-25 gun turrets — as yet they are not
reassembled . . . C. M. McCORMICK is
not as young as he used to be — he danced
one evening recently and has been hobbling around ever since.
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EDNA (Christie) LANKOVSKY is another
gal so wrapped up in her marital life that
the single girls can't even Induce her to
take in a movie with them. What IS the
strange fascination that guys have over
their women???? Could It be that the
scarcity of men during the war years has
put a permanent fright in the female sex??
Hmmmm!
AL

DeWEESE, HAL BOW, SAM WITTENBERG, ED ARNOLD
and HOMER

HILL didn't realize that they were biting
off more than they could chew when they
challenged HATHAWAY's CHICKS to a
bit of bowling. For the sake of the "gentlemen's pride" I'll pass lightly over the
subject, but (on the Q. T.) the CHICKS
took the fellows to the cleaners. They had
a tough time getting them there.
Well,. I'd like to chat with you a little
longer but she (you know who!) will raise
the roof if I don't get this column In today,
so I'll sign off for now, but will be with you
again in the next issue.
BOB BARKLEY, latest addition to the Payroll
Dept., was born in Compton but emigrated to Los
Angeles at an early age. Bob is a musician of
no mean ability — he plays trumpet, violin, and
piano. Of course not all at once, silly!

KEEPING TAB
By BETTY HEMLINGER

PAYROLL PERIODS
Ry LOLA
Ho, Hum!

SHADLAUS

Having slept through a couple

of months, I guess it's about time I slipped
you the dope on what TCP's most important department is doing. Yeah, I know,
you think your department is the one and
only but if it weren't for ours, you wouldn't
any hard coin to jingle^ — so let's
be getting
not
have any argument!
The character in the picture is definitely
of a rare species. BOB BARKLEY is the
latest addition to Payroll, and his ludicrous
sense of humor keeps everyone in top
spirits. Despite the fact that he studied
psychology for a couple of years, we're
wondering if he wouldn't prove an interesting case for a psychologist, himself. All in
all though. Bob, we're sure glad to have
you with us.
It seems that SHIRLEY "Muscles" LYON
has changed her theme song recently. She
used to sing Be-l-BOW but now "Danny
Boy" is first on her hit parade. Frankly, he's
not bad — in fact, he's not at all bad. Wow
— did my wedding ring ever pinch me just
then!
As for JEAN BANTA — well, there's no
use talking to her because regardless of
what subject you start on, she'll deliberately twist the conversation and you'll end up
talking about Jimmy. Jimmy this and Jimmy that — all through the week and even on
Sundays. Lawdy, lawdy! If dat gal would
only get married, she could start thinkin'
for herself again.
With so many females in our office, it's
impossible to get away from the subject of
men. ALTA MAE SHEAHAN is back in
full swing now that hubby Lawrence

has a

job close to home. She says it's like being
a bride all over again!

Ah, Spring! Isn't it wonderful? It's a
good thing, though, that the weather
turned warmer for those mornings when
we had to swim to work. Much as I've always liked swimming, I don't relish it as a
part of my life work.
Spring always turns the mind to vacations. KAY STURM took a week at long
last and swears she did nothing but sleep.
If that's true, Kay, where did you acquire
the cold you brought back with you?
Everyone In the department is helping (?)

about cleaning and rejuvenating and packing and unpacking, and they were tla^
very tired girls until all the moving
*
Jobs have shitted around like mad lately.
done.
HERBERT FEHNER has returned and is
working on the graveyard shift. VIRGINIA
TATE got news that her brother was very
III, and she left Immediately to go to him.
We certainly hope he Is much better soon.
In the meantime, WILMA TARCY has
transferred from the day shift to gravecare of
work tor her.
IRENEyard to take
ANGER
hasVirginia's
also transferred
to
graveyard, from the swing shift. It's all a
bit confusing for a while but will unconfuse
soon, we hope.
RICHARD PICCHIONE was another of
Tab who had to leave on sudden notice
of Illness in his family. Word came from
Washington, D. C., that his father was
gravely III, so Dick and his sister, another
employee of TCF, left for Washington immediately. We hope to receive good news
from them soon, and that It won't be too
long before they are both back with us.
VERA COVINGTON
has been all excited since she got her order in for a new
Ford. Of course, when she will get delivery
is a matter for speculation, but she was
very lucky, just getting her order
We were glad to learn that ED
IN's family has recovered from a
flu.
hard to have them
once It's
as surely
they were.

in.
HARDsiege of
all ill at

It's time to leave all you folks and go
back to my dreamy contemplation of the
weather. Too bad little things like work
keep interrupting me. Have to see If something can't be done about that!

PAT

BUCKMEYER get ready for her wedding on May 25th. She certainly has been
a busy girl getting all her plans made and
everything arranged. We're all looking forward to it as much as she is. Everyone has
been offering assistance, particularly in
helping them get from the church to the
boat when they leave on their honeymoon,
but she has graciously declined all such
offers. Can't understand why — people just
naturally want to be helpful. Seriously,
though, we all sincerely hope that all the
plans go smoothly and that the wedding
will be as beautiful as the arrangements
promise it will be.
Tab welcomed a new member to its
midst lately. He answers to the name of
"Topper," which may seem unusual — but
"he" is GALVIN WOOD's new Dachshund. He certainly is a cute little fellow
and already knows his way around all the
corners of the department.
There is certainly an epidemic of new
houses and remodeling around Tab. ELLEN
BRADFORD just recently moved into a
new home in El Segundo. SOPHIA HAYFORD moved the middle of April. IRENE
FARLOW has been fixing up her home
with a patio which certainly sounds lovely
from her descriptions, and a pool for the
baby. For quite awhile all the talk was

Congratulations

and

best wishes

to these

happy

newlyweds, HARRY
BARTHOLOMEW,
Sound Effects Editor, and his bride DORIS (nee JACOBSEN) of Electrical Engineering. They were married
March lOth at the Robertson Community Church
with Rev. Thatcher officiating.

May,
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NURSERY TALES
P

to his "fowing tresses" (knowing Jesse, you
know what I mean), chirping in an angry

By JIMMIE

TAYLOR

way and giving' him a bad time of it. Said
Jesse, "Guess they were looking for something to build their nests with." Said J. M.,
"Yes, building material being scarce all
over, the birds can't be TOO particular as

I hardly know where to begin this month.
It seems that the Hays Office has been
knocking the old 'ell out of my batting
average lately. But in order to express the
various views and events of this department and also to appease our hungry readers— only butter-hungry now — it just isn t
possible to comply with any set rules and
regulations that Emily Post might recommend. Don't be mislead now — I'm not cast-

to where they try to pick up a few hairs."
What do you know! Remember me hinting for a few sunfowers here on our front
20 of the south 40? We have a nice gardener by the name of GUS EGGERT. Well,
Gus met me one morning with a big smile
and said, "You're going to have a

ing any aspersions. It's just a metaphorical
way of getting the column started.
This Is the month when that little ditty,
"I Remember April," really hits the time,
but I think It's high time we're getting
better acguainted with May. To begin
with, that good looking gardener lending
his sex appeal to the camera and giving the
column that necessary "oomph and the
pause that refreshes," is WENS WOSTAK
— better known as "HANS" — often called
"Handsome Hans" because he has such
beautiful hands. Have you ever noticed
them? Hans is really one of the old-timers
here. Came over with the Pilgrims, 'tis said.
He really knows his stuff, too. He says "Old
Granny Gus Gophenheimer" taught him
that. That is the Nursery sobriguet for GUS
EGGERT. Everyone knows Gus and Gus
thinks he knows everything — rather, everyone. You'd better ask him about that. But
lest the spotlight be stolen from Hans, let's
just drop Gus — and, brother, would I like
to do just that — right off the Brooklyn
Bridge!
My! My! Such beautiful thoughts. Just
like inspirations coming from someone under the influence of lig-er-uh — an acute
anemia of the medulla oblongata. That's
better than liquor, what? At least, it eliminates the smell. But some persistent soand-so will get the satisfaction of saying,
"It stinks anyway you smell it!"
You know how it is, though. If you give
some people half a chance — they'll take
the other half! For instance, the ofher day
LARRY

DYER said to "Old Weary-Bottom" BILL — that's our boy LePELLEY —
"Say, Bill, let's play horse — I'll be the front
end and you just be yourself!" Now, I suppose I should apologize again. Doggone,
my feet are always getting in hot water.
No wonder I get holes in my socks!
Recently an erstwhile associate called
this department in quest of bontanical
nomenclature. After a lengthy explanation
(it was really all bluff on my part), she endeavored to impress me by stating that
although it was a terrific strain she managed to read a few excerpts from this column in recent issues. Moreover, she felt
that she was willed (I don't know who the
devil by) to brand it as "scandalous (nope
they won't print that word) material not
fittin' for the Jay birds." She further stated
that in the future she intends to give the
good readers the horticultural knowledge

i

nice

yard of posies this year — I'm putting in
some prize delphinium, .and over there
we're planting chrysanthemums." Now how
do you like that, you city folks? First thing
we know we'll have city people running all
over the farm just to see our flowers — and
envying me, I betcha!
Think back a few years — puf a broom in his hand
instead of fhe rake; curbstone base instead of the
grass; sweeper's uniform — and, yes, you guessed
all right— that's WENS WOSTAK.

they really seek when

Gotta go now — my "baby's" crying for
its heating pad — see you all next month.

it

they read Nursery

Tales, instead of the "half-baked clabber'
I've been
conglomerating.
Mind you, that's
what
she called
it.
Now that I've duly reported the promise
of this literary-horticultural genius, be sure
to watch for her dissertlons on cockleshells
and delphiniums. Here's hoping that north
eighty's doing well, Peggy!
Just one more item, you lucky people.
RAY GRANTHAM
really painted his house
during his vacation this year. Last year he
painted the town!

OUT OUR WAY
By BILL GOLDMAN
At one time I thought I wanted to be a
writer, but I have most certainly changed
my mind. I find that even this column is too
much. For weeks I make notes and take
a jumbled mass of words and try to iron
them out into real nice praseology for my
widely read effort (last Gallop poll shows
12 readers), and what do I get? My wife
tries to be very understanding and sympathetic with one of those, "It isn't baad,
but . . ." and some of the discouraging

PRINTABLES
By PEGGY

ANDREASEN

"daughter" was
Guess towhat
SCOOP!
what couple with the
March 25th,
born
initials MARKS — first names, BETTY and
JACK? The name of the little sister to
Bruce is Sharon Elizabeth — weight 8 lbs.
14 oz. The mother got along just fne —
but I was a wreck. Finally had to see a
doctor to find out just what was causing
all the pain in my back. He said, "You just
let Mrs. Marks have her baby and you take
— we'll call it
of your
care
— that I did.
I did'baby'
" Thatown
'Sciatica.'
Well, from what I hear, the Studio Club
Party was a huge success. Wasn't there
myself — nobody asked me. The reports
from HAL GORDON and JESSE ACORN
were Super-Colossal. ALL the girls looked
beautiful, and special raves went for CALLIE HOLDEN's orchestra. It seems it was
a bit of all right.
Hal Gordon, our extra nice BOSS, drove
east to bring Mary back to her little home
in the west. Wish I could have gone along
for the ride. We all missed the "fiery"
little gent.
Jesse Acorn was telling JACK
MATHEWS
about the birds around our
farm — how last year, around mating season, the mama bird would soar down close

cracks I get around the Lot I'd rather not
mention, but as a nephew of mine sez, "Yur
fodder's mustache." I will be heard if only
to satisfy my ego and see my name in
I don't know what kind of a campaign
they put on here in the States during the
print.
war, but evidently everyone was warned
not to question the returning servicemen —
that might put salt on old wounds, or something to that effect. This has been very irritating to me. I've been bursting to talk
about all my experiences during the 33
months I was away, but just as soon as I
mention anything pertaining to what happened over there, I get that understanding
look and an embarrassed,

"You don't have

to
All I and
can
do say
is anything,
look shylywe atunderstand."
my fingernails
squeeze out a teardrop. I bruised my knee
shooting craps aboard ship and returned
home with a limp, to find women offering
their seats to me on streetcars. Recently
my sacro-lllac jumped out of place and I
walked around at a 45-degree angle — so
many people hinted that perhaps it was an
old war wound that I had X-rays taken to
locate the bullet.
In the next issue I'm determined

to ex-

pose all. The title will be, "How to keep
from trouble" or "Three years on foreign
soil and still getting away with murder."
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refuge between the wardrobe cases and
resume your contemplation of the new p^^
green
"That
like MarqH|
Corso. walls.
Wonder
whatlooked
she does
aroutio

Those green walls didn't come about
suddenly with the touch of a wand. There
were four painters and more confusion than
accompanied the Russian delegate to the
UNO conference. We arrived at work to
findhere?"
our desks, files, bookcases, wastebasket
and

everything, sitting naked and unabashed on the front stoop in all that fresh

air. To our great surprise, they didn’t disintegrate but just sat there with requisitions stirring faintly in the breeze. There
was a great supply of rumpled canvas in
the hall to trip over, with ladders spraddled
out in the doorways and fat paint brushes
slurping green paint overhead. The screaming telephones were burled under canvas
behind rooms barricaded with scaffolding
occupied by unyielding painters. Everyone
reeled about, glassy-eyed from the fumes,
in a state of indecision about the choice
of asphixiation with the doors closed or
freezing to death with the doors open.
They all had the strength, however, to voice
a great number of suggestions as to what
color it should have been painted had anyone the courtesy to consult them first. Oh,
well — it's clean, anyway!

"DESIGNER"

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

If you ever happen to be strolling down
the corridor that begins with GLADYS at
the front desk in the Ladies' Wardrobe and
ends with ALICE in the stockroom, you
should not become so preoccupied with
admiring our new pea-green walls that you
forget you are on a dangerous thoroughfare. When you think you hear a noise like
the Louisville Express at the far end of the
hall, proceed instantly to the nearest alley
between the wardrobe cases. You won't
be able to identify what went rocketing
past just as you stepped to safety. It was
just a blur, launched from the Test Stage
and a

wardrobe

test on

10 of "KATE's

GIRLS" (with four changes apiece) in "My
Darling Clementine." Waiting in Mr. HUBERT'S office are three women testing
for the part of Lady Castlemaine in "Forever Amber." These same women, if satisfactory in the part of Lady Castlemaine,
will have to be dressed for the part of the
drunken barmaid in Newgate Prison by
three o'clock in the afternoon, but meanwhile must be gotten to Western Costume

Company for a fitting in the Punto Number in "Carnival in Costa Rica." However,
it isn't just certain that they will do the
Punto Number at all, but a simple Dream
Sequence with a Goblin Number featuring
Bat Women ten feet tall, the costumes for
which must be complete and ready to show
to the Director at ten o'clock in the morning. Of course, they will let us know by six

It finally took MARY HOLLINGSHEAD
to prove that we actually did need that
floor upstairs in the Annex. Of course, she
had to fall through it— which was just what
everybody had been telling somebody
would happen for two months or longer.
Well, after the ambulance took Mary away
to the hospital (where they found, praise
heaven, that there were no serious injuries)
we got a new floor in the Annex.
KAY NELSON, who has received much
well deserved acclaim for her work on
"Leave

Her

to Heaven"

and, more

re-

cently, "Sentimental Journey," has completed a difficult assignment with "Margie"
and another on "Home Sweet Homicide,"
and is spending her vacation at home —
much to the delight of her two charming
children, Karen and Maurie.
Also vacationing, and in New York, is
BONNIE CASHIN. She has folded up the

o'clock tonight about the Dream Sequence,
which will allow Mr. Hubert plenty of time
to do the sketches and get the costumes
made to order, fitted and delivered. That

"Three Little Girls" and put them in moth
balls (in case there should be another re-

is, unless they decide to do the Ballet Number. But the girls who work in the Ballet
Number are posing in another profession in

"Siam"
the and
the last ofcase,
buried
jewelrytake)inand an
old wardrobe
has
gone off for a gala time with familiar faces
in favorite places.

the Bird Cage Theatre for "My Darling
Clementine," so they couldn't possibly be
spared
a fitting
Rica"
picture. for
Besides,
two in
of the
them"Costa
have to
be
dressed this afternoon for the part of Bess
Columbine in "Forever Amber" — or was it
"Beck Marshall"?
"Telephone," trumpets a voice from the
front office. "Telephone, MARGIE CORSO." There is a screech of a sudden halt,
a couple of seconds' pause, and another
whoosh in the reverse direction. "Hmmm,"
you mutter as you venture out of your

GRACE

WILSON

and VIOLA

RICH-

ARDS have returned from short 'tween pictures vacations, fresh as daisies.
But, in the Workroom we find that
ETHEL ELANDER is black-and-blue from
an auto accident she was lucky to have
survived. Her car, however, was completely
incapacitated so Ethel is hitch-hiking to
work. CONSTANCE BONTEMPS has also
suffered Injuries from an auto accident.
Yet the Workroom ploughs on through
"doubles" and "triples" on the "Amber"
costumes, and the "Clementine" wardrobe.
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not to mention Campesinas "corsages '
l^hlch, we discovered, are bodices!), Punto
^rts, pettiskirts and headwear by the
thousands.
So, LORENA NELSON didn't know
what she was coming back to when she
returned from a month's vacation in Mexico City. (Somebody mentioned a lottery
ticket in connection with this, but we
didn't actually hear the clank of silver.)
The prettiest seamstress we had in the
Workroom was DICK STAUB . . . and they
shipped him out to Western Avenue for
front line duty on "My Darling Clementine."

his hand, requiring a couple of stitches.
The very next week, however, Lome went
skiing again. Ah, this jump was super! But
when he landed this time, broken skis went
flying and also a broken leg. After his leg
was set, Johnson quipped, "Cniy five of
us out of a possible hundred skliers were
hurt — that's not bad."
AL WIHLEN had his car stolen, but it
was returned and the thief apprehended.
BEN MARTIN and ALEX RCSEMAN
tied up with the "Cutlaw" boy, Howard
Hughes, at Western Avenue.
Start picking your vacation dates, boys!

petite prima donna, left us for more serious
thoughts. The object of her affections returned from overseas and has taken up his
law studies in Denver, Colorado. We certainly miss you, Helen, in more ways than
one, and wish you both all the happiness
in the world. Recently, H. B. EDSTRCM,
more familiarly known as Eddie, has also
resigned from the Studio to take up his
lumber business. He was connected with
the Studio some eleven or twelve years
and worked as a Contact Man out of this
office for the past seven years. Eddie is
well known for his never-ending smile and
very gracious personality. So all of you
people who are thinking of building a home
able
to Eddie
help you.
look up
Edstrom — we're sure he'll be

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

Cn the other hand, KELLY SMITH, SCL
"PETE" STAMESHKIN and AL "BUSTER"
DeGAETANC have been added to our
complement. With these three and PHIL
ADAMS and GECRGE ZUCKER, our

WHITE

How many of us appreciate our wonderful climate in southern California? Dust and
windstorms seem to be the main scourges
at the Arizona Location. All the men have
to wear goggles while working, to keep the
wind from whipping the dust into their
eyes. The wind was so strong one day that
it blew the commissary six feet off Its original position.
JUNICR SKILES wanted to go on this
location so bad he could taste it, but several days before he was scheduled to leave
his appendix demanded to be removed.
The Safety Committee Party in April was
first rate — a good time and a good dinner
(TERRY STUART had two)! AL BELL, EDDIE HAAS and your reporter paid for putting on the banquet by the time we left
the poker table.

backfleld has grown to quite a "figure."
HERE AND THERE: When Phil "Handlcapper" Adams comes on the Stage, why
doesn't someone ask him to demonstrate
the miniature spittoon the gang gave him
for his birthday. Thanks to the Prop and
Paint shops, it was a work of art . . . Glad
to hear you had such a wonderful time on
your vacation, KAY — you picked an excellent time tO' go to the desert .. . . Why
were two young ladles of this office very
flustered the day TY PCWER visited Mr.
WURTZEL? Cf course, you can imagine
Mr. Ad ams didn't have a thing to do with
the introductions — oh, no!
GENE TIERNEY, looking sharp as a "Razor's Edge,"
graciously consented to sponsor the Mill's Softball
team.

DAVE MALMEN can relax — our bowling
team is still in second place.
The Softball team is going great guns —
two wins and no losses at this writing. This
is due mainly to the fact that GENE TIERNEY has taken us under her wing and
completely outfitted the team.
WALTER PITCHMAN please take note:
The Carpenter department is doing such a
tremendous job in the Mill that Life Magazine isputting on a big spread — the old
carved oak French set, assembled by ED
GCRES, BILL SCHLCSER and BILL
FLETCHER: some fancy stairs and rail built
by MARK REIMEL, CLARENCE JCNES
and company. This should be in the August
issue — so watch for it!
A baby girl, Karen Jean, was born to the

With the perseverance of our Studio
Club secretary and an occasional nudge
from our fellow associates, the Construction Department has finally come to time
and submitted a column.

DCN FLICKWIR's on Tuesday, April 2nd,
which, naturally enough, makes CHARLIE
FLICKWIR a grandpappy.
FRED SPANN became a grandpa again,
too, on March 8th when son JACK's wife,
gave birth to a baby boy. Jack Frederic.
Jack is in Tokyo — hope father meets son
soon!

ure to meet them all. Many a pin-up we've
autographed for you fellows! These boys
are probably already familiar to you, but
just to mention our personalities — DICK
DARLING, JCHNNIE KELLAR, the ARMETTA boys— LCUIE and JCHNNIE,
CHUCK RCGERS, PAUL KNISLEY, AL
SHAFFER, BILLY GCLDMAN and HERB
LEWIS.

LCRNE JCHNSCN disproved the old
saying that a child who sticks his finger in
the fire once will never do it again. He
went skiing recently and when he landed
after a very graceful jump, he fell and cut

B. B. Shots From Construction
By BETTY

BOW

The Department as a whole has certainly taken on a different aspect since the
beginning of this year. The various offices
now boast of quite a few ex-Service personnel. We here in this office had heard
so much of these boys that it was a pleas-

With the relocation of our humble
establishment around the first of the year,
we have had a few additions, but we have
had our losses, too. HELEN SNYDER, our

With all the sand storms and snow blizzards, we can't understand why our two
pioneers, GECRGE MILLS and JUNICR
DeGAETANC haven't made tracks for
home sooner than this from Monument
Valley. But we would like to take this opportunity to thank you two for the lovely
postcards you sent!
HAVE YCU EVER SEEN— JACK
BRAND play gin rummy? EDDIE HAAS
without a smile? BUTCH LEDGERWCCD
smile? GECRGE MILLS without a pocketful of lists? BUSTER deGAETANC check
the materials leaving for location? GRADY
WILLARD when he didn't have trouble of
some kind? KELLY SMITH with a tie that
didn't match his shirt? GECRGE ZUCKER
at a loss for words, especially big ones?
PHIL ADAMS without his Five Brothers
and a racing sheet? PETE STAMESHKIN
get here on time at the right time? PAUL
WURTZEL have so many splits in one bowling game?are just one or two of the little
Those
things that make this office as unpredictable as it is— never a dull moment!
Last but not least — To the Studio Club,
Incorporated: Those of us who went to the
Supper-Dance at the Cocoanut Grove
would like to say that we all had a marvelous time and a most enjoyable evening.
In plain
old American
WAS
FUN!good
THANKS
A LCT! — IT SURE
So, until we meet again . . .
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PLASTER CRACKS
By AL

Bess Lasky and Jack Codd won the $5.00
prize as the best couple on ice.
m
Art Webb, just returned to the studH
from service, did a wonderful job as Master
of Ceremonies. Art introduced a first-rate
skating revue composed of:

NESBITT

The boys and girls had a fine time at
the Studio Club Supper-Dance. I recognized very tew without their work clothes

'■'Rhythm"of— the
"Darling
— Mary
Jane Bodum.
ChetIce"Nelson
.
"Roslta" — Douglas Duffy.

on, but that can't be helped unless we
have a come-as-you-are party. However,
it the stores don't start selling white work
pants I wouldn't be able to go. Look! — no
pant leg on the right!

Fancy Skating Number — Tommy De
Pauw.
"Precision" — Kurt Trostorff and Frank
Patrick.

Am sorry I don't know as yet whether
or not LAWRENCE STUPY received his

"Three Debu-Tramps" — Mickey Michaels,
Jim Treloar and Jerry Paige.

wheels from the Soap Box Derby Association. Perhaps he won't need them by the
time they arrive, as he has confided to me
that he is on a strict diet. Why does BUD
DENNY pick on him so much. After all, he
also wears the larger sizes. It was just last
night I saw Stupy not only buy peanuts tor
Bud, but also chew them. That, my friends,
is real friendship.
Speaking of friendship — that was the
only thing, except for the eight pins, that
kept the O'NEILL "Wildcats," better
known as JOHN PAYNE's "Pains," from
taking four (4^— count 'em) points from
BONOME's "Wolves." Things might have
been different though if all the "Wolves"
had been in town — JESS was missing.

No news from JIMMY, CLIFF, NICK,
SAMMY, CHARLIE and EDDIE on the
Monument Valley Location. Oh, yes, they
did say. It's cold." Of course, they had
their own expression for the degree of the
temperature, but you all know we all can't
print that.
ED DAVIS still doesn't beli eve I didn't
steal the meat out of the Coffe Shop sandwich. Iwish NICK JANOS would come to
my rescue and tell him the truth about it.
Must be some new policy — no meat in
every third sandwich.

"Glimpses of Hawaii" — Jeanne Sook,
with Tommy De Pauw doing the vocal.
Refreshments consisting of hot dogs, soft
drinks
and coffee were served throughout
the evening.

The Winnahs!

BESS LASKY

and J. B. CODD,

best

couple on ice at the Studio Club's Ice Skating
Party in April. PAT MATTHEWS, Studio Club
Manager, holds the $5.00 prize, while ELSA WHITMAN and GRADY WILLARD smile their approval.

ice Skating Party Huge Success
^

By JET FORE.

JR.

Before Studio Club members had fully
recovered from the outstanding Cocoanut
Grove party held in March, the Board of
Controllers again went into action to prove
that the Studio Club is a live-wire organization for the employees.
The night was April 4th. The place —
Stage 15, the "Margie" set. The occasion:
The Studio Club Ice Skating Party.
More than 350 people were in attendance with I 16 couples skating on the beautiful blue rink.

luck, Louie!

With some friends, dropped
Brower,

the

in on Doris

latb Director's wife. Her

charming
fulltoofCentral
OTTO'sAmerica
keepsakes. Thehome
recent Istrip
added much to his collection, which has
reached mammoth proportions. As though
Otto willed It, few visitors leave emptyhanded. It Is still possible for him to spread
happiness and good-fellowship among
those who remained behind.
Don't
get to
seenot,
much
at actually
Western heard
Avenue. Believe
It or
have
many of the boys complaining that they

cinematographer, must have arranged for the Ford sets to nestle close
to the Lloyd Bacon opus on Stage 3, Western Avenue, but It's all right, Joe — the
picture was In pretty good hands.
"The Lost Week End" lenser, JOHNNY
SEITZ, did a nice chore on "Home Sweet
Homicide," TIGER MONROE gaffed; and
FRANK CORY, Jr., with PRIMO PAZZELI,
LOU PAZELLI and bell-bottom-trousersBEJAK

REZK gripped or jellied a masterpiece of diffusion. It romped home way
ahead of schedule.

Boys returning from "My Darling Clementine" location in Monument Valley, Arizona, report they had to sleep in a big
tent village and had little laundry service,
but they loved it.

Department — Good

COOLEY. Five days on the Lot and he was
right back in the swim. BILL SANTORA in
from Panama — was a neighbor of ours In
Costa Rico and has about eight months
to go.

ALD,

Vacations and the opening of trout season are among the chief topics of conversation here in the Labor Department office.
Enth usiasm over Softball is running high,
what with Betty Srable sponsoring our
team.

Camera

PITCHMAN

miss nick's cooking at the Hills, and thaf
goes for me, too.
AL THAYER readying his outfit In Arizona for Director John Ford. JOE McDON-

R. STEVENS

ERNEST ESTIN, whose young son returned recently from Service, is a mighty
happy Dad these days . . . CLARENC^
FARBER has transferred to the Mill . . .
LOUIS BENSUSSEN has left us for the

By WALTER

Just The
about
threereturnee
more and
all be
back.
latest
was they'll
HOWARD

LABOR DEPARTMENT NEWS
By GLENN

GRIP DEPARTMENT

Mrs. DICK CARRUTH and REEDER BOSS, a close
second tor best couple at the Ice Skating Party.

Sure Is difficult to pencil a few meanderIngs about the boys on the gangs, especially the afternoon shifts of whom I see
so little, but some day will take time and
space and will really bang out an article.
"PINHEAD" PISTONETTI and MICKEY
RADCOVIC are two old timers still at
Western Avenue. A couple of good lads.
Am

listening to soft Spanish music while
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INFORMATION STRICTLY ON THE

I write this, so forgive me if I speak well

a
— it's of
Had a glimpse
^^everyone
halls — pretty nifty.
footwork will have

"STRICTLY INFORMAL"

cusSpanish
ridiculous
the two new
rehearsal
No excuse now — the
to be tops. Director

By JET FORE,

The Studio Club got off to a post-war
"bang" that resounded from Jones Family
Street to the Ambassador Hotel and back

Bacon's cigars are getting longer, and am
glad he smokes cigarettes.
Just saw Frank Cory, Jr., arm In arm
with Johnny Seitz going into a smart cafe.

again with its never-to-be-forgotten
"Strictly Informal" Supper-Dance at the
Cocoanut Grove on March 25th. The first

Wow — that's really making a hit, especially
when I heard Johnny footed the bill.
Generous gesture of Director John Stahl
— he’s sponsoring the Grips ball team. Not
only do the boys look good in uniform, but
their record to date Is Impressive.
CHARLIE ROSS did such a remarkable
job on housing the generator at the Toluca
Lake location that the night watchman
could have made a pretty penny on rentals.
LEO McCreary, who definitely should be
In New York sometime this year, kept a
good-sized gang busy erecting steel towers
on the Bacon estate for night shots. Mild
and friendly Leo is immensely popular with
the majority of the boys.
BROWNIE has a new show; LEDGERWOOD one starting: BRUCE HUNSAKER
should have one — I saw his stuff leave his
locker, but that doesn’t always mean it's
his'n.
I never see MICKEY GRANT, DANNY
WURTZEL and HEINIE any more, but I
hear they are kept pretty busy. Saw LOU
SMITH with a
gang — feeling happy,
Brother HARRY on the afternoon shift at
the Hills is planning a bigger nail box?
VERN SIMMONS and EARL NICKEREL,
two old timers, dropped In last month.
Both looked exceedingly fit.
Wonder if tall, dark and handsome TOM
PRYOR has used his handmade cash
drawer yet without sighing a little. I'll get
you one, too, LLOYD, on the next trip.
Adios Amigos.

JR.

of its kind since before the war, the occasion proved well worth the long wait and
was star-studded and first-class from beWilliam H. Hodge of fhe U. S. Savings Bonds
Division for Southern California presenting Treasury
citation for Bond purchases to F. L. METZLER, Studio Treasurer and Studio Manager. Mr. Metzler
and Dorothy Rosen accepted the avrard on behalf
of both the company and the employees.

provided with a substantial part of the
money to finance the war through this
method of Bond purchasing. The continuance of the savings plan enables workers to
gain a large measure of security by their
regular purchase of United States Savings
Total purchase price of Bonds bought by
20th
Century-Fox employees since the payBonds."
roll plan was put Into operation Is $6,804,857.00.
20th Century-Fox Is one of many employing units In this area which Is continuing the operation of the payroll savings
plan, the Treasury reported.
"Workers who formed the habit of saving
the easy way during the war want to continue It In most cases, we find, and, with
few exceptions, employers are cooperating
by
Mr. keeping
Metzler the
said.payroll plan In operation,"

started promptly at 8 P. M. with a delicious supper — choice of broiled tenderloin steak or squab chicken.
Next followed dancing to the excellent
bands of Jack Law — Cally Holden and Eddie Durant’s rhumba music. Then at 10:30
P. M. sharp came a floor show of the million dollar variety.
George Jessel acted as master of ceremonies and, as usual, did the superb job
that has made him famous the world over
as "the wittiest m.c. In the business." After
several side-splitting jokes, Jessel gave out
with his version of the hit tune, "I Can't
Begin to Tell You" and an Imitation of Al
Jolson
singing,
"California
that would
do justice
to the Here
mammyI Come"
singer
himself.
Jessel Introduced Gene

Nelson, recently

signed by TCF, who entertained with two
very smooth dancing routines.
Vivian Blaine with a beautiful rendition
of "That's For Me,"

was

called back to

sing "Somewhere in the Night," from her
latest picture, "Three Little Girls In Blue."
Vivian sounded like a press agent's dream
the way she plugged TCF pics and songs.
Another highlight of the evening was

MAINTENANTICS

U. S. TREASURY CITATION

ginning to end.
A sell-out with over 700 Club Members
and their guests In attendance, the party

By A. O. WILLIAMS

"The Igors," dancing team extraordinary.
Their act was concluded by Igor spinning

The United States Treasury has officially
commended 20th Century-Fox Corp. and
Its employees for the Bond sales results they
have attained through operation and support of the payroll savings plan.
A citation bearing the Insignia of the
seven War Loan drives and the Victory
Loan campaign, together with the Treasury
seal and the signatures of Fred M. Vinson,
Secretary of the Treasury, and TED R.
Gamble, national director of the War Finance Division, was presented to F. L.
Metzler, Studio Treasurer and Studio Man-

May, the month of flowers! Nature tried
to adorn the earth with as many beautiful
flowers as the girls had on their bonnets
last month. Nature had difficulty keeping
pace, but I think we must all admit that she
wears her floral adornments much more

his partner, Yvette, many dozens of times
over his head. It was an unbelievable sight,
and several guests were overheard vowing

gracefully than did some

of the funny little

Street as "an old fraternity brother of

hats seen at Easter time. Don't misunderstand me— the hats were not unattractive,
but the flowers of Mother Nature are

mine I feel very close to, but who doesn't
know what real trouble is." Street, singing

ager, by William H. Hodge of the U. S.
Savings Bonds Division for Southern California. Mr. Metzler and Miss Dorothy
Rosen accepted the award on behalf of
both the company and the employees.

Speaking of Easter recalls RAY ORRILL's
very nice Easter gift. He Is now the proud
grandfather of a little girl and, like all doting parents and grandparents, he has told
us all the details. They might bore you, but

The citation reads: "20th Century-Fox
Corporation and Its employees are hereby
officially commended by the United States
Treasury for the operation and support of
the Payroll Savings Plan. We, the undersigned, recognize that the Government was

pretty in themselves, and what would any
hat be without a pretty girl under It?

they certainly don't
thing Ray omitted In
ment was to pass out
feel that It Is no more
er that he should do
We

bore Ray.
making the
the cigars,
than fitting
the honors.

are glad to welcome
(Continued

on

Page

The only
announceand we ail
and prop-

LOUIE
13)

HAL-

to "go on the wagon."
Jessel brought a laugh from the audience with his introduction of singer David

star of the Jack Haley show, sang, "Just
A-Sittin' and A-Rockin' " and "How Deep
of Jessel's for the top comedy
Is A
the rival
Ocean."
spot of the evening was Phil Silvers. Phil
brought tears to many eyes with his pitiful
song about ihe "Poor Little Tennessee
Gate." The song went on to tell that "the
Tennessee gate is so forlorn — It never hears
the toot of Zanuck's horn." Then came
Phil's Idea of how Paul Robeson sang "Old
Man River" for the first time. Phil's stooge
quipped, "If Cab Callaway married a
Chinese girl, what kind of kids would they
(Continued

on Page

14)

WHAT

A PARTY!!

Ks.v

NEXT ONE JUNES

WERE

DON'T

YOU THERE?

MISS
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SERSEN SHOTS
By DAVE

PREST

Spring, the hussy, has finally arrived and,
according to our boys who live in the Valley, the bees are no longer flying around
with Ice on their wings.
Spring has hit
TAYLCR, JACK
from the matte
ABBCTT from

the department. VERNCN
RABIN and PAPPY KCSA
shot department, and BILL
our Camera Department,

have already had vacations. RALPH HAMMERAS took a fling at the Arizona desert
and came back with some fine sketches to
be worked up into his usual exhibition
paintings. The rest of us are just dreaming
about vacations to come.
Sorry to report that both HARRY
DAWE and BILL ALBERT are ill. We miss
recovery.
them
very much and hope for their speedy
EMIL

KCSA, Jr., has had a most successful one-man exhibit of his paintings at
the Biltmore.
All of our artists are refurbishing their
paint boxes preparatory to week-ends to
be spent in the open catching the lights
and shadows of our glorious California
landscapes. FRED SERSEN is torn between
his loyalty to golf and his painting, but
we're betting that as the weather Improves
his painting will win out.

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK
Cheer

up, boys! Cur new

STOLZE

equipment

is

dribbling in. It won't be long, we hope,
until there is plenty on hand to take care
of those quick moves that fall right out of
thin air.
TCMMY
"Print Pattern" by BARNEY

FREERICKS,

CENTURY PHOTO CLUB
By L D

GRIGNON

On March 27th, a meeting of the Club
was held at which representatives of Ansco
presented an excellent description of Ansco color materials. Included in the discussion were: The basic color principles; how
Ansco color film works; processing methods for home development; print making,
and exposure data. Numerous excellent examples of Ansco color v/ere presented, the
results being so outstanding that "color
urge" could be felt by all who attended,
especially if such suitable models could be
readily obtained.
The subject brought out several people
who are not presently members of the
Club, but the secretary has his grab hook
pointed toward them. Future subjects were
printed in March issue of "Action" and all
who are interested in any of the subjects
are invited to attend. The meetings are

member

of Century

Photo Club.

held on a Wednesday evening near the end
of the month, usually the last week. The
exact date and place are given by separate
individual notices. If you wish to be placed
on the mailing list, call Johnny Apitsch,
Extension 444. Remember, the dues for
the club are exactly fifty cents (50c) per

year!

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

Open

most

assuredly will

appreciate the day when, preparing transportation for companies headed for Arizona or places far distant from the Stud'O,
he can pick out the equipment necessary
without racking his brain in an attempt at
the Impossible.
That was

not Santa Claus who

came

in from Arizona. It's much too warm there
for Santa Claus, and what would he be
doing there this time of year, anyway? The
character you saw was none other than
RCY LaBRECHE. Due to conditions on location, some of the boys let their beards
grow — Roy was one of them.
CHET DeCARLC is to be commended
for keeping our equipment rolling at the
Monument Valley Location. That is a tough
location on cars and trucks, and the depart-

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

KRAUSE

Evenings

Bradshaw

23518

Crestview

1-0915

ment isproud to have a mechanic of Chet's
caliber on hand to take care of all mechanica I difficult! es.
JIMMY

SURTEES

Is doing a

splendid

job managing transportation needs for the
John Ford company on Location. We
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realize Jimmy

was handed

(Confinued from Page 9)

a tough chore;

FORD to our group in the Maintenance
Department. He has recently joined our

f^'ertheless, he is "yust" the guy to do it.
P's all try to give Jim the cooperation
e needs.
RAY LARIOUS paid us a visit recently.

He wasn’t able to see everyone but
to say "hello" to all you guys he
GEORGE MARROW, the swell
the garage, surely had a good time

staff of painters, and as this Is his first employment in a studio he naturally finds his
new job very interesting. His head Is turn-

wished
missed.
kid of
at the

likewhizzes
an owl's.
how you
the
Lot ing
is—around
a star
by You
one know
way, and
have to quickly turn your head to catch another one going in the opposite direction,
which Is very confusing to. anyone trying to
see them all at the same time. Aside from
this little confusion, Louie is glad to be with

Studio Club's Ice-Skating shindig. He cut
some fancy figures with a very cute figure
— and no forced landings!
Our AL BLUFF is the most accommo-

us and we're glad
worry is that some
'and decide he has
such a handsome
screen.

dating person. Every once in a while he'll
step into the garage office to ask if anyone
is worrying. If so, he very obligingly sits
down and helps them worry. There is something about that fellow — everyone relaxes
when Al enters the scene. He's a good guy,
with a personality we all like. You're always
welcome, and that's hot bluff — BLUFF.
And speaking of relaxation, IKE DAMNING certainly has perfect timing. After
a day of tense situations, Ike steps In and
hits a homer with one of his many baseball
stories which gives everyone a good laugh,
and brings them to work the next day
ready to tackle any problem. That guy can
put an elephant to shame when it comes to
memory.

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

Last week, while the boss was at coffee,
we sent our special agent over to Investigate our most elegant outpost — the Tin
Shack. The report shows that in that domain, the most super super "Lace and
Leather" opus ever, is in full swing — "Forever Amber" — "Forever Forever," or what
have you. While there are no sound platters available from research of the period
with all the mad plumes, fancy lace and
ribbons that adorned the boys of that age,
we can still hear the screams across the
centuries.
"REGGIE"

GARDINER’S

"Charles

II"

has more Venetian "Gross point" lace than
a RENE HUBERT bridal gown. "Amber St.
Clare's"
have enough
changes
of velvets paramours
and satin brocades
to dress
half
of London — so says "LITTLE BEAVER" ELI,
who, it seems, was caught by the "lucky
ring" for his merry-go-round seems to
never stop.
It is a gross fabrication that a portion
of the shack is devoted to making atomic
bombs — that Is only JOE JOHNSON
at
his aging machine — a conglomeration of
sand paper, blacksmith's rasps, dry color,
D.D.T., stale coffee left over from yesterday morning's stage productions, a 1912
model meat chopper, what was once a
wash tub, and untold vials of foul smelling
liquids — all for the sake of keeping the
rabble in the street from resembling the
court gentleman In the second act.
GEORGE McGERTY and EDDIE ELLIS
are busier than one-armed paper hangers
on the set draping capes on our glamour

to have him. Our only
talent scout will see him
no business In overalls —
guy should be on the

Our JIMMY DINNEEN was presented
with a radio in recognition of his efforts in
making the studio and the public safety
conscious. You no doubt have noticed the

This little toddler belongs to DOMINICA,

tormerly

Lefty Hough's secretary, and MIKE ("ELMER" of
Men's Wardrobe) TIERNEY. This snap of VAL was
taken on his No. I birthday.

boys. We were warned to watch fc r the
days of the big sets, the Cafe will be so
full of plumes you may find an Ostrich egg
in your soup!!!
"SWEDE" MUNDEN and EDDIE WYNIGEAR

have gone on our roster of "Returned Veterans" and expect to hit the
racks come the month of May.

SANDEEN's report on the Baseball
Team reads thusly: "After being rained
out of a cinch win In their first game
against Labor Dept., the Men's Wardrobe
team, sponsored by GEORGE
MONTGOMERY and DINAH SHORE, came out
with fire In their eyes and hits In their bats
to wallop the Sound Dept., 10 to 3." Come
rain
heattoo!
waves — we'll win that trophy
—
so or
there,
It Is rumored

that EDDIE

ARMAND

used his pick-up, via the horse lot supply
company, in servicing the wardrobe for
the JOHN FORD shoot-'em-up opus and
we sense that the plan succeeded from
the wonderful atmosphere we've seen —
MUSHY HARMELL, fresh from his Navy
swivel chair. Is stationed as No. I stable
boy. BILL McCRARY was in, took one
smell and said, "That's all, brother" — me
too.
P.S. Thanks to JOE

JOHNSON

for ad

libbing most of the column this month.

very fine safety posters placed around our
Lot, and the Innumerable safety cards.
Jimmy has been largely responsible for the
distribution of these safety reminders, and
we are all very grateful for his interest In
our welfare. Jimmy's work has been nationally recognized. We are proud to know
that one of the hardest workers in the field
has been recognized for his services. More
power to you, Jimmy!

MAN IN THE MIRROR
"When you get what you want
In your struggle for pelf
And the world makes you king for a day.
Just go to the mirror
And look at yourself
And see what that man has to say.
Wife
"For It isn't your Father or Mother

or

Who judgment upon you must pass.
The fellow whose verdict counts most
In the end
Is the one staring back from the glass.
"You may be like Jack Horner
And chisel a plum
And think you're a wonderful guy.
But the man In the glass
Knows you're only a bum
If you can't look him square In the eye.
"He's the one to please
Never mind all the rest
For he's with you clear up to the end.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

HO. 3654

And difficult
you've passed
your most dangerous,
test
If the man In the glass is your friend.
"You may fool all the world down the
pathway of years
And get pats on the back as you pass.
But your final reward will be heartaches
and tears

If you’ve cheated the man In the glass."
— Contributed by Eldon S. Dummit,
Kentucky Attorney General.
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Technician-Operator and Announcer; spent
two years In the Southwest Pacific; a Y^fc
kee from Connecticut; hopes eventually^^
niche as an actor or crooner.

(Continued from Page 9)

have?" Phil bit — and came the classic,
"Yellow Cabs." Yes, Phil brought tears all
right — but only from doubled-up, hilarious
laughter.
Then came lovely June Haver. June displayed her talent as a pianist with her own

BOB LEWIS, another ex-Navy Radio Operator, spent four years in service and saw
action In the Mediterranean and Atlantic;
a native of Columbus, Ohio.
"VAN" VANDERBURG, Seabee vet of
Corsica and France; ambition, music; hails
from Maywood, Illinois.

composition, "Piano Concerto," and as a
singer with "This Is Always," from her
latest picture, "Three Little Girls in Blue."
Kenny Williams Revue, with eight of the
Studio's stock girls, brought an end to a
grand night's entertainment. The girls were:
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" — Marietta Elliott;
"Alice Blue Gown" — Marjorie Jackson;
"Rings On My Fingers" — Barbara Salisbury; "While Strolling Through the Park" —
Donna Hamilton; "By the Sea" — Virginia
Maples; "When You Wore a Tulip" — Maxine Fife; "Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet"
— Marjorie Holliday; "Only a Bird in a
Gilded Cage" — Eve Miller.
Linda Darnell and Cesar Romero drew
for the door prizes. Five beautiful fountain
pens were given to the men winners, and
five ladles won three pairs of Nylons each.
Every department and office In the Studio was represented at the party. Among
those attending: Mr. Joseph M. Schenck,
Mr. Lew Schreiber, Mr. Fred L. Metzler,
Mr. R. A. Klune, Colonel Joy, Mr. J. B.
Codd, Mr. V. J. Christensen, Mr. Sol Halprin, Mr. Fred Meyer, Mr. Harry Brand
and Mr. Rufus LeMalre.
Stars attending: June Haver and Bob
Hutton, Lynn Bari and husband Sid Luft,
George Montgomery and Dinah Shore,
Linda Darnell and husband Pev Marley,
Cesar Romero, Frank Wolfe and Cathy
Downs, Gene Tierney and husband Oleg
Cassini, Vivian Blaine and husband Manny
Frank, and Nancy Guild.
Dancing continued until I A. M., with
Club Members looking forward to the next
Studio Club Party.

GORDON J. (better
knownDept,
as "Red"
"Van")
VANDERBURG
of the Mail
and hisorcharming
bride EVE (nee Adams).

he recently took the wedding vows with
charming Eve Adams. Eve, appropriately,
is a singer of the radio team, "Rainbow
Sisters." The couple honeymooned at Catalina and are making the San Fernando Valley their home.
Meet the lads who dine in luxury at the
Cafe de Paris instead of in foxholes as they
did last year:
LEONARD KIBRICK, Army Air Corps
veteran of three years in ETO and China;
hails from Minneapolis; has appeared in
pictures, and is ambitious to become a
director.
HAROLD DEE, ex-AIr Corps Radio Operator: native of Ohicago; spent three
years In uniform, saw action In England; his
hobby and ambition Is classical music.
WALTER OLANDER, ex - Navy Radio

POSTAL PALAVER

FRANK
"STEW" STEWART, ex-AIr
Corps Tail - Gunner: native of Toronto,
Canada.
BILL JURGENSEN, ex-AIr Corps Gunner
In Italy, Africa and England; hails from
Chicago; is ambitious to become a film
cutter.
DON MARK, Air Corps vet of South
Pacific and Japan.
ALEX

MARTINEZ: former Army Infantryman. Alex was the lone wolf of the Mail
Department before above pack joined him.

PAIffT PATHRS
By OINIE
CHARLIE KIND and his octet, namely
COOLEY, ADE, G O N C Z, BERWIN,
FREDSON, RIESER, LUND, HAMILTON
and SHERWOOD departed for no-man's
land In Arizona to do some fancy schmeering. At any rate, it dwindled to an octet
when Hamilton collapsed enroute, due to a
bad appendix. He rested at the Flagstaff
Hospital prior to returning, and was ambulanced here from Union Station. . . . JIM
GRACEY, the backbone of the Paint Shop
ball team talks one of the best games In the
League . . . JOHN KELLAR, the Paint
Liaison Agent for the Purchasing Department (doesn't that title kill you???) is still
searching for a lost paintbrush. If you spot

Have you noticed all those handsome
lads on the Lot delivering mail and call
sheets and running "specials"? They all
wear ruptured ducks In their lapels and
sport smiles on their peaceful pans, instead
of snarls.
These veterans are "CAP" JACKSON's
promising additions to the long undermanned Mail Department. Those faithful
and diligent gals, LOUISE, MARIA, EDITH,
BARBARA, LOU and GRETCHEN are still
going strong but under somewhat lighter
burdens. Mr. Jackson promises even further extension of the mail and "special"
service when we get into our new quarters
around the first (?) of the month.
Rodeo Champ BARBARA BRUMFIELD

a mangy brush around, with half of a handle, that's it. But Johnny stoutly maintains
that a brush is a brush!! . . . IZZIE (Shad

and the girls "dutch-treated" the boys to a
beach party and welner roast at Santa
Monica beach April 6th. Wolverines????
It was kisses, cake and orange blossoms
for "RED" (VAN) VANDERBURG (aspiring
songwriter of the Mail Department) when

GLENN "TEX" TRIMM, ex-Navy Yeoman, South Pacific: reared on a ranch deep
In the heart of Texas: his ambition Is to be
a character actor, preferably In Westerns —
even wears cowboy boots to work.
FRANK DUMBLE, four years in uniform.
Coast Guard and Air Corps; saw action In
Aleutians and Kuriles; native of Los Angles; aspiration film cutting.
GORDON
WILLINGHAM, ex-Navy
Machinist on submarine: four years In service, Pacific; hobby, motorcycling; another
L. A. native son.

GORDON

WILLINGHAM,

of the Mail Room.

another new

member

You'll be seeing him around.

Op) REHHAUT took his very own timecard
last week and we're all very proud of him.
I always thought paint mixing was easy.
Last week I concealed myself in a roll of old
wallpaper, to watch the intricacies of SID
BROVVN's color combining. Sid had a
"Shamroy special" and dozens of test tubes
were arrayed before him as he feverishly
mixed a wide assortment of smelly substances. The pots were boiling, mixers were
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What's
the matter, Moppy — didn't you
us here?
C like
Stage I has changed in appearance. John
Ford and "My Darling Clementine" served
an eviction notice on "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" and now it’s "Home, Sweet HomiDid you
know that
OLIVER
(Don't-LikeMusic)
MAIHLES
started
with the
famous
Triangle,
D.
W.
Griffith,
Thomas
Ince
and
cide."
Mack Sennett, as a propman in 1914? He
came fresh from New Orleans and Gillstrom, then Assistant Director to Dick
Jones, promoted the prop job for him.
Three years later Sennett took over and
the company became known as Keystone.
Ollie made friends with MacArthur, then
publicity agent for Keystone, who plugged
Ollie as an old time operetta comedian,
fresh from a successful run on Broadway,
and he was given a part in the picture,
In our picture TED BRANDON,
pictorial sign
painter, has just completed the intricate design on
"Amber's" coach. Ted has been with TCP tor five
years and, aside from painting of course, his only
hobby is three-cushion billiards.

mixing and Sid was thumbing through his
volumes of research. His aides stood smartly by— WITTENBERG

and

BRADLEY

"Gay Old Nite." Ollie has waited a long
time for the chance to repudiate the fancy
build-up, as he had never been in New
York in all his life, but he did stay with
Mr. Sennett until 1928. Then in 1930 he
came over to his present position, where
he has been ever since. An unsung pioneer
in the industry — but keep 'em rolling, Ollie
— those who know you, love you.

on

one side, GRACEY and SCHLOSSER on
the other, all attired in their spotless white
overalls. After many anxious minutes Sid
Brown mopped his brow, stood back to
view a sample handed to him neatly placed
on a fresh white napkin. A smile lit up his
face and his aides all breathed a sigh. "This
is it"!! said Sidney, beaming proudly. "Just
the right shade of black for that privy
door."

WESTERN GAB
By ED COOKE

More changes at Western Avenue;
Howard Hughes is moving in on the West
Lot, taking over a suite of offices formerly
occupied by the Army. Sol Wurtzel is also
moving in with his entourage.
MARGARET FLAHERTY, nurse on the
alternate shift, has left us for another position. Good luck to you, Marge!
We h ave another nurse now, fresh from
the Pacific, where she served with our
G.I.'s. She’s ISOBEL "Richie" RICHFIELD,
and very capable, too. We hope she stays
with us. Welcome to Western Avenue,
Richie!
HELEN COCHRAN, our "hello girl," is
doing nicely and resting up at Hollywood
Hospital, ward 353, after an appendectomy. Hurry back, Helen — we all miss you!
JACK FRIER, our rigging boss, took off
again for an indefinite rest — he hasn't been
feeling well for quite some time. FRED
KELLY will be his stand-in. Welcome to
our little family, Fred!
We were all sorry to see DICK "MopHead" VIERICH go back to the Hills.

SOFTBALL NEWS
By DON

CARSTENSEN

It might be a little early to make any
predictions as to the outcome of the Interdepartmental Softball League but, after
three weeks of play out of the twenty-two
weeks scheduled, it looks as if the play-offs
will be between Johnny Rougeot's GRIPS,
Clinton Sandeen's WARDROBE, Walter
Schafer's WESTERN AVENUE LAB, Johnny
Ehrin's CUTTERS, and John Skube's MILL
teams.

Team
play are as follows;
Grips
Wardrobe

w
. . . 3

.... . . .
W. A. Lab .... . . .
Cutters
. . .
Mill
. . .
Labor
. . .
Sound
. . .
Paint
. . .
Music
...
Electric No. 1 .

L
0
0

2
2

0

1.000
.666

1

2
2
1

1

.666
.500
.500

1

1
1
1

2
2

.333
.333
.333

2

Electric No. 2 . . . . 0
Mail
. . . 0
MECHANICAL

Pet.
1.000
1.000

3
3

.000
.000

EFFECTS
By GEORGE

HARRIS

The Effects Department turned out almost 100% for the Studio Club SupperDance; and, by the way fellers. I'd say we
have a collection of mighty good-looking
wives!! The food was excellent — the music
grand — the show "tops." LOU WITTE was
Indulging in some pretty fancy rhumba
steps, and ART and NELL ROYNE were
right In there pitching too. JESS WOLF
looked mighty smart in his new suit. Now
where do you suppose he got that?
GEORGE GOEMANS has felt the rural
urge and hied himself to the Valley again.
Guess he likes to get up with the chickens
,. . . We were all glad to welcome DICK
SKALMA back on the Lot . . . JOE MANIFOR has been ailing at home — hurry and
get well Joe, we all miss you. . . . STEWARD (LARRY) CHAPMAN was lucky to
find his lost Great Dane down at Santa
Monica. All Larry needs is a saddle for
that pooch and he can enter him In the
Hollywood Derby.

The games this year are being played on
Monday nights from 7 to 10 o'clock at
three city playgrounds — Poinsettia, Queen
Ann and West Los Angeles.
An increasing number of spectators Is
attending these games each week and all
employees are cordially Invited to come
out and watch their favorite bail clubs slug
it out. There Is no admission charge at any
of the ball parks.
Eight teams have sponsors to date and,
undoubtedly, before the season progresses
much further all teams will be In uniform.
Those with sponsors to date are: Cutting
Department with Bill Burton; Music Department with Al Newman; Grip Department
with John Stahl; Mail Department with
Tyrone Power; Mill with Gene Tierney; Labor Department with Betty Grable; Wardrobe Department with the George Montgomerys, and Western Avenue Lab with
Gregory Ratoff. All of the players sincerely appreciate the uniforms and equipment donated by these sponsors.
The team standings after three weeks of

REXINE

FLEMING,

charming

secretary

in Mechan-

ical Effects Dept. Rexine's favorite sport is swimming, but her real hobby is her beautiful 18month-old daughter. Melody.
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PROP POPS

ing through a diaper stage during Cava-

By GENE

naugh's dancing era had never viewed
master. Doped up on past history dui^H
lunchless hour and offered the floor to Cavanaugh when he returned to train others in
pictures on intricate steps.
Tyrone Power is another who wished he
had bought that lot next door. Its vacancy
viewed a city; its expanse lent added interest to his property. But no more. Lot sold.

NORTON

Spring has sprung, the grass has riz — I
wonder where the dalzies is. The winter has
come and gone, and now the bees are beeing, the birds are singing and Spring fever
seems to have hit everyone, especially
STAN DETLEE. He looked sooo silly sneaking out of his locker after hiding a picture
from me (little did he know I was standing
right behind him all the time). The picture
will not be published this month, but be
sure to watch for it. for it will be published
— and soon.

He's sorry. Girl's boarding school to be

The Property Department has started the
"25c a Week Club." To date there is over
a hundred dollars in the bank. It is really a
sound idea, and will be a great benefit to
the members.

neighboring him soon. He'll hedge away
from their peek-a-boos.
It's class on wheels. The little red schoolhouse has been motorized. Mary West,
20th Century-Fox teacher, had prop department rig up rig so she could keep up
with fast -moving students featured in
"Home Sweet Homicide." Sets erected on
two different stages besides the Toluca
Lake locations, the kids get out from under

Welcoming home is still in order —
STUART REISS has returned from the Service. Everyone extends a sincere welcome

her
feet only
too easily.
They're
Connie
Marshall,
Barbara
Whiting,
Peggy
Ann
Garner and Dean Stockwell. Now when

to you, Stu — glad to have you back.
HATS OFF this time goes to the Studio

scenes are to be changed to a new locale,
teacher rules the roost while en route. Stu-

Club and staff for the really super SupperDance at the Cocoanut Grove. Speaking
for myself and those who speak to me, a
great time was had by all and, believe me,

dents appreciate sight-seeing education.
This way the four-hour schooling for all
actors under eighteen is fulfilled without
any difficulty.

we're all looking forward to more of these
fine shindigs.
The picture is more or less a plug for
Palm Springs — the model none other than
CYRIL SHELLEY. If you know Cy, then
you also know he spends the more pleasant

Somerset Maugham's "The Razor's Edge",
being filmed by 20th Century, under
the directing genius of Edmund Goulding,

part of his life at the D. T's. No, you're
wrong — those are the Initials of the hotel
where Cy stays in Palm Springs. So, there's
good news tonight, folks — good news tonight!

DEAR BOSS:
Bobby Hornstein, the fellow who used to
answer the phones in our office because he
knew the calls would usually be for him anyway, has bid us goodbye. Had big pow
wow with Super Chief and headed for New
York. Jim Uhlmann today holds up that
end of the business. Before war days he
was a publicist in the Domestic publicity.
Harry Brand leased him to our office to fill
in big hole. Released from the Army with
a Sergeant brand, he took hold fast, lassoed the job and pulled the rope tight. But
it's going to be tough getting used to the
idea of not viewing Bob's Palm Springs
complexion every Monday morning, of
hearing week-end experiences, his comments on friends who made the gossip columns, and even those telephone calls. Yes,
something big is missing, but something big
also has been added. So, hello Jim Uhlmann. We hope you can become used to
us because, like the spinster, we're set in
our ways.
Heard all about the baseball training
film you ran for worthy Boy Scouts in the
community. Was wishing I was one of
them. Wouldn't mind knowing the proper
way to swing a bat, pick up a hot grounder
and slide Into second. All the knowledge I

What the well-dressed man is wearing and drinking
at Palm Springs this season — the model: CYRIL
SHELLEY of Property Dept.

will have artistry to match it's superb cast
and story qualities. $641,800 has been
spent on 89 different sets. Art directors,
Richard Day, Nathan Juran, and brilliant
French technical man, Paul Coze, have
blue-printed the entire scenic described

have of the game

could be pocketed in the

lefthand corner of a catcher's mitt, and as
for having a bat in my hands. I'd be all
fouled up. If I'm a good girl, boss, (don't
throw any wild pitches) and spell the way
Webster designates, will you list me on the
starting lineup for your next training series?
Arthur Rubinstein, noted musician, didn't
think William Perlberg, "Amber's" producer, was a very smart man. Pointed it out at
a luncheon. Unknowingly, he was giving him
the works. Failed to realize his table companion was famed Hollywood man. Rubinstein believed that anyone who thought
"Forever Amber" was fllmable was out of
his mind. Censorable tale couldn't be put
on the screen. Yes, said Rubinstein, whoever produces it is crazy. Perlberg bolted
an uncomposed composer by stating 'he
was the man behind the men in "Forever
Amber," and the reason it was being filmed
knotted to the fact that people like Arthur
Rubinstein took time to read the book.
Wouldn't he see the picture, too? Yes,
Rubinstein guessed he would see the picture.
Hobart Cavanaugh surprised when he
was ordered to learn the Charleston for
role in "Margie." Actor talented in all
phases of the profession, once hoofed in
"Broadway," New York stage show. Gained
fame for his Charlestoning — thought 20th
Century dance directors should remember
his achievement. Young twirl coaches kick-

word painting of author, Maugham. Fourteen months of constant work have been
utilized on spectacle. Their aim was to be
right — they hit the center. An ocean is
covered; three continents; the lovely French
palaces; huge country estates. Paris is delicately canvassed: historic monuments, the
little stores, the winding roads, the narrow
cobblestone alley-ways. The artist, writer,
singer, dancer are displayed in their dingy,
unappealing, but authentic poverty stricken
attic holes. We see tall majestic marble
staircases, the worn, splintery wood, warped steps. Cut glass windows adorned with
hand-painted figures; the paper stuffed
broken window panes, struggling to warm
an empty heart. We see the grand cathedrals and saintly shrines. Gay side-walk
cafes, limply lighted restaurant rendezvous.
We see the life and loves, the hope and
defeat of a reckless world, a courageous
world in a period drawn after the first
world war. We find in this art the struggle
of a people against oblivion. We see the
masterpiece of life. Yes, see it through a
motion picture blueprint.
Arthur William Brown, famed illustrator,
is Hollywood-lodged to express Dorothy
McGuire on canvas. She's in "Claudia and
David", and he draws time between scenes
for painting. Brown let it be known that he
and fellow Illustrators were strictly against
this short bob hair style dropping Into popularity with American women. Detracts
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from appeal, he states, and is disappointed
^at favorite Gene Tierney is bobbing
Ibng with the rest of them. Her role in

edly one of the busiest men in our department. He has more telephone calls to make
than you have nights to sleep!
HARRY FINK Is certainly giving out
with the ole One-zy Two-zy these days,
what with taking care of Studio traffic and
pedestrians, and being President of the
Police Guild! A man of courage, Henry.

^Razor's Edge" commands it. The noted
artist calls Jeanne Crain's tresses beautiful
along with our Margo Woode and Linda
Darnell. Peggy Cummins couldn't attack
role of "Amber" without her "blonde
mane", which lends interest to her eyes and
a pouty mouth, and according to Brown,
short bobs will last as long as it takes them
to grow out. It looked like a hard season
for Gene Tierney — she had her hair shingled. But it seems that this lady gleams
glamour with or without her famous head
of hair.
Esther Dale, veteran actress and Jeanne
Crain's grandma in "Margie", is way ahead
of the youngsters. Learned to play craps
on set when workmen told her it was fun.
Got a grip on the fellows and unloaded the
experts. Surprised, they pocketed the ivories and lit. After banking $50.00 winnings
she went back to her knitting, but the boys
suspecting grandma knew their game investigated— discovered her gambling habits
clung only to taking a chance on a new
cake recipe.
The still lab couldn't believe it when
puffy, 14-year-old Barbara Whiting, asked
for a glamour sitting. She wanted the
works — angles, shadows, bearskin rugs and
a bit of cheesecake. A boy friend was suspected, but no, said Barbara, just a picture
for sister, luscious Margaret Whiting, the
Fox girl, air waving her songs In New York.
Maggie remembers Barbara as "Fluffy" in
"Junior Miss." "Pudge" just wanted to
prove It could be done. Job completed,
this 8x10 flew eastward. Ten pounds were
deleted by the magic camera eye. Big sister
Margaret going to get surprise over frameup.
Hey, Boss, just found out that Cathy
Downs has been cast as "Clementine" In
John Ford's picture. She's a beauty we
never thought of for the role. Has had but
one film to her credit, but rushes prove it
looks well on her. Picture, "Dark Corner,"
yet unreleased, will introduce the charming
actress.
Spring Is blooming and the birds are
singing, but this element is fading out. See
you for the first shot next week, boss.

Internat'l Department's Working Girl,
Patty Donnelly.

ROD

WETMORE

Representative of
AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Automobile Insurance
Financing

New or Used Automobiles
Sta. 333
or
Creslview 5-0125

RAY HOUSE and BOB JOHNSON report that the Studio Club Ice Skating
Party on Stage 15 was a heap big success
and everyone had fun.
I walked down to Stage 15 recently and
had a chat with BILL WOLF. He asked
me wouldn't I like to go in and have a
look-see — I would and did. The Set was
very nice, but what a crowd and of all the
confusion! Bill's a good Doorman and says
he likes
alone
and It.likeNot
It! for me — I'd rather live
We

Evenings
Crestview 6-4583

MacDONALD.

'Course
all location
know thatforLarry's
been but
out
on
TolucayouLake
some time,

transferred

he'll around.
be back soon and you'll be seeing
him

to the Hills from Western
their loss and our gain.

Ave.

'Tis

IT'S THE LAW
By PORTIA

KENNISON

This department Is about as serene and
calm as last week's Tidal Wave. After reading the threatened
last issue of
"Action,"
PETE
YOUNG
to have
me thrown
out on my ear. Said Pete, and I quote —
"Why couldn't I have been the 'Answer to
a Maiden's Prayer' rather than a 'Dream
Walking?'-" — unquote. Now I beg of you,
dear readers!!!
RAY

A. ADAMS, one of our Investigators, was formerly with the L. A. Police.
When I noslly asked him how long he has
been In police work, he casually answered,
"Oh, goin' on twenty-two years is all."
What does he mean, "is all?"
We are shoutingly happy to have TOM
DOYLE back In our department. After all,
it's been a long, long time. So, with utmost
sincerity
say, "Welcome
It Is we
amazing
that so back,
many Tom."
people
haven't the foggiest notion just where our
department is located! To whom It may
concern, we're 'way down by the "Poor
Little Tennessee
Make It a point to
come
down and Gate."
see us sometime!
How about this! GENE STRANEN sporting a new, BUT NEW, green Studebaker!
During his idle moments Gene has learned
how to "Win Friends and Influence People." Wanta make a bet?
I understand, and this is no idle gossip,
that HANK HARRIS and "LINDY" LINDENBERGER were right there on hand at
the Studio Club Party at the Ambassador, and they report it a Party Par Excellence! Itmust have been just heaps of fun
and we're Itching to see the pictures — eh,
JOHNNIE?

PHONE

surely miss LARRY

Capt. TERRENCE F. McADAM
of the Police Depf.
has been with TCF since 1929. He was recently

That pleasant voice you hear after fourthirty belongs to none other than "Brother
Parson" JACK HOLMES, who is undoubt-

The 20th Century-Fox Police Guild extends deepest sympathy to Brother Officer
TIETZ, whose wife passed away April 8th.

20th CENTURY BOWLING LEAGUE
DOWN THE ALLEYS . . . 9A Wk. . . ,
ARMAND ALLEN, with a terrific 682
scratch series, usurped the former high
series held by teammate BUZ BUSBY of
677. Both bowl on the FIVE LITTLE FOYS
team . . . For the second time this season,
a girl won high Individual game, the gal
being MARIAN GRODIN, the score being
209-3'') — -243, and the boys taking a back
seat . . . Other 600 series for the night
included PAUL WURTZEL's 629 and TEX
WILSFORD's 618 ... The INTERNATIONALS came through with high Individual game of 1015, while LLOYD BACON'S WOLVES ran away with high team
series of 2960 . . . The boys who "poured
It on" tonight besides ALLEN were FRED
HALL 230, ART RANGO 227, MONTY
BONOME 226, PAUL WURTZEL 225, TEX
WILSFORD 224, JESS WOLF 223 and
HERMAN LEIBER 220 .. . FRED MACMURRAY's LITTLE FOXIES took hi'gh
women's series with 2804 . . . 10th Wk.
. . . Brother HAROLD BOW went slightly
berserk tonight, slamming out a 653-27 —
680
andseries
pacing
team series,
to high
of BETTY
3003 . GRABLE's
. . Those
INTERNATIONALS won high game for the
second straight week with a 1004 game
. . . LOLA SHADLAUS had a nice game
of 190, while MARIAN GRODIN's 173,
VI HOGAN'S 171 and VI ARBEITER's 170
were the other top games for the gals . . .
MACMURRAY's LITTLE FOXIES took high
women's series again- with 2758 and took
three games from the highly regarded
MILL DEPT, team . . . EDDIE BETKIJIAN
and PHIL HENDERSON tied for high
game with 245-12 — 257 . . . Top games
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Action

TCF Post No. 563 received a citation
from the F. B. I. recently for Its help durl^^
World War II. It is something for eve^^
member of the Post to take pride in.
The Junior Baseball team sponsored by
the Post, did a bang-up job by winning

■for the men Included BILL WINTER 247,
HAROLD BOW 237, HAL SAILOR 234,
ED DeCUIR 224, RALPH HICKEY 224 and
OSCAR STEDMAN 222 ... I Ith Wk. . . .
Well, those HATHAWAY
CHICKS took
most of the honors tonight. SHIRLEY
LYON became the first girl to win high
series this season from the men with a

every game

520-117 — 637, the gals took high team
game with 1014 and also high women’s
series of 2802. Take a back seat guys!
To save face, PHIL ALBRECHT barely defeated JEAN BANTA for high game, he
having a 237-15 — 252 and she a 215-33 —
248 . . . The VINCENT PRICE team captured high series with a 2890 and, incidentally, shot a 1093 game, the highest shot
this season . . . The boys had a little trouble
tonight, the only ones, besides ALBRECHT,
who were able to do much were CARL
BETTS with a 228 and IKE DANNING's
226 . . . 12th Wk. . . . 'Twas a night for
the top flingers. ARMAND
ALLEN
stepped right up and rolled a 254 scratch
game, highest shot this season, and had no
trouble outdistancing the field . . . And
along came another of the top bowlers,
EDDIE DeCUIR, and shot a 622-9 — 631
series to win that event . . . Then
CHARLES BCYER's team won the series
with 2916 and HATHAWAY's CHICKS,
the gal team, repeated their performance
of last week and won high game with 998
.

.

.

MACMURRAY's

LITTLE

FCXIES

grabbed high women's series with 2690
. . . JCHNNY McCAFFERTY's 235, EDDIE DeCUIR's 232 and IKE DANNING's
225 were the other top games for the
night . . . LCLA SHADLAUS' 204 game
was high for the gals, followed by VI
HCGAN's

198 and VI ARBEITER's

182.

Mr. D. C. H. Jones of Lumbermen's Mutual, and
Mr. T. R. Fraier, are in full accord with the message
on the poster.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

TCF

16th Annual Safety Dinner held Saturday night, April 6th, with over 250 employees and guests in attendance, proved
to be the most outstanding meeting of Its
kind In the history of the organization.
Vic Christensen, President of the Safety
Society, acted as master-of-ceremonles and
presented an outstanding program. Mr. F.
L. Metzler reviewed the fine record that
had been accomplished, and extended
contratulatlons to all those responsible.

his

Mr. Chandler of Lumbermen's Mutual,
complimented the Committee on their fine
work, and expressed the wish that other
compainles should strive to attain such an
enviable record.
Mr. Michael Lynch, Managing Director,
Greater Los Angeles Safety Council, highlighted the evening with his Interesting talk
on "Safety."
Mr. D. C. H. Jones, on behalf of his company, Lumbermen's Mutual, and Jack Codd,
presented Jimmy Dlnneen, Safety Society
Secretary, with a Packard Bell radio for his
untiring efforts In the Interest of Safety.
The "March of Time" was presented
through the efforts of all departments and
was so well received that there have been
dozens of requests for a second run.
Nick Janios took a bow for the marvelous
prime-rib dinner.
All In all, the evening will be long remembered byeveryone present.

played in the spring tourna-

ment. The boys will be in the "play-off" In
June to determine who will represent the
24th District in the 4th Area entry. If the
team wins In the finals, all players will be
sent east to the World Series in September, with expenses paid.
Several new members have signed up for
the Legion In the last month. They are:
Maynard Rugg, Fred Clowd, Jack Stover,
Emil Mueller, Herbert Schein, Joe Magliocco, Herbert Steward, John Allln, Virgil
Thompson, Waldo Stanley and Harold Dee.
We welcome these new men, and Invite all
veterans working at the studio to join one
of the fastest growing posts in the country.
Next meeting will be held In the Studio
Cafeteria Tuesday night. May 21st. Turn
out one and all for the "get-together."

MAN WANTED
Wanted — A

Man

for hard work

and

rapid promotion; a man who can find
things to be done without the help of a
manager and three assistants.
A man who gets to work on time In the
morning and does not Imperil the lives of
others in an attempt to be first out of the
office at night.
A man

who Is neat in appearance

and

does not sulk for an hour's overtime in
emergencies.
A man who listens carefully when he is
spoken to and asks only enough questions
to insure the accurate carrying out of Instructions.
A man who moves quickly and makes as
little noise as possible about It.
A man who looks you straight in the eye
and tells the truth every time.
A man who does not pity himself for
having to work.
A man who Is cheerful, courteous to everyone and determined
to "make good."
This man
is wanted everywhere.
Age or
lack of experience do not count. There isn’t
any limit except his own ambition, to the
number or size of the jobs he can get. He
Is wanted
Gilcrafter.

In every big business. — The

NEWS OF THE LEGION
Safely Sowivi

By JET FORE.

Mr.

F. L. Metzler and Mr. V. J. Christensen, presenting the following open letter to TCF employees:

"The problem of putting the idea of Safety across
is up to each employee. Your cooperation and
example

are of the utmost

importance.

Congratula-

tions for your fine work of the past year.”

JR,

At this writing, your reporter is "betwixt
the devil and the deep blue sea." He
doesn't know whether to plug the annual
stag party the American Legion Post is giving on the night of May 6th, or to tell you
what a huge success It was. However, If
you read this before May 6th, I urge you to
get a ticket for the party of your life! If
you see this after May 6th — "a helluva time
was had by all"! Details of the party will be
found In the June Issue of "Action."

Speakers' table at TCF 16th Annual Safety Dinner,
Saturday night, April 6th. Left to right: D. C. H.
Jones, Dr. C. H. Lauder, Michaeal Lynch, J. B.
Codd, Richard A. Protsman, Ralph Chandler, Dr.
C. A. Mason, L. W. VanAken, T. R. Fraier, O. W.
Moore, and V. J. Christensen.
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(Reprinted from
American Cinematographer)

Ces of the camera
By W. 0. C. BOSCO

Chas. Clarke, A. S.C.
Continued

from April issue:

Fred did get him a job in the motion
picture business. Scrubbing floors in the
old Jim Crosby lab. It wasn't much of a
job, but at least it was aiming somewhere
in the direction Charlie wanted to go. And
being of a curious and inquisitive nature
he was able to absorb in a very short time
all that a lab man had to know in those
days. At any rate, when the Crosby lab
folded shortly after that, he was able to
present himself as being an all-around lab
mar.
He went to work for the Griffith lab, but
he found the work there too specialized. It
didn't give him the opportunity to poke
around and learn all the sundry tricks of
the trade that he was steadily adding to
his store of photographic knowledge. The
National Film Company lab, with only three
men on the staff, offered him much more.
Over there he could do everything. And
he missed no opportunity to experiment.
So many of his experiments with chemicals
resulted in nothing more than a series of
horrible, obnoxious stenches that the head
of the lab decided that Charlie was definitely an outdoor man. So they made him
an assistant cameraman.
As soon as he got his hands on a camera
it was pretty obvious that Charlie had
made no mistake when he obeyed that impulse to get into the photographic business. And his familiarity with laboratory
work and conditions made him more valuable than ever. In less than no time he was
working as a first man.
As a first cameraman he worked for one
independent after another. His work was
always good, and he was always appreciated, but the company always folded. It
became monotonous. So much so that when
he heard about an opening for an assistant cameraman at Famous-Players Lasky
he decided to give up his hard won distinction offirst man, and take the job. Discretion, he decided, was the better part
of valor. It was better to eat all the time
as an assistant than only part of the time
as head man.
It was a brave decision, and fortune favors the brave. The new studio was as qui ck
to recognize Charlie's ability as had the
others. Within six months he was working
as a first man again.
He stayed with Famous-Players Lasky for
five years, working with George Melford.
His first picture, "Salome Jane," with
Percy Marmont. And another he remembers particularly from that era was "Top
of the World," starring Anna Q. Nilsson
and James Kirkwood, which was notable in
that it presented a technical innovation in
split screen work for those days by putting

i

one man's head on another man's shoulders.
When George Melford left Lasky for
Fox he took Charlie with him. That was
in 1926, and, except for a period with
M.G.M., he has been on the Fox lot ever
since.
His activities while with M.G.M. did a
great deal to establish him as a globe
trotter. He was identified with the "Tarzan" pictures, he went to Mexico to make
"Viva Villa," "Mutiny on the Bounty" took
him to Tahiti, and he spent seven months
in China on "The Good Earth." He had
an excellent reputation as an outdoor man,
richly deserved, but rather embarrassing at
times because of the disadvantages in Hollywood of being "typed."
His reputation
as an outdoor man

really

began when he was sent out to get atmosphere stuff, within the continental limits of
the United States, for scenes for "The
Good Earth" which was being considered,
at that time, for translation to the American scene. It was an idea that, fortunately
for all concerned, failed to materialize; but
which served to launch Charlie on his career
as an outdoor man.
He visited some of the most lovely places
in the American countryside, and to hear
him tell it, the conditions were so unfailingly perfect that only the rankest amateur would have fallen short on the assignment. Those who viewed the scenes
were particularly pleased with the magnificent cloud effects that graced every shot.
Somehow they wanted to give Charlie as
well as Nature credit and from then on he
was the outdoor kid. It was a reputation it
took him years to live down.
While on the subject of clouds it would
not be out of place right here to say that
the Academy saw fit to present Charlie
with a special citation at their last annual
awards for his research and development
of the device that makes it possible to put
clouds of any type into a cloudless sky without recourse to special effects; a device
that was explained in detail in a previous
issue of the American Cinematographer.
Actually, he developed the idea some years
ago while shooting "The Cisco Kid" on a
budget that would not permit special effects. Itstarted as nothing more than an
ingenious way to economically defeat the
monotony of cloudless skies in an almost
100% outdoor picture.
Charlie Clarke is not happy just keeping
abreast of things, he is always trying to anticipate events. At presenf he is experimenting with polarized light, and in microscopy. He is still trying to push the frontiers
of photography back a little further, and
he tackles his problems with imagination.
Had he not been an Ace of the Camera he
would have made a first class physicist.
He carries his imaginative, experimental
ideas into his photography and is always
ready to take the risk of trying for a new
effect. Maybe he doesn't sell his ideas as
well as some, but he keeps turning in excellent results by having the courage to be
different.

Without

having seen his recently com-

pleted "Thunderhead," which incidentally
is the first feature picture to be produced
entirely in the new Technicolor Monopack,
Charlie thinks his best work was on "Four
Sons," which he shot for John Ford, that
great director whose appreciation for the
cameraman's
in pictures
has Others
added
so much to hisplace
stature
as an artist.
think he was at his best in "Moontide,"
"Hello Frisco," or "Guadacanal Diary."
Charlie's hobby is the history of the
cinema, and he is as conscientious an historian as he is a cameraman. His collection
is one of the finest in the country, and
includes part of the J. Stuart Blackton
collection and the Selig collection. Among
other choice items he has the legal testimony in the suit that Edison brought, in
1896, against the American Mutoscope and
Blograph Company for infringement of patent rights, and which resulted in the establishment of Edison's claim. This transcript
contains pages of direct testimony from
all the great movie pioneers, shedding a
great deal of light on the birth and growing pains of an industry that has grown to
such amazing proportions.
Another bit of information that turned
up after aeffects,
very brief
perusal
Charlie's
historical
and one
thatofthis
writer
found most satisfying, was the reason a
reel of film was established at 1000 feet. It
seems that when motion pictures graduated
out of the nickelodeons they went into the
variety theaters, first as a novelty and then
as a "chaser;" a chaser being something to
empty the theater. The length of time a
motion picture should run in a variety
house was established by the simple procedure of estimating the average time of
the average vaudeville turn, 15 minutes;
or, at 16 frames per, 1000 of film. We hope
that those of you who have worried about
this small matter in the past will rest as
peacefully with this Information now that
you have it as we did when we got it.
And, incidentally, if those of you who
read this have any items of historical interest to the movies, you could be assured
of their preservation for posterity by giving Charlie Clarke an opportunity to add
them to his fascinating collection.

3 Reasons Why It Will Pay
TCP Personnel to Visit
Phillips Showrooms
1. GUARANTEED SAVINGS TO TCF PERSONNEL on
every purchase.
2. Convenience of shopping in one place for gifts in
all price ranges for every occasion.
3. Assurance of buying a GIFT OF JEWELER'S
the LARGEST Jewelry Showrooms in the West.
QUALITY.
GUARANTEED SAVINGS OF 15% TO 40%
ON EVERY PURCHASE.
Please bring identification as
not cater to the general

DIAMONDS, WATCHES. JEWELRY,
HOMEWARES, GIFTS. LEATHER
AWARDS, PRIZES.

we do
public.

SILVERWARE,
GOODS,

WM. E. PHILLIPS CO.
Jewelers
— Established
7'
' 'i. HI'
L SI., L. A.1921
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MONEY

DOZEN:

any extra cash in the credit union.
temptation to loose spending.

A pocketful

of money

is a

2. Pay cash. Avoid the open or hidden costs of "buying on time."
3. Take advantage
of bargains. You can do that best by keeping
good share account in the credit union.
4. When you borrow be sure the terms
borrow from the credit union.

are reasonable.

a

In other words,

5. Keep healthy. Sickness is one of the greatest drains on savings. The
credit union is constantly financing medical service to members.
6. Keep household appliances, car, etc., in good repair. Save on gas,
oil, electricity. The credit union makes loans for needed repairs.
7. Pay

insurance premiums annually. When you buy additional policies have due date fall on different months. If you need extra money
to get on annual basis, a credit union loan will help you.

8. Buy

Government
tion plan.

Savings

Bonds.

Use

the systematic

payroll

deduc-

9. Keep

your home in good repair. A timely credit union loan for a repair job now may save you many dollars you would have to spend
later if you let the job go.

10. Have extra supply of clothes. Wool and leather that is allowed to
rest regularly wears longer and looks better. Here again a credit
union loan may be a real money saver.
11. Pay your shore account a regular salary. We are all creatures of
habit. Decide what minimum
amount you should save each pay
day,

and

put that amount

roll deductions. If you

in your

credit union

don't get it— you

account

can't spend

through

and

pay-

it.

12. "Sleep

on it" before you sign the dotted line. Take a copy of the document home and read it carefully, away from salesman's charm
persuasiveness. Would it really be a good buy?
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GOLF TOURNAMENT
AND DANCE PARTY
SUNDAY JULY 28

SPRING JAMBOREE
"TOMBSTONE GULCH"
SATURDAY JUNE 8
Never before has the Studio Club ever
attempted such a tremendous undertaking as the Spring Jamboree planned by
Joe Wright of the Art Department and his
committee.

This party will get under way next Saturday night at eight o'clock in a setting
called "Tombstone Gulch" — you will not
recognize the new rehearsal halls, as the
"Spirit of the Old West" will completely
take over. More than two thousand employees with their husband or wife, boyfriend or girl-friend, all dressed in western
attire, are expected to be in attendance
where they will participate in the many,
many games, gags and grand "guffoonery. '
Yes, the committee has gone all out
with dancing, free beer and soft drinks,
and a whole parade of worthwhile prizes
and pleasant surprises. Visualize, if you
will, the setting "Tombstone Gulch" with
its Bijou Theater, Honest Cally's Saloon
with its "Rigor Mortis" bar, and the Helldorado dance hall, and you will have a
rough idea of some of the things to expect next Saturday night.
Western dress is not compulsory but
the committee urges everyone who plans
to attend to dig up something reminiscent
of the Old West, perhaps a checkered
shirt, a pair of dungarees, cowboy boots
or hat, bandanna — almost anything at all,
but just don't dress up. Prizes will be
awarded to those with the most original
western outfits.
To make sure that there will be no outsiders in attendance, tickets have been
made

available only at the various departments on the Lot, where they may be
sold only to the employees within their
respective department, and no tickets will
be sold at the gate the night of the party
— limit, 2 tickets each. Please do not embarrass either yourself or the committee
by attempting to bring more than one
guest, as a strict check will be taken at the
entrance (Pico Time-gate) with your Studio
Club membership card or employee identification card. The admission charge, designed to cover a portion of the cost of
the music and the free refreshments, is
$1.00 per Studio Club Member or $2.00
per couple, and $2.00 per Non-Member,
or $4.00 per couple.

To the uninitiated (those that have
joined the Studio since 1942, the year of

OFFICIAL
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PUBLICATION

CENTURY-FOX

OF
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CLUB

the last
Tourney),
the Studio
Club'sschedAnnual Golf
Tournament
and Dance
uled at Brentwood Golf Course Sunday,
July 28th, is an outing that no fun loving
man or woman would ever voluntarily pass

Vol. 7

up, foremployees
this affair that
is strictly
a "must" within
those
have participated
any of the tournaments in the past.

MEN’S WARDROBE
KEEPING TAB

3
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LET’S MAKE-UP
WESTERN GAB
THE SARTORIAL
KEEP POSTED

4
5
5
5

As Committee
it is not possible
for Ike
Danning's
Golf
to take care
of more
than
320 golfers, this year Sol Halprin and his
Dance Committee have made it possible
for non-golfers to join with the golfers in
the afternoon and evening's festivities.
The facilities at Brentwood lend themselves perfectly to such a party. What
with the club's fine food, liquid refreshments, card tables for those that want to
play bridge, etc., plus the dancing in the
evening, a grand time is assured everyone who takes part.
Entry blanks for the golf tournament
will be available in all departments, starting July 1st, and starting times will be
issued as requested on the first come first
served basis for the first 252 men golfers
and the first 68 women golfers, so make
up your foursome as soon as you can and
get ready for this great day. The fee for
the golfers will be $3.00, the regular charge
at Brentwood for Sunday play, and will
include admission of one guest for the
afternoon and evening party. The tickets
for the non-golfers will be $ 1 .00 per couple and will also be available in all departments starting July 1st. The entry fee
or admission charge will cover the green
fee and the dancing. Food and refreshments will be available at the usual Brentwood prices.
In spite of the shortage of adequate
prizes, the committee assures all golfers
that every effort will be made to obtain
suitable prizes for the winners of the tournament. The low gross winner's name will
be inscribed on the Jack Codd Trophy.
Mr. Codd will personally present it to the
winner the night the prizes are distributed.
The previous winners of the trophy are as
follows:
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So, come one, come all to "Tombstone
Gulch,"
irons withand
the check
sheriff.your boss and shootin'

Every effort will be made by the committees in charge of the arrangements to
make this our most outstanding Golf Tournament and Dance to date.

The Voice

of the Lot
MEN'S WARDROBE

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK STOLZE

By HAZEL SHIRK
Seems like old times, getting letters
from the fellows once again — this time,

To the delight of our Department and
especially our Dispatchers, GEORGE McQUERRY's brain child became a reality.
The new Dispatch Board pictured with

too, in the call of Service. We're giving
ye tired column a shot in the arm by injecting fresh ad lib bits from our versatile

this column, is George's own creation. It
is designed to speed up handling of all
dispatching requirements and to minimize
the strain on the dispatchers.

and most co-operative men's wardrobers —
like REEDER BOSS (this month), who keeps
telling us, and I quote —
"Our opus manages to keep us busy
these days what with divers moves to

We hope that you who see this picture
may become mindful of the fact that when

Western Avenue and back. "Junior" WYNIGEAR loves it downtown as it's near
home — but it's almost a sleeper jump for
MERLE WILLIAMS and myself.
Inasmuch as MUSHY. DICK STAUB,

the dispatcher says, "Just a moment
please" there are a number of duties he
must perform in connection with each call
in order to comply with the requests made.
Our Department is a service department.
It is our aim to facilitate the movement
of equipment for the various tasks requested by all other departments.
A few features of the Dispatch Board
are: It shows the disposition of all equipment, the drivers operating, the grouping
of equipment according to its use, and
the type of duty each driver is performing.
Also, concealed in the Board is a microphone connected with a loud speaker in
the Ready Room through which the Dispatcher calls the drivers for their assignments.
George is to be commended for his
efforts in developing this instrument in
the interest of the Department.

CHET

KENDALL, Mechanic in Transportation
Dept., has been with TCP tor 16 years.

ing torch, and whips into reality the ideas
developed by the office.
The Monument Valley Location in Arizona was assigned in the neighborhood of
35 pieces of our equipment. Over and
above that, were trucks plying between
the Studio and the Location. Our drivers
have been doing a magnificent job. Keep
pitching — you handsome bunch of men!

WALTER CULLEN is quite the proud
Dad of the Department and rightly so.
Walter's daughter, Norita, was chosen
"Queen of Men's Week" at U.C.L.A. for
the period May 13th to May 17th. Norita
is a member of Alpha Xi Delta Sorority,
and is quite the popular girl. Who knows
— we may see the young lady in pictures
one of these days. A number of studios
have already called her for interviews and
screen tests. Good luck, Norita!
One of our able mechanics, CHET
KENDALL, has been with TCP for sixteen
years. You will usually find Chet assigned
to repairs on our heavy or special equipment. He is quite an artist with the weld-

and their gang of cowpokes have departed upon that long prepared for location,
it will be lonesome as all git out on the
downtown lot — but there's one consolation,
we'll have ROOM to move. Personally,
I'll miss our tea hour — that STAUB boy
concocts a wondrous brew — Ah, well, one
can't have everything.
Our floor man, EDDIE WINDINGER,
recently pardoned from the Armed Services, isfast finding himself again — to say
he is a ball of fire would be a gross understatement. He is well established at
this writing
as themean
JAMES boy's "mascot" and I don't
Jesse. He tends
them well, and only a born diplomat could
handle situations arising from time to time
with such delicate tact, etc.
Merle claims he will ask for him on future
stints, as shall I— well. Merle, it might end
up with coat hangers at ten paces." Unquote. . . See what I mean — thanks a million, Reeder.
Vacation time found Reeder Boss,
JOHNNIE HASSETT, JOE KING, RUBE
MORRIS and RENE WILSON taking theirs
last month. Absent and, we hope, having
a wonderful time this month are MIKE
TIERNEY. GEORGE McGERTY, PAUL
GELLER and HAROLD SCULL.

The Transportation Department's new Dispatch
Board, and its creator, GEORGE McQUERRY.

SANDEEN reports all baseball games
have been for free — would more of you
fans come out if we charged???

•
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hard, Joe, then relaxation wouldn't react
so violently on you. SALLY DAVIDSON is
on vacation now. We'll have to let you
know next issue how she came through. It's
a good thing vacations come only once a
year — they're so hard on people!
The excitement of the month was over
JAYNE GRIMES' new car. It has spent
most of its young life with its new mistress
in a garage, but we all have fond hopes
for its speedy recovery. KAY STURM at
last has her name on the list for a new
Ford. Of course, only a few days afterward the Ford plant shut down. That gal
has the darndest luck!
ISABELLE CLYMORE was an invalid

PAT

HOFFMAN

(nee BUCKMEYER)

of Tabulating

Dept. Pat was married on May 25th at St. Paul's
in Westwood, and her many friends on the Lot
wish her every happiness.

for a little while. She took a bad spill, injuring her leg and cutting her knee badly.
It has improved considerably, and we hope
that it will heal quickly and completely
Seem to have run out of news, folks.
How about stopping by this same place
next month? Be seeing you.

LET'S MAKE-UP
By GEORGE

KEEPING TAB
By BEHY

HEMLINGER

Tabulating has opened its arms to three
new members. (The gentlemen (?) in the
Tab room are not to take this too literally)
ANN SMILJANICH and MARGARET
CAFFERATA are both new keypunchers
on the swing shift, and GLORIA JEAN
ROBINSON has joined the graveyard
shift. We’re glad to have all three of you
with us, girls, and hope you'll like us well
enough to stay a long time. "Keeping
Tab" has never extended a formal welcome to JAMES LEIBY who has been a
Tab operator on the swing shift for sometime now. There's a lad with a lot of fortitude. He goes to school all day and works
here at night. More power to you, Jimmy!
Everyone in Tab can sit back and relax
now. We got PAT BUCKMEYER — we
mean, Pat Hoffman — just can't get used to
that — safely married on the 25th of May.
It was a beautiful wedding with such a
nice reception in the church afterward.
They left the next day for a honeymoon in
Catalina. We all wish them all the happiness in the world.
A few days before the wedding ELLEN
BRADFORD gave a delightful shower for
Pat. at her home in El Segundo. She received many lovely gifts, and the guests
certainly enjoyed themselves. Thank you,
Ellen, for a very nice party.
Vacation time is really here! ED BURKE
was on vacation for two weeks and came
back with a tan to end all tans. Arizona
must be that healthy, Ed. SOPHIA HAYFORD spent her whole vacation working on
the new house they just moved into. With
all the cleaning and painting, she had to
come back to work to rest up. JOE MEDVITZ took a week's vacation, and spent
most of it being ill. You shouldn't work so

LANE

Opening our column this month, we
want to take the privilege of welcoming
two new boys to the department — WILLARD "Bill" BUELL and ROY "Capt."
STORK. Bill was in the Army Air Forces

Walking through the Hairdressing department the other day, we thought
GWEN HOLDEN was raising Chihuahuj^^
but by questioning around learned it
two cute little hairdressers ranging any^
where from four feet to four feet-one —
AURORA and ESPERANZA.

STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
Many members have been calling the
Studio Club requesting Information as to
when the various activities listed on the
recent questionnaire will get started. We
wish to take this opportunity to announce
to all club members that as soon as all
arrangements are completed in connection
with each activity, the members involved
will be notified by mall in sufficient time
in advance for them to make plans to participate. There are many details to be
worked out and of a necessity considerable time is required to iron out all the
wrinkles.
A sufficient number of Club members
have indicated interest to warrant programing and sponsoring the following activities: Rhumba class, badminton, swimming, horseback riding, tennis, language
classes.
So far. Fishing, Camera Club and the
Current Events Forum are well under way.

Weather Division and we know he'll be
as valuable to the Make-up Department.
Capt. was also with the A.A.F. — one of the
"Doolittle Fliers" and the pilot of the
seventh plane over Tokyo. Brother, when
a Stork drops eggs over Tokyo like that,
no wonder they quit. Knowing Capt. as
we do — anything could have hatched.
Ask ERNIE PARK about the butter
churn he bought to beat the black market. Ended up costing him $2.50 a pound,
and he doesn't know now whether to make
a table lamp out of the butter or the
churn.
COURT
department's
sketch
artist, PARKHOUSE,
is also back from
the Army
and is in full swing again. He is opening
an Art School in Glendale and will be
one of the instructors. Anybody
ested?

inter-

Best dressed make-up man of the week
is SYD PERELL. Wearing a rust coat,
dubonnet striped shirt with tie to match,
yellow pants, chocolate brown shoes — and
his eyes looking like twO' pimiento olives
in a martini.
FRANK PREHODA and HARRY MARET
headed down Arizona way and will probably come back known as the two toughest Two-Puff-Toters in the business. Keep
your powder dry, boys!
BILL "They're Off" RIDDLE has bought
a new trailer complete with garage, stable
and swimming pool, and will be driving
towards Del Mar for his vacation this
year. It's rumored he may do make-up
tests on some of the leading horses there
for one of his forthcoming assignments.

KENNETH
"Ken" BOGUE
of Typewriter Maintenance came to TCF two years ago from Iowa, and
is doing a terrific job talcing care of the typewriters on the Lot. Being the only mechanic in the
shop, he is kept busy overhauling machines — be'
tween ribbon calls and repair calls. Ken tells us
that the most interesting call he has had was to
the set of "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim" where he
stood by for almost three hours just in case Roseythe Remington started acting up. He suspects
"Rosey" in that Betty Grable-Dick Haymes starrer,
is the original typewriter, although he is of course
much too young to have had even an indirect or
three-cornered acquaintance with new typewriters
of that era.
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By ED COOKE

The mighty Tyrone Power-house softball team from the Mail Department has
had some bad luck during this season —
constantly losing the hard luck close
games. For instance, the last game we
lost to the first place Grip outfit by a
score of about 10 to 3. Actually it was

'Fix+ures. May I speak to Ed Cooke,
please?" "Cooke speaking." "I'm leaving
for a few days and wanted to warn you
that deadline is the 10th." "I'll get it off
to you in a few days."
That conversation was on April 26th —

closer than that would lead you to believe. There is now a plan afoot to have
some practice sessions after hours. If this

and still motest
no idea
copy.
fact,write
I haven't
the You
rewhatIn to
about.
see,
I don't keep notes — they're such a
nuisance.

rash thing takes place, we'll field an awfully sinister nine next game. The team has
taken a blood oath (or something equally

I could say what a lot of work we did

dramatic) that they will win at least one
game this year. (Editor's Note: They did!)
Several additions to the personnel in
the last few weeks:

here at Western Avenue on "My Darling
Clementine," starring those gorgeous eyefuls, Linda Darnell and Cathy Downs. On
the same bill we have two reasons why so
many gals want to crash the cinema —
Henry Fonda, that rip-roaring sheriff of
some county or other, Arizona, and that

DANNY

mention

that Lew

Seiler

and his troupe of "That's For Me" or
"She's For Me" (I like that one much better), starring such lovelies as "Doll Face"
Vivian Blaine, and that bit of uranium-235,
Carmen Miranda, are doing their stuff. I
could also say that Harry James and his
Mozarts are supplying the noise (music is
a conglomeration of noises made beautiful) for the show, but what's the use? You
know that too! Perry (the hubba-hubbakid) Como is in there pitching too — and
can he pitch!
Was talking to DIXIE DUNBAR the other
day. He spends most of his time over at
W.A. these days — why. I'll never know.
Thought I might get some dope on what
to write about, but couldn't get a thing
out of him — his mind was a blank, too.
However, I do remember that he mumbled
something about the best oranges coming
from Florida, and the finest peaches growing (maybe he said living) in Georgia. Oh,
yes, and he said something about most of
our great statesmen coming from the
south. I don't recall, all of the names he
mentioned, but there were quite a few.
(Dixie's from the south, you know — that's
a joke, son.)
Did you know that JACK FRIER is back
on the job again after an absence of several weeks, looking hale and hearty. Glad
to have you back. Jack.
MICKEY MORRIS is back from a "jam
session" of the negotiation committee. He
looks worn — says he needs a rest, and I
believe him.
Does anyone know of a room or apartment tor rent in the Hollywood area? The
prospect of sleeping in my car again is
anything but pleasant. !t wasn't too bad
before in a sedan, but in a coupe — not
that! not that!

an appealing lad, is

easily recognized by his yellow ballet trousers and pink T-shirt and cheeks. He wears
those bizarre color combinations only as

great big hunk-o'-man Victor Mature. It's
a meller-drama of east goes west, and
then all four meet. Yes, I could tell you
about that but, of course, you already
know it.
I might even

CAHILL,

a rebellion against the staid blue of the
Navy

THE SARTORIAL PARADE
(If you'll pardon us for bragging a bit!)
TCF enjoys the distinction of having the
best groomed feminine office employees
in the motion picture industry. Therefore,
for the benefit of new employees, we have
decided

to picture each month two outstanding examples of what the well-dressed
business woman should wear to work. Both

secretaries, by the way, are wearing their
hair in well-groomed, attractive, and becoming fashion.
MYRTLE EATON's dressmaker suit is
hunter green, softly tailored and well fitted, accented with large buttons of the
same rr. ..rerial and a bit of dainty white
lace frill at the throat. The bag and pumps
are a rich brown. Silver earrings of plain
design are her only jewelry.
LORRAINE STOLL is chic in a soft twotoned suit. The short coat is beige with
two large brown buttons that match the
color of the skirt. Today she is wearing
a spic and span semi-tailored white blouse,
with a dainty little silver pin set with
rubies, at the neckline. Her pumps and
bag are also brown.
Both ladles have chosen suits with which
they can wear a variety of accessories in
harmonizing colors, which is of utmost importance to women in the business world.
While girls are not limited as to colors
or styles in a studio, it is nevertheless just
as much a place of business as any commercial or professional office downtown.
Charm and simplicity are the two most
important requisites.

JUNE

8th

and they are not otherwise significant, he confided to your reporter.

BERNIE COHEN is just in from Philadelphia after serving years with a reconnalsance
outfit in heEurope.
know
whattank
department
wants Doesn't
to get
into, but likes the cinema industry.
FRANK "Slim" BARON, who was here
before the war, is interested in becoming the new boy wonder writer-directorproducer. Anyone knowing how this can be
done,
please contact Slim — he even
a script.
BILL "Bud"

STRATTON

has

is the son of

our ideal, "Strat" of the North Reception
room. He is mad for art and spends most
of his spare time examining paintings and
prints hanging in various offices. His own
illustrations, by the way, are as fine as old
Rhine wine.
The Marines' gift to 19th Century-Wolf
Studios is ODUS "Brad" BRADFORD who,
incidentally, was one of Tyrone Power's
instructors in the "Corps." He is always
telling some one a funny' tale.
LEE CLAPP, our latest entry, is from
North Carolina by way of the Army. Radio
writing is one of his aims.
FRANK "Ragarm" DUMBLE has moved
over to the Story Files. Is that why all the
secretaries in the New Ad are so sad?
As we

have a

new force in the Mail

Department, they are not familiar with
the location of everyone on the Lot. It
v/ill
lay. expedite the movement of inter-office
mall if you will show location of addressee,
not just the name,

as that requires con-

sulting "directory service" resulting in deNaturally, everyone
ball games!

is invited to our

JULY 28th
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robe of his two previous assignments here.
ONCE AROUND. ALICE and DOROTHY
and VIRGINIA (BILLY has taken leave of
absence for a June wedding) have
freshest corner In the stockroom — with nwP
paint and new floors and green and white
gingham all around. PIEDAD and her girls
are also sharing the renovating with clean
improved surroundings. DALE HEWSON,
niece of DOLL HEWSON, and formerly
employed in the wardrobe department, recently married at a charming ceremony —
MARGIE BANKSTON, a guest, got Into

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

In the northwest corner of the Ladies'
Wardrobe Annex, a rough wall with a 12inch shelf, a scarred brown desk and an
ancient wooden filing cabinet minus its
lower drawers, comprise the fox-hole limits of the Inventory Office. Visible through
the gaping seams of the old cabinet is the
complete biography of the 20th CenturyFox wardrobe, men’s and women's, in their
composite pieces, entered at each wearing on a trillion little cards. Beside this.
In a space just big enough to squeeze into
uncomfortably, we find two Inventory
Clerks.
"I'm sure it’s a '9' — 1-22-9-4444," mutters DOROTHY NAETHING scrutinizing
an inventory sheet at nose level.
"I disagree," returns KAY RYAN pulling the paper into her own line of vision
and focusing a magnifying glass. "1-22-94444 had blue buttons. I remember distinctly— Tallulah Bankhead dropped one of
them overboard in 'Lifeboat!' They
wouldn’t use a thing like that in the Ritz
Bar In 'The Razor's Edge!' "
"Then It's an '8'," Dorothy decides.
"1-22-8-4444.” And with that she draws
a card from the fourth top drawer of the
cabinet. "'1-22-8-4444 — Fur-trimmed petticoat— Dragonwyck, January 14, 1945.'
According to this, Ann Revere is still
wearing It!
Hours later, weary of life and the Ladles'
Wardrobe and The Inventory System, Dorothy seeks out a seat in a neighborhood
theatre for a bit of quiet relaxation. Unaware, inher fatigue, that it is a TCF picture, she looks up to find Maureen O'Hara
making an entrance In a decollete lame
1-22-6-7777, while Harry James, in a
sporty 3-66-4-0003 plays the trumpet.
Night club patrons in smart attire mill
about the dance floor. 2-44-06-8887 waltz-

ing with 1-22-8-7756 (remember that one
— had to let it out In the hips). Ah-ha,
there Is that chartreuse 1-22-6-3333 we
couldn't find in the cards . . . inventory
numbers, hundreds of them, walking across
the screen, dancing, eating, singing.
"Oooooooh," moans Dorothy heading
for the nearest exit, — "and In Technicolor!"
ANN LANDERS, this Wednesday, Is "a
v/oman you would look at twice." Her soft
hair curls bewitchingly over her left ear —
over her right, not so bewitchingly. She
gestures broadly with an exquisitely manicured right hand — keeps her left In her
pocket. Ann's attractive daughter, Gloria,
having passed her State Board examination last week, used her mother to demonstrate her prowess as a beautician in the
Practical Examination, and, according to
the "Before" and "After" rules, manicured only one hand, waved one side of
her hair and faclaled one side of her face.
Painters, furniture, floor tile and ianitors
are still congesting traffic through the
front corridor. Mr. HUBERT has departed
from the green trend and has soft gray
surroundings, spiked with red and white,
from which emanates
Late George Apley"
cret service "13 Rue
BONNIE CASHIN,

creations for "The
and Annabella's seMadeleine."
New Yawking, Is too

busy +o write and tell us she is too busy
to write. She will come back to turquoise
walls, turquoise, chairs, turquoise flower
basket, turquoise drawing board, and "I
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now."
KAY NELSON brightens these musty
Salt Mines each morning with a new chapeau as she begins work on her chic "The
Homestretch," with Linda Darnell and
Maureen O'Hara.
Gene Markey's "No Wedding Ring"
has brought ORRY-KELLY back to the
Lot, commuting between Bungalow No.
14 and Ladies' Wardrobe. Betty Grable
will wear a new elegance in Kelly creations, a departure from the period ward-

the wrong church. VERNA BILLINGS Is taking an early vacation to move to the new
ranch "Mel-Vern" located In Chatsworth.
"Mel-Vern" is a combination of Melvin and
Verna. Verna plans to commute to work.
DENISE RODE is spending week-ends at
her beach home and slowly and painfully
acquiring that healthy tan. ANN BROWN
Is flying to Tulsa, Oklahoma, to visit her
old home town.
Requisition for Extra Talent: "I girl,
beautiful slim ankle, 4f4 shoe size, to double for Betty Grable's ankle."

PROP POPS
By SENE

NORTON

What a shame I can't write the things
I hear — the way I hear them! If I could
and did — the things that would happen!
If only the pins at LaCienega Bowling
Lanes on Thursday nights would tell what
they know, it would really cause the walls
to shake. They're being well paid off however, because they won't talk. The Property Department Is well represented, with
such he-men as JACK STUBBS, FRED
SIMPSON, JOE BEHM (he’s an ass't director, ya know), WILLIAM SITTEL, and Captain MAX GOLDMAN. Maxie has an average of 155 which is mighty good. I'd
say. Perhaps it's best not to mention the
averages of our social bowlers.
The picture of the month is our boy —
TED TOWNER. Ted has recently returned
from the Service. He seems to be quite a
hunter. He told me about the trips he took
north almost every week-end deer hunting.
Then
suddenly.
It seems,
Ted hegotwas
"hitched."
Evidently
the kind
of deer
hunting
Is spelled dear.
Lately there have been more goings-on
with the cars parked outside the Hand
Proproom. DON GREENWOOD has had
nails In his hub-caps, sausage In his exhaust pipe, and lilies in his radio aerial.
But the pay-off Is that to get even he had
a little bomb made (costing $1.50) and
was waiting for a chance to take advantage of his little "idea." Then — as only
Don would — he forget about it until it exploded in his own car on the way home.
It's the truth, so help me!
Then ERNIE LANSING
the pranks. When

got a dose of

Ernie, in a hurry as us-
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GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

PITCHMAN

While rambling around the Lot the
other day spied half-and-half JACK DIMMACK chawing on a hunk of beef. Nothing unusual, you say? Well, it was Friday
— the heathen. Yapping about button
snappers, and how I love to yap about
'em. Phooey, what a ball team! Aside from
getting a lot of pampering from the Grips,
what have they done for posterity? Our
scouts are waiting for duck season to refill
their down-filled snuggles.

to the Property

The baby cranes are the talk of the industry. Local trade papers made much
ado about them and department head, J.
LAVIN, came in for a lot of well deserved

ual, pulled away from the building, a terrific jangle crashed down on his ears —
causing. I'm sure, no end of trouble and
confusion to Mr. Lansing. After this had
been going on for a few days, Ernie, unable to control his temper any longer

praise. (It's a cinch I'll work for at least
a day or two after the chief reads that.)
With ART ARLINS lining up as a new
lenser, much buzzing is going on among
the boys, but it looks like hHANK GERZEN'S up to bat. Hope LLOYD AHERN
makes the grade — nice lad with a keen
eye for composition. LEO McCREARY

TED

TOWNER,

a recent returnee
Dept.

(anyone's patience wears thin eventually),
began beating hub-caps, pulling his hair,
and quietly putting a curse on the unknown "joker" in a not so quiet voice.
Just as all this was going on, I walked out
of the Hand Proproom before anyone saw
me. Talk about red faces, embarrassed
fellows, and deadly silences — Ernie, CY
SHELLEY and CARLIE PERRIN have reached a new high. I laughed until I thought I'd
die! Sorry, Ernie, but I just had to put it
in.
WALTER "Forever" SCOTT and Pat, his
wife who likes to sing, are vacationing in
Cleveland. It was Walter's first trip in a
great big airplane. We're all anxious to
hear how many times the engine missed
and how many beats Wall-er's heart missed.
$64 question: Is it BETTY that is causing
JACK BURTON so much worry as to which
place offers the best entertainment — the
surf or the mountains? Or CARY?

DISCOUNT
PURCHASING
It won't
long will
nowhave
before
your
Studio
Club beoffice
information regarding courtesy discounts for
many desirable items of merchandise. As the necessary arrangements
are made, you will be advised in
"Action." Of course, discounts on
hard-to-get items are out of the
question at this time but these, too,
will be added to the list as soon as
they become available.
We will appreciate your cooperation in advising the Studio Club office ifyou know of any business organizations that might be agreeable
to such an arrangement.

simply has to make that trip. I've mentioned itin the last five issues, and I can't
go back on my word.
Our annual gathering at the Hollywood
Roosevelt was even better than the last
one. The committee is endeavoring to
make the affair semi-annual.
JOHNNY ROUGEOT, he of the tough
breaks, is trying to catch up with me to
give me an item for the mag. TRU
JOINER, of "Forever Amber" fame, says
the epic is slated to roll again about September. They just gotta finish that eyeopener, or I'll have to buy another copy of
the book — daughter has quit looking at
picture books.
Felt some sort of jubilation — one of our
evening-paper columnists ran a story that
I related over a year ago — the bounder
took a lot of bows for it.

back before you could say Gehackttenherring. What's happened to those full of
oomph mail gals? Chased one for a block
t'other day and was chagrined to find it
was a new mail boy in slacks heading tor
the barber shop.
Did you pipe the car that DICKIE
JAMES of Men's Wardrobe drives? With
a hat on, he looks so executive!
NAP VALLEY, SAMMY BISHOP, TONTO and a host of others a-buzzing with
the figures of their latest dividend checks.
LESTER berry's school for operators going full swing. That DAVY ANDERSON is
a peach of a machinist — just watch him!
FRANK GRAVES sure is keeping the keys
well supplied with new material, and solid
stuff too. LEDGIE a-testing. MURPH,
WHITEY, JOCK and HORACE scraping
along with BROWNIE for "Razor's Edge "
AL THAYER's outfit completely out of
circulation on that Arizona detail. Pres.
FLEMING replaced ALONZE PARKER at
the last moment. Safety engineer DICK
CAMERON and crew are really doing a
splendid job in removing hazards from
stages and sets.
CHARLES ROSE gaffing the Seiler
show. Shy-Eyes McARDLE, DEWEY. FARRELL and returnee VERN DARROW, who
was recently hospitalized for an appendectomy, forget their troubles in the beauty
of Harry James' music.
It was a boy for Mr. and Mrs. nicesmlle WAGNER. Our sincere sympathy
to BOB PHILLIPS who recently lost his
dad.
Remember CLYDE BRANDON? Well,
he has sworn off the stuff and is now a
respected crew member at the Metropolitan airport. JIMMY LAVIN, REX,
CURRY and WOODY are running the
BERRY days,
crew a close second in mileage
these
buena suerte amigos.

There will be no lack of century stands
the moment the new ones roll off the assembly line. Signal Hill will have nothing
on our clusters. New air wheel dollies, too.
The cucalorus craze is spreading. DANNY
WURTZEL's seeking a plug. Expects a
complete
lineA.M.
of men's
— office
hours: I 1:30
to 12 furnishings
Noon, in the
rear
of any shady stage — that durn sun sure
fades stuff fast! FRANK GILROY impatiently marking off the calendar — soon
leaves for Banff, Canada. He must have
disposed of the lightweight outfit purchased for that ill-fated Puerto Rico expedition. PETE BARTOLEMO keeps the
heels well turned in our department.
C. E. RICHARDSON and FRANK
PIERSON have both been quite ill, but are
reported doing nicely. "BULLETS" HOFFMAN isdoing all right — has gained weight
and looks like he is enjoying life once more.
Wonder how ART WALTERS likes h is new
setup! One of our oldsters tried it but was

HOWARD

TAYLOR

on a fwo-month

of the

Producfion

vacation, and when

Office

last heard

is

from

was in the "Smokies." Howard is a Camera enthusiast and we're looking forward to seeing some fine
and interesting pictures when he returns.
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(erstwhile) "Amber" Cavalier outfits. They
sure made our day a gayer one when
they'd pop in and let us feast our eyes on
them. (Oh well. It was fun while it lasted,
wasn't it boys?)
Romance stuff: JANE NIGH and DAVID
STREET have That Look . . . SANDRA
POLOWAY will get hitched to Frank Gallagher come June . . . KAY CONNORS
is also taking the big step about that
time. Ah Spring! ah Love! ah Men! . . .

NANCY

JAYNE

CHRISTENSEN.

Jr.

Perhaps you have been wondering why the added sparkle in VIC
CHRISTENSEN'S eye of late. The
secret is out — the reason; Miss
NANCY JAYNE CHRISTENSEN,
Jr. (above), age — three years, dark
brown eyes, blonde hair, and shure,
she is Scotch-lrish — a St. Valentine's
Day present to Vic and Nancy Christensen.

NEW TALENT TYPES
By RHODA

BURSK

Your scribe has been going through one
of those "mahana" phases, which I think we
all experience at some time or another,
and thoroughly enjoy. It's so relaxing to
just sit and stare off into space, don't you
think? It was only persuasive pressure that
snapped us out of our delightful reverie.
So here we are, back in "Action" again . . .
A few news highlights: The RODNEY
AMATEAUS (Coleen Gray) will soon be
three; ditto the RICHARD CRANES (Kay
Morley). In fact, by the time this goes to
press they'll probably both be proud pappies . . .

Incidentally, wonder what happened to
those cute little owls who spent their
honeymoon at the outer Pico Gate, watching the cars go by. (If you want some
chuckles, get GERRY NOMIS — of the Tallulah voice — to tell you her version of this.
In her own Inimitable fashion.)
If we pick up any more gossipy tid-bits,
we'll pass them along to you in a future
column. Meanwhile, IRMA BERMUDEZ,
KORDY POLENEK and your reporter hope
holiday.
you
have (had) a happy Decoration Day

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP
By DICK DARLING
Everyone around here (including yours
truly) has the fishing bug — but I always do
best In a big market ... It is rumored that
KELLY SMITH went deep-sea fishing, but
the boat rolled so often he swears the
ocean is deep purple?! . . .
One for Ripley Is the time BILL GOLDMAN lost a pound a day on a government
cruise to Egypt — the short route, 42 days.
Those were the good ole days — MAY
THEY NEVER RETURN!
Seems that C. M. McCormick

received a

wallet for Mother's Day? . . . The Legion
"stag" was a complete success — so much
so that another this year would be welcome.
I hear that men's eyes are like birds because they travel from limb to limb, but
of course it Isn't true — or is it?

additions to our Con-

Talking of hubba-hubba boys — hope you
all got to see BERT HICKS and JIMMY
FULWILER adorned in their resplendent

of Mechanic

Effects has a

By GEORGE
LOU WITTE, GEORGE
"Pipe Wrench"

LEMAN

HARRIS

GOEMANS

and

are really work-

ing hard getting "The Century Ranch"
ready for the picture "Bob, Son of Battle." They come in tired and weary from
tramping around trying to get enough
water out of the ground to keep the place
green. If everyone shows as much effort,
It should be a bang-up picture.
JOE MANIFOR Is still not well enough
to come back to work, although he is
showing great improvement. His doctor
tells him he had better not work for at
least another four months, and the hardest thing in the world for Joe Is to be
quiet. Anyway, Joe, we'll be glad to have
wonder how FRED ETCHEVERRY
youWeback.
and FRANK O’CONNOR are getting
along on location In Arizona with the Indians— hope they don't come back scalped.
Yours truly is now a property owner In
the
great Sanfeeling
Fernando
Gee, the
it's
a wonderful
to beValley.
free from
v/orry of possible eviction.
BILL MATHIS, our gunsmith, has been
taken by the F.B.I. — only to help them out
regarding some guns.
JACK HAMILTON Is driving everyone
around here crazy with his search for an
automobile. Won't someone take pity on
the poor boy and let him know of some
good car he can buy? You’ll be doing us
two
some favors
rest. — Jack'll get a car and we'll get

and has gotten us all so air-minded we're
ready to take off at the drop of an invitaion. . . (Do we hear any offers??)
IVAN KAHN, the Boss, did it again!
His current find is JOYCE ALDRICH, a
beauteous little redhead. Joyce is an English war bride, and had been in this country only one week when Mr. Kahn discovered her . . .
tract List (and TCP's threats to England's
James Mason), are BILL SHEEHAN and
FRED LIBBY. The aaahhhhs and mmmmmms
they draw from all passing females are
really quite deafening . . .

CHAPMAN

MECHANICAL EFFECTS

A new and very pleasent addition to the
New Talent Department is Colonel LEWIS
FLEISCHMANN, who flys his own plane

Two handsome

LARRY

20-year service record with TCF. If you need expert advice on Great Danes, call him as he is the
proud owner of a prize one.

These six veterans are back swapping yarns in the
Prop & Min Shop. Left to right, S. H. BROWN,
ROLF KOZEL and BOB WASHO
(ex-Marines) :
HERB LEWIS (Air Corps); DICK DARLING
(Navy), and PAUL PATERSON (Army). Yes, Prop
& Min was handsomely
represented — but handsomelyll

We understand that RICHARD SKALMA was almost scalped on White Chapel
Street by an unknown Indian.
BILL MITTLESTEDT won’t have to worry
about buying a new car for sometime —
his present one has been almost all replaced with new parts.
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he was up on the North Lot chasing rab-

IT'S THE LAW
By PORTIA

KENNISON

«lirst off, we hope everyone enjoyed a

od Holiday, and we do mean you! But
as we know you are avid for news (?),
leave us herewith submit —
Capt. JOHN MUEHLHAUSEN is still
pitchpiping a high-C around here, and for
why? He is now a Great Grandfather, as
of April 9th. Our congratulations to you
and yours, Cap'n. John!
Just so the connoisseurs of Fragrance

d' Pugilistic aren't misguided, it was paint
that straightened out the hair on your
curly noggin. S'matter of fact, we all had
painter's colic for a coupla days, but you
should see our department now — talk
about glamour et cetera — that's us!
We're all very happy to welcome RUSSELL OLDENBURG back to our department. Russ left in 1943 to enter the Armed
Forces.
While JACK HOLMES was on vacation, Sgt. BRANCH took his place at the
desk. We have a suspicion Sgt. Branch
prefers working on his own detail, else for
why was he moaning and groaning that
ole hit tune, "Don't Fence Me In?"
Sgt. and Mrs Murray King and small
son paid a visit to Capt. ED KING last
week. Sgt. King has recently returned from
overseas.
CARL MEYERS returned from vacation
— sez he had a wonderful time but could
have used another two weeks to recuperate. Isn't that something for the ghost of
George Henry to smile and mutter a
smug, "I told ja so!"
MICHAEL A. KELLY (that's the Irish
for you!) called in the other day and sed

bits! Well, we've always sed it's a man's
world. Anyway, he's very happy — his son.
Tommy Kelly, is home from overseas. You
all remember Tommy in "Tom Sawyer,"
"Peck's Bad Boy," "Irene," and others.
HANK HARRIS is better known by the
moniker "Hankie Pankle" — at least, it
came over the phone like that — get you!
Did Garson get Hank too???
Lt. DEWEY STOCKTON reports that
everything is normal at Western Avenue
— copesetlc a.nd regular routine.
So you think Saturday afternoons are
dull? Then you haven't heard PETE
YOUNG warbling, "They Go Wild, Simover me."
ply Wiiillllld
Are
you knowing
that BOB WHEELER
is the "Boston Blackle" of our department,
and that directing traffic is an art with
OSCAR PETERSON?
It's good to see BILL STRATTON back
after his leave of absence. And, by the
by, JAMES "Jimmie" BRADFORD is back
from Toluca Lake location and gone to
the races. So we sed it and we're glad!
How ya, Jimmie???
We were sorry to learn that LLOYD
SMITH had an unfortunate accident out at
Sherwood Forest a few days ago. It was
really a case of dog eat dog.- The big dog
was going to chew up Lloyd's little dog,
but grabbed Lloyd's hand instead. However, he (Lloyd) is back at work and doing nicely.
Well, so much suds and sods — no editorial "oomph" — dig you later.

A STORY FROM THE STORY
By The Informer
LOUIS BAKER of the Story Files is now
stationed at Camp Beal, California, so if
any of you guys and gals have a spare
minute drop him a line. By the way, there
is a little red-head around the Lot who is
sure carrying the torch high and bright
since Lou left for the Army. Watch closely
— it may be a merger!!!!
There has been a change in plans for
JEAN LAWRENCE, JAMES FISHER'S
"Gal-Frlday." She did not go to New York
as was reported, but postponed her trip
till Fall.

ROY
TCP

J. VOLKER of fhe Police Dept, has been with
six years. Roy is wearing a wide grin these

days — he's the proud father of a seven-months-old
son, AND
receiving a brand new Pontiac just
very, very soon.

GEORGE BURNETT has returned to
his job in the Screen Credit Files, after a
hectic trip by car (1933 Cheveeee) to San
Francisco. Only three blow-outs, and four
nights and days of travel to get there.
When he finally returned home, he left for
Catalina for a few days rest.
ROBERT SIES (see picture) has returned
from the South, Pacific and is back at the
Studio, working with George Burnett.
From all reports, which still keep coming, a swell time was had by all the members of the Story Department who attended the Studio Club Ice Skating Party. The
story minds turned out almost 100%.

After

44 months

as a

First Lieutenant

in the Air

Corps, BOB SIES is back in Story Titles to add to
his TCF service record which started in 1938.

They were looking for material, and from
what we understand — THEY GOT IT!
DICK HUCKANS spent a week of his
inue.
vacation
at Huntington Beach with his retSHIRLEE WOOLLARD and LEE WEISMANTEL
a hot item.of Mr. Zanuck's office, are still
DOROTHY

ROBINSON

has returned to

the
Department
and same
it's good
to
have Story
her back
with us. The
goes for
HERBERT HOLLZER after his stretch with
Uncle Sam.
I think that brings us up to date See
you next month . . .

HOUSING SERVICE
Your Studio Club has many inquiries regarding the rental of rooms,
apartments, homes or anything that
might be considered suitable as a
place to house one person up to a
large family.
The housing shortage is acutely
felt by everyone, particularly the returning veterans. A great deal could
be done to answer this problem
right here on the Lot if the employees who have room in their
homes would take in temporarily
some of our employees that are now
literally walking the street.
If you know of anyone with any
kind of accommodations tor one or
more persons, please call the Studio
Club and the word will be passed
along to the right people.

1 0

Action

SPORTS

but. JACK McEDWARDS, Production,
with AL PRINCE, Grip, split the runnerup honors. NICK JANIOS supplied a fine
feed for all, and "Sox" STOCKING took
care of the bus ride. FRANK POWOLNY
brought back the pictorial evidence of a
fine time.
The next outing is planned for Sunday,
June 2nd, off Ensenada, Mexico, about the
time "Action" comes off the press, so the
outcome of this venture will be published
in the next issue. The word seems to have
gotten around about these fishing trips,
as reservations are pouring in to the
Studio Club office to the point where another boat will undoubtedly have to be
chartered.
As these trips will be staged each
month for the remainder of the fishing
season, anyone who would like to participate may do so by making reservations
at the Club office. Ext. 745.

Baseball-capped DON CURL holding the jackpot
winner, an 8-lb. Halibut, with runners-up JACK
McEDWARDS and AL PRINCE. Chief CONLON
also ran.

CHARTERED FISHING TRIP
The Studio Club's first post-war Fishing
trip got off to a great start Sunday, May
12th, off Long Beach, and proved to be a
howling success. The twenty-one fishermen,
from all reports, had a marvelous time in
spite of the fact that the fish were rather
scarce.
DON CURL, Labor Department Head,
won the jackpot with an eight-pound hali-

Those in attendance on the first party
were: H. E. CONLON, GEORGE
WACHTLER, NICK JANIOS, PRIL ADAMS, GEORGE ZUCKER, KELLY SMITH,
DON CURL, J. F. SERAFINE, JACK WILSON, JACK FERGUSON, JOHN BUTLER, WILLIAM WEISHEIT, D. OVERTON,
LYNN LARVEY, FRANK FISHER, AL
PRINCE, TOM DOYLE, JACK McEDWARDS, "SOX" STOCKING, and FRANK
POWOLNY.
It has been reported that Kelly Smith
would have had a tough time acclimatizing himself to the movements of the boat
had it not been for the able assistance of
"Old Doc" Phil Adams.

Anyway, they had a boat ridel

SOFTBALL NEWS
Everyone bets on a winner so it would
appear that the best bets in the Studio
Club Inter-departmental Softball League
would be John Stahl's Grips and Gregory
Ratoff's Western Avenue Lab, both teams
having gone unbeaten so far.
Bill Burton's Cutters, together with
Gene Tierney's Mill and the Montgomerys' Wardrobe will offer plenty of competition before League play ends. This
being a double round robin schedule, no
prediction as to the outcome will be safe
untilthetheseason
League
of
play.is well into the last half
More and more employees are turning
out to witness these hard-fought contests.
A double-header is played each Monday
night at three of the city playgrounds,
Poinsettia, Queen Ann and West Los
—
no admission
charge.
Angeles,
first game
starting at 7 o'clock
Team standings at the end
enth week are as follows:
W
Team
6
Grips
W. A. Lab
5
Cutters
Mill
5
4
Wardrobe
4
Music
3
Labor
2
Sound
1
Elect. No. 1 . . . .
1
Paint
1
Elect. No. 2 ....
0
Mail
0

of the sevL
0
0
1
1
1
2
3
4
4
5
5
6

Pet.
1.000
1.000
.800
.833
.800
.600
.400
.200
.200
.166
.000
.000

TCF BOWLING LEAGUE
DOWN THE ALLEYS ... 13th Week . . .
The alleys were really rough on the boys
tonight, ARMAND ALLEN being the only
one who shot a respectable game — a 2322—234 . . . LOLA SHADLAUS, with a 190
game, and VI HOGAN's 172 were high
for
. . with
. VINCENT
PRICE'S
team
won the
highgals
series
2930, while
JOHNNY
PAYNE's boys grabbed high game with
990 .. . MacMURRAY's LITTLE FOXIES
won
with of2742,
which6
makeshigh
themwomen's
winners series
five out
the last
Meet the tlshermen.

. . . ART RANGO waltzed off with high
individual series, a 611-27 — 638 winning
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the marbles.
Fourteenth Week . . . After a couple of
weeks of floundering around, the gals and

LARRY DYER. Soon be leaving those old
roaring twenties, eh Larry?
Another note from one of our boys at

SE cracked out a terriffic 649-36 — 685
series, while MAX GOLDMAN's 233-24 —
257 game put him in the winners circle

the "Century Ranch." BUD "Scarface"
MARCHANT says those rattle snakes out
there seem more realistic than those that
he's seen come out of a bottle.

t^s finally got on the beam. WIMPY

. . . BETTY GRABLE's team won high series
with 2933, aided and abetted by HAROLD BOW, who somehow shot a 616 series
. . . Another of the top teams, CHARLES

For the society page — WALTER

BOYER's, nabbed high game with 1008
. . . HENRY HATHAWAY'S CHICKS
grabbed high women's series with 2693
. . . High games for the gals included
JEAN BANTA 199, BEHY BOW 189,
LOLA SHADLAUS 184 and SHIRLEY
DAVIDSON 176 ... AL SWEITZER's 245,
WIMPY WISE's 236, JOHHNY McCAFFERTY's 236, HAROLD BOW's 226, BILL
OCX's 222 and MAYNARD RUGG's 222
were the high games for the men tonight . . ,
Fifteenth Week . . . Big news tonight
was the 266 scratch game bowled by AL
SWEITZER — a new high for the league
this year . . . BETTY GRABLE's and
CHARLES BOYER's teams repeated their
performance of last week — BETTY's team
winning high series with 2928 and BOYER's
high game of 1026 . . . FRED MacMURRAY's LITTLE FOXIES had a very nice
2812 to nab women's series . . . M. JACOBSEN's
— 663 600
wonseries
high for
Individual series .612-51
. . Other
the
night Included BOB BOW's 606 and ART
RANGO's 602 .. . JEAN BANTA rolled
a beautiful 203 scratch game . . . High
games for the men were M. JACOBSEN
247, MICKEY MORGAN 237, JOHNNY
McCAFFERTY 233, EDDIE BETKIJIAN 231,
BILL KERN 228, ARMAND ALLEN 225
and ART RANGO 223
Sixteenth Week . . . The boys and gals
are in a lull again outside of four stalwart
youths. MICKEY MORGAN shot a 642-21
— 663 series and PAUL RUNGEITIS won
high game with 223-20 — 243 . . . HAL
SAILOR’S 229 and RALPH HICKEY's 224
were the other eye-catching scores . . .
BETTY BOW's 193 was the only score we
can mention for the gals . . . GEORGE
SEATON's PIN SLICKERS came from nowhere and won high series with 2894,
while LLOYD BACON's WOLVES nabbed
high game with 1018 . . . MacMURRAY's
LITTLE FOXIES won women's series and
moved Into the lead among the gal teams.

Says it's swell, but the reconversion is another problem. He's been so used to feeding the till box on the street car that every
morning he gets in the new jaloppy, he
drops change in the ash tray! Really burn-

Mark

Twain

didn't have

a finer Tom

Sawyer

than

the Nursery Department's HENRY OVERCASH —
fair hair, freckles, and a fine fellow, Henry is
keeper

of the flowers, frogs and fish at the Permanent Gardens.

NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE

TAYLOR

Well, here I go again! Thought sure
after that Introductory strain in last
month's Issue, I'd be asked to turn in my
press pass. But if things came to that,
Howard Hughes could always put on another publicity man. He has jobs open
to anyone with "a well developed bra. . ."
— please now, Mr. Underwood, that
should be brain. This should be the proper
place and time to say — "I will not be responsible for the preference of words
chosen and maliciously printed by this
But anyway you take it (or leave it)
typewriter!"
June's
still busting out all over! Now
there should be a commercial about here.
Have you tried the new Gertie Girdle?
It actually accentuates the positive and
eliminates the negative.
Ah-h-h! 'tis sweet to have June here,
(et tu. Miss Haver) — the beautiful month
of beautiful brides, midsummers and —
midsummers? That's right, only six more
shopping months till Christmas — and last
but not least, the good old June bugs.
Here's a belated birthday greeting to

ing his money.
Isn't he?
That
happy smile
GLENN HARMAN
has been wearing can be attributed to a
coming vacation. I think we're all eager
beavers when that time rolls around. Anyway, Glenn, here's wishing you a happy
journey
home.
SALVADORE
VALDEPENA has been
wearing a smile too, but it's really a guilty
one. He's been grinning around here like
a Cheshire cat since he went to that Legion show. What went on there, Sally — or
what came off?
Seems to be all the notes at this time,
but you're a glutton for punishment if
you are still reading this goolash anyway.
Course I've been a little piggish myself
on these personal pronouns. Always the old
I, I, I. Really takes over, doesn't it?
So hog no more space Porky — Give 'em
that old — "The-yat, the-yat, the yat's all
Hold onseems
now, tohere's
a "P.S.:
There
be no
end to this pig
tale. Peggy, how do you spell tail? Wonder if most of you, in your earlier pursuits of literature, haven't read "The Disfolks!"
sertation on Roast Pigs." In the event that
you have, you will really appreciate this
supplement.
It's called, "A Dissertation on Stewed
Pigs" or "We Won't Be Ham Until Morn"There once were some swine
Left alone with some wine.
From the jug which was broken, it trickled.
From their tails to their ears —
They got tipsy, my dears —
Adios
amigos.
Why even
the pigs feet were pickled!"
ing."
Floral Decorations

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

a

Specialty

La Cienega Lanes

FLOWERS

GOLDMAN’S

22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.

•

HO. 3654

M EL-

IN has left the society of the "SS," — and
that's not Storm Troopers either. He calls
'em "Streetcar Stompers!" Yes sir! He's
driving a newly acquired automobile now.

Nursery Dept. Office. If you've wished for a house
by the side of the road where the race of men
go by, let this be your welcome.

California
Beverly Hills,

Open

Evenings

Crestview 1-0915
Bradshaw 23513
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Action
GRACE freeman's leaving for Springfield, Missouri, for a reunion with her
young son, who's been visiting with his
grandparents.
KAY STEGMAN has left for Florida and
we hope she keeps her promise to write.
We'll all miss Kay, who doesn't plan on
coming back, but we won't make any bets.
RUBY SKELLEY's back after an Illness
and looking very fit.
And, of course, our two cute sub-debs,
DOROTHY BRIDGES and MARILEE CARPENTER, are always coming and going.
They just spent a whole week, however,
in San Juan Capistrano. "But not at the
mission!" they chorused. We know that,
you sillies. From the looks of both we suspect that "old debll sea" saw quite a bit
of them, but we won't even try to guess
what they did after sundown.
Dorothy
Another ot TCP's young lovelies, ELAINE BECKER,
secretary to GENE MARKEY, producer. Elaine has
made

a host ot friends during her three-and-a-half
years on the Lot.

THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE
How

MACK

dear to this heart are the scenes of

my childhood.
When fond recollection presents them
to view!
The orchard, the meadow,
gled wildwood.

the deep tan-

And every loved spot which my infancy
knew;
The

wide spreading pond, and
which stood by it.

the mill

The bridge and the rock where the cataract tell;
It, of my father, the dairy house nigh
The cot
And
the e'en
well.the rude bucket which hung In
Haven't

talked to a

soul who

wasn't

headed somewhere or hadn't just got back
from some Interesting trip, and believe you
us it was all we could do to sit still, let
alone try to write a readable column, so
we got to musing and the above lines
seemed fitting for this time of the year.
PORTIA (Lugoff) and GORDON
DeLISLE off on a belated honeymoon.
CHARLOTTE JAFAY flew to New York
and back in a week. She admits she made

Manners

scooped

us on

an-

what geniuses are among us in the persons
of Pegler, Hopper, Parsons, et al, who
day.
master the unbelievable by writing a column not once a month but every single
The only way to write a column devoted
to a special department is to go around
making inquiries of your dear co-workers
as to their recent exciting doings.
SYLVIA CCURSEN, typist in the magazine room, was the first person to be questioned as to her recent activities. Ques-

end?" With thoughts of possible visits to
Giro's, the Mocambo or perhaps a twoday hike up Mount Wilson, your reporter
waited with bated breath. Then came her

awaiting her husband's return from the
armed forces so they can really begin acting like married people.
JC-RENEE (Hayes) LCEB when queried
as to why she looked so radiant said with
a sigh, "I've been married just one week
sting?
and one hour!" Ch, love, where Is they
Wonder how that romance between
JEAN MINER and that tall, handsome
gentleman with the continental manners Is
coming along? Jean has plenty of competlon, but we're sure she can hold her own.
Just saw some of MELA HCCHENBERRY'S art and It's really good. If ye Ed ever
runs short of cover material for "Action",
we're sure Mela would be happy to oblige.
We're certainly glad to see TINA PERRY
back at her desk completely recuperated,
looking better than she has for years!
Cur sympathy goes out to VIVIAN JCRGENSEN, whose parents met with an automobile accident In Kansas on their way
to visit her.
FREDA

ZUCK

is flying to New

reply: "Now, let me see. Ch, yes, last Saturday Iwashed my hair."
MAY MCRRIS' reply to the same barrage of questions: "That is hardly any of

MAUDE CLAGUE
your business."

really gave out: "I'm

CRESTC: "Nothing at all, Jim. I
notBCB
saying."
did go to Santa Monica beach last SunCY

SMITH:

"Not a thing. Haven't even

bought a new record lately."
Seriously, though, the department is
delving deep into research for many pictures, some now In production and others
still In the preparatory stage. Several
celebrities have passed through our porday."
tals in the past few weeks, among them
Richard Tregaskis, author of the famous
best-seller "Guadalcanal

Diary," and who

is now working on "The Black Rose."

York to

see her sick father, and we're sure Freda's
cheery mien will speed his recovery.
VEC McCLATCHEY Is back from a

Diogenes I'm going to take my lantern
and go out and see If I can find one single

motored

squeezing champagne from a turnip. The
difficulties encountered make one realize

MARY ALICE JCNES says It Isn't true
what they say about her and Eric von Stroheim, Jr. Well, time will tell.
BERNICE LAMBETH Is Impatiently

CECILE FARRELL got on a Giant Western Airlines plane one day recently and
came back married to WALTER GYLES,

MAHAN

EARIE

tions were shot at her: "What have you
been doing?" "Are you going to see 'Cklahoma' "? "What did you do last week-

an important decision, but refuses to elaborate so we'll have to draw our own conclusions.

grats!
MADGE

By JAMES

Writing a column for "Action" is ev^^
bit as difficult (if not as impossible) as

nouncing CLARE BERG's engagement to
Major John Hugh Murphy, but we want
to congratulate the happy couple.

week on the farm. Going to bed with the
chickens evidently agreed with her.
EUNICE DCUGLAS is leaving for the
East and may have an announcement to
make when she returns.

the Beverly Hills real estate broker. Yes,
we understand it was prearranged. Con-

RESEARCH NOTES

I can't stand this another minute. Like

person who's going to stay home
the lawn trimmed this year.

and keep

to Seattle

and had a most delightfully nostalgic time
visiting the scenes and friends of her childhood.

DRIVE CAREFULLY

MAUDE
been

CLAGUE,

with TCP
we know

Intermediate

six years. She

who

Librarian,

has

is the only person

has tickets for "Oklahoma."
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Dear Boss:
Your sun-tan expression convinces us
summer has truly arrived. You beam
^P^mins, good health and technicolor
make-up. As you hit the beach head over
the week end business continued as usual
at 20th Century-Fox.
Lloyd Bacon, director of "Home Sweet
Homicide," wins another pal. She's his star
Peggy Ann Garner. Gave her duplicate of
his sport jeicket. Loud enough to beat the
band — It quieted her down — liked it that
well . . . Vera-Ellen who hasn't been movieminded so long received award from Arthur Murray, famed dance master, as most
versatile screen dancer. A cherished possession, she's earned it— will prove It to
you in "Carnival in Costa Rica."
Preparations for the location move on
"My Darling Clementine" were similar to
the trek across country with the early pioneers. Cast and crew felt like they were
going to a new land, a new life. It will be
too for a part of them. John Ford who is
directing the picture has a habit of taking
his stories Into the locale where they were
born, and the story of Wyatt Earp took
place In Tombstone, Arizona. Actors who
have worked with Ford previously know
what they are getting Into. Realize he will
push his camera into sections where It will
get an eyeful. Henry Fonda who plays
Wyatt has made such missions before — he
worked with Ford In "Drums Along the
Mohawk" and the "Grapes of Wrath".
Walter Brennan frequently lead the Ford
character list, so has Ward Bond, Jane
Darwell and the old standby Francis Ford.
They know It won't be a picnic and are
ready for "tent city." Over a thousand
people will reside in this area In Monument Valley where the Company is shooting. The Navajo Indians, Norman residents
and cowboys will occupy quarters at Anderson's Camp, at a point 200 miles northwest of Flagstaff. The boys will have a
tough time getting into town for night's
relaxation. That week end trip even will be
a journey.
Out roaming for news will skip over for
those rehearsals on "That's For Me". Like
it out in the open, should do this more
often. Just spying what I've been missing,
see head man Darryl Zanuck leaving a
bright green Continental to dash to his
office. He's sighted Tyrone Power. Stops
for a word. Executive producer on "Razor's
Edge," he's picked a strong story for
Power's first since back on the 20th Lot
. . . Georgie Jessel, wearing traditional
carnation In coat lapel, button holes . . .
Gregory Ratoff, cane swinging director.
They're ha-ha-ing. Tale worth telling, I
guess . .. . Celeste Holm, musicutie, hurrying for gallery sitting. Hair standing on
end, she'll have to be prettied up again
for camera satisfaction ,. . . I've picked up
a companion. Boss. Just a striped cat —
he's shadowing me. When 1 say shoo, he
simply kicks up his heels and tracks after
mine . . . Stage zooms up. I'm going in.

It houses "That's For Me," and it certainly
is. Interesting folk chitter-chatter. Star,
Perry Como, cornered by sheet music,
drums out his tunes on practice piano.
Other glitters. Carmen Miranda, Vivian
Blaine and Phil Silvers are studying scriptengrossed Edgar Buchanan. He's new along
a musical line. There's a lot of cutting up
on a rehearsal stage and quite a bit of
impromtu routines. Bill Seiler, the director,
kidnaps some of the extra and will roll it
Into his camera when the picture actually
starts. This team matches up with the troop
who
gavearound
us "Doll
Face." It's nice having
Carmen
again.
Hope you don't mind getting your dope
via notes taken while I'm on the move.
Not on my toes as I should be lately, have
missed a lot of Lot activity. Anyway It's
fun nosing Into other, people's business.
Have dropped my cat. Stayed on Stage
because Carmen said a mice might try
to make a big funny business.
Lost looking for "Claudia and David,"
discover they're breaking up. No, not the
family, it's lunch-time. They're moving set
to back lot later anyway. Might as well
hike up and look It over. Back rather far
in the hinderlands, surprised when I found
It. A tree springing Spring leaves appears
— surrounded by acreage of nothing, It
says it's lonesome. Once a desert set constructed for "The Ox-Bow Incident," this
afternoon It will bloom for "Claudia and
David." Tree has always been in its place
here, but the "Claudia" company called
for added leaves. Nature back-tracked Its
duty when sun refused to ray, therefore,
necessary foliage was discouraged. Landscape men called on mechanical devices
which lent a hand. Half a dozen salamanders were put to work. These portable
stoves are used to give the artificial heat
sunshine should have provided. Four men
were kept on duty watching for sprouts.
Landscape Department laid a rug of moss
to match other spring features. They're
handy fellows to have around.
Talked to your pal, Lou Witte, Boss.
Head of the Arsenal Department at the
Studio, he's gunning to get a big bang
out of "My Darling Clementine." His department, loading up on fire-arms for big
shot sequence In film, has gone deep Into
a research project. The scene, famous
battle of the O. K. Corral, Is well known
by Wyatt Earp admirers and they are
sure to demand their hero have authentic
equipment. Henry Fonda who plays John
Ford's lead, Wyatt Earp, has been dressed
up with six shooters with trigger-dogs that
have been filed to split-second smoothness. At least, Boss, Lou Witte, uttered
those words, and the rugged Mr. Fonda
was fast to agree. Me too, Mr. Witte had
one of his playthings in hand. Picture a
mammoth Western added dark-haired
Cathy Downs to play "Clementine." Linda
Darnell is "Chihuahua," a meanie.
Found an interesting stage-door Johnny.
He's Butch, and quite a fellow. Belonging

to Gene Tierney, a German police dog, he
follows in his mistress' foot steps. Keeps
close tab on Gene wherever she goes.
Walks to the commissary every noonday
behind her, and waits outside until she
finishes and then saunters back. The pet
of studios pets, he knows his place. Takes
head
pats and
without
enthusiasm.
Willsecretaries'
stare downcooings
the passerby
who hellos him if they haven't been Introduced. Intimates say Butch believes its
apple polishing. The greeters want to get
friendly with him, so they can give his
boss lady a closer look. We were thinking
of collaring him for an Interview but
thought better of it after peering into his
big brown eyes. They shot a snapping retort— not available. After the necessary
formal introductions will try again.
Ralph de Lara just came In from the
field. Boss. He's not our minute man every
second now. Adding the right to the wrong
on "Carnival in Costa Rica." he's called a
technical
today.
Poorup "Pancho"
is so worn adviser
out trying
to keep
with fast
moving Gregory Ratoff that he flops In
his chair at six o'clock evening time and
looks through bleary eyes at his name on
the door. Picture ends sometime In June
and he'll be our man again. At that period
he promises to focus all his attention in
the International Department.
Internat'l Department's working girl,
Patty Donnelly
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W. A. Stones, Prop and Miniature, is
to be congratulated on his prompt response in Investigating the accident in
his department.
Plumbing Department Director Charles
Ouelette urgently requests that all trap
doors on the stages be kept clear — it is
of utmost importance.
When Safety barriers are removed, call
us. If you or anyone in your department
sees or is told of any unsafe condition,
call at once.
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CAMERA DEPARTMENT

AVOID ACGDENTS

JACK CONLIN, J. C. MONTGOMERY
and
CHARLES RABOLD took part in the March of
Time picture on Safety.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

President Truman may enter the Safety
fight. He feels that something should be

By ALcolumn
LEBOVITZ
Here we are with another
— the
first time in months the Camera Department has had a regular column in this mag.
BESS LASKY, our 89-pound-when-soaking-wet feature writer, has been so busy
lately that she has refused outside work
as a baby-sitter, so no more calls, please!
JACK WENDALL is back, and he’s
stacked up beautifully again. Don’t get me
wrong — Jack had a broken neck, being out
for n’tnine
months. Right now there Isn’t
cure. wrong
anything
with him that money could-

the Mill cleared of dust. That's not all.
He’s for better lighting, and that means
a paint job in light colors. Boys, do not
block the road! Keep to the side. The
Transportation Department must carry on
even if you are going home.

ARTHUR ARLING, recently out of the
Navy, is a welcome addition to our department, but Art complains that the
shore boats in the Navy wrecked his golf
game — now when he gets on the green,

right."
Please note the new stop sign at Pico
parking lot. Harry Fink and others have
been asking for that type of sign.
Fire Prevention is of great importance.
The Lot is being cleaned up. Do your part
— be sure that cigarette is out. Captain
Montgomery will tell the next Safety meeting how to use a fire extinguisher. Don’t
miss the meeting.
John Lavin and R. Cameron are carrying on a campaign to check all accidents
in the Grip Department. Sometimes it is
difficult to get Information on accidents.
The most important things to know are
the names of witnesses, the contributing
factors, and how you think it could have
been avoided.

ing in "Yurrop" for a few years. While
in Germany he finally found the secret^i
removing stale heads from old beer —
he cla ims it was the first time he’d ever
seen hour-glass dresses on beer glass figures.
Through the cooperation of Sol Halprin
and the Production Department, the Studio Club Party was photographed at the
Cocoanut Grove, and in the near future
you lovely people will see yourselves — for
it
seems like everyone went out — but not
completely!

but not good. It’s for sale — he only paid
$2000.00 for it, but is willing to sell it for
what it cost him. Your reporter has been
promised the floor -mat if it’s sold.
This column is just about finished, which
leaves this writer despondent, and you,
dear readers, after gendering this, will be
likewise. I’m sure, but keep this thought
with you: Don’t go Pome
near bears!
The bear saw Algy
Algy saw a bear
The bear was bulgy
The bulge was Algy.

LOU KUNKEL, our dry-humored operator, was asked to make a statement for
this column — quote: "Ugh" — unquote —
he’s sharp as a whip.
SOL HALPRIN, president in charge of
photographic quality in our department,
has been giving out new assignments —
"Vacations". We have been busy in the
Camera Department, consequently Mr.
Halprin has to stagger the vacations, and
the boys reciprocate — now just a minute,
with better work of course!

parking lot, and our efforts to "park

IVEY is back in our midst after be-

DON ANDERSON bought a 1929 Ford
Coupe — now wait a minute, bub, it runs,

done. Let’s all insist that something be
done to reduce the mounting number of
highway deaths.
TCP deserves high praise for Its splendid
campaign for accident prevention, said
Mr. Michael Lynch, Managing Director of
Greater Los Angeles Safety Council.
Notes from the last Safety get-together:
Captain "Whizzer" White, Director for
the Mill, has had two new stop signs put
in on the west side, and is going to have

Ladies’ and Men’s Wardrobe are very
grateful for the Voice of Safety.
Most all of the large firms associated
with Safety are giving thought to parking facilities similar to our outstanding

ROY

all he can concentrate on is "putt — putt-

We're not sure whether COUNT PHILIPE D'ESCO
!s saying hello or goodbye — he just returned trom
Mexico City and was ofF almost immediately to
Rumania to check on his estate.

T. C. F. PERSONNEL
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hate to lose Shirley but know she'll prefer
keeping house. We offer our congratulations and sincerest good wishes.
We wish to announce the birth of a
son to Mr. and Mrs. RUSSELL LYONS.
JOANNA is an erstwhile fellow-worker.
Our ranks have been recently reinforced
by BOB FOX who has taken over the dog
house. He's just recently out of the Navy
— and single, in case you girls are interested. That last also applies to GEORGE
WHITTMERE, another addition.
LYNN REYNOLDS and EDDIE BLODGETT are still at the dueling point over
their mutual girl, Gloria.
GERRY BRODERICK (Navy Warrant Officer) and ED WEYL (Captain, U. S. Army)
have returned to the office for further
duties as civilians. Now all of our servicemen are back.

SAM

WAINER,

a member of the Labor Dept, for
the past two years.

LABOR DEPT. NEWS
By GLENN
SAM

DOLOFF,

R. STEVENS

standby, is known also

as the "Mayor of Venice," which is on reason they’ve been wanting to tear out the
pier.
Ex-Major
"Jerry"
has
returned
to JOEL
his duties
at theDOBSON
Scene Dock
after serving for more than four years in
the Army. It's good to see him back on
the Lot working with another vet, TONY
HANSE.
VERN WELLER promoted to gangpusher. Good luck, Vern!
DON CURL, Labor Department boss,
came back from a 200-mile trek empty
handed: but, returning to his old haunts
only five miles from his home, he found the
fish biting and had a good catch.
Your reporter has just returned from
two weeks at his ranch at Ono, California
— good fishing!

AUDITIES
By ART

:
I
.t

WEBB

Spring is here again and taking its toll
in the Accounting Department, but good.
ADINE BEAM, one of our fairer members, has been out of this world for the
past few weeks. Result — she became Mrs.
Virgil Shay on Sunday, May 12th. They
were lucky enough to find an empty apartment and who can let one go to waste in
times like these? We wish them all the
happiness in the world.
SHIRLEY COATES has been driving us
all mad looking for an apartment for the
last two months. We certainly hope she
has found one by June 9th when she will
be married to Mr. Norman Milgrom. We

DARREL PETERS' (Roving Delegate to
the F. & A.) 1942 Lincoln from Jim Ruman
failed to materialize, so Pete patched up
his "Chev" and expects it to tide him over
for awhile. JOHN SHANLEY did the same
to his car. From the size of the bill, he
must have had it rebuilt right up to the
horn button. Of course, John has that
ing.
Dodge coupe to fall back for Sunday drivBOB LOLLIER and his wife have the
whole house to themselves now that their
daughter, Bobette, has married and moved
to Minneapolis.
JOHN SHANLEY's boy has an army
surplus sleeping bag and lately has been
"roughing it" by sleeping in it on the bedroom floor. He's had to make his own bed
in the past, but now all he has to do is
roll it up and stuff it away. Smart boy,
what?
The gossip for this month is depleted,
and our thanks to BETTY BILLICK for the
"society news."

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
Well, here we are knee deep in June!
These are the days when we all long to loll
under the trees and do absolutely nothing
but listen to the bees working.
HAROLD THOMAS, our department's
collar ad in coveralls, has that gleam in his
eye that one gets only a few times in a
lifetime. You know, that "first baby" look,
or "I got the first new car" look, or — well,
you the
get beautiful
the idea.newWe'll
have you
that
aluminum
truck know
you
see delivering water and ice around the
Lot is piloted by none other than our
Harold. He is as proud of the job as if it
were a B-29. We are proud too, so are
showing you a picture of the new equipseat. ment. Harold, of course, is in the driver's
The antagonistic crew member just daring you to touch a fender is F. MclNTIRE,
and the rear gunner is MARVIN SCHWAB.

F. MclNTIRE, HAROLD THOMAS and MARVIN
SCHWAB of M of F. (See Mainfenantics.)

They all carry polishing paraphernalia in
their pockets now, and are as liable as not
to stop right on an intersection to wipe
off the dust.
Speaking of gleam in the eye reminds
us that Father's Day is almost here again.
The word Pop on that day means more
than a bottle of coke. So, maybe a bottle
tor Pop might not be amiss.
Since TCF acquired the ranch, we in M
of F have found lots of work to be done
there. In fact, we have MORTON and his
crew out there working like beavers. MacFARLAND and LeTOURNEAU have also
been out there for sometime. It is a wonderful addition to our Studio and we're
sure it will prove to be the finest location
site any studio has.
The Sound Department is the proud
owner of a new type boom-man's box. It
is a modern streamlined piece of equipment, very complicated in construction,
and we feel Sound will agree that our
RAYit. FERRELL did a fine job in the making
of
We are glad to see our friends, FRED
CATHERS and PETE WEIDEMAN, back
to work again. They were off several weeks
— how time flies! It seems only a couple
of days ago that we had the shortest day
in the year, and now on the 21st we'll have
the longest — yes, how tempest does fugit.
Way back in 1492 Columbus discovered
America, but too many people living here
today haven't discovered it yet.
We're busy people — but remember. Extension 508 will always get us to help you
out of some of your little difficulties.
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THE SCRIPT TEASE
By FLORENCE

wi'l take the fatal step.
Don't make any bets as to which one
of the RIDGEWAYS — BOB, his charming
wife, FLORENCE, his adorable litite

MACK

Before we even begin to chronicle the
events that have transpired during the
past month, we want to go on record
with a very novel statement. Everyone
in this department and all others we have
talked to are in total agreement on one
thing, and in these times that is really

daughter,

our

own

KATH-

you were, Estelle, but you are a knockout
now!
Also, why
some as
artist
chosen
AUDREY
CONLIN
his hasn't
cover girl
on
account of that smile, those dimples and
those expressive orbs.
Good luck to BETTY LOU VOLDER, who
has left us to become a model for designer
Oleg Cassini: and MYRTLE VON STEIN,
v/ho is leaving the Lot with her boss, Bryan
Foy, to take a responsible position with
his new unit. May this be only the first
step on the ladder of success, girls.

inclinations. We haven't the space to tell
those of you who weren't there all about
it— and it would be a distinct letdown to
have to live over the entire evening again

While we're on the subject of giving
credit where credit
is due, we also want
to thank everyone responsible, from the
gardeners and maintenance men to the
management, for the lovely flowers blooming on the Lot this year— the hedges
which are kept clipped to precision, the
great expanses of velvet-smooth lawn, the
fresh paint, clean curtains, rugs and many
other niceties which add to
the joy of
working for TCF where, after all, we spend
the greater part of our lives.
VIOLET HOGAN
wishes to thank the
sender of that anonymous "fan" letter
through this column. She says it
made
her very happy and lifted her morale at
least 1000%, but wishes he (it must be
a
he) would come out in the open. We
didn't read the letter but we've often
thought that Violet, with her gorge
ous
coloring and pulchritude, would do all
right if she applied either to Jantzen or
Technicolor tor a job advertising their
product.

or

LEEN— is the happiest over Florence's approaching motherhood. You're sure to
lose. We predict a boy. Now let’s see.
Wonder why ESTELLE TRACER has
decided to streamline. We liked you as

something! The Studio Club's "SPRING
JAMBOREE" was an out and out success!
Entertainment was plentiful and varied
enough to appeal to those of all ages and

merely in print — but one of the highlights
was the fun we had watching ourselves
on the screen cavorting around at the previous Cocoanut Grove party. Several incipient romances were ignited among the
younger set and one between a dyed-inthe-wool bachelor and a, shall we say,
"mature" widow, but as it's too early to
predict results on any of these, we'll just
keep our eyes and ears open. We hope
those of you who had to miss this party
won't let it happen again. We wish to
express our sincere gratitude to all those
who worked so untiringly to make the
evening such an outstanding one.

KATHY,

PORTIA LUGOFF
(Mrs. Gordon De Lisle) has
been with TCF for ten years and is kept busy in
the Script Department in her position as assistant
to Kathleen Ridgeway. Portia assists all those in
need of secretarial or stenographic help and
exemplifies the department

slogan of courtesy

and

cooperation.

Now-it-can-be-told!

After

DOROTHY

BLISS' husband had been in Europe eleven
months his ever-loving, faithful little wife
sent him a happy birthday wire, but quite
a different message eventually reached
him — it stated in effect that Dorothy was
anticipating a blessed event. Ho hum!
However, everything was finally straight-

We're happy to welcome ELIZABETH
BRUMFIELD, who had to Ieave us sometime ago on account of illness, back Into
the fold.
GERTRUDE

PEOPLES,

one

of our

charming war brides, is leaving to take
up her duties as a housewife now that
her husband Is out of the service. Our
very best wishes, Gertrude.
RUTH
HOLBROOK
and

EDETH

STONE, recently hospitalized for surgery,
MARIE LYON, who broke an ankle, and
MARIE MONTREUIL are all on the mend
and we're anxiously looking forward to
seeing them all back very soon.
BESS LASKY swears our cameramen

ened out and now we're happy to report
that Dorothy and Larry really are looking
forward to this happy event. Larry Is back
home finishing his studies and Dorothy will
retire soon. Congratulations!

ought to know!

As predicted in this column two months
ago, and despite the vehement denials by

past few months. Is the news that she’s
marrying LT. BRADLEY KENDIS July 4th.
Lt. Kendis expects his discharge before

the lovely heroine, she's went and done
It— only she didn't make an announcement.
LORRAINE STOLL eloped with "the handsome gentleman In the banking business,"
BART CREGAR, brother of our late be-

that time and they'll set up housekeeping
here. Congratulations!
Despite the fact we were keeping our

loved star, Laird Cregar. They're honeymooning at the Santa Barbara Blltmore.
Congratulations!
We are waiting breathlessly for more
details as to when and where EVA PERLBARG, ARLENE HOWARD
and VIRGINIA WORTMAN, all affianced and
wearing sparklers to attest to the fact.

have the biggest hearts of all, and

she

Of interest to BETTY ISAACSON's
many friends, who have missed her these

eagle eye on BETTY STEWART she
slipped one over on us by getting married
on Memorial Day to. A. V. "Jack" LONDON. Heaps of good wishes to you both!

I'm going out now to try and ascertain
who that tall,
dark and handsome feller
was that KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY was
having coffee with. If you don't hear from
me again. It's been nice knowing you all.

4
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In January he was given a medical discharge and then spent several weeks in a
government hospital for treatment of a
knee injury.

i

Since coming to the United States,
Hans has had occasion to again see some
fifty of the men he aided to escape.
One of the youth's prized possessions is
a wrist watch (and what a wrist watch —
it does everything but talk), engraved
with the inscription, "With gratitude to a
good friend of the USAAF internees,
February, 1945." It was given him by Sam
E. Woods, American consul general in
Switzerland.
Hans is interested in learning all phases
of the motion picture industry as he aspires
to become

Switzerland's Darryl Zanuck.

KEEP POSTED
HANS

HUNGERBUHLER

of the Mail

By FRANK

Dept.

We've

HANS HUNGERBUHLER
The exploits of a 23-year-old Swiss
credited with freeing hundreds of interned
American and British fliers so that they
could again fight, go to make up one of
the more interesting stories to come out
of the war.
This young Swiss is HANS RUDOLPH
HUNGERBUHLER who came to California
recently because of his health and on the
orders of Army doctors, and is now a
member of TCP Mail Department.
Hans' aid to Allied fliers came while he
was secretary to the commanding officer
of a Swiss internment camp for Americans
and Britons. In this position he at first stole
"parole passes" for the fliers to visit Zurich
or Bern and "officially" informed a guard
at the bottom of the rail line leading from

offered Bob

"SLIM" BORAN

Feller one hundred

new

member

"kick" — and is a "frantic" chess player.

for 2 years, 3 months, 2 days and 46 minutes, staged several shows for his comrades that were wildly greeted. He can
be coaxed into acting here at TCF (or
even at Republic).
EDDIE (Red) PEARLMAN, an ex-Marine Sarge, is with us. He has athletic
interests and also is on an intellectual

do you
findCap?
so many
some men.

of the Mail

for our ball team. We're desperate. If
that fails, we're going to raid the Mexican League — we'll send suave ALEXIS
SMITH MARTINEZ as our agent to deal
with those clever Latins.
Here, you beautiful secretaries, are CAP
JACKSON'S latest discoveries:
BOB COFFMAN, while in the Seabees

Wherever

another

thousand and the male lead in "Forever
Amber" if he'd come out here and pitch

such hand-

ALEX "Murph" MURPHY, after seeing
the sea for nine years in the Navy (we
bow low from the waist to the lad), has
come to the inevitable conclusion that
Southern California is supreme. He has
his eyes on the Production Bungalow.
FRANK QUIGLEY, a former Air Corps
politician, is more than faintly interested
in the Production Department too.
One

of our largest operators, GORDON WILLINGHAM, has been wheeling

some big deals. He now has one 1940
convertible
Voutmoblle (bought from our
money.
WALTER OLANDER), one yo-yo, and no
BARBARA BRUMFIELD back from vacation looking as desirable as ever, and
not at all beat.
LOUISE

(the sweet voice at the tele-

phone) TUCKER is leaping back to Toledo this month — luck and all that!
It now looks as though we'll be In our
new building by the next issue. What a
difference — there'll be room to turn

the burning of "guarantees" signed by the
men that they would not escape. In this
manner official papers were lacking.

around without sitting in each other's lap.
Oh, my! Life will be beautiful!

This first method of operation was
brought to a halt, however, when it was
discovered the passes were beginning to
disappear. Hans was not suspected,
though, and he continued his activities
through the use of counterfeit passes which
he had made.

AUDITIES
By LYNN

REYNOLDS

The first thing I'd like to do this month
Is to give you people in the outer world

Last fall Hans came to the United States
as the first Swiss to be admitted since the

December 20th, was granted his citizenship, but only through the efforts of the
State Department and other Washington
offices.

COFFMAN,

Dept.

the camp that "it's okay for Sgt. So-andso to go through."
When they got through this guard the
fliers then made their way to Free France
and on to England with fhe assistance of
the American embassy. This also entailed

war. His entry, however, was contingent on
his joining the U. S. Army so that his
citizenship could be rushed in case efforts
were made to return him to Switzerland.
He enlisted November 13, 1945, and on

BOB

a few pointers. When

you enter the Ac-

counting Office, don't look so astonished
when
you how
see we
how feel
busy when
we are.
Imagine
we You
see can't
your
ODUS
years

BRADFORD
in the

of the Mail

Pacific area

and,

Dept., spent tour
incidentally,

was

one of Tyrone Power's instructors in the Marine
Corps. "Brad" hails from North Carolina — or
should we have mentioned the word "North" in
connection with a Carolinian?

mouths

drooping open. ...

If you want

tO' talk to Mr. FRAZER, don't take it so
hard. Keep your chin up! If you faint,
we have a first-aid kit. ... If you wish
to tell BETTY

BILLICK you like the curve
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MECHANICAL EFFECTS

of her eyebrows, go to the end of the
line — don't try to crash it. . . . You
^^^edn't give GERTRUDE DAILEY a dozen
she

^^Bgs

or

a

pair

of

Nylons

each

_By

fine party
Gulch."
good
time
was at
had"Tombstone
by all. Mr.
LOU A WITTE
and JET FORE, Jr., were but one of the
attractive couples on the dance floor???

look as if she has hurt you deeply — she's
a softie at heart. ... If you have bundles
for Britain or Azusa, don't leave them in
our hall — we hate to stumble through
them in the morning.
A few weeks ago our office was painted
a pale green and the cracks in the walls
plastered. The following week EDDIE
BLODGETT got plastered and came in a
pale green. Painting the office was fine
but filling the cracks was bad. Sometimes

JESS "Curly" WOLF just made a down
payment on a new set of choppers. He
says it Isn't the down payment that worries
him — It's his final payment.
Some unknown person with a truck ran
Into McKELVEY's car, making pretty much
of a mess of it. When Mac finally came to,
boy. man was gone and it was too late to
the
get the license number. Tough luck, ole

I'd slip into those cracks, dash madly between the partitions back to the corner
of the office, slip out unnoticed and give
LARRY RICE and JOHN STANLEY a
back to my desk,
take all the blame.
the Button Factory
group. Take Mrs.

MILLEN — she's always happy, especially
when she Is bopping paper dips off DAN
PINCK's
a good
before he head.
went Danny
in the was
Marines;
now Joe
we

ART ROYNE,
Making the best of the recent "transportation
problem," pretty PATTY DONNELLY, International
Department's Girl-Friday skated from her home at
1307 West 41st Street to the Pico car line at
Rimpau

and

Pico

Boulevards,

five

miles

after a

few

What I'd like to know Is who put the
Benzidrine in LEONE THORP'S Ovaltine?
Getting down to something serious, Eddie Blodgett and I drop down to the corner Pub for some happy suds now and
then. You know. I've never seen and heard
so many confusing things as go on at that
place. One routine goes like this — The
ever-trusting wife calls up and asks if her
ever-lovin' husband is there. The bar-keep
yells, "Is Mr. Vout about," so she can hear.
Then he tells her he has not seen him In
weeks, hangs up — and the husband hurries
home gulping Sen Sen like mad.
Eddie and I met a girl by the name of
Gloria at this place. Strange how this
came about. Eddie caught her stealing the
olive from his martini and nearly bit her
hand off getting It back. Overcoming
this bad start, they became good friends
until her Unde Sam took her home to
roost with the rest of the quail for collecting too many G. I. allotments.
GERTRUDE FRASER, BOB SINCLAIR
and some of our other members have been
going riding lately. Bob's so big that when
the horse gets tired, he carries it until
it's
rested. Not many people are so considerate.
We have many interesting people In
our office and at some future time I'll
try to unravel these tales.

avray,

where she caught the Bay City Bus to the studio —
then in the evening, she reversed the procedure.
Patty reports that she lost three pounds

never know what he'll do. The other day
I caught him twisting VALENTINO's arm
and screaming that he had taken his bubble gum. When Dan gets nasty like that,
we threaten to take his yo-yo away.
ADINE BEAM is very happy — she found
an apartment. I almost forgot — she was
married also, and her new name Is SHAY.
It's easier to pronounce
drinks.

HARRIS

The members of the department wish
to congratulate the Studio Olub on the

^ooes some work for you on her comptometer. ... If CHARLOTTE LIMBACH questions you about your expense account,

hot-foot, then scurry
leaving ART WEBB to
Truly, though, we in
are not such a bad

SEORSE

time

that week.

LET'S MAKE-UP
By GEORGE LANE
And then there was the fishing trip that
our boss, BEN NYE, and DICK HAMILTON and ALLAN SNYDER went on. Ben,
being the most enthusiastic, fell out of
the boat and gave the fisTi complete assurance that they would still be swimming
the next day. Dick, having had a quiet
day, decided to go swimming — caught his
toe on his clothes diving In and they went
down stream, thereby assuring the fish
that he too was harmless. Al, reeling in
his line to go to lunch, caught three fish
and has been in the doghouse ever since.

BILL MATHIS

and FRANK

O'CONNOR are now enjoying their vacations, at least we hope they are! We understand Art is fixing up the new home he
bought recently: Frank has been laying
bricks and mixing concrete: and. Bill Is
motoring up to Oregon. At least Bill Is
getting away from it all.
Attention JOE TAYLOR: On one of
GEORGE GOEMANS' trips to the Century Ranch, It was necessary for him to
eliminate one (I) Item of livestock which
came with the property — a 42-In. rattlesnake with 12 rattlers and a vicious temper.
Please remove this from your Inventory!
Big Chief ETCHEVERRY and Little Chief
O'CONNOR have returned from the
Navajo reservation in Arizona. When askecf
how they liked the location, they answered, "Ugh, ugh, ugh, how, ugh, how,
how," which means: too hot, too windy, too
dusty and too dry. They mentioned that
that part of the country was given to the
let
them and
keepthey
it. are certainly willing to'
Indians,

We mentioned In last month's column
that "Around-the-Far-Turn" RIDDLE was
going to infest the Del Mar track this
season with his trailer. It has also been
rumored that E. MASON HOPPER will
open a cooking school for jockeys and
stable boys in conjunction with his
"smorgasborg" counter. With Bill's trailer
being equipped with tack room, stable,
open forum on scratch sheets and a view
of the track from all rooms, a great time
should be afforded to all customers.

Former T/Sgt. JIMMY DONNELLY decided to wet a line for a few of those
trout while on his vacation. After trying
all the streams In the vicinity and coming
home every day without any fish, the
M, Sgt. (his wife) decided he was the
sucker and had better spend a little time
washing windows and cleaning Venetian

One of the big events of last month
was a package received by Dick Hamilton
from the Stork Olub. It weighed 6-lbs.

great many week-ends in the desert.
Rumor reached us that he has a great loveup
After some research we find that
it's there.
his mother.

6-oz., and they say she's really pretty.
DICK NARR entrained for Chicago and
Detroit on vacation. . . . PAUL STANHOPE vacationed for a week. . . . BUNNY
GARDEL
and hubby trallered out on their
trip.
vacation the first for a well-earned fishing

blinds. In other words. If he didn't bring
home his dinner, he'd have to earn It.
JACK

HAMILTON

has been spending a

Mr. Frazer: No, you can't have your vacation at that time. It's the end of the
second quarter.
Olerk: What do we do then — change
sides?
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MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL. SHIRK
A sincere round of applause to the Studio Club and each and every member of
the various committees that made the
"Tombstone Gulch" party one of the best
parties yet, for a "wonderful time was had
by all" the lucky ticket holders in this
Men's Wardrobe Dept.
Checking with a reporter's reporter, I
received this short story giving a wardrobe
man's eye-view of "Life In A Big Shack" —
the wardrobe man Is WILLIAM HOUSE,
one of "Pappy" Walker's standbys on the
"Carnival In Costa Rica" show. Here's
Bill's version, and we quote —
"Life begins at 7 A.M. with the arrival
of CARL (Senator) WALKER. It seems
to be the day of the big heads on 'Carnival In Costa Rica' and we don't mean
hangovers. We hold our breath for fear
a horn or nose will drop off In the middle
of the very clever ballet of clowns, frogs,
donkeys, etc. We can breathe again,
Carl, SAMMY
BENSON and JOHNNIE
HASSETT — back come the heads we have
been looking at with mixed feelings for
months — only one casualty, a bent horn.
Probably a record for so much action and
fun.
"Next comes the session of floats — one
named the 'Banana' float — -not a bit edible but awful purty.
"On the other side of the shack, known
as Mr. Big, REEDER BOSS, EDDIE WYNIGEAR, GEORGE McGERTY and MERLE
WILLIAMS

are getting ready to move

to

Western Avenue on the James' picture.
They move down and come back every
other day — seem to enjoy scenery and
changes. In fact, they move so fast and
often, Eddie, the Link, and Reeder have
Introduced a walkie-talkie. Seems like hog
calling — they converse easily three blocks
apart — and don't lose a word."
We unquote, and we thank you.
The stork will have no problem In delivering his three little bundles from Heaven

expected this summer, as their arrival
dates have conveniently, it would seem,
been staggered. The JIM SEMINOFFS
are expecting in July — ^the MUSHY HARMELLS will be Blessed Eventing in August
— and the MIKE TIERNEYS expect to make
It a foursome in September. Congratulations, and data later.
We had a super baseball game with
the Music Dept, just recent like — natch.
It was good, we won. SANDEEN says it
was a pitchers' duel all the way with SEMINOFF winning out In a "photo finish."
We didn't cinch it till the 6th inning when
our two runs came on home — third base
had us jinxed all those Innings; could get
our men there but no further. Final score
— they'uns I, we'uns 2. The games
still free, and you're all invited!

are

COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL
By CLAUDIA
A

BROSIUS

small puff of Idaho' dust traveled

briskly along Boise's afternoon streets. It
whisked through the front door of a house
and straight to the telephone. Hazel Hummer cranked it with considerable vigor.
She was 16. And, she was mad.
So, when

the proprietress of one

of

Boise's smartest establishments In ladies'
headwear answered the ring. Miss Hum-

the

old

corral

on

the

John

Ford

dio, a shop of her own,

kids.

and, lastly, the

$1,25 a week and carfare, and I've been
working right along with those other milliners who are getting 8 and 9 dollars.

luncheon, and — goodbyes. Munn had
achieved that Utopia — retirement, with
nothing to do but fish.

Now, I'm doing the same work and getting
only 3 dollars a week. I want a raise.
I think I ought to get 4 dollars a week."
Her employer took an entirely different
view of the matter, and finished off with
". . . and you'll never make a milliner."
The next day she went to work for the
rival in Boise millinery. The Mode, as a
full-fledged milliner — at 4 dollars a week.
Thus was HAZEL MUNN launched Into
the sea of fabulous feminine accouterment,
women's headgear. For several succeeding years her dexterous fingers fashionably
hatted the ladles of Boise, and Portland,

perience and a lot of flyin' by the seat o'
the pants, from vague and illusory sketches,
verbal directions, or simply the word
"hat."
behind

Valley location trip — nice teamwork,

mer came straight to the point. "I've
served my three months apprenticeship at

The motion picture business — Boise's
ladies' millinery paled. There were upswepts, down-do's, period platters, poke
bonnets, and the well-known production
numbers. Hats In fifteen minutes, hats at
5:55 Saturday night and at 8:55 Monday
morning on the set, towers of froth, wire,
sequins and horsehair. Feather hats,
flower hats — and just hats, compiled from
a great stock of supplies, imagination, ex-

location unit, two Wardrobe men, DICK STAUB
end CHUCK
KEEHE, spin yarns instead of lariats.

Monument

two Wardrobe people, ANGELA
and CHUCK
KEEHNE, enjoyed their

western
of the crow's nest In the Ladies'half
Wardrobe.
Last week there was an orchid, and a

Oregon. After a short time at MGM, she
came to TCF, beginning at the old Western Avenue studio.

Down

Looks like
ALEXANDER

Munn worked for TCF for eighteen
years, between the Western Avenue stu-

There were moments on the "My Darling Clementine" location when CAREY
O'NEIL thought she was going to receive
her parting orchid from the Ladles' Wardrobe posthumously. For, between the red
Arizona dust and Its Incessant propelling
wind, the Mormons, the Indians, and a
roaring cold, Carey was neither strong
enough nor In a receptive mood to enjoy
Zane
Grey's (and
John Ford's) purple sage
of Monument
Valley.
From

her sick bed at a

Flagstaff hotel

Carey wrote:
"There is a deadly struggle going on
up here. The Indians are trying to force
the Government to take back this part of

the country, but I'm afraid they are stuck
with it. The only living things besides the
Indians and us around here are a few
emaciated sheep and horses; there aren't
out long
or Insects — they were all starved
flies ago.
even
"These Indians are very colorful, especially the women. They indulge in a very
practical custom that I think might be useful. An Indian woman, when she reaches
a certain age, wears one dress until it is
no longer serviceable; then she makes another— and puts it on right on top of the
old one. This goes on until by the time
she is fifty she is pretty bulky. Also
odorous.
"They are fond of bathing, though. At

July,
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miring murmur
room last week
back door with
swept coiffure.

swept through the Workwhen LIZZIE slipped in the
a new and fetchingly up. . . KAY KIRTLEY, the

"woman in white" for the past several
months, has recovered from her allergies.
. . . The new Technicolor pictures have
MARGUERITE BARNETT breaking Tech
white down to one thousandths of a shade.
. . . CARMEN MIRANDA looks radiant
in SASCHA'S scintillating white costume
for her "Bada Cuda" number in "That’s
for Me." . . . ELEANOR BEHM has gone
to the dawgs again with "Bob, Son of Battle." . . The tall, splendid spikes of salmon
gladioli came from GRACE WILSON'S
back yard. . . . KAY PRYOR and SYLVIA
have been soloing since PAULINE left for
her vacation via the airways for a hometown in Nebraska. . . . MARGIE GORSO
has been excavating for extinct fur pieces
in the fur case lately, atmosphering the

1st Wardrobe

man,

MUSHY

HARMELL,

tells 1st

Wardrobe girl, CAREY
"O'TOOLE"
O'NEIL,
about his hike up the walls of the "Mexican Hat"
monument (in background).

their clothing."
A fresh new hat, flying low, with an
overload of pink giant roses around the
brim, brought BONNIE CASHIN in from
New York looking refreshed and wonderful
and somewhat like she had swallowed not
only the canary, but Ambercrombie &
Fitch as well. The minute she arrived her
work began on the latest corset epic, "I
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now."
Potpourri: RENE HUBERT flicks the
water color lightly over the sketches of
"The Late George Apley's" period ladies
with one eye on summer Europe. The
Workroom has been photographed — in
technicolor — complete with chorus line of
dressmaker dummies, cables, lights, cameramen and technicians, for "Life" and
"This Week." . . . FREIDEL CUTTING is
looking forward to the arrival of two
young nephews from Germany, lads who
have seen too much of war, and who will
appreciate a home with Freidel. . . . LORENA NELSON h as said good-bye to her
daughter, who is going to make her home
near Paris, France. . . . DOROTHY McCLANNAN'S daughter, Molly, is recovering from a skull fracture suffered in a
motorcycle accident. ... A loud and ad-

By DICK
JIMMIE

SPIES and STEVE

responsible for those

DARLING
NEMES

are

Lucite shoes that

Carmen Miranda will wear In that "You're
For Me" dance number.
W. A. STONES, going a-trouble shooting to Boston for the Hathaway company,
certainly has a problem, since Stonie is on
the Pure Food Diet.
FRED

DREW

and

JAGK

PATERSON

spent three days (and a lot of gas) to feed
each fish in the Kern River an angleworm.
They still maintain, of course, that if they
could have stayed a week longer they d
have caught one.
DAVE VAUGHN

and wife are looking

at the scenery between

here and Canada.

ladies for "The Late George Apley." . . .
With ORRY-KELLY'S unquestionable taste
and artistry, JEANNE CRAIN will be admirably gowned for her most mature role

He is going to try to catch a Canadian
Bee for HARRY WATSON.
FRANK PIERCE is back playing with the

in "No Wedding Ring."
Neighbors out the Valley way tell us
that LEONARD DOSS is daily in the radish
patch, pulling up seedling radishes and
examining them through the color filters to

again after a forced vacamachinery
shop tion
due to an injured hand.

see how
color.

I want to thank you once again for the
cigarettes and other things you have been
sending to me since 1 came into the Army.
It has all been received In good order
and with deep appreciation to all TCF
employees who have been so thoughtful

they will photograph

in Techni-

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
least twice a year everyone takes a bath;
a sort of Turkish steam bath. They seal
the entrance to their hogan and heat
rocks; then they pour water over the
rocks, thereby causing steam to rise. This
is all very healthful and good for big and
little Indians — the only trouble being that
they take the steam bath without removing

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP

By LEE DUNBAR
It is with great pleasure we report that
the Arizona location has returned (yes,
your reporter was on that one). That
place called Monument Valley is very beautiful, but weather conditions certainly
made it rough. Within thirty minutes
there was hail, sunshine, rain, wind and
sand storms. It is farther away from a
railroad station than any place in the
United States. Of course, SAM FISHER

June

12, 1946.

Dear Studio- Club:

and generous.
1 am now happy to announce that I
am returning to the States this week, so
please stop sending cigarettes to me and
send them, instead, to some fellow unfortunate enough to have to remain over
here.
Once

Sincerely,
again, I thank you for everything.
Arthur R. Pratt, Jr.

went Navajo while there, and wore a blanket around his shoulders most of the time.
The party at the dose of "My Darling
Clementine" was second to none, and
Cally Holden is to be complimented on
the souvenir picture.
DON CARSTENSEN and his electrodes
are still fighting for the Softball lead,
and doing very well. Come on out on
Monday nights and root for them!
EVERETT ROBINSON Is back on the
Lot after a long time In the service. Welcome home!
KENNY LANG
tion with FRED

made the eastern locaKELLY and GHARLIE

WISE. That shouldn't be too bad a trip —
at
least, miles.
they'll have a movie within two
hundred
LES EVERSON

is playing on the safe

side. In lieu of a "dog house" he has
put a tent up In his back yard. It's big
enough for two or three of us, too.
The

Studio

Club

"Spring Ja mboree”

did it again— their
was the best yet.

The

one

on the lett is GEORGE

NEILL,

a recent

addition to the Payroll Dept. George enlisted from
school in West Virginia and served three years
with the Field Artillery. He acquired
Philippines.

"Toio" in the

8

Action

BESS LASKY with a bit of their retroactive pay. Roughly speaking they gave
about $3,000.00 ... if you smooth it out,
it comes down to about $250.00, and that
ain't hay!
The Ford troupe back from Monument
Valley. It's great country — for Indians!
JOE MacDONALD's photographic work
is par excellence — just t'rowin' me French
around a bit. On location BILL EOKHARDT had a bit of trouble with two
Indians. He didn't give them a call back
the next day so they attacked his tent.
The Indlans ain't allowed bows and arrows
any more, so they threw rocks!
KENNY WILLIAMS back from the hospital— after a

slight siege of Klaverfuzz-

clot. Well, anyhoo, he's okay again.
We are very proud to announce LLOYD
AHERN's promotion to first cameraman,
and we are all very happy about it, including Lloyd's four kids.
ARTHUR MILLER, Jr., is going into the

THE SARTORIAL PARADE . . .
The two secretaries pictured

Army soon — and not only that, he married
a little beauty, BETTY SHELLEY, from our
Publicity Department! Lots of luck. Art —
in both ventures, and let me leave you
with this little thought:
above

have been selected as this month's outstanding examples of what the well-dressed
business woman should wear to work, because we feel they epitomize charm and
simplicity.
FLORENCE
DUNCAN's
platinum
tresses are coiffured in an extremely chic
upsweep. With this hairdo, she wears a
pearl choker and matching earrings. Her
ensemble consists of a very smart longsleeved black silk twill dress with a pencil
slim skirt. The coat (to combat the cool
California evenings) is a luscious American
Beauty. Black patent sandals and envelope
bag complete her costume.
PAULA
MILLARD's hair, which is
neither too long nor too short, is brushed
smoothly off the forehead and curled in
soft ringlets. Her sports dress is of fine
gabardine in powder blue, which is a perfect complement to her own coloring, as
it brings out the blue of her eyes and
accentuates the golden glints in her chestnut hair. With the dress, Paula wears
brown pumps and a shoulder-strap bag of
soft brown calfskin.
These girls both stressed the fact that
they choose their basic clothes in colors
which can be worn with a variety of harmonizing accessories, which is a splendid
maxim for all of us to adhere to.

Don't be downhearted, don't be blue,
You're sweet little wifie will wait for you.
And in a very short time, you'll be back —
Also waiting for you, will be dear BOBBY
MACK!
We

have a new addition to our Camera

Department. Vv'ell, he's not so new, he's
over 25 — JAMES STROHM. Welcome to
our ll'l fambly, Jimmy.
The Hathaway company with NORBERT
BRODINE, CURT FETTERS and SCOTTY
McEWEN are on location in Boston. No
reports yet — but we'll hear from 'em soon,
and will pass the word along.
The boys in the department have some
statistics on the forthcoming Golf Tournament— they figure one bottle of beer per
man per hole; and in the hard spirit class,
four holes per pint per man!
Understand CHARLIE CLARKE is going
back to Utah with almost the same crew
to do another color picture. Utah — that's
the land of the "Ugh" merchants.
This alleged writer is going on a vacash
— and SCL HALPRIN suggested I take
along a No. 2 Brownie Camera to keep in
practice. Thanks for the suggestion, Sol —
and will I be loaded for two weeks (with
film for my Brownie of course??)!!

ROD

JOLLEY,

By AL LEBOVITZ

Automobile Insurance
Financing

New
The editor of this magazine Informed
one more article like the last one and

I go back to writing for Uncle Tom's Mission, 425 North Los Angeles Street!
The boys in this department surprised

Sta.

333

or
(Jrestview

5-0125

Evenings
treslview

and

charming

(now

By OINIE
CHARLIE

PERRIN

has been

handing

out six-inch cigars wrapped in glass, he's
that happy about his new son. Rumor has
it that the baby was born clutching a
paint brush, and it took the nurse forty
minutes to unclutch it.
The Painters Softball Team is really,
starting to warm up now, and you ain't
seen nothin' yet, but you will, you will —
just be patient.
JCE SIBLEY accidentally jarred against
a certain part of JCHNNY GILMAN's
anatomy, and Johnny bellowed out "ATTENTICN TC RCLL CALL." After due
Investigation I find that Gilman was a
Master-Sarge, and do I hate him to pieces!
It you happen to walk into the Paint
Shop and trip over a rope, or open a door
and a can of red paint falls on you, or
try to exit and find the door bolted, don't
be alarmed — it's only PAUL SIBLEY having
fun. Just bandage up that broken leg and
smile, chum, smile.
Something ought to be done about
AUGGIE REISER being so sloppy. Every
time he sprays green he comes in looking like a travel poster for Eire. It may
be sloppy work, but for goodness sake —
wouldn't you think he'd try to be more
careful?
WARREN
HAMILTCN is back after
that Arizona emergency trip to a hospital
here — nothing serious, but poor Warren
is probably due for a breakdown after
working side-by-side with John the Gilman.

Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

GDLDMAIV’S
FLOWERS

or Used Automobiles

PHONE

handsome

PAINT PATTERS

Representative of
AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

CAMERA DEPARTMENT

me

WETMORE

WALTER

will you please stop twisting my arm, Walter?),
Head of the Paint Dept., and his able Foreman,
JOE SIBLEY.

6-4583

9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
California
Beverly

Hills,

Open

Evenings

Crestview
Bradshaw

1-0915
23513

July,

9
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SILVER
HOLLYWOOD

BOWL,

JULY

JUBILEE

9 to SEPT.

1, 1946 — TUES., THURS.,

TICKETS AVAILABLE
REGULAR
weekj

TUESDAY

8:30

ISAAC
violin

8:30

SATURDAY

STERN
soloist

8:30

July 16
STOKOWSKI

July 18
JAN PEERCE

July 20
JEROME KERN

violin

All

July 26
Aug. 2

Star

conductors

July 25
Aug. 1
the

I\ight

Johnny Green
Peter Meremblum

Charles
O'Connell
ctmductor

one

and

July 27
Aug. 3

only

July 30
STOKOWSKI

6 Nights
Glamorous

conducting

- Exciting

Percy Grainger
soloist

July 28
STOKOWSKI
conducting
Nadine Conner
soprano

August 4
STOKOWSKI
conducting
Shura Cherkassky
piano

[

1

1
1

August 6

August 8
PATRICE
MUNSEL

STOKOWSKI
conducting

soprano

Hindemith
sym phony

August 13
STOKOWSKI
conducting

stdoist

2nd Symphony

Dansation

of

1946

conductor

conductor

August 15
ARTUR
RUBINSTEIN

August 17
MOTION PICTURE
ACADEMY NIGHT

playing

Famed

soloist

August 11
STOKOWSKI
conducting

Izler Solomon

Rachmaninoff
Chopin
Wm. Steinberg

Rachmaninoff

August
VELOZ 10
&
YOLANDA
Constantine
Bakaleinikoff

pianist,

soloist

- Brilliant

Company of 150
Holllywood Bowl Symphony

Beethoven 7th

July 21
STOKOWSKI
conducting

piano

BALLET RUSSE
DEL MONTE CARLO

Shostakovich
1st Symphony

soloist

pianist

soloist

conducting

7:30

Camilla Wicks

conductor

STOKOWSKI

SUNDAY
July 14
STOKOWSKI
conducting

Earl Wild

July 23

7:30

July 13
GERSHWIN
MEMORIAL
Paul Whiteman

conductor

tenor

NIGHT,

AT DISCOUNT

Maclin Marrow

Brahms 3rd
Symphony

L

MEMBERS

Winifred Heidt
Ramon Vinay
James Pease

conducting

[

CLUB

July 11

conducting

f

TO STUDIO

SAT., 8:30 P. M.; SUNDAY

90c TICKETS FOR 65c, tax included

THl TRSDAY

July 9 &
Wed., July 10
"CARMEN"
STOKOWSKI

SEASOIS

Screen

Doris Stockton
marimba

soloist

August 18
STOKOWSKI
conducting

Stars

Alfred Newman
conductor

Roman

Totenberg

violin

soloist

conductor

August 20

r

August 22
DOROTHY
MAYNOR

STOKOWSKI
conducting

soprano

Rudolph Dunbar

Mozart Jupiter

1

conductor

Symphony

Negro Chorus

August 27

August 29
STOKOWSKI

STOKOWSKI

conducting

conducting

Tchaikovsky
5th Symphony

soloist

•

Bach St. Matthew
Passion
Soloists and
Los Angeles

Greater
Chorus

August 24
VIENNESE
NIGHT
Robert Stolz

August 25
STOKOWSKI
conducting
K F 1

conductor

Miliza Korjus
soprano

soloist

John Carter
tenor

soloist

August 31
XAVIER CUGAT

Audition

ADDED

Winners

FEATURE

Ginger Rogers
narrator

September 1
STOKOWSKI
conducting

Music of the
Americas

Dorothy Eustis
piano

soloist

1 0

Action

order. "It is the findings of this court
that you men are guilty. I hereby fine
you 100 Bucks each. Oh, er — that Is, all
except the man with the pint of bourbo^B
I hereby give him 100 Bucks and a su^®
pended sentence. Court dismissed."
Everyone was more amused than frightened by the holdup — a clever skit by
Arthur FitzRIchard and Rodney Amateau,
"Frontier Justice" or "Run Into the Roundhouse, Nellie —
Awards

were

He

Can't

made

Corner

You

for the cutest and

most original costumes. Charles LeMaire
of the Wardrobe Department was chief
judge. Roxie Coif of the Legal DepartThere."
ment won a beautiful sterling silver compact for her Indian costume; Lee Weismantel of Mr. Zanuck's office won a wrist
watch for his bowboy outfit; newly-weds
Betty and Norman Hopps won three pairs
of Nylons, and a tie-collar-money clip set
respectively.
The Idea for the "Spring Jamboree"
originated with Cally Holden, President
of the Studio Club Board of Controllers,
and was executed by Joe Wright of the
THE

SAGA

OF

TOMBSTONE

GULCH!.

By JET FORE. JR.
[Ed. Note:

Although

the reporter was

In attendance at the Studio "Spring Jamboree" (physically, that Is) and from information reaching him later was convinced
that
he "really
covered
he
felt that
of the more
thanthe
twoparty,"
thousand
people there, he should be the last to
cover the event for "Action" — or for anyone else for that matter. However, we

To

the left of the Midway

"Helldorado

Dance

was

Hall," where

the

guests

danced to Cally Holden's outstanding
music-makers until the wee hours of the
morning. On the right was "Honest Cally's
Saloon" which, in addition to the usual
bar and "tables for ladies," housed the
"Last National Bank"; the "Bijou Theatre"
offering the world premiere of "Twentieth
Century
StudioatClub's
Informal SupperDance Held
the Cocoanut
Grove

begged him to pull himself together and
try. Finally, though with bloodshot eyes,

March 25th, 1945"; assorted games of
chance; Madam Effle, a fortune-teller; a
photographer; and, a real cowboy band.
Western dress was the uniform of the

he came

evening. Cowboys,

through with a "full" report.]

"Reach far yore hog-leg pardnerl" —
"When ya say that, smile!" — "A'm from
where men ar men an women ar glad of
it." Ah, yes — the "Old West"
in all Its glory.

lived again

The night of June 8th found more than
two thousand studio employees and their
guests assembled at the two new rehearsal halls for what proved to be the
greatest party ever given by your Studio
Club.

cowgirls, Indians and

just plain "tough hombres" were everywhere In evidence. Many a tenderfoot
wished he had complied with the order
to "dress up" after being dealt a heavy
penalty at the hands of Judge Merlan,
"The Law West of the Pecos," and his
kangaroo court. HIzzonor (Jack Codd)
was assisted by an able staff consisting
of that nemesis of crime. Sheriff Lou

Art Department and his very able committee— they did the designing and planning,
and what a job it was!
Everyone left "Tombstone Gulch" Sunday morning hoping there will be a
"re-take" next year and every year thereafter.

854 So. Vermont Ave. Exposition
Los Angeles 5, Calif.
2171
TIRES AND TUBES, FACTORY RECAPPING
AUTO ACCESSORIES. BAHERIES
SEAT COVERS. CUSTOM TAILORED
REFRIGERATORS, DEEP FREEZE UNITS
RADIO

AND PHONOGRAPH
TIONS—RECORDS
"BAR-ETTE" RADIO BAR

COMBINA-

were the graveyard (all right, so it's "cemetery" but It was "graveyard" In them
days, bub) and the hangman's tree (with
bodies hanging, yet). As one approached

Witte, and that fearless Bailiff, Sandy
Sandeen. Judge Merlan handed down fair
and square punishment to more than fifty
lawbreakers. One case Involved several
men brought in for disturbing the peace
and for not being in proper dress. One
of the accused had a bulging pocket.

the town Itself, he was invited by a "lady
In the window" to enter. From there on
anything could happen — and did!
In the Midway were hot-dog, beer, soft
drink, popcorn and enchilada stands; a

"What have you in that pocket?" the
Judge asked sternly. "Your Honor," answered the man meekly, "I have a pint
of bonded liquor." "Bring the exhibit to
the bench. Bailiff," ordered the Judge.

TOYS AND WHEEL GOODS
SPORTING GOODS, OUTBOARD

Country

chandise the likes of which hadn't been
seen in these parts in years; games of
skill; strolling musicians; and, last but

Bailiff Sandeen confiscated the jug
handed it to the bench. Judge Codd
a huge sample of the goods, passed
Bailiff Sandeen. Sandeen took a

A

definitely not least, "Rex," an exceptionally
beautiful horse owned and trained by

sized swig and in turn passed it to Sheriff Witte. After Witte finished, it is

Frank Szucs of our own
ment.

unnecessary to say what was done with
the bottle. The Judge then rapped for

On

the road

to "Tombstone

Gulch"

Store displaying stocks of mer-

Nursery Depart-

'^d
took
it to
man-

WASHING

MACHINES.

VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTRIC AND GAS
AND

BENDIX
RANGES

HEATERS

ROASTERS, TOASTERS.
IRONS AND CLOCKS
GARDEN TOOLS AND
MOWERS

MOTORS,

Special

and
Club

FISHING

WAFFLE
HOSE,

IRONS
LAWN

TACKLE

Discount

has

been

ar-

ranged for Studio Club members
their families — your Studio
membership
tify you.

card

will iden-
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Action

SPORTS

GEORGE F. SMITH, J. F. SAFERINO,
JACK WILSON, JACK FERGUSON,
CARL BROWER, WILLIAM WEISHEIT,
J. PALMER, S. SMYTHE, HERB TRAVIS,
TOM DOYLE, VIC MACHADO, H. D.
BLACKLEDGE, E. H. CONLON, FRANK
CORY, TOM ANDREWS, BEN NYE,
FRANK FISHER, AL PRINCE, JOHN
BUTLER, JACK McEDWARDS, JIM
MITCHELL,
KERN.

"SOX"

STOCKING

and BILL

SOFTBALL NEWS
By DON

CARSTENSEN

(

Going through the first half of the 22week
undefeated, themselves
John Stahl's
GRIPS schedule
have established
as
favorites to win the Studio Club's InterDepartmental Softball League. Al Newman's MUSIC team after upsetting GregoryNUERatoff's
second-place
WESTERN
LAB team,
turned right
around AVEand
dropped
a classic
team to the
tune toof Betty
1-0. Grable's
The LAB,LABOR
CUTTING and WARDROBE teams make up
the balance of the first division line-up.
Starting the second half, the unbeaten
GRIPS will have to be on their guard lest
some of the re-shuffled, muchly improved
teams knock them over.

Of

JOHNNY
posing

BUTLER

of the

Sound

with the winner — a

Dept,

proudly

25-lb. yellowtail.

ENSENADA FISHING TRIP
The second gathering of the fishermen,
this time off of Ensenada, Mexico, on
Sunday, June 2nd, despite bus trouble,
proved to be highly successful. Johnny
Butler of the Sound Department copped
the jackpot with a 25-lb. yellowtail (see
photo). Everybody aboard caught something, in addition to the usual sunburn,
and are eagerly awaiting the next excursion, scheduled about the time "Action"
goes to press.
Your reporter regrets to report that
Bill Kern, who assisted "Sox" Slocking in
the bus driving chore, was hospitalized
at the Naval Hospital at San Diego as a
result of the aforementioned bus trouble.
All the gang hopes that he will be back
in the harness for the next trip.
Again Nick Janios provided a very
tasty lunch for all hands. Very little seasickness was reported this time due to the
able
Phil
Adams.administering
Rumor has itofthat"Old
there Doc"
was little
card playing or liquid refreshments. In
other words, we are led to believe that this
time they actually fished.
Those aboard for the second trip were:
H. E. CONLON GEORGE WAGHTLER,
NICK JANIOS, PHIL ADAMS, KELLY
SMITH, GEORGE ZUCKER, DON CURL,

course, tlie biggest

ones

got away.

FIVE LITTLE FOYS CHAMPIONS
The FIVE LITTLE FOYS, for the first
time in the history of the TCF Bowling
League, won both halves of the split season. The team, composed of BUZ BUSBY,
ARMAND ALLEN, HARRY BUSHMAN,
IKE DANNING and BILL WINTER, ably
assisted by CLARENCE SHORES, who
filled In for Bushman while he was on location, barely beat out CHARLES BOYER's
team by one point In winning the second
half.
High scratch bowler of the League was
JOHNNY McCAFFERTY with a 189 average, followed by ARMAND ALLEN with
186. High scratch series for the season
was won by ARMAND ALLEN with 682,
followed by BUZ BUSBY with 677. High
scratch game was shot by AL SWEITZER
with 266, with ARMAND ALLEN again
close with 254.

Officers for the past season Included
'KE DANNING, President, BERT JAEGER,
Vice-President, HAL SAILOR, Treasurer,
and GWEN REED, Secretary, all of whom
did such a wonderful job in making this
one of the most successful seasons of the
League.
A dinner for all the bowlers is planned
for June 19th, at which time officers for
the new season will be elected.

Contact
■"souse"

of the border.

Los Angeles,
starting
o'clock.
So,
come
on out and
cheer atfor7 your
favorite
team — no admission charge.
The standings at the end of the first
half are as follows:
Team
W
L
Pet.
1.000
. . II
0
Grips
2
W. A. Lab
. . 9
Cutting
2
.818
.800
. . 8
2
Wardrobe
. . 7
.778
.636
4
Music
. . 7
. . 5
6
Mill
.455
Electric
6
. . 4
.400
Paint
. . 4
6
.400
6
Labor
. . 4
Mall
9
. . 2
.182

I OOOOLA with 250, with BETTY BOW's
23 I good for second place.

LADIES!

If you are interested in
DEEP SEA FISHING
tlsherme

will be an O'Shaunnessy play-off between
the first four teams which will provide fine
entertainment for all TCF employees. Prior
to the play-off there are still plenty of potentially hard-fought ball games ahead of
us, each Monday night at three city playgrounds— Poinsettla, Queen Ann arid West

For the girls, top bowler was JEAN
BANTA with a 148 average, closely followed by VI ARBEITER with 147. High
series of 562 was bowled by LOLA SHADLAUS, and VI ARBEITER was second with
552. High scratch game was also won by

ATTENTION

TCP

At the end of the League schedule there

the

Studio

Club

JOHNNY

ROUGEOT

and

his GRIP

Softball Team

look happy — and why shouldn't they, with I I wins
and no losses tor the first halt of the schedule?

DRIVE
CAREFULLY

July,
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KEEPING TAB
By BETTY

To give credit where credit is due, we
must give thanks to our hard-working committee— FRANK "Pooh Pooh" GILROY,
LESTER "Eyes" BERRY and WALTER "Promoter" PITCHMAN, who by the way Is in
Canada on vacation at this writing.
Finally, after a few false starts, LEO
McCreary, ably assisted by PRIMO PAZZELLI, is with the Hathaway company In
the east.

HEMLINGER

There is usually a lot of noise in the
Tabulating Department, and a lot of frenzied hustle and bustle, but one gets acclimated eventually, or just numb, and it
wouldn't be a bad place to work at all, if
only people would warn one of these momentous events ahead of time. It was on
a calm Wednesday afternoon that HY
MILLER suddenly announced that he was
getting married Thursday. Such nonchalance deserves a medal. Things calmed
down slightly during the ensuing couple of
weeks, and then IRENE ANGER came in
on a Friday morning wearing a beautiful
ring and disclosed that she had been married the previous Tuesday. Perhaps it's
working in Tab so long that prompts people to spring these quaint little surprises,
but it's bad on the blood pressure of
everyone else. After everyone had
bounced back, we all wished both Hy and
Irene every happiness in their matrimonial
ventures.
Everyone welcomed PAT HOFFMAN's
return to work this month, all starry-eyed
and happy, as brides returning from honeymoons should be. She still isn't used to the
new name, but she beams everytime some
one uses it.
We

wish to correct here and now a

statement made In June "Action." There
is more than one person on the Lot who
has tickets for "Oklahoma." JIMMY
WHIMS of Tab is the proud owner of two
ducats to that fabulous production. Of
course, by the time you read this he will
already have taken advantage of them —
lucky boy!
The girls on the swing shift here in the
Catacombs have been bitten by the horserace bug. They have become avid pursuers of the Racing Form, and over the
noise of their machines talk parlays and
handicaps far into the night. So far no
fortunes have been made or lost but "just
wai t till that next race" is the slogan of
the day.
ELLEN BRADFORD had everyone quite
frantic worrying over what had become
of her husband. No, there wasn't another
woman in the picture, you pessimist. He
had taken off on a flight to Johannesburg,
South Africa: she got a cable that he had
arrived there safely, and then — silence.
Days of silence. Just before we all became victims of the screaming meemies, a
cable came that he was on his way to
M arseilles. Maybe he wants to look over
the little French girls, Ellen. At this writing
there is no further word, but we'll keep you
posted. It's a fine thing when you not
only have to keep track of the meanderings of your co-workers, but have to track
wandering husbands halfway around the
world.
We had a visitor this month whom
everyone was very glad to see. MARIAN
MILHAUPT came down to Los Angeles

SAM
(you-made-the-pants-too-long)
BISHOP Is doing a fine job holding down
the hot seat on crane No. 2.
We want to welcome back the boys
with the Ford company — and are they
glad to be here!
During the past four years BILL HARRIS
of the Grip Departmenf has been a member of the Communications Corps of the
United States. He has entertained members of the armed forces at Army and

JAYNE
Wood

GRIMES,

charming

of the Tabulating

secretary

Department,

to

Galvin

is affection-

ately known to her friends as "the girl with the
laugh." She has worked for TCP since September,
1945, and claims for her extra-curricular activities,
swimming, tennis and the rhumba.

from San Mateo, and stopped in to see
all her former co-workers. It was so nice
to see and talk to her again.
After weeks of discussion and careful
thought, JAYNE GRIMES' little automobile
finally was given a name. It was christened
Esmeralda, which sounds just about as temperamental asIt is prone to be.
The golf tournament that the Studio
Club is sponsoring has drawn one member
of Tab. GEORGE WOLFGARTH Is out
every Sunday limbering up his game In
preparation for the great event. We will
all be out there rooting for you, George.
Duty calls, so until another day, farewell
to you all, and see you soon.

GRIP DEPARTMENT
By WALTER

Navy Air bases. Army Camps, on battleships, Coast Guard bases. In Merchant
Marine halls, USO, and 50 per cent of his
6,000 hours in hospitals In Southern California. All this he has done In his spare
time Sundays and evenings, and has not
lost a day's work from the studio.
Although he has received the applause
of more than a million and a half service
men. Bill feels that the credit should go to
two men behind the scenes whom his audiences have never seen. It is through their
kindness, understanding and appreciation
of his efforts for the members of the armed
forces, that JOHN L. LAVIN, head of the
Grip Department, and
JOHN the
"Wonny"
WANNAMAKER
arranged
hours
which enabled him to go out evenings and
still get a good night's sleep.
In additl on to playing his musical saw.
Bill is Master of Ceremonies, has a numerical magic act and two rope tricks which
he puts on under a black trick light which
the boys In the hospitals enjoy so much.
He has received citations from the
United States Treasury Department for
entertaining on War Bond drives; from
Communications Corps of the United
States (see cut), and from the County of
Los Angeles.

PITCHMAN

No doubt you've all heard that the Grip
Party at the Hollywood-Roosevelt was a
huge success. The key men did not walk
away with all of the door prizes. McARDLE'S girl friend won two pairs of
Nvions; JENSEN'S wife, a make-up kit;
ERIC, NICK THE GREEK and LOU KUSLEY each walked off with a ham: TONTO,
DON CURL and ALONZO PARKER each
garnered a bottle of the stuff: SPUD
LOCKWOOD received a fancy decanter
set (It was full, too). Those who won have
BETTE and the MAJOR to thank for pulling
their numbers.
JOHNNIE outdid JIMMIE on the dance
floor, and the mighty BOGARD ran a close
second.

Bill says he is going to keep' right on
entertaining in the hospitals, as the’ boys
need entertainment now more than ever
before.
Do you v/onder that we're proud of Bill?

Citation
Dept,

awarded

to BILL

HARRIS

by the Communications

Corps

of the

Grip

of the U, S.

ATTENTION
WORLD

WAR

II VETERANS

★
THERE WILL BE A MEETING OF ALL
WORLD WAR II VETERANS AT THE CAFE
DE PARIS AT 8:00 P.M., WEDNESDAY,
lOTH.
VETERANS

ADMINISTRATION

WILL GIVE LOW-DOWN

JULY

EXPERTS

ON G.L BENEFITS,

PARTICULARLY ''ON JOB TRAINING" AND
"G.L HOUSING," FOLLOWING WHICH VETERANS WILL BE GIVEN ADVICE ON THEIR
INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
CLOSE OF THE DISCUSSION.

AT THE
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SOUNDINGS
Having

missed the last two issues of
lection (though no one noticed it) there
pre a couple of things to catch up on —
and In a hurry or we'll miss this one too.
Better late than never, we always hear,
so here's congratulations to the RICHARD
"Dick" KOHLS (Re-recording) on the birth
of a son, Richard, Jr., last April, making
our smiling CHARLIE KOHL a proud
grandpapy. . . . Oongratulations, also, to
BERT and Mrs. WILKES, (Re-recording).
Their third son, Timothy, arrived on May
27th. Looks as if Bert Is taking no chances
on the family name dying out. Bert, Incidentally, was surprised on his birthday
with a cake and several "presents," with
one of which he caught almost everyone
who came Into the office! (Barnum underestimated.)
MR. MOULTON and his lovely wife had
their first ride on the Constellation when
they flew back to New York on business
in May. He reports that the weather was
perfect and the whole trip, though somewhat rushed, was very much enjoyed.
DON FLIOK, KEN TATUM and PAUL
GILBERT on location with the Hathaway
Company. Don looked so handsome when
he left that everyone thought he was on
the wrong side of the camera. Wonder If
he has had to apply to the Lost and
Found Department for Ken Tatum yet.
Ken, you know, can walk down to the Production Office from here and have to call
up to find out where he is and how to get
back! (Ken, you know we're kidding!)
GENE GROSSMAN, "Oble" O'BRIEN
and the rest of the crew seem none the
worse for wear after their sojourn in Utah.
We hear the trip was quite educational, —
In some ways. Wonder if Gene still has
his phobia for pens?
JOHNNY

SMITH,

the Sound

Depart-

ment's projectionist, has certainly had a
streak of bad luck recently. First he lost
his mother, which was unexpected and
quite a blow. Then part of his workshop
at home was burned, — but thanks to the
quick work of neighbors, his tractor, lathe
and other machinery and tools were saved
and the fire department even obligingly
dried and oiled the more important Items
in the shop before they left. Then, to top
It off, he had an automobile accident on
the way home on June 4th. He was In
the hospital for almost a week with bad
cuts on his head and upper left leg and
numerous contusions on his hands and
body. At the present writing he is doing
very well, however, and is extremely grateful that the occupants of the other car
received no more than a bad shaking up,
and that he got out of It with as comparatively little as he did. That should be
enough bad luck to turn the tide, so
here's a hope that everything will run
■smoothly for him from now on.
The Studio Club "Spring Jamboree"
was novel and lots of run. Among the

merrymakers from the Sound Department
we saw CLARK and Mrs STEWART,
"Kirk" and
and Mrs. WILLIAMS,
MILES
Mrs. KIRKPATRICK,
JIMMY and Mrs.
TRUCANO (who, with their little daughter, left the next day for the east on their
vacation), JOE KEENAN, a hard hombre
with moustache and all, and HARRY
PROODIAN with Mr. and Mrs. BILL
WEISHEIT. GENE PREVIDI (Sound Cutter) and his wife Erllne seemed to be
having a good time, as did RALPH
HICKEY (Sound Cutter). Caught a fleeting glimpse of GEORGE BRETTELL, Jr.,
too. George joined our department as a
development engineer last April.
Tom Brennaman with his "Breakfast In
Hollywood" radio program has nothing
on us. We
have our own "UNCLE
CORNY" and, believe me, although not
so talkative as Brennaman our Uncle Oorny
tops them all. HI, Mike!
Three

or four months

ago It seemed

hard to believe that the Sound Engineering building would ever be all finished but
they did it— and it looks very nice, too.
The projection room, which was the first
thing started, has a little more work to
be done on it at present, but by the time
this is read (optimistic aren't we) it will
be ready to use. It is comfortable, attractive and easy on the eyes. In several
shades of soft green. One man, who will
probably use it the most and appreciate
its comfort, after having to use Old Projection Room I for six months, is WALTER
W. "Billy" WELLS. Our tall, good-looking
and very nice Operative Engineer (Gentleman Bill we calls him) runs and checks
every bit of sound recorded on the Lot
and so spends a good deal of his time in
the projection room. When he isn't busy
with that, he goes around to the various
sets and checks with the Sound Engineers.
Yes, we think he will be almost as glad
to get back to Room 5 as we will be to
have him back.
That's all for now. Hope to be able to
make It next month when we might have a
"scoop" — (and then, again, of course, we
might not).

TRANSPORTATION NEWS
By DICK

HARRY
with

the

TIEFER
new

of the Transporation

Dept, posing

Electro-Magnet. This team
terrific pick-up?

has

a

discourage him. He finally had a winner.
You know — just a great lover of horses.
V\/hen TOMMY
McDERMOTT
says
"write It down," he means it literally. Our
mechanics realize it and give him full cooperation. That's why our stock records are
kept v/ell in order — and sO' is Tommy.
JACK (Beau-Brummel) MINOR is working
the day shift now after quite a session as
night mechanic. How do you keep your
hands that v-/ay. Jack? Or could it be that
not all mechanics are knuckle busters!
0.;r boys certainly had the time of their
lives at the Studio Club Spring Jamboree
last month. Just to mention a few: EARL
VALE stru+ting his stuff in the dance hall
. . . EARL SMITH knocking over milk
bottles with the greatest of ease . . .
TOMMY McDERMOTT renewing acquaintance with his fraternity brothers — a "jug"
time was had by all . . . STEVE DEROCO
enjoying a glass of beer with his very delightful wife . . . JACK GORHAM
swaying those beautiful damsels with superb
dancing . . . RUSS NEAL operating one of
the gaming tables, and how he handled
those cards — in his western garb he certainly looked like an old western professional gambler . . . JOE EPSTEIN — what
donkey.
a cowboy. You were smart, Joe — you'll
never get in trouble near the head of the
The picture accompanying this column
shows our new Electro-Magnet and that
swell guy HARRY TIEFFER — what drawing
power these two together have. Through
the use of this machine the Lot has been

STOLZE

kept rather free of those metal fragments
which cause so much trouble to tires. Since

ANDY JENSEN did it— congratulations,
Andy! May your married life be happy.
This adventure should be much more pleasant than fighting in the Pacific area — gee,
what are we saying?!
BILL KERN had an accident to his hand

adding this piece of equipment to our department, there has been a noticeable decline In the tying up of our yard trucks
because of tire trouble. Leave It to Mr.

but we are happy to report that he Is getting along okay and should be back on the

The Monument Valley location was a
tough one on both our men and equipment. We commend JAMES SURTEES

jobRED
soon.
GRANDFIELD

and the men with him for a job well done.
CHET DeCARLO wishes to take this
means of expressing his thanks to all you
swell guys for the beautiful handmade
wallet you presented to him on that
location.

is on the mend

after

an operation. We'll be looking for you at
an early date, and so will all of our equipment— you know, those first-class "lube"
BOB
jobs.

TAYLOR

just won't let anything

RUMAN
and IKE DANNING— they think
of
everything.
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NURSERY TALES
By JIMMIE
Hi Ho!

TAYLOR

Silver! On second thought, just

leave the "Hi" off — I was too durn high
the way it was. I'll be cow-tied if that
wasn't the rootin’-tootin'est hoe-down 1
ever did see. Shucks, we ain't had so
much fun since our Aunt Peachy Simms
got her saddle horn caught in the barbed
warr fence!
When we was young-uns in Coyote
Holler, we wuz raised on turnip juice and
rattlesnake venom and would tackle anything, but I'll be hanged if I could tackle
that GauchoGulch
Serenade
was doin'wuzin
Tombstone
when they
the orchestry
playin' "Cement Mixer — I'm a FuddyDuddy!" er somethin' like that. Ever dadblasted time I'd get in gear for that Dose-Do square dance, some purty, breezy
MARILYN DINNEEN,
TENSEN and THOMAS

NANCY JAYNE CHRISBISHOP join in the Safety

Campaign, and remind us that unless we all "join
up" 20,000 children will be killed this year.

little thing lookin' like she wuz

a part of

Sally Rand's act, would "weegle her heeps"
and say, "La Cooker Racha Daddy!"
What's a guy to do?
You'd think a man in his early sixties
would have used better judgment than
BILL LEPELLEY did on that dance floor.

SAFETY NEWS
By JIMMY

DINNEEN

The disaster is with us now — here. The
lives of 5,450 Americans were snuffed out
in automobile accidents during the first
two months of 1946. This month accidents
will be 50 per cent more than in the same
month of last year.
We have the Golden Rule of Safety —
why not insist on it? Let's have a day for
Safety-First!
You are part of this Safety campaign.
Call your friends and have them join in
this fight to lower the rate of accidents.
Radio, newsreels and press will appreciate
a letter from you. Your efforts may save a
life. You are not asked to give money- —
just a little of your time and effort. Spread
the word! Publicity is essential.

13TH ANNUAL OUTING
TENTATIVELY SET FOR
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
The 20th Century-Fox Employees
13th Annual Picnic has been tentatively set for Sunday, September
15th, 1946. Complete details regarding this, the biggest affair of the
year, will be outlined In the August
and September Issues of "Action."
The Annual Picnic, as you know,
is designed entirely for the families
of our employees. It Is the one day
In the year when we go all out for
the entire family and this year the
committee is going to do just that.
Nothing will be spared In order to
make this the outing of outings — so
make a note of the date and get
ready to have the time of your life.
Remember — this one is for all employees and their immediate families.

The orchestra was "weegling" out one of
those torrid sambas and our Bill had

WILLIAM

One

"Andy" YOUNG of the Nursery Dept.
Is that wallet story true, Andy?

of our photos this month

shows

TCF's latest in transportation equipment —
the Lorain Crane. The operators are Mr.
PENNY and Mr. MURPHY of the Transportation Department, and Mr. MARCHANT of Nursery is pouring on the
water. The recipe is a secret, but the
batter they're mixing is Compost.
dentally, dear readers, that is one

Incipart

downed just the right amount of tomato
juice to make him feel like an experimental
Jet job, so he picked out a pretty little

of
the work
theideas
Nursery
that doesn't
coincide
with atthe
of many
of our

"heep tweester" to dance with, which
wasn't bad (not bad at all), but every time
he tried that fancy neck-jerk, he'd throw
his conjunction out of joint.

usually, "My, what a beautiful place!" On
that point we agree, but then they come

However,

we state without fear of con-

tradiction that the Studio^ Club's "Spring
Jamboree" was one of its greatest undertakings— a truly successful event.
Lots of happy vacationeers already
back on the job and they all seem to have
about the same

stories — "Sure wish it had

lasted longer," and the usual, "Shucks,
you should have seen the one that got
Everyone is glad to see LOYD VAN
WIE back in harness after his long siege
away!"
of illness. The girls in the New Administration building also missed you a lot,
Loyd. Now, Mrs. Van Wie, you leave him
be — they are interested only in his ability
as a gardener — right, Loyd?

admiring visitors. Their first reaction is

back with, "Why, this wouldn't be like
already. at all— it must be lots of fun!"
working
'Nuff said, bud's worked his shirttail out
In the other picture you see Arkansas'
gift to the Studio — WILLIAM
A.
YOUNG, alias "Mule-driving Andy." The
mule — I mean the machine now — is our
latest equipment for working in between
the tree rows on the New Golf Course
and, with Andy at the reins, it really does
a good job.
Andy already has that eager-beaver
look from vacation waiting. He hopes to
go back to Arkansas this year. Last time
he was home someone stole his wallet and
when he got back to California, a letter
came for him — quote:
"Andy, I stoal yure munny. Remorss
is norln me, so I send sum of it back. Wen
it nors agin, I will send sum more!"
Happy Holiday, amigos.

HOME OF THE
20TH CENTURY -FOX
BOWUNG LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lane«
Cocktails

•

HO.
The new Lorain Crane (see Nursery Tales).
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PLASTER CRACKS
By AL

NESBITT

The Staff Shop Bowling Championship
was finally decided the memorable night
of June 13th. On that night, friends, the
"PAINS," under all sorts of adverse conditions, came through to hand a colorful defeat to the "WOLVES." The black-eyes so
numerous in the Shop these days were not
a result of the said contest. They were all
part of leader,
the "Seecology"
of ourHeCheerGEORGE S. COOKE.
even
had one himself. A well laid plan which
took the "WOLVES" like the Atom Bomb
of World War II.
June 13, 1946: That night BOB O'NEILL
beat WIMPY WISE by one pin — but it
was a good pin. Count as you may, that
pin gets bigger all the time.
Enough for Bowling for a few months if
it is okay with you fellows, but we did have
a lot of fun.
Speaking of fun — quite a bit was had at
the Studio Club "Spring Jamboree." Some
got caught at it by Sheriff BONOME.
Thought sure we'd see MARTIN MORGAN there with his new misplaced eyebrow, but guess he is raising it tor other
reasons.
This could probably go on for a couple
of more lines but you fellows know how
busy we are in the Shop these nights —
consequently, SMOE and your reporter
don't get to snoop much any more.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL
By A. P. "WHIZZER"

WHITE

Th is column should be called "Dustings
from the Dust Bowl," but VIC CHRISTENSEN says he is going to change things and
get a new blower system for the Mill,
whi ch we direly need.
The last of the Arizona location boys
finally made it home — BOB E. WILLIAMS,
FELIX DEAKINS, "SLICK" DUKESHIRE,
MICKEY WOODS and LOU GORDON.
No sooner did
MAN unpack his
he had to repack
to Kanab, Utah,
Canada.

ol' "Banjo-Eyes" BOWbags from Arizona than
them for a hurry-up trek
and thence to Quebec

All of us in the Carpenter Department
were greatly shocked by the sudden
death of GEORGE "WHITEY" YOUNG.
■He was a good friend and co-worker.
A strange thing happened to LES WILLIAMS. He came home from the Arizona
location because his ear was bothering
him. The doctor, after an examination, said
it was either a boll or a piece of wax
lodged in the ear, and gave him some
medicine. Les nursed his ear that night but
about 4 A.M. was awakened in agony.
Finally he told his wife to get the tweezers
and dig in there until she removed whatever was causing his almost unbearable
pain. She saw a black spot, grabbed it
with the tweezers, and slowly a large black
body with its saw-tooth legs clawing wildly.

emerged. It was a sheep tick, common in
Arizona. Les' trouble was finally over.
ARTHUR "BILL" WILLIAMS is confined
to his home due to an eye injury ... ED
HOWARD is back at work after a prolonged illness.
TOM MORRISSEY, Sr., is the happiest
man in town because son, Sgt. TOM MORRISSEY, Jr., flew in on furlough after many
moons on Ascension Island and at Natal,
Brazil . . . Sgt. JACK SPANN is home from
Japan and released from the Army.
Natives of St. Louis, Missouri, are wining and dining unofficial studio representative, WALDO RAY RIDDLE . . . GLEN
ATKISSON planed into South Bend, Indiana, to pick up a new Studebaker. . . .
IRA BARZILAY is at present loafing
around Reno, Nevada . . . J. F. McFARLAND is touring the United States.
Yes, summer has finally set In — RAY
CONAWAY doffed two of his three vests
and sweaters.

NEWS OF THE LEGION

Many of you know tl.is smiling face and know
the kindness behind it and those in the Insurance

By JET FORE. JR.

The Junior League baseball team sponsored by TCF American Legion Post No.
563 Is a championship outfit in which
every member of the Post can take great
pride. The boys, most of them students at
University High School, have won the 24th
District Tournament and will play In the
finals June 23rd at Gilmore Stadium.
June 9th found the team playing a West
Hollywood-sponsored team. A doubleheader, the studio boys came out ahead
with a 5-1, 8-4 victory. On June 16th,
against the Westwood Bruin team. It was
just plain murder. The TCF team won the
first game 14-4. In the second, the score
was 19-0 with the Bruins quitting In the
fifth inning. Yes, it looks from here as
though the team is heading for the
World's Series.
What a wonderful job Howard Ellis
Smith, manager, has done In putting these
boys on top. Others who have given so
much of their time to the team: Lou Witte,
Joe Hesslin, Aaron Halperin and Coach
Jerry Marvin of University High School.
At the monthly meeting of the Post on
June I 8th, officers for the next term were
nominated. Elections will be held July
18th. Members should make every effort
to attend this meeting and vote for the
one of their choice.

The

TCF

American

Legion

Post

Junior

Office know you will miss SHIRLEY MAZAROFF
almost as much as they do. Shirley however is
"infanticipating" and has traded other people's
troubles for a little one of her own. You know
we

wish you luck Shirleyl

As a Member

of the

TWENTIETH CENTURY
FOX STUDIO CLUB
You

Are

Entitled

to

GUARANTEED
GROUP
DISCOUNTS
15% to 40%
of
OFF CURRENT
RETAIL
PRICES

Baseball

Team — champions everyone. Studio employees in
the picture are Howard Ellis Smith, Joe Hesslin,
Lou Witte and Aaron Halperin, Commander of
TCF Post.

PLEASE BRING
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IDENTIFICATION
TO THE GENERAL
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miss him and want him to know we'll be
glad when he feels well enough to join us
PETE WEIDEMAN has also been on the
again.
sick list. We miss him because he could
always be counted

on for one

that we

hadn't heard before. Hurry and get well,
Pete, or your reporter is going to run out
of material and be getting those frosty
looks at our story fests.
FRITZ RICHTER is back and has that
"returned-from-a-vacation"

manner.

You

know — that "step-aside-and-let-me-do-it"
attitude.
JOHN MALLON is one of those happy
young

men

who

RALPH
who

DANIELS

spent

a

of fhe Labor

Dept., the fellow

nice, quiet vacation —
wild cats.

shooting

LABOR DEPT. NEWS
By GLENN

R. STEVENS

Vacations are still the foremost topic of
conversation. PHIL SNYDER spent his in
San Francisco and reports a good trip. . . .
BERT CONLEY and "MAC" MANETT
left their cares behind on July Ist. . . .
HARRY "BROWNIE" MESSENGER and
his wife motored to Highland Springs. . . .
RALPH DANIELS drove to your reporter's
ranch at Ono, California, where he shot
his first wildcat — some fun, shooting wild
cats! . . . ABE WITTENBERG enjoyed a
well-deserved rest.
A baby girl was born to Mr. and Mrs.
ALEX BURMAN
on May 21st. You
couldn't have picked nicer parents, Ellen
Joyce.
The Labor Department Softball team is
still in the running, but the boys will welcome your moral support on Monday
nights. If you don't understand all of the
fine points of the game, "RED" RIVERS
will ardent
be glad
an
fan.to explain them to you — he's
The Studio Club parties get bigger and
better all the time, the "Spring Jamboree"
being the best yet.

MAINTENANTICS
By A. O. WILLIAMS
When you read this, the grand old
Fourth will have faded into another yesterday. This month of July always seems to
make

many of us feel closer to our country. It is the month we celebrate our independence— may we continue to do so for
a thousand years.
FRED CATHERS has taken an extended
leave of absence for his health. We all

RIORDAN

is the fellow you see

carrying grand pianos up the stairs — he s
the Sampson of the furniture movers.
Sometimes he does let one of fhe ofher
fellows carry the bench, but generally he
just throws it on top. Mike is very thoughtful fhat way — he likes to do a little extra
and, besides, he says it helps to keep him
in condition.
Of all fhe folks fhat have been mentioned in this, our magazine, there is one
fine bunch that has been sadly neglected..
They are the men that respond when you
call Mr. HARTWIG, and so gallantly bring
the gals a cushion, or a typewriter, or a
very hard and uncomfortable chair. Sometimes they can be prevailed upon to bring
the boss a cushion.
They are the boys that go into an office,
pick up desks, chairs, rugs, secrefaries and
other office furnishings and pile them all in
a heap in the halls or on the sidewalks so
that all the passers-by get the impression
they are witnessing an eviction.
They can take a pile of furniture that
has been so mixed up that the office
tenants can't identify their own things, and
put it all back again so that not even a
paper has been disturbed. They even go
so far as to put paper in the wastebaskets
and butts in the ash trays just to fool
people into believing they have never
been there. If it wasn't for the fact that
there is usually a new rug or fresh paint
in the place after they leave, their presence
would never be suspected. We've never
seen men work so hard to make it appear
that they haven't done anything.
You all know Mr. V. A. TAYLOR. He's
the foreman of the eviction crew. We've
always said that if we had his looks, we'd
be in the movies. Don't rush, girls — we
hate to spill the beans, but he's married.
Isn't it a shame that all we good looking
men have been staked out?!
Well, we've created enough new enemies
for this month. In trying to emulate Winchell we're sure to lay ourselves wide open
so will apologize now — even though we
do mean

make

it the splendid affair fhat it was.

We'll really ring off this time, if you'll
ring 508 when you need us.

SERSEN SHOTS

have joined the ranks of

the benedicts. Of course, he hasn't that
twenty-five-year look yet, but it won't be
long, brother, it won't be long! We all
hope that he and his charming wife have
fhe very best of everyfhing.
MIKE

Well, reckon that's hunk for this time.
Well, we'll be dadburned — we're still talking "Tombstone Gulch." Boy, was that ^
party! Anyone who missed that one realiB
missed something. From the lady (?) in the
window to the great safe robbery, it was
"Old West." That was one party where
everyone had a good time and still took
home the bacon. Our thanks to the Studio
Olub and all those who worked so hard to

what we say! 'Tis said, "the pen

is mightier than the sword."

By DAVE

PRESTON

Af last Summer, the sensuous wench,
has chased virginal (but chilly) Spring into
the limbo of the forgotten, and has cast
her mantle of sunshine over the countryside, with dire results, particularly to this
department.
Here I sit pounding a cold, impersonal
typewriter while most of the staff leap
from crag to crag throughout the western
states. FRED SERSEN is splashing paint
like mad up in Utah
HARRY HUGHES
will be wooing the elusive trout, and goodness only knows what else, all over California. . . AL IRVING h as been up into
the Canadian Rockies and postcards that
everywhere he looks are nothing but "Sersen Shots. . . . BUD FISCHER has raided
all the sporting goods stores preparatory
to an extended motor trip throughout the
midwest, featuring the fishing country of
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Pity the fish
when he flips some of the alluring lures
he s picked up. If I were a poor fish (and
I sometimes wonder) I know I'd be
tempted. . . . CLIFF SILSBY has been
sketching all over Southern California. . . .
WALLY WHITE and his wife spent the
Decoration Day week-end on a yachting
trip to Catalina. There was a time when
Wally would have devoted his time to
searching for Neptune's
NO MORE.
DICK

FRITCH

daughter,

BUT

scared the pants off all

of us by getting himself smashed up in a
motor accident. I still think he wanted a
luxurious vacation where he could be spoon
fed and waited on by beautiful bed-pan
madonnas.

From

the latest reports he's

recovering nicely, but that's to be expected of a Fritch — they're indestructible.
As for this correspondent — he's withering on the stem.
MOTION

PICTURE

RELIEF

FUND,

INC.

Every member of the Motion Picture Industry is invited to attend the First Annual Garden Party of fhe Motion Picture
Relief Fund which will be held Sunday, July
7, 3:30 P.M. at the Motion Picture Country
House, 23430 Ventura Blvd., Woodland
Hills.

★

SPECIAL BULLETIN
THE 8TH ANNUAL
AND

DANCE

GOLF

SCHEDULED

TOURNAMENT
FOR JULY 28TH

AT BRENTWOOD GOLF COURSE AS ANNOUNCED IN THE JUNE ISSUE OF ACTION,
HAS

BEEN POSTPONED DUE TO CONDITIONS BEYOND OUR CONTROL.

THIS TOURNAMENT WILL BE HELD AS
SOON AS ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR

ANOTHER

GOLF

CLUB

WITH

ADE^

QUATE FACILITIES WHEREBY ALL GOLFERS, BOTH MEN AND WOMEN, MAY PARTICIPATE.

★

Entered as second

class

matter at the Post Offica,
Los Angeles, Calif., unde^
Act of March 3, 1879.
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Behind the Scenes
CARTOONS
CLAUDIA
Century

BROSIUS,

one

and

half years with Twentieth

Fox, she has brightened the pages

of ACTION

for

the past year with her talented cartoons. Native of Portland,
Oregon, she was the Editor of her high school year book and
later attended the Oregon School of Art. She hopes eventually
to establish herself as a free lance writer and cartoonist.
CLAUDIA

BROSIUS

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX STUDIO
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DEPARTMENTS

FROM

WHERE

I SIT

PATTY DONNELLY whose breezy "Dear Boss" letters now
appear under the new head "From Where I Sit" has been with
Twentieth Oentury Fox four years. Graduating from Manual
Arts High School, a journalism major, Patty came to the studio
as a secretary. For the past nine months she has been right
hand girl to Doc Bishop, head of Foreign publicity.
No newcomer to the typewriter, Palty has written for the
Mason News, the Southwest Wave and while attending evePATTY

DONNELLY

ning classes at USC, turned out copy for "The Trojan." Her
lot-popular Dear Boss letters were sent to ail Twentieth Century Fox foreign offices. Ambitions centering on writing, Patty
is hoping for a chance as Script Girl.

PHOTOGRAPHY
BOB GUNN, Patent attorney with Twentieth Century Fox
Studios since 1933, has been snapping a talented camera for
ACTION for the past five years. Traces his interest in photography as far back as 1918 when a mining engineer in Cuba.
His still shots of a Cuban train wreck made South American
front pages. Has won several firsts in Photo Club competitions
and
ice. has received magazine offers for his talented shutter servROBERT

L. GUNN
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NEW
JOHN

McATEE,

EDITOR

native of San Francisco and former news-

paper writer-cartoonist, came to the Southland to get away
from the fog. Two years of Chemical Engineering schooling
interrupted by the war. he served in the AAF
spending a year in Africa whamming

a bomber

the axis. On

pilot,

release to

inactive duty he returned to> native San Francisco and landed
a berth on Northland newspapers.
JOHN

McATEE

Dear Reader:
Have you ever had the urge to be a poet or a cartoonist?
It you have, here’s your chance!
Starting in the next issue of ACTION a new department will be included.
ACTION ANTICS will be dedicated to the light verse, cartoons and humorous
comment submitted by Studio Club members.

Give it a try! It's fun, and besides — who knows what can happen? There
was a time in Shakespeare's life when he couldn't write A WORD OF ENGLISH.

Frank Boran, Rexine Fleming, L. D. Grignon,
Claudia Brosius, Hank Howard, Alex Murphy,
David Preston, Glen R. Stevens, Portia Kennison,
James J. Earie, Hazel Shirk, Rose Venegas, A. P.
White, Jimmie Taylor, Betty Hemlinger, Al Nesbit,
Dick Stolze, Florejice Mack, Lynn Reynolds, Dick
Darling, Walter E. Fitchman, A. O. Williams.
COVER BY LLOYD HARTING

Board
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CALLY HOLDEN
President
WALTER JOLLEY
Vice-President
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY
Secretary
ROBERT PAHON
Treasurer
Duke Abrahams. Ed A. Arnold, Benny Benson, E. F.
Bonome, Wilma Christian, Jack Conlin, Ike Danning,
Lee Dunbar, Carl Faulkner, T. R. Frazer, George
Goemans, Sol Halprin, Bob Henderson, Jules
Kahn, Ed King, Pete Montemurro, Jack Montgomery, Hugh Peck. Frances Richardson, Joseph
Wright, Ben Wurtzel. Honorary Members: F. L.
Metzler, Irving Pichel, Lou Witte.
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published
monthly at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 3S,
California, by and for the membership of 20th CenturyFox Studio Club. Subscription price for non-members
S3.00 per year. Single copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw
2-2I&I. Enfered as Second Class matter April 2, 1942, at
the March
Post Office
at Los Angeles, California, under the Act
of
3, 1879.
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THE IMPOSSIBLE TAKES LONGER
insane. The varied items are "props," each
having an important part to play in achieving screen perfection.
The order for two Brasher Doubloons and
a suit of armor are only typical examples.

"Make a suit of armor that will not
squeak or rattle and bring me two of the
rarest coins on earth," cried the Queen,
"or I’ll lop off your head, you miserable
whelp!"
The Miserable Whelp promptly went out
and jumped off the watch tower into the

Squeakless Knight Gown
The solution of the problem of armor that
will not only be silent but photogenic was

moat rather than face the axman's blade.
Had the royal castle been equipped with
a Prop and Miniature department M. W.
would probably have lived to a ripe old
age, for in a great sawdust smelling barn
on the north lot such impossible tasks are
accomplished daily under the able leadership of Walter Pallman, Department head.

easy. Spun glass cloth laid over wooden
forms and painted with a hardening plastic.
Result — a light but very strong suit of armor which with a coat of paint cannot be
distinguished from its metal counterpart.
A modern knight clad in this rattle free
battle dress is probably better off than any
canned Galahad of medieval times. The

Hobby Lobby

spun glass-plastic combination saw service
during the war as flak screens in our bombers over Germany. Several layers will withstand the impact of a 45 slug.

A stranger walking through the place is
confronted by a Salvadore Dali-like collection of incongruous objects. A horse drawn
hearse greets the visitor at the door with
somber dignity. Inside, the scene can best
be described as "Hobby Lobby in a Nut
House."
Two stuffed horses, a coffin, two wooden
lamp posts, a 1904, one lung Cadillac and
a six foot treadmill are all topped by the
sight of two men pumping water from a
bucket with a four foot replica of the old
village pump.

LEGAL
Bob Gunn
Walter

Pallman, able head of the Prop and
ture Department.

Photo
Minia-

Screen Perfection
The reasons that brought this far flung
collection under one roof are anything but

COUNTERFEITING

Turning up two Brasher Doubloons when
there are only six in the world was not
quite as easy.
Obviously two original coins could not
be used because of the reluctance of present owners to part with them and their
value as collectors items. ($30,000 apiece)
The job was thrown into the lap of the
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to silk without losing any of the brilliance
or intensity of color.
SIAMESE

SPLENDOR

Many of the extravagant costumes seen
on Ihe screen are made possible only
through the efforts of this department.
In the filming of "Anna and the King
of Siam" a set of Siamese dancing costumes was needed. Renting the equipment
from local costumers was tried first but a
complete set couldn't be found. The headdresses and shoulderpleces available we.'e
heavy enough to give a strong man permanent curvature of the spine.
Research, Wardrobe and Jimmy Spies
representing Prop and Miniature put their
heads together. Glass cloth and plastic
solved the problem of weight and strength.
Gilt paint, sequins, and torn down junk
jewelry produced the necessary splendor
of the head and shoulder pieces. The finished products have the public commenting, "It should have been filmed in color."
STRING SAVERS
When

S+eve

Nemes of Prop and Miniature poses with two suits of armor. One is a product of Prop
Miniature and the other is the Medieval McCoy. On the right is the Pallman Plastic.

Prop and

Miniature

department.

If the

originals weren’t available then exact replicas must be made.
Since It is illegal to reproduce United
States coin or currency It was necessary to
get Federal permission which is not easily
done. In the first place there are very few
people i nthe U. S. even eligible for such
sanction.
Man

for the task was Walter

MIchalsky,

a

10 year ve'eran of the Twentieth Century Fox Prop and Miniature department
whose experience as an engraver dates
back to 1902 when Illustrations for newspapers were all made through the laborious
process of hand engraving on wood or
metal. MIchalsky, registered with the U. S.
Government since 1910 is one of the few
eligible for the hard-to-get permission.
PAPERWORK

PARADE

Endless permits were required covering
even the enlargements of pictures of the
coin from the catalogue of U. S. coins and
currency. The fog of paperwork finally
cleared. MIchalsky with the mastery of a
fast disappearing art, produced the necessary forgerys.
When the picture "The Brasher Doubloon" Isfinished, the coins dies, all photos
and drawings must be completely destroyed.
MICHALSKY

EXCELS

It wasn't the first time MIchalsky had
gone through the paperwork mill for this
guarded permission.
In 1944 during production of "When

and

Irish edEyes
are of
Smiling"
demandthe use
a 1000a sequence
dollar bank
note.
MIchalsky after receiving the government
go-ahead sat down at his work table to
create a masterpiece. When the sample
for approval arrived In Washington the
authorities did a startled double-take and

It comes to string savers, and pin-

picker-uppers PM has them all beat a mile
running backwards. Buttons, pins, rhinestones, sequins and other costume hardware that have seen better days In the
wardrobe department, all find their way to
fhe Prop and Miniature shop here they are
patiently turned Into cuff links, watch fobs,
rings, necktie stickpins or as In the case
of the S lamese costumes, trimmings on
some ornate headpiece. The next time you
see the hero wearing a "diamond" stick
pin look it over, you may have seen that
same stone before adorning Betty Grable's
hat. (If you ever look at her hats, that Is.)

trampled each other getting to the Western Union office. "Destroy all plates and
proofs. The deal Is off," read the telegram.
MIchalsky was too good!
PASTRY

MINIATURE
Another

GIANTS

Important function of the Prop

HATS

Prop and Miniature has been called upon for everything from a reproducflon of
the Chicago fire to a hat that looks like
ajemon meringue pie.
The highly original hats featured In
"Diamond Horseshoe" were embellished
with huge playing cards, artificial fruit;
some represented a chocolate cake, pie a
la mode, or half a watermelon. Another
looked like an Inviting bowl of jello. Jimmy
Spies using plastics, presented the designers with just what was needed In every
case.
NOVEL

PRINTS

If a designer wants a dress that will have
for Its printed motif birds, human eyes, or
dollar bank notes It Isn't always possible
or desirable to purchase the material on
the open market.
Once again P and M fills the bill. MIchalsky with his excellence at engraving combined with his own process developed In
conjunction with the Goodyear Rubber
Company

engineers, can reproduce

a de-

sired print on any fabric from monk's cloth

Si-lan Chen, dancer, wears the intricate headdress
and shoulder piece of a Siamese harem girl. Both
made by Prop and Miniature Department for
"Anna and the King of Siam."
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over with emery cloth the new
matches perfectly.
CHINA HOUSE HARDSHIPS

nose

Prop, and Miniature has grown until now
it is responsible for delivering almost any
prop that cannot readily be purchased on
the outside or is not in the Property department.
In "Anna and the King of Siam" a little
chinaware house played an Important part
In the story. A search of the market turned
up nothing satisfactory. A pottery plant

in "The

Hilton wears

a cafeteria style hat featured

Diamond Horseshoe." The hat is just one
of Prop and Miniature problems.

and Miniature department is the construction of models for sequences to be shot
in miniature.
The biggest miniature to date was for
use in filming "In Old Chicago." A total
of 10,000 square feet of scale models
ranging from 1 1/2 inch to I inch to the
foot were used in the scenes depicting the
fire. The models required three months to
build using a crew of 120 men working
a split shift.
For the flood scenes in "When the Rains
Came" PM created a miniature masterpiece in engineering. The scenes In the
picture of the dam breaking and flooding
the countryside were of course shot in
miniature.

department grow from the papier-mache
and plaster stage to the highly technical
workshop-laboratory that It is today. Said
Pallman, "We're a long way from the old
papier-mache prop days. Now with the way
the movies have grown, we must produce

was contacted, "Yes, we can do It . . .
but It will take one month and will cost

on a bigger and better scale. You can't
hold up production waiting for some small
but essential prop. A man has to be able

month — a china house threatening
500Onedollars."
production. Jimmy Spies came through at
a fraction of the quoted time and price.

to think on his feet in this game."
Again in the flood scenes of "When the
Rains Came" shots were required of
drowned victims floating In the muddy
water. Wood and wax dummies showed up
on the screen as Just that. Instead of the
tragic aftermath of a flood, it looked more
like a broken watermain In the waxworks.

BLUE

Roxanne

of haphazard work. It Is the product of
hard won know-how and fast thinking.
Walter Pallman, who has been in the
Prop and Miniature end of the business
since 1912 and with Twentieth Century Fox
Studios for the past 20 years, has seen his

PRINTS

A LUXURY

Since many such jobs are hard pressed
by production schedules there is little
time for blue prints or elaborate planning.
Frequently those who place the orders are
not In position to specify exactly what is
needed.
A director wants a certain period furniture, a Roman headdress, or an 1890 watch
fob, he of course does not sit down and
draw detailed plans.
Thus when Prop and Miniature received
an order for renaissance, hand mirrors,
powder boxes and two 16th century clocks
for the film "Forever Amber," Jimmy Spies
worked with photographs as his only guide.
In making the suits of armor for "The
Captain from Castille" a book containing
pictures of the desired costumes became
the "bible" of the shop.
FAST

THINKING

This complete disregard for carefully
drawn blueprints is certainly no indication

Prop and Miniature went into a fast
huddle and came up with the answer. Latex
rubber dummies. Perfect! as the "bodies"
floated In the water the pliable rubber
dummies had just enough give to make
them

"act" like the real thing. In a macabre sort of way It was just what the doctor
ordered.
SLOGAN

SUGGESTED

They receive no credit line but without
their experience, mechanical ability and
judgment much of the perfection achieved
on the screen today would not be possible.
If the Prop and Miniature department ever
finds the time or the desire to hang a
slogan over their door nothing would be
more appropriate than —
"The difficult we do at once, the impossible takes a little longer."

Sersen's lake, 40 by 60 feet and 8 feet
deep was artificially created on the Fox
Hills lot for the sequence. Across a narrow portion of this man made lake an arch
type dam was built on a scale of 5/16
inch to the foot. The completed model
stood eight feet high and held back the
lake containing 1,200,000 pounds of water.
When the cameras rolled, powerful hydraulic Jacks pushed out the dam.
STATUE

SURGEONS

Restoring objects of art for the Property
department Is still another phase of Prop
and Miniature work.
A beautifully rendered bust of Sicilian
marble met with an accident. The nose had
been broken off rendering It useless for
studio purposes. At P and M the nose was
rebuilt with clay and over this was poured
plaster of parls. After hardening, the
plaster was removed, forming a mold of
the marble face and the clay nose.
The clay was cleaned from the statue
and Into the replaced mold a mixture of
Alum and Barium Sulphate was poured
forming a marble like substance. Worked

Cellar scene

trom

"13 Rue

Madeleine,"

builf with painstaking

detail at a scale of 3 inches to the foot.
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last ten. As far back as "The Last of the

FROM WHERE I SIT By patty DONNELLY
ACTION called for action so we'll delve • and collected quarter checks. Their
footwear will follow the trail again.
into it. The scene is set, director's beret
+
*
*
lodges on a correct angle and the camera
is ready to hum. Will try to find stage
Mama dolls will be crying for
space for a nose for news, therefore will
after the Carmen Miranda baby
walk right out into the open.
retail market. It's cuddle bait. The
*
*
*
likeness of the star dressed in her
One of the Studio's trams juggled a well
balanced schedule for us today, but it was
fun. Sitting in the driver's seat but having
nothing to say, was steered through Fox
real estate development. A city had sprung
up and come very much to life. "My Darling Clementine" needed a few added
scenes so Tombstone, Arizona was being
retaken. The brew of saloons bottled cow-

Mohicans" up through "Buffalo Bill" and
the "Flicka" pictures, Kanab has wedged
her skyline, mountains, rugged plains and
trained

business
hits the

yes, population into Fox films. After "Bob"
is completed, "Green Grass of Wyoming."
will take up residence there. "My Darling
Clementine" juggled the routine a bit by
skipping over to Arizona, but the studio

toy is a
mid riff

will continue to take advantage of Utah's
resources — spot's like an old friend — very
hard to part with.

costume and fruit headgear. She'll be
spiked on those famous platform shoes
drawing in gaping customers. Plaything to
be manufactured before Christmas by Carmen will be displayed in the United States
and Brazil. A lot of big boys are sure to
investigate this doll playing game.

Ben Hecht's grabbing our Pedro de Cordoba because he completed "Carnival in
Costa Rica." It's a play — "Crescendo" —
we knew it as "Swan Song" before. . . .
Henry Hathaway and Louis de Rochemont,
who seem to be in the number business

*

♦

5ft

again after their "92nd Street" they're
adding "13 Rue Madeliene," have taken
over the Boston streets for this picture.
Citizens confused but are taking it in stride,
de Rochemont should be coming home

man's attitude. A click of his heel booted
western costuming. The horses had a yipee
tatooed to their hides. John Ford, director,
sun-glassed and hand hipped, was telling

soon. He's to start work on "The Perfect
Case." He's a Constellation man — likes
short eight hour east hike — leaves him a
couple of minutes for other things. . . .
Bill Eythe who bounced off for England a
few months ago for picture making is still
in front of their lense. They like him. He

Linda Darnell, story's "Chihuahua" where
to head in. It was a water trough and not
too inviting. Scene involved a dumping she
was to experience at the hand of Vic Mature as "Doc Holliday." He handled his
package with care and it was a hole in
one. Ford satisfied. Mature happy — Linda,
well, just all wet.

likes them. But we'll nab him back soon.
*

Cornel Wilde, trained and ready to start
spearing for fencing scenes in "Forever
Amber," is hanging onto his routine even
though the film has been postponed for

*

*

Peered into Ladies' Wardrobe and swallowed an education. An unexperienced eye
tried to appraise rare materials, styles and

turning
compethough
add up

workmanship of costumes. Retakes on various pictures keep the fitters and set girls

to professionalism. Had previous opportunity for Olympads when in 1936 he made
the American fencing team, but then
dropped out at the last minute to take on
acting job. If it works out favorably for

give a twirl and pace out for the "Carnival
in Costa Rica" stage . . . Dancing dresses
tagged "If I'm Lucky" run wild with frills.
Snips of silk collaborating with a little slip
of lace are ready to be zipped into . . .
"Forever Amber" retiring, wishes she was
on the go with the others. Her voluminous
skirts and petticoats are tissue wrapped to

a few months. He's thinking of
talent over for the Olympic Game
tition. Stuck with a strong point
because movie sword battles may

Cornel he'll go into serious training next
winter for tthe Games in England in 1948.
Casting gate crowded. A clouded sky,
clouded faces. Three hundred extras had to
patter back to their feather downs and
pillows after cancellation of an early call.
They were to work under a sky of blue for

on the run because they're holding down
new productions too. Festive colored skirts

be hidden away from dirt they'd walk into.
A November outing is promised for this
jewel . . . New and up to the minute
"Homestretch" giving an eye to sophisticated ankle lenqthed I920's for Gene Tierney in "The Razor's Edge." Anne Baxter^s
wardrobe given the aged touch are being

a street scene in "The Razor's Edge," but
fog chased principals to a cover set. Call
tugs on budget strings because the unused
atmosphere waited two hours for clearance

pressed for time by iron clasped dressmaker. . . Big hats and little toppers comshoes bustin' open
laced at
patible. . . High
their buttons
laughing
the treacherous
pump . . . The gloves are well in hand and
rayons are stretching their toes to snag
the nylons . . . Wardrobe dummies wait to
"Bob, Son of Battle" will grace the
screen around March of next year, giving
a movie audience an added page of education of the beauties of the state of Utah.

be fitted. They're pinned into and snipped
at, but plaster hides can take a lot. These
gals are the Industry's most dependable
standlns . . . Needle and thread experts

Its expanse was given movie fame because
of a little two gun town dotted with In-

gnawing away on upcoming productions,
"The Ghost and Mrs. Muir," "Mother
Wore Tights" and "No Wedding Ring.

dians and cowhands. It's a spot named
Kanab. Burg has collected over a million
dollars in movie money every year for the

"Tights,"
Betty Grable
snugs
the ladyfigures
into a into
different
typewhich
pin
up bathing suit.
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WARDROBE PLOT

Girls, you're in for a completely new "look" this tall. And nothing could be
more welcome or more stimulating. Actually, there have been subtle, but knowing, changes going on tor some time, in spite of L85 regulations, but now they're
in full bloom. You've probably been conscious of the "softening" of the silhouette in the past few seasons. Your old pre-concelved notions of what constitutes chic can be thrown on the cutting room floor to make way for the
new You.
In the first place, the "T"-square silhouette, which has really been on the
skids for some time now, has a definitely dated look with its sharp rigid shoulders and concise, unrelenting lines. The curve is the thing, the return to natural
lines, moderate shoulder, accented busom, tapered waist and rounded hipline —
fluid, mobile lines. Nothing Is prettier in motion, and more flattering than the
skirt with supple fullness. And there's a type of fullness for every figure. Don't
be afraid of the rounded hip look. Cinch in your waist, lower your skirt a couple
of Inches, put on your sheerest nylons and notice the new stance It gives you.
As for the shoulders, therg are many ways of achieving a broad-enuf, balanced
effect without quantities of padding and a coat-hanger to boot. (And, girls. It's
amazing how many men dislike that unrelenting shoulder!) Of course, you've got
to take the trouble to experiment, and keep a fresh eye to evolve the formula
which is best for you.
Usually first fall thoughts lean toward suits, but most of our closets are probably at the suit saturation point. You might start this year off with a simple,
newly proportioned wool dress — maybe jersey (my favorite fabric) and team
it with a dramatic cloth coat. By the way don't try to buy a coat that "goes
over everything." Buy a coat you're just mad for, that does something for you
— and you'll be surprised how automatically you'll key your other things to it,
and probably wear it threadbare. Watch for the new fashion cues — and play

/T

up your 1947 "look."

SARTORIAL PARADE

MATHILDE

MOSER,

petite brunette.

Is wearing a chic black and white twopiece dress of silk crepe with three-quarter length sleeves. This charming dress
Is most appropriate for the business girl
and extremely practical, too, for either
part can be worn separately with another skirt or blouse of complementary
color, thus giving her a choice of several
alternate costumes from the one dress.
Mathilde's only jewelry Is heavy gold
"gypsy" earrings, which add a bizarre
touch and are ornate enough to preclude the wearing of any other.
CHARLOTTE JAFAY'S wonderfully
wearable dress is a semi-sports model
of dusty pink silk Jersey with horizontal
"peppermint-stick" stripes In black. Its
slim fluid lines are perfect for the taller
business girl as the fitted waistline is
broken by a belt of the same material
with the stripes running vertically. There
is a youthfulness about it well tempered
by sophistication. Of particular interest

Bob Gunn

Photo

are the
new either
"push-up"
sleeves,
which
can very
be worn
short or
long.
Charlotte wears a choker of silver pearls
which fits closely just above the rounded
neckline. Her sling-back pumps and envelope bag are black calfskin.
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SOFTBALL

STANDINGS

Ending the 2 1st Week
Team

W

L

GRIP

MeAtee

Pregame

4

Wardrobe

6

. . . ...11

3

.944
.823
.750

Music

. ... 10

7

.647
.588

Labor

. ... 10

Electric
Mill

.588

. . . . 8
. . . . 5

7
13
10

Mail
Paint

. . . . 4
. . . . 4

14
14

.277
.222

Photo

Strike! Etter D'Orazio of Cutting tips a fast moving message from Pitcher Tilly Shafer to Catcher
Straub of W. A. Lab. Umpire Raab covers up and ducks. Western Avenue won — 3 to 0.

1

.. . . 17
W. A. Lab. . .
. ... 14
Cutting
. ... 12

Pet.

.444

.222

Erny

Sports Dinner Planned

Stellar figures in the southland sports
world will gather Thursday, September 26,
in the Cafe de Paris for the annual Studio
Club pre-pigskin season dinner.
The coaching staff of the local teams,
both collegiate and professional, gather
that night with leading sports writers to
forecast the football future.
Just one day ahead of the referee's
whistle signaling the season opening kickoff
between DSC and Washington State at the
Coliseum, the Ouija board session will
honor the baseball, basketball and winning
softball and bowling teams.
Highlighted in the past by fun and highjinks, the coaches and writers in more serious moments will air their hopes for the
coming season.
Climaxing the evening will be the announcement of the lucky Mercury sedan
winner.
Studio Club sponsored, the raffle is being held to defray expenses of the coming
basketball season.

McAtee
Harold

Church

of W.

A. Lab

rounds

base peg.
flrsf as Cutter
Harman

Jones

Photo

vainly tries for the ground

hopping
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HOOPSTER
SESSIONS START
Practice sessions tor the Twentieth Century-Fox Basketball team started Wednesday, August 28th, in number two rehearsal
hall. Slated to represent TCF in the American Basketball League, the hoopsters began
whipping out the kinks under the expert
guidance of Trainer Doc Chase.
Under the management of Clinton Sandeen and Vic Christensen, the team will
compete on a home-to-home schedule with
other ABL contestants ranging as far as
Oklahoma City. A south of the border session is also being negotiated with Mexican
athletic leaders.
HOOP

STARS

The TCF team will be sparked by such
casaba experts as:
ART MOLLNER, nine year veteran of the
TCF team, who won laurels in his guard
position when

the team

copped

the Na-

tional AAU Championship in '41.
DALE SEARS, six foot three former AllAmerican from use.
JIM SEMINOFF, six foot two, another
All-American from USC. Joined the Mateam. rines in '43 and Captained their winning
HAROLD ALLEN, six foot five, selected
the most outstanding player at the National
AAU tourney in Denver. Formerly with
Tempe State College of Arizona.
JERRY GRACIN, six foot three coach,
was selected All-Southern Conference Forward from the University of Southern California. I
FRANK LUBIN, six foot six, several times
selected on the All-American AAU team,
was with the U. S. team in the 1936 Olympic games in Berlin. Lubin has played for
TCF for the past eight years. The issue Is
In doubt as to whether he will return this
year.
Tentatively set up as a point gathering,
fast breaking forward combination are the
two former USC stars, Alex Omalev and
All-American Jack Lippert.
LOCKWOOD

RETURNS

The team will of course find competent
Paul Lockwood pushing first-pencil on the
score book. Lockwood has for years been
the official scorekeeper for the team and
one of its greatest pluggers.
Trainer Loy (Doc) Chase was a veteran
athletic director years before coming to
Twentieth Century Fox, most recently training the Wichita Henrys and Athletic Director for the Cessna Aircraft Corporation
of Wichita, Kansas.
Other Teams Wanted
Those interested In basketball are invited
to attend the practice sessions since plans
are afoot not only to have a quintette in
the American Basketball League but to enter as many teams as possible in the Los
Angeles A.A.U. League.

Swim

Gym

Opens

Soon

Studio Club Sportsters circled Wednesday, September 18 on their calendars, the
opening date of the Swim-Gym program
at Beverly Hills High School. From 7 to 10
in the evening, club members will work out
at badminton, volleyball, swimming and
women's corrective exercises under the
guidance of expert instructors.
Mark down priced at two dollars for the
full semester brings the average cost of a
healthy, fun filled evening to 10 cents per
person. A one night workout for those not
enrolled, retails at fifty cents.
Members must supply towels, gym clothes
and all athletic equipment. Swimmers, both
men and women, must wear bathing caps
and bring their own suits and towels. Locker
space and showers are available.
Each member may enroll one guest at
the Studio Club rate but enrollment fees
must be paid In advance at the Studio Club
office before Sept. 16.
The two dollars covers an entire semester
In the particular course chosen and after
evening instruction period, gymnasium and
swimming facilities will be open for general
use by all members.

KEGLERS START THUR. SEPT. 5
Twentieth Century Fox bowlers step to
the scratch line Thursday evening, September 5th to open the annual bowling league
team competitions between studio factions.
With 28 handicap and scratch teams
signed up the league promises to be even
more popular than last year, according to
Loretta Higgins, League secretary.
Franchized under the American Bowling
Congress, the handicaps have been established at three quarters of 190 for women
and two thirds of 190 for men. Book averby
age or the average established after the
first three games will be used In determining the handicaps.

A NEW
MERCURY

1946
SEDAN !

Will be given away

THE
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By REXINE FLEMING
With so-o-o many of our boys on vacation it is very difficult to find anything
very interesting to tell about, but here
goes for a try.
All of us in the department wish LARRY
CHAPMAN, JACK ERICKSON and MILTON OLSEN lots of luck in their new venture.

Bob Gunn

Photo

BILL LOGAN
of the Mail Dept, was injured in Europe and spent several months in the hospital. He
is majoring in Business Administration at SC and will be leaving us soon. I EONARD
LASSOFF, one of
the new

Mail

Dept, recruits, is just out of high school and hasn't
college or stay at TCF.

KEEP POSTED

decided

as yet whether

■By FRANK

to go

to

"SLIM" BORAN

Operation Crossroads — TCP version
came off O.K. The Mail Department moved
into the new bungalow without any serious
casualties. GORDON WILLINGHAM got

for him — I mean he's got more angles than
a Picasso painting; MONTY ELLIOTT is
relaxing until he decides what department
to aim for.

his hands dirty, but he's all right now; CAP
JACKSON is happy (and rightfully so, wethinks) over the way everything turned out.
Lots of new blood this month: Imported
from New York is DOUG SMITH. He's
starring in a little opus called "Tall in the
Convertible." Two additions to the international set are ZYGMUNT CIUCIAS (say

You won't be seeing so much of: BRAD
BRADFORD because he is in Property making 18,000 rubles a week; ALEX MARTINEZ, because he's in Payroll; LEWIS CORUM, because he maneuvered into the
Sersen department.

"Ziggy," it's much simpler) and DOUG
REED, a special advance item from Paris —
I have aSINGLETON
feeling he's is
interested
in acting.
JERRY
back from
a Chicago vacation; DICK DOBRY is a former
genuine 'hot pilot' now flying low here for
YOU. BOB WILLIS is an enterprising lad
from the South, and I predict great things

Cap Jackson pounded up the coast all
the way to Canada for a vacation away
from us. He did some fishing in a sensational lake up in the mountain that had
nothing but gigantic eager trout. It almost
makes me interested in fishing. Mother
MARIA NASTICH had charge of the department during his absence and, as usual,
did a commendable job.

JACK HANSARD, one of our newer
boys, had a very embarrassing experience
the other day. It seems he was working
out in the hot sun and decided to remove
his trousers and work in a pair of shorts.
Lo and behold, when he went to get the
trousers they were not to be found. Jack
thought some of the boys were playing a
trick on him (not that any of our boys
would ever think of doing such a thing —
much). He finally had to come in for lunch
without his pants and. Incidentally, he can
blush too. Later in the day they were
found — someone had covered them up
with some rubbish.
We extend our deepest sympathy to
FRED ETCHEVERRY and family in the
death of his father who passed on after
a long Illness.
RAY DETER arrived back from location
In Utah. According to Ray they had a pretty rugged time up there, and he's very
happy to be back.
LOU WITTE took off on vacation — motoring up to Seattle. He took along some
fishing
tackle and
so Imagine
he'll be doing a
little salmon
trout fishing.
AL "Pipe Wrench" LEMAN

Is still keep-

ing the grass green for the "Bob, Son of
Battle" location at the Century Ranch. He
has been having quite a struggle obtaining enough water to keep the twentyacres green, but with the able help of
GEORGE VIEIRA, MERRILL CLEMENT,
JACK HAMILTON, DICK SKALMA and
others they have done a good job.
JESS "Curly" WOLF seems to be having quite a time with his new choppers —
so far he has only been able to growl,
not bite.
My father who lives in Saskatchewan —
In Canada, that Is— paid me a visit recently, and we did some of the nicer spots.
(Continued

on Page

16)
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PRIZES TO HIGHLIGHT

ENCHANTO

Hard to get household items highlight
the gate prize list for lucky Twentieth Century Fox Studio employees and their families at the 13th Annual Outing on Sunday,
September 15. At Lake Enchanto, five
miles south of Agoura, plans for the annual
fun-for-all are well on their way under
the capable leadership of Sol Halprin, general chairman of the Outing Committee.

corn, and

chips. Junior will be

A hard working committee under the
Supervisory Chairmanship of Fred L. Metzler is currently putting the finishing touches
on the outing program. They are:
General Chairman
Sol Halprin
Refreshments
Sandy Sandeen
Entertainment
Walter Whaley
Prizes — Grand
Jack Codd
Publicity
Charles Goldie
Decorations
Joe Wright
First Aid & Nursery
Morna Pyper
Police — Parking
Tom Young
Fire Prevention
Hugh Conlon
General Maintenance . . . .Charles Rabold

close margin Is the O'Keefe and Merrit
Range followed by the giant Norge refrigerator and the De Luxe model Bendix
washing machine. Last but not least, the
$75 Eureka vacuum cleaner.
For every child, a big balloon and a
shining array of door prizes topped by six
gleaming new bicycles.
Lake Enchanto, 33 miles from the Fox
Hills lot is centered in the attractive Lake

the necessary makin's for fun filled family
day in the open.
Picnic tables, barbecue stands, a baseball diamond, horses for hire, an outdoor
dance floor are all centered in a paradise
of California beauty. (Southern, that is.)
A day long program of entertainment.

potato

three sizes out of shape if he isn't watched.
For the grown-ups hot coffee will also be
on hand.

Topping the list of "sign your name and
we'll see" items is the $365 Packard Bell
Phonocord combination radio and recorder, with two record cases. Second by a

Malibou region. Featuring a circular swimming pool 148 feet in diameter, said to be
the second largest in the United States,
the expansive picnic grounds supply all

OUTING

Bob Gunn

Second

Photo

Prize

competitive sports events, swimming, dancing and just plain loafin' in the shade await
outing employees and their families. The
children will be in a paradise of balloons,
prizes, and free kiddy rides.
Since the day is dedicated primarily to
the children, only employees of the studio
and their immediate family will be allowed
to attend. This unfortunate provision must
be observed to insure that every child will

Public Address Systems
Carl Faulkner
Competitive Events and Prizes
Al De Weese
Kiddie Land
..Monte Bonome
Transportation
Jim Ruman
Construction
Frank Gilroy
Reception
Kathleen Ridgeway
For cut fingers and scraped shins, a byproduct of fun loving children, a complete
first aid station and nursery will be at your
service under the supervision of Morna
So mark it on the calendar! Start planPyper.
ning that box lunch and we'll see you there
— Lake Enchanto — Sunday, September 15!

receive a generous share of the day's pleasures. Likewise each family group will receive only one door prize ticket in order
to prevent four leaf clover collectors from
walking out with the works.
The fifty cent charge for adults and
twenty-five cents for children under twelve
will cover all entertainment and refreshments for the afternoon. If Junior's eyes
are bigger than his stomach best you bring
a blindfold for h im.
With refreshments calling for hot dogs,
Boh Gunn

First Prize

Photo

ice cream, soft drinks, of all kinds — including mighty scarce Coca-Cola, milk, pop

Bob Gunn

Third and Fourth Prizes

Photo
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STAMPS FOR WOUNDED VETS
Have you any duplicate stamps to spare
or an old collection started years ago and
then hidden in the attic or garage and forgotten?
The medical staffs of the Veteran hospitals agree that stamp collecting has great
therapeutic value. It is a calm pastime that
can be picked up or laid down at a moment’s notice, and assists tremendously
helping our boys forget their troubles.

in

They have a lot of fun trading stamps
with a fellow in the next bed or in other
wards — leading to good natured and humorous rivalry, a much needed tonic for
morale.
When you go home tonight dig out those
stamps and bring them in tomorrow. It
means so much to a bed-ridden sailor, a
wheel chair soldier or a marine learning to
walk all over again.
And don't forget stamps on
you have been hoarding. Send
or the complete envelope.
Send your stamp contribution
Inman, Fan Mail department on

old letters
the stamps
to Madge
the Lot.

This stamp drive is a part of the "Stamps
for the Wounded" program put on by Philately's Volunteer Service Committee in an
attempt to meet the ever increasing demand for stamps among the wounded veterans.
Affie Mcicker, Regional Director of the
drive, distributes the cogtributions among
fourteen Veterans' Hospitals. By the time
a big package is divided it leaves all too
few for each man interested in this growing hobby.
Albums and magnifying glasses are also
high on the list of needed items.

Bob Gunn
Arthur

Houser,

New

Manager

ot Studio

Photo

Club.

HOUSER TO HEAD STUDIO CLUB
Arthur Houser, formerly Assistant Business Manager of the Still department, took
over today as the new manager of the
twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club. Houser
was selected at a special meeting of the
Studio Club Board of Controllers to replace Pat Matthews who has left the lot to
fill another position.

Employed in the studio since 1933, he
started as a helper in the Still Lab and by
1938 Houser had worked his way to the
position of Still Lab Manager where he remained until 1942. In that year he was appointed assistant to Charley Goldie, Business Manager of the Still Department.
Born in Monterey, Mexico where his
father was a mining engineer, he came to
Los Angeles when only eight years old. He
later attended Loyola High School and was
advertising manager of the school book the
same year it won a national award.
Houser graduated from the University of
California at Los Angeles in 1933 with a
BA degree in Economics. During his student
ternity.
years he served as president of his fraEligible for teacher's credentials with his
University degree. Art passed the State examination in 1934 and has since been
teaching evening classes in Spanish at
Santa Monica City College and the Beverly Hills High School.
In 1936 he enrolled In the evening
classes at Loyola law school and was admitted to legal practice in 1941.
Deferred from military service because
of dependency he now lives, at Manhattan
Beach with wife, Dorothy, and three children, two girls and a boy.
Walter Jolley, Vice president of the Studio Club Board of Controllers, announced

McAtee
Second

largest in the United

States, Lake Enchanto's 148 foot diameter
to employees at 13th Annual Outing.

Photo

pool glistens a cool invitation

the resignation of Pat Matthews at the August 6 meeting of the board. Matthews
leaves the studio to fill a new job as Personnel Director of a Los Angeles oil firm.
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CAMERA CLUB
By L D. GRIGNON
The first meeting of the reorganized
Camera Club sponsored by the Studio
Club, was held August 6th for the purpose of electing officers, setting a meeting date and determination of policy and
The principal point of policy was that
program..
every effort should be directed toward
fostering and promoting interest in photography as a hobby, with special emphasis on assistance and encouragement to
the beginner.
All persons who have a real interest
in photography, even if they have nothing
more than a Brownie at present, are welcome to join the group.
m

Bk

9^

V

^

Talks and demonstrations will be provided on whatever subjects are required
by the inexperienced members principally,
later expanding the subjects to Include
most of the methods of photography.
The first few meetings will be general

Arline Howard (third seated from
August 16. Arline is leaving to be
Musician. Attending the party were
Madelyn Bloom, Joan Ahern, Roxie
Donavan,

left) was surprised with a shower in the Cafe de Paris on Friday,
married Oct. 6 at the Bel Air Hotel to Mort Herbert, Los Angeles
.standing, L. to R., June Whelock, Dorothy Browne, Arline Howard,
Coif, Maxine Bahari; seated, L. to R., Betty Cameron, Veronica
Virginia Johnson and Janet Isebrands.

get-togethers to exchange Ideas and discuss prints of any subject brought in by
the members. If you plan to attend the
meetings, bring some kind of a print,
whether you processed it or the corner
drugstore did the work.
Size does not matter! There are no rules!
If an enlargement Is brought in for discussion, bring aijo a straight print (or a
contact) from the same negative if possible, to Illustrate what was done during
enlargement to make a better picture.
Details as follows:
Officers: Chairman, L. D. Grignon,
Sound Dept., Ext. 434.
Secy.-Treas., John Apitsch, Sound Dept.,
Ext. 444.
Print Secy., Julius Cindrich, Still Lab.,
Ext. I 156.
Meeting nights: Second Tuesday of each
month.
Next meeting: September 10th.
Place: New Rehearsal Ftall.
Time: 8:00 P.M.
kind.
Subject: Photography — and prints of any

Standing, left to right: Irene Farlow, Jane Collins, Pat Hoffmann, Ruth Rosander, Mary Muser, Sophia
Hayford, Goldie Cohn, Sylvia Miller, Pat Asbra, Isabelle Clymore, Jayne Grimes, Mercedes Martinez,
Vera Covington, Virginia Tate, Anne Smiljanich, Wilma Tarcy, Margaret Cafferata.
Front row: Mr. Frazer, Ellen Bradford, Kay Sturm, Betty Hemlinqer, Mr. Wood, Barbara Leporte.

FAREWELL PARTY FOR PARTING EMPLOYEES
Members of the Accounting Department gathered in the Cafe de Paris, Friday, August 16, to bid farewell to Ellen
Bradford and Betty Hemlinger, who have
left the studio.
Ellen leaves to join her American husband, a veteran of the Air Transport Command, who upon discharge was appointed

Who: Any member of the Studio Club
interested in photograph, and one guest.
Last Word: Remember — it makes no difference whether you have ever developed
any negative or made a print — come to the
meeting and get the rest of the story!

Remember
Sunday

!

Chief Navigator of the Royal Dutch Air
Force in Australia.
Betty, whose popular column, "Keeping
Tab," has long been featured in ACTION,
accompanied her veteran-husband back to
Indiana University, where he will major
in Engineering.

September
Lake

15

Enchanto

September,

19
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WEDDIN' BELLES AND BABYS
The Belles
Eva Perlberg to Ernest Cohn, Sept. 15
at the Bel Air Hotel. Miss Perlberg is with
the script department of the studio. The
groom, Mr. Ernest Cohn is a Los Angeles
*

*

*

jeweler.
Florence Sanichas to Nick Peters, July
8 at the Westwood Congregation Church.
Mr. Peters is a Los Angeles athletic manager. The bridal couple honeymooned
briefly at Santa Barbara.
*

*

*

Katherine Pryor to> Walter McCarthy,
September 8 at St. Peters. They will spend
their honeymoon in Las Vegas. Both the
bride and groom have held positions with
the studio in the accounting department.
*

*

*

The Babies
Darling, Richard

Jr. Six pounds, one

ounce, born August 17 at the Good Samaritan Hospital. The father, Richard Sr.,
is a member of the Prop and Miniature
JEFF

JEFFERIES, formerly of wardrobe, Tyron
of their South American goodwill tour

Power,

and

Cesar

Romero

check

iust prior to take-off Monday,

the proposed

August

route

department.

19th.

*

*

*

Gibbs, a girl, six pounds

LOCAL PILOT
TO FLY POWER
V-J DAY a year ago, First Lieutenant
John Jefferies set his B29 down on a training field in the Southwest for the last time
in his four year career as a pilot, U. S.
Army Air Forces. Having won his wings,
at Del Rio, Texas Jeff remained as an instructor inMartin Maurauders (B26).

WARDROBE

FETES

Using underground

CHASE

n/2 ounces

at

Saint Mary's Hospital, Long Beach. The
father, Justus Gibbs, is a member of the
Mechanical Effects department.

tactics, the Ward-

*

gang surprised
"Doc"
Chase
with a robe
birthday
party, Loy
Friday,
August
23.

j*c

*

Harmeli, Jon, seven pounds 13 ounces,
Born August II. The father, Morris H.

After smuggling a huge cake into the
Wardrobe Annex and passing a whispered

*
*
*
Harmeli, works in
Men's

invitation, forty members of the Wardrobe department gathered to wish the
popular basketball trainer and fellow
Wardrobe employee many happy returns
of the day.

Wardrobe.

Tierney, Michael Jr., six pounds 12
ounces. Born August 4. The .father, Michael
Tierney Sr., in the Men's

Wardrobe

de-

partment.

Later found him in 4 engine training on
the BI7, famed Flying Fortress, preparatory for entrance to B29 instruction. Here
the war ended and he was separated from
the Air Force, returning to his home in
Burbank.
Jeff came to work for TCF as a wardrobe man, taking over the great house
cleaning and reorganization of the Ladies'
Wardrobe Annex for Herschel, in February.
Meanwhile he kept his hand in with a little
Sunday flying.
The first anniversary of "VJ" day found
Jeff in the air again testing and readying
a twin-engine Beechcraft DI8-S for Tyrone
Power's South American tour. Jeff will act
as co-pilot, to the former crack pilot of
the U. S. Marine Corps.
The "Saludos Amigos" took off on
the first leg of the flight, to Mazatlan,
Mexico, Monday, August 19 with Cesar
Romero, Jim Denton (Publicity) and Bill
Gallagher as passengers.
On two months flight they will follow the
Pacific coast of South America to Santiago, Chile, then up the Atlantic side
of the continent to Cuba, and back to the
States.

Popular CHRIS "Pappy" BRADSHAW
blows ouf his birthday candle at a surprise party on "The Home
Stretch" set. Honorinq his birthday, the gang surprised Chris with presents and two cakes, no less.
A ten-year veteran of the Studio Electrical department, Chris turned a spry 62 on August 18th. Maureen
O'Hara

(background,

center), celebrated

her

birthday

on

the set just two

days

before.
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"THE COSTUMERS' FLOSS MILL "
According

to a

recent survey of the

"fan mail" received by the Ladies' Wardrobe, about 25% of the correspondents
want the old $800.00 hand-beaded gowns
M iss Haver wears once in a scene and
flings in the trash can. Another 5% of
the correspondents are from England or
Greece, entreating in rather bad but polite
English international assistance in problems of dress. The remaining 125% want
to be designers. These aspirants seem to
be motivated by a number of things, the
foremost of which is the lure Hollywood
holds for the credulous. Then there are incidentals like money and screen credits
and, perchance, the opportunity to fit a
real live Star with a real figure into a gown
with a real fit. (Herein the uninitiated are
not acquainted with the simple mechanics
of Wardrobe.)
Last week we received among many the
following, which is typical, with an enclosure— neatly folded pencil sketches with explanations and arrows pointing:
"To 20th Century Fox Movie Co.:
I would like to design for you. If you
would EXCEPT my designs. Although I am
only 16 years old.
I have always wanted to design tor you
and to dress stars.
I am sending you some of my designs,
I would be GLAND to work for you. Only
I would work for a wage $60.00 a week,
or more depending on what you think my
designing Is worth. I can go to Calif, or
I can design right here, but you would
have to ENFORM me about the picture
you are working on, and the picture of
the star, etc.
I only dress female stars. And dress both
male and female in
Thank you very much.
Please let me know as soon as possible
if my offer Is TACKEN, because I have
other offers from Paris, France.

"
Signed
Alice's llttle green and white checked
gingham chair in the Stock Room has been
without Alice for almost a month now. She
Is home from the hospital and taking an
ideal prescription — a short ocean voyage,
a cruise off Santa Barbara with a fish line
over the side.
LOUISE

KNAPP,

with a

tan

and

a

streamlined steroptican of some of nature's
wonders (outdoor) came In today from
Kanab, where Lou King has been shooting
the sheep-dog epic "Bob, Son of Battle"
among Utah's most beautiful mountains,
sheep and hailstorms.
RENE

HUBERT recently took a short vacation from the studio, pictures, costumes
and people. The place he chose to get
away from it all was unfortunate — Santa
Barbara at Fiesta time. He found himself

By claudia brosius

surrounded by one of the long epics he
was taking a vacation from. Everybody was
gaily wearing costumes he had waded
through tor months, from Costa Rica to
dio.) Golf Course, for "CARNIVAL IN
the
COSTA

RICA." (He came

back to the stu-

Designers' offices have undergone the
following changes in the past few days:
ELEANOR BEHM from Old Venter's Building by the fish pool to Old Park row
where there is more light and PAULA
GIOKARIS next door. BONNIE OASHIN
who has secluded her desk In a forest of
rubber trees which we expect to burst
through the roof before winter. Bonnie
says it's shady there. KAY NELSON is
surrounded by lush green Ivy creeping
gracefully over the wallpaper, a soft froth
of white curtains at the windows and white
icecream chairs with green cushions. MR.
HUBERT'S office is without MARGIE
CORSO who Is in Montana catching trout.
ORRY KELLY has a refurbished Coca-cola
box in the wardrobe office.
The Work Room looks better this week
with WILMA back at her desk, with a
vacation tan from Ensenada.
The following people will by next week

be sitting In the shade of a tall tree smiling
over the writhings of their fellows in the
salt mine:
LIZZIE, who leaves for two weeks rest,
having worked tor months on stars clothes
with that superb fit. Two of her girls,
MARY THOMPSON
and ANNA EVERT
are taking their vacations at the same
time. When they return there will be more
Grable things to make which ORRY

KEL-

LY has designed for "MOTHER WORE
TIGHTS." DENISE RODE is leaving her
desk and all those job numbers for the
High Sierras. The fishing pole is strictly
sayson she
because
a prop,
to
put those
little she
worms
the can't
hook. bear
BEE
BAIRD Is leaving, too, for a little recreation. MR. MORRIS, the tailor, just getting
back from his vacation, will find new tailored period sketches waiting for him.
MARGARET SMITH, having had the ideal
vacation of three months in the High Sierras, Boise, Idaho and Salt Lake City, is back
with the night crew again. SALLY LISTER,
who worked here several years ago, has returned to help with a rush and decided to
stay for a while. KAY SMITH, however,
has left for an Indefinite stay.
LEE Is leaving shortly for the second
half of her vacation on the Pacific Mexican
coast. Just what she plans to do is a mystery— she has just been sitting and gazing
at a full color Illustration in a book entitled "Pie dish with distelfink."
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SERSEN SHOTS

A STORY FROM THE STORY
By HANK HOWARD
Last month was a busy one for all of
us here in the Story Department with such
extracurricular activities as bowling, parties
and co-educational softball games adding
to the enjoyment of life.
None other than Tyrone Power will sponsor the Story Files bowling team, consisting of SHIRLEE WOOLLARD, ANITA
CONNOLLY, JUNE ROTHBILL, SHIRLEY DAVISON and ELIZABETH DAVIDSON. "POWER'S MODELS" has been
suggested as a name for the outfit — what
do you think? On July 31st the aforementioned Lizgave a dinner for the members of Story Files — fried chicken, corn —
on the cob, that is— and many other tasty
dishes, with homemade chocolate cake
alamode for dessert. As fine a cook as she
is a charming and gracious hostess, Liz has
our sincere appreciation for her efforts,
broken dishes notwithstanding.
On a Monday afternoon recently one
EILEEN of the Script Department called
FRANK DUMBLE (who. Incidentally, is now
with the Publicity Department) and calmly
challenged the Mail Department softball
team to a game. This same Eileen represented a group of female athletes who
were quite confident they could defeat the
formidable mailroom outfit. The latter accepted the challenge and the game was
played under the lights at Queen Ann
Playground that same evening. The result
was that after the first Inning the girls
got tired of chasing the ball (the boys batted first), and mixed teams were formed.
Eventually one of the teams won and the
next day a dozen young ladles swore off
such strenuous exercise — as they applied
good old Sloan's LInament.
Shlrlee Woollard and Anita Connolly
spent a week's vacation at Balboa and
came back all tanned and healthy looking,
and just rarin' to get back to work!??
Frank Dumble's departure brought two
new arrivals to the Story Files — RICKY
DENISON and DICK EPSON. Welcome to
our happy home, fellows!
The always cheery attitude of the girls
In Messrs. JOHNSON and FISHER's offices helps considerably to make our working days pleasant. Thank you PAT, KAY,
JEAN and ISABEL from the bottom of
our hearts.
BEN ROSENMAYER has been spending
his week-ends up at Arrowhead where he
Is learning to ski — on water, that Is. Ben Is
making progress — he fell off only twentythree times his last outing.
The girls in the Files are the proud recipients of two records sent by LOUIS
BAKER, U. S. Army. Much to the delight
of the girls, Louis sings on these records

By DAVE

As our copy is prepared so far In
vance it's impossible to write about
future, so the present has to suffice.
department is currently divided into

adthe
This
two

factions, viz., "them as has" and "them
as ain't"— GONE ON VACATION. "Them
as ain't" and are about to depart, leering gloatingly at "them as has," and "them
as has" hang their heads and stare vacantly toward the next holiday.
EMIL KOSA, Jr. and Mrs. Kosa set forth
with practically a covered wagon, Emil to
sketch through the east and midwest, and
Mrs. Kosa to enjoy her first trip east of
the Rockies. The last word from them was
from Boston and apparently Emil is having an artistic orgy at all the important
galleries throughout the east.
Bob Gunn

Photo

ALEX MURPHY, "Action" reporter ot Printables.
Alext spent almost nine years in the Navy seeing
the world through a porthole, and ended up on
Okinawa as Chief Storekeeper in charge of Ship's
Service supplies. He was discharged last October
and decided to settle down in Southern California.

PRINTABLES
By ALEX

MURPHY

Which Is the better way to get a house
— to buy one or to build one? JACK
MARKS bought a home which was, unfortunately, inhabited. With the help of Congress, the OPA and the City of L.A., he
should have the tenants out of there by
Christmas.
I did It the easy way — bought a lot, a
set of plans and turned the whole thing
over to a contractor. Now all I have to
contend with is Congress, the OPA, the
CPA, the City of Los Angeles, the Veterans' Administration, the Bank of America, the Building Inspector, the Power &
Light Company and the lack of building
materials. Settl.ng furniture is no problem
— no problem at all — but I am beginning
to feel a little silly bumming three orange
crates a week from the corner grocer; and,
besides, there's no place In our apartment
to store them. Oh well, if one Insists on
being a civilian, he must be prepared to
pay the price. Some people live In houses
— some people live In hopes.
WILLIE BROWN stopped the presses
long enough to tell us how much hay one
horse can eat in one month, and he ought
to know. The glue factories are full of
horses that ran fourth.

over and
Louie's
pear-shaped tones — he's really
fine
mellow!

Recently HAL GORDON turned housepainter on the little shack he calls home.
When he finished the house was all white —
and Hal was all in.
JACK MATTHEWS blew back In from
his vacation, and JESSE ACORN took off
for the mountains on a little hunting ex-

This heat we're having is only temporary,
folks, but we'll try to match It with some
hot dope next month.

pedition. Jesse says he won't have to wear
a red cap In the woods because he has
never been called a deer.

and If you think Frank Sinatra's voice gets
results, you should hear the femmes swoon

PRESTON

RAY

KELLOGG,

assistant to FRED

SERSEN, is back with us and It's a joy to
have him. We're all proud of the enviable
record he made for himself In the USNR.
It's evident he's also glad to be back, for
each week-end finds him and his wife
aboard their boat, THE REVELRY, plowing furrows In the channel to the Isthmus.
Our FRITCH's (Dick) friends will be glad
to know that the prophecy in our last column was correct — he Is well on the road
to recovery after his serious automobile
accident. However, as a matter of record, he's really a museum piece as he's
wearing a corset under his pajamas — IF
HE'S WEARING PAJAMAS DURING
THIS WEATHER.
BILLY ABBOTT

returned the middle of

July from a month at Catalina with his
family. He's still so relaxed he gives the
impression of having been put together
by Walter Pallman of Prop-Miniature.
J. B. ALLIN, our photo finisher, has
started the wheels turning to bring his
future bride from Bulgaria. He met her
on a trip to Bulgaria while he was attached
to the staff of the late General Mlkhallovltch in Yugoslavia, as a Chief Petty Officer in the Photographic Division of the
USNR. From the picture I saw of the very
lovely girl.
surprised
Isn't
swimming
theI'm
Atlantic
to getthat
her J.
overB. here.
I would — even at my age — even if I got
water-logged.
AL IRVING Is In the throes of building
a new home, plus wrestling with "The
Razor's- Edge." Judging from his expression he's about to use a razor's edge on
himself. To hear him tell it he's a modern
Diogenes using a pick and shovel by lantern light because of the shortage of pick
and shovel experts to get the ball rolling.
Am In closing — if any of our avid readers know a cure for late summer lassitude
(or Is It madness?), for the love of Mike
pass it along. It has something to do with
itchy feet, but don't suggest sandpaper —
I've been wearing It In my socks for weeks.
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RESEARCH NOTES

sy glenn r. stevens

LABOR DEPT. NEWS

By JAMES
"Time"

With deer season just around the corner,
enthusiasm is running high. Many local and
a few long range hunting trips are being
planned by the boys in our department.
However,

vacations are still the main

his vacation. . . . TONY IMPERIAL'S vacation totals up — I week at Catalina and I
week at the race track.

AND
SCIENCES" to "ZCCS— NEW
YCRK STATE," and are constantly being
enlarged, broken down, sub-divided and
Indexed. We feel this is only one of the
many features of the Library of which we
can be justly proud.
FRANCIS RICHARDSCN may soon add
"Curator" to her title of Head of the Research Department. Andre Daven, through
our Paris office, has sent us some priceless

EARL WILSON flew to Oklahoma City
for a two week visit with the home town
folks — he plans to eat plenty of those big
"Okie" watermellons he's always bragging
about. . . . "ICE" HAMPTON
spent his
vacation a+ the race tracks. . . . JOHN
HARCHAR
and JOHN CHUHA
visited
relatives in Cleveland, Ohio.

Bob

JOHN

MATHENEY

Lof during

THERLE "Johnnie" SINCLAIR and her
small son Kit, enjoyed fishing at Lake
Gregory and also a trip over to Catalina
. . . CAPT. MUEHLHAUSEN
was pleasantly surprised by a visit from his brother
of Denver, Colorado . . . The Cafe de Paris

has made

many

Gunn

.By PORTIA

Photo

friends on fhe

his thirteen years in the

IT'S THE LAW
is like finding an apartment. It's no wonder so many in our department are taking vacations now, including yours truly!

Labor

Dept.

with the signature of Adolf
Jack works nights, you know.
We all miss FRED "Lindy" LINENBERSER at the Main Pico Gate, but it's just
like Lindy sez, ANDREW
"Andy" CCCNEY is shore a good man to take his place.
Lindy is now working out at the Century
Ranch.
Time is short, so see you next month.

Hitler. It is

a very Interesting collection, with new material being sent over all the time. We only
wish we could Install a miniature museum
and display them
visitors.

in a glass cabinet for

SYLVIA CCURSEN was a "stage-doorJane" each night at the UCLA campus
production of Chekhov's play, "The Cherry
Crchard." The reason? Her husband played
the role of Firs, and gave a creditable performance.
Leave

It to CY

SMITH

to unearth a

cache of classical music in the most unlikely place. While on a week's stay at Lake
Gregory In the San Bernardino mountains,
he discovered a woman who had a record
collection. Needless to say, any scenic

"Hank" HARRIS and Mrs. Harris will
cover nearly three thousand miles on their
vacation, and Hank said he is going to be

grandeur the place could offer was soon
relegated to second place in favor of Bach,
Brahms and Beethoven.

fishing most of the time . . . AL "Bulgy"
GRCVES is back from his vacation feeling
like a million! What a trip he did have!

HUNG

MC KUC received his citizenship papers and of course It was a perfect
excuse for the department to throw a party

visited his son in Chattanooga, Tennessee and for the first time met his

for him. FRANK

daughter-in-law and grandchildren. Also
visited his sister and brother in Indian-

QUIGLEY

regretted that

there Isn't some good old-fashioned thumpceremony with which to weling come
Initiation
new citizens.

apolis whom he hadn't seen in twenty-four
years, and spent a part of his time in

RUTH FOX back from a two-week vacation at Catalina, beautifully tanned and

Kalamazoo, Michigan and "there" Bulgy
says,
where the
. . .
DAVE "is
HAZELS
will celery
be backgrows
from tall"
vacation
soon. Nothing like coming back to work
after two weeks off, eh Dave? . . . JACK
HCLMES is the envy of us all! He's been
enjoying the sun down on the beach every
day for the last month, and what a tan.

photographs and valuable printed forms,
fashion magazines, pamphlets and clippings that were issued during the German
occupation of France. Included are Nazi
medals commemorating not only deeds of
valor, but also one that was evidently presented to German mothers and Inscribed

KENNISON

doesn't seem the same without AL TURNEY around, but Al and his "bride" have
gone to Catalina for a nice quiet vacation. We enjoyed those cards, Alfey . . .
RCY VCLKER and family are having a
wonderful time up at Big Bear .. . HENRY

He

EARIE
5th car-

clippings fill thirty steel cabinets containing approximately two thousand indexed
fold,ers of biographical, historical and otherwise usefully classified Information and
pictures on every possible subject from
"ACADEMY CF MCTICN PICTURE ARTS

caught six 6-lb. trout — he has pictures to
prove it. He returned by Crescent City
and plans to return there soon for salmon
fishing. . . . SAM RACHMAN
brought
back a big smile and a healthy tan from

Finding a place to keep cool these days

for August

ried an article on the "morgue" or clipping files they maintain In their office and
which are manned by fifty-five trained librarians. The article was of especial interest to us here In the Research Library.
While our own clipping files are on a
smaller scale, they are just as useful to us
as a source of essential information. Cur

topic of conversation. RALPH ARNOLD
vacationed at Yellowstone Park where he

And that about brings us up to date.

magazine

Bob

DAVE
TCP

BRUTON
since

Gunn

Photo

of the Police Dept, has been

1942.
big ones

If you

want

to know

are biting, ask Dave.

where

with
the

very happy to report that she was able to
get right back where she left off in 1941
— beachcombing, swimming and golfing
. . . HELEN WEBB is now at Monterey,
while BOB CRESTO hied himself to some
unknown southern seaside paradise . . .

1 9
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PAYROLL PERIODS
Payroll returns to "Action" and this time
with
way. a different reporter. I don't consider
myself a writer — therefore I'll do it my own
Everyone knows, of course, that this is
the most important of all the departments
in the studio, especially come Thursday,
and I imagine you would like to know something about us,
let's who
start iswith
HAROLD
H. so
BOW,
our— oldest
employee — in length of service, that is. He
has been with Mr. Joseph Schenck since
1926 when such stars as John Barrymore,
and Norma and Constance Talmadge were
at the top of the list. Harold admits he
is a good poker player but confesses he
always loses at gin-rummy — he bowls above
average but can't pick horses, although he
keeps right on trying. Just an all around
likeable fellow.
Of course you all know ALTA MAE
SHEAHAN and LOLA SHADLAUS and
therefore what I am about to say may not

Bob Gunn

be news. Oh, so you do know? Yes, they've
both made dates with the stork, and will
JOSEPH

R. KEENAN

of fhe Sound

Dept.

We

are

told that this is his wife's favorite picture — which
is understandable, what?

MEN'S WARDROBE
By HAZEL

SHIRK

Surprise package of the month went to
MICHAEL and DOMINICA TIERNEY when
the stork hurried his bundle of happiness to
them on the 4th of August. Yes, it's a
JUNIOR— MICHAEL, the Second, JOHN
TIERNEY, weighing in at 6 lbs. 12 ounces.
Some more of our biggest and best CONGRATULATIONS toyou two — and also,
to MUSHY and ERNESTINE HARMELL
who really cinched August as boys' month
when their son, JON, arrived on August
Nth. He tipped the scales at 7 lbs. 13
ounces. We are most happy over this wee
one as it is MUSHY's and the MRS.'s first
boy and we all know their two little girls
will welcome a brother.
Excerpts from SANDY's little black baseball book tell us, and we quote, "In a
game featured by the unveiling of a new
battery consisting of DICK (FELLER)
JAMES pitching and SANDY (GABBY)
SANDEEN catching, the Men's Wardrobe
defeated the Electrical Hot Sparks 5 to I .
After "RUBBER ARM" JAMES had
teased the first batter into hitting a trickling roller back to him for an easy toss-out
at first base, he realized it would be too
one-sided a game and withdrew in favor
of LIPPERT, much to the satisfaction of
the spectators (and the rest of the WardrobedrawalTeam).
to SANDY's within favorThis
of led
DeWEESE.
BILL McCrary celebrated his return to
work (and play) by getting I hit for 3 and
SEMINOFF had a perfect night at the
plate, hitting a home run and a double
in 2 times up." Unquote.

be leaving us soon. We'll all miss them
very much, but are very happy for them.
More about us next month.

Photo

ROSE VENEGAS, "Action" reporter for Payroll
Periods this month. A native of San Jose, Costa
Rica, Rose
two

has been
years, and

in the United
with TCP

States

about

since June.

SHAVINGS FROM THE MILL By A. P. "WHIZZER" WHITE
The call of the open road hit many of
our boys
month.
The Shriners'
Convention in last
Frisco
beckoned
to dimunitive
CHARLIE EAGER and JOHNNY FINK—
they answered the call and had a wonderful time.
CECIL CREBER motored all the way to
Vancouver, B. 0., and is starting a movement to rename Canada "The Land of
Warm Beer." FRANK BARTLEY had all of
his clothing, except what he and his wife
were wearing, stolen while in Canada. The
Canadian authorities have caught the thief
and are willing to pay Frank's expenses
back up there to prosecute the culprit.
AL WIHLEN had a lot of fun fishing at
Big Bear Lake — plenty of bass there but no
trout. RAY CONAVVAY spent a week at
Lake Arrowhead, visited friends at Balboa
— and spent the rest of his time buying
some flashy clothes. GEORGE HULBURT,
the wizard of our Hardware Dept., honored
Santa Barbara with a week's sojourn and
helped to celebrate Fiesta Days in that
colorful city. MARK STOVER couldn't resist the urge to see what his brand new
'46 Mercury would do, so he grabbed his
wife and hied to Reno and Carson City,
Nevada.
RALPH ANGEL didn't fare so well on
vacation. He went to June Lake and it
rained all week there. Then on the way
home, he wrecked his car by running into
a piece of road equipment that stopped
too short. Mrs. Angel was hurt in the accident. HARRY FLEISCHMANN, our expert

on the jigsaw, also had a bad time. While
driving near Willet, California, his front
tire blew out causing the car to overturn
and the result was a broken leg for Harry.
However, with his leg now in a cast he is
resting nicely but anxious to get back to
work.
CHARLIE BARRES is back at work minus
a little weight. Dapper RCY LCCKRIDGE
took
over while
JIM JENSEN's
Western
Avenue
Jim was spot
on at
vacation.
GECRGE MILLS is sporting a new 1946
Hudson sedan.
This department was saddened by the
sudden death of EDDIE HAAS on August
8th. Eddie, who would have been sixty
years old his next birthday, first came to
Los Angeles in 1911 to work on the old
L. A. Aqueduct, entered the motion picture game about 1917, and a few years
ago was head of the carpenter department. Eddie Edstrom, Phil Adams, Charlie
Flickwir, Jack Savage, Tom Morrissey and
Terry Stuart were pallbearers at the Ma12th. sonic funeral at Forest Lawn on August
CHARLIE

WILLIAMS

has been ordered

by his physician to take a long rest. That
was a swell
ARTHUR
"BILL" WILLIAMS wroteletter
to the
boys thanking
them
for their thoughtfulness.
By the way, Mrs. Morrissey, I hope you
enjoy this column a little more than the
last one. I can stand to be jostled by a
mere
man, but shy away
from the wrath
of a woman.
«
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By JIMMIE TAYLOR

NURSERY TALES
Competition in these hyar columns is
jest gettin' too keen lately. Some writer
pulls a gag about the atomic bomb test
by saying people just think of some great
event on some tiny little atoll, but really it's
"nuthin' atoll!" Then on government affairs, another genius brings this to print:
"May's back and Garsson's got him!" And
by the time this hits Ink, they'll probably
be working on young Wisecarver again. So,
you see, it's just impossible to keep up.
"I'm tired of eggs, of cheese and
My beans,"
wife said, with defeat,
"Let's sell the car, then walk right
down
And buy a piece of meat!"
And durned if I wouldn't do just that
If I was sure I had the lucky number on
that new Mercury the Studio Club Is raffling off. I can just hear all of you saying
I'm wetter than tthe proverbial hen, 'cause
you're going to get that car. Better we
should start a new paragraph.
LARRY DYER tells us he had a swell
vacation this year — went up to Frisco and
dove the dives, besides fulfilling a promise
he made his family quite sometime ago.
For several years. It seems, they had been
planning a trip to the mountains, so this

KEEPING TAB
She was busy with other things at the
moment the phone rang that Sunday evening, and was annoyed at having to stop
and answer it.
"Hello."
"Hello. Mrs. William Bradford?"
"This is she."
"I'm calling from St. Timothy's Church.
You have won first prize in our lottery.
A brand new refrigerator."
Dead silence — then a squeal.
All this really happened to ELLEN
BRADFORD. A 25c ticket in a church lottery brought her a brand new refrigerator. Need it be said that she was thrilled
most to death? Her good fortune was the
talk of the Tab Department for days.
We have said our good-byes to another
member of Tab. IRENE ANGER, who is
now Irene Metcher, has left the old grind
to enjoy country domestic life with her
new husband. Vice the versa, we welcomed
back a former fellow-worker, MARGIE
CAFFERATA who returned to California
and to TCP, bringing with her a platinummounted diamond T-H-l-S big. Our heartiest congratulations!
The most chagrined person of the month
was PAT HOFFMAN who sold Ellen the
lucky ticket. By her own admission, she
the lucky one for herself, but something

year he said, "I'm going to the mountains
or bust!" And go to the mountains he did!
Do you know it's really amazing what this
hopped-up liquid sold over the bars nowadays will do? The last time I was down
on Main Street (looking for news items, of
course — what else), I saw one of our boys,
WALTER MELIN, In front of an anti-freeze
joint walking round and round the light
pole as if he were looking for someone.
I'm sure I wasn't the one but asked what
he was looking for. He said, "I'm looking
for the gate to this plash and I'll find It
If It takesh all night!"
That's all right — Walt had fun on his
vacation. He spent quite a little time at
the beach. In order to get nice rooms near
there, he found it necessary to fill out
an application. One of the questions was,
"Do you use Intoxicating beverages, and
if so to what extent?" Walt, always truthful, answered, "Why, I even love the mules
that
plow the corn!"
Nevertheless
he got the rooms and after
a few happy days had passed, he was confronted bythe irate landlord (please play
sad music at this point). "Well, what have
you got to say for yourself? You know you
were brought in here tor intoxication?"
The quick reply, "Oh, thash just fine — lesh

The

keeper

MACLEOD.

of fhis slanted
And

section

as you have

is NORMAN

noticed, this terri-

tory that "Mac" maintains is always trimmed and
kept very neat. The bank is so steep it requires
a special type of qardener to take care of it, so
we had to find a man with one leg shorter than
the other. Come to think of it, that one leg does
look a little worn, Mac!

PLASTER CRACKS
By AL NESBin

get started!"
■By BETTY HEMLINGER
slipped up somewhere. Her disappointment faded though when she learned that
she's going to have a house for a whole
month. Her mother- and father-in-law are
going house
on a over
month's
vacation
and for
turning
their
to Pat
and Bob
that
time. Pat is quite thrilled as this will be
her first opportunity to show her domestic
talents.
There were showers in El Segundo one
certain Wednesday evening. Not a rain
shower, not a bridal shower nor a baby
shower — It was KAY STURM's birthday
shower. Now this may be a new kind of
shower, but for years — at least for months
— Kay had been complaining that showers
were given for everyone but her, so at
last, unable to stand It any longer, a group
of the girls gave a "Shower for Kay." She
was surprised, overwhelmed, flabbergasted,
speechless and ecstatic. She received many
lovely birthday gifts, but was unable or
unwilling to explain the pretty little packages containing rubber panties, booties,
rattles and teething rings. It was a wonderful party, held at Ellen Bradford's home
In El Segundo, and all the guests happily
wended their way homeward simply bursting with all of Ellen's mother's delicious
tried to sell all the unlucky ones and keep

There
trading"
The most
WASHO

has been an epidemic of "boss
among the members of the Shop.
Involved deal was between BUD
and NORMAN LAKE. The lat-

ter, trying to maintain his 24-cars-a-year
average, bought Bud's Chrysler coupe. He
didn't know that Mickey Mouse and his
family went with the deal. Bud, living as
he does so close to Disney Studio, was a
perfect escape for Mickey. When the rumor started about laying off all those employees, Mickey couldn't stand to see all
his old pencil pushers leave so he stowed
away on the Chrysler special. Little did he
know that Lake worked nights with only a
few lost week-ends, and nothing in his car
to eat but a few boxes of Kleenex and
cheese, so his little trip was not so rosy —
he left the Lake family's car and headed
back to the Valley. Now that the car is
safely de-moused, Bud wants It back — Indian giver!
Now take JCE DeGAETANC — he goes
In for the more conservative type of car —
no mice. What self-respecting mouse wants
to ride around in a 1929 Buick? The offer
of a grease brush and a scraper still holds.
Another BUD — DENNY — just call him
"Flash." What would any man want with
three cigarette lighters and all the same
color? Think fast. Bud — I did see you buy
them.
If you people want to see the sight of a
lifetime, drop down to the Shop and see
BILL ROBERTS in his new white overalls.
That's all, brother!
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TRANSPORTAIION NEWS
By DICK

taking scenery, the Grand Canyon. But
even after such rich treats, Hulda says the
TCF lot looked very good to her.

STOLZE

FLORENCE DUNCAN, who's been married for years, but who admits feeling

It's an 8I/2 pound baby girl at the Murphys— is PIERCE MURPHY the proud daddy! Three girls and two boys make quite

somewhat like a "lady" living In sin because her husband only visits her periodically due to his business being elsewhere,
is spending her vacation with him at a
romantic spot in Northern California.

a quintet in this happy family. That's the
reason for the cigars, boys. Yours truly,
although unaccustomed to the stogie, did
manage to stick it out to about half way.
Our TOMMY McDERMOTT (short stuff vo
you) finished a fair second In this cigar
derby, and was still on both feet at the

JOLIENNE OVERACKER and her husband are motoring to Utah to visit the
vorm.er's fam.Ily.
Congratulations are In order for REBECCA SALEM. That lovely diamond on

end of the race. 'Twas difficult to see
whether It was the cigar or Tommy that
was on fire Our congratulations to the
happy Murphys.
Sure Is good to see FRANK WEISS back
on the job after his long Illnes. V/e missed
that contagious smile while you were gone,
Frank. May you enjoy continued good
health!

her left hand means she's betrothed to
the spring.
DANIEL J. TORRES. They'll be married in
We're

expecting a most Important announcement from BARBARA KLINE at any
moment, now that her boy friend is out
of ihe army.
We're
CONLIN

Sorry to learn that BILL HUTCHISON
is still ill— an old ailment contracted during his service to our country.
The boys extend their sympathy to ARNOLD WAGNER on the death of his beloved daughter.
That happy chappie about the lot is
HARRY ABRAHAMS. Harry says he is
glad to be back at the old homestead.

four years of war work with the R.A.F.
Joan served as Leading Aircraft Woman
Bob

obliging, and with a fine sense of humor
and a very pleasing personality. We thmk
Joel is a perfect selection for this difficult
assignment, and ask all departments vo
give him full co-operation.
The "voice" on the dispatch board at
night is that of EARL SMITH. Congratulations, Earl, on your promotion. We know
you'll give the job your best. You may
be little, but you'll grow into the job —
just start clickin' those pearly teeth,
Mr. TOM KRAUSE, back from vacation,
sure Is up there In the pink. It's wonderful
what a vacation will do for people.
New equipment is arriving steadily now.
It won't be long boys until we can say
our fleet is the most complete in the industry.
I hope to see the day when BILL BAUMER stops off at the garage and says,
"This is a social visit." I'm anxious to see
how STEVE DeROCO will react to such an
announcement. IKE DANNING will probably do a handspring.
Our Miss ZOLA BAYLES is really up in
the clouds — she's taking flying lessons. Lots
of fun — so I hear.
Zola was quite the busy little lady while
Mr. KOHL was on vacation — sort of pinchhitting for Lou. He's back now and our
secretary was mighty happy to see him.
Although the fish didn't bite, Lou, just
think how the mosquitoes followed through
— you can always depend on them.

Gunn

Photo

both in England and the Middle East, Including such Interesting places as Egypt,

I'y^iss ZOLA BAYLES, Mr. Runan’s secretary, that
feminine touch to the Transportation Department.

THE SCRIPT TEASE

Again he is a grandfather — congratulations!
JOEL WHITE is now the operator of
the mail car on the Western Avenue run.
We have every reason to believe you will
like this fine lad. He is most courteous and

very happy to welcome JOAN
back after an absence of almost

By FLORENCE

family are also employed.
The younger

MACK

Contrary to Mark Twain's observation
about the weather, a lot of people at TCF
seem to be doing a great deal 'about it;
in fact they're taking the utmost advantage
of the perfect climate the Weather Man
tells us is more or less prevalent throughout the entire country these luscious summer days. Naturally the urge to travel has
gained impetus because this is the first
year since the war that restrictions have
been lifted and gas plentiful. The historical
points of interest as well as the gorgeous
scenic places our wonderful country possesses are being visited by many of our
employees.
MADGE INMAN closed up shop one
Friday night and took all her girls on a
week-end holiday to Catalina Island. They
came back looking tanned and happy,
ready to pitch Into those big bags of fan
mail with renewed energy.
RUTH BELLAS Is back from a restful
vacation looking years younger. Part of It
was spent at Maude Smythe's ranch In
San Fernando Valley and the balance at
Arlene (PINKY) McDowell's charming house
In the picturesque RIvo Alto Canal district near Long Beach. Arlene wants to be
remembered to all of you who knew her
when she worked at TCF.
HULDA

DODS

just returned

Syria and Palestine. Joan's looking very
well and says she's delighted to be back
at TCF where two other members of her

from

a

sight-seeing motor trip to dear old Boston. To anyone contemplating a similar
trip she recommends, from an historical
point of Interest, visiting the Lincoln Memorial and Harper's Ferry; for cuisjne, the
famous Carlsbad Tavern; and, for breath-

set will be Interested In

knowing that JOYCE EPSON'S brother,
who Is as attractive in a masculine way
as Joyce is In the feminine. Is working on
the lot. His name's RICHARD and he's
In the Story Files, so do your stuff, kids.
It's swell seeing handsome young ART
GAMEROL back, too>, after an absence of
several years in the Medical Corps, but
Art's happily married.
SHIRLEY ZEIDMAN'S recipe for fhat
lovely schoolgirl complexion consists of
doughnuts ala mode with chocolate ice
cream and a side order of dill pickles
eaten regularly every
Clde Coffee Shoppe.

afternoon

at Ye

MAUDE SMYTHE (Mrs. James Murray)
announced her retirement after many
pleasant years with TCF at a luncheon
tendered her by a few of her numerous
friends. Including "DARLING CLEMENTINE" GALLCWAY, SALLY SCHILLER,
GRACE HICKS and your reporter. We'll
miss Maude and hope she keeps her promise to pay us an occasional visit when she
comes into town.
BETTY LEE PARKER and JCYCE DE
MAREE lent their charming presence to
"The Late George Apley" for a party sequence and were commended by the director for their naturalness.
MARILEE CARPENTER, DCRCTHY
BRIDGES, ARLENE FRANTZVCG
and
BINKY Vv'CELZ want It announced that
they're now full-fledged debs with all privileges. ether than that we can't think of
anything to say about them that the poets
haven't already said, and so much
competently.

more
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GRIP DEPARTMENT

AUDITIES

.By LYNN

Things are pepping this month: WALTER McCarthy, Assistant Chief Accountant, and KAY PRYOR, Wardrobe
Accountant, are to be married soon.
There's a case of two mothers being scared
by a bookkeeper. Mac is leaving Penitentiary-Fox and Is to be Business Manager
for the Oscar Strauss show when it goes
on the road. Mac is like a let of us — he's
not happy unless he works In the entertainment field, so we can be sure his face will
pop UD again Just be sure It's In time for
t''e Christmas Party, Mac.
.lust because ED WEYL v/as in the Intelligence Service in the Army, he doesn't
have to continue going around with that
intelligent look on his face. When DAN
PINCK o^'t back he wore that "I Was
There" lock- EDD'E BLODGETT gave out
with ihat "Champagne" look; FRED BARMAN that "Palm Sorlngs" look: and, ART
WEBB iust looked "Who's on First Base"?

REYNOLDS

By WALTER

The only time Eddie looks different Is
when LaBETTY of the oh, so nifty build,
passes by. Whose big brown eyes are these
on the floor?
BOB

The new mobile electric baby cranes are
sensational. The local trade journals praised
Ohief LAVIN to the skies. Looks like they
v/III revolutionize the Industry. Compactnoss and simplicity are the main selling
points. Cinematographers Artie Miller and
Joe LaShelle both agreed to give JOHNNY their next Oscars.

character cf the lowest degree — when

HANK GERZEN and his handymen were
clocked at Santa Anita with a dazzling record of fourteen reflectors per man, besides using the spare hand to nail down
a sixty foot platform.
Director Lloyd Bacon thought he had
our Chief stumped too by that itty-bitty
swing on No. 15 Pooh, the Chief figured
that out at lunch between the seafood

he

wasn't working, he was chasing Betty
around the files. When this happened, Bob
Fox would yell, "Head

for the roundhouse,

Betty, he can't corner you there."
In case you've been wondering who
beau brummel Is around these parts,
JOHN SHANLEY, complete v/Ith a
wardrobe (whistle) acquired while he
on a vacation in Canada.

the
it's
new
was

cocktail
us a hardand
one the
nextsoup.
time!Who's next? Give
LEO McCreary and PRIMO should
be back by the time this reaches you.
By OINIE

Last month

has its own

I mentioned

LOUIS

reward.
KUDE's

name and he hasn't stopped thanking me
yet — s'matter of fact, he got three offers
fer his synthetic star sapphire. And then
again some people hate publicity — f'rinstance, while Louis was handing me a cigar,
Ed Keller passed by and warned me about
ever putting his name In print. So that's
the way It is— some like and some don't.
But If EDWARD KELLER doesn't like his
name In my column, why should I be a heel
and mention it?
PAUL

SIBLEY

has a

baby

vacations is that they don't last long
enough,
butgone.
much happened In the shorttime
I was

FOX who is In charge of "Operations Salt Mine" (as we affectionately
call the Record Files Building behind the
Pico Time Office), is leaving to work In
the Photography racket, and v/e all wish
him the best of luck. Not long ago a fellow
bv the name of Flywheel and 1 put the
file buildina In order. This Flywheel Is a

DAIMT
rAIH 1 DATTrP^L
rAI 1 CKj
Writing a column

PITCHMAN

Nice of SAILOR DAW to take over
while I was on vacation. The trouble with

girl! Now

there's really nothing startling about that
beci'z babies are born every minute. Nothing starillnq, that Is, to the averaoe person but to Paul and Granpa .lOE SIBLEY,
well — the other day I approached Joe with
a problem about someone wanting a set
painted right now. I took fifteen minutes
to explain the details and when I got
through, Joe looked right through me with
that vacant stare and said, "You know,
that little rascal drools and drools and

drools — and we never even told her how!"
We've had a few new apprentices, some
of them sons of their fathers who, despite
their old man's disparaging remarks about
the trade, decided to paint anyhoo. Young
BERG Is our latest helper, and AMMAN,

there's anything new back there?
BROWNIE and BRUCE took time out -ro
relax from cucalorls complications . . . Our

O'LEARY and HOELZEL. We also have a
celebrity by the name of GORDON
RADER who used to be on the payroll as an

sympathy to BILLY FARRELL on the loss
of a very dear friend . . . What gives about
FRANK PEARSON? . . . DENVER BRANDON embracing Utah as his future home.

actor and is now a helper. That's the picture business for you — but, then again, It
works both ways. Look at me — at one time
I was hounded by autograph hunters and
reporters and hardly a day passed -ihat
some avid fan didn't rip off a button -for
a treasured souvenir. And now — well, just
look at me — knocking my brains out every
month to get a column together, looking
around corners hoping to spy a bit of
gossip, begging for the cooperation of
my fellow-workers for some material, making enemies daily — and for what? Just so
1 can sit back once a month and see my
at one time "OINIE"
when marquees.
print, from
In shine
name to
used

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP By DICK DARLING
Happy to report that LARRY BEHRENDT has fully recovered from his unfortunate accident. . . . FRANK PIERCE Is
now the Keeper of the Kitten. . . . RAY
"The Poet" BRADBURY has just returned
from an extended vacation, traveling all
over the western states. . . . JIM RUGG
was standing by on that Stage 15 swinggang, and Tm led to understand he appreciates the Beauty of Living Life. . . . JOE
CHARIOT is asking to have his office
painted??? . . . W. MICHALSKY and

After Boston they'll both probably be eating with a fork. I'm tired of telling you
about FAXON and Utah. Yeah, he'll be
back about the same tim.e. Wonder if

MAC McCORMICK
went off the deep
end and purchased new used cars. . . . ROY
TAYLOR and family returned recently from
a six week trip to Boston and all points
In between. . . . ROSS JACKMAN
took
his wife up north to show her the Redwoods, but I understand he spent most of
his time in a sawmill. Last week he bought
THREE (3) steaks from the meat-man on
the Lot and it was a sight to watch after
he had paid for them and then eyed his
investnrtent — mainly BONES, that was.

Better see him, Duke Goux — he's building
a mighty good looking motel . . . BILL
SANTORO Is the latest one back from
service. The last time we met was dov/n
In Costa Rica — he was a-visitinq. Brought
his lovely Cos-^a Rican wife back with him.
hhe 'Icofs' California . . . LEDGY d'^Inq
"Who's Kissing Her Now" with Ernie Palmer for Llov^d Bacon . . . ELMER TARR -ihe
official dolly duster . . . TRU JOINER flit
the Lot to do a quickie . . . VERN DARROW playing second . . . PETE BARTOlOMEO hospitalized. Best wishes from all
of us for a speedy recovery, Pete . . .
WALTER ERICKSON, night foreman, in
a frenzied rush to catch all the new plays
and ninht clubs before returning to the
PM shift and, bro-lher, do the boys on the
eventide shift out cut? They are -terrific.
KUSLEY, SMITTY, NICOLA and ART
PACE take a bow for your compatriots —
thev have what it takes.
G'LROY pouting since his return -from
vacationing In Canada. No one seemed to
get exHted when he extoled the beauties
of Banff and the Rockies. Why should we?
Did you all see those mountain cutouts on
No. 5 for "Razor's Edge?" They were so
realistic that Wardrobe provided red
flanne's for the entire crew. Boy, I reached
for that one!
DANNY WURTZEL, formerly of the Grip

September,
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ACTION ADS
Floral Decorations

department,
stealthily now
paiting
a*baby
crane . . . seen
McARDLE
CHARLES
ROSE'S favorite . . . SAMMY BISHOP a
natural . . . WENDEL JONES dewey-eyed
on the arm of the super crane, probably
thinking of that beautiful dark stained
mahogany job we both worked on down
there. It was a shame to strike it.
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Now that vacations are about over, we
can start thinking about turkey. It seems
that time has a way of marching on, and
we have to march with it.
At this writing our DAVY is about to
take off for Las Vegas. We hope he has
a good time, and his usual good luck with
those pictures he likes — you know. Kings,
Queens and Jacks.
ART LETOURNEAU is on a trip 'way
back east and expects to hit dear old
Broadway. McFARLAND has returned from
up north and from all reports he had the
kind of trip you read about — up into
Canada.
The desert beckoned to JACK CONLIN.
We

are so very qlad to see Jack's daughter, Joan, back from the wars. She was
too far from home for too long. We in
the Maintenance Department take our hats
off to her, and welcome her home.
JOHNNY BUOL is looking fit as a fiddle
since he returned from vacation, and his

★
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2171

DELIVERY

Tires & Tubes

★

(allocated)

Seat Covers — Custom

Tailored

Radios — all popular brands
“Bar-Ette” Radio Bar
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Elec. Irons — Clocks
Elec. Fans — all sizes
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Lawn Mowers
Toys

&

Sporting

Wheel

Goods

Goods

All the Above Listed Items Are
Available tor Immediate Delivery.
Please Telephone for Tires Before
Coming In.

truck just buzzes around the Lot. Although

IMPERIAL RIIG
CLEANING CO.
Have
Your
Rugs
and
Furniture
Cleaned

The IMPERIAL way
Aram and Eddie Betkijian
723 N. La Cienega Blvd.
BRadshow 23691

our friend, WILLIAM "ROSY" ROSEN has
been back a month or more, he is still
telling us of his wonderful trip. He not
only went places and did things, but had
the pleasant surprise of meeting some folks
in Vancouver that he has known since he
was a boy.
Now that I've told of some of the others,
I feel that I may be excused if I mention
something of my own vacation. I had the
good forfune to be in Philadelphia on the
Fourth of July and witnessed the very impressive ceremony at Independence Hall
restoring full independence to the Philippines. IfI had seen nothing else, that alone
was worth +he trip. It is indeed heartwarming to know that we kept our promise to
the Philippines when some nations that are
supposed to be for the little fellow, are
grabbing up their smaller neighbors. Surely
a nation that keeps its word to its friends
should be the one for all of us to believe in.
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was soon a key man. In 1937 he headed a
unit to Africa with the Stanley Livingston
crew, further building the Background Film
files. Several months later, back on the
home lot, he was appointed head of the
Background Projection department.
A

few years later, speculation on another great war; a mousy little beer hall
bum had marched over Europe, and the
U. S. Government was quietly gathering
Its resources. Sol Immediately joined the
John Ford Photo Unit and spent almost a
year training potential cameramen
arm.ed services.

for the

Commissioned a Lieutenant In the Navy
Reserve on joining the Ford Unit, he was
called to active service in Washington and
that selfless drive and ability that had
served Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation now became an important cog In
the great machinery of war. Four months
after assignment, Sol Halprin had built,
equipped and put Into operation a complete photo lab. His laboratory, operating
as an Important part of the highly hushed
O. S. S. was responsible for processing all

Commander Sol Halprin, Executive Director of Photography, Studio Club Controller, Past Executive Committee member of the American Legion Post 563 and General Chairman of the 13th Annual Outing.

TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS AGO a young
man fresh from Polytechnic High School
punched his first time card as a clerk in
the Film Lab of the old Fox Studios. Sol
Halprin didn't remain long as a clerk. He
had bigger plans. Plans backed up by ability, initiative, and a driving obsession to
do the job with the greatest possible speed
and efficiency. His wisely chosen formula
tor success began paying at once.
Sol, driving himself relentlessly, learned
every phase of film processing and In the
short space of less than a year was appointed Assistant Superintedent of the
Film Lab.
In 1920, having mastered film, Sol set
out to learn photography as an assistant
cameraman. In those days a cameraman
had to clean, repair, set up and even carry
his camera on location. Sol found each
new task a challenge, each
learned a victory.

new

thing

The winning combination paid again. By
1925 Sol was a first cameraman, specializing in telephoto work v/ith the Akeley
model. Celluloid miles of "Good Guys"
chased celluloid miles of "Baddies” In the
old Buck Jones Westerns and Sunshine

Comedies,

all hand cranked to flicker fame

by Sol Halprin.
1927 . . . Sound revolutionized the Industry. Shortly afterwards process was
hailed as a new find, and studios rushed to
build files of background scenes. Sol, by
now an ace cameraman with a reputation
for tireless energy and Initiative, was
chosen to head a unit to New York, in 20

top secret films.
When the laboratory v/as under way
and he could be spared, Halprin was
flown to the Chlna-Burma-Indla theatre,
where he designed and set up a complete
chain of small field labs for the processing
of combat intelligence films. In war, as in
peace, his sure-fire success plan worked
tor It had taken him just four months from
start to finish of the job.
Discharged from the Navy a Commander, he returned to his old job as head
of Background Projection on November 13,
1944, with renewed vigor. Later when that
department was combined with Camera,

months of hard, driving work, Halprin covered the New York area for the all-important background scenes. Covering the state
of New York with a camera would be a

Sol Halprin, veteran of more than a quarter of a century of tireless dedication to the
movie Industry, was appointed the overall
head. Executive Director of Photography.

difficult task for any man, but Sol Halprin
also found the time and energy to photograph and direct tests on new talent.
Had he been the type of man to whom
moderate success brought satisfaction he
would have been content to remain where

Popular among his fellow workers, he
Is a member of the Studio Club Board of
Controllers and Is currently General Chairman of the 13th Annual Outing. A member of the American Legion, he has just

he was — top cameraman, with a knowledge
of film that could be gained only through
several years of hard work and study. But
ihe success he strove fo" was still a long

Sol will never find himself In a position

way off.
On returning from New York he joined
the comparatively new Process Projection
department and with that same hunger for
knowledge and capacity for hard work he

been retired from the Executive Committee of Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Post
No. 563.
where he can go no farther. Years of hard
driving, faithfully striving for perfection
and to master any new innovation have
become habit, and with the growth of the
movie Industry there Is no horizon to the
fields of success open to those who live by
his formula.
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BARBARA BEST came to Los Angeles from her native San
Diego to attend USC on a scholarship award for her talented
writing. At graduation she was Women's Editor and Columnist
for the Dally Trojan. Winning the scholarship in a statewide
competition in which only two are awarded, one to a boy and
one to a girl, Barbara traces her interest in writing back to
the fifth grade. A member of Theta Sigma Phi, an organization of fhe ladies of the press, she has been with Twentieth
Century-Fox studios since June '43. Just finished the fanfare
on the Brasher Doubloon she is hailed as the youngest Unit
Publicist in Hollywood at the age of 24.
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FLORENCE MACK, ace Writer's Secretary on the Twentieth
Century-Fox lot for 8^2 years, formerly the same amount of
time af MGM in script work. Florence wants to concentrate
on screen writing and has already sold several shorts to
studios. A veteran of the pages of ACTION, her Sartorial
Parade has been a fashion feature for several months.
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mendation, and the Purple Heart, but thinks
Chevrolet is more deserving of the Purple
joining the service Jet worked four years on
Citizen-News while attending University High

his beat-up '38
Heart. Before
the Hollywood
School.

16
16
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23
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PERSONALITY

JET FORE, Jr., Twentieth Oentury-Fox Publicist for two
years, came to the studio after serving four years in the U. S.
Marines. Saw plenty of hot service Including Guadalcanal,
Tarawa, Gilbert Islands and New Zealand. Was wounded on
Tarawa and discharged from the service after eight months
In hospitals. Holds the Presidential Citation, Personal Com-
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Staff Photographer
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Reporters

PHOTOS
JIM MITCHELL eight years with Twentieth Century-Fox.
Jim recently won a promotion to Assistant to Charlie Goldie,
Head of the Still Department. Formerly with Paramount he
studied photography at night school. Starting in the
graph department at Twentieth Century-Fox he worked
into the Still department shortly afterwards. A veteran
lance magazine and newspaper work, Jim recently

mimeohis way
of free
shot on

special permit for the studio. Photocoverage on the Kiddyland and swimming at the Annual Outing is his work.

Dear Reader:
A new department will be included in the next issue of ACTION. In conjunction with the fashion features, NEEDLEWORK NOTES will serve the reader
by anrwering quertion: on sewing and dressmaking for the home wardrobe
maker. The questions must be submitted to EDITOR, Action Magazine, The
Studio Club. Wilma Christian, Head of the Wardrobe Workroom, will lend her
valuable knowledge and experience in answering the questions.
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By BARBARA
Whether or not your own particulai
stomach Is accustomed to expecting Its
lunch at noon or at one, the sturdy Mr.
Janlos who obliges with the food at the
Cafe de Paris has his limitations.
Chief of these Is the Indisputable fact
that In a studio of several thousands, not
everybody can eat at once Accordingly,
Mr. Janlos and corps regulate the staggered hours of commissary lunching, and
accordingly, people like you and me may
learn a great deal about the studio campus.
So did Mr. Janlos and corps, a few
weeks back, when they discovered that
the noon hour could handle a fev/ more
people. At that point, members of the
art department were eating at one, and
It was believed that the several members of same could '=a.slly be shifted to
the earlier hour. Promptly was Issued a
directive announcing the privilege to those
who preferred.

BEST
Art

department

stomachs

being

lust

like anybody
they naturally
cided. Thus Itelse's,
was discovered
that cointhe
20th Century-Fox art department Is a
sizeable and a significant Institution, numbering some 70 strong— and hungry.’
The congestion, until quickly adjusted,
was terrific.
As the stately Juanita was heard to
mutter that day. In justifiable distress,
"Why

didn't somebody

tell us about the

artThat,
department?"
my friends, serves somewhat longwindedly to Introduce a message. You too
are about to learn the facts of the art
department.
Under the quietly energetic direction
of Mr. Richard Day and Mr. James BasevI,
the a.d. functions dally In a busy building
bounded upon the east 'by the production
office, on the west by parking space, on
the south by the studio jail set, and on
the north by the makeup department, or
some

such thlng.^

Simultaneously working on 10 or 15 of
the greatest pictures being produced In
Hollywood,^ some before the cameras and
some In preparation, are 16 art directors
and four assistants, experts at architectural
design and decoration; 25 set designers,
experts In the draughting field; 7 set
Illustrators, expert artists; 6 model makers,
expert blue print men; and assorted clerical assistants, also expert.
Their combined efforts and collective
expertness

reduce

the

wonders

of the

world — 196,950,000 square mlles^ — to the
300 acres or so which Is 20th Century-Fox.
At a moment's notice — or maybe a few
days If the problem Is especially tough —
1. Even as you and I.
2. The tacts, Dy:hes torbid, may
garbled, but a press agent
interfere with his work.
3. Proving

without

doubt

never

be

somewhat

lets the truth

that the writer knows

what happens on "Thursday-Thank-God."
4. Courtesy "Everybody's Complete Encyclopehandy little volume borrowed from Gordondia," a Gordon.

4
they may produce or reproduce a Shanghai Waterfront or a raging river, a jungle
or a college campus, a Siamese courtyard
or a mountain in the Himalayas, a surrealistic doll house or a Brazilian race track.
The tools with which these daily miracles
are accomplished are merely the technical
skill, the Imagination, the ingenuity and
the general know-how of the studio's
sketch-pencil wizards.
In general, the routine goes something
like this.
The moment a first draft continuity is
released on a forthcoming film. Supervising
Art Director Day and Department Manager Basevi assign one of the 16 art directors to the film. Ordinarily, work begins
one to three months in advance. On some
films, however, the art department's responsibility issuch a mammoth, undertaking that work may begin even a year
ahead, perhaps when the studio purchases
a best-seller to be translated into celluloid.
Such a film, one of the 20th's most ambitious undertaking, was Mr. Zanuck's production of "The Razor's Edge," under
the supervision of Art Director Nathan
Juran, and his assistant, Herman Blumenthal, work began more than a year ago.
Juran and Blumenthal read the book and
the script, and began besieging the studio's efficient research department with
requests for photographs of such spots as
Paris' left bank, a Chicago Country Club
built in 1880, steamship docks at LeHavre,
decks of a tramp steamer, a swank Riviera
apartment, and Ashrama, an Indian monastery.
With such still pictures as a beginning
the department began to turn out hundreds of sketches, matching every scene In
the script from every angle. Keeping close
tab on new versions of the story, they
eliminated sketches on sets which might
not, after all, appear In the final version.
With final approval, four or five set
illustrators, under Draughting Director

Action

George Dudley, then went to work translating the sketches Into more detailed
"portraits of places." These appearing satisfactory, model-makers went to work building miniature sets. Final consultations between the art director, director, producer,
photographer, and others vitally concerned® okay the completed plans. And
just to make sure that all loose ends are
knotted, thirty-five prints of the final set
drawings are sent out to every studio
department.
Where most important films Involve an
average of 25 separate sets, Juran and
associates had to prepare for "The Razor's
Edge" — 89 sets which represent the best In
Hollywood art direction just as names like
Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, John Payne,
Anne Baxter, Clifton Webb and Herbert
Marshall represent the best In Hollywood
acting talent.
The 89 sets, which were constructed at
a total cost of $641,800, included three
French palaces, a Chicago mansion of the
last century, a replica of the Chicago
country club, four Paris night clubs, the
Hotel RItz in Paris, a Riviera mansion,
sidewalk cafes, and lavish apartment suites.
Another major undertaking tor the art
department was the set construction for
"Anna and the King of Siam," for which
William Darling, formerly head of the studio art department, came out of retirement to serve as art director on the lavishly
decorated production. Darling, who created the sets for "The Rains Came,"
"Keys of the Kingdom," and "Song of
Bernadette," brought Bangkok to life on the
backlot. At a cost of $300,000, the studio spread the pagodas, palaces and minarets of Bangkok over five acres, built the
Suthalsawan palace from which King
Mongkut and his court watched state processions and hangings on the scaffold, con5. It nobody
essential.

consulted

YOU,

bud, you're non-

Richard

Day, Supervising

Art

Director.

structed the Temple of Emerald Buddha,
designed a duplicate of the Royal Audience hall, and re-created the Palace of
Women where the King's several hundred
harem wives lived.®
Even with the studio's tremendous financial outlay to make the sets perfect, no
one could outdo King Mongkut and the
Bangkok of his time. The King's royal state
barge alone was worth about half a million dollars; the studio spent only $10,000
to duplicate it.
Not all major productions, however. Involve sets of this magnitude. Remember
"Lifeboat," In which Tallulah Bankhead returned to the screen? That called for just
one set, and the title explains it. But when
the art director's problems diminish, that
means more problems for the director and
photographer. For then, variety and excellence of the finished product calls for
more ingenuity on their parts.
Under the thumb of Day's art experts
are most of the 300 acres which comprise
20th's world-embracing back lot. Any of
the scores of permanent outdoor sets can
be quickly converted in the mind of an
art director — with the aid of 20th s accomplished construction men — to something else again.

e's
Bernadett
s —ofwere
pavement
The cobbled
French
town — period
1800
recently
face-lifted into the quiet contemporary
lanes of "Friars Carmel," by Russell Spencer, art director on "Cluny Brown." Jennifer Jones, accordingly, didn't have far
to travel from one century to another.®
A similar switch was accomplished by
Mark Lee Kirk, who took the bombed out
ruins of the little town of Adano and came
8. There
surrounding
fence. You

was

some

talk, during

production,

ot

the harem with an electrically-charged
might follow this up?

9. But then. Miss Jones is an Academy Award
winner, and unquestionably possessed of unusual
talents.
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up with the carnival spirit of Costa Rica,
right on the same street where once stood
a thatched Chinese village for "Keys of
the Kingdom."
That kind of versatility doesn't stop, but
like Tennyson's brook,
runs on and on.
Stubbornly proving the point, we might

perts as fhe wardrobe colleagues to assure
harmonious blending of wardrobe color
schemes with set design. Remember the
giant, foot-tapping mechanical dummy in
Betty Grable-June Haver's black-face number in "The Dolly Sisters"? A Wright
creation.

cite "Razor's Edge" Art Director Jurand's
placing of a mine shaft on Whitechapel
Street, where the late Laird Cregar

of Leland Fuller's brain babies, before he went to work on "The Home
Stretch," was Ihe "Capitol" steps set for

strangled a few victims in the "Lodger"
and "Hangover Square."

Perry Como's dream sequence In "If I'm
Lucky." Fuller achieved a spectacular effect of distance on a set occupying only a
small corner of Stage 8, simply by the

Washington

Square,

too,

which

ap-

One

peared first in "The Rose of," many long
years ago, became staid Boston's Beacon
street, scene of Ronald Colman's morning
walks in "The Late George Apley."

clever use of perspective. He was also responsible, ofcourse, for the stunning blackand-white effects of the set in Carmen

Not all of the art department's work,
however, is involved with duplicating authenticity. Imagination and originality
comes in for a fair share of credit, as a

When it comes to outdoor films, Chester Gore is the department specialist,

necessary attribute for the successful art
director. The elaborate settings required
by the studio's lavish musicals are a case
In point.
Joseph Wright, who is preparing the
backgrounds one
for of
"Mother
WoremenTights,"
considered
the finest
in townis
on musicals. When Grable, Haver and
Blaine do their box-office dances, it's usually on a glittering set designed by the
able Mr. W.
Wright's brain process starts with the
reading of the script. Encountering an
elaborate production number, he works
closely with the dance and musical directors, submits a working sketch. As soon as
the set begins to take shape on paper, he
works with the photographer on its practicability, then, especially if the film is to
be in Technicolor, consults such allied ex10. One has to do something
lit course to constructive usage.

to put a

college

Miranda's remarkable

"Batucada"

number.

handling such films as "Smoky" and "My
Friend Flicka." The typing isn't too limiteo
however; right now he's concentrating on
Connecticut with the troop on "BoomerNewest man to receive full-fledged art
directorship is George Davis, who has just
started work on "The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir."
ang." He'll have to build the walls for
the "Ghost" to walk through, the ghost
to be Rex Harrison.
Most

of the studio's art directors, incidentally, are well traveled gentlemen.

Probably topped only by the mile-crossers
of the studio location department, with
whom they cooperate closely.
Trying to tally the number of miles
traveled in toto by the art boys is a monumental prospect, but it probably adds up
to more than thousands yearly.
In the course of his work, an art director
may

make

four or five trips to the same

spot for different reasons. First, he'll tag
along with the location men to see what
the spot looks like, agree or disagree on
whether it "will do." Or, if the locale of a
distant city is to be duplicated in a film,
he may just trot along by himself to see
what the place looks like, and how easily
and most efficiently it might be duplicated
on one of the studio's half-acres. Meanwhile, of course, the researchers, ever active, are ferreting out photographs and
Information for his reference.
But assuming it's a location film, as Rube
Ransford, for example, found true on "13
Rue Madeleine," he'll go along with the
location man to find suitable -hooting
spots in, say, Quebec, Boston, Washington, D. C., et al.
Then he'll report back to headquarters
and pick up his sketching pencil for a few
preliminary drawings before accompanying the director on another scouting trip.
Those plans crystallized, he'll go along with
the construction men, as sort of a supervising contractor. And finally, although by

Si Meierow shown working on the sketch used at
the head of this article. A veteran illustrator from
New York, Si has been with the studio since
January.

I I. A
should

tall thin man,
help matters

12. Probably,
exact figure.

but

this Mr.

Harrison,

which

Jerry Juran, collaborating Art Director on "The
Razor's Edge," makes a rough study of a contemplated set.

this time he's probably thoroughly tired
of his reserved compartment on the
Chief,^'^ he'll make another trip during
shooting to see if the set in use is as
efficient as it promised to be on paper.
On the road right now is Dick Irvine,
whose current chore involves Arizona, locale of "Chicken Every Sunday." Irvine
just completed the Hollywood atmosphere
backgrounds for George Montgomery who
plays "Detective Phillip Marlowe" in "The
Brasher Doubloon."
Producer Robert Bassler, incidentally,
threw Irvine a curve in the last week of
production, when a sudden script change
became necessary. Irvine had designed a
swanky

gambling joint in which Montgomery gets beat up by gangsters, but
it was decided that such a brawl should
only occur

in a

less classy spot. There

wasn't time for Irvine to des'gn a new
set for the "Skid Row" dive called for, so
he made a fast tour of available sets and
found just what he wanted

on Stage 14,

waiting for the resumption of "Forever
Amber," which Lyle Wheeler was then
preparing. With the necessary okays, Irvine called in set decorators who followed
his sketched recommendations, completely
altering the interior. Thus the stone tavern, 17th century style, became 20th
century Main Street.
Clever these art directors.
Anyway, life never gets dull in the art
department. The boys are always busy.
So the next time you have to stand in
line in the studio commissary, be patient,
lads, be patient.
Ahead of you is probably an art director
or two, who deserves his lunch.
Much

more, indeed, than I.

considerably.
nobody

seemed

to have

the

14. Onlighter.
the Super
Dunhill

Chief,

he'd

need

his gold
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FROM WHERE I SIT By patty DONNELLY
Conrad

Janis, the kid who left his mark

on the screen in a sleeper called, "Snafu,"
bundled his charm into a big one, "Margie." His likeable mug, which the debutantes call handsome, has made him the
fellow they'd like most to "come out" for.
Conrad signed a contract recently at the
Studio when it was discovered that the

Copacabana lush who wooed you in "Doll
Face" and comes back with more of the
same in "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" . . . Linda Darnell learning a round
"O" for English role in "Forever Amber"
from an old favorite, Constance Collier.
She's rated oh's and ah's before though.
New studio pet, Vanessa Brown, finished

little man, who's sure to be a big guy at
release time, was yet uninitiated with any
company. He is only eighteen years old

with "The Late George Apley" finds
"Chicken Every Sunday" on her Itinerary.
This will be a Henry Fonda, Maureen

and hasn't a thing to worry about but the
draft, his two hundred fan letters every
week and the heartbeat he recently engaged to become the future Mrs. His lat-

O'Hara starrer, which sharpened literary
critics appetite for giggle themes when
it footlighted the book stalls. Story involves

est picture is the "Brasher Doubloon," in
which he enacts the role of a bad guy.

riety is the spice of life. The O'Hara
brogue should mix well with Fonda's strolling western tang, and Vanessa's cushioned little girl tone wrestles well with

He'll have to wipe the sugar off that grin
or we won't believe it.

boarding

house

Inmates

and

proves

va-

the initial landing. They called it

"the battle of San Onofre." A beach just
north of Oceanside manned by Camp
Pendleton marines, was dressed in the attire of a far away island. Its clean sands
became junk cluttered, its barren surf
laden with rocks, holes, barbed wire. Under the direction of General Lew Seiler
the marines had their day, whipped the
enemy and moved on. Later the beach
propped with the swaying palm came to
life again. Pictured as another remote island it hugged the army. "Winged Victory" was in on the kill that day. Camera
set up, shot, broke up, and left with one
more product of the "true thing" under
its arm. Today the quiet beach stands
stripped of its palm trees, bullet wrecked
huts and bombed area. The tides, winds,
rains have wiped them out. Only a memory on film remains to remind.

any combination.
With "My Darling Clementine" nearly
in the hands of the distributors, the waiting movie public will find a surprise tucked
into the "banger." John Ford, its director.
Is giving audiences a new Victor Mature.
Boots and a sombrero have slowed him
down

a speck. The flirting and wise cracking lines usually written into a Mature
character have been hidden. This guy
makes sense. Another credit chalked up
for the glorified Jack Ford.
Yesterday's vaudeville stars are cutting
a trail west. They "Chief" in, play a few
movie rounds and then head back to their
flesh audiences. Joe Whitehead is one
of this gang

and

Percy Waram

another

member. Percy has papa'd "Life with
Father" for three and a half years. He
During

the filming of "The Homestretch," Maureen O'Hara, the Irish lass
with an "eye formation," had a chance to
learn a bit about "T formation." Talked
to Oregon grid mentor Tex Oliver. She
tried to convince this punt and spurt artist that soccer held more interest than his
bread and butter, football. Maureen calls
soccer a skilled and scientific game. Oliver
pointed out that his goal to goal sport
called for skill also but returned the buck
at the box office and produced a lot of
thrills. Business woman

O'Hara

dropped in on us for "The Late George
Apley." A picture contract has been ribboned up and cellophaned for this actor
and a smiling California will undoubtedly
edge him into Inking same. As for Joe
Whitehead, he's bowing out of "I Wonway.
der Who's Kissing Her Now," to bow before the patty-cake actioneers on Broad-

knows the

tomorrow's best selling novels out of their
rusty typewriters and batted out stories of
"The Chase."

town boy get a break. He's Bill Leslie, another Texan. Studying at the Pasadena
Playhouse, has placed himself under her
experienced knowledge of acting. This side
line coaching should tally a run . . . Martha
Stewart hiding a glamour puss beneath a
crop of freckles, eating an ice cream cone

Utah and Arizona splashed the camera
lense with the hue of vivid magnificence
in the western movie, biut it was the
Southern California coastline that gave
us a peek into a war area as true and

at a

fresh as the moment.

She's the

panion. Belonging to "Bob, Son of Battle," he was out of camera range, they
were shooting on a western street. Being
on his own this wool hide was making the

skipped on with the production assistant
still far in the bg., he short tailed it to
second floor New Adm. Wide awake publicists took their chins off desks and legged
it to the planters field. The others grabbed

pay dirt as yet,
oats on name's
Bates, fifty-five
helping a home

Beverly Hills emporium.

confusion than Mary's nursery rhyme com-

most of it.Director
While the
"quiet"
screams
of
Assistant
Artie
Jacobson
could
be heard off in the bg., the little lamb tore
toward the publicity offices. A shocked
electrician and slippey fingered grip failed
to darken his determination, and as he

meaning of box office. It's proven her
popularity.
Off the lot . . . Betty Grable decorating club house at Del Mar Race Track
waiting tor her horsie to garner a ring of
posies. Hasn't hit the real
therefore is munching his
pay check . . . Florence
year old character actress,

A tew typewriter sheltered secretaries
gathering sunbeams from a bench near
the stars dressing rooms, had their commas
jolted recently when a lone lamb came
tearing through their midst, causing more

Reliable sources

"Guadalcanal

Diary,"

relate that the four

legged scoundrel vaulted the Bridge, took
a gander at the Chinese Village, the Bernadette Street, the San Jose Square, and
when last seen was sitting on a stool, sipstore. ping a chocolate soda in "Margie's" drug
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WARDROBE PLOT

Color wields a tremendous emotional influence in our lives, whether we
are conscious of it or not. How often have we all thought of a certain color
in association with a past important moment — a dress, a room, a sky — and
it has become indelibly stamped In our minds, pleasantly or otherwise. We
all respond to some tones more than others, and a few more sensitive souJs
can be made actually ill if adjacent to allergic colors. Our clothes, it has
been said, are indicative of state of mind, and, I would like to add, our state
of mind is often controlled by the colors we wear.
It's so much smarter, I think, to build your wardrobe around a small range
of tones that you know are becoming to you — that are the right background
for your personality — than to worry about great variety. One of the best
dressed girls I know is a photographer Who, leading a busy and full life, has
evolved a wardrobe formula which is a perfect setting for her. She wears
always — summer and winter — black, white, greys, and red. Her accessories are
simplified, allowing her to buy the finest available. The number of interchangeables in her wardrobe grow season after season, and make for a variety
not otherwise possible. Spiked with imaginative jewelry, belts, etc., this idea
can provide a perfect fashion frame.
A monotone color background can be wonderfully effective. You may
respond to all the lovely muted tones — perhaps a range of beiges from the
taupe cast through pinky beige. This sort of thing is effective in contrasting
textures, such as nubby wools combined with smooth surfaces — maybe satin, if
it's for formal wear. Furs, of course, have a perfect sympathy for this type
of coloring.
Again, you may take a deep forest green as a base. Green

is a particularly

versatile color and if it's becoming, nothing could be smarter. It combines
gaily with reds and pinks and certain yellows, and all the range of luggage
tans are divine with it. High styled and new looking is hunter green with
deep royal blue.
The proportion of one color to another is often a deciding factor in a
pleasing effect, and this trick takes a little experimenting. A good rule is to
use the accent color twice — too many spots of color can be distracting. Or,
if you use two colors in equal proportion, such as deep green and deep blue,
say — then spike it with one small touch of contrast — maybe red.
Manipulating color is fun — and the right equation pays dividends in the feeling of "all’s right with the world" (unless, of course, like Bing, you're color blind!)

SARTORIAL PARADE
While the girls pictured this month are exceptionally attractive and still
in possession of the first bloom of youth, the clothes they are wearing
are suitable for business women of any age because of their neatness and
simplicity of line.

VIRGINIA JONES’ simple but rich-looking ensemble is ideal for practically
year-round wear. It consists of a navy blue and white striped blouse of
silk rayon and a finely tailored navy skirt of gaberdine. Her smart shoulderstrap bag and shoes are also navy.
The d ress which ARLENE FRANTZVOG shows off to such advantage is of
imported yellow cotton with a Mexican motif in brown. The nipped-in,
longer waistline and the graceful flaring skirt, also slightly longer, serves
to give it the new elongated look, which is rapidly becoming very popular
because of its slenderizing effect. Her plastic case is brown and so are her
dainty slippers.

i
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WINTER HARDBALL
LEAGUE SLATER
Studio hardball fans will cheer the news
of a Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
baseball team entered in the fast moving
Winter League centered In the sunny
Southland.
The TCF

team

that won

laurels as one

of the best traveling teams In the summer
circuit will take to the road again to
compete against the back east big leaguers that traditionally trek westward during the winter to such sun warmed locales
as Santa Monica, Long Beach, Fullerton,
Arcadia and South Pasadena.
Comprised entirely of professional apple
sockers the TCF team sports such diamond
stars as Joe Baeman, Red Mann, John
Yelovic and Red Bridgens on the pitchers
mound. Tom Lloyd, Moose Krause, and
Bill Anske
the
battery.will be on the receiving end of
The infield brags of Bill Garbe, Johnny
Lavin, Alan

Strange, John

Trutta, Jack

Calvey and Kenny Richardson, while obstructing a view of the cigar ads on the
outfield fence will be Bill Allington, Ed
Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club fast moving casaba sharpies had to have their shoes nailed to the
floor long enough to get this shot. Back row (I. to r.): Alex Omalev, Harold Allen, Frank Lubin,
Vernon Archer, Jerry Gracin. Middle row (I. to r.) Bobby Gilbert, Jim Seminoff, Jack Lippert, Bobby
Matthews, Ted Gossard. Front row (I. to r.): Len Berg, Ben Glenner, Dale Sears, and Roy Nyden.

Morris, Lynn South, John Russell, John
Metkovich, and Goldie hlolt.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
SOFTBALL LEAGUE STANDINGS

HOOPSTER SIGNED FOR BUSY SEASON
With 33 games already slated tor the
coming season the Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio Club contenders for the American Basketball League Championship are
already shaping up to a fast breaking,
sharp shooting squad, predicted to walk
off with the top honors this year.
Sparked by tour forme'- All-Americans,
a twelve man squad is now in the mold
according to Clinton Sandeen, veteran
team manager. No first or second strings
but a twelve man, completely interchangeable squad, will face league opponents,
wearing them down with relentless, high
paced action during every minute of play.
According to Sandeen, the proposed
Mexican jaunt is definitely off but a Mid-

End of Season

west and Eastern tour is planned for November and five games In December to be
played In the Los Angeles area, four at
the Pan Pacific Auditorium and one at
Long Beach. Not until the fourth game
In January, as the program nov/ stands,
will the team again take to the road to
meet Oakland In their home arena.
Of the eleven January games, six outof-town games ranging as far as Oklahoma, will keep the boys busy both on
the court and on the road. In February
thirteen games, most of them close to
home with only three out-of-state, will
offer the studio basketball fans the best
opportunity
action.

to see their hoop

stars In

No.
Team
W
4
3
2
5
9
1
7
6
10
8

Grip .
W. A. Lab
Cuttinq

. .

. .

.

13
16

.

14
14

Wardrobe
Labor
Music
Electric
Mill
Paint

.
.

10
9
,

5
4
4

L
1
4
6
6
7
10
11
IS
16
16

Pet.
.950
.800
.700
.700
.650
.500
.450
.250
.200
.200

Johnny Lavin, baseball wise man, will be
*
directing traffic on first base for 19the
hard
hitting Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
team that is slated to show the boys from
the east some fast moving baseball.
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BOWLING LEAGUE OPENS
FOR TCF KEGLERS
Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club bowlers officially opened the '46 season at La
Cienega Lanes on Thursday, September 5
with Armand Allen, President of the league
rolling the first ball.
With 22 teams in the Handicap competitions which meets on Thursday nights
and eight teams in the Friday night Scratch
tournament the league is slated for the
biggest season yet, under the new heading of the Studio Club.
Sporting many a star sponsored team
bedecked in snappy uniforms that add
color to the hard fought competitions, the
Thursday night league boasts a total of
110 contestants.
Talented star Peggy Cummins sponsors
two teams, one In the Thursday night
league and another In the Friday night
"blood" league. Clinton Sandeen, Manager
of Men's Wardrobe, outfitted his beauteous sextet in stylish attire that may well
change the fashions of bowling lanes.

Armand Allen, Leaque President, starts the first
ball of the season down the alley, opening the
1946

Handicap leaque on Thursday, September
at the La Cienega Lanes.

5,

A bevy of lovelies from Legal sponsored by actress
Margo Woode. Front row (L. to R.), Joan Ahern,
Bernice Holden, June Wheelock; standing, Roxie
Coif, Margo

Woode,

Virginia Johnson.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
BOWLING
LEAGUE STANDINGS
Fourth Week
HANDICAP
LEAGUE
High High
W
L Game
13
3
1014
933
13
3
Montgomery's 10423
4
12
1001
-Alice
D. Crane Luckys 10823
Faye
HIGH TEAM SERIESHIGH TEAM GAME — Maintenance
Team
T. Pins
International 10885

•HIGH
'HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
•HIGH
•HIGH

Series
2795
2684
2744

TEAM
TEAM

SERIES— Hathaway's Chicks
GAME — Margo Woode's
Topplers
IND. SERIES — Joe Medvitz
IND. Game — Armand Allen
IND. SERIES — Dorothy Barker
IND. Game — Joan Ahern
SCRATCH

Team

LEAGUE

T. Pins W

High High
L Game Series

Ruman's Humans 10603 8 4
972 2693
Bacon’s Wolves 10452 7 5
972 2635
High team and high game standings not
listed because of postponed match between
Betty Grable's

team

and

Atom

Appearing on the first night to root for
their teams, were Margo Woode, Celeste
Holm, and Clinton Sandeen. Peggy Cummins was forced to make a quick trip to
Mexico on business and could not appear.
The teams compete on a round robin

1

basis,

I

I

three

games

Tyrone Power gathers the beauties as always. His
team from left to right, back row, Lii Davison,
Shirlee Woollard

Anita

Connolly;

ley Davison, June

front row, Shir-

Rothbill.

Bombers.

I
'

playing

Burton's Babes, sponsored by John Burton. L. to R.,
back row, Maureen Lacy, Virginia Jones, Virginia
Donovan, Dorothy Burke; Front row, Dorothy Barker,
Zola Bayles.

against

a

sched-

uled opponent in one evening. The three
games offer a possibility of four points
towards the team's score, one for each
game and one for high game of the series.
Prize money is paid each night to the
players having the highest score for an
individual game and the highest score for
the combined three games.
Sure to cop high honors in the interstudio league is the Twentieth CenturyFox Studio Club bowling team headed by
Armand Allen. The high score half dozen
will see action throughout the season on
Wednesday nights at the Pan Pacific lanes
against other studio teams.

The Hathaway Chicks, and chic they are, left to
right, Jayne Grimes, Gwen Reed, Margie Munsey,
Shirley Lyon; front, Jean

Banta.

OUT

FOR

BLOOD,

undertone

Saul Wurtiel

tvpifies the serious

of the "big league"

bowling.
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NEWS

By jet fore

of the LEGION
at the last pay
commissioned.

rate held before
*

*

being

*

With brand-spanking-new commander
Tony Hanse presiding, 20th Century-Fox
Studio Post No. 563 got off to Its new
year at the August 22nd meeting. With
the exception of good ole money bags
George Hellgren, every officer In the post
is an "ex" of world war two.

things that will interest all and they will
welcome any suggestions.
This reporter thinks that Harold Gordon
and Tony Hanse deserve a world of credit
and appreciation for the distributing of
terminal leave forms to War II vets on the
lot. The boys covered practically every department getting the blanks out. Just
another Legion service, gents. And while
we're handing out the praise — a lot of it
should go to those two swell girls In Legal
— June Downey and Bernie Holden — for
never being too busy to put a notary seal
on for the boys.

Comrade Joe Keenan gave an account
of the recent State Convention held in
San Francisco and Insisted that the entire

TERMINAL PAY
Terminal leave pay forms are now available at the Studio Club for ex-servicemen
with accrued leave time payment due.
Acording to a recent act of Congress,
an honorably discharged veteran is entitled
to payment for any amount of leave time
not used and accrued at 2I/2 days for each
month of active service.
After filling out the application It mus^
be sent to the disbursing office In the area
In which the applicant was released from
service. In California this address is 812
N. Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California. A certified copy, original, or preferably a photostat of the discharge must
accompany the form for payment. In the

affair was orderly and well-behaved with
no drinking what-so-ever. He then turned
In an itemized list of expenses for the five
days there. It read like this: Tooth paste,
$14.00; tooth brushes, $11.45; aspirin
tables, $34.50; Sen-sen's, $7.25; Steam
baths, $46.15; raw hamburgers, $11.20;
more tooth paste, $3.00; mouth wash,
$22.50; black coffee (63 gallons), $37.75;
meals, $0.45. It need not be repeated here
what the Post told him to do with his expense account.

The new '46-'47 Legion Year started on August I. All Comrades who
have not paid dues are urged to do
so Immediately, Mail dues to Adjutant Kearny StefFensen, Box 900,
Beverly Hills, California. Checks payable to American Legion Post 563.

One of the highlights of the meeting
was the very fine speech made by General
Edward L. Munson. The General spoke of
the task of keeping the troops outside the
States Informed on things at home by way
of Yank Magazine, Stars and Stripes, Service Broadcasts, Newsmap and public information. He also told of the poll taken
the day after Pearl Harbor in the hope
of finding out ways to make the G.l. do
aning.
better job of soldiering. The General became a member of the Post the same eve-

cases of the new type (two page) discharge
the form 533 or 577 will be okay.
Payment will be made on the basis of
the last pay period before discharge NOT
the highest grade held in the service. The
top three grades will receive, in addition,
a dollar and a quarter per day subsistence
for previously stated dependency.
Those applicants not covered by any
one of the addresses on the back of the
form will send their papers to Demobilization Personnel Records Branch, St. Louis,
Missouri.
Veterans who received a commission
from cadet school or In the field are also
eligible for this terminal leave pay for the
period served as a cadet or enlisted man

It was voted upon favorably to send out
a questionnaire to each member in the
hope that It can be learned just what kind
of meetings most suit the comrades of the
Post. Comrade Ed Weyl of Payroll Is

"Dues"
time
hasGood
rolled News
around Department:
again and every
comrade
Is expected to pay up with a smile (if you
can't smile — we don't want your dues). If
members could have seen George Hellgren's tired, worried and haggard face
as he pleaded, they would mail him a
check immediately If not sooner. So fellows "give the devil
(corn)
*
* his * dues",
Ray Dannenbaum of publicity recently
returned to the lot from the army and is
busily In search of a cash-customer for
his Speed-Graphic, with Sol-gun, rangefinder and half a million gadgets for a complete black-and-white and color-printing
darkroom. If you can use any of this stuff,
contact him in Publicity, Extension 328.
*

Notes

on

*

members:

*

Harold

Gordon,

newly elected 1st vice-commander, claims
to be a direct descendant of Sonny Wisecarver. Lou Witte of Effects, is always kidding his right-hand man, Fred McKelvey,
about being a broken-down Marine. It is
strange to note that whenever a story is
put out for the newspapers mentioning
Mr. Witte In any way, he is always known
as an ex-MarIne. The Post thought you were
an ex-dogface, Lou!

heading this committee. When this questionnaire reaches you at home, take a few
minutes and fill it out conscientiously. It
might mean the difference between sitting
at home some evening watching the little
woman knit, telling the kids what stars
you saw that day on the sets and listening
to your mother-in-law tell you for the umpteenth time that "If my daughter had only

See you at the next meeting.

heeded my warning and married Homer!"
— or — coming out to a livewire meeting
that will prove to be a helluva good time
spent. Your new officers are planning

A little of your time will make
these men happy. As Legionaires
you owe it to them!

COMRADES
Remember the boys in the hospitals! Sign up now with Adjutant
Kearny Steffenson, Phone 616, for
the
wards.Sunday visits to the hospital
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ACTION

In the cool shade

of the Enchanto

glade the reception

OUTING

GOES

committee

headed

by Kathleen

Ridgeway

wel-

comed Twentieth Century-Fox employees to the 13th Annual Outing held Sunday, Sept. 15th. L. to R.:
Vivian Jorgensen, Kathleen Ridgeway, Pauline Dunlap, Veo McClatchey, Ruth Bellas, and Florence Mack.
Not shown in the picture were Wilma Christian and Frances Richardson.

It was hey-dey for the little ones in a paradise of
free tummy aches and kiddy rides. This smart
toddler started with a pony ride to inspect the
grounds — his kingdom

Ringing
"Chief"

the
but

for a day.

bell is of course reserved for the
big brother is a reservation put in

"The biggest grab-bag in the whole world" drew kids like bees to honey a's the youngsters dug in the by
Daj
wood chips for Teddy bears, boats, dolls, dishes and more than a hundred other exciting presents.

to help hang
curves.

on

rounding

the

Clowns

The

Nine

roamed the grounds fascinating the children with an eyepopping array of tricks and —

Even the monkey man showed up, holding the age
old spotlight of youthful interest.

ladles novelty race gets off to a flying start. Putting on a nightgown, sailor hat, and
a lighted candle to the finish line brought thrills, spills and a photo finish.

races for boys and

girls from

seven

to seventy

called for sharp-eyed

of supervision. First row (I. to r.): Frank Lubin, Art Webb. "Hal"
Frank Snider. Back row (I. to r.): Darrell Peters, Galvin Wood,
Primm,

Dick "Curly"

Huckans,

Al

judges and

carrying

no small amount

Gordon, Aaron«Halperin, Joe Medvitz,
Ed Burke, Jack McEdwards, Norman
DeWeese.

A

beautiful day, beautiful surroundings

and a

pic-

nic. What boy or girl wouldn't be full of energy?
With prizes for winners, races never suffered for
lack of contestants.

Then

to the swimming

paddling

in the cool

pool and

more

prizes for

blue of the Enchanto

pool.

The races finished, the girls of the Aquacade took
ever. Here Jo Anne, star of the show, does her
paddleboard hula, highlight of the act.
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and

his orchestra

A Pagliacci of the pool tops off the water show
with some aquatic nonsense that all but stole the
scene.

Holden

After lunch and

before the bandstand

the baseball game,
stage

3100

happy

show, emceed

employees

gathered

sparked

to watch

the day-long

the

program

CLOWNS,

of events from

ACROBATS

10 until sundown,

AND

. . .

by Sol Halprin, featuring —

I

The gift presentations by Alan Young (above),
Vanessa Brown, David Street, Nancy Guild, and
Connie Marshall. The drawing was supervised by
Mr. R. A. Klune.

To more tunes by Cally Holden the guests danced
until dark. Above Sol Halprin, General Chairman
of the Outing Committee, closes the day with a
few words to the dancing couples.

With

the last rays of the sun touching the surrounding mountain tops, tired but happy picnic

guests start homeward — the end

of a

perfect day.

14
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BiG DOUBLE AWARD (Twins That Is)
Robert "Roy" Metzler, assistant to
Doc Bishop, became the proud father
of twins September 6. Born at the
Good Samaritan Hospital, Richard
topped the scales at a healthy 6
pounds 15 ounces; Roy just as healthy
but 14 ounces less, weighed 6 pounds
I ounce.
Mrs. Metzler Is reportedly in satisfactory condition after having to stay
over at the hospital, due to minor
complications.
Roy Is the son of Mr. F. L. Metzler,
Studio Treasurer and Manager. A
graduate of the University of Oregon in Journalism, Roy served as an
Army Air Force Intelligence Officer
In Europe during the war.

Nancy Guild, talented Twentieth Century-Fox
star reads the name of an Outing guest to receive one of the valuable studio gifts.

Matthews Recieves
Presenting a personalized desk set on behalf of the Studio Club Board of Controllers, Walter Jolley, Vice President expressed the appreciation of the entire organization of the splendid work accomplished

OUTERS WATCH
GIFT PRESENTATION
A breathless crowd of 3300 outing
quests gathered before the bandstand
Sunday, September 15, to hail the lucky
employees receiving the premium priced
and hard to find gifts given away at the
13th Annual Outing.
Sol Halprin stepped from the spotlight
as capable Master of Ceremonies to turn
over the proceedings to Mr. R. A. Klune,
Executive Production Manager.
Vanessa Brown, Nancy Guild, Connie
Marshall, David Street and Alan Young
took turns announcing the names of the
lucky employees receiving the de luxe

by Pat Matthews,
the Studio Club.

resigned manager

The presentation was made

of

Friday, Aug.

30, the last day with the studio for Matthews, who left to fill a new position In
Personnel work for a Los Angeles engineering firm.
He was a member of the Westerners,
the studio chapter of the Masonic lodge,
end elected to the Executive Council of
20th Century-Fox Studio Post No. 563 of
the American Legion.

Waller

Jolly presents
alized Pat
deskMatthews
set.

with person'

gifts.
Mary Muser of the Accounting Department was the first as she dazedly accepted
the great, gleaming Norge refrigerator.
Roy E. Quanstrom next landed in the
clover with the console type Packard Bell
radio and phonograph with two record
holder cabinets.
The ultra-modern O'Keefe and Merritt
range went to the accompanying sighs of
envious onlookers. T. F. Krause of the
Transportation Department was the happy
man in this case. Harry O. Brown of the
Police Department forgot his washing worries when his name was announced for the
Bendix Washing
happy
cleaner.

Machine,

and Labor De-

partment’s Fred Holenberg ended up the
owner of the Eureka Vacuum

The bicycles for children between

13

and 16 went to Kay Nelson, Ladies' Wardrobe: George Wachter of the Fire Department, and R. C. Stevens of the Patent
Office.
In the one to twelve age bracket the
bikes went to Bobby Reese, Joyce Parkinson and Robert Thomas, children of
Twentieth Century-Fox

employees.

ACTION

GOES

FISHING — Art

Houser

hoists the Marlin

flag after a successful day on the high seas.

The Marlins, held by Emmet Shaunbaum and Jet Fore are a rare species known as "Lockheed Marlin".
Approximately the size of a mackerel, they have a screwdriver beak instead of the conventional sword.
L. to R.: Oliver Hopps, Art Houser, Jack Leeb, Emmet Shaunbaum, Speed Kendell, Jet Fore (seated).
Will Winters and Bob Sunderland.
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WEDDIN' BELLES AND BABYS

STUDIO COUPLE WED

THE BELLES

A romance that started 3000 miles
away, one and a half years ago blossomed
into marriage tor Arthur Webb and Madelyn Bloom, Saturday, August 24 at Las
Vegas.
Art, who has been with Twentieth Century-Fox Studios since 1935 with the exception of three years spent in the service,
met Madelyn during the war while a 1st
Lt. in the Air Transport Command stationed in New Hampshire. Madelyn, a native
of Amarillo, Texas, was also with the A.T.C.
as a Civil Service employee.
On release from the service Art returned to the studio where he was joined by
his bride-to-be in March of this year. The
young couple left Friday and returned Sunday to their brand new home.

EVELYN ENGBRECHT to Hubbard Asbury Lawrence, Jr. on Sept. 21st at the
Eagle Rock Baptist Church. Miss Engbrecht
was with the Insert Department of the Studio. Mr. Lawrence Is with L. A. Telephone Company.
PAT McCAREY to James Allen in Las
Vegas on September 5. Pat Is with the
Script Department. Mr. Allen Is in the Advertising Department of a local firm.
MARJORIE OWEN to Jack Born in
Honolulu on October 5. Marjorie was formerly with the Script Department.
ANNETE GLORIA REAMER to Herb
Lewis at Miami on September I. Herb is
with the Construction Department. Miss
Reamer was a Government employee in
Florida.

Both will continue working at the studio.
Art is with the Accounting department
while Madelyn Is employed In the Legal
Office.
Mr. and

Mrs. Arthur

Webb.

SURPRISE SHOWER
The former Katherine Pryor of Wardrobe
was feted at a surprise shower given by
members of her department on Wednesday, Aug. 28. Before gift laden tables resplendent with colorful wardrobe floral
pieces, the attractive bride was toasted
by her many friends.
Little more than a week later, Monday,

Mrs. Kay

McCarthy

and present.

Sept. 8, Kay became Mrs. Walter McCarthy at a quiet ceremony held at St.
Peters Church, after which they honeymooned briefly In Las Vegas.
Mrs. McCarthy has been Wardrobe
Accountant for the past five years and
will continue to work for the studio. Her
husband, Walter McCarthy, who has held
a position with the Accounting Department since 1937, Is leaving to become impresario for the James Davidson troupe.

MARY VENTRESS to Gene Shores in
the Wilshire Wedding Chapel on August
II. Gene is with the Transportation Department. The couple honeymooned at
weeks.
Arrowhead and Big Bear Lakes for two
BARBARA WEBSTER to J. B. Allen at
Mr. Ford's Field Photo Unit farm on September 29. Both Barbara and Jay are with
Fred Sersen's department.
THE BABIES
VICTORIA

LOUISE

DETSHEIM,

four

pounds, eight ounces at the Santa Monica
Hospital on August 31. Marietta Detshiem,
the mother, was formerly with the Script
Department.
WILLIAM

SCOT

HANSEN,

eight

pounds, nine ounces at the Santa Monica
Hospital on September 1st. The father,
James C. Hansen is with the Transportation Department.
CAROLYN LEE HARDIN, five pounds,
eight ounces at the Good Samaritan Hospital on September 2. The father, Eddie
Hardin is with the Tabulating Department.
ROY METZLER, six pounds, one ounce —
RICHARD METZLER, six pounds, 15 oz.
— at the Good Samaritan Hospital on
September 6. The father, Robert Metzler
Is in the Foreign Publicity Office.
CHRISTOPHER ROBERT RIDGEWAY,
seven pounds, 13 ounces at the California
Hospital on August 31. The parents, Florence and Bob Ridgeway are the son and
da'ughter-in-law of Kathleen Ridgeway,
Head of the Script Department.
RICHARD TREGOR SCHOR, five

Left to right: Dorothy

Naething, Doll Hewson, Kay Ryan "K" Pryor, Wilma
"Ande" Richardson, Dora Reid, Grace Hall

Christian,

Sylvia Hilmes,

pounds at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital on August 21. Roselyne Schor was
formerly with the Script Department.
PAMELA ELIZABETH GATES, six ^
pounds, five ounces at the Santa Monica
Hospital on August 22. Henry Gates, the
father, is a set erector.
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SAFETY NEWS

STAR

BOUND

By JIMMY
With

they renewed

an old friendship with Jean

"Babe" London. Once popular as a Mack
Sennet comedian. Babe was then starring
In a floor show In an exclusive Shanghai
Club.
Loretta was then M, and her exotic
beauty held all the promise of a budding
rose. Babe, quick to realize the possibilities of the talented child, almost echoed
the beggar's words, "She'll be a star somestrongly
Loretta's
mother day,"
to and
take
her to advised
Ivan Kahn,
Head
Talent Scout for the Twentieth CenturyFox Studios, when they returned to America.
Shortly afterward the Japs descended
upon Shanghai and the American Consulate was swamped with citizens seeking to
leave the Nip threatened city. Told to

Loretfa

Luii, talented

Twentieth

Century-Fox

starlet.

The furnace blast of the hot Calcutta
sun beat down upon the cobbled Indian
street. In the shaded compound of a
"White Sahib's" home a tiny child played
quietly under the watchful eye of her
mother.
The shuffling gait of a beggar who appeared in the courtyard door seemed muffled in the stifling heat. The mother eyed
the ragged figure with the impatience of
a thousand past encounters with a whining
horde who dog one's footsteps pleading
for a coin. The beggar watched the child
a moment, then said, "That child v/iil
someday rise as a star. She will bring happiness to many people." Then, picking up
the coin thrown more to get rid of him
than in payment for his service as a
prophet, he hobbled on down the sunbaked street.
If the darkly beautiful child, Loretta
Luiz, had paid any attention it would have
been her first indication of what life held
in store for her. Now a beautiful young
lady of 18, Loretta stands on the threshold
of a career that may someday see her a
leading picture star. With a Player's Contract to the Twentieth Century-Fox Studios, she is already under serious consideration tor roles in A productions.
To Loretta the theatre is not unfamiliar.
Born while her parents were on tour in
Hawaii, Loretta as a baby slept many
nights backstage in a guitar case while her
parents won applause before the footlights. Their booking schedule read like a
world travelogue: China, India, Australia,
Java, Malay, Hawaii, an older sister was
born in England where she now lives.
The words of the beggar prophet were
recalled to Mrs. Luiz In Shanghai when

pack and be ready to move at a moment's
notice, the Luiz family suffered days of
anxiety as the yellow men grew nearer
and the already overloaded boats became
fewer. At the last minute, a call from the
Consulate and without time even for personal belongings they were herded aboard
a Japanese vessel bound for Hawaii.
The trip was as close to a reign of terror as the Japs figured could be gotten
away with and still maintain peace. Third
class accommodations, which on a Jap
boat meant all the social privileges and
decent facilities afforded a herd of cattle,
were meted out to all Europeans and
Americans. The trip was a foul misery of
bad food, unsanitary quarters, and studied
Indifference to their plight on the part of
the ship's crew.
From Hawaii they came directly to the
United States and settled In Hollywood.
An appointment with Ivan Kahn was obtained through their mutual friendship with
Jean London. Kahn was Impressed with
Loretta's beauty and intelligence and
noted In her a natural flare for acting. Bu+
Loretta, then 13, was too young. "Bring
her back to see me once every six months,"
instructed Kahn, "and when she Is ready
we'll give her a test."
Loretta hopefully returned to the studio
for several years until the fateful day
when she was scheduled for a test. The
test told the story. Her training as a dancer
gave her that timing so necessary before
the camera and her natural talent for actterial.ing removed any doubt. She was star maSigned on a seven year term contract,
Loretta made excellent progress In her
training for stardom. On August 19th
Lcre'‘ta C'^'ebrated her 18th birthday and
a little more than two weeks later on Thursday, September 5th the Studio took up
her contract option — the first big milestone In the road to filmland success.

DINNEEN

the Increase in automobile

acci-

dents, it is well to read "Atom Bomb on
Wheels," a series of messages on accident
prevention, appearing in The Saturday
Evening Post. The first message was in the
July
27, Company,
1946,
issue,
by Lumbermen's
Casualty
James
S. Kemper,
Chairman:
/
In the hands of the careless driver,
the American automobile has become
as deadly as an atom bomb.
Since V-J Day 30,290 have been
killed in automobile accidents — an
average of 95 men, women, children
every 24 hours.
28,500 people were killed In 1945.
16,000 died during the first six
months of this year — a 43% increase
over 1945.
At this rate 38,000 people will be
killed along our streets and highways
in 1946.
To save ourselves, we must discipline ourselves, be careful. Influence
others to be careful.
KEEP SPEED
, OVER FIFTY.

DOWN

—

NEVER

Keep the car In good condition.
Don't delay — minor repairs can save
a life
OBEY THE LAW
AND THESE
COMMON-SENSE
RULES OF THE
ROAD:

1 . Follow the line of traffic; don't be
a "traffic weaver."
2. Keep your position on hill or curve.
If you want to pass a car, do it on
the lever straightaway.
3. Let approaching

car go by before

passing car ahead.
4. Slow down for the car that wants
to pass you.
5. When

you have to stop, pull entirely off the pavement.
6. Be watchful for children.
7. Stop for a standing school bus.

"jump" the lights.
8. Wait for the signal to "go," don't
crossings.
9. "Stop, Look and Listen" at railroad

"If you drink, don't drive;

If you drive, don't drink."

(Road rules from Lumbermen's booklet, "Accidents Are Preventable.")
I know this Is a good safely story, and
also a lazy reporter's way of telling a story.
However, I felt you wouldn't want to miss
it— and as I've just returned from vacation at Solona Beach, It was simpler and
quicker this way.
Mail from England has stamps reading,

"Take No Chances — Keep Death Off the
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WHAT'S NEW FROM 62

THE SCRIPT TEASE
When

we opened the window

this morn-

ing we couldn't help pausing to reflect on
our good fortune in having such a pleasant
place to earn a livelihood. It's one of those
perfect Catifornia days, bright with early
sunshine, lukewarm, with the gentlest of
breezes fanning the luscious Bougainvillaea
vines overhanging the stone archway leading to the Lasky Building. The window
washer has ceased whistling "The Sidewalks of New York" and has switched to
"Happy Days Are Here Again" and we
don't blame him. But this can't go on. We
must get away from reality and prepare for
our entrance into the land of make-believe. There's a slight film of dust on the
boss's desk which must be removed and
pencils to be sharpened . . .

There, that's finished. If we hurry maybe
we can jot down a few things we've heard
about our friends on the lot.
To begin with no one can say our girls
are shirking their responsibilities, especially the basic one, propagation of the race.
Hardly a month passes without one of them
retiring to await woman's noblest achievement, but this month has been particularly
lucrative In that respect.
FLORENCE and BOB RIDGEWAY became the proud parents of an eight pound
boy, whom they have named Christopher
Robert, thus making KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY a delighted grandmother for the
second time, and little KATHY the happiest sister In the world.
ROSELYNE
came a mama

TRAGER (Schor) also befor the second time. Little

Richard weighed only five pounds, but Is
gaining by leaps and bounds and according to Auntie ESTELLE promises to be as
handsome as his little brother, Sandy.
MARIETTA WINKLER presented her
husband, Harry Ditlshelm, with a charming
'ittle alrl. Victoria Louise, their first, bu.
not their last child, we hope. Congratulations to all these happy couples.
They're also in order for MAJORIE
OWEN who was married In Honolulu October 5th to Jack Borne In a charming outdoor setting.

By LEE LeBLANC

■By FLORENCE
JEAN

LAWRENCE

MACK

and SUSAN

LYNN

are motoring to Missouri. As both these
vivacious girls Insist they're foot-loose and
fancy free you can't tell what'll happen.
We
one thing
for certain — they're
boundknow
to have
fun.
The mystery as to what caused those reverberations on the seismograph from the
direction of Havana is now cleared up. The
plane carrying our gorgeous red-head,
VIOLET HOGAN, and that mighty mite
of feminine pulchritude, BESS LASKY,
landed there that day and the Cubans as
well as the visiting firemen gave them a
royal welcome.
Someone's always going to or returning
from New York. FREDA ZUCH and EUNICE DOUGLAS are back, looking mighty
happy to be here, too. Of course there's
a goodgive.
reason in Freda's case, but Eunice
won't
PATRICE BROWN is enroute there to
visit her parents — anyway that's her story.
We hope her cold Is gone by the time she
gets there.
RUTH BRADFIELD

of New

Orleans and

her delightful southern accent are a welcome new addition to the department.

Well, we again reach that time of year
when we take an added hitch in our belts,
shrug our shoulders and with determination face another year of service in the
cause of Art and Recreation, along with
complacently listening to our associates
telling of the high cost of vacationing —
which since has become higher; about that
big trout — that has since become considerably bigger; and the scenery that has
become far more scenic.
KARL BRAINARD — the boss, that Is—
erred In his vacation itinerary by stopping
at Las Vegas. However, he carried on to
a very enjoyable tour into Mexico.
E. L. (Mickey)
GRANT
spent his
year's
savings
redecorating
his house,
prodding
his decorators to have it finished before
his vacation started, and a certain lovely
trained in from the east.
J. J. (Helny) HEINLEIN has already set
his vacation date for next year — seems he
was forced to name several starting dates
this year, through no fault of his own.
DANNY WURTZEL motored to Frisco
for a traffic citation. After several weeks
of correspondence — In that distinctive
Danny style — he has shamed the clerk
Into reducing the fine by two thirds. He
should do something with a talent like
that.

And, naturally, we're delighted to have
MURIEL BERMUDEZ and LINDA ANDERSON, two of our old girls, back with us

HANK GATES managed to have his
withholding tax reduced by six pounds of
baby girl.

again.
What's this about MATHILDE MOSER
and her boss's son, TIM SULLIVAN. He
was most attentive at lunch the other day.
'Cou rse he's only
trend these days. eight, but you know the

Next time you're at the bowling lanes,
cast an eye on those well-dressed keglers

JOLIENE

OVERACKER

had

no

idea

how many friends she had until they threw
that super-duper birthday party for her
and showered her with all the things dear
to the heart of a glamor girl. Well, we
knew, Jo. Many happy returns!
And MAUDIE NORRIS has just announced her engagement to CHRIS BEDWELL.
Heaps of good wishes to all of you.
CLEMMIE Galloway's recuperating
nicely, thank you, after an appendix abrogation and other "repair work."

Price."
name "Vincent
proudly
They
aresporting
KARL the
BRAINARD,
RAY CASE,
TOM LANE, WALTER PALMER and your
reporter.
Want Ad Dept.: SID LASSICK — Ambitious, young, dark and handsome, wants
screen role as comedian. Good references.
We have a photographer in our ranks
who has been displaying some very fine
prints. HUGO DARST
nice little studio.
This humble

by name — he has a

servant

was

very happy

when PAUL KNISLEY returned from vacation— five A.M. is just about four hours
too early to hit the deck, even though it
seems amusing to GILBERT KEITH.
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PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
BY THE GREAT

NOVESKI, j.g.

Here we are again to tell what's what on
who. LEFTY HOUGH recently returned
from vacation and everyone was glad to
see him come back. He divided his time
between Catalina, Big Bear and Santa
Barbara and said he had the nicest vacation he's had in a long time. Have him
tell you about his experience near Santa
Barbara with his car. Some fun!
RUDY REAVES spent his vacation south
of the Mason-Dixon line, visiting his folks
in Batesville, Arkansas, and for you-all who
don't know where that is, he informs us
that it's near Little Rock. Incidentally,
"damn Yankees"
Rudytwodidn't
was
wordsknow
until that
he started working in
the Production Office, and we damn-Yankees set him straight.
EDITH FLYNN is getting all excited
about her coming vacation and spends
most of her extra time shopping for a new
wardrobe to take with her. Hope you have
fun, Edie.
The dialogue between DON TORPIN,
landlord, and PAUL "Bevo" HELMICK,
tenant, is hilarious these days. It seems
that Bevo and his family were evicted from
their apartment just a short time before
their new home was ready to move into,
so they moved in with the Torpins. Now
the Torpins sleep in a lean-to they built
onto the garage and the Helmicks graciously accept their phone calls for them at
the nominal fee of 5c each. Any resemblance to "Chicken Every Sunday" is purely coincidental.
We wish to give credit to the 2nd unit
of "The Home Stretch" who worked at
Hollywood Park during most of the heat,
and with the largest crowds (you'd know
about that if you tried to go home at 6
P.M. when they were returning from location). Our hats are off to JACK McED-

KEEP POSTED
Our unusual baseball team technically
finished the season in last place. We had
a lot of fun, though, and the loudest
cheering section. Now that that is over,
there is a plan afoot to get a football team
together, or a basketball team, or a pole
vaulting team. Practically anything to keep
idle little hands out of trouble after hours.
Success: RAY HOLMES into Mr.
Zanuck's office for the nonce. BOB
WILLIS over to Research. MARIA NASTICH back east on a vacation having a
great time — BILL JURGENSON doing the
thinking for the U. S. mail side in her absence. CAP JACKSON returned from a
northern vacation looking brown. Bet he
was surprised to see the new Mail Building stifl here after a whole fortnight under

WARDS, BOB SAUNDERS, CHUCK
SMITH and HAL KLEIN who engineered
that fete.
We have two new additions to the office since we last went to press. BOB
MINTO and WALDO STANLEY. They are
both over six feet tall — one is as blond as
the other is dark. The line forms at the
right girls!
Bob Saunders and his family flew to
New York for a two week vacation. As

KEEPING TAB

New York is Bob's home town, he had quite
a full calendar while there.
ROSE STEINBERG is all excited about
her coming trip to Stamford, Connecticut,
for the "Boomerang" location. This will be
her first trip to the east coast and she
hopes to have enough time off to see some

very much.
Now that the task of bringing you the
news has been handed to me, I will try to
relate the interesting happenings in our

of the sights thereabouts. We're sure the
crew on the picture will take into consideration that "all work and no play makes
Jill a dull girl." We expect to hear some
interesting stories from you upon your return, Rose.
Everyone around here spent the Labor
Day week-end taking trips, going to the
beach, or just working around home, but
the most original — and we do mean original
— week-end was spent by WILL McCUNE.
He moved into his new apartment. Talk
about the luck of the Irish!
GENE BRYANT, LYLE WHEELER, W. F.
FITZGERALD and LEON SHAMROY
went to Monterey, California, to^ look for
locations for "Forever Amber." Mr. PREMINGER joined them there. One word of
advice boys: better stay clear of that
Italian restaurant. With the candles, that is.
What Unit Manager has been complaining of a swollen tongue where a bee stung
him when he coughed.
FREDDIE FOX and CHUCK SMITH are
the proud owners of a horse. They are
training it for the Santa Anita Handicap
and, confidentially boys, they had a tip
right from the horse itself that he's going
to win, so start saving your money — you'll
need it, and plenty of it.

.By -FRANK

"SLIM" BORAN

our exclusive care.
The amazing turnover continues with
several new faces leaping about Movietone City this edition. Lean TOM (taller
than me) GIBSON seems to be infatuated
with a young girl named Enaj Yram.
CLARENCE O'DELL is an unusual fellow
who might very well be noticed by I. Kahn.
PAT BRADY, recently of Ireland, is a gifted
drummer and probably will be with a name
band shortly. Another continental youth is
ALLAN BUCKHANTZ — good-natured and
eager. Just out of the Navy, we have RON
BROWN — incidentally, he's a brother to
young child-of-heaven Candie Brown of
the Legal Department. Tempestuous JIMMY (I'm living) HECKERT trying to figure
out whaf department to try out.

By JANE

GRIMES

By now you are doubtless all aware of
the fact that BEHY HEMLINGER, our
former Tab reporter, has left the studio
and is residing in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
where her husband plans to resume his
studies. Needless to say, we all miss Betty

department.
As I look down my list of notes I find, for
one thing, that Tab certainly has a lot to
talk about when it comes to vacations.
TOM STEVENSON has just returned after
taking a marvelous trip to Canada. According to the many pictures and snapshots he brought back, we know that he
and his wife enjoyed most of the interesting points along the coast. LLOYD BREllKREUTZ has also returned from his vacation in New York City. JOE MEDVITZ is
back on the job after spending a very restful week at Crestline with his four boys.
While he was there, he took many pictures
with Koda-Chrome, and is he proud of
them! After seeing them, we can all understand why. According to the wonderful
tan he is sporting, it must be the place to
go tor sunshine.
If you want to know the secret of how
to make money fast, just ask KAY STURM
who has been vacationing in Reno. It must
be wonderful to walk into one of those
high class gambling joints and put down
$15 and pick up $65. Tell us, Kay, how do

do it?
youANN
SMILJANICH has left the studio
temporarily. She is with her mother who
is very ill. We all extend sympathy and
wish for a speedy recovery.
Canada seems to be a very popular
spot this year. WILMA TARCY has also
chosen it for her vacationing grounds.
we will find out what the attracMaybe
tion is when she returns.
EDDIE HARDIN seems to be the big
little man of Tab since he has just becorne
the proud father of a new baby girl.
Congratulations, Eddie.
At this time we wish to welcome a newcomer. ANN STILES has replaced PAT
who now is Control Clerk.
AN,
HOFFM
With so many changes taking place, it Is
becoming difficult to determine just who
does what.
With all the vacations taking place. It
is easy to see why GALVIN WOOD, head
of the department, has been unable to get
a week in edgewise.
Rumor has it that GOLDIE COHN has
been hoarding beer In her Ice-box. She
says it's for her nephew! (?)
We are all wondering how VERA
COVINGTON, IRENE FARLOW and JOE
MEDVITZ made out at Delmar last week.

They aren't talking.
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PAINT PRATTLE
By BILL GOLDMAN
There are times when the urge to go
outside my own department to record
what I consider startling news is irresistible. HERB LEWIS taking the vows should

Our leetle gorl BESS
to travel to Habana
wat she ees getting.
senor? Course it will

be startling to anyone who's ever heard
the lad champion the blessed state of
bachelorhood to a group of happily married men — who then went home wondering

fill Bess' shoes (size 31/2-B), so the secretary, AVA HULSMAN, who takes over

if they hadn't made a mistake by marrying thirty years ago. I will personally (with
the aid of Glenn Harman) give an orchid
to every married man who calls Herb in
the Prop & Min Shop and gives him a
loud PHFFFT.
However, Herb isn't the only one who
makes mistakes — this'll kilya. I won't mention names, but a guy whose initials are
BERT SEBELL was fascinated by BENNY
BENSON'S deft maneuvering of his new
Remington Shaver and got permission, as
Ben was leaving to check a set, to try it
out. When Ben returned, Bert had given
up in disgust. He conceded that it was a
wonderfully smooth shave, but not one single whisker had been devoured by the slick
looking gadget. Benny examined the razor
and asked Bert if he had bothered to remove the plastic guard — you've guessed
the answer!!
BOB JOLLEY is about to move into his
new home on Greenfield, and one of these
years he's going to have me for a neighbor— the lucky Jolleys! (I hope you find
that little item interesting. It's one of
those things you know — don't mention the
name "Jolley" in (ust one issue and do

I get H . . .).

JOE SIBLEY just returned from vacation
and we all enjoyed it immensely.
Ask CHARLIE O'CONNOR
to show
you his old vaudeville routine of "O'Connor and Lottie in Songs and Witty Sayings." It'll floor ya.
Having run out of nasty cracks and stuff
to say about people, I shall pocket my
magnifying glass and keyhole and start
collecting foi* next month's rundown.
S'long.

By AL LeBOVITZ

CAMERA DEPARTMENT
LASKY ees going
on dose vacations
A nice treep, no
be rather hard to

temporarily, will just have to work barefooted !
Vacations

have

disadvantages.

SOL

HALPRIN just returned from his'n and
he is so tan that a half dozen people in
the Camera Department passed him by
before he was recognized. Why, just everyone in our department returning from
vacation
positively looks disgustingly
healthy!
Your good friend and mine, LLOYD
"Four Kid" AHERN, is doing his initial
photographic job on the Brahm company,
"The Brasher Doubloon,"

and is really go-

ing places. (Many's the time this writer
has been told the places he could go to!)
Speaking of traveling, we certainly have
been doing a number of locations. NORBERT BRODINE and SCOTTY McEWEN
just returned from four months back east

and had to go right back for the Kazan
picture,
CURT "Boomerang."
FETTERS, MAYNARD RUGG and
a few of the other boys have been doing
some hunting on their vacations. Naturally
in the habit of shooting good pictures, the
boys willlike
shootmyandhunting
bag the license
limit. —A slightly
"fine"
seems
worn out — 1927 to be exact.
JIMMY GORDON
has taken over the
Optical Printing Department — good
chum!
Our

own

ROGER

SHEARMAN

luck,
is the

auto junk wrecker's best customer — you
should see what he puts together and
calls an automobile!
Have you lovely people taken notice
of the new Baby Camera Cranes — with
the TCF camera atop? It really vooms,
booms and zooms. The operative cameraman rides, and the assistant cameraman
moves under his own power. These electric
power cranes can certainly move — why,
some of the assistant cameramen are
now

wearing track shoes for the fast mov-

shots! now.
So inglong

A STORY FROM THE STORY- _By HANK HOWARD
On

the night of September

5th at the

LaCienega
Bowling
Alleys,
POWER'S
MODELS made
their debut
in the
Studio
Bowling League. Captained by SHIRLEY
DAVIDSON, who is ably augmented by
such stalwarts as SHIRLEE WOOLLARD,
ANITA CONNOLLY, AUDREY ROTHBILL and ELIZABETH DAVIDSON, this
formidable entry should make
itself in a very tough league.

a mark for

PAT RHODES' son, John, is entering
U.C.L.A. this fall and will major In Political Science. "The Senator" is well known
to many of us and we wish him luck in his
political career.
If any of you hear of a five-room house
anywhere within a twenty-mile radius of
the studio, please notify DICK HUCKANS,
who is most anxious to adequately house
his wife and four children.
Something new has been added to Story
Files. It's a blue and red bow tie, Frank
Sinatra style, and is being proudly worn
by that handsome Texan, DICK EPSON.

A recent living addition to the Files Is
WADDY TAYLOR, who has returned from
a long tour of duty in the Navy.
JEAN

LAWRENCE

and SUSAN

LYNN

are making a tour 6f the country at present. They wrote and Informed us that It is
Impossible to leave the State of California
until you sign an affidavit to the effect that
you will continually complain about the
weather In all other States, and laud the
beautiful sunshine of the Golden State.
There are no exceptions.
It Is with particular regret that your
reporter announces his intended departure
from the studio. As a matter of fact, by
the time you read these lines he will be
deep In study at the Westwood Campus
of U.C.L.A. Yes, dear readers, your columnist isreturning to the three Rs, but he
wants you all to know that he appreciates
your many kindnesses and shall always
think back upon his stay at TCF with very
pleasant memories.

PROP AND MINIATURE SHOP By DICK DARLING
W. E. RUGG

and RAY

BRADBURY

are

going south of the border on that Mexican location. The day after they had their
shots they didn't look too excited about it
. , . Since the A.M. shift starting time was

We

found

you

under a cabbage
asking questions.

leaf; now

quit

changed to 6
"Stoney" has
each ear . .
cided that a

o'clock, we understand that
bought an alarm clock for
. WALTER PALLMEN devacation In the mountains

wouldn't hurt him any, so PAUL WIDLICSKA did the worrying for a couple of
weeks . . . Mrs. POOLE is back so PHIL
will be easier to get along with . . . JIMMY
SPIES and gang are going all out on Aztec
jewelry
"Captain
from
HERB for
LEWIS
has left
the Castile."
list of bachelors by acquiring a beautiful Florida dependent.
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THE COSTUMERS FLOSS MILL
KAY PRYOR is at present not in the
little crowded office to the left of PIEDAD'S stairway. In fact, Kay Pryor is not
at present Kay Pryor. On Sunday afternoon, September 8th, in neat little white
St. Peter's church on the pie-shaped corner where LaCienega and meandering San
Vicente cross, she became Katherine Elizabeth Pryor McCarthy.
The bride wore grey. She was simple,
petite and chic in a dove-grey woolen
dress with a draped peplum, long sleeves
and square cut neckline. Her hat was of
grey maline, shaped like a Boston creme
pie — and very becoming — which was later
decked, properly, with rice. (Small boys,
aware of the current rice shortage, appointed themselves a salvage committee
of two with a broom and paper sack and
swept up all the rice that did not stick in
Kay's hat.) She carried a muff of grey net
with a corsage of pink rosebuds. The bride
made the pitch, neat and traditional, to
an overcrowded infield, and then the couple sped away on the honeymoon in Las
Vegas.
On

passing BONNIE CASHIN's turquoise office on our traffic up and down
the hall, we kept tripping over protruding telephone conversations. MARGIE
BANKSTON, conducting negotiations of
great import on "I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now," — and, well, other things
dropped scraps of here and there — a fitting for Lenore Aubert, "Fritzi," in the
black outfit, a new setting for a ring with
two splendid diamonds, the wire hoops
and 17 dozen roses for the "DuBarry"
number, an apartment, a church — a wedding in early October when Margie will
become Mrs. Gordon Wahl (Doss had it
"Wahng" — but you know Doss, he's always). So, we dusted off the little pink
umbrella — looks like it's going to shower
again.
On a Monday morn (September 9th) a
sweet voice boomed through the stock

MAINTENANTICS

By claudia brosius

By A. O. WILLIAMS

of satin ribbon under the comely chin, a
rose here and a rose there, underneath,
next to the ear.
HELEN

JONES

and

GENEVIEVE

RIMPAU were busy putting a number of
materials into the shape of hats, with two
big cardboard boxes at hand full of fluff —
ostrich plumes curled exquisitely and dyed
rich colors.
On the corner of an overworked table
sat Aurora Jr., a small hand-painted china
pig with a tag. The tag said, "Braille
Institute of America." Germaine, custodian of the pig, explained that Aurora Jr.,
counterpart of the famed Aurora of the
Farmer's Market, began months ago with
contributions of odd pennies from the
ladles in the millinery shop. Then the pig
came to market, and now she collects for
the nationwide non-profit organization
giving Inestimable aid to the blind.
OLLIE, our flying wardrobe girl, stopped
over from one location long enough to
say "Give me a wardrobe plot," and then
got on a plane for the Connecticut location of "Boomerang."
LANDERS is suffering from location shots
(same as Army) so that she, too, can take
off with the company when they leave
in November.
LORENA nelson's daughter, wife of
a Lieutenant Colonel with the U. S. Army
General Staff, has moved from Paris to
Frankfort, Germany. She has a six-room
house and is studying French, German and
music.
FRIEDA SOLOMON
has returned to
her table in the Workroom after a lengthy
absence spent In recuperating from an
operation.
People are still passing each other on
the way to and from vacations. Of the
fishermen, MARTHA BROWNE did well —
at June Lake, one trout.

The Goblins'll get you if you don't watch
out. Now that Hallowe'en is in the offing,
all the little ghosts will be trying to frighten
us out of our skins, but at least there'll be
more candy around the house. Seems a
long time since we could get away with
a little mischief. When we get in a little
fun now, the piper must be paid — so all
you
big and
boys play
and too
girls hard.
take heed and don’t
go out
Speaking of playing, ask our friend
DAVY about the play in Las Vegas. He
had a swell time there the first few days
and actually thought he might be able to
retire in about three more days of playing.
But somehow things turned (as they have a
disgusting way of doing) and he found out
that the folks there weren't playing. However, he came home fully clothed — sadder
but wiser.
Our friend BART

PALMER

had a good

time at Catalina and when we say "good
time," we mean just that. Anyone who
knows Bart knows that he'd have a good
time wherever he went. Yes, Bart had a
good time, but being asked to leave kinda
cramped his style. It seems he went in
bathing one day and so many girls followed him into the water, that the tide
rose and water started running into the
stores and flooding the streets. The businessmen and city fathers decided that
much S.A. was just too much for one
Island and Bart was cordially invited to
sail for home.
Have you ever seen such fine parking
lots as ours? The folks on the north lot
are more than grateful because they have
been very crowded for sometime, and that
new paved lot there will help relieve the
congestion.
Can anyone Introduce me to a rancher
or two — In these days a fellow with some
steaks around the yard would be a good

guy to know.

room with a salty "Avast, you lubbers!"
'Twas ALICE, tanned and well again, back
from the sea. In the "Stormy," Alice
shipped with a party of four on a threeweek cruise around the coves of Catalina’s Peninsula where the flying fishes
play and a whale came up like thunder
and then "sounded." (Alice saw him.)
Frank, Alice's Mr., caught a 135-pound
marlin after 45 minutes of persuasion with
rod and line. (Alice caught an old hungry
black cormorant.)
Mr. HUBERT and milliner LOUISE
GERMAINE were showering "Sophie," the
upstairs mannequin, with discussion in effervescent French. "C'est belle chapeau!"
"C'est!" we agreed in flawless Francals,
admiring a pale blue marquisette hood and
cape designed by Hubert (and executed,
nicely, by Germaine) to frame the lovely
face of Linda Darnell as "Amber."
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By JIMMIE TAYLOR

NURSERY TALES
The other day our phone rang and I
still think it must have been transferred
to our department by mistake. However,
our boys here are always very courteous
when they answer the phone, and they
"Nursery."
sweetofnote
usual end
the other
gave
From itthe
the— line,
some
bear-voiced female says, "Yah-Halloo! Iss
dis vare you keep da kidds?" We said,
"No, ma'am, we don't have any children
here, sorry!" But this dame was persistent.
She booms back, "Vot kind of a nursery
iss it dot don't keep kidds?" Still trying
to be courteous, we said, "You must have
the wrong number, ma'am, this is a house
of horticulture!" Then she really blew her
sails. She came back with, "Now you see
here, young man, no vipper-snapper can
call me names like dot ofer der phone,
und foidermore if you've got mine liddle
sveet-patootie dere now, I vant him
home!" Well, we were finally able to convince her that we didn't even raise sveetpatooties here, much less keep the little
two-legged ones around.
We sure seem to have a lot of people
confused, though. I stopped by the mail
room recently and asked one of those
pretty people if she had any mail for the
Nursery. She gave me one of those wideeyed astonished looks and said, "Nursery?
Do they even have a Nursery here?" I
tried not to look insulted and said, "Why,
yes ma'am, it's been here for quite a few
years." So, she forgot all about the mall
and called her girl friend away from the
wolves that lurk there and said, "C'mon,

Snooty, let's go down to the Nursery and
see all their cute little babies!"
Babies
*** !! Can you beat that?

Maybe

year, it must have looked like "TCF
home week" — and everyone had fun.

old

RAY over
JONESat isWestern
pinch hitting
for "Pappy"
FRIER
Avenue.
We all
hope Jack will be back on the job soon.
The bowling team to watch in the Friday night scratch league is composed of
"Hatchet-Face" HENDERSON, "PrettyBoy" HALL, "Prune-Face" JAEGER,
"VVood-Butcher" JONES and MAYNARD
RUGG — known as "Dick Haymes Musical
Notes." The Thursday night team consists of everyone we can get, and no fooling.
FRED KELLY,
KENNEY LANG
east for another
beginning to feel

CHARLIE WISE and
are on their way back
picture. Those boys are
like easterners by now.

The "Westerners" had a swell breakfast
at Fern Dell on a recent Sunday morning.

"Hey,

Dad,

look — we're playing boats!

But shucks, her shoes are bigger'n mine
and they float nice. Mine already sunk.
Can
I have
just the
one shoe
of yours
for a but
while?"
I think
he got
all right,
not
exactly where he wanted It.
Now, about the picture. It looks as if
our cover-boy this month will be uncovered

Say, our picnic was another big success
Column!"
this year, wasn't it? Everyone seemed to
be having a fine time. Of course, there
are always a few exceptions. And I'm always mixed up, anyway. I was eating one
of those delicious hot pups they served,
loading it down good out of that big yellow jar and remarked to my better half
how nice it was to use all the butter I
wanted. She said, "Don't be silly now, stupid— that isn't butter, that's mustard!"
See what I mean? Then as soon as I got off
my feet and parked my conjunction somewhere— four hundred and eleven ants piled
on me and started to> haul me away.
I was talking to GLENN HARMAN
there and saying how difficult it was to
keep clean on a picnic when his trio of
boys came by and he said, "My, you boys
are nice and cool and innocent looking!
How would you like some more pop?"
They replied, "Gee, I guess we better not
ask for any more pop. Pop. We spilled
some mustard on your new coat and then
tried to wash it off with strawberry pop.
But honest, it don't look so good now!"
LARRY DYER has quite a corker of a
little boy, too. He was over by the swim.ming pool playing with a pretty little redhaired girl who belongs to LYNN WOLCOTT. When we stopped by to watch
them, Larry noticed his little boy was bare-

SPARKS FROM THE ARCS
Considering the number of people from
the Lot who vacationed in Vancouver this

we should call this the "Anti-Colic

footed, but having a swell time. He yelled,

Gander

that

pleadinq

look

will you.

He

says

"Aw-w — , please don't now, people will think I'm
from the poor house. I've got other pants, honest

If those pants tear just once

more. He Is

I have!"
gift
to

really Goodwill's
TCF and a real
live nephew of the father of Father Time —
BILL LePELLEY. He handles that water so
well we called him Commodore LePelley.
Bill's going on seventy, girls, and he's still
single, so if you want to put in your bids,
don't let that wardrobe he's wearing fool
you. Everyone says It looks lykelle! — but
I reckon that's a new kind of goods.

By LEE DUNBAR

Let us remind you that if you are a "Westerner" your attendance is Important whether It be a breakfast or dinner meeting.
The boys lined up for the location to
Mexico are really getting the needle —
shots
else. against fever and almost everything
BOB and Mrs. IBLING stopped In Fort
Bragg, California, to get a bite to eat and
exercise the dog. After walking a block.
Bob returned to find the Inside of the car
burned out. Yes, the cause of the fire was
that giant cigarette lighter Bob was sporting around. But they insist they had a good
time In the north country.
At this writing JACK DIMMACK Is recovering very nicely from an operation and
is at St. John's Hospital In Santa Monica.
Everyone in the department was very
sorry to hear of the wreck GROVER
JONES and his family were in up north.
Mrs. Jones was seriously Injured, and we
are all hoping for her speedy recovery.

Mahatma
Aaron
With

Gandhi

Bernhardt

of the

Electrical

Department,

poses in full regalia, or lack of it.

prices the way they are, living on goat's
milk may not be a bad idea after all.
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TRANSPORTATION NEWS

By ANITA UPHOFF

PAYROLL PERIODS

By DICK

After all these years LOU KOHL finally
left the dear old San Fernando Valley to

The Payroll gang had a lovely gathering
on a recent Friday night at the Del Mar
Club, in honor of our two lovely ex-payroll
gals, LOLA and ALTA MAE. Judging by
the number of vacant chairs in the office

make Santa Monica his home. That's quite
a change — from hot sunbeams to cool
ocean breezes. You shouldn't miss the Valley too much though, Lou — you're still
plenty close to sources of hot air.
CHET DeCARLO, one of our pleasant
mechanics, has entered into an automobile
repair venture of his own. We shall miss
his ready smile and willingness about the

next morning. I'd say a veddy, veddy large
evening was had by all.
We like the red hair, MARGE — it's very
"groovey."
It anyone wonders about the loud discussions in Payroll on Friday mornings,

shop,fine
andwork
we'llhe always
him and
for
the
did in remember
the rebuilding
maintenance of our equipment. Whenever

please don't be alarmed. We gals aren't at
war — it's just three different bowling teams
airing their views on who has the best
team. That BANTA is getting more starryeyed every day — must be quite a guy, this
Jimmy! FLASH — JOEY ZWART and her
blond boy caught holding hands In Beaver
Square. Ummm!
The cutle in the picture this month is
our gal PATTY — the best little
on the lot. Yes, sir! We all miss
ing face, Pat. Happy studying
and we hope to have you back
fore too long.

messenger
your smilthis term,
again be-

you boys can avail yourselves of the opportunity, stop in and see Chet in his own
shop at Lankershim and Victory Boulevards
In North Hollywood, or call and have a
chat with him on phone number SUnset

29502.

Our sympathies are extended to ALEX
SHAFFER on the passing of his beloved
Dad.
Pat Caffareta,

home. RICHARDSON subbed for JACKSON
PERCY. LEO McCreary
and
PRIMO PAZZELLI back in Conecticut for
Kazan's epic "Boomerang."
HANKY GERZEN and the boys coming
into the winning circle with Lucky Humberstone's "Homestretch." Not far behind
were LEDGY and his troupe bringing home
the Bacon opus "Who's Kissing Her Now."
Linda Darnell ravishingly blonde for ' Amber" tests. Did you glimpse the trail of
lovelies heading for the test stage the
last month? JOE (who smiles sweetly now)
McDonald
can get astonishing angles
in that two-by-four cracker box.
WALTER FAXON heading for Utah
with a sandwich on his knee. Our sincere
sympathy to AL THAYER on the loss of
his sister in San Francisco. ROGER MUR-

girl tor the payto return

to

school.

waiter E pitchman

GRIP DEPARTMENT

HOWARD
MIDDLETON subbing for
WALTER ERIOKSON who treks north for
a breath of fresh air. PETE BARTOLOMEO
should be back on the job any day now.
FRANK PIERSON still confined to his

smilinq messenger

roll office. Pat just left the studio

See you all again next month — same
time, same stuff.

"How's your Spanish?" is the most frequent question on the Lot these days.
Everybody wants to go to Mexico with
the Henry King company: in fact, Mr.
King is in hiding to evade the horde of
anxious technicians just dying to go. It
looks like the biggest location jaunt yet.
Two units, plus three construction crews,
should command the respect of the most
blase of Hollywoodites. The company plans
to be gone three months into the Mexican
interior.

STOLZE

PHY home to relax from a strenuous driving vacation. He covered half the country
in thirty days. LLOYD AHERN doing a
grand job on J. Brahm's "Brasher Doubloon." With CHARLES ROSE and company, how could he do otherwise? Little
HARRY JONES should be back from his
vacation and run smack into a mighty big
surprise.
BETTE MILLER, our girl Friday, certainly
went to town. Had a horde of painters
turn night into day, and now we have a
smart looking inner and outer office that
anyone could be proud of — even FRANK
GILROY, he of the paw-knee tribe.
ROGER SHERMAN was all packed up
and no place to go. He was lucky he got
his bag back. I remember losing a bag at
Santa Rosa and found it in a scene — am I
glad
SULLIVAN
get Itpropman
open forFRANK
the female
extra. couldn't
SKIPPY
(he of the open heart) DELFINO scampering like mad around the test stage.
JUNE will miss VI who Is Havana bound.
Wonder If June Is serious when she snarls
at us. LOGAN
BROWN will be tickled
when

ART MILLER gets back Into harness. Where does BUNKY get all his
clothes — always has something new. DAVE
ANDERSON
is certainly renovating his
electrical department — it Is refreshingly
different. Right up to the minute.
Late flash: Pete Bartolomeo wishes to
thank one and all for their consideration
and gifts.
Until next month — Adlos Amigos.

If you boys are Interested In seeing
something cute and pretty, stop In and
see burton's BABES roll their own In
very pretty and unique bowling togs at
the LaClenega Bowling Lanes on Thursday night. One of those cuties is none
other than our own ZOLA.
What

popular gentleman of the Transportation office is quite thrilled about

happy eventing sometime
cember?

along In De-

THE NORTHEAST CORNER
By ALEX MURPHY
Over here on our end of the lot we
once had peace and quiet In very large
amounts. The jack rabbits came up and
sat on our lawn and the hummingbirds
visited our flowers every day. Even the
moles came out of their holes occasionally
to sun themselves. But no morel The quietude of our little hideaway has been shattered completely. Beverly Hills High
School, just outside our fence, has opened
for business. The rabbits have deserted us
for Olympic Boulevard where there's not
so much noise. They don't like the sound
of giggles, screams, and other similarly
charming adolescent chatter. The hummingbirds just can't stand the jive talk —
they took off as the first sounds of o vcut,
o reenie came drifting across the lot. The
moles took the shortest route to China on
cutwaveallofpipes
firstwith
the up
day when
openingvehicles
down
roared
open. We

poor slaves In Printing and Sup-

plies can't get awav from it all— we're
stuck
blues. with nine months of the bobby-sox
JACK

MARKS,

the voice with a smile,

is still trying to get those mean old people out of his house. Says he may move
into the garage and ask the tenants for
kitchen privileges In his home.

1
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ACTION ADS
Floral Decorations

a

Specialty

LABOR DEPT. NEWS
By GLEN

R. STEVENS

The boys are still talking about the picnic at Lake Enchanto. If any of you missed
this one. let It be a lesson to you and
plan to be on hand next year.
Vacation talk Is still running as high as

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
rly Hills,
Beve
California

ROD

Open

Evenings

Bradshaw 23513
Crestview 1-0915

WETMORE

Representative of
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Automobile Insurance
Financing
New or Used Automobiles
PHONE

Sta. 333

goldcoming
fever and
In our
still
going.department — they're
While bringing home prime venison has
been the popular sport of late (with a
few wild pigeons, doves, and some fish
catches), the more hardy hunters chose a
wilder range to stalk bigger game — Elk.
Like moose and bear, elk hunting Is In a
class by Itself, DON CURL left with a party
late last month for Salmon, Idaho, where,
according to JACK FERGUSON, they succeeded last year In bagging an elk apiece,
and did some salmon fishing.
PHIL SNYDER returned recently from
New York City where he enjoyed a happv
reunion with his large family, stopping off
at Denver enroute . . . SALVATORE F.
SAVARESE vacationed two weeks at Yosemlte . . . RALPH REESE spent his two
weeks at Catalina and the football games.
JACK

or
Crestview 5-0125

Evenings
Crestview 6-4583

IMPERIAL RIIG
CLEANING CO.

SALViN

Is back after three years

In the Navy, and LOU'S GOLDSTEIN has
rejoined the Labor Department after a
brief absence. Glad to have you back,
boys!

COK^E
ACTION

ON— GIVE!

ANTICS

failed to show

paragraphs, cartoons, etc., contributed by Studio Club members. Cartoons must be submitted on white un-

Your
Rugs •
and

lined paper or drawing board, and

Furniture
Cleaned

The IMPERIAL way
Aram and Eddie Betkiiian
723 N. La Cienega Blvd.
BRadshow 23691
Rugs Repaired
Experienced

by

Weaver

Exposition

Los Angeles 5, Calif.
★

rMMFDIATF,

rendered in black drawing ink. Address contributions to EDiTOR,

2171

DELIVERY

Tires & Tubes

★

(allocated)

Seat Covers — Custom

Tailored,

Radios — all popular brands
“Bar-Ette” Radio Bar
Gas Ranges — Elec. Hot
Toasters — Waffle Irons

Plates

Elec. Irons — Clocks
Elec. Fans — all sizes
Elec. Curling Irons
Garden Hose — Tools
Lawn Mowers
Toys & Wheel Goods
Sporting Goods

All the Above Listed Items Are
Available for Immediate Delivery.
Please Telephone tor Tires Before
Coming In.

I.[PlliS

If

jI.

this month due to lack of response.
This new department will be dedicated to the light verse, humorous

Have

854 So. Vermont

GUARANTEES you a refund if you
do not obtain DISCCUNTS of 15%
to 40% off current retail prices.

DIAMCNDS, WATCHES.
SILVERWARE. LEATHER GCCDS.
HCMEWARES, ETC.

Action Nlagazine, Studio Club.
Please bring Identification as we do
not cater to the general public.

•
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La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•
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714 SO. HILL ST. L. A. 14
Entire Second Floor Spreckels Bldg.
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ROLF KOZEL
13654 BURBANK BLVD
TARZAMA, CALIF-

Entered
matter
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at the Post Office,

Los Angeles,
Act

class

Calif., under
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3, 1879.

scripts, reports, breakdowns or any of the
thousand and one jobs that are handled
by the department. Each page must pass
the hypercritical Inspection of two proofreaders, not only for errors in copy, but
also for neatness. A single mistake means
rejection of the page. Each operation Is
performed with production-line efficiency.
Work passes from the typist through the
mimeograph section, the proofreaders, and
final assembly with the smooth efficiency
of a conveyor belt production line.

Personality of the Month

Flexible through simplicity, it can mee^
any emergency. The department record
tor turning out completed scripts Is four
hours from start to finish.
When

Twentieth

Century

merged

with

Fox In 1935, Kathleen further supplemented knowledge of production by joining
the Production Office staff. Eight months
later she was appointed head of the new
Twentieth Century-Fox Script department.
Since that time there has never been a
single Instance of production time lost due
to late or inaccurate scripts.
Kathleen, with her hard won knowledge
of script and secretary problems from
every standpoint, accomplishes far more
than the simple reproduction of scripts In
Kathleen

Ridgeway,

Head

of the Script Department

A new Idea and the ability to see it
through to a working operation are the
keynotes to the success of Kathleen Ridgeway, Head of the Twentieth Century-Fox
Script department since 1936.
A native of Kansas City, Missouri, Kathleen arrived in Hollywood In 1919 and entered the movie industry as an extra and
bit player. With the foresight that goes
hand In hand with success, Kathleen realized that the movie Industry was in its infancy and that It some day would grow to
world encompassing proportions. She also
knew that to grow with it, as In any busines , a person must have some substantial
contribution to offer the organization.
Kathleen became interested in camera
movement, dialogue and script work, and
through diligent application soon learned
every phase of it from the standpoint of
script girls' duties. She then crammed an
eight months secretarial course Into four
months and shortly after answered a call
to Universal studio for secretarial work, a
job slated to last only a day and a half,
but her eagerness to learn and her efficiency were quickly recognized and she was

and

Secretary

of Studio

Club

Board

of Controllers.

held there for a year and a half as a top
writer's secretary.
It was here that her idea was born.
Noting the haphazard way in which scripts
were reproduced and knowing their importance In relation to production, and
seeing the way girls were assigned as secretaries without regard to personality,
grooming, and ability, she decided to devise a better system of co-ordination.
Later at Warner Bros, where her writer
had taken her, Kathleen through careful
study, analyzed the problems of script
preparation from the standpoint of everyone from the typist to the production
head, and with this knowledge soon devised a fool-proof system.
The chance to apply the acid test of
actual operation came In 1934 when she
was called from her position of writer's
secretary at Twentieth Century Film Corporation to take over the Script department
of Darryl Zanuck's new company.
Still In use today, but on a larger scale,
her plan requires that a complete record
be kept of every job from the time It
enters her office until It leaves, be It

quantity. She has, through her contribution, made the department an essential
step In achieving Twentieth
film perfection.

Century-Fox

There are some people to whom success
equaling that of Kathleen Ridgeway would
cause them to lose sight of the true values
of human relationships. But to Kathleen,
success has strengthened this perspective.
In her department s'ervice and courtesy is
stressed and every member of the department is treated with consideration as to
the type of work they prefer. Her experience has proved that when people are doing what they like they are more efficient,
and the morale is higher.

Secretary of the Studio Club Board of
Controllers, she has held this position since
the Club began, and has been voted Into
office unanimously at every election.
success, Kathleen
Ridgeway does not relax and seek satisfaction through a review of her past accomplishments, but looks to the future,
eager to answer every new, studio need.
She will use that same keen ability to anaHaving

achieved

lyze and plan, for she realizes that a preshistory.
ent accomplishment is a contribution to
the Industry. A past accomplishment Is
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Dear Reader

Wright. Honorary
Pichel, Lou Witte.

With extreme regret we announce that this will be the last
Issue In which the very excellent work of Claudia Broslus will
appear. Claudia Is leaving the studio to go into business for
herself. With her generous gift of talent and overall ability as
demonstrated In her past association with the magazine we are
sure of her success.

Members:

F. L. Metzler, Irving

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3,00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshow 2-2lil. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2. 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
Califernia, under the Act of March 3. 1879.

Behind the scenes
•

Personality of the Month

Oliver Hopps, "young" father of two boys, age 12 and 19,
has been a screen publicist with Twentieth Century-Fox for five
years. Was previously with the firm in 1933, when it was Twentieth
Century Pictures, Inc. When 20th moved west to Fox Hills in
'35, Samuel Goldwyn claimed his services and it wasn't until
'42 that he rejoined the group here. Always willing to support
any activity of the Studio Club, he goes particularly for those
fishing trips we had last summer, fishing and hunting being his
favorite sports.

•

Photography

Cliff Concialdl has been with Twentieth Century-Fox since 1941
with a three-year break when he was in the service. Before coming
to TCF he studied photography under Clarence Bach at the John
Fremont Ftigh School. During his service career, Cliff headed a photo
unit In the China-Burma-India theatre processing film for the famed
Merrill's Marauders and the Mar's Task Force. Returning from the
service in '45 he went back to his job with the Still Lab where he is
today. A native of Los Angeles, Cliff is married and has a small
daughter. A veteran free lance photographer he hopes to become a
Still man and the excellent layout on Casting, beginning on page 6, is
a sample of his work.

•

Guest Artist
Charles W.

Hulett has been with TCF

for eight months

as an

artist in Fred Sersen's department. Before that Charles was with
MGM for a year. A Californian since the age of six he has followed
his interest in Art through the leading academies of Southern California. Study at Los Angeles Art Center, Otis Art Institute and
under such renowned artists as Ralph Holmes, Theodore Lukitz and
C. Vo'n Schneldau has made his work popular in the field of landscape painting. A veteran of many exhibits his work has hung in
the Los Angeles County Museum, Ebell Club, Los Angeles Public
Library, and the Santa Paula Annual Exhibit. Hulett is a member of
the Painters and Sculptors Club, California Art Club and is past
President of the San Fernando Valley Art Club. His I I-year-old boy
is also Interested in art and is now studying under his very capable
father. Mr. Hulett's work appears in the membership

ad on page I I.
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BOWLING — The

twenty-eight

team

league

playing on Thursday and Friday nights is only
one of the social activities that combine good
healthy

fun

DANCING

with

the

LESSONS,

all of the latest dance
A

sea

of faces

functions.

all reflecting pleasure

Dedicated

relaxation the Studio

to serve
Club

members

is controlled

and
by

relaxation

is a

common

planning

and

executing

sight at the

Studio

social functions

entirely by the vote of its members.

Club

for your

maximum

Rhumba,

of relaxation.

Samba,

Conga,

steps are the order

of

the evening when social minded club members
get together under the excellent instruction
of Bill Williams. Offered at a minimum price
the dancing lessons are extremely
the members.

popular

with

SPARKLING PROGRAM
SET FOR '47

Faced with a year round fun for all program, TCF employees have swarmed to the Studio Club to lay their com-

ing year's membership fee on the line. With over two thousand members already enrolled ten departments have already hit the 100 per cent mark.
Growing rapidly since the first year of its founding the
Studio Club hit an all time high last year with 2,602 members and with the expanding program and activities mapped
out for the coming year over 3,000 members are expected.
Swim Gym classes, dancing lessons, bowling, drama club,
frequent dances, costume parties, a summer picnic, and a
Christmas party for the children are only a few of the
popular activities planned or currently in progress.

4

Topping the list for current activities is the big Semiformal dance slated for March 10 to be held at the Biltmore
Bowl. Featuring two orchestras for continuous dancing, Russ
Morgan and Eddie Durante's rhumba band, the supper dance
is expected to be one of the biggest functions of its kind
yet given by the Club.
Not all of the activities of the club are dedicated to the
social side of the picture. Much has been done in close
cooperation with the American Legion to better the lot
of servicemen and women now in the hospitals. The Studio
Club became the center of activity during the Christmas
season when a concerted drive was made to supply presents
for 600 veterans in the Sawtelle hospital.

BASKETBALL — The powerful TCP Studio Club
team has been a top ranking contender tor
the National Championship for the past ten
years. Ever powerful, the team sports players
whose names are synonymous with basketball
greatness.

CHRISTMAS

SHOW,

another

of the big scale

activities put on by the Studio Club. Last year's
show drew a full house and featured a play
by Past President Cally Holden starring first

BASEBALL — The Inter-Mural Softball League
is one of the most hotly contested leagues in
the business. Every game is sure to draw a
crowd. The Winter Hardball League team is
famed as one of the finest teams in Southern
California.

TURKEY
DINNERS
Studio Club during
basket

are distributed by the
the holiday season. Each

contains the complete menu for a family-sized turkey dinner with all of the trimmings.

FISHING TRIPS are another popular function
of the club during the summer months. Renting
a large launch, members enjoy a full day on
the briny deep
of the deep.

SWIM

GYM

in search of the game

including

Badminton,

denizens

Swimming,

Volleyball, and Women's Corrective Exercises,
is just one of the many activities that have met
with enthusiasm among the club members.

line Twentieth Century-Fox talent, a galaxy of
entertaining acts and a present for every child
attending.

TCF Employees Flock to
Join Studio Club
Aiming to please the lot cross section membership the
Studio Club offers a variety of Interests in fields of entertainment found to be most popular by poll among the
members.
The Camera Club headed by L. D. Grignon has done
much to aid the fledgling photographer. A new series of
dancing lessons is now offered at a minimum cost and Includes all of the new and popular dance steps. The class is
headed by Bill Williams who has won the unanimous approval of the club members participating In last year's class.
The fee of three dollars entitles the member to all of
the activities of the club, which are closed to non-member
employees.
The Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club Is accredited

one of the finest in the movie industry. The powerful Twentieth Century-Fox basketball team has been among the leading national teams for the past ten years. The baseball and
bowling teams have always been strong contenders In the
city wide leagues.
In view of the stampede response to the membership
drive, Sol Halprin, President of the Board of Controllers,
foresees the definite possibility of a near 100 per cent lot
membership. Said Sol Halprin, "With the Increased Interest
in the Club and the planned program for the new year
the Club has more to offer than ever before. Every employee will be doing himself and his family a service by
joining now and enjoying the year around schedule of fun
and relaxation."
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MOVIE MAKING ASTROLOGERS
Forecasting the future in relation to the stars is the job of a highly efficient
casting organization. Executive Talent Director BEN LYON has the all-important job of fitting screen artists into roles under consideration. Poor judgment,
or a miscalculation in casting a role can very well ruin an otherwise excellent production and with the standards of TCF set on perfection, the job becomes even
more important.

TCF

Under the supervision of Mr. Lyon and his Executive Assistant Marcella Napp,
hundreds of artists are selected each year by Casting Directors James Ryan,
William Maybery and Billy Gordon, to add to the excellence of such pictures as
"THE RAZCR'S EDGE," "THE SHCCKING MISS PILGRIM" and "HCMESTRETCH." Perfection must be achieved with the final choice since all the expert
direction and movie making craftsmanship could not offset the damage done by
one poor selection from bit part to lead role.
Keeping order under the terrific pressure of hundreds of daily phone calls,
an efficient office staff operates under the alert head of Geraldine Nomis. Her
assistants, Mary Alice Jones and Pat Denny are hand-picked girls.
Keeping track of the contract technicalities encountered In dealing with such
a huge amount of talent is the job of Estelle Richter and her two assistants, Ruth
Rosander and Hazel Harris.

Executive Talent Director Ben Lyon
expert assistant, Marcella Napp.

and

his

Under casting also comes the Important job of Ivan Kahn, Chief Talent Scout,
whose job It is to recommend and groom new talent for future stardom. Operating
in close conjunction with Mr. Lyon, Ivan Kahn sparks TCF productions with an
array of new talent.

Expert judgment and a thorough knowledge of the capabilities of every artist are essential in the job of selecting the cast of a script under
consideration. Through close teamwork Ben Lyon and Ivan Kahn add to the excellence of TCF productions with a continual parade of new faces
and talent. Here newcomer Eva Gernhardt tests for her first screen role, behind this moment is the entire machinery of the Casting Department.

One of the cornerstones of another Academy Award Winner is set
when casting heads and directors gather over a new script to agree
on talent. Above L. to R.: William Maybery, Ben Lyon, James Ryan,
Marcella Napp, and Billy Gordon.

The office machinery must operate like clockwork with the deluge of
telephone calls coming in, contact to be made, and keeping the many
contracts involving the new talent in order. Responsible for these
important tasks are Estelle Richter, Business Manager, and Gerry
Nomis, Office Head.

Whether it is a hundred Indians or a thousand Roman soldiers, they'll
fill the bill. L. to R.: Art Shoaf, George Light, Walter Whaley, William
Maybery, and Leonard Kibrick discuss requirements of the new script.

Through Ivan Kahn's office passes an endless stream of talent, some
to be recommended to Ben Lyon and groomed for further use if they
pass his approval. Here Ivan Kahn is shown talking to Eva Gernhardt,
candidate for stardom.

Ivan Kahn's excellent choice passes Ben Lyon and lucky Eva now must
prove her talent to Leslie O’Pace, Talent Critic who evaluates the
ability of the new hopefuls. A favorable report and the starlet begins
a training period with dancing, dramatic and speech instructors.

Eva

becomes

the pupil of Helena

Sorell, Talent

Coach,

who

grooms

the young contract players for their filmland careers. Helena Sorell
(center standing) is shown coaching Lee McGregor and Eva in a
dramatic scene while other students sit by.
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useful to the company.

V-

By Bob

Gunn

Brainstorms — the seed from which fortunes grow, the spark of industry. The man
who put the wiggle in the bobby pin is blessed by all womankind. The simple zipper
is a modern must. In every industry there are those with creative minds who contribute to the excellence of their product through new ideas or a new way of
dressing up an old one.
Twentieth Century-Fox has given the grand total of 3,100 dollars in government
bonds to those of its employees who have contributed new and worthwhile ideas.
You too can promote yourself to the inventor's class to the tune of a fat government bond. All you need is a good idea. Some of your ideas which seem old
to you may be new to others. Bring them out into the open.
If they prove useful and practical they will add to your security both financially
and in on-the-job prestige. Trade your ideas for security.
on how
L. For
Gunninformation
on Extension
661. to converf your "brainstorms" into bonds, consult Robert
1. JOHN EHRIN, one of our cutters,
shown using his invention for converting
a 35mm film rack into a 16mm rack. Although Johnnnie is a cutter, it can be
seen from this picture that he has possibilities as screen material and it might
be possible that somebody is overlooking something. Johnnie has been employed at the Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio for I2 years.
2. ROGER SHEARMAN shown with the
Magazine Rack he designed for the camera carts. The device is a clever arrangement for holding sufficient magazines for
a day's run in a locked position so that
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they will not be knocked about in moving the cart. Roger is a second cameraman and has been with the Company
since 1927.
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4. LEE (RED) CRAWFORD, first assistant
cameraman, shown handling the Twentieth Century camera with his yoke. By
means of this simple device two men
can pick up a camera completely
equipped and move it from place to
place. If needed, the tripod attached
to the camera can also be carried by
the same

yoke. Red has been with the

Company since 1935.
5. RAY CONAWAY
on the right and
GEORGE HULBURT on the left are
two of our Inventors. Here they are
shown

mounting

a

column

upon their

dolly for moving columns, which is a
product of the joint efforts of the two
men. Mr. Conaway was with the Company when it was known as the Fox Film
Corporation, while George Hulbert, who
is now 73, has been with the Company
even longer than Conaway,

and is still

very active as the head of the Hardware Department.
6. LOUIS HESS, Air Conditioning Engineer, shown inspecting his Gas Leak Detector for Stage 2. Louis invented this
device so that he could instantly detect
even a minute gas leak upon any stage
by inspecting the device shown here,
which is mounted on the wall outside the
stage. These detectors have been installed on all stages and provide absolute protection against fires or explosions caused from undetected gas leaks
on the stages. During one year alone
the gas detector discovered 19 leaks,
which might have otherwise proved disastrous. Louis has been with the Studio
for 12 years.

7. JAMES

B. GORDON,

head of the

Optical Printing Department, shown operating his device for collectively viewing Technicolor black and white negatives to reproduce a full colored scene.
The device was invented by Jimmie
while working in the Scenic Effects Department and has saved many hours of
labor. Since that time Jimmie has been
promoted to the head of the Optical
Printing Department, where he is still
producing Innovations for his own department. Jim has been with the Company for 20 years.
8. GROVER LAUBE and ROBERT C.
STEVENS shown with the new Twentieth
Century Camera which embodies ten
patents that are a result of the joint efforts of the two inventors. These cameras
are used almost exclusively by our ace
cameramen and have proved to be a
great time saver, which axiomatically is
a money saver for the Company. Mr.
Laube, in charge of the Camera Machine Shop, has been associated with
the Company 19 years, while Robert C.
Stevens joined the organization in 1930.
9. JOHN LAVIN, head of the Grip Department, on the right standing under
the camera with Sol Halprin, is responsible for the development and production of the camera crane shown in the
picture. This little camera crane is "Sansa-shun-al" and will do anything that a
big crane will do except go into the
clouds. Johnnie conceived this crane
several years ago and by persistent
pushing succeeded in getting eight of
them made for the Company. At present they are used almost exclusively
10

on the sets, much to the delight of the
cameramen and the directors. Johnnie
first started with the Company in 1928
and since that time has contributed
many new ideas in the way of Improving and standardizing equipment.
10. HARRY SHERMAN, assistant art director, shown using his camera angle device. Harry. Invented this device to spot
camera locations so that In building sets
there would be no encroachment of the
sets upon each other to prevent taking
the proper shots during the shooting of
the production. The device has come
Into quite extensive use in the Art and
Engineering Departments. Harry has
been with the Company for 15 years.
11. ERNIE MILLER is In his environment.
Here he Is shown In a projection booth
surrounded by projection machines. The
carbon he holds In his hand Is drilled to
allow extreme overload without sputtering. This idea has been patented. The
equipment shown surrounding Ernie is
the triple head arrangement for projecting three pictures In registration. A
great many of Ernie's improvements
contributed to the success of this set-up.
Ernie Miller has been with the Company
as a process projectionist for 20 years.
12. JOHN D. STACK, one of our soundmen with an Inventive turn of mind
shown working on one of his Inventions.
This one has tO' do with dubbing in foreign dialogue and will discriminate between dialogue and music in an almost
unbelievable manner. Johnnie has been
with the Studio for 10 years in the
Sound Department and is responsible
for several inventions.
II
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NAMES

IN THE NEWS
MARRIED — Betty Cameron of Legal
Department, to Leonard Leonard on
February 8 at the Church of Saint Mary
Magdelene .
BORN — To Alex Murphy of Supplies, a
girl, Nancy Lavonne, 7 pounds, six
ounces on January 26 at Saint Vincent's
Hospital. It is the second for the Murphys: the first was a boy. Mother,
Father and Daughter are reported doing nicely.

TALENTED — Through the encouragement and personal efforts of Kathleen
Ridgeway,oratura
Grayce
Artinlan's
lovely colsoprano voice
was brought
to
the attention of M. Max Pons, the Metropolitan Opera teacher. Impressed
when he heard Grayce hit three notes
above the end of the keyboard, he
awarded her a scholarship and is personally training her.

TRAVEL NOTES — Friedel Cutting is on
her way to Europe to secure a home
and schooling in Sweden or Holland for
her two small nephews, whose father
recently passed away, and whose mother
is in the hospital. Ellen Manley plans to
visit her relatives in Sweden early this
Spring.

HAPPY DAYS — Action Editor John
McAtee beoame the happy, blushing
groom of Miss Joyce Elizabeth Peare
on January 18 at the home of the
bride In the Pacific Palisades. Returning from a short honeymoon in La Jolla
the couple moved into their BRAND
NEW APARTMENT!

DISCOVERED — Action artist Nick
Voipe spent a week at Columbia Studios
on a loan out from the Makeup department. promptly landed a spot in a forthcoming Columbia production.
BORN

ROYALTY — Crown Prince Saud Al-Saud
of Saudi Arabia, was a royal visitor on
the Twentieth Century-Fox lot on January 30. After visiting the sets, talking
with Cornel Wilde and Linda Darnell,
the Arab prince commented that movie
making appeared to be a harder job
than most outsiders imagined.

— To

Mrs. Ed Stiles (formerly

Barbara Elchenhoffer of the Legal Department) a boy, Richard on February
I weighing 7 pounds eight ounces.

SINGER — Jose Mojica, now 46, won
many honors with the Chicago Civic
Opera and the San Francisco Opera
Company. He was beginning a
ful Hollywood career when he
become a Franciscan and labor
the Peruvian Indians. Several of
appearances were
Century-Fox Studio.
ceived that Jose is
his chosen life and

successleft to
among
his film

with the Twentieth
Word has been rewell and happy with
has lost none of his

talented voice. Said Jose, "Tell my
friends in California that I love them

CHALLENGE — Al De Weese (One
Ton) and George Stephenson (One Ton)
have teamed up at the Swim-Gym and
hereby serve notice that the "Two Ton
Double Badminton Team" will meet all
comers on the shuttlecock battlefield.
all."

AWARD — Producer William Perlberg
was presented the Photoplay award for
the most popular musical motion picture
of the year, State Fair.

SUCCESS — After months of advertising with original ,lf not slightly v/lerd,
posters on his office door begging for
an apartment, Craig Noel finally found
one. Whether in spite of or because of
the posters has not been determined.

TOP-MAN — H arry Fink, eleven year
veteran of the TCF police force ,was
elected President of the Twentieth Century-Fox Policeman's Guild . Popular,
beaming, Harry was congratulated by
beauteous Linda Darnell, star of the
forthcoming

10

"Forever Amber."

JOIN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swim-Gym
Dances
Picnics
Fishing Trips
Bowling
Basketball
Baseball

• Dancing Lessons
• Discounts On Books
and Magazines
• Christmas Party
• Camera Club
• Little Theatre
• Discounts On
Merchandise

THE

STUDIO
CLUB
For year -around
a program

fun for all

of healthful

ity and entertainment.
your

activRenew

membership!

See Your Department Office Now

Club Doin's
• Annual
Going

United Appeal

into the final weeks

of the

1947 Annual

United

Craftsmen, 79 for $3413.50: Art Directors 80 for $8160; Assistant Directors 160 for $8510; Building Service Employees
51 for $616.50; Cameramen 404 for $18,846.50; Costumers

Appeal drive of the motion picture's Permanent Charities
Committee, Twentieth Century-Fox is in the lead with $181,230.50
Out of a total of 43 Hollywood

craft unions and guilds 27

have exceeded their last year's per capita subscriptions In the
1947 drive. Edward Arnold, executive vice-president of the
Committee, reporting the breakdown of the $1,173,631.34 so
far pledged in the charity drive, said that only 16 unions have
failed to match their 1946 per capita and that the average gift
for all union donors has risen from $23.59 last year to $24.26
for the 1947 campaign.
Unions and guilds represented on Labor's Executive Committee have pledged $435,292.74 from 17,936 donors, compared with last year's final figure of $416,449
contributors.
Unions that have exceeded

from

17,653

their 1946 per capita are* Art

798 for $17,327; Culinary Alliance 399 for $4430.50; Electrical Workers 33 for $616.
Film Editors 529 for $21,638; Film Technicians 1104 for
$17,955.50; Firemen, independent, 24 for $652.50; First Aid
31 for $712. Grips 941 for $18,280.50; Janitors, independent,
121 for $1239.50; Machinists 74 for $1373.25; Makeup Artists
202 for $7355; Mechanics Local 468, 1641 for $61,023.
Office Employees

Local 174, 1827 for $25,466.46; Office

Employees, independent, 1063 for $19,572.30; Painters 9 for
$315; Plasterers 220 for $5857; Police, independent, 216 for
$2143; Projectionists 184 for $3398; Publicists 218 for
$9609.25; Extras 5 for $270; Set Designers 5 for $228; Sound
Technicians 487 for $18,938:50.

• Little Theatre
After several days of open try-outs, from a large group
of theatre enthusiasts, Dan Alexander, director of THE
GOOD
FAIRY, selected the following cast: Jack Gary
as the Headwaiter, Hal Gould as Konrad, Evelyn Wray
as Lu, Roy Towne as Dr. Metz. Nick Voipe will play Sporum
and Edith Kooker the part of Karoline.
A sparkling and scintillating comedy by Ferenc Molnar,
the play will be presented on the lot the last week in
February. (OPENING DATE AND TICKET SALES WILL BE
ANNOUNCED
LATER). Using "the penthouse" technique
of presentation, the play will be seen by the audience from
all four sides of the stage. No curtain will be used, the
dimming lights will Indicate the beginning and ending of
an act. Used successfully on the Continent and in some
U. S. universities, "the penthouse"

• Camera

method

of stage pro-

Sponsored by the Studio Club under the Chairmanship
of Frances Richardson, member of the Board of Controllers,
the Little Theatre group has recently elected officers and
departmental heads for Lighting. Properties, Wardrobe and
Stage Management. Under the guidance of officers and
members the Little Theatre group is planning many "Workshop" activities. Plans include the production of yet another
play soon after THE GOOD FAIRY closes. All employees
who are Studio Club Members are cordially invited to participate inthis activity. Call Studio Club or Miss Richardson
for further information.

Club

The Camera Club under L. D. Grignon of the Sound
Department has announced a concertect drive with the beginning of the new membership year. Concentrating on "Fun
with Photography" the club is particularly interested in encouraging the novice to attend the monthly meetings held
on the second Tuesday of every month.
Emphasizing that only a box camera is needed for equipment, Grignon hopes to draw out the dabbling amateur to
show him or her that it doesn't take a storeroom full of equip-

Studio Club Discounts
Bon Voyaqe Bazaar
Greater L. A. Appliance
Conners Inc.

CURRENT
Co.

Maltz Company of California
All Books and Magazines
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duction, makes for intimate theatre. Audience participation
simulates motion picture technique in that the spectators
become the camera.

CLUB

ment and a millionaire's pocketbook to obtain interesting and
satisfactory results.
Program of the meetings includes frequent informal talks on
subjects of Interest to the members and discussion of prints
brought in for analysis and suggestions as to improvement of
fhelr work.

Frequent bulletins keep the members informed of Club
plans. Further information can be received from John Apltsch
on extension 444.

ACTIVITIES

Alcoholics Anonymous
WEbster 7669

Dance Lessons
Basketball Games
Swim-Gym
Camera Club
Blltmore

Supper

Dance

ARdmore

8*2288

PARTY
TIME
March
10th
8 P.M.

BIITMORE BOWL
SUPPER DANCE
Dancing fo
RUSS

MORGAN'S

and

m EACH

EDDIE DURANTE'S

^l^our ^^epaftment
WaL

^our

ORCHESTRA
RHUMBA

BAND

O^^ice ^odau !

li^eServationS

l^ow!

MIGHTY

HOOPSTERS

By Roy Metzler
After a string of more than 15 victories, the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club basketball team got its first taste of
defeat by dropping three games within a two-week period.
The hoopsters are still in the running for the American
Basketball League title though, as only one team remains
undefeated In ABL play as mid-season rolls by. A two-week
road trip will tell the story for the Fox hoopmen and will
be the major factor In determining their final standing.

II

\

TCF 53 — Sacramento 46
Scoring their fourth straight win, the Studio Club cagers
whipped the Sacramento Senators 53-46. Sacramento led
by one point lust before the half ended, but a quick basket
gave the locals a 26-25 lead. In the second half, Frank
Lubln and Alex Omalev went on a scoring spree to build
up a big lead and the Fox team coasted to victory. Lubln
and Omalev accounted for 17 points apiece to share hlghpolnt honors for the evening.

t

»

TCF 44 — Denver 40
Fox's undefeated record was periled when they met the
potent Denver Nuggets In a home game at the Pan-Pacific.
Denver jumped Into an early 12-4 lead which the Film Five
steadily whittled away to take a 25-24 lead at half-time.
The play see-sawed throughout the second half with Frank
Lubin and "Ace" Gruening trading basket for basket. In
the waning minutes Lubln’s deadly shooting paid off and
the Studio cagers tucked their fifth consecutive ABL victory under their belt. Lubln won high point laurels with
17 points.

TCF 30 — Oklahoma City 42

Traveling to Fullerton, the Fox team smothered the barnstorming fdardin-SImmons college squad 66-53 and then returned to Los Angeles to play the Oklahoma City squad
coached by "Chuck" Ffyatt. Before 6,500 fans at the PanPacific, Hyatt's oft-whipped underdog team scored a 42-30
upset
overhitthe
favored
The Fox team
couldn't
seem to
their
stride studio
as the team.
fast Oklahomans
coasted
to
ED

"MUGSY"
McGRATH
is one of the muscle men in the Grip Department. His work is as rugged as his basketball floor work and he is especially tough as an opposition guard.

ALEX OMALEV, who graduated trom
with a Degree in Cinematography, has
tions of becoming a director and is now
the foundation to build up to such a
by working in the research department
Men's

Ward

robe.

U.S.C.
aspiralaying
career
of the

victory behind the shooting of center Leroy King, former
Northwestern cage star. Hollywood was behind 19-16 at
the half and trailed by only three points with six minutes

FRANK LUBIN, currently working as a "boom"
man on the picture "Moss Rose," has certainly taken a few lessons from the actors in front
of the camera. His acting on the basketball court

JACK

has prompted

servingrobehis
apprenticeship
the graduate
Men's WardDepartment
and will in
soon
as a
No. I Wardrobe man.

sports writers to nominate

for the "Academy

Award"

him

as actor of the year.

LIPPERT

knows

how

to throw

for a bas-

ket, and why not. He's been tossing unmentionables at a laundry basket for a year while

I

BREAK

WIN

STREAK

left In the contest, but the visitors turned on the heat in
the closing minutes to cinch the game.
TCP 41— Oakland 42
In a nip-and-tuck game all the way, 20th Century-Fox
lost Its second game of the season In the final seconds of
the Oakland contest by a 42-41 score. Gangling Jim Pollard, former Stanford star, ran wild for the visitors, scoring
23 points, 15 of which were scored In the first half. Fox
practically had a great upset In its hands, holding a 41-40
lead with but 20 seconds left to play. However, Oakland
obtained possession of the ball and Paul Napolltano sunk
a one-handed push shot from just outside the foul line to
hand Fox a heart-breaking loss. The game see-sawed all the
way, the lead changing hands a score of times, and being
tied seven different times.
TCF 52 — San Diego 42
Putting on a whirlwind finish, the Fox squad got back
Into the win column with a convincing 52-42 triumph over
the San Diego Dons. The movie quintet was on the short
end of the score throughout most of the game, but with
seven minutes to go they led 42-41. Jack Lippert and Lubln
scored 10 points between them In the final five minutes
while the Dons connected for only one free throw.
TCF 44 — Oakland 66
Big Jim Pollard, leading scorer of the ABL, went on another scoring rampage, as Oakland handed Fox Its second
defeat, 66-44. Pollard scored 21 points, 19 In the first half,
and was outstanding on defense as he consistently blocked
many Fox shots under the basket. Close-in shots by Lubln
and long field goals by Lippert and Gossard kept Fox in
the game during the first half. The tight Oakland defense
was effective In the second stanza though, and Hank Lulsetti's team steadily pulled away from the studio five.
TCF 58 — Sacramento 56
Staving off a second-half rally, the Studio Club basketeers eked out a close 58-56 decision over the Sacramento
Senators In a game played at Stockton. Fox held a 28-19
lead at half-time, but the Senators put on a determined
drive and almost overtook the studio team In the second
half. Dale Sears took high scoring honors with 22 points,
followed by Len Berg with 18. The game was an exhibition
contest which did not affect ABL standings.

LEN BERG'S height really works to an advantage on his job as stock man
in the Men's Wardrobe and his ability to take balls off of the backboard
is probably helped by his having to stretch to hang clothes on racks,
some

of which

are 9'6" high.

• Bowling . By Loretta Higgins
The top six teams are continually changing places, so It's
really have
anybody's
guess wonderful
who will finally
firstseason,
place.
There
been some
scores land
bowledin this
as a team, and as Individuals. The Staff Shop rolled a beautiful 3023 series a few weeks ago, largely due of course to
the three big games of Mish Fox, for a total of 645. The
Alice Faye team held High Team Series for the season with
their score of 2995 for a week only, when the Staff Shop
took over. Previously the Electricians were high with 2946,
but when they lost High Series to the Alice Faye's, they
took the lead In High Team Game for Season with 1084.
In the girls' department, the Hathaway Chicks have held
the lead almost all season with their high team series of
2791, while the Margo Woode Topplers have high team
game with 989. Sandy's Termites certainly deserve a lot
of credit for their wonderful show of good sportsmanship.
Most of the girls have never bowled before but have been
in there pitching every week, and quite often have lost a
point by as little as two pins. Joan Ahern of the Margo
Woode team holds onto top place for season high individual
series, 514 plus 120 handicap, 634. Ann Smiljanich has high

game for the season with 230 plus 24 handicap, 254, which
just
Jean Banta's high game of 214 plus 33 handicap,
total beat
of 247.
Weekly prizes for January 23rd are:
High Team Series
Peggy Cummins
High Team Game
Dick Crane Luckies
High Team Series (Girls)
Geo. Montgomery's
High Team Five
GameCaks
(Girls)
Burton's Babes

2876
986
2657
893

High Ind. Series
Larry Meek
J. Garfano

577- 72—649
High Ind. Game

219- 34—253
High Ind. Series (Girls)

Beverly Ries
High Ind. Game
Gwen Reed

517-1 I■‘I— 631
(Girls)
180- 38 — 218
15

LOT SHOTS

By ISick VolpSi
Frances C. Richardson, Director of Research Dept.
Graduate
her charm
the lot.

of the Los Angeles Library School. Came

to TCF

19 years ago. Under

and quiet grace the dept, has expanded from 3 to 16 to meet the Innumerable inquiries — making her department almost unequalled for efficiency on

Has always wanted tO’ be a librarian, but is intensely interested in theatre. Has
enacted varied roles so well that she has often been pointed out as a professional.
At present she is chairwoman of the Studio Club Little Theatre.
John A. Gustafsson, Chief Operating
Engineer — Air Conditioning and Steam
Looking back over his 69 years John can't
remember a country he hasn't been to — having traveled the world over as an engineer
on ships.
Came to the U. S. in 1910 — spending the
last 19 years with TCF.
Has one son In Finland who Is a Brigadier
General In the Artillery, another son did his
bit as a navigator, and still another son served
as staff sergeant stationed in Cairo.
Under Mr. Strohm as supervisor, John Is
one of the boys responsible for keeping the
lot warm in winter — cool In summer.
Hal Gould, Mail Department
Handsome man of many talents. Majored In
English at University of North Carolina. Before
that
studied vidin, piano, voice, dramatics and
fencing.
Has

sung in three choirs In the same

(Jewish Synagogue

week

choir on Friday nights, Pres-

byterian choir onevenings).
Sunday mornings and father's
choir on Sunday
Hal Gould, like many of his ancestors. Is a
licensed minister. Gave up profession for a
career in motion pictures.
Won the rde of "Konrad" In Molnar's "Good
Fairy," the forthcoming TCF Studio Club Little
Theatre production.
Elolta Golden
Off and on for the past nine years she has been prettily
smiling over a cashier's counter for Nick Janios.
Because her father was a physician and mother a nurse,
Elolta wanted to become a doctor. Her patients would only
have to look at her . . . and, presto! they would be well again.
Yes, Elolta, is that lovely. Like — like the twinkling light of
a star, a golden flower, the sigh of a wind ,. . .
Eddie Sowders, Business Manager

of the Make-Up

Department

Thirty-five years ago started as a western actor. Mornings he was an Indian
chasing imaginary cowboys. Afternoons he acted the role of cowboy being
pursued.
Became

assistant director to Von

Stroheim producing over 100 pictures

together, and in those days, remrinisced Eddie, an assis't. director had to
double for both male and female leads — whether It be a fight, swimming
sequence, or what have you.
And as I sketched Eddie, I'm sure I almost heard again the three-piece
side-line emotion stimulators — the cry of violin, the wheeze of the portable
organ, the low wail of cello . . . ’
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Oh, Life Is So Poignant
With Heartfulls of Pain

Like Finding A Valentine
Out In the Rain

Most Touching I'm Sure
Is the Case of McBain

Who Was Looped Forty Feet
By A Fast Moving Train

With His Face Lined With Worry
Both Legs In A Cast

^
-

He Thinks of Insurance
And It's Value At Last
\Ys Never

Too

JOIN the GROUP

Soon—But

It's Often

INSURANCE

Too

Late

PROGRAM

NOW/

«r»«

• The Sartorial Parade
THE SPIRIT OF OUR "CAMPUS"
ishly appealing daytime dresses.

is captured In both these simple but girl-

The severeness of pretty blonde VIRGINIA BUTTERWORTH's chic black wool
dress is charmingly relieved by a petite collar and cuffs of gold lame. It has
handsome padded shoulders, long sleeves and tucks creating unpressed pleats In
the front of the graceful skirt. A self belt and buckle define the waist.
Dainty, dark-eyed EMILY AJEMIAN is wearing a modified version of the
perennially popular jumper dress. The deep square neck and arm holes are outlined with wide scallops which help show off the starched, sheer white shortsleeved blouse to better advantage. A rather wide self belt separates the fitted
waist from the skirt, which is full all the way around.
As a variety of different colored accessories can be worn with these dresses
they are an excellent choice for the business girl.

SpsioliA,

JhsL

•

NURSERY

TALES
By Jimmie

Taylor

Lots of important events to write
about this month. The ground hog making his annual appearance — still doing
the same old number — "Me and My
Shadow!" And everybody getting valentines. Most of them with fancy lace
around the edge. I always receive the
cartoon kind with plenty of arsenic, but
no lace. I really got a dilly last year.
It had the cutest little verse on It, very
touching too — went something like this:
"Some roses are red.
And some violets are blue.
But — YOU WORM — If I had some
secticide.

DON

DAVIS

Having formerly worked af Consolidated Vultee
Aircraft in Tucson, Arizona, and before that
Sergeant-Major in the Army Air Force, Don
Davis come to 20th Century-Fox in July, 1946.
Working In and around Labor Dept, but out,
of Ben Wurtzel's office as a sort of touring
construction clerk, breaking in new men in
construction clerking around the Lot, are his
duties.

•

LABOR

DEPT. NEWS
By Glen

R. Stevens

Labor Department's annual Christmas
party was a big success with plenty of
food and drink, and a grand time was
had by all department members who
gathered in the flat shop. REX LICHTENBERGER as bartender, and PHIL
SNYDER handing out the hot dogs,
made a perfect combination.
At this writing Phil Snyder is ill but
hopes to be back on the job soon. He
appreciates the thoughtfulness of the
fellows who called him up. JOHN HARCHER Is also on sick leave.
LOUIE BENSUSSEN has been transferred to day shift, and RUPERT PACHECO is on four days leave to Mexico.

• SPARCS
By Don

FROM

Carstensen

THE ARCS
&

Lee Dunbar

The Electrical Production Department,
under the supervision of DAVE ANDERSON, should have many new sparks from
many new arcs. The studio has bought a
lot of new lamps in the last six months
which are a great help to our department and put TCF In the top bracket In

in-

I'd love to spray it on you!"
Getting down to the birthdays now —
musn't forget them. Some very famous
people were born in February — Lincoln,
Washington, Edison, Longfellow, NORRIS VAN WIE, WENS WOSTAK, SALVADORE VALDEPENA — and a couple
of these boys even rate holidays. But
there's no point in hurting anyone's feeling by saying which two, so we will just
skip that part.
Not to change the subject but have
you ever seen a bald-headed monkey?
Neither have I, but we are getting reports from people who claim they have
seen two fine specimens at the Century
Ranch. We all know that PAT VAN WIE
and RAY GRANTHAM
each have a
very luxuriant growth of skin on their
heads and they did do some expert
tree trimming at the Century Ranch,
but — no, everyone knows better than
that. Still once in a great while BILL
LEPELLEY will lose his Guernsey temper
and call Pat a "bald-headed baboon!"
If I were Pat or Ray, I'd sure wring
somebody's neck for trying to make a
joke of the matter. And just In case
they accuse me I'll settle for a nice
piece of cake.
Now about the picture. The chom
weeth the sagging chest ees a son-of-aHoseklnker — no, really that's his father's
name — Pedro Valdepena Hosekinker.
For os, the chobby Senor catches gophalrs, treems the shrobs, cots the
electrical lighting equipment.
Mexico, the Land of Enchantment, is
no vacation for our crew on location.

"We

thought that we should never

Those handsome mugs
But since GUNN
found
this nice shot.
They've

May

been

spreadin' their smiles all over

we introduce:
"EL PAUNCHO
the lot."
ALFRED

see.

'neath a lovely tree.
the trees and made

VALDEPENA

ROTOTILLER

and

JOHNSON!'"

weeds, and between times, eats freeholeys. And when he does work he has
to work bery hard cause his leetle bay
weendow gats vary heavy to carry
around. He's a good amigo though, and
just
the records, we’ll tell you his
NA. for
real
name Is SALVADORE VALDEPEHis partner in crime prefers a bit of
crumpets and tea to the free-holeys —
(well
aftertoall,
you and
don't spell
expect
me do
to
be able
write
both,
you?) — 'Is real nyme is ALFRED JOHNSON but 'e wasn't born 'hin Stockholm.
'E is a vur 'ard workin' ole bean, but
blymey If 'e 'hynt got me talking with
apostrophes. That's when

It's time to
ADIOS!

From all reports It Is just a lot of hard
work. We have seven men down there

doing very well. Most of them are vetquit. erans, and they're moving as much
equipment for the studio as they previously did for Uncle Sam.
The call board In our office Is really

and they're doing a fine
complain — much.
The rough and rugged
is now being done by
Several are sons of our

something — works like a charm and saves
much time. It's built like those In the
stock exchange — we can change calls
and crews without going out of the
office.
19

job and do not
work of rigging
our youngsters.
old-timers, and

COSTUMER’S FLOSS MILL . By aaudm Brosms.
Taking the Northwest

Passage in the

Ladies' Wardrobe and traveling past
GLADYS at ■'■he front desk, wardrobe
cases. BONNIE CASHIN's office, wardrobe cases, PIEDAD's stairway, K. PRYOR's office, some cabinets, you suddenly find yourself face to face with
yourself. This is because of the mirror
at the end of the dead end. You peer
left, glimpsing green Ivy, fresh organdie
and designer KAY NELSON, mumble a
polite apology and det'de that AL'CE
LAFFARGUE must be in that sturdy
iron cage at your right after all. After
due process of elimination it has to be
the Stock Room.
The first thing you discover is that
tne Stock Room is too small to hold
everything in it and you. too. The next
thing you find out is that ALICE

LAF-

FARGUE isn't there at all — she resigned
her position as the head of the Stock
Room and retired fo her home to the
position of Herself: (i.e., Mrs. Frank
Farnsworth) February I.
You ask If someone could tell you
something about Alice, you understood
she was employed at the studio for I 8
years. It Is natural to assume, then, that
she retired because of . . . ah . . . vears.
Oh, no! A gale of laughter stops vou
mid-question. Alice is young, wears a
stack of dark curls on top, a touch of
fuchsia — a swell gal.
The Intended fifteen minutes stretches
into more than an hour, and you find
out that In July, 1929, Alice quit the
first job she ever had, at the Kellogg
Hat Co. (at $8 00 a week), and took
her second job. In the Stock Roorh of
the Ladies' Wardrobe at Fox Studios,
Western Avenue. In 1935 they moved
everything, including Alice, to 20th
Century-Fox at "the Hills." She took
charge of the Stock Room here, devising the yardage inventory system (several years prior to the Introduction of
The Inventory System for wardrobe)
and methods of charging materials. In
addition, she Issued purchase order numbers and made up the payroll. The stock
was built up from virtually day to day
orders to supplies now valued at more
than $ 100,000.
You take a short walk around the
Stock Room and discover what that
means. There is a 10 x 10 green and
white ginghamed office and 25 ft. of
narrow aisle. The area Is enclosed by
stout steel fencing and surrounded by a
score of cabinets stuffed to the bursting. This whole was formerly the Drapery Department of which what is now
the office was the men's room. In this inadequate space four stock room people
work, DOROTHY STEPPLING, the shop-
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per, as many designers as can look at
materials and trip over each other at
one time, and a horde of Itinerant erranders. Every available Inch of space,
from the ceiling to the floor, has been
used to store boxes, bolts, cases, rolls,
spools. The cabinets on the outside are
filled with every description of materials. The contents of this labyrinth, arranged with all the neatness the conditions will allow, are In constant and Immediate demand of the workroom which
has access to it through the help of a
stock clerk at the teller's window
fence.

in the

Darold's knee was injured playing basketball about a month before he was
taken to the hospital. Thanks to penicillin and tetanus shots he will soon be
able to play basketball again.
DCRCTHY McCLALLEN visited her
daughter, Molly, in San Francisco during
the Christmas Holidays. Molly formerly
worked as an inventory clerk in the Ladies' Wardrobe, and Is now attending
modeling school, hoping some day to
become a Powers' Model.
VENUS PATTERSCN, absent for
about six weeks because of illness. Is
returning to Wardrobe.

We

will all be

There Is yardage of every description, from soft live woolens to gauzelike souffle: brocades, ginghams, satins,
prints, muslin for patterns. There are
thousands of yards of thousands of
kinds of lace edgings, lace insertion,
beading, all-over lace yardage, metallic
laces: rolls and rolls of ribbons, seam

"Patsy" back.
PIEDAD
Is wondering
what kind of a
to have
happy
bodyguard she can find to protect her
from her bodyguard Rex, acquired as a
result of the recent burglarizing of her
home. This German shepherd puppy,
now about the size of a Shetland pony,

tape, feather-boning, artificial flowers,
veiling, millions of pins, spools of

exercises his teeth on Pledad's nylons,
shoes, towels, or anything she neglects
to secure to the celling before retiring.

thread, hooks and eyes, buttons — a trillion gadgets that go on ladles' clothing.
Alice knew every Item — personally.
If HERSCHEL came to her and asked
If she had that piece of pink brocade— you know, the one that Travis
Banton got years ago, she replied, "certainly, It's In that box on top of the first
case to the right of the corner on the
outside, fifth bolt down from that embroidered eyelet Mr. Hubert brought
home from Europe in 19401"
"Just call me Doc!" Bob Rockney
thus announced his acceptance by the
medical schools of Harvard and Berkeley. The studies of the six-foot son of
ROSE ROCKNEY suffered slight Interruption bya war, with 40 missions over
Japan as navigator on a B-29. (In fact,
he was squadron leader on the first
B-29 mission over that territory.) Both
Bob and his attractive wife graduate
from U.C.L.A. in June. (His mother expects to continue In the motion picture
business as Costumer Class 3 — which Is
"Wardrobe Girl" in civilian.)
ROSE HARTMAN and ANNA REEK,
MARIE
STROM

VALENTA, FREDA
SEDERand MAEBELLE FENWICK are

all so very happy to now be permitted
to send food and clothing to their relatives in Occupied Germany and Czechoslovakia.
RENE HUBERT has been taunting us
with exciting messages and picture post
cards from Europe — mostly St. Gallen
and Bern, Switzerland where he has been
vacationing (the dog!)
We

are very happy to hear of the

recovery
of EMMA
son
from
an almost
fatal SLAAMOD's
case of tetanus.

K. PRYCR returned to her work-laden
desk (when she should have been In bed)
after a short recuperation from painful
facial injuries suffered in an auto accident Christmas Eve.
EVELYN CCREY and JACK LIPPERT
(handsome couple!) are still looking for
a place to set up housekeeping. The
ring, the license and the parson have
been placed on a "hold" (wardrobe linWe regret that there Isn't enough
space to bid goodbye to each of the
many people
who have
the Ladies'
Wardrobe
recently.
Manyleft
familiar
faces
go).
are gone, and we miss them.
The space,
the time
the writer's
ability
have been
whollyand
Inadequate
to
acquaint the readers of ACTION with
each of the more than a hundred people
who have adjusted years of apprenticeship, artistry and craftsmanship to the
peculiar demands of wardrobing the female cast of motion pictures. Under the
(several)
of the Ladles'
and
on roofs
the shooting
sets, Wardrobe,
they daily
accomplish the business of designing,
pattern making, cutting, fitting,, sewing,
finishing, ornamentation, tailoring, millinery, costuming, cleaning, repair. Inventory, buying, and storage of all types
and period of
of these
women's
The
enumeration
tasks costume.
only remotely
suggests the skill and competence of the
Individual contribution to the success of
a production. It does not, moreover, extend the pleasure of their personal acquaintance and their daily kindnesses.
To each and every one of them, and to
you, goodbye and good luck.
Cpen the door, Richard!

THE SCRIPT TEASE , By Florence Mack
AUDREY CON LIN, v/hc used to be
cutely plump, or vice versa. Is now as
sleek and slim as a young race horse,
and HELEN McCALL has rid herself

While no one has voiced the thought
in actual words, the adopted motto of
this gynarchy for the New Year might

there at the same time. We predict this
romance will either hit its zenith or
reach its nadir before the end of this

well be, "We judge ourselves* by what
we feel capable of doing; others judge

ARLENE FRANTZVOG is causing us
some
year. anxiety. That tall, dark and persuasive character who showered her with
attentions in that resort town is still

entirely of "stenographers' spread."
Both these girls will tell anyone interested how this was accomplished, free
of charge.

haunting her dreams — day and night.
Listen, kiddie, although he is partial to

Pl-lease, If anyone knows of, or has,

us by what we have done," if the short
time that has elapsed since its inception
is any criterion of what to expect during
the balance of 1947. Yes, indeed, our
girls are certainly going in for culture
in a big way.
MELA HOCHENBERRY has enrolled
in an art course at one of the local
universities.
JUNE EISNER is doing very well in
her screen-writing course. That love
scene she let us read was so good it
sounded more like truth than fiction,
and after all there's no better way to
become proficient in writing than by
first-hand experience.
FRANCES BERGER, who we're glad
to have back with us after a sojourn in
San Francisco, hopes she can soon enroll in an interior decorating class.
Several girls deferred their vacations
until the winter season so they could
take advantage of the attractions offered on the California desert.
Now that sweet GENEVIEVE (Binky)
WOELZ is home from Palm Springs
looking so smug we're certain it wasn't
purely accidental that her old flame,
whose initials are the eighteenth and first
letters of the alphabet, happened to be

pretty young blondes we hear he's quite
string.
fickle, so don't overwork your heartDon't place any bets as to which one
of
(Smiley)
two MARILEE
beaus will win
out; herCARPENTER'S
hero of high
school days back in Dayton, Ohio, whom
she saw so much of on her recent visit
there, or that suave young New Yorker
who rushed her in the big tov/n when
she visited CONNIE LYNN. Her real
serious romance is right here at home.
The blissful. BLISSES, DOROTHY
(Rosen) and LARRY got just what they
boy. wishing for — a fine big healthy
were
IRMA BERMUDEZ says she doesn't
miss Ihe troublesome appendix one bit,
but we did miss Irma and are glad she's
back. Don't forget to register for the
next showing, Irma.
We hope GRACE HICKS, LAURA
GIBSON and GRETCHEN McNALLY,
all presently on the sick list, are making
rapid recoveries.

a spare room, apartment or tent that's
vacant and that they're willing to rent
at a'falrly reasonable price, let us know,
because we have several very deserving
girls who are desperately in need of
same. The only thing one of them could
find was a cot in a small two-room suite
which already housed five other girls,
each of whom were paying $15.00 a
week and had to share one bath. That's
hardly fair, Mr. Landlord!
We want to take this opportunity of
extending a hearty welcome to VIRGINIA OLDS. We know she's going to
do all right because she's already signified her Intention of joining our STUDIO
CLUB so she can get In on that new
dancing class and all the other Interesting educational and recreational doings
the club is planning for this year, and
that's using good judgment right off the
bat. Gee, that reminds us, this Is the
night the dancing class starts. We better go call our feller and tell him to
be sure to be on time. See you all later.

GRIP DEPARTMENT , By Wally Pealer
This certainly has been a very eventful month for the Grip Department. To
start the month with the biggest news
since the invention of the electric crane,
our girl Friday, BETTE MILLER, took off
for Oregon for two weeks but surprised
us by turning up in Miami married to
one of the Grips — she Is now Mrs. C. C.
HASKELL and a housewife.
The boys were not be overshadowed
by the clerks, so two baby boys were
presented to JOE COLUCCI and DICK
BLAIR (I each, by the way). This Blair
fellow certainly is building up a basketball team of his own. Congrats to the
lucky pappys and thanks for the cigars.
LEO McCreary win be off for about
five or six weeks after his operation at
Cedars of Lebanon. We wish him lots
of luck and a very speedy recovery.
At last the boys in Mexico have decided to write and let us know they are
still Isick
iving.
However,
they're
all homeand anxious
to hear
all about
life
at 7th Heaven — Fox Hills, that Is. They
seem to think Mexico is fine by now but
they never have time to get around to
doing anything in the way of fun. Of

course, we know they're being such good
grips and sticking strictly to business —
ahem. Wonder If WALTER FITCHMAN
has tried out all of that Spanish he
learned while in Costa Rica, as well as
his terrific rhumba.
Welcome back to EDDIE DAVIS after
a sojourn at Republic. All the fellows
seem to be glad to get back to TCF —
wonder
If It's the beautiful view we have
here.
The CHIEF has a new secretary, THELMA WAITE — a very nice addition to
our office, we might add.
FRANK LUBIN certainly is excited
over the trip east for basketball. Frank
says, "We're really in the big time
now." We certainly hope the boys have
good luck and win all the games.
GILLY seems a little more serious now
that he Is a married man. Gosh, is that
the way wives make you look — or is It
the Preminger company that has him
worried?
ERICK and GILROY have a terrible
time deciding which one of them will
have the most dates during the week.
Frankly, we think Gilroy Is winning this

month. Erick Is thinking of trying cologne as a last resort.
Wish we knew HUGH PECK's secret
tor always being so happy and full of
life — why not let us In on it, Hugh?
If you want a great big laugh, ask
McARDLE to tell you the reason he
rushed home in the mid-of last week.
Max should be on the other side of the
cameras.
HARRY JONES has been In such
good spirits since his return to the studio after his recent Illness. Why, he's
even happy running the Jr. crane on
the Seaton company and, believe us
kiddles, when a crane operator is happy
that's news.
SAM BISHOP is our most typical father because he's always talking about
his children and showing their pictures.
The funny thing is that Sam doesn't
look or act like a father. Now don't ask
how typical fathers are supposed to
look or act.
DICK CAMERON is cleaning up at the
track this year (thousands, wasn't it
Dick?)thatWhy,
never all
dreamed
he'd
have
much hecabbage
at one time.
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KEEPING TAB

% Jayne Grimes.

Now that the confusion of ending the
old year and beginning the new is over,
one can almost visualize what working in
the Tabulating Department is like under
normal conditions.
Despite all the turmoil, we do have
a few notes of Interest to bring to you
this month.
Congratulations are in order for GALVIN F. WOOD
and MILTON MAY.
They both are proud fathers of brand
new baby boys, Frank Galvin Wood and
Barry May respectively.
We are still waiting for that lucky
day when we congratulate KAY STURM
on being the owner of a new automobile. "Junior" seems to be giving her
nothing but trouble lately but, all things
considered, she Is glad she has him. At
least he runs. Don’t give up, Kay — better days are coming.
The "cold" wave really hit our department. JANE COLLINS Is ill at this
writing and we are all hoping she will

be feeling better soon. GOLDIE COHN,
VERA COVINGTON
and CLAIRE
CHAPMAN
were also victims, but are
now back In the swing of things and
seem to be feeling fine.
ANNE

SMILJANICH

did It again. If

you have any doubt, come to the bowling alley on a Thursday night and watch
her bowl a 230 game.
You

all remember

WILMA

TARCY

who recently left the Studio to join her
family in San Francisco. We have Just
received news to the effect that she was
married in Las Vegas on Saturday, January IIth. The details are still unknown.
The winter months had quite an effect
on MARIAN SANDHAL. She is now

ing to ski Patty slipped the wrong way
and was hobbling around with a sprained
ankle tor a while. Better luck next time.
IRENE«FARLOW's son. Jay, Is having
a wonderful time with his new Cocker
that he received for Christmas. They
have named him "Rip" since the name
symbolizes his most outstanding characteristic.
SALLY McNATT, a former employee
of our department, surprised us by announcing the arrival of an eight-pound
baby boy. She has named him Christopher McNatt. Congratulations, Sally.
It seems I have come to the end of

strutting around feeling smug in her new
Mar-Mink coat.

my notes, so will end this bit of chatter
for the time being. In doing so, I would
like to take this opportunity to say goodbye as I am leaving to carry on my work
In the Insurance business. I have en-

PATRICIA HOFFMANN
together
with her husband and several friends had
a wonderful time In the mountains on

joyed working in the Studio very much
and know I shall miss the many friends
I have made here.

a recent week-end. However,

while learn-

Good-bye

and good luck to everyone.

TEST DEPARTMENT , By Violet Hog<
To those of you who are not members
of the Test Department, or are reading
this column out of sheer boredom, or

partment: Anyone got any Ideas on how
to stop the flow of corny jokes in our
department? Something stronger than

"Amber." It's well worth the price of
admission just to see Linda In them. And
orchids to Irene for those coiffures.

because your own department's column
happens to be on the same page — leave
us inform you that this Is our Initial effort at writing for ACTION.
News and Such: We sure miss the

"Shut up, we've heard that one before."
That doesn't work. (Al Lebovitz and Ray
Mala please note!) ... By the way, Ray,
has anyone told you what your last name

Okay, Ben Nye, your outfit outdid themselves on the makeup too. The combine
Is terrific.
Personals: Lloyd Ahern and Wally
Castle have been our pride and joy

boys In Mexico:
Luego from us to
opened a keg of
birthday cake . .

Hello and a Hasta
you. Last month we
nails . . . pardon — a
. for Bob McGowan,

Pudgy, Ralph Hansen

(hospital-bound),

Bess Lasky ("Tid-bit" to you) and June
Connor (Jerry Webb's so-called assistant). No calculating machine being
available, the candles were not counted.
The

We're- Looking- For- Advice- De-

means in
point out
adjective
justice to

Spanish? No? As a hint, we'll
that it's the feminine of an
that might be applied with
some of those jokes . . . Gee,

how we wish we had Gene Kornman's
corn-off-the-cob back again. When
you're finished with "Amber," hurry
right home, will you Gene?
Compllments-At-Large Department:
Our finest to Rene Hubert for the luscious costumes his artistry produced for

TRANSPORTATION

NEWS , By Dick Stolze.

To all you swell fellows and friends of
GLENN COOLEY, who did one of the
nicest things to help Glenn after his
prolonged Illness, he wishes to express
through this column his sincere thanks
and appreciation for everything. All
you boys helped give Glenn a cheerful
Christmas for which he Is deeply grateful.

Heavenly

What do you all think of our TOMMY
KRAUSE? Well, he ups and gives out
with the traditional cigars. For what?
You guess — you're right! Fellows, it's
a BOY — born January I, 1947, and Is
our Tommy the proud daddy — again.
Gosh, it's wonderful. Let's see Tommy
— how many does It take to make a
baseball team?

days — Heavens

to

Betsy,

and all that sort of rot and stuff. I've
been trying every way to find out when
our TOMMY McDERMOTT was going to

boys behind the cameras these last
months, and Don Flick of Sound has
been
most
To
we'd

making with the noise lately — and
competently too, sir.
close on a tragic but truthful note,
like to Inform all those Interested

(who isn't?) that we know of nothing to
rent — no apartments, houses, trailers,
outhouses, cardboard cartons. No, really, we mean

it.

Welcome back to the office to JIMMY SURTEES. He has taken over the
night duties of the Transportation office. We ask all you boys to give Jim

make the "little tomato" the "little
wife." Well, he did It as of January I I,
1947. Congratulations Tommy. Much
happiness to you and the lucky girl.

your fullest cooperation In order to keep

Our "banty rooster" EARL SMITH
is back on the Western Avenue mail
run again and he seems to enjoy being
out In the fresh air following his session

RED SEITZ didn't get that battery
because he was run down. He always

as Dispatcher In the Transportation office. Always a very popular kid, all the

Gosh, LARRY KELLY doesn’t need
those ignition wires either just to give
him more spark.

boys and girls In the various departments around the lot are very happy to
see Earl after being out of circulation
for so long.

our department working efficiently during those late hours.

looks that way when he isn't smiling.

How

can I write this stuff and still

live? Oh, well, 'tis sald "life is just a

22
chance."
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ACTION ADS

Do You Suffer From —
Blue Mondays?
Floral Decorations

a

Women's

Specialty

854 So. Vermont
Exposition
Los Angeles 5, Calif. 2171

Hats?

Dizzy Spells?
Fatigue?

LDMAIV’S
GDFLOWERS
9780-9784 Santa
Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills,
California

★

Tires & Tubes

Radio Commentators?

23513

Crestview 1-0915

WETMORE

Representative of
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Automobile Insurance
Financing
New

or Used

Automobiles

PHONE

Sta. 333
or
Crestview 5-0125

Evenings
Crestview 6-4583

★

(allocated)
Tailored

Radios — all popular brands
“Bar-Ette” Radio Bar

Do you stumble over objects in
the dark?
Do you worry about money?

ROD

DELIVERY

Seat Covers — Custom

Open Evenings
Bradshaw

IMMEDIATE

Do Polka dot dresses make spots
before your eyes?

Gas Ranges — Elec. Hot
Toasters — Waffle Irons
Elec. Irons — Clocks
Elec. Fans — all sizes
Elec. Curling Irons
Garden Hose — Tools
Lawn Mowers
Toys

THE

REMEDY
THE

&

Sporting

GREATEST
IN

Plates

Wheel

Goods

Goods

All the Above Listed Items Are
Available for Immediate Delivery.
Please Telephone for Tires Before
Coming In.

WORLD!

THE STUDIO CLUB

IMPERIAL RUG
CLEANING CO.
Have

IT MAY

NOT

CURE
BUT

YOU—

IT SURE WON'T KILL YOU
and besides
THINK OF ALL THE FUN YOU'LL
HAVE

JOIN NOW!

Your

It’s never too soon
but
it’s often too late!

Rugs
and

SEE YOUR

Furniture

OFFICE

DEPARTMENT

,

Join your Credit Union and
—NOW!
Group Insurance Program

TODAY!

Cleaned

The IMPERIAL way
Aram and Eddie Betkijian
723 N. La Cienega Blvd.
BRadshow 23691
Rugs Repaired by
Experienced Weaver

Provide for emergencies —
you owe it to yourself and

HOME

OF THE
family.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
BOWLING LEAGUE

La Cienega Lanes
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

•

A

Credit

Union

deduction

from your paycheck is money
in the bank. A Group Insurance premium is the first step
towards security.
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• Personality of the Month
By Oliver Hopps

The year 1946 was a banner year for the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club, for which credit Is shared by a large
group of men and women who have cooperated with the
Board of Controllers. However, Its President Cally Holden,
deserves a pat on the back, despite his modest protesl-s, tor
the dynamic leadership he exerted during the year.
Due to the fact that many of the Club's activities were
necessarily curtailed because of the war, at Its conclusion
the Board knew It was going to need a president with enthusiasm, plenty of Ideas, and one who could carry them
through. So Cally was voted In. He'd been In there pitching tor the Club tor years — acting on committees — and
with his band, playing at every function that called tor
music.
The 1946 Christmas party will long be remembered by
those who attended. Cally not only provided the music, but
proved his worth as a playwright by writing a Christmas
play that thrilled the kids and tJieIr parents alike. Everyone
on the lot knows what a tine musician he Is but few people
realize he Is also a successful writer.
Several of his short stories have appeared In national periodicals, and he
Is now working on a screen story which
has already Interested one of the major producers.
Music has always been an Important
factor In Cally's life. His father, Harry
Holden, was considered one of the finest American tenors of his day and sang
on the concert stage both In this country and In Europe before coming west
during the Virginia City gold rush. Cally's mother was an accomplished pianist
and taught Cally the fundamentals of
music before he entered public school.
He was born In Chelan, a small town on
the shore of Lake Chelan, In central
NA/ashIngton.
It was while Cally was In high school
that golden opportunity knocked at his
door. One morning he was passing the
local movie house on his way home from
a trombone lesson and sneaked Into the
empty auditorium. Deciding he would
satisfy a suppressed desire, he took his
trombone upon the stage and started
playing his favorite selection. When he
finished, he was busy taking bows from
his Imaginary audience when suddenly
he was scared stiff to hear someone In
the back of the theatre break into ap-

plause. It was the theatre manager —
and Instead of throwing Cally out, he
offered him a job In the orchestra that
was then playing In his theatre. This
was the break Cally was dreaming of
and h is first chance to work with a real
professional organization.
Then came World War I, and Cally,
as usual wanting quick action, hied himself up to Canada to join the Princess
Pat Regiment. Being only 15 at the
time, his parents soon had him back In
school where they figured he belonged.
When he graduated as Valedictorian of
his class, he found his father had made
arrangements tor him to enter West
Point. This was too slow tor Cally so
he jumped the gun and enlisted in the
Army Air Corps. He saw service in
France, Germany, and Poland.
Returning home after the war he entered the University of Washington and
was active in the orchestra and glee
club. During the summer vacations he
toured the Hawaiian Islands and the
Orient, and was chosen to provide the
entertainment on the maiden voyage of
the old H. F. Alexander. It was on this
trip that a press agent of the old school
(I hope) designated the outfit as "The
University of Washington Quartette,

wlth Syncopated

Interruptions by Cally

Holden's Rhythmical Agitators." Cally
has the grace to blush when he tells this.
Don't get the idea that Cally played
his way through college, surrounded by
fun and frolic. When he graduated he
had completed two years of law and
two years of business administration.
Determined to climb the ladder of. success In the, business world, he became
an auditor tor the Washington State
Insurance Board. He moved from one
job to another, until he became district
manager tor one of the largest Insurance companies on the West Coast.
He began to realize that life wasn't
much tun anymore, so with all the reckless abandon of the Holdens, he did a
quick switch to his first love. Music. He
toured the Pantages and Orpheum circuits with his band, finally settling in
Los Angeles after several years as M.C.
tor Fanchon and Marco presentation
shows.
The next summer, while playing the
Rendezvous Ballroom In Balboa, he and
his band were offered a contract by this
studio. Being a photogenic guy (and you
can kid him on that) Cally has, to date,
tures.
played orchestra leader In over 150 pic-
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Due to the lack of space only a tew of the excellent pictures
taken at the Biltmore Bowl Supper Dance appear in this issue.
Available at the Studio Club, however, is a "Keyset" of all of the
70 pictures taken at this function. You may place your order by
coming to the Studio Club and ordering from this set. A charge
of 7 cents will be made for each print to cover the cost of
processing.

BEHIND

THE

SCENES

• Personality of the month
Lorrie Helton has been with Twentieth Century-Fox
for the past four years. Starting in the Script Department she bounced
ments until October

around the lot on roving assignof last year when

her efficiency

won her the position of Assistant Fashion Editor. Born
in Vancouver,

Canada,

she first came

to Southern

California In 1941 after completing a year of college
journalism. Working at TCF

is a family affair with the

Heltons. The other half, Roy Helton, is a member

of

the Insert Department.

• Photography
Jim Mitchell, Assistant to Charlie Goldie of the Still Department, isby now an old friend in the pages of ACTION.
Jim hopes to crown his photographic career with the position of studio still man and may soon land that coveted position if the recognition he has gained through his free
lance work has any influence on it. Jim has fired a camera
on everything from a baby party 1o a Jap pill box behind
enemy lines. During the war Jim was a member of the hushhush OSS and, as such, it was his job to go behind the
enemy lines in the CBI and grab recon photos of enemy
positions. Jim teamed with Alex Babcock this time to cover
the Biltmore Supper Dance. Their work appears on pages
4 and 5.
Alex Babcock has been with TCF for three years interrupted bya stint in the California shipyards during the war.
A graduate from University High, Alex majored in photography and hopes some day to crack into studio still photography. Formerly with Story Files, he is now a member of
the Still Department. The team of Babcock and Mitchell
roved the bowl last tenth shooting everything within camera
range. In the picture at right Alex holds the electric eye remote that he used that night. An electric eye inside the
box flashes the remote from the light of the camera flash
bulb. A blinding flash and a startled expression accompanied his discovery that the gadget will also work when some-

COVER
This month's cover depicting a scene from the
Studio Club Little Theatre production, THE
GOOD
FAIRY, features, from left to right,
Evelyn Wray, Nick Voipe and Edith Hooker.
Behind the camera was Frank Powolny, 25-year
veteran of TCF and one time Academy Award
winner. For further information on Powolny see
"Names

in the News."

one lights a cigarette too close to the "eye."

3

Sparked
by a top
"million
floor
show
headlining
rank dollar"
talent from
the roster of Twentieth Century-Fox,
the Studio Club held its annual semiformal Supper Dance at the Blltmore
Bowl on Monday, March 10.
With the tickets sold out and a waiting list of 100 within four days after
the reservations opened at the Studio
Club office, the affair is hailed as one
of the most successful of Its kind In the
long list of sparkling affairs planned
and executed by the club.
Under the able direction of Sol Halprin. President of the Board of Controllers and Kathleen Ridgeway, Chairwoman of the party committee, intensive plans were laid for the Supper
Dance. Plans which included taking over
the entire Blltmore Bowl for the 900
members and their guests.
Presented at a minimum cost, the
evening featured continuous dancing to
the music of Russ Morgan's Orchestra
and Eddy Durante's Rhumba Band, an
excellent supper with a choice of steak
or chicken and a floor show with George
Jessel as Master of Ceremonies, Celeste Holm, Dan Dailey, Reginald Gardiner, David Street, Joanell James, Gene
Nelson.
The evening of fun and relaxation
saw members from every corner of the
lot rubbing elbows with top rank executives. President of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, Spyros Skouras was only one of the many executives
seen at the party. From the ranks of the
talent, almost every star showed up who
did not have an early call for the morning following.
President

of Twentieth

Century-Fox

Film

Corporation,

Spyros

Skouras

BILTMORE SUPPER SUCCESS
STUDIO

CLUB

Ever popular George Jessel as Emcee
paced the million dollar floor show that
boasted tops in talent from the ranks of
TCF film fame, such as Reginald Gardner,
Celeste Holm, Dan Dailey, David Street,
Gene Nelson and Joanell James.

MEMBERS

FLOCK

TO EVENING

Harry Brand (back to camera), Bebe Daniels (Mrs. Ben Lyon), and Lew Schreibar
were only a few of the notables to attend
the Studio Club function that was a comwent

plete sellout four
on sale.

days

after

reservations

FROLIC

Sol Halprin, President of the Studio Club
Board of Controllers, is congratulated by
Martha Stewart on the success of the party
that packed over 1000 members
guests into the Blltmore Bowl.

and

their
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Kathleen Ridgeway, Secretary of the Board
of Controllers, dances with Clif Maupin to
the tunes of Russ Morgan's Orchestra
Eddie Durante's Rhumba Band.

and

Cally Holden, right, talks to Sonny Olivera
before the floor show. Cally, veteran of
almost every function given by the Studio
Club since its founding, sparked the floor
show with a musical background.

Cranking a celluloid record of the event an ace camera crew
club members in the movies. Lett to right: Wally Castle (behind
camera), Al Lebovitz, Arthur Pace and Charlie Rosebrook.

put
the

Transportation lines up for the cameraman. Left to right, back row:
Lou Samuelson, Joe Epstein, Dave Snyder, ,Aaron Dorn, Cal Overman.
Front row, I to r: Mrs. Samuelson, Mrs. Epstein, Mrs. Overman and
Mrs. Dorn.

With reservations sold out and a waiting
list of 100, every table was filled. Bill
Meacham's table takes time out to "smile
for the birdie" between courses of the excellent dinner.

With the floor plan laid out to avoid "blind" tables, everyone
the floor show. Front, I to r: Joe LaShelle, Mrs. LaShelle,
Palmer, Olive Capps. Back, I to r: Dick Morris, Loretta
Brown and Hope Sterling.

enjoyed
Norman

Burke, Ronny

A part of the full house crowd that enjoyed the fun packed evening
of dancing and entertainment. It was past midnight before the last
of the guests started home, tired but voluble in praise of another
Studio Club success.
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MOVIETONE GUARDIANS
Dedicated

to the defense and protection of the Twen-

tieth Centry-Fox studio and its employees, the Police Department, under Tom Young, is the model of efficiency and
fingertip control. With millions of dollars worth of property
within the walls of Movietone

City this task is one of untir-

ing vigilance. Throughout all of this pressure of unending
watchfulness the department is famed for its courtesy,
friendliness and willingness to cooperate — a tribute to its
ranks of handpicked men.

^

Above: After checking In, the afternoon shift lines up for Inspection and to receive the orders of the day. With 120 members this crack force
of hand picked men guarantees the security of the lot. Every man has a phenomenal memory for names and faces. Unauthorized visitors are
courteously but firmly ushered out.
OPPOSITE

PAGE:

Below:

Upper left corner: Chief Young at his desk
goes over the daily report with his Lieutenants
Henry Harris, left, and Pete Young.
Upper left: Located near the Tennessee gate,
the Police Bungalow Is the scene of continuous
but efficient activity. Lt. Fred Linenberger,
extreme right, checks in the afternoon shift.
Upper right: With 300 acres of Movietone City
to guard, the Police Department has its own
"Prowl"
intervals. cars

Below

that

patrol the

lot at

regular

left: Guarding the sets against unauthorized visitors is still another of their func-

tions. Noted for their courtesy and cooperation the police are of unlimited service aside
from their duty as security officers. Here Gus
Sweeney delivers a message to Cornel Wilde,
on the set of FOREVER AMBER.
Below right: A constant vigilance must be
maintained at the gates. The unending stream
of screen aspirants trying to "crash the movies"
and curious visitors must be turned back. June
Haver Is checked
main gate.

in by George

Taylor at the

In sharp

contrast

to

the

back-

ground of "Mugs," Therle Sinclair demonstrates fingerprinting with Ray House.
Cooperating with police and FBI, the
TCF force is not only a service to the
studio but to the community as well.

Below:

A

remote

alarm

system

reports

any outbreak of fire on the lot. Officer
Jack Holmes inspects the tape that registers in code the location of a fire.
Geared for any emergency the department is on the spot seconds afterwards.

Pinups
over.

and

putups

In the deep,

are
dark

universal

hobbies

jungles of Africa

practiced

the

head

the

world

hunters

hang

the shrunken noggins of their deceased foes and it’s a stuffy old
Eskinno that hasn'l at least one pair of walrus tusks hanging
around the igloo. The movie industry probably presents the best
opportunity

for such

the following
tury-Fox lot.

a

samples

pastime.

A

as the most

roving
unigue

photographer
on

picked

the Twentieth

Cen-

George Jesse] wins hands down for Autographed Notables." All four walls of his office are plastered with autographed photos of famous personages.
the piano in the center may be seen, left to right,

Below

Center:

On
Cardinal Spellman. Franklin Roosevelt,
Wendell Wlllkie, and A1 Smith.

Extreme

Left: The

"Eager

Beaver"

Harry

complete

Truman,

with

para-

chute and goggles looks off into the "Wild Blue Yonder
— former Air Corps Captain Joe McClelland of Publicity.

Left.

Super

candids

and

photographic

oddities

plaster the walls of the Still Lab. Camera
"Tests" J
account for most of them and the victims
usually
end up screaming, "I didn't know you
were
I^^ALLY

going

Below

Center:

to an

Indian

The

thousand

to take my

picture "

Manufacturing
headpiece
and

flected in the array

one

anything

is the
phases

above

\

iob

from

a

stuffed

horse

of

Prop

and

of their

work

is partially

Jimmy

Spies' desk.

Miniature
re-

In the picture

can be seen Aztec iewelry for "The Captain from
Castile,"
plans for swords and daggers, a religious mosaic,
an Indian
fwo swords, and a panel of sample metal orna-

tomahawk,
ments.

Below:
moment

Lou Witt's office is ready for open warfare
at a
s notice. Adioining the armory, Lou dresses
up his
office with relics of World Wars I and II.
The scale model
cannon is a tribute to the excellent work
of the gunsmiths
employed in Lou's Mechanical Effects Departmen
t.

True, you've got to
is free of charge.
coffee shop clunker,
greatest free shows

eat to live but the show that goes with it
Whether you're a cafe connoisseur or a
the "Lunch Hour Review" is one of the
in the business.

Right, The Table Snipe: He just wants to be one
of the boys and join the gang for lunch. Nobody
knows his name or where he works but he's been
showing up every day for weeks. The first few times
he was given a fair and democratic trial, after
contributing nothing to the conversation but loud inhaling noises
he's been black balled ever since. The
for another chair" doesn't phase him.
little gimmick he's sitting on. It's called
week and somebody is going to look at
idea.

old gag about "no room
Now he brings along that
a shooting seat. Another
that seat and get a bright

Left, The News Hound: He buys every paper
he can get his hands on and spends the entire
lunch hour poring over the latest murder, stickup, arson and divorce stories. Of course he'd
never think of missing "his funnies". His lunch
is always cold when he gets arO'Und to it and the
smart ones let him have the table to himself.
They time
got ago.
tired of printer's ink in their salad a
long

V

A
-A- .

f

Left, The Visiting Aunt: How she got on the lot or a pass to the Cafe nobody
knows. Before she's even started on her lunch she has strained three ligaments in her neck from looking at who came in, who they are, where they
sit, whom they sit with, and what they have for lunch. Just wait until the
"girls" back in the Little Rock Sewing Circle hear about THIS!

Right: Golita McGonigle, dramatic aspirant, demonstrates perfectly "The BIG,
STICKY Hello." Slinking up to the table
of some important executive, she languidly
slithers half way across the table and coos
a sexy "Hello" Into the startled face of
her victim. Following this she makes some
Irrelevant remark about the weather, then,
positive
thatshe
sheslinks
has "wowed
the earstable.
off"
her
victim,
off to another
On a good day, when the big shots are all
there, she'll miss lunch to hit 'em all.

^)c

Left: Unfortunate Klllpenny, plays the part of the village
idiot In Forever Amber and the hair-do goes with the job.
He hasn't known what he's been eating for lunch since
the picture started. Today he'll end up wishing he had
found out. He's eating wieners and sauerkraut and they
don't agree with him.

r

• Powolny

Scores On Color

For the first time in the history of Hollywood, Frank Powolny,
noted studio portrait cameraman and twice Academy Award
winner, has devised a means for printing kodachrome and ektachrome color shots.
This revolutionary departure in laboratory technique will enable studios tor the first time in history to serve newspapers
and magazines throughout the world with copies of the same
color photography at a very nominal cost in the same manner
that black and white shots have been used since the industry
was founded.
Every studio in Hollywood has tried to lick this problem
since color was introduced, but up to now has never successfully devised a formula for doing this economically. Under the
new technique, which Powolny has turned over to regular laboratory technicians at the studio, as many transparencies can
be made from the original kodachromes or ektachromes as
required for any number of outlets at a cost to the studio of
the bare negative.
Original kodachrome and ektachrome shots will be duplicated for publication in the same manner that black and white
shots are now used. The studio estimated that this new process will strengthen the photographic service to newspapers
and magazines by many fold, and enable a publicity depart-

I
At a special luncheon in his honor Powolny is presented with a 100
dollar bond tor his amazing new development in color printing.
'

L to

R:

Doc

Bishop, Jim

Denton,

Harry Brand, Frank Powolny,
Milligan, and Clif Maupin.

Gene

Herman

Kornman,

Leiber,

Eddy

Charlie

Goldie,

O'Toole,

ment to make a valuable sitting available to many
millions of readers than in the past.

Jerry

more

• TCF Tops In United Appeal
Topping the entire industry in per capita donations.
Twentieth Century-Fox contributed $199,091.00 for a total
of 3004 subscribers to the Second United Appeal drive.
With a total of $1,317,037.09 in the entire industry in donations, TCF takes its place among the leaders in having
contributed more than one-tenth of this total figure. The
drive was hailed as an outstanding success and in appreciation of the efforts of Mike Levee a plaque was presented to
him signed by the entire committee and thanking him for
his superb efforts on behalf of the drive. Clarence Hutson,
TCF colonel In the drive, expressed his gratitude to his
fellow employees. He said:
"I wish to express my sincerest thanks to every one' of
the employees of the Studio who so generously contributed
to this charitable cause. It is of extreme satisfaction to me
to realize that your contributions were

made

without any

'pressure campaign,' but solely through your generosity In
response to a worthy appeal.”
Clarence Hutson looks on as Edward Arnold presents a special
plaque to Mike Levee, Chairman of the United Appeal drive, for
his superb work in this year's drive that found
Pox tops in per capita donations.

• Academy

Award

Twentieth

Century-

Winners

Twentieth Century-Fox, dedicated to perfection in the
field of movie entertainment, walked off with a total of

standing service to the movie industry. Right center, Anne
Baxter receives her award from Lionel Barrymore for her

seven Oscars In this year's Academy Award presentation.
Left, William Darling and Lyle Wheeler receive their awards
from Greer Garson for the best black and white direction

performance in "The Razor's Edge.” Not shown are Thomas
Little and Frank E. Hughes for best set decorations in

in "Anna and the King of Siam.” Left center, Ernst Lubitsch
with his special award for completing his 25th year of out-

"Anna and the King of Siam.” Right, Arthur Miller with
his award for the best cinematography In black and white
for "Anna

and the King of Siam.”

i

LIFE MEMBERSHIP

AWARDS

In appreciation of their support in
furthering the interests of the Studio
Club and the well being of the employees of Twentieth Century-Fox,
the Studio Club Board of Controllers awarded Mr. Joseph M. Schenck
and Mr. Darryl F. Zanuck life memberships in the Twentieth CenturyFox Studio Employees' Club.
The scroll and case awarded Mr.
Schenck is reproduced below.

ABOVE:

Accompanied

Men'sHazel
Wardrobe,
by
Shirk Sol
of
Halprindent of(right),
Presithe Board
of
Controllers, awards Mr,
Joseph M. Schenk the
scroll making him a life
member of the Studio
Club.

LEFT: Kathleen Ridgeway, head of the Script
Department and Secretary of the stands
Board by
of
Controllers,
as Sol Halprin makes
the presentation to Mr,
Darryl F, Zanuck in appreciation of his Club.
interest in the Studio
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GOOD FAIRY
HITS FULL
HOUSE
LITTLE THEATRE PLAYS
TO PACKED HOUSE
Playing before a packed house
for the full run, "The Good Fairy,”
Studio Club Little Theatre' presentation, was hailed as an outstanding success for the initial effort of
this newly organized group.
Playing for four days beginning
March 4th, the opening night was
a sellout well in advance and as
the favorable reports spread like
wildfire over the lot seats for the
remaining performances were at a
Friday night climaxed the run
premium.
with the group performing before
an audience that included such
talent as Celeste Holm, Barbara
Lawrence, (Lee MacGregor, and
Conrad Janis.
Directed by Dan Alexander, the
Ferenc Molnar comedy starred
Evelyn Wray, Nicholas Voipe, Hal
Gould, and Jack Gary. Edith
Hooker as Karoline was a notable
success in the supporting role.
of
Metz in
turned
in an excellent
RoyDr.Towne
the "surprise"
role
job. In the lead roles, the lot wide
comment was unanimous in praise
of the competent manner
which they were handled.
Tyrone Power pauses from his work on the sef of CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE to congratulate the
director and members of the cast of THE GOOD
FAIRY. L. to R., Jack Gary. Hal Gould, Tyrone
Power, Evelyn Wray and Dan Alexander, Director.
A star studded audience applauded the
closing performance. Celeste Holm, with
her husband, talks to one of the fan
magazine photographers that covered
the event.

Talent

scouts

from

almost

every

major

studio were there. Leslie O'Pace was
only one of the representatives from the
TCF talent department.

with

The bit parts by John Nestor,
Remus Jensen, and Bill Fischer
added the final touch of humor
to the Molnar laugh provoker.

Conrad Janis, of MARGIE fame occupied a front row seat and was enthusiGroup.astic in his approval of this first effort
by the Studio Club Little Theatre

LOT SHOTS

By ISick Volpe

EDDIE OXFORD
Inventory — Men's Wardrobe. After seven years in the Marine Corps
— being twice decorated, Silver and Bronze Stars, Eddie came to TCF
as a clerk in the Production Office. After two months there he got the
position of chauffeur for Mrs. Zanuck. Incidentally he is a pistol and
Judo expert.
Only twenty-five years old and already he has been around the world
two and a half times.
At present he is the Publicity Director and Wardrobe
the Studio Club Little Theatre.

"CHET"

Supervisor for

HEBERT

Maintenance Department — "Chet" spent five years in the army
/ — became a Platoon Sergeant In the 773rd Tank Destroyer Battalion. Was machine gunned in Germany — after his outfit with
only 36 Tank Destroyers knocked out 113 of the enemy tank
destroyers.
Spent nine months in the hospital and holds the Distinguished
Unit Citation, the Bronze Star and the Purple Heart.
"Chet" hails from Gueydan, Louisiana, where his dad is a
successful farmer. But "Chet" met the girl in California and so
now it never rains for "Chet" In California.

LYNN
Apprentice

REYNOLDS

Make-up — At the age of two Lynn appeared

In one of

his father's movies. His dad, well known In Hollywood, wrote and
directed pictures for stars like Tom Mix, Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson
and Slim Summerville.
One of Lynn's greatest thrills — Tom Mix sat little Lynn on "Tony"!
In the army three and one-half years, Corporal Reynolds spent two
years In Australia — one year In New Guinea. Then he too migrated
to Hollywood. First worked
Hough. Then in Accounting.

in the Production

Office under "Lefty"

Evenings he studies art to further his advancement in the Make-up
Department.
On his free evenings he is engaged to . . . sigh . . . Leone Thorpe . . .
sigh ... In the Accounting Department.

BOB

I

ADLER

Contract Player TCF — Six foot 2^/2 inch
Jersey. Bob was a silent screen actor for D.
as 1923.
Eventually wound up In Hollywood where
horses got him the position of ranch foreman

cowboy — born in New
W. Griffith as far back
his expert knowledge of
for D. F. Zanuck. Then

Bob was also in charge of the training of Mr. Zanuck's string of polo
ponies going to Europe In '38 to compete with European players.
Bob figures he has been in over 100 movies including Smoky, My
Darling Clementine,
from Castile.

Brasher Doubloon, and his latest role — in Captain

I took one look at his beard — which he is still sporting from his
Mexican location — and presto — a sketch and the tale.

I
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Top honors in bowling were copped by Peggy
Malpili, Clyde Vaughn. Back row, I to r: Bud
was won by the two teams.

CUMMINS

Cummins' Thursday and Friday ni+e teams. Front row, I to r: Larry Meek, Joe Medviti, Ed
Harris, Moe Larsen, Peggy Cummins, Tex Wiisford, and Gene Shores. A total of nine trophies

TEAMS

COP

SEASON

HONORS

By Loretta Higgins
Both the Thursday and Friday night leagues finished up
the same week, and with a tie in each! Peggy Cummins and
Dick Crane Luckys tied tor first place in the Thursday Night
Handicap League, and in the Friday Night Scratch League

wound up
individual
night score
Ries beat

the Bacon's Wolves and the Peggy Cummins teams battled
tor first place. Well, the Peggy Cummins teams won the
roll-offs in both leagues! So, hail the new champions!
During the roll-off for the top teams that had tied, there
was a Sweepstakes for the rest of the teams, and everybody
was paid their prize money for the entire season. Out for all
the honors they could get, and inspired by the presence of
their very gracious little sponsor, the Peggy Cummins team
won the Sweepstakes too with their total team series of
2973, in the Friday night league. In the Thursday night
league, the Sweepstakes was won by the Mark Stevens team,

plus handicap 108, total 658.

with their total of 2907. Anita Uphoff's team, the George
Montgomery's Five Oaks, were high for the girls. Four of
the six girls' teams in the league are going to the Ladies
City Tournament to be held this month. Good luck, girls!
Armand Allen, the President of the Bowling League, really
16

the season in good style by winning the high
series in both Sweepstakes with his Thursday
of 629 and Friday series of 657 scratch. Beverly
all records for the girls with her series of 550

This being such a short season, most of the teams wanted
to continue bowling for a little while, so two new leagues
were organized, one for the five-man teams (with two fivegirl teams) and the other a mixed doubles. There are ten
teams in each new league, and they will bowl once around,
or nine weeks. They got off to a flying start Thursday,
February 20th. In the Mixed Fours, the Acey-Deuceys lead
with four points won and total pins of 2884. The team of
Jane-George-Bob-Shirley (no team name as yet) is a close
second with the same number of points won, four, and
total pins of 2223. In the Five-Man Team league, the Staff
Shop started out with a bang, winning four points with their
series of 2923, and high game of 1074.
See you next Thursday!

HOOPSTERS FINISH IN HIGH SPOT
by COY METZLER
With the long and arduous road trip over, the 20th
Century-Fox cage squad Is nearing the end of a successful
season. The cagers find themselves firmly entrenched In
third place In the American Basketball League standings.
The Studio Club team has piled up a good record and has
treated basketball fans throughout the country with their
good sportsmanship and exciting type of play.

TCF 49

Idaho 43

The Fox quintet, playing without the services of Frank
Lubln, who was on the Injured list temporarily, got off to a
successful start on their road tour with a 49-43 victory over
the Idaho Simplots at Pocatello. Staving off persistent
threats by the home team, the Fox five relinquished the lead
only once during the contest. The Idaho margin, 27-25, was
short-lived as the movie-men came back to take over the
contest once more.
Twice during the game the studio team piled up a big
lead, but for the most part It was a tight contest all the way.
Fox was hot in the final quarter, while the Simplots were
definitely off their game. With but two minutes to> go, the
score was 43-45, but the Fox defense held their opponents
scoreless, while they made two buckets.
Dale Sears, holding down the pivot post in the absence
of Lubln, collected I 1 points for high-scoring honors, while
Jack LIppert came through with 10.

TCF 58

Salt Lake City 45

In a nip and tuck ball game, the 20th Century-Fox cagers
poured on the heat In the final five minutes of a rough, fast
ABL contest to defeat the Salt Lake City Deserets, 58-45.
For three quarters the two teams battled on even terms,
with the lead changing hands I I times and the score tied
five times.
Hollywood was off to a fast start, pulling away with a
10-33 lead as Lubln found the range from the key spot.
By half-time, however. Fox held a scant one-point lead,
31-32. Lubln went out on fouls three minutes before the
end of the game with the
went into a three minute
In rushing for possession
fouls and many defensive
to score four baskets In the

Studio Club leading 45-50. Fox
stall, during which the Deserets,
of the ball, committed several
errors which enabled Hollywood
final two minutes, winning 58-45.

TCF 53

Denver 61

Denver's younger Nuggets combined deadly shooting with
good defense to rack up a 61-53 decision over the Fox
quintet. For the first 13 minutes, the two teams traded
point-for-point, but after that, Denver lead all the way.
The half-time score was 26-30, but the Nuggets began to
pull away after the Intermission with Vince Boryla, former
Notre Dame cage star, leading the attack.

Won
PHILLIPS 66
OAKLAND BIHNERS
TCF
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
DENVER NUGGETS
KANSAS CITY M&O
CARROLL SHAMROCKS
IDAHO SIMPLOTS
SALT LAKE DESERETS
SACRAMENTO SENATORS
SAN DIEGO DONS

18
19
11
10
9
8
8
8
8
6
5

Alex Omalev took offensive honors with his 19 points,
most of them on stratospheric heaves from way out. Lubln
came through with 16 counters.

TCF 40

Phillips 51

Phillips "66" cage team, national AAU title holders for
the last three years, ran Its season's victory string to 41
games by defeating the Studio Club five, 51-40. Phillips
took an early lead in the game and were never headed, but
the Fox team managed to stay close enough to keep the
game Interesting and even put on a scoring splurge In the
last period to keep the Oilers on their toes.
The Hollywood team was unable to solve the Phillips'
defense in the first three periods, getting most of their
shots from outside the free throw circle. Phillips led 22-14
at the Intermission and were ahead 37-22 at the end of
three quarters. In the fourth quarter. Fox outscored the
Oilers 14 to 18.
A tew nights later, Phillips won
Fox, 58-47.

TCF 41

an exhibition game from

Continental 33

After a see-saw first half, the 20th Century-Fox cage
team took the lead and held It all the way to coast to a
41-33 victory over the Continental Airliners. During the
first half, the lead changed hands seven times, but after the
Intermission the Fox men got their defense working and
held the Airliners without a field goal in the third period. In
the fourth period the movie-men built up a ten-point lead
and then engaged in a clever keep-away game.
In the early stages, Hollywood kept in the game by ability to get under the basket for set-ups or rebounds. Of their
first four goals, one was a tip-ln and the other three set-ups
on slick passing.

TCF 50

Kansas City 44

The Fox quintet survived a determined rally by the Kansas
City team in the third quarter to emerge victorious, 50-44,
In the last ga'me of their road tour. Fox amassed a 27-12
half-time advantage, but the Kansans ran wild in the second
half to tie the score at 35-all and then forge into the lead.
With five minutes to go, the score was 38-38. Fox rustled
the cords for three baskets while holding the home team to
one. Frank Lubln was hIgh-poInt man with 17 points.
With ABL competition over, the Fox cagers are currently
engaged In the ABL and national AAU tournaments in
Denver. This year's competition will be the stiffest since
pre-war days, but Fox Is highly touted for one of the top
spots In each tournament. Next month's column will give
the results and a complete resume of this year's 20th
Century-Fox Studio Club basketball team.

Lost
1
2
9
10
11
12
12
12
12
14
15

Pet.
950
900
550
500
450
400
400
400
300
250
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• The Sartorial Parade
At this time of the year when the first buds of spring are bursting into bloom,
although It is really mid-season for Milady, she naturally starts thinking of ways
and means of brightening her clothes of sombre hue.
Doll-like BILLIE KARNOT has accomplished this very effectively by "dressing
up" her classic collared, single-breasted gray and black light-weight Forstmann
wool suit with a charming springlike blouse of black and white print in rayon
crepe. The earrings and dainty lapel watch of gold also enhance the general
effect. Black calfskin pumps and shoulder-strap envelope bag complete her very
practical but chic costume.
But If you think the effervescent FREDA

ZUCK

Is dressing up any old clothes

you're — well, you're wrong! She is, as usual, rushing things by appearing in a
spring dress that has that "new look" we've been hearing about. The pencil slim
black silk crepe skirt Is complemented by a bodice and front peplum In a floral
print design whose predominating colors are purple, green, orange, red, blue,
pink, yellow, rust and mauve; in other words, multi-colored. Freda's black suede
pouch bag, open-work sandals and Trifaris set (that's the necklace and drop earrings) are also the last word. We'll let you In on a secret, too. Freda was going
directly from work to dine and dance with that same man again.

JJuL A)L Sft&cdiA.
• LABOR

• PAY ROLL CHAHER

DEPT. NEWS
By Glen

Our thanks to Clemmie

By Anita

R. Stevens

Uphoff

This is one of those balmy California
mornings, when the urge to chuck work
and head for the beach is almost too

Galloway for

her very excellent article "Aladdin's Elbow Grease."
Came across BUD NOTHWANG

great a temptation

to resist. But Pay-

who a year ago re-joined the Army and
left for a point somewhere near Okinawa. Bud was formerly in EARL WIL-

roll must carry on (or where'd you-all
be come Thursday?) so before I get
down to the more important business

SON'S unit gang, but is now working
out of the Mail Department.
PHIL SNYDER is still confined to his

of checks and figures. I'll take a few'
moments to- report the goings-on of this
department.
We had a very sweet visitor in our
midst last week — a tiny mite by the
name of Karen Ann — the two-month-

home. According to reports he's doing
nicely but is anxious to return to work
. . . A badly sprained back forced
FLOYD MORRIS to go on the sick list
for ten days.
GEORGE SAVARESE was married on

old daughter
HAN.

little group — Mr. HAL

FLOYD

MORRIS,

worked

in the oil fields near

lived on
and

born in Anadarko,

he likes horses. Prior to coming

worked

a

calendar, the Wardrobe

department always knows what season
of the year it is by the changes of
flowers brought in by our various home
gardeners. LIZZIE ROGERS generally
tops them all with her "green thumb"
results, and we are looking forward to
her snapdragons and carnations this
spring. Last fall her chrysanthemums
equaled any that the florists displayed.
If you
WORK.

want

her formula, it's HARD

We

have a few new faces in the department. VIRGINIA BUTTERWORTH,
doing secretarial work, LORRAINE
STARKEY in the stockroom, and JULES
KAHN dividing his time between the
Men's and Ladies' departments.
Our most faithful correspondent is
RENE HUBERT, who is spending time at
his home in Switzerland. We know he is
having fun and doesn't miss
but we will all be glad to have
and hear about the trip. He
skiing in the Alps and from

us a bit,
him back
has been
his cards.

Sun Valley doesn't hold a candle to the
scenery there.
GRACE WILSON folded up the

Oklahoma,

Oklahoma

City,

a farm, raising cattle, grain and

two

years in a

shipyard.

to TCF,

hay,
he

His ambition

is to be in a trucking business of his own.

LADIES' WARDROBE . Byu.no,,
Without

MAE

SHEA-

A new timekeeper joined our happy

Sunday, February 9th. Congratulations
to the happy couple.
The Salvage department is under the
direct supervision of MOE GORDON.
His men, D. S. SKINNER, MIKE PACHECO and CLIFF STRIPLING operate the yard. Those boys have just
about everything imaginable in the way
of junk.
Vacations are coming up, and talk of
fishing trips is buzzing around the lot.

of ALTA

wardrobe

on MOTHER

WORE

TIGHTS

and took off to the valley with "I'll be
seein' you." Have a nice vacation,
Grace, but don't forget to come back.
KAY NELSON finds Pismo Beach most
attractive these week-ends, in spite of
th e sand in the clam chowder there.
She is now preparing to design the
clothes for NIGHTMARE ALLEY, having finished her last assignment, MIRACLE OF 34th STREET. BONNIE CASHIN is d ressing the girls and women
for SCUDDA HOO, SCUDDY HAY
and OLLIE HUGHES is doing her best
to make the clothes look aged and
worn. When she finds someone with a
size four foot, she immediately

makes

them wear a pair of JUNE HAVER's
shoes around and insists they scuff them
up Everyone
a bit.
seems most enthused over
the coming Studio Club party and from
where I sit, it looks as though the Ladies' Wardrobe would be well represented. VERNA BILLINGS is responsible for much of the interest taken and
is doing a fine job of selling tickets.
MRS. SMITH and her girls, who do

DEAN.

Greet-

ings, Hal. Hope
SHIRLEY
LYONyou'll
is like
the us.
proud possessor of a club coupe. And SPENCE
"Mort" CLONER finally got rid of that
monstrosity he has been driving and replaced it with a Ford sedan. We are
all very happy about that.
If you hear the rumor that BANTA
and Jimmy Sullivan are going to elope,
don't believe it. HAROLD BOW started this rumor. And you know Bow.

wardrobe cleaning at night, have their
hands full with all the large sets working on FOREVER
AMBER.
dresses
in this period
weighThea women's
ton and
it is quite a job handling them for cleaning and pressing.
MR. LEMAIRE has been gathering
some fine research on period pictures
to be made soon, and occasionally
brings In a priceless book from
extensive library to augment
material furnished by Frances
son.
MARJORIE
WAHL
and

his own
the fine
Richardhusband

took off on a quick flight to Chicago
to pick up a new

Buick. Leave us not

have any more of those "my battery
was dead this morning" excuses, MarIfthis than
car doesn't
ter jorie.
service
the lastgive
new them
one, betwe
can expect them back any time' in the
late spring or early summer.
KAY PRYOR has fully recovered from
her accident on Christmas eve and we
are all glad to have her back on the
job. ANDE RICHARDSON is still on
the sick list and I am sure she would
enjoy hearing from her friends.
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SPARKS FROM THE ARCS .
Something new has been added in
lighting equipment. It is a mysterious
looking black box which can be plugged
into any ordinary house plug. With this
strange piece of equipment an ordinary
size room may be lighted with studio
lights, and a picture made. This is bad
news for the generator men, but it is
not as serious as it sounds. It consists
of a step-up transformer which builds
up the voltage through the globes, and
increases the light by one hundred per
cent. This will be very handy for the
Hathaway company, which has taken
two of them to New York.
Whenever there is anything heavy to
lift, use an elevator. This is the policy
of our rigging crews, and the rigging
trucks are equipped with power lifts.
These were installed by the transportation department especially for us and
have certainly been a big success.
Thanks to Jim Ruman, Ike Panning and
the rest of the gang.

By Don

Carstensen

All the boys recently received cigars
from Mills Seible. The special event
was a marriage, and he was the bridegroom. However, if you mention it to
him, he blushes a deep pink. Mills now
has another boss in addition to TCP.
Many of our men have sons who are
working for the studio in the capacity
of riggers. Most of these boys have returned from military service and are a
fine group

of young

men,

capable of

filling their fathers' shoes. They have
the advantage of many new conditions
and their proper education can be of
great benefit to the motion picture
business.
Received a card from RAY DAUGHERTY, who is enjoying himself in Buenos
Aires. Ray had planned this trip for
several years, but because of the war
was forced to wait until now to take it.
He will have a lot to tell when he returns to work later in the year.
Everyone is buzzing about BOB IBLING in his new attire. Bob, the boys

and Lee Dunbar

would like to know if you are dressed
as a porter, elevator boy, doorman or
"dimmer man." The picture on the bulletin board has them puzzled.
And

of course STAN

WARN

had his

daughter on the set the other day. Old
man,
he? we know the boys going
So' isn't
far as
back east are RAY JONES, gaffer,
JIMMY WOTHERSPOON
and CHARLIE WISE. That Charlie will soon be a
Yankee.
You don't have to look twice to see
that the "Blimp" has lost poundage.
It's about time for the Mexico
to bea coming
think tion
for
second

loca-

back — those
and don't
that
boys

haven't been working???
Attention

all you

Westerners!

This

year you have a doggone good outfit,
so get behind it and attend meetings.
Everyone
"Moss isRose"
agreed
that working
FRANK onLUBIN
still anis
All American.

THE SCRIPT TEASE , By Florence Mack
In reviewing the havoc wreaked by
Dan Cupid in this department the past
month we can't help wondering
KATHLEEN RIDGEWAY hasn't
forced to close up shop until her
sonnel was somewhat calmed, for

why
been
perwhat

happens to any of us always affects
everybody. Hardly a day has passed
without some undue excitement.
It all started when tall, curvaceous
LAURA LYNN anonunced on a Monday morning that she had just returned
from Las Vegas as the happy bride of
Max Zauzig.
We were still in a dither when the
telephone rang and GWEN

ALLEN

was

calling from that very place saying we'd
have to struggle along without her until she had tied the knot with Cal Tyler,

a young engineer we didn't even suspect she was interested in.
A day or two later the popular titiantressed VICLET HCGAN came in wearing a sparkler which BRAD CANFIELD
of our Camera Department had placed
on the appropriate finger to seal their
troth.

Cn top of all this a postcard arrived
from EVA HULSMAN saying she was

Cnee again we were nicely settled
but the peace was disrupted by the
charming CELESTINE MIGLIAIA who
also proudly displayed a ring presented
to her by her long-time fiance, John
Fly, who only recently returned from
overseas.

We hope you'll all bear with us In
this trying period and not judge us too
harshly if, for instance, some steno
should absent-mindedly start substituting the name of her own beloved in a
love scene for that of the one written

In rapid succession followed announcements byVIVIAN BAKER of her
intention to marry Robert Joyce when
he finishes his studies at UCLA in June,
and MARY LYNN BRCWN whose mar-

TEST DEPARTMENT
Here we are waiting around for the
party at the Biltmore Bowl. The Studio
Club is certainly doing everything to
keep us entertained. With the rhumba
classes and the Swim-Gym keeping us
busy on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings of each week, we look forward
to Thursday nights to catch up on our
needed sleep.
Now for the news of Test Stage:
GECRGE LEVERETT was back with us
and it was nice to have him around.
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riage to Jerry TIapa will take place as
soon as they find a place to live.

enjoying a

wonderful

honeymoon

but

omitting to add "wish you were here"
nor give us any further details.

by Congratulations
the writer.
and heaps of good
wishes to all these happy people.
An interesting letter just arrived from
KAY STEGMAN. Guess we've lost our
bet as Kay plans to stay on in Florida

.
Cf course we miss DCN FLICK — he
was beginning to fit in like some of
the furniture. WALLY CASTLE is shooting for us and doing a swell job.
MARILYN MCNRCE made a beautiful test supported by Robert Karnes and
directed by Zolley Lerner. We hadn't
seen CATHY DCWNS (Clementine) for
some

time until she walked up to sup-

port in a test.
Cur boss, JERRY

WEBB,

is on vaca-

tion at Sun Valley catching up on his
skiing. He should have some interesting
stories to tell us on his return.
June

Connor

is trying to invent a

cigar parking machine to install outside
the Test Stage office. The crews seem
to enjoy bringing their stogies into our
little cubbyhole making it quite difficult
to see through all the fog — and the
odors, ugh! Never a dull moment on
the Test Stage.

c

A STORY FROM THE STORY . By Dick Ep:
Those of you who were in the service
know the expression, "there's always the
two per cent who don't get the word
in time." Well, this kid is one of them —
last month I didn't get the word in time
to hand in an article tor "Action." So
this month will try to bring you up to
date on the happenings around Story
Files.
DICK HUCKANS has taken to raising rabbits and chickens on his Tarzana
place. Hope he can keep the situation
in hand.
GEORGE
BURNETT is in a high
frame of mind now that he has a new

Ford. And speaking of something new,
we have a new addition to the Files.
JIMMY CAPPS from the Mail Room
has taken Waddy Taylor's place. Waddy is now slaving away in school.
That beam of JUNE ROTHBILL's can
mean but one thing — the date for her
marriage is fast approaching.
RONNY BROWNE is quite a bug on
sports. One week-end he goes to Palm
Springs to bask in the sun, and the next
week finds him enjoying the snow up in
the mountains . . . And while we're on
the subject of sports, might mention
that KAY SIDWELL is seen quite fre-

quently at the Westwood

Ice Skating

Rink. Personally, we'll stick to driving a
car — it's much safer.
SHIRLEE WOOLLARD
and ANITA
CONNOLLY
will be the glamour half
of a mixed doubles bowling team which
will be rounded out by MORT BURSTEIN of the Mail department and your
obedient servant.
By the time you read this, BOB SIES
hopes to be the proud papa of a new
heir or heiress.
So, kids, that winds up this reporter's
report to the nation.

TRANSPORTATION NEWS , By Dick Stolzc
JACK NICKOLS is the happy lad of
our department and rightly so. After
patiently waiting for almost a year, his
lady love did finally arrive from the
land down under, Australia. A romance,
but beautiful, started when Jack was
one of the fighting boys in blue with our
Navy. Having touched many lands in
the Pacific, there was none so attractive to Jack as the land of the kangaroo. However what attracted our sailor's attention most v/asn't Ihe kangaroo.
Yes, Jack married the girl on her arrival
in her new country.
Congratulations, Jack, from all of us
in the department. Your patience has
been duly rewarded. May your ship of
romance continue to sail through to the
twilight.
As far as we're concerned. Mop
Head isn't just something to go on the
end of a handle. That is a most affectionate term we use in referring to none
other than our JOHNNY
WILHELM,
who just recently returned to the studio
to take up his duties in our tire and
tube department. Welcome back, John.
Oh, yes. Congratulations go to Johnny.
He is a married man now. Is there a

great difference going from Army

life

to married life? Just asking, that's all
Bub.
ROLAND ALEXANDER is confined
to St. John's Hospital In Santa Monica
due to a heart ailment. We hope for
an early recovery . . . HARRY TIEFFER
has just undergone a major operation
and may be on the inactive list for
several weeks. Nevertheless, Harry is
coming along very nicely and is anxious
to get back to his job . . . BILL
HUTCHINSON has been quite ill, but
is now on the road to recovery. Keep
your chin up, Bill . . . JERRY GIRARD
is
back at work again after a short illness.
It is gratifying to announce that we
have acquired some new heavy trucks
and trailers to add to our fleet. One
trailer, known as a tilt trailer, is quite
unique in that we will be able to load
and unload our heavy caterpillars in a
matter of seconds.
Mr. JIM RUMAN
and IKE DANNING are surely to be commended for
their foresight in the selection of, and
the designing of our special trailers to
improve the modes

tion system. We

night ... in rain or shine . . . whether
it blows like 'ell or not . . . sometimes
stuck in mud . . . pull 'em out, keep
those wheels turning . . . seeing that
the job is done in readiness for the next
day's shooting or construction . . . set
removal
"Iron Horse"
do
their crane,
stuff . dinky
. . setandremoved
Intact
and stage ready for new construction
. . . dressing rooms moved and spotted
. . . truck and trailers loaded for location. . . film service to the lab . . .
facilities for carpenters, laborers, painters, grips, etc. ... All this goes on in
this half of the day after the sun has
gone to rest. This is the other half about
v/hom little is heard . . . some young —
the majority mature in years and experience. Now this shift is all over. "Another one in to feed my Bulck," says
Junior. "Grab the old lunch pail, men.

of our transportaGoodnight

A LITTLE ABOUT A LOT . %
LEO

McCreary

has returned to the

fold, -still smiling but taking it easy after
his operation, and preparing for "The
Kiss of Death" (that's a picture, kiddles).
It's nice to see him back at the helm
again.
LEO and PRIMO PAZZELLI are off to
New
We

York on

another

could be corny and
ing to jail, as they are
inside the Tombs in New
at San Quentin.
HOWARD
COOLEY
Yes, at last Howard got

location jaunt.
say they're gogoing to shoot
York as well as
surprised us all.
around to giv-

are confident this will

be of profound benefit to the furtherance of production. We are for anything that helps put the picture before
the customers — but quick.
Yard Bird "Echoes" from the exhaust:
of men who make those wheels turn at

folks."

Peaier

ing out cigars and making out a new
tax exemption certificate. Man Howie
is a pappy. Congrats, old boy!
A very nice gesture of GILROY and
the boys to give our ex-Girl Friday
(BETTE MILLER) all those nice wedding
gifts. Gosh, the Chief's office looked
I'ke a kitchen during the presentation to
Mrs. Haskell (nee Becky).
FRANK LUBIN reports that the team
did very well while on the road but he
looks klnda tired after making the rounds
of
country.
bet
he the
loved
it and Knowing
is anxiousFrank,
to gowe'll
again.

If you like a good laugh you should
have seen Gilroy making pictures in the
Grip office. He may never be a threat
to Shamroy but the kid is learning — and
his first subject was nice. THELMA
should sit still even if the reflectors
blind her.
Never saw any key grip so eager to
get to work as LOGAN BROWN and
the delay on the Mankiewicz picture has
him nervous and more eager than ever.
Logan seems to enjoy making pictures
more

than anyone

we know — ahem.
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NURSERY TALES . By Jimmie Taylor
There are times when

I think some

of

the people in this old world — mostly
women — set the pace a little bit too
fast for the poor old papas to keep up.
Incidentally, this is strictly a man's viewpoint. But either your wife or your
mother-in-law is always nagging and
complaining because Tempus Fugits all
over the place, and if
ing about something
growing children will
player wide open and

they aren't prator other, your
turn the record
proceed to drive

you daffy while doing a hair-raising war
dance

with their "super-sonic playmates!" At the rate they go, one would
think they are dancing to four orchestras at once, yet all the record says is,
"Open De Dooh, Rich-chud!"
And that's only a small part of the
hustle-bustle that gets you every day.
After you leave your little home, tent,
or whatever you live in, you always find
the same humdrum at your work. Everyone is always in a big rush and everything must be done at once. It's just
hurry, hurry, hurry, all the time.
Even when this column was written,
things were buzzing like mad here on
the lot. O.K. so it was just a bunch of
bumble-bees, but the Studio Club was
posting signs all over the lot just the
same. Nothing but a big question mark
and a date — March 10 — appeared on
them. They succeeded in arousing a little curiosity though, and we started to
v/rite about them. However, before
much

was written, we

were

reliably in-

formed via Mr. Bell's contraption, that
this date had been set for the Blltmore
Bowl. This called for a quick revision of
what we had already written and before
the ink was dry on the revision, everyone had their tickets. And by the way,
if you think this sounds like a complaint
column, it's because I stood in line two
and a half days to get tickets — well
almost that long. Now by the time’ you
read this column, (and I'm not going to
tell you it's just a waste of time to read
it either) the pink elephant party will
probably be a thing of the past.
So even though you try lykelle, the
proverbial cart usually manages to get

Now things would be different if we
had a crystal ball to reveal the future
for us. We could write about the big
dance at the Biltmore and give you-the
real low-down. For instance if we knew
CELESTE HCLM danced every dance
with our LYNN WCLCCTT, that, dear
people, would be real news and well
worth writing about. Cr if BILL LEPELLEY — with high hopes of getting some
extra food to take home with him —
would show up with a big bag and a
girl (and that's not two women either —
maybe should have said a sack and a
girl) that would look a little unusual,
wouldn't it? Not that it's a bit unusual
for him to bring a sack along to take
food home after a party, but if he was
ever to spend any of that moldy money
on a girl, Ripley would surely write
about it.
Without making any further commitments now, it is safe to presume the
party was wonderful and another successful event sponsored by our Studio
Club. If this magazine had sent a fashion editor to the dance, they surely
could have written some very revealing
articles on "what the well-dressed women didn't wear!" That was really a
night for style-setting. There were a
couple of things outstanding about the
women's apparel that even I noticed.
The gowns seemed to be made very
long from the waist down, but
tremely short from the waist
sonal y I like extremists, but
shamed me for making such a
them

were exup. Permy wife
fuss over

(the gowns, that is). She claims

they are the very latest style and furthermore said I should know that all
decolette frocks expose a large epidermal area. Doggone this female wardrobe slang confuses me. Naturally I
know double-breasted stuff when I see
it— but men's clothes are so much

sim-

hit the nail on your thumb and sometimes you just guess like the weather
man did.

Here I've been accusing the women
ofpler.
doing all the gabbing and become
so involved panning them, I forgot to
introduce our photogenic boy friend,
WAYNE HARDISCN. Wayne was one
of the first men to start with the department and through his landscape
leadership, has helped in making this
Lot a lot to look upon with pride. When
our transportation facilities are all in
use, he relies upon those long lanky legs
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• Personality of the Month
By Lorrie

Helton

It seems movie moppets, just like the rest of young
ica, from 6 to 18, must attend school, and because
State ruling a pretty young public school teacher
name of Frances Klampt was engaged eleven years

Amerof this
by the
ago as

Shirley Temple's private tutor. Three years later, in 1939,
when the resident studio teacher resigned. Miss Klampt
became "Dean of Education" at 20th Century-Fox.
Among other qualifications for the job — she is a graduate of both UCLA and USC — are her great warmth of
personality, a gamin sense of humor and an unflagging
interest in her work.
Attired

usually in yellows or her favorite reds. Miss

Klampt presides in a cheerful room in the Old Writers'
Building, a steeple-roofed structure of Swiss design situated
in a quiet corner of fhe Fox lot. Small of stature, brownhaired and bright-eyed, seated at her desk at the head of
ihe class, she looks scarcely older than some of her glamorous ex-pupils.
Her schoolroom is not out of the ordinary, despite the
fast the celebrities have scribbled their initials on the desks
and pasted gum under the seats. A large blackboard, maps,
shelves crammed with books, drawings done by alumni (a
sketch of a tiger by Barbara Lawrence, a deer's head in
crayon by Linda Darnell, an oil seascape by Roddy McDowall), adorn the walls. Two rows of desks march down
the center of the room. An American flag stands tall in one
corner.
The only thing that differentiates it from a million other
classrooms Is clustered photographs that
testify that Linda Darnell, June Haver,
ranging from mathematics and languages to ceramics. Specifically, they
Bobby Driscoll, Anne Baxter, Elena Verdugo, Jane Withers, Hazel Dawn, Rodfollow
the regular public school curriculum.
dy McDowall, Stanley Clements, Barbara Whiting, Ted Donaldson and Farley
Although the pint-sized celebrities reGranger were former pupils.
ceive the equivalent of private tutoring,
there Is little time for extra curricular
"Actually, the pupils are no different
activities. To make up for It, Miss
from other pupils, either," says the softKlampt arranges a picnic at the end of
spoken, Los Angeles-born teacher. "I'm
the summer term, and a tree with presoften asked if I have any trouble disents at Christmas. A few years ago she
ciplining them. I don't, because they
discipline themselves. The kids take no
produced a puppet version of All Baba
nonsense from a newcomer who puts on
and the Forty Thieves. Each pupil, Linda
airs. One may have stage experience,
Darnell and Anne Baxter among them,
another nightclub experience, but all
made, dressed and manipulated a puphave been places, and each is talented
pet during the performance. Employing
in his field. There are no stars In the
one of her hobbles, Frances photoclassroom.
graphed the whole procedure with an
8mm movie camera. She still treasures
"Aside from their acting ability," says
both the movie and the star-made
Miss Klampt, "I find movie children exmarionettes. Obviously she usually finds
ceptionally quick to learn almost any
subject." Ffer teaching duties are varied.
She is qualified to Instruct all grades up
to and including the twelfth. In subjects

her varied
combining
a way of art,
hobbies;
swimming,
movies,"side"
with
her main hobby: Teaching.

Modest

and

unassuming,

she takes

little credit for -the all-important part
she plays in the lives of some of fllmdom's greatest. She encouraged Linda
Darnell In her art work. Linda has since
exhibited several of her paintings and
sculptures. Anne Baxter, she remembers,
excelled at languages. Anne's fluent
French In "The Pied Piper" delighted
critics. Roddy McDowall read history
and political economy the way most kids
read the comics. He can hold his own
In conversation with experts many years
his senior. Frances will deny that her Influence had much to do with their
achievements. "Naturally I encouraged
them whenever I could, but the ability
She has comparatively few students at
was theirs."
the moment — Peggy Ann Garner, Connie Marshall, Natalie Wood, and Shirley
Doble, but she Is far more than a teacher
to them. She is friend, confidant, and
big sister. Truly, her heart is In her work.
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Second

at Los Angeles,

Gretchen McNally and Judy Brubaker of the
Script Department posed with the fishing pole to
make one of the snappiest covers yet. Taken on
the Del Rey Beach at the Westport Beach Club, the
girls enjoyed an afternoon in the sun and looked
shocked whenever anyone mentioned the outing
as “work.” Jim Roman’s Transportation Department contributed one of the new air-conditioned
buses to the cause and Kathleen Ridgeway supplied
the models. The rest of the girls are in the fashion
layout on Page 6.
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• Personality of the month'
John Faust has been with TCF for 10 years with a wartime interruption during which he served as a Staff Sergeant with the famed First Marines for three years. A native of Los Angeles, John majored in Economics at Pasadena before coming to the studio, where he is now head of
the Art Department stock supplies. His eventual ambition
to crack into writing, he has had several of his works published in the literary magazines. Married about a year he
now lives in Beverly Hills. With a genuine liking for people,
he excels in human interest stories. Watch for more of his
work in ACTION.

• Photography
Gene Kornman, Portrait Photographer, learned the art from his
father, newspaper-famous Professor Kornman, who was one of the
foremost authorities on photography and engraving in the early
days. Gene’s father started him
since it was his firm belief that
a thorough knowledge of every
of his contention is the success

in laboratory work at an early age
to know photography you must have
phase of picture making. The proof
that has made Kornman one of the

leading photographers in Hollywood. A veteran of 29 years in the
movie industry, the past fourteen at Twentieth Century-Fox, he has
won two Academy Awards, one for the best set still and another
for Portraiture. Gene’s advice to the hopeful photographer is lo
shoot color as much as possible. Said Gene, “The day is not far off
when Black and WTiite will be as obsolete as the old tintype.”
Gene shot the cover for this month and the beach shots in the fashion article.

® Fashion
Lorrie Helton who first appeared in the pages of ACTION
in the last issue with her excellent article on Frances Klamt
goes to bat again
6 and 7. Starting
up to her present
she has held for

to turn out the fashion layout on pages
in the Script Department Lorrie worked
position as Asst. Fashion Editor which
the past year.
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Abore:

Using an average nf 25 tans of plaster a month the Staff Shop produces hundreds of props used
ploying an average of 30 men, the shop is an example of superb craftsmanship operating on a schedule
icithout loss of perfection in the final product.

Below : Starlet
ornate
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Marjorie

fireplace
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Jackson
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coming

HARROW.

her weight, the complex
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Easily strong
design
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the
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production,

enough

THE

to support
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in production. Emthat calls for speed

From Pillar To Post

in clay

Everything

from pillar to post is the order

a sturdy, rugged

looking

building

on

of the day in

the North

Lot. It is

the Staff Shop, home of the Twentieth Century-Fox plaster
geniuses where stone and brick walls, shake roofs. Grecian
pillars, ornate fireplaces, graceful arches, columns, grills,
panels, and a thousand other items are turned out regularly
with speed and perfection

long since become

the experienced
eran of TCF.

of “Monty”

Graduating

know-how
from

wood

Bonome.

its early role of making

for the old two-reelers, the shop
task of reproducing quickly and
the costly grandeur

routine

under

8-year vet-

plaster props

now has the important
cheaply anything from

of mid-Victorian

elegance

to the back-

ruggedness of a log sided, shake-roofed cabin. Modeled first in clay or plaster, a mold is then taken with a

modern offspring of the plastic industry, Nupla. Liquid
when heated to 300 degrees, the plastic cools and hardens
into a rubbery mold from which unlimited numbers of
castings may be made.
Standard needs such as brick and stone walls, balusters,
brackets,

grills, mantelpieces,

columns,

and

paneling

are

made up in quantity and set out in the huge storage shack.
An idea of the importance of the Staff Shop can be
gained

from

the realization

that through

the use

of the

plaster counterparts, millions of dollars are saved that
would otherwise have to be spent reproducing the originals
in costly materials and man hours.

Above; George Cooke points to the stream of hot !\upla,
plastic casting medium, which cools to a rubbery mold. After
using, the ISupla is cut up and put back into the cooker for
further use.

Upper
model

Right;

Karl

Bolzig

Right;

George Cooke and
pression of a stone wall
hemp fibre and chicken
durable.

Lower
before

and

ISick

Bonome

before application of the plastic
nutely correct impression of the design.

Right;

Each

casting

that

warm

a

tvill take

clay
a

mi-

Wilbur Wise remove a plaster imfrom the cast. Strengthened with
wire, the castings are extremely

is carefully

checked

and

recorded

being put away in the storage shelter in the background. Here George Cooke, Al Sweitser and Ed Davis inventory part of the 1000 stock castings kept on hand.

Below; Monty Bonome
looks on as Walter Hammon,
nationally known sculptor, expertly models a clay master that will
soon adorn a set in THE FOXES
OF HARROW.

The Fashion Spotlight
Summer and April came to California hand in hand this
year and wedl soon see the cream of the cool cotton fashion
crop blossom out in every office. There isn’t a group of
more clothes conscious career women in the length and
breadth of the land than the smartly turned-out gals in the
motion picture industry. With fine fabrics becoming plentiful once more, lightning changes taking place in design,
and the daring and imagination possessed by femme workers on the Fox lot, we can expect the trek from office to
cafe each noon to become a daily summer fashion parade.
•
Fashion

arithmetic is an added

accomplishment

of Nancy

Guild, talented young Fox star soon to start work in “Off
to Buffalo.” Nancy adds stark white accessories to one beautifully cut grey shantung suit-dress and achieves a sum
total of summer smartness. Signs that mark this costume as
definitely new are the generously flared skirt, waistline
jacket notched at the front, and shoulders softened by a
deep pleat.
These frolicsome refugees from the Script Department are
Sue Laurie, Gretchen McNally, Laura Lynn and Judy Brubaker. Besides providing some rather elegant cheesecake
for male readers of ACTION, they offer a preview of what
the best-dressed mermaids will be wearing at Malibu this
season.
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June Wheelock and Roxie Fore, two lovelies from Legal,
brought chic to this year’s Easter parade wearing the smart
ensembles pictured below. June wore a suit of soft brown
wool, featuring the clever manipulation of the striped material as an accent. Her hat was a perky sailor of natural
straw, trimmed with a cluster of red cherries. June’s shoes
and bag were brown alligator. Roxie, wife of publicist Jet
Fore, wore a greige wool dressmaker, edged in soutache
braid — up to the minute style news because of the peplum
fullness at the back. Her hat was a black bowler, the crown
swathed in gay silk print. Her accessories were of black
suede.

MARILYN MONROE drew so much fan mail when she
posed for newspaper photographers in a bathing suit that
Wardrobe Director Charles LeMaire designed a special
swim suit for her to wear when posing for more pictures.
The suit which is likely to set a new trend for aqua-wear
this summer, has a provocative new feature — a perky bustle
in the back. Marilyn, who plays her first screen role in
“Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay” models the bathing suit of
ivory silk faille, printed in red roses and green leaves.

<25

Marilee Carpenter of the Script Department and Mary
Lynn Brown of the Studio Club pose resplendent in spring
finery beside a recent addition to the Transportation Department. Marilee wears a navy blue crepe afternoon
frock accented by white halo hat and crisp white cotton
gloves. Her shoes and bag are of matching navy suede.
Mary Lynn poses in a softly cut suit of red wool. Her hat
is a black felt pillbox, her shoes and bag are of matching
patent leather.
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SPRING PROGRAM

SET

ith the success of the Biltmore Bow l Supper Dance
still a fresh memory, members of the Studio Club now look
forward to a Spring program that promises relaxation and
entertainment for all.
First on the list in the line of social activity is the annual
Spring Jamboree to be even bigger and better than last
year's frolic.
veryof capable
Joe and
Wright,
member
of the Chairmaned
Studio Club by
Board
Controllers
Art
Director, the Jamboree will be held in a setting that would
be impossible any place other than in miracle making
Movietone City.
With the theme of recent Twentieth Century-Fox productions, the party area around Dance Rehearsal Hall; ( n: and
two will be decked out in settings from FOREVER AMBER, CAPTAIN EROM CASTILE. FOXES OE HARROW.
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA. SCUDDA HOO SCUDDA
HAY, and MY DARLING CLEMENTINE.
A tree lined lane illuminated by 17th century torches will
guide the party goers from the main gate to the rehearsal
hall area. There a replica of a medieval kitchen will serve
sandwiches, a FOXES OE HARROW
Plantation barbecue
will serve spare ribs, CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA sets
will be the stop off place for Spanish dishes, and another
Harrow set depicting a New Orleans cabaret will be the
scene of stage money gambling. A flag bedecked hall in
carnival colors will invite dancing to the tunes of a South
American orchestra.

Softball

committee

and

team

managers

for

the

coming

Softball

Joe Wright, Studio Club Board of Controller Chairman for
the coming Spring Jamboree. The able Art Director made
Studio Club history last year with his Western backgrounds
for the

league

’46 Jamboree.

gathered

at

the

Studio

Club

teams for a season that will see the most hotly contested games ever played in the Studio circuit. Front
ton, Don Carstensen, Monty Bonome, Back row, L to R: Walter Jolley, Ray Kellogg, Clinton Sandeen,

to

set

the

schedule

and

row, L to R; Bill AilingIke Banning, Don Curl.

With plans already taking shape under Joe Wright whose
untiring efforts produced the still talked of Western setting

Scene

for the last party, the 1947 Spring Jamboree slated for Saturday, May 24, is a guaranteed success while still in the
cradle.
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Along with Robins and Romance, Spring also heralds the
opening of baseball, the all American sport.

on

annual
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and

dancing

the greens.
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The Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club, not to be outdone, is squaring away for another softball league battle
starting the week of April 21. Headed by Ike Banning, the
team managers put their heads together to outline a schedule and pick the trains. In order to even the sides and insure
an open contest, players were shifted to distribute the
strength over the entire league.
It had become more evident with each league that certain
teams could, through the size of their departments, put up
a team of such strength as to make it impossible for smaller
departments to play on the same field. With the new arrangement this year’s league promises to see some fast ball
playing with the final playoffs as hotly contested as the national big leaguers.
The long awaited revival of the Annual Golf Tournament
is third on the Club calendar with July 20 marked for the
date at the Brentwood Golf Course.
Open to all comers, the handicap will be established by
a weird and ancient ritual passed from father to son among
golfers known as “Blind Bogey.” At the completion of the
match six numbers will be drawn from a hat containing
the eighteen numbers of the course holes. Each contestant
will then multiply his total on the six holes drawn by three,
establishing a score for a theoretical eighteen holes.
For the ladies, a special tournament class will be open
requiring play on only nine of the holes. A sparkling list of
prizes will be awarded the winners and for those who do
not care to participate in the tournament, the facilities of
the Clubhouse will be available with dancing and dinner
on the program for the evening.
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SPOTLIGHT
• CAMERA
Featuring a lecture by Jack Barsby on portrait lighting,
the meeting of the Camera Club on March 11 was an outstanding success. Slanting the lecture to cover his subject
matter from the standpoint of the amateur, Barsby was
received with enthusiasm by the Studio Club camera enthusiasts who turned out 40 strong for the meeting.
Barsby, a studio musician currently with MGM, has enjoyed outstanding success as a pictorialist. He studied portraiture under Mortensen and has been doing considerable
work in the past few years.
The program called for actual working with models at
the end of the meeting and there was some question in mind
whether they could be obtained without the bedraggled after
effects of the March 10 Biltmore Bowl party.
All doubts were pleasantly dispelled with the arrival of
Jackie Taylor, Candy Browne and Terry Farrelly.

Harry Champlin, center, veteran photographer of national
and international fame, conducts a class in basic photography
in the picturesque surroundings of one of the set ships.

Current with the activities of the Camera Club, a course
is being conducted by Harry Champlin on basic principles
of photography. Champlin, a veteran of national and international salons, is the inventor of the famous Champlin
Fine Grain Developer. His course is designed to familiarize

the amateur with the technical background of photography.
Conducted on Tuesday evenings, the course is open to all
Studio Club members free of charge.

•

HELLGREN

George Hellgren, 19-year veteran of Fox Film and
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporations, left the studio
April 12 on a six-month leave of absence during which he
will journey to Stockholm, Sweden, the scene of his boyhood years. It will be his first visit since 1926.
Born in the United States, Hellgren’s parents returned to
Sweden when he was only 3 years old. By 1916 he had
obtained a position with the American Legation in Sweden
and, as was his right, chose to retain his birthright of
American citizenship. 1917 saw^ the beginning of World
War I for the U. S. and he returned to this country to volunteer his services, serving until 1919 as a First Sergeant
in the Medical Corps.
After discharge from the service, George returned to
Sweden and after a short stay traveled over Europe finally
settling in Germany where he ran a successful import and
export business from 1921 until 1923. Following that he
again joined the American Embassy and by 1927 was
appointed Vice Consul. In 1927 George returned to the
United States and headed for Hollywood. With the beginning of sound Hollywood was in a turmoil and his hopes of
an acting career were shattered, but his wide business experience won him a position with the old Fox Film Corporation w'here in 1933 he became one of the founders of
the Credit Union.
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George Hellgren, Credit Union head, puts the finishing
touches on the job before leaving for Sweden in the latter
part of May. With him are Estelle Trager, and Homer Traw,
who will assume the duties of the head of the department
during

Hcllgren's

absence.

Although he left the studio April 12, George will not
sail until the latter part of May due to the uncertainty of
sailing schedules.

•

LITTLE THEATRE

The Studio Club Little Theatre Group under the capable
direction of J. F. McDonald, veteran actor, is currently in
rehearsal on another production to open in the latter part
of May. Subject of the forthcoming footlight effort is “THE
TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN,” a three act melodrama by
Bayard Veiller.
With the encouragement gained through the success of
the first effort, THE GOOD FAIRY, the group has more
than doubled in strength and enthusiasm. Evelyn Wray
and Nick Volpe, lead rolers in THE GOOD FAIRY, are
reportedly being groomed for use in future TCF productions as a result of their performances in that play.
Graciously dedicating his time and talent, Mr. McDonald
is quickly whipping the group into shape for the MARY
DUGAN opening. A veteran of 56 years on the stage and
screen, now under contract to this studio, his face is familiar to moviegoers in countless character roles.

•

ICE CAPADES

Ice Capades of 1947 starting Thursday, April 24, will
be viewed by Studio Club members at a reduced rate which
will see S2.50 seats selling for $2.00 and $1.75 seats selling

• SPARKS

Turning out in strength for every rehearsal, novice thespians
practice under the expert guidance of J. F. McDonald, veteran
actor. McDonald, seen at far right, is directing the forthcomMARY
OF
TRIAL
ing Little Theatre Production, THE

DUGAN.

for $1.25. Reportedly the greatest show on ice the extravaganza of deep freeze talent opened on a limited engagement
at the Pan Pacific.
Tickets for the evening performance on Sunday, May 4th,
are now available at the Studio Club office.

cause. The engine of his car had caught
fire and was merrily blazing away like
a one dollar cigarette lighter. Although
the incident occurred in front of the
Music Hall no one volunteered any
fiddle music.
AWARD — C. Von Schneidau, Sersen
Department artist, won top honors at a
joint exhibit of the Los Angeles artists.
His portrait of Mrs. Von Schneidau enaward
Class.

titled “Winter Morning” won the ton
in the Oil Portrait and Eigure

BORN — Roberta Michele Getzler on
March 13 at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. Six pound Roberta is the proud
daughter of a bouncing father, Melvin
“Buddy” Getzler of Accounting.

BLUEBLOOD — Bob Gunn, ACTION
photographer, decided to try his portrait technique on the family dog. The
haughty pooch took no pains to conceal
his opinion of those who must work for
a living.
SCOOP — Hot on the trail of a hot story,
ACTION Editor John McAtee got hot.
A very brief investigation revealed the

SURPRISE — Erances Woodard, retoucher at the Still Lab. surprised
friends and fellow workers by running
off to Las Vegas Saturday, April 5 to
pronounce the marriage vows with Art
Chauvie.
SURPRISE — Lee McGregor, popular
young TCF actor surprised the lot by
eloping with Shirlee Woollard of Story
Files to Las Vegas on Saturday,
April 12.

DRAMA — Oscar Peterson, 3-year veteran of the TCF police force, is a familiar figure to Pico Gate drivers as he
touches the realm of high drama directing traffic. A retired fire captain from
Detroit. Michigan, he keeps the trim
figure with traffic gymnastics.
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LOT SHOTS

By ISick Volpe

J. F. McDONALD— Contract Player
Born in 1875 — at thirteen was already on the stage as boy baritone in minstrels. Alternated between stage and school. Studied music — in opera nine years.
Studied art, finally majored in Engineering and Law at Yale. Incidentally, was
on football squad.
Remembers when Lon Chaney and he experimented in makeup.
Directed the first picture to appear on Broadway — “Sampson.”
Statistics show Mr. McDonald as busiest actor. It would take a page to list
his many pictures.
Under contract to 20th, he is now directing the Studio Club Little Theatre
coming production — “The Trial of Mary Dugan.”

MARCELLA

NAPP-Asst. to Ben Lyon

Vivacious and charming, with a beautiful faculty for putting embryonic thespians at their ease. Marcella has been on TCF lot for about a year and a half.
Her record in Hollywood, however, is long and illustrious. Started at MGM.
then went with the William Morris Agency, then became asst, to David Selznick and
now she’s — Home.
Thinking of something sparkling, real and honest — Marcella Napp.

G. F. "BARNEY

" BARNHART-Transportation

Mailman from Nebraska. Has been on the lot twelve years — the last four assigned
to the Mail Department. Record ! ! ! Has been driving since 1906 and has never been
involved in an accident. Says Barney, ‘‘Courtesy and controlled speed would do away
with 95% of accidents.”
Very quietly he added, “It’s worked pretty good for 4 years.”
Had just the model John Ford was looking for — sold his 1926 Hudson to TCF
for the Joad family cross-country trek sequences in “The Grapes of Wrath.”

SAM MARMILLION “Transportation
Dancer extraordinary!

Traveled the Fanchon

and Marco

Circuit, was in the

Fox Follies (movie), in the musical comedy “Lucky Day” with Eddie “Rochester”
Anderson, in “Taxi Please” with James Cagney, in “Show of Shows” with A1
Jolson. Traveled the Orpheum Circuit under the name of Harris Brothers.

when

Was in the production of “Showboat” in San Francisco with Estelle Taylor
an accident injured the cartilage in his right knee.
His dancing days over — Sam has been on the lot seven years.
His inspiration? — asked I.
The quiet answer, “Bill ‘Bojangles’ Robinson.”
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Taking The Long View
Twentieth Century-Fox Movietone City (Pop.
3244) was started in 1923 when Fox Film Corporation acquired the 180 acres between Pico
and Santa Monica on which the North and
South lots now stand. Production at that
time was concentrated at Western Avenue
but by 1929 Movietone

City had

been

formally opened and was tbe scene of intense movie making activity.
The

Old

Administration

building

was officially opened on June 3, 1928.
the Hall of Music on Sept. 22, 1929,
and the Old Writers building came
to life at 4 o’clock, Dec. 9, 1932.
In 1935 came the historic merge
of Twentieth Century and Fox.
Since that eventful day of
October 28, 1929, the formal
dedication of Movietone
City. Twentieth CenturyFox has taken its place
as the leader in the field
of Motion Picture per
fection.

Above; Since 1929 the population of Movietone City
has increased from a daily average of approximately
1500 to the present figure of 3244. The city limits

Below; Feature of Movietone City not found at any
other Studio is the expansive facilities for parking
both on the lot and within convenient distance of

have

the
are

been pushed back to 265.26 acres ivith the addition of the old adjoining golf course in 1943. (A
portion of it may be seen to the right in the picture.)

The approximate boundaries of the built-up area of
the original Movietone City are outlined in black.

gate. Approximately 12
at the disposal of the

acres of surfaced area
employees. All heavily

guarded to prevent theft or damage to the vehicles.
The sea of cars above is the Pico gate lot taken from
the

top

of the

ISew

Administration

Building.

SPORTS
•

BASKETBALL

by Roy AAetzler

After capturing third place in the American Basketball
League standings with 11 games won and 9 games lost, the
Studio Club quintet packed their bags for the A.B.L. and
National A.A.U. play-offs in Denver, Colorado. The studio
five’s season record warranted them a seeded position in
the A.B.L. tournament and they took first round byes in
the competition.
A vouthful combination of Denver Nugget players jolted
a spasmodically
round of A.B.L.
out most of the
end of the first

functioning Fox five, 56-38, in the second
play. Hollywood was in the lead throughfirst half, but lost their advantage near the
stanza. Denver came to life in the second

half, while the local lads wilted completely. The Nuggets
pressed relentlessly in the last quarter and pulled steadily
away. Although Frank Lubin was bothered with ailing
knees, he poured through 13 points.
In the consolation play-offs. Fox did much better and
went on to win the championship in this bracket. Alex
Omalev and Frank Lubin paced the studio quintet to a
49-59 victory over the Sacramento Senators. Omalev and
Lubin scored all but five of Hollywood’s points in the first
half. Sacramento made a great effort to get back into the
game during the second half but timely baskets by Ted
Gossard, Bob Mathews and Lubin throttled their efforts.
Lubin went on to lead his team to a 61-52 triumph over

•

BOWLING

the Kansas City five. Big Frank dropped in 25 points,
highest individual scoring mark for a single game in the
tournament and his performance nullified brief flurries of
the impotent Kansas City team.
Fifty-five teams entered the National A.A.U. tournament,
held in Denver’s municipal auditorium. Fox, along with
the other seven A.B.L. teams, won a seeded position. The
Studio Club team had little difficulty in beating a disappointing Caterpillar Diesfel team from Peoria, Illinois,
62-39. Lubin came through with 20 points, followed by
Omalev and Berg with 10 each. Fox continued its rough
treatment on opposing teams by swamping the CumminsCeco quintet from Columbus, Indiana, 81-45. Lubin paced
the Moviemen with 19 points, closely followed by Omalev
with 15.
In the quarter-finals, Fox ran into their old troublemakers, the Denver Nuggets, and were eliminated from the
tournament by losing a 65-58 game. The Denverites started
swishing the net from the opening whistle and had the
studio quintet swamped at the quarter, 21-7. They continued the attack until the opening of the second half, when
Fox cut the Nugget margin. Omalev’s sizzling one-handers
brought many bursts of applause from the crowd. Len Berg
and Omalev shared high-point honors with 13 apiece.

by Loretta Higgins

The two new “between season” leagues, formed right
after the completion of the regular winter league, are sailing right along. In the Mixed Fours League, there was a
lot of juggling the first few weeks for top spot, but the
DUBBING DOUBLES seemed to have settled the question
as they have been in the lead for the last three weeks with
18 points won. However, there are still two more weeks to
go, and anything can happen! The SHAM-ROCKS and the

SHOP

C & M’s are close though with only two points difference.
The FOUR DOPES are next in line with 15 points won.

each having 13 points, and the SILVER FOXES ran into
a little tough luck by losing four points in a forfeit due to
vacations, etc., leaving them with 9 points won.

.Next, there is a three-way tie with 14 points for the DOUBLE OR NOTHINGS, ACEY-DEUCEYS and TYRONE
POWER fours. Then comes another tie with 12 points each
for the DOUBLE TROUBLES and LONG SHOTS. The
HALF AND HALFS have nine points won. The highest
team series for any of the quartets so far is 2379 bowled
by the ACEY-DEUCEYS. The FOUR DOPES have high
game for the season with 837. Armand Allen is still high
for the men with his 657 series. Ed Burke has high game
for the men with 253. Jean Banta has high series for the
girls with a big 529. Betty Bow took top honors for high
game the same night with her nice 211.
In the Five-Man League, a lucky break gave the STAFF
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a four-point lead for first place, having 23 points.

SANDY’s TERMITES were even with them for a couple of
weeks, but now have 19 points won. Third and fourth
RUMAN’s
for the
points each Next
tied with
places are and
HUMANS
MARK17 STEVENS.
comes
JUNE
haver’s beaux with 15 points, then the MARGO
WOODETOPPLERS
have 14 points. Another tie between
REGINALD GARDINER and the DICK CRANE LUCKYS

Ike Danning holds high series for the men with 645 and
a high game of 235; although George Dempsey has high
game for the season with 257. A few others have bowled
good games in this league; Bill Washo 245, Stanley Goethals 234, Mish Fox 228, Oscar Stedman 225, Floyd Kendall 232, Joe Magliocco 233.
Joan Ahern has high series for the girls with 470, and
a high game of 189. Hazel Shirk has high game of the
season with 197. Madge
Wheelock 180.
See you next Thursday.

Inman’s

high game

is 185, June

PRODUCTIONS

SHOOTING

Foremost in the field of movie entertainment, Twentieth Century-Fox has achieved this position and held
it through rigid adherence to a standard that does not
just hope for perfection but demands it. Three of the
currently shooting productions are shown on this page,
all are slated for release in the near future.

Right: SCUDDA HOO, SCUDDA HAY, started February 24 and is still in production. Slated to wind up
May 9. One location at Sonora and the remainder of
the outdoor work to be shot at the Century Ranch.
The cast: LON McCALLISTER. JUNE HAVER.
WALTER BRENNAN, NATALIE WOOD. ROBERT
KARNES. GERALDINE WALL, HENRY HULL.
ANNE REVERE and TWO-MULES— MOONBEAM
and CROWDER.
PRODUCER — Walter Morosco
DIRECTOR— F. Hugh Herbert

Below: FOREVER AMBER, started October 24 closed
116 days later as the most costly production ever
made by Twentieth Century-Fox being well in excess
of the 5,000,000 dollar mark. After closing, the production reopened for 15 days of retakes.
The cast: LINDA DARNELL. CORNEL WILDE.
GEORGE SAUNDERS, RICHARD GREEN, GLENN
LANGAN.
PRODL

CER — Walter Morosco

DIRECTOR — Otto Preminger

Below: CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE, started November 25 closed 108 days later and is now open for
retakes. The company spent 83 days on three major
locations in Mexico, Marelia, Uruapin, Acapulco.
CESAR
LEE J. COBB
Tll0 C3StROMERO
*
JOHN SUTTON
TYRONE POWER
JEAN PETERS
PRODUCER — Walter Morosco
DIRECTOR— Henry King
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A LITTLE ABOUT A LOT . By WMy pooler
At last ROGER MURPHY can relax. Since “Amber”
has finished he can again resume being just another guy
without worries and hard work. Surely no one considers
going to the Century Ranch hard work. “Oh, yeah,” from
no other than our farmer at heart, Mr. EDDIE SCUDDA
HOO LEDGERWOOD.
L. Brown has just completed his opus for Mankiewicz
and will jump into the swim again in a few weeks. I think
Logan would like to do a musical since all he’s been doing
is deep drama ? ? ?
The Junior camera cranes certainly have become popular
with all the companies not only on this Lot but on many
others — we have so many requests from other studios to
rent them. JIMMY LAVIN and REX TURNMIRE can
certainly put those babies through their paces. Wee HARRY
JONES and EDDIE DAVIS have carved a good name for
themselves as well as for the cranes and TCF. THE CHIEF
can well be proud of his effort and time spent in the development and perfection of his pets, the “Junior Electric
Cranes.”
At long last the boys have returned from Mexico and with
suntans that make us here look like we’ve been spending
our time in the night spots around town. FRANK CORY
even grew a little hair under his nose to add to the great
difference in appearance of our hard-working grips. All of
the boys are glad to be back and after a very short rest

have returned to the Studio, to continue
company.

with the King

We all sit at home at times and wish we could go on these
wonderful location trips and the grass does look greener
in the other fellow’s yard, but once away, from the way the
boys in Mexico talk, there’s no place for working and living like home — HOLLYWOOD, that is.
HANK GERSEN returned from Mexico and took off on
his vacation at once — said something

about

becoming

a

recluse. Now we’re all waiting for WALTER FITCHMAN
to get back and give us all the dirt. Walter always knows
all the news about the things most of us overlook — and
knowing Walter, you know what 1 mean.
JESS NICOLA’s new Buick has everything but a shower
bath. After seeing this smooth job, ERK will no doubt
have to get a new one after all, even though it does mean
going down in the cellar to dig up the money.
I did not know it until a few days ago but ELMER TARR
is in tbe inner circle. If there is anything going on around
this Lot that you’d like to know about, just ask Elmer — I
think he’s a friend of Mr. King. If this confuses you, ask
SAM BISHOP to explain.
NOTICE: If anyone has a cure for high blood pressure,
please tell JUNIOR in tbe Grip office. Gilroy is offering a
reward for such information.

MAIL DEPARTMENT NEWS . ByClaudeWimnson
This is your “Wet” (non-gratis, Joe) correspondent,
“Walter” Wilkinson with some of the high and low life in
the Mail Department. There have been a few changes in
personnel in the department since the beginning of the new
year. Nine new men have been inducted into the organization since the demise of 1946. Patents pending, here are the
new discoveries and data on these latest additions. Stepping
off, there’s a likeable little chap — one GEORGE JAGORAS.
son of Peter Jagoras of Coffee Shop fame. A whizz with the
English language, he really unbends on such tongue-twisters

This takes care of the new

men. However,

in passing I

wish to point out that there hasn’t been one personnel
change in the department since February 17th which. I’m
told, is as rare as CAP JACKSON removing his hat.
Now for a glimpse of some of the older employees and
just what the last few months have done to them. JEAN
(you look terrible behind that wheel) ANDREWS got a
haircut . . . SLIM BORAN is cutting Rolliflex capers with
very great results . . . JOE LaSHALLE, with the high
bridge around the ears, jagged off to Las Vegas to see a

as Wyoming. At the moment George is “casing” the entire
Studio to find a job suited to his own particular talents —
attention. Dialogue . . . On the U. S. mail side, JOHN H.
(at his insistenee) RICHARDSON, retired 1st Lieut. A.A.F.,
is fast becoming a likeable fixture. During the. war John

preacher and say “I Do.” Brings the score to seven for
happy husbands in our camp . . . DONALD WOODRUFF

piloted B-29s against the Japanese from Guam. Although a
man of rather quiet demeanor, he finds sorting mail a little
tame but offering more security. John is married and is
optimistically looking forward to some unoccupied desk on
the Production side ... If you see a guy with a face full

“Swinging Leg” — it’s somewhere around here in west L.A.
— is still Jean Andrews’ better half . . . EDYTHE HOOKER,
HAL GOULD and JACK (high fashion) GARY should be
praised for their performances in the recent Studio Club

of spectacles and looking like nobody else, it’s no “Geek”
— chances are it’s PAUL STANHOPE. Of late he has had
the good fortune of taking unto himself a wife. Paul and
his bride were married over the Blue Network program
BRIDE AND GROOM, whose present policy seems to give
happy couples everything but kids. Paul was an aerial engineer with a Staff Sergeant rating in the A.T.C. and dropped
military supplies to Marshal Tito’s Partisan Army. He also
holds the distinetion of participating in the first post-invasion supply trip from France to Yugoslavia. If Paul’s last
name seems familiar to you, then tie it to your little pinkie,
for his dad is The Mr. Stanhope in Makeup.
In brief, here are a few late arrivals: FRANK MANGE,
lots of black hair and beard to match (put down those
scissors, Joe) — served in the Navy . . . ORVEN SCHANZER
who enhanced the Army with his presence, really has a yen
for Catana . . . MERRIMAN NOTHWANG
(Bud, it’s simpler) did a stretch in the Signal Corps and is on a television
cloud.

(God’s gift to Don) still holds the helm at the main desk
and splits MORT BERNSTEIN’s check every week with
BERNARD WOLIN ... JIM HECKERT, lone resident of

play, “The Good Fairy” . . . ROBERT COFFMAN has
returned to the department and is another thespian who
deserves congrats for a very good job in a late Geller production. . . ROBERT (Buzz) BAZDARICH (there’s Elly
Marshall), MARIA (Oh, Captain) NASTICH with the fur
coat and dark glasses, Joe LaShelle and John H. Richardson were representatives of this department at the March
10th Studio Club party — a very great event. BARBARA
( saddle-tramp) BRUMFIELD waives all wolfish advances
and still goes steady with her horse.
In a more serious vein for a moment, the department
seems to run more evenly this year than before. Mentally
and physically, if not economically, we seem to be finding
the short cuts to success without sacrificing time and effort.
Definitely, many of the faults of last year have been eliminated. We appreciate suggestions which are in good faith
and which are, in the long run, going to facilitate service
and delivery. Thanks again, all departments, for your cooperation in helping us to better adjust our job to your
demands.

LADIES' WARDROBE .
RENE

HUBERT arrived fresh and glowing from his extended trip to Europe. He spent most of his time in his
home town, St. Gallen. Switzerland, hut also spent several
davs in Paris where he visited with Andre Daven from this
studio. Mr. Hubert flew home on the Constellation and has
the greatest praise for the Captain and his two crews
aboard. He left Ceneva. Switzerland, at 6 p.m. and tells
me that at that time the Captain introduced both crews,
explained that even though they would he flying at high
altitude, that the air pressure in the plane would remain
equal to sea level, told them a bit about the trip, then bid
them all pleasant dreams and retired. Their first stop was
Shannon, Ireland, where they were served high-tea (bacon
and eggs). The second stop was in Newfoundland, where
they were served tea (bacon and eggs), and the next stop
was in New York. Due to the change in time, all this part
of the trip was night flying and it was just breaking dawn
when they landed at La Cuardia field. After a six hour rest
they took off again in the Constellation, arriving in Los
Angeles Saturday at midnight, just thirty hours from the
time they left Ceneva. It makes the world seem small,
doesn’t it? Needless to say, Mr. Hubert has been keeping
his nose to the drawing board since the day he returned,
creating
gowns
for OF
Maureen
O’Hara
Brown to period
wear in
FOXES
HARROW.

and Vanessa

Things seemed a little on the quiet side for a spell, but
not for long. THE FOXES OF HARROW peeked over the
horizon and MR. LEMAIRE immediately started rummaging through our period clothes to see what could be done
about costumes for the atmosphere women. He lost no time
in putting LIZZIE ROGERS. ETHEL ELANDER. ZOYA,
MORRIS WELTMAN
and FRANCES NOBEL to work, remodeling dresses, suits and petticoats for the 1930 period.
VERNA BILLINGS and ALINE FLICK are making about
two hundred pair of lace mitts for the same picture, while
LOUISE GERMAINE and her milliners are busy making
bonnets. PIEDAD APPRICE found one of her tables piled
high with assorted colorful fabrics from a previous picture
which she is having her girls convert into scarves and shoulder pieces. All this adds up to racks of clothes ready to be
fitted on our extras.

LOUISE GERMAINE is planning to fly to Paris for her
vacation this summer and renew old acquaintances and see
a bit of her native land again. It seems a little early to
think of vacations, but I hear the w’ord mentioned frequently here. LORENA NELSON is flying to New York to
meet her daughter and son-in-law' who are returning from
a year in Germany with our occupation forces. LIZZIE
ROGERS is burning the midnight oil, preparing a new
wardrobe to wear on a trip east this summer. MARJORIE
WAHL and husband returned from Chicago, via the southern route, with a brand new Buick. She hasn’t been late
to work since!
ANN

LANDERS

is hack from her extended vacation in

Mexico. Perhaps we shouldn’t call it a vacation, as Ann
really had to get up before breakfast, get the gals on CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE dressed and on location, then stay
at night until the last garment was turned in and ready for
the cleaners. In between times she was running from scorpions, lizards and tropical bugs. CAREY O’NEIL is also
back from Mexico, having finally cleared the customs. She
acquired a DEEP tan while there and was stopped at the
border for questioning regarding her identification.
LORRAINE STARKEY, one of our most recent additions, isplanning her w'edding for the very near future.
There’s alw^ays romance in the stock room, it seems. On
rare occasions we have a tiny visitor by the name of CANDACE CORSO. She hasn’t been voted into the set girls
union as yet (she is just four months old), and if I were
she, I would hold out for a technicolor stock test with a
non-optional contract. Her proud mama, MARJORIE
CORSO, keeps us posted on her latest developments and
additions to her vocabulary. JULES KAHN has thrown
hints far and wide that he LOVES argyle socks — especially
since seeing some of the fancy color schemes worked out
by our most talented knitters.
VERNA BILLINGS, our steward for the Studio Club,
has been putting on a membership drive in our workroom
and has almost reached the 100 per cent mark. We like
this kind of enthusiasm, Verna. From where I sat. the
beautiful party staged by the Studio Club was a huge success with everyone looking forward to a repeat next year.

MECHANICAL EFFECTS . By Rexine Fleming
Once again our department wishes to thank the Studio
Club for a wonderful party. We had a very nice turnout
from this de])artment for the Biltmore Bowl Supper-dance,
and everyone had fun. It was very fortunate that the men

Don’t you know it’s been too long
That we’ve waited to sing this song.
Acapulco would be okey

had a 6 o’clock call the next day or there might have been
a few headaches.

If we’d only had more time to play.
The senoritas may be all right
But we ll take an American gal any night.

Although it is a very delayed notice, we have a future
Effects man in our department. He is the son of JAMES

So, open up that Pico gate,
20th Century here we come!

DONNFdT.Y who has been working on “Amber.” James
Michael Donnelly is the young man’s name. He arrived at
Cedars of Lehanoji Hosjiital on January 4. Weighed 3 lbs.
12 oz.— quite a lad.
FRANK O’CONNOR and RAY DETER arrived back
from Mexico singing this little ditty to the tune of “California Here 1 Come” —

Incidentally, upon his arrival home Ray Deter was presented with his first grandchild, horn a few days earlier —
a girl weighing 6 lbs. 11 oz. born at California Hospital
on February 18. She has been named Mary Anne.
after all these months

(or has it been

20th Century here we come.

years. Jack? ) finally has a line on a new

JACK

HAMILTON

car, and come

Clad it’s where we started from.
To Mexico we’ve said goodbye
And do you know' we didn’t even cry.
(iood old milk is grand to taste.

vacation he’s hopping a plane for Detroit to bring back a
nice brand new shiny automobile. Jack has refused to pay
any of these exorbitant prices to get a car, and after nol
patiently but waiting he has been rewarded.

The cows in Mexico aren’t up to date,
J o them “pasteurize” is a word that ain’t —
20th Century here we come.

If you haven’t had anyone ask you for a dime lately —
you will, hut in the end you’ll see it’s for a very good cause.
Poor Richard — he’s been out in the cold too long now.

NURSERY TALES ^ By Jimmie Taylor
Unless our espionage agents turn in a little more scuttlebutt to write about each month, we re liable to lose our

or blue printing some big operation on the space that a
little white paper cup affords. I think if you yvould give

“Crupper Rating!” And it would seem a little embarrassing
if we should let that drop when we feel sure that we have

Larry a pencil and a paper cup, he could drays you the
full blue prints of a five-room house. But all joking aside,

so many people behind us. We can’t just write about
rumors either. There is no reward in that. But there is one

his ideas often net him a little publicity in the Mechanics’
magazines, and sve have often and advantageously used his

authentic rumor circulating around the lot now, unjustly
accusing the Nursery of letting the Easter season go by
without producing a single Easter lily. It is our firm belief
that we should be exonerated of those accusations since we

little “gags” as he calls them.
We also find PAT VAN WIE to be a very versatile person. And though his hobbies are quite varied, he should be

are presently engaged

Personally I think he svould be a top-notch equestrian. At
least he is always riding me about something. Right now

with the scientific problem

of pro-

ducing synthetic frost for our tulips. And even though I’m
not at liberty’ to divulge the intricate process employed. I
can tell you it does require a lot of time. Why, each little
bulb must be anesthetized before its injection into the synthetic treated humus. And if any of the bulbs should contract acute nausea, rigor mortis nearly always sets in and
we haven’t

the time

or facilities for proper

cremation.

You can understand then, why we don't have the time to
paint Easter eggs and raise Easter lilies for you. We are
actually so concentrated on our work here that we even try

given credit for having

a really good

idea once

in a while.

it’s just because I don’t have seat coyers in my car.
such a brayvny brute that he makes himself practically
pensable as a Nurseryman. Instead of calling for a
truck when we have a heavy job, we just call Pat.
doesn’t have enough body
he has more than a reserve
will you

please leave me

Pat’s
indisboom
If he

muscle to do the job required,
supply of cranium muscle. Now

alone, Pat?

to utilize the hobbies of our employees to better the department. One of our more cultured horticulturists — ART
CURTIS — is doing a lot of night work. In his spare time
from the night courses he takes in college, he delves in
nuclear research and with his knowledge of fissionable
material, he is able to compound
that can be used to split Dew
roses.
We

have

aided and

found

that Nursery

advanced

a formula

Bugs, and
work

for the Nursery

Mildew

can

worms

on

be considerably

by utilizing these latent talents of our

boys. Of course you won’t believe it. but even Nurserymen
possess hidden talents that often prove profitable to them
yvhen they are revealed.
Besides doing first class Nursery yvork, RAY
GRANTHAM possesses the rare touch of a plastic technician. His
adeptness in combining loose ice yvith cosmic plastic makes
him invaluable in that particular field. For the benefit of our
department, he plasticates all the pruning shear handles
and one of his specialties is making plastic dibbles. Those
of you who don’t know yvhat a dibble is, should consult
WALTER
MELIN. He yvill tell you that a good dibble is
really nothing
the dirt.

but a little doo-dad

To get on with the hobbies
that rust is rust and

that dabs

little plants in

noyv. LARRY

that everybody

needs

DYER

contends

a shot of three-

in-one once in a yvhile. In his spare time, he can usually be
seen drayving out the plans of a neyv mechanical contrivance

The tyvo pretty gals doing the legs-a-bition for our picture this month are EILEEN LAVINE and LALIR.\ LYNN.
And

since

lucky

little ART

CURTIS

has

that intangible

something that all girls go for, they chose him to tell them
why yve never like yvall floyvers. When the picture yvas taken.
Art

yvas really trying

to tell the girls that some

aren’t apt to be so leggy yvhen they have the proper
ment, but the girls only smiled and said. “But

things

environ-

yvhy. Mister?”

TRANSPORTATION NEWS .
By Dick
Those

tyvo big yelloyv hunks

of iron you

see on the Lot

these days aren’t canaries — they’re our neyv Kenyvorth trucks
powered yyith 300-horsepoyver Hall-Scott motors. What
poyver and capacity. They carry 10-ton loads and pull
trailers of like capacity yvith the ease and speed of your
new car.
These trucks recently demonstrated their yvorth on the
Monterey location. They hauled their heavy loads from the
Studio to the location and return in record time, cutting

standard
climb

equipment

on these trucks so that the drivers can

up into the cabs for polishing

the metal

yvork.

Oh, yes! We must not forget our Air Division of Transportation yvhich did a mighty fine job too. The department’s airplane yvas of incalculable value to the company
in Mexico. Our hats are off to JEFF JEFFERIES, pilot of
the plane.
We

have

our Broyvns

and

our Reds, but only one JOEL

previous schedules by hours. This in turn means quite a
saving in production costs.
RUSS BELL and BOB DITTMAN
are the able operators

WHITE. That’s enough. Bub. Joel yvon’t correspond yvith
all folks but he’ll hold conversation yvith most. What a

of this equipment and they’re justly proud of their charges.
Why these trucks are so big that the top of the engine hood

lady in the department

toyvers above a man’s head. It yvas quite amusing to see
Russ Bell climbing to the top of the hood yvhen he yvas
polishing it. We

might

suggest

a stepladder

as part of the

guy — a neyy joke every morning. Joel, be careful yvhere
you bloyv that horn. You may have to put it back like the
Miss

ZOLA

BAYLES

store.
is the nicest young

department. Boy, can she Boyvl you
at the La Ciencga Lanes.

lady in our

over. See for yourself

THE SCRIPT TEASE .

By

\^'e do not wish to be placed on record
truth of any of the well established facts.
instance, that all things are difficult before
but what we want to know is when does

as denying the
We agree, for
they are easy,
the transition

happy couple from their honeymoon in Palm Springs to
toss a luncheon for the bride, but we found out that a postnuptial affair is much more exciting than a pre-nuptial
one. So much more to talk about.

take place when it comes to writing a column. That is a
task which seems to become increasingly difficult. Not only
are people reticent about giving out information about
themselves, but in several instances when we have succeeded in ferreting out some morsel of news for >our
edification, erudition, or facinorous pleasure they really

Having bidden a number of people to drop in around tea
time at the charming home shared by LINDA ANDERSON,
MARILEE CARPENTER
and ARLENE FRANTZVOG,
their chaperone MRS. JUANITA CLAY had intended to
announce to the blithesome array of boys and girls who
arrived that the occasion was a farewell soiree for Arlene,

Florence

Mack

resented it being printed. One little girl hasn't spoken to
us since we told “the awful truth” about her in last month’s
column, and it makes us very sad. We only meant to be
facetious, but evidently hit the nail right on the head
quite by accident. Now some people may come right up and
tell us to our face that we never have written anything
that even remotely caused them to have any of the above
stated reactions, but we’re not going to get angry at them.
We’re going to agree with them wholeheartedly without the
necessity of any reflection whatsoever. After all, good will
is the one and only asset that competition cannot undersell
or destroy.
We were all set to tell you some of the things that went
on at the Studio Club Supper Dance at the Biltmore Hotel;
who came with whom and who said what about whom, but
not wanting to step on anybody’s toes we’ll just give yru
a cursory review. It was the nicest, most entertaining ?rd
all-around satisfactory affair we’ve had the pleasure of
attending in many a moon. A vote of thanks goes to all
those who worked so unceasingly to make it the success
it was.
We also want to express our appreciation to EVELYN
WRAY and her Prince Charming, HAL GOLLD, as well
as to JACK GARY, NICK VOLPE and everyone connected
with the venture for their excellent performances

and pre-

sentation of Molnar’s play, “THE GOOD FAIRY.”
If you have any secrets we want to assure you they’re
perfectly safe with LILLIAN NEUHAUS. Although we
suspected the reason she was looking so radiant of late and
was telling everyone she felt like a million, she took us
completely by surprise when she announced on a Wednesday that she was being married to GEORGE DIETZ the
very next day! The gang had to await the return of the

PAYROLL CHATTER ^ .
Spring is again upon us, as evidenced by the
glances in the direction of the beach. That urge to
in the lovely sunshine with perhaps a golf bag or
suit is almost too great. Ah, for a life of leisure
time of year!
JIYI RUTHERFORD
returned from location in

i
longing
get out
a swim
at this
Mexico

and was followed a day later by the handsome EDDIE
ARNOLD. They both claim it is great to be borne again —
and we’re all more than glad to have them back.
Payroll Department was well represented at the recent
Studio Club partv. It was also the birthday of GWEN
REED’S sister, Sylvia, and SHIRLEY LYON’s dream-boy
Jack Calder. They planned a joint celebration but for a
time there was a mad scramble to find the cake. After
looking in cupboards and under a few tables, the lost cake
was discovered and things went on according to schedule.
It would seem that the Lyon-Calder twosome spells
Romance with a great big capital “R.” The 14th of March
was their sixth anniversary. Imagine Shirley “going steady”
for six months!! Now if we could just get BANTA and
Sullivan to make up their minds whether
the office could again run smoothly.

they is or ain't,

who was leaving for New York, but one day prior to the
event the popular young lady announced that she had canceled her plans and was remaining in sunny California.
However, the affair went off as per schedule, everybodv
had fun and voiced their delight that Arlene had changed
her mind. We’re delighted, too.
Congratulations are in order for WINIFRED KNOWLES
and ROBERT ALLEN BRADLEY of Electrical, who became Mr. and Mrs. in the Beverlv Vista Community Presbyterian Church on March 30th. Winifred will leave us to
devote her time to making a home for her bridegroom.
RUTH HOWARD is back full of interesting information
after a delightful motor trip to Washington. D. C.
We wish to extend our sympathy to SALLY SCHILLER
and ANNE WOODS in their recent bereavements.
It does out hearts good to see and hear about the P'^nv
nice things our girls are doing for those less fortunate. Ran
across PRl^DENCE BEERS in the throes of packing a box
of delicacies and clothing for some friends in Greece and
PAULA MILLARD and ALICE OLCOTT shopping for
birthday gifts for the war orphans whose upkeep they
have been contributing to. By the way, they need one more
girl to give a small amount per month to this fund. If one
of you can spare a few dimes contact PALILA MILLARD
or MURIEL GOLILD. “Cast thy bread upon the waters; fcr
thou shalt find it after many days.”

LOST;

Small Gold Cigarette Case. Two gazelles and

flower engraved on cover. Tivo-tone gold. Lost about
Dec. 24, 1946. Of great sentimental value. Gift of
son lost in service. LIBERAL
REWARD
on return.
Grace Hall,
87902.
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Garth,
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Angeles

35,
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• Personality of the Month
By John

Faust

About twelve years ago the management took Moe
Gordon down to the northwest corner of the back lot and
informed him that he had two weeks to reduce a mountain
of

miscellaneous

scrap

into

an

orderly

department

of

salvagable material. “We didn’t know then,” Moe told me,
“that we had picked the former site of an oil sump. We
worked like mad and were ready to open on the date set
when a rain storm hit the city. When the sun broke out
again we found our Salvage Department had disappeared
beneath the mud.”
Moe fought back against the onslaught of General Mud
and today heads a department as enchanting to a mechanic
as Santa’s workshop is to a youngster.
I don’t know where Moe developed his ability to tell
the usahle from the unusable but the piles of requisitions
for materials that have been found to be “just the thing”
attest to it. It would he easy to say that whatever is needed
seems to he there “as if hy magic.” But the magic lies in
the patient breaking down of the astonishing number and
variety of items that the rest of us think have served their
day.
All the cable

with

piles of valuable
all the metals
are

transmuted

worn

insulation

copper. The

hronze,

that are pronounced
into value

under

comes

to be

neat

tin, lead, iron, steel,

gross by someone
the able-eyed

else,

Moe.

The

bearings, httings, couplings, “T’s”, elbows, valves; the old
drapes, paper, batteries, wire and fence come to Moe and
are sifted. Value? The War Priorities Board thought so.
1 hey had the Studio report just what was used from the
Salvage Department. During the
of metals and materials made
gency cache to be drawn from
Well, what kind of a man is

war and today the scarcity
this department an emerby the U. S. Government.
it that takes over and does

a job as well as this? Is he tall, is he
about five eight. Fat, thin? Weelll, I’d
then a whole page of this wouldn’t really
I see him this way . . . Workman? . . .

short? I’d guess
say — husky. But
he Moe Gordon.
You het! In the

fine old-fashioned way of being a workman, of being better
at your job than the next guy ... of taking a secret satisfaction in seeing

someone

work, not really expecting

come

down

anything,

to your

and going

place of

away

satis-

fied. It’s the ability to take your problem which is probably no different than at least 115,()()0 before you and
elevate it from the monotony hy personal attention and consideration. It’s the ability to take the
day which is probably no different from
the thousands that went before and elevate it from

the monotony

by buying a
home and raising two boys, putting
them through school. Of going overseas
in World War I and cotning home and
not forgetting how tough it was, that
homecoming, and working for a better
deal for those who returned from World
War II.
Yes, that’s part of Moe

Gordon.

N’he

Above;

Moe

of which

Gordon

may

walk over

and say, “Hello, Johnny,

what’s on your mind,” walking slowly
around the orderly jumble, letting your
eye rove

over

the curious

and

fascinat-

ing insides of our mechanized civilizati(jn. Finding what you want and when
you leave with whatever it is you
wanted;

whether

by salvaged

gadgets,

any

one

out to be the answer to a director’s prayer.
Below; Under the magic of Moe’s department ’’junk” is turned into neat stacks of valuable material. So important is his
department that during the war he was required to report to
the W'ar Priorities Board everything on hand or taken from

(jther part is going down to Moe’s place
of work out in the sunshine, having
Moe

surrounded

turn

it’s valuable

becau.se

it’s scarce, or because it would take time
to get somewhere else, or just because
you wanted something when you needed
it and not next week, you realize that
the few minutes that you spent there
were pleasant and that a department
can be efficient and hospitable at the
same time.
But then that’s easy for Moe
he just likes people.

Gordon,
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Cover . . .
Barbara Lawrence and Dan Dailey from the ranks of TCF
talent paused from their work in OFF TO BUFFALO long
enough to be immortalized on the cover of ACTION. Barbara
has been on the lot three years having first won recognition
in a close-up for Diamond Horseshoe. Her first big break came
with one of the lead roles in MARGIE and she is now well on
her way to the top with her current work in OFF TO BUFFALO.
Dan Dailey has been in the entertainment game since the
early age of 7 when he was a boy wonder warbling in a
minstrel show. His career interrupted by the war, he came to
TCF on discharge and won his biggest role to date as leading
man opposite Betty Grable in MOTHER WORE TIGHTS.
Pleased with his MWT work the Studio rushed him into OFF
TO BUFFALO. The photography is the excellent work of
Anthony Ugrin.

BEHIND

•

THE

SCENES

Cover Art

Joe Wright, 12-year veteran of Twentieth Century-Fox
Studios, is just recently promoted to the position of Assistant
Head of the Art Department. A graduate of the Chicago Art
Institute and the Armour Institute, Joe finally settled in the
motion picture industry where he has specialized in the Art
Director’s paradise, musicals. Just finished with MOTHER

WORE
DARK

TIGHTS he is now working on DANCING IN THE
and a departure from his usual line hy taking on the

art direction for SNAKE PIT. Joe set a record for himself
when he won two Oscars in one year for Black and White and
Color. He set another record last year with his Spring Jamboree settings and promises to far exceed that with the coming
Jamboree on May 24.

•

Personality of the month

Vivacious Sonia Wolfson, sometimes known as “The Notebook,” is a personified landmark for 20th’s active publicity
department. Glorifying everything about the studio’s stars,
from their “lascivious eyes” to their “perfect feet,” Sonia is
probably one of 20th’s best-known, best-loved nuisances. She
laughingly refers to herself as the “human mosquito,” and her
ever-active antennae can spot a headline yarn from Stage I
to Bernadette Street.
Next year the indefatigable Sonia celebrates her fifteenth
year as one of Movietown’s top unit publicists, a new kind
of “art” for someone who started her career as a writer of
art criticism. “Now,” says Sonia, “it’s leg art — without
criticism!”
Sonia says it’s not so that her motto is, “Never let the truth
interfere with your work,” but the fact remains that she can
make a publicity “break” out of a sore finger.
“Scoop” Wolfson’s penchant for profitable exaggeration
probably began when she announced she was born in Moscow,
IRussia. She thought her real birthplace, Gomel, was a suburb
of the city, but she reveals now it was actually 150 miles

away. She says she didn’t know it at the time, and adds,
somewhat cryptically, that the only Russian phrase she knows
is,
vas lu bleu.” It means, “I love you,” and we love you
Sonia.
too.“Ya

•

Photography

Anthony Ugrin started at this Studio in 1917 as an office
boy in Accounting and after working his way up through a
maze of jobs finally ended up in his present position as Still
Photographer. After his stint as office boy he went to casting,
the mail room and finally became an Assistant Cameraman
with Theda Bara in “Salome” as his first picture. He remained
with the camera crew until 1928 when he had worked his
way up to Second Cameraman. Quitting this spot he shifted
to his present job of Still Photography. Anthony took the
excellent cover shot for this month’s ACTION.
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Your paycheck starts in one of the three Timekeepers
offices tchere the data for Tabulating is compiled from

In

Tabulating the information is transferred to a Detail Card. Punched with small rectangular holes in the
proper code this card carries the complete data on an

the

timecards. At the Pico gate main office Sam Wittenberg (in tchite shirt). Head Timekeeper, goes over
the report with Ralph Kash, Asst. Head Timekeeper.
Background: Charley Barnes and JFalter Knapp.

DOLLAR

employee. The highly trained girls at right are operating the Key Punches which punch the code holes in
the correct order.

WIZARDS

To anyone who has ever spent many puzzled hours over the difference between
what the bank says you have and what you thought you had, the job of the
Twentieth Century-Fox Finance and Accounting Department assumes the proportion of a herculean task.
Through this department every penny of production dollars is juggled around
with machine like efficiency, finally ending up with unerring accuracy in just the
right square in a mountain of ledgers.
The men behind this apparent miracle are Ted Frazer, overall head of Finance
and Accounting; A1 DeWeese, Payroll head; and John Shanley, Accounting Supervisor. Operating with smooth efficiency that guarantees attention to the finest
detail, the department daily reads the roll on TCF dollars. Under F and A comes
Tabulating, supervised by Galvin Wood; Personnel, headed by Les Dressier; and
Timekeeping under Sam Wittenberg.
The major task of paying the employees begins in the Timekeeper’s office.
From here the compiled figures of the timecards are sent to Tabulating where
metal “brains” multiply, divide, subtract, add and cough up the printed answer
Wizards
are, L

behind

the

Finance

and

Accounting

of

Twentieth

Century-Fox

production

to R: Al DelFeese, head of Payroll; Ted Frazer, overall head of the Department; John Shanley, Supervisor of Accounting and Galvin Wood, Tabulating
Supervisor.
.

without benefit of bromos. A visitor,
confronted by this impressive array of
machinery, goes away convinced that it
takes more grey matter to operate the
machines than it does to sit dowm and
velope.
figure it all out on the back of an enTime

is the answer, however,

through these machines
many

for

that handle as

as 440 accounts a minute, the unknown thousands of calculations neces-

sary for the weekly payroll are reduced
to a matter of hours instead of weeks.
From

Tabulating these figures go to

the Payroll department where Al DeWeese’s efficient staff checks the results
for rate changes, working conditions
and deductions with the help of Les
Dressler’s Personnel department. This
department also handles retroactive payments, vacation pay, contract and
weekly salaries, and delivers the necesment. sary employee statistics to the governThe

eventual

resting place of all

decimal points is in the Accounting Section supervised by John Shanley. Here,
from

the figures and breakdowns supplied by Tabulating, the final tally is
made and entered in the books of TCF
where they are a fingertip source of information on the cost or credits of any
studio operation.
In the final analysis the magic, like
all mysteries, seems

perfectly simple

when you see how it’s done. But seeing
how it’s done in this case is an even
greater compliment to Ted Frazer and
his staff of highly capable workers than
the first staggering impression of the
size and importance of the job.

Above:

The

machines.
any

As

Detail

Card

many

as 440

desired order by
chines. Other machines

deductions,
second.

taxes,

Above

Right:

makes

the

track

cards

these
carry

etc., and

Payroll

final

of rate

is next

changes

deliver

on

and

to

the
are

sorting
sorted

in

better than human
maout calculations for rate,

under

check

sent

a minute

the answer

capable

the

in a split

Al

DeWeese

calculations,

retroactive

pay.

The

keeping
monu-

mental task of paying almost $2,000,000 in retroactive pay in 1946 is just one of the jobs handled
smoothly

and

Below

L

and

is the

Accounting

of John

this

R:

Final

Shanley.

is broken
in

efficiently

down

into

department

of information

on

this

resting

Department
Here

counts to handle.

by

TCF

place
under

every

phase

dollars

and

has

The

department.

a

precise

final result
production.

for

all decimals

the

supervision

of TCF

production

cents.

Each

portion

of

is a fingertip

person
the

ac-

source

Above: Personnel',
keep an
accurate

a
subdivision of Payroll, must
file on every person employed

whether for one hour or one year. To further complicate the picture they must also keep track of all vacations, retroactive payments, rate changes, and correspondence for the F and A Department. L to R:
Edna Jessup, Jimmy
Rutherford, Gwen
Reed, Joey
Zwart, Homer
Hill ( seated), Les Dressier, and Edgar
French.
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SIDE
GLANCES

Necessity,
large brood
To achieve

the
within

mother

of invention,

the walls of Movietone

the perfection

has

a

City.

that is the trademark

of Twentieth Century-Fox, nothing is dismissed
as impossible, with the result that strange and
interesting objects end up doing equally strange
and interesting jobs.

iTop Right: Antique rote at Transportation. Over 110 automobiles of ancient vintage are on hand for use as props,
and a complete history of the automobile industry can be
seen in a stroll through the department. The oldest car is
an 1896 Schacht roadster with solid iron buggy wheels. The
newest and most expensive is the 1947 Lincoln Continental.
In the above picture Tom Ramsey, left, polishes one of the
antiques while Jim Ruman
talks with Les Sander.
Right: ISick Kalten shows Peggy Ann Garner through his
forest of artificial trees used by his Landscape Department.
Nick keeps at least 200 real and prop trees on hand. His
largest

order was for ‘^Song
rounded the Chicago Lake

of the Islands” where
with 7 acres of lush

he surtropical

growth.
Below Right: Charles Perrin in charge of “hand props”
counts a fabulous fortune in stage money. His job consists
of supplying anything and everything in the line of small
props.
got

No

matter

what

the

order

partment guarantees delivery.
it — We’ll get it.”

Below:

Chris

Von

Schneidau

calls for,

Their

of the

motto,

Sersen

the
“If

Prop
we

Department

pares a background for “State Fair” on glass. With
background painted on the upper portion of the glass,
“live” action is then filmed through
of the glass. The resultant illusion

prethe
the

the lower, clear section
is foolproof and saves

fortunes that would otherwise have to be
ing costly and complicated outdoor sets.

OPPOSITE

De-

haven't

spent

in reproduc-

PAGE

Above: Behind the camera and lights a
crew of highly
trained specialists operate with the smooth efficiency of a
precision watch. For each scene that appears before the
public, approximately 83 men and women
experts must be
on hand. Equally important are the hundreds of others,
some

of who never set foot on a set, that swell the population of Movietone City to more than 3000, each with a definite job to do in the creation of screen perfection.

Below

Left:

When

the script

calls for special

built

up

make-

up the boys at the Lab save valuable hours and the actor’s
patience by working from a plastic mold of the artist’s features. Here the late John Barrymore gets “mud”
in the eye
while a mold is taken of his features. Dick Smith, right,
prepares the plastic soaked strips of gauze.

Below Right: Bill Mittlestedt, far right, of Lou Witte’s Special Effects Department, heads a crew of snow makers. The
cakes of ice are fed into the chopper and sprayed over the
landscape where the shooting calls for wintry whiteness. In
the shooting of “The Late George
ice were used for the snow scenes.

Apley”

over

200

tons

of

SENTINELS
OF
SAFETY
<55
TWENTY
SAFETY

CENTURY-FOX
COMMITTEE

THROUGH

UNTIRING

VIGILANCE
IMPRESSING

AND

THE SIMPLE

RULES

OF SAFETY

UPON

THE

INDIVIDUAL,

HAS

ESTABLISHED
IN THE

MOVIE

A RECORD
INDUSTRY

Above: Ready to roll at the first sound
Department sports the finest in modern
an average of 79 calls a year.

In guarding the lives and safety of the employees of
Twentieth Century-Fox, the Safety Committee has established for this studio a record unexcelled throughout the
industry.
Through constant vigilance and impressing upon the individual workers the necessity of observing the few axioms
of safe operation, this committee has been able to reduce
the accident rate to less than one half that of 15 years ago
even though the number of employees has more than
doubled.
Founded in 1929 the Safety Committee, now headed by
Vic Christensen, has met every month to discuss safety
needs and to consider the suggestions submitted by alert

on any new found hazard or suggestion that would eliminate a possible hazard.
Further security is guaranteed by the full time facilities
of the Hospital, Fire and Police Departments. Staffed by
personnel with years of experience they are ready at the
first indication of alarm to act with speed and the finest in
up-to-date equipment that money can buy.
On these pages are a few examples of the safety measures
that have been installed through the efforts of this committee. Many of the ingenious and life saving devices are
inventions or suggestions by the employees themselves.

Hazardous stepladders are eliminated
with this traveling elevator that both

steel

speeds up the work of the landscaping cretv and reduces the possibility
of accident, George ISovak and George
Dempsey on the platform trim a set
for THE FOXES
OF HARROW
tvhile
Harold Godding handles the elevator.

pipe rails eliminates the hazard of their breaking and causing
could well be a fatal fall. Al

Prince, foreground, and Dewey
ton are shown setting the new
in place.

ISewrails

City’s full time Fire
smoke eaters answer

employees. Composed of representatives from nearly every
department the committee, totaling 85 men, promptly acts

Replacing the old fashioned wooden
rails on the Light Parallel icith the

what

of alarm. Movietone
equipment. The TCF

“Worth its weight in gold,’’ this oversize vacuum cleaner keeps the stages
shining clean. Maintaining a
neat,
clean

working place is another important factor in reducing the accident hazard. Handling the duster are

L. to

R. Harry Shanahan,
wig, and Frederick Doody.

Earl

Lud-

Above:

The

Safety

is composed
the

of

lot. Altcays

on

mittee has been
of

accidents

shown

by

record

Right;

the

the

Fully

the

movie

that

equipped

The

Below:
Grip
The

A

cradle

safety

hazard

Below

holds

they

under

safety

the

result
Studio

Vic

Christensen,

department

hazards,

amazingly
of

their

has

the

this

on

com-

low

number

work

is best

finest

safety

handle

also

almost

any

City Hospital

boasts

type

of

is on

facilities

for

emer-

continual

X-Ray

and

is this

devised
Cable

the light cables,
be subject

by

Johnny

Cradle
keeping

to excessive

on

Lavin
the

them
wear

of

the

overheads.

off the

walk

and

a decided

force

eliminates

foot.

A

highly

traffic

accidents

Ralph

DeLara

for speeding

to

feature

would

right;

the

by
every

treatments.

Department

where

for

for

Movietone

hospital

Physiotherapy

almost

industry.

gency treatment, the
stand-by.

alert

lot. The

fact

headed

from

responsible

on

in the

Committee,

members

of

from

with

efficient Studio
strictly

Location
Ray

police

enforced

Department

House.

speed
receives

regulations.
a

citation

o

Above:

Sandifur

wont

buy anything

but the best.

Silk shirts at $40, sportcoats at $105 and so on
down the line to his little pink toes warmed to the
tune of 15 buck socks. But for some reason he
always looks like he slept in the outfit. You have

‘

to look twice to make

sure that he’s really wearing

the

aren’t

clothes

and

they

just

draped

on

him.

Rumor has it that he won’t wear anything until he
runs it through the tvringer at least once.

Above:

Ronny

Musclehead

thinks

turtleneck

sweaters

“do

something” for him. As a result he wears nothing else. It
got so hot last summer that he had to cut the back out of
it to keep afloat in his clothes but it’s all worth

it. Any

day now he’ll be discovered. That pipe is a prop too. It’s
just for effect. Under a phony layer of tobacco he keeps
his Sen-Sen.
Right: Gracine can’t stand sweaters (she says), but what
can a girl wear around the office? If she wears a suit it
flops around so much she can’t type; if she wears a print
dress, the bright colors distract her and give her headaches.
In fact she can
not wearing
may

think

anything

of a more

be, she’ll just have

tight fitting sweaters.”

or less logical reason for

but sweaters.

So — as regrettable as it

to keep wearing

“those

darned

old

Left: The
gem.

walking

It can

in the watch

novelty shop. His

be folded into a 2^

pocket to protect it from

sport coat (Hawaiian

mural

on

the Drive-in

set. It is an exact

at Little Big Horn,

The

magazine

guy in the crowd.

The

shirt is a new

replica of the shirt worn

complete

reversible

side) also unfolds

ad said it would

make

by General
also has

with the words,
him

into

rage among

to the bullet holes. He

a necktie (not shown ) that gloivs in the dark
Me.”

so it can be tucked!,

the weather.

the other

a tent that will sleep three people. The
Custer

rain-snow- fireproof hat is a

inch square

the most

“Kiss

popular

It hasn’t!

Above:

The pack

rat. His

mother

was frightened

by the story of the Donner party. As a result he
carries everything in his pockets but the kitchen
sink. Papers, pencils, erasers, empty cigarette
packages, old bills, candy bars, and an extra pair
of shoelaces is just the beginning. His cleaner got
tired of shoveling out his pockets a long time ago.
Now he just mashes the stuff flat in the press and
lets it go at that.
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o

SPOTLIGHT
Location — Public
Relation Merge

Left:
and

Ray
Ship

Location
Shown

Right:
and

Putting

Location

O'Hara,

The

final

are

Clarence

touches

L. to R.:
Hutson

Twentieth

on

Don

and

merger
Bower,

Ralph

Century-Fox

of
W.

Public

Moore,

popular

transportation
department

tvith him

veteran
under

with

is Reine

the

of TCF

the

new

Public

Serviss,

will head

Air, Rail,

consolidation

Relations

of the

Department.

his secretary.

Relations

F. Fitzgerald,

Pat

DeLara,

Location

Department

was

consolidated with the activities of Col. Jason Joy’s Public
Relations office. The merger was not brought about as an
economy

move

Clarence
W.

but one to coordinate overlapping functions.

Hutson

becomes

manager

P. Fitzgerald as his assistant, and

of locations, with
Don

Bower,

Pat

O’Hara and Ralph DeLara on the staff. Ray Moore, popular 18-year veteran of the Studio, remains as head of Rail,
Air and Ship travel.

. TCF RECEPTIONIST

LEAVES

Dorothy Harris Barker, popular, beautiful receptionist in
tbe New Administration building for the past three years,
left family.
the Studio Friday, April 18th, to await an addition to
the
Dorothy, whose talented dancing days were halted with
an automobile accident, is one of tbe most popular employees on the lot. At her going away party, given on her
last day with the Studio, over 300 fellow members of TCF
stopped in to wish her quick return.
Two

years ago Dorothy married Cecil W. Barker, Lieutenant in the U. S. Air Corps and now assistant to David
Selznick.

Dorothy Harris Barker, fourth from left, has for the past
three years won lot tvide friendships with her pleasant smile
and quick wit. Dorothy left the Studio Friday, April 18 in
anticipation of a new addition to her family L. to R. Maurine Anderson, Ruth Bridges, Tex Fore, Dorothy Harris
Barker, Tina Perry, Al Fournier, Audrey Conlin.
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• CAMERA

CLUB

The Camera Club meeting held April 8 again enjoyed the
experience of an outstanding artist in the field of photography. Mr. William McDermitt, noted Los Angeles artist,
generously dedicated an evening of his time to Studio Club
Camera fans.
Illustrating his lecture with charcoal sketches, Mr. McDermitt discussed the elements of picture making and composition. The lecture and discussion that followed were well
attended, with special guests of the evening being the members of the Champlin class.
The course in basic photography by Harry Champlin of
the Art Department, famed internationally for his developments in fine grain developers and photographic optics, is
meeting with increasing success. Attendance is reportedly
rising as Mr. Champlin opens new vistas to the layman with
his illustrated lectures. Color photography is the topic under
discussion at present.

Assistant
Harry
a

Art

Director

Champlin,

course

in

Marvin

veteran

basic

Davis,

photography,

Gagne,

set designer.

The

actual

demonstrations
cussion is the subject

under

photographer

popular

took

the

guidance

currently
this

course

picture

of

is highlighted

and chalk talks. Currently
of color photography.

of

conducting
Julie
with

under

dis-

• LITTLE THEATRE
Under the guiding hand of J. Farrell McDonald, veteran
character actor of more than a half a century of experience,
the second effort of the Studio Club Little Theatre movement isquickly whipping into shape for the contemplating
opening in the middle of May.
Nick Volpe in the major role of the District Attorney and
Edith Hooker, as Mrs. Rice, in The Trial of Mary Dugan.

WHAT

DO

YOU

lend assurance to the cast that will see many new faces
before the footlights in this murder drama.
Cast in the part of the defendant, Mary Dugan, is Norma
Wiesner and for her brother who eventually undoes the
dirty deed a double casting of Jack Holmes and George
Sampson. In the part of West, defense attorney is Alex
Omalev. Roy Towne, another veteran of The Good Fairy,
takes the part of the Judge in the coming production.

WANT?

We’re planning lots of changes in
your Magazine — new kind of type, a
different way of presenting the news,
and many other variations in the actual
format of the Magazine. But first we
want to know what you think about
the contents of ACTION. So before we
complete our plans, we decided to
come right out and ask you to tell us
what you want in your future issues.
1. How do you like the regular features we have been running?
(a) Behind the Scenes

2. What
ing? regular features, not now in
the Magazine, would you enjoy read-

(c) Spotlight
(d) Lot Shots

3. We’re planning a number of feature stories. What subjects do you
want included?

Productions Shooting
(f)
(el Sports

4. This one’s all yours.
ideas or comments you
about the contents or
magazine. Get another
per and tell all. This is

Lot Speaks
(g)

Personality of the Month

(hi Covers
(b) Cartoon Feature

!

Give us any
have — either
style of the
piece of payour chance!

You can sign your name, or not —
as you like.

(i)
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LOT SHOTS
MAXINE

By Nick Volpe

SHIPMAN

1

Dialogue Transcription
First, let me say that Maxine

has brown

eyes . . . sigh.

Now w'e can go on — she checks finished pictures for coherency in
dialogue, seeing that action checks with dialogue, primarily for foreign
release — a sort of censorship department.
She has been on the lot three years, has studied piano and is very
much interested in fashion designing.
She has a role in the forthcoming
THE TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN.
Arthur — with brown eyes.

Studio Club Little Theatre play
She plays the chorus girl — Fern

HUGH

E. CONLON
Fire Chief

Yes, Hugh

E. always wanted to be a fireman.

Twenty-two years ago he came from Tucson, Arizona, where he was
a Lieutenant in the Fire Department, to take over the department on
the lot. Since then, as the industry expanded,

his department

grew

from one to twenty-five men.
Says Fire Chief Conlon — “Daily inspections, splendid cooperation
from both management and employees keeps fires and fire hazards
at a minimum.”
Proudly Chief Conlon

added that insurance companies

department as the best in any industrial plant in California.

ALBERTO

VALENTINO

-Auditing and Accounting
Alberto remembers

Dept.

that in 1930, on the Western

Avenue

lot. Fox

produced THE BIG TRAIL. It was the first time an American company shot a picture with a complete foreign cast and Mr. Valentino
wrote the Italian dialogue for it.
He holds a Doctor’s degree in Law which has come in good stead
in the ten years he has been performing his auditing duties for
Twentieth.
And
contour

now, if you will look at the eyes, the general structure and
of his face — unmistakably

coming

through — the greatest of

them all — his illustrious brother . . . Rudolph
14

Valentino.

classify his

• ppet’j Hct-HeiGreat is the Sadness
Like Roses all wilted

That reigns o'er the household
Of Gabrial Twilted

His favorite expression
"It can't happen here "

Proved false and unfounded
When

Now

he fell on his ear

flat on his back

With his ear in a splint

He wonders why creditors
Have hearts made of flint.

6

-i-

^euer

^oo

.Soon —

Join The Group

^ut

Insurance

d

O^ten

Program^

^oo

oCate

NOW!
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SPORTS
• SOFTBALL
Under the chairmanship of Ike Banning, the Studio
Club Softball League is under way with six powerful
evenly matched teams battling for the lead. With the
strength distributed evenly over the entire league as was
agreed upon by the team managers at the beginning of the
season, the contest this year promises a hard fought battle
to the very end.
The teams, as a result of the strength switch, are no
longer named after departments but now bear the names
of the sponsoring stars, with Joseph Mankiewicz and Linda
Darnell first to back a team.
Poinsettia and Queen Ann playgrounds will be the scene
of the diamond battles for the first half of the league, wdth
doubleheaders slated for the Poinsettia site on May 13th,
20th and 27th. The night schedule will be divided into two
periods with one contest beginning at 7 :30 p.m. and the
second at 9:00 p.m.
Bill Allington awards Johnny Lavin the Inter-departmental
Softball League Trophy for 1946. The league this year promises some hard fought contests with the revision of the team
rosters to even the strength throughout the six teams.

May

• SCHEDULE

May
May

BALL
PARK

WEEKS

(A)

3

May

13

|4.|)

(B)
(5-3)

14 — Queen

4

(C)
(2-6)

May

20

(4-2)

(6-3)

(1-5)

20 — Queen

5

May

BALL PARK

27

(3-2)

27 — Queen

(1-6)

|5-4|

Ann
Ann
Ann

7:00 PM
8:30 PM
8:30 PM**

CODE:

(A) 7:30 PM — Poinsettia
(B) 9:00 PM — Poinsettia

7341 Willoughby
(Queen Ann — 1245 Queen Ann Place — WY. 9347)
7341 Willoughby
HO 9487

(C) Time, date and field indicated. **Date changes.

• TEAMS
TEAM
NO.

TEAM
MANAGER

1

Don Carstensen

2

EXT.
NO.
711

3

Bill Allington
Dick James

322
684

4

Walter Schafer

601

5

Ray Kellogg
Ed DeCuir

638

6
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•

531

LEAGUE

STANDINGS

End of Second Week
TEAM
NO.
3
1
2
5
6
4

W.
L.
2
1
1
1
1
0

0
1
1
1
1
2

Pet.
1.000
.500
.500
.500
.500
.000

DRESS IN COSTUME!
#

(ifpossible)

Dancing
8:00 p.m.
to

1:00 a.m.

Surprise Games
Refreshments (liquid & solid)
Biltmore Supper Movies

PRIZES for COSTUMES
TICKETS
$1.00 per person
At your Dept, office
New Rehearsal Halls on lot — Studio Club member and one ^uest over 18 yrs.

PRODUCTIONS

SHOOTING

Foremost in the field of film entertainment Twentieth Century-Fox Studios are the scene of continual
activity as box office leaders are created through the
artistry and time proven experience of the finest
talent in Hollyivood.

Right: OFF TO BUFFALO
Scheduled Shooting: 62 days
Location: Local
Started: April 23
Players :
DAN

DAILEY

NANCY

GUILD

CHARLES

WINNINGER

CHARLES

BARBARA

LAWRENCE

JANE NIGH
Producer: Walter Morosco

FAY

BAINTER

CHARLES

RUGGLES

RUSSELL

Director: Lloyd Bacon

Below: FOXES OF HARROW
Scheduled Shooting: 69 days
Location: Local and Ranch
Started: April 9
Players :
REX

HARRISON

MAUREEN O’HARA
VICTOR McLAGLEN
RICHARD

18

HAYDN

Below: KISS OF DEATH
Scheduled Shooting: 63 days
Location: New York City for the entire picture
Started: March 6
Players :
VANESSA

BROWN

Producer: William Bacher
Director: John Stahl

VICTOR
BRIAN

MATURE
DONLEVY

Producer: Fred Kohhnar

COLEEN
PATRICIA

GRAY
MORISON

Director: Henry Hathaway

PROP

PATTER

By Dick Towner

It’s been seven or eight years since I’ve attempted a pillar
in this splendid little publication, but it has been suggested
that I once again represent the Property Department in

Lorry Haddock,

of this department, thinks that a page

or so of “Action” should be devoted to suggestions for the
improvement of the lot and/or criticism of same. This

“Action.” Consequently, I happily rejoin its group of reporters.
The Fox lot isn’t buzzing too loudly these days with
“Amber” and “The Ghost” wound up, but I’m sure it
won’t be so very long before the Twentieth Century-Fox
glamour factory gets into high gear once more. Incidentally,

would also apply to “Action.” A sort of Twentieth Century
Vox Pop.
I think it’s a good idea. What does Ye Olde Ed
think
of it?

it would seem that “Amber”

This department sent five men to Mexico on the latest
Henry King opus. They swear that it was the toughest
picture to prop that ever left this lot. Jack Stubbs, the first
propman, says that there was hardly a day that they did
not use at least five hundred extras, each one with a spear,
a shield, a sword or some other sort of prop. Mosquitoes
were flying in squadrons, and twelve hours was a short day.
The extras were very cooperative with our men, though.
Each night they would relate in eloquent Spanish exactly
where they had dropped their props. Of course, our men

and “The Ghost” have some-

thing in common with “Duel in the Sun” inasmuch
three were easy to start.

as all

Duel in the sun. That’s what happens when a first propman
and a gaffer both want the same stage space for their
equipment.
Seriously, though, it has long been said in motion picture
circles that Thomas K. Little, the head of the Property
Department, is one of the industry’s most efficient and
effective set decorators and department heads. It was therefore quite fitting that he and his long time close associate,
Frank E. Hughes, cop the 1947 annual Academy Award for
the rich sets in “Anna and the Rex of Siam.” The Property Department is justly proud of its boss and Mr.
Hughes.
Frank Sullivan, the first propman on “Forever Amber,”
used so much burnt umber for aging various props on the
show that he now refers to it as “Forever Umber,” and, as
Dorothy Lamour would say, “What’s sarong with that?”
Speaking of propmen, some persons actually don’t know
what a propman does on a show. Let me explain briefly:
First he is assigned a script which he studies thoroughly,
breaking it down into sequences for which he picks out and
has made all necessary working props. (Of course, some
scripts are broken down before they reach the propman.

Skippy Delfino, Italy’s gift to the motion picture business, just finished propping “The Ghost and Mrs. Muir”
and claims he has Silvey threads among the gold.

didn’t understand Spanish, but it worked out all right.
Stubbs had the men eat a lot of vitamin-A so they could
find the props after dark.
The Property Department was lucky on this location.
Only one of our five men had to go to bed from a heart
attack. Two others, Fred Simpson and Lem Tribe, have a
sort of wild look in their eyes — but now that I think of it,
they’ve always looked that way.
“Scudda Hoo! Scudda
a grand picture but Don

Hay!” from the script should be
Greenwood, tbe first propman on

same, and Ralph Hansen, his assistant, shouldn’t take it
too seriously. Every time anyone yells “Gee!” they turn
to the right. Turning to the right isn’t such a bad idea at
that, when so many people these days seem to be turning
to the left.

Haven’t you ever seen an old broken down script?) Then
he is all set. All he has to do is outguess the director. This
can be very tough.
Actually, though, a propman has a very responsible job.
Most shows require many hours of research after the initial
breakdown of the script. Then, too, the propman is responsible for the condition of the sets after they are turned over
to him by the decorators. In addition, he is responsible for
all food, animals and items of like nature. If you just bear
in mind that everything from a pin to an elephant is

persons in the Property Department
tial in each and every production.

“working props,” you will have a rough idea of a propman’s duties. Wanta be a propman?

seem to have of it.” Quoted from F. L. Emerson — Reader’s
Digest March 1947.

MAIL DEPARTMENT

NEWS

In every department there are many unsung participants
in the complicated business of making pictures. Next month
I shall endeavor to drift behind the scenes and uncover the

Each

month

I shall try to wind

who

are vitally essen-

up the column

with

something to sink the teeth into. This month it’s this: “I’m
a great believer in luck. The harder I work, the more I

By Claude (Marlowe) Wilkinson

The days, the weeks, and the months change, but the
mail department, once irrevocably dedicated to transients,
is composed of talent, which for the most part was distilled at least four months ago. Let’s personalize. Hal Gould,
who made such a cleft in talent-scout chins is up and ready
for his first screen test. “The Gould” worked overtime on
the job and really deserves four bells for opening the door
to things theatrical here at Fox. Allan (the lip) Buckhantz
has been inducted into the Studio Club Workshop Group
as a director. Another case of gaining practical experience
toward a future career, for “Buck” is ambitious toward
production and directorial chores someday here at Fox.
Mort Bernstein, when he isn’t in a large sweat over a neat
skirt tagged Connie, meets the sun half way and looks fine
and brown. Everybody here (for a change) is dough-heavy
from retroactive rays acquired that Thursday . . . Seven
come Eleven . . . Slim (I want to be alone 1 Boran had
his convertible stepped on by a large truck. Don Woodruff

who really needs exercise (he sits all day long) is fine and
has a date for May 24th. Joe LaShelle, Jr., still carries a
concealed finger nail file and enjoyed his two days vacation
at Ensenada, Mexico, with his wife. Jack (the body is by
Fischer) Gary is velly, velly happy with his new 1947
Super Buick. Edith Hooker is on trail in The Trial of
Mary Dugan, Studio Club Little Theatre Epic. Jean Andrews
relented and got a haircut. Becoming, too. All in all life is
very normal, almost invigorating in its quietude, here in
the department. We still have our moments. Maria Nastich
still wears dark glasses, and Buzz Bazdarich still yearns
for Elly Marshall. But these are merely discrepancies in
our otherwise very normal living routine.
We are justly proud of our ubiquitousness. That’s our
job. A precedent has been broken this year. Not in three
months has a personality “retired“ from our department
or have we hired new men. You read between the lines.
See you next month.

'
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SPARKS FROM THE ARCS By “Buck- hm
At last — beautiful America. It may have its faults, but
here they drive with their eyes open — at least most people
do. I won't elaborate on the Mexico location, seems you all
know about it anyway. However, it is pretty nice to see
DANNY buck’s smile in the morning, without having to
shake hands with him. DON MYERS and NORM LINDLEY, my Mexican partners, will explain further if you care
to ask them.
It’s a jolt to see the lot so quiet. When we left, the place
was like a beehive, no kidding. I know a couple of the
boys who said they got stung. Now' it seems like six a.m.
in Pershing Square. WALTER PITCHMAN told me what
that looks like.
Aside from the fact that there are no milling throngs
in the Dock every morning, things seem about the same.
Of course, the hapless rigging bosses, JUNIOR METCALFE,
CLIFF WOOD and JACK DIMMACK are groaning about
having to drive those awful operators about their daily
tasks. Something they don’t have to contend with when the
Lot is grinding them out. Too bad, my heart breaks for
them — also my back.
Say, I’ll give a cigar if someone will tell me why they
call a Best Boy — A Best Boy. Seems to me that is open
for dehate. Couldn’t find Gaffer in my dictionary, hut I
think it means something Old. Anyway, don’t call them
Gaffers any more, as they have a new title: “Real Fancy.”
Speaking of something fancy, the softhall season bas
started. This ought to make the liniment manufacturers
rub their hands with glee. Now “TIGER” MONROE can
hurt his fingers, or something, again. VAUGHN ASHEN
can pull what muscles he has left. CARL CABIBI can
throw his arm out, and CHET COBERLY can get out his
cane and tin cup — 0. K. Grandpa you’re up.
If you w'ise heads, who don’t care to play, come out to
these games remember, the object of the game is to have
fun. “WE don’t care who wins, the purpose is to beat the
other team.” Some of the hoys are about as friendly as
the Martins and the Coys, so don’t miss any of the fun.
It’s different this year, however, as we play regular softhall, which is a big help to our older men.
Haven’t got any news this month. This column is a new
thing for me, hut next month I hope to have a report on
the stock market from STANLEY WARN, a few intimate
little “newsie items” from CARL DICKMAN, and maybe
something “very profound” on the labor front from NORMAN DARBY.
By the way, this is as good a place as any to say, “you
will not find a better guy than TY POWER.” I’m sure
anyone who w'as in the land of sombreros and gastric disturbances will tell you the same.

TRANSPORTATION
LEW

TATE

is coming

NEWS

along nicely now

TALES By Jimmie Taylor

Have any of you fine folks ever been called upon to play
the role of MISTER ANTHONY? Well say then, you’ve
really missed something! We have that opportunity quite
often. Some gal will call us because she has been told she
would make a cute little horticulturist. And rather than
take offense at such a name, she decides to unload her
troubles in our lap. When she calls the conversation usually
runs along this line:
“Nursery.”
“Oh, hello there! Is this the Nursery?”
“Yes it is. Ma’am.”
“Well, that’s what I thought you said.” (Giggle, giggle.)

“Sayis kid,
you knowASHELL.
this is MR.
My
name
REPULSIVE
And VERMIN’s
what I wantoffice.
to know
is this. Do you remember this little box I had you kids
fix up for me? Oh sure you remember now. It had one of
those fillydrums planted in it!”
“Do you mean a philodendron. Ma’am?”
“Yes, that’s what I said. And say, there’s something
just a-w-ful happened to it. You know it’s got a big old
thing on it now

and I just don’t know

what to do with it.”

“Do you mean the thing or the plant, Ma’am?”
Well, this conversation eventually winds up, but the only
thing we are real sure of then, is that we’re all a bunch of
kids and her plant has probably got some mealy bugs on
it. Of course now these gals aren’t the only ones who go in
for this stuff. There is always the guy who just bought a
new home and stops by for a little information. But when
he starts asking if we will show him how to slip gladiolus
and asking when is the best time of the year to water his
lawn, then we’re ready to throw the hook at him. And since
our cyclopedias are good and heavy, that isn’t just a literal
expression.
Enough of that for now since we have a few vacation
notes for you this time. Naturally, we’re all very envious
of our good friend Sefior EL PAUNCHO VALDEPENA.
He is presently engaged with some very strenuous activities.
Lolling in Mexico City’s sunshine and weenking at cute
little watching
Senoritas him.
only when his wife, Sefiora Lolita O’Toole,
isn’t
Ah! these vacations are certainly wonderful. WENS
WOSTAK is spending his time fishing and in general just
taking life easy. Of course he occasionally punishes himself
with a big meal of fried chicken. But darned if I know
what ever got into WAYNE
HARDISON this year. He
spent all of his vacation at home. First he planted some
beautiful tree roses in his front yard. Then he plants himself out on the front porch with a slingshot and waits for
the first dog to come along.

By Dick Stolze

since he has

had his throat ailment corrected. It won’t be long before
he’ll be in good health again. Just take things sort of easj,
boy friend.
JOHNNY ANDERSON is certainly happy to be up and
about again. As you know, he was confined to the Veterans
Hospital for an operation. That’s over with now and a
steering wheel looks much better than the ceiling of a sick
room to Johnny.
HARRY JONES will prohahly he hospitalized for quite
sometime yet. However, he is making progress which is
always good news.
HARRY ABRAHAMS’ longing to go to New York has
materialized. As of May 4th Happy Harry boarded the
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NURSERY

rattlers and took off. He
weeks to see his son, Joe,
grandchildren, Michael and
a resident of the hig town

will be away from four to six
daughter-in-law, Adele, and his
Martin. Years ago Harry was
when taxicabs were something

you stepped into with your fingers crossed — a heart full of
hope and a prayer.
The Transportation Department has stepped out again
and acquired some more new equipment. This time it is
four ACE busses powered by Hall Scott motors. These units
are the same as the Transcontinental busses that transverse
our United States. We are confident the transporting of
people to and from locations will be handled with the
utmost efficiency and comfort to the passengers when these
units are put into service.

NG
# KEEPI
Hello folks:

TAB

By George Wolf garth __

Remember JAYNE GRIMES who formerly wrote “Keeping Tab?” Well, when folks passed her on the Lot they
saw something, but when they pass me they have seen
everything. All kidding aside, she did a wonderful joh and
I hope to do half as well.
We have added a few new members to our group,
namely WILLIAM DOANE, MARTHA GERLACH, SALLY
GREGORY, GLORIA OLSEN and JOHN OLAH. William,
Martha

and Gloria are working swing shift under the competent supervision of LLOYD BREITKREUTZ, and John
Olah has taken over the graveyard shift. Welcome to TCE

and good luck — the mention of luck reminds me of bad
luck, which turns out to be somewhat of an epidemic of
sprained ankles, first Martha Gerlach and a few days later
MARION SANDAHL. Both the girls are back at work,
but with a slight limp. Recently on the sick list were
GOLDIE COHN and ED HARDIN, but they are also
O.K. now.
Well, it finally happened!

KAY

STURM

got her brand

new Ford and I wouldn’t exactly say she babies this new
car hut while driving she has one hand on the steering
wheel — the other clutching a polishing cloth.
ISABELLE CLYMORE and ANN STILES have become
decided redheads, and a week later Isabel acquired a new
boy friend. Ann is busy sewing a gabardine shirt on her
lunch hour, for that certain someone. Sure brings results.
Now that the coffee shop is closed on Saturday, the swing
shift guys and gals have to carry lunches. When CLEO
ZINTGRAFF came to work with an armful of bags it
looked like a week-end shopping spree at Ralph’s. Was
all that your lunch, Cleo?
ED BURKE is displaying a pin on the lapel of his coat.
He acquired it (the pin, that is) on a recent Thursday
night when he rolled a fine 253 game. I don’t know how
true it is but I understand he tips the pin setters before
the gapie.
GALVIN WOOD has a small machine shop in his garage
at home and produces quite a number of fancy gadgets
about the house. One he mentioned is an old alarm he can
set at any hour he wishes. It automatically starts the heating system in the morning and by the time the family is
ready to arise, the house is warm and cozy. Not bad!
I played golf on my day off and borrowed DARRELL
PETERS’

clubs, but they’re no good — I couldn’t shoot par.

CAMERA

DEPARTMENT

ROGER MURPHY
Amber” and by the
having dreams about
started at TCE many

By Wally Fea/er__

has again launched his opus “Forever
time you read this he will still be
his longest and hardest job since he
moons ago.

If you ever have time, ask WALTER FAXON where he
buries all of his money and why he is known as J. P.
Faxon. If you like very interesting stories, you’ll enjoy this
one. Making a picture that Walter keys has its advantages— no explanation is necessary.
Wee HARRY JONES has started his show with John
Stahl and it is a very nice arrangement since Mr. Stahl is
sponsoring Harry’s softball team and his crane man is none
other than his shadow EDDIE DAVIS. So, if good teams
are necessary to make good pictures, this should be a whiz.
WALTER FITCHMAN has some wonderful pictures of
Mexico in color and they even make Morelia, Mexico, look
good — and the boys do say that this is quite an accomplishment. Walter has started gaining back his weight and
is beginning to look like himself again. Shall I elalsorate?
If BILL KAHLO ever gets married he will not be able
to stay out late because you can always tell. Just look at
his eyes next day — “Sunset Strip Sag.”
GILROY will spend his vacation traveling down the
Mississippi and will be gone for sometime. His desk looks
like the travel department of an ocean liner company. I
wonder why he had all those cards made up to take on
his trip? Mr. Lavin’s comment regarding the cards is a
classic. Anyhow, Frank, we all wish you bon voyage, etc.,
etc., etc.
Speaking of vacations: Why, oh why doesn’t SAM
BISHOP go some place and rest instead of just threatening
to do so? He’ll probably wind up in Glendale or Burbank.
How about the mountains, old boy?
LES BERRY has launched his sport parade again this
year and I can’t understand where he finds time to do all
the things he does and still keep up his social whirl at the
Fox Hole. This kid knows more people than anyone on this
lot, or so it seems to me.
If TCF is ever in need of a new comedy team, WALTER
ERICKSON can provide one from his night shift, namelv
“CURRY and CRANE.” What a combination of corn and
wit or something.
After paying four traffic tickets in one week, I’m sort of
tired so will see you in this corner next month, maybe.

By Al Lebovitz

Maybe it’s a little late for crowing, but did you lovely
people know that out of eighteen photographic awards,
NINE little “Oscars” have decided to live with us!
BOX SCORE SO FAR
(Black and White)
ARTHUR MILLER
3 “OSCARS”
(Color I
LEON SHAMROY
3 “OSCARS”
(
Color )
ERNEST PALMER
1 “OSCAR”
(Black and White)
JOE LaSHELLE
1 “OSCAR”
(Color)
ARTHUR ARLING
1 “OSCAR”
That, my dear friends, is quite a
record in anybody’s
emulsion . . .
Paul Lockwood

IN THIS CORNER

and Sid Ragin received a beautiful cam-

era each for their award . . . Paul is Artie Miller’s operative cameraman and Sid is vice president in charge of
focusing . . . ’Course anyone can win an “Oscar” award,
but there is one thing that makes it a bit rough — you just
gotta be good!
Seriously — this writer is proud to be connected with a
camera department with such a fine record.

As you all probably know, WALLY CASTLE made motion pictures of your entrance to the Studio Club Dance
and a very nice job he did. I’m sure all of you will look
forward to seeing yourselves in pictures at the forthcoming
Studio Club Spring Jamboree. So . . . when you feast
your eyes on your very own personalities flashed across
that silver sheet, just give out with a slight yell, and in
that way you will all have received a SCREAM test.
Our good friend CHARLIE CLARKE is putting the finishing touches on “THE CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE.”
Charlie and Art Arling did the fine exterior work in Mexico.
POEM
About the Academy Award winners this I can tell
Of Miller, Shamroy, Palmer, Arling and LaShelle.
To get these awards, what they go through —
Ulcers, headaches, directors, even unit managers too!
Now do you actually think all this aggravation pays?
You said it brother!
For the rest of their natural financial days!
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ACTION ADS
10% OFF
Tires and Tubes
Auto Seat Covers
Electrical Appliances

Any

item

in our

large stock

may

be purchased

at a saving

by

members

Studio

Club.

up to 20%

of

the

Many

T.C.F.

items

with

discount.

LIQUORS

GLASSV^ARE

GIFTWARE

IMPORTED FOODS
GIFT BASKETS A SEPCIALTY
854 So. Vermont
Los Angeles

EXposition

Discounts

to Studio

2171

FREE

9632 Santa Monica

Club

Members

DELIVERY

Blvd. BeVCrly

H'llls CR. 62305

-

BR. 23895

Maltz Co. of California
invites members of Twentieth Century Fox Studio Club to use MEMBERSHIP CARDS as identification

The SOLE -ution
To Your

i

to get DEALERS' DISCOUNTS at
the display room near the Studio
in Beverly Hills. All Items in the
jewelry and gift sample line available for immediate delivery.

STANDING

\

Exclusive
Importers’

DELMAR

Problem

KNAPP
CUSHION SOIE
SHOES

W est Coast
Representative:

WATCHES

^ DRAPERIES

CAMERAS . . . CLOCKS
DIAMONDS . . . GIFTS
ELECTRIOAL APPLIANOES
RADIOS . . . FOUNTAIN PENS
JEWELRY . . . LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
SILVERWARE
SPORTING GOODS
WATCHES

^

SLIP COVERS

BARBECUES

Over 6,000 Satisfied
Customers in the
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Leiber

started

at

Ragpile to Riches.”

Action photographers had a busy day Sunday, July 20, at
the Brentwood golf course. Covering the tournament from
every angle they fired almost 100 pictures of the fun making.
Headed by Charlie Goldie of the Still Department, the crew
worked from earlv dawn until late afternoon covering the
event. The work of these men, Jim Mitchell, Cliff Concialdi,
and Alex Babcock appears on pages 3-4-5. Copies of all of
these pictures and the others taken at the tournament are
available at the Studio Club.

Cover . . .

of Controllers

HALPRIN

JULES

Herman

Twentieth Century-Fox 18
years ago when it was the Fox
Film Corporation. It was the
second job he had ever held
in his life. The first was with

3

Golf Tournament

Board

CLUB

• Golf Pix

Ragpile to Riches

The Hand

STUDIO

BEHIND THE SCENES
• Feature Article

presented in the Nursery article “From

Feature . . .
American

CENTURY-FOX

work as a lab assistant. In 1934 he took over the laboratory
at Movietone City. His excellent work as a photographer is

CONTENTS
From

TWENTIETH

years. Correctly guessing that
the movie industry could use his
knowledge of photo processing
he headed west and went to

Reporters

GEORGE

OF

a dry plate manufacturing company in St. Louis, Missouri,
where he had been for several

CLIFF CONCIALDI

AL

PUBLICATION

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Duke Abrahams, Dave Anderson, Ed Arnold, E. F,
Bonome, Wilma Christian, Jack Conlin, !te Danning,
Lee Dunbar, Carl Faulkner, I. R. Frazer, Hal Gordon,
Walter Jolley, Ray Kellogg, Ed King, John Lavin, Pete
Montemurro, Jack Montgomery, Walter Pallmen, Frances Richardson, Hazel Shirk, Joseph Wright. Honorary
Members: F. L. Metzler, Irving Pichel, Lou Witte.
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 3S, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2161. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

Another

cover by sharpshooting Jim Mitchell of the Still De-

partment. This time it’s a back-to-school motif with Roger De
Weese, son of A1 DeWeese of Payroll and Natalie Wood from the
ranks of TCF talent. Roger is eight years old and currently treading the path to higher education a la fourth grade.
Natalie is also eight but has just put the fourth grade behind
her. A native of San Francisco, she was discovered in Santa
Rosa

by a location crew. Two

years later she was brought to

Hollywood for a big part in “Tomorrow is Forever.” Her most
recent parts have been in THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR,
MIRACLE ON 34th STREET, and SUMMER LIGHTNING. The
cover shot was made on San Vincente Boulevard near the Brentwood Golf Course.
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What was once a jumbled mass of discarded junk,
is the only studio to maintain a complete nursery.

the

nursery

is now

a

beauty

spot

of Movietone

City. Twentieth

Century-Fox

FROM RAG PILE TO RICHES
In a beautifully landscaped setting,
caring for the Cafe de Paris park.

John

Godwin

pursues

his

pleasant

task

o,

Tliirteen

years

ago

a

disreputable

pile of junk occupied a corner of the
Movietone City lot. As is appropriate
in this land of rags to riches that patch
of ground is today a myriad of colorful
flowers painting the landscape with a
rich carpel under the hot summer sun.
The transformation is not a miracle
but

the

result of a hardworking department headed by Glenn Harman,

13-year veteran of TCF who started in
Set Dressing Department and took over
the task of creating a nursery in 1939.
TCF, forever seeking perfection in
screen entertainment, is now the only
studio to boast a complete nursery thus
eliminating the use of artificial flowers
in set dressing. A factor of increasing
importance with
Technicolor.

the widespread

use

of

Through careful timing and foresight
the department keeps a fresh supply of
flowers

available, all suited for the locality and time of picture shooting or

slated for the near future. On

“Scudda

Hoo,
show

Scudda Hay” it was necessary to
a field of corn but at the time the

scene

was

scheduled

for shooting

corn-

fields just weren’t in style with the smart
farmers. Glenn and his efficient staff
solved the problem by growing a hot
house full of stalks which were removed
to the location

in pots for the scene.

Keeping the supply of floral lovelies
is only a part of the job. Scattered over
the Movietone City lot, colorful little

3

Responsible for the immaculate care of the huge beds of colorful flotcers and TCP beauty spots
Glenn Harman, make Movietone City a shoicplace of delightful parks and pleasant greenery.

parks serve

as both

sets and pleasant scenery. The

care

of

these show pieces is also in the hands of the Nursery. Biggest in this class is the border of landscaping around the
old golf course which is three miles long and 45 to 50 feet
wide.
The

realization

that this entire job is handled

by only

thirty-two men is not only a tribute to the hard working
department but to the executive ability of its leader, Glenn
Harman.

(Right); Glenn Harman
and Ray Grantham
check the
plants in the cool shade of the Lath house. Watering the
terraced 200-foot rotes of plants in the Lath house alone
requires 4 hours.

(Beloic,right) : Joe

Carter

takes

his pick

of plants for the next day's shooting
them for delivery to the stages.
( Below):

Ray

Grantham

fights

the

from

as Lynn

eternal

fh"

hundred'^

W'olcott

battle

tags

against

destructive insects with a portable spray tank. Such up-todate equipment is the answer to plant losses and as a result
is kept at a mittimum.

this efficient creiv, headed

by

• AMERICAN

LEGION

In an impressive installation ceremony held in the Cafe
de Paris, Tuesday, July 15, the new officers of the Twentieth
Century -Fox Legion post 563 took office for the new terms.
The installation was preceded by an excellent dinner that
found the membership out in strength jamming the cafe
with almost 200 members.
Highlight of the after dinner speaking was the talk delivered by Admiral Frederick C. Sherman, retired leader
of the war famed 5th Fleet that played such an important
part in breaking the Jap’s back in the Pacific war. Introduced by Gene Markey, himself a former Commander in
Naval Intelligence, the Admiral spoke of his experiences
from Pearl Harbor to V-J day.
Last Years

Officers

New

Officers

Tony Hanse
Commander
A1 DeWeese
Harold Gordon
1st Vice Commander
Max Larey
Jack McEdwards.--.2nd Vice Commander. ...Harold Gordon
George Burn:'tt
Don Torpin
Robert Wade
Ered McKelvey
Fred Barman
A1 DeWeese
Fred Rode
Chuck Smith

Adjutant
Historian
Chaplain
Sergeant-at-Arms
Finance Officer
Executive Committee
Executive Committee
Executive Committee

George Burnett
Earle Walker
Russ Allen
Carl Holzman
Fred Barman
Tom Doyle
Sol Halprin
Joe Keenan

Al

DeWeese, new Ttven’ieth Century-Fox Legion Post Commander, congratulates Tony Hanse who vacated the leadership of the post at the Installation dinner held in the Cafe
de Paris, Tuesday, July 15.

An impressive ceremony, highlighted by a crack Installation
team, marked the stvearing in of the new officers to their
posts in the Twentieth Century-Fox American Legion Post
563.
The Legion turned out in strength for inauguration, which
was preceded by an excellent dinner in the Cafe de Paris.
(Left to right); Gilbert Plenty, Ed Snyder, Scotty McEwen,
George Harris, and Jimmy
Weather spoon.
Center

of attention was Admiral Frederick C. Sherman,
tired Commander of the Fifth Fleet, whose recounting

experiences from
naires an insight

Pearl Harbor to V-J day, gave the Legioninto history by one of the men who made

it. ( L-ft to right) ; Jack
and Fred Metzler.

i
i
i

reof

Codd,

Lou

Witte,

Admiral

Sherman

Reviving the Annual Golf Tournament, the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio
took over the Brentwood golf course, Sunday, July 20, for an unique match that
guaranteed a prize for everyone of the 300 contestants.
“If you can see the ball — you win,” was the slogan adopted to encourage the
and for many it was the first attempt. With the competition divided into
nine flights according to score, the serious golfers battled it out for top honors

dubs

in the first flight against such competition as Fred Metzler, Pat O’Hara, Peyton
Legare and Frank Walters. Flights eight and nine were reserved for the ladies
with Mary Mulligan of Script the winner with a score of 48 on the nine holes
played.

Peyton

Legare

of Music

squeezed

into first place with

73 barely edging

out Pat O’Hara of Location who finished with 74 and Lloyd Nobles in 75.
The first tee was earmarked for horseplay and it was a lucky golfer who
a good

drive down

the fairway

in the face of raucous

sound

effects and

got

a sniper

equipped with an air rifle to knock the balls off the tee on the driver’s downswing.
Doc Bishop further complicated the picture by heckling the players over the
public address system and slinging verbal tomatoes at the ruffled players trying
vainly to get off to a good start.
Prizes for the 300 golfers consisting of a portable typewriter, record players,
cameras, radios, blankets, pressure cookers, a tea table, luggage, lamps, clocks,
furniture, and electrical appliances, were made possible through the efforts of
Pete Montemurro and his prize committee.
Above;

MavUyn

proper golf form
eral Chairman.
Belotc
Smith,

Monroe
for

displays

Jack

(L to R): Benny
George Mills, and

Codd,

the
Gen-

Benson, Kelly
Don Bower.

Taking care of some of the horseplay
are (left to right), Joe Medvitz, Ralph
Hahn, Chester Gore and Ed Arnold.

Men's winner with 73, Peyton Legare
shows some of the excellent form that
carried him to victory in this first postivcr rs ival of the annuel contest.

A.

'
■

’ S'&

i-"

L:/

It was a perfect day for golf with the first players driving
off at five, in the morning. Pausing for a chat while awaiting
their turn are Ty Power, Fred Metzler, and Ray Klune.

The

list of players contained the names of many TCF notables. Among them were (left to right). Hector Dods, Ben

Lyon, Sol Halprin, Jack
ber anrl James Ryan.

Codd,

William

Mayberry,

Lew

Schrei-

assisted by Sol Halprin, Ike Danning, Doc Bishop and
several efficient volunteer committees was topped off with
a dance at the clubhouse. Hailed as an outstanding success
by all of the contestants the tournament is a credit to those
who contributed their time and effort to its revival.

Topping the list of those who generously gave prizes for
the event were Joseph Schenck, Darryl Zanuck, Spyros
Skouras, Lew Schreiber, Donald Henderson, Joseph Moskowitz and William Michel.
The

tournament,

planned and executed by Jack Codd,

GOLF TOURNAMENT
TFC'ERS SWARM BRENTWOOD COURSE
REVIVAL OF ANNUAL SWIM FEST
In

addition

to raucous

sound

tee on the driver’s dotcnstcing
finishes all wound up and no

effects

the

light

finished the job
place to go.

artillery
started

teas

called

by the

’’Keep your eye on the ball,” the rule book reads, but Speed
Kendall isn’t ’’off the ball” when it comes to choosing nice
scenery. Needless to say he missed the putt. L to R: Phyllis
Huffine, Buzz Busby, Bill Winter, John Campell, and Speed
Kendall.

out

sound

to further

effects.

Ty

FOR

heckle
Power

the

hopefuls.

falls victim

to

Sniping
the

the

ball off the

snipe-ball

gag

and

A hard-working camera crew recorded the entire event on
film later to be turned over to the merciless Cutting and
Special Effects Departments. (Left to right): Richard Hertel,
Bobby McGowan,
Irving Rosenberg and Sol Halprin. Not
shotvn is Jack Wendell.

Mary Mulligan
the nine holes
Whitman,

Ruth

(right) won the ladies’ lotv gross tcith 48 for
played in this class, L to R: Bess Lasky, Elsa
Fox,

and

the

W'innah.

With A for effort and pulchritude this foursome prepare
tee off. Lined up one behind the other, they all swing
once.

That

way

they

are

sure

to
at

to hit the ball.

A pert foursome line up for the cameraman before teeing off.
L to R: l\eca Lindsey, Betty Bertin, Pauline Dunlap, and
Laura Harrington.

What the tvell dressed golfer will wear, despite Esquire.
L to R; Pete Vigneault, Armand
Allen, Ike Banning, and
John McCafferty.

Second place
Lloyd ISobles,

John

l>>w gross Pat O’Hara (third from left) with
Marlow Imes, and Billy Abbott.

Payne

checks

his starting

time

with

Doc

Bishop.

• SWIM
The

summer

GYM
semester

of the Studio Club

draws to an end with members

Swim

Gym

flocking to the pool and

gym sessions every Wednesday night for heavy workouts at
badminton, volleyball, posture correction and supervised
swimming
Under

classes.
the capable instruction of Dorothy

Verhaar, who

has coached many local aquatic stars to fame, novice Studio
Club paddlers are learning the art of staying afloat and
right side up. In the Women’s posture classes, Kate Harmon leads the class in a series of exercises aimed at correcting the evils of eight hours a day in an office chair.
With the success of the two semesters in mind, arrangements are now being made for continuation of the sessions
through the Fall with the new nine- week period starting on
September 17 or very shortly after.

Studio Clubbers enjoy a healthy evening at the Beverly Hills
High School Stcim Gym. A fast volleyball game or badminton
set followed by a dip in the pool is the standard procedure.

Posture
TCP

correction

for

the

employees counteract
pertly supervised class.

ladies
swivel

proves
chair

a

popular

damage

in

class
the

as
ex-

iSovices line up in the pool for a class in swimming guaranteed to make mermaids and merman
out of those who formerly claimed to “swim

like a

rock."

• SOFTBALL
Two

all star teams

were picked by the vote of fellow

players to represent Twentieth Century-Fox in the Western
Industrial Recreation Association Softball playoffs that
found every major western industry represented.
At press time one TCF

team has been eliminated while

the other team it slated to meet Northrop in the semi-finals.

• LEAGUE

STANDINGS
End

of 10th Week
W

L

%

7

2

.778

7

2

.778

6

3

.667

4

.5

.444

ROMERO

4

.5

.444

HAVER

4

.5

.444

3

6

.333

1

8

.111

Team
GEORGE
LINDA

DARNELL

CELESTE
ELIA

MONTGOMERY

HOLM

KAZAN

CESAR
JUNE
LLOYD

BACON

JOS. MANKIEWICZ
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THE HAND

THAT

ROCKS

THE

CRADLE

. . .

Above

left:

Julie

Gagne,

beauteous

set designer

in

George

Dudley's Department has been with TCF since last December,
Julie started in 1941 to learn engineering through actual, onthe-job experience. Her efficiency soon won her the title of
Assembly Development Engineer, responsible for designing
aircraft parts for mass production. Her most interesting job,
outside of her present work, the famed P-80 squirt plane.

Left:

Teresa

Brachetto,

Script

girl has

been

with

TCF

since

1936 when she started on Director King's picture “Ramona"
under the guiding hand of Max Larey. A native of Los Angeles, Teresa thinks her recent experiences in Mexico on the
C APT Alls FROM
CASTILE
picture were the most interesting
of her career. Her next assignment on SPOONHASDLE
will
be her 17th tvilh Director King. She has been on every one
of his TCF

Below
ago

pics tvith the

left: Irene

exception

Brttoks,

of three.

right, started

at Columbia

six years

after

Helen Hunt, head of that studio's Hairdressing department discovered her in a private shop. Five years later
she had worked up to Assistant head of the department. Last
year she came to TCF to head the Hairdressing Department
and just in time to start on the mammoth
task of designing
and planning the work for FOREVER
AMBER.
Irene hopes
to open an exclusive men's
within the next year.

hairdressing

shop

in Beverly

Hills

Below: Barbara McLean
has been with the movie industry
all her life. Her father owned a film laboratory in Fort Lee
where she first started cutting and patching movie film.
Realizing the movie industry would someday grow to a leading medium of the entertainment field she stayed with it and
headed for Hollywood when it became evident that this was
to be the moviemaking capital of the world. She started work
at the United Artists studio and then came to TCF with the
1934

merger.

Barbara's

ambition

is to

become

a

producer.

Above: Helena Sorell, popular dramatic coach in Ivan Kahn's
department has icon acclaim before, the footlights since the
early age of 4}/z years
and on an international scale. A graduate of the Royal Academy of London in Dramatics Helena
has played in New York, London, Berlin, Paris, Canada and
the other cultural centers of the tvorld. The late Jessie “Bonnie" Bonstelle, greatest woman
producer and director the
American stage has ever known recognized Helena's talent
and ability and started her on the road to dramatic coaching.
A veteran of the motion picture industry, Helena worked for
David Selznick, RKO
and Paramount before coming to TCF.
Her ambition is to someday become a Director.

Below: Bonnie Cashin has been a top designer for TCF for
the past two and a half years. Her talent for Fashion design
blossomed at the age of 17 when she held a position as
fashion illustrator for a local paper. New York was the next
stop where for four years she designed all of the costumes
for the Roxy theatre productions. The next six years she spent
free lancing with many of the national manufacturers as her
clients. Her reputation made, she joined the TCF staff soon
after.

Above, Marguerite Hamilton, left, started with TCF 11 years
ago in the Tabulating Department as a bookkeeper. In 1940
she moved to the Group Insurance Office where she worked
for Dave Alman. When Alman quit to join the airlines as a
navigator. Marguerite was picked to head the Group Insurance office. Born in Ottawa, Canada, she prepared herself for
the job with

Below:
been

Helen

a three

year

Barnhart,

Commercial

course.

right, of Dialogue

Transcription,

has

on

the job for twenty years. Starting in the Script Department she won a reputation for her ability to take shorthand. When the first talking picture came along at the old
Fox Film Studio she was delegated the job of taking the
dialogue word for word from the screen. From that job an
entire department grew. A department which she has headed
since its beginning.
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CAMERA DEPT.

By Al Lebovitz

10% OFF

Seems like I gotta start me column again — everyone I
know seems to want it— they want it kept out of this magazine.
Boy, is this TCF outfit going in for locations! — Mass.,
Chicago, L'tah, Maryland, Boyle Heights . . . Twentieth is
even going to send a company to Glocca Morra, as soon
as the Location Department finds out where it is.
As you all probably know by this time, Sol Halprin is
now in charge of our laboratory, besides being the head

Tires and Tubes — Auto Seat Covers
Electrical Appliances

Any
at a

item

in our

sa^^ng

Club.

by

Many

large

stock

members

items

with

may

be purchased

of the
up

T.C.F.

to 20%

Studio

discount.

of the Camera Department. Wonder where that saying “two
heads are better than one” idea originated — it could have
started in a circus side show.
Leo Tover has been borrowed

from Paramount

to photo-

graph “SNAKE PIT.” Olivia de Havilland is happy to be
photographed by Mr. Tover.
You don’t hear very much about the Sersen Department.
They do special photographic effects with Fred Sersen
pitching, Billy Abbott first base, Al Irving short stop. Bud
Fischer catching, Ray Kellogg at third. Bill Albert and

Los Angeles

854 So. Vermont
Exposition 2171

Paul Mohn in the out field. Of course you’ll notiee instead
of the usual three men in an outfield, the Sersen Dept, uses
only two — that’s because Bill Albert and Paul Mohn are
so fast they automatically eliminate the middle man. The
Sersen Department works something like this: if a company photographs a one story building and they want it
bigger, Fred Sersen’s boys could kick it up to 19 more
stories, or if a producer decides he wants more clouds in
a picture, the Sersen boys will blow him a stage full.
Then there is the Process Department with Ed Snyder,
Aaron Halperin, J. 0. Taylor, Ed Hammeras and Ed Linden.
These boys can capture any kind of a background from the
bottom of the ocean to a flying saucer and where do they
put it— right in back of the actors in your favorite theatre.
The

Camera Department will soon receive their retroactive checks and are quite happy about it, and who

wouldn’t be? Most of the boys are gonna get new cars,
pay off the remainder of their bonus on apartments. And
speaking of apartments, some real estate agents are getting
bonuses for gopher holes. A few of the boys are taking
some cabbage to the track, to get back some temporary
loans. Me? — what am I going to do with my retroaetive?
You will have to ask my wife — I got her right where she
wants me.

GLASSWARE

LIQUORS

GIFTWARE

FINE GROCERIES
GIFT BASKETS A SPECIALTY
Discounts

to Studio Club Members
FREE

DELIVERY

Beverly Hills
9632 Santa Monica

Blvd.

"HAVE

BREAKFAST

CR. 62305

WITH

BISBEE"

^[) iscounts ^y4vailable
to
STUDIO

QLUB

MEMBEHS
DRIVE

Lee Carroll Travel Agency

IN RESTAURANT

Pico at Beverly Drive

Foogert's Auto Accessories
Conners Electrical Appliances and Auto Accessories

NOW

COMBINED

WITH

Fred S. Hughes Picture Framing
Wm.

E. Phillips Company

Cardell's Town and Country
Maltz Company of California
Goldman Flowers
JUST
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DRIVE

IN FLOWER

OPEN

7 A.M. TO

3 MINUTES

FROM

SHOP
2 A.M.
THE

STUDIO

-

BR. 23895

It’s never too soon
but
it’s often too late!
Join
Group

Provide

your

Credit

Insurance

•

and

Program — !\OW!

for emergencies — you
yourself and family.

A Credit Union deduction
is money
in the hank.
premium

Union

is the

owe

it to

from your paycheck
A Group Insurance

first step towards

security.

KEEPING TAB By George Wolf garth
Hi, Gang:

Well, the Golf Tournament is over, and we don’t have
to brag any more — now it’s just one big alibi. Our foursome included CHARLIE DODGE, BILL BROWNE, JIM
LEIBY and myself. On the first tee, we all had our picture
taken, titled “The Winning Boys of the Tab Dept.” It was
foggy when we started. When we finished our round, they
changed the title to “The Ditch Diggers of the Tab Dept.”
and we were in a fog. GALVIN WOOD and JOE MEDVITZ, being good at figures, were able to count all their
strokes without taking off their shoes. VIRGINIA TATE
is now renamed THE BABE. What a swing! MARTHA
GERLACH and ALICE WALLACE had a caddie (not to
carry clubs) but to carry an adding machine. Everyone
was at the dance, but not to dance; just a few drinks to
forget. What a day.
HY MILLER is running around like mad these days.
One would think he was having the baby, instead of his
wife. This being his first experience, we can easily overlook it.
ED

TIO
YOU’RE EIEE
of oor

a member

Newcomers

^**
DEIMRR W*^^

jewelry and gift items in our sample line at dealer's discounts.
Just bring your membership card for identification and visit our
display room conveniently located near the studio in Beverly Hills —
a handy place to shop nd save.
Radios
Fountain
Jewelry

Luggage
Leather Goods

MALTZ
Exclusive

CO.

West

OF

Coast

S.

CALIFORNIA

Importers*

DELMAR

357

Portable Typewriters
Silverware
Sporting Goods
Delmar Watches

Pens

Representative

WATCHES

“One of America’s Finest Watches Since 1913”
Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic — Beverly Hills — CR

MEDICAL
FOR

THE

CENTER

6-3913

AIDES

LAS ANGELES

SANATORIUM

presents

CHAMPIONS

ON

ICE

featuring by
THE CALIFORNIA
SKATING

INDOOR

ICE SPEED

CHAMPIONSHIPS

1948 UNITED

STATES

Also Added

OLYMPIC

TEAM

Attractions

Sept. 7. 1947

POLAR
Call VA 4596

STEVENSON

did have a diffi-

are

ROBERT

CURTIN

and

ROSLYN

BURNS. Bob is taking the place of ANN STILES. Ann
advanced to the control desk to replace PAT HOFFMAN.
Roslyn will replace SALLY GREGORY. We welcome you
to Tabulating and hope you like working with us.
PAT

and

SALLY

are leaving us this month

for the

greatest career of all, motherhood. It was a pleasure working with two of the finest girls we have ever known, and
we wish you all the luck in the world. So long, but not
goodbye.
See you all next month.

VeteMHtS . . .
NEED

YOUR BLOOD
Your Family May Need It Too

Exhibition Races
THE

and TOM

us all worried. Tom is doctoring for allergy tests, to determine those recent rashes on his hands. Both are now on
the road to recovery.

— if you are a member of the Twentieth Century Fox Studio Club.
Your membership in the Studio Club entitles you to obtain all

Cameras
Clocks
Diamonds
Gifts
Electrical Appliances

HARDIN

cult time of it this past month. ED had an ingrown hair
on his cheek, thus swelling his face very badly. He had

PALACE
Van Ness and Melrose

Register Today!
to donate your blood when the
Red Cross Mobile Blood Unit
visits here October 7.
CALL

STUDIO

CLUB

TODAY
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ROD

WETMORE
Representalive

The Script Tease By Florence Mack

of

4UTOMOBILE CLUB OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Automobile Insurance — Financing
New or Used Automobiles
Phone Sta. 333 or Crestview 5-0125
Evenings; Crestview 6-4583

Floral Decorations

like them that way. Don’t worry, lassies, KATHLEEN
RIDGEWAY, who always has our interest at heart, took
the matter up with a statistical expert, who assured her
that research on the subject brought to light the fact that
American women move slowly on extreme style changes.

a Specialty

Girls will look at, admire, and talk about radical departures, then turn around and buy conservative. Change must

MAIV’S
GDLD
^^(owerS
Monica

Hills California

Blvd. Beverly

9780-9784

Santa

BRadshaw

Open Evenings
2-3513

Next to wondering whether to spend week-ends and
vacations at the seashore or the mountains, the axis upon
which most of the frivolous conversation of our gals has
revolved lately seems to concern the contemplated changes
in styles. Speculation is rife about the possibility of skirts
reaching ankle length, shoulder pads being eliminated, hips
padded, and if so, what to do. Hems have already been
let out, skirts are slim, shoulders wide, and most of us

CRestview

1-0915

come gradually — next season or the one after, skirts may
go down five or more inches and shoulders droop, but not
yet. No bets accepted, however.
That clever girl, MYRTLE (Sunbeam) EATON, has come
up with another original idea. She painted her car with
powder puffs and it stacks up favorably with any professional job.
SALLY

HOTEL

From $2.00
CULVER CITY HOTEL
ARDmour 82181

ENROLLED

TO

PRACTICE

LAMPS

BEFORE

HILLS, CALIF.

THE

YOUR

STATUARY

TREASURY

DEPARTMENT

VASES,

OR BRIC-A-BRAC

for budget

interiors.

submitted

We also wish to congratulate BART PALMER and ALMA
STAHLEY on their engagement. Bart is one of our most
popular and charming young men, and when we noticed
that happy sparkle in his honest blue eyes we knew something exceptionally nice had happened to him so we came
right out and asked him. He confided that the lady of his
choice had accepted his ring the night previous. They plan
on being married in September.
FRANK ATKINSON, usually very circumspect, was practically doing nip-ups the other day as he passed cigars to
the boys and chocolates to the girls. His wife, the former
GLENELLE CASSIDY, had just presented him with an
eight pound six ounce boy. Mother and child are doing
excellently, and Frank has quieted down, too. Congratulations!
We’re going to miss BETTY MILLER and CLAUDETTE
CARNEY, two recent brides, who are retiring to keep house.

By Glynn Willis
Designs

into her brand

church wedding right here at home on July 19th.
Congratulations to all these happy couples.

5-7414

and SHADES

USING

Designed

CRESTVIEW

has finally moved

picture star of the same name) and ALLAN T. RATTERREE chose picturesque La Jolla as the setting for their recent nuptial vows.
VIVIAN BAKER and ROBERT JOYCE decided on a

COUNSEL

DRIVE, BEVERLY

PHONE

SAUNDERS

Mrs. We’ve had our eye on this attractive combination for
some time, and we’re all very happy their romance has
culminated in marriage.
DOROTHY WERNER was also wed there on June 7th,
after a whirlwind courtship with DALE HULEN.
PRISCILLA DEAN (no relation to the silent motion

D. RIPLEY JACKSON

169 N. CLARK

DOLLY

new house, too, and assures us she’s going to have us all
out to a house-warming in the near future.
PORTIA KENNISON and JACK HAMILTON motored
to Las Vegas in that beautiful new cream-colored Pontiac
Jack brought back from Detroit and came back Mr. and

Miss Hudson — Beverly Management Corp.
400 No. Camden Dr., Beverly Hills

TAX

is in the throes of decorating the

little house she recently acquired, and, knowing the lady’s
artistic taste, we’re looking forward eagerly to seeing the
results.

ROOMS

Hotel rooms available. Redecorated and newly furnished throughout. 24-hr. switchboard service.

INCOME

SCHILLER

VIRGINIA
ARDmour

49501

JONES

is sporting one of the deepest tans

we’ve seen, as the result of her sojourn in Palm Springs.
JOLIENE OVER ACKER is off on a motor trip to Las
Vegas on a vacation. Don’t take any wooden
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nickles, Jo.

YOUR

SOCIAL

SECURITY

Is your. name Smith or Johnson? Then you have lots of
company in the social security files. Social Security cards
have been issued to more than a million Smiths, and nearly
that many Johnsons.

TO MEMBERS OF TWENTIETH
FOX STUDIO CLUB

CENTURY-

Have your Jewelry polished, your settings
checked.

Even if your name is Aloysius Throckmorton Frothingham, the chances are there is someone else with the same
name among the 85,000,000 holders of social security cards.

Come in anytime for this free service — It
is yours tor the asking.

For your own protection, it’s important that your employer make a record of both your name and your social
security number when you go to work. And make certain
he gets them both right!

Full line of Diamonds — Precious Stones —
Antique Jewelry — Costume Jewelry — Standard Brand Watches — Fountain Pens — Lighters— Silverware — Electric Appliances.

To be on the safe side, don’t try to remember your number. And don’t give the boss your nickname. Show him your
social security card, and see that he copies the name and
number exactly as they appear on the card.

KAYCE

By doing that, you’ll be protecting your social security,
and you’ll be saving the government money.

JEWELRY

401 WEST 8TH ST.
PHONE VA 7633

J4. WiiL
LADIES' COATS
We
1027F W. PIC0- * NEXT DOOR TO 20th' CENTURY -FOX STUDIO

AND

SUITS WHOLESALE

are pleased to announce the opening of a new salesroom at 5156 Melrose

Ave., where it will be possible for mema

bers of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio

courtesy discount on all merchandise and service at

Club to purchase new desirable merchandise at wholesale prices.

Foogert extends to all Fox Studio Club members
our place of business.

Hours

Goodyear
Brake
Wheel

Tires

Lining

Alignment

Complete

and

ARizona

5156

Melrose

Avenue

Los Angeles

Balancing
Accessories

PICTURE FRAMING

Covers

Blvd. Just North

10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Tubes

FOOGERT'S

Westwood

II a.m. - 7 p.m.

Sat.

Adjusting

Automotive
Seat

1725

and

and

Daily

of Santa

Monica

Bird.

FRED

S. HUGHES

9-7721
(Village Frame

639 SOUTH

Shop)

SEPULVEDA

BLVD.

RECAPPING— TIRE REPAIRS— RETREADING
All
ALL

Recapping
ROAD

Guaranteed

HAZARDS

Such

For

15,000

Miles

as Cuts — Stone

Accidents — etc.

Between

Against

Wilshire

and

Sunset

Bruises —

Discounts

ARIZONA

97298

To Members
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J.

B.

CODD

20TH CENTURY
BOX 900

BEVERLY

FOX

HILLS,

STUDIO
Entered
matter

CALIF.

as secQnd

class

at the Post Office,

Los Angeles, Calif., under
Act

On

behalf of the employees

organizations
William

Abbott

Lloyd Ahern
David Anderson
Dana Andrews
William A. Bacher
Sy Bartlett
Robert Bassler
Martin Berkeley
W. M. Bishop
John Bodnar
Harry Brand
Earl Blight
Norbert Brodine
David Buttolph
Walter Castle
V. J. Christensen
Charles Coburn
J. B. Codd
Peqgy Cummins
Valentine Davies
George W. Davis
Frank Ferguson
Al Fisher
Henry Fonda
T. R. Frazer
Leland Fuller
Max Golden
James
Mack

B. Gordon
Gordon

Chester
Robert

of Twentieth

for their generosity

Gore
Gunn

Sol Halprin
Rex Harrison

Action

Lyman
Richard Munson
Murphy
Alfred Newman
Ben Nye

Roger Heman
Donald Henderson

Ernest Palrner

F. Hugh Herbert
Celeste Holm
R. L. Hough
Richard F. Irvine

George Patrick
Edward B. Powell
Tyrone Power
Maurice Ransford
Anne Revere
Mike Rosenberg

George Jessel
Julian Johnson
Jason Joy

James
James

Ivan Kahn
R. A. Klune
Henry King
Mark Lee Kirk
Fred Kohimar
Joe La Shelle
Anatole LItvak
Gene Lockhart
Ernst Lubitsch
Ben Lyon

E. Ruman
Ryan

Joseph Schenck
Lew Schreiber
George Seaton
Fred Sersen
Leon Shamroy
Robert Sinclair
Charles Skouras

Joseph MacDonald
Joteph Mankiewicz
Gene Markey
F. L. Metzler
Fred Meyer
W. C. Michel
Cyril J. Mockridge
Flick Moll
Walter Morosco

extends

it heartiest thanks

to the below

3, 1879.

listed individuals

and

the excellent prizes at the Golf Tournament.

Darryl F. Zanuck

Joseph C. Wright
Henry Hathaway
Addison Hehr

J. H. Moskowitz
Thomas Moulton
Ben Wurtzel

Century-Fox,

in donating

of March

Spyros Skouras
Herbert Spencer
Murray Spivack
George Stephenson
Preston Sturges
Jessica Tandy
J. O. Taylor
Leo Tover
Helen Walker
George

Harry Abbott
Accepted Materials
Frank Acuna
Algerian Florist
Clyde Allinq & Sons
Altman-Blue
American Gasoline Association
Angelus Floor Covering
Arden Farms Co.
Associated Oil Co.
Bardwell

Co.

Marty Barrett
Besbeck Jewelers
Beverly Hills Ford Dealer
Beverly Hills Silks & Woolens
Bickel Furniture Co.
BIrkel-RIchardson Co.
Blake Moffit & Towne

Fertilizer Co.
Metals & Supply

Co.
Gordon Duff
Eastman Kodak Co.
Economy Blue Print & Supply Co.
Electric Corp.

M. Flax Artists' Materials
Foogert Tire Service
Frawley Tobacco Co.
W. P. Fuller
Funk Brothers

Harry B. Brown Co.
J. E. Brulator
Buck-Shearer Oil Co.
Bulova Watch Co.

G. & G. Produce Co.
General Cable Corp.
General
General

J. Bunow

Golden

By The YardHardware
Ltd.
Califonnia

Office Furniture
Petroleum Corp.
State Glass Co.

Goldman's Flowers
B. F. Goodrich Co.

Co.

Canvas Specialty Mfg. Co.
Caro h Upright
Co.

Wasson

Winninger

F. Downey
Ducommun

Embassy Liquors
Evergreen Nursery
Federal Envelope Co.
Firestone Stores

& McAlister

E. A. Castalin
Chasin & Waxier Wholesale
CItv Linen Supply

Lyle Wheeler
Cornel Wilde
Charles

Crane Co.
H. B. Crouch
Harry Danning
Ditto, Inc.
Dohrmann Hotel Supply Co.

Alfred Wright

Gough Industries, Inc.
Gourmet of Beverly Hills
Green-Haldeman Co.
Grimes-Stassforth

Stationery Co.

Friedberg Grunauer
William A. Gulko & Co., Inc.

Colyear Motors
Coulters
Southern California

Stationers

Haas, Baruch & Co.
Stever Hannagan, Associated
Harper & Reynolds
Harcraft Appliance Co.
Helene

of Hollywood

Bra Co.

Hollywood Wholesale Electric Co.
Holmes Tuttle Ford Dealer
Horton & Converse
The Atwater

Co.

Bon Voyage Bazaar
Columbia Varnish Co.
Colson

Equipment

& Supply Co.
crl'li, 1
Co-O-orat'vo BHg. Mav
Davis Cordaoe Co.

Cosgrove and Company
, Inc.
Donover Lumber Company
General Paint Co.
R. L. Grosh & Sons
The Haloid

Company

Charles W. Haugsten Company
Industrial Lumber Company
John Hancock Mutual Life
•Dmpany
Co.In'. Co.
A. R. Maas Chemical C(
Magnetic

Springs Water

Martins' Limited
Mole Richardson Company
Moore Business Forms
William M. Pearson
C. O. Sparks & Mundo Engineering Co.
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation
The Wholesale Supply Co.
Ernestine Scott
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Wm. E. Phillips Co.
Pico Drug Co.
D. W. Prideaux
Jack Pryde

Steve McDonald's
J. J. Sugarman

Puro Filter
R. J. M. Co.
Radio Products Sales, Inc.
Rainbow Beauty Supply
Raphael Glass Co.
Reliable Glassware
Reid Murdock Co.

Jacks of Hollywood
Kee Lox Mfg. Co.
Kelite Products, Inc.

Standard Brands
E. J. Stanton & Sons
John W. Stone

Co.

Shop

Sunset McKee-Standard Reg. Co.
Swift Co.
Tide V/ater Associated Oil Co.
Union Hardware & Metals Co.
United Sporting

Weber

Trailer & Mfg. Co.

West Coast Trimmings
Western Costume Co.
Western
Service

Schwabacher-Frey
Sickroom Supplies
Shell Oil Co.
Sun Lumber Company
Sinclair Paint Co.
'"ec'jrit'' Roof Company
Sierra Paper Company

Dye

Winne

Co.

& Sutch Co.

Youngs Market Co.
Zellerbach Paper Co.
Photostat
Corporation
Kallln Company

Macintosh

& Stationery

Studio Clothes

Mack-International Motor
Mahl Steel & Supply Co.

Truck

Mattsons' of Hollywood
Master Linen Supply Co.
The May Co.
Max Factor
Mercury Beauty

House

Willys of Hollywood
Wilshire Refrigeration
Wolfer Printing Co.

Co.

Los Angeles Stamp
L. A. White Co.
A. Lietz Co.

Malone Cleaners
Maltz Co. of Calif.

United Tent & Awning
Universal Radio Supply

Remington Rand, Inc.
J. W. Robinson & Co.
1. Rothman
Ben Rudnick
Saks Fifth Avenue
Schrader Automotive

L. A. Rubber

Flower

Co., Inc.

Michaels

Artists Supplies

John
Inc.)
Morris D.& Miller
Strait (Dazian's
Co.
National Theatre Supply
Office Appliance
Paris Beauty Supply
Perfection Laundry

Co.
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Board
SOL

of Controllers

HALPRIN

JULES

President

KAHN

KATHLEEN
ROBERT

Vice-President

RIDGEWAY

Secretary

PATTON

Walter Jolley, Ray Kellogg, Ed King, John Lavin, Pete
Montemurro, Jack Montgomery, Walter Pallmen, Frances Richardson, Hazel Shirk, Joseph Wright. Honorary
Members: F. L. Metzler, Irving Pichel, Lou Witte.

January, eliminating time spent standing in line. The Police
Department (Extension 333) will give detailed information.
BARBER SHOP: An excellent barber shop conveniently
located is open from 8 to 6 Monday through Friday, and
from 8 to 7 on Saturday.
CHECKS: Personal checks in nominal amounts will be

to give details.
DENTIST: Up-to-the-minute equipment and skilled technicians assure employees the best possible dental care.
Time spent “at the dentist” may be charged against any
unused sick-leave at employee’s request.
FIRST-AID — HOSPITAL: Here a competent staff and
modern equipment are available for employees injured on
the lot.
GROUP INSURANCE: Another easy way through weekly
payroll deductions of providing for emergencies by helping
in defraying doctor and hospital expenses.
INCOME TAX — STATE & FEDERAL: A repesentative
from the Department of Internal Revenue has offices on
the lot in the Spring, to assist employees.
STUDIO CLUB: All TCF employees are eligible for membership in the Studio Club which handles welfare, and
social, recreational and athletic activities.
VOTING — REGISTRATION: Ample opportunity to register before each election. Registrar is located by the Casting office.

Cover . . .
Cover

girl, Roxie

and cheerful spirit of the Studio Club’s Halloween Dance
scheduled for October 31st. Roxie hails from Mississippi
and has been with TCF

membership

of

20th

Century-Fox

for non-members

$3.00 per

Studio

Club.

year.

Single

25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2151. Entered as Second
matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,

California,

under

the

Act

of March

3, 1879.

Douris, disproves the theory that

Hallowe’en is the time to scare good citizens into staying
at home. On the contrary, this lovely lass typifies the gay

Legal Department,

copy
Class

2

Twentieth Century-Fox employees are very busy people.
To enable employees to derive the maximum benefit from
their time, the studio maintains many accommodation services on the lot. Most of us know of some of these conveniences, but is anyone familiar with all of them?
AUTO LICENSE: Licenses are obtainable on the lot in

and

price

CLUB

Conveniences For Employees

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION
is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California, by
Subscription

STUDIO

Treasurer

Duke Abrahams, Dave Anderson, Ed Arnold, E. F.
Bonome, Wilma Christian, Jack Conlln, Ike Panning,
Lee Dunbar, Carl Faulkner, T. R. Frazer, Hal Gordon,

for the

CENTURY-FOX

DRIVER’S LICENSE: Tests for driver’s license are given
about every six weeks. The Police Department will be glad

House

Halloween

TWENTIETH

honored at the Cashier’s office.
CREDIT UNION: A convenient way to save money
through weekly payroll deductions, which also entitles the
employee to special consideration in obtaining loans.

STOLZE

CONTENTS
Treasure

OF

Staff

PALMER

ARTHUR
VEO

No. 9

PUBLICATION

for two years as a secretary in the

famous

for its array of pretty girls.

Sorry, boys, she’s married.
Cover photographer — Jim Mitchell

TREASURE

HOUSE

By Virginia Godfrey
No, that is not retroactive pay that Charlie Perrin is
counting in the picture above — it is just another “prop.”
What a world of knowledge, thought, planning and efficiency
is involved in that word “prop.” The huge, three story building across from Stage 14 is a storehouse of the past, present
and future. Would you like to see a crossbow of the 13th
Century — ^the jewels of the Borgias — the sleigh that carried
Catherine to and from the palace in Petrograd — a streamline train — a covered wagon — drapes, sheets and pillow
slips, and tablecloths fit for a king, or the lowliest tenement
apartment — chandeliers and lamps from the Gold Coast
or a Park Avenue home? Just name it and we will have it
ready for you.
“The Motion Pictyre Academy presents the Award for
Set Decorations to Thomas K. Little” — Tom Little has received more Awards than any other studio Property Department head and justifiably so — it is the acknowledgment of
a job well done. The inventory that he has so diligently built
up over a period of years is second to none and astounds a
person fortunate enough to have been through the building.
Mr. Little also has a magic touch when it comes to selecting
the components who help him make the department work;
first there is—
Leota Keusder; if you want to know how many wranglers
are required with five horses, where to get a trained dog,
cat, bird, alligator or titmouse, w'ho directed picture A245,

what company

the candles with the knobs on the end came

from and whether pigs have wings — just ask Leota.
Keith Chappell; better known as Chappie, who so capably
engineers the workings of the Propertymen and the Swing
Gang. That hard working and capable group who are responsible for having the props when and where they should
be at the proper time.
Jack Burton; whose drapery department is full of the
wonders of the loom and who can literally make a silk
purse
from Sutton;
a sow’s the
ear. electrical fixture department, what
Marvin
amazing things of any age evolve from there!
Frank LuBoys; custodian of the wagons — who can tell
you what kind of a hub the Army wagons had in 1880, what
kind of shafts a Belgian dog cart should have, etc.
Today every prop on the set must create an impression
of realism to make the scene a success. The Set Decorators,
with the cooperation of the Art and Research Departments,
determine the needs of the particular scene, and with their
ingenuity and combined abilities set to work. It takes many
days and even weeks for Walter Scott to reproduce something as exacting as a London Street or the interior of
Whitehall in the days of Charles II, or for Paul Fox to
do the interior of a French Dive and a luxuriant Chicago
mansion of the early 1920s, or for Ernest Lansing to duplicate the treatment room of a State Hospital. Great care must

3

be taken that each piece of furniture, each set of dishes,
each cigarette box or jewel case, etc., belongs with its particular era. for the public considers itself an authority on
each and every subject and is not averse to saying so quite
loudly and firmly if the over-all picture does not jibe.
We get some very strange requests down here in the
Propertv building. One can never tell when the phone rings
(which it does constantly all day) just what the result will
be when one picks up the receiver. “The last minute, great
rush, must have” things are what stand our hair on end —
a Pvranees mountain goat — papayas out of season. State
of Maine lobsters with LARGE claws please— a very special
kind of mirror that no one ever heard of before but someone
just knows it would fit between the windows, and hurry
because we are waiting to make the shot! (Directors, please

note. ) Most of these interesting, if trying details are carried
out by Walter Starkey, our outside buyer, who stands by
with aspirin tablets ready to rush out and try to please.
And he does, too.
And, last but not least, there is Ruth Burch, who does
wonderful things with a pencil and paper in the way of
designs for furniture long since “deceased” as well as the
modern and complicated piece that anyone can think up —
just name it and Ruth will draw it up for you. Harry Mellon, who has for many years been custodian of all the furniture in the building. He can tell you in a flash of an eye
what was used on what picture and exactly where it is in
the building. Edna Davis, a new but welcome addition to
our department, who is timekeeper for the Propertymen
and Swing Gang — and Virginia Godfrey, who assists Leota.

Tom Little, head of the Property Department, is seen with
some rare and valuable period furniture and paintings. Just
a small portion of the vast collection of similar pieces stored
in the Prop Building,
Marvin

Sutton, right, head of the
ment is going over a fete details

Electrical
with Mac

Fixtures DepartMacAlister, left.

This

large and interesting division of the Property Department has thousands of such electrical fixtures which are used
as aids in creating an effect of realism.

Actor
these
has

above
Pit.”
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Mark

Stevens

is shown

getting

a

square

meal

from

three '‘Prop Men.” Left to right: Stevens, Frank Sullivan, Rill Sittel, and Ted Towner, The Property Department
charge of all the food on the set. The action shown
is the cafeteria

scene

in the current

production

"Snake
Leota

Keusder

and

Virginia

Godfrey,

Tom

Little’s secretaries.

These two members
Abrahams, left, and
^‘mothering'’

some

of the Property Department, Duke
Lem
Tribe are shown
on location

props.

Two
more
of Tom
Little’s efficient office force: K. T.
“Chappie” Chappell, head of the Swing Gang, and Edna
Davis. Those two telephones really get a workout.

This will give you an idea of how compactly every article is
stored in the Property Department. Every piece is catalogued
and stored in its proper place when not on the set.

Walter (The Profile) Scott, Set Dresser, is getting the lowdown from Jack Burton, head of Drapery. The tablecloth is a
valuable Duchess Lace which is over 300 years old.

These fellows really aren’t “clock watchers,” but are seen
above with part of the large collection of clocks. Jack Stubbs,

Caught in the act of moving a bathtub are, left to right:
Lem Tribe, Everett Blix, Eddie Betkijiam, Guy McCoy and
Stuart Reiss.

left, is getting

the

“time”

from

Charles

Perrin.

HALLOWEEN

DANCE

HERE!

I

Where — A Hallowe'en Dance will be held
on the spacious groimds of the Valley Pork
Country Club, iust six miles from the Santa
Monica gate of 20th Century-Fox, with which
you may already be familiar. A detailed
map will be printed on the back of each
ticket, and the management is not responsible for lost persons.

WHEN
you decide to buy a ticket,
which should take no more of your
time than about 4 seconds, it will
cost no more of your money than
2 bucks for what promises to be the
best party of the year, until the next
one.
There will be entertainment, and
dancing
Olivera's

to the music of Sonny
smooth orchestra from 8:30

to 1 p.m. In addition, you can subtract yourself from the dance floor at
midnight for a supper snack of barbecued beef and all the trimmings.
WEAR

your old clothes. Be comfortable. The idea, as at all Studio Club

parties, is to have

a good

Attendance
500;first come

time.

is limited to
first served.

Hurry to the Studio Club
now with your S2 for each
ticket.
Halloween
it'sFor
the aplace
to go.

Hobo,

Latest dispatches from the coffee
shop, it is reported by sources close to
the source, indicate that only the
squares won't be around at your Studio
Club's Hallowe'en Hobo party on October 31. Those who don't go will be
bums; those who do will only look like
biims.

I

EMPLOYEE
HIGHLIGHTS

Retired —
The Mail Department recently had a party for “Cap" Jackson after he announced his
retirement. Dwight “Cap" Jackson came to T.C.F, in 1933 as a policeman on the lot.
Before that he ivas Postmaster of Glendale and later was associated with the II. S.
Department

of Internal

Revenue.

We

will all miss

you,

“Cap."

Good

luck.

Victory Medals —
Mary Jane Donnelly, of the Legal Department, teas
one of the 60 ex-service men and women
who received the Victory Medal from Lt. C. T. Gleason.
Mary Jane was a Pharmacist Mate in the WAVES
for over three years. Those ex-service men or women
who are eligible for the Victory Medal, and did not
receive the medal on September 17th, may obtain
theirs at the Federal Building between 8:00 A.M.
and 4:30 P.M. on weekdays, Saturdays until noon.

Elected —
At a meeting
attended by

of the Society of Motion Picture Art
150 art directors, Russell Spencer,

Directors,
left, was

elected vice president. Addison Hehr was elected secretarytreasurer, and Marvin Davis, right, was selected as a member of the board of directors.

Retired —
Popular Charles “Pop" Wilson, born 1870, started at T.C.F.
in 1930, retired recently. To make sure that “Pop" was going
to have all the comforts that he deserved, the Casting Office
gave him a nice party with all the trimmings. Included with
the trimmings teas the radio from Casting, and from the day
shift of the Police Deprtment this poem:
How

we

you,

old coot,

to do

but

wet your

all day

and

!\othing
Sleep
Draw
Oh,

envy

your
Boy!

dough
WOTTA

roar
and

snoot.

all night.

fly your

LIFE!

kite.

Studio Clul

• Little Theater
“Kind Lady,” the next Studio Club Little Theatre presentation went into rehearsal Tuesday, September 23rd, with
writer Robert Hill directing. Bob, center, is shown going
over the script with George Sampson and Rena Castle,
members of the cast.

• Swim

CHARLES
L

Gym

POWER’S

MODELS

Banta,

Lyon (Capt.), Betty
Shirley Davison )

Bess

Sevier,

Botv.

(Not

Shirley
present,

officers

of

as they are
season. Left

d.
to

dent;
Loretta
Treasurer;
HaroP

winning two points from the Al Newmans. Last year's winning team, Pegi
Cummins, took two points from Ruman's Humans, and missed first place by i
pins. Monte’s Wolves won two points from the Linda Darnells, and the t\
new teams in this league battled it out, with the Maintenance, winning t\
points from the Laboratory boys. This is a 3-point league.
The regular Handicap League started September 18th, with fifteen mei
and seven girls' team. Maureen O’Hara's team won three points from Tyro
Power's Models. Glenn Langan and Olivia DeHavilland teams split two ai
two. The Lloyd Nolan girls lost three points to the Celeste Holm boys. Doc
Dubs

front — L to R —
Anita Connolly, Candie
Browne back — L to R — Shirlee MacGregory
(Capt.), Liz Davison, Donna
Nicoloff.

R — Jean

New

BEAVERS

The bowling season opened on September 16th, with eight men's teams I
the Tuesday night Scratch League. The Randolph Scott team took the lead ii

The popular Swim Gym program at Beverly Hills High
School got under way for the fall semester on Monday,
September 22nd and will eontinue for 15 consecutive Monday nights from 7:30 to 9:30. This activity includes swimming, badminton, volleyball and a posture development
class for women. Those interested in participating call the
Studio Club.

TYRONE

to

COBURN’S

JOAN

won

all four from

the Joan

Crawford

girls. Monte's

Cubs

also won

fo

CRAWFORD

front L to R — Beverly Gladstone, Lillian
Bennett back — L to R — Adeline Bennison,
Lela Krietemeyer, Juanita Bonfiglio (Capt.).

GREGORY

PECK

front — L

to R — •

1

a o'
r L
Dono—
nica
.) back
Vero
Capt
(

Ed DeCuir,
coin before

•

mcling League are shown
g plans for the coming
Larry Meek, V ice-PresiSecretary ; Shirley Davison
, President,

LLOYD

NOLAN

front L to R — Gladys Clayton, Sally
Conde; back L to R — Margie Munsey, Ellen Potash ( Capt.), Eileen
LaVine.

from fhe Paint boys, putting the Staff Shop boys in front for the opening

night.

Alice Faye's qunitet took three points from the Charles Coburn Beavers, but
Shirley Lyon's beautiful 232 game saved the last point tor them. Fred S.
Meyer’s girls last three points to the Jeanne Crain boys. Victor Mature's
Police team lost all four to Henry King. Henry Hathaway's Trick Shots took
four points from Gregory Peck's Bad Girls. The girls of the Mark Stevens
Markers won all four from the Fox Amateurs. Richard Green's Busters lost
three to the Dan Dailey's Dan-Dees.
The bowlers appreciated the sponsors' support during the past season, and
we are glad to see them come down and join in the fun. It really helps the
morale of the teams they are sponsoring and gives them an incentive to go
after the top spot and stay there.

GIRLS
I ' mpl, Joan Curtis
'■ —June W heelock,
e

Fore.

FRED

captain of the Fox All-Star
the game tvith Northrop.

Team,

ivatches

the

Softball

At a meeting held Friday, August 29th, the Softball
committee and managers terminated the 1947 Softball
League with the LINDA DARNELL team, which was in
first place at that time, declared the winner. Individual
trophies will be awarded to the members of the championship team at a special softball banquet to be held in the
near future, when officers for the coming season will also
be elected.
The Studio Club All-Star softball team played the Northrop Nine in the semi-finals of the Western Industrial Recreation Association play-offs on September 4th. The game
was a thriller to watch with Northrop finally winning 5 to 3.
It was especially exciting to
sions in separate innings the
and nobody to knock them
a heartbreaker for our team

the crowd when on two occaFox All-Stars had bases loaded
home. Not only was the game
but Northrop went on to win

the play-off, and the championship, the following Sunday.
Too bad boys — next season will tell a different story.

S. MEYERS

front — L to R — Elena Keel, Edna Jessup
back — L to R — Jean Hansen, Gwen
Reed
(Capt.), Mr. Meyer, Elsa Whitman.

MARK

STEVENS

MARKERS

front — L
to R — Madge
Inman,
Barbara
Victor back — L to R — Anita Vphoff (Capt.)
Hazel Shirk, Beverly Ries.

Permanent Charities Committee
of

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

September
Mr. Fred L. Metzler, Studio Manager

22, 1947

& Treasurer

Twentieth Century-Fox Studios
Beverly Hills, California
Dear Mr. Metzler:
It is a privilege to announce that our own Edward Arnold, Executive Vice-President of the
Permanent Charities Committee, was unanimously elected 1948 Annual United Appeal Chairman.
Our program is the same as last year when we raised $1,331,533.99 — ONE DRIVE and
ONE DRIVE ONLY. This year our budget is $1,312,190, and we are broadening the base of
our giving to include American Cancer Society, $51,700; L. A. Tuberculosis & Health Assn.,
including American Heart, $48,800; and Sister Kenny Foundation, $12,200. Community Chests
of Los Angeles, Burbank, Santa Monica and Glendale are budgeted for $1,025,200.
A 10% reserve is provided for shrinkage in payroll subscriptions, and campaign, collection
and year-round administration costs are only 4.2%.
The Red Cross has notified us that it will not participate in combined campaigns anywhere in the
country. This policy now affects many organizations that have followed our lead and
consolidated their giving. We regret that the Red Cross will not accept our generous gifts
merely because it dislikes a method of collection. We assume that the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, with the same national head, will follow this lead.
Our campaign this year will be hard, Fred, with studio employment down and foreign revenues
curtailed. Inflationary prices, however, have boosted the costs of even minimum charity, and
I am confidently looking to you and your studio employees to match and surpass the
fine record you established last year.
Yours very sincerely,

M. C. LEVEE

President

STUDIOS
BEVERLY

Mr. Clarence
Twentieth
Studio

HILLS.

CALIFORNIA

September

D. Hutson

Century-Fox

24th, 1947

Film Corp.

Dear Clarence:
The
industry’s
attached
letter. one and only charity drive is on and the Committee’s
Please take over the chairmanship

plans are outlined in the

of the drive as you did last year.

I believe y'ou’ll find all Twentieth Century-Fox Studio employees ready to co-operate in every
way as the funds collected are used to the maximum benefit of those in need.
Thanks and best wishes!
Sincerely yours.

FRED

METZLER

LEGS MUST HIDE . . .
KAY NELSON
SAYS

Letters To The Studio Club
Lately an increasing number of letters are being received
at the Studio Club airing tbe likes and dislikes of members;
criticism of the magazine, etc. Beginning with this issue,
ACTION will print as many of these letters each month as
space permits. Sit down now and get that gripe or problem
off your chest.
This should be one of the most interesting sections of
your “Studio
magazine.
Watch for it!
Club:
I am just an old lady who works here and will not
even bother to sign my name but I read tbe Action magazine
and have a person I would like to nominate as the personality of the month. You know an old person never forgets a kindness from a young person. The other morning
when I came to work I was met by a young policeman at
the little shanty near Pico Boulevard, and he had a cheery
good morning and a smile worth a million dollars. I thought
something struck him funny and didn’t pay much attention
to him for I didn’t think he was wasting a smile on an old
lady like me. But every morning it was the same thing.
One morning I stopped and talked to him and asked why
he was always smiling and happy, and he replied that he
was just glad to be alive. I told him he should use that
smile on a big shot to get some place around here but he
said everyone looked the same to him — whether he pushed
a wheelbarrow or sat in the front office. In my years around
studios, and they are many, only one other person ever said
that to me and that was Gary Cooper. I hope this young

Yes, I definitely believe in the new fashion trend. The
Wheels of Progress are at work in the Fashion World the
same as in every other field. Our country was built on
changes and as far back as you study fashion you will find
that every few years a new style trend has been adopted.

man

gets as far as my Gary did.”

I don’t quite know what it is in our nature that, almost
without exception, makes us rebel at first against any sudden
change — but within a few short months it seems that the
old looks very strange to us.
We are now in the cycle of the longer skirt — and girls,
whether you like it or not, you’ll be wearing it before this
cycle is over. Of course there is a length best suited to each
figure. The extremist usually goes overboard at first, causing
alarm to the more conservative. I am afraid I, too, was
guilty of doing just that. I have a confession to make. All
of my skirts are now being shortened one inch, from 12^2
to I3V2 inches from the floor. This length is much more
becoming. It is just a simple matter of adjusting the eye
to new lines. Certainly every woman spends most of her
time sitting down and believe me girls, we all do so more
gracefully in the longer skirt.
I believe this year, as I have always believed, that the
costume must first be becoming. The new styles are so
varied that there is some line that becomes each figure.
I have always been against any distortion of the normal
figure — so I cannot go along with padding the hips. However, if a person has hips too large and a tiny waist, what
a wonderful chance it is for them to show their figure at
its best. I adore slim hips. To me they symbolize youth,
chic and mostly self-control. For this figure the new slim
long torso line shows the trim American figure to its best
advantage.
I firmly believe that the shoulder pad is here to stay —
not exaggerated, but just enough to better proportion the
figure. They are as much an integral part of the garment
as the zipper fastener. I like the new fashions because they
are more graceful and completely feminine — and very satisfying as an escape from restrictions placed upon us during
war time.

Legionnaires Visit Veterans
The above TCF Legionnaires were recently visitors at the
Sawtelle Veterans Hospital where they distributed gifts to
the bedridden veterans. These members of the TCF American Legion Post, led by Clarence Hutson, donate their
services every tenth Sunday to this type of work. The gifts
included cigarettes, stationery and supplies, and soap.
There is a shortage of toilet soap among

the patients at

Sawtelle, and anybody desiring to donate soap for the veterans may leave it at the Studio Club. It will be given to
the American Legion for distribution.
11

This building received American Institute Architectures Award
for 1946

Findings From Ladies Wardrobe
By Lee Roth
The general attitude now seems to be that vacations are
over, summer is gone, so leave us settle down to business
once more. That’s fine with me and I’m glad we’re getting
busy again as it brings back our gals, and THAT we like.
The wardrobe personnel scattered in all directions for
vacations. To the Grand Canyon went VERNA BILLINGS
and her husband, taking in the ride a-la-mule from w’hich
Verna carries scars of! MAYBELLE FENWICK saw the

GIFTWARE

LIQUORS

GLASSWARE

Grand Canyon and Carlsbad Caverns, while CONSTANCE
BONTEMPS visited the Grand, Bryce and Zion canyons,
as well as Salt Lake City and San Francisco. ZOYA and

FINE GROCERIES
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FACTORY
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NORGE . Refrigerators - Gas end Electric Ranges - Washers
RCA VICTOR . Radios-Victrolas-Television-Records-Vacumm
Tubes

AMERICAN CENTRAL . Metal Kitchen Cabinets and Sinks
EUREKA
Cleaners - Cordless Irons
SUNBEAM
Products
PHILCO . . Refrigerators and Radios
EMERSON . . Small Radios
PACKARD BELL . Radios

PARKWAY

4173 FOR
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with
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us
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CENTURY-

Come in anytime for this free service — It is
yours for the asking.
Full line of Diamonds — Precious Stones —
Antique Jewelry — Costume Jewelry — Standard Brand Watches — Fountain Pens — Lighters— Silverware — Electric Appliances.
“JTe Buy Old Gold ami Diamonds^^

401 WEST
PHONE
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JEWELRY
8TH STREET
VA 7633
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. nulTsaid

Have your Jewelry polished, your settings
checked.

KAYCE

to Paris and Switzerland. LIZZIE ROGERS is still in Illinois. GLADYS HARTWIG and A1 dove to Victoria to
window shop and “relax.” Yours truly caught a boat out
of Vancouver to Alaska. They grow them big there — tuna
and bears, that is, to say nothing of the totem poles. I’m
still trying to figure out who that “low' man” is.
VIRGINIA PASCHALL has a new baby girl and if she is

Guess what? CAREY O’NEIL tripped lightly off to Las
Vegas and returned bearing the name Mrs. William Cline.
Congratulations and best wishes to you both. Of course

BEST DEAL

Louis F. (Lou) Freeman
3825 W. JEFFERSON (at Wellington Road).RANLOS
GES ANGELES
It will pay

great outdoors and spent her free days at Big Bear. WILMA
CHRISTIAN went with friends to Ensenada, Mexico.
Ensenada also rolled out the red carpet for JACK and
JOSEPHINE BROWN, and LEONARD and MARJORIE
CORSO. All their fish stories sounded plausible, but to date
no pictures! GENEVIEVE RIMPAU no sooner got back
from Canada than LOLUSE GERMAINE took off via air

as pretty contest.
as her mother, we’ll enter her in the 1965 Miss
America

O'KEEFE-MERRITT ...
GAFFERS-SAHLER
WESTERN HOLLY
ROPER
GRAND
NORGE
..

CALL

FRIEDEL CUTTING flew to Mexico City. Zoya says “iss
sooo beautiful.” DENISE RODE gave the boys a reason
for whistling at Mt. Rainier, Portland and Victoria, B.C.
MORRIS WELTMAN
and family as well as SALLY
LISTER and family took in Yosemite, while MARGARET
SMITH sailed to Catalina. ELLEN MANLEY likes the

Carey had to leave for our Maine location almost immediately, so Bill is already a bachelor again.
OLLIE HUGHES is handling the wardrobe on the Chicago location and VIOLA RICHARDS leaves with the
Humberstone company.
I’ve probably missed a lot of news, but as per usual it’s
dead-line time again and the presses won’t wait.

Transportation News
By Dick

Stolze

Our big news is— Mr. JAMES RUM AN took that wonderful step. Yes, congratulations are in order for our Jim
and we wish him all the happiness there is plus, on his marriage to a very wonderful girl.
Did you hear about BILL KERN? Well, Bill is also to be
congratulated. He is a married man now, girls — need I say
more?
In the field of matrimony our department seems to be
doing all right. While on vacation CLARENCE SHORES
also said “I do.” Congrats, Clarence, and loads of happiness.
GENE SHORES thinks he’s something. It’s a boy! Ah, these
Shores boys — always up to something.
Our LESTER SANNDERS has become a daddy again,
too. Gosh! Marriage, babies — what is this Transportation
department coming to anyway?
All of our news isn’t good, however. TOM RAMSEY has
been confined to the hospital — an emergency operation. That
old ailment from the south seas has crept up on BILL
HUTCHINSON again. JOHNNY WILHELM was injured.
We

hope you’ll all be up and at ’em again spon, fellows.
Have you heard of the Mackerel Kid? That’s our TOM
McDermott. What a fisherman! Tommy went fishing
with IKE DANNING, DUTCH SOUSA and LES SANDERS.
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The other boys caught fish — Tommy caught mackerel. It’s
easier to catch mackerel out of a salt barrel, but Tommy
did it the hard way.

■'

Hills

Labor Department News
By Glenn

R. Stevens

Everything

in — Drapery,

at special

As usual at this time of year conversation in the Labor
Department centers around deer season and fishing. The
nimrods are planning their annual trek to the gold hills
of Shasta County to bag mule-tail deer, and from all reports
there are more bucks to be had this year than ever before.
Anglers are after big salmon and hungry trout. Ralph
Arnold has bought an acre in the redwoods near Smith
River, for a fishing spot of his own. Get set for the usual

discounts

upholstery,
to Studio

slip-cover

Club

fabrics

Members.

•
351 S. Robertson Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Ccdiiomia
CRestview

stories about that “big one.”
Paul Spivak and Alvin Snyder take little interest in such
talk. Paul is planning to be married in the near future. Alvin
is not only expecting another little Snyder, but will soon
move his family into a new home.

Home

LA

5-3097

of the 20th Century-Fox
Bowling League
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LANES

Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes • Cocktails

ROD
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I
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AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Automobile Insurance — Financing
New or Used Automobiles
Phone Sta. 333 or Crestview 5-0125
Evenings: Crestview 6-4583
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It’s never too soon
but
it’s often too late!
Join your Credit Union and
Group Insurance Program — ISOW!
for emergencies — you
yourself and family.

owe

it to

•

A Credit Union deduction from your paycheck
is money
in the bank. A Group Insurance
Premium
is the first step towards security

Foogert extends to all Fox Studio Club members

a

Goodyear

Tires

Lining

and

and

By Jimmy

Taylor

There was a touching little group picture in that last
issue of ACTION. Some of our boys were wearing their best
Sunday smiles but the glare from those luminous domes
was so blinding that even the modern camera couldn’t
camouflage it enough to show one little Pepsodent smile.

say, “Nursery,” she said, “Young man, do you have any
morals?” “No, ma’am,” sez I, “those things are in the
censor’s office — all we have are plants, shrubs and flowers.
Sorry — duh-uh, goodbye now.” But the lady didn’t hang
up. “Well, if you really want my honest opinion (of course
I didn’t, but she gave it to me anyway), you are entirely
without scruples.” I gave her one of those old ha-ha-that’swhere-you’re-wrong laughs and quipped, “No, ma’am —
but we do have some on order.”
Well, to make a short story longer, she really called to
shame us for letting her husband’s picture appear in the
mag in what she termed “downright nudeness.” Shucks
now, WAYNE HARDISON. You should know better than
to display yourself like that in public. Next time you have

courtesy discount on all merchandise

Brake

TALES

Not even JULES BOUYERE’s, and he really has a dandy.
You could never realize all the predicaments that picture
brought about. One of the wives called and before I could

•

Provide

NURSERY

your picture taken — PLEASE WEAR YOUR HAT!
With school in full swing again, the proud parents of the
bright little boys and girls are sharpening up their wits and
polishing the paddles. At dinner the other evening LYNN
WOLCOTT noticed that his little girl was unusually sprightly and gay, and knew there must be a reason for that

Tubes

Adjusting

^'heel Alignment and Balancing
Complete Automotive Accessories
Seat Covers

mischievous glint in her eye. “Well, honey-girl,” said Lynn,
“go right ahead and tell us what they learned from you
in One
school
today.”
of our
real old timers, WENS WOSTAK, retired last
month. While everyone really misses him, they all want to
express sincere friendship and best wishes for a well deserved rest in his new campaign
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Fred S. Hughes Picture Framing
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The back page of November ACTION will be devoted to photographs by employees. Submit as many prints as you wish on
any subject.
Photographs will be judged solely on human interest appeal. A prize of $5.00 will be awarded for each print used.
Be sure to put your name on the back of each picture submitted, and mail to the Studio Club not later than October 28th.
Over $50.00 in prizes will be given away, so sharpen up those camera eyes and get your prints in.
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for world peace today.
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on Earth, inspired by good will,
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Grateful for the loyalty of our friends

this Christmastide.
The Studio Management

Cover . . .
This unusual cover on this month’s ACTION was photographed by Jim Mitchell of the Still Department, and shows
the jolly Christmas spirit which featured the 12th Annual
Kiddies Christmas Party at the Fox-Wilshire Theatre, December 14th. That the party was a success was shown by the
shouts of happiness from the c hildren, and smiles of approval
from their parents.
The program included Santa Claus, clowns, jugglers, a
fine Christmas comedy play by the Little Theatre Group, and
color cartoons. Also included were gifts for every child present. Credit for this successful party was due to the work and
splendid cooperation by everyone concerned.

Honorary

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members S3. 00 per year. Single
copy 2Sc. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2151. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2. 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1679.
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The scene on the cover shows Santa Claus, Sonny Olivera’s clown band and tbe usherettes on stage wishing everybody a Merry Christmas before the presents were given away.
More photographs of the event are on the inside and
back pages of ACTION.

ZANUCK

AWARDS

MEDALS

At an impressive ceremony in connection
with the regular November
meeting of
TCF American Legion Post 563, Victory
Medals were presented to more than 175
ex-service men
and ivomen employees.
Most

famous among the array of distinguished guests was Darryl F. Zanuck,
Vice-President in Charge of Production,
who himself received the service award.
After Colonel Zanuck was presented with
his Victory Medal, he in turn presented
the employees icith their awards.
At right. Colonel Zanuck making a brief
address in which he urged that our country, this time, must take an active role in
world affairs in order to insure peace.

☆

Judy

Brubaker, Script distributor, receiving her Victory Medal from Mr. Zanuck.
Behind Judy and waiting for their Medals
are Joe Magliocco and Roger Murphy.

☆
Prominent

guests

present

on

the

speak-

ers’ platform were, left to right: Commander Roberts, U. S. Coast Guard; Colonel Jefferson, V. S. Army; Mr, Lew
Schreiber, Assistant to Mr, Zanuck; Mr.
Darryl F. Zanuck; State Commander
Mr.
Foster; Russell Allen, Chaplain; TCF
Post Commander
Al DeWeese; District
Commander
Mr. Frampton ; Mr. R, A.
Klune, Executive Production Manager;
Mr. J. B. Codd, Studio Controller; Commander House, U. S. Navy; Captain
Appffeld, 11. S. Marine Corp.
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Kiddies'

Christmas

Sol Halprin, President of Studio Club, tvatches Santa
Datcn. daughter of William Duncan, Camera Dept.

This view shows
gifts and candy.

A

view

of

Children’s

the

the

large

Christmas

children

crowd
Party

after

that
at the

the

show

attended

receiving

the

Fox-Wilshire.

comfort

12th

their

Annual

Party

Left to right; “Gibhy,” Police Department;
(Grace Freeman, secretary); Mr. Otis and

Mrs. Robert
son David.

Otis

Part of the large crowd that helped fill the Fox-Wilshire
Theatre is seen entering the main lobby of the theatre.

Santa

Claus

was

mas from all the

in the

main

employees’

lobby

taking

children.

orders

for

Christ-

The usherettes
that interested

Mr. F. L. Metzler. Studio Treasurer
greeted by Santa Claus in the main

looking very
children and

chic in their
adults alike.

toy

soldier

outfits

Santa

Claus.

and Manager, is being
lobby before the shotv.

“Everybody

Ben Nye, Head of Makeup, is seen transforming
Head of the Print Shop, into Santa Claus.

Hal

wants

an

electric

train,”

claims

Gordon,

I
I
1

The American Legion
was among
the many
organizations
that contributed their time to make this Kiddies’’ Christmas
Party successful.

L to r: Glen Sutfin, Still Lab, and
Powolny, Portrait Photographer,

daughter Linda Lou; Frank
and daughter Martha Gay.

INFORMATION
By Jim

RESE^CH

PLEASE!

Earie

\ ork City and not have correct police
uniforms, busses, taxis, telephones, license plates, etc. The movie going public which numbers in the millions is
ever on the alert for anv possible inaccuracy that may appear in a picture. A
porch swing that appeared in one of
the scenes in “CENTENNIAL SUMMER” was evidently incorrectly hung
and it immediately caught a gentleman’s
attention. He promptly wrote us a letter that included a detailed diagram
showing how a porch swing was assembled back in the 1870s. Fortunately,
such letters are few and far between.
The Research Department is virtually
a storehouse of knowledge and information. It is a specialized library, maintained and organized according to regular library rules and regulations and
the Dewey Decimal system is used in
the classification of all the books. But

Frances Richardson, Head of Research
Department, pauses in front of library.

1. When
lars?

did men

standing magazines and periodicals, including the leading British and French
publications. The extensive clipping file
covers everv subject, from ACADEMY
OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND

wear celluloid col-

2. How were stock quotations
ceived in New Orleans in 1837?

re-

3. Were there any businesses that
flourished during the depression?
4. Did they use rubber garden hose
in England in 1905?
5. In how many throws of two dice
is there an even chance of doubling six?
6. Was the waltz a fashionable dance
in London, in 1863?
7. When did Crepes Suzette come in?

SCIENCES to ZOOS—
STATE. It is constantly
and additional material.
tion picture is in itself a

NEW
YORK
receiving new
Since the mopictorial form

of art, these clipping files are invaluable.
Besides the standard reference sources
like the encyclojredia, almanacs, dictionaries and indexes, the department has
copies of telephone books from every
great city in the world. It boasts of one
of the finest collections of war pictures,

These are but a few of the hundreds
of questions that reflect the extent and
character of motion picture research.

exceptionally good architectural and
costume books, license plates from each
state, covering more than twenty years,
the pick of the recent French fashion
magazines, and other material that will
aid the researcher in his work. These

Oddly enough, questions like these represent a routine to the research librarian.
In recreating past or present life on
the screen it is necessary to insure that
every scene be absolutely authentic.
This can only be done by patient inquiry and investigation of all sources

Material needed for DEEP
WATER
and
SITTIISG PRETTY
is given to Larry Haddock of Property and Roy Helton of
Insert, by Gertrude Kingston (seated)
and Helen Webb.

Ruth Fox
Babolnay

of the Research Library, Julius
and Russell Spencer of the Art

are all hut tools in the hands of a technician whose primary qualification is

of information. “FOREVER AMBER”
required not only a reproduction of the
Restoration period in England but also
detailed material on court life and customs, playing cards, snuff boxes, the
theatre of that day, courtroom procedure, food and every other aspect of
daily life during the time. It is the work
of the researcher to supply this extensive mass of information, and in a way,
he recreates a whole historical scene —
and accurately. Even a modern story

the primary purpose of the library is to
have on hand any and all information
that will aid in furnishing authentic
backgrounds to the motion pictures that
we make. There is an analytical file that

and at times, fascinating, with an oppor-

requires guidance and it would be unthinkable to picture present day New

gives access to information and pictures that have appeared in all the out-

the production of a picture begins as
soon as we are notified of the purchase
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Department, inspecting one of the enormous picture frames used in THIS IS
THE
MOMEIST.
The designs of these
frames are the result of close collaboration beticeen the Research and Art departments.

not only that of a glorified “Information Please” participant but a trained
and extensive knowledge of where any
specific bit of information can be found.
The work is never dull. Instead each
new assignment to a picture opens up
a new world that is always interesting
tunity to glean more and more knowledge. Working in the Research Department is indeed an education in itself.
The actual research work involved for

tures are supplied to the ART, SERSEN,
PROPERTY AND SET DRESSING.

of a property. The writer assigned to
the production at once calls the Research Department for material with
which to acquaint himself with the
background of the story.

MEN’S

WARDROBE, LADIES’ WARDROBE, MAKE-UP, CASTING, MINIATURE PROPS, INSERT, TRANSPORTATION, NURSERY, PAINT SHOP,
PUBLICITY AND PRODUCTION DEPARTMENTS and also to the DIRECTOR, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR AND
PRODUCTION MANAGER.

The Researcher assigned to the story
works with it through all stages of production, from writer to publicity. For
the duration of the writer’s work on the
script, one is constantly on call to answer questions which arise and to gather
and make available all the material that

(To appease any curiosity about the

The big job of correctly filing the thousands of books and magazines in the
department
“Cy” Smith. is capably handled by Robert

hers of Commerce, historical societies,
police departments, railway companies
all are most cooperative in supplying
any desired information.
Pertinent passages from many volumes are selected and they are typed
and bound into a book which serves as
a source of information not only to the
writer, but to the production stall
throughout the making of the picture.
In a like manner, a breakdown is made
Ben ISye of the Makeup
Department
checks authenticity of Indian makeup
Vanessa Brown,
in
MOTHER

with May Morris
of THE BALLAD

attractive young actress
WORE
TIGHTS
and

FOXES
OF HARROW,
discusses picture
background
with Frances Richardson,
Head of the Research Library.

before the location trip
OF FURNACE
CREEK.

questions which appear at the head of
this
article, the following answers are
submitted.)
1. 1870s.

will be of value in giving the writer atmosphere for his story. At times, certain
information that cannot be found in the
department will necessitate the use of
the facilities of the Los Angeles Public
Library or any other library in the
United States. Also the various Cham-

2. By mail, no wireless until 1840s.
3. Miniature golf and liquor (after
prohibition ended ) .
4. Yes.
5. 25.

Illustrations of all places, types of architecture and buildings, furniture, etc.,
are marked and photographed. Katherine
Lambert
is showing Charles LeMaire,
Head of Ladies' Wardrobe Department,
some of the excellent costume pictures
for use in THE BLACK
ROSE.

reof

of the book, and later of the script, listing all the research that will be needed.
Then begins the actual research work.
Illustrations of all places, types of architecture and buildings, costumes,
photographs of actual people, furniture,
pianos, newspapers, etc., are marked
and photostated. On the back of each of
these pictures is typed the source from
which it has been taken and they are
then made into books that illustrate and
follow the continuity of the screen play.
These picture books are distributed to
the many different departments where
they are needed. Additional copies are
kept on file to answer the million and
one questions which arise during preparation for and filming of the picture.
There is a close collaboration between

Ruth Swarzchild's chores to clip all movie
and play reviews, and all articles and pictures of general interest.

the research department and the other
departments and information and pic-

The

vast clipping file is constantly
ceiving new material and it is one

6. Yes, the waltz, quadrille and polka
were popular.
7. About 1894.
In conclusion, we must

confess that

the popular quiz featured by theTRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES radio
program had this department
pletely stumped.

com-

Actual research work begins the moment
the department receives word that a new
story property has been purchased. A
preliminary list of research needed for
the HART
STORY
is being checked by,,
left to right, Wanda
Tuchock, scenarist,
Helen Webb and Frances Richardson.

i

An

example

of research

work

for CAPTAIN

FROM

CASTILE.

Above is a photograph of Montezuma's headdress taken from
the ISational Museum
of Anthropology, Mexico. To the left
is a scene from the picture, showing the reproduction of the
headdress.

ABOUT
Jim

THE

Earie

AUTHOR

started

work

in the

Research

Library

as

a

Page.

That

ivas eleven years ago and he is now an Intermediate Research Librarian, having just completed the research on THE
SNAKE
PIT and WALLS
OF JERICHO.
He served in the
army, later worked for one year in the Film Library and is
note back in the Research Department, which he professes to
he

★

his

true vocation. He is interested
ready sold one story to the studio.

and

has

al-

★★★★★★★★★★★
studio softball competition. Eight teams

C^n the ^ieleiinei
By Roy

Metzler

will be organized, under tbe sponsor system which worked so well last season.
Each team will have a sponsor, in order
that every interested employee may play,
and to make sure that no one team
will have superior strength as was the
case when the “nines” were formed by
departments. Softball play will begin
in April and it is hoped that a grass
diamond will greet the players then.
A softball team, composed of the

The search for Rose Bowl tickets has
begun, and. unfortunately, the Studio
Club can offer no help in obtaining
these precious ducats. Michigan, which
uses the “specialist” method of play,
looks like the champion of all this year’s
bowl elevens. It’s almost impossible to
follow any one player on the Wolverine
team. By the time you check his number and look up again, be’s gone — lost
somewhere on the bench. Whether you
like this type of game or not, it has
paid off for Coach Fritz Crisler and his
boys who should topple USC by a good
seven points.
Softball
Ike Banning, already looking forward
to Spring, is making plans for intra-
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in writing

“cream” of studio players, will be entered in the Municipal AAU League and
the Western Industrial Recreation Association Tournament under the guidance of Eddie DeCuir of the Labor
Dept. This year’s WIRA entry was organized late in the season with little
opportunity to play together. However,
the boys played good ball and were not
eliminated until the quarter-final playoffs. A full season of play could produce a championship AAU team.
Baseball
About

a year and a half ago, Les

Berry and John Lavin re-activated the
studio baseball team which always fielded a powerful nine in pre-war years.
Starting from scratch, the boys rounded
up the essential equipment and issued
a call for interested players. More than
20 men turned out for the first practice
and Les has had a well-balanced team

ever since. The
League

horse-hiders are cur-

rently playing in the Triple- A Winter
and had won 2 and lost 2 at

press time. Without a “home” field, the
boys are strictly a traveling team,
which means giving up the better part
of each Sunday to play their game and
return home. Sluggers on the nine who
boast better than a .300 average include: Bill Allington (Grip) .360; Bill
Garbe (Grip) .345; John Trutta (Grip)
.333; John Metkovich (Labor) .325,
and Lynn South (Grip I .312.
Allens Alley
Armand Allen’s bowling lads are looking forward to a trip to Detroit to compete in the 1948 American Bowling
Congress. The Fox team has been anything but a pin-setter’s friend with their
red-hot averages in this year’s InterStudio League competition. Boasting a
3 game lead, the Fox bowlers look like
a cinch to cop the ISL championship.
This will be nothing new to the keglers
though, who rolled to a respectable 59th
place out of 3400 entries in the 1947
ABC in Los Angeles. Maynard Rugg
(Camera), Johnny McCafferty (Cutting), Jess Wolf I Mechanical Effects),
Moe Larsen (Paint), and Armand AllenCutting
(
) , are the fellows who
have compiled such an enviable bowling
record, and they deserve support for
next year’s venture at Detroit.

<®

PRIZE CHRISTMAS
"A Guest

For Christmas

By Virginia Godfrey

mine . . .” He broke off and stood in
moody silence.
The other regarded him for a moment. “Yeah,” he agreed finally, “it’s
tough, pal. But maybe

the barracks, and as he stood thus shivering in the cold wind a thin sound
reached his ears. He listened. The sound
was repeated, almost at his very feet.
He looked down, peering through the
darkness, and saw the small kitten
there; a ragged little animal whose
plaintive, hungry plea touched his heart.
Hans picked the kitten up in his
arms. A fine gift for his friend, the
sentry. He placed the animal inside his
jacket, next to the stocking, and turned
his footsteps again toward the American barracks.
The young soldier stood back and
surveyed his handiwork: a fat little

your kid isn’t

off?” Joe growled. “What sort
so “Bad
bad off.”
of Christmas do you figure my kid
will
have,
Jim?” soldier, Jim, did not
The
younger
answer this. He was not much more
than a kid himself and Christmas so

The boy shivered and hugged his
shabby jacket closer to him. It was
ten blocks farther to the barracks, a

more occupied with trying to find a
stocking, for he had learned from his
kind American friend, the sentry, that
a stocking to be filled with exciting
presents was a most necessary thing on
Christmas.
And so at last he had found a stocking. It was long and woolly and there
was room in it for many wonderful
things. He was sure that no one would
notice the hole in the toe, for he had
taken great pains in mending this with
a large safety-pin.
Hans frowned as the thought came
to him that he should have a gift of
his own to offer his Yankee friend at

"

Weatherford

Hans leaned against the broken wall
of the building and shut his eyes. The
bitter wind that buffeted his frail body
was filled with snow and particles of
ice that were like needles against his
face. Somewhere a clock struck dismal y a single note that resounded
mournfully down the dark, uninhabited
street; it was eleven-thirty and this was
Christmas Eve.

long way to a small boy who had already journeyed many blocks, scrambling over the warped and shell-torn
remains of buildings that spilled their
shapeless forms into what had once
been broad, smooth streets; and he was
very tired. There had not been much
to eat this day: his own had been just
one of numerous hands reaching into
the refuse barrels . . . and he had been

STORY

far away from his home and his loved
ones was hard for him to swallow. He
kept his mouth shut on the things he
could have said to Joe. things perhaps
THE
Veteran
blonde

writer

for

Virginia

your

ACTION,

Godfrey

Weather-

ford’s excellent story printed on
page, was awarded a $50.00

this
V.

AUTHOR

S. Savings

Club.

Her

Bond

story

by

was

the

Studio

selected

from

a fine assortment of 42 Christmas
stories, written and entered by our
readers.

Virginia,

Property
two

years,

almost
you

has

six

Virginia,

a secretary

Department
years.

and

other

been
also

for
with

in the

the

last

TCP

for

Congratulations
thanks

participants

for

to

all

your

fine stories.

WATCH
MORE

YOUR ACTION FOR
CONTESTS OF THIS
NATURE.

fir tree stood in a corner of the room,
bright with pieces of tinsel. The soldier
grinned and turned to his companion,
who sat huddled by the stove in the
center of the sentry shack.
“Hey, Joe, come to the party,” he
said. “This is Christmas Eve.”
Joe lifted his shoulders in a shrug,
his face solemn and unhappy. “A swell
Christmas all right.” he grumbled. He
rose to his feet and paced the narrow
room. “A swell Christmas for my kid,
too. Here I am thousands of miles away
in a hole like this, and that kid of

the other might not be interested in.
But to Jim these things made sense.
“I wonder,” he said, “what that
funny little half-starved kid is doing
tonight. You know, the one we gave a
chocolate bar to the other day. Cute
little
beggar.”
“Yeah,”
Joe grumbled.

“And

you

told him to bring a stocking and we’d
fill it full of gifts for him.” He laughed
harshly. “A fine Santa Claus you’ll
Jim smiled. “I’ll find something

for

him if he shows up.”
“Okay, buddy,” Joe said, “but leave
me out of it. I’m not playing Santa
make.”
Claus to any kid but my own.”
Jim moved to the stove and reached
for the coffee pot, and as he did so
there came a small knocking upon the
door. He strode over and flung open
the door and both men stared in amazement at the tattered, shivering boy who
stood there, clutching a gray wool stocking close against him; a stocking that
squirmed and emitted thin cries of woe.
Hans smiled uncertainly as he looked
up into the face of his American friend,
and thrust the wriggling stocking into
Jim’s
scant
Yank
as one

hands. He said something in the
English he knew, and the young
was able to recognize this gesture
of happiness and in keeping with

the generosity of the Yuletide.
Jim reached out and pulled the timid
Hans into the warmth of the shack. He
looked over at the disgruntled, critical
(Continued on Page 15)
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Little Theater

Actor Dan Dailey, star of the movie ‘ <
Century-Fox Studio Club Basketball j r
The team, left to right, Dan Dailey,
Carl Knowles, Bill Sheehan, Vernon / i
The
to

cast

taking

right:

Flora

Richardson,

a

in charge

Claude

Wilkinson

Partyka

as Gustav

Maxine

curtain

Shipman

call after

Blameuser

as

of Little

(seated)

the

Mrs.

opening

Edwards;

Theatre

for

performance

Joan
the

de

Studio

as Henry

Abbott;

Al Zultz

Rosenberg ; Dennis

Stecher

as Peter

as Phyllis;

Norma

Wiesner

as Rose;

of KIND

Melikoff
Club;

as

Ruth

(standing)
Lonnie

Bellas

as Mr.

Stantard ; Rena
Raidor

LADY.

Aggie;

as Lucy;

Foster;

Castle
as Mr.

Left

Larry

McKay,

team
Mascot.
Kowalski,
Herbert

Fogle

and

Jack

''Doc”

i

C ■

Ed

as Ada;
Edwards.

The “Old Men
An enthusiastic lot audience

Bill Jurgenson,

Frances

showed

Club” or more

con

monly called the 20th Century-Fo
Studio Club Basketball Team, is no\

their appreciation of the Little Theatre

getting their rheumatic joints loosene
up and in general are now beginning t
perform like the historical Fox cag
teams of years gone by.

Group’s production of “Kind Lady” by
buying out all performances in the newly-converted Studio Cafeteria. Between
the acts comment was liberal in its

Rehearsal Hall Number 2, which here
tofore only resounded to the tapping c

praise of the cast and the smoothness
and finish of the production in general.
As Allan Buckhantz, the group production manager remarked, it was truly a
cooperative production. Everyone, from
the Cafe to Drapery extended every
facility possible to make the show a success and each department can feel a
justifiable pride in the excellence of its
own contribution.

dainty dancing feet, is now the seen
of grunts, groans and the faniilia
phrase of “my tired aching back.
However, under the constant supervi
sion of Coach Frank Lubin aided by hi

B

trusty Cat-O-Nine-Tails the team is ex
pected to be top form when the A.M
league gets started in January.

The play was an exciting, if low-key,
psychological study of villainy. The
“Kind Lady,” beautifully played by
Ethelyn Grannan, through over-generosity to an attractive but thoroughly unprincipled young man, finds herself at
the mercy of him and his associates and
caught in a web of evil that threatens
not only her life hut her sanity. Terrifying and at the same time hilarious
performances by Elora Blameuser as a
pixie-ish harpy and Lonnie Raidor as
her husband, accented the polished
knavery of Claude Wilkinson, the young
man who loved beautiful things (including beautiful clean bank-notes) and
wasn’t afraid to murder to get them.
An exciting moment was created by Edward Partyka, in a smooth and horrifying characterization, and others that
caught the attention were Rena Castle
as a red-headed lady of easy virtue and

At the end of the 5th week of AA/
Baseball we find the Rosabelle Plunil
A
tense scene
super suspense

in the Little Theatre's
play KIND
LADY.
The

Kind Lady Mary Harris (Ethelyn Grannan ) is being thwarted by the villians,
Edivards (Lonnie Raidor), left, and

Mr.

Henry

Abbott

(Claude

Wilkinson).

Bankheadian hoarseness; Ruth Bellas,
Maxine Shipman, Al Zultz, and Joan de
Melikoff. Especially interesting performances were those of Norma Wiesner
and Dennis Stecher.
The faithful work and many long
hours of rehearsal were evident in the
absorbing and showmanly performance.
The production was directed by Robert
Hill.

ers in first place with five wins and n
losses. Santa Barbara is a close secon
and 20th Century-Fox Team in a tie fo
fourth place.
The Studio Club team, weak on pitcl
ing from the start, won two out of fiv
games through the outstanding hittin
of John Trutta, Bill Allington and Lyn
South. Allington leads all TCF slugger
with 8 hits in 20 times at hat for a
average of .400.
The boys on the baseball team shoal
be congratulated for the fine showin
they have made so far in this leagu<
They are playing in one of the toughes
baseball leagues in Southern Californi

B

ClUB ACTIVITIES
Bowling
’TWAS the night before Thanksgiving (practically) when all through the
house, everybody was shooting for TURKEYS— actually, as well as the wellknown bowling “turkey.” Through the
cooperation of our STUDIO CLUB and
the LaCIENEGA LANES, we were able
to give several turkeys as prizes on
both the Thursday and Tuesday leagues
BUZ COOPER had first choice for his
series of 556-69-625. AL SWEITZER
was second with 604-18-622. BUZ BAZDARICH surprised himself with a third
place series of 478-135-613. ED MALPELLI won a turkey for his high game
of 233-14-247, as did ROLAND CABOT with 193-34-227. In the GIRLS’
r Wore Tights’’ is seen giving the 20th
/etc pointers before the season starts,
coach Frank Lubin, Hoivard Palmer,
Ken Grubb, Brian Courcier, Bob Bote,
' , Sid Kibrick, Bud Thompson, Wally

came

(

’earn

Trainer.

Also

included

iball

Let’s Winchellize a few minutes — Dan
Cupid and the Stork are sure doing
things to the bowling league this year.

A number of practice games have
been played at the local headquarters
and have been greeted with enthusiasm
from the basketball fans of this lot.

Shirley and Larry Meek surprised everybody with the announcement of their
marriage last August. Gwen and Ed
Burke had a very lovely wedding the day
before Thanksgiving.

rhese games which are held at the rehearsal hall are free of cost to the studio
employees and their families. Dates of
these games will her announced by means
of posters distributed throughout the
lot.
The last game with the UCLA Varsity
Basketball Team resulted in a defeat for

^all
. — teams that have professional pitching
staffs, etc. The boys have looked good
igainst such strong competition, and
1 because

of

their

fighting

spirit

they

j;tand a good chance of improving their
I eague

standing.

A game is planned for this spring
I between Paramount baseball team and
)ur 20tb Century-Fox Studio Club team
o decide the film studios champion; hip. The game will probably be played
it Hollywood Baseball Park, giving the
ans a chance to see their team in action
: it a local field. There w ill be additional
1 mtertainment and plenty of door prizes.
I dean while the club travels to Fullerton
>n December 21, to play tbe winner of
he Orange Belt League.

the winning team of the first

match,
MGM’s with
KARIN
BOOTH’S DECI-BELLES
883-913-936—2732.
JEAN GREGORY of MGM and BEVERLY RIES of FOX each had a big
game of 224 and there was plenty of
excitement.

is ’’Judge”

■ the locals by the score of 67-47. Played
Dec. 16th at the Santa Monica High
School Gym before a capacity crowd
Df 1500 thrilled spectators the Bruins
were just too young for the veterans.

Hal Gordon of the Print Shop lets go
ivith a fast one at the regular Thursday
night hoteling league.

The 20th Century-Fox Studio Club
Bowling Team banged out a higb 2902
series and a three game win over Columbia’s Hoosier Hot Shots in the last meeting of the Inter-Studio League at LaCienega Lanes, to improve their lead
to four full games over second place
The 20th Century-Fox Studio Club Botvling team is leading the Inter-Studio
League. The team, front left to right:
Armand
Allen, Jess Wolf. Back, left to
right: Moe Larson, Maynard Rugg, John
McCafferty.

RKO. A fine showing by the Club’s
team — only 2 losses in 27 games. Special bouquets to Maynard Rugg of the
Camera Department for his high score
of 681 to top the individual scoring as
of December 2.

DEPARTMENT, GWEN REED settled
down long enough to bowl a nice series
of 496-117-613, and MADGE INMAN
bad high game of 171-50-221.
In the Tuesday Night League, LARRY DURRELL won with his high series
of 593-54-647, and MAYNARD RUGG
had a beautiful 255 game. HARRY
BUSHMAN won tbe LaCienega prize
(it gurgled — not gobbled) for bis series
without handicap 559.
The MGM

girls met the 20th CENTURY-FOX girls in the return match at
LaCIENEGA, and this time the FOX
girls won by a large margin. Tbe MARK
STEVEN’S MARKERS bowled a grand
series, 857-998-961—2816. The FRED
S. MEYER girls were next with 872962-901 — 2735, and close on their heels

Mrs.

Harold

Bote,

charming

teife of the

Boteling League President, is on hand
every Thursday night to assist the players
in keeping score.

Annual
Amidst

laughter

and

jovial

tensen, President of the

good

Safety

fellowship,
Committee,

Safety Dinner
Mr.

V. J. Chris-

called

the

annual

Safety Dinner to order at the Cafe de Paris, IS’orember 6th.
Following an excellent dinner, Dan Dailey as master of ceremonies gave the

audience

his

version

of

safety.

At

right

telling one of his many Irish tales. On Dan’s right are Mr.
Jones of the Lumbermens
Mutual Casualty Company, and
J. Christensen.

On

Dan’s

left, F. L. Metzler

and

D.
V.

R. A. Klune.

Q)

Mr.

F. L. Metzler,

of the

Executive

employees
He

stated

the

and

Studio

Treasurer

of the Safety

reviewing

the safety

that the fine safety

employees

and

Board

interest

sen, Dan Dailey,

record

in safety.

F. L. Metzler,

Manager
Society,

record

and

for the past

of this studio

Left

member

addressing

to right;

R. A. Klune,

was

Vic

and

the
year.

due

to

Christen-

Fred

Meyer.

Q)
A

group

of

Twentieth
right,

who

Century-Fox

back

Casualty

men

rote:

Mr.

Company ; Dr.

urer of the Safety
the

Safety

Society.

have
the

R.
W.

Seated

contributed

safest

A.

Society;

Q)

lot in the

Protsman,

A. Morgan;
and
at

James

much

to

making

industry.

Left

Lumbermens
Mr.

J. B. Codd,

Dinneen,

table, left to

to

Mutual
Treas-

Secretary

of

right:

Mr.

F. E.

Carignan, Lumbermen’s Mutual Casualty Company;
McKnight, Cosgrove & Company ; and Tom Young.

Mr.

C. W.

Q)

A

few

safety

left to right:

enthusiasts

relaxing

J. P. Fontaine,

chado. Front row;

(2)

D. Reynolds,

don.

12

before

C. Oullette,

Q)

R.

dinner.

Back

G. Johnson,

A. Falconer,

and

rote,

V. MaH.

Gor-

American
Legion
News...
Armistice

Day

this year,

America,

and

TCP

occasion

with

a

as always,

American

colorful

and

mately 200 Legionnaires
paraded
to

the

through
Cafe

Legionnaires

2nd

Vice-Commander,

Tony
before

Hanse,

salute

the

Hal

Gordon,

Roll

left, and

of Honor

Past

impressive

led

Above,

parading

by

the

lot to the
the

important
563

day

for

observed

the

ceremony.
UCLA

Roll

main

Approxi-

football

of Honor
body

band

adjacent

of

marching

past the Administration

Building.

a

wreath

it.

File of the Accounting
giving turkey, one

dance.

Paris.

is seen

an
Post

Commander

after placing

A general

Betty

de

the south

was

Legion

On

Commander

the

Department,

of the many

platform,

Al DeWeese;

door

left to right;
and

Sonny

winner

prizes

given

Mrs.

Olivera,

view

of the parade

preparing

to enter

the Pico

Gate.

of a Thanksaway

Carl

at the

Holzman;

orchestra

leader.

Part

of the

crowd

Thanksgiving
is shoivn

above

Dance

that

attended

the

at the Hollywood

enjoying

refreshments

TCF

PosPs

Legion
between

First

Post

Annual

clubhouse,

dances.
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EMPLOYEE
HIGHLIGHTS
PROMOTED.

Popular

Homer

Credit L'nion succeeding
Homer, and best icishes.

Tratv, appointed

George

Hellgren.

Manager

of the

Congratulations,

POPUL/IR.

POPEy E? I\o, this is not Popeye hut
Jack Palmer, Projectionist, going through
part of his magician act at the Studio
Club's

with

Variety auditions. Plenty of
derful talent was discovered, and

wonany-

body who is interested in being auditioned for this show please get in touch
the Studio Club.

witticisms,
most
I\0

“THIRD

Fink,
new

TERMER,"

time

ex-

president of the Policemens' Guild, Harry
right, is seen congratulating the

president,

C^Lrifstmad

popular

Mike

Kelly.

I\ew

pick-up

conversation

than

^ew

CLUB

for

Guilfoy

her

smiles

is one

of

and
our

popular waitresses. Anita, an employee for two years, is a graduate of
Hampshire
State College. Her

sparkling

and

THE STUDIO
14

two

Famous
Anita

Pete's

packs

excellent

l^ear

more
coffee.

of a

Prize Christmas Story
(Continued from Page 9)

TW
YOU’RE tlEE

English the wonderful story of Christmas ... of the man called Christ who
Joe, and laughed. “Joe, we got a guest
for Christmas.” He watched with wide
eyes as the kitten squirmed its way out

of our

„ member

of the stocking. “Well, for the luva
Pete,” he grinned, “we’ve got two

OtlNlAR

SAVE
on

• CAMERAS
e CLOCKS

• DIAMONDS
e GIFTS

everything
in our

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

GIFT
sample
line

the youngster’s heart. But Hans
laughing.

• SPORTING

And his laughter came to fill the
sentry shack as Jim crammed full the
long stocking with all the meager gifts
. . . splendid gifts to Hans ... he
could find.

GOODS

WATCHES

WATCHES

MALTZ COMPANY
of California
Exclusive
’’One

of

Jim lowered the kitten to the floor
and the three of them watched it scamper to the stove and crouch there in the
guests.”
warmth, and Hans looked up into Jim’s
face and laughed merrily.
It was the first time Jim had ever
heard anything of a merry nature come
from the ragged German boy. He had
begun to think that the deep-rooted
misery of want and hard living had
sapped all energies for happiness from

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• DELMAR

DELMAR

West Coast Importers’
Representative

America’s

Finest

Watches

Since 1913”
357 S. Robertson
Blvd., Near Olympic
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-3913

20th

was

But Joe had taken no part in this.
He sat outside this merry-making, seeming to look upon it with hard ridicule
in his eyes, thinking perhaps of his own
kid on this Christmas Eve.
And at last little Hans could no

smiled upon little boys like Hans
over the vast world, in many lands
in many tongues . . . and Hans
asleep with his glorious visions,
with his stomach full and with
stocking running over with
the kitten purred warmly
against his frail body.
Joe had remained silent
this, and now Jim looked a

gifts. And
in content
throughout
bit guiltily

at him. “Okay,” Jim said. “So I’m a
softie. Say it out loud, Joe.”
Joe rose to his feet. He walked quietly across the room and stood looking
down at little Hans. Then he took one
of the colored ribbons from his tunic
and pinned it to the ragged jacket of
the boy. He leaned over and kissed the
soiled forehead.
“That’s my gift to you, kid,” he said
He straightened and reached for his
handkerchief and blew his nose. “Maybe
my kid isn’t so bad off after all, Jim.
This lad’s got a stocking full of junk
and some warmed over stew for Christa

mas, and myofkidbright,
. . . hell,
my toys
kid’s and
got
roomful
shiny

he’s got people who love him . . . and

Decorations

a

PHOTO

Specialty

CONTEST

of the

GDLDM/YIV’S

Century-Fox

Bowling

all
and
fell
and
the

he’s got America.”

Floral

Home

longer keep his eyes open. He had had
a magnificent time, and his American
friend, Jim, had told him carefully in

League

★

★

•

★
9780-9784

LA CIENEGA
LANES

Beverly

Santa

BRadshaw

Blvd.

Hills California

Open

Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes

Monica

Evenings

2-3513

CRestview

1-0915

Get your prize photographs to
the Studio Club by the 6th of January. $25 will be given away for
the best photos. Money and fun
for you.

Cocktails

PleaM . . .

PERMANENT
CHARITIES
★

★

Clarence Hutson, Twentieth
Fox Colonel of the Permanent
drive
drive

announces
has
tions for a

of our
not

as

yet

that

the

CenturyCharities

present

ask us to describe

Clarence

and

urges

subscribed,

Payroll deductions
uary 12th.

thanks
those

will

all the

who

to sign
start

at
on

it—

we

can^t/ . . .

The New Hudson

1947

resulted in 2296 subscriptotal of $110,670. On behalf

studio,

contributors

Don^t

hove
once.
Jan-

See it yourself at

HARRY
19037 WASHINGTON

DAMNING
BOULEVARD

MOTORS
•

CULVER

CITY
15

rJHellef to the Studio C^iuh:

PICTURE
FRAMING

OUR

READER

AND

HOPER:

Our “Reader and Hoper” should be
congratulated for such vision and foresight in this suggestion. Starting with
the January issue of ACTION, there
will be just one column outlining the
activities of the different departments,
and of course gossip.
Will all departmental contributors to
ACTION submit news to the Studio
Club by January 6th? If the above letter
writer will identify himself, we will consider it a privilege to have him as guest
editor for the month of January. Thereafter the material will be turned over
to a different guest editor each month.

FRED S. HUGHES

Why not have a guest writer from the
ranks of the lot each week. We all want
to express ourselves and each person
could not only write about his or her
dept, hut also their reactions in regard
to matters such as: your opinion of
certain things on the lot that impress
you most, what you like about your
job, etc. There would be lots of very

(Village Frame Shop)

639

S. Sepulveda

Blvd.

Between Wilshire and Sunset

Diseounts

to Members

ARizona

interesting items — items that would interest everyone because if you wanted
to let off steam you could, and if you

9-72998

wanted to compliment someone or something, ok.
I know a great many people would
love to write a gossip column and each
week the Editor would appoint someone
to write it and publish the person’s
name in mag. for this month along
with information where the person could
be reached and have everyone on the
lot send in their little bits of gossip.
Then you would have a column about
everyone on the lot and be read by
everyone and being sure you knew
someone mentioned in this gossip column. Of course, Mr. Editor could do

eri
^Sat/o^ ^hirtmah
Custom

Made

Individually

Shirts
Styled

A
Finest

Imported

Shirtings

▼
808 N. La Cienega

CRestview

Sauin^d
your

,Stu di o

membership

“Top

eard

and

Quality Home

CU
get 10

WemL
to 15%

in —

Drapery,

tery, slip-cover fabrics
discounts

to Studio

uphols-

at

Club

special

Members

351 S. Robertson Blvd.
Beverly Hills, California
CRestview

REDUCTION

Phone: S.M. 6-7436 or ZEnith 6743

Ideas

on

W a n ted

in or phone and ask for BILL KIENZ. He'll take care of your needs at

"ALANED'S"

5-3097

C a rtoo n

ec5

Appliances”

207 Hollister Avenue

16

Everything

Naturally if the person’s name were
listed in this month’s mag. the guest
writer could have one month to dig up
some tasty bits of gossip.
A READER & HOPER.

5-2060

Ranges — Refrigerators (Serve!) — Washing Machines — Dishwashers
Garbage Disposals — Heaters — Freezers, etc.
These Are but a Few of the Items Available
Come

Hills

his usual censoring — if necessary.

Rep. Will Call on You by Appointment

Present

Beverly

Santa Monica

Please
any

submit

idea

which

make

a good

Also

cartoons

printed
credit

to

in

the

Studio
think

you

cartoon
will be

Club
would

for ACTION.
accepted

ACTION

to the originator.

with

and

proper

KEEPING
TO MEMBERS
CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO

Roslyn

CLUB

Have your Jewelry polished, your
settings checked.

Stones — Antique Jewelry — Costume Jewelry — Standard Brand
Watches — Fountain Pens — Lighters— Silverware — Electric Appliances.

Gold

and

and Ed Burke said “I do” November
26th. Here’s to a happy and successful
future, keeds.
Pat Hoffman, former Tab employee,
is the proud mother of a little girl, born
November 12th. By the way, Ann Stiles
finally found that apartment she and
Roy have been looking for, so you can

Diamonds”

▼

KAYCE

all stop looking. They’re making %vedding plans now. How’s that for luck?
Goldie Cohn went to 29 Palms for the
Thanksgiving holiday just to get away
from it all. She said the quiet of the

JEWELRY
401 WEST
PHONE

8TH STREET

desert was a real treat. Now that we’ve
all had our fill of turkey and all the
trimmings that go with Thanksgiving,

VA 7633

we’re eagerly awaiting Christmas.
these wonderful days off!
Last week

Ellen Bradford

who

Before closing, if anyone of you
people hear of an apartment for
Martha Gerlach would be happy to
from you. Santa Claus is playing a

Service to You!

nice
rent,
hear
dirty

trick on her this year — she’s being
evicted on December 25th.

CLUB

MEMBERS

€ I Pico Blvd. SAVES YOU MONEY
m Ip i"€
10301n €Ws5t
•

Gas

•

Home

Electric Ranges

•
•

(Including Wholesale Connections on Food) •
Automatic Washers (any brand)
•

Freeiers — (All Sizes)

•

Complete

Kitchens

•

Garbage

Disposers

14 Brands of Radios
Water Softeners - Furnaces

wholesale

Food

North

Can't

Lose

On

A

Foogert- TIRE
Recap”
RECAPPING
REPAIRS
RETREADING
All

Recapping

15,000

Miles

HAZARDS
Bruises

Guaranteed

Against

Such
—

ALL

as Cuts

Accidents

For
ROAD

—
—

Stone
etc.

LAMPS
and

SHADES
USING

YOUR

VASES,

STATUARY

OR BRIC-A-BRAC

Designed

for

interiors

By Glynn Willis
m
Designs Submitted

Phone OR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob]
'^Ask for our

or Remodeling

Just

•
“You

budget

Appliances and Radio Equipment

Bird.

used

ance business. It’s always nice to see
the ole gang who were once members of
our beehive.

and

and

Westwood

of Santa Monica Blvd.
ARizona 9-7721

that she is doing very well in the insur-

They mean Savings

On Home

1725

Oh,

to work in Tabulating, paid us a visit.
She said the camera business is proving
worthwhile. Jayne Grimes dropped in
for a chat not so long ago, and reports

!?atronize these Ads

STUDIO

Goodyear Tires and Tubes
Brake Lining and Adjusting
Wheel Alignment and Balancing
(Complete Automotive Accessories
Seat Covers

Why is Alice Wallace aglow these'
days? Could it be that a certain someone is on her mind. Hmm? Gwen Reed

A
Old

Burns

all hope she’ll be back in the very near
future. We’ve certainly missed her a lot.
Two newcomers have recently joined
our bustling department. We welcome
Maryellen Baker and Herb Niccolls.

Full line of Diamonds — Precious

Bur

Foogert extends to all Fox Studio Club
members a courtesy discount on
all merchandise

Sophie Hayford underwent a serious
leg operation a few weeks ago but she
is now well on the road to recovery. We

Come in any time for this free
service — It is yours for the asking.

“We

TAB

OF TWENTIETH

CRestvIew 6-6962
lists
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Discounts

NURSERY

Up To 50

percent to Studio Club
Members

By

on
Diamonds
Cameras
Jewelry
Appliances
Gifts
Leather

1

Goods

Radios
Television

Sets

A

I

I

I>Iade

to Order

|

T

Pomerantz and Logon

I

(Formerly Finley-Kolpack)

|

747 S. Hill St.

I

Upstairs from Mike Lyman's
MU. 4879

Phone

and

ice

icill deliver

convenience

and

to you

approval

APPLIANCE
^’^Bendix

BENDIX

LIQUORS

about that nice Christmas party!”

9632 Santa Monica

Specialists’’

. . . Automatic

DEALER

Home

Laundries

Ironers -

Dryers

NORGE

. . . Refrigerators - Gas and
Electric Ranges - Washers
RCA VICTOR . . . Radios - Victrolas
Television ■ Records - Vacuum Tubes
AMERICAN
CENTRAL . . . Metal
Kitchen Cabinets and Sinks
. . . Cleaners

SUNBEAM

- Cordless Irons

. . . Products

PHILCO . . . Refrigerators and Radios
EMERSON . . Small Radios
PACKARD BELL . Radios
O'KEEFE-MERRITT \
GAFFERS-SAHLER /
WESTERN HOLLY
GRAND
ROPER

NORGE
CALL PARKWAY
FOR THAT BEST

^ RANGES
\
/
4173
DEAL

Louis F. (Lou) Freeman
3825 W. JEFFERSON
(at Wellington Road)
LOS ANGELES 16
It will pay you to get acquainted
with ux . . nuffsaid

SPECIALTY
FREE DELIVERY

oughta’ seen me Nammaw though. She
got more kick out of oF Santa Claus

C^L rid tm ctd

— Oh-h, Ouch! Oh-hh Nammaw — please
don’t spank me. Please don’t spank —
Aw! Aw! Now you went and done it
Kiddo! You kwacked me wittle liberty
Maybe

we better leave Junior before

somebody

turns on that Whoo-o-sshh

valve. But I can honestly say that it’s
bell.”
swell
to have children take you to their

xd

ant

a

-.Jdappij^ ^ew

ear

Annual Party. It’s about the merriest
event of the year and by gum, if tbe

with those longies, there surely isn’t
any harm in a guy building up a little
headlight or — uh — muscle here and
there.

I,
Studio
of Beauty

Specialists in Hair Styling
Short

Distance

Gate

Well, there are some pretty good signs
of Christmas at the Nursery. For one

—

Free

morn-

And at home the pre-Xmas cheer
usually comes in a sweet feminine voice
that reeks with sabotage. Something like
ing!”
this:
“Oh, Christmas

comes but once a year,

So you don’t mind, now do you dear —
If I pay a little down, and the balance

Santa

Monica

Consultation

ante

9899 Santa Monica

Blvd.

S sidi

Open Tuesday and Friday Evenings
CR 6-3839

they dare to get without being investigated by Congress. Other indications
are little bottles in all the boys lockers.
No, it isn’t what you’re thinking. These
are little blue Bromo-Seltzer bottles la-

From

arr

thing — to mention the plants for a
change — the pyracantha berries that
everyone admires, are as bright red as

-

S-A-V-E

AND

TO EVERYONE!”

HAPPY

NEW

-

2c per Gallon of Gas
Also

Discounts

on

Tires,

Batteries,

Etc.

Distributor for Electron Batteries

20 th Century Motor Service
10281 West Pico Boulevard
CRestview 5-9724
Lubrication

“MERRY
XMAS
next year!”
YEAR

18

CR-62305

FINE GROCERIES
GIFT BASKETS A

Whiz, Use oney a wittle kid. And besides, everybody says I oney got de
mind of a two-year-old, so there. You

beled, “Do not open till Xmas
GAS

Blvd.,

Beverly Hills, Calif.
BR-23895 —

a high ol’ time at de Kids Kwismas party. ’Course me Nammaw said I should
only have taken one pwesent instead of
five — but how was I to know? Gee

usherette. You don’t need to laugh
either. If these women are going to continue their camouflaging operations

STORES

FRANCHISE

EUREKA

EMBASSY

“JUNIOR— JU-U-UNIOR You come
in here right now and tell these folks

kids w'ouldn’t take me there. I’d pad up
with a few' gay deceivers and go as an

FREEMAN
FACTORY

Taylor

than de wittle kids did. You know she’s
still in her second childhood though, so

Jewelers

for your

Jimmie

“Awright — Awright. Nanimaw! Don’t
bust your bustle, Use coinin’. I weckon
I should tell you folks we weally had

Watches

Jewelry

TALES

W ashing — Polishing

“Are
sure

you
he is

only in
costume!”

HOTEL
Hotel room

ROOMS

available. Redecorated

AWARDS

and newly furnished throughout. 24hr. switchboard service.

From $2.00
CULVER

CITY HOTEL

* SETS

ARDmour

82181

Miss Hudson — Beverly Management
400

No.

Camden

Corp.

Dr., Beverly Hills

PEN
* GOODS

ROD WETMORE
Representative

O

LEATH^I?

The

above card entitles you to admittance to the
*

"largest jewelry showrooms in the west,” where you
may make cash purchases with a guaranteed refund if
you do not obtain discounts of 13% to 40% off current

O

n
>

HOMEWARES*

retail prices.

Phillips’ Group Discount Plan of cash selling makes
these discounts possible. Please bring identification as
we do not cater to the general public.

o
o
o

All merchandise is sold under a guarantee to refund

D

full purchase price if dissatisfied with purchase for any
reason whatever.

*

of

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF
SO. CALIFORNIA
★
Automobile
New

Insurance

or Used

—

Financing

Automobiles

★
Phone

Sta. 333 or Crestview

Evenings:

Crestview

5-0125

6-4583

00

* 9a3>IOWS

Our new 1 00-page "Blue Book" showing many hundreds
of holiday gifts has been sent to Purchasing Agents,
Personnel Managers, etc. Ask to see one in your office.
Holiday hours 9:30 to 9:00, December

U
Z

<

13 thru 23

Reading Material
Wanted!

CO

<

The American

Ww. Z. ?ktllips (jo.
eSTABLISHED

1921 B

(GROUP MEMBERS DIVISION)
SECOND FLOOR, 714 SOUTH HILL
LOS ANGELES
•
VAndike 2442
OPEN 9:30-5:30 INCLUDING SATURDAYS

Legion

wishes to convey

an appeal to the studio employees for
reading material to be given to patients
in the Wadsworth General Hospital at
Sawtelle.
r~

Any type of reading material, new or
used, would help to relieve the monotony
and pain of hospital life.
Gifts should be taken to F. J. Magnus
in Room 250, New Adm. Bldg, or to the
Studio Club for redistribution.
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Christmas
KiPdadriteys'

Part of the cast of the Little Theatre play, “The King's
Breakfast.” Left to right; Dick Foster portrayed the Cote;
Lonnie Raidor, the King; Dave Preston, the ISarrator.
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Blonde Betty Hopps of Script played a wicked forward
position on her High School Basketball Team. Her basketball
talent was recently discovered and since then she has been
adopted

by the Studio

fvfarch 3, 1879.

year.
as

by

Club.
Single
Second

at Los Angeles,

Club

Basketball

Team

as their good

luck mascot. Of course, Betty is one of the team’s most enthusiastic rooters this season. More about the 20th CenturyFox Studio Club Basketball Team may be found on tbe
inside pages of this issue, along with a complete
the remaining games in the 1948 season.

schedule

of

The Studio Club team, one of the top AAU teams in Southern California, climaxes their season February 22 at the Pan
Pacific Auditorium when they meet the Phillips 66 "Oilers.”
national champions for the last five years. The employees
will be privileged

Angeles

for non-members
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MAKEUP!
By Irene Brooks

must be a creator of beauty and an artist in this own right. They all work on
stars, but still fill in on crowds of extras
and bit people. Whatever is required
in a day to get production rolling on
schedule, everyone “pitches” until it is
done. Trouble and questions must wait
for a more convenient time.
In addition to the operations depicted
in these pictures, you may also find a
sketch artist fast at work following the
ideas given him for a player, after Ben
Nye and Irene Brooks have had a get-

A

visit to the

set

would

find

Esperanza

Corona busy curling Douglas Fairbmtks'
hair, while Frank Prehoda checks with
sketches

to

make

sure

his

makeup

matches.

If you have never been in the studio
at 6:30 a.m. and can’t imagine
activity at that hour, the Makeup
Hairdressing Departments extend to
a cordial invitation to arise at 5

any
and
you
a.m.

and join this busy family. If you accept, you should perhaps wear a sign
reading “Not An Actor,” or you may
find yourself getting a fast shampoo or
a makeup for a period picture. I say
“family” because everyone must get
along both in work and personality
and, according to Ben Nye, Head of
Makeup and Irene Brooks, Head of
Hairdressing, it is truly a Happy Family.
Each

Mr.
Irene

Makeup

Preminger
Brooks
and

man

has

called

to discuss

hairdress

and

Hairstylist

Ben

a certain

for Betty

ISye

and

makeup

Grable,

3

Business
early

for tomorrow

each

morning

Millie Justice,
11 a.m.

secretary,

L. C. Burley

a dull moment

starts

to hare

through

is kept

comes

in this busy

the efficient

everything
busy

in to take

open

all day
over

and
with

and

office. Jack
ready

to go

phones,

prepare

Sonntag,
when

call sheets

things

right, arrives

the crowd
and

for the next

arrives.

charges.

At

day. Never

little office.

together with the Producer and Director. These sketches are submitted and
the best chosen so that we may
with the tests with less expense.

proceed

are once on the auxiliary list of our
union they stand a chance of a very
rigid exam after several years work.
Very few pass for they must be the best.

Guess you wonder where Makeup men
and Hairdressers come from? Usually
they are natural artists. A makeup man
serves three years as an apprentice under the guidance of the head makeup
man. He is busy learning at a very low
salary, but if he is determined and good,
will stick to it. Here we have three: Bill

Body makeup is also very important
to our department. Bunny Gardel is in
charge and busy most of the time. It is
not a cinch as you may think, for they
have many problems. Regardless of a
star’s skin texture, on the screen it must
look like smooth satin. Often they are
called on to make an Indian or an

Buell, Lynn

Oriental out of a lovely white-skinned

Reynolds

and Roy Stork.

Hairdressers have all worked in shops.
Thus they have passed a 2000 hour
course and a state board exam. If they

These more important
are
9

done

in the

main

o'clock

has

arrived

our
for

“family”
the

character

actors

department.

When

is off to

day, work

and
a

everyone

different

is just starting

staff in the

of

stage

for the

department.

This is just part of a busy day. In
addition, new' makeups
girl.

must

be

de-

signed for the future, scripts read and
discussed and research delved into. Hair
must be ordered, supplies checked. This
Happy Family must satisfy the desire
of Producer, Director, Star, Cameraman, Production Department and many
more, and still be able to smile and say
“yes sir,”- — and mean it!
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Above, on the same morning
to Tent No, 3. Myrtle Ford,
Lillian

Hokom

are

changing

these women have been directed
Gladys Witten, Linda Cross and
them

from

modern

women

pose you tvonder

to

ladies of the 1900 period. Alma Johnson, Irene's assistant, is
busy seeing that everyone is done properly and doing plenty
of people herself.
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Drop in on another set and you will find
Marie Walters and Allan Snyder busy at
their jobs

a Lab

has

to do

with

makeup?

Well,

if

is not seen on the screen. That's what makes Dick so jumpy
at times. At present he is making pixie ears for Cecil Kellaway who is playing a leprechaun for the picture FEAR
OF
LITTLE
MEN.

expert, Dick Smith, will be found workHere he is assi^ed by Bill Buell. I sup-

so Irene

what

a script calls for a characterization of a part and the player's
facial structure does not quite fit specifications, then Dick
does the job with latex rubber on soft plastic pieces. The
skill in this work is to make the appendage perfect so that it

with

Gene

Tierney.
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officers for 1948 boast plenty of exof 14 years each trith TCP
should

valuable in furthering
top, Pete Montemurro

their fellow employees' interests.
of Purchasing, President; Below

ELECTIONS
left to right, Ray Kellogg of Special Effects, Vice President;
Marguerite Hamilton of Group Insurance, Secretary, and Ed
Arnold of Payroll, Treasurer.
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These employees will govern your
Studio Club for 1948.
A complete set of new ofiBcers was
elected by the Board of Controllers at
the December meeting. Pete Montemurro of Purchasing is the new President; Ray Kellogg of Special Effects,
Vice-President; Marguerite Hamilton of
Group Insurance, Secretary, and Ed
Arnold of Payroll, Treasurer.
The new’ ofiBcers were installed for a
one-year term at the inaugural dinner
held January 12th at the Miramar
Hotel. Special guests at this gay banquet were the Studio Club department
stewards. It is the stewards who make
the Club such a success. They represent
the Studio Club in the various departments and it is primarily due to their

interest that over 90 per cent of the employees belong.
In the November election nine employees were elected to the Board of
Controllers by a narrow margin over a
field of twenty-four candidates. In the
order of votes received they are: Kathleen Ridgeway, Script; Pete Young,
Police; Walter Jolley, Paint; Ed Arnold,
Payroll; Joseph Wright, Art; Bill Winter, Publicity; John Lavin, Grip; Jack
Conlin, Maintenance. The Studio Club’s
By-Laws provide that each member may
cast one vote for any nine candidates
on the ballot for Board of Controllers.
There are twenty-seven members on the
Board. Nine members are elected each
year for a term of three years. Nominations for new members are made by

meeting.
members of the Board at the November
The Studio Club was founded years
ago for the purpose of promoting fellowship among employees by encouraging employee social, athletic, welfare
and educational activities. It is run by
the employees for the employees. The
membership at large elects the Board
of Controllers. The Board elects the
ofiBcers and appoints the Manager.
Wide representation is evidenced by the
fact that each present Board member
represents a different dpartment.
The Club desires to carry out the
wishes of its employee members. If
anyone has any suggestions or ideas,
contact any of the people seen on these

6
pages.

Pete Young
Police

F. L Metiler

Hal Gordon
Print Shop

Joseph

Wright

Frances Richardson
Research

Hazel

Shirk

Jack Comlin
Jack
Maintenance

Walter

Pallmen

Studio Manager
Art
Men's Wardrobe
Property and Miniature
Honorary

Robert Patton
Legal

Ben Nye
Make Up

Wilma
Ladies'

Christian
Wardrobe

Sol Halprin
Camera

Carl Faulkner
Sound

Bill Winter
Publicity

Grip
Jules Kahn
Mail

John

Lavin

Lee Dunbar

Script
Kathleen Ridgeway

Montgomery
Fire

Lou Witte
Mechanical Effects
Honorary

Dave

Anderson

Electric

Ike Danning
Transportation

Walter

Jolly

Set Electrician
Paint

Ted Frazer
Accounting

Nursery
Glenn Harman

YOUR

IDEAS

Employees have the most
know-how about their particular
work. 20th Century-Fox encourages employee suggestions. Do
you know a new or better way of
doing the job? If so, call Bob
Gunn on Extension 661 and
convert
a bond. your “brainstorm” into
The studio has given away
over $4,000 in Government

C. Skipper Briden of the Makeup Department shown working with his wigs.
Skipper started at the ripe old age of 15 years as a sailor in sailing ships, with the
full intention of becoming an officer in the United States Merchant Marine. As the
dream became a myth, Skipper sought firmer footing and became a cowboy. He
punched cows in Montana, Wyoming, Arizona and New Mexico. From cow punching, Skipper went into the moving picture business, where he became known as a
character actor and worked with such notables as Lon Chaney. During this time he
became dissatisfied with the art of wig making and made some for himself. He
liked the art so well that he became one of the best known wig makers in the business and is now employed full time making hair transformations for Twentieth
Century. To the Skipper, wig making is a hobby as well as a job. He is also an
inventor, having several patents to his credit, and has developed new ideas in the
art of wig making which have solved some of the oldest problems in this art, and
one in particular which the Company liked so well they gave him a $100.00 United
States Savings Bond in appreciation.

Tom Smyth was born in Salt Lake
City, Utah. His father and his grandfather were railroad men and Tom
grew up in the railroad business. As
he grew older he became owner of the
Crown Sheet Metal Works which he
owned and operated until 1932, when
he came to work for Fox. Tom is now
foreman of the Machine Shop here on
the Lot. In this capacity he designed
and built the machine shown in the picture for cleaning sun arc lamps. The
machine will clean, wash, polish and
lubricate five clamp heads in a few minutes time, which heretofore took the
best part of a day for one man. For
this the Company awarded Tom a
$100.00 United States Savings Bond.
Tom has a
suspect. He
sculptor.

8

hobby which few" would
is an oil painter and a

MAKE

DOLLARS

Bonds to those of its employees
who have contributed new and
worthwhile ideas.
ACTION will continue to publicize these employee inventors
as an inspiration to the rest of

I us. Your ideas may seem old to
I you but they may be new to
others. Let Bob Gunn help you
with your ideas.

Herman

Leiber, foreman

of the Still Lab, shown

with his new Color Transparency

Reproducing Machine. Under Herman’s initiative and supervision the machine shown
in the picture was developed for enlarging, reducing and duping color transparencies. With this machine Herman is enabled to take color transparencies and duplicate
them or enlarge or reduce any portions desired. Also, composite work may be done
on the machine. Herman has been with the Twentieth Century-Fox Company since
1929, during which time he has been in charge of the Still Lab. Prior to this he was
foreman for a photographic paper and negative company in St. Louis. He has been in
photography since he was thirteen years old and has held only these two jobs. At one
time Herman coated his own paper and negatives. That shows how far back he goes
in the photographic business. At present he is engaged in commercializing color photography and is putting out the publicity prints for reproduction in magazines, newspapers, advertising, etc., for the Studio. It was for this work that he developed the
above machine, and received a $100.00 U. S. Savings Bond from the company.

Bill Weisheit, who hails from Dubuque, Iowa, came to this Company in
1926 as a projectionist. As a matter of
fact. Bill has been a projectionist since
1911. His genial personality has made
Bill a host of friends on the Lot and his
efficiency as head projectionist has
made him very valuable to the Company. The small gadget Bill is pointing
to in the picture is a spring clamp for
holding carbons in the projection machines with a soft firm grip that does
not break the long slender pieces of
carbon. This little device netted him a
$100.00 United States Savings Bond
from the Company and saves a great
many breaks in carbon which not only
saves carbon for the Company but relieves projectionists from many embarrassing moments.
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STUDIO CLUB ACf

Basketball
The Studio Club basketball team, once
a goliath in amateur basketball circles,
takes to the floor this year minus the
services of many all-time basketball
greats who have graced the Fox roster
for several years. After two years in the
potent American Basketball League, the
Fox hoopsters dropped
status and have become
squad participating in
vision of the Southern

I

their “big time”
strictly a “local”
the Triple-A diCalifornia AAU

league. Personnel changes and the expense of sponsoring an ABL traveling
team necessitated the change of leagues.

The
Bill

co-captains of the Marshall
Thoothman, left, and Gene

College Basketball Team, ISational Collegiate
James talking with Frank Lubin, right, and

pionship Olympic squad in 1936. Frank
will hold down the center spot, a position he has played since his college days
at UCLA. Lippert won All-Coast honors
playing for USC in 1939 and has had
considerable AAU experience. Jack
Bud

Thompson of Trnsportation Department, veteran of Fox cage squads, plays
a rugged forward position for the Studio
Club’s Basketball Team.

This may sound as if the current edition of the Fox quintet has little to offer in the way of good basketball, but
this is not the case. Playing coach Frank
Lubin, perennial basketball favorite
throughout the country, has assembled
a squad that will be feared and respected by all opponents. The depth of
first string players will definitely be below that of former years, but competition offered in Triple-A play will be
weaker, assuring a successful season for
the Fox team.
Nucleus of this year’s Studio Club
hoop squad, entering its 2.3rd year of
competition, will be Frank Lubin, Jack
Lippert, and Wally Kowalski. Lubin,
playing his 25th year of amateur basketball, has won All-American honors several times at the National AAU playoffs in Denver, and played on the cham-

played guard on last year’s Fox team
and will fill the same position this season. Wally Kowalski played for the Los
Angeles Shamrocks last year and will
be welcome at the forward position on
the Fox five.
Lindsey “Bud” Thompson, Martin
Feinberg, Robert Bow, and Sidney Kibrick are fighting it out for the forward
spots. Feinberg played a steady game
during the practice season, but broke
his wrist during a game with the Redondo Eagles. He expects to be back in
the line-up soon if the break heals correctly. Bill Sheehan, Vern Archer, Lawrence McKay, and Melvin Bresin complete the roster as guards.
In practice games, the Fox team has
shaped up fairly well posting wins over
Loyola, Occidental, National Title Insurance Co., Glendale City College, Santa Barbara, Bank of America, Peterbuilt
Motors, and the Redondo Eagles. UCLA,
Whittier, and the Beverly Hills Athletic
Club fielded clubs with considerable reserve power and were able to wear down
the Fox cagers.

Cht^

practice.

Triple-A league competition begi ■
January 8 when the studio quintet m
Cliftons. Other teams in the league i
elude: Bank of America, Los Angel
Police Department, National Title Insu
ance Co., and Peterbuilt Motors, f
games will be played on Thursday ai
Sunday nights at the Los Angeles Ci I
College Gym. League officials promi
fans some of the fastest and most exc: |
ing basketball ever seen in these part
Fox will play an exhibition gan
with the famed Phillips Oilers, six-tin
National AAU champs on Februa
22. The game will be staged at the Pa
Pacific auditorium. On February
the local lads play host to the powerf
DenverSchool
Nuggets
High
gym. at the Santa Monii
When credit is being given to tho
who have helped develop basketball, tl
interests behind the 20th Century-F(
team cannot be overlooked. Organizt
by G. J. “Bud” Fischer of the Speci
Effects department, the Fox team h
consistently been one of the five be
amateur teams in the nation and pro
ball
ably history.
the most-traveled quintet in baske
They won the National AAU chai
pionship in 1941 and have always plat<
“in the money” in the AAU' play-ofl
The team was one of the first to use a

Bowling

Little Theater

IVITIES

BeverlyhasRies
the Mark
Stevens’
Markers
beenof steadily
climbing
to
the top of the list of girls in the
Bowling League and finally made it this
week, even though her ankle was all
bandaged up! She is out to get a chance
at the tailor-made suit offered by Click’s

Listening to colorful Production Manager, Allan Buckhantz, are left to right,
Lonnie Raidor, Secretary; Kordula Polenek, Vice-President; Claude Wilkinson,
President; Frances Richardson, in charge
of Little Theatre for the Studio Club.

The new ofiBcers of the Studio Club
Little Theatre Group for 1948 are
Claude Wilkinson, President; Kordula
Polenek, Vice-President; Lonnie Raidor, Secretary, and Allan Buckhantz
General Production Manager.
The first show planned is “The Scandals,” an all-employee variety revue,
with a cast of over fifty employees.
The music, songs and story are now
in preparation and casting will begin
February 1st. All employees interested
should register with the Studio Club at
once. REMEMBER,
SARY TO HAVE
EXPERIENCE.

IT’S
NECESHAD NOT
PREVIOUS
Beverly Ries, top bracket bowler, has
worked two years in the Accounting Department, now leads the field of Keglers.
Beverly likes horsebacking and
has

< !, were recent visitors at the studio.
, oert

at

the

Studio

Club’s

studied

interest

in

the

sport

in these

Imerican outposts. In 1945, the hoopters made a goodwill trip to Mexico.
)uring the last ten years, the Fox team
as played in almost every major city
f the country.
Friday,

February

6, 1948

20th Century-Fox vs. Chappman
?ge at Santa Monica Gym, 8:30
Santa Monica).
20th

Sunday, February 8, 1948
Century-Fox vs. Bank of

ColP.M.

Amer-

•a at LACC, 9:00 P.M.
Thursday, February 12, 1948
20th Century-Fox vs. Peterbuilt Trucks
t LACC, 9:00 P.M.
Sunday, February 15, 1948
20th Century-Fox vs. L. A. Police
'ept. at LACC, 8:00 P.M.
Thursday, February 19, 1948
20th Century-Fox vs. National Title
4CC, 8:00 P.M.
Sunday, February 22, 1948
20th Century-Fox vs. Phillips 66
an-Pacific, 8:30 P.M.

JOM

games may
Club. Price

THE STUDIO
<2,

at

Congratu-

• MAGAZINE

•

CLUB/
^

at

• APPUANCES

Wednesday, February 25, 1948
20th Century-Fox vs. Denver Nuggets.
Tickets for these
ined at the Studio

for eleven years.
lations, Bev.

in a special match between the highest
average girls in M-G-M and Twentieth
Century-Fox at the end of the season.
Special prizes were awarded in both
Tuesday and Thursday Leagues the last
week of bowling before the holidays,
and then things were quiet for nearly
two weeks while everybody got ready —
and then recovered from the effects!
Now everyone is back in the swing of
things again, and ready to get in, or
stay in tbe lead for the rest of the season. The Tuesday Night Scratch League
will finish up about the middle of February, and the Thursday Night League
will run until about the first week in
March.

ravel exclusively when playing away
rom home. After annexing the Naional Title in 1941, the squad toured
he Hawaiian and Philippine Islands
0 promote

piano

basketball

be obwill be

) cents per game except when the loIs play the Phillips Basketball Team
I February 22.

Actor

Bill Sheehan,

former

Dorsey

High

and IICLA flash, is a dead-eye set shot
artist and is one of the factors in keeping
the locals in the win column.

'^^aSAHlHO*
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%
Charles

LeMaire, Head of Ladies' Wardrobe, was host
staff for luncheon at the Cafe de Paris.

to his entire

The

Sound

Department gave everyone
and a good time.

the

“glad

hand”

OUR
CHRISTMAS
PARTIES
There

teas plenty

of activity

at the

of the fun

Everybody

at the

Paint

Mill. Earl
with

their

Department's party
best time ever!

Rugg
“Jive

and

his boys

provided

much

Band.”

claimed

to have

had

the

The

Transportation Department threw open one of its large
really showed everyone a wonderful time.

doors

and

Hark

the

/ingels

sing!

ISat Dyches'
few carols.

quartet

warbling

a

The

Small

Shack

was

the scene

of the Men’s Wardrobe
one ended up there.

party.

It seems

almost

every-

’Twas the day before Christmas and
all over the lot— what parties! Food, refreshments, back slaps, hand shakes and,
in general, plenty of that good fellowship

i

and yuletide spirit characteristic of the
season, were much in evidence.
The

photographs

on

these two

\

pages

give a glimpse of just a few of the parties.
Many

more were given by various departments, but limited space prohibits printing

all the pictures taken. However,
all parties photographed

may

prints of

be ordered

at the Studio Club not later than February
7th; (This date will also be the deadline
for ordering the Kiddies Christmas Party.)

The

Property

and

Miniature

Department

really did

things

up

right for their party.

-V.—
Clinton Sandeen Head
capable’’ bar staff in

of Men’s Wardrobe, trying to get his “very
the mood to take a few orders before the
many guests arrived.

“All

work and no play makes Jack a dull boy’’ — so the Labor Department relaxed on the afternoon of December 24th and really had a
fine party.

Ask

anyone

who

was

there.

American Legion News I

me 6
tke .Sideil

On

By

Roy

Metzler

Big Nine, Ten and Out
With King Football abdicating his
throne until next season, we can turn
to a more pleasant subject — basketball.
Pacific Coast hoop teams are loaded
with power this year, as witnessed by
the successful showings of the Western
teams who toured the East and MidWest during the holidays. The Northern Division of the PCC seems destined
to cop the coast championship,
Oregon

State and Washington

with

as lead-

ing contenders.
The Studio Cluh is fielding a potent
cage squad for its 23rd season of play.
Frank Lubin, who is coaching the hoopsters, will wear the Fox colors for his
eleventh season with the Filmland five.
Frank has been playing basketball for
almost 25 years, but the strangest game
he ever played was the championship
battle during the 1936 Olympic Games
at Berlin.
Germany’s hoop squad was none too
good, so all the basketball games were
held outdoors on a dirt court. The Nazi
hosts had the idea that a dirt court
might slow the American team down
and their entry would have a chance for
the world title. However, the Yankee
At a recent Tuesday night meeting of TCP American Legion Post JSo. 563, Tyrone
Power outlined the highlights of his recent goodwill trip around the world. Ty advocated immediate financial aid to Europe as an aid to peace.

team whipped all opponents and met
Canada in the finals. A rainstorm developed the day of the game and the
court was a sea of mud. Officials would
not call the game

off, so both teams

walked on the “floor.” Running on the
court was impossible, as was dribbling.
The entire game was played by passing
and an occasional long shot. When any
player attempted a dribble, his feet
went out from under him. In one of
the lowest scoring games
American

team won

on record, the

a hard-fought con-

test, 12-9.

Softball Slants
A trip to the northeast corner of the
lot reveals that the softball diamond has
been seeded and a fine crop of grass

With part of the proceeds from the Christmas drive, TCP American Legion Post 563
recently presented a television set to Wadstvorth General Hospital at Sawtelle. Those
present were, left to right: Pred Magnus, Jet Pore, Lee Martin, Norman Primm, Pat
Woodward, Mrs. Norman
Primm, Al DeW eese, Ruth Gunning, Hal Gordon, Carl
Holzman, Eugene Previdi and Joe Keenan,
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will greet all horsehide aspirants come
spring. Tentative plans have been made
to paint the backstop and bleachers,
which will give Fox one of the best
softball diamonds in this area. New
equipment

will he

okay of Studio Cluh
trollers.

ordered

pending

Board

of Con-

EMPLOYEE
HIGHLIGHTS

20th

Century-Fox

a production.

to obtain

high

picture

received

Paul

Mantz,

the first studio

The

overhead

APARTMENT

Laube,

CHRISTMAS
gifts of the

icill be

in filming

helicopter

sweeping

FOR

shots

PEGGY.

Sol Halprin,

and

to use

a

will enable
of

the

Left

to

Walter

helicopter
the camera

forthcoming

right:

Grover

Castle,

GIFT — One of the most original and clever
holiday season was the Christmas Necktie Tree

by Jules

Kahn

(TCP's

Sinatra)

from

the

“Wardrobe

Gals,”

NAVAJO
been

HELP — The

increased

by over

aid

to the

three

tons

Navajo

Indian

so far by the

Tribes

has

contributions

of many generous TCF-ers. The problem now is to pack all of
the donated material in crates for shipment. Anyone interested
in this worthwhile
Russell at OL-3077.
The
WINNER — Myrna
was the surprised

Cowan,
winner

secretary to producer George Jessel,
of a new Ford Sportsman. The car

was the grand prize for the best 50-word essay on “Why I
like Pepperell sheets best.” Let's see, the car's worth a-a-about
$2500 — 50 words — that's $50 a word. Not bad, eh?

above

to the
Betty

Sandy

photograph

studio
Parker

Shirlee

undertaking

drive,
of

of
both

one

and

Purchasing

MacGregor
Archuletts,

shows

packed

Story

please

of

contact

the

ready

full-blood

Ralph

Navajo

James

first contributions

to go. Left

Department;
Files;

Dr,

Kay

to right:

Sidwell

Roanhorse

and
and

Indians.
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ivhij jyaij more:

•

FORMALS

•

Year, I might as well break the one I
made not to write any more columns.

FURS

makes

It gets in your blood just like the picture business and. regardless of consequences, you find yourself going around
making mental notes of practically
everything you hear and overhear, until
now, when people glimpse me, they
lower their voices so that the cores of
most tidbits are lost and I have to use

Great Savings at

Beverly Wardrobe
971 I Santa Monica Blvd.
BEVERLY HILLS
CRestvIew 6-1571
Thursdays — Open

to

9:00

Mack

As most of us have already broken
the resolutions we made for the New

Also

of all the best

DOIN'S

By Florence

$85 Dresses at $19.95
SKIRTS

A LOT'S

P.M.

my imagination. However, this time Fm
going to concentrate on things that
don’t take any.

ROD WETMORE
Representative

AUTOMOBILE

The holiday season was a gala one
and, except for the havoc wrought by
that intruder, “Virus X,” everyone had
a wonderful time at the various lot

of ‘

CLUB

OF

parties. To quote Jimmie

SO. CALIFORNIA

Nursery, they had “one aitch of a time”
at their Christmas Eve party, but re-

★
Automobile
New

Insurance

or Used

—

Taylor of the

solved to stay away from doctors’ offices because Gus Eggert was the only

Financing

one who couldn’t attend account of all
those penicillin shots he got in an unmentionable portion of his anatomy.
You should have come anyway, Gus —

Automobiles

★
Phone Sta. 333 or Crestview 5-0125
Evenings: Crestview 6-4583

you wouldn’t have had a chance to sit
down, with all those pretty girls to
dance with.

Studio Club Members

shindigs, too, notably Men’s Wardrobe
and Production, where everybody dined,

Many

Make

your
plans

<5^

vacation
now!

A Complete
TRAVEL— HOTEL— RESORT
Reservation Service to Help You
No Service Charge

BOULEVARD
Travel Service
6634 Hollywood
HE 3434

Blvd.
HE 8882

other departments

threw

big

wined and danced to their heart’s content. When I left the Production bungalow it looked like practically everybody on the lot was there, and it
wasn’t because I was seeing double!
But all this gaiety was just the climax to the real spirit of St. Nicholas
which had prevailed on the entire lot
for many days. Nearly all departments
adopted one or more needy families,
providing edibles as well as financial
assistance. Kathleen Ridgeway and
many others asked those who usually
remember them with gifts to forego the

LAMPS
and

SHADES
USING

YOUR

VASES,

STATUARY

OR BRIC-A-BRAC

hirt Bars
15%

Gaberdine
Suits
8820 WEST

PICO

BLVD.

Discount

to Studio Club Members

Shirts •
Gaberdine Slacks
•
Underwear •
Socks
Open

Friday Evenings Until 9 P.M.

Everything For The Alan!
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BRadshavr 2-1227

Designed
budget

for

interiors

By Glynn Willis
Designs Submitfed
CRestvIew

6-6962

practice this year and send the equivalent instead to CARE for the needy in
Europe.

Discounts

On a recent Friday (that ole had
luck day), Robert J. Coppin of the
Labor Department fell backward from
a 12-foot flat in the Scene Dock bin.
Gang boss Russell Seeman quickly and
without thought of personal safety tried
to catch him and broke his fall, so that

Up To 50 percent
To Studio Club
Members
on
Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry
Radios

neither of the boys was seriously injured. A medal to Russ!
Congratulations are in order for the
following:

Appliances
Jewelry Made To Order
T

Pomerantz and Logan

Bruce’s second
Diane, first saw
December 21st.

747 S. Hill St.
Upstairs ■from Mike Lyman'^
MU. 4879
no farther than
telephone!

your

/

trucks — the driver may be taking pictures. The other day one of them was
passing the Landscape office, madly
clicking a camera as he went by. Look,
Mom — no hands!
If Pitkin has sold you

“Bendix
FACTORY
BENDtX

STORES

Specialists^’

FRANCHISE

Home

Florida. Ken Hamilton, Jack’s sister
and formerly one of our most popular
secretaries, who became Mrs. Sig Janas
a short time ago.

•

LA CIENEGA
LANES
Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

CoU

You

Are

,Our

New

Invited

to

Location

DEALER

Home Laundries
Ironers - Dryers
NORGE . . . Refrigerators - Gas and
Electric Ranges - Washers
RCA VICTOR . . . Radios - Victrolas
Television - Records - Vacuum Tubes
AMERICAN CENTRAL . . . Metal
Kitchen Cabinets and Sinks
EUREKA . . . Cleaners - Cordless Irons
SUNBEAM . . . Products

PHILCO . . . Refrigerators and Radios
EMERSON . . Small Radios
PACKARD BELL . Radios
O'KEEFE-MERRin
\
GAFFERS-SAHLER I
WESTERN HOLLY (
GAS

CALL PARKWAY
FOR THAT BEST

of the

20th Century-Fox
Bowling League

It’s nice to see Bob Freeman of
Landscape back on the job after a
five-month illness.

owet'S

. . . Automatic

ROPER
GRAND
NORGE

on the idea

that “like begins at forty,” don’t you
believe it. Check with Bill Kern of

FREEMAN
APPLIANCE

daughter, Patricia
the light of day on

When driving across the lot, give a
wide berth to Consolidated Cement

of the girls attended the postnuptial shower which Enid Scherer
gave for Grace Freeman, who eloped
without telling us and married Mr. Otis.
Although Grace was sporting an engagement ring almost as big as Gibraltar, her sudden marriage came as a
surprise.

(Formerly Finley-Kolpack)

are

apart to the day. Don’s first son, Gary
Charles, arrived on November 21st, and

Many

Jewelers

We

Frank O’Connor of Mechanical Effects, who married Margaret Legg, Universal makeup artist. Barbara Kline,
who was married to Michael Taubman,
has retired and is honeymooning in

Bruce Fowler and Don Torpin of
Production became fathers a month

( RANGES
\
/
4173
DEAL

Louis F. (Lou) Freeman
3825 W. JEFFERSON
(at Wellington Road)
LOS ANGELES 16
It will pay you to get acquainted
with us , . nuffsaid

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
CR 1-0915
OPEN
Bonded

Member

149 S. Beverly Drive
EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

of Florist

Telegraph

Delivery

BR 2-3513

Association

PleaM . . .
Don^t

ask us to describe

it— we

can^t/ . » .

The New Hudson
See it yourself at

HARRY
9037 WASHINGTON

DAMNING
BOULEVARD

MOTORS
•

CULVER

CITY
17

SAVE
on
everything
in our

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

Transportation and he’ll convince you
that the
ante have
should
be raised
“fifty.”
The
Kerns
made
a date towith
the

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

stork for the first of June. Bill says
the house is full of girls, so he’s hoping
for a boy — but natch!

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY
• LUGGAGE

and

Former receptionist Dorothy Harris’
(Mrs. Cecil Barker’s) many friends
were delighted when she paid them a
visit and brought her little daughter
along for them to coo over.
If you meet a Transportation driver
and he fails to speak, smile or even

PENS

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

GIFT
sample
line

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

nod, don’t be chagrinned. He’s probably just come from the newly decorated Ready Room and its glare has
momentarily blinded him. OR, could be

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample

he’s been driving that new 11-passenger
Cadillac Airliner Coach and is still
dazed.
Louise Pritchett, who injured her
spine when she was thrown from a
horse last October, came back last week
looking well and rested. Her first night
out she went horseback riding.
We wish to express our appreciation
to the management for an added convenience this past year. Dr. Brownson
and his charming and efficient staff —
Drs. Jacobs, Christensen and Meinig, as
well as hygienist Miss Rowland and,
last but not least, Dolores Oschner —
have all proved themselves a very welcome addition to our TCF family.

line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS.
Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills —
and save.

a

handy

place to shop

MAITZ COMPANY
of California
Exclusive

West Coast Importers*
Representative

DELMAR
“One
369

WATCHES

of America's

Finest

Watches

Since Blvd.,
1913" Near
S. Robertson

(New

Address)

Discriminating
pars from

Olympic

CR.

6-3913

Hotel room available. Redecorated
and newly furnished throughout. 24hr. switchboard service.
From $2,00
CULVER

CITY HOTEL

ARDmour

82181

Miss Hudson — Beverly Management
400

No.

Camden

_ S-A-V-E

-

2c per Gallon of Gas
Also Discounts

on

Tires f Batteries, Etc.

Distributor for Electron Batteries

20 th Century Motor Service
10281 West Pico Boulevard
CRestview 5-9724
Free

Pickup and
Service

Delivery

PICTURE
FRAMING

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELICACIES

fF ines

Liquors

BEVERLY
Monica

HILLS

Blvd.

STUDIO

CLUB

BR. 2-3895

and

CR.

6-2305

MEMBERS

FRED

S. HUGHES

(Village Frame

c i
€ n €West
p r10301
m 1
On Home

Pico Blvd. SAVES

YOU

MONEY

•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•
•

(Including Wholesale Connections on Food)*
Automatic Washers (any b-rand)
•
Refrigerator

*
•

Complete Kitchens
Garbage Disposers

for

for our

wholesale

Food

lists

Wilshire

delivery!

and

Sunset

•

or Remodeling

immediate

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)
*Ask

Between

14 Brands of Radios
Water Softeners - Furnaces

available

Shop)

639 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

Appliances and Radio Equipment

FROSTAIR — Combination

18

Corp.

Dr., Beverly Hills

Shop'

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

Santa

ROOMS

20th Cen-

tury-Fox choose —

9632

HOTEL

Discounts
ARizona

to Members
9-729^8

jHcttev5 to the ^tuJio

duh:

Wanted For Immediate Casting!
MODELS

—

SINGERS

—

DANCERS

For the Studio

THE

*

one.”

«

^

ACTS

Variety Show

SCANDALS

Register With

"Many, many thanks for the wonderful Christmas basket you sent us. It sure
is nice to know that you all remember
my husband as be has been sick so long
. . . you made our Christmas a joyous

Club

SPECIALTY

—

DIAMONDS

^

Studio Club Now

WATCHES

sk JEWELRY

^

S/^

As an employee of

*

TWENTIETH

“Please accept my most sincere thanks
for the wonderful Christmas basket delivered to us. Believe me it certainly

0*3

CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO

n

ti e invite you to obtain this

V.*’

warms one’s heart to know they are not
forgotten by their fellow workers even
after a long illness. Your very generous
basket certainly added to our material
enjoyment of the holiday season, and
the thoughts that prompted the sending
of it added greatly to our spiritual pleaslire.
*
*
*

in
n
:z
z
>

>
o

“Just to say hello and to express our
appreciation for the Christmas basket.
If it had not been for the Studio Club,
Santa Claus would have passed us by
this year.”

«

*

O
in

i;

«

O

<
“Just wanted to tell you that I think
HAROLD GORDON was the best Santa
Claus I have ever seen and I give him
a lot of credit for making the Christmas
party as gay and happy as it was. It
was a most wonderful partv — for both
adults and children. Violet.”

/

UJ

o

X.

Also

SKIRTS

•

FORMALS

of all the best

•

FURS

Thursdays — Open

I

to

9:00

n
>
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O

o
D

Phillips’ Group Discount Plan of cash selling makes
these discounts possible. Please bring identification as
we do not cater to the general public.
is sold under a guarantee to refund

Q.

full purchase price if dissatisfied w'ith purchase for any
reason whatever.

<

U
Z
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m

<

7^V'.

Great Savings at

9711 Santa Monica Blvd.
BEVERLY HILLS
CRestview 6-1571

I—

All merchandise

makes

Beverly Wardrobe

above card entitles you to admittance to the

"largest jewelry showTooms in the west,” where you
may make cash purchases with a guaranteed refund if
you do not obtain discounts of 15% to 40% off current
retail prices.

LU
QC
<

^iJi — wh^ pci!^ moee

$150 Suits at $29.95

The

OJ

to
*
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tllw.
ISTABLISHCD

1921*
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(GROUP MEMBERS DIVISION)
SECOND FLOOR, 714 SOUTH HILL
LOS ANGELES
•
VAndike 2442
OPEN 9:30-5:30 INCLUDING SATURDAYS

P.M.
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Prize Photographs
Another hue group of photographs was submitted for
this Photo Contest. The four on this page are the winners
chosen from a hue assortment sent in by readers who combined skill and imagination in getting the shots. A check
for S5.00 will he sent to each winner.

“THE

“GENTLEMEN

OF

THE
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by Jack

Pashkovsky,
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BOOK” by Howard
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(»rip Department
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strength counts most

An

Feature Article

Studio Club Activities

/ euce

of pow'er and force, the economic
of all, for it is the foundation.

3

“Strictly for Kicks ’
Ambassador Dinner Dance

^ ou want peace and you don't want war, and you
doubtless find yourself gnawing over the question of
whether there is anything you can do about it as an
individual.
Yes, there are lots of things you can do, and we
would like to suggest just one of them.
Look at it this way: Our statesmen and diplomats
are doing what they can to restore peace and order m
the world. Wliatever influence they have is tied directly
to the strength of the nation behind them. This strength
is moral, military and economic. Right now, in a world

CONTENTS

Board

CENTURY-FOX

Editor
Business Manager

Staff Cartoonist
ED JANIS

Academy

TWENTIETH

No. 3

PALMER
HOUSER

ROBERT

OF

Staff

McCLATCHEY

JIM

PUBLICATION

President

America that is internally strong and economically strong will not be attacked. An America that is
internally weak, in economic depression, certainly
would be attacked.
And what has this to do wdth you? Well, you are one
of the parts of the economic system. In one way or
another you are a worker. You are “in business” in the
sense that business is a system of organized w^ork. You
contribute to business. You help to make it wdiat it is—
good or bad, sound or unsound.
It would be stretching things to say that peace or war
depends upon you, but it is perfectly accurate to say
that you are more influential than you probably think.
All of us can worry and fume all we like, but if we
really want to work for peace, well — there’s one thing
we can do: Work for it by working.

RAY KELLOGG
Vice-President
MARGUERITE HAMILTON
Secretary
ED ARNOLD
Treasurer
Dave Anderson, Wilma Christian,, Jack Conlin, Ike
Danning, Lee Dunbar, Carl Faulkner, Ted Frazer, Hal
Gordon, Sol Halprin, Glenn Harman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kahn, John Lavin, Jack Montgomery, Ben Nye,
Walter Pallmen, Robert Patton, Frances Richardson,
Kathleen Ridgeway, Hazel Shirk, Bill Winter, Joseph
Wright, Pete Young.
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F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION
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at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members S3. 00 per year. Single
copy 26c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2I&I. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, 1942. at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, IB79.
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Cover . . .
The gold Oscar on your “Action'’ magazine cover represents the award
of merit for outstanding achievements in the field of motion picture
production. 20th Century-Fox Studio recently made a wonderful showing at the annual meeting of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, held at the Shrine Auditorium. Our Studio received more
Oscars than any other single studio in Hollywood.
Those people who personally received the Oscars certainly deserve
these tokens of achievement. However, without taking any due credit
away from these individuals, a share of honor shoidd be given to all
persons at this Studio who helped contribute to the success of 20th
Century-Fox at this annual meeting.
Congratulations to all of you for your

fine work.

AWARDS

ACADEMY
20TH CENTURY -FOX WINS

TCP HONORS

WITH

At the twentieth annual meeting of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, held at the Shrine Auditorium, 20th Century-Fox Studio

Darryl

walked away
gold Oscars.

performance, while Edmund Gwenn received the top recognition among supporting actors for his performance as
Santa Claus in “Miracle on 34th Street.”
Elia Kazan won one of the coveted gold

with the lion’s share of

“Gentleman’s Agreement,” which
Darrly F. Zanuck personally produced,
gained the best producton award for
1947, which was received by Mr. Zanuck from Fredric March. Celeste Holm,
for the same film, was awarded an
Oscar for the best feminine supporting

F. Zanuck received his gold statuette for personally producing the best

picture

of

the year

1947,

^^Gentleman’s

Agreement.”

awards for directing “Gentleman’s
Agreement.” Others who won glory and
received gold statuettes were George
Seaton for the best written screen play.

7 OSCARS

“Miracle on 34th Street”; Valentine
Davies for the best original motion picture story, “Miracle on 34th Street,”
and Alfred Newman for the best scoring of a

musical picture in “Mother

Wore
Tights.”
A grand
total of seven Oscars were
received by persons representing 20th
Century-Fox Studio. The number of
awards received by this studio were
head and shoulders above the number
(Continued

on Page 4)

3

(Continued from Page 3)
received by any other Hollywood film company. It was
indeed a proud evening for everyone connected with our
Studio when the announcements were made and broadcast
throughout the nation. These Oscars represent a great, deal
of work and effort, not only by the recipients of these
coveted awards, but by everyone at 20th Century-Fox who
has shared in the making of these pictures.

Anne

Baxter, icinner of one of last year’s awards, is congratulating George Seaton and Edmund
Gwenn for their work in

“Miracle on 34th Street.” George Seaton received his Oscar
for the best written screen play in 1947 and Edmund
Gtvenn
for the best supporting actor.
Elia

Kazan,

awarded
Holm

Celeste

Holm

and

Darryl

Zanuck

with

Valentine Davies received an Oscar from the Academy
tion Picture Arts and Sciences for the best original
picture

Oscars

for their successful work in “Gentleman’s Agreement.” Elia Kazan received a statue for best direction; Celeste
for best supporting actress; and Darryl Zanuck for producing the best motion picture of 1947.

Al

Newman,

Crisp

story,

holding

for his work

“Miracle

his

Oscar,

in musical
Wore

4

on

34th

Street.”

is congratulated

scoring
Tights.”

of Momotion

by

in the picture

Donald
“Mother

wood.

CALL 507

No job is too small or too large

for foreman Harry Wolff’s carpenters —
from repairing broken cbairs and desks
in tbe shop, to such jobs as facing the
new scenic backing with tongue and
groove
at “Sersen
In theflooring
same building
our Lake.”
paint shop,
under

foreman

Ray

LaPorte,

is equally

as representative of maintenance work.
A new color mixing machine of the
latest type was recently added by Mr.
Rabold,

wbo

was

ever

on

the alert to

facilitate and expedite work. The machine, like other modern implements,
not only improves the quality of work
but in turn will pay for itself by time
saved.
In conjunction
our

with the paint shop is

sign shop. Jerry Newkirk,

as being

an

expert

show-card

as well
man,

is

responsible for all tbe street and traffic signs. Lee Jorgensen does lamp
equipment

painting, stenciling, number-

ing and decal work.
Andy Barclay, the locksmith in the
hardware section, is an old-timer with
the company. He has been here over 30
years

and during this time has repaired or gained experience with almost
every type of lock manufactured. Andy
has cut thousands of keys and for each
one he has a duplicate or master key,
which

is kept in the hardware
ment safe.

Another
who
A

old-timer

is George

departWalker,

for many years has done Maintenance plaster and cement work.
little known

group,

but very

nec-

essary, is the pest-control group or the
fumigators. These boys, working with
James Dinneen all hours of the day and
night, are ever concerned with the wellbeing of the personnel of all departments. Their work consists of termite
and

fungus control, rodent extermination, fumigation, etc. Through their
endeavor, 20th Century-Fox has a good
record with the Los Angeles City Health
Department.
Moe Gordon

One of the largest jobs the Maintenance Department ever tackled on this Lot teas the
placing of the wooden stringers on the face of the new steel backdrop. The above
photo shows the wooden stringers before the facing was put on.

By Red
Few

people give little, if any, thought

to the maintenance of a large corporation (especially one as large as 20th
Century-Fox) when in its operation it
runs smoothly. Most of the personnel

Davies
offices, painting all buildings inside and
out, and many other jobs illustrated in
the following pages. Through the
years and especially the years following
the merger between 20th Century and
the Fox Film Corp., the maintenance
has grown from a small shop with just
a handful of personnel to the large

LIN

department

have handled

involving
ample ;

many

hundreds

of requests

types of work.

For

ex-

All types of furniture repair, building portable dressing rooms, decorating

the

boys

of the

as junk. Consequently, this department
has been responsible for many, many

or take for granted the Maintenance of Facilities. Yet for many years
CHARLES
RABOLD
and JACK CON-

accept

and

salvage section might well be called a
department within a department on the
North lot. All the materials salvaged
would otherwise have been disposed of

saved

In its present location near the Art
Department building, the Maintenance
carpenter shop is fully equipped to do
to be

done

wffh

through

the years

and

years.

The Maintenance laborers’ work, under Red Davies, consists of many and
various

types

of jobs. These

include

the men who work with Verlin “Speed”
Taylor, moving offiee and dressing room
furniture,
water and

it is now.

virtually everything

dollars

especially war

disposal

general lot clean-up men,
ice men, trash removal and

men,

street

sweepers,

indus-

trial vacuum cleaner crew, mechanics’
(Continued on Page 8)
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Jack
seen

Conlin, right. Head of the Maintenance
going over the daily estimates of jobs
baidd Paul.

Department, is
with his clerk,

Lee Jorgensen and Clarence Thompson, foreground, do all
the lettering and stenciling of the studio electrical equipment.

PO\SOJ

Paul

Sedam

is operating

the

traffic aids

The

pest control

group

laying

out

their equipment

traffic marker

in tip-top

which

keeps

the

shape.

in prepara-

tion for fumigating Men’s Wardrobe. Left to right, James
Dinneen, Bill Anderson, Art Klomhaus, Pern Edmondson.

Another job that often goes unnoticed is that
buildings and stages vacuumed. Here Harry
Bill Rogers is operating the pneumatic drill,. which is breaking up the cement slab in the garage to enlarge the grease pit.
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Carl

Ludwig,

right,

are

cleaning the stage
dustrial vacuum cleaner.

of keeping the
Shanahan and

walls

with

an

in-

Andy
Another

job

usually

taken

for

granted — Jerry

ISewkirk

is

seen lettering the name plate on Mr. Zanuck’s door. Jerry
does all the show card and name plate lettering for the Studio.

Andy

Al

Barclay, employee since 1917, is the hardware and keycutting man in the Maintenance Department. The vault behind
contains a key for every lock on any of the TCF Lots.

Norby,

the

Ray

LaPorte, left. Paint Foreman of the Maintenance Department, is seen operating the new paint mixing machine
while Russell Sohn and Lou Halford are adding a finishing
coat of paint.

George
cement

Walker, Vern Archer and Ellis White are laying the
foundation for the new processing plant that is being
built behind the landscape department.

maintenance tool man, is seen
industrial broom.

making

a

netv

Members of the carpenter shop staff who keep all woodwork
in repair for the Maintenance Department. Left to right,
James

McCoy,

Henry Miller,
liam Rosen, August

Verly Wood, Harry Wolff,
Williams, Vic Norton.

Wil-
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Three of the many
maintenance trucks are seen lined up,
ready to start a busy day in which they tcill travel many miles
throughout the Lot. Left to right, F, Richter, W. Hansen,
'‘Irish”

O’Brien,

V.

Taylor, R. Milburn,
Sweetman, J. Buol.

E.

McIntosh,

The Western Avenue crew are doing some repair work inside
the Western Avenue shop. Left to right, Fred Doody, Kenneth
McMillan, Ed Grace, William Hobbs.

H,

Carpenters and painters of the Maintenance Department are
seen repairing a couple of dressing rooms. Left to right, Ray
LaPorte, William Mergell, Bart Palmer, Victor Norton, Walter
Pohl.

Keeping the grounds cleaned of trash is just one of the many
odd jobs which the Maintenance Department handles so efficiently. Left to right, George Fortune, Russell Case, Fred
Moore, Jr., Harry Morton.

General Smith Voices Warning
On

two occasions of the same

day,

General Holland M. (Howlin’ Mad)
Smith, Retired, gave stirring speeches
before groups of 20th Century-Fox employees. General Smith, probably one
of the most colorful marine leaders of

enemy,

but this time

we

are

alone.

Bear that in mind, gentlemen.”

the last war, called for support of the
universal military training program
and the manufacturing of implements
of war.

8

General Smith first spoke briefly before a small luncheon group at the
Cafe de Paris, March 23rd, and the
same evening addressed an audience
of 20th Century-Fox employees and
their families at the regular meeting
of the American Legion.

(Continued

In his speech he said, “Russia is
emulating the maneuvers of Hitler when
the latter marched into Sudetenland
and Czechoslovakia in 1938 and Poland
in 1939. Hitler then had one enemy,
Russia. He was securing his boundaries
and bis assault on his enemies. Today,
Russia is doing the same thing in securing the Balkans and her assault upon
the West. In World War II and World
War I we had allies to stave off the

of Third War

from

Page

5)

helpers for various other departments
(excluding production), such as plumbing, machine shop, air conditioning,
print shop or wherever labor help is
needed.
General

H, M. Smith

and

Mrs.

Smith

were

guests of honor at a recent luncheon at
the Cafe de Paris. Gen. Smith spoke
briefly before a small group and warned

In the past few years production activity at the Western Avenue lot has
slowed down considerably. However, a

of Russia’s
(left) and
and Mrs.

small group of Maintenance men are
there to keep things in good repair.

expanding power. Ty Power
Darryl Zanuck with General
Smith after the luncheon.

.EMPLOYEE
HIGHLIGHTS ^

merit,

is showing

Dorothy
Club

Bridges

is trying

the

a

help

flyers build

other

in

Joliene

to find out how

in joining

call the Studio

plane

and

Flying
Club

Club,

which

he

learned

Overacker,
many

which

up flying

or contact

right.

people
would

time.

Dave

would

Those

to fly, to
The

Studio

snap shot, Larry was caught with his
participles down as it were. It seems he
pulled a terrific grammatical error and

be interested

include

novices

interested

Anderson,

ALIBI — The Accounting Department is
happy to announce the pending marriage
of its most eligible bachelor, Larry Rice
to Miss Betty Gibson,
As you can see by the accompanying

and

please

Betty (an English Teacher no less) hauled off and let him have it right in his conjunction. Verbs flew and infinitives were

at the Electric-

al Department.

split, and before you could say “Dangling
Modifier,” he had decided to make her
future tense his. Congratulations, Larry!

THE

VOICE — Kordula

Lynn

and

comes

out

those

who

Dorothy

phone, itgoes

round

and

is surprising
would

psychological

or

Polenek,

Carter

like

are

round

when
to

dramatic

George

giving
on

a magnetic

played

develop
devices

Sampson,

forth

back.
a
to

into

tape

If you

Susan

the

micro-

and

are

RETIRED — Charlie Rabold, left, is congratulating Jack Conlin as he accepts the position as Head of the Maintenance Department. Charlie, who

what

one

of

captivating

voice,

gain

influence

people

and

develop effective speaking — phone the Studio Club, Ext. 745,
and join the class. Become a more interesting person through
this class.

pany in the
chosen Head
mountain

recently

retired,

started

early 1920’s as a carpenter and
of the Maintenance Department.

tirement from 20th Century-Fox
cabin near Clear Lake.

with

the

com-

in 1935 was
Upon his re-

he planned to relax at his
The above photograph was

taken at a “Going-Away” party for Charlie, in which he was
presented with a fine assortment of fishing equipment by
members

of his departmeftt.
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THE MELODY
The cast and company of “Strictly
for Kicks” have by now pulled themselves together after their spectacular

LINGERS

four-night run plus a one-night holdover by popular request in the Studio
Musical — but the melody lingers on.

even more
work

ON
lustrous than it did in re-

hearsal. Now we know
in the movies!”

“It’s great to

“Lingers on” not only in the knowledge of a job well done and thoroughly
enjoyed, but in the good feelings of
accomplishment and friendliness. For
it was well enjoyed not only by the
audience but by the players and makers
of the show, from directors to bus boys
to secretaries to grips.
Tokens of appreciation and gratitude
are hereby extended to the company,
made

up of some 50 employees, including electricians, air conditioners, fire-

men, grips, maintenance men, make-up
artists, policemen, prop men, secretaryusherettes, sound men and wardrobe
assistants. Due credit also goes to the
75 employee members of the cast for
their contribution of talents towaru
making
Zip go the zippers — Ellen Potash being
assisted by Gene ISorton as the Layne
Sisters stand by.

the revue such an overwhelm-

ing success.
In retrospect the theme

Marilyn Monroe revealing the ^^secret of her success'* to the
press, including Bernice Nicolnff, Dick Vincent, Connie Lynn,
Marilee Carpenter, Barton Palmer, Sally Conde, Moe Scherer,
Ellen Potash. Bob Temple, Bill Meacham, Jim Heckert, Sandy
Courage, Eileen La Vine, Rickey Salem, Lonnie Raitlor, and
Frank De Marco.
Look

again

kids,

those

milk

bottles

pagne.
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are

really

full of cham-

song seems

Makeup
men, Harry Maret and Roy
Stork, foreground, are applying makeup
to Mike Kartiganer and Rickey Salem.

Quarter of eight ( a.m.) we’re storming the gate for work.
About a quarter of eight ( p.m.) we find the same people
checking

in for rehearsals— Colleen Townsend,
Jean Banta and Gretchen McNally.

Carl

Vitale,

The three little girlies of the Bur-le’-que are Al (Bubbles) de
Weese, George (Fanny) Stephenson and Hal (Tassels) Gordon.

“Marrk
takes a

Me Heeerrrr" are Edmund
squint through the lens. Be

Partyka’s words as he
careful. Bill Meacham,

one more step and it's another smashed hand. Others on the
set are Sandy Courage, Dorothy Bridges, Al Zultz and Bob
Temple.

"That's for me" as Joe Schwartz dives into the potato salad.
Hal Gordon doing some fancy carving and Barton Palmer
tempting the others icith his plate as he heads for a clear spot
at the

"Strictly

for Kicks" party given
Henderson.

Contributing their services for the fast changei between scenes
are Primo Pazzelli, Tullio Corsini, Joe Schicartz, Art Dexter,
ISick Ratkovic, George Djimos, Bill Murphy, iet Fore, Walter
Machado, Kenny Lutes, Alex Murphy and vhuke Abrahams.

A

Alan Buckhantz, in charge of production, is iseen going over
the music with Charles Henderson, compos^ of the tunes,
and Mitzie Mayfair Henderson, dancet\director.

Norma Wiesner says Bill Callahan
my but Bill gives a different story

by

super-whooper-dooper time was had by
the Old Town Hall Party.

until

"five o'clock

Mitzi

and

all who

Charles

attended

has been playing gin rumas to what has taken place

in the

morning."
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AMBASSADOR
*

DANCE
DINNER
Dancing, entertainment, fun and food — yes, that’s what happened at the Cocoanut Grove Dinner Dance, held Monday, April
12th. On these pages are just a few of the many photographs
that were taken at this annual event, which shows a part of the
large crowd that attended this dinner. Photographs

of this affair

may be ordered from the Studio Club and all orders should be
in to the Club by May 1st.
Vivacious

Martha Stewart taking a bow while the
applauded in response to terrific numbers.

audience

Linda
Les

Clark,

Here's

Kenny Williams
hat and go

a beautiful

shot

and
into

Dan Dailey
their dance.

of the Mill

with

toss

all eyes

on

a

as

lovely

as

ever

in

her

black

sheer

right at home at the Makeup table. Irene
hairdresser, at her left.

Having

a sivell time right at the entrance are Frances
June Connor, Brad and Vi Canfield.

straw

forward.

Darnell

feeling

gown,

Brooks,

head

Klamt,

The

Grip

Department

making

the most

of the delightful

meal.

Dick Foster
dance floor

Members

of the camera and electrical departments
graphed the dance. Left to right; Sam Silverstein,
Guidry, Wally Castle, Sid Ragin, Bob McGowan.

photoAl H.

Members

Hugh

Here's

Conlon,

the

Fire

Chief, left, with a few
ladies Wardrobe.

Transportation

it.
Department

of the

riding

high

gals

and

of the Art Department taking advantage of the
with Joan Scott, charming daughter of Johnny
Scott of Music Dept.

of

the

Publicity Department enjoying
under the cocoanut palms.

themselves

from

liking

Kenny

Williams

looking very pleased — and why
ivith Betty Grable beside him?

shouldn’t

he

\

The

20th Century-Fox Basketball Team resting on the sidelines at the Pan Pacific Auditorium before they encountered
the powerful Oakland Bittners Basketball Team on March
9th. The Flicker Five went on to thump the Bittners by a 57
to 38 count. The Oakland Bittners later finished third in the
National Tournament at Denver, Colorado.

BASKETBALL

A

bit of fast rough action under the basket at the 20th Century-Fox versus Oakland Bittners basketball game held at
the Pan Pacific Auditorium. Fox players identified are Dick
West, No. 24, and Alex Hannum, No. 23.

BOWLING
Well, with the winter league over,
and

HENRY

KING’S

ACES

< Don

Curl’s Lahorites) winning the rolloff
against MONTE’S CUBS ( Monte Bononie’s Staff ) in a very tense and exciting series, plans got under way to
start a Mixed Fours Summer League,

to the JUNIOR BUDS, putting the JR.
BUDS in first place now with eight
points won. DOUBLE TROUBLES won
three from the TRUINS, who now have
six points, and DOUBLE
have seven.

TROUBLES

The powerful Fox cagers, winners of
the Southern Pacific Association Annual A.A.U. Tournament, represented
Southern California at the National
Tournament in Denver during the middle of March. The Studio Club quintet,
aided by collegiate stars Alex Hannum
from U.S.C., Dave Minor, Dick West
and John Stanish of U.C.L.A., made a
fine showing for the tournament fans
at Denver before they were finally

but the starting date was delayed temporarily due to some of the bowlers

downed by the flashy Denver Nuggets.
The locals were picked by everyone

being in the “Strictly For Kicks” show.
The MARK STEVENS’ MARKERS won
first place for the girls, with Beverly
Ries high average girl and winning the

as pre-tournament dark horses to upset
the champion Phillips 66 Oilers. The
dopesters were smiling the first few
days of the casaba contest as the 20th

special suit donated by Click’s.
There are eighteen teams in the Summer League, ten teams in one division
and eight in the other, and this is the
third week of a nine-week schedule, with
a rolloff between the top teams in each
division to decide who will get the
trophies.
The LUCKY

FOURS

won four points

from the not-so-lucky KEEL’S HEELS,
leaving the KEEL’S HEELS with only
two points won so far, and the LUCKY
FOURS with six. The BINDLESTIFFS
won three points from the FOUR B’s,
with both teams now at seven points.
The DOUBLE B&B’s collided with the
BOB CATS and lost three points to
them, leaving both of these teams with
five each. The FOUR HUSKIES, on
top the second week, lost four points
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Century-Fox Studio Club team rolled
over all opponents. However, in the
game between the Studio Club and the
Denver Nuggets, the locals spotted

Winners of the Thursday Night Handicap League are seen with their trophy
after their jubilant victory. Left to right
are Bobby Bow, Joe Magliocco, Don Curl,
George Emerzian and Carl Vitale.

In the other division, the JET

JOBS

won four points from S H I R L ’ S
PEARLS, who were in top spot the
second week and now have eight points
won and the JET JOBS nine. The FOUR
DOPES jumped into the lead this week
with ten points won by taking three
from the WISE ACRES. The LARKS
(Continued on Page 15)

their opponents 15 points in the first
four minutes. The boys finally got organized and crept up to within three
points of the Nuggets before they lost
the services of 6 foot 6 inch Alex Hannum and Dave Minor via the personal
foul route. The final score was 64 to
50 and eliminated the Flicker five from
the semi-finals.
The National Tournament climaxed
the end of the season for the Studio
Club basketball team and left them with
a record of winning 37 games out of
a total of 48 played.

ACTIVITIES

Members
of the Studio Club bowling
team, which steamrollered all opponets
in the Studio Bowling League to win a
fine assortment of trophies. Left to right,
Maynard Rugg, Moe Larson, Armand Allen, John McCafferty and Jess Wolf.

BOWLING

— Continued

now have five points won, after taking
four from the PIN PUSHERS. The
JIMMY STEWART
quartette hasn’t
been able to get started yet and lost
all four points to the SHAMROCKS,
who are now tied for second place with
nine points.
The Studio Club bowling team,
captained by Armand Allen captured
the championship in the Studio Bowling
League. The studio keglers went to
the front early in the season and never
relinquished this lead.
Maynard

Rugg, of the Camera Department, lead his team in the league
with a sizzling 192 average. Other averages of the Studio Club’s high-scoring
team are: John McCafferty 187, Jess
Wolf 18.5, Armand Allen 181 and Moe
Larson 176.

LITTLE THEATRE
ELECTION
An election of officers for the
Studio Club Little Theatre will be
held in the cafeteria on Monday,
April 26th at 7:00 P.M. Among
other business, suggestions will be
made and welcomed to outline a
program for the balance of the
year. Everyone interested should
attend so that we can get some
ideas about future shows that will
be as good as or topping the
musical revue.

SOFTBALL
The

1948

softball season

is under-

way! This year all Intra-Studio League
games will be played on the improved
softball diamond located on the north

Members
of Linda Darnell's champion
softball team were recently entertained at
a softball banquet by the Studio Club, at
which they received gold belt buckles.
Left to right, back row Carl Vitale, Eddie
DeCuir, Al DeGaetano, Joe Magliocco,
George Zucker and Henry "Dutch" Sousa.
Front row, George Emerzian, Bobby Bow,
Red

lot. A fine new grass turf will greet
the teams this year. Also, the spectators
bleachers have been painted and 40foot light poles have been erected to
help flood the softball diamond with
powerful lights.
The 8-team league is slated for a
round robin schedule in which each
team will play all opponents twice. The
games will be double headers, the first
game starting at 7 :30 P.M., twice a
week. This year the teams have been
divided up as equally as possible by the
team captains and Studio Club softball
committee. Each team will have an equal
number of players and plenty of spirit
and enthusiasm has been shown thus
far by the teams. Each team is sponsored by a well-known celebrity on this
lot.
All employees, their families and
friends are cordially invited to attend
these games.

Davies,

FOR

Jim

Musk

WOMEN

and

Herb

Schultz.

ONLY!

The Studio Club is forming an
All-Girl Softball League. There are
over 30 girls who have already
shown interest in such an activity. If the Studio Club can get
additional girls enthused to form
two more teams, the All-Girl Softball League will be organized to
play in the evenings on the local
softball diamond. These teams will
be sponsored by well-known persons on this lot such as the bowling teams are and should prove
to be fun and enjoyment for players and spectators alike.
whoa can
50’Any
can girl
knock
homebowl
run ain‘high
this
league. So come on, let’s get that
girls softball league formed now!
Just phone the Studio Club and
give your name!

SOFTBALL
FIRST LEAGUE

MHY

GAME

4th - 7:30 P.M.
Softball Field, North Lot
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APPLIANCES
RADIOS

uraer

TEN PIN CAFE

TELEVISION
Standard Makes

, STEAKS - - COCKTAILS
TELEVISION

Wilshire Music Shop

•
12309-11 WEST
W. LOS

PICO

ANGELES

34, CALIF.

ARiiona 39623

SUBSCRIBE

NOW

TO THE

Motion Picture Relief Fund
25th ANNIVERSARY

HANDS

318 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica
Phone S.M. 46955

BLVD.

UP

HARD WATER
IS ROBBING YOU
OF mzoo EVERY YEAR

With the start of the baseball season,
the American public will have a little
more to argue about than the coming
political elections. The intra - studio
softball league is slated to start play
late this month with eight teams competing. More than 90 players have
signed up at the Studio Club, indicating a successful season with plenty of
competition.
The Studio Club softball committee,
headed by Ike Danning and last year’s
softball team captains, have decided to
enter a Fox team in the Inter-Studio
League, if the A.A.LL okays plans for
such a league. Eight teams representing
all the major studios would comprise
the league. Each studio would pick ttie
“cream” of their softball talent for
I.S.L. play. A.A.U. permission is necessary before the league becomes a
reality, but their stamp of approval is
expected soon. Eddie DeCuir will captain the studio I.S.L. entry, when and if
league competition begins in May.
Studio softball players won’t be able
to cry, “Bad hop,” when they commit
an error this year, as the diamond has
been leveled and completely turfed.
Daylight saving time will help in run-

A MT. SHASTA
WATER SOFTENER
PAYS DAILY DIVIDENDS
*

Use

*

Eliminate costly plumbing bills caused
by scale deposits in pipes and heater.

*

Use

HARD

50%— 70%

less soap.

less fuel to heat water.
imum life from your heater.

FACTS

ABOUT

Get

SOFT

max-

WATER

ning off this year’s schedule, as the
first game, which will begin at 7:30,
can be played without using lights. Ike
Danning has persuaded the telephone
company to donate some telephone
poles to be used as 40-foot light standards, with the result that the lot diamond will be one of the best lighted
in the city.

Ask for
W.

G. (Bill) Zylstra best deal in town

• CAMERAS
CLOCKS

SAVE
on

•• GIFTS
DIAMONDS

everything

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

in our

JEWELRY

FOUNTAIN
< •• JEWELRY

and

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

GIFT
sample
line

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Pox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for idenfiflcaiion and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MAITZ COMPANY
of California
Exclusive

West Coast Importers’
Representative

DELMAR
“One

of

WATCHES

America’^

Finest

Watches

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic
Since 1913”
(New Address)
CR. 6-3913
Open

Tuesday

Evenings

Until

9 P.M.

MT. SHASTA Soft Filtered
Water: Saves you up to
$117.00 every yeor* •
Allows foods and bever-

and

SPEEVy SERVICE

ages to retain their natural tenderness, flavor
color * Leaves hair

^soft and lustrous * Elimnates bathtub ring,
washstand grime

We will pick up your car — service,
polish, wash and deliver, while you
are on the lot. No extra charge.

f ’tects your health
ProPeriodic turning of a single volve— a few
pennies' worth of salt is all your MT.
SHASTA Water Softener requires. A child
can do it.

WE

CUSTOMERS

20th Century Motor Service

EARL W. HANLEY
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SATISFIED

TIRES, BATTERIES, ETC.
Distributor for Electron Batteries
•

SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT
TO CLUB MEMBERS
Call
AR. 91984

WANT

Also Discounts on

U.S. Dept, of Commerce reports an actual
saving of $117.00 a year for families
using soft water.

10281 West
Once

more!

Then tee’ll knock
lunch! !

off

for

Pico Boulevard

CRestview

5-9724

A LOT'S

DOIN'S

The girls have it. Mr. Stork has descended recently to make Charles Zimmerman, Head of Photocopy, quite the
strutter with a baby girl born Sunday,
April 11th. Gail Blair weighs 6-lbs. 10oz. Charles weighs minus 2 lbs. Hank
Vilardo of Makeup, is also a proud
pappy with his boy born the same day.
Who beat whom to becoming a father?
Aaron Halperin insists he isn’t his own
grandpa but he has recently acquired
that title with the first born granddaughter, Peggy Ann. Top this if you

HAVE

YOU

MOVED?

Even

in today’s housing situation, there are occasions when

20th
change
one of
find a

Century-Fox employees
addresses. In case you are
those fortunate enough to
new home or unfortunate

in being evicted from your present home, you should notify the
Personnel Office of your change of
address. Others who should be notified ofyour new address are the
Studio Club, Group Insurance and
the Credit Union. This will aid the
records of these departments and
also assure you of receiving your
magazine and other important announcements promptly.

FREEMAN
APPLIANCE

STORES

can — Estelle Trager is seeing double
these days since the birth of her twin
nieces.
She’s the “Lady from 29 Palms.”
That’s Ruth Bridges who spent a weekend at Marie Littlefield’s Villa Maru
Motel in 29 Palms. Is it true, Ruth, that
everything comes in 29s there — even
diamond rings, Cadillacs and such?
Instead of “Button! button! who’s got
the Button,” Alex Murphy of Supplies
is playing “House! House!” who’s got
the house?” Alex sold his house and is
looking for who’s got a house that’s a
good buy. Darrell Peters of Accounting
is out of the game — he has a new home
in Westchester.
Western Avenue Lab can’t complain
about “nothing new” this month — at
least not those lucky people with new
cars! Bert Fried, Jack Hutchison and
Evelyn Bell swear by their 1948 Chevies,
while Bud Thompson and Fred Danashew decided to give the new Frazer a
try. George Freeman wanted to be different so he bought a Kaiser. Johnny
(Continued on Page 18)

Attention all employees interested in choral singing.
The Studio Club announces the
organization of a mixed chorus
for all who are seriously interested
in this fine activity.
Mr. Ricardi of the Music Department has agreed to help with
the organization and direction of
the group.
Interviews to determine classification and range of voice will be
held during lunch hour on Wednesdays and Fridays in the Music
Dept. Rehearsal Hall.
Please register with the Studio
Club office (Sta. 745) now. Bring
your own music for interview.

Suggestions Welcomed
Employee Suggestion Boxes have
been placed at the Pico and Santa Monica time gates by the Studio Club.
These boxes are available to you tor
suggestions that will help the Studio
Club Board of Controllers in governing your activities; also, any ideas or
suggestions you may have that will
prove useful to the Studio.
Monetary awards
U.S. Savings Bonds

in the form of
will be given to

any employee whose suggestion the
Studio adopts and puts into production.
This is an opportunity for you to make
money, and also to help your Studio
Club Board of Controllers and Studio
management.
This is your chance to voice your
opinion. All letters are confidential, so
don’t hesitate. Write your ideas now —
drop in the convenient Employee Suggestion Box.

STEAKS
BECOME
A CHARTER MEMBER
TO THE
FREE-MAN'S CLUB
Entitles You to the Best
Discounts Possible
ALL STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

CALL PARKWAY
FOR THAT BEST

ELIGIBLE

4173
DEAL

CHINESE
6 Course

— CHOPS
SPARE

RIBS

Chinese Dinner

$2.50
Dinner 'Til 1 :30 a.m.
•
EXCELLENT

LUNCHEONS
85c

Louis F. (Lou) Freeman
3825 W. JEFFERSON
(at Wellington Road)
LOS ANGELES 16
It will pay you to get acquainted
with us . . nuifsaid

2139 WESTWOOD

AVE.
17

A Lot's Doin's

(Continued from Page 17)

Attention All Veterans of Foreign Wars
By Adjutant Harold R. Taylor

Girard is also happy about the new
Kaiser as George drove him and Helen
Bolger to Les Vegas on St. Valentine’s
Day, where they were married.
Sorry, girls, but Jesse Acorn of the
Print Shop has gone and done it. He
and Penny Barnes tied that knot pretty
tight when they were married in Las
Vegas on February 21st.
Come on down to my house, kids —
the drinks are on the house. Joliene
Overacker and Alice Olcott carried out

A Veterans of Foreign Wars Post is
now established on the Fox Lot. Undoubtedly you have been approached
several times before about joining this
organization but up to now it has been
merely talk. We now' have our charter
from National Headquarters and are
regularly holding meetings every fourth
Wednesday of the month.

Any man who served outside the continental limits of the United States during the last war or any previous one is
eligible to join this organization. We
are called the 20th Century Post No.
9512, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and
while the Post is composed mainly of

this theme when they invited a few
guests of the Studio Club Cocoanut
Grove Party to their homes for cocktails prior to making the grand entrance
at the Grove.

Discounts

Training, Bonus, Hospitalization, Pensions, etc. It is an organization in which
each individual is on an equal standing
regardless of civilian or Army status.

Up To 50 percent
To Studio Club
Members
on
Harold Taylor, left, secretary-treasurer of
the newly organized Veterans of Foreign
Wars Post, is seen at a recent meeting in
which Homer Brunton was guest speaker
for the evening. The V.F.W. Post ISo,
9512 now meets regularly at Carpenters
Hall the fourth Wednesday
of each
month. All veterans with overseas service

Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry
Radios
Appliances

A

Jewelry Made To Order
T

are

cordially

invited

-

to these

Make

Space

Upstairs from
Mike Lyman's
MU. 4879

20th

Secured — Tickets Delivered

BOULEVARD
your

of the

Century-Fox

Bowling

AIRLINES
Never

•
no farther than
telephone!

Home

Stuciio Club Members
Those Plans With Us NOW!

ALL

747 S. Hill St.

are

-

A Complete Travel-Hotel-Resort-Tour Reservation Service to Help YOU.

(Formerly Finley-Kolpacit)

We

meetings.

The only “ISM” the VFW stands for is
“AMERICANISM.”
The Post now meets every fourth
Wednesday of the month at Carpenters
Hall, 9014 Melrose Boulevard. For further information, contact any one of
the following men, who will be glad to
assist you: James Engle, Insert Dept.,
Extension 658; Frank Gilly, Grip Dept.,
Extension 1224.

VACATIONS

Pomerantz and Logan
Jewelers

Fox employees, it is not limited to people employed on this lot.
The VFW is the oldest veteran organization in the United States. It is a
fraternal organization dealing with veteran problems and social welfare. It
attempts to create good fellowship and
is currently very active in Washington
concerning major veteran objectives,
such as: Housing, Universal Military

Hemstead

3434

A Service

TRAVEL

6634 Hollywood

Free

Charge

SERVICE
Hemstead

Boulevard

8882

Discriminating Shoppers from 20th Century-Fox choose —

League

•

LA CIENEGA
LANES
Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

BAR

GLASSWARE
ACCESSORIES
fF ines
BEVERLY

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DEL.ICACIES
Liquors
HILLS

9632 Santa Monica Blvd.

BR. 2-3895 and CR. 6-2305

Here Is a Way
To Take a Crack
At the H. C. of L.

3L

If the government’s statement is correct, that “about 40'/r of income is
spent for food,” then anything that
makes possible a reduction of this percentage becomes very important indeed.
In the past, housewives have saved by
canning over a hot stove in the middle
of the summer or had a relative in the

Over 20 years In Beverly Hills
CR

freezers

has

there

been

a

food costs.
Inquiries have shown that many
people have considered buying a home
freezer, but have only a very hazy idea
on how to buy their food at wholesale
or how to affect savings by buying when
the market is right. So, from this quandarv evolved the question why not sell a
complete

savings

program
at

rather

10301

W.

than

Bonded

Member

AND

house which becomes his permanent
source of supply. The price of any type
meat is the same as that paid by the
retail butcher except for a 4c per pound
cutting and wrapping charge. Tbe net
is over 25 %> on beef. In the
of February, the cost of a side

of beef, cut, wrapped and labeled was
from $.40 to $.49 per pound depending
on quality, with “better than average
market quality” going for $.43.
Tbe second phase involves Frozen
Packaged Foods —
vegetables, fruits,
fish, poultry, chip steaks, frozen pastries, etc. These packaged foods are selected from a list which is a duplicate
of that from which the grocer orders, at
the same price he pays, plus 1 cent per

of Florist Telegraph

Saves

You

$20

Cream.

wholesale

Available

deal

is on

in pints, 2%

gallon

In

completing these wholesale arrangements, it was necessary for the
Company to actually take out a Grocery
Store license, as the frozen food and
ice cream people would not sell direct to
the consumer. Food volume has increased byleaps and bounds and at the
rate of increase, it should soon

be possible to buy at even
for the Freezer owner.

better prices

Advertisement.

per

month

the-distributor food buying plan which REDUCES the COST of
LIVING so drastically that you cannot afford to overlook it! Read
some of the sample savings below. Compare these costs with your
present food bills . . . and measure your savings.
1. MEATS carefully selected by experts — sold to you direct by distributors
at their prices! Example: better-than-average side of beef, 49c per pound,
cut and wrapped. This distributor becomes your permanent source of meat
supply — to supply you first from a 1000-acre cattle ranch no matter how
scarce meat becomes!
2. PACKAGED FROZEN FOODS of your selection at a price of only one
cent per package above wholesale cost. Minimum order, $10.00.

3. ICE CREAM — a 50%
Minimum order, $3.75.
PLAN

saving In the best quality hand packed

AVAILABLE

WITH

FREEZERS

FROM

types.

159.50 UP

*Found

"best buy" by an

Impartial laboratory test.
KEFRI6ERATOKS

Ice

or 5 gallon containers; this is top quality ice cream which sells in stores for
$.70 to $.80 per quart, hand packed.
The wholesale cost is $1.50 per gallon
for standard and $1.60 per gallon for
catering type.

present

Association

It's simple arithmetic!
The sensational Ampreneer Plan was devised to help you derive
maximum benefits from a Home Freezer. It includes a direct-from-

22%.

third

Delivery

to $50

package for handling. These orders usually consist of a month or two supply.
Many brand names are listed for your
selection and savings average about
The

BR 2-3513

SUNDAYS

rlmpreneer offers not onfy the
Best* Freezer
on the market monuYm?uHf
— but a

Pico

Blvd., now has such a plan. The customer is introduced to a wholesale meat

saving
middle

149 S. Beverly Drive
EVENINGS

com-

prehensive plan for a definite slash in

just a product?
AMPRENEER,

1-0915
OPEN

country send them eggs each week at
10 or 15% below the market price, etc.,
but never before the advent of reliable
home

owerd

•

For

your

protection:

against loss, due
•

Uses

AND

5-year

the sensational

new

FREON

U. S. Dept, of Agriculture
booklet on Home
Freezing
(No.

food

ALS-48) gives information on how to prepare your
food and increase your
savings further.
phone call will bring

A telea copy.

— ■

for

or even power
22

your

stored

failure!

refrigerant.

r

m D r € n € € I'

Open Evening 'til 10:30

AMERICAN

insurance

to mechanical

Call TODAY about the
AMPRENEER PLAN

own

FREEZERS

PRODUCTS

CRestview

1-6258

BRadshaw

2-3246

& ENGINEERING,

10301 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, Calif.

INC.
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YOUR

LOT

Yes, you see them almost every work day
of the year, but have you ever paused for a
moment

to really appreciate

the beautiful

surroundings where you work. These photographs taken by Jack Pashkovsky of Labor
Department

show

buildings and

just a

few

of the fine

beautiful landscaping

help to make 20th Century -Fox
pleasant place to work.

a

which
more

ANGELES, CALIF.
Permit No. 12005
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Editorial

HOWARD
ARTHUR
VEO

STUDIO

CLUB

d

Editor
Assistant Editor

Staff Photographers
MITCHELL

ALEX

BABCOCK

force, to spread the road map

out on the din-

ing room table and hold a family conference on “Where

H. M. KUO

shall we go for our vacation this year.” This is commonly called vacationitus by the average North American and is a seasonal disease which all of us are ex-

Staff Cartoonist
ED JANIS

posed to during the summer months. Yes, summertime
is just ahead and vacation planning is being done by
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Studio Club Activities

A long, hard, tedious year has passed and we long
for and need the restorative powers of a thoughtfully
planned vacation. Don’t lose sight of the fact that you
want to relax and rest physically and emotionally. You

10
Honey

in the Show

12

want to return to your work with vigor and enthusiasm.

Honey

in the Straw

12

Credit Union

14

You are given this time from your job so you may utilize your vacation in the most relaxing and satisfactory

Your

Ben Silvey Memorial
On

Fund

14
15

the Sidelines

16

A Lot’s Doin’s

way. Don’t waste this time with harmful activities or
carelessness which may bring injury to yourself or your
family.
Make

this vacation the best one ever — but also make

it the safest possible vacation.
Board

of Controllers

PETE MONTEMURRO

President

RAY KELLOGG
Vice-President
MARGUERITE HAMILTON
Secretary
ED ARNOLD
Treasurer
Dave Anderson, Wilma Christian,, Jack Conlin, Ike
Danning, Lee Dunbar, Carl Faulkner, Ted Frazer, Hal
Gordon, Sol Halprin, Glenn Harman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kahn, John Lavin, Jack Montgomery, Ben Nye,
Walter Pallmen, Robert Patton, Frances Richardson,
Kathleen Ridgeway, Hazel Shirk, Bill Winter, Joseph
Wright, Pete Young.
Honorary Members
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico 8lvd., Los Angeles 35, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-2151. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, l?42, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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Cover . . .
Typical 20th Century-Fox

family caught a-picnicking by

Jim Mitchell, ace staff photographer. Johnny Rougeot, an employee in the grip department since 1943, his charming
Elaine, and Johnny, Jr., one of their three children.
The 14th Annual

wife,

Picnic will be held on Sunday, June 20th,

at the Valley Park Country Club. Detailed information regarding this annual event may be found on the inside pages of this
issue and obtained from your Studio Club steward.

COLLEGE DEGREE
TCP STYLE
By CLEMMIE GALLOWAY
•
If you can’t afford to go to college,
the best place to get a college education
is in Kathleen Ridgeway’s Script Department. Here is a cross-section of the

dept.

motion picture industry, well-informed
through its versatile channels of work
in every department: Research, Story,
Publicity, Casting, Production, Scenario,
Location, Engineering, Accounting,
Legal, Public Relations, Executive, and
Creative.
Typing for the Story Department
keeps you informed on the latest in
fiction, novels, plays, magazine stories,
and articles; for technical advisors, historical data found in a few college history courses; journalism, through press
and publicity work; censorship codes
and restrictions through the Public
Relations Department; drama through
scenarios; costs and finance through
the Accounting Department; art in all
its forms — costumes, sets, photography
and architecture.

These

girls

Ridgeway’s

Dorothy
important

are

not

changing

classes

in

a

university,

but

are

some

of

Kathleen

girls getting the equivalent of a university education in the Script
partment, a pleasant and interesting ’‘college of hard knocks.”

Watkins,
shooting

Adelaide

Reynolds

and

company’s production
reports.

Etta

Silver

handle

and

script

clerks’

Kathleen

De-

Though Kathleen Ridgeway is the
boss of approximately 160 girls, she
herself really has hundreds of bosses,
whose various shades of temperament
and ideas as to what is secretarial ability as against what is pleasing to the
eye, makes her job one where she has
to use psychology, vision, and diplomacy that would fit her for a post in
the Slate Department.

Ridgetvay and Portia Lugoff,
sistant, going over daily work

Administrative
schedule.

As-

3

Esther

Averall and her seven capable girls icho handle
call sheets, breakdowns and shooting schedules.

all

Tina Perry, Receptionist, who receives and relays all telephone
calls for the various branches of the Script Department, and
Ridley Billick, capable and popular Department Dispatcher.

When a Final Script, neatly bound
and letter perfect, arrives at its 225
various studio destinations, it has been

The main Script Department is comprised of three big rooms, glass-partitioned to cut down the clatter of the
many

typewriters, but girls and subdepartments under Kathleen Ridgeway

are scattered over 20th Century’s three
hundred acre lot. In the first two rooms
are the immediate Script Department
workers, in the back room is Esther
Averall. whose staff of eight girls make
all the script breakdowns, call sheets,
shooting schedules, staff, cast, and bit
lists. On the floor above the Script
Department is the Mimeograph Department, where all stenciled scripts and
reports are run. Ruth Howard and her
corps of young

Ruth

Howard,

men

mimeograph

supervisor

of

the

graph Unit, a veteran of 20 years*
with 20th Century-Fox.

oper-

Mimeoservice

Joliene

Overacker and Herman
D’Orazio
alloting work to typists.

ators, of whom Moe Scherer is foreman,
on April 15th celebrated twenty years
of service with this studio. In Bungalow 16, down by the Old Writers
Building, Adelaide Reynolds and her
seven girls type, check and proofread
sound track, camera set-ups, scenes and
other production details from shooting
company script clerk reports.

Dorothy
Carter ISigro, capable and
popular secretary to Sam Engel, one of
the busiest producers.

4

through a conveyor - belt - process that
equals that of an automobile manufacturer. The script, okayed by the Producer, goes first to the desk of Kathleen
Ridgeway, from there to Portia Lugoff,
her Administrative Assistant, for recording, to Joliene Overacker, and Herman
D’Orazio for allotment to typists, from
typists to proofers, from proofers to
Lillian Gouterman for editing and numbering, then up to the Mimeograph
Department, from there back to the
typists for checking and binding, then
to Ridley Billick, Dispatcher, and on to
destinations.
The calls upon the Script Department

Gretchen McISally, expert operator of the
complicated
Vari-Typer, whose
type
fonts are used for photocopy, research
captions, engineering and drafting work,
and the daily menu for the cafe.

staff are many and varied — competent
girls for commuting New York executives; the nation’s top columnists;
charity drives, translators of Portuguese,
Swedish, Polish, as well as F re n c h ,
Spanish and German; secretaries with
beautiful penmanship and hands for
inserts; secretaries capable, charming,
and tactful for producers; secretaries
tolerant and understanding of the moods
of the literary genius; girls capable of
the pressure of production work, the
typing technicalities of legal, engineering, sound, and camera departments.
Each secretary, happily fitted into her
particular niche helps the Studio to run
efficiently and successfully, and though
it is difficult to match temperament.

Moe

Scherer,

foreman

of the Mimeograph
out a rush script.

a prep school for bigger things. Many
girls have gone on to jobs as writers,
models, actresses, newspaper women,
department heads and executive assist-

ability, and personal appeal to the various- personalities who come and go on
the lot, still Kathleen Ridgeway can
claim an unparalleled percentage of
success in her twelve years of managing
the Script Department, and never once
has there been a costly production delay
because of failure of her department to
get out scripts or set material.

ants. One of Kathleen’s graduates now
helps handle the Chesterfield radio show,
another went to be private secretary to
one of America’s great tycoons; another
as secretary to a Congressman; another
signed a starring contract with David

There is the camaraderie of a girls’
school in the Script Department, which
makes it a happy place to work, but
work comes first. Often, when a rush

Selznick;
another
as a Powers’
Model,
and
several
have become
successful
writers. Of course, many

form woman’s happiest function in
life — as wife and mother, but they are
all proud to have once been a part of
Twentieth
Century-Fox Script Department.

script comes in at six o’clock, dates are
broken and important plans canceled in
a spirit of co-operativeness that speaks
well for the loyalty of this department.
The Script Department is often, too.

operators,

A

getting

MAKE

busy

go on to per-

section

of the

Script

Department.

A DATE
for

SUNDAY

JUNE

20th

at the

Valley Park Country

14th Annual
Contact
Steward

For

Your

Club

Studio Picnic
Studio

Ticket

Club

Reservations
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MOTION

PICTURE

CELEBRATES

Tom

Smyth,

Head

of the Machine

Shop,

is signing

his pledge

Jean
and

for

the Silver Jubilee Subscription Drive of the Motion Picture Relief Fund. He is being; instructed by Clarence Smith,
electrical machinist, tcho is the grand marshal of the drive,
while Clarence Hutson, studio colonel, looks on.

The

Motion

Picture Relief Fund

is

celebrating its 25th year as the industry’s private voluntary recognized welfare agency. Through the MPRF we of
the industry may stress with pride the
fact that WE TAKE CARE OF OUR
OWN

WHEN

STRIKES.

The

MISFORTUNE
Motion

Picture Relief

Fund is the industry’s alone — organized,
financed and administered by members
of the industry.

Hersholt,
Jeanne

President

Crain

appointed Clarence Smith, electrical
machinist, as the Grand Marshal of
this campaign. Mr. Smith, in turn, has
announced
Tom

that the Machine

Shop under

Smyth has pledged 100%

support

of the Silver Jubilee subscription drive.
These voluntary contributions
tute the chief source of income.
Through

this pledge of ^

the salary of members

consti-

of 1%

of

of the industry

Silver Jubilee is being highlighted by an effort to renew present
pledges and to obtain new ones, because
complete industry-wide support of the

agency for the benefit of persons wholly

fund is of vital importance. Mr. Clarence Hutson, Studio Colonel for the

dependent

Silver Jubilee subscription drive, has

6

of the
recent

Motion

guests

Picture

at the

new

Relief

Fund,

motion

pic-

ture relief fund’s 40-bed hospital. They are seen above in
the new modern operating room, which is reputed to be one
of the best equipped in the United States. At the right is Dr.
Francis E. Brown, Chief of the Medical Staff at this hospital.

whose basic earnings are .$50.00 or more

This

ivere

ITS

per week, your

MPRF

helps to operate

this family welfare

subscription

for their livelihood on employment in the motion picture industry,
and who have devoted the last five con-

secutive years to the production of motion pictures.
As seen by the accompanying
20th Century-Fox

was

among

chart,
the top

contributors to this fund, but in turn
the MPRF
more

has readily poured

thousands

many

of dollars back to aid

the families of workers on this lot. Remember — this Motion Picture Relief
Fund

is run for you and your immedi-

ate family by members of our industry.
Your pledge today of
of 1% of your
in aiding some
salary
ber ofmay
our help
industry.

mem-

Sign your pledge today to help celebrate this Silver Jubilee. “We must

help our own.”

RELIEF FUND
SILVER

JUBILEE

PERCENTAGE

OF MONEY

CONTRIBUTED
MOTION

PICTURE

M. G. M

TO

RELIEF FUND
18.7

20TH CEMllRY-FOX
WARNER BROS
PARAMOUNT
R K 0
UNIVERSAL
COLUMBIA
GOLDWYN
REPUBLIC
VANGUARD

13.7
11.
10.3
5.
3.9
2.4
2.4
1.9

EAGLE-LION
MISCELLANEOUS

1.7
14.

14th Annual

The spacious Valley Park Country Club Ballroom,
be the scene of all day dancing to be featured
Studio Picnic.

Look

pictured above, will
at the 14th Annual

at your calendar for June — put a red ring around

Sunday the 20th! That’s the date of the 14th Annual
Cluh Picnic at the Valley Park Country Cluh.

Studio

There’ll be fun for everyone! 70 attendance prizes for
children and adults. Plenty of entertainment for the kiddies
— merry-go-round, rides, clowns, fire engine, etc. Horseshoe
pitching, running and swimming events with special awards
to winners are offered for the hardier, in-tlie-pink athletes.
An

inviting swimming pool — dancing all day — motion pictures of the Cocoanut Grove Dinner Dance^ — a bathing beauty
contest — a hilarious show emceed by genial Ben Lyon!

8

Studio Picnic

.4t first glance

you

may

take

this as the Miss

America

Contest

of 1910,

but on a double take you’ll discover they are our own beauties who will
compete with other employees in the Bathing Beauty Contest at the
14th Annual Picnic. Ben Lyon, Head of Casting, who will emcee the
Picnic show, seems to enjoy this atmosphere of beauties who are, left
to right: June Lee, Helen Foss, Eileen LaVine, Shirlee Weismantel and
Betty

Billick.

•

All this plus — a delicious lunch consisting of hot barbecued
beef with barbecue sauce, Boston baked beans, Spanish rice,
vegetable, and green salad, topped off with home-made apple
pie — served from 11:00 to 2:00.
Remember tbe date — Sunday, June 20th. Valley Park Country Club — just 10 minutes from the studio (map giving specific
directions will be printed on the back on each ticket). Contact
your Studio Club steward immediately for ticket reservations.
Adults 50. Children under 15 years — 25c.

9

STUDIO

CLUB

o^ACTIVITIESe^
BOWLING
The MIXED FOURS Summer League
has already bowled six weeks of their
short schedule, and will bowl the rolloff
and Sweepstakes on May 27, but we
thought perhaps you might like to know
WHO’S WHO in this League anyway.
Team

No. 1 is the BINDLESTIFFS

with Maynard

Rugg, Captain; Kristine

Rugg, Madge Inman and Frank Geiger.
Team No. 2 is known as the BOB CATS,
Hazel Shirk, Captain; Arthur Bradley,
Barbara Victor and Roland Cabot. Team
No. 3 is KEEL’S HEELS, with Elena
Keel as Captain, Roy Cheney, Lorraine
Saylor and Hank Omachinski. Team
No. 4 is the TRUINS, Wayne Hardison,
Captain; Bess Sevier, Marie Toppenberg and Phil Toppenberg. Team No. 5
is the LUCKY EOURS with Ray Jones,
Captain; Lillian Jones, Marie Zupp and

f

BASKETBALL
Salud Amigos!' — That’s what welcomed the Studio Cluh team May 6th
when they arrived in Mexico City as
guests of the Mexican Basketball Federation. Scheduled to play five games
with the Mexican Olympic Team, the
20th Century-Fox floormen won the
rubber game and arrived home with a
record of three wins against two losses.
A marvelous time was shown to members of the team by their south-of-theborder hosts. They were taken on tours
of beautiful Mexico City, through the
surrounding countryside and of course
new adventures in native Mexican dishes.
However, on the basketball court it
was a different matter. The Mexican
Olympic Team, averaging well over six
feet in height, was a rugged, aggressive,
sharp-shooting quintet which should be
among the top contenders at the Olympic
contest this summer in London. With
such close scores as 49 to 53, 47 to 44,
56 to 47, 56 to 52 and 74 to 47, gave
plenty of evidence that each contest was
a hard-fought, bitter game.
The honor of this invitation by our
good neighbors w as well appreciated by
each member of the 20th Century-Fox
team, and they each felt an individual
responsibility in bettering relations between the two countries through the
world-wide medium of sports. — Adios
Amigos!
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20th Century-Fox Basketball Team
at
Signal Corp Headquarters in Mexico
City, with their genial hosts Major Frank
Diaz — coach of the Mexican team at extreme left; Victor Luque — president of
the Meixcan Federation of Basketball in

Bert Jaeger. Team

front rote, left of center^ and General
Clark — head of Signal Corp
front row
center.

Team No. 7 is the FOUR B’s, with
Adeline Bennion as Captain; Ike Bennion, Lillian and Jim Bennett. Team

No. 6 is DOUBLE

B & B’s, and has the President of the
League, Harold Bow, for their Captain,
with Grace Bow, Gwen and Ed Burke.

LITTLE THEATRE
The summer season of the Little
Theatre has an attractive double feature
of comedy

first curtain to the last with this program
of comedies.

ahead. Rehearsals are under

way for the presentation of “There’s
Always Juliet,” a dainty and humorsome
comedy, with Norma W e i s n e r , Jack
Holmes and Bill Wright in its leading
roles — directed by Robert Hill. A most
agreeable and utterly delightful time is
yours when you attend one of these performances the latter part of June.
For another bright and amusing evening with a sure-fire hit, you will want
to be in the audience of “The Vinegar
Tree,” which goes on in July under the
direction of Joe Keenan. With such a
cast as Flora Blameuser, Joe Keenan,
Keith Ballard, Kordula P o 1 e n e k and
others to enact this play of wit and fun,
you’ll be rocking with laughter for quite
a spell.
You may be sure that you can be looking forward to a hilarious evening from

Writer Bob Hill, George Sampson
and
Kordula Polenek, officers of the Little
Theatre Group, are getting a laugh from
the plays

which

will be presented

in June.

The Girls’ Softball Team is currently practicing every Sunday
and Monday on the new softball diamond. This cute foursome
lined up to practice their batting swing for the camera are
ISikoloff.
Rose Zatarin, Jean Banta, Dorothy Bridges and Bernice

Vinler the coaching of ^‘slugger” Ed Arnold, the girls have
developed several fine softball teams. Ed is showing a group
of the girls some principles of batting during opening practice. L to R; Rena Castle, Harriet Hess, Jean DeLacy, Joyce
Marengo (kneeling), Marilee Carpenter, Shirlee Weismantel,
Anita Connolly, Connie Lynn, Gretchen McNally, Ed Arnold.

No. 8, JUNIOR BUDS, Bill Jurgenson,
Captain; Jean Banta, Pat Asbra and
Bob Doyle. Team No. 9 is tbe FOUR
HUSKIES, Vern Archer, Captain; Ellen
Potash, Connie McMillin and Phil Albrecht. Team No. 10 is DOUBLE
TROUBLE with Bob Sies, Captain;
Anita Connolly, Liz Davison and Cathy
Burrow.
It is getting close to the time when we
begin to think of next season! Watch
for announcement of meeting, and be
sure to come. It will be important.

SOFTBALL
With 40,000 candle power of light
flooding the new softball diamond, the
Studio Club Inter-departmental Softball
League was officially declared under way
on May 4th. The game between two of
the girls’ softball teams and another
preliminary practice game between Ty
Power’s and Celeste Holm’s teams gave
the capacity crowd plenty of excitement
before Mr. Metzler officially pitched the
first ball to open the league play.
No. 4 team, managed by A1 Klein of
the electric department, went on to win
this first league contest from a strong
No. 3 team. The games will be played
every Tuesday and Wednesday nights at
7 :30 P.M. and are rapidly drawing more
and more interest as the team playing

SCHEDULE OF GAMES
TUESDAY, June 1
7:30 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, June 1
WEDNESDAY, June 2
7:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, June 2
9:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
TUESDAY, June 8
9:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, June 8
WEDNESDAY, June 9
7:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, June 9
9:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
TUESDAY, June 15
9:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, June 15
7:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, June 16
9:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, June
TEAM STANDINGS
AVG.
W16
L
3
0
No. 4
Klein
No. 1
1
1
.500
Power
1.000
1
Darnell
1
No.
2
Harrison
No.
1
1
.500
.500
No. 56
Peters
1
1
.500
Tierney
2
No.
3
Prince
.333
1
No. 7
2
1
.333
Holm
2
.333
1
No. 8

7&1
4& 6
3&8
5&2
8&5
2&3
4& 1
6&7
4& 7
3&5
6&1
1%
8&2
IV2
U/2
IV2

GBL.

2
2
2

proportionately improves.
At the time of this writing, A1 Klein’s
No. 4 team is sitting in first place but
observing from the other teams’ play,
chances are that no team will complete
the season undefeated. According to the
official softball scorer, Lonnie Raidor,
A1 De Gaetano of Ty Power’s team is
leading over 100 sluggers with a perfect
1.000 batting average.

Members of Monte’s Cubs Bowling Team,
which won the 2nd place spot at the
first annual Western Industrial Recreation Association Bowling Tournament.
Left to right in front row: Bobby Bow,
Larry Meek; back row: Joe Medvitz, Ike
Danning, Moe Larson.

Don’t forget these softball games are
free for you and your family every
Tuesday and Wednesday. Below is a
schedule for the remainder of the first
half of the season and the team standings as of May

24th.

Mr.
to

F. L. Metzler
officially

open

pitches
the

a perfect

softball

strike

league.
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HONEY
hat could
look

be more

breathtaking

than

a Kenneth

Hop-

kins’ hat on summer dates or for that exciting California
on vacation trips throughout the country. Quite an

adventure is in store ^vhen you visit Kenneth Hopkins’ fashionable salon at the Beverly-Vi ilshire Hotel. What could be
more enhancing to top the new look than one of his unique

“Sftf Loves Me”

is the name

Kenneth

Hopkins

IN

creations

to take you

right out of this world

and make

feel and look vogue-ish.
Prediction: Kenneth is really putting himself
limb

with

this one.

He

out

says that hats will be worn

slightly forward and have what he calls the “pert”
Let’s see if he is right come fall.

you
on

a

tilted
look.

gives this daisy

Queen’s blue and emerald green makes a rare color combination that finds itself at home in any summer
wardrobe. Modeled by Alice Dempsey, a retoucher in the Still Lab.

Field Floicers for a field day in this exciting Kenneth Hopkins
notion. There can be no rainy days with a hat like this in
your wardrobe. Modeled by Mary Alice Von Stroheim of Ben

Illusion — both the mental and realistic variety such as this hat
offers tcith veil trim that is knotvn as — Illusion. Modeled by
Ruth Bridges, secretary to Mack Gordon.

hat, for hoic could you help but be lovely in this type of
summer
hat excitement. Modeled by Sydney Stark, secretary
to Otto Preminger.

Lyon’s

office.

THE STRAW

Lacy straw finds a place in summer hat fashions. Here is an
example of what a soft and alluring trim can do. Modeled by
Pauline Dunlap, secretary to Fred Metzler.

‘^You Were Meant For Me” — in reminiscing we find that old
tunes are popular today as is the cloche of the era that we
are singing about. Modeled by Phyllis Huffine, secretary to
F. Hugh

*^Action” fashion photographer, Maria Brooks, discussing the
hat spread with Kenneth Hopkins. Pictured above are a few
of his creations with California flavor, which are sent all
over the world.

Herbert.

‘‘in the Good OP Summertime” — garden hats have come into
their oivn again and here is an example in pink shantung
straw with a binding of pink forget-me-nots
alluring tulle veiling. Modeled by Rose
Brand’s office.

ever so soft with
Bronx of Harry

YOUR

CREDIT
By LORETTA

The CREDIT

UNION

was started in

1933, with two reasons in view —

to

UNION

HIGGINS

paid depends upon the earnings from
loans granted during the year.

help employees save through payroll
deductions, and to aid those in need
household

are granted for any

amount

up to and including $2,000.00. After
the borrower has signed the necessary
papers, the loan is submitted to the
Credit Committee for approval. A loan

of extra funds for sudden emergencies,
expenses, buying furniture,

etc., by means

Loans

of up to $100.00, plus whatever

of loans.

is on

at

deposit, may be granted to a permanent employee without a co-signer, de-

the Studio for three months, may become a member of the Credit Union

pending on length of service with the
Studio. During the past year 1551 loans

and have a stipulated amount

were granted, totaling $391,364.98. Of
this number, 34 were new car loans,

Anyone

each

week

who

has been employed

from

the pay

deducted

check. The

amounting to $39,949.79. The rate of
interest on a regular loan is 1% per

first SIO.OO deposited is for the membership share known as the “A” share,
which must remain on deposit as long
as the account is open. All other deposits, or deductions, are credited to
“B” shares, which may be withdrawn
at any time. The amount of dividends

Homer

Traiv,

Head

of the

Credit

Union,

is giving Kay Sidicell of Story Files her
credit union check with which she will
take a vacation to Catalina. Just another
service that you may have through your
payroll

month on the unpaid monthly balance;
on a new car loan the rate is of 1%
per month on the unpaid monthly balance. Loans are repaid by weekly payroll deductions.

detluctions.

THE BEN SILVEY
MEMORIAL FUND
Our

Silvey, has

shop and went out and got himself a job

but his spirit still walks

as prop man. From that humble beginning he worked himself up to the posi-

good

passed on

Friend, Ben

among us. Knowing that he would have
wanted it so, his widow, Mrs. Vivian

compose it. As it is the function of his
chosen field of endeavor to portray life
in all its phases, he naturally loved his

Silvey, has graciously established a Ben

work. In his new world he met and became friends with men and women from

Silvey Memorial Fund to aid the welfare of our Studio Club. We are deeply

most outstanding trait through the years

all walks. They all loved Ben, for his

grateful to Mrs. Silvey and assure her
that the money will be used to the best

was his staunch loyalty. He was filled

possible advantage in assisting employees
and their families.

to as “the milk of human

Ben

became

a member

with that homely

philosophy

referred

kindness.”

Although big, blustering and formidable

of the TEC

looking, anyone in search of sympathetic

family at its inception in 1935 but he
was in the motion picture business for

understanding
found

out how

of any

problem

soon

deceptive his external

many years before that — ever since, as
a very young man, he decided against
becoming a doctor and opened a prop
rental business in his native New York

sense of the word, Ben was “the little
man’s” friend, never too busy to lend an

City. Although that business prospered,

ear or dig down in his pocket for enough

appearance

dough

he wasn’t content to stay in it. Contact
with numerous people from the world
of make-believe made him long to get
behind the scenes and find out what
made
14

it tick. So one day he closed up

tion of a
Manager.

highly esteemed

Production

Ben loved life and all the people who

was. An

altruist in every

to tide a fellow over when

the

going was rough. Like our beloved Will
Rogers, he often said he had never met
a man he didn’t like.
You’re gone, but not forgotten, Ben.

C^n tlie ^ideiines

TEN PIN CAFE

By Roy

Home

20th Century-Fox
Bowling League

Metzler

•

LA CIENEGA
LANES

STEAKS - - COCKTAILS
TELEVISION
•
12309-11 WEST
W. LOS

PICO

ANGELES

BLVD.

Coming

34. CALIF.

ARizona 39623

Wilshire Music Shop
Santa Monica

Phone S.M. 46955
Ask for
W. G. (Bill) Zylstra best deal In town

age groups of both sexes from: 5-8,
9-13, 13-15, 16-60 and over. Swimming
and running races will be divided into
straight speed sprints, and novelty races.
The sports contests are to be spread out
throughout the day (from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m.) in order that contestants may
participate in all events without hurrying from one event to another. All
would-be athletes are advised to get
into shape for the forthcoming sports
program

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

everything
in our

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

<

JEWELRY
and

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift Items In our sample
line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for Identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio In
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MAITZ COMPANY
of California
Exclusive

West Coast Importers'
Representative

DELMAR
“One

WATCHES

of /imerica’s
Since

Finest

Watches

1913"

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic
(New Address)
CR. 6-3913
Open

Tuesday

Eveninfirs

Until

9

P.M.

Cocktails

program is being planned by Ray Kellogg, who will handle the running
events, and Hal Gordon, who is in
charge of the swimming races. As the
picnic is primarily a family affair, the
sports events will be segregated into

—

SAVE
on

Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes

Events

Stern’s Valley Park Country Club
will be the scene of the Studio Club’s
annual picnic on June 20th. The sports

APPLIANCES
RADIOS
TELEVISION
Standard Makes

318 Wilshire Blvd.

of the

at the employees’ picnic.
Girls‘ Softball

Ed Arnold of the Payroll department
deserves a pat on the back for the fine
job he has been doing in coaching the
30 or more girls who turned out for
softball. This is the first time a softball
program for girls has been organized
and the results have been most gratifying to Ed and those who show up for
practice each Monday night and Sunday morning. The girls hope to recruit
enough players for four teams and play
a round-robbin schedule. Director-writer F. Hugh Herbert has donated a check
to the Studio Club to buy uniforms for
one team and it is hoped that each team
will ultimately have a sponsor. Team
captained by Jean Hansen defeated

JEANNE
CRAIN. Twentieth
Century-Fox motion picture star,
is the Veterans of Foreign Wars
1948.
National Buddy Poppy Girl for

Joyce Marengo’s team 6-5 at an exhibition game on May 4th.
Mexican

Hoopla

Although the baskatbell season has
passed, new honors still descend on the
Studio Club basketball team. The Fox
five was selected by the Mexican Basketball Federation, as the typical American AAU team to play a series of five
exhibition games with Mexico’s Olympic basketball team in Mexico City. The
trip was sponsored and arranged by
the Mexican World Department, which
corresponds to the American
partment.

State De-
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DIAMONDS

A Lot's Doin's

On land, in the air and on the seas —

WATCHES

that’s where you’ll find
taking off for vacation
far as Alaska. Speaking
land of aurora borealis,

JEWELRY
WHOLESALE
The

Best

By

Buy

TO
in

YOU

So.

We can just picture Helen made up
as an eskimo by day in fur parka with
icebergs in the background and taking
on the role of Yukon Kate by night.

Broadway

TUcker

How

2789

many
manhours do, YOU

spend each year,
worrying about the
future — whether
Junior will ever
get to college . .

sleds — Helen DeMelikoff, secretary to
John Larkin, is exploring that territory
after her boat from Seattle lands there.

Town

SAUL SPIVAK
707

our employees
spots near and
of Alaska, the
igloos and dog

whether enough
you’ll ever
scrape
to
pay off the mortgage . . . whether
you’ll be able to take it easy when
you’re older? Why not put an end
to all this needless fretting — today?
Simply start buying Savings Bonds
regularly right here where you work
through the payroll savings plan.
They’ll return $100

Save Those Vacation
Photographs
“Action” magazine is going to
have a Photo Contest the latter
part of this summer. Valuable
cash prizes will be awarded to the
most unusual, interesting vacation
photographs submitted by its
readers. Watch for further announcements inyour

magazine.

in ten short

years for every $7.S you’ve had the
good sense to invest today — and
you’ll be able to relax NOW in the
knowledge that you’re doing everything you can to make the future
comfortable and secure,

YOLK SECURITY IS
AMERICA’S SECURITY!

“Action”

OLIN J. HESSEL
Authorized

Studebaker

Dealer

The Style Star of All Cars
Special Discount to

STUDIO

CLUB

★

MEMBERS

SI 5.00 Cold Wave

9372 Wilshire Blvd.

Permanent

CRes+vIew 6-1063
Beverly Hills

$7.50
Phone
for

CR.

5-9432

Appointment
VACATIONIST
—
Blonde Beverly Gladstone, popular cashier in the cafe,
brought back lots of interesting tales

JEROME
1466

S.

Robertson

STUDIO

from

CLUB

Los

Vegas where she
vacation this year.

MEMBERS

€ i Pico Blvd. SAVES YOU
c n €Wast
m Ip r10301
On Home

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•
•

(Including Wholesale Connections on Food)*
Automatic Washers (any brand)
•
Refrigerator

•
•

MONEY

Complete Kitchens
Garbage Disposers

available

for

*Ask for our wholesale Food
16

AND

(Village Frame
or Remodeling

immediate

delivery!

Shop)

639 S. Sepulveda Blvd.
Between

Wilshire

and

Sunset

•

Discounts
ARizona

lists

USED CARS

FRED S. HUGHES

14 Brands ot Radios
Water Softeners - Furnaces

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)

NEW

her

Picture Framing

Appliances and Radio Equipment

•
•

FRO.STAIR — Combination

spent

★

to Members
9-7298

As long as we’re thinking in a Northernly direction, Bunky Van Antwerp,
grip, is hopping a plane for the land
of lakes and pine tree s — Michigan.
How’s the fishing up there, or is it all
the bunk, Bunky?

GRADUATION

FATHER

DAY

and

John

FOR

ALL

has

OCCASIONS

the

We Do Gift Wrapping
and Mailing

Married

at

Methodist

the

Westwood

Episcopal

Community

Church,

the

Betty File of the Accounting
became
the lovely bride of

former

Lavin,
been
picture

head

busy

of

the

again

above

Grip

with

Department,

netv

is Thelma

ideas.

In

Waite

shown

inspecting
a
nylon
tank
and
a
dressing room.
The nylon tank of

nylon
course

can

be expanded
to cover acres if necessary and has been designed especially for

sets

where

The

they

need

large

bodies

of water.

dressing room
is light, fireproof
practically care proof.

and

Department
Al Zultz of

the Purchasing
Department.
Betty's dress
was fashioned
from
brocaded
satin with
fitted
bodice
and
sweetheart
neck
trimmed

in

seed

pearl

honeymooned

in

bows.
l\ew

The

couple

Orleans.

Yellowstone beckons one of our latest

10659 W. PICO (at Pelham)
AR. 3-3047

bridegrooms, Harry Abrahams of Transportation. With his bride, he is stopping at Las Vegas and then on to Old
Faithful. Harry must be certain of his
luck
ming. in Vegas, otherwise he wouldn’t
be so optimistic about reaching Wyo-

FREEMAN
APPLIANCE

STORES

Murray Ritter of the music department isn’t going to wander far from
home for his vacation. Instead of spending time traveling, he’s going to head
right for Gilmore Springs, relax, and
enjoy more of what California has to
offer.
Frank Gilroy, grip foreman, is going
to make a complete circle of the states,

(Continued on Page 18)

STEAKS
CHINESE
TO

of the 20th
is inspecting

the large billboard at the Santa Monica
gate. This billboard, expertly painted by
the

Paint

Shop,

has

created

a

lot

of

favorable
comment.
With
the same
employee safety cooperation
this year
as
we had during the previous year, we will
see a similar billboard at the two gates
next

year.

— CHOPS
SPARE

RIBS

THE

FREE-MAN'S CLUB
Entitles You to the Best
Discounts Possible
ALL STUDIO

Jimmy
Dinneen,
secretary
Century-Fox
Safety Society,

CLUB

MEMBERS

ELIGIBLE

•
CALL PARKWAY
FOR THAT
BEST

4173
DEAL

•
Louis F. (Lou) Freeman
3825 W. JEFFERSON
(at Wellington Road)
LOS ANGELES 16
It will pay you to get acquainted
with us . . nuffsaid

6 Course

Chinese Dinner

$2.50
Dinner 'Til 1 :30 a.m.
•
EXCELLENT

LUNCHEONS
85c

2139 WESTWOOD

AVE.
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(Continued from Page 17)

SEE YOU

AT YOUR

FAVORITE

COCKTAIL

STEAKS

•

LOUNGE

DANCING

PAY CHECKS

THE

starting off with New Orleans and need
I say a cool mint julep, then to Tybee
Island, Georgia, Washington, D. C., New
York, Chicago, Seattle, Portland and
San Francisco by train, plane and boat.
Doris Bartholomew, secretary in electrical engineering, has decided to take

•

DELIGHTFUL

DRINKS

a permanent vacation. She’s leaving us
after four years to enjoy the beach and
her home.

CASHED

MALIBAR

What does Florida have that we don’t
have? Alex Murphy, formerly of Sup-

CAFE

plies, evidently has the answer because
he has decided to go into the motel
business there. Good luck, Alex, we can
all be sure of having a place to stay
when we vacation there.

10663 W. PICO BLVD. (AT OVERLAND)

Looking for silver these days? Don
Woodruff of the Mail Department has

Discriminafing Shoppers -from 20th Cen-

it
— he’s Company.
joined up with the International
Silver

tury-Fox choose —

We have been wondering the reason
for Dorothy Carter, secretary to Sam
Engel, dropping

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELJCACIES

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

JVines

BEVERLY

9632 Santa Monica

PISHING

TRIP

INCLUDING

LAKE

MEALS

NATIONAL

PAR'KS

COMBINATION BOAT
AND RAIL TOUR
FROM VANCOUVER
TWO WEEKS

ALSO $139.50
AVAILABLE
BY AIR OR RAIL

$165.00

LOUISE

BANFF- JASPER

ONE WEEK— ALL
EXPENSE BY BUS

ANIMALS

ALL

SUGGESTIONS

Las Vegas
Boulder Dam
Zion-Bryce
Grand Canyon

HORSES— GUIDE
PACK

HILLS
BR. 2-3895 and CR. 6-2305

SIERRAS

TEN - DAY

her knitting
It’s abecause
she’sglad
so
excited
over lately.
becoming
bride. So
to see you soooo happy, Mrs Nigro.

Liquors

*

Blvd.

VACATION
HIGH

$287.00 plus tax
This happy boivling group pauses for a
smile for the photographer during the
regular mixed foursome hoteling night
at La Cienega Lanes. Front rote, left to

MEXICO
TEN

all those stitches in

DAYS

TO

THREE WEEKS BY AIR, RAIL OR
FROM— $205.00

GUATEMALA

- YUCATAN

BUS

right;
Louise

- ACAPULCO

SIDE TRIPS ARRANGED

Lillian Bennett^ Ike Bennion,
Deaton
(standing); back; Ed
and Given Burke.

HONOLULU
TWO

WEEKS

INCLUDING
TOURS

HOTEL AND AIR TRANSPORTATION
FROM— $350
AND SIDE TRIPS OPTIONAL

RESERVATIONS
CITY AND BEACH

FOR
HOTELS

MOUNTAIN LODGES— CABINS AND RESORTS ★ DUDE
CATALINA ISLAND— STEAMER— PLANE— HOTELS AND
TOURS ARRANGED ANYWHERE

RANCHES ★
COTTAGES

WE REPRESENT
PAN-AMERICAN— UNITED— T.W.A.— WESTERN— AMERICAN

AIRLINES

RESERVATIONS
PLEASE

TO ALL

MENTION

STUDIO

POINTS
CLUB

BOULEVARD
HEmpstead

IN THE
WHEN

WORLD— TICKETS

CALLING

TRAVEL

&634 HOLLYWOOD

— NO

SERVICE

DELIVEREDCHARGE

SERVICE

BOULEVARD

HEmpstead

8882

WATCH
THIS SPACE
NEXT
MONTH

CoU 3ic

owecd

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
149 S. Beverly Drive

CR 1-0915

OPEN
Bonded

^
Cute

Member

EVENINGS

of Florist

DIAMONDS

AND

Telegraph

4: WATCHES

BR 2-3513

SUNDAYS
Delivery

Association

4^ JEWELRY

^

S/^

\ T

Rickey Salem is slated to say “I do"
July 18th, with Joe Frommer.

As an employee of
a
Q£.

TWENTIETH

<

CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO

n

we invite you to obtain this

<

>

to
*

to
o

LU

X

z

z
>

to

>

a

CO
o

u/
O
oe
O
O

O

I—

*
i:

O
The

above

card

to

largest Discount

*

may

make

entitles you
Showroom

cash purchases

to admittance

in the West,

with

if you do not obtain discounts

UJ

current

<

where

a guaranteed
of 15%

to the
you

to 40%

off

LU

o

as we

>

refund

retail prices.

Phillips’ Group
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J. Coppin of Labor Dept,, left,
Russell Seeman, his foreman, for
him from serious injury when he
his fall tcith prompt action. The
Committee awarded Seeman a citation of merit and had his watch repaired, which was

broken

by

Coppin’s
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Studio

“Each of us should be a public relations representative of the Industry whether we be producer or painter,
carpenter or cameraman, secretary or script girl,” Eric
Johnston, head of the Johnston office, stated recently.

JIM MITCHELL
CLIFF CONCIALDI
ROBERT GUNN
ALEX BABCOCK
HAL GORDON
JACK PASHKOVSKY
MARIA BROOKS
DICK FOSTER
GLENN SUTFIN

PETE MONTEMURRO

OF

No. 7

ARTHUR HOUSER
VEO McCLATCHEY

“Your

PUBLICATION

How often have you been asked, “What kind of a
place is 20th Century-Fox? Is it a good place to work?”
What. you do and say as an individual employee and
public relations representative influences the community and can go a long way toward inspiring public
confidence in this eompany, its motion pictures and the
industry as a whole.
The reputation of 20th Century-Fox studio is built
largely upon its pictures and properties. However,
the need for knowledge and understanding of this studio’s operation goes beyond the public’s contact with
the pictures which bear our trademark. It includes
what the people of this community know about our
company, the conditions and problems which every
studio faces today and under which we work. ACTION
presents to you each month a pictorial story of a different department, so that you may be well-informed on
the various phases of motion picture production at this
studio.
Ignorance on the part of the people as to the worthwhile service which this motion picture company and
the industry as a whole performs, can easily result in
the industry not being given its full opportunity to do a
job, create work for people and to produce a useful
service for all of us.
You work for the best studio in the industry — let
everyone know you work for 20th Century-Fox.

Cover . . .
September the month when summer vacation is over and
school begins for TCF children. Little Bill Winter, Jr., whose
father works in Publicity, tried to get in an extra day of fishing for the benefit of the photographer Jim Mitchell, but Val,
cute daughter of Tom Krause, Transportation, grabbed him
by the ear and attempted to convince him that school days
were meant for young fishermen, too. Oh well, you didn’t exactly like school either !

"DOWN

TO THE SEA IN SHIPS"
WITH THE MILL
By CLEMMIE

An

The hum of saws, the piney, pungent
aroma of new wood, greet you as you
enter the Mill, a large, spacious building dominating the Back Lot. Though
called the “Mill,” it is really a giant
carpenter shop, including sub shops of
Hardware, Glass, Machine Lathe and
Blacksmith, and employs over a hundred men.

over-all

shot

GALLOWAY

of the ship

as it nears

completion.

122 feet long with a beam of 42 feet;

the camera, the action of waves against

a job requiring not only good carpenters, but men with shipbuilding experience; for though it is not supposed to
float, it has to be constructed so that
it will rock and plunge, simulating for

the ship’s hull.
The whaling ship “Pride” for the picture “Down to the Sea in Ships” exemplifies how the Mill works. First it took
form in the writers mind, then Lyle

Dave Vaughn, whose dry, crinkleyeyed wit, burr of brogue and nickname
of “Chippy” go well with lumber, has
been the head of the Mill since 1936,
and runs it as smoothly as his new, expensive planing machine, which is
known as a “sticker,” making all moldings used in construction.
In London

studios, carpenters are

called “Chips” and when Alexander
Korda’s Superintendent of Construction
on a tour of inspection visited the TCF
Mill, Dave acquired his nickname.

A veteran of the motion picture industry, Dave Vaughn realizes that picture schedules can change overnight,
and so there are no splinters in his
disposition when he gets a rush order
to construct in ten days a whaling ship

Seated, Dave Vaughn, head of the Mill, going over the production reports with his
staff. Left to right: Nick De Genner, W. Earl Rugg, William Gollan, S. H. Brown and
Fred Drew.

3

and

orer-all view of the Mill floor showing some of the
planing machines being operated by the afternoon
crew.

The

saws
Mill

south

wing

of the

Moran
forge

heating

some

iron

in the Blacksmith

over

shop.

the

crew

hard

at

only because it is seasoned, but saves
money.
.
The mill clerks, Dick Darling, Barney McVey and Herb Lewis dispatch
all orders and keep the Mill records.
Meeting the rush deadline on the construction of the whaling ship is only a
part of the Mill’s function. All sets for
stages are constructed in the Mill, and
Mill workers under Stew Brown build

Jack

Laing,

carpenter

is the

Mill

is still

employee

proud

of the fine running

23 years

ago

when

at the

foreman,

oldest

and

car he

first employed

bought
at TCF»

Dave Vaughn, left, getting the final O.K,
on his part of the construction of the
ship from Ben Haynes, art director, left
center.

George Mills,
struction contact man,

Superintendent

4

morning

Frank Pierce, in charge of i^achine
lathes
panes. and saws, had his gang do all
the pre-cutting of lumber. Second-hand
lumber is used whenever possible, not

The Blacksmith sub-shop of the Mill,
under the direction of Ted Campbell,
welded and fabricated the steel frames

Bill

tvith the
work.

the ship and cut and installed the glass

Wheeler of the Art Department designed
and drew plans for its construction.
When these plans were okayed by the
Production Ofi&ce, they were sent down
to Dave Vaughn, who checked them
with his layout foreman, A1 DeGaento.
Then the plans were broken down into
unit jobs. The material was ordered and
the crews of Earl Rugg and Fred Drew
were assigned the task of building the
rocker frames. An ex-shipbuilder. Bill
Gollan, was right at home with the assignment to build the hull of the ship,
which utilized ten tons of lumber.

which support the hull.
The Hardware and Glass sub-shops,
supervised by Rolp Kozel, assembled
and made all the custom hardware for

Mill

right center, conand Lyle Wheeler,

of Art

Director.

all outside sets. Jack Laing, a 23-year
veteran carpenter in the Mill is the
morning gang boss, assisted by Nick
DeGerner. The afternoon gang bosses
are Pat DeGerner and James Williams.

Henry

Kentop

operating

the

wood

lathe.

Under these capable foremen, skilled
workers ranging from delicate wood
craftsmen to strong-arm blacksmiths,
carry out the Mill’s scheduled work.
Many specialists are responsible for
the perfection with which orders are
carried out, among them Jack Asrican,
who built the beautiful circular staircase for the Windemere

home

in “The

Fan.” The newest in Incite custom hardware was made

in the Mill for “Un-

faithfully Yours.”
The whaling ship “Pride” constructed
in the Mill is symbolic of the pride of
Dave Vaughn and his scientific and efficient crew, and of the Twentieth Century-Fox organization.

Rolf
ware

Foreman of the Blacksmith Shop, Ted
Campbell, right, is checking a weld on a
spiral staircase which Homer Dixon just

Kozel, left, in charge of the HardShop is checking a new order with
Phil Poole.

Enos Bloom, right, is running the large
sticker machine in the Mill. M. Paulik
swamper, left.

finished.

Bernard

McVay

two

Charles Thomas
and William W estphal
operating the grinding machine and a
metal lathe in the Hardware Shop.

GIRLS!

IF YOU

MARRY!

When you marry, your name changes.
Officially you are not you any longer
but someone else. Unless records are
changed correspondingly, things can get
terribly confused. Here are a few items
for example, that need adjusting:
1. Employment Records must be
changed and the Personnel Record section (Ext. 538) must be notified of
your brand new name of which you are
naturally proud.
2. You’ll probably have an address
change. If you do, let Personnel Records
know so that you’ll be sure to get such
important items as statements of your
earnings for tax purposes and others in
the mail.

and

competent

Dick
Mill

Darling,

the

clerks.

Frank

Pierce, right, in charge of machines at the Mill, is checking the giant
resaw which Frank Joy is operating.

4. Change in your Social Security
records in Baltimore, Md., must be made,
so that all your previous earnings will
be transferred to your new account.
Personnel Records will aid you in accomplishing this change. (They don’t
know about the great event in Baltimore
unless they’re told.)
5. How about your insurance policy?
(Be sure to notify the Group Insurance
Department [Ext. 559]). You don’t
want to be protecting that Miss Something-or-other you used to be and, besides, perhaps you would like to change
your beneficiary?
If you marry, drop into Personnel
Records, won’t you? It will take hardly
one minute to change the records from
Miss to Mrs.

3. You and your husband must decide as to what income tax withholding
exemptions each of you will claim. Yes,
Uncle Sam would like to have a new

When you marry, you, also, must tell
us about it. You may have a change of

statement (Form W-4) completed and
signed by you — using your married
name. These exemption certificates are
available in the Personnel Records section or at the time offices.

address, may want to file a new exemption certificate (Form W-4) for income
tax withholding and perhaps change the
beneficiary on your Group Insurance
Policy. Please let us know.

TO

THE

MERE

MALES

“Scotty” McLaren, left, and John Archer
are smoothing the edges of glass panes
on

the grinder

in the

SILENCE

AT 1 1 A.M.

Nelson
studio

Galbraith,

for

the

passed away
on vacation
C.

W.

last

Glass

film
15

cutter

years,

Shop.

at

in Seattle where he
visiting his sister,

Patterson. Services
ducted in Seattle. He leaves

this

recently
was
Mrs.

were
conhis widow,

Norma.

Robert S. O'Neil, plaster shop foreman in the Storff Shop, and
veteran
TCFer

for

away

lost

the

lost

month.

20

years,

A

very

worker and liked by everyone
lot, Robert will be missed by
friends
his

and

widow,

fellow-workers.
a

daughter

and

passed
capable

He
a

on the
all his
leaves
son.
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A NIGHT IN THE TROPICS
A full moon — girls in native costume — dance music
Danny

Kuaana

and his Islanders, enhanced

of

act floor show — a galaxy of 20th Century-Foxers gracefully
swimming in an Aquacade directed by Rick Holister, Hal
Gordon, and Maria Nastich.
All this in addition to many
seven hundred

lesser activities kept over

by Joe Wright, Assistant Supervising
general chairman

/in over-all

of the party, and

view

Kuaana,

of the

throng

his orchestra

Art Director and
his commmittee

of happy

and

dancers.

entertainers.

of

There was something doing every moment.

Christian.
The afternoon

was perfect for surf and sun bathing, with enough shapely
tanned bodies to make

things interesting. The large fresh-

water pool in the patio also had its share of sun worshippers and bare midriffs. During the cocktail hour, Harold
Keuffer, of the Mill, gave the guests his version of the
sweet but sad songs of the Islands. Strolling musicians furnished atmosphere during the delicious Hawaiian buffet
dinner.

Hatvaiian

Four

horn

of the

a success,

6

Bill Winter, Hal Gordon, Dave Ander-

son, Carl Faulkner, Jules Kahn, and Wilma

employees frolicking from 3 p.m. until the

wee sma’ hours of the morn, at the Studio Club’s South Sea
Island Luau held August 20th at the beautiful Riviera
Beach Club. This romantic South Seas setting was arranged

Danny

Kathleen Ridgeway,

by an eight-

Mrs,

Ed Janis

committee

in her

members

interpretation

who

helped

of the Hula,

make

the party

Kathleen Ridgeway, Jules Kahn, Joe Wright,
man of the committee, and Dick Foster.

chair-

The

colorful

pin-tcheel

number
our

of the Aquacade

presented

Hostesses include left to right: Betty Bow, Hazel
Kathleen Ridgeway, Eli Reimer, Ruth Howard, Ruth
Adelaide Reynolds and Harriett Nye.

The

hungry

by

Kay

Nelson,

Lyle

Wheeler

and
Jules
ments.

Kahn

pause

for refresh-

TFC’ers.

crowd

line up

for dinner.

Shirk,
Clarence Hutson, Transportation, telling one of his numerous
Bellas,
jokes to Sunny Olivera of the Music Department.

Right, charming Laura
their original Hawaiian

Harrington and
costumes. Left,

in her prize-winning

her husband, Cy, in
petite Maria Brooks

costume.
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STUDIO

The

Champion

Studio

Club

Softball

Team

pause

for

a

mo-

ment before taking the field in one of the recent Fridaynight games. Front rote L. to R, Eddie DeCuir, Stan Hough,
Bob Coppin, Stretch Shannon, Al DeGaetano, Carl Vitale,
Phil Henderson. Back rote: Bob Wittenburg, Bob Jolley, Joe
Schwartz,

Jules

Weisberg,

Jimmy

Capps

and

Bill Smith.

CLUB

The

winners — Rex Harrison’s Lancs, managed by Harry Morton and Carl Vitale — in the Studio Club Softball League after
a thrilling 3 to 2 nine-inning game. Left to right, front row:
Bob Koppan, Ellis White, Paul Wurtzel, Bud Thompson, Dick
Klingensmith, and Vern Archer. Back row: Harry Morton,
Harry

Lee,

Bob

Mayer, Bob Corsini, Jules
Vitale, and Larry Parker.

Weisberg,

Carl

STUDIO CLUB TEAM IN FIRST PLACE
Roaring down the stretch, as they
race for the wire, the 20TH CENTURYFOX STUDIO CLUB entry in the MOTION PICTURE STUDIO SOFTBALL
LEAGUE derby still retains leadership

clubbing, the team has rolled up 97 tallies while limiting their opponents to a
combined 26 total; lashing out 101 hits
to a restricted 53, and boast a .311 team
batting average.

over the pack by a one-half game

Top sluggers and averages indicate
the power of the club:

mar-

gin.
Led by their ace chuckers, CARL VIALE (W7-L0I and JIMMY CAPPS
(W4-L1), the STUDIO CLUB nine have
won eleven of their last twelve games
to keep the gap bridged to one-half
length over ENTERPRISE, the leading
contender. A protested, disputed game
between ENTERPRISE and KFI may
result in an increase to benefit the STUDIO CLUB in strengthening their hold
on first place. A decision is pending.
As the season draws rapidly to a climactic close, obstacles loom large in the
path before the STUDIO CLUB nine
can claim a clear-cut title and penant.
Playing a round - rohin schedule, the
STUDIO CLUB has met and defeated
COLUMBIA, PARAMOUNT, EAGLELION and RKO twice. Conquests of
ENTERPRISE, TECHNICOLOR
and
KFI

hang from the scalp belts. TECHNICOLOR and KFI still remain on the
schedule, while ENTERPRISE dealt
FOX their sole defeat in the current
campaign.
Paced

8

hy EDDIE

ARNOLD’S

.500

Eddie Arnold
Joe Schwartz
Stretch Shannon
Al DeGaetano
Eddie DeCuir
Bob Jolley
Herbie Schultz
Paul A. Wurtzel
Bob Coppin
Stan Hough
Bob Wittenburg
Carl Vitale
Ike Banning
Jules Wiseberg
Jimmy Capps

—

-

500
438
408
385
.385
344
333
333
333
318
303
294
278
260
182

games, 82 innings and 287 men at bat.
STAN HOUGH and BOB JOLLEY
share home run honors with two each,
while STRETCH SHANNON and EDDIE DeCUIR are tied for runners-up
with one each.
SHANNON leads in doubles with 7,
while WITTENBURG and VITALE follow with 3 each.

With a vengeance they humbled RKO
13-0 to keep their winning streak intact at five straight in the second series.
Boasting a perfect record, the team went
without defeat in the first round of play
with six straight victories and a postponed game before ENTERPRISE
stopped
round ofthem,
play. 6-3, to start the second
VITALE

and CAPPS

share strikeouts

(45-23) while each has given 15 bases
on balls and each has allowed 13 runs
to score in a combined total of 12

Ray Kellogg, captain of the second place
softball team, is going over the lineup
with actress Jean Peters, who sponsored
his club. Bat boy Jimmy Fischer, is on
his right.

ACTIVITIES

Ben

Lyon

the

men’s

right, and

Martin

Cornica,

center

left, tcinners

doubles, being congratulated by Don
Joe McClelland, runners up.

Lusher

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

of
and

Left to right; Martin Cornica and “Tommy”
Sunderland,
ivinners of the mixed doubles, and runners up, Dorothy Miles
and Rodney Hatch.

CLIMAXED

offs) and victories were always determined by a one-run margin. The 5-3
score practically represents a “shellack-

On Sunday, August 22nd. the final
playoffs of the 5th Annual Studio Club
Tennis Championship matches were
held at the West Side Tennis Club, in
Cheviot Hills. Martin Cornica, longtime favorite of tennis fans in Southern
California, took first place in the men’s
singles from Don Lusher 6-2, 6-2. Cornica later teamed with Ben Lyon to win
the men’s doubles from Don Lusher and
Joe McClellan, 6-1, 6-2. In the mixed
doubles, “Tommy” Sunderland and
Martin Cornica defeated Dorothy Miles
and Rodney Hatch, 6-4, 6-2 thus winning the mixed doubles trophy. Betty
London of the Script department downed Jean Hansen of Music, 6-1, 6-1, in

the ladies singles, and Frank Quigley
of the Mimeograph department battled
two hours and 35 minutes before taking
two sets from Max Wolk — 11-9, 6-1,
and the men’s consolation trophv.
These championship matches climaxed over a month of hard-fought preliminary contests by tennis enthusiasts on
the lot. Over 70 persons participated in
this tournament which was directed by
Bill Winter of the Publicity department.

Hansen, of Music, right, congratulates Betty London of the Script Department, winner of the ladies singles.

Morton )
Manager— TEAM

No. W

L

Pet GBL

HARRISON

4

9

5

.643

Kellogg—
ing.” JEAN PETERS
Klein— JOHN STAHL
DeWeese— CELESTE HOLM
DeCuir— LINDA DARNELL

5
3
6
2

9
7
6
5

6
5
6
5

.600 Vi
.583 1
.500 2
.500 2

DeGaetano— TYRONE

1

5

6

.456

Vitale

REX

The STUDIO

Softball Champs
A thrilling season of softball activity
climactically reached its zenith when the
REX HARRISON No. 4 entry was
crowned 1948 STUDIO CLUB SOFTBALL CHAMPIONS!
A three-game playoff series between
JEAN PETERS No. 5, first-half champs,
and the REX HARRISON squad, second-half champs, produced the ultimate
of thrills as the clubs battled to the very
last game and into overtime with extra
innings finally deciding the STUDIO
CLLiB championship. After losing the
opener of tbe playoff series to RAY
KELLOGG’s power-laden club by an
8-7 score, the HARRISON club, comanaged by CARL
VITALE
and
HARRY MORTON, finished fast to take

Jean

The final standings of the STUDIO
CLUB LEAGUE, including playoffs,
are as follows:

the two remaining games an(^ the crown
with 5-3 and 3-2 victories. In the season’s encounter each club has faced
one another five times (including play-

POWER

CLUB

2>4

wishes to express

its appreciation and gratitude to all
team members for their participation
and splendid cooperation.

Baseball
Another championship was racked up
by a Studio Club team when the 20th
Century-Fox Studio Club baseball team
defeated the Paramount team 14-5, Sunday, August 29, at Sawtelle, to win the
Inter-Studio baseball title.
The big inning was in tbe seventh
when Harry Gorman slashed out a home
run with two on base. A few minutes
later John Trutta connected for a double, followed by Jess Reiff. Before the
inning was over 8 men had crossed the
plate for scores.
Both clubs then collected a run apiece
in the eighth, with no score in the ninth.
The previous Sunday, Fox drubbed
Paramount 9-6, while Paramount won
the opener of the 2 out of 3 series.
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EVERY GOLFER
Came the dawn and there they were —
like a swarm of locust descending upon
golden

ripe wheat

golf happy
„

.

.

greens

‘‘Bloomer - girl” of
this year's golf tournament.

fields — hundreds

TCFers

at the Baldwin

swarmed

over

of
the

Hills Golf course

September 12. Later that afternoon the
golfers, joined by many
non-golfets,
°
^
re
/-.i-

danced

to the music

of bonny

Ulivera s

orchestra.
Tee off time for the first flight of the
Studio Golf Tournament was at 6:24
A.M., almost before the sun was awake.
The first tee was marked by horseplay
and

it was

a

lucky

good drive down
boisterous

Much
laughter
provided
by

the fairway

sound

sniper equipped

golfer who

got a

due to the

effects present

and

a

with an air gun.

was
Doc

Bishop’s good-natured ribbing, and the
expert
marksmanshipAtee.
of John
Mc-

Genial

Jack

Codd,

chairman
The

dancing after
the golf.

golf

of this year's
tion.
tournament, in ac-

Some
of the lowest
scores were turned
in by George Seaton,
W m. Perlberg, Fred
Metzler, and
Sersen.

Fred

“Lovelies”

on

the links — Ruth

riett I^ye, Juanita

10

Bonfiglie,

Fox,

Bess

Har-

Lasky.

A CHAMPION
Prizes

for

over

300

and

wo-

men golfers consisted of a portable typew'riter, record players, cameras, radios,
blankets, watches, and a raft of other

Anything
for

the

valuable prizes.
The
executed

bles, and

planned

and

Ted

Montemurro
aided

gag
from

and

assisted by

of Bill Winter,

ton, Ike Danning,

unteer

was

by Jack Codd

prin, Pete

a

publicity.

tournament

bis committee

for
boys

Bob

Pat

Frazer, Sol Hal
and

Lloyd

No

by several efficient vol

committees,

was hailed as an out

standing success by all of the contest
ants. The tournament was a credit to
those

who

contributed

their time

and

effort.

JSorma

Amigo,

Betty

Bow, Pat Woodward
and Jerry Mulligan,
repeat
champion,
with a score of 48.

Lou

Corum, Special Effects — displaying the
form that netted him
this

of

Lew

Schreiber

Best
of

year's championship, with a low score

and

joying the extra

Pete

Montamurro
on

day;

golfers
left

to

right, Armand
Allen, Pete Vigneault,
Ike Danning, John
McCafferty.

71.

hazards

dressed

the

en-

the first tee.
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OPEN
BLOOD
In co-operation

with

the Red

BANK
Cross,

the Studio Club has arranged for the
mobile Blood Bank unit to visit this
studio on Wednesday,
from

September

8 to 12. Employees

22nd,

will be given

an opportunity to deposit their blood
an account which will be available
tbeir families
Rehearsal

in
to

in emergency.

Hall No. 1 w'ill be the scene

of this activity. If you can give a pint
of blood for this worthwhile cause and
start a blood

savings account

self, contact the Studio

for your-

Club

YOUR

for

pointment
done so.
You
and

if you

have

W'ill be helping

blood

not

already

local physicians

w'ho urgently

to save lives. Although
day needs and

need

the every-

emergencies

as dramatic

in our

donation
helping

ap-

When
you

are

own

may

not

as they did during the

ow'n studio. Your

w'ill also go
convalescent
you

make

a

long

in

your blood
yourself

donation,
and

A

all applications

before a donor

100 applicants are turned
of rigid requirements
Cross,

thus

is finally acdown

because

set by the Red

guaranteeing

the

donor

against any physical harm.
Pat Averall. Assistant Cashier,
nates a pint of blood
used

to help save

which

do-

will be

other persons,

will start Pat a blood

veterans.

protecting

is endangered.

cepted. Approximately 20 out of every

blood
w'ay

health

doctor checks

thoroughly

your

war, your blood can possibly mean the
difference in life or death for men and
w'omen

if his

competent

hospitals

seem

ACCOUNT

bank

and

account

of

her own.

your

family by setting up a credit advance
w'ith the Red Cross Blood Bank. You
receive

credit against

w'hich you

draw' for yourself or family

may

in case

of

emergency. Your blood donations are
recorded in a Blood Bank Book to carry
W'ith you
There

at all times.
are

no

harmful

fects. The blood program
no

Pnt

checks

into the Rehearsal
appointed

Hall

one

w'ill be allowed

physical

ef-

sees to it that
to give blood

at the

Pat is found healthy, able
and starts her blood bank

time.

donating a pint of
Cross. Here she walks

and willing
account by

blood to the Red
to the resting room

after the donation.

Having
blood

She fills out a questionnaire to determine
if she is healthy enough for a donation.

12

>f

passed on her health questionnaire, she is given a blood type test, her
pressure is taken, and temperature
checked.

'‘Nothing
Denny,

to it,” Pat

as they both
coffee and

tells her

chum,

relax afterward
doughnuts.

Pat
with

"YOUR

OUT ! ! ! '

The “out” that echoed throughout the
movie world (and they are still talking
about it) was heard at Fox Field, Monday, August 23, during the softball game
in which the KOHLMAR
KILLERS
clipped KLUNE’S KLIPPERS 8-7.
This game between the Producers
(Killers) and the Production Department (Klippers) had all the earmarks
of a walkaway for the Killers with the
score 7-2 in the 4th, when Solly Halprin
of the Klippers doubled with Ray Klune
on first. Klune attempted to tally and
was tagged out at the plate by Ike Banning, Killers catcher. The decision by
Umpire Bob Snody almost caused a riot.
Had the disputed tally materialized it
would have tied the game, and quite

Fred

Kohlmar,
scoops

captain of the “Killers”
up a grounder.

possibly might have resulted in a Klipper victory in an overtime period.
Licking their wounds the Klippers
scheduled another game, and at the
time
of this writing the results are not
in.

Ray Klune, Production Manager, disputes
a
close decision of Umpire Valentine
Davis. George Leggewie in background.

The KILLERS vs. KLIPPERS game
was the first in a series of post season
softball games between the different
departments and the capacity crowd
roared its approval by crying for more.
The lineup;
KLUNE’S
Kellogg,

KLIPPERS
ss

Ryan, sf
Bartlett, If

Wurtzel, rf
Sousa, p
Jackson, 2b

Dunne,
Seaton,

Pinarella, 3b

c

Getzler, 2b-4

Cooper, sf-7
Kohlmar, lb-5

Jones, sf-5
Halprin^ head of the Camera department, taking a wicked cut at a fast one.

2b

Banning, c
Nobels,
Lyon, rf p

Jolley, cf
Lavin, If

Sol

lb
ss

Mankiewicz,
Murphy, 3b
Fisher, cf

Hough, sf
Klune, lb
Halprin,

KOHLMAR'
KILLERS

Siegel, lb-5
Johnson, cf-7

Buchman,

2b-4

Mayberry,

cf-5

Characteristic shot of “Lefty”
coaching third base.

Hough

Nye, lf-7

Cy

Bartlett,

right, congratulates George Seaton
batter for the evening.

on

being

top

Casting

department

“Murderers Rote” — Bill
Lyon and Jim Ryan.

Mayberry,

Ben

INTERESTED
To aid in the fight on the high cost
of living, your Studio Club has made
arrangements whereby substantial savings on almost any item will be passed
to members.
These arrangements for discounts
have been made through retail stores
located in the vicinity of the studio.
The merchants, because of the potential volume of business, have agreed
to give Studio Club members discounts
ranging from 10% to 50%.
Look over the list below and if

Auto

Accessories

IN SAVING

there is any item in which you are
interested, call the Studio Club (Ext.
745). You will be advised which stores
will honor your Studio Club membership card and the name of the individual to contact. You are under no obligation to purchase.
All transactions are strictly between
the purchaser and the store. The Studio Club merely refers you to the
store which will give you a discount.
If you

are satisfied with purchases

Gifts

Cards
Glassware

Upholstery

Novelties
Personalized gifts & stationary
Jewelry

Books

Pen & Pencil Sets
Rings

Camera

Stones

Equipment

Cameras

Watches & Stop Watches
Cigarette Lighters
Ash trays

Clocks

Ship’s Clocks

Mowers

Hand & Power

Draperies

Fabrics 1 c
,
TT
1 tery > tree estimates
Uph,ols
)
Electrical

Lawn

Equipment

Home Freezers
Ironers
Mixers
Radios — Sport Radios
Record Players
Refrigerators
Sewing Machines
Stoves
Television
Wash Machines
Electric Motors

from

these merchants,

show your ap-

preciation by your continued patronage. If you are not satisfied, please
direct your complaints to the Studio
Club office. Also, if you have information as to other possible sources of
discounts that would be of service to
your fellow Club members,
dio Club know about it.

let the Stu-

This discount service has been arranged by the Studio Club to help its
members save money and combat the
present high cost of living.

Records

Seat Covers
Tires

Blouses

MONEY?

Sporting

Goods

Bicycles
Dual Purpose Boat & Utility
Trailers
Fishing Equipment
Golf Clubs Refinished
Hunting Shirts & Jackets
Marine Supplies
Sleeping Bags
Team Equipment
Tennis Racquets Restrung
Uniforms
Yachting Equipment
Tickets

Leather

Goods

Luggage

Ice Capades
Ice Follies

Wallets

Greek Theatre

Magazine

Men’s

Subscriptions

Hollywood Bowl
Pilgrimage Play

Clothing

Accessories
Shirts
Shoes

Typewriters
Venetian Blinds

Portables

Suits
Repairs
Also; No Service Charge On

Nursery

Flowers
Shrubs
Trees

Hunting

& Fishing

Information
Reservations

Electric Trolling Motors
Travel

Paint
Furniture

Lamps & Shades
Rugs
Rug Cleaning •
14

Varnish
Wallpaper
Picture

Framing

Service

Hotel Accomodations
Reservations — Bus, train,
Tours
plane

FISH STORY

Let's Get

ACQUAINTED

OF THE MONTH

It was so close he could almost taste
the juicy steaks the 30-pound Albacore
would make for
dinner that night,

the giant fish out
of the water onto
the boat, it

We Carry a Complete Line
of GUARANTEED
MODERN. MAPLE, FRENCH
PROVINCIAL and MAHOGANY FURNITURE. Also the

slipped off the
hook and back
into the deep.
This was the

Special Discount Prices to
All Studio Club Members.

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West

Pico Blvd.

APPLIANCE

STORES

BUT just as he
was about to pull

We Cordially Invite You
To Visit Our New Store.

Leading Brands of Appliances, Radios and Television.
•

FREEMAN

heartbreaking experience of
George Robinett,
Electrical Department, off Long
Beach recently,

BECOME
. A CHARTER MEMBER
Entitles You to the Best
Discounts Possible

climaxing a twohour struggle with the mammoth Albacore. Luckily the fish was gaffed before
it could escape and George, exhausted
but happy with his catch, called it a day.
Mrs. Robinett will help George enjoy
that record catch, because she has
canned 16 pints of the fish.

Los Angeles 25, Calif.
Arizona 7-2771

ALL STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

CALL PARKWAY 4173
FOR THAT BEST DEAL
THREE

LOCATIONS

3825 W. Jefferson
Ask for Carl
RE 29101
2773 W. Pico
Ask for Cal
RE 26133

Thursday and Saturday Night
Open Until 10:00 P.M.

ELIGIBLE

•

1421 Los Tunis
Temple City
AT 41694

It will pay you to get acquainted
with Us . . nuffsaid??

Sports Equipment
at a 10-15%
Saving to You

Remember

first step that
saying: “It’s the
counts”?
the
same with It’s
saving
money — once you

• Sporting Goods and
Supplies (all types]
• We specialize in Golf
Club Reconditioning
•

Rackets Restrung

RANCHO SPORTS SHOP
Films Developed
105 151/2 W. Pico

Hours 9-7 AR 91908

PROMOTED
Ralph

Shawhan

Here’s

known

wishing you luck
new venture.

Doov Barskin "Says"
For Famous Names In MEN'S
BELTS

(Publicity)

to all

as “Casey,” has been named City Editor
of the new Los Angeles Mirror newspaper, Congratulations! Your gain is our
loss.

HICKOK

the old

on

your

get
you’ll
findingstarted
nothtothere’s
it. Especially
when you save through convenient,
systematic, payroll savings. Just sign
your name ONCE on a payroll allotment card right here in the shop —
and then sit back while your Savings
Bonds mount up, adding dollarsthat-GROW to your paycheck every
payday! Savings Bonds are always

WEAR

and JEWELRY . . . MUNSINGWEAR
WOVEN . . . HENDAN SPORT SHIRTS

. . . INTER-

PALMDAYL SPORTSWEAR . . . HOLEPROOF HOSIERY . . . BOTANY
. . . CALIFORNIA SLACKS and SPORT COATS . . .

there when you need them. They’re ”
a cushion against accident or emergency. They mean a home for your
family, an education for your children, a comfortable old age for you.
Savings Bonds are the foundationstones to help you build a better
future for tho.se you love.
YOUR

BARSKIN’S

10667 W. Pico, L.A. 34 - AR. 3-6721 —

SECURITY

AMERICA’S

IS

SFClIRTTYI

1263 N. Vine - HU. 2-4427
15
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MEMBERS

A LOT’S DOIN'S
By Gossip Gertie

€I
E n £West
pI r10301
On Home

Pico Blvd. saves

you money

Appliances and Radio Equipment

•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•
•

(Including Wholesale Connections on Food) •
Automatic Washers (any brand)
•

FROSTAIR — Combination

Refrigerator

*
•

Complete Kitchens
Garbage Disposers

or Remodeling

14 Brands of Radios
Water Softeners - Furnaces

available for immediate

delivery!

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob]
*Ask

for our

wholesale

Food

lists

STEAKS — CHOPS
CHINESE

SPARE

RIBS

Eddie DeCuir of the Labor department craves surf fishing. Just in case
some

6 Course Chinese Dinner

want

$2.50

to know

his secret spot — welllll,

I bet he didn’t just gaze at the sky on
his vacation off Doheny Park near San

Dinner 'Til 1 :30 a.m.

Diego. Jim Whims

•

EXCELLENT

of you fishermen like that too and

of Tabulating flew

to Washington, D. C. to visit his folks —
with a couple of week-ends in New York
to add more excitement to his trip.

LUNCHEONS
85c

James Mongan, assistant set custodian,
made a tour of Northern California with
his charming

2139 WESTWOOD

wife. J. Russell Spencer,

art director, really clicked in Colorado
with his camera along on vacation.

AVE.

Helyn Kesselman, secretary to Jack Fer-

lOWEST ABTOMOBUE

mANClNE

TBBOUCH YOUR

CREDIT UNION
No

Co-Signers

arranged

AFTER

YOU

PAY

necessary

$

NEED:

Va DOWN

16

may

be

AND:
TOTAL
WILL

INTEREST

BE ONLY:

500.00
750.00

$ 26.56
39.84

1,000.00

53.90

1,250.00

66.40

1,500.00
1,700.00

80.85
94.33

2,000.00

Insurance

through your own Broker . . . Payroll Deductions eliminate trips to the Bank or Check Mailing.

THE
YOU

. . . Car

108.59

THE

WEEKLY

DEDUCTIONS

(62
WILL

12.00
$ 8.00
16.00
20.00
24.00
28.00
32.25

WEEKS)
BE ONLY:

Home
20th

of the

Century-Fox

Bowling

League

•

LA CIENEGA
LANES
Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

APPLIANCES
RADIOS
TELEVISION
Standard Makes

Wilshire Music Shop
318 Wilshire Blvd.

Senta Monica

Phone S.M. 46955
Ask for
W.

G. (Bill) Zylsfra best deal in town

guson, had a double treat — a new car
plus a trip to Alaska. Anna Mae Hart
of Publicity also spent a delightful vacation cruising up the Inland passage to
Alaska. Both Helyn and Anna Mae are
still doing raves about the interesting
stops at Ketchikan, Juneau and Skagway
— with Anna Mae adding Sitka, the
land of Totem Poles. These two REDS

SAVE
on
everything
in our

JEWELRY

j

between here and Detroit, it was “Red”
on vacation- — and you can bet he painted
that town red. The Legal department
went places. Veronica Donovan flew to
Minnesota for a month with her folks;
Susan Empl spent her two weeks in
Canada; Louise Mumma looks wonderful after three weeks in San Francisco.
Legal showers these sunny days, too, for
Roxanne Fore and June Wheelock, who
have left to await the arrival of the
stork.
The orchid lei which hula girl Gretchen McNally of Mimeograph, was wearing outside the Cafe at noon while publicizing the Beach Luau, was the real
thing — flown over from Hawaii by a
certain local manufacturer. Gretchen
has left for the Islands to visit her sis-

to Betty — she hasn’t been out of the
top ten for the last ten years.

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

The boys in the Camera department
sure go in for a life at sea — Art Miller
has a new 14-footer. From Italy, Bud
Mautino of Camera tells us of his two
new assistants who can say only one
word in English — OKAY. Looks like

FOUNTAIN

PENS

and

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

V

• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MAITZ COMPANY
of California
Exclusive

West Coast Importers’
Representative

DELMAR
“One

WATCHES

of America’s Finest Watches
Since

1913”

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic
(New Address)
CR. 6-3913
Open

Tuesday

Evenings

Until

9 P.M.

owerd

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
149 S. Beverly Drive
CR 1-0915

BR 2-3513

☆
OPEN

EVENINGS

AND

SUNDAYS

☆
Bonded

Member

Florist Telegraph

of

Delivery

Associaton

another trip over there, dur-

ing Gretchen’s visit.
Congratulations to Emmett Schoenbaum for the fine cover shot of Betty
Grable on TIME mag. Also an orchid

• JEWELRY

d

☆

ter, Marjorie, who was formerly at Fox.
I understand this same secret admirer

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

•

3L

go well together — “Red” Davies, Maintenance foreman, and his new red car.
If you saw a red streak on the highway

will make

• CAMERAS
''• CLOCKS

olctmun

The ghost of last years Studio Club
Hallowe’en Hard Times Party has been
circulating around the lot, whispering
of a better party to come this year.
More scares and fun is promised on
Saturday, October 30. The Valley Park
Country Club will again be the scene
of the dance.
Watch

for further announcements!

everything’ll be okay from now on. Bud
— that is, after* you convince them that
a desiccator is not the African Tropics
and you get all those feet changed to
meters.

LAMPS

An actor in print only — that’s J. 0.
Taylor, process cameraman. By some
strange coincidence, on a Monday morning a policeman handed him a weekly
time card with ACTOR printed across
the face of it and his name at the top.
He refused to accept it even for a week
— he prefers to shoot the camera instead
of being shot.

SHADES

Nunnally Johnson is checking in on
a long term deal after an absence of five
years. During his previous long stay, he
produced 22 pictures for Fox including
GRAPES
OF WRATH
and JESSE
JAMES.
Here are the reasons for the blissful
(Continued

on Page 18)

and
USING
STATUARY

YOUR
OR

VASES,
BRIC-A-BRAC

•
Designed
By

for

budget

Glynn

•

interiors

Willis

Designs Submitted
WEbster 9223
17

LET US PUT THE PIECES
TOGETHER FOR YOU

expressions: John Armetta, Construction clerk, was recently married to a
ravishing hlonde model at a double ceremony with his sister, Rosalie, formerly
a clerk in Construction. Phil Snyder of
the Labor department has built up to
a big celebration — his 36th wedding anniversary. James Musk of Labor was
recently presented with a 6 lb. 7 oz. baby
girl, name of Judy.
You can build it yourself and not with
tinker toys either — your own home, that
is. Jack Matthews of the Print Shop and
Bob Willis of Research Library are doing it. Jack is making his home of concrete slab, insulated too, in Reseda. Six
months after he broke ground. Jack
moved

in and

day-by-day

is building

up to a 2,000 square foot hom.e. Bob
has pitched a tent on a mountain top in

UNUSUAL

GIFTS

FOR

ALL

OCCASIONS

Topanga and is building his 4-room
home up there of cement block and
knotty pine. He has had a number of
visitors interested in his work — a baby
bear, a deer and rattlesnakes. If you
still do not want to build your o^vn
home, Jim Talmadge of the Still department is one of the very few who has
found a contractor he doesn’t complain
about. He’s building in Pacific Palisades
— redwood and stucco, topped Avith a
snow-white Bermuda roof. AND, on a
clear day he can see Esther Williams
in her pool across the way.

ICE FOLLIES TICKETS

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional

The popular Shipstads & Johnson
original Ice Follies has become a tradition in Los Angeles, and the 13th year
opens

at Pan

Pacific Auditorium

the night of September 22nd at a discount of 50c per ticket — $2.50 tickets
for $2.00. Members desiring $3.60 or
$3.00 seats may get exchange certificates
at the Club entitling them to 50c discount on each ticket.
Tickets are, of course, limited and
must be purchased at the Studio Club
to obtain this discount.

Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

El Rancho Bowl
“The

Friendly

House”

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD
V
Plenty

18

on

September 16th.
An entire reserved seat section is
available to Studio Club members for

of Free

Parking

IS OUR FACE RED?
In last month’s feature article, THE
STORY DEPARTMENT, Marge Decker’s name was placed under Dorothy
Robinson’s picture, and vice versa. Correctly captioned photographs are below.
Excuse, please!

Special CONSIDERATION to MEMBERS
EASY TERMS ARRANGED
RCA
G-E RADIO

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVIN ATOR
ROPER
MAGIC CHEF

& TELEVISION

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W.

CR

1-2249

BR

2-3832

of Robertson

W radio & APPLIANCE CO. RI
Discriminating Shoppers from 20th Cen-

READER

DOROTHY

tury-Fox choose —

ROBINSON

BAR

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELJCACIES

GLASSWARE
ACCESSORIES

W ines

BEVERLY

Liquors

HILLS

9632 Santa Monica Blvd.

READER

MARGE

BR. 2-3895 and CR. 6-2305

DECKER

GUMAIVTEED
Motor Mechanical Work
Washing
Pohshing

Lubrication

Free Pickup & Delivery
Phone

CR

59265

JOHNSON
Shell Service
9761

Pico Boulevard

Corner Pico and Castello
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ACTION

PRESENTS

By JULIAN
RALPH

MYERS

ARNOLD

As you chat with Ralph Arnold, Night Foreman

of the

Labor Department, you say to yourself, “He reminds me of
an attorney. He’s so poised and deliberate in his converRalph’s entitled to look like a lawyer — he’s been one
for twenty years. After twelve years of practice in his home
sation.”
town
of Milwaukee, Ralph finally heeded the urging of his
wife and moved the family to California.
When he came to Southern California in 1941 Ralph was
obliged to wait six months before being allowed to “take”
the Bar Examination. So he accepted a position at Fox as a
laborer. Though he passed the test and was admitted to the
California Bar, Ralph has been at the studio ever since.
An enthusiastic salmon fisherman, Ralph also finds time
each fall to compete in the Studio Club Golf Tournament.
He’s proud that most of the men in his department are
active in our sports program, and that several are on the
Bird Dogs, Twentieth’s snappy

JUNE
Under

CONNOR

AND

softball team.

VIOLET CANFIELD

the leadership of their affable boss, Jerry Webb,

two young ladies operate our ever-busy Test Department.
June Connor and Violet Canfield are a dynamic duo and
a colorful one.
June loves the ballet, bids (and makes!) a neat seven
no-trump in bridge, is a connoiseur of rare plates, and likes
to take long strolls with her dog. Flop.
Violet’s interests are the opposite — except that they are
both expert knitters of sox. Vi enjoys all sports, especially
bowling, archery and ice skating, and at high school in
Oklahoma won several medals and trophies for swimming
and diving. Always loyal to Fox, she is married to Brad of
our Film Loading Department.

has known Violet since 1942. It’s been
The inFox
Test Department for nine years!
the family
June

■m

TOM
When

PIPES AND

ACTION

EDDIE DE MOULIN

photographer

Jack Pashkovsky

saw Tom

and Eddie working together he observed: “They’re. like
father and son, aren’t they?”
Jack was right. Tom Pipes, Head of the Sign Department, and his benign buddy, Eddie De Moulin, function as
one. They paint most of the signs you see in Fox pictures —
and the distinctive posters proclaiming Studio Club activities.

Tom came to Twentieth two years ago, after a colorful
career which included operating a tap dancing^ school,
ventriloquists, and selling his blackcreating dummies
of cowboys.
sketches for
and-white
Eddie was in the movie business before some of us were
in the world. In 1919 he was a carpenter-painter-designerplasterer-actor for a fly-by-night studio in Joplin, Missouri.
g
By 1924 he had graduated to what is now MGM. Followin
us.
to
came
he
painter,
portrait
a
as
19 years at Universal
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Business Manager
Assistant Editor

JIM MITCHELL
CLIFF CONCIALDI
ROBERT GUNN
ALEX BABCOCK
HAL GORDON
JACK PASHKOVSKY
MARIA BROOKS
DICK FOSTER
SUTFIN

BILLICK

ED JANIS

Contributors
GALLOWAY
LOREHA
JULIAN MYERS

Story

-

“Like Father, Like
Golf Prizes

Son!”
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Hollowe’en
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4th Annual
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Action Presents
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A Lot’s Doin’s
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Secretary
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Dave Anderson, Wilma Christian, Jack Conlin, Ike
Danning, Lee Dunbar, Carl Faulkner, Ted Frazer, Hal
Gordon, Sol Halprin, Glenn Harman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kahn, John Lavin, Jack Montgomery, Ben Nye,
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Of course you’re a good worker or you wouldn’t
have a job at this studio, the best in the industry.
You probably pride yourself on your working skills
and no doubt have spent a great deal of time advancing your technical knowledge, hence improving
your contribution to 20th Century-Fox pictures.

If you answer all of these questions, they will help
to determine what kind of a worker you are for the
United States of America! No matter which party you
belong to or which candidate you favor, your ballot

POWELL

CONTENTS
Feature

STUDIO

However, what kind of job do you do for America?
Are you a good worker for democracy? Are you a
registered voter? Do you plan to vote November 2?

Staff Cartoonist

CLEMMIE

CENTURY-FOX

No. 8

Staff Photographers

RIDLEY

OF TWENTIETH

Staff

HOWARD PALMER
ARTHUR HOUSER
VEO McCLATCHEY

GLENN

PUBLICATION

in “free America” is your symbol of liberty. It is,
or should be, a very wonderful possession. It is not
transferable; the law forbids its sale or exercise by
proxy. The spirit of our free ballot forbids its domination by any other persons or groups whatsoever.
The success of the American

system depends on a

large portion of the people being good citizens instead
of just residents and taxpayers. A democracy can exist
only if everyone participates.
The

responsibility for good citizenship is not the

other fellow’s alone. It’s yours, too.
Your country needs you now. It needs your interest in its affairs, both domestic and foreign. It needs
you to feel and understand the situation it is trying
to cope with, so that you may intelligently mark your
ballot this November.
Of course you will be a good worker for democracy!
VOTE!!

Vote any way

you like, but VOTE!!

Cover . . .
Gwen Burke, veteran TCF’er and ace bowler, was snapped
by ACTION photographer Jim Mitchell as she hurled a
“strike-bound” ball down the alley. This bit of eye-catching
took place at the El Rancho Bowl. Here Gwen is demonstrating her perfect form (bowling).

WESTERN AVE.
LABORATORY
By CLEMMIE

1, Sol Halprin, Superintendent of the Lab, center, with his
two capable assistants. Tom
Ingnian, left, Henry Goldfarb,
right.

GALLOWAY

The scientific precision, exactitude, and cleanliness of
a hospital operating room are found in the Twentieth
Century-Fox Western Avenue Laboratory. The stress on
cleanliness is of utmost importance for if any dirt gets on
the film it will mar
consequently
his crew are
lessly clean.

and

even

scratch

the negative

be visible on the prints. George
responsible

for keeping

the

and

Ragland

and

building

spot-

As in an operation the patient’s life depends on the skill
of the surgeon and the perfection of his implements, the
studio’s life — the day’s shooting of film — depends on
skill of the laboratory workers and their equipment.
Concentrated in that can of film arriving
tory at the end of each day is a fortune. The
of dollars spent each year is represented
Each and every department of the studio is
that bit of celluloid. Its handling is a great

2. The Chemical Room, where the developing solutions are
mixed in giant vats. Left to right; John Buss, John Strout,
Bill Fritch, Bob Dinsmore.

the

at the laboramany millions
in these films.
represented on
responsibility.

The overall responsibility for the high quality of TCF’s
films is Sol Halprin’s, who, besides being Superintendent
of the Laboratory, is Head of the Camera Department,
since the two are almost integral parts. He has the aid of
two
the

very capable assistants, Henry Goldfarb, supervising
business and operational responsibilities, and Tom

Ingman,

the chemical

and

analytical

responsibilities,

and

the combination of these three men, with their capabilities, interest, and pride in their work, make the TCF Lab
one of the best in the industry.
Before the processing of film begins at 6 o’clock in the
morning, the night crew, under the supervision of Don
Lusher, has already completed its work of washing the
developing machines, changing developing solutions (which
are prepared by Milton dayman), and doing everything
necessary

to enable

the day crew

that the “daily rushes”
Film
4:00

3. A definite temperature must be maintained to keep the
film density constant. The engineering crew is responsible.
Left to right: A. Mackay, Fred Shipley, Carl Newsom, Ray
Jetter.

to start immediatelv

so

can be ready to leave on the 3:30

Car,theto afternoon.
be seen by the Executives
in

at the “Hills”

by

No actual production negatives can be developed until
sensitometric strips are developed and read to insure that
the density and contrast of the developing solutions are
correct. The strength of the solutions must be the same,
not only for a given day’s work but from day to day and
this is accomplished by developing and reading sensitometric strips continuously while the developing machines
are in operation.
Before
the cans

the negatives
containing

are sent into the Developing

“sound”

film are separated

Room,

from

those

containing “picture” film. Bud Thompson, Foreman of the
Negative Developing Room, and his crew work in Stygian
darkness by sound and feel, rather than sight.
After
Negative

the negative
Assembly

of Josephine

Rompage,

Lab.
In this room
are selected.

4. Bud
Thompson,
Foreman
of the Negative Developing
Room, and his crew work unhampered
in total darkness,
relying upon keenly developed sense of touch and timing.

is developed,

Room

which
who

the

film goes

is under

is a

the “print takes”

25-year
from

to the

the supervision
veteran
Camera

of the
Reports

The next step is the Testing Room. “Sound” negative is
timed on a densitometer by Dee Potter and “picture” negative is tested on a Cinex Testing Machine. The latter is a
machine which prints a strip of film about
from each negative scene to be printed

nine inches long
with one frame

8. Left

6. The

complicated
chine, operated by

7. After

the Cinex

Cinex
Harry

to right; Austin Lysight, Dee Potter and Edna
check the sound, timing and reprints.

Testing MaRehman.

test, the film

is taken

to the Timing Room
where Fred Danashetv, left, and John Fritch, determine
the printing light best suited for each
scene.

exposures, each frame changing in density from lights 1 to 22. These lights
match in density with the corresponding lights on the printing machines.
After the Cinex test is developed, it
is taken to the Timing Room where
Fred Danashew determines the printing
light best suited for each scene.
The negative is then cleaned and
taken to the Printing Room, which is
managed by Alex Kariakin. The negatives are printed on Model-D Bell and
Howell printing machines. Each scene
has a small notch alongside the film.
When this notch hits an interrupter and
buzzes, the buzz tells the operator that
he must change to the next printing
light, which he does, manually. Although there are 22 light changes on
the printing machines, most of our negatives stay within a range of three or
four printing lights.
After the negatives are printed, the
prints are taken to the Positive Developing Room, supervised by Willard Boemler, where all prints of “picture” and
“sound” are developed, and the negative is separated in individual scenes
and filed in vaults according to Productions.
The developed film is then taken to
the Positive Assembly Room where,
under the direction of Irene Karsavine,

US*

it is assembled, synchronized “picture”
and “sound,” and then waxed. Waxing
prevents the freshness of the film from
gumming up the projection machines
and tearing the film.
In the Projection Room, John Fritch
reviews all “picture” prints to .see that
7

4

Dilley,

the quality is correct and Austin Lysight listens to all “sound” to check its
quality. Harry Bell reviews all master
positive prints, plates for process shots,
dissolves and fades.
The Lab operates with no waste.
Raw film averages approximately fi/2
to 2^ ozs. of silver per thousand feet,
and after it has been used and developed, it goes through a hypo bath
which removes the unused silver from
the film. This silver is then molded, by
Tony Berg, into silver bricks which are
over 99% pure silver, eaeh brick
weighing about 90 lbs. At present
th ere are 19 bricks on hand, stored in
vaults, to be sold.
All film is edited at the “Hills” and
the master print of each production,
like a designer’s pattern, is sent to the
Lab where the negative is cut, under
the supervision of Martin Bolger, so
that the finished prints for the theatres
match each master print.
A fully equipped machine shop, under the supervision of Art Chatelain.
maintains and builds most of the new
Laboratory equipment.
Exactitude and precision are necessary in every phase of laboratory work.
The developing fluids and film drying
cabinets must be kept at a definite temperature for if the temperature varies,
the density of the film would vary.
Temperature control is the responsibility of Carl Newsom.
Negative film is developed at the rate
of approximately 90 feet per minute and
positive film at approximately 160 feet
per minute. During 1947, 21,652.189
feet of film was processed at the Western Avenue Laboratory.
Every can of film that finally
reaches a theatre is a tribute to the
smooth running Western Avenue
and the TCF organization.

Lab

9. One of the large printing rooms
by Alex

11. The
“sound”

Kariakins,

which

operate

at the Lab, supervised

10.

The

Positive

in total darkness.

film is now reviewed to see that “picture” and
quality is correct. Bill Leonard, left, and George
Freeman are the Projectionists.

Assembly Room
where
is assembled.

13.

12. The film is now packed
in cans and shipped back to

and

A

fully

equipped

machine

shop

maintains

and

builds

most

of

the

equipment

Milton
Tony

developed

dayman,

Berg

pour

the

film

left,
hot,

pure silver, which has been
salvaged from the film.

the “Hills.”

15.

the

under

the

direction

of

Art

Chatelain.
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LIKE FATHER
LIKE SON
By JULIAN

Have

you

MYERS

ever noted how

our employees answer
— how

many

to the same

of

name

many interesting family combinations work at this studio?

ACTION

photographer

gathered photographs

Bob Gunn

has

of a few father-

son combinations for this month’s mag.
Like their fathers, these sons realize
that 20th Century-Fox affords the best
working conditions in this or any other
industry. Future issues of ACTION
present other family

groups

will

working

harmoniously together on this lot, proving that employees of TCF are just one
big happy family!

TCF

is the most

baseball-conscious

studio

in the

business. Walter Jolley, Superintendent of the
Paint Department, epitomizes this. A
super
sportsman, he lives baseball, quoting averages
at the drop of a paint bucket. He’s pleased that
his son. Bob, performed so ably as shortstop
for the BIRD DOGS last summer, and that he’s
active in our bowling leagues. Bob, Paint Department set foreman, swings a golf club ns
well as he does

a paint brush, frequently
ing in the low seventies.

shoot-

■niMi.'J?

“Lefty” Hough, assistant production
one of the oldest TCF employees (30
the
has

most popular. Formerly
a more important post

manager, is not onlyyears) but also one of

a big-time ball player, he now
as manager of our Producers-

Directors’ softball team. Stanley, his son, a second assistant
director, belonged to the St. Louis Cardinals until Lefty
convinced him TCF was a better outfit. As first baseman on
BIRD

6

DOGS

Stanley

helped

bring

us

inter-studio

pennant.

Walter Myall has been a set designer for fifteen years, and
since 1946 has had the thrill of seeing his son, Charles,
follow in his footsteps. Inventor of the revolutionary Myall’s
camera, which permits shooting set models in natural perspective, Walter is almost as proud of this as the fact that
Charles is about to make him a grandfather — any minute
now!

For more than twenty years Tullio Corsini has been the
unofficial commissary steivard at studio parties. Employed
in the Maintenance Department, as water truckman
and
general assistant, he’s never too busy to help anyone. Though
he gives much time to American Legion activities on the lot,
Corsini was always in the stands while his boy, Robert, played
in our softball league. Robert, on the Cafe tie Paris staff,
must have taken advantage of our good food. He pitched
his Rex Harrison team to the championship.

When
rocket

the Air Corps
ship

is Madelyn and she works in Legal. It’s a pleasure
Webbs like these woven into the Fox fabric.

to have

a

the

name

for its sensationally

moniker

of

our

TCF

fast

flash —

”Jet.” Publicist Jet Fore is always three places at once, and
does a bang-up job at each. For instance, he writes for
ACTION, bowls on Thursday nights, and is about to become
the father of Roxie’s (Legal — Department, that is) child.
His kindly, humorous
father, Tex, officer in charge of
executive ’’tours,” has been at TCF since Jet was six years
old. He hopes to still be on duty when the third generation
of TCF

George Webb, our mail room driver, joined TCF in 1937, a
year after his clean-cut son. Art, started here. Art, who is
Vice-Commander
of the Fox Post of the American Legion,
looked all over Texas for a girl who was nice enough to
become a member of the Webb and TCF families. Her name

needed

it borrowed

Jetties

comes

to the

Fore.

Earl Rugg, day shift foreman of the Mill, is one of our most
skilled craftsman — and has been for twelve years. But, in
the best TCF father-and-son tradition, his son, Jim, is giving
him

competition. A propmaker, Jim’s primary extra-curricular interest is amateur radio. He’s a licensed ”ham,” and
built his own broadcasting station. You’ll see him and his
dad at almost every Studio Club outing.

PRIZES AWARDED TO
GOLF CHAMPS
“EVERY GOLFER A CHAMP' was
indeed the truth Wednesday evening,
September 29th when prizes were given
to the participants of the Golf Tourna-

A

view

of Stage

1

with

the

ment. Stage 1 was the scene for a jubilant throng of over 350 persons who
collected prizes that ranged from expensive leather luggage sets to small

special platform and
selected, by flights.

tables

showing

Chairman of the Golf Tournament, Jack Cotld, is checking
off the clock which Fi and Brad Canfield picked.

a

the

prizes

to

be

radios. Below are samples of prizes
attractively arranged upon the flight
tables.

Ken
the
Jim

Williams,

Camera,

opens

one

of

luggage sets for inspection while
Ryan, Casting Director, looks on.

George Mills, right, seems a bit nervous, as he picks a set
of Wilson golf clubs, while Galvin Wood
nonchalently
checks them off the prize table.

ACTION PRESENTS
A

By JULIAN

MYERS

HARRY

W. MARTIN. M.D.

“He’s the kindest man I’ve ever known,” says his assistant nurse, Miss Denbo, and his life-long secretary,
Lillian Nelson. This humorous, photogenic, grey-eyed
doctor, who directs our Hospital, doesn’t show the scars
of his rugged childhood. Getting an education was not
easy for this Chicago youngster. Among his jobs while
attending the University of Illinois, were selling shoes,
demonstrating how to hit a punching bag, delivering telegrams, repairing bicycles and boxing professionally. Even
a broken neck, sustained in a high-diving exhibition, failed
to deter his studies.
Following his outstanding services in World War I, he
moved to Los Angeles, and soon was recognized as one of
California’s outstanding surgeons. He has held several
portant offices in the National Medical Association,
contributed 23 papers to the advancement of surgery.
has headed the California State Athletic Commission
the Civil Service Commission.

imand
He.
and

Doctor Martin has kept Fox

“fit” for twelve years, except for the time he was back in
uniform as a Major in the Medical Corps in the recent
war. He treats more than 800 cases a month in the Studio
Hospital, and is so friendly and considerate of employees
that most of them affectionately call him “Doc.”

CLEMMIE

CALLOWAY

We’re doing an item on Clemmie Galloway, who has
been added to the staff of ACTION because of those swell
articles she has written.
But you can’t interview Clemmie. She interviews herself. You just try to keep up. Volatile, vivacious, she captures you with her first smile. She can’t help bubbling
about her latest story or about an article she’s preparing
for ACTION. See her “Lab” coverage in this issue.
Clemmie has had her ups and downs as a writer but,
being a spirited Southerner, has never given up. That is
her forte and Philip Yordan, the writer she is working for
now, agrees. Yordan says: “When you dictate to Clem,
you just watch her pencil. It won’t write bad dialogue.”
Though her interest is writing and stories, her “big
production” she says is her handsome son Grady, who is
going to use where his father was a famous football
star. Grady wants to be a star^ period. He is studying
dramatics under William DeMille.

LEONARD

"RED" DAVIES

“Red” Davies’ extension number is 507, but you won’t
be able to reach him there. Not until a phone is installed
in his maroon Ford. Though Red is the Labor Foreman in
our Maintenance Department his office is the entire lot.
Zipping around in his snappy car, he directs the capable
crews that keep Twentieth the sparkling Studio it is.
Built like a football player Red’s particularly interested
in Baseball and Bowling. Last year he covered right field
for Darnell’s Champion Softball team, and with the aid of
his wife, nabbed tbe mixed doubles bowling championship.
Red’s particularly proud of his son, Lennie, Jr., who was
bat boy and mascot on this year’s Champs, the Rex Harrison Lancs. Red believes that when you are an employee of
the Fox Family, it is a full-time relationship, and since
1934 his ready grin is seen at all Studio Club Activities.
Red is one reason Fox is the cleanest, friendliest lot in
the industry.
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200 BOWLERS
By LORETTA

POWELL

The Leagues got off to a good start,
and as this is being written, they have
bowling.
just completed their third week of
In the Tuesday night Scratch League,
the ELECTRIC boys are leading the
league with seven points won, only a
one-point margin over the BACON’S
WOLVES, last year’s champions. Three
of the teams are tied for third place.
LARRY’S LADS, MIXED UPS and
LABORATORY
each with five points
/4n over-all

vietv of La

Cienega

Lanes as the TCP
under way.

Handicap

League

prepares

to get

won. The DAN DAILEY’S and GEORGE
SEATON’S are next with three points
the ALERED NEWMAN’S
and two
each, with
trail
points won. Lou Kvasnicka, the visiting fireman from Western Ave. bowled on the LAB team in
place of Walt Schafer, and
nice 614 series.

rolled a

There was quite a bit of excitement
last night in the HANDICAP League,
when in the first game Phil Henderson
of the LINDA DARNELL team, bowled
a nice 266 game, then in the second
game Ray Jones of the same team had
everybody on their toes with his ten
strikes in a row. The crowd — to say
nothing of Ray himself — was pretty
tense when he threw the eleventh ball
but instead of another strike he got
HOPEFUL.
Larry Meek
is wishing, almost praying,
to

get

that

easy

one-pin

TOISGUE

fancy

spare.

BITER.

Anita

Uphoff directs the ball on
its course by a series of
tongue

movements.

UTSCERTAVSTY.
Morgan,

one

Mickey
of

leaguers best, wfitches
ball fearfully.

the
the

eight pins on a split. He picked up one
of the pins on the next ball, and
finished up with 287. SO, with his
handicap of 23, he finds himself with
a neat game of 310! Who said you
couldn’t get over 300!!!! Phil’s and
Ray’s games gave their team 1032 and
1016, and then the third game they all
rested and bowled a mere 808, to make
a 28.56 series. This gave them three
points at the expense of the E. HUGH
HERBERT girls, who were tied for first
place with FRED S. MEYER’S girls,
who are now' tied with the FIVE OLD
MEN for first place. Second place is
a 5-way tie with last year’s winners.
HENRY KING’S ACES, leading in total
Mr. FRED

HAPPINESS.

George

Ent-

er zian can'll control his
happiness as the pins fly
in all directions.
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BODY

ENGLISH.

Betty

Bow helps guide the hall
towards
the head
pin
with a little hotly English.

DEFIANCE.
to

Charles

My-

all's shouting is supposed
bring the pins down.

gave
team.
pins.
have
tive )

KOHLMAR

very kindly

a check for .$100 to sponsor a
To decide which team should
it, each Captain ( or representaof the eight unsponsored teams —

ACTIVITIES
OPEN

^

SEASON

four in each League, put their names
in a box so that a winner might be
drawn. We asked MARK STEVENS,
who was down to watch his MARK’S
“EVEN” STEVENS in action, to do
the drawing, to which he graciously
consented, and the WESTERN AVE.
team was the lucky one.
Also down to watch the fun and congratulate Ray Jones, was Mr. RAY
KLUNE, sitting back of his son’s team,
WHEELER - WRIGHTS ARTISTS, to
give them encouragement. Mr SAM
ENGEL was bowling with his boys
again. Mr. FRED MEYER was with
his girls opening night, and by the way
they are bowling, he must have given
them a pretty good pep talk. Guess you
can keep your uniforms, girls, if you
stay up there!
See you some more!

Bay Jones, right, boteled a record 287
game in the Thursday Night Handicap
league, is being congratulated by Ray
Klune at the La Cienega Lanes.

Officers of the Thursday
League. Left to right:

night Handicap
Ralph Hickey,

Vice-President; Loretta Potcell, SecretaryTreasurer, John Bodnar, President.

Softball Banquet Honors Champs

Sam Engel's team: left to right, front
rote, George Wolf garth, Joe Medvitz;
back rote, Ed Burke. Sam
Engel, Hal
Bote, Ed Colyer.

A

general

view

of

the

banquet which honored the championship
Monday night, October 4th.

A banquet was held at La Maria’s
Restaurant Monday night, October 4th,
in honor of two champion softball
teams. All softball teams were represented along with the people who contributed their services during the past
successful season, at the feast put on by
the Studio Club.
Fred Meyer's team; left to right, Elena
Keel, Jean Hasen, Fred Meyer, Gieen
Burke, Elsa Whitman, Dolores Ochsner.

The softball players who attended
discussed plans and elected officers for

softball

teams,

the coming season. The new officers of
the Softball Board will be Eddie De
Cuir, president, Harry Morton and A1
DeGaetano, vice-presidents. These leaders will draw the schedules, pick the
team captains, and balance the teams
for the 1949 season. With the present
plans and officers, it is hoped that the
coming season, next spring, will be the
best ever.
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SWING YOUR PARTNER
at the

STUDIO CLUB HALLOWE'EN HOEDOWN

THE

LIVELIEST. FUN

LOVING

HALLOWE'EN

Even a “shnioo” would pay S2.00 for admission, which
includes supper at this fun party, to be held at the Valley
Park Country Club, Saturday, October 30, 8:30 p.in. to
1 :00 a.m.
Come in your oldest clothes — the craziest costumes win
a prize. Johnny Luther, gifted leader of the Rainbow Trail
Riders’ orchestra, will shout the calls for the square dances
and wave the baton for those smoothies that will crowd
the dance floor.
Individual favors will he given each guest to help conceal the identity of hobo

12

TCF’ers — of course

the masks

come

DANCE

off when

PARTY.

EVER

the appetizing midnight supper is served.

Yes, it will be another delicious Stern’s baked ham super
supper with all the trimmings — Mmmumm, mmuum ! Get
those tickets now, because — attendance is limited. From
all the reports of last year’s successful Hallowe’en party,
there won’t be many tickets going begging.
Hurry, hurry to the Studio Club and get your tickets.
Each Studio Club member is allowed to bring a guest. A
simple map giving directions to the club house
printed on the back of each ticket.

will be

TCF PRODUCERS DRUB MGM PRODUCERS, 9-6

A view of the crowd
TCF producers. Note
Darryl Zanuck, center, attempts to calm the opposing captains
close Fox
before the softball game. Gene Kelly, left, grits his teeth in
fine MGM
style, while George Jessel sneers in the best TCF
manner.

witnessing the game between MGM
and
the tense expressions which attest to the
victory by a score of 9 to 6.

4th ANNUAL UNITED APPEAL DRIVE STARTS NOV. 8
motion picture studio. It is hoped by
Clarence Hutson, studio colonel of this
drive, that this year will see 20th Century-Fox at the top of the list of donations. A goal of $1,303,720 has been
established by the Board of Directors
of the Permanent Charities Committee for the 1949 Appeal. This goal is
based

upon

the

actual

needs

of

the

participating agencies rather than an
easy-way-out estimate of the amount
possible for collection. Your money is
distributed among the charity organizations as needed. The distribution follows a mathematical formula based
upon
Mr. Joseph Schenck called a special luncheon meeting for the leaders of the motion
picture industry at the Beverly Hills Hotel, Sept. 21, to discuss campaign plans for
the Fourth Annual United Appeal. Left to right: Edward Arnold, Joe Schenck, George
Marshall, Roy Brewer, Chairman of the Appeal.

Again, as in past years at this time,
the Permanent Charities Committee of

the inequitable distribution of your
charity dollar. Your money will go to

the motion

such

picture industry

announces

the start of the 4th Annual United Appeal drive, November 8th. This year,
as in previous years, your one donation will benefit 193 charitable organizations throughout the southern California area.
The

advantages of the single contribution are obvious, as it eliminates

duplication,

overlapping

expense,

and

charity organizations

as the Com-

munity Chest, American Cancer Society, Los Angeles Tuberculosis and
Health Association, Los Angeles Heart
Association, Sister Kenny Foundation
and
tions. many

other

worth-while

Last year, in the 3rd

Annual

associallnited

Appeal Drive, TCF’ers contributed
more money per capita than any other

the

The

needs

of

the

agencies,

ex-

pressed by their goals, and are not arbitrary figures.
Annual United Appeal is your

campaign. It provides the most dollars
for actual charity expenditures. The
widest spread of benefits protects you
against unauthorized

solicitors and

as-

sures that your gifts go to the most deserving agencies.
But it depends entirely upon your
support.
Everyone
care

benefits

from

the proper

of human problems. Everyone suffers when these problems undermine

our neighbor’s health and welfare.
GIVE TO THE FOURTH
ANNUAL
UNITED APPEAL. GIVE NOW. GIVE
GENEROUSLY.
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EMPLOYEE
HIGHLIGHTS
TOO
Ralph
and

PLENTY
A pleasant addition
enlarged to include

on

LUCKY
Edna

Western

Ave.

Sound

result

won't

Effects
need

Editor,

a

barber shop. The shop was
waiting room — just another

this lot for

—

returned

costume for the
his disguise.

drew

TCF’ers.

a

from

his

vacation

Halloween

party.

looking
His

like

beard

this,

will be

Jack Laing, Mill foreman, hasn’t signed up for his 1949
model auto yet. Reason: his 1923 Hudson is still in perfect
running order. Some record, huh?

ELECTED

MAYBE?

Lab.,

•

SHAVE

STILL RUNNING

and

Russ

will get one of the first new Tuckers in Los Angeles — tve
hope! Here she is putting her name on the rhuted line while
the salesman, H. J. Montague, happily looks on.

were

14

Dilley,

a

OF ROOM

to the men’s
an attractive

convenience

Hickey,

as

BUSY TO

lucky

number

Spencer, left, and Addison Hehr, popular TCF employees, are just as popular with the Art Directors. They
re-elected as president and secretary-treasurer, respectively, for the

Society

of Motion

Picture

Art

Directors'

Guild.

ARMISTICE

DAY PROGRAM

SET BY LEGION
Home

of the

20th Century-Fox
Bowling League

•

LA CIENEGA
LANES
Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

Picture Framing
Delegates

from

TCF

Post

I^o. 563

at the recent

Francisco “re-hash” events with the
Lou Witte, George Hover, Carl

Legion

post commander. Left to
Holzman, and Commander

WRITE YOURSELF
A XMAS PRESENT
A Choice of Portable Radio, Electric
Blanket, or Electric Mixer will be given
for the Best Original Christmas Story.
All employees are eligible for the
prize except professional writers and
Studio Club office personnel. Your
story should be no longer than 1500
words or shorter than 1000. Any situation or theme pertaining to Christmas
will be acceptable.
Three impartial writers, employed by
this studio, will decide on the best
story and their decision will be final.
Mail your story to the Studio Club
not later than Friday, Nov. 15. The
prize story and picture of the author
will be printed in the December
ACTION.
Last year’s prize, a $50.00 savings
bond, was won by Virginia Godfrey
Weatherford, Property, with a story
titled “A Guest For Christmas.” It was
centered around two American soldiers
in Germany
Christmas.

/American

preparing to celebrate their

Here is a wonderful opportunity for
aspiring writers. Your work will be
judged by professional writers and
critics — and who wouldn’t like a portable radio for Christmas?
No coupons to slip, no box tops to
collect, no strings attached. Get your
typewriter busy tonight. Write a human interest story with a Christmas
theme and you may be the winner of
a prize. Be sure to send your story to
the Studio Club before the 15th of November.
If you like to write, here’s an oppor-

Convention

in San

right: Al DeW eese,
Sol Halprin.

Following the pattern set last Armistice Day, the 20th Century-Fox American Legion Post No. 563 will again
observe tbe occasion with a colorful
and impressive ceremony.
A parade, composed of all veterans
working on this lot and the showy
UCLA football band, will march
through the south lot to the Roll of
Honor Shrine, adjacent the Cafe de
Paris. There a floral wreath will be
placed. A short prayer and address will
conclude the ceremony.
In this way the Legion will call attention to their fallen comrades in both
wars.
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GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our

sample

line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS.
Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MAITZ COMPANY
of California

Designs Submitted
WEbster 9223

Exclusive

DELMAR
“One

tunity for fun, recognition, and recomstory!
pense. Get busy now — let’s have that
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SILENCE AT 1 1 A.M.

A LOT'S DOIN'S

WESTWDDD
FURIVITUflE
EDMPAIVY
Cordially invites you to become
one of our many Satisfied Customers at a Real Savings to you. We
carry a complete line of Guaranteed Modern, Maple, French
Provincial and Mahogany Furniture. Also the Leading Brands of
Bedding, Appliances, Radios and
Television.

By Gossip Gertie
Surprise package! Phil Dittmar of
Camera Machine Shop sat down to eat
his lunch with the rest of his buddies
recently. His mouth was all set for that
delicious fried chicken but when he

Special Discount Prices to
All Studio Club Members.
Harold

Projectionist,

passed

away last August. Harold began
at 20th Century-Fox in 1933.

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West

Bunce,

work

Pico Boulevard

Los Angeles 25, California
ARizona
Thursday
Store

he
attended oneLike
in Boston.
It’s
for just
coin-collectors.
an auction,
they bid for different coins. Just such
a convention was held in Santa Mon-

7-2771

and Saturday : 9 a.m. to 10 :00p.m
Hours : Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

FREEMAN

Sports Equipment
at a

opened' his bag, he discovered he had
taken the wrong one. He had a bag of
Brussels sprouts.
Ever heard of a Numismatic Convention? Karl Brainard, Head of Set
Erectors, knows all about it because

APPLIANCE

10-15%

STORES

Saving to You
• Sporting Goods and
Supplies (all types)
• We specialize in Golf
Club Reconditioning
• Rackets Restrung

RANCHO SPORTS SHOP

Friends of Otis Rasmussen, Property
Department, were shocked to leom of
his death September 23. Otis became

Films Developed

a TCF'er in 1935, and is survived by
his wife and two children. Richard and

I05I5'/2 W. Pico

Hours 9-7 AR

Jean.

91908

His niece was
mous opera singer.

Pat

Munsel,

fa-
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ON
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VILLAGE
AR. »-752t

CLUB
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FREE

THREE

APPRAISAL

2773 W. Pico
Ask for Cel
RE 26133

MOTORS

BONDED AUTOMOBILE DEALER
ESTABLISHED FOR IS YEARS

1885 W.

LOCATIONS

3825 W. Jefferson
Ask for Carl
RE 29101

WESTWOOD

BLVD.

1421 Los Tunis
Temple City
AT 41694

It will pay you to get acquainted
with us . . nuffsaidt?

ica on October 9th and 10th, where
our own TCF actress Colleen Townsend
posed with the brasher doubloon. A
rare beauty among the rare coins.
Here’s a prize winner for you, a
farmerette and a cook, too. Verna
Billings of Ladies’ Wardrobe won First
and Third prize (blue ribbon, white
one and a nice check) at the San Fernando Fair for tomato pickles and cucumber pickles. She raised them on her
own farm.
No more mail for these males of the
Mail department. Jack Johnson and
Jimmy Chilberg have been promoted to
Mimeograph, Roger Corman to a Reader, and Walter McCarthy is going back
to school under the G. I. bill. Jimmy
Heckert is now at Western Ave. Lab.
There’ll be no more extra padding,
you know where, for the spills George
Patrick, Assistant Art Director, has
been demonstrating in the past. Six
months ago he couldn’t skate at all but
now is quite a professional on the ice.
Even has his wife and two children
cutting fancy figures.
If you’re interested in fishing with
no bait, no fuss, no muss — just catch
the fish by the tail (and no salt, either).
That’s the way Walter Wiley, Set Erector, does it and he’s an expert at it
too. Is that what Bill Richardson, Clerk
in the Staff Shop, was attempting when
he fell overboard while on a recent
Sunday fishing trip with a group of the
boys from the studio? Before any of
the rest of you try it, lest you meet
with the same fate, it might be a good
idea to practice on your goldfish in
the bowl.
Ray Kellogg and his lovely wife,
Billie, adopted a four day old baby,
and promptly named bim Patrick. Ray
states that the baby neither cries nor
wets! How optimistic can we be, Ray?
Jack Ferguson, Structural Engineer,
is going to stick to his old stand-by —
the primitive wilderness of Idaho. Some
of the tales he tells of his previous
experiences are really four-bell thrillers.
Of course, he originally starts after deer

El Rancho Bowl

but somehow mountain lions and bear
seem to interfere.
Pink and Blue Bundles: Percy Brewer, Projectionist, became the fathei of
an eight-pound baby girl. Looks like
Walter Freed of Transportation is “in
the pink” too. He has named his little
girl Gale Anne. Alice Noveski, formerly
secretary to Lefty Hough, Assistant
Production Manager, has a new baby
girl. Her sister, Pat Denny, replaced
her and has a “bit” part in the Noveski
Home, walking the floor and rocking
the cradle. A couple of Kansas grandparents in the vicinity of MacPherson,
must be proud as peacocks after seeing
the new baby belonging to Charles
Zimmerman, Head of Photocopy. Lt.
Fred Linenberger, of the Police Department takes on the role of “Grandpa,”
due to the arrival of his new grandson.
Like Mother, Like Daughter.” This busy
reader is Miss Judye Sogg (6 months)
daughter of Mrs. Charles Sogg, the
former Tasher Ruman. Little Miss
Sogg’s grandfather is none other than
James Ruman, Head of Transportation,
who is quite wrapped up in this little
bundle.
The Cinderella story of the week ! ! !
Paul Mantz, famous movie flier, took
Bess Lasky of the Camera Department
along as hostess on a chartered weekend plane trip to see the World Series.
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Discriminating Shoppers from 20th Century-Fox choose —

“Tfce Friendly House"

HOME OF THE
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SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. Pico BOULEVARD

BAR

GLASSWARE
ACCESSORIES

Liquors
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of Free

Parking

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELICACIES

9632 Santa Monica Blvd.

BEVERLY HILLS
Wines •

BR. 2-3895 and CR. 6-2305
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TRADING
_P0ST

LET US PUT THE PIECES
TOGETHER FOR YOU

Is there an old fishing pole hanging
in the
garage thatcamera?
you’d like
to trade
for
a second-hand
Or, perhaps,
your “baby boy” has outgrown that
high chair given to him on his first
birthday 12 years ago, and you’d like
to exchange it for a bike.
Look around the house and see if

AOVI

Wit:

We Will Wrap And Ship Your Selection
Any Place in U. S. A.

there isn’t something you’d like to
trade, because ACTION is starting a
new department in which Studio Club
members may advertise, free of charge,
articles or services which they would
like to sell or exchange.
Whether it be a ride to work on Monday morning or an old ice box, jot it
down and send to the Studio Club. Be
sure to include a complete and accurate

10659 W. Pico Blvd.
Open Fri. Nights
AR 33047

description of all articles, their condition, and your name and department.
This column will be run every month
and there’ll be some wonderful bargains.
This is your chance to swap some article
which has lost its usefulness to you.
Look from
around
hear
you! your home — and let us

Rentals • Sales • Repairs

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

TYPEWRITERS

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Co., & Underwood Typewriter Co.,
& 20th Century Fox
Directly across the street from Lido
Theater, Pico & La Cienega Blvd.

CHRIS. C MORRISON
8504 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (S5), Calif.
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$2000 TELESCOPE DONATED
BY WESTERNERS
The Westerners, the Masonic organization on this lot, recently climaxed

3L

over a year’s work when they finished
installing a 12Y2 inch Newtonian Reflector-type telescope on the rooftop of
the Masonic Home for Children in
Covina. The telescope is worth over

$2000.00.

The story behind this worth-while
donation goes back a few years when
Bob Young, Sr., whose son. Bob, is in
the Police Department at Western Ave.,
started to build a telescope as a hobby.
Before it was completed. Bob, Sr., a
Mason for 61 years, passed away. Previously he told his son that the unfinished telescope should be presented

CR

OPEN
Bonded

to the Covina Children’s Home.
The work on the telescope was carried on by the Westerners, and last May
it was installed on the roof of the home.
After many more months of welding by
Joe Icide, mirror adjusting and other
detailed voluntary work by the Masonic
group, it was finally declared ready for
operation. The telescope was formally
presented to Mr. Paul Parry, Superintendent of the home, and is now being
used by the children.
Bill Harris of the Grip Department,
is at present devoting his spare time
a number of nights each week, teaching
the children the principles of Astronomy. This informal schooling, along
with the telescope have been received
with interest and enthusiasm by the
youngsters.
In this way the Westerners, guided
by the wishes of Bob Young, have given
the children a great deal of pleasure,
and also added to their education.
Congratulations Westerners!
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On

behalf of the employees of Twentieth Century-Fox, ACTION extends its heartiest thanks to the below listed individuals and organizations for their generosity in donating the the excellent prizes for the Golf Tournament.
Charles

Lloyd Ahern
Corwin Albert
David W. Anderson
Don Anderson

J. B. Codd
Charles Coburn

Charley Grapewin
Robert Gunn

Valentine

Sol Halprin
Edwin Hammeras

Arthur

Arling

Mack

Davies

George Davis
Maurice DePacIch

Sy Bartlett
Robert Bassler
Anne Baxter
John Bodnar
Sid Bowen

George
Sam

Castle

Til Gabbani
Max Golden
Henry Goldfarb
James B. Gordon

Harry Jackson
Julian Johnson

Joe

Jean Peters
Eddie Powell

MacDonald

Joseph Mankiewicz
John Lee Mahin
Fred S. Meyer

Maurice

F. L. Metzler
Harry Kleiner
R. A. Klune
Fred Kohimar
Emil Kosa
Marcella Knapp
Lou

F. Hugh Herbert
Celeste Holm
Rene Hubert
Allan E. Irving

Robert

Joy

Ivan Kahn
Charles Kaufman
Louis King

Roger Heman
Charles Henderson
Donald Henderson

Engel

T. R. Frazer

Gene Bryant
Harold Buchman

Gordon

Ralph Hammeras
Addison Hehr

Dudley

Frank Ferguson
Al Fisher

Harry Brand
Earl Bright
Norbert Brodine

Walter

Clarice

Jason

L. B. Abbott

Kunkel

Joe LaShelle
Charles LeMaire
Allen Leslie
Louis D Lighton
Paul Lockwood

Richard

Sales

George

American Typewriter & Office
Equipment Co.
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Angelus Floor Covering Co.
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Sanders

Inc.
Stationery
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Co.

Colson Equipment & Supply
Columbia Varnish Co.
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Inc.

Cooperative
Inc.

Building

Materials,

Cosgrove & Company.
W. K. Cuthbert Co.
Crane

Co.

Company

Inc.

Haas
The

Meat Co., Inc.
Radio Drive In

Davis Cordage
Dazians, Inc.

Co.

Baruch
Haloid

& Goodman

Co.
Co.

Motion

Hollywood Wholesale
Home Silk Shop

Picture
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Chemical
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House

Westinghouse Electric Co.
White Motor Co.
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Baker, Inc.

Glynn Willis Shade
Winne & Sutch Co.
Wolfers Printers

Wm. E. Phillips Jewelry
Photostat Corp.
French

Sierra Paper

Co.

C. O. Sparks & Mundo
Engineering Co.
E. J. Staton & Sons, Inc.
Sun Lumber Co.

Office Appliance Co.
Pacific Studios
Pensick & Gordon, Inc.
Perloff Co.

Pioneer

S. & W. Foods
Schrader Auto Electric Service
Schwabacher Frey Co.
Schwabs Pharmacy

C. S. Smith Paint Co.
Southern California Stationers

Co.

Lead Co.
Theatre Supply
&

Co.

Security Roofing
Shell Oil Co.

Inc.

Neff Tires

Highman

Hollywood
Studios

Company,

Mitchell Camera Corp.
Moore Business Forms, Inc.

Odenhelmer

Products

Regent Furniture Co.
Remington Rand, Inc.
Art Royce Photo Supplies
Ben Rudnick Tire Co.

Mercury Beauty Supply Co.
Metropolitan Hotel Supply
Leo J. Meyberg Co.

National
National

Co.

Radio Specialties Co.
Raphael Glass Co.
Reliable Glassware Co.

Co.

Michael's Artists Supplies
Milo Harding Co.
Co.

Steve Hannagan Associates
Harper & Reynolds Corp.
Chas. W. Hauqsten Co.
Helene of Hollywood
C. J. Hendry Co.
Art

Davidson
Al Davis

Wood

Co.

Skouras

Quality

Harry Keiper Co.
Kellte Products, Inc.
Kierulff & Company
Kraft Foods Co.

May Co.
Mack International

Wright

The R. J. M. Co.
Radio Products Sales Co.

Magnetic Spring Water Co.
Maharam Fabrics Corp.
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Malone Studio Service
Maltz Co. of Calif.
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Joseph
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Inc.

Brittingham Commissary,
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Bryan Motors, Inc.
Bulova Watch Co.
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Preston
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Lew Schreiber
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Accepted Materials
Algerian Florist
Allied Advertising Artists
Clyde R. Ailing & Sons &
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Once again Christmas comes to bring merriness
to the heart and warmth to the home. It should
also mean to all of us . . .
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May you all enjoy at this Christmas season, and
forever, the blessings these qualities insure.
The

Studio

Management
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Cover . . .
Santa Claus will be on hand at the Kiddies’ Christmas
party, Sunday, December 19, to take orders from good little
boys and girls. Of course we couldn’t get an actual photograph
of Santa because he was too busy making toys for the tots in
his North Pole workshop, so his helper, Hal Gordon, obliged
as Santa for the front cover of the Christmas
us by ofdressing
issue
ACTION.

The

20th Century-Fox telephone operators, known for their voices
in service. The afternoon shift is shown at left, tvith part

wi.h a sm'le, are always alert and ready to give you
of the day crew at right. Service is their motto.
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THE TCP SPIRIT OF SERVICE
By CLEMMIE
As Christmas

GALLOWAY

draws

near

we think of those who
the year and
on

one

Being

can

Department

human,

unthinkingly,

For

we

we

instance, we

our

are inclined

Nettie

McLaughlin, Chief Telephone Operator, has a cheerful word for everyone.

Hans

Hungerbuhler and Maria Nastich help to make
business with the Mail department a pleasure.

and

an average

to accept

her

of 3500

This

So, instead of the usual article
you

and

to know

something

about

take for granted, not thanklessly,

is always

to 4000

It is important
“Buzz”

operator

to take our
done

fifteen switchboard

(Continued

your

want

services.

ask the telephone

McLaughlin

regular work,

we

our hearts,

serve us throughout

studio.

are out of the office or at lunch.
by Nettie

appreciation.

Departments,

of our

many

begins to warm

and dear, and also those who

show

of the Production

the Service

but

how

and the spirit of goodwill

are near

messages

pleasantly

operators,

while

we

and graciously

along with

their

calls a day.

on IS ext Page)

for you

Bazdarich and
efficient workers

to get your

mail

as soon

as possible.

Joyce Marengo, two popular
help to make this possible.

and

3

Our telephone operators, according
to National Long Distance operators,
act as a sort of clearing house for the
motion picture industry. If long distance is trying, unsuccessfully, to reach
a prominent motion picture individual,
even if not employed at TCF, Nettie
and her girls are pleasantly cooperative
and can usually help complete the call.
From the moment you are employed
our operators begin to serve you. They
call and ask your home telephone number, so they can reach you in case of
emergency. They cooperate with you
in every way, giving industry numbers,
the time, getting long distance for you,

. ‘ s' >

seeing that you get all important messages. And it’s all with the voice with
the smile.
And those bright young kids in the
Mail Department, who tirelessly pick up
and deliver mail, answer specials on
Messenger boys of the Mail Dept, get ready for their mail run. Left to right: Bob
Temple, Paul Klein, Richard Gillette, Joe Tiffenbach, Ross Vincent, Ralph Peda.

L.

winged feet, remember if you’ve moved
your office and do little favors for you.
The 13 boys and 3 girls in the Mail
department make two U.S. mail calls
and deliveries a day and four studio
calls. The boys take on an average of
25 or 30 “specials” a day. There are
hourly runs in the Executive Building,
and when you think of those long halls
and three flights of stairs, this is service
deluxe.
All Scripts, Call Sheets, Production
Reports, Construction Reports, Breakdowns, Blue Notices of Change of Call,
Boys. Pages, are delivered by the Mail
Insert
All incoming mail, studio, personal
and fan is sorted and distributed in the
Mail Department’s new buildine. There
is regular Post Office service: stamps,
registered mail, insured mail, and money
orders.
Jules Kahn’s Mail Department is always on the job, six days a week, rain
or shine. It’s lucky we’re in California
and there is more shine than rain, and

Popular Roy Volker, stationed at the
Pico Gate always has a pleasant smile as
he greets the clock punchers.

Al

Turney,

badge

long

time

favorite,

being

re-

awarded his “Shirley Temple
Police”
by Shirley at her homecoming.

Just a little something extra in the way of service has altqays
Genial
been the motto of the Police department. Steve Carrico, stage
guard, delights in helping everyone on his stage.

we’re lucky to have such deluxe service.
There’s a saying, “Nobody likes a
cop,” but that doesn’t go for our menin-blue. These men — at our gates.

Bill Stratton is the day officer at the ISorth Reception,
Bill has been a happy TCFer for 14 years,

After

Four of the ejjicb'ttt women wh > help to
your desks and
offices clean and presentable, k eft to right: J. Stratton, A.
W' right, B. Johnson,

M.

just

everyone
begins

Hehec.

iiio\ec>; i)j'.ving been

else has

left for the

for these busy maintenance men.
E. McCoy, H. Howard, B. Vinot.

here ten years

.,‘1 Oi.irt-,

bc-iide.' regular duties they render man) -services to employees. Each
)car we get (>ur automobile licenses
through Tom Young’s Police Department, also drivers’ licenses ran be secured through this department.
They all like their jobs and are the
friends of the employees. “Gibby” at
the South Reception Desk, almost a
legend in the motion picture industry,
sums it up. “There’s no place to work

Meredith

Watkins,

Administration
are

night

Building,

foreman
with

of the

bags

con-

taining one day’s wastebasket papers that
placed in the storage bins for 24
hours before being distroyed.

stages, directing traffic, guarding studio
property — are all well-liked and like
their jobs.
No policeman’s job is an easy one.
Being responsible for millions of dollars
worth of property and keeping curious
visitors from entering, requires not only
the qualifications of regular city police
but also the diplomacy of a statesman.
The livelihood of the studio is derived
from this same curious public, and
visitors should never be antagonized.
As a rule there are around a hundred
officers employed. This includes night
and day shifts. This is one department
that works more men at night than during the day, for this 300-acre lot is
covered hourly at night.
Most of the officers are veteran em-

like TCF. It’s my health certificate.
Some mornings, being not as young as
I once was, I wake up feeling not so
good, but when I get to my post and am
greeted with cheery smiles and bright
hellos from everyone, I feel better and
better.
My job
keeps
young.”
And then
there
are me
those
who serve
at night after we have all gone home:
men and women who take pride in their
work, pride that is reflected in your
immaculate office every morning.
We seldom meet the Maintenance
workers, but when you do work late,
as most of us do occasionally, you find
these men and women going about their
work cheerfully and happily.
Joe Dunn, who has serviced the Old
Writers’ Building for over ten years, is
typical of this crew of around 70 Maintenance workers. He thinks this is a
great place to work. Although he
doesn’t meet many of the people whose
offices he services, he says he feels he
kinda knows them from pictures of
their families on their desks and little
traces of their personalities that linger
in rooms occupied daily.
Because of the high calibre of our

SEASONS

J. Dunn, L. Malbrough, and A. Davis,
three of the hard working maintenance
men
who give their “services with
smile” in the IS etc Writers Building.

Maintenance workers, you never have
to worry if some valuable is left in your
office. There’ll always be a little note
on your desk the next morning saying
you will find it in your desk drawer.
Most labor polls show that more important than salary received, is whether
an employee is happy in his work. The
attitude of everyone I have talked to
in doing articles for ACTION is that
they are all happy and consider themselves lucky to be working at TCF.
This is reflected in their work and is
what goes to make
zation.
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this a great organi-
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pair
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Mr-
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receive

Brotcn,

f^anessa

doubling,

the

popular

as

first prize
20th

Cen-

tury actress.

HALLOWEEN
HOE DOWN
For employees who weren’t playing
trick-or-treat at their neighbors’ expense,
there was a wonderful celebration in
the way of a Halloween Hoedown at the
Valley Park Country Club, Saturday
night, October 30th. It was the second
successful Halloween party that the
Studio Club has had for its members
at this location.
The clubhouse was decorated with
original and attractive cutouts that carried out the theme of Holloween and

Every male guest at the Hoedoivn received
a mustache and a generous amount
of
lipstick smeared
on his face. Frank
Mantz,

Supplies, receives his
Stork, Make-up.

tjver

6

a

dozei

from

Roy

provided splendid atmosphere for over
350 gaily costumed guests.
Johnny Luther and his Rainbow
Trail Riders provided both popular and
square dance music for the fun loving
crowd. There were apple bobbing and

pie eating contests, with prizes for the
winners.
A blare of trumpets and a rumble
of drums announced the costume contest, in which the winners, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Schwartz, were selected by popular
applause. Every costume, which ranged
from a pair of Toni Twins to a devil
and an angel, was a prize contender.
The merry making throng, in dancing
the splinters of the ballroom floor
smooth, found themselves later with
ravenous appetites. Delicious barbecued
ham with all the trimmings served
buffet style brought the hungary dancers back for seconds before they left
for home — tired and happy.

The

square

dances,

called

by Johnny

Luther,

proved

to be

Th.j apple bobbing contest, in which each couple tried to
finish an apple suspended on a string, caused plenty of laughs.

Johnny

Luther’s orchestra played both popular and
dance music for the gaily costumed dancers.

square

one

of

the

A barbecued
the guests

The

most

the

attractions

of

the

evening.

ham supper with all the trimmings was served to
after the evening of fun-making and dancing.

volunteer

made

popular

work

beforehand,

clubhouse

overflotv

by the
with

decorating

Hallowe’en

committee,

atmosphere.
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STUDIO
BOWLERS

NEAR

EIGHT WEEKS of the bowling season
The Tuesday Night Scratch League has a
ule, but it will be over before we know it!
now the team in top place keeps changing
that by the time the first half is completed,

MID-POINT

gone already!
28-week schedAnyway, right
each week so
any one of the

eight teams might be leading. BACON’S WOLVES held the
lead for three weeks, the ELECTRIC boys for three also,
LARRY’S LADS were on top twice, and now the ELECTRIC and LARRY’S LADS are tied for first, with LARRY’S LADS having a slight edge on total pins. The ALFRED NEWMAN boys were on the bottom for five straight
weeks and are now^ in fourth place. The DAN DAILEY

CLUB
IN SEASON

HOOFERS were doing all right for themselves, and suddenly slipped to last place, so — you see, anything can
happen !
Here are a few of the high games being bowled these
days: Johnny McCafferty 279, Joe Medwitz 230, Eddie
Betkijian 229, Don Reaber 237, Oscar Stedman 236, Bob
Coppin 222, Larry Meek (President of the Scratch League)
233, Mish Fox 227, Paul Wurtzel 223, Henry Camusi 226,
Larry Durrell 216, Harry Jones 222, Jess Wolf 227, George
Dempsey 220, Maynard Rugg 233, Harold Bow 212,
Mickey Morgan 235, Floyd Kendall 221, Bill Washo 221,
Moe Larson 215, Bobby Bow 241, Walter Schafer 245, A1
Sweitzer 241, Louis Kvasnick 228, Everett Hanson 224,
Roy Cheney 225, Phil Henderson 211, Fred Hall 209,
Glenn Sutfin 209, Harry Shanahan 211, Bill Jurgensen 209.
For the second time in these first eight weeks of the
league, a girls’ team is leading the league. After the second
week, the FRED S. MEYER and F. HUGH HERBERT
girls’ teams were tied for first place, with the MEYER
girls in the lead on total pins. Then, the last year’s champs,
HENRY KING’S ACES, held the lead for four weeks, but
after a few tough breaks, lost out to the F. HUGH HERBERT girls, who are now in top spot by themselves, with
the CELESTE HOLM boys one point below. Our very
charming ANNE BAXTER and her husband JOHN
HODIAK came down a few weeks ago to watch her
“Beaus,” but they unfortunately lost all four points that
night to the more fortunate FRED MEYER girls. The
JEANNE CRAIN boys seem to have settled on the bottom
of the heap, so let’s all see if we can pull them up! If
Eddie does go on the Florida location, all he has to do is
get George Stephenson to bowl for him, and George will

The

potent Scratch
Rancho Bowl.

/Ilf red
night

ISewman

League this year is bowling at the
Here is a vietv of the busy alleys.

always

sponsors

a strong

team.

Seen

El

Tuesday

are, left to right: Henri Camusi, Don Reaber, Ed
kijian, Mickey Morgan, and Harold Bow, seated.

Bet-

show you how to get the 7-10 split! It’s easy!!!

Mark Stevens came out to cheer his team along. Left to right:
Lillian Bennett, Beverly Gladstone, Adeline Bennion, Juanita
Bonfiglio, and Betty Bow.

ACl

n 1VI 11n

Mickey Morgan has that old
gleam in his eye again. Must
have been another strike.

This striking bit of action by
Shirley Meek
caused plenty
of hardwood pins to fly.

ES

One
for

of last year’s top holders, Red Davies, is gunning
the

“Champs”

trophy

Harry Shanahan
puzzled because
wouldn’t

go

seems a little
that last pin
down!

again.

TEAMS IN FAST LEAGUE
The two classy Studio Club bowling
teams have been showing plenty of that
old stuff in the fast Inter-Studio Bowling League. At the end of the 10th week,
one TCF team is tied for first place,
while the other team is shifting into
high gear and is now tied for 5th place.
Bob Coppin, Labor Dept., is smoking
the alleys up, and is in 7th place with
a 193 average. The number one man’s
average is only 8 points ahead of
Bob’s.

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL
BASKETBALL TO START

EFFECTIVE SPEAKING
CLASS CONTINUES

Plans have been drawn for an InterDepartmental Basketball League which
will officially start about the first of
the year.
The League games will be played in
Rehearsal Hall No. 2, and will be a

The Studio Club’s effective speaking
class, held each Wednesday evening in
the Cafeteria under the direction of

slow gym-type style of game, not to be
confused with our fast TCF basketball

Approximately 20 employees are
learning through actual practical experience how to communicate their
ideas quickly and effectively. Among
other things, the course teaches how to
think and speak on your feet, talk
effectively over a telephone and to
influence and impress others through
successful conference technique.
Club members who are interested in

team. Families of employees are welcome to watch these basketball games,
which should prove interesting.
The league of six teams will play
a round-robin schedule. The winners
of both rounds will have a play-off
game for the championship similar to
the play-offs of the Softball league.
Practice games bave already been
played among the different departments
and from the turnout, a successful
season is indicated. In order to make
each team in the league as evenly
matched as possible, tbe personnel bas
been shifted around to balance the
teams. This will assure that each game
will be a thriller from beginning to
end.
If you are interested in playing
basketball and have not signed for this
league, register by calling tbe Studio
Club.
/in example of how not to botvl is given
by Vivian Joyce as she goes down the
alley

in a very un-lady-like-way. Gwen
Burke is credited ivith an assist.

Henry Kingston, former UCLA Professor, began the middle of October and
will continue until the first of the year.

another class of this type, please contact the Studio Club.

SQUARE DANCING
PROVES POPULAR
Following a pattern that is sweeping
the nation, a square-dance class has
proved to be one of the most popular
activities which the Studio Club has
sponsored for its members.
The class, held on Wednesday evenings, is supervised bv a professional
square dance caller and instructor.
Call the Studio Club for details.

On hand to congratulate the members of the Safety Society
A table of safety
for their 1948 record were, left to right: D. Jones, J. Dinneen,
W. Kirkpatrick,
F. Metzler, V. Christensen, J. Codd.

SAFETY
Climaxing
the 19th

a

Annual

record

dinner

was held Friday night, November 19,
at the Cafe de Paris. Over 26.5 safety
conscious

employees

were

on

hand

to

hear Reginald Gardner, master of ceremonies, introduce leaders from labor
and management who commented on
Twentieth Century-Fox
for the year.
Roy

Brewer,

congratulated
performance
stressed

splendid

President

the company

of

within

any

the

I A,

for its fine
room

for

organization,

and cautioned the society not to sit
back and rest on its laurels. Other
speakers

of the evening

Metzler, Fred Meyer,
and Douglas Jones.
Brewer, President of lA, left, discussed safety problems before dinner
with Fred Meyer and Lew Schreiber.

Mr.

Metzler,

that management

In the spacious Pico Parking Lot, an excellent model for
other companies to follow, the accident rate has been kept
to a minimum
by adequate lights, signs and painted lines.
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included

Vic

Studio

Fred

Christensen

Manager,

is proud

said

of the record

Startling
factors

the Safety Society has made this year,
and that our studio has the lowest
accident

billboard

rate in the industry

due primarily

to employee

which

is

interest and

cooperation.
The

record

in the field of safety. He

that there is always

improvement

Roy

TCP'S

BANQUET CELEBRATES
FIRST IN SAFETY

year for safety,

Safety Society

enthusiasts enjoy their dinner. Left to right;
/. Trucano, A. Munsie, T. Smyth, J. Corcoran, W. Weisheit,

on

Safety Committee at their meetings each month, discuss the hazards
this lot and the necessary measures

to prevent them. This cooperation and
mutual interest between management
and employees, has resulted in the
establishment of one of the most outstanding safety records
The

of any firm.

Safety Committee

urges

any em-

ployee on the lot who has any suggestions or ideaj that might contribute to
the general safety, to forward these suggestions to their foreman, Jimmy Dinneen, Vic Christensen or ACTION
magazine.

reminders

on

the

lot are

contributing to TCP's first place
motion picture industry.

one
in

of the
Safety

many
in

the

EMPLOYMENT AND PERSONNEL
OFFICE OPENS
The Employment and Personnel office
was officially opened October 18, with
the popular Ed Burke as manager.
Located next to the Pico Time

Gate,

the building consists of three rooms—
the reception room, a consultation room,
and the main office. Dick Darling, formerly of the Mill office, is Ed’s assistant. Tom Cook, industrial personnel
administrator, has been selected as interviewer.
The chief functions of this office are:
first, a central bureau where all applications for employment are received
and applicants interviewed; second,
calling employees to work which will
relieve the individual departments from
issuing work calls; third, compiling of
employee service ratings.

adoption of an Employee Service Rating Plan eliminates rating on haphazard
and hasty basis and accomplishes such
rating in a very exacting, objective and
as accurate as possible manner.
HERE’S

HOW

IT WORKS:

Each em-

ployee is rated quarterly by his immediate supervisor on up the line to
his department head, on his job performance only, based on the following
factors: quality of work, job knowledge, dependability, adaptability, attitude and conduct, quantity of work,
physical condition. The
mailed to the employee.
HERE

ARE

ITS

rating is then

ADVANTAGES:

Employees know WHERE they stand
with the boss on job performance and
WHY. These service ratings will result

This setup is patterned after personnel offices of industrial plants outside
the film industry.

in the subsequent promotion of outstanding employees. Knowing that the
ratings are subject to quarterly review,
an interested employee will have the

TCF employees will be absolutely
protected in their seniority as provided

opportunity to improve
a higher rating.

by their unions, as regards new
ployees and work calls.

em-

The employee service rating is not a
new procedure. It has been used by
many

companies for years with the support of the union, employee and employer. Supervisors of Twentieth Century-Fox have rated employees during
the past years when they promoted one
man instead of another. However, the

Labor

and

top

management

explaining

and

Manager
Darling

Ed
of the

Burke

and

assistant

nel Office.
Employment

and

Diek

Person-

maintain

Most of us strive to do our work in
the best manner possible. We deserve
an honest and objective judgment of
cur work by our supervisors. The Employment and Personnel Office does not
disturb the relationship between union
and employee, or the unions and the
company. In fact, this program is designed to create a better relationship
between employee, unions and company.

the functions

of the

Employment
and Personnel Office at one of the recent employee meetings. L to R; Gorge Mulkey, international representative of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers;
Lou Helm, Business Agent for Local 724, laborers; Fred S.
Meyer; Fred L. Metzler.

Tom

Cook enjoying his interview
three attractive applicants.

with

At the meeting in the Labor shack, employees listening in
tently as the Employee Service Rating system is explained.

MORE
FATHER

and SONS

SOME
DADS

and DAUGHTERS

We just scratched the surface in the October issue when
we showed a few TCF sons who have followed in their
fathers’ footsteps. Here are more fathers and sons.
On the next page are a few of the daughters who have
followed their dads on past the gates into our studio.

LAV IIS S: ISo man on this lot is prouder of his son than John
Larin, Head of the Grip Department, is of Jimmy. And well
he might be. Though John designed the camera cranes which
are used throughout Hollywood, he claims that Jimmy
is
responsible for many of their features. Jimmy, our Head
Crane Operator, also prepares the mechanical drawings which
illustrate his father's inventions.
Jimmy
finds time on week-ends

Active in all studio sports,
to indulge in his favorite

recreation: underwater spear fishing. He doesn't like to talk
about himself, but pridefully points out that his Dad was
manager

of our AAA
baseball team, is Fox's Safety Representative, is on the Studio Club Board, and is a “swell pal."

DO\ LES: Two of the most modest men on the lot are Tom
Doyle and his son Bob. You ask Tom about himself and he
neglects to mention his important duties with the Police
Department, or that he is the former manager of the Studio
Club. Bob, who's with the Labor Department, never refers to
the. war, though his heroism as a Belgian Bulge paratrooper
brttught him the following honors: Two Purple Hearts, two
Bronze Stars, one Silver Star, the Croix de Guerre, the Fleur
de Guerre, the Order of Wilhelmina, anti two Presidential
Citations. I\o wonder our studio and nation enjoy such security!
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FRAZIERS : Bud Frazier, executive driver, has been with us
since 1931. It was always his hope that his husky boy, Jerry,
would

give

up

his career

with

the ISetv York

Giants,

where

he

was a catcher, and come to TCF. Bud's dream came true, hut
not in the way he anticipated. Due to injuries sustained in the
I\avy Air Corps, Jerry was obliged to abandon major league
ball. ISoto, as a driver, he is a happy member of the TCF tribe.

HALPRIISS:
Sol Halprin, TCP's “man
of distinction." His
gray hair belies his youthful 46 years, 30 of which have been
spent icith Fox. Sol is Head of Camera and Laboratory departments; Past-President of the Studio Club; Past PicePresident of Westerners; and, this year’s Commander
of the
American Legion Post on the lot. His hobby — all studio
activities and although very busy, he is never too rushed to
lend

a

helping

hand.

Sol

has

two

beautiful

daughters —

Margo and Joyce. Margo is in the Script department. She’s
crazy about football (Bruins) and horseback riding, and
thinks TCP is a wonderful place to tcork and is especially
pleased with the informality and friendliness of the employees. Career? Yes! Husband and 2 children away in the

M AXONS:
When she was a pretty little high school co-ed, a
fete years ago, Barbara Maxon used to visit her Dad, Charles,
in the Plaster Department. Even then the plaster statues
turned

their

heads

in

admiration.

Heads

are

still turning —

and they’re not all on dummies — as this streamlined secretary
of ours ankles by. Speaking of streamlining, we can thank
craftsmen like Charles for the way plaster has streamlined
set construction. He and his buddies simulate everything
from wood to metal with plaster, and sometimes even fool
themselves with the degree of authenticity they achieve.

future.

BOWS:
The
Betty are so

sport at which
proficient used

Harold and
to be called

ten-pins. Thanks to their world-famous
skill, it is now known as Bow-ling. Five
years after coming to Fox, Harold Bow,
Assistant Paymaster, helped organize the
intra-studio bowling league. His brunettedaughter, Betty, clerk in Ben Wurtzel’s
Office, has sallied down the same alley,
with striking results. During the war her
team won the championship, just as her
dad’s has done on several occasions.
Betty reveals that her father is quite a
golfer,

and

often

shoots

“around

150.’’

COISLINS: Jack Conlin, Head
of the
Maintenance Department, has a right to
look happy. Besides being a member
of
the Fox family for sixteen years, he has
presented us with two vivacious daughters, Audrey and Joan. Audrey, studio

reality:

receptionist in charge of “passes,’’ manages to be helpful to everyone, even
when all three of her phones are busy

propriate name), has been a stenographer in the Accounting Department. She
rides her oten horse in the Rangerettes,

at once. Joan is Jim Reid’s secretary, in
the Publicity Department. Though formerly a member of the Royal Air Force,
she has her feet on the ground and
isn’t flighty.

the

REISES:

Before

the

first World

War,

when Vic Reis was a “grip’’ here, he
dreamed of the day when he would have
children who could work at the same
studio. Since 1945 his dream has been a
his blonde

daughter,

Beverly

(ap-

outstanding mounted group in California. She bowls like a champion —
which she is. Vic has kept her surrounded by Fox folks since he took her to our
annual picnic, when she was one year old.

la
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PRIZE CHRISTMAS

STORY

PRESENT

FOR

SANTA

CLAUS

By R. N. Corsini
Dumpfie. Zibby ended

THE AUTHOR
It

tv a s

tough

picking a winner
but Bob Corsini,
Cafe employee and
son of Tullio, wrote
the prize - winning
Christmas story for
ACTION

this year.

His excellent
printed on

storythis

page won him an
electric mixer, and
was selected from
21 grand

Christmas

stories. Bob's writing really started back in high school
where he specialized in poetry, and later
he kept his hand in the game while doing
a hitch for Uncle Sam in the Marine
Corps. Our heartiest congratulations. Bob,
and our thanks to all the other participants for fine stories.

Dumpfie,
but shook
1 guessher
he head
went anyway.”
The
woman
sadly, to
all outward appearances; inwardly she
smiled. Butch, the lovable little scamp,
was undoubtedly undaunted by the
prospect of “catching it” as Zibby had
warned. Butch took a spanking as one
accepts the inevitable, and went his
way unperturbed.
On the fourth floor at Hartwell’s an
elaborate sled and eight reindeer were
bearing down on toyland. A sign in
the window read: Santa Will Be Here
This Afternoon. A group of beaming
youngsters and impatient parents were
already assembling in line. In an office
across the room a very distressed little
man

On a busy corner of downtown
Middlevale, a dirty-faced little boy of
four stood, nose flattened against the
window-pane of Hartwell’s Department
Store. Displayed there was a life-sized
Santa Claus holding a sack filled with
the most tantalizing array of toys. The
big, brown eyes grew even bigger as a
jack-in-the-box popped out, gave him
a sassy look, and popped back in. The
little boy turned his head, covered with
a crop of bright red hair, and gazed in
fascination as the Santa Claus threw'
back his head and laughed uproariously. A crowd soon gathered to catch a
glimpse of the new' attraction. Butch,
as he was affectionately known at Mrs.
Dumpfie’s Orphanage, was soon pressed
perpendicularly against the glass, but
if he was disturbed by such discomfort he showed no sign of it, for long
after the curious crowds disburced he
remained in awesome wonder.
Meanwhile, a very worried Mrs.
Dumpfie was inquiring as to the whereabouts of one Butch. She questioned
all those who were known conspirators
in Butch’s too-frequent escapades of
running away. Truth usually wins out,
so at long last a youngster of six or
seven came forth with a rather condensed version of their conversation
earlier that morning

which

went

as

follows: “Hey, Zibby. Why don’t we
go down to the store and see Santa
Claus?”

Zibby’s answer was not forthcoming as he obviously did not want
to further incriminate himself with Mrs.
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bis informative

tale with this frank obsrevation: “I
tol’ Butch he’d really catch it, Mrs.

was twitching his mustache

nerv-

ously and wringing his hands. “I tell
you,
Henry,
this wecan’t
to me.
For two
months
havehappen
advertised
in
every paper in town in three-inch print:
Bring
Santa
little
Santa

the Kiddies to Hartwell’s and See
Claus. Now they’ve brought the
darlings and Hartwell’s has no
Claus. If 1 ever get my hands

on that . . .” Here he produced an
even flow- of damaging statements and
fell back in his chair in a state of collapse. Henry, the object of this verbal
onslaught, was pensive. “Well, J. B.,
as we have no choice why not get that
new fella in the Toy Department, dress
him up and you’ve got a Santa Claus.
1 admit he’s pretty young, but better a
voung man than none at all.”
So it happened that at 3:00 that afternoon, Leonard Wilkes, seated on the
sled, proceeded to hear the Christmas
wishes of an endless line of children.
To Leonard it was the most enjoyable

“Ain’t too late, am I?” and the little
individual stepped on the platform and
was eyeing intently every inch of sled
and reindeer. After what seemed like a
long moment, he heaved a sigh, “Gosh,
ain’t that sumpin’.” If anyone had been
listening those next few minutes they
would have heard a very strange turnabout. It went something like this:
“So your name is Butch. And what
do you want Santa Claus to bring you
for Christmas?” A tiny hand pulled
at Santa’s tasseled hat and answered
softly, “I wanna come and live with
you and be yer helper. Mrs. Dumpfie
at the Orphanage won’t min’ ‘cause she
says Santa Claus gets lonesum at the
North Pole, an’ she says nobody has
whenandI’mhe aroun’.”
lonesum
time to geteyes
Leonard’s
watered
hugged
the little fellow tight. “Butch, I’m going
to tell you a secret — Of all the gifts
Santa will bring to make the merriest of
Christmases, you have given Santa
Claus the most wonderful present of
Many Christmases have passed since
Butch was adopted by Leonard and
Marge Wilkes, and with the years have
come changes. Leonard has long since
retired as Buyer & Manager of the
fourth floor Toy Department. Butch returned home from the war and married
his high school sweetheart. Two

years

ago Michael Patrick Wilkes was bom
all.”
and, needless
to say, is tbe apple of bis
grandpa’s
eye.
At this writing,
another Christmas is
just three weeks off. The Middlevale
News boasts Hartwell’s advertisement
in the usual three-inch print . . . Bring
the Kiddies to Hartwell’s and S^e San a
Claus. Incidentally, Hartwell’s window
this year is quite ingenious, featuring
a life-sized Santa Claus who laughs up-

thing he had ever done because he
dearly loved children and had always
dreamed of the day his wife. Marge,
would present him with a son. He
had in past months, however, tried
desperately to forget his dream after
kindly old Dr. Taylor had informed
him that Marge would never bear a
child. So it seemed only minutes instead

The youngster’s two older companions
obviously share his delight. Leonard,

of hours had passed when a fellow employee whispered that it was closing
time. Leonard lifted the last little girl
from his lap and was stepping down
when he glanced into two huge brown
eyes, surrounded by an amazingly dirty
face. The lips moved and he heard.

the oldest of the three, shifts his ?ff'»^tionate gaze from the little boy to the
laughing Santa Claus and back again
to Michael’s red-headed father, remembering another Christmas and another
small red-headed boy who had a present
for Santa Claus.

roariously at a jack-in-the-bo.x who
rhythmically jumps in and out giving
sassy looks to all who pass.
At this moment

a red-headed little fel-

low isgazing at it all in childish wonder.

AMERICAN LEGION OBSERVES
ARMISTICE DAY WITH PARADE

An over-all view of the Armistice Day Parade, as the marchers
passed the Pico Drive-in Gate. The parade, composed of TCF
veterans and the IICLA band, marched through the main lot
to the Roll of Honor Shrine.

Sol Halprin, Commander
of the TCF American Legion Post,
at mike, addressing the Armistice Day paraders before the
Shrine of Honor,
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• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MAITZ COMPANY

KAISER

Direct Factory Dealers
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of
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Wrapping

HOUSE — 2 bedroom and den, real fireplace,
entry hall, separate dining room, tile stall
shower, fenced back yard, double garage —
$12,500.00. Call Santa Monica 7-5546. 12425
Appleton Way, West Los Angeles.
7' HICKORY SKIS — Complete with clamps
and bamboo poles — like new. $20.00. Fred
Barman — Ext. 1313.
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ABC WASHING MACHINE — Rotary type
with wringer. Will sell for $45.00. Machine in
good condition, selling because no room in
apartment for it. Call Betty on 798 to see any
evening. Address 730-D Cedar St., Santa
Monica. Home Phone S.M. 68058.

TRADE-IN

ALLOWANCE

of California
Exclusive

FRAZER

10447 w. Pico — arii. 34721

FUR COAT — Beautiful natural fox fur coat
— just like new. Had little use. $50.00. Call
Howard, 745.
WASHING MACHINE— 1941 Apex— $35.00.
Blond, glass top coffee table — $7.50. Floyd
Creson— OR 18031.
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of the company with the “Prince
Foxes” on location in Italy.

Home
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20th Century-Fox
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LUNCHEONS
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•
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Hollywood 3654
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A LOT'S DOIN'S

FREEMAN
APPLIANCE

GIFTS

STORES
0^ ^^idtinction

By Gossip Gertie

Some people are lucky! Lloyd Allen,
Assistant Director, was waiting for the
train after completing work on the
Reno location and decided to try his
luck on a dollar slot machine just after
Kathleen Fagan, Script Girl, decided
she had invested enough in the machine.
Lloyd hit the jack pot with the firft
dollar and won $1150.00. He gave
Kathleen $100.00 for keeping the machine warm. Chef Harry Heckle’s luck
may not get a chance to continue. The
other employees of the Cafe are seriously thinking of banning him from
entering any more pools. He has won
two so far of $100.00 each.
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Co., & Underwood Typewriter Co.,
& 20th Century Fox
Directly across the street from Lido
Theater, Pico & La Cienega Blvd.

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

CHRIS. C MORRISON
8588 W, Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

BLVD.

—

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELICACIES
Liquors

9632 Santa Monica Blvd.
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BR. 2-3895 and CR. 6-2305
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Third

Finger, Left Hand — One

of

Dan Cupid’s arrows recently sailed
through one of the windows of the
Script department and left its mark
with Kathleen Ridgeway, Head of the
department. Paul Fish aimed the arrow
in Chicago and they were married there
November 13th. So much happiness
couldn’t happen to a nicer couple and
the rest of us are happy to hear that
Kathleen will be back with us in a
couple of weeks. November

13 brought

together another couple in our midst —
Ed Blodgett of Accounting and ’V^irginia
Morris of Fred Meyer’s office. They
were married in the Church of Transfiguration. Comes Christmas, comes a
wedding too for Fred Meyer, in charge
of Personnel and Industrial Relations.

His bride-to-be is Mollie May Weber,
prominent in philanthropic activities in
Hollywood. Paula Millard, one of our
secretaries, met John Petchon in Las
Vegas

and was married in the Normandy Chapel in Long Beach, where
they have made their home. Sarah
Prichett, secretary to Bill Smith, is still

floating in Seventh Heaven and hasn’t
quite come down to earth since she became Mrs. Brine. She can’t quite remember the date of the event but knows
that October 16th was the happiest day
of her life and a wonderful honeymoon
followed in Victoria.
Pink and Blue Bundles; Seven is the
lucky number for Bill Goldman of
Paint with the arrival of his 7-pound
daughter, Gail Regina, on November

Special CONSIDERATION to MEMBERS
EASY TERMS ARRANGED
GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER
MAGIC CHEF

RCA
G-E RADIO
& TELEVISION
CRO 1-2249
C
#

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W.

BR

2-3832

7th. Edna

Davis of the Property department rang up a 7 on the scale too
with her baby boy born November 15.
“My son. My son” isn’t double talk but
it has been the tag for the two sons of
Jim Talmadge of Publicity. He’s expecting a third child and wonders whether
he’ll be adding a ditto or have to make
up a new tag line. The Art department
has come through with a couple of new
designs in the form of a baby boy
belonging to Dave
which

dian, on November 1 and a 'new girl
Chuck Myall, Screen Set De-

signer, proudly possesses. Election day
didn’t bring in a new President but it
did bring in a new baby girl to Art
Gottleib of the Accounting office.
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Over 20 years In Beverly Hills
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OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED
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THE
ACT
OF
CONGRESS
OF
AUGUST
24,
1912, AS AMENDED
BY THE ACTS OF MARCH
3, 1933, AND
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2, 1946,
Of ACTION,
published monthly at Los Angeles,
California, for October 1, 1948.
STATE
OF CALIFORNIA
) ,,
COUNTY
OF LOS ANGELES
{
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
Howard M. Palmer, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is the
Editor of the ACTION
and that the followingi
is. to the best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily, weekly, semi-weekly or tri-weekl>
newspaper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above caption. required by the act of August 24, 1912, ai
amended by the acts of March 3, 1933, and July 2,
1946 (section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations)
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit :
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business man*
agers are: Publisher, Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio Club, 10201 W. Pico Blvd., L.A. 34, Calif. ;
Editor, Howard
Palmer, 10201 W.
Pico Blvd.,
L.A. 34, Calif. ; Managing Editor, Howard Palmer,
10201 W. Pico Blvd., L.A. 34, Calif.; Business
Manager, Art Houser. 10201 W.
Pico Blvd.,
L.A. 34. Calif.
That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per
cent or more of total amount of stock. If not
owned by a corporation, the names and addresses
of the individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address, as well as those of
each individual member, must be given.) Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club. 10201 W. Pico Blvd.,
L.A.^ 34, Calif. (An incorporated, non-profit California corporation. No stock or shareholders.)
3. That the known
bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages. or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) No bondholders, mortgtagees, etc. Officers
of Club as follows: Pete Montemurro, President:
Ray Kellogg, Vice-President ; Marguerite Hamilton, Secretary ; Edward Arnold. Treasurer ; all of
10201 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 34. Calif.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given ;
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Kiddie's Christmas Party

I

PROGRAM
9:00

Doors open — Santa Claus in Lobby

9:30

CURTAIN
Sonny Olivera and His Musical
Pinky and His Animal

r

Clowns

Circus

Don Messick, Ventriloquist
Pansy tbe Horse
Shari Robinson, Child Star
(TCF “You're My Everything")
Animated Cartoons
Santa Clans (Himself)
Grand

Finale

JANUARY
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Year is always a time for pause.

We

work

who

in motion pictures understand

cooperation and frankness between

how

all departments

is

essential in the production of good entertainment.

Credits

Picture credits not otherwise credited in this issue are
as follows: 4, 5— Gunn, Sutfin, Babcock, Paul Wurtiel,
Ray La Port. 6, 7 — Babcock, Mitchell, Concialdi. 8, 9 —
Babcock, Sutfin. 10-11, Gunn. 12, 13, 14 — Pashkovsky.
18 — Noland.

of the Year

Christmas Spirit Invades Lot

4

Kiddies Christmas

6

Studio Club Activities

construction, or in any other department, is important
to the successful making of motion pictures. No departshould feel that the work it or he

or she does is more
3

Party

The truth is that each employee in production, office,

ment, no employee

CONTENTS
Man

The New

8

important than that of another

department or of another employee. Without employees
working

together as a team, we

would

be unable to

provide the entertainment, education and understanding which the world so sorely needs.
One of the chief purposes of ACTION

is to acquaint

Board of Controllers

10

The Romance

12

you with the interworkings of our studio and the motion

16

picture industry.

of Fashions

Gossip Gertie

magazine
Board

of Controllers

Ike Danning
Bill Winter
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Dave Anderson, Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Jack
Conlin, Hugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning,
Eddie De Cuir, Carl Faulkner, Ruth Fox, Hal Gordon,
Marguerite Hamilton, Glenn Harman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kahn, Ray Kellogg, Tom Krause, John Lavin,
Florence Mack, Pete Montemurro, Ben Nye, Sonny
Olivera, Bob Patton, Kathleen Ridgeway, Hazel Shirk,
Dave Vaughn, Joe Wright, Bill Winter, Pete Young,
Honorary
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

feel that ACTION

is a good

but that it could be greatly improved

with

your suggestions. Please help us provide the informa-

President
Vice-President

Hazel Shirk
Dave Anderson

We

Members

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 2Sc. Telephone BRadshaw 2-&III. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

tion you want by completing and mailing self-addressed
questionnaire.

Cover . . .
Lovely Betty Ann Lynn, cute redheaded actress at 20th Century-Fox, isa welcome addition to ACTION this month. She.
like most everyone else, is looking forward to a bigger and
better year in 1949. Not all of us can look as attractive as
Betty, as sbe watches the New Year roll in, but we can all do
our part to make

2
play!”

this year “a banner year in work

and in

YEAR

OF THE

MAN

Another great honor was bestowed
upon Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief
of 20th Century-Fox studios, when the
Beverly Hills lodge of B’nai B’rith
honored him as the “Man of the Year.”

A bronze plaque presented by Sid Rogell
was given to Mr. Zanuck at a special
banquet held at the Biltmore Bowl on
December 13. The Bowl was aglow with
filmdom’s greatest leaders representing

the different studios, and famous public
and civic leaders, who came to pay
tribute to the producer of “Gentlemen’s
He

was chosen by the fraternal organization over a wide field of leaders,
Agreement.”
and
won the award for his contributions
to inter-racial understandings, his military service record in both wars, and
his creation of many notable humanitarian pictures, such as “Wilson,” “How
Green Was My Valley,” “Grapes of
Wrath,” and “Razor’s Edge.” Mr. Zanuck personifies all the qualities of leadership and community service which are
inherent requirements for the honor of
the 1948 Man-of-the-Year Award.
Throughout his life he has always
found time to devote to society at large,
as well as his nation. No better standards of good citizenship can be set
up than those which characterize the
Man-of-the-Year. In terms of his professional accomplishments, his record is
remarkable. He came up the hard way
to one of the most enviable positions
in the motion picture industry. From
his first job as a scenarist, Zanuck bas
distinguished himself. Today in a position of authority he has made friends
instead of enemies all the way.
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Important TCFers gathered with
Motion Picture Association of

Eric Johnston, Head of the
America to celebrate Mr.

Zanuck's award are, L to R: Valentine Davies,
Kohlmar, Producer; Spyros Skouras, President
tury-Fox Film Corporation;
Producer ; George

Writer;
of 20th

Fred
Cen-

Eric Johnston; William Perlberg,
Seaton, Writer-Director.

3
10
17
24

'•

4
11
18
25
.

When presented with the award Zanuck, of a different faith — Lutheran — replied that the greatest significance of
the award, “is in the evidence it gives
that the motion picture screen is discharging its obligations to advance the
causes of human enlightenment and bethuman highest
relationships.”
Inter the
sense of the phrase.
Darryl F. Zanuck is truly a Man of the
Year.

Sid Rogell, general chairman
Darryl F. Zanuck with the
George

of the Award dinner, presents
Man-of-the-Year Award, while

Jessel, colorful TCF producer and master
monies, extreme left; Lt. Governor of California,
Knight,

and

Eric

Johnston

look

of cereGoodwin

on.

3

The

Prop

and

Miniature

department

set a

Christmas

decorative

table for all it's guests.

Spirit Invades

Lot

“Wuz you there, Charlie?” You
were probably at your own department’s Christmas party the afternoon
of December 24th, but chances are you
couldn’t make them all. So-o-o, here are
just a few samples of what the other
departments

did in the way

of Christ-

mas parties. Food, refreshments, backslaps, songs and just plenty of that
good Yuletide spirit, were in evidence.

Dave

Egg-nog's

“a

la Frances Richardson"
Research Library.

were

served

at the

Vaughn

helps

the famous

A very

gay

party

Mill

band

with

some

in the Accounting

Christmas

department.

tunes.

The

Drapery

and

Property

departments

made

party.

Christmas

buffet

luncheon

was

served

in the Cafeteria

by the

Paint

department.

everyone

feel at home

at their

large

SANTA

Santa

and

CAME

his helpers,

story-book

usherettes

and

TO TCP

Disney

characters,

in the

On

Finale.

Sunday,

December

19th, amidst

whoops, screams and yells of delight,
Santa was welcomed to the 13th Annual Kiddies Christmas Party by over
2,000 employees’ children between the
ages of 2 and 14. The scene of this
juvenile celebration was
shire Theatre.

the Fox-Wil-

The doors opened promptly at 9:00
A.M. with Santa in the lobby taking
orders from good little hoys and girls.
From

9:30 on there was continuous entertainment. Christmas songs, clown and

specialty acts, and color cartoons, together with a hilarious clown band
and Disney and story-book-doll usherettes, kept the show lively from beginning to end.
After the show, Santa aided by TCF
Legionnaires

distributed

candy

and

presents to all the kiddies.
Yes, Santa came to town — came to
see all the TCF children for the 13th
All eyes

6

on

Santa

as he

leads

the

clotcn

hand

down

the

aisle to start

the

shoiv.

straight

year.

The

A

clown

camera

band

and

brought

electrical

laughs
alike.

crew

Children's

TCF

Mr,

Legionnaires

from

filmed

Christmas

parents

highlights

and

of

children

the

1948

the

Hazel

Shirk

a few

Party.

were on hand to set up
distribute the presents.

Metzler, Studio Manager, tvelcoming
the children and their parents.

After

the

tables

and

shotv

presents

and

Wilma

story-book-doll

A sea

of faces

and

candy

Christian
usherettes

were

adding
who

distributed

finishing

entertained

filled the mammoth

to

all.

touches

to

children.

theatre.

TCF
child grows up with Christmas Parties. Charlie Goldie, Head of the
Department, brought his daughter Jane to the first Christmas Party in 1936.
year Jane, a lovely young lady of 13, brought her dad.

Still
This

STUDIO

CLUB
BOWLERS

START

By LORETTA

LAST HALF
POWELL

The Tuesday night league reached
the half-way mark the last week of the
old year. LARRY’S LADS were in the
lead with the MIXED UPS right behind, then tying them, and finally, in
the thirteenth week took a 2-point lead
after winning three points from LARRY’S LADS, who are now tied for '"ecplace with the ALFRED NEW-

ond

MANS. BACON’S WOLVES junmed
into third place by winning three points
from the LABORATORY
boys, who
have for the moment settled in last
place, boosting the DAN DAILEYS up
one point after they won three from the
ELECTRICIANS.
The end of the first half of the
Thursday
on

night league found the girls

the F. HUGH HERBERT’S SITTING PRETTIES team in first place,

with a

two-point lead over

the next

team, HENRY
KING’S ACES (last
year’s champs I . With the first w eek of
the second half just bowled, we find
the WHEELER-WRIGHT’S young ARTISTS in first place by winning four
points from SHIRL’S GIRLS. Tied for
first place but second in line because of
Something

neic in the history

of TCF

bowling.

At

the end

of the first half of league

play, a girls' team is in top spot, F. Hugh Herbert's "Sitting Pretties." Left to right:
Anita Lphoff, Captain; Beverly Floyd, Madge Inman, Hazel Shirk, B. Victor, seated.

Basketball Season
Ready To Roll

Square Dancing Class
Continues To Grow

totl
ANNEpoints
BAXTER’S
who pins
took isfour
from theBEAUS
FIVE
OLD MEN. Next comes the SAM
ENGEL team who won three points
from the LINDA DARNELL ELECTRICIANS, then ALAN YOUNG-L NS
took three from DICKERING WIDMARKS.

The inter - department basketball
league, scheduled to start the middle of
January, has every indication of hogging the limelight for the next couple of
months. The five evenly matched teams
will play a round-rohin schedule, two
games a night once a week.
So far this season there have been
onl\ practice games in which the teams
have felt out their respective strength
in scrimmages with the other departmental clubs.
From

all pre-season dope gathered

from the Coffee Shop, the “Riff-Raffs”
team, captained by Bill Jurgensen, is
favored to capture the studio title. However. anv one of the strong teams fielded
by the Mail department. Film Cutters,
Maintenance, and the Mill may u])set
the applecart.
League games will be played ever\
Wednesday night in the Rehearsal Hall,
and all employees and their families are
invited.
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If your business took you past the
Music

Rehearsal

Hall Wednesday

eve-

ning, your ears might pick up the swinging strains of a fiddle and a booming
voice calling out something like this:
“Four hands uo and around you go,
Swing

’em high — Swing

’em low,

And break it up with a do-si-do.”
It would be just another meeting of
the Studio Club Square dance class held
every second Wednesday evening in the
Music Rehearsal Hall. The class has
been growing in attendance each week.
A professional square dance caller does
the actual calling to the tunes of recorded music, and makes the intricate old
fashion square dancing steps seem easy
with his personal instructions.
Anyone

interested in this popular

class, telephone the Studio
further information.

Club

for

HENRY

KING’S

ACES

won

three points from JEANNE CRAIN’S
F&A boys. The PAYROLL EIGURES
girls took three from the FRED KOHLMAR boys of the Western Ave. Lab.

Effective Speaking
Class To Start
Climaxing 16 weeks of intensive trainitig, the effective speaking class is near
the end of the course. Henry Kingston.
UCLA
Over

professor, is directing the class.
20 employees have taken advantage of this educational opportunity

and have learned through actual experience how to communicate their ideas
quickly and effectively, and microphone
and other practical speaking techniques.
Another of these popular speaking
classes will start in the near future.
Club members who are interested should
contact the Studio Club for further information.

^

ACTIVITIES

Cagers Loom As Possible National Champs
AAU

club in the southern

California

area. Dick Frey, rugged 220-lb. ex-Trojan, will alternate with Mel Hutchins.
6' 6" former BYU star, at the center
spot. Bobby Matbews and Jack Lippert.
both ex-Trojans, will be in first class
shape for their first home game. January 2.
One of the outstanding teams that
will tee off against the Fox five at the
Pan-Pacific, will be the long time rivals
and U.S. Olympic champs, the Phillips
Oilers from Bartlesville, Okahoma. Last
year Fox almost upset the dopesters
predictions of a TCF defeat by the Oilers, when they all but beat them in a
fast rough
gametheat two
the should
Pan. This
year’s
game
between
bring
an
end to the Phillips domination of the
basketball court;.
The season schedule is as follows:
Place

Date

Planning the strategy for this year's 20th Century-Fox basketball team are, left to
right: Vic Christensen, Bud Fischer, and playing coach Wally Kowalski. The team
is one of the strtmgest ever fielded by the studio, and ivill play the best AAV teams
in the

nation

Boasting the most powerful basketball
club since they won the National AAU
Basketball championship title in 1941,
this year’s 20th Century-Fox squad has
every possibility of again annexing the
national crown. A galaxy of ex-collegi-

Mystery To Be
Presented February

at Pan-Pacific.

ate casaba players, led by playing coach
Wally Kowalski, flashy speed merchant
from last year’s club, will make every
contest a real game from tbe starting
gunTheon. team, managed by Bud Fischer,
the father of TCF basketball, and Vic
Christensen, sports-minded Assistant
Studio Manager, will be the strongest

Jafi. 8-49
Jan. 9-49
Jan. 22-49
Jan. 23-49
Jan.
Jan.
Fell.
Feb.

2,5-49
30-49
3-49
4-49

Feb. 6-49
Feb. 12-49

Long Beach
Pan Pacific
Pan Pacific
Long

Beach

Pan Pacific
Pepperdine
LI.C.L.A.
Pan Pacific
Pan Pacific
Long
Beach
Pan Pacific

Feb. 13-49
Fell. L5-49

San Francisco

Feb. 19-49
Fel). 20-49

Long
Beach
Pan Pacific
San Pedro
Redondo

Feb. 24-49
Feb. 25-49
Feb. 27-49

Pan Pacific
Peoria

Mar.
Mar.

Denver

6-49
8-49

Caterpillars
Opponent
Loyola
Murphy-Mahoneys
Dolphins
L.A. Police
Pepperdine
LI.C.L.A.
Phillips
Pepperdine
Occidental
San Pedro
Stewart
Stewart
Proctors
San Pedro
Redondo
L.A. Police
Caterpillars
Denver

“The \ isitor,” a thriller-chiller type
of drama is next on the agenda for the
Studio Club Little Theatre group. The
3-act play, scheduled to be presented the
early part of February, terrorized Broadway for almost a decade, and will be
under the supervision of Arthur Pierson, well-known and successful motion
picture director, assisted by Allan Buckhantz.
Tryouts were held at a recent meeting
of the group, but at this time casting
for the play has not been completed.
Club members interested in trying out
for this exciting play should contact
the Studio Club. In the meantime, keep
on taking your nerve pills because “The
Visitor” will be around to terrorize you
come February.
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STUDIO

CLUB ELECTIONS
Nine

new

members

of Controllers

were

for a

elected to the Studio

term

Club

Board

of three years, by the largest

polled vote in the history of the Cluh — 719.
The

1949

officers of the Club

of Controllers

for a term

along with the new
inaugural
make

dinner.

of the Board,

department

the Club’s year-round

The

Hotel

in Santa

Club’s purpose

Mr. Leir Schreiber, Executive Manager and Assistant to Mr.
Zanuck, congratulates Ike Danning, Transportation, newly
elected President of the Studio Club, while Bill Winter,
Publicity,

Lou Witte
Honorary

Ben Nye
Make up

new

Vice-President,

htoks

Controllers.

the people seen

of promoting

Dave

who

help to

on January

10th at the

fellowship hv encourag-

in social, athletic and educational

primarily
Studio

upon

Club

on these pages

gestions so that they may

on.

Hazel Shirk
Men’s Wardrobe
Secretary

Kathleen Ridgeway
Script

The

stewards,

Monica.

ing employee participation
activities, depends

at the annual

activities such a success, will he

special guests at this gay banquet
Miramar

selected by the Board

of one year and will be installed,

memhers

The

were

its officers and

is your

Club.

you desire.

F.

Honorary
L. Metzler

Electric
Treasurer

Printing
Hal
Gordon

Marjorie Corso
Ladies Wardrobe

Ed

Arnold

Payroll

10

of

contact

with all your ideas and sug-

plan the program

Anderson

Board

Please

Grip
Florence Mack
Production

Jules Kahn
Mail

John

Lavin

Tom

Krause

T ransportation

Ruth Fox
Research

(■
ryfi-

IS'ursery
Hugh

Conlon
Fire

Staff
Monte Bonome

Ray Kellogg
Sersen

Dave

Eddie De Cuir
Labor

Joe

Vaughn
Mill

Wright
Art

Glenn

Harman

Marguerite Hamilton
Group Insurance

Walter

Jolley

Paint

Sonny
Olivera
Music

Jack Conlin
Maintenance

Boh

Patton

Pete Young
Police

Carl

Faulkner
Sound

PetePurchasing
Montemurro

Legal
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The Romance of
Fashions
Charles Le Maire, head of the Ladies’ Wardrobe, goes
over a script tvith his two secretaries, Lee Roth and
Maudie Bedwell, standing.

By Clemmie Gallowny
Clothes, they say, make the man.
Dresses make the stars! Dresses
created hy magicians! Designers, cutters, fitters, seamstresses, finishers — all
magicians! The
combination of
craftsmanship
robe!

magic formula: the
artistry and perfect

in TCP’s

Ladies’

Ward-

Designers who can create a mood,
give characterization, color and romance
to clothes. Craftsmen, not simple craftsmen who merely turn out dresses size
14 or 16 but conjurers who can make a
too-short

star look tall and willowy;
thin, curvacous; one plain, glamorous; or vice versa, if the script calls
for it.

one

It would take a lover ten years to discover infinitesimal imperfections that a
designer’s trained, searching appraisal
finds in a glance. When these short-

The

comings are analyzed, silently and expertly, they are disguised and overcome.
star looks at herself in the mirror

in the magic creation of TCP’s wardrobe and sees, as the |mhlic sees, the
illusion of perfection. What happened
to the too long waist line, the small bust,
the plump hips? Magic!
Wardrobe the magicians!
Charles LeMaire, head

The

Ladies’

of the TCP

Ladies’ Wardrobe, executive as well as
artist and magician, believes in the
beauty, glamor and romance of fabrics
and clothes, and has the capacity to
transmit his enthusiasm to every one of
the 86 employees of his department
from

his talented designers, Rene Hubert, Bonnie Cashin, Kay Nelson, to the
little seamstress in the hack workroom,
so that she feels as she stitches, the
romance

of the garment

she helps pre-

pare.
The Ladies’ Wardrobe is an authority
on fabrics. They have a stock of materials alone valued at .SI 50,000, and

12

The “set” girls are assigned to a production, and are in charge of the wardrobe of
that particular picture during the course of the shooting. Left to right; Grace
Wilson, Cary Cline, Willie Mae ISeal, Dora Reid, Virginia Mattson, Marjorie Corso,
forelady ; Marjorie Wahl, Mary Hollirtshead. Margaret Warren, Evelyn Carey,
Ann Tanders.

fashions

that run

the gamut

of history.

They are as aware of the fashions of the
16th, 17th, 18th, 19th centuries as they
are of the 20th century, and could probably prophesy the 21st century’s styles.
There’s no secret of clothes they
haven’t mastered. They are prepared
for everything, hem lines going up,
neck lines going down, waists getting
smaller, hips larger. Theirs is the magic

to make

whatever

the style glamorous,

even
such uglymade
fashions
of the
the magicians
beautiful
for 1920’s
Gene
Tierney in “The Razor’s Edge.”
A script is first read by Charles LeMaire and his girl Priday, Lee Roth, a
most

stylist and able assistant. Together

they |)lot the wardrobe for a picture.
Then Mr. Le Maire assigns the designer
best suited

to carry

out

the style or

A

general

view

of

a

section

of

the

workroom,

showing

fitters create the beautiful clothes which adorn our
employs almost 100 people, whose magic-like fingers,

fashion for the leading roles.
The designer makes the sketches
which are to be submitted to the Proand

ducer for approval. The Art Director
Cameraman are consulted as to

color or shades, depending on whether
it is to be Technicolor or black and
white, in order

that the clothes will fit

the photography and setting.
When the sketches are approved by
the Producer and Director and have
pleased the actress, the Ladies’
robe work begins.

Ward-

Then

Wilma

Christian

assigns cutters

and fitters. Lizzie Rogers, Zoya Nedzvetzk, Ethel Elander, Lorena Nelson and
the tailor. Mr.
all experts

Morris

in this type

Weltman,

are

of work

and

veteran TCF employees. First the pattern is cut and okayed by the designer,
then with the assistance of table ladies,
seamstresses, drapers, finishers, the
creation is ready for the first fitting.
Two

fittings are necessary before finishing. When finished, the dress is modeled
on the Test Stage and photographed in
Technicolor or black and white to see
how

the efforts of the magicians

appear

on the screen.

will

the

seamstresses

and

Wardrobe
costumes.

Wilma

Christian,

checks

a

This

workroom

supervisor,

design with fitters Lorena
son, center, and Ethel Blander.

huge

stock

overflows

Nel-

to

the

sometimes

re-

During the process of creation a Set
Girl is assigned to the picture and be-

Ladies’ Wardrobe

gins to get together from TCF stockrooms or from Western Costume Com-

ferred to as the “infirmary,” and there’s
story material in its inmates from young

pany if necessary, all the wardrobe as
will be worn by bit players and extras.
These, together with the new clothes
made for the picture, are put into a
special

section of the Wardrobe Department assigned to that particular

production.
Each night the clothes that have been
worn

A budget is set by Mr. LeMaire and
his crew of cost accountants, women
versed both in finance and fashion.

how

stars. The Ladies^
make the gorgeous

by the principals

and

important

supporting
workroom

players, are brought to the
where a night crew of experienced women clean, press and mend
them so they will be ready for the next
day’s shooting.
After the picture is finished, the
clothes are still held in readiness for
retakes, added scenes. When the “Strike”
order comes through, the clothes are
inventoried by Kay McCarthy and her
crew

Annex,

Mary Hollinshead, its head, to “Mama
Doll” as Doris Hewson is called by her
twin grandchildren.
Besides the Annex, the wardrobe
stock is stored in two large army shacks,
in Prop

Rooms

on Stages 5 and

two great store rooms
ern Avenue.
The

located

Ladies’ Wardrobe

6 and

at West-

is run efficient-

ly, artistically, economically and sometimes even at a profit when there is a
sale of overflow stock. Besides all this,
it is a happy

department,

good work, which
nition.

which

means

in turn means

recog-

Speaking of recognition, through the
tireless and unselfish efforts of Charles
LeMaire

over

at last won

almost

four years, he has

recognition

for designers

of accountants, sent to the cleaners and then put back into regular
stockrooms. TCP has a wardrobe costume stock valued at millions, one of

from the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences. This year for the
first time these artists, rightfully along

the finest, most diversified in the industry, so that other studios not finding
what they want at Western Costume

try, will be up for an Award. Charles
LeMaire’s enthusiasm for his field of
the motion picture industry may well be

Company, say “See if you can get it from
Twentieth. They’ve got everything!”

the magic to inspire one of TCF’s designers to win the Academy Award.

All hats and headpieces for TCF productions are made by
this millinery group. Left to right: Genevieve Rimpau, Louise
Germaine, Ruth Fenlon, and Helen Jones.

The
four

embroidery

with other creative

section

of the

artists in the indus-

department

hard-working ladies. Left to right:
Gutierrey, P. Apprice, Victoria

consists

of

these

V. Escalante,
May.

I.
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Bonnie Cashin, popular designer of the
Wardrobe
department, checks for suggestions icith Lizzie Rogers, fitter.

Rene

Hubert,

talented

French

designer

of Ladies^ Wardrobe, discusses the making of a gown with Zoya, popular fitter.

Kay

Melson,

Holm's
the

designer,

costume,

production,

checks

ichich

she

‘’'Come

to

Celeste

designed
the

for

Stables.”

Left to right are Bertine Davis, Kay Ryan, Dorothy ISaething,
Doris Hewson, and Martha Steppling, who keep track of
the wardrobe which is kept in large storerooms.

These girls handle accounting for the department, under the
direction of Kay McCarthy. L to R, Denise Rode, Sylvia Lang.
Pauline Davison, Kay, and Dorothy Thompson.

Each

Dorothy Steppling, department shopper, right, checks some
new material with Joni Greene, center, who is in charge of
the storeroom and supplies, and Sue Posnack.

night

after

most

everyone

has

gone

home,

these

ladies

freshen, clean and mend
the costumes for the next ilay's
shooting. Left to right ;
Grace Lasky, Dorothy McCoy,
Florence Francis, and Margaret Smith, wlnt is in charge.
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LEGION

NEWS

TRADING POST
FUR
new,

JACKET
$50.00;

—

Natural

9x9

fox

beautiful

fur, just like

white

string rug

and pad. Only a year old and in perfect shape,
$35.00. Call Howard

SPEED

GRAPHIC

745.

— 4x5,

4.5

Zeiss

Tessar

Lens, Kalart Range Finder, Hieland flash gun
and extension. 12 holders, film pack adapter,
lens shade,

etc. Included

room set. $275.00.
37204.

Phone

is a complete
Paul

dark

Wurtzel,

AR

Attractive Madelyn Webb drew Mack Gordon’s winning ticket for a portable television
set at the annual American Legion drawing. Among the Legion officers present at the
drawing held December 10th in the Production Bungalow were, left to right: Aaron
Halperin, Art Webb, Sol Halprin, ISorman Primm.

First TCF'er Inducted

TCF'er Wins Honors

Same

Courteous
Famous

Service

Union

with

the

Products

Call CR 5-9724
Christian von Schneidau, prize ivinner in
the recent annual exhibit of Painters
and Sculptors at the Greek Theatre.

For

Free

Pick-up

and

Service

Christian von Schneidau, artist in the

Richard

Picchione

leaves

for LI. S. Army.

Special Photographic Effects Department for the last six years, recently won
first prize in the Painters and Sculptors
annual exhibit, held at the Greek

The first TCFer inducted into the
Army since the new draft law, was
Richard Picchione, formerly of Tabulating. Richard, brother of Elena Keel, had
been with the studio for the last two

Theatre in Griffith Park. His prize-win-

years. At the present time he is PFC Picchione and is stationed at Ford Ord,

Christian was a famous Swedish portrait painter before he came to TCF,
and at the present time is president of
the Painters and Sculptors Club, which
is celebrating its 25th anniversary.

California, with the 3rd Infantry Division, Co. E. We’re all waiting to welcome you home, Dick!

ning painting was titled “Clown Says
Grace,” a portrait of a sad-faced clown
saying grace before a meager meal on
a soiled tablecloth.

Rolling Ridge Ranch
3500 sq.ft, of new rambling ranch
house, roses and rare shrubs, expansive
view on 5.1 acres. In beautiful Covina
Knolls, fenced with white, wooden
fence. 2*4 acres irrigated pasture, 60
deciderous fruit trees. Barn with four
box

stalls, tack room,

REGULARLY

shop.
two

Price $55,000
proposed race track, 3 acres
zone on RR track. Wonderful
from

on M2
income

crop or can subdivide on subdivision trust and double your money

payment.

BONDS

tractor,

Also 38 acres of bearing walnut
trees La Habra Heights district near

1st yr. $2,000

BUY U.S.SAVINGS

large work

Riding ring, 6 corrals,
horses, miles of trails.

per

acre.

Low

down

V. Falconer
CR. 10290

Let Me

Find

Your

Home!
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A LOT'S DOIN'S

El Rancho Bowl
‘‘The

Friendly

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

House”

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD
V
Plenty

of

Free

Parking

By Gossip Gertie
With most of us Oscar-conscious at
this time of the year, our lot is very
fortunate for the fact that engineers
from the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences came in to look at our
Processing Plant, which was the invention of Nick Kalten. Nick has been
in the picture business for 31 years and
as a result, it is possible that he will get
an Oscar for his work.
Josephine Rompage, Forelady in the
Negative Assembly Room at Western
Avenue, is retiring. She started to work
for this Studio in 1921 and plans not
to get to
up be
at at
4 o’clock
the morning
order
work atin 6:00
A.M.

Directly across the street from Lido
Theater, Pico <fe La Cienega Blvd.

CHRIS. C MORRISON
8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

in

“It Happens Every Spring” and a
great thing is happening to Ike Danning. Garage Supervisor, and Carl Vitale of the Paint department in connection with that picture. Said Paint department isloaning Carl to Casting for
two weeks work in the production and
Ike is technical director on it.
Here Come

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Co., & Underwood Typewriter Co.,
& 20th Century Fox

GUAHAATEED
MotorWashing
Mechanical Work

the Brides and Grooms:

Polishing

Doris Weil, relief Secretary in Mr. Metzler’s office, is marrying Howard Richardson, an engineer, in Reno and mak-

Lubrication

ing San Francisco her home. Our Director of Industrial Relations, Fred
Meyer, was married to Molly M. Weber
on December 15th with a honeymoon in
Palm

Springs. Dorothy Miles of Publicity who married John Paxton, wellknown screen writer of “Crossfire” and

Fred S. Meyer, Director of Industrial
Relations at 20th Century-Fox, and the
former Mrs. Molly May
Weber
icere
married December 15.

Avoid Long Wait in Line
For your convenience our Police
Department has made arrangements for
you to obtain your 1949 automobile
license at the Police Dept, from January
17 through February 4 during the hours
of 12 noon to 2:.30 P.M. every day except Saturday.
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“Boy With the Green Hair,” in Julian
near San Diego, is honeymooning in
New York and will come back to the
beautiful home Mr. Paxton is building
in Laural Canyon. Dorothy Bridges,
secretary to F. Hugh Herbert, will become Mrs. Hy Averback ( how does it
look in print, Dorothy?) in February.
Mr. is radio announcer for the Bob
Hope show. Jimmy Capps of Story Files
has chosen his bride from Detroit. They
ruary.
will be married in Las Vegas in Feb-

Free Pickup & Delivery
Phone

CR 59265

JOHNSON
Shell Service
9761
Corner

Pico

Boulevard

Pico and

Gastello

Pink Bundles — Nothing blue about
this department — no Boy Bundles. Charlie Jordan of the Paint department has
a wonderful baby girl to brag about,
Nancy Karen. Something new in on the
Shores. Gene Shores of Transportation,
that is, with a new baby girl.
They’re off on a holiday vacation —
Rudy Reaves of Transportation is spending the holidays with his family in Arkansas. Frances Ross, one of Jack
Codd’s beautiful secretaries, has left
“you all” for a few weeks in Texas and
points South. Eleanor Thayer of the
Script department is filling in for
Frances until she has seen what she
wants to see and done what she wants
to do.

Contributions
Pouring In for Drive
1952 generous employees have subscribed a total of .$122,579.00 so far to
this year’s Permanent Charities drive.
The campaign will run until February
L5.
According to Clarence Hutson, 20tb
Century-Fox Studio Colonel of tbe 4th
Annual United Appeal drive, the figure
compares with 2,296 subscriptions with
a total of $110,670.00 at the same time
last year.
From all indications the employees of
TCF will again top all other studios in
per capita donations to this worthwhile
charity agency. A goal of $1,303,720
has been established by the Board of
Directors of the Permanent Charities
for 1949, which will be divided to benefit 193 charitable organizations throughout tbe southern California area.
If you have not as yet turned in your
payroll deduction card, please do so
today, and many thanks to those who
have already contributed.
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I do not clutter up my mind
With facts and other media,
I know that I can always find
Them in the encyclopedia.
But neither it nor all my friends
Know how to solve one riddle.
And that is how to make both ends
Meet somewhere near the middle.
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Seaton Elected Prexy

FIGHT MOM !

they disappear than back they would
come, with Hal in the lead, as the onlookers stood by helpless. A flash of
gunfire gave the first indication of
things to come, and when the smoke had
cleared the crowd gathered to hail the
conquering hero — Hal.
Now that the coyote is dead, the only
dangerous animals on the North Lot are
a few lively jackrabbits that dash across
the great open spaces as you drive over
to the Print Shop to hear about the
time Hal killed a coyote with one shot!

SILENCE AT 11:30 A. M.
Rumors from the Coffee Shop had it
that the old golf course on the North
Lot was infested with wild life, and
from the greenery gang came tales of
a wolf with fangs four inches long. It
was even said that on several occasions

The

late Booth

McCracken,

known

his host of friends as "Boots,"
with the old Fox Company about
years

to

started
twenty

ago,

after having served his apprenticeship at the First National Studios where his uncle was head man at

hunting expeditions had been formed
in an effort to rout out this menace to

Popular George Seaton, writer and
director on this lot for a number of

civilized man that was inhabiting the
wastelands next to Beverly Hills High
School.
However, Fearless Hal Gordon, head
of the Print Shop, undaunted by the
reports and armed with a gun of questionable caliber, set out to free the lot

years, was recently elected President of
the Screen Writers Guild. Last year
Seaton received the Oscar for the best
screen play of 1947, “Miracle on 34th
In addition to the honors

he has

of all four-legged wolves. In the meantime, rumors of the hunt had reached
the animal which was no less than a

gained through his profession, he has

50-lb. coyote, and on the morning

players on the
team this year,
is sponsoring
in the Tuesday

been very active in Studio Club activiStreet.”
ties. He was one of the outstanding

of

TCF producers softball
and at the present time
a strong bowling team
night scratch league.

Message from Prexy
that

time.

It was

Boots, however,
on his own,
way
our

to want

and

with TCF.

characteristic
to make

this he

did

good

in a

At 43 Boots was

of
big

one

ot

most valued Unit Production Managers. He was in Rome. Italy, on one

of TCF's most
when he was

ambitious undertakings,
stricken. The people of

Italy, like all of us here

who

were grief-stricken.
WeTl always remember

knew

him,

our beloved

Boots as the happy, enthusiastic young
man who went forth from our midst
on

November 26th he was waiting with
fangs hared.
First you could see Hal, gun cocked
and tucked under his arm, chase the
coyote over the hill. No sooner would

what

he

thought

was

his biggest

adventure, but who didn't dream what
a long journey he was really taking.
We all feel he is now reaping his just
rewards and that he has entered that
Elysian field we've read about, where
nobody worries about budgets or
whether

pictures will finish on schedule.

On behalf of your Studio Club officers
and Board of Controllers for 1949, 1
wish to thank you for the confidence
you have placed in us.
This is your Club. We need the help
of each and everyone of you to make the
New Year ahead a most successful one.
We

want your suggestions and criticisms, to assist us in planning the things
you want for yourself and your family.
Your studio wants you to have these
activities, so please talk it over with
your fellow-workers and tell us what
you want regarding any and all events.
We will try to plan them for you.
Let’s make 1949 a banner year — in
our work and in our play.
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HOW IS
YOUR
BATTING AVERAGE?
Ever play baseball? You

stand at the plate with the

pitcher throwing the ball toward you at the rate of 150
miles an hour. In a third of a second you must size up the

Picture Credits
Picture credits not otherwise credited in this issue are as
follows: 3, 4, 5 — Pashkovsky, Babcock (1), Brooks (iK
Mitchell (1). 8 — Sutfin (2). 9 — Babcock (3). 10 —
Mitchell. 14-Gunn. 15 — Gordon. 20 — Pashkovsky.
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the plate and hit a grounder to an infielder, or fly out to an
outfielder, or strike out. Still they are great batters because
their averages are high.

Every day you play a game

of baseball. Life throws

tough problems at you You have to make lightning-fast
decisions. Many lose interest in the game of life because
they fail more often than they hit, but they always come to
bat with the determination to knock the ball over the fence.
If you could meet your problems with the same courage
and determination, your average will break pretty well too.

Board

of Controllers

Ike Danning
Bill Winter

President
Vice-President

Hazel Shirk
Dave Anderson

Secretary
Treasurer

Remember — many great actors have had dozens of failures
before reaching stardom. Few, if any, writers have won an
Oscar on a first screenplay. Great ball carriers in football
often are stopped for no gains.
The great records are made only by those who never

Dave Anderson, Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Jack
Conlin, Hugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning,
Eddie De Cuir, Carl Faulkner, Ruth Fox, Hal Cordon,
Marguerite Hamilton, Glenn Harman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kahn, Ray Kellogg, Tom Krause, John Lavin,
Florence Mack, Pete Montemurro, Ben Nye, Sonny
Olivera, Bob Patton, Kathleen Ridgeway, Hazel Shirk,
Dave Vaughn, Joe Wright, Bill Winter, Pete Young.
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F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscripiton price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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I no

stop trying.
How

is your batting average?

COVER
This month’s cover, photographed by Jim Mitchell, gets
the ball rolling for the Studio Club membership drive. Don’t
give Jim the whole credit now, for this bit of work, because
Marjorie Corso arranged the costume — Joe Wright, the art
work — Smith’s Sport Shop furnished the ball — "Doc” Glassburn arranged the composite — and Frank Fore checked out
the film. Oh, almost forgot the cause of all this fuss and fury.
The lovely on this month’s cover is none other than Miss
TCF of 1948, Pat Woodward.

“TCF SET ERECTORS BUIED INGENIOUSEY”
By Clemmie

Galloway

Moses parted the waters of the Red Sea.
That was easy. He had Divine help.
TCF

Set Ereaors parted a stone prison

wall in the jail sequence of "THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND”
by sheer ingenuity. That is, they constructed
it so it could separate and move out of the
picture as Preston Sturges moved his camera
in for an effective shot of Betty Grable at
the prison window.
The Set Ereaors of TCF are not only
inventive, ingenious, resourceful, they build
a quality construction the average contractor
would be proud to claim today. In the average apartment you can hear your upstairs
neighbor move his chair, but floors laid by
the Set Erectors have to be more than double
the strength of those in homes because camera and electric equipment weighing hundreds ofpounds has to be rolled across them
noiselessly during shooting. Sets constructed
on stages by the Set Erectors are often built
more strongly than a house that is to withstand the elements of nature. Sometimes
they withstand manufacmred elements such
as the heavy snow in the pictured set of
"COME TO THE STABLE.”
Columns and theatre boxes weighing
thousands of pounds are constructed solidly
on casters so they can easily and quietly roll

A crew

of Set Erectors lifting the wall they just assembled,
the blueprints.

into place as indicated by

out during a "take.” In "WHEN BY BABY
SMILES
ME”likethean gallery
of so
the ittheatre
had to beATbuilt
elevator
could
"fly” up or down
necessitated.

when

camera

movement

At daily Construction Meetings it is decided whether a set will be built in the Mill
or by the Set Erectors on the stage. When
it is decided that construction will be by
the Set Erectors, Karl Brainard, head of
the department, who started with the old
Fox Studio in 1917, goes over the blueprints with his assistant, Mickey Grant. They
assign the work to the various gang bosses,
and, according to what is to be built, from
20 to 150 men are immediately on the
stages erecting palaces, jails, swank apartments, farm houses, whatever the blue print
calls for. Whether the sets are large or small,
the budget big or little, the same care and
exactness is taken. Layout of sets on stages
is extremely important because of camera
angles and process shots.
Mickey Grant started with the old Fox
Studio, too. He is a perfectionist and set
erection comes easy to him since painting
and- photography are his hobbies.
Brainard’s afternoon

assistant is John

Paul Kuist, with plans, and his crew put the final trim on a set.
T hree

It’s as simple as this. The

whole interior wall and balcony are moved
a crew of Set Erectors.

into position by

Karl Brainard, right, Head of Set Erectors,
with his Western Ave. foreman, John Lugo.

Heinlien. "Heine ” as his friends affectionately call him, came over from Warners in
1936. Being night boss for the Set Erectors
is a job to his liking and ability.
Over at Western Avenue Johnny Lugo,
foreman, is another man of ingenuity and
skill who keeps high the standards of TCP
Set Erectors.
Checking construction to studio safety
standards and generally overseeing the work
is the responsibility of TCP veteran Dan
Wurtzel. An expert in this job, Wurtzel
feels he owes his safety knowledge to Brainard, who w’as City Building Inspector of
Los Angeles for three years.
The Set Erectors Department is tucked
away in a corner of the big Canvas Room,
near the new Rehearsal Halls. Though hidden away and unsung, they function efficiently, expertly and economically in the making
of TCP pictures. They sometimes use the
same set over and over, but so cleverly, so
ingeniously it could be a Nebraska farm
today, a New England cottage tomorrow.

1

A finished set constructed

Above is an example of the foundation construction of the
sets built on the stages. The foundations must be buht extra
strong and noiseless to handle the heavy equipment
Four

am

1

by the Set Erectors, for the picture, COME

TO

THE

STABLE.

Same set built for CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY now being
revamped by Set Erectors for use in MR. BELVEDERE COES
TO COLLEGE. This re-using of sets effects real economy.

and the public is never aware that it was
the same set.
Karl Brainard is as proud of his departlent as he is of his coin collection and his
presidency of the Bay Cities Numismatic
Association.
There is that same friendly, cooperative
spirit in the Set Erector Department that is
found everywhere in the great TCF Organization.

Dan Wurtzel, left, and Mickey Grant, two
day foremen, check the construction of
a set on the plan board.

Careless drivers
create safety
hazard at studio
At the first Safety Committee meeting of
the year, held January 6 in the Production
Bungalow, attention was called to the fact
that studio truck drivers have repeatedly
parked trucks in the middle of the street
to unload equipment, and in many cases
have parked facing the wrong way. This
has created a serious hazard, and Mr. Christensen, Chairman of the Committee, stated
that all drivers must park parallel to the
curb when loading or unloading.
In the discussion that followed it was disclosed that both studio drivers and other
employees had not been making definite
stops at the STOP SIGNS. Drivers who fail
to observe the traffc laws of this studio will
be reported to Vic Christensen, Assistant
Studio Manager, for investigation.
Thirty-three different departments were
represented at this meeting and the delegates reported that all the safety suggestions
of the previous meeting had been corrected
and that all equipment was in proper working condition, or was being investigated.
Among the other business discussed was
the careless way in which equipment was
left laying around the stages. Each department working on the stages should be responsible forpicking up their own equipment, so as not to create a safety hazard for
the other workers.

When the shift changes, the foremen pass all pertinent information along to the next
shift. Left to right: J. Heinlein, W. Wiley, L. Hayes (painter), T. Case, W. Palmer.

New

king

It isn’t even close. Joe Barry, 25-year-oId
Set Watchman, was unofficially crowned the
biggest man at 20th Century-Fox.
Weighing 375 pounds, yes, we said threehundred and seventy five pounds, and standing 6’4”, he makes a midget out of Alex
Babcock, former studio heavy-weight king
who sinks the bathroom scales to only 275
lbs.
Joe has studied music all his life, appearing with several shows throughout the country. He traveled with a USO troupe during
the war, and later sang at various night clubs
in New York.
He is scheduled to appear on the Don
Ameche radio program soon, and we all wish
you the best of luck in your career, Joe.

Name

changed!

Kaf-hleen Ridgeway, Head of the Script
Department, was recently married to Mr.
Paul Fish.

Joe Barry, 375-lb. Set Watchman, is
crowned the new heavy-weight king of
TCF. Joe dwarfs his 5’10” father.
Five

Dear
10 AIDS

TO

BETTER

Bossr

DICTATION

Lovely Laure Erway, secretary to Producer Bassler, obligingly posed for this
photograph. No, she isn’t unhappy about her boss’s dictation, she just feels
sorry because all girls can’t work for such a nice man as Mr. "B.”
4.

In the middle of every letter stop

dictating
you did
pleasure
that she

to tell the girl all
last night. This will
of her work and so
will be unable to

you stopped bragging
began dictating.

5. Always

and

about what
add to the
confuse her
tell where
where

you

dictate in full. Never

give

your secretary credit for having brains.
Never trust her to write the simplest
letter. She might do it better than you
can.

6. Remember

that any secretary worth

her salt is clairvoyant, a
and a magician. Demand

mind

reader

that she pro-

duce "those papers” you misplaced last
month immediately. This will make a
jitterbug of her.

7.

At

least once

daily think

up

a

big word (it doesn’t matter if you cannot spell it.) This will make your secretary think you are a big shot, especially
if you dictate it in the right off-hand
manner.
1. Walk

around,

look

out

of the

window and dictate with your back
turned. This makes a stenographer earn
her money straining to hear you.

8.

Call in your

secretary seven

or

eight times a day and give her hurry-up
notes without permitting her to use her
shorthand book. This will make you
seem oh so very busy and important.
It will also prevent her from doing good
work.

2. Light up a big black cigar and
dictate with it in the corner of your
mouth. Practice will enable you to blow
smoke right in her eyes without even
seeming to try. She will love this. It
helps enunciation too!

3. Wait until you begin to dictate
before you look up notes, supporting
correspondence, previous letters and
prices. Your stenographer will love
scampering around the office trying to
find things in a hurry.

Six

9. Say "Oh,” "Ah,” and "H-r-u-m-p-h”
at the beginning and close of every
paragraph. Then mumble a few words
rapidly. All stenographers appreciate this
pause. And it helps business for the
nerve doctors.

10.

In the middle of every letter stop

to call up a friend and make a date.
Then call your wife and explain that an
out-of-town customer will keep you late.
This will convince your stenographer
your honesty and loyalty to home

ties.

of

s
’
t
a
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n
o
i
t
s
Que
A new section will be added to ACTION for the purpose of
giving employees a convenient source for obtaining authoritative answers to problems pertaining to their work, employee
benefits, and company policies. The success of such a section
depends wholly upon the interest and response indicated by the
readers’
questions when
the best questions.
interest of These
all concerned.

answered

will serve

The aim of ACTION will be to give clear, accurate answers
obtained from the most reliable sources. For that reason there

may be times when an immediate reply cannot be given. The
general policy will be to publish the answers promptly.
Those submitting questions should present them in a clear,
concise manner so that direct replies can be made. Questions
should be submitted by mail to ACTION or by dropping in
the suggestion boxes located at both time gates.
Below are three questions submitted by employees, and here
are the answers:

QUESTION: I do not have a car on the
lot and have to depend on the bus which
travels between the Santa Monica and Pico
QUESTION: I have been with the company for 17 straight years and will be 65
next year. Am I eligible for the company
pension when I reach 65, and how much
will I get?

gates. Many times I have to wait as long as
20 or 25 minutes for a ride. Is there any
way that we could have a more regular and
dependable schedule?

ANSWER: The schedule provides continuous transportation from 6:30 in the
ANSWER: Yes, you will be eligible for
the company pension when you reach 65.
The amount of retirement income you
receive will depend upon your years of
service and regular compensation.
ACTION magazine will explain the pension in detail in the near future.

morning until 7 o’clock at night, with an
additional bus running during the peak
half hour between 5:45 and 6:15. There
are times when the bus may wait 10
minutes at either gate to load. Somewaiting.times minutes seem much longer when

QUESTION:
gate from my
Committee?

ANSWER:

How can I become a deledepartment for the Safety

Anyone

interested in Safety

may make application to the secretary
of the Safety Committee, Jimmy Dinneen
in the Maintenance Department. Delegates are usually appointed by the individual department heads subject to the
approval of the Executive Committee of
the Safety Board
Seven
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STUDIO
TCF c^ers start in
winning column

Dick Frey, 220-lb. ex-Trojan center, and
a member of the Sersen department, is
now high point man for the TCF cagers.

Plagued with injuries and sickness, the
20th Century-Fox Basketball Team has had
a tough time finding the right combination
to click in the winning column. So far this
season the team has won 3 games while
dropping 8 contests.
Wally Kowalski, coach and flashy spark
plug of the team, has been out of action for
several weekends due to sickness, while Mel
Hutchins, first string center and former BYU
star, ran into a hard-headed opponent in a
recent game and collected 16 stitches across
his forehead.
Although the team has plenty of individual talent in all positions and is potentially
the strongest club ever turned out by the
studio, it has yet to develop into a smooth
working five. The team is improving with
each game since the side-lined boys are back
in their uniforms.

TCF

Bowlers drop match to MGM
By Loretta Powell
We had our second match game of the
season with M-G-M boys and girls Sunday,
January 30th at Culver City, and while we
aren’t bragging about what our teams did
this time, we can certainly brag about our
gang individually. High girl of the match
was Lee Gragg of the M-G-M FRANK
SINATRA team for her 478 series and high
game of 188. Our high girl was Lillian Bennett with her 457 series and high game of

baseball team honored again

For the 10th time in 19 years the 20th
Century-Fox Studio Club Baseball Team was
invited to participate in the VFW Baseball
Congress held at Anaheim, January 30. The
team, capably managed by Les Berry, didn’t
fare so well on the diamond, dropping a close
contest to Pacific Clay, 6 to 3.
The team was chosen with three other
clubs from a field of over 100 Sunday baseball teams in southern California. The selection of these teams was based on the four

Eight

One of the Studio Club’s Friday night bowling teams, now standing in 5th place. Left to
right: B. Coppin, I. Panning, E. DeCuir, R. Hickey, C. Shores.

following points; 1) Conduct
2 ) Appearance of
it; 4) Promptness
Manager Berry
weakened his team

on the field;

team; 3 ) Hustle and spirat the ballparks.
suffered a blow which
considerably, when three

college players returned to their books and
the ’49 college baseball season. John Lavin,
son of the Head of the Grip Department,
and Harry Gorman are now on the USC
campus, while Mike Gazella is back at Westwood.

181. Next

was Betty Bow

with 455, and

high game of 174. Hazel Shirk had a nice
game of 179, and Liz Davison 165. The
MARK STEVENS girls turned in a nice
series
of 2742,
butpins
the for
M-G-M
"MISFITS”
beat them
by 62
a total
of 2804.
The GREGORY PECK’S BAD BOYS were
leading at the end of the second game, and
finished with a 2887 series, but the M-G-M
PAINT No. 1 had two big games of 1043
and 1047 which gave them 2962. 'The CELESTE HOLM boys, winners of the last
match, were only one pin under the GREGORY PECKS. Wayne Hardison was high
man with a beautiful 648 series and games
of 197-212-239. Harold Bow started his
third game with a miss, then a spare, and
then got nine strikes in a row, and finished
up with a 7 count on the last ball, for a
total of 266, to give him a 603 series.
Walter Machado did practically the same
thing for a 265 game. Phil Perrault also had
a nice game of 221, Bob Coppin 206 and
Armand Allen 212.
SAM ENGEL is entering his team in the
City Tournament. They will bowl Saturday,
February 19th at 4; 20, at Jackson Recreation, Glendale.

Basketball
fuU swing is in

Plenty of rough action under the basket
during the Monday night Inter-Departmental basketball play. Fighting for this
ball are, left to right: C. Navarro, B. Jurgensen, B. Thompson, L. Meek.

After a hard day at work, many TCF’ers relax
at the enjoyable Studio Club Square Dancing
class. For further information, call the Club, 745.
Margaret

Kerry and

Keith Ballard, enact

the romantic roles in the Little Theatre^
mystery, "The Visitor,” to be presented^
in mid-February.

The Inter-Department basketball league
jumped to a fast start Monday night, Janu-

Club president says:

ary 17th, when the strong ’’Riff-Raff ” club,
captained by Bill Jurgensen, rolled over the
Maintenance team by a score of 36 to 24.
Bill paced his team by rolling up 10 points
in the first half, and then later helped his

Now is the time of year when you can do
your good deed for the Club. Our Membership drive is starting. Get your dues in as
soon as possible, but better still, get your
fellow employees who are Non-Members to
join. Tell them about the activities you have
enjoyed. Refer them to your Department
Stewards who will be very happy to explain
further the benefits of Membership in our
Club.
We need every employee as a Member to
make 20th Century-Fox Studio Club the
most progressive and outstanding employee
organization in the Industry. Management
wants us to be, and is giving us their full
cooperation to make our Club just that. The
rest is up to you. Get out and help your
Stewards in signing up all Non-Members.
The Officers and Board of Controllers join
me in thanking you for so promptly sending
in your questionnaires. We have screened
them closely, and are happy to report some
very fine suggestions (and a few raps on
the noggin). Keep them coming. Don’t
wait for questionnaires. Remember, this is
your Club. Take an active part in it.

teammates. Bud Thompson and "Letdee
Willee
” Navarro,
cinch the
victory. cage 10 points apiece to
In the other double header, captain Paul
Wurtzel’s Mill team knocked the highly
touted Mail department team out of the
win column, 35 to 24. Stan Hough and
Herbie Schultz tied for high point honors
with eleven apiece.

The visitor
By Julian Myers
Fifteen of our fellow workers are now
rehearsing "The Visitor,” one of the most
mystifying plays ever presented on Broadway. Because of the sensational nature of
this drama we cannot reveal exactly what or
whom

you’ll see. But you have a real surprise in store. Is Dick Gillette an imposter?
Could Norma Wiesner be as dumb as she
acts? And how about that shifty Lonnie
Raidor? What will happen to stunning
starlet Margaret Kerry, the shadowy menace
who has never been seen at Fox — except
after dark?

"The Visitor” is coming . . .

'The games are currently being played in
Rehearsal Hall No. 2 every Monday night,
and have been gathering a growing crowd
each week. Everyone is welcome to watch
these games, and the league is still wide
open for any new players.
Team standings and individual scores are
as follows:

League Standings
RIFF-RAFF
MILL
MAIL
FILM CUTTERS
MAINTENANCE

G
2
1
2
1
2

W
2
1
1
1
0

L
0
0
1
0
2

High Scorers
Jack Johnson, 39 points; Bill Jurgensen,
24 points; Bill Gallant, 24 points; Jules Wiseberg, 23 points; Herbie Schultz, 19 points.
Nine
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Events planned for coming year
Other
An interesting program of Studio Club
events and activities has been lined up that
will include everyone as the Club starts its
annual membership drive.
Studio Club members who remember the
dinner dances of past years will again have
the thrill of dining and dancing at the Biltmore Bowl on April 18th. In addition to the
lovely surroundings and wonderful food, a
million dollar floor show will be staged by
the best TCP talent.
The annual Picnic will be held June 19th
at
ing.Valley Park Country Club and is planned
to be bigger and better than last year’s out-

social activities planned for the

coming year, that have become an institution
at Fox, will include the Golf Tournament
on August 14th at Baldwin Hills with valuable prizes for all contestants, and the Children’s Christmas Party which attracts the
fancy of employees and their children.
The highlight of the ’49 program will be
the wide selection of educational and recreational activities offered to all Club members. Another Public Speaking Class started
recently. An

Old-Timers

Club will be or-

ganized, and enrollment for a new and stimulating Studio Club Camera and Photography
Class will be taken soon. A Spanish Language
Class is scheduled in another month. 'The

Ten

Club will continue to hold the popular
Square Dance Class as long as a sufl&cient
number of members are interested. The
Little Theatre Group has a play, "The Visitor,” in rehearsal which is scheduled to be
presented this month. Other dramas are
planned throughout the year for the participation and enjoyment of employees.
The field of sports has always had its
share of participants. This year new sports
will be offered to include as many people as
possible. In addition to the already popular
bowling, softball and tennis, which attract
over 500 people throughout the year, there

is an inter-departmental basketball league in
progress, and later there will be lot-wide
tournaments which will include table tennis,
horseshoes, chess, and many other sports that
will attract all age groups.
Membership in the Club automatically delivers ACTION to your home so that you and
your family may have information about doings on the lot, along with company and industry information.
Your Studio Club membership card also
entitles you to actual cash savings on almost
any item you wish to purchase.
Fill your application card out as soon as
possible and give to your Studio Club steward. Let’s make this a 100% year.
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THE COIVIIIMG YEAR!
Stages will hum In '49
Twentieth

Century-Fox

will make

more

pictures this year than in ’48. Entertainment
with plenty of box office appeal is the goal.
All-out employee co-operation and work
will be necessary in order to better last year
in which more than 3000 TCFers created
most of the top ranking films in Hollywood.
More famous stars, directors and writers
were recruited than ever before. Never in
our
history has and
so much
outstanding
talentsmdio’s
been assembled,
seldom
have the
pictures been received so w^ell by both critics
and moviegoers.
Few films have ever been accorded the
plaudits that were given to "Gentleman’s
Agreement, ” the picture Dariyd F. Zanuck
produced
Laura
daring
novel. The from
winner
of Z.
the Hobson’s
Motion Picture
Academy

Award

for 1947 will stand for all

One of the pictures just finished that should pack plenty of box-office pull, is IT HAPPENS
EVERY SPRING. The crew traveled across town to film this scene on the USC. campus.

time as one of Hollywood’s great pictures.
Another film that tackled a subject which
heretofore had been ignored was "The Snake
Pit. ” Released late in the year, it has become
a foremost contender for the Academy award
as well as its star, Olivia DeHavilland, who
won the New York film critics award as best
actress of 1948.

The old west came to life again in ’Fury
at Furnace Creek, ” a mule kicked up its heels
w'ith June Haver in "Scudda Hoo! Scudda
Hay!” and a horse raced over the mesas in
"Green Grass of Wyoming.”
Crowds saw G-Man Mark Stevens trap

There were others, too, outstanding in
their own spheres. The colorful, swashbuck-

Killer Richard Widmark in "The Street wdth
No Name.” Dan Dailey turned juggler for
"Give My Regards To Broadway, ” and

ling ’Captain from Castile ” with Tyrone
Power; the gay humor of "You Were Meant
For Me”; and, the realistic, gripping "Northside 777 ”; the farcical comedy of "Sitting
Pretty”; and, the shocking, true-to-life facts
of ’The Iron Curtain.”

Another

T uelve

Henry King went lobster fishing for ’Deep
"The Walls of Jericho,” '"The Luck of the
Waters. ”
Irish” and "That Lady in Ermine” came
along with fall. Millions chuckled over

thriller just completed is SLATTERY’S HURRICANE. A combination of lovely Linda Darnell and Richard Widmark spells top
entertainment appeal for film audiences.

THE

SNAKE

"Apartment

for Peggy” and more

millions

found Cry of the City” exciting.
'There wasn’t an empty seat in most theatres when Betty Grable and Dan Dailey
played the burlesque circuit in "When My
Baby Smiles at Me, ” and the same was true
with "Road House.” A story of the old west
with plenty of new twists, "Yellow Sky,”
and a farce comedy, "Unfaithfully Yours, ”
brought the year to an end.
20th Century-Fox can take satisfaction and
pride in its accomplishments for 1948. Other
outstanding stars, directors, writers and
stories will make 1949 a busier year.

PIT, a picture completed on this lot in 1947, and generally
shown in 1948, will be top contender for
the ’48 Academy Award.

RESULT

OF ACTION

POLL

We were happy with your answers and
remarks. For the first time we know what
features of the magazine you like best. We
are going to do our utmost to follow your
suggestions and give you what you want.
It’s encouraging to know that so many of
our members really enjoy ACTION magazine
in their homes.
Comments

ranged

all the way from

". . . couldn’t do better ” to "have more
about fashions and things to help women
and "How about previews of pictures?”
Othered remarks
included:
"More get-acquaintinformation
about fellow
employees ;
"Would it be possible to have classes in
basic phases of Studio work, so employees
could study and improve themselves for
Whew — but our mail men

have had a

busy couple of weeks. Completed

action’s staff was pleased — and how!!

233

question-

or almost 10%

of the readers returned

completed questionnaires. According to Dr.
Ruch, Head of the Psychology Department
at the University of Southern California, and
veteran of many mail reader surveys such as
ours, any questionnaire answered by over
8% of readers is considered a success.

naires from action’s January issue have
been pouring in. Of course, the mail truck
wasn’t as swamped as our photographer
would have you believe in the photo above
but, nevertheless, kept our staff plenty busy
tabulating and sorting the mail.

better jobs”; ". . . less pictures about the
same people”; "Start a contest with monthly
Below is a complete
Thanks to all the readers
of their time to help us
future issues of action
tions at work.

result of the poll.
who took a minute
in this poll. Watch
— see your sugges-

prizes.”

1. How much of ACTION do you read :
Practically everything ....
Half
Not much

4. Would
91 %
8%
2%

2. Who reads your ACTION
Wife

:
46%

Children

28%

Friends

50%

Department

:

story

Pictures of Studio Club activities ;
Educational

76%
73%

Athletic

74%

5. Would you like information about the
working of the Studio Club, Board
of Controllers and committees?

53%
6. Which

No

Yes--47%

do you prefer:

l studio gossip “A Lot’s
Genera
Doin’s’’
Individual department gossip .
Would

you like more pictures?

63%

Would

you like information

movies in production? 83%
What would be your
dicontinued :

Special Feature Articles ( “Like Father
— Like Son’’)
63%

Wouldn’t

like it

Women’s

Wouldn’t

mind

page

No

Yes — 22%

Less pictures?
74%

Presents

78%

about

.

53%

.

47%

.
.

89%
11%

58%

Social
ACTION

the company?

56%

Husband

3. What do you read in ACTION
Editorial

you like more information

43%

about -17%

No

Yes—

reaction if ACTION

.

97%
3%
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STUDIO

The swank Palm Room

CLUB

of the Miramar

OFFICERS

Hotel in Santa Mon-

ica was the setting for the Studio Club’s Annual Inaugural Dinner held Monday night, January 10th. The Board of Controllers
and Studio Club Stewards saw Pete Montemurro

turn the gavel

over to the new Studio Club prexy, Ike Canning.
Ray Klune and Fred Metzler expressed their appreciation of

WELCOME

INSTALLED

the role the Club’s officers and stewards play in bettering good
fellowship among employees.
Ike Canning asked the Stewards to emphasize to the employees in their departments that the Studio Club is their club
and that any suggestions the employees have for the coming
year will be welcome.

HOME!— Report from Italy

by Florence Mack

They’re back! Most of the guys and gals
who went to Italy on that super-duper spectacle THE PRINCE OF FOXES are home
again. And are they glad? Veramente! Never
saw bigger smiles than those on the faces of
JOE BEHM, CLINT SANDEEN, FRANK
MAUTINO, AXEL RASMUSSEN, HANK
GERZEN, JACK STUBBS, CHARLIE HISSERICH and TERESA BRACHETTO. Not
that they didn’t like Italy and its people —
they’re unanimous in saying how cooperative
and considerate they all were — and the spaghetti, zucchini, scallopini and vino — mia
madre, benissimo! Our old friends are
steeped in Old World culture, too. They’ll
talk for hours about the works of masters,
ageless and priceless art treasures in the
churches and galleries of Rome, or the beautiful world-famous gardens of Florence and
Venice — but they still speak our language,
agree there’s no place like home and that
absence made their hearts grow fonder. This
was especially true during the holiday season when everybody likes to be at his own
fireside and in close enough proximity to
the studio to be able to partake of a little
cheer at one of the many happy gatherings
on Christmas Eve. While we’re on that subject, ROBERT WEBB asked that we take
this means of thanking all those who sent
Christmas greetings to individuals in Italy
and tell them how much it meant. To use
Bob s own words, ' the many Christmas
cards received was one of the most heartening things to us.”
And now that they’re back, we, too, realize
Fourteen

TFC’ers in action in Italy. A production scene during the filming of THE PRINCE OF FOXES.

how much we’ve missed all the swell people
who’ve been away for so long.
For days prior to their return telephones
in the various departments rang continuously with inquiries from parents, wives and
sweethearts anxious to know when their
loved one would arrive.
They’ve worked hard but we hear the
results are most gratifying and we know
everybody connected with THE PRINCE

OF

FOXES,

as well as all of us, will be

proud and happy when
is shown.
VIC PRICE

the finished product

and ALBERT

VALENTINO

are remaining in Italy until the multitudinous details connected with a production of
this scope are finally wound up and if they
read this we want them to know we’re
real
soon. of them and hope they’re back
thinking

NEW

OFFICERS

FOR

WESTERNERS

One hundred and four Westerners turned
out for a gala dinner at the Cafe de Paris,
December 17th, when they elected new officers for 1949. Aaron Halperin was selected president.
Other officers include Norman Primm,
1st Vice-President; Campbell Forsyth, 2nd
Vice-President; Hal Gordon, Recording Secretary; and Ralph Arnold, Treasurer.
Before the evening was over a decorative
parchment scroll was given to Dewey Overton, retiring Master of the Ionic Lodge, by
Tom Moore, Past Master of the Mount
Olive Lodge, as a token of appreciation for
his many years of faithful service to the
Masons. The scroll was signed by over 160
Westerners.
The TCF group gave a Christmas Party
at the Masonic Home for Children in Covina. Bill Harris has been making good use
of the expensive telescope previously donated to the Home. He has been teaching the
children the principles of astronomy and
hopes to develop a future Harlow Shapley.

Can’t say no!

Tom Moore, left, presents Dewey Overton, right, a scroll as a token of appreciation for his
years of service with the Westerners, as Al Halperin, center left, and Bill Weisheit look on.

Look familiar?

Elmer Glassburn, skilled retouching artist
in the Publicity Still Lab, has been pepping
up the pictures you see in action for several years now. "Doc,” as he is called by
everyone on the lot, has a trait that is not
uncommon to most TCF’ers — he never says
"no ” to a fellow employee.

In the cut above, "Doc” is brushing up on
the January cover photo, so that the best
possible engraving can be reproduced for
your ACTION.
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TCF^er

UNFORTUNATE

Reading time— 30 seconds

This girl works for 20th
and her mail from the
regularly

until

Century-Fox,
studio came
.

.

.

She found the cutest new apartment in
another part of town. Things were just
dreamy until . . .

The next month she didn’t get her
ACTION. She forgot to tell any one she
moved, and the result was an empty
mail

WHEN

Sixteen

YOU MOVE, PLEASE NOTIFY THE PERSONNEL OFFICE, STUDIO CLUB, CROUP INSURANCE, CREDIT UNION.

box.

t

Silence at U:30a.m
WALTER

MOROSCO

Walter Morosco, a producer for
20th Century-Fox since 1 938, died as
a result of a stroke suffered Monday, December 30th, at the Coronado Hotel, where he was vacationing following the completion
of "Mother Is A Freshman.” He
was 49 at the time of his death.
Morosco was horn in San Francisco and educated in Los Angeles.
He later joined his famous father,
Oliver Morosco, in New
York
where he assumed operation of a
legit theatre.
He started his picture career with
Educational Film Co. making tworeel comedies. Morosco continued

The

annual

membership

meeting

of the 20th

held at the Cafe de Paris, January 17. A 2%

Century-Fox

Studio Employees

Credit Union

dividend was declared on shareholders’ savings.

AtTOMOBILES

his film career, and worked for
three years in charge of the Elstree
Studios,
Later he joined Fox and made
many box office hits, among them:
"Margie,” "Sentimental Journey,”
"Wing and a Prayer,” "Give My
Regards to Broadway,” and "Scudda-Hoo, Scudda-Hay.” At the time
of his death Morosco had three
stories in preparation.

GLENN

C. COOLEY

A military funeral was held Jannary 31, at the Inglewood Park
Cemetery, for Glenn C. Cooley, 43,
who passed away in his sleep recently. Cooley had been employed
in the Transportation department
since 1929, and was a veteran of
World War I. Pallbeai •ers were
TCP

legionaires, and Glenn’s coworkers in Transportation, while
Joe Keenan was chaplain, Al DeW eese conducted the graveside
service.
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All for nothing

Retired

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
PENS

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

• SPORTING

^

• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership ik Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS’ DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near \ the studio in
Beverly Hills— a handy \place to shop
and save. y

MMtl CO^ANY
f

of California

Jimmie Taylor, Nursery, won
contest.

$35 in song

Exclusive West Coast Impa^frs'j
*
Representative A
/

DELIVIAR
"Qne

WATCHES

Kay Kirtley, former table lady in the Ladies’ Wardrobe workroom, who was recently
retired under the TCF Pension Plan, is now

of America’s Finest Watches
Since 1913"

369 S. Robertson Blvd.,. Near Olympic
y (New

Address)

Open

Tuesday

Discriminating

^

\

Evenings

in the baby-sitting business. Anyone interested in contacting Kay, Call Wilma Christian, Ext. 657.

XJR. 6-3913

Until 9 P.M.

Shop-

Here’s an employee who really made a
hobby pay off, until a traffic ticket robbed
him of all the fruits of his work.
Jimmie Taylor, popular and good looking
clerk in the Nursery, and veteran TCFer,
went to his first radio broadcast on a typical
stormy southern California night, January
5th. It was Bill Gwinn’s popular audience

pers from 20th Cgn-

participation show, "What’s the Name of
'That Song.^ ’’ Our hero was selected from
the audience to guess the name of a song, in
which the first two lines were played. He
song.

tury-Fox choose —

named
the Next
song, "The
Missouri
won $15.
he was
asked Waltz,’’
to sing and
the

GIFT BASKETS
DELICACIES

GLASSWARE
BAR

HILLS
9632

Santa Monica

Blvd.

BR. 2-3895

STUDIO

CLUB
SAVES
10301

and CR. 6-2305

MEMBERS
YOU

song for them, and since then he has had
several other audition offers by talent agents.

Blvd.

It was a big evening, he thought, as he
pushed down on the gas of his Chevie. He
drove on, thinking about the events of the

On Virht^liv-'f^ry Brand of The Following
Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
arbage Disposers

(Including Wholes^l^^-C^nection on Food I
Automatic Washers (any brand)
•

(er Softeners
Softeners -- Furnaces
Furnaces
Refn^ei;ators
Televisiohvjnd
Radios
1-6258

Phone CR.
>/'

Eighteen

(Briz or

Bob)

'^Ask for our wholesale Food lists

Just as he was ready to stuff the nasty
green money in his pocket, a gentle tap on
his shoulder beckoned him to the back of
the stage. It was all right. 'The radio station
just wanted him to make a recording of the

MONJ

Cas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes

Now, to let you in on a little secret —
Jimmie’s hobby is singing and he sang the
beautiful "Waltz” with all the feeling and
richness it deserves. Amidst a thundering applause bythe audience, Jimmie captured $15
for singing the song, and another $5 for
second prize.

^

past evening and what fun it would be telling his wife and two little girls at home
about it. Just then an officer of the law
stopped Mr. Taylor and politely requested
that he appear in court to tell the judge,
who couldn’t carry a tune, why he was in
such a hurry to get home.

TRADING

POST

of the

20% Discount to All
Club Members

)th Century-Fox
Eo^vling League

0

(l^g^

Home

H>YM

Ja? L

FURNITUR
■TtO

Fin^n^urniture at
Lower Prices

4

☆
5843 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 35, California
WEbster 3-327

The Trading Post is a regular feature of
ACTION in which Studio Club members
may advertise articles or services which they
would like to sell or exchange. Many people
have asked if there is any charge for this
space. The answer is NO.
other Studio Club service.
Whether

This is just an-

it be a ride to work on a Mon-

day morning or an old ice-box you want
to get rid of, ACTION will help you. Mail
a complete and accurate description, together with your name, department and telephone extension to your Studio Club.

WATCH
REPAIRING. Also new
watches, all types. Call Joe Holster,
1249. No. 3 Old Park Row.

Special CONSIDSRATION

EASY

TERMS

ARRANGED

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER
\
MAGIC CHEF

RCA
G-E RADIO
Ct television

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W.

to MEMBERS

CR 1-2249
HR 2-3832

of Robert^

RADIoTAmiA^

CO. ///

FREE FLYING LESSONS. Will teach
anyone to fly providing they pay for
the airplane rental. $6.00 per hour.
2060 flying hours. 1 500 hours as an
instructor. This will enable me to
maintain my skill as pilot, and to
interest people in a flying club. For
further information call Bill Rosecrans, 281 .
EASY MONEY. I will buy rare U. S.
coins. Rare coins are not necessarily
old. Call Karl Brainard, 1224.
POKER TABLE. Well built maple and
oak, with billiard felt top. Will handle seven people. Dan Wurtzel,
VE. 8-7077.
BOWLING SHOES. Almost new. Girl’s
size 6, $5.00. Mens’, size 7, $2.00.
Harold Taylor, after 4 P.M., CR.
6-8856.
NEW TRI PLEX. One, 2-bedroom units ;
two, 1 -bedroom units. Will trade
for small home. 249 S. Purdue Ave.
Frank Wittenberg, VE. 9-6087.
WALNUT ACRE. 120x320. Beautiful
Woodland Hills. Gas, lights, water.
Reasonable price, cash or terms. Bill
Sittel, AR. 3-9353 or 771.
NIGHT DRIVING CLASSES. The new
NO-CLARE. Reduces
headlight
glare, improves night vision in rain
and fog. Frank Berg, VE. 8-8385.
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By Julian Myers

Lonnie Raidor
Who played left field for the Dodgers on July 6th, 1909? Where
is Dorothy Bridges? What are my lines in the next Studio Club play?
Just dial 1119. A pleasant voice will give you an instantaneous answer— and it’ll be correct.
Lonnie Raidor of the Script Department has such an amazing memory that he can remember how Los Angeles looked without smog. A
twenty-five-hour-a-day sports enthusiast, he is recognized as the court
of last appeal when there’s a football or baseball argument.
Several chunks of metal that caught our Guadalcanal Raidor when
”I was zigging when I should have zagged” ended his sports career
prematurely. Restricted to the sidelines because of wounds in both
legs, he now serves as the official Fox announcer and scorekeeper at
our softball and basketball contests.

Juanita Bonfiglio
” ’Neeta, Waaaneeta,” is not just the first line of a popular song.
It is also the plaintive wail of everyone desiring a table at the Cafe de
Paris and Juanita Bonfiglio, head hostess, always tries to oblige.
Patient, friendly Juanita came to Twentieth in 1932, as a waitress.
Now, besides seating scores of diners, she supervises twenty-five waitresses, and maintains the "welcome”
is noted throughout Hollywood.

atmosphere for which our Cafe

Juanita is on hand to help Nick Janios from 10 A.M. till 3:30 every
day except Sunday.
It is ironic that a teetotaler like Juanita should have won a champagne cooler in the golf tourney. But she’s using it as a creel for the
trout she catches each fishing season.
The only sport Juanita doesn’t like is thoroughbred racing. Except
occasionally. Then she loves it!

G. McQuerry and A. Lockett
The two most soft-spoken men on the lot are George McQuerry
and Ashby Lockett, dispatchers in our Transportation Department.
Despite their complicated and attention-demanding positions they are
always calm and poised. They simultaneously handle six phones, one
"window,”
a short wave
a who’s-where vehicle chart, and whatever office business
that isradio,
at hand.
George, the day dispatcher, reminds you of Jimmy Doolittle. Usually
attired in a leather flight jacket, he’d rather fly than eat. It’s a happy
day when he manages to stowaway with John Jefferies, pilot of the
studio’s brand new "Mallard.”
The afternoon-and-evening shift which Lockett has handled during
eleven of his twelve years at Fox prevents him from attending most
extra-curricular activities. His joy is his home and family — and classical he
music.mows
The boys
in Transportation
call Lockett "Tickle Toes”
because
his grass
barefoot.
The next time you marvel that every car in Transportation is always
where it should be when it should be there, you’ll want to give part
of the credit to George McQuerry and Ashby Lockett.
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as the

"grapevine.” It knows no distinction of class, and thrives
both in high places and low places. Senators in Washington have a grapevine, convicts in prison have one. Big
cities have rumors, small towns gossip, the Navy has "scuttlebutt.” It’s alw'ays information that has its basis in fact
and is usually exciting and interesting, but it is often harmful, arousing unfounded fears and hopes. For, as the information passes through the grapevine it sometimes becomes distorted and colored the very opposite way from
which it started, and a mole hill becomes a mountain or
vice versa.
has no quarrel with the ancient custom of

the grapevine, for it often breaks the monotony of everyday life, but since today there is a sort of world-wide sense
of insecurity, ACTION feels that for practical or "security” reasons, real information is necessary on important
matters concerning 20th Century-Fox employees. So, with
our own new Question-and-Answer Page we are going
to prune the grapevine. Rumor will be answered with
official facts and 20th Century-Fox employees w'ill be the
best informed in the industry on industry matters.
Management feels this is so important that it is going
to see that you get an answer to your question based on
official and reliable information.
What would you like to know? Something about how
Television will affect TCF? Some question about TCF
policy?
Address ACTION,

Studio Club Office.

COVER
"Don’t those deductions take your breath away George?”
"Man, they sure do!” replied genial George Cooke, with
just a trace of a southern drawl so that you can tell where
he’s from. Cookie, as he is called by everyone on the lot, has
worked in the TCF Staff Shop for the last 10 years, and has
been one of the Studio Club’s favorite stewards.

Hardly a

year has gone by that the Staff Shop hasn’t had a 100%
bership in the Club, thanks to Cookie.

F. L. Metz'er. Leu Witte
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Cookie, 42, is proud of the fact that he "started early”
and has a son, George, Jr., in Cal-Tech College . . . "And
man, is he smart!” Of course his 52-inch chest almost splits
his shirt front when he tells you that his older daughter,
Edna, is going to make

him a grandfather
in May.
— Cover By
Pashovsky
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MEN’S
WARDROBE
The

Clemmie

exterior of the Men’s Wardrobe building which houses part of the
$250,000 in costumes owned by TCF.
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The brilliant plumaged peacock, as every-

one knows, is the vainest creature in the
world.

In the Wild West, by his boots and spurs.

That peacock is a male.

ity.TCF

Men’s Wardrobe caters to male van-

[
I
|!

Clinton Sandeen, Head of the Men’s
Wardrobe, is an authority on men’s fashions
and foibles of every century and every

I:

country.

j!

judged by his appearance.

'

In Mohammed’s time, the Arabs judged a
man by his horse and saber.

•I
I

Since the beginning of time, man has been

In the Crusader’s time, a man was judged
by his armor and the length of his lance.

'

In Renaissance times, by magnificence of
brocade and sheerness of silken hose.
In Hollywood
The

Men’s

by his tailor!
Wardrobe

is an expert on

tailors, not only today’s, but yesteryear’s,
even
yesterendows
century’s.
Nature
few men

with a perfea

physique. Nothing glaring — one shoulder
higher than the other — long trunk, short
legsthin
— long
—
waist.legs, short trunk — thick waist

By pads and lifts they give the illusion
of perfection. Over night they can give an
actor muscles it would take a Gymnasium
months to build, or a paunch or stoop it
would take a lifetime to acquire.
The Men’s Wardrobe is not a pretentious
building, but neither was the stable where
Michelangelo sculptured his magnificent
"David.” It houses a wardrobe stock valued
at $250,000 in costumes and $28,000 in materials, and an almost priceless collection of

improves and per-

medals,
badges.
Service from
Men’s Biblical
ratingstimes
and
ribbon bars
and insignia,
up to the newest and latest Army and Navy
regulations. It houses an efficient staff doing

'That requires not only talent but knowledge.

an important job in the making of TCF pictures.

The Men’s Wardrobe
fects Nature.

I
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Clinton Sandeen, head of the Wardrobe, seated, goes over new cosDick James, stockroom head, makes a selection from an assortment
tume designs with assistant Ed Ware, left, and Gene Wooten, designer.
of Russian military medals for Gene Wooten, designer.
Three
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The girl wifh a smile in her voice when

you

Personable Dick James, head of the stockroom,
checks the boot inventory with his assistant
Seth Banks.

Bill McCrary, Costumer for PINKY, pauses to
show Norman Martien, also a Costumer, samples of his wardrobe.

a script
arrives
in Men’sitsWardrobe,
Mr.When
Sandeen
reads
it, studies
wardrobe

called for in script, such as the striped Australian possum required by Preston Sturges

needs and assigns a Wardrobe Man particularly fitted to supply its needs. Working in
conjunction with him is Ed Ware, his capable assistant. A wardrobe plot is made, a
budget set, wardrobe selected — clothes to be
made to order, taken from stock or rented.
Ed Ware follows through on rental orders,
requisitions, ordering, bookkeeping involved.
Gene Wooten, designer and shopper sits in
with Mr. Sandeen and Mr. Ware on each

for "UNFAITHFULLY

Wardrobe ” when you dial 684.
Frank Muller, head tailor and cutter can
hold his own against Eddie Schmidt and the
most expensive Hollywood and Beverly Hills

call Men’s Wardrobe, is Esther “Butch” Weiss,
standing, with Hazel Shirk, Mr. Sandeen’s
pleasant and efficient secretary.

script. He makes material selections, supervises fittings and shops for unusual things

YOURS.”

Though it's a man’s world and a man’s
department, they can’t get along without
women. Hazel Shirk, Mr. Sandeen’s secretary is an expert on everything in masculine
style, but has lost none of her femininity.
Her appearance and the little touches in her
office attest to this. Esther "Butch” Weiss,
handles bookkeeping details, requisitions,

tailors. Now a Man’s Tailor’s Helper you
would assume to be a man, but Frank Muller’s capable helper is a woman — Margaret
Yarn, and if her sewing machine could talk,
it could tell you some secrets about those
broad shoulders of your favorite movie star.

cleaning bills, rental sheets and order num-

Dick dollar
James wardrobe
is in charge
TCP’s
million
and ofcan
tell half
you

bers on all pictures. She’s the girl with a
smile in her voice who answers "Men’s

instantly just where

to put your hand on

that ski jacket needed for "THAT

WON-

Wardrobe Man “Swede” Munden helps Sammy Samuelson, WardActor Paul Douglas gets an emergency shirt refitting on the stage
robe driver, load his truck with suits destined for Western Ave.
by an outside shirt salesman, while Gene Wooten and Wardrobe
Man Mushy Harmell stand by.
Four

I

DERFUL URGE,” the coachman’s outfit for
"FOREVER AMBER,” the sailor’s togs for
/'DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS.” Dick
:an find his way almost blindfolded in his
labyrinth of racks, shelves and cupboards.
Seth Banks is Dick’s right hand man, keeping everything properly marked as to size
and in its proper place.
Mildred Chase checks all wardrobe out
and in and keeps detailed inventory on stock.

Wardrobe
Truman

Men, Sam Benson, Reeder Boss,

Eli, Morris Harmell, Norman

Mar-

tien, Wm. McCrary, "Swede” Munden, Ernest Rotchy, Mike Tierney, Merle Williams
and Ed Wynigear are all long-experienced
TCF employees. When assigned to a picture
they get together in their assigned building
all clothing and accessories for their production and are responsible for it until the
"strike” notice comes through and it is
checked back into the Men’s Wardrobe.
All wardrobe men are capable of ageing
and weathering clothes and Eddie Armand
and Ernest Rotchy made the NEW YORK
HERALD-TRIBUNE just recently for their
work of aging the clothes worn by Gregory Peck in "Yellow Sky.” Aging clothes
is a highly specialized talent in Hollywood,
but it’s not new. Beau Brummel
Byron felt a man could not be
new clothes and never appeared
in them until they had lounged
them and taken off newness.

Wardrobe Man Sam Benson, checks out suits
from Mildred Chase, Wardrobe Inventory Girl,
who keeps an accurate inventory of the
enormous stock.

Margaret Varn is the tailor’s capable helper.
She can hold her own against the best men
tailors in the business.

and Lord
at ease in
in public
around in

According to the recent poll on what one
likes in ACTION everyone seemed to want
to know more about productions.
The

Men’s

Wardrobe

have done them-

selves proud on the Navy uniforms in "Slatterly’s Hurricane.” The highest brass hat in
the Navy would be proud to wear them.
Edward G. Robinson wears what the welldressed banker of the early 30’s wore, in
"A HOUSE OF STRANGERS” formerly
"EAST SIDE STORY.”
Tyrone Power is magnificent in his
"PRINCE OF FOXES” cosmme. Mr. San-

Ed

Wynigear sterilizes the Wardrobe shoes
the new Sterile-Ray machine.

on

deen went to Italy with the "PRINCE OF
FOXES” Company and enriched not only
his own experience, but TCF with his expert and economical handling of both men
and
which were designed
and women’s
made in wardrobe
Italy.
Victor Mature

was so pleased with the

wardrobe tailored for him in the Men’s
Wardrobe that he insisted when loaned out
to RKO that they rent these clothes from
Twentieth.
The Studio Club is proud that Hazel Shirk
is their present secretary and that Mr. Sandeen was once president of the Club.
Pride in their work and their department
is a tangible thing that greets you when you
Frank

Muller,

head

tailor and

cutter

eran TCFer takes Dan Dailey’s
measurement.

THE PART

and
pants

vet-

enter Men’s Wardrobe, another department
that proves the efficiency of the TCF organization and the perfection of their craftsmen.

OF YOUR

PAY YOU

Merle

Williams,
Mark

Costumer,

Steven’s

checks

expensive

PUT AWAY

dress

the

fit of

coat.

IN

THE CREDIT UNION IS TAKE-HOME PAY THAT
GROWS. JOIN THE CREDIT UNION NOW.
Five
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TOP TALENT TO •
PREFORM FOR MPRF
With all proceeds being donated to the
Motion Picture Relief Fund, the 1949 edition of the Friars Frolic wiU be staged at
the Shrine Auditorium on April l6th with
fifty top stars of stage, screen and radio
participating.
Plans for the biggest show ever presented
on one stage are being formulated by officials of the Friars Club, which is staging
the one-night benefit performance, and members of the Motion Picture Relief Fund. The
Fund is the film industry’s recognized welfare agency which for a quarter of a century
has provided counseling, food, clothing, shelter, medical care and hospitalization for ill
or needy members of the industry.
Virtually every big-name star in Flollywood is being lined up to entertain the expected packed house. Tickets scaled as high
as $100 for the choice front row spots, are
selling as rapidly as the lower priced balcony
seats.
The Friars Club opened its West Coast
branch about two years ago. The Frolics,
however, has been a classic of show business
for over forty years, but never in its long
history' have so many headliners appeared in
one single show as will trod across the
Shrine s boards.
Singers, dancers, comedians, musicians,
and dozens of top male movie stars, will
parade across the stage in this three -hour
extravaganza. With its million-dollar cast,
the stage spectacle will feature skits and acts
never before seen or heard. Original black-

Ceorge Jessel, TCF

Producer and gifted master-of-ceremonies, will be co-chairman
Frolic to be held April 16, at the Shrine Auditorium.

outs are being prepared by the stars themselves, and some of the nation’s top songwriters are preparing special music for the
event, plus playing their own old-time hits.
As one of California’s major benefit performances of the year, the one-night Friars
Frolic receipts will be presented in full to
the Motion Picture Relief Fund, to help recoup its depleted funds. Along with maintaining the growing schedule of welfare
work, finances are necessary for maintenance
William Perlberg, another TCF Producer, is
studio co-ordinator for the biggest show ever
staged by the MPRF.
Six

of the Fund’s new 40-bed hospital which is
supplying complete surgical, medical and
dental facilities for those who are receiving
aid from the Fund.

The Fund

of the Friars

enlisted the aid of the Friars

Club, which is itself a benevolent organization of show people, to stage its 1949 Frolic.
The response was immediate, with fifty stars
of stage, screen and radio volunteering their
services.
A few of the stars who will participate
include Dan Dailey, George Jessel, Abbott
& Costello, Jack Benny, Ben Blue, George
Burns, Jack Carson, Phil Harris, Lou Holtz,
Bob Hope, Pat O’Brien, George Raft, Danny
Kaye, Kay Kyser, Tony Martin, Van Johnson,
Ronald
Reagan, the Ritz Brothers and Keenan Wynn.

WHAT^S

The

Motion

Picture Country

RIGHT

WITH

Hospital at Calabasas — Ed Janis

Dick Pitts, Motion Picture Critic of the Charlotte Observer, came to Hollywood last year to poke behind the
headlines and discover what really makes Hollywood tick.

and described it as a “sort of rebuttal to the many unfounded criticisms which have screamed What’s Wrong

What he saw and what he found became the subject
of a series of twelve articles which he wrote on his return

With
The Hollywood.’’
author and The Charlotte Observer have granted
ACTION permission to reprint these articles. Following
is the first in the series, and we hope that you find them

home. He called his series What’s Right With Hollywood,

enjoyable and educational.

Formal opening and dedication of the
new $1,350,000 Motion Picture Country
hospital at Calabasas, 25 miles from Hollywood, last April, focuses attention upon its
parent organization, the Motion Picture
Relief Fund, in many ways the most remarkable relief organization in the world.
Although the Motion Picture Relief Fund
has its full share of poignant stories of hard
luck, foolishness, whatever — such as every
social worker knows — it has further a history tangled up in the special requirements
of the motion picture industry.
For instance, there was the thirty-ish
actor who was doing very well indeed until
a sudden illness robbed him of his hair. The
fund bought him a toupee, which, after aU,
was as necessary to his employment as it
might
hand. be to repair an injury to a carpenter’s
There was a girl — a dress extra — who suffered an accident which knocked out her
front teeth. Never

in possession of much

money, she couldn’t afford dentures, but
couldn’t work until she had them. The fund
provided them.
And then there was the star whose name
twinkled brightly on 10,000 marquees the
world over. Talking pictures did him in so
fast that he saved nothing out of the wreckage of his screen career. Liquor, then illness
wrecked the man, too, but the fund put him
back together again — not on the same plane

he had enjoyed, but where it was possible
for him to earn a living.
Occasionally there has been a love story
like the one about the writer whose wife

technical and craft groups of the industry.
The new hospital will make possible more
direct and economical care.
Acclaimed as the hospital of the future by

died, bereaving him not only of her loved
self, but of all aspiration and all hope. There
was a long period of unemployment. He
sold his possessions until there was nothing
more to sell. An old friend on a newspaper
back in his home town in the Middle West

leading medical men, the new institution is
equipped with the most modern equipment
known to medical science and is a complete

offered him a job but he had no clothes and
no money for transportation. The fund outfitted him and sent him on his way.
There was the time an actor needed his
dress suit to play a part, but the suit was in
hock. The fund redeemed it. Then there was
the featured player whose sole asset was a
$7,500 dimond brooch, and that in hock
with interest due. The actress needed money
so the fund redeemed it, sold it, took back
its money and gave the rest to the actress.
But these cases are highlights, more amusing than typical. For 25 years the Motion
Picture Relief has been tending the needs
of its ailing and needy — grips and prop
men and electricians and others — by having
diagnosticians check cases and then turn
them over to outside institutions. Care in
those institutions was paid for from the fund.
Contrary to public belief that the facilities of the fund are for actors only, the major
share of the 6,000-odd cases handled during
1947 requiring medical aid were from the

unit from laboratory to surgery. The building proper is of modern design. It is fireproof, earthquake-proof and completely airconditioned.
With

the hospital and the Motion Picture

Country gether
House
for the
aged torepresenting
a $2industry’s
million property,
the Relief Fund is big business. Its annual
outlay for medical aid and relief approximates $700,000, all from the contributions
of studio workers.
The country house and the hospital were
built with funds from the Screen Guild
Players radio show, for which stars give their
talent. But operating costs of the hospital
and relief work are paid by the industry’s
unique pay roll deduction plan — one-half of
one per cent given voluntarily by workers
who make more than $50 a week.
All members of the talent guilds, actors,
writers, and directors, contribute, and give
also of their services as members of the
Fund board of directors.
Jean Hersholt is the Fund president.
Yes — there’s plenty RIGHT
wood.

with Holly-
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SECOND
By LORETT
The TUESDAY

POWELL

NIGHT

SCRATCH

lea-

gue
is nowgot inofftheto final
round,
LADDS
a good
startand
by LARRY’S
setting up
a new High Team Series for the season
with a total of 2944, and high game for
the season also of 1065. Mish Fox and
Floyd Kendall ran each other a race with
Floyd winning by one pin. His series was

634 and Mish had 633. ’The ALFRED

NEWMANS

are still in the lead by one

point over the MIXED UPS.
The THURSDAY NIGHT
Celeste Holm’s team

won the second half of league play. Left to right; Phil Perrault, Bob
Doyle, Larry Meek, Bill Jergenson, Bob Coppin.

Club president says:

Baseball team

We of the Motion Picture Industry are
very proud of our wholehearted efforts in
helping all Charity Drives, but either being
overzealous or through lack of information,
we have failed to see the present predicament
of our own organization, the Motion Picture
Relief Fund.

A couple of Stewards, Don and Chick,
whose father, Joe, works in the TCF Machine
Shop, led the 20th Century - Fox baseball
team to a 10-4 victory over the Wilmington
Athletics, Sunday afternoon, Feb. 6. The
outcome of the game decided the championship of the A A Semi-Pro Winter Baseball
League.

In the past year the Motion Picture Relief
Fund handled over 10,000 cases, including
35 from 20th Century-Fox at a cost of $30,000, and at the present time is indebted in
the sum of $325,000.
Our stars, producers, directors, and executives have always contributed heavily to the
Motion Picture Relief Fund, but their efforts
alone are not enough. All of us must help.
If you are not now giving on the payroll deduction plan (V2 of 1%), please sign up at
once.
We must help each other. We must take
care of our own. The care we give must
continue to be the best.
Sit down, fellow members. Give some
thought to Motion Picture Relief and its
patients, and say to yourself. But for the
Grace of God there am I.

champs

The strong Athletics, the top home team
of the league, led 4-3 in the seventh, and
had things pretty well their own way. John
Trutta connected for a double with two men
on base in the eighth, and started a procession of three runs for TCF. Aided by Don
Steward’s two doubles, four more runs were
chalked up for the Fox club in the next
period.
Joe Steward’s other son. Chick, turned in
a beautiful game on the mound, and allowed
the Athletics only 7 hits for the afternoon.

HANDICAP

league has finished their regular schedule,
and will have the SWEEPSTAKES on March
3rd, with a roll-off between the F. HUGH
HERBERT girls who won the first half,
and the CELESTE HOLM boys who won
the second half, to see who wins the trophy.
There will be a Bowlers’ Banquet the following week, with meeting afterwards, for
the purpose of adopting new rules and regulations, election of officers, and deciding
on where to bowl during the new season.
The regular summer MIXED FOURS
league will start the week following the
Banquet, and will run for about ten weeks.

New square dancing
class under way
The new Studio Club square dancing
class started Wednesday, February l6th
when 58 members and guests began learning
how

to properly and gracefully swing their

partners. The class is under the personal direction of Wayne Warga, Historian of Associated Square Dancers, and one of the foremost exponents of modern square dancing in
this area. Wayne is not only one of the top
instructors in or around Los Angeles, but
he also dances with an exhibition group.
Because of the great interest shown

in

this activity, many Studio Clubbers have ex-

President Studio Club
Eight

pres ed a desire for another beginners’ class.
If you’re interested in modern square and
round dancing, why not call your Studio
Club and get in on the fun — and it is fun!

•ACTIVITIES
TCF STUDIO

CLUB BASKETBALL

LEAGUE

ENDS

The first Studio Club Inter-departmental
basketball league ended successfully March
7th, when the Mail department basketball
club tangled with the Riff-Raffs team. At
press time the outcome of this game was
not available.
The league was thrown into a first place
tie, when the strong Riff-Raffs, paced by
captain Bill Jurgensen, downed a fighting
Mill team 30-28, on Feb. 18. Little Willie
Navarro held high honors in the low-point
contest when he tallied 10 points. The
Mail department drew a bye for the night,
while Joe Silver’s Film Cutters staved off
a last minute rally to eke out a narrow win
over Vern Archer’s Maintenance squad,
46-45. 'This count was a new scoring record
for the Studio Club league.
The league’s lead has changed hands four
times among the five evenly match teams,
and has generated enough fire and enthusiasm to thoroughly warm the many thrilled
spectators in Rehearsal Hall No. 2, which
housed the games during the past season.
Following is the league standings up to
the play-off championship
MAIL
Dick Klingensmith is having a hard time keeping the ball from Bill Gallant and Carl Vitale in
a bit of fast rough action during an Inter-Departmental basketball game.

SOFTBALL

LEAGUE

WAITING

TO GO

IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING is going
to be a popular TCF baseball movie, but it
actually does happen every spring on the new
softball diamond, Fox Field. Yes, the softball
season is just around the corner, and is getting ready to sweep down on the studio and
make every one here as softball conscious
as they are baseball happy in Brooklyn.
Plans now call for a 10 team
ball league, in which the teams
vided to make each as even as
and at the same time keep the

JOIN

mens’ softwill be dipracticable,
department

RIFF-RAFFS
MILL
FILM CU'TTERS
MAINTENANCE

game:
G
4

Won
3

Lost
1

4

3

1

...3

1

2

3
4

1
1

2
3

mittee to make playing as attractive as possible to all age groups.
New city AAU regulations call for a 13
inch ball instead of the 12 inch used in the
previous years, while the baselines will remain the same. 'This will also tend to slow
the playing down, and make a more interesting game for players and spectators alike.

personnel as intact as feasible. 'The pitching
will again be controlled by the Softball Corn-

A four team girls’ softball league is also
planned, if enough girls show interest, in
which a trophy will be given to the top
team of the season.

Action packed games such as this scene will
again be common to TCF softball fans. The season will start in April.

Anyone interested in playing (both men
and women) who has not yet signed with
the Studio Club, please do so immediately.

THE

STUDIO

CLUB

NOW
Nine

NEWS

ABOUT

AWARDS.

Robert Young, Maureen O’Hara and Clifton Webb won Photoplay’s
Darryl F. Zanuck received a special plaque of honor from Photoplay
Cold Medal Awards for their work in “Sitting Pretty.’’
to right: Sam Engel, Fred
are, left
plaque Jessel,
the George
magazine,
Sammis of dmiring
Photoplay,
Mr. Zanuck, Clifton Webb.

Ah, March! The month you pay your
income taxes, and hope those incidental deductions that you slipped in will go unnoticed.

Best scoring of a musical picture: WHEN
MY BABY SMILES AT ME, by Alfred

Best original song: THIS IS THE MOMENT, from THAT LADY IN ERMINE,
with music by Frederic Holader and lyrics
by Best
Leo achievement
Robin.
in cinematograph, color:
GREEN
GRASS OF WYOMING,
by
Charles Clarke.

March-with almost one fourth of the year
gone, will be the month the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences selects
the most outstanding films and artists of the
past year. The nominations have already
been made by approximately 11,560 members of the motion picture industry including the various guilds as well as members
of the Academy. The final winner will be
announced in a grand ceremony March 24.

Best achievement by a studio sound department: THE SNAKE PIT.
Best achievement in special effects-visual :
DEEP WATER, by Fred Sersen, Ralph Hammeras, and Ed Snyder.

nomina-

Approximately 550 persons were present at
the Beverly Hills Hotel to witness the awards
ceremony at the annual Photoplay Magazine
Gold Medal Awards dinner, February 14.

Best performance by an actor: Dan Dailey,
WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME; Clifton Webb, SITTING PRETTY.

Darryl Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production at TCF, received a gold plaque

The full list of TCP
tions follows:

Academy

of honor for GENTLEMEN’S
AGREEMENT, one of the year’s most popular pictures, and the film which courageously attacks the urgent problem of anti-Semitism.
The movie picked by the public as the
most popular was the humorous SITTING
PRETTY, which starred Clifton Webb,

Best performance by an actress: Olivia
de Havilland, THE SNAKE PIT.
Best performance by an actor in a supporting role: Cecil Kellaway, LUCK OF THE
IRISH.
Best motion picture of the year: THE
SNAKE PIT.

Robert ducerYoung
Maureen
O’Hara.
Sam Engel,anddirector
Walter
Lang, Proand

Best achievement in directing: Anatole
Litvak, THE SNAKE PIT.

F. Hugh Herbert, writer, were also honored
at this occasion for their part in the creation
of the enjoyable movie.
THE SNAKE PIT walked away with some

Best screen play: Frank Partos and Millen
Brand, THE SNAKE PIT.
Best achievement in one reel subjects:
SYMPHONY OF A CITY, by Edmund H.
Reek.

Best music score: THE
Alfred Newman.
Ten

SNAKE

PIT, by

additional awards when
Olivia de Havilland’s performance in “The Snake
Pit’’ wui': her aca(.’'*my’s 1948 Oscar nomination.

Look Magazine se-

lected Olivia de Havilland’s performance as
the finest in 1948, and gave Anatole Litvak
the award for the best director of the year.

^BILTIVIORE DINNER DANCE
MONDAY, APRIL 18

Madelyn and Art Webb

The long awaited spring Dinner Dance
will be held at the famous Biltmore
Bowl, Monday night, April 18.
In addition to a delicious prime rib
dinner, there will be continuous dancing to the music of two renowned bands.
Couples will waltz to the danceable
rhythm of Jan Garber’s orchestra, and
wiggle to the rumbas and sambas of the
Latinaries. Dan Dailey, Celeste Holm,
Kenny

Williams and other TCF entertainers are scheduled for a top-flight
floor show.

HOW

YOU GET YOUR

TICKET

A new method of distributing the
limited number of tickets will be tried
this year. Each person who is at the
Studio Club office at 12 Noon on April
4th will draw a number from a hat. This
number will indicate position in line
for purchasing party tickets. This
method will insure a more equitable
distribution of choice tables, and it will
not be necessary for anyone to come
early and stand in line.
Each Studio Club member will be permitted one guest. No one person may
purchase more than 20 tickets, or more
than one choice table. There will be no
advance reservations.

DINNERDANCINGENTERTAINMENTSemi-Formal Dress

ii
Eleven

its

A:y

1’

2. She is ready for a hard day at work. Without the accessories she looks neat and businesslike in the good looking skirt and blouse.

1. The well dressed working girl of today. Waiting for her ride to work, Betty Billick is seen
in a smart suit, black jersey blouse, and carring a hat, bag and gloves.

3. Still in the same skirt and blouse, Betty stops
work long enough in the afternoon to get a cup
of coffee.

No doubt you have heard the troubles of
today’s office girl in stretching her clothes
budget to allow for a dress for all occasions.
Maria Brooks, talented ACTION
photographer, decided

fashion

to investigate this

situation. With the help of Nancy’s in Westwood, she gathered an attractive budget ensemble that is styled to go from morning
till night.
Modeled

by attractive Betty Billick, the

entire costume, displayed in the photos,
cost about $65. 'This ensemble is an asset to
any wardrobe. It has a skirt that can be worn
with different blouses, a jacket for extra
skirts, and accessories that will go with many
4. Six o’clock and time to quit work. An early
dinner date dosen’t allow time to change, so she
applies fresh makeup, dons the perky jacket,
puts on her hat and gloves, and presto — is ready
for her date.
T tvelve

outfits. It shows good taste and, being inexpensive, the smart working girl will consider
this and similar multi-purpose costumes
sound investment.

a

5. Looking chic and beautiful, she is all ready
for an evening of fun, and not at all like a girl
who has been working hard all day in an office.

STUDIO
^GROUP

CLUB

LITTLE

PRESENTED

THEATRE
^^THE

VISITOR*^
The

Studio Club

Little Theatre group

presented their interpretation of Kenneth
White’s famous Broadway play, THE VISITOR, for four days during the middle of
February. The Cafeteria, scene of the production, was packed to capacity each night.

m /

Ably directed by Allan Buckhantz, the
cast included such Little Theatre veterans as
Flora Blameuser, Norma Wiesner, Lonnie
Raidor, Ed Partyka, together with Gene
Sanders, Dick Gillette, Keith Ballard, and
Margaret Kerry.

B[\

All who saw the play agreed that it was
one of the best Little Theatre productions
ever.

The cast, director and crew of THE VISITOR
presented the thrilling three act mystery play
to excited TCF’ers, Feb. 15th to 19th.

REPORT

ON

The Studio Club’s 1949 membership drive
has assured the Club of a greater percentage
of members than it has ever experienced.
With the total of entirely new members
still growing at a steady rate, it seems possible that for the first time in the history
of the Club, it will receive a 100% membership.
At press time there is a grand total of
2270 members, which compares with 2164
signed members at the same time last year.

MEMBERSHIP

This 1949 figure represents over 85% of
the total number of TCFers eligible for membership in the Club.
Ike Danning, president of the Studio Club,
urges all the people who have not yet turned
ately.
in their application cards, to do so immediIn addition to the annual social events
planned for the coming year, the 1949 Studio
Club program will feature a wide selection
of educational and recreational activities.

DRIVE

Classes in Television, Spanish, and Camera
are scheduled this spring, while another Little
Theatre play will be presented in another
two months.
Softball, another sports activity which the
Studio Club sponsors and which provides
recreation for almost one-fourth of the people on the lot, will start in another month.
So fin your application card out as soon as
possible and give to your Studio Club steward. Let’s make this a 100% year.
Thirteen

MEMO

TO SECRETARIES,

hours daily.
Martin Berkeley, TCP writer, last month read ACTION’S
dictation article titled, DEAR BOSS, and decided that this dictation problem has two sides. Now Martin should be an authority
on the subject. Besides writing the GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING, SAND and now doing the forthcoming AUSTRALIAN
STORY for Fox, he has studied the working habits of the weird
human species, called secretaries, that inhabit this lot for eight

1. Never have your pencil sharp so that you are
never ready for work when your boss calls you.
It’s much

simpler to keep him waiting.

2. As you’re taking down the big second act fade
out and the boss is fishing for the precise word,
take out your lipstick and freshen your mouth —
it’s a big help.
3. Keep telling your boss what a great writer the
last guy was that you worked for.
4. When the boss is at his producer’s office and
wants you to bring him the notes on an unwritten sequence, make sure that you are on the
phone so that he can’t reach you.
5. If you take care of his check book, always add in
the date so that he can write a bigger check —
it makes him feel more prosperous.

6. When
Fourteen

he’s really hot and going sixty to the

Martin, above, just finished making a Historical record of
how the following 10 aids to better dictation could be used as
a guide for all good secretaries to follow. Below are the 10 aids
which he guarantees will make all bosses die young. He isn’t
really unhappy about the whole thing, he just feels sorry
that all girls aren’t as competent

as his secretary, Helen

Wolf.

minute, have your boy friend phone. Take plenty
of time about making up your mind to go to the
Palladium that night.
7. When

he calls you for dictation after lunch, al-

ways be sure that you’ve just been using nail
polish.
Of course,
you can’t handle a pencil until
the darned
stuff dries.
8. When he comes into the office after a big night
with the gang and you know

that he feels like

hell,
in your hair — they’ll give him
a newwear
leasecurlers
on life.
9. When

D. F. Z. is waiting impatiently for blue

pages, be certain that you have an old ribbon in
your machine — and that you don’t know
to change it.
so
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lost time

Occidents reported
At the February meeting of the Saftey
Committee, held Feb. 3 in the Production

vorce, increase or decrease of dependents,
or when you discontinue supporting a de-

Is your w-4
to date?
up
Keeping a correct Withholding
tion Certificate (W-4)

pendent. You may claim an additional exemption ifyou or your wife will become

Exempon file with your

Bungalow, the delegates’ attention was called
to the fact that during the month there were
225 first-aid cases at the Studio Hospital,
two of which involved loss of time.

employer is an important factor in maintaining an efficient withholding tax program between the Company and the Government.

Jack Matthews of the Print Shop almost
lost his finger in an unusual accident with
the giant paper cutting machine. Another
accident occurred on a Western Ave. stage
when a 2x4 fell 30 feet and hit an employee
on the head. Both accidents were investigated

By maintaining the up-to-date Form W-4,
the certificate informs the employer as to
the number of exemptions claimed which
affects the amount of income tax withheld

and reported upon at the meeting. Corrections have now been made so there is no
chance of a recurrence of such accidents.
Another serious safety hazard was reported. Although employees have been
warned again and again to use the sand
receptacles provided to extinguish cigarettes,
a fire started in the telephone booth in the
Cafe when a cigarette was left on the wooden
mantel. Such carelessness could result in a
serious fire on the lot, and employees are
cautioned to use the sand receptacles.

from your wages each pay period.

Special price to
club members
An

Forms may be secured from the Payroll
office, or the Time Gates.
If the number of exemptions has changed
since you last filed a certificate with your
employer, a new form should be obtained
and given to your employer.
If the number of your dependents increases, filing a new Form W-4 is optional
although to your advantage. However, if the
number of your exemptions decreases, you
must file a new W-4 within 10 days.
Changes

65 during the year and an additional exemption is allowed if you or your wife becomes
blind.

occur through marriage or di-

entire reserved seat section of the

Fourth
Annualto California
Sportsmen’s
Show
is available
TCFers April
14 (opening
night).
The Sportsmen’s Show is an outdoor presentation with fishing, hunting, boating, and
all other types of exhibits on display.
This year’s show will again be held at
Gilmore Stadium and will feature competition in log rolling, canoe tilting, fly casting
and all other forms of outdoor activity.
Tickets are now available at the Studio
Club for $1.00 each.

Look close?
THE

PRINCE

OF

FOXES shooting company, cleverly drawn by an Italian artist, shows
cature of all TCFers on the location. Can you recognize them?
CMKIt./a7URE

a cari-

20 CENT. FoX_Pft.OD.PRtMC6

f>R0t>, PRINCE
' -i) FOXES
,

^

CFFOnBi

ACr0410-0TT.l96&,

/

, A^i-OTT.-

Fifteen

^aue
ON

ALL TYPES

OF

SPORT EQUIPMENT
AT

Rancho Sports Shop
105151/2 W. Pico
AR. 919O8
Hours 9-7
A surprise wedding shower party was given for the former Thelma Waite by the men in the
Mill and Prop and Miniature shop Feb. 11. Thelma, standing between Kay Hollingworth and
Betty Bow, was a clerk in the Prop shop, and was married to Robert Darwin Feb. 14. They will
live in Los Angeles after they return from their honeymoon in Tennessee.

El Rancho Bowl
’'The Friendly House”

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY -FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. P4563

TCF

AR. 99435

FATHER

10521 W. PICO BOULEVAR^

and

Plenty of Free Parking

SON
Rentals • Sales • Repairs

CLAUDE

TYPEWRITERS

EICHAR

SR. and JR.

A former roundhouse foreman and journeyman machinist, “Ike” Sr. has been a TCF
policeman for 1 3 years, spending most of the time at the Santa Monica gate. Being called
“teacher’s pet” by his four sons and daughter is old stuff to “Ike,” because he has been
happily married to a school teacher for over 30 years. “Ike” Jr. came to Twentieth after
a hitch in the Air Corps, and is a policeman on the afternoon shift. When he is not helping
his dad build toys for the kiddies with “Ike’s” new machine
hobby — painting.

B'^USEP
iBARGAINf
Pat
lPRICLS:

ALL AUTOMOBILES
5% OFF ON T^
STtfmd CLUB MEMBERS

Co.,
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewritetr Co.,
& 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS.

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Pico near Holt

Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Sixteen

shop, he is pursuing his own

Buy — SelT and Consign — Free Appraisal

VttLACE MOTORS
BONDED

AUTOMOBILE

AR. 9-7529

DEALERS

1885 WESTWOOD

Open Evenings ’Till Nine

BLVD.

a drive to Reno, Virginia City, Lake Tahoe
and back home.
Tommy Gibson, Grip, went up to test the
Gorman snow with a couple of his buddies.
Their toboggan got out of control and one
of the boys ended up with a fractured skull,
the other a broken rib and no wonder . . .

oin’s
’s DGertie
||A LByotGossip
Charlie Clarke, director of Photography,
and his assistant, Kenny Williams, have been
assigned to Borneo
for "Three Came
Back.” I hear tell
that they will really
turn native once they

Tommy was on the toboggan that came
down on top of them, after they had spilled
out, leaving Tommy a bit shaken up but
witout a scratch.
Frank Gilroy, Grip foreman, is off for a
safari in the High Sierras. Via mule train,
his party is packing into the deep of the
wilds for six weeks, where they will be out
of touch with civilization. Happy hunting,
Frank!

get there and be fitted with bones
through their noses.

Mary Alice, of Casting, is expecting a
little Von Stroheim in June.

Ugh, ugh!
Walter (Swede)
Erickson of the Grip

Gene

Norton, secretary in the Insert department, has left for New York to work
for Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.

department has a
new ’49 Buick and a
KORDULA

POLENEK

DIAMONDS
•• GIFTS

everything

• ELECTRICAL

in our

• RADIOS
APPLIANCES

JEWELRY <

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

PENS

• LUGGAGE

and

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

GIFT
sample
line

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS’ DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

employees in the news — Barbara

Klein Taubman, formerly Molly Mandaville’s
secretary, has a very good imitation in her
new 7-lb., 5-oz. baby girl which she has
named Deborah Ann. Helen DeMelikoff,
former secretary, writes that she is now Mrs.
McManus, living in Hawaii and planning to
go to Japan with her Navy husband. Ben
Rosenmeyer, formerly of Story Files, was
recently married to Betty Soss of Detroit.

At last you know! We have kept you
in the dark long enough now. Blonde
“Kordee” Polenek has been digging the
dirt from around the lot and spreading
it in this column under the nom de
plume “Gossip Gertie.” Kordee came
to Los Angeles for a short visit in 1943.
Got a job at TCF and has been here ever

DELIUAR

WATCHES

"One of America’s Finest Watches

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic
Since 1913"

Beverly Hills
Tuesday

Evenings

CR. 6-3913

Until 9 P.M.

GUARANTEED

dee’s your girl. Phone 450.

Motor Mechanical
Washing /

Work

Potijshing

He s now looking for a new girl so stop,
look and listen for him, gals!

j

Jack Yaeger of the Mimeograph department took an early vacation in order to try
out skiing for the first time at Mammoth
Mountain near Lone Pine. He was glad that
the three fellows in the party, outside of the
instmctors, were the only ones up there for
the first few days because of his forced landings. Later some grammer school kids came

Lubrication

PHONE

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

CR. 5-9265

am

ChH^STENSEN
SHELL

SERVICE

9761 PICO

along so Jack had to brace up with, "If they
can do it. I’ve got to.” From there they took

STLDIO

CLtB

mm D rI" €C ntl €C C€ r1*
10301

Cas and Elecrric Ranges

•

Home

*

Very Special Discount Prices
To/AII Studio Club Members

BLVD.

MEMBERS

saves you money
^/'est Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of The Following
Freezers — (All Sizes)

Excl/isirf West Coast Importers’
Representative

Open

since. Hope you have enjoyed her newsy
column, and if you have any gossip Kor-

M

SAVE
on

whistle to go with it.

Former

n

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

We Carry a Complete Line of
Gttaranteed Furniture, Appliances,
Radios

and

Westwood

Television

Furniture Co.

10931 West
ARizona

Pico Blvd.

L. A. 25, Calif.

Complete

Itftchens or Remodeling
Garbag^ Disposers

Wholesale Connection on Food) I W|t*»<Softeners - Furnaces
(Including Washers
Automatic
(any brand)
. TeirvIsioV^nd Radies

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)

Monday,

Thursday
Open

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 P.M.

*Ask for our wholesale Food lists
Seventeen

BITS...

LAMPS

Picture Framing

DID

AND

FRED

SHADES

S. HLGHES

(Village Frame

Shop)

I just heard about the girl who has the
easiest assignment in the world. She is

Statuary or Bric-a-hrae
•

DESIGNED

639 S. SEPULUEDA

FOR

BUDGET

Interiors By CLYNN

For you fellows and girls participating in
Pyramid Clubs, the latest is: You go to your

WILLIS

neighbor’s with $4,000 and 12 days later
your neighbor drives up to your door in a
new "Cad” and gives you $1.00.
* *
*

to Members
Designs Submitted

WE. 9223

ARizona 9-7298

With baseball season upon us, youngsters are getting their bats and gloves
out, and broken windows are prevailing.
Our own inter-departmental softball
teams will be in action shortly (Short

WALLPAPEg
33% DISCOUNT
Every Type

and Desig^yTo

3399 W.

PHONE:

pause in reverence — having menitoned
"ACTION.”)
And those who are not

TO CLUB^^E^{^BERS

BOYP5TON
STORE

I

going to play Belinda, in Johnny Belinda,
on a Radio Theatre.

Using Your Vases,

•

Discounts

BY RID

(2 BIks. West

Choose

From

.0/

VA

old.

BROS
NIGHT PHONES:
TH. 1303

6th St.
of Vermont)

DU. 8-2435

planning to participate, why not come
out and watch? The games are good! This
invitation is for boys, girls, young and
Hi

^

^

HAVE YOU JOINED THE STUDIO
CLUB? - - DO IT - - DON’T MISS OUT
ON THE FUN!

CH. 5-2189

It could

only

happen here. Ava
Cooke, one of the
secretaries in the

^ 3i
c owerd

0

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
149 S. Beverly Drive
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

CR. 1-0915
Bonded

Member

of Florist Telegraph

Script department,
found herself a
little short of cash
(haven’t we all?)
with the only thing in view, a small
change bank worked like a cash register.
It had to have ten dollars in it before it
would open automatically. Having only

BR. 2-3513

Delivery Association

Shop-

-rp

#

tIVIB/
Vh
SY
GIFT
BASKETS

4 or 5 dollars in it at the time this catastrophe struck, she was stumped. But not
for long. Not wanting to break her bank,
she went down the street to a small neighborhood 5-and-lO cent store. After having quite a time explaining just what was
wrong and what she needed, the clerk,
while a small crowd was gathering, gave
her the necessary change and stood by
until the cash-register-bank rang up 10
dollars and the bank was open. Ava returned the borrowed change to the clerk,
slightly embarrassed, thanked him, and
left with the mad money needed, and the
bank still intact.

GLASSWARE

BAR ACCESSORIES

K
0
9632

Eighteen

Santa Monica

^

Blvd.

' WmeT

FOOD
'^ •

BEVERLY

DELICACIES

Two pictures that are now in production
will never, I hope, hit the marquee together:
"Oh, You

Liquors

^ ”
Beautiful H'Doll

-

"Everybody

HILLS
BR. 2-3895

and CR. 6-2305

There was a young lady from - - oops,
better forget that one. See you next
month.
. . .
Does It.”

TRADING

POSTU. S.

;ASY MONEY. I will buy rare
coins. Rare coins are not necessarily
old. Call Karl Brainard, 1224.
WATCH REPAIRING. Also new
watches, all types. Call Joe Holster,
17249. No. 3 Old Park Row.
ROOM FOR RENT, nice home with
lovely furnished room. 2610 S. Purdue Ave. (3 biks. from Pico). All
privileges. $10.00 per week. Garage
$5.00. Call AR. 3-1289.
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER. Modern office type, $55. Phone: ARiz.
9-0139 or Staff Shop after 3:00
P.M. Ask for Walt.
HOUSE WITH VIEW, 2 bedrooms &
den, patio, barbecue, carpeted. 1385
Miller Dr., just north of Sunset.
Quiet neighborhood. Owner must
leave city. $1 5,500. Terms. Call CR.
5467 for further information.
RELIABLE CLEANING WOMAN (colored). $1.00 per hour and carfare.
Recommended by Kathleen Ridgeway. Call Vera Pollee, LO, 5-7338.

Home

of the

20% Discount to All
Club Members

20th Century-Fox
Bowling League

HEYMAN

•

LA

FURNITURE

CIENfGA

^
Hollywood 3654
22 Streamlined Lanes
Cocktails

C9<^

Fine Bmniture at

☆

Prices

j y^Mwer
5843

Los

West

Angeles

Pico

Blvd.

35, California

WEbster

3-327

^

5'"'

1

Special CONSIDERATION

EASY

TERMS

to MEMBERS

ARRANGED

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER
MAGIC CHEF

Perfect record for 6 years

RCA
C-E RADIO
& TELEVISION

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W.

CR

1-2249

BR

2-3832

of Robertson

\W RADIO & APPLIANCE CO. ///

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

'
\

Exclusive Distributors

Dale Evans, left, and Rudy Pliska, both of Purchasing, boat perfect attendance records. They
started at TCF in 1943 and have not missed a
day's work since. Claim that they just hate to
miss a day from work because it piles up on
them. Congratulations boys!

S\\ EDISH
REDUCING

MASSAGE

and CONDITIONING

RESULTS

GUARANTEED

Appointment

MARGIE

In Your Home

KIRCHER

•^835 LINDLEY

AVE.

EASTMAN
0/
0/

Professional

Motion Picture

ELMS
BBRULATOUR
SERVICE

Reseda, Calif.

Nineteen

Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
Act of March 3, 1879.

by

The
^^ction

l^reAentd

Inquiring

Julian Myers
The national holiday in Ireland is St. Patrick’s Day, March 17. This
month your reporter, Julian O'Myers, discovered three people on this
lot who were born in Ireland. Being an inquisitive newspaper man by
nature, he just couldn't resist asking: '*How
Patrick’s Day this year?”

Chief Accountant John Shanley is a handsome. cheery man who confesses: "When St.
Patrick drove the snakes out of Ireland he
must have thought that I was one of ’em. ”
John arrived in America in 1922, still out
of breath. He settled in New York so he
could watch the annual St. Patrick’s parade.
When he heard that Boyle Heights was a
shamrock ranch he came to L. A. and has
been here ever since.
John recently revealed one of Ireland s
most closely guarded secrets: "You know, at
one time we had to import a lot of cats to
get rid of the rats that were overrunning
us. Then the cats staned to multiply and we
had to import
when the Irish
After many
industry, John

a bunch of monkeys. 'That’s
started wearin’ green.”
years in the motion picture
has learned to enjoy every

holiday that comes along. He admits: "To
me. St. Patrick’s Day has become just another chance to celebrate. As far as I’m conrned it might as well be Yom

Kippur.”

Reporter

will you celebrate St.

Boston’s loss is Hollywood’s gain, for
what would Shamrock Day be without pretty
Maureen O’Hara?
Sitting Pretty!

With

her at Fox we re

Maureen declares: ’ I’ve always wanted to
go
to Boston
St. Patrick’s
but I’ve
never
made it.forSeems
as if TmDay,
needed
for
a movie every March seventeenth. This year
it’s Father Was a Fullback’.”
Occasionally Maureen has managed

to

steal up to San Francisco for the wearin’ o’
the green, as guest of The Ancient Order of
Hibernians. She considers Frisco the Boston
of California. When she’s there she can almost imagine herself back in Dublin, her
birthplace.
As perhaps the best-known

colleen in the

w’orld. Miss O'Hara is an authority on Irish
history, both factual and fanciful. This St.
Patrick’s Day she’ll tell the traditional tales
to her little daughter, Bronwyn, and will
rightfully boast of the proud isle that has
given the world so many colorful figures.

The tall, red-faced labor foreman who answers to "Irish” Roche was dubbed Cornelius when he was born in County Cork. Each
morning when he shaves he sees Ireland in
the mirror, yet he longs to again plant his
feet in the auld sod. For twenty-five years
Irish has been an American, and since
1934 has been the finest of all Amescaos,
the Twentieth Century-Fox va^y.
"Irish ” and Mrs. Irish” boast three redhaired colleens named Kathleen, Eileen and
Maureen. They must exert a stro^ influence
on their Dad, because Cornelius she^islaly
admits:

1 haven’t had a drink of good hard

liquor in fifteen years."
"We ll probably spend St. PMcrdc's this
time just like we always do. Fir« I come eo
work. Then my wife and I we go
One of
the Irish dances. Tve been prayin' eveiy year
that sometime Fox will go to h-eland oa location— that’s the only way I’ll e«r get jfagk-.

for a visit."

t
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Subscripiton price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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Back in October, 1936, some TCFers with plenty of
vision and foresight decided that 20th Century-Fox Studio
needed a vehicle to mirror and describe the many phases
of this studio’s life. Headed by Doc Bishop, “20th Century-Fox-Y-Crams,’’ which was later renamed ACTION,
was born. He wrote this first editorial, which we are
printing below. It accurately expresses how we feel
about the present ACTION, and how we want you to
look upon your magazine.
Don’t you agree?
“With this first issue 20th Century-Fox-Y-Crams
hereby born and christened.

"Not So Long Ago — ”
Production Bungalow

What’s Right With

PUBLICATION

is

“We hope it will grow from lusty infancy to sturdy
maturity, a symbol of the spirit of fraternity of the employees of 20th Century-Fox and the voice of their opinions, individually and collectively.
“Let it be understood at the outset that this is your
publication. Its interests are your interests, its aim is
to reflect and give expression to the many phases of
studio life, to the hopeful end that all of us may know
each
other better and be brought closer to each other
thereby.
“In receiving the sanction of the 20th Century-Fox
executives for its publication existence 20th CenturyFox-Y-Crams starts with no debt or obligation of praise
or flattery to those who authorized its start. This publication isdedicated wholly and solely to 20th CenturyFox’s working forces.
“We aim to disseminate in these columns all the
phases of studio life, and all the intimate and colorful
facts about those connected with the studio that our
reporters can gather. You also can consider yourself a
member of our reporting staff. Our columns are open
to you for the discussion of any problem connected with
your work or your fellow worker. We hope hereby to
amplify the splendid accomplishments of the Studio
Employees Club, by providing it and you with a printed
voice.
“Naturally, to succeed, we need your help. To realize our purpose and attain our ends it is imperative
that the whole studio get behind us. We welcome any
suggestions or assistance you can render. Our success
will be measured by the degree to which 20th CenturyFox-Y-Crams helps to promote the good will and fellowship of the employees of the 20th Century-Fox

studios.”

COVER
In wishing you a Happy Easter Action presents Cretchen McNally,
lovely secretary from the Script department, doing an attractive job of
doubling for “Bunny.”

— Cover by Jim Mitchell )

»“Not So Long Ago...”
By DOC

BISHOP

the new cutting room
in the business.

building — the finest

Those were the good old ways — even Nick
was human then. He had the stately "Empushing
another
perambulator
around mett”
the
Cafe
with kind
the ofmost
delicious
lunch for ONLY 90 cents — steaks one day,
trout another, with all the trimmings, including coffee and dessert. We also had a
Chinese cook who made chow mein and
chop suey that was absorbed faster than old
Yen could make it. Because he and Nick
couldn’t
speak
the same language, he isn’t
with us any
more.
As we look back at that foxy little devil,
we wonder how many employees took advantage of our tip to buy stock in the Credit
Union. It would surely be interesting to know
from those who were wise, just how many
homes

were built and furnished by this investment. The Credit Union bought a lot of
automobiles with savings and the Union
certainly came in mighty handy for hundreds
of people in distress.
Old foxy’s sports editor predicted Lloyd
Nobles would win the first annual Twentieth
Century-Fox Golf Tournament. 'That was in
1936. CLOSE-UPS predicted he would win
in 1937. And so on thru the years up to the
present time. Poor Lloyd! He always winds
(Continued on Page 8)

Popular Doc Bishop of fhe Publicity department was one
sent ACTION.

of the original editors of the preVol I N« I

Thi.s month’s issue of ACTION brings
back many fond memories of the elapsed
13 years — since November 1936 when ACTION was born.
Editors were scattered all over the lot.

close to their companions — sometimes
close.
Two

November. 1916

attractive gals split the $25. Jean

Mitchell of the Script Department — the last
heard from her was Alaska where she had a
fine position with an engineering firm; and
Genevra Jackson of the Sound Department,
now retired and happily married.

did the thousands of employees they wrote
about.

of Directors called for more "action” in their

ble selecting the appropriate name "CloseUps.” The department editors really got

CALIFORNIA

too

Many of them took great delight in telling
tales out of school, some of which had their
temporary effect on the domestic relations
at home. The editors had their fun and so

We first called our "baby ” FOXYGRAMS
— it was "foxy ’’ enough. But that was only
for the first issue in which we offered a $25
prize for a permanent name. The Board of
Directors of the Studio Club had no trou-

HOLLYWOOD.

Time passed quickly and with it the Board
publication — and thus that "foxy” little magazine grew up and with it ACTION.
"Lloyds of London” was just ready for release at the Carthay Circle and by coincidence, with our baby. The picture was the
perambulator that started Ty Power on his
road to fame.
At the same time Hector Dods dedicated

The moni’h of November,

1936, will always

be remembered by veteran TCF’ers as the
date when the first 20th Century-Fox
studio magazine was published.
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A general view of the daily production

meeting, held each day in the Production

following day’s shooting are presented

and various production

Bungalow.

problems

PRODUCTION
BUNGALOW
TCF STYLE

R. A. Klune, Executive Production Manager, in charge of all physical
operations connected with the making of pictures.

Four

At this meeting

all calls and requirements

for the

discussed, such as stage space, sets, etc.

By FLORENCE

MACK

In the shadow of the big Executive Building is an unimposing structure known as
the Production Bungalow. Its modest, homelike appearance gives no hint of the importance itplays in the actual making of
motion pictures on the TCF lot.
To bring a picture in on schedule and
budget is the result of perfea coordination
of all the departments having to do with its
physical
production.Department
The Production
for this coordination.

is responsible

When a picture is placed on the Production Schedule and given a starting date by

Rose Steinberg, Script Clerk, Eli Dunn (standing) 2nd Assistant
Director, Buddy Erickson, Unit Production Manager, and Gaston Class,
1st Assistant Director are assigned to EVERYBODY DOES IT. and
are in a huddle working out a production problem on the set.

Colorful “Lefty” Hough, Assistant Production Manager, examines
Max
a new set design with Lyle Wheeler, Supervising Art Director,
while Pat Denny, “Lefty’s” capable secretary takes notes.

Mr. Zanuck, Executive Production Manager R. A. Klune and his capable and popular assistants R. L. "Lefty” Hough and Max
Golden assign a Unit Production Manager
and First Assistant.
The

First Assistant, aided by a Second

Assistant make a "breakdown” of the script
by sets and sequences, with all pertinent requirements for each, such as cast, wardrobe,
props, makeup, hairdressing, camera, sound,
special effects and music.
The "breakdown” is sent out by the Production Department to all departments involved and production preparations start.
Lyle Wheeler, Art Department head, puts
sketch artists to work on sketches for sets.
Charles LeMaire, Director of Women’s
Wardrobe has his designers sketch costumes.

Golden, Assistant Production Manager details some important
“'paper work” to his proficient secretary Edith Flynn,

The Crossplot gives a clear, concise picture of the shooting schedule at all times
for Mr. Zanuck, Mr. Schreiber, Mr. Klune,
the Producer and Director.
After each department has studied its
problems and made its preparations, there
is a Budget Meeting in the Production
Bungalow, presided over by Mr. Klune and
Mr. 'V. J. Christensen, head of the Estimating
Department, who has prepared a preliminary
budget.
At this meeting there is a sort of round
table discussion that often results in suggestions and short-cuts that will help bring
down the picture cost.
Changes that come as a
et Meeting are made on
noted in the final budget.
of the final crossplot are

result of the Budgthe Crossplot and
Photostatic copies
sent to all depart-

Will McCune, left, along with the able
assistance of Don Torpin manage to coordinate all of the detailed functions that
are synonymous with the Production office.

Billy Gordon, Casting Director lines up
talent.
'The Location Department
for the picture.

scouts locations

'The various technical departments. Construction, Camera, Props, Make-up, Hairdressing, Sound, Special Effects and Music,
study the breakdown as it affects their department and make preparations.
"The "breakdown ” serves as a guide for
the systematic planning and laying out by
the First Assistant of the "Crossplot.” A
Crossplot is a cross-indexed shooting schedule composed of removable lightweight
cardboard strips on a three by five foot
board, w'hich tell at a glance just when and
where each sequence will be shot, what players will work in it, how long it will take to
shoot.
'The reason the strips are removable is so
that the data can easily be altered in the
event of script changes, which often occur
before actual shooting has started and sometimes afterwards.

Al Siegel, Production Assistant, in charge of the dance units, discusses a dance number
Angie Blue and Jack Boyles, dance directors, while Nat Young is at the piano.

with
Five

merits concerned, and serve as their permanent guide when the picture actually starts
shooting.
When you see "OH, YOU BEAUTIFUL
DOLL,”
GeorgeandJessel’s
June Haver
Mark production
Stevens, starring
on the
screen, it will take ninety’ minutes of your
time. As Production Number A-562, it took
weeks of concentrated effort from the Production Department and the departments
who contributed, for example, to the following scene.
STAGE 14. The set, a New York living
room of the 1910 period for "Oh, You Beautiful Doll” has been authentically dressed
under Tom Little’s expen direction. Dave
Anderson’s elearical crew has lighted it and
Cameraman Harry Jackson’s crew has lined
up. As the scene opens they all stand entranced listening to a rehearsal. Handsome
Mark Stevens leans against the piano singing a sentimental song to June Haver, who
sits gazing up at him looking exactly like
the title of the picture.

Wingate

Smith, 1st Assistant Director, Eddie O’Fearna, 2nd Assistant, Joe Behm, Unit Production Manager and Stan Hough, 2nd Assistant Director, discuss the shooting script on the
PINKY set.

Director John Stahl calls "Action!”
"Roll ’em!” answers Assistant Director
Saul Wurtzel.
"Speed!” calls Sound Engineer E. C. Ward.
'The action starts.
When the scene ends the Director calls
"Print it!”
These conclusive words signify that not
only the work of the Producer, writer and
direaor have been brought to fruition, but
also the manifold tasks of the Production
Department.
Unit Production Managers, Sid Bowen, left, and Sam
Wurtzel, pause from checking a cross plot board.

Tom

Dudley,

Assistant

Director, pauses

while

checking

the pro-

gress on the final cross plot of the picture he is assigned to.

Six

Bill Eckhardt, Unit Production

Manager,

is studying research material

and photographs for the new picture, 12 O’CLOCK HIGH. This is
just one of the many duties that fall on the shoulders of the Unit
Managers.

Ad Schaumer, Assistant Director is busily engaged in breaking down
a script. This is the first step in constructing a cross plot.
Henry

Weinberger, left, Assistant Director and Dave Silver, 2nd
Assistant Director working on a cross plot board.

Artie Jacobson, 1 st Assistant Director with script book, discusses a
scene from FATHER WAS A FULLBACK with Jerry Braun, 2nd Assistant Director, Doris Draught, Script Clerk, and Charles Hall, Unit
Manager.

Jean Hansen,

left, and

Lee

Hanna

handle

the voluminous

corres-

pondence and perform the other
stenographic duties in Mr. Klune’s
office.

See you at the BILTMORE
the day after Easter APRIL

BOWL
18th

YOUR FAVORITE DINNER-DANCE

Seven

"NOT

ACADEMY OSCARS
AWARDED TO TCF

SO

(Continued

LONG
from

AGO

. . .

Page Three)

up one stroke behind the winner.
We would surely like to see some of the
kids that were born in October, 1936. Glenn
Harman started the parade off with twin
boys just to prove that he did not have
enough "nursing” to do at the Nursery. Jack
Stubbs’ charming wife presented him with
a "prop” boy who now helps him light
smoke pots and firecrackers. Al DeWeese
started arranging his "accounting” to accom odate a boy, and Mrs. Herb Travis
started "cutting” things for a boy, too. Tommy Bishop was born, much to the surprise cf
his father who had already named the expected "Shirley.” (He is a far cry from the
sweet thing Shirley was in those days.)
The second issue came out in December
and one of the editorials in that issue is as
apropos today as it was then. It read as follows; "CLOSE-UPS wishes to announce its
gratitude to Studio Treasurer Fred L. Metzler for fathering its inception. Busy in juggling the studio rubles though he is, Mr.
Metzler is yet not too busy to give thought
to the workers whose weekly checks he
signs. One of the coruscating gems of his
cogitation was the idea that the studio
should publish its own magazine. On behalf
of the subscribers, therefore, we pause to

Part of 20fh Century-Fox share of the Academy Awards were received by Nick Kalten, Head
of our Landscape Department and Lou Witte, Head of our Mechanical Effects for their contribution to the motion picture industry in developing a process to flame-proof foliage used on
the stages. George Murphy is shown presenting the gold Oscars for their achievement.

salute the godfather of CLOSE-UPS.”
That year brought many innovations in
the social life of the Studio employees. There
was the Little Theatre, the annual ball, the
annual picnic, the annual Christmas party,
the bowling league, the basketball team, the
softball league and a sensational semi-pro
baseball team.
Our first Christmas Party was held on the
Sunday before Christmas in the parking area
between the south end of the Administration Building and the north end of the Prop
Building. Joe Keenan was our first Santa
Claus for about 1000 children and their parents. All of you know what our Christmas
Party is now.
Ed Schaumer and Bud Fischer cleaned up
on all the other studios that season and the
team developed into one of the most powerful basketball teams in the United States.
The first bowling league was composed of
eightters
teams
Johnny
Bodnar’s Film
Cutwinningwith
the first
championship.
In those
days about 75 employees were active in the
league. Now there are 23 men teams and
seven of the fair sex, with more than 250
bowlers.
"rhat sly little fox has now grown up into
a healthy baby that is a vital part, an interesting part, and an important part in the
lives of every person entering our gates.

The best achievement

by a studio sound depart-

ment was received by Tom Moulton’s 20th
Century-Fox Sound Department for their magnificent work in THE SNAKE PIT. Ann Blyth
presented the award to Tom Moulton.

Eight

Al Brick, Head of Fox Movietone News is shown
receiving a gold Oscar from jeanne Crain for
Producer Edmund Reek’s one-reel short subject
movie, SYMPHONY OF A CITY.

Twentieth Century-Fox has given us much
to be thankful for and if the plans for the
fumre mature, the pages in AC'I'ION will be
filled with the history of other brilliant contributions to our organization.

BLOOD RECORD ESTABLISHED
20IH

CENTURY- FOX

: STUdIO

CLUB

ESTABLISH

A sample of the unconquerable Herculean
efforts of the film industry was harnessed
Thursday, March 10, when 184 20th Century-Fox Studio employees generously donated a pint of their blood to help the Motion Picture Relief Fund replenish its depleted blood supply. Both Fox Hills and
Western Ave. workers, union business managers and studio officials were on hand to
generously give their blood for this worthy
cause.
The Blood Bank sponsored by the Studio
Club with the help of all industry unions
and guilds, and with the cooperation of 20th
Century-Fox Studio, was the largest per
capita blood donation in the history of our
studio. The blood, collected for the MPRF,
will be turned over to the American Red
Cross as part payment for the blood they
have borrowed during the past year to help
sick film workers.

So VOO AND

YOUR

FAMILY

MAY

DRAW

IN TIME

OF NEED

TMEN

The actual operation of the blood letting
was efficiently conducted by the Red Cross
mobile blood bank unit.
This was just part of a large scale MPRF
program to replenish its resources so it will
be better equipped to help needy film workers. 20th Century-Fox was the first smdio
to sponsor this blood bank for the Fund,
and our lead will soon be followed by other
studios. The Fund is the film industry’s
recognized welfare agency which for a quarter of a century has provided counseling,
food, clothing, shelter, medical care and
hospitalization
for ill or needy members of
the
industry.
All who took part in this successful welfare operation, those who encouraged and
solicited the donations, and those who unselfishly donated their blood for the need
and comfort of their fellow film workers,
should be congratulated for their humanitarian contribution to the Motion Picture Relief Fund.

Brunette Debra Paget, young TCP actress, pauses to greet the industry’s union agents and
business managers, who were on hand to donate their blood to the 2(>th Century-Fox Studio
Club blood bank.

The Red Cross mobile blood bank unit was

efficiently operated by the capable staff.

Phil Snyder, popular Labor department foreman, checks in at the blood bank station, located in Rehearsal Hall No. 2.
Nitte

Studio Club Softball Season Started April 6

Riff-Raffs nab
Studio cage crown
Paced by Bud Thompson's (Transportation) 18 points the Riff-Raff cagers nabbed
the Studio Club Inter-departmental Basketball crown, Monday, March 7, before a sizeable crowd comfortably seated in Rehearsal
Hall No. 2.
Although
JacktheJohnson’s
Mailof department
squad
was on
short end
the 36 to
32 score, they never were out of the seesaw battle that had the score knotted six
times. The championship affair turned into
a battle of defenses as the teams exchanged
point for point during the first half. The

Monday night, March 1 4th, the Softball Committee, the Studio Club Athletic Board, and all
the team managers collected to evenly allocate over 1 30 softball players to the eight Studio
Club softball teams.

Over 130 softball enthusiasts registered
with the Studio Club to open the lid of the
1949 softball season. These players, representing almost every department on the Fox
Hills and Western avenue lots, were divided

teams at the end of the regular schedule will
then have a play-off, which will determine
the winner of the 1949 league.

★

into eight strong softball teams by the Studio Club Athletic Board, the Softball Committee, and all the team managers at a recent meeting in the Production Bungalow.

★

★

first quarter ended with the Riff-Raffs enjoying a 9-4 bulge.
During three
this period,
"red-hot”
garnered
field goals
and aThompson
brace of
charity tosses to personally account for 8
of his teams points. The third period opened
with the Mail squad ahead 25-24. Jules
Weisberg, Riff-Raff center, broke through
the Mail defense and sparked a stretch drive
with three resounding buckets that put his
squad into the lead later in the third period.
Willie Navarro

kept in the Mail depart-

ment guards’ hair with his fast breaks and

The players were selected for the teams
according to their estimated softball ability,
but in all cases the committee tried to keep
the personnel of the departments as intact as
possible on the same team.

racked
up the
7 points
Bill Jurgensen’s
team.
However
final for
outcome
was in doubt
until two minutes of play remained, with
the score 36-30, when
joyed their biggest lead
Individual gold charm
awarded to the winning
The box score:

All ready to go, the newly formed, evenly
matched teams will make this the best league
ever sponsored by the Studio Club. The Fox
Field softball diamond has been re-seeded,
the outfield lengthened, and new bleachers
will be added to seat additional spectators.
Plans are being made to move portable dressing rooms close to the field so that players
can conveniently change into their softball
uniforms.

(361
RIFF-RAFFS
DeWeese
Wiseberg
Navarro .
Thompson

.

Meek
Bow
Jurgeson

the Riffff-Raffs enof the night.
basketballs will be
team at a later date.

FC
0
3
3
5
0
0
FC
3

FT
0
1
0
6
0
0
FT
1

2
1
3
1
PF
0
0
PF
1

14

8

8

0
1
4
4
155
1
0

0
0
2
0
0
0
0

3
3
4
2
0
0
0

2

12

MAIL

The first half of the play will be scheduled
as a practice session, and will give the Softball Committee and managers a chance to
even the strength of the clubs if necessary.
The second half of league play* will be
planned as the regular season. The first four
Ten

WALT

JOLLEYS JOKERS bowling team, sponsored by the personable head of the Paint department, have caused plenty of excitement at
the El Rancho Bowl. Besides their clever plaque on the back of their shirts, they are currently on the top spot in the Tuesday night
league.

(32)

Dorney
Corman
McCaslin
Gallant
Bazdarich
Johnston
Vitale

.

0
Total
7
6
16
0
0
7
10
0
Total
2
36
8
10
2
0
32

Bowlers

climax

uccessful season
By LORETTA

POWELL

With only three more weeks to go, plus
a Sweepstakes on April 12th, the Tuesday
Night Scratch League is tied up! The WALT
JOLLEY’S JOKERS (formerly the MIXED
UPS) are tied with ALFRED NEWMANS
for first place with 48 points each, five points
ahead of the ELECTRIC boys who have 43.
LARRY’S LADS, captained by Larry Meek,
the President of the league, are next with 40
points won. The GEORGE SEATON boys
have
won are37next
points,
the BACON’S
WOLVES
with and
32. These
two teams
were rated to be much closer to the top, but
just seem to be coasting this season. 'The
DAN DAILEY’S HOOFERS are in there
pitching with their 30 points won, and the
LABORATORY boys last but by no means
least, with 22 points to their credit.
At the last match, March 15 th, there were
three games of over 1000. WALT JOLLEY’S
JOKERS started out with 1048 in their first
game, and wound up with 2854 series.
The ’JUICERS” got 1002 for their first
game and fared a little better for series with
2862. ALFRED NEWMAN'S boys started
with 1059 and finished with 2895 series.
The Thursday Night Handicap League
had their SWEEPSTAKES on March 3rd,
and also their roll-off between the winners

A happy throng of bowling enthusiasts recently gathered at Eaton’s Cafe to celebrate the
end of hostilities on the Maplewoods, with a combination banquet and business meeting.

of the first half— F. HUGH HERBERT girls.
The girls lost the series by 101 pins,
but it showed they were in there fighting!
And so the CELESTE HOLM boys were
crowned Champions of the 1948-49 Season. First place for the Sweepstakes was won
by the JEAN PETERS team with a series of
2797. 'The Five Old Men came second with
2788, and the CELESTE HOLM team was
third with 2748, just knocking the LINDA

DARNELL

team out of the money

by one

In the Girls’ Dept., the FRED S. MEYER
kids took the one and only money prize for
high series of 2706. Anita Cnnolly won high
series prize with 438-150 — 588. Lillian Bennett’s game of 178-47 — 225 netted her a
prize. Shirley Meek and Beverly Gladstone
shared
pin!the honors (?) of splitting the low
game prize by each getting 85.

Clinton Sandeen is ready to slam a driving return while his partner,
Cretchen McNally, watches the ping pong. They are practicing for
the Studio Club’s Table Tennis Tournament scheduled for May.
Club members can practice at noon in Rehearsal Hall No. 2. For
information on the tournament contact the Club, 745.

The Paint department plans to have a champ in their ranks when the
Studio Club starts its horseshoe pitching tournament this summer.
These painters, and expert horseshoe pitchers, are laying out a horseshoe field next to the Paint building. Left to right standing; Lee

Balch, Eddie DeMoulin,

Vitale.
Craig Allen.

Kneeling, Sid Brown

and Carl

Eleven

Have you been bitten by the Square Dance
bug yet? Chances are that you are at least

Swing That Girl Behind You

mildly interested or you wouldn’t be reading
this. And, it’s a sure bet that if you are
slightly come
interested
going ofto this
bemore undernow,
the you’re
influence
wholesome

hobby before too long.

Many of you perhaps still feel that square
dancing is stritcly "hick” and cannot understand its daring to move out of the barn
and invade the big city auditoriums and
hotels.
It has been said that there are as many
reasons for people doing certain things as
there are people doing them. Over 1500 persons packed the Pan-Pacific Auditorium on a
recent Sunday afternoon for a 4-hour session of Square Dancing. Here are a few of
the very good reasons why —
As a diversion from the routine of dayto-day existence. Square Dancing offers as
much fun as any form of participating entertainment.
You can unhook your dignity on any
Square Dance floor, for here is relaxation
at its peak. To leave your cares at home and
let yourself go is a must.
It’s so downright friendly. With the call
"Swing that girl behind you ’’ you may be
dancing with one who an hour previous
was a stranger. Rest periods, refreshments
and discussions of the last pattern make the
friendliness apparent at once.
Trying not to be outdone is one of the
most interesting sidelights of the dance. Tfiis
goes for matching wits with the caller as
well as matching performance with the other
members of your set.
Square Dancing brings together groups of
people who want to have a whale of a lot
of fun at minimum expense, where it doesn’t
matter
whether you’re a doctor, lawyer or
Indian chief.
Last, but by no means least. Square Dancing requires cooperation and team-work. It’s
impossible to dance a square alone.
Now aren’t you convinced that if you
don’t call your Smdio Club and register for
the next Square Dance class, you’ll be
sorry?

Square dancing is a serious business with these Studio Clubbers and guests. Here is a scene
from the regular Wednesday night square dancing class.

Television Class Starts
The first in a series of Studio Club educational classes for TCP workers was started
Monday night, March 14, when a Television
Survey and Workshop course was begun before 32 interested club members. The entire
course will last until May 30th, when the
concluding lesson, a live television program,
will be staged by the group over a local television station.
Don McNamara,

with all phases of television activities.
In addition to actual visits to several local
television studios and witnessing first hand
the production of a live show, the class will
include all phases of programming: remote,
studio, film and network. Television sales
and advertising agency problems will also be
dealt with by Mr. McNamara.

The Studio Club’s new educational course. Television Survey and
Workshop, began March 14th. The class originally started in the
Cafeteria, has been changed to the Production Bungalow.

T welve

a television instructor for

the University of California Extension College, and currently serving as vice-president
of the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences in Hollywood, was selected as the
instructor for the course, which will deal

Play Prepared for May
An hilarious farce, GOODBYE

AGAIN,

will be presented by the Studio Club Little
'Theatre Group in early May for the entertainment of 20th Century-Fox workers and
their families. 'The play, to be directed by
Miss Helena Sorrell, 'TCF dramatic coach,
deals with a famous writer who, on a lecture
tour, meets his old college sweetheart. From
here a series of slapstick simations keep the
audience howling until the final curtain.
Several contract players are taking part in
this three-act comedy, along with other TCF
employees. Jack Holmes shares the lead with
Barbara Lawrence while Carl Vitale, Marion
Marshall, Paul Stanhope, Edith Hooker,
Debra Pagent, Don Hicks, Lee MacGregor,
Lonnie Raidor and Jim Whims will help to
give the play a professional touch.
Miss Sorrell directed this play for the USO
during the war, and toured the country entertaining the servicemen stationed in the
United States.
Watch for the opening date!

M iss Helena Sorrell, TCF

drama

coach, conducts

a rehearsal with the

Studio Club Little Theatre Croup as they prepare for the play “Good-

bye Again.”

ANOTHER
FOR
20th CENTURY- FOX

a^ANUCK PRODtCING
SOCIAL DRAMA

Kazan, who worked with Zanuck on two
great films, was written for the screen by
Philip Dunne and Dudley Nichols. It tells
the story of a Negro girl, fair in complexion,
who returns to a small settlement in the
South after having spent many years in the
North. In Boston she had "passed ” as a
white girl, working as a nurse in a hospital.
Zanuck’s other pictures have had great effect on the American scene. His "Gentleman’s Agreement” won the Motion Picture
Academy Award last year and has been
widely praised for its message of tolerance
and understanding.
Some

20-odd states at present are consid-

ering legislation which would aid the mentally ill as a result of "The Snake Pit. ”
"'The Grapes of Wrath” aroused

the

the "Okies”
of penal
and
severalpeople
statesto revised
their
codes
the plight
American
after Zanuck made "I Was

a Fugitive from

a Chain Gang.”

Jeanne Crain, portrays the lovabJe Negro girl, and her grandmother,
Ethel Waters, in a scene from Darryl F. Zanuck’s

Once again, as for each year in the past,
20th Century-Fox’s efforts are focused on a
picture that deals with a great humanitarian
theme.
This time, it’s "Pinky,” a story about an
intelligent, smartly-dressed and lovable Negro
girl who finds herself hemmed in by social
customs and racial prejudices in her struggle for happiness.
Darryl F. Zanuck, who plans to produce
at least one "social drama ” a year for the
next four years, began preparation for
"Pinky,” which he is personally producing,
more than two years ago when he bought

new

played by veteran actress

picture “Pinky.”

Zanuck became the first motion picture
producer ever so honored. Dr. Clarence A.
Dykstra, provost of U.C.L.A., who presented
the award on behalf of the Institute, announced that the signal recognition had
come

toeranceZanuck
because themes
of the "great
toland humanitarian
of motion

pictures which have enriched the knowledge
and traditions of all Americans.”
Yet, while Zanuck has blazed a trail in
the motion picmre industry in attacking social injustices, he has been insistent that his
films should be as suspenseful and exciting
as any based on straight fiction plots. He

the novel "Quality ” by Cid Ricketts Sumner.
'The same day the picture went before the
camera — with Jeanne Crain as the girl, William Lundigan as her physician sweetheart

believes that "any picture, even though it is
one of ideas and attempts to handle a problem intelligently, must be emotionally stir-

and Ethel Waters as her grandmother — the
George Washington Carver Memorial Instimte announced that it had chosen Zanuck

ring and suspenseful.”
"A picture may be mature and adult in its
thinking and at the same time gripping and

for the high award it confers each year.

powerful,” he said.
"Pinky,” which is being directed by Elia

Dr. Clarence A. Dykstra, provost of U.C.L.A.,
presented Darryl F. Zanuck the George Washington Carver Memorial Award for recognition
of his humanitarian themes
in his motion pictures.
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WHArS

RIGHT WITH.

This is the second in a series of ttvelve articles byDick Pitts, Motion Picture Critic of the
Charlotte Observer, who came to Hollywood
to discover what made Hollywood tick. This
nteresting article, reprinted by ACTION, deals

with

the wonderful community charity program conducted by the Permanent Charities
committee. We think this information to be
of vital interest to everyone

who

works

in the

film industry, and another '^Yes — there’s plenty
right with Hollywood.”

of

1942, Arnold has continued as executive vice
president and treasurer.
Conducting the drives was important. But
a lot of money was still going to the wrong

the motion picture industry is the only industry-wide charity and welfare organization
in the nation.

places and insufficient amounts in some instances were going to drives most in need of
funds. In 1942, for example, Hollywood gave

The committee, which conducts the single
annual charity drive in the film industry, is
composed of representatives of every group

$148,000 to USO and $196,000 to Navy relief and Russia-China-Dutch relief, a joint
campaign with only half the national budget
of USO.

HOLLYWOOD’S
The

Permanent

HEART

Charities Committee

— all unions and guilds, all studios, all independent producers and all allied industries.
In setting the committee’s policies and
supporting its activities, these organizations
have acted with remarkable unanimity.
The committee was formed in 1940, with
Samuel Goldwyn as its first head, to bring
organization and efficiency to Hollywood’s
charity effort. Hollywood’s giving had been
generous but not too wise. No other industry had been made the objective of so many
pleas for contributions as motion pictures.
Unfortunately, not all pleas were for important and worthy causes. And the amounts
given to some charities often were out of
proportion to their budgeted needs. Also,
normal work was interrupted frequently
when a large number of solicitors gained entrance to the studios to sell tickets or plead
for donations.
First step of the committee in 1940 was to
investigate all charity requests and permit no
solicitations of funds from studio personnel
without the committee’s authorization.
In April, 1941, under actor Edward

Ar-

nold’s chairmanship, the committee set up its
own campaign organization. Instead of merely authorizing worthy charities to carry on
campaigns, it conducted them itself. Since
Fourteen

The 850 volunteer motion picture industry workers actively engaged in each campaign were spending practically all their time
in solicitations. Donors discovered they had
overlapping payroll deductions or direct account bills for two or more campaigns at the
same time, even though the committee made
progress in reducing the number of drives.
In the spring of 1945 the industry, from
producers and directors to back-lot workers,
was polled on a proposal to combine all
drives into one annual campaign carried on
by the committee. This plan was approved
by 86.88 percent of those who cast mail
ballots, and the Annual United Appeal was
launched in the fall of 1945.
This campaign raised a total of $1,546,375
in subscriptions from 20,048 donors, an
average contribution of $77.13 — in spite of
the fact that the drive was conducted while
several thousand employees were on strike.
Funds pledged by motion picture workers
represented 12.63 percent of the local goals
of the Red Cross and Community Chest,
despite the fact that the industry includes
only about five percent of the country’s gainfully employed.
The single campaign disclosed many

ad-

vantages. Overall costs of 2.26 percent contrasted to campaign costs alone of 10 and
even 50 percent for some drives outside the
film industry. Collection losses were smaller.
An efficient payroll deduction system operated throughout the year. Hollywood’s giving was fairly allocated to the most needy
charity groups. And the 850 volunteer union,
guild and studio workers showed a teamwork
never before achieved in the charity efforts
of any American industry.
It was the first unified campaign plan ever
attempted on a major industry-wide scale.
Such a charity solicitation plan, however, is
in accordance with the national progressive
trend toward collective and federated giving.
It is the objective of the Permanent Charities Committee to broaden its single annual
appeal to cover the entire field of charity
giving by industry employees, with the committee empowered to make allotments whenever they are justified.
The payroll deduction system of the committee is unique. Because in some branches
of film work there are inevitable lapses in
employment, workers give only while they
are employed, through deductions in their
paychecks. In last year’s drive, 13,166 workers made their contributions through the 50week deduction plan.
In the third annual united appeal, conducted in the fall of 1947, a total of 20,103
donors made contributions. Total allocations
were $1,312,190.
Veteran screen director George Marshall
is the 1948 president of the Permanent
Charities Committee.
Yes — there’s plenty RIGHT
wood.

with Holly-

SAFETY

MEANS:

Sound thinking at the start.
Always on the alert for hazards.
Feeling a duty to fellow workers.
Eternal vigilance for unsafe ones.

Fhinking straight, acting same.
Your life depends

on you.

Hank Harris, Twentieth Century-Fox policeman. Bud Anheuser, driving the convertible, and
Fred Lutz and Fred Lombardi on the truck illustrate the danger in crowding a vehicle moving
large equipment.

Drive a

Studio drivers

FORD
And

cautioned against
safety hazard

FEEL
the Difference
SEE

AL

New police prexy

NERNEY

Authorized

At the March meeting of the Safety Committee the fact was brought out that persons
driving cars on the lot were not observing
the moving of sets, backdrops, large trees and
various equipment used in production.
When large equipment is being moved
from one section of the lot to another, too
often persons driving cars will crowd them
too close for safety. Give them plenty of
room. Don’t slow up production or endanger
yourself.
It was also reported that many people are
"0-

0

ignoring the stop signs at various intersections on the lot. With the thought of getting
home or to the office persons are slipping
through these intersections.

Dealer

^ ,

^

7807 SANTA

MONICA

BLVD.

Miss Denbo, from our hospital, attended
the California State Safety meeting and was
doing.
very pleased with the good work they are

Arne

Gilbertson, Pico gateman

9-2185

Spring Fever. . ? ^
e can

GUARANTEED

Motor Mechanical
Washing

Work

HEmpstead

Polishing

RESERVATIONS

SHELL

BOULEVARD

SERVICE

9761 PICO

BLVD.

8882

FOR

All Resorts - Airlines - Steamships - Tours

PICKUP and DELIVERY
PHONE CR. 5-1792

CHRISTENSEN

!

cure

JUST PHONE
3434 or HEmpstead

Lubrication
FREE

the night

“the best prexy ever.”

(2 Blocks East of Fairfax)
Hollywood

on

shift, was
elected
president
of the
Guild.
Police
on this
lot claim
that Policemen’s
he will be

6735
NO

SERVICE

CHARGE

TRAVEL

HOLLYWOOD

SERVICE

BOULEVARD
^ou

Fifteen

American Legion donate television sets

aue
ON

ALL

TYPES

OF

SPORT EQUIPMENT
AT

Rancho Sports Shop
105151/2 W. Pico
AR. 9 1908
Hours 9-7

El Rancho Bowl
”The

Friendly House”

HOIVIE OF THE
20th CENTURY -FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE

Two television sets have been purchased by the TCF American Legion Post 563, and donated
to the ward patients in the Wadsworth Hospital, Sawtelle. Legionnaires on hand to present
the gifts were, left to right: Bob Fleming, Sol Halprin, Al Deweese and |oe Keenan.

BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

.

Director Henry

p. ■

King flew east

Plenty of Free Parking

Henry King, 20th Century-Fox director
who was the first man in Hollywood to scout
locations by airplane, winged his way across

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

the country recently in his six-place Beechcraft in search of sites for his next picture,
12 O’CLOCK HIGH, which will star Gregory Peck. Accompanied by Johnny Johnston,
assistant director, and John Adams of the
studio’s location department. King landed
at Fort Dix, N. J. for his first stop and then
visited Maxwell Field, Alabama, and Eglin
Henry King is being wished a “happy landing”
by Clarence Hutson, Location Manager, before
his recent trip east. John Adams, left center,
and Johnny Johnston, who also made the trip,
look on.

'

USED .CA^

AT
PRICES
BARGAIN

Field, Florida. 12 O’CLOCK HIGH is a
story of the 8th Army Air Force by Sy Bartlett and Berine Lay, Jr., and during his absence King will make arrangements for the
use of 12 B-17s in his picture.

TO

5% OFF ON ALL AUTOMOBILES
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewritetr Co.,
& 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS.

We

BONDED

Pico Blvd.

Pico near Holt

Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Buy — Sell and Consign — Free Appraisal

VILLAGE MOTORS

C. MORRISON

8588 W.

Sixteen

Co.,

AUTOMOBILE

AR. 9-7529

DEALERS

1885 WESTWOOD
Open

Evenings

’Till Nine

BLVD.

depanment is saying after celebrating four
birthdays in one week. The Pisceans include
Frank Asman, Campbell Forsythe, Earl Walker and Phil Holderness.

’s Doin’s
ABy Lot
KORDULA POLENEK

the city. Since coming back, he has leased
the stand and is attending school in his spare

and

time, learning the watch and jewelry business.

GIFT
sample
line

an Er-

he has buzzed up to Santa Barbara and down
to Palm Springs. Jack is considering naming
his mechanical bird "'The Sky Lark.”
Edmund Bloch, clerk in Set Erecting, was
married March 5 th to Mary Nightingale.
The ceremony took place in Lancaster and
Ed tells me the judge was all wet (taking a
shower) when they arrived so the wedding
was delayed a few minutes. He is very happy
with his new bride and they are at home
in Venice.
Big flash — on the third finger, left hand,
that is, belonging to Maxine Bahari of the
Legal department. The lucky boy is Jerry
Kessler.
Galvin Wood of Tabulating is flying to
New York on company business to make a
speech on Tabulating Film Reports.

'They say it reveals your character, disposition
and destiny. So unless you want these things
known about you, better keep your hands
hidden before one of them gets a glimpse of
your palm and tells all. Or perhaps you would
be interested in knowing if your coming
marriage will be troubled with interference
of in-laws or whether you will gain wealth
and fame.

Of all days to be struck with color-blindness, it happened to Will McCune of Production on St. Patrick’s Day. 'The office staff
asked him why he wasn’t wearing a bit of
green and he said he was — the green tie.
Well, it turned out to be a blue tie.

Jack Burton, Head of Drapery, spends several nights a week in the Army Reserves. He
is in the boat battalion where they rebuild
and maintain boats. At the moment the out-

'The 20th Century-Fox Janitors and Matrons Guild have elected new officers. They
are Roger Kent, president; Ralph Kennedy,

I scream, you scream, we all scream, "No
more ice cream.” That is what the Camera

STLDIO

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS’ DISCOUNTS, just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
of California
Exclusive West

Coast Importers’

Representative

DELIUAR
"One

WATCHES

of America’s Finest Watches

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic
Beverly Hills
1913’’ CR. 6-3913
Open

TuesdaySince
Evenings

Until 9 P.M.

V/ESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

flew to Florida to look for locations for "12
O’clock High ” and will be there a week.

♦

CLtB

MEMBERS

SAVES YOU
West

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture, Appliances,
Radios

*

•*
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection on Food),

Pico Blvd.

♦

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Blvd.

•

ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)

and Television

MONEY

On Virtually Every Brand of The Following

(any brand)

• LUGGAGE

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

10301

Washers

•• JEWELRY
FOUNTAIN PENS

JEWELRY

See America first, after Italy. That is what
Leon Shamroy, cameraman, is up to now. He

€ n€ € r

Automatic

• ELECTRICAL
• RADIOS
APPLIANCES

vice-president; Joe Dunn, secretary-treasurer.
The Guild contributed $100 to the Motion
Picture Relief Fund.

fit is converting a 36-foot life boat into a
fishing boat. Jack is rebuilding his own
yacht in his back yard and will possibly make
a trip to Mexican waters with it.

Gas and Electric Ranges

GIFTS
• DIAMONDS

everything
in our

coupe
just restricted
received to
hiskeep
private
license. and
He was
withinpilot’s
150
miles until he received the license, so to date

both in your hands. It’s possible that you
have a branch ascending to the Sun. Several
of our employees are attending lectures in
Santa Monica on the Study of the Hand.

SAVE
on

Orvin Schanzer is back in the Mail department after an absence of a year, during which
time he has been selling hamburgers and hot
dogs from his converted mobile army surplus
kitchen. He took it to various events around

Jack Smythe, projectionist, owns

Are you troubled by a Girdle of Venus?
Is your line of Heart influenced by the
Mount of the Moon? Jupiter and Venus can
tell you many things and you have them

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

Monday,

Thursday
Open

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 PM,

*Ask for our wholesale Food lists
Seventeen

PAINT

D

AND

TRADING

WALLPAPER

1 S C to 0

POST
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Studio CU

PICO 1PAIM & WALLPAPER STORE
CR. 5-1740

8586

W.

Pico Blvd.

BR. 2-2255

1947 PLYMOUTH — Special DeLuxe, 4 door sedan, radio, good condition. $1495.00. Call
Ext. 791.

WALLPAPER
33% DISCOUNT
Every Type

TO CLUB

and Design

MEMBERS

to Choose

BOYDSTON
(2 BIks. West

WANTED: Handyman to do general gardening
and chores. Full time work. Free lodging.
Van Nuys. Prefer elderly retired man or
man and wife. Small salary. Call Fred Barman, Ext. 1313.

From

BROS.

FOR

NIGHT
TH. PHONES:
1303

3300 W. 6th St.
STORE PHONE:
DU. 8-2435

16MM PROJECTOR — Bell and Howell, complete
for $300.00. Call Hal Cordon, Ext. 1443.

of Vermont)

FOR

CH. 5-2189

'
i
/
cA

^

3ic

OPEN
Bonded

Member

BR. 2-3513

1 49 S. Beverly Drive
EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

of Florist Telegraph

Delivery Association

Shop-

pers from

tury-Fox

20th

Cen-

choose-

L.
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Eighteen

Santa

Monica

Blvd.

wrapped,

pier fishing, 12 foot

The first of your Studio Club activities for
1949 is just around the corner. We, your
controlling body, would like all employees
to take part in these activities. The Softball
schedule is now drawn up, practice games
are in progress, with the League opening in
May. Come on out to the studio field on
Tuesdays or Wednesday evenings, bring
the wife and youngsters, pick your favorite
club and help root them home or, better
yet, send in your name, join a team, and
let the family root for you.

I

Wines •
BEVERLY
9632

#

#■

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

Hand

President says:

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
CR. 1-0915

SALE:

calcutt pole. Wrepped in red and black nylon. It has a Penn 155 star drag surf casting
reel with black nylon line. $25.00. Also a
Daisy pump gun air rifle. It has been ased
only 3 times. $5.50. Call my Dad, George
Patrick, Ext. 1281.

Your studio club

6

owerA

RENT: Furnished home, 2 bedrooms, living room with fireplace, large kitchen, bath
and a half, garage, large yard. I block off
Wilshire. Call ARiz. 37023.

1

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELICACIES

activities are sponsored and arranged by your Club for your enjoyment.
Send us your ideas and suggestions. If you
cannot participate, be a spectator.
Watch future bulletins for new sports
and pleasures. Your Board has planned a
full year of enjoyment. Be sure to absorb

Liquors
HILLS
BR.

These

your share.
2-3895

and

CR.

6-2305

BITS...

Special Discount

Picture Framing

HEYMAN

DID BY RID

FRED
Bob Mayer, working in Music Cutting,
called the University of Southern California
Extension School inquiring as to a course in
CARTOONING. The girl that answered his
call said they had an Auto Shop, but nothing
in CAR TUNING.

*

*

#

Heard over the Arthur Godfrey Show:
Little boy: Mother, is it true that we
come from dust?
Mother: Yes, son.
Little boy: And is it true that we go back
to dust?
Mother: Yes, son, why do you ask?
Little boy: Well, I was just upstairs looking under the bed, and someone is either
coming or going.
#

#

*

LET’S MAKE IT A YEAR OF FUN,
THERE ARE ACTIVITIES FOR
EVERYONE!
*

*

Dancing, Television— AND DON’T FORGET TO BE AT THE STUDIO CLUB
DINNER DANCE, APRIL 18th, AT THE
BILTMORE BOWL. Dance to Jan Garber
and his orchestra and the Latinaires. Enjoy
a delicious dinner, and a star-studded show.
APRIL 18th.
#

#

to Members
5843 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 35, California

I ARizona

X

9-7298

5843 West

Spe€ial CONSIDERATION

EASY

TERMS

Pico Blvd.

3-3227

to MEMBERS

ARRANGED

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER
MAGIC CHEF

RCA
C-E RADIO
& TELEVISION

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W.

WEbster

CR

1-2249

BR

2-3832

of Robertson

\W RADIO & APPLIANCE CO. /// ^

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS

#

Remember the good old days when Mother
would sit by the old spinning wheel . . .
and lose a thousand on the red.
#

Mon., Thurs., and Sat. Nights
Roper Agency on Stoves.
G. E. Tank Vacuum

*

Bowling, Charm Class, Gin Rummy,
Horseshoes, Ping Pong, Softball, Square

*

Excellent Discounts on All Electrical
Appliances and Gas Ranges
Terms Arranged
Open

Discounts

CO.

☆

Shop)

639 S. SEPULUEDA

STORY

A fellow on the lot
received a pay
check for $77.77
recently. He
thought it was his
lucky day. When
he later had lunch
at a nearby restaurant and his
check was 77
cents, that was
too much. He rushed out, bought a paper for 7 cents, and bet $7 on the horse
in the 7th post position in the 7th race
at Santa Anita. The odds were 7 to 1.
He couldn’t lose. . . . The horse ran 7th.
The fellow was without lunch money
for a week ... So I brought it!

FURNITURE

•

^

A TRUE SHORT

S. HUGHES

(Village Frame

to all Club Members

*

BRULATOUR
SERVICE

;^c !

See you next month . . .
HAPPY EASTER EVERYONE!
Nineteen
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Julian Myers, a comparative newcomer to 20th CenturyFox, couldn’t get over what a swell boss he has. He
thinks he is the luckiest guy to be working for O. K.
Ford, who is in charge of the Mimeograph section of
the Publicity department. So this month, when Julian
turned to his job of mirroring the minds

Inquiring

of other fortu-

Reporter

nate TCFers, he just naturally couldn’t help asking,
’’What was your luckiest break?” Read below the answers ofthese three employees interviewed at random
by Julian Myers.

As ACTION photographer Jack Pashkovsky observed when we interviewed Elsa
Whitman, "This is our luckiest break!”
"Densitometers and sensitometers — plus
Mr. Mike Leshing and Kathleen Ridgeway
— combined to give me my luckiest break,”
Elsa says. "I started at Fox during the summer of 1942, so my first assignment was
’filling in’ for Mr. Leshing’s secretary, who
was on vacation. That was in the Western
Avenue lab, where you can’t use words of
less than five syllables. If you do, they send

lived.
Until you see Harry Tieffer you haven’t
Sometimes

you find him jeeping around

the lot towing a huge magnet. He’s picking
up nails to save himself trouble later on. AH
Fox flats are fixed by happy Harry.
Good luck? Harry can’t remember ever
having any. "It’s not exactly what you
might call good luck, but I have got a good
wife
No and
onemother.”
will believe it, ‘but Harry is a
native son of L. A. He was born forty-four
years ago today (March 10) but looks only
thirty-seven, due to the fact he spent the
last seven years at Twentieth.
"Nope, I’ll be darned if I know

of any

good
luck Iexcitement,
ever had,” Harry
insists.
had . some
though.
The "Have
other
day I was changing a tire on one of our big
location busses. I was underneath when the
jack started to twist. Suddenly it snapped.
I had put up some blocks, just in case, but
the bus 'jumped them.’ I would have been
NORMAN

PRiMM

as fllat as a sound stage if the tire hadn’t
of 'caught’ and saved me . . . Nope, I can’t

You’d think that Norman Primm’s luckiest break was coming through the war in one

think of any good luck I ever had.”

piece. Though he was "somewhat” past the
draft age, Norman volunteered as a combat
aerial photographer. He flew in the ChinaBurma-India theater, and was hit by dengue
fever, malaria and pneumonia virtually all
at
once. Yet today he’s the picture of rugged
health.
"That was lucky,” Norman concedes, "but
my luckiest break occured in 1928 when I
came to work in the Fox lab for Mike Leshing. I’d been hurt in an accident a few
weeks before — the doctors said I had only
three days to live — and Mike gave me a
chance to 'get back on my feet’.”
Too much of a "man’s man” to mention
it, Norman might also call attention to the
good fortune which introduced him to Ida,
his wife. "She speaks
man allows, "because
cutter for several years.
muttering about a loop

my language,” Norshe was a negative
When 1 come home
or a bloop she knows

I mean.”
whatforeman
just
Now
of Process Editing, Norman
looks back on a career here which includes
"cutting” negative, music and sound.

ELSA

WHITMAN

you back to Cal Tech for another Doctor’s
Degree.
"But whatever dictation Mr. Leshing threw
at me 1 was able to catch. He thought I was
a genius. When his regular girl returned
and I went back to Script I found that my
newly-gained reputation had preceded me —
thanks to Mr. L.
"My 'genius’ was merely several years’
experience at Radio Corporation of America,
working with electrical and acoustical technicians. So Mike Leshing’s polysyllabic pronouncements were right up my alley.”

HARRY

TIEFFER

1 n

1 li

/

’
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MOTHER'S

OF TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO

CLUB

DAY

Mother’s Day is one of the best proofs we
have of the inherent goodness of men and women. The beautiful sentiment expressed in the
observance
Mother’s
Day is perhaps the least
artificial of of
human
emotions.
One of the greatest tributes ever paid to
American motherhood is the preservation of the
home

of George Washington’s mother in Fredericksburg, Virginia, as a patriotic shrine.
Thousands of Americans visit the home of
the mother of their First President each year.
The inspiration which Washington received
from his mother is shared by all who pause in
reverence at this shrine.
Washington built his own shrine to his
mother. Every man may do that, fulfilling as
best he can the hopes his mother has for him,
being faithful to her trust, worthy of her love.
A man may not go so far away, so fully achieve
success or so completely fail in the objectives of
his life, that his sense of duty and gratitude to
his mother is lost. Living brings men to varying
levels of success as well as of failure. Wealth
and power may cut a man off as completely from
the normal virtues as well as the lowest depths
into which another man may sink.
But it is doubtful if any man ever lived in a
place of power or in a cell without the lasting
memorv of a mother’s love to comfort him.
Mother’s Day is an occasion for paying tribute
to motherhood. 11 is a day of beautiful memories,
of sweet recollections. It is not the spirit of
Mother’s Day that bitterness should linger, or
regrets survive.
Keep it that way as every mother would
have it.

COVER
Violet Canfield, a former Action cover girl, has modeled for many
a cover in glamorous poses, but never before in the role she portrays
on this month’s cover. She is pictured as the harassed mother with
the household duties and no help from her husband, Brad, of Film
Loading, and their 5 year old daughter, Arleen.
With the hours long, the worries many, and the pay little, one day
each year is dedicated to those women that deserve the best.
MOTHERS.

TCF’s Paint Department
Rivals Of The Rainbow
What a beauty parlor is to a woman,
Paint Department is to the studio.

the

Yet, there’s a difference.
A beauty parlor freshens, grooms, makes
beautiful. TFC’s Paint Department not only
does this. It is so skillful it can even reverse the process.
It would take a century of London fog,
seventy years of tropical rain and fifty years
blast of desert wind and sand to achieve
scenic effects the TCP
gets over night.

Paint Department

Walter Jolley, head of the Paint Department, whose appearance and personality go
so well with his name, has an average crew
of around a hundred painters — not just
average painters, but magicians with colors.
They can shade walls and furniture for the
camera until for Technicolor they have the
depth of an oil painting. Even for black
and white photography they can create a
mood of scenes with color and make it have
a psychological effect on actors.
Modern sets are routine jobs, done excellently byTCP painters, but "character”
or "meaty” assignments are what they like
best, for they can indulge their imaginations
in the color and in the fragrance of the past
— ageing a shop front on a London Street,
as in POREVER AMBER, weather-beating
a negro shack for PINKY, duplicating the
splendor of the orient in ANNA AND THE
KING OE SIAM, the rich warmness of color
in BLOOD AND
SAND, the classical
beauty and color of federal buildings in
Washington as in WILSON.
TCP’s Paint Department on the Back Lot
was once, in the old Pox days. Buck Jones’

— Pashkovsky
These men did the original paint work on the Chinese Theatre, and are now adding their
expert workmanship to the Chinese Theatre set on this lot. Left to right: Carl Wuerth, Gene
Concz, Izzy Rehhaut.

stable. Then, as only can happen in the motion picture industry, it became a castle in
the center of what is known as the French
Square Set.
Recently it had its face lifted, is now
streamlined, modern, fresh as paint, clean
as paint, the pride of its personnel, and a
good advertisement for the work done
therein.

— Sutfin

Every day at the change

of the shift, Walter

|olley discusses the

day’s work problems with his two capable right hand men. Foremen
Tony Krieski, left, and Burney Ort are the P. M. and A. M. foremen
respectively.

The Construction Department schedules
the work to be done by the Paint Department. At present six pictures are in preparation and being shot that the Paint Department isbusy on: THREE CAME HOME,
BANDWAGON,
EATHER WAS A FULLBACK, DOCTOR HAS THREE FACES,
WABASH
BRIDE.

AVENUE,

PINKY

and WAR-

— Pashkovsky
Walter Jolley, popular head of the Paint department, is a veteran
of many years, having started in the motion picture industry in 1916.

Three

— Sutfin
— Sutfin

— Pashkovsky

Left- to right. Bob Dent and Archie Witkoff,
night “pushers,” check the set blueprints for
the color scheme.

Two “bulletin men” from the school of hard
knocks pause to survey the artistry of sign
painting. Left to right, Ed DeMoulin and H.
von Rydingsward.

Something old, something new, has to be
painted both day and night on a big lot like
Twentieth Century.
Walter Jolley goes over the schedule of
work with Bernie Ort, his day foreman and
Tony Krieski, his night foreman. Crews
are lined up for the different sets. Most sets
are completely finished before shooting starts,
but often construction changes are necessitated during the filming of a picture, as
in PINKY. Mr. Kazan, the director, wanted
to add two walls to a negro shack setting.
Overnight two walls are made to achieve
the effect of years of neglect, cracked walls,
peeling paint. Also during the filming of
musicals dance floors have to be re-lacquered
overnight, to keep the high gloss so effective
photographically in musical numbers.
In the neat business office of the Paint

tique, marbelize, and grain with his magic

Department, Bill Goldman officiates as
morning clerk, and Lynn Franklin, as
night clerk.
Charlie Jordan, head of the Finishing
partment isa master finisher. He can

— Pashkovsky
Johnny

Kellar, in charge of paint inventory, “spot checking"
room.

Four

the store-

the
the

paint brush.
All props and special furniture is painted
in the Finishing Department of the Paint
Shop. To quote Walter Jolley, "We’ve
painted everything from a birdcage to an
Sid Brown, the color mixer, is a rainbow
maker
and has mixed colors that would defy
elephant.”
that great artist. Nature.
Eddie DeMoulin, head of the Sign Room,
is an expert on every type of sign of every
age and style. At present he is deep in the
thirteenth century for the BLACK ROSE
production.
Wallpaper plays an important part in
finishing sets today, for every kind of wood
is simulated with wallpaper. The beautiful
knotty pine library of FOXES OF HARROW was so real it even fooled the Set Estimator. "Ididn’t allow for real knotty pine

Dean-

wood

on this set,” he said. "’That’s wallpaper,” Walter Jolley answered.

— Pashkovsky
"Pusher” Bob Jolley checks with the
office, while Frank Fratto “ages" a
plaster lion on the Chinese Theatre set.

James

Duffy does the beautiful furniture refinishing on the afternoon shift.

BLOOD

AND

SAND

stands out in the

memory of the Paint Department as their
most artistic and colorful job. Walls were
not painted just grey, but grey shading into
lavender and purple, as they would look in
an oil painting of old Spain.
In the Theatre, it’s the smell of grease
paint that symbolizes drama and glamour
as you go backstage.
In the Movies, it’s the pungent, banana
smell of lacquer that greets you on entering a soundstage. To anyone connected with
the industry, that smell, even in Egypt would
arouse nostalgic memories of movie sets.
TCP’s Paint Department has duplicated
settings artists have become immortal for.
Though they may not be immortal as far
as history is concerned, their work lives on
film, which is as far as immortality goes
today, a tribute to their skill and the spirit
of their department which plays an important and integral part in the great TCF
organization and the pictures it makes.

— Pashkovsky

Jack Janich, left, and Bob Coleman
properly age the window siJI of the
old courtroom for a scene in PINKY

— Pashkovsky

Sid Brown, standing, head of the Paint
Mixing Room, gets some on-the-spot
“advice” from his helper, Carl Vitale.

— Pashkovsky

• — Pashkovsky
Charles Jordan, head of the Furniture Refinishing Shop for the
morning shift, left, handles the spray gun while Moe Larson does
some brush work on a table.

Johnny Gilman,

in charge of Western

Ave. paint operations, checks

a color chart with his “mixer," Vern Cooley.
the background, keeps the storeroom

Chris Bertelsen, in
stocked.

— Sutfin
— Pashkovsky
Lee Balch repairs and keeps all the Paint department’s
in A-1 shape.

equipment

''“Frank" Franklin, standing, and Bill Goldman, the cheerful clerks
who handle the business end of the Paint department office.

ISirs:'
— Sutfin
Harvey

Jackson stops his spray work

to admire

Krutak as he “grains" the wood
lookspanel.
on. “Pusher”

the work
George

of Joe

Hall, right,

— Pashkovsky

An example of the difficult painting assignments is shown above.
This is a Jap prison in which the wood must be treated to resemble
'
a semi-decayed structure.
Fivff

— Babcock

Clare Cunniss, who has worked at 20th Century-Fox for 20 years, and is now Col. Joy’s secretary, keeps busy telling bed-time stories to her 9 grandchildren. The oldest is 12, the youngest 3.

The second Sunday of May has been set
aside each year to honor the mothers of this
nation. For 364 days out of the year Mother
is taken pretty much for granted, but on
this May 8th she will reign queen of the
nation, and her family.

ACTION

salutes all the mothers who work

at 20th Century-Fox. To add a touch of
seasoning, Alex Babcock, our ace sharpshooting photographer, discovered seven
grandmothers and one great - grandmother
working on the lot.

— Babcock

Geraldine Taylor, secretary to Director Walter Lang, is the proud
grandmother of little Ingrid Anderberg, 3 years old.

Six

In honor of these ladies who have successfully raised their own families and can now
watch with pleasure as their precious grandchildren grow up, we present their pictures
on these pages.

— Babcock

Eli Reimer, a TCF secretary for the last 1 3 years, has a grandson,
Richard Reimer, 10 months. Her son, Richard, formerly worked for
TCF before the war.

Margaret Smith, who retired recently after 14 years of service with TCF, has 7 children, 34
grandchildren and 11 great-grandchildren. Their ages range from 1 to 51. She plans to
settle down after a trip to Honolulu and enjoy her family.
— Cunn

— Babcock

Kathleen Ridgeway, head of the Script department and a TCF’er since
1933, reads to her two grandchildren. Kathy and Chris Ridgway.

Brunette Clydia Gladstone, cashier in the Coffee Shop for the last
two years, enjoys playing with her grandson, Craig Walker, —1 0Babcock
months.

Doris Hewson has worked in the Ladies Wardrobe for five years,
and is the grandmother of four. Here she is seen with the twins,
Sherman )r. and Kathleine Hewson, 1 8 months. — Babcock
Seven
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Bowlers

climax

an eventful season
LORETTA

POWELL

The winter bowling season for both the
Handicap and Scratch Leagues is over with,
prizes all awarded, annual business meetings
held, and everything practically quiet now
— except for the Mixed Four Summer
— until at least August when

League

activities start

again with preparations for the season beginning in September.
The Tuesday Night Scratch League held
their meeting on April 12th, and the boys
voted to bowl at EL RANCHO

again next

season. The team average limit will be 870
top. Other details will be settled at a Captains’ meeting in August. Paul Wurtzel was
elected President, John McCafferty is VicePresident, and yours truly re-elected Secretary-Treasurer.
The MIXED FOUR SUMMER League is
half through the one-round schedule, and will
finish the last week in May. Who will win
the trophies is still a question, as there is a
— Babcock

Walt Jolley’s Jokers won the Tuesday night scratch league. Standing, left to right: Maynard
Rugg, Oscar Stedman, Walt Jolley, Al Prince. Front row, Moe Larson and Bob Bow.

New equipment spurs 20th Century
Baseball team to victory
In a thrilling climax during the last inning of a 2-2 ball game with the strong Hermosa Beach club, Johnny Trutta stole home
with the winning run to snatch another victory for the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club
baseball team.

new bats to the club, and with the new uniforms recently acquired from the Studio

Manager Les Barry had passed on some
joyful news before the game in the way of
new equipment. Tom Little donated a dozen

green light until the 1949 Summer League
starts in June, and is now playing a practice
game every Sunday.

Eight

Club, helped make the team look like the
smoothest nine on the Pacific Coast.
The

team

is presently waiting for the

different team in first place each week. Right
now there are four teams tied for first place,
MIKE’S PALS leading with total pins,
NAHUDL, FOUR DOPES and MUR-CADEES, all with 10 points each. The DOCI-DOUGHERS jumped into second place
with 8 points won. Next is a three-way tie
each with 7 points, the BE-BOPS, SPIELERS
and WEB-KHEGS. MY-HAN-CENTS have
won
two.

four points, and the BEN-BENS

have

After the Summer League finishes, there
will be no more official league bowling til)
next Fall, but keep in practice and be ready
to start in September. If anybody has any
ideas on new rules or anything that will better the league, send it in to your secretary.
See you some more.

- — Sutfin
— Sutfin

The officers of the Softball Commission, Harry Morton, left, and Al
DeCaetano, right, are in the grandstands nightly supervising the softball games along with the Studio Club Athletic Chairman, Walter Jolley.

Nick Buonarigo, catcher for George Seaton’s team, makes a safe slide
into third base while Dave Savage waits for the throw. Jules Weisberg backs up third, as Armand Allen helps the base coach.

8 softball teams start battle for first place
By LONNIE

— Sutfin

The villian of the softball season this year will
be Eddie DeCuir. In addition to his duties as
a member of the Studio Club Athletic Committee, he will be the official umpire.

— Sutfin

Lonnie Raidor, the official scorekeeper for the
softball league, makes the TCF spectators the
best informed on the Pacific coast with his
announcing.

RAIDOR

“IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING!”
And IT happens on the Fox lot!! The
Studio Club Intra-Departmental Softball League was given a rousing sendoff when the GREGORY PECK and
WESTERN AVENUE teams teed off in
the opening fracas of the current campaign. This season, from all indications,
promises more excitement and color
than in previous seasons. For a starstudded array you cannot top the following Fox hits;
“ACTION!” And IT happens on the
Fox lot! Fourteen resounding homeruns were rapped out during the opening week of hostilities. JERRY FRAZIER, STAN HOUGH, SYL ZIMMERMAN and VITO MUMOLO rose to
the occasion by belting two homers
each to “RISE AND SHINE” in the
power department.
“THE PRINCE OF FOXES” title is
jointly shared by ace-high clubbers
BOB COPPIN, RAY THOMPSON and
BUD THOMPSON with .750 averages
for three safeties in four attempts.
HERB SCHULTZ’ robust hitting, a
lusty .700 with 7 bingles in 10 trips
forward tops all regulars and makes
him chief contender for the swatting
crown.
Talent? Just see for yourself. No
“SAND”-lot ball players among these
stalwarts: JERRY PRAZIER, BOB
KAHLE, NICK BUONARIGO, STAN
HOUGH, TILLIE SHAEFER, HERB
SCHULTZ and others, all with bigleague experience to provide ample
thrills and excitement throughout the
season.

As for “SLATTERY’S HURRICANE,”
it’s a gentle breeze compared to the
dust kicked up by speed demons as
they race daringly around the base
paths, stretching singles into doubles
and providing high blood pressure for
loyal bleacherites.
“THIEVES’ MARKET ” has its
equivalent in base pilfering and NOT
in umpires EDDIE DECUIR and JOHNNY LUGO as they work the games in
the spirit of fair play despite the “gentlemen’s disagreement” of partisan
grandstand-managers.
“YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING” and
“YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME,” the
anvil chorus of the sluggers, their torch
medley to their own true love, the base
hit.
The league standings at the close of
the second week:
GRIP DEPT

Won

2

JEAN PETERS
2
CELESTE HOLM ...1
GREGORY PECK .1
LINDA DARNELL .1
LABOR DEPT.
1
GEORGE SEATON 0
WESTERN AVE
0

Lost

0

0
1
1
1
1
2
2

PCTC

1.000
1.000
1.000

CBL

1

.500 1
.500 1
.500 1
.000 2
.000 2

Managers BOB KAHLE, WILLARD
BOEMLER, AL PRINCE, ED ARNOLD,
RAY KELLOGG, RAY THOMPSON, AL
KLEIN and HERB SCHULTZ have a
FAN”:
you,of “THE
word
“ Getforout
“THE SNAKE PIT’ and
“COME TO THE STABLES’ (ballpark).
Enjoy yourself, root for a club and get
the BANDWAGON’.”
on “EVERYBODY
DOES IT.” Why don’t
Nift4

you?

^49 BILTIUORE
Featuring a million dollar floor show that
lasted two hours and had over 700 people
screaming for more, the annual Studio Club
Dinner Dance held at the Biltmore Bowl
on April 18th, was

Dl

After a wonderful prime rib dinner, the
couples danced

to the smooth

rhythm

Jan Garber, and gleefully rhumba-ed
music of the Latinaires.

of

to the

acclaimed by all the

"best ever.”

Jim Mitchell, an old hand at photographing Studio Club parties, spent most of the

Smilin’ Dan Dailey as master of ceremonies, and such top TCF entertainers as Celeste
Holm, Rudy Vallee, Kenny Williams and
Les Clark, aided by an international comedy
team and that singing caballero, Tito Guizar,
kept the audience glued to their seats throughout the entire show.
Dan Dailey with his usual Irish wit, and gracious Celeste Holm were outstanding hits on the
two hour floor show.
Ten

evening aiming his camera here and there.
Of course we can’t print all of his pictures
on these pages, but take a good look and see
for yourself what a swell time was had by
all. Pictures can be ordered from the keyset
at the Studio Club.

IJIMER DANCE

Every table in the Biltmore Bowl was crowded with fun loving TCF’ers.
Part of the Police department obligingly stop the fun to watch the
camera.

‘ BEST EVER”

A ringside table, a delicious prime rib dinner, wonderful

dance music,

a million dollar floor show; why shouldn’t these people at the Publicity department’s table be happy?

Eleven

STUDIO

CLUB AC TIVITIES
Miss Sorrell to

Club sponsors choral group for employees Stage Goodbye again
'The Cafeteria which used to serve those
delicious hot lunches, and which has since
been revamped into a small but comfortable
auditorium, will again be the scene of a
Little Theatre play in early May.
The hilarious comedy, GOODBYE
AGAIN, will be directed by Miss Helena
Sorrell, TCF dramatic coach.
The plot revolves around a famous writer
who, on a lecture tour, meets his old college
sweetheart. The problems that arise from
this strained situation will keep the audience

— Sutfin

Bill Connell, direct-or of the Studio Club’s choral group, leads the group during their first
turnout, April 7th.

howling. Jack Holmes shares the lead with
starlet Barbara Lawrence, while Carl Vitale,
Marion Marshall, Edith Hooker, Debra Paget,
Don Hicks, Lee MacGregor and Lonnie
Raidor, will help give the play a professional
touch.
Miss Sorrell directed this play for the USO
during the war and toured the country entertaining servicemen. The play, which was

Almost a score of strong voiced employees
mrned out Thursday, April 7, for the first
call for a Studio Club sponsored choral group
which will meet once a week on the lot.

After the group is welded together as a
singing unit, they will give exhibitions on
and off the lot for various social functions.

a great success when produced on Broadway, was voted by the servicemen stationed
in the Western States as the greatest entertainment they had seen during the war.
With a cast of talented actresses and

Later in the year another musical revue is

actors, a proven Broadway success, and with

The group is under the capable supervision of Bill Connell, a talented musician and
an excellent voice instructor. The class is
free to all Studio Club members and their
families.

scheduled similar to "Strictly For Kicks” in
which this group will play a major role.
Those interested in joining the Studio
Club choral group should call the Club for
further information.

Miss Sorrell, the industry’s best dramatic
coach to direct, the play wiU provide a wonfamily.
derful evening of entertainment for the
Check your bulletin boards for the opening date.

Calling all gin rummy
The oft quoted phrase, "In the spring a
young man’s fancy
will certainly not
be true at 20th Cenmry-Fox on the night of
May 20. For at that time men and women,
young and old, will be huddled over the Cafe
de Paris tables sorting those pasteboards,
each trying to fill an inside run or stretch
that pair into a threesome.
The occasion will be the Studio Club’s
Gin Rummy Tournament. This giant rummy
tournament, the first ever staged by the
Smdio Club on this lot, will be a double
elimination type; i.e., the individual scores
will be kept on a game basis instead of total

players

which is expected to attract over 200 participants.
Special arrangements are being made by
the committee, which is headed by Jules
Kahn,
for all
kibitzers
who wishIn to
"help”
the players
select
their discards.
fact,
they
are encouraged to heckle their friends. At
the present time a worthwhile suggestion
by Bob Patton to have a special prize for the
most obnoxious kibitzer, is being weighed

}X)ints.

by the committee.
Registration applications are
ing in, and those who wish to
tournament should register with
Club immediately.
Coffee and refreshments will

Several practical and valuable prizes will
be awarded to the winners of this event.

to all participants.
Entrance fee is 50c per player.

Twelve

now pourenter this
the Studio
be served

— Sutfin

Jack Holmes portrays an author on a lecture
tour who meets his old college sweetheart,
Barbara Lawrence. Miss Helena Sorrell, talented dramatic coach, is directing the play that
wil be presented in May.

By
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HOLLYWOOD
DICK

If I were to say there is nothing wrong
with the movies; that they are a paragon of
information and diversion; that their content always reflects the ultimate in artistic
treatment, universal appeal, factual accuracy,
originality, timeliness and good taste — you
would be right in thinking me stupid, or a
liar by the clock
By such a statement, I would be telling
you that artistry is constant, that opinions do
not differ, that men do not err, that originality is standard, timeliness is calculated and
good taste is mathematically determined.
Recently a group of friends were busy
at their favorite pastime of lampooning the
movies, putting me to the task of defending
them.
One chap summed

up his views by saying:

PITTS

I was not sharp enough at the moment,
but in my depressed solitude, I concluded
that a movie to please all six would have to
be "A Tale of Two Cities,” with heavy accent on current psychological problems, with
light comedy touches set to music, and with
Sydney Carton played by Mickey Mouse
mounted on Trigger.
I am sure that my facetiousness does not
conceal my desire to treat criticism of the
movies seriously. I most certainly am serious about the matter.
I cannot contend that some criticism is
not warranted. Nor could I so contend concerning any industry. I do feel, however,
that criticism of the motion picture industry
is all out of proportion and in the main
doesn’t have a leg to stand on.
The criticisms fall into two

main

cate-

"If I were required to sit through the five
most publicized movies a year — or none — I
would elect to see none.”

gories: (a) Entertainment and artistic quality and (b) Moral influence.
A book selling 500,000 copies becomes

I timidly asked him: "If you were required to sit through the five most publicized movies or to read the five most publicized books or to hear the five most publicized
radio programs, to which would you prefer
to be sentenced?”
He admitted, as did the others, that the
five movies would be far the least painful
ordeal on a comparative basis.
I asked each what kind of movies he DID
like.

a best seller. A grade "A” movie must show
to 18,000,000 persons to be average. One
motion picture of record has sold to 60,000,000 persons, or an audience equalling the
sum of employed persons in our country.
As much money is spent for movie admissions as for loaves of bread or bottles of milk.

Two voted for light comedy, one for musicals, one for historical drama, one for heavy
fictional drama, and one for action westerns
and cartoons.

Under present day costs, it requires one
million dollars on an average to produce a
motion picture.
On top of this cost, there is another item
of at least $350,000 for sales costs, the physical distribution of prints and for advertising and publicity.
These figures point up to the economic

fact that motion pictures must be aimed at
general and not particular tastes.
We might find something of comparison
in the automobile industry, that part of it
aimed at the low-priced market.
Automobile manufacturers must labor long
and seriously over style and design, for they
know that new stamping machines, new dies,
new

tooling implements, new line construction will require an investment of millions
before the first car — designed to entice the
average pocketbook — will be ready for the
market.
The movie production problem is almost
identical.
To slant an appeal toward only a high
cultural level would make movie-making a
commercial impossibility. The producers must
therefore cater to averages in taste, and by
"average” I mean no criticism, for in my
book the average is not as low as the snobs
will have you believe.
I do not deny the responsibility of movie
makers to seek to raise the level of public
taste, (which actually it has if you will
remember accurately). That must be done
by gradual and subtle evolution, however,
and not by revolutionary changes that would
strangle acceptance and close the theatres.
Bearing in mind, therefore, the purpose
which the movies seek to serve, I think it
must be concluded that in entertainment
quality they hit the mark, for the masses
of people still attend the theater.
wood.
Yes — there’s plenty RIGHT with HollyThirteen

Your

Inquiring Reporter

America has always been known as the land where
men had plenty of opportunity to rise from rags to riches.
A man could, through his own initiative and industry,
advance as high in the strata of greatness as he himself
was capable.
In a way, 20th Century-Fox could represent a perfect
cross section of this country. Here we have doctors,
lawyers, artists, writers, actors, laborers, plasterers, carpenters, accountants, telephone operators and scores of
other specialists who contribute to make 20th CenturyFox a smooth working machine, consistently turning out
the best in motion picture entertainment.

Here, as in the rest of the United States, there is
always room to advance up the ladder toward the goal
you seek.
This month your inquiring reporter, Julian Myers,
interviewed three important people on this lot. These
three, along with others high in the industry, started at
the bottom of the ladder and worked until they now have
a position of honor and respect in their field.
The question for the month of May:
"How

did you get your first start in the motion picture

business?”

FRED

SERSEN

CLARA

BING
JIM

When you walk into Fred Sersen’s office
the first thing you see is a large watercolor
painting of waves breaking over a rocky
shore.
Then you look over in the corner. Behind
the desk is a quiet, red-cheeked man.

You

know he can’t be young because he was a
legend when you were a kid. But his face
is unlined, and he is strong and poised.
Fred Sersen painted that watercolor so a
few of his friends could enjoy it. Similarly
he has "painted ” nature for everyone to enjoy— in Fox pictures.
Mr. Sersen reflects the charm and gentle
wisdom of an Old World professor. Yet
he has coped with and mastered the problems of the world’s newest art form — motion pictures.
From his position as head decorator for
Barker Brothers, Fred Sersen was called to
Fox in 1918 to become a scenic artist. "And

I just stayed.

"As we went along we developed certain
tricks and techniques in composite photography. But our hours were long. During
"Last Man
on Earth’
forty-two
hours
in a stretch.
A few1 worked
weeks later
it was
thirty-six hours. ”
Mr. Sersen has been nominated for Academy Awards repeatedly, and has won them
twice. But he — and his department — have
won still more: They have helped win the
world's admiration for the thing Hollywood
can do best — reflect life.
Fourteen

She’s supposed to be Custodian of the
Music Library, but she’s really custodian of
laughs.
ACTION photographer Alex Babcock and
I asked Clara Bing to say something momentous. After all, she is a gifted pianist, and one
of Hollywood’s leading authorities on musical history. She obliged; "I challenge anyone
on Character
the lot to Clara
gin rummy!”
is a sister of Herman Bing,
the late motion picture comedian. She came
to Fox Western Avenue when Herman was
an assistant director, and stayed to make sure
that someone would always be able to answer
these three questions: (1) "Clara, I’m writing a story, and could you tell me what song
was popular in Podunckville in late June of
1901? (2) "Clara, they’ve got a new tune on
‘Stop the Music.’ I wonder if you could find
out what is is for me, and call me back? ( 3 )
"Clara, listen a minute. Hum hum hum. I
can’t think of the name of this song and it
keeps running through my mind. Listen
again. Hum hum hum.”
Clara tries to "keep up” on all the latest
music. She formerly did this with a portable
radio, but being a Twentieth Century gal she
is ultra modern — and now uses television.
But an awful thing has happened.
In spite of herself she has become a wrestling fan! Now when someone calls Music
Library and asks the name

of a tune she in-

voluntarily answers: "It’s "Le Apres Midi de

RUMAN

Though he doesn’t paint or sketch, Jim
Ruman is an artist. He draws the best out of
his workers.
The natty, bronzed man who directs our
Transportation Department uses democracy
as a tool. His drivers elect their own Coordinating Committee to help run Transportation. Jim accepts many
Committee’s
recommendations;
and heofhasthefound
that the
drivers appreciate the confidence placed in
them. They have earned a position of respect
on the lot.
Jim used to teach Psychology at a Southern college. But in 1927 he was obliged to
bring his infant daughter here for her health.
"I didn’t know a person in the industry, but
the glamour of motion pictures intrigued
me,” Jim admits. "So I introduced myself to
Ben Jackson and sold him on the idea of
giving me a chance in the Prop Department.
I’ve been here ever since.”
Most of us think of the Western

Avenue

studio as having been built during the Gold
Rush. Far from it. In 1928 young Jim Ruman
convinced the Los Angeles City Commissioner to okay plans for Movietone Studios,
as it was then known.
Part of Jim Roman’s success is due to his
conviction that "a department is not as good
as its equipment — but as good as the loyalty
of its men.

Gorgeous George.’ ”
itself. ”

Equipment

can’t do a thing by

SMOG-PROOF INCINERATOR
BEING CONSTRICTED

— Cunn

A panoramic view of the site for the new
smog-proof incinerator which is scheduled for
completion sometime in July. This structure,
which is being supervised by engineer Jack
Ferguson, will be the most modern and completely smoke proof incinerator in Southern
California. It is located on the North Lot, between the softball diamond and the Landscape
department.

Man

of distinction!

Irving “Cibby” Gibbs, policeman
Reception office, was signed
George

at the South
by producer

Jessel to act in the current “Bandwagon.” Gibby now claims he is the only
policeman on the lot who has a stand-in.

Operate studio lighting equipment in Fiscus tragedy

ave
ON

ALL

TYPES

1

OF

SPORT EQUIPMENT
AT

Rancho Sports Shop
105151/2 W. Pico
AR. 91908
Hours 9-7

El Rancho Bowl
Gunn

^’The Friendly House”

HOME OF THE
20th CEIMTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

•
Plenty of Free Parking

These

20th Century-Fox

volunteers operated the lighting equipment

which

flooded the area with light for Kathy Fiscus’ rescue workers. Left to right: Howell
Greene, Dick Vierich, Bobbie Comer, Sheridan Smith, Tom Palmerton.

The tragedy that snatched the life of little
Kathy Fiscus recently in San Marino brought
the attention of the whole world upon the
heroic rescue efforts conducted by a handful
of brave men, who a few hours before would
have been total strangers to the golden
haired little tot.
When her plight was first announced,
volunteers and equipment rushed to help
rescue the little three year old. They worked
feverishly.

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

As the April darkness fell on the sad but
hopeful throng that had gathered, the workers then estimated the job would last well
into the first night, and that some method
of lighting the area would be needed.
Without delay Bobbie Comer, assistant to
Walter Srrohm, assembled some electric
lamps, normally used for lighting sets. Electrician Dick Vierich volunteered his services
to operate and stand by the lamps until
Kathy was rescued. Two men from the
Machine Shop, Sheridan Smith, a Generator
Operator, and Howell Greene, a Machinist,

'ta

furnished by this studio,

pleaded to be allowed to handle the electric
generators. Tom Palmerton of Transportation drove the truck which hauled the equipment that was dispatched by Tom Krause
and George McQuerry.
Lt. Hank

Harris of the TCF

Police de-

partment made arrangements with the Pasadena and San Marino police to have the
equipment escorted which prevented delay,
while Bobbie himself stood faithfully by
without sleep and directed the lighting of
the scene.
Everyone who works at 20th Century-Fox
Studios should be proud of the part these
men played in the attempt to save this small
child’s life. There is not enough praise for
these men who dropped everything and
donated their time and skill to help another
human.
And that was one reason the world was
gripped in hope and suspense while inch
by inch the rescue shafts were thrust toward
Kathy’s tomb — Everyone now

realizes that

thereinisthe
no United
limit to States.
the value of a little girl’s
life

t
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Pat Woodward,

Miss TCP for 1948.

Summer weather, bathing suits and the
regular TCF spring picnic can mean just
one thing — the second annual 20th CenturyFox bathing beauty contest. This eye-pleasing contest will be held in conjunction with
the Annual Picnic scheduled for June 19
at Valley Park Country Club.

Club prexy says;
Our first social event of the year has come
and gone, and to those of you who attended,
my sincere thanks, and to those of you who
could not, I offer my condolences.
Through the tremendous efforts of Sonny
Olivera and his very cooperative Committee,
we

feel that this one evening’s entertainment was the high light of them all.
An affair such as this dinner dance must

have the sentiment, the desire to help our
fellow employees and their families to a
most enjoyable time. To this end, our Dan
Daily as m.c. ( terrific ) , Celeste Holm ( nuf
sed), Rudy Vallee (sensational), Les Clark
and Kenny Williams, coupled with Jan Garber’s orchestra, the Latinaires, Tito Guizar,
€tc.,teamed up to give us just that. More good
times are in the offering. Don’t miss them —
they are planned for your enjoyment so
join in the fun.
The 20th Century-Fox Gin Rummy Champion will be crowned May 20th. It could be
you. Be with us, won’t you?
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many. On the 19th
of March, while

Refrrgeratore"**^ Menaces
Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)

playingPark,
golf on
at the
Wilson Course in Griffith
3rd hole, with a 2 iron in his hand, 191
yards between him and the cup ... he did it!
His ball hit the green, the foursome play-

"^Ask for our wholesale Food lists
special Discount to all Club Members

FURNITURE

FRED

CO.

☆

Open

S. HUGHES

(Village Frame Shop)

Excellent Discounts on All Electrical
Appliances and Gas Ranges
Terms

ing ahead of Lou grabbed the flag from the
hole and PLUNK ... A HOLE IN ONE!

Picture Framing

HEYMAN

The celebrating went on into the night.
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Roper Agency on Stoves.
G. E. Tank Vacuum

639 S. SEPULUEDA

☆

Discounts to Members

5843 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 35, California
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WEbster 3-3227

ARizona

To quote Lew, “It’s expensive to make
a hole in one.’’
From

9-7298

Congratulations, Lew. There is nothing
left in life for you now except to bowl 300.

Everyone claims that the latest thing
in music is BEBOP. I don’t know about
that . . . I’ve been putting the BEE on
people and they have been BOPPING
me for years.

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills

Bonded

Member

the U. S. G. A., thru the club, he

gets a gold medal and pin, several gifts
from various sponsors, and a case of wheaties . . . the breakfast of champions.

^ 3L
owerd
OPEN

Before all the excitement had died
down it started to rain. The balance of
1 5 holes remained unplayed as everyone discussed it all in the Club House.

•

Arranged

CR. 1-0915

149 S. Beverly Drive
EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

of Florist Telegraph

BR. 2-3513

*

DID YOU KNOW: That high heels
were invented by a girl who was kissed
on the forehead. That flattery consists
of soft soap, and that soft soap is 90
per cent lye.
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tury-Fox choos
e
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BEVERLY
9632

Eighteen

Santa Monica

Blvd.

■
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Those people who did
Studio Club Dinner-Dance
Bowl certainly missed a
Orchids, 4 bells, a gold star,
who helped in various ways
success that it was.

not attend the
at the Biltmore
brilliant affair.
etc. to all those
to make it the

Let’s not anyone miss the next big
event . . . The Studio Club Picnic.

HILLS
BR. 2-3895

❖

/

Cen-

Wines

Corum, pop-

and CR. 6-2305

See you next month. . . .

Used cars now financed by
The credit union
For the first time in the history of the
20th Century-Fox Employees' Credit Union,
the purchase of used cars can be financed
through the Credit Union. The new regulation passed by the Board of Directors
of the savings association, also stipulates
that loans will be granted on used cars, using
the "pink slip” as collateral. These loans will
be granted under the following conditions:
1. No car registered prior to 1941 can be
financed or can be accepted as collateral
for a loan.
2. No such loan will be granted in excess
of 75 per cent of the blue book loan value.
3. All used cars must be appraised by a representative of the 20th Century - Fox
Studio Employees’ Credit Union.
4. Such loans will not be for a period exceeding 52 weeks, and will bear interest
at the rate of 1 per cent per month on
the weekly diminishing balance.
5. All used cars must have the same type
of insurance coverage as that for new cars
— collision, fire, theft, and comprehensive.
6. All loan applications will be subject to
approval by the Credit Committee even
though collateral is given. This is the
same procedure as that used for loan applications for financing new cars.

TRADING
1948

BUICK — Tudor

POST
Sedan, like new,

only 3,000 miles, dyno-flo, $2,700.
Call Kay Nelson, Ext. 1 142.
1947 PLYMOUTH — Special DeLuxe,
4 door sedan, radio, good condition.
$1395.00. Call Ext. 791.
ELWOOD
ENLARGER (5x7) without
lens, $35.00. Will trade for fishing
tackle or what have you? Call Jesse
Acorn, 1443.
INNER-SPRING MATTRESS for double bed. Good condition and like
new. $15.00. Gall Dorothy Nigro,
595.
LAUNDROMAT
$100.00. Retails for
$300.00. Good condition and first
come first served on this bargain.
Call Dick Huckans 491 .
10-TUBE

SILVERTONE RADIO. Mahogany cabinet and push button
control. $35.00. Call Dick Kohl 491 .
TYPING — Done in my home. Envelopes, etc. Reasonable rates. Gall
Dick Kohl, 491.
SPEED GRAPHIC— 4x5, 4.5 Zeiss Tessar Lens, Kalart Range Finder Hieland flash gun and extension. 12
holders, film pack adapter, lens
shade, etc. • Included is a complete
dark room set. $275.00. Phone Paul
Wurtzel, AR. 3-7204.

Movie shown to safety committee
A top educational motion picture on driving safety was shown to the Safety Committee on April 7, in conjunction with the
regular monthly safety meeting.
Mr. Frank Ferguson of the legal department gave an enlightening and interesting
talk on horseplay on the stages and around
the lot. Mr. Ferguson stressed the point
that it is always the innocent bystander who
suffers. He added that in the State of California horseplay is frowned upon by the
courts that inevitably raise every barrier
against this practice that can legally be done.

In practically every
that the third party or
who gets injured as
has no recovery from
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DELIVIAR
"One

WATCHES

of America’s Finest Watches

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic
Open

Workmen’s Compensation insurance. The
only recovery he has is against his fellow
employee which usually does not amount to
much.
Mr. Denny, business manager of the Electrical Workers Union, reported that last year
was the first time there were no deaths in

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS’ DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

Beverly Hills
1913’’

case the Courts upheld
the innocent bystander
a result of horseplay,
his employer or under
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Evenings

CR. 6-3913

Until 9 P.M.
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the industry due to accidents.

Very Special Discount Prices
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iniffiRIfli i /qii

♦
We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture, Appliances,
Radios and Television

11«
Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

Monday,
Silvestre Herrera, busy bus boy at the Cafe de Paris, not only enjoys working

at 20th Century-

Thursday
Open

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 P.M.

Fox, but also enjoys seeing our movies. However he didn’t stay to see the finish of “Chicken
Every Sunday,’’ recently after he won a new four-door Hudson as a door prize.
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Jeen checked.
double check
are
bors will cut

house. The 'windows
gas turned off. The neigh-
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The whole fafniTy’’is in high spirits as you back out of
the drive and head-^fbf the open road for two wonderful
weeks of vacation.

CONTENTS
Music

kle, road maps are all on
Your tires and c^have

Editor

You have a feelii^ that you’ve forgotten something!
Have you? Your wifeRsays no! The kids say they don’t
think so and you’re sure you haven’t either. So as the
broad ribbon of highway unrolls before you, you bear
down on the gas. You’ve got a lot of miles to cover and
you don’t want to waste your time on the highway.
And you sure you aren’t forgetting something?
Aren’t you forgetting that the harder you drive the
greater the chance you won’t arrive at your destination?
Aren’t you forgetting that the strain of fast driving in
hot weather creates driver fatigue, dulls your senses,
sets a high penalty for misjudgment?
Aren’t you forgetting that one out of every three
fatal traffic accidents is caused by speeding!
Every summer thousands of vacationists wind up in
the hospital or in the morgue instead of the place they
picked on the map. The National Safety Council says
that during the vacation months of June, July, and August, someone is killed every 16 minutes in traffic accidents.
Pause in your contemplation of pleasant things that
await you at the end of the trip to realize that every
car you meet on the highway is a potential accident.
And remember — don’t forget to make
tion a safe vacation.

your vaca-

COVER
Fisherman’s Daze, yep, this is the time of the year
when anglers are out trying their luck, and claiming it’s
skill when they drag home a few fish for the wife to
clean and cook. Ben Nye, head of the Make-up department, is one of the most ardent fishermen on this lot,
but his son Ben makes him look like a tenderfoot for
this month’s cover.
Photo by Mitehell.

The language of the T^
TCFs MUSIC

familiar TCF

Trademark,

and its interpreters

DEPAR

CLEMMIE

The

By

CALLOWAY

with its... must be^piot only composer, but musical

massive, imposing 20th CENTURY - FOX
stone letters, spectacular searchlights probing
the sky, is impressive in itself, but with th^^
powerful, stirring "TCF Trademark” musical
fanfare, composed by Alfred Newman, General Music Direaor of the Studio, behind it,
it has become the symbol not only of 20th
Century-Fox, but of good entertainment.
The music in our trademark typifies the
importance of the Music Department to TCF
pictures.

TMENT

dramatist;-'blending make-believe with reality
which is the epitome of art.
Alfred Newman, General Music Director,
has won four Academy Awards, theh highest
tribute in the motion picture industry, and
has won four Academy Awards, the highest
pictures as "How Green Was My Valley,”
"Song of Bernadette,” "The Black Swan,”
"Wilson,” "Young Mr. Lincoln,” "Keys of

Through music, mood is created and becomes a part of the drama in dramatic pictures, and in musicals, music is the essence
of the drama.

the Kingdom’,’ "The Razor s Edge,” "Captain from Castile.” He is at present working
on the score of "Prince of Foxes.”
Cy Mockridge is the only other contract
composer. He has just completed what he
considers one of his best and most charming

So strongly and deeply does music affect
the emotions that it can completely recapture
a mood or moment lost in time and stir

scores for the picture"Cowe to the Stables.”
Cy is a veteran of TCF, having written the
scores for the early Shirley Temple pictures

nostalgic memories into life again. Thus,
music importantly lends itself to the portrayal
of life on the screen, stirring emotion by
penetrating subtly, pleasingly and dramatically. For music to play such an important
part and yet not overshadow the drama on
the film, makes the scoring of a picture a
highly specialized field, for the musician

and the old Will Rogers pictures, his favorite of which was "Judge Priest.”
Lionel Newman, Assistant Music Conductor and Supervisor, is another talented member of the musical Newman family and the
TCF Music Department.
Music is the last creative work that goes
into the making of motion pictures. After

a

film is shot, cut and okayed by Mr.

Zanuck, it is turned over to the Music Department.
The picture is run for the composer assigned to the production. Sometimes outside
composers are engaged for a picture, but
Mr. Newman and Mr. Mockridge have done
famously by most TCF pictures. In viewing
the picture, the composer attunes himself in
terms of music to the thematic mood of the
picture — sombre, gay, moving or soothing,
so that he can enhance the dramatic values
and situations with his music. Then the overall musical approach is discussed with the
producer. After it is okayed, the composer
begins creating the music.
After the score is composed, orchestrators
Edward Powell and Herbert Spencer take the
original composition and arrange it in score
form for the orchestra. The orchestra score
is then given to the copyists who extract
music for each particular instrument.
The synchronizer makes certain that the
music written fits the length and action of
the scene. Simultaneous indications are made
on both film and score for the benefit of the

Schoenbaum

Perfectioinist Alfred Newman, General Music Director of the Music
department, has won four Academy Awards, the highest tribute in
the motion picture industry.

Lionel Newman, Music Director and assistant to Alfred Newman,
conducts the recording orchestra, while Betty Crable records her song
for WABASH AVENUE.
Three

Conductor. For example, in the action on the
film a gun is fired or there is a crackle of
lightning, indications on the score serve as a
guide to the Conductor.
Stage One is the scene of the final scoring
of a picture.
TCF has a fifty-piece contract orchestra of
musicians and an orchestra manager, Simon
Waronker. This orchestra is screened from
Hollywood's best musicians and, under the
inspiring leadership of Mr. Alfred Newman,
they are like a beautifully tuned, sensitive
Stradivarius, capable of playing symphonies
that would pack Carnegie or Albert Hall, and
so versatile they could cram the Palladium
with dancers with their jazz or be-bop.
Naturally a musical requires more music
than a dramatic picture, and musical numbers must be created before photography.
This
is called
"pre-recording
” or "playback”
and the
film will
be shot to match
the dance
music or the song.
"Hall of Music,” the semi-classical building with its colonnaded front, and bust of the
great composer Victor Herbert, is familiar to
everyone at TCF. Here, in this large hall,
great musical stars like Betty Grable, June
Haver, Dan Dailey, Mark Stevens, looking
not at all like movie stars in their casual rehearsal clothes, work with Vocal Coach
Ken Darby and rehearsal pianists of the
Music Department to perfect the songs they
make popular in TCF pictures.
A fine example of the Music Department’s
work is the finale of "OH You Beautiful
Doll.’ The songs of the 1910 period were
not particularly an inspiration for a finale,
but Alfred Newman reached in his musical
hat and aided by Herbert Spencer and Ken
Darby, made an exciting arrangement that
give the whole finish of the picture a lilting
lift.
Liaison Officer between Production and
Music is A1 Fisher. His department schedules
pre-recordings and playbacks, does all music
casting and audits all Music Department
expenditures. To run efficiently, economically and diplomatically as temperamental
and important a field of endeavor in the
making of motion pictures, as music and

Pashkovsky

Carroll Knudson, Music Editor, standing, helps
Urban Thielmann, Staff Pianist and member of
the recording orchestra, synchronize a music
playback.
Four

Babcock

A view of giant Stage I as the 20th Century- Fox Studio Contract Recording Orchestra, under
the direction of Alfred Newman, record onto the film sound track. As the orchestra plays, the
film is projected on the large screen in the background and then both mixed together in the
sound control booth.

musicians, is attributable to A1 Fisher’s real
zest for his job, and his efficient staff, which
consists of Enrico "Ric ” Ricardi, Vocal
Coach, who handles vocal casting for numbers such as are in the currently shooting
"Wabash Avenue ’ ; Sonny Olivera, who handles all side line music casting such as the
negro banjo player for "Pinky;” Leon Birnbaum. Music Film Editor, who is not only an
expert on film cutting but on musical timing; Marcy Swindell, music auditor, who
mixes figures and notes harmoniously; Elena
Keel, Mr. Fisher’s Girl Friday; and "Georgie”
Killgore who handles that busy phone for
"Ric” and "Sonny”.
TCF has made so many period musicals
they have become an authority on the music
of past eras and decades, and because of their
large library of nostalgic melodies, TCF is
often called upon by other studios.
TCF’s Music Library, headed by Fred
Combattente and his able assistant Clara

Gunn

Herbert Spencer, Music Arranger, left, watches
the photostat machine operators, Dick Morley,
and Don Reaber, right, prepare to copy his
newest music arrangements.

Pashkovsky

Dr. Kilenyi, in charge of music cutting for
foreign releases and trailers, synchronizes the
music with the film of a foreign musical with
his assistant. Bob Mayer.

Pashkovsky

Leon Birnbaum, Supervising Musical Editor, explains a new assignment to Earle Dearth, Music
Editor, right, while George Nicholson and Richard Lapham, Assistant Music Editors, look on.

Jimmy Forestal, Piano Tuner, center, explains to
Mickey Morgan, in charge of music props on
Stage 1, right, and Bill Atkinson, a few simple
facts about piano tuning.

Pashkovsky

Pashkovsky

Pashkovsky

Simon Waronker, left. Orchestra Manager for
the Studio Orchestra, assigns a list of players to
Georgia Killgore, secretary, while Sonny Olivera,
Sideline Orchestra Manager, looks on.

Al Fisher, Operations Manager of the Music
Department , handies the business end of the
department with the aid of his two secretaries,
Elena Keel, left, and Margo Weinberg.

<!

Pashkovsky

Pashkovsky
Babcock
Dan Pinck, Marcy Swindell, in charge of the
Music Audit, and Barbara McCracken, secretary,
always have an office full of work.

Bing, service composers with preparation
material for the scoring of pictures, and
have at their fingertips a knowledge of
music and its source that is invaluable to
composers as well as to scenario writers and
producers.
A famous member of TCP’s Music Department issong writer Mack Gordon, who
is renowned for such ever popular numbers
as "Chattanooga Choo

Choo,” "Mamselle”

Gunn
Cyril Mockridge, right. Composer, goes over a
new tune at the piano with Lionel Newman.

Johnny Scott, Rehearsal Pianist, goes over a tune
with Ric Ricardi, center, and Ken Darby, Vocal
Coaches.

Charles Dunworth, Music Synchronizer, left,
and George Adams, Music Editor, synchronize
the composers sketches for scoring purposes.

and his Academy

God hath sent, one of the most magnificent

Award

winner

of 1948

"You’ll Never Know. ” His "You Do” was
up for nomination this year.
Much midnight oil is burned in the Music
Department, for Mr. Newman is a perfectionist and he, his musicians and staff work
tirelessly day and night to achieve that high
quality of music that made them outstanding
in the industry.
Longfellow said, "Among

the gifts that

Babcock
Clara Bing, left. Custodian of the Music Library,
and her assistant, Charlotte Witkin, have charge
of the vast files of music sheets.

TCP’s
music proves Longfellow’s magnificent
words true.
music.”
is The
over-all result is that TCP is famous
not only for its musicals but its musical
scores, and the Music Department proves
itself another perfectly co-ordinated and integral part of the Twentieth Century-Pox
organization.

Pashkovsky
Eddie Powell, Orchestrator for Alfred Newman’s
scores, explains to Fred Combattente, head of
the Music Library, and Elton Koehler, Music
Copyist, a musical score
stated.which

will be photo-

Five

VACA

VOG
Audrey Conlin, Studio Receptionist, always smiling, pauses for a rest while bicycling.

PHOTOGRAPHS

Pat Denny,
secretary to
"Lefty”
in a
cool
and comfortable
tennis
suit, Hough,
relaxes after
a tough 3 out of 5 set.
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Fisherman’s luck! Lucky fish to see Betty Brumfield, Script, in this cute outdoor outfit.

The pause that refreshes. Lovely Pat Averall,
Assistant Cashier, takes time out before a
cool dip in the ol’ swimming

hole.
Seven
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Studio club stages first gin rummy

A

camera

the recent

view
Studio

of one
Club

of the

flight tables

gin rummy

held in the Cafe

The first Gin Rummy

in

tournament,

de Paris.

Tournament

in the

history of the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club
and, if memory serves, in the history of
Southern California, was held Friday, May
20 in the Cafe de Paris. The final match
was won by Marie Brasselle, Hair Dresse
in the Makeup department.
Marie, the winner from a field of over
140 contestants, was awarded a handsome
leather combination ash tray-cigarette lighterholder, w'hile the three other flight winners
and runners-up received leather gin rummy
card cases.
The other flight winners were Harry
Tieffer, Transportation; Russ Neal, Transporation; and, George Wasson, head of the
Legal department.
The tables in the Cafe were arranged in
four long rows, each representing a flight.
The Tournament schedule was so worked out
that a player had to lose two games to be
eliminated, while the scores were kept on a
game basis instead of by points.
Coffee and refreshments were served
throughout the evening to both players and
"kibitzers. ”

Charm

class

attracts girls
The first Personal Appearance, Development and Personality course sponsored by
the Studio Club as part of its educational
activity program, has been completed.
Along with the timely instructions of
Miss Hungerland from UCLA who conducted
the course, there were five guest lectures by
popular authorities from this studio. Helena
Sorrell, noted drama coach, instructed the
girls in the proper voice pitch, quality and
enunciation, together with corrective exercises for speaking properly.
Later in the course Irene Brooks, head hair
stylist in the Makeup department, gave the
class of 32 girls tips on correct hair styling.
Ben Nye, head of Makeup, instructed the
girls in facial makeup and offered individual
analysis.
Kathleen Ridgeway, head of Script department, from her experience in contacts
with executives, producers, directors and
writers, told the girls the requirements of a
good secretary — the things men complain
about most, telephone manner, and appropriate clothes for work.
Charles LeMaire, colorful head of Ladies
Wardrobe

department, gave the class suggestions about clothes styling and personality, along with examples of proper styling.
Those interested in another charm class,
contact the Studio Club, Extension 745.
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Schoenbaum
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next
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Dresser,
with

congratulated

for walking
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away

Marie
from

attractive

prizes.

Choral group plans
to sing at picnic
With new singers coming out for each
meeting, the Studio Club choral group is
rapidly preparing for its first appearance —
at the giant Studio Club picnic June 19.
The class started April 7th, with just a
handful of hopeful singers, under the capable direction of Bill Connell. The group
now

consists of almost forty singers and has

been welded together as a wonderful singing unit. structions
Bill’s
patient coaching
and inhave accounted
for the success
of
this choral group, and it is hoped that later
in the faU another musical revue such as
"Strictly for Kicks” will be staged in which
this group will play a major rol.
The class is free to all Studio Club members and their families and meets once a
week on the lot for rehearsals.
Those interested in joining this group
should contact the Studio Club for further
information.

Television class visits TV

Square dancers
to perform at

station

15th annual picnic
By HAZEL
Rounding

up

SHIRK

all squares — and

we

do

mean square dancers. As you know if you’ve
been following ACTION, the Studio Club
has sponsored two beginners’ classes in
square dancing. These two groups are combining and will start an advanced course of
6 lessons beginning Thursday
9th. All square dancers who

night, June
have had be-

ginners’ lessons or who attend square dances
regularly, are cordially invited to join this
class. Wayne
competent

Warga, the very patient and

instructor and caller, will help

you brush up on technique, styling and
round dances, as well as teach many of thhe
latest paterns approved by the Association.

Babcock

The 20th Century-Fox Studio Club television class recently visited the NBC television station
to see first-hand the actual programming of their live shows.

department. Dale Garrett. The spectators all

One of the highlights of the present Studio
Club television class was the visit to KNBH-

The group is looking forward to a lively

but outnumbered the dancers that night —
when the word got around that Dale would

T'V station in Hollywood. 'The 35 class members witnessed first-hand the production of
three live television shows.

time at the Picnic on June 19th and you’ll

be on the lot, many of his former co-wrokers

be seeing them in action. Yes, they’re gonna
put on a real hoedown square dance out there

and friends dropped by to say hello.’
Upon completion of the advanced course,

Mr. Robert Brown, Program Director of
the TV station, explained how the show is
transferred from the camera tube out and

on the tennis courts round about noon — don’t
miss it!

plans are to form a Square Dance

To date the group has had two regular
dances with outside callers. The first was
called by Ken Keeney of Culver City Wranglers’ fame. ’The second, by a man many of
you will remember as head of the Tabulating

Club. If

you are interested in joining the advanced
class or the Club, or both, call the Studio
Club, Hazel Shirk on Ext. 684, or Maurine
Lacy on Ext. 786. Or, if the square-dance bug
has just started buzzing around you, register
now for the fall beginners’ class.

over the air. Up to this time the class had
been dealing with classroom study of the
stations, and their programming problems.
This visit uncovered and enlightened the
class on the actual conditions and problems
met by the stations each day in beaming
programs to the vast entertainment hungry
TV audience.
Later in the course, a subject of particular
interest to studio workers will be dealt with
by Don McNamara, instructor of the class,
when he explains how films could be adapted
to the fast changing television world.
McNamara is an authority in this field.
He is vice-president of Telefilm Corporation
which is currently producing short subject
films for the television market.
Plans are also now being formulated for
an original program to be staged by the class.
This show will give class members actual

Babcock

Over 30 TCFers and fheir families enjoyed a pleasant plane trip over the city of Los Angeles
on May 8th. The trip was arranged with Western Air Lines as part of the Studio Club
educational program. Anyone interested in a similar trip in June, contact the Studio Club,
Ext. 745. The cost is only $2.50 per person for a half-hour flight.

experience in producing, writing and directing a television show.
A new television class will be started
upon the completion of the present course.
If interested, contact the Studio Club for
further information.
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cheaper l|
to li

Yep, figure it out? It’s going to be cheaper
to bring the whole family out to this year’s
giant Studio Club Picnic on Sunday, June
19, than be an ol’ stay-at-home. This affair,
the 15 th in the history of the studio, will
again be held at the spacious Valley Park
Country Club, just 10 minutes driving time
from your studio.
Just stop a minute
bargain this Picnic is.

and figure what

a

FOOD — a delicious barbecued beef luncheon
with all the trimmings, plus — all the ice
cream and pop you can eat and drink.
GAMES — plenty of outdoor activity for
every age. Swimming, horse-shoes, ping
pong, running events, with prizes for
every winner.
FUN FOR THE KIDDIES — merry-gorounds, ponies, clowns, wading pool favors,
balloons, everything for their fun.
DANCING — for three full hours to the

For 50 cents for adults, and only 25
cents for children — you get —

MISS

TCF,

1949?

music of Sonny Olivera’s Orchestra in the
spacious clubhouse.

From

BATHING BEAUTY CONTEST — don’t
miss the eye pleasing bathing beauty contest. Miss TCF will be crowned from a
field of over 40 beautiful girls from this
studio. Planned so everyone can see.
AFTERNOON

SHOW— an hour

floor show is planned for everyone’s enjoyment. All kinds of aas, singing, comedians— the best in entertainment is scheduled for your pleasure.
JIVE CONCERT — Lenny Mazzola and his
16 piece Teen Age Band will swing with

a line of beautiful girls such as this. Miss TCF

selected by popular applause recorded by a mechanical Applause-0- Meter.
the Picnic |une 19.
Ten

FLOOR

the jumpin’ jive during the lunch period.

of 1949

will be

Don’t miss it at

the dozen
‘ing the whole family
to iL

icnic

nucil
PICNIC PROGRAM
GATES

OPEN.

9:00 A. M.
HORSESHOE PITCHING CONTEST.
(Entries dose 10:30 A. M.)

10:00 A. M.

Besides plenty of free ice cream and pop, a
delicious hot barbecued luncheon will be served.

RUNNING
EVENTS. (9 races -3 trophies in each race)
Boys seven through nine.
Girls seven through nine.
Boys ten through twelve.
Girls ten through twelve.
Boys thirteen through fourteen.
Girls thirteen through fourteen.
Boys fifteen through seventeen.
Men’s Novelty Event.
Women’s Novelty Event.

Everything

for the kiddies. Merry-go-rounds,
slides, ponies, etc.

10:00 A. M.

COME-TO-MAMA
olds.

RACE

- 2 and 3-year

11 :10 A. M.
FISH

☆

POND

FOR

PRIZES

-

1 to 5 -

11 year
:30 olds.
A. M.
SQUARE

DANCING

12:00 Noon

EXHIBITION.

☆

CONCERT by Lenny Mazzola and His
Teenagers.

1 :00 P. M.

SWIMMING EVENTS. (12 races - 3
trophies in each race)
Boys seven through nine.
Girls seven through nine.
Boys ten through twelve.
Girls ten through twelve.
Boys thirteen through fourteen.
Girls thirteen through fourteen
Men - 15 and over.
Women - 15 and over.
Men’s Novelty Race (As explained).
Women’s Novelty Race (As
explained ) .
Men’s Dept. Relay Race.
Father-and-son Relay Race.

2:00 P. M.
WATER

COMICS.

2:30 P. M.
ENTERTAINMENT— Bathing Beauty
Contest — Prize Drawing.
A special wading pool for kiddies filled with
clean cool water makes an inviting addition
to the picnic on June 19.

4:00 to 7:00 P. M.

DANCING to the Music of Sonny
Olivera and His Orchestra.

A first class show will be staged in the afternoon. This sea of TCP faces witnessed last
year’s show.

I

Eleven

Colorful

softball league opened

May

24th

Sutfin

Lovely Colleen Townsend steps into the first ball pitched to officially open the 1949 softball season. Club prexy, Ike Danning is prepared to catch the ball while umpire Ed DeCuir
keeps his eye on the ball.

Mr. F. L. Metzler, sports minded Studio TreaSutfin
surer and Manager, showed the many spectors
on hand, how to capably handle the mound
duties, as he pitched the first ball of the season.

By LONNIE

RAIDOR

Act One of "The Softball Follies of 1949,’’
staged at the 20th Century-Fox diamond and
presented by the Studio Club, came to a
thrilling climax with a typical "movie script
finish.” The critics reviewing the Act found
the finale to be replete with entertainment,
suspense, quality and performances befitting
Dick Merriwell. The outstanding production
number was of Academy Award caliber and
was turned in by JIM MUSK when he hurled
a NO-HIT, NO-RUN 7-0 LABOR DEPT,
victory over the JEAN PETERS softballers.
MUSK (writing his own script) faced
21 enemy batters, mowed down 12 via the
strickout route, and allowed but two men to
reach base; both on free tickets to first. The
seventh inning lead-off man drew a "TICKET
TO TOMAHAWK,”
and by means of deception and infiltration, perched on third
with none out and a chance to shatter
A remarkable

photo, showing the begining of a fast double play, starting on second
one of the seasons earlier practice games.

Sutfin
base,
in

MUSK’S dream of a no-hit, no-run shutout. But MUSK, on the threshold of enter-

T tvelve

Ulli

ing the Studio Club’s "Hall of Fame,” calmly
struck out the next three batters to post the
first no-hitter in the Studio Club’s softball
history. (Editor’s note; CARL VITALE,
Studio Club chucker, pitched a one-hitter
while defeating Technicolor 6-0 in the final
Motion Picture Studio League game of 10
September 1948. VITALE walked none,
struck out six, and clinched the MPSL pennant for TCP).
Rave notices were accorded to stick artists
HERB SCHULTZ .714, BOB CORSINI
.700, BUD
THOMPSON
and RAY
THOMPSON
.667 each, BOB COPPIN
.625, and JERRY FRAZIER .563, who with
their bats were able to paint beautiful picnires for supporting pitchers. Top fencebusting honors went to SYL ZIMMERMAN
and COPPIN with three homeruns each, followed by eight other clouters with a brace
of round-trippers. COPPIN tripled twice
and HARMON
JONES doubled five times
to lead in their department.

TENNIS

TOURNAMENT

PLANNED

FOR

JUNE

Act One featured a galaxy of pitchers possessing more curves than "THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND”
and more true strikes than an "ARROW.”
Top chucker was GEORGE "PINEAPPLE ”
HARRIS with four victories against no defeats. JIM MUSK and AL KLEIN followed
with three wins and no losses. "No-hitter”
MUSK also earned the nickname of "THE
FAN” as he whiffed 25 as the pace-setting
chuckers. JOHNNY COOK and FREDDIE
SIMPSON each registered 13 to cop second
place honors. The lowest ERA was turned
in by MUSK with an impressive 1.3 for 21
full innings of mound toil.
Team batting honors were snared in a

Pashkovsky
The

spacious West Side Tennis Club will again play host to the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club tennis tournament, which will start Sunday, June 12. Spectators are invited.

Following
pattern
last year’s successful Studiothe
Club
tennisof tournament,
another such affair is planned for the month of

clean sweep by the MANKIEWICZ-SEATON combine who bagged the following
crowns: RBI with 54, total runs scored with
59, most hits 72, stolen bases 20 and an
overall batting mark of .366 tops. GREGORY
PECK led all distance hitters with 11 homeruns.

June. Last year’s tournament, the first since
the war interrupted most of the Club s
activities, attracted over 80 tennis enthusiasts
from this lot.
The swank

West Side Tennis Club, located on Motor Avenue close to the Studio,

will again play host to the tournament. Present plans call for the matches to be run
off in three week-ends on five separate tennis
courts. The privileges of shower and locker
facilities are available to the contestants.
Sutfin
Manager Les Berry, left, of the championship
20th Century-Fox Studio Club baseball team is
all smiles as he shows the handsome gold
trophy his team won, to ace cameraman Harry
Jackson. Harry, who has just shot 8 straight
pictures for TCF and recently completed shooting the technicolor BANDWAGON, used to be
a Pacific Coast League ballplayer.

CREEK

THEATRE

OUTDOOR
SEASON
Sutfin
Jim Musk, clever pitcher for the Labor team,
pitched the first no-hit, no-run game in the
history of the studio.

CALL
FOR

THE

LIGHT

OPERA

STARTS

SOON

STUDIO

DISCOUNT

ON

CLUB

ALL

SEATS

This year in addition to the attractive gold
which will be awarded to the wintrophies
ners of the tournament, the victor s entry
fee into the Annual Motion Picture Tennis
Tournament in July will be paid by the
Studio Club.
Already there are over 40 registrants for
the various matches planned, which will include men and women singles and doubles
matches and mixed doubles, "rhe tournament will also be arranged with a consolation play-off tournament to enable contestants who have lost the first round to have
a chance for additional prizes. In this way,
every tennis player will have a chance to
and a chance for one
matches
playtheseveral
ships.
champion
of
Players wishing to enter this tournament
should register now with the Studio Club.
T hirteen

MAIMKIEWICZ CHOSEN
DIRECTOR FOR 1948

BEST

In addition to the favorable box-office reports that have been
pouring in, 20th Century-Fox is still winning plenty of applause
in the way of honorary awards for its achievement in ’48.
Most recent of these was a large medallion presented to Joe
Mankiewicz for the "best direaorial achievement” in his LETTER TO THREE WIVES. Presented by George Marshall, Screen
Directors Guild president, Mankiewicz
the award, instituted just one year ago.
Quarterly awards were

was the first winner of

also given to those directors voted

upon by the guild. Darryl Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production at 20th Century-Fox, received a quarterly medallion
for Anatole Litvak, who was absent, for his work in THE
SNAKE PIT.
The

Screen Directors Guild members

are polled quarterly

by mail, then balloted to pick a finalist from among the quarterly winners, who is then awarded the large medallion.
Director Joe Mankiewicz
L. A. Times

is congratulated

by Darryl Zanuck

ceiving the “best directorial achievement

for re-

in 1948.”

AGAIN,”
YE
“GOODB
COMEDY,
THEATRE
LITTLE
SCHEDULED FOR WESTERN AVE. STAGE

Kornman

Kornman

A comedy scene from GOODBYE AGAIN. Left to right: Debra Paget,
Lee MacGregor, Jack Holmes, Don Hicks, Barbara Lawrence.

Women, women, women! That’s the trouble Jack Holmes has in the
Studio Club play which will be presented June 14, 15 on Stage 2
at Western Ave.

It’s human nature for a man to chase a
woman. But when a man, say a famous author
and lecturer who makes his living by daily
speaking before large groups of pompous
women, finds his hotel room a grand central

with him, tries to win him back with her
sultry charms.
The problems that arise from the above
situation will bring tears of laughter to your
eyes when you see GOODBYE AGAIN, the

station of swarming, giggling women, that’s
enough to make a man join the Foreign
Legion.
You sympathize even more with him
when his old college sweetheart, whom he

Studio Club Little Theatre’s three-act play.
Miss Helena Sorrell, 20th Century-Fox
drama coach, is right at home with this play
as she directed it for the USO during the
war. The play, which was a great success
when produced on Broadway, was voted by

doesn’t recognize but who
Fourteen

is still in love

the servicemen stationed in the western
states as the greatest entertainment they had
seen the during war.
Jack Holmes shares the lead with starlet
Barbara Lawrence, and other employees and
TCF professionals will make the play a
wonderful evening of entertainment for the
entire family.
GOODBYE

AGAIN

will be presented

June 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 on Stage 2 at the
Western Avenue lot. Tickets are 50s.

Try This One For A Rest

THISSOLID
MONTH’S
SPECIAL
ROCK MAPLE
$2^95
TO

CLUB

The family’s jeep is in the garage, snorting and straining at the bit. You find yourself easily irked at seemingly very small
things. Nothing you do satisfies you, until
talking over the back fence with your neighbor, you discover that next week he is going on his two-week vacation.
He’s all enthused. He tells you in great
detail just how he’s going, how he is coming
back, and how much fun he plans to have.

MEMBERS

RELAX .

.

"Say, by the way, when are you going on
your vacation?” he asks innocently. You
answer in a sarcastic tone that your vacation
doesn’t come around until later in the summer, and enviously walk away.

of Santa Barbara, there are over 1000 acres
of brilliant commercial flowers in bloom.
These colorful flowers, stretching as far as
the eye can see, are never picked, but are
harvested like wheat for their seeds.
Also the townspeople

are now

making

plans for the "Semana Nautica” (Spanish
for "Nautical Week), a fiesta on land as well
as water. Swimming, golfing, tennis, sailing,
fishing, speedboating, and aquaplaning are
among the events awaiting visitors during
this celebration, to be held July 2-3-4. You
will particularly enjoy the night-time parade, not on land, but on water, of brilliantly
lighted vessels.

Maybe I need a vacation, you figure. I’m
tired and if I could just get away for a few
days I would feel refreshed. Gosh, now where
will I go? I don’t have much time or money?
Maybe just a weekend will do!
Now is perhaps the best time of the year
to head for Santa Barbara County. This
month at Rainbow Farms, located just north

in an OLD
SALEM ROCKER

PAINT and WALLPAPER

The city of Santa Barbara, situated along
the seaside Roosevelt Highway, still has its
Spanish heritage even in the downtown area

DISCOUNT

of the city. ’This touch of Old Spain was
transplanted to Santa Barbara by the Spanish
padres and grandees. White-walled, red-tiled
roof buildings and homes slope up the hills

Vutch‘Bo$fTcUfi&
pe(Ui0fJ^

from the town’s palm-fringed lagoon.
Overlooking the beauty of the city is Mission Santa Barbara, perched atop a hill. It is
considered one of the most beautiful in the
chain of 21 old missions because of its twin

PICO

belltowers. Since the outpost was founded in

Paint and Wallpaper Store

1786, its altar light has never been extinSo. Cal. All-Year Club

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

CARPETS

★

Brilliant flowers
at the Rainbow
the blooms are
like

LINOLEUM

Wright

stretch as far as the eye can see
Farms. As beautiful as they are,
never picked but are harvested
wheat for their seed.

★

TILE

Carpet

In the downtown area are still old, redguished.
tiled adobes, built over a century ago. Visitors may wander into beautiful galleried,
patioed maize of rooms and cool porchways.
This is the De la Guerra adobe, built in
1826, and still occupied by the old family,
but also with harmonizing additions, making
the headquarters for the Chamber
merce, studios and shops.

Co.

of Com-

'This trip is indeed relaxing for it is a
THE

“WRIGHT”

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

A Complete

CLEANING
S. M. 7-5257

★

CARPET

SERVICE

LAYING
11218

★

DYEING

WASHINGTON

BLVD.,

CULVER

CITY

comfortable day’s drive. The scenic value of
this trip could be enhanced further, by returning through the inland route. Highway
150, to Ventura. There you go over State
Highway 118, through the fertile little Simi
_ Valley, through Santa Susana Pass, filled with
giant rock formations, and then on to Hollywood.
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They’re rollin’ again
Covered wagons, which brought gold-seekers to California — the land of opportunity —
in 1849, are rolling again to call attention to
the big Spring U. S. Savings Bonds "Opportunity Drive. ”
They wdll appear at the bond rallies and
other drive events in the various states during the coming weeks. In addition, you will
see the main newspaper and magazine advertisements, on billboards and in a special
movie — because the Covered Wagon is the
official symbol of the drive.
As the Treasury points out, the bond campaign offers to 1949-ers an Opportunity for a
secure future, just as the wagon trains typified
Opportunity for the ’49ers 100 years ago.
Main objective of the drive will be to
substantially increase the number of regular
purchasers of U.S. Savings Bonds. Today, the
Treasuiy discloses, there are 7,500,000 workers enrolled on the Payroll Savings Plan.
They are buying an average of $20 in U.S.
Savings Bonds every month. The records
show that cash-ins of Bonds are now showing
a sready decrease. The total of Series "E” U.S.
Savings Bonds now outstanding in the hands
of the people is more than 32 BILLION
DOLLARS. This huge sum of savings-thatgrow will mean more homes paid for, more
education for more boys and girls now in
grade school, more vacations, more future

Cunn

security for millions of Americans.
The Payroll Savings program has brought
regular, automatic saving within the reach of
everybody. If you have not signed-up
easy, convenient plan, now, during
portunity Drive, is the time to do
Extension 1312 and get on the
WAGON.

on this
the Opit! Call
BOND

EXTRA

AWARD

Another honor was bestowed upon Tom Moulton, head of the Sound department, for his
work in THE SNAKE PIT. Mr. Morgan of
Electrical Research Products, Inc. presented
Tom with an inscribed electric clock, while Mr.
E. I. Sponable, left, of the New York office
looks on.

LAMPS
RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINKS
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACCUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS
1261

When
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North Vine Street, Hollywood

in New

«

•

«

What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood’s Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don’t be foiled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America’s most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on ever>' purchase you plan.
DON’T BUY . . .
RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS
Across the Street from the New

York, Shop af MASTERS

MART,

MART
Don

Lee Studios!

FLOOR WAXERS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA
LAWN

SIPHONS
MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
GIFTS
CHIMES
BED

LAMPS
TOYS

Hudson

2-1285

66 West 48th Street • Rockefeller Center’s Next Door Neighbor

s Doin’s
ABy Lot’
KORDULA POLENEK

IVow Open

YOU

is Evelyn Bell, secretary in the Western
Avenue Lab. The
amount was $34.95
for $2.00. Yes, it
sounds like horse rac-

THAN

’S
RA
Dic
e KE
Station
Serv
GEORGE

and

SELL FOR

LESS MONEY
THAN

EDDIE

WE

WASHING

WE

ASK!

OFFER33 V2% discount on wallpaper
15%

LUBRICATION

15%

MOTOR TUNE-UP
ACCESSORIES

discount on paint

discount on windowshades
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
Venetian Blinds
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LINOLEUM

Evelyn’s dream and the creatures were
horses, lots of horses, and a calendar was
in view. Next morning Evelyn mentioned
it to some of the boys at the Lab and they
lost no time in putting the Kentucky Derby
lineup in front of her eyes. She glanced at

a horse called "Ponder. ” This was Evelyn’s
first experience with horses, never having
been tempted before. But the boys lost no
time in disappearing, so Evelyn decided to
take a chance. Well, Ponder came in first.

WE

4

ing and itbefore
is. 'Twas
the night
the
Kentucky Derby and
all through the house,
not a creature was

the list and couldn’t find a name that was
connected with a calendar in any way. As
she was pondering for a name, she spotted

BUY

BETTER QUALITY

.

A dream that paid
off !! ! The dreamer
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Show
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on
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Membership
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Card

Beverly Glen and Pico

MAR

CR. 1-3349

VISTA

BLIND & FLOOR COVERING

EVERYBODY WELCOME

12218 VENICE

BLVD.

S.M. 7-4280 for FREE ESTIMATES!

Call it beginner’s luck or whatever you
choose but I’m in favor of keeping Evelyn
in a dream world.
(Cont. Page 18)
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Gunn

Attractive Denise Rode, secretary to Wilma
Christian of Ladies ^Vardrcbe, left for Europe
with her mother. They will visit England, Switzerland, and France. The girls gave Denise a
lovely luncheon in the Cafe prior to
her departure.

Wines •
BEVERLY
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Blvd.
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{Continued from Page 17)

Save
ON

ALL TYPES

OF

SPORT EQUIPMENT
AT

Rancho Sports Shop
105151/2 w. Pico
AR. 91908
Hours 9-7

El Rancho Bowl
”The

things he had to do. Then he asked the girl
what time it was. Without realizing what

Doug Stinson of the Mimeograph Department will celebrate his 64th birthday on
June 29th and his 40th wedding anniversary

Friendly House”

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

•

he was saying, he replied, "Well, I don’t
have anything to do, so I’ll do it later.”
Billy Travilla is the new designer in Lad-

(ruby) in San Diego with his son’s family.
His mother is up to age 94. Doug has an
outstanding collection of coins, stamps, fans,
ivories and many other items. He will be
glad to have any old photos, old baseball
tickets or what not that you might have
around the house. Doug hails from a plantation in Excelsior Springs, Missouri, that had
slaves. In the old tradition, when calling a
girl
by her first name he still precedes it with
"Miss.”

ies Wardrobe, creating the gowns for "Bandwagon.” He is very good looking and ohhhh
so nice but too bad, girls, he’s married. The
new member of the Camera Department is
Milton Krasna, cameraman on "'Three Came
Home. ” Glad to have you, Milton.
In far away places is our crew in Germany
for "Quartered City,” which includes cameraman Charles Clarke, Lew Kunkel, camera
operator, and Axel Rasmussen, precision
machinist. Vie geits ihmen???

Paul Knisley of Set Construction is driving
back to or Virginny to visit his mother on
his vacation. Verna Billings of Ladies Wardrobe and her husband are vacationing in
New York. A1 Irving of the Camera Department drove back East on vacation, stopping at all the places of interest.
Florence Duncan, secretary to director
George Seaton, is vacationing in Europe.
She flew there and plans to see 15 countries.
Watch your language, Florence! Lloyd Von
Rydingsword, sign writer, and his wife are
raking a boat to England, Italy and Switzerland.

Hans Hungerbuhler of the Mail Department instructed our Germany crew on the
language so they wouldn’t be completely
at a loss in conversing while there. He is
nowtechnical
assigned adviser.
to "I Was
as

a Male War

Bride”

Flash — 'That was Ray LaPorte, Painter
gang boss, who just breezed past in his new
red convertible. Dave Vaughn, Mill Superintendent, isquite elated over his new car.
Rhoda
Bursk,Bursk,
secretary
in Ivanto Kahn’s
and Doris
secretary
Irving ofiice,
Reis,
have each acquired their first car and passed

Classic remark — A certain fellow was talking to the secretary in his department and
his mind was wandering about all the many

the driver’s test. Their first try — with flying
colors.

Plenty of Free Parking

Where Are You Going On Your Vacation?

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

LET US

V

1. Brake

V

CHECK

2. Steering Gear and Wheel Alignment
3. Visibility, Lights, Class, Wipers

V

4. Lubrication

V
SINCE

Lining

and

5. Tires, Radiator
1917
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Discount-
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6730 SUNSET

BLVD.

GLADSTONE

5151

Club

Members

57» OFF ON All AUTOMOBIIES

j

USE

TO

PRICES
BARGAIN

STUDIO ClUB MEMBERS
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewritetr Co^
& 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS.

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Pico near Holt

Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Eighteen

Co.,

We

Buy — Sell and Consign — Free Appraisal

VILLAGE MOTORS
BONDED

AUTOMOBILE

AR. 9-7529

DEALERS

1885 WESTWOOD

Open Evenings ’Till Nine

BLVD.

TRADING

POST
Silence at na.m.

WANT

TO RENT — ^Two or three bedroom house in vicinity of studio.
Furnished or unfurnished. Call Bill
Gallant or Carl Vitale.

LOTTIE

started at TCF Sept. 22, 1929 —
was a waitress in Cafe. She was

HOUSE — 2 story white colonial, 2 bedrooms, den, patio, sundeck. 5638
Ventura Canyon Ave. $18750. Call
Jim Engle 658.

NEW

Cunn

GADGET

Walfer Strohm, right-, with his assistant Bobbie
Comer, demonstrates his new lamp that can
make a complete turn on its tripod, thus eliminating cable tangles and delays for special lighting effects.

MILLER...

born July 1 1 , 1 891 , in Illinois and
died May 1 9, 1 949.

NAN

CANDID CAMERA— Argus C3 with
flash and other attachments.
MOVIE CAMERA — 8 MM cinemaster.
$40.00. Santa Monica 6-0972.
KENMORE WASHING MACHINE—
$25. Santa Monica 6-0972.
SILVERTONE RADIO — 12 tubes, 13
inch speaker, push button tuning.
$45.00. Santa Monica 6-0972.
REFRIGERATOR — 6cu. ft.,A-1 shape,
Santa Monica 6-0972.
BASEBALL SHOES — Size 8, worn 3
times, and in excellent condition.
$5.00, Vance, Ext. 1156.

CLENNON...

started here Dec. 14, 1938. Was
junior Sec. in Art Dept. Was born
Feb. 22, 1 898, in Montana, and
died April 26. 1 949. Left a daughter and sister.

TULLIO

CORSINI...

started here Oct. 9, 1933, as busboy in Cafe. Transferred to Maintenance in 1946. Born March 5,
1 894, in Italy — was an American
citizen. Left wife, 2 daughters
and a son.

GEORGE

’49 PONTIAC 4 door. 8. Bronze color
4100 miles. $2325, terms. HO.
with
9-7502.

GUESS...

Transportation, was killed in an
accident on Santa Monica Blvd.,
May 2, 1 949. He is survived by a
sister, Cladis Engel, and a daughter^ Pat, 1038 N. Harper Ave.
George
started at Fox, Aug. 25,
1935.

BOX TYPE TRAILER— 4x6 ft. Good
price. A. H. Hammer, Mill. Can be
seen at 1607 Cotner Ave., W.L.A.
TELEVISION SETS — Wholesale price
to Studio Club members. Call Bill
McDowell, Transportation.

SHOP

AT

FOR MEN and BOYS
E
W ISS*

STORE

Furnishings,

"SLACKS
TOUGH

BET TO

LOSE

HEYMAN

m

CO.

SAVES YOU

MONEY

On Virtually Every Brand of The Following
*
*

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freexers — (All Sizes)

Roper Agency on Stoves.
G. E. Tank Vacuum

^

(Including

Wholesale

☆

*

Automatic

Washers

5843 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 35, California
5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227

MEMBERS

10301 West Pico Blvd.

Arranged

Mon., Thurs., and Sat. Nights

AR. 386-36

CLUB

r€ n€ €r

Excellent Discounts on All Electrical
Appliances and Gas Ranges
Open

WEISS, Mgr.

STUDIO

Special Discount to all Club Members

Terms

SPECIALTY”

10643 Pico

Wayne (it used to be '‘Red) Rivers of the
Labor department was on the losing end of a
recent bet. The penalty was the above haircut.

FURNITURE
☆

OUR

CARL

Cunn

Shoes and Hats

Connection

on

*
^

Food),

(any brand)

•

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)
*Ask for our wholesale Food lists

Nineteen

BITS...

WALLPAPER
33% DISCOUNT
Every Type

TO CLUB

and Design

MEMBERS

to Choose

BOYDSTON

NIGHT
TH. PHONES:
1303
CH. 5-2189

Special CONSIDERATION

EASY

TERMS

to MEMBERS

ARRANGED

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVIN ATOR
ROPER
MAGIC CHEF

& TELEVISION

CR 1-2249
HR 2-3832

W. »f Robertson

CO. ///

RADIO

WHICH

HE/\D

THE

Toni

B. T. O. no longer stands for Big Time
Operator. It’s a trade now . . . Bartender and
Television Operator.

RCA
C-E RADIO

tS79 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS

¥

From

BROS.

3300 W. 6th St.
(2 BIKs. west of Vermont)

STORE PHONE:
DU. 8-2435

DID BY RID

& APPLIANCE

ODE TO A WAITRESS
Where’s

my pie?

Put that ham
Give me

on rye.

my tea.

Cotta be on Stage 3!
Chef salad, Hurry!
Make mine chicken curry.
Where’s my roast?
I ordered coffee and toast.

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN

The sweet.
Cafe is the place to feed your
But please don’t scream, and jump to
yourwaitress
feet.
Give the
time.
You’ll just leave a dime.
And the waitress works while you eat!

Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE
’brother.''
T wenty

WWAT
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HANqOVER

j'vp (jOT.

CROSSWORD

PUZZLE

DID
ACROSS

DOWN

1
2.

Used in making
Atop tion pictures

mo-

Not Bourbon or Scotch
3.
4. Word used often by
Directors
To mistake
5.
6. Want
Say
7. Former Russian Ruler

8.

13.

Horse picture

15. Ventured
16.

1 8.
19
20.
23.
25
27.
29.
31.
33.
36.
38.
40.
41.
43.

Poems
Atmosphere
Dailey
Old Pronoun
Time Keeper
Crable
Attempt
Friend
Destroy

Toward
Beat of the heart
Doctor (Abbr. )
Drinks up
Ripped
Persons writing to Stars
44. Spar

1.
4.
9.
1 0.
I 1.
1 2.
14.

1 5. Perform
17.
19. Vision
Father
21.
22.
24.
26.
28.
30.
32.

RID

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

River (Spanish)
Rabbit
In charge of production
( Initials)
Birds Home
Often given on horses
Printers measure

Right turn (Abbr.)
Chart
Beer on
Swiss and Cowboys
37. do this
Believe
39. Railroad (abbr.)
42.
43. Studio Manager
(Initials)
Circles
45.
48. Sheeps cry

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture, Appliances,
Radios and Television

34.
35.

49.

Drink to much

50.

and
you’ll be (pi)
on
a
Half of (30
across) (pi)

46. Writing implement
47. Croup of matching
pieces
48. Busy insect

Director, also car
Twentieth
Fox
Climbing plant
Cleanest
Shelter
A Fox Picture is a
Written form of Mister

BY

51.

Furniture Co.

Westwood

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona l~nT\
L. A. 25, Calif.

(3 down)
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By JULIAN

The question of the month

ELIA KAZAN
Busy though he was, Elia Kazan said he’d
be glad to go into ACTION. When asked,
"What is your favorite aroma,” his quick
answer; "Good food.”
Born in Turkey in 1909 of Greek parents,
Kazan has won his way to the top of the
stage and screen world through sheer merit.
Yet he is one of the most modest men
you’ll ever meet.
Elia Kazan has directed some of the most
thought-provoking

productions of our time,

including GEN'TLEMAN’S AGREEMENT,
PINKY, STREETCAR NAMED
DESIRE,
and DEATH OF A SALESMAN. So you
would expea him to be very theme-minded.
He claimed he isn’t. "I never think in terms
of what I’m trying to say to whom,” he revealed. "My concern is the story itself.”
There’s nothing stuffy or "long haired”
about Kazan, and he was speaking from the

AUDREY

Reporter

MYERS

—

What is your favorite aroma?

CONLIN

"Oh. Oh! 0^1! ! Favorite aroma?

Oh, is

this a gag? Look me in the eye!”
'That, faithfully transcribed, was Audrey
Conlin’s reaction to my innocent query about
her favorite aroma. It was a pleasure to
comply with the order to look her in the

FINK

HarryforFink
is a Usually
gentleman
who’s
a loss
words.
he has
the never
answerat
before you’ve finished asking. But when I
confronted him with the question, "What is
your favorite aroma?” he was stumped.
"Whaddyamean?” he stalled. "I don’t
know what the H . . . 'That’s a crazy ques-

eye.
When, at last, skeptical Audrey was convinced that ACTION was simply after faas,

tion. Whaddya suggest?”
Finally, after being prodded and prompted,

she blurted, "To tell you the honest truth,

Harry admitted: "Well, I do like the smell
of a nice, good clean Havana cigar. Just
smoked one in the police locker room, after

nothing seems better than coffee to me.”
Technically, the interview was then comAudrey is very attractive.
plete.
She’s the studio receptionist. After graduation from Catholic Girls’ High and business school, Audrey came here in 1941, and
has competed in the Studio Club Tennis
Tourneys ever since.

heart and mind when he said: "Motion pictures are the most wonderful means of entertainment and communication. Properly

"Coffee smells especially good when you
first get up in the morning. Yes, I surely do

used they can do a tremendous job of showing that all people are basically the same,

enjoy coffee. Widb, crearr bur no sugar.”

and have the same problems. 'They’re sort of
a world language.”

HARRY

doesn’tthis
know
yet where she’ll go
on Audrey
her vacation
summer.
But the answer is obvious. Brazil!

lunch.
For Christmas
I got aMr.
lot Fink
of ’em.is ” the
As most
of you know,
stocky, red-cheeked officer who presides at
the Outer Pico Gate. 'This is an appropriate
spot for him, because Harry is keenly aware
of his treble responsibilities. For the general
public he must be the personification of Fox,
as he is the first employee that visitors see.
For Police Chief Tom Young he is the guardian of persons and property. To all of us
who work in the studio he is a landmark.
"Came

to Fox in 1935,” Harry recalled.

"Tve been on the gate for six-and-a-half
years. I know every individual on the lot. I
do a lot of good for people looking for a
job. I gotta smile for everybody.”

OFFICIAL

PUBLICATION

YOUR

OF TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO

CLUB

FUN!

The 15th Annual 20th Century-Fox Studio Picnic is
over, and already plans are being made for the 16th.
Whether you worked on one of the numerous volunteer
picnic committees, or just took your family for the day’s
outing, you felt that the best efforts of everyone were
put forward to make this affair the most enjoyable for
you, your family, and your fellow workers.
The Studio Club’s successful little theatre play,
GOODBYE AGAIN, is over, too. What is left of the
grease paint and props has been checked
for next fall.

in and set aside

The Club’s educational television and charm classes
have finished their terms, and plans are now being made
for greater variety of classes next year.
The Square Dance class is completing a course of advanced lessons, and many employees have already registered for a fall beginners’ class.
At this writing, the Studio Club’s powerful softball
team, which plays each Friday night, is making a strong
bid for the Municipal championship, while the IntraStudio League is at its mid-point.
All of these and other activities require planning and
plenty of just good hard work. Not only by the Studio
Club’s office staff, but the help and co-operation of every
person on this lot interested in his or her particular activity, has made each and every event a great success.
Because of the wholehearted co-operation of these
people, TCF employees can count on fine year-round
recreation and fun. Not only because they enjoy the work
but because they know that others will enjoy the game
or the show, these people are willing to devote long hours
of their own time for practice and preparation.
Here on our lot are displayed those virtues so needed
in the world today — interest in others, loyalty and cooperation. Ifthese virtues were more general among us,
the world would be a much more pleasant place.
For their desire to bring good after-hours recreation
to others despite the long hours and the many headaches,
these TCFers deserve the support and thanks of all.

COVER
That hot weather got us. So along with jack Pashkovsky and his
camera, cute Betty Brumfield and Lonnie Raidor piled into the car and
breezed down to Santa Monica beach. The water turned out to be
refreshing, and the sun felt good as they relaxed on the warm

sand

eating their juicy hot dogs. That’s right, there is one in every crowd.
This time it turned out to be a big bad lobster who frightened Betty,
and —

well, poor Lonnie, he didn’t have a chance.

WAR and WEATHER SPECIALISTS
By

CLEM M IE CALLOWAY
According to an old Chinese proverb, it
was the privilege of the gods to make
thunder, to wreak havoc and holocaust.
The privilege today is TCP’s Arsenal,
Mechanical and Sound Effects Department.
The roar of hurricanes, the rumble of
earthquakes, the rush of flood waters, the
crackle of lightning and reverberating thunder, the veil of fogs, all are brought about
by TCP’s Mechanical and Sound Effects Department, yet with none of the elements’
real and devastating aftermath.
All the horror of war’s destruction, the
whine of deadly shells bursting in fountains
of earth or water, the sharp, horrendous rattat-tat of machine gun fire, grenade and
depth charge explosions, air bombardments,
strafing beach attacks are matched in sound
and pictorial devastation by TCP’s Arsenal,
with never a casualty.
Henderson

In a weather beaten building that looks
like an old freight station in a small California town, is an assortment of lethal weapons, machinery and a staff of mechanical
geniuses who can wage world wars and
create all the terrifying effects of death and
destruction caused by both man and Nature.
Lou Witte, head of TCP’s Arsenal and
Mechanical and Sound Effects Department
has had his share of glory in national magazines and newspapers, but he feels that it
is the men in his department, each a specialist in his field, who deserve the glory.

Eighteen to twenty men comprise the
usual staff, but war pictures and dramas in
which the elements play a part, often bring
the number up to fifty or sixty. 'The mechanical wizzards of this department are all
veteran TCP employees. Some are graduates
of that college of phantasy that has turned
out so many geniuses: the motion picture
industry.
Some
war.

specialize in weather and some in

The machine gun fire that sounds so horrifyingly real in "12 O’CLOCK

HIGH’’

is

One of the duties of the Mechanical Effects department is to create the snow scenes. Here
is an over-all view of a snow scene of Washington Square from the picture TURNED UP TOES.

made with blank cartridges. Once blank
cartridges made only a sickly pop over the
microphone, but the mechanical genius of
the Mechanical and Sound Effects Department narrowed the muzzle of a regulation
machine gun down to the size of a .22
bore. That’s why the machine-gunning in
war pictures sounds so real. In war scenes
where you see slugs kicking up spurts of
earth or water around the hero as he escapes the enemy, aren’t bullets hitting at
all. A pattern of magnetically controlled
compressed-air valves in the earth or water
are set off in sequence to give a fusillade
effect.
"Playing with fire ” is literally a job with
the Mechanical Effects Department. Build(Continued

on Page

4)

Art Royne, left, and Bill Mittlestedt load the machine guns on
the bomber used for the picture
12 O’CLOCK HIGH.
Maupin
Three

Kuo
Babcock
Kuo

Jess Woff

gives a deserted house a realistic effect with this cobweb machine.

Bob Cole, left. Effects Machinist and George
Coemans, capable assistant to Lou Witte, discuss a new cutting drill.

ings to be burned are piped with jets and
atomizers. Combustible

fluids are pumped

t

can even produce a wanted
or smoke.

color of fire

The

turned off as easily as you turn on and oflF

TOES”

the gas flame on your kitchen range. One

are the work of TCF’s weather making
geniuses. Fake snow went out with silent

snow

scenes in "TURNED

and "COME

TO

THE

UP

STABLES”

the next all you see is a wisp of smoke. In

pictures. Today, ice machines

this way

For pictorial effect in Technicolor pictures,

ground-up ice like a stream of water. It
looks real, it sparkles and melts, giving the

the mechanical

authentic wet effect of real snow. A com-

a set is saved for another shot.
artistry of this department

Kuo

Justus Gibbs, Effects Machinist, is busy threading a screw.
Four

bination of wind and ice machines give the
effect of a blizzard.
Sand storms are created with wind mach-

through these pipes and are electrically ignited. This means a fire can be started and

minute you see a house blazing away, and

Lou Witte, head of the Mechanical Effects department, and veteran of 25 years of service
with TCF, feels that his department is the
best in the industry due to the diligences of
his workers.

spray out

Kuo

Blond Rexine Fleming, secretary to Lou Witte,
has the distinction of being the only female in
this department of men.

ines and fuller’s earth, and in "SLATTERLY’S HURRICANE” the realistic hurricane
effects are the result of wind machines and
rain-making rigging, which consists of a
series of pipes held fifty feet in the air by
tall poles. Canvas is laid over the pipes
to control the amount of light for the
camera. Water is forced up into the pipes

Kuo

Tony Paglia, Effects Chemist and Sound Effects
man, tunes a historic 1 890 Regina music box.

fContinued

from Page 4)

by pumps and the amount of pressure put
on the water determines whether it is a
light rain or torrential downpour.
"Fog thick as pea soup ” is easy as duck
soup for the Mechanical Effects Department. TCF fogs are made with atomized
chemical oils. The grease is burned away
in advance and when it comes out it is
chilled with dry ice. The amount of chill
determines whether it lies on the ground or
swirls up in the air. Manufactured fogs of
course are harmless. For a tempermental
star they can be perfumed with her favorite
scent or made aromatic with wintergreen.
In addition to creating natural weather
phenomena, lethal death and destruction,
TCF’s Mechanical Effects have perfeaed
bubble making machines for bubble baths
of glamorous stars and cobweb machines to
age deserted houses.
In the forthcoming

Henderson

The

Effect’s snow

making

machine

in operation. The cakes of ice are crushed
out as powdered ice.

and sprayed

production of the

"ARROW,” not an Indian, but Albert
Leman of the Arsenal, taught the cast of the
"ARROW”
to shoot Indian bows and
arrows.
The gun cases in the Arsenal hold a veritable collection o^ museum pieces of firearms of every century, all of which can be
duplicated in numbers for period pictures.
New honors came to TCF's Arsenal and
Mechanical Effects Department this year
when they received an Academy Award
for developing a processing paint for shrubbery for the Greenery Department that
makes brush flameproof.
The fame that comes to this particular
department only serves to strengthen its
spirit and pride in its work thus making it
another efficient part of the great TCF
organization.

|oe Manifor, left, and Lou Farkas, l-wo long time
time employees of the Mechanical Effects de-’
partment, load a machine gun.
Pashkovsky

Pashkovsky
Cunn

Fred Etcheberry, left, and George Harris check the portable water
tanks before they are sent to the Arizona location for WARPAINT.
These tanks will be used for rain scenes.

Jim Donnelly, foreman in the Mechanical Effects department,
checks one of the machine guns in the arsenal.
Five

Stars glitter as goodbye again presented at Western Ave. studio
I. '

It hoppin-ed! Yes, the Studio Club s
little theatre group, handicapped from the
start with a series of delaying incidents,
finally presented their madcap comedy
GOODBYE AGAIN at the Western Ave.
Studio, on Stage 2. Opening night, June
14th, saw the 500 seat Chinese Theatre set
packed with film and theatre celebrities
along with scores of TCP first nighters.
The famous George Haight-Allan Scott
Broadway laugh riot, directed by Helena
Sorell, TCP drama coach, brought round
after round of applause on every performance of the five night run. The production
moved at a smooth even pace and showed
plenty of professional ability that would
rival the Broadway hit.
David Bruce was the author who, on a
lecmre

tour, met his old college sweetheart, Marion Marshall, whom he at first

didn't recognize. Barbara Lawrence, David’s
private secretary, who travels with him, became ensnared by Marion’s comical husband, cleverly played by Lee MacGregor,
and her sister, Kathleen Hughes, to shed
Marion onto David. The attorney, brilliantly acted by Don Hicks, helped to complicate the farce, while Jim Whims, Rena
Castle, Bill Gallant and Carl Vitale managed to keep the audience giggling throughout the whole performance. Little Shari

Robinson

I'clded a twist to the ending that

saved the author "from a fate worse tlian
death,” and managed to make everyone
sigh with relief when the final curtain came
down.
The play, originally scheduled for an
early May performance ran into difficulties
that would have spelled FINIS to anyone
less determined than Miss Sorell. This series
of real life incidents could have made a full
three act comedy, started when two members of the cast, Lee MacGregor and Don
Hicks, went on location with the King
Company to Florida. After they came back,
Debra Pager was chosen for the lead opposite Gregory Peck in ARROW, and was
whisked off to Arizona. Kathleen Hughes
substituted nobly, only to have the leading
man. Jack Holmes, stricken with an illness
that would prevent him from being in the
play. David Bruce was substituted with only
a week until opening night.
On top of this Miss Sorell had a serious
accident to her right eye, and had to stage
and direct the rehearsals with a bandage
covering her painful and inflamed eye.
GOODBYE AGAIN, troubled from the
start by this series of unfortunate incidents,
will always be remembered by those fortunate enough to see it, as one of the best
Studio Club productions ever attempted.

Babcock

The characterization of all the parts brought round after round of
applause from the audience. Jim Whims, Shari Robinson and David
Bruce kept the audience howling.

Six

Babcock

Helena Sorell, director of the successful Studio
Club play, and her tireless stage manager, Jim
Earie, discuss the play between acts.

Babcock

“And now, if you’ll just listen to me . .
Left to right: Marion
Marshall, David Bruce, Don Hicks, Kathleen Hughes, and Barbara
Lawrence, captured the audience with this comical scene.

^ c Ti V m I s
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Television class has
Final meeting
The 12 week class dealing with the problems, programming, talent, direction and
production of television instructed by Don

Square dancing class
Opens for beginners
HAZEL

SHIRK

McNamara from Telefilm, proved very educational to all those that attended.

The response to last ACTION’S "Calling
All Squares” has been terrific — that — and —
the swell performance put on by part of the

Various guest speakers did a wonderful

gang
picnic.
know or who
the
most at
funthethere
— theDon’t
watchers
the had
dancers

job of instructing the class in their specific

— one thing for sure — they put on a mighty
fine show cause the comments have been

line of work — Advertising, commercials, direction, or engineering. The class visited
television stations KNBH at NBC in Hollywood, and ABC which is not on the air
at the present. The equipment was explained
not only technically, but its actual uses, advantages and disadvantages. Several films,
both educational and entertaining were
shown. Three live shows were seen broadcast and a complete tour of the studio was
included. The class wrote their own commercials and then discussed them, bringing
out both the good and non-practical points.
At the conclusion, the class thought it
might be interesting to have another class,
perhaps shorter, in 6 or 8 months

to keep

up to date with the rapid progress of television.

nothing but good and our fall class is fast
filling up — 40 enrollees as of the end of
June
— atin this
rate we’ll
have to limit the
number
the class!
! !
Our advanced

class is fast coming

to a

highly successful conclusion in spite of interrupting vacations and work schedules.
Plans for dances on the lot and the formof the
Clubnight.
will be open-meeting’ed at
our ing
last
class
It’s sure great to see more and more of
the gang coming to outside dances. The one
in particular where the mostus congregates
for the bestus time is our Sunday special at
the Palladium with our all-time favorite,
Ralph Maxheimer, doing the calling.
Well, class-mates, our lamin’ is practically
over and it’s gratifying to see so many having so much fun and so many more participating in our square cheat dancing —
that’s our cut-in special that keep* a maxi-

TRIED

AND

Walker

There is still time to get in the swing and
enroll in the fall square dancing class. Above
a group of the current class execute a fancy turn.

mum

of dancers in a limited number

of

Now comes the most exciting news of
squares.
all. Our instructor, Wayne Warga, will
definitely be with us in the fall ! ! ! BO'TH
for our Club and to teach the fall beginner’s
class ! ! ! We re in, kids . . . For membership in either the Club or the Class, call
your Studio Club, Maurine Lacy, Ext. 786,
or Hazel Shirk, Ext. 684.

PROVEN

The studio Club was the most popular place on the lot recently when
surplus U. S. Army Air Corps sun glasses were sold at cost to employees. The Film Cutting department, above, took time out during

their lunch hour, and got out in the bright June sun to test
their
Cunn
new

glasses. With

the help
overof 1their
500 “seal
glasses.of approval’’ the Club sold

Seven
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LONNIE

RAIDOR

The unbeaten ELIA KAZAN’S GRIPS
continue to set a torrid pace as the STUDIO
CLUB INTRA-DEPARTMENTAL
SOFTBALL LEAGUE swings into the final weeks
of aaion.
Boastful of possessing the three league
leading hitters, and owning a team batting
mark of .403 ( league high ) , the KAZAN’S
GRIPS have run their victory string to ten
straight games. Unbeaten in six games, the
KAZANS waltzed off with first-half honors
and now threaten to make a clean sweep
of second-half laurels as they racked up their
fourth in a row and extend their winning
streak.
The JEAN PETERS softballers, currently
occupying second place, were knocked out
of the co-leadership when they suffered a
5-0 setback at the hands of KAZAN’S
GRIPS.

First round

champs,

STANDING
ELIA

KAZAN’S

JEAN PETERS
LINDA DARNELL

In the extra-base department, DICK
KLINGENSMITH
and BOB WITTENBERG share homerun laurels with a pair
each. REZK has swatted three triples to
lead, while JERRY FRAZIER follows closely with two. Oddly enough THOMPSON,
PRINCE, and HOUGH jointly occupy the
doubles throne with three each. In the RBI
column a close race exists with KLINGENSMITH bashing in 13 runs to lead the
parade, a step ahead of BOB KAHLE who
has
RBI. clubbed

12 runs in, and REZK’S

10

With the acquisition of D ELMAR
DAVES as a sponsor, the DAVES team
( formerly Labor Dept. ) has advanced to
third place in the league standings, sharing the spot with GREGORY PECK and
LINDA DARNELL.

team,

Sutfin

captained by Al Prince. Front row, left to right:

Paul Wurtzel, John Lavin, jack Clinton, Bud Thompson, Herman D’Orazio, George Harris.
Back row, left to right: Harry Jones, Al Prince, Hugh Fowler, George Zucker, Fred Rezk,
Frank Corey.

Ace swatsmiths of second-half play include: BUD THOMPSON 714, AL PRINCE
.692, and FRED RESK .571 (all of
GRIPS) followed by SYL ZIMMERMAN .571, STAN HOUGH
.555,
HARLOW
KICKER, BERT BRUNSON
and PAUL A. WURTZEL
who possess
.500 averages along with a dozen others.

the Elia Kazan

OF TEAMS
W3 L

KAZAN

DELMAR
GREGORY
CELESTE

4

1

DAVES
PECK
HOLM

MANKIEWICZ-SEATON
ANNE BAXTER
The STUDIO

CLUB

the 'TRIPLE-A, AAU
PAL OPEN LEAGUE,

Pet. GBL

0 1.000

2
2

2

2

2

1

3

2

1 3
0 4
TEAM,

.750
.500
.500
.500
.250
.250
.000

1
2
2
2
3
2
4

entered
MAJOR MUNICI-in
got off on the right

foot by downing Far Ba Furniture 5-3 in
the opening session of the 10-week season.
Helms Bakeries upset the applecart by downing the locals 2-1 on Ray Mercer’s one-hitter.
'The lone blow was garnered by BOB JOLLEY who turned it into a tremendous homerun which loomed large on the scoreboard
until Helms staged a rally. In a previous
practice game, TCP held Helms to a 3-3
nine inning tie.; IRV GROMOSKI, ace TCP
chucker, struck out 13 in the two league
contest to set a sizzling pace in the AAU
LEAGUE.

Ed Betkijian fakes a
der before dashing
regular Inter-Studio
Kazan 3rd baseman,

quick look over Sutfin
his shoulfor home in one of the
league games. Fred Rezk,
watches in the background.

Ei^ht
K

TCF

Tennis

Ladder

to Follow Motion

Picture Tournament

Bill Gallant' and Larry Meek, in forecourt, wait for Gene Gorman’s
return in the recent Studio Club tennis tournament, held at the West
Side Tennis Club.

Played under the hot but ha2y June sky,
the second annual Studio Club Tennis Tournament was climaxed Sunday, June 26. Martin Cornica, long time favorite of tennis fans
in Southern California, breezed through a
field of over 25 entrants and won the Men’s
Singles title from Don Lusher, 7-5, 6-3.
The tournament, played at the fashionable West Side Tennis Club, located on
Motor Avenue just a short distance from the
Pico Gate, was considered a success from
every point of view. The final match in the
Men’s Doubles was as exciting as any ever
witnessed when Roger Corman, and brother
Gene finally slammed their way to a blazing
victory from the Meek -Gallant combination,
6-3, 7-5. In the last match of the day, Betty
London, teamed with iron man Don Lusher
and defeated Rudy Pliska and his wife to
annex the Mixed Doubles Championship.

The final match of the Consolation tournament, also completed on June 26, was a
torrid fight. Howard Taylor finally overcame
a blistering attack by John Campbell to
notch up another victory for himself and
captured that division of tournament play.
In addition to the attractive trophies
awarded the winners of each event, the
Studio Club will sponsor the victors in the
22nd Annual Motion Picture Tournament,
which attracts the best tennis players in the
industry.
A tennis "ladder” will be started after the
Motion Picture Tournament is over, in which
each player may challenge a player who has
finished ahead of him in the Studio Club
Tournament.

Any new players who wish to

join this year-round tennis play will have to
start at the bottom of the ladder. For further
information call the Studio Club.

BOWLING
HANDICAP

Martin Cornica, left, winner of the Men’s
Singles division is congratulated by Don Lusher,
runner-up.

MEETING
LEAGUE

Thursday, August 11th— Old Projection Room 1—7:30 P.M.
Captains and team representatives shoidd he
present to submit entry blanks—

ADDITIONAL ATTRACTION
Motion Pictures of the Top Bowlers in Action

The fast moving

stage show, held early in the afternoon, fascinated this large crowd

assembled

on the athletic field.

3500 Attend 15th
HIGHLIGHTS

OF

THE

ANNUAL

STUDIO

CLUB

PICNIC

PHOTOGRAPHED
BY
JACK

PASHKOVSKY

t

Babcock

The

1949 Miss TCP title was won by lovely Pat Averall, representing the Transportation Dept. Above, she shows the attractive gold
cup to Jim Ruman, head of Transportation, while Pat Woodward,
last year’s beauty queen

Ten

looks on.

All the conveniences of home. A special trailer was parked on the
grounds to help keep both the babies and parents dry. This was the
second year that the TCP picnic has been held at the Valley Park
Country Club.

The kiddies automobile

merry-go-round

proved to be one of the most popular attractions for
the youngsters.

Mr. F. L. Metzler, Studio Treasurer and Manager was on hand to greet over 3500 employees
and their families.

Annual TCF Picnic

R. A. Klune, Production Manager, and gifted
master of ceremonies, paused for a chat with
actor Reggie Gardner, between acts.

Bill Winter, left, chairman of the successful
1 5th Annual Picnic, was one of the busiest men
at the Valley Park Country Club, )une 19.

Cute Shari Robinson, versatile young Fox starlet, brought rounds of applause from the audience for her dancing and singing acts.
Eleven

A

new

race, was

inaugurated

at this year’s picnic — a

Come-To-Mam

A delicious hot barbecued lunch with all the trimmings, along with
plenty of free soft drinks and ice cream, managed to fill everyone.

ma-race,

One

cool water in the Valley Park Country Club’s swimming
an attraction which proved very popular.

T welve

poll was

the one

of the busiest

and two-year-olds

spots

run by John

The
The

in which

bright

country

red

at the picnic was
Lavin, left, and

fire engine,

club’s grounds

sprinted

with

that

raced

the prize booth,

Dave

capably

Vaughn.

around

dusk.
bells
clanging,

to their mothers.

was

the

outskirts

busy

from

of the

dawn

to

June was a record breaking production
month with 8 films shooting at one time.
These eight films, plus the two pictures now
being shot on location, mark

year production record for 20th CenturyFox Studios.
Pictures that were in production in June
include: FRONT AND CENTER, a Dan
Dailey-CoUeen

Townsend

6 Year Production

this as a 6-

High Hit At Studio

top biller, with

John Ford megging for Producer Fred Kohlmar; DANCING IN THE DARK, with
1

William Powell-Mark Stevens-Betsy Drake,
starring for George Jessel; TWELVE

1

O’CLOCK HIGH, a Gregory Peck starrer
which Darryl F. Zanuck is personally reining; WHIRLPOOL, a Gene Tierney-Richard
Conte vehicle which Otto Preminger is producing and directing; WABASH AVENUE,
Betty Grable-Victor Mature-Phil Harris picture which Henry Koster is megging for
Producer William Perlberg; THREE CAME
HOME,

Claudette Colbert film which Jean

Negulesco is directing for Producer Nunnally Johnson; OH DOCTOR, Dorothy McGuire - William Lundigan starrer, which
Claude Binyon is megging for Producer
Fred Kohlmar; TURNED UP TOES, another Kohlmar production starring Paul
Douglas,Jean Peters, Joan Davis and Keenan Wynn.
The two films shot on location in June
are: ARROW, a Jimmy Stewart starrer,
shooting in Arizona; and THE BLACK
ROSE, a Tyrone Power top-biller, shooting
in French Morocco.

Maupin

Gregory Peck throws some off stage lines to actor Millard Mitchell in 12 O’CLOCK HIGH.
Director Henry King and cameramen Leon Shamroy, Bud Mantino and Red Crawford watch
the action.

y

1 ■'

j

■

(

'

yi
St. Hilaire

Debra Paget gets her first billing in a 20th
Century-Fox picture opposite Jimmy Stewart in
WARPAINT. The company spent over 6 weeks
in the back country of Arizona.

Henderson

Al Hall, right, Director of TURNED UP TOES, checks a few guns with prop man Lorry Haddock, while Jean Peters, Artie Jacobson, Assistant Director, and actor Paul Douglas toy with
some prop guns.
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AUGUST 14th SCHEDULED
EOR GOLE TOURNAMENT
Baldwin Hills course
Site of annual affair
Good

news

for both men

and women

golfers is in the air. August 14 is the date
for the Studio Club’s Annual Golf Tournament to be held at Baldwin Hills Golf
Course. Tee times will be taken at the Studio
Club, starting July 25. Entrance fees will be
$5.00 for men and $2.50 for women.
The day long affair will be similar to last
year’s successful tournament. Laughter and
horseplay will be furnished to spectators at
the players’ expense. Good-natured kidding
over the public address system, along with
boisterous sound effects will heckle the players and it will be a lucky golfer, indeed, who
gets a good drive down

the fairway.

A hole 19, a golfer’s oasis, will be set up
for everyone, and popular music will be
furnished for late afternoon dancing, which
is free to all employees. The same system of
handicapping players, blind bogey, will be
used again this year, and the prize committee
has indicated that they will try to obtain a
prize for each player.

Pre-Tournament
Golf Tournament
A new twist in the way of a beginners’
class and pre-tournament golf tournament,
will be inaugurated this year to help spur the
golf scores along. The class, which is scheduled to start July 12, will run for two nights
a week, 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. It will be
climaxed by a nine-hole tournament, which
will be held at El Rancho pitch and putt
course. Both beginners and occasional golfers
are urged to join this class where they will
get professional coaching and tournament
experience. The price of this class is only
50 cents and will include the golf balls,

Babcock

Jack Codd, Studio Controller, and chairman of the Studio Club’s Annual Coif Tournament,
pauses to watch a couple of TCF golf enthusiasts prepare for the current affair, scheduled
for August

Fourteen

14th.

Lew

Corum,

last year’s champ, gives Norma
her golf form.

Amigo

a helping hand

with

practice clubs and the pre-tournament entrance fee. For further information call the
Studio Club.

You Too Can Be Cute

Honorable mention for unmentionables is this quartet of manly
underthings which the well dressed male will wear this year.

If you’re a man, now it can be told.
Done without the benefit of mirrors, you
too can be cuter than you had ever hoped
to be, wearing the newest men’s fashions.
Revealed recently at a New York fashion

blown

athletic union

suit with quarter

sleeve and three-quarter in length or an old
fashioned full-length oxford union suit in
coal mine black.

look anemic by comparison. You can wear
the cutest swim trunks at the beach this
summer with a beach towel to match, and

As to the necktie, the sky is the limit.
There are hand-painted versions decorated
with mermaids or dancing girls, but newer
are those which indicate your favorite sport,
flaunting a pattern of golf balls, tennis
rackets, bowling pins, horses or perhaps a
straight flush in hearts.

they’ll easily double as pajamas at night.
Calculated to give men that casual look,

Yes, it won’t be hard to outshine the little
woman from now on. Instead of taking

there’s a ducky slack suit with shirtails that
hang out and flap in the breeze, which will
attract whistles of admiration from your
friends at the corner drug store.
Not only can you panic the golf club
with bright red pants, a hat to match, and
red and black saddle shoes, but you can
express your personality thoroughly in your
choice of T-shirts. Colors that are visible
for two miles, plus checkerboard squares,
foot-wide stripes or lacy effect that lets your
manly chest show through, are just a few
examples.
Evidence that this color craze has grabbed
a toehold on the men at 20th Century-Fox,
is the abundance of colored shirts seen

a back seat to your wife’s outfit, this summer the spotlight will be on you — if you’re
in the know on men’s styles.

show by the largest manufacturer of men’s
clothing,
Wilson
were the
men’s
styles
and colors
that Brothers,
would make
rainbow

Store in

W holesale Prices to

STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

Everything for the Golfer
Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

Fredericks

experts, if you’re really in the inside track,
you will be wearing pastel this summer.
They stress a nice combination of pink shirt
with lilac necktie or vice versa.

and Co.

for the boudoir, you may have pa-

jamas to rival your wife’s black chiffon
nightie, with cute knee-length pajamas in a
gauzy open weave.
For those chilly Southern California
mornings or a location trip to Greenland,
you can let yourself go with either a full

The Largest
Athletic Supply

Southern California

around the lot. According to the fashion

And

Polka dots are in season. And very smart,
cool and casual. Short sleeves for comfort
with matching bow tie.

8560 WEST

PICO

BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega
How to be a golden boy. Wear this sport shirt
of woven gold metallic fabric, along with
matching golden buttons and gloves processed
in 24-carat gold leaf.

BRadshaw

2-5161
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PAINT and WALLPAPER
DISCOUNT

for BEST DEAL
on
NEW or USED CARS

Vii&hVo^PcUn&

Special Consideration To All
Studio Club Members
PICO

HERBERT H. COOPER

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR.

Richmond

5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

SAVES
West

(Including Wholesale Connection on Food),
Automatic Washers (any brand)
•

MONEY

Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand

*
*

YOU

American Legion dinner

10301

Cas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

of The

Tuesday night, July 19th, in the
Paris, the 20th Century-Fox American
Post No. 563 will have as their guest
Brigadier General Watson of the

Following

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

*

Dinner will be served at
erans and Legionnaires are
to attend. The installation
ficers will be handled by

*Ask for our wholesale Food lists

Where Are You Going On Your Vacation?
LET us

V

1. Brake

V

CHECK

2. Steering Gear and Wheel Alignment
3. Visibility, Lights, Glass, Wipers

V

4. Lubrication

V

Lining

and

5. Tires, Radiator

6730 SUNSET

BLVD.

GLADSTONE

5151

5> OFE ON ALL AUTOMOBILES
TO

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Buy — Sell and Consign — Free Appraisal

VILLAGE
BONDED
AR. 9-7529

DEALERS
1885 WESTWOOD

Open Evenings ’Till Nine
Sixteen

The Safety Committee, composed of a
representative from each department on the
lot, has stressed the importance of a traffic
signal at the Santa Monica Gate. It was
brought out at the June meeting that several serious accidents and one death have

leaving from work.
It was suggested at the meeting that each
employee write to the Mayor of Los Angeles expressing his or her personal desire
for a stop-and-go signal at the Santa Monica
Gate. So great was the response of the
people on this lot in writing to the Mayor,
that he indicated to the Safety Committee
that some action will be taken by the L. A.
City Engineering Department.
Jimmie Dinneen, secretary of the Committee, wished to thank all the employees

MOTORS

AUTOMOBILE

Women’s Post Installation Team.
Dinner is $2.00 per person. Make your
reservations now through Post Adjutant
George Burnett, Ext. 491-

been caused by speeding automobiles passing
on Santa Monica Blvd. while employees were

Special Discount to Studio Club Members

We

7 p.m. All vetcordially invited
of the new ofthe Hollywood

Safety committee bids
For traffic signal

Ignition

1917

ShaeferS

Cafe de
Legion
speaker,
United

States Army, here from Washington. Retiring Commander Sol Halprin will preside over the meeting.

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)

SINCE

Bob Falconer, right, popular head of the Plumbing Shop, retired from TCF after 24 years of
service. Bob Comer orginated and signed along
with other TCF
this working
elaboratefriends
scroll. of Falconer’s,

€ n€ € r
*
*

0111

who wrote personal letters and cards to the

BLVD.

Mayor’s office and stated, "If it wasn’t for
everybody’s cooperation in this matter it
would have been impossible for one single
person to bring this safety hazard to the
Mayor’s attention.”

^^COME

ON DOWN

SOUTH’’

SAVE
on

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
• DIAMONDS
GIFTS

everything
in our

JEWELRY

• ELECTRICAL
• RADIOS
APPLIANCES

< ••

FOUNTAIN
JEWELRY

PENS

• LUGGAGE

and

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

GIFT
sample
line

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample
line at DEALERS’ DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
of California

San Diego-Calif. Club

A mecea

for fresh water fishermen

angling for bass, crappie, and blue gill is Lake Henshaw,

lying in the scenic “back country” of San Diego.

Exclusive West Coast Importers’
Representative

DELMAR
"One

An easy day’s drive or week-end outing
to San Diego County would prove to be

vous for anglers seeking bass, crappie, and
blue gill. The highway leads on to the
coast, and then into San Diego, the city

most enjoyable, intresting and relaxing for

built around

the whole family. The 325 mile round trip

with

This week-end, let’s take a drive South.

Renaissance

from Los Angeles to San Diego, via Lake
Henshaw

and

combines

interesting scenes of seashores,

positions, and the world-renowned San Diego
Zoo, where the animals are not in cages,

Observatory,

mountains, desert, citrus groves, metropolis
and old Spanish missions.
Follow

Highway

101, which

Pacific, until you come

skirts the

to Oceanside, the

city that claims one of the finest surf-fishing
beaches in the world. A fifteen-minute drive
inland takes visitors to Mission San Luis
Rey de Francia (Saint Louis King of France) .
The

18th in founding among

the Spanish

missions, it was established June 13, 1798.
Cactus grows among the crumbling walls
lying beside the road; in the courtyard is
the first pepper tree planted in the west,
120 years old. The mission, now a house
of study for prospective Franciscan missionaries, isopen to the public.
Continuing, the highway climbs through
pines to 5202-foot Palomar Mountain, topped with the famous Palomar Observatory,
composed of seven buildings (including two
smaller observatories), which was built at
a cost of $6,000,000. The 200-inch mirror
is
is the
openworld’s
daily. largest, and the visitor’s gallery
The road passes over rolling hills, thick
with oak trees to Lake Henshaw, a rendez-

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic
Since 1913"
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-3913
Open

Tuesday

Evenings

Until 9

P.M.

1400-acre Balboa Park, filled

lush gardens, Spanish

buildings that served two international ex-

the Palomar

WATCHES

of America's Einest Watches

but in surroundings similar to their natural
habitats. Pits and high walls prevent the
beasts from escaping.
In San Diego, visitors also may

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

explore

Mission San Diego de Alcala, first of the
California missions, which was built in 1769
by the Spanish padres. Here were construc-

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

ted the state’s first dam, first irrigation system; California’s first palm and olive trees
were planted nearby.

♦

A ferry takes visitors from downtown
San Diego to Coronado, with its fine homes
and resort hotel. Here is Silver Strand State

We Carry a Complete Une of
Guaranteed Furniture, Appliances,
Radios and Television

Park, stretching for miles with the Pacific
on one side, with the bay on the other.
'The sand on the beach is not yellow as on
most strands, but is actually silver.
Visitors will wish to cross into the Old
Mexico town of Tijuana, with its outdoor
bazaars, and Spanish-style restaurants. The
pueblo has grown much during the past
three years, and those who have not visited
the town recently will be surprised at its
size.
Ho-hum!

Home

again, home

again — nice

trip, don’t you agree, but gee it’s nice to
get home again.

♦

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
♦
Monday,

Thursday
Open

and

Until

Saturday

Night

10 PM,
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By

DICK

HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood
bound by the
ific ocean, but
interests and

PITTS

IS A BUSINESS

is a huge community loosely
Sierra mountains and the Pacclosely bound by the common
energies of its people.

It is not a single city, or even a geopraphical entity. It is a name which has outgrown
the original Hollywood district tucked into
the northwest corner of sprawling Los Angeles. There centered the young, thriving,
motion picture industry, and "Hollywood ”
became synonymous with film production —
with glamour queens, screen heroes, Kleig
lights, and the fascinating business of makebelieve.
The

smdios grew, multiplied, and scattered. Today, several are miles apart — in
Burbank, Westwood, Culver City, North
Hollywood. Studio people live in Beverly
Hills, Glendale, Inglewood, and perhaps a
dozen other towns. Scattered throughout are
many industries — aircraft, light metals, plastics, and the like.
But to the world, "Hollywood’ still means
motion pictures.
It transcends more
daries.

than ordinary boun-

For example, although motion picmres in
all phases of production, distribution, and
exhibition are among America’s largest industries, Hollywood itself is much more than

an industry. It is more

than an art. It is

more than the manifestation of a great technological achievement.
For one thing, Hollywood is earnestly and
enthusiastically American. And yet its spirit
and influence are practically worldwide —
impeded only by such political intolerance
as still exists abroad.
For another thing, although Hollywood
films are intended for entertainment, they
go beyond that, too. As a mirror of the
American way of life, motion pictures are
acknowledged to be the most powerful of

instruments for the building of international
understanding.
Conquest-bound diaators in Europe banned Hollywood pictures because they dared
not let their subject peoples see democracy
at work. 'They excluded all American pictures, even comedies and musicals, for they
knew that every sort of entertainment film
reveals in many ways how a free people
enjoy security,
highest
standard happiness,
of living. and the world’s
Propaganda films were substituted by the
dictators but proved ineffective. When the
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Home additional
Awards for TCF

(Continued from Page 18)

AMG carried the first American pictures
back into liberated countries, people literally fought to see them.
It is a horrible truth that the many are
judged by the few. Thus when a case like
that of Robert Mitchum hits the front pages

Silence at ua.m.
RAY GRANTHAM
worked in the Nursery. He was
born November 6, 1898 and died
|une 20, 1949.

of the nation’s newspapers, the self-appointed critics rear back on their hind legs,
smirk sadistically, and say:

ROY LOUIS JOHNSTON
worked as a Grip. He was born
January 23, 1896 and died June 2,
1949. He left one daughter, Selta

"Uh-huh — I told you so.”
Then they will declare that such a case
is typical rather than the exception, which
it really is.
From all walks of life, from all industries
and business — even from our religious groups
you may find isolated examples of everything from petty larceny to murder.
Yet we do not say that all ministers are
bad simply because one slipped from the
fold. If an insurance man is convicted of
embezzlement, it certainly does not follow
that all insurance men are not be trusted.
If a newspaperman

Three 20th Century-Fox screen writers
walked away with three out of the five
plaques at the first annual presentation of
awards by the Screen Writers Guild. F. Hugh

gets falling-down drunk,

Herbert’s SITTING PRETTY was chosen
the winner of the award for the Best Written
American Comedy. Frank Partos and Millen
Brand won the award for the Best Written
American Drama, in their work on the
SNAKE PIT, which was adapted from Mary

Uylie.
JEANETTE MERTZ
worked in the Still Lab since December, 1933. She was born June
16, 1884 and died June 7, 1949.

Partos
and novel.
Brand also won the Robert
Jane
Ward’s
Meltzer plaque for their screen play which

WILLIAM SANTORO
worked as an Electrician since
1936. He was born May 29, 1893
md died May 31, 1949.

"dealt most ably with problems of the
American scene in 1948.” Charles Brackett,
president of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences presided at the gala affair,
which attracted over 1000 writers, actors,
directors,
and producers, and was held at the
Bel-Air Hotel.

surely you don’t consider all members of the
Fourth Estate a bunch of drunks. Or do you?
The people of Hollywood

are not wanton

KINGSIZE

Bohemians — they’re just ordinary folks, like
you and me, working hard at their trade —
of providing the world with its best entertainment.
Yes — there’s plenty RIGHT
wood.

RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINKS
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACCUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS
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What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood’s Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don’t be foiled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that

FLOOR WAXERS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA SIPHONS
LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES
SILVERWARE
JEWELRY
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS

makes it possible for you to buy America’s most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on ever)' purchase you plan.
DON’T BUY . . .
RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS

1261 Norlh Vine Street, Hollywood

When

Unkink Your Spine

OVERSIZE

Across the Street from the New

in New York, Shop at MASTERS

MART,

MART

PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
GIFTS
CHIMES
BED LAMPS
TOYS

Don Lee Studios!

HUdson

2-1285

66 West 48th Street • Rockefeller Center’s Next Door Neighbor
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EVERYBODY WELCOME
Twenty

. . . too often you don’t get to enjoy
them. That’s the truth. You go on a
trip and wind up with poison ivy or a
bad case of sunburn. Maybe the family car gets wrinkled in an accident.
If you stay at home, you work harder

than you should and don’t get a rest,
or you lay around and get bored stiff.
It takes a lot of planning and thinking on how you can make the most of
your vacation period. To help you, we
are passing on our advice on how to enjoy this year’s vacation.
1. Don’t tell the milkman, mailman,
and other delivery men to stop their
deliveries. Your house will have that
new look when you get back and, besides, it’s so exciting to encourage
burglars to visit your home when you’re
gone
you can never tell what’s going
to be —left.

2. Don’t turn off the water, electricity and gas when you leave. When
these utilities spring a leak while you

Fight

on

team

are gone, you’re bound to get the surprise of your life when you get home.
3. Don’t bother
to take a road map
with you. They’re
such a worry. Besides, by asking
directions you get
a chance to meet
some

very intersting natives,
along with lots of
local color.
4. Drink plenty of black coffee, beer,
and don’t forget to take plenty of NODOZ to keep you awake while driving.
Drive as fast and as far as you can
without stopping for sleep. In addition to helping promote highway safety, this puts you in a good frame of
mind to enjoy the rest of your vacation— sleeping.

II

5. When you are
boating and as far
from shore as possible, change your
seat in the boat.
This movement on
your part will give
the boat plenty of
motion and usually attracts the
larger fish to your
vicinity.

“OUR TEAM IS RED HOT ...” The team, well it’s none other than the boys in the Publicity
Still Lab, all decked out in their favorite athletic uniform — stripes! Front row, left to right:
Cliff Concialdi, Alex Babcock, Herman Lieber, Vance Rankin, Walt Kiloh. Second row, left to
light: Clen Sutfin, Elmer Classburn, Len Rhodes,
Miller, Ray Smith.

CARPETS

7. The best way
to get one of those
golden suntans is
to lay under the
sun all day and
scorch your milkwhite skin. Always remember —
the hotter you sizzle, the brighter

Back

A

row, left to right: Al

TILE

Carpet

Co.

THE “WRIGHT" WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

A Complete

CLEANING
S. M. 7-5257

^

CARPET

SERVICE

LAYING

ir

DYEING

11218 WASHINGTON

BLVD., CULVER

CITY

zrzr tlVIII/%ooI
Shop-

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

you’ll glow!
8. You get only one paid vacation a
year, so try and cram as much excitement and as many activities into those
two weeks as you can. A sure sign of
a sensible vacation is to come back
to work thoroughly exhausted, cranky
and generally run down.

LINOLEUM

Wright

6. After a big hearty meal, don’t
forget to take a nice swim as far out
in the cold water as you can. If you
get chilled or start to shiver, don’t
worry — it means that your body is a
little cold, and if you can just wait a
few minutes more, you won’t have to
worry anymore!

A

Art Shippman.
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STORE
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WEISS, Mgr.
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DID BY RID

WALLPAPER
33% DISCOUNT

Here is the answer to last month’s
crossword puzzle. This is just a matter
of form, as I know no one failed to
work it ... I just hope a few tried.
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Seen on a marquee

«

41:

over a bowling alley:

"Rita has her Aly
# — Come
*

in* and get yours.”

Kathleen Fish,
head of the Script
Dept., recently
purchased a new
( 1947) Buick and

RCA
C-E RADIO
& TELEVISION
CR i-aa4f
BR 2-3832

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS

coTW

W. of Robertson

V\ RADIO

& APPLIANCE

J. E. BRULATOUR,

her daughter-inlaw, Florence
Ridgeway, a Great
Dane. Now they
both have transportation to and
from the studio. I

From

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN

won’t say the dog,
pictured below, is
large . . . but I recall betting $2.00
on it to win at
Santa Anita.

Professional
Motion Picture

Florence Ridgeway
«

«

«

Another Annual Picnic has come and
gone.ficePat
Averall of
the TCP
Cashier’s
ofwas awarded
Miss
of 1949,
Fred Drew of the Mill won the television set by missing the total number
of peas in the jar by the amazing sum
of only 3 peas. He guessed 83,777 . . .
There were 83,780. The entertainment, events, food, music and prizes
were the best. Thanks to everyone who
helped make it a success, and those
persons who did not show up missed
a wonderful day’s outing.

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE
T wenty-three

Entered as Second Class
Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
Act of March 3, 1879.
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ETHELYN

CRANNAN

“It’s too darned

hot!”

That’s what Ethelyn Crannan,
our soft-spoken telegraph operator,
shouted when I mentioned the horrible word “Valley.” Usually you
can’t get Ethelyn to talk about anything, as she is preoccupied with
burning up the wires from here to
New York. But million-dollar productions and affairs of Fox were
momentarily forgotten as she lashed
into her adversary.
After complaining that Valley
men lacked virility, that transportation there is terrible, that the streets
are unpaved and the bachelors unshaved, Ethelyn admitted some of
the less horrible aspects. She conceded that it floods in the Valley
only once or twice a year. Republic
pictures are made there. After four
in the afternoon the temperature
does decline enough to permit romance. And if you’re willing to
drive to San Francisco first, you can
find a route to the Valley that
doesn’t wind like unreeled film.
“The most infuriating experience
I’ve ever had,” Ethelyn blazed,
“was on a Sunday afternoon. I tried
to turn off Ventura Boulevard onto
Sepulveda. It took hours to get out
of the Valley and back to civilization.”

Inquiring

RUSSELL

LOUIS

ALLAN

Our “middle” barber, Russ Allan,
prefers only one thing in the world
to fishing — boasting about his
wonderful Valley. He usually emphasizes his assertions by a sweeping gesture with his razor. But
Louis, his stock colleague, is sharp,
too, and always comes back with a
cutting remark.
Russ insists: “There’s only one
thing you’ve got more of here than
in the Valley — fog! Listen, Louis
is always insulting the Valley. Well,
you know Lindy, the Night Captain
of the Police Department? Louis
had him sneaking around in the
Valley looking for a house Louis
could buy there.
“You’ve been out in the Valley.
You know how healthy it is. Fresh
air. No smog; no fog. Quiet. No
traffic. As soon as your Los Angeles
smog reaches the exact boundary of
the Valley
believe
it! it stops. You wouldn’t
Russ warmed to his lecture, and
even failed to pick up the twentyfive cents his last customer left him.
When Russ does that he's really
wound
up. “Poor Louis,” he
moaned. “Lives in Fog Gulch, down
near Sears on Pico. Once he took
his little girl to the Valiev and she
asked, ‘What’s that bright thing up
there?’ He whipped her and took
her home. It was the sun, and she’d
never seen it before — or since!

Reporter

TONY

PACIFIC

When discussing the Valley,
Louis Pacific is anything but. As he
furiously honed his razor he roared:
“What I think about the Valley you
couldn’t print. I wouldn’t live there
if someone CAVE me a home.
“The guys who live there are
terrible to their families. They work
over here where it’s nice, and leave
their families there to sweat or
freeze. They’ve got no sewers
their cesspools back up.
“You

and

take Russell. All his wife

ever sees is gophers. She’s afraid to
go outdoors. Those gophers come
right up to her back porch and all
she can do is wave a broom at them.
JustIsrael
like Green,
Africa.”our other barber, is
a reasonable man. He interrupted to
point out that there must be something good about the Valley if so
many people live there.
“Green, I’m surprised,” admitted
Louis, sadly. “You should know
better than that. Didn’t you ever see
all those real estate promoters down
at the train station? They grab those
suckers from back East as soon as
they get off the train. They feed
’em a nice big chicken dinner and
then put ’em in a bus and drive ’em
to the Valley. All the way there
they’ve got Hollywood cowboys in
the bus singing ‘Gonna Make the
San Fernando Valley My Home.’

HANSE

Tony Hanse, that distinguished
looking gentleman in our Set Recan’t just
wait now
till
he’s backcording
in Department,
the Valley,
he’s enduring the awful agony of
living in Los Angeles. But as soon
as he finds an acre to his liking, he
and his family will race to The
Promised Land. They resided in
Sherman Oaks until Uncle Sam
thought of a better place for them,
during the War.
“In the Valley we have changes
of season,” Tony proclaimed. “Sure
it’s hotter in the Summer and cooler
in the winter. Isn’t that natural? Of
course, if people like the monotonous weather of the rest of California that’s their business.
“You know, the people who are
always condemning the Valley are
the ones who are tied up with property in Los Angeles. They only wish
they could sell out and live there.
“And you can quote me that
‘There’s no smog in the Valley!’
Sometimes a little fog does blow in
from the
Bigour
City,
make
any of
own.but we don’t
“I don’t like the dampness,
smokiness,

dirtiness and closeness

of Los Angeles. I’ve found that if
you want to live and let live, and
enjoy the comforts this climate has
to offer, you must move to the Valley. I always used to say I wouldn’t
live there — until I did.”
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people, we have 20 cars, 40 radios, and 20 telephones. We also know that in Russia, for every
100 people, they have less than 1/10 of a car,
1 telephone, and 2 radios. We have 65 times as
many daily newspapers as the Russians and 12
times as many churches. For every 1 ,000 people
we have nearly 17 in college while the Russians
have 3. The average Russian factory worker earns
$21.86 a week. In the United States he earns
$50.97.
So what?

What

does all this do for you — for

your wife and children? What’s

in it for You?

You’re right in thinking your lot can be improved. Sure, things can be better in the United
States! Our system has its faults, yet it has
brought more benefits to more people than any
other system ever devised. But even now we
have the threat of a bust.
Yet, we can beat the boom and bust cycle.
can have better food, better clothing, better

wages, better homes, more leisure, more
cational and medical facilities.
We

can have all this if we

edu-

realize that each

American’s personal standard of living will rise
in proportion to how much all Americans produce through better machines, better methods,
and better teamwork.
And

that’s about it. What’s

in it for you and

your family depends on what’s in it for America.

Members

COVER

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscripifon price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25e. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, 1 942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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Sure, we all know America is the richest country in the world. All of us have heard dozens of
times that in the United States, for every 100
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Tamara Lynn Taylor, cute four-year-old daughter of Jimmie Taylor,
Nursery department, likes to keep cool during this hot weather, just
as much as you do. Alex Babcock, ACTION’S photographer, by
chance happened to be around with his camera, when she was the
coolest — just when
trunks.

she left the ol’ swimming

hole, minus her bathing

J’roduction Activity To Increase In Fall
Robinson's
“The Big Fall”
To Start on Lot
September
Starting in September, 20th CenturyFox will resume active production.
Casey Robinson’s THE BIG FALL,
which he wrote and will produce, will
start shooting September

15 th. Casey

has just returned from Paris where he
and director Otto Lang filmed over
75,000 feet at the Auteuil racetrack just
outside of Paris. John

Garfield and

Micheline Prelle will co-star, and Jean

Dan

Dailey is slated to star in TICKET

TOMAHAWK

Negulesco will direct.

TO

.which will start shooting at Durango, Colorado, August 1 5th.

Anne Baxter will share starring honors in TICKET TO TOMAHAWK.
Shooting will start at the
studio September 20th.

Cunfight-ers to Roll Sept. 15
Others which are also scheduled to
roll in September are, GUNFIGHTERS
which

Henry

King

will direct, and

Gregory Peck is slated to star. The King
company

will start shooting September

15 th, while only a tentative September
shooting
CHEAPER
TICKET

date has been set for
BY THE DOZEN.
TO

TOMAHAWK,

which

will start shooting on location at Durango, Colorado, August 15 th, is scheduled to return to the Westwood lot
September 20th to complete the film.
Three More in October
The

smdio

has been busy making

preparations for three more pictures to
start possibly in October. Plans now
call for Dan

Dailey and Betty Grable

to pair up again in THE STORK. REMEMBER, OH REMEMBER, starring
Jeanne Crain and William

Lundigan,

is definitely scheduled to start shooting
October 3rd. NO WAY OUT which
will be produced personally by Darryl F.
Zanuck, will start sometime in October.

Colorful TCP

director, John Ford, gives Bill Demarest,

during a rehearsal of a scene in FRONT

AND

CENTER.

right, a lesson in kicking the bucket,
The movie was completed August 5.
Three

MISSION

FROM

EGYPT *
planned and rebuilt cities. You can imagine
the blow it was to me to discover that Americans were not aware of what we had accomplished in so short a time, nor the struggle
against great odds.
I came here with the determination to
learn and take back my knowledge to help
in this struggle. But more than technical
knowledge is needed. I must arouse my
countrymen to the fact that we in Egypt
should make America and the rest of the
progressive nations of the world aware of
our rebirth; aware that our ideals are the
same as theirs; that we are working and
fighting to solve our political, economic and
social problems through vision and education.
In this fight we need the support and
friendship of the United States. To win this
support and friendship it is necessary that
Egypt’s
aims, accomplishments,
future goals
be understood, problems
not only and
by
American statesmen and politicians but also
by the people who choose and influence these
statesmen.
In my

opinion, the quickest and most

effective way is through films. Egypt’s original language was written in picture symbols,
and as far back as the eighteenth century
Schoenbaum

Ibrahim Ezz-Eldin, right', author of this article has spent over three years at 20th
Century-Fox Studios studying modern motion picture techniques, so that he may stimulate
Egyptian picture production with American principles. Here he is getting some sound first
hand advice from Director Henry Koster during the rehearsals for WABASH AVENUE.

By IBRAHIM

EDITOR’S NOTE: For almost three years
Mr. Ibrahim Ezz-Eldin of Cairo, Egypt, has
been studying the motion picture industry
under Twentieth Century -Fox producers, directors and technicians, as the guest of Mr.
Spyros Skouras.
Since Mr. Ezz-Eldin is returning to Egypt
this month, ACTION magazine asked him to
write of his educational sojourn at Twentieth Century-Fox, and how he hopes to utilize his knowledge in the Egyptian film industry.
When

I came to America from Cairo three

years ago, I was prepared by what I had
read and seen in films, for the wonders and
scientific marvels of the modern New World.
I was not prepared, however, for what
was rather a shock to my national pride —
that the average American’s conception of
life in Egypt was based on Arabian Nights
adventures, oriental fairy tales and motion
Four
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pictures about harems

and lovely, veiled

ladies. Or, they thought of Egypt as a decadent civilization made up of nomadic tribes
wandering about with their flocks, existing
on dates and dried fruits, fighting off wild
animals and birds preying on their livestock;
dark-skinned men in colorful robes sitting
sleepily in market places of cities with their
wares; a poor and backward nation, living a
primitive existence, ignorant of scientific discoveries and lacking in education, culture and
the arts.
This conception, I learned, is not so much
the fault of the Americans as it is the fault
of the Egyptians. Modesty is an oriental trait.
Egypt has not publicized the great renaissance she has experienced in the last few
decades, so the world knows little of the
progress she has made in her economy, education, agriculture, mining and industry; the
great achievements in architecture, medical
research on tropical disease and modernly

Egypt developed the first movie screen. It
worked in reverse of the modern screen —
light was projected from the back of the
screen, illuminating cutout silhouettes or
marionettes who represented the characters
of the play. 'They were operated or manipulated by unseen men and women, whose
voices were used to speak the lines. This
gave the illusion, as does the modern screen,
of moving characters.
I feel deeply that Egypt has a great future
as a producer of motion pictures. She should
start producing as many films as possible in
English, set against a background of modernday Egypt, which would depict accurately the
exciting re-awakening taking place in my
country in every field of endeavor. Such motion pictures shown in the United States,
Europe and other countries would bring the
world to a realization that Egypt is today a
modern nation, making economic and scientific progress apace with the New World.
But neither I, nor a hundred men like me,
can make such films without the cooperation
of talented young Egyptians who speak English and French. For there is an obstacle —
the greatest of all oriental obstacles — tradition.
In our schools and universities where English and French are taught, art in all its
forms is a part of education, and drama has

always been a form of art in Egypt. There
are many talented young artists in these
classes and the fact that they speak English
md French make them ideal spokesmen to
fne world for modern Egypt. But these students are tradition bound. No matter how
good they are, they refuse to associate their
talents with films in any capacity. That would
be commercializing art. This determination to
cling to tradition, unchanged in a changing
world, of course adds to the mistaken conception of Egypt as a modern nation. So,
through the pages of Action magazine, I
am asking the youth of my country to leave
outworn, ancient traditions behind, to realize
and recognize the importance of films as a
weapon which they can use for the good of
their nation. It is their patriotic duty to join
me in a brave, courageous attempt to create
the kind of motion picture which will show
our country in its true, progressive light.
Cairo is considered the Hollywood of the
Middle East in film production. Nineteen
firms are engaged in the production of educational and entertainment films. Eight major
film studios turn out sixty-four full length
pictures each year, all in the Arabic language.
If the Egyptian stars of these pictures, many
of w’hom are consumate artists, could speak
English, they would be grabbed up by Hollywood and receive its wealth and adulation.
But as it is, very few speak English and
French.
The major studios of Cairo, with nothing
comparable to the physical equipment, skill
and technical facilities of a large studio like
Twentieth Century-Fox, have nevertheless
achieved unbelievable artistic results. We
cannot hope, in Egypt, to compete with the
scale and technical perfection of Hollywood
films but we do hope to creat something of

artistic merit, such as "Monsieur Vincent” or
"Paisan,” which were made in Europe.
Egypt’s future is limitless. It is dependent
only on the efforts and cooperation of its
young people.
I know I have convinced my fellow workers here at Twentieth Century-Fox and my
many American friends that Egypt is a modern country today; its people alert to progress. I hope, when I go back, to be able to
convince the people of my country of their
patriotic obligation to turn their talents into
films that will
renaissance
and show
rebirth.all the world Egypt’s
My goal, on returning to my country, is to
apply what I have learned here at Twentieth
Century-Fox to the fertile land of Egypt.
The Nile has always been the symbol of fertility. Egypt has built to withstand the cenmries before and she can again.
My stay here at Twentieth Century-Fox
has been most beneficial, not only in knowledge but in friendships. My heart has been
warmed by the way I have been received and
how willingly and gladly producers, directors,
executives, technicians and craftsmen have
shared their knowledge and extended their
wholehearted cooperation.
Not only do I leave with their good wishes
and high hopes for the future of Egypt’s film
industry but with knowledge and inspiration
gained from the courage and genius of Mr.
Darryl F. Zanuck’s production of such outstanding pictures as PINKY, WILSON,
THE IRON CURTAIN, THE GRAPES OF
WRATH and many others.
I want to thank everyone and especially
Mr. Spyros Skouras, President of Twentieth
Century-Fox, for the amazing opportunity
he gave me in opening the doors of this great
studio to me. What I accomplish on my re-

Babcock

Charles LeMaire, head of Ladies’ Wardrobe,
explains to Ibrahim how the actresses’ costumes
are accurately made by using these “fitting

turn to Egypt will be, in a way, a tribute
dummies.’’
to
him.
In bidding goodbye to Mr. Skouras, Mr.
Zanuck and all my friends at Twentieth Century-Fox, I want to say how grateful I am
for the hospitality and cooperation shown
me and I hope some day to return this gracious hospitality by being as charming a host
to you in my country as you have all been
to me. That is one oriental tradition I would
never like to see changed.

Babcock
Maupin

Lloyd Ahern , veteran TCF cameraman, explains
to Ibrahim how he makes a technical adjustment on his camera, between takes of TURNED
UP TOES.

All the departments at 20th Century-Fox have been most helpful to Ibrahim. Lee Fuller,
noted TCF Art Director, shows Ibrahim how to use the periscope on a scaled model as an aid
in designing sets.
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Highlights of what happened

to

TCF'ers during the month of July.

YANKEE DOODLE COUPLE. Bill Atkinson and
Barbara McCracken of the Music Department
slipped off to Las Vegas and became Mr. and
Mrs., July 4th.

THE

WINNAH— Joey Zwart, left, clerk in Personnel, recently won a new 1949 Pontiac at a
church drawing. Darrell Peters, who originally
coaxed Joey to buy a chance, hands her the keys
to her new auto.

ANOTHER MUSICAL HIT was Johnny Scott’s new song, “MAYBE
IT’S BECAUSE,’’ which has been getting raves from every corner in
the nation. John is TCP’s Music Department’s Pianist.

A NEW FATHER for Bess Sevier’s 12-year-old
daughter, Carolyn, resulted when Bess became
Mrs. Dyatt. Bess, who is a clerk in the Payroll
department, was married this spring.

ANIMAL TRAINER, Clinton Sandeen, Head of the Men’s Wardrobe,
spent much of his spare time getting this trick camel in shape for the
Shriners’ Convention,

which

he attended

in Chicago

during July.

GRAND OPENING of her new Kay Nelson Dress
Shop on Lido Isle, was packed with over 1000
customers, July 16th. Kay, popular Designer in
Ladies’ Wardrobe,
of absence.

is on a three-month

leave

MR.

AND MRS. TCP — Anthony Ugrin, veteran Still Photographer, and the former Lillian
Hokum, blonde TCP Hair Dresser, were recently married.

HIT PARADE’S PAVORITE song was Lionel Newman’s popular piece,
'‘AGAIN.” It was rated number one on the Hit Parade for many
weeks. Lionel is TCP’s Assistant Music Conductor and Supervisor.

CAN’T KEEP A GOOD TCP’ER AWAY. Olive
Capps, former Helper in the Publicity Still Lab
for five years, was welcomed back to her old
job after a two-year absence. Welcome, Olive.

WHICH

ONE

WOO-WOO — Ruth Gunning, Secretary to Joe
Schenck, goes native with authentic Hawaiian
Mau-Mua costume. Ruth was a recent visitor to
The Islands, and came back with proof that cool
drinks are even popular at a Hawaiian Luau.

IS BOTTLED

IN BOND?

Man, created quite a problem
for this picture.

A

JOB WELL DONE in helping sick and disabled TCP’ers is carried on by Joe Zable, Santa
Monica Cate Timekeeper. He voluntarily writes

Gy Shelley, veteran Property

for ACTION’S

readers, when

he posed

NEWEST MEMBER of 20th Century-Pox Studio’s large family is Mike Salamunovich. Mike
started to work in the Payroll department July 1.

letters and sends packages to bedridden TCP’ers.
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By
Elia
Kazan

LONNIE

Team

Holds On

To First Place

RAICX)R

Monopolizing the top ning of the STUDIO CLUB INTRA-DEPARTMENTAL
SOFTBALL LEAGUE ladder since April,
the ELIA KAZANS continue to blast their
way to the SCIDL pennant. The JEAN
PETERS and GREGORY PECK softbaUers,
tied for second place, continue to press
KAZAN in their efforts to take over undisputed possession of first place.
A two-way tie exists in the batting crown
race. JERRY FRAZIER and BOB KAHLE
share honors with a robust .552 average.
BOB JOLLEY, the homerun king, paces the
loop with seven; DICK KLINGENSMITH
trails with five, while BILL GALLANT pulls
up third with four. SYL ZIMMERMAN
and
KAHLE are tied for triples with three each,
while FRAZIER’S eight doubles are high for
the league. In runs scored, JOLLEY has
crossed the plate 18 times and JULES WEISBERG places with 17. KLINGENSMITH
wears the RBI crown with 27 batted in;
GALLANT’S
follow.

20 and FRAZIER’S

19 closely

GEORGE "PINEAPPLE” HARRIS holds
top pitching honors with 6 wins and no
losses. BOB WITTENBERG’S 7-2, and AL
KLEIN’S 5-2 rating follow. BUD THOMPSON struck out 28, while runner-up JIM
MUSK fanned 22. THOMPSON’S 5-game
1.6 ERA paces the league. JOHNNY
COOK’S 9-game 2.4 and KLEIN’S
games follow.

Elia Kazan
Jean Peters
Gregory Peck
Celeste Holm
Mankiewicz-Seaton
Linda Darnell
Delmar Daves
Anne Baxter

Eight

2.5 in 7-

U^. L. .889
Pa. GB.
1
. 8
. 7 2 .778
31/2
1
. 7 2 .778
1
51/2
. 4 4 .500
4
. . 4 5 .444
. 2 6 .250
. 2 7 .222
6
8 .111
7
. 1

Sutfin

The Jean Peters team recently had a double reason to be happy when Jean came out and rooted
them on to a one-sided victory. Left to right, front row: B. Henderson, H. Maret, Jean Peters,
B. Hall, H. Taylor. Left to right, back row; A. Klein, K. Williams, B. Fritch, S. Hough, V.
Archer, H. Sousa, C. Ober.
The STUDIO CLUB TRIPLE-A team is
bidding for contention honors in the AAU
MUNICIPAL
MAJOR
SOFTBALL
LEAGUE. Playing .667 ball, the TCF’ers
hold third place in this fast-stepping league.
IRV GROMOSKI, pitching magnificent ball,
hurled two consecutive one-hitters while the
S'TUDIO CLUB nine downed Eagles AC 7-0,
and Far Ba 1-0. GROMOSKI hurled a perfect game against Far Ba, not allowing a
runner to reach base until a technicality
called by the umpire after 6 2/3 innings of
play. CARL VITALE, BOB COPPIN, and
STAN HOUGH currently pace the TCF’ers
with respective batting marks of .500, .400
and .308; JOLLEY

and COPPIN

sharing

homerun

honors with a singleton each. GRO-

MOSKI’S 33 strikeouts in five games is fair
indication of the value of his .060 ERA.
Knights of Columbus
Helms Bakeries
20TH CEN.-FOX ....
Far Ba Furn. Co

IF.
5
3
4
1

Carpenters Local 634 1
Eagles AC
0

L. Pa. GB.
0 1.000
1 .750 IY2
2 .667 IV2
3 .250 3Vi
4
4

.200
.000

THE WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY AND
SOFTBALL GAMES
HAVE BEEN POSTPONED
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

4
41/2

Baldwin Hills Site of Annual Golf Tournament and Dance

Babcock

Babcock

A beginners’ and brush-up golf class was conducted by the Studio
Club to help stimulate the golf scores for the Annual Golf Tournament. Instructor Darrell Peters, right, helps a group with their putting.

The beginners’ golf instruction class was held for two weeks and later
climaxed with a nine hole tournament. This bevy of TCP studio cuties
line up to practice for the annual affair, which will be held, Aug. 14.

Aided by the Studio Club’s golf instruction class and the warm-up golf tournament
held recently at Rancho golf course, this
year’s Annual Tournament will be one of the
most spectacular affairs ever held.
'The abeginners’
was held
twice
week for golf
two class,
weekswhich
and climaxed
with a nine hole tournament at the Rancho
pitch and putt course, has been an added
stimulus to the Annual Tournament. The
nine-holer affair was divided into three divisionswinner
according to
qualifying
scores. The
of players’
each division
was

awarded

a handsome

prize. This intensive

golf training program will no doubt boost
the individual golf scores along.
August 14th is the date set for the Studio
Club’s 1949 Annual Golf Tournament and
Dance at the Baldwin Hills course. Spectators are urged to watch the fun and horseplay which will be furnished at the players’
expense on the first tee, starting at 6 a.m.
Good

natured kidding over the public address system, along with boisterous sound
effeas, will heckle the players and it will be

BOWLING
HANDICAP

a lucky golfer, indeed, who gets a good drive
down the fairway.
A hole 19, a golfer’s oasis, will be open
for everyone’s enjoyment, and there will be
dancing from 4 to 7 p.m. All employees and
one guest each are invited for the fun and
dancing. There is no charge for non-golfers.
According to Mr. Jack Codd, Chairman of
the Tournament, this year’s prizes will be
even better than last year, and he indicated
that the prize committee will try to obtain
a prize for each player again this year, regardless ofthe scores.

MEETING
LEAGUE

Thursday, August 11th— Old Projection Room 1—7:30 P.M.
Captains and team representatives should be
present to submit entry blanks—

ADDITIONAL ATTRACTION
Motion Pictures of the Top Bowlers in Action
Nine

Poof T

moa
NOW

IN

FULL

L. A. COUNTY SMOG CONTROL
ISSUED TCP STUDIO FINAL
OPERATION PERMIT JULY 15
The

first step by 20th Century-Fox in a long range construction and lot improvement program was completed July

15th, when

the Los Angeles County

Air Pollution Control

issued the studio a permit to operate its new
incinerator.
Located

behind

the Landscape

lot, the incinerator, which
TCF
A view of the patented “Lynch Filter,” which removes
all trace of smoke from the furnace.

on the North

was designed by Jack Ferguson,

Structural Engineer, now

almost

department

smog-proof

operates with a smoke

im-

purity of only 1/5 of a grain of smoke
per cubic foot. According to the law, no
more than 2/5 of a grain of smoke per
cubic foot may

be discharged

into the

air.
TCF, always interested in community
betterment, decided in 1944 to contribute
its share to the smog campaign

by discon-

tinuing operation of the old open brick
furnace because it discharged excessive
smoke.

In 1946 plans were drawn

and a

permit issued for the new incinerator,
and construction was finally started in
February, 1949.
The main building consists of a furnace with a capacity of burning and destroying 5 tons of refuse per hour at a
temperature of 2100 degrees Fahrenheit.
The brick walls around the furnace are
almost two feet thick, and no auxiliary
fuel is used, which makes it very economical in operation. As an additional safety
factor, there are two interlocking, heavy
steel doors covering
furnace, which

the mouth

of the

will prevent anyone from

falling into the fire.
An

induced

draft, created by a giant

fan and a 50 horsepower electric motor,
draws the smoke from the furnace into
a patented "Lynch Filter,” the most modern and successful smoke filter yet deThis plan, showing

Ten-

the two elevations, explains how the incinerator works.

smoke

signed. This filter removes all traces of
and other impurities.

CINERA

TOR

WERATION
Photographs

by Pashkovsky
Another

view of the incinerator, showing the main building, located behind the Landscape

dept.

Babcock

Head of Maintenance dept.. Jack Conlin, left, discusses the control panel with “Red” Davies,
Maintenance Foreman, Jack Ferguson, Structural Engineer and designer of the incinerator, and
his assistant, Wm. Maas.

1

1

1

CarJ Gerhard, one of the three Maintenance men assigned to operate
the incinerator, demonstrates one of the control panels.

Frank Pulford operates the electrically controlled
door to the mouth of the furnace.
Eleven
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Newly Formed Fishing Club To Hold First Cruise
The first cruise of the newly formed Studio
Club "Rod and Reelers,” a fishing club for
TCF men and women anglers, will leave
Sunday, August 7th, from the 22nd Street
landing in San Pedro at 5 a.m.
cruise each month

The "Rod and Reelers,” under the temporary chairmanship of Ben Nye, who was
recently appointed by Studio Club prexy
Ike Danning, plan to have a similar salt
water fishing cruise each month. The craft
will be a 52-foot fishing launch, capable of
comfortably holding 20 fishermen, and skippered by Capt. Joe Martin. The price of
$5.60 for the August cruise must be paid
at the Studio Club office before August 5th.
valuable prizes given

A 3 -point prize program for the benefit
of all TCF fishermen will be run by the
"Rod and Reelers.” The club, which is free
to all 20th Century-Fox employees, will
monthly give a handsome and praaical prize
for each of the following:
1. Largest fresh water fish caught during
the month.
2. Largest salt water fish caught during
the month.
Babcock

Ben Nye, right, chairman of the newly formed “Rod and Reelers,” takes time during
lunch period to test this new fishing tackle on the Chicago Late set. Other fishing enthusiasts
who hope to win one of the monthly Studio Club prizes are Lynn Shelly and Dick Hamilton.

3. Largest
fish cruises.
caught on one of the club’s
monthly
fishing
Southwest

Anglers’ buttons awarded

Also a colorful button which may be attached to a fishing cap will be awarded to
fishermen whose catches qualify with the
Southwest Anglers standards. The list of
the qualifying sizes of fishes, and also a
registration card for recording your catch,
may be obtained at the Studio Club. On
the first winning qualifying catch, the fisherman will receive free from the Studio Club

i mmm

a black yachting captain’s cap. Thereafter,
on each qualifying catch the Studio Club
will award the angler a Southwest Anglers
button.
Another service is available to fishermen
at the Studio Club — they can secure 1949
fishing licenses.

FREE
NOTARY
Officers of newly formed Square Dance Club, 20TH CENTURY REELERS. Left to right: Vivian
Jorgensen, treasurer; George Stephenson, president; Ruth Fox, secretary; and Hazel Shirk, chairman. The REELERS will meet on the first, third and fifth Wednesdays of each month and all
experienced square dancers on the lot are invited to join. Another beginners’ class will start
September 19th for six consecutive Monday evenings. Each Studio Club member is permitted
one guest so line up your wife, husband, girl-friend or boy-friend and register now with Ruth
Fox, Ext. 1461, or the Studio Club.
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New TCF American Legion Officers Installed

The Largest
Athletic Supply
I

1
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•
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Store in

-A

Southern California
W holesale Prices to

STUDIO

night July 19th. The dinner meeting,
held in the Cafe de Paris, was presided
over by Sol Halprin, retiring commander.
After the business. General Watson of
the United States Army briefly addressed
the group.

and Co.
8560 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
Pico Near La Cienega

\ew Dodge Built for Today’s Taller Americans

BRadshaw

See Us
For

MEMBERS

Everything for the Golfer
Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

Distinguished guests, along with several of the Legion’s officers, pause before dinner. Left to
right: R. Allan, N. Primm, C. Burnett, F. Metzler, Gen. Watson, S. Halprin, H. Cordon, F.
Barman, C. Hover.

An impressive and solemn ceremony
took place before approximately 200 veterans and Legionnaires, when the colorful Hollywood Women’s Post Installation
Team installed the new officers of the
TCF American Legion Post, Tuesday

CLUB

2-3161

I/'

the Best

DEAL

Special Discount to all Club Members

HEYMAN

☆

FURNITURE
DODGE STARTED WITH A SPAC'.OUS INTERIOR — and practically built
the rest of the car around it! Here is room to “roam around in*'-—
plenty of room to let the human body take positions that are natural
and therefore comfortable.

JOSCELYN
O-0^J)OOCE
CX U

'

^

TE. 0-2771

MOTORS
and PLYMOUTH

Culver

9901

Washington

for BEST DEAL
on
NEW or USED GARS
special Consideration To All
Studio Club Members

HERBERT H. COOPER
Richmond

01

. .

Excellept- Discounts on All Electrical

CORP.

Terms Arranged
j ^Appliances and Gas Ranges
Open Mon., Thurs., and Sat. Nights
Roper Agency on Stoves.
G. E. Tank Vacuum

CARS

City for 16 Years

☆

VE. 8-5353

Blvd.

CO.

5843 West Pico Blvd.
5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

Where Are You Going On Your Vacation?

CHECK

V

1. Brake Lining

V
V
V
V

2.
3.
4.
5.

SINCE

Steering Gear and Wheel Alignment
Visibility, Lights, Class, Wipers
Lubrication and Ignition
Tires, Radiator

1917

SHAEFERS

6730 SUNSET

BLVD.

GLADSTONE

5151
O

Special Discount to Studio Club Members
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OPEHATIDN-FLY CASTING

THISSOLID
MONTH’S
SPECIAL
ROCK MAPLE
TO

CLUB

MEMBERS

RELAX ,

.

in an OLD
SALEM ROCKER
So. Calif. All Year

Southern California has subtropical seashore — but it also has glaciers. These visitors on
the eastern slope of the High Sierras view Black Lake, in the foreground, and Palisades Glacier,
among the crags in the background.

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

Looking for good fishing? August is the
month when a good fly caster can snag a

TCF’ers follow El Camino Sierra to Big
Pine. Big Pine Crook, a plunging stream

limit every day in the Inyo-Mono area of
the High Sierras.
This area, in addition to being a heaven
for trout fishermen, is a senic vacationland

fed by glaciers, leads to Glacier Lodge where
visitors can ride horseback or hike past

of pines, 14,000-foot mountains, and glaciers. Sightseeing motorists can cover the
high spots of this area in a round trip of

Vu&hVo^‘PcUn&

approximately 800 miles.
The route follows the Angeles Crest Highway to U. S. Highway 395 via Highway

P I c o ^

Paint and ,Wallpaper Store

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

6. First scenic point in the Inyo-Mono
region is Owens Valley, 4,000 feet above
sea level. The rugged peaks of the Sierra
Nevada range rise spectacularly to the west.
These mountains are particularly beautiful
from this area because they rise almost
perpendicularly. Above the Valley towers
the tallest mountain in the continental Uni-

snow-capped peaks to Palisade Glacier, a
"living” ice field a mile wide and nearly a
mile and a half long, lying at an elevation
of 13,250. The white surface of the Palisade
Glacier is broken by crevasses, 10 to 20 feet
wide and of unknown depth. Above the
glacier towers 14,000 craigs.
Turning

west from

El Camino

Sierra

north of Bishop, visitors reach the Mammoth Lakes, meccas for fishermen and vacationers. In 1879 the area was the scene of
feverish gold rush; now the ruins of the town
of Mammoth may be explored. Nearby is the
Devil Post Pile National Monument. This
is a 40-foot stack of multi-sided columns,
which look as though they were laid there by

ted States, 14,496-foot Mt. Whitney.

CARPETS

ir LINOLEUM

Wright

Carpet

THE

"WRICHT"

WAY

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

A Complete

CLEANING
S. M. 7-5257
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CARPET

11218

TILE

Co.
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Motorists return to the main highway
and travel into Bridgeport, county seat of

I
|

SERVICE

if LAYING

a giant craftsman.
Next is Mono Lake, with 87 square miles
of water. The only life in the waters is a
small species of salt water shrimp. In the
center is volcanic Paoha Island. Another extinct crater, Negit Island, also juts above the
water of the lake.

[

Mono County, lying in a 6700-foot valley
ringed by snowy peaks.
The return route follows Highway 395 to

ir DYEING
WASHINGTON

BLVD.,

CULVER

CITY

Highway 6, and then to Los Angeles via
Angeles Crest Highway.

Hollywood Bowl Tickets
Available to Club Members
In the next two

*Saue

weeks the calendar of

ON

ALL

TYPES

OF

events is bright with promise, with something palatable for every musical taste in the
Hollywood Bowl.

SPORT EQUIPMENT

Saturday night, August 6, the beguiling
music of Rodgers and Hammerstein will be

AT

Rancho Sports Shop

played and sung on a program devoted exexclusively to music from the pens of these
writers of hits. Recent smash hits on Broad-

AR. 91908^:7

105151/2 w. Pico

way include the current "South Pacific,”
"Oklahoma,” "Carousel,” and "Allegro.”
Music from these productions will be heard
on the program conducted by Johnny Green

_

Hours 9-7

with his new "find” Muriel Maxwell, Robert
Merrill and many others.

Friends of Al Groves, above, who recently
suffered a stroke and was bedridden for over 6
months, will be glad to know that he is up and
around in apparent good health. Al had been
with the TCF Police Department since 1931.
He now represents the Joscelyn Motors Corp.,
Dodge and Plymouth dealers in Culver City.

KINCSIZE

meals served by the famed

Santa Monica

North Vine Street, Hollywood

MFC.

BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD
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CO

•
Plenty of Free Parking

HI. 2355 - CR. 9244

0

0
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What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood’s Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed cu^omers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don’t be foiled int^ believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MAST^ERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for' you to buy America’s most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plan.
DON’T BUY . . .
RADIO . . . TELEVISION

. . . MAJOR

APPLIANCES,

HOUSE-

WARES,
APPLIANCES,
LUGGAGE,
SPORTINGELECTRICAL
GOODS, TOYS
OR ANYTHING
ELSE .JEWELR’^
. . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS
Across the Street from the New

in New York, Shop at MASTERS

MART,

Friendly House’*

THEFOX
OF RYE MTU
I HOIU
20th
CEI
SCRATCH LEAGUE

745.

BEDDING
Blvd.

RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINKS
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACCUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS

When

”The

BEDSOVERSIZE
— TwoANDYards
Wide and X-tra Long
REGULAR SIZE

HOLLYWOOD
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Tiny Piper in

the Pepper Tree Lane Tea Garden. Information on the other outstanding musical hits
may be obtained by calling the Studio Club,

liiVierspring Mattresses • Box Springs • Custom-Built
ANY LENGTH if BED OF STARS ★ ANY WIDTH

8418

El Rancho Bowl

As usual special rates on Bowl tickets
may be obtained through the Studio Club.
Rates are also available for the delicious

MART
Don

Lee Studios!

LAMPS
FLOOR WAXERS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA SIPHONS
LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
CHIMES
GIFTS
BED LAMPS
TOYS

Hudson

2-1285

66 West 48th Street • Rockefeller Center’s Next Door Neighbor
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Now

”T C Facbi,

Open

AKE^S
DR
RICHFIELD
Service Station
GEORGE

ONE

YEAR

IN THE

LIFE IIMOF TCF/

26 PICTURES
m8

and EDDIE

♦
USING-

WASHING

25,3n77^

FEEX

LUBRICATION

OF

FlUhO

MOTOR TUNE-UP
ACCESSORIES
FREE

PICK-UP

PLAYED

and DELIVERY

TO DATE

IN U.S.A

248,75'? ENGAGEMENTS
verly Glen and Pico
CR. 1-3349

SEEM BY

EVERYBODY WELCOME

455; 000. 000
PEOPLE
Average
persons

Rentals • Sales • Repairs

of
per

it.^OO.ooo
picture

TYPEWRITERS

THESE

NOT

FIGURES ARE CONSERVATIVE IN REGARDS TO BILLINGS AND ATTENDANCE BECAUSE SOME OF THESE PICTURES HAVE JUST RECENTLY BEEN RELEASED AND HAVE
YET OBTAINED MAXIMUM CIRCULATION.

The Yacht

Deep-Sea Sport Fishing
Cruiser on the West Coast
Ideally Appointed to
Catch the Big Ones
Luxurious Accommodations

Formerly with the Royal Typewrit
& Underwood Typewritetr Cj
& 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS.

C. lilORR

SON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Pico near Holt

Los Angeles (35), Cali
CR. 6-9926

Sixteen

DR. L. C. SPANCARD. Owner
HE. 1618
or
HO. 9-2781

For charter by day, week or month.
f

/

ATTITUDE

OF A

SHOP

3^

^NO-ACCIDENT
DRIVER
1. Expect mistakes and faulty driving from
the fellow in front, in back and on both
sides.
2. Do

not rely completely on

WEISS’

• a-O

STORE^OR

Ft^ishings,

the other

fellow’s hand signals.
3. Expect a speeding car, out of control, at
the next corner and every intersection.
Slow down at each corner.

CARL

MEN

and

Shoes and Hats

OUR SPECIALTY”
WEISS, Mgr.
AR. 386-36

STUDIO

m

6. Enter traffic from garage or side street
with utmost caution.
7. Let bluffers have their way. It is better to
have been bluffed and lived than to have
won a right of way.

☆

BOYS

10643 Pico

4. Expect someone to forget the traffic signals and everyone to jump them.
5. Keep your eye on the car ahead of the
car ahead of you. Gage your distance by
(a) the traffic, (b) visibility, (c) condition ofpavement, (d) speed traveled,
(e) condition of brakes.

You ask ’em— we’ll answer!
Important questions about
Your Social Security

AT

CLUB

MEMBERS

SAVES YOU

cr Ev<
IprcnOncVirtually

MONEY

10301 West Pico Blvd.

I

On Virtually Every Brand of The Following

*

Cat and Electric Ranges

*

Complete

*
*
*

Home Freezers— (All Sizes)
E
11^
(Includin
It 1 jg Wholesal
e Connection on Food)
Automatic Washers (any brand)

*
*
,
•

Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Kitchens or Remodeling

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)
*Ask for our wholesale Food lists

Do you know what your Social Security
means to you in dollars and cents? The
Social Security office, located at 7046 Hollywood Boulevard, received so many calls
questioning individuals’ rights under the
Social Security law, and they prepared a
set of questions and answers for ACTION.
The office pointed out that many people
actually failed to receive benefits simply
because they were not fully informed.
Below are some important questions and
answers. Read them now — they may save
you money later.
Q. Where does the money come from?
A. From you and millions of others like
you, and from your employers. One cent
of every dollar you earn up to $3000 a
year goes into a trust fund that is used to
pay benefits. Every cent that you put in
is matched by your employer. A reserve is
being built up to assure payments of future
benefits.

Q. How much
each month?

owerd

Bonded

Member

Discriminating Shop-

does the family receive

pers from 20th Century-Fox choose —

A. The most that can be paid is $85.
The exact amount depends upon the worker’s
in jobs under Social Security,
and theearnings
number
of young children in his
family.
Q. What if the worker dies and leaves a
widow but no young children?
A. If his widow is not yet 65, she receives a lump-sum payment. Monthly benefits will begin when she reaches 65. Of
course, if she is 65 when the worker dies,
monthly payments start at once.

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
149 S. Beverly Drive
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

CR. 1-0915

of Florist Telegraph

Wines

BEVERLY
Santa Monica

Blvd.

Delivery Association

EMBASSY

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

9632

BR. 2-3513

^

ETSES
BASK
GIFT DELI
CACI
FOOD

Liquors

HILLS
BR. 2-3895

and CR. 6-2305
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SAVE

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

everything
in our

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY
• LUGGAGE

JEWELRY
and

PENS

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

^
K
e
n
O
f
m
r
u
s
o
m
s
s
p
i
t
o
f
How

• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Savings Bonds Help Maintain
a Sound Economy

Your membership in Twentieth Century
Fox Studio Club entitles you to obtain
all jewelry and gift items in our sample

PRODUCER

line at DEALERS’ DISCOUNTS. Just
bring your membership card for identification and visit our display room, conveniently located near the studio in
Beverly Hills — a handy place to shop
and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
. ^

of California

INFLATION

RESULTS

EXCEEDS

WHEN

EFFECTIVE

THE AVAILABLE

DEMAND

SUPPLY

(PURCHASING

OF GOODS

AND

POWER)

SERVICES

Exclusive West Coast Importers’
Representative

DELIUAR

WATCHES

"One of America’s Finest Watches
1913’’ Near Olympic
SinceBlvd.,
369 S. Robertson

Beverly Hills
Open

Tuesday

Evenings

CR. 6-3913

Until 9 P.M.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

DOLLARS
SCARCE

PUT

INTO

GOODS,

SAVINGS

THUS

BONDS

ARE

TAKEN

REDUCING

INFLATIONARY

PRODUCTION

CATCHES

OUT

OF

PRESSURE

COMPETITION
ON

FOR

THE ECONOMY

♦
'

♦
Very Special Discount
Prices
To All Studio Club Members

THEN

WHEN

OR

EXCEEDS

DEMAND

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture, Appliances,
Radios and Television
♦

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
6
L. A. 25, Calif.
THE

♦

BACKLOG

OF
HELPS

Monday,

Eighteen

Thursday and Saturday
Open Until 10 P.M.

Night

CALL

PURCHASING

POWER
SCALES

REPRESENTED
BACK

INTO

BY

BRING

THE

THE

BOND DEPARTMENT
FOR APPLICATION

SAVINGS

BONDS

BALANCE

—
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BITS...
\

DID

THE COW

. . .

BY

WALLPAPER

RID

—

33% DISCOUNT

TO CLUB

Every Typ^ and Design

to Choose

BOYDSTON

After a few months of infancy you would
never again have milk.

#

#

«

The entire history of Chicago would
have been changed. As they would
never have had their fire . . . 20th Century-Fox would have lost millions, being unable to make the picture; therefore, putting people out of work.
Nursery rhymes would have been
different . . . for example: Hi Diddle
Diddle, the cat and the fiddle, the
Mule jumped over the moon. ( I think
I like that better.)
«
«
«
There would have been no inspiration for
"Milkman Keep Those Bottles Quiet.” No
milkmen ... no one to greet you arriving
home in the wee-small hours.

#

«

Girls, there would be no pastries,
whip cream, no watching the figure.
(We fellows would
39: still# watch it!)
Just recall all this when

you next eat

your cereal with milk or cream. If it weren’t
for the COW, you would be eating it with
water, syrup or perhaps catsup.
*

*

JUST A REMINDER FOR
SPORTSMEN . . . AND WOMEN
DON’T

BROS.
NIGHT
TH. PHONES:
1303
CH. 5-2189

Spe€ia! CONSIDERATION to
EASY TERMS ARRANGED
GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVIN ATOR
ROPER
MAGIC CHEF

RCA
C-E RADIO
& TELEVISION

<879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS

CR

1-2249

BR

2-3832

W. «f Robertson

V\ RADIO AAmiANCE

CO. ///

J. E. BRULATOUR.

INC

#

There would be no fancy shirts, tight
jeans, chaps, high-heeled boots or tengallon hats ... as there would be no
cowboys.
«
*
❖

*

From

3300 W. 6th St.
(2 BIks. west of Vermont)

STORE PFIONE:
DU. 8-2435

Did you ever stop to think what life
or this world would be without the
animal, THE COW.
#
#
❖

MEMBERS

FORGET—

August 7th: Fishing Cruise,
$5.60 per person.
August 14th: Annual Golf Tournament. Men, $5.00;
Women,$2.50.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

F ILM S
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

Register for both events at the Studio
Club.
Nineteen

Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
Act of March 3, 1879.

“This guy drm
You^ll see me,

me,

Watch for Me!”

Addison Hehr, clever Assistant Art Director,
was the “brain" and creator of the Studio
Club’s little character shown above. Watch
for this little man. He will be on all Studio

Club announcements, and will be with you at
all the events and services. So far he is nameless, but one of these days his name will be
famous. Can you think of a good one?

f‘¥l* *

OFFICIAL
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Editorial Staff
HOWARD PALMER
ARTHUR HOUSER
VEO McCLATCHEY
RIDLEY BILLICK
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Business Manager
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Staff Artists
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GLASSBURN
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CENTURY-FOX
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CLUB

of Labor Day

In company with various other holidays, Labor
Day has lost some of its old-time glamor. Before
the days of automobiles, small communities
were thrown back more upon their own devices
for entertainment than they are today. Labor
Day was like circus day. Elaborate preparations
were made in advance to celebrate it properly.
Enough speeches were usually booked at the fair
grounds or the public square to last from ten
o'clock in the morning to midafternoon. The day,
of course, has lost none of its old significance. It
still remains a day set aside in honor of men who
toil. It is celebrated by working men throughout
the country.

Action Applauds

12

The Girls

’ j

TCF

13

It was just sixty-seven years ago this fifth of
September that the Knights of Labor in general
assembly gathered reviewed the parade that was
the genesis of what is now one of the most widely
observed holidays in the United States. In the
little more than half century since its celebration
began. Labor Day has come to be a pivotal point

President

in the nation's outlook toward the working year
— the great divide on one side of which lie vacations and slack business and the general quiescence of effort of the summer season, and on

Vice-President
Secretary

the other the accelerating activity and the intensive toil of the winter period.

Annual Golf Tournament

.10

Facts

Board

of Controllers

Ike Danning
Bill Winter
Hazel Shirk
Dave

Anderson

Treasurer

Dave Anderson Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Jock
Conlin, Hugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning,
Eddie De Cuir, Carl Faulkner, Ruth Fox, Hal Gordon,
Marguerite Hamilton, Glenn Horman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kohn, Ray Kellogg, Tom Krause, John Lavin,
Florence Mack, Pete Montemurro, Ben Nye, Sonny
Olivera, Bob Patton, Kathleen Ridgeway, Hazel Shirk,
Dave Vaughn, Joe Wright, Bill Winter, Pete Young.
Honorary

Members

F. L. Mctzler, Lou Witte

HARMAN

THE COVER
This month's cover is the creation of Elmer "Doc" Giossburn,
Air Brush Artist in the Still Lob.
Typical of most TCFers, ha is proud
of his skill and happy to be work-

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION
is publish'<d monthly
jt 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Second
Class matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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PUBLICATION

PRESS

ing for the best studio in the industry. action's September cover
is his way of paying homage to
Labor Day, a holiday set aside to
honor millions of skillful, loyal
workers like himself.

AN

'^MAH06ANV ROW"

INTRODUCTION
MOTION

JOSEPH

TO

PICTURE

STUDIO

M. SCHENCK

Executive Head

of Production

In the history of the motion picture industry and the men who built it, Joseph
M. Schenck’s accomplishments stand out
colorfully and brilliantly, and have won him
acclaim and respect.
Joseph Schenck’s greatest genius, though,
does not lie only in the creation of motion
pictures. He is rather a builder of enduring organizations. His wise choice of associates and the inspiration he gives them has
been repaid with unswerving loyalty and
amazing results.
It is not by accident that Twentieth Century-Fox is considered the best studio in
Hollywood at which to work. The men
whom Mr. Schenck selected to run the studio
he founded are not just experts in their
fields. They are warm human beings, as is
Mr. Schenck himself. These qualities of
"heart” in the "front office” are felt by every
TCF employee from star to stenographer
and have done much to build the spirit and
enthusiasm of this successful corporation, and
are reflected on the screen in Twentieth
Century-Fox pictures.
In addition to the satisfaction of founding such a great studio, Mr. Schenck has the
distinction of being known as the "Father
of Charity” in Hollywood. Charity is not a
hobby with Mr. Schenck — it’s a way of life.
As Chairman of the Motion Picture Division
of the Community Chest and five-time Chairman of the National Foundation for Infantile
(Continued on Page 20)

THE

LEADERS

OF

THE

MOST

IN HOLLYWOOD-20th

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

Vice-President in Charge of Production
Courage, creativeness and a genius not
only for entertainment but for envisioning
and incorporating moral values with his
films, make Darryl F. Zanuck not only an
outstanding man in the motion picture industry, but influential in world affairs.
It was indomnitable courage and conviction which made Darryl F. Zanuck persevere
until he convinced Hollywood he had something the industry needed. This conviaion
brought him at the age of twentymine to be
head of production at Warner Brothers Studio, and at the age of thirty-three to break
away from just a job to become head of
Twentieth Century-Fox production.
Only a visionary creative genius could give
the movie going millions what they want
year after year by anticipating almost infallibly their wants the way Mr. Zanuck has.
In an industry where the stakes are great
and rivalry ruthless, it takes rare courage
and daring to make pictures that speak for
the voiceless and draw attention to such economic situations as in GRAPES OF
WRATH in this country and HOW GREEN
WAS MY VALLEY in Wales, yet with such
drama and entertainment, that they were
box office successes.
Despite their purposefulness, Zanuck’s
films avoid preaching. They entertain. People
come alive and you become conscious of their
ideals such as WILSON, a film which
showed that with the co-operation of nations
(Continued on Page 20)
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LEW

SCHREIBER

Exec. Mgr. & Asst, to Mr. Zanuck
"I’ve never seen a man more devoted to his
That’s what Lew Schreiber’s secretary said
about him. "He’s all business. Fox is his life.
He doesn’t even have any hobbies — except
his family. He’s at the studio at least six
days
a week, fifty-two weeks a year. He
work.”
never takes a vacation.”
Lew was born in New

York and brought

up on Broadway. At the age of sixteen
he was a vaudeville booker. At seventeen
he was a song plugger. By eighteen he was
A1 Jolson’s business manager.
When Jolson came to Hollywood

to do

"The Jazz Singer” Lew accompanied him.
Two years later the William Morris Agency
put Schreiber at the head of their Hollywood
office.
Admired for his diligence and integrity.
Lew was selected by Joseph Schenck and
Darryl Zanuck to help them establish Twentieth Century-Fox, in 1935. As administrative
aid to this powerful duo, he has done his
share in making our studio the best integrated
in the industry.
Lew Schreiber’s official position is Executive Manager and Assistant to Darryl Zanuck.

"Three

He puts Mr .Zanuck’s plans into action. He
signs the talent, dickers for better deals,
confers with producers and Production, mediates misunderstandings, and lifts heavy loads
from Mr. Zanuck’s shoulders.
More than anything else. Lew
is a worker.

Schreiber

RAY A. KLUNE

FRED L. METZLER

Executive Production Manager

Studio Treasurer and Manager

Ray Klune, Production Manager of Twentieth Century-Fox, got his first job in the
industry at the old D. W. Griffith Studios
in New York when films were in their

to enjoy doing it, is one of the greatest
satisfactions a man can have. That satisfac-

adolescence. They have grown and Mr. Klune
has grown with them. Thirty years experience, working in almost every capacity in
the making of motion pictures, has increased
and broadened Mr. Klune’s knowledge so
that Twentieth Century-Fox today has in him
one of the best production men
dustry.
The

in the in-

efficiency of TCF’s Production

de-

partment isa result not only of Mr. Klune’s
leadership and his well-integrated production staff, but because he has instilled them
with his belief that every script is a dramatic
blue-print from which to build a work of art.
It is this "creative” attitude or point of view
of TCF’s Production department that gives
our Studio’s picture a sort of trademark of
production quality. Producers and directors
feel with confidence that they can count on
the Production department for painstaking
care in all production details as well as keeping a strict eye for costs.
Mr. Klune is more than just an outstanding production executive. He is a friendly,
personable man, interested in the people who
make up the great TCF organization.
Four

JASON

To know your job well, to do it well and

tion isMr. Fred L. Metzler’s, Studio Treasurer
and Manager.
It is a satisfaction that is reflected in his
long and successful management

of one of

the largest studios in the industry and reflected in the spirit, attitude and work of
each department and each employee under
him.
Mr. Metzler’s financial knowledge, training
and background make him well fitted for
the business management

of a large corpora-

tion but in an industry where facts and figures are necessarily mixed with creative and
temperamental artists, it requires not only
the wizardry of finance but the magic of
diplomacy.
Sure knowledge

of every phase of studio

management gives Mr. Metzler that serenity
and strength necessary to a big executive.
This coupled with his personal charm and
ability to make one feel at ease, make it
easily understandable why he is such a fine
and popular example of management,

S. JOY

Director of Public Relations

and

why TCF employees feel they work for the
best studio in the industry.

The Colonel, as Jason Joy is known not
only to Twentieth Century-Fox employees,
but to many influential men and women
in the outside world who have had occasion
to deal with him, or visit the smdio, looks
the part of a colonel with his silver hair
and military bearing. The Colonel’s forte is
in the realm of diplomacy which makes him
so well fitted for his job of Public Relations Executive.
Censorship on all Twentieth Century-Fox
pictures is handled through Colonel Joy with
the Production Code of Administration. Motion pictures deal with the drama of life,
but its reality has sometimes to be either
ignored, whitewashed or diluted to suit the
various State’s strict censorship codes, the
Legion of Decency and other moral and religious organizations. To present drama and
at the same time please overly alert moral
forces is no easy job, but Colonel Joy’s
achievements along these lines have resulted
in many victories for TCF pictures.
All picmres having to do with actual
organizations such as Lloyds of London and
governmental agencies such as Army and
Navy, and those about the lives of real people such as Alexander Bell and Woodrow
Wilson, require the utmost in diplomacy in
getting legal clearances.
Today, with TCF’s market world-wide, the
problem of Foreign Censorship has added
new burdens to Colonel Joy’s shoulders, but
they are broad and strong and he likes the
new challenge.

-J

GEORGE

F. WASSON

For seventeen years, George
F. Wasson, Jr., head of the
Studio Legal Department of
Twentieth Century-Fox, has
found more daily drama in his
office than he once found in a
courtroom on an exciting case.
is not surrounded

S. MEYER

Director of
Industrial Relations

Studio Legal Counsel

He

FRED

by

legal tomes, as are most lawyers, for no room would hold
the legal books he would need
to consult in the varied legal
matters he is daily confronted
with.
Every phase of the making
of motion pictures is in some
way connected with the Legal
Department and protected by
it. The Legal Department files
are an alert nerve center control of vital information regarding creative, executive,
business, production and operational activities. With the
aid of three other attorneys
and an expert crew of office
workers, contracts are drawn,
options are followed, clearances and copyrights secured,
legal research on story points,
such as the probate procedures
in PINKY and the banking
laws in HOUSE
OF
STRANGERS. Music and picture title usages are checked
carefully.
His long and successful record at TCF justifies his ability
not only to handle all legal
matters, but this anticipation
of future difficulties and possible legal actions, affords the
smdio future protection as
well as present freedom of
action. A smart lawyer can usually get you out of trouble,
a really smart lawyer keeps
you from getting into trouble.

Studio Executive in charge
of Twentieth Century-Fox’s
Industrial Relations and Personnel Department ( involving between three and four
thousand employees), dealing
with some fifty odd unions
and guilds, is a job which requires not only a knowledge
of all Federal, State, City and
Labor rules and regulations,
but patience, tact and an insight into human nature. In
short, a man with an objectively working mind.
All of these qualifications
are Fred Meyer’s and he is redaily.
quired to put them to use

"VIC"

J. CHRISTENSEN

JACK

Assistant to Mr. Metzler

In addition to being Head
of the Estimating

Depart-

ment, a job that requires not

B. CODD

Controller

Back in 1922 Jack Codd left
Metro Pictures Corporation
and joined the Joseph

M.

only practical, but an almost
prophetic knowledge of costs

Schenck organization. It was
in 1933 that Joseph M.

(since picture productions are
planned a year in advance),
Vic Christensen is Assistant

Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck
formed Twentieth Century

Studio Manager in charge of
aU Studio Maintenance and
Operations.
His work

Pictures, Inc., of which company he was Assistant Secretary and Controller. In 1935
the merger between that com-

as Assistant to

Mr. Metzler he considers the
most interesting phase of his
job and the part he likes best,
for it brings him in contact

pany and Fox Film Corporation occurred and since that
time, he has been Studio Controller ofthe present Corporation.

The interpretation and administration of contracts in
itself is a full time job, but
added to these, Mr. Meyer is

with people rather than figures. However, he is proficient
in both branches.

problems, he has been very

the
studio’sofrepresentative
on
the Board
Directors of the

Vic Christensen likes peo-

active in fostering the activities of the Studio Credit

Producers’ Association, its
Top Labor Committee, Permanent Charities Committee, as
well as a member of Theatre
Authority, Inc.

ple. You feel it as you talk to
him. It is evidenced in his
ability to get along with them.
In budget meetings where he
must confront the creative

Recently, Mr. Meyer represented Twentieth Cenmry-Fox
in the negotiations that resulted in the new I.A.T.S.E. Basic

and production experts with
cold, hard figures and facts,
his record is as distinguished

Agreement.
No man could function in a

as his appearance. His recommended economies are never

job
so wearing
FredforMeyer’s
unless
he had a as
love
his
job. After eleven years (sometimes during trying and most
troublesome periods ) , Fred
Meyer is still soft-spoken, mellow, a man with a heart who
strives to deal with people as
he would like to be treated.
It is the enjoyment of pleasant labor-management relationship that makes TCF a
happy family.

at the sacrifice of quality and
yet he has assisted untiringly
in effecting great savings in
production costs.
That he is popular and well
liked, though he has to effect
economies and handle difficult management situations

Besides handling various financial, insurance and tax

Union

and the Studio Group

Insurance. The Studio Hospital is also one of his pet
projects and it has become a
place where, not only Studio
accidents are taken care of,
but also a place where facilities are available to employees
for first aid and welfare.
Everyone

at TCF

knows

Jack Codd is Chairman of the
Annual Golf Tournament and
a good wardgolfer.
tohis job, His
keepattitude
your eye
on the ball, don’t let what the
other fellow is doing distract
you — and keep pitching.

that arise, is proof of his
*

*

#

capabilities.
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Three Pictures Will Be
in Production During
September
Each day the 380 square acres strung between Pico and Santa Monica Boulevard and
located just West of Beverly Hills, becomes
busier and takes on the appearance of a
thriving motion picture studio lot. After a
comparative short period in which hardly a
camera churned, the familiar shouts of "quietshooting”, will again be heard at the 20th
Century-Fox Smdios.
During September, three cameras will
commence grinding out a like number of
celluloid pictures for entertainment hungry
20th Century-Fox film followers.
Casey Robinson’s THE BIG FALL, which
he w'rote and will produce, begins shooting
on the lot September 15th. John Garfield
and Micheline Prelle will co-star, while veteran TCF director Jean Negulesco will meg.
The story is centered around the Auteuil
racetrack just outside Paris, where a father.

a jockey, and his son struggle against evil
circumstances connected with big time race
track gamblers.
GUNFIGHTERS, a top notch western
thriller which will be produced by Nunnally
Johnson, and stars Gregory Peck, is also
slated to start shooting in the middle of
September. Henry King will direct this saga
of the Southwest during the formative period
of around 1890, which writers William Bowers and William Sellers created for the screen.
Peck plays the part of Jimmie Ringo, a
notorious but weary killer, who wishes to
resign from his time worn honors, and settle
down to a quiet peaceful life with his wife
and son. Plenty of shooting along with fast
moving action will make GUNFIGHTERS
another Fox hit with theatre audiences.
TICKET

TO

TOMAHAWK,

Gregory Peck will ploy the port of the killer in Henry King's GUNFIGHTERS, which will start shooting on the lot September 15.
Six

starring

Anne Baxter and Dan Dailey started shooting on location at Durango, Colorado, August
15 th, and the company is scheduled to return
to the Westwood lot around the middle of
September. This additional shooting company
will bring the total pictures in production
on the lot during September to three.
The studio also will be busy during the
month of September prepping four more
pictures for October shooting. CHEAPER
BY THE DOZEN, the hilarious best seller
that Twentieth has acquired, has been given
the green light for October shooting. Plans
also call for Dan Dailey and Betty Grable to
pair up again in THE STORK. REMEMBER,
OH REMEMBER, starring Jeanne Crain and.
William Lundingan, is definitely scheduled
to start shooting October 3rd. NO WAY
OUT, which will be produced personnally by
Darryl F. Zanuck, will also start sometime
in October.

Ace director. Jeon Negulesco will meg THE BIG FALL, scheduled to
stort shooting ot the Westwood lot in the middle of September.

Members of the Fire Committee who attended the recent meeting; Anderson, Bud Fischer. Standing, left to right: Carl Faulkner, Bill
seated, left to right: Don Curl, Jock Conlin, Lou Witte, Vic Christen- Weisheit, Jock Ferguson, Jock Montgomery, Walter Strohm, Art
sen, F. L. Metzler, Chairman, Hugh Conlon, Tom Young, Dove
Houser.

CONGRATULATIONS
JOB WELL

DONE
t

How The Fire and Safety
Committee Affects You
Being chosen the safest Hollywood movie
studio is certainly no accident. The state inspector who annually checks Twentieth Century-Fox for fire and safety hazards, adequately describes conditions at our studio,
"An inspection trip at Twentieth usually
amounts to just a good rest for me.”
The fine record of only two major fire
losses and a minimum of accidents at 20th
Century-Fox

is the result of wonderful

co-

operation between all employees, the studio’s
22-man Fire department, and the employees’
Safety Society. Sparking this co-operative
spirit is the TCF Fire and Safety Committee.
Headed by Chairman Fred Metzler, Studio
Manager and Treasurer, this Committee
which is representative of every department
on the lot, meets at regular intervals to discuss and analyze fire and safety hazards. In
addition to applying the old maxim that an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure, Mr. Metzler has the Fire department,
under the capable direction of veteran chief
Hugh Conlon, investigate each fire to determine the cause. Vic Christensen, Chairman
of the employees safety organization, draws
up the conclusions of their investigations of
accidents and unsafe working conditions.
Reports are then brought before the Fire
and Safety Committee, and ways of preventing similar occurrences are discussed. Existing fire or safety hazards which have been

reported by an employee are analyzed to determine what can be done to correct them.
The value of the committee’s work in acting
upon these conditions before they jell into a
more serious danger, is proved by the studio’s
outstanding fire and safety record.
The fire protection job at a studio is much
more difficult than in the average type of
industrial plant. The heat caused by the
powerful kleig lights, the cloth ceilings, the
construction of the outdoor sets, painting
hazards, work in the cutting and projection
rooms with combustible film, the use of explosives, all help to make every point on the
lot a possible fire hazard. In addition to these
dangers peculiar to the film industry, the
Fire and Safety Committee must also check
on all danger points existent at other industrial plants.
Not enough can be said about the activities of the 20th Century-Fox Fire department
in keeping fire losses to a minimum. During
the year 1948, a total of 19 fire truck calls
were made on this lot. In the same year the
department made almost 1800 inspections
and investigations where small fires had occurred or fire hazards had been reported.
In addition to investigating fire hazards,
the firemen each year replace the contents of
756 fire extinguishers. In cases where an extinguisher isfound to be obsolete, a new one
is issued. Each fire hose and every piece of
fire fighting equipment is checked periodically to insure that they will be in top working
condition if needed. A regular fire patrol constantly checks the studio lots, searching for
possible combustible hazards. During 1948, a

total of 31,805 places were inspected. On
each stage or set, or wherever there is an
open flame and danger of a fire, a standby
fireman is stationed.
Chief Conlon recommends to each employee that in case of a fire, he should first
report it to the Fire department and then do
whatever he can to combat it. In many instances waiting too long to notify the Fire
department has resulted in the fire getting
out of control, causing much more damage
than it normally would.
The TCF employees Safety Society works
hand in hand with the Fire and Safety Committee. At the Society’s monthly meeting, employees report any unsafe practices or hazards
which make the workmen’s jobs dangerous.
Vic Christensen, representing the Safety Society, investigates these hazards and makes
his report to the Fire and Safety Committee,
who analyze and act upon them, in the same
way they do the fire conditions.
Even though the TCF Fire and Safety
Committee with the help and cooperation of
every loyal employee, has achieved the most
remarkable record in the industry’s history,
constant watchfulness and vigilance is never
relaxed. Even now the studio management,
following the suggestion of the employees, is
experimenting in new methods of flame
proofing materials and seeking other effective fire prevention and safety methods.
Each employee who habitually snuffs out
his cigarette in a sand container or ash tray,
or who drives cautiously, is doing his part to
wage a successful war against fire, and helping to save the lives and jobs of all TCFers.
Seven
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Studio Club Team
LONNIE

Closes League Play in Show

Spot

RAIDOR

Completing their first season of Triple-A
■softball, the STUDIO CLUB nine wrote
"finis” to an exciting season of big-league
play by balancing the season with five wins
and five losses. The split firmly entrenched
the Moviemen in third place in the standings.
Oddly enough, the losses suffered by TCF
in their quest for the Major Municipal
League Pennant were by one-run margins in
overtime frames. Three of the losses were
by identical 2-1 scores, the remaining by 4-3
and 5-3 counts.
IRV GROMOSKI, ace TCF chucker,
hurled each game to its completion and
racked up a 5/5 record for the campaign.
Hurling two one-hitters and a two-hitter in
competition, GROMOSKI limited the opposition to total of 16 runs scored on 35
hits while his mates were tallying 23 counters
on 40 safe blows. Walking but seven batsmen throughout the campaign, while striking
out 60, GROMOSKI earned an impressive
1.00 ERA over a span of 60 1/3 innings of
toil.
On the slugging side of the ledger, BOB
JOLLEY paced the stickers with a sparkling
.308 to keep a step ahead of STAN HOUGH
who clouted a .278 for second-place honors.
An oddity occurs in the third and fourth
spot among the sluggers as the TCF battery
proved to be demons at the dish. GROMOSKI
and SYL "MIGHTY MOUSE” ZIMMERMAN punched out a respectable .261 and
.267 to outslug BOB WITTENBERG’S .217
and BOB COPPIN’S .211 averages.
CARL VITALE, along with WITTENBERG and ZIMMERMAN, crossed the plate
three times each to lead the scoring parade.
WI'TTENBERG bashed in 5 RBI to nose
out COPPIN homered once for the only
TCF four-basers of the campaign.
Lacking hitting power this year, after
successfully copping the Motion Picture
Studio League Double-A pennant last year,
the Moviemen relied mostly on sparkling
defensive play, giving GROMOSKI superlative support afield but wound up by leaving
Eight

Third place winners in the fast AAA Municipal Softball league was the 20th Cen<tury-Fox
Studio Club sluggers. Front row, left to right; B. Coppin, B. Wittenberg, J. Weisberg, S. Zimmerman, T. Petrelli, B. Jolley. Back row, left to right: S. Hough, H. Schultz, B. Corsini, J. Capps,
I. Gromoski, W. Jolley, E. DeCuir, E. Arnold.

42 potential runs stranded on the base paths.
Enemy pitching in this strong Triple-A
league left its mark on the STUDIO CLUBBERS who struck out as is attested by 76
strikeouts by combined pitching adversaries.
The Foxes stole 14 bases while working the
pitchers for 23 passes to first base. Ten TCF
errors greatly aided the opposition, but the
Movietoners rallied gamely to pull each game
to thrilling heights and force the contest into
extra innings.

MAJOR

MUNICIPAL

LEAGUE STANDINGS
Lost
PCTG
Won
1
Knights of Columbus .... 9
GBL
.900
2
2
6
Helms Bakeries
.857
4
5
5
20th CENTURY-FOX ....
.500
.400
4
6
5
For Bo Furniture
.200
2
75/2
8
Eagles Athletic Club
.200
1
4
6/2
Carpenters' Local #164
5
Veterans' Administration 0
.000

Coach fielding
of thissoftball
year's
smart
club was Bob Wittenberg of the Paint Department.

Irv Gromoski, popular
crowd pleasing hurler,
made the opposing
batters' batting averages fly out the book.

"Rod and Reelers" Hold First Cruise

Quarterback's Ducats Now

Sept. 17th Set For Next Fishing Trip

On Sale For

The Major Football Games

— Daily News

This group of 20l-h Century-Fox Studio Club "solties" pause somewhere in the Pacific, while the boot shifts for new fishing waters, on

Action such as this will again be the fare for football enthusiasts as
the 1949 season moves into gear. Special tickets in a regular 20th

the Club's "Rod and Reelers" first fishing cruise, August 7th. Reservations are now being token for the next salt water cruise. Sept. 17.

Century-Fox section hove been set aside for each Dons, Rams, UCLA
and use football game, and tickets may be purchased at the Club.

Sporting blistering sunburns, dried fish
scales specked on their hands, and a whole
album of photos showing that they didn’t all
get away, the Studio Club’s newly formed
"Rod and Reelers” came home from their
first deep sea fishing cruise with plenty of
proof that nothing can keep a good fish
down. The sleepy Clubbers embarked from
the 22nd Street landing at San Pedro at daylight, on the 7 th of August.
Twenty TCP fishermen with "Sandy” Sandeen as "Admiral for a Day”, shipped aboard
the 5 2 -foot launch, capably skippered by
Captain Joe Martin, veteran of over 15 years
of Pacific Coast fishing. According to all the
Monday morning mouth to ear reports, the
pickings were slim when it came to luring the
deep seas residents aboard skipper Joe’s craft,
but our people wouldn’t take no for an answer and finally landed with the best load of
fish flesh recorded that day.
The

STUDIO
TO

BOWLING

START

MIDDLE

OF

THE
SEPT.

Get your bowling balls and shoes out of
hock and star practicing!
The Thursday night Handicap league starts
September 15 th at the Pan-Pacific, and the
Tuesday night Scratch league will start the
following week at El Rancho.
The teams will be able to get their shirts
this year at practically cost through the
Studio Club, which is good news for the
members and the sponsors! Captains should
place their team order with Loretta Powell.
Big things planned for the BOWLING
LEAGUES this year! We are trying to get

"Rod and Reelers” under the temporary chairmanship of Ben Nye, appointed
by Studio Club prexy Ike Danning, plan to
have a similar salt water fishing cruise each
month.

special matches with M-G-M, Paramount and
others, also we hope to have four teams

This month’s trip, scheduled to leave early
Saturday morning, September 17th, is open
to both men and women, and reservations are
still available at the Studio Club. The price
is $6.87 per person. As in the original cruise,
there will be an attractive and practical fishing accessory prize awarded for the largest
fish caught on the trip.

the "giveaway” shoes — to top it all off —
we will have a big banquet at the end of
the season.

represent our Studio in the Western Industrial Tournament, which we entered for the
first time last spring. Then, as they say in

ANY ONE NOT ON A TEAM NOW
AND WHO WOULD LIKE TO BOWL IN
EITHER LEAGUE, PLEASE CONTACT
THE SECRETARY — Loretta Powell, Ext.
545 (CREDIT UNION).

You got a sample of it when the colorful
Los Angeles DONS of the All-American Professional Football League, and the Los Angeles RAMS of the National League entertained the ’Frisco 49ers and the Redskins respectively at the Los Angeles Coliseum last
month. The sports pages of your favorite
paper have been prepping you for it, and now
starting this week you can see it for yourself.
If you haven’t already guessed, well tell
you: the 1949 football season is here!
Los Angeles, the most quarterback-happy
football city in the world, will serve a blue
plate special this season to satisfy the appetites of the most ardent sideliner of this
"smog-bowl.” The Studio Club, anxious to
supply signal callers, will have a complete
line of tickets for all the major football

special
rootin’ section
hasA been
set 20th
asideCentury-Fox
for our employees
for all
games.
the home games of the L. A. DONS and the
L. A. RAMS. Also, arrangements have been
made so TCFers may purchase tickets for the
UCLA and USC games held at the Coliseum.
A policy of saving all TCP people from
standing in lines at game time, of paying
scalpers’ prices, and dodging that downtown
traffic in the drive to pick up the ducats, has
been the primary motive for this new
ice.

serv-

Don’t forget, for those good football seats
— get in touch with the Studio Club. All
prices, all seats!
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Action Applauds
THESE 20th CENTURY-FOX PEOPLE.
DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST
THEY HIGHLIGHTED THE
ACTIVITIES AT TCF

NEW CITIZEN, and quit-e thrilled about it, is
beautiful Elizabeth Woodruff, formerly of
Switzerland. She has been a good TCF citizen
and Script girl for over o year, and received her
final United Statesmonth.
citizenship papers this

A QUARTER

OF A CENTURY

together was celebrated by Homer
Traw,

of the Credit Union
ment respectively, which

Wedding

Anniersary.

this time, they have
Te»

of married

life

and Chalmers

and Script departadds

up to a

Silver

For the lost ten years of
been

employees

of TCF.

FROM READIN', to writin', to the 'rithmetic of
a long term controct — that's the true story of
Carl Tunberg, who started his brilliant writerdirector career as a reader in the TCF Story
department. After a short successful interim
with several other Hollywood studios, he returned to his TCF friends and familiar environment on a long term contract.

WEDDING BELLS rang when Lee LeBlanc, layout artist in the Special Photographic Effects
department, was married to Rosalia Platon of
Czechoslovakia. She was visiting friends in Los
Angeles when they were introduced. At thot
time she spoke Russian, Polish, Czech, French
and German but no English. Now she can say
about everything she wants to soy to Lee in
English.

PROMOTED

TO BOSS^Katherine

Terrill, popu-

lar Publicity Still Lab Retoucher,
placed in charge of the Still Lab

was

recently

Retouching

department.

58 YEARS

OF MOVIE

MAKING.

Genial Jack Frier, sitting in front of camera,

retired recently

after lagging 38 years in the business. Jack, an electrician at 20th Century-Fox
25 years

was

given a series of parties by his department

sented with a Swiss watch
industry. Here Jock is shown

for the lost

and friends on the lot, and pre-

containing a jewel for every year he's been connected
with the shooting company

of John Ford's FRONT

AND

with the
CENTER.
MAN

OF

DISTINKSHON — John Talmodge

the Still department
rare smoking

of

displays his collection of

pipes, valued at almost $700.00.

Jim soys this collection represents over ten years
of smoking!

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD — Dick Smith, TCF
Makeup man, spends so much time with the
faces of actresses and actors for the cameraman that our comera caught him looking at his
foce in the mirror for the first time. Reports
have leaked out of the Makeup department that
he con't stand the sight of himself now.

SAFETY

SOCIETY

COMMENDED

by the Cali-

OFFICIAL

NOW.

Chain

smoking?

Jim Mitchell after many

years

fornia State Safety Inspector on a recent tour
of inspection for their outstanding donger signs.
They hove proved to be most effective in warning speeding drivers.

of being the studio's unofficial social photographer and ACTION

ace, was finally voted into

the Still Cameraman's

Union.
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GOLf TOURHAMiHT SCORES HIT
With

the starting times running with the precision of a

modern mechanical army, the Studio Club’s Annual Golf Tournament held at Baldwin HiUs Golf Course on August 14, again
provided a full day of play and laughter for over 500 fun loving
employees and their guests.
The sun was just peeping over the horizon when

the first

golfers tee-ed off on the still wet grass at 5:30 A.M. Almost 100
foursomes, run on a time schedule of four players every six
minutes, were sent away by 2:42 in the afternoon. The playful
antics provided by the group of hecklers around the first tee was
a dreaded hazard which almost every golfer experienced.
When

Chairman

of the Tournament,

Jack Codd, announced

at the dance which followed that the long time contender for the
men’s championship trophy, Lloyd Nobles, had w'on the title this
year, broad smiles spread over the faces of the approving crowd.
Lloyd’s blazing score of 70 led a low scoring field of contenders.
In fashionable story book style, blonde actress June Haver
captured the ladies’ trophy from a field of over 80 women

golfers.

The music of Sonny Olivera’s orchestra entertained the
dancers from four till seven and crowned this annual affair a
success from dawn to dusk.
Lloyd

Nobles,

Head

Golf Tournoment

Cashier,

and

winner

of the Annual

is presented with the championship
Codd, Chairman of the Tournament.

Mr. Lew Schreiber was present to congratulate
actress June Haver on her victory. She won the
ladies tournament with a sparkling scare of 53.

T waive

The

Studio

trophy

Club

by Jack

bulletin board

As each

score

was

was

one

brought

of the most
in, it was

popular

spots at the Baldwin

14th.

Hills course, August

posted on the board so the spectators
ning account of all the golfers.

could

keep

a

run-

B. Hall,

The pause that refreshes. A hole 1 9 plus Sonny Olivera's danceoble
music crowned the day a success.

Hey, wake up! Don't you guys know there's a golf tournament here?
This was the first foursome to tee off at 5:30 A.M. Left to right,

The sight of these Legal department beauties didn't keep the men's
golf scores low, but it did help the sunglass business. Left to right:
V. Johnson, M. Webb, B. Holden, S. Empl.

Check

that score again, fellows! Left to right: D. Towner,
B. Henderson, D. Myers.

H. Furman,

D. Basevi, B. Sandors, W.

Simonds.

HHMi

WSLSB^-i

It was a lucky golfer who

' . ^

r

■

got a good shot off the initial tee. Plenty of kibitzers and hecklers along with Doc Bishop's and Eppy Epstein's
"effects" caused many a red face and "sliced" ball.
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The Girls
One Qal to Another

CHANQE YOUR WAVES
FOR FALL

Dear Nikki:
By IRENE

I'm a dog not to hove written
sooner to o poor gol what's pining away for news of Twentieth
and the gong. But you would
leave us for that melting pot. New

poo and wash it once a week. If it is oily,
use a good creme shampoo and wash it twice
a week. Brush your hair every day. Nothing
enhances its beauty as much as one hundred
strokes a day. Brushing and proper shampooing are especially important after the
beating the hair takes during the summer
months.

York, and I do mean melting! I'm
puffing mitt panting myself, at
the moment, but I'm losing weight
fast with those thumping exercises you showed me — and I definitely will not miss the Studio
Club's Personality Course again
this Foil. You look slim and gorgeous in that beach snapshot.
And by the way, how are you

Though the hair will not be worn very
curly, you will need permanents to give it
shape and body. Have your hair-cuts often

doin', keed, with those New York
men? They tell me a girl who

so you never reach
You will find short
and after you once
you’ll love it, I assure

watches her figure isn't the only
one!
I bought a new fall dress at
noon, ten minutes from the studio. The woman has smart new
dresses and suits at half the store
prices — and she serves coffee
and, in the patio to boot. The
dress is thirteen inches from the
floor, and my legs love being seen

BROOKS

Go

Don’t wait until next year. Cut it now.
to a reliable hair stylist for your haircut. There is a becoming short hair dress for

every type woman,

Irene Brooks, Head

again. It's dark blue taffeta with
a deep plunging neckline, and

the "shaggy dog” stage.
hair very easy to train
cut it good and short,
you.

even you and me.

Hair Stylist for 20th Cen-

tury's famous actresses, passes on her prediction
for future hair styles.

I'm going to wow 'em in it.

Say, by the way, don't miss
"Come To The Stable." I sneaked
into a projection room showing
and was utterly charmed with it.
It is sophisticated enough to
please your Big City friends, but
also has a simple, human quality
that'll cantinue to warm your
heart long after you've seen it.
Played in the Annual Golf
Tournament in August and came
up with a gorgeous prize — in
spite of I'm equipped with a lot of
talent for everything but golf.
And I used that talent for dancing, that is, till 7 a'clock. Practically every player is happy with
the terrific prizes provided, and
Jack Codd's the "Man of the
Month" for a swell job done.
Gotta go now, beebee — just
saw my boss park his car. I'll be
talkin' to you !
g
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When you take the summer slip covers
off the furniture, send for a supply of wood
for the fireplace, take your furs out of storage, decide your color scheme for winter
clothes, watch the style magazines for correct
fashions — don’t forget to change your hair.
There will be no in-between hair styles this
fall; it will be definitely shorter and shorter.
Many women are afraid to cut their hair,
thinking that at any moment the style will
change to "long flowing” and they may be
left out. Don’t let this worry you for a few
years because when a style changes so completely as it has the past year, you can be
sure it will last from three to five years, with
variations, that is. Last spring the style was
windblown and towards the face, but for fall
and winter it will be shorter, off the face,
and with a clean look to smarten any outfit.
You

will find the short hair is so com-

fortable, but don’i neglect it. Remember, it
should always look neat but unstudied. Wash
your hair often. If it is dry, use an oil sham-

Simple shape, and luxury material is chosen
for a very new autumn chapeau by Jeanne
Crain, star of the 20th Century-Fox film,
"Pinky." Russian ermine is used to make the
small beret, which has a single spot of color in
the scarlet velvet ribbon pulled through a
buckle of gold and rhinestones.

STUDIO CLUB ACnVITIES
Sept. 19 set for start
Of tiew square dance class

New services
Offered
By Club
Many new services have been planned for
your convenience and are now available at
your Studio Club office.
Although the summer

season is about over,

vacation trips are still popular. A Studio Club
travel information and reservation service is
one of the most

timely of all these new

services. Employees or their families may
telephone the Studio Club, Ext. 745, and get
information, rates, and time schedules to any
point in the world, on any type of transportation. Tickets and confirmation on out-oftown hotel reservations may be picked up at
the Studio Club office. This free service has
proved to be an invaluable convenience and
time saver to all employees who have used it.
Another

new

service will also reach into

the homes of all employees. A bonded Mutual
Ticket Agency has been established at the
Studio Club office. Any employee wanting
"Allemande left and don't let her slip — a right and a left and all eight dip. . .
Words
by Wayne Warga, caller — pattern executed by members of 20TH CENTURY REELERS at a
recent dance session. The REELERS meet first, third and fifth Wednesdays of each month.

Hurry" Hurry! Hurry! Just a few days left

The big news in Square Dancing at Fox
in August was permission to use Stage 1,

to enroll in the Studio Club’s fall Square
Dance class. Each Studio Club member may

courtesy A1 Fisher. New

bring one guest, so get your partner and join

sound — the ideal combination
and Rounds.

the fun. Line up your wife, husband, girlfriend or boy-friend and register now with
Ruth Fox, Ext. 1461, or the Studio Club.
The new

class sarts September

twelve consecutive Monday

19th for

evenings from

floor and perfect
for Squares

The "20th Century REELERS” dance the
first, third and fifth Wednesday of each
month. Stage 1 at 7:30. All high-intermediate or advanced square dancers on the lot
are invited.

7:30 to 10:30, and will be under the direction of "Wayne Warga, the very capable instructor who has done such a terrific job with
previous classes.

Members of the fall beginners’ class will
be eligible to join the REELERS upon completion of the course. And the fee is only
$8.00 per person for the twelve lessons.

tickets for the Biltmore, El Capitan, Greek
Theatre, Hollywood Bowl, Pan Pacific, Philharmonic, Turnabout, etc., may purchase
tickets at the Studio Club. Just indicate which
show you want to see, number and price of
seats and, after plunking down your cash, the
tickets are yours at the same price you would
pay at the box office. No extra phone calls,
no driving downtown to pick up tickets, and
no brokerage fee.
There

is now

a Notary

Public in the

Studio Club office who will notarize all types
of documents. This service is free to all employees at the Studio Club office 8 to 11
and 2 to 5 Monday through Friday.
Following through with a plan to obtain
wanted articles at special prices to employees the Studio Club is now taking orders for
EKCO'WARE — shiny, durable stainless steel
cooking utensils with copper bottoms. These
nationally advertised utensils are now on display at the Studio Club office, together with
Flint hollow-ground

prices.

cutlery, also at special
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I v-.racxau
STUDIO
TOWNS

EMPLOYEES
RANGING

ENJOY

FROM

AgOURA

Cities housing less than one per-cent of Studio Employees include:
Agouro, Alhambra, Altadena, Anaheim, Artesia, Bell, Bellflower,
Big Bear, Calabasas, Canoga Park, Chatsworth, Compton, Eagle Rock,
El Monte, El Segundo, Gardena, Granada Hills, Grass Valley, Hawthorne, Hermosa Beach, Highway Highlands, Huntington Park,
La Canada, La Crescenta, Long Beach, Lennox, Lynwood, Lomita,
Sixteen

LIVING

IN 74 CITIES AND

TO WoODLAND

HILLS.

Malibu, Maywood, Monrovia, Monterey Park, Montrose, Newbury
Park, Northridge, Ocean Park, Pacoima, Pasadena, Playa Del Rey,
Redondo Beach, Reseda, Riverside, San Fernando, Son Gabriel, San
Pedro, South Gate, South Pasadena, Sunland, Sun Valley, Surfside,
Topango, Torrance, Tujunga, Universal City, Wilmer, Wilmington
and Woodland Hills.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
♦
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

Emily
Motor

Post Writes
Manners

Westwood
10931

Furniture

West

Co.

Pico Blvd.

Written under the sponsorship of the
National Highway Users Conference, Mrs.

JEWELRY

Post’s booklet contains a Code of Courtesy.
"Justtionplain
considerafor otherssimple
at all courtesy
times willand
make
the use
of the streets and highways

safer, more

pleasurable,” Mrs. Post

♦
Monday,

Thursday and Saturday
Open Until 10 PM.

PRICESARE

NOT

Save 20%

Night

HIGH

and More

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE
Home Furnishings
Appliances
Radio-Television
Cameras

*
*
YOU
*
*

driver will share the

road, never usurping the right-of-way from
other vehicles or pedestrians.
2. A well-behaved driver uses his horn as
a warning device in emergencies and never
as a bad-tempered voice to threaten or scold.
3. An honorable man or woman would

5. An obliging driver will never fail to
dim his lights when meeting other cars in the
dark.
6. Well-bred people, whether drivers or
passengers, are just as considerate of each
other as are hosts and guests in a drawing
room.
7. An accommodateing driver parks his
car so as not to interfere with the use of
other parking spaces or with the movement
of other vehicles.
8. Orderly drivers always keep to the
right, except when using the proper lane for
turning or passing.
9. A courteous driver never fails to signal
his intentions to stop, turn or pull our.

Other Specials - Autos
A New Sewing Machine
YOU

1. A well-mannered

no more cheat traffic regulations than cheat
at games or in sports.
4. Courteous pedestrians will cross busy
streets at intersections, respect traffic lights
and avoid darting out from behind parked
vehicles.

ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

10. Considerate persons always drive at
speeds which are reasonable and prudent,

and

Shopping
Money

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER

GOODS

• PORTABLE

GIFT
sample
line

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
of California
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills
Open

Tuesday

CR. 6-3913

Evenings by Appointment

for BEST DEAL
on
NEW or USED CARS
Special Consideration To All
Studio Club Members

HERBERT H. COOPER

considering traffic, road and weather conditions.

SAVE:

• DIAMONDS
GIFTS

everything
in our

Her Code of Courtesy follows:

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed furniture, Appliances,
Radios and Television

SAVE
on

Emily Post, czar of etiquette, has written a
booklet on how to be nice in traffic, entitled
Motor Manners.

efficient and more
says.

♦

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

Richmond

0111

Time

(Courtesy — Police Chiefs News)

GET:
Exactly what you wont
Full Guaranties and Service
warrantys

Moke

Your
Then

Selection First
Phone

Hollywood

Discriminating
pers from 20th Cen-

tury-Fox choos
e

-

Us

9-2533

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

(24 Hour Service)
Spend

a Nickel —

Save Dollars

LESTER L. STONE
ASSOCIATES
SAMPLE

5277

&

Wines •
BEVERLY

SHOWROOM

Sunset Boulevard

(2 Blocks East of Western

^

Ave.)

9632

Santa Monica

Blvd.

#

mW

GIFT
FOOD

I

BASKETS
DELICACIES

Liquors
HILLS
BR. 2-3895

and CR. 6-2305
Seventeen

BITS...

WALLPAPER
33% DISCOUNT

TO CLUB

DID

BY RID

I just got back from spending ... in
Los Vegas!

MEMBERS

*

Every Type

and Design

to Choose

BOYDSTON
STORE PHONE:
DU. 8-2435

NIGHT PHONES:
TH. 1303

EASY TERMS

to MEMBERS

ARRANGED
& TELEVISION
CR 1-2249
BR 2-3832

S879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS

*

*

Everyone there loves animals,
which is truly American, everywhere
you go you hear someone saving
“Feed the Kitty.”
#

*

#

They h«ve card dealers, they ere pert orien-

RCA
C-E RADIO

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER
MAGIC CHEF

W.

A great little town . . . They offer
any and all types of games for your
money . . . and it takes your money,
also the rent and grocery money.
*

CH, 5-2189

Special CONSIDERATION

*

From

BROS.

3300 W. 6th St.
(2 BIks. west of Vermont)

*

tal gods, the type with 8 arms. "Black Jack"
is the perfect name for it. . . . It would be
less painful if they would hit you with one and
take your money.
*

*

*

I sat next to a man one evening who felt
the same . . . All evening he kept saying
"Hit me.”

of Robertson

\W radioTappliance CO. ///

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

*

*

*

I came in one morning (no one sleeps
there) and my wife discovered powder on
my suit. I explained to her that when the
cards got too slippery to handle they were
sprinkled with talcum powder, and I got that
from a pair of queens I had held.

*

*

*

Another great sport, if you'll
pardon the expression, is Crops.
Someone that is close enough to
reach the table rolls two little
square cubes with numbers on
each one from 1 to 6. Everyone
else standing within shouting distance puts money on the table.
Then a man ■ in a little green
apron whispers "Craps — you
lose" and rakes in the money.
IT'S WONDERFUL!
#

#

*

Everyone is very friendly . . Everytime you shake hands with someone
their eyes light up and spin. If you
get a pair their mouth opens and
quarters spill out.
*

#

*

Very reasonable place . . . I'm planning another vacation
*
*
* in '59.
FAMOUS LAST WORDS: I'll get
even next time.
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TWO
VACATIONING
THESE

WEEKS

PAY

TCPers PHOTOGRAPHED

INTERESTING

ON

WITH

THEIR

SCENES

FAR AND

WIDE VACATIONS

Jack Pashkovsky captured this eye catching wonder of Yosemite Valley.
Half Dome is in the upper left hand corner, while the two famous falls are
in the lower right.

Brad

Policeman

and Vi Canfield flew to New York to enjoy the Gotham's sights,
and later stopped for a second honeymoon at Niagara Falls.

Harry Brown and his wife, motored through most
Western states and the Rocky Mountain area.

of the

Bob

Gunn

and

Canada and paused long enough to make this shot
water front and the Chateau Frontenac at Quebec.

made

an

extended

tour

of

Northeastern

Special Discount

United

States
of

the

to all Club Members

HEYMAN
FURNITURE
☆

Excellent Discounts on All Electrical
Appliances and Gas Ranges

flower’d

Terms

Open

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
CR. 1-0915
OPEN
Bonded

Member

149 S. Beverly Drive
EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

of Florist Telegraph

CO.

BR. 2-3513

Delivery Association

Arranged

Mon., Thurs., and Sat. Nights

Roper Agency on Stoves.
G. E. Tank Vacuum

☆
5843 West Pico Blvd.
5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California
Nineteen

Studio Club To Produce Another Musical In November

* MAHOGANY
ROW ‘
{Continued from Page 3)
JOE SCHENCK
Paralysis, he has brought much comfort to
the needy and suffering.
As Executive Head of Production at
Twentieth Century-Fox, Mr. Schenck is considered the dean of motion picture makers.

DARRYL

ZANUCK

war can be avoided, and helped in a way
to bring America into the United Nations.
On the lighter side, TCP musicals and
comedies help the world forget its problems
with songs and laughs. Pictures like
MIRACLE ON 34th STREET and APARTMENT FOR PEGGY give the public what
it needs — faith in humanity.
Though Darryl Zanuck works longer hours
than most of his employees, he finds time
for relaxation. Before the war he went big

Joe Tiffenbach,

composer of the musicol lyrics for the new Studio Club musical, checks some
early talent. Flo Rilgewoy, left, and Pot Averoll.

Another employee original Musical
is on the way — to be presented about
November 1st at the Little Theatre
in the Studio Cafeteria. Fourteen
sensational tunes will delight any
fastidious listener and the production numbers will be a real treat.
This is a splendid opportunity for

employees, their wives or husbands
and children to participate and display their talents — on stage with
dancing, singing or specialty acts —
off stage helping with sets, wardrobe, props, publicity and various
other tasks which go into a hit show.
Register with the Studio Club.

STtDIO

CLLB

morcRcer

MEMBERS

SAVES YOU

MONEY

10301 West Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of The Following
Cat and Electric Ranges

•

*
Home Freezers— (All Sixes)
*
C
I
»wiI JIt
(Includin
g Wholesal
eI Connection on Food) ,
Automatic Washers (any brand)
•

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water

Softeners

-

Furnaces

Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258
(Briz or Bob)
*Ask for our wholesale Food lists

Where Are You Going On Your Vacation?
V

LET US
CHECK

1. Brake Lining

and Wheel Alignment
^ 3. Visibility, Gear
Lights, Class, Wipers
V 4. Lubrication and Ignition

V

V

5. Tires, Radiator

SINCE 1917

ShaeferS

6730 SUIMSET BLVD.
GLADSTOIME

Special Discount to Studio Club Members

Twenty

5151

game hunting, played an excellent game of
polo.
travel. Now his relaxation is skiing and
The world has changed since the war and
Mr. Zanuck, more than any other producer
in the industry, has changed with it. He alone
has had the courage to make such pictures
as GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT, SNAKE
PIT and PINKY.
We at TCP are fortunate to be workers
at a studio whose leadership has the vision
of a man like Darryl F. Zanuck.

What's Right With

Hollywood
By

d'
oo
es
x ywSc
or
Bo
ll
Ho
If 100 performances of a stage play on
Broadway makes it a hit; if 500,000 copies
indicate a best-seller in the book world, and
if an average-budget screen play must return
more than one million dollars before it is a
success — the boxoffice score for popular entertainment (based on the 1947-48 season)
would read something like this:
MOVIES: 487 productions; 150
batting average, .308.

hits;

BROADWAY
STAGE SHOWS: 69 productions; 16hits, batting average, .231.
DICK

BOOKS (fiction): 1,307 productions;
120 hits, batting average, .091.

PITTS

During my investigation of what’s RIGHT
with Hollywood, I discovered a lot of interesting data concerning the whole field of
entertainment and found that the dollar
necessity was not a movie problem alone.
I also discovered that while somewhat
loftier tones are used in the discussion of
drama and books, the men who fashion our
American movies and the exhibitors who
vend them to the public have a more

alert

finger on that same public’s pulse than any
of their competition in the lively arts which
depend on the boxoffice, and it alone, for
survival.
{Continued on Next Page)

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in

FOR

YOUR

BEST DEAL

Southern California >
i

Wholesale Prices to
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Everything for the Golfer
Shoes - Balls - Chibs - Bags

JOSCELYN

MOTORS

DODGE
TE. 0-2771

AND

PLYMOUTH

CARS

Culver City for 16 Years
9901 Washington

Blvd.

CORP.

Fredericks
and Co.
8560 WEST

VE. 8-5353

PICO

BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw 2-5161
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(Continued from Page 21)
Aso for the box score and batting averages
above, they, like all statistics are subject to
quizzing. However, I think these figures will
prove my point. They will acquit Hollywood
of not knowing its business — that of providing good entertainment for a great mass
audience.
When I class 150 screen plays of the season as hits, by no means do I suggest that
337 of them were failures. I am merely being
very demanding in my definition of a hit.
For instance, according to Variety, 75
screen plays of last year grossed more than
$2,000,000 each. I don’t mean they averaged
two million, but each brought back at least
that much. In fact these 75 films grossed the
staggering sum of $260,300,000 which went
a long way toward liquidating Hollywood’s
total feature produaion bill of $451,000,000.
In addition to this 75 there were at
conservative estimate, at least another 75
which grossed between one and two million.
Thus, as far as the movies are concerned, we
are counting only the really "big ones”
though many others fared profitably with
more modest incomes.
By the same token, I am not implying that
only 120 best-sellers made profits for the
book publishers last year. 'The book business
is so geared that it is possible for a publisher
to get "out of the red” on some works —
let’s say the fertile field of mystery fiction
for example — with a sale of 5,000 copies.
As for the "best-sellers,” an executive of a
prominent New York publishing house estimated that 60 works of fiction were elevated
to the better than 500,000 class by various

CARPETS

book clubs and that another 60 reached this
eminence on their own steam.
Of course, the 500,000 rating for a bestseller isan arbitrary one.
If it errs, however, it is on the side of
tolerance. In his recent book about bestsellers, "Golden Multitudes,” Frank Luther
Mott fixed one per cent of the population as
the standard for a true best-seller. On the
basis of 1,300,000 sales during the 1940-45
period, the last period he touches in his book,
only 14 works of fiction made the grade!
Because the field is more limited, the
statistics for the Broadway stage, as gleaned
from Variety in its computation of the 194748 season, can be pretty much accepted, except perhaps in one or two instances.
Very few Broadway shows running less
than 100 performances ever pay back their
cost of production, and many which are
labeled "hits ” are there by courtesy only.
Example; A big musical show closed recently in New York after more than 300
performances, but had still not paid off its
initial cost of production. However, there is
every reason to believe that this particular
show will recoup in its road tour.
I mention these figures, of course, in no
way as a disparagement of other popular
media which in many cases work co-operatively with Hollywood. I am merely trying
to show that standing by themselves, the
movies, in comparison with their competition, have the "know-how” in fulfilling their
true function — that of bringing the greatest
amount of entertainment to the greatest
number

of people at the lowest cost.

Yes — there’s plenty RIGHT
wood.

LINOLEU

THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

A Complete

A
★

AUTO

SAFETY STICKER
AVAILABLE

This Green Cross safety automobile windshield sticker, shown below, is available to
all 20th Century-Fox employees at the Studio
Club office.
In an effort to help promote safer driving
and make people conscious of better driving
habits, the employee must sign a safety
pledge when he receives his sticker. A fee
of one dollar is charged. This money is split
between the National Green Cross Safety
organization and the Los Angeles chapter.

TILE

1

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SIRVICE

S. M. 7-5257

A

A personal letter from Mayor Bowron to
Jimmie Dinneen, Secretary of the Safety
Committee, stated that the city of Los Angeles will soon begin operations to erect a
stop-and-go traffic signal on Santa Monica.
The Safety Committee has waged an aggressive campaign for the city to take some
action in this respect. One death and several
serious injuries have occurred to employees
crossing Santa Monica Boulevard, when
speeding automobiles ignored the safety zone
and struck the pedestrians. A great aid in this
successful plan to have the signal installed,
was the help and cooperation given by all
TCF employees. The Committee at one time
urged that all employees personally write to
the Mayor expressing their desire for a signal. So great was the response of the people
in writing, that he indicated some action
would result from these letters.

Garpc it Co.

Wrighf
CLEANING

M

with Holly-

TRAFFIC SIGNAL TO BE
INSTALLED AT SANTA
MONICA

CARPET

1
|

SERVICE

LAYING
11218

DYEING

WASHINGTON

BLVD., CULVER

CITY

ICE FOLLIES TICKETS NOW
ON SALE AT STUDIO CLUB
The popular Shipstads & Johnson original
Ice Follies has become a tradition in Los
Angeles, and the I4th year opens at the
Pan Pacific Auditorium on September 8th.
Tickets are available to Studio Club members for Sunday, Monday and Tuesday of each
week starting September 11th, at a discount
of 50c on any ticket over $2.50.
Ice Follies tickets are also on sale for any
other night of the three week performance,
at regular prices.
Twenty-two

HOW

A TRAIN TAKES A

vaxxdwn,
TO

THE MOUNTAINS

Constructed by Walter Pallmen’s Property and
Miniature department, this train engine and tender
were dismantled and shipped on a studio truck to
Durango, Colorado to make their debut in TICKET
TO TOMAHAWK.
The full size old-fashioned narrow
gauge engine and tender are exact copies of the
originals, and will be destroyed in the wreck scene
filmed at Durango.

Studio moster minds in creating this engine,
shown still uider construction, ore, left to
right; Lyle Wheeler, Supervising Art Director; Ben Hoyne, Art Director; and Walter
Pollmen, head of the Property and Miniature
department.

The engine's cab, smokestack and superjStructure had to be dismantled before the
'engine could be moved outside of the Prop
and Miniature shop.

This engine tender is all set, except for its canvas covering, to comfortably ride the Rockies
to Colorado.

The engine was hauled by the Transportation department's crane and truck to the cement
loading dock located by the Fire Station. It was then rolled onto the truck and trailer and
secured in place.

Twenty-three

MORE ANSV/ERS TO YOUR
SOCIAL SECURITY QUESTIONS

El Rancho Bowl
"The

This question no doubt comes

NEW

to your

mind, "What happens to me when I get too
old to work?” In addition to the TCF pension plan, your Social Security benefits will
provide both you and your spouse with some
income.

Friendly House”

HOME OF THE
20th CEIMTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE

The questions below are common, and are
accurately answered by the Hollywood Social
Security office, so that you may know what
benefits you will receive.
Q. How much does a retired worker get?
A. That depends mainly on his average
earnings on which he paid Social Security
premiums. His monthly benefits may now be
anywhere from $10 up to about $45 a month.
His wife if she is 65, or his child under 18,
would draw half as m.uch as the worker.

BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

Plenty of Free Parking

Rentals • Sales • Repairs

Therefore a worker and his wife could together receive as much as $67 a month at

TYPEWRITERS

Clarence

I’ormeriy with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewritetr Co^
& 20th Century-Fox

TCF LEGION POST PLANS
BUILD CLUBHOUSE

August 29th is the efticiol date for all veterans to start sending their applications for the
refund on their G.l. Insurance. 20th CenturyFox Studio Po't has a supply of these forms,
and upot request will distribute them to the
TCF veterons. These forms ore olso available
ot the U. S. Post Offices or the local Veterans
offices.

Pico near Holt

Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

SHOP

^

AT

WEISS’
STORE

FOR

Furnishings,

"SLACKS

MEN

and BOYS

Shoes and Hats

OUR

SPECIALTY”

CARL WEISS, Mgr.
10643 Pico
T wenty-fow

Manager,

A. He can if he has stopped working regularly injobs that come under Social Security.
He may receive a benefit for any month in
which he does not earn more than $14.99 in
such work.

VETERANS

C. MORRISON

Locution

Q. Can a worker start drawing benefits as
present.
soon as he reaches age 65?

Co.,

8588 W. Pico Blvd.

Hutson, TCF

recently elected president of the Motion
LocatioT Managers Arsociation.

Q. Then 1 won’t have to decide to retire
permanently before I file my claim?
A. Certainly not. After you are 65, if you
should stop working for awhile because of
sickness, a layoff, or just because you need a
rest, by all means get in touch with your local
Social Security office. You may find that
benefits are payable to you during the months
before you go back to work. Even if you plan
to work regularly after you reach 65, it is a
good idea to come into your local office then
and talk things over. It may save you from
losing out on benefits which you have earned.

CHRIS.

PREXY

AR. 386-36

was

Picture

TO

At the first meeting of the TCF American
Legion Post under the new Commander, Hal
(Gordon, held Tuesday, Aug. 23, plans were
discussed to build a new clubhouse. Present
plans now call for a large 500 seat auditorium, along with game rooms, a ballroom,
and a modern kitchen. A committee has
been appointed which will determine a site
situated close to the studio. Financing of the
clubhouse will come bv forming a holding
company in v/hich stock will be sold.
The next meeting will be held Sept. 20th,
and all leg’onaires and veterans on the lot
are urged to attend.

emdVE CUCAMONGA,
HELLO ARROWHEAV!

SILENCE

AT

11:30

James C. Barber, Electric Dept.
Born: June 21, 1894.
Died: July 24, 1949.
Survived by his wife, Dolly Barber,
Van Nuys, California.
Max W. Larey, Production Dept.
Born: December B, 1889.
Died: July 7, 1949.
Survived by Sister and Brother, New
York, New York.
Wililam G. Mitchell, Electric Dept.
Born: October 12, 1894.
Died: July 28, 1949.
Survived by his Sister, Mrs. P. V.
Matraia, San Francisco, California.
Albert D. Trusdell, Police Dept.
(Retired)
Born: May 1, 1885.
Died: July 30, 1949.

A view

of rhe "downtown" section of Lake Arrowhead village. All the buildings,
even a bank, are built in the Tyrolean style of architecture.

AH aboard for Azusa, Cucamonga, San
Bernardino, and all points on the way to
Lake Arrowhead. From material supplied by
the Southern California All-Year Club, we’ve
found that in addition to being one of the
most successful standard jokes on the Jack
Benny program, and lately Milton Berle’s,
Cucamonga is the world's largest vineyard.
Driving along Foothill Boulevard toward
San Bernardino you can tell when you reach
Cucamonga, besides the usual roadside signs,
by the vineyards stretching in neat rows for
miles along Highway 18.
One of the first stops after entering the
San Bernardino National Forest, a reserve
of nearly 1,000,000 acres, is Arrowhead Hot
Springs, a resort hotel located on the slope
of Arrowhead Peak. Leaving this pleasant
retreat you can drive on, glancing down from
the wide mountain road and see the orange
groves surrounding San Bernardino, where
you were only a half hour before. These
neat rows of citrus trees appear as a vast
green carpet; smaller mountains appear as ant
hills in the distance below, and the highways
in the valley look like silver threads. Thus

which

include

and American plan — cottages, and motels.
The village includes a post office, drug store,
market, apparel shops, restaurants, theatre,
and even a bank.
Recreational facilities at Lake Arrowhead
include swimming, golfing, boating, fishing, horseback riding, and water skiing.
A level stretch of highway lies east of
Arrowhead. Here are views of the Santa
Ana watershed to the south, and the Mojave
Desert watershed on the north. On clear

nucleus of a 3200-acre mountain playground,
one of the most popular in Southern California. Here there are hotels — both European

Mortimer Fried, W. A. Lab.
Born: July 29, 1904.
Died: August 7, 1949.
Survived by his wife, Helen
and his son, Charles Billy.

SPECIAL

Fried

TO
DISCOUNT

STUDIO CLUB
MEMBERS

days, the two branches of the Mojave River
can be seen in the distance.
The round trip from Los Angeles is about
200 miles, and is a pleasant day’s drive.

HOTPOINT-CROSLEY
Appliances
GIBSON-ROPER
PHILCO-WESTERN HOLLY
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
MAGIC CHEF

Television
PACKARD BELL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CROSLEY-PHILCO
HOFFMAN
ZENITH

this scenic road is called "The Rim o' the
World Drive.”
Another fashionable and restful spot is
Lake Gregory, particularly noted for its
recreational facilities. No gasoline boats are
allowed on the lake. The shallow, warm
waters are good for swimming. There is also
trout fishing at Lake Gregory.
A short distance from this lake is Lake
Arrowhead, with its lake-side cabins, towering pines, and village of Tyrolean architecture. Lake Arrowhead covers 800 acres, and
reaches a depth of 180 feet in some places.
Its shoreline stretches for 14 miles. It is a

Survived by his wife, and two children, Los Angeles, California.

Terms to Suit Your Budget

TELLER

APPLIANCE

CO

369 So. Robertson
(Near Olympic)
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Lake

Arrowhead, a mile-high in the San Bernardino Mountains, is a gathering place for
horseback riding and water sports. The lake is
named for the natural orrowheod formation on
a nearby peak.

Open; Tues. & Thursdays
Until 9 P.M.
COURTESY - QUALITY
DEPENDABILITY
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U. S. P051 AGE

2c PAID
Los Angeles, Calif,
Permit No. 12005
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• ACTION

MAGAZINE

• BASKETBALL
• BOWLING
• CHILDREN'S
PARTY

CHRISTMAS

• DISCOUNT ON MOST
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• EDUCATIONAL
• FALL DANCE
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PIC OF THE

MONTH

After a comparatively short period of summer idleness, 20th Century-Fox's
production schedule is getting more active each day. With plans for many
more

pictures now

in the production

hopper,

time gates take on a familiar and welcome
production

news, turn to page

12.

the time card racks at both

sight for everyone.

For more

OFFICIAL

PUBLICATION

OF TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

STUDIO

CLUB

Who Me?
Vol. 10

OCTOBER,
Editorial

HOWARD

1949

No. 10
Did] a know you were an educator? Didn’t ever figure you
were the scholarly type, did you?

Staff

PALMER

ARTHUR HOUSER
VEO McCLATCHEY
RIDLEY BILLICK

Editor
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recently
schools, assured the film capital’s leaders
that his school system has no hesitancy in telling
children to go to the movies, “just as we recommend
Dr. Stoddard, who describes himself as “a great
a good book.”
fan of motion pictures,” went on to say that the
movies “are the greatest ally we have in our task of
teachingdren.the
— and
the nation’s
—chilMotioncommunity’s
pictures have
reconciled
completely
education and entertainment. Personally I think
entertainment is educational, and education should
be The
entertaining.”
famous educator spoke at a luncheon given
in his honor by the Association of Motion Picture
Producers, and was attended by studio executives
and representatives of numerous studio crafts and
If Dr. Stoddard had any one studio in mind when
guilds.
he spoke those words of wisdom, it must have been
ours — 20th Century-Fox. This studio brought to
the attention of millions of uninformed people the
plight of the economic voiceless in GRAPES OF
WRATH and HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY,
in such an entertaining way as to be smash box office
hits. Other TCP films such as GENTLEMAN’S
AGREEMENT, SNAKE PIT, and now PINKY make
our studio the foremost producer of noteworthy educational, yet enjoyable films.
We’re fortunate to be workers at a studio whose
leaders see fit to create movies of this type. All of
which can be construed to mean, that whatever part
you played in making these films, or any other TCP
movie for that matter, helped to make painless education for millions, the entertaining way.
Three

PURCHASING
TWENTIETH'S

By Clemmie

DEPT.

GaUaway

The 20th Centiiry-Fox Purchasing
department

buys practically

every commodity that is
only
for sale — but sells
SERVICE

Photographs by Jack Pashkovsky
Popular Pete Montemurro, 20th Century-Fox's efficient Purchasing
Agent, and head of the Purchasing department, started with TCF in
1935 as Storekeeper, and originated the present stores system.

IN the Bible when the foolish virgins
who

had no oil for their lamps went

out to buy, the Bridegroom

came.

they returned, the door was
were too late.

When

shut. They

TCP’s Purchasing Department, like the
foolish virgins, is never caught without
oil for the lamps that light the way

for

Pete Montemurro’s personality especially fits him for his job of liaison officer between the needs of creative artists
and the practical business men

he deals

with to secure the studio’s needs.
Often changes in the script necessitate

The Purchasing

Department

is geared to

meet

normally required by a big business corporation, but they also are required to

economy

purchase many whimsical appurtenances
of drama, that authenticate the illusion

that specializes in the production

versatile field takes a man

not only with

a thorough knowledge of current markets, but a man with imagination who
can exercise good judgment.
Four

head storekeeper and is now Pete’s able
and popular assistant.
In addition to the personnel in purchasing and stores, the Purchasing

overnight purchases and time is of the
essence to meet production schedules.

20th Century-Fox pictures. They anticipate the needs, and purchase supplies

of reality on the motion picture screen.
To estimate needed stock in such a

as a downtown pick-up driver, became
assistant receiving clerk, recei\ ing clerk,

both emergency

and routine calls.

It requires able buyers to buy with
without

sacrificing quality and

service, all the needs

of a corporation
of an

intangible product rather than a manufactured commodity such as tractors or
stoves. Pete Montemurro has a welltrained staff. His assistant. Bill Marsh,
is a fine example of the advancement possibilities for TCF employees. Bill started

De-

partment also is represented in other departments, such as Paint, Mill, Staff Shop,
Garage, Drapery,

Scenic Effects, etc., to

keep close check on stocks so that there
will always be sufficient on hand to meet
ever-changing current need. Many thousands of articles are stocked, yet at no
time can there be a surplus for unlike
commercial concerns, there can be no
“summer

inventory sale.”

During the war years when

everything

had to be bought through government
priorities, studios had difficulty in getting
needed

materials, but in joint meetings

GEARED
with the Producers

FOR ALL STUDIO
Association, TCF

took

NEEDS!

the lead in setting up a basis under which

ten days. A search of the market revealed insufficient supply of corrugated

relentless Northwest “Mountie,” gets results. THE LATE GEORGE
APPLET

studios could receive priority assistance

iron anywhere

and allocations from the government,

though a surplus stock of corrugated
aluminum was uncovered by Buyer Rudy

production schedule required a snow
scene in mid-summer. A critical ice

for

motion pictures could be termed essential industry because of the important
part they played in keeping up public
morale and making war training films,
etc.
Sometimes

a script calls for a scarce

or rare commodity

that sends the Pur-

chasing Department out with all the excitement of a party “scavenger hunt.”
In the current TWELVE
O’CLOCK
HIGH, corrugated iron quonset huts,
duplicates of ones in the English village
locale of picture, had to be constructed
on Eglin Field, Florida, where the picture was shooting. It had to be there in

in the country.

Finally

Pliska at the Kaiser Steel Plant in Fontana. The Art Department said the same
effect could be achieved with the corrumore

gated aluminum. The substitution proved
economical all down the line, being

so much

lighter than corrugated

iron, it

was cheaper to ship and cheaper to construct, requiring fewer men to handle it.
Needless to say it arrived in Florida on
the prescribed tenth day and another production schedule was met.
With

no

warning

emergencies

often

arise, making it seem impossible to get
needed material, but Purchasing, like the

Bill Marsh, Assistant Purchasing Agent, is giving an order to a salesman. Bill has developed a well-rounded knowledge of the department
since coming to work for TCF 16 years ago as the downtown driver.

shortage

made

large quantities of ice

(needed for pulverizing to achieve snow
effects) unobtainable except for food
preservation and hospital use. The resourceful Purchasing Department tracked
down some “agricultural ice” used in the
shipment of perishable produce. The
various produce centers of Salinas, Yuma,
Brawley

were

scouted

by long distance

telephoning. In Brawley a concern was
found who was making no shipments for
two days and could spare the needed

ice.

On successive days carloads of agricultural ice were dispatched in refrigerator
( Continued on Page 7 )

Rudy Pliska, department's buyer, left, is checking an order with
George Schofield, Purchasing's Follow-Up-Man, who manages to keep
track of all the orders until they reach the Receiving department.

Five

■i

Al Hammers,

Lumber

Checker

who

works

out of the Purchasing

depart-

ment, is checking a trailer load of new lumber into the Mill's shop,
Enos Bloom, right, reads off the dimensions of the material.

while

Laurine Allen, Purchasing's Buyer who specializes in purchasing
sound supplies, stationery, etc., checks the daily downtown stops
which driver Clarence Shores will make
for the department.

•— Babcoclt

Rena

Castle, left, checks

capable

John

stenographers

a purchasing

who

handle

order with

Keller of the Purchasing department is stationed in the Paint department to help keep the
supplies up to date. He is checking inventory.

Six

Betty Parker.

the department's

voluminous

Paul

Both are
typing.

Nellie Clark, Pete Montemurro's efficient "right-hand-gal," has been
with the Purchasing department as a secretary for over six years.

Turnham, Senior Stock Clerk in the storeroom, is the soft spoken clerk who, in addition to
his other duties, waits on the TCP customers.

Each Purchasing
department department
has their "jack-of-all-trades."
The
being no different,
feels honored to have Elmer Schulene with them.

Dale Evans, as head of the Purchasing Storeroom, not only carries
the responsibility of the storeroom, but is in charge of all the

Frank Magee, almost a historical landmark at 20th Century-Fox, is
in charge of both the new and salvage lumber yards. Here he is
checking some used ceiling stock which will be re-used by the studio.

(Continued

outlying inventories which

come

under the department's

jurisdiction.

from Page 5 )

cars to 20th Century-Fox and there was
snow in July.
The Purchasing Department is proud
of its record of never holding up production, and is another example of TCP’s
smooth-running organization which meets
emergencies with genius and routine requirements with cheerful efficiency.

Al Zultz, Receiving Clerk in the storeroom,
checks a shipment of supplies with the driver.
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HOW TO WIN FRIENDS^
AND GIVE GOLF PRIZES
Golf Awards Presented August 25

“Please walk, don’t run,” the prize recipients were warned
when called to the giant platform on Stage 15, especially
built to accommodate over 500 prizes earmarked for the
studio golfers who participated in the Annual Studio Club
Golf Tournament. Prizes ranged from a classy set of matched
golf irons to electric blankets, radios, toasters, electric coffee
makers, etc., and were

given out in an orderly manner

ac-

cording to the golfer’s position in his flight.
The Golf Tournament was held on August 14th but the
prizes were not awarded until Thursday, August 25th, when
the final handicapped scores were computed, the merchandise tagged, and the stage prepared.
Chairman of the Tournament, Jack Codd, called out the
names of the golfers to come up on stage and pick their
prizes from the attractive display. As an exciting anti-climax
of the tournament play, Lloyd Nobles was presented with
the men’s championship trophy for the lowest gross score.
June Haver, popular blonde TCP star, breathlessly arrived
division
of play.
just
in time
to receive her trophy for capturing the women’s
When the last golfer cheerfully walked off the platform
with a neat radio snugly tucked under his arm, the entire
golf committee breathed sighs of relief. But no sooner had
the committee members exchanged knowing glances of

— Bubcoc);

The golfers were called upon the stage from the audience to choose
their prizes, according to the position they finished in their flights.

acknowledgment for a job well done, than they were making plans for the 1950 tournament. And if you could have
walked away from Stage 15 that night, almost deserted
except for the committee, you would have clearly heard
above the scratching of the janitor’s broom:

“We’ll make

the

next one even better.”

— Powolny

This array of expensive
on the Stage 1 5 platform,

Eight

yet practical prizes attractively displayed
represents four out of the nine golf flights.

The winners of
the tournament.

each of the nine flights, along with
Jack Codd, center, pause to display

chairman
their

of

prizes.

Golf Tournament Prise Donors
L. B. Abbott
Lloyd Ahern
Corwin Albert
Don Anderson
Arthur E. Arling
Sy Bartlett
Robert Bassler
Claude Binyon
Julian Blaustein
John Bodnar
Harry Brand
Earl Bright
Norbert Brodine
Walter Castle
Vic Christensen
Charles Coburn
J. B. Codd
Jeanne Crain
Linda Darnell
Delmer Daves
Hector Dods
Philip Dunne

Henry Ephron
Carl Faulkner
Curt Fetters
Al Fisher
T. R. Frazer
Til Gabbani
Jack Gage
Henry Goldfarb
Max Golden
James B. Gordon
Mack Gordon
Chester Gore
Ralph Graves
Robert Gunn
Sol Halprin
Ed Hammeras
Ralph Hammeras
Al Hartwig
Don Henderson
R. L. Hough
Richard F. Irvine
Al Irving

Julian Johnson
Nunnally
Jason
Joy Johnson
Ivan Kahn
Harry Kleiner
R. A. Klune
Fred Kohimar
Emil Kosa, Jr.
Henry Koster
Milton Krasner
Milton Krims
Joe La Shelle
Charles Le Maire
Paul Lockwood
William Ludwig
Joseph MacDonald
Frank McCarthy
Joseph Mankiewicz
Fred Metzler
Fred Meyer
William Michel
Oscar Millard

Arthur Miller
Cyril J. Mockridge
Elick Moll
Joe Moskowitz
Thomas Moulton
Richard Murphy
Jean Negulesco
Alfred
Ben NyeNewman

Art's Photo Supplies
The Atwater Co., Ltd.
Joe & Ben Besbeck
Beverly Hills Ford Co.
Blake, Moffitt & Towne
Bon Voyage Bazaar
Boulevard Travel Service
Boyston Bros.
J. E. Brulatour Co.
Bryan Motors
Bulova Watch Co.
J. Bunow
Calairco Corp.
California Electronic Supply
California Hardware Co.
California Mill Supply Corp.
Campus Camera Shop
Canvas Specialties Co.
Carl's Auto Top Shop
J. P. Carroll Co.
George V. Castagnola Sea Foods
Chasin & Wexler
Cinema Arts Co. &
Metropolitan Engravers
Ciro
City Linen Service
Colson Equipment Co.
Columbia Varnish Co.
Co-Operative Bldg. Materials
Cosgrove & Company, Inc.
E. A. Costalin
Crane Co.
Crum & Lynn, Inc.
Culver City Auto
Radiator Service
Cunningham Marine Props
W. K. Cuthbert Co.
Davis Cordage Co.
Al Davis' Radio Drive-In
Dazian, Inc.
Donover Co., Inc.
Norman E. Dowsing
Ducommun Hardware &
Metal Supply
Gordon Duff
Eastman Kodak Co.
Eaton's Restaurants
Economy Blue Print Co.
Electric Corp.

Electric Steel Foundry
Entz Camera Shop
Evergreen Nursery
Max Factor
Federal Envelope Co.
Firestone Stores
Foogert's
Tire Service
Four S Baking
Co.
Fox Gr Hounds Restaurant
Frawley Tobacco Co.
Friedberg-Grunauer Co.
W. P. Fuller & Co.
Funk Bros.
G. & G. Produce Co.
General Electric Co.
General Paint Corp.
General Petroleum Corp.
Golden State Glass Co.
Goldman's Flowers
Goodall Rubber Co.
W. A. Goodman & Sons
Gough Industries
Greene Haldeman
Grimes-Stassforth Stationery
Co.
Grinnell Co.
M. Flax
William A. Gulko Co.
Gunther, Wood & Goodman
Haas Baruch Co.
The Haloid Co.
John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
Steve Hannegan
Harper & Reynolds Corp.
S.' Harris & Co., Inc.
The Earl Hays Press
Helene of Hollywood
Heyman Furniture Co.
Art C. Higham, Inc.
Hillcrest Motors
C. G. Hokanson Co., Inc.
Hollywood Bootmaker
Hollywood Motion Picture
Title Studios
Hollywood Office Appliance
The Hollywood Reporter
Hollywood Wholesale Electric
Holmes Tuttle
Home Interior Service
Robert L. Grosh & Sons
The Home Silk Shops
Fred S. Hughes Village
Frame Shop
Imperial Mfg. Co.
Imperial Rug Cleaners
Ingram & Co.
Interstate Restaurant
Supply Co.

Charles Skouras
Edward Skouras
Snyder
Spyros
Herbert Spencer

Ernest Palmer
Frank Partos
Robert Patton
Gregory Peck
Edward B. Powell
Micheline Prelle
Norman R. Raine
Maurice Ransford

Murray Spivack
George Stephenson
Mark Stevens
Hunt Stromberg
Daniel Taradash
J. O. Taylor
Frank
Tresselt
Karl Tunberg

Casey
Irving Robinson
Rosenberg
Mike Rosenberg

George Wasson

James Ruman
James Ryan

Joseph C. Wright
Ben Wurtzel
Darryl F. Zanuck

Alfred
Wright
Lyle Wheeler

Joseph M. Schenck

Abbey Rents
Accepted Materials
Frank Acuna
Atiman-Blue
American Typewriter &
Office Equipment
Ampreneer
Anderson-Dunham Co.
, Angelus Floor Coverings Co.
Arden Farms

Lew Schreiber
Clyde
S. Scott
Fred
Leon Sersen
Shamroy
William Shirley

J. T. Ireland
Jacks of Hollywood
Jackson Iron Works, Inc.
Jensen Carpet Cleaners
Joseff
Kallin Co.

Radio Specialties Co.
Rancho Sports Shop

Kee Lox Manufacturing Co.
Keenan Pipe & Supply Co.
Henry
B. Kegel Quality
Meats

Remington Rand
R. J. M. Co.
Ritoff Glove Co.
J. A. Roebling & Sons
J. T. Ryerson & Son
Sanitek Products
Ben Schoneberg

Keiper Co.
Kierulff & Co.
Link Belt Co.
Lion Match Co.
The A. Lietz Co.
The Lighthouse Inc.
The Los Angeles News Co.
L. A. Rubber & Asbestos
Works
L. A. Stamp & Stationery Co.
Harry Lowitz
Lumbermens Mutual
Casualty Co.
A. R. Maas Chemical Co.
Macintosh
Mack Truck Co.
J. C. Madrid
Magnetic Springs Water Co.
Mahl Steel & Supply Co.
Malone Studio Service
Maltz Co. of California
Paul Mantz
Master Linen Towel Supply
Mattsons' of Hollywood
Vic Mature Television, Inc.
May Co.
J. G. McAlister, Inc.
Mercury Beauty Supply Co.
Metropolitan Hotel Supply
Michael's Artists Supplies
Mitchell Camera Corp.
Mole Richardson
Multigraph Sales Agency
Murphy's Western Surplus
Stores
National Lead Co.
National Theatre Supply
Neff Tire Co.
Odenheimer & Baker
Pacific Studios
Pan Pacific Auditorium
Pensick & Gordon, Inc.
Perloff Market
Photostat Corp.
Pierce Foundry
Pioneer French Baking Co.
Puro Filter Co.
Radio Analysis Co.
Radio Products Sales

Raphael Glass Co.
Reid Murdock & Co.
Reliable Glassware Co.
Reese Supply Co.

Schrader Auto Electric
Service
Schwab's Pharmacy
Schwabacher Frey Co.
Security Roof Co.
Shell Oil Co.
Sidle Electrical Service
Sierra Paper Co.
Sinclair Paint Co.
C. S. Smith Paint Co.
Smith's Sporting Goods
Southern California Gas
Association
Southern California
Stationers
C. O. Sparks, Inc., and
Mundo Engineering Co.
E. J. Stanton & Son, Inc.
Sun Lumber
'
Sunset
McKeeCo.
Standard

^

Register
Swett
& Crawford
Technicolor Motion Picture
Corporation
Toledo
Scales Corp.
Paul B. Treat
Twentieth Century Motor
Service
Tyre Bros. Glass & Paint Co.
Union Hardware
Union Maid Bakery, Inc.
United Radio & Appliance
United Tent & Supply Co.
Universal Radio Supply Co.
Urdank Radio & Appliance
Co.
Valley Park Country Club
Web.er Trailer Co.
»
Adolphe Wenland &
Associates
Western Dye Hquse
White Truck Co.
The Wholesale Supply Co.
Winne & Sutch
Zellerbach Paper Co.
Zenith & Co.
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A general view of the Nursery's new modern
glasshouse, located on the main lot, just behind
the giant backing on Sersen Lake.

-/Cornman

New Greenhouse for Nursery
If you could have been around the Nursery department last winter,
you probably would have heard a conversation between two Petunias,
which ended something like this: “Gee, baby, it’s cold outside!”
Of course it was cold. So cold in fact that almost all of the Nursery’s
prized and valuable tropical plants and other rare, delicate foliage were
killed by the freeze. “They were expensive, all right, but that’s not so
important,” explained Glenn Harman, efficient head of the department.
■‘These plants were valuable because they were irreplaceable, and it
will take years of tedious cultivating and pampered growing to replace
them.” The Nursery’s headquarters, located on the main lot just behind
the large backing on Sersen Lake, was faced with the problem of
supplying the picture sets with fresh flowers and other year round
“out-of-season” plants, and also plagued with the thought of another
Southern Galifornia winter like the last, had to come up with a solution.
After much discussion with studio executives and engineers, it was
concluded that a new and larger glasshouse could be built in the
Nursery which would not only effect an over-all saving in filming costs,
but would enable the Production department to use the more realistic
natural flowers on the sets the year round, instead of only three or four
months out of the year as was the case previous to the construction
of the greenhouse.
Plans were drawn, incorporating so many new features, that this
present greenhouse is judged to be one of the most modern in the
United States. The forms for the foundation were laid on June 15th,
and the final completion papers were signed the last of September.
This new 20th Gentury-Fox Studio improvement, which would make
any commercial nurseryman green with envy, is built with an all steel
frame and steel construction throughout. Redwood benches line the
walls and center of the house, which is covered with thousands of
panes of carefully painted glass. A special Humidifier was designed
and built by Twentieth’s engineers, which will keep the inside of the
greenhouse comfortably heated, but minus any noticeable amount of
moisture.

—

Kornman

With a graceful snip of her scissors, TCF actress Debra
Paget cut the flowered chain and officially opened the
Nursery's new green house. TCP's new addition resulted
from a burning desire by Vic Christensen, Assistant
Studio Manager, left, and Glenn Harman, head of the
Nursery, to increase the efficiency of this department.
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A modern circulating hot water system, complete with steam boiler
and controlled by an electric thermostat, will keep the temperature at
the proper heat for the most precious plants. The glasshouse has been
divided into two sections or houses, with approximately 4,500 square
feet of floor space. These houses will be used by the Nursery to mother
and develop the potted and boxed seedlings into strong self-sufficient
plants. A method of rotating the plants from one house to the next
will assure that each plant will get the most scientific care possible
until it finally reaches maturity — and one of 20th Gentury-Fox’s sound
stages, and the ultimate in realism.
Fifteen years ago foresighted management took steps to carve from
an old junk pile — an eyesore and an economic waste — the present
Nursery department headquarters. Now with the completion of the
Nursery’s prized addition, 20th Gentury-Fox employees can again look
with pride to their studio which is trying in every way to equip its
people with everv tool and aid possible for making the best motion
pictures in the industry.

Action Applauds
these TCF

news-makers.

Unusual shots of Twentieth’s
highlights during September

STRONG. Bobby Coppin, one of the more virile
members of the Labor department who can bowl,
play baseball, swim or dance with equal ease,
took advantage of being a new bridegroom by
carrying his bride over the threshold.

DESERTER. Popular Dave Preston, inimitable
story teller, who worked in Special Photographic
Effects, not only deserted the bachelor ranks and
took a wife, but deserted TCF for San Francisco.

HOSTESS. Frances Richardson, with hat, head of the Research Library,
played host to all of her department recently by giving them an outdoor
barbecue with all the trimmings.

WINNA.

When

IT'S THE SAME OLD STORY. The former Liz
Davison of Script and Bud Thompson of Transportation made a Mr. and Mrs. combination
recently. Question: How could a girl like Liz
refuse Bud with a technique like this.

Paul Stanhope, Story File Clerk, first heard about the

Los Angeles Examiner's "Who Am I" contest, he thought he would
enter for the fun. Besides having fun, he won second prize: a new Ford.

Eleven

^eeh /k
ITH three cameras presently
grinding out a like number of
pictures, and four more film schedules
now in the production hopper, the month
of October will see seven films shooting
at TCF.
Darryl F. Zanuck’s return from Europe,
where he has been overseeing 20th Century-Fox’s foreign production, gives the
studio the green light to commence production at an accelerated pace, which is
expected to continue throughout the Fall.
That irresistible combination, laughprovoking Dan Dailey and blonde Betty
Grable, will be teamed together again in
front of the camera when MY BLUE
HEA\’EN starts shooting in late October.
Claude Binyon has been handed the
directorship of this Technicolor musical
comedy, which formerly carried the title,
THE STORK.
News that Clifton Webb will be back
in front of Twentieth’s

cameras

should

be good news for theatre-goers. The star
of SITTING PRETTY, and MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE
will be

share the starring berth along with number one screen boogy-man, Dick Widmark.

teamed

Luther Brooks, the young Negro doctor, tries to save the life of a wounded
white bandit who is sent to him at the

up

with

lovely Jeanne

Crain,

when Frank and Ernestine Gilbreth’s
hilarious best seller, CHEAPER BY THE
DOZEN
starts. The story about their
family of 12 redheads and the daily problems which manage to entangle the Gilbreths, is a guarantee to keep the exhibitors’ popcorn sale at a minimum. Walter
Lang, director of the current hit,
YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING
will meg
CHEAPER when it goes before the camera, the middle of October.
NO

WAY
OUT, a fast-moving suspense drama, written by Joe Mankiewicz, will film the problems of a likeable
young Negro doctor, is also scheduled to
begin in October. This film will be personally produced by Mr. Zanuck, while
Joe Mankiewicz will direct his own script.
As soon as she is finished with TICKET
TO TOMAHAWK,
Anne Baxter will

County Hospital, but through no fault
of his own, the bandit dies in the operating room. The bandit’s brother, Ray, a
hard, crass product of the slum district,
accuses the doctor of murdering his
brother, yet he will not permit an autopsy
so the authorities can determine the cause
of his death.

Ray, although confined to

the hospital’s prison ward, stirs up
enough hatred through his hoodlum
gang, until they finally descend upon the
Negro section of the city. There the
whites and Negros clash in a bloody
race riot. After many hours, the riot is
finally quelled by the police, but many
injuries are incurred.
Luther and the rest of the doctors
work hard in the hospital taking care of
the injured as they are brought in, but
Luther feels that he himself was the
cause of this racial misunderstanding.
The climax comes when Ray, crazy from
pain in his wound, escapes from the hospital and hunts down the Negro doctor,
and tries to kill him.
In following Darryl Zanuck’s program
of dealing with present-day social problems, NO WAY OUT will present to
theatre audiences everywhere the burning racial problem of white and colored
conflict in a highly entertaining way. This
dramatic story shows an example of our
racial problems in a big city, and carries
the banner of tolerance.
Delmer

Daves

has been

assigned to

meg REMEMBER,
OH REMEMBER,
also scheduled to start at Westwood in
October. Another air war story, with
plenty of action in the South Pacific,
REMEMBER
has a strong plot with a
twisty ending, which

UgTlll

The location crew on TICKET TO TOMAHAWK
returned to the studio the last part of
September, after shooting at Durango, Colorado, since August 15th. The picture starring
Anne Baxter and Dan Dailey is centered around the narrow gauge railroad in the Rockies.

T tvelve

will make

it one to

put on your “must-see” list.
Including the three started in August
and September: GUNFIGHTERS, THE
BIG FALL, TIGKET TO TOMAHAWK
— all of which will be completed in October — the Twentieth lot will be filming
a total of seven flickers, with an abundance of others ready to fill in as these

finish.

Actor Millard Mitchell is riding for trouble in
this tense scene being filmed for GUNFIGHTERS.
Henry King, standing under the camera, is
handling the director's chores of this Southwest
saga, while Producer Nunnally Johnson (standing behind King) counts on another TCF hit.

— Mdupin

Assistant Director Saul Wurtzel, left. Director Jean Negulesco and beautiful Micheline Prelle
seriously discuss a problem which has confronted them while filming THE BIG FALL.

o
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Another

Gin Rummy Tournament
Scheduled for Fall
Scheduled

for the middle

of Novem-

ber, the second Studio Club Gin Rummy
Tournament will give “the other guy”
and plenty of previous losers a chance
to sweeten their revenge. The clamoring which was the aftermath of the last
tournament, held in early summer, has
been steadily growing in volume until
the Club could no longer stem the tide
of appeals from the scores of enthusiastic
TCF gin rummy players.
This scheduled

tournament

will be a

double elimination type, similar to the
first. The individual scores will be kept
on a game basis instead of total points.
Also, \’aluable prizes will be awarded
to the winners of each flight, while a
grand sweepstakes prize will be presented to the champion of the flight winners.
Wives

— Bahcoc\

and husbands

of employees

are

invited to participate in this tournament.
The Studio Club will run another Gin Rummy Tournament in November, in which the wives and
husbands of employees will be welcome to play. Registrations are now being taken at the Club.

To be assured of a reservation, register
now with the Studio Club, Ext. 745.

OCTOBER CALENDAR
TUESDAY,

the 18th

Legion Meeting

THURSDAY,

the 20th

Westerners

SATURDAY,

the 22nd

Fall Dance on Lot

Meeting

MONDAY,

each week

Shorthand Class on Lot

MONDAY,

each week

Square Dance Class on Lot

TUESDAY,

each week

Bowling at El Rancho

WEDNESDAY,

Fourteen

Ameican

1st and 3rd

THURSDAY,

each week

THURSDAY,

each week

Square Dance Club on Lot
Bowling at Pan Pacific
Charm Class on Lot

Popular TCF Charm
Square

Dancin’

The officers and members of the 20th
CENTURY REELERS cordially invite
all intermediate and advanced square
dancers on the lot to join in the fun on
the first, third and fifth Wednesday of
each month— Stage 1 at 7:30 P.M. With
Wayne Warga as caller to give the latest
patterns and round dances, you are guaranteed an evening of real enjoyment.
The new beginners class which started
September 19th has gone over with a
bang. The 60 neophytes swear by, not
at, Wayne Warga as the best instructor
in these parts. At the rate they are progressing, itshouldn’t be long until they
are dancing reels around the REELERS.
Started on the lot less than a year ago
when it was still considered by many to
of “grandma’s day,”
a memory
be just dancing
square
has grown from a small
handful of TCFers until it is now one of
the most popular of all Studio Club social
activities.
If you are interested in just good old
wholesome fun, sign up for the next
beginners class or if you’ve already discovered square dancing, join the REELERS. Telephone Ruth Fox, Ext. 1461, or
the Studio Club.

Class

Appeals to Smart Gals
“School days, school days.
Good ol’ happy school days.”
With the coming of fall, the disappearance of the Biniki bathing suit and its
allied suntan, and along with plans for
attending the Studio Club’s fall shindig,
comes a host of school classes designed
to help ambitious TCF girls.
The first and probably the one that will
prove to be the most popular with the
gals, will be the Personal Appearance, Development and Personality course, scheduled to start Thursday, October 6th with
meetings to be held once a week on the
lot. Patterned after last year’s successful
10 week course, this second edition will
also be conducted by Miss Hungerland,
noted personality lecturer. Last year she
supplemented her “to-the-point” lectures
with guest speakers and authorities from
this studio.
Helena Sorell, noted drama coach, instructed the girls in the proper voice
pitch, quality and enunciation, together
with corrective exercises for speaking
properly. Later in the course Irene

Brooks, head hair stylist in the Make-up
department, gave the class tips on correct hair styling. Ben Nye, head of Makeup, instructed the girls in facial make-up
and offered individual analysis.
Kathleen Ridgeway, head of Script
department, from her experience in contact with executives, producers, directors
and writers, told the girls the requirements of a good secretary— the things
men complain about most, telephone
manners, and appropriate clothes for
work.
Charles LeMaire, colorful head of
Ladies Wardrobe gave the class suggestions about clothes styling and personality, along with examples of proper
styling.
Plans now call for a similar type of class
with the same and other guest lecturers,
but with more complete up-to-date information. The class is limited to a definite attendance so that each girl may
receive her full amount of personal
criticism and attention. Those interested
in this Charm Class should contact the
Studio Club, Ext. 745.

— Fashh.ovs\y

Ray Thompson, Property Man, pictured with his
daughter and 45-pound fresh water salmon, captured all the fishing honors for September. He
received both the salt water and fresh water
awards

for the

largest

catches

of the

month.

THE

BEFORE

AND

Wolfe, secretary
right, she shows

AFTER.

In the eyes

of your

boss you

too

may

in Casting, displays the improper "girl Friday"
how easy it is to improve, once you've attended

look

like fhis. Cute

technique:
the Club's

while
charm

Nancy
on the
school.
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THE

GIRLS
Stay Away From Style Fads
Warns Noted Dress Designer

Dne Gal tn Another
^2^ sax

By 'William Travilla

Made like a hostess last night for
my TOP MAN and his boss who
juk druv in from N. Y. And of course
that guy gave me no warning so I
was practically flying till seven
when they blustered in for cocktails.
I served that cheese mix with potato chips you asked me about in

The best news in present fashions is
that with the modified ehanges in the
new styles to be seen this fall and winter,
there won’t be anything daring enough
to date last year’s wardrobe. However, a
definite change in fashion is eoming, although not immediately, in shoulders.
Sleeves will be gathered across the top,

your letter — so here’s how!
One package of Philly Cream
Cheese. One - half medium - sized
onion chopped fine. Mix in onion
— two dashes of Worcester sauce —
a few drops of garlic or garlic salt
— and pepper to taste. You can add
three anchovy fillets chopped fine if

leg-o’-mutton lines. But even this news
isn’t too bad, as skirts won’t be so full
and extra fullness may be taken from the
skirt to make new sleeves.
Just a word of caution. It has been said
often but will always bear repeating—
stay away from fads. Dress at all times
for your individual type and personality.
Never, never wear anything just because

you have ’em, and it takes just five
minutes to mix. I leave it in the icebox till served — then let them scoop
it up on potato chips. With olive
and
pickles,
never
smidge
left over
and there’s
even the
men a want
to
know
And

how you make
when

HE

it.

brot me

to the

door after dinner, he was “veddy
tendah” and said he was actually
proud of me. Which from that man
is something! I think now I’m leading by a nose. He and his fillies!
I signed up for the Personality
Improvement Class and believe it
or not I’m also going to join the
Club’s Shorthand Course. This boss
of mine has spoiled me — letting me
write his letters. I’ve seen what happens when a gal gets out on a limb
with no shorthand. It’s a long drop
down — in salary, I mean.
Now seriously, get yourself in for
a full physical check-up, darling.
I lost sleep for two weeks before I
did — then felt like a lucky idiot
when I came up healthy. Let’s be
like the Chinese and prevent illness,
rather than wait for it. Promise?
Leave me
quick, Nikki.
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hear from

it is “in style.”
William Travilla came to Twentieth CenturyFox in March of this year after 5Vz years at
Warner Bros, where he dressed all of their
top stars including Joan Crawford, Ann Sheridan,
Ann Sothern, Eve Arden, Jane Wyman, Errol
Flynn and Danny Kaye. Since coming to TCF
he has done DANCING IN THE DARK; OH,
DOCTOR; FRONT AND CENTER; and is currently at work on GUNFIGHTER. He was borrowed back by Warners for June Haver.

f

Today’s women are fortunate to be
living in an era when they can open
any fashion magazine and find any line
in fashion that they like, that is becoming, and that is currently best of taste.
There are full skirts, pencil skirts,
draped skirts. Waist lines may be high,
low torso line, or just at the waist line.
Peplums are very good again.
Last year fashion went on a spree but
the coming year will find a balanee. Full
skirts are not quite so ballerina. Waists
are not pinched in as much. Shoulders
aren’t as completely round but remain
round and natural. Hemlines are rising

you — but

—a good skirt length is 12 to 13 inches
from the floor.
Unusual fabric combinations crop up

(7.

everywhere. Wool jersey is used with
satin, completely contrasting. Materials
may be dressed up or dressed down for
certain type of fashions, such as dressing
gingham up for cocktails by beading.

Town and Country suit designed by William
Travilla for Betsy Drake in DANCING IN THE
DARK. It is done in powder blue broadcloth,
the skirt is circular with fullness placed in two
deep side-front pleats, the fly front mat:hing
opening of the jacket. The jacket is fashioned
after a dickey-shirt design. Sleeves are in one
piece with the jacket, the set-in yoke is of the
same material with ’A" tucks. Soft covered
buttons are used. Shoes, belt and bag are
luggage

tan.

By

w^ CL ^^J^oppin

the

HONEYMOON?
Elena Keel

We all know that Cupid has been darting rapidly around the TCF lot, and has
left his mark on many a happy couple. I
see also that he is sharpening up those
arrows for several near future I-do-ers.
Well, marriage is love and bliss and happiness—and, (horrible thought though it
is) after the honeymoon is over, wifey
dear will settle down to burned fingers,
scorched dinners and maybe now and
then a nasty word! I think it’s high time
to give these love bugs some good
kitchen advice — remembering the old
saying that a way to a man’s heart ... I
(You’ll notice that these advisors on
“how to cook and get your man,” etc.,
are always the old maids! )
Getting back to the impersonal, for a
few years before I came to California in
1945, I traveled extensively in the east,
covering practically every state east of
the Mississippi River. I gathered together
many recipes, and shall try to pick out
a few good ones that I think you brides

may

want to try on your poor unsuspecting husbands.
The usual starter for a bride, I guess,
would be biscuits — light, fluffy, mouthwatering. Mmmmm! The recipe is about
standard, but I learned from a woman in
a small Florida town, called Umitalla
(population 970) that kneading biscuit
dough gently two or three times before
rolling, really gives it extra lightness. And
I find that making the biscuits and putting them in the icebox about an hour
before oven time, gives you time to clean
the mess and be all fresh and pretty when
the man comes home.
Two cups of flour, 1 teaspoon salt
and 4 teaspoons of baking powder
sifted several times. Use 8 tablespoons ofshortening (room temperature and
)
work in lightly until dough
is in tiny particles. Add 1 cup milk
slowly, cutting into dough with a
knife. Flour your hands and toss
dough on a floured board and knead
gently two or three times. Roll to
about /2 inch thickness and cut. Place
in greased pan, brush tops lightly
with milk and leave in icebox about
an hour before baking. Bake in hot
oven (350°) about 12 minutes.
Now, to go with the biscuits, how
about a broiled ham steak! I got this
recipe from a woman in Swan Quarter,
North Carolina, population 150 (if you
want to include the water mocassins,
turtles, and razor-back hogs).
To serve four — get a tenderized ham
steak about two inches thick. Rub brown
sugar and mustard into both sides of the
steak. Sprinkle powdered cloves over
both sides, lightly. Broil 15 minutes on
each side under a 300° oven, and baste
with whatever fruit juice is handy — I
prefer pineapple. Served with the biscuits and a tossed salad — what could be
better!
Now don’t let the man of the house in
on your latest or newest efforts until he
is at the table. Then just watch him beam
and anxiously rush home to dinner the
next evening to see “what’s cookin’. ” If
you don’t get a mink coat, a new automobile, or another diamond ring, then
my recipes are failures.

Charming MILDRED JUSTICE is pictured
above in a yellow waffle pique dress. The
flared skirt and simple short-sleeved
blouse looks one-piece, is two-piece, and
its simplicity achieves a neat and cool look
very suitable for the working girl cf today.

Seventeen

Softball Participants to be Honored by Studio Club
The end of a near-perfect softball season will soon be climaxed when the
Studio Club opens the doors of the old
Cafeteria and passes out the grub to
honor the players and participants of the
1949 softball season.
Elia Kazan’s Crips ha\ e been officially
crowned the undisputed champs for the
year, by \ irtue of the fact that they were
in the top spot after three weeks of play
in the second round when the league
play was canceled. Production needs for
the grass playing field for the steeplechase scene in THE BIG FALL was the
reason for the canceled season.
The softball banquet

will be patterned
— P(«hl^ovs)^y

after last year’s successful dinner when
almost 100 players turned out to honor
the winning team and the other people
who contributed their ser\ices to the
league, and to elect new officers of the
Softball Commission. This year the dinner will be held in the old Cafeteria on
the north lot. Invitations will be mailed

By
DESERTED — ALMOST! The splendid TCF softball diamond is deserted of all softball activities.
However, the beautiful green grass is being put to good use as part of the steeplechase track,
which will be used in the current production, THE BIG FALL.

out shortly to the players participating
in softball play, giving full particulars of
the dinner.

Bowling League Starts Rolling
“Even”
LORETTA

POWELL

The Thursday Night Handicap League
opened at Pan Pacific last week with
Sweepstakes to start things off, and the
regular schedule will start September
22nd. Right now there are only sixteen
teams entered, six girls’ teams, and ten
for the men. We are in hopes of getting
the other four teams within the next
couple of weeks.
Ralph Hickey’s team won first place in
the Sweepstakes with their 2770 series,
and the Sam Engel boys came in second
with 2679. The Film Library team had
high game of 962, with Henry King’s
Aces second place 948. Johnny McCaf-

Sparkling

action such

as the LOS

ANGELES

DON'S Dick Wilkins catching this touchdown
pass will be the fare for football fans throughout
the season. Tickets for all professional games, the
use, and UCLA games are on sale at the Club.

Eighteen

ferty, filling in for one of Ralph’s “regulars,” had high series of 593 — without
handicap! In the girls’ department, Anita
Uphoff’s team, sponsored this season by
Joseph Mankiewicz, won first place with
2643, and Ellen Potash’s girls came second with 2601. Fred S. Meyer’s girls
had

high

game

of 909, with

Mark’s

Stevens

next

with

887. Hazel

Shirk of the Joseph Mankiewicz team
bowled an all-time high series for the
girls, as far as we can find out, with
games of 174-187-185, for a total of 546,
and that’s without handicap!

Nice bowl-

ing, Hazel.
The
Tuesday Night Scratch League
has been postponed until September
27th, when they start at El Rancho.
There will be eight teams, same as last
year, with a possibility of adding two
more later on.
We wish to take this opportunity to
thank the sponsors of last season, and
express our appreciation to those who
have so kindly agreed to sponsor a team
again this year. Thanks very much to
the new sponsors this year; we hope you
will enjoy the association with our bowling leagues, and you are all cordially invited to come and root for your team
whenever possible.
If any of the members want to buy
bowling balls, you may do so through
the Studio Club and save money!

•producers make news

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
VeryAllSpecial
Prices
To
Studio Discount'
Club Members

We

Carry

a Complete

Line of

Guaranteed Furniture
RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood

Furniture Co.

10931 West Pico Bird.
i^^ARizonats,

Monday,

JOE SCHENCK

AT TOA

Thursday
Open

CONVENTION

Calif.

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 P.M,

Highlights of the recent Theatre Owners of America Convention, held at the Ambassador Hotel,
were the luncheon speeches of Joe Schenck, center. Head of Production at Twentieth; Secretary
of Commerce Charles W. Sawyer, right, and Eric Johnston, head of the Producers Association.
All urged for better cooperation between the exhibitors and the producers.

PRICES ARE NOT HIGH
Save 20%

and More

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED ■<hO
MERCHANDISE
Home

Furnishings

Radio-Television
Appliances
Cameras
Other Specials - Autos
A New Sewing Machine

A

Money
YOU •SAVE:
* Shopping Time
YOU

GET;
•

Exactly what you want

*

Full Guaranties and Service
warranties

Make

Your
Then

Selection First
Phone

Us

Hollywood 9-2533
(24-hour

Spend

SAM

ENGEL

RECEIVES

EXHIBITOR'S

AWARD

Producer Sam Engel, right, was presented with the 1949 Exhibitor's Laurel Award for producing the hilarious MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE, by Paul Manning, Editor of the
Exhibitor magazine. Last year, Sam also captured the same award with his SITTING PRETTY.
Over 1 3,000 theatre owners and exhibitors voted to select his MR. BELVEDERE as the most
popular motion picture of the year.

Service)

a Nickel —

Save

Dollars

LESTER L. STONE
ASSOCIATES
SAMPLE

&

SHOWROOM

5277 Sunset Boulevard
(2 Blocks East of Western

Ave.)
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20TH CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION
EMPLOYEES (AVERAGE YEAR)
2850 EMPLOYEES . . .

JOE
AND JOHNNY'S
TIRE SERVICE
(Formerly of Foogerts)

15% DISCOUNT
To All Club Members
(Recapping

On

- Retreading - New
Wheel Balancing

Tires^

Phone: AR. 9-6375
FREE PICK-UP

AND

DELIVERY

\We Service Your Car While You Work
2100

Westwood

Boulevard
Discriminating Shoppers from 20th Century-Fox choose —

IGENE'S SEAT COVER SHOP!
Plastic and

ALL

Nylon

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELICACIES

.

Seat Covers

COVERS

15% DISCOUNT
To All Studio Club Members
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EMBASSY
Wines

•

BEVERLY
9632 Santa Monica Blvd.

Liquors

HILLS
BR. 2-3895 and CR. 6-2305

The Inquiring Reporter
WHAT

By JULIAN MYERS
Photos by GUNN

I LIKE ABOUT

The Largest
Athletic Supply

WOMEN

Store in
Southern California
Wholesale

STUDIO

Prices

CLUB

Everything

to

MEMBERS

for the Golfer

Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags
DICK

FOSTER

'

WILL

McCUNE

ARMAND

ALLEN

When asked what he likes
Will McCune, the well-groommost about girls, dashing Ared
bachelor
who
presides
in
our
is
This
I do.’''
pany, whatever
the frank
admission of husky Production office, says he has mand Allen, Process Cutter, reE>ick Fo^er, head of our Set made a careful study of girls.
Catalogue Department. Dick, a He refuses to ^ disclose all his
Then plies;
he “Huh?”
sighs: “ ’Cause they
cafeffee bachelor who prowls
conclusions, but he does reveal:
around in a Tangerine^colored
Also: “They make good com“I can’t live with them— nor are female.”
panions. Ifthey’re interested in
Ford cOupe, proclaims: “Any- could I live without them. Howthing- 'I do I like to do with
you they’ll take up your hobever, this position is certainly
bies. That’s the best way to tell
wpmen.'Tm -going to marry one
someday if I can ever find rfne difficult to rriaintain with the
care.” of girls like
that will have me. Maybe this presence of so many outstand- if they
“Therereally
are plenty
article will help me locate the
ing specimens of the fairer sex
this. I’ve got one. I’m not
“I like to be in their com-

right gal.”

,

on this lot.”

WHAT

4- ■

ashamed

I LIKE ABHUT

of it!”

Fredericks
and Co.
8560 WEST

PICO BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw

SPECIAL

2-5161

toDISCOUNT

MEN
STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

Appliances
- CROSLEY

HOTPOINT

GIBSON - ROPER
PH ILCO - WESTERN
MAGIC CHEF

HOLLY

Television
PACKARD-BELL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
'HOFFMAN
CROSLEY - PH ILCO

,

ZENITH

DOROTHY

WERNER

JEAN

FLORA

BANTA

Jean Banta, who would be
“Oh, Gosh, I don’t know!”
exclaims Dorothy Werner, tall
blonde typist in the Fan Mail popular even if she weren’t the
gal who makes out our checks
Department, when you ask her
each
week, claims that she
what she likes most about men.

“Naturally,” she confesses,
“they must be tall and blond.
To suit my tastes they must be
authorities on biology. Now
don’t misunderstand. They
to have some looks, and be
built, naturally. My man
be a good sport, and must
a big family.”

have
well
must
want

doesn’t

know

anything

about

men. “I can’t answer things like
that,” she insists. But her bright
brown eyes refute her— and so
do the fellows in her office.
“Jean baby sits,” they reveal,
“but the babies have to be boys
over twenty-one.”

BLAMEUSER

Terms

to Suit Your

Budget

“The main reason I like men,”
asserts Flora Blameuser, Script
Department secretary, “is because they’re men! Oh, my

TELLER
369

Flora is a generous gal. She
goodness. . . .”
says: “I like my men to be accomplished—in every shape and
form— and that’s putting it mildly. I like them to be deep thinkand profound,
I’m
not. ing
I want
them td because
be fun loving, because I am. I guess maybe I want too much,

APPLIANCE
South

CO.

Robertson

( Near Olympic)

Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

'

Open Tuesdays and Thursdays
Until 9 P.M.
Courtesy

- Quality

- Dependability

huh?”
T wenfy-orie

El Rancho Bawl
^^The Friendly

New Multilith MachinE*

House**

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE

To HeIp TCP’s DEpartmEnts

BR. 04563/
AR. 99435
10521 ^N. PICO BOULEVARD
J

Plenty

of Free

Parking

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

— Powolny

A general view of the new Multilith department, situated on the third floor of the Script building. Its four up-to-date Multilith duplicators will reproduce scripts, production department
material, bulletins, etc., by means of a master form.

A new name — Multilith Department
— adorns the third floor entranee of the
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
ZS Underwood Typewriter Co.,
£< 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON^
Pico

near Holt

( / X.

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

PAINT

and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

through the alphabet to Women’s Wardrobe. And here’s what people say about
the change-over from Mimeograph:
Molly Mandaville: Conference notes
now get out in record time — and every
copy looks individually typed.
Asst. Director: No delay now on Call
Sheets and Daily Schedules. The time
saved on breakdowns helps us a lot.

l^utch Self paints
PICO

^

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

in less than a year’s time, as do stencils.
Among the numerous pre-printed Masters used on Twentieth Century-Fox’s lot
are Daily Call Sheets, Shooting Schedules, Production Requirements, Daily
Production Reports, Script Breakdowns,
Estimated Footage Reports and a host of
others. Stocks of these pre-printed Masters are distributed by the Printing Department to the many departments using
them.

Ruth Howard: I don’t have to retype
reports because of daily changes. These
Masters stand up better than stencils.
Script Dept. Typist: I used to do ten
stencils an hour. Now I do fifteen Masters in the same time without half the
fatigue.

The Daily Call Sheet is a fine example
of how these pre-printed Masters save
time in getting out information in a
hurry to all the various people concerned.
The Assistant Director fills out the prel^rinted Master with a pencil while he is
on the set. The Master, right after the
daily production meeting, goes to the
Script Department where completed
copies are run off in a matter of seconds.

New, paper-like Masters are prepared
by typewriter, pencil, pen, crayon, or
tabulating machine. These Masters are

Experience to-date in the Script Department shows the following advantages of the Multilith Process in the re-

Writers Secretary: I use Masters in-

/

Twenty-two

i

Script Department. Four modern, up-todate “Multilith Process” Systems Duplicators reproduce copies of scripts, production department information, bulletins, Studio Club notices, and all types
of material originated in studio departments ranging from Accounting down

clean to handle and as easy to prepare
as a sheet of paper. In addition, they
may be run, then added to or deleted and
re-run again. They may be filed for
future use just like any sheet of paper;
they lie flat, stay flat, and may be filed
vertically. And they do not deteriorate

stead of the usual seven copies. It’s
faster and you can read the seventh copy.

production
scripts :

^ 1.
P 2.
copy
•3.

of Twentieth

Century-Fox

WALLPAPER

Improved legibility.
Better quality and texture of script
paper.
An overall savings of 45-50% in material and operating costs.

4. Greater production of typed Masters over stencils in the same period of
time, with less fatigue and eyestrain for
typists.
5. Corrections

made

6. Proof-reading
easier.

simply and fast.

made

substantially

33%

DISCOUNT
Every

/

Twentieth Century-Fox’s Printing Department has been a long-time user of
Multigraph (type) and Multilith lithographic presses. The Printing Department is a complete lithographic shop
with camera, plate-making equipment,
and offset presses.
While other studios use Multilith
equipment for various applications, TCF
Script Dept, is the first to use this process for complete reproduction of all material.
This forward step is just another indication why Twentieth Century-Fox is
recognized as the most progressive studio
in the motion picture industry.

Design

MEMBERS

to Choose

From

BROS.

3300 West 6th Street

STORE PHONE;
DU. 8-2435

(2 BIks. West

NIGHT PHONES:
TH. 1303

of Vermont)

CH. 5-2189

Open Friday Evenings

8. Filing of script Masters for possible
future re-running. Eliminates necessity
of filing extra copies of scripts, which required filing cabinets and storage space.
Other Multilith System Duplicators
have well proven their worth in the Story

need for quick story reaction. Legal reproduces
contract resumes, option,
amendments, and miscellaneous departmental duplicating work. Tabulating
uses Masters in continuous form for Daily
Picture Cost Statements, Set Construction and Set Operations Reports.

and

CLUB

BOYDSTON

7. Re-running of Masters for script
revisions readily accomplished.

Files, Legal, and Tabulating Departments. Story Files reproduces synopses
in a minimum of time because of the

Type
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Special CONSIDERATION

EASY

TERMS

to MEMBERS

ARRANGED

GENERAL ^ECTRIC
KELVINATOR
IPER

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

^BLOCKS
3879/W.

PICO

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

W. of Robertson

\w RADIO &^UA^
Opposite

Stadium

Theatre

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
l^rofessional
Motion Picture

6

— Powolny

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

Joan Neely and Multilith operator Ed Garber,
check one of the numerous forms produced on
the Multilith machine for Tabulating department.
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HURRY, HURRY, HURRY-

only 77 days until xmas!

A LETTER ERDM RDR-

Motion Picture
Fund’s
Christmas
Cards Relief
Now On
Sale

Now

is the moment— don’t wait!

Christmas isn’t here yet, but it won’t be
long. So now is the time to order your
colorful
ChristmasMotion
cards.

Picture

Relief Fund’s

I.-V

The Fund

r01

>\oe«

,

;

<V?k

V'V^';a;

is particularly proud of this

year’s cards. They carry a reproduction
of a painting by the well known artist,
Albert Kramer, who painted the colorful
Yuletide scene especially for the Fund
and donated it to the Motion Picture

^

..M

00^

Country

House.

Money derived from the Christmas
card sale is used throughout the year to
purchase toys, clothing and layettes for

«o1-

the children of the Fund’s beneficiaries.
Cards sell for $15 per 100 or may be
ordered in lots of 50 for $9.00. All are

®
^ "C

®*

kX^'

personalized with the name
er.

V

of the send-

Orders for these cards may be placed
at the Studio Club. Early ordering is
urged to insure prompt delivery and
service.

RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINES
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
r
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS
1261

When

T iventy-four

North

T AMP^

at Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plan.

/C>

Vine Street, Hollywood

in New

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

DON'T BUY . . .
RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . , UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS
Across

York, Shop at MASTERS

the Street from

MART,

the New

MART
Don

Lee Studios!

FLOOR WAXERS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA SIPHONS
LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
GIFTS
CHIMES
BED LAMPS
TOYS
Hudson

2-1285

66 West 48th Street • Rockefeller Center's Next Door Neighbor

WANNA BE A KNOW All?
•

★ LINOLEUM

★ CARPETS

ri;ght Carpet

THESE ANSWERS Will HEIP

THE "WRIGHT"

More questions and answers to your
Social Security problems, which will supply you with some facts on this vital
program.
Question: My son was in the war and

Co.
^

★ TILE
^

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
A

Complete

★ CLEANING

CARPET

SERVICE

★ LAYING

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

★ DYEING

1 1218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

couldn’t build up Social Security during
those years. Was any special allowance
made for veterans?
Answer: Yes. Any veteran who dies
within three years after being honorably
discharged, and who was not receiving
disability benefits from the Veterans Administration isconsidered to be insured.
This credit was given to World War II
veterans, even if they had never been
under Social Security before the war.
Question: My Social Security card is
more important than I thought. What
would happen if my card should be lost?
Answer: That card is the key to your
Social Security benefits; take care of it.
But if you lose your card, go to your
nearest Social Security office and ask for
a duplicate. Make it quite clear that
you had a card, and if possible, give that
office your Social Security account number. Ifyou get a new number, you will
have two accounts. Your average wage

The

Best Deep-Sea Sport Fishing
Cruiser on the West Coast

Yacht

deally the
Appointed
Catch
Big Onesto
Luxurious Accommodations

For charter by day, week

or month

DR. L. C. SPANGARD, Owner
HE. 1618
or
HO. 9-2781

on each won’t be as high as it would be
if figured on one account. For the same
reason, any person whose name is
changed should report the change to
the local Social Security office.
Question: What if a worker changes
jobs?
Answer: When that happens, he
should show his Social Security card to
his new employer. Then the employer
can copy down the worker’s name and
Social Security number exactly as they
appear on the card. That is the biggest
single step in making sure that the
worker’s wages will be correctly credited
to his Social Security account. It also
saves the Government and the employer
the expense of tracing down mistakes
which occur when wages are not reported under the right Social Security number.
Question: Then the employer, too, has
a part in the Social Security program?
Answer: A very important one. The cooperation of employers has done much
towards making Social Security work.
Not only do employers provide half of
the financial support for the program,
but they are helping in other ways as
well. Many employers take a personal
interest in making sure that their older
workers especially, are fully informed
about their Social Security rights. When
a worker dies, they make certain that his
family gets in touch with the local Social
Security office.

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
CR. 1-0915
149 South Beverly Drive
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS
Bonded

Member

of Florist Telegraph

Delivery

BR. 2-3513
Association

T wenttj-five

IT COULDN'T
HAPPEN
TO A NICER DEPARTMENT.
Nettie McLaughlin and her telephone
girls got one of the nicest compliments when Herb Stein, of the Hollywood Reporter, wrote:
"Best

switchboard service in town for any newspaperman
tent handling at Twentieth. Those gals are sensational."

is the prompt, cheerful,
Thanks, Herb, we think

compeso tool

KmGsTzTlpSs^^^^5^^
KINGSI^
OVERSIZE AND REGULAR SIZE
^
rierspring Mattresses
ANY

LENGTH

★

HOLLYWOOD
8418/S^nta

Monica

•

BED

Box
OF

Springs •

STARS

★

BEDDING

Blvd.

Custom-Built

ANY

WIDTH

MFG. CO.
HI. 2355

STUDIO

-

GRanite

CLUB

A
*

9244

MEMBERS

SHOP

m D r € M € r SAVES YOU MONEY

AT

10301 West Pico Blvd.

WEIf SS'

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
•

Gas and Electric Ranges

•

Home

•

Freezers —

•
•
•
•
•

(All Sizes)

(Including

Wholesale

Automatic

Washers

Connection

on Food)

(any brand)

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

STORE

FOR

MEN

and BOYS

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*Ask

for our

wholesale

Food

lists

Furnishings,
tf

Where Are You Going On Your Vacation?

Shoes

and

Hats

SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY

tf

V 1. Brake Lining

ItT US V 2. Steering Gear and Wheel Alignment
V 3. Visibility, Lights, Glass, Wipers

LntLK

\/ 4. Lubrication and Ignition

CARL

5. Tires, Radiator
SINCE

ShaeferS
Twenty-six

Mgr.

/

1917

Special

WEISS,

Discount

To

6730

SUNSET

GLADSTONE

BLVD.
5151
10643

Studio

Club

Members

Pico

AR. 386-36

WHEN AN INSURANCE ISN’T AN
INSURANCE, OR HOW THE MPRE
HELPS NEEDY FILM WORKERS
At a time when
Relief Fund

the Motion

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
•• DIAMONDS
GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
• RADIOS
APPLIANCES

Picture

is being called upon

to aid

■^LUGGAGE
• founjaiR

more

See BUD EVANS For Your
STUDIO DISCOUNT

fi 15 Brands of

TELEVISION
1

To

Choose

From

See Our Famous

16" or ^0"

'I.T.I." REMOTE

CONtROL

With 35 Tubes o^'^ower

Open Evenings and Sujt^y Till 10 p.m.

VIC MATURE
TELEVISION

10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Steaks and Chicken
FOX

a Specialty

HILLS

Steak and Salad
SAM

U/. LURYE

PICO
■ \

BLVD.

Los Angeles, California

Luncheons

50c to 85c

—

—

CR. 5-9377

Phones

CR. 5-9728

sick and needy members of the industry than ever before in its history, it
seems important to correct an erroneous
impression that the Fund is an insurance
that is paid for through individual payroll deductions. All deductions are voluntary and must in no way be regarded as
insurance premiums.
The money paid into the Fund through
payroll deductions is designed to provide food, rent, utilities, medical, and
dental care, nursing, hospitalization, etc.,
for regular workers in the picture industry and their families who are in
need. The only basis on which aid is
given is the need of the applicant and
his or her inability to personally meet
that need. There are, of course, certain
requirements for eligibility such as length
of service in the motion picture industry
and average yearly earnings, but these
rules are very generous.
Help has been given as freely to those
who had never signed up for the payroll
deductions as to those who had contributed for years, and this attitude has
born fruit. At the present time, 90 per
cent of the workers in the picture business are members of the Motion Picture Relief Fund, and contribute to it
one half of one per cent or one per
cent of their salaries according to their
earnings.

ganization.
If by chance you are not a member
of the Vlotion Picture Relief Fund, get an

Res. : CR.6-391 8

application from
sign up.

the Studio

PATIO
Shop in the sun,
Save money — have

-

-

•• AH/Tlry
LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

Club

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 6-3913

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

YOU SAVE MONEY
With

The Fund has a magnificent record of
service to the needy within its ranks.
This is made possible not only by the
contributions of its members but by the
hard work and devotion of scores of its
members who give their time and energy
unceasingly to serve on the various committees and guide the destiny of the or-

pens

Your

Studio Club Card

RECAPPING
on
NEW

TIRES

& TUBES

AUTO ACCESSORIES
APPLIANCES

and

HOUSE

fun!

/

• Toys and Play-yard Equipment
• Gifts that are new, unusual, practical
Barbecues and Patio Furniture
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY PLAN
FREE; GIFT WRAPPING

PATIO
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HOUSE
Pico

of Ed Krause
Phone: ARizona
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PIC OF THE

MONTH

Those busy painters you've seen these days, making the studio buildings
more attractive with fresh paint, have a lot to do with the recent honor
handed to TCF by the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce. A certificate
of merit for beautiful landscaping and exterior housekeeping was awarded
to your studio at a special banquet. A total of 39 buildings have been
completely painted, and plans now call for the painters to reach every
paintable nook and corner on the lot.
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Your
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Staff

Permanent

Charities

Annual

United Appeal is great! Granted that the
money is donated to the most worthy of
charities,
let’s examine
how
it aflFects
you.

this drive and see

PALMER

Editor

ARTHUR HOUSER
VEO McCLATCHEY

Business Manager
Assistant Editor

The Permanent Charities Committee
reverses the popular old adage by asking

Assistant Editor

you to put your eggs in one basket. To

RIDLEY

BILLICK
Staff Artists
GLASSBURN

ELMER

CLUB

IT’S GREAT FOR ALL
'\A'\i

Editorial

OF TWENTIETH

stress this, they even have a slogan, “One
Donation Covers over 200 Charities.”
This committee, organized by the film

ED JANIS

studios to bring organization

and

effi-

ciency to Hollywood’s charity efforts, conducts the only unified industry-wide charity campaign in the nation.
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STORY

SILLY HAT

Previous to this drive (called the Annual
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12
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14

CHARITIES

16
17
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15

INQUIRING
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Board

18

of Controllers

Ike Panning
Bill Winter
Hazel Shirk
Dave Anderson

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

United Appeal)

no other industry had ever been bothered by so many requests for contributions. Many times normal shooting was
interrupted when solicitors gained entrance to the studios to
sell tickets or plead for donations.
After an industry poll, the first Annual

United

Appeal

was launched in the fall of ’45. This first campaign raised a
total of $1,546,375 in subscriptions from 20,048 donors, an
average contribution of $77.13. The single campaign has
many advantages. For example, this year the over-all cost
of the campaign of 3.8 per cent, will contrast to campaign
cost of 10 or even 75 per cent for some drives outside the
film industry. Collection losses are smaller. The efficient
payroll deduction system operates throughout the year.
Workers give only while they are employed. In 1948, 10,365
film workers made their contributions through the 50-week
deduction plan.
In addition, the film industry’s giving is fairly allocated
to the most needy of charity groups, determined by the
committee of union and studio officials.

Dave Anderson, Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Jack
Conlin, Hugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning,
Eddie De Cuir, Carl Faulkner, Ruth Fox, Hal Gordon,
Marguerite Hamilton, Glenn Harman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kahn, Ray Kellogg, Tom Krause, John Lavin,
Florence Mack, Pete Montemurro, Ben Nye, Sonny
Olivera, Bob Patton, Kathleen Ridgeway, Hazel Shirk,
Dave Vaughn, Joe Wright, Bill Winter, Pete Young.

Lately, selfish eager voices have risen out of the darkness
to thrust criticism at our film industry. Ninety-nine per cent
of this is unjust, and brands these people as uninformed
headline-seekers. However, the inspiring Permanent Charities Annual United Appeal, helps to cast a more favorable
light upon our film studios in the eyes of the motion picture
conscious public, and this industry-wide charity drive should
be brought to the attention of every citizen of the United
States.

Honorary Members
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

Yes, the Permanent Charities is great! It’s great for you:
for over 200 charities whom it helps to support: and it’s great
for our film industry!

20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Second
Class Matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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THE COVER
That Hehr

man

is here again! Addison

Hehr, talented

assistant art director, is the man behind this month’s clever
cover. Addisons drawing calls attention to the fact that
your one Permanent Charity donation contributes to over
200 charitable causes.
Three

ZANUCK SIGNS
NEW CONTRACT
AS TCF STUDIO
PRODUCTION
HEAD

Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox' Vice-President in Charge of
Production, sets precedent in industry by signing a new 20-year pact.

Darryl F. zanuck, whose proWRATH

ductions from THE GRAPES OF
to PINKY have made his name

a symbol

for the highest creative talent

in the motion

picture world, will con-

guide
Century-Fox’s
destiniestinue
fortoat
least 20th
the next
two decades.
A
20-year pact, the longest ever
signed in this industry, was negotiated
recently by the studio.
The announcement that Zanuck has
pledged himself to continue as active
production head for the next 10 years,
and in an advisory capacity for the succeeding 10, was made in New York by
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox.
In disclosing the news, Skouras said,

which

will contend for Academy consideration, his courageous and daring
story about a Negro girl, PINKY, and
his epochal account of the 918 Bomb
Group of the Eighth Air Force in its
most exciting and fearsome days,

TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH.
The signing of the pact was a tribute
to Zanuck for many great pictures, such
as THE GRAPES OF WRATH, HOW
GREEN WAS MY VALLEY, WILSON,
THE RAZOR’S
AGREEMENT

EDGE,
and THEGENTLEMAN’S
SNAKE PIT.

In commenting on the contract, Zanuck was high in his praise of his co-

workers

on

the 20th

Century-Fox

lot.

“We

have a strong production organization at the studio,” he said. “Top-flight
producers, directors, writers, production
personnel, technicians and craftsmen. I
am proud to continue with them.
“These are challenging times for the
motion picture industry. Demands for
quality films and strong showmanship
are greater now than ever before, as is
the necessity that we continue to pioneer
in film techniques and story subjects.
With such an organization as we have
at 20th

Century-Fox,

successfully meet

I know

we

will

the challenge.”

“This new contract assures for our company the continuity of the same courageous production management that has
uncovered new horizons in motion picture entertainment, and at the same time
presented in an honorable fashion the
full stature and vigor of the screen as an
instrument of public influence. This 'S
the caliber of production that has long
been associated with the name of Zanuck
in the motion picture world.”
Skouras pointed out that since 1935,
when Zanuck became vice-president in
charge of production for 20th CenturyFox, Zanuck has twice won the Irving
Thalberg award for outstanding achievement and two of his pictures, HOW
GREEN WAS MY VALLEY and GEN-

For
Four

TLEMAN’S AGREEMENT have captured Motion Picture Academy awards.
this year, Zanuck has two films

Hugh

Marlowe

bombing

and Gregory Peck return from a

mission in TCF's

12 O'CLOCK

HIGH.

Jeanne

Crain and Ethel Waters

scene in Twentieth's

act a dramatic

daring production, PINKY.

Three Flickers
Before Cameras
In Mid-Nov.
Lovely Linda Darnell has been

cast in the current NO

WAY

OUT

ductions
— one
serious, daring
I WO
of the
year’sa outstanding
prodrama and the other a hilarious real life

NO

WA Y OUT,

THE

BIG

and CHEAPER

story — recently started before the cameras on the 20th Century-Fox lot.
Still trail blazing, Darryl F. Zanuck
has sent into production a film which
will excite as much controversy and comment as did his Motion Picture Academy
contender for this year, PINKY.

FALL

BY

THE

DOZEN

will be shooting in November.

Zanuck’s current picture is NO WAY
OUT. Joseph Mankiewicz is directing
NO WAY OUT with Richard Widmark,
Linda Darnell, Stephen McNally and
Sidney Poitier as the principal protagonists. The story, which centers around a
Negro physician whose operation on a
Caucasian patient proves fatal, was written by Mankiewicz from an original by
Lesser Samuels, Milton Krasna, who won
the 1949 GRANDE PRIX at Cannes for
his photography, is filming the picture.
In direct contrast, Jeanne Crain, Clifton Webb and Myrna Loy are on other
sound stages re-creating the hilarious
Gilbreth family for CHEAPER BY THE
DOZEN, the best seller that Frank Gilbreth and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey
wrote about their father. Webb now
departs from his Belvedere pictures to
father a tribe of 12 with Miss Loy as
his wife. Miss Crain, Barbara Bates and
Betty Lynn play the oldest children.
Lamar Trotti is producing the comedy
with Walter Lang as the director. The

Richard

Widmark

of meany

plans to unfold a

tricks in TCP's

NO

new

WAY

bag
OUT.

Jeanne

Crain, shown

above

family, stars in CHEAPER

with visiting Bayly
BY

THE

DOZEN.

two teamed before to create YOU’RE
MY EVERYTHING. Leon Shamroy, who
photographed PRINCE OF FOXES in
Italy, is filming CHEAPER BY THE
DOZEN in Technicolor.
Five

Witnesses of Film, From Story Idea
to Press Previews . . . TCP’s

Projectionists
The Final Results Of All The Studio’s
Efforts Are Seen By 20th’s Projectionists.
These 24 Men
Per Man

Average

With

15 Years Of Service

20th Century-Fox

Btj Clemmie

Studios.

Galloway

Photos by Jack Pashkovsky

Veteran TCFer and popular head of the efficient Projection Department, is Bill Weisheit.

The
You

screen is dark.

new pictures of TCP and other studios,
local and foreign, seeking realistic and

sit expectantly.

There

is a humming

whir, a beam

of

light from a small cubicle above your
head, and the dark screen comes to life
with drama and music.
The

man

who

efforts of movie
tionist.

brings to life all the
makers

is the Projec-

TCP’s Projection Department is active
the year round. Even when no pictures
are in production,

it is busy day and

night, running tests, stock shots, old and
Sii

new

values for Twentieth Century pictures so that they can keep apace with

industry-wide trends and the work
creative artists.

of its

vances to the art of projection. “Bill,”
as he is known to the 24 employees under
efficiently and

happily, despite the great amount
night work required of projectionists.

shooting,

in addition to their major job of providing the writers, directors and producers
with picture ideas and trends by screen-

Head Projectionist is William P. Weisheit, popular and progressive, who has
contributed numerous technical ad-

him, runs his department

Prior to actual production

projectionists are kept busy running tests
for wardrobe, makeup, camera, casting,

of

ing movies for them.
Production
sets in motion

approval and starting date
a routine that brings the

projectionist in contact with many

other

departments: Carl Effinger’s stock library
group run travelogues, newsreels or
stock reels of TCP and other studios; Ed
Snyder’s background-projection

run ap-

Left to right: projectionists Ernie Miller, Jim Fort, Charles Hawker,
and Dewey Overton, run a double head background projector on stage.

Al Pullen (sitting) and Harold Roddan are Bill Weisheit's "right
hand assistants." Both have been with the studio for over 20 years.

tionists at the Western

Avenue

Lab

run

propriate process-plate film. Process men
can supply moving or still backgrounds
for any place on earth, transplanting you
there with startling fidelity. There are

all film for inspection by lab officials.
This critical run is handled efficiently by

four projectionists assigned to Process.

remoteness

James Fort, James Langan, Ernest Miller and Lloyd McLean. They also work
on the set with sound

movieola,

saving

time by matching “takes” and checking
previous work; the Sersen Department

George

Freeman

or Bill Leonard,

whose

has resulted in their being

the morning

in the Sound

by Projectionist Johnny

department

Smith, for Mr.

Klune, the unit manager and others concerned with the quality of the work.
Bookings

for these many

departments

the department’s “forgotten men.”
Film from the lab is turned over to

to use the projection rooms

the film editors assigned to each com-

first served” basis by Jeanne Starnes or
Joan Waugh, Cutting Department secretaries.

pany and the “dailies” are run for the
producer in one of the six rooms in the

schedule

means

and are taken on a “first come,

runs “trick” shots until the required degree ofperfection is attained; inserts are

Cutting Department Building. Then it
is run by Ervin Holden for Mr. Zanuck

6A, where

run for Jimmy Engel’s staff, and scenes
with censorship problems are run for
Colonel Joy.

in his projection room

strive to keep their prima-donnas

When

pictures are shooting, projec-

and by Lloyd Nel-

son in Mr. Schreiber’s. At night “dailies”
are run for the Director, Cameraman and
other members

Harold Greiner, former projectionist at the famous Grauman's Chinese
Theatre for ten years, screens the film in room C for re-recording.

of the company,

and in

Projectionist headquarters

about

a tight

Harold

Roddan

are in Room
and Al Pullen

night calls, Saturday

happy

afternoons

off, dinner periods and outside showings.
Dewey

Overton

or Dick Smith preside

Two capable projectionists, who can usually be found running film
in projection rooms 3 and 5 are Stanley Smythe, left, and Lin Lurvey.

Seven

Projectionist- for Mr. Schreiber, Lloyd Nelson, checks his machine to
assure its perfect working order before he shows an important preview.

in lA; Charles

Hawker

is in charge of

2A; Stanley Sm>the and Jack Palmer
divide the duty in 4A; Harold Sailor
manages
Process.

5A plus considerable

extra-duty

in re-recording and for the final music
scoring on Stage 1, where they project
the picture for the orchestra, a job where
speed and
portance.

accuracy

a completed

is of prime

im-

picture is ready for

a sneak preview at a local theatre, Erwin
Holden

handles

for Mr. Zanuck

by as-

Threading his projection machine for another
dialogue run, is Ben Cass. A written record of
all dialogue is made
Eight

sisting the theatre projectionist.
Previews

for the local and

It has long been the policy of TC
foreign

press are run by Percy Brewer in Big
Room 1, which has a seating capacity
of 226, also public relation previews

Projectionists Pierre \^igneault and
Harold Greiner run film for the mixers

When

Ace executive-projectionist, Ervin Holden, Mr. Zanuck's special operator, has been screening film for the head of production since 1 929.

for the studio's protection.

various

religious, political and

groups, which
Department’s

for

social

are arranged by Publicity
Doc

run monthly

Bishop.

at the Chil-

dren’s Orthopedic Hospital and at Veteran Hospitals.
A Projectionist is in an advantageous
position to survey the entire sweep
the motion

Another projectionist who provides im-

free showings

to

of

picture industry for before

their lens pass newsreels, shorts, tests,

portant ser\’ice is Ben Cass, who runs
and re-runs at slow speed, film for the
Dialogue Department, so that dialogue
and action can be checked, and records

documentary, musicals, comedies and
dramas. In their relations with press and

made for the legal protection
studio.

the Twentieth
tion.

of the

Pete Vigneault, who runs the film for the Rerecording department, is threading loop machines for dub dialogue. Pete is an Army veteran.

public, projectionists realize the value
of courtesy and are always a credit to
Century-Fox

organiza-

Veteran projectionist, R. K. Smith, gets his 16
mm sound projector ready for a special 16 mm
film to show a writer in a projection room.

John Smith, operator in Projection room 5 in the Sound department's
building, is threading the latest Western Electric tape reproducer.

Bill Leonard, left, and George Freeman, are the projectionists at TCP's
Western Ave. lab. These veterans handle all the lab screenings.

This stereopticon machine, operated by projectionists Jim Langan,
left, and Harold Sailor, is used to supply background for stage sets.

Lawrence Jones, sitting, services all the machines to see that they
are in top working condition. Projectionist P. Brewer watches.
Nine
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but
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SILLY HAT
LARGE
Studio’s Two

Rehearsal

of our

lovelies

modeling

the

latest styles in millinery,

DANCE
FUN

DRAWS

CROWD

Halls Scene

of Fall Dance,

Oct. 22nd.

Photos by Jack Pashkovskij

The

Ten

four

winners of the hat parade pictured with the
J. B. Codd, Tom Krause and Bill Winter.

three

judges:

Two

TCF

gentlemen

slipped

in on the line of women-hat-contestants.

1

THE

WINNAH!

Shields
walked

Two

Mrs.

Rexine

representing the Mechanical Effects Department
away with first prize in
this creation.

'Tis a shame

little cuties wearing letters and lights representing the Mail Room and Electrical Engineering Departments.

there were not prizes for all ... with clever hats like these.

Reverting to the days of Robin Hood are two of
the fairer sex, representing the Art Department.

Mrs. Norman Primm wears a
hat made from ornaments collected by her husband while
overseas.

Picture frames to salad bowls were made to adorn
the heads of the women at the Studio Club Dance.

754 persons enjoyed dancing from 8:30 till 1 :00 to the music of Sonny Olivera and his orchestra.

ACTION

APPLAUDS

Citation
)//

For its striking example of excellent laml*icaping and good exterior housekeeping
during the first survey of the Los Angeles industrial district in connection with
Industry Week, October Third to October Eighth, 1949
'ice are pleased to cite

for its contribution to a more beautiful city,
its application of the principle that appearance spells success,
' VALI fr

M
and for the inspiration it has given the entire community.

LOS

ANGELES

BEAUTIFUL

I, Cxt m:A* Ccnmttu*

B

O. .M:nrR.

Cftairman, Aii,'uer\

Producer Sam Engel added another award to his fast growing file
when his picture COME TO THE STABLE received the Boxoffice
Blue Ribbon Award as the best picture of the month.

Two

sets of twins and their proud daddies of the Maintenance

Depart-

ment. Left to right: John "Andy" Anderson with Marilyn Mae and
M^delyn Fae; and, Roy Willette with Laura Louise and Vernon Arthur.
T welve

Twentieth Century-Fox management and personnel for its "beautiful
appearance" citation. Mr. Fred L. Metzler and Vic Christensen accepted
the award on behalf of the studio.

Four smug fishermen from Makeup for their lucky catches. Left to
right Harry Maret, Frank Prehoda, Dick Hamilton, and Ernie Park.

Highlights of Last Month ’s Activities at Twentieth

R. H. "Alex" Alexander of Transportation,
Marilyn Monroe and others not in picture,
for benefit comedy softball game on TICKET
TO TOMAHAWK
location which netted $744
for the Mercy Hospital Fund at Durango.

Ray Thompson, Property Man, for being the first
Studio Club ROD and REELER to win a coveted
Southwestern Anglers cap pin. Pin was awarded
for an over-fair catch — a 45-lb. salmon.

Popular Clinton Sandeen, head of Men's Wardrobe,

Richard Sale, famous for his screen plays,
MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN and BELVEDERE
GOES TO COLLEGE, for his first job as director
of the TCF picture, A TICKET TO TOMAHAWK.

on his ??? birthday.

Ann Power, noted equestrienne (shown with
Walter Pitchman of the Grip Department), on
her first technical advisor assignment in THE
BIG FALL.
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STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES

Girls learning and increasing their speed at shorthand during one of
the Monday evening classes held by the Studio Club. Another class,
on Tuesday evenings, stresses rapid dictation and business English.

Director Leslie O'Pace discusses the Little Theatre forthcoming play,
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON, with George Sampson, Elisabeth Woodruff and Debra Paget. Those interested should contact Leslie or the
Studio Club.

Two Studio Club Shorthand Classes Now In Progress
The

beginners

shorthand

class, spon-

sored by the Studio Club’s progressive
educational program, has been so well
received by both the men and women enrolled, that it has been necessary to start
a new and more advanced class.
The original class, conducted

by Mrs.

Garnella, successful instructor of Gregg
shorthand

classes at Beverly Hills High

School for many years, started the 26th
of September and will continue for an
eighteen week
and

period. The

room

reaction of the

few weeks

ago the advanced

shorthand

class was begun. Meeting in the Production Bungalow on Tuesday night, from
seven

until nine, the class is under

the

capable instruction of Mr. Baldwin, from
UCLA’s

teaching staff.

Mr. Baldwin’s advanced class, in addition to developing the shorthand writer

Bungalow

into a faster dictation pace, will take up
all forms of basic business English, and

Production

meetings, held each Monday

night.

Mrs. Garnella’s class takes the beginner from the initial learning of the alphabet and the characters, until at the end of
the class the neophyte

a complete review of English composition. Almost twenty TCFers were on
hand at the first class session.
Due

to the interest taken in these educational classes, the Studio

writers will be

taking Gregg shorthand at an amazingly
rapid rate. Certain business phrases and
colloquial expressions, commoi'

in dicta-

tion, are represented by individual characters in the Gregg shorthand method,
and these are carefully explained by the
instructor.
Fourteen

to the spontaneous

is the location of the class

comfortable

meeting

convenient

Due

class, the Studio Club realized the need
for a new and more advanced class. A

plans to have more

Club

now

courses of great value

to the film workers. A television engineering course, stressing maintenance
and repairs is scheduled.

Also a photog-

raphy class and conversational Spanish
will hold their first meetings early in
January.

SEE WHAT COMES OUT
ENVELOPES!

OF

For ment
years
the climaxed
Studio's Annual
has been
by the Golf
prize Tournaawards.
Tucked among beautiful and expensive gifts one
can always find many innocent little envelopes
containing merchandise orders. This year Marian
Burke chose an envelope donated by Jack's of
Hollywood and her custom-made cocktail dress
— a form fitting black crepe with marquisette
overskirts — is the stunning result.

8 BOWLING TEAMS BATTLE
TUESDAY NIGHT LEAD
BY LORETTA
The 1949-50 Bowling Season is now
well under way. The Tuesday Night
Scratch League is bowling at EL
RANCHO again this year. In a tie for
first place is CONSTRUCTION DEPT.,
captained by Paul Wurtzel, the President of the League, and the DAN
DAILEY HOOFERS, each with ten
points to their credit. Next is WALT
JOLLEY’S JOKERS with eight points
won. JOHNNY’S JUMPUPS, sponsored
by NUNNALLY JOHNSON, with John
McCafferty, Vice-President of the League,
as captain, are tied with MONTE BONOME’S WOLVES, each having seven
points won. A three-way tie comes next,
each team having six points; JIMMY
RUMAN’S boys, whose captain is IKE
DANNING, President of the Studio Club,

FOR

POWELL

is slightly ahead of LINDA DARNELL
and ALFRED NEWMAN
by reason of
total pins. This is a good close league
and promises to be very exciting. It is
interesting to note that the average team
total is 845, with approximately thirty
pins difference between the lowest and
the highest average team. The highest
individual average is 188, John McCafferty (JOHNNY’S JUMPUPS), and the
lowest is 147, Charles Perrin on the
WALT JOLLEY’S JOKERS. If you want
to see some good fast bowling, come
down to EL RANCHO any Tuesday
night and see these boys in action! You
might find Don Reaber (168 average )
shooting another 242 game and a 584
series, while Mickey Morgan (179)

comes up with 111. Or Phil Henderson
(165) bowl a 608 series one night and
come right back the next week with
593 and a 231 game. Harry Bushman
(167 ) turned in a 596 series, and also
Glenn Sutfin (166) had a nice series of
584, with Joe Medvitz (167) running
close with his series of 564.
The Thursday Night Handicap League
is at PAN-PACIFIC this season, and
after a little struggle getting started, due
to later hour, etc., has now settled down
to a good sixteen-team league, with six
girls’ and ten men’s teams. SHARI ROBINSON comes down occasionally to
cheer her “STARLETT” girls on. More
about this league next time. See you
again!

Swish!

One

of the hardest

runners

on the Los Angeles

Rams

sparkling

pro football team, Dick Hoerner, breexes through his opponent's line in
a recent Ram encounter. A special TCF rootin' section has been set
aside for the Rams' games, and tickets are on sale at the Studio Club.

"Down with the Polecats!" shout Anita Uphoff and Barbara Victor,
high scoring bowlers on Joe Mankiewicz's team, as they heckle the
Greg Peck team before their recent match. A little later the girls
did just that, by snatching three points from this strong team.
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TCP’s Share of Drive Almost 100%

The film industry has a heart.

tions totaling $105,000 after two weeks
of concentrated fund raising efforts.

Boasting to be one of the first studios
to turn in its Annual

Those people who have not yet had a
chance to turn in their Annual United

United Appeal state-

ment at the second meeting of the Permanent Charities committee. Twentieth
Century-Fox

Studios

Appeal

donation

cards should

soon as possible. Clarence

reported subscrip-

do so as

Hutson,

col-

onel of this studio for the Permanent

Charities drive, has expressed a hope that
the rest of the donations will pull Twentieth’s record over the $135,000 mark.
Twentieth’s individual efforts were
high in comparison with the over-all average of the film industry. TCFers
pledged an average of $42.70 per person.
This record breaking report, the film industry’s Fifth Annual United Appeal has
produced 13,500 subscriptions totaling
$750,000 of its $1,350,000 goal. So far
only 2025 or 85 per cent of the people at
Twentieth
tions.
Your

have

signed for their dona-

one donation, either through

a

cash payment or through the convenient
50-week deduction plan, will go to help
support the Community Chests of Los
Angeles, Burbank, Santa Monica, and
Glendale.

In addition to the four Com-

munity Chests mentioned,
agencies

have

been

the following

included

in the

budget; Los Angeles Chapter American
Cancer Society, Los Angeles Tuberculosis
and Health Association, Los Angeles
Y.M.C.A., City of Hope, and the Military
Order of Purple Heart — Motion
Chapter.

Picture

One of the reasons why the Permanent
Charities drives have been so successful
in the past is the unique payroll deduction plan. This plan was designed for the
convenience of the subscribers of all
This impressive group, posed in front of the Permanent Charities billboard, represents each TCP
department that had 100%
subscription as of October 20th. Those departments include:
Mechanical Effects, Electrical Maintenance, Electric Plumbing, Fire, Legal, Maintenance,
Nursery,
Garage,

Photocopy,
Cafe,

Film

Purchasing,
Library,

Still Dept.,

Group

Insert &

Insurance,

Optical,

Paint,

Men's

Sound

Interested in being among the first to get their Permanent Charities
donation cards filled out and mailed to the Studio Club are: left to
right: Leo McCreary, Grip; actor Bill Lundigan; actress Jeanne Crain; Al
Thayer and Dick Cameron of Grip Dept.; and Harry Maret of Makeup.
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Film

Wardrobe,

Editing,
and

groups, not merely for lower salaried
contributors. Instead of pledging a lump

Production,

Film

Loading.

sum, the subscriber pledges an amount to
be deducted weekly only when he works.

Mr. F. L. Metzler, the studio's popular manager, pauses to congratulate
Clarence Hutson, head of Location department. Clarence has been
appointed studio lot colonel of the Pemanent Charities Annual United
costume,
Appealon.drive. Anne Baxter, in her TICKET TO TOMAHAWK
looks

THE GIRLS

One Gal to Another
[Z^eaT <c:A/L^lzi
No, you paragon of virtue, I
haven’t finished my Xmas shopping
yet, in spite of the oath I swore last
New Year’s. But I’ve started — and
I didn’t even go off the lot for the
first ten purchases.
Our little ol’ Studio Club is really
clicking. They offer marvelous discounts on all appliances, jewelry,
silverware — most anything you can
think of. And, as well, are carrying
a terrific line of copper-bottomed,
stainless steel pots, skillets, and
stuff called Ekcoware. You can
order at the Club from samples.
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And if you’re needing some sharp
knives for that turkey and trimmings, they’ve got ’em. They’re
Flint Cutlery, too — a good brand of
steel.
I also ordered my Motion Picture
Relief Xmas cards and some gift
magazine subscriptions. Where
could you find another company
like ours? — which reminds me:
DON’T MISS “PINKY.” They
had to open the theatre doors before breakfast to accommodate the
crowds. And it’s packing them in.
I also caught “Thieves’ Highway”
and loved it. They’re coming so fast
I’m bug-eyed trying to see ’em all.
We’re sure leading the field by six
lengths!
Now to answer the question on
your hair. Practically all the girls
here are wearing as little hair as
possible. Of course one has to use
discretion, doesn’t one. But no kidding — thin or fat, old or young —
most of us look neater and smarter
with our locks shorn.
No, darling. I swear I won’t wear
my waistline around my knees and
my

skirts up to here, as some stylists are urging us. The 1920 pictures
of my cute mother have jDrejudiced
me, and no child of mine is going
to laugh at me, twenty or thirty
years hence if I can help it.
You’ll think I’m going overboard
on this health business — but I’m
going to have my lungs checked
when the Studio Club arranges a
date with the Mobile Unit of the
Tuberculosis Clinic. I find I have
very little to worry about in the wee
small hours if I know I’m in perfect
shape. And speaking of shapes —
I’m down to a “tall fourteen” now.
And I love it.
My boss is buzzing — so goo-bye
for now. See you later.

Harry Heckei, head chef at the
Cafe de Paris passes along some
of his delicious recipes.

Wild Rice Filling
Ahaw! Yep, it’s getting on to that time
of the year again. The time when king
turkey reigns — Thanksgiving Day.
Remember those all-day family affairs
when mother used to prepare for this
feast weeks ahead. Then when it was all
over, and nobody could move away from
the table, mother almost collapsed from
sheer exhaustion.

Carolina Yams Cauliflower Hollandaise
Cream Whipped Potatoes
Buttered Julienne of Green Beans
Peeled Chilled Tomato Filled with
Diced Celery, Mayonnaise
Plum Pudding with Rum and Hard Sauce

WILD

s
Twentieth’
head chef
Heckel,
Harry Cafe
famous
de Paris,
plans atand
prepares
one of these turkey feasts almost every
day at the Cafe, plus other tasty dishes
which provide lunch for over 2500 hungry TCF workers, and claims, “it’s just
another day’s work.” Wanna know his
secret?
Here is Harry’s idea of a simple yet
complete Thanksgiving Turkey dinner,
which will catch the eyes and stomachs
of the whole family, yet leave the goodly
wife plenty of time to enjoy this day of
thankfulness.
Try this recipes
menu along
with Thanksgiving
Harry’s own
delicious
for your
Day dinner.
Fruit Cocktail Supreme
Ritz Crackers
Iced Pascal Celery Branches
Jumbo Black Olives Garlic Oil
Old Fashioned Cream of Corn Soup
Melba Toast
Baked Oysters En Shell Kirkpatrick
Rye Crisp
Roast Imperial Tom Turkey, Pan Sauce

RICE

STUFFING

2 lb wild rice
2 white onions, diced
1 lb mushrooms, diced
Yi lb chicken livers, diced
1 cup grated parmesan cheese
1 quart chicken

broth

Cook
wild rice twenty-five minutes in
water and drain dry. Cook diced onions in
butter a light brown, add mushrooms and
livers to wild rice. Cover with chicken broth.
Cook slowly for thirty minutes and
fire. Add parmesan cheese, salt and

OLD
CREAM

take from
pepper.

FASHIONED
OF CORN
SOUP

Yi lb diced salt pork
2 large diced onions
5 No. 2 Yi cans of creamed
1 quart chicken broth
1 cup (tea) flour

corn

Brown salt pork lightly, add onions also
lightly browned, add flour. Cook slowly for
five minutes, add chicken broth and cook
twenty minutes, add corn and cook thirty
minutes. Season with salt and pepper to taste.
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Gas and Electric Ranges
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Who is going to win the
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Every
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and Design
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“The Trojans 21, UCLA
cheeked Marilee Carpenter.

BROS.
NIGHT

Street

(2 BIks. West of Vermont)
Open Friday Evenings

CARPENTER

PHONES:

CH. 5-2189

7,” predicts red-

“Coach Cravath is very good,” Marilee reveals, “and he’ll help them pull it through.
They’ve had a lot of setbacks, but by the time
they play UCLA Jay Roundy will be okay
and help pull ’em through. Cravath is one of
the best coaches on the West Coast. He’s
proved
it.
“SC looked
very good against Ohio State —
and I’m from Ohio.
“Frankly, Bruin men just don’t have what
Trojan men have!
“It has been my experience that SC men are
very good on the offensive.”

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR

SERVICE
FAghteen

AARON

MUNSIE

Aaron Munsie, the tall, scholarly gentleman
in our Engineering Office, risks his life every
day. From now on he will be in still greater
danger. Aaron deserted UCLA to put on the
cardinal and gold of USC.
Aaron’s observations:
“Troy is deep! In the backfield they’re a good
two men deep in two positions and three men
deep
in the ofother
In theandlineusually
they’vetliree.
got
a minimum
two two.
men deep,
“UCLA, besides being built around one man
— a weakness in itself — is only one deep in
most spots. As Ernie Johnson goes, so goes the
team.shape.
When
bad

he isn’t in to punt they’re in

“My brother and brother-in-law go to UCLA,
so I have to be careful in predicting the final
score. I’d say UCLA will score no more than
fourteen points. SC will score three or four
times. Frank Gifford will convert each time,
so the result should be 28 to 14.

By JULIAN MYERS
Photos by GUNN

JOHNNY'S
AND SERVICE
JOE
TIRE

UCLA vs. use game?

(Formerly of Foogerts)

15% DISCOUNT
To All Club Members

On

(Recapping Wheel
- Retreading
- New Tires(
Balancing

Phone: AR. 9-6375
FREE

PICK-UP

AND

DELIVERY

^We Service Your Car While You Work\
2100 Westwood

2/00

Big Sid Brown,

color mixer in our Paint De-

UCLA

alumnus

8LVO.

OLY/<7PIC

Igene's seat cover shop!

partment, isa student of football. He’s a keen
analyst, and can explain with perfect logic
exactly why and how UCLA will whip SC. The
fact
to do that
with he’s
it. a

W£STh/000
O. or

SID BROWN

Boulevard

Plastic and Nylon Seat Covers
ALL COVERS

has nothing

“SC has lots of good material,’’ Sid admits,
“but I don’t think they have the right coach.
The fellows don’t seem to have the spirit under
Cravath.

15% DISCOUNT
To All Studio Club Members

“The scouting at UCLA is exceptional. It
enables them to keep other teams backed up.
“The Big Game should be close. If the
Bruins win by one touchdown I’ll be very
happy. Final score? 21 to 13.”

Over 20 years in Beverly Hills
CR. 1-0915
149 South Beverly Drive
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS
Bonded

MARY
Mary

ANN
Ann

Member

of Florist Telegraph

Delivery

BR. 2-3513

Association

McGOWAN

McGowan,

secretary, is a gal of

firm convictions. When she’s sold, she’s sold.
Maybe that’s why she stayed at UCLA for
seven years. After three years of study she
accepted a position there, as a buyer. That was

The Yacht

CELIA

® Best Deep-Sea Sport Fishing
Cruiser on the West Coast
® Ideally Appointed to
Catch the Big Ones
9

Luxurious

Accommodations

during the war. She didn’t realize it but she
was buying parts and materials for the atomic
bomb.
Mary Ann explodes: “I have so much Bruin
blood in me that I don’t know another school
exists. I don’t know how the Bruins could
fail to win. Maybe this is blind prejudice — but
why shouldn’t it be?
“Because I work on Saturdays I don’t see
many games. But I did get to the, er, well,
the SC-Navy game.” Mary Ann hides her
head as she adds, in a whisper, “To my surprise, SC looked good.
“Yet UCLA will win! At Westwood we have
more spirit. We have bigger student bodies!

For charter by day, week or month

DR. L. C. SPANGARD, Owner
HE. 1618
or
HO. 9-2781

“The Bruins will win, 14 to 7.”
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WHAT'S RIGHT WITH
HOLLYWOOD?
By Dick Pitts

Hollywood

Under

A Magnifying

Glass

See BUD EVANS For Your
STUDIO DISCOUNT

15 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose

See Our Famous

"I.T.I " REMOTE
With

35 Tubes

From

16" or 20"

CONTROL

of Power

Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

The topic of today’s column is “Sin.”
Yes— I want to tell you about a gruesome, pervading, insidious kind of sin,
indulged in by most people— aimed at
the motion picture industry, which most
of the time, I think, provides top-notch
entertainment.

SHOP

AT

At least,
haveoftothe
admit
that’sac-a
switch—
an you’ll
advocate
movies
cusing someone else of being sinful!
I would like to think that this community is different, that our citizens
much prefer to read stories about the
kindest, gentlest people on earth, who
are never in trouble.

WEISS'

But I’m afraid that there are still many

STORE

FOR MEN

Furnishings,

and BOYS

Shoes

and

Hats

who prefer headlines like this: “Battered
Body of Nude Blonde Found In Sugar
Creek,” “Prominent Citizen Quizzed.”
This minority certainly makes things
tough for the majority.
There are some people who would
actually rather hear about John’s other
wife than the one who shares the joint

^^SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”

checking

account. And

more

particular-

ly, they’d rather hear about John, his
wife and the other gal if they happen
to be in the public eye.

★ CARPETS

CARL

WEISS,

Mgr.

Like movie

who’s going
when along
telling them
how he pays
the straight

That’s all right for a few minutes of
conversation, but it soon gets dull.
But let the third party come along
with, “Didya hear about the jam John
got into? He sure was caught off his
home base . . .” and right away
other chaps are all ears.

Wright

statement that while you’re suppose to
catch more flies with honey than vinegar,
Billy Sunday got his biggest congregations by preaching Hell and Damnation.
There seems to be a tendency— not in
you but in the other guy of course, to
(Continued on Page 22)

Carpet
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Complete
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Twenty

WAY

CARPET
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SERVICE

★ LAYING

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

the

Psychologists probably have terms for
this situation which affects so many people, especially those in the public eye.
They toss about words like complexes,
frustrations, and neuroses and so forth,
but it would probably boil down to the

QUALITY-SERVICE

AR. 386-36

to be elected this November,
comes a third and begins
what a good guy John is,
his bills promptly and votes
ticket.
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people, for instance.

Let’s suppose that two friendly citizens
are talking about the baseball game or
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TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS ... so when Joey Zwart, seated center, of Personnel, said yes to Gene
Beck when he asked her to change her name, the gals all got together and threw a shower
party for Joey. Nice, huh?

For

the Holidays

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY

. . .

delicious

HOME

MADE
made

Call RIDLEY,

PENS

• LUGGAGE

NOVEMBER
the 15th

THURSDAY,

the 17th

FRIDAY, the 18th..._.

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

to order

Ext. 745

TUESDAY,

OF

FRUITCAKE

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills
$1.25 per lb.

CALENDAR
American

Legion Meeting

.Westerners Meeting

MONDAY,

each week

-Gin Rummy Tournament
.Shorthand Class on Lot

MONDAY,

each week

Square Dance Class on Lot

TUESDAY,

each week

.Bowling at El Rancho

WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY,

1st and 3rd, 5th
each week

CR. 6-3913

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

Square Dance Club on Lot
.Bowling at Pan Pacific

T wenty-one
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YOU SAVE MONEY
With

Your

Studio Club

Card

RECAPPING
on
NEW

TIRES Cr TUBES

AUTO ACCESSORIES
APPLIANCES
at

from Page 20)

go a bit deeper with destruction than its
It is a human weakness and whether
opposite.
we subscribe to it, we recognize it. If
the movies ever dealt firmly with that
weakness, and boldly expressed it, they
would be quickly accused of being out
of all reason an instrument of the Devil.
What Hollywood is up against is the
exploitation of this trait by some people
who make, consciously, or unconsciously,
willingly or not, capital of the fact that
it is easier to destroy than to build; that
a holocaust can, in a few moments, level
an edifice which took years of planning,
building,
and weathering
scape.

into the land-

I do not insist that every motion picture is a masterpiece, or that every action of the industry is dictated by the
highest kind of wisdom.

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

CaU Dunkirk

AND

SEE

US

Before You Buy . . .

HOWARD

& COMPANY
Los Angeles 4, Calif.

HOUSE

fun I

HOUSE

10549 West Pico
Store Hours:

Twenty-two

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. —

of Ed Krause
Phone: ARizona 7-6861

Fridays 'til 9 —

Sundays:

lumping the great majority of hard working, conscientious productive people
with the few extroverts in the profession
whose behavior would be unnoticed if
they were

• Toys and Play-yard Equipment
• Gifts that are new, unusual, practical
• Barbecues and Patio Furniture
• FREE GIFT WRAPPING
© CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY PLAN

PATIO

increas-

ingly allergic to careless, thoughtless attacks on Hollywood— that business of

in a less glamourous

and less

publicized pursuit.

PATIO
Shop in the sun,
Save money —
have

well, so generously— and at the same
time pays such an extra dividend in terms
of artistry, in terms of human relationships, in terms of world understanding.

But I find that I am becoming

Furniture
Carpeting
Tires

WHOLESALE BROKERS
I22V2 South Vermont

come close to the term “greatness.”
I know of no popular medium of entertainment which fills its function so

Now it is possible that I subscribe to
the human weaknesses that I have mentioned—maybe I sneak a look at the
lurid headlines, too.

7-4451

Radios
Television
Appliances
Automobiles

I’ve seen my share of bad movies—
probably many more than the average
fan— but also I’ve seen a greater share
of good ones. And I have seen some that

10-5 —

Closed Mondays

More and more, I feel that urge to
speak in defense of a medium I enjoy
and have enjoyed for more than 30 years.
More and more, I want to answer the
critics.
I think that the critics of any medium
will admit, cheerfully or otherwise, that
it is easier to pan than to praise.
Their most vituperative statements will
get a greater reading public than any
words of compliment they utter. When
they rend and shatter, tear and destroy,
a sizeable segment of the iDublic stands
by licking its chops and agreeing with
the thumbs down verdict just as avidly
as their counterparts 20 centuries ago
who had two on the aisle in the Roman
Arena.
Yes— there’s plenty RIGHT
wood.

with Holly-

(CHARIPAR-MAGNUS
Fine Fhotography

11
j:

DISCOUNT TO EMPLOYEES

ii HOLIDAY
ii

SPECIAL:

Photo

j| Christmas

and Greeting

Cards

jj Your favorite subject completely
ii
made up in Greeting form,
ii
also your

WELCOME HOME? Aaron Munsie, Accountant in Electrical Maintenance, who recently married Bertine Davis of Ladies Wardrobe, was greeted after his honeymoon with these elaborate
decorations. Aaron suspects a few of his well-meaning co-workers had a hand in this.

ij
ij
ii
ii

• Parties
• Weddings
Portraits
• Architectures

ii

• Landscape

jj

beautifully portrayed by

jj
jj

photographic craftsmen
in black and white

or color
jj
Movies made of and for you in

ii

ii

black and

white or color

1 1456^2 National Blvd.
KINGSIZE

BEDS OVERSIZE
- Ktn^size
Tonight, Tomorrow
AND REGULAR SIZE

Los Angeles 34

Bright

Call CR. 6-221 1 — Ext. 582
for appointment

Innerspring Mattresses • Box Springs • Custom-Built
ANY LENGTH ★ BED OF STARS ★ ANY WIDTH

HOLLYWOOD
8418 Santa Monica
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Blvd.
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When
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Vine Street, Hollywood

MFG. CO.
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What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

oi Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plan.
DON'T BUY . . .
RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS

MART

Across the Street from the New Don Lee Studios!

in New York, Shop at MASTERS

MART,

FLOOR WAXERS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA SIPHONS
LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
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COOKING UTENSILS
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GOODS
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ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
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PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
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BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
GIFTS
CHIMES
BED LAMPS
TOYS
Hudson

2-1285

66 West 48th Street • Rockefeller Center's Next Door Neighbor
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Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members
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Editor.
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(My commission

We

Carry

a Complete

expires July 4, 1953.)

Line of

By Claude Wilkinson
Murder! Know anything about it?
Ever killed anybody? No, of course you
haven’t. But you’ve probably thought of
it. Everybody has. Insurance indices
show that a violent crime is committed
in the continental United States every
seven minutes. Then the urge to escape
hammers at the brain of the frightened
criminal.
We mentioned insurance. Do you
know anything about insurance? Or for
that matter, anything about accidents
with double indemnity clauses? You will,
brother, if you see the forthcoming Experimental Lab Production of the Little
Theatre Group. It’s all about a murder;
a Los Angeles murder. Maybe you read
about it a short time ago in the papers.
The crime sold so much

copy, the news-

Panatellas.
a fineboyscast
in the leading
roles. You’ll see
were smoking
So, remember, you have an engagement for one night during the second
week in December. Write yourself a
memo

this 5th

day of October, 1949.

Part of the cast of the new Little Theatre experimental workshop group, pause after an evening
of rehearsal. The group plans to present the
thrilling DOUBLE INDEMNITY in December.

in your little black book with a
red pencil. Underline it and add italics.
And before we forget, ADMISSION
WILL BE FREE TO ALL EMPLOYweek

EES. We’ll be seeing you the second
of December.

Guaranteed Furniture
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Radios and Television

Westwood

Furniture

Special CONSIDSRATION to MEMBERS
EASY TERMS ARRANGED
Co.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
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CR. 1-2249
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^
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HOTPOINT - CROSLEY
GIBSON - ROPER
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276 QTS.

U. S.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

[J 15 1/5 QTS.

RUSSIA
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U. S.
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RUSSIA
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369 South Robertson
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( Near Olympic)
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and CR. 6-2305
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AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

Plenty of Free Parking
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DISCOUNT
Ibutck Self paints
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Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
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8586 W. PICO
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at

Lester L. Stone & Asso.
Sample Showroom
5277 Sunset Boulevard
[2 blocks east of Western

\ SAVE 20%

Ave.)

and More

Nationally Advertised Merchandise

It's a wonderful idea to launch your fall wardrobe with a suit.
Nothing is newer or smarter than the winter white suit modeled

Home Furnishings Carpeting
Appliances Radio-Television
Cameras a new sewing machine

'by lovely Ricky Frommer. In fine dressmaker style with
deeply cuffed sleeves and peplum set off by matching buttons.

Santa Claus Without Whiskers

SWIMMING

That’s

an incomplete Xmas. And threatening industrial strikes are causing
shortages that may make your Xmas
incomplete. You can be sure of savings
and delivery by taking advantage of
our November
specials. All available

* Is more easily learned by adults.
• Properly taught, prevents colds, improves
complexion and sleeping difficulties.

appliances, radio-television and furniture will continue to be quoted at special
prices. Special prices cannot be quoted
over the phone.
*We are remaininp open until 8 P.M. daily except Sunday to til' you' orders. Bring your
membership identificaiior. card with you.

Distance Swimmer and Coach of Champion
Divers and Olympic Swimmers

Hollywood
9-2533
(24-hour Service)
) Spend a Nickel - Save
Twenty-six

Dollars .A(

Photo hy Broolts

THURSTON

DAVID
KOVAR I
distinguished
{
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER |

KEEN

1

ACCEPTS BEGINNERS
who are sincerely trying to overcome
fear or to learn proper stroking
He

is at Dracker
ARizona

746 North LaCienega
CR. 5-4747
To Club Members
DISCOUNT

Hotel, Westwood
3-0901
'
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Have

You

Returned

Your

Studio Club Election Ballot?
on the Studio Club Board of

Each year nine members are elected to serve
Controllers for a term of three years.
Below is a sample ballot mailed to your home.

If you have not mailed your

ballot in, do so TODAY. Almost 50% of the members voted last year — let's
make it 100% this year. Check your card and drop it in the mail NOW!
Name
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

._

FRANK BROWN
BOB COMER_
M. K. DENBO
HENRY GOLDFARB
CHARLES GOLDIE
HARRY HECKEL
RAY JONES.....
LEE LeBLANC.FRED LUTZ
WILL McCUNE..
NETTIE McLaughlin
GEORGE mills
BILLMITTLESTEDT.
BILL MURPHY
CLINTON SANDEEN.
FRED SIMPSON
GEORGE STEPHENSON ...
WALTER STONE.
JIM TRUCANO
DAN WURTZEL

This ballot, properly marked,
by November 26, 1949.

ATTENTION,

must

A valuable prize will be awarded

to the child

age 5 to 9 and the child 10 to 14 writing the best
letter to Santa Claus. Your letter should be in
your own handwriting and should be addressed
to ACTION Magazine, Twentieth
Studio, Box 900, Beverly Hills.

Hospital
W. A. Lab.
Still
...Cafe
Elec. Prod.
Sersen
Landscape
Production
Telephone
Construction
Mech. Effects
Cutting
Men's Ward.
Property
Legal
...Prop, and Min.
Sound
...
Set Erectors

be returned

TWENTIETH

Century-Fox

Dept.
Drapery
Elec. Engrg.

in time to reach the Studio Club

CENTURY-FOX

CHILDREN!

Get your letters in early! The contest will close
on Wednesday,

December

14th, and Santa will

present the prizes on the stage at the Fox-Wilshire
Theatre on December 18th at the Annual Children’s Christmas Partv.

T wenty-seven

Entered as Second

J. B. Codd
<Oth Contury-poT:
Box 9C0

Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

BevorTy Hills, Ccli
T,

3, 1879.

OIN^ Rummy Tournament

FRIDAY

-

NOVEMBER
CAFE

HUSBANDS

AND

18lh -

7:30 p.m.

de PARIS

WIVES

INVITED

TO

PLAY

Cef yottf Name in HOW , . . 50c Per Person
PRIZES

AND

Class

Matter at the Post Office,

REFRESHMENTS

December,

1949

PIC OF

•

THE

MONTH

Not a very pleasant sight, is it? Yet, it is a fact that there is one person, like this
unfortunate fellow above, killed in the United States by an automobile every fifteen
minutes, and one person injured every 26 seconds. December, due to the nature
of the holiday season and the usual wet weather, is the worst time of the year
for tragic traffic deaths. Don't forget this picture. Think and act safely when you
drive your car during this holiday season: you may save a life — possibly your own.
For more driving safety news, turn to page 1 4.

•
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Dave Anderson, Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, 3ack
Conlin, Hugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning,
Eddie De Cuir, Carl Faulkner, Ruth Fox, Hal Gordon,
Marguerite Hamilton, Glenn Harman, Walter Jolley,
Jules Kahn, Ray Kellogg, Tom Krause, John Lavin,
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Olivera, Bob Patton, Kathleen Ridgeway, Hazel Shirk,
Dave Vaughn, Joe Wright, Bill Winter, Pete Young.
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20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
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S

THE COVER
As we all know, Santa Claus
works hard all year getting the
toys and presents ready for the
good li'l boys and girls. But
does anybody ever think of
dear ol' Santa? Cute and shapely Betty Hopps, secretary in
the Electrical Maintenance office, illustrates for the cover
how she thinks Santa should,
shall we say, BE REWARDED.
The lucky Santa in this case is
popular Hal Gordon. So just to
let you know what goes on in
the dark, we'll give you a little
different shot with the lights
on. Cute, isn't it?

Photo by Frank Powolny.
Three

Important Steps to Standardiz('
Taken
by the Motior
Sponsored

by the Producers Association, this skillful researc

In an industry where drama and the
other screen entertainment values are
considered paramount, the film industry’s Motion Picture Research Council
each day is tirelessly and undramatically
developing new and bettering present
day

motion picture production techniques. Hidden, for the most part, behind the screen of actual studio set shooting, the Council in its two years of development and research has greatly

aided

the economy and technical progress of motion picture production.

Sponsored and financed by the Motion
Picture Producers Association, the Council’s sole purpose is to improve picture
quality and reduce production costs hy
the introduction of new materials, methods and ideas.
A new

wind

machine

which

can blow

200 miles an hour— strippable adhesive
which permits wallpaper and floor coverings to be peeled off as easily as they
are put on— efficient design for wall flats,
are only a few of the short term projects
developed by the Council which have
helped the film studios to lower production costs. At the present time, in a move
to streamline location equipment and
transportation units, a study is in progress, which has already resulted in a
basic list of grip equipment, and the
Council will soon offer to the studios a
design for a grip truck to simplify loading and unloading, by making all equipment accessible.

Council

Checks New
Techniques

Film

Not only does the Motion Picture Research Council weed out impractical and
expensiv'e solutions for production

prob-

lems, thus saving studio production managers and department heads precious
Walter Jolley, left, head of TCF's Paint department, explains to Ray Klune, Executive Production
Manager, W. F. Kelley, Secretary-Treasurer of the Council, W. F. Wolfe, President, how the
Council's developed strippable adhesive can be peeled off when applied to set wallpaper. Mr.
Klune was the 1st vice-president of the organization, and is at present very active as an advisor.

Four

time, hut it is the medium which introduces to other members of the film industry prov'en developments

which

have

Film Production
Picture Research Council
!>rganization is daily improving picture producing techniques.

benefited their studio production
ules.

sched-

Heralded as one of the greatest savings to the industry so far, was the
process of preserving, flameproofing and
coloring foliage, developed

by Nick Kal-

ten, head of TCP’s Landscape department. In co-operation with Lou Witte’s
Mechanical Effects department, Kalten
invented the process of first evacuating
all volatiles and liquid from the stems
and foliage and then immediately, without allowing any air to enter, impregnate the foliage with an embalming solution of flameproof nature. This discovery
won both Kalten and Witte Oscars in
1948 for their contribution to the industry. The process was passed on to the
ever-alert Research Council, who applied
further tests and investigations, similar

A

to the production techniques of the other
studios. The Council, which found the
invention both practical and economical,
published its results and passed it along
to the other studios. In some cases it has
affected a saving to production
of almost $40,000 per year.

TCF

Leader

in Use

budgets

which

plastics could

best

serve the production needs of the industry. This close working tie was developed
between the Council and our studio
when Meyer would turn over the new
plastic solutions to Twentieth for tests
and

of Plastics

One of the greatest champions in
applying plastic materials to production
needs has been 20th Century-Fox. It
was only natural for the Research Council to turn to Twentieth for aid when
new industrial plastics were introduced
on the market. Herbert Meyer, the Council’s physicist, in addition to the other
studios, has worked for years with Jim
Spies and Walter Pallmen of TCP’s
Property and Miniature department in

complel'e and modern chemical laboratory at the disposal of the
Research Council's skillful chemists, has helped the studios to develop
many new and valuable products for motion picture production.

determining

practical applications. The Property and Miniature shop diseovered almost unlimited possibilities for the use
of these new plastics. Examples of its
versatility were demonstrated recently
in Twentieth’s DOWN
TO THE SEA
IN SHIPS. The entire whale boat, which
was used for filming close-ups of the
fishing crew, was made of rust proof,
barnacle proof plastics. Experiments
have since proven that this same material, used in the boat’s hull will not deteriorate with age. The famous TICKET
(Continued on Next Page )

Seen in this minature shct of DOWN
TO THE SEA IN
SHIPS is an example of an economical chemical compound,
developed

by the Council

to give the waves

a realistic effect.
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After months of research, the famous Emma Sweeny used in
TICKET TO TOMAHAWK,
was constructed with versatile
plastic ornaments, developed with the aid of the Council.

Another example of the modern use of plastics in film production
is the whale boat used in DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS. The hull was
constructed from non-deteriorating plastic which proved to be ageless.

TO TOMAHAWK
train, Emma Sweeny,
which was constructed in the Property
and Miniature shop was sprinkled with

cents per gallon compares

ornaments of plastic while the train’s
boiler itself was covered with a plastic
film to protect it against the weather.
This close knit working combination of
the Council and TCF has just scratched
the surface of the mysteries of plastics
and how they can be applied to modern
motion picture production.

Projects

Along with many other examples of
close working co - operation between
Twentieth and the Motion Picture Research Council is the new economical
chemical compound used to create realistic white caps on the crests of waves.
Applied in creating stormy sea effects in
miniature shooting, this compound developed by the Research Council was
passed along to the Mechanical Effects
department, and has effected a saving of
almost 90 percent. The new cost of 43

with the old

price of $4.75.

Take

Time

Any spectacular progress, such as
third-dimensional systems, television
photography and the universal focus
lens, has yet to be developed because of
the comparative infancy of the Council
and the scope of the research operations
involved. At the present, and still in the
formative stage, are two long-term projects which will take a couple more
years of research to completely evaluate.
The set-lighting project is hoped to provide improved lighting methods and
tools to enable production crews to accomplish their jobs with greater flexibility. Along these lines an investigation
was launched to determine the plausibility of employing new light sources
such as the sealed beamed lamps.

Another

long term project, set-construction, isalso in the survey stage. An
investigation of present methods and
literature is being carried on to determine the possibilities of adapting products of other industries to the construction of motion picture sets.
The Motion Picture Research Council in its present incorporated form is
the direct outgrowth of the technical
bureau of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, formed in 1927.
At that time, the old bureau under the
chairmanship of Irving Thalberg, collected and published information on the
use of inventions relating to the establishing of sound in the early day flickers.
Today all the major motion picture
studios in Hollywood are equal shareholders in this Council, which has its
headquarters and experimental labs next
to the Movietone building, across from
Twentieth’s

Western

Ave. Lab. To help

the studios, the Council’s governing
board has hired ten highly skilled and
experienced engineers and physicists,
whose projects are determined by the
needs of the studios.
When a project is first undertaken, the
governing board appoints an advisory
committee, with at least one individual
from each of the studios as an active
member. In many instances sub-committees grow from the larger advisory
.

groups, breaking down the committees
into more effective working units. Thus
the Set Construction Committee on
which Ren Wurtzel is a member, is
divided

into

smaller

sub-committees,

such as Paint Department or Staff Department of which Walter Jolley and
Monte Ronome are important members.
Together with the technically trained

The engineering staff of the Council is available to help the special committees composed
of studio personnel. Left to right; Betty Walker, Wayne Blackburn, Tracy Holmes, Pete Vlahos,
Herbert Meyer, W. V. Wolfe, W. F. Kelly, Gordon Edwards, Joe Nenzell, Ande Crot.
Six

staff of the Council’s, these committees
composed of the studios’ personnel attempt to iron out mutual studio production problems. TCFers selected by the
governing board to act on the various

committees

are: David

Anderson,

trical Committee; Clyde

Elec-

Carruth,

Edi-

torial Committee; James Corcoran,

Sub-

gauge Eilm Committee; C. W. Faulkner, Sound Committee; Lorin Grignon,
Television Committee; Sol Halprin,
Photographic
Laboratory

Committee;

Tom

Ingman,

Committee;

Ray

Kellogg,

Effects Committee;
Committee;

John Gavin, Set Grip

Lyle Wheeler,

Art Director

Committee; Ben Wurtzel, Set Construction Committee; Monte Bonome, Staff
Department

sub-committee

of Set Con-

struction; Walter Jolley, Paint Department sub-committee of Set Construction;
James

Ruman, Transportation Committee; Leon Shamroy, Cinematography

Committee; Lou Witte, Mechanical Effects Committee; and. Bill Weisheit,
Theater Projection Standardization
mittee.

Zanuck

Was

Chairman

Com-

Of

Council

Developed
both

Council

time

of the

Landscape

of preserving,

and

money.

for tests and

cil’s paid technical staff works hand in
with the board of governors.

Twentieth’s production head, Darryl F.
Zanuck, served as the Council’s chairman up to the war, when he volunteered
for service with the Army. With his guiding hand the Council co-ordinated the
entire motion picture industry into filming important war training films for the
services. Due to his leadership, the
Council was awarded numerous government citations for its part in developing
war training films.

Kalten

this process

production

Research

hand

by Nick

department,

Although sponsored by the Motion
Picture Producers Association, the Coun-

later made

After

Sound

it was

adaptability

is the

department,

Tom

Ave. Lab
Council

Helps

been

empty,

plant, in running its
occasions, when the
studio

have

except for undressed

Hollywood

sets,

the Council’s cameramen have been able
to make tests which would have been
inconvenient
location.

across

Twentieth's

from

the

Western

Council

Ave.

is

studios.

Mr. Raymond A. Klune, present production manager at Twentieth, served as
the first vice-president of the Council,
and is now very active, acting as an
advisor for the organization. Walter
Strohm, TCP’s Chief Electrical Engineer,
also is on an advisory committee of the
Motion Picture Research Council. Still
with the Council’s board

of governors.

of Mechanical

foliage has saved

Twentieth
production

passed

and

expensive

it along

techniques.

Effects

the studio

The

to the
Council

studios.

Council’s active co-ordinating program
took effect, it was not uncommon for
several different studios to be working
project, duplicating

step by step, without the other studios
knowing anything about it. Today much
of this duplication and wasted effort is

Being adjacent to Twentieth’s Western Ave. Lab has been of great help to

stages at our

for

Witte

on exactly the same

Western

ern film developing
tests. On numerous

headquarters

studio

Lou

coloring

developed.

to other

the Council’s trained staff. For under the
splendid co-operation of Sol Halprin and
Henry Goldfarb, the Council has been
able to use the facilities of the most mod-

Permanent

and

and

its report available to the other major

since the early days of sound,
head of TCP’s
Moulton.

department

flameproofing

at another

One of the Council’s main functions is
the tracing down of new ideas and inventions for the possible application to
the film industry. After many hours spent
in running tests and pouring over reports, many of these new ideas or applications are rejected as worthless to the
industry. Nevertheless, this type of work
saves the busy production managers and
department heads many wasted hours.
Also, the Research Council saves the individual studios much duplication of
experiments and research. Before the

co-ordinated by the Council so there
will be a free exchange of ideas and prowood.

gress among the film studios in Holly-

However, the most important, yet almost unrecognized function of the Council, is the promotion of standardization
of production practices throughout the
industry. Although Hollywood’s film industry leads the rest of the world in production know-how by twelve lengths,
there are still undeveloped horizons
which, if developed, will help to pull
the quality and quantity of our films
higher. Gradually, proven and successful ideas of one studio have been adopted
by other Hollywood studios, paring
down their production expenses and
records. And if this same co-operation
should continue as it has in the last two
years, then there should
why

be no reason

the words of our production manager, Mr. Klune, should not ring true

. . . “The competition among the various
motion picture studios should come from
what the theater audiences see on the
screen, and not from the method
ducing actual films.”

of proSeven

Two New Pictures Added t(

Another new production schedule has been obeyed for December shooting, and along with the current NO WAY OUT and MY
BLUE
three.

HEAVEN,

will boost Twentieth’s

Henry Koster, director of WABASH

total in production

to

AVE., is guiding producer

of Sol Siegel’s MY BLUE HEAVEN, which started the latter
part of November. This movie which will take the audience into
the new world of television entertainment, stars that irresistible
combination, laugh provoking Dan Dailey and blonde Betty
Grable. Betty and Dan are a song-and-dance-team on television
who run into no end of trouble trying to be model parents. At
first, the main source of trouble is the fact they want children and
can’t have any. The fast moving and hilarious screen play, by veteran scripter Claude Binyon, will make the audience’s mouth
water for more of the same kind of laughs, when they see the
state’s adoption committee ring the doorbell to bring the pair
a new baby for adoption. Here they find Dan gleefully and prematurely over-celebrating the arrival of the baby into the household. Many, many laughs later the childless couple are finally
blessed with a child, an illegitimate baby of a friend. It appears
the story will settle down, only to have the real mother want the
child back because the father is going to make an honest woman
of her. From here on things don’t go so well. Another woman
enters the picture and Betty is about ready to pack and go home
and tell mamma all about it, when ( 1 ) the state’s adoption
committee decide that the couple are worthy of a baby after all,
and present them with another child: (2) the mother of the
illegitimate child gives it back to Dan and Betty, and (3) they
discover that Betty is pregnant herself, and is going to have a
child of her own.
Sol Siegel is tabbed to be busier than Santa Claus during the
Christmas season, when his other picture RING WATERFRONT
3, goes to New Orleans for location shooting the middle of
December.
The story which glorifies the tireless work of the United States
Public Health Service, starts out when a policeman discovers a
murdered alien lying in a vacant lot. What starts to be just another big-city murder, turns out to be one of the biggest manhunts in celluloid history. The smuggled alien has brought the
dreaded and contagious Pneumonic Plague into the country. A
wall of secrecy is dropped around the investigation as the Public
Health Service along with the city’s police begin checking every
possible lead to discover who the killer was, and who had come
in contact with the dead man and killer, so the highly contagious
plague can be localized and
reaches epidemic proportions.

the infection stopped

before

it

Flashing gunfire in the railroad freight yard, along with some
fast and exciting work by the Service, brings the movie to a
dramatic and happy conclusion. The important and unheralded
Here's that laughable frolicsome couple
Betty Grable and laugh-provoking Dan
are screen
Technicolor

again.
Dailey

partners again in Twentieth's new
musical, which started in November.

task of protecting the citizens of this country against communicable diseases is planned to be brought to the screen in proven
Twentieth style — the most modern and entertaining manner
possible.
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Twentieth’s Shooting Schedule

ANOTHER

FOR MANKIEWICZ?

Joe Mankiewicz, who last year captured the best director's award for
I'is LETTER TO THREE WIVES, explains a tense scene to actor Sid
Poitier, left, who plays the young likeable doctor in Mankiewicz's current NO WAY OUT. This film which is being personally produced by
Darryl F. Zanuck and written by Mankiewicz, gives a realistic and

Schoenbdutn

dramatic example of our big city's present racial problems, and carries
the banner for tolerance. The actor lying on the hospital's operating
table is Richard Paxton, Widmark's screen brother, whose death is the
cause of the bloody race riot which moves the drama into a climax.
Will Mankiewicz

again take director's award in '50 with Zanuck's

film?

Jack Pashkovsky

Elisabeth Woodruff

Allan Buckhantz

SWITZERLAND

LITHUANIA

Secretary

Labor

RUSSIA
S Rashd^stvom Hirstovom

Glueck

Mail

Linkanu

Selige Weihnacht

One of the greatest things about the United States which
other countries admire, is how so many people of different
races are united and work together to make democracy

NO

MATTER

function properly. It’s the same here at Twentieth. People
of all nationalities, many of them foreign born, are engaged
in some way at our studio to make motion pictures for the
laugh and entertainment hungry world. But no matter who
you are or where you work, or what language you speak,
Christmas is when we all understand the universal greeting,
because . . .

Gwen

Burke

Gilbertson
Police

CANADA

NORWAY

Merry

Alberto

Christmas

Valentino

Accounting

ITALY
Buon
Ten

Arne

Personnel

Natale

Glaedelig

Micheline

HOW

YOU

IT, IT S STILL

Prelle

Jut

Director

AUSTRIA
Wiehnachten

FRANCE
Heureux

Margaret

Noel

Wesolych

Paint
Swiat

Bozego

Narodzenia

Ed Betkijian

Secretary
Mary McKenna

Gennal

♦

POLAND

Transportation

IRELAND
Ollick

♦

I. Renhaut

Actress

Otto Preminger
Frohliche

SAY

Kaledu

ARMENIA

Shanor

havor

nor dzanoont

♦

Muriel Bermudez

Secretary

Director

NICARAGUA
Felices Pasquas

Marion Hockett

Jean Negulesco

Secretary

ENGLAND

ROUMANIA
La Multi Ani Sarbatori

Fericitel

Nick
Kalten
Landscape
GERMANY

Ein Frohlicher

Mercy Christmas

Weinachtstag

IftetFif CktUttntU
(as expressed

Charles Jensen

by this group

Joey Beck

of foreign

born

TCFers)

Elia Kazan

Secretary
Juanifa
Davis

DENMARK

Personnel

HOLLAND

Director

TURKEY

AUSTRALIA

Glaedelig Jul

Een zalig Kerstfeest

Noeliniz Ve Y eni Yiliniz
Kutlu Olsun

Merry Christmas

George Jagoras

Al Lebovitz

Maria Brooks

Frank Gomez

GREECE

HUNGARY

Prop Maker

Mail

Cala Christuighiena

Camera
Bolbog

Karacsonyi

Unnepeket

Still Lab

MEXICO
Feliz Navidad

Labor

SPAIN
Feliz Navidad
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Bowling Teams Near Mid-Point of Leagues
By

Loretta

Powell

After holding first place for three
weeks, the BILL LUNDIGAN girls lost
four points to the GREGORY PEGK
POLE GATS who now have the lead by
a margin of only one point over the girls,
25 to 24. AND, of all things, the girls
had to lose the very night BILL LUNDIGAN came down to watch them bowl!
The
JOSEPH
girls’ team
is third
withMANKIEWIGZ
23 points won.
SAM
ENGEL and ANNE BAXTER teams tie
for next place with 22 points won. The
SAM ENGELS took four from the
struggling, but very willing, little
SHIRL’S GIRLS, who now that they
have TYRONE POWER to sponsor their
team, should really have an incentive
to fight for top spot! The ANNE BAXTER boys, probably because of Buster
Gooper’s
big series,
took four
points
the LORETTA
YOUNG
quints,
who from
are
now tied with MARK’S “EVEN” STEVENS, each with 21 points won. MARK
STEVENS was also down for a while to
watch his team, who took 3 points from
WHEELER - WRIGHTS ART DEPT.

Babcocl{

Top bowler in the Thursday night handicap
league is Willard Boemler of Western Ave. Lab.
Willard's strong 172 average is one of the main
reasons why his Greg Peck team is in top spot.

L. A. RAM FOOTBALL TICKETS
ON SALE AT STUDIO CLUB

T ivelve

RIGHARD WIDMARK’S boys took 3
points from HENRY KING’S AGES, putting the RIGHARD WIDMARKS in
sixth place, 20 points won, and HENRY
KING’S ACES in eighth place with 18.
In between with 19 points, is RICHARD
CONTE, who had won all four points
from the JOSEPH MANKIEWIGZ girls.
The STARLETTS (sponsored by our
five little starletts — SHARI ROBINSON, RANDY STUART, COLLEEN
TOWNSEND, BETTY LYNN and MARION MARSHALL) lost 3 points to the
JEAN PETERS boys, giving the STARLETTS 14 points won and tieing them
with TEAM No. 5, the only team without a sponsor as yet. These boys won
one point from the MATCLIFFS (Victor Mature and Clifton Webb), which
boosted the girls to 13 points won. JEAN
PETERS, in .spite of taking three points
from the STARLETTS are next to last
with 11 points, and last but by no means
least, is the TYRONE POWER
team, but ju.st watch them NOW!

girls’

Babcocl(

Hazel Shirk, shapely bowler on Joe Mankiewicz's
team, is currently carrying the top girl's average
in the Thursday night league. Her average of
155 is steadily pulling her team toward the top.

ALL HOCKEY TICKETS ON
SALE AT STUDIO CLUB

STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES

Powoiny

"THE

GALS

ROCK

IN, THE

On December Sth this group of neophytes completed the course of
twelve easy lessons and are now full-skirted ^plaid-shirted members

GENTS

ROCK

OUT"

of 20TH CENTURY REELERS. The smiling gentleman at far right?
Who else but Wayne Warga, inimitable caller, teacher, guiding light.

Babcoc^(

GIN

RUMMY

TOURNAMENT

The Studio Club's second Gin Rummy Tournament was held at the
Cafe de Paris on November 1 8th. Jules Kahn, capable chairman of the
affair, presents a handsome table clock to the winner. Myrtle Eaton.

ATTRACTS

130 PLAYERS

Houser

The tournament, which lasted for 4 hours, was divided into four flights
and the winner of each flight won an attractive silver cigarette table set.
Coffee and refreshments were served to both guests and players.
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Lack

of Courtesy

is the Cause

of Almost

60 Percent

Traffic Citations and Accidents.

Practice a Little Driving Courtesy

During

It May

the Christmas

Yes, driving courtesy is fun! But how
many practice it?
During the day at work, when you
are at home with your family or even
at a sociable party, you may practice
Emily Post’s book of etiquette from
cover to cover, but chances are once
you’re behind the wheel of your car all
your latent inhibitions and frustrations
are released, making you one of the
rudest drivers in the city. Some of this
might be a throw-back from the old
frontier days when it was a sign of weakness to yield to the other fellow. But
whether you realize it or not, it takes a
lot more courage and self-discipline to
yield to the other fellow than just to
barge right on through against a signaling driver.
The Los Angeles Police Department
has estimated that about 60 percent of
all traffic citations and accidents are for
no other reason than failure to yield
when you have a legal duty to do so—
failure to yield to the driver of another
vehicle, failure to yield to a pedestrian
in a cross walk, failure to yield the right
of way— anyway you look at it, it’s just
a matter of courtesy.

when

Season.
he

is shown

a

Save a Life — Your

little common

courtesy is almost beyond belief. Take
for example, when you make a left hand
turn at an intersection. It seems like
every fellow for a block up the street
will step on the gas to make sure we
don’t make the turn. But next time, if
you have the choice of stopping for the
other driver, try stopping and letting him
turn. He will smile, wave his hand, say
hello, thank you and go on his way
grinning from ear to ear. Try it and
see how good it will make you feel? That
same fellow will also share your good
feeling, and become infected with the
courtesy idea. He will pass it on to another driver, because in a community or
on the studio lot, courtesy is infectious,
just as rudeness begets rudeness.
Los Angeles drivers as a group are
quickly catching onto the idea. Proof
of this is the fact that in 1947, Los
Angeles claimed the worst traffic record
per capita in the entire United States.
Last year, driving Angelenos, along with
an active safety drive by the Los Angeles Police Department, climbed toward the top of the ladder and ended
as the fourth safest city. With the com-

Courtesy is contagious! If you don’t
think so just try it tonight as you leave
the Pico entrance of the studio. You can

munity’s cooperation Los Angeles has
had the best traffic record, in accidents
and deaths, in 24 years. And this is all
with the additional cars and drivers on

have the time of your life practicing
a little driving courtesy. The psychological reaction of another driver

our already over-crowded streets. It can
be done. Size is no problem.
However, one of the worst accident

Fourteen

of All the

Own.

seasons is upon us— the Christmas and
New Year holiday traffic. Each year
hundreds of people are needlessly killed
during this gay, yet treacherous time
of the year. If the traffic accidents and
deaths can be held down during this
season, Los Angeles stands a good chance
of surging even further toward the top
—the safest driving city in the nation.
A good example of the needless deaths
caused by traffic rudeness in driving is
the fact that over 30,000 people were
either killed, maimed or injured by automobiles in Los Angeles last year. This
equals the entire population of Beverly
Hills. The nation as a whole has killed
more than three times as many people
since World War I (1,000,000) than we
have killed in all the wars in which this
country has ever been
record, huh?

engaged.

Some

On the opposite page is a diagram explaining the practical application of one
of the most confusing new vehicle laws
in California. Read it closely. Someday
it may save you a traffic citation or
maybe your life. Each month ACTION
will run a series of such diagrams and
explanations which will help to clarify
the driving laws for you. However, that’s
only 20 percent of it. You must put into
practice all the safety habits in order to
help yourself and save needless traffic
deaths. But above all else, take your
time, relax and try a little driving courtesy of your own— it’s fun!

Babcock

WHOSE

L. A. Police Dept.

TURN

This Explains Right-of-Way

Ato/se—

in Making

Cars approaching the DANGER ZONE indicated
by the dotted red line will have ample time to
stop before entering the intersection when traveling at 25 miles per hour (the legal speed limit

IS IT!
Dangerous

Left Turns

in business and residence areas) . In areas where
higher speeds are allowed, the DANGER ZONE
will extend to a point 200 ft. to 400 ft. from
the intersection.
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This year, judging from past experience, it will
be anything but a white Christmas in our land
of smog-shine.

<3

These

TCF

secretaries, selected

at random by one of Hollywood’s outstanding
free lance fashion photographers, David Kovar
of 746 North La Cienega, model some eye-catching creations appropriate for the season. These
lucky girls, expertly outfitted from
by J. W.

Robinson

Company

port of Kovar’s magic
pages

head

to toe

and with the sup-

camera,

especially for ACTION’S

made

these two

readers.

Blonde Pat Woodward, secretary in Joe Schenck's
office and '47 Miss TCF, models this lovely
navy blue taffeta with satin fuchsia stripes.

This lovely black cocktail dress with black lace overskirt is called
"Georgia Bullock." Modeled by Ruth Bridges of Mack Gordon's
office, the outfit is topped with a two-tone brushed beaver hat.

Claimed by fashion experts to be the newest and most exclusive
style creation in years, this grey suit worn by secretary Ellen Potash,
has knickers to match the stylish and attractive grey Norfolk jacket.

Photographs by David Kovar
Outfitted by J. W. Robinson

■»\

0
Photographer

Kovar

is seen

adjusting

■;^\J

Ellen

Potash's knickers. In addition to his portrait
studio, he teaches at a photo and a model school.

The song, "Baby, It's Cold Outside," would choke in your throat if
you could see beautiful Helen Foss warming up the Christmas morn in
this chartreuse nylon nightie. Incidentally, it's called "Vanity

I

1

Fair."

An

exclusive design with J. W.

Robinson

is this Handmachers

suit,

called "Mad Money." Modeled by red-haired Gretchen McNally of the
Script department, it is colored in a lovely green and brown tweed.

V«te placed 9 Vet*
Nine new members, each representing
different department at Twentieth

Each year the Board of Controllers
nominates candidates for nine new

Century- Fox, were elected to a threeyear term on the Studio Club Board
of Controllers. This was, indeed, a record year for \oting— 858 ballots were

Board members. No retiring Board member may be re-nominated before the
lapse of one year, thus insuring new
blood and new ideas.

mailed to the Club’s office, as compared
with 719 last year, and 667 in 1947.

The members of the Board are responsible for the splendid recreational program offered by the Studio Club. An example of this co-operation is the annual

a

The newly elected members are:
Frank Brown, Drapery; Bob Comer,
Electrical Engineering; Henry Goldfarb,
Western Ave. Lab; Charles Goldie, Still
department; Ray Jones, Electrical Production; Nettie McLaughlin, Telephone;
Clinton Sandeen, Men’s Wardrobe;
George Stephenson, Legal; Jim Trucano,
Sound.
These

new

members

of the

Studio

Club’s governing board, together with
the new officers elected by the 27 members of the Board, will be formally installed at the annual inaugural dinner
to be held in January.

NEW

CLINTON SANDEEN
Men's Wardrobe
Eighteen

Children’s Christmas Party, to be held
again this year at the Fox Wilshire
Theater. Here on Sunday morning, December 18th, over 2400 employees and
their children are visited by Santa Claus.
Plans and arrangements for this, one of
the largest parties of the year, are drawn
months ahead by the governing group.
It is co-operation between all departments and the Studio Club Board of
Controllers that makes this and other
parties possible.
The Studio Club

MEMBERS

ON

was

BOARD

started in 1936

for the purpose

of promoting

Twentieth’s employees by encouraging social, athletic and educational activities, and to promote the general welfare of all employees. The Club
is run by the employees (Studio Club
Board of Controllers) for the employees

(Studio Club members). The Board not
only governs the employee activities, but
elects the officers and appoints the Business Manager. Wide representation is
evidenced by the fact that each present
Board member works in a different deThe Board members who will still be
partment.
serving unexpired terms are: Ed Arnold,
Monte Bonome, Jack Conlin, Hugh ConIon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning, Ed
DeCuir, Ruth Fox, Walter Jolley, Tom
Krause, John Lavin, Florence
Nye,

Mack, Ben

Sonny Olivera, Kathleen Ridgeway, Dave Vaughn, Bill Winter, Joe
Wright, Pete Young.
Photo b> Powolny

OF CONTROLLERS

NETTIE McLaughlin
Telephone

fellowship

among

CHARLES GOLDIE
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BOB COMER
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Professional
Motion

Picture

F. Zanuck's
Darryl Thrilling
Production

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

Film producer and head of Twenti-

eth’s studio production, Darryl F.
Zanuck, today is probably in the most
enviable position in Hollywood. While
most producers are satisfied to get just
one

of their pictures nominated for an
Oscar, Zanuck is in the likely

Academy

position of having
T icenty,

at least tw'O top

1.
It is shortly after the United States has entered the war and the
morale of the 918th Bomb Group, based at Archbury, England, is well
shattered because of the heavy losses of men and planes. As a result.
General Frank Savage (Gregory Peck) is named to take over command of the group. A strict disciplinarian, he immediately severely reprimands the MP on duty for failing to request his identification papers.

2. When General Savage takes over the 918th with orders to get
tough, one of the first things he does is to call a special briefing for
the men. He informs the officers and men what he expects and arouses
their hostility when he says, "Consider yourselves already
you accept the idea, it won't be so tough."

OCK

dead.

Once

HIGH

3.

Lt. Jesse

Bishop,

played

by

Bob

Patten,

a

Congressional

Medal

of Honor winner, so bitterly resents General Savage's attitude that he
asks for a transfer out of the badly demoralized group. Bishop is
speaking as spokesman for the pilots. Their requests for transfers are
purposely

Mirroring
Bomb

The

Group,

Contenders

War

Activities Of The

Will Be One

Of The

Famous

mis-routed

so that Savage

will have

time to rebuild

the force.

918th

Foremost

For This Year's Oscar

Gregory Peck who, surrounded by a fine all-male cast, portrays a tough and strict military-like flying general who
takes over the bombing group when the morale was at
contenders for this year’s Oscars,
TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH.

one

of which

is his

Twentieth’s finest picture of the year, this film is an
epochal account of the 918th Bomb Group of the Eighth Air
Force in its most
The

exciting and fearsome

war

days.

screen play by Sy Bartlett and Beirne Lay Jr. was

expertly guided by director Henry King and photographed
by Leon Shamroy. Acting honors were carried away by

its lowest ebb due to the heavy losses the fliers suffered.
TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH, scheduled to be released
late in December, is heralded as the most outstanding war
film to come

out of the last war. It dramatically

the efforts of this small group

of brave

records

fliers. The

fast

moving air story carries plenty of punch and is packed with
enough excitement and interest to make it a credit to our
studio, its workers, and the film industry itself.
T wenty-one
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South

4.

As an example for the others. Savage, who never asks the men to perform a duty he himself
would shirk, takes the controls of a B-17 for a bombing raid on Germany.

CO.

Robertson

( Near Olympic)

Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Open Tuesdays and Thursdays
Until 9 P.M.
Courtesy

- Quality

- Dependability

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in
Southern California
Wholesale

STUDIO

5. One of the most dramatic scenes occurs when the B-17s are returning to their base in
England from a successful mission while the ground crews race toward them to lend any necessary assistance. Under Savage's leadership, the 918th Bomb Group developed into one of the
most formidable groups in England.
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Fredericks
and Co.
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BRadshaw

Twenty-two

2-5161

6.

Savage, who has tried to be an iron man, feels his nerves finally give way under the cumulative tension of so many responsibilities, borne for so long. Although he has jeopardized his
own health, he later smiles with happiness and satisfaction at the results of his job with the 91 8th.

Mauptn

HEAD

OF WRITERS

Valentine Davies, one of Twentieth’s
most talented script writers, was recently
installed as the president of the powerful Screen Writers Guild. Last year the
Guild, which is affiliated with the Authors League of America, was headed by
another famous TGFer, George Seaton.
Reputed to have one of the sharpest
minds in Hollywood, Valentine’s most
recent scripting chore at Twentieth was
the comical IT HAPPENS
EVERY
SPRING, a story about a college professor who turns into a big league
baseball pitcher.
Davies as Seaton, has been very active
in Twentieth’s
sports.
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in Twentieth's Mill, who recently celebrated his
Golden Wedding anniversary, seen with his wife.
Twenty-three
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One
Death Takes No Holiday During Christmas.
Each Year Tragedy Strikes Innocent Victims.
Don't Let This Happen

READ HOW

tree fires cause

trag-

edies among the season’s merry-makers.

such

as this may

turn your Christmas

among

to Your Family —

Parking

part of the house. If necessary shut
off the radiator closest to the tree.

D IS C O U H T

not, under any circumstances, use cotton or paper for decoration on the tree or around the

J^utck Scif PainU

5. Do not place electric trains
around the tree.
6. Use only electric lights (Never
use candles) and see that all of the
wires are in good condition and not
frayed. Those

Christmas party in a one-room schoolhouse brought death to 36 guests. A
lighted candle had touched a Christmas
tree— just briefly, but long enough to
cause a mass slaughter.
The National Board of Fire Under-

which

have

been

in-

toriesspected
havebyaUnderwriters’
paper band Laboraaround
the wire or a statement on the box.
7. Provide a switch some distance
from the tree for turning the electric lights off and on. Do not plug or

writers points out that, “few people
realize that the ordinary Christmas tree
can be one of the most inflammable objects known. It is filled with pitch and
resin. Once ignited, it is very difficult to
extinguish.”
Many methods
of been
“flame-proofing”
Christmas
trees have
tested, but
few have proved successful.
However the National Board of Fire
Underwriters’ engineers have devised the
following simple rules, which if followed
Christmas

of Free

tree.

Sometimes the fire strikes large groups of
people gathered for celebrations, as
in Babbs Switch, Oklahoma, where a

every TCFer’s

Plenty

PAINT and WALLPAPER

several outlets. Over-plugging will cause
a dangerous overload on circuits.

will make
safe.

BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

2. Do not set up the tree until a
few days before Christmas. Keep
the tree outdoors until ready to
install it.
3. Place the tree in the coolest

4. Do

celebration into a disaster. Don't plug in too
many electric wires, appliances or lights on one
extension cord. The correct way is to use fewer
lights on one circuit and distribute the load

House'*

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE

1. Choose a small tree, instead
of a big one. Remember, a small
tree can be as beautiful as a large
one, as well as being much less
hazardous.

danger during this time is the family’s
beautiful Christmas tree. Every year

Examples

‘‘The Friendly

YOU CAN MAKE THIS CHRISTMAS^
A SAFE CHRISTMAS!

Christmas is supposed to be the season
of happiness. Many times, as in the past,
death has been the uninvited guest at a
Christmas celebration.
One of the most common sources of

blazing Christmas

El Rancho Bowl

tree

PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

PRICES ARE NOT

HIGH

at

unplug the lights beneath the tree.
8. Do not leave lights burning
when no one is in the house. From

Lester L. Stone & Asso.

time to time inspect the tree and
see whether any of the needles near
the lights have started to turn
brown. If so, change the location
of the lights.
9. When the needles start falling, take the tree down and discard
it. If it is desired to keep the tiee
up for a few days longer, do not
keep the tree lighted more than half
an hour at a time.
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That's an incomplete Xmas. And threatening industrial strikes are causing
shortages that may make your Xmas
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and delivery by taking advantage of
our November specials. All available

OPEN

appliances, radio-television and furniture will continue to be quoted at special
prices. Special prices cannot be quoted
over the phone.
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*We
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are remaining open until 8 P.M. daily except Sunday to fill your orders. Bring your
membership identification card with you.
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WORK

WHAT!

NO SANTA

CLAUS?

A short story

by Esther B. Levee
Santa Claus barges into his North Pole
Workshop. Stomping and shaking the
wet, glistening chunks of snow off his
ermine-trimmed bright red suit and cap,
and out of his heavy white beard, he
bellows: “HALT

OPERATIONS!

Were

on strike!”
As if struck by a bolt of lightning, the
tiny, agile hands of the skilled gnomes
let go of their tools, drop toys and articles in the making, snap off the electric
switches. The sizzling boilers, the noisy
power machine, the grinding drills—
everything comes to an abrupt stop. The
scene of activity and clamor suddenly
becomes one of deadly quiet and
shocked attention.
The Big Boss roars out another order:
“Here—
one of Conner
you— go and
tell Blitzen
the grooms
to unharness
and
the rest of the reindeer and put them out
to pasture. There’ll be no trip to the
Southland this Christmas!”
No one moves— no one utters a sound
—the air is charged with unbelief, wonder, expectancy. No Christmas trip
would mean no Christmas presents— no
Christmas! Why, this Yuletide tradition
has been going on for years— centuries—

forever— it couldn’t be broken by a few
words— a command— just like that! The
little gnomes scratch their heads, then
straighten up on their benches and take
a deep collective breath as they hear old
Santa clear his throat and commence his
explanation.
“I’m plumb disgusted with those
people down there. The Christmas spirit
is completely gone. They’re all in such
a dither, so restless— complaining, crying,
bitterly denouncing everything and
everybody— their neighbors, their employers, their government, their God and

ABOUT

THIS STORY

Last year the Studio Club ran a short
story contest for the best story pertaining to Christmas. Although there
isn't a

short

story

contest

this year,

we feel that Esther Levee's story,
WHAT!
NO SANTA
CLAUS, written
last year for the contest, will make
every TCFer swell with pride at the
year 'round

Christmas

spirit displayed

at this studio. Esther, who is a writer's
secretary, is a very accomplished fiction writer, but claims this is a short
short story based on actual facts. Now
you know,

don't you?

me! They act like they don’t believe in
Santa Claus any more. They’ve forgotten
all about the Golden Rule— Peace on
Earth— Good Will toward Men. I’d feel
like an intruder prancing over their lanes
in my reindeer-drawn sleigh, with my
bells jingling— climbing down their chimneys, tossing tinsel and ornaments over
their trees, filling their stockings with
candies, nuts and toys, piling gifts here
and hiding them there. Just like a fool
throwing crumbs to a sick person whose
doctor has prescribed a New York Cut
steak. I’ve been studying conditions
down there through my atomic telescope
and I know what I’m talking about . . .
And the place that’s really got me
burned up is them Hollywoods— and especially that moving picture studio they
call ‘TCF’— ‘The Hills’— ‘Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.’ Such a massive, picturesque place it is too, with its
imposing buildings, its well-kept lawns
and shrubs, and beautiful flowers, its
feeling of serenity and solidity. Tme, extravagant spending has been curbed—
actors are hired by the picture, writers
by the hour, no more long term
{Cot^Umted on Next Page)

con-

T wenty-seven

(Continued

DAVID

KOVAR

distinguished

IPORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER
I

746

North

from Page 27)

tracts. Many office employees have been laid
off. But those remaining, do they consider themselves lucky to be working in such pleasant
surroundings and friendly atmosphere? Are they
grateful? Are they happy? No! ... So what
good would there be in my giving this one a
portable radio, that one an electric mixer, or
a pair of Argyle socks or a set of dishes or an
initialed handkerchief or a petticoat or a handpainted tie— when they’re hankering for a combination television-radio-phonograph set or a
new home in Sherman Oaks or a Lincoln convertible or a trip to Honolulu? Too bad— but

LaCienega

CR. 5-4747

I’m not sponsored by a Quiz Program . . . I’m
through, I tell you— we’re all through! You
working your fingers off to the bone to make
all these gimmicks— I lying awake nights planning how and where to distribute them. Those

DISCOUNT

ingrates wouldn’t appreciate it anyway!”
He breaks off and all heads turn, as if one,
toward the rear, from where The Judge, eldest
of the gnomes, cliirps in his squeaky voice:

SAVE

“Pardon me. Honorable Sir Nicholas. May I
offer a little suggestion? . . . Wouldn’t it be
only fair to advise the TCFers of our decision
and give them a chance to report on their
side of the story? The atomic telescope is only
99.4% perfect and at best can show you only
what is happening on the surface. It cannot
penetrate into the human mind and heart.
Outwardly, people have always been more or
less alike— during the Civil War, the Revolutionary, World Wars I and H— and in the
periods between said wars. They have always
grumbled and growled and fretted about this

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

and

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

GIFT
sample
line

and that. But we
presents and they
should go down
with the masses—
feehngs beneath

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

heretofore.”
Santa Claus perks up. “By golly. Judge,
do beheve you got something there. But

with you— you know,

like those infernal pro-

duction meetings they have.”

DISSOLVE

TO:

STUDIO COMMISSARY. The two representatives, the Little Guy from up North and the
Big Guy from down South, over a super-duper
$1..50 luncheon are discussing the pros and cons
of the Big Gripe among the employees. The
Big Representative takes the floor:

OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

“You’re all wet, your Little Honor. Our
people here are no different than anywhere
else. They are feeling the repercussions of the
instability, fear and worry that is prevalent
throughout the world. If ever humanity needed

CR. 6-3913

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

KINGSIZE

I
I

really can’t irreview the situation myself this
year. I’m getting too old; my lumbago’s half
killing me. But I’ll tell you what— i/ow go. You’re
smart and you’re still spry. I’ll arrange for
a studio representative to go into conference

MALTZ COMPANY
Beverly Hills

didn’t stop making Christmas
didn’t stop giving them. You
there in person and mingle
look for the good, charitable
the surface— like you have

the cheer and good will generated by Christmas
thoughts and Christmas gifts, they certainly
need it this year. Sympathy and kindness
aren’t dead— gratitude is still very much
As generalities never carry much weight,alive.
let
me cite a few concrete illustrations:

“For many years we have had a colored
bootblack on the lot who has cast an uplifting,
heartwarming influence on practically everyone
who has passed his shoeshine stand. Whether
you happened to brush elbows with him or
were half a block away, he would shout greetings to you, invariably ending with a quick,
one word melting into the other, ‘YOU-LOOKLIKE-A-MILLION!’ It was always said in such
a gay, singy style, no one would have guessed
that our smiling pal, with the twinkling eyes,
ever had a care in the world. Only when he
took very ill and had to spend eight weeks in
the hospital for a heart condition, did folks
learn that he had a wife and seven kids at
home to feed and take care of. Well, his
friends at the studio, who have felt let down
these past eight weeks, without that ‘YOULOOK-LIKE-A-MILLION’ bracer, are responding to a request from one of our topnotch
producers to help meet the expenses of our
ailing bootblack and his dependents . . . Ask
your Santa Claus— doesn’t he think he should
drop some toys and warm clothing down the
chimney to that family of kiddies— and also
remember those who have been helped by
and are helping the head of that family?
“And what about those girls in the Script
Department and secretaries in studio offices
who, after working hard all day, devote each
Thursday evening to visiting soldiers in the
hospital at Sawtelle— boys to whom a kind,
encouraging word, a joke, a song or a human
interest story means even more than the magazines and goodies they take out to them?
Shouldn’t these girls get a little Christmas remembrance from Old Nick? And the Hoys of
course!
“And that famous songwriter who last Christmas donated a case of something-or-other and
personally sold hundreds of dollar chances on
same and divided the proceeds among the help
in the dining room and kitchen? Saint Nick
couldn’t possibly give him any present that
would compare with the joy he got from having
' brought a bit of sunshine into the lives of
those waitresses, busboys and dishwashers.
“And what about the Cliristmas Party that
the Studio Club gives each year for the children of the company’s employees? My own
boy is over twenty-one today but I can remember when he was under ten and what fun
he got out of it. Surely Santa wouldn’t want to
break all those youngsters’ hearts? No Santa
Claus— no toys— no entertainment— no Christmas
—nothing to talk about or dream about for days
and weeks in advance. That would be calamK
tons!

(Continued
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FREE
CHEST X-RAY
AT STUDIO
JAN. 11-12-13
THE

TUBERCOLOSIS

ASSOCIATION

MOBILE X-RAY UNIT WILL BE HERE.
CHECK YOUR CHEST, FOR TB OR
HEART ABNORMALITIES

Watch your Studio Club announcements for further information

“Just one more. Have another piece of pineapple cheesecake and another cup of hot coffee, Judge, and our conference will be concluded ... A call came to the mailroom recently to send a boy to the Reception Desk to
take a visiting couple on a tour of the lot. He
went up there jauntily, whistling, gloating over
having been chosen to ‘show off’ his studio,
speculating on the possible tip he might receive. He was cjuite taken aback when he was
introduced to a young man and woman wearing
dark glasses and carrying white canes with
the tips painted red. The girl at the desk
noticed his shocked reaction but motioned to
him to proceed. The boy stopped whistling,
dropped his cloak of lightness and superiority,
erased any thoughts of remuneration from his
mind and, stepping in between the blind pair
and offering each an arm, slowly guided them
out of the administration building. He said,
‘First we’ll go over to Stage 10, where Betty
Grable’s doing a dance number— in Technicolor.
Then I’ll take you to Stage 5, where they’re
shooting a picture with Mark Stevens in the

HEYMAN
FURNITURE
Discounts
Members

CO.

to Studio
on

Terms

Club

Furniture

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West

Pico Blvd.

WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

leading role.’ The woman gasped: ‘Oh, how
wonderful— Mark Stevens in person!’ And the
young man sighed: ‘Betty Grable— my pinup
girl— what a thrill! Has she really got the bestlooking legs in the world?’
“They loved the lilting music, tlie rhythmic
tapping of Betty’s feet, her singing, the excitement of it all. The young boy from the mailroom patiently answered all their questions.
They seemed to sense every detail of what was
going on. Then he took them to the Mark
Stevens set, and then still another. What he
had feared was going to be an awful ordeal
tiuned out to be a genuine pleasure. When
he brought them back to tlie Reception Desk,
they told the attendant how charming their
guide had been and thanked her profusely
for the courtesy extended them. The blind
woman’s parting words were, ‘You know, we’ve
always
wanted
see how
theyforget
make that
pictures!’
. . . Tell
Santa toGlaus
not to
brave
couple nor the young boy from the mailroom
who helped glamorize their day.”
And so we DISSOLVE BAGK

to Santa

Glaus’ North Pole Workshop and find all is
hustle and bustle— hammers pounding, saws
buzzing, electric machines grinding away, in
symphonic-like unison. And we GUT to the
Exterior and find jolly old Nick, as of yore,
loading his sleigh and giving Donner and Blitzen and the rest of the team the old pep talk,
while over the sound track can be lieard the
merry notes of “Jingle Bells” with full orchestra
accompaniment.

SHOP

AT
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FOR SALE — ACCORDION
120 Bass, one switch 39 key. Ideal for
student. $250. Call Pat, Ext. 1281.
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AND
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Speakers and officers of Twentieth's American Legion Post 563 stand at attention as the Marine
Corps bugler blows taps for TCP's fallen heroes. Left to right; Art Webb, Sol Halprin, Sam
Engel, Bill Lundigan, ffal Gordon, Tony Hanse.
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JOE
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BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS
20% DISCOUNT
TO STUDIO

SANTA

CLUB

CHRISTMAS

TREES
iOENE'S SEAT COVER SHOPj
Plastic and Nylon Seat Covers

MEMBERS
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Thirty

ALL
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One long blast on the studio’s highpitched fire whistle cut the stillness. The
rain had stopped after almost three days
of record downpour, and the shiny new
flagpole stretched lazily into the blue
sky as if to gather some new warmth.
The occasion was the Armistice Day
Twentieth’s Amceremony
ericanobserved
Legion Post by
563. Witnessed by
scores of TCFers, the affair honoring the
employees of 20th who lost their lives
defending our cormtry, was marked by
heart-warming orations, poems and prayers. Highlight of the ceremony was
the unveiling of a new shrine, a tall flagpole set in a beautiful flagstone base,
with names of TCP’s war dead inscribed
on a large bronze plaque.
Families of the war dead were present
at the impressive shrine, dedicated to
their sons, husbands, and brothers.
Led by a smart looking and brassy
Marine Corps marching band, almost 200
TCF veterans marched down the studio’s
main avenue to the new shrine, located
in the garden across from the Fire department. The people who had gathered
to watch the event, hung on the wellchosen words of the speakers, and when
it was announced that the ceremony was
over, the crowd still stood silently with
bowed heads.
It was, indeed, one of the most colorful and impressive sights— the dedication
of Twentieth’s memorial to its dead war
heroes, November 11, 1949.

RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
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REFRIGERATORS
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FREEZERS
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Fine Photography
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ii
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ii

• Portraits
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Powolny

• Parties
• Weddings

:i

beautifully portrayed by

photographic craftsmen
ii
ii
in black and white
or color
ii
ii Movies made of and for you in
ii
black and white or color

•

Actor Bill Lundigan, himself a veteran of World
War II, recited a heart-warming poem which
honored America's war dead. The impressive,
well organized ceremony dedicating the shrine
to Twentieth's dead war heroes, kept the moist
eyed
hanging
on the
orator'swatched.
solemn
words.audience
Over two
hundred
workers

Ij 11456V^ National Blvd.
Los Angeles 34
II
ji Call CR. 6-221 1 — Ext. 582
for appointment
ii

What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Store!
II you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you cein greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plan.

FOR
NEW
SHOPPING
HOURS

XMAS

. . . IT’S MASTERS

Open Daily, including Saturdays: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
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14th AnnualSUNDAY,
Children’s
Show
DECEMBERChristmas
18
Fox-Wilshire Theatre, 8440 Wilshire Blvd.

-

MUSIC

PROGRAM

Doors Open 9 A.M.; Show Starts 9:30

-

Arrangements by Johnny Scott, Sonny Olivera and His Orchestra

WELCOME.... By Ike Danning, Studio Club President, and Fred L. Metzler, Studio Mgr. andTreas.
COMMON ITY SI NG..Led by Grayce Artinian Marilee Carpenter, Gretchen McNally, Rose Zatarin
ANIMATED CARTOONS
SANTA

CLAUS'

WORKSHOP

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Little Girl
Sugarplum Fairy
Gnomes
Wooden Soldier
Pony and Dog Act
Bicyclist
Dancing Doll
Aviatrix
Sailor Girl
Girl Race Driver
Cowgirl
Messenger Girl
Santa Claus

PRESENTS

FROM

SANTA

—

A PLAY

IN ORDER

OF APPEARANCE
SHARI ROBINSON
DEBRA PAGET
LES CLARK, BARNEY ELMORE
EVERETT CAPPS
JOHN I. SONNEY
PAUL GORDON
SHARI ROBINSON
EILEEN BILLICK
LESLI GAE
PAT WOODWARD
PAT AVERALL
BETTY HOPPS
HIMSELF
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PIC OF MONTH
Ushered

in with all the old but familiar fanfare of a pre-war premiere the

world's preem of Darryl Zanuck's 12 O'CLOCK HIGH was witnessed by over
2000 spectators on December 21st. The gala black tie affair, complete with
giant searchlights sweeping the sky and a crack 60-piece Air Force band,
introduced 12 O'CLOCK as Twentieth's bid for Academy honors. Ceremonies
in the forecourt of Grauman's Chinese theatre included the introduction of 7
top Air Force generals, along with some 80 top-ranking film celebrities. The
after-performance raves and next day press reviews, gave an indication of
things to come next March, when Oscars are passed out. Huh? Think so too?
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don’t have to travel too far or listen too intently to hear
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motion

picture workers, have grown
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They
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WHAT'S

24

Board

HOLLYWOOD?
of Controllers

President

Walter Jolley
Florence Mack
Jack Conlin

Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

are telling the other people who

work

and make

and get it over with. Listening to them, one would
is just another chore, like mowing
wash the windows.
Who

their

Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Frank Brown, Bob Comer,
Hugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning, Eddie
DeCuir, Kathleen Fish, Ruth Fox, Charles Goldie, Henry
Goldfarb, Ray Jones, Tom Krause, John Lavin, Nettie
McLaughlin, Ben Nye, Sonny Olivera, Clinton Sandeen,
George Stephenson, Jim Trucano, Dave Vaughn, Joe
Wright, Pete Young.
Honorary Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Second
Class Matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

are these melancholy

think that it

the lawn, or helping the wife

oracles, anyway?

Are

they pos-

sessed of what the psychiatrists call a “death wish”? Do they
want to involve the whole film industry in their urge for selfdestruction?
These same people are probably the ones who cried “Inflation!”
when prices went up, and shouted “Depression!” with equal
fervor the moment a between-picture layoff occurred, or picture
grosses dropped.
The trouble is that their talk of the film industry’s inevitable
destruction gets listened to. The movie going public soon reads
statements or hears such talk which has definite effect on their
opinions of motion
Thus

5

par-

living in the film industry that they might as well prepare for
the inevitable (the death of the major motion picture studios)

CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS PARTY
TCP's MAGIC CARPET
STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
SAFETY DINNER
GUARD YOUR HEALTH
SPORTS
ACTION APPLAUDS
LEGION HELPS VETERANS
DANCING IN THE DARK
MPRF BIRTHDAY

Bill Winter

pretty tired of it. We

ticularly don’t like it when it comes from a person who contributes and earns his living from the creation of motion pictures.

4

WITH

CLUB

entertainment he wants— for free!” That kind of talk has been
going on for more than three years. And we, like a lot of other

NEWS

RIGHT

STUDIO

Assistant Editor

CONTENTS
PRODUCTION

CENTURY-FOX

someone remark, “Television will kill the movies. In another
five years no one will have to leave his living room for the best
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PUBLICATION

pictures. Usually in lower box office results.

the industry’s ever mounting
lations isset back another rung.

need for favorable public re-

It is hopeless, senseless talk. But, if senseless things are said
often enough

and

believe them. You
here.

loud enough

too many

people will come

to

can figure the results of this loose talk from

Lucky for us here at Twentieth there are hopeful and intelligent men and women working at this studio and in the industry,
who dare to challenge and oppose the “inevitable.” Not only
the leaders, but the vast majority of TCFers, believe in the unlimited future possibilities of our studio and its product.
We

don’t think we’ll be hurting anyone’s feelings, or that we’re

abridging anybody’s civil rights when

we hope that if these same

prophets of gloom can’t advance any plan or helpful advice tothey’ll ward
. the
. . film
industry’s
entertainment problems, then at least
SHUT
UP!
Three

1950 to See Upsurge of Film
30 PICTURES NOW IN THE EARLY STAGES OF PREPARATION MAKES THE COMING YEAR LOOK BRIGHT

A “bullish” market in production will
keep 20th Century-Fox’s sound stages
packed with sets and the backlot industries humming as 1950 gets out of its
swaddling clothes.
With three pictures before the cameras, five in the immediate offing and
more than 30 in preparation, production
will take a decided upsurge as the new
year hits its stride.
For a good many weeks to come, Betty
Grable and Dan Dailey will be dancing
in MY BLUE HEAVEN, Dana Andrews
and Gene Tierney will be romancing
along WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS
and Richard Widmark, Paul Douglas
and Barbara Bel Geddes will be playing
tense drama in OUTBREAK.
Other pictures will follow swiftly.
After 18 months in Europe where he
made PRINCE OF FOXES and THE
BLACK

ROSE, Tyrone Power has returned for RAWHIDE with Susan Hayward as his cinematic love interest. This

story of the Old West, one of the most
pretentions of the year, will be directed
by Henry Hathaway and produced by
Samuel Engel.
Engel has another which he will get
under way shortly, THE JACKPOT, a
satire on the radio giveaway shows
which will be based on a story in the
New Yorker. Producer William Perlberg
Gregory Peck's unforgettable performance
HIGH will long be remembered by the movie
in the movie which will be a top contender
from the strain of leading one of the first
Four

Maupin

expects to give the green signal soon to

as General Savage in 20th's TWELVE
O'CLOCK
going public. Here, one of the most dramatic scenes
for the coming Oscar awards. Savage finally cracks
daylight precision bombing groups over Germany.

a lavish musical, I’LL GET BY; Robert
Bassler and Edmund Colliding will
begin prodnction on NIGHT

WITHOUT

Production

MiJIigan

One of fhe most unusual, yet highly entertaining films released during the past year, was Joe
Mankiewicz's LETTER TO THREE WIVES. This adult satire introduced Paul Douglas to movie
fans everywhere, and was the first of the successful Darnell-Douglas comedy combinations.

SLEEP, an exciting dramatic study of a
man who thinks he has murdered his
TER TO THREE

WIVES

was followed

wife— but can’t remember; and Sol. C.
Siegel and Claude Binyon have FAMILY

by such varied films as DOWN

SKELETON,

SEA

a mystery with a humorous

twist, in the offing.
With

such a start for the new

year,

IN SHIPS, MOTHER

WAR

four to six pictures in the making.

COME

humor

60-odd writers either have completed or are

working

These include such famous

on

30

stories.

THE

Tyrone

BRIDE
and

and

chuckled

felt the charming

over

the

spell of

TO THE STABLE. As many millions were stirred by the heroics of
Power

in PRINCE

As the year drew

OF

FOXES.

to an end, two

of

Zanuck’s

IS A FRESH-

MAN, and YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING.
An entire world laughed at and with
SITTING PRETTY and I WAS A MALE

studio heads are basing their long-range
plans on a schedule that will keep from

Some

TO

are

pictures struck the movie industry, and people wherever pictures
shown, with shocking impact. In

PINKY,

one

moving

stories of

of the most

daring

all time,

TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH,
account of courage and human
in crisis, Zanuck

created

that will be shown

and re-shown

and

and
in

with its
emotions

masterpieces
through

the years.

literary works

as Ernest Hemingway’s short narrative,
THE
SNOWS
OF
KILIMANJARO,
which

Darryl F. Zanuck

produce;

THE

will personally

MUDLARK,

Theodore

Bonnet’s best seller about a street urchin
who wandered into Windsor Castle in
Queen

Victoria’s day; CALL

IT TREA-

SON, George L. Stewart’s novel that
won the Christopher award; and LYDIA
BAILEY, a colorful, swashbuckling tale
set in the West Indies.
As it enters 1950, 20th Century-Fox
confidently hopes to equal the record
for good films set during the jiast year
—a record which

has been recognized

industry leaders and
alike.

by

the nation’s press

Starting with Olivia deHavilland’s portrayal in THE SNAKE PIT, 1949 saw
20th Century-Fox turn out one picture
after another that its creators and craftsmen could look
founded

back

pride. The

on

with

well-

hilarity of A LET-

Urgin

Here's a formula which is always a favorite — dancing and singing stars Betty Grable and Dan
Dailey — plus Director Henry Koster — plus a fine Technicolor musical story. The result,
20th's MY

BLUE

HEAVEN,

now being filmed.
Five

I
Finale of "Santa

Claus'

Workshop,"

a playlet by Mary

Loos.

Children's
Christmas
Party
Fills
Theatre
Over 2400 Children and Their TCF Parents Attend Studio Club’s
Christinas

Party at the Fox-Wilshire
Just a part of the many

boys and girls who

attended

Theatre, December
the TCF

Christmas

party.

/*
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18th.

"Merry

Christmas,

everybody!"

from

Singing, Movie
for Each

TCF

Santa.

Cartoons, a Christmas

Child

.

.

. and of Course
Photos

by Bahcoc]{, Mitchell,

Everett Capps of Story Files, the mechanical clown, gets a brush-off and
a wind-up from Santa's Gnomes — Les Clark and Barney Elmore, dance
directors — before going into his dance.

Usherettes from Script and Wardrobe
to represent different countries.

Legionnaires are Santa's helpers to distribute the Christmas

departments,

were

costumed

toys.

Playlet, Presents and Candy
. . . Santa Claus, Himself.
Coiicialdi

Shari Robinson, beautiful brown-eyed little actress and dancer in the
show, receiving due adulation from two admirers, Lyle Wheeler, left, and
Joe Wright of the Art Department, general chairman of the Party.

"And a 'Hoppy' suit it shall be." Any similarity to Hal Gordon, Head
of Print Shop, is not coincidental.

THE MAGIC

CARPET

TCP'S FILM LIBRARY
By Clemmie

Galloway

Photos by Jack Pashkovosky

Atlas carried the world
ders.
TCP’s
of film.

on his shoul-

Film Library carries it in rolls

On

a moment’s notice, they can transport you on their magic carpet to the
Canals of Venice, the Pyramids of Egypt,
the Arch of Triumph
Circus in London,
Rockefeller
South

kind of background, the card index was
referred to and reels of film were run off

comprehensive, yet simplest of any in
the entire motion picture industry.

until he found

By breaking film down into small,
exact categories and making a roll of

what

he wanted

or gave

up trying.
The system

of cataloguing

film developed

in 1932 by Carl Effinger,

Head

of the Film

and filing

Library, is the most

each, reels, which take up so much

space

in the can, have

with.

been

To give an example:

dispensed

small rolls of film

in Paris, Piccadilly

the Fjords of Norway,

Center,

Pole, the wheat

the

Riviera,

the

fields of Kansas,

the South Sea Islands, the tulips of Holland or the Taj Mahal of India.
In a

little building sandwiched between the Music Hall and the Research

Library, the whole
motion

world is recorded

on

picture film.

The object of a film library is to supply
stock shots of actual locales, thus obviating the necessity of having to shoot
costly locations and run
costs.

up production

TCP’s Film Library has paid ample
dividends both in time and money saved
producers, directors and editors.
Up

until 1932, film of loosely related

backgrounds

and

subject matter

was

spliced together, put on reels, stored in
cans and recorded in a card index. When

Carl Effinger,

a producer or director asked for a certain

the Library's simplified catalogues with Art Director Lee Fuller. The Art Dept, sometimes uses
these records for authentic reference work in planning the sets and scenery in pictures.

FAdht

seated.

Head

of the Film

Library, and

a TCFer

since

1926,

checks

over

one

of

of railroad trains may
in the

following

be broken

down

classifications: day,

night, freight, passenger, entering, leaving a station, etc. And instead of cards
which

carried only general description

on the reel, small, compact
which

contain

typewritten

catalogues
descriptions,

such as location, action, time of day, what
production

and key number

opposite film frames.

These

are written
frames

are

from the actual scene and make it possible to visualize before running if the
film meets

requirements.

An advantage

of the system is that it is

not a “one man” show. Anyone who
comes into the Film Library can consult the catalogues and locate exactly
the kind of shot required, for the data is
at his fingertips, visual and in text, arranged alphabetically as to categories
and subcategories, exactly defined and as
easy to locate as a word in the dictionary.
The Film Library receives copies of all
subjects produced in New York and released by this company and synopses of
all usable scenes are made. Other films
filed in the Library include both Technicolor and black and white negatives,
sound

effects and

process background

negatives, also newsreels, March
and

down

into single categories

for filing. These categories are catalogued and filed in exactly the same
manner as the usable material saved
from our regular West
ductions.

Coast feature pro-

Positive films of feature productions
are run by members

of the Film Library

staff before the negative is cut. Protec-

Al Wood

looks through

one

Film

Library

stores

its film

in many

large cement

vaults

scattered

throughout

the

lot.

of Time

short subjects, all rich in background and scenic effects. The synopses

are broken

The

of the numerous

tive master-positive on all “one take”
scenes are ordered for Film Library files.
After the negative has been

cut, the

tions and ideas, but at the same time preserving the individual point of view of
each of the Librarians.
On the basis of this composite

list, the

positive picture is again viewed by the
Film Librarians who make a list of the

Librarians

shots which

each

be

used

film in the cutting room

again. These

lists are then turned

over

in the lab, saving all usable scenes

think

can

to the catalogue girl who makes a composite of the several lists, condensing the
material, eliminating

catalogues

for a director,

to check on the possible use for one of the Library's stock shots. Al
is the Assistant Head of the Film Library, and a TCFer for 19 years.

duplicate

sugges-

now

go through

the positive

and negatives
in

which principals are not recognizable.
Positive and negative film is matched
(Continued on Next Page)

Sam Woodward, Film Librarian, checks for a particular shot. He is
responsible for each film which is checked in or out. There are two
such vaults in the Library, holding 38 picture and 6 sound catalogues.

Nine

Cathey Burrow, Film Librarian, is seen checking a roll of film on the
Movieola. All possible background and scenic film is salvaged for later
use. It is then checked and placed in cans for storage.

Judd Smith, Film Librarian, is seen at the cutting desk going through
black and white negatives to obtain any usable scenes. After the
selection the film is then catalogued, marked and filed in storage cans.

and a four l)y six filing card is prepared
with a synopsized description of the particular footage. To this is added filing
data such as production title, the names
of the director and the cameraman, the
date shot was

photographed,

the “take

number,” and the “key continuity” number. An identifying frame of positive
film is next clipped to the card. Carl
then classifies these.

The cards and the film are then turned
over to the filer who

deposits the film in

the can, writes the number

of the can on

found in one
notice.

can, and

on

The catalogue pages are loose-leaf and

the film “leader” and on the card, together with a number to identify the

divided

roll among

apertures. The film fits in them like a
snapshot in an album. Only similar

Thus

the other rolls in the can.

space in the cans is used

best advantage.

to the

So aecurate is the filing

scenes

alphabetieally into main categories. Each page contains seven frame

appear

on

any

given eatalogue

and eataloguing that positive shots, negati\'e shots, and sound

effects all may

be

Duplicate

catalogues of sound

page.

A view of another storage location for the film: the top
story of the cutting building. Sid Peck, seen transporting

Ten

a moment’s

cans of film along the catwalk, goes
the Technicolor negatives to discover

through each of
any usable film.

effects

Cliff Beck is putting rolls of background film into these cans. Many
small rolls such as these are placed in the cans, thus saving space.
These cans of films are then catalogued and stored for later use.

are furnished the Sound Effects Department. Also duplicate cards of all background material with frames of film attached, are turned over to the Background Department. These departments
may thus order what they want on the
phone without coming over to the Film
Library. Duplicate cards are sent to the
Sersen Dept., and Movietone News in
New York on any of their material filed.

Twentieth is proud of the most progressive film library in the industry.
It uses a combination of visual (cuts of film seen at left) and printed
identification in its catalogues to locate all types of shots.

An invaluable feature of TCP’s catalogue system is its compactness. The
44 catalogue volumes are stored in
medium sized safes. They catalogue 30
million feet of film.
The test of any method of cataloguing
and filing film is the speed with which
a required shot can be located.
The simplicity of TCP’s system and
the smoothness and accuracy with which

it works has repaid the studio not only
in the making of Twentieth Century pictures, but because of its scope and acces ibility, isin constant demand by outside studios, who pay $2.50 a foot for
film furnished them.
Carl Effinger and his staff take pride
in the efficiency of their department, another valuable component of the great
Twentieth Century-Pox organization.

Secretary for the Film Library is Gwen Tyler,
The storage space for the Film Library extends as far as Twentieth's Western Avenue Studio.
keeps all the department s catalogues and
These huge fire proof storage vaults hold can after can of precious negative and positive films.
files up to date, along with her other duties.
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STUDIO
WINTER

ELECTED

CLUB

PREXY

Election of new officers of the Studio
Club resulted in Bill Winter, smiling

* *
1

publicist, being elected as the new leader
of the organization for the coming year.
Others selected for the remaining

impor-

tant offices
by the
Club’s Board
of were
Controllers at the
December
meeting,
Walter Jolley of the Paint Department,
as vice-president; Florence Mack, Script
department as Secretary, and Jack Conlin, head of the Maintenance department
as Treasurer of the Studio Club.
Each individual from the 26 members

■»

of the board is allowed one vote in selecting the candidates nominated by the
board. The board members, themselves

I*

responsible for the activities and recreational features of the Club, are elected
for a three year term by a general vote
of all the Club members.
Winter,

always

popular

with

all the

employees, served as vice-president of
the Club last year. In addition, he served

Pouiolny

Mr. Ray Klune, righf, the studio's Executive Production Manager who has always maintained an
interest in Studio Club activities, takes time out from his pressing duties to congratulate Bill Winter, newly elected president of the club. Walter Jolley, left, popular head of the Paint Department, was elected to serve as vice-president. New officers will be installed on January 10th.

MEMBERS

TAKING

ADVANTAGE

Additional

new

Studio

Club

services

open for all studio employees has built
up the volume of business and services
during the past four months to the tune
of almost $6,000.00.
One of the most attractive bargains,
now offered at the Club’s North Lot
office, is the Ekcoware line of kitchen
utensils. The sale of these utensils will
definitely close the 31st of January.
Through a wholesale connection, prices
have been sliced to give the TCP purchaser 33fi percent off the list price. The
merchandise is .still on display at the
office.
Another

added

attraction which

has

been doubling in business each month
is the new Mutual Ticket booking
agency. Today, almost $1,000 worth of
ticket business has been transacted
Gunn

Jim Trucano inspecl's the attractive line of
Ekcoware kitchen utensils, now on a discount
sale at the Club.

T ivelve

through the Club’s office. Although this
method of obtaining choice seats for
almost any type of entertainment does
not save the purchaser any money, it

as chairman of
spring picnic, and
licity department
Although he will

last year’s successful
has been in the Pubfor the last 16 years.
be formally installed,

along with the other officers and new
members of the board, at the official installation dinner at the Miramar Hotel,
Jan. 9th, he already has discussed plans
for a more diversified and active program than ever before attempted.

OF BARGAINS
saves time. The purchaser does not have
to travel downtown to pick up his tickets
before the performance. One trip to the
Studio Club will handle everything for
the ticket buyer.

Although

the football season

is now

over, almost $1,800 worth of choice football seats were sold to TCP rooters during the past season. The Club handled
ducats for the Rams, Dons, USC, UCLA
football teams.
Additional

service now

available to

employees, is the Studio Club s trav’el
service, which deliv'ers tickets and reservations to the employees here at work.
Also any travel information or questions
answered by a quick call to
are readily
the
Club.

Savings on books and magazine subscriptions are also obtainable to employees who wish to use the convenient
Studio Club discount plan. Por further
information, call the Studio Club, 745.

ACTIVITIES
2 NEW

CLASSES

The Studio Club, continuing its policy
of conducting an educational class whenever an enrollment of 15 or more persons
is indicated, will start two
during the month
A new
middle

new

classes

of January.

television class will begin the

of the month,

and will be held

each Wednesday night in the Production Bungalow. The course will cover all
phases of television operations and constructions. However, it will be confined
to the mechanics of the actual TV set,
and will not deal with any other problems, such as the operation of the sending
station, or with drama. The course is on
college level, and will be conducted by
an instructor from the UCLA Extension
College. No previous scholastic requirements are necessary to enroll in this
class, and the instructor has promised
that the class will be a simple yet thor-

MYSTERY

DRAMA

TO START

ough study of all the basic elements
television mechanics.
Plans are
interesting
raphy. The
services of

NEW PLAY IN MARCH
of

also being made to start an
course in popular photogStudio Club has obtained the
David Kovar, noted portrait

photographer and modeling instructor,
to conduct this class. Kovar, with plenty
of experience

along this line, plans to

divide the time almost equally between
classroom instruction and criticism, and
field trips. He will also show model posing techniques and other interesting
photo features which will be of interest
to all types of camera

bugs. “The

t\q3e

of camera will be unimportant,” explained Kovar, when asked if the student had
to purchase any special camera for this
class. This class will start the second
week of January, anyone interested in
either course should call the Studio Club
office for additional information.

PLAYED

EXTRA

NIGHT

Slated to be one of the top little theater
productions ever attempted, ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON will be staged the
early
part located
of February
the Lot.
studio’s
Cafeteria,
on the inNorth
The complete two act play will be
directed by Les O’Pace, one of Hollywood’s top talent directors, who has been
TCP’s Test Director for the last six years.
O’Pace has picked an all star cast of
accomplished little theater actors to take
over the highly liveable parts in the play.
Part of the cast includes Hugh Fowler,
John Ehrin, A1 Lebovitz, Helen Ersvin,
Madelyn Ehrin, and Edith Hooker.
The play which has had a series of
successful Broadway runs since 1930,
and three moxies made from the story,
has four fast moving scenes in each act.
The story deals with a likeable young
man, born on the wrong side of the
tracks; played by good looking Hugh
Fowler. He later finds himself married
to the wrong

girl, and in love with his

wife’s best friend, Madelyn Ehrin.
Further announcement about the little
theater’s ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON
will be coming your way soon. Watch for
the opening date!

Slated to run for a limited engagement
of only four days on the 6, 7, 8, 9,
of December, DOUBLE
INDEMNITY,
staged by the little theater group,

was

held over an extra playing night to accommodate the late requests.
Directed by Claude Wilkinson, the
mystery drama was adapted from the
motion picture of the same name, and
was presented as an experimental lab
production. Presented in nine scenes, the
adaptation for the stage, written by
Claude Wilkinson and Lonnie Raidor,
closely followed the screen play from
start to finish. The thrilling suspense
ran on an even but exciting pace
throughout, while the realistic acting
kept the audience rigid with anticipation during the entire performance.
Much of the credit can be given to
the backstage crew, who made the fast
scenes possible, and the remaining members of the production crew whose effects helped to create the threatening
mood.
The cast included: June Colby, \fic
Cutler, Kordula Polenek, Lonnie Raidor,
Lucia Monte, Cene Sanders, Pat Woodward, James Whims.

Gordon
A glimpse at this highlighting scene from DOUBLE INDEMNITY, presented by the Studio Club's
Little Theatre Group as an experimental lab production, will convince you of the suspense packed
into this production. The play was held over an extra playing night.
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-Photoi by Mitchell

Over

200

guests

enjoyed

themselves

when

the studio

held its annual

banquet

honoring

the employees'

^tu4h
“Tonight were honoring the safest studio in the motion picture in-

Mutual

dustry,” Mr. Douglas Jones, representative from the Lumberman’s
Insurance Co., reminded

over 200 pleased guests. The occasion was the annual employees’
Safety Council banquet, sponsored
by the studio to honor this organization for their work in helping to
establish this record.
Jones went on to say that Twentieth had only 50 lost time accidents
last year, while the industry itself
set a record, when it went a full
year without one fatal accident. It
was pointed out that year after
Congratulations

were

state safety inspectors,

in order

from

Benshoof

and

the state. On
Rhodes,

the left,

congratulate

Mr. Metzler for his studio's outstanding safety record
during 1949. Producer Sam Engel and Ray Klune were
on hand

to help celebrate

the organization's

banner

year.

year, this studio has led the film industry in proven safety practices
and records. In addition to the
working conditions provided by the
studio, the bulk of the credit can
be attributed to the cooperation

This group of happy safety enthusiasts smile for the photographer before the beginning of the banquet, which honored the safety record.

Safety Society,

^pcieti^
and alertness of each employee on
the lot.
The Safety Society, composed of
representatives from each of the
studio’s departments, promotes safe
working conditions, and calls attention to any unsafe working practices.
The honor of conducting

the most

spirited banquet in the Society’s
history, fell on the burdened shoulders of Sam Engel. His witty introductions and well chosen comments
brought the members of the Society to their feet with a thundering
round of applause at the conclusion
of his toastmaster chores.
The evening of hilarious fun and
entertainment for the members of
the Safety Society was rounded

out

by a group of impressive congratulatory speeches by the various studio executives and insurance officials.

The speakers' table was filled with dignitaries of Twentieth's studio and insurance
officials, who all praised the Society's safety record. The affair was held Dec. 2.

m
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On January 11th, 12th,
Free Chest X-Rays Will he
Availahle to All TCFers and
Their Families. Call the Studio
Club for Appointment.

— Photos

by Pash\ovs\y

On a recent visit to the TB association headquarters, Elisabeth Woodruff of TCP's Script Department, discovers how the portable x-ray machine operates. This machine which will be used at
our studio January 1 1 and 1 2, is explained by operator Henry Nova.

Guard

Your

If you haven’t seen a doctor in the last year, there is a chance
that you may have tuberculosis.
It’s a fact that tb of the lungs can be found long before you
feel sick. On January 11 and 12 the Los Angeles County
Tuberculosis and Health Association will have their portable
X-ray equipment in Rehearsal Hall No. 2 to take free chest
X-rays of employees and members of their families over 12
years old.
In addition to discovering tb in the lungs, the X-ray will
reveal any heart abnormalities or cancer areas in the chest.
This service is free, easy and above all else, confidential.
Although appointments must be made

through the Studio

Club office, the Association’s report will be mailed direct to
the employee’s home from the TB Association. The report
will point out any irregularities and advise whether or not the
individual should consult with his family doctor.
While tuberculosis is still the leading killer among communicable diseases— those that spread from person to person
—it is now seventh on the list of causes of death.
Credit for this tremendous advance must go to many: to the
professional men who spent countless hours in hospitals and
laboratories tracing the cause of the disease and the possible
treatments; to the public health workers and those from voluntary health agencies who spread the word that tuberculosis
was preventable and curable, and found those who had tb;
and to the public, which when finally aware of the power of
this enemy, took the steps necessary to wipe it out.
From one standpoint, however, one of the most important
steps in tuberculosis control was the development of the
miniature chest X-ray film, such as will be used at the studio.
Previous to the widespread introduction of this 70mm film
about seven years ago, it was necessary to use the huge 14x17
film, which not only called for more cumbersome equipment
but was considerably more expensive.
Now it is possible for the TB Association to take a portable
or mobile X-ray unit into a community or an industry and give
free chest X-rays to hundreds within a short period of time
—which means that many cases of tuberculosis which might
otherwise have remained undiscovered, will be found.
Within a few months after the program here at Twentieth,
the largest case-finding venture ever to be undertaken in the
US will begin in Los Angeles County. United States Public

Health

Health Department

personnel will join with the staffs of the

city and culosis
county
healthin departments
and thewhich
area’s will
threefind
TuberAssociations
a huge program
free
chest X-rays made for every resident of the county over 15
years of age. More than 3,000,000 films are expected to be
taken.
What happens after the X-ray is taken?
The roll of film is developed, and chest specialists are called
in to examine the negatives, looking for the signs which indicate possible tuberculosis.
When a “suspicious” film is found, the person for whom
it was made is notified, as is his physician, and further studies
are suggested.
Those who are found to have tuberculosis, however, are in
many respects fortunate, for the longer the disease is left
untreated the harder it is to bring about recovery.
So don’t gamble with your health! It’s the most important
thing you have! Take advantage of this free service offered
bv the Los Angeles County Tuberculosis and Health Association. . . AND CALL THE STUDIO CLUB FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT .... NOW!

The individual does not have to disrobe to have his chest x-rayed
with this new portable machine. Henry Nova shows Elisabeth how easy
it is done. All appointments should be made through the Studio Club.

5i»

Inter-Departmental Basketball Games to be Played on Wednesday Nights

Babcoci;

A few of the first nighters who helped open the 1950 Inter- Departmental
Basketball League, pause before the beginning of hostilities. The league

play will start the middle of January, and games will be held in Rehearsal
Hall number 2 each Wednesday night. Admission is free; all are welcome.

The Tuesday Night Scratch League
finished the second round, or the first

60 employees signing up for Inter-Departmental Basketball and a sizable turn-out the first called practice, it
looks like our winter Wednesday nights

half of the schedule. There are two postponed matches to be made up, but as

are going to provide physical exercise for
the sturdy and lung exercise for the Fox
rooters.

Bowlers

at Mid-Point

the teams stand now, Dan Dailey’s Hoofers have 26 points won. Construction
Dept. 23, Monte’s Wolves, Alfred Newman and Jimmy Rw7ian 20 points each,
sixth place Johnny’s Jumpups with 19
points, Walt Jolleij’s Jokers 18 points,
and Linda Darnell with 16. Angie George
has high average of 182.
The Thursday Night Handicap League
has bowled twelve weeks, and the Peck’s
Polecats are leading by five points over
the Joseph Mankiewicz girls, who have
31 points won. Richard Widwark’s boys
jumped into third place, and the Rill
Ltindigan girls after leading the league
for a while ha\e slipped to a tie for
fourth place with the Mark Stevens girls.
The Sam Engel team is fifth.
Sixteen

With

The League at the present time looks
like 6 teams with players representing
the following departments: Paint, Maintenance, Production, Office Workers, Cutting, Mill, Camera, Laboratory, Location, Labor, Mail, Music Cutting, Police,
Publicity, Research, Still Lab, Story Files,
Transportation and Re-Recording.
The regular league schedule will start
on Wednesday, January 18th, and will
continue for 10 weeks every Wednesday
in Rehearsal Hall No. 2. With 3 games a
night being played, the first game will
start at 7 p.m.
There are still plenty of open places for
players, scorers, officials, so, if interested,
call Hazel Shirk, Ext. 684.

Of course what we’re really interested
in is enthusiastic spectators and we guarantee ifyou see one game, you 11 be a
20th Century-Fox

Inter-Dept. Basketball

fan.

Schedule

For 1st Round

of Play

Jan. 18th
7 PM — Cutters vs. Painters
7:45 PM — Main. vs. Production
8:30 PM — Mill vs. Collars
Jan. 25th
7 PM — Collars vs. Production
7 :45 PM — Mill vs. Painters
8:30 PM — Maintenance vs. Cutters
Feb. 1st
7 PM — Maintenance vs. Collars
7:45 PM— Cutters vs. Mill
8:30 PM — Painters vs. Production
Feb. 8th
7 PM — Cutters vs. Production
7:45 PM — Maintenance vs. Mill
8:30 PM — Collars vs. Painters
Feb. 15th
7 PM — Painters vs. Maintenance
7:45 PM — Mill vs. Production
8:30 PM — Cutters vs. Collars

ACTION APPLAUDS

•

•

These TCFers

Powolny

THE WESTERNERS, TCP's Masonic organization, upon the election of their new
officers. Aaron Halperin, left, past president of the group passes the prexy's gavel to
Campbell Forsyth, new president. Other new officers are, front row, left to right, Hal
JACK CODD, popular Studio Controller, and his
very pretty bride, the former Frances Grubb of
Santa Monica.

Gordon, 1st Vice-President; Campbell Forsyth, President; Henry Ledeboer, 2nd VicePresident. Back row, left to right, Glenn Harman, Chaplain; Ralph Arnold, Treasurer;
Al DeWeese, Recording Secretary.

Pashl{ovs\y

FRANK

GOMEZ

ing an American
is Spain.

of the Labor dept., for becomcitizen. Frank's native home

Cornman
CY MOCKRIDGE, Musical Composer, for
his
Blue Ribbon Award and his music in I WAS A
MALE WAR BRIDE.

Cornman

SOL SIEGEL, Producer, for winning the Picture
of Month Award in producing I WAS A MALE
WAR BRIDE.
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On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Phone

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

*Ask

(Briz or Bob)

for our wholesale Food lists

WALLPAPER
33%

DISCOUNT
Every

Type

TO

CLUB

and Design

MEMBERS

to Choose

From
Powolny

BOYDSTON
STORE

PHONE:

DU. 8-2435

3300

West

6th

BROS.
NIGHT

Street

(2 BIks. West of Vermont)
Open Friday Evenings

J. E. BRULATOUR,

PHONES:

CH. 5-2189

ANNE BAXTER. The star of 20th's, YOU'RE
MY EVERYTHING, which had its world preem
at the Chinese
her studio
forecourt.

last spring, took time out from

chores

to

impress

the

theatre's

INC

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion

Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE
Eighteen

Powolny

GREGORY

PECK,

who

along with the help of

lovely Anne Baxter and Sid Grauman, passes
his handprint along to posterity and teenagers.
The event took place recently in the famous
Chinese theatre.

Again this year the Police department has made
arrangements for you to obtain your 1950 automobile license. Hours are from 12 noon to
2:30 p.m., every day except Saturday, from
Jan. 23rd to Feb. 4th.

fo
SPECIAL
STUDIO

DISCOUNT

CLUB

MEMBERS

Appliances
HOTPOINT
- CROSLEY
GIBSON - ROPER
PH ILCO - WESTERN
MAGIC CHEF

HOLLY

Television
PACKARD-BELL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
P/iot05 by Pdshl^ovs?(>’

The front of the Cafe de Paris was the scene of the Legion's event.

LEGION AWARDS
Over $600 worth

of prizes were

away, Friday, December

PRIZES

CROSLEY - PH ILCO
HOFFMAN
ZENITH
Terms

to Suit Your

TELLER

APPLIANCE

CO.

369 South Robertson

given

( Near Olympic)

Beverly Hills

16th, by Twen-

CR. 1-1135

tieth’s American Legion post. They ranged from beautiful Television sets, radios,
electrical appliances, etc. Proceeds

Budget

Open Tuesdays and Thursdays
Until 9 P.M.

from

Courtesy

the annual affair will go to help support

- Quality

- Dependability

the Legion’s activities and the purchase
of a new billiard table for the recreation
hall at the veteran’s hospital, at Sawtelle.
The

remainder

of the funds

The Largest
Athletic Supply

will be

placed aside for the other Legion activities. Some of these
visits to the Wadsworth
ous legionnairs. Here
books, magazines,

include, monthly
Hospital by varithey

Store in
Southern California

distribute

and other comforts

to

the bed patients.
Standing on the balcony of the Stars' Dressing
Building, Colleen Townsend, cute TCP actress,
drew the lucky numbers

Wholesale

STUDIO

Prices to

CLUB

MEMBERS

from the Legion's drum.

Everything for the Golfer
Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

Fredericks
and Co.

Members of ihe TCP Legion post are seen with
the new billiard table which will be presented
to the veterans
Pleming, TCP

hospital. Left to right; Bob

legionnaire, Mr. Phillips, Los An-

geles Billiard Co., Mr. Clea'and, V.A. representative, and Hal Gordon, Commander of the Legion.
The table will be placed in the recreation room
of the hospital.

8560

WEST

PICO

BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw

2-5161

Nineteen

El Hancha Bawl
**The Friendly

House**

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

•
Plenty of Free Parking

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
Self PainU
PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

NEW

RELEASE

**Pick Up the Phone,
Call Lester L, Stone**

Dancing in the Dark

For Cont-inued Savings Through
the New Year

SAVE

20%

and More

(

Nationally Advertised Merchandise ^
Furniture - Appliances - Carpeting
Television - Radio - Cameras

Adapted
YOU

• Shopping Time

YOU

• Money

Broadway
DANCING

GET —

Make

The

Your Selection First
Then Phone Us

(24-hour

jSpend

ILester L. Stone & Asso;

Mark

by George

Stevens, Powell

leads the mirth-

ful activities with a rollicking performance of an outdated ham. In his heyday

Sample Showroom
5277 Sunset Boulevard

Twenty

of January.

produced

Led by William Powell, this picture
dishes out some high spirited but good
Dark.”
natnred kidding toward 20th GentnryFox. Helped by stars Betsy Drake and

a Nickel - Save Dollars

Ave.)

Technicolor,

the popular tunes of “Something to Remember You By” and “Dancing In The

Service)

(2 blocks east of Western

play,
“Bandwagon,”
20th’s
IN THE
DARK
will
be

Jessel and directed by Irving Reis, brings

Hollywood 9-2533

I

the old but successful

released during the month

• Exactly What You Want
• Full Guarantees and Service Warranties

5

from

SAVE —

he had been the most arrogant and hated

J

man in Hollywood and
failure had not mellowed

his years
him.

of

In the scene above, Powell is the only
man

who

Randy

might persuade

Broadway

star

Stuart to sign a film contract, so

movie producer Adolphe Menjon hires
the has-been to engineer a phony talent
hunt for an unknown. Scenarist Mark
Stevens

resents his assignment

as Pow-

ell’s publicity man, accepts only because
he’ll get to see his stage-struck girl, Betsy
Drake. As you can see, casting director
Don

Beddoe, right, vainly protests hiring the unreliable Powell. The quest for

the Broadway star. Bandy Stuart, becomes increasingly harder when the
audience discovers that her father was
once

rejected by the same

Hollywood

studio, and is now very hitter about having his daughter sign for the film. So
to New York we go.

NOTICE
A discount

offered to

All Studio Club Card Holders
at

Smith's Sporting Goods
1636 Westwood

Los Angeles 24

Blvd.

AR. 3-9842

The home of the

Studio Team
MILT

Equipment

"SNUFFY"

Fishing Tackle

SMITH

and All Athletic Supplies

HEYMAN
FURNITURE
Discounts
Members

Terms

CO.

to Studio
on

Club

Furniture

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

While

Stevens is out searching for Randy

in New

York, Betsy Drake

has come

to beg Powell

for an audition. He doesn't realize that, more than her talent, he's intrigued by the fact she
looks so much like his ex-wife she might be his daughter.

Finally Walter Catlett and his daughter

Randy Stuart are ready to sign the film contract, for

which Powell's studio has sent him to New York. They are less disappointed than touched
by Powell's turnabout when he "confesses" his persuasion to sign the contract was a dishonest
attempt to earn some money. They later leave after he convinces them not to sign the contract,
unknown to his studio.
Twenty-one

Later in Hollywood where she is under contract, due to Powell, he
questions Betsy about her parents while listening to a playback of
her voice recording. He realizes she is his daughter.

Stevens understands when Betsy tearfully tells him she can't make
her film test because she could never work with Powell. She has
discovered that he is her father, and she's always hated him because
he deserted her mother. She plans to leave Hollywood for good.

After the hit sneak preview of Betsy's test, Powell is offered a directing contract by Menjou. He suggests a star should have something

Powell interrupts Betsy's packing to tell her that, though she has
reason to hate him, she's using her hatred as an excuse to run away
from the possibility of failure. This works, and Powell's remarks
taunt Betsy into making the test. It is successful and she signs.

RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINKS
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACUUM
CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS

jCook
.
.
.
What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

of Your Organization

you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Storel
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART

for everything

they need

in standard

brands.

Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping
DON'T

dollar on every

BUY

purchase

you plan.

. . .

RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS
Across
1261

FREE

Ticenty-ticn

to say about her director, and is told by Betsy she'd never work with
anyone else. Stevens finally gets Betsy to agree she can be a wife, too.

North

the Street from

MART

the New

Don

Vine Street, Hollywood

PARKING
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AND

Lee Studios!
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2-1285
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FLOOR WAXERS
LAMPS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA
LAWN

SIPHONS
MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
GIFTS
CHIMES
BED LAMPS
TOYS

MPRF

CELEBRATES

25th BIRTHDAY

Closing a quarter of a century of outstanding achievement, the Motion Picture Relief Fund this December celebrates its Silver Anniversary as an organization devoted to aiding the sick,
needy and aged within the ranks of the
Hollywood motion picture studios.
The history of the Fund is an exciting
story of ad\ enture; of failures as well as
triumphs; of constant struggle to achieve
the high standards it had set and a glowing tribute to the individuals who have
given years of faithful service to the film
industry.
Probably nothing expresses the attitude of the Fund toward its beneficiaries
as well as does the poem which hangs on
the wall at the Country House where
veterans of the industry are privileged
to spend their autumn years in peace and
comfort. Written as a dedication by one
of the Fund’s most tireless workers, it remains anonymous by request. It reads:
What’s this that stands majestically
Out there upon the hill?
Is it a thing of brick and stone,
Created by man’s will?
Is it a finite, mortal thing.
That Time will soon decay.
And cause to crumble to the earth.
As all things do some day?
What’s this that glows so radiantly.
Beneath the mid-day sun?
Tell us the truth, we want to know;
What is it built upon?
The answer came in simple words.
This thing you ask us of.
Was bom within the hearts of men;
Yes, it was born of love.
It’s founded on the sacred rock
Of common brotherhood;
Where man holds fast the hand of man;
All for each other’s good.
A cup of water cold is there;
A spiritual draught;
For work well done, and lives well spent;
Sometimes so dearly bought.
Yes brothers, sisters, faithful ones;
We stand beside you there;
yJot guests of ours but guests of God;
We leave you in His care.
Since the December day in 1924 that
the Fund was incorporated, it has written
a dramatic saga of service never surpassed by any welfare group. Between
the lines of cold statistics is told the
human interest stories of thousands of
men, women and children saved from
the pit of despondency and want; of the
sick restored to health and to their jobs;
of prospective mothers given prenatal
care; of babies born under conditions to
give them a chance in life; of families
kept together until the breadwinner
could resume his or her responsibilities,
and of comfort and peace provided for
the aged.
According to the last annual report,
the Fund aided approximately 25,000

The

Studio Club's hard working

Welfare

Committee

pause

with the Motion

Picture Relief

Fund's Executive Secretary, Wilma Bashor, to honor the 25th birthday of the MPRF.
right: Kathleen Ridgeway, Lou Witte chairman, Tom Krause, and Wilma Bashor.

individuals during 1948 as compared
with 500 during the first year of its
existence. It now owns 60 acres in
Woodland Hills in the San Fernando
Valley on which its Country House and
its Country Hospital are located. The
latter has 40 private rooms; complete
surgical facilities and a staff of five physicians. In addition, the Fund has 10
beds in perpetuity at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital. It also has a complete dental
clinic. Through the generosity of screen
players and producers, the Fund has had
for the past 12 years, and still has, its
own radio show, revenue from which
built and maintains the Country House
and

made

possible the Country

Hos-

Left to

While the Country House and the
Country Hospital and the radio program
are the show cases of the Fund, it is in
the Welfare Department that the foundation of all accomplishment is laid. It
has a paid staff of 27 as compared with
the original three. In addition, a Board
of Trustees, an Executive Committee and
a Case Committee, all volunteers, meet
regularly to direct the Fund’s activities.
Thanks to their efficiency, the cost of administering relief takes only 11.9 cents
out of each dollar of revenue. The Fund
counts 90 per cent of the
industry as members and
one per cent and one-half
of
their salaries according
earnings.

workers in the
they contribute
of one per cent
to their weekly

pital.
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What’s

Right

By Dick Pitts

PLEASING

100 MILLION

There are approximately 100,000,000
motion picture critics in the United

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
y 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico

8588

near Holt

W.

virtually helpless against criticism and

Obviously it is impossible for Hollywood to please all of the people all of
the time, or even to satisfy entirely anyone except those who delight in tossing
dead cats at the screen.

grees of truth and the degrees of importance of the charges made. It weighs
all such factors and tries to correet mistakes, especially in matters relating to
morals.

industry

is beset

by

gossip.
The industry realizes, however, that
its chief concern must be with the de-

Two recent evidences of sineerity are
the banning of films based on the eareers
of notorious criminals and the eonsiderable reduction in the number of scenes

pressure

groups, kibitzers, and national and sectional prides. Most of them are pushing

Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

in opposite directions.
The professions, trades and crafts—
from doctors to detectives— are jealous
of their dignities and are higlily critical
of their representation on the sereen.
The

studios receive appeals and demands from a great variety of other interests—most of them selfish, all of them
anxious to use the great power of entertainment films.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

Carry

a Complete

Guaranteed

Line

showing the use of liquor.
But in spite of precautions, it seems
that only the millenium will free the
screen from errors of judgment. Occasionally, out of hundreds of pictures, will
come a film whieh will embarrass the
whole

industry and will be eited by detractors for years afterwards.
There are some general eharges, how-

But the production heads are fully
aware that this power would be lost if
ever the screen were used for such pur-

ever, which the motion picture industryconsiders thoroughly unjust and unfair.
One of these is the reeurrent complaint
about juvenile deliquency.

There is a temptation to shrug off
poses.
charges and rebukes by recalling that
motion pictures are an easy target, spotlighted inpublie attention as is no other
industry in the world. The film capitol
sometimes would like to retort that al-

Commenting on this, one of Hollywood’s most noted producers, remarked:
“The charge that motion pictures have
increased delinqueney is no more valid
than would be the outlawing of sulfa

most anybody can get attention by deWe

nouncing films or film people. The stars,
than any other public figures, are

States. Their opinions, expressed in ticket sales, publications and letters, have
been a stimulant and guide to American
films.

The

Pico Blvd.

more
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drugs because they have produced harmful reactions in a few susceptible pa-
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With Hollywood
tients. Would you condemn sugar because it is bad for diabetes, or exercise
because it might strain an ailing heart?”
He then went on and pointed out that
the only fair trial of the screen must be
one which considers benefits as well as
harm. Unluckily, he admitted, constructive moral forces are hard to measure.
“But, I believe,” he said,
every theater patron who sees
lows a suggestion for some
deed, there may be a thousand

“that for
and folimproper
who are

influenced in the opposite direction.”
There is no question of the screen’s
predominant morality, because on this
point both extremes of criticism are in
agreement.
Sophisticated realists are forever sneering at the screen and calling it untrue
to life because its stories inevitably bring
punishment for crime and atonement for
infidelity.
On the other hand, organizations for
reform are not always content with
screen’s mere compliance to this cardinal
rule of the Production Code. Even so,
censorship groups condemn only a tiny
minority of pictures. The majority are
acknowledged to be wholesome.
The most diligent fault-finders declare
that films wield a strong influence on
moral and social behavior.
By any standards, American pictures
are admitted to be strongly on the side
of the various virtues.

Thus, agrees another well known producer, motion pictures must be a powerful force for good, since they are both
influential and predominantly moral.

1124 SOUTH BEVERLY
Suite 1 0

DR,

CRestview 5-4797
COMPLETE ACCOUNTING AND
INCOME TAX SERVICE

Police department's office, holds over 1 00
valuable articles found at the studio, but
not claimed

by their owners.

Pete has

advised that anyone who has lost anything on the lot should check with police
headquarters, by the Tennessee Gate.

democracy and world peace.”
Yes— there’s plenty RIGHT with Hollywood.
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EASY

M. ROTH

Lt. Pete Young, of TCP's Police department, inspects some of the lost articles
which have been turned into the department. This glass showcase, located in the

doing,” he said. “I believe they have
strengthened the institution of marriage,
have contributed importantly to education and international understanding,
have inspired ambition and progress, and
have served importantly in the cause of

PUBLIC ACCOUIST ANTTAX CONSULTANT

HAROLD

LOST ARTICLES

“I believe that motion pictures have
held down juvenile and adult wrong-
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FREE X-RAY SERVICE THREATENED
UNLESS PEOPLE PAY FOR STAMPS
Although

the 1949 Christmas

SHOP

AT

Seal Sale

has officially ended, a number of Los Angeles County residents have not yet paid
for the stamps they received and used.
This was reported by Kenneth

A. Hart-

zell, president of the Combined Christmas Seal Fund of the Los Angeles
County

Tuberculosis and Health Association, who made a special plea for immediate returns.
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P.D.Q. Noon
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85c
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“We are still short of our goal of
$500,000, which was to have supported
our work through March, 1951.
“Unless we receive adequate funds,
and within the next few weeks, we shall

Every Day)

this period. This means

that we
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pro-

an estimated 3,000,-

of the other items from
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“More than that, a shortened budget
means that the work of the Los Angeles
Heart Association shall also suffer, for

fever control also depend
Seal income.
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Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
all jewelry
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items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.
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not be necessary for us to cut our vital
community welfare program.”
Checks or money orders, he
should

be

sent the Combined

mas Seal Fund,

Box

Station, Los Angeles

5735

said,

Christ-

Metropolitan

55, Calif.

CASTING FOR NEW MUSICAL
TO BE HELD JANUARY 17th
Another

new

studio musical

show

is

now in its opening stages. Scheduled for
a March opening, it will follow in the
tradition of the highly successful “Strictly for Kicks” of two years ago.
A script has been completed, and casting for the various parts will be held Jan.
17. It has been pointed out that aspirants
for the sing and dance spots don’t have
to be professionals. Coaches will be available from all the various talent departments. Technicians are also needed.
So if it’s fun and laughter— plus hard
work, you want— call Lonnie on Extension 1118 for further details.

Special This Month to
Club members only

NEW SOCIAL SECURITY DEDUCTIONS TO START JANUARY 1st
The

Social Security Act, as amended,

provides that contributions shall be increased effective January 1, 1950, to 1/2%
of each employee’s earnings up to
$3,000.00 per year, instead of 1% as heretofore.
Heretofore each employee whose earnings have been $3,000.00 or more per
year has contributed a maximum amount
of $30.00 per year. In 1950 this contribution will be a maximum of $45.00 per
year and will be deducted from all pay
checks at the rate of l’A% until the individual’s earnings have reached $3,000.00.
The contribution is applicable to earnings at the time paid rather than when
earned, and the new rate therefore will
be effective on any pay checks which
are made available to employees after
December 31, 1949, even though they
may have been earned on or before December 31st.
Regular salary checks which are available to employees on Thursday, January
5, 1950, will carry deductions for Social
Security contributions at tbe new rate
of 1M%.
The

Soeial Security Act provides that

the employer’s
employees’
tributions shall and
be inthe
equal
amounts conand
the company’s
contribution
will amount
be increased in the same
manner and
as the employees’.

This group of volunteer workers pause before they delivered the attractive Studio Club
welfare baskets the day before Christmas. These 31 baskets, which each contained a
turkey along with $15 worth of groceries, were sent to needy employees to help brighten
their holiday season.

A CHANCE TO laPlEMEMBER
A YEAR

AGO

About a year ago our good friend and
co-worker. Booth McCracken, passed

WESTERNERS BEGIN 24th YEAR AT STUDIO
A new year with new

officers of one of

20th Century-Fox Studio’s oldest clubs,
the “Westerners,” begins its 24th year
with a real challenge to the newly elected
officers.
The achievements of the past year
under the leadership of President Aaron
Halperin have indeed set a precedent
in good fellowship meetings, true Masonic charity, and a series of social events
that will be “tough to top.”
The new offieers, under President-elect
Campbell Forsyth, have pledged themselves to equal and better the outstanding year of 1949 and have lined up a
calendar of events for 1950 that should
accomplish this.
Some of the aims and desires of the
new officers are:

inter-industry council with representatives of all studio Masonic clubs to better
concentrate activities throughout the motion picture industry.
3. To do everything possible for the
enjoyment and comfort of our children
at the Covina Home.
4. To hold entertaining meetings
entertainment.

icith

5. To sponsor three social events —
the Spring Party, Summer Pienie, and
the Fall Party.
With such a program carried out, 1950
should be the banner year for the 20th
Century-Fox
“Westerners.”
Elected officers
for 1950:
President

Campbell

1st Viee President.. ..Harold
2nd Vice President. .Hank

1. To form an “inter-studio club council” of all clubs and organizations now
connected with 20th Century-Fox studio
to better co-ordinate all studio activities.
2. To be instrumental in forming an

away in a foreign country, Italy.
The Italian members of the crew

Forsyth
Gordon

“Prince of Foxes,” because

of

of their lo\e

of “Boots,” erected on Saint Bartolomeo’s
memory. in Rome, a marble plaque to his
church,
Today we received a letter from Father
Croili of Saint Bartolomeo telling us that
he and the 35 orphan girls who

live in the

basement of his church had held a memorial service for our and their friend.
We thought, as a thank you to him and
the children (all girls, 6 months to 6 years
of age), we might send to them a bundle
of girl’s clothing as a gesture of our gratitude.
If you or your friends have any little
girls’ elothing you would like to give to
these orphans, we would appreciate your

Ledeboer

Recording
Treasurer

Secretary.. ..Al De Weese
Ralph Arnold

Chaplain

Glenn

Harman

Jr. Past President. ...Aaron Halperin

bringing
it to itthe
ean
forward
to Men’s
them. Wardrobe
Thanks

now

your response

because

we

know

so we
what

will be.

Tbe “Prince of Foxes” Crew'.
T wentij-seven
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famous because of Lincoln’s birthday. Book after book
of his famous speeches and philosophical quotes have
been published. Each individual has his or her favorite
quote or anecdote, all no doubt good, but which they
can roll off their tongue at the drop of a martini olive.

Staff Artists
ELMER

GLASSBURN

Below is one which we know you haven’t heard too
often, yet is sure to strike home.

ED JANIS
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“That reminds me of a fellow out in Illinois who had
better luck in getting prau ie chickens than anyone in the
neighborhood. He had a rusty old gun no other man
dared to handle : he never seemed to exert himself, being
listless and indifferent when out after game, but he
always brought home all the chickens he could carry,
while some of the others, with their finely trained dogs
and latest improved fowling-pieces, came home alone.
“ ‘How is it, Jake,’ inquired one sportsman, who, although a good shot and knew something about hunting,
was often unfortunate, ‘that you never come home with-

Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Frank Brown, Bob Comer,
F!ugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning, Eddie
DeCuir, Kathleen Fish, Ruth Fox, Charles Goldie, Henry
Goldfarb, Ray Jones, Tom Krause, John Lavin, Nettie
McLaughlin, Ben Nye, Sonny Olivera, Clinton Sandeen,
George Stephenson, Jim Trucano, Dave Vaughn, Joe
Wright, Pete Young.

out a lot of birds?’
“Jake grinned, half-closed his eyes, and replied: ‘Oh, I
don’t know that there’s anything queer about it. I jes’ go
”
ahead and git ’em.’

Honorary Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Se-ond
Class Matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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The Cover
St. Valentine's Day, February 14th, is one for fresh and innocent young love.
Ed Walker, good looking son of Earle Walker, Camera department, will
bring back memories of your early youth as he presents this elaborate
valentine to Janice Kennison. Janice is the cute 8 year old blonde daughter
of Portia Hamilton, Script secretary. Oh boy, those days were some fun I Huh?
Photo

by Babcock

Three

Urgin

A production scene during the filming of MY

BLUE

HEAVEN.

Rehearsals plus camera

work will be the fare for the cast and crew of this Technicolor Musical.

ACTIVE PRODUCTION MONTH AHEAD
Four Flickers to Roll in February

Busy with preparation

for two

more

pietures scheduled to roll the latter part
of the month, and combined with the
frustrated waiting period before the important Academy selections, TCFers are
now

feeling the full exciting force of

being a living part in this fascinating
world of film entertainment.
With

the announcement

of the cast

February.

Four

of

to slide into the sched-

ule right behind February’s I’LL GET
BY and March’s FAMILY SKELETON,
will be JACKPOT and NIGHT WITHOUT SLEEP. Now back from location
in Lone Pine and shooting at the studio
is RAWHIDE,
while WHERE
THE
SIDEWALK
ENDS is active at the
Westwood

lot after three weeks

of back-

ground shooting in New York. OUTBREAK is still being filmed in New

for the Technicolor musical, I’LL GET
BY, Twentieth will have four flickers
rolling on the lot during the month

Ready

Orleans.

Popular

Bill Lundigan

was

recently

signed to co-star with lovely June Haver
in I’LL GET BY, scheduled to begin
February 27th. The Technicolor musical
produced by William Perlberg and
directed by Richard Sale will include
Dennis Day and Gloria DeHaven, along
with Harry James and his orchestra.
FAMILY SKELETON, a story about
an innocent and accidental death on a
family’s Sunday afternoon picnic, will
begin March 6. The flicker, produced by

Sol Siegel, and megged by Claude Binyon, develops when the family discovers
a double indemnity insurance policy
taken out by the victim. So they cover

which girl he killed during the blackout.
A schedule of dancing and singing rehearsals, to be followed by the camera
work, is the fare for MY BLUE

hopper include: THE FROG MEN,
which John Tucker Battle is scripting.
Michael Blankfort is doing the HALLS
OF MONTEZUMA; Art Cohn is on

up Uncle Joe’s death, hide his body, and
try to collect the insurance. It almost

HEAVEN’S cast and crew.
One of the most thrilling and pretentious stories ever to come out of the

FIRE; John Collier is on
STREET.

Old West is RAWHIDE.
enacts the part of a city
at a lonely stage coach
Mexico. His encounters

DON’T CARE; Henry and Phoebe Ephron are teamed on IT’S ONLY HUMAN;
Julius and Philip Epstein are collaborating on TAKE CARE OF MY LITTLE
GIRL; Eleanore Griffin is doing FOREIGN SERVICE STORY, Nunnally

goes all right, except for a slick insurance adjuster who finds a hole in the
story and breaks down the family’s alibi.
Nice work.
Busy producer Sam Engel has scheduled JACKPOT, a film story based on a
New Yorker satire. It tells the problems
which happen to an average family when
they win the jackpot on a giant radio
give-away program, while the ending
will make even the laugh-hardened
theater managers howl with glee.
Bobert Bassler and Edmund Goulding
begin production on NIGHT WITHOUT
SLEEP. Frank Partos and Elick Moll
penned a slick screen play of a veteran
who blacked out and can’t remember
what happened during one of his nightly
escapades. Three women are killed in
this dream. He retraces the whole evening of suspense until he finally discovers

and Susan Hayward

Tyrone Power
dude stationed
stop in New
with outlaws

keep producer Sam

Engel’s picture fast and exciting. Henry
Hathaway is directing.
Dana Andrews and Gene Tierney,
along with the rest of the cast and crew,
are now

filming WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS at the studio after weeks

in New York. The thrilling drama unfolds a story of murder in the New York
Police Department.
Up to their ears in unfinished scripts,
a current list of 30 writers are preparing
over 20 screen plays for the coming year,
with more scheduled to start later in the
month.
A partial list of stories now

in the

I. A. L. Diamond

21 BOW

is screen-playing I

Johnson is scripting THE

MUDLARK

which he’ll produce; Harry Kleiner is
turning out THE BUSHRANGER.
Robert Riskin is writing OLD 880;
Casey Robinson is penning TRUMPET
TO

THE MORN which he’ll also produce; Allan Scott is working on THE
MAN WHO SANK THE NAVY; Maxwell Shane is scripting his first for TCF,
SENSE OF GUILT; Daniel Taradash

is doing MISCHIEF; Marion Turk is
lone-wolfing MY HEART TELLS ME,
and Peter Viertel is pencilling CALL IT
TREASON.

HdUg

Versatile Dick Widmark, who plays the part of a U.S. Public Health
officer in OUTBREAK, now being filmed in New Orleans, gets a chance
to "needle" tough police captain, Paul Douglas.

Making his first U.S. movie in 1 8 months, Ty Power plays the part of a
city dude stationed at a stage coach junction in Rawhide, New Mexico.
^oidTl
Ed Buchanan plays a supporting role in RAWHIDE.
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JUST ANOTHER DE
If you think so — then read this!

“W’hat is this Studio Club deal anyway?” we
were asked recently. “Seems like just another deduction, or something.”
Unlike most TCFers, this newcomer hadn’t had
a chance to see and realize just what the Studio Club
does offer the individual worker and his family.
Sure it’s an employees’ club, where a board of
governors and officers are elected, and they stage
entertaining events which attract hundreds of workers, but it’s something a little deeper than that.
Being a Studio Club member puts you on a team.

chaiiman
Conlon.

of these affairs, ably assisted by Hugh

SPRING DINNER

DANCE-April

17th

This date, set by chairman Walter Jolley, announces one of the most popular affahs staged by
the Studio Club. This year the dance will be held
at the Ambassador Hotel, and will feature a name
band along with a wealth of talent, which will round
out the evening of dining and dancing with plenty
of entertainment. Make your plans now for April
17th.

That’s right, we’re already all on a team making and
planning motion pictures, but after all we’re not
machines. We must have after-hours interests to
help us feel relaxed and refresh our minds. The
Studio Club helps you do this. Here is the blueprint
of activities and events which have been planned
for your benefit during the coming year. Want to
be a part of them? Then join the Studio Club—

ANNUAL

that’ll put you on the team. The rest will come easy.

GOLF TOURNAMENT-September

BLOOD

BANK— February 8th

Last year 146 pints of blood were given to employees and their families. Because blood is being
used more and more in cases of illness or accident,
the need for the coming year will be greater. All
employees and members of their families between 21
and 60 are urged to contribute to this bank.

GIN RUMMY TOURNAMENTMarch 8 and November 17
Following the successful pattern of the two previous gin rummy tournaments, this year’s affairs will
pack as much fun— plus, with emphasis on KIBITZING. Also, there will be canasta and bridge for gin
players eliminated from play. Tom Krause will be

PICNIC-Jime

Scheduled

25th

for after the end of the school year,

this picnic which last year attracted over 4000 children and theii' TCF parents, will be held at the
Valley Park Country Club. The event, who’s chairman is John Lavin, will include all the fun and
events of the past picnics— plus!

10th

Making every player a winner of a valuable prize,
this tournament has been growing in popularity since
its beginning, 16 years ago. Genial Jack Codd will
again be the chairman of this outstanding sports
attraction, with bigger and better prizes on hand for
everyone; and a fun-loving dance after the golf play.

FALL DANCE

PARTY-October

21st

after thehall
hilarious
“Silly
Dance
heldPatterned
in the rehearsal
last Fall,
thisHat
dance
will”
carry another new and novel theme which will produce fun for everyone. Marjorie Corso, chairman
on the affair, has promised a low admission price,
food refreshments, and a good danceable band.
What
more could you want?
this dance.

Fun?

You’ll find it at

A view of just a part of last year's crowd of
4000 TCFers and their families who packed
around the bandstand after lunch to watch the
entertainment. This Studio Club picnic, staged
for Club members and their families, takes
months of planning and will be held June 25th
at the Valley Park Country Club.

DICTION?

The Ambassador Hotel will again play host to the Studio Club's annual Spring Dinner Dance.
The affair is set for April 17th, and a gala star-studded floor show will again be the main
attraction.

CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS
December 17th

PARTY-

Each year this spirited kiddies party holds the
attention of over 2000 children. Santa Claus, movie
cartoons, singing, candy and presents for each of
the youngsters, plus an outstandiirg show throughout
sends eaeh ehild away from the Fox-Wilshire theater waiting with eager anticipation for the next
year’s party. The parents have fun too, don’t they?

ATHLETICS
In addition to the Studio Club’s popular golf
tournament held each summer, the Club sponsors
a variety of different athletie activities whieh appeal
to almost every age group. Sports, sueh as bowling,
softball, tennis, basketball draw over 800 TCFers
into their folds. Other events whieh are planned
for the eoming year inelude a golf instruetion class,
table tennis, horseshoes, volley ball, a children’s
swimming elass and several more worthwhile sports.

ACTION

MAGAZINE

Eaeh member of the Club reeeives ACTION.
This monthly magazine mirrors the aetivities and
events of the studio, and is mailed to the homes of
the members. It also explains any ehanges in the
studio’s poliey and informs the employee of the
highlights and happenings in the film industry.

EDUCATIONAL

ACTIVITIES

Growing in popularity since they were started
over two years ago, these edueational elasses for
the coming year will be planned to help the employee both in his work and his after-hours recreation. A television, photography, Spanish Language,
a more advaneed shorthand class, plus an English
class and possibly a ceramics class are just a few

of the many helpful educational features which will
be available to Club members during 1950.

LITTLE THEATER

PLAYS

A rejuvenated and more progressive little theater
movement is already under way. A musieal revue
sueh as the highly successful “Strietly for Kicks” of
two years ago, will entertain the employees again.
Experimental lab productions, giving the neophyte
an opportunity to develop, will be part of the fare,
while thrilling three acters will draw the more advanced drama enthusiasts.

WELFARE
Last year the Studio Club arranged for aid to
over 100 employees. In addition, 146 pints of blood
were given to needy TCFers or members of theu
families. Any employee in need of help should contact the Studio Club, for additional information and
to see if he can qualify for assistance.

SQUARE

DANCING

20th Century Reelers, the Studio Chib’s own
square dancing club, has grown right along with the
danee fad whieh has swept the nation. It started
with 30 members, and now has an active membership of over 200. In addition, new dancers are
brought into the organization at the end of eaeh
term of the regular square daneing class. Any employee who is interested in square dancing should
contact the Studio Club.

MERCHANDISE

DISCOUNTS

Need an automobile or a door knob? Then eall
the Studio Club first or consult your ACTION. The
Club has arranged with wholesale outlets or local
merchants to exchange the studio’s vast purchasing
power for a fair discount to the employees. Savings
range up to 50 percent.

JOIN THE STUDIO ClUB!
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THE

Behind

the Golden

Academy

Award

STORY

Facade

of the

Statue, is the Story

of an Organization— The Academy

Motion

He makes only one groundhog-like
appearance each year, and is the biggest

Picture Arts and Sciences.

In the years since its inception this

picture

wholly integrated organ of the film industry has grown to embrace the twelve
principal branches of film making.

This individual of small bodily proportions but of gigantic stature in the film

Through these branches almost 2,000 active motion picture members have been

annual attraction in the motion
industry.

world, is known as “Oscar.”
Much has happened to his career since
the evening in May, 1927, when “Oscar”
was designed as a symbol of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Award of Merit, given in recognition
of outstanding achievement in various
branches

of motion picture production.

gathered from the acting field, the cinematographers group, the executives
branch, producers branch, the film editors division, the art directors, the short
subject and

the public relations fields.

Eligibility is based on the individual’s
merits as a recognized craftsman in the
branch in which he is engaged.
The

democratic

procedure

by which

While the coveted “Oscar” represents
the ultimate in motion picture achievement, the Academy itself has become a

of twenty-four

bulwark and mainspring of the industry.
The aims of this institution include a

the general membership to represent
these twelve branches. This board, under

determination

to raise the standards

of

motion picture production educationally,
culturally and scientifically.
Eight

of

the Academy

functions provides a board
governors

elected

from

the recently revised by-laws, is a rotating
panel, one governor
each

branch

being elected from

annually

for a

two-year

The studio's capable and popular manager, Fred
Metzler, was elected treasurer of the Academy.

BEHIXD

Darryl F. Zanuck's widely discussed GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT swept the Academy awards
in 1947, when his picture won three Oscars.

Members of the Academy's Board of Governors. Left to right: Mrs. Margaret Herrick, executive secretary; Charles Brackett, president; Fred L. Metzler, treasurer; Walter Wanger, Henry
Blanke, Harry Warren, Johnny Green, assistant secretary; George Stevens, Gordon Sawyer,
Rudolph Sternad, Robert Haas, G. Carleton Hunt, assistant treasurer; Frederick Quimby, Kenneth
Lambert, George Murphy, vice-president. Others on the board, but not present are John W.
Boyle, Frank Capra, Charles Clarke, William W. Hornbeck, Walter Lantz, Emmet Lavery,
secretary;; Perry Lieber, Robert Montgomery, Dore Schary, vice-president; Gabe Yorke.
I

term.

This provides a nucleus of experienced executives guiding Academy

policy at all times.

Metzler
Charles

The

Treasurer

Brackett was elected by unanimous vote of the board on May 19,

1949 to serve as president of the Academy. The studio’s own manager and
treasurer, Mr. Fred Metzler, was selected
to serve as the treasurer of the organization. Other officers currently serving are
George Murphy, first vice-president;
Dore Schary, second vice-president; Emmet Lavery, secretary; Johnny Green,
assistant secretary; G. Carleton Hunt,
assistant treasurer;

chairman
mittee.

Margaret

Herrick,

executive secretary. Fred Metzler is also

of the important

Academy

finance com-

Through
has become

the most

widely known motion picture organization in the world; yet, outside the industry little is known concerning its many
activities. The annual awards continue to
grow

in national and international importance and the people all over the

world are learning of the Academy’s
tural interests, its select membership,

culand

its established prestige which contributes
to the maintenance

higher learning does

of a dignified educa-

tional forum not found in any other organization in Hollywood.
Graftsmen in the film industry recognize thSF-the Academy has the same
influence in its field as an institution of

in a community.

its vast library it is a source of

knowledge. New ideas in technical, artistic and cultural fields fostered by its
diversified membership

have been of far

reaching consequence.

Name

'^Oscar"

Theas has been “Oscar’s” career,
Golorful
nothing is more amusing than the true
story of how he got his name. In 1931
Mrs. Margaret Herrick, now executive
secretary of the Academy, while studying the small golden statuette developed
by sculptor George

Stanley, remarked

that the square jaw, sharp mannish features reminded her of her Uncle Oscar.

(Continued Next Page)
Nine

Millions of people know

who

the winners

are every

year, but \ery few know

how the Awards

are made.

( Continued)

A

newspaper

comment

columnist

o\erheard

and the next day published

single line in his nation-wide

Beginning with the first “Oscar” presentation in 1927 for “Wings” as the outstanding production aqd to Emil Jan-

the
a

column

nings and Janet Gaynor as the outstanding performers, right through to when

reading, “Academy employees ha\e affectionately dubbed their famous gold

Twentieth’s

statuette, ‘Oscar’.” Bette Da\ is and other
stars later used the nickname in press
interviews and the screen’s most distinguished art s\ mbol became world famous
as “Oscar.”
In its pageant of serv ices the Academy
has done no greater yeoman work than
the tremendous public relations recognition resulting from the Academy Awards.
Motion
world

pictures from

throughout

are eligible for Awards

less than a week
Approximately
motion

four hundred

pictures

are

special effects artist as well as the feature

which

eligible
will be

in awards

fifty

presented March 23, at the Pantages
Theater. Nominations will be announced
on Monday,

Eebruary

public penetration.

twenty-fiv'e in 1946. The Academy’s flexible policy in the matter of distribution
of status had brought about changes

and

declared

each year for the Awards,

and even the theater operators who employ their keenest sense of showmanship
to ballyhoo the pictures and stars, add

During these past twenty-one years
the number of annual awards has increased from twelve in the first year to

year.

of the period of time for rea-

sons of clarity and for more exact recognition to artists and technicians. Of the
twelve classifications honored

13.

un-

as the supporting player, the musician,
the song writer, the film editor, the

Awards Increased

area

only the first three have continued
changed through the years.

mounting public feveP, newspaper headlines spelling praises for certain favorites

the

for a period of no

of Los Angeles during the Awards

picture

By increasing the number of awards
others whose work is important in motion pictures have been honored, such

provided

in the metropolitan

discussed

original motion picture story are to be
found on the current list, and of these

“Gentleman’s Ag^eeme^t,” claimed three
golden Academy' Awards, this event has
been of international importance. The

up to the tremendous

they are in English or have English titles
and have been shown

widely

first year only five— for best production,
outstanding actor, actress, direction and

during the

film’s ancestor, the short subject.
In future years the Academy
keep

apace

with

plans to

industry progress by

adding

to the number

awards

annually. In doing this, the organization follows a consistent policy

of encouraging
standard

an

of achievement

increasingly higher

in the arts and

film making.

This

techniques

of

industry recognition

has also resulted in more

creative leader-

ship among all branches.

Voting

By Membership

Voting for the Academy Awards of
Merit is done by the entire membership.
Inasmuch as each branch of the Academy
is permitted to set up special rules as to
nominations, of necessity, the branch
nominations

procedures

differ in many

respects. For example, in the Art Directions Branch, each Art Director and Set
Decorator

in the motion picture industry

is given the opportunity

to submit

one

black - and - white production. All submitted productions are then listed on a
preliminary ballot which is sent to Art
Directors and Set Decorators who vote
for ten productions in the order of preference. The ten productions which receive
the greatest number of votes on the prelipiinary ballot are then listed on the
nominations ballot.
Nominated
Academy

Charles

Brackett,

right, president

of Price, Waterhouse
the

nominations

result

Ten

in the

and

Co. and

of the Academy
Mrs.

ballots prior to mailing

winners,

which

are

Margaret
to the

undisclosed

checks
Herrick,
10,950

until

with

Francis

executive
Academy

minutes

Holford,

secretary
members.

before

the

left, supervisor
of the Academy,

Final

Oscars'

voting

will

presentation.

films are screened

at the

to give the membership

an

opportunity to review them. Following
the screening, the nominations ballot is
mailed to the members of the Art Directors branch who vote for not more than
two productions

in the order of prefer-

ence. The two productions

receiving the

greatest number of votes are nominated
for the Black and White Art Direction
Award.

Voting on the final ballot for this

.\ward is limited to Academy membership only. Voting procedure for the
.\ward for Color Art Direction is exactly
the same as specified in the rules governing the Black and White Award.
All ballots are marked

and

returned

by mail to Price, Waterhouse and Company, certified public accountants, who
make a tabulation for each of the awards.
The names

of the winners

are then sealed

in em elopes to be opened
.■\cademy Awards

at the annual

presentations.

The

Library

The Academy library is a veritable
mine of information for those seeking
the history and development

The Academy's library, the largest of its kind in the United States, has over 3000 books and
periodicals which are cross-indexed to provide information covering all aspects of the industry.

of motion

pictures. It is the largest of its kind in
the United States and one of the most

writer wishes

to sell a manuscript

complete in the world, and is crossindexed to proxide information covering

wants to know
lishing this.

how

all aspects of the industry. More
three thousand

than

books, periodicals and

other publications about films are sandwiched in with quantities of printed detail concerned with radio and television

The

library is not just a

storehouse

of printed material. Progress

is being

made in the development of a permanent
film collection which it is anticipated
will contain all of the important

as they affect the film field.
An analysis of a typical day’s activity
at the premises shows that inquiries

and

pictures

of the past, present and future produced
in Hollywood. Complementing this will

range from requests of photos for use in

be a selection of foreign films to be obtained on a reciprocal basis. Showings of

illustrating stories, to lists of films having

these pictures are offered to Academy

similar subjects or sequence,

membership

dream

sequence,

sequence,

an

such as a

American

history

a horse racing sequence.

topic in frequent demand. Biographical
films about musicians; information about
women

as murderers

in pictures and how

they killed their victims; location information, such data concerning the Australian coast, a little known island in the
Caribbean,
compiled

a section of London,

and students of film tech-

nique.

His-

torical characters in films and who portrayed them in what picture is another

all are

in rapid style.

The general public is also a frequent
user of these archives as are other libraries which, lacking specific information
on the motion picture industry, resort to

The

Academy

Through

the Seseaech

short subjects on juvenile deliquency, a
church wants a film on youth groups,
someone is called upon to make a talk
on

films before

a

social gathering,

a

Theatre

Council

many

film industry. This gr^up is responsible
the Ac^deJOny Award

Theater,

which occup^s the lower portion of the
organizatiooal headquarters, perhaps the
most perfect motion
in the country.
The

picture auditorium

which

can direct the oper-

ation of two or more projectors simultaneously, and the projection booth is
equipped to run silent and sound
and at any desired speeds.

films

During the daytime the theater is used
by studio research departments to test
special effects and sound footage, while
the almost nightly presentation of studio
previews and special screenings attract
more i^ersonalities than can possibly be
seen anywhere
The

else.

long established praetice of Sun-

day evening presentations of well remembered old time films is a very popular one. Stars, directors, producers

and

other Academy members gather to relive
great emotional dramas, diseuss acting
skills of bygone days, study camera

tech-

nique, and enjoy again the entertainment
that enthralled world audiences in the
early days of the movies.

Fostering of International
Aspects

results of detailed labojfiatory research ;and scientific “know

how”

is used

The

for studio

press previews and special showings has
a multiple unit sound system operated
from a novel console situated in the
center of the auditorium. The entire projection equipment is controlled from this

Academy is Hollywood’s Ambassador of Good Will and as such its functions are assuming

were

blendect'~i»--qpBPduce petfegt firojection
with flawless sound. This one thousand
seat theater which

the Academy’s facilities. For example,
a group requires a list of features and

Award

technical develoj[>menti of far reaching
consequence haye been achieved in the
for making

switchboard

to go about accomp-

a

new

importance.

Being the only truly representative body
encompassing

all of

Hollywood

and

\ oicing the opinions of the crafts and arts
in the studios, the Academy has entered
into international film affairs to help establish a better common understanding
among

the peoples of this earth.

(Continued Next Page)

Eleven

Industry Films Sponsored

films for the

world, with picture executives and governmental representatives from many nations gathered in Southern California to
witness our way of production.

Working in conjunction with the Motion Picture Association of America,

This congress, the first of its kind in
the United States, will follow successful
festivals held at Brussels, Locarno, Venice

The domestic scene is not being overlooked and the Academy has sponsored
a series of documentary
industry.

documentary

films of the Hollywood

mo-

tion picture industry for general distribution ha\ e been undertaken by the Academy. These specialized pictures portray
all aspects of industry activity and offer
the public a true and accurate account

of

and Cannes.

studios are participating in the produc-

peoples everjnvhere the skilled craftsmanship and artistry existii^g in the cinema
world.

tion of the pictures which include everything from footage detailing technical
difficulties of film making
lems of exhibitors.

Internafional

to the prob-

Film Congress

Directory
services performed

prominent

This exposition will find the

playing host to the entire film

It is distributed to the casting depart-

scheduled

in the future

Want

for

Your

of motion picture and radio artists.

Annual
Acting
Academy

Baby^s

Still Photography
upon

Europe, South America and Australia.
The exhibition highlights the fine work
done by the still photographers
film industry.
Thus

the Academy

It is through
dustry.
Academy

BABY MUST HAVE BEEN BORN
SINCE NOVEMBER, 1949

Ttvelve

in its variety of

these channels

serves the motion

CLUB

FOR APPOINTMENT
EXT. 745

of the

effort is entirely freed of all labor relations responsibility and has no concern
with economic or political matters.

Picture?

CLUB

the

the annual

the war, these photographs are exhibited
in Hollywood and later shown in leading
cities throughout the country, in England,

Child Will Appear in ACTION, and Parents Presented
with one FREE Photo

Call STUDIO

proposal

has re-established

Any Youngster of TCP Parents Will Be Photographed
FREE at the

STUDIO

another

Show

Hollywood studios’ Still Photography
Show. Discontinued in 1943 because of

in this classification is

the Academy Players’ Directory, the industry’s official talent publication which
is printed every four months as a cooperative service to motion picture players and production studios of Hollywood.

Hollywood.
Academy

the many

by this organization as 'the keeper of the
official records of the industry, are the
various bulletins issued to the studios.
Most

Among the important projects planned
by the Academy is an International Film
Congress

Played
Among

It is also serviced to others in Hollywood
who are concerned with the employment

It is from thdse expositions

that a pattern: of inspirational programming may be Created to demonstrate to

the film world and its people. All major

ments, directors, and executives of studios who participate in its printing cost.

0

that the

picture in-

~Phot05

Boasting

the most

profitable year in

the history of the employees’ Credit
Union, the board members of the organization recently voted to carve up the
$7500.00 profit melon in the form of a
3 pereent dividend. The annual membership meeting held in the Cafe de Paris,
January 16th, put the wheels in motion
for the checks to be mailed to the shareholders.
Each of the 1445 shareholders will
divide the money according to the average total savings whieh they have in the
non-profit employees organization. This
surplus, above the actual operating expense, is realized from interest on loans
to employees.
All loans and savings are deducted
from the individuals’ paychecks by the
easy and convenient payroll deduction
system.

The Credit Union's
to all shareholders.

by

Mitchell

Members of the Credit Union's supervisory committee pause with manager Homer Traw, right, before the annual meeting, held Jan. 16.
Left to right. Jack Codd, Ted Frazer, George Wasson.

During the past year, 2117 loans were
granted totaling $436,953.75. Of this, one
hundred and one, or a total of $136,962.30 were automobile loans. The rate of interest on new auto loans is I of 1 percent

known as the “A” share, which must
remain on deposit as long as the account
is open. All other deposits, or deduetions,

per month
ance.

bal-

are credited to “B” shares, which may be
withdrawn at any time. The amount of

was first started in

dividends paid depends upon the earnings from loans granted during the year.
Loans are granted for any amount up

The

on the unpaid

Credit Union

monthly

1933 for two purposes. To help employees save through payroll deductions, and
to aid those in need of extra funds for
sudden emergencies, household expenses,
buying furniture, etc., by means of loans.
Anyone who has been employed at
the Studio for three months may beeome
a member of the Credit Union and have
a stipulated amount

deducted

each week

from his pay eheck. The first $10.00 deposited is for the membership share,

to and including $2,000.00. After the borrower has signed the neeessary papers,
the loan is submitted to the Credit Committee for approval. A loan of up to
$100.00 plus whatever is on deposit, may
be granted to a permanent employee
without a co-signer, depending on the
length of service with the Studio.

Board of Governors recently voted a 3% dividend
sen, D. Curl, G. Stephenson, J. Codd, P. Montemurro, L. Powell, E.
The board, left to right; G. Wasson, V. ChristenTrager, A. DeWeese, H. Traw, G. Wood, T. Frazer, I. Oanning,
L. Dressier, R. Lollier, R. Patton.
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STUDIO

CLUB
TV Class Starts
Under

the supervision of Bob

Coiner,

chairman of the Studio Club’s educational program, the much discussed television class is now in progress. The first
meeting, held in the Production Bungalow, had an attendance of over 40
TCFers.
The course, although confined to the
mechanics of TV, covers all phases of
television operations and construction.
Professor Edison of UCLA’s extension
college is the instructor. The college level
course has no pre-college scholastic requirements, and if enough interest is
shown another such class will start soon
after the completion

of this TV

course.

shorthand
At the expiration of this term, another
shorthand class will begin. The. class,
scheduled to be a continuation of the
first term and more advanced, will be
conducted by Mrs. Carnella. The convenient and comfortable Production Bungalow meeting room will be the location
for the new shorthand course.
Mrs. Garnella’s class took the beginner from the initial learning of the alphabet and the characters until at the end
of the course, the neophyte

David

Kovar, talented portrait photographer will be the instructor of the Studio Club's
photography class. Here he gives Ray La Porte, left, a few pre-class pointers.

new
Gunn

writer was

taking over 100 words a minute. Certain business phrases and colloquial expressions, common in dictation, are represented byindividual characters in the
Gregg shorthand method, and these are
carefully explained by the instructor.

photography
Plans are also being made to start an interesting course in popular photography.
The Studio Club has obtained the services of David Kovar, noted portrait
photographer and modeling instructor,
to conduct this class. Kovar, with plenty
of experience along this line, plans to
divide the time almost equally between
classroom instruction and criticism, and
field trips. He will also show model posing
techniques and other interesting photo
features which will be of interest to all
types of camera bugs. “The type of
camera will be unimportant,” explained
Kovar, when asked if the student had
to purchase
class.
Babcocli^

Pete Young, left, chairman of the successful TB mobile x-rav affair, held January 1 1,
12, 13, watches with Walter Jolley vice-president of the Studio Club, Henry Nova
explain

the x-ray

machine.

in three days. Confidential

Fourteen

1 564

TCFers

were

reports were mailed to the individuals'
were discovered as suspicious.

A record

was

established

when

homes,

and

x-rayed
54 cases

any special camera

Persons interested in
classes should contact
for further information.
who would like to have

for this

any of the above
the Studio Club
Also, any TCFer
the Studio Club

sponsor any other tyj^e of class, please
call the Club.

ACT!
“Sunday Afternoon” in Feb.
Twentieth’s talented Test Director,
Les O’Pace is now shaping up his new
little theatre venture, the hilarious ONE

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, to be presented to TCFers around the end of Feb.
Slated to be one of the top little theatre
productions ever attempted, it will be
staged
in the Lot.
studio’s Cafeteria, located
on the North
For the complete two acter, O’Pace
has picked an all star cast of accomplished little theatre actors to take over the
highly liveable parts. Part of the cast includes Hugh Fowler, John and Madelyn
Ehrin, A1 Lebovitz, Helen Erwin, and
Edith Hooker.
The play which has had a series of
successful Broadway runs since 1930,
and three movies made from the story,
has four fast moving scenes in each act.
The story deals with a likeable young
man born on the wrong side of the tracks.
He later finds himself married to the
wrong girl, and in love with his wife’s
best friend. However, as you’ve already
guessed, everything works out so that
everyone lives happily ever after.
Further announcements

about the little

theatre’s ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON
will be coming your way soon. Watch
for the opening date!

VITI

ES

MUSICAL OPENS MARCH 21
With

the completion

of the casting

of the Studio Club’s yet unnamed musical revue, director Allan Buckhantz announced the opening date as March 21st.
Slated to follow in the same general
theme as the highly successful “Strictly
For Kicks”, this musical will have a total
of 20 musical numbers, 8 of which will
be full stage presentations.
The March opening of the two acter
will be held in the studio’s Cafeteria, located on the North Lot. The music is expected to be top flight, and plenty of
local color along with pointed gags has
been promised. However, enough general
appeal and humor will be on stage during the inimitable blackout skits, so that
non-TCFers won’t be in the dark when
the laughs start to roll.
A cast of remarkable talent is being
capably handled by top professionals.
Barney Elmore, who just recently completed MY BLUE HEAVEN, will handle
all the choreography. Don Engster works
four nights a week as vocal coach for
the group. Don was on hand when the
Studio Club presented the now famous
“Strictly For Kicks”, two years ago, and
coached the spirited “Enchanters”, who
later went with Ken Murray’s Blackout. Responsible for the musical direction is Nick Canes.

Bahcock

New
In his best

square

Prexy
dance

fashion

George

Stephenson, past president of the Studio Club's
square dancing club, "20th Century Reelers,"
congratulates Hazel Shirk, new prexy. Other new
officers are: Helen Judd, secretary; Lloyd
Nobles,

treasurer;

Earle

Walker,

delegate

to

the Square Dance Association, and Frank Ferguson, alternate delegate. The new beginners class
meets dance
each Monday
night,
while the
"Reelers"
every odd
Wednesday
night.

i
Gunn

Part of the 126 persons who attended the Studio Club's annual inaugural dinner at the Miramar Hotel, January 9th. The affair, in

addition

to the installation

stewards

for their active

of the new
help and

officers, also honored

cooperation

during

the

the Club

s

past year.

Fifteen

This cute and courageous baby girl, trussed up in uncomfortable traction splints on her small broken legs, manages a trace of a smile for
the photographer. In addition to the broken legs, she suffered severe
internal injuries in the accident and needed several blood transfusions

Sixteen

to help save her life. Fortunately the Studio Club can arrange free
blood for employees to meet such emergencies. Feb. 8th TCFers will
have a chance to replenish their blood bank to help supply blood for
helpless victims like the child above, and build their blood credit.

CAN YOU

SPARE A PINT— 0/ Mood?

She Needs Help, and You Can Give It to Her
The helpless little baby girl on the opposite page is talking
to you.
She’s in pain. She has already had several blood transfusions, and before she is through with this ordeal— which
we all hope she is too young to remember— she will need
several more pints of precious life giving blood.
How and where is she going to get this blood which
possibly save her life?

will

The Red Cross will furnish the blood free of charge to any
employee of Twentieth or his family. The blood itself is
supplied by donations. It’s a bank.
they lend and take blood.

Only instead of money,

One

hundred and forty-six pints were given free to employees and their families during the last year. This was
possible only because through the years TCF has maintained a credit in its Blood Bank account. Because blood
is being used more and more in cases of illness or accident,
the need for the coming year will probably be greater. Any
employee needing blood for himself or a member of his

Don’t Forget -\Mm

YOUR

BLOOD

Efficient and specially trained Red Cross nurses supervise the taking
of blood. Each donor is given a thorough physical check before

family, should advise the hospital to request replacement
from the Red Cross and, most important, call the Studio Club
so that arrangements may be made to draw on the TCF
credit.
All blood left to Twentieth’s credit at the end of the year
is transferred to the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Last year the Studio Club, with the aid of all industry
crafts and unions, and the co-operation of management, arranged for 187 employees to each donate a pint of blood.
This was the largest per capita donation since the Red Cross
mobile unit has been visiting our lot.
Many people are reluctant to give blood, believing that
it affects them physically. This is not the case because each
donor is given a thorough check on his physical health and
record before being accepted.
Here’s a chance not only to help yourself later on in time
of need (you never can tell, you know), but also to help the
Motion Picture Relief Fund carry on its outstanding work.
Call the Studio Club now for appointments for yourself and
members of your family from 21 to 60.

NOW- YOU

MAY

NEED

IT BACK!

being accepted. This is a scene in a TCF rehearsal hall last year when
1 87 pints of precious blood were donated by generous TCFers.
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Peck’sFirs
Bow
s Top
Half
t ler
By Loretta Powell
The Thursday

Night Handicap

League

finished the first half. Gregory Peck’s
Polecats who won 42 points, are in first
place with a 2-point lead and 3-pin total
over the Joseph Mankiewicz girls, who

ment—the Gregory Pecks, Joseph Mankiewicz, Mark Stevens, The Starlets, Sam
Engel, Jean Peters and Teatn No. 5. Mark
Stevens was high for the girls with 2627,
and Team No. 5 was high for the men
with 2678. An M-G-M team won the
tournament with 2826. If this tournament
is held next year as planned, I am quite
sure we can get the required number
of teams, doubles and singles entries to
qualify for the Perpetual Trophy.

in turn are 2 points ahead of Mark’s
“Even” Stevens. The Richard Widmark
boys landed in fourth place, just one
point down, and 2 points ahead of Sam

The Tuesday Night Seratch league is
well into the third round, with Dan

Engel’s boys who have won 35 points.
In sixth place is Loretta Young Grips

Dailey’s Hoofers and Construetion Dept.
in a tie most of the time for top spot.

with

Dan Dailey’s lost two points to the Jimmy
Ruman boys, which was enough to put
them in front by one point over the Construction gang who lost three to the
Walter Jolley Jokers. Alfred Newmans
still stay in third but lost two points

1 point lead over

a 3-way

tie in-

cluding Ann? Baxter’s boys, the Starlets
and Bill Lundigan girls. Next is the Richard Conte team with 30 points to their
credit, followed by Jean Peters who won
29. Wheeler-W rights Artists have 28 in
the win column, Henry King’s Aces close
with 27, and Team No. 5 coming right
along with 24. The Matcliffs and Tyrone
Power girls have 16 and 10.
Seven of the Thursday Handicap
League teams entered the First Annual

to Johnny’s Jumpups. Monte’s Wolves
crowded into fourth spot by taking three
points from the Linda Darnells. There
are 11 points difference between top
and bottom teams, and with about a
round and a half to go, anything can

Inter-Studio

happen!

Perpetual

Trophy

Tourna-

Hoop Players Mix
By Lonnie Raidor
A

ringing avalanche of buckets heralded the opening of the 1950 season of
Studio Club Inter-Departmental basketball. An enthusiastic throng witnessed
the clashes that bore evidence to a season
of thrilling and exciting hoop play. The
four-team league will mix in doubleheaders each Wednesday night in Rehearsal Hall No. 2. Tip-off time is scheduled for 7:30 P.M. Admission is free and
the doors are open to all spectators.
The Potent Painters opened hostilities
by subduing the Mighty Maintenance
quintet by a convincing 32-12 score.
The White & Dirty Collars snowed the
Mill Mix Ups in the second contest by an
almost

identical score, 35-12.

Clinton Sandeen, popular “father of
Studio Club Basketball” released the following standings to prove that anything
might, can, and will happen in the league
Pet.
before it has run its 10-week course.
Potent

Painters

1

White and Dirty Collars
Won1
Mill Mix Ups
0
Mighty

Maintenance

0

Lost
0
0
1
1

1 .000
1.000
.000
.000

Babcock.
Bahcock.

First-half champs of the Studio Club's Thursday night handicap league
was Greg Peck's team. Left to right, Everett Hanson, Willard Boemler,
Harold Taylor, Henry Omachinski, captain, and Phil Albrecht.

Eighteen

Winner of the Women's division of the recent Inter-Studio Bowling
Tournament, was Mark Stevens' team. L. to R., Juanita Bonfiglio,
Stevens, Lillian Bennett, Adeline Bennion, Betty Bow. Sitting, D. Cass.

ACTION APPLAUDS

•

•

•

These TCFers

Gunn

ELECTED as officers of the Police Guild for 1950. Left to right, Russ Oldenburg,
vice-president; Arne Gilbertson, president; Ted Rinehart, secretary-treasurer.

ACTRESS

Judy Ann

Whaley,

daughter

of Walt

Whaley,

TCFer

since

1935, got her third screen credit in Twentieth's MY BLUE HEAVEN.
Seen with her movie parents, Betty Grable and Dan Dailey, 7 month
old Judy made her TCF camera debut in CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY.

Urgin

BdbcocT(

Concid/di

MISSIONARIES
driver, and his
Mormon church
for 2 yrs., they
Copenhagen.

Arthur Bullock, Transportation
wife Pearl, were sent by their
to Denmark. Scheduled to stay
will have their headquarters in

ROMANCE in true
marriage of popular
in the Coffee Shop,
TCF prop man. They
in Los Angeles.

TCF style resulted in the
Marguirite Joanidi, waitress
and Frank Sullivan, veteran
were married January 1 5th

NEW PREXY of the employees' Safety Society,
Jim Dinneen, left, was elected by an unamimous
vote. Vic Christensen, Assistant Studio Manager
and past president of the organization, congratulates Jim.
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The Inquiring Reporter
What I Don’t Like (?) About Men

“I don’t know

what

I don’t like about

men,” admits Leota Keusder, Tom

Blue-eyed

Little’s

and

in general don’t offend me; individuals sometimes do. Men don’t have

to be sober, but I don’t like them to
overdo it. And I don’t like those who
shirk their duties.

one

replied: ‘Quote,

there’s not

enough of them. Unquote.’ But I don’t
have that trouble. I go out all the time.
“Men

are

neglectful, though.

haven’t

yet I’m be-

coming an authority on it.”

aren’t too bold. In fact they
enough

initiative. They’re

lackadaisical. Where

definite, they should go after it.”

Discriminating

Shop-

tury-Fox choose —

GIFT

9632

T wenty

Santa Monica

Blvd.

FOOD
•

Liquors

BEVERLY

HILLS

“Honey, there’s nothing I don’t like
about men. Honey. Not a thing. I love
’em all!”
The gal with this sensible outlook is
“Loveboat” Louise Deaton, pride of the
Cafe de Paris. She has never poured
soup on a man yet.
“I prefer ’em tall and dark. They don’t
even need any special skills, as long as
they’re intelligent. Of course I’ve never
met looking
a man who
fits this
description. I’m
still
for him,
though.
While

snatching

a menu

out of Bill

Winter’s hand, Louise continues: “I like
men who like sports. All kinds. Including hunting. Especially quail and deer.
I’m in the mood to do a little deer hunting myself— spelled either way!!!”

Complet'e Income Tax Service

pers from 20th Cen-

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

too

there’s something

ASSY

Wines

And

they’re too sensitive. My Lord, just let
us do the same thing to them that they

“Men

other thing. “I dislike
very much,

she

I should say

do to us! My gosh, don’t say that or I’ll
be boycotted.

“I wish our prop men had had a more
liberal education in spelling.
“Oh, and

Baldus, the “new

one of the other girls what

“Around the Prop Department all our
men are models of gentlemanliness.

rough language

Margaret

girl” in Auditing, confesses: “I don’t
know what to say about men. I asked

secretary. “I think they’re all right.

“Men

LOUISE DEATON
Cafe

MARGARET BALDUS
Accounting

LEOTA KEUSDER
Property

HAROLD

M. ROTH

1124 South Beverly Drive
Suite 10

BASKETS
DELICACIES

BR. 2-3895

and CR. 6-2305

CRestview 5-4797
At Beverly Dr. and Crescent Dr.
(2 Doors North of Bisbees)

By Julian Myers

Photographs by Bob Gunn

What I Don’t Like (?) About Women

MOE

LARSON
Paint

STAN

Supplies

You’d think that after four years of
marriage a he-man like Maurice “Moe”
Larson, equipment guardian in the Paint
Shop, would have some strong convictions about women. Yet when you interview him he’s as tongue-tied as a schoolgirl. This is about all you’ll discover:
“I don’t know what to say about that.
She’ll read it but that doesn’t make any
difference. I could get nasty but I

wouldn’t

Casting
JOE McCELLAN

HEBEL

do that.

“Everyone
at theto studio
knowsof my
because
she used
take care
the wife
Fox
League at the bowling alley. That’s
where I met her. She’s in all the Fox
activities.

“She doesn’t worry about me a bit.
“I have nothing horrible to say about
anybody— not even women.”

Stan Hebei, that wavy-haired Adonis
in Supplies, has had lots of experience
with the opposite sex. So when you ask
him, in all confidence, what he doesn’t
like about women, he reveals:
“Are you kidding? I can’t think of a
single thing to say bad about women.
Why pick on me? Fm only a newlywed
of four months. I love my wife very
much. Need I say any more? That’s all!”
Later, after much urging, Stan adds:

“Everything!”
That’s Joe McCellan’s, an active Army
reserve flying officer, retort when you
demand
women.

to know

what’s

wrong

with

As an assistant casting director who
has encountered all sorts of females, Joe
should be more enlightening. So when
questioned further he replied. “They’re
selfish, spoiled, can’t manage their own
affairs, and always think in terms of
Joe went

on to say that the average

They’ve always been nice to me . . . and
Fve always tried to be nice to them.

. .”
woman
plan or equip herself for
money .doesn’t
marriage, and when she marries she is
only looking for a meal ticket.
Joe is still a bachelor. How come you

You’re not going to get me

ask? “Any girl who

“Fve

never

found

any

girls repulsive.

to commit

marries me

will have

to love my flying first— then love me.”
myself . . .”

HEYMAN

Cai /U WEBSTER’S
WITH

YOUR

FURNITURE

FRIENDS

Discounts
Members

FOOD TO TAKE OUT • HOME MADE PIES
Catering to LUNCHEONS & DINNERS

Terms

CO.

to Studio
on

Club

Furniture

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

Ariz. 9-9554

270 SOUTH

10645 WEST
LA CIENEGA

PICO
1226 SOUTH

5843 West Pico Blvd.
LA DREA

WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

T iventy-one

NEW RELEASE
SPECIAL

DISCOUNT

to

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

'When Willie

Appliances
HOTPOINT - CROSLEY
GIBSON - ROPER
PH ILCO - WESTERN HOLLY
MAGIC CHEF

JfHafchiH^ Hem '
Photos by Maiipin

Television
PACKARD-BELL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CROSLEY - PH ILCO
HOFFMAN
ZENITH
Terms

to Suit Your

The newest

year, and a crack at next year’s Oscars,
Fred Kohlmar’s production spares nothing in the way of effective atmosphere.
With capable John Ford megging, the
film has Dan Dailey telling his own story.

Budget

Robertson

He gets fine support from the rest of
the cast. Corinne Calvet adds to the fun

{ Near Olympic)

Beverly Hills

as the sexy leader of the Maquis and
Colleen Townsend is pretty and very appealing as his hometown girl friend.

CR. 1-1135
Open Tuesdays and Thursdays
Until 9 P.M.
Courtesy

film

to be released is Twentieth’s whammo
comedy riot WHEN
WILLIE COMES
MARCHING
HOME. Destined to grab
some of the brightest laugh praises of the

TELLER APPLIANCE CO.
369 South

poke-fun-at-the-Army

William Demarest plays Dan’s American
Legionnaire father, and is sharply typical. Lloyd Corrigan clicks as the mayor,
and Evelyn Varden socks across her
scenes as the characteristic American
mother.

- Quality - Dependability

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in

1.

At

the

outbreak

of the

war

in the

town

Leo

Tover’s photography is a craftsmanlike job, as is the art direction of
Lyle Wheeler and Chester Gore. Alfred

of

Punxatawney, Dan Dailey is the town's overnight hero when he becomes the the first
Punxatawnian
out

to give

to enlist. The
him

a

entire

big send-off.

town

But

Newman’s

score is first rate, along with

James B. Glark’s editing. Mary Loos and
Richard Sale spin a highly liveable
story.

turns

proudest

screenplay
of all is Dan's

girl friend

Colleen

from

Sy Gomberg’s

original

Townsend.

Southern California
Wholesale

STUDIO

Prices to

CLUB

MEMBERS

Everything for the Golfer
Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

Fredericks
and Co.
8560

WEST

PICO

BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw

2-5161

2. After

training

camp

ment his destination

Dan

proves

thinks
to be
him

Twenty-two

he is enroute

for the European

his home

town.

at

training

home

His

battlefront.

skill as a

recruits.

gunnery

To

his amaze-

instructor

keeps

SHOP

AT

WEISS'
STORE

FOR

MEN

Furnishings,

and BOYS

Shoes

and

Hats

^^SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”

CARL
3. Dan

has

But nothing

begged
doing.

ing. Even his mother

every

commanding

As the years

pass, his friends

Evelyn Varden
presence.

officer

and

Even

within

reach

tab him

transfer

as a goldbricker

father. Bill Demarest
Colleen's

for a

confidence

grow

to

combat

shirking

embarrassed

WEISS,

Mgr.

duty.

the fight-

at his continual

is strained.

10643

Pico

AR. 386-36

r

YOU SAVE MONEY
With

Your

Studio Club

Card

NOW

that

Saint

Nick

has

returned

to the

North you will want to relax for a change.
So come in sometime and try this grandfather rocker for real comfort and just brouse
around in our old store, nobody will bother
you with this special and that special, we
don't try to sell you, in fact we just want I
you to be a guest of the Wood family.

on

RECAPPING
NEW

TIRES

AUTO

& TUBES

ACCESSORIES

APPLIANCES
at

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
4. Then at last the break comes. Dan's colonel
tells him to replace the turret gunner on a B-17
bound for England. Some twelve hours later,
flying in dense fog and almost out of gas, Dan
is asleep when the order is given to bail out.
When he finally realizes he is alone and the
plane out of gas, he bails out over France.

(Continued)

■— ■

Phones

•— •

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

SEE US

Open Monday and Friday Evenings
Twenty-three

*^Pick Up

the Phone,
Call Lester L. Stone**
YEAR END CLOSE OUT
Special Prices On All Floor Samples

SAVE

20%

|
|
j
<

tOkchWiiliC

• • . •

(Continued)

and More

Nationally Advertised Merchandise |
Furniture - Appliances - Carpeting J
Television - Radio - Cameras {
SAVE — Time
1I YOU
• Shopping

• Money

IYOU GET —
J
• Exactly What You Want
}
• Full Guarantees and Service Warranties

j
}

Make Your Selection First
Then

Phone

Us

Hollywood 9-2533
(24-hour

j
)

Service)

)^Spend

a Nickel - Save Dollars

I

Sample Showroom

ILester L. Stone & Asso.

)

I

5277 Sunset Boulevard
(2 blocks east of Western

Ave.)

5. Picked up by the French underground, Dan finds the next 48 hours packed with more
adventure than he had experienced in his entire lifetime. Corinne Calvet, who is the leader
of the Maquis

poses as Dan's bride to help him get by the Nazis

and escape

to England.

ROLLEY^S
10588V2

WEST

PICO

CAFE
(Directly 0pp. New

Rancho

Post Office)

Cocktail Hour: 6-6:30

ALL

DRINKS

25c
LUNCHEONS

75c
Served From

1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m.

TELEVISION
HARRY

KATZ

- ROLLEY

Your Hosts

VE. 8-9517

Twenty- four

GRAY
6. Sleepless for almost 72 hours and groggy from too much French wine, Dan has arrived
in England with smuggled pictures of a new German robot rocket installed on the French
coast. Since he brings the first report of the rockets, he is a hero. For all the family and his
neighbors know, he's never been away, since he can't tell anyone about his adventure.
script contrives a happy ending, and Dan comes into his own at the finale.

The

TCF WESTERNERS PLAY
HOST TO 550 MASONS

OLD ‘ACTIONS’ WANTED
In order to complete

El Rancho

their historical

binding of ACTION’S back issues, the
Research Library needs old copies dating
back as far as 1941.

^*The Friendly

House**

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE

Any generous TCFers who would like
to donate their old ACTIONS to this
permanent library record, should contact
Frances Richardson, head of the Research Library.
Copies needed

Bnwl

BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

include January, April,

June, July, August, October, November,
December, in 1941. February and July
copies are needed for 1942, while each
monthly

FOR

Plenty

copy from 1947 and ’48 are requested to complete the series.

YOUR

. . .

of Free

Parking

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
SEE
Special

Cordon

Westerner president Campbell Forsyth gives Ellsworth Meyer, Calif. Mason head, a 16 mm.
camera.

t^utck Scif paints

GAZO

Courtesy to Studio
Club Members

PICO

Hollywood 9-2185

7807 Santa Monica Blvd.

The 20th Century-Fox Westerners
played host to one of the largest banquets held in the famed Cafe de Paris.
Entertaining over 550 Masons from the
motion picture industry, the occasion was
the first in a series of joint meetings of
the industry’s Masonie
Feature speaker of
Ellsworth Meyer, Most
Master of Masons in

LOU

ALBERT

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

Authorized Ford Dealer

EASY

Clubs.
the evening was
Worshipful Grand
California.

Paint and Wallpaper Store

A. NERNEY

TERMS

ARRANGED

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVIN ATOR

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

ROPER

A copy of the November 1949
issue of Architectural Forum was
lost on Stage 2. It is impossible
to replace this magazine as the
copies are limited and now out of
print. If the party now reading
this magazine will kindly turn it
in to the Research Library it will
be greatly appreciated.

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W. of Robertson

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

V\ RADIO & APPLIANCE CO. ///
Opposite

Stadium

Theatre

NOTICE
A discount

GEORGE'S CARAVAN

offered to

All Studio Club Card Holders

Cocktail

at

NOW

Smith'
s Sporting Blvd.
Goods
1636 Westwood
Los Angeles 24
Studio Team
MILT
Fishing Tackle

1

Equipment

"SNUFFY"

SMITH

and All Athletic Supplies

OPEN

LUNCHEONS

AR. 3-9842

The home of the

Lounge

I

—

75c

Dinners — Featuring Charcoal Broiled Shish Kebab Steaks and Chops
GEO. NAHAS

1870 Westwood

Boulevard

ARizona

7-6987

(Half Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

T wenty-five

MEMBERS

CLUB

STUDIO

Lived Happily Ever After! ”

mprcnccr

10301 West Pico Blvd.

I

I

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sixes)

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

•
•
•
•
•

Phone

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

*Ask

"... But They Couldn’t Have

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

(Briz or Bob)

Your MPRF

in Action

This is a story of how the industry’s
own Motion Picture Relief Fund operates to help film workers in time of need.
Regardless of whether or not the needy
individual contributes to the Fund, as
long as the worker has earned his livelihood in the motion picture industry for

for our wholesale Food lists

the last 5 years, he is eligible for assistance from the Fund.
At the present time, 90 per cent of the
workers in the picture business contribute one-half of one per cent or one
per cent of their salaries to the Fund.
In addition to the valuable information
given in ACTION about the Fund, any
urgent or personal problems confronting
an employee will be answered by calling
the Studio Club.

WALLPAPER
33%

DISCOUNT
Every

Type

CLUB

TO

and Design

to Choose

BOYDSTON
STORE

PHONE:

DU. 8-2435

West

3300

MEMBERS

6th

From

BROS.

A True Story
NIGHT

Street

(2 BIks. West of Vermont)
Open

PHONES:

CH. 5-2189

Friday Evenings

Although he had been badly wounded,
life looked bright for a certain studio
laborer when he eventually was released
from the hospital after World War II
and married the girl he loved. Then came
the problem of a place to live. All they
could find within their small salary was
a one-room shack at the rear of another
house, entirely without conveniences of

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distribut'ors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion

Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE
Twenty-six

any kind.
When the young
nant they realized
must be found but
there was nothing

wife became pregthat other quarters
search as they did,
to rent. Worry was

threatening the wife’s health and affecting the worker’s efficiency on his job. In
desperation they appealed to the \Iotion
Picture Relief Fund. Assistance was arranged and the Fund also succeeded in
getting them some outside financing.
Thus they were able to purchase a little
house in the outskirts under the G. I.
Bill. The Fund arranged for prenatal
care for the 22-year-old prospective
mother and when the time came, she
her
placed in a hospital for the birth of
was baby.

Later, after a few necessities for the
baby and for the house had been bought,
the man began paying back to the Fund
the money they had given him, and
which he had wished to consider as a
loan. He also began to pay the money
spent for his wife’s care and hospitalization. Thus the money will again be available to aid others who need a helping
hand in time of stress or emergency.
The little family now is comfortably
situated and very happy with their little
daughter and modest home.

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
20th Century-Fox

CHRIS
By Muriel Bermudez

Co.

C. MORRISON
Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.

A delicate and sensitive secretary translates into
old English, the mood of an impatient boss.

CR. 6-9926
Come, come, ye olde crximpet, type this I insist
For I ken 'tis a line that ye boss won't resistDelete thou this word which me thinks out of place—
Nay, nay, put it back— to ye phrase it adds grace 1
Numbskull-these pages of which there be ten
Will take thee one minute to copy— and then
Dash off this here memo— 'tis little to ask
And tarry thou not at this delicate task !
When boy friend doth call which I vow is too oft.
Cut out thine sweet cooings in voice dripping soft
And get to thy work-yea, do waiteth on meSeest not, thou poor dullard, that time it doth flee?
Now hie thee to office at end of ye Lot
And deliver this script and I pray thee do not
Indulge in ye dallyings and finally stop
To gloat with ye gossips in ye coffee shop !
Return ye with speed and with proper dispatch
For mine brain now is straining new epic to hatchYe gods— give me strength with this nitwit to cope
Lest I hang mine own self with ye end of mine rope !

WILLIAM
ANNOUNCES

M. ALBERTS,
THE

OPENING
FOR

PRACTICE
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FURNITURE
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Very Special Discount Prices
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and Television

Westwood
10931

HIS OFFICE

Furniture Co.
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ARizona 7-2771
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a Complete

Guaranteed

OPTOMETRY
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10522

VENICE
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VErmont 8-C521
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Office Hours: 9 to 5

Monday,
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Open
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Until
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Night
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FREE

INCOME
SERVICE

RIGHT

TAX
Do you know

TURN?

when you can make

this right hand turn?

As in previous years, representatives from ^
both Federal and State Income Tax Departments will be on the lots to aid employees
in preparing and filing their returns.
The schedules are as follows:

FEDERAL

—

Fox Hills — February 13 thru 17
Deputy Jack H. Schroader
Deputy Rupert J. Wittrock
Western Ave. — Feb. 1 3 and 14
Deputy William J. Humphries
state

—

Fox Hills — February 27 and 28
William Vorkink
Turning Right Against Signal: Vehicles must not turn against red or "Stop" signal
unless vehicle has first stopped AND yielded the right-of-way to all cars and
pedestrians. Vehicles may then turn right against signal UNLESS there is a sign posted
at the intersection prohibiting the turn (V. C. 476-C-2).

At Fox Hills both Federal and State representatives will be located in Rooms 9, 10 and
1 0-A Old Park Row — telephone
472 and 473.

extensions

At Western Avenue the deputy
cated in Room 3, East Lot.

will be lo-

RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
TUBES **
RADIO REPAIRS
RADIO
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINES
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS

"A" must not turn until he has first stopped and allowed "B"
then turn unless there is a sign prohibiting such a movement.

.
.
.
ok
Co
What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

ol Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plcin.
DON'T

BUY

. . .

RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS
Across
1261

FREE

T wenty-eight

EXCEPTION: Right turns prohibited against signal in Central Traffic District (Sunset
to Pico, Figueroa to Los Angeles Streets).

North

the Street from

MART

the New

Don

Vine Street, Hollywood

PARKING

IN FRONT

AND

Lee Studios!
HUdson

REAR

OF

2-1285

STORE

to pass first. He may

T AMPq

FLOOR WAXERS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA SIPHONS
LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
GIFTS
CHIMES
BED LAMPS
TOYS

Silence at 11:30 a. m.

MARGARET

DENBO

JOHN

Everyone who had to go to our hospital met "Mrs. Denbo." They liked her.
She was calm and wise and kind. She
was happy because she had a devoted
husband and two fine daughters.
Mrs. Denbo always found time to help
others. The nurses who served beside
her remember; "She was always seeing
the good in people. She believed there
was good in everyone."
Two years ago, at Christmas time, Mrs.
Denbo's elder daughter, Marilyn, died of
leukemia.
Margaret Denbo's heart was broken.
The same heart that she knew would
some day suddenly fail, for it had been
damaged in childhood by rheumatic fever.
Even more than before, Mrs. Denbo
gave herself to everyone at Fox. She
comforted the worried, cured the sick,
counselled the confused. She was almost
like a mother to many of us.
On January 9th, early in the morning,
Mrs. Denbo went to join Marilyn.

'

M. STAHL

Twentieth Century-Fox, the Studio Club
and scores of friends here on the lot have
lost a great TCF comrade — John M. Stahl.
The long time director had been hospitalized by a heart attack the first of the year,
and died January 13th.
Funeral services for Stahl were held in
Forest Lawn, Jan. 16th. Survivors include
his widow, Roxanna Stahl; his son, Ray
Stahl, and a daughter, Mrs. Roxanna Steen
Fletcher Jr.
He had been a successful director at
Twentieth since 1941. Born in New York
City, Stahl became an actor in his early
'teens and appeared with many of the
stage greats on Broadway. In 1914 he
turned to movie-making, becoming a director for an independent producing company in New York, and continued to direct
pictures for the rest of his life. He was 64.
The famous director was always the first
to generously sponsor any of the Studio
Club's athletic teams, and whenever possible was active in the Studio Club.
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Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 6-3913

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

T wenty-nine

preparation by the department to bring
the New England atmosphere around

''Fve been woikin' foi the movies" ^

sehools as the Portland Art Academy, and
School of Art and Design, Sersen has
twice captured an Academy Oscar for his
screen effects. His work in DOWN
TO
THE SEA IN SHIPS is now up for voting
in this year’s Academy running. In addition he is a proficient jjainter-artist who
has turned this hobby into numerous contest awards. Although he is now just

greying around the temples, Ered still
plays golf in the low 80s, and never misses
a Studio Club golf tournament.
The young artist who stepped inside
the Fox gate in 1918 first started producing tricky effects with matt and glass
shots. Years and years of experimenting
with intricate camera shots along with
his art knowledge has made Fred at home
with any kind of catastrophe. Sersen
thinks nothing of moving a mountain,
flooding a city, staging an earthquake, or
sweeping the countryside with a blizzard.
For THE RAINS CAME he created one
of the heaviest cloudbursts on record; a
downfall of 10,000 gallons of water each
shooting minute which approximated a
rainfall of 40 inches a day, for 47 days.

Fred Sersen
It was just 32 years ago this month that
a young ambitious scenic artist started
to work at our Western Avenue studio.
Since then, both Fred Sersen, now the
Director of Special Photographic Effects,
and our studio have tussled with the

Today hardly a picture goes on the
screen without the magic touch of Sersen’s department peeping in somewhere.
Eor instance it took weeks of patient

the Pringle ranch, in TCP’s current MY
BLUE HEAVEN, onto the screen without going into elaborate construction
problems, or sending a crew on location.
For the respected and loved Fred
Sersen, the 32 years seems like just a
few weeks. He claims that he is so busy
learning new techniques, that he hasn’t
had time to stop the calendar. “In this
type of work, everything is new,” he
stated. “If it’s been shown on the screen,
chances are that it’s old stuff, and we
have to think in terms of new effects and

Fred Sersen’s contribution to the motechniques.”
tion picture industry these past 32 years,
and to the imaginative photo effects with
which he graces Twentieth’s flickers, will
never be forgotten. Although the official
title of his department is the Special
Photographic Effects, it seems unnatural
to call it anything except “the Sersen
department.” The studio itself has honored Ered by naming the giant lake behind the Grip department, Sersen Lake.
This is where most of the miniature water
shooting is done.
Yes, Hollywood is proud of Ered
Sersen. And we at Twentieth are proud
that you’re a TCFer, but most of all we’re
happy to help you celebrate your 32nd
studio anniversary.

early days’ growing pains; beat down
crisis after crisis, until now they are
both in the full bloom and health of
maturity.

Quality You Can Depend On, AND

Sersen, who looks like a kindly country
doctor, still has the spring of youth. To
attest this, anyone who would visit his
office would find the soft voiced, cigar
smoking department head busy from

10%
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DISCOUNT
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Members
SPRAYS

BOUQUETS

early morning ’till late at night working
out new “tricks” in adding realism to the
screen. His department worships him.
Their object is to please “the head guy,”
and everyone’s shoulders are put to the
job of rushing his imaginative ideas onto
celluloid.

10932
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Born in Czechoslovakia and receiving
his formal art education in such famous
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The Worst Feeling in the World!
Nine years old and he can’t play with the gang. His mother
says two or three of the boys are different and he shouldn’t
associate with them.
What
few

does she mean

different? He . remembers

days ago his history teacher

had

told him

only a
that all

Americans are the same— all citizens of one country and all
working together.
This kid judges the rest of the gang by their individual
personality, character and how
race or religion.

they play ball— not by their

Each

race, each

religion, contributes

its own

cidture and idealism to produce that amazing
and

\igor which

have

made

America

an.xious to keep his country the way

talents,

blend of ideas

great. This boy is

it should

be— and he

can do it— if we don’t influence him to the contrary!
Make sure that you are not spreading rumors against a
race or a religion. Speak up, wherever
udice, and work
a good American

for understanding.

you are, against prej-

Remember

that’s being

citizen.

Accept or reject people
on their individual worth

SUPPORT BROTHERHOOD
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Sure—
but

what

it do

for

me?
J

The Studio Club is a great idea! So what?

Actress Joyce Mackenzie

“What’d it ever do for me?”
You see Joyee, we used to get that question all
the time. Now

it’s different — because last year 96.7

per cent of all Twentieth’s employees were members
of the Studio Club and enjoyed its variety of interesting activities. This year it is expected that every
employee will be a member now that they realize
the relationship this non-profit organization has with
their own work.
To get back to your question — it’ll put you on a
team! A team to work together in producing the
best in film entertainment, and a team to play together. Yes, that’s right. Not all of you have the
same interests and recreational habits. So the Studio

Club through its Board of Controllers elected by
popular vote of the members, plans a variety of
activities and events which attract every type of
interest.
The Club also sponsors direct welfare for the employees such as financial help in time of emergency;
arrangements for free blood; and sizeable savings
on almost any type of purchase through the discount
plan. These are but a few examples of the many
benefits offered by your Club.
But best of all, it’s fun to work and play on a team
like the Studio Club’s.

Mail In Your Application Card Now—
You Help to Make the Team!

MARCH
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>>>»
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TAX DEDUClON
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^

TIME!

PIC OF MONTH
Clearing away for fhe busy mont-hs ahead. In a recent address Spyros
Skouras, President of the Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., revealed that
the studio proposes to release no fewer than 36 features this year. Each
year hereafter, the studio plans to gradually increase its film production,
until no fewer than 42 full length features will be released in 1952. Skouras
went on to say, "To achieve this increased production, we have undertaken
a $6,000,000 building program to enlarge our studio facilities." First of
the many heralded improvements is a new cement loading dock opposite the
Grip building.
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but ACTION feels this is the family’s fight, too.
fight is to have Congress remove the federal tax
adds 20% to the eost of every motion picture
ticket. The tax means that millions of people
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to pay taxes which the customers of other industries do
not pay.
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You can help in the fight to get rid of this unfair tax —
unfair because it singles out the customers of this industry

BLOOD

NEW

CLUB

money for production, less money for wages and salaries.

ED JANIS

CONTENTS
GOOD

STUDIO

cannot buy tickets as often as they would without the
tax. It means less income for theatres and studios, less

Staff Artists
GLASSBURN

CENTURY-FOX

This
Is ThehasFamily's
This message
already been Fisht
given toTool
everyone

BILLICK

ELMER

OF TWENTIETH

No. 3

1950

McCLATCHEY

RIDLEY

PUBLICATION

20

of Controllers

Bill Winter

President

Walter Jolley
Florence Mack
Jack Conlin

Vice-President
Secretary
T reasurer

Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Frank Brown, Bob Comer,
Hugh Conlon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning, Eddie
DeCuir, Kathleen Fish, Ruth Fox, Charles Goldie, Henry
Goldfarb, Ray Jones, Tom Krause, John Lavin, Nettie
McLaughlin, Ben Nye, Sonny Olivera, Clinton Sandeen,
George Stephenson, Jim Trucano, Dave Vaughn, Joe
Wright, Pete Young.

WRITE

YOUR

CONGRESSMAN

TODAY.

Address

the United States representative from your district and
the two United States senators from California. Ask each
one to work to repeal this tax. Tell him you consider the
tax unfair because it makes you and other Americans pay
a penalty in order to enjoy entertainment
part of American life. Remind him that
time tax which was to have ended when
and there is more reason to take taxes
to cut taxes on fur coats. Let him know

which is a basic
this was a warthe war ended,
off movies than
that as a worker

in motion pictures you want him to work against the tax
because it is a threat to your job and your income, and
you expect him to protect your interests.
Remember, YOU WILL BE ASKING SOMETHING
FOR YOURSELF. The ticket taxes which you and
millions of other Americans pay do not go to the motion
picture companies. They do not contribute anything to
wages and salaries in Hollywood. They are a burden on
the American people.
Help your Congressman

to help you! Write now!

Honorary Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly
at 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California, by
and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.
Subscription price for non-members $3.00 per year. Single
copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111. Entered as Second
Class Matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los Angeles,
California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
taCSSfei 5

The Cover
With 9 dependents you would think that Al Mazzola's worries would vanish
when income tax time rolls around. Mazzola claims they just begin, but
wouldn't trade his family for the world. The children's ages range from
6 months to 17 years. Left to right, front row back, Mrs. Mazzola, Eugene,
Al, Kathleen, Richard, Anthony, Joan, Lenny, Frank. Al has been a TCF
Grip for the last 1 6 years.
Photo by Mitchell

Three

Awards
Nominations
Powolny

New

Productions

Formal presentation of Redbook's Silver Award to Darryl F. Zanuck was made March 2nd by
Wade Nichols, editor of the magazine. The ceremonies were part of the Screen Guild
Players network broadcast. Left to right, Linda Darnell, Paul Douglas, Darryl F. Zanuck,
editor Nichols, Celeste Holm.

“\ever before has a single studio done
so much in one year to contribute to the
advancement of motion pictures as has
20th Century-Fox,” remarked the editors
of Redbook magazine upon presenting
Darryl F. Zanuck and the studio the
magazine’s Annual Silver Star Award, in
a gala presentation at the Bel-Air Hotel,
March 2nd.
The award is usually reserved for outstanding films of the previous year, but
marking the first time in 11 years, the
magazine’s
award
conferred
upon
Zanuck
and the
wholewasstudio.
The editors
went on to call the studio’s films for the
year “an outstanding parade of entertainment at a time when all Hollywood
was gloomy and retrenching.”
ACADEMY

NOMINATIONS

Twentieth Century- Fox sprinted away
from the rest of the studio field of Oscar
contenders by capturing a total of 23
.Academy Awards nominations. The announcement which followed on the heels
of the recent balloting, was released
February L5th.
Leading the list of nominations for
the co\eted Oscars were TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH and LETTER TO
THREE WIVES, for the best motion
picture of the year. Twentieth managed
to gather an Academy nod for almost
every division of the voting. A complete
breakdown of TCF’s record-breaking
.Academy nomination achievement is as
follows:
Four

Best motion

picture of the year:

12 O’CLOCK HIGH. Produced by
King.
Darryl
F. Zanuck; directed by Henry
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES. Produced by Sol Siegel; directed by Joe
Mankiewicz.
Best performance

JEANNE CRAIN in “Pinky.”
LORETTA YOUNG in “Come To The
by an actor in sup-

Stable.”
porting role:
DEAN

JAGGER

in “12 O’Clock High.”

Best performance
porting role:

by an actress in sup-

The Stable.”HOLM
CELESTE
ETHEL

WATERS

CLARE

To The

in “Pinky.”

in directing:

JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ
ter To Three Wives.”

Best motion

in “Pinky.”
in “Come To

in “Come

for “A Let-

LUCE

for “Come To

SHIRLEY
The Stable.”W. SMITH and VALENTINE DAVIES for “It Happens Every
Best screen play:

JOSEPH
Spring.” MANKIEWICZ
ter To Three Wives.”

and

MACK

Best cinematography

JOSEPH

LaSHELLE

LEON SHAM
The Stable.”

for “Come

ROY

Best cinematography

CHARLES

CLARKE

BestFoxes.”
costume

design

NELSON

To

for “Prince of
(color) :

for “Sand.”
(color) :

for “Mother Is A

Best costume design
(black
and white) :
Freshman.”

VITTORIO

NINO

NOVARESE

for

“Prince of Foxes.”
Best achievement

in sound:

20th CENTURY-FOX

SOUND

DE-

PARTMENT for “12 O’clock High.”

picture story:

BOOTH

NEWMAN

GORDON for “THROUGH A LONG
AND SLEEPLESS NIGHT” from
“Come To The Stable.”

KAY

ETHEL BARRYMORE
ELSA LANCHESTER

BestStable.”
achievement

ALFRED

(black and white) :

by an actress:

Best performance

Best original song:

for “A Let-

Distinctive

achievement

in Documen-

tary production:

RICHARD De ROCHEMONT for “A
Chance To Live” from March of Time.
Best achievement in art direction
(black and white) :

LYLE

WHEELER

WRIGHT

for “Come

and JOSEPH
To The Stable.”

Milligan

Producer Sol Siegel's LETTER TO THREE WIVES was one of TCP's flickers which received the
Academy nomination for the Best Motion Picture Of The Year. In addition, Joe Mankiewicz
took nominations for both directing and writing this modern adult drama.

NEW

i

i

Biggest news on the production front
is the final scheduling of five more fulllength features, two of which will be
Technicolor. Approximately 35 TCFers
are now using Manila as their home and
headquarters during the filming of THE
AMERICAN
GUERRILLA
IN THE
PHILIPPINES.

iI
i
!

PRODUCTIONS

In a well-planned

stra-

tegic move to capture the box office’s
sudden popularity of war pictures, Ty
Power fresh from RAWHIDE, will costar with lovely Micheline Prelle. The
story is about an American soldier’s own
exciting and thrill-packed war against
the ruthless Japanese aggressors during
the last war.

show, is a record of achievement. An
achievement by a beautiful and talented
actress who tramples on every friend she
has to win her fame. A beautiful story
with a sound and twisting ending. This
will be just another example of the fine
type of flickers which has made Twentieth Century-Fox pictures a standout,
not only by the vast world-wide audiences, but by the 10,950 talented Hollywood craftsmen, artists and Academy
members who nominated 23 Twentieth
Century-Fox

eredits for screen

accom-

plishments.

Another location journey is scheduled
soon for many TCF production crew
members, when the TRUMPET
TO
MORN company starts shooting in Santa
Fe, New Mexico. The setting of the story
is the Far West during the Civil War.
Here the hostile Indians are taking advantage of the Union’s undermanned
garrisons, and running wild with acts
of pillage and destruction. A group of
captured Confederate soldiers are voluntarily sworn into the Union ranks to fight
against the Indians. Plenty of action, romance with the garrison commander’s
daughter, and conflict of all types will
make this a top-notch flicker in 1950.
ALL ABOUT EVE along with I’LL
GET BY will round out the March schedule. EVE, a cleverly pencilled screen
play, adapted from a dramatic radio

-

Blond Bill Lundigan, currently seen in MOTHER
DIDN'T TELL ME, is now in front of the camera
for I'LL GET BY, which started shooting Mar. 7.

Action packed 12 O'CLOCK HIGH, which
starred versatile Greg Peck, was also awarded
an Academy nomination for the Best Motion
Picture Of The Year.
Five

TCFs “Smoke
IN

ACTION
By

[-’ll
TCFers

have

their small

a right to be proud

of

but efficient Fire Depart-

ment. It boasts
able record in
industry.

of the most
the

remark-

motion

picture

Clemmie Galloway
Three

Twentieth Century-Fox firemen direct the powerful spray of a
pound, ZVz inch hose through a window during a recent drill.
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Photos by
Jack Pashkovsky, Cliff Concialdi

It all started thousands of years ago
when the legendary Prometheus stole it
from Olympus, the celestial home of the
Greek gods.
For thousand of years man knew
only one way to fight fire, using one
element against another— water against
fire.
Today he has an arsenal of chemicals
and electro-mechanical devices that
make fire fighting a specialized science.
But throughout the ages of history one
thing has never changed. To fight fire
takes men of courage.
It also takes continual alertness, for
the worst enemy of mankind has always
been— man himself. His carelessness and
thoughtlessness have caused the great
percentage

"Mr. Fire Department" himself. Hugh Conlon
Sr., Fire Chief of TCF's efficient Fire Department, started a one-man department in 1926.
It has since grown to be the best studio fire
organization, with a crew of 24 trained firemen.

Six

of fires.

TCP’s Fire department is more one
of fire prevention than fire fighting. Their
constant vigilance give the studio a state
of security and maximum protection for
their billion dollar investment. Each
week

every building on

the lot is in-

spected, while the greater fire hazards
are checked several times a day. Last
year 56,006 inspections were recorded.
Housed in a trim little building just
this

side of the

Olympic

Boulevard

bridge, thedoors
Fire reveal
department’s
always
wide-open
a gleaming
red
fire truck and snow white ambulance,
symbols of twenty-four hour protection,
not only of the lives of TCF employees,
but their jobs.
The

many high combustible raw materials that go into the making of motion pictures, and the 52 buildings and
16 stages which house them, require constant inspection and protection against
the hazard of fire. This constitutes a
work.
major portion of the Fire department’s
Fire Chief Hugh Conlon has a crew
of eighteen firemen on the Movietone lot
and four on the Western Avenue lot.
These men are not only trained and
skilled firefighters, they are thoroughly
acquainted with all the regulations of the

Eaters ”
Fire Prevention Board of the City of Los Angeles, alert to anything which constitutes a fire and safety hazard. This means
a thorough knowledge of electricity, explosives, paints and
thinners and such solutions as are used by photographers, cutters, janitors and other departments using combustible materials.
A special alarm system known as Sprinkler or Aero controls
every major building on the lot. Its alarm board in the fire
house, like a highly sensitive nervous system, registers immediately any unusual heat. Firemen take two-hour watches at
this alarm board and it is never left unattended for even one
minute.

Any

alarm

registered on this board gives the exact

location on the lot of the danger, and TCF’s Fire department
goes into immediate action. It is also registered on the downtown Los Angeles City Fire department’s board and three Los
Angeles fire companies answer the alarm. On a second alarm,
such as the recent Scene Dock fire, seven additional Los Angeles City Fire companies join the fight.
In the twenty-five-year history of Fire Chief Conlon, the
studio has had only three fires of any consequence. They were
the recent Scene Dock fire on the Golf Course #3 lot, the fire
on Stage 3 a decade or more ago and one a few years back in
the old Administration building attic. Efficient, fast action of
the Fire department speedily brought them under control and
prevented any further loss.
(Continued on Next Page)

While most of the studio workers are home enjoying their Sunday
in leisure, the studio s Fire Department has an opportunity to run

Twentieth's firemen are not only experts with every type of firefighting equipment, but are familiar with the studio's haxards.

through
niques.

their important drills and develop new fire-fighting techHere they are combating conditions of a mock roof fire.
Seven

Inspector Hugh Conlon Jr., left, and Captain Chaplin apply oxygen to
revive a patient. This treatment is administered by the highly trained
TCF Fire Department, under the supervision of a doctor.

Captain Miller examines the Fire Control Board located in the fire
house. This automatic fire alarm system indicates the location of any
fire and immediately starts the automatic sprinkler system.

TCP’s firemen are a skilled team of fire fighters who
their fitness by training and drilling.

keep up

Sunday is the Fire department’s busiest day. For Sunday is
drill day. It is also the day of maintenance of equipment.
Every foot of hose is checked and tested for pressure, so that
at all times it will be in perfect condition and ready for instant
action. In 1949 a total of 87,750 feet of high pressure hose
was handled and inspected. The studio’s 1029 fire extinguishers
are regularly checked and refilled. All electrical wiring is constantly checked and the big fire truck and hi-pressure pumper
ready to go into action at a moment’s notice.
TCF Firemen are so skilled they can tell from a first look at
a fire whether to use water or chemical. If chemical, they
know the exact kind. Foam, Pyrene, C02, Soda and Acid. If
water is to be used, they know whether to apply high or low
pressure, stream or fog and whether to attack the fire from
the top or bottom. This scientific knowledge results in immediate control.
All firemen are trained in First-Aid and Pulmotor operation
and are as proficient with their white ambulance as they are
with their red fire truck.

The

Fire Department's job calls mere for fire prevention and protection, rather than fire fighting. Here Assistant Fire Chief Jack Montgomery, right, explains the dangers of a plugged spray booth filter.
Left to right: W. Duffy, H. Conlon Sr., H. Conlon Jr., J. Montgomery,
O. Gagnon.

There are always standby firemen and fire hose charged and
loaded, ready for instant action on any set which is considered
a hazard. These are doubled on “hot” sets where there are
many flimsy costumes. Standby firemen and equipment are
stationed on other “hot” jobs, like welding and wood burning
for aging. Also the oj^eration of valves and draining of the
sprinkler system when work is required on its 45,000 units.
TCP’s Fire depaitment has been responsible for
measures and fire precautions which have been
the Board of Fire Underwriters, such as two fire
jection booths and safety ladders at each end
walks on sets.

many safety
adopted by
exits in proof high cat-

If they gave “Oscars” to Fire departments, TCF would win
one, for the City Board of Fire Underwriters say that it is not
only the cleanest and best protected studio in the industry from
a fire
the
city.standpoint, but also of any large industrial plant in

The studio has the best and most efficient fire-fighting equipment
for any industrial plant of its size. Here the truck pulls out of
the station to answer a fire signaled by the automatic alarm control.

Eip'ht

This record is due not only to the constant inspection and
the alertness and efficiency of our Fire department, but the
splendid cooperation from all department heads and employees
—another example of the organizational spirit that makes the
great Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation.

All TCF

firemen are experts in first aid and in handling the ambulance's equipment. They are showing the proper stretcher technique.

C. Howard

All of Twentieth's fire-fighting equipment is kept in top working
condition. These firemen are recharging and inspecting extinguishers.
Left to right: Dale Camomile, Hugh Conlon Jr. and Alec Kaminske.

Sundays, in addition to being drill day for the firemen, is also clean-up
day. On that day, all the equipment is cleaned and inspected.

Always Alert and Ready for Any Type of Fire,
Your Studio Fire Department Stands Prepared
to Protect You and Your Job.

in charge of fire prevention at
the Western Ave. Studio, is genial
Captain McCarthy,

TCFer since '39.

Fireman Bill Chaplin, right, couples
a hose onto the engine, while driver
Clarence James stands by.

Firemen Clarence Winkler, left, and
Lew Kvasnicka inspect a high pressure main at Western Ave. Studio.

Clyde Hamilton, left, and Clyde
Howard attach a I'A inch hose
to a hydrant during a weekly drill.
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"GALS FRIDAY"
By Julian Myers
Photos by Frank Powolny

Here’s Some of TCP’s Top Execotive Secretaries.
Head What They Think of Their Jobs and Bosses.

Ruth

Gunning

Secretary for
JOSEPH

SCHENCK

Executive Head of Production
Limestone College,
South Carolina.
Government
Washington,
Government
ramento.

work

in
in

D. C.
work in Sac-

Secretary in Honolulu.
National Broadcasting
Companv, in New
NBC here.

York.

Secretary in Darryl Zanuck’s office for three years.
Joseph since
Schenck’s
secretary
1947. private
You’re looking at Ruth
Gunning. Pleasant sight,
isn’t it? Your

eyes tell you

have a girl
doneso so
much.
But
that
young
couldn’t
your mind tells you, as you
talk with her, that it must
have been easy for her.
Dark and quick, Ruth is
a girl who gets things done.
Yet she never loses her
poise. As Mr. Schenck’s secretary she must be the embodiment of efficiency
—and an ever- willing hostess. She must reflect the kindliness and charm
of her employer. She does.
Ruth’s admiration for Mr. Schenck and her appreciation of being at Fox
are obvious. She’ll nev'er forget how the studio rallied to her when she
broke her back three years ago. “The Studio Club was wonderful,” she
...IS. »
it
declares.
“You know, it’s things like the Studio Club that make Fox what
Though

she admits she is biased, Ruth insists that Joseph Schenck

is a

truly “great” man. She reveals: “He has more friends than anyone
know. They love him. He has a real place in so many hearts.”
Ten
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A Good Exec s Secretary Can Do Much to Relieve
the Burden and Strain from the Boss’s Work.

Pauline

Dunlap

Secretary for
F. L. METZLER
Studio Manager and Treasurer
In the efficient and busy offices of the
studio’s manager and treasurer there is
somehow always time to make any visitor
feel at ease. Meeting Mr. Metzler reveals
part of the reason for this. The other part
is Pauline Dunlap.
Beautiful, gray-haired, blue-eyed
Pauline Dunlap combines graciousness
with attractiveness and ability.
Besides her outstanding natural attributes, Pauline has had considerable experience in the day-to-day business of actual
film making. Before joining Mr. Metzler
she worked in the Sound Department, in
Production, and with directors. So she,
like her superior, knows the business of
producing pictures.
Pauline is keenly aware of the jjart
that Mr. Metzler plays in making 20th
Century-Fox the smooth machine that it
is. She explains: “Mr. Metzler’s work is
extremely interesting, due to its variety.
He manages the financial end of all studio
operations. This keeps us in contact with
all sections of the lot. Department heads
come in to confer on studio policy. Thus,
with a uniform approach throughout,
each department is striving for the same
thing. We have unity in a business that
is difficult to unify.”
Each week, Pauline devotes six days
to her work. Not much time is left for
her hobbies: her home, her garden, and
taking long walks. “Someday,” she discloses, “I’d like to take time out for a
trip to South America or Europe. But
who

wouldn’t?”

Clare Shannon

Neva

Gunniss

Secretary for

Secretary for
JASON

S. JOY

Director of Public Relations
On February 11th Clare Shannon Gunniss completed fifteen years as Colonel
Joy’s secretary. She was busy all the
while, yet found time to have nine grandchildren.

JACK
B. CODD
Studio Controller
“I’ve been with Mr. Codd

A graduate
St. isMary’s
in Notre
Dame,
Indiana, of
Clare
not disinterested
know.”
in sports, particularly football. One of
her sons-in-law is the coach at Loyola
High, so each autumn is “like four
straight months of ‘Father Was A FullClare has been in studios longer than
almost any other secretary. She came to
Fox in 1929, with A1 Rocket, for whom
sheback’.”
had previously worked at First National. Her next assignment was with
Colonel
says, “I’ve
very
fortunateJoy.
to Clare
have been
with been
two such
wonderful men.”
Though she enjoys reading, especially
biographies “because I like people and
like to read about them,” Clare’s first
extra-curricular interest is her family.
All nine grandchildren and their parents
often get together with grandmother,
usually on Sundays.

Clare’s ambition is to “keep well, be
able to work, get outdoors, enjoy my
children, grandchildren, and— I hopegreat-grandchildren.”

for seventeen

years and have enjoyed every minute
“I’m kept busy looking after my
my husband,

“Be sure to spell ‘Clare’ without an
‘i’,” Clare admonishes. “I’m Irish, you

Lindsey

of

work,

our home, our cabin in the

mountains, and playing golf. I’m very
happy with my life. No unfulfilled desires, I’m afraid. I get as much out of
each day as possible. Let the future take
care of itself.”
Betty Bertin, Neva’s colleague, reveals:
“She’s a girl of many talents. She draws,
sews, and her culinary ability is out of
this world. She always has something
“cooking.”
it.”
The only secret in Neva’s life is her
golf score. All she will confess is that
she has never broken a hundred. Sometimes she does on nine holes, though.
Mr. Codd

is Studio Controller and his

office handles our insurance affairs including group insurance, taxes, credit
union supervision, and miscellaneous
monetary matters. This adds up to a
mountain of work. When work is done,
however, Neva heads for the mountains.
At Wrightwood, near Big Pines, Neva
and her husband have had a cabin for
twenty years.
“What more could a person
life?” asks Neva, wisely.

want

in

(Continued on Next Page )
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Far Gals Who Know Their Bosses Best — Its Their Secretaries

Bernice

Elsa Whitman

GEORGE

Director of Industrial Relations

comes

Enid Scherer

Secretary for

WASSON,

LEW

JR.

Holden

who

assists Mr.

life.

second.”

SGHREIBER

Exec. Manager and Asst, to Mr. Zanuck

Legal Counsel

Bernice Burke
job is the first thing in my

Paul Douglas

Holden

Secretary for

Secretary for
FRED S. MEYER

“My

Burke

Wasson in the Legal Department accepted a temporary position with Eox Studios

You’ve probably seen a honey-haired
blonde piloting a big grey convertible

Fred Meyer’s secretary, attractive Elsa
Whitman, might have added that her

in July of 1930, and with true legal cau-

sedan around the lot. She’s cute. You
wouldn’t believe she’ll celebrate her

passion is cards. She is regarded as Miss
Canasta of the Administration Building.

tion believes that “it would now appear
that the job may become reasonably per-

twenty-fifth

“I really like my

work,”

Elsa

says.

“Mr. Meyer is very fine about delegating
authority. He always backs me up. Who
could ask for anything more?”
Leering at Elsa all day long is the Second Thing in Her Life: Paul Douglas. A
huge picture of him
back of her neck.

breathes

down

the

Her

service record was

broken

manent.”
she
took time out fifteen years ago

release an “A” production of her own:
Kathleen. Kathleen, now in high school,
is studying Journalism, a subject in which
Bernice is interested, too.
“I adore my daughter,” Bernice admits,
“but she keeps me baffled and broke.”
Bernice genuinely enjoys her work and

“He’s my latest crush. . . . He’s the
world’s best actor. A real he-man. Ter-

her colleagues and says of the many people who come in to sign contracts that

rific. I’ve never seen him do a bad job.
Gee, I wish he knew me!”

they’re interesting and stimulating. She
has understandable pride in hearing a

“Mr.

Meyer’s

duties are interesting,”

movie

audience

applaud

a picture like

Elsa declares, changing the subject. “I
feel that our harmonious relations with

“TWELVE O’CLOCK HIGH,” aware of
the combined talents that go into the

the unions

making

are due largely to him.

is respected

by both

management

He
and

Enid

Scherer

most every department

to

Paul very well,” Elsa whispers.

“I know

Chic

when

wedding

anniversary

diis

has served in alduring her twelve

years at the studio. Her dark brown eyes
year.
twinkle when she exclaims: “I’ve had a
real education at Twentieth!”
Enid is secretary to Mr. Lew Schreiber,
which is as it should be. For both Mr.
Schreiber

and Enid

have only two

real

interests in life— their work and their families. With the help of Moe, her debonair
husband

who

Department,

sparkles in our Multilith
Enid

has given Southern

California two fine sons. Gilbert, the elder, is studying medicine.

Clifford is pre-

paring for law at UCLA.
Though running a family and a busy

of a good picture.

labor. I like to think that in serving him

Bernice says: “Mr. Wasson and our
other attorneys give us some credit for

office like Mr. Schreiber’s is a heavy responsibility, Enid has no complaints.

I am helping maintain
lationship.

intelligence — an interesting challenge,
which makes us try to live up to some of

“My

their illusions.”

another twenty years.”

this enviable

re-

“I like Paul Douglas, but I love my job.”
T tvelve

my

Ambition,”
children

she declares, “is to get

set— and

to work

here for

I

I

Mitchell

Rehearsal Hall was the scene of the Studio Club's blood bank, held February 8th<

168 Blood Pints Donated to TCF Blood Bank
One hundred and sixty-eight pints of
life giving blood were donated to the

Last year the Studio Club with the aid
of all industry crafts and unions, and

Studio Club’s blood bank

with the cooperation of management, arranged for 187 employees to each donate

Any employee needing blood for himself or a member of his family should advise his hospital to request replacement
from the Red Cross and, most important,

a pint of blood. This was the largest per

call the Studio Club so that arrangements

capita donation since the Red Cross Mobile Unit has been visiting our lot.

may be
made
blood
credit.

Generous

TCFers

doors of Rehearsal

fund.

poured through the
Hall No. 1 on Febru-

ary 8th from 9 a.m. until after 4 p.m. to

to draw

on Twentieth’s

lend their blood. The Club-sponsored
blood bank was operated by the highly
efficient Red Cross Mobile Unit. The
staff of 20 nurses

and aides, under

the

trained supervision of a doctor, were on
hand to conduct the smooth running
affair.
This blood supplied by the employees
is credited to the Studio Club’s blood
bank. Then as the need arises, employees may draw on this blood account. It
works exactly like a bank only instead
of money,

you lend and take blood.

All

blood left to Twentieth’s credit at the end
of the year is transferred to the Motion
Picture Relief Fund.
Last year one hundred and forty-six
pints were given free to employees and
their families. This was possible only because through the year employees at
20th Century-Fox have maintained a
credit in their blood bank account. Blood
transfusions are becoming
in modern

more frequent

day treatments

and in aiding operations.

for illnesses

It was old home
visited TCF. He

week for Frank Dossier, when
has a record of donating 32

the blood bank
pints of blood.
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STUDIO

CLUB
By Galvin Wood

At the January 18th meeting of
20TH CENTURY
REELERS, new officers were elected for the next six months,
and new committee chairmen appointed.
Past president George
Stephenson and his staff
received a well-deserved
hand when they gave
over their offices to the
new electees. Ruth Fox
and George were not allowed to shake all of

Powolny

New officers and committee chairmen of 20TH CENTURY REELERS. Left to right: Helen Judd,
secretary; Hazel Shirk, president; Lloyd Nobles, treasurer; Galvin Wood, publicity chairman;
Juanita Stansbury, refreshment chairman; Isabelle Clymore, guest-membership chairman; Earle
Walker, delegate to Associated Square Dancers, and Frank Ferguson, alternate delegate.

record

enrollment

of 56

TCFers

establishes the current Studio Club’s
Tele\'ision course as the most popular
ever sponsored by the Club. The course,
although confined to the mechanics of
T\’, covers all phases of television operations and construction. Professor Edison of UCLA’s
instructor.

extension

college is the

We

have a few names

and suspect that

there are many more Studio Club members who square dance, but do not belong to the REELERS. We are not going to urge you to join, only tell you

New TV Class to Start
A

their administrative responsibility, however.
They are jointly Studio Club square
dance chairmen.

This course is under the supervision
of Bob Comer, chairman of the Studio
Club’s educational program. Due to the
interest shown in this present class, another but more advanced television
course

will be conducted at the completion of the current meeting. Persons
interested in making reservations should
contact the Studio Club.

that you are welcome. If you don’t
Isabelle on 1248, or Maurice Lacy,
guest membership chairman, on 786
make a date with the REELERS

call
coand
for

Wednesday night it’s your loss — you
haven’t danced until you’ve danced to
Wayne Warga.
Reliable information serves to put the
club on notice that our fancy Dans and
Susies will have to look to their laurels
when the class “graduates” mid-April.
There are forty students under the careful direction of Wayne who get together
for twelve Monday nights ending April
17th.
There is lots more to be said about the
REELERS but the editor insists on printing something else in the magazine.
Let’s hear your ideas and plans. With
everyone working together as they ha\e
in the past, we will make the best club
better.

Register for

NEW

STARTS

TV CLASS
MARCH

Projection Room

6
3

Not Too Late for Beginners
Babcoct{

One

of the Studio Club's most impressive adult education

Fourteen

courses is the current Television class.

Call the Studio Club

A c T IV rn E s
New Studio Club
Shorthand Class
Now In Progress

“Sunday Afternoon”
Plays Six Nipts
The

hilarious two acter, ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON, ran to a capacity
house crowd for six nights; February
22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28. Presented in the

Under

Monday

the play can be laid in the laps of the
backstage crew. Their fine handling of
sets was a major contribution in the fine
performance of cast.
The cast included; Hugh Fowler, Jim
Whims, John Ehrin, Madelon Erin, Helen

course,

and

started January

Twenty-six Gregg shorthand enthusiasts are enrolled for the 18-week course,
which will be completed the end of May.

O’Pace, Twentieth’s ace test director,
shaped up a lively script and worked all
the clever scenes to their full advantage.
The parts, all played by amateur TCF
actors and actresses, were smoothly
handled.

piling on top of each other, but everything worked out to a happy ending.
Much of the credit of the success of

of Mrs.

evening in the Production Bungalow. The class is a continuation of the

beginner’s
30th.

people.

girl, and in love with his wife’s best
friend. Complications and situations kept

guidance

Garnella, theclass
Studio
Club’s meeting
intermediate
shorthand
is now
each

“new” Playhouse and directed by talented Les O’Pace, each performance of the
Studio Club’s play brought round after
round of applause.
The Playhouse, none other than the
converted studio Cafeteria, is now able
to comfortably accommodate over 150

The Play which has had a series of
successful Broadway runs since 1930, and
three movies made from the story, had
four fast moving scenes in each act. The
story deals with a likeable young man
born on the wrong side of the tracks. He
later finds himself married to the wrong

the capable

This class will develop the shorthand
student into a rapid writing pace, and if
the same interest is shown at the completion of this present course, a more
advanced class will be started during the
summer. This class is another educational service slanted for TCF secretaries.
Babcock.

Director of the successful Studio Club's little
theater play, ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON, is
Les O'Pace. O'Pace, who has been TCP's top
Test Director for 6 years, and with plenty of
little theater experience, molded together a
fine group of play performers.

Erwin, Flora Blameuser, Kordula Polenek. Bill Mahan, Willie Navarro, J.
Farrell MacDonald, Joe Keenan, Dave
Janssen, Bill Gallant, Barbara MacGillivery, Edith Hooker, Jack Holmes,
Bobby Wright, and Elaine Holderness.

It givescrease
Twentieth’s
a chance
intheir skill and girls
earning
power, to and
at the same time enables the studio to
boast of the most capable Script department in the motion picture industry.
Mrs. Garnella’s class takes the beginner from the initial learning of the alphabet and the characters, until at the end
of the class the shorthand writers will be
taking Gregg at an amazingly rapid rate.
Certain business phrases and colloquial
expressions, common in dictation, are
represented by individual characters, and
these are carefully explained by the instructor.

Babcock
Babcod^

The play was crowded with bright and humorous scenes such as this.
Left to right; Bobby Wright, kneeling, Madelon Ehrin, Helen Erwin.
Back row, left to right; Jack Holmes, Kordula Polenek, Flora Blameuser,
Joe Keenan, and Hugh Fowler.

A scene from the hilarious two acter, ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON,
which ran for six nights; February 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28. Two rowdies.
Bill Gallant and Dave Janssen, stop in the park to heckle lovely Elaine
Holderness. The cast was all TCF amateurs.
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QueMicH^
and

See^A
dfcm the ^u^fcAthn Sex
By Foxy Fernando

SHOPPING

BEEF:

Because our studio is situated so far from the Metropolitan
shopping districts, it becomes extremely hard for employees to
shop around in their limited time and determine whether
they are really getting a good deal. Can our Studio Club
do aiiMhing to help this situation?

ANSWER:
According to Vivian Jorgensen, the Studio Club
for a discount on almost any item you may wish
More than this, a call to
Club can save you many

has arranged
to purchase.
your Studio
unnecessary

trips as they furnish you merchants’
phone numbers and a call to them will
tell you if your item is in stock and at
what price. This also applies to magazines and books. The Club has a contact
with a travel agency which enables you
to pick up your tickets and reservations
here, thereby saving you another trip.
Your Club also has a Mutual Ticket
Agency. Tickets for most shows and
many athletic events including Ice Follies and Capades, Greek
Theatre, Hollywood Bowl, Opera, Ice Hockey, etc. can be

schedule of events. But, while he is scheduling, may I pass
on a suggestion that might start as mental competition but
could very well end up in a “physical encounter par excellence”?
How about a “spelling bee,” with one team made np of our
bosses’ secretaries and the other team of their wives? Spellin’
bees are traditional with the old-time picnics you know, in
fact, they even enter into that old argument, which came
first the picnic or the ants??

SPORTS

BEEF:

Although the Club now sponsors competition in many different sports including: Bowling, Softball, basketball, golf,
angling, ping pong, gin rummy, horeseshoes, swimming, etc.,
the glamour of being a winner or
a member of a winning team is lost

arranged and paid for at the Club, some at a discount. Football tickets for UCLA, USC and RAMS games are available
in season.

by the haphazard way of awarding
prizes. How about an annual Sports
Dinner where such prizes could be
awarded?

PICNIC

ANSWER:

BEEF:

What happened to the good old friendly physical activities
of the annual picnic? Are we now a bunch of weaklings or is
baseball a thing of the past? I refer especially to that time
honored game of Executives vs. Workmen and those good old
“muscle

testers” called Tug o’ War.

ANSWER:

What

happened?

John Lavin, general chairman of your picnic committee,
now has your suggestion under consideration in laying out his

According to Bill Winter, your
Board of Controllers of the Studio
Club has this on their agenda at the
present time. But many things enter into a dinner of this sort— a suitable, sizeable place for one thing,
as about 1,000 employees are now taking part in these activities.
But, if a suitable time and place can be found, it is planned
to schedule such a dinner.

GOTTA A BEEF? DROP IT IN THE SUGGESTION BOXES, OR
WRITE THE STUDIO CIUB. IT’ll GET ANSWERED IN ACTION.

Sixteen

ACTION
APPLAUDS

•

•

•

These TCP IVews Makers

Gunn

DUO

Gunn

HEAD NURSE of the studio's comforting hospital is Mrs. Joe Cannon. Mrs. Cannon, who has
been working under Dr. Harry Martin and the late Mrs. Margaret Denbo for the past two
years, was stationed at Western Ave. previous to coming to the Westwood lot over a year ago.

CoTicialdi

ATHLETE Al De Weese was recently honored
when he was placed on the All-American Volleyball team. The head of Payroll and versatile
athlete will be in charge of the Studio Club's
new volleyball program, which starts in March.

Concialdi

SELECTED by the studio to master the highly
technical art of making process screens, brings
smiles of happiness to Bob Coleman, Paint department. Bob will be a TCFer-student at Sid
Saunders for over four months. Congratulations.

DUTIES

fall upon

popular Glenn

Harman.

The Landscape department's head job, left
vacant by the untimely death of Nick Kalten,
was given to Harman. The present manager of
the studio's progressive nursery and greenhouse
looks forward to his new responsibility with
interest and pleasure.

NEW

PREXY

of the Association of Motion

Pic-

ture Pilots is Gerald "Gerry" Phillips, Transportation. At the same time he shouldered additional duties when the Army Air Corp Reserve
promoted him to top personnel and production
control officer.
Seventeen

Stiff 2nd Half On Tap For Scratch Leagne
Bij Loretta Powell

The Bowling Season is well into the
last half of the schedule.
At the beginning of the fourth round
of the Tuesday Scratch League, which is
the 22nd week, we find Monte's Wolves

in the lead for the first time since the first
and second weeks of the schedule. Since
then Construction Gang held the lead 7
weeks out of the 22, and the Dan Dailey’s
Hoofers stayed on top 12 weeks out of

the 22, which is quite a record. Monte’s
Wolves took 3 points from Alfred Newman’s boys, giving the Staff boys 38
points won, a 2-point lead over Construction who has 36 after losing 3 to Jimmy
Ruman’s drivers. Johnny’s Jumpups and
Walt Jolley’s Jokers are still tied, each
with 35 wins, the Jumpups taking 3 from
Dan Dailey’s Hoofers, and the Painters
taking 3 from Linda Darnell’s boys.
Johnny McCafferty had everybody
holding his breath while the strikes piled
up nine in a row. However, the tenth
ball left 2 pins standing. He picked up
the spare, then got another strike which
gave him 278, a very good game no matter how it’s figured, and to my knowledge, 286
only equalled
by Ray Jone’s
game of
in the Thursday
league high
the
year
before.
This
1040 high
game,
but gave
short Johnny’s
1 pin of team
high
series of 2859 which Johnny’s Jumpups
and Jimmy Ruman each have.
In the Thursday Handicap League,
Peck’s Polecats, who won the first half
and who still held the lead in the second
round for a few weeks, have been pushed
down a little by Jean Peters’ Quints who
now have a 3 point lead over Peck’s PoleRichard Conte’s boys, tied for
secondcats and
place.
The Joseph Mankiewicz girls came so
close to winning the first half, that they
are determined to make it this time. Bill
Lundigan’s girls are staying close to their
heels, and Mark’s “Even” Stevens right
up there too. The Matcliffs (Clifton
Webb and Victor Mature) and the
Tyrone Power girls are doing much better this half. The Starlets haven’t got
started this half, but watch out when
they do!

Babcock

With the helping influence of Bill himself, the Bill Lundigan's girls team recently pulled up
to the second highest girls team spot. Left to right, back row, Shirlee Weismantel, Dona
Nicoloff, Bill Lundigan, Liz Thompson. Front row, Wanda Mooney, Anita Connolly.

F.if'hteen

Team #5 has a new name — Maxwell
Shane. All the teams are now sponsored.
Some of our boys will bowl in the
City Tournament on March 26th. Come
and root for them!

‘White Collars’ Capture Hoop Title Before 150 Spectators
By Lonnie

Raidor

A sudden splurge in the second half
enabled the White & Dirty Collars to defeat the Potent Painters by a convincing 40-23 score, and in doing so elevated the Collars to the championship of
the Studio Club Inter-Dept. Basketball
League.
The champs, trailing in the game,
poured on a tyjDical second half attack
that routed the Painters, as Harold Howard and Bud Thompson paced the attack
with 12 points each. Bill Gallant racked
up 10 for the victors while Bob Jolley led
the losers with an equal number.
The Mill Mix Ups, a rejuvenated club,
roared to an easy 49-26 victory over the
Mighty Maintenance quintet, in the second feature. Having no bearing on the
championship outcome, the game was
sparked by Jack Johnstons brilliant 19point effort, and incidentally high point
honors of the evening.
Clinton
head and

Sandeen, popular Wardrobe
Chairman on the Basketball

Bahcoc\

Where
casaba

it goes nobody knows! The basketball (upper right) zooms off into space as the local
players start in pursuit. The scene was a recent basketball game between the Paint

department's

team

(white

shirts)

and

the Maintenance's

team.

League, sponsored the league which was
filled with exciting basketball throughout its tenure. Our grateful thanks to
Mr. Sandeen for making basketball such
a popular sport on the lot and for making itpossible for all to enjoy the sport.
During half-time activities, an AllStar team was selected and presented
with trophies.
Name
Department
JACK JOHNSTON (f)
Story Files
BILL GALLANT (f)
Employment
HAROLD HOWARD (c)
Payroll
JULES WEISBERG (g)
Camera
BUD THOMPSON (g)
Transportation
WILLIE NAVARRO (f)
Cafe de Paris
BILL JURGESON (f)
Still Lab
VERNON ARCHER (c)
Maintenance
HERB SCHULTZ (g)
Labor
MARTIN THORNE (g)
Paint
Final standings of the league indicated
the power of the White & Dirty Collars
as they swept the boards with six victories and no defeats to earn the crown,
and were assured of the pennant last
week when the Potent Painters bowed

Babcoc\

to the Mill Mix Ups.
Statistician Hazel Shirk released the
following facts and figures in the tight
scoring race for the season just ended:
Name
Team
Avg.
BILL GALLANT (Collars)
11.33
BUD THOMPSON (Collars)
11.00
AUBRY BRAZLE (Mill)
11.00
JACK JOHNSTON (Mill)
10.00
WILLIE NAVARRO (Maint.)
9.80
JULES WEISBERG (Painters)
7.16
BILL JURGESON (Collars)
6.83
HAROLD HOWARD (Collars)
6.33
VERNON ARCHER (Maint.)
4.83
Final standings of the Studio Club
Basketball League:
Team
Won Lost Pet.
WHITE & DIRTY COLLARS 6 0 1.000
POTENT PAINTERS
3 3
.500
MILL MIX UPS
2 4
.333
MIGHTY MAINTENANCE.. 1 5
.166

Babcoc);

A bit of scrappy playing takes place under the
basket during the recent Mill vs. White Collar
game. The Collars went on to win the league.

PLAY
SIGN

CALL

UP

Sid Brown, left, of the Paint department's
stretches high for a jump ball against
Archer,

of the Maintenance's

team.

VOLLEYBALL

NOW
FOR THE STUDIO
VOLLEYBALL SESSION

CLUB

club,
Vern

FOR FURTHER

CLUB'S

INFORMATION
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The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in
Southern California
Wholesale

STUDIO

Prices to

CLUB

MEMBERS

Everything for the Golfer
Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

Fredericks
and Co.
8560

WEST

PICO

Rehearsals for the two-act musical revue are in progress every night. Here the chorus line hits
a high note during a run through of the opening number.

AS WE SEE IT” DPENS MAH. 21
The long heralded “As WE See It,” the
Studio Club’s inimitable musical blackout type show, will open March 21st at

BOULEVARD

the Studio Club’s new Playhouse. Directed by Allan Buckhantz, the show with its
20 musical numbers will follow in the

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw

2-5161

same

general theme

as the highly suc-

cessful “Strictly For Kicks” presented to
TCFers over two years ago.

SPECIAL

Scheduled

DISCOUNT

to be a repeat singing star

is popular Carl Vitale, while Debra
Paget and a host of other dancing and
singing stars will bring the fast moving,

to

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

sparkling revue to TCFers and their
families. Tickets are now on sale at the
Studio Club and Script Dept.

Appliances
HOTPOINT - CROSLEY
GIBSON - ROPER
PH ILCO - WESTERN HOLLY
MAGIC CHEF

Actress Debra Paget, right, checks the dancing
form of Lesli Gae during a rehearsal. Both
Photographs by Babcocl(

will be seen in "As

WE

See It," March

21.

Television
PACKARD-BELL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CROSLEY - PH ILCO
HOFFMAN
ZENITH
Terms

to Suit Your

Budget

TELLER APPLIANCE CO.
369

South

Robertson

( Near Olympic)

Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Open Tuesdays and Thursdays
Until 9 P.M.
Courtesy

Twenty

- Quality

- Dependability

The men behind the scenes of "As WE See It" discuss one of the musical's sets. Left to right:
Don Eugster, Allan Buckhantz, Lonnie Raidor, Dick Foster, Barney Elmore, Nick Carres.

*TCFacta_r

ANITA ALLEN
announces

the re-opening of her

SERVICES
There

are more

than women

married

TO KNITTERS

» Yarns available at reasonable prices.
Instructions free with yarn purchases.
» Individual Instructions available evenings by appointment.
» Alterations done quickly & reasonably.

men

... at least this is

true at 20th Century-Fox.
Statistics show . . .

MEN'S
Hand-made

Phone

FOR

SOCKS

- $5.00

— Any Size —

Any

Pattern

(Nights) ARiz. 93564

YOUR

■Si

SEE

LOU

GAZO

Special Courtesy to Studio
Club Members

7807

Hollywood

9-2185

Santa Monica

ALBERT

Bird.

A. NERNEY

Authorized

Ford Dealer

Save L. A. City Sales Tax

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

SAVE
When You Buy . . .
CONSULT

• DIAMONDS
GIFTS

on
everything
in our

YOUR

ACTION

JEWELRY
and

ADS

. . . They Will Save You Money

GIFT
sample
line

• ELECTRICAL
• RADIOS
APPLIANCES
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY
• LUGGAGE

^

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

V. •

TYPEWRITERS
SILVERWARE

• SPORTING
• DELMAR

10%

DISCOUNT

EASTER

CORSAGES

To

PLANTS

Studio

Club

Members

M 1-/11^ TMt

10932 Le Conte A ve., Westwood
ARizona 7-1 755
We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

SPRAYS

ETS

Weddings,

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift

ON CHOICE, selected

BOUQU

PENS

items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

Village
BRadshaw

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 6-3913

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

T wenty-one

El Rancho Bowl

New Release

**The Friendly House**

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE

Photographs by Rdy

Sk/h

BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

Plenty

of Free

Parking

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
Self paints
PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

NOTICE
A discount

offered to

All Studio Club

Card

Holders

at

Smith'
s Sporting Blvd.
Goods
1636 Westwood
Los Angeles 24

1. The newest Twentieth film treat, based on Ernest Hemingway's famous short story, "My Old
Man," sees John Garfield as a veteran jockey who has been barred from American tracks, and
has been riding in Europe for the last 10 years. Garfield, who has the reputation of being a
crook, has promised to throw a race to a gang of racketeers but double-crosses them. They
come to his hotel room to beat him up but he manages to escape.

AR. 3-9842

The home of the

Studio Team
MILT
Fishing Tackle

Complete

Equipment

"SNUFFY"

SMITH

and All Athletic Supplies

Income

HAROLD

Tax Service

M. ROTH

1124 South Beverly Drive
Suite 10

CRestview

5-4797

At Beverly Dr. and Crescent Dr.
(2 DcK>rs North of Bisbees)

2. Garfield flees with his young motherless son, Orley Lindgren, to Paris. Here he meets
and falls in love with Micheline Prelle, an entertainer in a small cafe. Micheline takes an
instant liking to the jockey's son.

Twenty-two

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

3. The gang picks up Garfield's trail, still determined to get the money. They
him, and to save his life he agrees to lose the Grand Prix race.

finally corner

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Cf Underwood Typewriter Co.,
20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

4. Meanwhile, Garfield has bought a steeplechase horse. So fearing for the safety of his
son if he should win the race, he decides to
send the lad to relatives in the United States.

5. While dressing just before the big race, Garfield tells the favorite jockey, Noel Drayton,
that he has to win, even though victory will
mean his number is up.

NEXT

DOOR

TO

THE

STUDIO

■*<

Serves The Most
Savory Steak In The World
■tt

st
Special Reque
By MARCH
15
MOTION

PICTURES

DEMPSEY-WILLARD FIGHT
RAM FOOTBALL PICTURES
HIGHLIGHTS OF ROSE PARADES
of

10271 WEST
CR. 5-9728
If You
6. After a thrilling race, Garfield wins the Grand Prix but his horse falls at the finish line
when a riderless horse bumps him. A dramatic finish will spell relief for the audiences, when
all the problems are tied together in a happy conclusion.

PICO
CR. 5-9377

Can’t Get To The Bank

We’ll Cash Your

. . .

Paycheck
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SHOP

“AMBITION”

AT
Take

WEISS'

a walk

around the studio at night — you'll be surprised
at what goes on when the sun disappears.

Guess every one gets disgusted with his type of work
And somehow gets catalogued as that well satisfied “jerk”
Suddenly he comes to, and takes self inventory

STORE

FOR

MEN

Furnishings,

and BOYS

Shoes

and

In doing that, I thought of this nocturnal story.

’Twas

Hats

on a Wednesday

evening

when

I wasn’t feeling

Worked
quitequite
fair late and took a walk just to get fresh air
Dropped past rehearsal hall two, just strolin’ around
Something
sound. was happening there, wasn’t silent, was

^SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”

with

Being fancy free and a little inquisitive, let us say,
I entered,
and inter-department
and furious
play

CARL

WEISS,

Mgr.

And I thought that I’d spent money,

basketball was

in fast

quite a sizeable fee

The night before at Pan Pacific, the “Globe Trotters” to see.
I stayed awhile and then continued
From

10643

Pico

AR. 386-36

on my late evening hike

rehearsal hall one came music, and it sounded a lot like “Spike”
Well, I entered there and shades of an old Western
street
Gowboys
andfeet.
gals a’square dancin’, wearing
on their

SNOW that Saint Nick has returned to the

Well, I stayed awhile and watched

them

callouses

trip to rural

rhythmic chatter

North you will want to relax for a change,
t So come in sometime and try this grandfather rocker for real comfort and just brouse
around in our old store, nobody will bother
you with this special and that special, we

“Allemand lefts, sashay right” was the caller’s patter
And I thought to myself, why spend all my money?
Going to the ballet or to Giro’s with honey.

don't try to sell you, in fact we just want i
you to be a guest of the Wood family.

Then

I travelled west toward

rehearsal hall three

Sounds of a “Barber shop quartet” greeted me
So I drifted in to see just what was new
It was rehearsal of the new “Studio Revue.”
With

the rehearsal halls filled, guess that’s all to be
seen?

So back to my office— but wait, there’s a scream
Les O’Pace’s office— rehearsal of the Glub’s play
All in one night— boy, what a full day.
But to get back to the beginning, about my position
A job I’d enjoy and improve my disposition
For versatility and entertainment, the best job they got
Is the “night watchman’s”

Open

Monday

T wenttj-fouT

and Friday Evenings

job on the Fox studio lot.

ACTION'S

ADVERTISERS

SAVE

MONEY

YOU

WHEN

Silence at 11:30 a. m.
NICK
It was

men

ROBERT

KALTEN

like Nick

who

helped

Bob

to

build this country and our motion picture
industry. The entire studio and old timers
in the industry mourn the passing of Nick

in Munich,

Germany,

in 1 888,

he

It was

who

RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINKS
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS

knew

day for the

Nick

who

Call AL GROVES
WY. 5421
for the

BEST DEAL

What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!
As a member

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plan.
DON'T

BUY

RADIO

.

WARES,

.

.

.

.

. TELEVISION
ELECTRICAL

SPORTING
CHECK

GOODS,
WITH

.

.

.

MAJOR

TOYS

OR

MASTERS

Vine

PARKING

Street,

LUGGAGE,

ANYTHING

ELSE

HOUSE-

JEWELRY,

.

.

.

UNTIL

MART.

MART

Across the Street from the New
North

APPLIANCES,

APPLIANCES,

MASTERS
FREE

CAR

likes to lean

Cook . . .
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or

Publicity

can recall ever hearing Bob say anything
unkind about anyone; but it is true.
Bob is survived by his widow, daughter,
son-in-law, and by many people whose
lives are fuller and better because they
knew him.

miss you Nick.

YOU

CAR

USED

On February 9th, a nice sunny morning.
Bob was driving to the studio with two
of his fellow-workers. Bob Sunderland
and Jimmy Talmadge. He died of a heart
attack before they reached here.
It sounds trite to record that no one

of the coveted golden Oscars, last March,
for his work in developing a new foliage
flame proofing and preserving process.
Those who worked for him considered
Those

a pleasant

wasn't the sort of man
on things.

for countless ideas
have now become

him. We'll

since

Department — and for Bob's other friends
at the studio — when he returned to
work. He walked with the aid of a cane,
at first. After two weeks he put the cane
aside and became his old self again. He

standard practices throughout the industry. Perhaps the peak of his tireless
studio work was when he received one

privilege.

us

ever saw him disspirited. He wasn't even
philosophical. He was just happy, like
always.

way across the country by mining, cowpunching, and other adventurous jobs, he
arrived in Hollywood in 1916. The lure of
the then blooming motion picture business
attracted Nick to the old Ince Studio.
After that, Nick never left Hollywood. He
had been at Twentieth since 1939.

Kalten, admired

with

A

Last summer, on his vacation. Bob
good.
broke his hip. He was obliged to remain
in bed for more than half a year. No one

effort. A few years later, when the wanderlust fever grabbed Nick again, he
planned on taking a job in South America.
First he decided to have a look at the
rest of the United States. Working his

it a

been

pink, his eyes twinkling. When he spoke
you listened, because you felt that his
words were wise and his thoughts were

came to this country in 1911. Nick worked in almost every type of job available
during those first years in this strange
country. But no matter what kind of a job
he had, he always gave it his maximum

Nick was responsible
and innovations, which

NEW

DOMAN

had

the founding of Twentieth Century-Fox.
Bob, our eldest publicist, was a quiet man.
Perhaps you remember seeing him. His
hair was white and full, his skin a healthy

Kalten, head of Twentieth Century-Fox's
Landscape department. He died Feb. 17.
Born

Doman

CONSmERSNG

Don Lee Studios!

Hollywood

IN FRONT

AND

HUdson

REAR

OF

FLOOR WAXERS
T AMP<;
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA SIPHONS
LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
BICYCLES
TOY TRAINS
SEWING MACHINES
GIFTS
SUN LAMPS
BED CHIMES
LAMPS
TOYS

2-1285

STORE
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By

VITAMINS
Let Johnston's help you invest
your vitamin dollars wisely!

SAVE UP TO 50%

on Formulae comparable to the
leading national brands

Florence

Over 30 formulae available to suit your physicians'
specific recommendation.
»

For

Complete

0

«

Information,

Phone

or drop a card to

JOHNSTON'S

PRODUCTS

Los Angeles 42, Calif.

YOU SAVE MONEY

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COAAPANY

Carry

a Complete

Line

NEW

TIRES

& TUBES

AUTO ACCESSORIES
APPLIANCES
of
at

We’re delighted to hear that Mary
Polino, cafe employee, who has been hospitalized since August, has recovered and
will resume her duties in a couple of
weeks.
Adeline Bennion, another cafe employee, who has been ill for several
weeks, is also on the road to recovery,
and will be back with us soon.
Projectionist H. M. Sailor was startled
the other night while watching Television to see a young man bearing a
marked family resemblance cavorting
around

Furniture Co.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

1725 Westwood

T wenty-.fix

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica

—

Thursday and Saturday
Open Until 10 P.M.

dark-eyed

on

Appliances
Radios and Television

Monday,

lovely,

in June and we’ll give you complete details later. Congratulations to the happy couple.

Guaranteed Furniture

Westwood

the

Rose Zatarian sang “It Couldn’t
Happen to a Nicer Guy” so
charmingly in “Strictly for
Kicks” last year she didn’t
dream how prophetic the words
were. Rose proudly announces

Studio Club Card
RECAPPING

We

happiness.
When

her engagement to Walter Dur~
kee, a
childhood sweetheart,
who came back into her life after an absence of 1 5 years. There
will be a formal church wedding

With Your

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

Forty of Dept,
her co-workers
in the Ladies’
Wardrobe
staged a beautifully
appointed luncheon for Mrs. Donovan D.
Diidlext {Dorothy SteppUng) in the Cafe
de Paris last week, which served as a
combination farewell and baby shower.
Dorothy, who is leaving us after five
years as a shopper, will assume her new
role sometime in the next two months.
The happy mother-to-be was presented
with a lovely bassinet and other suitable
gifts for the anticipated heir or heiress.
Dorothy will be missed by her many
friends on the lot, and we wish her much

Cleveland 6-2148

5145 York Boulevard

Mack

Night

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

SEE

US

in a comedy.

“At first I thought

I was seeing some relative I didn’t know
I had,” chortled H. M. “Then it dawned
on me that it was really my brother Sid
looking
youngwas
enough
to beold.
his own son.”
The
picture
20 years
Will McCune is back at his
desk

in the Production Department looking fit as a fiddle after
his yearly pilgrimage to San
Francisco where he spent a
pleasant week sojourning with
old friends.

Stan Hebei of the Supply Dept., who
met his wife Jackie while on a visit to
the New Orleans’ Mardi Gras three years
ago, is preparing to welcome his motherin-law, Mrs. Hazel Brady, who is arriving
here in two weeks to live permanently.

m

r

STUDIO

€ n€€ r

Mr. and Mrs. Emil Hanna (our Lee
of Production) invited a large group of
friends from off and on the lot, including
Grace Joyce and Zoila Conan to view
some excellent home movies at their

Gas and Electric Ranges

charming Westwood Village home. As a
special feature Mr. Jack Cunningham of
Redondo Beach acted as narrator in con-

Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

West

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

(Briz or Bob)

foe our wholesale Food lists

DISCOUNT

STORE PHONE:
DU. 8-2435

Type
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and

CLUB

Design

who

visited

Jack

cently reports that Jack is looking and feeling much better and
will probably be back with us
sometime this year. In the meantime Jack sends greetings and
thanks to those who have remembered him with messages of
cheer. Jack loves to hear from
you so please continue to keep
in touch with him as it helps his
morale greatly.

‘Red’ Davies of Maintenance asked a
friend to recommend a physician for a
friend of his who wasn’t feeling up to
par. The friend did and Red asked him
if the doctor was good. “Good” snorted
the friend. “Would I have been going to
him twice a week for twenty years if he
wasn’t?”
Reine Serviss came
morning

to work
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night
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late one

looking very tired. “What’s
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friend
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Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
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BOYDSTON

A

MONEY

WALLPAPER
Every

Marks of the Supply Dept, in
the Olive View Sanitarium re-

YOU

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

*Ask

33%

Came Thursday and Gordon Forbes, Story Files,
asked one of his co-workers, Shirlee Weismantel,
to cash his check when she went to the bank.
She did! Brought it all back in a sack. A sack
full of pennies!

MEMBERS

SAVES

10301

Phone

nection with the running of a picture depicting the authentic story of “Our Lady
of Fatima,” which he brought back from
Portugal. The picture, directed by a
Priest and filmed in Technicolor, was a
rare treat and gave all those present a
spiritual uplift.

CLUB
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Call Lester L, Stone**

All Available New Models Singular
Television and Refrigerators
At Special Prices
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20%

and More
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Furniture - Appliances - Carpeting
Television - Radio - Cameras

matter?” asked Ray Moore, her boss, “big
night?” Reine shook her head negatively
and told this tale: On her way to work
on a crowded bus a harassed mother
with six children kept asking her for
assistance in caring for her brood. The
woman got off when Reine did and asked her to hold the youngest, who was
wailing lustily, while she saw

that the

other children got off the bus. “Lady,”
said the exasperated Reine, “I should
think when you go out you’d leave half
of your children at home. The woman
looked at her defiantly and said: “That’s

YOU• Shopping
SAVE — Time
YOU

• Money

GET —

• Exactly What You Want
• Full Guarantees and Service Warranties

Make Your Selection First
Then Phone Us

Hollywood
9-2533
(24-hour Service)
Spend a Nickel - Save Dollars

Lester L. Stone & Asso.
Sample Showroom
5277 Sunset Boulevard
(2 blocks east of Western Ave.)

A sensitivity to any kind of noise dedid!”
I from
just what veloped
her long association with
the Sound Dept, no doubt accounts for
the fact that Ruby Shelly awoke with a
start very early the other morning. She
thought she heard an infant crying “Mama.” There being no children in the immediate vicinity, she sat up and listened
—and presently she distinctly heard the
word “Ma-ma!” Ruby sprang out of bed,
went to the front door and opened it.
Looking down she beheld her cat standing on what appeared to be a bundle of
rags. He took a couple of steps toward
her and the “bundle” emitted the word
“Ma-ma!” Ruby hastily picked it up and
in the dim morning light a pair of beautiful blue eyes stared up at her appealingAt that moment leaped
the catinto
“meowed”
and ly.simultaneously
the air,
causing the bundle

DR. B. N. TITLE
Announces

Removal
to

eyes break into fragments at her feet. It
was some minutes before Ruby realized

of Offices

105861/2 WEST

PICO

(Across from Rancho Post Office)

VErmont

8-4121

PAINLESS

After 6 p.m. : ARizona

7-351 1

ORTHOPEDICS

- FOOT

CHIROPODY

that the cat, in treading on it, had pressed the spring concealed in the body of
the Mama doll which the little girl across
the street had forgotten on her porch.
With a sigh of relief Ruby went back to
bed, but not to sleep.
That loud wail that emanated
from the home of Robert and
Anita Cley (Fan Mail) was no
false alarm, however. It was a
seven pound four ounce daughter who arrived at 6:00 a.m. on
February
mother
blonde

Cal/ Dunkirk

7-4451

Before You Buy . . .
Radios
Television
Appliances
Automobiles

HOWARD

WHOLESALE

T wenty-eight

Furniture
Carpeting
Tires

& COMPANY
BROKERS

122V2 South Vermont

to slip from the be-

wildered Ruby’s uncertain fingers. She
followed its descent and saw the entire
cranium as well as those appealing blue

Los Angeles 4, Calif.

1st

complete

Anita’s blue eyes
hair and whom

with
and
the

proud and happy parents have
named
Kristine. Congratulations!
BITS
Big news from Tabulating is that Dick
Picchione, Elena Keel’s brother, has returned
from over a year of military service. Bill
Rainwater, who filled in for Dick while he was
away, has been moved to Photocopy. . . . Roxie
Douris, formerly of Legal, had a son; born
January 13. While in Legal, Maxine Bihari was
married to Jerry Kessler, Leh. 3rd, and spent
her honeymon at Santa Barbara. Bernice Holden
reported that “feast or famine” Stephenson has
already lost 17 pounds, with ? more to go! In
Film Library, Cliff Beck was married Jan. 14th,
to Mary Tutwiller. In Fan Mail, Dorothy Werner
and Wayne Fitzgerald were married Jan. 21st,
while Ruth Satterec bought a new home in
Mara Vista.

A Solid Block Devoted
SUPER
•

FACTORY

PONTIAC
TRAINED

To

SERVICE
MECHANICS

• GUARANTEED PONTIAC PARTS
• MODERN SERVICE FACILITIES
• LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS
Courtesy

Extended

UTTER

To Studio Employees

PONTIAC

200 SOUTH
WE.

CO.

LA BREA

3-7474

CLOTHES HORSES! — Seen huddted around the camera on the recent location junket to Lone
Pine are, left to right: Al Lebovitz, Bud Brooks, Milton Krasner, Paul Lockwood, Abe Steinberg
(in background). This took place during the filming of an important RAWHIDE scene.

Babcock

Shopper for the Ladies
her co-workers, when
A week later, Maudie
of baby presents from

Wardrobe, Dorothy Steppling, center, was given a going-away-party by
she announced her retirement from the studio in favor of motherhood.
Bedwell, right, secretary in the department, retired along with a shower
her friends and co-workers. Busy department!
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VETERANS STILL HAVE TIME
TO APPLY LOR DIVIDENDS
Over a million veterans have not as yet
applied for their GI insurance dividends,
the Veterans Administration stated. If
there are any veterans who have submitted application for dividend payment
and have not received acknowledgement
after a reasonable waiting period, they
should submit another application
marked duplicate.
The
Gunn

38?

Busy Solly Halprin, Camera department' head, found time to relax when his staff threw a
surprise tobirthday
A strict "no comment" policy was enforced by ffalprin when
coaxed
find outparty
how for
old him.
he was.

Discriminating Shoppers from 20th Century-Fox choose —

GIFT BASKETS
FOOD DELICACIES

Wines
9632

Santa Monica

•

Liquors

BEVERLY

HILLS

Blvd.

BR. 2-3895

also warned

that dividends

Veterans who receive National Service
Life Insurance dividend checks from
which previous overpayments have been
deducted, were advised that the finance
division of the regional VA office having

ASSY

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES

VA

paid to veterans on their insurance are
not assignable under the law, and that
dividend checks may not be withheld
from them as security for indebtedness
due an individual or firm.

and CR. 6-2305

jurisdiction over the veteran’s account
would refund any over-deduction. In
view of the magnitude of the job, veterans are requested not to contact the
VA, as accounts will automatically be
adjusted as they are received. This procedure may take several months to accomplish.
Veterans may apply for reinstatement
of National Service Life Insurance at any
time by meeting certain health requirements. A veteran desiring to reinstate his
NSLI may upon application, receive a
physical examination free of charge at
any VA field office having medical facilities. Beneficiaries and types of policies

WILLIAM

M. ALBERTS,

ANNOUNCES

THE

OPENING
FOR

PRACTICE
10522

OF

HIS

on application of the insured which provides payments of |5 per month for each
$1,000 of insurance in force. The insured
pays a small additional premium to have

OFFICE

THE

OPTOMETRY

AT
VENICE

CULVER

OF

may be changed to suit present needs. A
provision may be added to NSLI policies

O.D.

BLVD.

this protection.
The Veterans

CITY

Telehone
VErmont 8-0521

Evenings by Appointment
Office Hours; 9 fo 5

Administration

offers

four pieces of advice that will enable veterans to keep their NSLI in force with
little or no trouble.
1. Checks, money orders or postal
notes sent to VA in payment of premiums

EASY

TERMS

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W. of Robertson

1

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

RADIO
Opposite

Thirty

should be made payable
urer of the United States.

ARRANGED

& APPLIANCE
Stadium

Theatre

CO.

to the Treas-

2. Checks, money orders or postal
notes should be identified with the name
and address of the veteran, as well as his
insurance and service serial numbers.
3. Veterans shouldn’t take chances by
waiting until near the end of the 31-day
grace period before mailing VA their
premium payments.
4. Veterans making premium payments by mail should use the envelopes
furnished by VA. If not, they should giv'e
full name, address, insurance number
and armed forces serial number.

IS THE TROUBLE
• Let’s face it. Maybe

WITH MY WORK—

the trouble with my

work

isn’t the boss, or the folks I work with, or the way
the stuff is coming through . . . Maybe it’s me!
And maybe the trouble with you started about
the time you decided

to skip church

for some

extra sleep, for fishing, or just fooling around
house.
For nothing can take the place of church

the
in

your life — in anyone’s life. It fills a deep-seated
human hunger for peace of mind and all the satisfactions that spring from it.
New
By

thousands

every day are finding this is so,

going to church, by reaffirming their faith.

FIND

they’re gathering new
courage.

strength, new

hope, new

Families, finding themselves through faith, are
being brought closer . . . becoming real families,
strong against the world, happier, more tolerant
among themselves.
Men and women everywhere are gaining a new
sense of “the balance of things” . . . the inner
security that brings success to work as well as to
life ... by finding themselves through faith.
Can you honestly say that things have been
better for you, going it alone? Or wouldn’t you
rather join your neighbors . . . and find a happier,
more

successful life — through faith!

YOURSELF THROUGH
FAITH
. « * COME TO CHURCH THIS

WEEK!
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in the morning.” That was
George “Fat” Patrick’s reply
when asked if he could design a
new name-cut for your ACTION.
The result
is on Like
this it?month’s
cover
and above.
Pat, who is an Assistant Art
Director, is just like the rest of
the people at T wentieth. He can’t
say no! It doesn’t make any difference what you ask him or how
tough an art problem it is, he always comes back with one of his
famous broad smiles and explains
how and when he’ll have it for
you. On
the a lot
he’s never
too
busy
to toss
greeting,
nor fails
to listen to someone’s problems.
The designer
of ACTION’S
attractive and eye-catching
namecut lives in Manhattan Beach;
has two children, a boy and a
girl; his favorite hobby

is ice

skating
besides
Sam’s
martini —olives,
that eating
is!

The Cover
Spring is supposed to be the time of year when a person shakes out the cobwebs of Winter and takes a new
lease (or it could be leash) on life’s everyday problems.
For this month’s cover, beautifid Vivian Joyce, secretary for Lyle Wheeler, Head Art Director, thought a
brand new head ornament would give her the correct
perspective for the Spring outlook. As you can see her
handsome husband Bob, an employee for the Los Angeles Water and Power, has other ideas. Mr. Joyce
thinks his wife’s silly hat ideas are just a seasonal
fancy, and will pass when Summer rolls around, but
we all know better, don’t we?
—puto by M.tchdi
Three

OSCAR

HAS

HIS 22ndl

Powolny

Twins
Writer-director Joe Mankiewicz attempts to smother his happiness
after winning his two Oscars at the recent Academy presentation
ceremonies. Mankiewicz received the pair of Oscars (both males)

Four

for the best direction and screenplay in his LETTER TO THREE
WIVES. Ida Lupino, who presented the popular TCFer with his
golden directing Academy Oscar March 23rd, is seen at left.

BIRTHDAY
I

PARTY
Twentieth

Captures 5 Golden

Oscars

i
The biggest film attraction of the year

I

I
i
i

was presented when Hollywood’s perennial idol, Oscar, arrived at his 22nd birthday.
Boasting one of the most impressive
ceremonies of its history, the 22nd annual
awarding of the Academy’s Oscars, held
March 23rd, saw 20th Century-Fox, running against terrific handicaps, walk
away two hours later with five golden
Oscars. MGM
topped honors with only

s

I
I

t
n

one more. Darryl Zanuck’s TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH rang the bell for two
statues, while A LETTER TO THREE
WIVES captured another pair. Producer
Richard de Rochemont received the other
statue for the most Distinctive Achievement in Documentary Production, A
CHANCE TO LIVE.

The entire ceremony was worked in a
casual but polished showmanlike manner
by TCFer Paul Douglas. His humorous
remarks plus his perfect timing in introducing the stars, producers and directors
who made the Oscar presentations in the
various classifications, was one of the
highlights of the affair.
Actor John Lund

happily handed

Tom

Moulton the Oscar for his department’s
sound recording in the film TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH. Also mentioned with
the head of Twentieth’s Sound department were W. D. Flick, and Roger Heman.
This was the second straight year in
which 20th Century-Fox captured the
valuable sound recording Oscar— a growing habit with TCF’s
department.

proficient Sound

With

23 of its actual nominations

up

for
the final
Century-Fox’s
chances
to walkvoting,
away 20th
with any
more than
the five Oscars were greatly handicapped.
For instance in the top bracket voting on
the of
best
two forof final
TCF’s
hits
out
theproduction,
five, were up
voting.
In another glaring example, the voting
for the Best Performance by a Supporting Actress, four TCFers out of five were
nominated for the voting. The TCF votes
were so split, that Mercedes
bridge received the Oscar.

McCam-

Twentieth’s fifth award came when
Colonel Jason Joy, Public Relations head
of the studio, stepped upon the stage and
received producer Richard de Rochemont’s Oscar for Twentieth’s March of
Time film, A CHANCE
TO LIVE.

Helping to write Studio and Academy
history, writer-director Joe Mankiewicz
deservingly was presented with two of
the coveted Oscars for his outstanding
direction and screenplay achievement in
the popular film, A
LETTER
TO
THREE WIVES. It has been almost a
score of years in the 22 year record of
the Academy since such an honor has
been bestowed upon one artist. The two
writing and directing statues for one film
were a just and honest reward for the
popular TCFer who was presented with
his Oscars before a crowd of over 3000
people at the Pantages Theater. In addition a throng of thousands jammed in
the streets outside, an estimated international radio audience of over 100 million heard the judging of the best product
and talent Hollywood has produced in
the last year.
Dean Jagger took home an Oscar for
his outstanding achievement in TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH as the best supporting
actor. Jagger, appreciative of the chances
he had been given at Twentieth, brushed
aside the request of the Academy not to
follow any lengthy “thank yous” which
have been common in previous years,
warmly thanked Darryl F. Zanuck and
Henry King, producer and director of
TWELVE
O’CLOCK HIGH, for their
faith in his ability. The polished actor
walked off the stage followed by a resounding burst of sincere applause.

k

Powolny

Head of Twentieth's progressive Sound department, Tom Moulton, right, again receives the
O'CLOCK HIGH. This
Oscar for his department's sound recording achievement in TWELVE
was the second straight year that his department has captured the sound Oscar. Actor John
Lund presented Moulton with the coveted golden award.
Five

PRODUCTION NEWS

6 Pic^ ^hcctiH^ in fiptil
FIVE MORE

FILMS SCHEDULED

TO FOLLOW

IN MAY

With the completion

of the final shoot-

ing preparations for the film OLD 880,
20th Century-Fox will be busy shooting
four pictures at the Westwood studio
and two on location during April. In
addition, a backlog of at least five more
in
newMay.
flickers are scheduled to be rolling

I’LL GET BY, a Technicolor musical;
ALL ABOUT EVE, a Bette Davis starrer;
STELLA, the story formerly tagged
FAMILY SKELETON; and OLD 880,
compose the four films which will be
shuttered at the studio. AMEBICAN
GUERRILLA
IN THE PHILIPPINES
and

TRUMPET
TO MORN
will continue on location during the rest of April.

The

combination

of Darryl F. Zanuck

holding the reins as producer, Joe Mankiewicz megging, and Bette Davis handling the much sought femme lead, ALL
ABOUT EVE gives an excellent indication of being another top 20th CenturyEox smash box office hit. The cleverly
pencilled screen play, adapted from a
dramatic radio show, is a record of
achievement. An achievement by a beautiful and talented actress who tramples
on every friend she has to win her fame
and romance. A beautiful story with a
sound but twisty ending.
OLD

880, scheduled

to roll the middle

of April, will have producer Julian Blaustein at the helm, while Edmund Gould-

Schoebaum

You can easily see why lovely June Haver couldnT help from breaking
out in laughs during
this romantic scene with Dennis Day, which they were recently filming
for I'LL GET BY.
The famous comedian, who is on the lot for the TCF musical comedy,
will be on tap to help
entertain at the Studio Club's long awaited Cocoanut Grove Dinner Dance,
April 17.

.Six

ing willis handle
director’s
locale
in New the
York,
where chores.
a kind The
and
gentle old junk dealer conveniently prints
and plants counterfeit one dollar bills
throughout the city. A super counterfeit Treasury agent is assigned to crack
the case. A lovely girl who has befriended the loveable old rascal, gets in\olved
in the case and the Treasury ace gets involved with the gal. The clever and

humorous screenplay by Bob Riskin
keeps going at this lively and exciting
pace until the old man is finally tracked
down. He tries to explain that he only
prints and passes $50 a month in bogus
one dollar bills, and the government
owes him $82.50 a month for veteran
benefits. Thus, he reasons, he is actually
saving the United States Government
money

by being a small time counterfeiter. The complicated and catching film,
along with a bright and laugh provoking
ending will send the customers away
happy.
Boasting a popular all-star cast of Ann
Sheridan, Vic Mature and David Wayne,
the Sol Siegel flicker, STELLA, will be
completed during the early part of May.
Scripted and directed by Claude Binyon,
the story opens with the accidental death
of Uncle Joe on a rather boisterous Sunday afternoon picnic. Fearing that the
death will be misunderstood for murder,
the family decide to bury the body and
report him missing. Complications set in
when the family discovers that Uncle
Joe has a $20,000 insurance policy. All
they have to do is prove that Uncle Joe
was accidentally killed without uncovering the buried body, and the family will
be on easy street with the insurance

Cdrison

These TCF carpenters pause before the studio's plane takes them to Santa Fe, New Mexico,
to begin construction work on the TRUMPET TO MORN sets. Left to right; M. Wood, J. Rugg,
J. Archer, J. Karas, B. Jolley, P. Wurtzel, C. Bowman, W. Tuttle, H. Kentop, S. Brown.

money. Problems? You haven’t seen anything until you see the rest of this smooth
moving but complicated plot unfold. A
love story, a villain, plus plenty of humor,
along with an unusual ending makes
STELLA
list.

one to put on your “must see”

Far from home, over 30 TCFers are
now using Manila as their home during
the filming of the AMERICAN
GUERRILLA IN THE PHILIPPINES. Ty
Power fresh from RAWHIDE, co-stars
with Micheline Prelle. The story is about
the Americans who stayed in the Philippines to help the guerrillas wage their
own thrill-packed war against the ruthless Japanese aggressors during the last
war.
Santa Fe, New Mexico will attract another TCF location junketing crew when
TRUMPET
TO MORN
starts rolling
the first part of April. The setting of the
story is the Far West during th^e Civil
War. Here the hostile Indians are taking
advantage of the Union’s undermanned
garrisons, and running wild with acts of
pillage and destruction. A group of captured Confederate soldiers are voluntarily sworn into the Union ranks to fight
against the Indians. Plenty of action, romance with the garrison commander’s
daughter, and conflict of all types will
make this a top-notcher for 1950.

Schoebaum

Trumpeter Harry James, whose band is featured in TCP's
cameraman Lou Kunkel gets ready to shoot.

I'LL GET

BY, holds for a focus as

Rounding out the month of humming
production activity is the Technicolor
musical film, I’LL GET BY. Blond Bill
Lundigan takes the part of an aggressive
New York song plugger. Although he is
madly in love with the girl of his dreams,
one jam after another finally convinces

her that he’s nothing but a down and
out heel. Other people think so too, and
Bill’s problems mount, but his success
grows. The war interrupts and turns
everyone’s well laid plans upside down—

until the end. Plenty of good music by
Harry James and company, and vocals
by Gloria DeHaven, June Haver, and
of course Bill’s impish smile tells a film
story you’ll remember for some time.
Seven

A meeting is held every afternoon so that each construction department
head can keep track of the progress on each set currently being
built. Sitting left to right, Monte Bonome, Head of Staff Shop; Dave
Vaughan, Head of Mill; Karl Brainard, Head of Set Erectors; Bryon
Benson, Set Recording; Don Curl, Head of Labor; Phil Adams, Wurtzel's
assistant; Ben Wurtzel, Head of the Construction department; George

Zucker, Wurtzel's assistant; Glenn Harman, Head of Landscape and
Nursery; Walter Pallmen, Head of Prop and Miniature; Vance Thrasher,
Head of Carpet and Canvas; John Lavin, Head of Grip; Kelly Smith,
Wurtzel's assistant; Walter Jolley, Head of Paint. Standing left to right,
Tom Krause of Transportation, and Don Maine, Walter Ledgerwood,
George Mills, Jack Brand (all Construction Contact Men).

Operations Blueprints
Ml of Twentieth’s Set Construction Plans are sifted through this small hut
busy and nut of the way office, headed hy Ben Wurtzel
By Clernmie Galloivay

It took hundreds

of years to build the

Pyramids, setting of the Pharaoh’s Tombs.
They are
one of the world’s
miracles
of considered
construction.
■Miracles of construction are almost
routine procedure

in Twentieth

Century

Fox’s Set Construction Department.
Motion picture scripts call for the
Eight

gamut in construction— medieval sets—
modern sets— city streets, village greens,
palaces, whaling boats, whales, icebergs,
even locomotives that can be taken apart.
It takes topnotch technicians, craftsmen, scientific and master builders to
perform these construction miracles.
TCP’s

Set Construction

Department

has an average of 300 set construction
craftsmen, who daily perform feats no
ordinary builder could achieve.
Ben Wurtzel, Head of Set Construction has twelve crafts under him— Mill,
Prop and Miniature, Staff, Paint, Set
Erectors, Blacksmith, Hardware, Glass,
Plastic, Landscape, Grips, Labor.

Department Building and Electrical
Maintenance Building, but since 1937
he has concentrated on Set Construction
only. Every exterior and interior set, temporary or permanent
is built by TCP’s
set construction
craftsmen.

experts believe it will only be a matter
of time before plastics will play a major
part in set construction, which will result
in the elimination of much perishable and
expendable

material.

The Mill, under Dave
To handle an average of 300 regular
employees and as high as 1200 during
peak production, is not an easy job, but
with the aid of Phil Adams and George
Zucker, Mr. Wurtzel’s capable, likeable
assistants, the record of TCP’s Set Construction Department is one of achievement both in quality and economy.
Ben Wurtzel and his assistants are a
familiar trio around the lot for they make
a daily round of all the departments
under them, and all stages and exteriors
where set construction is in progress. This
daily personal contact has built a strong
bond and spirit of co-operation, and the
fact that Mr. Wurtzel is not only receptive, but encourages new ideas for better,
faster and more economical methods of
work, has resulted in the development
of many innovations both in set construction and set operation that have become
a pattern in the industry. For instance,
the Junior Camera Crane, developed by
John Lavin, has become a permanent part
of shooting companies’ equipment.
The Staff Shop, under Monte Bonome,
has developed many new ideas in molds,
the newest
of which an
is electric
“nuplamold.”
Their
latest innovation,
oven,
increases efficiency in setting and hardening of plaster and plastics. Construction

Vaughan,

is con-

stantly improving equipment and working conditions, and a new feature, popular with his craftsmen is portable machinery for construction on stages.
A “colorful” record of achievement

is

held by Walter Jolley of the Paint Department. He has worked out many new
ideas both in paint and wallpaper, some
of them with the Research Council, which
works

closely with the Set Construction

Department.
The late Nick Kalten of the Landscape
Department won an Academy Award for
TCP with his process of permatizing protection of foliage and plants against
flame. The Landscape Department now
operates under the supervision of Glenn
Harman who also heads our Nursery Department. The profusion of flowers
around the lot make the grounds of
TCP the most beautiful in the industry.
The Prop and Miniature Shop under
Walter Pallmen has a unique record in
the motion picture industry for many
prop
“miracles,” built
the latest
of which
the locomotive
to scale
of woodis
and plastics for TICKET TO TOMAHAWK. The script required a locomotive that could be taken apart and carried across a mountain. Though made
(Continued on Next Page)

Kornman

That almost each of these departments
have been covered in feature articles in
“ACTION” is eloquent of the importance
and scope of their work.
The men in these twelve Set Construction crafts are all experts in their
field, which means that Ben Wurtzel as
their boss, necessarily has to be familiar
with the ramifications of these diversified
crafts.
Such general and specialized knowledge is not acquired in a school or college. It can only be acquired by experience.
Ben Wurtzel is a veteran of experience.
His flair for artistic construction first
found an outlet back in 1914 when he
participated in the building of the Riviera
Theatre in New York and the Fox Theatre in Detroit. In the years between he
has tried his hand at many phases of
theatre and motion picture work— prop,
wardrobe, business manager, stage manager, all of which well fitted him for his
present job as head of TCP’s Set Construction Department.
In the old Fox Days he specialized in
permanent construction and built the
Cafe de Paris, the Music Building, Sound

CoTicmldi

Before the set designs became a reality. Production Manager Ray Klune, center; Head Art
Director Lyle Wheeler, right, and Ben Wurtzel huddle to organize stage space and locations
along with other valuable information to insure flawless and smooth flowing production schedules.
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Concialdi

Concialdi

Head of the busy department and overseer of all of the studio's set
construction work is Ben Wurtzel. Wurtzel received his early building
experience in New York, and later came to Hollywood to help pioneer
film construction work.

Capably handling the important office work for the nerve center of
the construction department are, left to right, Betty Bow, Kay Hollingworth, John Armetta. The office is located between the Sersen and the
Art departments.

of wood and plastics (in the picture it
appears to be made of iron ) this locomoti\ e actually ran on a real railroad track
on the Durango, Colorado location
where the picture was shot.
It was in the Blacksmith Shop that
the steel rocker was built to achieve the
“rolling
effect”
the IN
whaling
in
DOWN TO
THE ofSEA
SHIPS. boat
Walter
Pallmen’s Prop and Miniature Shop developed the rolling effect. The scene in
the picture of the whaling ship rolling

against an iceberg, was

an outstanding

feat in motion picture “Special Effects.”
The Set Erectors have been operating
a new unit in Set Construction since

1946, under the supervision of Karl
Brainard with the capable assistance of
several well-trained foremen. This department has made outstanding progress,
and is a valuable unit in the overall picture of the Set Construction Department.
The Labor Department, under Don
Curl, sees that all sets are kept clean.

both during preparation and shooting
and they provide the strong arms and
backs necessary in movement of set construction material, and physical work on
exterior sets.
Besides

the building of sets, the Set

Construction

Department

handles set op-

eration and the “striking” of all sets.
set to
operation
areUnder
assigned
a picture“Contact
as soon Men”
as it
is placed on the Production Schedule.
From the time the Art Department’s
plans are released to Set Construction
departments, the Contact Man follows
through to completion of sets. He works
in close contact with the Art Director
during preparation, and with the company straight through shooting until the
“strike” order on the set is given.
The efficient co-ordination of the 12
construction crafts is brought about by
daily meetings

of all Set Construction

heads

in Mr. Wurtzel’s office. The progress of all set construction is discussed,
so that each department is kept informed
and alerted as to when their services will
be required, for instance when the Set
Erectors finish, the Paint Department
moves in, when painting is finished, the
Landscape Department follows with
shrubs and greenery, so that when it is
time for the set to be dressed, it is in
perfect readiness as far as the Set Construction crafts are concerned.

So many problems are involved in coordinating all the various construction phases of building
a set that Ben Wurtzel must keep close contact with all details. Here he is going over the
stage plans with, left to right, Karl Brainard, Head of Set Erectors, Dan Wurtzel, Set Erector
foreman, Wurtzel, and Phil Adams.

Ten

In an industry dealing with creative
artists, there is always an element of
change. Change after Set Construction
has started struction
is expensive,
but TCP’s
concrafts have become
flexible
units, geared to make

quick changes.

The hum of saws in the Mill, the hammers of Set Erectors, the roar of motors
in the Blacksmith Shop, often break the
stillness of the night at TCF, for the Set
Construction Department is one of the
most active on the lot, often working
night and day when changes in shooting
schedule necessitates rearrangement of
work, to get certain sets ready ahead of
their regular place on the schedule. They
are proud of their record of never having
held up shooting.
Through the cooperation of Mr. Metzler and Mr. Klune, recommendations for
anything new in equipment that will facilitate and make for more economical
operation, safer and cleaner shop, are
always met with careful consideration
and prompt action.
The efficient and smooth working coordination of the 12 Set Construction
crafts under Mr. Wurtzel, is another example of the organizational spirit of the
great Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.

iCornman

Credit for much of the success of the Construction dept, falls upon the shoulders of Wurtzel's
capable assistants. L. to r., Ben Wurtzel, Phil Adams (sitting), Kelly Smith, George Zucker.

Concia/di

Before the sets are even erected the Contact Men are busy coordinating
the many building duties. Walter Ledgerwood, left, checks the blueprints with Dave Vaughan, Head of the Mill.

CoTlCid/dt

Last minute shooting changes make special construction problems for
the Contact Men. Here Jack Brand, left, indicates some necessary and
important changes to Key Grip, Frank Cory.

Concid/di

Schoebdum

Construction department Contact Man George Mills, left, measures the
stage layout on the set plans with Pat Patrick, Assistant Art Director.

Don Maine, left. Construction Contact Man for I'LL GET BY, selects a
special matching paint color from Stand-By Painter, Robert Bradley.
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STUDIO

CLUB
Marie Walter Wins
Rummy
There

Tournament

were

only a small handful

of

sleepy-eyed kibitizers present Friday
night, NIarch 3rd, to cheer Marie Walter
on to the winning game and the championshipCinof the
Studiotournament.
Club’s thirdMarie,
successful
Rummy
a blonde Make-Up girl, won the tournament and her flight without losing a
game, and won an automatic electric
coffee pot and a serviceable folding card
table.
A field of over 100 players turned out
at the spacious Cafe de Paris to participate in the playing, while a like number
were on hand to “jeer” their favorites on
to victory and defeat. The play was divided into four flights of 32 players

Pashkovsky

NEW

TV

COURSE

NOW

each. The flight winners, who each walked away with an automatic electric coffee pot, were; Sam Berniker, Labor department; Bill Winter, Publicity department; and Goldie Tieffer, wife of Harry
Tieffer of the Transportation department.
The tournament, which was open to
all TCFers and their families, was set

IN PROGRESS

Professor Robert Bomeisler from UCLA's extension college, gives the Studio Club's television
class a practical demonstration of how all the intricate parts of a modern television receiver
function. The apparatus is an RCA demonstrating panel. This class is held on the lot each
Thursday evening and employees can still join. Call the Studio Club for further information.

up so that a player had to lose two 100
point games before he was eliminated
from flight play. The affair got under
way promptly at 7:30 p.m., and Marie
captured her final prize which ended the
tournament shortly before 2 p.m.
Delicious coffee and refreshments were

Helps

Caller

Popular

‘‘Heelers”

served by the gracious volunteer hostesses. This tournament was capably handled
by chairman

Tom

Krause.

By G. “Woody” Wood
Wayne and Alma Warga have many
friends on our lot through their square
dancing. Wayne is our Caller, and it is
obvious that Alma has contributed to
his success.
The opinion of the REELERS that
Wayne is the best, is borne out by the
many demands made upon him to call
at the best dances in this section, including the big Round-Ups of Associated
Square Dancers attended by literally
thousands of dancers, and for which only
the top Callers are drafted.

CHANGE
Wayne

Warga,

popular

OF

Wayne has been calling for two years
and has developed a style that never
bores his dancers. He uses his own breaks

PACE

square

dance

Caller

for

the Studio Club's 20TH CENTURY
REELERS
and instructor for the beginning dance group,
takes time out
wife Alma.

T welve

to go

a-dancin'

with

his pretty

and dances to change the routine
keep his sets on their toes.

and

The Wargas started square dancing
at home three and a half years ago. They

helped form
WHEELERS
REELERS,

the famous WAGON
and in addition to the
belong

to PARAMOUNT

SQUARES, LACY-8 SQUARES
and
BLUNDER
BUSTERS. They have
danced in exhibition squares at the State
Festival and elsewhere.
They teach as a team

and demonstrate

the steps so gracefully that class members do not want them to stop. Three
REELER classes have been graduated by
the Wargas with a fourth now in progress. Included in the many other units
they have helped are youth groups at
the Unity Church in the Valley, teaching
youngsters eight to fourteen years of age.
We are, indeed, fortunate to have the
help and association of such fine people
as the Wargas, and feel that they play
the most important role in making our
dances the big success that they are.

ACTIVITIES
Studio Club’s “As WE See It” Plays Extra Nights

It started with only a small kernel of
an idea over a year ago, and blossomed
forth into the full bloom of a successful
musical extravaganza.

The popular em-

ployee musical revue, “As WE See It,”
presented from March 21st on at the
studio, was enjoyed by almost 3,000 employees and their families.
The

original idea, hatched

and

cod-

dled along by ambitious Allan Buckhantz, developed into a full two hours of
fast moving music, songs and blackout
skits which lampooned the film industry
in general. An all star cast of over 50 employees rehearsed constantly for over two
months in order to round the production

Babcock.

into its final snappy high stepping routine.
Under the driving direction of Buckhantz and his associate producer, Lonnie
Raidor, the show
pace throughout.

was

kept at a lively

Fast

moving

musical

numbers

Studio Club's, "As WE See
chorus line. Think so too?

such

It," was

as

this proved

so popular.

to be

Another

just one

of the

well deserved

reasons

reason

was

why
the

the

above

Diek Foster is eredited

with an exeellent job as Produetion Manager, while the music under the direction

eredits for the musical lyrics went to Herbert Greenhouse, John Warded, Donald

over 150 people, who all played an important part in the staging of the affair.

of Nick Carras was of the highest caliber.
Barnard Elmore and Billie Lane worked

Eugster, Kenny Wilson, Donald
and Ben Ellison.

In addition, the new eomfortable Playhouse eonverted from the old Cafeteria

out the elever dance

routines, while the

The

actual production

Wilmot

itself involved

WoB-

was finished in time for all to enjoy.

1

ISlMr c.jiy

The elaborate "Luau" number presented by the entire cast brought
round after round of applause. The musical show was staged by the

Babcocl(

employees in the new Studio Club Playhouse, located on the North
The affair was presented for two weeks, starting March 21st.

Lot.
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Studio Club’s Bowling Leagues Buckle aFor
Final Stretch
tie for fourth place between RIGHARD

\’ery soon now we will have a Championship team in the TUESDAY league.
CONSTRUCTION leads with a margin

of 59 pins over ALFRED NEWMAN’S,
who in turn have 27 pins more than
MONTE’S WOLVES. WALTER JOLLEY’S JOKERS, last year’s winners by
the way, are the boys of the fourth team.
DAN DAILEY’S HOOFERS are next
with 39 points won, and JOHNNY’S
JUMPUPS are close with 38. LINDA
DARNELL, on the bottom of the heap
most of the season, finally pulled up a
notch with 36 wins, just one ahead of
JIMMY RUMAN’S drivers who have 35.
One of our boys, Clarence Shores of
the JIMMY RUMAN team, was leading

By Loretta Powell

GONTE

the Class A Singles in the City Tournament with his big 660 series. However
he was pushed into second place by a
680 series, and Armand Allen of the
WALT We
JOLLEY’S
in fifth
place.
hope theJOKERS
boys canis stay
up
there!
JEAN taining
PETERS’
QUINTS
are maintheir lead in
the THURSDAY
league, by a margin of 3 points over
GREGORY PEGK’S POLEGATS, who
won their first half. In third place we find
a 3-way tie between HENRY KING’S
AGES, MARK’S “EVEN” STEVENS and
JOSEPH MANKIEWIGZ. Then there is

and MAXWELL

SHANE

teams.

There are only 16 points difference between top and bottom teams in this
league, and anything can happen. So, if
you
hear that
suchlasttalk
as “I
have should
struck out
frame
butshould
what
can you do with a wide open split”— or
‘that was right in the pocket but the 10pin just
there”
etc.,—
don’tthey
get mean
worried, butstood
just ask
them
what
and youwaswilla hear
“he was
robbed”
—that
good how
hit but
the pin
boy
probably had some gum on the pins, or
some other very good reason, and before you know it, you will have had a
BOWLING lesson! Then come down any
Tuesday or Thursday and watch the boys
and gals in action, and learn some more!
MONTE
BONOME
who sponsors
MONTE’S WOLVES team in the TUESday league, is a frequent visitor, and
WALTER JOLLEY has been down to
watch his boys several times.

New Golf
Class Starts
Following in the same pattern as last

Babcod(
These water happy TCFers are learning some of the fundamentals of the swimming kick during
one of the recent swimming sessions at Beverly Hills High School. The class of over 40
swimmers is currently meeting each Wednesday evening, and TCFers interested in a new class
should contact the Studio Club.

Fourteen

year’s pre-tournament golf instruction
class, the Studio Glub has inaugurated a
new six week golfing class to be held on
the lot in the Rehearsal Hall.
Under the skillful guidance of Harry
Bassler, sharp-shooting Fox Hills i^rofessional golfer, the class will be divided
into three sections according to the individual handicaps. Fundamentals of the
game for the novice; technique improvement for the week-end golfer; and valuable instructions on how to be a professional for the semi-pro.
An introductory movie will be shown
illustrating the rights and wrongs of the
tricky game with educational talks by
guest professionals including form, use of
proper clubs, driving, approach shots,
and putting technique.
So if it’s lower golf scores that you
want . . . Join the class now. $5.00 for 6
one hour lessons.

New Production Improvements Collect Rewards
After almost three tiring years of experimenting
of tricky materials,
Staff Shop, and his
ed one of the most
ornamental plaster

and juggling

Monte Bonome, head of 20th Century-Fox’s
loyal foreman, Larry Durrell, have developimportant improvements in the history of
work.

perfect working material called “Nuplamold” is the result
of this patient effort on the part of these two employees. The
plastic substance when set, resembles a slab of flexible spongelike rubber. The Studio’s Staff Shop, which produces all the
ornamental fixtures for the picture sets such as statuettes, lamp
bases, columns and other decorative objects, first makes the
original model following the specifications drawn by the Art
department. The original model is the result of long and highly
technical hand work.
From the “Nuplamold” cast additional plaster ornaments
can be economically made. According to Bonome, with this
new plastic substance used as the mold there isn’t any need
to make extra molds, as the “Nuplamold” can be stored for
indefinite periods without shrinkage or becoming set. The
plastic is also valuable because it is economical both in money
and time. Before the advent of “Nuplamold,” heavy and cumbersome plaster castings were needed for the molds, and the
storing of them created a perplexing problem.
This vv'orking combination

of Monte

and Larry have

been

together since 1927. However, it wasn’t until 1939 that Twentieth was fortunate enough to secure Monte as head of the
Studio’s Staff Shop. Monte brought Durrell with him when
he switched his headquarters to the Westwood lot, and thinks
Larry is the most efficient plaster foreman in the industry.
For their work in developing this new plastic mold substance,
the studio awarded each of the two men a U. S. Sav ings Bond.

Concialdi

John Lavin, Head of the Grip department, illustrates how easily the
new pneumatic wheels on the parallels are turned. His new application
of putting balloon tires on the towering steel parallels has saved the
studio valuable production time and equipment.

That man has been busy again! Busy developing new inventions, in addition to smoothly over-seeing one of the largest
departments on the lot.
Yep, John Lavin, efficient head of the Grip department and
inventor of numerous studio production short cuts, has come
through with another valuable improvement. La\in, who
devised the much heralded baby camera crane which is now
standard shooting equipment on any TCF set along with many
other popular improvements, has simply put balloon tires on
the steel parallels!
The versatile parallels, which were formerly equipped with
small hard rollers instead of the soft riding baby airplane tires,
are among the studio’s most useful equipment. They are used
for lamp and camera platforms, or a level for supporting a
microphone boom. Because of their practical usefulness they
are demanded in almost any type of a shooting situation;
either on smooth fields, uneven ground or even on a level sound
stage. Several TCF directors have used these parallels to
advantage as positions for directing.
It didn’t take Lavin long to solve the problem which had
puzzled the industry for sometime. Johnny, who got his start
in the picture business back in the old Sunshine Film Company’s slapstick comedies in 1917, claims his only trouble in
respect
the pneumatic
parallels is that he can’t keep all the
shooting to companies
supplied.
The

Mitchcil

Developers of the new plastic mold material, "Nuplamold," Larry
Durrell, left, and Monte Bonome, compare the new easy-to-store
pliable plastic mold in the foreground, with the heavy and bulky old
type mold in the background. It took these men three years to develop
this substance.

soft tired supporting

parallels help to pack efficiency

into almost any of the work-day problems of Twentieth’s
shooting companies. Other studios have already made plans
to convert their hard and bulky parallels into smooth rolling,
soft-tired uprights.
Yes, John Lavin is to be congratulated

for his aid in cutting

the production time of Twentieth’s shooting companies. The
studio thinks so too. They awarded John a U. S. Savings Bond.
Fifteen

NOTICE
A discount

offered to

All Studio Club Card Holders
at

Smith'
s Westwood
Sporting Blvd.
Goods
1636
Los Angeles 24

AR. 3-9842

ACTION
APPLAUDS..

These TCP News Makers.

The home of the

Studio Team
MILT
Fishing Tackle

Equipment

"SNUFFY”

SMITH

and All Athletic Supplies

HOBBIES
CRAFTS ® MAGIC
MODELS • ARTS

EVERYTHING FROM
A to Z in
KITS AND SUPPLIES
OPEN

SUNDAYS

RE. 13717
3709
LOS

W.

PICO

BLVD,

ANGELES

6
Powolny

NEW

EMBLEM

for the Permanent

Charities Committee

was recently designed by Ray Kellogg,

PAINT and WALLPAPER

sitting. Assistant Head

DISCOUNT

Kellogg is Clarence Hutson, Head of TCP's Location department and the studio's Permanent
Charities Colonel, and Regis Toomey, actor. Chairman of the Charities' Emblem Committee.
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M. ALBERTS,
THE
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FOR

PICO

Effects department.

PRACTICE

OF

Standing behind artist

O.D.

HIS OFFICE

THE

OF

OPTOMETRY

AT

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO
Sixteen

10522

VENICE

CULVER
Telehone
VErmont 8*0521

BLVD.

CITY
Evenings

by Appointment

Office Hours; 9 to 5

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

ON

QUALITY

BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG
GE

OUR

BRANDS

• WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Gunn

GRATITUDE

FOR

GRADUATE

Sol Halprin,

head

of the Camera

his completion of the Eastman specialized color
Production Manager Ray Klune presented Sol with
authority

of the "one

shot separation

course.
a token

department,

was

expressed

In traditional "old school"
scroll which recognized him

upon
style.
as an

S
Y^PICO
OL1/2LWEST
R10588
CAFE

process."

(Directly 0pp. New

Rancho

Post Office)

Cocktail Hour; 6-6:30

DRINKS

25c
LUNCHEONS

75c
Served From

1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m.

TELEVISION
ROLLY
SILVER WEDDING
anniversary was celebrated
by Lloyd Breitkreutz and his wife March 11th.
Lloyd, a member of the Tabulating department
for the last 7 years, celebrated with an elaborate
house party honoring their 25 years of marital
happiness.

WEDDING

bells rang

February

25th

for John

S. Burton, Head of TCF's Drapery department,
when he married the former Miss Virginia Brooks
in Trenton, N. J. They immediately flew back
to make their home in Beverly Hills.

GRAY

Your Hosts
VE. 9-5310

(Continued on Next Page)
Seventeen

home "for supper
Jimmy

darted

out between

out looking. He

was

parked

too young

cars with-

to be cautious,

but the driver who killed him wasn’t. Slow up
— let kids grow up. Drive with extra care
wherever children play.

Be Careful — the child you save may

EASY

TERMS

Concid/di

NEW FACE is now being seen in the Make-up
department. Personable Bill Gallant, formerly
of the Employment office, was recently promoted to the Make-up department.

be your own!

ARRANGED

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER

DUMONT

and

RCA
TELEVISION

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W. of Robertson

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

V\\ RADIO & APPLIANCE CO. lit
Opposite

SHOP

Stadium

AT

Theatre

WEISS

Complete Furnishings
MEN and BOYS

BON VOYAGE was wished
all of his many friends
England. Roger, formerly
is going to study English

for

LICENSED

"SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
Courtesy

to Studio

CARL
i

I

Club

WEISS,

Eighteen

BONDED

CITY
DETECTIVES
GUARD
SERVICE

Members

&

Jack Dave
Stambler
Thomp.son
Barney Ruditsky

Mgr,

10643 Pico Blvd.

Corxcialdi

to Roger Corman by
when he sailed for
a TCF Story Analyst,
literature at Oxford.

(Free Consultation)

AR. 386-36

445 N. ROSSMORE AVE.,
HO. 9-2701

L. A.
HI. 5881

New Hospital Benefits For TCFers

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

State Disability Plan Pays Employees Up to $650 Per Year

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms Arranged
and the state over the merits of your
disability.

By Art Webb

California’s new State Disability Insurance plan entitles you up to $650 per year
in weekly payments, if you become unemployed or temporarily out of work because of injury or illness.
This insurance, which is paid for by
the employee through weekly payroll deductions of 1% of his salary up to the
first $3,000, also has an allotment of $8.00
per day for hospitalization for the stricken worker. The hospitalization allowance is established for a maximum of

twelve days. Twenty-five dollars has been
set as the maximum weekly compensation
for the employee, while a waiting period
of seven days must be served for each
period of disability.
The new plan has no bearing upon the
state’s employment insurance program,
and a worker may receive both employment and disability benefits, but not at
the same time. To make certain that your
continued claim for disability payments
is justified, you may be asked to submit
to a physical examination. The state may
also request that you take this examination in case of a dispute between you

★ CARPETS

The steps you must take to file a claim
for the insurance are as follows : you must

twenty-eighth day after the first day of
disability if you want to receive credit.
You will not be eligible for disability
insurance if you are receiving regular
wages, sick pay or vacation pay, but you
may file your claim and state that you
are receiving these payments and the approximate time they will end. From this
the Department of Employment can
check with the studio and compute your
payments starting from the proper date.
However, you may claim your Group Insurance or any other private insurance
as it has no bearing on the state plan,
and is paid for by you.
It is pointed out that unemployment
benefits are not intended as a disability
insurance and when an individual is actually sick or disabled to such an extent
that he cannot do his regular job or other
work is seriously limited, then he must
cancel his unemployment benefits and
apply for the disability insurance until
such time as he is again able and available for work.

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
A Complete CARPET

CLEANING

★ TILE

Co.

■

to

DR. B. N. TITLE
Announces Removal of Offices

105861/2 WEST

PICO

(Across from Rancho Post Office)
VErmont 8-41 21
After 6 p.m. : ARizona 7-351 1
PAINLESS
FOOT

CHIROPODY

ORTHOPEDICS

A Solid Block Devoted To
SUPER

•
•
•
•

PONTIAC

SERVICE

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
GUARANTEED PONTIAC PARTS
MODERN SERVICE FACILITIES
LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS

Courtesy Extended

UTTER

To Studio Employees

PONTIAC

200 SOUTH

CO.

LA BREA

WE. 3-7474

£1 Rancho Bowl
House**

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
AR. 99435
10521 W. PICO BOULEVARD

I

■

•

SERVICE

★ LAYING

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

**The Friendly

Carpet
THE

5843 West Pico Blvd.

on the state’s form
a written
give
(available
fromnotice
the Studio Club or Art
Webb, Accounting department) of your
sickness or accident, and have your attending doctor complete the certificate
and mail it to the state. If you are not
hospitalized, mail this form after the
fourteenth but not later than the twentyeighth consecutive day of disability. If
your disability is less than fourteen days
but more than eight days, then mail the
form promptly at the end of your disability. Ifyou are in the hospital you must
mail the form after the fourteenth consecutive day of disability, but if your
disability and hospital confinement is less
than fourteen days but more than one
day, then mail the form as above. You
must remember that in either case the
form must be mailed not later than the

★ LINOLEUM

Wright

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

★ DYEING

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Plenty of Free Parking
Nineteen

NEW RELEASE

"Cheaftet lnf the bcjen

1.
Clifton Webb, an industrial engineer who studies
calls a family council meeting to discuss problems.
youngsters

to buy a dog "because

any

pet which

One of Twentieth’s first releases to be
seen under its new showmanship banner, MOVIES ARE BETTER THAN
EVER, is its best-seller CHEAPER
BY
THE DOZEN. For months now readers
have been chuckling over the adventures
of the Gilbreth family, and with Clifton
Webb’s elegant performance Lamar Trotti’s version has all the earmarks of a
strong boxoffice hit.
Any notion that Webb intends to type
himself as Belvedere is surely disabused
by his performance of Frank Gilbreth,

waste motion, and head of a family of 1 2,
Webb overrules a motion by one of the

doesn't

lay eggs

is an extravagance."

the industrial engineer who applies
scientific methods to his home life as well
as his professional career. Trotti, as producer-scripter hasn’t attempted to film a
smoothly connected story. Instead, the
script hits the highspots of a span of
years narrated by Jeanne Crain, who
enacts the part of the oldest daughter.
To show off the colorful costumes of
the era depicted, Leon Shamroy’s fine
photography is done in Technicolor.
Music-wise the fun is capable backed by
Cy Mockridge

and Lionel Newman.

2. When fhe family physician insists on removing the children's tonsils, Webb has a movie
cameraman film the mass operation "so we can show these doctors how they can eliminate
a lot of waste

T wenty

motions."

**Pick Up

the Phone,
L. Stone**

Call Lester
All Available
New Models Singular
Television and Refrigerators
At Special Prices

SAVE

20%

and More

Nationally Advertised Merchandise
Furniture - Appliances - Carpeting
Television - Radio - Cameras
YOU
SAVE — Time
• Shopping

• Money

YOU• Exactly
GET — What You Want
• Full Guarantees and Service Warranties

Make

Your Selection First
Then Phone Us

Hollywood
9-2533
(24-hour Service)
3. When a birth control advocate calls on Webb's wife, Myrna Loy, to enroll her in the
"cause," Webb summons the children by way of answer. "Well, I never" says the expert on
controlled families. "And within a half mile of national headquarters."

Spend a Nickel - Save Dollars

Lester L. Stone & Asso.
Sample Showroom
5277 Sunset Boulevard
(2 blocks east of Western

Ave.)

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COAAPANY
♦

4.

Webb

insists on going along on the first date of his daughter, Jeanne

friend arrives, Webb

remarks, "he looks like what might happen

pole."

Crain. When

if a pygmy

her boy

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

married a barber's

♦

(Continued on Next Page)
We

NEW 1950 MERCURY
WINS

THE

ECONOMY

Courtesy

To Studio

STate 58895

a Complete

Guaranteed

Members

Eves. : STate 55587

of

♦

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

Corso
Club

Line

Furniture

RadiosAppliances
and Television

SWEEPSTAKES

at 26.52 miles per gallon
FOR DEMONSTRATION AND HIGHEST
TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE . . . CALL

Leonard

Carry

♦

Monday,

Thursday
Open

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 P.M.

T wenty-one

STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

m D r € n € € r SAVES YOU MONEY
10301

West

Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

on Food)

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*Ask

for our wholesale Food lists

WALLPAPER
33%

DISCOUNT
Every

Type

TO

CLUB

and Design

to Choose

BOYDSTON
STORE

PHONE:

DU. 8-2435

3300

West

MEMBERS

6th

5. One of the most hilarious scenes
feature length picture is when Webb
the Toddle with Betty Lynn.

From

of the
dances

BROS.
NIGHT

Street

(2 BIks. West of Vermont)
Open Friday Evenings

J. E. BRULATOUR,

PHONES:

CH. 5-2189

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

6.
into been
Clifton's
when
news Myrna
comes Loy
thatgoes
he has
askedarms
to speak
before the International Management Conference in Prague, the highest honor he could have
been given. "Other

than our twelve children."

MOUNTAIN

HOME

Fully Furnished, near New High Gear City
Creek Road. Sell or Trade for Improved
Property or First Trust Deed.

HARRY

0. BROWN

721 Cedar Street
Santa Monica
Phone Santa Monica 60141 — Studio Ext. 463
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Social Security Important To You
Every 20th Century Fox w^age and
salary earner has two points of direct
contact with the Old-Age and Survi\ors
Insurance system of the Social Security
Administration, under which employees
in commerce and industry are earning insurance protection for themselves and
their families.
Your first point of contact is the job
you hold as an employee of 20th
Century Fox. Because you hold the job
you do, you are a participant in the OldAge and Survivors Insurance program.
You are contributing part of your wages
under the program, and 20th CenturyFox is matching your contribution.
Through your work, you are earning
wage credits to qualify yourself or your
family for future benefits.
Your second point of contact is the
nearest field office of the Social Security
Administration. It is to the field office
that workers entering employment covered by the Social Security Act go to get
their Social Security Account Number
cards— the cards that identify their own
personal Social Security accounts.
The field office of the Social Security
Administration has three main functions.
They

are:

1. Handling claims for Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance payments. This
is the most important function of
any field office, since no benefits
may be paid until the qualified person files his application.
2. Issuing new and duplicate Social
Security Account Number cards.
3. Helping to make sure that the Social Security record for each wage
and salary earner in commerce and
industry is complete and accurate.
wage and salary earner in employment covered by the program should
safeguard his Social Security Account
Number card. His Social Security record
is kept under the name and number on
that card. Each worker should have one
number, and one only, for a lifetime.
Thus, if a worker loses his card, he should
ask the field office for a duplicate card,
bearing his old number, so that wages
earned in the future in covered jobs will
be recorded in the account where his past
wages are recorded.

All of the services of the field office are
free. The field office is prepared to answer
any question the worker in covered employment or his family may have about
their protection under the Old-Age and
Surviv'ors Insurance program. It will help
the workers check on his Social Security
Account— assist him in getting a statement
of the wages credited to his account and
in filing his claim when he is 65 and not
working.
The family of a worker who dies can
get all assistance needed to claim any
death benefits to which they may be entitled. Field office employees are glad to
appear before groups of employees or of
businessmen, before lodges, before civic
organizations, to explain the Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance program.
Here are the regional field offices in the
Los Angeles County Area: Hollywood7046 Hollywood Blvd.; Los Angeles— 312
N. Spring; Glendale— 102 N. Brand Blvd.;
Huntington Park— 5905 Pacific Blvd.;
Inglewood— 223 N. Market St.; Pasadena
—117 E. Colorado St.; Long Beach— 100
E. Ocean Blvd.; Santa Monica— 1531 3rd
St., Santa Monica.
Questions may be addressed to these
office by correspondence or by personal
visit.

LaPorte

Logging another step toward a successful musical career, soft voiced Jimmie Taylor, clerk in
the Nursery, was brought back time and time
again at the recent St. Patrick's celebration given
by the Ulster Irish Association. Over a thousand
Irish celebrants
packed
the Good
Hall
to hear him
singintoseveral
IrishTemplar's
ballads,
which won him round after round of heartwarming applause. In addition, he received several television offers for his outstanding performance.

VITAMINS
Let Johnston's help you invest
your vitamin dollars wisely!

SAVE UP TO 50%

Each

on Formulae comparable to the
leading national brands

Over 30 formulae available to suit your physicians'
specific recommendation.

For

Complete

Information,

Phone

CLeveland 6-2148
or drop a card to

^

HAP HALLIGM

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

JOHNSTON'S

WEbster
6281

PRODUCTS

5145 York Boulevard

Los Angeles 42. Calif,
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Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Voftk CaJt ^puth oi
Phot05 hy So. Calij. All Tear Club

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
0 Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Cooperation Urged
For 1950 Census

Here is Spanish Mission Santa Barbara, reached via a pleasant
drive up the coast from the Los Angeles area. The old outpost,
in the hills above the Pacific at Santa Barbara, is one of the most
beautiful in the Spanish chain, it is unique for its twin bell towers
and its altar light, which has burned continuously since the
mission was founded in 1786. This beautiful Pacific resort city
is within a two hour drive from Los Angeles.

Cooperation of every individual in the
nation is essential to the success of the
decennial census, which will be conducted by the Bureau of Census of the
Department of Commerce starting April
1, for it will offer the United States the
first look it has had at itself after the ten
most chaotic years in its history.
Maximum accuracy is essential in the
taking of this new census if its findings
are to be most useful, and every individual is urged to greet the government
enumerator as a friendly visitor and answer his or her questions willingly and
truthfully.
Because

this census is to be the most

incisive study in U. S. history, some individuals are likley to find some of the
questions personal. It must be remembered that, personal as these questions
appear to be, inquiries about personal
income, buying babits, length of employment, number of children, and so on,
they are vital to the whole picture. The
Bureau of Census has emphasized that
all individual data collected remain top
secret by law and cannot ever be given
to anyone or to any other government
agency, the Treasury Department, or the
Department of Justice— even its FBI division.
Twenty-four

This youngster displays one of the first signs of
Spring in the subtropical waters surrounding
Catalina Island. This harbinger of Spring is the
Flying Fish, which usually makes an appearance
in late March in the waters of Catalina. The
Flying Fish operates on the principle of the
glider. Its fins act as wings to carry it over the
surface when it hops out of the water. Its tail
acts as a rudder. Plenty of swimming, fishing,
boating, along with comfortable accommodations
mark Catalina Island as an ideal vacation spot.

YOU SAVE MONEY

WeM

With

Your

Studio Club

\nyway you turn there is plenty of southern vacationland waiting for you within easy driving
distance from Los Angeles

Card

RECAPPING
on
NEW

TIRES

& TUBES

AUTO ACCESSORIES
APPLIANCES

The Spring season up in the Kern River Canyon
is a pleasant time of the year for motoring
through the region. The highway leads from
Bakersfield, in the southern end of San Joaquin
Valley, into the Kern River Canyon. Along the
way are old railway construction camps, mining

at

"ghost towns," and hot springs resorts. Melting
snows from the Sierra Nevada feed the Kern.

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

SEE US

WHEN CONSIDERING A

NEW

CAR

USED

CAR

Call AL GROVES
Visitors in the Joshua Tree National Monument, reached through
the desert oasis of Twentynine Palms, can't believe their eyes
as they wander through the "never-never land" of the Wonderland of Rocks, filled with Joshua Trees which grow twice as
high as a man. Twentynine Palms is reached via a drive through
San Bernardino, the orchardland of San Gorgonio Pass, and
through the Devil's Garden and into Joshua filled Morongo
Valley. Twentynine Palms is a beautiful and modern desert
resort town with excellent hotel, motel and lodge accommodations.

WY. 5421
for the

BEST DEAL
Twenty-five

nificent production of all time in gorgeous
natural color with an all-star cast of one”
at their home, 10577/2 Ayres Ave. at no
advance in admission prices. This great
creation, which took seven years of careful preparation, was directed by Dr.
Blake Watson and is being released

but we’re expecting
a very important announcement at any time.
And

GRACE

JOYCE,

the beautiful

brunette in William Perlberg’s office, is
toying with the same idea.

through TCF with grateful acknowledgment to the Legal Department, where
Producer Roxie formerly labored. The
title: MICHAEL TIMOTHY
DOURAS,

By

seven pounds, seven

and a half ounces.

The first showing, held in St. John’s Hospital in Santa Monica on January 13th,
a sensational success.

was
Florence
Cameraman

Mack

ERNEST

There

PALMER

and

his missus are taking the kind of a vacation most of us dream about but never
get around to realizing. They’ve just left
on a leisurely trip to Europe via freighter. Their first stopover is in Canada and
after crossing the ocean this lucky pair
will take in all the most interesting sights.
This could only happen in show business! LEO TOVER, who was borrowed
by TCF from another studio where he
was under contract, to photograph several of our top pictures, was finally persuaded to sign a long-termer with us at
its expiration. His first assignment under
his new contract is, ironically, on a loanout to his old studio.

The

news that ROGER GORMAN, personable young story analyst who has been with us for
two years, is leaving for England
the end of this month will probably cause numerous members of
the distaff side to emit loud
groans. Roger, who is sailing on
the Queen Mary, will enter Oxford
University under the G.l. Bill. He
will major in English and European
literature and when he returns to
the studio at the completion of his

and

ROXIE

nounce the premiere

DOURAS

of “the most

a very long period of

plans tiontowilltop
creation.
not the
be Douras’
completed
until ProducAugust,
but we ll keep you
ments.

posted on develop-

For the edification of the curious (anyone who's had a similar
experience can tell you there are
plenty such) and to save his voice
for his work on the sound stages,
MAC McNALLY of Camera carried a little printed card around
with him reading: "I was walking
across the street and a car bumped into me" to explain those cuts
on his forehead. Mac's glad, and
so
are we, that they've completely
healed.
Officer JOHNNY KRANZ is back at
the Pico Gate supervising the punching
of time cards looking happy and rested
after a vacation at Gilman Springs and
Catalina Island.

studies he'll no doubt be equipped
to produce some of our masterpieces.
DONAL

is never

‘unexpectancy’ in Legal, it seems. MRS.
PATRICIA DEHN, wife of Advertising
Artist Robert, is now in competition and

mag-

PHYLLIS ROCERS, former story analyst, was out to see her old friends and to
invite them to visit her and her husband, Patent Attorney Warren Kern, in
their new home in La Canada.

Monica recently and she’s still up in the
clouds. Congratulations, Mr. and Mrs.

The marriage of former employee,
HERMINE
HALLADAY, and Edward
J. Sherman took place February 4th in

PAT ASBRA of Accounting isn’t talking at the moment, not verbally that is,

GaU Dunkirk 7-4451
Before You Buy . . .

Radios
Television
Appliances
Automobiles

HOWARD

Furniture
Carpeting
Tires

& COMPANY

WHOLESALE BROKERS
I22V2 South Vermont
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happily as he passed around cigars and candy. The newest
Holmes is being called Cuddles
until a more suitable name is decided upon.

If our creditors don’t get their checks
on time this month we hope they’ll forgive us. There’s a very good reason for
it. LEONE THORPE of Accounts Payable was married to LYNN REYNOLDS,
former TCF Makeup Artist, in Santa

Reynolds!
an-

JOHN
(Jack) HOLMES, a
thespian of no mean repute when
he isn't pursuing his duties as
Sound Draftsman or playing the
role of devoted father to his adorable daughters, two - year - old
Nancy and her big sister, fouryear-old Sheryl Ann, lost a bet the
other day. His wife, Betty, presented him with a third daughter
weighing seven pounds four
ounces. Jack, however, is taking
it in his stride and was beaming

Los Angeles 4, Calif.

St. Mary’s Church in Glen Falls, N. Y.
The bride wore a gown of white imported Chantilly lace made with a fitted longsleeved bodice over ice blue satin, a
shoulderwide yoke of illusion net and a
full ballerina length skirt of Chantilly
lace set over underskirts of net and ice
blue satin. She earried a miniature

cres-

eent of white fleur d’amour with buds and
leaves of ice blue satin. A reeeption was
conducted for 175 guests at The Queensbury Hotel. Afterward the happy couple
left for a wedding trip to Florida. They
will make their home in Glen Falls, where
Mr. Sherman is on the editorial staff of
The

Post-Star.

When Papa LOUIS PACIFIC,
tonsorial artist-, remained adamant
in his refusal to buy a Television
set for his children, the youngsters

took matters into their own hands.
Lucia, nine, Johnny, seven and
Paul, five, prevailed upon a number of their playmates to join
them in forming a picket line
around the Pacific home. Carry-

and veil. The young couple were away on
a short trip. They spent a prolonged
honeymoon in New Mexico, former home
of the bride, after which they returned to
make their home in Southern Galifornia.

Another Chapter In The
Work Of The MPRF
Because Hollywood has an organization like the Motion Picture Relief Fund,

ing placards reading :"Our Daddy's
unfair to his children," "Daddy
won't buy us a Television set" etc.
the youngsters presented a front
as solid as the Maginot Line, but
Louis is no Hitler. He did just what

a worthy boy has been given a chance to
grow into a fine young man who is bringing honor to himself and pride to the men
and women in the motion picture industry who make the organization possible.

you'd do in the face of such enterprise.

The boy’s father was a noted composer but illness and financial reverses
struck him down when his son was a

MARTHA

senior in high school. While

and

DONALD

TORPIN

sent their young son GARY to Sunday
School for the first time recently. Gary
protested vehemently, but when he came

had

enough resources to care for himself, he was too ill to watch over the
boy and financially unable to support
him and continue his education. So the

home he was smiling and happy. “Did
you like Sunday School, darling?” asked
his doting mama. “Oh, yes,” said Gary
as he proceeded to empty his pockets of

Fund took over and became fathermother to the boy. They placed him in
a good home where he had guidance and
affection. He was graduated from high
school with honors and won a scholarship to one of the best universities in the
country. He became one of the outstanding students at the college, piling up top
honors as a student, as an athlete and as
a musician.

quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies, “it
was swell!” “Where did you get all that
money?” cried Papa Don. “At Sunday
School,” replied Gary, “they had plates
full.”
The numerous friends of young ROBERT DANNING, son of MR. and MRS.
IKE DANNING, will be delighted to
learn that his romance of long standing
with attractive JAGQUELINE MILLER
culminated in their marriage on March
5th in the First Baptist Ghurch of West
Hollywood. It was a formal wedding with
the bride attired in traditional white satin
RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS
TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS
WASHING MACHINES
IRONERS
FREEZERS
RANGES
SINES
KITCHEN CABINETS
DISHWASHERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
AIR CONDITIONING
IRONS
TOASTERS
WAFFLE IRONS
MIXERS
GRILLS
ROASTERS
BROILERS
HEATING PADS
HEATERS
STOVES
PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
JUICERS
DRINK MIXERS
VIBRATORS
HAIR DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS

Physician: Lady, if you want
examination
blouse.

your

no, doctor!

Physician:
mountains
out Gome,
of molecome!
hills. Don’t

.

This is the kind of constructive help
that is financed by one half of one per
cent and the one per cent of their salaries
which 90 per cent of the workers in the
motion picture industry contribute to
the Motion Picture Relief Fund each
week.

a health

you’ll have to remove

Kitty: Oh, my

.

make

.

What Masters Mart Has In Store For Youl
As a member

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in stcuidard brands.
Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you can greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plan.
DON'T

BUY

. . .

RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS

MART

Across the Street from the New
1261

FREE

the father

North

IN FRONT

JEWELRY
WATCHES
SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
PLAYING CARDS
LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
FANS
OUTBOARD MOTORS

SEWING

TOYBICYCLES
TRAINS

j

MACHINES
SUN LAMPS
CHIMES
GIFTS
BED LAMPS
TOYS

!
1

Don Lee Studios!

Vine Street, Hollywood

PARKING

T AMP^
FLOOR WAXERS
BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
SCALES
CARPET SWEEPERS
THERMOS
SODA SIPHONS
LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
PYREX WARE
PRESSURE COOKERS
COOKING UTENSILS
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
TYPEWRITERS

AND

HUdson

REAR

OF

2-1285

STORE
T icentt/seven

The Largest

THIS

+

THIS

Athletic Supply
Store in
Southern California
Wholesale Prices to
STUDIO

CLUB

Everything

MEMBERS

for the Golfer

Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

Fredericks
and Co.
8560 WEST

PICO BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw

SPECIAL

2-5161

DISCOUNT

to

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Appliances
HOTPOINT - CROSLEY
GIBSON - ROPER
PH ILCO - WESTERN HOLLY
MAGIC CHEF

Posed by Burton Alvestad
Photographed by Ray LaPorte

Television
PACKARD-BELL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CROSLEY - PH ILCO
HOFFMAN
ZENITH
Terms

to Suit Your

i 10% DISCOUNT ON CHOICE, selected
Budget

I

EASTER PLANTS

CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
To Studio Club Members

TELLER APPLIANCE CO.
369 South Robertson

SPRAYS

( Near Olympic)

Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Open Tuesdays and Thursdays
Until 9 P.M.
Courtesy
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- Quality

- Dependability

*/
10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
j ARizona 7-1755
/

We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

ANITA ALLEN
announces

the re-opening of her

SERVICES

TO KNITTERS

» Yarns available at reasonable prices.
Instructions free with yarn purchases.
» Individual Instructions available evenings by appointment.
» Alterations done quickly & reasonably.

MEN'S
Hand-made

Phone

FOR

SOCKS
— Any

- $5.00

Size —

Any Pattern

(Nights) ARiz. 93564

YOUR

SEE
Special

. . .

LOU

GAZO

Courtesy to Studio
Club Members

Hollywood

9-2185

7807 Santa Monica Blvd.
ALBERT

A. NERNEY

Authorized

Ford Dealer

Save L. A. City Sales Tax

SAVE
DON'T TAKE A CHANCE!
PUT OUT YOUR CIGARETTE BEFORE
YOU THROW IT AWAY

on
everything
in our

JEWELRY
and
GIFT
sample
line

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
•• DIAMONDS
GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

ASSY
Discriminating Shoppers from 20th Century-Fox choose —

GIFT

GLASSWARE
BAR ACCESSORIES
Wines
9632 Santa Monica Blvd.

FOOD
•

Liquors

BEVERLY

HILLS

BASKETS
DELICACIES

BR. 2-3895 and CR. 6-2305

PENS

• LUGGAGE

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 6-3913

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment
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The Double Life of Charles Le Maire
Ladies Wardrobe
Pressing Problem
In some

ways

Head

Solves

With New

Desk

a ladies dress designer

has a tough job. Of course they get to be
around beautiful actresses (what more
could you ask) but they ha\e to juggle
drawing

boards, paints, sketches and all

their other artist’s equipment around
a dinky desk or drawing board.
When

on

you add a designer’s desk space

problems to that of a busy executive’s
need for elbow room in his office, you
can understand what Charles Le Maire,
Head

of the Ladies

Wardrobe

was

up

against. Le Maire is responsible for coordinating one of the largest and most exacting departments at Twentieth

Cen-

tury-Fox. Almost 100 seamstresses, milliners, costumers and wardrobe girls outfit
Twentieth’s talented and beautiful stars
in the best costumes, representing every
period of history. In addition to his executive duties, Le Maire also assigns himself to designing some of the film clothes
for the glamorous

film queens.
Concididi

With

his problem

well

defined

the

Head of the Wardrobe department set
out to discover a desk which would fit
his dual studio life. Hunt

Charles Le Maire sits comfortable

behind his new duo purpose desk. The white oak oval shaped

desk was designed by Lyle Wheeler
and designing chores.

to fit Le Maire's needs, which

both executive

as he did, Le

Maire couldn’t find a desk which would
fill his needs. Finally in desperation he
turned to his good friend Lyle Wheeler,
Head of the Art Directors, and asked him
for aid.

“This is just what

I like to do in my

spare time,” answered Lyle, when asked
to sketch a practical yet attractive desk
for Le Maire’s needs. Wheeler immediately set about to furnish his friend with
a dream desk. Soon the drawings were
okeyed

and the green light given to the

Maintenance department to start construction. Bill Baker, skilled European
cabinet maker who has been making TCF
furniture and cabinets for over three
years, smiled when he saw Wheeler’s
desk plans. This desk was going to be
everything a proud craftsmen could wish
for. The desk was finally completed the
first of the year.
The

desk itself is oval and

made

white oak. It features four rounded

of

draw-

ers which open in a full half circle. The

Concialdt

The colorful head of TCP's Ladies Wardrobe
illustrates how practical the desk is for sketching.
Thirty

combine

drawers next to Le Maire’s chair are for
his own use and include stationery, contracts, brushes, paints, pencils and other
personal working tools, while the two

facing the guests sitting in front, contain
drafting material, designs and samples
of fabrics. The top of the desk folds up
so that the famous
room to draw
in conference

designer can have

and sketch when he isn’t
or striding a script. The

front part of the desk folds up toward
the guest so that Le Maire can display up
to 10 different sets of designs at one time.
The

top is covered

with soft baby pig-

skin.
Le Maire,
who hasfor
been
Ladies
Wardrobe
the Head
last of
7 TCF’s
years,
claims the desk is the real answer to his
two-fold duties. And
admiringly around

as his eyes danced

his luxurious office he

smiled and said, “But the best of all, they
had to redecorate the entire office to
match

the white

oak color of my

new

desk. Like it?” he asked with a sweep
his hand.

of

Yep, dress designers have their problems all right!

Action Editorials

Nobody says that all ministers
are bad simply because one slipped
from the fold. If an insurance man
is convicted of embezzlement, it
does not follow that all insurance
men same
are not
to be
Well, it’s
the
in our
filmtrusted.
industry.
But for some peculiar reason,
most of us are inclined to overlook
what’s right with the films, its leaders and artists, or anything else.

“How,” you ask, “are we going to
help in the defense of our industry?”
Simply speak up for the merits of
the motion picture business. No one
will condemn you for your loyalty
to the company or the industry for
which you work. Tell the critics
about the goodness of Permanent
Charities and Motion Picture Relief
Fund. Inform them of the guest appearances ofour stars at the many
veterans hospitals, and their help in
other charitable efforts. Of the work
done by the industry during the
war; the Hollywood Canteen;
Hollywood’s war training films; of
overseas shows almost on the fighting lines, and the valuable War
Bond tours.
Explain to these self-appointed
judges
about
studio’s
bank, and
the the
hundreds
of blood
other
benefits 20th Century-Fox has for
its people. ACTION is full of such
information. If you can’t tell them,
give them a copy of your studio

Here’s Your Chance
You hear it every day. Chances
are you cringe a little and let a
small shudder escape to release the
pent up wrath it causes when someone openly and unfairly criticizes
the film business or our studio.
Pick up an>' newspaper and you’ll
read that Hollywood is supposed to
be creating the greatest divorce rate
in the world’s history— inciting race
riots— even harboring a fifth column
group. And of course Senator Johnson’s latest stupid outbursts against
Hollywood’s morals reached front
page proportions. We all know that
Hollywood, like every other community, has its share— but no more
than its share— of people who violate the moral code. The majority of
people in Hollywood are the finest

types of Americans, devoted and
loyal to their families and to their
country.

magazine. I’m sure they’ll change
their minds when they know the
facts.
“Billy” Wilkerson, crusading publisher and editor of the Hollywood
Reporter, sums uj) this feeling very

These people who are unfaiily attacking the films and Hollywood
in general are trying to damage our
good names, and attempting to rob
us of our jobs by helping the public
lose faith and appreciation of motion picture entertainment. These
critics, who are making capital of
the fact that it is easier to destroy
than to build, are also guilty of
lumping the vast majority of hard
working, conscientious, productive
people with the few extroverts in
the profession whose behavior
would go unnoticed if they were in
a less glamorous and publicized

of the afflicted; does more to conti'ibute to the world’s better understanding; gives more of its time
freely than any other industry; BUT
because of our reluctance to say
anything about it or our stupidity
in not spotlighting our efforts, nothing is said, nothing done that would
win us the simple credit of a better
feeling toward our industry and its
people by our press and public of

pursuit.

this and other countries.”

nicely when he recently said; “Our
industry, we believe, does more for
charity, per capita dollar; does more
for spearheading all national drives
to lift burdens from the shoulders
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COCOANUT GROVE
Dinner

DANCE
April 17th
Dinner — Dancing

8 P.M. ’Til 1 A.M
(2 Bands)— Entertainment

Tickets on Sale
at Studio Club

D<My In Launder -Ville

PIC OF MONTH
No we're not plugging a television spook show or paying another tribute to the
fathers of America. However we are publicizing — but you'll never guess what it's
all about until we explain this character. It's a WATERMELON, and all dolled
up for the annual Spring Picnic, June 25Hi. The Studio Club will simply give a
$150 merchandise order to the person who can guess how many seeds are in this
WATERMELON, and who will be at the picnic. An impartial committee will
dissect the fruit and painfully count the seeds after the final closing date, June
22nd. The WATERMELON will be displayed daily at the Cafe de Paris, or the
Coffee Shop. Go on, take a chance — whatcha got to lose?
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I Came,

Action Editorials

reasons why
it’s splitting
hard to
find Ed portant
without
a face
smile.
Even though his travels have
taken him to almost every country in the world, and as many
jobs, he still wouldn’t trade his
job as a carpenter
in theforMaintenance department
any
other. But his clever knack of
cartooning may someday change
this argument.
In case you didn’t know it, Ed
Janis is the cartoonist whose humorously drawn figures grace the
pages of Action. Being a happygo-lucky individual himself, he
just loves to put imaginary characters in hilarious situations. For

28

a good example take a look at
the inside back cover of Action.
Look familiar to you fathers?
Ed’s cartoons are good news
for national magazine editors,

31

and Action just can’t get enough
of his work, but the best news

26
I saw, I Conquered

and you’ll believe that ancient
proverb about fat men being
jolly. Cramming a varied and
colorful career into his short 28
years cotdd be one of the im-

he’s
the fact. that
girls is bachelor
for
Hmmm!
a carefree
still all

THE

COVER

Bill Goldman of the Paint department seems to have
his hands ftdl, if not the Bendix, while trying to handle
his two children, Bobby, age 3 and Gail, 18 months,
and the weekly wash. While Mother is home preparing that treat for Father’s Day Bill is wondering if
he will be in condition to enjoy it. This cover shot for
Father’s Day was taken by Jim Mitchell at the Self
Service Launderville at 2366 Pelham Ave.

Three

A camera crew at work for the picture AN AMERICAN
GUERRILLA IN THE PHILIPPINES which was filmed on

actual location in the Philippines. The picture is now
completed and the crew homeward bound.

7 rilCKERS M TAP FOR JUNE PRODUCTION
Schedule

For Full Motion

Slate Being Pushed
Final shooting schedules
new

pictures have

now

for several

been

released

from Production Manager Ray Klune’s
office, bringing the total films to be in
production during June to seven. New
pictures ready to roll include JACKPOT,
FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE, HALF
ANGEL, CALL ME MISTER.

AN

Picture Production
For Summer
the

find nice parents for the cute child. A

howl

Broadway producer and his actress wife
are the couple the girl picks out, but it

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE, under the
banner of the famous Perlberg-Seaton
combination, and starring Clifton Webb

seems the producer hasn’t the parental
urge. Charlie and Item frantically try

ing is a

guarantee

laugh-hardened
with glee.

along with Anne

to make

even

theater managers

Baxter, gets rolling the

first part of June. The clever plot, taken

to bring a blessed event into the home of
this childless couple, and it finally comes
about— but not like you would

Segall, has two

HALF

and has all the

production

AN

ANGEL,

a

suspect.
Technicolor

With Producer Sam Engel at the helm,
JACKPOT is scheduled to start filming

from

the middle

earmarks of a highly successful comedyfarce. A little girl named Item, who

Julian Blaustein, and under the direction
of Jules Dassin, is scheduled to get under

can’t be seen by ordinary mortals, and
an angel called Charlie have their problems all cut out for them in trying to

way
The

of June. Walter

handle the megging
script concerning
family who

will

a

typical American

suddenly fall heir to a radio

quiz program
Four

Lang

chores of the lively

jackpot. The hilarious end-

a play by Harry

super-natural characters

being

guided

by Producer

during the middle of this month.
Loretta Young starrer, is a story

about a beautiful girl with a very alarm-

ing split personality. During the daytime
she is a homey plain Jane type of girl,
but at night turns into a sultry sexciting
damsel

who

pursues

a noted

lawyer

in

an attempt to win his love. Of course the
poor attorney, who has fallen madly in
love with her, gets his heart shattered
when the girl doesn’t even recognize him
during the daytime. He even makes a
law case out of this situation and takes
it to court to prove she loves and plans
to marry him. It takes a few more such
comical situations until the plot gets
ready to unfold: then all can go home
satisfied, because later the girl’s phobia
disappears and they live happily ever
after.
Another
is CALL

newy for the month of June
ME MISTER. Starring the

laughable combination,
Dan

Betty Grable and

Dailey, along with

Fontaine,

comic

Frank

T'loJan

the picture has its locale in
When

four Oscar winners gef together to make

a Twentieth

picture, you can bet your price of

Japan after the occupation by the American troops. Betty chases Dan, then Dan

admission

chases

Davis, who won her Oscar for DANGEROUS; Anne Baxter, for RAZOR'S EDGE;
for LETTER TO THREE WIVES; Celeste Holm, for GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT.

Betty, and along with plenty of
snappy song and dance routines this
picture will be slated for another TCF
hit. Fred

Kohlmar

is producing,

it's going to be good.

Seen

in Zanuck's

ALL

ABOUT

EVE

are, left to right, Bette
Joe Mankiewicz,

while

Lloyd Bacon, after being away for several pictures, is a welcomed addition to
the Twentieth family.
At the present time Henry King is in
Georgia with his location crew shooting
I’D CLIMB THE HIGHEST MOUNTAIN. Being produced by Lamar Trotti,
the story gets under way in Georgia
about 1900, when a pretty southern belle
falls in love with a young

minister. The

girl, raised in relative luxury by an aristocratic family, thinks a life as a missionary’s wife would be crammed with great
romance and adventure and marries the
minister. Later he is sent into the backwoods, and the story unfolds as the two
attempt to bring happiness
backward community.
The

to the small

picture, FOURTEEN

with Henry

Hathaway

HOURS,

holding the direc-

tor’s reins for the Sol Siegel production,
is on location in New York. It deals with
the story of a New

York policeman

who,

just before he is scheduled to go off duty,
is assigned to report at a New York
Hotel. There the policeman
a gigantic traffic jam and

finds not only
a

crowd

of

people, but the object of their concern.
On

a ledge eighteen inches wide

and a

hundred and sixty feet above the street,
stands a hatless, coatless man who is

Part of the TCF production crew which was assigned to AN AMERICAN
PHILIPPINES, manages to get some relief from the tropical heat.

GUERRILLA

IN THE

about to jump into the street below. The
rest of the suspenseful story deals with
the outcome of this situation.

nearby Gamp Pendleton. The Richard
Widmark starrer deals with the glory of

Also on location is the shooting com-

problems, from the initial landing at
Tarawa on to the last major invasion
of Iwo Jima.
Five

pany for HALLS
Robert

OF

MONTEZUMA.

Bassler’s Technicolor

film is in

the United States Marine

Gorps and their

MACHmES

THAT PAY OFF

Electrical brains can compnte fiqnres faster than any human, but
the most important part nf Twentieth’s Tabulating Department
is the skillful and alert operators who make it function.

By Clemmie

Thursday,
Your

Galloway

Pay Day!

check

is always ready!

In a sub-floor of the Main
tration Building, the hum

Adminis-

of machines,

the glow of fluorescent lights and a staggered shift working from six in the morning until three the next morning, are
making

it possible.

To get out a weekly payroll for thirtytwo hundred employees that runs into
the hundreds of thousands of dollars,
with all the governmental

complications

of today, is a gargantuan task, but TCP’s
Tabulating Department has never failed
to meet a payroll deadline in its fourteen
years of operation.
A

staff of

headed

twenty-five

by F. G. “Woody”

employees,

Wood,

handle

the Tabulating Department’s work under
the management of Mr. Frazer, the
Auditor.
The

mechanical

work

of the Tabulat-

ing Department is done by twenty-six
International Business Machines. The
operator
what

tells these mechanical

to do and the machines

brains

add, sub-

tract, multiply, divide, punch cards and
print the results of their calculations.
In some
accuracy

instances they also verify the
of their calculations.

To most of us the important
of the Tabulating

function

Department

is, of

course, the Payroll. From the origination of the Time Card to the producing
of the pay check requires many
Six

Assistant department head Joe Medvitz makes an adjustment in the back of the Tabulator machine.
Th is is the key machine in the Tabulating department, and is capable of adding over 150 figures
a minute. The machine contains thousands of circuits which are needed in this electric brain.

steps.

A keypunch operator punches the master card which will automatically make
your Time

Gard

The

each day.

The Payroll Department,

at four hundred

Tabulating Department then extends the hours times the rate on a com-

under A1 De

Weese, supplies the hours and audit on
the Time Gard after it is dropped in the
box at the Time Office.
Sorting the cards from the Payroll Department isdone on a machine that runs

and fifty cards a minute.

hundred

puting machine that handles twenty-five
cards an hour.

By means of an electrical cable carrying a hundred and forty circuits, a Tabulator is connected to a punch. A listing
is produced

at the same

time a card is

sand and sixty-seven checks per hour.
The mechanical
Tabulating

brain machines

Department

of the

not only prepare

the payroll, but are invaluable to the Accounting Department in the distribution
of the studio’s expenses, breaking down
daily cost reports to pictures, and the
sundry ramifications of this type of work.
These machines also prepare permanent
records

in forms

usable

and department heads
control of expenditures.

by executives
for the better

The Tabulating Department’s work has
become increasingly involved with governmental deductions and reports and
they have to be prepared at all times for
changing conditions. For instance, when
the Social Security Tax was to be increased from 1 to 1/2% of the first $3,000,
a test trial was set up months

Babcoc*(

of the change.
Seen going over a special report with Galvin Wood, right, head of Tabulating and veteran of 1 6
years with TCF, is Ted Frazer, Studio Auditor. The Tabulating department has 25 TCFers.

punched;

thus the data necessary to pay

you has been placed in one card and is
also put on paper so the Payroll Department can be sure the conditions of
law

and

contract

with. The machine
is capable

have

been

complied

that does the listing

of printing seven

thousand

and forty alphabetical or numerical characters per minute and the punch has a
maximum speed of ninety-six thousand
holes per minute.
The

card which

ultimately will write

your pay check

is processed

through

a

Calculator which computes your contribution to State Disability Benefits, the
amount of Federal taxes to be withheld

Thus

in advance

the Tabulating

De-

partment was prepared for the changeover at the first of the year.
Once payroll checks carried only the
amount of earnings. Today the size of
the check has had to be enlarged to carry
the deductions we are all so familiar
with: Income

Tax

Withheld,

Social Se-

curity Tax, State Disability Insurance,

from your pay, and determines the net
amount of your check; then a Tabulator
verifies this net amount. A card contain-

Group Insurance, Charities, Credit Union
and Miscellaneous.

ing your name and your pay card then
are merged together on a Collator which

with preparing

processes four hundred

your pension credit, keeping your Group
Insurance, Credit Union, Studio Club

and eighty cards

per minute. The Tabulating machine

then

writes the payroll and the checks, on continuous forms, at the rate of one thou-

The Tabulating

Department

your

deduction, posting your Bond
{Continued

has to do

vacations, j^osting

ledger and

on Next Page)

Sut/in

The girls who handle the tricky Key Punch and Verifier machines during
the morning shift are, left to right, Joan Neely, Sophia Hayford, Kay
Sturm, Claire Chapman.

The afternoon Key Punch and Verifier operators busy at work. Left to
right, Vera Covington, Alice Wallace, Mercides Martinez. These girls
mark the cards, which are later used in the machines.
Seven

Sut/in
i3jbcc'w*#?

Versatile George
in the storeroom,

Wolfgarth keeps track of millions
and is also a machine operator.

of tabulating

cards

Adding that feminine touch to Galvin Wcod's
Burstein, standing, and Marie Toppenberg.

office

is secretary

Sut/pi

The plug board, which completes the electric
machine, is checked by Joe Medvitz and Tom

5ut/iri

Henrietta Banks is the operator of the complicated looking Transfer Poster machine.

Eight

circuit for the
Stevenson.

Multiplier

Roz

ConcidMi

Dick Picchione, left is operating the Tabulator,
cards. The machine in foreground is a Multiplier.

ConcidMi

Popular Ed Gaber operates the Multilith
chine, which reproduces tabulating forms.

while

Ed

Hardin

files

Cortcialdi

ma-

The Sorter arranges the variously punched cards
accordingly. Lillian Allan operates this machine.

Concialdi

Concxaldi

Herb Niccolls adjusts the cards before inserting in the Interpreter. Cecilia Mayle is left.

Hy Miller, left, and Goldie Cohn,
operator Jim Whims files cards.

filling in the Savings Bond. The machines keep your earnings record and

termined by the Tabulating Department’s machines.
That the complicated mechanism of
the Tabulating Department is able to
function so perfectly and promptly, is
due not only to the efficiency of its staff.

perform

hundreds

of

daily, weekly,

monthly, quarterly and annual functions.
Your fate in the Golf Tournament is de-

center, are handling the important

but to the complete

Isabelle Clymore takes a rate change over the
She maintains the Twin Card Files.

Veteran operator, Lloyd Breitkreutz, inserts the
plug board into the Tabulating machine.

cooperation

while

of Mr.

Frazer’s other departments, the Accounting under Mr. Shanley and the Payroll
under Mr. DeWeese and various department heads, another tribute to the great
Twentieth Century-Fox organization.

Concialdi

Concididi

phones.

Collator machines,

Lloyd wires the plug board, sometimes called
the "brains" of the efficient Tabulating machine.
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For

Annual
VALLEY
Ticket

Spring
COUNTRY Picnic
CLUB

PARK

Reservations

—

See Your

Studio

Club

*

Steward
Nine

June

2Jth Set For All

16th Annual

Studio Club Picnic will be held

at the spacious Valley Park Country Club
For Tickets . . . See Your Studio Club Steward.
Map, showing locations of all the activities.
Directions for reaching the picnic are printed on back of tickets.

^

Ten

TABLES

Picnic

Da^

cnic
pi
ut
y^
Check iiM
10:00 A.M.
Horseshoe pitching contest
Novelty races (for kiddies from 4-64)
1 1 :00 A.M.

3

NURSERY

'"Come-to-Mama race (2 and 3 year olds)
Wheelbarrow race (husband and wife)
I 1 :15 A.M.
Fish pond for prizes (young children)

O

I I :30 A.M.
Tug-of-war
SeCr oiiiMKs

I IE

; to

Ltp

Kppizs
fUNlAND
AUTO AIOK

Concert by Lenny Mazzola
Accordionaires

CNAIR PLANE
TRAIN

wMeeu

FERRIS

POHy

CAAT

E.POMISS

.
S
O
L
O
.
R
C
/
S
d
02
FISH

NOON
Lunch

1 :00 P.M.
Swimming

events (1 1 races for all ages)

2:30 P.M.
Entertainment
Biggest Little Circus

Pond

Bathing beauty contest (any TCF'er or wife or
daughter or employee may enter — see blank
below)
Prize drawing

t Tm S
^

and His Teenagers, and

YR.OUVS

4:00 to 7:00 P.M.
Dancing

(Sonny Olivera and his orchestra)

APPLICATION
16TH ANNUAL

BLANK

FOR

PICNIC'S BATHING BEAUTY
Send in to the Studio Club

CONTEST

Name
Age
Department

( if relative works at TCP, state which department)

Eleven

STUDIO

CLUB
June 11th Next Studio

Picnic Attracts Studio s Reelers

Club Fishing Cruise
A second successful fishing cruise has
been scheduled June 11th by the Studio
Club’s
fishing
committee.
The 28th,
season’s
first
cruise
left San
Pedro May
and
reports reeeived from this trip indicate
there’s plenty of fishies to be had, if you
only know how to get ’em. The Studio
Club’s chartered fishing craft visited a
number of reported fishing spots along
the coast during the daylong trip.
At the present time there are several
vacancies left on the June 11th trip. Those
interested (either men or women ) in
making this cruise should contact the
Studio Club office at once. The luxurious
fishing craft has been chartered by the
committee to take the deep sea fishing
enthusiasts out twice a month. The trips
Sunday.
will
alternate every other Saturday and
Ouellette

Taking advantage of the fresh spring weather, THE REELERS, the Studio Club's square dancing
club, enjoyed the first of many projected picnics. Besides dancing, they enjoyed the atmosphere
and a delicious box lunch. Here they pause between dances.

keep his ear cocked
thing loused up).

htj “Woody” Wood
The
group

Reelers have

been

a very active
The class “graduated” and its members
are now full fledged Reelers. For their

since our last article. In addition

to the dancing, which

(or get the whole

alone is enough

ability and agility we congratulate the
newcomers and their instructor, Wayne.

to keep us occupied, we have welcomed
the new class into the club, held a picnic
and have had pictures taken for the

The recent picnic revealed a surprising number of new caller talents. The
fact that another picnic is planned for

Studio Club’s documentary film.
Reelers may be found at nearly all
good dances for miles around because

the near future speaks for its success.
Documentary films were taken by the
Studio Club of the Reelers in action, thus

they never tire of their favorite pastime.
Our caller keeps the square dancing
fresh and varied by avoiding a stale or

preserving another Studio Club function

stereotyped

for posterity. Did you ever stop to count

swing

your

pattern

in his calls. “You

girl. I’ll swing

mine”

your advantages in working at Twentieth
Century? There are lots of them, not the
least of which is the most active Studio
Club in the business.

or

“Chase the rabbit, chase the squirrel”
in the middle of a Texas Double Star is
enough to make

the most seasoned square

Again this year the Studio Club, with
the cooperation of the Southwest Anglers
Association, will award prizes to the
fishermen who manage to catch record
fish, either fresh or salt water types. Also
along this line, the Club will award a
prize for the biggest fish caught during
each one of the scheduled trips. Both
fresh water and salt water fishermen
who wish to qualify for these fishing
prizes should fill out their records on a
special entry blank furnished by the
Studio Club. Chairman of the committee,
Ben Nye, advises fishermen to put a few
of these forms in the bottom of their
fishing boxes so they will be sure to receive a prize if they manage to catch a
specified record fish.
The fishing trips scheduled for the rest
of the Summer are as follows:
July— 1
July— 16

Sunday

July— 29

Saturday

August— 6

GALA

PICNIC
VALLEY
See Your

Twelve

JUNE 25frh

at

PARK

COUNTRY

Studio Club

Steward

CLUB
for Tickets

Saturday

Sunday

August— 12

Saturday

August— 20

Sunday

September— 2

Saturday

For those who ean’t make these regular fishing trips, the Club will help arrange different deep water cruises, either
as individuals or by departmental groups.

ACTIVITIES
Shorthand for Summer

Popular Studio Club Classes

A new

Will Continue During Summer

six weeks

shorthand

class has

been scheduled by the Studio Club to
follow upon the completion of the present class. Under the capable guidance of
Mrs. Garnella, the present popular class
is now meeting each Monday evening
in the Production Bungalow. In this
class, 26 shorthand enthusiasts are enrolled, while many more are expected
to take advantage of the new course being offered by the Studio Club.
The new class will be held in the Production Bungalow, Monday nights, 7 to
9. Starting June 19th and continuing for
6 weeks. Enrollment fee is only 25c per
According to Bob Comer, educational
chairman
for the Studio Club, the new
person.
class will give Twentieth’s secretaries a
chance to increase their skill, speed and
earning power, and at the same time enable the studio to boast of the most caBdbcocJ(

The Studio Club's popular swimming class willcontiaue through the summer months. The new session
will start June 28th, and will be held at the Beverly Hills High School pool each Wednesday evening.

That oF TCF waterhole, none other
than the modern Beverly Hills High
School swimming pool, will be the scene
of activity this summer. Beginning Wednesday Evening, June 28, the popular
Studio Club swimming class which has
been conducted during the Spring starts
its Summer session which will continue
each Wednesday evening
including August 23.

through

to the mechanics of TV, covers all phases
of television operations and construction,
and is under the professorship of a competent UCLA instructor.
Those interested in registering for
either of the above activities should contact the Studio Club.

pable
secretarial force in the motion picture
industry.
Each night dictation will be given at
rates varying from 60 to 120 words per
minute. General rules and review of
principles will be given only if they are
necessary for the understanding of the
material dictated. It will be an opportunity to try taking dictation at a faster
rate than is given in your daily office
work. Higher rates will be given for one
and two minute takes. Emphasis will be
placed on phrases that you use in your
daily work.

and

The fee is $2.50 for the entire Summer
season, and the pool will be opened to
TCFers from 6:30 p.m. on. Expert swimming instructions are available for those
who wish to improve their form, while
the accomplished swimmer may have
the complete freedom of the pool for his
water acrobatics. The Beverly Hills High
School locker rooms are also available for
changing

clothes.

Plans for beginning another class in
television during the summer months are
now being discussed. The current popular class will be completed this month,
and according to Bob Comer, chairman
of the Studio Club’s educational committee, another more advanced class will
be scheduled if enough interest is shown.
A record enrollment of 56 TCFers established this present course as being one
of the most popular ever sponsored by
the Club. The class, although confined

Babcock

Instructor for the Studio Club's new shorthand class, Mrs. Garnella, draws out a few Gregg characters for members of her class. New class will start June 19th, and continue for 6 weeks.
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Red Davies Elected Prexy of Handicap League
Bij Loretta Powell
The MAX\\'ELL SHANE team won
the Sweepstakes, bowling the high series

winners

of the first round,

PETERS’

QUINTS,

winners

and JEAN
of the sec-

of the season, 2935. HENRY
KING’S
ACES won second place, and JEAN

ond round, the JEAN PETERS’ QUINTS
won the championship of the League.

PETERS’ QUINTS took third place
money. John Heinlein of the MAXWELL
SHANE team won high series for the

I’rophies were

evening,

annual

and

GREGORY
THE

Harold

Taylor

on

the

PECK

team had high game.

MATCLIFF

girls finished up the

season in last place, but won
in the Sweepstakes!

JOSEPH

top place
MANKIE-

WICZ’S girl champions came in second.
Dorothy Cass of the MARK STEVENS
team

had

high

Mooney of BILL
high game.

series, and

Wanda

LUNDIGAN’S

be-

POLECATS,

both

of these

teams at the Bowlers’ Banquet, which
was a combined DINNER-DANCE
and
meeting,

held on

May

11th at

Conde’s French Restaurant, and turned
out to be a very gala affair. Our own
Sonny

Olivera

and

his boys from

the

Studio provided that easy-to-dance-to
music during the dinner and also after
the meeting.
At the annual meeting, it was definitely
decided

to bowl

this coming

After a very e.xciting roll-off match
tween GREGORY PECK’S

gals

awarded

at LaCienega

Lanes

season, on Friday nights at

8 p.m., which will be most welcome
especially to a number

could not bowl this past season because
of the late starting time.

of bowlers

news
who

Leonard

C. Davies

(better known

as

“Red”) was elected the new President to
succeed Ralph Hickey; Joe Medvitz was
elected Vice-President. Starting something new this year, Jean Hansen was
elected second Vice-President, to represent the girls of the league.
Now

that the final ball has rolled down

the alley for this season, and then been
polished and put away with the bowling
shoes for the summer, keep in mind that
the new season will start in the Fall and
time to think about

getting the teams

lined up will be here before we know

it.

A Captains’ (or representative) meeting
has been tentatively set for August 3rd,
so watch for special notice of the exact
time and place later.
JbB

1

flr K

Seen eating, are part of the 1 50 celebrating bowlers, who
second annual bowlers' banquet at Conde's, May

Fourteen

attended

the

1 1th. Besides a delicious

dinner, a business meeting

and

later an evening

another successful Studio Club bowling season.

of dancing

Sut/in

climaxed

June 14th Set for First League Softball Game
After almost three weeks of warm-up
games, the 1950 Studio Club softball
league will start chugging

when

the um-

pire calls, “play ball” June 14th, to
announce the start of the first league
game.

All games

Wednesday

will be played

and Thursday

every

nights, start-

ing at 7:30 p.m., at the Studio Club’s
softball diamond, located by the East
Santa Monica

gate.

A1 DeCaetano, Mill, and Harry Morton, Maintenance, were recently elected
by the team captains as the officers of
the softball committee. Their duties for
the season will be to act as the guiding
officials and settle any disputes which
may arise during the league play. The
captains for the six teams are. Bob Wittenberg, Paint department; Bill Gallant,
Make-Up; Larry Meek, Supplies; Earl
Cooper, Cutting; John Lugo, Set Erectors; Jules Weisberg, Camera.
Instead of each department fielding a
softball team, the committee along with
all the team managers allocated over 120
players into six different teams, thus
equalizing the league play and guaranting more exciting games by making each
team as strong as possible. From all indications in the pre-league games, this
has met with popular approval by almost everyone interested in softball.
After months of preparation, the rejuvenated softball diamond is now in top
shape.
the altered
close of
season
the fieldAtwas
to last
makeyear’s
an outdoor

Sut/in

Close plays such as this will again be the fare for softball fans, when the 1950 season opens June
14th. Games will be played on Wednesday and Thursday nights; all TCFers are welcome to attend.

set. Again this year, comfortable bleachers have been set up to accommodate
hundreds of spectators. Plenty of free
parking is available, and all TCFers are
welcome to attend these softball games
and watch their favorites play.

Golf Class Concluded
The Studio Club’s 6 week golf course
held its last class June 1st. The class was
under the capable supervision of Harry
Bassler, sharp shooting Fox Hills pro, and
was held in the studio’s Rehearsal
each Tuesday night.

Hall 2,

Ike Danning, chairman of the class,
indicated that another will be started
and continued during the summer if 50
golfers register for the course. As with
the previous class, the new course will be
divided into separate sections for the
novice, week-end golfer, and the semipro, so that each member of the class will
receive related instructions.
Those interested in joining the new
class should contact the Studio Club for
additional information
date and cost.

on

the starting

Sut/in

Members of Jean Peter's winning bowling team pause at the head table after collecting their
trophies. Standing left to right, Ralph Hickey (past president of the league). Red Davies (newly
elected president), Ben Cass, Jim Bennett, Art Bradley. Sitting, Juanita Bonfiglio, Harold Bow.
Although her team didn't win the league play, actress Anne Baxter generously
bottles of whisky as a consolation prize, which ars seen on the table.

sent each player two
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Fashioned
Carefully selected from DO-LENES
CAROUSEL, 15902 Ventura Blvd., these
practical and stylish beach and afternoon
creations will help to make summer more
of a pleasure for both the wearer and looker. As in line with all of their clothes, these
DO-LENES fashions are aimed for budget
conscious girls. All items on these pages
are priced under twenty dollars.
Maria BrooksbyPhotographs
Fashions

by

DO-LENES

At the high water

mark

of fashion.

A two-piece suit in a gay cotton
print is always just right — in or
out of the water. Modeled by
Elisabeth Woodruff, Script.

Marilee Carpenter, Script, is seen in a fine
cotton broadcloth, fashioned in a stunning sunback with halter neckline, and crisp waffle pique
trim

Cool,

sleeveless,

marvelously

fresh

is blonde Gladys Witten, Make-up,
in a two-piece tissue red dotted
Swiss trimmed in white pique.

Sixteen

and

jacket.

The

perfect

sundress.

$M

?UH

This three piece sun suit in a lovely ffawaiian
print, along with bra top, shorts and Mandarin
jacket. Modeled by Elisabeth Woodruff.

After play time comes rest time.
Joliene Overacker, left, and
Gladys Witten pause to catch
their breaths while wearing mixed and matched separates in
denim, cuffed shorts with red
zipper pockets, matching short
jacket and a bra top — or the
pedal pushers with smart terry
cloth shirt.

II
i
!

I
I

I

Who wouldn't
Nebel, dental

smile like Betty
office nurse, in

this flower-strewn skirt with fitted red blouse. The entire outfit is priced for employees at

$10.95.
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El Rancho Bowl
**The Friendly House**

HOME OF THE
20th CENTURY-FOX
SCRATCH LEAGUE
BR. 04563
10521

W.

ACTION
APPLAUDS..

These TCP JVews Makers

AR. 99435

PICO

BOULEVARD

Plenty of Free Parking

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
Self paints
PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

NOTICE
A discount offered to

All Studio Club Card Holders
at

Smith'
s Sporting Blvd.
Goods
1636 Westwood
Los Angeles 24

AR. 3-9842

The home of the

Studio Team
MILT

Equipment

“SNUFFY"

Fishing Tackle

Powolny

SMITH

and All Athletic Supplies
NOVELIST Gordon Gordon, TCF publicity writer, and his wife Mildred recently had their suspenseful murder mystery, MAKE HASTE TO LIVE, selected as the book of the month by both the Unicorn

FOR

YOUR

SEE

. . .

LOU

and Crime Selection book clubs. According to this successful writing combination, “there's nothing
in the book about nuclear energy, Mrs. Roosevelt or any worthwhile subject," but Action recommends it for darn exciting reading. Urged by their Doubleday publishers, the ambitious couple's
other novel, BLIND ALLEY, will be on the stands next January.

GAZO

Special Courtesy to Studio
Club Members
Hollywood

9-2185

7807 Santa Monica Blvd.
ALBERT

A. NERNEY

Authorized Ford Dealer

Save L. A. City Sales Tax
Eighteen

Your Host Deal
Los Angeles
for

in

NT
QUALITY
YOU WA
Jf REAL

DRESS Cr WORK CLOTHES
CAMPING EQUIPMENT
HOME APPLIANCES

SURPRISE
1001

REAL SERVICE

TELEVISION
APPLIANCES

STORES

. . . JACK

BARGAINS

TExas 0-3254
9730 W. WASHINGTON
BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CALIF.

WILLS

Muller Brothers
6380

SUNSET

BLVD.

GR. 4111

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture
RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood
Powolny
MdJipin

PREXY

of the newly formed

Producers Guild is

TCP's Producer Bill Perlberg. The busy producer,
now preparing the film FOR HEAVEN'S SAKES
for production, spearheaded the organization
which now boasts a membership of over 1 50
Hollywood motion picture producers.

Furniture Co.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

YE OL' EDITOR Howard Palmer, left. Action's
editor, gets a handshake from Jimmie Dinneen,
President of TCP's Safety Society. The December
Action received first prize from the Industrial
Editor's Association, for publishing
house organ safety article in 1949.

the best

Monday,

Thursday
Open

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 P.M.

YOU SAVE MONEY
With

Your

Studio Club Card
on
RECAPPING

NEW

TIRES

& TUBES

AUTO ACCESSORIES
APPLIANCES

at

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
FIRST

time for his picture to appear in Action is now

?iolan

recorded for Gilbert Judge, right. Stand By

Laborer, seen with director Joe Mankiewicz. Judge has been with TCP's Labor department
years, and saw rugged duty in the service during the war. Any other picture requests?

COME

AND

SEE US

for 16

Nineteen

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

NEW RELEASE

They Wouldn’t Let Him Alone
Photographs

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON
Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Co.,

One of Twentieth’s top pietures of the
year is GUNFIGHTER.
Most of the action in this top budget western, with the
exception of the opening half-reel, unfolds within a single morning. Henry
King’s direction
keeps the suspense
maximum
and commands
attentionat ata
every turn, while the screenplay of William Bowers and William Sellers maintains a note of impending doom throughout the closely knit Nunnally Johnson
production.

Twenty

by Cliff Maupin

Greg Peck plays the role of Jimmie
Ringo, fastest gunman of the west, who
is trying to escape his reputation and find
peace. In every town there is a young
punk out to get his scalp, to be known
as the man who killed Peck. As the picture o^jens (above) he is forced to kill
one of these young bullies. He quickly
leaves town before the youngster’s three
brothers can catch up to him, so there
will be no more killings.

2. Pursued by his victim's three brothers, he finally waylays them at a
desert waterhole, takes their guns and drives off their steeds, leaving them
three hours to walk to the nearest town, Cayenne.

3. Peck then heads for the town of Cayenne, to see the wife he hasn't
set eyes on in eight years. In the saloon, the town's tough kid tries to
impress his pals by taunting Peck into a fight.

For Appliances and
Television
Again

^Ite
First
name

m

4. Also in the town of Cayenne is a member of
his old gang, Millard Mitchell, now reformed
and marshal of the town.

He orders Peck to get

^epjenAaJuUJ^

out of town. Peck bargains with him: he'll remain only a couple of hours to see his wife and

Qau^Ue6>4f

boy and then he'll leave.

369 South Robertson
Beverly Hills

Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL Appliances and
Television.
Terms
Open

to suit your Budget.
Tuesday

and Thursday

Nights till 9 P.M.

Phones:
cz^jijitianaz Co.
(Near Olympic)

NEW
Then

in 1950, Teller is ready

to serve your needs . . .

CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506

HOME?

inform the Studio Club, Group Insurance, Credit Union and

5. From Jean Parker, a bar maid, he learns that
his wife doesn't want to see him. Later she
promises to intervene on Peck's behalf and arranges a meeting.
{Continued

Personnel Office of your new

address.

Don't keep it a secret.

on Next Page)
T wenty-one

GUNFIGHTER

SAVE

( Continued )

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWEIRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

and

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

GIFT
sample
line

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

6. Still in love with her husband. Peck's wife nevertheless convinces him of the futility of their
attempting to reunite and seek a peaceful existence. She herself would be willing to hide and
dodge the law with him but it would be unfair to their boy.

AL GROVES

Now

Associated With

Herbert E. Woodward, Inc.
9334 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-3144
Home:

DODGE
DODGE

WY.

—

BR. 2-4145
5421

PLYMOUTH
Rated** TRUCKS

Guaranteed

Used Cars

7.

Meanwhile

the three brothers who were pursuing Peck have reached town

and are staked out

around the bar. There is the showdown, with Peck being killed as he's riding away from the town.
Surprise twist makes effective ending for the colorful western.
Twenty-two

CALL

OF THE WILD

The facts of life were revealed to the unit gang that day when
they tried tn mnve the nld set.
Don’t ever let anyone hear you say
that a member of the Labor department
isn’t a gentleman. You’ll be marked as
a bold faced liar if you do, because recently a Labor department unit gang
displayed an act of gallantry which
would have put good old Sir Francis
Drake and his famous cloak saga back
into a “B” billing.
This episode all took place during the
middle of May when the gang, under the
direction of Earl Wilson, Labor foreman, and Harry Hines, Grip supervisor,
were clearing out the old set compound

clear away that particular wall set? After
a few moments of head scratching and
excited gestures by the gang, a solution
was reached. Being gentlemen, they
would leave that wall set alone, and clear
away all the other sets in the compound
first. Then later come back to tbis
particular set with the nest. The boys
figured by this time the courageous little
mother sparrow would have brought her
family into the Twentieth Century-Fox
world, and the men could continue their
duty moving the sets. They double
checked with their bosses, who immediately sympathized, and gave the crew
full permission to follow the course of
action.
It was Friday, and the hill which
merly held thousands of outdated
obsolete sets was bare of everything
cept the one lone wall, in which the
bird was still sitting with her eggs.

forand
extiny
The

bird looked into the workers’ faces and
seemed to understand the men when
they silently stopped to inspect the situation as they left from work that afternoon. Several of the burly workers
claimed the bird nodded to them as if
to say, “Don’t worry, fellows, my children will be hatched by the time you

There was the bird's nest.

behind the studio’s Employment office.
As the hard-working crew moved in to
dismantle an outdated wall set, they discovered a mother sparrow nesting on
several eggs. A further inspection by the
crew revealed the bird parents had painstakingly constructed a nested home sheltered from all the elements, in which the
mother planned to make as a home for
her babies until they were able to fly off
on their own. The curious faces of the
workers peering down at her didn’t
frighten the mother a bit. Instead she

come back to work Monday, and I won’t
hold up your work any longer.”
This was the last time they ever saw
her alive. Over the week-end a strong
wind blew the unprotected wall over,
crushing the mother along with her
newly born baby birds. With a sad song
in their hearts the strong and calloused
workers paused a moment to bury the
courageous mother and her babies, before tackling the grim task of carting off
the splintered remains of the set.
Yes, they were gentlemen through to
the end. Gentlemen who are respected
by everyone

at Twentieth

Century-Fox.

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

ON

QUALITY

BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

is

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Axe.
PL. 3-1295
ASK

FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Bachelor

& Qi^iU>

Call
FOR PERSONAL LAUNDRY
AND SHOE SHINE
25% OFF ON CASH U CARRY
BUNDLES — MIN. $1.00

PHONE: CR. 1-9325
10209 STA. MONICA BLVD.

Ken’s

bristled with courage and gave every indication to the hard-working dismantling
crew that they were going to have a battle on their hands if they purposed to
take her unborn babies and home away
from under her.
The workers huddled briefly to discuss
the perplexing problem. Should they be
villains and destroy the nest and rob the
mother of her unborn babies, or should
they jeopardize their jobs and refuse to
T wenty-three

THE

Driving out of the garage in her shiny new Chevrolet, Estelle Richter waves goodbye
the members of the S & S Chevrolet Company, 1 1752 Santa Monica Blvd.

to some

EA^il

of

Through The Convenient Emplnyees Credit Union

One of the most popular sections of
the accommodating Credit Union office
is the car financing department. In the
accompanying photographs Estelle Richter, hustling Business Manager of the
Casting department, shows you how easy
and simple the Credit Union’s method
of car financing can be.
Individuals interested in purchasing a
new or used car through the Credit

borrowing money for insurances, vacations, radios, television sets, etc. Repayments are made through weekly deduc-

tive interest rates. Last year the board of
directors, elected by the membership and
entrusted to direct the affairs of the
Credit Union, voted a three per cent
dividend.

tions in the individual’s check.
For thrifty workers, who wish to use
the Credit Union for their automatic sav-

Additional information on specific
loans or saving plans will be furnished
to any TCFer who inquires at the office

office’s books. Twentieth’s employees also
take advantage of their Credit Union by

ings plan, the organization

pays attrac-

or telephones 545-6.

Union’s payroll deduction plan follow
this procedure. The purchaser must obtain an application of registration from
the Credit Union office, which is taken to
the dealer. After the dealer completes
the application, the purchaser returns the
application of registration to the Credit
Union, along with a copy of the invoice.
The loan papers are prepared and signed,
after they have been approved by the
credit committee. A check is then issued
to the borrower, and the payments are
started: the amount of each weekly deduction may be determined by the following table.
employees’
Credit
Union, located
in The
Room
19 in the
old Administration
building, was organized in the early
thirties to help workers meet financial
emergencies and to be used as a method
of saving by payroll deduction. According to Homer Traw, manager of the
Credit Union, auto loans account for just
a small percentage of the yearly business.
Besides the convenient service the
Credit Union offers to the employees
through the automatic payroll deduction,
loans for household expenses, including
the purchasing of furniture, accounts for
a large volume of business. Medical and
hospital bills along with other emergency debts are also responsible for a
great surge of business through the
T wenty-four

Homer
Traw,
veteran
the car.
employees'
of
how the
Credit
Unionmanager
financesof her

Credit Union, gives Estelle a simple explanation

iST WAY

NIeed

TO

A/u~G(U^^un>e
(Open

MONEY
—

YOU

PAY

FOR

Here's

% DOWN

THAT

Your

$ 500.00
750.00

..
...

$ 26.56
39.84

1,000.00
1,250.00

..
.

53.90

1,500.00

..

1,700.00

..

2,000.00

.

Nights)

plan,

CRestview
49742

Estelle

CAR?

—

AND:
Will Be Only:

NEED:

payroll deduction
models.

NEW

Answer

The Total Interest
YOU

Thurs.

10305*4
Santa Monica Blvd.

Before purchasing her car through the convenient Credit Union
reads, with her friend Nancy Courcier, all about the new 1950

AFTER

. . See

c:A/{axjo'iL£,
Scl(xraxcl±
at tKe

^ Cat

NEED

a Manicure?.

66.40
80.85
94.33
108.59

The Weekly
Deductions

(62 Weeks)
Will Be Only:

$ 8.00
12.00
16.00
20.00
24.00
28.00
32.25

MOTION

PICTURES

of all the

SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS
June 13, 8:30 p.m.
Twenty- five

STUDIO
I* g

f| g

CLUB
g

I*
10301

MEMBERS

ES

MONEY

YOU

SAV Pico Blvd.
West

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Phone

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

*Ask

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

(Briz or Bob)

By Florence

for our wholesale Food lists

Mack

That wide grin on the perennially
genial countenance of dapper JAMES
HUMAN
is there for a reason you’d
never suspect by looking at him. He has
become a grandfather for the second
time! A girl weighing 8/2 pounds made

£aJtxJv OAcul y-<m J.Piin£!

BEVERLY GLEN AUTOMOTIVE
HOW

AT

n
union statio
FOX

HILL

PUT YOUR CAR IN TIP-TOP
SHAPE FOR YOUR SUMMER
VACATION

DR. &

10281

CR. 6-7798

LOS

W.

PICO

ANGELES

BLVD.

her and
appearance
7th
claimed

at St.
John’s onSOGGS
April
the
CHARLES

(Mr. Human’s daughter Tash) as her
parents. She has been named DELPHINE RUTH in honor of Mrs. Human.
It was

a girl, too, for MAUDE

BED-

WELL, formerly of Ladies’ Wardrobe,
weighing 7 pounds 10 ounces. Miss Bedwell made her debut on April 12th, and
she’ll coo if you address her as LINDA
SUE.

64

All PATRICIA

DENNY,

the

young lovely in Lefty Hough's office, will admit is that she's in the
throes of a bee-autiful new romance. "I'm not talking," says

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion

Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

Pat,
in Pat.
there pitching."
Here's"just
hoping,
HOMER
HILL (Personnel) made the
former ELISE VALENTINE
his missus
on April 29th. Elise said yes as they
were

motoring

to Lancaster

They're also in order for SUE
POSNACK (Ladies' Wardrobe)
who became MRS. SAM FOGEL
on May 7th at the Olympic Temple with the members of their
immediate families and a few
friends present for the ceremony.
Such a nice note arrived from FRED
MAGNUS, who’s in the Sawtelle Veteran’s Hospital being treated for an althat we’llJust
quote
it verbatim
; “Dear
Studio lergy,Glub:
a note
to thank
you
and the studio for your kind thought

:/rty (jl
lEvcrsLxij

Ulj

jctrotfiEO

original handwrought

goldsmith • silversmith •
5 726 wilshire blvd.

Twenty-six

to visit rela-

tives and the happy young man wasn’t
taking any chances. He persuaded his
brother and sister-in-law to accompany
them to Las Vegas, where the ceremony
took place at 7:30 p.m. Gongratulations!

designer
wa, 7625

in sending the box of candy. Believe
me, 20th Century-Fox has created an
amazing amount of good-will in this
ward. A radio from Fox, cigarettes from
Fox, candy from Fox, visits from Fox!
What a company to work for. I can’t
wait to get back. On behalf of my wife,
Mildred, and myself — thank you.”
FRANCES
RICHARDSON
and

her

able researchers were delighted when
AGNES NEWTON
KEITH paid them
a call during her visit to the studio from
her home in Korea, to personally thank
them for their excellent work in connection with the picturization of her
book, “THREE CAME HOME.” GERTRUDE KINGSTON was particularly
thrilled as Mrs. Keith graciously consented to autograph the book in which
she has been keeping a record of outstanding events and famous people she
has encountered during her career.
LEE HANNA (Production) is going it

SHOP

alone these days — and she’s really up in
the air! She has progressed to that point
in her flying lessons and admits, with due
modesty, that her instructor says she is
one of his most apt pupils, also that she

AT

.

.

Complete

was “scared to death” the first time.

Line of Furnishings
for MEN and BOYS

WEISS’

and

Shoes

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"

ROSE ZATARIAN has changed
her mind about her June nuptials.
Sorry !

Courtesy

to Studio

CARL

A July wedding is in the offing for
ELIZABETH
JEANNE
BOW
(our
Betty), whose engagement to DAVID
(Continued on Page 30)
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TELEVISION
RECORDERS
RADIO TUBES
RADIO REPAIRS
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WASHING MACHINES
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FREEZERS
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IRONS
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WAFFLE IRONS
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HEATING PADS
HEATERS
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PERCOLATORS
HOT PLATES
COFFEE MAKERS
CLOCKS
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HAIR DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
FLOOR POLISHERS
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Club

WEISS, Mgr.

10643 Pico Blvd.

...
As a member

of Your Organization you are Invited to Reap the

Benefits by Shopping at Hollywood's Most Talked About Store!
If you have not already enjoyed the profitable experience of
shopping at MASTERS MART, you owe it to yourself to join the
thousands of amazed customers who now rely on MASTERS
MART for everything they need in standard brands.
Don't be fooled into believing that MASTERS MART is just
another store! MASTERS MART is a unique idea in retailing that
makes it possible for you to buy America's most renowned brands
at thrifty prices that recognize your desire to pay less for the best.
Decide right now to visit MASTERS MART for a staggering
demonstration of how you CcUi greatly increase the value of your
shopping dollar on every purchase you plan.
BUY

. . .

RADIO . . . TELEVISION . . . MAJOR APPLIANCES, HOUSEWARES, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, LUGGAGE, JEWELRY,
SPORTING GOODS, TOYS OR ANYTHING ELSE . . . UNTIL
YOU CHECK WITH MASTERS MART.

MASTERS
Across
1261

FREE

North

the Street from

MART

the New

Don

Vine Street, Hollywood

PARKING

AR. 386-36

T AMP^

What Masters Mart Has In Store For You!

DON'T

Members
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AND
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BOTTLE WARMERS
STERILIZERS
EGG COOKERS
FOOD WARMERS
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THERMOS
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LAWN MOWERS
SHEARS
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COOKING UTENSILS
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LEATHER GOODS
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SILVERWARE
ELECTRIC RAZORS
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LIGHTERS
PENS, PENCILS
SPORTING GOODS
OUTBOARD MOTORS
FANS
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TOY TRAINS
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GIFTS
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TOYS
BED LAMPS
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Milligan

Master Sergeant Douglas Maxwell, right, and Sergeant Charles Strathman listen to some on the
spot advice from ace cameraman Joe MacDonald. The Marines, who have been stationed at
TCP

SPECIAL
STUDIO

DISCOUNTS
TO

CLUB

MEMBERS

1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose

learning photo techniques, were observing Joe's on the recently completed
MacDonald is now in New York filming 14 HOURS.

Climaxing a six months assignment
at 20th Century-Fox, two U. S. Marine
Corps Sergeants were recently re-assigned to duty with a Marine camera outfit
to help photograph training films. Before
lea\’ing for their new assignments Master
Sergeant Maxwell and Sergeant Strathman were given a gala farewell party by
the Camera department.
The Marines claim that being stationed
at the studio was one of the highlights
of their Marine careers, and couldn’t
have been happier with their treatment

From

10% DOWN
24 MONTHS TO PAY
Open

Evenings and Sunday

VIC

Till 10 p.m.

MATURE
TELEVISION

10739

West

Pico Boulevard

AR. 7-3040

Ticenty-eight

BR. 2-3647

^

IIAPHALLIGM

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

WEbsfer
6281

by the employees

who

went

STELLA.

out of their

way to make the boys’ stay a pleasant
one. At Twentieth they observed and
learned from the top motion picture
photographers, techniques of photography which will help them to improve
their skill in filming Marine Corps pictures. They followed the studio’s photographers and craftsmen through each
phase of their work so they could become thoroughly familiar with each of
the various skills in the cinema photography field.

FOR STUDIO
Two members of the U. S. Marine Corps, after being stationed

Cream

Shampoo
•

at the stndio for six months and learning new photo technignes
from some of Twentieth’s top talent, departed recently to apply
this knowledge in making Marine training films.

Before coming to Twentieth, Sergeant
Maxwell was filming Marine documentaries and training films. Originally enlisting in 1940, Maxwell spent 25 months
on the USS Texas and later joined the
Marine Corps photo section in 1942. After finishing the Marine photo school he
found himself attached to a combat unit
and saw action with a Marine Raider
battalion in New Georgia and Bougan\'ille, and after VJ day went into Tokyo
to photograph the occupation.
A native of distant Brooklyn, Sergeant
Strathman enlisted in the United States

& Set $1.7S

OPEN
& FRI. NIGHTS

JVEDS.
BY

Marine Corps in 1945 and was immediately sent to Parris Island, South Carolina to serve in the photo lab. He re-enlisted again after being discharged and
was assigned to a Marine photographic
unit making training films, until he was
sent for duty at Twentieth Century-Fox.
The appreciation which these two
members of Uncle Sam’s crack Marine
Corps expressed for the wonderful treatment and cooperation they receh ed by
all the busy TCFers, is a back pat for
the fine working spirit of everyone here
at Twentieth.

GIRLS

APPOINTMENT

Bt4u!Uo-

CR. 5-4778

10209 STA. MONICA
BLVD.
(OPP. FOX STA. MONICA GATE)

I
}

1.75 and Up
(COURTESY
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CLUB

MEMBERS)

! 1074114 W. Pico Blvd.

1
}

(Bet=n-een

IFesi’ivood

&

AR. 3-6062
O-verland)

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in
Southern California
Wholesale
STUDIO
Gunn

A farewell party was given for the Marines before they departed on their new assignment
making Marine Corps training films. Left to right: Sgt. Maxwell, Jason Joy, Director of Public
Relations; Sol Halprin, Head of Camera depart., Sgt. Strathmen, Clarence Hutson, Location Mgr.
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ACTIOIV IVDTES:

OPPOSITE YOUR
STA. MONICA

GATE

MATTHEWS

of Coronado

( Continued)
is announced

by her parents, MR. and MRS. HAROLD BOW. Mr. Matthews is a civilian
employee

ed by
many June,
of thewho
young
ous friends.
will lady’s
be gonenumerthree
months, sailed on the SS Washington
accompanied by a girl friend.

of the U. S. Navy

MADGE
MAHAN firmly believes that
work is a sure cure for ennui. Everybody works in her family— even in their
spare moments. Madge, who is Frank
McCarthy’s able secretary, confesses she
has had ‘true’ stories published under a
nom de plume. Her first story under
her own name, NOT SO DUMB, ap-

SiUtUfteA. ^fiecial

WHITE

BLOUSES

85c

CLEANED

to $1 .00

CR. 1-9325
10209 STA. MONICA

peared in the Western Family magazine’s
April 20th issue. Son Jimmy has been appearing in motion pictures and on the
stage since he was a little boy with long
blonde curls, although the young man
hates to be reminded of those days. It
now looks like his sister, Colleen, who

BLVD.

A Solid Block Devoted To
SUPER

•
•
•
•

PONTIAC

SERVICE

has been singing in public since she was
five, is going to realize her fondest dream
— to sing with a name band. As a result

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
GUARANTEED PONTIAC PARTS
MODERN SERVICE FACILITIES
LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS

Courtesy Extended

UTTER

of her appearance on Ronnie Kemper’s
TV show (KLAC ) she is trying to decide
which of several interesting offers to accept. Dad Mahan has been connected

To Studio Employees

PONTIAC

200 SOUTH

with Uncle
for years.

CO.

Sam’s post office department

HELYN KESSELMAN
(Structural
Engineering) sent her daughter JUNE
off to Europe on a student tour with lots

LA BREA

WE. 3-7474

of sound motherly advice and the memory of a festive bon voyage party attend-

HOWARD

Furniture
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BROKERS
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Thirty

& APPLIANCE
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A report from the Western Avenue Studio
indicates that any resemblance between this
picture and Captain McCarthy, Fire Chief at
W.A., is purely intentional. Although McCarthy
still has that skin you love to touch, he claims
that he could never look that good. Are you
sure now Mac?

OLIVE CAPPS’ (Still Lab. ) betrothal to
JACK ACKERMAN
of Los Angeles was
disclosed. Details of their wedding have

& COMPANY

WHOLESALE

NOW

At a party at the home of her parents,
MR. and MRS. EDWARD
W. CAPPS,

ecU/ Dunkirk 7-4451
Before You Buy . . .
Radios
Television
Appliances
Automobiles

REALLY

not yet been completed but it will take
place on June 16th in Los Angeles with
members of their respective families
present. A reception for their numerous
friends will be held afterwards.

From what we hear, FRANK
GILROY (Grip. Dept.) is having
himself a time as colorful as the
reputation of New Orleans, the
interesting city he is visiting. We
have some swell looking tomatoes
here, too, Frank.
JACK PALMER
(Projectionist) was
justifiably proud when he displayed the
classbook picture of handsome JACK,
JR. who as president of his class will
graduate with honors from Santa Monica
City College in June and will enroll at
training.
use in September to complete his law
Ace cinematographer, CHARLES
CLARKE, sailed with Mrs. Clarke and
their young daughter on the Queen
Mary for France, where his family will
vacation on the Riviera while Charlie
photograjihs one of our forthcoming
tures.

pic-

Action Editorials

“I wish that you were here, now,
across the table from me — just an
hour — so I could tell you how
there’s no wall anymore. I understand you now. Dad, and God! how
I love you, and wish that I could go
back and be your boy, again.
“Well, it won’t be long. Dad, till
I am over, and I believe that you’ll
be the first one to take my hand and
help me up the farther slope.
“I know that the richest, most
priceless thing on earth, and that
thing least understood, is the
mighty love and tenderness and
craving to help which a Father
feels towards his boy. For I have
a boy of my own.
“And it is he that makes me want
to go back to you, and get down on
my knees to you. Up there somewhere in the Silence, hear me. Dad,
a politician
me.” buys
believe
andWhen

a few votes from

his own money that's bribery; when he
buys a few million with money from other
people then he's a Great Humanitarian.
Farm

EASY

FOR

Journal

YOU

Probably the quickest

way

to

the chairis to have
emptyman ofany
the hall
meeting
announce:

A DATE

FOR

DAD

Sunday, June 18th, is set aside
this year to honor the fathers of this

felt. I must have been a bitter tidal

nation. Dads, like mothers perhaps,
are pretty well taken for granted
during the rest of the year, and this
occasion usually marks a special

my own petty wisdom, and I know
now how ridiculous it was compared to that calm, ripe, wholesome
wisdom of yours. Most of all, I want
to confess my worst sin against you.

treat for the “old man.” But in my
opinion no other words can quite
express the feeling a child realizes
for his or her father as this letter
does, written by Dr. Frank Crane,
and printed recently in The Red
Ribbon magazine.
“Dear Dad:

“I am writing this to you though
you have been dead thirty years.
It’s only now when my own hair
is grey that I understand how you

to you. I was such an ass. I believed

It was the feeling that you ‘did not
understand.’
“You understood me better than
I did myself. Yoiu wisdom flowed
around mine like the ocean around
an island. And how patient you
were with me. How full of long
suffering and kindness! And how
pathetic, it now comes home to me,
were your efforts to get close to me,
to win my confidence, to be my pal!

“Now it is my pleasure to introduce Professor Joseph Doakes, the
To most
of us economics is a dull
economist.”
noted
mass of facts and figures which
have nothing to do with our jobs,
wages, hours or the prices we pay
for food, clothing and shelter.
There is a little booklet called,
“The Miracle of America,” which
does a fine job of explaining how
our system started, how it works today and how it can be made to
work still
don’t
claim
that better.
it is as The
good authors
as a college
education — it is just a straight, simple story that has been agreed upon
by leaders of management, labor
the
and asking.
the public. And

it’s free for

All you have to do to get a copy
is send a post card or letter to:
Miracle of America, The Advertising Council, Inc., 25 West 45th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
Thirty-one

U. S. POSTAGE

2c PAID
Los Angeles, Calif.
Permit No. 12005

COULD YOU STILL USE AN EXTRA $100 ?
/ N£ID A NAME!
For the best name you send in to
the Studio Club, I will give a
$100 SAVINGS BOND.
★

YOU STILL HAVE TIME!
★

The deadline for entries is June 18.
★

Don't Wait Any Longer!
★

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO WIN $100.
RULES

-

OFFICIAL

ENTRY

BLANK

-

for

"NAME
Entry Must

ME"

2. The deadline is midnight, June 1 8th. All entries must be in the
Studio
Club office by that time, or postmarked by midnight of that
date.

CONTEST

Be in the Studio Club Before June

18th

I Suggest the Name of

3. All entries must be made on official entry blank. Use the form on
this page or obtain entry blanks at convenient locations around the
studio, or from your steward or Studio Club.
4.

No duplicate prizes will be awarded. In the event of a tie, the entry
received first by the Studio Club will be given the prize.

5. An executive, a player, a publicist, an office worker and a crafts
employee will judge the contest, and their decision will be final.

My Name

6. The winning name
little character.

Department.

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE

1. Any employee of Twentieth Century-Fox studio or a member of his
immediate family (living with employee) is eligible to enter this
contest except the Studio Club staff or members of the Board of Controllers, and members of their families.

$100.00 SAVINGS
50.00 SAVINGS
25.00 SAVINGS

BOND
BOND
BOND

will be selected for its appropriateness

7. An employee or member
entries as he wishes.

of his immediate

family may

to the

submit as many

PIC OF MONTH

Much to the delight of everyone at Twentieth, Joe Schenck, TCP's production
head, has decided to remain at the studio and map Twentieth's productions instead
of devoting his time to his vast theater interests. Schenck has resigned as president
of United Artists, a circuit he formed in 1925. His decision to remain with his
friends was forced by a recent government anti-trust ruling which required the
separation of theater operations and production. Schenck stated he preferred to
"retain the production affiliation with Darryl F. Zanuck,
the last 1 8 years."

which

has endured

for
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Board

Who

Walter Jolley . V-President
Florence Mack .Secretary
JackConlin. . . .Treasurer

Pays What

tary of the Studio
Board
of Controllers
and Club’s
helps to
run
every event the Club stages. She
is also the secretary for the Women Secretaries Club of Los Angeles, a job which requires as
much work as the name indicates. She keeps a spotless home,
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Ed Arnold, Monte

Zanuck

Bonome, Frank
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Fish, Ruth Fox, Charles Goldie,
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and Why
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gossip. In addition, she is secre-
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Bill Winter. . . .President

j
'
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out time to dig up and write several hundred words of studio
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Studio Club Activities

14
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Addresses

Here"

writing.
and
somehow (don’t ask us how)
she finds time to dabble in fiction

18

Legion

Although Florence has been in
the business longer than she
cares to remember, she attracts

19

Action Notes

her share of wolf whistles whenever she walks over to the Cafe.
Florence, with her striking
blonde hair and attractive figure,
can tell stories about the early
movie making days which would
even make George Jessel take
notes.

20

Action Editorials

23

Laughlin, Ben Nye, Sonny OlivKrause, John Lavin, Nettie Mc-

era, Clinton Sandeen, George
Stephenson, Jim Trucano, Dave
Vaughan, Joe Wright, Pete Young.

She got her start in pictures

THE

during her early teens. Answering an ad for a set girl, Florence
told them she knew all about the

COVER
During this time of the year

Honorary Members
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

when

you

walk

down

your

alley or peek over the back
fence you'll probably see this
neighborly scene on our
cover. Giving out with a little

20th

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.

just naturally

Coming from the gal who
writes Action Notes, Florence
Mack, this statement almost
knocked us down. Besides capably filling a ftdl time job as Julien
Josephson’s
secretary, Florence
lazy.”
each month manages to squeeze

Editor

ARTHUR HOUSER
Bus. Mgr.
VEO McCLATCHEY Asst. Editor
RIDLEY BILLICK
Asst. Editor

Tm

MACK

back

fence fishing experiences is Ray Thompson, left.

Property Man. "Snowed under" with Ray's story about
the big-one-that-got-away is
Al Prince, veteran TCP Grip.

Photo by Pashkovsky

job, when really she was just able
to manage the typewriter and
cotdd transcribe her shorthand
notes — over
providing
weren’t
taken
ten to they
the minute.
Like everything else she does,
Florence’s enthusiasm soon attracted the notice of the pioneerSeveral
screenplays bear the
ing producers.
name of Florence Mack, and the
same monicker has by-lined numerous fiction tales in national
magazines. Yep, she’s a wonderfid gal, but she’s “just naturally
Three

Studio Preps For
Big Month In September
Twentieth will be active with seven pictnres in prodnctinn

Only two pictures are scheduled for
August shooting on the lot but one of
the busiest production months is on tap
during September when seven flickers
will begin to roll.
Robert Bassler’s House on Telegraph
Hill will share honors with Fred Kohlmar’s Call Me Mister as the two productions being filmed on the lot during

duction, Bird of Paradise, is currently on
location in the Hawaiian Islands.
Scheduled for September shooting are:
Follow the Sun, Call It Treason, Fire,
Poison Pen, On the Riviera, Frogmen,
Take Care of Mtj Little Girl.
Producer Bassler’s House on Telegraph
Hill, as you might expect, has its theme
around a house on one of San Francisco’s most distinguished

August. Darryl F. Zanuck’s personal pro-

hills. The

screenplay by Flick Moll and Frank Partos deals with a young Polish girl tormented by the Nazis in a concentration
camp. Here she meets another girl, who
claims to have a rich aunt li\ ing in San
Francisco taking care of her infant son.
The young mother dies in the camp before her liberation, and the girl claims
her identification papers and comes to
America and a new world. The young
refugee marries an attorney who

is handl-

the estate
the deadwhen
aunt. the
It isn’t
long ingafter
her ofmarriage
girl
learns her husband and the maid are
plotting to kill her. What do they know
about her, or are they afraid of what she
knows about them? Befriended by an
Army major she met in Europe, the girl
finds an ally who can help untangle the
mystery of the Plouse on Telegraph
Hawaii

Hill.

gets BIRD

Set in a tropical island called Polynesia, Zanuck’s Bird of Paradise, written
and to be directed by Delmer Daves,
blends romantic tropical love together
with native lore and customs. Visiting
the island, a white

trader falls in love

with the chieftan’s beautiful daughter.
After many impressive ceremonies the
trader and the girl are married in a
splendid native tribal ceremony. Just
when

the story seems

like it will settle

down
for a peaceful
ending,
the island’s
great volcano
explodes.
According
to the
island’s customs, only the first born
daughter of the chief can silence the
island destroying volcano. In order to
subdue the volcano the young bride is
sacrificed in the mouth of the giant
crater. Then the volcano stops and peace
Urgin

Happy-go-lucky

Dan

gets a little rough

Four

Dailey, co-starring

treatment

from

two

with Betty Grable
Army

MP's.

in the ntusical comedy

Company

is filming

music

CALL

ME

numbers.

MISTER,

is restored to the island again. The unhappy trader leaves the island, knowing
that he will never see it or his lovely
wife again.

SVIS in September
Scheduled

for an

early September

shooting date, Sam Engel’s Follow the
Sun is the story of the mighty little man
of the golf links, Ben Hogan. It follows
the life of the biggest money maker in
golfing history. At the tender age of
ten Ben knew he wanted to be a professional golfer. He never wavered from
that course, even though he almost lost
his legs in a terrible automobile crash
over two years ago.
Also set for an early September shooting date is Call It Treason, to be produced by Litvak and McCarthy in Europe. It deals with the story of United
States agents behind
lines during the war.

FIRE

the Nazis’ battle

in color

Fire, a thrilling Technicolor outdoor
drama being produced by Sam Engel,
will start rolling the first week of September. Under Director Lou King’s
guiding hand, the picture deals with the
dangerous work of the fire fighting
Smoke Jumpers, who parachute behind
the forest fires and set dangerous back
fires. After being held responsible for
allowing a whole crew of Smoke Jumpers to be killed, the Smoke Jumping
foreman is ready to resign when the
alarm goes off. There is another dangerous fire in the canyon, and the Smoke
Jumpers are called out to the airplane.
In a situation that calls for cool ner\es
and a strict command over his men, the
foreman clears himself from all the unproven charges of misguiding the other
Smoke Jumpers to death, when he saves
the lives of his men trapped in the
canyon.
Urgin

Preminger

starts PE!\

Poison Pen, to be produced and directed by Otto Preminger, is also scheduled
to start the 4th of September. A mystery
drama in which a so called Raven sends
threatening and revealing letters to the
prominent members of the village is
solved by the town doctor. The surprise
ending will bring sighs of relief to the
nervous audiences.
On the Riviera, another Technicolor
starring Danny Kaye, will also be filmed
in September. This side-splitting story is
built around a famous aviator and a night
club entertainer who is a perfect twin for
the adventurer. What happens when
both of their daily lives and friends become entangled with the other’s is a
situation
come taxyou
man. wouldn’t wish on the in-

No matter how you look at them Frank, they're still judged to be the most beautiful legs in pictures. Frank Fontaine, comic in TCF's CALL ME MISTER, finds Betty's shapely legs as attractive
as do millions of other red blooded American males.

vealing story of the secret underwater
swimmers-fighters of the U.S. Navy. It
tells how these men were trained and

a novel, it deals with current college problems. The daughter of a very
ambitious mother is about to start in a

how they operated against the enemy
during the last war. Composed entirely
of volunteers, these underwater demolition teams had to be in superb physical
condition to withstand immersion for

midwestern college. Since her mother
was a member of the most prominent
college sorority, the girl is practically
forced into the same organization. She
takes readily to the tinsel fringed life,
but soon discovers she is failing in her
studies. As a remedy she has to transfer
to college dorm to live for a semester,
and there she discovers real college life.
To go even further, the young girl gets

periods up to eight hours. They were
absolutely fearless in swimming close to
enemy shores under heavy fire, calmly
measuring the depth of water, and attaching TNT charges to blow up obstructions the enemy had placed in the way
of landing forces.

GIRL
FROGMEIS
Scheduled

swim

for a September

ing date, Sam

sees college

in September
I8th shoot-

Engel’s Frogmen

is a re-

Producer Julian Blaustein’s latest picture is Take Care of My Little Girl,
slated for September production. Taken

from

a job washing dishes in the dorm kitchen, and her self-respect begins to come
back. Then as she sees the true light of
life again, she realizes she loves her home
town boy friend, and she forever throws
off her mother’s yoke and
token.

the sorority
Fite

Whenever
the door

a patient tvalks through
of the TCF

hospital, the

efficiently trained staff can expect

wauKi

any type of case — from an acute
appendicitis to a bad case of poison oak.

Speed is essential in treating an injured worker. The TCF hospital staff, along with
the Fire and Police departments, have quickly brought a patient to the hospital.

Moments?

. . . Never!
4urse Irene Lewis inspects an injured eye through the hospital's
nagnifying glass. The hospital handles 1,000 cases a month.

new

members

of

“No two days
visory nurse of
further she said,
of accident, but

are the same,” stated Mrs. Jo Cannon, superTwentieth’s comforting hospital. Explaining
“Sometimes we have a run of a certain type
something different and unusual is always

happening at the hospital.”
The hospital is the most modern first-aid equipped
hospital in the film industry and perched pretentiously by
the side of the studio’s connecting avenue, is run by the
studio for the comfort, safety and con\enience of all employees. Attesting to the benefits which the workers receive
from the efficient staff of a doctor and four full-time nurses
is the record of approximately 1000 cases a month which
are quickly and quietly handled in the two story structure.
No patient, whether he has come for emergency treatment
or just plain advice, has ever left the hospital without feeling
he has had the best possible care under the circumstances.
Headed by popular, grey haired “Dockie” Harry W.
Martin, M.D., the staff’s basic theory is to make the employees
contented as well as keeping them physically and mentally
fit to work. By the very nature of the occupations of the
v'arious craftsmen employed at Twentieth, this is no simple
task. A tight production schedule is always silently and
constantly reminding the hospital staff of the importance of
keeping all employees healthy.
On

the recent location to the Philippines to film AMERICAN GUERRILLA IN THE PHILIPPINES, head nurse Jo
Cannon had to find some preventive for malaria other than
Atabrine. It seemed that Atabrine caused the skin to turn
a pasty yellowish color. And with the picture being filmed
in Technicolor it was a case of either unnecessarily exposing
the crew and actors to the tropical malaria or finding a substitute which would act as a preventive. After much tiring
and patient research, with the able assistance of Unit Manager Bob Snody, the soft-spoken nurse found a better drug
which wouldn’t discolor the flesh, and
offered as full protection as Atabrine.
Actress Barbara

Bates, just back

from

at the same

time

a location trip to

Georgia during the filming of I’D CLIMB THE HIGHEST
MOUNTAIN, was embarrassed by a persistent itching on
her body. A closer check-up

at the hospital rev'ealed that

she
had contacted
comparatively
rare occurrence
in California
but “chiggers,”
common ina the
southern states.

to Dr. Martin, one of the roughest and bloodiest
THE SIDEpictures ever filmed at this studio was WHKRE
WALK ENDS. Actually, so realistic were the fight scenes
that for several days during the rehearsals and filming the
nurses had their hands full treating black eyes, bloody noses
and other sueh casualties. During the last rehearsal for the
According

final fight scene, star Dana Andrews zigged when he should
have zagged. The result was the nicest skinned nose the
hospital ever treated. It was a must to get the nose in shape
for filming. But with constant care and expert supervision,
and a most eo-operative Mr. Andrews, he was photogenically
ready when the elose-up was called for, and not a day of
production time was lost.
When the hospital door opens at 6 A.M. the nurses can
expect anything from an acute appendicitis to a mild sniffle,
but treat each with the same care and thoroughness. Having
come in eontaet with almost everyone at the studio during
the course of their business, the nurses have come to know

Mrs. Jo Cannon, head nurse, administers first aid treatment to an injured
worker inside the studio's modern, fully equipped ambulance.

each individual’s background, thus helping in many eases
to overcome otherwise burdening obstacles in the path of
recovery.
A few days ago a laborer was carried into the hospital on
a stretcher. He had fallen from a high bridge while sweeping, and had a severely injured chest and a possible broken
leg. While eomforting the victim, the nurses discovered he
had narrowly escaped from a very serious automobile accident on his way to work, and was still shaken and disturbed
when he started across the narrow bridge. With his mind
several miles away, he was easy prey for an industrial accident. However, a few soothing words along with expert
medication were enough to ease the fellow’s mind. And
although he was seriously hurt, he lost a minimum of time
from work, due in great joart to the peace of mind he had
acquired from the pleasant hospital staff.
Although the hospital is open 18 hours a day for the comfort and help of any studio employee, the staff does dread
patients who diagnose their own troubles. Often the person

Dr. Martin examines a worker's finger before Nurses Jo Cannon
Hodges take an X-ray. The hospital has all modern equipment.

and Twila

will come in and simply ask for an aspirin. The nurses, unwilling to give the drug without further investigation yet
not wanting to send the patient away without being treated,
have to use all the diplomatic tricks in the book to treat the
individual correctly. In many cases the staff has saved people
from serious and uncomfortable experiences by not issuing
the medicine requested. Heart trouble or a hundred other
hidden ills which the self-doctoring patient is unaware of,
could be greatly agitated by administering these amateur
prescribed cures. According to Mrs. Cannon, if an employee
doesn’t feel well he should come to the hospital and explain
the symptoms; then let the staff administer first aid or
recommend further outside medical care.
A wealth of practical knowledge is represented by TCE’s
hospital staff. Adding all their medical experiences together,
it would total
Century-Fox,
hospital and
ideal for the

ov'er 100 years. Previous to coming to Twentieth
all these capable nurses have had emergeney
industrial training backgrounds, making them
variety of cases which crop up at the studio.

For the benefit of the working

staff at the Western

Avenue

studio and for the shooting companies at that lot, a complete but somewhat smaller hospital is maintained there.
The nurses are rotated so that every third week is “Western
Week” for the girls. As with the Westwood lot, the same
spirit of co-operation and helpfulness prevails. No matter
whether it’s a simple case such as helping a eold or preparing
an injured patient for a rush trip to the operating table, the
hospital staff never neglects to give the individual the most
personalized attention. But no matter what the ease may be
or how ordinary the situation, “no two days are the same”
at the hospital of Twentieth Century-Fox.

The hospital staff keeps all first aid kits perfectly stocked. Squeaky
Waggoner, Transportation, hands a kit to Nurse Twila Hodges to refill.
Below, Nurse Margaret Guneo checks a saw safety guard with Dave
Vaughan, Mill head, and Jimmie Dinneen, Safety president.

49.4% Increase In Group Insurance Enrollment
August IGth last day tu take advantage
nf the “nn physical” examination clause.

Jack Codd, Studio Controller, announces that 652 new members have
signed for insurance protection and 1213
ha\e signed for insurance for their dependents. The insurance is underwritten
by John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
Company and has been arranged and
sponsored by Twentieth Century- Fox.
Those

who

wish to participate in the

plan— one of the most attractive and liberal plans ever offered on a group basis
—still have until August 15 to enroll without physical examination by either employees or dependents.
The new insurance benefits went into
effect July 16th. Those employees now
enrolled in Group Insurance are not re(juired to make application for additional
employee benefits; however, it will be
necessary to make application for dependents’ insurance. All dependents are
covered by paying an additional 75 cents
a week.
The breadwinner-employee’s insurance
benefits hav'e been increased in these
three instances:

1. Daily hospital benefit will be
increased from $5.00 to $8.00 per
day, from the 13th through the 70th
day of hospital confinement. It will
remain $5.00 for the first 12 days.
(Under the State Disability program,
an employee who is entitled to State
weekly dimbility benefits will receive $8.00 a day during ho.spital
confinement up to 12 days.)
2. Maximum reimbursement for
miscellaneous hospital charges will
he increased from $25.00 to $120.00.
3. The schedule of surgical benefits will he increased so as to provide a maximum reimbursement of
$300.00 compared to the present
$150.00 maximum.
One of the biggest bargain factors of
the new insurance is inclusion of the
worker’s wife, and children between ages
14 days and 19 years. Before, the worker
was the only person who could claim
benefits. By paying only 75 cents a week
extra, the worker may be assured that
his dependents will be covered in the following circumstances:
Eight

Pashl{ovsk.y

Cute

little Sheri

Lynn,

1 5-month-old

daughter

of Fred and

Shirley

(formerly

TCFer

Shirley Lyon)

Barman, is one of the first to benefit under TCF's new group insurance program. Under the new
plan, all of Barman's eligible dependents are covered for only 75 cents a week extra. Sheri is
receiving an examination prior to a minor operation for which Barman will be reimbursed.

lowance according to the schedule
for dependents, plus hospital charges

1. Hospital allowance up to $8.00
per day for 31 days during any one
period of disability.
2. Maximum allowance for miscellaneous hospital expenses up to
$80.00 during any one continuous
period of disability.
3. Surgical fee benefits, tvith a
maximum surgical allowance of

ages of 14 days and 19 years. Needless
to say, it is necessary for an employee to
be insured before his dependents can
claim coverage.

$150.00.
4. Maternity benefits will he payable for hospitalization and surgical
services incurred after July 16, 1950,
and will amount to the surgical al-

The Group Insurance program is under
the direction of Marguerite Hamilton.
Her office is located in Room 45, Old Administration Building. For information,
telephone Extension 559 or 1165.

up to $80.00. are defined as the wife
Dependants
and unmarried children between the

Anne Baxter Wins
1st Softball Round
Climaxing a hotly contested first round
of softball play, the Anne Baxter softball team, tied for first place with Delmer
Daves’ powerful club, won the playoff
game to claim the victor’s crown for the
first round of league play. The Baxter
club, captained by Bob Wittenberg,
walked off the diamond July 17th with
an exciting 5-1 victory on the scoreboard.
In a meeting held earlier in the week
the softball commissioners and the six
team managers voted to extend the
league for another round. As a result
of this vote, Anne Baxter’s team will play
the winner of the second round of play
for the league’s championship around the
middle of August.
Reason for the final playoff of the first
round was the last game upset of the
Baxter team by Henry Hathaway’s club.
Captained by John Lugo, Hathaway
spilled the Baxter nine with a 5-2 defeat
to throw the league into a first place tie
between Baxter and Daves. July 17th
was then set as the playoff date between
the two first place teams.
So far in the season the Studio Club

Sut/in

Winner of the first round of softball is Anne Baxter's team, captained by Bob Wittenberg. Back
row, left to right: P. Wurtzel, P. Wurtzel, M. Goldman, F. Prehoda, H. Fowler, B. Jolley, W.
Jolley. Front row, I. to r.: J. Tranchitella, J. Jancich, H. Schultz, B. Wittenberg. Bat boy,T. Tranchitella.

Bowling Leagues to Start in Sept.
By Lorretia Powell

Plans are well under way to start the
new bowling season off with a bang next
month. The TUESDAY
NIGHT LEA-

has managed to hand out two free cigars
to the shut-out pitchers. Earl Cooper,
Betty Grable’s ace pitcher-captain, managed to hold a galaxy of powerful hitters
on the Jean Peters team hitless, while
John Cook, bespectacled curve ball artist
for Henry Hathaway, smoked the other
stogie. Also on the receiving end of the
free cigars were these home run hitters:
B. Wittenberg, Baxter; W. Palmer, Hathaway; A. DeCaetano, Hathaway; B.
Jolley, (3), Baxter; H. Kline, Hathaway;
J. Weisberg (2), Daves; Schultz, Baxter;
S. Zimmerman, Daves; B. Gallant, Peters;
B. Mayer, Daves; J. Johnson, Douglas;
M. Goldman, Baxter; A. Prince, Daves;
B. Corsini, Daves.
STANDINGS OF LEAUGE
End of First Round
Team
Won
ANNE BAXTER
5
DELMER DAVES
4
HENRY HATHAWAY
3
BETTY GRABLE
2
PAUL DOUGLAS
2
JEAN PETERS
0

stamping grounds —
LA CIENEGA
LANES, and at the old time — 8 P.M.
President Moe Larson will call a Captains’ meeting in the very near future, so
watch for a note or a telephone call!
The

THURSDAY
NIGHT HANDICAP LEAGUE will now be known as
the FRIDAY
NIGHT
HANDICAP
LEAGUE, and bowling will start Friday,
September 15th, at 8:30 P.M., also at LA
CIENGA
LANES. There will be a
Captains’

meeting

for this league

on

Red Davies.
August
3rd, so look for “greetings” from

the

The captains in both leagues are urged
to get their members lined up before
these meetings so we will know just how
many teams to expect, and arrangements
can be made accordingly. Priority

Studio Club's scratch bowling league to roll at
La Cienga Bowling Alley in September is Moe
Larson, president of the scratch league. Red
Davies, standing, prexy of the handicap league,
will have his bowlers play at La Cienega on
Friday nights starting the second week in September. Joe Shane, manager of the alleys,
happily watches the ceremony.

(where have you heard THAT word before! )is given to the teams of the past
season. The team captains of both
leagues who do not expect nor intend
to have a team this coming season are
asked to call their league president.

Signing
Lost
1
2
2
3
3
5

CUE is all set to begin September 5th,
the day after Labor Day, at the old

the

contract

which

will enable

Niue

20TH

CENTURY

their partners

REELERS

and

fheir guesfs

at their square-dance

picnic

take

time

July 9th

out from
at 20th

swinginghtj smile
Ranch,

to

for the photographer

shouldn't

they smile —

(Vance

Rankin

of the Still Lab).

And

why

tops in callers, tops in food, tops in fun!

Studio Club’s “Reelers” Offers Opportunities To Dancers
“Woody” Wood
Square dancing with the REELERS is
fun. While most square dances are good,
there are definite advantages in dancing
with the REELERS — excellent floor;
perfect acoustics; sociability of being
with fellow employees, their families and
friends; and. Caller Wayne Warga keeps
himself posted on everything new and
passes the new scjuares and rounds on to
us. It is very gratifying when visiting another club or open dance to already know
what the caller has just announced as a
“brand new dance.” Many a REELER
has permitted himself a little strut when
a caller uncorked a dance that we had
as soon as it came out. The REELERS
Ten

are used to this and take it for granted,
but it is the exception rather than the
ride among square dance clubs. Belonging to the REELERS carries the pri\ilege of wearing the “Twentieth Century
Reelers” pin which identifies a member
of the finest studio, finest Studio Club
and finest square dance club.
We know there are lots of folks in the
studio who want to become REELERS
but have been unable to join one of our
classes. For these people there are man\’
good beginners classes. The Studio Club
can put you in touch with one in your
locale.
Many

people feel there is no other ac-

tivity that gives you

as much

as does

square dancing. You meet three new couples each time you form a new square—
it is sociable. You are kept alert mentally
and physically listening to the call and
reacting to it— it is good training. You
have a feeling of stimulation— it is good
exercise. You cannot indulge in alcoholic
drinking while square dancing— it is temperate. The dances break up between
eleven and twelve, giving time to sleep
before the next day’s work— it is moderate. There is a lot of satisfaction in executing a complicated pattern— it is gratifying. And IT IS FUN!

ACTIVITIES
Fishing Club Hails
First Anniversary
This month the TCF Fishing Club is
celebrating its first anniversary. The club,
organized to pro\ ide boats and prizes to
Twentieth’s fishing enthusiasts, has two
more deep-sea fishing trips scheduled for
this season, both from San Pedro— August
20 and September 3.
Reports received from the pre\ious
deep-water fishing trips indicate there
are plenty of fish to be had if you know
how to get them. In addition to the
scheduled trips planned, several trips to
Ensenada have been successful for TCI '
fishermen. As with the regular scheduled trips, these two-day affairs have
taken the fishermen along the coastal
waters where fishing has reportedly been
the best. Thus, in almost every trip, the
TCFers have brought home enough fish
to supply the family table.
The club will also award a prize for
the biggest fish caught during each
scheduled trip. In addition, the club,
with the co-operation of the Southwest
.\nglers Association, will award prizes
to the fishermen who manage to catch
record fish. Both salt and fresh water
fishermen who wish to qualify for these
prizes should fill out their records on a
special entry blank furnished by the
Studio Club.

TCF

Golf Tournament

Postponed Till Oct. 15
Originally scheduled for September
lOth, the annual Studio Club Golf Tournament has been postponed to October
15th. The sudden switch is due to the
number of location crews which will be
away from the studio during the middle
of September.
However, no other changes are being
proposed for this popular day-long event.
.\gain this year it will be held at the con\enient Baldwin Hills Golf Course, located just 10 minutes’ driving time from
the studio. Date for making tee-off time
reser\ations will be announced later.
In addition to the regular merriment,
a hole 19 will be set up in the club
house. Popular music will be furnished
for late afternoon dancing, which is free
to ex eryone. The same system of handicapping players, blind bogey, will be
used again this year, and the prize committee has already indicated that there
will be plenty of prizes for everyone.
Entrance fees will be $5.00 for men,
and $2.50 for women.

Sure, it's a stick-up but don't get alarmed. Thesa TCFers are rehearsing a scene from the three
act "Petrified Forest," the Little Theater's next p esentation which will open in August. Left to
right, Don Hicks, Gene Sanders, Kenneth Fether. The play will be presented in the Playhouse.

■‘Petrified Forest” Opens in August
Headed by a top cast including J. Farrell MacDonald, Marion Marshall, Don
Hicks, Toby Brown, George Sampson,
Jim Whims, Ethelyn Grannan, Gene Sanders, and several other energetic TCFers,
the three act “Petrified Forest” will open
at the Studio Club’s Playhouse Tuesday,
August 8th. Tickets may be obtained at
the Studio Club or from members of the
cast.
Veteran TCF

actor, Charles Tannen,

directing the Studio Club’s newest
theater production.

is

little

the right girl, and his encounter with a
desperado who has a similar problem.
The setting of the play is in a service
station-restaurant on the edge of the Arizona desert. J. Farrell MacDonald is the
heavy handed ruler-of-the-roost, the pioneer who “fought his way west when
killin’ was fun.” MacDonald’s son (Jim
Whims) and granddaughter (Marion
Marshall) are the real operators of the
wayside inn, dependent, but thoroughly
discontented. Whims wants to go to Los
Angeles and buy a motel; Marion wants
to go to France and paint pictures of the

First produced successfully on Broadvyay in 1934 and later made into a thrilling suspense picture, the story deals with

“beautiful castles, rivers, and things.” A
gang of bank robbers led by the desperate Bob Beban take temporary refuge

a man’s search for something worth living and dying for; his finding the love of

in the Maple’s cafe, and thus the story
begins to unfold.
Eleven

Who pays

1

ai
EMPLOYER
20th Century-Fox

Film Corp. pays

all the cost for workmen's compensation and unemployment
compensation. Pays part of cost
for Social Security.

UNEMPLOYMENT

T tvelvc

COMPENSATION

(unemployed

but able to work)

Up to 2.7%

of Taxable

Payroll.

Iiat . . .
U)kete it Me a!
EMPLOYEE
Employee pays all the cost of unemployment compensation disability insurance and part of the
cost of Social Security.

SOCIAL

SECURITY

(Old age and death benefit)
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New Release
1

BHDKEIV

ARROW”

sail Photos btj St. Hilaire

“Broken Arrow” is no ordinary tale
about Indians and pioneers in the early
days of the West. It is a Western with
a different twist— the story of the attempt
of whites and Apaches to learn to li\ e together in the Arizona of 1870.
Elliott Arnold’s novel, “Blood Brother,”
is the intriguing basis for a warm and
sensitive script which accomplishes the
miracle

of portraying

the American

Indian as a person much

more

than the

stereotyped rug peddler or vicious savage. Instead he is presented as a member
of an ancient and honorable race whose
primitive intelligence is the match of any
civilized culture, not merely in matters
of conflict but in social organization, community service and morality.
Set against superb Technicolor

back-

grounds, filmed in Arizona Apache country, the narrative also has an exotic quality displaying tribal dances, ceremonies,
courtship customs. It is all colorful material, departing at the right moments
from serious considerations of war and

Jimmy Stewart gives another engagpeace.
ing portrayal as a raw lank frontiersman
with a conscience, who decides to do

r~

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%
To

CORSAGES

Studio

DISCOUNT

something about the constant battles between the Apaches and the frontiersmen.

Club

The Indians have been able to block supplies and mail into Tucson, and Stewart

Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

launches a one-man campaign. Enlisting
the aid of an Indian in Tucson, he learns
all about Apache

lore and the language.

Then he journeys to talk to the Apache
chief. As Stewart enters the Indian ter-
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ARizona 7-1755
We
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ritory, Indian arrows pin him to a tree.
His life is spared through the efforts of
Robert Dover whom he had earlier befriended.
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I. Stewart is taken captive by Apaches, but he convinces

them

that they take him to their chief.
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CREAM SHAMPOO
& SET $1.75
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HAIRCUT $1.25
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r
2. The dreaded Apache Chief, Jeff Chandler,
finds Stewart the type of white man he feels he
can trust, and he listens carefully when Stewart
proposes peace.
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Again in 1950, Teller is ready
to serve your needs . . .
Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL Appliances and
Television.
Terms to suit your Budget.
Open Tuesday and Thursday
Nights till 9 P.M.

DdL
3. While at the Indian camp, Stewart meets
Debra Paget, and soon finds himself falling in
love with the maid.

369 South Robertson
Beverly Hills

( Near Olympic)

Fifteen

4. After being persuaded by Stewart to deal fairly with the Indians, the
American General, Basil Ruysdael, center, accompanies Stewart on a visit
to the Apaches and makes known the details of the peace settlement,
under which certain territories will be set aside for the Indians.

5. Stewart woos and wins the love of Debra Paget and marries her.
While he is taking his bride back to his own settlement, she is killed by
renegade white men. Stewart wants revenge, but is restrained by Chandler
who knows that a lasting peace can only come by forbearance.
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hmk ilddresses Legion Group

Bdbcoc^

at the American Legion's installation
Darryl F. Zanuck spoke to over 300 Legionnaires and guestsemergency
was the theme of his speech.
ceremonies, held in the Cafe de Paris July 25. The present

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
July 25th, Darryl F. Zanuck spoke briefly
to over 300 Legionnaires and their guests.

Oscar- winning

Also on the speakers’ agenda was C. Dale

port the United
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mander; Dr. Frank

BRANDS

KNIGHT
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are: Art

Jr. Past Com-

Commander;

to try and destroy us, he went on to say.

and

OUR

GE HOFFMAN
• WESTINGHOUSE
• RCA
• MOTOROLA

After the other

Gordon,

resulted in another Ethiopia disaster,”
the head of production stated. Russia is
losing her satellites, such as Yugoslavia, and feels she has no choice but

sponsors

AMONG

presented, the new

Commander;

Adjutant;

the United Nations of the World, hadn’t
stopped Russia at Korea it would have

Wright

civic-minded

scouts to the audience

officers were

BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

to sup-

144, presented the six

brief reports were

“If the United States, acting on behalf of

★ CARPETS

the

gave each a cash award.

before igniting annow have in Korea.

ON

in an excellently pre-

Legion Post, which

Boy Scout Troop

expressed a hope that Russia

QUALITY

ex-

Legion group about the dangers of communistic infiltration into government.

the present and 1941 when he spoke before the same TSF American Legion Post.

think twice
other conflict as we

producer

States’ policies during

pared speech, told

uck analyzed the nation’s present war
emergency. He drew a parallel between

would

executive

pressed his desire for everyone

Speaking with a pleasant delivery, Zan-

Zanuck

DISCOUNTS

Receiving solemn, silent nods of approval from his fellow Legionnaires, the

Highlighting a snappy, military-like installation ceremony at the Cafe de Paris,

★
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CO.

BREA

WE. 3-7474

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City
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“WISH YOU WERE HERE”
By Ed Janis

0

Here's your cabin. Sure lucky
because it's the last one.

The countryside is beautiful
this time of the year.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

We

The beach was fine but I don't
care for bathing anymore.

Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture

STUDIO

^CENTURY-FOX

Appliances
Radios and Television

Westwood
10931

The one that got away.

Furniture Co.

West

Pico Blvd.

ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
Early morning rides are for the birds.
Monday,

Eighteen

Thursday and Saturday
Open Until JO P.M.

Night

. Home

at last!

Est. 1929
Custom

Designing

• DIAMONDS
• WATCHES
• SILVERWARE
• GIFTS
• CULTURED

PEARLS

If you wish to have a distinctive piece
of jewelry, designed exclusively for you,
consult us.
Also your old mountings can be
melted down and fashioned into modern
jewelry at very little expense, using your
own stones.
Estimate and designs gladly submitted.

AVERAGE

GOOD

Successful producer and noted toastmaster, Sam

Babcock.

Engel, takes time out from business to display two

of his three attractive Exhibitor's Annual Laurel Awards. The awards, given to producers of top
ranking pictures, were presented to Engel for guiding the destinies of COME TO THE STABLE,
MR. BELVEDERE
GOES TO COLLEGE, SITTING PRETTY.

If your old watch has sentimental
value, but looks old-fashioned, let us
transform it into an up-to-date watch
bracelet.
(Courtesy

9547

to Studio

Club

Members)

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
(Near Brown Derby)
CRestview

1-5094

FOR SALE

GIRL'S ROADMASTER BICYCLE. 26" wheel, good
condition, S25.
C.C. M. BOOTS AND FIGURE SKATING BLADES.
Size No. 6, $12.50.
CALL PAT, EXT. 1281.

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in
Southern California
Wholesale

STUDIO
FROM

Tin Shop, was the first TCFer

to enlist in the U. S. Marine Corps from this studio. Before leaving, "Sarge" Smyth checks his work
tools with his father, Tom, Head of the Machine Shop.

Dr. William H. Hammer
OF

102

BEVERLY
ANNOUNCES

HIS

SOUTH

CALIF.

NEW

LOCAT

2613 WILSHIRE
SANTA
PHONE

MONICA,

Everything

ION

and Co.

AT

BLVD.

8560

WEST

PICO

BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

CALIFORNIA

S.M. 5-6049

for the Golfer

Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

ROBERTSON

HILLS,

MEMBERS

Fredericks

DENTIST
FORMERLY

CLUB

Ko~d

OF . . . TCF

HALLS

THE

Sergeant Tim Smyth, left, former sheet metal worker in the Twentieth

Prices to

HOURS

10-5

BRadshaw

2-5161

Nineteen

PanxiHiXiuiii
^eweleA^.
STREET
•
SANTA MONICA,

1424 FOURTH

Central

Tower

Bldg, —

CALIF.

2nd Floor

EXbrook 4-4432
— STORE HOURS —
9;30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Daily — Friday to 9 P.M.

•
•
•
•
•

15 TO 25% DISCOUNT
DIAMONDS
« JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
• WATCHES
LEATHER GOODS
• PEN SETS
COSTUME JEWELRY
• TYPEWRITERS
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
• CIGARETTE
LIGHTERS
_
.
_

HOWARD

WHOLESALE

BIG DISCOUNTS

Furniture
Carpeting
Tires

ITEMS

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVIN ATOR
ROPER

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION
CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W. of Robeitson

w

Open Evenings

Opposite

Stadium

ROGER

CORMAN

(Story Analyst)

is seeing a bit of Europe before entering Oxford in the fall, sends greetings
to his friends from Stockholm, Sweden.

Los Angeles 4, Calif.

MOST

and was almost asphyxiated. Fortunately, Jack had the presence of mind to ask
neighbors to summon the Fire Department, who arrived promptly and saved
his life.

who

BROKERS

ON

Mack

Jack’s refrigerator stopped operating he
crawled under it to see what was wrong

Cr COMPANY

I22V2 South Vermont

By Florence

“If you feel yourself going under as the
result of having come in contact with gas
fumes, don’t fight it, just relax and let
the Resuscitator do its stuff,” says JACK
COX (Transportation) in recounting a
recent unpleasant experience. When

(2<U/ Dunkirk 7-4451
Before You Buy . . .
Radios
Television
Appliances
Automobiles

!
!

Cupid's dart has dealt a blow to
JOHN CHILBERG'S heart! Our
personable young researcher adwith athehappy
that he's
in lovemitsfor
FIRSTsigh
time.
Mention of a certain young man engaged in the medical profession will
cause the pretty blue eyes of attractive
blonde KORDULA
POLENEK
(Makeup) to coruscate, and that’s always a
significant omen.
With MRS. MILTON LOUIS TAUBKIN, our newest bride, as the honor
guest, a post-nuptial luncheon was given
in the Cafe de Paris by PORTIA
DeLISLE and ALICE OLCOTT. Mrs.
Taubkin is the former HELEN KURTZ,
who

Theatre

eloped to Las Vegas with her doctor and married him there on June 18th.

About fifty guests attended and showered her with a beautiful assortment of
bar accessories.

SHOP

AT

.

.

Complete

.

WEISS’

Line of Furnishings
for MEN and BOYS

and

Shoes

‘SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY’’
Courtesy

to Studio

CARL

Club

Secretary CHARLOTTE
JAFAY celebrated her birthday anniversary, July 4th,
with a cocktail and dinner party at the

Members

lovely Santa Ynez Inn at Santa Monica.
Guests included her brother, ERNEST

WEISS, Mgr.

10643 Pico Blvd.

Our genial publicist, auburnhaired MARK KELLY, has just become a grandfather for the first
time. Daughter Jean, former TCF
employee, now MRS. GEOFFREY
MUNROE BRUERE, became the
mother of a daughter — Amy
Elizabeth — in Chicago.

AR. 386-36

JAFAY, an attorney in the U. S. Department of Justice in German v; his bride,
Messrs. ROBERT
KEMP, SGT.

and
Twenty

GEORGE BORKOWSKI
mate BETTY HILL.

and her room-

On the eve of their departure
on the SS Lurline July 12th
for an initial trip to Honolulu,
HAZEL TAYLOR (Production)
and FRANKIE
McLAUGHLIN
(Telephone) were feted at a bon
voyage party which turned out to
be a whale of a success. More
than two score well-wishers were
on hand. In the throng were
BARBARA
MAXON,
NETTIE
McLAUGHLIN and a number of
employees from their respective
departments.

Now

Associated

With

Herbert E. Woodward, Inc.
9334 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Beverly Hills
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
IS Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th

CHRIS

The beautiful Church of St. Timothy
in Los Angeles was the setting for the
wedding of ELIZABETH
JEANNE
(Betty) BOW to DAVID MATTHEWS
on July 15th. Father Joseph Castinier,
a cousin of the bride, officiated at the

Co.,

CR. 6-3144
Home:

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

DODGE

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.

DODGE

—

WY.

BR. 2-4145
5421

PLYMOUTH

^^Job Rated** TRUCKS

Guaranteed Used Cars

CR. 6-9926

double-ring ceremony. Looking enchanting in a gown of appliqued net over
white taffeta with a Dutch cap of matching net with a fingertip illusion veil, Betty
walked to the altar on the arm of her
father, HAROLD
BOW, who gave her
in marriage. Her brother and sister-inlaw, ROBERT
and MARILYN
BOW,
were best man and matron-of-honor.
After honeymooning in an undisclosed
destination the bridal couple will reside
in Coronado.

AL GROVES

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Our sister team, ROSE and MATHILDE MOSER are back with glowing
tales about their interesting vacation.
They motored to Seattle in their new
Studebaker, getting 23 miles to the gallon, stopping en route to visit sister
MONA ALPERT, former employee here,
and her two young children in San
Mateo. From Seattle they went by boat
—on a sea as smooth as glass— to Victoria,
B. C., where they went sight-seeing in a
tally-ho.

STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

10301 West Pico Blvd. MONEY
VES YOU
H £ ^ I* SA
£ On
Virtually Every Brand of the Following
*
*

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

*

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Phone

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

*Ask

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

(Briz or Bob)

foe our wholesale Food lists

£alt>i OJkaxi y.ou O.hmk!

BEVERLY GLEN AUTOMOTIVE
PUT YOUR CAR IN TIP-TOP
SHAPE FOR YOUR SUMMER
VACATION

Bdbcoci(

At the Church of St. Timothy, Betty Bow, popular secretary in the Construction office, was
married to David Mathews, July 1 5. The couple
will reside in Coronado.

NOW AT
st.at&ion
n dr
ioll
:nxunhi
CR. 6-7798

10281 W. PICO BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 64
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ACTION
DRAKE'S

SUPER

SERVICE

BEN NYE, affable head of
Makeup, visits the Coffee Shop

LUBRICATION

regularly
at four from
o'clock
tea
since
returning
his for
recent
jaunt to England. One of the
things which greatly impressed
Ben was the London subway,
which goes down six stories and is
300 feet deep in some places.
"Los Angeles will undoubtedly
have to follow suit one of these

FOR

WASHING

•

ACCESSORIES

•

NOTES — Continued

MOTOR

TUNE-UP

CRestview 1-3349
10399 W. PICO BLVD.

days," says Ben, who firmly believes we are rapidly becoming the
metropolis of the world.

SPECIAL
STUDIO

TO
DISCOUNTS

CLUB

MEMBERS

1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose

STOVE
PARTS

10% DOWN
24 MONTHS TO PAY

WORKS

Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

FOR ALL MAKES

STOVE

REPAIRING

MATURE

TELEVISION

10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Complete Line of New and Used

GAS

From

RANGES

Authorixed Dealers Electrolux Refrigerators,
Magic Chef, Universal, Gaffers &
Sattler,
Roper,

O'Keefe

467

b

Merritt,

and

Wedgewood.

N. ROXBURY

In a beautiful Princess styled gown designed by
her brother, the former Olive Capps, Still Lab.,
was married to Jack Ackerman. The ceremony
was held June 1 6.

DR.

Beverly Hills

CRestview

1-5239
An orchid to MRS.

Willis S. Harris
Keith V. Lyons

ROBERT

COMER,

charming wife of our Assistant Chief Engineer, for keeping her bridegroom suffieiently interested to bring him home for
lunch EVERY DAY after fifteen years of
matrimony!'

^

HAP IIILLIUM

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

REAL SERVICE

TELEVISION
APPLIANCES

Call . . . JACK WILLS
Muller Brothers
6380

SUNSET

Twenty-two

BLVD.

“It’s natural, like the weather, and
nothing much can be done about it, but
it hurts just the same to lose your girl
to another man,” says PETE YOUNG
(Police Dept. ) our latest father of the
bride, in announcing the marriage of the
second of his three daughters, MISS
BETTY, to PORTER THOMASON
of

<^Y0U WANT
REAL QUALITY

Los Angeles. Their wedding was solemnized at the United Presbyterian Church
on July 8th. After honeymooning, the
newlyweds will move into their new
home.
Condolences
WITTE,

GR. 4111

saddened
mother.

whose

A discount offered to
All Studio Club Card Holders
at

Smith's Sporting Goods
1636 Westwood
Los Angeles 24

Blvd.
AR. 3-9842

The home of the

FRANK LEFEBVRE (Engineering) is as excited as a child with a
new toy, but he has a perfect right
to be. That spanking new DeSoto
Frank and his family drove back
from Detroit is a honey!
WEbster
6281

NOTICE

to Mr. and

MRS.

LOU

motor trip to Seattle was

by the passing of Mrs. Witte’s

Studio Team

Equipment

MILT “SNUFFY" SMITH
Fishing Tackle and All Athletic Supplies

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
hutch Self paints
PICO

a ona±

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

Action Editorials

“With the facilities of our theatres, with
our tradition of showmanship, and with
artistic heights the motion picture has
achieved, I believe there is ample reason
for confidence in the future of both our

1
i

Company and our industry. And everyone here will agree that today, when a
good film is presented on television, it is
more desirable than any other form of

:

entertainment

on television.”

'

The LaUh-String Hangs
I

It is unfair that the vast majority of us
who make our living producing motion
pictures— folks who are more at home sitting at a soda fountain with their families

—

than in a plush night club— are lumped
together with a few headline-makers in
the industry. And it is always gratifying
when

people anywhere

are awakened

to

the fact that Hollywood isn’t composed
of weed-smoking, fast-driving, harddrinking extroverts who arrive at work
each morning from an all night orgy on
the Strip.
Fortunately, many sections of the nation are gradually becoming better ac’

the “real” people of Hollywood andquainted
nowith longer
need rely solely on

.ii

newspaper

,
j

—

X

i

THE FUTURE
By now it’s old news, but occasionally
the rumors re-echo and come rumbling
back through the studio, “Why doesn’t
the studio furnish the pictures for Phonovision?” — or “Why doesn’t the studio
produce for the television market to boost
the sagging BO?”
Our company officials are of course
aware of these possibilities. They have
painstakingly studied and weighed all
deviations from our present operations.
After much thought on the matter, the
results of these studies and their reasons
simply

proudly print the following editorial from the Clarkesville (Georgia)

Tri-County

Advertiser:

“Today the movie crowd received the
final ‘Wrap It Up Boys!’ and began the
2,500-mile return to Hollywood, after
spending two months in Northeast
Georgia.

ik—

are

We

headlines.

and

effectively stated by

TCP’s president, Spyros Skouras.
“There were some who misunderstood
my statement in Chicago, and took it to
mean that we are opposing home television. This is not true. Home television
will serve the American people as radio
has served them, but in my opinion, the
entertainment it will be possible to supply to the public through theatre television, with motion pictures as the basic
element, will be of such quality that mil-

now

lions will enjoy what
privileged to see.

only a

few

are

“We feel our first allegiance is to the
theatres and our first obligation is to give
them an opportunity to install and try
theatre sized screens for televised entertainment.
“I wish to announce now that we propose immediately to give large screen
television in the theatres the fullest possible test, believing that the motion picture theatres can enter a period of wider
service to the public than ever before in
presenting greatly augmented
ment.

entertain-

“While the growth of home television
probably will have an effect upon all
forms of public diversion for a time, it is
my

studied opinion that the concern expressed in some quarters of our industry
is unwarranted.

“The public will always seek and pay
for entertainment of high quality and
wide appeal, no matter what the medium
through which it is available.

“It was with regret that we saw them
leave — Director Henry King; Assistant
Director, Henry Weinberger; Production
Manager, Behm; George Mills, xMaurice
Hansford, Jack Sontag, Tom Conner,
Jack Brown, Seth Banks, the two Ernies,
Theresa, Carey, Willie xMae, Al, Lory,
Phil, Pat, Harry, Linda and numerous
others who filmed and directed the
“I’d Climb the Highest Mountain.” You won’t see any of them in the
picture but you’ll say they did a good job.
“These fine people give appearances
exactly opposite from the impression
most everyone had of Hollywood. They
licity.
have received too much unfavorable pubmovie,

“They are real people who would tend
to make any community in which they
might live proud of them.
“The effect of the money expended by
the Twentieth Century-Fox Film Company in Northeast Georgia was good for
trade.

“The excitement is over but the memories will last and the tales told will grow
better with the years!

“The latch-string hangs outside the
door to all these fine people. We hope
that some day they will return!
T wenty-three

U. S. POSTAGE
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Los Angeles, Calif.
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Which

item represents the smallest increase since 1945?
71

While

the price of movie

tickets advanced

only 10 per cent

during these five years when food jumped almost 47 per cent,
motion picture production costs skyrocketed in line with the
general cost of living.

MOVIES

ARE

THAN

BETTER

EVER
1
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m

PIC OF MONTH
Following the pattern of most of Uncle Sammy's reservists throughout the nation, Al
Zultz, Purchasing department, unlocked the storage trunk to get his World War II uniform out of moth balls. Proud as he is of the heroic decorations and medals still clinging
to the threads, Al finds that a lot has happened

since "those good old days in the Army."

Much to Al's amazement, it seems that the "Army fit" doesn't even fit anymore. At the
present, Al, who is really an Air Force reserve officer, has had his physical and will
leave the studio soon to report for active duty. Along with scores of other studio
reservists being called to active duty, Al will be missed but never forgotten by his
fellow VCFers.
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Staff Artists

4

Shoe Boy

6

Dark eyed Maria Brooks, Publicity
Still
Lab retoucher and keen sighted
of prints.

Charities Drive Starts

8

Graphic
clicker,
seen five
her years.
family in Mexico
Cityhadn’t
for over
Planning her vacation so she could
cram every minute of time into her
visit with her family, Maria decided

Permanent

Inquiring Reporter

ELMER GLASSBURN
ED JANIS
•

News

9

TCP's Forests

against taking her camera. “It’ll take
up edtoo
much
of my aboard
time,” the
she airplane
explainas she
hopped
without her shutter-box.
Maria, who manages to keep Action supplied with a variety of unus-ual

10

Studio Club Activities
Board

14

of Controllers

Bill Winter. . . .President

Golf Tournament

Walter Jolley . V- President
Florence Mack .Secretary
Jack Conlin . . . .Treasurer

October 15

Sports

18
20

All The Livelong Day

Fish, Ruth Fox, Charles Goldie,
Henry Goldfarb, Ray Jones, Tom
Krause, John Lavin, Nettie McLaughlin, Ben Nye, Sonny Oliv-

photographs,
the
border
more hadn’t
than a been
few south
days, of
when
the charming and beautiful Mexican
scenery captured her imagination.
Grabbing the first available camera—
a battered Brownie — Maria started
framing her .shots almost as fast as she
cotdd jabber in Mexican.
The result was a series of eye

16

New Release

Ed Arnold, Monte Bonome, Frank
Brown, Bob Comer, Hugh ConIon, Marjorie Corso, Ike Danning, Eddie DeCuir, Kathleen

catching prints which would be hard
to match with any type of camera.
Not only that but she managed to get
her family in most of the pictures,
visiting while she posed them. A fish
net scene of Acapulco is seen below.
In addition to her work for Action,
Maria has worked as a portrait photog-

23

Saludos Amigos!

24

Action Notes

28

Action Editorials

rapher, managing her own studio. Perhaps her greatest achievement has
been in the field of fashion photog-

31

raphy. You’ll be seeing more
work in future Actions.

era, Clinton Sandeen, George
Stephenson, Jim Trucano, Dave
Vaughan, Joe Wright, Pete Young.
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20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
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F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

has attended a benefit

tea party has heard the tale about the
mailman who goes for a hike on his
day off. Wanna hear the modern twist
about the photographer who went on
a vacation without her camera— so she
could relax and get away from work
—then came home with a satchel full
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Bus. Mgr.
VEO MeCLATCHEY Asst. Editor
RIDLEY BILLICK Asst. Editor
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time
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United
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It isn't Saturday night; it's just a part of the BIRD

OF PARADISE

Location crew getting soaked filming this Technicolor scene.

SEPTEMBER MARKS ACTIVE
PRODUCTION MONTH
One of the most amhitious pieture production schedules to be
launched in a year started this
month when 20th Century-Fox began the first of eight pictures. Three
will be made here, one partly in
San Francisco, one in Montana, one
in London, one in Munich and the
eighth partly in Canada.
Heading the heavy picture slate
is THE HOUSE ON TELECRAPH

HILL. The shooting company has
just returned to the Westwood lot
after several weeks filming location
scenes in San Francisco. Producer
Robert Bassler’s picture stars Valentina Cortesa, William Lundigan and
Richard Basehart, and is being directed by Robert Wise.
Also slated for a September start
is WILDFIRE, starring Victor
Mature, Jean Peters and John Lund.

The flicker, a saga about the death
defying smoke jumpers of the U. S.
Forest Service, will be partly filmed
on location in Montana. Sam Engel
is producing while Lou King has
the director’s chair.
The middle of September marks
the starting
date fora SolDanny
Siegel’sKaye
ON
THE
RIVIERA,
starrer with Walter Lang directing.
The side splitting story is built

Four

I

around a famous aviator and a night
club entertainer who is a perfect
twin for the adventurer, and what
happens when both their daily lives
and friends become entangled
should make one of the year’s best
comedies.
FOLLOW THE SUN, the story
about mighty Ben Hogan, history
making tournament golfer, will get
rolling this month. Sidney Lanfield
is scheduled for the director’s chore
in the Sam Engel production. Anne
Baxter and Glenn Ford are cast in
the top roles.
LEGION OF THE DAMNED,
an Anatole Litvak-Frank McGarthy
assignment with Oskar Werner,
Gary Merrill and Richard Basehart
starts in Germanv this month. Formerly titled GALL IT TREASON,

Joe Gotten gives an example

of concentration

the picture spins a yarn about the
activities of the United States
agents behind the Nazis’ battle lines
during the war.
SGARLET PEN will be partly
filmed in Canada during September. The picture starring Linda
Darnell, Joe Gotten, and Maureen
O’Hara

is being produced and directed by Otto Preminger.
Other pictures scheduled for
shooting this month are: I CAN
GET IT FOR YOU WHOLESALE,
being produced by Sol Siegel; NO
HIGHWAY, in London with Louis
Lighton producing, Henry Koster
directing, James Stewart and Marlene Dietrich scheduled for star
roles.
A peek on the October production schedule reveals that at least

while he reads during a scene from

HALF

ANGEL.

four flickers have been scheduled
so far in October.
TAKE

CARE

OF

MY

LITTLE

GIRL, a Jeanne Crain starrer, is a
definite for the Halloween month.
Jean Negulesco will be directing
while busy Jules Blaustein takes
over the producer’s assignment.
FROGMEN, a story about Uncle
Sam’s daredevil underwater fighterswimmers gets rolling in October.
Sam Engel is producing. THE FLYING TEAKETTLE, another U. S.
Navy
events
during
Henry

story about the comical
on a Pacific sub-chaser, goes
October. Fred Kohlmar and
Hathaway are in charge of

the
and director’s
duties.
The producer’s
other definite
scheduled
for
this month is KANGAROO, which
will be filmed in Australia.

Loretta Young

is the unnoticed

lovely in foreground

I
rVhite
Shoe
By Clemmie Galloway

WHITE

SHOE

This

month

is 1950

getting

man

for a young

BOY

many

campus

a college

sons

and

slang

education.

daughters

of

TCFers are going to be called WHITE
SHOE
BOYS and GIRLS. These TCFers feel that a
college

education

important

in this modern

tion than at any
have

proven

sacrifices

and

perhaps

Jefferson
of our

other

this

hy

long

ing these young
what

for their offspring

range

Twentieth

their

They

personal

planning,

thus giv-

a

to

chance

enjoy

couldn’t.

said that the safe guarantee

Constitution

These

untold

they themselves
once

of specializa-

in history.

their

people

rate, and education

with

world

time

is more

collegian

is an

intelligent

is the essential

electo-

bulwark.

employee-parents,
children,

are

along

confident

that today’s crop of university students will
find a security of tenure and the chance for
steady

advancement

higher

education.

Action

applauds

through

the

the means

WHITE

legians of today— the leaders

of a

SHOE

col-

of tomorrow.

John de Ruyter, oldest son of James Fisher, Associate Story
Editor, is seen at UCLA’s beautiful campus. He is currently
pursuing a business administration course at Westwood campus.

Getting

acquainted

with

use's Tommy Trojan was
the first thing Barbara
Medvitz had to do after
she registered as a freshman this semester. Joe
Medvitz's

(Tabulating department) oldest daugh-

ter received a scholarship
and

plans

physicist.

Si*

to

become

a

Art Enstedt, skilled Drapery Cutter, shows his son Howard some
interesting points at Santa Monica City College, where Howard will
study

pre-dental.

Pausing

with

College

is John

Art's other

his son

Bob

Matheney,

son, Lewis,

under

the

Labor

is a

entrance

dept.

junior

at UCLA.

to Santa

John's

son

Monica

is a

City

freshman.

Ed Snyder, Background Projection head, pauses while helping his son
Don select some freshman courses at L. A. Valley Jr. College.

Ray

Klune,

Executive

Production

Manager,

University of Arizona's yearbook with
enrolled as a freshman this semester.

Which

one

sticker

space.

will win
One

enjoys

his attractive

asks Al Ross, as Al Jr. and
is entering

Loyola;

the

Mary

other.

looking

daughter.

Frances

Mount

at

the

Carol

is

vie for

St. Marys.

Associate Story Editor, James Fisher, listens as his son Michael de
Ruyter explains the courses he is taking at the College of Pacific.

New Charities To Benefit From Your PCC Donations
T\vel\e organizations, including the
Red Cross and four Community Chests,
will be represented
b>- Committee
the film industry’s
Permanent
Charities
in its
annual fund-raising campaign.
In all, more than 200 agencies engaged
in essential community-wide health and
welfare work will benefit from theSl,345,000 campaign. In addition to re-inclusion
of the Red Cross after an absence of
three \'ears, two new organizations, the
United Cerebral Palsy Association and
Los -\ngeles Heart Association, have
been earmarked by the committee.
Organization of the campaign itself
was started more than a month-and-ahalf ago when Dore Schary was drafted
as Campaign Chairman by a special committee consisting of the heads of studios,
unions, guilds and industry groups and
the Board of Directors of the Permanent
Charities Committee. .A campaign council, consisting of the presidents of industry groups and guilds, with Roy M.
Brewer of Labor’s E.\ecuti\ e Committee
of the Permanent Charities Committee
representing 43 unions and guilds of the
non-talent group, has been formed to
soK e problems which might arise during
the campaign.
“Two features of the Permanent Charities Committee 1951 campaign alone
should con\ ince any donor that he should
give to the limit of his financial ability,”
Fred Metzler, TCP’s Studio Manager and
PCC Studio Colonel, said when he accepted the responsibility for the campaign here. “One is the ^■irtualIy complete coverage of our own industry appeal. More than 200 welfare organizations are included in the campaign. I
recommend that every donor scrutinize
carefully the list of causes arid agencies
so that he will know and appreciate the
many worthwhile charities to which he is
giving.

“One other thing should be thoroughly
appreciated by this industry. The Permanent Charities Committee will spend
only 3.88 per cent of the goal for yearround administration, collection and
costs, making this charity organization the most economically opr-rated in the entire country. This factor

campaign

assures a maximum of the donor’s dollar
going directly to the organizations for
it was intended.”
complete list of approved allocations: L. A. Community Chest, 8835,000;
Burbank (Jommunity Chest, 814,000;

which
The

Santa Monica Community f'hest, 89,000;
(dendale Oimmunity Chest, 85,000; Red
Cross, L. A. Chapter. 8200.000; Los AnEight

Powolny

Displaying
committee

the Permanent Charities Committee's
is Fred Metzler, right. Studio Colonel

new emblem for two members of his studio
for PCC. Billy Gordon, TCF Casting Director,

left, and actor Bill Lundigan have volunteered to help Metzler make this year's annual
drive a success. The attractive, symbolic emblem was designed by TCFer Ray Kellogg.

charity

geles YMCA, $50,000; City of Hope, $50,000; American Cancer Society, L. A.
County Branch, $45,000; L. A. Heart
Association, $25,000; Sister Elizabeth
Kenny Foundation, $22,000; Cerebral
Palsy Association, $10,000; and MilitaryOrder of the Purple Heart, Motion Picture Chapter, $3,000.
The Motion Picture Industry is known
as the most generous industry in the
world. This year workers of the industry
will undoiditedly respond even more substantially than they have in the past, and
it is urged that all TCFers meet the
volunteer workers who call on them in
the same
come.

helpful spirit in which

Studio head, Joe Schenck, who

they

accept-

ed Dore Schary’s invitation to serve as
CJo-Chairman of PCC at Twentieth Century-Fox, announced that an October 9th
employee mass meeting will be held at
this .studio. Highlight of the meeting will
be a 30 minute all-star bi’oadcast from
KFWB, which will be piped into all the
studios.

TCF's Joe Schenck has accepted Dore Schary's
invitation to serve as the Co-Chairman of the
Permanent

Charities

Committee

for

TCF.

ROVING

REPORTER
By Julian Myers

Photographs

by Bob Gunn

Since TCP's new group insurance benefits have been increased
9 out of every 10 employees have taken advantage and joined
the plan. Julian Myers, the Roving Reporter, and his photographer
friend. Bob Gunn, wanted to discover how TCFers had profited
from the new benefits. Read below and see how the insurance has
helped these people.

Bob

Sies

Howard

Screen Credit Files

Miller

Film Cutter

One of the proudest parents at our Christmas parties
is Bob Sies, who compiles our
story credit files. Mr. and Mrs.
Sies always bring their two

Howard Miller, who is assisting Jimmy Clark in editing
“Bird of Paradise,” was once
a (luarterback at Los Angeles
High. He had to run like a
back to get his application
for dependency insurance in
on time, as he had put it off
till the last hour.

husky sons, Mark, three-anda-half, and Mike, six.
Mark had been talking so
much heabout
lastwore
year’soutparty
that
almost
his
tonsils. Bob knew just wbat
to do. He used the new insurance to have a steel-lined
throat installed in his little

“As it turned

out,” admits

Howard,
“that
was the smart-I
est bit of
quarterbacking
ever did. A few days after the
insurance became effective

orator, via a tonsillectomy.
The hospital e.xpenses and
part of the surgical fee were
compensated for. Now Mark
hollers louder than an assist-

my wife needed an operation.
The policy took care of our
entire hospital bill and part

ant director demanding, “Quiet!”
Bob, a sports enthusiast who worked his way up from
the \fail Room, has been carrying hospitalization insurance

rushes on “Bird of Paradise” are unusually beautiful, and
Debra Paget seems more stunning than ever. He hopes
the picture will be completed by tbe time of the Annual

since he arrived at the studio in 1938. Mark’s reline was his
first claim.

Studio Club Golf Tournament

reveals
of Howard
the surgical
cost.” that

“so I can think of my

the

putter

instead of Paget!”

James

Gordon

Ed Arnold

Optical Printing
James Gordon, cameraman
in Optical Printing, is a comparative newcomer to Fox,
having come here in 1927. One

Payroll
When

Arnold
didn’t
realize that
it would hesoon
be helping
pay
for her emergency operationhut such was the case.
Mrs. Arnold convalesced so

est assignments was on “My
Blue Heaven,” with Mitzi

rapidly that Ed felt no hesitancy in accepting the loca-

Gaynor.
He contends:
fine
actresses
like these,“With
Fox

tion assignment for “The Scarlet Pen, ” which is now shooting in Canada.
Ed has been at Twentieth

has always been the Gaynor.”
If Jimmy keeps making puns
like this, he’ll soon have to use
hospitalization insurance himself. So far it has been for his

ency operation, and so is Jimmy’s
insurance program.

bankroll, thanks to our

.\rnold of our

Payroll Department extended
his insurance to protect Mrs.

of Jimmy’s first assignments
was on Janet Gaynor’s “Two
Girls Wanted.” One of his lat-

fifteen year old son, who contrived to have an appendix
attack on July 16th, when he
and his dad and mother were vacationing at Lake Tahoe,
^oung Gordon is as good as new now, following an emerg-

Ed

for twelve years, and has been
an active member of the Studio Club all the while. He
feels that the Golf

Tourna-

ment wouldn’t be complete
without him, and he tries to attend every play put on
at the studio. Arnold was a former member of the Studio
Club’s Board of Controllers,
star pitchers.

and one of the softball team’s
Nine

Overnight

Twentieth's

Skillful Landscape

De-

partment Can Duplicate
What Took Mother Nature
Hundreds

Of Painful

Years To Produce
Built from the trunk up by combining several different types of trees, this exact
reproduction of a Ming tree is checked by Fred Lombardi, Landscape Set Dresser.

By Clemmie Galloway

“Poems are made ]nj fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.”
Goes the famous poem “Trees,” but
Twentieth Century-Fox’s Landscape Department challenges the divine prerogative, for they can make a tree overnight,
one that it would take Nature hundreds
of years to perfect. The art of growing
Ming trees, long a secret known only to
the Japanese, who had perfected the
trimming back of roots to
growth and make it take
houette, is a specialty of
Department. They have

stunt the tree’s
on artistic silthe Landscape
made one that

would and
compare
favorably It
with
Japan’s
oldest
most beautiful.
is made
of
the trunk of a pepper tree, old twisted
wisteria vines, poplar, sycamore and oak
limbs and Douglas fir foliage.
The Landscape,
Ten

headed

by Glenn

Har-

man, has an average crew of thirty men,
all experts on trees. His gang bosses, Fred
Lombardi, Fred Lutz and Steve Nicoloff
are real creative artists, for the making
of a tree is like the painting of a picture.
Only as it takes form through the placing of limbs and foliage does the tree take
on beauty and proportion. The artistic
skill of these men often brings forth
beauty.
strokes

of genius

that rival Nature’s

When a picture is put on the production schedule by Mr. Zanuck and the
blueprints of sets are issued, Glenn Harman goes over the landscaping of sets
with the Art Department and submits a
bid. When the cost is okayed by the
Production Department, Harman goes
over the blueprint with his gang bosses
and actual landscaping work starts. The
type of trees and shrubs, height and size

are
and ofthetrees
studio’s
\ast
and decided
valuableupon
forest
is gone
through

and those suitable are selected

and processed.
This stock of tree trunks and foliage
of all kinds is the result of a highb
technical process of “embalming”
fected at Twentieth Gentury-Fox.

per-

With

the use of cranes, trees are uprooted and brought to the studio b\
truck. Once all trees were bought
through contract from tree concerns at
a cost of around $65,000 a year, but with
the acquisition of the Twentieth Gentury-Fox Ranch which abounds in trees,
and the many offers of trees that come to
the studio by Los Angeles citizens who
want to get them off their property, the
annual cost has been brought down to
$6,000 a year.

fiftUti

An example of how TCP's skilled Landscape department blends a little nature and a lot of
ingenuity to achieve this effect of realism. This scene was used in FOR HEAVEN'S SAKES.

When the trees arrive at the studio,
they are placed in a large chemical tank
containing calcium chloride, which not
only preserves them but makes them fireproof. The fireproofing process was worked out by the late Nick Kalten, which
won an Academy Award for Twentieth
Century-Fo.x. The trees are then put on
racks and allowed to drain and dry. The
chemical kills the color of the foliage, but
it is permanently preserved and when
needed for a set, is sprayed by the Paint
Department. This processing and fireproofing proves a great saving for the
studio in many ways. The preserving of

shrubs and trees makes it possible to
take them out of the County without an
okay from the Agriculture Department.
The fireproofing makes it possible to use
them on stages without violating the
Fire Department City Ordinance. The
processing of brush and trees used on
sets proves a great saving in “refreshing”
by the Landscape Department as compared with live greenery, which wilts
(juickly under the heat of set lighting.
The Landscape Department has built
many rare trees such as the Sahuaro,
Flame, Banyan and Monkey Tree. Trees
are made of other trees, such as a slick

Eucalyptus pole is used for tall, tropical
palms. The Staff Shop makes a plaster
pattern of Palm bark. This plaster pattern is put on burlap skins, which are
wrapped around the pole. Large pines,
such as the one used in CALL ME
MISTER are made in this same manner,
and are so real looking they can only
be detected by thumping the plaster.
The Sahuaro, a cactus tree with large,
prickly needles is made entirely of plaster, into which small rubber bands are
blasted to give the illusion of the needles,
with none of their danger. Often telephone poles are transformed into trees.

I

I

Glenn Harman, head of the Landscape department and veteran of 15
years with TCP, right, discusses the flower arrangement with director
George

Seaton.

Seaton

recently

completed

FOR

HEAVEN'S

SAKES.

Greensman

Hiram

Bear

removes

a load

of processed

greenery

from

giant flame-proofing tank. The pressure tank, which the late Nick
was credited with developing, has been an important safety

Eleven

the

Kalten
factor.

a frequent process on the Washington
Square Permanent Set. Birch trees are
made by taking a roll of common toilet
paper that has been burned on one end
and wrapping it around the trunk of
an>' slick bark tree. After these are spra> ed by the Paint Department it is impossible to tell them from real Eastern
Birch.
It is the job of the Landscape Department not only to create beautiful trees
and shrnbber\' for scenic effect, but to
conceal what is nnsighth and incongruous when companies are shooting on location. For this the\‘ use low wagons
of greenery wliich are rolled in front of
what has to be hidden. The Landscape
Department is so expert in the art of
camouflage that during the war the\
trained Marines for this job. in connection with war manein ers.
The Nursery Department furnishes
the Landscape Department all growing
plants and flowers for sets. In the filming of THE HOUSE ON TELEGBAPH
HILL, fresh plants and shrubs are banked in front of a night club in San Francisco, that was once the famous old
Julius estate. Since the night club operates from 8 in the e\ening until 2 in
the morning, the set has to be dressed
at 2 in the morning to be read\ for
the day’s shooting, and cleared awa\ at
the end of shooting so the did) can open
at 8. These plants and shrubs are taken
by truck up to San Francisco and are
loaded according to the way they will
come off. to facilitate land.scaping the
set.
The problems

that confront the l,and-

scape Department

are

man\’

and

\ar-

Painters

Vern

Laney

Robert

Kahle,

right, are applying

ied, but the\ pride themsehes on ne\er
ha\ing held up a production and with
achieving beautiful scenic effects. This
the\ attribute to the excellent coopera-

Pete Rea and Paul Knox, right, are putting the finishing touches on an
imitation Buck Bush. The foliage has been processed through the flameproofing tank, and will now be painted.

Twelve

and

paint

to give trees

a

natural

look.

tion of the Art, Construction. Staff, Plaster, Paint and other departments that all
work

together to make
tury-Fox pictures.

Twentieth

Cen-

Veteran Greensman, Steve Nicoloff, left, helps to direct the setting of a
branch on a stock tree trunk. Roland Cabot, right, and Don Ceder, both
experts, are attaching the branches.

One of the cleverest bits of landscaping deception is the construction of
small hedges. Greensman Paul Knox is putting on the finishing touches.

Greensmen George Dempsey and Bud Riggins, right, are making an
imitation birch tree by rolling burnt edged tisue paper around a tree.

Fred Lutz, Landscape Foreman, posts a completed sign
behind a production key number on the work board.

After being safely secured to the large seven ton crane, this man-made tree will be carted
off to a set. George Novak and Ted Harman are tying-off the tree to fit the truck.

Landscape Clerk, Ed Bloch, is kept busy between recording rush telephone orders and his office work.
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STUDIO

CLUB

Studio Club’s ‘The Petrified Forest” Acclaimed
By George

Sampson

Robert E. Sherwood’s mastery as a
writer and Charles Tannen’s ability as a
director were evidenced anew during
the recent rnn of the Studio Club
house presentation of “The
Although

Play-

Petrified

this particular play is ap-

proaching the “chestnut” category, and
although its satire is oftiines unappreForest.”ciated, it was timely, it was believable,
and it was perfect fare for the escapist.
The show was held over for three additional performances because mouth to
mouth praises built an ever increasing demand for tickets.
The top honors belong
MacDonald who played

to J. Farrell
the part of

CRAMPS. His years in the theatre combined with his ability to pick out the
light and shadow of a character resulted
in a performance that reminded us of his
Knute Rockne portrayal in “The Spirit
of Notre Dame” some years ago. Mr.
Bdbcoc/(

DON'T SHOOT because it's only a scene from the Studio Club's recent little theater performance.
Petrified Forest. The three acter was presented at the Playhouse August 9th- 16th. Handling
the gun is Gene Sanders; others are, I. to r., Don Ricks, Ray Hyke, Marion Marshall, Bob Bebam.

MacDonald modestly insisted that “the
part
but no part
been played
writtenitself,”
that played
itself has
as e\er
well
as that!
Fine performances were turned out
by the other leads as well, Don Hicks,
Bob Beban, Ray Hyke, with Marion
Marshall leading the field. She played
GABBY with all the buoyancy that the
author intended, yet her final scene with
the dying poet-philosopher displayed
versatility and great command of emotions. Many misty eyes and handkerchiefs were in evidence until after the
final curtain call.
The featured players did more than
their share to round out each performance, with special plaudits going to Jim
Payne

who

stepped into Bernard

Ham-

ilton’s part of PYLES with only one day’s
notice. Kenny Fether as JACKIE, and
Toby

Brown as HERB were very effective and received scene applause during

every show. Other stand-outs were Ed
Partyka, Jim Whims, Ethelyn Grannan
and Gene Sanders.
The music furnished by Sonny Olivera,
sound by Ralph Hickey, and electrical
effects by Ray Jones and Sam Silverstein
Bahcoc\

INTRUDING
on this pleasant scene is Don Hicks, during the performance of Petrified Forest.
Enjoying their parts are Marion Marshall and Ray Hyke. Drama was directed by Charles Tannen.

Fourteen

were e.xcellent. Mr. Tannen’s ability to
blend the performances of amateur actors with the professionals resulted in
one of the best plays we’ve had.

ACTIVITIES

Voters Register
At Studio Club
Non-voters last year, adults just coming of age, TCFers receiving their neio
citizenship and people who have moved
to new voting districts since the last election have taken advantage of the Studio
Club’s service of registering voters for
the coming elections. Those who have
not registered may do so at the Studio
Club between 8 a.m. and 5 p.rn. Deadline for general elections is Sept. 14th.

Modern

GREAT FILMS TO BE FEATURED — TCF films such as "Seventh Heaven," starring Charles
Farrell and Janet Gaynor and other Academy honored films will be screened in the Studio
Club's new great film appreciation class. This interesting class will be held once a week
for 12 weeks, starting Tuesday Sept. 19th, and the admission of one dollar will cover
all showings. There will be a general discussion of the films by the class, with the heads
of the cinema departments of UCLA and USC participating,
TCF technicians. Register now with the Studio Club.

Beverly Hills Hi Swimming

together

with

top-notch

Pool Open To TCFers

Here’s that chance you’ve been waiting for to give your tired overworked
body

a little relaxing tone-up

exercise.

Beginning W ednesday, September
20th, the popular Studio Club swimming
class, which has been running continuously for the last three semesters, will
be available to TCF swimming enthusiasts. Dive-in time at Beverly Hills High
School’s modern pool will be at 6:30 p.m.
and will be open to TCFers till 9 p.m.
The

fee for the entire 12 sessions is

only $3.00 which must be paid in advance at the Studio Club.
Expert swimming instructions are
available for those who wish to improve
their form, while the accomplished swimmer may have the complete freedom of
the pool. The locker rooms are also available for changing clothes.

Babcock

Beverly Hills High School's modern swimming pool will again be the scene
fall swimming class. The class begins September 20th, for 1 2 weeks.

of the Studio

Club's
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GOLF

TOURNAMENT

OCTOBER

15th

Baldwin Hills Course Site of /\nnual Affair

Good

news for both men

and women

golfers is in

the air. Octol^er 15th has been set li\’ chairman Jack
Codd as the date of the Studio Chili’s Annual Golf
Tournament. Again this year it will be held at the
popular Baldwin

Hills Golf Course, located just 10

minutes driving time from the studio. Tee times will
be taken at the Studio Club starting September 25th.
Entrance
women.

fees will be $5.00 for men

and $2.50 for

The da> -long affair will follow last year’s successful tournament
pattern. Laughter and horseplay will be furnished to spectators
at the players’ expenses. Good-natured kidding over the public
address system, along with boisterous sound effects will heckle
the players and it will be a luck\’ golfer, indeed, who gets a good
drive down the fairwax .
A hole 19, golfers’ oasis, will be set up for everyone, and popular
music will be furnished for late afternoon dancing, which is free
to all employees.

The

same

system of handicapping

players,

blind bogey, will be used again this year, and the
prize committee

has indicated they have never let a

tournament pass yet without every player receiving
a valuable and worthwhile prize.
Those who

wish to enter this popular tournament
are urged to get their foursomes
together and register September
25th with the Studio Club to insure
their preferred starting times.

Getting
October

Sixteen

ready for the giant Golf Tournament
1 5th is Helena Stanley, TCP actress.

The

aftermath

of the Studio

Club's

popular golf tournament is the prize awarding
night. This scene took place
last year when each of the
360

golfers received a valuable and attractive prize.

Jack

Codd,

Golf Tournament

Chairman, explains the details of the blind bogey handicapping system to be used
again this year. The listeners
are, left to right; Birgit Johnson, Rochelle Bergman, Jackie Thiroux, Denise Rode.

ENTRY
ANNUAL

FORM

GOLF

FOR

TOURNAMENT

1 would like to register for the Golf Tournament
15th at Baldwin Hills Golf Course:
Names

of foursome:

October

Dept

Dept.
Dept

Ext.. _
Ext.

.

Ext.
Dept

Preferred

Ext.

time

If foursome

is not complete,

the Studio Club

will fill it in.

Seventeen

Baxter’s Boys Win Studio Softball Crown

couldn’t do anything wrong, and stemmed any threat which Lugo could muster
in winning the game. Wittenberg, pitching his usual fast and steady game, allowed only seven well scattered hits, while
John Cook, curve ball mound artist for
HATHAWAY,
gave away eight.
Attractive individual winner’s trophies were presented to the team, while
Anne Baxter softball
was given
the Studio
perpetual
trophy.
Any Club’s
TCF
sponsor whose team wins the softball
championship two years in a row, may
keep the 14 inch golden trophy. Elia
Kazan’s name was inscribed on the plate
for capturing last year’s softball championship.
Strangely enough. Miss Baxter, who
has generously sponsored almost every
athletic event since becoming a TCFer
in her early teens, has never had one of
her teams crowned a winner. The 1950
softball team was her first championship.
Her immediate reaction when informed
of the victory was to unselfishly “make
sure the boys get the best trophies.”
New in the league, a policy of gi\'ing
each home run hitter or no-hit pitcher
a free cigar resulted in converting 36
cigaret smoking TCF softball players
into stogie addicts. This novel donation
by the Studio Club
late interest among

did much to stimuthe players.

Members of the winning team were:
Paul Wurtzel, Mill; Bob Mintz, Script;
Frank Prehoda, Makeup; Max Goldman,
Lucky

man

getting

the

congratulations

from

actress

Anne

of her winning softball team. Can't tell whether Walter
skeptical of the situation or interested in comparing Anne's

Supported by one of the most enthusiastic softball rooting crowds of the 15

Baxter

is Bob

Wittenberg,

Jolley, Paint department
new sponsor trophy.

captain
head,

is

week

Inspired by the clever pitching of captain Bob Wittenberg, the team went into
an early three run lead in the second

matically made the popular actress’ team
undisputed champs.

inning, only to have HATHAWAY’s team,
captained by Set Erector John Lugo,
draw up with two runs. The game was
a tight hit-for-hit affair until the last of
the fourth when, on four clean hits, five
BAXTER runners swept across home
plate. From then on the BAXTER boys

season, ANNE
BAXTER’S slugging ball club annexed the studio championship by defeating HENRY HATHAW.YY’s team 8-2. Winner of the first
round of the double schedule, BAXTER’S
second round win .August 16th auto-
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Property; John Tranchitella, Music;
Hugh Fowler, Cutting; Bob Jolley, Paint;
Herb Schultz, Paint; Charles Perrin,
Paint; Paul B. Wurtzel, Construction; J.
M. Anderson, Maintenance; Don Nobles,
Mill; Jack Jancich, Paint.
FINAL LEAGUE
STANDING

Team
Anne

Baxter

Won
10

Lost
1

Henry Hathaway
Delmar Daves

8
5

2
5

Paul Douglas

4

5

Jean Peters
Betty Grahle

3
2

6
7

Scratch League
Merges With Handicap
Bij Loretta Powell
At a special meeting called to order by
the presidents of both the Studio Club
bowling leagues, scratch and handicap,

studio’s increased location schedule.
Those registered scratch teams will now
be incorporated in the handicap league

the team

but will bowl

two

captains voted

leagues

into one

league, scheduled

to merge

the

large handicap

to bowl

each

Friday

night. Moe Larson, prexy of the now defunct scratch league, presided over the
meeting held August 22nd in the Production Bungalow.
The scratch league, scheduled
this year at nearby
on Tuesday

La

to bowl

Cienega

Lanes

nights, couldn’t muster a representative league roster due to the

based upon
average.

with

a

given handicap,

their previous

So far eighteen teams

year’s ABC

are setting their

sights on the league’s championship, approximately 30 weeks away. The handicap league will commence rolling at La
Cienega Lanes on September

15th. Start-

ing time is 8 p.rn., and sponsors or bowling enthusiasts are urged to come out
and watch the fun.

Men's low gross winner of the recent Studio Club
Pitch and Putt tournament was Lloyd Nobles.

Second Pitch and
Putt Tournament
Attracts 64 TCFers
Marking

the second anniversary of the

Studio Club’s popular Pitch and Putt
Golf Tournament, 64 TCF golfers shot
their nine holes at the adjacent Rancho
Golf Course
Winner

August

15th.

of the men’s

low gross was

veteran golfer Lloyd Nobles, last year’s
champ of the studio’s annual
tournament. Secretary for Mr.
Laura

Harrington,

whisked

18 hole
Zanuck,

through

the

rugged, hillv course to capture the women’s low gross. Both these winners, in
addition to their regular prizes, were
presented with attractive bronze TWO-0
trophies.
Following

the same

pattern as the all

day golf affair scheduled for October
15th, this smaller edition also had a

GOLF,
Representing

20th

Century-Fox

GOLF,

Studio

Corum,

Sersen;

golfers. L. to r., Moe

John

Anderson,

Golf and

Larson,

Transportation;

blind bogey handicapping system. Winners of the handicapped tournament

GOLF

at the first annual

ship tournament to be held at Los Serranos
17th are these TCF

GOLF,

Motion

Country

Picture

Club

Golf Champion-

on Sunday,

September

Paint; Ike Danning,

Transportation;

Lloyd

actor

Nobles,

and

Lew

Bill Lundigan.

were

Betty Bertin, secretary, and Hugh

Crawford,

Camera

department.

Other

prizes which were awarded for booby
scores went to Irma Hartman, Veronica
Donovan

and Brad

Lindsey.
Nineteen

SAVE

NEW RELEASE

CAMERAS
CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY

FOUNTAIN
JEWELRY

GIFTS
ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
RADIOS

and

PENS

LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

SPORTING GOODS
DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ

COMPANY

OF

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Roberfson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills
Open Tuesday

CR. 4-5213

Evenings by Appointment

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in
Southern California
Wholesale
STUDIO

Prices to

CLUB

MEMBERS

My Blue Heaven
Still Photos htj Vr^iu

Everything

for the Golfer

Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

Fredericks
and Co.
8560

WEST

PICO

BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw

2-5161

Betty Crable and Dan

a hahy in the very worst way. Sol Siegel’s
handsome production in Technicolor
.stmts the talents of this pair in a succession of hright, imaginative and informal mnnhers. Henry Koster’s direction ties up Lamar Trotti and Claude
Binyon’s excellent .screenplay situations
nicely and seems to know exactly how
to hlend the musical interludes into the
action.
Harold

Arlen and

supplied a fine group
Ticenfj

Dailey continue

on their merry musical way in “My Blue
Heaven” as a couple of hoofers who want

Ralph

Blaine ha\c

of tunes to hack-

.stop the production

mnnhers.

The

stars

team up for three song-and-dance numhers. ()f these. Friendly Islands is the
most extended and elaborate, as staged
by Seymour Felix. Second production
number, in which Da\ id Wayne joins the
pair, is a Halloween fast stepper, .\nother
is delivered by Betty, Dan and Mitzi
Gaynor.
Picture opens as Betty Cirahle learns
she is going to be a mother. She informs
her radio audience as soon as she learns
the stork is headed her way. This is the
first time her husband, Dan Dailey, has
heard about the expected e\ ent.

DRAKE'S

SUPER

SERVICE

FOR
WASHING

•

ACCESSORIES

LUBRICATION

•

MOTOR

TUNE-UP

CRestview 1-3349
10399 W. PICO BLVD.

Beverly Hills

STOVE
PARTS

WORKS
FOR

STOVE
1. The flaming excitement of coming parenthood is extinguished when Betty is hurt in an
automobile accident, and loses her baby. Her doctor fears that she may never have another.
When the couple hear the news, Dan does his best to console Betty by telling her that they
can adopt a new baby.

Complete

Authorized

REPAIRING

Dealers

Chef,

Roper,

O'Keefe

MAKES

Line of New

GAS

Magic

ALL

Electrolux

Universal,
&

and Used

RANGES
Refrigerators,

Gaffers

Merritt,

and

&

Sattler,

Wedgewood.

467 N. ROXBURY

DR.

Beverly Hills

CRestview

1-5239

Willis S. Harris
Keith V. Lyons

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

NTITY
QUAL
Jf REYOALALU WA
RVICE

2. Plans of the couple to adopt a baby receive a setback when Laura Pierpont, of the foundling
home, disapproves of a drinking party at their home. All of their friends are heartbroken when
the child is taken from them.

CITY

LIMIT

LUTHER

WE

SELL ONLY

RE

PROP.

CHOICEST

MEATS

Free Delivery
12441 Santa Monica Blvd.
Bus. Phone: ARix. 98769
West Los Angeles 25, Calif.
ARix. 99233

SE

TELEVISION
APPLIANCES

MARKET

HINDS,

THE

WEbster
6281

Call . . . JACK WILLS

Muller Brothers

6380

SUNSET

BLVD.

GR. 4111

T wenty-one

SPECIAL
STUDIO

TO
DISCOUNTS

CLUB

MEMBERS

1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose

From

10% DOWN
24 MONTHS TO PAY
Open
3. They

finally obtain

another

baby,

but

under

very

shady

market

baby. But later the youngster is taken away from them
cause of their failure to protect themselves earlier. Meanwhile,
has a change of heart and offers them back the first child.

circumstances.

They

buy

a

black

and they cannot go to court bethe head of the foundling home

Evenings

VIC

and

Sunday

Till 10 p.m.

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

NOTICE
A discount

offered to

All Studio Club Card Holders
at

Smith's Sporting Goods
1636 Westwood

Los Angeles 24

Blvd.

AR. 3-9842

The home of the

Studio Team
MILT
Fishing

Tackle

Equipment

“SNUFFY"
and

SMITH

All Athletic

Supplies

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
hutch Self PainU
PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
4.

Betty

proves

such

a

devoted

mother

that she no longer has time for the television show, so she relinquishes her spot
to Mitzi Gaynor.

Twentij-Uco

5. With

one

child

already

hers,

Betty

discovers

the

road clear to adopt another — the baby which they had
bought. At the same time Betty discovers she is going
to he a rtother.

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

ALL THE LIVELONG

DAY...

Henry knew his life was a problem but he didn't know why —

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your

until he read this

Studio Club Card
snatch two slices of bread from the electric toaster (price, $16; tax, $.96), lift
his coffee from the gas stove (price,
$190; tax, $8.55), and grab a glass of
fruit juice from the refrigerator (price,
$300; tax, $13.50).
A glance
outcalls
of the
window
shows it’s
raining,
so he
to his
wife (marriage
license, $2) to telephone (monthly bill,
$12; tax, $2.05) for a taxi. Too many
other people want taxis on a wet morning
so Henry gets out his own car (price,

on
RECAPPING

NEW TIRES fir TUBES
AUTO ACCESSORIES
APPLIANCES

at

$1,800; tax, $126*“) and drives (operators license, $1.50) to the railroad
station.
Henry relaxes at the station with a
cigarette (price per pack, 8^; Federal
tax, 7^), lit by a match (tax,
per
1,000). Aboard the train, Henry gives
the conductor his ticket (price, 85<; tax,
13^) and settles down to a hand of
bridge with three cronies, using, of
13^). a deck of cards (price, 40^; tax,
course,
In the city on his way to the office,
Henry stops to buy a roll of camera film
(price, 40^; tax, 4^ ) that he promised his
son (birth registration $1), and the lipstick (price, $1; tax, 20^) he promised
his wife. Because there are friends coming to his house in the evening, he buys
a hottle of whiskey (price, $2.30; tax,
$2.30).

Henry Suburban reaches out at 7 a.m.
of a bright August morning to turn off
the alarm clock (price, $6; tax, $1.20).
Accompanied by the trebling of birds, he
climbs wearily out of bed (price, $195;
annual personal property tax, 75(1:) ,waWs
across the floor of his $8,000 house (annual general property tax, $240), and
switches on the electricity (33^ tax on
his $10 monthly bill) which lights the
bulb (price, 20^ tax, 1^).

newscaster reports that Henry’s state is
preparing to increase income taxes and
impose a general sales tax on everything
anyone buys, Henry slaps across his jewels
a handful of bay rum (price, $1.30; tax,
30<), puts on his Swiss wrist watch
(price, $70; tax, $14**), and rushes
downstairs. Tucked under one arm is a

sighs (no tax! ) and settles to a day’s work
(annual income, $5,000; Federal and
state income tax, $510). If he works
hard for the rest of his life, he will be
able to provide the government with a
handsome slice of inheritance tax. And
if he dies in a state that is fiscally tolerant, he can take comfort in the thought
that his casket — provided it costs less
than $100 — will be exempt from any
sales tax.
® Not counting customs duty.
Plus annual registration of $8; tax of 5f on
each pound of a new tire; tax of 5 per cent
on each new part or accessory; state and
Federal gasoline tax average: per gallon.

leather briefcase (price, $18; fa.r, $3.60)
which carries papers from his real estate
office, including one deed (property valued at $3,000; stamp tax, $3.30).

★ CARPETS

Reprinted
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★

Wright

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

A

Complete

★ CLEANING
S.M. 7-5157

★

from TAX

LINOLEUM

CARPET

Co.

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND
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US

I
■

DISCOUNTS

ON

QUALITY

BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

ASK

SERVICE
11218

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

k

LAYING

or TE. 0-3636

OUTLOOK

★ TILE

Carpet
THE

Boulevard

Phones
Vz Block— North
of Santa Monica

Arriving eventually at the office, Henry

To music from a bedroom radio (price,
$30; tax, $1.80), Henry shaves with his
electric (see above) razor. As a radio

In the kitchen, he’s just in time

1725 Westwood

★

Washington

DYEING

FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Blvd., Culver City

T wentij-three

SALUDOS

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

AMIGOS

By Ed Janis
One of
trips to
hopped
was the

♦

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

the summer’s most appreciated activities was the Studio Chib’s fishing
Ensenada. Action’s cartoonist, Ed Janis, hearing about the fish-n-fun,
aboard a southbound studio bus one Friday night to find out if all
truth. As you can see, Ed thought it was.

♦

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television
♦

Westwood

Furniture Co.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
♦

Monday,

Thursday and Saturday
Open Until 10 P.M.

Night

AL GROVES
wr#i4i>A

Now

Associated

With

Herbert E. Woodward, Inc.

/\v/Ay

9334 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-3144

PASr

??

JOJ A -SirCOAl

BR. 2-4145

^S‘

Home: WY. 5421

DODGE

—

DR. ALVIN

PLYMOUTH

DODGE
Rated** TRUCKS
Guaranteed Used Cars

R. GADDIS

Osteopathic Physician

’

CRestview

6-3587

9441 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.
Res. SUnset 2-5388

!
^

<
Twenty- four

IS YOUR COMMUNITY
AN OSTRICH? Is your town unconsciously or perhaps wilfully ignoring
conditions in your local schools which should be corrected at once
EDUCATION
MOLD! OUR
nmiRB

for the benefit of all? Many schools today need more classrooms, more
supplies, more textbooks and more teachers— or their standards may
take a fatal drop. Remember, better schools make better and more
prosperous communities . . . you can help by joining local
groups working to improve your schools!

Our Schools are What
BETTER SCHOOLS MAKE
BETTER COMMUNITIES

Good

We

Make

Citizens Everywhere

Them
are Helping!
Ticentij-five

Your

Host

Deal

in

Lo$i Aiigolos

f€»r
DRESS & WORK CLOTHES
CAMPING EQUIPMENT
HARDWARE

SURPRISE STORES
1001 BARGAINS
9730

TExas 0-3254
W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CALIF.
ARizona 9-8106
11662 W. PICO BLVD.

A Solid

SUPER

•
•
•
•

Block

Devoted

PONTIAC

To

SERVICE

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
GUARANTEED PONTIAC PARTS
MODERN SERVICE FACILITIES
LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS

Courtesy Extended

UTTER

To Studio Employees

PONTIAC

200 SOUTH

|

CO.

LA BREA

WE. 3-7474

PRIDE OF OKLAHOMA

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th

CHRIS

Anyway that is what a millionaire Oklahoma rancher thought of one of TCF's newest stars.
Dale Robertson. Just to prove it, the rancher generously gave Dale this $5000 inlaid silver
saddle. The actor has just completed CALL ME MISTER.

Co.

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8388 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif,
CR. 6-9926
Twenty-.fix

TWO

BMILA's

SHAKE

HANDS

Bubioclc

The two BIG-MEN-IN-LEGION-ACTIVITIES congratulate each other upon their successes
in the recent American Legion elections. Art Webb, left, was chosen Commander of TCF's
Legion post, while Al DeWeese was elected Commander of the Legion's 24th District, one
of the highest offices in the Southern California area.

Est. 1929
Custom

Designing

• DIAMONDS
• WATCHES
• SILVERWARE
GIFTS
• •CULTURED

PEARLS

If you wish to have a distinctive piece
of jewelry, designed exclusively for you,
consult us.
Also your old mountings can be
melted down and fashioned into modern
jewelry at very little expense, using your
own stones.
Estimate and designs gladly submitted.
If your old watch has sentimental
value, but looks old-fashioned, let us
transform it into an up-to-date watch
bracelet.
(Courtesy to Studio Club Members)
9547

Bubcoci<

CATALINA

AND

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
(Near Brown Derby I

BACK

CResfview

1 -5094

All around afhlete Jack Johnson, Story Files, is showing a group of admirers his newest waterskiing trophy. In the rugged Redondo to Catalina and back water skiing race — 55 miles — Jack
covered the distance in 2 V2 hours to capture 5th place. Left to right, Johnson, Jim Capps, Peggy
O'Connor, George Burnett, Paul Stanhope.

EXPERT

WATCH

REPAIRING

E. J. SLOAN
4525 West Adams
REpubUc

Blvd.

7878

Liberal Discounts on

Jewelry, Watches and Electrical
Appliances

Iloyd

Since 1918
SPECIALISTS IN

,

by

CHILDREN’S
AND

e

FRAMING

PORTRAITS
WEDDINGS

• PHOTOSTATS

photography
(

studio

WEBSTER 3-6041
7908 BEVERLY BLVD.
at FAIRFAX

20% CLUB
DISCOUNT
STUDIO
CARD

Conversational French
T aught

NATIVE

1

PARISIAN
WITH

MARGUERITE

TEACHER

GERARD

highly recommended
for additional«

»

by U S C

information

or appointment

DU. 7-7831
T wentij-seven

PaAximou4^
1424 FOURTH

STREET

Qe4AAeU^

•

Central Tower

SANTA

Bldg. —

MONICA,

CALIF.

2nd Floor

EXbrook 4-4432
— STORE HOURS —
9:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Daily — Friday to 9 P.M.

•
•
•
•
•

15 TO 25% DISCOUNT
DIAMONDS
• JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
• WATCHES
LEATHER GOODS
• PEN SETS
COSTUME JEWELRY
• TYPEWRITERS
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
• CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

HOWARD

It isn’t like it used to be

Furniture
Carpeting
Tires

WHOLESALE

BIG DISCOUNTS

BROKERS

ON

Los Angeles 4, Calif.

MOST

ITEMS

GENERAL ELECTRIC
KELVINATOR
ROPER

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION
CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W. of Robertson

w

Open Evenings

RADIO
Opposite

& APPLIANCE
Stadium

CO.

Down “Old
Writers’’
wayour work
When
we came
in to do
At the close of every day.
Across the hall from Sally
There’s a desk with a vacant chair
It’s nothing like it used to be
When Rickey worked in there.
She’s
forgotten
W
e allgone,
miss but
her not
smiling
face
But we
hope she’ll soon come
trottin
Back to work in that same place.
When attractive Grace Jotjce (Wm.

Cr COMPANY

I22V2 South Vermont

If you didn’t think the little things
counted, you’d know they did after seeing the happiness evinced by secretary
Rickey Frommer upon receipt of this little poem written in her honor by Maintenance Man Joseph (Joe) Dunn:

Co// Dunkirk 7-4451
Before You Buy . . .
Radios
Television
Appliances
Automobiles

By Florence Mack

Theatre

Perlberg’s office) was out for a leisurely
after-dinner stroll in Beverly Hills recently, she never
dreamedan she’d
wind
up a heroine
for averting
attempted
filicide. Grace stopped to admire some
fantail doves in a cage in front of the
Patio Shop. It soon became apparent
that father dove’s actions toward his offspring were not those of a devoted parent; he was Grace
biting saw
the red
young
one’s onneck,
and when
appear
the
little dove’s white feathers, she pried the
cage open and finally succeeded in retrieving the injured bird. As she stood
pondering what to do with it, an officer
of the law appeared. He obtained a
cardboard box, put the bird in it and
took them (the bird and the box, not
Grace) into protective custody. The little
bird recovered.

The marriage of the former
HELEN GRIFFIN (Camera) and
TED MITCHELL was solemnized
last week in the Bel Air home of
a mutual friend. The Mitchells

SHOP

Complete

WEISS’

Line of Furnishings
for MEN and BOYS

and

Shoes

are making their home in Manhattan Beach, but will take a prolonged honeymoon trip to Mexico
later in the year.
It was a boy weighing five pounds for
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Miller (Sersen

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"

Dept. ) Steven Arthur, their first child,
arrived on August 5th and all concerned
are in the pink. Mrs. Miller was former
TGF employee, Betty Shelley.

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

CARL

WEISS,

Mgr.

10643 Pico Blvd.

Twenty-eight

AR. 386-36

Ace cinematographer Cduirles C'larkc
is rapidly becoming one of our most
seasoned world-travelers. He had just
finished (//(packing from a location on

the French Riviera when the telephone
rang and the voice at the other end told
him to start repacking for another location trip to Australia.

The lovely young JACKIE
THIROUX (Scripter) whose engagement to GARY KAMERER
was announced recently, has decided upon the Santa Barbara
Mission as the setting for her
October nuptials.
A few days prior to her marriage to
Fred Warren in Las Vegas on August
15th, Alice Olcott was the honored guest
at a bridal luncheon in the Cafe de Paris,
hostessed by Rose Zatarin, at which her
many friends on the lot showered her
with beautiful glassware. The Warrens
have taken up residence in their new
home in Sherman Oaks.
The romance of the happiest young
man weVe ever had the pleasure of
knowing, Robert Mintz (Mimeograph)
will culminate in marriage with Evelyn
Kressler on September 17th in the Georgian Room of the Hotel Cortez in Los
Angeles.

STUDIO

CLUB

niDrciiecr

SAVES

MONEY

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Phone

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

*Ask

(Briz or Bob)

for our wholesale Food lists

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

To
CORSAGES

DISCOUNT

Studio

Club

Members
SPRAYS

BOUQUETS

IMi T&mt
ARizona
We

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
7-1755

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

Village
BRadshaw

2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

J. E. BRULATOUR,
Armand Allen completed the marriage ceremony
when he slipped the ring on the finger of his
bride, the former Beverly Gladstone, Cafe de
Paris cashier. Moe Larson, Paint department,
was best man, and Rev. Cline officated.

YOU

10301 West Pico Blvd.

Our petite Swiss missus, Elisabeth
Woodruff, is flying to Zurich, Switzerland
for a visit with her parents.

Babcocl(

MEMBERS

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN

Lee Roth ( Ladies’ Wardrobe ) has just
finished a course in Flower Arrangement
and she’s a real artist. She’s going to
take up Gift Wrapping next and ought
to be equally adept at that by Christmas
time.

The marriage of BEVERLY
GLADSTONE (Cafe de Paris) to
ARMAND ALLEN (Cutting) took
place on August 19th in the Westwood Community
Methodist
Church.
Arthur Bullock, formerly of Transportation, writes from Denmark: ‘T wish to
take this occasion to thank the Studio
Club for ACTION magazine that I really
enjoy receiving and reading each month.
It is the only contact I have with the
many friends there. I will always have
a fond memory of the fine fellowship that
(Continued on Page 30)

Professional
Motion

Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE
T wenty-nine

HUNTRESS

exists at 20th Century-Fox. . . . Denmark
is a land of great beauty. It is also the
land of bicycles. There are approximately
700 bicycles to each automobile. So that
they have special lanes for cycles only.
. . . Mrs. Bullock and I are enjoying good

CAFE

health, and also our work

4604 East 2nd Street
BELMONT
SHORE

Clarence Hutson Passes

sionaries.”

featuring

COCKTAILS

here as mis-

WORLD'S

BEST

FRIED CHICKEN

Clarence

D. Hutson, 52, Location

de-

partment head, a leading figure in the

For Appliances and
Television
Again

in 1950, Teller is ready

to serve your needs . . .

First
name
in

6 after a protracted illness.
Dangerously ill for the past three years,
Hutson had carried on his duties at the
studio and

had

Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL
Television.

Open

Appliances and

to suit your Budget.
Tuesday

and Thursday

Nights till 9 P.M.

2.naUtif

found

strength to par-

ticipate actively in the film industry’s
Permanent Charities Committee, the
Catholic Youth

Terms

^e^pjenxlxUuU^

film industry’s charities and a prominent
Catholic layman, died at his home, 705
North Alpine drive, Beverly Hills, Aug.

Organization

and a full

calendar of fund raising drives and general community activities.
A flyer in World

War

I, Hutson

was

a member of the 20th Century-Fox post
of the American Legion and was deeply
concerned with problems of veterans.
At one time a film producer, Hutson
and his star, the former Eileen Sedgwick,
were
home

married 20 years ago and their
has been a mecca for aspiring film

youngsters ever since. The family’s speciality was helping with moral and financial support youngsters who were struggling for a place in the motion picture
industry.

369 South Robertson
Beverly Hills

c::^j2b.[iancz Co.
Phones:
( Near Olympic)

CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506

In addition to his wife, Hutson is survived by their two children, Mimi, 15,
and Edward, 12; three brothers, Thomas,
Hugh

Thirty

geles.

and Walter

Hutson, all of Los An-

Action Editorials

ing together people of different interests and different places for the
good of all. America brought to
practical realization the phrase and
the idea, “In Union there is
Strength” and we have fought for
it, fought for it hard. Let us now
lead the way in the principle, “In
Union there is Strength; in UN
there
hope!”
We ismust
support the United Nations—today’s best hope for peace.

TROUBLE IN
YOUR POCKET
Since October 8-14 is National
Fire Prevention week it might be
wise to take a look at the nation’s
number
hazard. toItdiscover
doesn’t
take muchoneof fire
a detective
that it’s also Twentieth’s most dangerous fire hazard.

YOUR

FUTURE

NEEDS

The most insistent sound in the
world today comes not from the
halls of government, not from the
meeting rooms of diplomats, but
from the hearts of the people, of
the people of every country, of the
people of all the world. This sound
is a swelling voice asking, urging,
demanding that we do not abandon
the United Nations but strengthen
it and make it the instrument by
which nations may live together in
peace and march together toward a
better, healthier, safer future.
The attainment of lasting peace
is, of course, the predominant goal
of the United Nations. This goal is
still far beyond the horizon, and
the road to it is long, hard and hazardous. Long, hard and hazardous,
but not hopeless. Nobody can say at
this time whether or not the United
Nations will achieve this goal. But
it does seem that it is our only hope
today, and as such that it deserves
the fervent support of us all.
And while it has not yet succeeded in this field where all else has
failed, it has brought to many other
fields great accomplishments of
united action.

YOUR

HELP TODAY

The world, all the world, is a
better place for children because
of the United Nations. The forests
of the world are being less wasted,
and the soil of the world made richer because of the United Nations.
The hunger of the world is being
lessened, its food made more plentiful, because of the United Nations.
Diseases that have destroyed peoples since the beginning of history
are being brought under control by
the United Nations. Understanding
and enlightenment are marching
forward with education under the
banner of the United Nations. These
are no small accomplishments for
an organization that is only five
years old this year.
Let not the defeats within the
conference rooms, with all their
drama and headlines blind us to
the good that the United Nations
has brought to the world and to the
desirability of keeping both the organization and the good intact. We
citizens of the United States should
be particularly proud of the United
Nations and particularly support it.
We showed the way in the principle
of union. We led the world in bring-

Just open your purse, or reach into your pocket. You’ll probably find
a pack of cigarets. They look harmless, but those cigarets— and the
matches you use to light them —
keep the firemen busy. They cause
one-third of all fires.
No, it isn’t necessary to give up
smoking. But you should keep in
mind that a smoldering cigaret can
destroy the studio or your home as
surely as dynamite.
Here’s how you can prevent this:
1. Keep ash-trays handy in all
places around your work and at
home.
2. Never smoke in bed.
3. When emptying your ashtrays, make sure every cigaret butt
is out. On stage, use the sand receptacles placed there for your convenience and safety.
4. Never toss a lighted match
away. Hold it for a moment after
you’ve used it, then put it in an ashtray. Don’t toss it into a waste-basket. Remember, apparently burnedout matches occasionally re-light.
5. Before leaving a room— either
when departing from the studio or
retiring at night— inspect the room.
See that no cigaret butts are left
burning under cushions or on tables.
Thirty-one
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Cet us
Make No Mistake About It...
The people of the United States, looking on at this war

that has begun in Korea, appear to view it with about

equal parts of fury, incredulity, confusion

and frustra-

tion. It’s a war we don’t want and have tried in every way to
a\oid. Two world wars would seem to be enough. Now we
ha\ e a third.
But we do have it, and unless we win it we shall lose it —
and if we lose it the earth, including the United States, will
be governed from Moscow. The worst thing we can do at
this moment is to take it for granted that we shall win. We
can win only if we use our heads and hold nothing back, for
the Russians have the jump on us. They are so confident that
they hope not to have to fight us at all, but to run us ragged
with minor engagements fought by stooges all around their
periphery till we are worn out and can put up only guerrilla
resistance when taken over.

and prolonged sacrifices a war will certainly demand of us.
But one steady look at the Politburo makes it obvious to any
American that he could not endure existence in that vast concentration camp which is Russia and her satellites. We know
democracy is not perfect; it’s only a political system which
tries to give all its citizens a fair chance under rules of fair
play. It’s not perfect, but it’s the best men have had so far
and the Communist slave-state is probably the worst. There
are conditions under which life is not worth living, and those
are the exact conditions now offered by Russia to the rest of
the earth. Living in a democracy we are prejudiced against
violence and try to avoid trouble when we can, but the men
of violence are marching their slaves against us again. We
cannot accept what they offer. Weary of war though we are,
it’s better to fight.

not the first time our forces have been mauled at the beginning, but it is the first time when our enemies looked forward
with confidence to the long pull. If we let it go that way,
this war may last the rest of our lives, even the lives of those
who are young. Russia counts on growing constantly stronger

Ultimately we shall win. The atom bomb is still ours and
is holding the Russians at their borders. Invention and
thought, which are dead in Russia, are very much alive
among us, and they will begin to find ways to defeat the
massed power of slaves and steel. Every soldier in our armies
is a potential leader, every working brain is a potential leader
of thought. We shall fight our way out of this trap, no
matter how long it takes.

during the next thirty years. If we are harried by minor campaigns all over the world our economy and our morale are
going to be subjected to such strains as they have never
known. We shall have to put on stringent controls and we

is on, the chips are down. Those among us who defend Russia
or Communism are enemies of freedom and traitors to the
United Nations and the United States. American soldiers are

Part of our confusion and frustration are caused by the
fact that we have never been in a war like this one. This is

are going to have to do without a lot of the things we’ve been
used to if we’re to produce the quantities of munitions and
train the numbers of men needed for the almost predictable
series of emergencies.
The action in Korea shows us what would happen to ns in
the Pacific if Russia were to send her own forces against us.
We could not hold Korea, we could not hold Japan, we could
not hold the Philippines, we probably could not hold Alaska
and perhaps not Hawaii. A recent discussion in the House of
Commons exposed very frankly what would happen to
Europe if Russia decided to march west. Eighty Russian divisions and four or five thousand tanks are mobilized and ready.
Nothing could stop them before they reached the English
Channel. There is only one reason why Russia has not already
annexed our Pacific holdings and western Europe. She is
afraid that if she makes open war on us we will drop atomic
bombs. And we probably would. The world has no other
reply to the enormous military machine Russia is holding over
our heads.
There are many honest men who are wondering whether
anything we could win by a war would be worth the immense

But from now

on, let us make

no mistake about it: the war

dying in a battle against slavery, against Russia’s attempt to
enslave mankind. Every man’s house will be in a target area
before this thing ends, whether we like it or not. The United
Nations is on our side because Russia is at war with every
nation that insists on being free. Fortunately our Government
has seen the Russian danger, and knows full well how boldly
and rapidly we must act if we, as a nation, are to come out of
this conflict alive. It will make very heavy demands on us,
and very soon. It will have to make them, and we shall have
to give everything we have to defend our liberty. Well, let us
give it, and let us give ourselves, till Russia too has been
taught that our free world is more than a match for the
world of Genghis Khan.
Gecil B. de Mille
Y. Frank

Albert

Freeman

Samuel

Harry

Goldwyn

Joseph M. Schenck
from

the Hollywood

Reporter,

M. Warner

Jack L. Warner

L. B. Mayer

— Reprinted

Warner

John Wayne
Darryl
Wednesday,

F. Zanuck
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Having been tagged with
more titles than the average person could remember by Gl's and movie
goers alike, blonde and
beautiful Betty Grable
makes the new year's
song, the
"Auldbackground
Lang Syne,"
take
as
she displays her famous
legs for a Action's
readers.
Always
strong marquee
name and talented sweetheart of millions, Betty
gives another reason for
the prestige of the 20th
Century-Fox trade mark
in the eyes of the movie
going public and studio
workers alike.

Soon the mystery that has kept
the studio buzzing for years tvill
he solved!
Alex Babcock, roly-poly still
photographer, and soft, feather
voiced Kay Sidwell of the Story
Files are finally going to say “I
do’" this month. That’s right!
Much to the relief of hundreds of
their studio friends and casual
observers the tivo will soon be
Mr. and Mrs. Babcock.
Love bloomed four years ago
when Alex, then ivorking in Dick
Huckan’s Story Files department, met Kay. A trial .separation
in the way of Alex transferring
to the Publicity Still department
didn’t didl the romance, and
much to the happiness of smiling
onlookers their love sparkled into a steady flame. Of course, the
secret is out, but everyone can
now look back and remember
those days when the couple glanced the other way whenever
.someone shot the question
“Whenya gettin married?”
One of
the photographers,
Studio Club’s most
sought
after
Alex
finds it hard to turn down a request to help out with his camera. Disregarding the 254 pounds
he carries around, he can scoot
around any tight corner and
squeeze through narrow alleys
to get those unusual camera
angles. Besides his studio camera
work, Alex has made quite a
name for hbnself photographing
the marriage ceremonies of various TCFers.
Right now, that is just the
thing that has the future Mrs.
Babcock so worried. After all
these years waiting for Alex to
give the green light, Kay Sidwell,
who aispleasure
one of tothevisitreasons
it’s
such
the Story
Files, is afraid that Alex tvill forget whose wedding it is and
bring his Graphic instead of the
traditional wedding ring when
they get married this month.Three
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The

Meglin

Kiddies'

smooth

dancing

act was

part

of the

n

snappy

stage

show

presented

at the Grauman's

Chinese

Theater.

A continuous parade of gay, sparkling events at the world

Children Enjoy
Studio Club's
Xmas Party

famous Grauman’s Chinese Theater, December 17th, marked
the Studio Club’s 15th annual Children’s Christmas Party.
Starting with Santa Claus making his appearance promptly at 9 a.m. in the outer foyer of the theater, the affair moved
in a succession of snappy acts until the last of the 1900
employees’ ehildren moved through the lines to receive
their brightly wrapped presents and candy. In addition,
over 500 parents were on hand to escort and enjoy the party
with their offspring.
With the theater filled by 9:30, Santa led Sonny Olivera’s
gay, clown band down the center of the aisle and up to the
stage where President of the Studio Club, Bill Winter, and
Studio Manager, Fred Metzler, gave short welcome speeches. The singing of Christmas carols filled the theater, and
color cartoons brought shouts of glee from all the children.
Next, a program of live acts occupied the stage, and finally
the throng of laughing youngsters filed out of the theater
to receive their presents and candy.

Photos by Jim Mitchell, Alex Babcock, Jack Pashkovsky

Santa Claus himself was on
taking orders for Christmas.

Four

hand

in the

outer

foyer

To

the

Sonny

delight
Olivera,

of parents
staged

a

and

children

hilarious

march

alike, the gaily dressed
down

the

theater's

clown

center

band

aisle.

headed

by

A throng of happy parents and their children jammed into the Grauman's Chinese Theater,
December 17, to witness the two hour-show. In addition to the acts, color cartoons
were screened for the children.

Ben Nye, Make-up Head and chairman of the party, gets acquainted with
two of the actors before the show. Ben meets Zeke Bowery, right, and
his Chimp.

Presents and candy
day. Here the TCP
the presents

for each child was the order of the
Legionnaires helped Santa distribute

in the theater's

parking

lot.

One of the sensations of the stage show was Zeke Bowery's trained
animal act. Songs, clowns, Santa Claus and the Meglin Kiddies' acts
Made up the rest of the stage show.

President of the Studio Club, Bill Winter (in front of microphone) with the aid of the
clown band, welcomed the vast throng before the party.

Lonnie Raidor and Al
other noisy guardian

Zultz manage to quell anof the law, Toby Brown.
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Keyboard Hospital
The

shortage

the

task

of keeping

typewriters
daily

of equipment

in top

challenge

to

the

and

parts

studio's

operating
TCF's

makes

650

condition

Typewriter

a

Shop.

With the How of new typewriters gradiialh' being dammed off by the increased war production, 20th CenturyF’ox’s important Typewriter Repair department is being
called upon more now than ever to keep the studio’s 6.50
tyjiewriters in top working condition.
Working under the superxision of A1 Hartwig, manager
of Office Service, the two typewriter repair men. Bill Novak
and Charles “Chick” Doughty are using all of their energy
and resourcefulness in keeping the delicate office equipment at its height of efficiency. Sandwiched between the
Art department building and the Maintenance department,
the Typewriter Repair Shop has exery modern piece of
equipment to do this job.
Boasting of everything from a high speed lathe to an
electric xvashing machine, used for gixing the typexvriters
an oil bath, the shop is the focal point of the small department’s studio wide operations.
Chick Doughty, a TCP xeteran of seven years, makes a
complete round of checking the 6.50 machines in about si.\
weeks. He changes the ribbons, oils, cleans and makes minor
repairs on the typewriters in all of the offices. He informs
Novak

of any special xvork that has to be done to the machines, and the head of the shop, acting like a troulDle shooter, repairs the machines. In cases where the machine is
completely broken down, he xvill bring the typexvriter back
into the repair shop for a complete oxerhaul. Then he will
rebuild it like new, sometimes making the parts himself.
About 20 to 25 machines a month are brought into the shop
for this complete rebuilding job. In addition to the rushing
typexvriter repairing business, the shop has the added task

Bill Novak, in charge of the studio Typewriter Repair Shop, is busy
keeping the present inventory of typewriters in top working condition due
to the continuous shortage of the machines. Here he is working on a
1910 Remington, while a modern Royal portable is in the foreground.

Six

of maintaining most of the studio’s adding machines.
Largest concentration of typing machines in the studio
is in the Script department. Here, where scores of scripts
are typed and reproduced every day, over .50 machines of
all models are in constant use, and of course are constantly
breaking down. Bill, who prexdous to becoming a TCFer
worked for the Hollyxvood Office Appliance company and
serviced all the other motion picture studios, claims the cooperation in this studio is by far the best in the industry.

This makes his job easier and enables the two men to
cover more territory and service many additional machines.
Although Novak claims the main reason for actual mechanical failures of the typewriters is due to the typist
erasing over the carriage, thus making the keys sticky and
unmanageable, he maintains that good typing habits can
go a long way in helping to preserve the machine.
Speed and accuracy are what every typist strives for,
but sometimes, no matter how hard they try to do perfect
work, the typewriter fights back resulting in messy work
marked by many mistakes. If this is the case, most likely
the typist is typing the hard way— spelling the words as
their fingers strike the keys. This is what most typists do
if they have not tried to improve their speed and become
proficient in typing words instead of individual letters.
The first important step to faster and better typing is to
form those good typing habits so that typing becomes an
automatic operation, not a disjointed task. A few minutes
de\oted each day to mastering the essentials of typing
technique will transform the typist and her typewriter into
an efficient, hard-to-beat team.
From the start she can gain typing efficiency simply by
correcting her typing posture. All of us know the importance of good posture to personal health. Well, the same
principle holds true in typing. To attain correct typing
posture you need to follow three simple rules:
Sit in a positi
t
w
c
on hat ill ause
slope slightl forwar
d.
y

forea

rms

on the same

your

upper

arms

to

slope as the keybo

ard.

writer. Let the back rest suppor
t
flat on the floor.

you. Keep

your feet

In addition to body posture and position of the hands,
other fundamentals of good typing technique must be mastered before you can turn your typing into fun.
With the typewriter repair men shouldering their share
of the burden in keeping the machines in top working
condition, an appeal is made to the hundred of typists to
help in the maintaining of the typewriters at TCF.

—
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New Measures to Increase
Social Security Benefits
INCREASED

SRCIAL

ADDITIONAL

SEEUHITY

EDVEHAGE

FDR

TAX

MEANS

TEFers

28
All TCFers,
up

who

retirement

credits under

ha\e

and

been

family

building
protection

the Social Security bene-

fits, are now affected both as to payments and benefits. Many more people
will be able to draw upon them after
the first of the year, and benefits will be
much higher.
There

are two parts to your social security: retirement benefits after 65, and

life insurance.
Either one

can

mean

quite a bit of

money, particularly under
To take the extreme—

law.

the new

You

will find the new

rules for the var-

ious age groups below.
If you are now 62 or over-. You need
to have earned $50 in wages in 6 different calendar quarters any time since
1936.

(Calendar

quarters

age.)
March

If you are now between 45 and 62:
Look at this table to see how many $50
quarters you need to qualify.
You need this

near retirement age today can pay taxes of $162 or even less,
and in return collect $5000, $10,000 or
even $15,000 (adding all monthly
fits over a number of years. )
wife

and

man

who

several young

many
with quarters
wages
65 reach
in
If you

1954

bene1955

dies leaving a
children

may

1956

give his family rights to some $20,000 to
$.30,000— payable monthly.

He may have

paid only $162 in taxes, and you don’t
pay income tax on social security
benefits.

How

Much

Your

retirement

Can

You

Retire On?

benefit at 65 will be

from $20 to $80 per month, depending
your average

wage

on

. . . plus .50 per cent

more

for your dependent wife (or husband ) when o\ er 65. See table for your
classification.

How
How

Long Must

You

Work?

65 depends
Eight

on how

old you

are now.

July-December
January-June

1967

July-December
January-June

30
32
31
33

1968

July-December
January-June

34

July-December
January-June

36
38
37

1969

6
January-June

of $50

7

July-December

8

January-June

9

July-December

10

January-June

35

1970

July-December
January-June

39

1971

July-December

40

on now under 45: You will
If you are
need a total of 10 years in covered work
since 1936, by the time you reach the age
of 65.
Once

you have this 10 years, you are

permanently insured and cannot lose
your coverage even if you stop working.
So, a woman
when

who

she is young,

works

for 10 years

and

then quits, is

1957

July-December
January-June

12
11
14
13

1958

July-December
January-June

still eligible for a benefit in her own right
when she reaches 65. (If she is also

15

1959

July-December
January-June

eligible for a wife’s benefit on her husband’s wages, she can draw the higher
of the two.)

1960

July-December
January-June

1961

July-December
January-June

20

1962

July-December
January-June

22
21
23

1963

July-December
January-June

24

1964

July-December
January-June

26

long you have to work to be able

to retire with social security benefits at

January-June
1966

quarter is a quarter of the cover-

.... Someone

.... A young

are January-

March, April-June, etc. If you make $50
the first week in January, that January-

29

1965

July-December

17
16
18
19

25
27

This 10 years of work does not need
to be all at one time. You can work a
week here, a month
will all count.

People Now

or so there, and it

Receiving A

Benefit

Anyone now receiving a monthly benefit will automatically have it increased
according to the law. There is no need
to ask for the increase. Here are some
examples

of the increases being made.

New

Present Benefit

$10.00
20.00

Benefit

$20.00
37.00
46.50

25.00
30.00,

which

charged before July 26, 1951.

68.50

Cash For Burial Expenses
Whenever

a worker

who

has life in-

surance rights dies, his family or whoever paid the burial expenses will receive
money to help pay the cost. The amount
will usually be somewhere between $60
and $200, depending on the wages
worker had earned before he died.

the

Widotv

Benefits For Family

— Your widow

draws a benefit

if she has children in her care under

18,

or if she is over 65, unless she remarries.

If they

should die within 3 years after their discharge, they are fully insured. If you
know of any veteran who did die within
3 years after his discharge, send his wife,
children or family to the social security
office. It isn’t necessary for him ever to
have worked.

Your
When

Monthly

(Wage

Also, there is special treatment for veterans of World War II who are dis-

64.00

46.00

benefits are based.

If it’s $60 and your wife’s benefit is
$30, make your own annuity only for
$60 a month. This will reduce your
premiums

54.00
59.20

35.00
40.00

on

credits for those called to military service now will probably be voted in a year
or two. )

Private Life Insurance
And Annuity
you

buy

insurance,

keep

estimate your

Likewise, if you want your wife and
children to have $170 a month in the
event of your death, take into account
what their benefits would be from the
government.
But remember

wife can’t get her retirement benefit until
she is 65 too; (2) if your wife is under
65 when

in

social

security benefit first.

If you have your own insurance now,
the higher government benefits will, in
effect, boost your coverage.
(Continued

husband’s earning would entitle him to.
Children — Any child under 18 draws
a benefit until he reaches 18. An only

Average
Monthly
Wage

Parent — A dependent parent 65 or
over draws a benefit of three-quarters of

is three-quarters of his deceased wife’s
benefit amount, unless he remarries.

Work

Cancels Benefits

husband who
$50 a month

earns taxable pay of over
has his benefit cancelled

for that month.

190
195
$185
200
205

MONTHLY BENEFITS
Married,
Married,
Single or
Under
Spouse65

With 1 Child

65 or Over

Under 1 8

63.50
$62.80
64.30

95.30
$94.20
96.40

127.00
$125.50
128.50

$148.00
1 50.00
150.00

130.00
131.50
133.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

65.00
65.80
66.50

210

But, as in the case of

97.50
98.70
99.80

134.50

68.00
68.80

100.90
102.00
103.20

136.00
137.50

150.00
150.00
150.00

139.00
140.50
142.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

67.30
220
225

retirement benefits, they can earn $50 or

230
235

69.50

104.30

less and still get their benefit — or earn

240

as much as they please in a
covered by social security tax.

70.30
71.00

105.40
106.50

245

71.80
72.50
73.30

107.70
108.80
109.90

143.50

74.00

111.00

74.80
75.50

1 12.20
113.30

148.00
149.50

76.30
77.00
77.80
78.50

117.80

79.30

118.90

job not

The Studio's Share Up Too

250
255

For every dollar you pay in tax, the
studio also pays a dollar as its contribution to your retirement and life insurance

260
265

policy. So whenever

270
275

Century-Fox’s
e.xtent.

you pay more, 20th

costs go up to the same

Veterans' Special Treatment
For every month in military service
between September 16, 1940 and July
24, 1947, a veteran will now automatical-

280
285
290
295

the average wage figure

145.00
146.50

150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00

150.00

150.00
150.00

1 14.40
115.50

150.00
150.00

150.00
150.00

116.70

150.00

150.00

150.00
150.00

1 50.00
150.00

ly be given credit for $160 in wages. This
will help him to qualify for benefits and
will go towards

Married
With 2 or More
Children Under 1 8

With Spouse

215

Any wife, child, parent or dependent

on Next Page)

Retirement Benefits

child gets three-quarters of his father’s
benefit amount. If there are several chil-

the worker’s benefit amount.
Dependent husband — A dependent
husband over 65 draws a benefit which

you die and has no child under

children’s benefits last only until they become 18.

Her benefit is three-quarters of what her

dren, each child gets one-half and all of
them divide another quarter between
them.

these points: (1) Your

18, she only gets money towards burial
expenses — no monthly benefits; and (3 )

mind your government social security.
For instance, if you want to retire at 65
on $150 a month,

substantially.

150.00
* Maximum

benefit.

80.00*

300*

120.00*

Nine

150.00*

Over 65ers Who Have
Turned Down
If a friend or member
has already been

Been

NOTE

of your family

ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING
YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY
PROBLEMS WILL BE
ANSWERED BY CONTACTING
THE PAYROLL TAX DEPT.
EXT. 578

told at the social se-

curity office that he can’t draw

a retire-

ment benefit because he didn’t work long
enough under the law, tell him to go
back there again. Under the new Jaw J\e
might be able to eollect a l^enefit starting
September 1. He'll get one if he worJied
at least a year and a half some time behveen 1937 and now, in some job or jobs
covered by the law. It doesn’t matter if
there are gaps between jobs.
If he turns out to be just short of the
needed

time, perhaps

he can get some

temporar\- job to fill it out. All he needs
is to earn S50 some time between January
1 and March 31, or between April 1 and
June 30, or July 1 and September 30, or
October 1 and December 31, to ha\ e that
quarter of the year help him qualify for
benefits.

give her a new card. Anyone who has
two cards with different numbers should
immediately bring them both to the office
and have one cancelled.

$3,600 To Be Taxed

as this year — ll2%of your pay. But inkead of stopping when $3,000 has been
taxed it will go on until $3,600. Therefore ifyou are paid more than $3,000 a
year your tax will be more, starting in

Social Security Cards
Your social security card is your ticket
to social security benefits. The government uses it to keep a record of your
wages, so that it knows whether or not
to pay a benefit to you or your family.
If you lose it, go immediately to your

1951. If you’re making $3,600 or over,
it will jump from $45 to $54 for the year.

More
Your
through

a woman

Increases Eventually

1/2% tax

marries, she

rate

1953. Then

1954 through

local social security office and ask for another.
Likewise, when

in 1951

Next year, your tax will be the same

will

continue

it goes up:

1959

2 %

1960
“
1964
1965
“
1969
1970 and after

2'A%
3 %
3/1%

should also go to the office and ask them
to change her name

on their records and

But your tax goes up in ’51. The 1/2%
rate will apply to $3,600, not $3,000.

Survivor’s Insurance Benefits
MONTHLY

Widow

(or

Widow

(or

Widow

(or

Dependent
Widower 65 )
and 3 or More
Children

Widow

BENEFITS

65 or
Two

Three

Children
Alone

Children

Dependent
Widower 65)
and 1 Child
Under 1 8

Dependent
Widower 65 )
and 2 Children
Under 18

$185.00
190.00
195.00

$ 94.20
95.30
96.40

$125.50
127.00
128.50

$148.00
1 50.00
150.00

47.70
$47.10
48.20

200.00
205.00
210.00

97.50
98.70
99.80

130.00
131.50
133.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

48.80
49.40
49.90

215.00
220.00
225.00

100.90
102.00
103.20

134.50
136.00
137.50

150.00
150.00
150.00

50.50
51.00
51.60

85.00
86.00

230.00
235.00
240.00

104.30
105.40
106.50

139.00
140.50
142.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

52.20
52.70
53.30

86.90
87.90

245.00
250.00
255.00

107.70
108.80
109.90

143.50

150.00
150.00
150.00

53.90
54.40
55.00

90.70
91.60

260.00
265.00
270.00

111.00
112.20
113.30

148.00
149.50

55.50

92.50
93.50

129.50

150.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

94.40

132.20

275.00
280.00
285.00

1 14.40
115.50
1 16.70

150.00
150.00
150.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

290.00
295.00

117.80
1 18.90

150.00
150.00

150.00
150.00

150.00*

150.00*

Average
Monthly
Wage

Under

18

Dependent
Widower
65
Or 1 Child
Alone

Alone

Four
Children
Alone

Parent
Aged
Alone

Two Aged
Alone
Parents

Lump
Death

Sum
Benefit

Payment

300.00*
* Maximum
Ten

120.00*
benefit.

145.00
146.50

56.10
56.70

97.50

195.00

49.90

98.70
99.80

197.30
199.50

50.50

100.90
102.00

51.00
51.60

103.20

201.80
204.00
206.30

142.90
$141.20
144.60

47.70
$47.10
48.20

81.30

113.80

82.20
83.20

115.10
116.40

146.30
148.00

48.80
49.40

149.70

84.10

1 17.70
119.00

88.80
89.70

57.80
58.40
58.90
59.50

98.20
99.10

60.00*

190.50
$188.30
192.80

1 1 1.20
$109.90
112.50

95.40
96.30
97.20

57.20

95.30
$ 96.40
94.20

79.40
$ 78.50
80.40

100.00*

1 20.40

150.00
150.00
150.00

121.70
123.00
124.30

150.00
150.00
150.00

125.60
126.90
128.20

150.00
150.00
150.00

130.90

133.50
134.80
136.10
137.40
138.70

140.00*

150.00
1 50.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00

52.20
52.70

104.30

208.50

105.40
106.50

210.80
213.00

107.70
108.80
109.90

215.30
217.50
219.80

1 1 1 .00

222.00
224.30
226.50

53.30
53.90
54.40
55.00
55.50
56.10
56.70
57.20
57.80
58.40
58.90
59.50

150.00*

1 12.20
113.30
114.40
115.50
116.70
1 17.80
1 18.90

120.00*
60.00*

228.80
231.00
233.30
235.50
237.80
240.00

Christmas Turkeys Prove
Incentive For Bowlers
By Loretta Potvell

The boys and girls were really out for
the high scores so they could get a
chance at the Christmas turkeys on December 15th, the last night of bowling
before Christmas. Larry Durrell of
Monte’s Wolves team, had a nice series
of 591 which with his handicap of 48 pins
netted him 639 to win a turkey. After
winning a Thanksgiving turkey Pierre
Ludlam of the Richard Widmark team,
left on location for a few weeks, so he
decided to try for another one when he
could be home to enjoy it. He got
row to give him 253 plus 30 pins
cap, winning the turkey and also
him high game for the season so

8-in-ahandigiving
far.

Not to be outdone, the girls came up
with some high scores too. Anita Uphoff,
Queen of the ]ack Fergusons Queens,
rolled a nice 485 series, plus 105 handicap for a total of 639. Barbara Atkinson
on the Dale’s Shamrocks team had a very
good game of 187, with 48 pin handicap
making a total of 235.

Don Huskies still lead the league by a
margin of five points over the Maxwell
Shane boys who are doing their best to
catch ui), and now have a one-point lead
over Monte’s Wolves. Sam Engel and
Dan Daileij’s Hoofers are tied for fourth
spot.

Middle of January Set
For Basketball Start
Plans are finally being worked out by
Clinton Sandeen, chairman of the Studio
Club’s basketball activities, to start the
Club’s intra-departmental league the
middle of January. For the past month
the teams have been scheduling practice games and scrimmaging
hearsal hall.

in the re-

Bahcoc\

The unbeatable six, Don's Huskies, are five points head of the nearest bowling team in the league.
Left to right, bottom row: George Emerzian, Bob Coppin, Don Curl. Top row, Tex Wiisford, Bob
Doyle, Ed DeCuir.

Following the successful pattern of the
past year in decentralizing the studio’s
basketball efforts into a fast, highly competitive intra-studio league, the play will
consist of six teams scheduling roundrobin games. Teams representing various
departments at the studio will play one
night a week

in the rehearsal hall. Last

year great enthusiasm was shown by
both players and spectators during these
scrappy games.
Also, the season will be similar with
both trophies and awards going to the
top players and teams. Those interested
in joining a team should contact the
Studio Club.
Eleven

Vision Testing Program Offers Help
New Non-Compulsory

Eye Testing Service Detects Individuars Need

For Visual Correction And Will Be Offered Free
Of Charge To All Employees

Subscribing to the widely accepted
Bausch & Lomb Industrial \dsion Ser\ice and in cooperation with the Purdue
University, the studio will soon offer eye
examinations to all employees.
Focal point of this new program will
be the Studio Club, but the heralded

This eye examination is in no way compulsory, and is entirely harmless to the
eyes. It offers the individual many advantages and will detect any fault in

portable Ortho-Rater eye testing machine
may be moved from department to department testing the various employees.

happiness and health, and to our safety
and efficiency on the job. This vision program has been appro\'ed and accepted

the person’s visual performance.
Visual skill is one of our most important and valuable assets. It is vital to our

as a forward step in conserving and improving the visual skills of employees by
department heads and union leaders
alike. It was developed with the interest, counsel and cooperation of the
American Medical Association, the
American Optometric Association, industrial vision experts and management itself.
The important part of this service is
the testing of visual performance with
the Ortho-Rater. The Ortho-Rater tests
are very interesting and simple to take.
They do not diagnose inadequate vision
and in no way replace an eye examination—they simply measure the different
types of seeing abilities that are used to
some extent on nearly every job.
The various jobs in the studio require
different— sometimes extremely different
—visual abilities. Many jobs require employees to distinguish the fine details of
small, close objects, such as film cutting.
Others require them to see distant objects
clearly. Some jobs require color discrimination and depth perception. Only by
testing people who

are already working

successfully at a given task can it be determined just what visual abilities are
required for that task. It is interesting
to note here that among several thousand employees in a steel mill, those who
did not meet the visual requirements of
their work experienced 26 per cent more
lost-time and home case accidents over
a two year period than employees
met the visual standards.

who

After visual requirements are established for the safe and comfortable performance of each job, each employee tested
will be informed of how his visual performance compares with the visual standards of his department and his joh. By
Babcoc!{

Grouped around examining the Ortho-Rater eye testing machine are Dave Vaughan, Prop Making
Head; Margaret Cook, Secretary; Jim Ruman, Transportation Head; Bob Randall, special representative from Bausch & Lomb.

T tvelve

pointing out to the employees whether
or not they might be benefited by professional eye care, the visual performance
testing program will help them conserve
and improve their vision.

SuUUh ^chetfule “Tafifiett ^amauf
With three new productions scheduled
to roll this month, January will see seven
pictures on studio stages and two shooting on locations. The newies are the
Secret of Convict Lake and Silver
Whistle and Friendly Island.
Currently in production at the studio
are The Guy Who Sank The Navy, David
and Bathsheba, Meet Me After The Show,
and Will You Love Me In December.
Kangaroo is still in front of the cameras
in Australia, while Frogmen will soon be
back from a location trek in the Caribbean to wind up on tbe sound stages.
Scheduled for the last of January, The
Secret of Convict Lake will be directed
by Mike Cordon and Frank Rosenberg
will handle the producer’s responsibilities. Ben Hecht’s tight suspenseful screenplay takes place in 1871 when 29 felons
escaped from the penitentiary in Carson
City, Nevada. Twenty-three were killed
or recaptured while six made good their
escape and moved toward the Owens
River Valley in California near Monte
Diablo Lake, now known as Convict
Lake.
The story continues as a snowstorm
cuts the men from the armed posse that
has been chasing them. Later the men
arrive at the Lake Diablo settlement,
and find that only one man is in the village—the rest are all women. The men
of the town, all miners, are away in the
hills and are not expected back for several days. What happens when the convicts take over the settlement makes the
rest of this exciting story.
The Clifton Webb starrer. Silver
Whistle, is also scheduled for a January
start, with Andre Hakin handling the
producer chores and Henry Koster directing.
Playing the part of a gentleman tramp,
Webb has been prematurely evicted from
his Florida winter retreat before the
warm weather in the North has set in. He
bemoans the fact that he must make arrangements. Coming up to the Church of
John Home for the Aged, he slips inside
the door and enters a bleak-barren garden. After a quick inspection he sees that
the food is substantial and finds the dormitory warm. This is the place for him
to sit out the rest of the winter.
By a convenient accident he finds himself a resident and it isn’t too long until
he has sold the inmates of the home on
the idea that he has in his possession the
“potion of Twingsti,” a magic potion
which will take years off a man’s age and
restore his \ irility. The story goes on to
show how Webb humorously brings sunshine into all the lives of these people.

Vrgin

Lovely

Susan

Hayward,

the Biblical drama,

Gregory

David

and

Peck

and

Bathsheba,

director

Henry

King

Darryl F. Zanuck's

Friendly
Island,
Fred also
Kohhnar’s
newest Technicolor
musical,
goes before
the camera in January. A galaxy of stars,
marks this as one of the year’s top
song and dance pics. The story begins when a small American force has
been ordered to occupy tbe liberated
South Pacific island of Midi after the
war. The force’s captain orders a non
fraternization rule with the local inhabitants—but knows it will be tough to enforce the regulations.
A young American girl, the daughter
of the island missionary, is the first woman to enter the captain’s life at Midi. A
girl reporter who has been assigned to
write about the occupationr~visits the
friendly island. She spots the officer and
tags him as her own while in a native
ceremony the island chief decides that

plan a scene
current

during

a recent

lull in

picture.

the captain should have the most beautiful girl on the island. Not wishing to offend the inhabitants and their chief, the
captain has to take the native beauty into
his house.
Situation after situation develops with
the three beautiful girls clamoring for
the affection of the Army captain, and it
soon takes a Congressional investigation
to clear up the matter.
Four

flickers are destined for a Feb-

DarrylDiary,
F. Zanuck’s
latestruary
will production.
be Doctors
with Joe
Mankiewicz scheduled for director’s
credits. Pre-production musicals will
start for Old Market Street, while Anne
Of The Indies will also roll in February,
both being produced by George Jessel.
Fourth picture to get the green light for
this month is Come What ^lay.
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STUDIO

CLUB
Reelers Beckon
Square Dancers
By Woody G. Wood
By the time Action is printed the Reelers will have a brand new set of officers for a six months term with a brand
new set of ideas all fired up to do great
things during the first half of ’51. They
will too, because they have a fine, enthusiastic bunch of workers who will
help put over their plans.
Most company club sponsored square
dance groups are either of short duration
or they lose their identity with their parent organization. The Reelers is approaching the status of a middle aged
club and it is still all Studio Club members and their families. That is a tribute
to the folks who have held it together
through three administrations and classes
before that.
The Reelers meet on the odd Wednes-

Mapping

the

1951

events

and

BIG PLANS

FORClub'51are

activities for the Studio

the

recently

elected

officers

of

the employees' organization. Left to right: George Stephenson, Treasurer, Legal Counsel; Walter
Jolley, President, Paint; Ruth Fox, Secretary, Research; Tom Krause, Vice-Pres., Transportation.

dance with us. You do not ev’en have to
be a good square dancer. (You will be a
better dancer if you dance to Wayne

Walter Jolley Elected To Head
Your Studio Club In ’51

The December meeting of the Studio
Club Board of Controllers resulted in
the election of new officers to serve the
employee organization. Walter Jolley,
popular long time head of the Paint
department, was chosen as the new leader for 1951.

recreational

features of the Club,

day ev'ery month, the first, third and fifth
when there is one. The qualifications to
be a Reeler are membership in the Studio
Club and ability to square dance. You do
not have to be an exhibition dancer to

Warga’s calling). If all the folks on the
lot who square dance will participate in
the Reelers dance it can be one of the
are

elected for a three-year term by a general \’ote of all the Club members.
Jolley, always active in Studio Club
work, served as Vice-President of the
club last year. Just recently celebrating
his 25th anniversary with 20th CenturyFox, the new prexy has been ehairman
and responsible for a great number of

Others selected by the board for the
remaining important offices on the governing board are: Tom Krause, Transportation, \fice-President; Ruth Fox, Research Library, Secretary; George Stephensen. Legal Counsel, Treasurer.
Each individual from the 26 members
of the board is allowed one \ote in

the Studio Club’s successful ev'ents during [xist years.
Although he will be formally installed,
along with the other new members and
officers of the board, at the official installation dinner at the Miramar Hotel,

selecting the candidates nominated by
the board. The board members, them.selves responsible for the acti\ities and

January 8th, Jolley has already discussed
plans for a more diversified and active
program than ever before attempted.

finest clubs of its type in the Association. There are no dues and the admission is only fifty cents per person.

DON'T

GIVE
MAKE

^ BLOOD

APPOINTMENT

AT STUDIO

CLUB

FOR FEB. 7th

Tabulating

head

MISS THE
and

FUN
of the

Reelers,

the Studio Club's square dancing group, Galvin
Wood calls attention to the nights set aside for
square dancing and fun. All you squares, mark
down the 17th and 31st of January and join in
on the fun. For further
tion, call the Studio

Fourteen

President

square dancing informaClub or Wood, 1245.

ACTIVITIES
Doll Dressing Contest Proves Big Attraction
Originally started as a small novelty
event, the Studio Club’s Doll Dressing
Contest captured the imagination of
scores of charitable TCFers who entered
153 gaily and beautifully dressed dolls.
Headed by chairman Florence Mack, the
contest was climaxed December 13th in
the Cafe de Paris Sun Room when the
winners were announced.
The colorfully dressed dolls have been
sent to various orphanages throughout
Southern California as Christmas presents for needy little girls.
Dolls of various sizes were furnished
by the Studio Club to the departments
for distribution to the workers. They
could dress the dolls and enter the contest according to the classifications of
most beautiful, most unusual and the
dress that most typifies a country. The
little plastic dolls, dressed in elaborate,
detailed and imaginative costumes started pouring into the club almost immediately. Later, they were put on display
in the cafe, and the judges scratched
their heads, attempting
ners.

to pick the win-

The owners of the winning dolls are,
for the most beautiful, Gwenn Burke,
first prize; Zoya Nedzvetzky, second
prize. For the most unusually dressed
doll, Elsie Onstott won first prize; Veronica Donovan, second prize. For the
costume which typified a country Piedad
Apprice, first prize; Anna Schipper, second prize.

JUDGES

FOR

DOLL

CONTEST

Honorary judges for the Studio Club's first annual Doll Dressing Contest, climaxed December 13th
by the awarding of prizes, are left to right: Bill Winter, Publicity department; Molly Mandaville,
Scenario Co-ordinator;

Jeanne

Crain, Actress; Charles Le Maire, Ladies' Wardrobe

Head.

Studio Club Makes
A Merry Christmas
Playing Santa Claus to every TCFer
whose Christmas might seem a little
blight this year, the Studio Club arranged for presents and checks for needy
employees and servicemen.
Nineteen gift baskets were sent to the
needy employees who for some unfortunate reason had suffered setbacks during the year. Large juicy turkeys, along
with other groceries and goodies were included in the baskets.
Also, ten dollar checks were sent to
all former TCFers who are now wearing Uncle Sam’s uniforms. It was decided
by chairman John Lavin that ten dollars
would be more appropriate, as most of
the young men were stationed in the
States and could purchase what they
wanted with the money.

DOLL

DRESSING

CONTEST

WINNERS

Winners of the Studio Club's Doll Dressing Contest are displaying their winning dolls. All the
1 53 dolls were on exhibit at the Cafe de Paris for over a week and then were distributed to various
orphanages as Christmas presents. The winners are, left to right: Elsie Onstott, Piedad Apprice,
Gwenn Burke, A. Schipper, Z. Nedzvetzky and B. Hopps (displaying V. Donovan's winning doll).
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On Stage
The spotlights focus on the
accomplishments

of these TCFers

NEW

PREXY

New president of the 20th Century-Fox Safety Committee is Jack
Head of the Maintenance department. He is being congratulated
prexy, Jimmie

COMBINES

TASKS

Helena Sorell, right, TCP's charming Talent Coach, here
instructing players Dick Allan and Charlotte Austin, was
recently tagged by the studio to handle the tast director's
chores. She will carry this in addition to her regular
coaching duties.

MORE

RESPONSIBILITIES

In a move to modernize a phase of set construction, Dave
Vaughan, former Mill Head, was put in charge of the
newly organized Prop Making Department. This new department, with headquarters in the Mill, has incorporated
the Set Erectors and the Prop and Miniature Shop. The
news brings additional responsibilities to Dave, but the
same cheerful smile.

Sixteen

Dinneen.

Conlin, sitting.
by the retiring

Halls of Montezuma
Studded

with

a

number

of spectacular

and

sweeping

battle sequences, “Halls of Montezuma” gives a brilliant
example of the United States Marines in action. The exploits
of the Marines in launching a large scale amphibious landing operation and the subsequent battle ashore is realistic
and factual, but not necessarily pretty. War isn’t a pretty
subject, and despite the fact that producer Robert Bassler
doesn’t
pull any punches, the picture is one that leaves little
to
be desired.
Directed by Lewis Milestone, the story unfolds the adventures of the Devil Dogs in landing on a Jap-held island
of the North China Seas in World War II. The camera
concentrates its action on a platoon headed by Richard
Widmark. Members of the unit, representing a typical crosssection of American life, are briefly introduced at the opening while waiting to move onto the beaches.
Outstanding battle spectacles are the opening assemblage
of the Marine-carrying M-boats landing on the beaches, the
mass battle attacks of the tanks and men ashore, and the
final all-out-attack. These large scale operations were filmed
last summer during the landing and battle maneuvers of
the Second Marines prior to their subsequent embarking
for fighting in Korea. Widmark, playing the part of the
school teacher who becomes a Marine Lieutenant, heads
inland with his platoon against strong Jap opposition.

1 . Once ashore. Bob Wagner, left, and Widmark crawl up a slight incline
and reconnoiter the terrain ahead. Jap rockets have pinned them down.
Seventeen

2. Ordered to take prisoners at any cost, in order to obtain information on
the rocket sites, Widmark and Jack Webb prepare to move out again.
Widmark

is suffering from

3. The patrol is
kill so they can
cracks under the
in an attack. He

headaches,

shock, but refuses medical

aid.

sent out with instructions to take prisoners and not to
be questioned about the rocket sites. Skip ffomeier
strain and goes berserk, attempting to kill a Jap taken
is accidentally killed in a scuffle with Jack Palance.

INCOME
HOW
SINGLE
No
Income After
Deductions
but Before
Exemptions
$

1 ,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
1 0,000
1 1 ,000
1 2,000
1 3,000
14,000
1 5,000
17,500
20,000
25,000
30,000

35,000
40,000
45,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000
1 50,000
200,000
* cents omitted

Eighteen

NEW

TAX

TAX
LAW

WILL

TABLE

AFFECT

$

69
243
428
628
843

1,039
1,282
1,546

1,079

1,824
2,124
2,436

1,891
2,200

2,771
3,123

YEAR

1,330
1,603

2,524
2,870

Tax

$

280
80
488
708

944
1,204
1,480
1,780
2,096
2,436
2,792
3,172

2

Dependent

Income After
Deductions
but Before
Exemptions

1951

1950
Tax

81 1

THIS

MARRIED
With

Dependents

66
232
409
603

YOU

PERSON

1949
Tax
$

THE

$

1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
1 1,000
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4. When the platoon captures the prisoners they start the dangerous trek
Snipers harass the unit on the return trip, resulting in several casualities.
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Monday,
5. Through skillful questioning of the prisoners the location of the site is revealed. Leading his
men, Widmark crashed through to the underground position. With additional information supplied
by the lieutenant, the planes spot-bomb the rocket site, enabling the Marines to move forward.
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Angel Brown, Bob Young, Tom Moore and Henry Borzage gather around the coffee "pot" at the
famous Western Avenue Coffee Shop. The Coffee Shop was started by Will Rogers.

An Old Story— But Good CoHee!

Willis S. Harris
Keifh B. Lyon

Fashioned

out of old flats and

By Bob Gunn

stuck

away in a corner of the Grip room on
old Stage 4 at Western Avenue, there
is a little self-serve coffee shop which
through the years has performed a great
job both for charity and for the comfort
and convenience of the many employees
of Western Avenue as well as the mother
studio. This little shop has a pedigree.
It is probably better known for charity
than for food.

• DIAMONDS
• WATCHES
• SILVERWARE
• CULTURED
• GIFTS

PEARLS

If you wish to have a distinctive piece
of jewelry, designed exclusively for you,
consult us.
Also your old mountings can be
melted down and fashioned into modern
jewelry at very little expense, using your
own stones.
Estimate and designs gladly submitted.
If your

old watch

has sentimental

value, but looks old-fashioned, let us
transform it into an up-to-date watch
bracelet.
(Courtesy to Studio Club Members)
9547

WILSHIRE

BOULEVARD

(Near Brown Derby)
CRestview

Twenty

1-5094

A long, long time ago there was a
small studio coffee shop on the main lot
of Western Avenue, or what is now
known as the West Lot, which dispensed
charity along with food and coffee. At
that time Will Rogers was a member of
the Fox organization. He used to eat at
the coffee shop. Bill
volving fund at the
anyone who asked for
have the wherewithal

This little coffee shop is self-served.
Everyone helps himself, figures his own
bill and pays the little collection box as
he goes out. There is no cashier and no
overhead. The Police, the Grips, the
Janitors, Captain King, Bob Young, Lt.
McLean and Lt. Sobel— and practically
the whole Lot— participate in helping
run the shop. And it is a fine place to
get a hot cup of coffee and a doughnut
on a time
6:00
job. A.M. call or a midnight overAll income

from

the shop

goes to

charity, which includes the Covina Orphans Home, Lark Ellen Home and
many other deserving places. Christmas
is also remembered for these youngsters
and others by proceeds

from the coffee

established a resmall cafe where
food and did not
to pay the check

shop. At the present time this little institution has on deposit in the bank five
thousand dollars for the Covina Home,
five thousand dollars as a welfare fund,

was given a meal. He kept this fund replenished always. It was during this
time that Tom Mix brought into being

which might very well be earmarked for
youth educational purposes, and three
thousand dollars as an emergency fund,
which is held in readiness for employee

an organization known as the Westerners. This organization was composed

emergency.

In addition, the little shop

solely of members of the Tom Mix Company and died with the passing of Tom
Mix. In 1934 Tom Moore and Mike

has made past donations to charity totaling four to five thousand dollars. All of
this money that has been accumulated

Leshing

through the proceeds of this little selfserve coffee shop which has been handed
down from a long line of predecessors
to the present time.
That, fellow workers, is the short story
of the little coffee shop in the Grip room
of Stage 4 at Western Avenue. Drop in
some day and have a cup of coffee.

got together and were instrumental in setting up a charitable organization which carried on under the name

of the Westerners. The little coffee shop
was the nucleus around which the group
was formed. Through the years many
famous people have patronized the small
landmark.

By
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PROBLEMS
Ed Janis

Ever since the new half-hour lunch period has been inaugurated, various problems have
been apparent. Cartoonist Ed Janis presents just a few of them.
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Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.
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This attractive, inexpensive, all purpose "Jiffy Jersey" dress
can be made in one afternoon by the inexperienced seamstress.
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The "Jiffy Jersey" dress, made from McCall's pattern 8246, is
especially made for wool jersey, an important fabric in this season's
fashion picture.

An “important” date tonight, and all
yonr dresses are in the cleaners! What’ll
you wear? Or the woman of the house,
trying to stretch the budget for the

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

ON

QUALITY

family’s Christmas presents, neglected to
allow for a party dress. Now, with a

BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

drop-of-the-olive cocktail party suddenly
tabbed for tonight, what’ll she do?
Whatever the situation for needing an
attractive party dress, McCall’s has come
forth with the answer. It is the attractive, yet inexpensive creation seen on

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

the opposite page. However, “Jiffy Jersey,” as it is known, can be expertly
sewed by the inexperienced seamstress
in less than three hours. Known as Mc-

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

Call’s pattern 8246, “Jiffy Jersey” dress,
so aptly named and so easily constructed
in an afternoon, can be worn for a variety
of engagements.

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

The pattern comes in one size and will
fit anyone from size 12 to 16 with alteration, except for desired hem length.
There are only a few pattern pieces to

ASK

FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

be cut out for the “Jiffy ” dress, and a
minimum of seams as this McCall pattern uses the complete “tube” of the wool
jersey for the body of the dress.
The home sewer is given a choice of
three sleeve lengths to use when making
the dress. One version has long, snugfitting sleeves, while another has three
quarter

length

push-up

sleeves.

A Solid Block Devoted
SUPER

The

•
•
•
•

third version of the “Jiflfy” dress has
brief cap sleeves, formed by the dropped
shoulderline of the yoke. When making
the dress with long or three quarter
length sleeves, McCall’s has estimated
that a competent sewer can finish either
style in about three hours. If the cap-

two hours. Pattern 8246 may be obtaiqed
from your local McCall dealer, or directly from the McCall Corporation, McCall
Street, Dayton, Ohio.

Extended

UTTER
200
Finished dress without belt hangs straight and
full from yoke. The tuck along fold gives fly
front effect in this easy-to-make dress.

To
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On behalf of the emplovees of 20th Centurv-Fox, Action extends its thanks to the below
listed indix iduals for their generosity in donating the excellent prizes for the Golf Tournament.
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By Florence Mack

This past month has been a very busy
one for all of us. Everybody’s been dashing around like mad doing a number of
things they don’t do all year, and now
that it’s over they heave a big sigh of relief and murmur; “Thank God it only
happens once a year.” But are we really
glad it’s over? Isn’t it just another way
we have of avoiding the truth? If we
analyzed our feelings I’m sure we’d corne
to that conclusion. Upon reflection we’d
find it was fun. Really. It’s always fun
doing something to make others happy.
It gives us an inner lift we get in no
other way. A kind deed or a kind word
always helps the donor as much as it does
the receiver. So let’s all of us keep the
Christmas spirit in our hearts the whole
year and try to oust greed, envy, hate
and all other unpleasant emotions.
Seeing a famous motion picture star
striding across the lot, impeccably groomed and full of confidence, brought back
memories of a scene which transpired
in an office in the Western Dept, of
Universal Studios many years ago. Isadore Bernstein was head of the department. On my first day as his secretary a
tall, extremely slender young man, attired in blue jeans, flannel shirt and cowboy boots, entered and asked rather shyly if he was in. Despite his general unpretentiousness something about the
young man impressed me and I assumed
my most cordial manner when I asked,
“Your name, please, sir?” He stated his
name. Upon reflection I can almost hear
Bernie emit a little groan when he heard
that name spoken through the open door
to his private office, for, as I learned
later, the young man had been in before
seeking to play the lead in two-reel
Westerns, and Bernie, through no fault
of his own, always had to put him off.
He had now run out of excuses. Hoot
Gibson, Ken Maynard and William Desmond were established stars in Universal’s five-reel Westerns, but the two-reelers had no set players. The telephone
rang so I missed hearing what Bernie
said, but the young man’s voice was loud
and pleading: “Will you please tell me
just why you won’t give me a job. I was
practically born in the saddle, etc. etc.”
Bernie grasped at a straw. “Well,” he
hedged, “you’re too thin . . .” “All right,”
{Continued on Next Page)
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said the young man quickly, doing likewise, “how much weight do yon want
me to gain?” “At least fifteen pounds,”
drawled Bernstein. “Fine!” said the perse\ering young man, “How much time
will yon give me to gain it?” Bernie knew
fifteen pounds couldn’t be put on in a
day or two, so he said off-handedly, “Oh
. . . ten days.” “Okay,” said the young
man gleefully, “I'll be seeing you.” Mr.
Bernstein promptly forgot the incident,
but
the back
youngwith
manthedidn’t.
ten days
he was
addedInpoundage,
and this time he closed the door when

Now

Associated

he went inside so I couldn’t hear what
was said. “In a few minutes he came back
out looking ^•ery glum. The young man,
whose romantic roles have since stirred

With

Herbert E. Woodward, Inc.

the hearts of millions of women throughout the world, stirred mine that day. I
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Beverly Hills
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that

that weight in so short a time?” “I went
to Catalina and drank goat’s milk,” he
replied tersely, without smiling. “I don’t
think
you He
should
be in
reelers,”
continued.
stopped
andtwo
almost
glaredI

PLYMOUTH
Used

something

might assuage his hurt feelings. “You
look wonderful,” I said brightly. “Would
you mind telling me how you gained all
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Guaranteed

resist saying

at me. “You don’t?” “No, I don’t. I think
you should try to get in five-reelers, but
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ours have established stars. Why don’t
you try some of the other studios. There
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*Ask

I hadn’t tried to be pleasant that long
ago day, but kindness is the only universal language, and it costs nothing.

Now to get back to the present.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Munson
(Elect. Main.) became the parrents of their first child, a boy
weighing 7 lbs. 14 ozs. at 3:05
a.m. on November 28th. The
young man
Christopher.

Suzanne

(Briz or Bob)
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Club
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Ravise

has a

very

unusual

Daves

(Director) is also making

great progress in this field.
John Chilherg looked as handsome as a
Boman gladiator in his Naxy uniform as
he left the Research Dept, after his fare-

Quality You Can Depend On, And X

Anita

hobby— for a woman. She’s studying lapidary and would be interested in acquiring a secondhand machine. If anyone
knows of anybody who has equipment
of this kind for sale please contact her.
Paul Holly (Sound Engr. ) is a real artist
at this work. His stones are beautiful.

for our wholesale Food lists

10%

named

John Franklin Burton, Jr., the first
child of the personable head of our
Drapery Dept, and Mrs. Burton made
his appearance on December 1st. He
weighed 6 lbs. 12)2 oz., but his proud
father says that what he lacks in brawn
he sure makes up for in lung power.
Mildred Le Vaux (New York Office)
has ample cause to beam these days. Her
son Hoicard placed Second in the Hearst
History Contest for the Los Angeles
area. He is now awaiting news regarding
his status in the National Contest, in
which 59 others competed.
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came on the lot recently, so there’s really
no point to this story. Samuel Goldwyn
would probably have discoxered him if

(Engrg.) frankly admits she
would not be averse to living in
Hawaii, and if the myriad floral
corsages and garlands which are
flown to her by the young man
she knows over there are any criterion of what life would be like
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are lots of them and they’ll be lucky to
get you. I know you’re going to go
places.” He smiled. “Thanks,” he said
warmly, “Maybe I’ll take your advice.”
Not long after that I was delighted to
read that Samuel Goldwyn had given

amid cries
of “Ax'einAtque
Vale!”
He iswellatpartypresent
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Action Editorials

unless the free people of the

earth band together to stop them. Because we are the major power among
the free nations, we must take the lead
and bear the brunt of this fight.
For the past two years, we have read
and heard much about the “cold” war.
To most of us this new type of warfare
has had

little meaning.

If we

will ex-

the facts
concerning
the nothing
“cold”
war, we aminesee
that there
has been
“cold” about it. Territorial gains have
been difference
made, just between
as in a “hot”
war. types
The
only
the two
of wars is that people do not lose their
lives in battle. Whether being shot in
battle is any different from being liquidated through political action, leaves little
ground for debate.
Of course, most of this is common
knowledge, available to anyone who has
followed the news during the past few
years, but this background means a lot
when it comes to making your decision.
“What can I do?” you may ask. Not
everyone of us can join the armed forces
and shoulder a gun, man a plane or ship,
but each of us who live in the United
States ways.
can fight this “cold-hot”
many

war

in

We can fortify our minds for this
ordeal. We can, for a minute, turn our
minds to what has happened to the
other countries of the world who hesitated in the face of the Red Horde. Now
they are slaves. The United States might
defeat the Russians by force of arms,
but we will never defeat Communism by
force of arms alone. We must believe
in the principles of democracy

ourselves.

If we lose the battle for people’s minds,
we will have gained nothing except
chaos and a
world wide spiritual
vacuum.

The Time k Now
The new year is here. Supposedly,
now is the time when you put into action all those half-hearted resolutions you
promised yourself.
But here is something you can’t be halfway about. Now is the time to face facts,
and make a definite decision. It’s already
been delayed too long.
A decision you and millions more just
like you
must make.
There
isn’t a now
moment to lose.
We have
to decide
whether we will let the Communistic
hordes overrun the world and eventually ourselves. Don’t be fooled. We’re
on Moscow’s timetable too.
Before World War II, Communism was
confined largely within the borders of
the Soviet Union. Through the fortunes
of war, and to some extent through the
eagerness of the Western Allies to cooperate with the Soviet Union and promote good relations, Bussia has changed
all of this. In a few short years (since
1945 ) Bussia has been able — without fir-

We
down

ing a shot — to absorb more than a dozen
countries and hundreds of millions of
helpless people, and force upon these
people a way of life wherein only the
conformists survive — a life of slavery and
subservience.
Before World

War

II, the Soviet Union

possessed one-seventh of the world’s land
area and reigned communistically supreme over one-twelfth of the world’s
people. Today, the Russian bear had its
claws sunk into one-third of the world’s
people. This means that Russia now
dominates more than one and one-half
times the land area she possessed before
the war, and rules more than four times
the number of people she had before the
war. Almost one billion people are now
contained within the Soviet orbit.
This

is not

enough

Union — her political
the rest of the world,
plans all made for
They will not stop

for the Soviet

leaders want to rule
and they have their
accomplishing this.
this planned world

can tighten our belts and knuckle
to the job of making freedom our

personal business. We can’t do this by
hoarding and driving up prices, nor by
selfish acts to further individual or group
ends.
Although

state and local bomb

defense

groups are still in the important formative period, the call for block wardens,
volunteer fire fighters and other important disaster-defense groups will soon
be going out. Don’t let them down. This
is your fight, just as sure as it is for the
lad sitting in the tank rumbling up to
the front lines. You can donate blood
to the Red Cross mobile blood bank
that will visit the Studio February 7th.
That precious blood

is needed

now

to

keep some fallen soldier alive on a distant battlefield.
These are just a few important channels in which you can guide your efforts.
There are many more. But the most
important thing is for you to realize that
now is the time for you to make that
decision. Decide that you are needed
in this war to keep our world free.
Make that decision now!
T wenty-seven
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Now More Than Ever
More than ever the vital life-giving blood is needed.
Blood such as this being administered to the fallen
GI somewhere on the battlefields of Korea.

like you who
full.

But what would have happened if there wasn’t any
blood in the small jar to help this brave soldier?

Forces, the blood donated

Might

he be represented

sticking up from
February

by another

wooden

cross

Blood

Bank

a frozen cemetery?

7th the Red

will visit 20th Century-Fox,

Cross

Mobile

and evervone

can keep those precious bottles of blood

In addition to filling the requirements

can should be on hand at the studio’s rehearsal hall
to generously give a pint of blood. For it is people

7th will be used

to replenish the Studio Club’s Blood Bank, used by
needy and sick TCFers. And blood must also be stored
in anticipation of a bomb

who possibly

February

for the Armed

disaster in Los Angeles.

It’s important not to wait. Call the Studio Club now
and make your appointment to keep this life line of
human

blood flowing to the battlefields.

Donate Your Blood February 7th

1: can

not

tell a lie

TO

SAMTA

rtOr^ICA

Photo

PIC OF THE

MONTH

Now in the state of complete remodeling, the old wooden Stage "B", located between
the Staff Shop and the Paint department on the North Let, will be reconstructed into a
modern, new sound stage for the studio. The stage, one of the first constructed at the
studio in 1931, has lately been used for housing equipment. According to Jack Ferguson,
Structural Engineer and in charge of the face lifting job, the "new look" will be ready
around the middle of May. However, even the newest addition to Twentieth's sound
stage roster must submit to tradition. It will still be refered to as "old Stage B".

b\ Gunn
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three years, coming back after
the war to take up ivhere he left
off. Greener fields kept jumping
in front of Dons eyes, and finally
lured him away for a short period to go into business for himself.

Editorial

.

THE

28

The fields dried up— but quick—
and Don soon came scrambling
back to the studio.
'

COVER

The story of George Washington's affair with hes father's favorite cherry tree is
one which every schoolchild
knows by rote. "Father, I
can't tell a lie — I chopped
down the tree with my little

Honorary Members

West

ficers’
quarters), task
and could
appreciate
the daily
comfronting
the TCF water wagon boys. Before the service beckoned, Don
worked in Film Receiving for

Budget, Basic Wardrobe

Ed; Deweese, Al; Dunlap, Pauline; Gilroy, Frank; Goldie,
Charles; Goldfarb, Henry; Jol-

I

his share of KP’s, including trips
around camps lugging water bottles and ice (mostly for the of-

of Controllers

Walter Jolley . . President
Tom Krause. . .Vice-Pres.
Ruth Fox
Secretary
George Stephenson . T reas.
•

!

To explain, Don is an old Army
man who chalked up more than

member-

hatchet," is one that parents
and teachers alike drill into
those little, but sometimes
devilish craniums. For this
month's cover Ed Nugent, Jr.,
six year old son of TCF Film
Loader, enacted the scene
with all the drama and
enthusiasm that good old
George did in his youth. The
event is expertly recorded by
photographer Pashkovsky.

Doing free lance radio and
television writing while away
from the studio paid off for Don,
because he landed a job in the
Story department,
even co-a
authored an articleand
in Action
few months ago with Julian Johnson, Story Editor.
After being a TCFer again for
18
months,
Don the
doesn’t
planand
to
leave.
He loves
studio
claims the nearest description of
the lot is comparing it to a college campus. It has everything
right here. Don happens to be
an authority on colleges. He
spent a whole year at the University ofVirginia till he found
it tvasn’t co-educational. Disappointed, he transferred to the
University of Oregon for three
glorious years. Oregon is a coeducational college!
Three

Bill Schroeder, center. Managing Director of the Helms Athletic Foundation, gives the Helms
special award plaque to Past President of the Studio Club Bill Winter. Walter Jolley, newly
elected prexy of the Club looks on. The event took place January 8th.

Helms Foundation Honors
Studio Club With Award
Naming

the 20th Century-Fox

Studio

Club as ha\ing presented the most outstanding indirstrial recreation and sports
program in the Southern California area
during the past year, Mr. Bill Schroeder,
Managing Director of the Helms Athletic

of Controllers and introducing the Club’s
officers for the coming year.
One of the nation’s and community’s
most outstanding organizations dedicated
to the fostering and honoring of recreational and athletic achievements through-

Foundation, awarded the Club a pretentious bronze placpie. Occasion for this

out the world, the Helms
dation made this award

Athletic Founafter studying

presentation was the Studio Club’s annual inaugural dinner, held January 8th,

and observing scores of factories and industrial plants throughout the Southern

at the plush Miramar
ica.

California area. Last year Lockheed
craft Corporation received the

Hotel, Santa .Mon-

-Accepting the award on behalf of the
Club was Bill Winter, Publici.st and Past
President of the Studio Club. Other business, besides honoring the organization’s
stewards for their contribution to the successful operation of the club, was the installation ofnew members to the Board
Four

plaque

of this type to be awarded

Airfirst
to

singled out from all the other large industrial plants for the progress it had
made in industrial recreation.
The

Helms

Foundation

quarters at 8760

Venice

has its headBoulevard.

In

addition to fostering awards for industrial recreation achievements, the worthy
organization honors various national
athletic figures and teams throughout
the year. Also, the Foundation has the
most complete record of athletic history,
and the headquarters itself lodges hundreds of valuable and historical trophies

any organization in this part of the nation. President Winter expressed his
thanks on behalf of all the individuals

won by national sports figures.
In addition to witnessing the special

who

hand to hear studio officials give speech-

had helped to make

this award pos-

sible, and stated to Schroeder
ciation for having

20th

his appre-

Century-Fox

Helms

award,

the 103 guests were

on

es of praise to the Studio Club board
members and stewards for their work

during the past year. Studio Manager
and Treasurer, Fred Metzler, led the
parade of speakers. Others included: Vic
Christensen, Assistant Studio Manager;
Jason Joy, Director of Public Relations;
Jack Codd, Controller; Fred Meyer, Director of Industrial Relations; Ben Wurtzel. Construction Department Head;
George Wasson, Legal Counsel, while
genial Doc Bishop was on hand to
introduce Bill Schroeder.
Other formalities of the evening included turning the presidency of the organization by past prexy Bill Winter
over to the new head of the Studio Club,
Walter Jolley. Also installed at this time
were the new members of the Board of

AWAIT

Twentieth Century- rnx

Studio

Club

Controllers. They are: Bob Jolley, Jo
Cannon, Frank Gilroy, William B. Murphy, Pauline Dunlap, Dick Smith, Red
Davies, Joliene Overacker, A1 De Weese.
New officers for the year are: Tom
Krause, Vice-President; Ruth Fox, Secretary; George Stephenson, Treasurer.
Outgoing board members were honored with significant, Mr. Two-O ash
trays in appreciation for their three years
service. According to the by-laws of the
organization, no board member may be
elected for any consecutive three-year
term. This enables a rotation of employees to be elected to the Board of Controllers, thus insuring the Studio Club
of new blood and new ideas to develop
the best employee activity program possible.

Retiring Board of Controller members display their Mr. Two-0 ash
trays, given to them in appreciation for their three years of faithful

NorrrwoRTHV
Sports

Contribuiiohs
awd

to

recreation

I'ohniiation Awakh
Helms Athletic
.lAAIIIAUY tt .

This is the Helms Athletic Foundation

award.

service on the Studio Club Board. Left to right, Ike Danning, Kathleen
Ridgeway, Jack Conlin, Ben Nye, Ed Arnold.
Photos by Gunn
Five

Studio Club Plaus
Sparkling Program
Preparations are now progressing for one of the most
ambitious and activity-crammed programs ever attempted
by the Studio Club.

Spring Picnic

February
1st signaled
the beginning
Club’s
annual
membership
drive,
and underof the
the Studio
guidance
of
Walter Jolley, newly elected Studio Club President, it is
estimated that the studio membership will reach 100 percent in 1951. The 1950 membership claimed 96.7 percent
of all the studio workers. With the additional new and
unusual activities being offered throughout the year it is
expected that the Club will realize the goal.
Studio Club application cards are now in the mail and
should be signed and returned not later than the 13th of
February. Also, those members who wish their three dollar
fee to be transferred from a payroll deduction basis to a
cash payment should contact the Studio Club regarding this
matter.
A run down of the year’s major attractions and features
are blueprinted below. There’s plenty offered for everyone,
so let’s make this the 100 percent year.

BLOOD

BANK

This year the Red Cross Mobile Blood Bank will visit
the Studio twice. TCFers will be given a chance to keep
the life line of blood flowing to the battlefields, without
having to leave the lot for the donation. In addition to
supplying
forces’blood
needs,bank
youraccount
blood will
be used
to establishthean armed
individual
for you
and
enable the Red Cross to build up a reserve supply in case
of a bomb disaster.

GAME
Golf Tournament

TOURNAMENTS

Following the successful pattern of the previous gin
rummy tournament, the Studio Club this year will add other
skill games to fill the evening with a rapid moving program of games. Checkers, bridge, chess, canasta, bingo will
be just a few of the new features of the popular game tournament.

ANNUAL

PICNIC

Scheduled for after the end of the school year, Sunday,
June 24th, this picnic will be held at the convenient Valley
Park Country Club. One of the most popular family affairs
of the year, 4500 TCFers

GOLF

celebrated last year’s event.

TOURNAMENT

Claiming every player as a winner, this tournament has
been growing in popularity since its beginning 17 years ago.
Sunday, August 19th will find half a thousand TCFers at
the Baldwin Hills Golf Course enjoying the time of their
lives.

DOLL

DRESSING

CONTEST

Surprise event of the past year was the Club’s Doll
Dressing Contest. Over 180 foot-long dolls were beautifully
dressed by TCFers and displayed at the Cafe de Paris.
Cash prizes were awarded and later the dolls were donated

Athletics
.Six

to various Southern California orphanages. If you don’t
think it wasn’t fun, just try it this year. Will be held in
November.

Dinner Dances

CHILDREN'S

CHRISTMAS

Christmas Party

PARTY

Anticipated with glee by thousands of employees’ offlong, the Studio Club’s annual Children s
spring all year
Party will be staged at the Chinese Theater,
Christmas
December 23rd. A visit by Santa Claus, movie cartoons,
singing, candy and presents for everyone marks this as
one of the top children attractions of the year.

ATHLETICS
Sports such as bowling, softball, tennis, basketball draw
over 500 sports minded TCFers into the Club’s folds. Other
sports events which are planned for the coming year includes golf instruction and swimming instruction classes,
ping-pong, horseshoes and several more worthwhile minor
sports.

FISHING
And when spring comes, they’ll sure be biting! Plans are
now being formed to have a Studio Club fishing trip
scheduled for every Sunday from May to September. Also,
weekend trips to Ensenada, Mexico, are on tap, as are the
customary fishing prizes.

EDUCATIONAL

Educational Classes

ACTIVITIES

Crowing in popularity since their TCF inception over
three years ago, these educational classes for the coming
year will be planned to help the employee both in his work
and in his after hours recreation. Any class in which 15 or
more people are interested will be offered at the studio
with college instructors in charge.

VISUAL

HEALTH

PROGRAM

Realizing the advantages that good eyesight can accomplish in work and play, the Studio Club will inaugurate
a vision health program in which it will arrange tests, free
of charge, to determine any faults in the individual’s eyesight. Not compulsory, this program should prove of great
value to any individual, regardless of what type of work
he is envolved in.

OLD

TIMERS

CLUB

Scheduled to be one of the most unusual, yet most
popular outgrowths of the Studio Club, the Old Timers
Club, open to all TCFers employed at the studio for a
stipulated number of years, will soon be started.

Little Theater
Seven
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Boasting the most profitable year in
the history of the employees’ Credit
Union, the board members of the organization recently voted to carve up approximately $8,000.00 profits in the form
of a three percent dividend. The annual
membership meeting, held in the Cafe
de Paris January 15th, put the wheels in
motion for the checks to be mailed to the
shareholders.
Each of the 1628 member-shareholders
will divide the money according to the
average total savings which they have
in the non-profit employees organization.
This surplus, above the actual operating
expense, is realized from the interest on
loans to employees.
All loans and savings are deducted
from the individuals’ paychecks by the
easy and convenient payroll deduction
system.
During the past year, 2354 loans were
granted to TCFers, totaling $669,963.87.
Of this, 153 were for automobile loans.
This compares with only 30 auto loans
the previous year. The rate of interest
on new auto loans is % of one percent
per month on the unpaid monthly balance.
According to Homer Traw, industrious
Secretary-Treasurer of the Credit Union,
the savings and loan organization has
loaned $6,706,757.04 since its inception
in 1933.
Ei^ht

Credit Union
Shares Profits
The Credit Union was first started during this year for two purposes. To help
employees save through payroll deductions, and to aid those in need of extra
funds for sudden emergencies, household
expenses, buying furniture, etc., by means
of loans.

main on deposit as long as the account
is open. All other deposits, or deductions,
are credited to “B” shares, which may be
withdrawn at any time. The amount of

known as the “A” share, which must re-

dividends paid depends upon the earnings from loans granted during the year.
These loans are granted for any amount
up to and including $2,000.00. After the
borrower has signed the necessary papers, the loan is submitted to the organization’s credit committee for approval.
A loan of up to $100.00 plus whatever is
on deposit, may be granted to a permanent employee without a co-signer.

Officials

of fhe

annual

Wasson,

Supervisory

Anyone who has been employed at
the studio for three months may become
a member of the Credit Union and have
a stipulated amount deducted each week
from his pay check. The first $10.00 deposited is for the membership share,

Credit

Union

gather

Committeeman;

before
Loretta

the

Powell,

meeting

Bookkeeper;

telle Trager, Secretary; Ted Frazer, Supervisory Committeeman;
Jack Codd, Chairman of Supervisory Committee.

begins.
Al

Homer

De

Left

to

Weese,

Traw,

right, George
President;

Es-

Secretary-Treasurer;

Six Pictures On Stages
In February
FROGMEN,

MEET

THE
ANNE
With

three more

SECRET
OF THE

ME

AFTER

THE

OF CONVICT

SHOW,

FRIENDLY

LAKE, SILVER

ISLAND,

WHISTLE,

INDIES all before cameras during this month

pictures scheduled

for the green light, six flickers will be in
various phases of studio production

in

February. In addition, two films. Kangaroo and The House On The Square, will
be shooting in Australia
during the Valentine

and

England

month.

In front of the cameras during February are: Frogmen, Meet Me After The
Show, Friendly Island, The Secret Of
Convict Lake, Silver Whistle and Anne
Of The Indies.
The Clifton

Webb

starrer. Silver

Whistle, is scheduled for a mid-February
start, with Andre Hakim handling the
producer chores and Henry Koster directing. Playing the part of a humorous,
gentleman tramp, Webb is prematurely
evicted from his Florida winter retreat,
and has to take refuge in a home
the aged. Webb

scores when

for

he brings

sunshine and happiness into the lives of
the inmates.

Friendly Island, Fred Kohlmar’s newest Technicolor musical, is also slated for
a middle

of the month

production

after

a month-long session filming the musical
numbers. A galaxy of stars marks this as
one of the year’s top song and dance pics.
Another February flicker to go in front
of the camera is Anne Of The Indies,
with Jacques Tourneur

megging

George

Jessel’s assignment. It is a thrilling early
17th Century story about pirates and ihe
history

making

seafarer,

Blackbeard.

Focal of the story is Anne, queen
pirates, who

of the

finally falls in love with her

co-captain, only to find out later that he
is a traitor to the pirate fleet.
Frogmen, after an extended location
junket in the Caribbean, returned to the
studio to wind up its story on the Westwood stages. Lloyd Bacon is directing
Sam Engel’s revealing story about Uncle
Sam’s underwater swimmer-fighters.
Started the 29th of January, The Secret
Of Convict Lake is now on the studio

Gary Merrill and Richard Widmark, two stars in TCP's action-packed
conversation during the recent Caribbean location junket. The picture
Westwood stages.

stages. Frank Rosenberg’s thriller, with
Mike Gordon directing, deals with the
story of six felons who
Carson

escaped from the

City penitentiary

took refuge in the Lake
ment of all women.

in 1871
Diablo

Presently on the schedule

and

settle-

for March

starting dates are three pictures. Darryl
F. Zanuck’s latest will be Doctors

Diary,

with Joe Mankiewicz
Elopement,

Frogmen, hold a tense
is now shooting on the

scheduled

to direct.

with Joe Newman

directing

Fred Kohlmar’s pic is also on the board,
as is The Desert Fox, the behind scenes
story of the famous German general,
Rommel. Nunnally Johnson will produce
his own

screenplay while Henry

chores.way has been

tabbed

Hatha-

for director’s
Nine

Studio Gunga Dins
By

Travelinq over 6000 miles a year supplying the studio
with drinking water and ice, the water wagon hoys manage
to find something new almost everyday “to talk about”.

Don Tait

It was three o’clock Thursday afternoon—15 whole minutes before the coffee
shop opened. The secretary alternately
gazed wistfully out the window and tried
to focus her opaque red eyes on the
report in the Underwood. She was very
uncomfortable. Why had she taken the
75^ spaghetti luncheon when for two bits
more. . . . But why think about it, it was
over and down with now. It definitely
had been too salty. Why else would she
feel this way? Could it have been the 18
martinis she’d had for an appetizer last
night? Highly improbable, it was only
two over the quota. But there was no
getting around
hydrated.

it, she was

unduly

de-

Still fourteen minutes to go. She’d
never make it. Something had to be
done. Her desperate eyes panned the
circumference of the office: filing cabinet,
coat rack, water stand, waste basket . . .
WATER
STAND? How long had that
been there? Water. That might just be

ried over to the new

lot at Fox

hills.

“There are approximately

350 stops on

Today this water service has become an
integral part of studio operations, requiring the full services of six men and a
two-ton truck especially equipped to
carry 60 water bottles and a ton of ice.

our route now,” Marvin Schwab says.
“Of course these don’t all have to be
serviced every day, but nevertheless we
replace about a hundred bottles a day,
and that adds up to plenty of bottles by

In a way the job of one of the hardworking crews composed of Harold
Thomas, Marvin Schwab and Harold

the end of the year.” At this point Marvin
lowered his eyes, studied his fingernails,
and mumbled something about not

Taylor, might

breaking over twelve bottles a year between them. Anyone who has wrestled
with one of those full bottles can ap-

be

considered

seasonal.

20th’s
to Winter.
consume
water employees
in Summer seem
than in

more

350 Daily Stops
But their’s is not to reason why,
their’s is but to see that the supply equals
the demand. And this endeavor takes
these 20th Century Gunga Dins over
6000 miles a year on their truck and
over ten miles a day on their feet, lugging
60 lb. bottles of water and heavy buckets
of ice, often through several doorways
and up steep flights of stairs.

preciate that record.
The boys all like their job. True, it
keeps them hopping, but it also keeps
them circulating and everyday brings
something new. Occasionally they get
some

very unusual and interesting assignments. Like the time the Foxes of Harrow company was shooting down by the
lower moat. It was one of the hottest
days of the year. The temperature down
there was over the hundred mark, and

the ticket — she’d try it. After all, this
was an emergency. In no time she’d
figured out how to open the folding
paper cup and was soon quaffing great
quantities of ice-cold Magnetic Springs
water. Its resuscitation powers were
magical. The secretary completed the
report in a few minutes and found it
unnecessary to go to the coffee shop at
all that day. Since then she finds herself
drawn regularly to the Magnetic water
stand for brief respites during the day—
whether she exceeds the quota or not—
and her boss says her efficiency has increased remarkably.
20th’s far-sighted planners had foreseen just such an eventuality when years
ago they instituted the practice of having
bottled spring water available for its employees. The service began at the old
Western Avenue studio years ago with a
little push-cart that precariously carried
a capacity of ten bottles. These were set
up at focal points around the lot and
replenished when necessary. As time
wore on, the studio workers cultivated a
taste for water, and the service was carTen

Marvin

Schwab, left, and Harold Taylor cover ten miles a day supplying TCFers with water and ice.

a snack out of a tough customer like
Taylor at this stage of his career. After
all, the press had just voted him the most
cooperative lion in Hollywood, and it
would undoubtedly entail a lot of awkward explanations to his agent and SAG.

High Wind

Adds

Excitement

Of course there are those days when
the boys do nothing more than tend to
the water stands, but generally their
peregrinations about the lot uncover
some incident that they can tell the wife
about that night at dinner. They’ve
helped extinguish quite a few small fires
that they’ve discovered in their travels.
One morning during a high wind they
noticed that a ship had broken loose
from its moorings up at the lake. Already
its bowsprit had poked several gaping
holes in the sets along the shore, and it
threatened to do much more damage.
There was no hesitation. The boys got a
line onto the ship and hauled it snugly
up to the dock with their truck. Another
time Marvin Schwab corraled a jittery
horse that had gotten away from the
Fury
at Furnace
day’s work,”
say theCreek
boys. set. “All in a
There are also those incidents which
Driver Harold Thomas

the boys neglect to mention to the little
woman. It was not so long ago that
Harold Thomas went up to refill the

pauses beside his water truck.

lovely Maureen O’FIara was sweltering in
her heavy costume. A quick call to
maintenance brought the boys on the
double. The solution was simple. They
put a fifty pound block of ice in a tub,
gently lifted Maureen’s feet onto the ice
and a wind machine was strategically
placed to play a soft breeze over the

Taylor that the toothless beast had been
prowling around Hollywood since the
days of the Keystone Cops, and if he
hadn’t clamped down on Pearl White
when she stuck her head in his mouth, he
certainly wasn’t going

to try and

get

water stand in the Ladies’ Dressing
Room. He gave his usual warning call
to the matron and there was no answer.
Harold paused, but that bottle was getting awfully
heavy.on “What
( Continued
Page 27 )the heck,”

picturesque ensemble. Maureen couldn’t
have bestowed a more grateful smile
upon them if the ice they’d given her had
been a square-cut diamond. The rest of
that day the boys just went through the
motions with a preoccupied look on their
faces. They didn’t talk much, and they
didn’t seem to be able to develop any
enthusiasm over lifting just an old bottle
of water onto an ice stand.

Assignments
These

Include Beasts

out-of-the-ordinary

assignments

don’t always include beauties in distress
—sometimes they involve beasts in cages.
Schwab and Thomas like to tell about
the time Harold Taylor agreed to water
some of the animals on the Nightmare
Alley set over on the back lot. Taylor
was all for it; he liked animals. But when
he saw that full-grown lion pacing back
and forth in his cage, studying him like
he was a Prime rib, he loudly protested
that he wouldn’t water the brute with a
high pressure hose. He was somewhat
chagrined, however, when a nearby
workman throw him a disdainful glance,
marched into the cage with the bucket
of water (not Magnetic Springs) and
pushed

the lion’s nose into it. He

told
Eleven

4 out of 10 people
have unsatisfactory vision
tffiu Chef
Launching an all inclusive, non-compnlsory eye testing program, the Studio
Club

hopes to eventually test the eyes

of each employee
The

heralded

inside of the year.
Bausch

& Lomb

Ortho-

Rater eye testing machine, portable and
easy to carry from department to department, is the backbone of the program.
Testing all the various movements
eye, the test takes only seven
to accomplish.

marked

on
are

sent to Purdue

analyzed, and

are

minutes

small tabulating type cards which
then

Scores

of the

University

then are mailed

to be
directly

back to the individual. From this analysis
the worker can determine for himself
whether eye care or glasses is required.
The examination itself is harmless to
the eyes and is in no way
but is planned

to save

compulsory,

workers

future

eye complications, thus saving them time
and money. The tests will be administer-

Tivelve

ed by members
who

of the Studio Club staff,

will be qualified to operate the Ortho-Rater, but not to analyze the results.

At the present time the Ortho-Rater is
making the rounds of the various studio
departments

and

is scheduled

to visit

every department.
Visual skill is one of our most important and valuable assets. It is vital to our

small, close objects, such as film cutting.
Others

require them

to see distant ob-

jects clearly. Some jobs require color discrimination and depth perception. Only
by testing people who are already working successfully at a given task can it be
determined just what visual abilities are
required for that task. It is interesting to
note here that among

several thousand

happiness and health, and to our safety
and efficiency on the job. This vision

employees in a steel mill, those who did
not meet the visual requirements of their

program has been approved and accepted as a forward step in conserving and

work

improving the visual skills of TCFers.
It was developed with die interest,

year period than employees
visual standards.

counsel and cooperation

Each employee tested will be informed
of how his visual performance compares

of the American

Medical Association, the American Optometric Association, industrial vision experts and management.
The various jobs in the studio require
different— sometimes

extremely

different

—visual abilities. Many jobs require employees to distinguish the fine details of

experienced 26 per cent more losttime and home case accidents over a two

with the standards

who

met the

of his job. By point-

ing out to the employee whether or not
they might be benefited by professional
eye care, the visual performance testing
program

will help them conserve

prove their vision.

and im-

Nobles Crowned
Champ

Golf

Bowlers Still Battling
For Leads

For 2nd Year

The 1950 annual golf tournament was
finally climaxed Sunday, January 14th,

The Studio Club’s handicap bowling
league, winding up its 17th week of play,

when a playoff for the men’s low gross
title between three 72 golfers resulted in

finds DON’S HUSKIES still holding
onto their slim three pin lead over

Lloyd Nobles, Cashier and last year’s
champ, being crowned the winner.
The tournament, originally played October 15th at the Baldwin Hills course,
was marked by the three way tie between Nobles, Art Chatelain, Western
Avenue Machine Shop Foreman, and A1
Lebovitz, Cameraman. Locations, vacations and other difficulties prevented the
golf committee, headed by chairman Jack
Codd, to gather the three players together for the playoff until this late date.
Besides chairman Codd, others on
hand to witness the playoff were Darrell
Peters, tournament marshal, Mrs. Chatelain, along with Margaret Cuneo, official
scorer and winner of the women’s low
gross.

DAN DAILEY’S HOOFERS, while SAM
ENCEL’S team manages to keep building onto their high team series for the
season.
DON’S HUSKIES are next in line for
the game of the season with a strong
1055. BICHABD BASEHABT’S girls
have high series so far with 2830, and
DALE’S SHAMBOCK’S are tied with
JACK FEBCUSON’S
1001 game.

QUEENS

on their

Bob Coppin, captain of DON’S HUSKIES, is still high -average man with a
current 189, and Ike Danning on the
JOE MANKIEWICZ team is following
Bob with a 180 average.
Top average for the girls is the 159
held by blonde Jean Hansen, “veep” of

the
league, andFollowing
member herofis DALE’S
SHAMBOCKS.
Adeline
Bennion of PECK’S
an Standings
average of 149.

KITTENS
Won
47

Don’s Huskies
Dan Dailey’s Hoofers..
Sam Engel
Joseph Mankiewicz
Monte’s Wolves
Henry Hathaway
Linda Darnell

....

Jack Ferguson’s
Dale’s
ShamrocksQueens
Peck’s Kittens
Bichard Basehart
Peck’s Polecats
Henry King
Loretta
Bichard Young’s
Widmark Grips
Anne Baxter
Gene Tierney
Jeanne Crain
Jean Peters
Betty Grable

43
43
44
40
42
40
39

35
33
35
32
35
29
24
27
25
18
22
22

who had
Lost
21
24
25
25
26
29
26
25
33
33
33
36
39
35
41
43
40
46
42
50

Babcod(

Scene of fhe golf tournament-'s hhree way tie playoff for men's low gross was the Baldwin Hills
course, January 14th. Lloyd Nobles finally captured the title. Left to right, Darrell Peters,
playoff marshall, Mrs. Chatelain, Art Chatelain, Al Lebovitx, Lloyd Nobles, Jack Codd, tournament chairman and Margaret Cuneo, women's

low gross winner.

Topping an 1 8 week bowling score with a
strong 1 59 average, popular Jean Hansen, Secretary in Production office, holds the undisputed honor of being high woman scorer.
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20th Century-Fox’s New Suggestion System
Means Money In Your Pockets.
Here’s How It Can Help You.
Appealing to every employee at the studio,
TCF ofFieials have inaugurated a highly improved and profitable suggestion system. Patterned after scores of other successful plans instituted throughout the nation, the plan has
been organized in such a way that employees
who have suggested adaptable improvements
will be compensated in cash in direct ration to
the resulting savings.
At the present time, any sound idea which
will help the company save either time or money
in the production and pre-production phases
of pictures will be considered by the committee.
This is inclusive of almost any operation here
at Twentieth, and includes safety suggestions,
etc. The sweeping rule indicates there are plenty
of fertile idea fields to conquer in this motion
picture studio.
Currently being placed around the lot nearby bulletin boards and other convenient places
are suggestion blanks that can be folded into
letter size and mailed to the suggestion committee. Close secrecy is maintained, and no one
except the committee itself may inspect the
suggestions, thus assuring everyone of a fail'
chance at the cash awards.
Everyone who is working at the studio is
eligible to submit any suggestion they wish.
Awards are made solely on the basis of the
value to the company, and an individual whose
suggestion can’t be used will receive an explanation.
The officials feel that here at this studio are
collected the highest type of technicians, artists
of all descriptions, mechanics, skilled craftsmen
in any motion picture studio in Hollywood. By
inaugurating this system it is hoped that these
workers will develop ideas and plans which will
spell more money to them and at the same time
be of some value to the studio.
If the suggestion blanks aren’t handy, call
the secretary of the suggestion committee. Bob
Gunn, 661, for further information.
Fourteen

Cash and Benefits
Awarded to TCFers
Entering Services

With the added calling of reserves and burgeoning of
the forces under the Selective Service Act, Twentieth Century-Fox has adopted a generous policy of awarding former
employees cash bonuses and other benefits upon the commencement of military service.
According to Fred Metzler, TCF’s Studio Manager and
Treasurer, these benefits will apply to workers who have
entered the service since June 25th, 1950, providing they
are eligible.
High spot of the announcement is the cash bonus clause
A permanent employee who has been inducted into the
armed forces is automatically given a military leave of
absence without pay, and upon his termination of service
with Uncle Sam, will be entitled to re-employment within
the time prescribed by law.
Upon the commencement of the worker’s leave of absence
the individual will be paid an amount equal to tbe following
weeks’ salary:
1. If employed
2. If employed
salary.

six months

. . . two weeks

12 months

or more

During

the

last war

this service

flag hung

in front

of the

studio.

salary.

. . . four weeks

from the Armed Services, or until the date of his return to
service with this corporation when Group Insurance becomes

3. Maximum

payment . . . $100 per week.

available to him, whichever

4. Maximum

total payment . . . $400.

The popular Studio Manager went on to say that “All or
part of Group Life Insurance in effect at the commencement
of the military leave of absence may be converted witbin
31 days from the start of such leave into any type of policy,
excepting term insurance, issued by John Hancock Mutual

5. The

determination of what constitutes a permanent employee and whether such an employee
is entitled to the bonus is at the sole discretion
of and will be determined

by studio officials.

6. Bonus payment will be made after the employee
has advised the studio that he has passed his
physical examination and actually inducted into
the armed service.
Another aid to the worker-serviceman will be the continuation of the Group Insurance benefits for 31 days. Mr.
Metzler further explained the studio’s policy by adding,
“Tbe corporation will, upon submission of proper evidence,
reimburse the employee for the amount of premium paid
for National Life Insurance purchased, not exceeding the
amount of Group Life Insurance in force at the time of
military leave of absence; this reimbursement will remain
in effect in respect to premiums earned during a period
ending 90 days after the employee’s discharge or separation

is the earlier.”

Life Insurance Gompany at the then current rates.”
So far, only 10 TGFers have entered the services, but
studio officials foresee a gradually increased influx of employees entering the services as the forces continue to exTo make

sure that workers

who

have entered the armed

forces are given every consideration to make their tour of
pand.
duty more comfortable, the Studio Glub has returned to its
wartime policy of sending cigarettes, gum and candy each
month to the men in uniform. Whenever a worker leaves,
the Glub will present him with an engraved silver identification bracelet. Whenever the service person will inform the
Club of his armed force’s address. Action magazine will be
mailed regularly. This will keep the men and women in
touch with their friends and happenings at the studio.
Fifteen
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CLUB
Club’s Feb. 10th Dance
Has Children’s Theme
Scheduled

for February

10th in the

studio’s rehearsal halls, the Studio Club,
under the chairmanship of Sonny Olivera,
will spring another
dance.
Called

a

“Kiddies

no\el, fun

lo\ing

Kostume”

dance,

and falling on St. Valentine’s Day, the
affair will be a no holds-barred, free
reigning party in which all goers are
encouraged to romp and play like children again. As added eneouragement,
Olivera and his committee plan on
awarding prizes to the persons with
child-like costumes.
Free beer and hot doggies will be on
tap,
and Sonny
Olivera’s
rhythm
kings
will furnish
the most
dancable
music
in
TCFers

who

took the short trip to the MPRF's

home

stop in front of the library.

Los Angeles, February

10th. The price is

only seventy-five cents (that’s right, just
$.75) a person. Dancing starts at 8:30

Controllers Visit MPRF’s Country Home

Gi\ing them an insight on how the
Motion Picture Relief Fund operates, 15

members of the Studio Club’s Board of
Controllers recently took the 45 minute
junket to the MPRF’s country home and
hospital January 17th. The trip included
lunch and a short visit through the spacious, comfortably styled home, and the
modern hospital.
On hand to greet the board members
were Jean Hersholt, President of the Motion Picture Relief Fund; Ralph Morgan,

Whether

you plan on coming

in cos-

Vice-President; Wilma Bashor, Managing
Director of the Fund, and her assistant,
Florence Holman.

tume or not, you’re going to have a whale
K.”
at theareStudio
dance.
Tiekets
now Club’s
on sale “K.
at the
of a time

The Fund’s officials pointed out the
high spots of the beautifully designed
country home, located near Calabasas in
the valley; the bungalows where older
motion picture workers may retire after
their productive days with the industry
are over; the well furnished library; the
spacious dining room and the modern,
efficient kitchen; the lovely grounds designed for outdoor living. The tour also
included a trip through the spotless white
MPRF hospital, reputed to be one of the
most modern small hospitals in the nation. In addition to surgery and the laboratory rooms, the hospital has 40 single
rooms where patients have all the comforts that a sick person could desire.

Dept, and

p.m. Club, Cafe, Coffee Shop, Script
Studio
Mill.

This country home and hospital, in
addition to the thousands of welfare activities the Fund carries on for the workers in the film industry, and the ten beds
in the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, are
all possible because of the M of one
percent salary deduction that workers
in the industry contribute. This amount
is deducted on a voluntary basis.
-Although the recent tour by the board
Actor Jean Hersholt, center. President of the
MPRF, is seen with two members of the Studio
Club's welfare committee, Ruth Fox and Monte
Bonome.
Lou Witte heads the committee.

Sixteen

members was on a group basis, the officials welcome any visit to the home or
hospital that any TCFer wishes to make.

Lou Witte, here interviewing a Club member
who is applying for assistance, heads welfare
committee and arranged for MPRF Home trip.

ACTIVITIES
"Ah, Wilderness” To Be
Presented In Little
Theater Playhonse
With

the casting completed

by Paul

Piper, director of the Studio Club’s newest Little Theater venture, “Ah, Wilderness” will be staged for the employees
in approximately three weeks.
Stage, props and sets are in the final
stages of preparation, and according to
Piper the thrilling Eugene O’Neil play
will have its curtain call the latter part
of February. Scene for the three acter
will be the Studio Club’s Playhouse, located on the north lot, adjacent to the
Studio Club office. Tickets are now on
sale at the Studio Club or may be obtained from members of the cast.
Piper has had a wealth of experience
directing little theater projects all over
the nation. He was the director of the
Piper Players, a little theater group
which toured the nation, and has coached
a number of name Broadway actors. At
one time the “Ah, Wilderness” director
has had three summer little theater com-

tion.

panies operating similtaneously throughout the mid-western section of the na-

“Ah, Wilderness,” which many acclaim
as O’Neil’s greatest play, takes place on
the 4th of July. Sixteen interesting characters, from pious old maids to less pious
prostitutes, unfold a story that has captured the hearts of millions throughout
the nation. Dates of the performances
will be announced on the bulletin boards.

listen to Piper during the recent tryouts for the three acter, "Ah Wilderness."
of hopefuls
group
A
Left
to right.
Piper, Jenny Allan, Beverly Presley, Roy Wallack, Colette Gerard.

"Beelers” Start Seeiind
Year With Yew Officers
Marking

the beginning

of the second

year as an organized studio square dancing group,
the “Beelers”
recently
heldnext
its
fourth
election.
New leaders
for the
six months are Winston Leverett, Sound,
President; Isabelle Clymore, Tabulating,
Secretary; Les Sanders, Transportation,
Treasurer.
Following the pattern that swept the
nation a few years ago, the Twentieth
group was formed by a few interested in
the new “fad.” The Studio Club later
instituted a
beginner’s class which
proved so successful that new dancing
squares were constantly added to the
original group. Hazel Shirk, Men’s
Wardrobe, was the first Studio Club
Chairman. Last year Ruth Fox served
as the Board of Controller’s guiding
chairman, and this year Studio Club
President, Walter Jolley, appointed
George Stephenson as chairman.

Paul Piper will direct the Studio Club's little
theater play "Ah, Wilderness" opening in Feb.

All square dancers on the lot are invited to join the fun and come to the
“Beelers” dances held the first, third or
fifth Wednesday nights on Stage One.

DOLL CONTEST CLIMAXED
The successful Studio Club Doll Dressing contest,
held throughout December in which TCFers
colorfully dressed dolls, was climaxed when the
1 83 ingeniously outfitted toy dolls were donated
to the various orphanages throughout the bouthern California area. Here Sol Halprin, Camera
Head, is seen distributing the dolls to the small
girls in the Singer Orphanage, Boyle Heights.
Art Houser and Hal Gordon were the others
selected by Club prexy to distribute the Christmas gifts.
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group prejudice grow within our own families,
but that’s not enough. We must fight it wherever we find it. Realize it for the enemy it is
and put our strength against it.
Make sure that you are not spreading rumors
against a race or religion. Speak up, wherever
you are, against prejudice and work for understanding. Remember . . . Brotherhood is something that makes freedom possible— and freedom is a mighty valuable thing these days.

Accepf or reject people

on their individual worth

It is important that all of us support

WORLD

BROTHERHOOD
FEBRUARY

18th to 25th

WEEK

On Stage

NEW
Born

just before

midnight,

YEAR'S
December

EVE
31st,

VISIT
1950,

and

in time

to claim

a

year's income tax deduction for two extra dependents, Al De Gaetano,
Assistant to Dave Vaughan, Prop Making Head, beams at his new family.
Weighing

7 lbs. 2 oz. and

their camera

debut

7 lbs. 5 oz. respectively,

and get the proud

approval

David

and

of their parents.

Dianne

make

It started just like an ordinary flat tire. First the hollow thump
thump sound in the rear wheel, then the sinking feeling as Doc
Glassburn, Air Brush Artist, watched the wheel squash down on
the empty tire. However, when the tire was taken off for repair
two golf balls were
and here's proof.

discovered

inside

the tire. It's an

actual

fact,

j
I

NEW OFFICERS
FOR WESTERNERS
Newly elected leaders of the Westerners,
Masonic organization at the studio, are
left to right, bottom row, Dave Boyd, 2nd
Vice President; Hal Gordon, President;
Henri Ledeboer,
ond row, Clinton

1st Vice
Sandeen,

President; secRecording Sec-

retary; Campbell Forsyth, Junior Past Presdent; Al DeWeese, Treasurer. The group
celebrates its 25th anniversary in May.

Kornman
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Call Me
Mister
Photos by
Ur gin
“Call Me Mister,” a frothy little fable about entertainers
and GI’s in Japan after the close of World War II, is the
newest socko Grable-Dailey flicker.
Taken from the Broadway musical of the same name, the
Technicolor musical comedy is moved along at a rapid but
enjoyable pace by Lloyd Bacon’s directorship. Betty Grable
socks across the grand score and plays her part of the trouper
in her characteristic zestful style. Dan Dailey is excellent
as the easy going GI — scoring especially with his dancing.
The yarn, scripted by Albert Lewin and Burt Styler, casts
Betty as an entertainer who is touring Japan. In the scene
above she and Benay Venuta report to general Harry Von
Zell and ask for their assignment.

1 — While visiting a Japanese silk shop, Betty encounters Dan Dailey,
her estranged husband now on duty in Japan. The song and dance
couple had been separated before he entered the service.

Twenty
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2 — Organizing a soldier show titled "Call Me Mister," Betty and Benay rehearse with the chorus
of troops assigned by the command. Meanwhile, Dailey goes AWOL
from his homeward-bound
outfit so that he can help his wife with the show.

4 — Dailey is trapped by guard duty and fails to keep his
promise to dance with Betty in the show. Betty, thinking
that he has taken his promise lightly and forgotten, dances
the geisha girl dance alone.

EASY

MONTHLY

3 — Seeking

a

reconciliafion,

Dailey

visits Betty

in the women's quarters. He is trapped
cuifew, and remains overnight.

by the

5 — Finally convincing Betty that he really loves her, she agrees to remain married to
Dan and return to him after her work is finished. While dancing in a big production
number on an improvised stage, they both realize that all their problems can be
solved in an adult approach to life.

WALTER

PAYMENTS

j. McCarthy
and

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

DUMONT
and
RCA
TELEVISION

KELVINATOR
ROPER
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BR. 2-3832

8879 W. PICO
2 BLOCKS
W . of Robertson

Open Evenings

\W RADIO & APPLIANCE CO. ///
Opposite

Stadium

Theatre

REUBEN

FRISCHLING

Licensed Real Estate Brokers

•
451 No. La Cienega Blvd
Los Angeles

CRestv'ew 6-8037
Res. : AR. 9-3651— WH. 6479
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For Appliances and
Television
Again

in 1950, Teller is ready

to serve your needs . . .

First
in.
^e^je^AoJuLltif.
Qo44.nie6.if

Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL Appliances and
Television.
Terms
Open

to suit your Budget.
Tuesday

and Thursday

Nights till 9 P.M.

By Florence Mack
Clare Gunniss, Col. Joy’s able assistant,
happily announces the addition of a
granddaughter to her family. The daughter of her son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Stafford, who has been
named Kate, came via special messenger
from Santa Claus on Christmas night.
Ever since he returned from
his vacation in his home state

2uaUtif

last summer we’ve noticed a
change in smiling Bill Gallant
(Makeup). There have heen
times when his smile lacked its
usual spontaneity. He seemed to
he living in a dream world all
his own. Well, he was, and still

369 South Robertson

is, but he’s now' back to normal
because the subject of his dreams
—beautiful Doris Moore, the Alabama belle who captured his
'heart — has changed her name to
his. They were married in Las

Beverly Hills

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion

Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

Vegas on New Year’s Eve.
Alex Babcock and Kay Sidwell (Publicity and Story Files respectively) motored to this marriage mecca on January
20th, where their romance of long standing culminated in marriage in the Little
Chapel of the West on the same date.
The charming bride, chic in a grey suit
with white accessories, was attended by
her mother

and Bill Meacham

(Publici-

ty) acted as the groom’s Best Man. After
a honeymoon in Boulder City and vicinity the newlyweds will return to their
duties here.
Popular Dr. Frank Marano and his
lovely fiancee. Candy Brown, were united
in marriage in beautiful, flower-bedecked St. Timothy’s Catholic Church in Los
Angeles on January 13th. The bride was
bewitching in an off-white gown of imported lace with a train and full length
bridal veil. Her flowers were white orchids and orange blossoms. The five
bridesmaids wore emerald green velvet
gowns Dee
and carried
jonquils.
TheMaid
bride’s
sister.
Dee, acted
as her
of
Honor and Dr. William Marano was his
brother’s Best Man. Following a reception for their friends the newlyweds departed on a honeymoon tour of Southern
California. Mrs. Marano’s going-away
costume was a smart grey wool suit with
Navy

Twenty-two

accessories.
(Continued on Next Page)

Mildred Le Vaux (N. Y. office) proudly announces that her son, Howard, finished eighth in the Hearst National History Contest.

YOU SAVE MONEY
With

Seaman John Chilberg (formerly of Research) who was hospitalized with pneumonia after
visiting Los Angeles recently, has
recovered and resumed
his
duties at the Naval Base in San
Diego.

Your

Studio Club Card

RECAPPING
on

Beverly Hills

STOVE
STOVE

WORKS

at

REPAIRING

Complete Line of New Gas Ranges
Authorized Dealer for Servel Gas Refrigerators,
Magic Chef, Universal, Gaffers O Sattler,
Roper, O'Keefe

467

& Merritt, Wedgewood,
Western Holly

N. ROXBURY

and

1725 Westwood

DR.

Beverly Hills

CRestview
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Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—

1-5239

Phones
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AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

Willis S. Harris

COME

Keith B. Lyon

AL GROVES

KHAKI

AND

SEE

US

VISITOR

Henry Klein, right, former Multilith Operator in
Script, recently stopped off at the studio to visit
while on his way to a new Army assignment with
a transportation unit. He is seen with Mike
Kartiganer, former co-worker.

Cij Smith, another former Researcher,
sends greetings to his friends from Camp
Cook.
She wouldn’t say Yes and she wouldn’t
say no, so we’re putting it down as just
a rumor that curvaceous Edith Flynn

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

(Production) has a serious romantic interest. You’ve got to watch those sighs,
Edie, and remember

Now

Associated

With

Herbert E. Woodward, Inc.
9334 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-3144
Home:

DODGE

—

WY.

BR. 2-4145
5421

PLYMOUTH

DODGE **Job Rated** TRUCKS
Guaranteed Used Cars

Shelley’s line “How

eloquent
are Jerry
eyes!”Phillips (Transp.)
Major
who served in this capacity in
World War II, has heen called
hack to duty in the Air Corps.
Major Phillips, a member of one
of the most exclusive aviators’
cluhs. The Early Birdmen, whose
members are all outstanding in
their field, left TCF on February
7th after a
rousing farewell
party. Coincidentally, it was
George McQuerry who contacted
Jerry in both instances to tell
him the news.
We’re sorry for whatever happened
temporarily mar the rugged beauty
Ed

We

Carry

a Complete

Guaranteed

Line
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Furniture

RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931

West

Pico Blvd.
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to
of

Monday,

Thursday
Open

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 P.M.

Colyer’s
physiognomy
(Continued
on Page and
24) hope it’s
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for our wholesale Food lists

ACTIDIV NOTES

(Continued)

cleared up by this time. All Ed would
admit was that he had an accident.
Joining the ranks of radiantly happy
brides-to-be is attractive Birgit Johnson,
who became engaged to Ingvar Lindberg, a handsome Swedish importation,
on December 30th. The young man proposed while they were dancing to the
strains of a romantic tune at the Cocoanut Grove. Their wedding plans are contingent upon Uncle Sam’s plans as Mr.
Lindberg is stationed at Fort Ord. In
the meantime Birgit is being consoled by
frequent letters and when things get
looking dull she gazes at that beautiful
sparkler she’s wearing
brighten.

and

they s(M)ii

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%
To

DISCOUNT

Studio

CORSAGES

Club

Members
SPRAYS

BOUQUETS

ill Ml 7Mt
10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

ea// Dunkirk

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

7-4451

Before You Buy . . .
Racdios
Television
Appliances
.
Automobiles

HOWARD

& COMPANY

WHOLESALE

BROKERS

122V'2 South Vermont

SHOP

AT

.

.

Furniture
Carpeting
Tires

Los Angeles 4, Calif.

.

Beautiful MISSED
Jean ButtellBEING
wa$ just 'MISS'
nosed out of the
recent "Miss Philco" bathing beauty contest in
which she was a finalist. The former "Miss Kern
County" now works as a secretary in Molly
Mandaville's office.

Marguerite

Complete

WEISS’

Line of Furnishings
for MEN and BOYS

and

Shoes

to Studio

CARL

Club

WEISS,

TwenUj-four

ance) probably didn't
what a philosopher
she was realize
when
she uttered the following words
state of exasperation recently; “Life is amazing and the
longer you live the more you
realize that it’s people who make
it so.” Things are never as had
as they seem. We’ll survive if we
don’t suhstitute FEAR forF.AITH!

Members

Mgr.

10643 Pico Blvd.

(Insur-

in a

“SMCffS OUR SPECIALTY'’
Courtesy

Hamilton

Condolences

AR. 386-36

to Cecile (Farrell) Giles

(Set Estg. ) on the pa.ssing of her husband and Lola Lutzlioff whose si.ster succumbed in Rockford, Illinois.

NAVY

Bob Marshall, fourth from right, bottom row, pauses with
members of the Drapery department at his gala going-away

CALLS

—

other
party

before the young Drapery Hanger reported for active duty with the
Navy. The January 12th party was climaxed by gifts from friends.

INCOME

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Bdbcocli

AWAY

SAILS

TAX

SERVICE

As in previous years, representatives from both Federal and State Income Tax
Departments will be on the lots to aid employees in preparing and filing
their returns.
The schedules are as follows :

FEDERAL
Fox Hills— February 12 to 17
Western Avenue— February 12 and 13
Deputy F. C. Culbertson
Deputy M. J. McManus
Deputy

H. S. Hegesen

STATE
Fox Hills— March 19
Examiner Paul Jantz

★ CARPETS

★

Wright

LINOLEUM

Carpet
THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE

A
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
W Underwood Typewriter Co.,
20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

Co.,

Complete

★ CLEANING
S.M. 7-5157

★

BEST

WAY

CARPET

Co.

M

|

■

SERVICE

LAYING

or TE. 0-3636

★ TILE

11218

★

Washington

DYEING
Blvd., Culver City

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

,c«
HilP mmm
,(V'

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

WEbster
6281
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• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

SAVE

on
everything
in our

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

and

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

GIFT
sample
line

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ

COMPANY

OF

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills
Open Tuesday

CR. 4-5213

Evenings by Appointment

AUSTRALIAN
Johnny

TURKEY

Lawless, John Stack and Hank

Vadare

HELPS

CELEBRATION

whip up a delicious Thanksgiving

Day dinner for

the "Kangaroo" location crew, while Alex Rasmussen, Bill McCrary, Gene Grossman and Mert
Strong wait around to do the sampling. The "Kangaroo" shooting company — 33 Americans altogether— located in Sydney, Australia, was already to celebrate its Thanksgiving Day when the men
discovered there wasn't a turkey in the land to lead to the baking oven. So Generator Man, Hank
Vadare, and Painter, Johnny Lawless, realizing there isn't any problem a 20th Century-Fox location
crew can't solve, started preparing an imaginary turkey and ghost pumpkin pie. But in the meantime, Associate Producer, Robert Snody, and Director, Lewis Milestone, ran a turkey to earth.
Thanksgiving was a day late for the 1 00 Americans and Australians, but it was well worth the
delay. Four barrels of good, tasty Australian beer were added to the feast.

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in
Southern California
Wholesale

STUDIO

Prices

CLUB

to

MEMBERS

Everything for the Golfer
Shoes - Balls - Clubs - Bags

HAPPY
Coming

Fredericks

back to renew

old acquaintances,

WEST

PICO

BOULEVARD

Pico Near La Cienega

BRadshaw

T wenty-six

2-5161

former

TCF

child star of yesteryears,

pauses with her favorite officer-in-blue, Tex Fore, Visitor's Reception. Tex, on left, posed with
Jane when she was issued her first employee's pass in 1935. Now she is married, the mother of
two youngsters, and living on a sprawling ranch in Texas. Tex still claims Jane is like a daughter to him and looks forward to these surprise return visits.

and Co.
8560

RETURN

Jane Withers,

CITY
WE

LIMIT

MARKET

LUTHER HINDS, PROP.
SELL ONLY THE CHOICEST

MEATS

Free Delivery
12441 Santa Monica Blvd.
Bus. Phone: ARiz. 98769
West Los Angeles 25, Calif.
ARiz. 99233

Studio Gunqa Dins
( Continued

from Page 11 )

he rationalized “Nine times out of ten the
place was deserted.” He adjusted the
bottle on his shoulder and barged in.
Twenty- five hand-picked and scantilyclad young ladies looked up at him like
startled does. They didn’t scream because that was old fashioned, and this
was Hollywood. Instead, several struck
a ‘September Morn’ pose, a few ducked
behind lockers and others grabbed bits
of clothing which they held to their
throats in the accepted fashion. One,

spots, and in such instances hundreds of
gallons of water are taken on the trip.
The importance of this item was clearly
illustrated when Henry King took his
Captain from Castile company into the
barren stretches of Mexico where the
natural water is dangerously polluted. A
miscalculation found the company practically out of drinking water— a situation
that would have resulted in considerable discomfort and inconvenience. An
emergency call to the studio, however
quickly rectified the matter, and a fresh
supply was flown down.
The bottled water service that this
studio provides for its employees is by
far the most extensive and convenient of
any studio. So drink up and count your
blessings. But a word of warning! If
you have any complaints about the water
in your building, don’t tell Marvin
Schwab that he fills those Magnetic
Springsthe
bottles
fromdown
the fish
That’s
what
fellows
at pond.
the nursery
kept saying until one morning they came
to work and found a gold fish swimming
around in the bottle imagining he was
vacationing in a mountain spring. The
fellows at the nursery don’t kid Marvin
any more, and he gives them their water
straight— without embellishments.
FOR SALE — English Hercules Bike lightweight)
hand brakes front and rear . . . swell shape.
New price $90.00. For sale $30.00 Bill (721 ) .

Jf'im WANT
REAL QUALITY
REAL SERVICE

Fox Hills...

primly clad in a white matron’s uniform
and was instantly recognizable to Harold

Including Saturdays
★

In the pursuit of their duty, the “Water
boys” have to go into the stars’ dressing
rooms and onto the sound stages. Each
star’s dressing room has its own ice cooler
and every set requires at least one water
stand. With all the units that are scattered about the lot, there has only been
one lost. That was when a crew of set
constructors built a set over it. The water
unit was eventually discovered seven
years later when the set was dismantled,
so their record really remains unsullied.
Bottled water is a vital item on the
itineraries of companies going away on
location. This is particularly true of
those companies destined for isolated

Gall . . . JACK WILLS

Western Ave. . . .

Muller Brothers

8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

as his wife. She’d been called in suddenly
as a substitute matron. The incident resulted in considerable discussion at
Harold’s home that night, but his wife
still harbors some doubt that such isn’t
an every day occurrence.

TELEVISION
APPLIANCES

6 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

however, put her hands on her hips and
with narrowed eyes faced him squarely.
This was the twenty-sixth girl. She was

•3

6380

Including Saturdays

For Your New . . .

SUNSET

BLVD.

GR. 4111

PAINT and WALLPAPER

MERCURY

DISCOUNT

see Lou Gazo
Special Courtesy To

Studio Club Members

jbtftcA paints
a ons.1

Also, wide selection of all late model
and pre-war used cars . . . priced
right for your pocketbook.

PICO

419 SOUTH LA BREA AVENUE
WE. 1-8181
Residence Phone: HE. 0413

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

REG

FUDGE

CO.

Paint and Wallpaper Store
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New Wardrobe
For Only $48.93
Ludg,et proLiemd
Itil new

Wli

do

Ludic

Balancing the budget looms as a major obstacle for
the working gal and the housewife as prices continue
their steady march upward.
a wonderful basic wardrobe

But here’s a way to have
for only $48.93.

McCall’s, well known for their high style, yet easily
constructed All Printed Patterns for the home sewer,
has scored another first with their newest fashion idea.
They

have planned a budget-wise, new basic wardrobe for the home sewer from four of their McCall’s
patterns, at a complete cost of only $48.93 for all
fabrics and findings. If the woman already has a coat
and plans her colors and fabrics carefully, these basic
ingredients can be mix-matched into many combinations for practically any occasion.
For the suit in the basic wardrobe, McCall’s has used
their design #8248, which includes a blouse, and
suggests that it be made in bright red rayon sheen
gabardine. The jacket has the new horseshoe shaped
collar on a low open neckline and a low button elosing.
The campanion blouse, made in a red and black printed
velveteen, is sleeveless to eliminate bulk under the
jacket. Without the jacket, the button-to-the-neck
blouse and slim skirt make another striking ensemble.
The entire outfit can be made for $17.94.
McCall’s combines two fabrics and patterns into a
versatile separate outfit for $12.86. A basic black wool
jersey blouse, McCall 8236, is smartly mixed with a
wool plaid, six gored gathered skirt, McCall 8269. The
blouse is a wonderful background for jewelry and can
be worn with the red suit skirt.
McCall’s planned a convertible costume that leads a
double life, that can be made for $7.23. It’s a black
rayon taffeta sheath dress that can be worn with its
companion jacket for afternoon parties. Without the
jacket, the sleek sheath dress, with its low open neckline and brief sleeves, makes a perfect short evening
dress. The unadorned
cessory treatments.

sheath lends itself to many

ac-

The fourth outfit in McCall’s basic wardrobe is a
comfortably casual coat dress, McCall 8208, made from
a silvery grey rayon tissue faille. The softly tailored
shirtmaker has hip interest pockets, formed by the side
panels of the gored skirt. This classic button-front
dress, right for the office, home or for shopping, can
be made for $10.90.
These four outfits, so carefully planned by McCall’s
of this
fabric,four
and basic
colorthese
line, with
in and
typical,
are
fashion
ideas,
any seasons’
woman
can feel well dressed on most any occasion. Patterns
may be obtained at your local stores or directly from
the McCall Corporation, McCall Street, Dayton, Ohio.
This black rayon taiieta sheath dress can be worn
with its companion jacket for afternoon parties. The
sheath lends itself to many accessory treatments.
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This softly tailored shirtmaker, made from silvery green rayon tissue faille,
has hip interest pockets, formed by the side panels of the gored skirt.

$17.94
For the suit in the basic wardrobe, McCall's includes a blouse, and
suggests that the suit be made in bright red rayon sheen gabardine;
the blouse in red and black.

attractive
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A basic black wool jersey blouse is smartly mixed with wool plaid, six
gored gathered skirt, making a wonderful background for jewelry.

A convertible costume that leads a double life. Without the jacket, a
short sheath dress. Very easy to$7.23
make, it has cap-sleeves cut in one
with the fitted bodice, and a narrow skirt slit at the back.
T wenty-nine

• DIAMONDS
• WATCHES
• SILVERWARE
• GIFTS
• CULTURED

PEARLS

If you wish to have a distinctive piece
of jewelry, designed exclusively for you,
consult us.
Also your old mountings can be
melted down and fashioned into modern
jewelry at very little expense, using your
own stones.
Estimate and designs gladly submitted.
If your old watch has sentimental
value, but looks old-fashioned, let us
transform it into an up-to-date watch
bracelet.
Weighing

less than two pounds this Geiger counter can fit into a coat pocket.
(Courtesy to Studio Club Members)
9547

Midget Geiger Counter
Developed By TCFer
Spurred on by his love to tinker with
electronics and hy the recent $10,000
bonus offered by the United States
Atomic Energy Commission, TCFer
Frank Hines has developed a small
pocket size Geiger counter which will accurately detect any uranium deposits.
Weighing less than two pounds and
without the cumbersome earphones to
strap around the head, the sensitive de\ice has been approved hy the Atomic
Commission. They claim, much to the
satisfaction of Frank, that the pint size
counter can do anything a commercial
Geiger counter boasts of doing. Instead
of the earphones, a small comfortable
rubber, hearing-aid type of plug is
placed in the ear. The plug is connected
to the counter, which is so convenient
and practical that it may be placed in
a coat pocket.
In many ways Hines’ Geiger counter is
somewhat similar to a small battery
operated radio. It consists of a glass or
metal tube, a circuit and batteries. When
a radio active substance, such as uranium,
is near the counter tube the rays from
the substance produce pulses of electric
current in the tube which are recorded as
clicks in the ear plug.
With the official announcement by the
government that 289,500 acres of the
Joshua Tree National Monument in
, Riverside Gounty is now open for mining.
Thirty

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
(Near Brown Derby)
CRestview

1-5094

the discovery of uranium is a probability
for any amateur uranium prospector. The
region is known as a possible source of
uranium and other strategic minerals.
Biggest

incentive

for uranium

pros-

is the discovering
government’s
$10,000
bonus for pecting
anyone
an uranium
strike which contains at least 20 short
tons of the ore. Not only that, but a
guaranteed minimum price of $3.50 will
be paid to each pound of ore mined.
Frank Hines, a TGFer since 1943,
claims that detecting an ore strike is so
simple that anyone who has the time to
stroll around the Joshua region stands a
good chance of picking up the five figure
bonus. More than willing to help anyone
who is interested in finding out more
details about the uranium prospecting,
Frank has been building up interest in
this activity. His hobby is electronics.
Not only does he rent out his Geiger
counters at a very reasonable rate ($10
a weekend, in comparison to $35 to $50
a weekend elsewhere ) but he is prepared
to help the neophyte miner with information on staking claims and other details
that are foreign to most motion picture
workers. Frank claims that it might well
be worth someone’s while to take the
counter on a vacation if they plan to go
into the mountains or backcountry.
Those interested may
Hines in Re-recording.

contact

Frank

Frank Hines displays his handy, pocket-sixe
Geiger counter which can detect any uranium
deposits. As a hobby Frank built this counter
and offers information about the government's
$10,000 bonus for uranium discoveries.

Action Editorial

shadow

of death at Valley Forge, Washington never wavered. Out of his faith
and inspiration the life of America rose
free and flourishing.

After the ardor of the Revolutionary
War, Washington would have preferred
to spend the remainder of his life as a
gentleman farmer at Mount \Trnon, but
his patriotism would not allow him to
disregard the call of his country to serve
the two terms as our first President.
Today the words of George Washington hammer home to each of us as
American citizens the need to do our utmost in our daily lives to champion the
cause of freedom in our own communities, in our nation, and in the world at
large. As Washington said, we should
offer our prayers “to enable us all, whether in public or private stations, to perform our several and relative duties properly and is
punctually.”
There
a definite way in which each
of us right now can take positive and constructive action.
We

can resolve to be better citizens in

an active, personal way. We

can resolve

to live up to the “Nine Promises of a
Good Gitizen” which have been set forth
by the American Heritage Foundation—
the organization which directed the
Freedom Train tour and is now continuship.
ing a program

Everybody's Job
On the morning of February 22, 1732
a single family in Virginia celebrated the
birth of a baby boy. More than two hundred years later, 150 million Americans
—together with all who value freedom
everywhere— join on February 22nd to
honor the memory of the man that baby
grew to be.
We honor George Washington as the
supreme example of a man who spared
neither himself nor his purse in the service of his country and in the cause of
individual liberty. Forty-five years of his
life were devoted to the formation and
preservation of the Union. Here indeed
was a man dedicated to the public cause.
Washington’s example can teach wisdom and virtue to all men in public life
and the need for all of us in private life
to give devotion to freedom and good
citizenship.

Three times Washington’s character
saved his country: first, by bolstering
the courage of his fellow citizens during
the eight years of the Re\ olutionary War;

was

a man

who

active citizen-

A good citizen will vote at all elections,
intelligently and honestly; serve on a
jury when asked; respect and obey the
laws; pay taxes understandingly; work
for peace, but accept all duties in time
of war; avoid group prejudices; work for
better schools; make the community a
better place in which to live; practice
and teach good citizenship at home.
There are many memorials to George
Washington and millions of words have
been written and spoken in tribute to his
greatness. But the best memorial to
Washington is our determination to maintain that system of government he was
instrumental in founding . . . our best
tribute— a personal vow to guard and protect the freedom for which lie fought and
worked.
Make

this Ev'erybody’s job!

then by uniting the nation in the acceptance of the Constitution; and, again by
saving the nation from being swept into
anarchy during the stormy years of the
French Revolution.
Here

for more

HATRED

lived up fully

to his own dictum; “Every man who is
in the vigor of life ought to serve his
country in whatever line it requires, and
he Perhaps
is fit for.”
nothing less than his immense
weight of mind and character and leadership could have kept together the people
of America as they struggled through the
establishment of a new nation dedicated

It’s a boomerang
to hit you
you

throw

harder

which
than

is sure

the fellow

it at.

—J. G. Pollard

to the principles of individual freedom.
Even in the humiliation and sacrifice and
Thirty -one
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Married and the father
of four red-blooded AllAmerican
boys, Dick
Huckans, likeable Head of
Story Files, was the natural
choice when it came to

PASHKOVSKY

Jack Pashkovsky’s first job
when he landed in the United
States from Europe was in a
New York motion picture theater. He has been connected with
some phase of photography and
motion pictures ever since.
Jack, or Yasha, is the man with
the large curved pipe and camera
you see scrambling around for
different camera angles at the
Studio Club’s events. Whenever
his time allows he is taking pictures for the Studio Club and
some examples of the results appear on the inside of this issue.
A Russian by birth. Jack has
already seen two world wars. In
the first he was a child living in
Leningrad, Russia — then called
Petrograd. The bombings, street
fighting, the dying and the
wounded men are still clear in
his mind. The switch from a
world war to a national revolution didn’t change the Russian
way of life, so when Jack was 13
his parents decided to move to
the “new tvorld” — the United
States.
Although he has followed
photography in all its phases
since his New York theater days.
Jack still f^els there is room
for improvement. He studied
photography
in the New York
Institute of Photography,
and
then traveled to Hollywood to
get into publicity and portrait

casting Enacting
for this the
month's
cover.
tax
scene that is familiar to
all of us this time of the
month, Dick carries out
this theme by summing up

work. When the second “war to
free
for indemocracy”
burst.the
Jackworld
enlisted
the Army
Signal Corps. He was a combat
motion picture photographer,
and landed with the invasion
units at Kiska and France. He

all of his past experiences.
Dick has been with Twentieth since 1932, starting
in the same job he has
now. But, instead of a
one man Story File department, Dick now has
ten workers helping him
to keep track of the 6000
stories submitted to the
studio each year.

followed the Army in its campaign across Europe.
In addition to working for Don
Curl in the Labor department.
Jack is taking some advance
photographic courses at USC,
and doing free lance photo work.
Valley.
Married to one of his former
models. Jack has a home in the
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Photos by Pushlfovslty

Charlie Graham, Gaffer, spots a light during the testing of the set's lighting effects. This
is a practice before the shooting company moves onto the stage. "Best boy" Buck Hall assists,
while Paul Monroe moves a lamp into position.

THE LIGHT MAKERS
Setting the lighting mood for each scene. Twentieth's Electrical
Production Department finds each set a challenge to its ingenuity.
By Cletmnie Galloway
“Light ’em!”
That is the magic “Open Sesame” that
brings to the screen the drama of the
story, the decor of the set, the beauty
of the costumes, the histrionic ability
of the artists, the perfection of the technicians. For lighting to film, is as air is
to breathing.
Lighting a set is not merely a mechanical process, it is often like the brush
strokes of an artist, achieving dramatic
Four

effects of light and shadow, creating
mood, affecting the whole emotional key
of the scene.
In 1945 Electrical Production became

This is taken to the Production Budget
Meeting and discussed in connection with
construction plans.

a separate department and Dave Anderson was made its head. Under him is
an average crew of around 110 men.
When a picture is put on the Production Schedule by Mr. Zanuck, Dave Anderson reads the script and with his as-

After the set is built plans are drawn
for the light scaflFolding or parallels, and
the light units are spotted. This plan is
given to Dan Buck, in charge of rigging.
There are three Rigging Foremen under
Buck, Jack Dimmack, Cliff Wood and
Jack Metcalfe. When the lights are in

sistant estimate
Ray Jones, makes
“Top Sheet”
or rough
of its a lighting
cost.

their proper place, the cable for the current is run and tested so that it is in per-

feet working order when the picture
starts shooting.
A Gaffer is assigned to each picture
and has an assistant known as a “Best
Boy.” Under these lighting technicians
work the lamp operators, which vary in
number from 6 to 100 according to the
needs of the picture.
The men in Electrical Production usually start as lamp operators. Dave Anderson who has been with this studio
since 1924, started as a lamp operator
and rose from the ranks. He worked with
the famous cameraman, Ernie Palmer, for
13 years when he first came to the studio.
Since then Anderson has had a chance
to work with most of the TCP cameramen.
Each new picture is a challenge to the
ingenuity of the Gaffer for each has different problems. In the current “The
Frog Men” it is underwater lighting. In
“Gonvict Lake” intricate backdrop lighting for the snow covered mountains that
loom over the lake have a symbolic effect on the story.
The Electrical Production Department
of TGF has contributed
the success of its many

“brilliantly” to
pictures. Sym-

bolic of the searchlight
raysthe
of the
studio’s
trademark
which reach
screens
of
the world, they take light to various parts
of the world when a picture goes on location.
Though the operating of lamps on the
high parallels is both hazardous and dangerous, the safety record of Twentieth
Century-Fox’s Electrical Production is an
enviable one in the industry, and as a
part of the great Twentieth Century-Fox
Corporation they are proud of their record of never ha\ ing held up production.

Jack Metcalfe, Rigging Foreman,

right, checks his circuit diagram which indicates the leads for the

different cables. C. J. Bradshaw, left, is connecting a cable, while "best boy" Charlie Edier looks on.

I

Dave Anderson, Head of Electrical Production, right, and his assistant, Ray Jones, left, look
over a miniature set model to determine their lighting problems in advance. Lee Fuller and
Marvin Davis are the Art Directors.

I

On the catwalks high above the stage set, Eddie
Heim operates the controls for the remote switch
boards. This controls all the incandescent lights.
Xo/dnFive

A rigging crew handles the lamps
above. Left to right, Bert Jaeger,
Henry Borzage, Charlie Rosebrook.

being hoisted onto the catwalks and parallels
Bob Ibling, Jack Dimmack, Rigging Foreman;

Their feet firmly planted on the lofty catwalk,
left, and Ted Husserl, move a lamp into position.

Al Guidry,

A

TCFer

since

1 924,

Dave

Anderson

has

Electrical Production since 1945. Dave's
Lacy, goes over a budget with her boss.

been

head

secretary,

of the

Maurine

f'

r’^
Lamp Operators, Bill Lehr, left, and Dick (Mophead) Vierich are seen landing a
lamp onto a high catwalk. Extra safety precautions are always taken by the men
working high in the air.
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Assistant department head, Ray Jones, left, draws
lighting diagram. Walter Erickson, Grip Foreman,
the parallels placed accordingly.

the stage
will have

Lamp Operators Don Myers, left, and Charles Rosebrook swing a Grid into place on a catwalk. Grids
control the arc lamp voltage.

Gaffer Charlie Graham used the light meter to measure the intensity of the lights directed
at Betty Grable. This recent scene took place during the filming of the dance number for
"Meet

Me After The Show."

A. K. (Pop) Sisson is in charge of the distribution of
men to the different sets and crews. He is assigning
men on his call board.

Hanging the canvas hoods which protects the lights
when standing in the open air is Joe Armetta. Over
300 of these canvas hoods are stored in Dock 2.

A rigging crew loads cables and equipment onto the small trucks. Left to right, H. C. Craig,
John Murphy, Ed Hartman, Bill Pelmear, Cliff Wood, Rigging Foreman; Charlie Johnson,
H. McLean, R. T. Land.
Seven

The studio's rehearsal hall was the scene of the Studio Club's gay Kiddies' Kostume

Dance, held February 10th

EVERYBODY
LOVES A PARTY

C^peciatlif
Photos b'j Jack Pashkocsky

Everybody at the Studio Club’s Kiddie Kostume
Dance, held February 10th in the rehearsal hall, proved
the above was true.
Sonny Olivera’s rhythm makers made dancing a
pleasure. Free beer, cokes, coffee, hot dogs, door favors
and prizes for costumes and contests all helped to make
it one of the gayest dance parties ever held at the studio.
Special credit is given to the dance committee, composed of Clinton Sandeen, Frank Gilroy, and headed by
Sonny Olivera, for their original, clever decorations and
Al and Betty Zultz had fun behaving like kids.

favors which brightened the studio’s rehearsal hall.

-,^|,y,3EniL

1 0

Setting the theme for the dance, this group of "kids" were on hand
to meet the 500 dancers who assembled in the rehearsal hall.
Sonny Olivera's rhythm makers furnished the music.
Eight

•

The stars were bright February 10th. Three of Twentieth's promising, young
and beautiful actresses, Kathleen Hughes, Peggy O'Connor, Joyce MacKenzie,
came bedecked in fashionable kiddies' clothes.

20th Voted 25 Oscar Nominations
The 20th Century-Fox production team, headed by Darryl
F. Zanuck, for the second straight year registered the top
number of nominations, 25, in the heated race for the 1950
Academy Awards. Leading the studio’s list were 14 individual nominations for “All About Eve.”
According to Academy officials, the nominations were
made by approximately 12,050 members of the industry.

BEST

MOTION

All the pictures nominated for any award will be screened
at the Academy Award Theater. Final balloting closes
March 13, with the results then scheduled to be tabulated
by Price, Waterhouse & Co., an accounting firm, and the
gala awards presentation will be held at the Pantages Theater March 22.
A breakdown

of Twentieth’s

nominations

appears below.

PICTURE

“All About Eve”

BEST

PERFORMANCE

BY ACTRESS

Anne Baxter in “All About Eve”
Bette Davis in “All About Eve”

BEST

PERFORMANCE

BY

SUPPORTING

ACTOR

Jeff Chandler in “Broken Arrow”
Edmund Gwenn in “Mister 880”
George Sanders in “All About Eve”

BEST PERFORMANCE

BY SUPPORTING

ACTRESS

Celeste Holm in “All About Eve”
Thelma Ritter in “All About Eve”

BEST

DIRECTING

“All About Eve”; Joseph L. Mankiewicz

BEST

ART

DIRECTION

(BLACK

& WHITE)

“All About Eve”; Lyle Wheeler and George W. Davis.
Set Decoration: Thomas Little, Walter M. Scott

BEST

CINEMATOGRAPHY

(BLACK

& WHITE)

“All About Eve”; Milton Krasner

BEST

CINEMATOGRAPHY

(COLOR)

“Broken Arrow”; Ernest Palmer

BEST

COSTUME

DESIGN

“All About Eve”; Edith Head

BEST

COSTUME

DESIGN

(BLACK

& WHITE)

and Charles LeMaire

(COLOR)

“The Black Rose”; Michael Whittaker

DOCUMENTARY

Documentary

PRODUCTION

Short Subjects

“WhyProducer
Korea?”; 20th-Fox

BEST

FILM

Movietone;

Edmund

Reek,

EDITING

“.\11 About Eve”; Barbara McLean

BEST

ACHIEVEMENTS

IN MUSIC

Best Scoring of a Musical Picture
“I’ll Get By”; Lionel Newman

Best Score, Dramatic or Comedy

“All About Eve”; Alfred Newman

Best Original Song

“Wilhelmina” from “Wabash Avenue”
Music by Josef Myrow, lyrics by Mack

BEST

Gordon.

SOUND

“All About Eve”

BEST

MOTION

PICTURE

STORY

“The Gunfighter”; William Bowers, Andre de Toth
“Panic In The Streets”; Edna and Edward Anhalt
“When Willie Comes Marching Home”; Sy Gomberg

BEST

SCREENPLAY

‘All About Eve”; Joseph L. Mankiewicz
“Broken Arrow”; Michael Blankfort

BEST

STORY

“No Way

AND

SCREENPLAY

Out”; Joseph L. Mankiewicz
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STUDIO

CLUB

Xew Classes
Under Way
Planning to put an extensi\e list of
classes on the spring program slate, the
Studio Club has started two of the new
classes. A photography instruction class,
under the tutorage of David Kovar,
along with the popular swimming class
are now under way. A Red Cross sponsored first-aid course and another great
film session will soon be released from
the hopper.

Swimming
Started the first of February, the class
is being held in the modern Beverly
Hills High School swimming pool. Held
each W^ednesday night from 6:30 till
9 p.m., the class offers expert swimming
instructions for those who wish to impro\e their form. Others may have the
complete freedom of the pool if they
wish. The locker rooms are also available for changing clothes. The fee for
the entire 12 sessions is only $3.00, and
both Club members and tbeir families
may

register.

Photography
Stimulated by popular demand, the
Studio Club sponsored the present photography class. Meeting in the Production Bungalow, the ten session course
is under the direction of David Kovar,
talented Southern California photographer and photographic instructor at numerous colleges throughout this area.
The course is designed to give the amatuer photographer a basic background
in photography and at the same time
give the more experienced shutter clickers a wider scope on this popular art.
Meetings are held each Wednesday
night, and students interested may still
register with the Studio Club.

Great

Films

Class

Following tbe pattern of last year’s
succe.ssful great films class, in which
Twentieth’s past Oscar winners were
screened
the studio’s
projection
the
Club inwill
.soon start
anotherrooms,
such
class. Ten films will be shown and afterwards there will be a general discussion
of the pictures by the class, with the
heads of the cinema departments of
UCI..'\ and U.SC participating, together
with top-notch TCF film makers. Tho.se
interested should register now with the
Studio Club.
Ten

The modern Beverly Hills High School swimming pool is the scene of the Studio Club's popular
swimming class. Late comers may still register at the Studio Club for this class.

First-Aid

Class

In line with the present defense efforts
throughout the nation, the Studio Club
will hold a Red Cross sponsored first-aid
course. The class will be held at the
studio and additional information will be
posted
boards.

on

the

Studio

* Television
Another

Club’s

bulletin

Class

Television class similar to the

one inaugurated last year by the Studio
Club will soon begin. It will take in the
basic principals of video transmission,
and other factors relating to the modern
teevee set. As in the previous course, it
will not deal with acting, directing or
their related fields, but will be channeled
into the technical aspects of modern
vision.
Under

the direction of Bob

tele-

Comer,

Chairman of the Studio Club’s Educational Committee, these classes and educational opportunities have been brought
to the studio. Comer pointed out that any
subject in which 15 or more TCFers are
interested the committee will attempt to
foster a class in that subject. In almost
all cases a capable college instructor is
selected to teach the class. Subjects which
are now under consideration as possible
counses are: a Spanish speaking class, a
drapery making class, a great books
course, and many others. Those people
who wish to join any of the above classes
or stimulate interest in any new classes
should contact the Studio Club.

Tickets Available
For Great Books
Demonstration
Exchange Tickets for a Great Books
demonstration discussion on the Declaration of Independence to be lead by Clare
Booth Luce and Dr. Mortimer J. Adler of
the University

of Chicago,

author

of

“How to Read a Book,” will be available
free to all 20th Century employees at the
Studio Club.
The

demonstration

will be held

on

Wednesday, March 7th at 8 p.m. at the
Philharmonic Auditorium. Each exchange ticket is good for 2 reser\ed
tickets at the Philharmonic box office.
The Great Books Program was originated by Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins
of the University of Chicago and Dr.
Adler. It is a completely free adult education program which is carried out
through groups of about 20 people in
each. Groups meet at libraries, large
company halls and other public and .semipublic meeting places once every other
week to discuss a Great Books reading.
Each group is lead by 2 leaders who are
trained by the Great Books Foundation
in the cpiestion and answer method of
conducting a discussion.
The books read are those books which
everyone agrees are great. Some represent great truths, some great errors.

derness”
Wil
“Ah,lai
med
Acc
Held in the Studio Club’s Playhouse
February 28th, March 1st,, 2nd, Eugene
O’Neill’s thrilling “Ah, Wilderness” was
presented to a capacity audience each
night.
Directed by Paul Piper, the three acter
was applauded time and time again by
the enthusiastic audience. The tender
and appealing play, which

many

acclaim

as O’Neill’s greatest, takes place on the
4th of July. It is the story of an American family in the early years of the
present century, their problems, especially the problems of their young son and
how they solve them.
Boasting of one of the finest group of
employee-actors to ever step upon the
Playhouse’s stage. Piper’s directing experience was evident in every scene. The
actors included James Featherolf, Patricia Houser, Dodie Warren, Kordula
Polenek, Jenny Allen, Edmund Partyka,
David Lansing, Paul Piper, Gene Sanders, Georgine Spelvin, Larry Montaigne,
Michelle King, James Tracy, Beverly
Presley.
Special credit is given to the production staff for its smooth running, behind the scenes job. The staflF was composed of, Beverly Presley, Assistant Director; Morris Feuer, Stage Manager and
Electrician; Rudy Reeves, Stage Technician; James Tracy, Music; Gene Sanders,
Sound Effects.

Gathering around the family dinner table during a scene from the recent Studio Club little theater
play, "Ah, Wilderness," are left to right, Kordula Polenek, Paul Piper, Dodie Warren, David Lansing,
Patricia Houser, Jenny Allen, Ed Partyka.

New Caller For
TCF “Reelers”
Headed

by

Winston

Leverett,

new

prexy of the “Reelers,” the Studio Glub’s
square dancing group obtained a new
and popular caller. John Donhoff, known
throughout the Southern Galifornia area
as one of the top callers in the business,
was selected as the caller for this term.
He is now

calling for such noted groups

as “Buttons and Bows,” “Spinning Wheelers,” “Golden Slippers,” and many others.
Last week ten squares of colorful dancers were assembled on the spacious Stage
One, where the dances are held the first,
third or fifth Wednesdays of each month.
Garrying the slogan, “Dancing for Fun,”
the group hopes to increase this number
so as to include as many employees and
families as possible.
Further information may be obtained
by calling the Studio Glub.

Ed Partyka, right, leaves little doubt in Gene
Sanders' mind that he is an unwanted visitor in
the Partyka's domicile during "Ah, Wilderness."

Paul Piper, playing the part of the wandering
son as well as directing the three acter, is about
to wander

into Michelle

King's tempting

arms.
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Record 463 Blood Pints
Delivered To Red Cross
Setting a new

industry record of 463 pints of blood, the people

at 20th Century-Fox turned in a stellar performance Wednesday,
February 7th, when the Red Cross bloodmobile visited the studio.
The former top industry donation was 435 pints.
Starting at 8 a.m., a steady stream

of workers

poured

into the

studio’s rehearsal hall. The last pint of blood was extracted shortly
after 6 p.m. Two shifts of Red Cross nurses, doctors and volunteer
helpers were

on hand

to handle

the record contribution.

Appointments for the day long affair were taken weeks in advance,
and donors were processed through the 14 bed unit at the rate of
17 every 20 minutes. Many

workers

had to be turned away

in the

late afternoon because of the full schedule of previous appointments.
In the almost painless operation, the donors

saw

the whole

blood taken from their arms, quickly but precisely processed, and
Beginning at 8 in the morn, a steady stream of film workers
poured into the rehearsal hall to set a new industry blood
recruitment record of 463 pints. Secretary Helen Ewrin gets
her appointment confirmed by Vivian Jorgensen.

Pausing for refreshments
blood are these men
Twelve

and a short rest after donating

from Property. Volunteer

then packed
rushed

in refrigerated cartons. The

whole

blood

was

then

for final inspection to an Army Air Rase, and flown immediately toJapan and Korea to help the wounded CTs on the

fighting lines.

a pint of

nurse's aids are giving

coffee to, left to right, Fred Simpson,
Boyd, Electrical Fixture Head;

Photos by Kornman

Fred Rode, Jack Stubbs, Dave

Lorry Haddock.

Blood
- A ABEL, Michael
ACORN, Jesse
ADAMS, Edythe
AHRENS, Dennis R.
ALBERT, C. H.
ALEXANDER, Jeff
ALLIN, John B.
ALVESTAD, Burton C.
ANDERSON, David W.
ANDERSON, Wm. D.
ANDRUS, Keith M.
ANHEUSER, H. A.
ANHEUSER, Evelyn Nadine
ARCHER, Vernon
ARMETTA, John
ARMETTA, Louis N.
ASHEN, Vaughn
ATKINSON, Barbara
ATKINSON, Wm. B.

- B BABINEAU, ;Albert J.
BALL, Herbert E.
BANKS, Seth W.
BARMAN, Fred A.
BARNES, C. L.
BARON, Jerry
BARRETT, Clifford
BARRETT, William E.
BAYHI, Chester
BEAL, Louis R.
BENCKE, Lester G.
BENSON, Byron W.
BERG, Frank
BERGMAN, Rochelle
BERKOWITZ, Mildred
BOSS, Doris
BILLINGS, Verna
BIRNBAUM, Leon
BLOOM, Enos W.
BLUMENTHAL, Herman
BOARDMAN, R. J.
BOYD, Dave
BRADSHAW, S. R.
BRAZEL, Arbary G.
BREITKREUTZ, L. A.
BREWER, Percy
BRIGGS, Lawrence
BRIGHT, Earl
BRODERICK, Evelyn
BROWN, Jack V.
BROWN, Robert N.
BROWN, Sidney H.
BROWNE, Dorothy
BRUNSON, Bert A.
BRUNTON, Homer
BUONARIGO, Nick T.
BURROW, Anita
BURROW, M, C., Jr.
BURNETT, Donald J.
BURNETT, George W.
BUTTELL, Jean

- c -

CAINE, Natalie
CAIRNS, George L.
CAMOMILE, Dale
CAMPBELL, John
CANFIELD, A. B.
CANNON, Herman
CAPPS, Everett
CARDOZA, Joe W.
CARRUTH, Dick
CASE, Russell F.
CASSELL, John
CHANEY, Robert W.
CHAPLIN, Robert H.
CHAPLIN, William C.
CHASE, Loy
CHASE, Mildred
CHENEY, Roy E.
CHRYSLER, Eldo C.
CLARK, Nellie
CONCIALDI, Cliff
CONLON, Edward H.
CONNOLLY, Earl P.
COPPIN, Robert J.
CORNELISON, Henry
CORNELL, Richard
CORSINI, Robert
CORSO, Leonard
CORSO, Majorie
CORUM, Lewis Ralph
CORY, Frank F„ Jr.
COURCIER, Nancy W.
CRAFT, Roy D.
CREAGER, Joseph P.
CRESON, Floyd L.
CUNEO, Margaret
CURTIN, Robert

Donors^

- D DAVIES, L. C.
DAVIS, W. E.
DeLAND, John F.
DELLSITE, George E.
DENICHOLAS, George
DENNY, Patricia
DE WEESE, Alvah
DITTMAR, Philip A.
DOBSON, Joel G.
DOLBERG, June
DOLSON, Jack W.
DRIES, Elsie H.
DRIES, Thomas J.
DUARTE, Robert L.
DUGDALE, Arthur J.
DYER, Orson L.

- E ECKHARDT, Elmer
EDMONDSON, V. M.
EHRIN, John
ELLIOTT, R. E.
ENGFEN, Robert P.
ENGLE, James E.
ENJAIAN, Michael
ERICKSON, Frank
ERIKSSON, George L.
ESLICK, Hardy
EVANS,
EWING,

Howard
Loren

A.

- F FAHRENKOPF, R. C.
FALKEN, Stanley M.
FAY, Richard M.
FERGUSON, Frank H.
FERGUSON, L. A.
FETHEROLF, James
FLEISCHMAN, Robt. J.
FINCH, Robert M.
FISCHER, Gussie D.
FISHER, Henry J.
FORE, Jett, Jr.
FORESTAL, James
FOSTER, Richard
FOX, Malvina
FREEMAN, Harold
FREERICKS, Bernard
FRIED, Bertram
FRITCH, Robert
FRITCHER, Jos. N.
FUHRMAN, Harold L.

- G -

GANNON, Adelaide
GANNON, Richard J.
GENEAUX, John A.
GERHARD, Carl R.
GERMANO, lolanda P.
GIBSON, Thomas C.
GODDARD, Ruth
GODDING, Harold E.
GOFF, James L.
GOLDFARB, David
GOLDMAN, Samuel
GOLDMAN, William
GOLUB, Andrew
GOLUB, Hilda
GOMEZ, Frank, Jr.
GORDON, Harold J.
GORDON, M. L.
GREENBERG, Henry
GREGERSON, Robt. H.
GRIFFIN, Harold E.
GRINBERG, Sherman
GUNDERSON, E. R.

- H -

HADDOCK, Lorry
HAGGERTY, Frank
HALL, Charles
HALL, David H.
HALL, Fred H.
HALPERIN, Aaron
HAMBRICK, Elmer
HAMILTON, Clyde P.
HAMILTON, M.
HAMMERAS, Ralph
HANSE, H. A.
HANSEN, Jean V.
HARDIN, Edward H.
HARMELL, Morris H.
HARTMAN, Irma
HAYNES, James E.
HEISER, Dana M.
HELTON, Roy
HENSON, Robert W.
HERRINGTON, George
HEWSON, Doris E.
HILLMAN, Arthur C.
HIXON, Chas. H.
HOFTYZER, Arend J.

Honor

HOLDEN, Bernice
HOROWITZ, Louis
HOUSER, Art
HOWARD, Clyde M.
HUBBARD, Daisy R.
HUGHES, Kathleen
HUTCHISON, Richard

- IlEZZI, Chester
IMES, M.
ISERMAN,

Milton

L.

JACKSON, Harvey R.
JOHNSON, Virginia
JOHNSON, Thomas A. Jr.
JOHNSTONE, Menifee I.
JOLLEY, Robert W.
JOLLEY, Ronald E.
Marlin E.
JONES, Ray
JOSEPH, Robert
JURGENSEN, Wm.

- K -

K.

- N R.

NELSON, Lillian
NICKERL, Earl W.
NICOLOFF, Urdona
NIGRO, Josephine T.
NIMETZ, Metro S.
NOBLES, Donald L.
NORTON, -0
Victor
- G.
ODEGARD, Howard
OLMSTED, R. B.
OTTIGER, Fred F.
OUELLETTE, Chas. F.
OVERCASH, Paul T.

- P -

KAHLE, Robert W.
KAHN, Kenneth
KAMBERG, Samuel
KAPLAN, Charlotte
KARAS, J. M.
KENT, Roger R.
KERN, William D.
KESSELMAN, Helyn

PAGE, Anthony
PALMER, Bart

PALMER, Barton
PALMER, Walter W.
PARKER, Laurence
PASHKOVSKY, Jack
PAZZELL, Louis J.
PETERSON, Austin D.
PIPER, Paul A., Jr.

KING, Michele
KLAWITER, Lester
KLEIN, Harold M.
KOHL, C. Richard
KRAUM, Manly E.
KREGER, Seymour
KRUTAK, J. C.

PLENTY, Gilbert E.
POHL, Walter
POMMITT, Fred G.
PRATT, Floyd
PRESTWOOD, Sid
PULLEN, Al

LABRECHE, D. J,
LACOMME, Ed L.
LAGUNE, Woodson L.
LANG, K.V.
LARD IE, Morris C.
LAUCTOT, Donald
LE BLANC, Lee
LECHLITNER, R. R.

RANKIN, Vance D.
RATKOVIC, Nicholas
REAVES, Malcolm R.
REED, Glenn E.
REESE, Ralph H.
REISCH, Walter
RENNISON, O. F.

- L -

LEE, Donald L.
LEE, Joseph
LEFEBVRE, Frank F.
LEHR, Wm. G.
LEIBER, Herman
LEMCKE, Albert B.
LESLIE, Thomas S.
LEWIS, Jane
LIGHT, George
LINDLEY, Norman
LINGREN, Alvin L.
LIPSEY, A. F.
LISTER, Lurline
LOCKE, John N.
LOFVEN, Bill
LOVE, Leon
LUDWIG, Earl J.
LUGO, Felipe A.
LURVEY, L. H.

- M MACDONALD, Gerald
MANKER, L. O.
MARTIN, WILSON
MASSA, Philmon
MATHENEY, John
MATHEWS, Paul D.
MATTHEWS, George A.
MATTHEWS, J. K.
McCAFFERTY, John
MCCLINTOCK, C. E.
MC CLURE, Ralph C.
McDermott, Thomas S.
MC LAREN, Peter
MC LAUGHLIN, Ruel L.
MC PH IE, Winifred
MEACHAM, William L.
MEEK, Lawrence E.
MEEK, Shirley
MELE, Antonio
MELLEN, Harry
MERGELL,
METZLER,

William
Roy

MILBURN, E. B.
MILLER, Edward M.
MILLER, Edward R.
MILLER, E. M.
MILLER, William E.
MILLS, G. K. Jr.
MONROE, Paul
MORALES, Felix S.
MOST, Abe
MOULTON, Harry

J

MURPHY, Pierce G.
MUSGROVE, Elma
NASTICH, Maria
NEELY, Joan

H.

- J -

Roll

MUHS, Jack
MUMOLO, Vito
MURPHY, Margaret
MURPHY,
Mary

N.

- R -

REPKAY, William H.
REYNOLDS, William
RICE, Laurence I.
RICHTER, Estelle
RICHTER, Fritz
RICHTER, F. 0.
RICKARDS, J. E.
RIGGIO, Carl
RINEHART, Raymond
ROBINETT, George
RODE, Fred J.
RODE, Louis E.
ROEMER, Eugene
ROGERS, Billy H.

- s-

E.

STEVENS, Charles R.
STEVENSON, Thos. T.
STEWART, George M.
STOCKING, Norman T.
STOLZE, R. E.
STRANNIX, Victor
STROUT, John
STUBBS, JR., David
SULLIVAN, M. S.
SUTFIN,

J.

Glenn
- T -

TAYLOR, Harold R.
TARRANT, PHILLIP N.
TAYLOR, V. A.
TETER, Keith L.
THIELE, Arthur W.
THIRLWELL, E. M.
THOMPSON, George C.
THOMPSON, Robt G.
TIETZ, Florenz C.
TOWNER, Richard M.
TOWNER, Dorothea
TRANCHITELLA,
J. E.
TRUCANO, James J.
TRUESDALE, Ross R.
TURNER, Joanne
TURNHAM, Paul E.
TUTTLE, W. N.
TYLER, Gwen

- u -

ULLRICH,

William

C.

ULYATE, Wm. A.
USLAN, Max E.

- V VACHON, Arthur G.
VAUGHAN, Marjorie
VOLKER, Roy
VERNON, Vinton B.
Eric Von

WAGNER,
WASHO,
WASSON, Robert
George J.
WATERS, Henry L.
WAYCOTT, JR., Ralph
WEDEL, Vern F.
WEISBERG, Jules J.
WEISS, Meyer
WENTLING, Lloyd E.
WESTPHAL, Ernest

G.

SAGE, George B.
SALAMUNOVICH,

SOHN, William R.
SMITH, Donald R.
SMITH, Morris
SMITH, N. K.
SMITH, Richard
SMITH, R. K.
SMITH, S. S.
SMOTHERS, Wayne
SMYTHE, Stanley
SNYDER, Alvin
SOLK, Joseph
SPRANKLE,
W. P.
SOUSA, Henry

-Charles
w -

RUMAN, James E.
RUSSELL, Damian
William

SILVER, Dave
SILVER, Esther
SIMPSON, Fred

STROHEIM,

ROOT, Harold A.
ROSS, Alfred P.
ROSSI, Walter
ROUGEOT, John F.
ROWE, Carol
RUBIN,
Myer A.

RYAN,

SHAPIRO, Maurice
SHEA, Stanley
SHERRARD, Wesley
SHORES, G. C.

M.

SANCHEZ, Jack M.
SANDEEN, Clinton
SANDER, Lester L.
SANSERINO, Albert
SARTAIN, Sandra
SATURENSKY, George
SAUNDERS, Leonard
SAVAGE, David D.
SCHAEFER, Hal
SCHAFER, Walter
SCHANZER, Orven
SCHOFIELD, George
SCHOFIELD, Geo. K.
SCHON, F. W.
SCHREYER, John H.
SCHUETZ, Bert
SCHULTZ, Herbert
SCOTT, John N.
SEBELL, Bert E.
SEDAM, P. Z.
SEEMAN, Russell A.
SEIFTS, Lawrence E.
SEIFTS, Norman G.
SELDITZ, Leon
SHAHEEN, Ned E.
SHANLEY, John

WEYL, Edward M.
WHIMS, James L.
WHITE, John F.
WIDLUND, Donald
WIEHL,
G.
WILHELM,FredJohn
WILLETTE, Walter
WILLIAMS, Chas. V.
WILLIAMS, Herbert
WILTON, A. O.
WOCKEN, John
WOLCOTT,
Lynn D.
WOLF, William E.
WOOD, Clarence
WOOD, F. Galvin
WOODS, Verly
Loren R.
WOODS,
WOODLAND, Ralph
WRIGHTSTONE, G. R.
WURTZEL, D. H.

- Y YAGAN, Julius
YAPHE, Lee
YOUNG,
ZUCKER,
ZULTZ,

Raymond

-George
z -

Albert
Betty
Thirteen

Bowlers
Dig 111

For Filial
Stretch
By Loretta Powell
Here

it is the twentieth

week

of the

league already, and only nine more to
go before the Sweepstakes, and then the
Banquet.
Don’s Huskies are still leading the
league with 56 points won, three points
over Monte’s Wolves. Henry Hathaway
and Sam Engel boys are tied for third
place with 48 points won. Linda Darnell

Powo/ny

and Jack Ferguson’s Queens are tied with
47 points, and are one point ahead of
the Joseph Mankiewicz boys. Dan
Dailey’s Hoofers have 45 points, and
Dale’s Shamrocks follow with 43. Peck’s
Kittens are next in line with 40 points
won, with Peck’s Polecats and Bichard
Basehart girls close on their heels with
39 each. Henry King and Loretta Young’s
Grips share a spot with 37 wins, having
a 5-point margin over the next team.
Bichard Widmark’s boys who have won
32 points. Anne Baxter’s five boys have
won 31 points. Next come the three gals
with the same name but all spelled differently: Jean Peters 29 points. Gene
Tierney’s boys 28, and Jeanne Crain with
26. Last but by no means least is Betty
Grablc’s
points.

Leg

Men

who

have

won

25

Eddie DeCuir of the Don’s Huskies
quintet, made quite a record for himself
and a season high with three nice games
of 219-220-223 for a total of 662, which
with his handicap gives him 686, knocking out by one pin the high series of 685
(including handicap) held by Harold
Bow of the Sam Engel team. Armand
Allen, coming in to the league late to
finish up the season on the Gene Tierney
team, came up with a very high 264
game, with
him 276.
Fourteen

12-pin

handicap

giving

CHAMP

RECEIVES

TROPHY

Jack Codd, chairman of the annual golf tournament, presents Lloyd Nobles, winner of the men's
low gross division, his trophy, while Ike Panning displays the silver plaque. The other committee
member, Pete Montemurro, is left.

April

^4th

Set For

With the news of the professionals unlimbering in their spring training camps
reaching the sports pages of the daily
papers, softball enthusiasts at Twentieth
are now looking forward to another softball season.
Slated to be played at Rancho Playground, located across from the Pico
studio entrance, the league play will get
under way Tuesday, April 24th. As in
the past years, two games will be slated
for Tuesday nights and one game on
Wednesday, making a ten week season.
Teams may schedule practice games at
anytime by first calling the Studio Club.
This year under the chairmanship of
Ed DeCuir and Bob Jolley, the league
will consist of six teams. Studio celebrities will sponsor the clubs and a possible
play-off between the winners of the two
rounds of play is being considered.
Players who have not yet indicated
that they wish to play this year should
inform the Studio Club as soon as possi-

Softball

ble. Also, DeCuir and Jolley are anxious
to find out just what type of clubs the
players
would
like around
to play two
with.
“The
league can
be built
types
of
teams,” DeCuir explained. “Either a departmental team in which the team represents a certain studio department, or
the players can be fairly selected by the
different team captains.” The Studio
Club’s softball committee urges the players to indicate what type of team would
be the most popular.
Patterned after last year’s successful
season, the Studio Club will again award
individual trophies to the members of
the winning team. Also a sponsor’s trophy will be presented to the sponsor. Any
individual sponsoring a winning team for
two straight years will be awarded the
trophy permanently. Last year Anne
Baxter’s slugging team, captained by Bob
Wittenberg, walked away with the championship honors.

FIVE PICS IN MARCH
“The

Doctor’s

After

The

Diary,”

“Meet

Show,”

Me

“Friendly

Island,” “Ann of the Indies,”
“Silver Whistle” scheduled for
Twentieth’s

stages in March.

A peek at March’s production slate sees
a total of five pictures scheduled for the
studio stages. In addition, Kangaroo
being shuttered
House

is

The

on the Square in England.

The new
The

in Australia, and

picture on tap for March

Doctors

Diary,

while

Meet

is
Me

After The Show, Friendly Island, Anne
of the Indies and Silver Whistle are still
shooting after getting a February
Started in March,

start.

Darryl F. Zanuck’s

latest production. The Doctor’s Diary, is
being directed by Joe Mankiewicz. The
successful combination, responsible for
the entertaining All About Eve, have a
clever screenplay,

originating

from

a

seven act Broadway play by Curt Goetz.
The story deals with the deaths of a
Professor of Gynecology at a large university and his young, beautiful wife.
Was it murder or accidental death? In

Dazzling song and dance numbers ala Betty Grable will be part of the fare in Twentieth's
After The Show." Directed by Richard Sale, the picture is now being filmed.

"Meet

Me

probing into the background of the characters, the story unfolds into an exciting
adult drama
ing ending.

marked

by a unusual

twist-

Slated for April filming are six pictures.
They are: The Desert Fox, the story of
Rommel, the great German general made
famous by the battle achievements of his
Afrika Korps, and
touching to come

is one

of the most

out of the war; Golden

Girl, a story of old San Francisco

and

the excitement

of the early gold digging
days; The Day the Eearth Stood Still, a

science fiction saga about mysterious visitors from space who want to bring peace
and happiness to the earth; The WAG
In His Life, a humorous, event packed
story of a returning GI who takes over
the problems of being a landlord when
he returns from the war; Lydia Bailey,
the heartwarming story of a young lawyer’s attempt to find the girl he lo\es
during a flaming war of independence on
the island of Haiti; Don’t Call Me

Moth-

er, a modern tale of a young couple’s
problems while living with the motherin-law and the husband’s efforts to keep
the peaceful domicile while working for
the divorced father-in-law.

Getting a clean sweep by comedian

David Wayne

is popular Bill Lundigan. The two are starring in

"Friendly Island," now in front of the camera.
Fifteen
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Household Workers Now Come
Under Social Security Rules

SPECIAL
W
STUDIO

DISCOUNTS
TO
CLUB MEMBERS

1 5 Brands
h

of

Open

From

TO PAY

Evenings and Sunday

VIC

September, October - November - December.
Your maid is not included and you are
not concerned: During any three month
period in which her work does not
meet both parts of the test stated
above.
If more than one person works in your
home: Consider each separately. Each
person who works for you regularly,

by you.
Maids, laundresses, housekeepers,
cooks, nursemaids, gardeners, handymen,
valets, footmen, grooms, chauffeurs (of
pri\ately owned cars), practical nurses,

PAYMENTS

24 MONTHS

explaining the new features of your social security benefits. Since then numerous requests have come into our office
asking for additional information about
the inclusion of household workers under the old-age and survivors insurance

are presented below so that proper deductions may be credited to any of your
household workers currently employed

o

TIME

month
March,

system.
A complete breakdown in question
and answer form of the new regulations

TELEVISION
To Choose

January Action presented a
brief
article, along with accompanying charts,

Till 10 p.m.

are

etc. (However, people who do household work on a farm are protected under
a different provision of the new law.)

MATURE

ho
inus
cleh
u ol
ed d
It ddepends
on how often she works for
? wo
rk
you and how
er much you pay her. In gens
eral, the new ?law applies only to regularly employed household workers and
not to people who work for you now and
then.

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
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♦

Furniture Co.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
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Open

Sixteen

and Saturday

Until 10 P.M.

ho
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Appliances
Radios and Television

Westwood

yo

Night

eh

ol

d

ess

,e

tc.

)

periods: January-FebruaryApril-May-June, July-August-

two days a week or more, will be covered by the law.
Are room and board counted as wages?
No. Only cash wages
fare ifpaid in cash).

(including car-

If your maid also works in other homes:
Count only the work she does for you.
4— What should you do if someone working in your home meets the 24-day, $50
test?
Starting January, you are expected to
deduct 1/2% from their cash wages. This
is their contribution to the social security
tax. Your contribution is an equal amount.
You should obtain special forms from
your local social security office.
What benefits will your household worker obtain from this new social security
regulation?
Social security payments will be made
upon application in these two instances:
Monthly payments when they are old
and work no longer.
die.Payments to their families when they

fare center at one location and by the

MPRF’s

Headquarters

In Remodeled

To Be Housed

Hollywood Building

Work

of the structure. The entire property has

Filling a pressing need and a long
cherished ambition, the Motion Picture
Relief Fund soon will have its executive,

a frontage of 200 feet with a depth of
105 feet. The building occupies 80 feet

social service and medical

offices and a

of the frontage and has a little more

than

pharmacy all housed under one roof on
property owned by the Fund, according
to an announcement made recently by

8,000 sq. feet of floor space. The

land

Jean Hersholt, president.
Mr. Hersholt revealed

that the Fund

has purchased a one-story building at
335 N. La Brea Ave., with two lots on
the south side and one on the north side

on either side will furnish adequate parking space and provide for any expansion
which might become necessary in years
to come.
Purchase of the property was prompted by the economy and efficiency which
will result from having a complete

need for larger quarters for the social
workers and office staff than those now
leased at 6902 Santa Monica Blvd.

wel-

will begin at once on the remodeling ofthe building and it is hoped
that the Fund can move into its new
quarters by next September.
De

Mr. Hersholt paid high tribute to E. L.
Patie, Robert Hunter, A. B. Hilton,

Dudley Nichols and Bernard Herzbrun,
the members of the building committee,
who worked

so long and faithfully to find

the Fund’s
both
needs
and itswhich
finances.
estimated
that
fittedIt is
a property
the economies

effected by the new

will pay for the property

set-up

within a few

years.

Ri^-Of-Way In Dangerous Left Turn Explained
All cars traveling west on Pico must
yield the right-of-way to the turning
automobile if they are outside this
danger area. If the cars are inside the
150 feet, they have the right-of-way.

This automobile may turn off Pico if
there are no cars in the 1 50 foot danger
zone. However, if the cars are in the
danger zone, this automobile must
yield the right-of-way to those cars.

Seventeen

8 Hints On
How To
Save On
Yonr Tax

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card
on

RECAPPING
at

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica

—

Phones

AND

You

—

SEE

May

Be Able To Save Money

US

One of Uncle Sam’s taxpayers, working at the studio and definitely desperate
for tax deductions, had a bright idea. In
filing his annual income tax he took a
special deduction of $200 for “depreciation” on his wife.
His reason, he explained to the Internal Revenue Bureau: “She’s so worn
out she won’t get breakfast for me any
more.” The deduction was disallowed,
of course, even though the Bureau investigator admitted the man had the
semblance of a case.
Not many

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK

Eighteen

taxpayers try to go that far.

In fact, according to the American Institute of Accountants, the national society of certified public accountants,
the average taxpayer is more likely to
neglect a lot of legitimate ways of saving money on his tax return.
Obviously everyone should carry his
fair share of the income tax. But the
government expects you to pay only your
fair tax — neither too much nor too little.
To make sure you don’t accidentally
overpay this March 15th, here is a list
of eight key checkpoints.

1. Choose

the Right Form

Most wage earners will file the sim[)lified form ( 1040-A ) or a short form
1040. However, many could save
money by itemizing deductions on the
long form 1040, instead of using the simplified form without thinking and tak“standard
deduction”
cent ingofthe their
income.

of ten per

FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

With

Uncle Sam's Blessing

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

How

Editoh’.s

Note:

Tlii.s article is based

on material

furnished l)v the American Institute of Accountants, national professional society of certified
public accountants.

Check your deductions carefully. If
they amount to more than ten per cent
of your income be sure to use a long
form if you want to claim them. Suppose it takes several hours — you might
save twenty-five or fifty or more dollars,
and that’s good hourly pay.
One word of warning. If your itemized deductions total up to less than ten
per cent of your income, you naturally
save if you can take the automatic ten
per cent with the simplified form 1040-A
or the short form 1040.

2. Joint ' Returns for
Married Couples
If you are married, you can nearly
always save money by filing a joint return.
You do this by totaling the income you
and your wife receive (even if your wife
has no income of her own) on one tax
return which both of yon sign. You can
file a joint return with your wife as long
as you were married and living together
the last day of the year, or if your wife
died during the year.
The government calls this “splitting
your income.” Whether it will definitely
reduce your tax depends mainly on the
size of your income and the number of
dependents and exemptions you have.
For example, a man with $4,000 income
and no dependents could save $10 by
filing a joint return with his wife (assuming she had no income) instead of an
individual return for himself.

3. Take All Your
Exemptions

Legal

You have one $600 exemption for yourself. In addition, you normally have a

7

$600 exemption for anyone closely related to you by blood or marriage if you
contributed more than fifty per cent of
his upkeep and his taxable income is less
than $500 for the year.
A child born any time during the year
— even at 11:59 p.m.
.

on December

31 —

entitles
to a for
fullanyear’s
The
sameyouis true
infantexemption.
who dies
after birth.

4. Special Exemptions

.

If you are sixty-five or over, you get
an extra exemption of $600. If your wife
is sixty-five or over, she has the same
extra exemption when you file a joint
return. However, you do not get an
extra exemption for your dependents
who are sixty-five.
When you are claiming this old-age
exemption, be sure to check the right
box on the tax return to note your eligibility.
There is a similar extra exemption for
the blind and the partially blind. The
rule is explained on the tax return instructions.

5. Health and Medical
Deductions
If you had any unexpected medical
expenses last year, you should see
whether you have an allowable medical
deduction. You can deduct medical ex-

and interest on home repair loans. Incidentally, interest on all loans you have
is a deductible item.
Because of the eastern hurricane the
heavy
coast
were
house

midwestern storms, and the west
floods last year, casualty losses
more common than usual. If your
was damaged by wind, snow or

water, and you weren’t completely covered by insurance for your loss, you
may

deduct the net loss from your taxable income. Make certain, however,

you

can

reasonably

support

the claim

you make.

De

So

du

ct

io

Many expenses you have in your work
are deductible. Examples: union dues
and assessments, fee paid to an agency
to secure a job, cost of uniform or tools
you buy which are necessary in your

me

Un

us

You

may

ns

ua

l

also deduct

personal

bad

debts
to $1,000. However, you can’t
job. upnet
deduct
gambling losses — although
you have to pay a tax on net winnings.
Be happy you didn’t win the Irish Sweepstakes.

When

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th

CHRIS

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

you take a long list of deduc-

tions, there’s one thing the certified public accountants warn you should be sure
of: that you can reasonably substantiate
them. In other words, keep receipts and
checks on your doctor and hospital bills,

ec
aRl

on

or

for example, or on other deductible expenses. The government spot-checks in-

ds

come tax returns, and you ean’t take a
chance on not being able to support your
deduction claims. Although the Internal
Revenue Bureau takes a reasonable attitude, many people have had deductions
disallowed because they had no logical

Ow

rs

ne

By doing that, you can save time
both yourself and the government.

for

Beverly Hills

STOVE
STOVE

THE
WHO?

WHEN

HOW
WHERE

WHO,

WHEN,

HOW

& WHERE

OF FEDERAL

INCOME

TAXES

You Lave to file a personal income tax return if you are a citizen or resident of
of the United States and had a gross income of $600 for the year. Your age
does not matter. You also have to file if you earned less than $600 but had
taxes withheld from your wages and want to get the withholdings back.
?

The deadline for filing your 1950 return is March 15, 1951.
You also have to file a Declaration of Estimated Income for 1951 by March 1 5 if:
(1 ) you will have an income of over $100 from any source other than wages on
which your employer withholds tax, and your total income is $600 or more, or
(2) your wages on which taxes are withheld amount to more than the total of
$4500 plus $600 for each exemption.

?

You can get blank forms and instruction booklets from the office of any Collector
of Internal Revenue, any post office, most banks, and often from your employer.
?

Century-Fox

Pico near Holt

As a final suggestion, the CPA organiproof.
zation urges that you read the instructions on the income tax forms carefully.

If you own your own home, you have
a variety of deductions you may not

Co.,

rs

offset by insurance, cost of drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, crutches, wheelchairs,
and other medical equipment.

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Pe

penses which exceed five per cent of your
adjusted gross income, up to certain
limits. (Instructions with the tax forms
explain what adjusted gross income is,
and how to determine the maximum
limits for your medical deduction. )
Many people do not know about the
variety of deductible medical expenses.
Typical ones include: health and hospitalization insurance premiums, hospital, nurse, dentist and doctor bills not

have thought about before. For example,
the interest on your mortgage is deductible. So are real estate and property
taxes and assessments, casualty losses,

File your return with the Collector of Internal Revenue for the district in which
you live. The post office will tell you the address of the Collector for your district.

Complete
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Magic

WORKS
REPAIRING

Line of New

Gas Ranges

Dealer for Servel Gas Refrigerators,

Chef,

Universal,

Gaffers

&

Sattler,

Roper, O'Keefe Western
Cr Merritt,
HollyWedgewood,

467 N. ROXBURY

and

DR.

Beverly Hills

CRestview

1-5239

Willis S. Harris
Keith B. Lyon
Nineteen

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

SAVE
on
everything
in our

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

and

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ

COMPANY

OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

The Largest
Athletic Supply
Store in

THE

Southern California
Wholesale

STUDIO
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Prices
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2-5161

Photos by

Cliff Maupin

to

Everything for the Golfer

8560 WEST

13th LETTER

In “The 13th Letter” an absorbing, unusual drama is unfolded, produced and
directed by Otto Preminger. Howard

stancewife.
Smith as Boyer’s youthful
tormented

Lock’s screenplay, from a story by Louis
Chavance, is a penetrating study in human relations; the plight of an elderly
man married to a young woman and the
upheaval that occurs in a small French
Canadian town when a series of poison

Thedoctor,
story casts
Rennie
the town’s
new
who is
subtlyas pursued
by
Constance Smith. Rennie, however, does

pen letters are distributed to various innocent people.
The

tale is told with interesting suspense. Charles Boyer gives an honest,
touching characterization as an aging
medico. He appears with the full makeup requirements of the role without any
frills. Linda Darnell is sincerely convincing as the young girl who is lame
and frustrated until Michael Rennie, another doctor, comes into her life. A very
moving contribution is offered by Con-

and

not fall for her charms. Shortly thereafter,
a number of individuals, including Rennie and Constance, start receiving poison
pen letters. The messages accuse Rennie
of having a secret affair with Constance,
and each is designed to influence the
recipient to help force Rennie out of
town. When Rennie tells Boyer of the
letters, the elderly doctor dismisses them
as the work of a crackpot and assures
Rennie that he does not believe their
contents. Above, Boyer jokingly suggests
to Rennie that the town’s druggist, Camille Ducharme, could ha\e written the

letters.

but excu s herself on a pretext because of nurse Judith
presence. seJu
dith is bitter that Boyer married Constance.

wrong with her. He accus
h
o f
a
s
es er f aking, nd uggests
boy friend next time she wants male compa
ny.
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(Continued on Next Page )
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Shoes
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“SLACKS OUR
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Members

WEISS, Mgr.

10643 Pico Blvd.

AR. 386-36
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,c«
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332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36
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5. Rennie, determined to clear himself, surprises Linda with a letter and forcibly takes it from her.
When he finds it isn't a poison pen letter, she explains it is a personal note for him.

WALTER

j. McCarthy
and

REUBEN

FRISCHLING

Licensed Real Estate Brokers

•
451 No. La Cienega Bird
Los Angeles
CRestview 6-8307
Res.: AR. 9-3651— WH. 6479

A Solid Block Devoted
SUPER

PONTIAC

To

SERVICE

•
•
•

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
GUARANTEED PONTIAC PARTS
MODERN SERVICE FACILITIES

•

LIBERAL

Courtesy

BUDGET

Extended

UTTER

TERMS

j

To Studio Employees

I

PONTIAC

200 SOUTH
WE.

Twenty-two

|
!

CO.

LA BREA

3-7474

6. In Linda's letter is a clue which leads Rennie to Constance, who tells of a loveless
marriage to
Boyer and her efforts to attract younger men. Than Rennie finds a clue to the letter writer
and a
solution to the whole mystery.

Action Editorial

consider that the average age of
TCFers is over 45 you can better
appreciate the problem of blood recruitment.
There’s no doubt about it that
the present national emergency and
the conflict in Korea has made people conscious of the need for this
vital fluid. But by far the most gratifying part of the February 7th blood
bank was the willingness of people
to donate when informed about the
Studio Club’s blood bank plan. The
blood donated by the individual is
credited count.
to Thenthe
Studio Club’s
acwhenever
a worker
here at Twentieth— or any member
of his family— is sick or in need of
blood, the Club will arrange for
free blood. A telephone call to the
Studio Club is all that is needed to
put the wheels in motion. A small
transfusion charge is made by the
hospital but a saving of from $25
to $60 per pint is made by being
an employee at Twentieth. Last
year the Studio Club arranged for
208 free pints of precious blood.
The response to the appeal for
blood, both for the armed services
and the Studio Club’s blood bank
account, is an example of what the
people at this studio can do when
they all pitch in to help. Workers
known only by sight, or perhaps not
at all, will benefit from this record
donation. It may mean the differ-

THE

RECOUD

People are wonderful. Working
at the Studio Club, we have more
chance to observe individuals’ reactions to different emotions than
in most of the other studio jobs. In
fact one of the nicest things about
working at the Club is the association with others at Twentieth.
The recent Red Cross blood bank,
sponsored by the Studio Club, is a
good example of why it’s such satisfying work.
Over 550 studio workers signed
up to donate a pint of their blood.
Out of this only 523 were physically
able to give, but they had definitely indicated they wanted to participate. In addition, many others were
turned away because the Red Cross

SPEAKS

could only handle a stipulated number during one day’s period. As it
was, 17 people were processed
every 20 minutes, working straight
through from 8 a.m. till 6 p.m.
These TCFers signed up for the
donation because they wanted to
help some nameless person, either
recovering from a battle wound or
being revived from a dangerous
sickness.
So great was the response for
blood donations that individuals at
20th Century-Fox contributed more
than any other Hollywood motion
picture studio. In fact they topped

ence between someone’s life or a
sick child’s speedy recovery. All the
donors should be proud of themselves for their contribution to this
worthy cause.
Yes, the people at this studio are
fun to work with. We like them because they too enjoy helping their
fellow workers, and others desperate for blood. Look at the blood
bank record. That’s proof enough!

“If a nation
than

values

freedom,

values

more,

more

it will lose its free-

dom and the irony
it is eomfort

anything

or

of it is that if
money

that

it

it will lose that too.”

—Somerset

Mmtghnm

the industry’s record (435) set by
a studio employing over 1000 more
workers than Twentieth. When you
T wenty-three
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DINNER
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SPRING!

PIC OF MOiH

Taking home the Irving G. Thalberg Award for the third time in his illustrious career,
Darryl F. Zanuck is seen with the coveted award and his producer's Oscar for the successful "All About Eve." This scene took place March 29th at the Pantages Theater during
the 23rd Annual Awards of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The vote
by the film industry leaders made the studio's production chief the only three-time winner
of the Thalberg award. Zanuck won the very first in 1 937, and repeated in 1 944, seven
years later. Award is given at the million dollar public relations performance for overall
production achievement during this year and the preceding two. More news of the
Academy and other awards showered on the studio during the past month is on page four.
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Paul Piper, Mail department,
has no trouble portraying the
old saying about spring being
the time when a young man's
fancy turns to thoughts of
beautiful girls. Who should
he be focusing his eyes upon
other than luscious Marilyn
Monroe,

shapely 20th Century-Fox actress. Piper was
responsible for the recent and
successful Studio Club little

Honorary Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th
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Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
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Photo by Pashkousky.

theater venture, "Ah, Wilderness," the three acter which
was acclaimed by a packed
house for almost a week. In
addition to the taxing director's chores, Paul carried a
strong leading part. However,
a close observation of the
cover will reveal that Paul
didn't need any dramatic
prompting with the curvy
blonde in front of him.

JOLLET

Although this column is usually set aside to introduce some
TCFer whose contributions are
seen inside the pages of Action,
this month well deviate from the
pattern slightly.
Walter Jolley, Paint Department Head and eurrent President
of the Studio Club, has been on
the governing board since the
Studio Club’s inception in 19S6.
He could well be called “Mister
Studio Club” himself. A veteran
of 26teryears
the Christensen
studio, Wal-s
served with
as Vic
vice-president of the employees’
organization in 1938 when the
Assistant Studio Manager was
the Club’s head.
Starting to work for the Fox
Film Company in 1925 as a paint
brush swinger, Walter was soon
put in charge of all paint operations at Westwood, then just a
rambling country side studio specializing in outdoor sets. Later,
when Movietone City was started
and the main film making operations were gradually shifted to
the “hills,” the present popular
Studio Club prexy was hiked to
assistant department head. In
another few years he was called
“boss” by all the TCF painters.
Always active in sports, there
is hardly a sporting event in the
nation that Walter isn’t rooting
for. Last year he was the third
base coach for
Anne
championship
nine.

Baxter’s

this onmakes
Walter’s
lastAlthough
active year
the Board
of
Controllers, due to the rides
which prevent his re-election after serving a term, you can make
book on the fact that the popular
leader won’t let his interest in
the Club’s affairs lag. You can
bet on this — ’cause Walter’s son.
Bob, was recentlv elected to the
Board of Controllers.
Three

If was an evening of pleasure for these gentlemen and all who helped
to make their successes possible. Holding their Oscars presented to
them at the 23rd Oscar ceremony, March 29th, are George Sanders,
for Best Performance as Supporting Actor; Darryl F. Zanuck, for pro-

ducer of "All About Eve," and the Thalberg Memorial Award; Dr. Ralph
Bunche, Nobel Prize winner who made the Zanuck award; Joe Mankiewicz, for Best Direction and Best Screenplay for "All About Eve."
Sweeping the Oscar ceremony highlighted Twentieth's '50 schedule.

Studio Pockets Awards During March
Highlighted by the Academy’s gala 23d Annual Awards
presentation at the Pantages Theatre Thursday, March 29th,
20th Century-Fox gathered a choice collection of production
awards during the past month.
Important by far, because of the prestige and industrypolling in the selection of the winners, is the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences’ annual affair. Twentieth
chalked up ten Oscars in the 90 minute presentation, including Darryl F. Zanuck’s Thalberg Memorial Award. This
marked the third time the studio’s popular production chief
walked away from such a ceremony with the highly sought
golden head of Hollywood’s most renowned production
figure.
Greeted by a prolonged applause as he walked to the
center of the stage to accept the honor, Zanuck gave credit
to Irving Thalberg as the master craftsman of the industry.
In closing he said, “For myself — I have been very lucky in
winning this for the third time. I can only say and feel
and mean what I have said previously. My luck comes from
being associated at 20th Century-Fox with a great many
men and women of many talents. I am here tonight because
of them. Thank you.”
In addition to the Best Production
Eve

won

a pair of Oscars

Award,

for Director-Writer

All About
Joseph

L.

Mankiewicz. Other three awards were George Sander’s Best
Supporting Actor trophy; black-and-white costume design
and sound recording. Studio’s other honors were for Edna
and Edward Anhalt’s Best Original Story, Panic in The
Streets; Edmund Reek’s Why Korea? was judged best
Four

Documentary Short, while Jim Gordon and the Twentieth
Camera Department received a special Scientific and Technical award for the design and development of a Multiple
Image Film Viewer.
Thalberg Memorial Award
Darryl F. Zanuck
Best Motion Picture
“All About Eve”
Best Performance as Supporting

Actor

George Sanders
Best Direction
Best
Joe Screenplay
Mankiewicz

for “All About

Joe Motion
Mankiewicz
“All
Best
PictureforStory
E<lna
Best

and

Costume

Edith Head
Streets”
Best Sound
W.

Edward

Best Documentary

for “Panic

Eve”

in the

Roger

LeMaire,

“All About

Heman,

“All

Production

(short

“Why Korea?”
Scientific
and Technical Awards
Eve” B. Gordon and 20th
James
Camera

Eve”

(Black-White)

and Charles

D. Flick and

About

Anhalt

Design

Eve”

About

subject)

Century-Fox

Department for the design and development of a Multiple Image Film Viewer.

LOOK MAGAZINE ANNUAL
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

MOTION

PICTURE

Along the same lines Look magazine, important national
picture mag, also honored the studio during the past month.
According to Look, “Under Zanuck’s leadership, his studio
made more good pictures than any other in Hollywood
during the year,” thus winning Look’s all-industry Achievement Award. Joe Mankiewicz tucked two more honors under
his arm when the magazine said, “For the first time in the
ten-year history of the Look Awards, two Achievement
.Awards are gi\en to a single person — Joseph L. Mankiewicz, as writer and director of the witty, mature and devastating comedy, AU About Eve. For his screenplay, smartest
dialogue of the year, Mankiewicz wins the Look Achievement Award as a writer; he wins the second Award for his
brilliant direction of the picture.”
In addition to naming Bette Davis as Actress of the Year,

for her performance

in AU About

Eve, Look

selected some

of the studio’s outstanding pictures as the best of the year.
They were AU About Eve, No Way Out, The Jackpot,
Mr. 880.

REDBOOK'S

AWARDS

High on the list of awards was the Redbook magazine’s
12th Annual Silver Award, which this year went to Darryl
F. Zanuck and the 20th Century-Fox Studios for the second
successive year. Usually the award is presented for one
outstanding picture, but this year, as was the case last year,
the editors of the national magazine felt the studio’s remarkable production record couldn’t be overlooked. Here are
some of the pictures cited by Redbook when they presented
Zanuck with the coveted silver trophy. AU About Eve, No
Way Out, Broken Arrow, The Jackpot, The Mudlark,
Cheaper By the Dozen, Mister 880, Panic in the Streets,
Tick^ to Tomahawk, Farewell to Yesterday.

Twentieth's own Blonde Marilyn Monroe bestowed an Oscar on Tom
Moulton, TCP's Sound Head, for best sound recording.

Portrayal of the vicious drama critic in "All About
Sanders the Oscar for Best Supporting Actor.

Eve" won

George

Actress Jan Sterling, a picture in yellow, was a fitting choice to present
Charles LeMaire his Oscar for Best Black and White Costume Design
for "All About Eve."

Smiling Jim Gordon was on hand to receive the Academy's special
Scientific and Technical Award for the design and development of a
Multiple Image Film Viewer.
Five
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Manny

Harmon's

sweet

and

danceable

music

kept

the

Cocoanut

Grove's

floor full for the

April

2nd

dinner

dance,

Gala Dinner Dance Attracts Throng
Photos by Jack Pashkovsky

Filling the world renowned Cocoanut Grove, over
600 TCFers were on hand to celebrate the Studio
Club’s annual dinner dance held April 2nd. Leased
especially for the Twentieth studio party, the Grove
kept the hungry partiers satisfied between dances
with a delicious prime rib dinner.
On hand in the rhythm department was Manny
Harmon with two of his bands to give the dancers
almost continuous music. Headlined by Frankie
Laine, the fast moving floor show, with radio comedian Jack Paar as MC, presented such top acts
as Gloria De Haven, Rose Maria, Zero Mostel, Armando Fredrico and the Robertos dance team.
Walter Jolley, President of the Studio Club,
opened the program with a short welcoming speech
to the fun seeking crowd. Pauline Dunlap, and
George Stephenson, Studio Club Committee Chairman, shared the honors for the successful affair,
while a special honor was given to Billy Cordon for
a.ssembling the fine, action packed floor show.
Six

Billy Gordon, Executive Casting Director, seen with his wife, was given
special credit for presenting the top notch, entertaining floor show.

STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
^ew Thriller To Be
Fresented In Playhouse
By Lonnie

LAURA!

a strange and danger-

ous experiment

LAURA!
became

Raidor

in love— and murder!

unattainable

desirable

beyond

she

all desire!

LAURA!— loved by all men

loving

none— then in a moment of terror she
found the one man she was ready to live
for
or die with!
A beautiful girl— murdered— lying on
an aubusson rug
an antique clock
the only witness ..... the police detective who fell in love with a corpse
a personal maid who destroyed vital evidence
the charming gigolo who
held a guilty secret and couldn’t stop
lying
an aunt who hated youth and
beauty, but paid for both in the end
the rapier-witted columnist and raconteur
who ridiculed and ruined all rivals
and the dream girl who men fell for . . .
and killed iox— LAURA!
Who was she? Who are these people?
Well, not too long ago, you might have
read this headline: Bachelor Girl Mur-

dered—Seek Romeo in Eastside Love
Slaying! Yeah, this story hit the Gotham
Sophisticates right where they live. It
had everything; Park Avenue names, garish sidelights, brutal deeds, a love story—
and violent death!
If you wish to read between the lines
of that headline, or just refresh your
memory, be on the lookout for the next
Studio Club Playhouse Production. It’s
called— LA I/R A.' You’ll see a top cast
headed by exciting Anne Francis playing
the title role. Lonnie Raidor will direct.
So don’t forget to be on hand when the
Laura Hunt case is “Cracked” at the
Studio Club Playhouse!

Travel Service Offered
Following last year’s successful pattern,
the Studio Club will again have the free
travel service for Club members. By telephoning the Studio Club, information on
rates, maps and ticket purchases is available through the Club’s offices without
having to leave the studio. Tickets and
reservations will be delivered to the
TCFer here at the studio, thus saving you
time and money.
Travel information on any point in the
world, or for airlines, buses, steamships,
trains, hotels, resorts or tours will be
answered by telephoning 745.

tSabcoci{

THRILLS

PROMISED

IN NEXT

PLAY hij

Plenty of excitement and thrills are in store for play goers next month when "Laura" will be presented at the Studio Club's Playhouse. Claude Wilkinson, James Fetherolt, Kordula Polenak, Anne
Francis and Loren Schultz rehearse a scene.

Mew Beeler Class

’51 Fishing Licenses
Available At Club
Getting a fast start on the new fishing
season, the Studio Club announced that
1951 fishing licenses are now available at
its office. According to Hugh Conlon,
Chairman of the Studio Club’s Fishing
Committee, this is just the first of many
new and novel features which the Club
will handle this year to accommodate
TCF fisherman.
Luxurious fishing craft have been
charted by the committee to take deep
sea fishing enthusiasts out every week.
Again this year the Studio Club, with
the cooperation of the Southwest Anglers
Association, will award prizes to the
fishermen who manage to catch record
fish, either fresh or salt water types. Also
along this line, the Club will award a
prize for the biggest fish caught during
one of the scheduled trips. Both fresh
water and salt water fisherman who wish
to qualify for these fishing
fill out their records on a
blank furnished free by the
Chairman Conlon advises

prizes should
special entry
Studio Club.
fisherman to

put a few of these forms in the bottom of
their fishing boxes so they will be sure
to receive a prize.

ORMON

RAINWATER

If you want to
“Swing, swing, swing a little bit.
Come

Round and round for the fun of it”
out and dance with us to the ealls

of Johnny Donhoff.
The Reelers have been an active group
continuously since its beginning. The
success of the club has been due to the
efforts of people like our past caller,
Wayne Warga, our past presidents. Hazel
Shirk, George Stevenson, and Galvin
Wood, and the regular Reelers. Our
current president is Winston Leverett,
who will be on hand to greet you on the
first, third and fifth Wednesday evenings
at 8:00 o’clock on Stage One.
The admission is 50(j per person, and
that includes coffee and cake.
Square Dancers who have not danced
for some time ! ! If you would like to
start dancing again but feel that you are
not ready to get into the swing of squaring without a little practice on your “Alemande lefts,” a refresher course will be
given if enough people want it. If you
are interested, call the Studio Club,
Ext. 745.
Seven

Win $25.00!! Easy-Fun!
Rules For
vJv.' ^

Action's Safety Contest
1. The lisl- of safety hazards must be submitted
to the Studio Club not later than May 26,
1951.
2. There will be no duplicate prizes awarded.
In an event of a tie, the entry first received
by the Studio Club will be given the prize.
3. An employee or any member of his immediate family may submit as many entries as he
wishes.
4.

All safety hazards

must

be listed on, or

accompanied by the official entry blank, obtained either from this page or from your
Studio Club Steward.
5. The decision of the contest judges will be
final.

Action's Safety Contest
Official Entry Blank For
This entry blank must accompany all contest entries. List safety hazards on this
blank. Additional hazards may be written
on a separate paper.

Name
Address
Department

«•»
LIST HAZARDS

Eight

UNDER

HERE

PS#5gSSili|#*'

Just list all of the safety hazards which you see in this cartoon. First prize, $25.00;
second prize, $10.00; third prize, $5.00.

Nine

Softball League Opened
April 24th marks the opening of the
Studio Club’s softball season. Slated for
a round robin schedule, the eight team
league will play at the Rancho Playground, located across from the Pico
studio entrance, every Tuesday and Wednesday nights. All are welcome to watch.
This year, under the leadership of A1
DeGaetano, president of the softball
league, and aided by Bob Jolley and Ed
DeCuir, softball representative for the
Board of Controllers, the teams will represent the various studio departments.
Patterned after last year’s successful
season, the Studio Club will again award
individual trophies to the members of the
winning team. Also a sponsor’s trophy
will be presented to the sponsor of the
championship team. Any individual sponsoring a winning team for two straight
years will be awarded the trophy permanently. Last year Anne Baxter’s slugging
team, captained by Bob Wittenberg,
walked away with the championship
honors.
The schedule is as follows:
TUESDAY

—

APRIL

24

7:30 — Joe Mankiewicz vs. Anne Baxter
9:00 — Cutting vs. Henry Hathaway

WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY

—

APRIL

25

7:30 — Paul Douglas vs. Electric
9:00 — Gregory Peck vs. Jean Peters

—

MAY

1

7:30 — Paul Douglas vs. Henry Hathaway
9:00 — Cutting vs. Joe Mankiewicz

WEDNESDAY

—

MAY

1

7:30 — Gregory Peck vs. Anne
9:00 — Jean Peters vs. Electric
Mills

The Sfudio Club's strong single A basketball team pauses after a recent game. Games are currently
being played every Wednesday night at Fairfax gym. Left to right, back row, A. Brazel, J. Johnson,
H. Howard, J. Weisberg, V. Archer. Bottom row, L. Thompson, G. Navarro, B. Jurgensen.

TUESDAY

—

9:00 — Gregory

WEDNESDAY

(]ag(^r$ Sink Opponents
After getting under way with a slow
start, the Studio Club’s casaba outfit is
finally breaking into the win eoliimn of
the fast single A, Municipal Basketball
League. The games are being played
every Wednesday night at the Fairfax
High School gym.
Paced by five of the fastest teams in
the division, the TCF cagers managed to
topple only two of their first round
Ten

April 4th, 8 P.M.
20th Century-Fox

vs. Unsponsored

April 11th, 9 P.M,
20th Century-Fox

vs. Vista

April 18th, 8 P.M.
20th Century-Fox
April 23th, 8 P.M.
20th Century-Fox

Del

Nine

Vent

vs. CAPS

Lodge

Peck

9

Douglas

vs. Joe Mankiewicz

—

MAY

15

7:30 — Jean Peters vs. Paul
9:00 — Cutting vs. Gregory

WEDNESDAY

—

MAY

Douglas
Peck

16

7:30— Electric vs. Joe Mankiewicz
9:00 — Anne Baxter vs. Henry Hathaway

TUESDAY

—

MAY

22

7:30 — Henry Hathaway vs. Joe Mankiewicz
9:00 — Anne Baxter vs. Paul Douglas

WEDNESDAY

—

MAY

TUESDAY

MAY

7:30 — Electric
9:00 — Cutting

—

23

vs. Gregory Peck
vs. Jean Peters

29

7:30 — Henry Hathaway vs. Gregory Peck
9:00 — Joe Mankiewicz vs. Paul Douglas

WEDNESDAY

—

MAY

30

7:30 — Cutting vs. Electric
9:00 — Anne Baxter vs. Jean

Mar
Awning

MAY

vs. Paul

7:30 — Jean Peters vs. Henry Hathaway
9:00 — Electric vs. Anne Baxter

TUESDAY
vs. Air

—

Baxter

8

7:30 — Cutting

TUESDAY

opponents. Opening the second round of
play with more experience and teamwork, the cagers are now challenging the
leader. The league was started February 21st.
The schedule:

MAY

—

JUNE

Peters

5

7:30 — Joe Mankiewicz vs. Jean Peters
9:00 — Paul Douglas vs. Gregory Peck

WEDNESDAY

—

JUNE

6

7:30 — Cutting vs. Anne
9:00 — Henry Hathaway

Baxter
vs. Electric

ktm ProdQction
Wole For dpril
This month eight pictures are scheduled for the studio s stages. Dr. Praetorius
and Mr. Belvedere Blows His Whistle,
both started in March, will be shuttered
in April, while the six newies

slated for

April are The Day the Earth Stood Still,
The Desert Fox, A WAC in His Life,
Lydia Bailey, Golden
Mother.
o

Girl, Don’t Call Me

o

o

The Day the Earth Stood Still, gets the
green light April 9th. The saga about the
mysterious visitors from space who try
to bring peace and happiness to the earth
is being directed by Robert Wise, while
Julian Blaustein is the producer.

u

o

o

Scheduled for April 10th, The Desert
Fox goes before the camera on location
in Imperial Valley. Director Henry Hathaway guides the film about Rommel, the
great World War II German general. One
of the most unusual and touching stories
to come from the last war, the tale follows the achievements of the soldier,
from his gallant generalship of the Afrika
Korps till he finally rebeled against the
Nazi regime. Nunnally Johnson is the
producer.
O

C/rgin

Jean Peters keeps Louis Jourdan covered during a recent scene in Anne Of The Indies. The filming of the thrilling story about the beautiful lady pirate is now completed.

{3-

Following up the next week, A Wac in
His Life starts rolling the 16th of April.
With Joe Newman megging the humorous story, WAC deals with the eventful
return of a GI who takes over the problems of being a landlord.
{}

Also scheduled

-O

Q-

for an April 16th start

is Lydia Bailey, the heartwarming story'
of a young lawyer’s attempt to find the
girl he loves during a flaming war of independence on the island of Haiti. Jean
Negulesco will direct the Technicolor
flicker.

o

o

o

Producer George Jessel’s Technicolor
Golden Girl is scheduled for the stages
April 30th. Centered around the early
California gold rush days, the story is
about a girl entertainer in the rough and
tough saloons in San Francisco.
<3-

O

-O-

Don’t Call Me Mother, a modern tale
of a young couple’s problems while living
with the mother-in-law and the husband’s
efforts to keep the domicile peaceful
while working for the divorced father-inlaw, will also start April 30th.

Powolny

Seven years and 14 pictures later auburn haired Jeanne Crain finally had her tresses shorn for her
part in the current Dr. Praetorius. Director Joe Mankiewicz is admiring the new modern coiffure
which replaced her famous shoulder length hair-do.
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Cash For Your Suggestions
Four Employees Are Rewarded For Suggestions
Submitted To The Studio’s IVew Suggestion System
Photos by Bob

Honors and cash go to these gentlemen. They are
the first TCFers to receive cash rewards from the
studio for their new improvements. They were
small but important and worthwhile ideas.
The new employ ee suggestion system offers you a
chance to obtain cash awards for your ideas. Any
idea that yon feel will be helpful to the studio will
be accepted. It can be a wheel put on here, eliminate a bit of metal there. Because you know your
job best, suggestions about it will probably come
easiest.
Suggestion boxes are strategically placed around
T uelve

Gunn

the lot. Blank application forms are attached. Just
fill these out and mail into the suggestion system’s
secretary. Bob Gunn. Winning suggestions can be
any length. Just make them long enough to express
There
is no limit to the number of cash or awards
> our
ideas.
you can receive. In other words, your opportunity
is as big as you care to make it. You can turn in a
suggestion every month, every week or several a
day. You have an unlimited opportunity.
Read how these TCFers have put their ideas to
paper and have come up with some cash dividends.

Largest sum yet awarded to an employee for a
time-saving idea was for this ingenious device. Operator Milton Gazneau is presented with $50.00 from
Jim Ruman, Head of Transportation, for designing
this tin collar which surrounds the post hole digger.
As the dirt is brought up it slides off the tin collar
and is neatly piled around the hole, thus saving the
dirt from slipping back into the newly dredged hole.
Ike Danning and Tom Krause, Ruman’s
are inspecting the new collar.

assistants,

For suggesting an improvement in the studio’s
paper bursting machine operation, resulting in a
savings of several hundred dollars a year for the
studio, George Wolf garth. Tabulating department,
received this $25.00 check. Ted Frazer, TGF’s Ghief
Auditor, is happy as he presents George the welldeserved check.

I
John Schreyer, Film Gutter, receives a check from
his boss. Hector Dods. By cutting a round key
guard — commonly called a rubber doughnut — so
that it slips off the shaft instead of being pulled off
the ends, John saved himself and scores of other
TGF film cutters valuable time. The doughnut is
used on a shaft to separate the different film reels.
Now when he rewinds a film reel he can slip the
rubber doughnut off the shaft instead of pulling all
the separate reels from the shaft first to get the key
guard off.

»
George Sampson, right. Labor Foreman at Western Avenue, shows Tom Moore, Grip department,
his check he received from the studio for the new
time-saver he suggested. The time-saver — the
wooden ramps in the background — are used to help
move the studio’s large dressing rooms off and on
the trucks. These wooden ramps enable the large
dressing rooms to slide up and down to the truck’s
bed, while it formerly took seven men to set the
dressing rooms onto the truck.
Thirteen

How YOU can fight the BO

IL..

These few simple facts will help to prevent panic and enable you
to comhat the effects of any enemy homhing.

An
mean

atom
fire.

bomb

to most

of us would

If the A-bomb were dropped on Los
Angeles, this is what we can expect, the
Federal Civil Defense Administration
says:
Complete devastation
around the direct hit.

for a half-mile

Hundreds of fires — big and small —
from seven to eight miles beyond ground
zero. The tremendous heat generated
within two miles of an atomic explosion
would start many of them. Most of
them, however, for the next five to six
miles would spring from simple household disruptions. The powerful jolt of
such an explosion would dislocate furnaces, stoves and other heating appliances, start fires, which, if not fought
promptly and effectively, could easily
blaze out of control.
fight OHH

fires

In any bombing, defense authorities
warn, each family will have to take on
the job of fighting its own fires. Water
services will probably be disrupted. Fire
departments will have an overwhelming
task to reach all of the fires that will
break

out. The streets will be impassable for a long time because of rubble
and debris from collapsed buildings.
No outside help will be available immediately. Therefore, the householder
must expect to be on his own — and be
prepared for it. Most of these fires will
start in overheated combustibles, broken
electric wiring, disruption of heating
services, and from other common household fire causes. The best defense
against them is a simple home program
of fire prevention. The Civil Defense
Office urges American householders to
to develop a program
keeping.”
Fourteen

of “fireproof house-

Such a program helps not only to cut
down on the number of fires, but prepares the family to accept such emergencies calmly. It accustoms them to think
clearly and without panic when a crisis
does arise, and once such emergency
performance becomes automatic, it will
do much to save lives.
remove

combustible

material

The major preparation of a family
would be to remove as much combustible
material from the house as possible. The
National Board of Fire Underwriters has
suggested
common

a schedule of fireproof housekeeping listing five steps to reduce the
fire hazards in the home. This

is a program, the engineers point out,
as useful in peacetime to reduce the
possibility of fire as an essential emergency safeguard.
J. Clean out all newspapers, magazines, other combustible rubbish that
collects in closets, the attic, basement
and
ulate.garage. Don’t alloiv them to accum2. Put wastepaper in metal containers
with covers. Empty them frequently.
3. Any oily rags or paint cloths should
also go in covered metal containers.
4. Get rid of gasoline, benzine, or
other highly flammable liquids. See that
paint cans, turpentine jars, if kept, are
in a cool place.
5. Keep electric wiring, extension
cords, appliances in good repair.
recommends

emergency

kit

For emergency use, the National
Board recommends a home emergency
kit which should include a flashlight,
extra batteries, a portable radio, disinfectant, first aid kit, several days’ supply
of canned food, and drinking water in
closed containers.

Since heating services will probably
be disrupted in an atomic explosion or
other bombing, it would be foresighted,
the fire authorities suggest, to install
some form of safe emergency heating,
such as a coal or wood stove, or a portable oil heater.
If there is no cellar in your house, or
if you live in an apartment house, then
go to the nearest underground shelter
or stay home in the lower floors. If there
has not been time to sound an alert
before an attack, protect yourself as best
you can by dropping to the floor near a
wall and as far from any window as
possible. Protect your face with your
arms to prevent flash burns.
steps to stop fire
Once the alert is sounded, there are a
few steps that will help stop fire from
starting in the house.
1. Close all fuel and draft doors of
2. Put out all open flames.
furnace.
3. Close all windows and
block fire sparks and
radioactive dust or mist.

doors

to

infiltration of

After the danger is past, families in
the bombed area will have a job of fire
fighting, not only to extinguish fires already started, but to protect homes
where a fire hasn’t yet broken out.
Minimum home fire-fighting equipment recommended by the National
Board consists of a five gallon hand
pump, hose, several buckets of water
and sand, and a shovel. Have the buckets filled and placed in halls or wherever
they will be conveniently found. Bathtubs should be filled with water after the
alert to guarantee a few days’ emergency
supply, should utility services be disrupted.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
♦

Very Special Discounf Prices
To All Studio Club Members
♦

We

Carry

a Complete

Line of

Guaranteed Furniture

RadiosAppliances
and Television
♦

Westwood
Designed by Art Director Addison Hehr, this sketch gives a general impression
prize winning floral entry in the recent International Flower Show.

of the studio's

Studio Wins Fiower Show Exhibit
Topping the special tropical division
at the famous California International
Flower Show, 20th Century-Fox’s Nursery department walked away with the
only prize in that group.
at Ingelwood’s
Hollywood
theHeld
colorful
flower exhibit
claims to Park,
have
attracted more

than 300,000 people who

managed to admire TCF’s pretentious
display of rare tropical plants. The 50 by
30 foot display was designed by Joe
Wright, the Art department’s Executive
Assistant, and Addison Hehr, Art Director, while Clenn Harman, Head of

the Nursery and Landscape departments
was the TCFer credited with making the
display a reality.
Taking stock of what tropical plants
were available in the sbidio’s valuable
nursery, the artists expertly sketched a
design which would fit into the large
exhibit area. Over $20,000 worth of
beautiful, rare plants were used in
making the display. They had been used
in such TCF pictures as Bird of Paradise,
Call Me Mister, American Guerrilla in
the Philippines and many other films in
which real tropical plants were needed
to make authentic backgrounds.

Furniture Co.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
♦

Monday,

Thursday
Open

and Saturday

Night

Until 10 P.M.

FOR RENT — Unfurnished apartment; large
spacious 2 bedroom; $110 per month. Only
I'/a biks West of studio; 1 bik South of Santa
Monica. 10337 Missiouri Ave. CR 6-3588.

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
8 Underwood Typewriter Co.,
8 20th

CHRIS
13abcoc^(

Admiring their completed efforts, these men were responsible for the successful exhibit. Left to
right: Glenn Harman, Nursery-Landscape Head; Dick Foster, Art Department; Addison Hehr, Art
Director; Larry Dryer, Landscape Foreman. The Art Department's
also contributed to the colorful flower display.

Executive Assistant, Joe Wright,

Co.

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.

CR. 6-9926
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Styled for Spring
Photos
Maria

by

Brooks

Styled and manufactured by one of the nation’s leading coat makers,
these smart lightweight spring coats are especially designed for those chilly
Southern California evenings and mornings. Here, modeled by several of
the studio’s attractive girls, are samples of the swing to spring theme in coats.
These styles, along with scores of other smart coats, may be purchased
through the Studio Club at reduced prices. Fall styles will soon be in
the showrooms and also available at 'these same attractive prices. Further
information may be obtained by calling the Studio Club.

Secretary Kordula Polenek has a right to look pleased in
this modified wrap spring coat. This picture clearly shows
the hand picked collar and lapel, while the upper right
picture of the same coat displays the stylish pleated back.
Colors come in fleece, nude, gold, pink and coral.

Blonde Irene Brooks, Head of Hairdressing, isn't
worried about keeping warm for those early
morning hairdress calls when she is snuggled in
this attractive Topper. Measuring 30 inches, it
has hand picked collar, lapels and pockets. This
style comes in a variety of eye catching colors.

Sixteen

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card

on

RECAPPING

at

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
Dark
steps
with
lined

eyed Maxine Shea, Wig Maker in Make-up,
out of her car in this smartly fitted coat
tucked front, dohiman sleeves and crepe
insides.

Comfortable in a form fitting four buttonholer,
Ann Lawrence models this lovely creation. The
hand picked, flap pocket, navy blue coat is
crepe lined.

COME

AND

SEE US

For Appliances and
Television
Again in 1950, Teller is ready

First
name
Ut

Qounie6.if

Joan Conlin, Publicity Secretary, looks trim in
this 26 inch Topper with the velvet trimmed
mandarin neck. The coat features push-up
sleeves trimmed in velvet.

369 South Robertson
Beverly Hills

to serve your needs . . .
Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL Appliances and
Television.
Terms to suit your Budget.
Open Tuesday and Thursday
Nights till 9 P.M.

Co.
Phones:
(Near Olympic)

CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506
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for it if you
Prince

Duncan,

Entered

Tom

Koch,

Entered

Fred

Police

Research

Army

Army,

Thomas

Dept.

Air Force, Feb. 24, 1931

P. Hope,

Entered

Art
March

Dept.
12, 1931

C. Palmerton,

Entered

David

Dept.

Navy, Feb. 24, 1951

Navy, March

Basevi,

Entered

Army,

F. Gerald
Entered

Art
March

Trans.

overload your
wiring system

Dept.
30, 1931

Phillips, Trans.

Army,

Dept.

21, 1951

smoke in bed

Dept.

Feb. 6. 19.31

Beceaseb
Max

DeV ega. Sersen

Dept.

Started prior to 1936
Died Feb. 25. 1951

James

Perrin,

Labor

Dept.

Started Nov. 16, 1930
Died Feb. 23, 1951

Marcelyte

Swindell,

forget they’re on
Music

Dept.

Started Aug. 4, 1928
Died Feb. 28, 1951

Alice Lydiksen,

Script Dept.

Started Dec. 15, 1948
Died March

Carl

let rubbish
accumulate

(
;•

V'',

3, 1951

Bolzig, Staff Dept.

Started Aug. 19, 1939
Died Jan. 19, 1951

Cliff Stingley, Staff Dept.

let sparks fly

Started prior 19.36
Died Jan. 12, 1951

keep it around

HEYMAN
FURNITURE
Discounts
Members

Terms

CO.

to Studio
on

Don’t
Club

Furniture

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

Eighteen

gamble with lire*
the odds are
against

you!

Action Editorials

about the darkness of the present
world situation have an attitude
that can harm themselves and the
nation as well. They forget that
even though storm clouds gather,
the task of living a normal life is
still with us. There is a job to plan
and do each day, the family to rear,
the home to build. There are still
pleasures in life to be enjoyed.
The story which aptly illustrates
this is one that went the rounds
during the last war. Today — as it
will be a hundred years from now —
it is still appropriate. One day as
St. Francis of Assisi was hoeing his
garden, he was asked what he
would do if he were to learn suddenly that he was to die that day
at sundown. Without looking up or
interrupting his hoeing, he replied,
“I would finish hoeing my garden.”
Take a page from the past. Your
obligation is to the nation, your
studio, your family and most of all
to yourself — to live the present to
the full.
Don’t stop hoeing your garden!

"It's Not My Fault"
The old familiar alibi of the criminal—“It’s not my fault”— is heard
too often in our daily lives. Failure
to meet our responsibilities often
shows itself in our home life. It was
the bus driver’s fault that Mr. Smith

DON’T STOP HOEING
YOUR CARDEN
You bump

into them every day.

They’re easy to recognize. An unsmiling face, puffy worried eyes and
sagging shoulders burdened with
despair, mark these people as prophets of doom. They are ready to
resign themselves and the whole
world to disaster.

“What’s the use? ” they ask. “With
the atomic war just around the corner, why should we plan for the
future? Why should we save our
money? Why should we go ahead
and raise our children? Build new
homes? Try to get ahead on the
job?”

These are the questions which we
hear them asking all the time. Maybe tomorrow, maybe next month,
maybe next year, they dismally predict the life they have been trying
to build will be swept away.
If the future looks dark to all of
us now, for a minute realize how it
must have looked to the nation that
morning before the first Christmas
at Valley Forge? Or the day before
Gettysburg? Or the morning of
Pearl Harbor? The nation emerged
from these almost disastrous crises
a stronger, more unified country.
These people who blindly moan

was homework
late for work.
Jimmybecause
didn’t do
his
last night
he
had misplaced his books.
While these excuses seem unimportant, we fail to realize that many
of us in our daily life refuse to admit
the truth, that we as individuals
have often shirked our responsibilites. . . The mature person refuses
to deceive himself and consequently
will not deceive others.
A nation of individuals willing to
face their responsibilities and aware
of their civic, religious and community duties will make for a nation
living together in decency, honor
and mutual respect.
John Edgar Hoover
Director, FBI
Ninetee/i

Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

DON’T KEEP THEM
UNDER YOUR HAT!

Turn your ideas into the

SUGGESTION COMMITTEE
IT MEANS CASH FOR YOU!

3, 1879.

MAY
1951

Memorial Day 1951

Scheduled

fo be in operation around

the first of May, this new

storage house for back-

ground projection screens will fill a pressing studio need. Formerly the studio's transparent background screens — commonly called Paul Backings — were scattered around
in the studio's stages when not in use due to the lack of sufficient storage space. New
the new two unit storage building, located behind the Grip Building and neat to Rehearsal
Hall Two, will handle over 100 backings in their correct vertical position. The expensive
transparent screens are used in projecting background sets and action on the studio
stages. Jack Ferguson,
studio's newest addition.

TCF's

Structural Engineer, was

in charge of constructing

the
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Editorials

We thought last month’s Action was
going to he a perfect issue. All was
peaceful. Then a week after the magazine was mailed, we received a deluge
of threats because the luscious cover
girl, Marilyn Monroe, was so small
everyone had red rimmed eyes from
squinting.
Graduating from Van Nuys High
School,
shapelyis Jane
Russell’s
Mater, Marilyn
destined
to film Alma
stardom like Mrs. Bob Waterfield.
Like many of the young, modern and
ambitious actresses, Marihjn started in
school plays and later filled in as a
part time model. The curvy blonde’s
first picture at T wentieth was “Scudda
Hoo, Scudda Hay.” Her face went the
traditional
ting room rounds
floors of
tillHollywood’s
she clickedcutin
MGM’s “Asphalt Jungle.” That led to
aEve,”
snappyand
partshe
in
“Will You Love
But why waste

Zanuck’s
About
recently “All
completed
Me In December.”
your time with these

facts; here’s what you want below.

16

Keeping Tab On Servicemen
Action

12

COVER

17
19

Setting for this month's cover
is the impressive veteran's
cemetery at Sawtelle. Scoring
another photography feat.
Jack Pashkovsky fittingly
shows bugler Art Webb,
CommanderLegion
of Twentieth's
American
Post, paying honor to the war dead
everywhere. This year at Memorial Day services all over
the nation and at American
overseas cemeteries people
will be praying for peace to
once again overshadow the
war. Those same people will
be asking God to give the
relatives of the brave, fallen
soldiers strength and satisfaction. For these reasons
Action's May cover is devoted to Memorial Day.
MARILYN

MONROE

Three

Seri/ ice

Me Ip ^ullisk Jan

The market is bullish in pin-ups nnw. The studin’s Fan Mail
department receives nver 50 DO servicemen’s requests fnr pinup phntns each week. Snmetimes mnvie fans frnm all nver the

T,

wnrld send in as many as 15,000 weekly letters.

.HERE’S iiothing like a beautiful
girl. Just ask Madge Inman, efficient
head of Twentieth’s hustling Fan Mail
Department.
The 5,000 weekly pin-up requests that
rain on our Fan Mail Department from
the fighting boys is proof of this. Soldiers,
sailors and airmen all want autographed
pin-up
actresses.photos

of the studio’s shapely

Betty Grable, pin-up favorite of the
Armed Forces in the last war, is still leading the field as tjueen of the servicemen,
according to Fan Mail reports. Not

all fan letters, however, are from the
ser\’icemen. Film lovers from the four
corners of the world bombard the studio

they may secure them by sending money.
The charges run 10 cents for a 5x7; 25
cents for 8 x 10; $1.00 for 11 x 14.

for photographs, advice and countless
other requests that boosts the average
total letters received a week to between

Occasionally a fan complains of the
charge, but fairness of the practice is

12,000 and 15,000.
Simple requests for pictures are followed up with snapshots. A mimeographed “thank you” card goes along
with the picture explaining that due to
the many

requests the star finds it impossible to send the larger studio portraits personally autographed. However,

generally accepted. These cards, however, never go to the servicemen. Instead of sending the regular snapshot.
Fan Mail encloses a glamorous pin-up of
the actress.
Because the girls in Fan Mail do their
own zoning of the mail and sort it according to cities, states and countries for
the postoffice, the studio gets a sjDecial
mailing rate which saves countless thousands of dollars each year.
Located

in the bottom

floor of the

picturesque Old Writer’s building. Fan
Mail’s letter requests weren’t always
handled in such an efficient manner. As
late as 1940, stars were paying for their
own pictures sent out by the studio. Now
the studio pays the freight and figures the
money well spent in promoting interest
in our stars and motion pictures. Fan
Mail is probably the best barometer of
our business. Its monthly records, sent
each month to the top officials of the
studio, accurately records the changing
status of the stars and the curve of popular interest in our motion pictures. A
popular
picture
like I’D CLIMB
THE
HIGHEST
MOUNTAIN,
immediately
sends

Bill Lundigan’s and Susan Hayward’s fan mail spiralling upward.
When the department was first organized, a penny postcard with a price list
of the available photographs was mailed
to the fans. Later this method proved
unsatisfactory, so a snapshot of a star
of Twentieth’s
one was
appearingcominginpictures
mailed. Thisforthtoo
seemed
irkthe
the model
fans. Now
Twentieth’s
Fan Mailto is
of efficiency
and
several other studios have patterned their
organizations after ours.
Boss Madge Inman could likely be
called “Miss Fan Mail” herself. Celebrating her 19th year with the studio, she has
been head of the department since 1942.
Starting as a receptionist at the Western
Avenue

Studio, Madge was soon transferred to Script. Impatient, she asked to
work in Fan Mail where it was supposed
to be “busy.” Needless to say, she’s been
running ever since.
Incoming fan mail is sorted and the letters divided among
Ruth Satterlee sort the mail while head of the department,

Four

the different girls. Mamie
Madge Inman, stands by.

Miller and

The five(Continued
pretty and on
pert
girls6)in the dePage

Popular

Fan

Mail

head,

Madge

Inman,

reads

one

admiring movie fans. She started with the studio
and has been department head since 1942.

of the countless
19 years

ago

letters from

as a receptionist,

Ruth Satterlee looks for a spot to post this pencil sketch of Louis
Jourdan. The board is covered with other drawings sent by fans
from all over the world.

partment get their share of daily laughs
from the many thousands of letters which
they open. Some fans request locks of
hair, lip prints or even smoked cigarettes
discarded by the stars. Men have been
asked to judge beauty contests, and of
course each mail bag contains numerous
requests for money. Susan Hayward received a Christmas present from one of
her most admiring fans with a $3,100
check. It was made out in favor of the
sender, and Susan was asked to sign it
and return to the writer as a Christmas
Of great interest, in light of the present
day international situation, is the fact
that
gift. since the communists have taken
over China— which

Betty Marks,

left, and

going mail before
post
small

office.

Because

snapshots

are

studio gets a special
thousands of dollars.

Six

Anna

Krebs

it is bundled
these

xone

and

the out-

sent

to the

replies to fans

sorted
mailing

by

the

rate

and

girls, the

which

saves

formerly was a fertile

for these correspondents with the stars
frequently enclose songs to be plugged,
or story ideas they hope will interest their
favorites. Legal forms go back to these
fans to protect the studio from possible
lawsuits.
There is a vast number of jxjets, too,
among these letter writers.
Their efforts have to be answered

with

special tact. Of course there are the fans
who insist on sending gifts to the stars.
Priceless picture frames, exotic native
foods from other countries are just a few
samples of what the stars receive in the
mail. And on more than one occasion a
fan mail department has had some surprising developments.
There was one devoted fan some time

field for fan mail — Fan Mail hasn’t received one letter. And in all the years
only one letter has ever been received
from Russia. On the contrary, the people

ago who baked delicacies for her movie
hero. The fan mail department enjoyed
them immensely and thanked the baker
in tbe name of the star assuming that

of Japan have developed into one of the
most admiring sources of fan mail in the
world. Each mail delivery to this studio
sees more and more letters postmarked
from Japan due to the influx of popular
American films.

would be the end of it. But it wasn’t.
Another box of dainties arrived, along
with a fervent answer from the cook. The

When the letters from fans merely request pictures, the job for the five girls
in the Fan Mail is simply one of autographing, typing the envelopes, stuffing
them with cardboards and the snapshots,
then doing the sorting job for the postoffice.
A good many of the letters, however,
demand particular attention. Those of
special interest go to the stars themselves
to be answered. Some of them have to
be turned over to the Legal Department,

fan mail department acknowledged the
second gift. It went on like that until the
sender decided that such a gracious correspondent should be visited in person.
The next letter announced she was coming to Hollywood to see the star. She
did and turned up one night at the gentleman’s radio program, to his complete
bewilderment. The star, of course, had
never heard of her or her cookies.
Nothing like that has ever happened
at Twentieth. Madge Inman writes her
correspondence gracious, but cool, making as many friends and fans as possible
for Twentieth Century-Fox.

STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
Plans

Made

Fishing

For

Season

They’re biting! With warmer weather
comes reports of good fishing up and
down the coast.
For TCF fishermen it’s doubly good
news because the Studio Club has again
this year chartered sleek, fast fishing
boats for weekly trips into the Pacific
fishing grounds. Making the boat as
roomy and comfortable as possible, the
Club has limited each boat to 20 fishermen, and all are welcome to sign up for
the trips. The Club will furnish free
cokes and beer to the fishermen, and a
special jackpot prize will be awarded to
the angler who pulls in the largest fish
on that particular trip.
Again this year, the Studio Club with
the cooperation of the Southwest Anglers
Association will award prizes to fishermen who manage to catch record fish,
either fresh water or salt water types.
These prizes will be monthly, and in
addition to the Studio Club’s special
jackpot trip prizes. Fishermen who wish
to qualify for these prizes should fill out
entry blanks furnished by the Studio
Club.
Fishing chairman, Hugh Conlon, announces that the Club will also have
fishing licenses available at its office.
The fishing trips are:
From San Pedro: June 3, July 8 and
22, August 5 and 26, Sept. 9.
From Santa Monica: June 17, July 15,
.August 12.

Casting Class
To Be Conducted
Scheduled as part of the Studio Club’s
fishing program, a new class in all types
of casting will be conducted at the
Rancho Park’s modern shallow water
casting pool.
The casting pool, recently completed
and one of the many features offered by
Los Angeles’ Rancho Park Playground, is
open at all times for experienced rod
casters.
beginners’andclass
is being
offered toThe
all fishermen
women
who
wish to learn the basic fundamentals of
casting. The course will teach the different methods of fly casting, plug casting
and under all the various circumstances.
A professional caster will instruct the
class.
As an added feature, the playground
will offer neophyte casters the use of new
fishing poles until they can acquire fishing equipment of their own.

Pash)(ovsloi

A thrilling afternoon show like last year's will be featured
to be held June 24th at the Valley Park Country Club.

Day Camp For
TCF Youngsters
Plans are being formed by the Studio
Club to sponsor a special Day Camp at
the nearby Rancho Park Playground. A
response by those TCFers interested in
sending their children to this informal
outing will give the organizers some indication of the age groups that will be
included.
The Studio Club Day Camp will work
something like this. Twice a week, from
9 a.m. till 1 p.m., the TCFers will report
to the park’s headquarters. There they
will receive expert supervision in all
types of handicraft work, swimming, life
saving and field work. Small groups will
be divided up for the instructions while
sports such as softball, horseshoes, table
tennis and other organized games will
round out the summer long program.
Present plans call for a one dollar registration fee which will cover a special Mr.
Two-O tee-shirt and cap, along with the
other activities outlined above. The Day
Camp program will commence soon
after school is dismissed for the summer. The idea has been hailed as a boom
for parents and restless vacation-minded
children alike. It enables TCF parents
to enroll their children in a healthful and
supervised Day Camp, while the youngsters themselves will look forward to
these twice a week affairs.
Those parents interested in enrolling
their children in this Day Camp should
contact the Studio Club.

at the Studio

Club's

17th

Studio Club’s
Picnic Set For

Annual

Picnic

17th
June

Set for Sunday, June 24th, the Studio
Club’s 17th Annual Picnic is scheduled
to far surpass last year’s jumbo edition.
The Valley Park Country Club, just 15
minutes’ ride from the studio, will again
be the scene of this year’s all-day eventpacked affair.
Chairman of this year’s picnic, Tom
Krause, claims that many new and unusual events will be incorporated into
the program, and plus the other proven
successes of the past few years, the 17th
edition will leave plenty of tired bodies
and exhausted parents in its wake. Gates
will be thrown open to the spacious
green grassed park around nine. Plenty
of outdoor activities for every age group
will be the fare for the day. Swimming,
horseshoes, ping pong, running events
with prizes for each winner will attract
scores of TCFers. For the kiddies there
will be another

complete

Kiddie

Land

open all day which will include merrygo-rounds, ponies, clowns, wading pools,
balloons, free ice cream and pop. Also on
tap will be another snappy star-studded
stage show, a noon coneert, a bathing
beauty contest which, along with the
other new surprise events, should appeal
to every age group.

Don’t forget the date: Sunday, June
24th, at the Valley Park Country Club.
Tickets will soon be available at the
Studio Club. Watch for further announcements.
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May 26 Action's Safety Contest Deadline
Rules For
Action's Safety Contest
1.

The list- of safety hazards must be submitted
to the Studio Club not later than May 26,
1951.

2.

There

will be no duplicate prizes awarded.

In an event of a tie, the entry first received
by the Studio Club will be given the prize.
3. An employee or any member of his immediate family may submit as many entries as he
wishes.
4.

All safety hazards

must

be listed on, or

accompanied by the official entry blank, obtained either from this page or from your
Studio Club Steward.
5. The decision of the contest judges will be
final.

Action's Safety Contest
Official Entry Blank For
This entry blank must accompany all contest entries. List safety hazards on this
blank. Additional hazards may be written
on a separate paper.
Name
Address
Department

«•»
LIST HAZARDS

Eight

UNDER

HERE

$25.00 First Prize

i

Just list uH the safety hazards

$10.00 2nd Prize

whkh you see in this cartoon.

$ 5.00 3rd Prize

Nine

Don’s Huskies Top
Handicap League
By Loretta Powell
The 1950-51 BOWLING
SEASON is
winding np with a bang! Top honors go
to DON’S HUSKIES who were in the
lead the whole season, with the exception
of the first night of the league when
MONTE’S
WOLVES,
SAM ENGEL,
JOSEPH
MANKIEWIGZ,
DALE’S
SHAMROCKS
and DON’S HUSKIES all
tied for first place, with MONTE’S
WOL\’ES in the lead becanse of more
total pins. DON CURL sponsored this
team, and was also a member of it, with
Bob Coppin as Captain, Eddie DeCiiir,
Tex Wiisford, Bob Doyle and George
Emerzian.
The winners of the girls were the same
as last year, known this season as JACK
FERGUSON’S QUEENS, with Anita
Uphoff as Captain, Hazel Shirk, Marge
Mnnsey, Madge Inman and Barbara
V'ictor.
Trophies for the winning teams will be
awarded at the ANNUAL
BANQUET
to be held this year at DIXIE BARBECUE, 4267 S. Western Ave., on Friday,
May 4th.

Tennis Tournament
Organized for Summer
Following the successful patterns of
past Studio Club tennis tournaments, a
special ladder tournament is being organized for all TCF tennis enthusiasts.
Under the chairmanship of Ed DeCuir,
Studio Club Athletic Head, participants
will register with the Club. Names will
be put in a hat, and selected at random.
The player will then be placed in consecutive order on the ladder schedule,
according to what number and when his
name was pulled from the hat. A temiis
player in any position on the ladder may
challenge any other player two notches
abov'e him. The victor of this match, if
it is the challenger, is advanced the two
notches, while the loser takes the victor’s
former place two rungs down the ladder.
-Also, the same players may not play two
consecutive matches.
Ten

CAPTURE

BOWLING

Babcock

TITLE

Leading the Studio Club's bowling league from the opening week, Don's Huskies steamed on to
win the championship. Left to right, bottom row: George Emerzian, Bob Coppin, Don Curl. Top
row, Tex Wiisford, Bob Doyle, Ed DeCuir.

SOFTBALL
TUESDAY

—

MAY

7:30 — Cutting vs. Paul Douglas
9:00 — Gregory Peck vs. Joe Mankiewicz

WEDNESDAY

—

MAY

SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY

8
9

TUESDAY

7:30 — Jean Peters vs. Henry Hatha v/ay
9:00 — Electric vs. Anne Baxter

TUESDAY

—

MAY

TUESDAY

—

MAY

16

7:30 — Electric vs. Joe Mankiewicz
9:00 —Anne Baxter vs. Henry Hathaway

—

MAY

22

7:30 — Henry Hathaway vs. Joe Mankiewicz
9:00— Anne Baxter vs. Paul Douglas

23
vs. Gregory

vs. Jean Peters

—

MAY

Peck

29

7:30 — Henry Hathaway vs. Gregory Peck
9:00 — Joe Mankiewicz vs. Paul Douglas

7:30 — Jean Peters vs. Paul Douglas
900 — Cutting vs. Gregory Peck

WEDNESDAY

MAY

9:00 — Cutting

WEDNESDAY

15

—

7:30 — Electric

—

MAY

30

7:30 — Cutting vs. Electric
9:00 — Anne Baxter vs. Jean

TUESDAY

—

JUNE

Peters

5

7:30 — Joe Mankiewicz vs. Jean Peters
9:00 — Paul Douglas vs. Gregory Peck

WEDNESDAY

—

JUNE

6

7:30 — Cutting vs. Anne
9:00 — Henry Hathaway

Baxter
vs. Electric

The Oscar winning Mankiewicz shooting company pauses while filming
the current "Dr. Praetorius." The same crew worked with the popular

writer-director on his 1949 double Oscar winner, "A
Wives," and again last year on "All About Eve."

PICS

MA Y BUSY
Indicating one of the busiest production months the studio has witnessed in
some

time, the month

of May

will see

caping from the renegade “blacks,” he
changes her prejudices against the negroes and their war for freedom. Before

flickers on the studio’s stages. Three
films, Lijdia Bailey, Mable And Me
Rockabye Baby, will help to boost
active month.

returning to America, they are instrumental in aiding to free the slaves from

The Desert Fox, the exciting story of
Rommel, which started in April, is now
in front of the Studio’s cameras in Westwood after getting baptized on location
in Imperial Valley. Also in the filming
stage is The Day The Earth Stood Still,
the saga about the mysterious visitor from
space being directed by Robert Wise.

also scheduled for a May start. A twoyear-old foundling is up for adoption.
The story is her life as it would have been
in three different environments. First, as
a wealthy girl who marries a poor man,
then going West as pioneers, they suffer
many hardships. Second, as a girl who
falls in love and marries her foster

Zanuck’s Dr. Praetorius is scheduled to
wind up the first part of May, while Jules

mother’s sweetheart. Later she divorces
him and becomes a famous actress. Third,

Buck’s
A WAC return
In Hisof Life,
with
the
eventful
a GIdealing
who takes

as a poor girl who works in the slums to
better conditions. Dying at the age of
ninety two, she is acclaimed one of the
greatest humanitarians of all times.

nine
new
and
the

over the problems of being a landlord,
will also be lensing in May after receiving the starting gun in April. Producer
George Jessel’s Technicolor Golden Girl
and Don’t Call Me Mother, both started
the end of April, will be filmed during
May.
Being directed by Jean Negulesco,
Lydia Bailey will get the green light in
May. Scripted by Michael Blankfort, the
story starts when a young lawyer ventures
to Haiti on a private legal matter concerning Lydia Bailey and becomes invoK'ed in
a flaming war of independence. The hero
falls in love with Lydia and while es-

Bonaparte’s rule.
An unusual story, Rockabye

Scripted

Letter To Three

by the famous

Baby

is

Julius and

Philip Epstein, Mable And Me is the hilarious story of a spirited racing horse
who is just one step from the glue factory.
Although he is from good stock, Verdun
II has sloughed into a losing streak which
its GI owners in Paris can’t understand.
Finally, after some good detective work,
the former Army captain discovers that
Verdun is in love with a Hungarian goat
named Mable. A mad search throughout
Hungary begins and then ends when the
ex-soldier discovers Mable. But he must

get the goat out of the Russian occupied
country. Falling in love with a female
Russian officer doesn’t help the situation.
After a heated chase Mable finally arrives in Paris just before the start of the
Grand Prix. Verdun II sees his long lost
girl friend, Mable, and wins the race,
while for once the Russian and the American reach an agreement — they get
married.
Slated for June production are four
pictures: The Froman Story, the courageous, heartwarming story of Jane Froman,
the beautiful singer who was given up as
a hopeless cripple after a plane accident,
and how she overcame her difficulties.
The film will be directed by Walter Lang,
while Lamar Trotti will produce his own
screenplay; Father Does A Strip, a tale of
a famous Broadway star who buys a
country home

and then falls in love with

her cartoonist neighbor. The cartoonist’s
ten-year-old
son to
is jealous
hisromance
father’s
interest and tries
break upofthe
till he himself falls in love with a small
girl his own age. Robert Bassler will produce. Wait Till The Sun Shines Nellie, a
George Jessel Technicolor, is about a
small town where an ambitious young
barber brings his wife to live. Going
through three wars, the story shows the
growth of the town and its people;
Elopement is a screenplay about a young
couple who managed a double elopement. Fred Kohlmar will produce.
Eleven

Suggestion Sgstem Offers Cask Sor Jdeas

H OW would you like to receive $1000? $5000?
$100,000? Fantastic No! You— if you are a worker at
20th Century-Fox— can have that and maybe more.
The studio’s new employee suggestion system offers you a chance to obtain cash awards for your
ideas which will benefit the studio.
T tvelve

Any idea that you feel will be helpful to the
studio will be accepted. It can be a wheel put on
here, eliminating a bit of metal there, or combining several operations into one. Because you know
your job best, suggestions about it will probably
come easiest.

IMITs
award

Suggestion Forms are strategically placed around
the lot. Just fill these out and mail into the suggestion system’s secretary, Bob Gunn. Winning suggestions can be any length. Just make them long
enough to express your ideas. Don’t worry about
spelling, grammar, punctuation or appearance.
Those things don’t count. All that counts is the
quality of your ideas.
Also, there is no limit to the number of cash or
awards you can receive. In other words, your opportunity isas big as you care to make it. You can
turn in a suggestion every month, every week or

several a day. You have an unlimited opportunity.
Think how handy that extra money would be.
Even a steady flow of small cash awards would
spell additional comforts to you. It may mean a new
car, or a new house or will even help you put the
kids through college.
But these things don’t come from dreaming about
them. Now is the time for action. So reach for a
suggestion blank and take a crack at some of that
suggestion system money. The studio wants your
ideas now. Won’t you help?
Thirteen

9ftake Stife

YOU SAVE MONEY
With

When you display Old Glory this Memorial Day, make sure it's in a manner of
respect. These rules will help you properly honor the flag of our great nation.

Your

Studio Club

5. When

Card

on

RECAPPING

7

the flag is displayed

at

so that its fold falls free' as though the
flag were staffed. When displayed either
horizontally or vertically against a wall,
the union should be uppermost and to

.

the flag’s own

1725 Westwood

from

a staff projecting horizontally or at an
angle from the window sill, balcony or
front of building, the union of the flag
should go clear to the peak of the staff
unless the flag is at half-stage.
6. When the flag is displayed otherwise than by being flown from a staff,
it should be displayed flat or suspended

right.

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

COME

AND

SEE US

The flag of this nation first rose over
for an
pe
to th
be ho
sh
thirteen states along the Atlantic seais
e
o
a
to the k hal
ins uld and the tedlo
board, with a population of some three
we
ft
n
the flastaffor
lroed
but bef
pos ant
million people. Today it flies over 48
we
g f
iti
ore
to the
be rairing aga
the doan; it sh
states, extending across the continent,
ou
y
sed
in
l
and over great islands of the two oceans;
the fla is dis
Da
On Me d
pe
ak
mo
y
g
and 150 million people owe it allegiance.
.
ri
til no
s
f
h
p
l
a
a
unr
yed at lf
r
a
Wh a
o
o
l
l
n
It has been brought to this proud posi- en nd at full sta-fsfta from nmoon tililsesuns
et.
ff
fl
tion by love and sacrifice. Citizens have
ow
n
advanced it and heroes are dying for it.
at
hal
It is the sign made visible of the strong
f-s
taf
spirit that has brought liberty and prosf, t
he
perity to the people of America. It is the
fla
g
flag of all of us alike. Let us accord it
honor and loyalty.
1. The flag should be displayed only
from sunrise to sunset. The flag may be

SPECIAL

DISCOUNTS
TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose

TIME

PAYMENTS

24 MONTHS
Open

From

TO PAY

Evenings and Sunday

VIC

Till 10 p.m.

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
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displayed at night upon special occasions
when it is desired to produce a patriotic
effect. It should be shown on all National and State holidays.
2. When displayed with another flag
against a wall from crossed staffs, the
Flag of the United States should be on

8. During the ceremony of hoisting or
lowering the flag or when the flag is

the rightbe (the
flag’s of
right)
should
in front
the and
staff its
of staff
the
other flag.

passing in a parade, all persons present
should face the flag, stand at attention
and salute. Those in uniform should

3. When a number of flags of states,
cities or pennants of societies are grouped
and displayed from staffs with the United
States Flag, the latter should be at the
center or at the highest point of the

render the military salute. Men not in
uniform should remove their hats and
hold it over the left shoulder, the right

group.
4. When flags of two or more nations
are displayed they should be flown from
separate staffs of the same height and
the flags should be of approximately
equal size. International usage forbids
the display of the flag of one nation
above that of another nation in time of
peace.

hand being over the heart. Men without
hats and women should salute by placing right hand over the heart.
9. When the National Anthem

is

played, those
present
attention and face
the should
music stand
unlessat the
flag is present. Then they should face
the flag. Men in uniform should salute
at the first note of the anthem, and all
others should stand at attention, men of
course removing their hats.

KARTOON

KORNER

"IF HE SETTLES OUT OF COURT, I WANT AN EXTRA
LOSS OF PUBLICITY THE TRIAL WOULD GIVE ME!"

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10% DISCOUNT
To

Studio

CORSAGES

Club

Won’t

you

service

FIFTY THOUSAND

try our

for

20th

FOR

personalized
Century-Fox

employees?

Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

ELLSWORTH'S

(RALPH,

Sr.; RALPH,

Jr. and HELEN)

CADILLAC SERVICE

1318

10932 Le Confe Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Shatto Street • Los Angeles
Phone: DUnkirk

•

Free

Pick-up

and

17, Calif.

7-7146

Delivery

Service

Fifteen

Beverly Hills

STOVE

WORKS

STOVE
Complete
Authorized
Magic

REPAIRING
Line of New

Gas Ranges

Dealer for Servel Gas Refrigerators,

Chef,

Universal,

Roper, O'Keefe

467

Gaffers

&

Sattler,

& Merritt, Wedgewood,
Western Holly

N. ROXBURY

and

DR.

Beverly Hills
Open

Tuesday,

Wednesday

Thursday

Evenings

CRestview
WiHis

and

1-5239

S. Harris

Keith B. Lyon

1500 EYES TESTED

®

Marking the 1 500th pair of eyes to be tested with the Studio Club's Ortho-Rater eye testing
machine, actress Corinne Calvet, sitting, has her brown eyes examined by Freddie McPhie, Studio
Club secretary. The ambitious visual testing program has been in operation since the first of the
year, and will eventually include every TCFer who wishes this free examination. Miss Calvet will
soon be seen in TCP's "On

—

SAVE
on

The

Riviera."

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

everything
in our

JEWELRY

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
^j

•

FOUNTAIN

PENS

• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

GIFT
sample
line

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING

V•

DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

Sixteen

ADMIRE

NEW

BULLETIN

BOARDS

Two painters, Carl McLean, left, and Gene Goncz, pause to inspect the Studio Club's new bulletin
board which was recently installed in the Paint department. Named after the Studio Club's little
figure, Mr. Two-0, these attractive boards are now displayed in over fifty departments and stages.

Views
of TCF

and

News

Servicemen
David

Basevi,

Entered

Army,

Art

Dept.

March

30, 1951

IBeceaselt
Ivan

Kahn,

Head

Started Oct., 1937
Died April 5, 1951

Talent

Scout

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
STEADY

EMPLOYMENT

WEbsfer 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

Sailor Bud Hoffman, formerly with the Employment Office, center, is sharing his Action magazine
with a couple of mates at the San Diego Naval Base. Hoffman, like all the other TCF servicemen,
receives Action each month along with candy and cigarettes.

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Formerly

with

the Royal

Zi Underwood
U 20th

CHRIS

Typewriter

Typewriter Co.,

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

HARRY

HURDLES

38th

News from Korea reveals that CpI. Harry Sanford is with the Army's hard-hitting 2nd Division
racing back and forth across the eventful 38th Parallel. Harry was employed in the Script department before changing to the currently fashionable khaki uniform.

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
Seventeen

For Appliances and
Television
Again

in 1950, Teller is ready

to serve your needs . . .

First
na4ne>
Ut

Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL Appliances and
Television.
Terms
Open

Qounie6,if

to suit your Budget.
Tuesday

and Thursday

Nights till 9 P.M.

2uGjMUf.

OdLi

369 South Robertson
Beverly Hills

Budd^ Poppy Sale
Aids All Veterans
Veterans of all our nation’s wars receive direct and prompt aid from the
annual national Buddy Poppy Sale conducted bythe Veterans of Foreign Wars,
the proceeds of which are used exclusively towelfare
carry on
organization’s
extensive
andthe
service
program
for veterans and their dependents and
for survivors of veterans.
The 1951 Buddy Poppy Sale, like those
in the past, is primarily concerned with
raising funds for three major phases of
this program: local veteran welfare work,
which consumes approximately twothirds of the proceeds collected in each
community; nation-wide service and rehabilitation activities through the national and state organizations of the
V. F. W.; and maintenance of the National Home for the children of deceased
war veterans. The Home on occasion,
too, provides a haven for war widows.

<d:^l2l2.[iana£, Co.
Phones:
( Near Olympic)

CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion

Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

MEMORIAL
If YOU

DAY

gave a dime for a Buddy

Poppy to wear in your lapel on Memorial
Day,
here’s
exactly
what Poppy
that dime
One cent
of each
Buddy
dime does.
goes
to the V. F. W. national rehabilitation
service. One cent goes to the National
home. One and one-half cents pay for
the handiwork of the veterans, disabled
and needy, who make the poppies in
government hospitals throughout the
country, the materials for making the
poppies, and other necessary expenses.
The rest of the dime stays right in the
community where it was given.

HilP mmm
332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

WEbster
6281
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Action Editorials

wheel of progress. Yes, he never
makes a mistake because he never
tries to do anything or advance any
ideas himself.
And yet it cannot be truly said he
makes no mistakes because the biggest mistake is the very fact that he
tries nothing, does nothing but criticize those who do things.
The studio’s suggestion system
offers you a chance to present and
be rewarded for your ideas. There
is no limit to the number of suggestions you may turn in, and application forms are in easy-to-reach locations. Also, your identity is kept
a secret.
If you must be the critic, put your
ideas for improving the situation on
paper and send it to the suggestion
committee. To put it bluntly: put
up or shut up!

Repeat Performance
An interesting article in one of
the nation’s leading magazines.
Harper’s, was recently brought to
our attention. It reads:
“It’s a gloomy moment in history.
Not for many years . . . not in the
lifetime of most men who read this

...Or Shut Up!
It is so easy to be the critic. The
countr\-, cities and this studio are
full of them. They always claim to
know how to do a job better than
you did it. Their scope of knowledge is unlimited but they actually
do little.
These self called critics, themselves make no mistakes. They make
no mistakes because they attempt
nothing. They make no effort to do
anything extra. They are in a rut.
The galleries are full of them!
Down in the arena are the doers.
They are always looking forward to
the new things they will attempt to
do. They eagerly await the outcome
of any new experiment they have
developed, on their job, in their
hobbies or in their social life.

They make mistakes because they
attempt many things. However,
each mistake they make is a step
forward for them. Sometimes it has

paper . . . has there been so much
grave and deep apprehension; never
has the future seemed so incalculable as at this time.
“In France the political cauldron
seethes and bubbles with uncertainty; Russia hangs as usual, like a
cloud, dark and silent, upon the
horizon of Europe; while all the energies and resources of the British
Empire are sorely tried, and are yet
to be tried more sorely, in coping

helped them to go on to greater
heights.
Henry Ford forgot to put a reverse gear into his first automobile.
Edison once spent two million dollars on an invention which proved

with the vast and deadly Indian insurrection, and with its disturbed
relations with China. It is a solemn
moment and no man can feel an indifernc . . . which, happily, no

of
little value.
certainly
accuse
these You
famous
men couldn’t
of not

man pretends to feel ... in the issue
of events.

having gained anything from these
mistakes.
The man who makes no mistakes
lacks boldness and the spirit of adventure. He is the critic who judges
everyone else’s work as a waste. He
is the one who never tries anything.
In reality, he is the brake on the

“Of our own

troubles (in the

U. S. ) no man can see the end.”
True enough. But the strange
thing about this timely article is
that its dateline is October 10, 1857.
Seems like world situations have
bad habits also.
Nineteen
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The Motion Picture Industry Council's
Statement on Communism
The Motion

Picture Industry Council reaffirms its consistent oppo-

sition to Communism,
to emphasize

its works, its members,

that, with the overwhelming

its methods.

It wants

majority of the American

people, it believes that a “clear and iDiesent danger” to our nation
exists. The MPIC offers its strength and support to any legally constituted body that has as its object the exposure
the international Communist
But MPIC

would

and destruction of

Party conspiracy.

be derelict in its duty if it did not point out

that the public has been given an exaggerated and distorted impression of the degree of this Communist infiltration.
To those men

and women

bers of the Communist

of this Industry who

are former mem-

party or of any other subversi\e

munist-controlled organization, and who
bership or association, and who

openly admit

conclusively prove that they have

repudiated utterly and forever that relationship, the MPIC
commendation
When

or Com-

such mem-

offers its

and encouragement.

the whole

history of the Communist

country is written, it will establish beyond
of life and in many

sections of America

able and well-intentioned
the Communist party.

persons who

movement

in this

doubt that in every walk

there were
were

otherwise honor-

taken in and used by

It is not enough for such persons to repudiate their previous actions
or associations. They best can prove the sincerity of their repudiation by joining their fellow Americans
in the knowledge
judge a man

Sfop tll6

presses/

in the fight for freedom, secure

that it is in the historical American

tradition to

by his acts — and his acts alone.

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

COUNCIL

FOR;

Association of Motion Picture Producers
Hollywood

A. F. L. Film Council

hulependent

Motion Picture Producers Assn.

Independent

Office Workers

Screen Actors’ Guild
Screen Directors’ Guild
Screen Producers’ Guild
Screen Writers’ Guild
Society of Motion Picture Art Directors
Society of Independent

Motion

Picture Producers

Another new addition to Twentieth Century-Fox's studio improvement program i»
due to be completed around July 1st. Seen here in the early stages of construction,
this scene dock addition, located adjacent to Sersen Lake, will shelter construction
equipment, settings and backings. The rapid growth of new equipment and usable
settings made the construction of this scene dock addition advisable in order to
preserve the studio's property. Twentieth's Structural Engineer, Jack Ferguson, is
in charge of the studio's newest storage addition.
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School's out! The cry
that's heard around the
nation heralds the start of
summer

vacation.

Dis-

carding shoes and hair
cuts for the season. Jerry,
sandy haired eight-yearold son of Lucian Cassidy,
husky labor department
worker, knows just the
spot where

GUNN

the fishin' is

good. Those good ol' carefree days come to life for
this month's cover, thanks
to the good photography
of Jack Pashkovsky.

in the Sound Department. Previous to this he was a registered
patent attorney for a downtown
law firm. This background soon
proved useful for the studio
when Legal Counselor George
Wasson called upon Bob for assistance ina certain patent problem. From that time on TCFer
Gunn has been helping in sponsoring new ideas, patenting them
for the individuals and the
studio. Until his retirement he
was Secretary of the Suggestion
System.
The retiring department head
still has no definite plans for the
future. Right now he has hopes
of resting his long legs on the
porch railing of his Van Ntiys
ranch-home. His wife has other
ideas of retirement, while his
married daughter — living with
her parents since her husband has
jomed the Air Force — has him
marked for babysitting chores for
the one-year-old grandson.
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A
Statement

Darryl F. Zanuck
SINCE Mr. Skouras’ announcement of a voluntary salary
reduction, I hav'e been repeatedly asked the question,

“How can such a thing happen to a company with the
reputation of 20th Century-Fox?”
This is a natural and reasonable question and I will
answer it to the best of my ability.
For the past three years 20th Century-Fox has generally
been regarded as the leading company of the motion picture
industry. I believe almost any e.xhibitor in the United States
will tell you that this business long ago would have faced
disaster if it had not been for the quality of 20th CenturyFox pictures. Here in Hollywood I am certain that even our
competitors acknowledge the preeminence of 20th CenturyFox product at least during the past two years. Our record
of Oscar nominations as well as victories I am sure is well
known

to everyone.

“How then can a company with this reputation find
itself compelled to take such drastic measures?”
In the first place I do not consider the measures
drastic. Unpleasant — hut not drastic. We have 2700
regular employees at the studio. The voluntary reduction affects only 130.

IN 1948 and 1949 when theatre attendance began to fal

off throughout the nation, several major companies
radically altered future production plans. We of 20th
Century-Fox decided at that time that only top quality
merchandise could successfully combat declining theatre
attendance as well as present a challenge to the growth of
television. We instituted certain rigid economies, without
affecting the quality of our product. We believed that with
quality we could combat any invasion and that the company with the best pictures would win out.
NIr. Skouras repeatedly warned me not only about the
ever increasing threat of television but about the effects of
credit buying on national theatre attendance. During the
war years theatre-goers could find very little to spend their
money on except amusement. After the war when the credit
restrictions were lifted and merchandise was freely available, installment buying increased by leaps and bounds—
new automobiles, refrigerators, homes, and, last but not
least, television sets, all bought on the installment plan.
Four

I was

still convinced

that audiences

would

continue

to

patronize quality merchandise and while we continued to
reduce our overhead and make other distinct economies I
insisted that we avoid wholesale cuts or any curtailment of
our product. On the surface this appears to have been a
faulty decision. Nevertheless, and in spite of our present
difficulties, I think the Hollywood scene would have presented a very dismal picture without the product of 20th
Century-Fox.

However, at the same time the cost of living began

to mount steadily and credit buying continued to
rise. When this occurs the public generally is compelled out of necessity to cut down on the purchase of
luxury items. All forms of entertainment are of course
considered luxury items. Instead of regularly patronizing
movies, more and more people became highly selective and
instead of going to the theatre habitually they went only
on rare and special occasions. As an example of this I should
like to state that the drop of attendance in the last two years
in our own theatres, the National Theatres Corporation,
has amounted to fifty million admissions’. It must be remembered that we play practically all pictures of every
producing company.
No one could possibly have visualized such a radical
decline. It must also be remembered that we operate
only 600 theatres out of a total of 1.5,000 in the United
States. This radical drop affected all pictures, for even
the exceptional, outstanding film suffered although to
a lesser extent — and the exceptional film became more
and more an EXCEPTION.
It is my belief that we have now touched bottom in the
matter of theatre attendance but no one can be certain of
this and there are responsible people who disagree with
my theory. Theatre attendance has declined everywhere
but it has declined less in those areas where there are few
or no television outlets. I believe there are now about 500

television outlets in the United

States but by this time next

year it is anticipated there will be approximately
lets in operation.

1500 out-

Except for certain exceptional programs the public

does not like television. Up until now it has proven
a poor substitute for motion pictures. Nevertheless
thousands upon thousands of American families have purchased their sets on the installment plan and while most of
them have been disillusioned by the quality of the entertainment they have seen on the television screen they are
nevertheless committed to pay for the sets and they economize by elimination of certain other luxuries. We unfortunately bear the brunt of this onslaught.
Last January Mr. Skouras presented to me his plan of
voluntary salary reductions which would enable us to continue to make the same type of quality pictures but at a
lesser cost. I resisted the plan because I had confidence
that the decline in boxoffice attendance would not continue.
I was again wrong. We have seen some of our finest pictures fail, not because of a lack of quality but because of a
lack of sufficient nationwide attendance. There have been
a few remarkable exceptions. No major company can continue to exist profitably on this basis. Theatres must be
kept open fifty-two weeks a year so that they continue
to remain in operation WHEN
the truly exceptional
picture comes along. They cannot open and close on
a weekly basis. We have done more than our share in
keeping them open and we will continue to do our
share but even a blind man must recognize the fact
that all films today are costing more than they are
entitled to cost in the present

buyers’ market.

Twentieth century-fox is not going broke.

20th Century-Fox has more ambitious plans for top
entertainment than at any previous time. We still
firmly stand on the theory that if this business is to exist
at all it must exist on quality merchandise— but that merchandise must be manufactured at a reduced cost.
It would have been a simple procedure for us to have
stripped the studio of 50% of our creative personnel and
produced in the future nothing but low budget films. This
would have created a severe hardship on thousands of people who depend on the motion picture industry for their
livelihood. On the other hand we could have decided to
rigidly limit the cost of all pictures whieh would have
amounted to the same thing. It must be remembered that
we

make approximately one-fifth of the total
duced in Hollywood. Thus any such radical
have affected all the creative employees in
The voluntary salary reduction must be
as PREVENTIVE
medicine. It will enable

product promove would
this industry.
looked upon
us to main-

tain our acknowledged standard of product and at the
same time avoid wholesale unemployment. It will give
us a fighting chance to see this thing through. It is a
STEP toward preventing a major illness. It will enable
us to continue
our present ambitious production
plans but with an over-all reduction in cost.

WE HAVE completed at the present time the strong-

est program in the history of the company— films
of the caliber of On the Riviera, David and Bath-

sheha. Decision Before Dawn, The Frogmen, No Highway
in the Sky, Friendly Island, Meet Me After the Show, Mr.
Belvedere Rings the Bell (based on The Silver Whistle),
The Dr. Praetorius Story, Take Care of My Little Girl and
Kangaroo, which was filmed entirely in Australia. These
are the pictures in which we have “shot the works” in spite
of everything. They are costly and carefully produced films
based on our theory of quality.

We will continue to “shoot the works.” As an example,
we now have in production another remarkable list of top

productions including John Steinbeck’s Viva Zapata!” Desmond Young’s The Desert Fox, The Day the Earth Stood
Still, Golden Girl (the life of Lotta Crabtree). We will
soon start production on other important showmanship
attractions such as Kenneth Roberts’ Lydia Bailey, the sequel
to Cheaper By the Dozen, Belles On Their Toes, You and
the Night and the Music which is the biography of Jane
Froman. The 1 Don’t Care Girl which is the biography of
Eva Tanguay, Way of a Gaucho which we will film entirely
in the Argentine, White Witch Doctor which we are filming
in Africa, Red Skies of Montana and The House on the
Square, produced entirely in England. All of these films are
ambitious projects and all of them are photographed in
Technicolor.

WE ARE also ready to start production of Five
Fingers, based

on

the amazing

novel

Operation

Cicero, Seeing Nellie Home, Ernest Hemingway’s
Snows of Kilimanjaro, Charles Brackett’s The Marriage
Broker,
Soldiers Julius
Never and
Die.Philip Epstein’s Mabel and Me and Old
These are pictures of quality and a clear-cut indication
of our confidence in the inevitable future of the motion

picture industry. It is also an indication that we have no
intention of limiting the individual budget of any potential
boxoffice attraction. We desperately want to go forward
with our plans but this can only be accomplished if we
are successful in reducing the cost of all our pictures. Eliminating only certain special and expensive films would be a
desertion of the ideals upon which we have developed this
production company.
It is important to every man and woman in the
motion picture industry that we be permitted to function as a profitable and first class production unit.
Whether you are an employee of 20th Century-Fox or
not, you share in this responsibility. We must be prepared for a further decline in boxoffice receipts. Thus
we are taking PREVENTIVE measures which are essential for our survival and for the survival of the American motion picture theatres. These theatres must
remain in business so that they are available to play
all pictures of every company and so that they are
especially available to play those rare pictures that the
theatre-goers want to see even in spite of credit buying,
television or what have you.

SPEAKING as an individual, my interests are the same

as those of any other employee of 20th Century-Fox.
I am a salaried employee. Before the salary reduction
plan I was receiving the same salary that Warner Brothers
paid me more than twenty years ago. I also own a large
block of 20th Century-Fox common stock which I purchased
with cash. Thus from a financial standpoint I am hit harder
by the reduction than any other employee of this Corporation. The yearly stock dividends that I receive from the
Corporation are added to my salary for income tax purposes
—thus the reduction in my salary after taxes actually costs
me practically double the cost to any other employee. I
consider it a very minor sacrifice in comparison with the
issues that are at stake.
The salary reduction plan was not devised to protect
the stockholders or any special group. It was originated
for the sole purpose of lowering the general cost of all
pictures and preserving the jobs and the future of 20th
Century-Fox. If you believe in the theory that fine pictures
produced at a fair price can successfully combat whatever
lies ahead for our industry, then you must believe in the
plan. With confidence in the future, 20th Century-Fox will
continue to supply the type of entertainment that will
provide competition for any other form of amusement, even
the sort you get for free. My stock is not for sale.
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Painter John Gilman demonstrates his new improved method for painting artificial bricks on wall sets. A square sponge block is dipped in
red paint and dabbed on the wall, thus leaving the cement indentations
white. Walter Jolley, Paint ffead, Ray Klune, Executive Production

IDEAS
BRING
CASH

Secretary

Beth

Bickel

and

Bill Novak,

Head

of

Typewriter Repair, examine the soft, rubbery
Bud Type-Cleaner which Beth suggested instead
of the liquid typewriter cleaner. The Suggestion
Committee discovered it would be more economical and save

Six

repairs, awarding

Beth a check.

Manager and Monte Bonome, Chairman of the Suggestion Committee,
watch the operation which won Gilman a pocket full of cash. The
bricks were formerly simulated by hand painting the white cracks on
the red wall.

Just as regular as your weekly income tax deductions, the Suggestion System is paying cash
to TCFers who have sumbitted worthy, money
saving ideas. The TCFers shown on this page
have put their ideas on paper and sent them to
the Committee for inspection. Painter John
Gilman takes the cake for the month with his
$100 award.
Why

don’t you send in your ideas to the Suggestion Committee? Maybe you’ll see your picture
on these pages, plus collecting a handsome cash
award.

Of great value to typists copying scripts, a vertical typing gauge was invented by Ruth Howard,
right, which won her an award. Script Head,
Kathleen Ridgeway, looks on approvingly. Instead of the typist counting lines, the gauge
determines how much type can fit on page.

Bob Duarte, right, receives his $50 Suggestion
System check from Tom Smyth, Machine Shop
Head. Duarte and Stanley Warren, Electrical,
invented an emergency switch for the 170 and
450 arc lamps. Warren also received a similar
cash award for the switch.

STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
Playhouse Holds Laura
Laura, the smash success film of yore
and adapted from the Broadway stageplay, was presented in the Studio Club’s
Playhouse May 21 through 25. Ably directed byLonnie Raidor, Laura held each
capacity house in suspense during the
entire run.
In a swank setting, designed by Paul
Fox, the double-barreled plot gets under
way when Loren Schultz starts his flash
back narration. Laura Hunt, ambitious
beginner in the advertising business, is
found with her pretty face blown off by a
double-barreled shotgun fired at close
range.
The whodunit becomes the problem of
Claude Wilkinson, a police lieutenant.
Wilkinson proceeds to track the murderer
and fall for Laura. He catches both just
in time to prevent another lovely face
from being reduced to hamburger.
The impressive cast consisted of C.
Wilkinson, Loren Schultz, Lonnie Raidor,
Kordula Polenek, James Fetherolf, Doris
Bartholomew, Anne Francis, Mike Enjaian. Chip Perrin.
The Studio Club Board of Controllers, at
its May meeting, voted to cancel the
annual picnic because of present economic
conditions in the Motion Picture Industry.
The picnic has previously been scheduled
to be held at the Valley Park Country
Club, June 24, 1951.

Fishing Trips
Prove Popular
Fishing trips scheduled by the Studio
Club’s fishing committee to various
points along the coast have proven popular. Reports have filtered back from
these trips indicating the fishing has been
good.
For the second year the Club has
chartered sleek, fast fishing boats for
weekly trips into the Pacific fishing
grounds. Making the boat as roomy and
comfortable as possible, the Club has
tried to limit each trip to twenty fishermen. The Club furnishes free cokes and
beer to the fishermen, and a special jackpot prize is awarded to the angler who
pulls in the largest fish.
The fishing trips are:
From

San Pedro: June 3, July 8 and

22, August 5 and 26, September 9.
From

Santa

Monica:

June

17, July

15, August 12.
Price of trips are $6.75, payable one
week in advance. For further information, call the Studio Club.

MEET

THE

MURDERER

Three likely suspects in the murder of beautiful Laura Hunt parade in front of police lieutenant
Claude Wilkinson, left. Jim Fetherolf, Kordula Polenek and Loren Schultz seem undisturbed.
The Studio Club play was presented in the Playhouse from May 21 through 25.

Summer
A

Educational

series of summer

classes will be

offered by the Studio Club. Enrollments are now being taken for classes
in television, tennis, fly and plug casting and a golf instruction class.
TELEVISION
Under the guidance of Bob Comer,
Chainnan of the Educational Committee, the present television class will
follow
the pattern
of last year’s
ful course.
An instructor
from successUCLA
will; in non-technical terms, teach TCFers
how to maintain and service their own
TV sets. The class will cover the basic
principles of television and will be kept
on a practical level. The price will be
$7.00 for eight 2-hour classes, one night
a week.
TENNIS
A tennis instruction class will be open
to both men and women and will be held
at the Cheviot Hills Playground. Under
the guidance of the Studio Club, an instructor will hold the class on the playground’s tennis courts. Taking advantage
of the day-light savings, present plans
call for the instructions to be held after
working hours.
GOLF INSTRUCTIONS
Helping to prep the players for the
Studio Club’s annual golf tournament,
this year to be held at Baldwin Hills Golf

Program

Offered

Course August 19th, will be a golf instruction class. Nightly instructions will
be offered at the Rancho Golf Course,
across the street from the studio’s Pico
entrance. A nominal fee will be charged
and the class will be under the direction
of a capable professional golfer.
CASTING
Scheduled
as part
of the
fishing
program,
a new
classStudio
in all Club’s
types
of casting will be conducted at the
Cheviot Hills’ modern, shallow water
casting pool.
The spacious pool, recently completed
and one of the many features offered by
the playground, will be open at all times
for experienced rod casters. The beginner’sandclasswomen
is beingwhooffered
fishermen
wish to
to all
learn
the
basic fundamentals of casting. The course
will teach the different methods of casting and under all the various conditions.
CAMERA CLUB
In line with the current series of Studio
Club classes is the Camera Club. Although it is organized on a club basis
and meets once a week, the group has
lectures, field trips, class discussions and
lectures on various photo techniques and
subjects, which are aimed to benefit all
shutter bugs. The Camera Club is open
to all TCFers.
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5 New Flickers Roll In June
Five new
in June.

pictures are set to commence

In addition, Golden

Girl and

Don’t Call Me Mother, both which
started in May, will be completed on the
stages in June. The new pictures are:
The Jane F roman Story, Marriage Broker,
Mable
Bailey.

and

Me,

Viva

Zapata!,

Lydia

Being directed by Walter Lang, The
Jane F roman Story is scheduled to start
June 11th. Scripted and produced by
Lamar Trotti, the story is the courageous,
heartwarming tale of Jane Froman, the
beautiful singer who was gi\en up as a
hopeless cripple after a plane accident,
and how she overcame her difficulties.
Scripted by the famous Julius and
Philip Epstein, Mable and Me is the
hilarious story of a spirited racing horse
who is just one step from the glue factory.
.'Mthough he is from good stock, Verdun
II has sloughed into a losing streak which
his GI owners in Paris can’t understand.
Finally, after some good detective work,
the former Army captain discovers that
\^erdun is in love with a Hungarian goat
named Mable. A mad search throughout
Hungary begins and then ends when the
ex-soldier discovers Mable. But he must
get the goat out of the Russian occupied
country. Falling in love with a female
Russian officer doesn’t help the situation.
After a heated chase Mable finally arrives in Paris just before the start of the
Grand Prix. Verdun II sees his long lost
girl friend, Mable, and wins the race.
Kohlmar and Levin are the producerdirector team on this film scheduled for
the 1st of June.
Slated to start on location in Texas the
last of May, Viva Zapata! will return to
Westwood to complete its shooting schedule. Personally produced by Darryl F.
Zanuck and directed by Elia Kazan, the
story deals with the role of the Indian
leader, Emiliano Zapata in the Mexican
Revolution from 1914 to 1919.
Being

directed

by

Jean

Negulesco,

Lydia Bailey will get tbe starter’s gun
June 4tb. Script starts when a young
lawyer ventures to Haiti on a private
legal matter concerning Lydia Bailey and
becomes involved in a flaming war of
independence. The hero falls in love
with Lydia and while escaping from the
renegade “blacks”, he changes her prejudices against the negroes and their war
for freedom. She is then instrumental in
aiding to free the slaves from Bonaparte’s
rule.
Indicating a heavy July schedule, seven
pictures are tapped for production for
Eight

Stars Mitzi Gayinor and Una Merkel pause on the porch while holding for a camera focus during
the filming of Golden Girl. The picture about the taming of the West will be completed this month.

the mid-summer month. Red Skies of
Montana, the thrilling story of the Smoke

tral Turkey during the war, will also start
in July. Otto Lang produces.

Jumpers, flying— jumping fire fighters of
the United States Forestry Service, and

Return of the Texan is a tale about a
Texan who brings his two motherless
sons and his old father back to the run-

being produced by Sam
the 2nd of July.

Engel, will start

down family ranch in Texas. An attractive neighbor falls in love with the Texan,

The Story of Dizzy Dean, the tale of
the son of a poor migratory farmer who
went on to rewrite the baseball record

comforts him, and finally makes him forget his dead wife.
Elopement is a screenplay about a

books, will start July 23.

young eouple who manage a double
elopement. Fred Kohlmar will produce.

Phone

Call from a Stranger, slated for

a July starting date, is an appealing story
about four strangers wbo meet on an airplane. Later the plane crashes. Nunnally
Johnson will produce his own

screenplay.

Five Fingers, a stirring story of spies
and upper strata double dealings in neu-

Father

Does

a

Strip is a

tale of a

famous Broadway star who buys a eountry home and then falls in love with her
cartoonist neighbor. The cartoonist’s tenyear estold
jealous
his father’s
interand son
triesis to
breakof up
the romance
till he himself falls in love with a small
girl his own age.

$300 to Welfare
Fund by Trotti
Award Winning Prndncer Dnnates
Cash tn Stndin Club Welfare Fund

Lamar Trotti, noted producer-author
and recent winner of the coveted Freedoom Foundation’s gold medallion,
handed over the $300 cash award to the
Studio Club’s welfare fund. The Club’s
fund is set up as a reserve to help needy
TCFers through periods of distress and
hardship.

Jeanne Crain, star of Twentieth's
Cheaper By The Dozen, for which Producer Lamar Trotti won the Freedom
Foundation award, is seen admiring the
noted producer's gold medallion.

The Foundation’s many awards, which
were presented at Valley Forge during
an impressive Washington Birthday ceremony by five star General Omar Bradley,
are given to individuals who have made
outstanding contributions to a better understanding offreedom by the things they
write, do or say. Trotti received his
award for scripting and producing the
hilarious Clifton Webb, Jeanne Crain
starrer. Cheaper by the Dozen. The Freedom Foundation was founded in 1949 to
promote a better appreciation of the
American way of life and is a non-profit,
non-sectarian, non-political organization.
The producer’s generous donation will
be deposited in the Studio Club’s welfare
fund. Upon application, employees may
receive assistance from this fund which
was originally established in 1935 and
has been in continuous operation
throughout the years.
Produced and released in 1950,
Cheaper by the Dozen is the latest of
Trotti’s long record of achievements. His
first scripting chore at Twentieth was In
Old Chicago, and he later turned producer with the controversial and forceful
The Ox-Bow Incident. He received an
Academy nod when Razors Edge was
nominated for the best screenplay of the
year. Penciling fifteen scripts in ten
years, Trotti was responsible for the
screenplay of Zanuck’s famous Wilson.
A graduate from the University of
Georgia, Lamar Trotti had the distinction
of being the youngest city editor on any
Hearst newspaper.
The famous producer is now busy preparing The Jane Froman Story which is
scheduled to start the first part of this
month.

A close view of Lamar Trotti's Freedom Foundation award. In addition to the
award, Trotti received $300 which he turned over to the Studio Club's welfare fund.
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Baiter’s Boys
Hold Early Lead
Taking an early lead in the Studio
Club’s flashy softball league, Anne Baxslugging
team championship
stands to finish
the
seasonter’s
with
another
safely
tucked away. Captained by Bob Wittenberg, Baxter won the league last year.
League
Team
Anne

Standings as of May Lost
23
.... 5
Won

Baxter

Jean Peters
Henrv Hathaway
Beltv Grable

_

BEAUTIFUL
Winner

of the girl's division of the handicap

league was Jack Ferguson's Queens shown above
after they received their trophies at the annual
bowling banquet May 4th. Left to right; Madge
Inman, Barbara Victor, Anita Uphoff, Marge
Munsey,

Joe Mankiewiez
Clifton Webb

BOWLERS

Hazel Shirk, Rexine Shields.

. 4
...
2
... 2
... 2
1
1
0

Gregory Peck
Paul Douglas
Babcocl{

0
1
1
2
3
2
4
4

Schedule
Tuesday, June 12:
7 :30— Betty Crable vs. Anne Baxter.
9:00— Henry Hathaway vs. Paul Douglas.
Tuesday, June 19:
7 : 30— Anne Baxter vs. Jean Peters.
9:00— Betty Grable

vs. Henry

Hathaway.

Tuesday, June 26 — PLAYOFF :
7:30— 1st team vs. 3rd team.
9:00— 2nd team vs. 4th team.
Tuesday, June 3:
7 :30— Winners

of June

26th

game.

Babcock,

SWATTER
Shapely Marilyn Monroe insured a successful
softball league for the Studio Club by hitting
the first ball of the season. Nobody remembered whether she hit the ball or not. Syl
Zimmerman and Bill James are behind the plate.
Ten

Dapcvt\

OPENING

CEREMONIES

On hand for the opening game's ceremonies at the Cheviot Hills ballpark, April 24th, were Walter
Jolley, Studio Club prexy, and Vic Christensen, sports minded Assistant Studio Manager. League
games are now being played every Tuesday night at Chevoit Hills and all are welcomed to attend.
First game starts at 7:30 p.m.

For The Women
Chatter Cnlumn
Suffer for the sake of beauty has
long been the adage of the wellgroomed American woman. Think
you have it tough now? Just read
what the glamor gals had to go
through in days of yore to “keep the
man interested.”
The ancient Greeks used honey
and cabbage juice as an eye salve,
cold tea as a hair dressing to encourage luxuriant, glossy tresses.
They used goose grease as a skin
ointment. Indian women powdered
their noses with finely-ground corn
meal and used the juice of the
bloodroot for rouge. For rough
hands, mutton tallow was applied
and actually could be considered
the fore-runner of lanolin which is
the most useful constituent of tocreams. day’s cosmetic and
«

«

cleansing

«

Here’s a wall-washing tip
from a professional home
service company
which
charges $15 for doing the
joh in an average room :
Working from the bottom
up, wet a wall section about
four feet wide; then wash

Personality Guides Summer Hairstyles
In the summer, more than at any other
time of the year, your personality will
color your activities. What do you plan
to do? How do you plan to enjoy the
summer months?
Whatever activities you choose, and
summer oflFers an infinite variety of social
events, you’ll be wise if you prepare for
them now, suggests the Official Hair
Fashion Committee of the National
Hairdressers
and Cosmetologists’ Association.
Are you the outdoor girl? Are you
the sophisticated and well-groomed
woman of the smart salons and expensive shops? Or are your eyes filled with
star dust and romance?
Make a mental note, therefore, of your
plans for the summer and discuss them
with your hairdresser. It is that simple.
With this information your hairdresser
can create a hairdress for your particular

will grace you whether you are playing
a set match of tennis or whether you are
sailing before a brisk breeze in a yacht.
It will be a hairdress which will fall into
place easily and casually with just a twist
of your comb or a quick pat of your
hand, however active you may be. But
most important of all, your hairdress will
be shaped and styled for your face and
will look natural on you.
If you are the sophisticated woman
who is a popular hostess and a soughtafter guest, the woman with whom a
quiet formality has attained a way of
gracious living, your hairdresser will
plan a sophisticated coiffure which will
reflect that quiet elegance and charm.
Your hairdress will be designed in keeping with your personality which calls
for attention and interest. It will allow
you to move through garden parties and
on to dinner engagements with ease and
distinction.

the damp area with soapsuds from the top down.
Repeat on
consecutive
strips. Easy?
O

«

«

Might as well take a back seat to
the youth of the household. But
don’t feel sad about the fact.
You’re sharing the seat with the
great Shakespeare. It seems that
the average high school senior in
America has a larger vocabulary
than William Shakespeare used in
all of his published writings!
This amazing finding has been reported in the February issue of
Your Child’s World, monthly child
guidance publication of the Book
House For Children. Co-authors of
the report are Robert Seashore and
Mrs. Carol Bell.
According to Dr. Seashore and
Mrs. Bell, “the average high school
senior has a total vocabulary of approximately 80,000 words, made up
of about 46,000 basic words.”
Total vocabulary for children of
other school grades are: first grade,
24,000 words; third grade, 44,000
words; fifth grade, 51,000 words;
seventh grade, 55,000 words; ninth
grade, 62,500 words; eleventh
grade, 73,000 words. Basic vocabulary for the four-year-old has been
estimated, on the basis of recent
studies, at 5,500 words.

SOPHISTICATED hairstyle of
swirled waves frame the face,
bringing distinction and
charm to the wearer.

SIMPLICITY
and studied
youthfulness is the dominant
note here with the smooth
waves artfully swept back.

features which will also fill the requirements of your summer schedule.
If you’re the active outdoor enthusiast
and plan a full program out in the wind
and the sun, consult with your hairdresser so that your coiffure will be attractive and manageable during quick
action and many changes between play
and showers.
An expert can design a hairdress which

OUTDOOR play won't bother
this style with the waves beginning at temples and ending in a swirl at collar line.

If you’re the sweet feminine maid with
romance in her eyes, who loves to dance
under the stars, ask your hairdresser to
design a hairdress to reflect the moonlight and the soft rhythmic strains of terrace and country club dances. Simplicity
should be a dominant feature of your
coiffure — studied simplicity with smooth
waves, artfully placed and designed for
a feminine sweetheart appearance.

Dafe Squares
/4 cup brown sugar
M cup fortified margarine
IM cups sifted all-purpose flour
Mix the margarine, sugar and flour thoroughly. Put into a
shallow pan 9x9x2 inches or 10 x 8 x I/2 inches. This crust
will be about ‘4 inch thick. Bake until light brown in a
moderate (325° to 350° F. ) oven. Remove from the oven
and top with the following mixture.

2
M
2
1

egg whites, stiffly beaten
teaspoon baking powder
teaspoons flour
cup chopped nuts

Bake until a golden brown
squares. Sprinkle powdered

I cup chopped dates
1/4 cups brown sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
/8 teaspoon salt

in the same temperature oven. While still warm,
sugar, if desired. Makes about 18 cookies.

cut into bars or
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CELEBRATES

30th YEAR

WITH

STUDIO

Clint Urtubees, sitting with light snoot on head, was stopped long enough

started in show

from his Grip chores in the Publicity's portrait gallery to enjoy a surprise
30-year anniversary party thrown by these Publicists May 2nd. Clint

stock company, later moved into the motion picture field when John Ford
directed the "Village Blacksmith" at Western Avenue in 1921.

business in 1899

with the original Tannhauser

theater

Zhe
HARRY I. ALTMAN
Sales Company
(BOB

GARDNER

ASSOCIATED)

315 West- 5th Street, 6th Floor, Los Angeles 13, Calif. O Michigan 0256

is pleased to announce

NEW

for your

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

the opening

BRANCH

convenience

MONICA

of a

STORE
at

BOULEVARD

Are., 1 Block East of Westwood
ARizona 7-7508

Blvd.)

•

Arrange to visit us — and check available savings to
members of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
— on —
Electric Appliances - Gas and Electric Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers
Ironers - Radios - Television - Everything for the Home - Silverware
Jewelery - Watches - Handbags - Luggage - Wallets - Diamonds
Watch Repairing
Monday

Twelve

—
SHOPPING HOURS —
through Saturday: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday

and Friday evenings to 9 p.m.

Engineer, PARA
was bedecked
DE in" this
FASHION

Don Flick, Sound
striking hat
Praetorius."
busy at his
flashy hat.
snapped this

during the recent filming of "Dr.
According to a reporter, Don was
controls when a joker planted the
Don was still busy when Ray Nolan
shot.

—
CAMERAS
•• CLOCKS

SAVE
on

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

everything

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

in our

JEWELRY

j

•

FOUNTAIN

PENS

• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER

GIFT
sample

• SILVERWARE

line

VISITS ARTY

FRIENDS

Air Force Sergeant Ed Jenkins, former Screen Set Designer, recently called upon his friends in the
Art department. Left to right, George Patrick, Art Director; Jenkins, George Dudley, Art Director;
Lyman Hallowell, Blueprint Operator.

GOODS

• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SPORTING

V

• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY

Wardrobe (iang
Miss Their Helper

OF

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

By \ Sandy Sandeen
The Men’s Wardrobe tailor shop doesn’t seem
the same since Margaret Yarn decided she’d
retire and take it easy.
Margaret has held down sewing machine #1
for 12 years and the amount of work she has
gotten out of that machine is unbelievable.
At her retirement party, where she was presented a beautiful cameo ring by her co-workers,

<3

she told us from now on it’s a perpetual vacation for herself starting with a trip to Seattle,
Wash., to visit her daughter and four grandchildren.
Be sure to drop us a card now and then, Margaret. We’ll be missing you a lot.

Given a "queen for a day" party when she retired, Margaret Yarn is seen with Wardrobe
Head, Sandeen.
FOR SALE — R.B. Auto Graflex, 3'/4x4'/4,
with Graff Variable Lens. Sharp 1 Vi in. F. 3.8
Soft Focus 8 Vi in. F. 4.5. Film Pack Adapter
and Cut Film Magazine. Price, $70.00. See
Julius Cindrich, Still Lab., Ext. 1 1 56.

★ CARPETS

FOR SALE — 24 Volumes of Encyclopaedia
Britannica. Copyright in the United States of
America 1949. They are bound in blue leatherette. Price, including walnut cabinet, $200.00.
See Clara Bing, Music Library, Sta. 483.

it LINOLEUM

Wright

Carpet

A

Complete

S.M. 7-5157

CARPET

Co.

11218

★ DYEING

Washington

Blvd., Culver City

MEMBERS

TELEVISION
To Choose
TIME

From

PAYMENTS

24 MONTHS

TO PAY

Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

SERVICE

CLUB

1 5 Brands of

Open

★ LAYING

or TE. 0-3636

STUDIO

it TILE

THE "WRIGHT" WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

★ CLEANING

SPECIAL TO
DISCOUNTS

MATURE

TELEVISION

10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
Thirteen

The little Wheel

Studio Club Buyer's Directory

The organizations listed in this directory offer Studio Club members
special savings. Before making your purchases, consult this list. Your
Studio Club card must be shown.

APPLIANCES

DRUGS

Deep Freeze
Albnan Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly HiUs
GR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Go., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Refrigerators
Altman Sales Go., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly HiUs
GR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Go., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Stoves
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Beverly HiUs Stove Works, 467 No. Roxbury
Dr., Beverly Hills
GR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Washing Machines
Albnan Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Knight Electrical Go., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Small Appliances (Colfeemakers, Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc. )
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Knight Electrical Go., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
.Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Teller Appliance, 368 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
( Coffeemabcs, Irons, Toasters, Electric Blankets, Mix Masters, Scales. )

Schwab Drugs, 401 So. Bedford Dr.,
Hills
CR.
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda
Burbank
STanley

AUTO

ACCESSORIES

(Tires, Bat-

teries, Seat Covers)
Foogerts Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
L. A
Bryan Motors, 338 No. Canon Dr.,
Hills

Blvd.,
AR. 9-7721
Beverly
CR. 6-3137

Joe & Johnny’s Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375

BICYCLES

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273
Smith’s Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS

Studio Glub

FIRE PLACE

FIXTURES

Beverly
1-5721
Ave.,
7-2068

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORIST
Bel-Air Florist, 10932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.,
(Bob Flesch)
AR. 7-1755
Goldman’s, 9823 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-0915

FURNITURE

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771
Garden Furniture
Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Cottage Woodcraft Shop, 101 So. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-1310

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

It came as a surprise and a sense of
shock to most of us, for it is our nature
and inclination to take for granted pleasant associations, to believe in their permanency, and to only realize their value
when we were going to lose them.
We

were going to lose Duffy.

Duffy was our Santa Monica

Gateman.

But Duffy wasn’t just the man who
checked you in and out the gate. He had
that rare quality and capacity for friendship that make a man a success no matter
how
little a wheel he is in the big
machinery.

PR. 6133;
or DU. 8-2481

FURS
Studio Club

GARBAGE

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

DISPOSALS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

GIFT

SHOP

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd

HARDWARE

AR. 3-3047

.Ytlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Ideal Gontractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 5-3691

HOSIERY

Studio Glub

JEWELRY

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Paramount Jewelers, 1424 Fourth St., Santa
Monica
EX. 4-4432
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LIGHT

RETIRES
Police Chief Tom

Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Fourteen

went out in a bulletin at two

FUNERALS

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax
Blvd., L. A
WE. 0963
Thelans, 6731 Hollywood Blvd.,
(Ray Thelan)
HI. 9443
W'estlake Camera Stores, Inc., 635 So. Olive,
L. A. (Charles Arensten)
VA. 6111

DRAPERIES

The news
paused.

the big wheels

Bahy Furniture
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

LAMPS

SHOPS

The little wheel was stopping.
After twenty years.
For a brief moment,
o’clock.

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771

CAMERA

By Clemmie Galloway

FIXTURES

Young,

right, shakes William

Duffy's hand as the Santa Monica Policeman gets
ready to retire after 20 years of faithful service.

For twenty years, in rain or shine,
Duffy was always there, with his bright
smile and cheery greeting for all who
entered or left his gate, the people who
drive through in their long, sleek cars,
their sturdy little cars, the transportation
trucks, the commercial trucks that delivered supplies to the studio, the workmen
who walked through, carrying their lunch
boxes.
They
people,
friends
legend

were all the same to Duffy —
and Duffy loved people. His
became legion, and he became a
at the Santa Monica Gate.

Duffy liked his job. He liked watching
the passing parade, and what a parade
he’d seen in his twenty years.

People who worked their way up, people who leaped to fame overnight, people
who were famous one year, forgotten the
next, people who were spoiled by their
success, and people who were greater as
human beings because of their success.
Such a man

was Producer

Sam

Engel.

A part of Mr. Engel’s code is to show
appreciation of a job well done.
Duffy’s retirement (at his own request )
had taken place quietly. Only a few were
aware that that night would be his last
at the Santa Monica Gate. When Mr.

BUYER'S DIRECTORY {Continued )
LINOLEUM

RUGS

Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Angeles Rug Co., 3rd & La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Company, 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508

RUG

& CARPETS

CLEANING

CR. 6-2211, E.xt. 745

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Waslrington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

At two o’clock a bulletin was sent out
by Mr. Engle informing everyone that

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Gowan Appliance, 107 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 5-8733

Duffy would be saying “goodnight” for
the last time that night. Any who wanted
to join Mr. Engel in paying tribute to

Westchester Glass Co., 6238 W. 87th St., L. A.
(Neal Dennv)
ORegon 8-3398

Engel learned of it, he felt we couldn’t
let this gallant little old man go without
knowing how much he meant to us, that
he was going to be missed.

Duffy, should get in touch with Mr. Engel’s office before six o’clock.
Expressions of tribute began immediately to pour in — money, checks, gifts.
As the tribute grew, Mr. Engel’s excitement grew. Never had response been so
instantaneous, so wholehearted. It was
doubly gratifying — the importance of a
little wheel — the appreciation of the big
wheels.
There was as much emotion at the
Santa Monica

Gate that night when

Engel presented

Mr.

Duffy with this unex-

pected expression of his fellow workers’
friendship, as in the best of Twentieth
Gentury-Fox’s dramatic films. There was
no dialogue in the scene. There was no
need for dialogue. It was there in the
eyes of those two men, great and small,
each in their way symbolizing the spirit
of Twentieth Gentury-Fox.

MAGAZINES

Studio Club

MATTRESSES

MIRRORS
MOTOR

PARTS

Utter Pontiac, 200 So. La Brea,
L. A

MUSICAL
Gramaphone
(Louise)

NURSERY

Westwood
L. A

WE. 3-7474

INSTRUMENTS
Shop, 313 No. Beverly Dr.
GR. 1-9525

(Quantity Discount)

Nursery, 9786 W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 6-9969

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 Gahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Greative Golors, 2323 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Lawrence )
AR. 9-3086
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 5-1740

PIANOS

4-4432

Grane Sporting Goods, 5728 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-9534
Fredericks Go., 8560 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-5161
Smiths’ Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Touchberry’s Piano Shop, 913 Wilshire Blvd.,
Santa Monica
EX. 5-3513
Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
(F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733 Hollywood
Blvd. (C. Watts)
HE. 3434

& SUPPLIES

Robertson

VE. 8-0841

RECORDS

Gramaphone
(Louise)

Shop, 313 No. Beverlv Dr.
CR. 1-9525

READY-TO-WEAR

Ladies’: Call Studio Club....CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Men’s; Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Weiss’ Men’s & Boys’ Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd
AR. 3-8636

bracelet from Club prexy, Walter Jolley, on a
recent visit to the studio. Betty Hopps and
Freddie McPhie watch.

GOODS

3-8865

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson )
AR. 9-8315
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Knight Electrical Go., 6806 So. W'estern Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Radio Analysis Co., 9571 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-1313
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverlv Hills
CR. 1-1135

Air Force Captain Joe McClellen, formerly of
Casting, is given his Studio Club identification

SPORTING

Blvd.,
7-7508

TELEVISION

RADIOS

Houser

(Sterling)

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
George Howard
DU. 7-44.51
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

PLUMBING

RETURN

SILVERWARE

Altman Sales Go., 10829 Santa Monica
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR.
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR.
Paramount Jewelers, 1424 Fourth St.,
Santa Monica
EX.

OPTOMETRISTS

Dorman

ON

MACHINES

Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Gulver Gity
VE. 8-0521
Dr. Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford
Dr., Beverly Hills
GR. 5-1308

PICTURES

GREETED

SEWING

REVERE

WARE

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Ideal Gontractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-3691

TRAVEL

AGENCY

TYPEWRITERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Hollywood Office Appfiance, L531 Cahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121
Chriss Morrison, 8588 Pico Blvd
GR. 6-9926
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverlv Hills
CR. 4-5213

WATER

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson
erly Hills
Foogerts Tire Co., 1725 W’estwood
L. A
Dorman Robertson

VACUUM

Blvd., BevCR. 1-1135
Blvd.,
AR. 9-7721
VE. 8-0841

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Kirby Vacuums only; Dick Hedding..EX. 7-2905
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins for Industrv, 3456 W. Olympic
Blvd
RE. 8354
Johnstons Products, Call Studio Club;
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Fifteen
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For Appliances and
Television
Again

in 1950, Teller is ready

to serve your needs . . .

First
name
m
Jbe^pjenjAaJulUif
Qo44.^Ue4>4f

Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL Appliances and
Television.
Terms
Open

to suit your Budget.
Tuesday

and Thursday

Nights till 9 P.M.

attempted “funnies.” But I realize no one
can be first all the time. George Washington was the first man of our country
. . . first at war . . . but he married a
widow.
«
«
«
The fan mail has been another
factor in my returning among
the columnists. I received one
letter I was mighty proud of.

2.4/uUUif.

OdLx

Co.

369 South Robertson
Beverly Hills

It has been several months since I have
written a column for ACTION. I stopped,
unable to be first with the news and

( Near Olympic)

Quote. Your column is the best
I’ve ever read. Please continue.
Life is not the same without it.
P.S. Please excuse the crayon as
I’m not allowed to use anything
sharp in this place. Unquote.
«
«
Noticed in passing Willards Restaurant
atop Pico and Beverly: “Good Restaurants Never Die «They
Just
Food Away.”
«
O

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion

Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE

Several persons are expecting “blessed
events” in the near future. A Mr. and
Mrs. Gluck want a boy so they can
name him Donald. A Mr. and Mrs. Abel
want

a boy to name Clark, and we suggest, should Betty Hopps, Studio Club,
have a boy she name him Cassidy. . . .
A girl, she name

her
Bunny.
«
«
O

The latest style change for the
girls. . . . Bathing suits are going
hack to one piece. ... I wonder
which piece they
wear?
O
tf will
«
SCOOP:
to Mr. Lew

George Stephenson, assistant
Schreiber will be married in

the very near future.
O
«
William

O

Duffy, the jolly little police-

man who checked ’em in and checked ’em
out at the Santa Monica gate for the past
20 years has retired from Ye Ole TCF.
We will miss him, and never forget him.
And everyone certainly wishes him well.
ft <» «
Don’t

forget to call the Studio

Club if you are interested in : DISCOUNTS - THEATRE TICKETS
-TELEVISION CLASS -TENNIS
TOURNAMENT
- SUMMER
CAMP FOR CHILDREN - FISHING TRIPS.
DID BY RID

Sixteen

Readers should enclose either a money order or a
check with all purchases from the SHOP BY STAMP
feature, and mail to the addresses given below.

Beverly Hills

STOVE
REMOVABLE LUGGAGE GARRIER
. . . Made of hardened aluminum tubing,
with chromimn finish and hardwood slats.
No suction cups are used— clamps to gutter
and rests on rubber with felt base padding
so it will not mark car roof. From $45,
Davis Auto Supply, 8529 Beverly Boulevard, L. A.

MINX BEACH HAT, BAG AND STOLE
. . . These practical beach accessories are
to be had in blue, green, shrimp, navy,
gold or gray denim with stripe trim as
shown, or in white waflBe pique or Hawaiian print. Postpaid $2.00 each, Obadie
of Hollywood, 107 South Burlington Ave.,
Los Angeles 4.

STOVE
Complete

WORKS
REPAIRING

Line of New

Gas Ranges

Authorized Dealer for Servel Gas Refrigerators,
Magic Chef, Universal, Gaffers & Sattler,
Roper, O'Keefe Western
& Merritt,
HollyWedgewood,

467 N. ROXBURY

and

DR.

Beverly Hills
Open

Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday Evenings

CRestview

and

1-5239

WiHis S. Harris
Keith B. Lyon
KROME-KOTE ... A new answer to
rusting brightwork. A new colorless
liquid plastic that is easy to apply and
guarantees lasting beauty to your car or
household uses. Postpaid, $1.15, Robert Service, 11840 Gorham Ave., L.A. 49.

HIKER’S BAG ... For that camping
trip. Two pounds of 50% down and 50%
small gray duck feathers with fine count
Egyptian cloth inner liner. Postpaid price,
$31.00. Bradley-Rehrig, 99 E. Colorado,
Pasadena.

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

DETACHABLE OVERLOAD SPRINGS
. . . The chassis of the spring fits over
axle housing. Coil is welded to separate
plate that is removed when car does not
require additional spring help. 250— or
—500 pound test springs $21.85, postpaid, E-Z Trailer Hitch Company, 1111
South Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, Calif.

5843 West Pico Blvd.
insures safety for children. The back door
is locked by pressing a button and unlocked with your ignition key. Installed
on Chrysler products, Packard and General Motors cars. Postpaid, $8.25 Semco
Research Incorporated, 1020 W. Florence
Ave., Inglewood, California.

WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
hutch Self paints
PICO
RONDINE CAMERA AND FOLDING
FLASH GUN . . . An all-metal, precision
made instrument. Comes with an allleather case and flash gun that folds to
pocket size in two motions. Price $24.95.
Marshutz Optical Co., 418 W. 6th St., L.A.

TRAILER HITCH BALL COVERS . . .
Finished in chrome. Made of heavy
material so that the cover acts as an extra
bmnper guard. Postpaid, $2.95, E-Z
Trailer Hitch Company, 1111 South
Myrtle Avenue, Monrovia, Calif.

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO
Seventeep

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK

Bdbcoc^

BRANDS

FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card

RECAPPING

Pausing during the
right, F. L. Metzler,
Sandeen, Recording
group, organized in

recent Westerner's celebration May 1 8th in the Cafe de Paris, are, left to
Westerner's Board of Trustee Officer; Vic Christensen, Trustee Officer; Clinton
Secretary; Hal Gordon, President; Dan Clark, first president of the Masonic
1926.

Westerners Celebrate 25th Year
The Westerners had a birthday party.
First formed in May, 1926, this studio
Masonic group held its 25th anniversary
dinner-meeting Friday, May 18 in the
Cafe de Paris.
Presiding over the reported 500 members and Masonic leaders was president
Hal Gordon. Masonic inspectors and
lodge masters from all over the area
gathered to help share the celebration
and speak words of praise for the organization. Other speakers included the past
presidents of The Westerners, who briefly
outlined the progress of the group from
its inception.
Glancing back over the quarter of a
century of outstanding achievements, the
Masons at Twentieth have faithfully followed the preamble
to the organization’s
constitution.
Set to words
25 years ago,
it states: “Believing that the sublime
principles of Freemasonry are conductive
to good business organization and that
the exercise of said principles are in no
way detrimental to a 100 per cent working result, we Master Masons in good
standing and all members of the Tom
Mix

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

COME

AND

SEE US

Organization, have banded ourselves together for the purpose of promoting brotherly love, relief and truth in our
own working troop and to set an example
for all who wish to follow.”
Headed by Tom Moore, Grip, The
Westerners a few years ago started an
intensive, but painless money gathering
campaign to help promote its welfare
activities. Actually originating the “March
of Dimes,” each member of the group
volunteered to donate ten cents a week
to help the Govina
Children.

Eighteen

Now

Masonic

Home

for

the Home’s

fund

has

many thousands of dollars to its account,
and the orphans have many valuable gifts
implanted in their domicile. A powerful
telescope is stationed on the roof, and
Bill Harris makes weekly visits to the
home to teach the children about the
mysteries of the heavens. In addition,
cash and other awards are given to the
children with the highest scholastic
averages, and seasonal parties are sponsored for the youngsters by The Westerners.
Focal point of The Westerner’s financing is a little coffee shop inside the Western Avenue studio’s gates. Brought to
the attention of millions of radio listeners
recently by Hedda Hopper, this unique,
self service coffee shop was actually
started by cowboy star Tom Mix. Everyone helps themselves, figures their own
bills and pays the little collection box
as they go out.
Much

of the money

channeled

from the

coffee shop to The Westerner’s account
is earmarked for improvements in the
Covina Home, while the rest of the funds
are set aside for welfare work, youth
educational purposes and an emergency
fund is ready for any type of assistance.
The Shrine Crippled Children’s Hospital
receives yearly contributions from the
Westerners.
The record which the 20th CenturyFox Westerners have carved in the
history of Freemasonry during these
past 25 years is indeed a tribute to the
principles of the Masonic Creed, and to
the studio and nation which made all
of this possible. May the next 25 years
be as productive in accomplishments as
the first.

Action Editorials

new worker happy to realize that he is
included as part of the team.
All accidents should be reported. Any
individual injured at the studio should
report to the hospital for the expert free
medical care offered. And everyone
should be on the alert for safety hazards.
Above all, set a good example for your
fellow workers — think and work safely.

The Way To Peate
After being a patient in the Halloran
General Hospital in New York for over
four years, a young World War II veteran died. While in the hospital he did
a lot of reading and a lot of thinking
about what he read. His war service, his
wounds, his reading and his thinking all
went together to flavor this letter he
wrote shortly before he died.
“My name is John Crown. I am a
paraplegic at Halloran General Hospital.
My
who

physical wounds are small in comparison with my spiritual wounds. I,
have engaged in the great struggle

to save the world from tyranny, and having seen my comrades die for this cause,
can now find no peace in the world or in
my own country.
“Having lived so close to death for
two years, the reasons why there is no
peace seems infinitesimally flimsy. Russia
wants the Dardanelles, Yugoslavia wants
Trieste, the Moslems want India, labor
wants higher wages, capital wants more
profits. Smith wants to pass Jones in the
car in front of him, junior wants more
spending money. To these I say: Ts it
necessary to kill and cripple human be-

Your Share In Safety
Twentieth has always been proud of
its safety record.
But a steady increase of recent studio
accidents is a cause for alarm. In the
monthly meetings
committee it has
the responsibility
of these could be
of new workers.
gard the rights of
for all as well as

of the studio’s safety
been brought out that
for a great percentage
traced to the attitude
Individuals who disreothers create a hazard
themselves.

In some instances, besides painful physical injuries, serious damage has been
inflicted upon the sets on the stages, and
no report has been made. Serious consequences could result from this neglect.
You can see how easy it would be for
a man to fall to his death while climbing
on a set with the supporting braces
knocked loose.
Now the trend is for more and more
new workers, especially in the crafts, to
filter into the studio. Many of these
men have been trained and have worked
under very haphazard safety conditions.

Either through

the neglect of their for-

mer employer
themselves
they don’t
understand
the or
advantage
of working
as
a team — as a safe team.
A serious catastrophe, started by some
careless incident, could result in the
studio being shut down for a long period.
It isalert
to everyone’s
advantage
be on
the
and to control
such to
a waste.
The

Studio Club’s communication system — the bulletin boards, the Club’s
stewards and Action — is constantly in
operation informing and educating the
new TCFer about correct working habits
and making him safety conscious. But
it shouldn’t rest there!
Everyone at the studio should take on
a share of this educational program.
What can I do about it, you may ask?
Explain to these new employees about
the studio, what it offers to all of us, and
why it’s important to work safely. Make
them see how working safely together
can benefit everyone. You’re doing yourself a favor, and I’m sure it’ll make the

ings for these petty gains?’
“Anyone who thinks a human body is
so cheap that it can be traded for a traet
of land, a piece of silver, or a few minutes of time, should be forced to listen to
moans of the dying night and day for
the rest of his life.
“All the troubles of the world originate
in the common man. The selfish and
greedy ways of nations are merely the
ways of each individual man multiplied
a hundredfold. When the morals of the
common man drops, so the morals of the
nation and the world.
“As long as our individual morals remain at low ebb, so will the world. Until
each of us stops hogging the road with
his car, stops fighting over the seat on
the bus, stops arguing over who is going
to do the household chores, there will be
no peace in the world. If man wishes
peace again, he must return to the Great
Commandment,

‘Love

thy neighbor

as

Let’s hope the advice at the end of
this can
letter
is contagious.
Let’s hope
we
all
remember
what veteran
Cowan
wrote. Then, if the core of world disunity is the common man, we can all do
our part to” promote a bright future for
thyself.’
mankind.
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VACATIONS...

Sure, everyone has a vacation problem.
Where to go?
How much are the rates?
WTiat’s the deposit? How long will the trip
take? And scores of other questions always
pop up when planning
weeks with pay.
As
Studio

another
Club

service

has

set up

for those
to
a

two

glorious

all members,
travel

the

department

which has proven a success in the past years.
By telephoning the Studio Club, information

on

rates, maps

and

ticket purchases

are avail-

able through the Club’s office. And tickets or
reservations will be delivered to the TCFers
here at the studio.
For the necessary cash to make your vacation one free from financial worries, contact the Credit Union. Easy terms on any
vacation

loan

are

available,

venient payroll deductions
ments painless.

and
make

those

con-

the

pay-

1 pMj

p1

r^ 1
fr ir ! fl 11
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Not until they had spent two weeks wading through and double checking 93
safety
recent
Fore,
Ed La
'

contest forms was Action's staff able to select a winner for the magazine's
safety contest. First place prize of $25 went to Ann Lawrence, Script. Jet
Publicity, left, took second place honors with the $10 cash award, while
Bart, Set Watchman, was third with $5. The three happy winners are seen

gathered around a bulletin board ezamining their prize money. The puzzle was
run for three months in Action, and was distributed on all the Studio Club's bulletin
boards. Contestants were asked to find the safety hazards hidden in the cartoon.
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Mitzi Gaynor

is the gal

on Action's wrapper this month.
The star of the recently completed Golden Girl makes every
man wish he was a lifeguard
scanning

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

14

Life Begins at Twentieth

•

20th

8
10

. Advertising

•

Board

6

Report on Company

Editorial Staff

the twilight horizon.

Sparkling in Twentieth's My
Blue Heaven, Mitzi, in a year's
time, has achieved stardom with
her role in Golden Girl. Flicker
viewers will also see the ballerina in Take Care Of My Little
Girl, and Friendly Island. Gene
Kornman is the brave man who
dared to venture close enough to
the crashing surf for this impressive photography.

BOB

MINTZ

It seems that everyone you talk to
is very concerned about the modern
youth: worried about their lack of ambition; their lack of spirit and taking
the cares of the world too lightly.
The creaking oldsters, seeing this,
pause on their crooked canes and
shake their fuzzy heads with disappointment.
If you tougher
seem to and
lack tougher
pep and it’s
getting
to
straighten up your back, and you
think today’s youngsters are sending
the world straight
hell, might
here’s put
an
encouraging
exampleto that
the spring back in your walk again.
If Bob Mintz, smooth-faced youth,
whose elever, humorous article, “Life
Begins at 20th,” appears on page 14 of
this month’s Action, is an example of
the younger generation, then you can
rest assured that dear old Uncle Edgar
won’t turn over in the family grave.
Zestful and full of bounding ambition.
Bob has been a nine to six worker in
the Midtilith department for the past
year. Before that he was awarded a
hash mark for similar services at Warners. Piled on top of his job at the
studio is a ftdl night course at UCLA
where he is a senior. He is majoring
in Theater Arts and plans to make motion pictures his career.
His father is the noted screen writer.
Jack Mintz, and Bob has been exposed
to the creation of flickers all of his
life. Possessing a trigger c/uick sense
of humor, the twenty-one-year-old lad
already has several screenplays on the
market “going the rounds.” On top of
all this activity. Bob has found time
to meet, woo and finally marry his
present wife, Evie.
It’s a pretty fast life he’s leading,
and a pace that woidd find most of us
—

even

in

our

better

days

—

panting

for breath. Talking to him for a few
minutes will put your mind at ease.
His interest, enthusiasm and zest for
living makes you realize that anything
Bob Mintz does will be done right.
You know that Bob and his kind will
make the world sit up and take notice
of them. Don’t worry —
assured.

the future is
Three

by

Time is Money!

4

Spencer Cloner

Thursday is payday!
The Timekeeping department plays an impnrtant
part in making this day pnssihle hy keeping an
accurate record of your time.

A PPROXIMATELY ninety per cent of the employees at
Payday! That's the day we all look forward to. Here
Ralph Kash, Assistant Head Timekeeper, hands Policeman Herb Jensen his paycheck at the Pico Time Office.

Timekeeping Head, Sam Wittenberg, presents
to Al De Weese, Paymaster, for final okey.
the present, accurate system in 1936.

Four

the weekly payroll run
De Weese inaugurated

Twentieth Century-Fox punch a time clock. It is a very simple
procedure. You pull your card from the section of the time
rack which designates the department you work in; you approach a time clock; you make certain that the time is recorded
in its proper space; and then you are ready to go to work.
On Thursday, you approach one of the various places where
checks are distributed. You pocket your check and go on about
your business. Philosophers have pondered over time since
the beginning of man’s ability to communicate with man. In
the beginning there is life; and the seconds start ticking relentlessly until they become minutes; and the minutes, days. The
check you receive represents a payroll week. In the workaday
world for you, your payroll check symbolizes many things if
you are prone to be a philosopher.
The Pico Time Office is the center of all this complex activ-

Timekeeper Wally Knapp inserts the
individual time cards in the racks
at the start of each day.

Larry Hoover's timekeeping duties
take him between the Westwood
studio and the Western studio.

ity. It is supervised by Department Head Sam Wittenberg, and his assistant Ralph
Kash. They head and organize
the activity of twelve timekeepers with a system of
double checks that reduces
error to an absolute minimum.
The department operates from
six A.M. to one A.M. Monday
through Friday and Saturday
until the last time card has
been dropped in the box.
When production activity
makes it necessary, even Sunday can become just another
work day.
The Pico Time office is
easily recognizable by the fact
that it is almost entirely glassenclosed. If you are interested
in a more detailed description
Able Joe Zable, stationed at Santa Monica, Head Timekeeper, Sam Wittenberg, Afternoon Timekeeper at the
finds out that even Timekeepers must checks a union paying contract with Pico Time Office is Gaines
of its activities you can easily
punch time clocks or not get paid.
Don Boyd, Pico Gate Timekeeper.
Johnston, pausing at office.
observe what is going on by
merely pausing for a little time
on your way out. The cards
are collected from the boxes in which they have been deposited.
The Timekeeping Department is not concerned with specuAlmost immediately pencils start their notations upon them.
lation and the vagaries of what is Truth and Beauty. The
timekeepers
are only concerned with the rules and regulations
If it is in the evening— all the cards end up on Don Boyd’s desk.
They are then double checked— or in time office parlance—
of studio accounting procedures and the hard and fast con“audited.” Depending on the type of craft and classification,
the cards are either ‘put-through’ immediately for the tabulating department to complete the procedure, or they are first
posted on the weekly time sheets by individual employee. This
process is continuous until the payroll is ‘closed’ and buttonedup Saturday night.
Early Monday morning, Sam Wittenberg and Ralph Kash
completely recheck the entire payroll from printed tabulated
forms and when they are finally through— the Tabulating Department puts all the time cards through their machines in an
endless continuous stream until payroll sheets and payroll
checks are at last printed in their final form. Even then nothing
is ready to be released until the payroll sheets are again rechecked by Mr. A1 DeWeese, the head of the Payroll Department.

tractual union and guild agreements which govern the \'arious
crafts in the motion picture industry.
The individual employee has some realization of what is
contained in his labor contract. A timekeeper has to have a
thorough

of all contracts

and

working

Your time card is the crystalliza-

tion of a day’s effort. Your payroll check is the sum total for
the week. The efficiency and the thoroughness of operation of
the Time Office personnel makes this possible. Some wags may
refer to the Time Office as the “Glass Menagerie.” But when
you feel that you have been wronged, please remember that
to err is human; and that the men who work in the glass houses
will never throw stones.

IVo Card — ]Vo Pay is the Watchword

Timekeeper Ed Berg, stationed at Pico,
checks through one of the numerous
card files maintained by the office.

over-all knowledge

agreements.
Your work time is money.

Smiling Frank Jameson's face is familiar to the many workers at Western
Avenue where his office is located.

for the Eleven Timekeepers.

Timekeeper

Don

Burnett

is stationed

at the busy Santa Monica Gate. He's
been with Twentieth for five years.

Walter Harris, Santa Monica Gate Timekeeper, is
part time

student

at Five
USC.

Skouras Explains Company's Conditions
Highlights of report made by Twentieth's president
to the stockholders at the May 1 5th meeting
Films

Instalment

Basic Entertainment

During its fifty years of life, the motion picture industry has experienced
many “peaks and \alleys.” When our
critics thought the “silent movie” had
passed beyond, thousands of magnificent
new theatres were built and the “cinema”
came of age, with a patronage beyond
anyone’s anticipation. Everx' new in\ention in the amusement world has,
however, given us periods of disturbance,
but through which we have always
passed and become stronger than before.
W^ith the ad\ent of radio, there was
some of the same kind of talk you hear
today about television, spelling doom
for the silent motion picture, but plans
already underway for the use of great
orchestras and stage shows, gave the
theatres one of their most colorful and
profitable eras.
With the coming of sound to the screen
during the period of adjustment, there
was general decline at the box-office,
but the talking motion pictures found
us mo\ ing forward to our greatest heights
as an industry. Just as every new medium has been used to strengthen the
theatre, so in my judgment will this
new great medium. Television, be employed to bring our industry even greater success in the world of entertainment,
with the theatre being the keystone and
the motion picture remaining supreme
as it is today as the basic form of entertainment.
We must accept the fact, however,
that as in the instance of radio and talking pictures, television and other factors
will call for many adjustments from the
pattern of the past.

A comparison

Buying

to theatre use.

Among these other factors are the high
cost of living, the instalment buying of
homes and household commodities, including television sets, and the uncertainty of the international political situation. These have affected the available spending of money. I am sure that
these conditions will be corrected in
the near future.

As I have informed you,

the Fidophor people have promised to
deliver projection as good as that of the
present motion picture projection and
color as good as Technicolor, within two
years from last January.

This was the experience of the phonograph record industry which was very
prosperous, and when radio made its
inroads, fell off badly. But as time progressed, itnot only recovered its first position, but exceeded it largely and today

This company is striving to make possible an expanded form of entertainment
through theatre television that will be
of aid to motion picture theatres, and
its TV facilities will be such that it will
be able to show simultaneously in 500,
or 1,000 or 2,000 theatres, the same kind
of shows that will be the finest, and thus
give us an opportunity to engage the
great artists of opera and the concert,
the best plays on Broadway, the top

the phonograph record business is greater than it was before radio.

popular

I feel strongly that we will have the
same experience in the motion picture
business if we adjust ourselves during
this transition period from the effects of
the causes I have mentioned by plans
for economies to be effected in all our
departments.
Theatre
I have

Television
mentioned

from

time to time

the possibilities of large screen theatre
television which I believe will result ultimately in tremendous advancement of
the scope of motion picture theatre entertainment and an increase at the boxoffice.
I have reported also about the arrangements Twentieth Century-Fox has made
with the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology for the Swiss Fidophor system
of large screen projection and of our program for developing this for application

entertainers, and, in fact, productions supplementing the basic element of the motion picture that will
dwarf any entertainment the theatres
have ever known.
First Quarter

Report

The consolidated earnings of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and
a 1 1 subsidiaries, including National
Theatres Corporation and Boxy Theatre,
Inc,, after all charges, for the first quarter
ended March 31, 1951, were $874,776.
After deducting dividends on the Prior
Preferred and Convertible Preferred
Stocks, the consolidated net earnings
amounted to $.27 per share on the
2,769,176 shares of Common Stock outstanding at that time. Consolidated earnings after all charges for the first quarter
of 1950 were $1,841,030, which after deducting Preferred dividends amounted
to $.61 per share on the 2,769,143 shares
of Common Stock then outstanding.

of the first quarter of 1951 with the first quarter of 1950 follows;
13 Weeks Ended
March 31, 1951

13 Weeks

Ended

April 1, 1950

Film

rentals and

theatre receipts

$35,866,841

$35,689,073

1,922,614
965,000

2,778,825
825,000

Consolidated earnings before federal taxes and minority interests
Provision for federal income taxes
$

Deduct

earnings applicable to minority interests

957,614
82,838

$ 1,953,825
112,795

874,776
125,328

$ 1,841,030

Net earnings
Preferred

Farnings per share of common
June 4, 1951
Six

$
$

dividends

$

137,346

stock
$.27

$.61

STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
Tiokets Available At Olab

Fishing Trip Scheduled
From San Pedro July 8

The Hollywood Bowl’s 30th season of
Symphonies Under the Stars opens July
10th, offering one of the greatest years of
entertainment. Twenty per cent reduction on all reserve seats, and a 90

Following the successful trips scheduled by the Studio Club, another trip
into the Pacific fishing grounds is slated
to leave the San Pedro 22nd Street land-

cent general admission seat may be purchased for 65 cents at the Club’s offices.
The Bowl’s schedule for July:
July 10-15: Johann Strauss’s Die
Fledermaus (The Bat )
July 17: Alfred Wallenstein conducts
a symphony concert
July 19: Cellist, Gregor Piatigorsky,
soloist; Alfred Wallenstein, conductor
July 21: Annual Gershwin concert;
Johnny Green, conductor
July 24: Alfred Wallenstein
July 31: Cole Porter concert; Carmen
Dragon, conductor.
July 26-28: Ballet Busse de Monte
Carlo

ing July 8th. The Club’s chartered fishing
crafts leave every week, either from San
Pedro or Santa Monica. Reports filtering
back indicate that the trips have been
successful both from the standpoint of
fishing and as outings.
This is the third year the Club has
chartered the sleek, fast fishing boats for
weekly trips. Making the boats as roomy
and comfortable as possible, the Studio
Club has tried to limit each trip to twenty
fishermen. Cokes and beer are axailable
to TCFers on these day long voyages. A
special jackpot prize is awarded to the
trip.
angler who pulls in the largest fish of the

Opening for a limited engagement, the
world famous Pilgrimage Play will start
July 6th. Certificates allowing Clubbers
a 20 per cent discount may be obtained
for this outdoor production.

Along with the cooperation of the
Southwest Anglers Association, the
Studio did? will award prizes to the fisherman who manages to catch a record
fish, either fresh water or salt water
species. These prizes will be monthly,

Five of the nation’s most outstanding
musical favorites will be presented in the
Greek Theatre, Griffith Park, starting July
2nd. The Studio Club will also handle

and in addition to the Studio Club’s special jackpot trip prizes. Fishermen who
wish to qualify for these prizes should
fill out special entry blanks furnished by
the Studio Club.

tickets for all these performances. The
sixth annual Greek Theatre season includes Mickey Rooney in Girl Crazy,
starting July 2nd; Bloomer Girl with Dick

The fishing trips are:
FROM SAN PEDRO:

Haymes starts July 16th; Finian’s Rainbow returns July 30th; the San Francisco
Ballet Co. will present Anne Jeffreys in
Bittersweet, starting August 13th.

1

26; Sept. 9.
FROM
SANTA

July 8, 22; Aug.

MONICA:

Julv 15;

Over 50 TCF children have signed for
the first annual Studio Club day camp.
To

be held at the Cheviot Hills Playground, the day camp is slated to cover
all activities which would appeal to the
v acationing youngsters.
Under careful supervision the children
will report once a week to the Cheviot
Hills headquarters. The day long affair,
scheduled to start at 9:30 a.m. and to be
concluded

by 4 p.m., will cover

field

trips, all types of organized sports, handicraft work, swimming, folk dancing, and
many other activities. The boy and girl
groups

will be divided into small informal gatherings. Registration is limited
to youngsters between the ages of 8 and
13.
City recreation directors handling the
day camp advise the children to dress in
simple washable clothes. Cotton dresses
or shorts for girls, slacks and tee-shirts
for boys will be the order of the day. Day
campers should bring a lunch, sweater,
notebook and pencil, bathing suit and
towel. Milk and pop will be available
during lunch periods.
The day camp program has been
hailed as a boon for parents and restless
vacation-minded children alike. It enables TCF parents to enroll their children
in a healthful and supervised day camp,
while the youngsters themselves will look
forward to this weekly affair.
Parents who have not yet registered
their children in this day camp may do
so at the Studio Club. Enrollment fee is
$1.50 a child.

Aug. 12.
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Dancing, swimming and eating combined to make the square dancer's
annual trek to the Studio's valley ranch July 10th one that will never
be forgotten. The ranch's invigorating mountain-like atmosphere,
along with Johnny Donhoff's calling, made the Reelers' affair into an

^ y. . ■ .M'

PEPS DANCERS
old-time square dancing picnic. Here the group pauses outside the
clubhouse. Dancers are welcome to join the Reelers in their monthly
fun feasts held on the lot the 1st, 3rd and 5th Wednesdays of
each month.

Seven

months has awarded nearly $1000 in cash awards to contributing
employees. Left to right are: Art Houser, Pete Montemurro, Ernest
Clague, Fred Metzler, Monte Bonome, and Sol Halprin.

Here is the studio's new suggestion committee deliberating on an
important suggestion submitted by an alert Fox employee. The
committee carefully weighs all suggestions received and in a few

Bmus

Wasie o^^^esims

Suggestion System Committee
Awards

for Ideas Helping

Offers $100
to Conserve

Bonus
Waste.

Just as every gardener knows how
wasteful weeds can be, studio people

rejection of his suggestion. Delays due
to detailed double checking sometimes

realize how

drags this procedure out longer than
normal, but at the same time it insures

waste

can hinder film pro-

duction. As a special incentive the Suggestion Committee is awarding flOO in
bonus

awards

to people turning in ac-

ceptable waste-saving suggestions. These
$50, $35, and $15 cash awards are in addition to the liberal cash benefits which
the committee
suggestions.

presents to winning
Monte

Bonome,

studio

Chairman

of the Suggestion System Committee, advises all individuals who wish to submit
suggestions pertaining to the prevention
of waste to mail them to the Studio Club
no later than August

1st.

Over 300 suggestions have poured into
the committee since its inception the first
of the year. Suggestions

concerning

safety, production improvements, parking lot conditions, etc., all have received
the same careful investigations by the
committee.
BILL ECKHART,
Unit Production Manager,
breaks out in smiles when he hears the news that
he won

$100

for suggesting

of coordinating extra's
weather conditions.

Eight

an improved

calls with

method

doubtful

Each suggestion, after careful

checking, is reviewed in front of the committee members, and is identified by
number
voted

only. Then,
upon,

a

after it has been

letter is written

to the

sender, advising him of the acceptance

or

the individual a fairer chance

of receiv.-

ing an honest, more thorough appraisal.
So far, the studio has paid out almost
$1000 to TCFers for suggestions which
the committee felt ha\e a possibility of
reducing costs, either by the introduction
of new materials or methods.
You

too can cash in on some

of this

award money being paid out each week.
Look on the opposite page and see the
individuals who won after sending their
ideas into the Suggestion Committee.
Fill out the forms (or on any piece of
paper) and mail to the committee. Winning suggestions can be any length. Just
make them long enough to express your
ideas. Don’t worry about spelling, grammar, punctuation or appearance. All that
counts is the quality of your ideas.
And don’t forget that August 1st deadline for the special $100 VVASTE bonus
awards. Suggestions which offer the
studio a chance to save waste will be
awarded special $50, $35, $15 cash
awards in addition to the regular award.

JIM GORDON and BILL ABBOTT, left and right center, are each awarded $100 by
Executive Production Manager Ray Klune and Sol Halprin, Camera Head. Gordon,
Head of Optical Printing, and Abbott, Cameraman, devised a way to take the
troublesome flicker out of a camera, saving the studio valuable reshootings.

June

i^uggestion

ELI REIMER, Script, pauses on the cement ramp
leading to the Old Park Row offices. She received an award for asking the studio to cover
the ramp to eliminate slipping when wet.

STANLEY WARREN, Electrical department, left, receives a
$50 cash award from Dave Anderson, Electrical Production
Head. Warren helped to invent an emergency switch for
the 170 and 450 arc lamps.

Award

GEORGE LADD, Machinist, right, shows Machine Shop Head, Tom Smyth, the new cable
plug which he suggested. This will save the
studio time in making, attaching electric cables.

Winners

WARREN

HAMILTON,

Paint department,

was

awarded $50 for suggesting a one-coat spray
method for painting the large Sersen Lake sky
backing which will save studio time and money.
Nine

Anne

Baxter

Softball
Powered

Wins

Leagne

by home

runs and sharp field-

ing,
softball
team finishedANNE
with aBAXTER’S
perfect season
by defeating
JEAN PETER’S club 12-1 June 19th to
win the league. Captained by Bob Wittenberg, this marks the second season
the popular actress’s team has rolled
through the league undefeated. As a
result, Anne will keep the 18 inch perFinal petual
results
of league
play;
gold sponsor’s
trophy.

Studio Club softball champ for the 1951 league is actress Anne Baxter's team. The players, left
to right, front row; A. Balter, G. DeMerzian, S. Zimmerman, B. Kahle, H. Schultz. Back row, H.
Marat, B. Wittenberg, captain; B. Jolley, W. Boemler, J. Jancich, E. DeCuir.

Team
Anne Baxter

Won
7

Lost
0

Henry Hathaway
Jean Peters
Paul Douglas
Betty Grahle
Gregory Peck
Joe Mankiewiez
Clifton Webb

6
5
4
3
2
. 1
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A four team

play-off will climax

the

Studio Club’s softball le^ue. Like the
league play, the play-off will be held
at the Cheviot Hills playground starting
June 26th. Games start at 7:30 p.m.,
and all are welcome to attend. The
teams represent the four top clubs in
the league play, and a two out of three
series will determine the final winner.
Plans also call for a TCF all-star team
to play the Los Angeles Rams professional football team in a final game during the middle of July.

Golf Tournament August 19
The Studio Club’s annual golf tournament is slated for August 19th at the
Baldwin Hills Golf Course. Genial Jack
Codd, will again be the chairman

Swatter Jack Jancich takes a healthy cut to send the ball zooming into the outfield. Catcher Hal
Gordon waits in vain for the ball during one of the regular softball games held at Cheviot Hills.

SOFTBALL
Sign Up Now
Ten

for TCF

All-Star Team

PLAYERS!!
to play against Los Angeles

Rams.

of this

day-long, popular affair.
Following the pattern of the previous
tournaments, a hole 19 will be set up in
the clubhouse for tired, thirsty golfers.
Popular music will be furnished for late
afternoon dancing, which will be free to
everyone. The same system of handicapping players, blind bogey, will be used
again this year. Registration and starting
times will be announced
Action.

in next month’s

For The Women

Ribbons Help Keep Cool
The new, cool look for evening is demonstrated by a glamor hair style from
the Elizabeth
Arden salon.
The hair is
waved softly,
then brushed up
to the top of
the head and
arranged in a
coronet braid. Pastel ribbon

in two

harmonizing shades is woven into the
braid. Additional ribbon is looped to a
comb which is worn at the back of the

The

enchanting summer hair-do has pastel ribbons intertwined in the coronet braid and clustered in loops at the nape of the neck, making
the effect cool and softening.

The password for summer is coolness.
You can look cool and keep cool with

head. The comb keeps the coiffeur neat,
while the soft ribbon relieves the severity
of the upsweep and flatters the wearer.
In the Debutante Swirl the hair is
waved across the back of the head, then
swept to one side with the softly curled
ends clustered behind one ear. Held in
place with a comb, the ribbon bows add
a color accent.

the help of some simple strands of ribbon. A feeling of coolness is created by
the backward sweep of the hair away
from the face. The ears are exposed, and
smooth finger waves at the temples are
flattering and feminine. In back, the hair
is waved in broad, soft swirls; the ends
caught in clusters of loose, casual curls.

SAVE
on

PATTERN

OFFERED

free pattern of this crisp petticoat which
a cool, comfortable garment for summer.

makes

For coolness’ sake, tie daughter’s cutis
high on her head. Done in a jiffy, you
both will look neat — and cool.

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY
• LUGGAGE

and

PENS

If you wear a chignon, cover it with a net and secure
it with bow-trimmed hair pins. Comb bows may be
tucked along the top or at one side; or a ribbon may be
tied around it.

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
369

LINGERIE

A direction leaflet for the dainty lace-trimmed
camisole and dotted Swiss petticoat is offered to
the women. Lace or eyelet beading stitched to the
shoulder straps, top of camisole and around the
petticoat ruffle is run through with contrasting
ribbon. Readers should write to Action for their

It’s important to be pretty in the morning, too. For that pleasant look at the
breakfast table, part your hair in the
center and draw it up on either side of
the head. Tie each section with a bright
ribbon.

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

everything
in our

OF

LACE

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices To All Studio Club Members
We
Guaranteed

Blvd., Near

Beverly Hills

Olympic

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

a Complete
Appliances

Westwood

CALIFORNIA

S. Robertson

Carry

Furniture

10931

West

Monday,

Line of
Radios and Television

Furniture Co.

Pico Blvd.
ARizona
L. A. 25, Calif.

Thursday

and Saturday

Night Open

7-2771

Until 10 P.M.

Eleven

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card
on

RECAPPING
at

AWAY
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands

of

TELEVISION
1725 Westwood

Boulevard

To

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

AR. 9-7221

—

VIC

AR. 9-7722

AND

From

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

BR. 2-1594

COME

Choose

TIME PAYMENTS
24 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

SEE US

★ CARPETS

★

Wright

LINOLEUM

★ TILE

Carpet
THE "WRIGHT"

A

Complete

★

Co.

WAY

CARPET

SERVICE

LAYING

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

★

DYEING

Zhe
HARRY I. ALTMAN
Sales Company
NEW

BRANCH

for your

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

0256

of a

at

BOULEVARD

Ave., 1 Block East of Westwood
ARizona 7-7508

Blvd.)

Arrange to visit us — and check available savings to
members of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
— on —
Electric Appliances - Gas and Electric Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers
Ironers - Radios - Television - Everything for the Home - Silverware
Jewelery - Watches - Handbags - Luggage - Wallets - Diamonds
Draperies - Watch Repairing - Rugs - Carpets
—

SHOPPING

HOURS

matron,

is

vacationing in Holland where she
was horn. This is her first trip
home since coming to the U.S.A.
in 1913. She has heen a TCFer
since ’46.
TOBY
BROWN,

Employment

Office,

. . .

FRANK GILROY, Grip Department,
recently got back from 3 weeks in
Hawaii. He made the trip via the S. S.
Lurline.
ESTELLE

STORE

convenience

MONICA

SCHIPPER,

TRACER,

Credit

Union, returned last month from
a month’s vacation to Detroit
where she visited her sister and

315 West 5th Street, 6th Floor, Los Angeles 13, Calif. ® Michigan

the opening

ANNA

RETURNED

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

is pleased to announce

. .

is taking a 3McCarthy,
months’ tour offormerly
Europe with
WALTER
with
the Mail Room. Toby will visit relatives
in Scotland and England and then go to
France, Italy and Spain.
HARRY ABRAHAMS, Transportation
Driver, is spending a couple of weeks
visiting his daughter in New York.

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

★ CLEANING

.

RUTH SCWARZCHILD, formerly of
the Research Department dropped in
(the Studio— not the bar ) to say goodbye
before she left. May 28th, for New York
and then flying to Germany to accept a
civilian position with the U. S. Army of
Occupation. Ruth left T.C.F. about 18
months ago after 15 years of service.

—

Monday through Saturday: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday and Friday evenings to 9 p.m.
Bob Gardner, Studio Club Representative.

her 3-year-ohl twin nieces.
you are hack, Estelle.
CONCRATULATIONS
. . .

Clad

PETER FAGO, Mill, is the proud
father of a son born June 6th. The boy,
named Gregory Peter Fago is the second
child and weighed in at 6 pounds, 6
ounces. Mother, Son and Father are all
doing nicely.
STANLEY YORK, Film Library, became a father June 3rd. The blessed
event was Linda Barbara York, weighing
7 pounds, 6 ounces.
BOB GOPPIN, Labor Department, became a father June 7th. David Owen
Goppin weighed O 7 pounds.
«
«
MARJORIE

CORSO,

Ladies

Wardrobe, and LEONARD
CORSO, Film Library, had a recent
thrill as their son. Gene, a wellknown U.C.L.A. ball player signed
with the Pittsburgh Pirates at an
unknown figure, but it was a nice
one.
DID BY RID

Long ago, 1 6 years to be exact, Leota Keusder, Secretary to Property
Head Tom Little, started working for TCP. When Leota announced
she was going to retire June 1st the Property gang made plans so

she could spend her idle retirement days in comfort. An electric
barbecue roaster and a portable radio were given to her at a surprise
party. Leota was at RKO for three years before coming to Twentieth.

Joel Dohsoii, Set Erectors
Entered

Frank

Army

Novak,

Entered

June 20, 1951

Script

Air Force June 2, 1951

IBeteaseb
Proud of his studio and proud of his sons, Joe Stewart, Machine Shop, brought his two husky
boys. Chick, left, and Don to the studio on their recent leaves. Both lads are now in Europe.

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

Lawrence

Arnold, Story Department

Started prior to 1936
Died June 1, 1951

Florence

Eiehler, Script

Started January 5, 1932
Died June 25, 1951

Marion

Fry, Machine

Started July 20, 1945
Died May 24, 1951

Jiuteh Self paints

Jack Marks,

Shop

Supplies

Started April 12, 194.3
Died June 21, 1951

Dr. Harry

Veteran TCP lensman, Ernie Palmer, right, shows
Camera Head Sol Halprin the silver spurs
awarded him for photographing the best western of the year. The Gunfighter. The spurs
were presented as part of a gala western celebration by the Reno Chamber of Commerce.

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740

Martin, Medical

Started January 1, 1937
Died June 24, 1951

PICO

BR. 2-2255

8586 W. PICO

Meredith

Watkins,

Started June 3, 1937
Died June 6, 1951

James

Williams,

Director

Maintenance

Prop Shop

Started November 15, 1946
Died June 15, 1951
Thirteen

Life Begins At 20th
First Impressions Are Important.
Here’s Doe That Yon Won’t Forget!

As my hand rested on the receiver of the telephone, I beamed
on what the girl had said to me just 15 seconds earlier. “Congratulations, Mr. Mintz,” she had sung. “Starting tomorrow morning at
9 o’clock you will be a member of the Fox family.” That affirmation started the juices within me flowing. I thought of a thousand
things: of the months and months of searching, seemingly in vain
for a job in the studios; lead after lead but nothing that ever took
me past the employment offices. Letters, routine interviews, a
few fruitless connections. Finally I was rewarded.
I called Evie and told her the news.

By Bob MirUz

She was

as excited as I

was, for this meant

that some day in the not-too-distant future we

could become

and wife. “On $30 per week?”

man

I defended our cause: “You women
money. If you wanted to get married

she questioned.

are always thinking about
bad enough you would be

willing to do without little luxuries.”
“Such as food and shelter,” she whipped back. These pessimistic observations did not lessen my anxiety and happiness. In
fact I convinced Evie that we would manage somehow, and when
we finished our conversation she, too, was wide-eyed with optimismeven
(
by phone I could sense this! )
Dinner, a little TV, then to slumberland. 11:00 P.M. — SLOW
DISSOLVE TO DREAM SEQUENCE: I stood up and called for
quiet on the set. This was a take. “All right, rollum! Come on,
let’s have some quiet — this is a picture!” As the mixer signalled
the sound man, I watched my players very carefully. At the
same time I thought to myself how young I was to be a director.
Twenty years old and already a director. There was no telling
how far I would go. “Cut! That’s no good. Ev, when Mark takes
you in his arms, don’t hold that kiss so long. You’re old friends
who have — Evie! Listen to me and stop kissing Mark! I’m directing you. Now try it again. All right, quiet! Rollum, Ron. Watching — action!” The action began. Mark grabbed Evie and
wouldn’t let her go. “Cut, cut, you idiots. Cut, cut — alright. I’ll
take those two center slices.” No, that was something else. Now
everyone was booing me. The grips, the electricians, the players,
my assistant. All of a sudden Mark was Darryl F. Zanuck and he
said, “You’re fired!” The sound stage roared with applause. Victor
and Vanquished. I was Vanquished. I walked off the sound stage.
The farther I walked, the louder was the applause on the set.
It reached tremendous volume and ended with a crack!
RAPID FADE-IN FROM DREAM
SEQUENCE
of heartbeats, loud and rapid. I quickly placed my

TO: Sound
pillow over

my haaa!
chest The
so the
noisy inpounding
my smacked
brother.
Ah
window
the room wouldn’t
had blownawaken
open and
against the wall. What a nightmare! Whew!
and go back to sleep!” I did what I said.

“Close the window

Up at seven, ready to leave the house at 8:15. What excitement
as I went out to the garage and hopped into my little coupe.
“Please start, little coupe. Don’t make me late for work the first
day.” I stepped on the starter and all of a sudden— WHOOM!!—
It started. (It always started). The engine roared and I was on
my way to 20th Century-Fox

Studios.

“This is great,” I thought to myself. “A parking place right in
front of the main building.” I slipped from the car and headed
toward the time office. I hadn’t walked twenty feet when a gruff
“hey you, come back here” attracted my attention. I turned
around. A studio officer was standing 15 feet away, looking at me.
“That’s right, you!” A ‘what the hell did I do’ expression flashed
across my face as I walked over to the badged one.
“You aren’t supposed to park here, fella. Take ’er up on the
hill — on the East lot.” He pointed toward Texas. Relieved that
misparking was my only offense, I returned to my car and took
off. I drove past the administration building and headed for the
parking lot entrance. “What, no plumbing at Fox?” I quipped as
I approached the little house in which another studio officer was
sitting. No one was around to hear my little gag so I gave it a
smile, then dropped
Fourteen

it. I pulled up to the tiny but official-

looking police station. “Could
me where the East lot is?”

you tell

“Sure,
son, the
just officer
go right
that hill.”
I thanked
andup headed
up
the hill which was the East lot. I found
a spot and parked. What a view! For
the first time in my life I knew how
Balboa must have felt when he discov-

For Appliances and
Television

ered the Pacific. “I name thee suburban
Los Angeles.” As I stepped from the
car, I was faced with a problem that
probably never confronted
was late for work!

Balboa

—

First

I

It was three minutes to nine as I walked
hurriedly

down

the

hill toward

Home

the

studio. \Iy seemingly souped-up sweep
second hand zipped around my watch
at an unprecedented speed. As I reached
the time office, it made me angry that
my watch was still in such good shape
for I was gasping for breath. But I had
made it. My watch ticked its mousy
little applause. Nine o’clock. Now
what? Oh, I see. I get my time card

ut

Q<xu^Ue4>if

Again in 1950, Teller is ready
to serve your needs . . .
Special Discounts to Studio Club
Members on ALL Appliances and
Television.
Terms to suit your Budget.
Open Tuesday and Thursday
Nights till 9 P.M.

^id^CuLUif.

from the stenographic rack (since I’m
now working in the Script Department).
Let’s see — from A to Z, but no me.
Hmmm. What do I do now? (1 ) Into the
time office. (2) “Just started. No card.”
(3) “Fill it out.” (4) “Then punch in?
Check.” I approached the time clock.
It issued a little click which I ignored.
Card in clock, hold it, GOT IT— 9:03.
Without my even knowing it, 9:00, 9:01
and 9:02 had tip-toed right by me. On
arriving at the Script Department I had
the figures computed — I owed the studio
S0.075 and wouldn’t be even until 9:12.
(Gad, some of Evie’s money consciousness had rubbed off on me. ) I climbed
the stairs and entered the department. It
was good to see familiar faces — I had
met the front office crew before. They
gave me a friendly greeting and I sat
down. Soon my duties were revealed to

369 South Robertson
Beverly Hills

Phones:
cz^jijitianas Co.
Near Olympic)

CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR
SERVICE
I had a definite flair for movies.
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Life Begins At POth
(Continued from Page 15 )
me.

I would

carry messages

to and from

the Script Coordinator’s office. A messenger — “MESSENGER”— What an unimpressive title. Something would have
to be done. Let’s see: Courier. No, too
brief. Communications man. No, that’s
no good.
I’ve got
Friend:Ah,Hello,
Bob. it. How’s this?

Beverly Hills

STOVE
STOVE
Complete
Authorized
Magic

Bob:

WORKS
Gas Ranges

Dealer for Servel Gas Refrigerators,

Chef,

Universal,

Roper, O'Keefe

Gaffers

&

Sattler,

& Merritt, Wedgewood,
Western Holly

467 N. ROXBURY

and

Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday Evenings

CRestview

Friend: Gee, that’s terriffic. What
do you do?
Bob: I’m an interoffice liaison man
affiliated with the Script Department, in conjunction with the Script
Coordinator’s office.
Friend: Oh, a messenger —
Bob: Uh, yes. Goodbye. (I will
find a new friend tomorrow. )

DR.

Beverly Hills
Open

are you?

Friend: Swell. Say, I hear you’re
working at 20th Century-Fox.
Bob: Bight. Started yesterday.

REPAIRING
Line of New

Hi, how

and

1-5239

Willis S. Harris

A messenger by any other name would
smell the same, I sighed. I was proud
of my new job and would not try to
decorate it with a phony tag.
I looked at my watch. It was 9:12.
From here on out I was operating in the
black. I looked around the office. Nice

Keith B. Lyon

looking bunch. Back to my watch. Ninefifteen. Still no orders. Time for a camel.
“Bob, here is something for Molly’s
office.” Death to my camel. I picked up

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Formerly

with the Royal Typewriter

& Underwood

Typewriter Co.,

U 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
Sixteen

Co.,

the envelope, raced down the stairs and
crossed to the main building. I arrived
at the script coordinator’s office moments
later and delivered the envelope. I met
the secretaries there, then returned to
the Script Department, mission accomplished. The way I took that envelope to
the script coordinator’s office and returned swiftly and efficiently only corroborated the feeling that I had a defihappy.
nite ffair for the movies. I was awfully
After

my

first run

the day

passed

quickly. Between my morning and afternoon periods I sandwiched a sandwich at
the Cafe

de Paris. “What

a nice com-

missary the Cafe de Paris is,” I said to
my luncheon companions.
“Yes, it’s considered the finest.” They
continued telling me little facts about the
cafe, but now my attention was not on
them, for as I lifted my swiss cheese
sandwich in front of my face, something
happened. An air hole in my rye bread
had aligned itself with a hole in my
Swiss cheese, and who had I spotted
through this natural telescope but Darryl
Zanuck, Fox’s top production man. I
tried to make my reaction to the discovery as inconspicuous as possible. I
pretended to be nibbling my sandwich.
But all the time my eyes were focused
on the man for whom I had so much

admiration. Xly eyes followed the man
until he was out of sight. At U.C.L.A.
we had discussed executive producers
and their role in motion picture production. We were much in accord regarding Darryl Zanuck and his phenomenal
cinematic ability. There would be all
kinds of excitement on campus when I
would tell the cashmere and saddle-shoe
crowd about who I had seen on my first
day at Fox Studios.
After lunch I made a few more runs
to the script coordinator’s office. Before
I even realized it, all but half-an-hour
of the day had become history. I was
told to fill out my time card. In ten minutes my time card was loaded with information. In fact I enjoyed reading
about what I had been doing all day — it
was very interesting! I was about to get
an idea for a story from it when a breeze
blew the card from my hand. “Strange,”
I thought, “because all the windows are
closed. What is happening?” My question was answered immediately for as I
straightened up, time card in hand, I
realized what was causing the mysterious
breeze — a partial vacuum had resulted
from the spontaneous departure at that
moment of the entire departmental staff.
Fascinating!
Wlien the wind subsided I got my
coat, then made my way to the time
office. I took my place by the time
clock. A click, a punch, a drop into the
mail box-like slot, and the day was a
memory.
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SAVES

MEMBERS
YOU

MONEY

10301 West Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

on Food)

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*Ask

for our wholesale Food -lists

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%
To

DISCOUNT

Studio

CORSAGES

Club

Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

illlW %saT

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

ecM Dunkirk 7-4451
Before You Buy . . .
RacJios
Television
Appliances
Automobiles

that first day wasn’t turned in. It still
exists today. Nor have I turned in the
things I have learned about the studio
and about motion pictures. Those things
I have kept. . . . Oh, yes, and I got Evie
— we were married as I told her we
would be.

ago today. And think of it. I - haven’t
been — (I’d better step it up a little) —
I haven’t been late once since that first
— What’s this? Five after nine? Well,
Happy Anniversary!

CLUB

morcnccr

It’s true that my day’s work was recorded on that little IBM card. The day’s
work was, but not the day’s impressions.
They didn’t end at 6:00. On the contrary,
they were to last for a long time. The
friendliness that I had encountered on

I don’t know why I’m thinking of all
these things, my first day here on the
lot and everything. A little nostalgic, I
guess, because that day was just one year

STUDIO

HOWARD

Furniture
Carpeting
Tires

Cr COMPANY

WHOLESALE

BROKERS

I22V2 South Vermont

SHOP

Los Angeles 4, Calif.

wmss

AT

Complete

Line of Furnishings
for MEN and BOYS

and

Shoes
9f

it

SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY

HAP mmm

Courtesy

'

.(V

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

to Studio

CARL
WEbster
6281

10643 Pico Blvd.

Club

WEISS,

Members

Mgr.
AR. 386-36
Seventeen

LINOLEUM
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington Blvd.,
Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Studio Club Buyer's Directory

LUGGAGE

The organizations listed in this directory offer Studio Club members
special savings. Before making your purchases, consult this list.

APPLIANCES

DRUGS

DEEP FREEZE
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
REFRIGERATORS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
STOVES
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Beverly Hills Stove Works, 467 No. Roxbury
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
WASHING MACHINES
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-44.51
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
SMALL APPLIANCES ( Coffeemakers, Electric
Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. .\. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-.5213
Teller Appliance, 368 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-11.35
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
(Coffeematics, Irons, Toasters, Electric Blankets, Mix Masters, Scales.)

Schwab

AUTO

ACCESSORIES

(TIRES, BATTERIES, SEAT COVERS)
Foogerts Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7721
Brvan Motors, .3.38 No. Canon Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-3137
Joe & Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375

BICYCLES

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS
Studio Club

CAMERA

FIREPLACE

SHOPS

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963
Thelans, 67.31 HollvAvood Blvd.,
(Ray Thelan) ...^
HI. 9443
Westlake Camera Stores, Inc., 635 So. Olive,
L. A. (Charles Arensten)
VA. 6111

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. .3-9104

FLORIST

Bel-Air Florist, 10932

Le

Conte

(Bob Flesch)
'.
Goldman’s, 9823 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

Ave., L. A.

AR. 7-1755
CR. 1-0915

FURNITURE
Furniture, 5843 W.

Pico Blvd.,

L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
George Howard
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931

DU. 7-4451
W. Pico Blvd.,

L. A. (Mr. Young)

AR. 7-2771

FURNITURE

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L.
(Mr. Carson )
Cottage Woodcraft Shop, 101 So.
L. A
BABY

FURNITURE

A.
AR. 9-8315
La Cienega,
BR. 2-1310

Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

PR. 6133;
or DU. 8-2481

FURS
Studio Club

GARBAGE

Altman

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

DISPOSALS

Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica

L. A. (Bob Gardner)

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508

George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Bev-

erlv Hills

GIFT

CR. 1-1135

SHOP

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd

AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Ideal Contractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-3691

HOSIERY
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Altman

Santa

JEWELRY
Sales Co., 10829

Monica

L. A. (Bob Gardner)
Maltz

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-.527.S

Drugs, 401 So. Bedford Dr., Beverly

GARDEN

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508

of Calif., 369 So. Robertson

Blvd., Bev-

erly Hills
CR. 4-.5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Paramount Jewelers, 1424 Fourth St., Santa
Monica
EX. 4-4432
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362

LAMPS

Heyman

W.

Pico Blvd.,

Furniture Co., 109.31 W. Pico Blvd.,

L. A. (Mr. Young)

AR. 7-2771

DRAPERIES

LIGHT

Home Interior Service, 446 So La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. .3-.5886

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. .3-9104

Eighteen

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

MATTRESSES

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. .3-.5886
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771

MIRRORS

Westchester Glass Co., 6238 W. 87th St., L. A.
(Neal Denny)
ORegon 8-.3398

MOTOR

PARTS

Utter Pontiac, 200 So. La Brea,
L. A

MUSICAL
Gramaphone
(Louise)

WE. 3-7474

INSTRUMENTS
Shop, 313 No. Beverly Dr.
CR. 1-9525

NURSERY

(Quantity Discount)

Westw'ood Nursery, 9786 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9969

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0.521
Dr. Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

Hollvwood Office Apphance, 1531 Cahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
( Mr. Lawrence )
AR. 9-3086
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740

PIANOS

Touchberry’s Piano Shop, 913 Wilshire Blvd.,
Santa Monica
EX. 5-3513

PICTURES

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
(F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

PLUMBING

Dorman

& SUPPLIES

Robertson

RADIOS

VE. 8-0841

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7.508
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...\\'Y. 5944
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western .Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Radio Analysis Co., 9571 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-1313
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverlv Hills
CR. 1-1135

RECORDS

Gramaphone
(Louise)

Shop, 313 No. Beverly Dr.
CR. 1-9525

READY-TO-WEAR

Furniture, 5843

L. A
WE. .3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. .3-.5886
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. .3-9104
Westwood

GOODS

MAGAZINES

Hills
^
CR. 1-5721
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank
STanley 7-2068

Heyman

& LEATHER

Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverlv Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508

FIXTURES

Ladies’; Call Studio Club..CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
.Men’s: Call Studio Club -.-CR. 6-2211, Ext. 74.5
Weiss’ Men’s & Boys’ Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd
AR. 3-8636

REVERE

WARE

Atlas Hardware, 2317 M^estwood Blvd., L. .A.
(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob G;u-dner)
AR. 7-7508
Ideal Contractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-3691

Action

Editorial

BUYER^S DIRECTORY
RUGS

fir CARPETS

Angeles Rug Co., 3rd & La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Company, 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington Blvd.,
Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SEWING

MACHINES

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Cowan Appliance, 107 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-8733

SILVERWARE

(Sterling)

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR.
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR.
Paramount Jewelers, 1424 Fourth St.,
Santa Monica
EX.

Freedom
Last September almost 3,000 TCFers
— donating from 10 cents to a dollar —
helped to launch the Crusade for Freedom campaign. The people here backed
up their belief in freedom with their
nickels, dimes and dollars after an impressive all-studio rally in front of the
Administration Building September 27th.
The money was to be spent in the construction ofRadio Free Europe.
Since then we have been asked repeatedly about the outcome of the Crusade.
We requested the information from the
national headquarters and received this
which we are passing along to you contributors who helped to make this great
accomplishment possible.
During the Crusade’s seven week campaign, 16 million Americans donated almost a million and a half dollars to build
Radio Free Europe. Opened in Germany, May 1st, the powerful station is
now beaming programs directly to
Czechoslovakia to help undermine Communist influence. The four transmitter
towers are located in the quiet village
of Holzkirchen in the foothills of the
Bavarian Alps; the three-story studio
building in Munich. The station will
broadcast exclusively to Czechoslovakia
since right now this nation is a particularly vulnerable spot in the Communist
sphere.
It is a medium-wave station which
means that the home type of radio can
pick up its programs easily. It is enormously powerful — three times stronger
than the biggest medium-wave station in
the United States. Therefore, the people
in every city, town, village and farm
district in Czechoslovakia will be within
reach. Seven days a week, IIM hours a
day, they will be able to tune in on
these programs.

Bell Rings
Listeners will hear straight news, items
the Communists fight to keep secret,
reports of missing persons, answers to
Communist propaganda. There will be
round table discussions, plays and quiz
programs. There will be music because
the Czechs love music and have been
starved for it. They will hear their own
beloved music that has been forbidden
under the Communist regime, and they
will hear the orchestras, jazz and songs
of the free world. There will be humor,
too, for under the Comunists there has
been little laughter. Listeners will receive information on agriculture, science,
invention, life and travel in the free
world. And they will hear words that
will put new heart into them, give them
hope that freedom will once again be
theirs. The signature for each program
will be the ringing peal of the World
Freedom Bell.
The working staff of the station is composed of Czechs, to make certain the
programs will be in the idiom understood
by Czechs. This unusual group consists
of writers, actors, editors, teachers and
others, each one of whom succeeded, despite danger, hardship and terror, in
escaping into freedom.
There was human drama in the construction ofthe building. It went up with
astonishing speed — a brief six months
from the time the ground was broken.
American engineers supervising the construction attributed this to the “almost
fanatical determination” of the workers
to establish the station as a going concern in the shortest possible time.
Here, in West Germany, is an investment which will pay off for you and
the rest of the world. You should be
proud of your contribution to the Crusade for Freedom.

SPORTING

GOODS

Blvd.,
7-7508
3-8865
4-4432

Crane Sporting Goods, 5728 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-9534
Fredericks Co., 8560 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-5161
Smiths' Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly HiUs
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext 745

TOYS

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCY

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733 Hollywood Blvd.
(C. Watts)
HE. 3434

TYPEWRITERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Hollywood Office Appliance , 1531 Cahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121
Chriss Morrison, 8588 Pico Blvd
GR. 6-9926
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

WATER

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson
erly Hills
Foogerts Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
L A
Dorman Robertson

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Blvd., BevCR. 1-1135
Blvd.,
AR 9-7721
VE. 8-0841

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
George Howard
DU. 7-4451
Kirby Vacuums only: Dick Hedding. EX. 7-2905
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
GR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins for Industry, 3456 W. Olympic
Blvd
RE. 8354
Johnstons Products, Gall Studio Glub;
GR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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Bingo, midway thrills, fortune
telling, pin ball games, penny
pitching, balloon games, hobby
show, and many, many more
thrills and fun in store for you
at the Studio Club's County
Good eats: hot dogs.
coffee, coke, beer,
corn-on-the-cob.

Fair.

Price is one dollar
per person; includes
game playing tickets.

Top Dance Band
Plus Novelty Fun Band
^
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August sees new faces peeking
from behind several of the Studio
Club’s well-used walnut desks.
Bob Mintz, formerly of Script,
moves into the magazine’s associate editor’s slot. Rid Billick,
who has been at the Club for
over three years, steps up into
the Assistant Studio Club Manager’s position to take over Art
Houser’s right and left hand
duties.

10

Ideas Pay Cash To TCFers

Action Editorials

Bonome, Monte; Brown, Frank;
Buck, Dan; Cannon, Jo; Comer, Bob; Con Ion, Hugh; Corso,
Marjorie; Davies, Red; Decuir,
Ed; Deweese, Al; Dunlap, Pauline; Gilroy, Frank; Goldie,
Charles; Goldfarb, Henry; Jolley, Robert; Mack, Florence;
McLaughlin, Nettie; Murphy,
Bill; Olivera, Sonny; Overacker,
Jo; Sandeen, Clinton; Smith,
Dick; Trucano, Jim; Vaughn,
Dave; Winter, Bill.

I»

Studio Club Activities

BILLICK

. . . looks over new duties

17
17
20

Reason behind the staff’s
shuffle is the move made by former editor and Houser’s assistant, Howard Palmer, when he
accepted a public relations spot
at his old Alma Mater, University of Southern California.
Mintz, although he still has a
few units to pick up at UCLA
night school before graduation
next February, has had a wide
background in wfiting and editorial work. Feature stories for
various magazines

and

news-

with several
screenplayspapers,
to hisalongcredit,
equip him
for
his new title on ACTION’S staff.
A veteran of 11 years with the
studio, popular Rid Billick easily
into of
thestudio
assistant’s
job with
asteps
wealth
coloring
and
seasoning tucked in his knapsack.

You're free! Two weeks vacation to do anything you
want. Load the baggage in
the trunk and away you go.
The kids in back yelling and
invigorated by the change.
The short cut, the dirt road,
the
tire!You
Suddenly
you're
not flat
free.
are saddled
with a stubborn deflated tire,
the kids have turned their
turbulent energies in other
directions. And the little woman sweetly detects that
you've been sidetracked off
the main highway. Specially
posed by Vance Rankin, Still
Lab Printer. Gracious Mrs.
Rankin, Linda, Chris, Diana
supplied the necessary atPashkovsky. mosphere. Photo by Jack
BOB

MINTZ

. . . gets comfortable at Club
Three

Majestically rising above a beautifully landscaped front lawn, the old Colonial Home is
reminiscent of the beauty of the old south. It
has set the scene for scores of southern localities in such pictures as PINKY, GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT, LOVE THAT BRUTE to
mention but a few.

Th is unusual shot of the New

Administration

Building

explains why it is used for many scenes in Twentieth's
pictures. The beautiful lawn in the foreground, while
attractive to TCFers and visitors alike, has also done
yeoman service in picture after picture. KNOB HILL,
HALF ANGEL, I'LL GET BY, PINKY, FOR HEAVEN'S
SAKE and THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL are
just a few of the many pictures with this building in
several scenes.

DOUBLE LIFE
PAYS OFF
Photographs

By Maria

Brooks

Theat old
adage that beauty is only skin deep doesn’t hold
true
Twentieth.
The beauty of our studio: Its graceful architecture representing almost every period of our history from every point
on the globe; the sprawling grounds with its striking landscaping, which recently accounted for Darryl F. Zanuck receiving a citation for the studio’s community attractiveness,
makes an inspiring atmosphere for the workers at 20th
Century-Fox.
But that same beauty isn’t skin deep. The studio’s Dr.
Jekyll-Mr. Hyde physical complex makes it possible to use
the same facilities for important background and atmospheric scenes in Twentieth’s pictures. The permanent landscaped outdoor sets, which are maintained by a small handful of skilled nurserymen and gardeners, save the studio
expensiv'e location trips and the possibilities of erecting new
sets. By using these available landscaped grounds the estimated savings to the studio has been set at $50,000 for 1950.
According to the City Zoning Administration, the studio
must maintain certain high standards in attractive landscaping. Over three and a half miles of street bordering studio
grounds must be maintained with dense plantings to hide
the studio’s interiors. In view of the fact that almost all of
the surrounding land is zoned for R-1 buildings, and the
studio property is placed in the manufacturing zone, 20th
Century-Fox is required to keep this area as attractive as
possible. The necessity of keeping up the landscaping under
the zoning ordinances has proven to be a big asset to production in that the gardeners serve a double purpose of
beautifying the studio’s boundaries part time, and attending
tbe permanent landscaped grounds, which are used in many
instances for production purposes.
The New Administration Building was used in Call Me
Misier, and as a hospital in Half Angel. The New England
street, with its two-story wooden houses set back from the
green lawns, was used in the recent Jackpot, Take Care of
My

Little Girl, Pinky, and many

others. Even

the sprawl-

ing grass field which was formerly the Studio Club’s softball diamond was quickly and economically converted to a
golf course for Follow The Sim, and more recently used as
Four

Jones street,
of any one
qualities of
cafeteria, the
JACKPOT,
of others.

a permanently landscaped set that could well be part
of America's small town suburban areas, has all the
a well kept residential area. Situated behind the old
street has been used in the recent FOLLOW THE SUN,

HALF

ANGEL,

MOTHER

DIDN'T

TELL

ME

and a host

a park setting for The Day The Earth Stood Still. Scores
of other examples, too numerous to mention, give a good
idea how these permanently landscaped exteriors plus a
little imagination can create realistic scenes.
Foremost in the Art Department’s mind when designing
sets for the studio’s pictures is how readily these can be
adapted to the available studio settings. In many cases, a
simple face lifting can be achieved by transplanting a few
shrubs and flowers or trees. Lyle Wheeler, Supervising Art
Director, and his art directors keep close tab on the available stock of plants and trees in the studio’s nursery, and
have them in mind when designing sets. Also, any last
minute changes can be substituted easily and economically
by a call to TCP’s Nursery. Tom Little’s Property Department is also a constant user of Glenn Harman’s Nursery and
Landscaping Departments. Everything from a fifteen cent
bunch of violets to a lawnmower has been turned up at a
momen’t
a set.

notice by the Nursery

Seemingly

Department

to help dress

insignificant flowers and shrubs, raised in the

studio’s eye catching nursery— which was profitably turned
from an unsightly, twisted junkyard into a spot of eyecatching beauty— are quickly transplanted to various sets,
simulating an off-season or economically adding to the theme
or mood of the scene being filmed.

Fronting the New Writers Building this cool and refreshing
water fountain setting has figured in many a Fox picture. The
Art Department gave it an oriental look for CALL ME MISTER,
it was a Marine base entrance in I'LL GET
the mood for AS YOUNG AS YOU FEEL.

BY

and helped set

By utilizing the practical green house, the Nursery Department was able to raise in an off season, 50,000 stocks
of corn, which were transplanted from pots to the golf course
hill, and used to simulate sugar canes in Lydia Bailey. One
of the most economical departments. Nursery, through its
paper sales to the various productions, is now peeking over
$6000 into the black. Items charged out to the pictures are
later returned to the Nursery, and the same flowers or
shrubs may be sent out again and again. Operating through
an outside commercial nursery, this type of operation would
cost the studio many extra thousands of dollars a year.
No doubt recognized by you, these photographs illustrate
the attractiveness of your studio. At the same time these
locations are ideal as sites for various motion picture settings,
and will be identified in many additional 20th Century-Fox
pictures.

This peaceful and inviting picture of "a little bit of New England" taken on the studio north lot, is another example of how
the studio's permanently landscaped sets act as both an inspiring showplace and a motion picture set. This New England
set was recently used in TAKE CARE OF MY LITTLE GIRL and
established scenes for DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS, PINKY,
STELLA and many others.

A favorite spot for noon hour sunbathers and
lunchers, the Permanent Gardens, located behind
the massive Old Colonial Home, has been the
setting for some of our most glamorous scenes.
FOREVER AMBER, CALL ME MISTER, HALF
ANGEL, HOUSE ON TELEGRAPH HILL and
LYDIA BAILEY are a few.

Five

Ten Pictures In August
Three pictures started in July will be
ill production during August, while seven
newies will bring production to a new
time peak of ten flickers.
The story of the Mexican Revolution,
Viva Zapata, is scheduled for completion
the first of the month, while Red Skies of
Montana will wind up on the studio
stages the middle of August. The Jane
Froman story, With a Song in My Heart,
will also be wiped off the film schedule in
mid-August.
Xew pictures slated for filming are Old
Soldiers Never Die, Belles on Their Toes,
Five Fingers, Pride of St. Louis, Wait
Till the Sun Shines Nellie, Return of the
Texan, Phone Call From a Stranger.
Sam Engel’s newest production, Belles
on Their Toes, goes before the camera
.\ugust 20th. Henry Le\ in handles the
megaphone for the fast moving story by
Phoebe and Henry Ephron. Set in the
thirties, the story flashbacks to show an
attractive widow, left with a family of ten
active and hungry children, who has to
roll up her sleeves and keep the family’s
stomaches full. She accomplishes this
and manages to send all of her children
on to college and a useful place in American life.
Returning to Westwood after weeks
in Turkey filming background shots. Five
Fingers starts on the stages August 6th.
Directed by Oscar-collecting Joe Mankiewicz, tbe Fingers will be produced by
Otto Lang. The intriguing World War II
episode deals with an extremely clever
crook, employed as a butler in the Rritish
Embassy at Ankara, wbo sells top military secrets to the Germans for huge
sums. A woman confederate betrays him
and he escapes to South America only to
find that the fortune in English pounds,
paid to him by Hitler’s agents, is counterfeit and that he is under arrest for passing
spurious money. His only consolation is
the fact that his beautiful lover, somewhere in Switzerland, must have discovered that the 130,000 English pounds she
stole from him was bogus money.
The story of the great baseball pitcher.
Dizzy Dean, Pride of St. Louis, starring
lanky Dan Dailey, is taped to go in front
of the camera around the first of August.
Harmon Jones, ex-film editor who recently skyrocketed to fame with his handling of As Young As You Feel, has been
given

the St. Louis director’s assignment. Producer Jules Schermer’s picture
is about Dean, the son of a poor migratory farmer who went on to rewrite baseball record books.
The brilliant Technicolor, Wait Till the
Sun Shines Nellie, is scheduled for an
.August I3th start. Prodced by George

Six

Marlon Brando, center, plays the part of the Mexican patriot in the stirring film, "Viva Zapata".
Being directed by Elia Kazan, this "Zapata" scene was taken at the Studio's valley ranch.

Jessel and directed by Henry King, the
story deals with a barber who brings his
new bride to a small Midwestern town to
live, saying it is just a temporary arrangement. He is happy and successful with
the barber shop he bought, but his wife
hates it. When the young barber goes
away to war, his wife finds out he has
always intended to make this town their
home. Taking all of his savings, she
leaves for Ghicago accompanied by a
neighbor. They are both killed in a
train accident. The barber comes home,
takes care of his children and grandchildren and through the years becomes the
town’s leading citizen.
Also on the slate for an August I3th
start is Return of the Texan. Frank
Rosenberg handles the producer’s chores,
while Delmer Daves sits in the director’s
chair. The story opens when a young
Texas widower returns to his native state
with his two sons, both very young, and
his grandfather to take over the farm he
had left when he went to live in Kansas
City. On the adjoining farm is a young
woman the Texan remembers as a kid
in pigtails. She .soon comes to love him
but his loyalty to his dead wife keeps

them apart till he learns that life must
go on for both himself and his boys.
Phone Call From a Stranger, slated for
production August 20th, is being directed
by Jean Negulesco. Nunnally Johnson
will produce his own screenplay.
Stranger is an appealing story about four
strangers who meet on an airplane. Later
the giant transport crashes. Only one of
the passengers escapes, but this meeting
with the strangers affects the course of
his later life.
Given a brief three weeks shooting
schedule. Old Soldiers Never Die goes
before the camera in August. Scripted
and directed by Sam Fuller, the grim,
thrilling war story will be produced by
Jules Buck. A young Army corporal who
has never killed a man in war finds himself with a company assigned to rear
guard action so that the main army can
retreat unmolested. The company is divided between a cave and a roadblock.
After many exciting moments the young
corporal discovers that he has what it
takes to become a leader, saves his commanding officer, and later saves his hard
pressed, battle-scarred company
ing wiped out.

from be-

STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
Fishing Trips Slated For Aug.
The Studio Club has chartered several
fishing boats to sail into the Pacific fishing ground during August. Boats will
leave San Pedro, Santa Monica and Ensenada.
Although the fishing along the coast
has proven rather skimpy so far this season, the luxurious fishing crafts take the
fishermen to waters where the fishing has
proven best. So far this year over 500
fishing enthusiasts have gone out on these
Studio Club trips. At the present time
there are several vacancies for the August
5th trip from 22nd Street Landing, San
Pedro. Those interested in making the
trip, either men or women, should contact the Studio Club at once.
On all trips the Club awards a prize for
the biggest fish caught. Also along this
line, the Studio Club, with the cooperation of the Southwest Anglers Association, will award prizes to the fishermen
who manage to catch record fish. Both
salt and fresh water fishermen who wish
to qualify for these fishing prizes should
fill out their records on a special entry
blank furnished by the Studio Club.
The fishing trips are:

SAN

PEDRO— August 5, 26, Sept. 9.
MONICA-August 12.

SANTA

Babcock

Participating in the
hours of stimulating
week during August.
the Studio Club for

TV

Studio Club's popular body conditioning class, these girls go through two
exercise in Rehearsal Hall 2 every Tuesday evening. The group will meet each
Girls interested in joining this professionally instructed class should contact
further information.

Class

To

Start

Under the guidance of Bob Comer,
Chairman of the Studio Club Educational Committee, a new television class
will start in September. Patterned after
last year’s successful course, the class will
cover the basic principles of television
and will be kept on a practical level.
Professor King from UCLA will in nontechnical terms teach TCFers how to
maintain and service their own TV sets.
The price will be $7.00 for eight 2-hour
classes, one night a week. Definite time
and date will be announced on the bulletin boards.
Camera

Club

The Studio Club will continue through
the fall with the camera club. Although
it is organized on a club basis and meets
every other Wednesday night, the group
has lectures, field trips, and class discussions on various photo techniques and
subjects, which are aimed to benefit all
shutter bugs. The camera club is open
to all TCFers.
Exercise
Under

well-known

A little bitterness resulted when Stanley Smythe,
Projectionist, left, caught a 16-lb. Halibut that
rivaled Projectionist Jack Palmer's jackpot catch.
This activity took place on one of the Studio
Club's chartered fishing trips from Santa Monica.

Class

the instructions of Walter Saxer,
body exercising instructor, a

women’s rhythmical exercise class will
be in progress during August. Started
July 19th, the class meets every Tuesday
night, beginning at 6:30 p.m. Almost 30
women attend this body conditioning
class, and there is still time for anyone
to join. Price is 75 cents a meeting.

Blood Bank Sept. 19
Chairman

Charles

Goldie

announced

the date for the studio’s semi-annual Red
Cross blood bank as September 19th.
Scene for this affair will be Rehearsal
Hall 2.
Setting a new industry record, TCFers
donated 463 pints of blood last February
7th when the Red Cross bloodmobile
visited the studio. A steady stream of
TCFers

started pouring

through the re-

hearsal hall’s doors at 8 a.m. and didn’t
stop till 6 p.m. Many had to be turned
away in the late afternoon because of
the full schedule of previous appointments.
Goldie expects to top February’s record
during the September visit. TCFers may
register for the blood bank after September 1st.

TflF’ers See Cancer Film
Under the sponsorship of the American Cancer Society, Los Angeles Branch,
a film on male and female cancer danger
signals was shown to over 1000 TCFers
during the past month. A short discussion
was held after each showing in which
Richard Croft, public relations official
for the non-profit cancer group, answered
The short interesting film was first
questions.
shown in front of large groups in Projection Room 1, then taken to the various departments where it was projected
for smaller groups.
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This

is a small

portion

of the 2,500

people

that jammed

the Studio

Club's gala old-fashioned County Fair. Featured at the fair were
fortune tellers, dancing, a tremendous hobby show and games which

paid off to the tune

of $1800

worth

of prizes to lucky

TCFers.

The

hard work and careful planning of everyone who worked on the County
Fair was more than rewarded by the successful outcome of the event.

^tti-acU Tki-cHaJ
By Allan Balter

“Come ovuh, come ovuh, watch the
wheel of fortune spin, see the pretty lady
as she wriggles and she giggles, see the
most stupendous, the most gigantic
hobby show ever assembled under one
That was the cry that filled the air at
the first annual County Fair held here
on the lot July 21st. A dazzling midway
roof.”
with
everything from baseball throw to
a shooting gallery to plenty of good
things to eat and drink greeted the
TCFer as he walked down the blazing
street fronting Rehearsal Halls one and
two. In hall one, the oh’s and ah’s were
for the magnificent display of hobbies.
TCFers from all over the lot showed
their hobbies, along with displays from
many of the Fox departments. Judges
\hc Christensen, Assistant Studio Man-

Bob Comer, left. Assistant Chief Engineer, Vic
Christensen, Assistant Studio Manager, and
head nurse Jo Cannon are judges who awarded
the prizes in the Hobby Show competition. It
was an all afternoon job selecting winners from
the many fine displays.

Eight

ager; Bobby Comer, Electrical Engineering, and Nurse Jo Cannon awarded first
prize in the private hobby classification
to Oscar Schulene of the Maintenance
Department for his collection of Indian
Relics, representing over fifty years of
collecting and sorting. Tied for second
place honors were Harold Fuhrman, Art

Department, who displayed his beautifully hand carved models and Allan Henderson, Maintenance, for his intricate
and well modeled marionettes. Another
tie for third place saw Barbara MacGillivery Hilton, Secretary, and her husband
John Hilton who displayed their paintings and cactus garden, knotted for
honors with the short wave hams, Winnie
Leverette, Re-recording; Harry Leonard, Sound, and Henry Culbertson,
Labor. Prizes for the best departmental
displays went first, to Sound Department;
second. Prop Makers, and third, to the
Art Department and Model Shop. In the
organization division, the first place
votes went to the American Red Cross,
second to the Safety Committee

headed

by Jack Conlin, and third to the camera
club.
A wonderful success and a wonderful
time for all who attended the County
Fair, brainchild of Clinton Sandeen,
Head of Men’s Wardrobe, and manned
by Chairman Tom Krause and a crew of
some 130 volunteer workers, is destined
to become an annual favorite for all
TCFers.

Photographs Bij Dave Mills
Bill Jurgensen and Arlene Swarek smile
for Alex Babcock, Publicity, as he gets
a shot of them at the novelty photo
booth in the Midway. Watching his
subjects is Maria Brooks, who made
sure Alex got nothing but the best
sides of his victims!

Jim Corcoran, left, Sound

Engineer, accepts the first prize

trophy for the Sound department's Hobby Show display.
Admiring the awards is actress Corinne Calvet, queen of
the County Fair. Oscar Schulene, Maintenance, holds first
place trophy for his Indian relic exhibit, judged best in
personal hobby competition.

The hobby show, one of the featured events of the County Fair, was displayed in Rehearsal
Hall 1. Over half a hundred exhibits were presented by various departments, organizations and individuals. Among the exhibits were a jet engine, stones and rocks, paintings,
handmade furniture, goldfish and many others.

Hal Gordon, popular Print Shop Head, lets loose a little
of the spiel which made his "ham wheel" one of the
most crowded booths at the Fair. Jess Acorn assisted Hal,
doing an equally fine job of drawing the crowds.

Credit to these TCFers who donated their time and talents to the various booths and
exhibits at the Fair. These folks did a wonderful job of serving the thousands who jammed
their counters. Our hats are off to these workers — a job well done.
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16th Golf Tournament
ilt Baldwin Angnst 19
Heckled on the first tee by horseplay, boisterous sound effects and other
mechanical contraptions, TCF golfers
will consider themselves lucky to get
a good drive down the fairway August
19th. That Sunday is set for the Studio
Club’s annual golf tournament, this year
to be held at the Baldwin Hills Golf
Course. Tee time for foursomes will be
registered at the Studio Club starting
August 6th. Entrance fees will be $5.00
for men and $2.50 for women.
Chairman

Jack Codd

has promised

a

day long affair
that willaffair.
rival last year’s
successful,
fun packed

Scene of the Studio Club's annual golf tournament Sunday, August 19th, is the Baldwin Hills
Golf Course. Here are last year's, TCF golfers are on the first tee where heckling rules for the day.

A hole 19, a golfer’s oasis, will be set
up for everyone, and popular music will
be furnished for late afternoon dancing,
which will be free to all employees. The
same system of handicapping players,
blind bogey, will be used again this year
and

Baxter

Team

One of the hardest fought playoff
series the TCF softball league has ever
seen finally came to a close with the
hard hitting ANNE
BAXTER
team
emerging as the 1951 champs.
The four team playoffs, held at Cheviot
Hills playground, opened with the first
place ANNE BAXTER team defeating
third place JE.AN PETERS. In the second game, the second place HENRY
HATH.WVAY
team defeated fourth
place PAUL DOUGL.\S. The two winning teams, ANNE BAXTER and HENRY HATHA\V.\Y then went into the
three game, two best out of three final
playoff for the championship.
In the first game of the three, ANNE
B.AXTER jumped off to an early lead
and coasted to an easy victory, holding
a big margin all the way. On the following night, with Bert Brun.son pitching
for the HATHAWAYS
and Ed DeCuir
on the mound for ANNE BAXTER, the
game developed into a pitchers duel and
stayed that way right to the wire. The
Ten

Takes
final score

read

Playoff
3 to 2 with

the prize committee
has indicated there will be a stage of valuable

prizeslect the
when
booty.the golfers file forth to col-

HENRY

HATHAWAY
out in front and the playoff was all tied up at one game apiece.
In the deciding third game, with the
same pitchers working

again, it was any-

body’s ball game right from the start.
The HATHAWAY
team took an early
lead and stayed in front for four straight
innings. Then, in the last of the fifth,
with the score seven to three, ANNE
BAXTER came to bat and banged out
four runs to tie up the ball game. The
HATHAWAYS
went hitless in their half
of the sixth, but the BAXTER
team
managed to push over one run in the
last of that inning to move into a slim
but very important one run lead. In the
top of the seventh, the first man up for
the HATHAWAYS
walked, and it
looked for a moment like the game might
have to go into extra innings, but the
next batter hit into a fast double play
and moments later, with the third batter
disposed of, the ballgame and the playoff
was over.

Jack Codd, left, golf tournament chairman, is
seen with the studio's 1 950 golf champ Lloyd
Nobles, Cashier, after presenting him with this
impressive trophy.

Suggestions
Bring Cash
To TCFers
Time And Waste Savers Spell
Cash For You! Let Your
Ideas Pay Off - Send Them To
The Suggestion Committee!
MainI'enance Man Wayne Henson, right, shows to Maintenance Head Jack
Conlin the tied down hooks along the bottom edge of the portable dressing room.
Th is labor saving suggestion won Wayne an award.

You know your own job best. Figure out a way to cut
costs, help prevent waste or insure safety on that job and let
the suggestion committee know about it. If your sugegstion

forms you’ll find on any of the Studio Club bulletin boards
(or use any piece of paper) and mail it to the committee.
Every suggestion gets careful and thorough investigation
whether it be small or large, and after the committee has

is judged by the committee to be a valuable one, there’s
money in it for you. The committee has already awarded
TCF employees over a thousand dollars for suggestions that

completed it’s final review of your suggestion, you will
receive a letter advising you either of your suggestions
acceptance or rejection.

they felt had a possibility of reducing cost, waste or improving working conditions. The people you see on this page
are some of the current award winners who are taking home
cash for their ideas. You too can get in line for a little
extra cash with a winning suggestion. Just fill out one of the

Don’t worry about fancy writing or grammar, just get
your ideas on paper and the suggestion committee will do
the rest. Remember, if your suggestion is used, it means
money in your pocket. So look around you, because when
all is said and done, you know your own job best.

Mdupin

Worker in the Western Avenue Lab, Ethel Moss
won a handsome cash award when she suggested
attaching a scrap film "processing leader" which
can be processed in the Lab with the regular film.

Painter Bob

Coleman

is seen

with the Paint

department's new Scotch Apron Taper, which
he suggested the studio purchase. The time
saving device was worth $100 to Bob.

Background Projectionist Jim Eddy smiles when
informed of his money winning suggestion which
he holds in his hand. It is an improved signal
alignment light that is attached to a projector.
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SAVE
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• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

everything
in our
JEWELRY
and
GIFT
sample
line

★

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

★
20th CENTURY-FOX

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

AMERICAN LEGION - POST 563

GOODS

INVITES

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEAL-

TO

ERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.
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MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
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Script' department translators are seen with the signs representing the
various languages which they interpret. Top row, left to right, Paula
Underwood, Ada Grechin, Elisabeth Woodruff, Tamara Garshnek,

Suzanne Ravise. Bottom row, left to right, Sevasty Lamberti, Lydia
Lengyel, Birgit Lindberg, Carmen DeLara, Cherry DeLara, Muriel
Bermudez, Midori Scott.

^tanMatinf ^efiDice
By Clemrnie Galloway
“Men are polished, through act and
speech.
Each by each
As pebblies are smoothed on the rolling
beach.”—James T ownsend T rowbridge.
Words and pictures have been man’s
means of communication since the beginning of Time, and our industry of
“talking
has become
medium pictures”
of communication.

a universal

ish. Thus, we are actually in the export
business, dealing with people who do not
speak English, and must have translators.
Once this material was translated by
people outside the studio, and the fee
was high, as is usual for specialized, parttime work.
Today, in Kathleen
Script
Department,
there areRidgeway’s
thirteen typists,
doing department work, who speak, read
and write thirteen languages, besides

Twentieth Century -Fox pictures are
shown not only to English speaking
countries, but are dubbed in four foreign

English: French, German, Polish, Ukranian, Hungarian, Portuguese, Italian,
Swedish, Greek, Russian, Japanese,

languages, French, Spanish, Italian, German, and subtitled in the languages of
thirty other countries. Since our product
goes to the doors of the world, we have
the world at our door. It is an everyday
occurrence to get correspondence in
Greek, Japanese, German, Hungarian
and Spanish, and other foreign languages.
These letters and material are signposts
we must translate and understand, so that
our foreign market will continue to flour-

Spanish, and Estonian. These two-way
translators are now available as an added
service by the Script Department to executives, producers, directors, writers, the
Legal Department, Production, Cutting,
and any other department requiring
translations of data concerning their
work, or putting into the language of a
foreign country, in which one of our pictures is to be made, shipping lists on production material and equipment.

Even before the Script Department was
made the official translation spot, many
of the secretaries who spoke foreign languages were of great value to the studio.
Elizabeth Woodruff’s knowledge of German was of great assistance to her boss.
Director Henry Hathaway, when he
made “THE DESERT FOX” - the story
of the great German General Rommel.
The Spanish girls in the Script Department were invaluable in the typing of
shipping lists of material sent to South
America for “THE
WAY
OF
A
GAUCHO”
and “CAPTAIN
FROM
CASTILE” which was shot in Mexico,
and for the translation of material receiv^ed by executives from foreign countries.
The girls and boys of the Script Department are also now enjoying a new
understanding of the problems and differences ofpeople raised in other countries, and have become a miniature
United Nations group, offering you an
added service - TRANSLATING.
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The Day Her Tresses Fell

TYPEWRITERS

When

Kordula

Polenek

started work-

ing at 20th Century-Fox in 1944 she decided to let her shoulder-length blonde
hair grow and grow. For seven years
she abided by that decision until her
hair was nearly four feet long. Then
last month she took advantage of
woman’s oft-abused prerogative of re\ersing her decision. Irene Brooks, Hairdressing Head, wielded the shears and
chopped
ses.

attractive Kordy’s golden

-4s Kordula
blonde

faced the world

yardage,

she expected

tres-

sans her
to hear

this; “Gee Kordy, you cut your hair,”
All she heard was this: “Hi Kordy, how
are you?” The reason was this: Irene
had done such a beautiful job of reFormerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
a 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

styling Kordy’s hair that nobody noticed that it was any different than it
had been before.
So if you see Kordula walking from
the Make-up Department with a brown
shopping
hand, don’t
bother
asking her bag
whatin ither
contains.
For in
that
brown bag is the living proof (3 feet
of it ) that Kordy Kut her Koiffure!

Photos by Maria Brooks
Secretary Kordula Polenek manages a brave smile
as Hairdressing Head Irene Brooks cuts her
blonde, back length tresses. Make-up Head
Ben Nye, peeking around the corner, finds
something humorous in the operation.

BEFORE

Kordy

submitted

to the vogue

of the day and Irene Brook's scissors,
her hair reached down the full length
of her back.

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Wcsfern Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
Fourteen

AFTER

the

sentimental

tion, the popular Make-up
retary looked like this.

operaSec-

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture
Terms

RECAPPING
on

Arranged

at

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 Wesf Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

PAINT and WALLPAPER

1725 Westwood

DISCOUNT

—

PROUD

517,xs,a±uxE

SEND

OFF

TCP parents of Gene Corso, right, slugging
UCLA baseball player, give their son a gala
send off as he prepares to join the Pittsburgh Pirate's baseball chain. The former Bruin outfielder was signed by Pirate Branch Rickey as a

PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store

bonus player. Gene's father, Leonard, is a
Film Librarian, and his mother is Forelady in
Ladies' Wardrobe and member of Board of Controllers.

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

a Complete

Line

Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television

Westwood

AND

SEE US

SEPTEMBER 19th

DON’T rORGtT
STUDIO CLUB BLOOD BANK

(Example — Any Ford only $15.00)

MEREDITH'S

Automobile Cleaning & Polishing
Underbody Coating

Furniture Co.

Thursday and Saturday
Open Until 10 P.M.

COME

Automobile Undercoating at V2 Price
To Studio Club Members

of

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

Monday,

—

Now's The Time To
Protect Your Car From
RUST
RATTLES
ROAD NOISES

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

Carry

Phones

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

hutch Self paints

We

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica

ENJOYS

IVight

ISLAND'S

CHARMS

Handsome Frank Gilroy, center, left, popular Grip
Foreman, seems to be enjoying himself during
his recent vacation in the Hawaiian Islands.
Frank, long time heart stimulant for the Twentieth gals, carried his charms to the Islands
where he is seen participating in a native fishing and eating ceremony.

8960 WILSHIRE BLVD.
CR. 57325
Wholesale

FREE

Prices

Pickup

To

and

Club

Members

Delivery
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Zke HARRY I. ALTMAN

Sales Co,

315 West 5th Street, 6th Floor, Los Angeles 13, Calif. O Michigan 0256
is pleased to announce the opening of a

NEW

BRANCH

for your

10829 SANTA

STORE

convenience

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon

A total of 7,628 motion picture workers
and their families were aided during the

at

past year by the Motion Picture Relief
Fund, it was announced at the 27th annual meeting and election of officers. The
help included medical and dental care,
hospitalization, operations, home nursing, rest home care, rent, food, utilities,
clothing, care for the aged and various
other social services.

BOULEVARD

Ave., 1 Block East of Westwood

Bird.)

ARizona 7-7508
Arrange to visit us — and check available savings to
members of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
— on —
Electric Appliances - Gas and Electric Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers - Ironers - Radios
Television - Everything for the Home - Silverware - Jewelry - Watches - Handbags
Luggage - Wallets - Diamonds - Draperies - Watch Repairing - Rugs - Carpets

—
Monday

SHOPPING

HOURS

—

through Saturday: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday and Friday evenings to 9 p.m.
Bob Gardner, Studio Club Representative.

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

I

i

To

% DISCOUNT
10
Studio Club Members

CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

^

SPRAYS

iiHll

10932 Le Confe Ave., Westwood

Village

ARizona 7-1755
We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

BRadshaw 2-6085
Banquets

Wright

★ TILE

Carpet
THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

A Complete CARPET

■
■

SERVICE

ir DYEING

★ LAYING

ir CLEANING

or TE. 0-3636

SHOP

Co.

M

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

S.M. 7-5157

and Parties Our Specialty

ir LINOLEUM

★ CARPETS

.T

.

.

11218

Washington

Blvd., Culver City

and BOYS

“SMCffS OUR SPECIALTY”
Courtesy to Studio Club Members

CARL

10643 Pico Blvd.

Sixteen

WEISS,

Jean Hersholt was re-elected president
for the 15th eonsecutive term and all incumbent officers were returned to their
posts. They are: Ralph Morgan, George
Ragnall, Mitehell Lewis and Frances
Goodrich, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th vicepresidents, respectively; E. L. DePatie,
treasurer; Wilma Bashor, executive secretary. Seven incumbent trustees were
returned to office and three new trustees
and four alternates were named. Trustees
re-elected are: Leon Ames, Nan Blake,
Bernard Harzbrun, Frank McDonald,
Fred S. Meyer, Dudley Nichols and
Joseph Santley. The new trustees are
Ted Leonard, Ray Moyer and Kenneth
MacKenna. Alternates are William Bakewell, Albert Haekett, Otto Kruger and
Harold Schuster.
The year just passed was one of the
most successful in the Fund’s history,
President Hersholt stated. He pointed
partieularly to the sponsorship of the
Screen Guild Players by the American
Broadcasting Gompany; the fulfillment of
the Fund’s long-cherished dream to have
its welfare, radio, medical and dental
departments in one building owned by
the Fund; and the outstanding growth
of the Fund-sponsored blood bank. He
paid high tribute to Lew Helm whose
untiring work has made it the finest industrial blood bank plan in the country.
Last year, studio workers donated 1,690
pints of blood which took care of the
demands of motion picture personnel and
permitted more than 1000 pints to be
shipped to Korea and the armed forces.
President Hersholt announced that the
new Fund headquarters at 335 N. La
Brea Ave. would be ready for occupancy
in September and expressed the gratitude of the Fund for the fine sendee rendered by Bernard Herzbrun who donated
the plans and gave unstintingly of his
time and talents to the project.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

MPRF Reports On Year

Mgr*

AR. 386-36

Miss Bashor stressed the purpose, function and scope of the Fund and stated
that the cost of overhead had been reduced 2.8 last year. She explained that
this means that only 13 cents out of each
dollar contributed to the Fund is used
for the operation, salaries and other administration expenses of the organization.

TO PlEASE THE LADIES

Studio Club
Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES
DEEP FREEZE

No matter what the kitchen chore, this arrangement of the appliances and cabinets is ideal for
step-saving convenience. Foods move in from refrigerator to sink, then to cooking center.

Kitchen

Planning

If you are planning a new kitchen or
remodeling an old one, it would be
wise to take advantage of some of the
improvements which have been made in
the basic arrangements of kitchen appliances. Just as kitchen equipment has
been modernized by industrial and scientific advancements, so has the arrangement of this equipment been modernized
also.
The big problem in the kitchen has
always been the presence of unnecessary walking back and forth from one
area to another. To eliminate doubling back, retracing and circling in doing
kitchen work, a careful organization of
appliances and cabinets must be utilized.
Housewives

have learned that the well-

planned

kitchen will have a “work triangle,” a relatively small area in which
the refrigerator, sink, and the range are
located. Women who have had first
hand

experience with this new worksaving arrangement of kitchen equipment have discovered real savings in time
and work. Whether your appliances are
new or old, they can be arranged in production-line order, with adequate storage
space at each center.

Saves

Work

The clean-up center, the sink area,
is the pivot point of the modern kitchen,
and should be between the range and the
refrigerator. Cabinet space at each of
the three work centers should contain
the utensils to be used in that area. Sink
cabinets should contain saucepans, coffee pot and kettles, as well as strainers,
brushes, dishwashing detergents and
scouring pads. The mix center (refrigerator area), should have an adjoining
work surface as well as cabinet space.
In these cabinets should be stored mixing bowls and spoons, measuring utensils, baking pans, etc. The cooking center is built around the range. It has
storage space for saucepans, testing implements, etc. Canned foods and serving
dishes for hot foods may be stored here
also.
If remodeling your kitchen now is an
impossibility, it might be worth while
to consider your present arrangement.
With a few minor changes, you might
be able to organize your appliances and
cupboard

contents to conform

with mod-

ernchen
planning
You’ll
find your
kitchores standards.
much simpler
when
appliances and utensils are located where
you need

them.

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
REFRIGERATORS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
STOVES
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Beverly Hills Stove Works, 467 No. Roxbury
CR. 1-5239
Dr., Beverly Hills
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., BevCR. 1-1135
erly Hills
WASHING MACHINES
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., BevCR. 1-1135
erly Hills
SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffeemakers, Electric
Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
AR. 7-7508
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
PL. 3-1295
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., BevCR. 4-5213
erly HiUs
Teller Appliance, 368 So. Robertson Blvd., BevCR. 1-1135
erly Hills
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Studio Club
s, Irons, Toasters, Electric Blank(Coffeematic
ets, Mix Masters, Scales. )

AUTO

ACCESSORIES

(TIRES, BATTERIES, SEAT COVERS)
Fooqerts Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
AR. 9-7721
L A
Bryan Motors, 338 No. Canon Dr., Beverly
CR. 6-3137
HiUs
Joe & Johnny^s Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
AR. 9-6375
Blvd., L. A

BICYCLES
Carsons, 2127 Westwood

Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-8315
(Mr. Carson)
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
AR. 7-5273
^
L. A.
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
AR. 7-1249
L. A. ..

BOOKS
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Studio Club

CAMERA

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963
Theians, 6731 Hollywood Blvd.,
HI. 9443
(Ray Thelan)
Westl^e
Camera Stores, Inc., 635 So. Olive,
L. A. (Charles Arensten)
VA. 6111
( Continued on ISext Page)
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LINOLEUM
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Wasliington Blvd.,
Culver Cit>’
TE. 0-3636

BUYER’S
DIRECTORY

LUGGAGE

DRAPERIES
Home Interior Service, 446 So La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886

DRUGS

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORIST

Bel-Air Florist, 10932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Bob Flesch)
AR. 7-1755
Goldman’s, 9823 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-0915

FURNITURE

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771
GARDEN FURNITURE
Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Cottage Woodcraft Shop, 101 So. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-1310
BABY FURNITURE
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

FUNERALS

GARBAGE

GIFT SHOP

Gift ViUage, 10659 W. Pico Blvd

AR. 3-3047

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Ideal Contractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
:
CR. 5-3691

HOSIERY

JEWELRY

MIRRORS

Westchester Glass Co., 6238 W. 87th St., L. A.
(Neal Denny)
ORegon 8-3398

PARTS

Utter Pontiac, 200 So. La Brea,
L. A

MUSICAL
Gramaphone
(Louise)

INSTRUMENTS

Shop, 313 No. Beverly Dr.
GR. 1-9525

NURSERY

Westwood
L. A

WE. 3-7474

(Quantity Discount)

Nursery, 9786 W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 6-9969

OPTOMETRISTS

Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Dr. Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
( Mr. Lawrence )
AR. 9-3086
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

Studio Club

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

DISPOSALS

HARDWARE

MATTRESSES

MOTOR

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
GR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Paramount Jewelers, 1424 Fourth St., Santa
Monica
EX. 4-4432
HaimofF Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362

LAMPS

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

PIANOS

Touchberry’s Piano Shop, 913 Wilshire Blvd.,
Santa Monica
EX. 5-3513

PICTURES

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
(F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

PLUMBING

Dorman

& SUPPLIES

Robertson

RADIOS

VE. 8-0841

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Radio Analysis Go., 9571 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 6-1313
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

REAL

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300/2 W. Pico....BR. 2-3634

RECORDS

Gramaphone
(Louise)

RUGS

& CARPETS

.Angeles Rug Co., 3rd & La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Company, 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 Cahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121

FURS

Eighteen

MAGAZINES

PR. 6133;
or DU. 8-2481

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

Studio Club

GOODS

Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverlv Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Studio Club

Schwab Drugs, 401 So. Bedford Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5721
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank
STanley 7-2068

LIGHT

& LEATHER

Ideal Contractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-3691

Shop, 313 No. Beverly Dr.
CR. 1-9525

READY-TO-WEAR

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington Blvd.,
Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SEWING

MACHINES

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Cowan Appliance, 107 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-8733

SILVERWARE

(Sterling)

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR.
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR.
Paramount Jewelers, 1424 Fourth St.,
Santa Monica
EX.

SPORTING

Blvd.,
7-7508
3-8865
4-4432

GOODS

Crane Sporting Goods, 5728 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-9534
Fredericks Co., 8560 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-5161
Smiths' Sporting Goods, 1636 Westw’ood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
GR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Glub

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
-YR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCY

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733 Hollywood Blvd.
(C. Watts)
HE. 3434

TYPEWRITERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Hollywood Office Appliance , 1531 Cahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121
Chriss Morrison, 8588 Pico Blvd
CR. 6-9926
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

WATER

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson
erly Hills
Foogerts Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
L. A
Dorman Robertson

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Blvd., BevCR. 1-1135
Blvd.,
AR. 9-7721
VE. 8-0841

Ladies’; Call Studio Club..CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Men’s: Call Studio Club....CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Weiss’ Men’s & Boys’ Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd
AR. 3-8636

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508
Kirby Vacuums only: Dick Hedding. EX. 7-2905
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. (Bob Gardner)
AR. 7-7508

Vitamins for Industry, 3456 W. Olympic
Blvd
RE. 8354
Johnstons Products, Call Studio Club:
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

REVERE

WARE

VITAMINS

Action Editorials

Maybe
hit the
with
each you
idea will
you not
submit.
Butbull’s
keep eye
on
trying. Just remember the last part of
the target to beeome worn out is the
bull’s eye, even when a concentrated
“bead” is put on the elusive black dot.
It takes constant concentration to hit
the bull’s eye with a workable idea that
will better our standards and impro\’e
our work methods. But it can be done.
So set your

When
During

sights— and good

shooting!

It Comes, Be Prepared
the heat of summer

seems

to

be the ripest time for the dreaded Infantile Paralysis to strike. Great progress
has been made by recognized medical organizations infighting this disease, yet its
origin still has researchers baffled.
One of the most important things to
remember is that facts fight fears. Half
or more of those having the disease show
no after effects; another fourth recover
with very slight cripplings. Don’t let
your anxiety or fear reaeh your children.
A happy state of mind helps to obtain
fuller reeovery. Your own confidence will
make things easier for you and for others.
For your own protection observe these
following precautions— it will help you
when Infantile Paralysis strikes your area.
AVOID

OVERFATIGUE.

Exhaustive

play or work, or continued activity when
feeling ill may invite a more serious form
of the disease.
AVOID CHILLING. Don’t
chilled water when overheated.
wet clothes and shoes at once.

swim in
Take off

KEEP CLEAN. Be certain that all objects entering the mouth are clean. Wash
hands after going to the toilet and before
eating. Avoid using another’s pencil,
handkerchief, utensils, or food touched

Bull's Eye Bedcons
It’s there. All you have to do is to
hit it! Getting a bull’s eye isn’t easy,
but if you don’t aim for the target, you
don’t hit a thing. That’s the way it is
with suggestions. If you don’t aim at
the target with your new ideas, you can’t
possibly hit the cash-award bull’s eye.
Your ideas don’t have to be large-scale
plans for doubling the profit of the studio,
either. One of the most useful gadgets
in our everyday life is the safety pin.
Back in 1894, a fellow by the name of
Walter Hunt, got the idea for the safety
pin and made a model from a »piece of
scrap wire, all within a few hours.
A few years ago, a TCP policeman devised a gadget which would keep the
garbage can lid from winding up in the
middle of the street on collection days.
Needless to say, his simple idea put him
in the upper income bracket.

We all can’t invent safety pins, or
think of permanently attached garbage
can lids, but most of us can easily invent

by soiled hands.
KEEP FOOD CLEAN. Scientific investigation shows that meat, fruits, vegetables and other foods do not eause Infantile Paralysis. Food should be kept
covered and free from flies.

betsavthe
em-

CALL YOUR DOCTOR
AT ONCE
if there are symptoms of headache,
nausea, upset stomach, muscle soreness
or stiffness, or unexplained fever. Stay
in bed pending advice of physician.

ployees’ Suggestion Committee, is willing
to pay for your ideas if they are at all
workable.

TAKE HIS ADVICE if he orders hospital care. Early diagnosis and prompt

better work methods, job short cuts,
ter ways to film pictures, material
ings, and many other ways of doing
job better. The studio, through the

Get busy! Ideas are your raw material
in this profitable game. If you have an
idea on how a certain operation could
be done a better way, start working on it.
If you need help to develop it, don’t hesitate to state your suggestion to your department head, or call upon the Suggestion Committee for aid. Both will
be glad to cooperate in helping you to
work it out.

treatment
are important, and may
mize crippling.

mini-

CONSULT YOUR CHAPTER of the
National Foundation For Infantile Paralysis for help. Your chapter is prepared
to pay that part of the cost of care and
treatment you cannot meet — including
transportation, after-care and such aids
as wheel chairs, braces and other orthopedic equipment. This service is made
possible by the March of Dimes.
Nineteen
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A

STUDIO
LATELY?

If you have, you’ve disrovered that studios have
zoomed sky-high also. To huild a giant sound stage
costs three and a half times the amount of ten years ago;
a S7,500 motion picture camera ten years ago costs
S17,.S00 now; canvas hackings have gone up six times,
while wardrobes are priced at four times what they cost
ten years
And

ago.

to keep

Twentieth

going

it takes

a lot of money.

Replacing worn-out equipment — even furnishing paper
and pencils — is costing more than the studio ever paid
out before.

At the
studio

For Bonus

time

we

have

to operate

to keep

in the black

costs down
during

if the

the years

ahead. Both employees and management
need to continue their cooperation in conserving costs. And we all
hope

that

Twentieth’s

profits

strong
keep our company
women to our payrolls.

will be

and

add

large enough to
and
men
more

A lot depends on you. Do your part to conserve waste.
Waste can eat into the production costs, weakening the
studio’s

August 31st Deadline

same

expects

operations.

Waste

''a $100 For Best Three Suggestions

Savings Suggestions*

Dealing With Waste

Problem

19 5 1
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PIC OF THE MONTH
High in the mountains of Montana, forests such as in the picture
above extend for thousands of acres over hills and valleys. To see a
sight such as this, one would have to do a lot of traveling. Not the
TCF worker, though. For in our own back yard <Sersen Lake, that
is) there is a Montana forest as real looking as any you might see
while vacationing through Montana, or Sequoia or the Sierras. And it
is no bigger than a large sized living room. That's it pictured
The miniature set, built for RED SKIES OF MONTANA

above.
which

finished

Sersen

shooting

the

end

of

August,

was

built

by

the

Department a.-id Prop Shop. The actual size of the set is approximately 30 feet square. The tiny trees, which are exact replicas of
the giant trees found in Montana forests, measure from one to three
feet in height. Buried beneath the soil in which the trees are
anchored, were special pipes which carried inflammable gas to
several of the trees. At the proper instant the trees were bathed
in flames, presenting the illusion of a burning forest.
The Special Effects and Prop and Miniature Departments deserve
credit for the excellent job they did producing the pint-sized forest.
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Company, working as an advertising
agent. During the war he served in
the U. S. Maritime Service, circling
the globe four times during his 3 year

having earned several varsity basketball letters during his colorful college
career. Going back further, Howard
was active in high school politics,
holding

Action Editorials

19
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down

the office of student

body president at El Segundo
School.
In addition

High

to his duties on

the

magazine. Palmer was in charge of
athletics here at the studio, as well

Ed; Deweese, Al; Dunlap, Pauline; Gilroy, Frank; Goldie,

I
I

developing and moxdding ACTION
today.
into the top-notch publication it is

hitch. “Curly,” as Howard was affectionately called, is graduate of USC,

Buck, Dan; Cannon, Jo; Comer, Bob; Conlon, Hugh; Corso,
Marjorie; Davies, Red; Decuir,

I
I
1

University of Southern California.
Howie served TCP ably for four years,

Before coming to Fox, Palmer was
associated with the Foster and Kleiser

•
Bonome,

for

12

Staff Artists
ELMER GLASSBURN
ED JANIS

left last month

public relations post at the

as participating in many
activities on the lot.

of the other

August was a doubly exciting month

Action's Cover

With the modern living pace
at an all time high, even the
youngsters are learning to cope
with the problems that arise
in their everyday experiences.
Young Bob Wheeler, son of Bob
Wheeler of the Police Force, is
no exception. He has solved the
problem of "How Not To Feel
Bad When The Teacher Catches
You Drawing Her Picture On
TheBobBlackboard."
Jr. did a fine job of
capturing the atmosphere of
Back - to - school which the
month of September means to
every
kid.
But the
Popdunce
shouldn't
feel bad
about
cap.
For young Bob is a swell boy
and would be a credit to any
teacher's classroom.
Photo by Dave Mills

for Palmer;

besides his new

position

at the university. Howard’s lovely wife
Rae presented him with a 7 -lb. lO-oz.
baby girl on August 30, their third
child and first young lady. Howie’s
new co-workers were surprised to
learn that he had worked at the 20th
Century-Fox

Studio Club. With

large family, they kinda
might be in Production.

thought

It was a sad day when
Palmer left the Studio Club
new

adventure.

He’s

going

that
he

Howie
on his
to be

missed around here— that’s for .sure.
But our loss is SC’s gain. Troy got the
best there is when Howard hopped
aboard the Trojan bandwagon. Good
luck Howie, from everyone here at
20th. You deserve the best!

3

R USHING.
...IS THEIR
“Can we have 250 copies of this shootPreparing

to

run

a

master

is Allen

Balter.

Mechanical ability is a must in the operation of Multilith machines. Ink rollers,
moisture rollers, air and plate pressures must
be adjusted perfectly for proper operation.

ing schedule form immediately?” “Rush
this Writer’s Working Script through
right away!” “How soon can we have the
script Breakdown?” “We’re working late
tonight, fellas. They’ve got to have a
Shooting Final on Belvedere by 8 o’clock
tomorrow morning.”
Where could you hear rush orders like
this every day but in the Script Department’s Multilith Division where they turn
out the studio’s duplication work from
masters typed by stenographers and secretaries. Whether it’s a five-copy story
outline or a 235 copy Revised Final
Script,and
it ismake
Multilith’s
job to Few
grind people
it out
fast
it good.
realize the importance of the Multilith
machines. If for any reason they stopped,
production would virtually halt in a short
time. For it’s by the department’s rapid
turn-out of call sheets, shooting schedules, production requirements, breakdowns, and scripts that the production
office and other departments can gauge
production work. It is true that these
pages are sometimes drawn up by other
departments, but without a quick and
efficient system of duplication, production would be stymied.
The guiding hand of Multilith is Lonnie Raidor, veteran of 5 years in the

Multilith's head, Lonnie Raidor discusses a
page correction with Jack Yaeger, Lonnie's
right hand man. Lonnie and the men in
the

duplicating division work closely, making for maximum efficiency and quality.

Script Department. It is his job to coordinate the work taken into his division.
He sees that rush orders are completed
as swiftly as possible and sent to their

..

BUSINESS

destinations. Lonnie

is the link between

the
office and
the Script
fellows Department’s
in Multilith. front
He distributes
work evenly so that no one man
an unfair portion.

receives

The multilith staff consists of Lonnie,
and ten carefully trained men who are
expert multilith operators and script assemblers. It takes approximately two
weeks to teach a man the fundamentals
of multilith operation. With a basic
knowledge of the multilith process and
of the mechanics of the multilith machine, the man is then able to handle the
job well enough to work alone. As the
weeks go by, his proficiency increases. In
four to six months he is as qualified an
operator as any of the men.
Probably the most difficult thing to
learn when a man becomes indoctrinated
into the Multilith operation is the job of
script assembling. The assembling rack
consists of a series of slots in which the
successive pages of a script are placed
after being run off on the machine. When
the rack is full and the script contained
in it has received an o.k. from Script, the
job of assembling begins. The men work
from the right end of the rack to the left
until they have pulled one copy of each
page in the rack. This script copy is then
jogged and squared and placed in crisscross fashion on copies previously pulled
from the rack. This process continues
until the desired number of copies have
been assembled. When the rack has been
emptied, the scripts are placed in covers
and sent downstairs to the Script Department for careful checking and finally for
distribution.

It isn't difficult to keep busy in the
multilith room where dozens of orders
come

in each hour from every department on the lot. Keeping things running smoothly are, left to right: Allen
Balter, Jack Yaeger, Ed Gaber, Don

Gelb,

Bill Quinlan

and

Lonnie.

There is never a dull moment in Multilith
I

. . . where the studio’s scripts are horn.

The difficulty in assembling the script
pages from the rack lies in the necessity
for the assembler to reach a high degree
of coordination. Before a man can become an expert assembler he must be
able to strike a rhythm and sustain it
until he has gone through the rack from
one end to the other. It is interesting to
watch a new man attempt to assemble
the sixty pages in a rack and then to
watch him doing the same job a few
months later. At first he drops pages on
the floor, pulls “doubles,” and finds his
pages “hiking up” as he struggles through
this obstacle course. Then as he gathers
experience in the rack, he begins moving
more swiftly and smoothly. In several
i

I

J

months’ time he is rippling through the
rack as easily as he would walk from one
end of the room to the other.
Several contests have been held in
Multilith to determine the fastest man
in the rack. At present, high speed honors go to Moe Scherer, who can race
through sixty pages in eleven seconds.
From time to time Lonnie brings in bis
stop watch so the rest of the fellows can
try to dethrone Scherer, the King of the
Rack, but as yet no one has been able to
beat, or even tie his record. Many times
a man has gotten through fifty-odd pages
in record time, but has blown up because
of the pressure of the stop watch. Some
day the title will change hands, but if
Moe is still in the group it’ll be a fight
keeping him from regaining it. In addition to his achievements in the rack, Moe
also holds the record for the most number
of masters run on the Multilith machine
in
oneout.
day— 190! That’s really knocking
them

I
I

The
I

script Department's proof readers, Tina Perry, left, and Beulah Law
have the task of proof reading all
script pages for error before they
reach Multilith. Scripts are proofed
several times before being dispatched
from the Script Department.

Another job which takes time to learn
is the cleaning and servicing of the multilith machines themselves. Each machine has an intricate arrangement of 7
ink rollers, moisture rollers, drums and
pressure controls. As soon as a new man
is received into the department, he is assigned a partner who is experienced in
the maintenance of the machine. The
new man is taught to clean the ink rollers,
to set the pressure of other rollers, and to
oil and make other adjustments necessary to the proper functioning of the
machine. After a basic knowledge is acquired of the machine and its parts, servicing of the machine becomes increasingly clear to the operator. Before long,
upkeep is second nature. So when things
quiet down in Multilith for an hour or
two, the machines get a beauty treatment. Usually the cleaning job ends just

Don Gelb, left, and Loren Shultz have been
given the task of stamping script covers.
Each cover is stamped by hand with title
and date. In addition, all scripts are given
a copy number as well as a story number.

as a rush order comes in. So it’s back
to work on the script, dialogue continuity,
story department job, or other rush
orders.
But it isn’t as tough as it might seem.
For with two men on a machine, and
with cooperation the byword, no one
man has to carry the whole job on his
shoulders.
Rushing is the business of the Script
Department’s Multilith division. But a
busy department is the sure sign of a
healthy, active lot. As long as they’re
rushing in Multilith, you can bet your life
that Fox pictures are better than ever!

Bill Quinlan, Gerry Stoller and Ed Gaber take
a trip through the rack, above. It takes
several months to become a capable script
assembler in the Multilith racks. These boys
have increased their assembling speeds greatly since their first attempts.

Finishing production around the first of the month is THE PRIDE OF ST. LOUIS, the story of baseball's unforgettable Dizzy Dean. Dan Dailey
handles the title role. He is seen getting some coaching while the camera crane and sound boom crew hustle to keep up with him. Dailey
spent a great deal of pre-production

time throwing

the baseball around

in an effort to develop a pitching style like Dizzy's.

Cameras Zo Mum Jn September
The month

of September

sees a lot of

activity on the stages with several newies

ner and get the story from him. When
the writers contact another of Miss Tan-

before the cameras. On tap to start shooting are I DON’T CARE, and FATHER
DOES A STRIP, with DIPL,OMATIC
COURIER scheduled to begin production the first of October. These pictures

guay’s associates, they find out that the
first story they heard wasn’t true. In the
ensuing action Jessel and his writers
learn the real truth about Eva Tanguay
and

reflect that Eva

might

become

a

are in addition to ones currently in production. Those include BELLES ON

great star— all over again.
FATHER DOES A STRIP

deals with

THEIR

a

a

TOES,

FIVE

FINGERS,

WAIT

TILL THE SUN SHINES NELLIE,
RETURN
OF
THE
TEXAN
a n d
PHONE

CALL

FRO.M

A STRANGER.

Technicolored I DON’T CARE, with
George Jessel producing and Lloyd
Bacon handling the direction, is the
colorful story of Eva Tanguay, the “I
Don’t Care” Girl. As the story unfolds.
Producer Jessel is telling his writers to
dig up the truth about Eva Tanguay’s
life. The writers contact Eva’s first part-

6

Broadway

star who

buys

The

cartoonist’s ten-

year old son is jealous of his father’s interest in the star and tries to break up their
romance.

The happy resolution will make

the picture wholesome family entertainment. Robert Bassler is the producer,
while Richard Sale gets megging
honors.
DIPLOMATIC

COURIER,

in\’olved
packed

with Ty-

rone Power in the title role has present-

in a
with

counter-espionage
adventure

and

plot

intrigue.

Henry Hathaway has been assigned the
directorial tasks, while Casey Robinson
produces

his own

Held

over from

country

home, then falls in love with her neighbor, a cartoonist.

day Europe as its setting. It is the story
of a diplomatic courier who, in the
course of an European assignment, gets

ON
BY

story.
August

is BELLES

THEIR TOES, sequel to CHEAPER
THE DOZEN. Also continuing on

the stages is FIVE FINGERS, being directed by Academy Award winner Joe
Mankiewicz.

It is the

story of a German

World War H. Another
over is WAIT TILL THE
NELLIE

which

thrill - packed

collaborator

during

August carrySUN SHINES

has been

shooting on

location in Kansas.

RETURN

TEXAN

shooting oji the lot

has been

OF

THE

beat S^it

PHDDliCTIOlV (Continued)

By the American

People, the

greatest comedians of them all"
Standard Parachute
371 - 8th Ave.,
San Diego.

Co.,

There's a good deal of fuss, and rightly
so, about attractive young women coming to work in slacks and sweaters, because this detracts the men's attention
from their work. But now I think some
of you officials are going too far when
you say you want the girls to come to
work without sweaters and slacks. This
will not only be much worse on the
men, but most of the girls will probably
catch pneumonia.

Matilda

G

It is the romantic

story

of a young Westerner and his family.
Completing the September schedule
is PHONE
CALL FROM
A STRANGER, another August hold-over being
directed by Jean Negulesco. It deals
with four strangers who

meet on a plane

which later crashes. Nunnally
wrote the screenplay.

STUDIO
The

Johnson

CLUB MEMBERSHIP
OPEN

Studio

Club

announces

that half - year memberships
from September 1, 1951 to February 29, 1952 are available for
all employees who have not as
yet become members of the
Club. The benefits offered by
Studio Club membership include an extensive athletic, social and educational program.
Some of the Studio Club activities which members can look
forward to are a Fall Dance, a
Christmas party, fishing trips,
Little Theater productions, various educational classes, plus
many other features. Included
also in the nominal membership
fee is a subscription to ACTION
Magazine.
If you were not a TCF employee at the beginning of the
year or for any other reason
have not joined the Studio Club,
call Ext. 745 and find out the
many worthwhile activities that
will be offered to you as a member of the 20th Century-Fox
Studio Club.

the 20th Century-Fox

Studio Club Bowl-

ing League’s president. A mixed team
system will be employed for the first time
in Winter League play. Teams may be
made

up of three men

two men

and one girl or

and two girls, with a 600 team

average maximum. A man may substitute for a girl, and a girl may sub for a
man but at all times there must be at
least TWO

SHELLY WINTERS . . .
in PHONE CALL FROM A STRANGER— she'll
knock 'em dead.
and in Arizona.

Plans for the 1951-52 bowling season
ha\ e been announced by Jean Hansen,

men

(not 3 girls) and

at

least ONE girl (not 4 men) on each
team. All bowlers must be Studio emRed Cross Home Service
Omaha, Nebraska
This is to report that I visited the
Kositch Family. The father is a sailor on
board a destroyer. They have religious
pictures all over the place but seem
clean however.

Thus the 1951-52 league bowling seaployees.
son is about to get underway, with a
big

turnout

continues
Their savings are all used up — relatives have helped. These people are
extremely cultured, something should
be done about this.
Mrs. Kositch already has 8 children as
the father was very aggressive but can't
do anything now as he's in the Navy.
They have a baby, Lillian, who is three
months old and owes six months rent.
She also owes money for a funeral she
had recently. Money should be given to
them at once.

expected.

Sweepstakes

night, the opening play of the season,
is Thursday, September 13. Regular play
on September

competition

20. The

league

will take place at the La

Cienega Lanes at La Cienega and Santa
Monica Boulevards in Hollywood.
Those

interested

in joining in the

bowling fun should contact Jean Hansen in the Production Bungalow, Extension 573.
•

•

•

Social Worker
Mrs. B

Draft Board No. 37,
2875 Bway.,
New

York City, N. Y.

Dear

Sirs:

I'm expecting to become a father in
four months but someone told me not
to expect to be draft exempt since the
baby will be born over a year after Pearl
Harbor. If this baby won't exempt me
from the draft, please let me know at
once because I don't want to make a
mistake and go ahead and marry the
girl.

Tom

S

“These letters are factual and unabridged
Reprinted from DEAR SIR by Juliet Lowell

SHIRLEY
at LA CIENEGA

MEEK

. . .

LANES — she'll do the same.
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Tell Him Your Troubles
A guy can talk to a lot of people in 8
years, especially when that’s his job. And
studio police officer Harr\- Fink has
talked to plenty of them. In the neardecade that he has been stationed at

Jfranb iHluUer gasifies

idol. Inside the envelope would be his
own personal message to her. His plan

the Outer Pico Gate, Harry estimates that

couldn’t fail. His plan couldn’t fail, so
Harry, in his inimitable way, talked the
lad out of his ad\'enture before any confusion could develop.

he has spoken to o\ er 200,000 peoplepeople of all kinds with a myriad of problems and moti\es.

These sort of things happen all the
time at the Outer Gate. About 100 peo-

Take the lady from Oklahoma City,
for instance. She was sitting by the studio entrance on the running board of her
car when Harr\- spotted her. He went
over to her and asked if he could be of
any

help. She

wanted

to see George

ple pass Harry’s portal each day: stockholders demanding to be shown through
‘their’ studio; movie old-timers who have
lost their hold on Hollywood, trying to
get in again; movie mammas with their
tap-dancing, short-skirted talented (?)
little girls, fighting for a break. All this and

Frank, our friend, no longer gives us
his smilingTailor
greeting
Wardrobe
Shop from
door.

the

Men’s

Since 1935, every one from top executives to laborers, at one time or another,
has had occasion to pay Frank a visit
and

get that button

sewn

on

or that

embarrassing rip repaired with his flashing needle and perpetual friendly smile.
He’ll be missed, not only by us, but
by his many friends gathered in motion picture work since 1923.
May he rest in peace and, if Heaven
can be made more beautiful, Frank will
make

it so with his friendly personalit\’.

Beceageb
Harry
Evans, Patrolman
Started January 3, 1943

Studio police officer Harry Fink directs an out-of-town visitor to North Reception. Harry talks to
hundreds of people every week, with countless reasons for wanting to get on the lot. Many requests have to be turned down.

Died July 24, 1951

Philip Poole, Prop Maker
Montgomery. She was in love with him
and had come 1354 miles to see him.
Harry

knew

the sensitiveness

of those

in love so in a very tactful way he explained to the lady that Montgomery was
on location so it would be impossible to
see him. She could get his autographed
photo if she would go to the Fan Mail
Department. She returned half an hour
later with “George” tucked snugly under
her arm. She hopped into her car, thanked
Harry for his help and smiled her way
back to Oklahoma City.
The kid from Pittsburgh was not quite
as passive about his problem. He was
going to see his sweetheart Debra Paget
or die trying. He explained to Harry his
plan of attack. He would don a messenger’s uniform and get onto the lot by
telling the gate officer that he had a
message that had to be delivered to Miss
Paget in person. Once in the studio, he
would deliver the fake message to his

8

much

more

Harry encounters

Started November 7, 1940
Died June 27, 1951

at his \ an-

tage point on Pico.

RETIRED
David

And Harry is just one of the studio’s
tale-telling police officers. They all have
stories. Stories of frustration, of opti-

Retired July 12, 1951

Grover

mism and hope, of unrealized or shattered dreams. It is part of their job to
tell these folks, as painlessly as possible,
that Hollywood is a tough nut to crack.

SHOP

AT

.

.

.

E. Taylor, Prop Maker
C. Pursley, Patrolman

Retired July 14, 1951
♦

Margaret
Retired

Johnson,

August

Matron

11, 1951.

WEISS’

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
Courtesy

to Studio

Club

Members

CARL

WEISS^

10643 Pico Blvd.

Mgr.

AR. 386-36
*■

YOUR
ALADDmS
LAMP
We

all recall Aladdin, the youth in The

Arabian

Nights

who, by rubbing a lamp, was able to have miracles performed
for him. In our modern age it isn’t difficult to conceive of
such a phenomenon taking place. Although our studio as yet
does not provide magic lamps for its employees,
an opportunity

it does offer

for us to reap similar benefits through

its

award-yielding suggestion system. According to the legend,
Aladdin rubbed his lamp and along came a light brown jinni
to answer

his every wish. The modern

counterpart

of Alad-

Vern
spray
long
large

Laney and Moe Larson won cash awards for their suggested
gun. This gun is mounted on wheels and has a 20 foot
barrel, which enables the Landscape Department to paint
trees without the use of ladders and lift equipment.

din’s action is for a TCF employee to turn in a useful idea to
the suggestion committee and receive a cash award in return.
-\nd it’s being done all the time.
Recent Fox Aladdins in addition to those pictured include:
Ed Weyl, Estimating Dept.; Lee Roth, Ladies’ Wardrobe;
.\lex Kariakin, Western Ave. Lab.; and Jerry Webb, whose
suggestion to make use of salvage film netted him an award.
These are just a few of the recent suggestion award

Gare Schwartz, International Department,
thought of a new method of removing numbers
wrongly coded on film. This suggestion makes
renumbering easier and eliminates all possibility of damaging film. With Schwartz is John
Bodnar, Head of International Department.

winners.

Your

sharp ideas for saving materials, preventing

waste

and improving safety conditions are your magic jinni. Don’t
hesitate to send the suggestion committee any and all of your
ideas— regardless of how insignificant they may seem. Your
suggestion may be just the one to bring a cash award jinni
from the suggestion committee’s

An upper case 'dash' as well as the lower case
one on the typewriter keyboard was the suggestion offered by Tamara Garshnek. This will
facilitate the typing of script by eliminating
the shifting of keys.

magic lamp!

The suggestion that a hook be welded to the
end of the boom on handling equipment won
R. B. Olmsted, Transportation, a cash prize.
This idea gives the whirley operator finger
control in dismantling units. Jim Ruman, Transportation Head, offers his congratulations.
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STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
THIRTY MINUTES OF YOUR TIME
MAY SAVE A LIFETIME
The

Red

September

Cross

Mobile

19th. Sign now

Blood

Bank

Unit

will be on

the lot Wednesday,

to donate a pint of blood by returning to the Studio

Club the Blood Donors card gi\en you by your department steward. Blood
is needed for the fighting men in Korea and to establish credit in the Studio
Blood
have

Bank
been

where

you or members

of your family may

in tbe past. 112 pints were

be aided again as they

given to employees

and

their families

during the year.
Don’t fail to give that pint of Blood

Television Class
To Start Soon
The T\’ class that was previously
scheduled for last June, and postponed
due to vacations will start the latter part
of this month. The class will cover the
fundamentals of TV, the repair and
maintenance, and practical lab work.
The class will be under the supervision
of Mr. King from U.C.L.A. and will meet
on the lot one night a week at the nominal fee of $7.00 per person for eight
sessions (2 hours each).
The

date, time and place will be announced later. Watch your bulletin
board. You may register now. Call tbe
Studio Club, Ext. 745.

Wednesday,

Final
Trip

September

19th on the lot.

Fishing
Slated

Panamanian Pandemoninm
Noah
his New

Webster

had a word

International

for it. In

Unabridged

Dic-

tionary he describes “Panamanian pandemonium” as follows:
Pan’a-ma’ni-an: a nati\ e, or citizen, of

Panama; of, or pertaining to Panama
its inhabitants.

and

Pan’de-mo’ni-um:

A wildy, lawless or
riotous place; wild uproar; infernal noise
or tumult.
Mortimer Brewster, drama critic, had
a word for it too. The Brewsters! Not
defined

as such

in the dictionary, the

name is nevertheless
for obvious reasons!

synonymous— and

The last fishing trip of the 1951 season
has been set for Sunday, September 9th,

The Brewsters are the whacky folks in
ARSENIC AND OLD LACE which will

to leave from Joe Martin’s, 22nd Street
Landing, San Pedro. As usual, a Jack

be served up to the patrons of the Studio
Club Playhouse in the very near future.
Make a date to see ARSENIC AND

Pot prize will be given the angler trapping the biggest fish, and as usual the
one that gets away doesn’t count.
Three deep sea trips marked August’s
fishing activity. Fun, if not fish, was had
by all, although several enthusiasts did
manage to catch halibut and bass.
Sign up now

for tbe fishing finale of

the season. $7.00 per person. For further
information, call the Studio Club.

OLD

LACE

soon! You’ll laugh, you’ll

gasp, NIC
you’ll
scream—
you’ll enjoij ARSEAND OLD
LACE.
Pandemonium

in Panama— it’s a wild

uproar!

Art Exhibit Scheduled
For October Presentation

Due to the splendid participation that
the Doll Dressing Contest of a year ago,
and the recent Hobby Show at the
County Fair received, the Studio Club
is now making arrangements to hold an
Art Exhibit on the lot. Entries will be
limited to Studio employees and their
immediate family. Each person may enter
three exhibits of their handy work, such
as paintings, leather work, ceramics, etc.
First prize will be the purchase of the
prize winning works, with trophies and
ribbons for second and third prize winners. Entries will be classified into
groups for professionals, amateurs and
children. All entries will be displayed
for two weeks on the sun porch of the
Cafe De Paris. Also a popular vote of
employees will be cast for a sweepstake
winner. The entries will be judged by
outstanding Art critics and Art Teachers
from the Universities. Entry blanks will
be sent to your department and are also
The television class makes good use of this panel board. It is a schematic lay-out of a practical television circuit and gives the students a basic knowledge of television circuit design. The
panel board is one of the visual instruction aids to be used by mentor King.
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obtainable at the Studio Club. Don’t fail
to enter your works of art. Call the
Studio Club for further information.

Soap and Water Tips
SEE

that movie!

If you’re off to a drive-in movie, don’t
forget to wash your windshield! Some

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card

people forget until too late that you can’t
see well through grimy glass. A quick
swab with a handkerchief is a poor substitute for a soapy cloth when it comes
to shining the windshield. Take care of
that chore before you go.
«

«

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

at

over your porch

in the evening, here’s how to
wings”. Place a pan of soap
under porch lights. A miller
can’t lift a wing and, once
completely done in.
«

on
RECAPPING

«

If miller moths swarm

O

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COAAPANY
W e Carry a Complete

“clip their
and water
that’s wet
doused, is

»

An ingenious housewife passes along
this idea for ironing puffed sleeves in
little girls’ dresses. She sets a small upright lamp on the end of the ironing
board and turns on the light. After pressing the rest of the dress, she pulls each
sleeve over the hot bulb and works it

Guaranteed

O

1725 Westwood

Westwood Furniture Co.

Boulevard

10931

’/a Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

SEE

»

Monday,

US

Thursday
Open

★ CARPETS

★

and

Until

Saturday

Night

10 P.M.

DiDner Dance Planned
elected Commander

THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

M

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

\

S.M. 7-5157

Complete

★

CARPET

I
■

SERVICE

LAYING

or TE. 0-3636

★

11218

Washington

Z//e HARRY I. ALTMAN

DYEING
Blvd., Culver City

Saks Co.

315 West 5th Street, 6th Floor, Los Angeles 13, Calif. • Michigan

is pleased to announce

oi 20th Century-Fox's American Legion Post
No. 563 revealed plans for the Post's annual
dinner-dance to be held September 22 in Santa
Monica. Featured entertainment will include
the Keynotes, an instrumental and vocal group,
as well as other top talent. The buiiet-dinnerdance, ior Fox employees, should prove to be
a festive affair, with a turnout of 300 expected.
Those who remember last year's American
Legion party will attest to the success of this
event. Dinner, dancing and entertainment at
a bargain price!
The hard-working committee who is engineering the evening festival includes Dr. Frank
Marano, Jack V. Brown, A1 De Weese, Art
Webb, Hal Gordon, Frank Lubin and Tony
Hanse. Food arrangements are under the
supervision of Harry Morton.
Remember the date and plem to attend the
ANNUAL BUFFET-DINNER-DANCE, SEPTEMBER 22, 8:00 P.M. at AMERICAN LEGION
POST No. 123, 1428 17th Street, SANTA
MONICA. Admission: $1.50 per person.

★ TILE

Carpet Co.

★ CLEANING

Darling, newly

Pico Blvd.

LINOLEUM

Wright

»

Have you ever worn a cloth “bracelet”
to catch the soapy water that runs down
your hand while washing walls? To
make it, wrap a folded strip of old towel
around your wrist, using a rubber band
to hold it in place.

Richard

West

ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.

»

Since all woodwork tends to shrink if
allowed to become too dry, wood furniture should be washed occasionally for
the sake of moisture-conditioning as well
as for cleanliness. Wipe wood surfaces
first with a sponge or soft cloth wrung
out of warm soapsuds, next with a clean
damp cloth. Wipe dry and then apply
oil or polish. Alwaijs work in the direction of the grain of the wood.
«

Furniture

Radios and Television
Appliances

around until it’s ironed smooth— without
the usual center crease.
«

Line of

NEW

the opening

BRANCH

for your

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

STORE

convenience

MONICA

at

BOULEVARD

Ave., 1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona

0256

of a

Blvd.)

7-7508

Arrange to visit us — and check available savings to
members of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
— on —
Electric Appliances - Gas and Electric Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers - Ironers - Radios
Television - Everything for the Home - Silverware - Jewelry - Watches - Handbags
Luggage - Wallets - Diamonds - Draperies - Watch Repairing - Rugs - Carpets
Cameras - Projectors - Films - Accessories

—
Monday

SHOPPING

HOURS

—

through Saturday: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday evenings to 9 p.m.
Bob Gardner, Studio Club Representative.
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Winner of the men's competition was Howard Evans who shot a
69. A three-way tie had knotted the championship earlier. In
the final play-off. Nobles ended one stroke out, Lebovitz shot a 77.

Golf Tournament
The
under
was

16th Annual

Golf

the chairmanship
a

huge

success

Tournament,

of Jack Codd,

with

362 golfers

participating. The first foursome of men
left the first tee at 5:50 a.m. and the
last foursome
tee some
The

of women

left the same

9 hours later.

scores ranged

from

3 under par

to several over par, with everyone having
a wonderful

time even if that little golf

Top management and top talent turned out to enjoy a day of golf
and fun at the 16th Annual Golf Tournament. Pictured above, left
to right, Fred Metzler, Tyrone Power, Bill Lundigan and Jack Codd.

Huge Success
water in the face were

some

of the trials

of getting away for a game of golf. But
everyone took the jokes with a hearty
laugh.
The fun didn’t end when everyone had
played the course. There was dancing
from 4 until 8 in the club house to Peter
Lance’s orchestra. Also, a good selection
of food and drink was enjoyed by everyone in the club house grill. The
was free to all employees
families.

first place among

Back at the Studio, Monday, the Golf
Gommittee announced that the blind

the men

with the low

gross score of 69. This is the second consecutive year that a playoff has been
necessary. The playoff took place Sunday, August 26th with Howard E\ans
coming

out the winner, shooting a 69.

Dorothy

Browne,

of the Legal Depart-

ment, won the women’s low gross for
nine holes, and was pressed closely by
three other fine golfers only one
away.

stroke

they teed off was

again handled

by Doc-

Bishop, assisted by Joe “Eppy” Epstein,
transportation department, and had the
help of all bystanders.

Accurate

shots

by Harry Sanford, an ex-Korean warrior,
often took care of the golf ball before the
golfer had a chance. Break-a-way balls,
firecrackers, and sometimes a squirt of

12

their

bogie holes were 2-5-6-13-14 and 16,
and that there will be prizes for all.
Notices

will be sent out to all golfers

notifying them

of the exact date, time

and place that the trophies and prizes
will be awarded.
Chairman Jack Codd, and the splendid committee under him, again came
through

The fine job of heckling the golfers as

and

dance

ball at times was evasive. Lloyd Nobles,
Howard E\ ans and A1 Lebovitz tied for

with an outstanding

event

for

which they can be proud. Their aw'ard
is that everyone thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.
"Doc" Bishop, who never misses
a tournament was on hand bright
and early to heckle the foursome with water guns, firecrackers, noisemakers and accurate shots at the players golfballs with his trusty pistol.

Dorothy Brown of the Legal Department takes a
practice swing at the ball before teeing off.
And it paid off, as Dorothy was the winner
of the girls low gross scores. She shot a 57 to
lead the field of 97 women golfers.

Henry Goldfarb of the Western
Avenue Lab is a brave man as
he tensely relaxes while his coworkers Everett Hanson, Jake
Fischer and Art Chatelain prepare to tee off from his midsection. This is a posed shot.

A smart foursome who brought
the men of the family out to
enjoy the day and to serve as
caddies. Laura Harrington and
husband, Betty Bertin, Jean
Martin, Neva Lindsey, her husband and nephew.

Lee Hanna, Vera Sokal, Helyn
Kesselman and Kordula Polenek
were out before the sun to play
the back nine. But the early
morning hours didn't affect their
spirits as they posed for the
cameraman.

Due to the great turnout of
golfers a few foursomes were
extended to a fifthsome. Members of the Art Department
made up such a group. Left to
right, Harold Fuhrman, Wesley
Frock, Eldo Chrysler, Bill Sanders and Ray Chrysler.
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<1elU ^ale

If you had your
auy one place in the
you go? It would be
sion for most of us

choice of a trip to
world, where would
a pretty hard decito make, especially

if we hadn’t traveled much. If you were
told that you were going to have an opportunity of visiting nearly oil the most
interesting places in the whole wide
world you’d probably collapse from sheer
excitement. It would almost be like receiving word that you had inherited a

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands

million dollars— tax free, of course, so it’s
just as well that we don’t know what’s
going to happen to us next.
Stanley Scheuer, Production, left these
parts for Honolulu last August 15th to
pursue his work as Script Supervisor. He

of

TELEVISION
To Choose

TIME

From

PAYMENTS

24 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
•e
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

hadn’t been
East, where
Kong, Wake
Then he got

back too long from the Far
he had visited Tokyo, Hong
Island, Guam and Okinawa.
word to proceed to Sydney,

Australia,
where
portions
spectacle,
KANGAROO,
were oftoTCP’s
be shot
at
the Ealing Studios. Directly to Sydney
from Honolulu? Heck no. He sneaked
in a little New Caledonia and saw the
Canton

3'

'
m •cvHALLIGM
WEbster
6281

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

SAVE

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

• LEATHER

GIFT
sample
line

PENS

GOODS

• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment
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and Fiji Islands. Stan was becoming a seasoned traveler. When the
company finished shooting there, they
went to Port Augusta in southern Australia, where the major portion of the
picture was made.
When the picture was “wrapped up”
Stanley was so accustomed to tra\eling

Stanley Scheuer on location — somewhere.
that he was

reluctant about packing for

the journey home.
forcibly. He had

An idea struck him
a vacation coming.

Why not ask permission to route his
return ticket via Europe, paying the extra cost himself. It was granted, so he
went to Darwin in Northern Australia,
the Island of Bali, Indonesia, Singapore
(on the Malay Peninsula), Calcutta,
India, and Karachi, Pakistan. He flew
over the Red Sea and the Suez Canal
to Cairo, Egypt, where he viewed the
awesome Pyramids and the Sphinx.
His next stop was the Island of Crete
near Italy, then the Italian Riviera,
Naples, the Isle of Capri and Rome,
where he spent an entire week visiting
places of historical interest, including
the Catacombs,

the Forum,

the Colos-

seum, Villa d’Este and many art centers
and cathedrals.
In London he obtained a special pass
to the House of Commons and enjoyed
the privilege of listening to Hon. Winston
Churchill for a whole day. He saw Westminster Abbey, the Tower of London,
and the Old Vic Players (which Stan
says is composed

of some

of the best

talent in the
outsideto ofgay
TCF’s
of
course).
Thenworld,
he planed
Paree,
where he spent another week seeing
evenjthing.
The

Azores

and

Shannon

in Ireland

proved restful and scenic and it was from
there that Stanley left for home— and almost collapsed.
“Are you going to stay put?” we asked.
“Oh yes,” said the globe trotter. “But
\ou seem to be packing,” we persisted.
“I’m just going on a little trip to Texas,”
said Stan nonchalantly, and it’s readily
understood why he would consider a
mere 2000 miles “just —Florence
a little trip.”
Mack

Studio Legion Post Sponsors Dinner
At a dinner sponsored

Protect Your Car From
RUST
RATTLES

by Twentieth

Century-Fox’s American Legion Post No.
563 in the Cafe de Paris recently, Legion
officers for the coming year were installed, with executives of the studio
and District American Legion dignitaries
as guests. The installing team at this,
the 1951 annual ritual was composed of
the state prize winners at the last state
convention, Hollywood Post No. 43.
Those who attended the dinner were
fortunate to hear Brigadier General
James E. Briggs, Deputy Commanding
General of the 15th Air Force, March
Air Base, California. General Briggs has
had a colorful Army career, starting with
his commission as second lieutenant in

AD NOISES ’
RO
IAutomobile Undercoating at Vz Price
To Studio Club Members

(Example — Any Ford only $15.00)

1928 to his appointment to the rank of
Brigadier General twenty years later.
The General delivered an interesting
and informative talk dealing with the
work of the Air Forces in Korea and
some \ery interesting sidelights on
Korea itself. In addition to his ability as
a

speaker. General Briggs has a distinguished military career, having earned
the Legion of Merit, the Air Medal and
the Distinguished Flying Cross. His
participation in the evening’s events was
an enjoyable highlight of the occasion.
Producer Frank McCarthy, who was
a friend and co-worker of General Briggs
during the last war, told of some of the
high points of his career before introducing the General to the membership
and guests. Also lending to the enjoyment of the evening was producer Sam
Engel who introduced the guests at the
speakers’ table. Among those introduced
were Sam Engel, Frank McCarthy, A1
De Weese, Ted Frazer, John Home,
candidate for State Commander; Art
Webb, General Briggs, Vic Ghristensen,
Paul Anderson, 24th District Vice-Gommander; Director Sam Fuller, Jules

W f1
1

i Now's The Time To

MEREDITH'S

Automobile Cleaning & Polishing
Underbody Coating
General

James

E. Briggs

Buck, producer; Henry B. Will, State
Vice-Commander and George Wasson.
The affair was enjoyed by all who attended. Legion Post No. 563 is already
looking allforward
to next year’s e\ent to
which
are invited.

8960 WILSHIRE BLVD.
CR. 57325
Wholesale

FREE

Prices

To

Pickup

Chib

and

Members

Delivery

«

NEWLY

ELECTED

OFFICERS

Richard W. Darling .

Commander

Jas. Wotherspoon. ...1st Vice-Commander
Frank Lubin
2nd Vice-Commander
A1 De Weese
Finance Officer
William Goldman
Adjutant
Harold Gordon
Historian
Russell Allen
Chaplain
Joseph Magliocco
Sergeant-at-Arms
Alvin Snyder
Asst. Sergeant-at-Arms
Arthur Webb
Past Commander
Executive Committee
Joseph R. Keenan

and Earl E. Bright

Judge Advocate
George Hover

Id

R.I If i HI

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Wesfrern Ave.
PL. 3-1295
Among those who attended the American Legion Dinner were, from left to right: Art Webb,
Producer Sam Engel, John Home, Ted Frazer and Al De Weese. Held at the Cafe De Paris on
the lot, the affair was a successful one, with many studio executives attending.

ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
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Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Studio Club

Thelans, 6731 Hollywood Blvd.,
(Ray Thelan)
HI. 9443
Westlake Camera Stores, Inc., 635 So. OUve,
L. A. (Charles Arensten)
VA. 6111

Buyer’s Directory

Home Interior Service, 446 So La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886

DRAPERIES
DRUGS
APPLIANCES
DEEP FREEZE
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
REFRIGERATORS

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter Co.,
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON
Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
l^utch Spif paints

Herbert H. Cooper, 2100 S. Figueroa, L. A.
(Clu-ysler & Plymouth)
RI. 0111

PICO

AUTO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
BR. 2-2255

8586 W. PICO

ACCESSORIES

(TIRES, BATTERIES, SEAT COVERS)
Foogerts Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7721
Bryan Motors, 338 No. Canon Dr., Beverly
HiUs
CR. 6-3137
Joe & Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375

BICYCLES

l^raper for September
May
month

the Good

Lord watch

Let us work

and

strive for the good

others so that someday
throughout the world.
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over us during the

ahead and bestow good health and happiness on us and our families.
Peace

will of

will

reign

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS
Studio Club

CAMERA
Altman

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FIXTURES

FLORIST

Bel-Air Florist, 10932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Bob Flesch)
AR. 7-1755
Goldman’s, 9823 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-0915

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771
GARDEN FURNITURE
Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Cottage Woodcraft Shop, 101 So. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-1310
BABY FURNITURE
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

PR. 6133;
or DU. 8-2481

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GARBAGE

DISPOSALS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly HiUs
CR. 1-1135

GIFT SHOP
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd

Santa Monica

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood

AR. 3-3047

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508
Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
WE. 0963

Blvd., L. A.

(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Ideal Contractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-3691

HOSIERY
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

JEWELRY
Altman

Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica

L. A
Maltz

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508
of Calif., 369 So. Robertson

Blvd., Bev-

erly HiUs
CR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
HiUs
CR. 6-1362

LAMPS
Heyman

Furniture, 5843

W.

Pico Blvd.,

L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Tliird St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
Westwood

EQUIPMENT

Sales Co., 10829

L. A
Entz Camera
L. A

FIREPLACE

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

HARDWARE

AUTOMOBILES

^ons.±

CR. 5-1740

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly HiUs
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
STOVES
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Beverly Hills Stove Works, 467 No. Roxbury
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
WASHING MACHINES
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred SchneU)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffeemakers, Electric
Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred SchneU)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly HiUs
CR. 4-5213
Teller Appliance, 368 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly HiUs
CR. 1-1135
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
(Coffeematics, Irons, Toasters, Electric Blankets, Mix Masters, Scales. )

Schwab Drugs, 401 So. Bedford Dr., Beverly
HiUs
CR. 1-5721
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank
STanley 7-2068

Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,

L. A. (Mr. Young)

LIGHT

FIXTURES

AR. 7-2771

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington Blvd.,
Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508

MAGAZINES
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

MATTRESSES

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Young)
AR. 7-2771

MIRRORS

Westchester Glass Co., 6238 W. 87th St., L. A.
(Neal Denny)
ORegon 8-3398

PARTS

Utter Pontiac, 200 So. La Brea,
L. A

MUSICAL
Gramaphone
(Louise)

WE. 3-7474

INSTRUMENTS
Shop, 313 No. Beverly Dr.
CR. 1-9525

NURSERY
Westwood
L. A

(Quantity Discount)

Nursery, 9786 W. Pico Blvd.,
CR. 6-9969

OPTOMETRISTS

Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Dr. Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Hollywood OflBce Appliance, 1531 Cahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121

PAINT

fir WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Lawrence)
AR. 9-3086
Pico Paint Cr Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740

PIANOS

Touchberry’s
Blvd.,
Santa MonicaPiano Shop, 913 Wilshire
EX. 5-3513

PICTURES

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
(F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

PLUMBING

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angeles Rug Co., 3rd & La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Company, 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Ciilver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

Studio Club

MOTOR

Ideal Contractors, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-3691

& SUPPLIES

Dorman Robertson

VE. 8-0841

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington Blvd.,
Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SEWING

MACHINES

Shop, 313 No. Beverly Dr.
CR. 1-9525

READY-TO-WEAR
Ladies’: Call Studio Club..CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Men’s: Call Studio Club....CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Weiss’ Men’s & Boys’ Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd
AR. 3-8636

a

Organizations

nation-wide

promotion

campaign, backed by both the production and exhibition ends of the motion
picture industry, is scheduled
September

30. The autumn

to open

Golden Jubi-

lee celebration, to be called “Movietime,
U.S.A.” has received the wholehearted

scheduled

(Sterling)

SPORTING

Blvd.,
7-7508
3-8865
4-4432

GOODS

Crane Sporting Goods, 5728 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-9534
Fredericks Go., 8560 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-5161
Smiths' Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

support of the industry and will coincide
to reach theaters at that time.

For the opening of the campaign, a
state dinner in Washington is proposed,
with top industry personalities and government figures participating. Samuel
J. Briskin, veteran studio executive, has
been named Hollwood chairman for the

One of the major features of the camproject.

TELEVISION

paign will be Hollywood’s contribution
of star tours, with nearly 100 film stars

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

covering

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Carsons, 2127 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Mr. Carson)
AR. 9-8315
Pico Toy Shop, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCY

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733 Hollywood Blvd.
(C. Watts)
HO. 9-8131
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Hollywood Office Appliance , 1531 Cahuenga
Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan)
HU. 2-1121
Chriss Morrison, 8588 Pico Blvd
CR. 6-9926
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

Gramaphone
(Louise)

(COMPO),

of the Coun-

Picture

SILVERWARE

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica
L. A
AR.
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR.
Paramount Jewelers, 1424 Fourth St.,
Santa Monica
EX.

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Radio Analysis Co., 9571 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-1313
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

RECORDS

the sponsorship

cil of Motion

with the release of the outstanding films

TYPEWRITERS

Howard McCarry, 123001* W. Pico...,BR. 2-3634

Under

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Cowan Appliance, 107 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-8733

RADIOS

REAL ESTATE

MOVIEIIUE. V.S.L

WATER

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson
erly Hills
Foogerts Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
L. A
Dorman Robertson

VACUUM

CLEANERS

The

the principal cities of all exchange areas.
Motion

America

Picture

Association

of

has pledged $700,000 to finance

the program, while commitment of the
second half of the fund will be contingent
on exhibitors’ support.
In addition to the “Movietime, U.S.A.”
campaign, other important issues were
decided
COMPO

upon during the three - day
conferences. A major issue was

the adoption of a permanent liaison between exhibition and production, with
exhibitors and production

men

meeting

every 60 days. The purpose of these discussions isto keep studio executives informed on public attitudes and tastes as
well as to keep exhibitors abreast of developments in the film capital.
Also on the conference’s agenda was a
discussion of television. The consensus

Blvd., BevCR. 1-1135
Blvd.,
AR. 9-7721
VE. 8-0841

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Kirby Vacuums only: Dick Hedding..EX. 7-2905
Teller Appliance, 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-1135

REVERE WARE

VITAMINS

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Leonard)
AR. 7-6596
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508

Vitamins for Industry, 3456 W. Olympic
Blvd
RE. 8354
Johnstons Products, Call Studio Club:
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

was that motion pictures and television,
as two

separate media, would

each oc-

cupy a place in the entertainment world
along with other forms of entertainment.
At

the conclusion

of the meetings,

presidents of the exhibitor and producer
organizations expressed enthusiasm over
the results of the sessions. They pledged
unqualified support of COMPO’s aim
to bring together all segments of the
industry. They specifically endorsed
coming

“Movietime,

the

U.S.A.” program. 17

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms Arranged
Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

itn itmerican Returns . . .
On November 11, 1950 Harry “Sandy”
Sanford, Script, received orders to report
for active duty as a member of the U. S.
Reserve. On November 20 he arrived at Fort Lewis, Washington. Starting one week later, he received an 11-

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

To Studio Club Members

Army

day “refresher” course in infantry drill.
On December 15 he went to Pier 91,
Seattle, Washington. The following week
he was sent to Fort Lawton, also in
Seattle. On December 30 he shipped out
on the U.S.S. General Leroy Eltinge for
Yokohama, Japan. January 16, he arrived in Yokohama and proceeded to
Camp Drake outside Tokyo. Two days
later he left for Sasebo Port, southern
Japan. On January 21 he left there for
Pusan, Korea. The following day he left
Pusan and arrived in Angdong, South
Korea. On January 24 he was assigned
to the 23rd Regiment, 2nd Infantry DivisionIndian
(
Head Division ). On the
first of February he entered his first engagement at Twin Tunnels, Yoju, on the
Wonju Chute. It was here that Sandy
found 30 G.I.’s who, bound with wire,
had been shot through the head by the
Reds. On February 5 he arrixed at
Chipyong-ni. He and his outfit dug in,
took positions. On February 11 he
learned that a nearby infantry regiment
had been wiped out and that he and his
outfit were surrounded by 35,000 Communist troops. For the next four days
they took a beating. On February 16 the
Siege of Chipyong was broken. The 1st
Cavalry Division and British units arrived and wiped out the Reds on George
Company Hill. The next day Sandy and
the few men left in his outfit joined General Ridgway in “Operation Killer.” On
March 24 Sandy was pulled from the
front lines for regrouping. This ended
69 consecutive days in battle for him.
On April 1 he arrived at Hwachon
Reservoir in North Korea. While climbing up a hill Chinese mortar fire from
the other side of the hill got Sandy in
the leg. He crawled to the bottom of
the hill and was sent to the Division
clearing. Four days later he was sent
back to duty again. He stayed on the
line until .\pril 21. On that day he col-
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DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

10932 Le Conte A ve., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We

Deliver

-

SPRAYS

BOUQUETS

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

EASTMAN
Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS
BRULATOUR

lapsed as a result of dysentery, pleurisy,
and frozen feet. It was no longer possible for him to eat and his left lung had
caved in. He was pulled out of action
and flown to the Tenth Station Hospital
in Pusan. On April 25 he left the hospital and was flown to the 141st General
Hospital in Japan. Two weeks before his
arrival at the hospital a directive had
been received there which exempted enlisted reservists from active duty.
Sandy remained at the hospital 5S

SERVICE

days. On June 22 he went to Camp
Drake and from there proceeded to
Yokohama. He boarded the General A.
W. Brewster five days later, bound for
the States. On July 8 he arrived at Fort
Mason, San Francisco. In ten days Sandy
was released from the Army and given
transportation home. On July 25 he came
back to the studio. On August 6 his employment at 20th Century-Fox resumed.
bravely.
Harry Sanford has serxed his country

Action Editorials

is that when

anyone

gets off side in

Hollywood, it’s Hollywood that must
suffer instead of just the guy that breaks
the rules.

WHEN THEY PULL THAT
'COMMUNIST' LINE—
^
.

1

1

1

1

Tell them it’s unfair and un-American
to pin the Communist tag on an entire
industry because of a few black sheep
in Hollywood who have gotten the film
business into the headlines. There is no
communism in Hollywood’s films. Would
the Army, the Navy, the Marines and
the Air Force have x^ermitted our armed
forces to have seen communistic films?
NO! Well our industry gave them over
40 million dollars’ worth of films for wartime entertainment overseas.
Hollywood is still mobilized and active
in hosx^ital tours, bond-selling drives,
charity cainx^aigns and many other activities.

WHEN

THEY

FILM

FOLK—

Remind

BELITTLE

them of the wonderful

record of Hollywood
been

charity

and the whole

in-

dustry. Hollywood’s generosity long has
recognized. In the 1948-49 cam-

l^aign,
Hollywood’s
Permanentfrom
Charities
Committee
raised $1,030,640
15,464
donors out of a x^otential of apx^roximately 18,000 film wrokers, which was
turned over to local and national charities.

k

r

---

|E= —

-

knock
YOU!

movies,

THEY’RE

KNOCKING

Whether you’re an electrician or executive, a painter or producer, it’s time you
answered idle gossip with FACTS. It’s
your livelihood that’s being torn down.
Next time you hear someone attack your
business, fight back!

WHEN THEY ATTACK THE
QUALITY OF PICTURES—
Tell them that nobody claims all pictures are great, but we do claim that
the percentage of good American films
is higher, much higher than the average
number of successes among books and
plays.
When

people say “pictures are bad,”

ask them what pictures they ha\e seen
most recently. Remind them that the
screen caters to a vast public of all ages
and tastes, and all pictures are not intended for all of these tastes. Be acquainted with the recent outstanding
pictures of the industry so that you may
factually reply to criticism and emphasize the clinching fact that the percentage of hits in films is greater than on the
stage or among books.

WHEN THEY SMEAR
HOLLYWOOD—
Point out that when

THEY SAY THAT MOVIES
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY—

Point out that in 1950, 81 per cent of
the 351 feature x^ictures x^reviewed by
the nation’s preview grouxDS (Joint Estimates of Current Motion Pictures) were
classified as suitable for general family

They're Knocking You!
Most people don’t mean to be malicious. But they’re creatures of habit.
-■\nd a bad habit has been formed of
knocking American movies and the
people who make them. When people

WHEN
BREED

X^atronage. That’s x^lenty to select from.
In fact, the movie theater is one of the
few places where the whole family can
go and find suitable entertainment.
The film industry has set iq^ its own
.Motion Picture Production Code governing morals and good taste on the screen.
The comx^anies abide by the rules. Successful plays and novels have to be
cleaned up before they can be produced
as motion pictures!

In conclusion, YOU'VE
RIGHT TO SAY—
I’m x^roud to
X^icture industry,
my future in it.
always aimed at

GOT

A

be x^art of the motion
to work in it and make
The movie industry has
serving and x^leasing the

X^ublic. We can’t always be right, but
our average is high. Ours belongs high
among

American industries that contribute to the economy, the happiness
and the welfare of the nation.

people are in the

limelight they’re an easy target. When
a couple of film folks step out of line,
just as people do now and then in any
other community, thousands of hardworking, homeloving, descent men and
women are condemned. Hollywood is
human— neither more nor less. Just like
the people who smear it. The difference

I’m proud to have a share in this service and happy to be one of a mighty industry that has millions of loyal fans
whose applause and support are the most
conclusive vote of confidence of all. An
American pastime that means so much
hostility.
to so many people merits friendship, not
From
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partment. Taking over Mr. Ser.sen’s
duties is Ray Kellogg, veteran TCF
employee and Mr. Sersen s assistant
in the department since 1931.
Because of his extensive background
in the field of motion pictures, the
studio is retaining Mr. Sersen in an
advisory capacity. He will be available
to assist all departments and will have
offices next door to the Photographic
Effects Department.
Mr. Sersens motion picture career
has been a colorful one, dating back
to 1918 when he .started with Fox
Studios. As Head of the Photographic
I'.ffects Department, Mr. Sersen won
two Academy Awards; in 1939 arul
1943. He teas a key figure in the development of special photographic
eiiuipment and methods.
As assistant to Mr. Sersen, Ray
Kellogg carried out many special assignments. Among these were two big

•

Bonome, Monte; Brown, Frank;
Buck, Dan; Cannon, Jo; Comer, Bob; Conlon, Hugh; Corso,
Marjorie; Davies, Red; Decuir,
Ed; Deweese, Al; Dunlap, Pauline; Gilroy, Frank; Goldie,
Charles; Goldfarb, Henry; Jolley, Robert; Mack, Florence;
McLaughlin, Nettie; Murphy,
Bill; Olivera, Sonny; Overacker,
Jo; Sandeen, Clinton; Smith,
Dick; Trucano, Jim; Vaughn,
Dave; Winter, Bill.

In a move that surprised 20th Century-Fox employees, Fred Sersen
asked to be relieved of his post as

effects sea sequences which he directed; one in WHEN WILLIE COMES
MARCHING
IN
THE NAVY HOME
NOW. and

Action's Cover

Picture this: You've had a
tough day at the studio and
you're relaxing comfortably at
home. The doorbell rings. You
go to the door and are greeted
by several pint-sized witches,
elves, etc. Candy or chaos is
their motto. You break out your
tootsie rolls and deliver them to
outstretched hands. You close
the door and the siege is over!

of
en are
Hallowe
Jr. and
the 'spirit'
into Lonnie,
Getting
Diane Raider, left and center,
whose daddy is head of Multilith. The gypsy on the right is
Andrea MePhie, daughter of
Freddie MePhie, Studio Club.
Alex Babcock, Publicity, is
'you' and Jack Pashkovsky is
the guy who happened to be
there with the camera.

YOU’RE

Being Head of the Photographic
Effects and Scenic Art Department is
a tremendous task, for it is that deall ‘trick’
partmentemployed
which supervises
photography
in production.
And the schedide for the coming year
calls for a great deal of special effects
work. But Ray is well qualified for the
new position, having chalked up 23
years of service at the studio.
About Ray’s private life: He is
married and has an adopted son, Patrick, who is three years old. His hobbies include the Naval Reserve in
which he is a three-striper on the
staff, and yachting. Both hobbrigade
bies have helped him a great deal in
his work.
Everyone wishes Ray loads of luck
and success in his new post. The
same
goes for Mr. 8ersen, too, in his
new capacity.

3

Clearing up a production problem on the set are, left to right. Bill Ward, Sound Mixer; Tom Moulton, Head of Sound Department; Carl Faulkner, Assistant Head of the department, and Director
Henry King. The Sound Mixer, like the cameraman, works very closely with the director in order
to achieve desired sound qualities.

Billy Wells, Operating and Supervising Engineer,
has the tremendous task of approving all production prints for the entire studio. It is his
job to check sound tracks for any extraneous or
unwanted sounds, indicating which sound tracks
should be re-recorded.

Cchc tc the
\ stealthy footstep! .\ creaking board!
A scream! SOUND! .\n integral part of
the essence of drama.
Even

before the symbolic

Galloway

Photos by Alex Bobcoc^

have come to accept sound
tion pictures as casually as we

in moaccept

frequency,
in Henry
David King,
Wayne’s
chief pocket.
the handkerDirector,
was

highly pleased with the result.

Pictures shot on sound

trademark

of Twentieth Century-Fox’s searchlights
piercing the sky make the screen come
to life, we are aware of the part sound
plays in our pictures, with the stirring
fanfare of onr musical trademark.
We

By Clemmie

other scientific marvels, but the advent
of

sound

into motion pictures skyrocketed our industry into one of the
largest in the world.
From

4,000 to as high as 11,000 feet

of sound track go into a day of shooting of talking pictures. A crew of from
90 to 100 sound men— Engineers, Mixers,
Boom Men, Cable Men and Recorders

stages usually

require no dubbing except for musical
numbers, but action motion pictures shot
on location, such as RED SKIES OF
MONTANA
and THE FROGMEN
are
often sixty per cent dubbed on the rerecording stage. Roger Heman is the rerecording supervisor.

constitute TCP’s Sound Department,
which is headed by Thomas T. Moulton.
When a production date is set by Mr.
Zanuck on a picture, a Sound Mixer and
crew, which consists of a Boom Man,
Cable Man and Recorder, are assigned
to the shooting company.
Mr.

Moulton

and

his assistant, Carl

Faulkner go over the script for any unusual sound problem that will involve
difficulties, and have worked out some
ingenious solutions. For instance, in the
production WAIT
TIL THE
SUN
SHINES, NELLIE, shot on location in
Kansas, the conversation between the
two young principals, who were riding
along a Kansas country road in a horsedrawn cart, had to be clearly audible.
The
Bud Bailey, Sound Recorder, watches to see that
the mobile sound truck equipment is functioning
properly. Recording for sound stages is done in
a sound truck stationed outside the stage. The
Sound Recorder, Sound Mixer, Boom Operator
and Cable

4

Man

comprise

a company's

sound

crew.

noise of the portable lighting generator and the truck towing it, moving
in front of the couple in the cart, made
too much extraneous noise for the regular
microphone boom to pick up the dialogue, so the Sound Department used a
radio-link microphone transmitter of high

Experimental Technician George Stewart makes
an adjustment on one of the many pieces of
special equipment used in the experimental
room of the Sound Department. It is here that
the department, by tests and trials, keeps its
sound equipment as up-to-date as possible.

Checking a sound recorder is W. F. Kirkpatrick,
Sound Technician. The sound recorder is the
instrument which receives the sound waves
issued by human voices, noises, music, etc., and
records them on magnetic film. For final release,
all sound

tracks

are re-recorded

on

Seen

here

are the re-recording

machines

used

in obtaining

a final sound

track

containing

all the

desired dialogue, sound effects and music tracks. Seen between the rows of re-recorders is Bob
Finch, who is in charge of the machine room an J sound track assignment to machines. These
machines are monitored in the re-recording projection room by Re-recording Mixers, seen below.

safety film.

TWENTIETH EEIVTURY-FDX S SDUUD DEPARTMEIVT IS AIV IMPDRTAIVT
PART HE PRDDUETIOX. A GDDR PIETURE NEERS GDDR REEDRGIIVG.
The sound crew of every shooting
company keeps a log which records its
progress and sound problems.
.All sound

track and film is run in a

special projection room in the Sound Department, whose acoustics are perfection.
Billy Wells, Sound Operative Engineer,
runs all film and sound track in this special projection room. He sits at a circular
desk that looks more like an organ or an
instrument panel on a bomber, than a
desk. Here his acute and trained ear
can

detect

the

slightest imperfection,

whether in recording of the actor’s voice,
or the equipment itself.
To keep such highly sensitized equipment maintained at peak quality is the
job of Jimmy Corcoran, Sound Engineer.
In TCP’s Sound Department there is an
experimental laboratory where new
methods and types of sound equipment
are constantly worked on.
.About two years ago. Twentieth Century-Fox, along with other major studios
switched to the use of magnetic film. It
is far superior to sound track film not

temptation

not to pick up along with the

sound, the bales of “long green.”
TGF has won four Academy Awards
for the qualitv of sound; in WILSON,
THE
ITT, ABOUT
TWELVEEVE.
O’CLOCK
HIGH SNAKE
and ALL
The Sound Department is another of
the many production departments which
takes great pride in its achievements and
vital participation in the great organization of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation.

only in quality but in economy. Magnetic film is a rust colored, non-inflammable film which can be used over and

I

over again for recording sound.

It is a

process perfected by the Germans during World War II, and was adopted
by the industry when the patent was
made available to the United States.

I

Since so many thousands of feet are used
daily in sound recording, the fact that
magnetic film can be used and reused
has resulted in greater economy for the
operation of the Sound Department and
the studio.
I

The life of a Sound Mixer is always
interesting, often amusing. When pictures are shot on location, the sound men
come in close contact with the drama of

.lim Trucano, Sound Engineer; Harry
Sound Operative Superintendent; and

Proodian,
Jim Cor-

coran, Engineer, do some trouble-shooting. A
faulty piece of equipment is quickly discovered
by means of the testing equipment at the department's disposal.

real-life. Don Flick, Sound Mixer on
FIVE FINGERS, has been too close for
comfort on some locations, such as when
shooting PANIG IN THE STREETS in
the slums of New Orleans, and on Skid
Row for STREET WITH NO NA.ME.
Sometimes though, such as when shooting THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
in the actual vault of a bank, it was a

As the various sound tracks go through the rerecording machines, Sound Mixers, watching the
picture
to

the

in the projection room, increase or decrease the sound level of their individual tracks
desired degree. Many rehearsals are

required before the actual re-recording can take
place. Left to right are Mixers Oscar Lagerstrom,
Winnie Leverett and Harry Leonard.
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October

Production

Schedule

Revealed

October will find fi\ e pictures in production on the stages,
including two in Technicolor. Scheduled to begin production
on the 8th is THE I DON’T CARE GIRL, the story of Eva
Tanguay. George Jessel produces the Technicolor musical,
while Lloyd Bacon is in the director’s spot.
DIPLOMATIC
COURIER, the Ty Power starrer, begins
shooting on the 10th. Produced by Casey Robinson, the story
re\ oK es around a courier who becomes entangled in an espionage plot in Europe. Henry Hathaway has been assigned to
direct.
THE
GIRL NEXT
DOOR, in Technicolor, formerly
FATHER DOES A STRIP, is scheduled to hit the stages on
the 15th. The picture is unique in that the story calls for a
good deal of animation work. Richard Sale will direct the
Robert Bassler production which deals with the Ihes and
romance of a cartoonist and a Broadway star.
Slated for an October 22nd starting date is THE OUTCASTS
OF POKER FLAT, the famous short story by Bret Harte.
The story deals with four people of questionable character
who are banished from the town of Poker Flats when a declaration of law and order is made. The four become floodbound
halfway through their journey to the next town. Their experiences while caught in the storm are packed with excitement.
The moving climax will make the picture a must on your
movie list. A great deal of location and second unit work
marks the procluction schedule for ‘OUTCASTS,’ which will
be produced by Julian Blaustein and directed by Joe Newman.
St. Hilaire

How

would

you

like to go out

to your

garage

one

morning

and

find

THIS perched on your fender? You'd like it! She's Debra Paget, lovely
starlet who's appearing in BELLES ON THEIR TOES, the sequel to
CHEAPER
BY THE DOZEN.

Also booked

to start the 22nd

is LES

MISERABLES.

It is

the story of Jean Valjean, the Frenchman who was put in
prison for stealing two sib er candlesticks. Fred Kohlmar will
produce the picture. The director has not been named as yet.
In addition to production on the stages, one picture will be
shooting on location. WAY OF A GAUCIIO, the Technicolor
pic being produced by Philip Dunne, will start shooting on
the 8th in Argentina. Jacques Tourneur will direct.
Africa is the .setting for some second unit work by Bob Snody.
After winding up backgrounds for
SNOWS
OF KILIMANJARO, he will

Start work on WHITE

WITCH

TOR which will begin production

the first of the year.

MAKE

or REPAIR

A TOY
for an

ORPHAN
Watch
Si. Hilaire

In another scene from BELLES ON THEIR TOES, Hoagy Carmichael, Debra Paget, Jeanne Craine
(left center) and the rest of the Gilbreth children make ready to enjoy a family dinner. The
picture finished shooting the first of the month. Henry Levin directed.
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BOY

for Details on

Bulletin Boards

DOCafter

THE
FIVE
HUNDRED

*

Recent $100 suggestion winner was Anthony Paglia, left. Mechanical Effects, who designed and
built this remote control firing board. The board can be concealed behind a set and fired by
remote control, thus eliminating the necessity of long wires in firing explosion charges.
Admiring the board with Tony is Lou Witte, Head of the Mechanical Effects Department.

Are you one of the five hundred? Are
you among the more than 350 employees
who have turned in over 500 suggestions
for evaluation by the suggestion com-

cash prize. The amount of the award
is determined by the amount of sa\ ing
that your suggestion will do. There is
no limit to the cash award that you

mittee? Ifyou’re not, then you are missing out on an opportunity to win unlimited cash awards. When you turn in
an idea for preventing waste, improving safety conditions, or saving time or
money, the suggestion committee reads
it carefully. If your suggestion proves
worthy of adoption, you are given a

may win.
Think about your job. Haven’t you
said this to yourself at some time or

A

loading door buffer made out of condemned fire hoses won Louis Samelson, Transportation, a $25 award. The fire hoses serve

Looking over plans for the new office area in the
Old Administration Building are Jack Ferguson,
Structural Engineer, and Ruth Goddard, Story

John A. Buol, Transportation, suggested that a
guard rail be erected at the north end of the
coffee shop. His $10 winning idea is a safety

protection to stage platforms. They prevent them from splintering as loading trucks
against the deck.

Analyst. Miss Goddard's suggestion that the
rotunda in the Old Ad Building be converted to
much-needed office space, won her a $10 award.

measure; the rail prevents people who are leaving the coffee shop from stepping directly onto
the street without looking out for traffic first.

stage

as a
back

another:

“If we

did this my

way,

we

could get it done a lot faster.” (Or safer.
Or better. ) By putting that thought on
a suggestion blank and sending it to the
suggestion committee, you are putting

yourself in line for an award.
Last month’s winners, besides those
shown here, include Lawrence Rice, Accounting, who thought of a method of
saving time on studio telegrams; and
Sol Halprin, who suggested that caution
signs be placed abo\e the doors in the
Cutting Building.
Remember that little ideas often pay
big di\’idends. So turn in that suggestion
today.
that ‘500’ to ‘1,000’ and
be in on Change
the pay-off!
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STUDIO

CLUB
Art Exhibit to Open
Soon to be on display in the sun porch
of the Cafe de Paris are the entries in

This striking painting by Raymond Nibert of the Paint Department is one of the many wonderful entries to be displayed in the sun porch of the Cafe de Paris within the next two weeks.
The event is the Studio Club Art Exhibit. If successful, it may become an annual event.

Doll Dressing Contest to Begin
by Kathleen

the Studio Club Art Exhibit, a new feature in Studio Club acti\ities. Arrangements are being made to display additional entries in the sun porch, as space
is still a\ailable. Anyone who has an
original art piece such as a ceramic
figure, knitting, or crocheting, leather
work, wood car\ ing, model, etc., is cordially invited to enter his piece of work in
the exhibit. All kinds of paintings are
welcome; oil paintings, water colors or
charcoal drawings and sketches.
A limit of three entries per person has
been set. All entries will be grouped according to the qualifications of the entrant. There will be sections for professionals, amateurs and children. Prizes
and ribbons will be awarded to the entries judged best in each group.
If participation in the Art Exhibit warrants it,the event may become an annual
one. Bring your paintings or other creative work to the Studio Club. Your
talent will make the Art Exhibit a successful event and may win you an award.

Ridgeway

MEMBERSHIPS
If you were a little girl in an orphanage and had nobody to love you — just
you, “specially” — and you saw Santa
Claus and he asked you what you wanted
for Christmas — what coidd you ask for,
next
right
— to
to. A
too.

to a mother and daddy? That’s
— you’d want a doll — all your own
love, and whisper all your dreams
doll who seems to need a mommy,

That’s where we
We want to make
girls happy as
Christmas. Your

come into the picture.
as many little orphan
possible this coming
Studio Club has the

dolls, dozens of them — and all we have
to do is dress them, like we did last

year, as you can see by the picture of
the 1950 exhibit in the Cafe de Paris.
Only this year, we have so many more
we must start earlier and work harder —
to make more whispered wishes come
true.
I know

you

girls on the lot will all

want to join the “Dress A Doll” group
again this year. And here’s a special
call to you ladies whose husbands work
for 20th. Get them to bring you home
one of these little dolls, or two, or three.
Have fun dressing them.
We

ll have them in the Script Department, Ext. 494 or 495. CALL US NOVW

STILL OPEN

It still isn’t too late to sign up for
Studio Club membership for the remaining half-year. Membership entitles you
to an ACTION Magazine subscription
in addition to many other activities offered. Studio Club events coming up
include educational classes, the Harvest
Festival, Christmas party and many
other interesting activities.
If you are interested in joining the
Studio Club and your steward does not
have an application card for you to fill
out, contact the Studio Club, Ext. 745,
and a card will be sent you.
Membership fee for the half-year is
$1.50. Your half-year membership will
last until February 29, 1952. Sign up now
and join the crowd
Chd:)’s acti\'ities.

in all of the Studio

WATCHES ON SALE AT
STUDIO CLUB
Those interested in purchasing watches
should come to the Studio Club before

Pictured here are some of last year's entries in the Doll Dressing Contest. Prizes will be given
for dolls typifying various countries as well as the most unusual and most beautiful dolls. The
dressed dolls will be donated to orphans this coming Christmas. Dozens of dolls will be available to anyone interested in entering the contest.
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buying. Name brand watches are on
sale in attractive styles for men and
women at tremendous sa\ ings. All prices
quoted include all taxes, k display of
these watches will be coming to your
department

soon.

Watch

for it.

ACT!

VITI

ES

BOWLING

The 20th Century-Fox Studio Club
Bowling League started the ball rolling
September 13 at the La Cienega Lanes
with league competition getting under
w'ay for the new bowling season. More
than fifty 10-pin enthusiasts turned out
for the initial play. High scorer for the
evening in men’s play was Ed De Cuir
who rolled 244, 203 and 193 for high
series of 640 plus a 24-pin handicap. High
scorer for the girls was Hazel Shirk who
bowled 193, 191 and 170 plus a 108-pin
handicap for a series total of 662.
Second bowling meeting was September 20. Sixteen teams bowled, with Dan
Dailey’s Hoofers winding up wdth high
team series for the second time. Top
bowlers for the evening were Red Da\ ies
for the men and Jean Hansen for the
women. Red rolled 199, 191 and 153
for a high score of 660 with a 117-pin
handicap. Jean rolled 195, 162 and 151
for a high score of 508. Her 87-pin
handicap gave her a 595 total.
So the bowling season has moved into
high gear. League play is every Thursday night at the La Cienega Lanes at
La Cienega and Santa Monica. Come
out and root for your favorite next Thursday and have a lot of fun!

Little Theatre
for ARSENIC

AND

OLD

LACE, originally scheduled to begin last
month, had to be postponed until the
middle of October, according to Lonnie
Raidor who is directing the show. \^acations were blamed for the delay in getting the rehearsals under way.
The cast has been tentatively set to include Ed Partyka, Jim Fetherolf, Evelyn
Stiles, Edith Hooker, Jim Stevens, Gene
Sanders, John Genoux and Walter J.
Democh. Assisting Lonnie in direction
will be Evelyn Yardeen. Rudy Reaves
will be stage manager.
Anyone who signed up for participation in ARSENIC AND OLD LACE w’ill
be contacted when definite rehearsal
dates are set. Those interested in work-

•

Watch

FALL EDUCATIONAL CLASSES SLATED
ing with the Little Theater group can
contact Lonnie Raidor, Ext. 497, for information.

Rehearsals Postponed
Rehearsals

Winners of the Bowling League's first night of competition were Dan Dailey's Hoofers.
The Hoofers are Barbara Victor, Douglas Hall, Pierre Ludlam and Harry Shanahan. They
were in terrific shape for the opener and wound up with high team series.

ACTIOIV

The Studio Club announces that two
educational classes will begin this month.

TELEVISION

CLASS

The Television class, under the supervision of Ellis King, UCLA instructor,
will commence on Monday evening, October 8. The sessions will co\ er an eightweek period, with meetings lasting for
two hours each Monday evening. General outline of the course will consist of
review of the work previously done by
the TV class, plus regular instruction for
new class members. Instruction is given
in the maintenance, repair and upkeep
of television sets and circuits. Teaching
aids will include actual sets, a panel
board and T\" circuit diagrams.
The tuition is $7 per person for the

for IVews

Aboat

eight-week course. .\11 class meetings
will be held on the lot.
Those interested in joining the T\’
class or those wishing additional information should contact the Studio Club,
Ext. 745, immediately.

SHORTHAND
Plans have

CLASS
been

outlined

for a

Fall

Shorthand class to begin around the middle of the month. Meetings will be held
one night a week for a 2-hour period
and will last through the balance of the
regular Fall school semester. The class
has been made available to studio emBoard

ployees through the cooperation
of Education.

of the

Tuition fee is 50c for each person attending class. Call the Studio Club for
the exact dates of classes and any other
information you request.

the Harvest

Festival

•
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Around

TOBY'S
Recently

Lot In Pic

The

TRAVELS

returned from a European trip is Toby Brown, Employment Office. Toby left the States on June 12 for a two

months' visit of England, France, Germany, Scotland and
Spain. One of the highlights of Toby's trip was a stop at
the Colosseum at Rome. The amphitheater, built by Vespasian and Titus about 80 A.O. is seen above, with Toby,
left, and his traveling companions posing proudly before it.
Other stops on Toby's tour of Europe included St. Peter's in
Vatican City, Westminster Abbey in London, Munich, and
Barcelona, Spain. Among the fascinating and interesting
things that Toby saw were the bullfights in Spain and the
half-standing

buildings

in Barcelona — scars

of the

Spanish

revolution still vivid in many a Spaniard's mind. Toby returned to the U. S. on September 8. His trip was indeed
enviable one.

an

Portia

Sandberg

UALS
'S NUPT
PORTIA
Hamilton)
of Script, cuts the

(formerly

Babcoc((cake

wedding

with her groom, Lester "Sandy" Sandberg at their wedding last August 31.
The ceremony was held at the home of Portia's mother, with relatives and
close friends attending. Sandy is a Sergeant 1st Class stationed at Camp
Roberts. He has been in the army 9 years and plans to make it his
career. ACTION
extends best wishes to Portia and Sandy for a very
happy

life together.

Recent
these

visitors on

the

representatives

lot were

of sugges-

tion system committees from industries all over Los Angeles.
meetings are held by

Monthly
these

representatives to determine what improvements can be

made

in suggestion systems. Pictured here are representatives

from

the following organizations: The Prudential Co., Holly

Mfg.

Co., American

Potash

and

Chemical Co., General Petroleum, U. S. Navy, Northrop Aircraft, North American Aircraft, Ventury County
Chamber of Commerce, Gladding McBean, Merchants and Manufacturers Association, Farmers
Insurance, Victorlite Industries, Southern California Gas Co., Air Research Mfg. Co., General
Motors Corp., Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Western Air Lines, McCulloch Motors and 20th
Century-Fox.

STUDIO'S
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GUESTS

res

And

Words
The

last few

weeks

have

seen

many

familiar TCF’ers leave the lot. Don Gefb
and Ed Gaber of the Script Department
decided to return to school, while Dennis
Stecher, also of Script, has moved to Minnesota with his family. . . . Betty Hopps,
Studio Club, is no longer around, either.
She left because too many of her coworkers were making too many remarks
about her tummy. . . . Making up this
loss of personnel, however,
Matz, new

is Michael

addition to the Script Depart-

ment’s Translating Division. In addition
to English, Mike speaks four foreign langauges, Iranian, Armenian, Assyrian and
Iranian-Turkish. Not bad, huh? . . . Hope
this issue finds Flo Ridgeway much improved from injuries recei\ed in a nasty
fall recently. Get well soon, Flo. . . .
Congratulations are in order for Don
T orpin. Production, whose wife recently
presented
with a baby
named
herhim
Gretchen
Ann. girl.
. . . They’ve
Clinton
Sandeen,

Head

of Men’s

Wardrobe

has

become a sports figure. He’s lent himself
to Fury’s Four for the rest of the bowling
season. . . . Brothers Don and Harris- Lee
of the Mill announce that they are get-

GRIDIRON'S
Don

Miller,

halfback

on

one

of the

greatest

IMMORTAL
backfield

combinations

in football

history, the Four fforsemen of Notre Dame, paid a visit to 20th Century-Fox studios
recently where he was entertained by Barbara Bates and Edward Arnold on the set
of their new comedy, BELLES ON THEIR TOES. Miller, in Los Angeles on business,
is now a U. S. Attorney stationed at Cleveland, Ohio. Arnold, former president of
the Trojan Club of U.S.C., and Miller reminisced about games between their two
schools.

ting married at the end of the month
(to girls, of course). Barney McVay is
next in the matrimony line. . . . There’s
a new staff in the Insert Department—
Marjorieretary
Daniels
is Jim
Engel’s
new secwhile Gene
Banks,
formerly
of
Script, takes over as Jim’s assistant. Congratulations toboth! . . . They’re calling
Sol Halprin, Head of Camera, Grampa
now. His daughter had a boy, Jerry
Wayne

Pearson on September

17. . . . By

the way, 6 camera crews are on location—
they’re in Trieste, Africa, Argentina,
Washington and New York. The pay-off
is that there’s a crew looking for a location in EUREKA, California. If they can
is where
possibly find one, EUREKA
they will find it! . . . Also Camera-wise,
Fred Schroeder, who’s been going deer
hunting on his \ acations for the past 25
years has switched to elks this year. He’s
going to Idaho soon to try his luck. . . .
Congratulations to Ed Hardin, Tabulating, who became an American citizen
September
28.hasHe’s
Canada.
. . .
Eileen
Billick
leftfrom
the lot
to become

SKIING'S CHAMPS
Last September 24, Twentieth Century-Fox played host to the American Winter Olympic Ski
Jumping Team. Seated, left to right, are: Art Devlin, holder of the American Jumping Record
of 307 feet; Otto Lang, producer; Debra Paget; John Bednarz; Wilbur Rassmussen;, Paul Joseph
Perrault. Devlin is from Lake Placid; Bednarz, Rassmussen and Perrault from Michigan. Standing, left to right, are: Clarence Hill, Michigan; Keith Wegeman, Denver, Colorado; David Freeman, Michigan; Chester Zerverski, Auburn, California, the Far West Ski Association Jumping
Champion; Frank Ferguson, Legal Department.

a homemaker after 5 years service.
Irma Hartman, Music Department
be leaving the studio the middle of
month to accept an overseas position

. . .
will
the
for

the government. . . Shirley Hanse, daughter of Tony Hanse, Set Recording, is
home now and improved after a serious
operation. Happy to hear you’re better,
Shirley. That’s it for now.
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— A —
ADAMS, George
AHRENS, Dennis R.
ALBERT, Clifford H.
ALLEN, Lloyd
AMSBERRY, Stanley A.
ANDERSON, David W.
ANDERSON, E. Lucile
ANDERSON, John H.
ARCHER, Vernon
ARMETTA, Louis
ATKINSON, Wm. B.
ATWOOD, Leon
—

B —

BAKER, William C.
BALL, Mary A.
BARMAN, Fred A.
BAYHI, Chester
BECK, Clifford
BERKOWITZ, Mildred
BERTRAND, Robert R.
BEST, Roger J.
BILLICK, Ridley
BILLINGS, Verna
BIRNBAUM, Leon
BISHOP, Clara
BISHOP, Sam
BJERK, R. B.
BLOOM, Enos W.
BLUMENTHAL, Herman
BOEMLER, Willard
BOSS, Dorris
BOYD, Dave
BRACKEN, Thomas B.
BRACKETT, Charles
BREEN, Daniel
BRETHERTON, David
BRIGGS, Lawrence A.
BRIGHT, Earl
BRODERICK, Evelyn
BRUNSON, Bert A.
BUNTON, Homer R.
BURKE, Edna
— C —
CAGLE John H.
CAIRNS. George L.
CAMOMILE, Dale J.
CAMPBELL, John
CARDOZA, Joe W.
CASE, RUSSELL F.
CENNAME, James
CHAPLIN, Robert H.
CHAPLIN, William C.
CHARNOCK, Edward B.
CHENEY, Roy E.
COLEMAN, Leroy
CONCIALDI, Cliff
CONLON, Edward H.
CONNER, Trent C.
CORCORAN, J. P.
CORSINI, Robert
CORSO, Leonard
CROMPTON, Owen
— D —
DECKER, Gerald G.
DELLSITE, George E.
DENICHOLAS, George
DE WEESE, Alvah W.
DIAMOND, I. A. L.
DORTORT, David

DOWNARD, Ray H.
DOWNEY, Carl M.
DREW, James
DUARTE, Robert L.
DUMAN, Alexander
DUNBAR, Marian
DYER, Orson L
— E —
Elmer

ECKHARDT,
EHRIN, John
EHRING, Theodore C.
EIDE, Joseph R.
ELLIOTT, R. E.
ENDLER, Gerald J.
ENGEL, Samuel G.
ERIKSSON, George L.
EWING, Loren
— F —
FALKEN, Stanley M.
FARRELL, William J.
FERGUSON, Frank H.
FERGUSON, L. A.
FETHEROLF, James
FIELDCAMP, Raymond A.
FISCHER, Gussie D.
FISHER, Al
FISHER, Joseph C.
FISHER. Sam
FLEISCHMAN, Robert J.
FLEMING, Robert M.
FORAN, James R.
FORE, JETT, JR.
FRITCHER, Joseph N.
—

G —

GALLAGHER, William A.
GALLANT, William
GANDY, Lawrence E.
GENEUX, John A.
GERHARD, Carl R.
GERMANO, lolanda
GIBSON, Richard H.
GIBSON, Thomas C.
GODDARD, Ruth
GOLDIE, Charles
GOMEZ, Frank, Jr.
GONZALES, Salvador G.
GORDON, Harold J.
GORDON, James P.
RANT, Charles F.
GRAVES, Edgar A.
GREENBERG, Henry
GREGERSON, Robert H.
—

H —

HALL, Norris E.
HALPERIN, Aaron
HAMILTON, Richard
HANSE, H. A.
HARDIN, Edward H.
HARTLEY, Richard L.
HARVEY, Capt. Raymond
HEARD, Elizie Lee
HELLEN, W. P.
HENSON, Robert W.
HERNANDEZ, Helen
HILLMAN, Arthur C,
HIXON, Chas, H,
HOLM, Betty A,
HOLMAN, Calvin C,
HOLMES, Philip K.
HOROWITZ, Harry
HOUSER, Art
HOWARD, Charles S.
HUNSACKER, Dick M,

— J—
JACKSON, Harvey R,
JOHNSON, Charles L,
JOLLEY, Robert W.
JOLLEY, Ronald E,
JONES, Raymond P,
JUGE, Joseph H.
— K —
KAHLE, Robert W,
KAHLO, Wm. C,
KAMBERG, Samuel
KELLY, James F.
KLEIN, Harold M.
KINGDON, Patrick
KNIGHT, W. A.
KOHL, C. Richard
KRUTAK, Joseph C.
—

—

L —

—

H.

— M —
MacDONALD, Gerald
MacKECHNIE, Helen Judd
MADDEN, Charles
MAHAN, Coleen
MALTBY, Barbara
MANKER, L. Oren
MARSHALL, Harry
MATTHEWS, George A.
MATTHEWS, J. K.
MAUPIN, Clif
MAYLE, Cecilia
MEACHAM, William L,
MELLEN, Harry
METZLER, Roy
MILLER, E. M.
MILLS, G. K., Jr.
MINTZ, Robert
MITCHELL, James E.
MOONEY, Edward R.
MORGAN, Martin
MOULTON, Harry
MUNSEY, Lillian K.
MUNSIE, Aaron L.
MYALL, Charles
McCAFFERTY, John
McCALL. Helen P.
McCASKEY, Theodore
McCLINTOCK, C. E.
McCUNE, Wilford
McIntosh, Larry P.
McLEAN,
Harold
McLEAN, L.
McMillan,

P —

PACIFICI, Louis
POLINKAS, William A.
PALMER, Barton
PARKER, Laurence
PEAVLER, Cyrus F.
PEREZ, Angel P.
PERKINS, Beverly J.
PETERS, Darrell B.
PHELPS, Billie J.
PHILLIPS, Lloyd P.
POHL, Walter
POSTAL, Belle
POWER, Tyrone
PRUETT, Al
Edward A.
PULLEN,

LADD, Elmer
LARI OS, Thomas A.
LARMORE, James
LEBLANC, Lee
LEDEBOER, Henri
LEE, Harry S.
LEFEBRE, Frank F.
LISTER, Lurline
LITTRELL, Sidney
LOCKE, Howard
LOCKE, John N.
LOFVEN, William
LOVE, Leon
LURVEY, Lynwood
LYON, Marie
LYTLE, Earl J.

— O —
OLSON, Clarence Henry
B.
OINACHINSKI,
J.
ORTEGA, V. J.
OVERCASH, Henry E.
OVERCASH, Paul T.
OVERMAN, Calvin C,
OVERTON, Dewey K.

Ken E.

— N —
NEAL, Wallace K.
NELSON, Lillian
NOBLES, Donald L.
NOON, Roy Evans
NORRIS, Albert H.
NORTON, Victor G.
NOVINS, Dora

R —

RAINWATER, Orman
RAPOLLO, Salvatore
REAVES, Malcolm R.
REBOL, Ernest L.
REESE, Ralph H.
REISCH, Walter
RENNISON, 0. F.
REYNOLDS, W. B.
RICE, Laurence I.
RICHTER, Estelle
RICHTER, F. 0.
RICHTER, Fritz
RIGGIO, Carl

SOHN, William R.
SOULES, Bessie
SPENCER, Dorothy
SPICER, Earle V.
ST. CLAIR, Thos.
M.
STEPHENSON,
George
STEVENSON,
STROUT,
John Thomas
STYLER,

TAIT, Donald
TAYLOR, Clyde L.
TAYLOR, Harold R.
TAYLOR, V. A.
TETER,
Keith E.L. M.
THIRLWELL,
THOEN, Myron
THOMPSON, L, E., Jr.
THOMPSON, Robert
THORNBURG,
Mary G.
TIERNEY, Michael J.
TORO, Louis
TORPIN, Jack B.
TORPIN, Stuart H.
TOWNER, Dorothea E.
TOWNER, Richard M.
TURNHAM, Paul E.
TUTTLE, W. N.
VON

— V —
STROHEIM, Eric

— W —
WAGNER, Charles
WAHL, Norman
WALKER, Isabel
WALLACE, Alice
WARDEAN, Harold
WARNER, Harry B., Jr.

ROFF, Joseph D.
ROGERS, Billy H.

WASHO, Robert J.
WASSON, George, Jr.
WEISBERG, Jules J.
WEISS, Meyer

ROLOFF, Albert Edw.
ROUGEOT, John F.
RUBIN, Stanley

WEST,
WilliamLucille
H.
WESTOVER,
WESTPHAL, Ernest

ROCHE,
ROESLER, Cornelius
Max

RUGG, James W.
RUMAN, James E.
— S —
SALAMUNOVICH, M.
SANFILIPPO, J. J.
SAROFF, Morris
SCHAEFER,
Hal L.
SCHAEFER, John A.
SCHAFER, Walter
SCHALLER, Howard M.
SCHANZER, Orven
SCHON, F. W.
SCHOPF, Marilyn
SEDAM, Paul Z.
SHANLEY, John
SHAPIRO, Maurice
SHAW,
James E.
SHEA, Stanley

T.

Burt M.
— T —

WEYL, Edward M.
WIERMAN, Samuel A.
WILDE, Cornel
WILLIAMS, Herbert
WILLIAMS, Wayne
WINTER, William J., Jr.
WISE,
Charles
WOLCOTT,
Lynn
WOOD, Clarence
WOODLAND,
Ralph
WOOD, F. Galvin
WOODS, Loren R.
WRIGHT, Alton A.
WRIGHTSTONE, G. R.
WURTZEL, D. H.
WURTZEL, Paul
WURTZEL, Saul I.
WYNTERSMITH, A.
—

SIEGEL, Al
SIES, Robert Dale
SEIFTS, Laurence
SILSBY, Cliff
SIODMAK, Curt

YAGAN, Julius
Yuricich, M. J.

SMITH, Constance
SMITH, Ernest W.
SMITH, Morris
SMITH, Norman K., Sr.
SMOTHERS, Wayne E.
SNYDER, Alvin

ZIMMERMAN,
ZIMMERMAN,

—

Y —

Z —
Charles L.
C. H.

YOU’RE

A LIFESAVER!

If that wounded GI being given plasma on the
battlefield could be here; if that little girl in a
local hospital were well enough to come and meet
you, each in his own way would thank you for
what you did last September 19. He would thank
you for giving part of your life to save his. For it
was through your contribution of blood, and the
contributions of hundreds of thousands like you,
that these Americans can be given hope for life.
It is your interest in the American Red Cross
Blood Donor Service that enables soldiers

thanks in itself. Knowing that 292 pints of blood
have been given to family members of our own
employees in the last two years makes us realize
that we have helped our own fellow workers

wounded in battle, sick and injured friends and
members of your family to be given the blood
vitally needed to save their lives. What you have
done may mean the difference between life and
death to one in need of blood. Knowing this is

To you who gave and to you who wanted to
give but were refused, needy Americans here
and all over the world give their thanks for your
interest in them. A half hour of your time may
have saved their life.

greatly by donating that pint of blood.
A total of 336 donors went through the Blood
Bank which was set up in the Carpet and Can\ as Shop from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. The Red Cross
staff which was on hand did a wonderful job of
making donors comfortable and relaxed.
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A Solid Block Devoted
SUPER

PONTIAC

To

SERVICE

•

FACTORY

TRAINED

•
•
•

GUARANTEED PONTIAC PARTS
MODERN SERVICE FACILITIES
LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS

Courtesy Extended

UTTER

To Studio Employees

PONTIAC

200 SOUTH
WE.

WESTERNERS SPONSOR PICNIC
Sandeen

MECHANICS

CO.

LA BREA

3-7474

by Clinton of welcome

On

Sunday, September 23, the Westerners held their most outstanding meeting of the year.
One hundred and sixty Westerners,
their wives and children gathered at the

Covina Masonic Children’s Home for a
picnic lunch and the awards of the
scholarship contest.
Barbecued ribs were prepared on the
barbecue recently built on the picnic
ground

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card

by the Westeiners for the Children’s Home.
After lunch, everyone gathered in the
auditorium where the meeting, under the
direction of the program chairman Hank
Ledeboer, took place.
President Hal Gordon gave the address

and Stanley B. Shaver, District Superintendent of Covina schools,
gave the main address. Bob Henry, Superintendent of the Home, gave the
Westerners a cordial invitation to visit
all facilities of the home. Plaques and
suitable awards were then presented to
the scholarship contest winners.
Following the meeting the Westerners went down in unglamorous defeat
when some of the members thought
themselves young enough to compete
with the children of the home in baseball. Score: Westerners, 0; Covina, too
many. As a result of the one-sided game,
the Westerners presented the Covina
home with a suitable trophy.

on

RECAPPING
at

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
AND

SEE

US

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COAAPANY

A wonderful day was spent by the Westerners and their families, and the children of the Covina
home. Winners of the scholarship contest were, first row, left to right: Susan Porter, Barry
Place, Beverly Hancock, Nettamae Sandeen, Glenda Stevens, Carole Barman, Lorna Rose and
Phillip Ledeboer. Standing, left to right, are: Tom Warburton, Jimmy Barnes, Lorraine Bowman,
Joyce Jones, Barbara Jones, Dolores Erickson and Bill Beard.

STUDIO

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members
W e Carry a Complete

m

Line of

Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television
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SAVES

YOU

MONEY

Virtually Every Brand of the Following

10931 West Pico Bird.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

€ n€€ r

MEMBERS

10301 West Pico Blvd.

Westwood Furniture Co.

Monday,

CLUB

On

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home

Freezers —

(All Sizes)

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

on Food)

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
Night

*Ask

for our wholesale Food lists

f'

COME

Permanent
Dri^e

Charities

to Open

HALLOWE'EN
NOTICE
Witches and hobgoblins — ATTENTION! There will be a meeting of all
sprites, hags, elves, and witches at the
Cheviot Hills Playground on the evening
of October 31 at 8 p.m. Bring your
brooms and black cats.
The occasion is the Cheviot Hills Hallowe’en Carnival to be held one block
south of the studio, at 2693 Motor Ave.
Highlighting
the evening’s
will
be
carnival games,
rides forfestivities
the kiddies,
a

teen-age dance, a bonfire and sideshow attractions.
Admission is free. Rides will be a dime;

games, a nickel. There will be prizes and
awards for everyone.
So get into your costumes and come to
the Hallowe’en Carnival at the Cheviot
Hills Playground. Remember the date —
Wednesday night, October 31, at 8 p.m.
One block south of the studio.
But don’t come if you scare easily, because all the witches, ghosts and skeletons in the neighborhood will be there
to hhhaauunnttt you!
Jeanne Crain indicates her approval of THE FAIR
PLAN by pledging a percentage of her income
to the Permanent Charities Campaign of 1952.
Lending their support are Edward Arnold, past
President

and

Honorary

Life Member

of the Per-

Those trade paper reprints appearing
on bulletin boards all over the lot have
served to give notice that the 1952 Campaign of the movie industry’s Permanent
Charities Committee with a goal of
$1,350,000 is in the offing. In fact an
Advance Cifts Solicitation among higher
income
some

earners has been under

way for

time, with kick-off of the general,

industry-wide appeal being scheduled
October 22.
THE

FAIR

PLAN,

for

calling for payroll

deduction pledges on a percentage basis,
will be the keynote of this year’s fundraising effort within the industry, according to Fred L. Metzler, 20th CenturyFox .studio colonel.
The percentage payroll deduction system has been named THE FAIR PL.\N
because

it has proven

manent Charities Committee; Fred L. Metzler,
studio manager and Permanent Charities studio
colonel; Jack Jancich, Paint Department; and
Rene Tauzin, Electrical Fixtures.

“The Permanent Charities Committee,”
the studio colonel continued, “is operating at the lowest cost of any organization conducting general coverage campaigns in the United States, with more
than 95 cents of every dollar going to
the charities for which it is given. As
more of our people use THE FAIR
PLAN, the work of solicitation will be
lessened, cost reduced still further and
the Permanent Charities Committee
enabled to make still more effective the

All present and past members of the Fraternal Order of Eagles are asked to contact
Bob Coffman, Ext. 547, after 12:30 P.M.
FOR SALE — Hand-tooled, Rex Imperial
leather chair. Early American Wing model.
Practically new. Sold originally for $487.
Special price, $200. A beauty. Call SU
for information.

FOR SALE — Triplex in West L. A. Fully
occupied. Excellent condition. Each unit has
one bedroom. 3-car garage. Good return on
investment. Call AR 7-6271, evenings, for information.

YouUl

guild ‘captains’: Bill Lundigan, Screen
Actors Guild; Richard Murphy, Screen
Writers Guild; Delmer Daves, Screen
Directors Guild of America, and Robert
Bassler, Screen Producers Guild.

See . ♦ ,

Your

wonderful job it is doing.”
Spearheading top-bracket solicitation
on the lot are Joseph M. Schenck, who
again is serving as a co-chairman with
Dore Schary, and the following talent

1-0436

SAM
•

Old Friend

LU RYE

(formerly of Sam's Steak Ranch)

!

at

I PATIO LIQUORS
15V2 WEST

PICO ;

to Rancho Bowling Alley!

to be the most

equable subscription plan for donors in
all income brackets. With THE FAIR
PLAN everyone is able to give in direct
ratio to what he earns, as he earns it.

SUPPORT
THE

Mr. Metzler also pointed out that, because 8,569 of the industry’s more than
17,000 donors became FAIR PLAN givers last year, the 1952 Campaign gets
under way with $501,000 already ‘in the
bag,’ this being the rated valuation of
their combined pledges.

THE

FAIR PLAN

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449
CIGARETTES
only $1.58 carton
Checks Cashed Gladly As Before
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...
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands

of

TELEVISION
To Choose

TIME

From

PAYMENTS

24 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

^

HAPHALLIGM

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

THEY'RE GETTING VERY
KICK 'ER UP TO TWENTY.

IMPATIENT,

SANDRA — BETTER

WEbster
6281

Now's The Time To
Protect Your Car From
RUST
RATTLES
ROAD NOISES
I

YOU GOT HIM WORRIED
LIABILITY INSURANCE.

NOW — HE

DOESN'T

CARRY

Automobile Undercoating at Vz Price'
To Studio Club Members
★ CARPETS

(Example — Any Ford only $15.00)

Wright

DITH&'S
MERECleaning
Polishing

Automobile

Underbody
8960

Prices

To

★ TILE

WAY

■

■
■

BLVD.
^ Complete

Cluh

★ CLEANING

★

CARPET

|

SERVICE

LAYING

Members

FREE Pickup and Delivery
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"WRIGHT"

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

CR. 57325
Wholenate

LINOLEUM

Carpet Co.
THE

Coating

WILSHIRE

★

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

★

DYEING

1 1218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

...FOR

A LAUGH

SAVE
on
everything
in our

JEWELRY
and

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
•• GIFTS
DIAMONDS
• ELECTRICAL
• RADIOS
APPLIANCES
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

GIFT
sample
line

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY

I HAVE SOMETHING TO TELL YOU FRED, AND I'M AFRAID
IT MEANS WE'LL HAVE TO GET A CAR THIS TIME!

OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

WHAT
BOSS

A

PLEASURE

CAN'T

WORKING

UP

DOWN

YOUR

BREATHE

HERE

WHERE

THE

NECK.

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

To

DISCOUNT

Studio

CORSAGES

Club

Members
SPRAYS

BOUQUETS

Z

7£mt
10932

Le Conte Ave., Westwood

ARixona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw

2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

^
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Legion Dinner Dance

guests danced to the music
and the The Key Notes.

About 200 people w’ere on hand for
the dinner-dance sponsored by the

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON

dancing is seen below, .\fter a wonderful show, emceed by Dick Barclay, the

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

of Bill Ross

Jimmy Wotherspoon and Jack Brown,
who handled the lighting, deserve credit
for the swell job they did of making the
evening an enjoyable one.
Post Commander Dick Darling wishes
to thank everyone else, too, who worked
to make the affair one of the most successful that Post No. 563 has presented.

studio’s American Legion Post No. 563
on September 22. Featured entertainers
at the affair included Serge “Flash”
Fomitcheff, juggler, and the dance team
of Armanda and Lita, whose distincti\ e

BRANDS

Big Success

BRANDS

GE o WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

PEB

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

MOTORS...

Featured

This

American

Thermo

Free with purchase

PAUL

AUTO

Month:
Battery
of two

REPAIRING
Specialists

(Ret. $10.95)
tires.

• EDDIE • BUD

Phone: CHarleston 6-9278

m

STOLIVE
Burbank,
3805WECalifornia

"

Experts

in

H YDRAMATIC
REPAIRS
10%

(Across from Warner Bros.)

HARRY

for

OLDSMOB I LE
CADILLAC

I. ALTMAN

Off AND
on all Labor
Parts

Sa/trs

315 West 5th Street, 6th Floor, Los Angeles 13, Calif. O Michigan 0256
is pleased to announce the opening of a

NEW

BRANCH

for your

10829 SANTA
(Corner

of Glendon

STORE

convenience

MONICA
Ave.,

1 Block

at

BOULEVARD

East of Westwood

Blvd.)

ARizona 7-7508
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON
Pico

near

Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
18

Arrange to visit us — and check available savings to
members of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
— on —

Co.,

Electric Appliances - Gas and Electric Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers - Ironers - Radios
Television - Everything for the Home - Silverware - Jewelry - Watches - Handbags
Luggage - Wallets - Diamonds - Draperies - Watch Repairing Rugs - Carpets
Cameras - Projectors - Films - Accessories

—
Monday

through

Saturday:

8 a.m.

SHOPPING

HOURS

to 6 p.m.

Bob Gardner,

Studio

Club

—
Friday evenings

Representative.

to 9 p.m.

FURNITURE
Heyman

Studio Club

Furniture, 5843

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
..
AR. 7-7508
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
..CR. 1-1135

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A. .
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. (Tino
Lazaris)
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap, only) ..AR, 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194
Peb Motors, 3805 W. Olive Ave.,
Burbank
CH. 6-9278

&

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES
BOOKS
CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A.
WE. 0963

DRAPERIES
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A. .
WE. 3-5886

& VITAMINS

Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank
CH. 0-5241
Vitamins for Industry, 3456 W. Olympic Blvd.,
L. A, ..
RE. 8354

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte
(Bob Flesch)
Alexander Florist, 9466 Wilshire
erly Hills

AR. 7-2771

Utter McKinley.
(Mr. Brown)

Ave., L. A.
AR. 7-1755
Blvd., BevCR. 1-5203

PR. 6133 or DU. 8-2481

FURS

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Gramophone

No. Beverly Dr., Bev-

Shop, 366

erly Hills

CR. 5-0169

PICTURES

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
L. A. (F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

RADIOS

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
Altman

Sales Co., 10829

WYoming

5944

Santa Monica

Blvd.,

L. A

Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS

AR. 7-7508

Knight Electrical Co., 6806

HOSIERY
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

JEWELRY
Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica

.

Haimoff

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508

Jewelers, 462

No.

Beverly Dr., Bev-

erly Hills

CR. 6-1362

Maltz of Calif., 369

So. Robertson

Blvd., Bev-

erly Hills

CR. 4-521 3

Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood

L. A.

Blvd.,

AR. 3-8865

Studio Club.

(Watches only)

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LAMPS
Heyman

Furniture, 5843

W.

Furniture Co., 10931

W.

Pico Blvd.,

AR. 7-2771

FIXTURES

BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Lancaster Men's Wear,

Blvd., L. A

Weiss' Men's

10667

Angelus

Rug

Co., 315

(Bob Brilliant)

D. & W.

So. La Cienega,

Frazier, Inc., 2866

TE. 0-3636

Sales Co., 10829

GOODS

Santa Monica

Blvd.,

AR, 7-7508

Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills

(Mr. Michaels)...-

CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

MATTRESSES
W.

Pico Blvd.,

L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Westwood

Furniture Co., 10931

(Mr. Irving)

MOTOR

W.

Pico Blvd.

....AR. 7-2771

PARTS

TE. 0-3636

L. A

BR. 2-3691

Wright

Carpet Co., 11218

Utter Pontiac, 200 So. La Brea,

WE. 3-7474

L. A

..

1 636

Sales Co., 1 0829

AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833

Pico Paint & Wallpaper,

L. A

8586

W.

Pico Blvd.,

CR. 5-1740

Blvd.,

Santa Monica

Blvd.,

AR. 7-1249

AR. 7-7508
So. Western

L. A

Ave.,

PL. 3-1295

Teller Appliance,

143 So. Robertson

Blvd.,

L. A

CR. 1-1135

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211,

TOYS

Ext. 745

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
..AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Travel Service, 6733

Hollywood

Blvd. (C. Watts)

HO. 9-8131

TYPEWRITERS
Altman

Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica

L. A
Chris Morrison, 8588

W. Pico Blvd.,

L. A

CR. 6-9926
Office Appliance,

1531

No. Cahu-

enga Blvd., L. A. ( R. Tiernan )

Maltz

of Calif., 369

VACUUM
Altman

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508

HU. 2-1 121

So. Robertson

CLEANERS

PAINT

Blvd.,

Westwood

L. A.

Soft-Flo Company,

Westwood

Wilshire Blvd.,

WE. 3-9534

Smith's Sporting Goods,

Teller Appliance,

L. A

TE. 0-3636

GOODS

Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
R. Greenspoon, O.D., 9439 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1 -9439
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

€r WALLPAPER

Washington

L. A.

erly Hills

OPTOMETRISTS

Creative Colors, 2323

W.

Blvd., Culver City

SPORTING

Hollywood

L. A

Washington

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,

Boulevard

Furniture, 5843

W.

RUG CLEANING

Knight Electrical Co., 6806

Washington

L. A. .

7th St.,

DU. 8-2275

Carpet Co., 11218

Wright

& LEATHER

W.

L. A. .

TELEVISION
W.

L. A.

CR. 4-5333

Altman

LUGGAGE

AR. 3-8636

Cr CARPETS

LINOLEUM
Carpet Co., 11218

AR. 3-6721

10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A

RUGS

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Blvd., Culver City

W. Pico

and Boys' Shop,

Crane Sporting Goods, 5728

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Heyman

Pico Blvd.,

Blvd., Culver City

Pico Blvd.,

L. A. (Mr. Irving)

LIGHT

12300 Vi W.

Ladies' and Men's,

Wright

L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
Westwood

McCarry,

CR. 1-1135

L. A.

Studio Club

L. A.

Blvd.,

L. A

REAL ESTATE

Ave.,

PL. 3-1295

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson

Howard

Altman

So. Western

L. A. (Fred Schnell)

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

Altman

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. .
AR. 7-1249

DRUGS

W. Pico Blvd.,

FUNERALS

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

Furniture Co., 10931

L. A. (Mr. Irving)

Buyer’s Directory

CAMERA

Pico Blvd.,

L. A
WE. 3-3227
Home Interior Service, 446 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WE. 3-5886
Westwood

Studio Club .

W.

Sales Co., 10829

Blvd., Bev-

CR. 4-5213

Santa Monica

L. A
L. A

WATER
L. A

WATER

143 So. Robertson

Blvd.,

CR. 1-1135

CONDITIONING
3980

Cazador

HEATERS

Teller Appliance,

L. A. .

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508

St.,

CL. 7-3195

143 So. Robertson

Blvd.,

CR. 1-1135
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Chairman

Jack

Codd

on the committee
Al

De

Weese,

Art

and

who

his Golf

contributed

Houser,

ike

Prize

Committee

their time

Canning, Fred

did an

excellent

are left to right: Jim
Barman,

Ed

Weyl,

job of distributing

Ryan,

Ted

Sol Halprin,

Frazer

the prizes to the Golf

Harold

and Galvin

Bow,

Pete

Tournament

Montemurro,

winners.

Art Webb,

Those

Jack

Codd,

Wood.

GOLF PRIZES CLIMAX 1951 TOURNAMENT
Putting the lid on another

successful

20th Century-Fox Golf Tournament,
Chairman Jack Codd and the Golf Prize
Committee

presented awards

participants

to the 368

in the tournament

\\^estern .\ve. studio, September

Beginning the evening’s presentations,
Mr. Codd awarded Howard Evans, winner of the men’s

competition,

festivities, howe\er.
sented flowers and

gross trophy. Then women’s low gross
winner Dorothy Browne was presented

14.

her trophy by Mr. Codd; not before a few

was

a telegram

pre-

of con-

gratulations from the Chamber of Commerce of her home town. Fort Benton,

his low

at the

Dorothy

Montana. To their surprise and amusement, the audience and Dorothy found
out the flowers were artificial and the
telegram lacked authenticity. Then
Dorothy almost receix ed a trophy from
Mr. Codd,

but it crashed

to the stage

floor before she could get to it. When
laughter

subsided,

Dorothy

the

was

sented the genuine trophy which

pre-

she had

won.
After
awarded

the

two

winners

had

been

their trophies, the rest of the

players who

competed

went

on stage to

pick out their prizes, each of which had
been carefully selected to be useful in
the home. Everyone who played, regardless of score, received a prize, thanks to
the generous contributions
firms and individuals.
Mr. Codd
A

big crowd

1 4. And

everyone

turned
went

out tor the golf awards
home

ances, barbecue outfits, and
those coming
order.

20

with
many

a

at the

prize. Awards

other

valuable

in last in their flight received

Western

included

gifts. Even

in addition

Ave.

luggage,
the

studio

September

hundreds

losers were

of appli-

winners

to a prize, a Desmond's

for

purchase

make

and

those who

by business
worked

to

the 1951 Golf Tournament a success deserve a lot of credit for the swell

job done. Here’s looking forward to an
equally fine tournament next year!

R

Q

On behalf of the employees of 20th Century-Fox, ACTION extends its thanks to the individuals and
organizations listed below for their generosity in donating the excellent prizes for the Golf Tournament.
.

ORGANIZATION

CONTRIBUTORS

.

M

.

J

Cary Grant
Edward Graves
Eleanore Griffin
Andre Hakim
Sol Halprin
Charles Hawker
Addison Hehr
Roger Heman
Donald Henderson
John Higgins

Magnetic Springs Water Co.
J. H. Maguire — Grinnell Co.
Mahl Steel Company
Nick Mallas and Sons
Malone Studio Service
Maltz Company
Mann

Bros.

Vic Mature

Television

Mayer’s Jewelers
Mayfair Riding and
Sport Shops
J. G. McAllister
Mr. A. S. Miller
Mitchell Camera Company
Mole- Richardson Company
Moore Business Forms
Morgan Flowers
Morris and Strait
Multigraph Sales and Service
R. N. Nason Company
National Screen Service
National Theatre Supply Co.
Neiman-Reed Lumber and
Supply Company
Pat Nicholson — American
Gas Association

Pacific Hide and Leather
Merle Pastore
M. B. Paul
Pensick and Gordon
Photostat Corporation
Pico Paint and Wallpaper
Pico T oy Shop

Lou Samuelson
Sandler Bros.
Sanitek Corporation
BenJ. Schoneberg
Schrader Auto Elec. Service
Schwab’s Pharmacy
Security Roof Company
Service Steel Company
Shell Oil Company
Sinclair Paint Company
Shannon’s
C. H. Smith — Masonite Corp.
C. S. Smith
Smith’s Sporting Goods
C. O. Sparks and Mundo
Engineering Company
Spraway
E. J. Stanton and Son, Inc.
Stationers Corporation
Sun Lumber Company
Superior Fire Equipment Co.
Swett and Crawford
Technicolor Motion Picture
Company

Tiffany Ribbon and Notion
Co.
Tivoli
Printing Company
Thelan’s
Toluca Pharmacy
Touchberry’s Piano Shop
Paul B. Treat
Company
Union
Hardware and Metal

Co.

Plastic Center Company
Pozzo Construction Company
Preferred Equipment, Inc.
Psenner- Pauff
Puro Filter Company

Radio Products Sales, Inc.
Glass Company
NRaphael
eo
n
Regent
Cleaners
Co
Reliable
Glassware Co.
mp
Reliable
Wiping Rag Co.
an
Republicy Supply Company
Art
—
c/o Ridder
California
Hardware
Rittoff Glove Company
Alex Robertson Company
J. W. Robinson Company
J. A. Roebling and Sons
Joe Rosenberg

Steel Company

Saks Fifth Avenue
Hal Saizman

Corporation
Teller
Appliance

John F. Normanly —
John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co.
Odenheimer and Baker
P. Company
and M. Manufacturing

y

Henry Goldfarb
Sy Gomberg
J. B. Gordon
Mack Gordon
W. L. Gordon
Chester Gore

J. T. Ryerson

an

Henry Ephron
Phoebe Ephron
A. F. Erickson
Carl Faulkner
Frank Ferguson
J. S. Ferguson
Al Fisher
Richard Foster
Anne Francis
T. R. Frazer
Daniel Fuchs
Samuel Fuller
Till Gabbini
George George
Gaston Glass
Ivan Goff
Max H. Golden

I. Rothman
Co.

mp

EMPLOYEE

L. B. Abbott
Lloyd Ahern
Corwin Albert
David W. Anderson
Don Anderson
Arthur E. Arling
Lucien Ballard
Max Barsis
Robert Bassler
Anne Baxter
Harry Brand
Richard Breen
Earl Bright
Norbert Brodine
Richard Brooks
Jules Buck
Walter H. Castle
V. J. Christensen
Charles G. Clarke
J. B. Codd
Franklin Coen
Reinie Conley
Bernie Cooper
Lee Crawford
Leonard Cutrow
Elliot Daniels
George W. Davis
Ken Darby
1. A. L. Diamond
Joseph W. Di Muro
Hector Dods
Philip Dunne
Samuel G. Engel

Macintosh
MacPherson Leather
Macson Company

Co

.
Grimes- Stassforth
Cosgrove and Company, Inc.
Absco
Stationery Co.
E. A. Costalin
Frank Acuna
R. L. Grosh and Sons
Adelson Bros.
Crane Company
Coulter’s
Gulko and Co.
Altman Sales Company
Gunther, Wood and Goodman
Cy Crane Sporting Goods
American Legion Post 563
Company
Haas Baruch and Company
American Typewriter and
Norman
Crane
Company
Haimoff Jewelers
Office Equipment
Creative Colors
C. H. Halligan
Ames Supply Co.
The Haloid Company
Culver City Auto Radiator
Ampreneer
Service
Harper and Reynolds
Angelus Floor Covering Co.
Davis Cordage Company
Arco
S. Harris
Al Davis Radio Drive-in
Earl Hayes Press
Atlas Hardware Company
Dazians of California
The Atwater Company
Heyman Furniture Co.
R
Art C. Higham
Bailey Hat Company
Dedrick’s
Hill Bros. Chemical Company
Dickson Safety Products Co.
Baker Steel and Tube Co. —
Donover Company
Hillcrest Motors
Chas. P. Hunt
Ducommun
Metals
and
Beacon Laundry Co.
Hollywood Boot Maker
Supply Company
Bel-Air Florist
Hollywood Motion Picture
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
Title Studio
Max Berman and Sons
Eastman Kodak Company
.
Joe and Ben Besbeck
Hollywood Office Appliance
Economy Blue Print and
Beverly Hills Ford Company
Co.
Hollywood
Photo Supply
Supply Company
Beverly Hills Hotel
Electric Corporation
Hollywood Wholesale Electric
Beverly Hills Silks and
Electric Steel Foundry
Home Interior Service
Woolens
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Beverly Hills Surgical Supply
Frank D. Huelot —
Electrolux Corp.
— Mr. Posey
Blake, Moffitt and Towne
Bon Voyage Bazaar
S
Emporium Leather Goods
Philip A. Hunt Company
Boydston Bros.
English and Lauer
Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co.
Brassfield and Company
Entz Camera Shop
Imperial Drug Company
Briggs and Murphy —
Evergreen Nursery
Industrial Chemicals
Imperial Manufacturing Co.
Max
Factor
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co.
Broadway Knitting Mills
Federal Envelope Co.
Industrial Lumber Co.
J. E. Brulatour Co.
.
Firestone Stores
Bryan Motors
Ingalls and Howard
M. Flax
J. Bunow
Ingram and Company
Interstate Restaurant
California Electronics Co.
Foogert’s Tire Service
Four
S.
Baking
Co.
Callan and Kennedy
Supply Co.
Fox
Hills
Cafe
Jacks
of Hollywood
Cambria Brake and Spring
Fox and Hounds
Co.
Janssen’s Carpet and
Frank’s Bootery
Canvas Specialty Mfg. Co.
Upholstery Cleaners
D. and W. Frazier, Inc.
Carl’s Auto Top Shop
Jo and Johnny’s Tire Service
Fredericks
Co.
Johnson and Washer
J. P. Carroll Company
Kallin Company
Friedberg Grunauer Co.
Casey Metcalf Machinery Co.
W.
P.
Fuller
Keelox Mfg. Co.
Caspary Bros.
Funk Bros.
Henry B. Kegel
George V. Castagnola
G and G Produce Co.
Harry Keiper Co.
Chandler’s
Gemsco
Kierulff and Company
Chasin and Wexler
Cinema Arts and
General Electric Lamp Dept.
Klauber- Wangenheim Co.
General Paint Corporation
Metropolitan Engraving Co.
Knight Radio and Electric
Co.
Ciro of Bond Street
General Petroleum Corp.
Gift Village
City Linen Supply
Lang’s Auto Glass Company
Globe
Ticket
Co.
Coast Flower Manufacturing
Lighthouse, Inc.
L. A. News Company
Golden State Glass Co.
Co.
L. A. Rubber and Asbestos
Goldman
Flowers
Coast Poultry Company
Good Humor Ice Cream Co.
The Cocoanut Grove
Works
Goodall Rubber Co.
L. A. Stamp and Stationery
George F. Collins —
W.
A.
Goodman
and
Son
Co.
Pure Carbonic
Colors Unlimited
Harry Lowitz Company
Gough Industries
Gramophone
Shop
Colson Equipment and
Lumbermen’s Mutual
Casualty Company
Supply Company
M. Allan Greene —
M-K Produce Company
Sunset and McKee
Columbia Varnish Company
Greeno Company
Maas Chemical Company
Consolidated Hat Stores, Ltd.
Machin Shirt Company
Grether and Grether
Cooperative Building
Materials, Inc.

Co.

Union Oil Company —
C. C. and J. T. Ireland
United Sporting Goods
U. S. Surplus
United Tent and Supply Co.
Universal Radio Supply
Utter Pontiac
Van Wyck Products Co., Inc.
M. A. Walters
Weber Trailer Company
Weiss
Welch Overall Cleaning Co.
Westchester Glass Company
Western Clothing Company
Western Costume Company
Western Dye House, Inc.
Western Furniture Company
The Westerners
Westwood Nursery
White Motor Company
Wholesale Supply Co.
Willard’s Cafe
Winne and Sutch Co.
Wright Carpet Company
Zellerbach Paper Company

CONTRIBUTORS

Stan Hough
Jeffery Hunter
Boris Ingster
Richard Irvine
Allan E. Irving
Roy Ivey
Harry Jackson
Nick Janios
Julian Johnson
Harmon Jones
Jason S. Joy
Sol Kaplan
Henry King
Harry Kleiner
Raymond Klune
Fred Kohimar
Emil Kosa, Jr.
Henry Koster
Milton Krasner
Lou Kunkel
Harry Kurnitz
Francis Langton
Joseph W. La Shelle
Bert Leeds
Chas. Le Maire
Henry Levin
Albert Lewin
Paul Lockwood
Louis Loeffler
Mary Loos
Arthur Lueker
Wm. Lundigan
Dane Lussier

Herbert Lyman
Ranald MacDougall

Lew Schreiber
Fred Sersen

Ray Mala
Joseph
Mankiewicz
Bernard Mayers
Frank McCarthy

Roger
Shearman
Sol
Siegel
Walter Simonds
Robert Simpson
Charles Skouras

F. L. Metzler
Fred S. Meyer
W. C. Michel
Cy Mockridge
Joseph W. Moskowitz
Thomas T. Moulton
Richard Murphy
Jean Negulesco
Al Newman
Lionel Newman
Edmund
Ben
Nye North
Liam O’Brien
Walter Pallmen
George Patrick
Robert Patton
Ed. Powell
Tyrone
Power
Walter Reisch
Ben Roberts
Casey Robinson
Irving Rosenberg
Mike Rosenberg
Stanley Rubin
James Ruman
Joseph M. Schenck
Jules Schermer

Spyros Skouras
George Slavin
Wm. J. Smith
Ed Snyder
Helena Sorell
Herbert Spencer
J. Russell Spencer
Murray Spivak
G. D. Stephenson
Walter Strohm
Burt Styler
Bess Taffel
Dwight T aylor
Frank E. Taylor
J. O. Taylor
Jacques Tourneur
Leo T over
Lamar T rotti
George
Edward Wasson
Weyl
Lyle
Wheeler
Michael
Wilson
Alfred Wright
Joseph C. Wright
Sol Wurtzel
Darryl F. Zanuck
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WEISS

AT

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

The

and BOYS

it

CARL

WEISS,

10643 Pico Blvd.

Mgr.

AR. 386-36

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC

Professional
Motion Picture

anniversary

of the

(Council of Motion Picture Organizations) campaign will be the long

ducers, directors, writers and other outstanding industry figures will make
simultaneous appearances in the 48

when

the personality tours begin. TCF

include

1

I

I

I

APPLIANCES

REFRIGERATORS
RANGES
FREEZERS
WASHING MACHINES
DRYERS

Dana

Co.

and BOB WATERFIELD

NOTE — NEW ADDRESS OCTOBER 1st
143 South Roberton
Boulevard * Los Angeles
(Robertson at 3rd Street I
Phones: CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506
Open

Tuesday

and Thursday

Nights 'Til 9 P.M.

Paget, Gregory Peck and Richard

in the forthcoming Golden Jubilee celebration. These include Robert Bassler,
George Jessel, Sol Siegel and Delmer
Daves. Local writers volunteering their
efforts include Charles Brackett, Ivan
Goff and Richard Murphy.
latest project which has been
to the celebration is a Motion

past 50 years in motion
Additional

picture history.

features, including a nation-

wide tour of the Exposition exhibits following its showing in New
in the j)lanning stage.

York, are now-

The

Golden Jubilee festival was officially opened on September 24 with a
nation-wide radio broadcast. On October
1, newspaper publicity in more than 1400
cities acquainted more than 55,000,000
readers with the tremendous Movietime,
U.S.A. celebration plans.
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for the
York in

The Exposition will feature innumerable props, photographs, pieces of
wardrobe, mechanical devices and other
articles developed and used during the

(Owners)

BICKFORD

Merrill,

McKenzie,

March.

For Christmas — Lionel Trains and other Gift Items

CHARLES

Gary

Joyce

Picture E.xposition scheduled
Grand Central Palace in New

Time Payments Arranged

UdUr

Andrews,

Lundigan,

Widmark. Several producers and directors on the lot have agreed to make trips

The
added

IRONERS
TELEVISION
RADIOS
MIXERS
ROASTERS
TOASTERS
COFFEE MAKERS and
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES

Quality

as many

players who will be contributing their
time to the Movietime, U.S.A. program

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO STUDIO
PERSONNEL ON ALL APPLIANCES

name
in
Dependability
Courtesy

of the

Many 20th Century-Fo.x personalities
will be on hand throughout the nation

I CHARLES
BICKFORD & BOB WATERFIELD
CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO VISIT MOTION PICTURE
First

features

list of personal appearances to be launched October 8. Caravans of players, pro-

Debra

The

major

cities as possible in the following week.

SERVICE

HOUSEHOLD

of the Talley Electric The-

ater, first all-movie theater, which opened
its doors in Los Angeles in April, 1902.

William

FOR

J.

for the 1951-52 season. The year-long
celebration will center around the fiftieth

state capitals, then will cover

FILMS
HEADQUARTERS

to Robert

of the impressive number of outstanding
releases scheduled by all major studios

COMPO

EASTMAN

celebration,

O’Donnell, national chairman of the
event. This change in plan is the result

One

Exclusive Distributors

BRULATOUR

U. S. A.

Jubilee year, according

SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
Courtesy to Studio Club Members

Movietime

originally plannecd for October and No\ ember will continue for the full Golden

Action £ tutorial

Powolny

In a recent article that appeared
LIFE

in

Magazine, the motion picture industry was given only a short time to

live. “Theaters are closing all over the
natioTi and the moving picture business
keeps going downhill.” That’s what the
article said. It said the box office is
down, that 1951 figures indicate that the
trend is down still more and illustrated
the point by picturing five theaters
around the nation that have closed in
the past few months.
LIFE

Magazine

According to latest figures, the dropping box office that LI EE talks about is
not dropping at all. In the last three
months, there has been an upward swing
in b.o. receipts. It’s difficult to predict
what that increase indicates, but it does
show

that people are still going to the

theater in spite of their tele\ision sets.
What

LIFE

fact that new
reflects an

opinion

outside the motion picture industry that

says about movie

houses

closing is the truth; or at least partially
the truth. Notice should be made of the
theaters have

sprung

up

during the time that others ha\ e closedjust as other business establishments open

“movies are deader than ever!” — that the
monster. Television is the potent factor

and

that is keeping people away from motionpicture theaters. And further, the consensus of feeling seems to be that the

last few years. ) Some theaters have
closed. So have some poultry markets;
and some restaurants. Restaurants have

situation is going to become
industry.

closed, but people still eat out. Theaters
have closed, but people are still going to

worse for the

As a result of all this talk about

de-

clining box-office, the tremendous future
for television and the tremendous lack
of it for motion pictures, many workers
within the industry are beginning to think
the rumors might be right, after all. However, a little sound reasoning will show
that motion pictures are not headed for
the rocks but rather, for prosperity.

close in any

(4,025 new

economy.

theaters have opened

the movies— more
three months ago.
When

abnormal

now

radio first made
tender for entertainment

in the

than they were
its bid as conchampion

of the

world, gloomy predictions were made
about what would happen to the movie
industry. Motion

pictures took radio in

stride though, and kept right on moving
ahead. Changes took place of course.

but the industry did not lose its hold on
the American public.
Television is the newest

eontender

for

Hollywood’s place as the leader in the
entertainment field. The motion picture
industry has re-evaluated itself in the
light of this new medium and the results
ha\e been good. Hollywood is now looking to the future instead of to the past.
With

the spirit of competition

ali\ e, bet-

ter pictures are being made, more efficient production methods are being employed, new personalities are being discovered. Mass production methods in
the industry which gave rise to poor pictures, dro\ e the public from the theaters.
These methods, because of television, no
longer exist. Consequently, Hollywood’s
product is better than ever and will get
better still.
With the new field that television offers
the motion picture industry, anyone

who

is skeptical about the future of Hollywood can quell his fears. Motion pictures will benefit from the challenge of
this new medium as much as TV will
benefit from our industry.
Contrary

to false rumors,

Hollywood

is not closing shop. Rather, it is looking
to a brighter future than ever, linked
with an honorable and praiseworthy past.
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the, ^aiA> Plan
And here’s why it’s called that:
You give onlij once during the
year, through the Permanent Charities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry.
You give, at this one time, to 13
major organizations representing
more than 200 community-wide
community-wide health and welfare
services.
You give a percentage of your
earnings through payroll deductions. This enables you to give according toWHAT you earn WHEN
you earn it. Deductions are made
only when you work and you never
have an unpaid balance.

SUPPORT

When you give according to
THE FAIR PLAN you sign only
once, also. By pledging an adequate
percentage this year, there will be
no need to resolicit you next year.
The pledge continues in effect until
cancellation in writing.

dale; AMERICAN NATIONAL
RED CROSS, AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, CITY OF HOPE,
LOS ANGELES HEART ASSOCIATION, LOS ANGELES Y.M.C.A.,
MILITARY ORDER OF THE
PURPLE HEART, Motion Picture

The following 13 organizations
are the beneficiaries of the Permanent Charities Committee and have
agreed in writing that you are not
to be solicited by their representatives, either directly or indirectly,
during the campaign year: COMMUNITY CHESTS of Los Angeles,
Burbank, Santa Monica and Glen-

Chapter No. 1898; SISTER KENNY FOUNDATION, BRAILLE
INSTITUTE OF AMERICA and
ARTHRITIS & RHEUMATISM
FOUNDATION.

THE PERMANENT

CHARITIES

Donate through Permanent Charities by the payroll deduction plan.
It is a fair plan and worthy of your
contribution.

CAMPAIGN

FOR 1952

PI€

OF

THE

Christmas time is a happy time for this tittle orphan
girl. She has received a beautifully dressed little doll,
thanks to some wonderful Twentieth Century-Fox
employee who entered the Doll Dressing Contest. But
the little orphan boy beside her can do no more than
watch.
To make this little boy happy, and to make other
orphan boys happy at the holiday season, the Studio
Club is sponsoring a campaign called MAKE OR REPAIR A TOY FOR AN ORPHAN
BOY. Most of us
have old toys lying around the house which, with a
little fixing or painting, could make

some

little boy's

MONTH
Christmas a joyous one. Some of us have workshops
in our homes, and could knock out a simple toy in an
hour that would make a little child happy for a year.
Toys made by TCF employees will be displayed
the dressed dolls in the near future.

with

Look around the garage next week-end and see if you
can dig up an old toy that your child no longer plays
with. Freshen it up with a little paint and bring it to
the Studio Club as soon as posible.
Your

thoughtfulness

will bring a lot of cheer

the make
life of
youngster
to
his some
Christmas
happywho
for has
him.no mom

into

and dad

!
j
j
'
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L. MANKIEWICZ

Action Editorial
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Thanksgiving Dinner! ! !
MMMMMmmmmm!
! ! Complete with candied yams and
cranberries, pumpkin pie and
turkey. And more turkey. And
that little piece of dark meat
that will probably get thrown out
anyway.
When you finally finish eating and go to bed, you realize
that your dinner is not really
over. That's what happened to
Al De Gaetano, Jr., Assistant
Head of the Prop Makers. Even
the bicarb didn't help Al. His
dream of sacrifice will make him
think twice before accepting
that fourth helping of turkey
NEXT year.
Al was caught in the middle
of his nightmare by ace photographer Jack Pashkovsky.

The Barking Dog has stopped barking for a while at TCP. The aroma
from the Mankiewicz pipe wont be
scenting the stages as it has for these
past eight years

around

place Mankiewicz

on Broad-

way in a producer’s
role but
he before
made
no .state?nent
of his future
plans
he left.
Mankiewicz’ s dialogue and sophisticated humor were his forte. A LETTER TO THREE
WIVES, ALL
ABOUT EVE and PEOPLE WILL
TALK are proof of that. In addition
to writing the screenplays and directing these three pictures Mankiewicz
was co-writer of the screen story, NO
WAY OUT. He also directed THE
LATE
GEORGE
APLEY, THE
GHOST AND MRS. MUIR, ESCAPE
and HOUSE OF STRANGERS during
his eight years at 20th Century-Fox.
His record as writer - director - pro-'
ducer is one of the most enviable in
the industry. For two straight years
he has won Academy Awards for best
direction and best screenplay of the
year. In 1949 he won Oscars for A
LETTER TO THREE WIVES while
last year he repeated this double win
for ALL ABOUT EVE. In addition to
the awards which he has won personally, his ALL ABOUT EVE toon last
year’s award for best picture of the
year, besides two other special awards.
LOOK Magazine also presented Mankiewicz with two Achievement Awards
for his direction and screenplay of
ALL ABOUT
EVE. The picture
helped win for its producer, Darryl
F. Zanuck, REDBOOK’s 12th Annual
Silver Award, for the second successive
year. ALL ABOUT EVE also received
the 1950 New

York Critics’ Award.

Joseph
Mankiewicz’s
association
with
the studio
has indeed
been a
fruitful one. The Mankiewicz touch on
the films he wrote and directed will
make those pictures live forever.
Every one who has worked with Joe
as well as everyone who has laughed
at his priceless wit and admired his
directorial artistry will miss him. May
we wish him a world of success on
Broadway, piled high upon an already
exciting and colorful career in the field
of entertainment.

3

An aardvark is a silly looking animal that dwells in
Africa and eats ants for a living. Zwieback is a piece
of toast that has had all the softness baked out of it.
Regardless of how funny an aardvark may appear or
how useless a piece of zwieback may seem in the making of a motion picture, 20th Century-Fox’s Property
Department can supply them. Of course the aardvark
will probably be stuffed and the zwieback may turn
out to be a hunk of plywood. But for production purposes the stuffed aardvark will serve as well as a live
one and the zwieback will be as effective as if it were
the oven of the corner baker’s.
taken from
justAardvarks
and zwieback are just two of the props
which the Property Department has on hand for use
at a moment’s notice. They have aardvarks, zwieback
and the thousands upon thousands of other property
pieces that fall in between.
The monumental task of supervising and coordinating the use of properties rests on the shoulders of
Thomas K. Little, veteran of thirty years in motion
picture work, sixteen of which have been spent at
20th. As Head of the Property Department he must
put his final approval on all sets before they can be
considered ready to shoot.

Maupm

Thomas K. Little, left, Head of the Property Department, discusses the
possibility of using an antique piece on the set with Director Henry
Hathaway. They are on one of the DIPLOMATIC COURIER sets, all of
which utilized a great deal of old and valuable pieces belonging to Property.

from AARDVARK to ZWIEBACK
No Matter What The Studio's Request^ The Property Department Can Fill The Order
With It's Multi-Million Dollar Inventory

When a script has been approved for
production, the property chief assigns a
set dresser to the picture. The set dresser
reads the script carefully, paying special
attention to the period during which the
action takes place and the location of the
action. These are the factors which will
determine his choice of properties from
the vast supply within the department.
When the set dresser has finished picking
out the property pieces which he feels
will best suit the particular sets, they are
checked from the department and taken
by prop men to the various stages on
which they will work. When the set
dresser, with his crew, has arranged the
props to his satisfaction, Mr. Little is
called to the .set for a final o.k. If he
discovers something which he thinks
does not achieve the desired effect, he
explains his position to the set dre.sser
and the necessary changes, if any, are
made. The dre.ssed set, subject to the
director’s final approval, is then ready for
shooting.
Approving

4

all the dressed sets is a full-

time job in itself when one realizes the
number of new sets constantly being
built for production. But that is only one
of the many tasks that the Head of Property has. He is kept informed of auctions, art gallery sales, closing businesses
and homes up for sale so that he may

Harry Mellen, seasoned property man,
who has worked with the department
head for the sixteen years that the property building has been in existence.
Harry has seen the Property Department
grow from an empty building in 1936
to the tremendous storehouse of new and

take advantage of opportunities to purchase interesting or unusual pieces for
use as props. He has acquired hundreds
of rare cabinets, paintings, vases, lamps
and other pieces as a result of following
leads which he has been given. He has
saved the studio a great deal of money
by purchasing items in this way rather
than waiting until there is an emergency
call for an item and then having to hunt

antique pieces that it is today. Harry
has personally supervised the placement
of every property piece within the huge
four-story edifice for the past decade and

up the piece and pay a great price for it.
Little also supervises the design and construction of all new furniture and props.
His department boasts one of the finest
collections of modern and period furnishings of any property department in the
industry.

As supervisor of the furniture stock in
the Property Building, Harry must be on
hand at all times to check props in and

In charge of checking the Property Department’s furniture stock in and out is

a half. He can determine at a moment’s
notice the location of any piece in the
building, whether it be a tiny wicker
ba.sket in the basement or a priceless
hand - carved, antique velvet Victorian
sofa on the top floor of the building.

out. Each property piece, regardless of
size has an inventory number. When
pieces are checked out to be used in a
picture, the inventory numbers as well
as a brief description of the props are
listed for that particular production.

When the sets are folded, the props are
checked back into the department. If
any pieces are damaged or are not returned, the cost of replacement or rej^air
is charged against the particular production in which the prop worked.
If the action in a picture calls for the
deliberate destruction or damage of props,
the department makes up sirecial pieces
which are exact copies of the real pieces.
The cost of constructing these imitations
is far less than would Ije the cost of replacing the original pieces if they were
destroyed or damaged by fire, in fights,
accidents, etc.
In addition to the larger props, the
Property Building also houses the Hand
Prop Department, under the supervision
of Charles Perrin. Falling under the jurisdiction ofthis division of the PropertyDepartment are such items as bric-a-brac,
jewelry, books, luggage, firearms, silver
and glassware, biblical pieces, a huge
collection of telephones, clocks, watches
and hundreds of other small props. The
same procedure applies to the checking
out of hand props as applies to the large
props, with each piece, down to the tiniest cigarette lighter, carrying an inventory number.

Sfanding by a Czechoslovakian crystal chandelier are some of the Fixture Department's staff. Left
to right are Frank Gogel, Bill Ohison, Jean Andrews, Joe Fanucchi, Bill Ryan, assistant head of
the Fixture Department; George Korb and Dave Boyd, head of the department. The fixture behind
them was used in MEET ME AFTER THE SHOW. It is eleven feet in height and weighs over a
half a ton.

Also housed in the Property^ Building
is Drapery, another department which
comes under
supervision.
is headed by
staff consists

the Property Department’s
The Drapery Department
John Burton. The draperv
of 29 artisans in the field.

The function of the Drapery Department
is not only to supply drapes for production needs but to furnish and design
linens, bedspreads, all varieties of toweling, curtains and lampshades. The
Drapery Department, in effect, furnishes
production with all cloth goods used on
sets, excluding wardrobe and carpeting.
Another department which is a subdivision of Property is the Electrical
Fixture Dejrartment, headed by Dave
Boyd. It is this department which supplies chandeliers and fixtures for set decoration. Whether a script calls for a tiny
electric wall bracket or a huge erystal
chandelier, the Fixture Department can
supply them. The fixtures stocked by this
department, many of which are actually
constructed by Mr. Boyd and his staff,
are valued at more than $100,000.00.
Besides the Property Building, Drapery
and Eleetrical Fixture Departments, the
Property Department has a storage area

This is the crew that should get all
the credit for the beautiful drapes
and curtains that appear in TCF
productions. Left to right, back,
are Frank Brown, Dorothea Smith,
Peggy Jordon, Helen Finch, Hazel
Hatch, Art Enstedt, Margaret
Manier, Myrtle Hinderer (newly
retired) and Mary Harry. In foreground are Francis Saughter, Barbara Victor and John Burton, Head
of Drapery.

Oliver Mailhes is in charge of outside rentals and
receiving within the department. All outside
property is channeled through his office.

Paul Fox, Claude Carpenter and Walter Scott, set
dressers, have a look at plans by designer Harvey Warren, right center.

These are just a small fraction of the statues and
figures stocked by Property. Harry Mellen, furniture superintendent, admires them.

Checking out some hand props are Charlie Perrin, head of hand props; Duke Abrahams, Jack
Farley, Stuart Reiss, set dresser, and Aaron Wolff.

adjacent to the \urser\-. Located there
are two huge buildings, both luaiutaiued
by Frank Lu Boys. One contains the
department’s rolling stock. This includes
carts, coaches, carriages and other horsedrawn \ ehicles. Some of them ha\ e been
constructed by the Prop Department,
while others are pieces which actually
saw ser\ ice before the days of the gasoline engine. Stored in that building is the
Union Oil Company’s first oil tanker,
used around the turn of the century. Also
read}- for use in production are milk
wagons, express carts, a horse-drawn
hearse and many coaches which were
used in England before the ad\ ent of the

automobile. The other storage building
contains virtually everything under the
sun. Here is a partial list of the things
that can be found there: Bed springs, a
horse, toboggans, theatre seats, barber
poles, fire horses, printing presses, park
benches, wash tubs, mail boxes, wagon
wheels, steering wheels, stop signals,
drinking fountains, street signs and

life preservers, crutches, brooms, fire
buckets and on and on and on. . . .
The

pictures on these pages

tell the

Property
better
than
wordsDepartment’s
can. You canstory
sum far
it up
by
saying that the Property Department has
got everything.
Deserving of a great deal of credit are
the men whose foresight has built the
Property Department into the completely
equipped unit it is today. Warranting
words of praise, too, are the set dressers,
the custodians, the upholsterers, the
clerks and the rest of the property staff

shackles. That’s not all. You will also
find army canteens, telephone booths,
ships’ compasses, periscopes, stoves
(from the year One), a fifty-year-old
soda fountain, loudspeakers, a casket or
two, a coffee grinder, stretchers and hos-

who keep the Property Department an
efficient— effective working organization.

p'tal supplies, explorer - sized cannibal

A special lounge was constructed for Mitzi Gaynor in THE I DON'T
CARE GIRL. Preparing to ready it for use on the set are the men of the
Perched high atop the Property Department's new Stage Coach is Frank
Lu Boys, in charge of the department's rolling stock. The coach was
built by the Prop Shop, with Frank and Joe Fanucchi of the Fixtures
Department doing a large share of the work. The carriage will be used
in several forthcoming pictures.

Property Department's upholstering division. Left to right are Alyre
(Babs) Babineau, Stanley Michaels, foreman; Albert Hill, Charles Fredrick
and
with

Ray
a

looking

Holland.

piece

These

of chintz

Elizabethan

own
to

Property Department has its
Flower Room

do anything
a

from

covering

a footstool

into an

authentic-

sofa frame

Gish

plays the part of Zapata

here

as he poses

in the ZAPATA!
replica of the
throne
which
was property
used in
VIVA
In ruler's
addition
to the
many
pieces on the lot, there is another property division
at the Western Ave. studio, headed by Guy McCoy

answer production needs. Headed

by Frank
right, the

can

couch.

John
The

men

to transforming

which

Wade,
Flower

Department
supplies both artificial
real flowers.

and

Left is Lee Lanphere who works
with Frank in the
department.

Set dresser

Bruce

MacDonald,

right, ponders over a modern
table ensemble before making a decision. With him is
Everett Blix, furniture custodian.

supplies

many

of the studio's

needs.

Fred L. Metzler, studio colonel in the 1952
Permanent Charities Campaign, explains the
workings of THE FAIR PLAN at a mass meeting
in front of the New Administration Building.

Twentieth Century-Fox shut down for twenty minutes on October 22 in order that the employees
might learn more about THE FAIR PLAN. A mass meeting was held and the percentage payroll
deduction system was explained. Support of the plan has been encouraging, with a greater percentage
of TCF workers donating through weekly deductions than ever before.

TCFers Pledge Support of THE FAIR PLAN
Photos

bv Jim MitchcJI

The 1952 Campaign of the Permanent
Charities Committee, with a goal of
$1,350,000, is now under way on an
industry-wide basis. The campaign had
its kick-off on the lot October 22 at a
mass meeting in front of the New Administration Building. Presiding over the
meeting was Mr. Fred Metzler, studio
colonel for the 1952 Permanent Charities
Campaign. Mr. Metzler told of the needs
that Permanent Charities donations fill.

With the campaign nearing completion, $136,745 has been pledged by
Twentieth Century-Fox employees, both
by payroll deduction and direct payment.

He expressed his appreciation for the excellent turnout at the meeting, which indicated an interest on the part of employees in the Permanent Charities
program.

surpassed.
Mr. Metzler, in outlining the 1952 program, emphasized the point that payroll
deductions would only be made when an
employee is working. It is this feature of
no deductions when an employee is not
working, that prompted the name FAIR
PLAN. In other words you give according to the amount you earn, as you earn
it, never owing an unpaid balance.

This is the second year that a percentage payroll deduction plan has been
made available for Permanent Charities
contributions. Last year 1,358 TCF
donors chose this simple method of giving to the motion picture industry’s Permanent Charities. These pledges, through
payroll deduction, made it possible to
begin studio solicitation this year with
more than one-third the goal assured in
advance. Every time a person pledges
his donation under THE FAIR PLAN,
the number of industry workers that must
be solicited in the future is diminished,
for the percentage deduction remains in
effect until it is cancelled in writing. This
means that less money has to be spent in
obtaining pledges, and more money actually goes to work for tbe needy.

Thus far 2,386 TCFer’s have donated
through Permanent Charities. With about
one week left before the 1952 solicitation
program

comes to an end, studio representatives handling Permanent Charities

convenient,
welcomed.

direct

payment

will

be

Let’s shoot for lOOf? in the 1952 Permanent Charities Campaign at 20th Century-Fox and go over our $190,000 goal!
The welfare work made possible by Permanent Charities contributions warrants
our support.

operations feel confident that TCF’s goal
of $190,000 will be reached and even

By donating through Permanent Charities you help maintain thirteen major
charitable organizations, covering 228
health and welfare services throughout
the Greater Los Angeles area.
If you as yet have not pledged a donation through Permanent Charities, obtain
a payroll deduction card from your steward or at the Studio Club. You can pledge
as small or as large a percentage as you
wish. The important thing is that you
give your support by making a pledge,
through the payroll deduction plan if
possible. If a weekly deduction is not

Guest speaker
meeting was

at the Permanent Charities mass
Anne Baxter, lovely Twentieth

Century-Fox player. Anne
portance of caring for our
through

the

Permanent

spoke of the imneedy by donating

Charities'

FAIR

PLAN.
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SHE

CAME

.

.

.

THEY

SAW

.

.

.

SHE

CONQUERED!

Komman

In a word, that's the success story of Ava Norring, Hungarian-born beauty who was recently signed to a long-term 20th Century-Fox contract. Ava
landed in New York in 1948 with her American husband, and found a job as a model. A picture spread in LOOK Magazine prompted Billy Gordon
to have a screen test made of her. The results were encouraging enough to warrant her a contract. She was brought to Hollywood on October 2, and
started

work

immediately.

Once

acclaimed

"Miss

Orchids

of 1951,"

Ava

is very happy

about

the whole

thing.

P^Judim pirns Jlmmlefi Sei
Indicating a busy month on the stages,
the production office disclosed its shooting plans for November. Carrying over
from October is THE
GIRL NEXT
DOOR. Richard Sale is handling the
direction of the Technicolor production,
with
Robertcontinuations
Bassler in into
the November
producer’s
seat. Other
are THE I DON’T CARE GIRL with
George Jessel producing and Lloyd
Bacon directing; and DIPLOMATIC
COURIER, a Casey Robinson production, with Henry Hathaway directing.
.-Mso going into November shooting is
.second unit work on SNOWS OF KILIMANJ.ARO with Boh Snody at the reins.
.Africa is the location.
•Awaiting desired storm
the second unit for THE

conditions is
OUTCASTS

OF

POKER FLAT, which calls for snowstorm backgrounds. First unit work under the direction of Joe Newman, began
the beginning of the month.
Scheduled to open on the stages November 12 is DEADLINE, U. S. A., a
Humphrey Bogart starrer, with Sol Siegel
producing. The story deals with a newsjiaper editor, Ed Hutcheson, who uses
his paper. The Day, to expose Tomas
Pienzi, head of a powerful vice ring.
The fast-moving story has its setting in
New York and will he directed by Richard Brooks who also wrote the screenplay.
THE FULL HOUSE is a quintet of
O. Henry short stories, two of which will
also start shooting on the 12th. THE

8

GIFT

OF

THE

MAGI

is the charming

story of a newly-married young couple at
Christmas time. They have very little
money but in a much larger sense they
are very rich. The story tells of a little
incident in their lives, and is beautifully
told in the incomparable O. Henry style.
The second FULL HOUSE story to start
production is THE COP AND THE ANTHEM. It is the story of Soapy, a bum
with character. Each winter Soapy manages to break a law or two in order to
wind up in the City Jail, where he passes
the cold months in warmth and comfort.
But this winter something is wrong. He
orders a bountiful meal at a smart restaurant and tears up his bill when he finishes. The owner usually calls a cop,
hut this year the owner just throws him
out. He steals an umbrella and is left
holding it when

the man

who

stole it first

runs away. Soapy just can’t get arrested.
Stirred to remorse by anthem singing.
Soapy enters a church where, filled with
self-reproach for his wasted life, vows to
get a job. It is at this point that he is
spotted by a suspicious cop and carted
off to jail! Slated to produce the five
stories in THE FULL HOUSE is Andre
Hakim.
Scheduled to begin production sometime between the 19th and 25th is
SWAMP GIRL which has had a second
unit working in Waycross, Georgia, for
several weeks. Jean Negulesco will direct.
SWAMP GIRL is the story of Jim Harper

who, accused of a crime which he didn’t
commit, fled to the swamps of Florida
where he has been living like a savage
for eight years with his daughter, Laurie.
Searching the swamp for his runaway
dog, Ben Tyler discovers Harper and his
daughter. Amity develops between Ben
and the Harpers with Ben persuading
Jim that the people outside the swamp
no longer believe him guilty. Finally Ben
convinces Harper that he should take his
daughter from the swamp so that she can
live a normal life. Justice triumphs in the
end, with the real culprit being apprehended. And the friendship between
Ben and Laurie has grown into lov'e. Producing the Teehnicolor drama will be
ducership.
Robert Jacks. It is Jacks’ first sole proRounding out the month’s schedule is
HOW HIGH IS UP? which will get rolling on the 19th. The story is about a
wealthy divorced ice cream manufacturer
who places his son in a nursery school
because he hasn’t the time to take care
of him. About the time that he meets an
attractive young woman at the nursery,
his ex-wife comes into the picture and
demands his money or their son. At first
he refuses to part with his wealth. Realizing then, that his son means more to him
than his money, he relinquishes his bank
account in exchange for his son. And
things look awfully good between him
and the girl at the nursery school! Charles
Brackett will produce, with Henry Levin
getting the megging

honors.

1951

flll-TCF Candidates

Named

Suggestion Committee Submits List of Initial Season s First Stringers

to L.A.

The Twentieth Century-Fox Suggestion
coaches announced the names of the TCF employees who, because of their outstanding ability in the field of suggestions, have been placed
on the 1951 TCF first team. These men have
played ball well. They are deserving of the
honor which has been bestowed them.
Upper left is John Gilman (7). His nomination to the first suggestion team came as a result of his suggesting a method of painting
bricks. It is a labor and material-saving idea
and won John, who works in the Paint Department, a $100 award.
Upper center is Bill Abbott (41), Cameraman. He and James Gordon, upper right. Head
of Optical Printing, were the combination that
clicked to the tune of $100 each in suggestion
awards, thus placing them on the first team.
They suggested a method for removing density
fluctuations, or ‘flicker,’ out of the camera, thus

saving the studio a great deal of money which
would otherwise have to be spent on retakes.
Number 40, lower left, is Anthony “Grazy
Legs” Pagha
of thehisMechanical
Department. He earned
position onEffects
the first
team
by designing a remote control firing board for
use in discharging explosives. His labor and
material saver won him a century note also.
Star kicker on the All-TCF team is Bob Coleman25
( ), lower right, of the Paint Department.
His suggesting the use of Scotch Apron Tapers
in the masking of sets, props, furniture and automobiles prior to painting was felt worthy enough
by Coach Monte Bonome to receive a $100
suggestion award.
Bill Eckhardt, Production, also won a $100
cash award for his improved method of coordinating calls of day and extra players. Unfortunately Bill was not suited up when these
shots were taken.

Rami

On the first team in an honorary capacity is
Charles Zimmerman, Head of Photocopy. His
suggestion to utilize leader paper in the making
of inter-office envelopes was a valuable one and
was adopted. However, the amount of money
that the suggestion will save is small so an
award
not be presented.
Zimmerman’s
initiativecould
in discovering
a way to save
the studio
money is to be commended though. Many small
savings will, in the final analysis, result in a large
saving. Charlie has the right idea!
The suggestion coaches are delighted with the
first season’s results thus far. In a recent press
interview, the coaches expressed the hope that
many more TCF’ers try out for the team soon.
Feeling that many improvements can still be
made in studio operation, they encouraged
everyone, regardless of build, to turn in their
ideas and make the first string.
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This is the eastern portion of the new Waterways set. It is a three-foot deep lake and will be connected to the six-foot lake, shown below, by means
of lock gates. This section of the set was completed October 23. The Gunite process, a new system of laying cement bedding, was employed in the
construction of the Waterways set. It is an operation by which cement is shot through an air gun onto the desired surface. A 100,000 sq. ft. area
was covered with cement during the building of the new set.

NEW WATERWAYS SET NEARS COMPLETION
Largest part of the Waterways set is the six-foot lake, pictured below. Miniature boats can be transferred from this lake to
the one above by means of the connecting locks visible in the center of this picture. The lock gates were mounted in such a
way that one man will be able to operate them.

Covering an area of over 100,000 sq. ft.,
a new exterior set, called the Waterways

They

set, will be ready for use in production

which

soon. The project is under the direction
of Lyle Wheeler,

Supervising Art Direc-

tor and Jack S. Ferguson, 20th’s Structural Engineer. Because the type of
construction

work

involved

in building

the set is so specialized, outside equipment was brought in for use in the
project.
The Waterways

consist of timber

with heavy wood

piling covered

planks. The lock gates,

will operate manually, are attached and will swing from concrete
abutments.

A project in itself was the task of digging out 15,000 yards of dirt for the bed
of the lake. No dirt was actually removed
from

the area. Rather, it was

used

level off the area surrounding

to

the set.

During the digging operation, the top soil
set, which

is located

adjacent to the Print Shop road on the

was

set aside, then replaced on the surface of the land when the leveling was

North Lot, is actually composed of three
lakes. One has a three-foot level while

completed.
1,000 feet of pipe line were

the others, when

handle

filled, will be six and ten

the filling of the lake. It is estimated that three days will be required to

fill the three portions, as the capacity of

completion

the lake is three million gallons of water.

first of the year, including all landscaping.
An interesting part of the set is the
locking device which connects the lake
portions. Inasmuch

as there is a differ-

ence in levels between

the reservoirs, a

canal-type lock had to be employed as a
link between the three-foot, six-foot and
ten-foot bodies of water.

The

locks are

designed after the early locks of the Erie
Canal and measure fifteen feet in width.

In addition to the filling lines, 600 feet
of sixteen-inch diameter

drain line were

laid, and will be able to empty
areas in eight hours.

SERPENT.

In addition,

portions of the set were used in LYDIA
BAILEY, which finished recently.
Inasmuch as any large body of water
presents a sanitation problem, arrangements have been made to fill the lakes
with mosquito

fish. These piscine scav-

engers will devour

anything

and every-

thing in or on the water, including mosquitos, mosquito eggs and larvae, each
other and even their children. To control
the growth of algae, the water in the
lake will be treated with copper sulfate.
The last part of the set to be completed

laid to

feet deep. The three-foot lake was completed October 23. Plans call for the
of the entire project by the

and GOLDEN

all water

Shooting schedules of several forthcoming productions include the use of
the new Waterways set. These are
SWAMP GIRL, which will begin shooting this month, THE FARMER TAKES
A WIFE, WHITE WITCH DOCTOR,

will be the landscaping.

There

will be

jungles, swamps and forests surrounding
the lake for use as background settings in
the pictures using the set.
ing and trees used will
kind of vegetation found
in the United States. All
and greenery
Landscaping
on the lot.
When

The type plantrepresent every
in lake regions
the landscaping

will be supplied
and

Nursery

Departments

the set is completed

and the green backgrounds

by the

and filled,
are added,

the Waterways set should be one of the
most impressive and most useful sets ever
built on the Twentieth

Century-Fox

lot.

STUDIO

CLUB

TCF Art Exhibit Praised By Visiting Critics
T\-ing in with American Art Week,
No\einber 1-7. the Studio Club’s First
Annual Art Exhibit was acclaimed a complete success as determined by the large
number

of TCFer’s who

expressed an

interest in the affair. There were ninetythree entries which comprised the tenday-long display. Most numerous were
oil paintings. Others entries included
water colors, charcoal and India ink

sketches, leathercraft, ceramic work,
hand-carved canes and hand-tooled,
pounded metal masks.
The judging of the entries was done by
a group of critics representing local art
institutes. The judges were: Bill Bowne,
Instructor of Art at U.C.L.A.; Larsen
Feitelsen, Instructor of Art at Art Center
School; Gaylord Richmond, Instructor at
the Otis Art Institute and Kenneth Ross,
Director of the Los Angeles City Art
Commission. These four judge's awarded
First, Second and Third Prize ribbons in
four classifications. These were the ProClass, Amateur
Children’s
Class andfessionalthe
Crafts orClass,
Miscellaneous
Class. First Prize winners in these categories, as well as prize winners in the
popular vote, will be awarded a gift order at an art supply house in addition to
their ribbons.
Winners in the Professional Class were:
Ed Graves, First, fishing scene; Leonard
Cutrow, Second, street scene; A. S.
Weiner, Third, merry-go-round. In the
Amateur Class the winners were: Ruth
Goddard, First, picnic; Florence Robbins,
Second, windmill; Richard Kiser, Third,
farmhouse. In the Children’s Class, First
Prize was won by Stephen Robbins, son
of Florence Robbins for his handmade

Visitors at the Studio Club's First Annual Art Exhibit were representatives of the American Artists
Professional League, a nation-wide organization which participates in art functions and competition.
Pictured left to right are Pat Woodward, winner of the Art Exhibit popular vote for Paintings;
Mrs. Martin Winkler, AAPL representative; Phil Adams, whose wife's ceramic figures won the
popular vote in the Miscellaneous Class; Mrs. Arthur D. Burkhart and Beatrix Maurine McCulley,
also representing the AAPL.

Pictured

above

are the judges

of the Art Exhibit

and

the First Place

winners

in the Professional

and

Amateur Class. Left to right are Ed Graves, winner in the Professional group; Bill Bowne, Instruc>r of Art at U.C.L.A.; Gaylord Richmond, Instructor at the Otis Art Institute; Ruth Goddard, winner
i
o
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''he Amateur group;
Art Center School.

Ken

Ross, Director

of the L. A. City Art Commission;

and

Larsen

Feitelsen

metal plate. Second Prize went to Gershon Weltman, son of Morris Weltman
for his orchestra painting. Third Prize
was won by Dennis Dries, son of Thomas
Dries with his horse painting. In the
Miscellaneous Class the winners were:
Ida Weiner, wife of A. S. Weiner, First,
hand-made rugs; Richard Kiser, Second,
ceramic plate; Vance Rankin, Third,
leatherwork.
Winners of the popular vote, in which
311 ballots were cast, were Pat Woodward in the Paintings Classification with
her charcoal sketch of Joseph Schenck
and Louise Adams, wife of Phil Adams,
for her ceramic figures, which won in the
Miscellaneous Classification.
The following entrants won Honorable
Mention in the Art Exhibit with their displays: Jim Stevens, Lee Williams, wife of
Doug Williams, Gene Banks, Clinton
Sandeen, Raymond Nibert, Herschel McCallar, Jr., H. M. de Leuw, wife of A. J.
de Leuw, Victoria Fitzgerald, wife of
W. F. Fitzgerald, E. L. Grant, Hugo
Radke and Brad Ganfield.
To those who participated in its first
Art Exhibit, the Studio Club extends its
thanks for making the affair a complete
success. It is hoped that the interest
stimulated by the event will make the
Art
Exhibit an annual Studio Club
activity.

A\ C T i V 1 T I E S
Plans Being Jl/lade To
Start Camera Class
Arrangements are being made to organize a Camera Class, to be held on the
lot one evening a week for a ten-week
period. The course is designed for the
beginner, with the first lecture dealing
with camera fundamentals. Successive
lectures will cover lighting and exposure,
developing the negative, enlarging and
printing, indoor photography, dramatic
and glamour lighting and other related
subjects.
Classes will be held on Wednesday
evenings. Tuition fee for the entire
course is fifty cents per person. All those
interested in joining the Camera Class
should contact the Studio Club immediately so that the size of the class can be
determined. Those desiring additional information about the class should call the
Studio Club also, Extension 745.

Bowling News
With eight weeks of the Studio Club
Bowling League’s 30-week schedule gone,
high score players and teams were named
as of last Thursday’s competition. Tied for
top honors in team standing are the Gregory Peck team and Dan Dailey’s Hoofers.
Top man in individual play is Ed De Cuir
whose season average of 178 puts him on
top of his fifty-odd competitors. High
scoring honors in women’s competition
go to Jean Hansen, who has a season
average of 153. She is being trailed closely by Hazel Shirk, whose 152 season average finds her only nineteen pins behind
Jean. Looks like there’s going to be plenty
of stifiF competition for the rest of the season with close play like that registered on
the bowling sheets.
High series team for the season is Joseph iVlankiewicz with a total of 2337
pins. Members of the Mankiewicz team
include Joe Magliocco, Hazel Shirk, Bill
Jurgensen and Carl Gerhard.
In individual play, high series for the
men goes to Von Mulldorfer. He has a
607 series, plus a 96-pin handicap which
gives him a 703-pin total. High individual men’s game is Bob Adler’s 236pin, 30-pin handicap game, which gives
him a total of 266. In women’s competition, Hazel Shirk holds high individual
series with a 662 average. In individual
game play, Ellen Potash leads the women
with her 184-pin game. A 56-pin handicap gives her a high total game of 240.
With 22 weeks still remaining in the

Studio

Club Boasts

Boasting the largest membership in its
history, the Studio Club reports that 97%
of all regular Twentieth Century-Fox employees are members of the club. This
means that nearly every TCFer will be
able to participate in the forthcoming
events on the Studio’ Club’s agenda of
employee activities.
Next event coming up is the Harvest
Festival, November 24. Following that
will be the Kiddies’ Christmas Party.
Everyone will want to get in on these two
affairs which are sure to be terrific.
In announcing its plans for the rest of
the year, the Studio Club hinted that the
activities for 1952 will be bigger than
ever, with special events coming up

EDUCATIONAL

CLASSES

With the television and shorthand
classes at the mid-way point, TCF scholars have indicated enthusiasm over the
way the classes are being offered. Enrollment in the TV class has increased to
22. The elementary material has been
covered and instructor King has started
discussing the actual servicing and maintenance of television receivers.
The shorthand class, under the instructorship of Gertrude Erb is progressing
nicely. Approximately twenty-five girls
are enrolled in the class which meets in
the Production Bungalow each Tuesday
evening, 6:30 to 8:30. Not only is Miss

97%

Membership

throughout the entire year. Many new
activities will be added to the already
well-rounded social and educational program. Among the 1952 events that Studio
Club members can look forward to are the
Annual Dinner-Dance, a picnic. County
Fair, Photo Contest, Golf Tournament,
Art Exhibit, Christmas Party and many
other social events. A complete and
varied educational and sports program
will also be offered in 1952.
The Studio Club is pleased that such a
large percentage
the studio’s
employees realize the ofadvantages
of being
members of the club, and hopes that it
can continue to serve as many — and
even more — next year.

SHOWING

PROGRESS

Erb, who is an instructor at Metropolitan
Junior College, giving the girls a refresher course in shorthand, but she is
also giving lessons in punctuation, grammar, and vocabulary. The on-the-job
training offered by the shorthand class is
valuable to both the girls taking advantage of the course and Twentieth Century-Fox itself.
It is hoped that interest generated by
those now attending the two educational
classes offered by the Studio Club will
arouse new interest in future classes to
be made available to TCF employees as
part of the club’s educational program.

Doll Dressing Response Tremendous
An offered
unprecedented
of and
TCF’ers
have
to donate amount
their time
skill
in the 1951 Doll Dressing Contest, according to the
Studio
Club’shave
Dollbeen
Committee.
Requests
for dolls
so
numerous that the Studio Club is finding it difficult to fill the demand. Thus
far, 48 dolls have been dressed and returned. One hundred and forty-four are
in the process of being dressed.
The dolls will be displayed in the sun
porch of the Cafe de Paris. They will be
judged on December 17, with prizes going to the most beautiful, the most unusual and to the doll whose costume most
typifies a country. First, second and third
prizes will be awarded in each class.
season, a lot of good bowling remains to
be seen. All the bowling teams invite
their fellow workers to come out and root
for them at La Cienega Lanes, at Santa
Monica and La Cienega Blvds.

Again, the dolls will be given to orphan
children of all faiths, living in Los Angeles. In a letter from Judge A. A. Scott,
Presiding Judge of the Superior Court,
Juvenile Division, to Mr. Darryl Zanuck
last year, the Judge thanked us for the
dolls and wished we might all see the expressions on the faces of these little girls,
“the most forgotten children,” he termed
them, in Los Angeles. Wives and children of employees are invited to join in
the contest. And the men shouldn’t be
bashful about dressing a doll. One of the
prettiest dolls returned so far is one
dressed
male TCF’er.
As soonby asa expected
shipments of dolls
arrive, all requests will be filled so that
those wishing to dress a doll for an orphan girl will be able to do so. In the
meantime, the Studio Club thanks everyone for their interest and will provide
the desired dolls just as soon as possible.
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Around

The

Lot In Pic

To the surprise and regret of her co-workers, Irene Brooks, Head of Hairdressing (6th from left),
tendered resignation from her post. She was replaced by Alma Johnson, formerly Assistant Head
of the Hairdressing Department. Wishing Irene the best of luck before she left, are, left to right:
Alma, new Department Head; Marie Braselle, Esperanza Corona, Emmy Eckhardt, Myrtle Ford,
(Irene), Ben Nye, Head of the Make-up Department; Clare Holgate, Linda Cross, Lillian Hokom,
Elaine Ramsey, Bunny Gardel and Marie Walter. Unable to attend the farewell party were Gladys
Witten and Kay Reed.

Winner of the 1951 Motipn Picture Relief Golf Tournament held October
21 was Howard Evans. Howie tied for First Place with Forrest Tucker of
Republic Studios. The flip of a coin determined which of the two would
retain the trophy. Howard won the toss, so 20th keeps the trophy for a
year. It will be on display at the Cafe de Paris. Eight studios participated

The famous Four Wrestling Dwarfs visited the set of 20th's THE PRIDE
OF ST. LOUIS recently and promptly held impromptu batting practice
on Henry Kulky, actor, who wrestles professionally under the name of

in the event with 1 30 golfers turning out for play. Howard's personal
prize was a beautiful watch. Evans can really wield that club. He won
tl- TCF Golf Tournament this year also. The MPRF received $625 as a
re: of the tournament.

Bomber Kulkovich. Using the Bomber's noggin for fungo drill are (left
to right), Pancho the Bull, Cowboy Cassiday, Sky Low Low and Little
Beaver. The Lilliputian grapplers have attracted capacity crowds during
their current wrestling tour of the nation.
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And
This inviting-looking mountain

cabin is, believe it

or not, the fruit of one man's labor. The man is
Walter Erickson of the Grip Department who knocked
out the four-room retreat in just that many weeks. The
vacation house is located at Camp Angelus in San Bernardino County. Erickson did the job by himself, even
including the drawing of the plans. His buddies at
the studio were really startled when Walt returned to
work with pictures of the rustic abode. The day he
left he had said, "So long, fellas. I'm going to build
a cabin." And they had laughed.
William 'Doc' Bishop of the International
Department revealed news of his recent
to the former Evelyn Clarke Lawler of Los
The marriage, attended by close friends

Publicity
marriage
Angeles.
and rela-

tives, was held on October 20 at St. Timothy's
Church in W. L. A. Pictured at the happy event
are, left to right: the bride and groom, Mrs. Edith
Huerta, bridesmaid; Dr. Sal Huerta, best man, and
Mrs. Charles Griffin, wife of Judge Charles Griffin
of Los Angeles.

Words
From Walter Jolley’s Paint Department comes news that BILL HARDIN’S
nineteen-year-old son is expecting to become a father in January. Pay-off is that
Bill himself expects to become a dad
again at the same time. Nice trick. . . .
Also
on BROOKS
the prospective
MARIA
of the parents’
Still Lab.list
. . is.
Congratulations to H. M. KUO, Script,
whose human interest photograph won
him a Certificate of Honor Award from
Lucerne, Switzerland. . . . How about
that three-carat diamond that MARIE
LITTLEFIELD is proudly displaying?
She’s engaged to GEORGE GOODRUM
of Bel-Air. . . . Best wishes to JIM
MITCHELL, formerly of the Still Dept.
He’s now a full-fledged Still Man, while
GEORGE
SAMPSON
from O. K.
FORD’S office has taken Jim’s spot.
HARRY SANFORD
of Multilith moves
into Ford’s office replacing Sampson.
. . . HARRIS LEE of the Prop Makers
didn’t get married as anticipated by
Action last month. Seems he got cold
feet at the last minute. . . . GRACE
JOYCE, who left TCF a few months ago
to work for the government in Fairbanks,
Alaska, became the wife of RALPH
ANGSTMAN
of Minnesota. The happy
couple will spend two more years in
Alaska, then will do some ranching in
Montana. . . . BILL ATKINSON of the
Music Dept,
has left now.
the lot. —. he’s
in production at KNBH
. SCOTTY
McGILP of the Staff Shop, back on the
job after two major operations, fell from
a ladder last week. No serious injury, but
astretch.
guy’s got
be careful RENE,
after a hospital
. . .toBABETTE
George
Jessel’s secretary, flew to Havana for her
vacation recently. She arrived there to
find that her wardrobe, newly-bought for
the trip, had been lost! Tough luck. . . .
Congrats to GLORIA HALPERIN, also
of Jessel’s office, who was married on
October 14 to JACK KIRSHNER of Los
Angeles. . . . Hope the family of MANUEL VALDEZ, Labor Dept., is improved at this time. Manuel went to
their home in Florida on a leave of
absence to find out the condition of his
mother,

brother and

ill. . . . Good

sister who

seeing CLINTON

are all
SAN-

DEEN, Head of Men’s Wardrobe, back
on the job. He recently underwent an
emergency

Vic Burton of the Music Department (insert) prides himself on these little figures which he
makes out of pipe cleaners and yarn as a hobby. Vic has been making these little dolls for
two years and has had several write-ups in Downbeat Magazine about them. The ones pictured are about 12 inches high and compose the percussion section of a real orchestra. Vic,
who plays the tympani (as well as drums, xylophone and marimba) is represented by the
little guy on the right. In addition to the figures, Vic made the background and instruments himself.

appendectomy. . . . The Accounting Department welcomes NORBERT McNALLY, formerly of Ohio, to
its ranks. . . . Arriving on the lot on the
18th will be little HANKA TRAUB, the
war orphan, who, through the generosity
of fifteen secretaries and stenographers
15
on the lot, has received rehabilitation aid
and is living a happy, normal life in England. She’ll be here 4 or 5 days before
returning to England.

CAHTODIV

CONTEST

OFFERS

CASH

PRIZES

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

o

When

our friend turned around

to say hello to his friend, the anonymous guy in back of him got a facefull of lumber. Someone was at fault

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
W Underwood Typewriter Co.,
O 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON
Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
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Co.,

here. Maybe it was the carpenter.
Maybe it was the other guy. We ll
leave the decision up to you.
The Studio Club is sponsoring a
Cartoon Caption Contest which any
TCP employee may enter. The idea
is to tack a gag line on the cartoon
above and send it to Editor, Action
Magazine,

Box

Hills, California.

900,

Beverly

Or shoot it by

studio mail to Editor, Action
Magazine,

Studio Club. First prize

in the contest is $5, with five $1

prizes to be awarded to the five
runner-up captions. Any captions
received after Friday, November
30, will not be eligible to win the
cash prizes. Try to slant your gag
line to have a safety implication.
These captions will be given special
consideration.
Remember to get your caption in
the mail before Friday, November
30. Entries will be judged on content only. Winning captions will be
announced in the December issue
of Action.
Get in the Cartoon Caption Contest and win one of the cash prizes!

Some Girls Like To Knit—
— Other girls like to experiment in the
kitchen with interesting recipes. Then
there’s Gloria Cezar of the Script Department’s newly- formed Translating Division. She collects snakes — all kinds — as
attested by the fact that nine of the
slender reptiles call her garage their
home at the present time.
Gloria was interested in snakes from
the time she was a child. Her reason for
tucking the often-deadly creatures under
her wing is a valid one. She was always
for the underdog. And Heaven knows
the snake, constantly hunted and stalked,
is just that. Snakes are a comparatively
unexplored field and as such, presented a
challenge to Gloria, who is a graduate in
English from the Golegio Santa Teresa in
Rio de Janeiro.

In the picture below, left, Gloria is
seen as she extracts venom from one of
the many rattlesnakes she has owned. On
the right she holds a prize Water Mocassin, a former member of her group and
the only Water Mocassin in captivity in
Galifornia. Gloria killed the snake several
weeks ago, on the request of the studio.
A model of a Water Mocassin was needed
for use in SWAMP GIRL. Since Gloria
owned the only specimen in captivity in
the state, she was asked if she would
sacrifice the snake for TGF.

She acqui-

and the snake’s
plaster soon.
counterpart
will be esced,
before
the cameras
one can deny
is No
a fascinating
one. that Gloria’s hobby
Snakes are swell.
But stamps are friendlier.

Now's The Time To
Protect Your Car From
RUST
RATTLES
ROAD NOISES
Automobile Undercoating at V2 Price
To Studio Club Members
(Example — Any Ford only $15.00)

MEREDITH'S

Automobile Cleaning Gr Polishing
Underbody Coating
8960 WILSHIRE

BLVD.

CR. 57325
Wholesale

Prices

To

Club

Members

FREE Pickup and Delivery

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card
on

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

Westwood

TELEVISION

at

To Choose

TIME

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

VIC

^
f
y
t
Jo

V2 Block

—

FOR DRESS CLOTHES of all kinds— dinner jackets and tuxedo outfits — Tom Harris
is the man to see. At the WESTWOOD
TUX
SHOP, 1307 Westwood Blvd., AR. 9-1136.
Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Wednesdays 12
noon to 9.

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

1725 Westwood
Night

From

PAYMENTS

24 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

Furniture Co.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
Monday,

1 5 Brands of

RECAPPING

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

North

Boulevard

of Santa

Phones

Monica

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

SEE US

HiP umm
332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

WEbster
6281
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RADIOS

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley.
(Mr. Brown)

Studio Club

PR. 6133 or DU. 8-2481

FURS
Studio Club

Buyer’s Directory

GIFT SHOPS

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerafors, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L, A
AR. 7-7508
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills... .CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schneil)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. I Fred Schneil)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. (Tino
LazarisI
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only)..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194
Peb Motors, 3805 W. Olive Ave.,
Burbank
CH. 6-9278

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Cr

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

REAL ESTATE

HARDWARE

ffoward McCarry, 12300’/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
ffaimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club,
(Watches only)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

LAMPS
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
....WE. 3-9104
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

MAGAZINES

BICYCLES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

MATTRESSES
ffeyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

MOTOR

SHOPS

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472
Studio Club

BOOKS

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

PARTS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

Utter Pontiac, 200 So. La Brea,
L. A

DRUGS

OPTOMETRISTS

Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank
CH. 0-5241

Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
R. Greenspoon, O.D., 9439 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-9439
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist, 10932 Le Conte
(Bob Flesch)
Alexander Florist, 9466 Wilshire
erly Hills

Ave., L. A,
AR. 7-1755
Blvd., BevCR. 1-5203

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WYoming 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schneil)
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

PAINT

WE. 3-7474

Cr WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Ladies' and Men's,
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUGS Cr CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. Cr W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SPORTING

GOODS

Crane Sporting Goods, 5728 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-9534
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733
Blvd. (C. Watts)

Hollywood
HO. 9-8131

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
ffollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan ) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

WATER

Ext. 727

CONDITIONING

FURNITURE

Gramophone
erly Hills

ffeyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

PICTURES

WATER

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
L. A. (F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A.
CR. 1-1135
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Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

READY-TO-WEAR

Soft-Flo Company, 3980 Cazador St.,
L. A
CL. 7-3195

HEATERS

TCF Profectionist
Still Lost In Idaho
As yet no news has been received concerning the fate of Lynn Lurvey, TCF
projectionist, who has been missing in the
blizzard wilderness of Idaho since October 15. Lynn took a four weeks’ leave
of absence and went on a hunting expedition with Arnold Jenke and John Hancock, expecting to be away from October
9 to October 30. On the morning of the
15th, Lurvey and a guide separated from
his two companions. When the two had
made camp, Lurvey spotted some fresh
elk tracks. He set out in search of the
animal, without the guide. A storm came
up and Lurvey has not been seen nor
heard from since that time.
.\lthough the snow is hard-packed and
blizzard conditions still prevail, observers
feel that Lurvey has a chance of being
found. He is a hunter of long experience
and has gone through blizzards before.
During these hours of waiting and
praying. Action, on behalf of all its
readers, expresses the hope that Lurvey
will be found soon and reunited with
his family.

Raffle To Be Held
20th’s American
PostitsNo.
563
announces
that it Legion
will hold
annual
raffle
for Wadsworth
Veteran’s
on December
14 in front
of the Hospital
Cafe de
Paris. The money derived from this raffle
is used to make the Christmas holiday
more pleasant for the sick and disabled
veterans at the hospital and to provide
them with cigarettes, chewing gum, writing material and other needed articles.
Raffle tickets will be one dollar. First
prize this year will be a beautiful new
16" table model television set. Twentyfour other excellent prizes will also be
gi\en away at the drawing to be held
at 12 noon.
Buy your tickets now for this worthy
cause. Call Dick Darling, Ext. 1401, for
the names of those from whom you may
purchase chances. Remember the date of
the drawing — Friday, December 14 — in
front of the Cafe de Paris — at 12 noon.

HEYMAN
FURNITURE
Discounts
Members

Terms

TCF

employees

were

happy

Club

Furniture

to learn

that agreement on a new two-year contract calling for a 10% wage increase has
been made between the major studios
and the lATSE. Besides the wage increase, to be effective as of October 25,
the contract calls for the establishment of
a jointly administered health and welfare fund to be employer-supported by
payment of five cents an hour on all
straight-time. Subsequent to the acceptance of the new contract by the lA, five
other basic craft unions have followed
suit. Contracts paralleling the original
lA-studio pact are being drawn up by
the other unions represented on the lot
and will be submitted for approval soon.

Foxy At Permanent Gardens
Foxy, the elusive little squirrel who first
made his appearance at the Permanent
Gardens some eight months ago, is backafter four weeks’ absence, according to
Nurseryman Henry ‘Red’ Overcash who
works in the gardens. It seems that the
furry little animal became very friendly

They, too, will be retroactive to October
25.
It is estimated that the wage

Fox $2,500,000 a year. In a statement regarding the pay increase, Fred Meyer,
Director of Industrial Relations said that
the increase was designed to help those
who

need it, rather than high-bracket income earners, most of whom will not benifit from the wage increase.
FOR SALE — Wurlitzer Studio Piano.
hogany finish. Like new, $350. Call
1-0513 if interested.

MEMORIA.>l

You*ll See * . ♦
Your

Old Friend

SAM

LU RYE

(formerly of Sam's Steak Ranch)

a t

PATIO LIQUORS
10515V2 WEST
Next to Rancho

the death

PICO

Bowling Alley

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449
4-YEAR

-

OLD

STRAIGHT WHISKY
Fifths, $4. 1 9 Pints, $2.65
Half Pints, $1.35

It is with deep regret and with sympathy
toward their iamilies and associates that
ACTION repprts
employees:

MaAX.

FOR SALE — Fabulous 10-room, two-story
house, one mile from town of Rogue River,
Oregon. A hundred wonderful features: 225
fruit trees, frontage on Rogue River, completely insulated, barbecue, low taxes. $22,000
cash, or $13,000 down and terms. Contact
Jack Montgomery, Ext. 723.

ports that the little fellow hasn’t been
seen in the last few days, but is optimistic that Foxy is definitely back on the
lot after his limited absence. At any rate,
all his old friends will be looking for him
—or his twin brother.

- IX

increase,

coupled with the company-paid health
and welfare fund will cost 20th Century-

with many TCF’ers who spent their
lunch hour at the park, located by the
Colonial House. Then Foxy was captured, taken to Griffith Park and released
to roam that public park. But he was
apparently unhappy in Griffith, for two
weeks ago, perched high atop an oak in
Permanent Gardens, Foxy was spotted—
either Foxy or his twin brother. And no
one knows how he footed it all the way
from the park on Los Feliz. Henry re-

of the following

Michael Brunski — Landscape Department.
George Killgore — Music Cutting.

Checks Cashed

Gladly As Before

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

CO.

to Studio
on

WAGE INCREASE TO BECOIHE EFFECTIVE

To

DISCOUNT

Studio

CORSAGES

Club

Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Los Angeles 35, California
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La Brea Tire Service
OFFERS

25 TO
ON

YOU

40%

OFF

CHARLES BICKFORD & BOB WATERFIELD
CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO VISIT MOTION PICTURE
HEADQUARTERS FOR HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

ALL

First

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

I
I
I
I
I
I

The
name
in

WY. 2194

Dependability
Courtesy
STATEMENT

OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION
REQUIRED RY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED
BY
THE ACTS OF MARCH
3, 1933, AND
JULY 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code,
Section 233)

Quality
Time

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO STUDIO
PERSONNEL ON ALL APPLIANCES
REFRIGERATORS
RANGES
FREEZERS
WASHING MACHINES
DRYERS
IRONERS
TELEVISION
RADIOS
MIXERS
ROASTERS
TOASTERS
COFFEE MAKERS and
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES

Payments

Arranged

For Christmas — Lionel Trains and other Gift Items
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BRULATOUR

PEB
Featured

This

MOTORS...
AUTO

Month;

25% Discount on U. S. ROYAL MASTER
MID-CENTURY WHITE WALLS

PAUL

SERVICE

REPAIRING
Specialists

for

OLDSMOB I LE
CADI LLAC

• EDDIE • BUD

Phone: CHarleston 6-9278

^

Burbank,
STOLIVE
3805WECalifornia
(Across from Warner Bros.)

"

Experts in
HYDRAMATIC
REPAIRS

1 0 % Off on all Parts
AND Labor

UOTIETIME. E.S.JI.
The motion picture industry’s gigantic
MOVIETIME, U.S.A. celebration, staged
under the direction of COMPO
as part
of the Golden Jubilee of the opening of
the first motion picture theater, has
swung

into high gear with the appearances of more than 200 Hollywood celebrities in exchange centers throughout
the country.
Following recent receptions in key
cities, the stars, producers, directors,
writers and others who have volunteered
their services fanned out into other communities to spread

the

“Hollywood

By train and plane last month the celebrities left Hollywood, heading for their
various destinations. Heavy production
schedules
at all studios caused some
Story.”
slight changes
plans, set up

in the original COMPO
by

national

chairman

Robert J. O’Donnell, but the few important centers missed during the past weeks
will be visited by other caravans
the current month.

during

Recent additions to the long list of
Movietime, U.S.A. volunteers include
20th Century-Fox notables Jeanne Crain
and scribbler Philip Dunne.

Zhe HARRY I. ALTMAN

Sales Co,

315 West 5th Street, 6th Floor, Los Angeles 13, Calif. • Michigan 0256

IS pleased to announce

NEW

the opening of a

BRANCH

for your

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

MONICA

hospitals for service men. Special ceremonies were arranged at Annapolis, Md.,

STORE

convenience

with appearances at the U.S. Naval
Academy and reception by Theodore R.
McKeldin, Jr., governor of Maryland.
Similar appearances and celebrations

at

BOULEVARD

Ave., 1 Block Easr of Wesfwood

Personalities starting their tour in
Washington, D. C. not only visited the
White House but also made appearances
at the famous Walter Reed and Bathesda

Blvd. )

were planned for all groups in other territories.

ARixona 7-7508 —
BR. 2-7110
Arrange to visit us — and check available savings to
members of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
— on —
Electric Appliances - Gas and Electric Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers - Ironers - Radios
Television - Everything for the Home - Silverware - Jewelry - Watches - Handbags
Luggage - Wallets - Diamonds - Draperies - Watch Repairing - Rugs - Carpets
Cameras - Projectors - Films - Accessories
— SHOPPING HOURS —
Monday through Saturday: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday evenings to 9 p.m.
Bob Gardner, Studio Club Representative.

Success of the present Golden Jubilee
celebration has prompted discussion of a
1925 Movietime, U.S.A. tour. For a proposed 1952 Movietime drive. Chairman
O’Donnell suggested that, based on the
experience obtained, the tour be spread
over a period of several weeks, rather
than compacted into a single week, as
was the current one. “A great many

SHOP

AT

to go, were

WEISS’

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

10643 Pico Blvd.

CARL

and BOYS

WEISS,

unable to because of produc-

tion commitments at this time.”
O’Donnell pointed out that while the
great demand on Hollywood talent for
the drive came all within the period of

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
Courtesy to Studio Club Members

stars

and players,” he stated, “who this year
volunteered their services and were eager

Mgr.

AR. 386-36

seven days, no production schedules were
disturbed or disrupted at the studios, and
he tendered highest praise to studio
heads for their cooperation in clearing
the players who were available from production for the tour.
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MPRF Offers Card Variety This Year

—

SAVE

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

on
everything
in our

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

JEWELRY

j

•

FOUNTAIN

PENS

Swinging away from its former practice of having only one design, the Motion Picture Relief Fund this year will
offer a choice of four different designs
to the purchasers of the Fund’s Christmas
cards.

• JEWELRY
• LUGGAGE

and

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

GIFT
sample
line

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

Totally different in theme and execution, the cards were created exclusively
for the Fund by four well-known Hollywood artists. They are: Albert Kramer,
modern primitive water color artist; Carl
Heilborn, illustrator, and Emrich Nicholson, art director, both of Universal-International Studios; and Phil Paradise, for-

mer

art director for Sol Lesser.

Purchasers may pick either one design
or an assortment. All cards will be personalized and there will be no increase
in price. Cards sell for $15 a hundred
or $9 for fifty. Samples and order blanks
are being mailed out now to former purchasers and orders may also be placed
for cards at the Fund headquarters, 6902
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38.
Lucile Browne is chairman of the
Fund’s Christmas card committee which
is composed of Bernard Herzbrun, Valentine Davies and Fred Meyer.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

The Motion

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

Spif paints
PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740

BR. 2-2255

8586 W. PICO

Picture Relief Fund will offer these four designs on their Christmas

Cards this year.

Left to right are "Bridge at Amsterdam," "Christmas Morning," "Stage 1 5," and "Christmas
at the Bijou." Those wishing to order MPRF cards can have one design or a variety of all four
if so desired. This is the first year that Motion Picture Relief has offered an assortment of cards.
Only a single design has been available in the past.

TCFer DONATES HANDICRAFT TO MPRF
Expressing a desire to help the Motion
Picture Relief Fund in any way he can,
Hugo Radke of the Staff Shop recently
donated a dozen hand-car\ed canes to
the relief organization. Each cane represents from eight to ninety hours of work,
not counting the hours of searching for
branches that will be suitable for use as
canes. Hugo entered a group of these
canes in the recent Art Exhibit held on
the lot and received Honorable Mention
in the Miscellaneous Class.

Hugo’s generosity in donating his work
to those less fortunate is a very worthy
gesture. The Motion Picture Relief Fund
has accepted Hugo’s gift with pleasure
and appreeiates the kind thought that aceompanies it. MPRF will be able to put
the walking sticks to \ ery practical use.

Of the 24 canes that Hugo has carved,
no two are alike. Some of the staffs carry
faces of Biblical characters, while others
have earved vines and leaves running
from the handle of the cane to its base.

RALPH
LANCASTER
Smart Wear For Men
All That's Best in California Tailored Sportswear
and Clothing
At Modest Prices
We

Have

Everything for the Well-Dressed
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY

10667 W. PICO BLVD.
(Next to Malibar)

PHONE:

Man
AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

Hugo shows a few of his hand-carved canes to
Monte Bonome, Head of the Staff Shop.

According

to the dictionary, a pilgrim

is a wanderer
means

the

or wayfarer.
Pilgrim

With

Fathers,

separatists from the Church

the it

the

102

of England

who landed from the Mayflower

at Plym-

outh colony in 1620. But ‘pilgrim’ denotes something much more basic in the
American way of life than can be expressed bya definition in the dictionary.
The Pilgrims wanted
fered to win

freedom

it. But while

fighting for their freedom

and suf-

they were

in the middle

of the Atlantic, they were drawing
purely democratic

form

up a

of government

a day of Thanksgiving was proclaimed.
Actual records describe the occasion:
“Our corn did well, the barley fair. . . .
Our harvest being gotten in, four men
went fowling. In one day they killed
enough to serve us almost a week. We
entertained and feasted the Indians for
three days. The

Indians went

Cape Cod

was

pattern

sighted. Two

their lives.
days later

the Mayflower anchored. Here begins a
story of heroism and of a free, democratic
nation.
The first year was the hardest for the
Pilgrims. Severe cold and exposure

took

forty-four lives during the winter of 1621.
But soon the crops began to grow. When
the colony at Plymouth was one year old.

by living in America.

we

Pilgrims took time out to give thanks for

are far from want.”

This was America’s first Thanksgiving.
This proclamation, made 330 years ago,
was the first expression of gratitude made
by Americans

who

were

thankful

for

that our forefathers had the courage

they would

they

Most of us neglect to take stock of the
benefits derived

Even during those first days when man’s
liberty was at stake as it is today, the

which

live when

the English worker 19 hours. The United
States worker earns this in 8 hours.

brought in five deer. By God’s goodness

reached America. Twenty -seven days
after mapping out a constitution by

they would

in the world. For

out and

their freedom — grateful for the Godgranted liberty which they had fought
for and won. Today in America, more
than three centuries later, the liberties

by which

than any other worker

example, to earn $10.00 in real wages,
the Russian worker must work 81 hours,

to

fight for still exist. But in a half-slave
world fighting for its very survival.
We can complain about taxes and the
high cost of living, but we still have more
to be thankful for than any single nation
on earth. We in America own 71% of all
the automobiles

in the world; and 50%

of the hospitals. American

labor works

fewer hours and gets higher real wages

their harvest.
tially the same

We

will be doing essen-

thing this Thanksgiving.

We

will be giving thanks for the opportunity of living in the last real stronghold
of freedom.
The situation was
settlers who founded

grave for the early
America over three

hundred years ago. But they survived
the storm. We will do the same.
With a sense of gratitude for the many
things for which we may be thankful, let
us reaffirm our faith in the future. Let
our hope spring from the strength of the
spirit as it did in those days when the
Pilgrims, their numbers decimated by the
trials of a grim winter, knelt in their first
Thanksgiving.
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U. S. POSTAGE

2c

PAID

Los Angeles, Calif.
Permit No. 12005

It^s going to be a great party! Outstanding entertainment will be on hand
to heighten the evening^s festivities, A
popular band will provide music for easy
listening and dancing. Casualness is the
order of the day. Whatever you wear —
from blue suit to levis — will be appropriate, Thanksgiving and Fall will be
the theme; the rehearsal halls will be
decorated with pumpkins, corn stalks,

• SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

orange balloons and crepe paper. There
will be hot dogs, beer, coffee and coke for
only a dime each. Raffle prize will be a
6 MONTHS^ SUPPLY OF GROCERIES,
(Only employees are eligible for the raffle
prize, but the winner need not be present
at the drawing,) Admission price to the
HARVEST
FESTIVAL is $1,00, Additional raffle chances will be 25c each.
Remember

24
• 8:00 P. M.
• REHEARSAL

the date and keep it open!
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Pashkovsky

PIC OF THF MH
With

the price of food the way

it is, Frankie

Brown,

from

Molly

years

since she is going

to have

to eat it up

all by herself.

"The

all these groceries,"

said the human

Safe-

Mandaville's office, is justified in trying to encompass this hornful
of goodies. The haul represents the prize which Frankie won at

only trouble

the Harveit Festival held November 24 on the let. The six months'
supply of groceries pictured here will probably last Frankie for six

the dance was over." Conclusion: You can't have your cake, beets,
ham, olives, crackers, sugar, pepper, jam, etc., and eat them tool

with winning

way, "was that

by the time

I finished

loading

them

into my

car,
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Just about everyone on the lot
knows GuiUermo Navarro, but
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Expressionists of Living Art
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Production

News
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The Big Pay-Off

7

Studio Club Activities

8

Around

the Lot

possibly not by that name. Most
of the folks that met him in the
Cafe De Paris knew him as
“Little Willie.” He was bus boy
and waiter and he was a good
one. Time after time patrons of
the Cafe De Paris would see a
tray walking across the floor at
lunchtime, apparently under its
own
power. reveal
CarefulLittle
scrutinization would
Willie
under the tray, doing his job,
and well.
Willie started at the commis-

10

A Quick Look Back

12

Board of Controllers

18

Buyers' Directory

21

A Christmas Card to You

23

Kiddies' Christmas Party

24

sary on November 15, 1946. During scape
the war
years
did tolandwork. He
hadhetried
get
into the army on many occasions,
but they wouldn’t take him. The
army’s minimum height limit was
five feet— Willie teas four feet
eleven and three quarters.
Theyat won’t
be De
seeing
Willie
the Cafe
ParisLittle
any
more. Three weeks ago Hector
Dods called Willie into his office
and asked him if he would like
to tvork in the Cutting Department. Willie teas surprised and
thrilled by this offer and accepted without a second thought.

Christmas

time is usually set

aside for the kiddies. On Christmas morn the youngsters jump
from their beds and dive under
the tree in search of presents
left by old St. Nick.

But this

Christmas we're giving Dad a
break. He, along with the children, will have plenty to yell
about when

he spies this deli-

cious package under the Yuletide tree. While they are playing with their new toys, he'll be
unwrapping lovely June Haver,
the doll who's neatly tied with
ribbon on this month's cover.
Merry Christmas, Pop — and
push your eyes back in their
sockets!

Willie’s promotion to the Cutting Department exemplifies 20th
Century-Fox’s policy of filling
departmental vacancies from
wPhin the lot, whenever possible. Part of the enjoyment of
working at TCF is the knowledge that the opportunity for
advancement is ever-present —
that all of us have a good chance
of realizing our ambitions, if we
work at it. For some the break
comes quickly. They are lucky.
For others, it’s an uphill clbnb—
and they may never reach their
goal. But anything worth having
is worth striving for.
For Willie, it took five years.
Note he has a chance to pursue
his own self-interest. The best
of fortune
is Action’s
“Little
Willie”
in his newwish
post.to

3

Mitchell
An interesting set designed by the Art Department is the log cabin being used in THE OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT on Stage 8. Above, left, director
Joe Newman points out a possible camera angle to members of the Art Department staff. Left center to right, are Lyle Wheeler, Supervising Art
Director; Joseph C. Wright, Executive Assistant of the Art Department and Al Hogsett, Art Director of OUTCASTS. Director and Art Directors work
closely so that effects desired by the director can be achieved in the most economical way possible.

CxfifeMicHiMA
Photographs

“All
Seneca,
For
capture
canvas,

art is an
823 A.D.
centuries,
the living
paper, in

imitation

of nature.”

artists have tried to
beauty of Nature on
stone and wood, hut

Twentieth Century-Fox’s Art Department reverses the procedure. Their art
comes to life! They visualize a Siamese'
Palace, a Babylonian kingdom, a French
quarter, an English drawing room, the
classic neo-Greek architecture of Washington, and sketch every detail of design,
color, light and shadow. Then the sketch
becomes reality; first in blueprint, then
in miniature model built to scale, then

hp Jack Pashkovski/

Lyle Wheeler, head of Twentieth Century-Fox’s Art Department does his job
well, for he likes it well. Under his guidance, Twentieth Century-Fox pictures
have won many laurels. He has been
head of the Art Department for 8 years,
but has spent his life in the pursuit of
art and has been in the industry since
1925. The watercolor sketches that come
to life under his direction are not only
things of beauty, but have that rare quality of movement and action so hard for
the ordinary artist to capture on paper
or canvas.
Working

under

Mr.

Wheeler

are an

in life-size on a sound stage or location.
Art has always outlixed the men who
created it. Michaelangelo, Cellini, Rem-

average of 65 employees— 11 Art Directors, 4 Assistant Art Directors, 5 Sketch
Artists, 3 Master Model Builders, 27

brandt, V’an Gogh and other great artists
achieved enduring monuments of culture, monuments that ha\e outlasted
the throne, the coin, even time itself.
The art of the motion picture industry
achieves immortality on film.

Draftsmen, 4 set custodians, 2 blm'print
operators, 1 technical adviser and office
help. All these men are perfectionists in
their field, and have contributed greatly

4

/tri

to the arti.stry of Twentieth Century-Fox
pictures. Many of the sketch artists and

artists in the Scenic Art Department,
which is under the Art Department, are
men who have had their work in national
art exhibits. So outstanding are the watercolor sketches on some TCF pictures,
such as DAVID AND BATHSHEBA,
that they go on tour all over the United
States in connection with the showing of
the picture.
The Art Department is the first to go
into action when a picture is put on the
production schedule by Mr. Zanuck.
Oftentimes, beginning with the story
treatment, set sketches are made. These
sketches give the producer, director, art
director and cameraman not only the desired picturesque aspects, but through
the sketches and models, economies are
v/orked out. The art director assigned to
the picture by Mr. Wheeler, designs the
sets. These designs are given to the
sketch artist. The sketches, when approved, are given to George Dudley,
Chief Draftsman, who assigns certain

Pictured with a model of the old folks'
home used in MR. BELVEDERE RINGS
THE BELL are, left to right. Model
Makers Eldo Chrysler, Al Weidler and
Harold Fuhrman. These artists construct miniature sets to exact scale size
which are used by the director to work
out his camera set-ups before actual
construction of the set begins. Each
miniature set is a perfect scale model
of its regular sized counterpart, right
down to the smallest detail.

parts of the working drawings to detail
men and layout men, who make them
into working

plans. The plans are then

blueprinted.

The

estimated

cost of con-

struction isdetermined by the Estimating Department; then the blueprints are
distributed to the various departments
concerned with the construction of the
sets, namely: Construction, Prop Makers,
Landscape, Plaster Shop, Plumbing Shop,
Mechanical Effects, Paint and Electrical
Departments.
From

blueprints, miniature

are first built. Tbe

Model

model

sets

Shop is one

of the most interesting departments in
the studio, for these scale models are
perfect to the most
the main camera

minute

detail, and

angles are indicated by

ink markings. These models are invaluable to the art director and cameraman,
for with the aid of a periscope and camera finder, the model becomes the actual
set in perfect perspective.
(Continued

on Page 20)
From rough sketches made by set illustrators, set designers draw up working plans. From these the
Construction Department builds the actual sets to be used in production. Set designers at work in
the upstairs drafting room are, front row, Steve Rodionoff and Gerry Decker. In background are,
left to right, Dick Frazer, Lee Martin, Gene Alien, Eddie Held, Al Lowenthal (front), Donald
Worster and Martin Zabransky.

Bill Sandors watches Ray Beal do some touchup work on a drawing of a Mayan stone head
to be used in THE CONDOR'S NEST (formerly
THE GOLDEN SERPENT) which began shooting December 10. A picture of the ancient
Indian head was brought from Mexico by director Delmer Daves. The replica to be used in
the picture will be an exact copy of the original
stone piece.

Drawing working plans in the downstairs drafting
designers. Left to right, in foreground, are Harry
ground are Johnny Dapper, Bill Sandors, Ray Beal,
Coleman, Bill Hellen, George Dudley, Art Director

room are many of the Art Department's set
Eckes, Frank Perew and Wes Frock. In backBill Martin, Abe Weiner, Walter Myall, Leroy
in Charge of Drafting, and Max Drebin.

5

One of the companies to go on location recently was Jean Negulesco's CRY OF THE SWAMP
crew. The location was Waycross, Georgia, where the
company spent several weeks filming scenes in the Georgia swampland. Featured player in the drama is Jeffrey Hunter, seen above as he rehearses
one

of his scenes.

The

company

returned

H CAMtm
Rounding

from

Georgia

out the year with one of the

hold-

ov'ers
include director
Joe Newman’s
THE OUTCASTS
OF POKER
FLAT
which will wind up on the stages December 7; DEADLINE, U.S.A., the newspaper story, is scheduled to finish on the
19th. CRY OF THE SWAMP, which has
as its setting the humid swamps of the
south, will continue shooting until the
end of the month. Still working in Argentina is the WAY OF A GAUCHO
crew. Also on distant location is Bob
Snody in Africa who is doing background
work for SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO.
Six newies will start in December,
with all but one shooting locally. The
location pic is THE CONDOR’S NEST,
in Technicolor, (formerly THE GOLDEN SERPENT) which started to roll in
Guatamala December 10. Delmer Daves
is directing the Jules Buck production. THE CONDOR’S
NEST is the
story of a youth who, cheated by his
uncle out of his noble birthright, flees
France under a death sentence and goes
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will continue

shooting

locally through

December.

TO GRIND AS SI PRODUCTION ENDS

heaviest production schedules in its history, the studio will have 11 companies
shooting during December, including
current and forthcoming shooting both
locally and on location. November

and

to Guatamala

where

he finds a fortune

in Mayan jewels and meets a girl who
adores him. Believing himself to be in
love with another, he returns to France
and, after narrowly escaping being
hanged, proves his right to his estate,
divides it among the poor and goes back
to Guatamala where his true love awaits
him.
FirstMARRIED
to begin which
locallybegan
was shooting
WE’RE
NOT
on the 3rd. The story goes like this: A
Justice of the Peace marries several
couples before he is properly authorized
to do so. When the error is discovered,
the Governor writes each couple, explaining that they are not legally married. Briefly each couple’s story is told—
and the effect the Governor’s letter has
upon their lives. Nunnally Johnson is
producing the picture, while Edmund
Colliding handles the directorial chores.
Next on the December production
schedule is NIGHT WITHOUT
SLEEP,
.starring Richard Widmark. Roy Baker
megs

the December 7 starter which Julian Blaustein is producing. Story deals
with a young girl of unsound mind whose
experiences after her release from a mental institution give ph'nty of people a

night without sleep.
WHAT PRICE GLORY is backgrounded against World War I, dealing with
Captain Flagg and Sergeant Quirt and
their fight over a French girl. The Technicolor comedy begins rolling on the
17th with Sol Siegel producing and Jack
Ford directing.
Scheduled to start shooting on December 26 is LES MISER.A.BLES which
finds Fred Kohlmar and Lewis Milestone
teaming up as producer and director,
respectiv'ely. LES MISERABLES
has
early nineteenth century France as its
setting and is the dramatic story of Jean
Valjean,
history. a convict, whose

name

manently etched in France’s

is percolorful

Final starter for the year is DREAM
BOAT. The Clifton Webb pic will begin
shooting the end of the month. No definite date has been set as yet. The story
is about a college professor and former
actor who, on seeing his old pictures
reincarnated on television, becomes unhappy because he had wanted to forget.
The results of this situation make for
much mirth and a happy ending. Sol
Siegel will produce DREAM
Claude Binyon will direct.

BOAT—

Winner

of the largest suggestion award given thus far is Henry Kentop, center, of the Prop Makers

Department. It was Henry's suggestion that a table
operation. The job had previously been done by a
with Henry was Frank Pierce, left, who developed
and Frank totaled $250.00. Congratulating Henry
Head of the Prop Makers.

™
No\ ember

was a big month

saw be built which would notch boards in one
much slower method. Working in conjunction
the saw as pictured above. Awards given Henry
on his outstanding suggestion is Dave Vaughn,

big pay-off

in sugges-

partment

was the big money

earner. The

tion awarding, with employee-submitted
ideas netting over $350.00 in cash returns.

adoption of his suggestion to build a
table saw for notching purposes yielded

Henry

a $200.00 award,

Kentop

of the Prop Makers

De-

the TCF

largest ever given by

Suggestion

other awards

Committee.

No

idea is too small to be submitted.

Remember

that a little idea can prove

powerful enough to pull in a big award.
Your suggestion might be just that!

Five

were presented during No-

vember, including two fifty-dollar awards.
Winner
award
Murphy

of a

November

but not pictured was

suggestion
William

B.

of the Cutting Department.

It

was his suggestion that assistant film editors make an extra carbon copy of the
Sound Effects Reprint Order for use bv'
the lab. His idea was adopted and netted
him a $10.00 award.
The large number

of suggestion awards

given during the past month is an indication of the terrific response being given
the suggestion

system by sharp-minded

TCF’ers. If your name is not included
among the ever-lengthening list of suggestion winners, put it there by submitSidney H. Brown, left, of the Paint Department,
suggested that the Department purchase a red
devil paint agitator and won a $25 award as a
result of his idea. Pictured with him is Walter
Jolley, Paint Department Head.

ting an idea — big or small — today! The
suggestion committee will weigh it carefully and if it is adopted, will bring you
a cash return.

Vern Archer, left'. Maintenance, is seen here
with Jack Conlin, Head of the Maintenance Department. Vern suggested that stanchions be
built for removable uprights from a cement base.
A $50.00 cash award was the result.
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STUDIO

CLUB
BOWLING
Nearing the half-way point in its 30week schedule, the Studio Club Bowling
League announced its high scorers in
both individual and team play, up to this
time. Holding

high team

series for the

season is Peck’s Polecats with a pin total
of 2364. High team game honors go to
Delmer Daves whose 884 puts the quartet in the top spot at present.
In individual play, Roland Cabot holds
high score in single game competition.
His 254 game plus a 30-pin handicap
gives him a high
totalShirk
of 284.
In women’s
competition.
Hazel
is still
high in
series play, while Ellen Potash with a
high game of 240 continues to lead the
girls in that category. Ronnie Baker,
newcomer to the Bowling League, is

The Har\est Festi\al, featuring Sonny
(^livera and his fine dance band, wound
up

a

big success, with 502 TCF employees and their friends turning out for

the festivities. It was definitely ladies’
night that evening, with three gals walking away with prizes. Big winner was
Frankie Brown, pictured on page 2 of
this issue, who went home with a six
months’ supply of assorted groceries.
Winners of a week-end for two at a pair
of popular dude ranches were Marguerite Smith, Secretary, and Dorian Kotsovolos of the Coffee Shop.
Highlights of the evening were four

Contest

partment.
Clinton Sandeen, Head of Men’s Wardrobe, deserves much credit as chairman
of the function. Sandy made all the arrangements for decoration of the rehearsal halls, appropriation of the food and
orchestra and handled other details for
the dance.
Sum it up by saying that a good time
was had by all who attended the 1951
Harvest Festival Dance.

Dolls On

After many weeks of enthusiasm and
hard work, the 1951 Doll Dressing Contest drew to a close last week. The
dolls were placed on display December
10 at the Sun Porch of the Cafe De Paris.

\ total of 250 dolls were dressed by more
than 175 participants. Of the 250
entries, forty dolls will be selected as
prize winners. Judging the contest will
be Esther Roberts, Lee Roth and Charles
Boyle of Northrop Aircraft. They will
select dolls to be awarded prizes in three
categories: the most beautiful, the most
unusual and the doll whose costume most
typifies a country. First, second and
third place prizes will be awarded in
each class. In addition, prize ribbons
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and a half hours of smooth dancing to
the Olivera orchestra and good eating
until 1 a.m. Hot dogs, cokes, coffee and
cerveza were featured in the victual de-

Display

will be awarded

to more

than 30 other

entries judged by the committee to be
the best. The remaining 200 dolls will
be giv'en to Los Angeles orphans of
every faith.
Kathleen Ridgeway, Chairman of the
1951 Doll Dressing Contest, is very
happy

ov^er the response

that the con-

test received this year. “Never before,”
said Miss Ridgeway, “has so much enthusiasm been generated in a doll contest. The employees and members of
their families who helped to make
this year’s affair so successful deserve a
world of congratulations for their spirit
and good work.”

pressing close with a 169 plus 60 game,
for a nice 229 total.
Around Thanksgiving time, four happy
bowlers were Bill Santoro, Harry Shanahan, Madge Inman and Anita Uphoff.
Their alley work won them each a turkey.
High scorers in the December 20 competition will get similar treatment. The
four high scorers of that ev'ening’s play
will each walk away with gobblers also,
to help make their Christmas merry!

Toys For Orphan
Boys Coming In
The

toys for orphan

boys are coining

in nicely, thanks to the many TCF’ers
who have taken an interest in the worthv'
cause. Among the many used toys which
have been brought in are pop guns, tractors, steam shovels and dozens of other
playthings which will make
boys’ Christmas happy.

some

little

Many studio workers, unable to find
any old toys around the house, have
turned in toys which they have made
themselves.

From

the Prop Makers

De-

partment Henry Kentop, Nino De Gregorio and Frank Erickson have built
hobby horses and wheelbarrows which
will delight some youngster this coming
Christmas. Richard Milburn, Maintenance, has made many toys also.
As the holiday season approaches, the
Toy Committee wishes to make one last
appeal for employees to bring in any
toys they have lying around the house
which are no longer being used. As useless as they may seem, they will mean a
lot to some unfortunate child.

ACT!
TV SERIES
The

ENDS

first Television

Class

series of

eight meetings ended last week, with the
25 regular members pleased with the results of the class. Lecturer for the eight
sessions was Ellis King, Instructor at
U.C.L.A. In addition to class lectures,
films were shown and actual practical
work on a TV set served as a teaching
aid.
After the first of the year, notices will
be sent out regarding the possibility of
resumption of the TV Class series. If
present interest continues, classes will resume, with the new class taking up
where the last one ended.

Shorthand Class Continues
Now

in the tenth week

of a scheduled

program, the Twentieth Century-Fox shorthand class, under the supervision ofMiss Gertrude Erb, is carrying on in the Production Bungalow each
Tuesday evening from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The 18 or 20 girls who are participating
in the shorthand program are receiving
excellent on-the-job training in shorthand, grammar, punctuation and spelling. The instruction received by these
girls is invaluable in their secretarial
work. It is hoped that classes of a similar nature will be made available to interested employees in the future.

VITI
Camera

Instruction

First meeting of the Camera Class was
held on November 28, with 20 photography enthusiasts on hand to inaugurate
the new lecture series. Instructor of the
class is John Cagle who is an affiliate of
the Los Angeles City Board of Education. Initial lecture of the series dealt
with the elements of photography. The
December 5 meeting found the class
members doing actual camera work in
the rehearsal halls. As the class progresses, lectures and lab work will become more technical. Color photography,
use of the exposure

meter, portrait light-

TCF CAGERS
With

15- week

city basketball

teams

fonning

according to Bill Jurgensen, representative of the TCF squad. Thus far, only
half-dozen

studio

employees

have

signed up for play in the forthcoming
schedule. These men are Bill, Vern
Archer, Harold

Howard,

Willie

Navarro

League

play has been tentatively set for

Tuesday

and

Jack Johnston,

Jules Weisberg.

evenings, with the first official

Begins

ing and many other interesting subjects
will be discussed. Some time in January
practice in developing and enlarging will
take place, with the Old Cafeteria
coming a darkroom for the class.
A. J. Dougdale,

TCF

chairman

be-

of the

camera series, announces that it isn’t too
late to sign up for the 10-lecture course.
Fee is $2.50 and covers all lab and lecture costs. Many interesting discussions
remain, so contact the Studio Club, Ext.
745, or Dougdale, Ext. 715, if you are
interested in joining the class.

OPEN

around town, the Twentieth Century-Fox
hoopster team is getting ready for action,

a

ES

SEASON

game to be played during the second or
third week in December. The team,
which

is being sponsored

by the Studio

Club, expects to get in some

practice

play before league play begins.
It is hoped that before the season gets
under

way,

many

more

employees

will

turn out for the team. If you are interested in playing with the TCF squad,
contact Bill Jurgensen,

Ext. 1156.

will be supplied to all team
free of charge.

Suits

members

FISHING TRIP HELD; DAD
AND SON CRUISE ON TAP
It was fish, fish, and more fish on the excursion to San Felipe
recently during which 18 TCF anglers joined in the good time.
November 9 to 12 was the week-end which found the fishing
safari coming up with plenty of biggies. The picture on the
right, shot at 1/500 sec., f:32, will substantiate the fact that
there was a lot of fast action during the trip. Actually, though,
the average was ten fish per man, which is a good haul.
Next voyage on the local fishing agenda is a father-and-son
excursion to be held the second week in March. This trip will
go to San Felipe, also. That fishing spot, located on the gulf
side of Baja California, is unexplored and non-commercialized
territory, which always makes for an enjoyable trip.

The trip in March will leave Friday night and return Sunday
night. Sons of employees, from 9 years on, will make up the
younger faction. If space allows, men without sons will join
in the week-end cruise, but first choice will be given to fatherson pairs.
If you are interested in being included in the forthcoming
San Felipe outing, contact Frank Brown, Ext. 616. Frank can
give you details such as fee, exact time of departure and
accommodation facilities.
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Around

The Lot In Pici

This picturesque lake, apparently nestled in a distant mountain

region, is none

other

than a portion of the Waterways Set which was described in last month's ACTION.
This is the north section of the set and is fully landscaped and ready for shooting. The
set has been designed for use in several forthcoming pictures, CRY OF THE SWAMP
to be the first to utilize it.

Back from a four weeks' trip to Mexico is Charlie Long of
Drapery. He and his wife returned the 1 8th of last month
after an extensive trip throughout the tropical country. Among
the highpoints of their journey were a visit to beautiful and
ultra-modern Mexico City and a stop-off at Acapulco where

Recent TCF visitor was this off-the-lot truck which, tired
rolling along in the conventional upright fashion, took a crack
lying on its side in the gully by the Bernadette set. The truci
adventure came to an abrupt end when owners came and right
their wayward baby. Fortunately no one was injured during t

vehicle's sudden burst of initiative. Faulty brake lines apparent t
was the cause of the mishap.

Charlie snagged the 10' Sailfish
seen below. The Long's expedition
included visits to Paricutin volcano, Taxco, Guadalajara, Puerta Marquez and a canoe trip
through the swamps of central Mexico. Charlie and his wife covered 6300 miles during their
month-long vacation.

'Doc' Chase, left, and Jack Muhs of Men's Wardrobe are the
unsung heroes behind all of the Studio Club's functions. Almost
singlehanded. Doc and Jack have made the elaborate and effective
decorations which have added to the enjoyment of the dances and
other parties on the lot and off. Their credits include the Golf Pictured with two lovely
tournament. County Fair, Valentine Party, Harvest Festival and Geisha girls in (hang on.)
many others. Our hats are off to you fellas for a job well done. Schimmelphenig, Japan, is
Cliff Scherer, member of the
40th Division which went to
Japan last March. Cliff is the son of Moe and Enid Scherer of the Script Department and Lew
Schreiber's office, respectively. Cliff is associated with an ordinance maintenance unit in
Schimmelphenig. His wife of one year is living in Los Angeles with her family and has been on
the lot lately doing extra work. All who know Cliff are awaiting his speedy return home.
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Words

And

jres

November 12 was the date of the
Armistice Day parade held on the lot.
Pictured here are members of the
Twentieth Century-Fox American
Legion Post No. 563. Music was supplied by the UCLA band; a speech by
Sam Engel was highlight of the event.
Frank McCarthy delivered the inspiring
address in Mr.
attending the
Flagpole were
Keenan of the

Engel's absence. Those
affair at the Memorial
led in prayer by Joe
Sound Department.

Romance and its eflFects seem to have
been the big thing during November.
PHYLLIS POSNER, Music Clearance,
tells us that she’s to be married on February 3rd. Her fiance is CARL WEINER
who is a letter-carrier by day and an SC
student at night. . . . ADELAIDE REYNOLDS, in charge of Production Reports,vembersurprised
friendsCHARLES
when on No24 she her
married
E.
HATCH

of Los Angeles. . . . Next comes

news that the ART WEBB’s are expecting. Art is in Accounting, while Madelyn, the missus, is in Legal. . . . CAPT.
L. W. MILLER of the Fire Dept, informs us that he’s to be a grampa in a
few days. . . . BUD NOTHWANG
of
Story Files figures that his exemption
will arrive around December 14. . . .
WILLIAM KNIGHT, Paint, e.xpected
and got— it was an 8/2 lb. baby girl for
Bill on November 21. . . . MATT YURICICH of Photo EX became a papa the
2nd of November. His wife, Clotilde, is
fonnerly of Women’s wardrobe. . . .
BETTY BOUNCE, formerly of the Studio Club, had a hopping baby boy (or
is it the other way around?) on the 2nd
of December. The lucky baby weighed
7-11. KEVIN CROSBY HOPPS is his

Making a tour of the southland are these Korean veterans representing the Allied
nations fighting in the Korean war. Pictured with the
group of veterans is Charles
Goldie, center. Head of the
Still Department. The tour of
these fighters is part of a
campaign designed to recruit
blood donors in the Red Cross
Blood Program. The vets
were hosted by Goldie, the
Studio's Blood Bank Chairman, in a tour of the Twentieth Century-Fox lot. TCFers
have donated 900 pints of
blood through the Red Cross
Blood Program.

handle. . . . That’s it in the Love Department. . . There were repercussions from
last month’s Action cover. When MRS.
De GAETANO got her copy of the mag,
she promptly put AL on a diet. Reason?
Too many chins. . . . Script welcomed
FLO RIDGWAY back on December 3.
She was out two months with a shattered vertebra. . . . Congrats to TOBY
BROWN, formerly of the Employment
Department. He’s now in Sound Cutting. . . Unmentioned in last month’s
news was the fact that JIMMY TALMADGE has taken over as Charlie Goldie’s assistant in the Still Department.

Pictured with her favorite
movie stars is Hanka Traub,
the little Viennese orphan
who was adopted by fifteen
secretaries on the lot. Hanka
lives in England and came to
the United States for a visit.

I

I

Hanka's trip to the studio
gave her a chance to meet
the fifteen girls whose generosity has made her rehabilitation possible. Talking with
little Hanka are left to right,
Linda Christian, June Haver,
Dan Dailey, Mitzi Gaynor and
Tyrone Power.

. . . Taking a busman’s holiday is GALVIN WOOD, Head of Tabulating. He’s
teaching a class of tabulating machine
operators for the L. A. Board of Education. . . Also in the Tabulating limelight isJOE MEDVITZ, Assistant Tabulating Head. He operates a tabulating
machine in DIPLOMATIC COURIER.
His two boys are doing all right, also.
They brought their Dixieland band to
the studio for BELLES ON THEIR
TOES. . . . ART GOTTLIEB, formerly
of Accounting, has gone to Germany and
France for duty with the Air Transport
Command. . . . Special Photo Effects
welcomes HERB MILLSPAUGH to the
fold. He started there last month. And
PAUL MOHN has returned to the department after an illness of several
months. . . . That’s it for this issue.
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QUICK

Biggest spo Is event was the softball leag .
contested b ttle. It was three in a row h t

About

And

12

that terrific Dinner-Dance

at the Cocoanut

Grove

this time c£ ne a little basketball.

in April with a top-notch

floor show.

}Ofr- BACK

?ine Baxter finally came
«< laxter boys.

out oi

top after a hotly
ai d

During the summer

Zamera and Exercise Classes were or-

ganized as part of t e Studio Club's educational program.

1

I
1

1

1

Piece de resistance was the County

Fair held July 21st.

That

baby drew the largest on-the-lot

crowd in the Club's history. There were carnival booths, dancing, fortune tellers.

1
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AND

WAIT

TIL NEXT

YEAR!
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As an aid to TQF Christmas shoppers, additional advertisers have been placed in the
December issue of ACTION. Special employee
discounts are offered by these companies.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

’

EISS
“SLACKS OUR W
SPECIALTY”

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

CREATIONS

SEASON'S

CARL

WEISS,

10643 Pico Blvd.

Mgr.

AR. 386-36

GREETINGS

PEB

from

MOTORS...
REPAIRING

Featured
American

(Ia[ij-oxnLa

Free with purchase

PAUL

AUXO

This Month:
Thermo Battery (Ret. $10.95)
of two tires.

• EDDIE • BUD

Experts in
HYDRAMATIC
REPAIRS

Phone: CHarleston 6-9278
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

SERVING

236

SOUTH

10%

J. E. BRULATOUR,

FINEST FIRMS

and Workshop
BEVERLY

Off on all Parts
AND Labor

2-2068

EASTMAN

California

CRestview

INC.

Exclusive Distributors

DRIVE

Beverly Hills
BRadshaw

^

California

& Sons

THE COUNTRY'S
Showrooms

Burbank,

(Across from Warner Bros.)

of Fine Jewelry and Watches
D. D. Zahwin

3805WESTOLIVE

Specialists for

OLDSMOB 1 LE
CADI LLAC

5-5364

Professional
Motion Picture

FILMS

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE
OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

YOU

OFF LIST

BRULATOUR

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

Zhe HARRY I. ALTMAN

FURNITURE

NEW

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

Los Angeles 35, California

MONICA

at

BOULEVARD

Ave., 1 Block East of Westwood

—

Blvd.)

BR. 2-7110

Arrange to visit us — and check available savings to
members of the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club
— on —

Arranged

WEbster 3-3227

STORE

convenience

ARizona 7-7508

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

5843 West Pico Blvd.

BRANCH

for your

CO.

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

Sales Zo.

315 West 5th Street, 6th Floor, Los Angeles 13, Calif. O Michigan 0256
is pleased to announce the opening of a

HEYMAN
Terms

SERVICE

ALL

Electric Appliances - Gas and Electric Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers - Ironers - Radios
Television - Everything for the Home - Silverware - Jewelry - Watches - Handbags
Luggage - Wallets - Diamonds - Draperies - Watch Repairing - Rugs - Carpets
Cameras - Projectors - Films - Accessories

—
Monday

SHOPPING

HOURS

—

through Saturday: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday evenings to 9 p.m.
Bob Gardner, Studio Club Representative.
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CARTOON

WINNER

NAMED

Winner of last month’s Cartoon Caption Contest was named by
the Cartoon Committee after careful selection from the many
caption
turned

entries which
in by Ernie

were

Clague,

submitted.
Estimating,

Winning
whose

caption was
caption

read:

“Non-Safety Belt.” This month we’re having another contest, with
Christmas as its theme. The cartoon is pictured here. Turn in
a humorous

caption to this cartoon and win a cash prize. Dead-

hne for this contest is Friday, December 21. Mail your entry to
EDITOR, ACTION, Box 900, Beverly Hills, California. Winners
will be notified. Remember the deadline, December
caption idea in the mail today!

EARLE

SCRIBNER'S

21. Get your

1 SAVE

fox Hitis Cafe

YOUR

ON

DELIGHTFUL
.
'

D I N N E RS
RIBS

$1.75
- FRIED

at the Piano

from

Alligator Rainwear
•• Cal-Ranchwear

,

• Russell Birdshooters

9:30

OPEN

•

—

•
•
•
•

• Stetson Western Hats

CHICKEN

CR. 5-9377
Pay Checks Honored

• Maler Sportshirts
• Coopers Underwear

• McGregor Sportswear
• Pendleton Chirts

■[

COCKTAILS
Fun

6501

—

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Hollywood

EVERY

NIGHT

TO

Blvd. , Hollywood

★

★ CARPETS

9:00

Big YankJewelry
Work Clothes
• Swank
• Boy's Department

Featured also

GRanite

28, Calif.

^

^ Complete

t

S.M. 7-5157

CR. 6-9926
16

A

★

1182
^ ^

^

^

A

Co.

\

I
B

SERVICE

LAYING

or TE. 0-3636

^ ^

ic

11218

Washington

CLUB

DYEING

Blvd., Culver City

MEMBERS

r West Pico Blvd. money
in ID r € n € € 10301

Co.,

I

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

•

Gas and Electric Ranges

•

Home

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.

^

★ TILE

WAY

CARPET

STUDIO

C. MORRISON

^ ^ ^ ^

LINOLEUM

"WRIGHT"

]

'TIL CHRISTMAS

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

CLEANING

Members
• Arrow Shirts

Carpet
THE

CHRIS

:

• Buck Skein Joe Woolens

Levi-Strauss Ranchwear
Chippewa Boots
Keds Footwear
Goodrich Footwear

Wright

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th Century-Fox

AT

Discount To All Studio Club

10%

;

LUNCHES
$1.00

PRIME

GIFTS

S
MA. TT
... SO
OF N’
HOLLYWOOD

At the End of the Lot on Pico

BUFFET

CHRISTMAS

Freexers —

(All Sizes)

Phone

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

*Ask

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
O Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

(Briz or Bob)

for our wholesale Food lists

^

t

INTO THE WILD, BLUE YONDER
If you are walking around the lot one
day and on looking in the sky you spot
an airplane which carries the Twentieth

safety record of corporation aircraft is
unparalleled by any other transportation
medium, including walking!

Century-Fox label, don’t be surprised.
It’s ours!
Unbeknown to many TCFers, Twentieth Century-Fox owns and operates a
Grumman Mallard, an amphibious, twinengine cabin plane. Pilot of the Mallard
is John Jeffries, a TCF employee for the

The use of the TCF airplane on distant
locations has given Jeff and Don an opportunity to see the world. Their global
adventures have taken them to Holland,
England, France, Scotland, Iceland, Italy,
Greece, Israel, many of the Gentral and
South American countries and other spots
of interest around the world.

last six years. Co-worker of ‘Jeff’ is Don
Webb, a three-year TCFer and riding
mechanic on every ffight made by the
studio plane.
The

Mallard serves a variety of purposes for Twentieth. Its main function
is to transport personnel and material to
and from locations. Another important
service offered by the plane is to spot
locations. Third and of special importance is the use made of the plane as a
means of making aerial shots for actual use in production. Two adaptable
mounts can be placed at two points on
the plane for mounting a Mitchell camera in the cabin. In RED SKIES OF
MONTANA, a forest fire in New Mexico
was photographed. Some of the shots
obtained were so spectacular that they
were used in many of the forest fire
scenes in the picture. The plane was also
used in WITH A SONG IN MY HEART
to photograph interesting cloud and water formations.
The use of multi-engine aircraft by
corporations in the United States is a
new trend which has reached tremendous
proportions. At the present time there
are over 2,000 such aircraft which are
company-owned, with many corporations
operating an entire fleet of planes. The

You’ll See . . .
Your Old Friend

SAM

LURYE

(formerly of Sam's Steak Ranch)

a t

PATIO LIQUORS
10515V2

The practicability of the plane is realized by an example of a situation which
arose in connection with the shooting of
THE DESERT FOX in Borego Springs.
Travel to the desired location took 5

’TILL THE SUN SHINES, NELLIE (in Kansas) and THE OUTGASTS
OF POKER ELAT which is currently
shooting.

PICO

Bowling Alley

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449

hours by auto, over bumpy terrain. The
Mallard made the trip in 50 minutes,
transporting equipment and a crew of
100 to the location in half the time it
would have taken by car.
More recently, the plane has been
utilized in DAVID AND BATHSHEBA,

WEST

Next to Rancho

4-YEAR

OLD

STRAIGHT WHISKY
Fifths, $4.57 Pints, $2.89
Half Pints, $1.47
Checks Cashed

Gladly As Before

WAIT

About

the Mallard

itself: it cruises at

185 m.p.h. and can carry ten passengers
and baggage. Water- wise, the flying ship
has seen service on Lake Mead, Lake
Tahoe, Lake Elsinore and Flathead Lake,
Montana.
Maintaining facilities such as the
Grumman Mallard is a credit to the farsightedness of Twentieth Gentury-Fox.
By utilizing new and progressive methods of operation. Twentieth will remain
the fountainhead of motion picture adi'ancement.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To AM Studio Club Members
We

Carry

a Complete

Line

of

Guaranteed Furniture
RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Bird.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
Monday,

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

Night

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
Self paints
PICO

^OflE±

Paint and Wallpaper Store
Mates in the studio's flying boat are John Jeffries, pilot, seated in the plane's cockpit, and Don
Webb, the riding mechanic. TCF maintains the plane for use in distant location work. Jeff and
Don have flown the plane in over a dozen foreign countries in the three years the studio has owned it.

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-2255
8586 W. PICO
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Nine New Members Namec
A record balloting of 965 marked the
\ ote for new 1952 members to the Board
of Controllers in the Studio Club election which was held last month. The
voting
of 962. topped last year’s pre\ ions record
Named to the Board were nine new
members who will serve three - year
terms. They are, in order of \otes received, Roy Metzler, Frances Richardson, Walter Scott,, A1 De Caetano, Jr.,
Paul Wurtzel, George Patrick, Juanita
Bonfiglio, Irish Roach, and A1 Fisher.
Formal installation of these new mem-

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To

Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

bers of the Studio Club’s go\erning
board will be held at the annual inaugural dinner to be held in January. At that
time new officers will also be installed
b\ the 27 members of the board.
Elections for 9 new members to the
Board of Controllers is an annual event.

Each

year the Board nominates candidates to replace the nine Board members
whose terms of office have expired. No

retiring member may be re-nominated to
the Board before the lapse of one year.
This gives an opportunity for new
to be presented by new members.

The Board of Controllers is responsible for the varied recreational and educational program offered by the Studio
Club the year ’round. Among the many
activities which the Board has presented
this year were the Valentine Dance, the
Golf Tournament, the County Fair, various sporting events, the recent Harvest
Festival, the forthcoming Kiddies’ Christmas Party, and many more. Without the
splendid cooperation which the Board
of Controllers receives, working with the
various departments on the lot and their
stev'ards, these e\ents would not have

m UALLIGAN
«

,c

'

,<V

WEbsfer

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

SAVE
on
everything
in our

6281
• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE

GIFT
sample
line

PENS

AL DE GAETANO,

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

JR.

Prop Makers

AL FISHER
Music

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Roberfson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment
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FRANCES RICHARDSON
Research

ideas

Labor

To '52 Board Of Controllers
been the successes they were.
Starting in 1936, the Studio Club
organized for the purpose
fellowship
encouraging

among

TCF

was

of promoting
employees

social, athletic and

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

by

educa-

DISCOUNTS

tional activities, and to promote the general welfare of all employees.
The Board members who will still be

QUALITY

Dunlap,

Goldie, Henry

Frank

Gilroy, Charles

Goldfarb,

Robert Jolley,

Nettie McLaughlin, Bill Murphy, Joliene
0\ eracker, Clinton Sandeen, Dick Smith,
Jim Trucano and George Stephenson.
Walter Jolley, retiring president, will remain on the Board for another year, in
an honorary capacity.

BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

serving unexpired terms are:
Frank Brown, Dan Buck, Jo Cannon,
Bob Comer, Red Davies, A1 De Weese,
Pauline

ON

AMONG

is

OUR

BRANDS

GE o WESTINGHOUSE g RCA
HOFFMAN « MOTOROLA
JUANITA

BONFIGLIO
Cafe

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK

FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
FOR SALE — 5' 9" Chickering Grand Piano.
Mahogany Finish. Needlepoint bench. Excellent condition. If interested call EXbrook
7-4762 or CRestview 5-7176.

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card
ROY

METZLER
Publicity

GEORGE ArtPATRICK

RECAPPING
on
at

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
WALTER SCOTT
Property

PAUL WURTZEL
Construction

COME

AND

SEE US

19

J

FOR

FOR SALE — Shelby “26” girl’s bicycle.
Coaster brake, chrome fork, rims, handle
bars and gooseneck. Balloon tires, horn,
rack and basket. Very good condition. Make
offer. George Patrick, Ext. 1281.

RALPH
SMART

SALE

—

Wilson

trapper’s

mitt

DEPARTMENT

(Continued

from Page 5 )

From the model set, the sketch artist
makes a series of continuity sketches,

LANCASTER

which

WEAR

of the continuity sketches is to show how
the action will appear on that particular

FOR

MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
Ar Modest Prices
We

ART

and

Spaulding fielder’s mitt. Both in excellent
condition. $5 each. Call George Patrick, Ext.
1281.

Have

Everything for the Well-Dressed Man
Use Our Christmas Lay-away Plan
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY
10667 W. PICO BLVD.
PHONE: AR. 3-6721
(Next to Malibar)

can be shown

to the producer,

director, and cameraman.

The purpose

set; to discover ways of cutting down the
cost of sets and shooting time, and to
show how trick effects can be achieved.
From

rough sketch to final constructed

set takes on an average

of from five to

six weeks, but on spectacular, period pro-

Open Friday Evenings

ductions, a longer time is required.
The Art Department often proves a
forerunner of modernistic and scientific
trends.

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10% DISCOUNT
To

Studio

CORSAGES

Club

KEl-Hlf

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

designed

the

SPRAYS

Twentieth Century-Fox’s Art Department is outstanding in the industry and
in national art circles, and has achieved
eight Academy

1 0932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We

department

hospital of the future in PEOPLE WILL
TALK and the space ship in THE DAY
THE EARTH STOOD STILL.

Members

BOUQUETS

The

Weddings,

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Awards

as a result.

That they have attained this high
standard of achievement, they attribute
not only to the artistry of their own

de-

partmental men, but to the splendid cooperation they obtain from all other de-

CHARLES BICKFORD & BOB WATERFIELD

make

partments of the great Twentieth Century-Fox Corporation, who help them
their art live.

CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO VISIT MOTION PICTURE
HEADQUARTERS FOR HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO STUDIO
PERSONNEL ON ALL APPLIANCES

The

First

REFRIGERATORS
RANGES
FREEZERS
WASHING MACHINES
DRYERS
IRONERS
TELEVISION
RADIOS

name
in
Dependability
Courtesy

MIXERS
ROASTERS
TOASTERS
COFFEE MAKERS and
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES

Quality
Time

Payments

Arranged

For Christmas — Lionel Trains and other Gift Items
1847 Rogers

Bros. Silverware

<diTj-h.b.[ianc£, Co.
CHARLES

(Owners)
BICKFORD and BOB WATERFIELD

NOTE— NEW ADDRESS:
143 South Robertson
Boulevard * Los Angeles
(Robertson at 3rd Street)
Phones: CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506
Open Tuesday

20

and Thursday

Nights Til 9 P.M.

Leonard

Cufrow,

standing, and

Ed Graves, set

illustrators, admire a sketch from the forthcoming LES MISERABLES. The illustrator makes
his sketches from the script in order that director, producer and production manager can
become familiar with the sets before they are
constructed.

FURNITURE

PICTURES

Studio Club

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
L. A. (F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

Buyer’s Directory

FUNERALS

Howard McCarry, 1 23001/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
....AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

Bill Froelich Motor Co. (Kenny Rundquist),
1 720 So. Western Ave., L. A
PA. 1 1 26

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. (Tino
Lazaris)
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap, only) ..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194
Peb Motors, 3805 W. Olive Ave.,
Burbank
....CH. 6-9278

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

&

Utter McKinley.
(Mr. Brown)

PR. 6133 or DU. 8-2481

FURS

Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6- 1 362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LAMPS

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES
Studio Club

MATTRESSES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

BICYCLES

MOTOR

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
...AR. 7-1249

Utter Pontiac, 200 So. La Brea,
L. A

BOOKS

Studio Club

CAMERA

PARTS
WE. 3-7474

OCULISTS
SHOPS

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS

Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank
CH, 0-5241

FIREPLACE
FLORISTS

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
Alexander Florist, 9466 Wilshire
erly Hills

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 1 30 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
R. Greenspoon, O.D., 9439 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-9439
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
Ave., L. A.
AR. 7-1 755
Blvd., BevCR. 1-5203

READY-TO-WEAR
Ladies' and Men's,
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUGS & CARPETS

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

LIGHT

REAL ESTATE

& WALLPAPER

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
....TE. 0-3636

SPORTING

GOODS

Crane Sporting Goods, 5728 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-9534
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733
Blvd. (C. Watts)

Hollywood
HO. 9-8131

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan ) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
1
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS
Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital...

WATER

Ext. 727

SOFTENING

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740

Soft-Flo Company, 3980 Cazador St.,
L. A
CL. 7-3195

Gramophone
erly Hills

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
21
L. A
CR. 1-1135

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

WATER

HEATERS

TIME ON HIS HANDS
This Christmas

the Studio Club

is offering beautifully decorated
Della Robbia wreaths for the
holiday season. The wreaths are
made by boys of the California
Junior Republic, a non-profit,
non-sectarian farm-school in
Chino, California. The wreaths
make excellent gifts and are
perfect for decorating the home.
Every wreath is hand-made by
boys living at the home. Two
sizes are for sale: 20-inch,
$6.00; 30-inch, $9.50. Contact
the
Studio Club for your wreath
today!

i

QUALITY

CHRISTMAS

TREES

20% DISCOUNT

I
g

To Studio Club Members

i
i

THOUSANDS OF BEAUTIFUL TREES TO
CHOOSE FROM

i

SANTA CHRISTMAS TREE LOT

^

1 Block East of Sepulveda on Santa Monica Boulevard

i

sags 55gEJ8S5J5g?3aS?5ag|J2gESSS 555

GENERAL

sags

jag?

5855

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

ELECTRIC

O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

In the November

\\\ RADIO

Opposite

Stadium

Ca

Theater

we

covered the Property Department. Not
mentioned in the article was a fellow
who works out of Property and has been
working

for Twentieth Century-Fox indirectly for the past 14 years. His name
is Joe Holster and he is in charge of

keeping Fox clox running— right on the
button. In a business like movie-making
where timing is of the essence, perfect
performance of time pieces is of utmost
importance. That is why Joe is called
upon, for example, to keep stop watches
used by script supervisors and the Music
Department in perfect shape. He is an
expert watch repairman who has been in
the business some 30 years.
Joe was born in Holland. During his
early years he worked for the Queen as
well as Dukes and Barons of Holland.
When the First World War broke out
he fought with the Dutch Anny and was
wounded. Feeling that he would have a
better opportunity to follow his trade in
America, he left his native land and began working in a clock shop in Los Angeles. It was in this clock shop that
Thomas K. Little, Head of Property, discovered that Joe knew his business. Little
retained him as an employee in the shop.
After a few years, the volume of watch
and clock maintenance increased enough
to
warrantemployee.
Joe’s working
full-time

on the lot as a

Joe’s equipment is constantly being
used in production. DIPLOMATIC
COURIER and GIFT OF THE MAGI
are recent examples. His shop in Old
Park Row is constantly being flooded
with watches and clocks which are in
need of surgery. But that’s the right
place to send them, for Joe Holster knows
his stuff.
When

& APPLIANCE

issue of Action

a clock leaves Joe’s— it’s healthy!

IB

Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members
8879 W. Pico
(2 Blocks

West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

Open Monday and Friday Evenings

3n iilemoriam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families
and associates that Action reports the death of the following
employees:

FRANK ATKINSON
Background Projection

EARLE

22

MONROE MclNTOSH
Maintenance

Keeping TCP clocks and watches in top reoair
is the job of Joe Holster. His shop at Old Park
Row is always full of time-pieces in need of
adjustment.

«

Entered as Second Class
Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

-k SUNDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1951
^

CHINESE
N'SWOOD
GRAUMA
HOLLY

^

DOORS

OPEN

^

SHOW

STARTS

^

EES'
EMPLOY
ALL
D FREE
INVITE

^
^

MAKE
YOUR

AT

THEATRE

9 AM.

AT 9:30 A.M.
CHILDREN

RESERVATIONS
DEPARTMENT

—

2-14

THROUGH

- ★

★

★

PRESENTS

★

MUSIC

SANTA

★

CARTOONS

★

STAGE

CLAUS

COMMUNITY

SING

SHOW

3, 1879.

PIC OF THF MONTH
The Tennessee Park Building is having its face lifted — or rather
its height. The addition of a second floor began during the latter
part of the year, the results of which will be eighteen additional
offices for use by writers.
Surprisingly, the plan to make the Tennessee Park edifice a
double-decker was not a new idea. When the building was moved
from the Western Avenue studio to Fox Hills in 1937, a two-story
foundation was constructed beneath it. Also, heavy wood joists
were placed on top of the building instead of regular, light construction. These two measures were effected with the ultimate result
being the addition of a second floor. Fifteen years passed before

TCF was finally able to take advantage of those features.
The addition of the second story does not represent the end of
the expansion of the Tennessee Park Building. Rather, this is part
cf a plan which can be extended to fill in the front court with a
building.
first
and second story, adding an additional sixteen offices to the
Under the supervision of Jack Ferguson, 20th Century-Fox's
Structural Engineer, the "second floor project" will be completed
around the middle of next month. Mr. Ferguson was also in charge
of moving the building from Western Avenue to its present location in 1 937.

J
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MARY

LUTWEN

“Faith and begorra, I’m away for a
bite.” “Eeeegad, the mon’s stony!”
“Ill hov him ring you up when he
To be greeted by dialogue like this,
it seems that one would have to put
through a long distance call to Old
returns.”
Dublintown. But that’s not necessary.
Anyone who has called the Studio
Club recently will confirm that. Phrases
like those above emanate from TCF
leprechaun Margaret Mary Lutwen
who has taken over Betty Hopps’ duties
during the latter’s recent mother-son
Margaret Mary is a fascinating girl,
episode.
with a lilt in her voice and a touch of
the old blarney in her manner. With
6I2 years of cinema duty under her
belt, “Maggy,” as she is affectionately
known, has had a colorful career in
the movie industry. Her first studio
tie-up was in July, 1945, when she
started at Universal Studios as secretary to Felix Jackson. In 1946 she
moved to MGM where she did secretarial work for a while. In the latter
part of 1946 she started at Eagle-Lion
as
production
secretary.
Whenhead
E-LJames
foldedVaughn’s
in No-

Action Editorial

Action's Cover
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While the whole world watches
with cautious optimism, a New
Year greets us, carrying with it
the hope of peace.
Symbolizing this hopeful New
Year is Sharon Lynn Dunn, tenmonth-old granddaughter of
Larry Durrell of the Staff Shop.
Little Sharon, just like all of us,
is looking to 1952 uncertainly
— yet with the wish that the
New Year will see existing world
problems cleared up finally and
completely.
It's Sharon's world, too.
Photo

by Frank

Powolny

vember, 1948, she started in 20th’s
Script Department.
As an assignment secretary for the
past three years, Margaret Mary has
worked at the Western Avenue studio
and the Camera Department. Other
assignments have included working
with Frank Davis, Robert Bossier, EuLing, JackRichard
Vance, Murphy,
Liam O’Brien,
RobertgeneJacks,
Lloyd
Bacon and Edmund North.
One of the many interesting things
about Margaret Mary is the way she
pronounces words. On receiving a
phone call recently, Margaret relayed
the message that Charles Le Maire
called. The following repartee ensued:
MARGARET:
Char-less
Maire called.
OTHER: Who?

Le

MARGARET:
Maire.

Le

OTHER:
Le Maire?

Char-less

Do you mean

Charles

MARGARET:
That’s what
said — Char-less Le Maire.

I

And she’s serious.
With her .sparkling sense of humor
and her ability to grasp quickly the
mechanics of any office, there is no
question that Margaret Mary is an
asset to any departmental staff.
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One of Twentieth Century-Fox's top film editors is Barbara McLean. At the present time she is
working on several pictures, including VIVA ZAPATA!, CRY OF THE SWAMP and SNOWS OF
KILIMANJARO. Assisting Miss McLean are Sid Peck, left, and Mario Mora, both of whom have
been at Twentieth for over 10 years.

An

Infant
rhotographs

In 1902 Edwin

S. Porter, one

of the

real pioneers of the motion picture industry, produced a film called THE
LIFE OF AN AMERICAN
FIREMAN.
It was the story of a fire chief who, on
\ isioning a mother and child trapped in
a burning building, is awakened by the
fire alarm. His entire station responds as
one man to the signal and the crew races
to the scene of the fire. There, with

Heading the Twentieth Century-Fox Cutting
Department is Hector Dods. Mr. Dods has been
with the studio from the time that Twentieth
Century Pictures merged

with Fox.

Art

by Jack Pashkovsky

lightning-like swiftness, a fireman rushes
into the burning building and rescues an
unconscious woman trapped in the blaze.
On regaining consciousness she screams
that her baby is still in the building.
The fireman again enters the doomed

the department

building and ‘after a moment of breathless anxiety,’ returns safely with the baby.
The child spies its mother and is clasped
in her arms as the picture ends.

injected into the still-experimental medium of motion pictures, movie makers
realized the potential of film editing.
They learned that tempo and mood could
be changed by employing varied cutting

As simple as this story seems in narrative form, it was nevertheless a most
revolutionary one. For in THE LIFE
OF AN AMERICAN
FIREMAN, a principle was employed which was to give
motion pictures a new significance. This

boasts one of the finest

aggregations of film editors in the industry, capable of achieving literally the impossible with the film which they cut and
Not long after the cutting principle was
splice.

was the principle of editing — an innovation which elevated motion pictures from
a novelty to an art. Before Porter discovered that unrelated scenes could be
placed in such an order as to form dramatic continuity, the motion picture was
no more than the pictorial re-creation of
actual life situations (with the exception
of the ‘effects’ pictures of Ceorge Melies ).
Because theaters were non-existent at the
turn of the century and exhibition was
thus extremely limited, the importance
of Porter’s discovery was overlooked. His
editing principle was, however, to be
the foundation upon which motion picture artistry is based.
Editor Louis Loeffler, left, and Bill Mace,
sistant always have a loaded cutting room
hands. AT present they are working on
AMONG
THE SHELTERING PALMS,

his ason their
DOWN
THE I

DON'T CARE GIRL, RETURN OF THE TEXAN
and WE'RE NOT MARRIED. Loeffler has had
a lengthy career in the industry, starting with
the Fox Film Company in 1915.
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In the fifty years that have elapsed
since Porter made this important discovery, film editing has grown from a shotin-the-dark beginning to an art in itself.
Twentieth Century-Fox’s Cutting Department has developed just as the principle
on which it functions, has grown. Today,

Bill Murphy, A.C.E., left, started as an office
boy with Twentieth Century pictures at Western
Avenue. He became an apprentice in the Cutting Department there; he then moved up to
assistant and was made a first cutter in 1950.
His 1937.
assistant, Howard Miller, started on the lot
in

The Cutting Department's office staff includes
Jeanne Starnes, left, and Joan Waugh. Jeanne
and Joan work to keep the department operating smoothly from within and without.

A busy editing team consists of (left to right) Jack Holmes, Joe Silver and Jim Clark, A.C.E.
Jim has been a TCFer for 22 years, starting as an assistant cutter. He worked in England from
1936 to 1939, cutting ten pictures while there. Joe's TCF hitch began in 1937, his first picture
being MAN IN THE TRUNK. Jack has been in the department for a year.

TCP’s Outstanding Cutting Department is the Manifestation
of a Principle Barely 5D Years Did
methods. They discovered that the very
meaning of certain actions in a story
could be changed by cutting.
Today, the importance of the film editor cannot be over-emphasized. Just as
good film editing can improve a fair picture, so can poor editing destroy a good
one. In fact an editor can alter the entire
course
TCP’s

of a picture with
production

his first cut.

staff knows

that. For

that

reason

the studio

maintains

the

cream of the industry’s film cutters.
When a picture has been approved for
production. Hector Dods, Head of the
Cutting Department, assigns a cutter to
the picture. The cutter then receives a
copy of the script in order to become
familiar with the story. When actual
shooting begins, the cutter spends a great
deal of time on the set with the director,
in order that complete agreement between cutter and director will be reached

ence reaction to portions of a preview
picture, necessary changes can be made
in the cutting room. This fact alone is
proof of the power of film editing.
Probably the most fascinating fact
about film editing is that the principle
functions with complete disregard for
time and space. A scene photographed
days after a preceding scene will appear
as continuous action, even though a lapse
of many hours occurred between the
shooting of the two scenes. Also, two

concerning the handling of the picture.
There is always a close alliance between
producer, director and cutter on a production, for it is the cutter’s responsibility
to follow, as closely as possible, the plans
of the producer and director.
As each day’s rushes are received by
the editor, they are made into a first cut.
In this first cut, the editor develops
sequences as they are to appear in the
final cut, but the scenes are kept long.
When the entire picture has been shot
and all the footage has been edited, the

First cutter Bobby Fritch, right, and assistant
Grant Smith check a sequence to be edited.
Fritch started at Twentieth in 1935. His recent
and current credits include LET'S MAKE IT
LEGAL, BELLES ON THEIR TOES and WAY OF
A GAUCHO. Smith started on the lot in 1942.

completed first cut is shown to the producer and director for their approval.
The producer, director and cutter will
discuss any changes which are deemed
necessary and the first cut is tightened up
and corrected. At this point Mr. Zanuck
views the picture and makes the final cut.
When producer, director and editor are
satisfied that the picture is ready to be
shown, a preview is held to obtain audience reaction to the picture. This preview is the climax of a film editor’s work.
In almost every case of unfavorable audi-

A.C.E. Nick De Maggio, left, and Dick Vincent
make up another editing partnership. Every
editor has an assistant who handles various jobs
in the cutting room. His tasks include splicing,
operating rewinds, counting footage and aiding
the cutter in general.
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Sharing honors with Barbara McLean as the
only editorettes on the lot is Dorothy S;}encer,
A.C.E. Miss Spencer's career at Twentieth began in 1 942. Before coming to this lot she
worked with such film notables as Alfred Hitchcock, Ernst Lubitsch and William Dieterle.

John Ehrin is Dorothy Spencer's assistant. John
started at Twentieth Century-Fox seventeen
years ago, in the Cafe de Paris. Above, he is
seen checking a strip of sound effects track.
Supplementing his activities in the cutting room
is his participation in 20th Century-Fox Little
Theater presentations.

Recently given a first cutter's assignment was
George Gittens,
right. He
working
on Not
DON'T
BOTHER
TO KNOCK,
his isinitial
solo.
always a cutter, George was a professional dancer
from 1930-38, and was Pacific Coast champion.
His assistant, John Schreyer, started in the cutting department in 1942.

scenes can be photographed in locations
which are hundreds of miles from each
other, but by their
quence, will appear
It is this flexibility
\ arious locations at

juxtaposition in a seas being in one place.
in shooting scenes in
different times which

allows the juggling of production schedules to provide the most advantageous
shooting arrangement possible. Without
the power to edit film, pictures would
hav e to be shot in continuity from start
to finish, with companies jumping from
sound stage to exterior street to distant
location and back, in order to tell a story

Bob Simpson, left, and George Leggewie discuss
some script notes before beginning the editing
of a sequence. Bob is a first cutter and is assisted by George. At present Simpson is working on THE PRIDE OF ST. LOUIS and THE
GIRL NEXT DOOR. He started at the studio
in 1929, while George's TCF
September, 1 942.

career began

in

properly.
A knowledge of film editing is an essential to anyone participating in the production ofpictures. Direction and cinematography especially, require complete
comprehension of the editing principle in
order to justify camera angles, lens usage,
lighting levels and other factors. Because
of the correlation which exists between
film editing and other phases of production, film editors have often been elevated

An important part of the Cutting Deoartment is
the receiving room, through which all incoming
and outgoing footage is channeled. In charge
of receiving is 'Bud' Warner, right. Working
with Bud is Willie Navarro, recent addition to
the Cutting Department. Thousands of feet of
film pass through the receiving room each day.

to other positions of importance in the industry. In recent months TCF editor Harmon Jones was moved into the role of
director. Also Watson Webb, a TCF film
editor, was advanced to director’s associate as a result of his outstanding ability
as a cutter.
These

advancements illustrate the importance that film editors and editing
play in the production of motion pictures.
It is the principle of film editing which
puts motion pictures, as an art, in a class
by Ititself.
is difficult to say that one phase of
motion

picture production is more important than another, because each element is essential to the final product. But
film editing, a principle barely fifty years
old, has altered the whole course of motion picture making. In effect, a simple
Two of the studio's sound effects cutters are
Etter D'Orazio, seated, and Bob Weatherford.
Etter started at the studio in 1929 as a messenger in Mr. Zanuck's office. Bob began at
20th two years ago. Besides their sound effects
work, Etter and Bob often do foreign cutting.
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experiment which attracted little attention was responsible for snowballing the
motion

picture from a humble nickelodeon beginning to one of the greatest
industries that modern ingenuity has produced.

Seated at the splicing machine is Amy Phariss
who works in the numbering room. Every foot
of film shot is sent to the numbering or coding
room where footage numbers are stamped at
twelve-inch intervals. The purpose of coding
is to keep picture and sound

track 'in sync.'

Photo

Back

after five months

of shooting

in Argentina

is the WAY

OF

A

GAUCHO company. They hit the pampas last August, where the entire
production was filmed. Here is a sweeping scene from picture which deals

with the life of a gaucho.

Producing

by Anthony

is Philip Dunne,

Tourneur is in the director's spot. WAY
Technicolor against beautiful backgrounds

OF A GAUCHO
like these.

Ugrin

while Jacques
was

shot in

EIGHT COMPANIES SHOOTING IN JANUARY
Greeting 1952 with an active shooting
schedule, the production office announced that eight companies will be
working on local stages during January.
Back from Argentina and through shooting is the WAY OF A GAUCHO crew.
That company was in South America
since August of last year.
Being held over from a December
ing date
comedy
Johnson.
wind up
Edmund

start-

is WE’RE NOT MARRIED, a
being produced by Nunnally
The picture is scheduled to
near the end of the month.
Goulding is directing.

Another December carry-over is
WHAT PRICE GLORY, a Technicolor
production with a World War I setting.
The re-make is being directed by John
Ford while Sol Siegel is producing.
LES MISERABLES began shooting on
December 26 and is scheduled for completion February 11. Producing the picture which deals vdth the life of Jean
Valjean, is Fred Kohlmar. Handling the
megaphone is Lewis Milestone.
December 29 was the starting date of
DREAM BOAT which is slated for a

February 13 finish. The Clifton Webb
starrer is being directed by Claude Binyon. Sol Siegel is producing. DREAM
BOAT is about a college prof, an exactor who winds up on TV, to his chagrin. Webb is handling the role.
Musical numbers for the two Technicolor productions, namely THE I
DON’T CARE GIRL, the Jessel-Bacon
show, and THE GIRL NEXT DOOR,
the Robert Bassler production being
directed by Richard Sale, are generally
in preparation with the numbers scheduled to go on celluloid as each number
has been rehearsed and ready for filming.
A newie on the January schedule is
THE CLARION CALL, another story
from O. Henry’s THE FULL HOUSE.
Henry Hathaway will direct the film
version of the popular short story about
cops and robbers. Andre Hakim is producing THE CLARION CALL, as well
as the rest of the stories scheduled for
production. The show will open on the
stages January 14.
Also booked to start on the I4th is
CONDOR’S

NEST,

a Technicolor pic-

ture with Delmer Daves steering the action. A second unit began shooting in
Guatemala December 10. The company
was there for ten days, getting backgrounds for the exciting romance which
stars Cornel Wilde.
Tentative plans for February were revealed with the January schedule. A
starting date of February 4 has been
set for DARLING,
I’M GROWING
YOUNGER.
Howard Hawks
will direct
the Sol Siegel production. To begin
shooting February 4 is SNOWS OF
KILIMANJARO, in Technicolor. Bob
Snody has been handling second unit
work in Africa for SNOWS during the
past few months. In charge of direction will be Henry King, while Darryl
Zanuck will produce the drama.
HOW HIGH IS UP?— originally scheduled to begin production on November
19— has been re-slated for a February 18
commencement. Henry Levin is directing; Charles Brackett producing.
Indefinitely set for a February 18 start
is SOMETHING FOR THE BIRDS. Sam
Engel will move into the producing spot,
while the director is yet to be named.
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Christmas Party ^ Pig Success
PhotogTdphs

Amid
Annual
Chinese

by Alex

B<ibcod^

shouts of laughter and holiday excitement,

the 16th

Kiddies’ Christmas Party was held at Grauman’s
Theater, December 23rd. The party was a wonderful

one, with a fun-packed sixty minute show and presents for all
the children, highlighting the event. Bill Goldman of the Paint

|
!

Department greeted the children as Saint Nicholas before the
program began and ser\ed as Master of Ceremonies during
the show.

1

The program

opened

with a welcoming

address by Walter

Jolley, 1951 Studio Club President. Fred L. Metzler, Studio
Manager, delivered a short greeting, then Nino Di Gregorio

"

led the audience

,

in community

sing. After two solo selections

by Nino, the kiddies were entertained with three color cartoons.

[

A stage show following the cartoons included Serge Flash,
master juggler, and Reggie Rymal, and his novelty act. The

|

Sheppard

Brothers, Swiss Bell Ringers, concluded

the show.

When the performance ended, the Grauman’s Chinese parking lot became the center of activity. There, under the supervision of Tom Krause, the Studio Club Board of Controllers
and the TCF

American

Legion Post 563, Christmas

gifts were

distributed to the 1535 children in attendance. The presentation
of gifts concluded the festivities.
All who attended this 16th Annual

Kiddies Christmas

Party

agree that it was the best one yet. All those who helped to
make the event successful deserve credit for their contribution
of time and effort.
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Photograph

At the Inaugural Dinner held January 7, new officers of the Board of
Controllers were installed. Seated left to right are: George Stephenson,
Vice-President; Tom Krause, President; Pauline Dunlap, Secretary, and
Jim Trucano, Treasurer. Standing left to right are: Ruth Fox, retiring

New

Board

Outlining plans for the 1952 season, the
newly elected Officers of the Studio Club
Board of Controllers were formally installed at the Inaugural Dinner held at
the Miramar Hotel on January 7. Tom
Krause, 1952 President of the Studio
Club, made known the social, recreational and education program which will
be made available to Studio Club members during the coming year.

prove one of the most complete and varied in the Studio Club's history.
Officers and Board work hard to produce an exciting program each year.

Officers

Take

it bigger and better than ever. Sunday,
August 10 is the date of the Annual Golf
Tournament.
Last year’s County Fair was such a
huge success that the event will be held
again in 1952. The date is Saturday, September 20. The second Blood Bank will
be on Wednesday, October 8. The Studio
Club’s Fall Dance will be Saturday, No\ ember 22. Final social event of the year

First social event of the year will be

will be the 17th Annual Kiddies’ Christmas Party on Sunday, December 21.

the Valentine’s Party, Saturday, February 16. Plans are already being made for
the dance which should be an exciting
first event. Next on the calendar of activities is the first of two Blood Banks to

In addition to this well-rounded calendar of social activities for 1952, a varied
educational and sports program will be
presented. For the kiddies, the summer

appear on the lot during 1952. The date
of the initial studio visit by the Red Cross
is Wednesday, March 5.
On

Monday,

April 14, the Annual

Dinner-Dance will be held. This Spring
affair always proves to be one of the top
social functions of the year. The Studio
Club Picnic is slated for Sunday, June 22.
Many new stunts and games will be introduced at the 1952 Picnic to help make

by ]ac\ Pashkovs\y

secretary, and Walter Jolley, 1951 President of the Studio Club. The
Studio Club Board has outlined plans for the 1952 program which should

day camp will again be offered. In addition to the current shorthand and camera
classes, the television class will be resumed and a film editing class, slim ’n’
trim class and gun club will be made
available to studio club members. Special
events will include an art exhibit, a
photographic exhibit, doll contest, hobby
show and many others.
Krause, in outlining the 1952 program,
made mention of the assistance and wel-

Posts

fare work done throughout the year by
the Studio Club. “The importance of this
aid cannot be over-emphasized,” Krause
said. “It is an integral part of the Studio
Club’s work.” The full schedule set forth
for the new year should make 1952 a big
one for Twentieth Century-Fox employees who are members of the Studio Club.
As the new

officers assumed

duties with the Board

their

of Controllers,

Walter Jolley, last year’s President of
the Club had this to say: “My job as
President of the Studio Club has ended.
I can honestly say that I have enjoyed
every moment of it. The responsibilities
of office have been so well distributed
between the board members and myself,
and every problem so capably handled,
that it has made my job a comparatively
easy one.
“I know that your new President, Tom
Krause, will enjoy the same teamwork
that I have been fortunate enough to
have — and with a guy like Tommy up at
bat, you know

that the Studio Club is

getting the best.”
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Around

The Lot In Piclii

'

'thummuT,

Making a place in the sun is
this row of MP Jeeps at the

Among those present at the 1951 Safety Dinner held at the Cafe de Paris last December 7 were
(left to right) F. L. Metzler, Studio Manager; Jack Conlin, 1951 President of the Safety Committee; Jimmy Dineen, Secretary of the Safety Committee; V. J. Christensen, Assistant Studio Manager and Executive Advisor to the Safety Committee and Jack Codd, Controller. The Safety Dinner
is an annual affair and is the culmination

Pico Entrance. MP's were on
the lot in connection with the
premiere of FIXED BAYONETS December 5.
The soldiers were given a tour of the lot, then
shown the picture in a private screening. The
jeeps then participated in a parade before the
Grauman's Chinese preem.

of the year's safety activities on the lot.

Being showered with rice by Vic Mature are Joan and John
Campbell at their Las Vegas wedding last December 8. Both
groom and bride are publicity folk; the missus is the former
Joan Conlin of Jim Reid's office, while John is a planter in
Publicity. Best man at the Nevada Nuptials was Lee Weber, a
commercial photographer while Maid of Honor was the bride's
sister, Audrey Conlin, Visitors Receptionist. Honeymoon was
spent at Alta, Utah.

Fireman Joe Howell and Fire Captain Paul E. Hammond survey damage to
the home of Jules Bouyere of the Landscape Department. While Bouyere
and his wife were out shopping last Decembr 8, an Air Force jet trainer
accidentally jettisoned two huge fuel tanks. The tanks landed on the Bouyere
residence in Northridge and exploded, demolishing the near-new bungalow.
Before Bouyere can be reimbursed by the government, he must list every
item destroyed or damaged by the explosion. Headache and bright red tape!
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ures

And

Words
On the receiving end of a near-fatal
snake bite January 4 was GLORIA CESAR, Script. A water moccasin struck
her five times while she was handling
it on the CRY OF THE SWAMP
set.
Everyone wishes Gloria a speedy recovery from a rough ordeal. . . . FRED
MEYER became a grampa recently. His
son STAN adopted two-day-old twins,
TIMMY and TERRY. Stan is a TV exec.
. . . What mysterious signifieance do the
multi-colored neckerchiefs that O. K.
WARNER
of Film Loading
be
FORD is wearing
have? . is. gonna
. “BUD”
a father soon. It looked like twins for
a while. Maybe? . . . VIC STRANNIX
of Landscape was on (excuse it, please)
TV a couple of weeks ago. He wound
up with a trip to Las Vegas and a sharp
refrigerator. . . . Multilith is sporting
two

new operators. JIM CHRISTENSEN and BILL “FINGERS” CARR started in that department a few weeks ago.

. . . JIM REID, in charge of Publicity’s
Fan Mag Department, leaves TCF after
10 years to
of knock
service.outSeems
he’s .moving
to
Carmel
a novel.
. . Being
an expectant mother seems to be the
vogue in Legal. VIRGINIA JOHNSON,
MAXINE
KESSLER and MADELYN
WEBB are all “that way.” . . . IRVING
“GIBBY” GIBBS of South Reception is
becoming quite famous. He had a part

Guest of honor at a birthday party in the Grip Department recently was 'Uncle John' Wanamaker.
John celebrated his 77th birthday as well as his thirty-second year in the movie industry. He started
with the Fox Company in the Fall of 1920 and has been associated with TCF from that time until
now. John has held many positions during his 32 years with the company, including Head Grip

in THE I DON’T CARE GIRL, was covered in Quick Magazine and has another article coming up in that publication. ... Is FREDDIE McPHIE of tbe
Studio Club destined to become a

Boss.

TCF

At present John is in charge of diffusion in the Grip Department. John's friends and associates congratulate him on his many years of service and send wishes for a lot more happy birthdays.

star? . . . CHARLIE
ENS, Gang Boss in the Prop

STEVMakers

Department, missed a 1950 tax exemption by one day. It was a 7 lb. 14 oz.
bov for Charlie born Januarv 1st. . . .
M.\RY THORNBURG
of the Frank
Tressalt office is engaged. Her fiance
is BOB SCHUTZ, an electrical engineer
at LACC. . . . JUNE DOLBERG
is
sporting a new rock also. She plans on
marrying PAUL BRASLOW
during the
summer. . . . GEORGE
JESSEL was
named Man of the Year by B’nai B’rith.
. . . SARA BRINE of Script left the department last week. She’s going to have
a baby. . . . GEORGE
NICHOLSON, a
music cutter, became a dad for the
FOURTH time! It was on December 30,
it was a girl weighing 6-2 and her name
is SALLY ANN. . . . Her many friends
Bringing some Christmas cheer into the lives of the veterans at Sawtelle were
and employees. The occasion was the Christmas Varieties presented December
1

many TCF players
16 at the Sawtelle

Domicilary Auditorium. Guest of honor was Sgt. 1 st Class Joseph Rodriguez, holder of the Congressional Medal of Honor as a result of his heroism in Korea. Pictured here are many of the people

will grieve the death of GRACE EVERETT, formerlv of Fan Mail. She is the
sister of FLORENCE
DUNCAN
who is

who participated in the show. Left to right are Everett Coveau of Jan Garber's orchestra; Bobby
Thompson, TV personality; Merry Anders, Dale Robertson and Anne Francis, TCF players; Sgt.
Rodriguez; Donna Lee Hicky, TCF contract player; Jimmie Taylor, studio employee and organizer
of Christmas Varieties; Bill Lundigan, Toni Arden, Anita Aros, Crystal White, Doris Jean, and
Helen Erwin, a TCFer. Not pictured are TCFers Vic Strannix, Don Gerald and Nino Di Gregorio.

an ex-TCFer. . . . BILL JURGENSEN
won his wings after a flight to Chicago
and back with three of his buddies. . . .
That does it for now.

Youngsters Delighted At Holiday
By TCF-Dressed Dolls

AWARD WINNERS NAMED
IN 1951 DOLL CONTEST

For TCF employees who participated in the 1951 Doll
Dressing Contest, the affair is just a memory. But for the
more than 200 little girls in Los Angeles who were presented

Among the nine winners of the 1951 Doll Dressing Contest are these six
TCFers. Left to right are: Amy Phariss, Cutting, third place; Jo Cannon,
Hospital, second place; Suzanne Ravise, Script, first place, all with dolls
typifying a country. Right center is Joyce Stanley, Employment, who won
second prize in the "Most Unusual" category. Second from right is Ada
Grechin, Script, who snagged a first place in that group. Right is Gloria
Cesar,

Script, whose

doll won

first prize in the "Most

Beautiful"

category.

TCF-dressed dolls as Christmas gifts last year, it is a ver\wonderful part of their lives. A total of 250 dolls were
dressed by studio employees and members of their families,
with all but forty being distributed to orphan agencies in
this area. The money raised from the sale of those forty dolls
will comprise a large portion of the Doll Fund for the 1952
contest.
There was a total of nine winners

in the contest, with first,

second and third prizes being awarded in each of three categories. Judging the contest were Frances Richardson, Esther
Roberts, Lee Roth and Clifton Webb. Picking nine winners
from the hundreds of beautiful entries was not an easy job
for the quartet. After an hour’s deliberation, the winning
dolls were selected and their creators were notified. Following is the list of contest winners:
MOST

BEAUTIFUL

1st place: Gloria Cesar
2nd place: Jackie Brown
3rd place: Augusta Bouvier
MOST

UNUSUAL

1st place: Ada Grechin
2nd place: Joyce Stanley
3rd place: Gwen Burke
TYPIFYING

than

250

orphan

girls in the Los Angeles

area

were

recipients

of dolls

dressed by 20th Century-Fox employees during the recent doll contest. Sol
Halprin, Head of Camera, distributes dolls to the girls of Vista del Mar, an
orphanage for girls of the Jewish faith. Girls of every religion were remembered at Christmas with the doll gifts. Below are a group of girls representing
the Hollywood Orphan Society who were presented a large number of dolls.
Other girls receiving dolls were the wards of Juvenile Hall, represented by
Judge A. A. Scott and two other groups who were given dolls and other gifts
through the efforts of Darrylin Jacks and the many people who helped her.
The two groups were the Sawtelle Youth Center and the Camarillo Hospital.
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Script
Hospital
Personnel Records

In addition to these nine winners, thirty entrants won Honorable Mention with their dolls.
That there were only forty winners is no indication that
there were only forty dolls worthy of prizes. The hundreds
of studio employees who saw the dolls on display at the Cafe
de Paris Sun Porch will corroborate the fact that all 250 dolls
were individually beautiful. But winner or loser, the real joy
of entering the contest comes from the knowledge that the
dolls made Christmas merry for a great many nnfortunate
children in our city.
To see two hundred
in itself.

A "Toys for Orphan Boys" campaign was conducted in conjunction with the 1951 Doll Dressing Contest. TCF employees repaired and constructed dozens of toys which were presented to
the U. S. Marine Corps for distribution at Christmas. Admiring
one of the toys is June Haver, left. Accepting the gifts for the
Marines are PFC Doris Smith and Sgt. Tom Hughes of the
Eleventh Marine Corps Reserve District.

Script
Employment
Pers. Records

A COUNTRY

1st place: Suzanne Ravise
2nd place: Jo Cannon
9rd place: Gwen Burke
More

Script
Script
Wardrobe

faces beam

with pleasure is a prize

Camera Class
Lectures Continue
From

the Studio Club

Camera

CALENDAR

OF EVENTS

1952
Class

come encouraging reports that progress
is being made. Under the guidance of
John Cagle, Board of Education instructor, the more than twenty members of the
Camera Class have received instruction
in the fundamentals of photography and
have done model work already, with only
four lectures presented. With six sessions
remaining on the ten-week schedule, class
members are looking forward to lab practice which will include developing and
printing. Those interested may still join
the Camera Class by calling the Studio
Club, Ext. 745.

BASKETBALL CLUB
BEGINS COMPETITION
With one league game under its belt,
the Twentieth Century-Fox basketball
squad is rolling and in good shape for the
remaining tussles on the 10-game schedule, according to Bill Jurgensen, team

February 1 6 —
VALENTINE

PARTY

March
5 — BANK
BLOOD
DINNER1 4 — DANCE
April
JunePICNIC
22 —
August
—
GOLF 10TOURNAMENT
September
—
COUNTY 20 FAIR
October
BLOOD8 —BANK
November
22 —
FALL DANCE
December 21 —
KIDDIE CHRISTMAS
PARTY

Shorthand Sessions
Nearing Completion
With only a few weeks remaining before the TCF shorthand class reaches a

representative. All league play is at Fairfax High School, Bill announces, with

conclusion, reports from girls attending
the series indicate that the class has been

three games being played each Wednesday evening at 7, 8 and 9 p.m. The TCF
hoopsters participate in one of the three
games each Wednesday.
Response to the call for players has
been fair, but the team is still undermanned. Anyone interested in joining the
squad should contact Bill on Ext. 1156

beneficial in many phases of English in
addition to shorthand. Besides the weekly shorthand test, lectures on grammar,
spelling and punctuation have been given
and have proven helpful to the secretaries
in their jobs. Instructor of the class is
Miss Gertrude Erb of Metropolitan High
School.

immediately. “Don’t be discouraged by
the shape you are in,” Bill commented.
“A few practices will whip you into condition and you’ll be ready for action.”

Film Editing Class
to Start February 7th

Tentative Plans for
Gun Cluh Made

For the first time a film editing class
is being offered by the Studio Club as a
part of the ever-expanding educational
program on the lot. The initial meeting
of the editing class will be Thursday
evening, February 7. Instructor will be
a representative of the Cinema Department of the University of Southern California. Tuition for the 16-week course is
$36.00. The session will be on the college
level with two units of university credit
accompanying the course, for those that
wish it.

Gun Club has prompted the Studio Club
to make plans in that direction. More
than thirty TCFers have indicated a desire to organize a Gun Club. The only
stumbling block at the present time is the
acquirement of a target range for practice. When a range has been secured,
more information will be supplied to
those interested in joining the Club.
If the response is great enough, the

The class will be limited to twenty
members so interested workers should
contact the Studio Club, Ext. 745, in order to be included in the series.

Enthusiasm

Gun
Many of last year's cagers will be on hand to help
bring glory to the TCF basketball squad during
the 1952 season. This shot was taken during the
1951 season and is a preview of things to come
during this year's 10-game

schedule.

toward

the forming

of a

Club might possibly enter into competition with other gun teams around the

city. If you are interested in being included inplans for the Gun Club, call
13
the Studio Club, Ext. 745. Information
will be sent you when it is available.

wenty years have passed since we
ury-Fnx. Look at these pictures of
len.’ Most of them were shot right
mile . . . they might even bring hack

e Thrasher, Ben Wurtzel, Phil Adams and John
photographed at a Safety Dinner held on the lot Darryl F. Zanuck

and Joseph Schenck,

graphed during the merger of Twentieth
and Fox.

photo-

Century

It, Saul Wurtzel, Lou Tate, Bob Bertrand and Ed
forties.

Sol ffalprin in East Africa in 1935
for WHITE HUNTER.

Th is picture of Fred Meyer, left,
and Ed Snyder was taken during the
first years of World War II.
Ike
TCF
Bob
the
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Panning enjoys the 1937
picnic with his son. Bob.
is now an employee on
lot.

ILett to right are Ruth Bellas, Bess Lasky and
Eli Reimer. Cute, huh?

Juanita Bonfiglio, 1939.

TCFoUNTAIN

This picture was taken when

Santa Monica

Boulevard

was

no more

than an overgrown

OF

YOUTH

sidewalk.

Here is lovely Betty Grable at the start of her
career. This cheesecake shot was made in the
early thirties.

Lew Schreiber after becoming
Twentieth Century-Fox.

affiliated with

The belle of the ball is Clinton Sandeen,
ten years ago.

about

Posing with a late model limousine is Harry Abrahams.

This shot is thirty

years old.

Gene

Kornman

15

at an early age. The

fellow on the left? That's Kornman!
^
1941.
^
Here is Kathleen Ridgway in

T. K. Little checks over a script in 1942.

Ty

Power

takes

five at the

Coffee Shop during the making of Lloyds of London in
1937.

Herman
years

Leiber,

at the

copy

camera,

fifteen

Al Bruziin gets ready for action
truck Hate thirties, that is).
Relaxing

ago.

Jack

Codd

and

Fred

Metzler

have

a few

words

a

late model

between

shots

sound
at one

ments
Bernice
of
the isfirst
TCF Holden.
golf tourna-

^

Clint Urtubees relaxes on the
set — year: 1 922.

on

at the

1937

picnic,

Jessel, expressing apathy toward an uninteresting Esquire photo.

Ready

to go out as a foursome are Vic Christensen, Arthur Gameral, Lou Witte and W. Fitz-

George

Davie

Munching peanuts with his
young son Ronald is Walter
Jolley. Ronald now
ing on the lot.

Ray Moore

as he appeared

twenty

years

ago.

as he

peared
a
picture made
1924.

gerald.

ap-

here

is workA
^

George Adams, right, plays 'Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes' to Leon Birnbaum.
Checking over his blueprints is Monte Bonome.
This pic was shot a decade ago.

Checking one
Richardson.

of her volumes

is Frances

John Bodnar
peared many

as he apyears ago.

Barker Hugh Conlon draws a crowd at a TCF
picnic 1 5 years ago.

Speaker at a social function
on the lot twelve years ago
was Jason S. Joy.

Barbara McLean checks over some footage in
the cutting room. This shot was made around
1 940.
Walter Strohm disolavs his winning
tickets at the 1937 TCF picnic.

Left to right, Arthur Shipman, Art Houser and
Charlie Goldie at a Still Dept. Christmas party,
1936.

Mildred
function. Le Vaux

and 'Doc' Bishop at a

Left to right, Harold Bow, Tom

1940

Lounsbery

social

and Tom

^ Young,mentresting
after ago.
a rough round at a TCF
thirteen years

tournaHenry King talks over
things with Alice Faye on
the set of LITTLE OLD
NEW YORK in 1939.

Left to right are: Joe Rickards, H. W.
Arresting Clara Bing at a TCF
picnic is Officer Al Tierney.

Busby, Joe Lucero

and 'Irish' O'Brien, who were a foursome
nament many years ago.
Winner of a ham and two
pounds of bacon at the 1937
picnic is Lefty Hough.

at a golf tourTCF's

O

sound

stages provide a
background for
Ted Frazer.

Clarence Schores, left, and Tom Krause take
careful aim at a TCF Golf Tournament.
Charles
money.

Perrin

takes stock of his

It's been spent by this time.

Henry Goldfarb plays the role of
the tee in this old shot.

Fred

Barman,

left, and

at the studio's annual
in 1939.

This picture of Al
fifteen years ago.

Frank

R. A. Klune during his first year at
20th Century-Fox.

Prehoda

golf tournament

John

Ford

watches
during

some

action

in a

TCF

the early forties.

Lamar
years

Ruth

George Wasson checks over a script
in this picture, taken in 1939.

Spectator Harry Brand
at a TCF sporting event
in 1937.

production

Nick Janios dictates a letter in his It's party time for Joe 'Eppy' Epstein
office fifteen years ago.
in this old on-the-lot shot.

Trotti, photographed
ago.

Lloyd Nobles,
1939.

twelve

Fox, left, and May

Morris

prepare

to tee-off at the golf tournament
teen years ago.

left, and John

Anderson,

Hector

Dods

checks

picture

taken

in 1936.

some

notes

in this

thir-

Pictured at a studio party
of yesteryear is William
'Rosey' Rosen.

Touching up a model
taken in 1939.

is Eldo Chrysler in this picture

Nettie McLaughlin,
1 3 years ago.

Trophy-winner Helen Taubkin
Kurtz) fifteen years ago.

(formerly

Joe

Keenan

at the

1937

picnic.

HCftBSirC##
lllfn
Charles Ouellette peeks
over Hal Thomas' shoulder
at a studio party.
go! Bud Fischer,

''ll

Sam Wittenberg, left, and Tom
Pryor at the 1939 golf tournament,

Bill Marsh, left, and
Pete Montemurro at
the '36 golf tournament.

The TCFers pictured on these pages
are just a small percentage of the employees who have worked on the lot for
fifteen years or more. Some hair has
grown a little thin— some waists have
grown — period. But Time — and TCP
have been kind to most of us.
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HOLIDAY
As the Christmas

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

TELEVISION
From

15% DOWN
1 8 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

'
HAP .(VHALLIGAN
WEbster
6281

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

SAVE
on
everything
in our

JEWELRY
and

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER

GIFT
sample
line

GOODS

• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd

Beverly Hills

trees come

down

and

Near Olympic

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

La\'in, Head of the Department, was presented a beautiful wood chest from the

we throw ’52 into high gear, thoughts of
holiday festivities begin to fade. And the

men

spirit which prevails for one week-end
out of the year fades, too.
Pictured here are some of the parties

is the party held in the Make-up Department the day before Christmas. Center
is the Art Department party while lower

which were held December 24th. They
were a lot of fun. We saw fellow workers

right is the party held in the Prop Makers

we hadn’t seen in months — friends who
work no more than 500 yards from us. It
takes the Christmas holiday to make us

1 5 Brands of

To Choose

FESTIVITIES BRIGHTEN

realize how many nice people there are in
the world — and on the lot.
Below,

top, is the Production

party,

always a wonderful affair. Bottom is a
shot of the Grip party at which John

of the Grip Department.

Upper right

Department at which Dave Vaughan, center, Head of the Prop Makers presented
Serge Flash, left, and Nino Di Gregorio
with gifts for the parts they played in the
Kiddie Party.
These are just a few of the parties held
on the lot where many old friendships
were renewed and lots of new ones were
made.

TCf'S mi

CHklSTMAS SEASON

You'll See . ♦ ,
Your Old Friend

SAM

LURYE

(formerly of Sam's Steak Ranch)
a t

PATIO LIQUORS
10515V2 WEST

PICO

lext to Rancho Bowling Alley
- OPEN I 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449
4-YEAR

OLD

STRAIGHT WHISKY
Fifths, $4.57 Pints, $2.89
Half Pints, $1 .47
Checks Cashed

Gladly As Before

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Verv Special Discount Prices

Westerners

Elect

Officers

For

1952

The 20th Century-Fox Masonic Club, “The Westerners,”
elected new officers for 1952 at their annual meeting held in the
Cafe de Paris on Friday, December 21, 1951.
\ew Officers are: President, Henri Ledeboer, Electrical Engineering; 1st \ace-President, Glenn Harman; Landscape and
Nursery; 2nd Vice-President, Jack Conrad, Grip; Recording
Secretary, Bob Fleming, Grip; Treasurer, A1 De Weese, Payroll.
Executive Gommittee
Weisheit and Bill Harris.

members

are:

Sol Halprin, Bill

The Westerners devote a great deal of their activities to the
furtherance of good will at the Govina Home for Children. At
Christmas time they visited the home with Hank Ledeboer as
Santa Claus and presented the ehildren with monetary gifts.
During the past year they also financed a barbecue area for
the children at the home. The Shrine Crippled Children’s
Hospital is another enterprise of the Westerners.
The past year was a red letter year, what with the club
observing its 25th Anniversary. Hal Gordon, junior past president, was responsible for this successful year. Likewise mentioning the Westerners means mentioning Tommy Moore of
the Western Ave. Grip Department and genial Glinton Sandeen
of Men’s Wardrobe.
President Ledeboer has many plans for the Westerners during 1952 and he pledges that the club shall be an asset and a
credit to the studio. The club is open to all Master Masons

The Westerners elected new officers for 1952 at the Cafe de Paris
December 21. Front row, left to right, are: Glenn Harman, 1st VicePresident; Henri Ledeboer, President; Jack Conrad, 2nd Vice-President.
In back row are Al De Weese, left. Treasurer and Hal Gordon, retiring
President.

who are employed by 20th Gentury-Fox as well as their guests
and friends. They meet on the 3rd Sunday of alternate months
at the Garolina Pines for breakfast and at the Gafeteria on the
3rd Thursday of the other months for pot-luck dinner.

Studio Club
Buyer’s Directory

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Ref rigerafors. Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)
Attman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
• ^
^

'' ' -

RI...J

R«,„

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only) ..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave
L. A
WY. 2194
Montgomery Ward, 1316-1318 3rd St.,
Santa Monica
EX 5-3223

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

&

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L- A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood

V

Blvd.,

J9S2 License Tags Available
For the convenience of TCF employees
who drive automobiles to work, the Auto
Club of Southern California has a representative on the lot issuing 1952 license
plate tags to interested car owners. The
tags are being distributed across the
street from the Police Department Monday through Friday from 12 noon to 3
p.m. This service for employees started
Monday, January 7, and will continue
through Friday, February 1.
Avoid the last day rush by getting your
tags
now.
ACROSS
THE STREET FROM THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
12 NOON until 3 P.M.
MONDAY through FRIDAY.
LAST DAY, FRIDAY, FERRUARY 1.
NEW WATCH LINE
TO BE OFFERED
The Studio Club announces that a complete new line of watches will be available for purchase soon. The selection
will include new and attractive styles for
men and women. These are name brand
watches and will sell for prices far below
regular retail figures. Watch bulletin
boards for nntiopc nf rVu'c

—

your 1952 vacation, conBefore you plan
tact Charlie Watts at the Boulevard Travel
Service. He will send you literature and
illustrated brochures of many interesting
vacation spots in California and the Western United States. Two TCF-tested vacation places are:
C BAR H Guest Ranch
Lucerne Valley, Calilomia
WONDER VALLEY Ranch
Wonder Valley, California
Call HO. 9-8131 for information about these
tioning.
and
other resorts for outstanding vaca-

Permanent Charities
Pledges Approach Goal
The 1952 Campaign

of the Permanent

Charities Committee at 20th CenturyFox is nearing an end, with 93% of the
$190,000 goal being pledged by 3,017
employees. The response has been good,
with a total of $176,888.00 being contributed through The Fair Plan and by direct payment. Fred L. Metzler, studio
colonel for the 1952 Campaign, expressed
his pleasure over the way that Twentieth
Century-Fox employees have answered
the Permanent Charities appeal which
had its kick-off at a mass meeting on the
lot last October 22.
In tbe less than three months that the
1952 drive has been conducted, captains in the various departments on the
lot received 1604 pledges for a total of
$89,423.22. The total percentage of studio employees who have agreed to donate to Permanent Charities is higher
this year than ever before. This consciousness on the part of TCFers of the
need which Permanent Charities contributions fill is a credit to both our studio
and industry.
By contributing through the Permanent Charities Committee of the Motion
Picture Industry, more than 200 community-wide health and welfare services are
being supported, including the Community Chest, American National Red
Cross, American Cancer Society and
many other major organizations.
Studio representatives who donated
their time and effort which produced the
excellent response that Permanent Charities received this year, and the more than
three thousand employees who have
pledged their support of the 1952 campaign deserve a pat on the back for their
interest in this very worthy cause.
-> -
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OLD SOLDIERS NEVER DIE
— and some don’t fade away.
Like the old firehorse of days gone by,
who responds to the alarm long after his
duties have ended, a TCP firehorse answered the call.
Bill Duffy, a former member of the
Twentieth Century-Fox Police Department was on hand last December 19
when a special press showing of DECISION BEFORE DAWN was held. Bill
retired in May, 1951, after serving the
studio faithfully for twenty years.
Duffy made a lot of friends during his
two decades at 20th; friends who want to
remember in a forgetful world. To his
many former co-workers who miss Duffy
and have asked about him. Bill wants to
say that he’s enjoying his retirement. But
he hasn’t forgotten twenty years of smiles
and friendly greetings which have made
those twenty years an indelible memory.
To Duffy, 20th Century-Fox sends a
big hello. It was good seeing you again!

Hank

Harris, right, greets William Duffy, retired member of the TCF Police Department at
the formal press showing of DECISION BEFORE
DAWN. It was the first time that Duffy played
the role of spectator, having handled many previews and premieres

during 20 years' service.
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In the global struggle for the minds

of

men,

an American weapon of incalculable value fights nightly in the darkened
arena of the motion picture theater.

Telling the story of life in a free society, U.S.-made movies comprise nearly
75% of all the feature films seen by a
weekly, world-wide audience of more
than 230,000,000 people. Reports from
the National Geographic Society and other agencies indicate that the position
held by the American
higher now

movie

feature is

than ever. American

movies

crack down.

United States exists not only in the western nations but in nations which lie within the sphere of Russian

domination.

A

report from Vienna indicates that in recent months Universal Film, a unit of
Russia’s Sovexportfilm, has approached
offices of United States independent film
companies

in Vienna

or outright purchase

for possible rental
of a

number

of

American films. Universal Film (which
has no connection with Universal Pictures) wants these features for distribution in the Russian zone of Austria and
Germany and also possibly in satellite
countries. State Department officials in
Vienna

frowned

on

the possibility of

closing a deal and cabled Washington to
pass this word on to film head offices.
That the U.S. refused to close a deal is of
secondary importance. Important is the
fact that American movies are in demand
even in areas of Soviet control.
The

objective of the Russian

for U.S. pictures was

request

to inject some

en-

tertainment into their propaganda-loaded
schedules. The American films would be
used in block-booking deals to force exhibitors to take the Russian product in
order to get even a few U.S. features.
The fact is that without western products, box office business in eastern zones
is practically negligible.
Exhibitors in Russian-dominated
realize the value of showing

areas

American

films in their theaters. In Austria’s Soviet zone, western pictures are barred.
However, individual exhibitors often
come

to Vienna

and personally carry a
U.S. print back for a quick couple of
days showing before the authorities

figure that the fines

imposed for violation of Russian exhibition rules are worth the box office shotin-the-arm which American

pictures give.

Response to American films in foreign
countries of the free world is far greater
than that received by the domestic product of these countries. As a result, restrictions have been placed on imported
U.S. pictures in many

countries.

Many

of the varying limitations which are imposed on the importation of commercial
movies

eclipse foreign films in popularity, even
in the films’ homelands. The preference
shown film features produced in the

They

are traceable to the post-war devaluation of foreign currencies and the

Perhaps the finest tribute Hollywood will
ever receive came from an infantryman:
“When

you go to the movies over here, you

getFighting
out of Korea
forona the
couple
hours.”in a
men sat
wet of
ground
drenching summer downpour to see a movie
to the end, and woe unto any projectionist
who had ideas of stopping the picture because of the weather. Last winter, with
temperatures as low as 28 below zero,
movies in unheated buildings with no seats
drew

capacity crowds, which often welcomed the end of a reel to stamp their
freezing feet and regain circulation.
Many times soldiers come for miles to
see a picture, often on foot. Combat units
set up movie tents as close to the front as
possible, shifting men on foxhole assignments so they can watch movies several
times a week.

dollar shortage. Others are the result of

no sucharething
a “bad picture”
in There
Korea.is They
goodas pictures,
terrific

government attempts to foster or fortify
domestic film industries. In Argentina,

pictures and pictmes - you - don’t - want - to miss. But you can’t screen a movie which
doesn’t bring a general favorable reaction.
As a rule the fighting man prefers Westerns, comedy and romance to all other
movies. Musicals, with a lot of girls in a

Spain and Italy, for example, laws are in
force which require the showing of domestic films during a certain portion of
each theater’s week. Other devices used
to subsidize local film production are
high taxes and censorship fees on foreign
screenings.
Despite
American

restriction, the demand
films continues

for

to grow, keep-

ing pace with a global increase in theater facilities. Today, an estimated 99,600
motion picture theaters are in operation
in more

than 120 countries —

providing

about one seat for every forty-four persons on earth. During the last two years
Japan

alone

has

increased

its movie

houses by 943, while Europe has put into operation an additional 1908 theaters.
Among the 230 million weekly movie
goers throughout the world, probably the
most ardent fans for American pictures
are the United Nations forces fighting in
Korea. With the first munitions shipment
that left the United States in June of 1950
went prints of American films — the most
singly potent morale builder that exists
for GI’s away from home. Continuous
reports of the acclaim received by American films have come from Korea from
the time that United Nations forces landed there. One article, which appeared in
“The Stars and Stripes,” gives a good account of the feeling toward U.S. pictures
in that war-devastated land:
WITH X CORPS - When the epic of
Korea is finally typed on official paper at
the Pentagon, one of the principal contributing factors to high morale among U.N.
forces may come in for only a small credit
line. Yet Linda Darnell, Bing Crosby, Betty
Grable and a host of Hollywood stars will
have played a big role in building a great
fighting force here.

little
ban”
scene
return

clothing, generally are tagged “ichi
(“No. 1” in Japanese). A warm love
generally brings out a demand for a
engagement.

Another report tells how American
tures are received in Korea:

pic-

No matter how hard the seats, or how old
the movie, there is seldom a complaint from
the customers, w'ho walk for miles and sit
through any kind of weather to see a film.

Thereandispatch
describes a typical Koshowing:
Today’s was held in an abandoned rice
warehouse. It took hours of bumping and
ing.
jolting over dusty roads to get to the shed
where dozens of sweating men were waitThe heat was terrific but nobody complained. There was a clicking of rifle bolts
as the sergeant in charge of the showing
ordered all chambers emptied to prevent
accidents.
For the next hour, men laughed and
shouted at the fihn. In the background,
there was the occasional thud of exploding
shells, but nobody paid the slightest attention to it.
Late arrivals kept drifting in during the
show. They squatted in corners of the
theater atop rice bags, where they were
given whispered fill-ins on the plot.
Finally, with the villain exposed and love
triumphant, the show ended. It bounced
everyone back to the fact that they were
still in Korea.
As the youngsters picked up their rifles
and solemnly slipped cartridges into them,
one tow-headed soldier walked over to the
sergeant and said:
“Thanks, Mac. I’d almost forgotten what
a movie was like. Come back and see us
The sergeant promised

he would.

The American movie— in Korea it is a
glimpse of home. In Russian zones it is
90 minutes of relief from Communist
propaganda. To the people in every
soon.”of the world the American mocountry
tion picture represents the finest screen
entertainment produced today.
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Friendliest place
in town
^oure, not^y^etdr^, are^ou, that ^our church,

A friendly handshake
greets you at the door

Choir singing brings new
spiritual values to the
singers, to the hearers

or sijnag>^ie is thcjhendliest place irv town?

a warm-hearted

welcome cauaits pjou there.

interests, newjhends, and most precious ^ all
Personal council, sympathetic help in time of
trouble

The young-marrieds find
congenial friends

in these

times, an opporiuni^

to renew

pjour^Jaiih, to restorepjour courage, tojvnd peace ^souZ

in the company ^ men

The women gather for
charitable and social
activities

and women pf'

will,

An active athletic and sobusy and
happy
cial agers
program
keeps
teen-

Take someone to Church this week . . . you’ll both be richer for it

PIC or Tor MOKTH
One
was

of the many

TCP's

Century

areas

in the southland

Ranch

in Calabasas.

hit by the recent
This

picture

shows

flood
the

Many
which

culverts

were

also damaged

ranch's dam which overflowed and inundated the surrounding
ranchland. At the peak of the flood the water level was four feet

downpour however
of domestic ducks

above

the top of the dam,

Sherwood

every

minute.

provide

the

If that

average

city four times

with

flow

3,600,000

of water

daily water

gallons

were

requirement

the size of Los Angeles

passing

maintained,
(100

( 10,000,000

over

it

A

it would

gallons)
people) .

for a

No
The

washed

out by the tremendous

five miles of road.

Untouched

water

surplus

by the torrential

were the ranch's suspension bridge and a flockwhich was apparently washed down from Lake

ten miles upstream.

month
wonder,
Century

will be
with

required

25 inches

Ranch

to repair the damage

to the

ranch.

of rain in that area thus far this season.

will welcome

sunny

skies after this soaking.
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Room With A View
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For the second time in a row,
Actions Spotlight shines in Ireland,

Is Your Mother-in-Law Worth $600?. .

7

A City Prepares

8

Pass Key to '52

9

Around the Lot

10

birthplace of Simon ‘Paddy’ Maloney,
February’s outstanding personality.
Born in County Claire on the river
Shannon, Paddy came to America in
1893 with his eye on boxing. With
the aid of his brother he got a tryout
at the Olympic Club in San Francisco,
where Jim Corbett got his start. Paddy
was good. As a result, he fought many
P'eliminary bouts on the same card

"M"

Is For Movies

12

Studio Club Activities
You Name

14

It, We'll Draw It

16

as many old-time boxing greats: ‘Mysterious’ Billy Smith, Jim Jeffries, Tom
Sharkey, Kid Levine. He fought
more than forty bouts during his professional career in the ring which
lasted three years.
Before coming to TCF in 1936,
Paddy was a member of the athletic
staff at U.C.L.A. and turned out a
championship boxing team in that

of Controllers
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Blood, Sweat, Tears
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Paddy can look back with pride on
not only his own career but that of
his brother Jim, whom he coached
year.
Jim Maloney, under Paddij’s
himself.
guidance, became lightweight champion of England and very nearly became lightiveight champion of the
world.
The reason that Paddy came to
Twentieth rather than remain in the

fisht game was that show business
was another of his interests. Besides
his work as whistleman and watchman
here at the studio, Paddy is associated
with the Santa Monica Players, an
independent theatrical group.
"Oh

Action's Cover

Fifi, from fhe first moment I laid eyes on you, you

captured my heart." "Valore,
you are so beeg and so strong —
oui oui, I weel be your ValenFifi or Fido, a pooch by any
other name would smell as
sweet — to another pooch. Which
all goes to prove that love is a
wonderful
thing, even in a dogtine."
gie's world.
Valor, the hyperthyroid on
this month's cover, is owned by
Flo Ridgway and tips the scale
at 180. The continental canine
is a six-pounder owned by Robert and Darrylin Jacks.
On hand to snap the couple
at their trysting place was topkovsky.
notch photographer Jack PashAnd so, a puppy love is born.

To reerappreciate
colorful
cayou have to Paddy’s
talk to him.
When
you talk to him, he’ll show you his
scrap book — a volume chock full of
tributes to a great fighter: PAT MALONEY COMES BACK TO TOWN;
FAST AND
FURIOUS; TURNER
UNEQUAL
TO THE IRISHMAN;
A CLEVER LAD.
In his scrapbook you’ll see snapshots
of young Paddy Maloney, a tight-fisted
puncher. You’ll see news clippings of
slug-fests which Paddy fought and won
— and clippings, too, of the few he
didn’t win. /4s yoti browse through the
yellowing pages you can sense the
youthful vigor and excitement that accompanied Maloney’s colorful career in
the ring. Paddy is proud of that scrapbook, a tribute to his fistic ability.
Action
Paddy

guy.

pays

Maloney

tribute to him, too.
—

a fighter —

a swell

3

Room With A View
TCP'S Backing Department can bnild town nr conntry
with it's stack of 15DD backings of every description
CLEMMIE

GALLOWAY

Photographs by Jack Pashkovsky
Snowcapped mountains blending into
azure skies, skyscrapers reaching their
pinnacles into grey clouds, \istas of
rock\- New England coast, rich Midwest
farmlands, bleak walls of tenements, the
historical beauty of the Old World, sunrises with sea gulls, sunsets with loons,
all the kaleidoscope of dramatic and romantic backgrounds can be produced
like magic outside any window, by
Twentieth Centur\-Fox’s Backing Department.
Ironically, the Backing Department,
which can spread the world outside your
window, hasn’t even a window of its
own. Situated back of Stage 10 in part
of the Urban Building, is a narrow, tallceilinged, windowless room that has
o\er 1500 views, so realistically photographed and painted that they seem
alive.
The

Backing

Department

is a part of

the Grip Department,

and is headed

by

John Lavin, with Kenny Lutes the supervisor and custodian of the thousands
of views.
Files, by description and number are
in the Art Department, the Grip Department, Property Gontrol and in Lutes’
windowless office, but the most important files are in the minds of John Lavin
and Kenny Lutes. Lavin remembers
them by number. Lutes by association,
and between the two they can always
come up with just what the Art Director
needs. For instance. Lutes remembered
a background for WHAT
PRIGE
GLORY
that hadn’t been used since
JANE EYRE.
There are several types of backings:
Transparencies, Photographic, painted,
cut-outs and many of plain grey cloth.
In almost e\ery picture backings are
used, if only grey cloth. For black and

white photography, photographic backings are used; for Technicolor they are
painted on eanvas by the Scenic Department or let out to scenie art studios.
Backings, ranging in size from 100 to
400 feet long, are kept rolled up or on
frames in the high-ceilinged room
of Stage 10.

back

All transparencies are framed for proteetion. TGF has 71 transparencies, eaeh
worth around $1500; for it costs almost
a thousand to make them, $300 to frame
them

and around $300 for cut-out backing. A cut-out is a duplicate of the photograph or painting made of board, with
windows and apertures cut out and
blue muslin stretched over them. The
cut-out is placed directly back of the
scenic backing. The windows or apertures that are to be lit have boxes back
of them for use by the Electrieal Department in lighting the set.
TGF has 17 Teehnicolor sky baekings,
which are painted in color and hundreds
of photographic backgrounds which are
used for black-and-white photography.
Once only the Batton drop was used, a
method which required more than ten
men to handle, for a man had to be
spaced at every ten feet of can\ as to rig
Backing supervisors and art directors work closely in picking out backings for production use. Here
Maurice Ransford, center, discusses a transparency with John Lavin, left. Grip Department Head
and Kenny Lutes, custodian of the Backing Department. Lutes and Lavin are so familiar with the
huge

4

stock

of backings

on

hand

that they can

find a suitable

backing

at a moment's

notice.

the
backings
in place.hasButbeen
now able
TGF’s
Backing
Department
to
cut costs in half by folding and rigging
the backings on carts. As it is pulled

The realism achieved by the Grip Department's 1 500 backings is remarkable. Here the backing crew moves a color transparency on stage. Backings
of this type are the result of an involved process requiring specialized photography and painting. Notice how alive the buildings seem, even in these
surroundings. The backing crew is composed of left to right. Art Urquidez, William Klug, Kenny Lutes, backing crew foreman; Saul Seiznick, Charlie
Hall and Remus Jensen.

from the cart, the backing unfolds and is
re-

drops in these “set” theatres, as expertly
as if they were handling a real Broadway
show.

tains and forests and clouds that went

backing of moun-

They also stretch ceilings on sets that
call for ceilings.

all around the stage was used in THE
SECRET OF CONVICT LAKE. Cutouts were used with this backing so that
it could be lit, making it realistic. This
same backing was used for THE OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT.

When a picture is put on the production schedule by Mr. Zanuck and the
blueprints are issued, there are lines on
the blueprints indicating where backings
will be needed, the kind and size. Sometimes the file number of the desired

In CONVICT LAKE, a grey backing
460 feet by 35 feet that went completely
around Stage 10 was used. A sunset
background, from ANNE
OF THE
INDIES is being reused for the new
production WHAT
PRICE GLORY.
There were four transparency backings of New York skyscrapers used in
FOURTEEN
HOURS. These were so

backing is indicated on the blueprint if
the Art Director is familiar with what is

stretched into place. This
(juires only four or five men.

\ scenic panorama

system

realistic they had almost a dizzying
effect on the actors and workers on this
set. If they gave Academy Awards for
backings, TCF would win for FOURTEEN HOURS.
The Backing Department
handles all theatre backdrops
many 20th Century musicals.
and handle rigging, curtains

makes and
used in the
They hang
and back-

needed by file number. But often, it is
left up to the Backing Department.
Each day Kenny Lutes reports in at
the Grip Department to ha\e a look at
the blueprints of the various sets in work,
to see if there are any changes in production plans that affect his department, and
what new pictures he is to prepare for.
The Backing Department, hidden
away as it is, and always working “in the
background,” is nevertheless an important part of the great Twentieth CenturyFox organization. The men who work
in it like their work, and are proud of
their contribution to Twentieth CenturyFox pictures.

In charge of backings at the Western Avenue
studio is grip foreman Tom Moore, right. Here
the WA

backing crew is hanging a curtain back-

ing, another job coming

under the Backing De-

partment's supervision. Left to right are Jack
Boyd, John J. Heinlein, Dennis (Arky) Ahrens
and Moore.

Each backing has its own numbered rack so
that it can be located quickly. As soon as a
backing has been selected for use in a picture,
the backing crew gets rolling, always keeping
one step ahead of production.

Working more than 40 feet above the stage
floor, three backing men prepare to secure the
backdrop in place. All men who work on the
catwalks do so voluntarily as the work often
entails walking on boards only four inches wide.

The huge sky-cloud backings, sometimes 500
feet in length, can be unloaded from their carts
in a matter of minutes. Here the backing crew
prepares to hang one of the large backings on
Stage 8.

four men go "high" and raise the huge canvas
backdrop by means of guy ropes. This system
allows
minutes.a 500 foot backing to be hung in 90

Among

the department's 1 500 backings are skylines of every important city in the world, landscapes, famous buildings, homes, parks and hundreds of other scenes. Here the crew prepares
to remove a landscape backing which has been requisitioned for production use. The scene is the
Backing Department's storage area in which catalogs are maintained for quick reference.
backing has a number and accompanying picture which make for easy identification.

Very often transparencies are used in conjunction with cut-outs to produce night effects. The
cut-out is placed snugly against the backing, with the windows which arc to be lit being cut out
in the transparency's wooden counterpart. The effect is that some windows in the backing appear
lighted while others are dark. The cut-out is actually a result of precision work for the top profile
must match that of the backing exactly.
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As the backing is pulled from the cart, three or

Every

In addition to handling transparencies, painted
drops and photographic backings, the backing
crew is also in charge of folders. Here a folder
is being moved into position behind a window
on a set. A grey sky effect will be the result.

Is Your Mother - in - Law Worth $600 ? *
Answer — Your credit rating is entirely up to

Your mother-in-law moved in with you
on January 1, 1951. She is dependent on
you for everything except conversation.
However, she has a small pension of
$599 a year, which she keeps for herself.
Can you list her as a dependent on your
tax return?
Yes

No

you. However, in a case like this, you should
keep close track of your doctor and hospital
expenses, since you may have an allowable
medical deduction on your return.
You can deduct medical expenses in excess
of five per cent of your adjusted gross income,
up to certain limits. If either you or your wife
is over 65 years of age, you may deduct all of

It all depends

the medical expenses

Answer — -It all depends. If the $599 pension is all the income she has, and you spent
more than that in taking care of her, then she
is a dependent. That means
exemption on your return.
The rule about dependents
may

take a

$600

dependency

she is a

$600

is simple.
exemption

Many people are not aware of the variety of
medical expenses which are deductible. Hospital,

You
for

nurse, dentist and doctor bills (not offset by
insurance) are obvious ones. Others include cost

anyone

closely related to you by blood or marriage, provided that you contributed more than
half h is upkeep and his total taxable income is

of drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, tooth paste and
brushes, wheelchairs, crutches and other medical equipment.

less than $600 for the year. Any dependency
exemptions, of course, are in addition to the
personal exemption
self.

SAWING

of $600

BASIC

you take for your-

A MARRIED
IN HALF

Only Houdini could do it
Answer — Yes, you can — and married couples
can nearly always save money by filing joint
returns. You can file a joint return with your
wife as long as you were married and living
together on the last day of the year, or if your
wife died during the year. It makes no difference whether your wife has any income
own — or whether you get married
1 St or December 3 1 st.

of her

on January

these foregoing examples

1. Take all your legitimate exemptions.
2. If married, you should usually file a joint
return.

Answer — Your wife may be right. Most wage
earners file a simplified form 1 040A (used only
when total income from all sources is $5000

3.

or less) or a short form 1040 (used only when
income from wages or salaries is $5000 or less
and income from other sources is not more than

4.

$100)

and take the standard ten per cent deduction. However, many could save money by

itemizing their actual deductions on a long form
1040. If your actual deductions amount to
more than ten per cent of your income, then
you have to file a long form 1040 in order to
claim them. Your best bet is to check your
deductions carefully to find out which form is
best for you.

IT ALMOST

PAYS

TO BE

UNHEALTHY
Your wife had twins in June, and as a

You usually file a simplified form
1040A and take the standard deduction

result you were forced to go to the hospital for a two-month rest cure. You feel
that the doctor must have charged twice
as much for the twins as he would for

of ten per cent of your income. Your
wife says you ought to figure up your
actual deductions on a long form 1040,
because it might save you money. Is
this a case of doing it the hard way?
Yes
No
Your wife is always right

one infant, and furthermore that it costs
so much to keep well that you are better
off sick. Should you show your strength
of character by paying only half your
bills?
Yes
No
Refuse to pay at all

vs. EXPEDIENCY

TO FOLLOW

may be somewhat out of the ordinary,
they illustrate four basic rules you should
follow in making out your tax return:

COUPLE

own. In fact, because she spends most
of your pay check, she really has less
than no income. Can the two of you
split your income on a joint tax return?
Yes
No

FORM

RULES

Although

Although you married your wife because you thought she had a legacy, it
turns out that she has no income of her

of both, subject to a spe-

cial ceiling limitation. (Carefully check the instructions with your tax forms for an explanation of adjusted gross income, and of what your
maximum for medical deductions may be.)

Be sure to choose the right form.

Check

your total deductions to see if you should
itemize them on a long form 1040.
If you had heavy medical expenses,
whether you have
deduction.

And

here are some

1. Your

gestions:

see

an allowable medical

additional sug-

return is due

March

15th.

File

early and avoid last-minute mistakes that
might cost you tax money.
2. Do not neglect all the deductions that
may result from your owning
home.
3.

Be

sure you

have

reasonable

your own
proof of

your deductions.

IF YOU

HAVE

ANY

ABOUT

YOUR

RETURN, REPRESENTATIVES OF THE BUREAU

OF INTERNAL
BE ON
18TH

THE

REVENUE
LOT

THROUGH

A.M. TO
YOU.

QUESTIONS

WILL

FEBRUARY
21ST, 9:00

4:00 P.M. TO

HELP

“Whether or not you can find anything humorous in paying your income tax, you will want to test yourself with this tax quiz. It is based on
material furnished by the American Institute of Accountants, the national professional society of certified pubhc accountants — wliich claims
that ^although taxes are a serious subject, sometimes a fight approach helps people learn more about how they may save money with Uncle
Sam’s blessings.
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A CITY PREPARES- FOR THE WORST
appointment
The tation
Head, James

of TCP’s TransporRuman, to the post

of Deput\- Chief of Transportation for
Ci\il Defense dispelled some of the
apatliN’ which 20th Centiir\-Fox emplo\ ees and citizens of the Los Angeles
area as a whole ha\ e shown tow'ard the
ci\ il defense need in this area. Progress
to date of ci\il defense in the City of
Los Angeles is largely in the form of
organization. Even more largely it is one
of "detailing functions of already existing
organizations within the framework of
city go\ ernment.
Ruman’s job is to organize and locate
dispatch stations over this area. In terms
of number this will include approximately 70,000 dri\ers and 300,000 pieces of
commercial equipment. The basis of the
organization of this transportation potential issimplicity — to create an effecti\e working unit which will operate
from central control points.
Justification of a ci\il defense organization of any size is based upon the possibility ofa catastrophe rather than upon
the likelihood of an all-out disaster. The
important aspect is that it may come
with a warning of minutes, seconds or
even no warning at all. With the existence of a small package weapon anywhere on the face of the earth which

can kill 66,000 and maim

69,000 in one

e.xplosion, as in Japan, the matter of civil
defense has become of primary importance to e\ ery one of us.
Whth this solemn thought. Civil Defense of the City of Los Angeles is preparing to cope with the following possibilities in this order: atomic attack,
sporadic coastal shelling, sporadic bombing by air, sabotage, and biological warfare and atomic mines.
How likely we are to undergo such
attack is idle speculation and will be
affected almost wholly by our foreign
policy and

our state of national preparedness. However, Civil Defense in
this area is a part of that preparedness,
and citizens can reduce the likelihood of
attack by the strength of their loeal
preparedness. Aggressors rarely attack
where there is a display of great strength.
But we must prepare for the worst.
With this in mind, civil defense measures are being adopted and volunteers
are being organized in many eapacities.
The installation of warning sirens is

and Parks is being created to bring active and essential participation to the
citizen in his home under the theme that
survival is still up to the individual.
Provision has been made for the designation of 86,000 medieal workers, 2,000
casualty collection posts and 400 firstaid stations. Hotels, schools and other
buildings have been, or are in the process
of being, catalogued for their bed and
cot capacity to augment the shortage of
hospitals. 20th Century-Fox will play an
important role in this regard in the event
of an attack.
If this area is attacked, a major concern will be that of parents regarding
their children in school. Major General
Walter M. Robertson, State Director of
Civil Defense, urged California parents
to visit local schools and witness how
their children are being trained to protect themselves in the ev ent of an atomic
attack.
“Learn

how your children will be pro-

progressing rapidly. Thus far the eity
has 67 sirens in operation, while 230
more are being purehased and will soon
be installed.

tected in time of emergency,” General
Robertson urged. “The school has a simple and sensible plan which provides
maximum protection in the best shelter
areas available. Should an actual attack
come during school hours, this plan

A 120,000 member block-warden service under the Department of Recreation

should
save manyhisIwes.”
In concluding
statements. General
Robertson advised parents to be confident that school authorities in everv'
community are taking every possible
means to protect the children.
In conclusion, the Office of Civil Defense has issued instructions in the event
of an attack:

1. Try to get shielded
2. Drop flat on ground or floor
3. Bury your face in your arms
NEVER

lose your head and

bombing
4. Don't rush outside right after a
5. Don't take chances with food or
water in open containers
6. Don't start rumors
Remember

these warning

signals:

RED ALERT — Attack expected any
moment
One 3-minute warbling signal or
A series of short blasts

20th Century-Fox was the scene of a meeting of Civil Defense authorities recently with James E.
Ruman, Head of the Transportation Department and newly-appointed Deputy Chief of Transportation for Civil Defense being host. Left to right are John Kearney, Assistant Civil Defense Director,
Culver City; J. B. Colegrove, Transportation Coordinating Engineer, Department of Public Utilities
and Transportation; Capt. C. W. Coryell, Public Works Chief of Civil Defense; Mrs. James Ruman,
Deputy Coordinator; John F. Connolly, S.J., Academic Vice-President, Loyola University; James
Ruman; Dr. L. S. Goerke, Deputy Chief, Health Services Division, Los Angeles Civil Defense;
Thomas N. Bristow, Chief of Transportation, Region 9 and Herb Meyer, Transportation Deputy,
Area G. Present at the meeting but not pictured were Rear Admiral R. W. Berry, U. S. Navy, Head
of Civil Defense, Area A; Mrs. Muriel Morse, General Manager, Civil Service Commission and T. M.
Chubb, Chief Engineer and General Manager, Public Utilities and Transport, City of Los Angeles.
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ALL-CLEAR SIGNAL —
craft no longer in the area
Th ree 1 -minute blasts

Enemy

air-

Two minutes of silence between
In summing

up civil defense duties of

Berr)',
W. of
Admiral R.
Rear Defense,
every citizen.
Director
of Civil
City
Los
Angeles, advises:
Learn

now

what

to do before, during and

after a disaster, and you will learn to live
in the atomic age.

^
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These
course.

illustrations are hypothetical, of
But they do show

a few of the

many wonderful services which
Club membership offers.

Studio

The Studio Club discount program, for
instance, has been a tremendous

service

to studio employees. Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been saved by
TCFers in the purchase of the hundredodd items on the discount list. Among
the articles available at reduced prices
are electric appliances of all kinds, auto
accessories, typewriters, rugs and carpeting, clothing, vitamins, furniture and
many more.
In addition to cash savings. Studio
Club membership means many other

The

TCFer

had had his eye on that

best-seller for many weeks. He would
have bought it a long time ago but it
was just too much money to spend on a
book. Too bad
he could have
count on the
member. His
meant

The lady had been waiting in the
box-office line for twenty five min-

utes. “This play had better be good
to justify all the time IVe spent here,”
she thought. Too bad her husband, a
Twentieth Century-Fox employee, didn’t
take advantage of the Studio Club’s ticket service to club members. With a single
phone call his wife could have obtained
tickets to the show and avoided all that
waiting.

savings
tions, too.

this fellow didn’t know
gotten a substantial disbook as a Studio Club
club card would have
on

magazine

subscrip-

It was his wife’s birthday. The TCF
worker wanted to get her the automatic
washer that she had dreamed of for a
year, but he didn’t see how he could
afford it. She would be awfully disappointed but it was just too expensive.
The liberal discount which this TCFer
could have received with his Studio Club

things to the TCFer. The variety of social activities throughout the year are
presented for Club members. The 1952
schedule lists many wonderful events including the Annual Picnic, the Coif
Tournament, the County Fair and others.
Also offered to Studio Club members is
an ever-expanding

educational program.

At the present time plans are being outlined for additional classes which have
been requested by interested members.
A Gun Club and Film Editing class are
among these.
TCF Studio Club membership means
welfare services and Action Magazine,
too. The 97% of Twentieth’s regular employees who are members of the Club
will agree that the $3 per year membership fee is indeed a bargain.
To become a member of the Studio
Club, simply fill out an application card
which the steward of your department
has on hand. You may pay the $3 by
direet cash or by payroll deduction.

of

Don’t be left out in ’52. Join the Studio
Club now and reap a harvest of fun and

the washer possible. But he didn’t know
about the Studio Club’s discount pro-

plenty of savings and services. Call E.xt.
745 for an application card if one is not
available in your department.

card might have made

gram.

the purchase
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Around

The Lot In

Pointing omniscient fingers at Tom Krause, the Studio Club's 1952 prexy, are the club's
former presidents for the past five years. Scene of the president fest was the Inaugural
Dinner held at the Miramar Hotel, January 7, at which new officers and board members
for 1952 were installed. Left to right are Bill Winter, 1950; Ike Danning, 1949; Tom
Krause, Sol Halprin, 1947; Walter Jolley, retiring president, and Pete Montemurro, 1948
president of the Studio Club.
Hard hit during the recent flood was Ben Nye, Head

of the Make-Up

Depart-

ment. It started out as a little drip. Before long Ben's office looked like a
bucket factory — with a hole in the ceiling. Latest report gives Nye every reason
to be optimistic. They took a hose on the roof, soaked the place, found the leak.
It's just a question of time now and Ben will be able to remove
eninv desertine comfort once more.

his slicker and

Fred Barman, Accountant, left, hands 'Doc' Glassburn, Air Brush Artist, a
portion of the $4,300 worth of U. S. Savings Bonds which Doc purchased
recently. No sooner was his name on them than he presented the whole
batch of dollars-to-be to his four daughters. Pretty sound investing. Doc.
Buying U. S. Savings Bonds is good advice for us all, when a spare buck
comes our way.
Stepping from the cockpit of the Navion

which carried him to

Chicago and back is Bill Jurgensen of the Still Lab. Bill's 3,600mile, 4-day flight took him to many spots of interest across the
country. Rough weather conditions delayed the flight at the midway point: Bill and his companions were snowed in for a full
day in Waterloo, Iowa. Bill made the flight with Art Bradley,
whose wife is TCFer Hazel Shirk of Men's Wardrobe. Charles
Barnett, instructor, and C. S. Lukes, right, made the trip too.

10

And Words

jres

The WHAT PRICE GLORY location
on the North Lot turned out to be a
rough one. JAMES CAGNEY and BILL
DEMAREST got tossed by a runaway
motorcycle the other day. . . . PAUL
SKELTON of the Prop Makers told the
boys that his daughter, MARVEL JEAN
became

engaged in January. Groom-to-

be is RONALD
J. KOCSIS.SCOTT
Paul isofRed’s
brother.
. . . MIDORI
the
Script Department became a mama on
January 21st. She is a member of the
Translating Division. MARI JO is the
baby’s name, and she’s a real TCF baby.
Father DOUG, a Bruin, worked here in
37-8 as a stock player. . . . Wouldn’t want
to be in JOSEPH ‘PEE WEE’ JOHAN’s
shoes. He’s in the Labor Department

Causing a lot of excitement was Freddie McPhie's appearance recently in the Paul Douglas pic,
WE'RE NOT MARRIED. Freddie, a secretary at the Studio Club, worked in the show for several
days, participating in what will eventually be a dream sequence in the final release. When asked
how she liked working in pictures, Freddie commented,

"It was fun; and the champagne

was —

gingerale!"

by day,
has an end
act of
after
dark. He’s on
the
receiving
a knife-throwing
duo. . week
. . What’s
the fauna inlion
Script?
Last
it waswitha mountain
that
browsed around the department. . . .
LOU CORUM of Special Photographic
Effects left TCF the first of Feb. After a
5 year hitch at Fox Hills he left to fill
a planning
Hughes
Aircraft. . . engineer’s
Keep yourpost
eyesat on
the juke
boxes for ‘I Lost My Love When I Lost
My Loot in Las Vegas,’ It was written
by
GORDON
‘RED’ VANDERBURG
of the
Labor Department.
The flip is

The Annual Credit Union Dinner was held at the Cafe de Paris January 14, with a new Board of
Directors, Credit Committee and Supervisors Committee being elected. At the front table, left to
right are: George Stephenson, George Wasson, Bob Lollier, Don Curl, Jack Codd, Al De Weese, Ike
Danning, Bob Patton and Lloyd Nobles. Back table, left to right are: Pete Montemurro, Loretta
Powell, Lillian Bennett, Estelle Trager, Galvin Wood, Homer Traw and Juanita Bonfiglio. Highlighting the event was the Board of Directors' decision to accept a 3 Vz %
voted at the open meeting prior to the dinner.

TCF
1

played host to the Goodyear Wingfoots January 25, a

I

sponsored basketball

,|

from Akron, Ohio. Their weekly end trip west saw them play the
local Fibber McGee and Molly
cage team which, incidentally,

I',

,

!i

squad

has 'Doc' Chase of Men's Wardrobe as its trainer. Playing center for the Ohio hoopsters in
this picture is Marilyn Monroe.
The visit with the delicious
blonde was an inspiration to the
Wingfoots for they overcame a
17-point deficit to beat the
Fibber team by three points.
That'll do it!

dividend recommendation

‘Dante’s Inferno.’ For shoppers, it’s on
the Knight label. . . . Hats off to the Grip
Department boys who donated $100 to
Motion Picture Relief. It was a gesture
of appreciation to MPR for the excellent
care given LOGAN BROWN. . . . BOB
ANDERSON of the Police Department
resumed work on the 11th after an illness
that had him laid up for several weeks.
. . . PAT DE GENNER of the Prop Makers is wondering how PAUL WURTZEL
was able to sleep thirteen guests at his
home. They say that one slept in the
bathtub. . . . ANITA BURROW of Screen
Credit Files is leaving the lot March 1st
for maternal reasons. . . . ACTION sends
a big greeting to MARIA BROOKS of
the Still Lab and wishes her a speedy
recovery from her illness. . . . AL DE
GAETANO of the Prop Makers is building a new home with his bare hands.
He’s been working on it almost a year.
When will he finish it? Good query. . . .
GRADY JOHNSON is back in Publicity
after a 6 months’ leave. He wrote mag
articles while away. ... It finally happened. HARRY ‘BUD’ WARNER is being called
‘Pop’ now
bv his friends
as a
result
of SCOTT
CHARLES
WARNER
born the night of Jan. 20. The same night
BUD NOTHWANG
of Story Files became the father of CARL EDWARD
NOTHWANG, an 8 pounds S'A ouncer.
. . . Also Cutting’s GRANT SMITH and
JOHN SCHRE'lfER are anticipating
fatherhood, John for the second time.
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i$ for Art. The Art Depart'
/ ■
ment is responsible for the
X. JL
design of every set used in
notion picture production. Miniature
;cale models of sets like this are made
>y the Art Department also.

■

is for Insert. The Insert De-

■
partment's function
■*photograph extreme
ihots that the regular shooting
pany cannot photograph. Inserts
'o clarify or point up action.

■ ■
ft W

■

is to
close
comserve

is for Questions. "Do Indian
elephants and African ele-

phants mate?" The 20th
CeWury-Fox Research Department's
job is to dig up answers to the hundreds
of questions they receive each day.

Projection.

I

I ■

Helping to achieve the real-

V

JLW

ism which exist on today's

is for Background

motion picture screen is the background
projector. With this machine, scene
backgrounds are brought to life.

is for Camera. The camera is
I

teresting and colorful.

is efficient, accurate.

is for Jazz.

De-

is for Kitchen. Part of a mo-

partment plays 'bop' too—
and sonatas by Mozart, con-

tion picture studio's success
is determined by the happiness of its employees. Helping to cre-

is for Recording. The TCF
H I
Sound Department can pro^
duce any of a thousand
sounds, each of which enhances the
final effect of the picture in which it
is used.

is for Drapery. The impoi

ance of effective set decoi

today's camera

ft ■

certos by Gershwin. TCP's Music Department can tell a story in music a
hundred different ways.

H

I W

JL/
tion is often overlooked. T
Drapery Department is an import;
factor in making motion pictures i

I

The Music

■

the eye of motion pictures. It
is a precision instrument
which transfers real images onto celluloid. Thanks to technical advancement,

will the
is 20th
Cafe atedegoodParis,
studioCentury-Fox's
commissary.

R

\\
\l

is for Scenario. The basis of
a good motion picture is a

good story. Constantly developing and rewriting the stories which
are to be produced as pictures are
20th's writers and story supervisors.

I

I J

is for Lab. 20th Century-F

maintains its own processii

laboratory at the Weste
Avenue studio. Through its developii
tanks
pass day.
more than 100,000 feet
film each

■
is for Transportation. T!
■
20th Century-Fox Transpo
™
tation Department has ov
700 units under its control: truci
motorcycles, road graders, caterpill;
and more than 300 picture cars.

It takes a lot of people with a variety of talent to make a motion picture.
Due of the most highly specialized industries existing today, motion pictures
are the fruit of a myriad of combined crafts and arts.
The manufacture of any product requires the coordinated
effort of all the component phases that go into the making
of that product. This is true in any business but not so
clearly exemplified as in the production of motion pictures.
Because the commodity involved in motion picture production is unique, so the various elements which go into motion

picture making are unique, in that they encompass
craft and art which can possibly be imagined.

ever)

A tour of Twentieth Century-Fox studio would reveal,
in one form or another, every single craft, trade and profession which exist in our society. The reason that one finds
so many varied crafts and arts represented on the motion

Lis for Electrical Engineering,

the heartbeat of motion picture operation. The Electrical
ngineering Department provides the
Ital flow of current which keeps alive
wentieth's

electrical equipment.

■ 1
I
JL

is for Film, a 'basic' in the
production of motion pictures. Through scientific advancement, motion picture film used
today provides the finest image ever
obtained.

WJ I is for Management. Fred L

Ml

W I Metzler, Twentieth Century'

. f B Fox's studio manager, is cap

le, fair and always has the best inter'
t of the employees and studio ii

I

is for Underwater

I

That is only one of the nu-

Explosion

^
merous effects which are crei d by the Mechanical Effects DeI tment.

The

use

of firearms

t lied by this department also.

is con-

M
X.
and

is for Nursery
20th

and

Landscape.

■

I

is for Optical

maintains

B

■

huge
ture

Century-Fox

^
a capable staff of nursery
landscape men to provide any type

plant, tree or shrub
duction use.

desired

for pro-

ml

is for Visitors. Each day visi-

W

tors from

T

every

Uis for Grip. Members of the

Grip Department handle production equipment: cranes,
dollies, and tracks. The grips are the
muscles which keep the motion picture
shooting company moving.

corner

of the

nation and world are guests

on the 20th Century-Fox lot. In a tour
of the studio they gain an understanding of the way pictures are made.

picture lot is clear: in the production of motion pictures is
involved the re-creation of real life. The only way that this
simulation of reality can be accomplished is to have available all the elements which go into the making of that
society; the artisans, the professional men, the environment
itself. That is why Twentieth Century-Fox employs three
thousand men and women in a tremendous variety of jobs.
On these pages are shown a few of the departments which
work together to make motion pictures here at Twentieth.
These pictures represent a small portion of the total fields
manifested in a motion picture, all of which must function
with precision planning if the end result— the answer print—
is to be successful. Without the complete cooperation of
every single department on the lot, production would be
retarded. In effect, the production of motion pictures requires total teamwork on the part of every movie worker.
The success of Twentieth Century-Fox pictures is in large
part the result of the cooperative spirit which exists at this
studio, amon
its ninety-nine departments.

negative

duping,

Printing.

shots, and other

effects are the results of a single machine : the optical printer.

W

W

W W
I T
selection

is for Wardrobe.

B
B
-B.

Important

can outfit
imaginable.

is for You. You, the TCFer,
are the one without whose
cooperation

JL.M.

changes are required N

achieve

a

up. Whatever

and interest 20th

Century-Fox could not prosper. There
are approximately 3,200 of you. You
— are 20th Century-Fox.

desired

physical

characterization

the TCP Hairdressing and Make-ud
Department can effect them.

is for

B

Production.

Headin;

production at 20th Century

M

Fox is R. A. Klune. On Mr

Klune's shoulders is the responsibility
of supervising all production schedul
ing and

pre-planning.

in

achieving effects in characterization, or period, is the
of appropriate wardrobe. 20th

Century-Fox Wardrobers
players in any type costume

is for Hairdressing and Make]

m ■

The

variety of motion piclap dissolves, wipes,
zoom

I I

is for

jL/ MjL

Xanthochroid.

TCf

player
Merry Anders
is one,
20th Century-Fox
offers
op-

portunities to Xanthochroids and nonXanthochroids alike. (A Xanthochroid
is a person

M

"L-jk
m j

with fair complexion.)

IS for

Zanuck,

a

name

synj

motion pictures.
onymous
with theWith
best hiij

creative genius, Darryl F. Zanuck ha
kept 20th Century-Fox out in front i
the motion picture industry,

STUDIO

CLUB
As the Studio Club Bowling League
goes into its last ten weeks of play, high
scorers are holding their own in many
cases. In team competition, Tyrone
Power

heads

the pack with

a 5-point

margin over Peck’s Polecats. There is a
5-way tie for third place. In the show
spot are Richard Midmark, Jeanne Crain,
Jean
Peters, Gregory Peck and Henry
Hathaway.

nippy

SmmiHG

CLASS GETS UNDERWAY

The Studio
Club’s and
Swimming
commenced
to crawl
backstrokeClass
on
February

6th, with more than 35 waterconscious TCFers turning out for the

splash-fest. The meeting of the 6th was
the first of twenty swimming classes to be
held at Beverly Hills High School on
Wednesday evenings. Instruction begins
at 6:30 P.M. and lasts until 7:30. The
pool is reserved for TCF swimmers
clusively during that period.

ex-

Tuition for the twenty class meetings
is $3. A lifeguard is on duty at all times
for the protection of swimming tyros.

Scenic Arts Class
To Begin This Month
New

on the list of educational

classes

being offered the 20th Century-Fox employees isthe Scenic Arts class which begins the middle of this month. The 16week course will be under the leadership
of a professional scenic artist. In addition
to the regular instnictor, guest specialists
will lecture from time to time. Among the
subjects to be covered in the weekly twohour lectures are architectural drawing,
trick and distorted perspectives, surface
preparation, layouts, land and sea scapes
and other interesting and related topics.
Tuition fee for the 16-week course is
$20. No special equipment is necessary.
Tho.se interested in joining the ScenicArts class should sign up at the Studio
Club as soon as possible in order not to
miss any of the scheduled meetings. Call
Ext. 745 for additional information.

14

Plenty of locker space is available for
both men and women. The only requirements are a towel and swimming suit.
Members of the class are reminded
that they can bring guests whenever they
wish. Nightly fee for guests is 50c per
meeting.
If you are interested in receiving swimming instruction and have not as yet
signed up for the swimming class, contact
the Studio Club immediately so that you
don’t miss any more of the sessions. Call
Ext. 745 for application or further information.

Definite Plans Made
For Father - Son Cruise
Announcing plans for the forthcoming
father-son cruise, Frank Brown revealed
that the date of the week-end trip for
anglers and anglers, Jr. is March 20-22.
The trip will begin on Friday evening
and will end Sunday night when the
busses return home.

183. Still perched

I

B

in the second

place
spot in
competition
Ed De
Cuir with
a men’s
177 average,
whileis Harold
Bow continues in third position with 171.
Tied for second place are Jean Hansen
and Marguerite Smith with 149. Hazel
Shirk is a close third with 148.
The Studio Bowling League recently
completed in an inter-studio tournament
in which were represented MGM, Technicolor, Columbia, Walt Disney and
other studio aggregations. The TCF
rollers took a 5th in men’s play while the
girls wound up in the money, coming
in 3rd.
With

ten weeks

remaining

to decide

enjoyable.
Fee for the trip will depend on the
number of persons who go. If you are
interested in making the voyage, contact
Frank Brown,
formation.

Ext. 616 for additional in-

'52

which team will play Gregory Peck, winner of the first half of competition, to decide the top team, the La Cienega Lanes
are really humming on Thursday nights.
Besides the roll-oflF for the team trophy,
the Fox Hills squads are looking forward
to Sweepstakes night April 17 and the
Annual Bowling Banquet to be held the
following week, on April 24.

THERE IS
FUN FOR YOU
IN

The trip should prove an enjoyable one
because of the location which has been
selected. San Felipe, site of the fishing
journey, is situated in Old Mexico in an
area which is completely uncommercialized. The four previous trips which have
been made to that spot have proven most

G

IN
L
W
O

In individual play, Henry Camusi is
still holder of high game average with a

IF YOU JOIN
THE
STUDIO CLUB
NOW!

ACTIVITIES
TCF Hoop Squad
Shines In Play
The 20th Century-Fox basketball team
play is in full swing now. The game
played February

6th marked

the halfway

point in league competition. There are a
total of ten games played during the
hoop season. The

team

which

wins the

most number of games will be the recipient of a trophy at the termination of play.
Bill Jurgensen, a member of the team
and spokesman for the club stated that
the second half of league play will find
the boys much improved. “The fellows
are getting into shape and are beginning
to operate as a team.”
Greatest victory thus far for the TCF
cagers was their win over the highly
touted C.A.P.S. Lodge. That squad is
considered

one of the top teams

in the

league. After a rough, see-saw battle the

Exercise Class Received With Enthusiasm

out on the long end

The first meeting of the newly-formed
Exercise Class was held Monday evening,

cially pleased with the method in which
the class is being conducted. Many girls
have joined the class simply on the recommendation ofa friend.

Here’s wishing the TCF basketballers
continued success during the rest of the
season.

January 28. Twenty-six girls were on
hand to initiate the series which will consist of an eight week course. The exercise
sessions begin at 6:15 P.M. and end at
7:15.

Two-O Tusslers came
of a 34-29 score.

Plans For Film Editing
Class Well Received
Because

of the tremendous

interest which

amount

has been generated

of

over

the establishment of a Film Editing class
on the lot, the Studio Club announces
that arrangements

have been made

with

Norman Dyhrenfurth, Chairman of the
Motion Picture Division of the Theater
Arts Department

in the weekly

drills-to-music are espe-

CAMERA ENTHUSIASTS
DO FIELD WORK ON LOT

at U.C.L.A., to offer a

16-week course in Film Editing on the
lot, to commence on Thursday, February 14th.
Instructor of the class will be Ed
Brokaw,

The Exercise Class is under the experienced supervision of Mrs. Elorence Verrico who feels that keeping the body fit
is of the utmost importance to girls of all
ages. Reports from members of the class
indicate that the meetings are both
enjoyable and beneficial. The participants

lecturer in Theater

Arts from

U.C.L.A. Tuition for the Film Editing
class is $30. Arrangements for joining
the editing series are being made through
the Studio Club.
Starting with a discussion of the fundamentals of film editing, the class will
cover editing techniques, equipment used
by the film editor, and related subjects.
Call the Studio Club if you wish to join
the Film Editing class.

Winding up its 10- week course the
middle of this month is the Camera Class
under the supervision of John Cagle. A
recent meeting of the class found the
students doing field work on the lot. A
variety of subjects have been discussed
in the evening meetings which have been
held thus far, including fundamentals of
photography, lighting technique, portrait
work and many other interesting topics.
Although the 10-week course is nearly
completed, plans are being outlined for a
new series of classes to carry on with
more advanced camera lectures and field
work. The success of the present 10-week
series has prompted the drafting of further plans for the class.

If you are interested in joining the exercise group each Monday evening you
may still sign up by calling the Studio
Club, Ext. 745. The tuition is $6 for the
eight-week course, however late entrants
will not be charged for meetings they
have missed.
If the present enthusiasm continues,
the eight-week series will be followed by
eight more weekly meetings, similar in
nature to the now existing series.

Plans For Gun Club
Taking Shape
Several TCF employees who have expressed an interest have been contacted
regarding the establishment of a Gun
Club on the lot. Although no definite
plans have been

made

as yet, tentative

arrangements are being worked out. All
those who might be interested in joining
the Gun Club should contaet the Studio
Club so that the size of the group
be determined.
As

soon

as information

can

is available,

those expressing a desire to join the Gun
15
Club will be told when the Club will
meet, the tuition fee and who
charge of its activities.

will be in

YOU NAME ITL DRAW IT
WE’L
As we go about our daily business

we
come in contact with an element which
has existed from the beginning of man:
the human foible. Just as we all have our
virtues — our fortes, so does each and
every one of us have his faults. Some of
these faults are insignificant ones; little
traits or qualities which are harmless to
others. Some of them however are serious and, out of control, might cause
others unhappiness or disappointment.
Possessing the ability to show human
strength and weakness in a humorous
way is Ed Janis, ACTION’S Staff Cartoonist. On this page Ed has pictured in
caricature a boss and his secretary who,
in spite of their exaggerated expressions
and positions, are seen in a human situation, possessed of very human qualities.
No doubt you have experienced something inyour job which you have thought
might be made into a very funny cartoon. We all have at one time or another. The editorial staff of ACTION
would like to hear about such incidents
or situations because they feel that seeing human error objectively and in a
humorous manner is the best way to
avoid that error. In fact, any TCFer
whose idea is used as a basis for future
published cartoons wiU receive a $5.00
check.
The next time something occurs which
you feel could be cartooned, jot down
the circumstances surrounding the incident and send your idea to the Studio
Club. Don’t restrict yourself. If you
think of something that hasn’t actually

16

‘happened,’ write that down, too. Each
idea will be read carefully and all cartooning possibilities will be exploited by
Janis. You may either present the facts
that you feel could be developed into a
cartoon, or you may formulate the cartoon itself, explaining the situation which
prompted your entry.
The important thing is to keep your
eyes open — to keep on the alert for a
situation which could become the basis

for a cartoon. Your idea could be a ‘onepicture’ story, a ‘before-after’ pair or a
sequence of cartoons. That’s up to you.
Remember, send any ideas you may
have for a cartoon to the Studio Club. If
your written impressions can be evolved
into a humorous caricature, you will be
sent $5.00 for your effort.
Start thinking
the today!
“You Name
— We’ll
Draw It”about
contest

It

TCF-THROUGH
VISITORS’ EYES

Studio Club Members

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disp>osals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds

It is interesting to talk to visitors’
guides here on the Twentieth CenturyFox lot. The tales of the objective and
ofttimes humorous impressions of their
guests are terrific.
Recently a visitor was taken on the
Midwest Street where a company had
finished shooting. The set decorators had
not begun to strike the store windows
and the studio guest, a lady in her thirties,
was impressed by the beautiful furs in
the window of one of the shops. She was
particularly interested in one fur piece
and asked her guide to stop the car as
she was excited about the possibility of
purchasing the pelt. The guide, who
could go along with what he thought was
a gag, stopped the car in front of the
store and the interested shopper got out.
Her jaw dropped a full six inches when
she saw that the store was just a set. The

OF

BERNADETTE.

“Oh

Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires

Wallets
Batteries

Conveniently Located At

HARRY

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

SALES

MONICA

Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

CLUB

Join Now!

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances

r

STUDIO

m

€ n€€ r

MEMBERS

SAVES

10301

West

YOU

Gas and Electric Ranges

•

Home

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Pico Blvd.

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

(All Sizes)
on Food)

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*Ask

for our wholesale Food lists

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

\\\ RADIO &APPUA^
Opposite

Stadium

25 TO 40%
ON

///

Theater

Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members
8879 W. Pico

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

Open Monday and Friday Evenings

TIRE SERVICE

OFFERS

MONEY

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

•

Freezers —

CLUB

(2 Blocks
West of Robertson)

LA BREA

2-7110

SalesFor All

Authorized

BURD’S AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE, owned by
Al Burd and Ike Banning, offers studio employees auto service at a discount. For motor
tune-up, brake relining, complete servicing
of your car and a complete line of automotive
equipment, stop at Burd’s Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic (2 biks. east of Beverly Glen, CR. 5-4032.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

BEST is BET IN '52

THE STUDIO

CO.

BOUEVARD

—

yes, she replied. “That was the best musical I’ve seen in years.”

YOUR

Radios

Cameras
Films
Projectors
& Accessories

Dish Washers
Silverware
Jewelry

Lighters

studio’s two lots. His guest, wide-eyed
throughout her entire visit looked down
over the bridge, saw the traffic below and

set in SONG

Check Substantial Savings

Gas & Electric Ranges
Freezers
Ironers

Typewriters
Furniture

guide’s jaw dropped too when he realized
that the lady wasn’t kidding.
Another tour found the guide going
over the Olympic Bridge dividing the

exclaimed, “That is without a doubt one
of the biggest movie sets I’ve seen!”
Still another visitor was being conducted through the French streets located
on the North lot. Her guide explained
that she might remember having seen the

—

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Televisions

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

SHOP

.T

.

.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

181 so. LA BREA

10643 Pico Blvd.

WY. 2194

and BOYS

LTY’’
“SLACKS OUR SPECIA
CARL
WEISS^

Mgr.

AR. 386-36
17

The First Hundred

You*ll See . . .
Your Old Friend

SAM

There

LURYE

(formerly of Sam's Steak Ranch)

a t

PATIO LIQUORS
10515V2

WEST

Next to Rancho
-

PICO

Bowling Alley

OPEN

are five little kids in France,

England, Greece and Italy who look to a
certain hundred guys and gals here at
Twentieth Century-Fox Studio with hope
and gratitude for giving them a chance
to overcome the handicap of having been
born in an occupied country during
World War II.
And

it’s been quite a handicap.

In some cases it’s meant having both
parents shipped away never to return; a

-

1 0 a m. till 2 a.m.

boy seeing his father shot before his eyes;
the loss of an arm, a leg, or both — eyesight in many cases, by mines hidden in

AR. 7-8449

back yards or in the fields where children

CASE

GOODS
10%

AVAILABLE

AT

DISCOUNT

Checks Cashed

Gladly As Before

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COAAPANY

from each group to assure its child nourishing food, warm clothing, and the feeling that someone cares what happens to
him. The extra $5 is put aside until
enough has been collected to pay for a
pair of shoes, a sweater, some powdered

We Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARiiona 7-2771
L. A. 25, Calif.
Monday,

and, worst of all, having no one to turn to.
Through the Foster Parents Plan for
War Children, Inc., 55 West 42nd Street,
New York 18, New York, one hundred
TCF employees in groups of twenty each
have “adopted” five of these war children.
Each month a check for $15 goes off

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

play; sleeping in caves; internment in
concentration camps; hunger and disease

whole milk. It’s a lot of fun packing a
box with such American “wonders” as
toothpaste and soap for a child who has

RALPH

never had these luxuries before.
Letters from

their American

“foster

parents” are treasured by these innocent
little victims of war and they write back
painstakingly neat little messages in their
native tongues, which are translated in
the New York Office.
In November Hanka Traub was
brought to America by the Plan to help
launch its 15th Anniversary Membership
Drive. She visited her “parents” here at
the studio (a group headed by Ethel
Murphy of Tabulating) and had her picture taken with Tyrone Power. Some of
you saw her. When you remember the
little girl with the big smile remember
her case history: Rescued from the infamous Auschwitz concentration camp,
parents believed exterminated, numbers,
tattooed on her arm, no name, no date of
birth.
timeshe
Hanka
speak
and itFor
wasa long
feared
woulddidn’t
never
be
normal again because of what she had
witnessed. The love and care and support of her American friends made a big
difference in this case, as it has in hundreds of others.
We hundred F. P.’s each feel we get
more value out of our dollar a month
than any other part of our check. A lot
of other people feel the same way and
that’s why today we’re starting on our
second hundred.
— Wanda Whitman.

LAX€A!$TER

SMART

WEAR

FOR MEN

All Thaf's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest Prices
We

Night

Have

Everything for the Well-Dressed
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY

10667 W. PICO BLVD.

PHONE:

(Next to Malibar)

Man
AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
l^utck Self paints

Wright

^UonE.±,

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO
18

Carpet Co.
THE "WRIGHT" WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store

ic LINOLEUM

★ CARPETS

\ Complete CARPET

A CLEANING

k
■
■

SERVICE

A LAYING

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

★ TILE

A DYEING

11218 Washington Bird., Culver City

REAL ESTATE

FLORISTS

Studio Club

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
Alexander Florist, 9466 Wilshire
erly Hills

FURNITURE

Buyer’s Directory

LARGE APPLIANCES
(Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

Bill Froelich Motor Co. (Ford), 1720 S. Western
Ave., L. A
PA. 1 126
Al Groves (Dodge and Plymouth), 9334 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills...
BR. 2-4145
Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. ( Packard) , Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only)..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194
Montgomery Ward, 1316-1318 3rd St.,
Santa Monica
EX. 5-3223

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

&

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS

Studio Club

CAMERA

SHOPS

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS
Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Toluca Pharmacy, 4107 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank
CH. 0-5241

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Ave., L. A.
AR. 7-1755
Blvd., BevCR. 1-5203

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FUNERALS

Utter McKinley.
(Mr. Brown)

PR. 6133 or DU. 8-2481

FURS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

JEWELRY

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LAMPS

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES

Studio Club

MATTRESSES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

OCULISTS

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 1 30 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS

Wm. E. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
R. Greenspoon, O.D., 9439 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-9439
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Howard McCarry, 12300V2
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
Ladies'
Men's,
StudioandClub
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 1 0667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
304 So. Broadway, L. A
VA. 741 5
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
1 0643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUGS & CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

GOODS

Crane Sporting Goods, 5728 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-9534
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
,
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
....CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733
Blvd. (C. Watts)

TYPEWRITERS

Hollywood
HO. 9-8131

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

Gramophone
erly Hills

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

Soft-Flo Company, 3980 Cazador St.,
L. A
CL. 7-3195

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
L. A. (F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

PICTURES

WATER SOFTENING
AND INSULATION
WATER

Ext. 727

HEATERS

19

HORTICULTURISTS’
UTOPIA

Rentals •Sales* Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

How would you like to go out to your
yard at harvest time and pull from the
ground — your ground — an 8-pound carrot? Ifyou had a ranch and raised corn,
how would you like to increase your
corn production from 80 bushels to 196
bushels?
If you would like to accomplish these
seemingly impossible horticultural feats
for a very small investment, TCFer Lloyd
Allen is the man to see. Lloyd, as a result of his avocation, can make it possible for you to grow double petunias
8 inches long in your own back yard.
Lloyd raises earthworms. Earthworms
or angleworms are simple but very beneficial animals. About earthworms Charles
Darwin said : “It may be doubted whether
there are many other animals which have
played so important a part in the history
of the world as have these lowly organFormerly

with

the Royal

& Underwood
y 20th

CHRIS

Typewriter

Typewriter Co.,

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON
Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Earthworms
ized creatures.” are terriflic soil builders.
They eat and process
soil known every form
vegetable, animal and
to them in the earth.

large amounts, they can in a given area
add one inch of top soil in one year that
would take nature from 500 to 1,000
breeder

and the

source of food in every home, anyone
can in a short time have thousands of
earthworms working for them day and
night. Lloyd sells earthworm breeders
supplies with 500 mature earthworms for
$8. With an earthworm breeder you can
harvest from 1,000 to 1,500 eggs every
21 days. With earthworms tunneling in

DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
20

your soil and processing it, the productivity of the ground is increased almost
beyond comprehension.
Lloyd will be ready to sell breeders at
the end of March. If you would like to
learn more about what earthworms can
do in your yard, call LLOYD
at STate 0-2525.

ALLEN

If you are a fisherman, Lloyd can supply you with the best Red Wigglers obtainable in any quantity.

HEYMAN
FURNITURE
Discounts
Members

CO.

to Studio
on

1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

into the richest
of living matter,
mineral, supplies
If established in

years
do. earthworm
Withto an

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

Club

Furniture

Terms Arranged
Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

MP M\i\m
WEbster
8-6281

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

SAVE
on
everything
in our

• CAMERAS
• CIOCKS
• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ElECTRICAl
• RADIOS
AmiANCES

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE

PENS

• LEATHER

GIFT
sample
line

GOODS

• PORTAILE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership
cardour
for display
identification and visit
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card
on

RECAPPING
at

In a report to stockholders, 20th Century-Fox President Spyros P. Skouras explained the purpose of his recent visit
to Switzerland. Mr. Skouras attended a

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

demonstration of the studio’s newlyacquired Eidophor large screen television

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

system used in conjunction with the television color system developed by the
Columbia Broadcasting System. Among

—

those at the demonstration were representatives ofGeneral Electric, Columbia

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

EARLE

SEE

US

the development of large screen television generally. The demonstration consisted of five acts selected to explore the
characteristics of the equipment as fully

LUNCHES
$1.00

D I N N E RS

—

at the Piano

CHICKEN

from

CR. 5-9377
Pay Checks Honored

as possible.
A Zurich dispatch of the United

Press

published in the New

Trib-

York Herald

une described the new process as “usherin a new era of prosperity” for the
film ingindustry.

COCKTAILS
Fun

go to an ordinary film, far superior

convenient
diversion it provides in comtoday.
petition with motion picture business

SCRIBNER'S

$1.75
- FRIED

we

principle. “We in
like it.”
a movie-sized picones we see when

The group in attendance numbered
about fifty people, representing all levels
of interest in the Eidophor process and

DELIGHTFUL

RIBS

on a completely new
America have nothing
The system produces
ture as flawless as the

to any ever seen on our small home television screen, “and it’s coming to America

At the End of the Lot on Pico

PRIME

hasMr.
been
born explained
in a laboratory
in Zurich.”is
Skouras
that Eidophor
a completely new television system based

Broadcasting System, Electrical Musical
Industries, London; Radiodiffusion et
Television Francais; Federal Institute of
Technology, Zurich, and the head of
Atomic Research for the Swiss government.

fox Hitts Cafe
BUFFET

rank with the invention of ‘talkies’ in
revolutionizing Hollywood and overhauling the entire entertainment industry —

Variety, Hollywood,

9:30

reported that the

“20th Century-Fox Eidophor theater-TV
system with CBS color opens new enter-

—

A

tainment dispatch
vistas.”
Zurich
to the New

Post said: “Movie

EASTMAN

television — which may

FILMS

▼ ▼ •
W.
J. GERMAN,

York

INC.

DISTRIBUTORS

The use of this new system is the way
in which 20th Century-Fox is planning to
meet home television and the free and

soon.”
With Eidophor and the establishment
of theater networks to make feasible the
production of special television presentations for this outlet, the motion picture
theaters, by building their programs
around the motion picture itself as the
basic
attraction, can increase attendance
enormously.
On

January 15, the Eidophor equipment was shipped to this country and the
first demonstration of the system will take
place in New York this month. Other
demonstrations have been tentatively
planned for Chicago and Hollywood. Full
reports of these demonstrations will be
made as soon as information is available.

INSULATION
WEATHER-STRIPPING
WATER CONDITIONING
★
Discounts

★

John Street
Fort Lee, N. J.
Longacre 5-5978
Fort Lee 8-5100

6040

No. Pulaski Rd.

Chicago 30, III.
IRving 8-4064

Studio
6700 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38,
California
Hillside 6131

to

Employees
★

SOFT-FLO CO.
Phone CLeveland 6-3171
21

?
%

I

t
4

3n Jttemonam
Quality

You

Can

Depend

On,

And

It is with deep regret and with

-

DISCOUNT

10%

To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES
BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

sympathy toward their families
and friends that ACTION reports
the death of the following employees: GEORGE

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

;

FOR THE

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

WEAR

BEST IN MEN'S

JONES
Police Department
January 29, 1952
GEORGE JOHNSTON
Electrical Production
February 1, 1952

Don't Be Left Out

IT'S

MATTSON’S

OF HOLLYWOOD

10%
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

McGregor Sportswear
Pendleton Shirts
Alligator Rainwear
Cal-Ranchwear
Stetson Western Hats
Russell Birdshooters

OPEN

In '52
JOIN
YOUR

Discount To All Studio Club Members

MONDAY,

• Arrow Shirts

Maler Sportshirts
Coopers Underwear
Levi-Strauss Ranchwear
Chippewa Boots
Keds Footwear
Goodrich Footwear

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY

• Buck Skein Joe Woolens
• Big Yank Work Clothes
• Swank Jewelry

STUDIO CLUB

• Boy's Department
Featured also

EVENINGS

I 6501 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

TODAY

'TIL 9

Membership - $3

GRanite 1182
FOR

BICKFORD & BOB WATERFIELD
I CHARLES
CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO VISIT MOTION PICTURE
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HOUSEHOLD

APPLIANCES

SALE

OR

LEASE

—

Modern

new

home

in Topanga Canyon. 2 bedrooms, large convertible den. Steel kitchen with garbage disposal. Two acres, fully enclosed. Beautiful
mountain and canyon view. For further information, call TOpanga 3841.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO STUDIO
PERSONNEL ON ALL APPLIANCES

Tthe II
Firs
name
I
in
I
Dependability
Courtesy I

Quality

I

REFRIGERATORS
RANGES
FREEZERS
WASHING MACHINES
DRYERS
IRONERS
TELEVISION
RADIOS
MIXERS
ROASTERS
TOASTERS
COFFEE MAKERS and
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES

Time Payments Arranged
1847 Rogers Bros. Silverware

o.
^jijiLiancz a
cz/(Owners)
CHARLES

BICKFORD

and BOB WATERFIELD

NOTE— NEW ADDRESS:
143 South Robertson
Boulevard * Los Angeles
(Robertson at 3rd Street)
Phones: CR. 1-1135; BR. 2-5506
Open Tuesday

22

and Thursday

Nights Til 9 P.M.

Al Groves
DODGE

& PLYMOUTH

Studio Employees —

GOOD

CARS

You'll Get A

DEAL

If You See Me At

DICK

STAPLES

9334 WILSHIRE BLVD.
BEVERLY HILLS

BR. 2-4145

CR. 6-3144

As the millionth man became an immutable blot on the ledgers of progress
in the nation, Los Angeles took a look at
its own

traffic record and came

up with a

statistical report that was encouraging.
During 1951, 278 people lost their lives
in traffic accidents within the boundaries
of the city — the second lowest traffic toll
since 1925 when
266.

the year’s end figure was

For the past two years, Los Angeles
could look back on progress on the traffic
front that was nothing short of amazing
compared to its low-man-on-the-totempole position of a decade ago.
In 1949 and 1950, the city of the quick
and the dead won the National Safety
Council’s first place award for cities of
one million and over population in the
annual national traffic safety inventory,
and seemed headed in the same direction
for the third consecutive year as January
31st found this community

in first place

where it had stayed all year long over the
other competing
tion.
What

cities in this classifica-

did the millionth man

mean?

To the newspapers and other public
information media the millionth man was
big — although tragic — news.

As early

as last August the National Safety Council’s statistical bureau had determined
and forecast almost to the day when that
somber event would occur. From that
date on, a tremendous
that unfortunate

campaign

to delay

happenstance

was

But to the families and loved ones of
those encompassed in the millionth man’s
shroud it was an altogether different
story.

suffering and sorrow, pain and privation.

piled up and came

It was a story of a widow

head-

lining climax on Saturday afternoon, December 22nd.
To the traffic authorities and safety organizations, charged with the safety of
the citizens of this nation, it was a black
day indeed. It seemed
enforcement,

that all efforts in

engineering

and education

— the well-known traffic safety team —
had gone for naught, steamrollered in an
engulfing tide of carelessness, discourtesy
and just plain lack of common
the part of seemingly

unaware,

sense on
uninter-

ested citizenry hell-bent on killing and
injuring themselves.
To the morgue

and receiving hospitals,

the doctors and statisticians, it was
same

the

old story, differing in degree and

detail, but with the same
and futile ending.

old frustrating

death

will occur

years as compared

launched — an educational program that
gathered momentum as the statistics
to a thunderous

cil estimates that traffic deaths will accelerate to the extent that the next millionth

The

millionth man

was

a symbol

of

left to bring up

as best she could a couple of kids. It was
a youngster or two, orphaned by a tragic
accident. It was a whole family wiped
out in a head-on
crossing.
The

from solving — even with the best minds
in the country at work on it.
With the general complexity of today’s
traffic problem, the continuing upsurge in
automobile registration, and other factors
which we use more or less justifiably to
sooth our traffic safety conscience, I suppose we can say that progress is being
made.
It is certainly true of Los Angeles

in

these past few years, and equally true in
other parts of the country, but it is also
true, according to National Safety Coun-
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to the 51 years it took

the first figure to accumulate.
Traffic accidents are not inevitable —
almost all of them can be prevented. The
key to the whole traffic safety problem is
you and me. We are both cause and cure,
beginning

collision or at a grade

millionth man was a painful reminder of a problem that was a long way

in approximately

The

and end.

millionth man, if it means anything to us at all, should be the turning

point where we as individuals not only
become concerned with our own safety
and that of those we love, but in the
whole problem of the safety of our community, state and nation as well.
In personal, understandable terms, the
millionth man simply meant that you and
I would have to exercise all the caution,
common sense and courtesy we possess
—

in other words
ners — if we

just plain good man-

are to escape the statistical

tag that will number us among the two
million.
23
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BLOOD, SWEAT, TEARS . . .
These

are being shed by our gallant fighting men

Hut for our American

in Korea.

boys to carry on one of the costliest wars

blood.

everywhere

are rolling up their slee\es to gi\e

Blood unlike \itamins

of blood plasma on the battlefield and whole
hospitals. Only by our donations

in our history they need our blood!
Americans

in mortality rates is attributed in a large part to the prompt

or drugs, cannot

be made

syn-

TRIPLE
thetically and purchased

women.

airman

The

only way

an injured soldier or sailor or

can get the blood that will save his life is by the personal gift, in a simple and

relatively painless manner

of a

patriotic American.
Americans

wounded

in Korea are reco\ering at greater speed

and in larger percentages

in mor-

to give their blood for a

5. On that date a Mobile

Blood Unit,

by prescription at the corner drug

store. The only way to produce blood is in the bodies of men
and

need on March

blood in military

can this reduction

tality be maintained. It’s up to us!
TCFers will have an opportunity

use

than in World

War

II. This reduction

sponsored

by the Red Cross, will be on the lot. On

the pints of blood we donate

will supply our Armed

provide blood for Civilian Defense
for use by TCF

employees

and

During 1951, 96 studio employees
as a result of TCF donations.

that date
Forces,

and build a blood reser\e
members

of their families.

received 211 pints of blood

So get ready to roll up your sleeve. Your

blood gift will

ser\ e a triple need!

. Will BE SHED BY OUR SOLDIERS IF YOU FAIL TO GIVE BLOOD MARCH 5 ON THE LOT

MARCH
1952

mm.

The Wearin’ of the Green

i

PIC or THE MONTH
Now our checks are
noticed, our weekly income
designed

by

Galvin

Weese,

Paymaster.

months

of extensive

over

the old check

the new

note

tions on the

REALLY smaller! In case you haven't
now appears on a new, streamlined note,

Wood,
The

left. Head

revolutionary

research
were

is the separation
check

stub.

in which

developed.

of Tabulating
new

a number
One

of voluntary

This,

and

checks

the

Al

De

main

features

involuntary

complete

deductions

make

new

represents

check

for easy figuring
a saving

of money

of four square

many

of improvements

of the
and

and

represent

employee-sanctioned
withheld. Also, each
inches of paper.

of

deduc-

breakdown

of

Besides
find TCP's

benefiting

new

checks

the

employee

easier to handle,

in convenience,

banks

will

as they are the same

size

as personal checks. The new check's dimensions
inches. The old check measured 3 Va x SVa.

are 2-5/6

x
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KRAUSE

The Studio Club’s 1952 prexy, Tom
Krause is a pretty young guy to be
able to boast of a 21-year career at
20th Century-Fox, but he can do it.
For Krause began on the lot in 1930
as a lad of nineteen and has been a
TCFer ever since.
From the time that Tom started
working at the Fox Hills lot, he has
been in the Transportation Department. He started as a driver and
worked subsequently as driver gang
boss and dispatcher. At the present
time he is Assistant Transportation
Head, a post he has held for the past
eight years.
During his college years Krause attended Stanford University and Southern California as a pre-med student,
combining his schooling with his professional activities at the studio. When
the depression struck, Tom, already
icith a family, was forced to terminate
his college career and focus all his
attention on his business undertaking.
It was at this time that Tom began
thinking transportation-wise, devoting
all his thought and creative imagination to his job. It has been this sincere interest in the development and
improvement of transportation facilities and system which has effected
Krause’s advancement
ment.

□

Action's Cover

in the depart-

Tom’sfamily,
interest
ii} Sharing
his workhonors
is thewith
Krause
of
Sporting the shamrock on this
month's cover is lovely June
McCall, TCF contract player.
The 1 7-year-old curvaceous colleen is the daughter of Bill
Palinkas of the Grip Department.
She has been a TCFer for three
months and despite her youth,
boasts a colorful career of movie
and model work. Her first assignment on the lot was in CRY
OF THE SWAMP.
ACTION wishes June "the
luck o' the Irish" in her career
at Twentieth Century-Fox.
Photograph by Frank Powolnij

which the Studio Club’s chief is justly
proud. He has a boy 13, a girl 10
and a young boy of 5. They keep him
time.
hopping when he’s not on company
Tom is amazed when he reflects
upon the Transportation Department
which was in operation in 1930 when
he first started at TCF. The department, which now has an operating
staff of approximately 120, had but
twenty-four men in its ranks. “Part
of the enjoyment of working in this
department,”
Krause
been in watching
the well - organized
equipped department

itexplained,
develop “has
into
and completely
it is today.

“The growth of 20th Century-Fox
Studio has been paralleled by the expansion ofthe Transportation Department, of which I am happy to be a

3

tographing of a scene, tremendous enlarging and finally tinting, will continue
to be made by commercial studios. The
facilities on the lot are not adequate to
produce backings of this type. The majority of backings to be painted by the new
department will be of the scenic type.
At the present time, the Scenic Department is preparing backings for musical
numbers in THE GIRL NEXT DOOR.
Also in preparation are backings for
STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER, TONIGHT WE SING and THE FARMER
TAKES A WIFE.

First project of the new Scenic Art Department was the huge mountain backing on Stage 8 for
SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO. The backing took four weeks to complete and measured 430 x 38 feet.
Scenic artists use photographs or actual frames of footage as bases for many of their backings.

The development of a Scenic Arts Department capable of duplicating on canvas the geographical characteristics of
distant locations means that more pictures whose settings are in remote areas
can be filmed on TGF sound stages.
Where this is possible, high production
costs which necessarily accompany location junkets will be eliminated.

SOMETHING NEW S BEEN ADDED
Art Department Takes Over Scenic Art Duties Fnrmerly
Handled By Phntnqraphic Effects
Under the supervision of John Coakley,
a new Scenic Arts Department has been
established as a division of the Art Department. Prior to the organization of
Scenic Arts as a segment of the Arts Department, the Scenic Studio at Twentieth Century-Fox came under the jurisdiction of the Special Photographic Effects Department.

As a result of the addition of this new
branch to the Art Department, Twentieth
is in a far better position to create the
realism of distant locations, so important
to a production.
The five skilled artists who

work in

TCP’s Scenic Studio are hand-picked
specialists, each with an extensive
background in scenic and perspective
drawing.
The Scenic Department’s first creation
was the huge backing on Stage 8 being
used in SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO.
That canvas backdrop measures over
400 feet in length and represents four
weeks’ work.
The addition of the new Scenic Arts
crew will allow the Art Department to
produce backings at less expense than
was possible before. The reason for this
is that many of the backings which were
previously painted by scenic studios off
the lot will now be painted in our own
studio at a far smaller cost.
In spite of the increased capacity of the
department to produce a variety of backings never before possible, it will still be

All backings are sketched

in miniature

before

actual painting begins. Working on a sky backing to be used in forthcoming musical numbers
are, left to right, scenic artists D. C. Thomason,
Delmer Yoakum and Louis Kruger.
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necessary to have certain tyiDes of backings painted by outside scenic studios.
The highly specialized photographic
backing, for instance, requiring the pho-

Supervisor of the new scenic art staff is John
Coakley, left. Here he discusses a perspective
problem with Peter Stetzenko, veteran of 35
years in the field of scenic art.

In order to recreate exactly the physical features of a given location, the five
scenic artists who comprise Twentieth’s
new backing studio work from information and photographs made at the location. Often, a second unit will shoot
footage on location. Not only does this
footage serve as background material for
process work to be done here on the lot,
but it offers a perfect representation of
the location to the scenic artist who can
give an accurate rendering to the location’s canvas counterpart.
With the acquisition of the quintet of
craftsmen who make up the Art Department’s new Scenic Art Studio, Twentieth
Gentury-Fox is able to bring the whole
world to its stages with its original
beauty, with infallible accuracy, with unquestionable realism!

The

Inquiring

Reporter

asks:

What Is Your Reaction to the Retroactive Check Yon Received Recently?
ANGELA ALEXANDER, Ladies' Wardrobe — Say,
this is swell! The only trouble is that I had my
check spent weeks before I got it. Now I can't
decide what to do with it. Maybe I'll get some
new clothes.

JOE

BILLINGSLEY,

PHIL

HOLMES,

ALFRED

DE MARCO

(left to right). Prop Makers —

(Phil)

I guess everyone whio received his retroactive check was happy about it. I'm no exception. With
the cost of living what it is, my check will be a big help. (Alfred) I have a wife and two kids.
My retroactive check is going to do what my regular check does — help to keep the family happy

HERB

TRAVIS,

Cutting — Hmmmmmmm

JACK

SANCHEZ,

!

and healthy. (Joe) I'm not really as unhappy as I look. I didn't get a retroactive check with the
other fellas, but I'll be getting mine soon. Then the tear will be in the other eye.

STAN JOHNSON, Property — I'm happy about it,
all right. But you'll have to ask my wife what
it's going to buy. She will have her hands on
the check before it's even unfolded.

MARIE

WALTER,

Hairdressing — Do you

want

to know what I'm going to do with my retroactive check? I'm going to put it in the bank
before they change their minds!

Paint — This baby is going to

become the down payment on a TV set. I'm
glad they came through when they did. Personal y, I thought it would take a lot longer.
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ELSA WHITMAN

Time To Roll Up Our Sleeves!

The difficult financial times currently
facing the motion picture industry were
discussed at a recent meeting between
Twentieth Century-Fox executives and
department heads.
Fred L. Metzler, Studio Manager,
stated that we are confronted with a
double-barreled handicap of rising production costs and declining box office receipts due largely to television. This
problem can be met successfully with the
cooperation of all employees. We must
eliminate all waste and give every effort
to the job at hand.
Lew Schreiber, Executive Manager
and Assistant to Mr. Zanuck, said that
the creative talent connected with production will maintain our high quality
pictures but will endea\or to save every
dollar possible.
Ray Klune, Production Manager, ad\ ised that he has been meeting with department heads and welcomes all suggestions for more economic operation.
This is not the first time that our motion
picture industry has faced a tough period.

ATTENTION — Readers of Action
Magazine! If you have written a
short story, humorous feature, poem
or other article which might be suitable for publication in Action, send
it to the Studio Club. We are anxious
to publish employee writings. Short
articles are preferred over long ones
as space is limited.
All contributions which are published will receive by-lines.
Action is YOUR magazine. Take
part in it by sending original material suitable for publication to the
Studio Club —

New

today!

Credit Union Hours

Homer Traw, Credit Union Manager,
announced that the new Credit Union
office hours are 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. — Monday through Friday.
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PASSES

Similar problems have been successfully
met and solved in the past.
Rather than being pessimistic, we
should rededicate ourselves to the job of

working together in a spirit of cooperation and efficiency so that our industry
may continue to prosper.

Jessel Honored at Dinner
March 2nd was the date of the B’nai
B’rith “Man of the Year” dinner at which
George Jessel, Twentieth Century-Fox
producer was feted. Each year B’nai
B’rith presents an outstanding American
with that honor. This year the distinction
went to Jessel as a result of his outstanding contribution to hundreds of charity
affairs and events.
Jessel has rarely turned down a worthwhile project. His appearance has acted
as a spearhead for the raising of untold
sums for needy causes. He has raised
more than $350,000 alone for the industry’s Motion Picture Relief. He has been
responsible for several hospitals receiving
iron lungs, needed medical equipment
and

supplies. He has been the toastmaster at the last three inaugurations of
the President of the United States, with
Truman

crowning

him

“Toastmaster

A few of Jessel’s fortes are his endless
General.”
hilarity, great wit and handling of words
and sentences that few other men of our
time possess.
Twentieth

Century-Fox

Georgieto Jessel
chose
honor whom
March

is proud

of

the
2nd. B’nai B’rith

Elsa Whitman, for the past ten years
Executive Secretary to Fred S. Meyer,
went to her eternal rest on February 12th.
Elsa’s friends are legion. Her smiling
countenance will be sadly missed by all
who knew her.
Perhaps her greatest attribute was her
ever-ready willingness to aid and assist
those less fortunate than herself. Faithful to the nth degree, she gave counsel
and advice to those who sought it and
was eager to give aid and assistance to
those in need, regardless of race or creed.
Her sudden death was not only a great
shock to her co-workers, but also to the
representatives of the many unions and
guilds, all of whom came in constant contact with her throughout the many years.
No higher tribute could come to anyone
than is exemplified by the resolution expressing the condolence and sympathy
of the Hollywood Film Council of UTiions
and Guilds.

in Jllemoriam

Elsa’s character, which may well serve
as a shining example for all of us, is perhaps best summed up in the following:

The empoyees of Twentieth CenturyFox extend their sympathy to the

Life is sweet just because of the friends we
have made

family and relatives of:
JACK WILSON
Electrical Maintenance
February

9, 1952

And the things which in common we share;
We want to Jive on not because of ourselves
But because of the people who care;
It’s giving and doing for somebody else —
On that all life’s splendor depends,
summed it all up,
And the job of the world, when you’ve
Is found in the making of friends.

IF MEN WERE MACHINES
They would

have no thoughts of their own, and they would

perform only the one function for which
Fortunately, this is not so, for the power

they were designed.
to think — to create —

is one of man’s distinguishing characteristics.
We know that this power to create ideas belongs not to any
one man or group of men, but is inherent in all men. The
recognition and acceptance of this fact is helping to build a
fuller life for free men everywhere.
Nevertheless, today there are those who

would

deny the in-

dividual the right to think — to exercise his God-given ability to
initiate ideas with his own ingenuity. They would take away
and outlaw initiative.

Howell Green, right. Machine Shop, recently turned in a suggestion for a
method of leveling a lamp stand when on a hill or uneven ground. It consists of adding an extension leg to one of the existing legs of the lamp,
thus allowing the lamp operator to control the angle of the lamp on a
graded surface. Tom Smyth, Machine Shop Foreman, is seen with Green,
who shows how his award-winning suggestion will be applied to a lamp.

John Lavin, left, 1952 President of the TCF Safety Committee congratulates Art Webb, Accounting, for his adopted suggestion that a removable
poster be mounted on the Studio Club billboards when announcements are
to be made. The posters are painted on canvas, can be stored when not
in use and can be reused whenever desired.

America

was

built on the premise

that men

could

show

progress only through the use of their minds. Men of ability
must never be denied the incentive to use their inherent
abilities.

At Twentieth Century-Fox this same sort of incentive
to
better operations in the company is offered to employee
s.
Through the Suggestion System, all of us may make contribu
tions to help our company operate more efficiently: by suggesting ways of improving safety conditions, preventing waste, and
doing jobs by quicker, easier methods.

Since the Suggestion System was organized at the studio,
530
suggestions have been submitted by alert, interested employe
es.
This awareness of TCF workers in the operation of their
company is an indication that our employees are exercising their
ability to think creatively.
Winner

of a suggestion award is Ridley Billick, Studio Club. Ridley suggested that ice to be used in drinks and ice to be used for cooling milk
bottles, cokes, etc. be separated for sanitary purposes. His idea also
advocated the construction of a partition to prevent crumbs from being
swept into ice. Waitress Mary Larson tries out the new ice compartment.

We

would

not make better pictures - we would not increase
the efficiency of Twentieth Century-Fox production and
organization, ifmen were machines.
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TWENfY-FIVE
How long would it take for Studio
Club members to build up a participation
strength of twenty-five thousand? With
2,632 Studio Club members in 1951, it
seems that it would take a long time for
a total participation of 25,000 to be realized. Amazingly enough however, that
is the number of TCF Studio Club participants inthe Club’s activities and services last year. A survey reveals that the
Studio Club supervises more than thirty
activities and services in which, in an
average year, there is a participation of
more than 25,000.
Last year 2,632 TCFers learned what
their Studio Club membership meant to
250 orphan girls in the Los Angeles area.
By participating in the Studio Club’s annual Doll Dressing Contest, club members were able to present these children
more than 250 dolls at Christmastime.
By participation in the Studio Club’s
blood program, hospitalized studio employees and members of their families
were able to receive 228 pints of lifegiving blood. Studio Club support makes
this service possible.
The Suggestion System, a plan that is
profitable to employees and company
alike, has presented suggestion awards to
41 employees. These awards have ranged
8

THOUSAND

from $10 to $250. The 41 suggestions
which have been presented awards will
save the studio a minimum of $65,000
annually.
The Studio Club’s Action Magazine
reaches 2,800 studio workers and their
families each month, with a reader potential of 12,000 per issue. This last figure, plus spectators at Studio Club events,
are not included in the participation total
of 25,000.
The offering of valuable educational
classes is a major program of the Studio
Club. During 1950, 1951 and the first two
months of this year, there have been 703
attendances in educational classes on the
lot. These classes have included Great
Films, Personality Development, Typing,
Shorthand, Scenic Arts, Exercise, Television, Film Editing, Effective Speaking
and Camera classes. Although some of
these courses have had a tuition fee, the
necessary arrangements for these classes
have been made possible by employee
support of the Studio Club.
Last year, over 300 welfare cases were
handled by the Studio Club. Helping
employees when they need help is an
important factor in keeping employee
morale high.

STRONG

In the present 1952 membership campaign, the last tally found the total at
2,675 with application cards still coming
in. It is possible that this year’s total
membership will exceed the 1951 record
high of 97%.
2,675 Studio Club members know what
their participation in the Club’s activities
will mean this year. They can look forward to a top-notch Dinner-Dance next
month, a gigantic picnic, a fabulous onthe-lot County Fair, an exciting Golf
Tournament, a smooth Fall Dance and
the ever-popular Kiddies’ Christmas
Party, not to mention an Art Exhibit,
Photographic Exhibit, Little Theater presentations and a variety of other events.
Athletic-conscious TCFers can look
ahead to competition in softball, bowling,
basketball, pitch-and-putt tournaments,
fishing excursions, a gun club, swimming
and other indoor and outdoor activities.
There are even more activities and
services which are sponsored by the
Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club,
your recreational and educational fraternity on the lot.
It is your enthusiastic participation in
the Studio Chib’s activities which make
this outstanding program possible.

Spring Production Outlook Encouraging
With production on the upswing, the
Production Office has released the March
schedule which reveals several new
shows to be active on the stages during
the month.
Still shooting are musical numbers for
THE GIRL NEXT DOOR, a Technicolor picture being produced by Robert
Bassler, under the direction of Richard
Sale.
A March starter is SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO which is currently in production. SNOWS is an exciting story of adventure and romance with its setting in
Africa at the base of majestic Kilimanjaro. Producing the Ernest Hemingway
story is Darryl Zanuck, while Henry King
directs the Technicolor production.
DARLING, I AM GROWING
YOUNGER is the title of the Howard
Hawks pic that got rolling on March 5th.
The story deals with a celebrated middleaged research scientist who, working on
a rejuvenation formula, is accidentally
rejuvenated by a drink his monkey mixed.
Unable to discover the formula of the
drink or an antidote, he has to assume
the role of a non-existent brother. As
such he is pestered by his boss and a

newshound for the secret formula, accused of misdoings with his wife, and involved in a flirtation with a persistent
girl. The story resolves nicely and ends
on a happy note. Producing DARLING,
I AM GROWING YOUNGER is Sol
Siegel.
A March 6th starter was PONY SOLDIER, a Technicolor show being produced by Sam Engel. Story is about a
rookie Northwest Mounted Policeman
who tackles an entire tribe of warring
Gree Indians, aided only by a half-breed
guide. He rescues the Crees’ white prisoners, arrests or kills wrongdoers and
leads the tribe back to the Reservation.
The PONY SOLDIER company, with
Joe Newman in command, left for its
Sedona, Arizona location March 5th.
Final picture to begin production during March is STARS AND STRIPES
FOREVER. Slated for a March 31st commencement, thepicture deals with incidents in the life of John Philip Sousa,
famous band leader and composer. The
picture will be shot in Technicolor, with
Lamar Trotti producing and Henry Koster handling the megaphone.
First picture to get rolling in April is
Julian Blaustein’s production titled, MY

Shooting on the Old New York Street recently was Jean Negulesco's THE
LAST LEAF company. Starring in the short story, one of the five O. Henry
stories being treated in THE FULL HOUSE, is Anne Baxter who is seen

WIFE’S BEST FRIEND which starts on
the stages April 7th. Richard Sale and
Robert Bassler will team up as director
and producer respectively. The comedy
treats a youngish couple who, on their
second honeymoon, learn that their plane
is going to crash. Not wanting to die with
a guilty conscience, the man confesses of
a romance with his wife’s best friend. The
wife says that she will forgive him, until
she learns that the plane isn’t going to
crash after all. After making life miserable for him for six reels, the wife (Anne
Baxter) and the husband (MacDonald
Garey ) iron out their differences and live
in blissful quietude.
Also commencing on the 7th is another
Julian Blaustein production, the dramatic
NIGHT WITHOUT SLEEP which features Gary Merrill and Linda Darnell.
The story is about a man who awakens
from an alcoholic slumber with the recollection of a heinous crime on his mind.
Whether he actually committed the crime
or whether it was merely an hallucination
comprises the body of the story. A thrilling and unexpected climax makes
NIGHT WITHOUT SLEEP a top notch
suspense drama. Robert Bassler produces
the picture, while Roy Baker is in charge
of direction.

above rehearsing a scene from the picture. All five of the stories, which
will be released as a single feature, are being produced by Andre Hakim.
Setting of THE LAST LEAF is Greenwich Village in 1910.
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STUDIO

CLUB
Little Theatre To
Present Drama

STUDIO CLUB presents

Have you ever spent a day (merely as
an observer, of course ) in the police
station of a large metropolitan eity?

THE mi GINE MIHEi T
GIN RUMMY

CONTRACT

CHECKERS

-

Refreshments
★

★

There you would see an interesting crosssection of human drama; a compelling,
excitingly realistic picture of the flow of
life through the underside, the backwaters of a large city.

BRIDGE
CHESS

-

There you would discover humor,
pathos, grimness, morbidity and a tinge
of passion as the unending river of human beings surge through the swinging

Prizes

gates of a detective’s squad room.
If you have ever expressed a desire to
witness the functions and proceedings of

★

de PARIS

CAFE

such a place, be on hand when the Studio Club Playhouse presents the very

8 P.M. till ????
50c Per Person

FRIDAY EVENING
MARCH 28

popular melodrama, “DETECTIVE
STORY” in the very near future.
“DETECTIVE STORY” is a play that
thrilled Broadway for over two years and

played to eapacity audiences in Chicago
for more than a year. It has been hailed,

REGISTER AT THE STUDIO CLUB
EXPRESSING GAME PREFERENCE

coast-to-coast as a “must-see.”
Rehearsals start immediately and the
production will be offered for an early

Film Editing Class Progressing
With basic film editing theory covered,

Future

classes will deal in use of the

spring presentation. For further information call the Studio Club, Ext. 745 or
contact Lonnie Raidor, Ext. 745. Watch
bulletin boards for try-out dates.

moviola, the rewinds, splieing machine
and footage counter. Bernie Cooper,
Head of the Film Library, will assist the
instructor by explaining some of the

WATCH

to a class spokesman. John Ehrin, assistant cutter, spent half of the March 6th

problems and techniques invoh ed in using editing equipment.
In addition to the regular instruetor,

Bulletin Boards

meeting explaining the usage of the coding book and other pieces of equipment
used by the assistant cutter in preparing
film for the cutter.

plans have been outlined for the appearance ofguest speakers in the professional
editing field who will lecture from time
to time.

and

the twenty-four members of the Film
Editing class, under the instruction of
Ed

Brokaw,

and

have

begun

to handle

film editing equipment,

film

according

Action
FOR

Exercisers To Wind Up
.March

I7th is the date of the last

exercise session of the eight-meeting
series being held on the lot. The classes
have been under the supervision of Mrs.
Florence V’erico.
“Learn to relax” has been the keynote
of the exercise series. Unlike conventional exercise programs, this series was designed to develop poise and grace. All
class members

agree that the meetings

have been very beneficial and enjoyable.
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Cagers Still In Hoop Race
Getting sharper each time they
are the TCF basketballers. In fact,
have improved to such an extent
the team is contemplating entering

play
they
that
the

post-season city tournament which begins in a few weeks.
Regular season play finds the hoop
squad with one more game to go in the
second half of competition. Games are
played at the Fairfax High School gym
on Wednesday evenings.
Aiding the TCF squad greatly are
several newcomers who recently joined
the team for league competition.

I

Dinner-Danoe

TO

I Club

NEWS ABOUT
THE

BE HELD

AT

Del Mar

$5.50
I
I APR. 21st ~ 8 P.M.-l A.M.
Per Person

A CTIVITIES
TCF WA TER LOVERS RECEIVING WEEKL Y TRAINING
Wednesday

evenings find Twentieth

Century-Fox’s swimming enthusiasts at
the Beverly Hills High School swimming
pool where elementary and advanced
swimming instruction is being offered by
the Studio Club through the Los Angeles
Board of Education.
With a lifeguard on duty at all times,
TCFers with a limited swimming background are given instruction in the fundamentals ofwater travel. They are being shown how to kick and how to
‘breathe’ in water.
Advanced swimmers have the opportunity to do very much as they please.
They practice the various strokes and
improve their form by following the in-

structions of the swimming coach.
Thus far there have been five meetings
of the Swimming Class. Employees are
reminded that it isn’t necessary to sign
up for the complete series of twenty lessons. Anyone may attend any single
Wednesday evening meeting and may
bring guests whenever they wish. Fee
for single attendances is 50c per person.
Tuition for the full series is $3.
Inasmuch as there are still fifteen
meetings remaining on the Swimming
Class’s schedule, some TCF workers may
still be interested in joining the group.
If you are among these, merely register
at the school the first Wednesday evening
you attend.

brushes used by the scenic artist and explained how the ele\ ator which supports
the huge canvas employed by the artist
eliminates the use of a scaffold.
The meetings are held in the scenic
studio on the lot which, with all the
equipment of the scenic artist, is in itself
an excellent teaching aid.
In the first two sessions, the instructor
explained the system of receiving

Henry King’s Aces while there is a threeway tie for fourth between Richard Widcats. Joe Mankiewicz and Peck’s Polemark,
In individual competition Moe Larson,
newcomer to the league, has edged out
Henry Camusi with his high game average of 187. Hank is second with 180. In
third place among the men is Ed De Cuir
with 176. A tie for fourth marks men’s
play with Harold Bow and Ceorge
Emerzian both sporting a 168.
In ladies’ play, Jean Baxter leads the
way with 153. Marguerite Smith is in
place position with 151 and League

New Scenic Arts Class Well Received By Students
Under the able guidance of Scott
McLean, professional scenic artist, the
Scenic Arts class has begun its series of
sixteen meetings with 18 members enrolled. Thus far, two sessions have been
held and have dealt with the terms and
tools of the trade. McLean described the

Only five more weeks remain on
the Bowling League’s 30 weeks of play.
On top in team competition is Tyrone
Power who holds a five point lead
over Jeanne Crain. In third spot are

sketches from the Art Department and
working from these scale drawings. He
also spoke about color values to the class.
In his initial lecture, McLean emphasized the importance of perspective because of the camera’s eye. Perfect perspective is an essential quality of the
scenic artist’s work. You can’t fool the
camera, he said.
Studio employees are reminded that
they still can sign up for the Scenic Arts
class at the Studio Club. The fee is $25
for the 16-week course, however the tuition will be prorated according to the
number of meetings which remain on the
schedule.

President
Jean Hansen’s 149 puts her in
the third spot.
As the bowling season draws to a close,
high individual game and series for men
and women remain unchanged. Von
Muldorfer holds high individual series
with a total of 703, while Hazel Shirk
carries a top 662 series for the ladies.
High season game of 284 was rolled by
Roland Cabot for the men. Anita Uphoff
continues in first place for the girls with
a high season game of 253.
Final alley session will be held April
17th which is the league’s Sweepstakes
night. This will be followed by the Annual Bowling Banquet on April 24th, an
event that all bowlers are looking forward to after their tough competition.

CLYDE BEATTY

Circus

Tickets

ON SALE
AT THE STUDIO

CLUB

★

Adults .... $2.60
Children . . . $1.90
★
for

APRIL
his class the importance of perspective
achieving realism on a scenic backing.

in

18 .19 • 20

(PICO and OVERLAND)
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In the top spot in team competition is the Ty
Power squad. Left to right are Roy Cheney,
Lillian Bennett,

Evelyn

Pedigo

and

Moe

Larson.

The Lot In Pic
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February 1 6th was the date of a surprise breakfast given for Sol Halprin, Head of the Camera
Department, in honor of his mid-century (ouch!) birthday. The coffee and cake affair was
attended by many TCFers who wanted to congratulate the popular "birthday boy." Among
those in attendance were left to right. Jack Kershner, Armand Allen, Gene Banks, Jim Engle,
Joliene Overacker, Margo Weinberg, Bess Lasky, Earle Walker, Sol Halprin, Jim Gordon, Will
McCune, Lee Hanna and "Bud" Courcier. Not pictured but present were R. A. Klune, Max
Golden, Ray Moore, "Lefty" Hough and many others.
Barbara Goldfarb, daughter of Henry Goldfarb of the Laboratory, became the wife of
John Robb of the U. S. Navy on January 26 at Larchmont Hall in Los Angeles. Present
at the ceremony were relatives and friends of the bride and groom, including many
folks from Twentieth. The young couple honeymooned in Palm Springs and Santa
Barbara for two weeks. Barbara will continue working on the lot as secretary while
her husband sports the navy blue. She is seen with her father.

The
scene

TCF

tonsorial chamber

was

the

recently of a three-generation

get-together for baby's first haircut.
Left is the senior John Burton, retired,
formerly in the Grip Department at
Warner Bros, and in road shows.
Wielding the shears is Russ Allen.
Watching
son's initial
with mixed his
emotions
is Johntrimming
Burton
II, right. Head of the Drapery Department. On the business end of the trimmers is 15-month-old Johnny Burton
III.

At first glance it looks like several
Two-0 toilers have gotten themselves
in trouble with the law right on the
lot. Truth behind the scene however
is this; Members of the Los Angeles
Police Department stationed at the
Police Academy participated in the
making of a training film illustrating
"pull-over" tactics for recruits of the
department. The fellows in the light
car aren't suspects at all. They are
policemen sans suits. In charge of the
filming were Lt. Reddin and Sgt. Beck
of the L. A. Police.
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And Words

HALLELUJAH! says Al Hammers, lumber checker in the
Prop Makers Department. Al has
been an employee of Twentieth
Century-Fox since 1929. For
the past twenty years he has
worked out of an office no bigger than a telephone booth.
Finally, Al has a new office twice
the size of his old one, stocked
with a new desk, new chairs and
a small closet. The office was
completed on February 22nd at
which time Al moved in with
pleasure. Hammers figures his
office will be tremendous by the
time another 20 years rolls
around.

A. METZthat
to hear
Happy
Force,
A. Police
W. ROY
of the
GER, member
is home and recuperating. He was beaten
and robbed February 11 en route to work
by three thugs. . . . HARRY SANFORD
of Publicity is taking Judo lessons two
nights a week. He wants to be prepared
in the e\ ent of an attack by Baron Leone.
. . . KATHERINE ALEXANDER, Maurice Hanline’s secretary, tells us that she’s
getting married soon. May 1st was the
date but fiance DWAYNE FRITSCHE,
an engineer at Hughes, wants to move it
up. Kathy is a translator, speaks five languages HAROLD MENDELSOHN,
Publicity, is drawing his owm plans for a
home in Fox Hills. Mrs. M. is working
right along with him. . . . PAUL MOHN,
Camera, made a second trip to the hospital recently — we all hope to see him
back on the job very soon. ... A pat on
the back to DAVE BERRY, 12-8 watchman on the lot for 23 years .He retired
on Feb. 29th. On his way out the Pico

Recent visitors to Old Mejico were
Cherry and Carmen De Lara, left and
right respectively, of the Script Department. Their journey took them to many
spots of interest including Mexico City
where they lodged and Taxco, home of
the famous Mexican silver mines. They
are pictured at the Teotihuacan Pyramids outside Mexico City, the largest
pyramids in America.

Gate he was heard to say, “I’m not gonna
do a thing— just retire.” Bye-the-bye he’s
a great-grandpa. . . . Sorry to hear about
waitress
McELROY’S
accident
in which HELEN
she fractured
her arm.
Her
many friends hope to see her back in the
C. S. soon. . . . Whatcha got there,
HAZEL? . . . MAX LAMB of Story Files
moved
into ANITA
in
Screen Credit
Files onBURROW’s
March 1st, spot
date of
Anita’s departure. JOHN INGRAHAM
of the Mail Department slips behind
Max’s old desk. . . . Sincere apologies
for failure to publish news of the
death of VIC BURTON, Music Department, who passed away on December 26. Our belated but sincere condolences to his family and friends. . . .
BILL McCRARY of Men’s Wardrobe is
expecting — rather Olene is. She worked
in Ladies’ Wardrobe for a while last year.
. . . ROY CROFT, Publicity, is a guy with
guts. When attending TCF premieres,
With a hotly contested
presidential campaign
in the offing, the Studio Club has resumed
registration of employees who have moved,
changed their party,
changed their name or
not voted since 1950.
In charge of registration of voters is Freddie McPhie. TCFers
over 21 years of age
who fall into any of
the above categories
are urged to register
now so that they may
vote in the primaries
in June. Being registered here is George
Webb
tion.

of Transporta-

he’s
flanked by
wife Gracie
one other.
side,
MARILYN
MONROE
on onthe
What a way to go to a show! . . . Wonder if‘SLIM’ DE GAETANO has dropped
below the 200 mark yet. . . . Congrats to
PHYLLIS WEINER (formerly Posner)
of Script. She was married Feb. 3rd to
CARL WEINER, S. C. student. Honeymoon was at Flamingo in Las Vegas.
The happv housewife says “we broke
even” (????) . . . ANNA MAE HART,
Publicity, drives to work now. For years
she hitched, jumped on busses, trolleys,
etc. She just bought a new car and loves
her independence. . . . Hope TOM
MOORE, of the W. A. Grip Department,
recovers soon from his recent illness. . . .
PHIL HOLDERNESS, Camera, has been
ill too. He’s recovering from an appendectomy and will be back on the job
soon.
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Wkete in the WetiJ /Ite %feu (jein^?
Still the world’s leading tourist attraction, Europe will entertain
more than half a million Americans in 1952. For the first tinu in travel
history, tours are being offered at prices to fit every pocketbcok.

For

instance a two-week tour of England, Holland, Belgium and France,
including all sightseeing, transportation, hotels and guides can be
arranged for as little as $164. For those who prefer to travel alone
or want a special itinerary, arrangements can be made. These tours
run from $30 per day deluxe to as low as $15 per day for an economy

For those adventurers who could spend three
plan.
tour of the continent, arrangements are available
journey would include a visit to Norway, Sweden,
Germany, Switzerland and France. This tour is

or four weeks on a
also. A three-week
Denmark, Holland,
$332. These rates

do not include travelling expenses. For those who wish to see Europe
independently, air travel, Los Angeles to London, can be had for $615.
For vacationers who do not wish to make

a European

jaunt, other

spots of beauty offer themselves to TCF globe-trotters. Conducted
tours to the Hawaiian Islands are popular and not nearly as expensive
as commonly believed. Round trip via the SS Lurline or the President
Line’s ships are as low as $260. These tours allow about twelve days
in the Islands where accommodations can be obtained for as low as
$8 per day, per couple. It is possible to go one way by boat, one way
by air, and have eight days in the Islands, all during a two-week
Mexico

offers a wonderful

period.

time to vacationers. A week in Mexico,

all expenses paid, transportation by air, hotels, sightseeing and meals,
can be had for as little as $179. This rate applies when flying from
Tia Juana. Fhghts from Los Angeles are about $65 higher.
These are just a few of the colorful vacationlands wliich are within
anyone’s grasp. If you would like further information about other
distant or local holiday spots, call the Studio Club. They can offer
A trip to France this summer will naturally include a visit to Paris and a
stop-off at the famous Eiffel Tower. A two-week journey to England, Holland,
Belgium and France and other European tours can be made very inexpensively.

CHARLES

TELLER

BICKFORD

APPLIANCE

recommendations

and suggestions to help make

your 1952 vacation a

thrilling one.

BOB WATERFIELD

SAVE
on

everything
in our
JEWELRY
and

COMPANY

WHOLESALE FOOD -FREEZER PLAN

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS
DIAMONDS
•• GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
• RADIOS
APPLIANCES
FOUNTAIN PENS
•• JEWELRY
• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

In response to popular demand we have made
available to our customers a wholesale food buying
prog ram.
Guaranteed U. S. grade AA choice
quality nationally advertised food.
ASK

ABOUT

beef. Top

IT TODAY!

START EATING BETTER QUALITY FOOD AND MEAT NOW
AND LET YOUR FOOD SAVINGS PAY FOR YOUR FREEZER

EASY TIME PAYMENT PLAN

CR. 1-1135
Open

Tuesday

JACK

at THIRD

and Thursday

Evenings

Until 9:00 P.M.

• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership
cardour
for display
identification and visit

MALTZ COMPANY

STREET

RUSH, Manager

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson Blvd., L. A. 48
ROBERTSON

GIFT
sample
line

BR. 2-5506

OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment
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FIREPLACE

REAL ESTATE

FIXTURES

Studio Club

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Buyer’s Directory

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
Alexander Florist, 9466 Wilshire
erly Hills

FLORISTS
LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Bill Froelich Motor Co. (Ford), 1720 S. Western
Ave., L. A
PA. 1 1 26
Al Groves (Dodge and Plymouth), 9334 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-4145
George Nicholson, 2747 Armacost Ave.,
L. A
AR. 9-6373
Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) , Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only)..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194
Montgomery Ward, 1316-1318 3rd St.,
Santa Monica
EX. 5-3223

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

Cr

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS
Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS
Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

READY-TO-WEAR
Ave., L. A.
AR. 7-1755
Blvd., BevCR. 1 -5203

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley.
(Mr. Brown)

PR. 6133 or DU. 8-2481

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES

Studio Club

MATTRESSES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

OCULISTS

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 1 30 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
R. Greenspoon, O.D., 9439 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-9439
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Ladies' and Men's,
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
304 So. Broadway, L. A
VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
1 0643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUGS & CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
,
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733
Blvd. (C. Watts)

TYPEWRITERS

Hollywood
HO. 9-8131

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

Gramophone
erly Hills

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

Soft-Flo Company, 3980 Cazador St.,
L. A
CL. 7-3195

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
L. A. (F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

PICTURES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Howard McCarry, 12300 Vi W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

WATER SOFTENING
AND INSULATION
WATER

HEATERS

Ext. 727
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YOU SAVE MONEY
With Your
Studio Club Card

at

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

1725 Westwood

TELEVISION
Open

AR. 9-7221
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

15% DOWN
1 8 MONTHS TO PAY
Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

To Choose From

COME

AND

SEE

US

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

fox nuts Cafe
At the End of the Lot on Pico

Studio

Blurred or fuzzy vision at the working distance stinging, burning
Eyes smarting,
you should seek professional advice.
Have your eyes examined regularly. They
are your most precious possession.
RAY

BUFFET

Featuring

LUNCHES

presents

the finest

KANSAS CITY STEAKS
and CHOPS

D I $1.00
N N E RS

to

PETERS

The Steak Cottage

DELIGHTFUL

WEATHER-STRIPPING
WATER CONDITIONING
★
Discounts

Then, if you have followed these suggestions and you still have visual discomfort such as:
Eyes watering and reddening
Headaches

SCRIBNER'S

EARLE

INSULATION

In the United States alone there are 11
companies that manufacture glass eyes.
They turn out bushels of them; grey
ones, brown ones, but you can’t see a
thing through any of them.
Try shutting your eyes for 15 seconds.
How would you like to see black, to live
in darkness for the rest of your life?
Protect your vision by proper usage,
good light, correct posture and frequent
rest periods when doing a heavy amount
of close work.

on
RECAPPING

1 5 Brands of

Tnke Care of Those Peepers

also

Employees

PRIME

COCKTAILS

SOFT-f\o CO.

Fun

Phone CLeveland 6-3171

—

RALPH

RIBS $1.75
- FRIED CHICKEN

at the Piano

from

Popular ITALIAN

CR. 5-9377

We

cater especially to studio workers

Pay Checks Honored —
CHILDREN

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

DINNERS

9:30

1 2407

Ventura

ARE WELCOME
Blvd.

Studio City

Between Coldwater and Laurel Canyon

FOR MEN

SUnset 3-9872

Closed Mondays

All That's Best in California Tailored Sportswear
and Clothing
At Modest Prices
We

Have

Everything for the W ell'-Dressed Man
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY

10667 W. PICO BLVD.

PHONE:

(Next to Malibar)

EASTMAN
w.

J. GERMAN

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

PATIO LIQUORS

FILMS

Next to Rancho Bowling Alley

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

, INC.

DISTRIBUTORS

AR. 7-8449

★
John Street
Fort Lee, N. J.

Longacre 5-5978
Fort Lee 8-5100
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6700
6040 No. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago 30, Ml.

IRving 8-4064

S
RYE'PICO

SAM LU
10515'/2
WEST

Santa Monica
Hollywood 38,
California

Hillside 61 31

Blvd.

Case Goods Available at
10%

Discount

Checks Cashed Gladly As Before

tti

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

SHOP
AT . . .
WEISS’
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

‘SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY
”
CARL WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

Mgr.

AR. 3-8636

10643 Pico Blvd.

DUMONT

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

and

RCA
TELEVISION

RADIO & APPLIANCE CO. ///
0070

Stadium

Opposite

\A/ p*

Theater

CR. 1-2249

(2 Bio^ks'^^ Uberal Discount to Studio Club Members
West of Robertson )
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
W Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

Co.,

Open

Monday

★ CARPETS

and

A

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

BR. 2-3832

★ LINOLEUM

Wright

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

Friday Evenings

Complete

CARPET

it TILE

Carpet

SERVICE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Information on everything in the
automotive market

NEW

and USED CARS and TRUCKS

BUYERS

REPRESENTATIVES,

Private Party Purchases Arranged

INC.

GLadstone

6111

1213 No. Highland Avenue

HOLLYWOOD

28

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
»

We Deliver -

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS ON
QUALITY BRANDS
TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

SPRAYS

CALIFORNIA

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Furniture
Typewriters
Gas Ranges
& Electric

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Freezers
Ironers

Tape Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Wesfern Ave.
PL. 3-1295

-

Studio Club Members — Check Substantial Savings
Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised

BRANDS

KNIGHT

Flowers Telegraphed

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Wallets
Batteries

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508

SALES CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor All

Authorized

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances
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FOR SALE — 44 point diamond ring. Perfect
blue-white stone. Man’s yellow gold setting.
Original cost $206. Will sacrifice at $100.
Contact O. K. Ford, Ext. 350, if interested.

Annual Benefit Game
To Be Played Jl/lardi 16
When

America’s Toastmaster-General,

George Jessel, helps to get this year’s
Kiwanis Grippled Ghildren’s Baseball
Game off to a sprightly start, it will mark
the 13th straight renewal of the game
that is fast becoming a classic.
Los Angeles sportswriters have com-

Al Groves
DODGE

& PLYMOUTH

Studio Employees —

GOOD

CARS

You'll Get A

DEAL

If You See Me At

DICK

STAPLES

annual appearance of baseball’s greatest
player, the immortal Ty Gobb. Now in
his late sixties, Gobb emerges from retirement each year to manage the major

9334 WILSHIRE BLVD.
BEVERLY HILLS

BR. 2-4145

CR. 6-3144

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members
We

Carry a Complete

Line

of

Guaranteed Furniture
RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood

pared the game contest.
to football’s annual
Shrine East-West
Begun 13 years ago by a handful of
Kiwanians in West Hollywood the game
has since become national in status. It
annually matches a picked group of
Major League All-Stars with the Hollywood Stars of the Pacific Goast League.
Gilmore Field houses the contests, but
the walls have literally bulged the last
three years, with over 3000 outfield
standees per game.
For one thing, the game marks the only

Furniture Co.

league
squad.
The lifetime
“Georgia major
Peach,”
who
holds the
highest
batting
average with .367 over 24 seasons, scraps
like an eager busher to win the game.
More than 1200 crippled kids of all
races and creeds have been benefitted by
the $200,000 raised in past games. In
some more difficult cases, funds have
been banked for future periods up to fifteen years in order to assure perpetuity of
treatment.
A strong possibility exists that Jackie
Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers will
be flown out for this year’s game. If so,
Kiwanis will present him with their
Americanism award as part of the pregame ceremony.
Tickets for the game, to be played Sunday, March 16, may be obtained from any
Kiwanian, from the Hollywood Ball Park

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARixona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
Monday,

STUDIO

m

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

CLUB

€ n€ € r

Night

MEMBERS

SAVES

YOU

MONEY

r'

10301 West Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
•
•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freexers — (All Sixes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

on Food)

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob
*Ask
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for our wholesale Food lists

Hollywood Star Pitcher, Pinky Woods, shows a
crippled child how he grips his curve ball. Child
is one of many helped by Kiwanis Baseball Fund.

Action Editorials

peaceful world. If, without becoming
angels overnight, we can do our work
better, no matter what our work is, then
we

can rightfully say that our contribution to peace is being intensified. We
can have a big share in the cultivating of
soundness, not only in our daily pursuits
but in the whole structure that lies beIt would be stretching things to say
yond it.
that peace or war depends upon us individually, but it would be perfectly accurate to say that we are more influential in
the shaping of our future and the future
of the world than we realize.

If we really want to work for peace,
there is one thing we can do: Work for
it by working.

About St. Patrick
Come the 17th of March, TCF’s Irish
population (and sympathizers) will break
out their greenery in commemoration of
St. Patrick, Ireland’s patron saint. The
interesting thing about St. Patrick and
his Day is that it is not known whether
March 17th is the date of his birth or his
death. In fact, St. Patrick was
an Irishman.

not even

Some say there were two St. Patricks.
He had more namesakes than anyone else
in the world; yet the name, from the Latin
Patricius, simply means a patrician and
might be that of any Christian apostle of
aristocratic lineage.

WORK FOR PEACE BY WORKING
We want peace and we don’t want war.
You doubtess find yourself gnawing over
the question of whether there is anything
you can do about it as an individual.
Yes, there are a lot of things which
can do. Here is just one of them.

we

Look at the picture as it is today: Our
statesmen and diplomats are doing what
they can to restore peace and order in
Korea and the rest of the world. Whatever influence they have is tied directly
to the strength of the nation behind
them. This strength is three-fold; moral,
military and economic. Right now, in a
world of power and force, the most important of these three strengths is economic strength. It counts the most because it is the foundation.

An America that is internally strong,
economically strong, will not be attacked
—by any force. But an America that is
internally weak, economically unstable,
certainly would be attacked.
And

what has this got to do with us?

A great deal. For each one of us is an
important part of the economic system in
America. As employees of Twentieth
Century-Fox, we are workers. We are
“in business” in the sense that business
is a system of organized work. We depend on business, directly or indirectly,
and we contribute to it. We help to make
it wbat it is — good or bad, sound or unsound. This principle applies, no matter
what our profession or job, for each one
of us that contributes his time and ability
to a special task is a part of our economic
system. As employees of Twentieth Century-Fox, we are especially important in
our jobs, for our product directly affects
a potential of more than 100,000,000
Americans. No other single product
reaches the American people with the influence that motion pictures do, for motion pictures are a reflection of America
both morally and economically.
When we do our work here at the
studio well, we are doing our part to
make possible an orderly world and a

According to tradition and the best
authorities, Patrick was born about 386
A.D. in the village of Nemphthur, England, although another legend makes him
a native of France who was stolen by
pirates when he was 16 years old and
taken to the north of Ireland where he
was

sold as a slave and eventually became a Christian evangelist and rose to
the rank of bishop. Another story is that
he helped Christianize the west of Scotland and the Isle of Man. Opinions also
differ as to when he began his ministrations in Ireland, but as to his success
there is abundant testimony.
The

most popular of the legends regarding St. Patrick is that which gives
him credit for driving all the snakes and
similar vermin out of Ireland. The story
is told in one of the most popular of Irish
songs, from which the following was
taken:
There’s not a mile in Ireland’s Isle where
the dirty vermin musters;
Where’er he put his dear forefoot he
murdered them in clusters.
The toads went hop, the frogs went flop,
slap dash into the xcater.
And the beasts committed suicide to save
themselves from slaughter!
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Action Editorials

financial assistance. We

can

avoid re-

peating gossip. We can think more and
talk less many times, with advantage to
to ourselves and our associates.
We can use our right of the ballot to
express our approval or disapproval of
local, state or Federal governments.
We can smile more often and frown
less.
We can find more to be thankful for
if we grumble less.
We can save a little more by wasting a
little less.

It does not cost dollars to be tolerant,
to be kind, to be cheerful and to maintain the same high standards of moral
character that we expect of those in positions of trust — both public and private.
From

Clients’ Service Bulletin
ican Appraisal Company.

For

Safer

of the Amer-

Living

Better take a second look at that tiny
wound you may have received on your
hand or fingers recently. Whether it’s a
small scrape, cut, puncture wound, or
even the tiniest of pin pricks, it is a potential source of infection — one of the
most serious causes of disabling injuries
on record to date.
It is especially important

What

Can We

As 1952 unveils it is difficult not to be
confused in the fogs or smoke screens
created within our individual fields, the
United States spheres of activity, or in
world affairs. Fortunately or otherwise,
depending upon point of view, we are
now living in an age when former barriers of distance and topography have
been largely eliminated by modern means
of communication and transportation.
No longer can we individually or collectively take a position on the sidelines
and just watch the parade go by. Whether we like it or not, we are committed to,
and a part of, the world stream. Will it
carry us to a calm sea of world peace or
to raging waters that will eventually
engulf us unless we are able to protect
ourselves against the winds of inflation
and the waves of graft, greed, and communism?
In spite of the fact that no other nation
enjoys the freedom and opportunities of
these United States largely as a result of
our free enterprise system, still there are
those who advocate:
pitting class against class.

Do?

taxing the fruits of success and industry to accomplish a levelling of disposable income and to help the improvident
or incompetent,
that Government compete in the present fields of private enterprise,
attacking anything big because of size
alone.
What can we as individuals do to help
convert from the present state of confusion to a sound road to progress? We
can individually resolve to do our particular work a little better, a little faster,
a little more carefully, a little more cheerfully. Instead of envying our associates’
or our neighbors’ successes, we can determine to improve ourselves and to develop our latent abilities. We can avoid
destructive criticism of others, but make
constructive suggestions if we know a
better way. The Suggestion System offers this opportunity.
Most of us owe our livelihood to group
endeavor; we can often assist our coworkers at least with an encouraging
word. We can help others in time of
trouble more often with deeds than by

for everyone

to pay prompt attention to the smaller
variety of wounds which may harbor
more serious types of bacteria. For example, blood poisoning, one of the most
serious of infections, often results from a
minor wound unless properly treated.
Whether or not these small injuries
will cause you trouble depends upon
many conditions; the type and virulence
of germs which get into the wounds, their
ability
to multiply,
and the
body’s
ability
to
resist
the advance
of the
infection.
Unfortunately, the victim himself is unable to determine any of these factors.
A person’sandbesthave
protection
is to properly
take no
chances
the injury
cared for immediately after it occurs.
The following precautions will help
you avoid the possibility of dangerous
infections:
Care for the skin break as soon as possible after it occurs. Wash the wound
and surrounding area thoroughly with
soap and running water. Apply reliable
antiseptic and a sterile dressing. This
will help to destroy any germs in the
wound and prevent further exposure. The
effectiveness of these three measures is
cleansing 85%, sterilizing 10%, and protection 5%.
Puncture wounds to hands or fingers
or to any part of the body, in fact, should
receive prompt medical attention. It is
from
velop. such wounds that the most serious
types of infection, such as lockjaw, deYour safest bet, particularly if you are
in doubt about the proper treatment of a
minor wound, is to see your doctor, or
pay a visit to the Studio Hospital if the
injury occurs on the lot.
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T'would be a day of revelry
indeed if the beautiful headline
on this month's cover were ever
to become a reality. Actually
the scene was staged, with Producer Sam Engel, left, and TCF
Director Henry Koster on the
receiving end of newsboy George
Phelps' April Fool edition. Even
though no bill was really passed
abolishing income tax, it does
the heart good to see our dreams
made just a little less fantastic
by a scene like this.
Fun to look at, isn't it?

Photograph by Jack Pashkovsky

SHAMROY

There is only one cameraman in Hollywood who can boast of three Academy Award wins, plus nomination for
another. That man is Leon Shamroy,
one of the
cinematographers andindustry’s
a TCFer, top
on and
off, for
the past 32 years.
In analyzing what it takes to be tops
in the field of cinematography, Shamroy gave his personal views on the subject. Adversity is the cameramans
greatest blessing, he says. “The only
time you do anything great is through
adversity. It makes you work harder,

This harder.”
“tough” attitude toward picture
think
making is a result of Shamroy s own
experience and his comprehensive observation of many other lensmen.
Shamroy says that the clever, ingenious cameraman who battles against
such ill fortune with courage and perspiration-inspired genius, is the man
who has a chance to produce something really outstanding.
Shamroy s career with this studio
has been a colorful one. He began in
1920 in the laboratory of the Fox Film
Company. His first bid for fame was
made in 1927 when he photographed
and co-produced “The Last Moment,”
a psychological movie. Although the
picture was voted honor film of 192S
by the National Board of Review, the
Shamroy’ s
almostForbecame
lecture
Swan Song.”
artistic pictures
and
an unartistic box office did
not mix.
P or the next two years Shamroy
worked with the late Robert J. Flaherty doing documentary camera work
on New Mexican Indian life. When
that picture was nearly completed, it
was lost in a fire.
By 1933 Shamroy was back in Hollywood and was gaining recognition for
his creative work with lighting and
color photography. He has been under
contract to 20th Century-Fox since
1939 and at present is shooting Darryl
Zanuck s The Snows of Kilimanjaro.”
Shamrotj’s success at 20th has been
accompanied by Academy Awards for
“The Black Swan,” in 1942; “Wilson,”
in 1944
Her to the
Heaven,”
in
1945. and
He “Leave
also received
Look

Award for “12 O’clock High” in 1949.
His recent work on “David and
Bathsheba” has placed him among the
top cinematographers in the industry
for This
1951.honor is befitting Leon Shamroy, TCF camera ace, who worked
himself to the top the hard way — with
the help of adversity.
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Heading the TCF Casting Department is Billy Gordon, Executive Casting Director, second from
right. Here Mr. Gordon listens to a recorded test of a prospective new player. Present at the
recorded audition are left to right. Casting Directors Owen McLean, Bill Maybery and James Ryan
(extreme right) .

Executive Secretary to Billy Gordon is Gerry
Nomis. It is her job to coordinate the many
activities of the department such as the borrowing and lending
views for various

of tests, and
players'

arranging

inter-

parts.

The Player s The Thing
Df utmost importance in the production of
high quality pictures is the Twentieth Century-Fox Casting Department, whose expert
judgment is reflected in TCF films.
Photographs hij Jack Pashkovsky

Of the elements that are blended together in a drama to produce a genuinely
Business Manager of fhe Casting Department is
Estelle Richter. She is responsible for all contract preparations which are not handled by
Bnlv Gordon and Lew Schreiber.

effective result, the importance of characters and characterization can’t be overestimated. For it is within the characters
of a drama that the work achieves an
aspect of living, breathing reality. Only
tlirough human characters can this illusion of reality be realized by the creators
of a work of art.
The immense task of selecting talent
which will afford realism to 20th Century-Fo.x productions is one of the many
functions of the Casting Department
which, headed by Executive Casting Director W. L. Gordon, maintains a staff of
casting directors and
standing ability.

coaches

of out-

One of the policies of the Casting
Department which has accounted for the
popularity of 20th Century-Fox pictures
is that of developing and grooming new
personalities who show outstanding ability and promise. People from every medium are given the opportunity to display their talents through the Casting
The job of handling the large amount of agents'
interviews and hundreds of phone calls received
each day by the Casting Department falls on
the shoulders of Pique Klein, left, and Dona
Nicoloff.

4

Department’s program.
Highlighting this quest for new talent
are Saturday morning auditions which
are held weekly on the lot. At these audi-

tions, Mr. Gordon and his Casting Directors; James Ryan, Bill Mayberry and
Owen McLean review all new talent
spotted during the week at little theatre
performances, on radio, in unixersity
theatre groups and through other presentations. Many of 20th Centur\-Fox’s
younger players have been discovered in
this way. Jeffrey Hunter, popular TCF
player, was

signed to a contract

as a

result of his performance in “All My
Sons” as a theatre arts student at U. C.
L. A. Anne Francis, although young in
years, has an extensixe theatre career.
She was spotted in her first picture by
Billy Gordon and was gix’en a test. This
was followed by a long term contract.
She has achieved popularity almost ox ernight as a result of her appearance in
ELOPEMENT, her first TCF role. Other
young actors have been gixen a chanee
to appear in 20th Century-Fox pictures
through
the Casting
Department’s
and extensive
search for
ability.

alert

20th’s search for nexv talent is not limited to young people. In the past fexv
years, the studio has made an effort to
obtain distinctive character actors as
well. Many nexv faces and types haxe
come to the sereen through this search,
which is an endless one. ■

point up their special attributes, rather
than running them through a standardized test in assembly line fashion. By
this method, the actors’ virtues are more
clearly brought to light, enabling a truer
evaluation of their merit.
Although

the west coast is an excellent

source of new talent, TCP’s Casting Department gives special attention to weekly reports which are forwarded from the
studio’s office in New York. From that
metropolis comes a weekly account of
talent spotted by scouts in the area in all
phases of entertainment

such as radio,

television, stage plays, stock companies,
little theatres, fashion agencies, etc.
Esther

Silver of the New

Talent

Division

of the

Casting Department is secretary to Helena Sorrell. She assists in the setting up of dozens of
tests each
sonalities.

week

in TCP's

quest

for new

per-

.Many of the studio’s talented newcomers
have come to the attention of Billy Gordon and his casting stafiF as a result of
these New York reports.

Billy Gordon talks over a scene with Gloria Gordon, left, and Mary Sullivan. These two young
ladies were recently signed to contracts at
20th

Century-Pox

in the light of tests conducted

by the Casting

Department.

Malvina

dramatic

In addition to this constant search for
If it is the Casting Department’s policy
to discover gifted actors in every age
category, so it is that department’s New
Talent division which rehearses and prepares these actors for a test. Under the
super\ision of Billy Gordon, who is in
charge of both the Casting and the New
Talent Department, this section of casting is constantly coaching and grooming
Thespians in their art.
Of fundamental importance to the talent coaches in that department is the
fact that each actor is an individual personality, with definite characteristics of
ability and physical appearance.

With

their particular assets in mind, these aspirants are coached in such a way as to

new talent, the Casting Department
maintains a capable staff which has a
variety of duties. Daily requests for extras are teletyped to Central Casting
from the department
needs.
The drawing
weekly

Helena

Sorrell, left, test director

and

dramatic

of hundreds

is another

of contracts

job of the Casting

Department.
Proof of the efficiency of the studio’s
casting branch can be found in any theatre showing a 20th Century-Fox picture.
For each TCF film is a reflection of the
good judgment

of the staff of the Cast-

ing Department — one of the many production departments which works to
produce
pictures.

coach, gives some good advice to Virginia
McGuire. Virginia was being groomed for a
screen test and a chance for a TCP contract.

to fill production

Always a
the extra
to right
assistant

outstanding

20th

Century-Fox

Pox,

coach

and

talent

scout,

seated, listens to Tommy Hatten's reading
scene. Under Miss Fox's guidance. Tommy
given
a teit for evaluation
Directors.

by

TCP's

of a
was

Casting

busy place is the Casting Department's outer office. The office's four man staff handles
players and arranges daily calls for extras and bit players among its many other tasks. Left
are Art Shoaf, Paul Stanhope, George Light and Walt Whaley. George and Walt are
casting directors.
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Scene of this picture is the Sedona, Arizona location of PONY SOLDIER with Joe Newman at the helm, whose production progress has been hampered
by adverse weather conditions. One member of the cast was stricken with pneumonia and had to be hospitalized. PONY SOLDIER is employing a crew
and cast of 180, with three hundred Indians from nearby reservations being employed in the picture. Featured players in PONY SOLDIER are Tyrone
Power, seated, left and Tomas Gomez, right.

Nine Pictures to Roll In April
f

With a bulging production schedule
on the agenda for April, the Production
Office released news of the busy program
for the month. Currently shooting is the
Darryl Zanuck production of Ernest
Hemingway’s SNOWS
OF KILIMANJARO, with Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner in the feature spots. The picture,
with its setting Africa, is being directed
by Henry King and is scheduled to finish
.\pril 9th.
Currently in production and slated for
an April 22nd wind-up is DARLING, I
AM GROWING
YOUNGER
with Cary
Grant in the stellar role. Howard Hawks
is directing the comedy which deals with
a research scientist and a rejuvenation
formula. Sol Siegel is producing.
TRIO

TO

BEGIN

THE

7TH

Three pictures are scheduled to begin
production on April 7th. First of these
is STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER,
the Technicolor pic about the life of John
Philip Sousa, noted composer and band
leader. The musical is being handled by
Lamar Trotti and Henry Ko.ster, in producer and director spots, respectively.
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Number

two

to roll on that date is

MY WIFE’S BEST FRIEND, a comedy
to be directed by Richard Sale. The story
is about a couple’s second honeymoon
with near-tragic complications. Robert
Bassler will produce.
Final production to roll on April 7th
is NIGHT WITHOUT
SLEEP, a psychological drama starring Garry Merrill
and Linda Darnell. Story is essentially
about a man who has a nightmare and
then is uncertain whether it really haj^pened or not. Roy Baker will direct the
suspense thriller, while Robert Bassler
produces.
MUSICAL

TO

Emma his wife pawns her jewelry and
with the money she has saved, rescues
the show. George Jessel will produce
TONIGHT WE SING.
Two pictures are scheduled to begin
during the last week in April. THE
MAN WHO
FOOLED
HITLER, a Julian Blaustein production, will begin the
latter part of the month. The exciting
story, which has wartime Austria as its
setting, is about a German engineering
student who abandons blind respect for
Nazi doctrines and manages to turn blueprints of German V-2 rockets over to the
British. Director of the swift moving
drama is as yet unnamed.

START

Set to begin production on April I4th
is Technicolored TONIGHT
WE SING
which stars “South Pacific’s” Ezio Pinza.
Story is about a poor Russian who, with
a great love for music, works hard to
enable people of all nations to see and
hear great artists. He becomes famous
and marries a girl from his native land.
At the time when their show is ready to
open, financial troubles make it look like
the show will fold before it starts. But

'BLOODHOUNDS'

FINAL

APRIL

STARTER

Final production slated for an April
starting date is BLOODHOUNDS
OF
BROADWAY,
a Technicolor picture
which George Jessel will produce. The
Damon Runyn story takes us to New
York during the early thirties and deals
with Runyon characters like Dave the
Dude and Gurtaintime Gharlie. The musical comedy will be directed by Harmon Jones.

S
W
E
N
D
mi iO'

MEETING
POST m HOLDS EX-UOMMMOERS’
To Be Honored STUDIO
Industry
their term of office were Past ComThe Twentieth Century-Fox American
The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce has arranged a tribute to the motion picture industry, as “Southern California’s best known business,” at a banquet in the Biltmore Bowl on April 15th.
The celebration will commemorate the
50th anniversary of the opening of the
first
exclusive
movie house here; Tally’s
Electric
Theatre.
MPAA president Eric Johnston and
Charles P. Skouras, board chairman of
the Theatre Owners of America have
accepted invitations to speak at the affair, which will also honor other industry
leaders and stars.
The significance of film production
here and its major contribution to the
economic well-being of this area will be
told by Terrell C. Drinkwater, president
of the chamber.

Legion

Post 563 held a Past Commanders’ meeting March 18th and those
past commanders that were available
attended and related some of the trials
and tribulations of past years when they
were at the helm. Several Commanders
have passed away and each was given a
moment of silence. So honored were
Max Lary and Jack Percy.
Many of the new Legionaires of World
War II learned a lot about the beginning
of the Post and much past history from
such old timers as Joe Keenan, George
Hover, Lou Witte, Hugh Conlon and
others.
Joe Keenan took over the meeting
from the present Commander, Dick Darling and with much wit and humorous
needling of the present and past Commanders, kept the meeting going at a
fast pace. Introduced in the order of

manders Lou Witte, A1 Halperin, Sol
Halprin, A1 De Weese, Harold Gordon
and Art Webb. Each spoke a moment or
two
tion. on the highlights of his administraDiscussed at the meeting was the next
Sawtelle Hospital visitation which will
be on Easter Sunday. Any Legionaires
who would like to help out for an hour
or two will be welcomed. He may be
assured that Hospital Chairman Earl
Bright will be happy to receive a call
which will let him know that comrades
in sick beds have not been forgotten.
The Post will also operate an amusement game at the hospital this month
with $50 in cash prizes for the veterans.
This money is supplied from the funds
received at Christmas time last year from
the
Post members’ many friends and coworkers.

X-Ray Unit To Appear On Lot
A mobile chest x-ray unit will be on
the lot beginning Monday, April 14th
for the convenience of TCF employees
and will remain throughout the week,
if the demand necessitates it.
A chest x-ray will be free to all employees and members of their families.
The location of the x-ray unit has not
been definitely decided, but bulletins
will announce its location soon.
This free service of having the chest
x-rayed takes only a minute. It is something that should be done by every person on the lot, regardless of physical
condition.
Contact the Studio Club, Ext. 745, immediately for an appointment.

mepHOHB ms
When

you call a party and get a wrong num-

ber, have the courtesy to say you're sorry. Often,
a secretary will hurry to answer a ringing phone,
only to be greeted by a click and then a dial
tone. "Sorry, wrong number"
difference in the world.

makes

all the

TCFer TO PRESENT SHOW AT CAMP PENDLETON
With the coming of summer weather
come thoughts of vacations, fishing trips
and the general comforts of home. We
are Americans living in a free country
with unlimited opportunities to think
and do just as people should be allowed
to do all over the world. However there
are so many people in this world who do
not have the rights of democracy.
With the scourge of war comes the
need of our own people to leave all the
comforts of home and the environment
of friends and loved ones and go to other
countries where democracy does not exist
and vacations and fishing trips are unthought of.
For these Americans who are giving
up these things, there is a need which
we can fulfil. And that is the providing
of entertainment to servicemen and
women all over the country.
Jimmie Taylor, with the cooperation

of many

wonderful artists at 20th Century-Fox and other representatives of
show business, has been able to present
variety shows for military camps.
From

Sawtelle Hospital, the Long

Beach Naval Hospital and the’ El Toro
Marine Air Station have come reports
from their commanding officers, stating
their thanks and expressions of gratitude
for the finest shows their bases have ever
enjoyed. Even at the present time, preparations are now being made for the
largest variety show ever attempted for
presentation at Camp Pendleton on
March 30th for approximately 10,000
Marines.
Our hat is off to the military men and
women of today and to all of the artists
and personnel who have so graciously
given their time and talent to make possible the entertainment presented at military camps and hospitals in this area.
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If At First

you

DON’T
SUCCEED
try, try, try again, goes the old saying of persistence. It isn’t
often that a person realizes his goal on the very first attempt.
History reveals thousands of tales of men who have achieved
success only after years of persistent eflfort.
“For the ‘umpteenth’ time — will you marry me?” said the
bent and bearded old man to the wrinkled little lady in the
rocking chair. “Yes,” she replied.
The same principle is applicable to the Suggestion System
which is in e.xistence at 20th Century-Fox. Through this system fort}'-one employees have received awards for their ideas.
In a good percentage of cases, these suggestion winners have

Being congratulated by Sol Halprin, right. Head of Camera Department,
is Louis Halford, Maintenance, whose suggestion that barrels used for
shipping film be treated with a preservative to lengthen their life. Treatment will allow barrels to withstand extremely rough usage. The suggestion won Halford an award.

been ‘repeat perfonners’; employees who have submitted other
suggestions which, for various reasons, could not be adopted.
Since the inception of the Suggestion System at the studio
one year ago, 514 suggestions have been submitted. Although
all of these suggestions have been good and are an indication
that TCF employees are alert and anxious to discover ways of
saving the studio time and money, not all of them could be
adopted. There were various reasons for this. In many cases,
submitted suggestions promulgated ideas which had been suggested previously and were in the process of being weighed or
adopted. Other suggestions, after a careful evaluation by the

Suggestion Committee, were found to be non-adoptable because of a high expense necessary to carry out the idea. Still
others, given a trial period, did not result in an improvement
or were impractical.
One thing is eertain. When you submit a suggestion, regardless of how basic or complex an idea it presents, it will be given
eareful attention and an award will be presented to you if the
suggestion can be adopted.
Be persistent. If your previous suggestions have failed to
bag a cash award, turn in another. Keep in mind that wrinkled
old lady that said “Yes.”

Winner

of a suggestion award is Aaron Halperin, right. Background Projection. Halperin suggested that Eastman Perforations Movement be installed in the Process or Steady Printer at the Lab. The idea allows the
studio a saving of approximately $600 per year in the purchase of focus
chart prints. Jim Gordon, Head of Optical Printing, examines perforations.
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Co-authors of a prize winning suggestion are Bill Mace, left, and John
Ehrin, both of the Film Editorial Department. They suggested that the
studio reloop lab negatives for fade-in and fade-out titles. The idea will
cut costs by saving film. The amount of film saved is illustrated by Bill
and John, who hold 'before' and 'after' samples.

Tke "Cifes" Hate St

The eyes are generally recognized as
being the key to a person’s facial expression and an important means of identification. There are some who say that
the eyes register a person’s innermost
thoughts and emotions.
Pictured here are six TCFers with their
eyes blocked out. Below are enlargements of their eyes, but not in tbe same
order as the pictures.
Try your hand at matching the eyes
with their owners. If you get six out of
six, consider yourself an exceUent judge
of character. Five right is very good,
four is about average. Less than four
and you had better examine your coworkers a little more carefully.
Correct match-ups are on page 15.

STANLEY

WITT

Mail

DOLORES

LORIN

STOCKTON

Legal

D. GRIGNON

ED PARTYKA
Cafe

ELI ALUMBAUGH
Labor

Drapery

DOROTHEA

SMITH

Sound
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(PICO and OVERLAND)

EXERCISING TO RESUME
As a result of the success of the recent series of exercise sessions held on
the lot, there is a strong possibility that
a new series will begin in the very near
future. Several interested girls have contacted the Studio Club regarding this
matter. Date of the series and tuition fee
are indefinite as yet. Individual fee will
be determined by the number of employees who join in a new exercise series.
If you would like to be included among
those participating in a new exercise program, tell the Studio Club. The larger
the enrollment, the smaller the tuition.
Call Ext. 745 and sign up.

CAGERS

FINISH SEASON

Winding up a \ery successful season,
the Twentieth Century-Fox basketball
club completed its competition last week
with a tussle with Hals of Hollywood.
The TCF squad played a total of ten
league games, with the boys improving
with each game. Although the club did
not win a trophy, members of the team
enjoyed the season \ery much and are
looking forward
tion.

to next year’s competi-

Bill Jurgensen, spokesman for the
basketball team, especially wants to
thank the fellows who turned out for
play and wishes also to thank those on
the lot responsible for supplying the boys
with the sharp suits which they wore
throughout the ten weeks of play.

60 Attend 3-Dimension Show
A showing of 3-dimensional slides on
the lot was enthusiastically received by
more than sixty TCFers and friends last
March

12th under

For many,

this was

were

a first glimpse of

the phenomenon of third dimension photography and projection. The effect was
quite startling, even to those familiar

EYEFUL
PARIS

OF

It is hoped that a similar showing

The 18th Annual
Los Angeles

POLICE SHOW
SHRINE

with the process.
will

be presented on the lot in the near future. The newly formed Camera class
plans to do work of this type in connection with its new outline of activities.
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AN

the direction of John

Cagle. Many of the slides shown
pictures taken on the lot.

to one

of the most accurate fishing seasons in its
history next year. The Studio Club has
obtained a Hanson Fishing Scale which
can register weights up to 100 pounds.
Although there was no need for a scale
during the past fishing season because
\ ery few fish were trapped by the local
deep-sea artists, 1952 could prove to be a
big year, barracuda-wise. At any rate the
scale is available and it is hoped that it
will see much action in the forthcoming
man \s. fish episodes of the coming
season.

Adults .... S2.60
Children . . . SI. 90

APRIL

CLUB

AUDITORIUM

May 1 St to 1 4th
— Call Studio Club —

With all but four weeks’ competition
under their belts, the TCF Bowling
League rolled into its last few meetings
as the Tyrone Power squad jumped into
first place with a ten-point lead over
Jeanne Crain. In third spot is Jean Peters, while Henry

King’s Aces hold fourth

The Delmer Daves team bowled a senposition.
sational high series during the March
20th competition. They displaced Peck’s
Polecats’ previous high of 2364 with their
2436. TheRonnie
Daves Baker,
squad members,
‘Red’
Davies,
Henry Camusi
and Ed De Cuir were red hot, with Camusi high for the evening with a 711 series. He still owns high game average
for the season, with Ed De Cuir and
George Emerzian second and third in
that order.
In girls’ play, Jean Baxter is still high
with 152. Jean Hansen and Marguerite
Smith are close behind with 150.
Final alley meet will be April 17th,
Sweepstakes Night. Highlight of the
evening will be the play-off between
Gregory Peck and winner of the second
half of competition, probably Tyrone
Power.
team
beautiful V\^inning
trophy.

will recei\e

a

The bowling season will officially end
on April 24th when the bowling banquet
will be held. Every one of the bowlers
is looking forward to this affair after 30

V. eeks

of hard,

fast play.

Theatre Try-Outs Held
Try-outs for “Detective Story,” fastmoving drama to be presented by the
Studio Club Playhouse early next month,
were held on the lot March 17th, 18th
and 19th in the Old Cafeteria, with a
record turn out on hand to compete for
roles. Lonnie Raidor, director of the
show, says that response to the call for
actors was unprecedented, except in the
case of musicals which have been presented bythe studio acting group. “Thirty-five people turned out, with all but
two or three parts being set,” said Raidor.
Rehearsals have now begun for the
melodrama. Dress rehearsal will be held
during the last week of April, with the
first
scheduled for the first
week performance
in May.
Watch

bulletin boards for definite in-

formation about “Detective Story” which
promises to be a top-notch presentation.

ACTIVITIES
NEW CAMERA CLASS BEGINS
Because the last series of Camera
classes was so successful, a new series of
ten meetings has been inaugurated. First
of the evening sessions was held March
26th, under the guidance of John Cagle,
Board of Education mentor and instructor for the last 10-week series.
Cagle has outlined plans for the class,
which should prove an interesting program to beginners and advanced camera
enthusiasts alike. Some of the subjects to
be covered are: shooting pictures in third
dimension; photography of children and
pets; mounting, filing and projection of
pictures; exposure technique; light
sources and color temperature measurement.
Tliose interested in signing up for the
course may still do so. Fee for the complete series is $2.50. Call the Studio Club
if you would like to be included in the
Camera

class’ interesting program.

Swimming Class Carries On
Mixing business with pleasure, the
Twentieth Century-Fox Swimming class
continued with its series of twenty water
sessions, with twelve meetings still remaining on the schedule.
Swimming instructor Steve Miletik
reports that both the beginning and advanced students are doing very well under the progressive system which he is
employing.
Students are given the opportunity to
do very much as they please. Those
genuinely interested in learning the fundamentals of correct form and stroke
have the coach there at all times to give
them valid instruction. Those who wish
to develop individual styles without formal instruction may do that too.
Advanced swimmers can be seen each
Wednesday evening practicing their
swimming and diving form at the Beverly
Hills High School pool where the weekly
swim meets are held.
Studio workers are reminded that they
may attend the swimming sessions any
week they wish, without signing up for
the complete series. Tuition fee for each
attendance is 50c. You may bring as
many guests as you wish. A lifeguard is
on duty throughout the evening.
With warm weather on tap from now
on, a dip in the pool after a day’s work
is very refreshing. If you would like to
be included in the festivities bring a
towel, swim suit and fifty cents to the
Beverly Hills High swimming pool next
Wednesday and join the fun.

Scenic Arts Students Learn Tricks Of The Trade
The last meeting of the Scenic Arts
class found a guest scenic artist giving
detailed instruction to the eighteen enthusiastic members of the class. The
guest artist, a veteran of many years’ experience in the field of scenic painting,
gave instruction in the making of foliage
backgrounds of every variety. During the
two-hour period, the artist completed an
entire foliage backing which was prepared earlier by the Scenic Arts Department staff. While painting the variety of
foliage on the canvas, he explained how,
by varying the brush strokes, the leaves

of many different types of trees could be
simulated.
Regular instructor of the Scenic Arts
class is Scott McLean, whose informative
lectures have been very well received by
the class. Thusfar, five meetings have
been held, with eleven weeks remaining
on the 16-meeting agenda.
With the groundwork well covered.
Scenic Arts students will soon be given
a chance to do painting on canvas. All
the students are looking forward to this,
as it will present an opportunity to apply
the principles which they have learned
during the past lectures.

ENTHUSIASM GROWS IN FILM EDITING CLASS
As the Film Editing series progresses,
enthusiasm over the class has increased,
with members of the sessions receiving
practical training in the use of film editing equipment.
Instructor of the class is Ed Brokaw,
U.C.L.A. instructor in Theatre Arts. He
has given informative lectures dealing
with the fundamentals and theories of
film editing as a basis for study for the
class.
Guest instructor at the March 27th
meeting was Wally White, in charge of
cutting in the Special Photographic Effects Department and one of Ray Kel-

log’s right hand men. He discussed the
matte shot, an effect employed very often
by the Photographic Effects Dejiartment.
White explained the method of achieving
the matte shot, accompanying his lecture
with still pictures of mattes done by the
department. He also discussed briefly
the glass shot and the flexibility of
camera movement which the glass shot
allows.
His presentation was well received by
the students. After White’s discourse, the
class did some practical work with the
moviola and other equipment used by
the cutter.

Several students of the Film Editing class examine a scene in the moviola. Standing left to right
are Elwell Jackson, Dick Von Opel, Leonard Corso, Morris Feuer, Everett Capps and Jack Kirschner. Seated at moviola is Bernie Cooper, Film Library Head who has given lectures at the class.
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Around

The Lot In Pic:
THE ELECTRICIANS' UNION has a new aspirant in Bingo, chimpanzee
working in Howard Hawks' DARLING, I AM GROWING YOUNGER. Not
only did she learn to work the dimmer bank but she even went to the
Casting Department to sign a contract for the picture. Bingo's coach on
the dimmer is Clarence 'Woody' Woods. Charles Coburn can be seen
sneaking a look in background.

A NEW BUS ROUTE has been inaugurated by the Transportation Department.
Map illustrates new course of the studio taxi which now comes to rest in front
of the Script Department rather than across the street. Reason for change is
that sloping ground at former stop caused the bus door to close rapidly, often
causing injury. Julia Miller, Script, prepares to enter the cab which Jerry
Kennedy has halted at new stop-off.

NOBODY JUST RETIRES said members of the 20th CenturyFox Police Department. So when popular Dave Berry decided
to retire after 23 years of service on the lot, the boys got
together and presented him with the beautiful leather easy
chair in which he is seated, above. Dave started at the studio
in 1928 as a set watchman. Now living with his granddaughter, Dave's principal occupations are gardening and babysitting. Pictured left to right are Ridley Billick, Lt. James
Donaldson who served as spokesman for the Police Department,
'Red' Davies and Freddie McPhie.

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH to Clayton Huffine, Transportation, is when his 4-months-old son. Ward, amid smiles of satisfaction,
does a balancing act on poppa's hand. Clayton reports that the little guy started doing this when he was only three months old and has
been getting sharper ever since. From the looks of things. Ward might easily develop into a top flight balancing artist. You never know.
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And Words
TOBY BROWN of Sound Effects Editing got word from the Naval Reserve that
he must report to San Diego April 9th.
Lots of luck, Tobe. We’ll be looking for
you soon. . . . Designer EDDIE STEVENSON of Ladies’ Wardrobe is recovering from a recent eye operation. Expects to be back in a couple of weeks.
. . . DOLORES STOCKTON and MARY
RUSNEK of Legal both tried out for the
hard-boiled blonde in the Studio Club
Playhouse production of ‘Detective
Story.’ Dolores couldn’t get hard-boiled
enough, Mary got the part. . . . LEO
TOVER, A.S.C., spent several weeks of
lay-off time at Palm Springs trying to

THE RED CROSS MOBILE BLOOD BANK made its first 1952 appearance on the lot March 5th.
314 generous TCFers turned out to donate blood which is so sorely needed by our Armed Forces
at the present time. Other needs will be filled by these contributions also. Family members of
studio employees will be aided through these donations, as well as other civilians in the event of a
disaster of any kind. Second visit of the year will be on October 8th.

THE METAMORPHOSIS is complete. Like a caterpillar which transforms into a beautiful butterfly,
so the Tennessee Park Building has been transformed into a modern, attractive two-story edifice.
The building, formerly a one-story structure, was given the 'new look' in order to provide much
needed office space. The project was supervised by Jack Ferguson, TCF Structural Engineer.

RECENT CELEBRATION
at the Western Avenue
Studio found telephone
operator Helen King guest
of honor after a leave of
several months. She is the
wife of Ed King, Police
Captain at W.A. Scene of the
party was Western's Telephone
Office, brightly decorated for the
occasion. Left to right are Wally
Pealer, Leta Blitz, Helen, Rose
Robinson, Vi Chapman and Mike
Kartiganer.

forget. He’s back now for MY 'WIFE’S
BEST FRIEND and he’s got a tan an
inch thick. . . . Congrats to BOB
WEATHERFORD
of the Cutting Department. He became a father on March
22nd. It was a girl — 8 pounds, 10 (not
shillings). This makes it girl, boy, girl.
They call her Ann Marie. . . . MORRIS SMITH, precision machinist in Camera was appointed cubmaster of Pack 165
recently. Results thus far: Morris got a
nervous stomach from his first speech.
. . . Nurse TWILA HODGES at the
Sedona, Arizona location dropped a line
to her co-workers. Reports that she has
fallen in the mud three times, now owns
a baby jackrabbit which she feeds with
an eye dropper and is branding Indians
on the wrist with her fountain pen. Ah,
wilderness!! . . . Seems a chemical reaction caused a small bottle to explode in
the Prop Makers Department March 20th.
LES WARBURTON walked away from
the burst but HARRIS and DON LEE
got shrapnel in the back of their laps.
Ouch! . . . GRANT SMITH, Cutting, just
became a poppa 7 hours ago at this writing. An 8-pound, 4-ounce girl. Mama,
poppa, baby and the Cutting Department are all doing nicely. . . . JUANITA
BONFIGLIO of the Cafe has been elevated to the post of Executive Hostess.
. . . Another baby. SKIPPY DELFINO
of Property became a pop for the third
time on March 8th. Two boys, now a
girl. Linda Marie is her name. . . . Paradox of the
month:
LEONwearing
‘YO-YO’ a LOVE
of the
Prop
Makers
green
corduroy
work
St. Patrick’s
Day. . . shirt
. Gladto to
hearon that
GERTY
CASEY’s husband (Ladies’ Wardrobe) is
on the mend. . . . Hey, McVEY — what’s
the pitch on the dent in your back end?
Nothing that a little body work can’t
fix. . . . HARRY BRAND, Head of Pulicity, is home now after an operation.
Action

wishes him a speedy recovery and
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a quick return to duty. . . . That’s 30

for April.
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"HAMS''
This is the first in a series of interviews of
Twentieth Century-Fox employees who as amateur operators are an important link both in
general communications and particularly in our
present need for adequate Civil Defense.

“One of the many wonderful advantages of ham radio as a hobby,” says
Leonard, “is the practicability of it. It is
a hobby which allows a young man or
young lady (and there are plenty of lady

One of the foremost amateur radio operators in the Los Angeles area is Harry
Leonard, TCF Sound Re-recording Supervisor. A visit to the Leonard home in
West Los Angeles is testimony to this
fact, for there Harry has at his disposal
a fabulous storehouse of communications
equipment of inestimable value.
Leonard, who was recently appointed
coordinator of communications for the
Medical Division of Civil Defense in Los

bams, including Leonard’s wife Helene,
W6QOG) to learn a profession while
having a fascinating time.” Harry explains that the hobby is a tremendously
satisfying one also. Countless times ham
operators have been instrumental in the
arranging of conversations between
American servicemen overseas and their
anxious families. “The usefulness of this
hobby is attested by the fact that in cases
of civilian disaster, amateur radio communications has been the only possible

Angeles, has been associated with amateur communications since 1920 when,
in his home in Hackensack, New Jersey,
he obtained his first ‘ham’ license. He
moved to California in 1926 to become
W6MBD, a call which is familiar to hams
all over the world.
During
30-plus years
teur radio,Leonard’s
he has contacted
hams ininama170
different countries. He owns a DXCC
certificate — confirmation by the Federal
Communications Commission of at least
100 contacts with foreign countries. Since
the end of World War II, Leonard has
contacted amateurs in Egypt, Basutoland,
Finland, Gambia, Ethiopia, Siam, Papua,
Russia, Eritrea, Isle of Man, Korea, India,
Nigeria and many more.

W6MBD
Every time an amateur operator establishes contact with a ham in a foreign
country, an exchange of QSL cards is
made. This confirmation of contacts is
proof that a ‘QSO’ took place. It is
this verification by QSL cards that determines whether a ham will make DXCC
or not, for he must submit 100 legitimate
contact cards as evidence of his having
talked to hams in 100 diflFerent countries.

means of reaching stricken victims.”
Leonard’s realization of the urgency of
adequate communications in the event of
a civilian disaster is attested by the fact
that he pioneered the establishment of a
communications center at the Fox Ritz
Theatre, first of many proposed disaster
stations in this area.
In summing up his views on the subject, Leonard avows his pride in being
part of the network of more than 99,000
hams in America who, while enjoying a
captivating hobby, are serving a practical and useful need in communieations
throughout the world.
• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

CHARLES BICKFORD & BOB WATERFIELD

SAVE
on

offer you

everything
in our

A TELLER Appliance Company

Copper
Free

Bottom Special
FOR APRIL
with every purchase of a

REFRIGERATOR,
A

BEAUTIFUL,

FREEZER

5-PIECE

OR RANGE!

SET OF

EKCOWARE

Sparkling Stainless Steel Utensils with Shimmering

Copper

Bottoms

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson Blvd., L. A. 48
ROBERTSON

CR. 1-1135

JACK

at THIRD

RUSH,

STREET

Manager

Ask Abouf Our Wholesale Food Freezer Plan
Open

Tuesday

and Thursday

Evenings

Until 9:00 P.M.

BR. 2-5506

JEWELRY
and

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ElEaRICAl
• RADIOS
APPLIANCES
•• FOUNTAIN
JEWELRY

PENS

• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE

GIFT
sample
line

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership
cardour
for display
identification and visit
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

CALIFORNIA
Near Olympic
Blvd

369 S. Robertson

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment
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SHOP

(T'fO

.

.

Complete it Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

Correct Answers to "The 'Eyes'
Have It!"
A — Eli Alumbaugh

.T

and BOYS

ALTY”
CARL
WEISS,
SLACKS OUR SPECI

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
10643 Pico Blvd.

Mgr.

AR. 3-8636

B — Stanley Witt
C — Dorothea Smith
D — Ed Partyka

DUMONT
RCA

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

and

TELEVISION

E — Dolores Stockton

\\\ RADIO

F — Lorin D. Grignon
8879 W. Pico

& APPLIANCE

Opposite

Stadium

CO. ///

Theater

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

(2 Blocks Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members
West of Robertson) Open Monday and Friday Evenings

SAM LURYE'S
10515'/2 west

★ CARPETS

Wright

PICO
A

PATIO LIQUORS

★ LINOLEUM

Complete

CARPET

★ TILE

Carpet

Co.

SERVICE

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Next to Rancho Bowling Alley

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

AR. 7-8449

CORSAGES

10%

DISCOUNT

Discount

Checks Cashed

RAY

Gladly As Before

PETERS presents

The Steak Cottage
Featuring

the finest

KANSAS CITY STEAKS
and CHOPS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members
Electric Ap>pliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Lighters

Furniture
Typewriters
Gas Ranges
& Electric

Check Substantial Savings

DINNERS

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen &• Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Freezers
Ironers

Tape
Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios

Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Wallets
Batteries

Cameras

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —
We cater especially to studio workers

SPRAYS

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised

also

Popular ITALIAN

BOUQUETS

IMi ISM

Case Goods Available at
10%

To Studio Club Members

ARizona 7-7508

SALES

CO.

BOULEVARD

I Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

CHILDREN

ARE

WELCOME

I 2407 Ventura Blvd.
Between

Studio City

Coldwater and Laurel Canyon

SUnset 3-9872

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

Sales For

Authorized

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

Closed Mondays

Appliances

All
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^^VoME IN THE VALLEY

Our Studio Reptesenative would like to help
you with your BUYING and SELLING Problems.

VALLEY

Slate

9-4804

WIDE

A RETURiD TCFER TELLS
ABOUT “ACTION” IN KORr

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

CO.

26 Yrs. of Serving

Valley

There was plenty of action aboard the
naval destroyer to which I was assigned,
stationed in the waters off the shores of

Residents

Korea in 1951.

PAINT and WALLPAPER

It was our job to bombard
line so that our Marines could
comparative safety. Yes, there
of action in those frigid waters,
deck, between battle station

DISCOUNT
l^utch /Self paints

was “ACTION” — Action magazine sent
from the 20th Century-Fox Studio Club.

!Z7o/2£;i

PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
y 20th

CHRIS

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

25 TO 40%
ON

We

m

Line of

YOU

Guaranteed Furniture

OFF LIST

RadiosAppliances
and Television

ALL

Westwood Furniture Co.
10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 SO. LA BREA

Carry a Complete

WY. 2194

Monday,

STUDIO

CLUB

€ n€ € r

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

Night

MEMBERS

•

r'

on Food)

SAVES

YOU

MONEY

O Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
O Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*Ask
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to pass around.
And so, to the editors of Action my
sincere thanks for bringing home a little
nearer to me each month in those foreign waters; and to the Studio Club my
thanks
Navy. too, for your kind remembrance
each month

that I spent in Uncle

Sam’s

that life, in spite of its sordidness
times, is really worthwhile.
"This letter was
Action

Magazine

at

written to the editors ol
by

William

De

Nicholas,

Nursery, who returned to the lot recently after
Navy.
a tour of dut>' in Korea with the United States

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

the checks and the magazine. With all
this I could afford to be generous in my
distribution of these gifts since the Studio
Club certainly sent enough each month

Gosh, but it’s good to be back at Fox —
back to the most beautiful spot on the
lot — the Nursery, where the flowers, the
trees and the shrubs make me realize

10301 West Pico Blvd.

•
•

the fact that my association with 20th was
prpven by the regularity of the delivery
of Action magazine automatically made
me an authority of the movie industry
aboard my ship. Gentlemen, I assure you

My shipmates looked forward to the
monthly packages that arrived from the
Studio Club with as much pleasure as I
did. The cigarettes; the candy; the gum;

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

TIRE SERVICE

Somehow, it is not the least bit difficult
now in retrospect to recapture the warmth
that that particular periodical generated
in my whole being. Home was very
close indeed, as I read and re-read each
article — my eyeballs bulging with recognition of a familiar face. And, of course,

this is good for a man’s ego when he is
not quite sure when or how he will return
state-side.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

Arranged

OFFERS

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

CO.

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

LA BREA

Co.,

Pico near Holt

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture
Terms

the coast
land with
was plenty
but below
calls there

for our wholesale Food lists

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

REAL ESTATE

Studio Club

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Howard McCarry, 12300’/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

FLORISTS

READY-TO-WEAR

Buyer’s Directory

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte
(Mitzi and (Zleve Daggett)
Alexander Florist, 9466 Wilshire
erly Hills

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

Airman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitx, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES
Bill Froelich Motor Co.
Ave., L. A
George Nicholson, 2747
L. A,
Simonson-Schactmayer,
Blvd. at 17th, Santa

( Newand Used)
(Ford), 1720 S. Western
PA. 1 126
Armacost Ave.,
..AR. 9-6373
Inc. (Packard) , Wilshire
Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap, only) ..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR, 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194
Montgomery Ward, 1316-1318 3rd St.,
Santa Monica
EX. 5-3223

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

Cr

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS
Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS
Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

Ave., L. A.
AR. 7-1755
Blvd., BevCR. 1 -5203

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley.
(Mr. Brown)

PR. 6133 or DU. 8-2481

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

JEWELRY

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES

Studio Club

MATTRESSES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
......AR. 7-2771

OCULISTS

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 1 30 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills.....
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
R. Greenspoon, O.D., 9439 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-9439
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

fir WALLPAPER

RUGS & CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A.
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club...

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733 Hollywood
Blvd. (C. Watts)
HO. 9-8131

TYPEWRITERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L, A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

Gramophone
erly Hills

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

Soft-Flo Company, 3980 Cazador St.,
L. A
CL. 7-3195

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
L. A. (F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

PICTURES

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Ladies' and Men's,
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 1 0667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
...„VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

WATER SOFTENING
AND INSULATION
WATER

Ext. 727

HEATERS
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We

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

n/i4
To My Wife . . .
Down a lane where lovers lingered
By a gently flowing brook;
Where the overhanging willows touched
the ground.
Boys and girls would slowly wander
Arm in arm they strolled along
Thrilling to the touch of romance to be

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands

1725 Westwood

of

TELEVISION
To Choose

Open

’/2 Block

—

Boulevard

of Santa

Phones

Monica

—

AR. 9-7721
A. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

From

15% DOWN
IS MONTHS TO PAY
Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VrC

North

COME

AND

SEE

prayers.
There’s
a lovers’ lane remembered.
Where the willows touched the ground.
Where a gentle brook ran softly to the

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

SCRIBNER'S

EARLE

fox Hiits Cafe
At the End of the Lot on Pico

Treat your hair to shining healthful beauty
DELIGHTFUL
by using Alberto VO

5, a wonderful
Used

and

hair and

BUFFET

VO

PRIME

mendous saving. Call Ext. 745

Fun

for infor-

—

RALPH

RIBS

- FRIED
$1.75

CHICKEN

at the Piano

from

9:30

Pay Checks

Honored

WEAR

FOR

Private Party Purchases Arranged

1213

No. Highland

28

INC.

GLadstone

6111

Avenue

CALIFORNIA

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

Everything for the Well-Dressed
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY

10667 W. PICO BLVD.

PHONE:

(Next to Malibar)

EASTMAN

Man

QUALITY

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

J. GERMAN,

6040

No. Pulaski Rd.

OUR

BRANDS

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

★
6700

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

INC.

John Street

ON

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

FILMS

DISTRIBUTORS
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and TRUCKS

MEN

At Modest Prices

Longacre 5-5978
Fort Lee 8-5100

CARS

REPRESENTATIVES,

—

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear

Fort Lee, N. J.

and USED

LAXCASTER

SMART

w.

NEW

BUYERS
HOLLYWOOD

CR. 5-9377

mation.

Have

That is treasured in each lover’s reverie.
R. L. W.
Information on everything in the
automotive market

COCKTAILS

5 at the Studio Club at a tre-

We

There’s a lovers’ lane remembered.
And a haunting sweetness still

LUNCHES

D I $1.00
N N E RS

for both

and women.

Obtain

sea.

recommended

by barber and beauty establishments
men

In their hearts they built a cottage,
A lovely castle of their dreams.
And knew there’d be an answer to their

US

MATURE

scalp conditioner.

They would linger there for hours.
found.
Holding
hands and making love.
Dreaming of the things that some day
wotdd be theirs.

Santa Monica
Hollywood

38,

Chicago 30, III.

California

IRving 8-4064

Hillside 61 31

Blvd.

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

^au'U j^i4ijd a Qi^t tUcit6>
FOR

Vast Right*'

GRADUATE,

BRIDE, AND

GROOM

Perhaps it’s a time-honored watch for the graduate . . .
costume jewelry for the spring ensemble . . .
Luggage for the bride and bridegroom . . .
or small appliances such as the nationally-known
TOASTMASTER or VNIVERSAL COFFEEMATIC

. . .

In fact, if you’re planning to “pop the question” . . .
you’ll find a diamond at Jack Joseph’s that she’ll cherish for life!

With Your Identification as a 20th Century-Fox Employee, You Will Receive . . .

DISCOUNTS UP TO 40%
TOASTMASTER

Here's What That Discount
CAN SAVE YOU ....

. . Reg. $23.00

Your Discount Price $16.40

See us for low, low prices on furniture — modern, maple, etc. — and
large discounts on major appliances, in our pleasant showrooms.

SHOP
EVENINGS

oiep
JEWELRY

—

for

k Co.

APPLIANCES

—

FURNITURE

Monday thru Friday 12:00 to 9:00

212 BROADWAY, SANTA MONICA
Saturdays 9:00 to 5:00
PhOI16: EX. 3-3741

Walter J. McCarthy - Realtor

11218 SANTA

MONICA

NEAR

BOULEVARD

9025 W. PICO

ARIZONA
ARIZONA

9-2704
9-8259

DRIVE

BRadshaw

2-7241

CRestview

5-7163

Associates:

Associates:
Jack Hagler — Insurance and Real Estate
Betty Hagler — Real Estate

BOULEVARD

AT WETHERLY

SEPULVEDA

Roger

E. Williams

— Real Estate

Roger

S. Williams

— Insurance
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•

Editorial Staff
ART

HOUSER

BINGO

Editorial Dir.

R. BILLICK
Activities Dir.
BOB MINTZ
Editor
VIVIAN JORGENSEN. Asst. Ed.
FREDDIE McPHIE
Asst. Ed.

For the first time in its history,
ACTION has switched from people
to chimpanzees. This move is

★

We Take Care Of Our Own

3

Splice Of Life

4

Put Them

7

Staff Artists
ELMER GLASSBURN
ED JANIS
•

Staff Photographers
ALEX BABCOCK
MARIA BROOKS
JACK

Studio

PASHKOVSKY
•

Club Editorial
Committee

PAULINE
ROY

Board

Tom

of Controllers

Krause . . . President

George Stephenson. .V-P.
Pauline Dunlap . Secretary
Jim T rucano . . . T reasurer
Cafe
Drapery
Elec. Prod.
Hospital
.... Elec. Main.
. . . . Maintenance
. . . . Prop Makers
Payroll
Music
Grip
Still
W.A. Lab
Paint
Paint
Telephone
Publicity
Cutting
Script
Art
Research
Labor
Men's Wardrobe
Property
.

Camera
. . Construction

Honorary Members
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th

News
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In Spring they say, the young
man begins to think once more
about the young woman. Earl
'Buck' Pinney, crane operator in
Transportation is no exception.
But what about George Novak
of Landscape? (see hook). What
is he thinking about this beautiful Spring day? Probably that
the next time he's on his way to
lunch he'll keep his eyes open
for young men with irrepressible
fancies, so the uncomfortable
situation in which he finds himself doesn't do a repeat.
Novak's observation: "First
time I've ever been high before

Photo by Jack Pashkovsky
lunch!"

prompted by Bingo, the five-year-old
chimp who plays such an important
part in TCP’s MONKEY BUSINESS.
Bingo, who is shown above signing
her contract for the picture, has received a great deal of attention because of the clever things she can
do. So— this month’s spotlight falls
on her shaggy little body.
Bingo’s
role her
in MONKEY
BUSINESS marks
debut in motion
pictures, although she has had a colorful career in night clubs, state
fairs, theatre and television during
her comparatively short life.
An interesting thing about Bingo is
that she has been raised as a human
being from the time she was captured
in the Belgian Congo at the age of
four months. She loves to be allowed
to do whatever humans do, and is a
qualified stilt - walker, tight ropewalker and bicycle rider. Another of
her favorite stunts is roller skating, at
which she is quite professional. Bingo
eats at the table with her trairwr,
Walter De Homan and his wife. She
has never been in a cage in her life.
At home she helps with the housework—she dusts, wipes the dishes,
wears and washes her own clothes.
Not only does Bingo sleep in her
own bed, but she never goes to bed
without saying her prayers. She uses
a knife and fork with the gentility
of a sorority miss. She loves hot dogs
and sauerkraut and can sometimes be
found raiding the ice box in the De
Homan home when no one is looking.

Many funny incidents occurred
during Bingo’s stint at 20th. When
in MONstarringthat
who islearned
Cary Grant,
Bingo
KEY BUSINESS,
s
applaud when she sees herself on
television, he suggested to director
Howard Hawks that she be allowed
to view her rushes in the projection
room along with the rest of the crew.
The results were hilarious, with Bingo
“Oooh’s” whenever she saw ”herself
and
emitting ecstatic “Ahhh’s
on the screen. The only other screen
countenance to evoke any interest in
the little ape lady was Grant. When a
big close up of him appeared on the
apShe feet
screen. Bingo
hands and
both ‘psycho.’
plauded withwent
and let out frightening hut none the
ive been
noi.ses. so flattered,
approbat
less“I’ve
never
Cary reported. “Imagine having a
chimp for a fan— and what a chimp!

★

★

ii GEORGE COOKE, Staff Shop — "In 1941 H
ii JOHN
i:
ii
ii
ii

INTLEKOFER,

Labor Dept.— "A

disability of thirteen months with doctor
bills, to say nothing of the running family
expenses, would be disastrous to 75% of
all families. I went through this situation

jj

ii my doctor, diagnosing my condition as ij
ii cancer of the stomach, gave me six ii

jj
j:
ii
ii

jj
ji
ii
ii
ii

ii and can say that very few of us realize jl
ii how valuable the Motion Picture Relief ii
ii Fund is to those of us in the motion ji
ii picture industry."

months to live. Through the Motion Pic- ji
ture Relief Fund I was sent to the Mayo ii
Clinic where surgery was performed. MPR jj
gave me post-operative x-ray treatments ii
for four years after that. In December, ii

ii 1950, I had a heart attack. The Fund ii
ii cared for me in the Country Hospital for jj
ii four months. I owe my life to the care ii

ii

jj that the M.otion Picture Relief Fund

has

ji given me."

★

★

★

Everyone who has supported the Motion Picture Relief Fund through the
years has good cause to be proud of its
growth and high position in the life of
Hollywood, a community which is sometimes regarded as cold and unsympathetic by those who only read about it
through gossip columns.
The Fund came into being over a
quarter of a century ago because the men
and women working in motion pictures
wanted one strong, efficient, impersonal
source of welfare and medical aid— one
fund to be supported by everyone in the
industry for the use of any member who
needed help and could meet the requirements of eligibility.
Service— quick, discreet and effective—
for the welfare of our fellow members
was the cornerstone on which the Fund
was built. And you, through your voluntary contributions of time and money,
made it possible. The Fund has truly
become a part of you for it is the only
organization in America that is created
by and for an entire industry.
The story of the Fund, its impressive
record, its size and the scale on which
circumstances have forced it to operate,

is one that reflects the fine, courageous
spirit of the men and women in all the
arts and crafts engaged in film-making.
In 1924,it the
first year
of theat Fund’s
existence,
handled
125 cases
a total
cost of $19,000. In 1951, 7,188 cases were
handled requiring an expenditure of
$707,989 and this was apart from the
operation of the Country House and
Hospital.
The idea for a service to industry
members who need emergency aid for
themselves and those of their immediate
families has grown into five separate
Fund departments— welfare, medical, radio, Country House and Country Hospital. Where once a staff of three was sufficient, today one hundred and twentyfive employees are necessary.
Long recognized as a model private
charitable agency and one of the most
efficiently managed in the country, the
Fund was first thought of in 1918 when
public spirited film makers organized the
Motion Picture War Service Association.

0/

jj
jj
jj
jj_
jj
jj

In 1924, far-sighted motion picture
makers realized that with the growth of
the industry the need for relief and medical care would increase, too. The establishment of a permanent organization
was deemed more practical and urgent.
Such leaders as Cecil B. De Mille, Jesse
L. Lasky, Mary Pickford and Joseph M.
Schenck joined with Father Dodd, Mark
Larkin and Frank Woods in creating the
today.
Motion Picture Relief Fund we know
From its early days the Fund grew
and expanded with the industry. The
management has been entirely in the
hands of motion picture people— actors,
directors, writers, technicians, producers
—who volunteer their services for the
Board of Trustees and its Executive
Committee.

This group assisted returning war veterans and their families. When it was
disbanded two years later, the need for
a more permanent service within the in-

During its first two decades of operation, the cost of cases increased annually
(Continued
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I really needed

aid."
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Electrical Production —

"My wife and I were involved in a serious
automobile accident. Her jaw was badly
fractured, requiring prolonged treatment,
The Motion Picture Relief Fund has provided the most modern surgical attention

jj possible. I am grateful for this."

★

on Page 14)
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HENRY KENTOP, Prop Makers — "When
my wife became ill, I called the Motion
Picture Relief Fund for aid. They sent a
visiting nurse to my home to care for her.
They have already given us over $1,000
worth of medical attention for which I am
very thankful. The MPRF has assisted me

jj at a time when

ii

★

dustry was recognized and the Reverend
Neal Dodd, Mark Larkin, the publicity
director and Frank E. Woods, screen
step.
writer, were authorized to take the first

'k

★
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BETTY LONDON, Script Dept. — "When
my father, an industry employee, broke
his ankle, he became disabled. A year
after that, he suffered a spontaneous hip
fracture but refused to undergo surgery

jj
jj
jj
jj
jj

jj because of the financial burden it would
jj cause. The Motion Picture Relief Fund

jj
jj

I: came to our aid by providing surgery and jj
jj hospitalization for him

at the Country

jj

jj Hospital. This gave him complete peace jj
jj of mind which resulted in a successful jj

Om

jj operation."

★

jj

★
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SPLICE or LITE
Twentieth Century-Fox’s Sound Effects Editing Department adds the
final touch of realism to TCF films with its P,500, 000-foot stock
of sound effects.
The sleeping figure in the dimly lit
bedroom is awakened by footsteps. The
sound of the footsteps grows louder. A
door squeaks open, ^^fith apprehension
and terror, the awakened one sits up,
chalk-white with fear. A menacing click
is heard. A shot cracks the taut silence.
The tense figure relaxes and slumps softly onto the bed. After an instant the mysterious assailant is heard running down
tlie stairs. A door slams. A car starts. As
the engine roars, then speeds off into the
darkness, nothing but stunned silence
fills the atmosphere. A murder has taken
place.
How do we know that a murder has
taken place? Did we see the murderer
confront his victim? Did we see him fire
on his prey, then speed away? No. But
we believe that a murder occurred in
spite of our not actually seeing it happen,
thanks to the wonder of sound and the
mental images which sound can create in
the mind of an audience.
At Twentieth Century-Fox, the Sound
Effects Editing Department is the unit
whose job it is to add audible life to the
studio’s productions. Under the supervision of Clyde ‘Slip’ Carruth, the destaffbe isheard
respon-in
sible for allpartment’s
soundsseventeen-man
that will
the final release print, exclusive of lipsync dialogue and music. Every rustle of
a tree, every jingle of a key, the honking
and the atmosphere of traffic in the city
— these are a tiny fraction of the hundreds of thousands of sounds which the
Sound Effects Editing Department has
on hand among its two and a half million
feet of negative.
There is no sound that Carruth and
his staff cannot supply. If the sound is
one which is not in the vaults, members
of the department go out and pick it up.
If the sound does not exist, they create it.
Many instances have found the staff
confronted with the problem of an object
which, for one reason or another, does
not issue a sound suitable for use on the
sound track. Such a situation existed in
the making of BIRD OF PARADISE.
The sound of an erupting volcano was
needed, but the sound made by a volcano
during eruption is actually a rather passive one. So the technicians searched
through their files and came up with a
sound completely unrelated to an erupting volcano, but one which got over the
4

Viewing

the cut version of a feature picture prior to sound effects editing are, left to right, Del

Harris, Sound Effects Editor; Barbara McLean, A.C.E.; Clyde 'Slip' Carruth, Head of the Sound
Effects Editing Department and Mario Mora, Assistant Film Editor. After the screening, Carruth will
have another running for his staff, in order to determine what overall specifications or special
requirements are called for in the picture.

feeling of the climaxing explosion far
more effectively than the authentic sound
would have done.
Very often the use of sound effects
can be employed as an efficient means of
eliminating whole scenes filmically, with-

out any loss to the story. In DAVID AND
BATHSHEBA a battle scene was reenacted in the imagination of David
(Gregory Peck). The feeling of the savage battle could be felt by the audience
as well as if the scene were actually
staged; yet nothing but stock sound effects from the Sound Effects Cutting Department’s vaults were employed to
achieve this startling and dynamic result.
Basieally, the job of the Sound Effects
Editor is to supply to a picture the sounds
necessary to give it a life-like quality
and to point up or emphasize certain actions by sound selection. Not until a picture has been completely edited does the
sound editor begin his work. This eliminates the possibility of adding sound effects to scenes which might subsequently
be cut from the final edited version of
the film.
After an edited picture has been ap-

Dick Joseph, left, checks a bird call in the catalog with Dick Kupper, apprentice cutter, to
verify whether the bird is characteristic of a
certain country. The index card is checked
against the key number on film for this data.

run’areis
a ‘sound
made, inprovedwhich
action and
dialogue
by Mr. Zanuck,
screened. Attending the sound nm are
the editor of the picture, the producer
or director or both and Carruth. At this
screening, decisions are made as to the
portions of the action which will require
sound effects. Mr. Carruth may be instructed as to the extent of unusual effects desired but in most instances ‘covering’ certain portions and the actual

Ben Behrens, left. Assistant Sound Effects
Editor and Roger Kent, apprentice editor prepare
to code a sound effect sequence. All footage is
coded before use, as a synchronization aid for
both Sound Effects and Film Editor.

Working on a sound effects sequence are, left
to right, Ken Honnold, Wayne Fury and Cathey
Burrow, Sound Effects Editors. No problem is
too difficult to solve for these artisans who, if
necessary, can develop sounds never heard.

selection and arrangement of sound
fects isleft to his discretion.

viously containing

ef-

After the sound run, Carruth again
runs the picture with his crew of Sound
Effects Editors and makes detailed notes
as to what sound is wanted.

The picture

and cut sound track, called the ‘master
track, are turned over to the Sound Effects Editor and his work begins.
The first task of this creative editor
is to ‘clean up’ the master track. He must
remove from the dialogue track any extraneous noises which have been picked
up by the sound recorder during the
filming process and are not wanted. This
is accomplished by cutting out any dialogue which is accompanied by unwanted sounds and replacing this dialogue
with fresh dialogue track. This process of
inserting clean dialogue in a scene pre-

marred

Ray Bomba, left and Les Wilder, Sound Effects
Editors, check the library for a stock sound effect needed in a sequence. If the effect is unsuitable for use in the picture, a sound effects
crew will obtain a new one.

conversation

is called ‘dubbing.’ It is accomplished by
recording the actor’s voice on a sound
stage while he utters dialogue in synchronization with his own actions which
he views on the screen.
The importance of the Sound Effects
Editor can be realized when we become
aware

that entire feature pictures have

been dubbed by that department— that
entire dialogue and sound effects tracks
have been developed for the action of a
picture when adverse circumstances have
prevented the recording of dialogue at
the same time the action is photographed.
A case of this sort arose in WAY OF
A GAUCHO, which was shot in its entirety in the Argentine pampas. Continual windstorms on the location spoiled
all the dialogue track and it became
Jack Milner, seated, prepares to transform a
sound effect into a loop. In re-recording, the
loop will travel through the sound recorder continually, creating an endless track. Watching
Jack is Gene Elliot. Both are Effects Editors.

necessary to dub new dialogue track. By
careful planning the dubbing of a new
track was accomplished with a minimum
expense and loss of time. And the miraculous part about it is that the dubbed
track is in perfect synchronization with
the picture, making it impossible to tell
that the dialogue was not recorded on
the very' location where the picture was
shot.
A film device often used by the Sound
Effects
Editor is band
the ‘loop.’
This track
consists
of
a continuous
of sound
in
which a certain sound is repeated. To
simulate the sounds heard on a warm

An ■mporl'ant part of the Sound Effects Editing Department is the Dialogue Dubbing Room, headed
by Walter Rossi. It is this crew's job to make new dialogue track in cases where the synchronized
dialogue cannot be used. Left to right are Rossi, Ralph Hickey, seated; Harold Wooley, Sam
Woodward and Gene Previdi. These editors seldom encounter a motion picture that doesn't require
some amount of dialogue dubbing.

evening for instance, the Sound Effects
Cutter might secure, among others, a
loop of churping cricket. When dubbed
into the final sound track, this will give
the impression

of constant

(Continued

chirp-chirp-

on Page 15)
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May

12th. The picture is to be produced

by Stanley Rubin,

under Julian Blaustein’s supervision. Robert Parrish will direct.
BIG ^^AN is the story of a divorced tycoon who falls in love
with an attractive teacher who can manage his problem child.
Throwing a monkey wrench into this romantic situation is the
man’s ex-wife who turns up with proof that their Mexican di\orce wasn’t legal. In a new divorce tussle, she demands a
property settlement but gets the child’s custody. But the tycoon wants his son more than his property; so he gives up his
holdings, gets back his son and marries the teacher.
BIG M.\N is Parrish’s first assignment at 20th as a director.
He worked at TGF as a sound effects cutter several years
ago, leaving to enter the field of direction.
Scheduled to begin production May 26th is THE FARMER
TAKES A WIFE. The Technicolor picture, to be directed by
Henry Levin, is the story of Daniel Harrow, a young farmer
who, hoping to make enough money to buy a farm and marry
his sweetheart, goes to work on the “Old Hickory,” a boat on
the Erie Canal. During his adventure he meets the boat
owner’s pretty cook and falls in love
boat race, during which he is forced
Dan decides to go back to farming
cook more than anxious to learn
Rosenberg

will produce

with her. After an exciting
to beat up the boat owner,
and finds Molly, the lovely
about farming too. Frank

the romantic

comedy,

a Julian Blau-

stein production.

Cleopatra pours it on in a scene from MY WIFE'S BEST FRIEND. Anne
Baxter plays the part of Cleo in this dream sequence, while MacDonald
Carey suffers as a slave. Richard Sale handled the megaphone, while
Robert Bassler produced the picture which wound up last week.

Among June productions which have been scheduled by the
Production Office are NIAGARA, a Technicolor pic to be shot
on location at Niagara Falls and TAXI, a Sam Engel production. The schedule also reveals POWDER
RIVER as a June
starter, also to be photographed

in Technicolor.

Stages Zo Me Musy J)umg May
Three pictures, one a Technicolor production, are

slated to begin this month, according to the schedule released by the Production Office. This will bring the
current Techni-

month’s
musicals. to five pictures, including two
color total
Carrying over from April is STARS

AND

STRIPES

FOR-

E\’ER in Technicolor. Henry Koster is directing the story
which is built around the life of John Philip Sousa, colorful
American bandmaster and composer. Producing the show is
Lamar Trotti.
Another April holdover is TONIGHT WE SING, also multicolored. Continuity concerns a Russian immigrant with a love
for music. Drama treats him and his faithful wife Emma, who
struggle to open a show. Starring in TONIGHT WE SING is
Ezio Pinza of Broadway fame. Guiding the production are
George Je.s.sel and Mitchell Leisen as producer and director,
respectively. Picture is scheduled finish sometime in June.
First newie

of the month

is OLD

SAILORS

NEVER

DIE,

with Sam Engel producing and Robert Wise in the director’s
chair. Story, which was originally titled SOMETHING
FOR
THE BIRDS deals with a girl who goes to Washington to fight
a bill advocating drilling for oil in a condor sanctuary. She
meets an old “admiral” there who is able to assi.st her in the veto attempt. While in Washington, .she meets one of the drilling
company’s young lawyers who becomes interested in the girl
and, without her knowledge, works to kill the bill. Featured
in OLD S.AILORS NEVER DIE are Patricia Neal, Edmund
Gwenn and Victor Mature.
The

6

black-and-white

production

of BIG

MAN

will begin

Clifton Webb, center, plays the part of John Philip Sousa in STARS
AND STRIPES FOREVER, the Technicolor story of his life. The picture
is scheduled to finish around the 20th of the month. Henry Koster is directing; Lamar Trotti producing.

PUT THEM ALL TOGETHER
The past year has found many new mothers gracing
the 20th Century-Fox lot. Here, a few of the new
kiddies spend a day with their respective mamas.
To them we wish a Happy Mother's Day — and to
the rest of TCP's family of proud moms.

<
Perched

atop her mother's keyboard is
little Dresden Maria
Lutwen, daughter of
Margaret Mary Lutwen of Script.

David Anthony Vassar plays "fonzies" with his
mother, Elena Vassar, of Al Fisher's office.

»
Kevin Crosby Hopps,
5 - month -old- son of
Betty Hopps. Script,
watches his mom's office staff in action.

Mari Jo Scott, 4-month-old
Scott, Script, looks around
wonderment.

THEY

SPELL

We Missed Out This Yea

Madelyn Webb,
June.Department,
will arrive late inLegal

is knitting "little" things. Her baby

daughter of Midori
the department in

- - THE
MO
But Watch Us in '53!

Hazel Shirk, Men's Wardrobe, practices diaper fastening on her pet
book end. She anticipates an August arrival.

OVIR 1500 REClIVt
FREE CHEST X-RAY
The Los Angeles Health Department’s
mobile chest x-ray unit paid its second
visit to the 20th Century-Fox lot April
14th through 17th. A total of 1,516 employees received chest x-rays during the
mobile lab’s four-day visit on the lot.
Most TCFers who were x-rayed have
already been sent notification that no
irregularities were found in their x-rays.
Among the more than 1,500 x-rays howe\er, thirty-two will require further
study. These include seventeen suspected lung cases and fifteen cardiac
(heart) conditions. Also included in this
total are unsatisfactory x-rays which
show up as irregularities, but were
caused by improper breathing or movement at the time of x-ray rather than an
actual abnormal condition.
If your confidential report indicates
the presence of an irregularity, you will
be contacted by city officials, who will
make an appointment for you to have a
large chest x-ray taken, at your convenience. There will be no charge for this
service.
It is hoped that chest x-ray service for
TCF employees will become an annual
event. It is a positive means of ascertaining the condition of your heart and
lungs, and involves a minimum of inconvenience.

Erk Johnston Predicts Motion Picture -TV Union
Theatre television — “today a sleeping
giant” — is destined to be a major factor
in the operation of every motion picture
house, NIPAA president Eric Johnston
predicted at a Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce dinner April 15th. He voiced
the opinion that the marriage of motion
pictures and large-audience television is
right around the corner, and will mean
the birth of a new era in entertainment.
“There is plenty of room for home TV
in the entertainment world,” Johnston
declared, “but it is not going to flourish
on the ashes of the motion picture industry. The fact is, home television is increasingly dependent upon film for its
Johnston declared that televisionhome
television, subscription television
operation.”
and large-audience theatre televisionopens a broad new avenue of opportunity for the
motion
picturehasindustry.
“The
motion
picture
industry
the facilities
right now to enhance the usefulness and
the value of television in the public interest, convenience and necessity.
“Far-sighted men in our industry see
in this marriage of motion pictures and
electronics the birth of a new era in the
world of entertainment. I believe that if
the FCC

gives us the right to use frequencies to connect theatres in this
country, it will mark the advent of a
new and prosperous age for the motion
picture and everyone associated with it.

“Theatre television lends itself to the
production, from the scores of studio
stages right here in Hollywood, of thousands of shorter plays, musical interludes, variety and vaudeville sketches,
portions of operas, serialized dramatizations of the Bible and of great literary
works. These will be both live and on
film. We could treat the theatre-going
public to programs of so varied a nature
that every possible taste would be more
than satisfied.”

Z AMUCK DECLARES "NO
QUAUTY”
In a statementINto the
trade papers
ECOHOm
week, Darryl F. Zanuck,

last
production

chief, announced plans for the studio’s
1952-53 program. Zanuck said that
Twentieth Century-Fox is embarking
upon “the biggest long-range production
schedule in its history.”
reported
that the
195152 He
slate
is expected
to company’s
reach a total
of
thirty-six films completed, and the new
1952-53 schedule is expected to at least
duplicate that figure.
Commenting on the new season’s slate,
Zanuck
Fox will declared:
continue its“Twentieth
high rate ofCenturyquality
production. We will curtail on everything except the showmanship and entertainment values of our product . . .”

5n jWiemoriam
It is with

deep regret and with sympathy toward their families
and associates that Action reports the death of:

LESTER LEONARD
Prop Makers (retired)
MRS.

ELIZABETH

DAVIES

wife of Leonard

C. ‘Red' Davies, Maintenance
April 2, 1952
J. RUSSELL SPENCER
Art Department
April 20, 1952

Cary Grant registers for a chest x-ray. Seen with
him are Joe Carlos, x-ray tech.iician and Frances
Mills, Survey Coordinator for the L.A, Health
Department.

8

RAY MOORE
Travel Department
April 24, 1952

WILLIAM SANDORS
Art Department
May 3, 1952

h.

Phorographs by JACK PASHKOVSKY

Santa Monica’s beautiful Club Del
Mar was the location of the Studio
Club’s Annual Dinner - Dance, held
April 21st. The affair was a tremendous success, with over 415 TCFers
and their friends attending.
Highlighting the evening’s festivities was a top-notch floor show, featuring Dick Allen and Helene Stanley,
who did a singing and dancing
routine; Duane Rattliffe and Dick
Foster, doing a tap number; Vivian
Marshall comedienne par excellence;
and the Starlighters, a vocal group.
M.C. of the fast-moving show was
funnyman Wallie Vernon who kept
dinner-dancers broken up with his
sharp wit and funny gags.
Nat Young and his band provided
smooth music at the affair, while Hal
Schaefer and his musical group presented rhythmic offerings during in-

termission. The dinner, served from
8 p.m. until 11 p.m. included shrimp
cocktail, tossed salad, prime ribs of
beef and dessert. Drinks were tasty
and reasonable.
Inasmuch as this was the first year
that the Dinner-Dance was held at
the Del Mar, a poll was taken to obtain reaction from those attending the
affair. The vast majority of those
polled were well pleased with the
event. Although the location was well
liked, many of those who were
queried expressed a desire that the
next dance be held at the New Statler
Hotel, to be completed by next year.
Those who worked to make the affair a success are to be commended
for the fine job done. A special word
of thanks goes to chairmen Jim Trucano and A1 Fisher and their committee for making it so enjoyable.

STUDIO

CLU
Softball
Into

To Move

High

Gear

You’d better stoek up on peanuts and
craeker jack, because the 1952 softball
season at 20th Century-Fox gets under
way this month, with the initial league
games to be played Sunday morning.
May

18th at the Cheviot Hills Playground, across Pico Blvd. on Motor Ave.
Three games have been scheduled
each Sunday, to begin at 9:00 A.M. Admission isfree.be New
year’s
season will
the feature
giving ofof this
3 prizes

BOWLING

every Sunday to the holders of lucky
season tickets. Prizes will be baskets
containing $10 worth of groceries.
Season tickets can be purchased for $1
from any ballplaver or at the Studio
Club.
Remember the date— Sunday morning.

CHAMPS — 1952

Proud holders of the 1952 team bowling trophy are the Gregory Peck squad members, shown
with their sponsor. Left to right are Harold Bow, Harold Howard, Juanita Bonfiglio, Peck and Gilbert Judge. They were winners of the first 1 5 weeks' competition and whipped Ty Power, second half winners on April 17th to snag the title and trophy. So, climaxed by the Annual Bowling
Dinner which was held May 3rd, the 1951-52 season is over, with the more than 75 bowlers that
participated in the season's play giving their bowling arms
ATTENTION

—

a well-deserved

FISHERMEN

A Father-Son cruise will be held
Saturday, May 17th. Bus will
leave the studio Friday night,
the 1 6th, for San Felipe. Call
Frank Brown, Ext. 616 for reservations, further information.
Are you interested in acting, writing,
cinematography, film editing, sound recording or any other phase of motion picture
production? If so, you will want to join the
Studio Club dramatic film workshop, open
to all TCF employees, to begin this month.
Material fee for the class is $5.00. Call the
Studio Club if you would like to be included
in the workshop.

May 18th— bring your family and let
them root in the new season with a bang!

rest until next season.

THE

STUDIO

FIRST ANNUAL
MAY
EMPLOYEES

DE

EXHIBIT

PROFESSIONAL

PARIS

SUN

PORCH

26th through 30th
AND

THEIR

Limit —

LANDSCAPES

PRESENTS

PHOTOGRAPHIC

AMATEUR
CAFE

CLUB

FAMILIES

ENTER

3 Photographs

- STILL LIFE - ACTION
Must

MAY

SHOTS

- PORTRAITS

Be Mounted

Register Your Entries by May 21st at Studio Club
Amateur

Professional

Game Tournament Draws 200
Pictured at left is the chess table, one of the
many enjoyable game tables at the 1952 Game
Tournament held March 28th at the Cafe de
Paris. The event was a successful one, with
more than two hundred gin rummy, bridge and
chess enthusiasts turning out for the competition.
Following are the names
groups:

GIN

of winners in the three

RUMMY
WINNER
Robert Sies

Flight Winners
Roland Cabot —
Landscape
Don Ceder —
Landscape
BRIDGE

WINNERS

George E. Hewson
Mrs.
English
Runners
up
Jack and Virginia Cochrane
CHESS WINNER
Runner up
Harry Matossian
Photo by Clyde Taylor
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Darrell Peters

ACTIVITIES
Educational Program
Readies Record High
With five classes in progress and possibly fi\e more group projects slated for
the near future, the Studio Club educational program has reached an all-time
high, with potential participation figured
at 200.
SWIMMING
The Wednesday evening swimming
classes held each week at the Beverly
Hills High School pool has passed the
half-way mark in its series of twenty
meetings. Great improvement has been
shown in both the elementary and advanced students. TCFers are reminded
that they may attend any evening, for
only 50 cents. Guests are invited.
CAMERA
Under the supervision of John Cagle,
the second series of Camera Class lectures has begun, with meetings being
held each Wednesday evening. Emphasis of this group of lectures and experimental field work will be on third-dimensional photography. The class has already taken some pictures in third dimension as a laboratory project.
EXERCISE
Because of the interest which was generated bythe last group of exercise meetings, a new series of classes has resumed,
again under the supervision of Florence
Verrico. Anyone interested in joining the
class may still call the Studio Club and
sign up. Tuition fee for the series is
$10.00.
FILM EDITING
Nearing completion is the Film Editing class, under the direction of Edgar
Brokaw, U.C.L.A. instructor in Theatre
Arts. The past twelve meetings have
found the students being taught cutting
room technique and procedure. Many
guest lecturers have participated in the
meetings, including cutters in the fields
of sound effects, music and special
photographic effects.
SCENIC ARTS
With six weeks of instruction remaining on the Scenic Arts class’ 16-week program of instruction, students of the class
ha\ e been getting actual practice in the
field of scenic painting. During the last
three meetings, the eighteen scenery enthusiasts comprising the class have actually done painting on canvas, employing
the techniques taught them by instructor
Scott McLean.
TENNIS
Plans have

been

made

to conduct

a

Little Theatre Drama To Open
Dusk— a warm summer night is approaching—and the city. New York, with
its nine million inhabitants — the city that
never sleeps — girds its neon, swallows
the day, and like a Leviathon hastens its
stride.
Fade into a narrow corner— a dirty
brick building, non-descript, run-down,
super-annuated, ageless; sooted by a
thousand chimneys. Pan above the door,
and in peeled
CINCT.

gilt letters, 21ST

PRE-

Dissolve inside; there’s a desk sergeant on the phone. We go past him.
A sign on the wall says, DETECTIVES

—

UPSTAIRS. That’s where we’re going.
Two men pass us going up. One is handcuffed. This man has a bandage over his
head and gesticulates wildly with his free
hand. The other man guides him to a
waiting police wagon.
Wipe to upstairs. The Detective
Squadroom is small, mean, and dirty.
Refuse, fanned by a humid draft from
the East River, litters the floor. It is the
other side of the bars, the half- world:
bleak, comfortless, austere; it’s only overseries of ten tennis lessons at the Cheviot
Hills Playground across from the studio
on Motor Ave. The hour lessons will be
offered from 6:15 to 7:15 P.M. No definite starting date has been set at present. This will be determined by the number of interested employees who sign up
for the lessons. Fee will be $5.
GOLF
A series of golf lessons similar to the
arrangement for tennis instruction will
be offered soon at the Rancho Golf
Course on Pico Blvd. There will be ten
weeks of instruction, at a tuition of
$7.50 per person. Starting date of the

tones are grey. It is a garbage can with
the lid off. Our hearts sink, as our pulses
quicken . . . And as our five senses adapt
themselves to this faded chiaroscuro, we
become part of the human drama that
unfolds . . .
This is DETECTIVE STORY. This is
what you see on a night in the city. The
human story. And — as always — the individual story. The detective who played at
God and got hurt. His wife, who made
one mistake— but it was one too many.
The youth who stole for beauty, and
found it was only a mirage. The drama
of lives in turmoil against the panoramic
backdrop of a night with a thousand
eyes in the neon-plated jungle of New
York.
This is DETECTIVE STORY -which
will unfold before your eyes as the STUDIO CLUB PLAYHOUSE presents this
thrilling melodrama this month. Admission for the limited engagement is 50c.
Don’t miss out on what promises to be
the most thrilling production ever staged
by the PLAYHOUSE
DETECTIVE

SEE!

STORY

group. Remember
-

It’s a MUST

series has not been determined as yet.
It is also dependent upon the number of
persons interested in joining the class.
DAY CAMP
The annual summer day camp for
youngsters 8 to 13 years of age will commence July 9th and will continue through
August 13th, 9:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. Fee
for the entire six weeks is $1.50 and will
include a camping trip to Cabrillo
Beach, August 6th. Those who have not
registered their children and are interested in doing so, should contact the
Studio Club. June 30th is the registration
deadline.

Around

The Lot In Pici

YOU LOSE IT, WE'LL FIND IT i$ the motto of the 20th Century-Fox Police Department
which maintains lost articles found on the lot. Pictured right is a small portion of the
articles (many are quite valuable) which have been recovered around the lot. In addition
to the many items shown here, the lost and found department contains dozens of sets of
keys, unclaimed coats, hats, sweaters, scarves and other articles of value. Anyone who has
lost a personal belonging on the lot is reminded that it may be at the Police Department
right now, ready to be returned to its owner.

THE

FOREIGN

TRANSLATION

from the Script Department

GIRLS

are inspect-

ing Kathleen Ridgeway's new foreign addition— a Sunbeam Talbot car. You can't
miss it; it's a subtle, fire-engine red! The
translation team, left to right, are Gloria
Fiske, Midori Scott, Ada Grechin, Tamara
Garshnek,
Carmen De Lara and Suzanne
Ravise.

TRUE OR FALSE?, you ask, as you look
at this beat up bunch of guys from the
SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO company. It
happens that these particular fellows are
not really injured, but rather have been
made up like this for the picture. The
truth is, however, that many members of
the company did sustain painfully real
injuries during the filming of the picture.
One actor received a badly fractured
thumb, while many wound up with heat
prostration during the outdoor shooting
of the film. Major injury was sustained
by Gregory Peck, who received a sprained
knee while doing a scene. The hurt kept
him sidelined for a week.

THE

GUY

WITH

THE

TEN-GALLON

HAT

looks like he's right off the reservation. In reality he's Harry Jackson, Director of Photography on PONY SOLDIER, the Joe Newman picture which
finished at the Sedona, Arizona location
last week. Seems he has acquired a new
moniker: They call him Punch-ln-Jackson, which apparently has some Indian
significance. Could be a corruption of
Paunch-In, if Harry's happy abdomen
plays a part in the new handle.
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jres

And Words
A TOKEN
From many
have known

OF FRIENDSHIP
well-wishers who
him at TCF was

presented to Carl Effinger recently on his retirement as assistant to Bernie Cooper. A
beautiful watch was the gift,
accompanied by a scroll with
more than 100 signatures of
friends and associates. Pictured
left to right are Dick Von Opel,
Morrie Feuer, Stan Yorke, Sol
Halprin, Judd Smith, Effinger,
E.R. Jackson, Jack Kirschner,
Bernie Cooper, Leonard Corso
and Armand Allen.

Looks like TCP’s personnel is made up
of a bunch of big kids. WALTER JOLLEY, Head of Paint, recently recovered
from a siege of measles and JIM
BLAKELY of Cutting, fought a case of
mumps last month. Anyone for chickenpox?
. . . The
threeSet
R’s Decorator,
means morethan
to
STUART
REISS,
leadin’, ritin’ and ’rithmatic. For Ronald
Ray Reiss is the name of his new boy,
born March 27th. Ron weighed 6 lbs.,
11 oz. at birth . . . Did you know that
FRANCES
KLAMT, TCP’s schoolteacher, was married last July 13th?
Blushingly,
admit we Her
didn’t hubby
and wishis
her
much wehappiness.
JOHN R. WILLIS, a salesman . . . JIM
HECKERT, formerly of Cutting, is now
in the USAF, stationed in Texas. Everyone wishes him the best of luck as a fly
boy . . . You should have heard the
screams when MARJORIE WEATHERFORD,We housewife,
read all
lastthe
month’s
TION.
gave BOB
credit ACfor
their new baby. Sorry Marge. We herewith publicly acknowledge your role in
the project. Bob’s a Two-O cutter . . .
Who savs that only elephants never forget? NETTIE McLaughlin, chief
Telephone Operator, remembered that
April Fool’s Day, 151, her gang tricked
her into thinking that Fred Meyer
wanted to see her. So when the call came
again this year, Nettie was not to be
spoofed. Too bad this year’s call was
really from F.S.M’s office ... It pays
to
watch where
you’re hitched
going. ALEX
MARTINEZ
of Multilith
a ride
with an old studio buddy and wound
up at M.G.M. where his crony now
works. Good thing the guy isn’t a film
splicer at Ealing S^tujos . . . BILL MORAN, studio blacksmith, played that
very role in LES MISERABLES recently. It was his first time before the
cameras . . . The stork paid a visit to the
Music Library on April 21st and made
TOM LESLIE father of a 6 lb., 2 oz.

FIRST SIGN OF SPRING
on the lot were these two
baby doves shown with
their mom (center). The
little family was born in a
nest on a pipe on the
third floor of the Cutting
Building. Waddya know.
Even our feathered
friends want to be in
show business.

girl— Teresa Christine . . . On the stork’s
waiting list in that dept, are BARBARA
ATKINSON, Music Auditing and BERT
BICKEL, Music Casting . . . Congrats
to ALLAN BALTER, formerly of Multilith who has filled PAUL STANHOPE’s
spot in the Casting Department . . .
Hope MARILYN MONROE is back in
shape (and what shape!) after her appendectomy. The 15 fellas on her softball team sent that many American
Beauty roses and a get well card to
their gorgeous sponsor to speed her
MEEK’s
LARRY
. Sawpage.
. . sports
recovery
name on the
Good bowling,
Larry . . . JACK MILNER of Sound Effects Cutting is sure proud of his newly
adopted daughter, Joanne Iris. She was
born on St. Patrick’s Day and is supposed
13
to be a real cutie . . . That’s it for May.

WE

TAKE

CARE

OF OUR

OWN

timers” and in 1942 the Motion Picture
Country House opened its doors at
23430 Ventura Boulevard, Woodland

(Continued from Page 3)
but was

met

and

balanced

ing contributions from

by increas-

the growing

Hills. There the veterans of motion pictures, without a worry for the future,

in-

dustry. Until 1945 MPR’s income was
adequate. Then, the industry itself was
drawn into post-war problems of high
production costs and diminishing boxoffice returns and, as unemployment
spread, not enough

revenue

could

raised (through payroll deductions) to
offset the number of cases that were
forced to seek aid.
The pavToll deduction
25,000 members

plan, to which

unions

generously

voted

S200 per week

to donate

As the industry grew

older, so did its

population, and age brought an increase
women

which

took men

out of emploxment,

times temporarily, sometimes
ently. To meet

this condition

\ice, a hax en was

planned

some-

permanwith ser-

by Miss Wilma

Bashor, Ex-

ecutive Secretary since 1938, serve sev-

film

technicians,

painters, property men, secretaries, transportation and wardrobe workers and
writers.
To be eligible for personal or family

M of

1^ of their earnings.

and

The welfare and medical departments,
administered

receix ing less than

continue

in physical breakdown

Here the welfare, medical

has thirty-

ages average seventy-

editors, grips, laboratory

to

ask their memberships to increase contributions to 1% of all weekly salaries
o\ er S200. Employees

tenth year, the Country House

directors, electricians, executives,

tarily subscribe, is the Fund’s chief
.source of support. In 1949 the talent
guilds and

a

enty-one classifications of employmentsuch as actors, cameramen, carpenters,

of the industry volun-

In September, 1951 the Fund realized
dream of long-standing by moving
into new offices on La Brea Avenue.

live in comfortable bungalows with community recreation facilities. Now in its
seven guests whose
four years.

be

care, require over $5,000 per week for
food, shelter, clothing, transportation
and other special needs. Medical care
in 1951 totaled $430,505.

aid, an applicant must have been employed in the industry during the last
fixe years

with

minimum

earnings

of

S1,000 in each of four years. MPRF’s
policy is to assist only those who can
legitimately claim that they have met
with adxersity in retirement

after many

years of service to the industry.
Welfare

for the “old

partments are under one roof which enables the organization to give better
service at reduced costs.
The

Fund

is definitely not an insur-

ance. It is a private assistance organization licensed by the County and seeks
support only on that basis.
More than ever before, the Motion
Picture Relief Fund needs our cooperation and understanding in the problems
xve have to meet each day, each week,
each month. Our continued interest and
contribution

to the Motion

lief Fund guarantee

Picture Re-

the less fortunate

in the industry an opportunity to overcome adversity and illness and to be fit
again for the work

they love best.

If you are not a subscriber to Motion
Picture Relief and wish to donate a percentage ofyour
organization,

expenses, exclusive of medical

and radio de-

salary to this xvorthy

contact

the Studio

Club

for a subscription blank.

FIRST QUALITY
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE

FOR . . .
BRIDE & BRIDEGROOM
& GRADUATE . . .

...
V
DIAMONDS ^
WATCHES AND
SILVERWARE

FURNITURE -APPLIANCES
At

Disconnts

up

to

Universal - Toastmaster - Western Holly - Amana - 1847
Rogers Bros. - Gruen - General Electric - Gaffers & Sattler
Norge - Speidel - Parker Pens - Bulova - And Many Others
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Come in and browse around
in our $50,000*00 showrooms

212 Broadway
EX. 3-3741
SANTA MONICA

ing, even though the loop may contain no more than twenty or twenty-five
actual chirps.
In the majority of cases of sound effects re-recording, more than one effect
will be incorporated at a given time. The
complexity of the picture determines the
number of separate tracks which will be
used. The average is from eight to sixteen. Thus, if a gun shot occurs and footsteps and heard over the sound of a moving train, the Sound Effects Editor will
arrange the sound of the gun shot, and
will then obtain the footsteps track and
train sound track. These will then be
made into a composite track along with
music and dialogue.
Occasionally instances arise where a
sound simply does not exist for a given
action. It is in cases like this that the
Sound Effects Editor can show his real
mettle as a creative artist. For instance,
in THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD
STILL

the Sound Effects Editing Department was faced with the problem
of creating the sound of an interplanetary space ship — something which does
not exist. By trial and error an electric
motor was found whose whirring sound,
when moulded and amplified in the department’s ‘squeegee’ created the feeling
of a futuristic space ship.
These examples of ingenuity clearly
illustrate the important part the Sound
Effects Editor plays in the final production of a motion picture. It is this specialist who adds to a film that touch of detail
which gives the picture a quality of genuinenes —a rich flavor of realism.
So it is that TCP’s Sound Effects Cutting Department, with its highly specialized technicians and a vault of numberless sounds plays a stellar role in creating
for the screen outstanding entertainment
—the keynote of Twentieth Century-Fox
production.

SHOP

.r

.

.

.
ff

Complete tt Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY
CARL

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

WEISS, Mgr.

10643 Pico Bird.

AR. 3-8636
DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

\\\ RAI^
RR70

W

& APPLIANCE

Opposite

Stadium

Monday

and

P*

Theater

i-iberal Discount to Studio Club Members

(2 Blocks

West of Robertson)

Open

★ CARPETS

Friday

Complete

BR. 2-3832

CARPET

★ TILE

Carpet

Co.

]

SERVICE

A CLEANING
★ LAYING
A DYEING
S.M. 7-5157

CR. 1-2249

Evenings

★ LINOLEUM

Wright
A

CO. ///

THE "WRIGHT" WAY
THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

or TE. 0-3636

11218

Washington

Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

-

Weddings,

—

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Check Substantiol Savings

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas Cr Electric

Jewelry
Projectors &
Watch Repairing
Accessories
Pen & Pencil Sets
Films

Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

HARRY

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

ARizona 7-7508

MONICA

Ave. —

SALES

Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Authorized
Toby Brown, apprentice Sound Effects Cutter
watches Del Harris work with a sound effect.
Sound Editors can pull a desired sequence from
the vault in an instant by utilixing the department's excellent cataloging system.

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

Sales For

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances

All
15

FIREPLACE

REAL ESTATE

FIXTURES

Studio Club

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Buyer’s Directory

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and (Sieve Daggett)
AR. 7-1755

FLORISTS
LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills....CR. 1-5239
Jack Joseph, 21 2 Broadway,
Santa Monica
EXB. 3-3741
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1 -2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBI LES ( New and Used )

READY-TO-WEAR

FURNITURE
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

RUG CLEANING
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L A

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)

Studio Club

Foogert's Tire Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only)..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

&

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES

MAGAZINES
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

MATTRESSES

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Harry Lowitz, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 130 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
R. Greenspoon, O.D., 9439 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 1-9439
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

BOOKS
SHOPS

SPORTING

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733
Blvd. (C. Watts)

PAINT

CAMERA

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

Studio Club

RUGS & CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2866 W. 7th St.,
L. A
DU. 8-2275
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

AR. 7-8293

Ladies' and Men's,
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 1 0667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

GIFT SHOPS

Bill Froelich Motor Co. (Ford), 1720 S. Western
Ave., L. A
PA. 1 126
Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) , Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

Howard McCarry, 12300 Vi W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

fir WALLPAPER

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

TRAVEL

AGENCIES
Hollywood
HO. 9-8131

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

Gramophone
erly Hills

DRUGS

PICTURES

WATER

Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

Village Frame Shop, 639 So. Sepulveda Blvd.,
L. A. (F. Hughes)
AR. 9-7298

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
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CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

Ext. 727

HEATERS

...AND THE FRONT LINES

“We have been a front line outfit since
August, and never even under the worst
of circumstances have we had to go without at least five movies a week. We are
just one battalion; there are thousands of
battalions and the same story fits all of
them. When darkness sets in, thousands of
movies start to roll: in tents, ground dugouts, on a hillside, in hand constructed
buildings, in bombed out buildings, in rice
paddies and in many other places. I have
stood on top of a high hill at night and
looked down in a valley and have seen
nine movies going at once. From every
mountain you can see the same scene.
These men sit at these movies with loaded
weapons at all times, at least the fronthne
outfits. Guards patrol the areas where they
are being shown. In my own case, I and
my buddies have sat watching tlie movies
with 105 and 155 artillery rounds going
over our heads toward the enemy. In at
least two cases, we had incoming rounds

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

^

IMP HALLO

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles

WEbster

36

8-6281

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms Arranged
Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Bird.

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
20th Century-Fox

WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

CHRIS

^Uon£,±

Self paints
Paint and Wallpaper Store

OFFERS

25 TO 40%

to “Movietime, U.S.A.,” its new program
that all of us are going to hear more
about as the year goes along.

ON

m

Next to Rancho Bowling Alley

Line of

OFF LIST

RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood Furniture Co.

ALL

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.

WY. 2194

Monday,

STUDIO

CLUB

■€n€€r

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

Checks Cashed Gladly As Before

Carry a Complete

Guaranteed Furniture

181 so. LA BREA

PATIO LIQUORS

Case Goods Available at
10% Discount

We

YOU

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

PICO

AR. 7-8449

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE

So— another salute for the Industry
whose vision has made the dark spots
of the world brighter. And a cheer, too,

10515V2 WEST

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

PICO
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

SAM LURYE'S

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

DISCOUNT

“Tired, fatigued, and sometimes completely exhausted, young soldiers stop to
see a movie, and then as if by a miracle
they become less tired, less fatigued, and
their exhaustion seems to pass, by the
couple of hours relaxation given to them
through a picture.”

PRESS

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

PAINT and WALLPAPER

within
200 yards
that would
leave and
the there
show wasn’t
. . . one guy

WILSHIRE

Co.,

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

Night

MEMBERS

SAVES

YOU

MONEY

10301 West Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

on Food)

Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Garbage Disposers
Water Softeners - Furnaces
Refrigerators
Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*Ask for our wholesale Food lists

r'

As the Motion Picture Industry observes its golden anniversary, much is
being said and written about the growth
of an enterprise which means so much
to the economy of this area. Also, if one
listens long enough, he is sure to hear
praise for all that its product is doing
for the soldier morale in faraway places
—particularly the Korean front.
A good illustration of that point is to
be found in a letter handed in by a
reader. Written by a young American GI
from about 52 miles north of the 38th
parallel, it reads
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We

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

FLOWER

SHOP

will give

STUDIO

CLUB

10%

MEMBERS

Discount

S
’
N
RDO

Free Delivery Any Place
in Los Angeles

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

1725 Westwood

TELEVISION

To Choose From
15% DOWN
1 8 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

NEW

1952

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

EDITION

OF

Los Angeles 5, Calif.

COME

AND

EARLE

SEE

US

SCRIBNER'S

fM Hitts Cafe

THE

At the End of the Lot on Pico

BRITANNICA

BUFFET

BR. 2-2546
and Sunday.

NEW

and USED CARS

BUYERS

Private Party Purchases

you with your BUYING

PRIME

INC.

Gladstone

Fun

6111

1213 No. Highland Avenue

HOLLYWOOD

28

—

CALIFORNIA

RALPH

RIBS $1.75
- FRIED CHICKEN

COCKTAILS

and TRUCKS

Arranged

at the Piano

from

9:30

CR. 5-9377
Pay Checks Honored —

WEAR

FOR

Af Modesf Prices

10667 W. PICO BLVD.

PHONE:

(Next to Malibar)

J. GERMAN,

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

INC.

Distributors

EASTMAN

FILMS

★
HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA
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problems.

STate 9-4804
26 Yrs. of Serving Valley Residents
This week special: $3950 dwn. $19,500, 3 & den.
$98.50 month. Best Studio City district.

FORT LEE
NEW JERSEY

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

Everything for the W ell ’■Dressed Man
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY

W.

CO.

MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
Have

and SELLING

VALLEY-WIDE

LANCASTER

SMART

We

FOR SALE . . . 2643 Kelion Avenue
3 bedroom home near Studio, shops, schools. $62.00
month pays everything including 4% interest, insurance, taxes (with veteran's exemption). Vacant.
Open daily 1 to 5.
JAMES K. HARWOOD, Exclusive Agent
(I need good nearby listings)
2283 Westwood Blvd.
ARiz. 3-6915; 3-7342

IfOuril'sStudio
a . Representative
. . HOME would
IN THE
VALLEY
like to help

in the

REPRESENTATIVES,

DU. 4-2159

LUNCHES

D I $1.00
N N E RS
Information on everything
automotive market

SID MILLS

DELIGHTFUL

included in a 10-year research privilege will be a
cherished gift for you or your family.
For information, call JOE TAYLOR,
before 9 a m., or evenings, Saturday

HOTEL

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

MATURE

REVISED

GO

ARCADY

2617 Wilshire Boulevard

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
THE

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Wesfern Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

SAVE

« CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

$500.00 FINDERS- KEEPERS

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

CHARLES

You To Join In This Fascinating and Lucrative Game

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

At All Times This Month There Will Be
FIVE $100.00 BILLS HIDDEN IN FREEZERS,
REFRIGERATORS and RANGES

• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

On Our Floor

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

The Lucky Buyer Takes The Cash.
After Each Win A New Bill Will Be Hidden
Winners Will Be Posted

Come
ASK

ABOUT

OUR

In and Win

WHOLESALE

FOOD-FREEZER

CLUB

CHARLES BICKFORD & BOB WATERFIELD

MALTZ COMPANY

143 South Robertson Boulevard

OF CALIFORNIA

CR. 1-1135

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

BICKFORD & BOB WATERFIELD
Invite

PENS

• LUGGAGE

and

$500.00

(Robertson at Third)

BR. 2-5506

Open Tuesday and Thursday Evenings

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

STUDIO
We

CLUB

MEMBERS

WALTER
-

Have Made Arrangements With

WESTWOOD'S
FURNITURE

j. McCarthy
Realtor

-

LARGEST
STORE

For You and Your Family to Purchase
All Types of
FURNITURE
At

and MAJOR
Substantial

APPLIANCES

Savings

11218 SANTA MONICA
NEAR

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
1651-57 Westwood

Boulevard

Los Angeles 24, California

BRadshaw 2-1 333

ARizona 9-7355

Open Monday and Friday Nights

ARIZONA

BOULEVARD

SEPULVEDA

9-2704

ARizona

9-8259

Associates: j
Hagler — -Insurance
Real Estatand
.
. .
\ Jack Hagler
e Real Estate

9025 W. PICO BOULEVARD
AT WETHERLY
BRadshaw

2-7241

Associates:

) Roger

) Roger

E. Williams
S. Williams

DRIVE
CRestview

5-7163

— Real Estate
— Insurance
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SWirai^ING

REFRESHMENTS

mmm
OUSTING
— Plus:

★ DANCING
^ A GREAT

Adulb-$1.00

SHOW

CHEVIOT
(Across

COME

KIDDIE

★ PRIZES

ONE — COME

HIDES

and Many Other Activities

HILLS PLAYGROUND

from

Studio

on

Motor

Kids— 50c

Avenue)

ALL — BRING YOUR FAMILY
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This month, ACTION honors not an
employee of Twentieth Century-Fox,
but one of its pioneers, William Fox,
who was taken by death May 8th in
New York, at the age of 73.
It is fitting that Fox should be honored— especially by the studio which
bears his name. For this man, the
founder of the old Fox Film Corporation, was once the head of an industry
which today ranks
big businesses.

among

America’s

The story of William Fox's career
reads like the “rags to riches’’ scenarios his company once produced — but
without the happy ending. His first
taste of the industry came in the infant days of motion pictures when, unable to get a $3 raise as a pants presser, he quit his Job and opened a nickelodeon. From that nickelodeon he built
a

of Controllers

George Stephenson. .V-P.
Pauline Dunlap . Secretary
J im T rucano . . . T reasurer
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Around
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. .
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Who is the forgotten man? It
is the June Groom. As summer
rolls around, the June Bride is
the center of attention, while
her partner-to-be squirms in obscurity. So, for those who have
never seen one, there is a June
Groom on this month's cover.
About our cast: The bride is
Helen Bence, Telephone Operator who, believe it or not, is a
grandmother in real life. Rudy
Reaves, Transportation, is the
groom, and a bachelor off stage.

Gown by Womens Wardrobe;
Dress Suit by Mens Wardrobe;
Chains by Property; Camera
work by Pashkovsky.

producing, distributing and exhibiting empire that was valued at $300,000,000 at the time of the stock market
crash in 1929. Fox had run a shoestring
capital of $1600 into a personal fortune
of an estimated $35,000,000 which crumbled under the onslaughts of depression, creditors and lawsuits.
One of the most
noteworthy
Fox’s
achievements
during
his life inofmotion
pictures was a development which was
destined to revolutionize the industry.
This was called “Movietone,” a motion
picture sound system which was the
most revolutionary device for preserving and re-creating sound since Edison’s first phonograph. With SUNNYSIDE UP the Fox Movietone system
proved its superiority, and soon every
studio began using sound on film.
Many adversities came Fox’s way
during his life in motion pictures. After
the crash he lost controlling interest in
Fox Film Corporation and Fox Theatres Corporation and resigned as their
head. In the Supreme Court in 1935
Fox lost his bitterly-fought battle to
retain his Movietone patents estimated
to be worth more than $100,000,000. So,
the empire in which he was an edifying and commanding force, slipped
through
of sand. his fingers like so many grains
During the early years when motion
pictures first began to command the
attention of a large audience. Fox became dissatisfied with the quality of
films and began producing his own pictures, many of which were among the
finest and most profitable ever produced. WHAT PRICE
GLORY
was
one, SEVENTH
HEAVEN
another.
This spirit — an earnest determination
to better the motion picture product —
was borne by Fox from the time he
first
dustry.became associated with the inACTION pays tribute to William Fox
for his courage and farsightedness —
qualities which have made the magic
lantern phenomenon of motion pictures
cardinal among America’s industries
and significant
a force in the influence of human as
thought.

1 Like
By TAMARA

It!

GARSHNEK-

I didn’t quite believe my senses but it was true. Out of the white haze on the horizon shaped
the massive, powerful vision of Ameriea — Manhattan. Aboard the ship which went on anchor at the foot
of the skyscrapers I felt like standing right in front of the whole U.S.A. And when at night
the lights lit I turned away from hardships of the past — I could look only in front of me towards the
country behind Manhattan.
After a three-day flash trip our traveling ended on a citrus ranch in Ventura County. The
small bungalow

was almost entirely empty.

It was a start from scratch — one worker, at 65c per hour,

to support four people. But there was reeling fragrance of orange and lemon blossoms,
and it was in California — so what did all the difficulties matter!
On the second day on the ranch my first American

neighbor handed

me a coffee pot over the

fence and I sensed that this was something different from what refugees met in Germany.
It was a true sign of acceptance and understanding of the newcomers
a free road into American

which was opening

life.

As almost the only English-speaking immigrant among

the group I soon had numerous

contacts

with the teachers of Adult Education Program and the local Red Cross Chapter and could
notice with surprise and pleasure how much

interest and support was given to the immigrants.

I spent nine years in Estonia and Germany

under changing governments, battles roaring over cities,

air raids shattering the earth to its very depth, and over-complicated living conditions of the
post-war period. Compared

to that, life in the U. S. is almost unbelievably easy. Easy regardless of

whatever difficulties or even hardships one may have.
I have often wondered

if an American

could imagine how it feels to have no passport, no stacks of

permits to work, to draw food, to reside. To find out, after years of every possible ‘protection’ from
freedom, that there is no police registration following your every move, and that the government
for doing its job doesn’t expect you to pay for it with every drop of your blood. It was for example
a great thrill to me to get a job without any controlling labor office in between. It gave an
uncomparable

sensation of personal freedom.

It’s extremely difficult to condense the multitude of feelings and impressions I gathered during
my three years’ stay in America.

But I have a general, basic feeling that this country has

something like a special atmosphere; a climate I’d like to call it, in which a human
live but even be born for the second time.

’‘Editors Note: Tamara Garshnek is a member of the Script Department’s translating group. Tamara was born in Moscow and teas raised in Estonia as a Russian
emigrant. She lived in Estonia until 1944 including one year under the communist
government and three and a half years under the German

occupation forces. She is

one of very few people living in America who has experienced life under communist
ride and is now living in freedom and security in the United States. Tamara came to
work at Twentieth in May, 1951.
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in Artesia and plans on attending Excelsior High in the Fall.
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OUR SCHOOLS AS AN INVESTMENT

to Ingle-

in the Amerheld recently.

\nj Dr. A. J. Stoddard
Superintendent of Schools
Los Angeles “

There are at least three ways in which
the wealth of the world is increased.
First, something that is worthless where
it is or in the form in which it exists is
made available for supplying the wants
of man and, therefore, becomes wealth.
When anything that exists has become so
combined or changed or transported as
to minister to the desires of man, wealth
has been added.
The second method by which the
wealth of the world is increased consists
Gaston
proud
Loyola

Glass, Unit
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High

attending

SC

Production
Paul

School

who

this month.
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at that university.

Manager,

is quite

is graduating
Paul

will major

*

Exclusive

ACTION

in doing something that will multiply the
effectiveness of this first process. This industrial age, the result of the marriage of
science and inventive genius, has added
untold billions to the wealth of mankind.
The schools of our nation contribute
to our wealth from both of these standpoints. They have helped immeasurably
in establishing the common integrating
facts, knowledge and skills without which
agriculture, manufacturing, commerce
and business would have remained at

release.
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Assistant

Tabulating

Head

Joe

Medvitz

is proud

of his two

graduating

sons.

Left is

Tommy, 18; right is Richard, 13. Joe is quite a father. Besides Tommy and Richard
there are Barbara, Colette, James, Albert and Charles. Joe will rate an extra handshake
on Father's

Day.

■

■

Alice Perez, 14, daughter of Angel Perez, will graduate from St. Mary's Junior High School this
month. She will begin studies at Sacred Heart High in East Los Angeles in September. Her dad is
a member of the Prop Makers Department.

Francis "Bud"

Mautino,

plains the fundamentals

second camerman,

ex-

of technicolor photog-

raphy to his son Robert Allan, 14. Robert, who

There are many TCFathers whose children will he proud graduates
this month. Both father and youngster play important roles in the

is an accomplished
from

Palms

will commence

community

and the future. Here are some of PDth’s fathers and
their June graduates.

the stage in which they are found today
in the nations that have not invested generally in education. They have contributed to our technical and scientific knowledge. They have helped develop a high
level of functioning intelligence which
makes possible the widespread use of the
contribution of technology and the applications of the scientific method.
But the most potent of the three methods of adding to wealth is that of changing demand, which furnishes the only
real value of anything. It is in this third

Junior

accordionist, will graduate
High

this month.

studies at University High

He
in

September.

area that the schools and colleges make
their greatest contribution. They help
expand the quantity and quality of the
wants of mankind. The greatest force in
the world for the multiplication and elevation of human wants is education.
Our country spends billions of dollars
annually for the support of our schools
and colleges. The sum is large. But most
of us believe that it would cost us more
not to spend these billions for the purposes of education because good schools
are one of our soundest investments.

Showing his fourteen-year-old daughter Carole Mae around the lot is Lee Crawford,
assistant cameraman. Carole Mae is graduating from John Sutter Junior High in Reseda.
Her dad has been a TCFer for eighteen years.
Tviolan

Bobby

Comer,

Assistant Chief Engineer, right,

congratulates his son Bob, Jr. on the latter's
graduation from Loyola High School. Bob will
attend Loyola University when
begins.

the Fall semester

Troian

mmm
In Twentieth

Century-Fox

president

Sp\TOs P. Skouras’ report to the compan\'’s stockholders for the year 1951,
there are many items of interest which
are worthy of obser\ ation.
Most striking in the report is the fact
that the net earnings for the company
took a dip in 1951, as compared to the
1950 figure. ($4,308,431 in 1951 against
$9,553,260 in 1950. )
In 1951, states the report. Twentieth
Century-Fox released 33 feature pictures which it produced, 7 produced by
others, 2 special subjects, 6 re-issues of
older feature pictures, 2 issues a week
of Movietonews and a wide variety of
short subjects, including Terrytoons and
March of Time. A comparison of the
average cost of our own feature pictures,
shown below, indicates that the “perpicture” cost in 1951 was lower than in
any of the four preceding years, despite
increased costs of material and labor during this period. It is interesting to note
that the decreased “per-picture” cost p>revails, notwithstanding a constantly increasing number of releases each year.
Year
No. Released
Average Cost
1947
18
$2,328,600
21
1948
1,869,700
1949
24
1,787,700
28
1950
1,634,000
1951
1,370,000
33
1952 (estimated) 33
1,260,000
36 pictures are being planned for release in 1953. It is anticipated that their
average cost will be about $1,100,000.
This figure takes into account union payroll increases which became effective in
the fall of 1951

and

which,

welfare benefits, aggregate over $2,400,000 on an annual basis or more than
$66,000 per picture.
Mr. Skouras’ report went on to explain
who the company’s stockholders are. The
analysis, made in December 1951, re\ eals that among the 24,592 stockholders
who own 2,768,000 shares, there were
11,356 men, 9,097 women and 3,089 joint
accounts. The remaining shareholders
consisted of fiduciaries, institutions, security dealers, nominees and others.
Shares in the company were held in
all 48 states, in the District of Columbia
and other territories and possessions of
the United States, as well as in Canada
and a few foreign territories.
One of the matters with which the
report deals is a discussion of the Eidophor system for large screen theatre television, in conjunction with the CBS color
process, which Twentieth Century-Fox
has been developing as a potential new,
expanded form of entertainment in the
theatres of the United States and the
world.
Mr. Skouras reveals that arrangements
are being made for the transmission of
specially planned live stage shows designed to test all of the potentialities of
Eidophor as an instrument of service to
the public.
“These demonstrations will visualize
the opportunity presented by Eidophor
for transmitting instantaneously and simultaneously tohundreds, and in time

THE REPORT

including

thousands
United

of theatres

The employees of 20th CenturyFox extend their sympathy to
the families and relatives of:

ALEXANDER
KAMINSKE
Fire Department
Mays, 1952
FRANCIS R.
‘SPEED’ KENDALL
Publicity
June 3, 1952

6

the

theatre entertainment.” The exhibitions
will show that with Eidophor it will be
possible for theatre patrons everywhere
to have equal opportunity for the first
time to enjoy the latest and finest presentations, plus the best motion pictures —
shows of a quality and scope never before possible, except on Broadway and
in a few other large cities.
The demonstrations will also provide
actual evidence of the effectiveness of
this process in projecting on the large
theatre screen images in color of a varied
character, both as to movement, nabiral
hues and lifelike reproduction.
In conclusion, Mr. Skouras points out
that in order to overcome the difficult
conditions reflected in the report, additional economies are being put into effect
and efforts are being made for the widest
possible expansion of our foreign business in order to increase profits. He states
that Twentieth Century-Fox is making a
careful survey to determine whether the
studio can profitably enter into the production of appropriate types of subjects
for television.
With its carefully planned program of
feature pictures and with continued
alertness to new markets and opportunities, Skouras voices confidence in the future of Twentieth Century-Fox, of which
we are all an important part.

IN BRIEF1951

Earnings and Dividends:

iHemoriam

throughout

States, a new form of live entertainment of unlimited scope to augment

Income from all sources
Net Earnings
Dividends on preferred stock (retired in full, July 13, 1951).
Dividends on common stock
Common stock outstanding — shares
Earnings per common share
Dividends per common share

( Restated )
63,803,265
$162,474,452
248,894
4,308,431
2,769,485
5,538,573

Balance Sheet Data at the Year End:
Cash and government securities
Inventories — pictures released, unreleased, in production,
and stories
Total current assets
Total current liabilities
Net working capital
Current assets vs. current liabilities
Long-term debt
Preferred stock (retired in full, July 13, 1951 )
Total amount of securities senior to Common stock
Reduction in senior securities during 1951
Book value of common stock
Per Share

1950

$1.47
$2.00
$ 27,855,191
57,848,074
99,955,954
27,532,214
72,423,740
3.6 to 1
32,784,565
0
$1
32,784,565
98,919,1 19

$35.72

9,553,260
531,81 1
5,538,317
2,769,172
$3.26
$2.00
$ 43,499,073
1 58,295,958
16,297,258
27,448,536
88,848,722
4.2 to 1
36,130,293
1 1,435,592
47,565,885
,781,320
100,350,285

$36.24

zoqram

9:00 A. M. to 7:00 P. M.
FUN

TIME

(Prizes FfflUtii Guest )

9:00 A.M. PITCH AND

PUTT

GOLF

(Register with Studio Club )

9:30 A.M. TENNIS

yj

10:00 A.M. HORSESHOE PITCHING
PING PONG
FLY CASTING

(Register with Studio Club)

CONTEST
^..9..
«
f'iC4UC

(Entries close at 10:30 A.M.)
(Entries close at 10:30 A.M.)
(Entries close at 10:30 A.M.)

NOVELTY RACES
(13 Races — 3 Prizes in Each Race for Children
— 1st Prize Only for Adults. ) (Instructions will be given at time of event. )
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Boys
Boys
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls

Men 21 and over,
adies 21 and over,

and Girls 4 through 6
and Girls 7 through 9.
10 through 12.
10 through 12.
13 through 15.
13 through 15.
16 through 20.
16 through 20.

to Mama”
andome
3 years).

Race (Ghildren 2

12. “Drive
ages ). the Nail” Gontest (Open to all
13. “Hen Fruit Derby” (Husbands

and

11:00 A.M. SOFTBALL.... (Department Heads vs. Department Employees)

“HEADS OR TAILS?’
11:15 A.M. FISH POND
12:00 Nooii-

“GRAB

BAG’

CONCERT

1:00 P.M. —
SWIMMING

jum
9i.

Virgil Murray’s Rhythmaires

Go4^HXi
13^aces — 3 Prizes in Each Race for Children
— 1st Prize Only for Adults.)

EVENTS

1. Boys
feet ).7 through 9 (width of pool — 60
2.
3.
4.
5.

(Young Children )

Girls 7 through 9 (width of pool).
Boys 10 through 12 (width of pool).
Girls 10 through 12 (width of pool).
Boys 13 through 14 (two widths of
pool — 120 feet).
6. Girls 13 through 14 (two widths of
pool ).
7. Men 15 to 35 (two widths of pool).

%

8. Women 15 and ov^er (width of pool).
Men 35 and over (width of pool).
10.
9. Men’s Novelty Race (instructions will
11. be given).
Women’s
Novelty Race (instructions
will be given).

Be

12.

Father-and-Ghild Relay Race (one son
or daughter).

13.

Department

Relay Race.

2:30 P.M. “PICNIC REVIEW” - Top
- Plus PRIZE DRAWING.
4:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. DANCING

and Adults — Name

Performers

To the Music of Sonny Olivera and His Orchestra
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STUDIO

CLUB
Detective Story
Great Success
Acclaimed by the hundreds of enthusiasts who saw it as the best dramatic performance ever presented by the Little
Theatre group,
Sidney
Kingsley’s
DETECTIVE STORY
played
to capacity
houses during its week-long run on the
lot from May 12th to 18th.

Schtt’arrz

Monroe

Leading

\\'ith the horsehiders now going full
speed ahead in league competition, the
third week of play finds the Marilyn
Monroe team in the lead with three wins
and no losses. Second is Henry Hathaway with two wins and no losses. Jeanne
Crain is third with one win against one
loss, while Betty Grable has a one wintwo loss record. Gregory Peck is in fifth
spot with one win and two losses, while
Anne Baxter stands at 0 for 3.
Because evening play pro\es more
popular, league play will now be held
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings

Softball League
rather than Sunday mornings. Double
headers will be played on Tuesday, first
game at 7:30 P. M., nightcap starting
at 9. Thursday games will be played at
7:30 P. M. only. Everyone is invited to
come out and holler for his favorite
club.
As will be the case each night of play,
a $10 basket of groceries will be presented to a lucky winner. Also, a sweepstakes drawing will be held each week
for a valuable prize. Season tickets for
these drawings can be purchased at the
Studio Club for a dollar. Winners need
not be present.

The tionplay
was under
the excellent
direcof Lonnie
Raidor,
whose staging
captured the mood of the show to perfection. Brusque dialogue and shaq5,
clean characterization marked the performances, with carefully planned lighting effects adding integrity to the play.
Stage Manager Alex Martinex deserves
credit for the fine job done in lighting
and general presentation.
In addition to directing the drama,
Raidor also turned in a forceful portrayal
of Charlie Gino, the burglar. Other
standouts in the cast included Ciel Margolis as the Shoplifter and Hayes Gordon
as Detective Jim McLeod. The supporting cast worked well in unifying the
production.
The many departments and employees
who contributed their time and effort to
make DETECTIVE STORY a superior
offering are extended sincere thanks by
the Studio Club Playhouse staff.

This Jar Will Be Placed In
Your Department SOON!
If You Guess How Many Items It
Contains . . . You Will Win

$200 IN PRIZES
WATCH
Winner
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office ponders over the Picnic Jar.

IT!

Will Be Announced

THE ANNUAL
Jean Buttell of Molly Mandaville's

FOR

PICNIC —

At

JUNE 22

ACTIVITIES
Camera and Exercise Classes End; 3 New

Series Being Launched

The coming summer months find many
recreational classes and activities in progress, in addition to the regular educational classes which are carrying on.
SWIMMING

.'\lthough the present swimming class
is scheduled to terminate on June 18th,
current interest in the class indicates
that a new swimming group may be
formed. With ex ening swimming offering
a wonderful opportunity to cool off from
the hot summer months, the class should
prove a popular one. The new series will
begin on June 25th and will run through
August 29th. It will be held at the Beverly Hills High School pool. Tuition for
this second series of water meets is $2.50.
As before, guests of employees can join
the class or attend on a week-to-week
basis at 50c per evening. Those interested
in participating in this class should notify
the Studio Club so that the size of the
class can be determined.

P<uhl(ovsl(y

Film editor Barbara McLean, standing, was a recent visitor to the Film Editing class. With her
is Edgar A. Brokaw, class instructor. Series has hosted many specialists in the film editing field.
FILM

CAMERA

Completing a second series of ten
meetings on June 4th was the camera
class, under the instructorship of John
Cagle. The class received instruction and
lab training in third-dimentional photography, as well as other fundamentals.
Scheduled to commence on July 10th is
a series of meetings relative to camera
study. It will consist of weekly travel
motion pictures, to be shown each Thursday evening at 7 P.M. Class will continue
through August 13th. Amateur movie
makers will be given instruction on 8
and 16 mm. mo\ie technique, with emIihasis on how to make good travel
mo\ies.
Seven
eight
willtheir
be
reserved for
thoseto who
wisho’clock
to show
own travel movies for discussion and constructive criticism. John H. Cagle will
lead the group. Those interested in joining this class should contact the Studio
Club immediately.
EXERCISE

The second series of eight exercise
classes, under the guidance of Florence
Verrico, wound up June 2nd. The twelve
members of the class are very pleased
with the training they have received in
balance and poise.
SCENIC

ARTS

Three more meetings remain on the
agenda of the Scenic .Arts class, which is
being mentored by Scott McLean. Emphasis during the last half of the 16-week
schedule has been on the practical side
of .scenic art, with the students having
the opportunity to paint landscapes and
other subjects.

EDITING

Under

the direction of Ed Brokaw, instructor in Theatre Arts at U.C.L..A., the
Film Editing class has been progressing
nicely. With three more
maining, the class has had
speakers. Recent \rsiting
Barbara McLean, .A.C.E.,

meetings reseveral guest
lecturer was
whose visit

proved both enjoyable and informative.
Most recent class hosted Henry Goldfarb,
Head of the Western Avenue lab. Mr.
Goldfarb

discussed the operation of the

lab and accompanied this with an interesting tour of his department.
TENNIS

As yet, too few people have indicated
an interest in a tennis lesson series to
warrant the organizing of such a class. If
you would like to be included in a tennis
instruction group, give your name to the
Studio Glub.
Interest in plans GOLF
to conduct a series of
golf lessons has resulted in the beginning
of such a series on Wednesday, June
11th. The lessons, from 6: 15 to 7: 15 P.M. ,

Father -Son Fishing
The weekend of
fishing enthusiasts
ling to San Felipe
fishing cruise held

May 17th found TGF’s
and their sons travelfor the first father-son
by the group. A total

of forty anglers turned out for the twoday jaunt, with Bill Novak of the Typewriter Shop snagging high honors with
his 52-pound White Bass catch. The
beautiful climate and surroundings

are to be held at the Rancho Golf Gourse,
two blocks west of the studio on Pico.
Instructors will be two P.G.A. pros. Fee
for ten lessons is $7.50. Interested tyros
can still sign up for the lessons. Gontact
the Studio Club, Ext. 745.
CHESS

Because of interest generated during
the recent game tournament, monthly
meetings of chess enthusiasts are being
held on the lot. Admission is free, the
only charge being
are served during
.All those interested
are invited to turn
event.
DAY

for refreshments that
the evening sessions.
in playing or learning
out for this monthly
CAMP

TCFers with youngsters between the
ages of 8 and 13 years are reminded that
the annual summer day camp will begin
July 9th and continue through August
13th. The weekly get-togethers from
9:30 to 4:00, will include an outing to
Cabrillo Beach, .August 6th, plus many
other fun-packed events.
registration is June 30th.

Deadline

for

Excursion Successful
helped to make the weekend voyage a
pleasurable one for all. The anglers will
visit San Felipe again next .April.
Forthcoming on the fishing agenda is
a trip to San Diego and the Coronado
Islands. This has been scheduled for the
weekend

of June

28th.

Fishing

iMis

should contact Frank Brown, Ex<^, to
assure themselves of a spot on tb : ruise.
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Through the cooperation of management and employees,
2Dth Century-Fox can hnast of an excellent
fire record. But the studio is constantly confronted hy
fire hazards.

Shown above is a reenactment of a recent occurrence on Stage
2 at the Western Avenue studio. Frank Tucker, W. A. Patrolman, found the board, on which an unshielded worklight had
been placed. The board was smoking fiercely and would have
burst into flames within a minute or two if it had not been
discovered.

The

results could

easily have

been

disastrous.

I
r

One of the major fires in Twentieth Century-Fox's history
is the one which completely destroyed the miniature lake
backing in 1947. The structure had a wooden frame, was
out of control in two minutes. Exact cause of the fire could
not be determined, but it was believed to be the result of
carelessness on the part of an employee working in the area.
This was the last significant fire to occur on the lot in five
years. A record like this can be maintained only through
the alertness of each and every TCF employee.

»

I

On Friday, May 16th, Warner Brothers
Studio was the victim of the worst fire
that the motion picture industry has ever
suffered. The fire, which completely destroyed several exterior sets, a huge
sound stage and countless pieces of electrical equipment, was harsh testimony
that the hazard of fire is always present
in industry and especially the motion
picture industry, where millions of feet
of film, hundreds of frame sets and other
highly inflammable materials represent a
veritable dynamite keg in the event of
a fire.
In recent years the industry has been
free of costly blazes, the MGM
fire in
November 1940 being the most disastrous
prior to the Warner Brothers fire. The
last major blaze at this studio was the
miniature lake backing fire which occurred five years ago.
There are definite reasons why Twentieth Century-Fox has not sustained a
major fire in five years. Working with

inflammable elements as a studio constantly is,alertness must be the byword
of employees and management alike, if
the threat of fire is to be held to a minimum. Management must keep alert by
providing necessary fire prevention and
control facilities, and employees must
keep alert by following fire rules and reporting all fire hazards to the studio Fire
Department so that these hazards can
never have a chance to develop into costly fires. This cooperation is the factor
responsible for the excellent fire record
of Twentieth Century-Fox.
Most important in 20th’s fight against
fire is the TCF Fire Department, whose
skill in handling reeent small blazes on
the lot has been essential in the studio’s
control of fire. Since November 1, 1951
the fire crew, under Fire Chief Hugh
Conlon’s supervision, has answered more
than twenty alarms and has allowed none
to cause any appreciable damage. Also
of great importanee in the prevention of
fire is Fred L. Metzler’s Fire Committee
whose constant vigilance has kept fire
eontrol methods and precautions adequate and up to date.
In analyzing the situation at 20th Century-Fox, Chief Conlon pointed out that
notifying his department of hazardous
conditions is the best possible prevention
against fire. He also emphasized the importanee ofputting trash, paint cans, oily
rags and other highly inflammable ma-

AORE AND

terials in their proper place. “ ‘Cood
housekeeping’ is a good rule for fire prevention,” he said.

would

have

THIS!

been

Jean Fontaine, Electrical Maintenance Foreman,
holds work lamp that has been fitted with new
safety guard. All work lights will be
from now on, as a safety precaution.

If every TCFer would make himself
aware of the fire hazards which exist on
the lot, 90% of the fires that do occur here
can be prevented. Here are some rules
to remember:
1. Make

sure cigarette butts are OUT

and properly disposed of.
2. Know the capacity of electric lines
— don’t overload them.
3. Don’t leave paint or oil cans open.
4. Never block fire exits or equipment.
5. In event of a fire, call the Fire Department FIRST, then try to put
it
out yourself.
way.
6. In ease of fire, don’t interfere with
the firefighters’ job by blocking the
By following these rules and applying
common sense when working with an
inflammable object, you will be doing
your part toward keeping 20th CenturyFox Are free.
Remember that most fires are caused
by CARELESSNESS!

The fire which destroyed Warner Brothers sound
stage 21 and many exterior sets might have
been avoided. Although a small percentage of
industrial fires are unavoidable, the majority are
caused by carelessness. The amount of fire
hazards on a motion picture lot warrant an
extraordinary amount of precaution. The large
number of wooden structures is one factor increasing the possibility of fire. Every studio
employee should know what to do about potential fire hazards and what to do in case of actual
fire.
L. A. Times

shielded

Around

The Lot In Pici

NO IMMEDIATE PLANS — Resigning recently as Head of the
Legal Department was George Wasson, who served 20th CenturyFox since September, 1932. Wasson will formulate plans for
his future when he returns from his vacation. Among other
non-professional activities, Wasson is building his own home.

HEADS MUSICALS — Recent studio Shuffle found Sol C. Siegel, Producer,
being elevated to the post of Executive Producer in charge of all studio
musical productions. Siegel's first picture in his new capacity will be
CALL ME MADAM, followed by GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES. On
his slate also are MABEL AND ME and IT HAPPENED IN SUN VALLEY.
Siegel also was elected President of the Screen Producers' Guild in their
recent election of officers.
NEW LEADER — Ridley Billick, former assistant Studio Club
Manager, was promoted to Head of the Mail Department recently. Ridley has been a TCFer since February, 1940, serving
in the U. S. Coast Guard from 1942 to 1946. Everyone wishes
Rid the best of luck in his new position.
Ugnn

BOXER-MIXER — Today's pooches are getting smarter and smarter. Here's
a shot of a dog who took matters into his own paws, to become the first
canine sound technician on record. Imagine what would happen to production
if friend mixer were to spot a fire hydrant during a take!
PERFECT RECORD — John Buol, Transportation, has been driving the
same maintenance route at 20th for eighteen years. Since he started at
TCF in 1934 John has worn out three trucks. The one he's using now —
his fourth — had to be outfitted with a new motor when the old one
collapsed from exhaustion. And through it all, Buol has had neither an
accident nor other mishap while behind the wheel. Sharp driving, John.
Keep up the good work.
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And Words

jres

Looks like this month’s coluinn features
handshakes. They go to: CHARLES G.
CLARKE, A.S.C., who was recently
elected prexy of American Society of
Cinematographers . . . and to Unit Manager JOSEPH C. BEHM, who now heads
Unit Production Managers’ Guild . . .
and to “RED” DAVTES, Maintenance,

HOPPED-UP HOODY — "Hoody" is the nickname for the little red cars seen around the lot,
pulling twice their weight in men and materiel. C. E. "Bob" Barnes, alert transportation driver
(seated), has discovered a way to make his hoody do twice the work for which it was intended.
Bob has adapted his "shop mule" to handle lumber trailers both in back AND in front. With this
added feature. Bob can shuttle his timber loads in half the time. Shown with Barnes are Leon
"Yo-Yo" Love, left, and Mike Pavlik, both of the Prop Makers
on the hoody.
=

Department,

who

work

with Bob

new
of 724
Studio
Employees’
Union,veep
Local
. . . Utility
and to MICHAEL
P. RIORDAN, Office Service, who was
elected Commander of D.A.V. Chapter
36, Santa Monica. ... In the Baby Department: BOB COPPIN, Labor Dept.,
became a pop on May 23rd. It was a
boy and has been tagged ANTHONY
ROBERT. . . . Another Paint baby: the
FRED OTTIGERs welcomed their first,
MICHAEL, on May 8th. He weighed 8)2
pounds. . . . MICKEY WOODS, Prop
Makers, had some surgery recently. We
wish him a fast recovery. . . . FRANK
PIERCE of that department celebrated
his 77th birthday on June 2nd — spirited
77, that is. . .
CIEL MARGOLIS of
the Still Lab: Another T. Ritter? . . .
HOWIE TAYLOR, Production, back after many weeks in Florida (TRAITOR!! )

LEAVES

PROPERTY
DEPARTMENT — Retiring as Head of
the Property Department was
Thomas K. Little, who served in
that capacity since January, 1936.
Little was res';onsible f^r the development of the Property Department, which has made it one
of the finest in the entire motion
picture industry.

. . . Paint Department’s BILL HARDIN
has a 5-month-old daughter who is only
one week older than his grandson. How
about that? . . . Good to see MARGUERITE HAMILTON, Group Insurance,
back after an illness. . . . Watching for
GENE BRYANT, Unit Manager, to return after some back trouble which has
kept him flat for 50 days. . . . Happy
to hear that the operation on the wife
of BILL SPRANKLE, Maintenance, was
successful. . . . SOL HALPRIN, Head
of Camera, is back on the lot after 3
glorious weeks in Hawaii. . . . VIVIAN
‘JORGY’ JORGENSEN, Studio Glub and
MAURINE LACY, Electrical Production, will hit Waikiki early in August.
. . . Our condolences to MARIA
BROOKS, Still Lab, on the loss of her
baby. . . . MILLIE JUSTICE, Secretary
to Test Director Jerry Webb becomes the
June Bride of Dean Sudduth on June
21st. Congratulations and much happines!. . . Anxious to see PORTIA HAMILTON back on the lot after her recent
operation. . . . Sorry to hear about the
illness of TOM MOORE, W. A. Grip
Foreman. Hope to see him up and
around very soon. . . . ARTHUR WINDER, Drapery, is back on the job after
sustaining back and heel injuries in a

FLOATING CRANE — Jack S. Ferguson, 20th's Structural Engineer, left, and John Lavin, Head
of the Grip Department, inspect their creation, a 38,000 pound floating boom arrangement designed
for use in THE FARMER TAKES A WIFE. The float, which will also be used for other production
work in the future, is rigged in such a way that it can be moved in any direction, stopped "on a
dime." Designed by Lavin and Ferguson, the ingenious set-up will save the studio a great deal of
money and will allow directors to obtain shots which otherwise would be impossible.

fall. . . . Pacific northwest was the ^•aration spot of FRANK GILROY, Grip,
Spotted in the Script Department: F) O,
JO, MOE

June.

and QUO.

. . . Thnt’ ; i j, for
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Three Terhnkolor Pictures Scheduled For June
The June production schedule released by TCP’s Production
Office reveals that among twelve pictures which will be in
varying stages of production during the month of June, three
of these will be filmed in Technicolor.
THE RANSOM OF RED CHIEF, which rounds out the
quintet of O. Henry stories to be grouped as BAGDAD ON
THE SUBWAY, finished shooting May 29th. Howard Hawks
directed, while Andre Hakim produced THE RANSOM OF
RED CHIEF, as well as the rest of the O. Henry assemblage.
Other tales in “BAGDAD” are THE LAST LEAF, THE
CLARION CALL, THE COP AND THE ANTHEM and
THE GIFT OF THE MAGI.
May 29th was also the starting date of THE FARMER
TAKES A WIFE, the Betty Grable-Dale Robertson romantic
comedy being directed by Henry Levin. The picture, being
filmed in Technicolor, finds Frank Rosenberg producing, under
the Julian Blaustein banner.
Finishing June 2nd was BLOODHOUNDS
OF BROADWAY, in Technicolor. Harmon Jones directed the Damon Runyon story which includes Scott Brady and Mitzi Gaynor in its
cast. George Jessel is producer.
SOMETHING FOR THE BIRDS was another May carryover. Shooting was completed on that Sam Engel production
June 5th. Robert Wise directed the comedy which features
Patricia Neal, Victor Mature, Edmund Gwenn.

Troian

Recent one-day location found the BLOODHOUNDS OF BROADWAY
company shooting at Paradise Cove along the coast. The picture is in
Technicolor, wound up June 2nd. Harmon Jones directed.

Scheduled to finish on the stages June llth is BIG MAN, a
Julian Blaustein-Stanley Rubin production. Billed in the pic,
being directed by Robert Parrish, is deep-throated Georgie
Winslow who gained recognition as a result of his work in
ROOM FOR ONE MORE. Go-starring in BIG MAN are Rich-

FIRST QUALITY
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE

FOR

. . .

BRIDE & BRIDEGROOM
& GRADUATE . . .

...
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
SILVERWARE

AND

^

FURNITURE-APPLIANCES |
At

Discounts

up

to

SHOP

EVES:

12:00-9:00

Universal - Toastmaster - Western Holly - Amana - 1847
Rogers Bros. - Gruen - General Electric - Gaffers & Sattler
Norge - Speidel - Parker Pens - Bulova - And Many Others
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—

Monday

thru Friday:

Saturday:

9:00-5:00

212 Broadway
EX. 3-3741
SANTA MONICA

ard Widmark and Joanne Dru.
Technicolored TONIGHT WE SING
is slated for a June 12th comiDletion. The
musical is being megged by Mitchell
Leisen. George Jessel is producing.
Initial picture to commence shooting
this month was NIAGARA which began
first unit photography at Niagara Falls
on June 2nd. Henry Hathaway is directing the picture which will begin on the
stages the latter part of the month. Cast
has been set, with Jean Peters, Joseph
Gotten and Marilyn Monroe among the
starrers. Producing NIAGARA is Charles
Krciclc0tt

Second unit work on WHITE WITCH
DOCTOR is scheduled to begin around
the I6th of the month. Location is the
Belgian Congo in Africa, with Roy Baker
directing the company. WHITE WITCH
DOCTOR will be an Otto Lang production.
Scheduled to begin production June
23rd is POWDER RIVER, a Technicolor
show with the West of 1880 as its background. The melodrama is to be megged
by Lou King, while Andre Hakim produces, under Julian Blaustein.
Three forthcoming productions have
indefinite starting dates but are tentatively scheduled to begin shooting the
latter part of the month. TAXI, to be
produced by Sam Engel, is the story of
a cynical New York ta.xicab driver who,
in the course of one day, becomes emotionally involved with one of his fares.
She is a young Irish girl who has come
to New York to find her husband.
The second production to roll late in
June is MY COUSIN RACHEL, based
on the novel of that name by Daphne
du Maurier. It will be produced by Nunnally Johnson. Cornwall, England during
the early 1800’s is the setting of this
drama which revolves around EnglishItalian Countess Rachel Sangalletti.
BLAZE OF GLORY, a modern melodrama, is the third picture scheduled to
begin the end of the month. Jules Schermer is producing BLAZE OF GLORY

Now is the time to have your furs
cleaned and restyled . . . complete
ladies' tailoring department.

STORAGE
RESTYLED
REPAIRED

15%

2058 Westwood

George
Winnie

Leverett,
Leverett,

Sound Department.

Nowr
You may finance new or used cars through
your Credit Union. For further information,
call the Credit Union, Ext. 545 or 546.

FOR SALE — 4x5 Super-Linhoff camera.
150 and 99 mm. lenses. Leather carrying case.
Highland flash equipment, six holders. Brand
new. $570 value — will sacrifice at $400.
Contact George at HI. 5449 or Ext. 20, Western Ave. studio.

TO

TUDIO

CLUB

d Pick-up

MEMBERS

Service

Blvd.

AR. 9-0216

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

^ BAP HALLO
332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles

WEbster

36

8-6281

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture
Terms

Arranged

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Cf Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

hatch /Self paints

under Julian Blaustein’s supervision.
Samuel Fuller wrote the screenplay and
will direct.

The many messages of sympathy are
sincerely appreciated.

DISCOUNT

Free Estimates

PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

LA BREA

TIRE SERVICE

OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members
We

YOU

Carry a Complete

Line of

Guaranteed Furniture

OFF LIST
ALL

RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood Furniture Co.

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

WY. 2194

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
Monday,

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

15

Night

SHOP

.T

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPiCIALTY’’
CARL WEISS,

Courtesy

to Studio

Club

Mgr.
AR. 3-8636

Members

10643 Pico Blvd.
GENERAL

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

ELECTRIC

O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION

V\ RADIO & APPLIANCE CO. ///
8879 W. Pico
(2 Blocks
West of Robertson)

Opposite

Stadium

To Choose

Theater

Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members

CR. 1-2249

Open Monday and Friday Evenings

BR. 2-3832

VIC
ic LINOLEUM

★ CARPETS

★ TILE

Carpet
A

Complete

CARPET

SERVICE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

]

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Projectors &
Accessories
Films
Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

Conveniently Located At

HARRY

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508
Monday

thru Saturday —

BOULEVARD

ARizona 3-2513

— SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a m to 6 p.m.

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

ELECTRIC
Appliances

Blvd.)

BRadshaw 2-7110

SalesFor

GENERAL

16

CO.

1 Block East of Westwood

Authorized

IL-.

SALES

All

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

We

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

SPRAYS

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

REMEMBER

TO

VISIT

Sam Lu rye's
PATIO
LIQUORS
For The Best
In Party Beverages

10515V2 WEST
Next to Rancho

PICO

Bowling Alley

- OPEN

-

1 0 a. m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449
Case 10%
Goocis Available at :
Discount ;
Checks Cashed

Gladly As Before

'

FIREPLACE

Studio Club

FIXTURES

PHONOGRAPH

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
AR. 7-1755
Gordon's Flower Shop, 2617 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
DU. 4-21 59

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

FURNITURE

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Jack Joseph, 212 Broadway,
Santa Monica
EXB. 3-3741
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

( Newand Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) ,
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR.
Williamson Motors (British cars; Phil
3153 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
RE.

Wilshire
3-0231
Regan),
2-8126

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap, only) ..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave,
L. A
WY. 2194

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

&

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES

Central Furniture Co., 2401 So. Santa Fe Ave.,
L. A
LO. 5-5242
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
_AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

DRUGS
Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

JEWELRY

SPORTING

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES
Studio Club

MATTRESSES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

OPTOMETRISTS
SHOPS

RUGS fir CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Studio Club

OCULISTS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
I- A
WE. 0963

Ladies' and Men's,
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUG CLEANING

BOOKS
CAMERA

READY-TO-WEAR

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 723 No. La Cienega,
L. A
BR. 2-3691
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 1 30 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

Howard McCarry, 12300 Vi W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

FURS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
...AR, 7-1249
Studio Club

RECORDS

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

REAL ESTATE

FLORISTS

Buyer’s Directory

Gramophone
erly Hills

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
_CR. 5-1308

PAINT

fir WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

GOODS

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8051 Beverly Blvd.,
L. A
,
WY. 3176
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vie Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733
Blvd. (C. Watts)

Hollywood
HO. 9-8131

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

WATER

Ext. 727

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, l43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
17

1. What is cancer?
About Cancer *

Cancer

ER

FLOW

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

will give

ON
BRANDS

QUALITY

OUR

S
’
N
o
okd

STUDIO

CLUB

g

10%

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

SHOP
MEMBERS

Discount

Free Delivery Any Place

through the body?

They enter the lymphatic stream in a similar
manner and are carried to nearby lymph glands.

ARCADY

HOTEL

4. Is pain an early symptom of
cancer?

Los Angeles 5, Calif.

SID MILLS

DU. 4-2159

No, except in a cancer of bone or nerve tissue.
Pain usually is a late symptom and when it
comes the growth is often far advanced.
5. Why

EARLE

ASK FOR

The sooner it is found the less likely it is to
have spread to other parts of the body where
successful removal is impossible.

SCRIBNER'S

6.

fox HUts Cafe

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
FOR SALE — 3 bedroom G.I. Resale, 5 yrs.
old. Two-car garage. Excellent W.L.A. location. Large yard. Brick patio. $12,750. Phone
EXb. 7-9866 or call Eddie, Ext. 389.

7.

LUNCHES

appearing in men

REPRESENTATIVES,

COCKTAILS

INC.

GLadstone

Fun

6111

1213 No. Highland Avenue

HOLLYWOOD

28

—

CALIFORNIA

RALPH
SMART

at the Piano

from

9:30

FOR

We

Have

Everything
USUAL

MEN

10667

W. PICO

BLVD.

Charles

Man

PHONE:

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

Bickford

Have

THE BEST MOUSE
You

Know

The

TELLER
America’s

CR. 1-1135
18

the
the

Questions
Cancer,” have
from been
which taken,
the above
questions About
and answers
and
additional information, call DUnkirk 7-4201 or
write to American Cancer Society, 699 So.
Wilshire Place, Los Angeles 5, California.

Bob Waterfield
TRAP

Path — Beat It

APPLIANCE

differences in cancers

’‘For a booklet titled “101 Answers to Your

COURTESY

(Next to Malibar)

and

and women.

You should go at once to a doctor upon
list.
appearance of any one of them. Memorize

Prices

for the Well-Dressed

STUDIO

in men

1 . Any sore that does not heal.
2. A lump or thickening in the breast or
elsewhere.
3. Unusual bleeding or discharge.
4. Any change in a wart or mole.
5. Persistent indigestion or difficulty in
swallowing.
6. Persistent hoarseness or cough.
7. Any change in normal bowel habits.

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest

cancers

of cancer?
There are seven signs
common
ones. They are often
called the Seven Danger Signals of Cancer.

CR. 5-9377
Pay Checks Honored —

LANCASTER
WEAR

person do

8. Are all tumors cancerous?
No. Tumors are of two kinds — benign (usually
harmless ) and malignant or cancer.
9. What are some of the early

RIBS $1.75
- FRIED CHICKEN

PRIME

a

different?

There are no fundamental

$1.00

and TRUCKS

Are

women

D I N N E RS
Information on everything in the
automotive market

should

Go to his physician at once for a thorough physical examination.

DELIGHTFUL

BUFFET

What

who thinks he may have cancer?

At the End of the Lot on Pico

Arranged

should cancer be diag-

nosed and treated early?

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

Private Party Purchases

one

There is no definite rate of growth of cancer
tissue. Some types will grow more in a few
weeks than other types will in sev'eral years.

2617 Wilshire Boulevard

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

BUYERS

directly from

3. How fast does cancer grow?

BRANDS

and USED CARS

of cells of the

In three ways. ( 1 ) Cancer cells grow through
the walls of blood vessels and are carried by the
blood stream to distant parts of the body. (2)

(3) The cancer cells grow
tissue into another.

in Los Angeles

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

NEW

is a disorderly growth

body’s tissues. It is not governed by the laws
which control the growth of normal cells. If it
is not destroyed or removed, it never ceases to
grow and eventually causes death.
2. How does cancer spread

CO.

★

Finest Appliances

143 South Robertson Bird. (Robertson At Third)

BR. 2-5506

—

SAVE

W.

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

^

EASTMAN

• LUGGAGE

sample
line

• SPORTING

V

• DELMAR

★

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA

GOODS

STUDIO

I

CALIFORNIA
6lvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

CR. 4-5213

We

CLUB

Phone

MBMBERS

West

Pico Blvd.

* Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
* Garbage Disposers
* Water Softeners - Furnaces
* Refrigerators
* Television and Radios

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

*Ask

MEMBERS

(Briz or Bob)

foe our wholesale Food lists

WALTER

Have Made Arrangements With

WESTWOOD'S
FURNITURE

CLUB

10301

•
•

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

STUDIO

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

cr SAVES YOU MONEY
moI rcnOncVirtually
Every Brand of the Following

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

FORT LEE
NEW JERSEY

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

369 S. Robertson

FILMS

PENS

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT

INC.

Distributors

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

and

J. GERMAN,

J. McCarthy
-

Realtor

-

LARGEST
STORE

For You and Your Family to Purchase
All Types of
FURNITURE
At

and MAJOR
Substantial

APPLIANCES

Savings

11218 SANTA MONICA
NEAR

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
1651-57 Westwood

Boulevard

Los Angeles 24, California

BRadshaw 2-1333

ARizona 9-7355

Open Monday and Friday Nights

BOULEVARD

SEPULVEDA

ARIZONA 9-2704
Associates:

ARIZONA 9-8259
Jack Haclek — Insurance and Real Estate
Betty Hagler — Real Estate

9025 W. PICO BOULEVARD
AT WETHERLY

BRadshaw

2-7241

Associates:

Roger
Roger

E. Williams
S. Williams

DRIVE

CRestview

5-7163

— Real Estate
— Insurance

19

Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

CLIP THIS SUGGESTION

iftA

BLANK

$50.00

TION

—

TURN

IN YOUR

BONUS

IN THE MONTH

3, 1879.

IDEA NOW!

FOR

BEST

OF JUNE
STOP WISHING . . .
START THINKING!

I suggest that:

Turn In
Your

THIS. SUGGESTION

CAN

BE ACCOMPLISHED

To
dages
y! tion
Sug

BY:

WIN CASH AWARD
PLUS
I BitiSvr

T'-fiS SUGGESTION

WILL

IState savings, if any; hazards it will elminate, etc.):

$50.00

BONUS
IF MORE

SPACE

IS NEEDED,

USE PLAIN

PAPER
Your Idea Will Be

Submitted by.
Department.

Identified To The
Only
Suggestion Committee
By Serial Number

Date
,

k

All Suggestions For Which An Award Is Made Become the Property
Of The Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation

There Must Be
A Better Way

SUGGEST

AND

COLLECT

TELL US HOW
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Contents

Editorial Staff
Editorial Dir.
Dir.
Activities
R. BILLICK
Editor
bob MINTZ
VIVIAN JORGENSEN Asst. Ed.
Asst. Ed.
FREDDIE McPHIE
HOUSER

ART

Staff Artists
ELMER GLASSBURN
ED JANIS
•

CASEY

Casey Adams has established something of a record at 20th. Not in the
fact that he holds an eight-way contract hut in the fact that in less than a
year he has become one of the better
known members of the Fox family.
Born in Caldwell, Kansas, as Max
Showalter, he first appeared on the
stage at the age of six, in the theatre
where his mother platjed the piano for
silent movies. By the time he was in
high school he was writing songs and
music, singing, and producing and
directing backyard shows.
After three years at the Pasadena
Playhouse he headed for Broadway,

★
I Like It!

3

Eyes Right — ?

4

Two-0

News

6

Short Essay on Hats

7

Staff Photographers
BABCOCK

ALEX
maria
JACK

brooks

PASHKOVSKY
•

Studio Club Editorial
Committee
PAULINE
ROY

Board

Tom

DUNLAP

Studio Club Activities

where he scored in such hits as “Very
Warm for May,” “My Sister Eileen”
andWhen
“ThisLamar
is the Trotti
Army.”needed a bucolic
ballad in WITH A SONG IN MY
HEART, David Wayne said he knew

8

Annual Picnic

10

Around

12

a guy who had a trunkful of them —
and suddenly Max was flying to Hollywood from Broadway. Trotti not only

METZLER
•

of Controllers

the Lot

bought
“Hoe six-footer
That Corn,”
hut
castthe
thesong,
blue-eyed
as
Wayne’s pal in the picture.
Our studio executives quickly realized Max was a ‘find,’ and he was put
under long-term contract as an actordirector - composer -dialogue director test director - lyricist. He was also
asked to get himself a different name.
During the week that he was trying to dream up a new moniker Max
was as flustered as a golfer on the first
tee at our annual tournament. Only he

Krause . . . President

George Stephenson. .V-P.
Pauline Dunlap . Secretary
Jim Trucano. . .Treasurer
BonfigMo. Juanita .
Brown, Frank
Buck, Dan
Cannon, Jo
Comer, Bob
Davlet. Red
De Gaetano. A1
De Weese. At
Fiiher, Al
Gilroy. Frank
Goldie. Charles ....
Goldfarb. Henry. . . .
Jolley, Robert
Jolley. Walter ....
McLaughlin, Nettie
Metzler, Roy
Murphy, Bill
Overacker, Joliene . .
Patrick. George
Richardson, Frances
Roach. Irish
Sandeen. Clinton . .
Scott. Walter
Smith. Dick
Wurtzel. Paul

Cafe
Drapery
Elec. Prod.
Hospital
.... Elec. Main.
. . . Maintenance
. . . . Prop Makers
Payroll
Music
Grip
Still
W.A. Lab
Paint
Paint
Telephone
Publicity
Cutting
Script
Art
Research
Labor
Men's Wardrobe
Property
Makeup
. . . . Construction

Production News

14

Buyers' Directory

17

Annual

20

Golf Tournament

What

Action's Cover

a soft job Old

Sol has.

Nothin' to do but roll around
heaven all day —
and gaze at
beauties like Anne Bancroft as
they frolic by the seashore. Anne
is a newcomer to 20th. She became a TCF contractee in November, 1951. Her first filmic

Honorary

Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

assignment
BOTHER
TO

20th

by her

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and tor the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
2Sc. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under fhe Act of
March 3, 1 879.

was in followed
DON'T
KNOCK,

current success in TONIGHT WE SING. She is one

of this studio's many
ple being given an
to develop
tainers.

was

young peoopportunity

into top-flight

enter-

(Luckier than that 01' Sun
Gene Kornmann who snapped this month's

cover

ADAMS

girl.)

Bishop
heckling
Max
to have ‘Doc’
not Anyway,
enoughhim.
was lucky
woke up one morning and decided he
was Casey Adams, reported same to
the studio, and has sported this name
ever since, in WHAT PRICE GLORY,
MY WIFE’S BEST FRIEND and now
NIAGARA, as the husband of Jean
Peters.
Casey’s reputation and his circle of
friends have grown simultaneously. His
contract has been broadened to include narration and song auditioning.
His is the voice behind STARS AND
STRIPES FOREVER. He is assisting
in the choice of songs firr THE
FARMER TAKES A WIFE. And in
acquiring new chums he has won the
affection of beauteous Marjie Millar,
the model who teas chosen by the
Hollywood Stars baseball team to lead
them to victory. Casey will lead Marjie
to the altar soon, friends believe.
Our new eight-way colleague is so
versatile that you can’t tell exactly
what he is from day to day — actor,
composer or dialogue director. But
one thing Casey always is: a cheery
Julian Myers

friend.

comaip
FUZZINESS

IN

CASES

IN ENTIRE

OF

RANGE

OF

NEARSIGHTEDNESS,

VISION

CLOSE

CHARACTERIZES

OBJECTS

ARE

ASTIGMATISM

SHARP

AND

WITH

CLEAR,

ALL

WHILE

OBJECTS

APPEARING

SOMEWHAT

OBJECTS

IN DISTANCE

ARE

DISTORTED.

OUT

OF

FOCUS.

INDISTINCT

OR

HAZY.

COkRECTED
IN

FARSIGHTEDNESS,
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Sonia Wolfson, Publicist, finds that wearing
glasses is no
in her work.

handicap

ALWAYS

APPEAR

SHARP.

Sid

THINGS

Brown,

IN FOREGROUND

Paint

De-

partment, works well
glasses
matism.

in

in spite of nearsightedness and astig-

WILL

SEEM

Machinist

Joe

Stewart

completely eliminated a
case
of
eyestrain
through

the

use

of

glasses.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF PRES. SKOURAS’
ANNUAL REPORT
TO STOCKHOLDERS
Our company has already taken the
$34,000, as compared with $875,000 in

Highlights of President S. P. Skouras’
address at Annual Stockholders’ meeting:
In my opinion, the future of both tele\ision and motion pictures will see the
merging of these two mediums, to their
mutual benefit. The success of home tele\ision will depend substantially on film
entertainment — not the same as shown
in the theatres, but nevertheless, programs on film.
The theatre, in turn, will be benefitted by the introduction of the new
large screen television which, in my
opinion, will be the greatest boon to
theatre attendance in its history.

leading steps in the development of large
screen television — Eidophor.
It will be the job of the motion picture
producers to supply film not only for the
theatres but for home television as well.
With these two markets open to it, the
future of motion picture production
nev'er looked brighter.
But again I want to emphasize that this
will take time and I ask that you exercise patience during this period of transition.

First Quarter — The consolidated earnings for the first quarter dropped to

the first quarter of 1951.
Second Quarter — In contrast to the
poor results in the first quarter, we confidently e.xpect that consolidated earnings in the second quarter will exceed
$1,100,000, as compared with consolidated earnings during the second quarter
of 1951 of only $196,000.
For the half year, therefore, we hope to
show consolidated earnings of about
$1,200,000 as compared with a consolidated total of $1,071,000 in 1951.
Studio Economies — Darryl Zanuck
has been making a great effort to bring
picture
costsHedown
the level
today’s
boxoffice.
is to
facing
this ofproblem

Union Representative Urges Employee Cooperation
In an article which
appeared

in

consider any possible reduction in wages
but he asked cooperation to the extent

the

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA TEAMSTER,
Ralph H. Clare, Business Representative of
Studio Transportation
Drivers, Local 399, and

^
RALPH

that every man give an honest day’s work
in return for his day’s pay.
Clare commented: “I believe, and I am
sure every member of our union will
agree with me, that this is only right and
proper. No one profits who receives

H. CLARE

an F. ofof the
^'ice
ood A.
L.
HollywChairm

something for nothing. Let’s do our best
to cooperate by giving a fair day’s work
for a fair day’s pay. Let’s take care of
our equipment and see that it is maintained and operated as cheaply as pos-

Film Council of Unions and Guilds, remarked about the visit which MGM President Nicholas Schenck paid recently to
the Hollywood Film Council. Clare said
that Schenck made a short address which
was well received by the representatives
of all the A. F. of L. unions in the motion
picture industry, in which he made a plea
for cooperation on the part of all union
members. Due to the inroads of television, government action, anti-trust proceedings and various other difficulties
which have beset the industry, it is not
in a very healthy condition. Clare stated
that Schenck did not ask the unions to

sible. Let’s save a day’s location time
whenever we can by efficient operation
of our equipment. We will profit in the
long run because it is only possible to
secure good wages and conditions from
prosperous employers. If they do not
have it, they can’t pass it on in wages.”
Clare’s remarks certainly deserve our
recognition, for they are spoken at a
time when the entire industry needs
and deserves the support of each and
every employee connected with it.

3n iWemoriam
ft is with deep regret and
and loved ones that ACTION

MRS.
wife of Henry

with sympathy toward her family
reports the passing of:

HELEN

Kentop,

KENTOP

Prop

Makers

July 3, 1952
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Department

realistically, recognizing that while production cost must be reduced, he will do
his utmost to maintain and continue the
high quality level of our pictures, which
is so vital to our business.
Picture Costs — The economies inaugurated at the studio are reflected in the
cost of pictures.
For example, in 1950, we released
28 pictures with an average cost of
$1,634,000. In 1951, 33 releases averaged
$1,370,000.
The pictures that we are presently
making for release in 1953 will have an
average cost of $1,183,000, and this average takes into account union payroll increases at the studio which became effective in the latter part of 1951, aggregating over $2,400,000 on an annual basis
which amounts to more than $66,000 per
Conclusion — Our business certainly
picture.
must undergo a period of drastic readjustment, during which the management
and employees must be prepared for sacrifices greater than any we have heretofore made.
If we face the realities of today, reduce
our costs so that they will be in keeping
with present level of our income, and
conceive and produce motion pictures in
a compelling and modern way, we can
keep faith with the people who depend
upon movies as their main source of entertainment and enlightenment, presenting to them the ideas and democratic
ideals we believe in and hold so precious.

1,

SHort Sssay on Hnts

'A.

/

%

Hats are interesting things. All kinds
of people wear them — for all kinds of
reasons.
Examples: People who live in India
wear hats to keep the sun from beating
down on their heads. Chefs wear hats to
keep food from splattering on their
craniums. Eskimos wear hats to keep icebergs from forming on their foreheads.
Mine workers wear hats to keep pieces of
mine from hitting them.
In some cases, the reason why a person
wears a particular hat is not clear. Here
are some cases. They are all 20th Century-Fox employees. Keep an eye out for
them. If you spot one, see if you can
find out why he wears this particular hat.
On second thought, just watch him go
by. It may be a long story.

A genuine Civil War cap is the headpiece
Roger Kent, Sound Effects Cutting.

of

The multi-colored checkered cap of 'Red' Davies,
Maintenance, is a 'double-taker.'

i
j
!
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i
i ■
.

j
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Dave

Vaughan, Head of Prop Makers Department, likes to wear a Panama to work.

The boys always ask Fred L. Stocking, Transportation, where his ship is.

Chief of Police Tom Young and his straw hat are
inseparable during most of the year.

John Lavin, Head of Grip Department,
cloth jockey-type hat around the lot.

Frank Gilroy, Grip Department,
jockey cap on the job.

A little bit of Paris rubbed off on Gare Schwartz,
Cutting. A beret is his headgear.

sports a straw

wears a
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STUDIO

CLUB
Educational Program Slated

The regular meeting of the 20th Gentury-Fox Studio Glub
Board of Gontrollers was held July 1st. Discussion and reports
included information regarding current educational classes and
plans for future ones.
Swimming

Classes Under

Way

Educational Gommittee Ghairman Bill Murphy reported that
30 employees and members of their families have joined the
current swimming class at the Beverly Hills High School pool.
The refreshing water get-togethers are still open to those who
wish to attend, either for the remainder of the sessions or for
single evening attendances. Glasses are held each Wednesday
at 6:30, for one hour.
Eighteen TGFers are enrolled in the Golf Glass being offered
at the Rancho Golf Gourse. Instructors are two P.G.A. golfers
and are being well received by the TGF golf enthusiasts.
Tennis

Schoenbaum

Jack Codd, 1952

Chairman

of the 20th Century-Fox

Golf Tournament,

deserves the title "Mr. Golf" for his consistent and earnest chairmanship
of 20th Century-Fox's Annual Golf Tournaments. Here he watches Betty
Grable take a few practice swings in preparation for the forthcoming
competition. The tournament will be held Sunday, August 10th, at the
Fox Baldwin Hills Golf Course. Tee Time sign-up is slated for Tuesday
morning, July 29th, 8:00 A.M. at the Studio Club.

Softball Play Nears Finish
As the 20th Centiiry-Fox Softball League nears the end of
its competition, the teams have settled down for some really
tough play.
When the season opened eight weeks ago, the Henry Hathaway squad looked like the team to beat, boasting powerful
hitters and good fielding personnel. The Marilyn Monroe team
was considered a strong contender also. The two team fought
and the Monroe squad won. It looked like Monroe was destined
to go all the way. The turning point came, however, when

Plans Formulating

There is a strong possibility that a series of tennis lessons will
begin in the near future. Ten employees have expressed an
interest in a series of this sort. Fee for ten lessons will be $5.
Instructor will be a qualified tennis professional. If you would
be interested in learning this exciting and healthful game, contact the Studio Glub, Ext. 745, and sign up.
Day Camp

Begins

Ghairman Murphy revealed that the TGF Day Gamp for
youngsters 8-13 has an enrollment of 25. The sessions began
July 7th and will continue through August 13th. The meetings
include all types of games, woodcraft, swimming, plus two excursions. Murphy reminded TGFers that it isn’t too late to
enroll youngsters in the Day Gamp. Total fee is $2.00 per child.
News

For Gun

Clubbers

Optimism was expressed that the much-discussed Gun Glub
would get under way soon. At the present time 35 people have
signified an interest in a Gun Glub. As soon as the proper
location can be obtained, the club will meet.

Monroe’s
the club
factor in
At the

Johnnie Ehrin fractured his ankle. He had sparked
prior to that mishap, and his loss was an important
Monroe’s last two losses.
present time, any of the teams could emerge victorious. Marilyn Monroe tops the league, with Betty Grable
only a half-game off the pace. Gregory Peck and Henry
Hathaway are still strong contenders, with Anne Baxter a dark
horse possibility to snatch a league victory.
Individual statistics reveal that ‘Bud’ Warner of the Monroe
team leads the way with 18 runs batted in. In home runs hit,
A1 Sanserreno and Bert Brunson of the Plathaway team lead
with two each. Heaviest hitter is Dick Einfeld of the Gregory
Pecks who is currently batting .571.
Below are the team standings at this point:
Team
MONROE
GRABLE
PECK
HATHAWAY
BAXTER

Won
5
5
4
4
3

Lost
2
3
3
3
5

%
.714
.625
.571
.571
.375

GBL

Vi
1
1
ZVz

Games are played at the Che\ iot Hills Playground. Doubleheader each Tuesday evening, one game on Thursday.
8

Recent TCF fishing excursion to the Coronado Islands was an enjoyable
one. Lou Halford, left. Maintenance Dept., is shown with the 26-pound
yellowtail he caught. That haul makes him eligible for the forthcoming
hshing derby (not a studio function). Right is P. L. Frazier, Maintenance.
Report indicates that Frazier spent three hours landing his fish which is
actually a barracuda with an underactive thyroid gland.

ACTIVITIES
Photo Contest Held;
Prizes Awarded
In 3 Categories
Patterning the event after the Art Exhibit which was presented last year, the Studio Club offered its First Annual Photographic Exhibit, held the first week in June at the Cafe de
Paris Sun Porch. A total of 81 entries were submitted in professional and amateur categories.
Prizes were awarded in three classes: Best Black-and-White
Photographs, Best Color Photographs and Sweepstakes Winner,
which was the picture receiving the greatest number of votes
in popular balloting.
The entries were of a varied nature, including many land
and seascapes, still studies, portraits and action shots.
The exhibit was enjoyed not only by the many entrants who
joined in the competition but by the hundreds of employees
who were on hand to view the interesting stills.
Judges in the Photo Contest were Charles Goldie, Head of
the Still Department and Photo Contest Chairman; Frances
Morin, Magazine Editor, and Miriam Rogers of Movie Spotlight Magazine.

Bahcocti

Left to right, seated, are the judges of the 1952 Photographic Contest.
They are Miriam Rogers, Movie Spotlight Magazine, Charles Goldie,
Photo Contest Chairman, and Frances Morin, Magazine Editor. Standing,
left to right are: La Moine Fantozzi, Black-and-White winner; Lloyd
McLean, Sweepstakes winner, and F. Louis Friedman, Second Place in
the Black-and-White category.

1952 PHOTOGRAPHIC
BLACK-AND-WHITE
First

CLASS

"RETREATING SURF"
LA MOINE R. FANTOZZI
Still Lab
Second
"ABANDONED"
F. LOUIS FRIEDMAN
Publicity

CONTEST

Third
"ADDRESS UNKNOWN"
CARL H. NEWSOM
Electrical, W.A.

COLOR

CLASS

First
"BOY'S PORTRAIT"
LLOYD AHERN
Camera Dept.

WINNERS
Second
"LAKE"
BERT JAEGER
Elect. Prod.

SWEEPSTAKES

WINNER

"AUTUMN SCENERY"
LLOYD McLEAN
Projectionist

OFF-BEAT DRAMA TO BE PRESENTED
A room, ugly and out of joint; all angles leading — nowhere
— going — nowhere; existing? — not existing? — a limbo tower
without support.
Three people arrive from another sphere to expose, in relentless detail, the reasons they have been selected for this grotesque eternity. What they undergo for an hour and a half
in their shifting antagonisms and relationships in this postFreudian world is an anguish macabre and terrible.
Jean-Paul
Sartre’s
NO EXIT
a large stencils
helping and
of bold,
unusual theatre.
It abandons
the isfamiliar
shatters
the ordinary formula. It is adult theatre.
Can YOU take it? . . . If you can, watch for . . . NO EXIT
. . . the new Lab Production of the Studio Club Playhouse.
NO EXIT features Fred Stevens, Donna Lee Hickey, Kordula
Polenek and Ivan Jones. Setting and lighting by John E.
Chilberg. Staging by C. Wilkinson.
A tense scene from Jean-Paul Sartre's NO EXIT, drama to be presented
soon by the Little Theatre group. Left to right are Donna Lee Hickey, Fred
Stevens and Kordula Polenek, three players in the forthcoming presentation.

NO EXIT opens the latter part of this month. Admission
($.50) will be to ADULTS ONLY. Watch for it ... we guarantee it will do something to you!
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Playing host to 2,668 employees and their families, the Studio
Club presented its 17th Annual Picnic on Sunday, June 22nd at
the Cheviot Hills Playground. Acclaimed by many as the finest
picnic ever offered, the day of activity included dozens of
events and many highlights.
The festivities began at 9 A.M. with Pitch and Putt Golf,
Tennis, Horseshoe Pitching and Ping Pong Tournaments. These
were followed by novelty races for children and adults. Hundreds ofprizes and trophies were awarded for these events, as
well as for the many swimming races held later in the day.
At 11 A.M., department heads and department employees

Mary Sullivan, Joyce McKenzie and Serge Flash represented
20th Century-Fox, while other entertaining acts and personalities rounded out the review. Jimmy Taylor was Master of Ceremonies and deserv'es a great deal of credit for putting the fine
show together.
Finale of the Picnic was the music of Sonny Olivera and his
Orchestra, providing three hours of rhythm for dancing en-

vied for top honors in the “Heads or Tails?” softball game. The
7-inning fracas ended in an 8-8 tie.
A delicious hot lunch was served from 11 A.M. until 2 P.M.,
which consisted of hot dogs, baked beans, cole slaw salad and
assorted drinks. The lunch, as well as pop corn, ice cream and
soft drinks, were all included in the admission price.
Main feature of the afternoon was the Picnic ReMew, a variety show which included many top novelty acts. Merry Anders,

Goldfarb, this year’s Picnic Chairman, was an important factor
in making Picnic Day such an enjoyable one. The many hardworking chairmen and their committees are to be commended
for the fine job done.

The success of this 17th Annual Picnic was the result of coopjoyment.
eration on the part of the 130 TCF employees who volunteered
their services from 9 til 7. The coordinating efforts of Henry

Hearty thanks
to the
studio’s
American
Legion are
Post extended
No. 563 and
the Westerners,
Boy Scouts the
of America,
Explorers’ Post No. 144, all of whom
the lunch and parking automobiles.

donated their time serving
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LAKE DEDICATED TO SERSEN — At a dinner given in his honor June 27th, Fred M. Sersen, former
Head of the Special Photographic Effects Department and 20th Century-Fox employee for 34
years, was presented gifts from his many friends on his retirement from the industry. Highlighting
the affair was the presentation to Mr. Sersen of a plaque dedicating the studio's miniature lake
to him 'see insert). At speakers' table, left to right, are Ray Klune, Fred L. Metzler, Fred Sersen,
Sam Engel and Ray Kellogg.

NEW QUARTERS — The Landscape Department
recently began operation in a new building with
modern, complete facilities. Left to right, Glen
Harman, Head of Landscape, Fred Lutz and Ed
Bloch examine their new edifice. Top insert
TCFERS EVERYWHERE — During the
course of their vacation, Clinton Sandeen
(Men's Wardrobe Head) and family hit
Susanville, California. There they met
'Slim' Noxon, former Maintenance Electrician at the W. A. Studio, now City
Building Inspector at Susanville. Above,
Slim is seen with Nettamae and Suzanne
Sandeen on the local Fire Engine (he is
also with the Volunteer Fire Dept.). Slim
would like to hear from his old friends.
Address: City Hall, Susanville, California.

27 YEARS OF SERVICE — "My wife and
I are just going to take it easy." With
these words Harry Heim, Set Recording,
retired after serving 20th Century-Fox
for 27 years. Harry began in the Construction Department under Ben Wurtzel in
1925. Shown with some of his many
friends are left to right, Paul Helbert,
Tony Hanse, Lloyd Phillips, Mickey Morris, Heim, Bert Sebell, Meyer Weiss, Pete
Di Bartolomeo, Hugh Peck and Benny
Benson.
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And Words
Happy to hear that AVA GRIPE, Western Ave. Lab, now has a civilian husband. He was released from the Navy
June 16th. . . . MARIAN HOCKETT,
Music Clearance, has the same. Mate
Robert recently received a release from
the USAF. . . . HENRY GREENBERG,
Story Analyst, former father of twin girls
and another little girl, now has a boy,
too. Seth Barnett Greenberg is his name,
born June 16th
TOM MURTAUGH,
Maintenance, was injured seriously in a
nasty fall. Hope he is feeling good and
will be back on the job soon. . . . LOUIE
PACIFICI, Barber Shop, left on an interesting vacation. He will hit Detroit,
then will proceed to Canada to visit a
brother whom he has never seen. Seems
Louis left Italy for America before
brother was born. . . . ED DE CUIR and
IRISH ROCHE, Labor Dept, departed
last week for Nevada. Pic is 60 SADDLES FOR GOBI
ROY NOON was

shows Harman's office. Center is the main office of the department. Bottom picture shows new
locker room for the landscape crews. Left to right are Ted Berkeley, Roland Cabot, Fred Lombardi and Zygmunt Palmowski. Letter from Cappy DuVal, Business Representative of Local ^44
expressed the union's appreciation for providing clean and sanitary quarters for the men
Landscape Department.

in the

recently appointed Captain of the Western Ave. Fire Department. Congrats. . . .
CECILE GYLES, Estimating, back after
two weeks at Rotary Club Convention in
Mexico City. Said Cecile: They turned
the whole city over to us. We had a
wonderful time. . . . THE WEBBS finally
had a rendezvous with the stork. Date:
June 14th. Weight: 6 lbs. 8 ozs. . . . ART
and MADELYN
(Payroll and Legal
Depts., respectively) have named their
new little boy Gary Scott. . . . The
Accounting Department welcomes back
ART GOTTLIEB. He was a pilot in the
Air Corps, is a TCFer once again. . . .
PAUL KNISLEY, Prop Makers Department is sporting a new top piece — and
it’s a beauty! . . . GEORGE PETERSON, Western Ave. janitor, was a June
bridegroom. He and his new bride
honeymooned in Las Vegas and Salt Lake
City, among other spots. . . . Three TCF
ASC’s in Gotham at once: MILTON
KRASNER doing TAXI, LEO TOVER
and LEON SHAMROY there on their
own time — and having a lot of fun. . . .
AL DE GAETANO, Prop Makers, is expecting an arrival at the end of the year
— sweating a little, too. They have one
set of twins and the Doc says this may
be another. . . . PHIL SNYDER, Labor

SO LONG, CAPT. JOHN — One of this studio's most colorful and popular 'old timers' has retired.
He is Capt. John Muehihausen, a member of the TCF Police Department for nearly 25 years.
Muehihausen was born in Belleville, Illinois, in 1870, served as timekeeper and paymaster for Fox
when the Fox Hills lot was little more than a countryside. Above, Chief of Police Tom Young presents Capt. John with his studio badge, a momento of his TCF career. The officers he worked
with are left to right, first row: Michael Kelly, Chris Falconer, Hardy Esiick, (Capt. John and Chief
Young), Herbert Ward, Howard Branch, Darrell Miller. Second row: E. P. Smith, Fred Wiehl,
George Brown, Lawrence Siefts, Harry Miller, Rex Emerson, Al Turney. Third row: Fred Linenberger (captain of 4-12 shift), Oscar Peterson, Clarence Green, Keith Teter, Wm. Barrett, Eugene
Stranen. Fourth row: Thomas Vernon, Floyd Creson, Florenz Tietz, Henry Fisher, Claude Eichar, Jr.

Dept., back after 5 weeks around the
country. He hit New Orleans, Miami,
New York, Niagara, Detroit, Denver and
others — 8,400 miles, all tolled. . . . That’s
the news for July. Keep ye old gossip
editor up to date in your department.
13
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^uly Production Upswing Anticipated
After a comparatively slow month on TCF stages, five
pictures are scheduled to be shooting during July, two of
which will wind up shortly. Three of these are Technicolor
productions.
Currently on the shooting slate is THE FARMER TAKES
A WIFE, Technicolor show which features Retty Grable, Dale
Robertson and John Carroll. The Julian Blaustein production
began during June and is being megged by youthful director
Henry Levin. Erank Rosenberg is producing the pic.
Also on the ‘current’ list is NIAGARA, dramatic Charles
Brackett presentation. Henry Hathaway is piloting the picture, which spent a good deal of location time at Niagara Falls
last month.
POWDER

RIVER

To

Finish

POWDER
RIVER is scheduled to complete production the
end of this month. POWDER
RIVER is shooting in Technicolor, with Lou King directing. Andre Hakim is producing the
dramatic Western under the supervision of Julian Blaustein.
Corinne Calvet, Rory Calhoun and Cameron Mitchell are
featured.
First picture to begin in July is TAXI, to be filmed almost
entirely in New York. The Sam Engel production treats Mr.
Kopolpeck, a New York taxicab driver who falls in love with
a girl whom he has picked up as a fare. Except for process
scenes, the picture will be filmed against New York backgrounds exclusively. Gregory Ratoff is directing TAXI which
finds Dan Dailey in the principal spot.
MY

Schocnbdum

This interesting shot was made on set of THE FARMER TAKES A WIFE.
Scene is the Chicago Lake. Henry Levin is directing the picture which is
scheduled to finish within the next few days.

IT'LL SAVE

FURNITURE

YOU

• APPLIANCES

MONEY

a

COUSIN

RACHEL

Starting

Second July starter is MY COUSIN R.\CHEL, slated for
July 21st commencement. Henry Koster will direct the

ON

• JEWELRY

With your identification as a TWENTIETH
CENTURY-FOX

EMPLOYEE

DISCOUNTS
★

HOT

you can receive . . .

UP

WEATHER

11 Cu. Ft. ADMIRAL

TO

40%

SPECIAL

REFRIGERATOR,

★

70-lb Freezer

Chest. Regularly 339.95. JULY ONLY

.

281.00

Deep Freeze, 13-ft. Deluxe Home Freezer, Reg. $469.95
JULY ONLY $363.00
SHOP
EVENINGS
Mon.

to Fri.

1 2 noon to 9 ;00
Saturdays

9;00 to 5:00
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]uly is the month
at Huge Discounts,

to buy
Too!

• Here are Just a Few of
★ 71.50 WATCHES
★ 67.50 WATCHES
★ 62.50 WATCHES
Gruen

•

Bulova

the
. .
. .
. .
*

Watches

Values:
. 49.95
. 47.25
. 43.75
Benrus

JEWELRY

212 Broadway •

—

APPLIANCES

—

Santa Monica

FURNITURE

•

EX. 3-3741

film version of Daphne du Maurier’s
best-seller. Story centers around Rachel
Sangalletti, colorful English - Italian
Countess. Nunnally Johnson is producing the picture, whose setting is England
during the early Nineteenth Century.
Olivia De Havilland will play the title
role.
Late Summer Outlook Encouraging
Outlook for the period following July
•

W.

J. GERMAN,
Distributors

EASTMAN

scheduling reveals seven pictures as possible starters.
First of these is THE PRESIDENT’S
LADY, a black-and-white production.
Sol Siegel will produce, with Henry Levin directing.
BLAZE OF GLORY is another anticipated production. Sam Fuller is writing
the screenplay and will direct the melodrama with a New York setting. The
Julian Blaustein production is the story
of a pickpocket — a three-time loser who
becomes implicated in a red spy ring.
Jules Schermer is producing BLAZE OF
GLORY.
Third picture slated for near-future
starting is BAPTISM OF FIRE. William Bloom will produce under the Julian Blaustein banner. Robert Webb will
direct.
FIRST OF APRIL, a Robert Bassler
production, is on the list of pictures
anticipated in the forthcoming schedule.
-A1 Rogell is the director.
Fifth future starter is THE STAGE
TO

SILVER GITY, another Julian Blaustein picture.
Berlin Show To Roll

Irving Berlin’s outstanding GALL ME
MADAM, to be produced by Sol Siegel,
will begin production soon. The Technicolor production will be directed by
Walter Lang.
Final starter on tap is THE DESERT
RATS. This drama will be produced by
Robert Jacks.

EYES

RIGHT...?

(Continued)

comfort and vision. The importance of
periodic eye tests is realized by a recent
example of a TGF employee who learned
in a test made a few weeks ago that one
of her eyes was cutting in and out, even
though
lastatyear’s
examination
no
trouble
all.

revealed

Examinations are being conducted in
departments each Tuesday. Your department will be notified. If you would like
to make a specific appointment for yourself or any member of your family, free
of charge, these arrangements can be
made also.
Results of e.xaminations are confidential. You will be informed promptly by
mail whether or not your eyes need attention. Ifattention is required, we urge
you to contact your own eye doctor immediately.
If you have no eye doctor, under our
Industrial Vision Program, the Studio
Glub will be glad to recommend one who
will give you proper attention at a reasonable cost.

INC.

FILMS

★

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA

FORT LEE
NEW JERSEY

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

^

HAPHALLIGAM

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

WEbster
8-6281

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms Arranged
Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

5843 West Pico Bird.
WEbster

with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
K 20th Century-Fox

3-3227

Los Angeles 35, California

CHRIS

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
Spif paints
PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE
OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members
We

Carry a Complete

Line of

YOU

Guaranteed

OFF LIST

RadiosAppliances
and Television

Furniture

Westwood Furniture Co.

ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

Co.,

WY.

2194

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
Monday,

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday
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Night

TOM

SAVE
on

KRAUSE

DAY

KRAUSE

• CAMERAS

us Srts
l^eligioii
en’s

• CLOCKS

^tep

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

everything
in our

Everything

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN

and

Home

BOULEVARD

SUnset 3-1257

Studio City, Calif.

PENS

• JEWELRY

FOR

• LUGGAGE

Two-tone green. Excellent condition. Call
GL. 2536 after 6 P.M. for details and price.

• LEATHER

GIFT

for the Catholic

12232 VENTURA

GOODS

SALE

—

1952 Buick

Riviera

Dynaflow.

• PORTAILE
TYPEWRITERS

sample
line

THE

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd

Near Olympic

CR. 4-5213

Beverly Hills

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

NEW

1952

REVISED

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

EDITION

OF

THE

BRITANNICA

included in a 10-year research privilege will be a
cherished gift for you or your family.
For information, call JOE TAYLOR,
before 9 a.m., or evenings, Saturday

FLOWER

BR. 2-2546
and Sunday.

SHOP

will give
STUDIO

CLUB

10%

MEMBERS

Discount

Free Delivery Any

Place

in Los Angeles
- - Automotive

NEW

Information

- -

and USED CARS and TRUCKS

BUYERS

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

Private Party Purchases Arranged
By Appointment Only
GLadstone 61 1 1

1213 No. Highland Avenue

HOLLYWOOD

28

CALIFORNIA

ARCADY

HOTEL

2617 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles 5, Calif.

SID MILLS

DU. 4-2159

refers Save Boy’s Life

A few days ago the Studio Club received an emergency phone call from
the Studio Hospital. Nurse Jo Cannon
explained that a 17-year-old boy had
undergone a nose operation at Midway
Hospital and because of a low platelet
count, was bleeding to death. Doctors
were helpless. The boy had had many
Red Cross Blood Bank transfusions but
they did no good. Whole blood was
needed. The boy’s blood type was a rare
one — Type O, Negative RH Factor.
Blood Donor lists were examined. Out of
several hundred donors, nine employees
were found to have this type blood.
Quickly they were contacted by phone.
Out of the nine, two volunteered to give
the boy a pint of blood each. Within
fifteen minutes the two donors had been
sped to the Midway Hospital where
transfusions were administered to the
youth. Almost miraculously, the bleeding stopped
life had
been within
saved. seconds. The boy’s
20th Century-Fox is ijroud of Galvin
Wood, Head of Tabulating, and Wilson
Martin, Set Designer, whose unhesitating response saved the life of that boy.

HEALTH

HINTS

The lowly splinter ranks as one of the
most common annoyances of mankind.
It is forever jabbing itself into an unsuspecting finger, hand or toe, and imbedding itself in such a way that it defies any
but the most patient efforts to remove it.
Fortunately, most splinters, slivers, and
similar foreign bodies cause few serious
consequences, aside from the pain and
annoyance involved. Ever present, however, is the danger that the splinter
wound may become infected. Many cases
of the more serious infections such as
tetanus and blood poisoning have developed as a result of tiny slivers which
have carried bacteria under the skin.
It is always advisable to remove a
splinter immediately after it enters the
skin. Attempts should be made to remove
only superficial or easily reached foreign
bodies from the flesh. All deeply imbedded splinters or other foreign bodies
should be removed by a doctor.
Wash the adjacent skin with soap and
water and apply antiseptic before tackling a splinter. Lift or press a splinter
out in the reverse direction of the penetration. Do not attempt to dig the flesh
or skin away from it. If a splinter is
broken while being removed, have a
doctor remove the remaining imbedded
part at
If a
lot, be
so that
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once.
splinter puncture occurs on the
sure to go to the studio hospital
it can be treated properly.

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Studio Club

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS

REAL ESTATE

Buyer’s Directory

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
AR. 7-1755
Gordon's Flower Shop, 2617 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
DU. 4-2159

Howard McCarry, 12300V2
L. A

FUNERALS

Ladies' and Men's,
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
.....AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A...
VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)
Airman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Jack Joseph, 212 Broadway,
Santa Monica
EXB. 3-3741
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1 -2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Malta of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

( Newand Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) ,
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR.
Williamson Motors (British cars; Phil
31 53 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
RE.

Wilshire
3-0231
Regan),
2-8126

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Central Furniture Co., 2401 So. Santa Fe Ave.,
L. A
LO. 5-5242
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FURS

BICYCLES
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd ,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS
Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS
Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

RUGS & CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1 362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE.

3-9104

LINOLEUM

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L, A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

READY-TO-WEAR

GIFT SHOPS

Foogert's Tiro Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only)..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
.AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

&

W. Pico Blvd.,
BR. 2-3634

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1 743 So. La Cienega,
L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

AR. 7-8293

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

RUG CLEANING

Monarch Furs, 2058 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-0216
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

Gramophone
erly Hills

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

MAGAZINES
Studio Club

MATTRESSES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 130 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint fir Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vie Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6733
Blvd. (C. Watts)

Hollywood
HO. 9-8131

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A.
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS
Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

WATER

Ext. 727

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
I 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
•
BR. 2-3647

We

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

BEWI^

1 0932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
W« Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

I. ALTMAN

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizsna 7-7508
Monday thru Saturday —

Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

SALES CO.

1 Block East of Westwood

— SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m^

ELECTRIC
Appliances

2-7110

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

GENERAL

Blvd. )

BRadshaw

All

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

REMEMBER

TO

VISIT

Sam Lurye's

PATIOFor TheLIQUORS
Best
In Party Beverages

BOULEVARD

ARizona 3-2513

Authorized

18

Projectors &
Accessories
Films
Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

Conveniently Located At

10829 SANTA

APPLIANCE

also
RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

105151/2 WEST

PICO

Next to Rancho Bowling Alley

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449
Case Goo(ds Available at
10% Discount
Checks Cashed Gladly As Before

FOR MEN ONLY

NOTICE

FLORENTINE

During the last few months many
\aluable items of studio equipment

STEAM

BODY
ROOM

and supplies have been unlawfully removed from the lot. Therefore, the

MESSAGE
BODY SHAMPOO
ALCOHOL MASSAGE
PRIVATE
—

250 N. CANON

privilege afforded employees of driving their cars on the lot may have to
be revoked.
Ex idence is now being collected by
the Studio Police Department for the
purpose of prosecuting the guilty

BAGNI

Home

DR.

Calls

®

By

Appointment

BEVERLY

STUDIO

SLN

DECK

—

HILLS

CLUB

•

CR. 1-7645

MEMBERS

parties.
Studio property must be protected
and if the removal of property continues, the use of private automobiles
on studio premises will be restricted
or discontinued.
The Studio Management.

10301 West Pico Blvd. MONEY
U ^ g I* SAVES YOU
On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

|- g
•

Gas and Electric Ranges

•

Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

•

Phone

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
O Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

on Food)

CR. 1-6258

(Briz or Bob)

*Ask for our wholesale Food lists

STUDIO

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

WESTWOOD'S

CLUB

MEMBERS

LARGEST

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

1651-57 Westwood
LOS ANGELES

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

24

BRadshaw

ASK FOR

OPEN

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Boulevard

2-1 333
MONDAY

CALIFORNIA
ARizona

and FRIDAY

9-7355

NIGHTS

Charles Bickford Have
Bob Woterfield
THE BEST MOUSE TRAP
★

You Know The Path - Beat It

TELLER
Americans

CR. 1-1135

APPLIANCE

CO.

Finest Appliances

143 South Robertson Blvd. (Robertson At Third)

BR. 2-5506
19
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WHAJI/UmO!
IT’S THE

20th CENTURY- FOX

at STUDIO CLUB
8:00 A.M.
Men: $5.00

Women: $2.50

AUGUST
1952

Action Spotlights

Vol. 13
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No. 8
1952

Contents

•

Editorial Staff
ART

HOUSER

R. BILUCK
Activities Dir.
BOB MINTZ
Editor
VIVIAN JORGENSEN Asst. Ed.
FREDDIE McPHIE
Asst. Ed.

Staff Artists
ELMER GLASSBURN
ED JANIS
•

Staff Photographers

★

We

Like It!

4

Two-O

6

News
/.

Studio Club Editorial
Committee

8

Golf Tournament

10

Around the Lot

12

Tom Krause . . . President

Production News

14

George Stephenson. .V-P.
Pauline Dunlap . Secretary
Jim Trucano. . .Treasurer

American

Legion

15

Motion Picture Relief Fund

16

Buyers’ Directory
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PAULINE
ROY

Board

DUNLAP

MET2LER
•

of Controllers

Bonfigho. Juanita
Brown, Frank
Buck, Dan
Cannon. Jo
Comer. Bob
Davies. Red
De Gaetano. Al
De Weese, Al
Fisher. Al
Gilroy. Frank
Goldie. Charles
Goldfarb, Henry
Jolley. Robert
Jolley. Walter
McLaughlin. Nettie
Metzler. Roy
Murphy. Bill
Overacker. Joliene
Patrick. George
Richardson, Frances
Roach. Irish
Sandeen. Clinton
Scott. Walter
Smith. Dick
Wurtzel, Paul

after five years of free-lance writing
locally. Before that he served for 2H
years with the Steve H annagan
Agency, handling publicity for the
Dick Haymes radio show as one of his
tasks with that organization.
Lou is a natural for his job for several reasons. Because the work entailed
is essentially dealing with people of
varying temperament, his pleasing and
congenial personality is a definite asset.
In addition, his experience as a freelancer has acquainted him with many
of the magazine writers with whom he
now works.

7

Studio Club Activities

PASHKOVSKY

Cafe
Drapery
Elec. Prod.
Hospital
Elec. Main.
Maintenance
Prop Makers
Payroll
Music
Grip
Still
W.A. Lab
Paint
Paint
Telephone
Publicity
Cutting
Script
Art
Research
Labor
Men's Wardrobe
Property
Makeup
Construction

Honorary Members
F. L. AAetzler, Lou Witte

Action's Cover

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April

job
is An
thatinteresting
it keepsthing
him about
threeLou’s
months
ahead of schedule. When a picture is
slated for a year-end release, Lou is
working on accompanying magazine
releases in August or September. By
this method, stories and pictures of
players appearing in a particular film
will he coupled with the release of the
' picture.

Ah, to be two again. Those
were the days! When that
scorching August sun became
too hot to bear, to simply throw
caution to the winds, throw your
clothes to the turf and throw
yourself to the mercy of the
nearest faucet or one of the
neighborhood sprinkling systems.
That's

20th

exactly

what

young

Gary Helbert does when the mercury climbs high at his house.
Brown-eyed Gary is the young
son of Paul Helbert, Set Recording Department, and is having
no trouble at all fighting the
heat, as seen
cover.

FRIEDMAN

If you ever glance at copies of movie
Jan magazines, you probably have
noticed many articles and pictures of
20th Century-Fox personalities. These
published features are the result of the
efforts of TCF publicist Lou Friedman
who has taken charge of the studio’s
movie magazine division of the Publicity Department, in the absence of
Jim Reid.
Lou came to 20th in October, 19.51,

3

George Walker Says “So Long”

Up the Ladder

ALEX BABCOCK
MARIA BROOKS
JACK

F. LOUIS

Ediforial Dir.

on this month's

An example of this procedure is
found in SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO
which is schedided for November release. In the last few weeks, Lou.
working with magazine writers, has
been interviewing the principal players
in the picture. When that picture is
relea.sed, there will be 12 covers and
dozens of stories in November issues
about TCF players who are in that
production.
Lou likes his position because every
day presents fresh situations and offers
the opportunity to meet new people
and develop new story angles. This
i.sn’t an easy task when you consider
that in the last 5 years for instance,
more than 250 stories have been written about Betty Grable, alone!
Lou likes working at 20th, too. And
he has his reasons. “In my lengthy
publicity
“I
have
nevercareer,”
worked he
withcommented,
a hunch that
is as easy to get along with as TCF

2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California,
March 3, 1879.

under

5

the Act

of

Photo by Jack Pashkovsky

That’s a credit
studio. And you
folks who work
same way about
people.”

to the workers at this
can he .sure that the
with Lou feel the
him.

We

Like

The word ‘American’ has been used to mean many things
— the American way of life — the American standard of living
— and so on; but there is a general agreement that it is considered to be synonymous with such values as industry, vitality, intelligence, initiative, progress, endurance, truth and
courage. These are fundamental American characteristics.
In troublesome times such as these in which we now live, it
is important that we renew our relationship with these fundamental American characteristics.
One of the outstanding qualities of the American people has
been and is the ease with which individuals of various backgrounds blend their lives and their eflForts to build and maintain a great republic. To us it is the normal, natural and
desirable way of life; each of us freely contributing to the
unity of the whole.
The type of background we have had as individuals largely
determines our approach to the problems we encounter and
our reactions to the ideas we come in contact with. This is
true of people everywhere, and it’s true of the motion picture
industry. The people who make up our industry, of which
you are a part, embody all the normal and natural ambitions
and impulses, orthodox and unorthodox behaviors, that people all over the world experience and express. So, basically,
we are all pretty much the same.
We in the motion picture industry are a small group of people compared to the vast population of our country, but the
unique character of our industry brings us an unusual amount
of public attention and puts our outstanding personalities in
sharp focus. This has its consequences.
One of the consequences is that we receive considerable unfavorable and exaggerated publicity about our activities ranging all the way from immorality of various types to divorces,
cafe brawls real and imagined, communist activity and even
traffic violation. Yet the truth is that the divorce rate within
the motion picture industry is 10% less than the general
divorce rate outside the industry. And as for communism, it
unfortunately is active on a wide front in this country — it
even penetrated our State Department. But our country is
now aroused to this menace — a menace that is no longer a
red herring. And we in the motion picture industry are now
fighting it wherever we find it.
By association, all these happenings have an effect on everyone employed in the industry.
All of this relates to human behavior — American behavior
— some of it, unfortunately, not so good. But what I’d like
to talk about tonight specifically is the good Americanism of
the motion picture industry. All too little has been said about
the good deeds and true Americanism of your co-workers in
the industry.
American greatness rests upon the American family. We are
a nation of family men. The employees of the motion picture
industry are typical of this American greatness.
In the old days the actor lived out of a trunk and was never
in one place long enough to establish a home. It is good for
man to have roots — it helps him to be a better citizen. The

motion picture industry has given the actor and all his assoToday:
ciates the roots they once lacked.
66% of all our workers own their own homes;
79% are married and 70% have never been divorced;
59% have children;
75% are high school graduates compared
tional average of 27%;

with a na-

61% of production workers go to church;
80% of the industry’s workers voted in a recent election.
This indicates a mature sense of civic responsibility. These
percentages compare favorably with any other industry group,
and definitely establishes production workers as family men
making their contribution to the future of our country.
Another aspect of good Americanism is the way the motion
picture industry is vigorous and active in aiding citizen welfare. There are about 26,000 workers engaged in production.
In 1951 they contributed to national and local charities
$1,200,000 through the Permanent Charities Committee. In
1951 they contributed additionally, $1,183,000 to their own
charity, the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
We can point to the March of Dimes campaign for polio
sufferers, originated in the motion picture industry, and the
campaign for funds for the St. John’s Hospital, headed
Irene Dunne and Loretta Young.
And perhaps greater than any other
country, the motion picture industry, by
has shown itself to be patriotic in the finest
Members of the industry did not ask for

by

institution in this
thought and deed,
sense of the word.
draft exemption in

the past two wars.
Top talent purchased for themselves and also sold U. S.
Government Bonds to the public in greater amounts than any
other group or groups of people in our country.
The motion picture community provides free appearances
of hundreds of its personalities to patriotic events. Through
the Hollywood Coordinating Committee this top talent traveled around the world to wherever American soldiers were
camped. This to help the morale. What can be more American than to serve American soldiers on duty?
So when we come to a final balancing of the many kinds
of human behavior in our industry, let us recognize that too
little attention has been given to the men and women of
good will and good deeds in our industry. Many of these
people rarely make the headlines — they live their Americanism quietly. And by this example, they are training their
children to grow up into good Americans.
Most of us here tonight are members of two forceful organizations — the American Legion and the motion picture
industry. Each separately, and both together have a duty
toward American democracy. It is not for one to judge the
other.
We are all Americans together. This means that we must
help each other, and work together, and fight together in
order that our American democracy may be what we all want
it to be — a great force of good working for the good of all.

“Editor’s Note:^ Last June we started something new in Action. We began asking TCFers,
“What do you like?" At first no one knew what we meant. We explained that we wanted employees to iot down in their own words what they liked about a particular experience they had
participated in, or simply something about which they had a happy or comforting feeling. We
came up with two terrific answers. In June, Moscow-born Tamara Garshnek told us how much
she liked being an American.
cal convention system.

It!*

Last month, Allan Baltar related how he felt about America’s politi-

This month, the shoe is on the other foot, so to speak. The editorial staff of Action found
something which it liked and wants to pass on to you. It is an address given by Studio Manager
Fred L. Metzler at the recent Installation of Officers of the studio’s American Legion Post No.
563. It makes a lot of sense and is worthy of your thought.
Next month, we will again publish an T Like It’ written by a studio worker. If you can say
‘I Like It’ about something, don’t just say it. Write it down and send it to the Studio Club. Appropriate material will be published as soon as poss’ble.

After 32 Years of Faithful Service,

Maintenance

man

George

Walker

hangs

up his

coat in preparation for another day's work.
George is always on the job at 8:00 sharp. Today would be no exception.

George talks
Maintenance

with Jack Conlin, Head of the
Department. After discussing

what the day's plans call for, George
to begin work for the last time.

gets ready

George prepares to do some cementing. Here,
he loads up the mixer for action. He knows
that, last day or not, there is work to be done
and it is his job to do it.

George’s Last Day At The Studio Was Much Like The Other 8000,
Thursday, July 31st, was very much
like every other day to most of us at 20th.
We all went about the business of doing
our jobs — while trying to keep cool.
In many ways that Thursday was just

like any other day to George Walker, a
cement worker in the Maintenance Department. He came to work at 8:00 as
he always had, and settled down to a
good day’s work, as usual. As the sun

beat
down, George was thinking of many
things.
For George, this day was different. It
was different because it marked the end
of a journey which had lasted for 32
years. This was the last day that George
would be working for 20th Century-Fox,
an association which began June 18,
1920. After this last day, George would
be in retirement.
Manyas thoughts
passed his
through
mind
he continued
chores.George’s
He remembered the first day he began working on what is now the Fox Hills lot. It
was a bean field then; rolling farmland,
where companies from the Western Avenue studio came for location shots. He
had watched

those hillocks in their metamorphosis. From the corner of his eye
though, because his work still had to be
done.
As the sun finally set on his last day
as a TCFer, George was not sorry for one
single day of those 32 years at Fox. For
the experiences he had and the friendships he won had made him a richer man.

Babcock

On

4

his last day, George's co-workers
nance Department. George's numerous

put him into retirement with a farewell party in the Maintefriends presented him with a plaque and beautiful wrist watch.

When George passed through the time
gate for the last time, he took many
happy memories with him. Just as he
would not forget the consideration he
had been shown as a 20th Century-Fox
employee, neither would his services he
forgotten. And the many friends who
said “So long, George” on that last day
wouldn’t soon forget the hard work —
and the good times — that they had
shared together.

Long'' To TCF

George Walker Says

Lunch

time provides George with the chance to do a little reminiscing.

As George's last day comes to an end, he returns to the Maintenance
'Shack.' There, he and his working companion of eight years, Vern
Archer, have a chat about the experiences they have had while working

He takes a look at the flagstone steps and retaining walls which he built
single-handed in 1945. He realizes that the jobs he did while a TCFer
will remain long after he leaves the lot.

together. Vern helps George pack his tools for the last time.

Studio's
Pension Plan Provides Income For edRetired
Employees
as if he had never before been in
George Walker is one of the more than
130 employees

who

have received bene-

fits under the Employees’ Retirement
Plan since its establishment January 1,
1946.
This

retirement

income

is different

from and in addition to what

is received

under the Federal Social Security Act.
Federal Old Age benefits are paid for,
one half each, by both the employee
the employer;

and

but the entire cost of our

Employees’ Retirement Plan is borne by
the company. It is estimated that the
present annual contribution by the company, in order to sustain the plan, will
be approximately

10% of the basic com-

pensation ofemployees who will be members. The fund accumulated by the company’s contributions will not be held by
the company, but is being paid over to
the Chase
New

National

York, which

the purpose
Each

Bank

of the City of

is acting as trustee for

of investing the fund.

employee

becomes

a member

of

The amount of a member’s retirement
income will depend upon his years of
service and regular compensation.
The normal

retirement date is the first

day
the month
65th of
birthday.
The

standard

following a member’s
retirement

income

the employ

of the company.

The company hopes and expects to
continue the plan indefinitely and every
effort has been made
so that it will meet

to arrange the plan
future conditions

will

insofar as they can be foreseen. In order

be a straight life annuity, payable monthly, and commencing upon retirement. If

to protect the company and the members
against unforeseen conditions, however,

this does not meet the needs of a particular member, several alternate plans are
available.

the company reserves the right to change,
amend or discontinue the plan.

If a studio member’s employment is
terminated for any reason other than
death or retirement and at the time of
such termination

he has attained the age

No change, amendment or discontinuance may, however, affect the funds
which have already been contributed by
the company

of the

change, amendment or discontinuance. Ifthe plan is discontinued, the

company continuously as provided above
for at least fifteen years, he shall receive,

company cannot withdraw any contributions that it has made. This money will

upon

remain

of 50 years and been an employee

reaching age 65, an annuity, payable in monthly installments, which is

measured

by compensation

and credited

service up to the time of termination

of

such

prior to the date of any

with the trustee and will provide

members

of the plan with a reduced retirement income beginning at age 65.

Through

the Retirement

Plan, every

the Retirement Plan upon the completion of one year of service for the company and remains a member as long as he

employment.

or she is continuously employed.

or after he has attained such age of 50,
but before he has been in the continuous

long and mutually profitable association.
You know that while you are working,

employ of the company for fifteen years,
he will lose all benefits under the plan,

the company

An em-

ployee isconsidered as being continuously employed if, during each calendar year,
he or she works more than 40 weeks,
with more than 20 hours in each week.

If a member’s service is terminated before he has attained the age of 50 years,

and upon reemployment

employee who devotes his best years to
the faithful service of his employer knows
that the company

is not overlooking

is accumulating

his

a fund to

provide you with a monthly income

when

he will be treatyou retire.
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’'FILM INDUSTRY WILL SURVIVE TV”-JOHNSON VFW Commends Movie

The movie industry will survive the
challenge from television, stated Eric

Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, at the
lATSE convention held in Minneapolis
tvvo weeks ago. Johnston coupled his
optimism with the statement that we
should all “work twice as well and think
ten times before wasting ten cents of
anything.”
“We are in an evolutionary era — in the
full swirl
of it
this minute,”
Johnston stated.
He right
referred
to the motion
picture industry as ‘supple’
“It embodies more elements
of age. Its ability to meet
hazards of our society is

and ‘adaptive.’
of youth than
the economic
demonstrating

itself anew.”
Johnston pointed out that the industry
has weathered many big storms and competitive developments, including radio,
sound and the depression of the early
’30’s. He blasted the pessimists who predict that television is closing many movie
theatres. He noted that although box
office receipts are 15 to 20 per cent below
the 1946 record and profits have been cut
by exorbitant taxes and higher operating
costs, weekly admissions are close to 55
million. “That’s a third of all the people
in the United States . . . many times more
admissions than all the other spectator
amusements pull in together.”
Johnston had this to say about the closing of movie houses: The number of old,
outmoded theatres which have closed
down in recent years is more than offset
by the more than 4,000 drive-in theatres

that have opened in the past few years.
He said the record number of marriages
and babies were having a temporary effect on theatre attendance, but in the
long run the growing population will
mean more attendance for movies.
“The motion picture is very much alive
and kicking,” Johnston said. It will survive today’s competition just as it survived serious competition in the past.

TCF Camera Crew
Covers Peron Rites
A

phone

call from

TCF

President

Spyros Skouras resulted in a four-man
camera crew flying to Argentina on a
moment’s notice August 6th, to photograph in Technicolor the funeral rites of
Eva Peron who died there two weeks
ago. 20th Century-Fox

was

selected to

shoot the event as a result of this studio’s
location jaunt to the Argentine for WAY
OF A GAUCHO
earlier this year.
When Sol Halprin, Head of Camera,
received word that a crew had to be
organized for the trip, his department
began to hum. Production companies
were checked for available men, passports were obtained, transportation arrangements were secured. Within four
hours of the initial phone call, the crew
was packing for the flight.
Making the trip were Eddie Cronjager,
Roger Shearman, Hugh Crawford and
Technicolor technician Nelson Cordes.

3n jWemoriam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward
friends that ACTION
reports the death of:

JAMES FORT
Projection Gang Boss
July 19, 1952
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their families and

MALVINA FOX
Dramatic Coach
July 26, 1952

NORMA NILSEN
Secretary

J. FARRELL MacDONALD
Actor

July 28, 1952

August 2, 1952

Industry’s Defeat
Of Communism
A resolution commending

the motion

picture industry for its defeat of communism in Hollywood was adopted on
August 7th by delegates attending the
53rd National Encampment of the Veterans of Foreign Wars in Los Angeles.
The resolution said:
“WHEREAS hearings before the committees of the U. S. Congress have disclosed that infiltration of the motion
picture industry has been and is a primary objective of the communist party,
and
“WHEREAS
the motion picture
industry has by its cooperation with the
Congressional committees and by its own
acts placed itself in the forefront of the
fight against communism in the United
States, and
“WHEREAS
the motion picture
industry has taken extraordinary financial
and legal risks in eliminating communists
from the industry, and at great cost has
eliminated identified subversives from
the ranks of its employees and,
“WHEREAS
the motion picture
industry has defeated the objectives of
the communist party in Hollywood, and
“WHEREAS
the motion picture
industry has produced a considerable
number of effective anti-communist films,
“THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that
the 53rd National Encampment of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars commend the
motion picture industry for its example
in fighting communism and pledge full
support tinuing
of the
the industry’s
conbattle VFW
againstto subversive
persons
and activities, and that the VFW strongly
affirm its intention to utilize every weapon of public protest and action to rout
communists from other branches of entertainment and all other areas of American life which have been infiltrated by
communists.
“BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that
the VFW commend other industries and
organizations which also ha\e placed
themselves in the forefront of the fight
against communism.”

A factor that encourages the morale of
any employee group is the knowledge
that good work will be rewarded by ad\’ancement within the company. Not only
does the opportunity for advancement
improve employee morale but it increases
employee output by supplying the incentive whereby a worker will put forth
his best effort. This in turn means a better day’s work.
Advancing personnel within the company wherever possible has always been
the policy of 20th Century-Fox and has
manifested itself in many important promotions in the past. The application of
that policy within the last several weeks
has resulted in the advancement of many
more studio employees.
Pictured on this page are some of the
studio workers whose efforts have resulted in a big step forward as a part of
20th Century-Fox.
Pou'olny

Going into semi-retirement July 1st as Director of Public Relations at the studio was Jason S. Joy,
left, who served the studio in that capacity since 1932. Colonel Joy now works in an advisory
capacity, while John Adams, right, has taken over as Assistant Director of Public Relations for
the studio. Adams has been doing public relations work on the lot since 1948.

The

recent

retirement

of Walter

Strohm

as Chief

Engineer found TCF Structural Engineer Jack
Ferguson, right, and Dave Anderson taking over
Strohm's duties. Ferguson handles work formerly
under Strohm's supervision while Anderson will
assume generator operation and control, plus
handling of make-up tables on sets.

Replacing George Wasson, former ffead of the Legal Department who announced his retirement
recently, is Frank H. Ferguson, who became Resident Counsel at the studio. His associates are
Robert H. Patton and Joseph V. Di Muro in the Legal Department. Seen with Mr. Ferguson, above,
is Juanita Stansbury, secretary in the Legal Department.
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STUDIO

CLUB
Litt’tleSucThecesatrsfae’s
l ’No
E\i
Much credit should go to our Little
Theatre for their excellent presentation of
a difficult play. NO EXIT by Sartre e.xemplifying the modern existentialist philosophy by a scene in Hell where the
characters find their eternal torment is to
be their association with each other was
a daring drama for an amateur group to
have tackled.
While it was originally planned as a
sort of workshop experiment with little

Winner of the 1952 TCF Softball League competition was the Marilyn Monroe team which ended
the season with an 8-win 2-loss record. Enjoying a post-season victory lunch are team members
(standing, left to right) Matt Yuricich, 'Bud' Warner, Reese Overacker, John Ehrin, Hugh Fowler,
Jimmy Capps and Tony Paris. Seated, left to right are Gare Schwartz, Herb Travis, Bob Weatherford
(team captain), Etter D'orazio and Vito Mumolo.

SOFTBALL ENDS; MONROE SQUAD VICTORIOUS
The

1952 TCF Softball League completed its competition three weeks ago,
with the MariKm Monroe team emerging
the victors. A total of 57 studio employees participated in the ten-game schedule.
Individual statistics reveal that Jules
Weisberg of the Betty Grable team was
high man with the bat, boasting a fantastic average of .536. His three home
runs for the season made him high man
in that column also. ‘Bud’ Warner got
the most hits, with 17 to his credit. Warner also heads the list in the RBI column,
ha\’ing slammed
season.

in 27 runs during the

Until the last two weeks of play, the
final outcome was seriously in doubt. The
Monroe team was in the lead, but three
teams were pressing hard. With Betty
Grable only a half game out and both
Peck and Hathaway but one game off tbe
pace, picking a winner was no easy task.

After losing two straight, the Monroe
boys found themselves once more. They
amassed three straight victories to clinch
the title with an enviable 8-2 record. And
this, without the efforts of John Ehrin,
team sparkplug, who was sidelined for
half the season with a fractured ankle.
Betty Grable made a gallant try for
league superiority by winning its last two
games, but finished one game short of a
tie with Monroe.
Following are the final team
for the season:
Team
MONROE
GRABLE
HATHAWAY
PECK
BAXTER
CRAIN

Won
8
7
6
4
4
1

The team

members

Lost
2
3
4
6
6
9

standings
Pet. GBL
.800
.700
1
.600
2
.400
4
.400
4
.100
7

An

atmosphere of unbearable frustration punctuated by violent outbursts of
rebellion and alleviated by subtle humor
was created by the able direction of
Glaude Wilkinson and the professional
performances of the actors. As the diabolical valet Ivan Jones set the mood for
the scene by his expressive sneers and
insidious implications. Fred Stevens
looked very handsome as Joseph Garcin
and gave a convincing continental flavor
to the part. The insinuating artfulness of
Estelle Regault was well portrayed by
lovely Donna Lee Hickey, and Inez Serrano, cleverly played by Kordula Polenik,
was a character not easy to forget.
John Ghilberg designed the artistic set.
His choice of black and orange, the colors
of the Spanish inquisition, to build up a
feeling of flames and darkness
tremely effective.

In the 1948
52%

Plans For Bowling Season Formulating

Presidential elections, only

of the adult population went

ing, the TCF Bowling League’s 1952-53
president, Harold Taylor, announces that
there are still plenty of vacancies for interested bowlers who have not yet signed
for play.
Opening night for the 52-53 season is
Thursday, September 11th, at 9 p.m.
sharp. This season’s league play will be
at the Llo-Da-Mar Bowl in Santa Monica.
Sixteen teams are planned, with five

8

players on each team. Mixed play will
again be in order; three men and two
girls or four men and one girl per team.
Fee is S2.25 per night.
Taylor reports that Llo-Da-Mar is an
excellent alley for novices and professionals alike. He urges all bowlers who
have not yet registered to contact the
Studio Club or call Loretta Powell, Ext.
545.

to the

polls. According to George Gallup, Director of the American Institute of Public Opinion, "no other major democracy

With the bowling season fast approach-

ex-

ATTENTION - VOTERS!

support

have been impos-

was

Frances Richardson

wish to thank the

six team sponsors, without whose
the league play would
sible.

hope for a ‘run,’ its success was marked
by the steady increase in attendance during the four nights it played until the
last performance when every seat in the
house was filled.

has so low

a voting turnout as the United States." Voting is a privilege — it is also a responsibility.
Share the responsibility by learning the issues
and

voting according

to your

convictions.

Remember, however, that you can't vote unless you have registered. Employees may
register at the Studio Club until September
11th. If you have had a change of address,
change of name, have not voted within the
last two years, etc., REGISTER NOW!

IV I

ACT
Action To Offer
Safety Edition
In September
In industry, two serious threats to
personnel and materiel are accidents
and fire. These two threats never cease
to exist. Through education, employees
can learn the best way to avoid accidents and the best way to prevent and
control fires.
Because of the importance of safety
in the motion picture industry, which
by its nature involves special risks,
'safety' will be the theme of ACTION'S
September issue. Accidents and their
ramifications will be discussed. In addition, a special cash award will be presented to the safety suggestion judged
best for August-September period.
If there is some special phase of
safety, accidents or fire that you would
like discussed, write to the editors of
ACTION and your question or problem
v/ill be clarified.
Watch for the Safety Edition of ACTION in September!

T-H-l-N-K
SPELLS
SAFETY

and a child between

the ages of two months

and two years, snap

or unusual

photographs

(or her) with an interesting

expression on his face. Forward

will be rewarded

and will be published
ACTION.

Humorous

with a prize

in a future issue of

If you have taken a picture but

don't have an available print, send a negative. All negatives will be returned, however,
prints cannot be sent back. SUBMIT
TURE OF YOUR
PRIZE.

CHILD

AND

ART

The Studio Club’s present educational
piogram finds two classes in progress,
with several more slated to begin in Fall.
SWIMMING

With three meetings remaining on the
summer schedule, the Swimming Class
has proven quite popular during the hot
months. Twenty water lovers are still
participating in lessons and recreational
swimming which is scheduled to wind up
August 29th. Employees are reminded
that anyone may attend the Wednesday

SHORTHAND

If you have a camera

the picture to the Studio Club.

FALL EDUCATIONAL CLASSES PLANNED

swimfests for 50(‘. Also, any number of
guests may join in the fun. The lessons
are offered at the Beverly Hills High
School pool from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.

ATTENTION - PARENTS!
a picture of him

August 5th found the TCF Summer Daycamp kiddies travelling to Cabrillo Beach for a day of fun.
Activities there included a weinie and marshmallow roast, a swim in the ocean and a side trip to
the aquatic museum at Cabrillo. The daycamp sessions ended August 12th, after six enjoyable
get-togethers. The meetings included periods of organized play, handicraft training, a cook-out,
clay modeling and other entertaining and educational group projects.

A PICWIN

A

&

ENGLISH

The success of a class in English and
shorthand which was held on the lot recently has prompted plans for a new
series of the same type. Lessons will begin as soon as enough employees have
indicated an interest in the subject. Men
as well as women may sign up for this
course. Contact the Studio Club if you
would be interested in joining a course
in shorthand and English.
MEN'S

COOKING

Everyone knows that men are just as
good cooks as women (if not better). All
it takes is a little e.xperience. The Studio
Club will offer just this type of experience
if enough TCE men would like to get it.
Surprise the little woman by cooking a
delicious dinner for her. Call the Studio
Club now. When enough fellows have
indicated a desire to ser\ e their kitchen
apprenticeship, the class will begin.

Plans are being formulated

to include

an Art Class in this Fall’s educational
program. Instruction would consist of
training in portrait and figure drawing
and painting. The class would meet one
night per week for about 12 weeks.
First lesson would cover charcoal drawing, with succeeding meetings including
oil and pastel painting. As the series progresses, more complicated form and color
work would be tackled.
Anyone who would like to join the Art
class, call the Studio Club, Ext. 745.
CAMERA

A new series of lessons in photographic
technique will be offered in the near
future. Rather than having one instructor, the Camera class will host visiting
lecturers who will discuss various aspects
of photography, including stereo. Anyone interested in signing up for the
Camera class should
dale, E.xt. 715.
PUBLIC

contact Art Dug-

SPEAKING

A course which guarantees to make
anyone a public speaker is being planned
for a September beginning. Instructor
will be Dr. Wallace Roland Stark, M.A.,
Ps.D., who has been an associate of Dale
Carnegie for many years. This is an
excellent opportunity for individuals to
gain self-confidence in public and thereby
become more successful in the professional world. If you would be interested
in joining the Public Speaking course,
call the Studio Club immediately. The
first session will be offered free of charge
to anyone who wishes to attend.
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Around Zhe Cot Jn Pic
GESTURE
Jim

OF

Folletl- took

Paint
1879

FRIENDLINESS
her husband

—

away

When

Mrs.

for the week-

end recently, eighteen of Jim's buddies in the
Department sneaked over to his home at
So. Curson Avenue and gave it a brand

new

coat of paint, inside and out. Jim is recuperating from an illness and this was their way of
wishing him a speedy recovery. At left, the
group is seen after the job was finished. Jim is
seen in insert. All paint used was personally
donated by Fred Hanson of General Paint. Jim
was thrilled beyond words when he saw what the
boys had done, thought his wife had parked in
the wrong driveway on returning from trip.
VISITING FRENCHMEN
—
Teri Lou Trucano,
daughter of Jim Trucano, Sound Engineer, holds
Gigolo, Gigolette and Petunia, a trio of youthful
French poodles who dropped by the studio recently to say bon jour. They are the children of
Poupee, also a Trucano poodle. The pups are ten
weeks old, have a pedigree reaching from here to
the Seine River.

Houser
OAHU, HERE WE COME —
Thus said Vivian 'Jorgy' Jorgensen, Studio
Club, left, and Maurine Lacy, Electrical Production, as they left for the
Hawaiian Islands August 1st. They almost didn't make it. There was a
mix-up at the gate and the plane was leaving without them, as this
eleventh hour shot was being made. More than thirty studio friends were
on hand for the royal sendoff.
CONGRATULATIONS
AGAIN —
When Helen Nancy De Genner
was born in 1931 (upper center), her father, Pat De Genner,
Foreman

in Prop Makers

Department,

received

a note

of congratu-

lations from the Fox Film Corporation (left) which read, "Bravo!
De Genner! Congratulations! May the great gods continue to favor
you

with

more

happiness

and

many

more

children.

Fox

Film

Cor-

poration." On September 6th, 21 -year-old Helen (right) is to become the wife of Donald E. Myers, a Navy man who just returned
from Korea on the aircraft carrier Valley Forge. Pat invites his many
co-workers and friends on the lot to share this wonderful occasion
with him and come to the wedding. Time; 8:00 P.M. Place: 11811
Venice

12

Blvd., Mar

Vista

(bottom).

I

%res

And Words
R. L. “LEFTY” HOUGH,
Assistant
Production Manager, has taken a temporary leave of absence as a result of illness.
ACTION
hopes to see Lefty feeling
good and back in business soon. . . .
KATIE TERRILL, Still Lab Retoucher
and a TCFer for 24 years, was honored
by her son Robert’s appointment as
Counselor to Rio de Janiero. He’s with
the U. S. Diplomatic Service, will be
in Rio for 4 years. . . . LT. PETE
YOUNG,
Police Department, is in

TCF BARGAIN COUNTER — The scene above is the annua! Ladies' Wardrobe Sale which was held
in the Old Cafeteria a few weeks ago. Employees paid a total of $1,984 for apparel valued at over
$10,000. Members of the Ladies' Wardrobe Department staff who deserve credit for organizing the
sale include Charles Le Maire, Head of the department; Kay McCarthy, Margie Wahl, Pauline Davison, Evelyn Corey, Angela Alexander, Margie Plecher, Mary Hollinshead, Evelyn Yardeen, Doris
Hewson and Jo Renee Hayes.

127 YEARS
—

Recently

todian HARRY MELLEN liked Chappy’s
reports from there, has left for the same
spot for 3 weeks. . . . JIM EARIE, Research, comes in each Monday morn with
blisters on his hands. He’s working on
property he bought at Zuma Beach, plans
on building a home there. . . . JULIUS
CINDRICH, Still Lab Printer, recently
returned from the lATSE convention in

OF SERVICE

retiring as
Forelady of the Ladies'
Wardrobe
workroom Department
was Wilma

Veterans’ Hospital recovering from
cardiac trouble. He’ll be back soon.
. . . Our best wishes to former TCF
Producer GEORGE
JESSEL who is
making plans to produce independently.
. . . JIM RYAN, Casting Director,
retired after 34 years of service with
TCF. . . . K. T. CHAPPELL, Property Dept., back after vacationing in
Denver and thereabout. Property Cus-

^
"

Minneapolis. . . . Model Maker AL
WEIDLER of the Art Department is recuperating from a kidney operation at
Santa Monica Hospital. His daughter is
Virginia Weidler of movie fame. . . .
Congrats to FRANK WARNER, Cutting,
who became a pop on July 9th. It was a

Lardner, a TCFer for 21 years.
Seen with her at a farewell party given in her honor are the
girls she worked with, representing 127 years of service at the
studio. They are, left to right.
Aline Flick, 14 years; Constance
Bontemps, 1 0 years; Loro Crosno, 8 years; Wilma, Verna Billings, 17 years; Piedad Apprice,
21 years; Lurline Lister, 15
years and Victoria Escalante, 21
years.

6 Ib. 13
Leanne.
“Rosey”
been ill.

oz. girl. They’ve named her
. . .
Regards to William
Rosen, Maintenance, who has
. . . Touring Europe is DOR-

in Ladies’
designer ALLAN
OTHY . JEAKINS,
of
. . BEVERLY
Wardrobe.
Cafe de Paris fame will become a mother
late this month. She shares her parentALLAN of Optical
hood with ARMAND
Printing. . . . ACTION wishes a rapid
recovery for the wife of ED CORT,
Property man. She recently underwent a
series of two major operations. . . . LEW
SCHREIBER, Executive Manager, back
after a 6 weeks’

tour of Europe.

. . .

JUNE PALINKAS, mother of ACTION’S
She’s
now a TCFer.
girl,
cover
March
WAHL,
. MARJORIE
. . is
Lab.
the Still
in
Ladies’ Wardrobe, moved into her new
Encino home while on vacation. . . .
ITnit Production Manager GENE BRYANT is back on the job after serious
vertebra trouble which had him on his
back for nearly three months. . . . WALLACE NEAL, Photocopy, back to work
after a week in San Francisco. . . .
CONTINENTAL ESTAMINET — Recent guest of Paris' famous eating
Cafe, was Nick Janios, left, who heads the Cafe de Paris on the lot.
Edward Leggewie, 20th Century-Fox representative in Paris. The unique
izes in sea food, has been visited by dignitaries of every country. It has
the film industry, including many TCFers.

place, the
His toasting
restaurant,
hosted many

Mediterranean
companion is
which specialnotables from

LEONARD, Re-recording Supervisor, back after serious eye trouble.
13
. . . Hall of Music statue down after July
21st temblor.

HARRY

Seven Companies To Roll In Three Weeks
Production activity will shift into high gear within a few
weeks, with seven companies scheduled to begin shooting by
September 15th. Three pictures are currently before the cameras, with one in the final stages of production.
Still grinding is MY

COUSIN

RACHEL,

under Henry Kos-

ter’s
guidance.
Nunnally Johnson is producing the Olivia De
Havilland
vehicle.
TAXI, which has spent a large percentage of its shooting
time on location in New York, is now shooting locally and
will finish next week. The colorful story is about a New York
taxi driver and his experiences with a female passenger whom
he picks up. Dan Dailey is the taxi driver, Constance Smith
his passenger.
Third feature currently in production is SIXTY SADDLES
FOR GORI, a Julian Blaustein undertaking. Directing is Robert
Wise, with Stanley Rubin producing the drama.
Robert E. Sherwood’s MAN ON A TIGHTROPE will be
the studio’s first September starter, which will be shot in
Germany. Robert Jacks will produce the picture, which is the
story of a Czech circus man who delivers his people across the
border from behind the Iron Curtain to freedom. Directing
the drama will be Elia Kazan.
First new production scheduled for on-the-lot shooting is
STAGE TO SILVER CITY, to be directed by Harmon Jones.
The Julian Blaustein feature will start September 4th and will
be co-produced by Robert Bassler and Michael Abel.
SerjacI;

This spectacular shot of the New York skyline was made during the filming
of TAXI, which is now shooting on the lot. Gregory Ratoff is directing
TAXI,

scheduled to finish production soon. Seen in photo are Dan Dailey

and Constance

Smith, the picture's principal players.

September 8th finds Sol Siegel’s THE PRESIDENT’S LADY
getting underway. Henry Levin will direct the picture, which
is the story of Andrew Jackson, 7th President of the United
States, and his beloved Rachel. Charlton Heston will play the
part of Jackson, with Susan Hayward cast as Rachel.
Tentatively slated to begin the first week in September is

Visit

i.
iI

DON LEE
CHINCHILLA
FARM

IkV

Ik
>
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

I 1220 Centinela

I
k
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Inglewood

ORchard 2-8281
California

FIRST OF APRIL. This is a Julian Blaustein production which Robert Bassler
will produce. A1 Rogell will direct the effervescent comedy.
Three pictures are on tap for September 15th starts. BAPTISM OF FIRE,
another Blaustein feature, will be shot in
its entirety at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. It is the story of the United Nations in action in Korea. It deals with an
attacking Greek outfit and the part it
played in waging war side by side with
other U.N. troops. Robert Webb has his
first directorial assignment with BAPTISM OF FIRE. William Bloom is associate producer.
Also scheduled for a September 15th
beginning is ABLE SEAMAN BROWN,
to be filmed out of England. It is the
story of a young Canadian seaman who
is taken prisoner by a German cruiser.
Action of story revolves around the
youth’s successful efforts to hamper the
Germans in their ship repair work on an
island lagoon. Frank McCarthy will produce, under the Julian Blaustein banner.
Final September 15th starter is CALL
ME MADAM, the Technicolored Sol

TCF Legion Post Installs New Officers
July 15th was the date of the 20th Century-Fox American Legion Post No. 563
Installation of Officers. The event was
held at the Cafe de Paris on the lot and
was highlighted by special addresses.
Fred S. Meyer, 20th Century-Fox Director of Industrial Relations, was a featured
speaker and was followed by Fred L.
Metzler, Studio Manager. (Text of Mr.
Metzler’s message appears on page 3 of
this issue. ) Also present at the meeting
was Armand C. Feichtmeir who is the
American mander.
Legion’s
District found
ComThe official24th
installation
Dick

Darling, last year’s Post Commander, turning over the gavel to Earl

NEWLY

Bright who served as Post Service Officer for three years.
An interesting appointment found Margaret Locke being elected Sergeant-atArms. It marks tbe first time in the studio
post’s history that a woman
office.

has held that

An entertaining presentation was offered by the crack 40 and 8 Drill Team,
Pacific Voiture 1336. The meeting was
adjourned following this exhibition.
Dick Darling deserves special praise
for his part in making arrangements for
this Installation Dinner, which was enjoyed by all post members, officers and
studio executives who were in attendance.

ELECTED

OFFICERS

Commander

Earl Bright

1 st Vice-Commander

Frank Lubin

2nd Vice-Commander
Adjutant
Historian

Joseph Magliocco
William Goldman
Russell Allen

Chaplain

Harold Gordon

Sergeant-at-Arms

Margaret Locke

Siegel production. Walter Lang is directing the Irving Berlin musical comedy
which treats of Sally Adams, a partythrowing ambassador to mythical Lichtenberg.

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

In attendance at the Annual Installation of Officers were, left to right, Armand C. Feichtmeir, 24th
District Commander; Fred S. Meyer, Earl Bright, newly elected Commander of studio Post No. 563;
Dick Darling, Junior Past-Commander; Fred L. Metzler and Jack Codd.

RALPH
SMART

LANCASTER
WEAR

FOR

MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest Prices
We

Have

Everything for the Well-Dressed
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY

10667 W. PICO BLVD.
(Next to Malibar)

PHONE:

Man
AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

15

JI/IPRF Elects Officers
SHOP
AT . .
WEISS’
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN ff
and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECCARL
IALTYWEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

GENERAL

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

ELECTRIC

O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

^

HADIO & APPLIANCE CO. iMF
Opposite

8879 W. Pico

Stadium

Theater

CR. 1-2249

(2 Blocks Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members

West of Robertson)

Mgr.

AR. 3-8636

10643 Pico Blvd.

Open

Monday

and

BR. 2-3832

Friday Evenings

A LINOLEUM

★ CARPETS

Wright
A Complete CARPET

★ TILE

Carpet

SERVICE

Co.
THE

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

"WRIGHT"

t

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

-

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverwa re

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen Gr Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Tape Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508
Monday thru Saturday —

SALES

with
presentation
the Fund’s
Award the
of Merit
to Bernardof Herzbrun
for
his outstanding service to the organization in donating the plans for the Fund’s
building and supervising its construction, and to John Charles Thomas
for his generosity in presenting ten consecutive Easter concerts at the Motion
Picture Country House.

new

FOR SALE — Boxer pup, 9 months old. Tan
with white chest. Clipped. Pedigree. Call
R. Billick, Ext. 446.

BRadshaw

NEW

1952

REVISED

EDITION

OF

THE

BRITANNICA

included in a 10-year research privilege will be a
cherished gift for you or your family.

Blvd.)

2-7110

For information, call JOE TAYLOR,
before 9 a.m., or evenings, Saturday

BR. 2-2546
and Sunday.

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor All

GENERAL

Wilma Bashor, Executive Secretary, revealed that 7,188 film workers and their
families were aided by the Fund in 1951,
a decrease of 414 cases as compared with
1950. Stressing that the Fund is not an
insurance but rather a helping hand to
industry employees in time of misfortune,
she said that MPR has many difficult
problems to solve and welcomes constructive and intelligent criticism.
President Hersholt closed the session

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

BOULEVARD

ARizona 3-2513

Authorized

President Hersholt announced that
when the estate of the late Hugh Herbert
has been settled, it is the intention of the
Fund to dedicate the south wing of the
Motion Picture Country Hospital to his
memory. Herbert bequeathed practically
his entire $90,000 estate to the Fund.

THE

CO.

1 Block East of Westwood

— SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a m to 6 p.m.

In an address to those in attendance,
Hersholt related that the high spot of
1951 was the opening last September of
the Fund’s new building at 335 No. La
Brea Ave., which houses the organization’s
medical
mentswelfare,
under one
roof. and radio depart-

Wallets
Batteries

Conveniently Located At

HARRY

For the 16th consecutive year, Jean
Hersholt was elected president of the
Motion Picture Relief Fund. The election took place at the 28th Annual Meeting and election of officers July 22nd.
All other incumbent officers also were
returned to their posts. In addition, five
new trustees were named. They are:
Wanda Tuchock, John Boyle, Ralph
Clare, John Lehners and Gilbert Ralston.
One Vice-President alternate, Frank
Moss, was also elected.

ELECTRIC

- - Automotive

NEW

Information

• -

and USED CARS and TRUCKS

BUYERS

REPRESENTATIVES,

Private Party Purchases

INC.

Arranged

By Appointment Only
GLadstone 6111

Appliances
16

1213 No. Highland Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
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CALIFORNIA

Studio Club

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Malta of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ILES ( New and Used )
Wilshire
3-0231
Regan),
2-8126

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L, A. (Discount on recap, only) ..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Jack Joseph, 21 2 Broadway,
Santa Monica
EXB. 3-3741
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowits Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1 -2249

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) ,
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR.
Williamson Motors (British cars; Phil
3153 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
RE.

PHONOGRAPH
Gramophone
erly Hills

FUNERALS

Buyer’s Directory

AUTOMOB

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
AR. 7-1755
Gordon's Flower Shop, 2617 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
DU. 4-2159

&

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5273

BICYCLES

Central Furniture Co., 2401 So. Santa Fe Ave.,
L. A
LO. 5-5242
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FURS
Monarch Furs, 2058 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-0126
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1 362
Maltx of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-521 3
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

MATTRESSES
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

MEATS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

Wholesale Home Food Supply (J. Shulman)
400 E. 1st St., L. A...
MU. 5098

BOOKS

OCULISTS

Studio Club

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 130 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

CAMERA

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

OPTOMETRISTS

Entx Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS
Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

FIREPLACE

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
..WE. 3-9104

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
.CR. 5-1308

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

RECORDS

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

REAL ESTATE
Howard McCarry, 12300 Vi W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 1 0667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUGS & CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 3 1 5 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., I 743 So. La Cienega,
L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Pico Toy Shop, 10673 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5273

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6665 Hollywood
Blvd. (C. Watts)
HO. 9-8131
Globe Travels, 10651 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-6815

TYPEWRITERS

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1121
Maltx of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd..
L. A
-AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

WATER

HEATERS

Ext. 727

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
17
L. A
CR. 1-1135

EASTMAN

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

INC.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

To Choose From
15% DOWN
1 8 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

^ HAPBALLO
332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

VIC

WEbster
8-6281

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

Terms

We

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture
Arranged

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

APPLIANCE

also

RECAPPING

DISCOUNT

WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewriter Co.,
& 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico

near

Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members
We Carry a Complete

Line of

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARiiona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
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PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

Spif paints
PICO

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

SEE

US

^ons±
REMEMBER

TO

VISIT

Paint and WaHpaper Store

Sam Lu rye's
PATIO
LIQUORS

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE

For The Best
In Party Beverages

ON

YOU

10515V2 WEST

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
Night

1725 Westwood

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

25 TO 40%

Westwood Furniture Co.

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

WEbster 3-3227

Los Angeles 35, California

OFFERS

Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television

Monday,

5843 West Pico Blvd.

181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

PICO

Next to Rancho Bowling Alley

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449

Case Goods Available at :
10% Discount
Checks Cashed Gladly As Before

Now is the time to have your furs
cleaned and restyled . . . complete
ladies' tailoring department.

O
GFLOWER

NEW
GARMENTS
RESTYLING

SHOP

will give
STUDIO

CLUB

10%

MEMBERS
15%

Discount

Free Delivery Any

DISCOUNT

ON

CAPES

Free Estimates

2058 Westwood

Place

- COATS
and

- STOLES

Pick-up

- REPAIRS

Service

Bird.

AR. 9-0126

in Los Angeles

ARCADY
2617

HOTEL

STUDIO

Wilshire Boulevard

morcnecr

Los Angeles 5, Calif.

SID MILLS

CLUB

DU. 4-2159

SAVES

10301

SAVE
on

•
•
•
•

everything
in our
JEWELRY
and
GIFT
sample
line

•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

•

Complete

Kitchens

or Remodeling

• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

on Food)

STUDIO

WESTWOOD'S

CLUB

MEMBERS

LARGEST

Has Arranged

For You

FURNITURE

STORE

and Your Family

To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
1651-57 Westwood
LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Pico Blvd.

*Ask for our wholesale Food lists

MALTZ COMPANY
Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

MONEY

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)

•
•
•
•
•

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

OF

West

YOU

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

CAMERAS
CLOCKS
DIAMONDS
GIFTS

FOUNTAIN PENS
JEWELRY
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
PORTAILE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

MEMBERS

24

BRadshaw 2-1 333

CR. 4-5213

OPEN

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

Boulevard

MONDAY

CALIFORNIA
ARizona 9-7355

and FRIDAY

NIGHTS

Charles Bickford Have
Bob Woterfield
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2,935 Men
and Women
on One Team
THAT'S

HOW

MANY

people are on the TCF

2,935. It’s a team made

team —

up of artisans and craftsmen

in no other e.xisting industry. It’s a team

made

found

up of a

\ariety of skills unequaled anywhere. It’s a team of writers,
painters, grips, stenographers, artists, cameramen, fire and
policemen, makeup

men, accountants, directors, electricians,

clerks, maintenance men, publicity men, laborers — and on
and on. This year the team is having a rough season. But
for most of its more than 38 years, the TCF
winning team.

THERE

ARE TOUGH

GAMES

team has been a

ahead. The free competition

offered by television is being felt by the motion picture
industry. The salesmen on our team are in the outfield. Men
and

women

in the production

end

of our business

are

covering the infield. If each of us is to keep his place on
the team, we must keep our eye on the ball. We can’t afford
any wild throws. Each team member must meet the responsibility of his position.

THERE'S

A THRILL

in being a part of a winning team.

For one thing, the winners get more of the gate receipts.
Another advantage is that the members of the winning team
have a better chance

of keeping their positions. The

way to have a winning

team

is for every member

best

to work

with the team. That makes teamwork — the kind that pays
making.
off,
whether it be in the sports world or the world of movie

THERE'S

A THRILL

2,935 members

in being a league champion.

of the TCF

can’t help but be a pennant

Hollywood

Baaehall Assocuition

team
winner

work

If the

hard and well, we

in the years ahead.

A WINNING TEAM
TCF-
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This month’s Safety Spotlight falls
on a man whose name has been
synonymous with safety for fifteen
years. Vic Christensen, assistant Studio
Manager and Head of Estimating, is

I Like It!

METZLER

George Stephenson. .V-P.
Pauline Dunlap . Secretary
Jim Trucano. . .Treasurer

20th

V. J. CHRISTENSEN

Editor

and fire prevention. Working on the
Executive Fire and Safety Committee
headed by Fred L. Metzler, he discusses the fire situation with Fire Chief
Hugh Conlon, the safety situation with
Safety C ommittee president John
Lavin and department heads. This information isthen offered to the Safety
and Fire Committees so that action
can be taken, where necessary. Christensen serves on both of these committees, as a liaison between management and departments.
Christensen’s career with the studio
began in 1932 in the Payroll Department. He served as a timekeeper, soon

Action's Cover

Doing their share in keeping
TCF safe from fire are Charlotte
Austin, seated, and Kathleen
Crowley, two young ladies who
have recently been placed under
contract by the studio. Charlotte is the daughter of Gene
Austin and is the baby 'who
makes three' in Austin's song
hit, 'My Blue Heaven.' Both of
these girls recently finished work
in THE FARMER TAKES A
WIFE.
Aboard

the studio fire engine,

this pert pair serves as a reminder that the studio Fire Department is on duty 24 hours a
day to fight fire whenever and
wherever it occurs.

Photograph hy Gene Kornmann

joined the Estimating Department’s
.staff. Within a short time he became
Head of Estimating, serving solely in
that capacity until 1937. In that year
he as.sumed the additiorud post of
as.sistant Studio Manager, forming a
link between Studio Manager Fred
Metzler and some thirty departments.
From the time that Christensen took
over as assistant Studio Manager, he
has been concerned with .safety and
fire prevention on the lot. For several
years he served as president of the
Studio’s Safety Committee and, working with the rest of the committee was,
and .still is, instrumental in keeping the
.studio as safety comscious and .safety
progre.s.sive as it can po.ssibly be.
In keeping Twentieth Century-Fox
and its employees well equipped
safety-wise, Vic Christensen is perfotming a vitally important service.

I Like
By JIMMIE

It!

DINNEEN=^

Safety is my work. The broad safety program which is being conducted on this lot, with cooperation
from management

and all departments, makes everyone here a part of the safety movement.

What I like about safety at 20th is the way the studio’s leaders work to keep safety conditions as near
perfect as possible. Working with safety and accidents as I do, I am in a position to know what is being done
by the studio. Believe me, it is plenty. Whenever anyone offers a suggestion regarding a safety condition,
the studio is quick to follow through. If a safety hazard exists, the condition is cleared up immediately.
And the studio will spare no expense to make sure that the causes of accidents are eliminated as quickly as
possible.
Also, I like the way the hospital staff on the lot encourages coming to them for aid, even for the slightest
injury. For in the long run it pays, by not allowing small cuts, bruises, infections and the like to become
more serious and thus cause work losess.

Another thing I like is the way studio employees are so safety conscious. Through the Safety Committee
and the Suggestion System, many helpful suggestions are offered by employees who are interested in
keeping the lot a safe place to work. As a result, safety has become an actual part of every employee’s job.
Many safety hazards have been eliminated as a direct result of safety-conscious workers spotting and
reporting hazards in the course of their daily work.
I like the cooperation the studio is receiving from our insurance company. Liberty Mutual. Each month
they send a representative to conduct our safety meetings and he gladly answers any questions we have
about accident prevention or works with us in solving existing problems.
Last of all, I like safety. It is vital work, and it is interesting. I am glad to be a part of the excellent
safety program that is constantly being conducted at Twentieth Century-Fox.

“Editor’s

Note;

Jimmie

Dinneen

has been a TCF

employee

since 1928. From

the time that he

started work at the studio, he has served in the capacity of safety follow-up man, working out of the
Maintenance Department. It is Jimmie’s job to investigate accidents that occur on the lot. By
eliminating their cause, recurrence of these accidents can be prevented.
Always active in the studio’s safety program, Dinneen has been the Safety Conimittee’s secretary
for the past 15 years, served as its president for one year. He always welcomes any suggestions
from TCFers relative to safety and accident prevention.

,CHEST X-RAY

LABORATOR

T ,

How 20th Centuiy-Fox Makes Life Sofei
\Miile TCF cameras grind, while three thousand employees carry out four hundred different jobs, a dozen health
and welfare services are being offered which mean security
and benefits for workers. Whether in time of need or as a
regular ser\ ice, these benefits mean
mind for our employees.

safer li\ ing and peace of

An annual ser\ ice to employees is the Studio Club’s
dustrial \’ision program ( 1 ) . This year the program
been e.xpanded in order to allow family members of
ployees to have eye consultations, without charge to

Inhas
emem-

ployees. This year’s program includes examination of children’s eyes, a ser\ice which e\ery parent should take
adxantage of. Thus far, 302 employees have been examined
under this program.
Another annual ser\ ice conducted on the lot is the Los
Angeles County Chest X-Ray Program (2) . This year, 1,516
employees and members of their families received free chest
x-rays. Of this number, thirty-two required additional study.
For these employees, an examination in time spelled the
difference between good health and prolonged illness.
The welfare of 20th Century-Fox employees is directly
affected by a studio organization which meets regularly.
This group is the Executive Fire and Safety Committee (3)
headed by Fred L. Metzler, Studio Manager. The purpose
of this committee, composed of twenty department heads
and other key personnel, is to discuss problems of fire and
accident prevention and to suggest and formulate new
ods of fire prevention and safety.

meth-

The Executive Safety and Fire Committee works hand in
hand with the studio Safety Committee (4) in in\estigating
accidents and discussing accident hazards, which exist on
the lot. This group is composed of approximately 50 members, representing nearly that many departments.

A studio department maintained exclusively for employee
welfare is the Studio Hospital ( 5 ) . Here, a trained staff of
doctors and nurses offer 24 hour service to workers who become ill or are injured on the job. Employees are reminded
that cuts, puncture wounds, bruises, etc., no matter how
small, should be brought to the attention of the studio hospital, to prevent these injuries from becoming more serious.
From time to time, sickness, injury or other problems
cause an employee to suffer unusual difficulties which re(juire outside assistance. When this occurs, the Studio Club
Welfare Hoard (6) interviews the individual and weighs his
problem. If the situation warrants it, direct assistance is
given the employee or he is channeled to Motion Picture
Relief or other welfare agency.

A bi-annual event on the lot is the Red Cross Blood Bank
4

(7). Last year, 855 pints of blood

were

donated

by TCF

employees, the most donated by any studio. A total of 362
pints weie returned to employees and their families during
1951. Thus far in 1952, 126 pints of blood have been drawn
from the studio blood reserx'e by needy studio workers.
Building credit for ourselves and our families by periodic
blood donations is good insurance in case of accident or
illness in the family.
A program which is gathering momentum is the distribution of health, safety and other informative pamphlets to
departments on the lot ( 8 ) . The Liberty Mutual and John
Hancock Insurance Companies are cooperating to make a
large variety of booklets available. These booklets are being
distributed to departments bi-monthly.
Group

Insurance is another serviee which serves employees in time of need, by providing hospitalization and
surgical benefits for a small weekly charge.
The availability of these services does not mean

that em-

ployees shouldn’t help themselves. By investing a portion of
each week’s paycheck in the Credit Union (9) , workers are
insuring themselves of financial security for a rainy day.
Last year’s Credit Union dividend was 312%.
Many of these services will be brought into sharp focus
during the week of September

22-27 when

(Continued on Page 16)

the 20th Century-
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New Production Post Created; DeWeese

and Rice Advance
Creation of the new job of Post Production Coordinator recently, found Al
De M^eese, former Head of the Payroll
Department, mo\ing into this position,
with Larry Rice taking over as new Paymaster.
The job of Post Production Coordinator
is an extremely interesting one, states De
Weese. It consists of following a picture from the time that shooting is completed, until the release of the film, from
a time and money point of view.
De Weese

takes o\ er when

the shoot-

ing company finishes. He follows the picture’s progress through the \ arious prerelease stages — film editing, music scoring, sound effects editing, sound rerecording and laboratory. The result is
that post-production activities are coordinated toproduce a minimum use of
time, money and manpower, without any
sacrifice of quality.

Recent

formation

of a new

production

job found

right, took over as Post-Production

Coordinator.

Rice,

Frazer,

left. Studio

Auditor

T.

R.

two

studio

His former

smiles

with

employees

advancing.

position of Paymaster

pride

on

the

Al De

Weese,

was filled by Larry

advancement

of his 'boys.'

Congratulations are extended to De
Weese and Rice. Their co-workers and
friends wish them the best of everything
in their new capacities.

Hamar tErotti ^ITafeen tip Bcati)
Twentieth Century-Fox suffered a
great loss on August 28th when producer-writer Lamar Trotti died of a
heart attack while vacationing at his
summer home near Oceanside.
The Academy Award winner had
been a producer for 10 years, opening
his career with the OX-BOW INCIDENT, a picture which brought praise
from critics and still is regarded by the
film industry as one of its most artistic
accomplishments. His original screenplay for WILSON in 1944 was the
credit which won him an Oscar.
Among his other credits were CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE, MOTHER
WORE
AND

LAMAR

6

TROTTI

TIGHTS,

MY

BLUE

HEAV-

EN, RAZOR’S EDGE
and STARS
STRIPES FOREVER, his last

assignment.
Lamar Trotti will long be remembered by his many associates as an
earnest and talented movie maker; and
a sincere and warm friend.

TCF’S 2nd Quarter
Profit Shows Big Gain
Most encouraging was Twentieth Century-Fox’s second quarter report, which
revealed that the studio made a net profit
considerably higher than that shown
the first quarter of 1952.

for

Figure for the April, May, June period
shows a net profit of 8928,492 compared
with 834,001 for the first three months of
the year. The total for the 26-week period
ended June 28 is 8962,493 and compares
with 81,071,113 or 30 cents a share in the
same period last year after dividends on
the preferred stock then outstanding.
Film rentals in the first half amounted
to $43,988,793 against $42,566,350 in the
same 1951 period. Theatre receipts were
827,614,580 compared with 828,741,913.

(

call out
Realizing the importance of keeping 20th Century-Fox as
"fireproof” as possible, the Executive Fire and Safety Committee, under Chairman Fred L. Metzler, Studio Manager, has
given the green light to the formation of a Volunteer Fire Committee, composed of forty TCF workers. This fire control group
is being trained by Fire Chief Hugh Conlon who, with his staff
of regular firemen, is giving instruction in the handling of fire
hose under pressure, use of various hose nozzles, extinguisher
use and the types of fires which various extinguishers are suited
for and general orientation in firefighting. Included in this
group are Jack Conlin and Ben Wurtzel, whose departments
cooperate in the elimination of any fire hazards which are
found on the lot.
The function of this group is to assist the regular studio
Fire Department in the event of a fire which is too large for
them to handle or which gets out of control. The volunteer
group would serve in a “first aid” capacity, so to speak, making
an effort to suhdue or limit a blaze before additional organized
assistance arrives at the scene.
The Volunteer Fire Department holds monthly meetings, the
purpose of which is to discuss (1 ) any hazards which exist on
the lot, and (2) fire control in general. In addition to these
meetings, periodic outdoor meetings are
being conducted on the lot, at which the
volunteers are given a chance to learn fire
control methods by actually handling fire
equipment.
The formation of the Volunteer Fire
Department

at 20th Century-Fox is an-

other step forward in this studio’s vigilant attack on fire — BEFORE it strikes.
TCFers who are not on the Volunteer
Fire Committee can have a share in fire
prevention on the lot also. By reporting
any and all fire hazards to a member of
this committee or to the Fire Department,
you will be playing an important part in
preventing studio fires.

THE BRIGADE!
1

7

Jack Codd and the golf committee can always be counted upon to do a good job when golf tournament time rolls around. This year was no exception, as winners of the hundreds of beautiful golf prizes will vouch for. The 1952 committee was composed of (standing left to right) Robert Patton, Al De Weese, Bob Lollier, Chairman Codd, Art Webb, Art Gameral, Ike Danning, Pete Montemurro and Sol Halprin. Kneeling, left to right, are
Frank Ferguson, Larry Rice, Art Houser, Ed Weyl and Harold Bow.

GOLF AWARDS MARK CONCLUSION OF ^52 TOURNEY
As 381 golfers gingerly stepped on
stage at Western Avenue on August 27th
prizes, the
sundry
their
to
17thaccept
Annual
Golf
Tournament
was studio’s
sealed
shut for another year. As always, the
prizes were excellent, with everyone who
participated in the tournament walking
away with an award.
As in past years, chairman of the 1952
Golf Tournament was Jack Godd, whose

generous contribution of prizes by hundreds of donors that such valuable gifts
could be presented.
Awarding of the winners’ trophies
found Dorothy Browne, Legal Department, taking top honors among the ladies,
for the second straight year. She was presented her winning

trophy by F’rank Fer-

efforts sparkplugged this year’s event. He
and the golf committee worked hard to
make the tournament a success.
The awarding of prizes began at 8 P.M.
with a short address by Mr. Godd. He
explained that it was only through the

Winner of women's competition in the 1 952 Golf
Tournament was Dorothy Browne, Legal Department, who shot a 52 for 9 holes. This was her
second straight victory. Here, Dorothy receives
a 'special' award, in addition to her trophy.

Chairman Jack Codd devoted a great deal cf
time and effort in making this 17th Annual
Golf Tournament successful. Codd has been Golf
Tournament
in 1936.

Assistant Cameraman Al Lebovitz was top
golfer among the men with a 69. Presenting him
with the winner's trophy is Sol Halprin. But first
place or last, every golfer who played in the
tournament received a worthwhile prize.

8

winning two years in a row entitled her
to a special prize. Sensing disaster, but
nonetheless a good sport, Dorothy unwrapped her special prize. As she opened
the small box, twelve red, white and blue
paper balls flew into the air, accompanied
by six blasts from a colt 45!
All in all, everyone had a lot of fun
at the tournament and dance. If next

chairman

from the event's inception

guson. Winner of
was Al Lebovitz,
who was awarded
prin. In accepting

men’s low gross play
Gamera Department,
his trophy by Sol Halher trophy Dorothy, as

year’s tournament is as good as this
year’s,
studio
willforward
have another
wonderful
eventgolfers
to look
to.

was the case last year, found that the winning road can be a bumpy one. Handing
Dorothy a small gift, Godd explained that

well as the many TGFers who donated
their time for the tournament deser\e
credit for a job well done.

Those

who

helped

obtain prizes, as

On behalf of the employees of 20th Century-Fox, ACTION extends its thanks to the individuals and
organizations listed below for their generosity in donating the excellent prizes for the Coif Tournament.

ORGANIZATION
Absco
Frank Acuna
Dr. Wm. Alberts
Altman Sales
The Ambassador
American Gas Association
20th Century-Fox Studio Post
No. 563, American Legion
American Typewriter &
Office Equipment Co.
Ames Supply Co.
Ampreneer
Angeles Floor Coverings Co.
Arco Sales
Arden Farms Co.
Atlas Hardware
The Atwater Company
Beacon Laundry & Cleaners,
I nc.
Bel Air Florist
Joe & Ben Besbeck
Beverly Hills Auto Supply
Beverly Hills Ford Co.
Beverly Hills Hotel
Beverly Hills Gramophone
Shop
Beverly Hills Silks & Woolens
Beverly Hills Surgical Supply
Co.
Bon Voyage Bazaar
Boydston Brothers
Brassfield & Co.
Briggs & Murphy
Chemicals
Broadway
J. Bunow
California
Canvas

Industrial

Knitting

Mills

Hardware

Specialty

Co.

Mfg. Co.

Carl's Auto Top Shop
J. P. Carroll Co.
Caspary Brothers
Chasin & Wexler
Chef’s Laundry & Linen
Supply
Cinema Arts, Inc.
City Linen Service
Coast Flower Manufacturing
Co.
Colors Unlimited
Colson Equipment & Supply
Co.
Columbia Varnish Company
Cooperative Building
Materials, Inc.
Cosgrove & Company,
E. A. Costalin Co.
Coulter’s
Creative Colors, Ltd.

Inc.

Crane Co.
Norman Crane

Co.

Crane Sporting Goods
Culver City Auto Radiator
Service
Davidson Chudacoff Meat Co.
Al Davis’ Radio Drive-In
Davis Cordage Co.
Dazians of California, Inc.
Deb- Beverly Hills
Dedrick’s
Dickson Safety Products
Ducommun Metals & Supply
E. Co.
I. DuPont deNemours
Co.
Dura Steel Products Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.

&

Economy Blue Print &
Supply Co.
Electric Corporation
Electric Steel Foundry Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Electrolux Corporation
Emporium Leather Goods
English & Lauer
Entz Camera
Max Factor Company
Federal Envelope Co.
Firestone Stores
M. Flax
Foogerfs
Four S. Bakery
Fox Hills Cafe
Fox and Hounds

Gunther, Wood & Goodman
Haas Baruch
Haimoff Jewelers
C. H. Halligan
The Haloid Co.
John Hancock Mutual
Insurance Company

Life

Steve Hannagan Association
Harper & Reynolds
S. Harris & Co.
Earl Hays Press
Heyman Furniture Co.
Art Higham Music Co.
Hill Bros. Chemical Co.
Hillcrest Motor Co.
Hoffman-Tarzia
Hollywood Motion
Title Studios

Hollywood

Picture

Wholesale

Electric

Co. A. Hunt
Philip
Imperial Manufacturing
Imperial Drug Co.

Co.

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co.
Industrial Lumber Co.
Ingram & Co.
International Poultry Co.
Interstate Restaurant
Supply Co.
Janssen’s Carpet Cleaners
Joe & Johnny’s Tire Service
Johnston & Washer
Kallin Company

Frederick’s
Fried berg-Grunauer
W. P. Fuller & Co.
Funk Brothers
G <& G Produce Co.
G <£. M Oil Company
Gemsco, Inc.
General Electric Company
General Paint Corporation
General Petroleum Co.
W. J. German Co.
Gift Village
Globe Ticket Co.
Golden State Glass Co.
Goodall Rubber Co.
Gough Industries
Greeno Co.
Grimes Stassforth Stationery
Grinnell Co. of the Pacific
Robert L. Grosh & Sons
Scenic Studio

Keelox Manufacturing
Keenan Pipe & Supply
Henry B. Kegel

Co.
Co.

Harry Keiper Company
Kevron Watch Company —
Mr. Larry Bertrand
Kierluff & Co.
Klauber- Wangenheim
Knight

Co.

Electric Co.

Lang’s Auto Glass Co.
Lighthouse, Inc.
Los Angeles News Co.
L. A. Rubber & Asbestos
Works
Lowitz Interiors
Maas Chemical Co.
Machin Shirt Co.
Macintosh
Mack Motor Truck
Corporation

Macson

Co.

Magnetic Springs Water
Mahl Steel Co.
Nick Mallas & Sons

Co.

Malone Studio Service
Maltz Company
Mammoth Electric
Advertising Co.
Masonite Corporation
Master Linen Supply
Mattson’s of Hollywood
Vic Mature Television

Hollywood Office Appliance
& Furniture Co.
Hollywood Photo Supply

Mayers Jewelers
J. G. McAlister, Inc.
Metropolitan Engravers, Ltd.
Metropolitan Hotel Supply
Hotel Miramar
Mitchell Camera
Mole- Richardson Company
Moore Business Forms
Morris & Strait Co.
Multigraph

Sales Agency

Mystik Adhesive Products
R. N. Nason Co.
National Theatre Supply Co.
Neiman-Reed

Lumbers.

Supply Co.
Odenheimer & Baker
P Company
<£. M Manufacturing

Photostat Corporation
Pico Food Corporation
Pico Paint & Wallpaper Co.
Pindler & Pindler
Pioneer French Baking Co.
Plastic Center Co.
Preferred Equipment, Inc.
Principal Theatres, Inc.
Psenner- Pauff
Pure Carbonic Co.
Puro Filter Company

Radio

Products

Raphael
Reliable

&

Equipment Co.
Reliable Wiping Rag
Republic Supply Co.
Rittoff Glove

Ltd.

Sales, Inc.

Glass Co.
Glassware

Co.

J. T. Ryerson & Son
Sak’s Fifth Avenue
Lou Samuelson
Sandler Brothers
Benjamin Schoneberg Co.
Schrader Auto Electric
Service
Schwab’s Pharmacy
Security Roof Company
Shell Oil Company
Sinclair Paint Co.
C. S. Smith Co.
Sprayway
E. J. Stanton

Sunset McKee Business
Forms
CompanyFire Equipment
Superior
Swett & Crawford
Technicolor Motion
Corporation
T eller Appliance

I. A. L. Diamond
Joseph W. Di Muro
Philip Dunne
Nat Dyches
Samuel G. Engel
Frank H. Ferguson
J. S. Ferguson
Al Fisher
James B. Fisher
W. D. Flick
Anne Francis
T. R. Frazer
Everett Freeman
Leland Fuller
Samuel Fuller
Til Gabbani
Gaston Glass
Walter Goetz
Ivan Goff
Max Golden
Henry Goldfarb
James B. Gordon
W. L. Gordon
Chester Gore
Betty Grable
Cary Grant
Earle H. Hagen
Andre Hakim
Aaron Halperin
Sol Halprin
Edwin Hammeras

Camera

Picture

Center

Paul B. T reat
Union Hardware & Metal
Union Maid Bakery, Inc.
Union Oil Co.
United Tent & Supply
Universal
Universal

Co.

Co.

Advertising
Radio Supply

Co.

Van Wyck Products Co.
Marie A. Walters
Weber Trailer Co.
Weiss’ Men’s Store
Welch’s Overall Cleaning
Western Clothing Co.
Western Costume Co.

Co.

Western Dye House
The Westerners
Westwood Furniture Co.
Westwood Nursery
White Motor Co.
The Wholesale Supply Co.
Winne

Service

& Son

Stationers Corporation
Stearns Tire Co.
Sun Lumber Company

Thelan’s

Pacific Coast Paving Co.
Pacific Hide & Leather Co.
Merle Pastore
M. B. Paul Studios
Pensick & Gordon

Q. R. S. Corporation,
R. J. M. Co.

Alex Robertson
J. W. Robinson Co.
Joe Rosenberg Co.
Mike Rosenberg

& Sutch

Co.

Wright Carpet Co.
Willard’s
Zellerbach Paper Co.
Zenith Radio Corporation
Mr. Clarence Pagel
Sues,

EMPLOYEE
L. B. Abbott
Casey Adams
Lloyd Ahern
Corwin Albert
Richard Allan
Dave Anderson
Arthur E. Arling
Art Department
Robert Bassler
Anne Baxter
Julian Blaustein
William Bloom
Charles Brackett
Harry Brand
Richard Breen
Earl Bright
David Brown
Walter Bullock
Walter H. Castle
Vic Christensen
Charles Clarke
Francis Cockrell
J. B. Codd
Franklin Coen
Renie Conley
Bernard Cooper
Edward Cronjager
Finlay Currie
Ken Darby
Harry Dawe
John F. DeCuir

CONTRIBUTORS

Young

& Brown

CONTRIBUTORS

Leigh Harline
Henry Hathaway
Roger Heman
Donald Henderson
John C. Higgins
Al Hogsett
Stanley L. Hough
Thomas Ingman
Roy Ivey
Nick Janios
Julian Johnson
Nunnally Johnson
Harmon Jones
Jason^S. Joy
Charles Kaufman
Henry King
Raymond A. Klune
Henry Koster
F. D. Langton
Louis Lantz
Charles Lederer
Charles LeMaire
Henry Levin
Louis D. Lighton
Louis Loeffler
Arthur C. Lueker
Ranald MacDougall
Molly Mandaville
Herman Mankiewicz
D. M. Marshman, Jr.
Bernard Mayers

Frank McCarthy
Herb Meadow
Ethel Merman
F. L. Metzler
Fred S. Meyer
W. C. Michel
Arthur Miller, Jr.
Cameron Mitchell
Cyril Mockridge
Pete Montemurro
Joseph Moskowitz
Thomas
Richard Moulton
Murphy
Alfred

Newman

Joseph Newman
Lionel Newman
Ben
Nye North
Edmund
Czenzi Ormonde
Frank Partos
Robert Patton
Edward B. Powell
Publicity Department
Walter Reisch
Ric Ricardi
J. E. Rickards
Ben Roberts
Dale Robertson
Frank P. Rosenberg
Frank Ross
Harold Roth

Stanley Rubin
James Ruman
Joseph M. Schenck
Jules Schermer
Lew Schreiber
Leon Shamroy
Arthur Sheekman
Jack Sher
Sol Siegel
Bob Simpson
Charles Skouras
Spyros
William Skouras
J. Smith
Robert R. Snody
Edward Snyder
Helena Sorell
Dorothy Spencer
Herbert Spencer
George Stephenson
Walter Strohm
J. O. Taylor
Leo Tover
Leo T ownsend
Frank T resselt
Jerry
EdwardWebb
Weyl
Lyle Wheeler
Robert
Wise
Alfred Wright
Joseph C. Wright
Ben Wurtzel
Darryl

F. Zanuck
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STUDIO
A GIFT FROM
For YOURSELF

THE HEART

+

YOUR FAMILY
YOUR COUNTRY

Wear This Pin Proudly

GIVE A PINT OF BLOOD

MAKE

A

DATE

TO

SAVE

A

LIFE!

Bernard Shaw/ Plaq Opens
“Arms and the Man,” delightful comedy by George Bernard
Shaw, opens October 6th on the lot for a limited Studio Playhouse run. The play, which offers a little bit of everything in
the way of comedy, drama, farce and romance, is being directed
studio’s Little
in the
active
Ehrin,as who
John group
by
Theatre
actor has
and been
director
for over
15 years.
Cast of “Arms and the Man” includes Stanley Craig, Joe
Keenan, Loren Schultz, Mary Resnick, Fred Stevens, Pat
Hardy, who was recently signed to a contract at UniversalInternational, and Donna Lee Hickey, TCF newcomer who
FRIEND and THE
BEST production
MY WIFE’S
work Ain WIFE.
completed
has
FARMER
TAKES
The Shaw
may be
remembered as “The Chocolate Soldier,” popular operetta of
several years ago.
Pashkovsky

scene from George Bernard Shaw's "Arms and the Man,"
delighl-ful
ALittle
Theatre presentation which opens October 6th. Cast includes, left to
right, Pat Hardy, Mary
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Resnick, Fred Stevens and Donna

Lee Hickey.

The stage crew of the Little Theatre presentation includes
R. L. Mertens, Wallace Smith, Andre Banders and Dale
Fairweather.
Tickets for “Arms and the Man” may be purchased soon
from members of the cast or at the Studio Club.

ACTIVITIES
DON'T MISS THE

2ND

annual
SATURDAY

county

fair

EVENING, SEPTEMBER

27

on the lot
llllllllllllllllllll

Bring Your Family and Friends
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

★ GAMES
★ NOVELTY

^ SIDE SHOW

BOOTHS

i^^USIC

^ DANCING
★ PRIZES
★ FUN

FOR EVERYONE!

$100 ADMISSION INCLUDES 5 FOOD AND GAME TICKETS

Bowling Season Opens Swimming Class Under Way; Others Slated
As another bowling season opens, Harold Taylor, president of the league, announces that seventy-five bowlers have
turned out for competition. Bowling got
oflF to a flying start Thursday evening,
September 11th, with fourteen teams of
mixed fivesomes participating in the alley
activity. Initial night’s play found everyone having a lot of fun.
This year’s sponsors include Sam Fuller, Richard Widmark, Rory Calhoun,
Marilyn Monroe, A1 Newman, Henry
King, Dan Dailey, Jack Ferguson, Tyrone
Power, Gregory Peck, Victor Mature,
Walter Jolley and Charlie’s Diner.
Any and all bowling rooters are invited to come to the Llo-Da-Mar Bowl
in Santa Monica and pull for their
favorite team. Play begins at 9 p.m.

Interest in the Studio Club’s Swimming course, which meets at the Beverly
Hills high school each Wednesday night,
has carried the class into a Fall series, the
third to be held this year. Tuition is $3.00
per person and includes recreational and
educational swimming for 17 weeks. The
first meeting of the new series was held
last Wednesday. Those interested in joining this class may do so by going to the
Beverly Hills pool any Wednesday evening at 6:30 p.m. TCFers may join the
class
on a week-to-week basis, at 50^ per
evening.
Formation of other Fall classes will
begin as soon as instructors, fees, dates
and other factors can be worked out. An
Art class is being organized, which
should prove a very interesting and informative series. The class will offer instruction inportrait and figure drawing

and painting. Those interested in joining this class should call the Studio Club
as soon as possible so the size of the
class can be determined.
Anyone who plays a musical instrument might be interested in joining the
music group which is being contemplated
as a Fall-Winter activity. The group
would organize and have get-togethers
solely for the enjoyment of it. If you
would like to join such a group, let the
Studio Club know.
A series of classes in Shorthand and
English is scheduled to begin soon, as
well as a new Camera series and a course
in Public Speaking. Those interested in
being included in any of these forthcoming educational meetings should sign up
immediately so that classes may get
underway.
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PROJECTIONIST
STILL MISSING — Lost in the wilds of Idaho last
year while on a hunting trip was Lynn Lurvey, TCF projectionist of 6 years.
On the morning of October 1 5th, setting out after elk, Lurvey became
separated from his hunting companions. A storm came up and Lurvey has
been neither seen nor heard from since. Deserving of a great deal of credit
are Producer Sam Engel, Chief Projectionist Bill Weisheit and many of
BtxhcocH,

Lurvey's friends and working companions who have organized a searching
party and have created a $1000.00 reward for the person who finds
Lurvey. Shown with Lurvey, above, is his wife, Emelia.

PERFECT HOSTESS — When TCF star Marilyn Monroe learned
that her team had won the 1952 Softball pennant, she gave a
party for all the team members and their wives. Besides a wonderful evening, the champs each went home with a baseball personally
autographed by the entire New York Yankee ball club. A big bouquet of orchids to Marilyn for that display of hospitality which the
team

members

and their wives won't soon forget.

EX-TCFER — Visiting on the lot a few weeks ago was Patrick B. Matthews, right,
who served as Twentieth Century-Fox's Studio Club Manager from 1939 to
1942 and again in 1946. He spent several hours on the lot with his friends and
former co-workers. Seen with Pat is visitor James A. Beeley, president of the
Texas Pipe Bending Company. Pat is now purchasing agent of C. F. Braun and
Company's

Project Division.

RACHEL AND THE PRINCE — 20th Century-Fox was recently host to
Prince Aly Khan during his visit to Southern California. He is seen with
Olivia De Havilland who plays the title role in MY COUSIN RACHEL. Lunching at the Cafe De Paris, the prince enjoyed his TCF visit greatly. Aly's
father, the Aga Khan, is spiritual leader of the Moslems in India.
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Words
Replacing WILMA LARDNER in Ladies’ Wardrobe is EVA LORO whose first
task is THE ROBE. She was with Metro
for nine years. . . . JUANITA BONFIGLIO, Cafe de Paris Hostess, back after a
three day hospital stint with an eye injury. She was frying a chicken, got hit by
flying grease. . . . KORDULA POLENEK, Makeup, on a journey to Mexico.
. . . ED BURKE, Head of Employment,
celebrated his birthday on May 25th by
marrying LUCILLE PFEIFFER, Insurance Office. They are expecting a little
Burke next March
ESTELLE TRACER, Credit Union, back on the job
after a tussle with the virus. . . . Getting
in shape
Stanford’s ZANUCK,
Fall football
son was for
RICHARD
sonseaof

NEW

BROOM — Perched proudly atop the studio's new Austin-Western Motor Sweeper is Earl Connol y, a TCP driver of 1 1 years. Earl has guided studio sweepers for four of those years, says this is

the greatest piece of equipment he's handled. The machine wets the street (has 190-gallon water
tank), then sweeps the street and curb with front and rear brooms. Keeping streets on the lot free
of damaging material saves the studio a considerable amount of money by eliminating an average of
twenty flat tires a day, the rate which prevailed before street sweepers were employed.

BASHFUL BACHELOR — Pet project of the boys in the Prop Makers
Department is to get Bernard McVey to the altar. To soften him up
for that day, Bernard was centered
among

these Antelope Valley love-

lies. Second from left is Gerry Muschinski. Queen of the Antelope
Valley Fair and Alfalfa Festival held
last week. Also pictured are the
queen's attendants.

TCP’s production chief. He worked with
the Labor Department, reports for gridiron practice on the 20th. . . . ED
BLOCH, Landscape, gone to New York
for ten days. ... In the baby department
— HAZEL SHIRK, formerly of Men’s
Wardrobe, had a boy on Aug. 17th. William Arthur is his name. Also in Men’s
Wardrobe, BILL McCRARY became a
pop on August 19th. It was a lad of 7
pounds. The stork also hit BEVERLY
(Cafe de Paris ) and ARMAND (Optical
Printing) ALLEN on August 21st, leaving them Russell Armand. Wonder if he
will become a TCFer like his folks. . . .
JACK “YASHA” PASHKOVSKY, Labor
Department, finally finished scraping and
painting his house. Should be gorgeous.
. . . Landscaper TED HARMAN home
after some surgery . . . NORMAN
STOCKING, Transportation, back to
work after a rough vacation accident.
Motoring in Idaho, a road gave way,
swallowed his car and two more on top
of it. He and the wife were seriously
injured, are on the mend now. . . . Cub
Scout Mothers and Fathers should contact AL DE GAETANO, Ext. 625, regarding having local Dens make toys for
orphans this Christmas. . . . ROLAND
ALEXANDER, son of TCP driver ROLAND ALEXANDER who passed away
in 1950, now working in the Labor Departmen. . . Glad to hear that AGNES
HOLT,
be
back on Coffee
the job Shop,
soon. . is. . better.
EARL She’ll
SMITH,
Transportation, back after 5,000 miles of
Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Wash-

I

ington andHARRY
others.
. . . motoring
Outer Pico’s
sentinel,
FINK,
around
Las Vegas during \acation. . . . RAY
MALA, Camera Department, seriously
ill. His many friends send best wishes
for a speedy recovery. . . . Engineering
in Saudi Arabia for Aramco is George
1

60,000

GALLONS
OF SAFETY — Examining Twentieth's new North Lot water tank are assistant Fire Chief J. C. Montgomery and Lou Witte, Head of the Mechanical Effects Department.
The tank serves a double purpose by providing 60,000 gallons of water for mechanical effects
use and serving as a reserve water supply in case of fire.

COOKE
of son
the ofStaff
Shop. . “COOKIE”
. . FRED
GEORGE
Cooke, Jr.,
LUTZ, Landscape, back after a tour of
New England and the Midwest. . . .
That’s 30 for Sept.
13

Heavy Production Slated for Sept., Oct.
Current Production Office release indicates that the Fall
schedule of activity is well under way, with eight to ten productions to be rolling, from local stages to Germany.
Currently in progress in Munich is MAN ON A TIGHTROPE, swiftly moving story about a circus man and the
deliverance of his people from behind the Iron Curtain. Elia
Kazan is directing the Robert Sherwood piece, with Robert
Jacks producing. Frederic March is in the feature spot.
Scheduled to finish shooting October 2nd is THE SILVER
WHIP, being co-produced by Robert Bassler and Michael
Abel. The company completed a Sonora, California, location
junket and is now shooting on the lot. THE SILVER WHIP
has a Western background.
Additional dance numbers for THE GIRL NEXT DOOR
will be scattered throughout September, October, and possibly
November. The Technicolor musical is a Robert Bassler production, with Dan Dailey, June Haver and Dennis Day featured. Richard Sale is directing.
THE

PRESIDENT’S LADY was re-scheduled to begin September 15th. It is the dramatic love story of Andrew Jackson,
the American President and his sweetheart, Rachel. Charlton
Heston and Susan Hayward are the principals in this picture,
to be produced by Sol Siegel and directed by Henry Levin.
September 15th was the starting date for BAPTISM OF
FIRE, a Julian Blaustein production. William Bloom is producing under Blaustein. The picture is being shot entirely on
location at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. Robert Webb is

This dramatic study of lights and shadows by photographer Ray Nolan,
taken on the Nevada location of SIXTY SADDLES FOR GOBI, won first
award at the Laguna Beach Still Photographers' Carnival. The 20th
Century-Fox Company was on location for this exciting story of weather
observation specialists for the Navy in the Gobi Desert during World War II.

megging the Korean
Greek outfit and the
sors in Korea. Victor
Also commencing

war story, a drama about a hard-hitting
role it takes in fighting communist aggresMature has been set for this.
on September 15th was principal photog-

raphy for CALL ME MADAM. Irving Berlin’s Broadway hit
is being filmed in Technicolor, features Ethel Merman, Donald

Wanda

Ia$f4>:

"GIVE US A CALL"

As a TCF Employee
you can now have . . .

☆ MEATS

^ POULTRY

and all

EGETABLES
V
^
frozen foods

in retail quantities at
wholesale prices
MAN.Y

SEPTEMBER

SPECIALS

JEWEL HOME FOODS
400 E. 1st STREET
Phone MU. 5098
14

O’Connor, George Sanders, Vera-Ellen
and Walter Slezak. Story is about an
attractive, indiscreet, dynamic lady ambassador who juggles with international
relations in mythical Lichtenburg. Sol
Siegel is producing, with Walter Lang
in the director’s spot.
BLAZE OF GLORY, a modern melodrama, is slated for a September 18th
start. Story is about Skip, a pickpocket
who becomes involved with the F.B.I.
and Red agents. Richard Widmark and
Thelma Ritter will appear in this production which is set against a New York
background. Sam Fuller wrote the
screenplay and will direct. BLAZE OF
GLORY is being produced by Jules
Schermer, under Julian Blaustein’s supervision.
Scheduled to begin the first week in
October is THE DESERT RATS, with
Robert Jacks producing. It is a war story,
with an Australian- British background,
dealing with the siege of Tobruk. Interesting angle is that there are no women
in the cast.
The outlook for October shows several
productions in the offing. TITANIC is
scheduled to begin next month, with
Charles Brackett and Jean Negulesco
producing and directing, respectively.
GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES
will begin to roll soon as will THE
ROBE, a colossus to be produced by
Frank Ross.
First unit photography on WHITE
WITCH DOCTOR is slated for an early
start. Roy Baker is directing the Technicolor picture which Otto Lang is producing under the Julian Blaustein banner.
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PHOTO

SHOP

.X

.

.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
CARL WEISS,

Mgr.

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

AR. 3-8636

10643 Pico Blvd.

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

RADIO
OQTQ

w

& APPLIANCE
Stadium

Opposite

p*

CO. ///

Theater

CR. 1-2249

(2 Bio^ks'*^° l-iberai Discount to Studio Ciub Members
West of Robertson)

Open

Monday

★ CARPETS

and

BR. 2-3832

it LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Friday Evenings

Complete

CARPET

★ TILE

Carpet

SERVICE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

1

WAY

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

S.M. 7-5T57 or TE. 0-3636

11218 Washington Bird., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

LINE

FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

AR. 9-5611

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

1 0649 W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)
SHE

CHANGED

HER

MIND!

Clean white .70 diamond solitaire with two
supporting baguettes in platinum ring. Retail price $850. For quick sale — only $400.
Call Studio Club, Ext. 745 if interested.

FOR SALE — '52 De Soto V-8, 4-door sedan. Perfect condition. Radio, heater, power steering,
solex glass. Contact Bill Gallant, Ext. 632.

DONT

Studio Club Members
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

at the time he needs it!

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA
on the Pre-School

JOE TAYLOR

—

1 0-yr. Program

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

SELL YOUR CHILD'S
FUTURE SHORT

Equip him with the tool he needs for cultural
and educational advancement —

—

Check Substantial Savings

Ayaiiable To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Pen Gr Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508

CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

2-7110

—

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

BR. 2-2546

Before 9 A.M.; evenings; Saturday; Sunday

SALES

Projectors &
Accessories
Films
Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

Appliances

All
15

CR. 6-9969

BR. 2-6034

*

WESTWOOD

TCF SERVICE {Continued)
Fox lot will observe “OPERATION

NURSERY

All Types
GARDEN

of
AND

PLANTS

9786 West Pico

SAFETY,” a period set aside for evaluation of the safety situation on the lot.

SUPPLIES

Boulevard

During that week, members of the studio’s Executive Safety and Eire Committee will journey from department to deTHE

NEW

1952

REVISED

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

EDITION

OF

THE

BRITANNICA

included in a 10-year research privilege will be a
cherished gift for you or your family.
For information, call JOE TAYLOR,
before 9 a.m., or evenings, Saturday

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

- - Automotive Information - NEW and USED CARS and TRUCKS

ON
BRANDS

BUYERS

OUR

REPRESENTATIVES,

Private Party Purchases

INC.

Arranged

1213 No. Highland Avenue

HOLLYWOOD

28

CALIFORNIA

AL CERF COMPANY

BRANDS

WHOLESALERS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

Ladies' Coats
Suits - Jackets - Skirts

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

STOCK

ON

HAND

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

369 So. Robertson Blvd.

ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

CR. 4-5471

(JUST NORTH

PLEASE

PRESENT

OF OLYMPIC)

STUDIO

CLUB

CARD

CHINCHILLAS
The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,
EXPERT

WATCH

INGLEWOOD

-

REPAIRING

-

OR. 2-8281

GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS
The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
10677

WEST

PICO

BLVD.

(At Overland)

RALPH
SMART

AR.

7-8795

LANCASTER
WEAR

FOR

MEN

At Modest

Have

Everything
USUAL

10667

W. PICO

“OPERATION

— September

MPRF

Prices

for the Well-Dressed

STUDIO

Man

COURTESY

BLVD.

(Next to Malibar)

|

‘
f

to Present

•

I9S2 ''Revel"
September 24th

i
|

Wednesday

evening, September

24th, is

PHONE:

AR. 3-6721

*

the date
of this
year’s
Edition
the Mo-is
tion Picture
Relief
Fund
Show,of which
slated to be the biggest and best presentation the Masquers Club has offered.
The gigantic ‘Revel’ is commemorating
the 200th Anniversary of the American
Theatre with a Cavalcade of Showbusiness which will include top acts and an
all star cast.
Those who attend this affair can expect
outstanding entertainment, including The
Medicine Show, The Minstrel Show, The
Burlesque Show, The Ziegfeld Show,
Silent Pictures, The Night Club Show,
Televison and other top acts.
Many Twentieth Century-Fox personalities are appearing in the show, including Dan Dailey, Dennis Day, George Jessel, former TCF producer and Debra
Paget.
Tickets for this event are now on sale
at the Studio Club, ranging in price from
$2 to |50.

TCF Treasurer
Thanks TCFer For
^hank

You’ Note

Here’s a new
for a thank you
Bertin, secretary
Codd, received

switch: A thank you note
note. That is what Betty
to studio Controller Jack
from Donald Henderson,

Twentieth
New York.

Century-Fox’s

Treasurer

in

Betty wrote Henderson a note thanking him for the golf prize he donated,
which Betty won. Henderson promptly
replied with a thank you note of his own:
Dear Miss Bertin:

were going through the tortures of
winning something in the golf tournament, that you had a goocJ time as
well.
Some day I hope to be able to attend one of these
affairs which I am
Sincerely,
told are very enjoyable.

Open Friday Evenings
Donald

16

SAFETY”

22-27.

Thank you very much for your
note of the 30th. I hope when you

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
We

Remember
Week

|
|

By Appointment Only
GLadstone 6111

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

BR. 2-2546
and Sunday.

partment, surveying conditions and answering any questions which employees
may have. Safety Week is designed to
give every employee an awareness of his
part in accident and fire prevention. Only
through the earnest and wholehearted
cooperation of e\ery worker at 20th can
the
of accidents and fire become prevention
a real
ity.

A. Henderson.

,N

?
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Studio Club

FUNERALS

PHONOGRAPH

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

Gramophone
erly Hills

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE

Buyer’s Directory
LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOB

ILES ( New and Used )

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) , Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)

REAL ESTATE

Central Furniture Co., 2401 So. Santa Fe Ave.,
L. A
LO. 5-5242
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
ffeyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FURS
Monarch Furs, 2058 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-0126
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM

AR. 7-8293

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Foogert's Tiro Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only)..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

Studio Club
Ext. 745

BICYCLES
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS

GOODS

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS
Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

FIREPLACE

MATTRESSES
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771
Jewel Home Foods (J. Shulman)
400 E. 1st St., L. A

....MU. 5098

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 1 30 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

W. Pico Blvd.,
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUGS & CARPETS
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La Cienega,
L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

FLORISTS

PAINT

Bel-Air Florist, 10932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
AR. 7-1755
Gordon's Flower Shop, 2617 Wilshire Blvd.,
L A
DU. 4-2159

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

& WALLPAPER

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Call Studio Club

TRAVEL
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

MEATS

Studio Club

CAMERA

& LEATHER

MAGAZINES

&

Call Studio Club

LUGGAGE

Howard McCarry, 12300V2
L. A

RUG CLEANING

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

LIGHT

RECORDS

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6665 Hollywood
Blvd. (C. Watts)
HO. 9-8131
Globe Travels, 10651 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-6815

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd..
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

Ext. 727

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
HEATERS ‘
WATE
L. A R
CR. 1-1135
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EASTMAN

FILMS

for
PROFESSlOK
AL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

INC.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
I 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

To Choose From

^

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

yAP HilLLlGAi\

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

VIC

WEbster
8-6281

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture
Terms

Arranged

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

We

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
y 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Centnry-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico

near

Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Very Special Discounf Prices
To All Studio Club Members
We Carry a Complete

Line of

10931 West Pico Bird.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
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PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
Sctf paints
PICO

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

REMEMBER

TO

VISIT

Paint and Wallpaper Store

Sam Lu rye's
PATIO
LIQUORS

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE

For The Best
In Party Beverages

ON

10515V2 WEST

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

181 so. LA BREA

PICO

Next to Rancho Bowling Alley

- OPEN 1 0 a.m. till 2 a.m.

AR. 7-8449

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
/Vig/it

1725 Westwood

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

25 TO 40%

Westwood Furniture Co.

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

OFFERS

Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television

Monday,

5843 West Pico Blvd.

WY. 2194

Case Goods Available at :
10% Discount
Checks Cashed Gladly As Before

Now is the time to have your furs
cleaned and restyled . . . complete
ladies' tailoring department.

O
GFLOWER

SHOP

NEW
GARMENTS
RESTYLING

’

N
rdo

will give
STUDIO

CLUB

10%

MEMBERS
15%

Discount

Free Delivery Any

DISCOUNT

ON

CAPES

Free Estimates

2058 Westwood

Place

- COATS

- STOLES

and Pick-up

- REPAIRS

Service

Blvd.

AR. 9-0126

in Los Angeles

ARCADY
2617

HOTEL

STUDIO

Wilshire Boulevard

Los Angeles 5, Calif.

SID MILLS

CLUB

mprcnccr

DU. 4-2159

SAVES

10301

SAVE
on

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS
• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

FOUNTAIN PENS
JEWELRY
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

*Ask

WESTWOOD'S

for our wholesale Food lists

CLUB

MEMBERS

LARGEST

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
1651-57 Westwood
LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

Pico Blvd.

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

on Food)

STUDIO

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

MONEY

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)

•
•
•
•
•

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

369 S. Robertson

West

YOU

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

everything
in our
JEWELRY
and
GIFT
sample
line

MEMBERS

24

BRadshaw 2-1 333

CR. 4-5213

OPEN

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

'A

Chari es Bickford

Boulevard

MONDAY

Have

CALIFORNIA
ARizona 9-7355

and FRIDAY

NIGHTS

Bob Waterfield

THE BEST MOUSE TRAP
You Know The Path - Beat It

TELLER
America’s

CR. 1-1135

APPLIANCE
Finest

CO.

Appliances

143 South Robertson Blvd. (Robertson At Third)

BR. 2-5506
19
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the outside

What

MAN'S

does a guy do when

FAMILY

one of his kids comes

out strong for Ike

•

while the other casts his vote for Adlai? That’s the problem for
Cliester Geras, Grip Department. Garol Ann, 8, likes the GOP

Editorial Staff

standard bearer while John, 9, says, ‘Wdlai for me.” Ghester doesn’t
really have a problem though; for an interest in politics, even in

HOUSER

\ oungsters like these, is an encouraging thing. W’e should all take
this ‘‘family feud” personally by discussing and arguing for the candidate of our choice.
Neither Garol Ann nor Johnny is quite old enough to vote for his
favorite. But both urge all of us to convert our arguments into votes
by going to the polls November 4th. They will — Johnny, in 1964 and
Garol Ann in 1968!
Photo by Jack Pashkovsky.

Editorial Dir.

BOB MINTZ
Editor
R. BILLICK
Activities Dir.
VIVIAN JORGENSEN Asst. Ed.
FREDDIE McPHIE
Asst. Ed.
o

Staff Artists

on

ELMER GLASSBURN
ED JANIS

DON'T

Staff Photographers
ALEX

BABCOCK

MARIA
JACK

BROOKS

Studio Club Editorial
Committee
ROY

Board

inside

TO YOU

“think

— at least not a real one. He is

rubber and was one of the displays on the lot during “Operation
Safety” W’eek, September 22nd to 27th. He and an elastic buddy of
his spent the week at the Pico and Santa Monica Time Gates, as

PASHKOVSKY
•

PAULINE

LET THIS HAPPEN

Fortunately this fellow is not a TGFer

the

reminders that safety is part of everyone’s job— that “the other guy,”
whom the accident alwaxs happens to, could very easily be you if you
invite it through carelessness. Page 19 offers more pictures and infor-

DUNLAP

mation about “Operation

METZLER

MUSyV^SS

Safety” Week.

«PT,ni27

of Controllers

Tom Krause . . .President

BENDIX

George Stephenson. .V-P.
Pauline Dunlap . Secretary
Jim Trucano. . .Treasurer
Bonflgtio, Juanita .
Brown. Frank
Buck, Dan
Cannon, Jo
Comer, Bob
Davies. Red
.
.
Oe Gaetano. Al
De Weese. Al
Fisher, Al
Gilroy. Frank
Goldie. Charles . . . .
Goldfarb. Henry. . . .
Jolley. Robert
Jolley. Walter ....
McLaughlin. Nettie
Metzler, Roy
Murphy. Bill
Overacker, Joliene ..
Patrick. George . . .
Richardson, Frances
Roach. Irish
Sandeen. Clinton . . .
Scott. Walter
Smith. Dick
Wurtzel. Paul

Cafe
Drapery
Elec. Prod.
Hospital
.... Elec. Main.
. . . . Maintenance
. . . Prop Makers
Payroll
Music
Grip
Still
W.A. Lab
Paint
Paint
Telephone
Publicity
Cutting
Script
Art
Research
Labor
Men $ Wardrobe
Property
Makeup
. ..Construction

WASHER?

—

CIRCULAR

TYPE TV SCREEN?

W’rong both times. Tliis is a porthole. One of the hundreds of portholes which can be found in “Titanics” around the lot. This particular
set has been built on the Lower Moat. When shooting begins, the
moat will be filled with water. Through the camera’s eye, the ship
will “sink,” even though the set is a stationary one. Sersen Lake is
another location where TITAN IG will be filmed. There, a miniature
scale model will be used. Details about TITANIC, a big picture
now

WHAT

WAS

THIS DOG
COUNTY

in production, can be found on Pages 16-17.

DOING

AT THE

FAIR?

He might Iiave been seeking out a piece of wood that his master had
placed among many other pieces of wood. Or he might h.ive done a
couple of tricks for the two hundred dog lovers that watched him and
his canine competitors putting on the dog. Whatever he did, he made
a big hit. as did the rest of the events offered to County Fair customers
on Saturday evening, September 27th. Pictures and words about that
event can be found on Pages 12-13.

Honorary Members
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, Ca'ifornia,
March 3, 1879.

under

the Act

of

SKYWRITING

WITH

LIGHTS

Never move your camera when you are making a time exposure. Else
you will come up with something like this. The dark background
on which the white lines are zigging and zagging, is the clear evening
sky over Twentieth Century-Fox’s New Administration Building. The
white lines represent lights on the building which took this ghost-like
shape when camera slipped. .More about our studio after dark on
Pages 4-7.

1 Like
by MONTE

It!

BONOME^

As I stop to think what America means to me, the familiar words Freedom, Democracy,

Liberty and Justice

come to mind. Men have made and are making sacrifices to insure these ideals so that Americans

of every

nationality and faith may continue to enjoy equally the rights and privileges that citizens of other
countries are denied.

Certainly the word America brings to mind the unique natural and man-made

features of this country.

America is the land where the fog rolls in with the tide at Eastport; where the Mississippi, swift and muddy,
pours down past the levees of New
monument

Orleans; where in the vastness of Arizona is the Grand Canyon— God-made

whose beauty is unparalleled anywhere. A sea of rippling wheat in western Kansas; the Statue of

Liberty standing silhouetted against the skyscrapers of New

York City.

But America means more than ideals and natural beauty. America, to me, is the American people— and
their way of life. America is a hot dog at the beach, or rooting for the Yanks in the World Series. It is taking
a nap on a lazy Sunday afternoon; watching TV or going out to the neighborhood show. It’s the jingle of the
ice cream man or the scream of a jet as it whips overhead faster than the sound that follows it. It the right to
go to the polls and cast a vote for the Presidential candidate of our choice.
And still it’s more.
It is the spirit of the American people; energetic; progressive, enterprising, sympathetic, ready to rally
for any good cause— be it a nationwide telethon to raise funds for crippled youngsters or fighting an all-out war.
That is the core of the meaning of America to me.
America was a great land when Colmubus

discovered it. But the spirit of our fathers and their fathers

have made it a great nation.

"Editor’s Note:

Starting in the motion picture industry in 1927, Monte

Bonome

heads TCP’s Staff Shop, the department which has charge of the studio’s plaster and
plastic work. Bonome started at Twentieth in 1939. Prior to that (1927-37), he headed
the United Artists Staff Shop, when Douglas Fairbanks and Sam Goldwtjn were
producing on that lot.
Bonome

is a family man. He has two lovely daughters; Barbara is a U.C.L.A. graduate, Shirley is a Bruin at the present time. Both have majored in Education.

To most of us at Twentieth, the setting sun means the end of
another day’s work. The biggest part of TCP’s personnel conhour. cludes its working day in time to get home at America’s dinner
To a handful of TCFers however, the dinner hour means the
start of another day. This is the studio’s night shift, a small but
key group of workers which carries out its sundry duties while
its daytime counterjoart sleeps.
Day employees who have been on the lot after dark realize
to what extent the day’s activities extend into the night and
morning hours, and— in fact— around the clock.
Probably the most evident group of nightshift employees is
the studio’s police force, members of which are stationed at
key points on the lot and also follow nightly routes to every
comer of the lot’s more than 300 acres. Motion picture studios
have long been trespassers’ havens, the fascination of this esoteric business stimulating the curiosity of even the most uncurious. Not a week goes by in which several intruders are not
cited for invading private property'. Necessarily, the studio Police Department must be a sharp-eyed watchdog, to protect the
wealth that this studio represents. Studio workers who are on
the job at 8 in the morning never fail to see the Police Department’s graveyard shift leaving the lot after another night of
vigilance.
Increased production always mean an increase in the number
of employees on late shifts. Production departments must always keep at least a full day ahead of the production company.
This means that stages and sets must be ready for shooting
when a company arrives in the morning.
Thus, when a set is needed for an early morning call, it is
safe to assume that the Prop Makers Department will be lighted
throughout the night. The department maintains a 2-10 shift
which has often seen duty till as late as 2 or 3 .\.M. during
heavy production periods.
4

Working hand in hand with the prop makers are the painters,
who are responsible for the finishing of sets for production.
The studio’s Paint Department, maintaining a swingshift, follows up the work of the Prop Makers Department, giving sets
the final touch of color.
Another late shift department often called upon to work into
the night is the Grip Department. The grips are responsible
for moving and handling camera equipment and also are in
charge of erecting scaffolding and striking sets on stages. Often
men of the Grip Department are on hand until 1 or 2 in the
morning to prepare sets for early morning shooting calls.
Another department which operates after the sun has set is
the Labor Department. Labor maintains a second shift which

works

from 2:30 P.M.

until 11 P.M.

Laborers

during those hours to provide manpower
tenance and the shooting company.

are on hand

for both plant main-

In addition to departments which have regular shifts working late hours, a heavy production load will increase the
amount of personnel working during the night. Electricians,
cameramen, cutters, sound men and the many other workers
related to production who usually finish work at the end of
the shooting company’s day— these artists and technicians can
often be found working late into the night, either with the late
hour shooting company or working separately in their various
departments.
Production departments are not the only groups working
during late hours. Since the majority of employees work during the day, night is the logical time for Office Service’s maintenance personnel to clean departmental offices. Well organized and highly efficient, this comparatively small group of
fifty TCFers covers every office and building on the lot during
its eight-hour shift from 6 P.M. until 2 A.M. These workers
might well be called the morale builders of the lot. For it is
they who transform paper-strewn desks into attractive work
areas for their occupants; messy, disarranged offices into neat,
clean ones which seem to welcome their inhabitants at the
start of each day. The night maintenance workers at Twentieth
re\erse a familiar modem adage. Armed with no more than
their maintenance equipment, they take a messy ‘night before’ and change it into an attractive ‘morning after,’ with Cinderella-like swiftness. Few of us realize how the zest for work
"Exodus" could well be the title of this scene of the Pico Time
Office at 6 P.M. Few of the 90% of studio employees who have
left the lot by six o'clock each day realize that TCF keeps right
on humming with activity throughout the evening and early morning
hours. Maintenance and production departments from one end of
the lot to the other have crews on duty to keep the company in
operation around the clock.

would diminish at the beginning of a new work day if our
office or department looked as it did when we left it the day
before. This is a credit to the studio’s maintenance personnel.
Another twenty four hour department at the studio is the
Fire Department, which maintains both a 24-hour and 32-hour
shift. A five-man fire crew is on hand around the clock to fight
fire wherever and whenever necessary on the lot. Also, periodic tours of the lot are made to check for fire hazards or
smoke.
The presence of night employees in any department almost
automatically means that the Transportation Department will
have a crew on duty to handle transportation units. Teamsters
working with shooting companies often have worked from late
afternoon until 4 or 5 A.M. And regardless of how late departmental transportation is needed, drivers are always on hand to
meet the situation.

There are many other TCF employees who carry out their
duties after night-fall: Construction crews, keeping one jump
ahead of shooting companies; tabulating and key punch operators, keeping one jump ahead of payday; timekeepers; employment personnel; projectionists, for late-hour screenings; Western Avenue crews, keeping Fox Hills’ parent lot as busy as its
offspring after dark; chefs, with midnight meals for midnight
oil burners. And there are more.
Pick any night and come back to the studio after a day’s
work. A look around will quickly tell you that Twentieth Century-Fox iswide awake in the middle of the night, even though
much of its brain and muscle has retired for the day.

TCF— city within a city— never goes to sleep. Around the
clock its heart li\es and beats, producing for the world great
entertainment.

And what is TCF? It is its workers, each of whom, night and
day, does his job to the best of his ability— in the most exciting
and rewarding business of them all.

5

Tabulating is another department which works a swing shift. Shown above is the department's last
shift, which works from 6 P.M. until 3 A.M. This crew is composed of both tabulating and key
punch operators whose job primarily is to work on payroll data. Members of the swing shift, shown
above are (left to right) Eileen Keiper, Dick Picchione, Alice Wallace, Enid Mayle, Mildred
Lightfoot, Lloyd Breitkreutz, Machine Room Supervisor of swing shift, and Mercedes Martinez.
Also in swing shift crew but not pictured are Wally Von Demme, Claire Chapman and Herb Niccolls.

The weird, blue glow seen often in the
sky over 20th after dark is indication
that a shooting company is working
late. It is not unusual for a night
company to shoot until 1 or 2 A.M.
Many companies have worked straight through
until daybreak. THE PRESIDENT'S LADY company was a recent night shooter. The evening
call pictured right found 325 extras, plus an
expanded production crew working until 5 A.M.
Night shooting requirements necessitate many
departmental crews serving late duty. In the
case of a costume picture such as THE PRESIDENT'S LADY, Wardrobe crews must stand by
until the company finishes. Electricians, Painters,
Grips, Make Up crews. Hairdressers, Laborers
and other production workers are on hand until
the company winds up, also.

The studio Police Department has shifts on duty around the
who is stationed at the New Administration Building's North
midnight. In addition to fixed posts, the 4-12 and midnight
two score officers who make nightly inspections of the entire

clock. Top, left, is Rex Emerson,
Reception desk from 4 P.M. until
to 8 A.M. shifts include more than
lot.

Left center, night maintenance man George Diller puts the finishing touch on the first floor of
the New Administration Building. Diller is one of fifty night maintenance men and women who,
headed by Austin Peterson, give Twentieth Century-Fox a nightly refresher after a hard day. This
group works from one end of the lot to the other, cleaning each office and department. The night
maintenance crew works out of the Office Service Department.

The Twentieth Century-Fox Fire Department is on duty around the clock. The studio has
in operation an intricate, lightening-quick fire alarm system which is manifested in a *’“9®
fire control board located at the Fire Department. Keeping one eye on this control board
are TCF's fire crews which work 24- and 32-hour shifts. On the studio's fire truck are, left
Fireman William Chaplin, Capt. L. W. Miller, Capt. R. H. Chaplin and Engineer
right.
to F.
C.
James.

,

For the past two years 20th has employed magnetic film exclusively for its sound recording.
This has proven far more economical than recording directly on film. But before good sound
takes can be edited, they must be transferred from magnetic track to photographic sound
track after the shooting company has finished for the day. Working nightly are L. A. Evans,
left, Sound Recorder, and James Harrison, Sr., Magnetic Machine Operator, who are preparing
to transfer a reel of sound from magnetic track to photographic track.

The Hospital has a nurse on duty every night from 6 P.M. until 1 I P.M. to treat any injury that
occurs to an employee on the lot. When there is a department or shooting company working into
the night, a nurse will remain on duty until aftsr the company or department breaks, regardless
of the time. Right center is Nurse Cero
any injury, any time it is necessary.

Prosser,

one

Working

serving

as follow-up

with

the shooting

company

and

of the Hospital's

crews

regular

staff, ready

after companies

have

to treat

broken

are the studio's Labor gangs. The Labor Department has a regular late shift working from 2:30
P.M. until 1 I P.M. These late gangs make the rounds of stages, cleaning up sets that have completed working and preparing sets that are to work the next morning. Bottom right. Gang Boss Sam
Rachman supervises Laborers Joe Maslich, left, and T. Lloyd who are readying a set for shooting.

Keeping the Twentieth Century-Fox switchboard open every night until midnight
Vianna Brown. She works the regular 6 P.M.-to-midnight shift, handling all calls
time switchboard staff handles. Although the switchboard is closed from midnight
the studio phone equipment includes night connections to all major departments
companies working after midnight, for the convenience of persons wanting to reach

is the job of
that the dayuntil 7 A.M.,
and shooting
these parties.

STUDIO

CLUB
^Arms and The Man’
Successful Little
Theatre Presentation
The

Studio Little Theatre

group has

plucked another laurel for itself with the
brilliantandpresentation
‘'Arms
The Man.” of Bernard

Shaw’s

The play deals with the intrusion of a
suave, outspoken Swiss mercenary officer of the Serbian Army upon a backward Bulgarian family. The officer, fleeing for his life, accidentally seeks refuge
with the family of a Major in the army
which has defeated him. An additional
complication arises when
Raina, the daughter of the
engaged to the very man
him to flight, now a guest
Gameral

First meeting of the new Camera Class found Photographer Frank Powolny giving the students valuable instruction in composition. Left to right are Kelly Smith, Powolny, Art Dugdale and Bill
Weisheit. Interested TCFers and friends are invited to join the class which meets each Wednesday evening, 7-9

P.M.

Advanced Camera Series New Underway
Following

a pattern of new

instruction

methods, the Camera Class’ Fall series
commenced on Wednesday evening, October 15th in the Old Cafeteria. The new
program calls for a different instructor
during each of the eight meetings of the
series, each a specialist in his particular
field.
Super\ising at the first meeting was
Frank Powolny, TCF Photographer, who
lectured and gave individualized instruction in photographic composition. He
gave the class special pointers from his
own wide experience. He discussed composition in still life studies, composition

Bowling
With

Season

the bowling

season

as related to news photos and action
shots and composition in portrait work.
His informative lecture was enjoyed
greatly by the class members.
Subsequent meetings of the Camera
Class will find other qualified photographers and cameramen presenting lectures and demonstrations on flash photography, high and low key lighting, dark
room tricks and techniques and other
interesting topics.
Anyone interested in joining this group
may still do so. Fee is $2.50 for the series
and is payable at the first meeting attended.

Moves

well under-

way, statistics show Charlie’s Diner, captained by Joe Magliocco, leading the
pack of fourteen teams with a record of
21 wins against 3 losses. Close behind
the Diner squad with a 19-5 record is
the Gregory Peck team. Richard Widmark is in third spot with 15/2 wins, while
Walter Jolley’s Jokers are pressing close
in fourth place with 15 wins. The onehalf win is a new feature in bowling competition this year. A new ABC ruling
calls for all ties to be scored as a onehalf win and one-half loss for each team,

Into High

Gear

thus eliminating the necessity of a rolloff in case of a tie.
In individual competition, veteran
Hank Camusi leads the men with a hot
183 average while fonner league president Jean Hansen heads competition
among the girls with an excellent 142
average.
Weekly Thursday night play, which is
carried on at Llo-Da-Mar Bowl in Santa
Monica, begins at 9 P.M. sharp. Alley enthusiasts are invited to these weekly sessions to pull for their favorite TCF
bowlers.

he discovers
family, to be
who has put
in the house.

The players, under the direction of
John Ehrin, present a vivid and enthusiastic performance. Donna Lee Hickey
makes a breath-taking Raina and the role
of her opposite. Captain Bluntsclili seems
tailor-made to Fred Stevens’ very genuine ability. Mary Rusnak as Catherine
Petkoff, Raina’s mother, turns in a convincing performance as does Dolores
Miter, a young woman with a fine feeling
for the stage. Incidentally, Miss Miter
replaced Pat Hardy in the role of Louka,
a peasant housemaid, upon very short
notice and did a letter perfect job of it.
Nicola, the elderly family retainer, was
played by Stanley Craig in a standout
performance, a really superlative bit of
acting. Joe Keenan as Major Petkoff, the
easy-going father of the family, demonstrated a masterful understanding of his
part. Both brought to their roles the ease
and relaxed conviction one looks for in
the veteran of the theatre.
Finally, but not at the bottom of the
list, is Loren Shultz with a delightful
portrayal of a swaggering idiot of a cavalry officer. Major Sergius Saranoff.
Able assistance was given to the cast
by Paul Fox, Dale Fairweather, Andre
Banders, Wallace Smith, Sam Silverstein,
Frank Brown, Mary Hollingshead, Jerry
Newkirk, Lonnie Raidor and many
others who

handled settings, stage management, props and effects, lighting,
drapery, wardrobe, posters, publicity and
programs. Roy Brewer doubled in brass
in working both on the lighting and in
a small stage part. The group was under
the able chairmanship of Frances Richardson.
As Teddy Roosevelt used to say,
“Deeeelighted.” That describes our
action to “Arms and The Man.”

re-

JOE CURTIN
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ACTIVITIES
New

Series Offered

For Reading Efficiency
Save that precious TIME
to read faster!

by learning

^Vith this aim in mind, a new weekly
series will be inaugurated to open new
vistas of rapid reading and comprehension to anyone interested in increasing
his reading efficiency.
First meeting of the ten-week series
will be held next Monday, Nov. 3rd,
6:30 to 7:30 P.M. in the Production
Bungalow under the leadership of Dr.
William M. Alberts and Mr. Ray Rosecrans, graduate of U.C.L.A. and S.C. and
a teacher in the L.A. City School System.
The first will be an orientation class, designed to show what the series will accomplish. It will be pointed out that
the average reading speed among adults
is 250 words per minute. In most cases
members of the class will increase their
speed to 500 words per minute
The

main

or faster.

device to be used

in this

reading improvement course is the tachistoscope, a slide projector with a camera-like shutter. The tachistoscope will
allow words, numbers or symbols to be
flashed on the screen at speeds up to
1 100th of a second.
The value in learning to read faster
and with more comprehension is limitless, especially to those whose jobs entail large amounts of reading. If you
would like to take advantage of the information being offered in the rapid
reading class, join now by calling the
Studio Club, Ext. 745. Tuition fee is
50<? per meeting.

2^aU

6ante6i QcUnUiJtf.

With a larger \ ariety of dolls available
now than ever before, the 1952 Doll
Dressing contest is well underway.
Nearly four hundred dolls have been

dren of all faiths, living in and around
Los Angeles. This will be done after the
dressed dolls have been judged and
awarded prizes.

purchased

A total of twenty-four prizes will be
given in the contest. Below are the prize

fox' this year’s contest, includ-

Mine” Dolls
and ing
a Lady
set Dolls,
of Boy large
and “Baby
Girl Dolls.
As has been the procedure in past
years, the dressed dolls will be turned
over to orphan and underprivileged chil-

Toys To Be Made

Underprivileged boys in Los Angeles
can look forward to many toys this
Christmas. Following the program set
last year, workers at TCF are asked to
look around the house for any old toys
which could be repaired and given to
these youngsters. Any old toy will do,
regardless of condition. They should be
brought to the Studio Club, or if that
they will be picked up

Many studio employees adept at
woodworking will make new toys for
the boys in their spare time. Toy Chairman A1 De Gaetano announces that
scrap lumber
can use it.
Make

is ax ailable for those who

this Christmas

a happy

LADY

beautiful

one for

the community’s unfortunate little boys
by making or repairing a toy for them
this year.

DOLL

1.

Most

2.
3.

Costume best typifying a country — 3 Prizes
Most novel costume — 3 Prizes

1.
2.

Most complete layette — 3 Prizes
Prettiest knitted costume — 3 Prizes

1.
2.
3.

Most complete layette — 3 Prizes
Prettiest knitted costumes — 3 Prizes
Most beautiful twin costumes — 3 Prizes

LARGE

And

Fixed For Orphan Boys

isn’t convenient,
on request.

categories:

BOY

Honorable

costumes — 3

"BABY

AND

GIRL

MINE"

TWIN

Prizes

DOLL

DOLLS

mention awards will also be given
these three classifications.

in

Wives and children of employees are
invited to enter this contest. Male TCFers
shouldn’t be shy about

dressing a doll

either. tenders
Many
of lastbyyear’s
were dressed
men. prize conA. A. Scott, Judge of the Superior
Court, has expressed his delight in the
interest shown in the dressing of dolls for
unfortunate children. He announces that
they will be presented to the children
at a party on December 18th.
Doll Committee Chairman Kathleen
Ridgeway reports that the dolls are going
fast. Those interested in joining in this
worthwhile contest may obtain dolls at
the Script Department any time.

SWIMMERS STILL SPLASHING
Continuing along the same lines but
becoming more expert each week are
the members of TCP’s weekly Swimming
Class which has been meeting for the
Fall series the past six weeks. The regular Wednesday e\ ening sessions are being held at the Beverly Hills High School
pool, from 6:30 to 7:30 P.M. A total
of thirty regular swimmers are enrolled
ir. the class, with guests turning out each
Wednesday on a one-night basis.
If you would like to join in the relaxation of swimming for an hour after work,
you may join the class any Wednesday
evening you wish, at 50^ per evening.
The pool is open until 9:00 P.M., with
individualized instruction being offered
to those who wish it.

The Doll Dressing contest is now in full swing. This year a large variety of dolls is being offered.
After the contest, the dolls will be distributed to underprivileged children in the Los Angeles area.
Left to right are Joliene Overacker, Flo Ridgway, Eula Hill, Mary Schutz and Margaret Werve.
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Around

Zhe Cot Jn Piet
DICK

TRACY,

TAKE

NOTE— Probably

the

nearest

things

to that

gumshoe's famous wrist-radio are the two midget transmitters that
have been in use by TCF Gaffers for the past eight weeks. Kenneth
Lang, Chief Set Electrician, is shown using one of the tiny sets,
which allows him to give instructions to electricians high above the
stage floor without raising his voice above normal. The diminutive
broadcaster contains two hearing aid tubes, measures IVz x 2 x Va
inches. Weighing but four ounces, it runs less than one watt of
power. Round ball on top of set is the microphone.

SALTY
Merlin

SCRIPTER — Former member of the Script Department staff is
(Scooter) Patrick, son of Art Director George Patrick. Last

week Scooter paid a visit to the lot while on 14-day leave from San
Diego Naval Base. He is now receiving 1 6 weeks of training at the
Radar

GIFTS

school in San Francisco.
way, Head of Script.

FROM

THE

Above,

HEART — October

Scooter

greets Kathleen

8th

the

was

date

Ridge-

of the

Red

Cross

Mobile

Blood

Bank's second 1952 visit to the 20th Century-Fox lot. A total of 310 pints of blood
were donated by TCFers at this banking, one pint more than the total given by studio
employees last March 5th. 20th Century-Fox blood donors can be proud of the fact that
this studio ranks highest in blood donations for the year. Thus far in 1952, 135 pints
of blood have been returned to employees and members of their families from our blood
reserve. Blood Bank Chairman Clinton Sandeen expresses his thanks for the support
given this important event.
RECORD

CATCH — Proud

holder

of the white

sea bass record

in the Santa

Monica

area is Laime "Shorty Joe" Malbrough, Office Service, right, with his 32-pound
catch made early this month. Malbrough tied into the big fish a short distance out
of Ocean Park, fought the bass for thirty minutes before landing it. Pictured with
Laime is Betty Card, a spectator and recent Florida immigrant to California.
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ures

Words
Looks like Cupid has struck at TCP.
ADA GRECHIN, Script, and HOWARD
TAYLOR of Production became engaged
on the 1st of October. Lots of good luck!
. . . Producer SAM ENGEL underwent

H

V V jp ^

1

mi

^

minor surgery Oct. 13th. He’ll be back
on the job next month. . . . Glad to see
LT. PETE YOUNG, Police back after
many weeks. . . . HARRY SANFORD,

%

Publicity', a modem Scaramouche. He’s
learning to fence. . . . Sympathy to TWYLA MILLS, Hospital, on the loss of
her father. . . . Best of everything to
VIC CHRISTENSEN’S son James. He
joined the Leathernecks three weeks

I

ago. . robe,
. . recovering
DICK from
STAUB,
Men’s
Warda nasty
bathroom
fall that put him in the hospital for 10

i

Powolny

VISITORS FROM THE EAST — The United States played host to this entourage of Indian film
notables who came to this country for a 10-day good will tour. Their trip included a luncheon and
tour of the 20th Century-Fox lot on October 7th. Pictured left to right are Raj Kapoor, Actor;
B. P. Divecha, Cameraman; M. R. Archarekar, Set Designer; Bina Rai, Actress; Keki Modi, ProducerDirector-Exhibitor; Darryl F. Zanuck; Chandulal Shah, Producer-Director and spokesman for the
group; Prem Nath, Actor; Arundhati Mukherjee, Actress; Surya Kumari, Actress; David Abraham,
Actor; Nargis, Actress; B. N. Sircar,
Producer; D. Subramanyam,
Director; and Frank Capra,

Producerthe U. S.

^

t

y.,«

*

film industry's liaison officer. Tours
such as this are a sure step toward better international industrial relations.

.wife,
. . Happy
to hear
that JIM
RUMAN’s
Delphine,
is much
improved
after
surgery. . . . ROBERT and DARRYLIN
JACKS became parents for the second
time, on Oct. 18th. A boy, named Robert
Darryl. . . . Producer ROBERT BASSLER in the jug for a short hitch. While
inspecting a jail set for SILVER WHIP,
the door swung shut. DUMONT
MAINE, Hardware Room, had to be
fetched to let him out. . . . BERT
BICKEL, Music, became a father Oct.
1 1th. He and his wife FLORENCE, for-

HAVE ONE —
Natalie Cain, Script
Department, offers a paper towel
from
towels

days. . . . Script Department’s all smiles
after learning about ESTHER AVERALL’s forthcoming stork visit. She expects in .May. . . .SHERMAN GRINBERG moves from the Cashier’s Office
to the Film Library. Congrats on the
new post, Sherm. . . . WALTER JOLLEY
\acationing in Mexico City for two
weeks. . . . HERSCHEL McCALLAR,
Script, back on the lot after a tussle with
the mumps. . . . GRADY JOHNSON,
Publicity, expects his second next Feb.

one of the new dispensers recently installed on the lot. The new
will allow the studio to save

a considerable amount of money inasmuch as ONE of these towels,
when unfolded and used to its full
capacity, dries the hands completely
— a task heretofore delegated to no
less than two or three towels.

merly of Lou Moore’s Office, have named
baby James Michael. . . . Condolences
to ELBERT McMANIGAL, Background
Projection, on the passing of his wife.
. . . TINA PERRY, Script, back to work
and feeling fine after a major abdominal
operation
JOHN CAMPBELL, Publicity, and former TCFer Frank Perrett
teamed up, sold a gridiron original to
video. . . . STAN M.-^RGOLIS, also of

*

Publicity, vended an original to Collier’s.
. . . ED BLOCH, Landscape, now a fullfledged radio and TV repairman. . . .
LLOYD NOBLES, Head Cashier, moving into his new home in the \^allev. . . .

$80,000 VALUE FOR
Model Maker, shows
struction of a

$20 — Harold Fuhrman,
headway made in con-

"Messiah"

Stradivarius,

originally valued at $80,000.
instrument in his spare time,

a

violin

He's building the
will learn to play

it when it is completed. More about
progress in the next issue of Action.

Fuhrman's

ALOHA — Recent visitor to the Hawaiian Islands
was Henrietta Banks, right. Tabulating. She is
seen above with Ethel Murphy, formerly of Tabulating and now a permanent resident of the
Islands. Henrietta spent three weeks there,
reports that Ethel is a housewife, expects a baby
in December.

AL
DE self-made
GAETANO,
now
in his
home.Prop
. . Makers',
. Multilither
LONNIE RAIDOR working again after
some back trouble. . . . MIKE K.\RTIGANER, W.A. Lab, to Hawaii on his
vacation. . . . Our sympathy to SAM SILVERSTEIN, Elec. Prod., on the passing
of his mother. ... A girl for CHARLOTTE KAPLAN, ex-Music Librarian.

;iation of Los Angeles. Dozens of dog owners turned
out to parade their pedigreed pooches before 250 delighted dog lovers. The show was arranged by John
Ehrin, TCF cutter, who is an active member in both
of the clubs. The dogs’ trainer, Mr. John Campsie,
put the dogs through an exhibition in Novice, Open
and Utility work that kept the audience fascinated.
The hour-long show was heartily enjoyed by all.
The midway was a splash of color and revelry
as more than a dozen games of skill spewed

|k
^

prizes to hundreds of lucky winners. “Win a
Fish,” “Pop a Baloon,” “Pitch a Penny” were
just a few of the many booths which attracted a throng of gamesters.
Other attractions included Wanda, a
handwriting analyst, who revealed what
the future holds in store for her many
interested patrons. Bob Rhodes, IceReader, offered a fascinating display
of soothsaying, also. Instead of a

I
i
ji

j

As was the case last year, the admission price included five free
tickets for food and games.

Hot

items were offered for 10? each.

dogs, soft drinks, beer

and

other

J

Unfortunately, it was not possible to present a Hobby

J
I

this year’s County Fair, as it was at the 1951 fair. The reason
for this was that dance units were rehearsing in the halls until
late Saturday and made them inaccessible for advance use.

I

However,and
plans
for next
year’s County
Fair include
a hobby
display
many
interesting
departmental
presentations.
Of course the County Fair could not have been a success
without the tremendous assistance which was given by
the many departments, organizations and individuals on
the lot. Thanks are extended to the following departments and organizations whose help made this County
Fair possible: Accounting, American Legion Post No.
563, Camera, Cutting, Drapery, Electrical Maintenance, Employment, Grip, Labor, Maintenance,
Men’s Wardrobe, Paint, Prop Makers, Publicity,
Script, Tabulating, Western Avenue Studio, The
Westerners, and in fact, all the departments on
the lot, without whose cooperation, the County
Fair could not have become a reality.
Employees in these departments and organizations helped in publicity prior to the fair, in
decorating the midway and Rehearsal Halls
and assisted in the novelty booths and food
concessions, from 7 P.M. until 1 A.M. The
two hundred TCFers who helped to make
the County Fair successful are to be congratulated for a job well done. With the
aid of departments on the lot, events

I

sucha hit.
as the County Fair can’t help but
be

I Although plans for the 1953 3rd
Annual Count>’ Fair have not been
formulated as yet, the event
should be an exciting one, indeed.

Show at

Shooting recently at the Chicago Lake on the lot was PICK UP ON SOUTH STREET, formerly titled BLAZE OF GLORY. Jean Peters is seen .\olan
before
the camera in the scene above. Sam Fuller wrote the screenplay and directed the modern drama. Appearing in the Julian Blaustein production are
Richard Widmark and Thelma Ritter. Jules Schermer is producing.

November To Be Busy Month On Stages
big pictures appear on the forthcoming shooting schedule released hy
the Production Office a few days ago.
One picture finished last Saturday, two
are slated to wind up the end of this
week and two productions are on the
current shooting list.
Many

Robert Sherwood’s MAN
ON
A
TIGHTROPE,
shooting in Germany,
completed photography on October 26th.
The

company, under Elia Kazan’s guidance, is now heading for home. Robert

Jacks is producing the show, which features Frederic March in the key spot.
Scheduled to finish production October 31st is GALL ME MADAM,
the
Technicolored musical comedy based on
Irving Berlin’s stage hit. Walter Lang is
megging the picture, which is being produced by Sol Siegel. Ethel Merman is
featured in the role she created on
Broadway.
Finishing before the cameras

the fol-

lowing day is THE
PRESIDENT’S
LADY, the story of U.S. President Andrew Jackson and his beloved Rachel.
Gharlton Heston and Susan Hayward
are handling the main roles in this early
American drama.
Gurrently headquartering in London
is SAILOR OF THE KING, the G. S.
Forester piece formerly titled ABLE
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SEAMAN

BROWN.

Ginema

director

Roy Boulting is directing the picture
which is presently shooting in Malta.
November 8th finds the company returning to England

for completion of photography. Jeffery Hunter and Michael Rennie will appear in this modem drama.
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE is another current production. It is the story
of the sinking of the Titanic (see page
16 ) with Gharles Brackett producing and
Jean Negulesco directing.
Scheduled for a November 10th start
is GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES,

ary who goes to Africa to do spiritual and
physical work with the natives. The
witch doctor of the Bakuba tribe sees
her in action and, feeling that she is
cutting in on his territory, attempts to
take her life. Roy Baker is directing the
exciting Technicolor production which
casts Robert Mitchum in his initial 20th
Gentury-Fox appearance.
Beginning first unit photography on
location November 11th is the Robert
Jacks production

of

DESERT

RATS,

war story dealing with the siege of Tobmk. Gompany will shoot at Borrego

Sol Siegel production being filmed in
Technicolor. Gast includes Marilyn Monroe, Jane Russell, George Winslow and
Elliot Reid, new TGF contract player.
In the directing spot is Howard Hawks.
Story is about Lorelei Lee (Marilyn

Springs in south-central Galifornia. Robert Wise will direct the all male cast.

Monroe) and Dorothy Shaw (Jane Russell, ) two young misses who are up to
their ears in romantic adventure in

was formerly on the Universal-International production staff. This marks his
first assignment at 20th.

Europe and America. Picture is based
on the successful stage show by Anita
Loos and Joseph Fields.
.\l.so scheduled to begin principal photography on November 10th is WHITE
WITGH DOGTOR
which had a second

GUNSMOKE
is a Technicolor picture with a turn-of-the-century Western
setting. A good percentage of the action
takes place in Garson Gity, Nevada, at

unit preparing scenes
months. Otto Lang is
ture under the Julian
ture deals with Ellen

in Africa
producing
Blaustein
Burton, a

for four
the picflag. Picmission-

Final picture scheduled to begin next
month is GUNSMOKE, with a tentative
November 17th starting date. Producing
the picture is Leonard Goldstein, who

the time of the James J. Gorbett-Bob
Fitzsimmons heavyweight championship
fight. It involves several underworld
characters who try to cash in on the fight
and the Garson Gity bank. Harmon Jones
has been set as director.

KIUMANJARO PR[MI[RE
TRIPLE aUBRATION
Thursday evening, October 23rd was
a night to be remembered, as Darryl
F. Zanuck’s production of THE SNOWS
OF KILIMANJARO had its premiere
at Grauman’s Chinese Theater in Hollywood. The event was actually a triple
celebration. Mr. Zanuck was honored
for his quarter of a century as one of
the motion picture industry’s top producers and Grauman’s Chinese Theater
celebrated its twenty-fifth birthday amid
all the excitement and color of the gala
premiere.
There was a warm reception for Producer Zanuck, who introduced the picture’s director, Henry King, to the happy
throng outside the theater. He also introduced Leon Shamroy, director of
photography of ‘Snows,’ to the huge
crowd. Many other Twentieth CenturyFox personalities were on hand to share
in the enjoyment of the event.
The picture was enthusiastically received by its first-night audience. Penned by Ernest Hemingway, THE
SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO is a forceful story of adventure and romance

Playing host' recently to nearly one hundred wives of Chiefs of Police from around the nation was
TCP's Police Chief, Tom Young. Above, a portion of the group visits the SILVER WHIP set after
a tour of the lot. Scattered among the ladies are, left to right. Bob Wagner, Rory Calhoun, Dale
Robertson and Chief Young.

Police
Chiefs* Wives Tour TFC Lot
September 21st to 25th found Police
Chiefs from all over the world joining
together for the 59th Annual Conference
of the International Association of Chiefs
of Police. The colorful convention found
Cyrille LeBlanc, Chief of Police of Gardner, Mass., being elected president of the
association. He replaces Emile E. Bugnon. Chief of Woodridge, N. J. Repre-

laid against a setting of Africa’s majestic Kilimanjaro. Starred in the picture
are Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward and
Ava Gardner.
With the closing title came a spontaneous burst of applause which indicated
that THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO
will please many millions of moviegoers
in the future.
The audience response to this first
showing of THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO was also a tribute to Darryl F. Zanuck recognizing his consistently fine record of 25 years as motion
picture producer.

senting 20th Century-Fox was its Police
Chief, Tom Young, who entertained the
wives of members of the association with
a luncheon and tour of the lot. Members
of the organization include Chiefs from
hundreds of U. S. cities and plants, from
the Philippines, Alaska, India, Argentina,
Honolulu, Denmark, Chile, Brazil, and
many other nations of the world.

3n iWcmoriam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward
friends that ACTION
reports the death of:
RAY
MALA
Camera
September
(11

23, 1952

years’ service)

ALFRED
WRIGHT
Legal
September
(35 Years’

30, 1952
Service)

their families and

JESS WOLF
Mechanical Effects
September

25, 1952

(22 years’ service)
PAUL
DEIKE
T ransportation
October 14, 1952
(23 years’ service)
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An example of real craftsmanship is this 27-foot miniature scale model of the Titanic which sank in 1912 off the coast of Newfoundland. This
scale model is an exact replica of the huge liner in every detail and is one of the many sets being used in NEARER MY GOD TO THEE, the story of the
sinking of the Titanic. The model, which has been completely wired to light up for night scenes, will be photographed on Sersen Lake, will sink
below the surface into a large pit which has been dug in the middle of the lake. Seen above with the Titanic model is Dave Vaughan, Head of the
Prop Makers Department, who supervised the construction of the miniature and all full sized sets being used in the production.

TITANIC

I

This set of the exterior hull of the Titanic
is located in the Lower Moat, measures 36
feet high, 60 feet long. The moat will be
filled with water so that the Titanic will
appear to be at sea. This and the other huge
sets for NEARER MY GOD TO THEE were
designed after the actual specifications of the
original ship. Notice the portholes, doors on
the set, just as they appeared on the Titanic.

16

Western Avenue's Stage 1 is the location of several large
Above is the main stairway of the ship. The rich carpeting
ings are examples of the luxury of the Titanic, which
through even one voyage. Connected to this set but not
main dining room and orchestra platform set.

The promenade deck of the Titanic is the set pictured above. Located
at Western Avenue, it measures 200 feet long, is an exact replica of
the promenade deck of the actual ship. In addition to the many large
sets that are being used in NEARER MY GOD TO TffEE, dozens of
smaller sets have been constructed and are located all over the lot.

Titanic sets.
and furnishdid not last
visible is the

'
-

Another large set which is being used in the
Titanic picture is the one shown right, located
on Stage 14. It is the exterior deck area of
the ship, including one of the four large
smoke stacks. Measuring 55 x 88 feet, the
unusual feature about this set is that it has
been constructed on a rocker which will tip
it to a 16° angle into a pit cut into the stage
floor (visible at bottom of photo) .
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“Nearer My God to Thee” they sang on
April 15, 1912. “Nearer My God to Thee”
sang the 2,200 persons aboard the White
Star Line’s torn and smashed ship Titanic
as she sank on her maiden voyage from
Southampton to New York. More than
1,500 of those aboard the ill-fated Titanic
lost their lives in the short 2/2 hour period
which found the last vestige of the huge
liner sliding into the sea south of Newfoundland, the victim of a giant iceberg.
Gapturing all of the drama, the heroism
and the suspense of this great tragedy is
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE, now before the cameras. Gharles Brackett and
Jean Negulesco are producing and direct-

I

I
ing the film respectively, which boasts
some of the most impressive and unusual
sets made for a production in recent
months.
More

than 14 individual sets have been

constructed

for this picture, including

the five shown on these pages. These include a 27-foot scale model which is an
exact replica of the Titanic, to the smallest detail. This model (shown on Page
16 ) will be used on Sersen Lake. A
large pit has been dug in the center of
the lake to allow the scale model of the
Titanic to sink below the surface of the
water. Detail work on this model is al-

are

I

most unbelievable. Its 9-inch life boats
rigged to operate perfectly; the

model’s three propellers actually rotate;
there will even be tiny rubber figures
aboard

the boat — made to scale — representing passengers on the liner.

Through the magic of the motion picture camera, all of these sets, measuring
from 27 to over 200 feet in length, will
be tied together visually into one dynamically real background. Against this background will be played a drama of life,
presented as it really happened.
NEARER

MY

GOD

TO

THEE

is a

17

picture to look forward to. It’s TITANIG!

Schoenbaum

Jean Peters, lovely TCP

actress, pledges a percentage

of her paycheck

to Permanent

Charities on THE

FAIR

PLAN.

With

this method

of weekly

payroll deduction. Fair Planners pay only for the time they actually work, never owe a cent. Ready to accept Miss Peters' pledge card is Fred L. Metzler,
Studio Permanent Charities Colonel of the 1953 Campaign at 20th. Advance pledges have put the industry well on the road to its goal of $1,225,000.

Permanent Charities' Campaign Opens On Studio Lot
With over half of TCFers

already sub-

scribing on the Fair Plan through continuing percentage payroll deductions,
the 1953 Campaign
Charities Committee

of the Permanent
was launched at a

Kick-Off luncheon for Department
tains in the Cafe de Paris, October

Cap23rd.

In announcing the Campaign’s motion picture goal of $1,225,000, Fred
Metzler, Studio Permanent
onel, said:

Charities Col-

“This is an entirely realistic figure, one

President in Charge

of Production, have

already pledged substantial personal contributions and are giving their full support to this campaign’s effort.
Solicitation of ad\ ance gifts from higher income earners has been under way on
the lot for the past several weeks, with
the following serving as Majors in contacting the members of the various talent
guilds: Screen

Producers

Guild, Sol C.

Siegel; Screen Actors Guild, W. L. Gordon and Bill Lundigan; Screen Directors
Guild of America, Delmer Daves, and

that is well within the industry’s giving
potential and one which can be realized

Screen Writers Guild, Ben Roberts.
Fred Metzler further stated we

if e\er>one does his part. It is based
upon the needs and performances of 16

strive to make

major

charitable organizations, representing in all more than 220 health and

welfare services throughout
Los Angeles area. We

the Greater

are confident that

our 20th Century-Fox employees will assume their proper share of this communiU’s responsibility.”
Joseph .M. Schenck, Executive

Head

Production, and Darryl F. Zanuck,
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of

Vice

will

this a short, effective cam-

paign by collecting

all subscriptions

within two weeks. Departments subscribing 100? either by direct or Fair Plan
will be listed on Permanent Charities
Honor Roll on the billboards located at
Studio

entrances.

Direct

.subsxriptions

are welcome. However, the payroll deduction Fair Plan has gained constantly
increasing recognition
for givers in all income

as the best plan
brackets. It en-

ables everyone to give adequately with
the utmost con\ enience. The donor, since

he pledges a percentage of his earnings
rather than a dollar amount, pays only
for the time he actually is employed
never owes

and

a single cent. And, he does

not need to be re-solicited every year.
,\11 Fair Plan donors now on the rolls
as well as new donors, are receiving window stickers to protect them against
duplicate solicitation by participating
agencies.
The 16 major charitable organizations
budgeted

for 1953 allocations by the Permanent Charities Committee are: the

Community Chests of Los Angeles, Burbank, Santa Monica and Glendale; the
Red

Cross

Chapters

cities, American

of the same

Cancer

four

Society, Los .An-

geles Y.M.C.A., City of Hope, Los .■Angeles County Heart Association, Military
Order

of the Purple Heart, Motion Picture Chapter No. 1898; Sister Elizabeth

Kenny Foundation, Inc., Braille Institute
of America, Inc., and the Arthritis and
Rheumatism Foundation.

Officer

Roy

decorated

Volker

admires

his Pico Time

the

Gate

banner

during

which

'Operation

Safety' Week. Many displays were placed around
the lot to remind employees of the importance
of safety on the job. On-the-spot pictures of
the recent Warner Brothers fires, posted on
bulletin

boards,

age that can
cigarettes,

graphically

be caused

matches

illustrated

by careless

the dam-

handling

and other fire hazards.

Observame Of Safety Week Hailed Suttess
September

)

V
t

22nd to 27th was designated

as ‘Operation Safety’ Week on the 20th
Century-Fo.x lot and was proclaimed by
J. Christensen, Safety Week Chairman, a significant step forward in safety
and fire education and prevention on the
lot.
The week’s special activities found
many displays around the lot which
drove home the importance of alertness
and thoughtfulness both on the job and
off. Throughout the week, members of
the studio’s Executive Fire and Safety
Committee made trips to every department on the lot, checking for possible
fire or accident hazards and asking for
suggestions regarding safety conditions
in the departments.

Part of 'Operation Safety' Week
was the inspection of every department on the lot by members
of the Executive
Committee

to

Fire and
learn

partmental workers what
hazards,

if any,

departments.
suggestions
the

existed

Many

de-

safety
in their

worthwhile

offered

to im-

prove safety conditions

around

lot as a

which were
Week.

were

Safety

from

result of the tours
made

during

Safety

These

inspection tours proved extremely fruitful. Many department heads
and workers in departments had ideas
and suggestions for impro\ ing safety conditions in their work areas. At the present
time these suggestions are being analyzed. Worthwhile changes will be
adopted, with the suggester receiving an
appropriate cash award for his idea.
Coupled with the lot inspection was a
Safety Suggestion Contest in which all
studio workers were given an opportunity to win money for the best three
safety suggestions turned in. A total of
138 suggestions were submitted, all of
which were e.xcellent ideas on accident
or fire prevention. Many of these suggestions will be adopted. These sugges-

tions are now being screened by members of the studio Suggestion Committee.
Because of the changes which some of
the submitted safety suggestions advocate, it was not possible to announce
contest winners in time for this publication. However, names of the winners
of the $25, $15, and $10 prizes will be
announced soon.
Through

the interest and cooperation

of the entire personnel at 20th, ‘Operation Safety’ Week was e.xtremely successful. Each employee should conduct his
own safety campaign by making every
week

his personal Safety Week. By cutting down accidents and fire, he will be

doing his share in keeping 20th CenturyFox safe for everyone.

of

m[um M DEAD . . . REMEMBER IDE LIVING . . . BUILD EDR AMERICA'G E

A third of a century has passed since a
small group of weary doughboys gave
birth to the American Legion at the Paris
Caucus of 1919. They started with nothing that day except faith in the need for
an active group in America that would
transcend all creeds and group interests
and would forcefidly implement de\otion to country, remembrance of the
fallen, preservation of the principles for
which they fell, justiee to war’s victims
and faith in our j’outh and our country’s future.
The simplicity of its
strength of its union has
can Legioji a voice that
spected from the town

concept and the
gi\ en the Ameriis heard and remeeting hall to

the national capitol. By 1952 the Legionnaires had written a story that could
never be told in a neat history, but only
in millions of stories.
A faith expounded here, a word at the
right time there, a family tided over an

emergeney, far-reaching national laws
written, education and job training for
hundreds of thousands, memorial ser\ices, care for the disabled and cheer for
the bedridden, leadership to guide and
inspire our youth — these and many other
Legion actions serve to express the \ itality of all American Legion members.
The 20th Century - Fox American
Legion Post No. 563 is holding its Annual
Christmas event again this year, and the
monies derived from the contributions of

Presenting a certificate of merit to the Studio's American Legion Post Commander, Earl Bright, is
W. J. Lyons, Dept, of California VAVS Member at Sawtelle (wearing cap). Award was made in
recognition of the post's continued
Legion Post Commander Art Webb
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service to veterans at Sawtelle. Looking on are former
(left) and Fr ’d Magnus, assistant Hospital Chairman.

studio

studio employees
be used to make

and Legionnaires will
the Holiday Season a

more

pleasant one for our sick and disabled veterans in the hospital, and for our
continued visitation to Wadsworth Hospital during the coming year. Your help
has enabled us to pass along to these hospitalized veterans eash prizes totaling
$50.00 per evening for games of skill that
at times several hundred patients participate in and thoroughly enjoy. Television
sets, thousands of packs of cigarettes,
hundreds of books and magazines are just
a small portion of the items presented to
the \ eterans by your contributions.
We are depending on YOU to help us
continue this important work.

Recent donor of a gift to the veterans at Sawtelle is Gare Schwartz, right. He presented this
billiard table to studio Legion Post Commander
Earl Bright for the boys at Sawtelle.

AL CERF COMPANY

CHINCHILLAS

WHOLESALERS

The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm

Ladies' Coats
Suits - Jackets - Skirts
STOCK

ON

EXPERT

Blvd.

WATCH

PRESENT

STUDIO

CLUB

Discounts
WEST

PICO

OR. 2-8281

GREEN

Diamonds,
Up

To

STAMPS

Jewelry, Silverware

20%

(At Overland)

AR.

7-8795

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

FOR MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest Prices
We

Have

Line of

Everything for the Well-Dressed
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY

10667 W. PICO BLVD.

Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television

PHONE:

(Next to Malibar)

Westwood Furniture Co.

EASTMAN

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

BLVD.

RALPH

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members
Carry a Complete

Finest in Watches,

CARD

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COAAPANY

Monday,

-

REGENT JEWELERS
The

10677

We

-

REPAIRING

OF OLYMPIC*

CR. 4-5471
PLEASE

INGLEWOOD

HAND

369 So. Robertson
(JUST NORTH

1220 CENTINELA,

Man
AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES

Night

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

CHARLES

CHICAGO

BICKFORD
NATIONALLY

Household

INC.

BOB WATERFIELD

KNOWN

Appliances
Hoover Vacuum

HOLLYWOOD

BRANDS

OF

Television and Radio
Cleaners

For Christmas:
Lionel Trains
1847

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
W 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON

Co.,

Rogers Bros, and Community Plate Silverware
Revere Ware . . . Descowarc . . . and
Other Gift Items
‘‘Still the Best Deal in Town”

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.

CR. 6-9926

143 So. Robertson

Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506

CR. 1-1135
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Inspecting the new stables, located in
the area east of the New Administration Building is Jim Ruman, Head of
Transporation, whose duties have been
extended to include maintenance of
all livestock used in production. These stables
will be used to house horses working in pictures
for periods of several days or weeks. They will
eliminate traveling time to and from the studio
or location for drivers and wranglers. Part of
stable was salvaged from an old set used in
I WAS A MALE WAR
BRIDE.

New Stables Provide Quarters For Production Livestock
If Trigger ever becomes a TCFer, he
can rest assured that he will have a place
to hang his feed bag. That is the outlook
now, as the result of the construction
early this month of a stable and two corrals to handle livestock used in production. The new stable is located a few
hundred feet east of the Employment
Office and is equipped to handle twentyone horses. The two corrals nearby, also
newly constructed, can handle up to
seventy-fi\ e head of cattle or horses.
Under the complete super\ ision of Jim
Ruman,

Head of Transportation, the establishment ofquarters for livestock on
the lot is a real money-saver. In the past,
if horses or other stock were needed for
several days or weeks, they were transported daily. This meant that they had
to be returned to their ranches at the end

Shown above is one of the new corrals recently built to care for livestock. This corral and a larger
one in the area can handle nearly seventy-five head of stock, if necessary. Costs of productions
utilizing livestock will be cut considerably by cutting the number of working hours of outside
personnel.

of each day and brought back to the lot
the following day. Inasmuch as the stock
can now be kept on the lot for an indefinite period, a great amount of transportation time is eliminated: taking
horses to and from the lot in the morning
and evening, and pro\iding limousines
for transporting wranglers to and from
the lot will no longer be necessary.
The

stable and corrals will ser\e another function by doubling as a ranch
set for outdoor productions in the future.
.\n additional ser\ ice will be rendered
by the pro\ iding of quarters for stock on
the lot. It will eliminate the possibilit\of shooting eompany delays because livestock will be on hand during periods of
production.
According to Ruman, the new stable
and eorrals ha\ e almost completely paid
for themseh es in the short time they have
e.xisted. The saxings already realized
indicate that the construction of the
A team

of horses

studio's

new

such

for use at a moment's
pany possible delays.
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as this one

stable, instead
notice

being

of being
during

driven

taken

by Bob

to and from

the period

when

Wagner,

can

the lot each

stock

is working

now
day.

be bedded
Having

will save

down

in the

stock on the lot

the shooting

com-

stable and corrals was

a \ ey wise moxe

— and a good e.xample of 20th CenturyFo.x’s streamlined operation.

Studio Club

FLORISTS

PHONOGRAPH

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
AR. 7-1755
Gordon's Flower Shop, 2617 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
DU. 4-2159

Gramophone
erly Hills

FUNERALS

Buyer’s Directory
LARGE APPLIANCES
(Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowits Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,
L. A
MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1 -2249

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Central Furniture Co., 2401 So. Santa Fe Ave.,
L. A
LO. 5-5242
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FURS

Monarch Furs, 2058 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-0126
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)

Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,
L. A
MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

RECORDS

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

REAL ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300V2
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 1 0667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
VA. 7415
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUGS & CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La Cienega,
L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

JEWELRY

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vie Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

AUTOMOBI LES ( New and Used )

LIGHT

Ed James Buick Co. ("Big Ed" Morris), 1367
So. Figueroa St., L. A
PR. 501 1
Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) , Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Studio Club

LUGGAGE

Ed Krause Toy House, 10542 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-6861

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

FIXTURES

LINOLEUM

& LEATHER

GOODS

Foogert's Tire Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap. only)..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

BABY FURNITURE
ACCESSORIES

Studio Club

&

Ed Krause Toy House, 10542 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-6861

BICYCLES

MAGAZINES
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

MATTRESSES
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
AR. 7-1249
L. A

OCULISTS

BOOKS

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entx Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS

Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

FIREPLACE

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

Cr WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

THEATER

TICKETS

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6665 Hollywood
Blvd. (C. Watts)
HO. 9-8131
Globe Travels, 10651 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-6815

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
:
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd..
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

WATER

HEATERS

Ext. 727
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Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

Plymouth, 1621
In the spring rain and summer sun, the
green stalks of the Indian corn grew tall. The
firm ears became full and heavy, two and
three on each stalk. The corn silk turned
brown on the end of each ear and every tall
stalk waved its feathery tassels like an Indian

gan great preparations. From the kitchens
came the savory smell of roasting geese and
tiukey. An abundance of corn bread and
hasty pudding was being prepared. Stewed
eels, boiled lobsters and juicy clam stews
simmered over the fires.

chief. Under Squanto’s guidance the Pilgrims hoed and tended the corn hills through
the hot simimer days. . . .

Before the feast, Squanto was sent with an
invatation to Massasoit and his chiefs. On the

The bay teemed with shad, cod, mackerel
and herring. Squanto showed the Pilgrims
how to take lobsters and eels. He led them
to where oyster and clam beds were most
abundant. When the summer was done, the
hard golden ears of corn were reaped and
stored.
Now

there was time to hunt in the forest.

Flocks of fat wild turkeys trooped in the
underbrush, and along the sterams and
marshes huge flocks of geese and ducks prepared for their southward flight. The black
bear ambled under the oak trees seeking
acorns, and the deer grazed on the southern
slopes among the birch and pine trees. . . .
Now the forests were turning to autumn
splendor of red and gold. It was a time for
a celebration, for a feast of rejoicing, for a
day of Thanksgiving.
The twelve women

SAVE
on
JEWELRY

• 6im

• ElKTtlCAl
APPIIANCIS
• lADIOS
A

and

GIFT
sample
line

•

rOUNTAIN

PINS

•
•
•
•

JEWUIT
IU6CA6I
UATNII GOODS
PORTAIU
TYPIWIiniS
• SUVEIWAIE
• SP0ITIN6 GOODS
• DUMA! WATCHES

Your mcmberihip in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain ell jewelry end gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and risit our display
room, conreniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment
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Plymouth

be-

PHONE CAll
FROM A STRANGER

• CAMItAS
• CIOCKS
•* DIAMONDS

everything
in our

of New

At what age do the boys become
Marilyn Monroe-minded? The telephone
operators have the answer, as the result
of a recent phone call received by Operator Louise Dobs one day last week.
The conversation went like this:
Young
and my
Can you
town or

Masculine Voice: Operator, me
pals are having an argument.
tell me if Marilyn Monroe is in
if she is in New York?

Louise: Yes 1 can, but will you answer
a question for me first?
Voice: Sure.
Louise: How

old are you?

Voice: Ten.

appointed day, the Chief appeared with
ninety tall warriors. For a moment there was
consternation among the cooks. They were
not prepared to feed ninety extra guests, but
Massasoit took care of the difficulty by sending his hunters into the forest. They returned
with five deer. The feast now became a barbecue with juicy cuts of roast venison for all.
There were shooting contests with bows
and guns. The Plymouth Musketeers under
their Captain, Miles Standish, put on a drill
with drum and trumpet. In return the Indians performed their tribal dances and
chants for the amazed English. Everyone
rela.\ed. . . .
There would be lean times and hard work
aplenty in the days ahead, but it was a
goodly land. Though the English still were
strangers in it, this was for them the
Promised Land.
— From

“The

Landing

of the

Pilgrims,” by James Daugherty

Symphony Season
To Open Nov. 13th
Initiating its 1952-53 season of evening and matinee concerts on November
13th is The Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra, with Alfred Wallenstein entering his tenth season as the distinguished Musical Director of the Orchestra.
The five-month series, under the auspices
of the Southern California Symphony
Association, offers dozens of delightful
programs, with many outstanding musical performers scheduled to appear.
There are four series to choose from.
They consist of 18 Thursday performances, 18 Friday afternoon and night
presentations, 12 Friday afternoon and
6 Friday night performances. New policy
of the association is to offer season tickets

Louise: I was just wondering at what
age the boys become interested in Marilyn Monroe.

at popular prices. For e.xample, a season
ticket to 6 Friday concerts may be had
for as little as $5.00.

Voice: Oh, seven or eight. My chum

Guest performers during the season
include Arthur Rubinstein, pianist; Bruno
Walter, guest conductor; Pierre Fournier,
cellist; Isaac Stern, violinist; Vronsky &
Babin, duo pianists and many more.
Subscriptions for season tickets may be
purchased at the Studio Club, Ext. 745.
Rates for any series are available on
request.

is only seven and he’s in love with her!
WANTED — Used upright piano. $50 maximum. Call Studio Club, Ext. 745.
William ‘Rosey’ Rosen, Maintenance, wants
to express his sincere thanks to his many
friends on the lot who were thinking of him
during his recent illness.
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Susan Hayward admires this year's assortment of Christmas cards being
offered by the Motion Picture Relief Fund. As was the case last year,
purchasers may buy one design or a variety of four.
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Following the successful practice inaugurated last
year, the Motion Picture Relief Fund again this year
will offer a choice of four different designs to the
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PICTURE
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purchasers of the Fund’s Christmas cards. Created
by four outstanding American artists, two of whom

with i

FUND,

INC

are artists at 20th, they are: “Madonna
CR. 6-9969

«

WESTWOOD
(SARDEN
9786

BR. 2-6034

NURSERY

All Types of
PLANTS AND
West

PAINT and WALLPAPER
DISCOUNT

SUPPLIES

Pico Boulevard

/Sutc/i paints
^rza±uxE,

^ons,±

PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store

HAP HALLI6AN

3X

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO
WEbster
8-6281

332 So. La Broa Ava.
Let Angeles 36

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE
DON'T

SELL YOUR CHILD'S
FUTURE SHORT

Equip him with the tool he needs for cultural
and educational advancement —
at the time he needs it!

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA
on the Pre-School

JOE TAYLOR

—

1 0-yr. Program

BR. 2-2546

Before 9 A.M.; evenings; Saturday; Sunday

OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

Color Society; “Closed Set,” by John DeC«ir, Art Director at this studio and a
nationally recognized illustrator; “The
Clown,”
by Emil
Kosa,assistant
Jr., 20 CenturyFox Matte
ArtistJ. and
to Ray
Kellog, also a prize winner in the National Academy of Design.
Purchasers may choose one design or
an assortment. All cards will be personalized. The cards sell for $15 a hundred
or $9 for 50. Samples and order blanks
are being mailed out to former purchasers. Orders may also be placed at
the Fund headquarters, 335 No. La Brea
Ave., L. A. 36 (WE. 3-8231) or at the
Studio Club, Ext. 745.
Lucile Browne is chairman of the
Fund’s Christmas card committee which
is composed of Valentine Davies, Bernard Herzbrun and Fred S. Meyer.

GRAND

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

VIC

OPENING

WY. 2194

. . .

Friday, Nov. 7
MATURE APPLIANCES 25
10916

181 so. LA BREA

and Child,”

by Paul Clemens, one of the country’s
better known portrait painters; “Little
Old NewTCFYork,”
by artist
Leonard
former
sketch
and Cutrow,
a gold
medal winner of the American Water

W. Pico

(Just west of Picwood Theater)
Major Free Prizes at 9 P.M.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose From

15% DOWN
1 8 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

We

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICALalsoAPPLIANCE

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
^

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

SPRAYS

Village

ARizona 7-1755

We Deliver

BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Conveniently Located At

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508
Monday thru Saturday —

Jewelry
Projectors Cr
Watch Repairing
Accessories
Pen & Pencil Sets Films
Shavers
Tape Recorders
Tires
Record Players
Televisions
Luggage
Radios
Wallets
Cameras
Batteries

I. ALTMAN

— SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

2-7110

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

ELECTRIC
Appliances

Blvd. )

BRadshaw

All

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

REMEMBER

TO

VISIT

Sam Lu rye's
PATIO
LIQUORS
For The Best
In Party Beverages

CO.

BOULEVARD

ARizona 3-2513

GENERAL

26

SALES

I Block East of Westwood

Authorized

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

10515V2 WEST

PICO

Next to Rancho Bowling Alley

- OPEN
1 0 a.m.
till 2 a.m.

<:

AR. 7-8449
Case Goods Available at :
10% Discount
Checks Cashed Gladly As Before

FOR SALE — 4 x 5 Crown Graphic (4.7 Extar
coated lens). Sixteen 4x5 holders. $65.00
case. Filters, portrait attachment, Heiland
double flash, etc. Glenn A. Sutfin, RE. 2-5154.
After 6:00 P.M., Ext. 292.
FOR

SALE — Kodak

Tourist

II Camera

with

Kodak Synchro-Rapid 800 Shutter. Kodak
Anastar f/4.5 lens. Retail value, $104.90. A
sacrifice at $60. Call Studio Club, Ext. 745.

- - Automotive

NEW

and USED

BUYERS

Information

CARS

HEYMAN

- -

and TRUCKS

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

FURNITURE

Private Party Purchases Arranged
By Appointment Only
GLadstone 61 1 1

1213

HOLLYWOOD

No. Highland

28

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Avenue

CALIFORNIA

Terms Arranged
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

Open Monday, Thursday and
Saturday Nights

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
10649
a Welcome

5843 West Pico Bird.

AR. 9-561 1

JOE S. MISRACH
Extends

CO.

WEbster

3-3227

Los Angeles 35, California

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

To All

Studio Club Members

Now is the time to have your furs
cleaned and restyled . . . complete
ladies' tailoring department.

To Participate in Special Savings on
Complete

GAS

Line of

AND

HOME

NEW
GARMENTS
RESTYLING

ELECTRIC

APPLIANCES

RADIOS

AND

REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION

15%

2058 Westwood

MAdison

CAPES

- COATS

- STOLES

and Pick-up

- REPAIRS

Service

Blvd.

AR. 9-0126

JOE
9-1651

STUDIO

★

CLUB

mprcnccr

Store Hours:
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

ON

Free Estimates

★

PHONE

DISCOUNT

SAVES

10301

2nd STREET

MEMBERS

West

YOU

MONEY

Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following
•
•
•

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Phone

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

on Food)

CR. 1-6258
*Ask

(Briz or Bob)

for our wholesale Food lists

is MEMBERS
STUDIO CLUB
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

STUDIO

WESTWOOD'S

CLUB

MEMBERS

LARGEST

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
1651-57 Westwood
LOS ANGELES

24

BRadshaw
OPEN

Boulevard

2-1 333
MONDAY

CALIFORNIA
ARizona

and FRIDAY

9-7355

NIGHTS

Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

3, 1 879.

12,500 NOW
USE THE
THE FAIR PLAN

• THE FAIR PLAN

> THE FAIR PLAN

more than
give to

200
community-wide
health and
welfare this
agencies
easy,

convenient through
way -

payroll deduction

Why Don’t You ?

return card
to your
permanent
charities

captain NOW
let's make this
a short
campaign!
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The beautiful scene on this month's cover was made from one of the
1952 Motion Picture Relief Fund Christmas card designs. The painting
is "Madonna and Child" and is an original work by Paul Clemens,
nationally known portrait painter. It carries the theme which is the
prayer of every freedom-loving
The money

individual in the world.

raised by the sale of Motion

cards is used

to provide a happy

industry employees.

It also provides

year and furnishes layettes whenever
Through
make

the purchase

of MPRF

Picture Relief Fund

Christmas

for youngsters

Christmas
of needy

for general relief throughout

the

needed.
Christmas

cards, you are helping to

Christmas and all the year a happier
ployees in our industry.

time for families of em-
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If It Should

There is no doubt that at some
another

we

time or

ha\e all contemplated

with

apprehension the thought of being stricken by disaster in this area. Most of us
automatically take this to mean atomic
attack by hostile enemy forces.
.\ctnally, the possibility of enemy attack isjust one eventuality for which the
Office of Civil Defense of the Los Angeles
area has been set up.
“Sudden and e.xtraordinary misfortune.”
That is the dictionary definition of disaster. Disaster does not mean only atomic
attack by an enemy. Disaster, by its definition can mean a flood, a fire, an earth(juake, an epidemic or any other unwanted circumstance which affects a
large percentage of the population of an
area. The Office of Civil Defense has
been organized to cope with any of these
occurrences, and Civil Defense protection of plant personnel and facilities carries with it the very same connotation.
What does all this mean? It means that
the Ci\il Defense organization that is
now being .set up at Twentieth CenturyFox is not solely a preparation against
enemy attack. The goal of our Civil Defen.se organization is to educate — to
teach us what we should do and how we
should do it, in the event of any emergency in this area.
One of the most heartening facts about
the Twentieth Century-Fox lot is that,
because of its distance from strategic
areas (the (iivic Center, the harbor area.

4

Happen

defense plant areas) the studio has been
designated by the California state agency
of Civil Defense as an evacuation zone.
In other words, if the West Los Angeles
area were placed in a state of emergency,
the public would be directed onto the lot
where necessary shelter, medical aid and
other assistance could be rendered. Another asset of this lot is the construction
of its buildings. The majority of structures are earthquake resistant, giving
added security in case that particular
type of emergency arises. We can all
take heart in the fact that our studio has
been specified
to be in case
does not mean,
does not have
disaster.

as a safe place in which
of any eventuality. This
however, that each of us
a responsibility in case of

“They also serve who only stand and
wait.”
ever been
present
at a
fire
or Have
auto you
accident
in which
curious
onlookers have hampered the efforts of
firefighters or rescue workers? If you
have, you realize how public curiosity,
or even an earnest desire to help, can become a hindering factor rather than a
helpful one. The quotation above clarifies
a point that is seldom realized: In event
of an emergency, those persons who do
not have previously assigned tasks will
be doing a great service to their fellow
citizens by remaining just where they are
until told to do otherwise, thus allowing
necessary work to carry on as cjuickly as
possible.
For the sake of illustration, let us assume that California’s coastal area is be-

Here

ing shelled with atomic artillery by an
enemy submarine fleet. At the first sign
of such an attack, warning sirens throughout the city were sounded, indicating the
impending emergency. On hearing this
warning. Civil Defense wheels begin to
turn. How much could be done in the
way of disaster control if all 3,000 Twentieth Century-Fox employees dashed en
masse to the parking areas, jumped into
their cars and headed for home to see if
the family was alright? By jamming the
streets with unnecessary vehicles, they
would only be cutting down the chances
of successful rescue operation. If these
3,000 employees remained in their own
work areas however, disaster crews could
carry out their work with a maximum
amount of expediency. If we bear in
mind

that the city’s Civil Defense organization ismaintained for the protection and welfare of families at home and
in school during periods of emergency,
we can erase any doubt that our families
are not in the most capable hands. It
helps us to see why we are doing a
greater service by not attempting to rush
home in the event of disaster.
The submarine

attack described above

is hypothetical. Let’s get realistic. What
is being done right now in the way of
Ci\ il Defense on the lot and how are we
as studio employees affected by it?
At the organization
present time isthe
studio’s
Defense
broken
into Ci\il
five
groups, all of which are supervised and
controlled by the plant defense coordinator, assistant Studio Manager V. J. Chris-

tensen. Serving
organization is
Transportation.
five groups and
as follows:

as liaison officer in the
Jim Rinnan, Head of
The breakdown of the
their specific duties is

1. Fire Control — This group is headed by Fire Chief Hugh Conlon. Its duties
include plant inspection, maintenance of
the studio Fire Department and supervision of the studio’s volunteer Fire Committee.
2. Communications-Wardens — This
group is headed by Art Houser and is
composed of departmental stewards. It
will be the stewards’ responsibility to
direct departmental personnel to designated shelter areas in event of an emergency.
3. Police — This group is headed by
Police Chief Tom Young. It maintains
plant guards and will control traffic in
case of disaster.
4. Medical — Composed of the hospital staff. Hospital and first aid plus ambulance service will be the duties of this

also does any necessary
work not handled by the

hospital staff.
Although no specific duty will be assigned to the majority of studio employees, its function in an emergency will be
no less important than that of the firefighters or the medical group. It will be
the job of these employees to remain
passive, doing only what the steward
warden

in the employees’ specific departments tell them to do. In this way they

will be doing a great service to their fellow workers by allowing necessary
emergency
out delay.

action to be carried on with-

Always a thorn in the side of assistance
personnel in time of emergency is panic.
Panic is defined by the Army as “extreme
fear which results in wild, unreasonable
flight from a specific situation.” Chicago’s Iriquois Theater disaster, also the
effects in some sections of the country of

(a ) Protection and inspection of plant
and equipment — headed by Jack
Ferguson. This includes maintenance of power, light, heat and
water supply.

Orson Welles’ “Invasion from Mars” radio
broadcast, should serve as examples that
the people of the United States are not
immune. Therefore, it is extremely important that each of us, as members of
the Civil Defense organization, take out
psychological insurance against panic. If
the right steps are taken before a need
arises, no major panic will occur. How
then, can panic be prevented? Panic can
be prevented by building up a high
standard of morale and confidence in our

(b) Plant clean-up and equipment repair-headed byJack Conlin. This

leadership, by knowledge that adequate
plans have been formulated, by seeing

group in an emergency.
5. Maintenance-Rescue —
is divided into two sections:

!t

group
rescue

This group

that everybody knows what to do at the
time of crisis and by giving responsibility to as many people as possible. If
these forms of insurance are taken out
beforehand, we need have no fear of a
major panic.
A significant trait of the American people is its optimism. Each of us feels in
his own heart that the Civil Defense
preparations

that are being made

today

will be cast away tomorrow untested —
untried. That is our prayer and our hope.
But we must not lose sight of the fact
that 1) the forces of nature are for the
most part uncontrollable, and that 2)
there exists on the face of the earth a
power whose aim is to destroy the American system of enterprise and in fact, our
\ ery way of life. We do not know how
far any enemy force will go to achieve
its goal of world domination. The force
which now opposes us operates on the
principle of divide and conquer. On that
basis, the chance of a military attack on
the American mainland is far from imminent. And as the free nations of the
world

increase

in strength, the possi-

bility of attack diminishes.
But we must be ready. Not ready to
perish in an atomic bombing, but ready
to aid our fellow workers and Americans
when assistance is needed. Let “Help
Thy Neighbor” be the keynote in our
Civil Defense preparations on the lot.
With Supreme guidance, we can look
ahead to a secure and lasting peace —
peace among
man mind.

men

and peace of the hu-

Mirchcll

Above, a rerent meeting on the lot found key representatives of Civil
Defense orgeinization of Los Angeles and 20th Century-Fox discussing
Civil Defense problems and plans for the studio. Left to right are Col.
Pat McCarthy, Chief of Communications, L. A.; J. C. Montgomery, studio
assistant Fire Chief: George Hjelte, member of disaster commission for
L. A.; lo Caimon, studio Hospital Head Nurse; J. S. Ferguson, Chief
Engineer and co-head of CD Maintenance-Rescue Group cn the lot; Jim
Human, head of Transportation and liaison officer in the studio CD

organization; V. I. Christensen, assistant Studio Manager and CD plant
defense coordinator: lack Conlin, head of Maintenance and co-head of
the Maintenance-Rescue Group: Marx Scott, Captain of the Los Angeles
Fire Department; Col. J. B. Colegrove, Chief of CD Transportation for
L. A., and Tom Young, studio Chief of Police and head and the CD Police
Group on the lot. Picture above shows Jane Russell, Robert Mitchum
and a few studio workers examining a Civil Defense shelter area on the
lot. Signs will be placed at other studio areas soon.
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Special Safety
Suggestion

Awards

Augment

the

Studio Suggestion Committee's Regular
November-December Suggestion Presentations

Henry P. McDermott, Grip Department, stands in front of a photographic backing, the
type which will now be repaired by the method advocated in his recent award-winning
suggestion. By patching and repainting backings which have been torn or scratched, the
studio will be able to salvage backings which might have previously been considered
irreparable.

Six Suggestion Awords Presented
The past month

has seen a great deal

of suggestion activity, with one major
award being presented and special safety
awards

going to five employees

safety ideas

submitted

Safety Suggestion

for their

in the recent

Contest.

Winner of a $100 award for his suggestion of a way to repair painted backings was Henry P. McDermott of the
Grip Department. McDermott suggested
a method of patching and repainting
backings which have sustained rips, holes
or scratches. With his method, backings
can

also be revamped
duction needs.

for various pro-

In the Safety Suggestion category,
there were five winners. First prize of

First and second prize winners in the recent Safety Suggestion contest were Bob Jolley, left, of
the Paint Department and E. L. McManigal, Background Projection. Awards were presented by
V. J. Christensen at the Annual Safety Dinner held December 5th. Jolley won a $25 award for
his suggestion that the old French Street adjoining the Paint Department be removed because of
the fire hazard it presented. McManigal suggested that an emergency exit be installed in the
rear of the Kellogg Department, upstairs.

$25 went to Bob Jolley, Paint Department. It was his suggestion that the old
French Street that was connected to the
west end of the Paint Department be removed. The set was a definite fire hazard, serving as a natural torch in case a
spark ever landed in the area.
Winner

of the second prize of $15 went

to E. L. McManigal,

Background

Pro-

jection.
McManigal’s of
suggestion
advocated the
installation
an emergency
exit in the rear of the Kellogg Department, upstairs.
Third prize was won by three TCFers
who coincidentally suggested the same
safety improvement. Anne Hawkins, Bernice Holden and Mildred Le Vaux all
suggested that additional lighting be
placed at the secretarial parking lot east
of the Pico Time Office. The Safety Suggestion Committee felt that this idea was
worthy of adoption so revised the third
prize award from $10 to three prizes of
$5 each.
The committee

Three studio employees submitted identical
third prize in the Safety Suggestion contest.
lighting to the parking area east of the Pico
form were left to right Bernice Holden, Legal;
Louis Lighton's Office.

6

suggestions which the committee felt warranted
The suggestion advocated the addition of floodTime Office. Fostering this idea in suggestion
Mildred Le Vaux, N. Y. Office, and Anne Hawkins,

wishes to thank the 138

employees who submitted their ideas on
how safety conditions on the lot could
be improved. They were all worthy suggestions and if adopted in the future will
be rewarded with regular suggestion
awards.
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WHO'S

WHO

AT

TCF?

Believe it or not, all of the boys cind girls pictured here are
present TCFers whom you see around the lot every day. The
only thing is — these shots were made when they were younger.
To win a valuable prize, all you have to do is identify more of
these studio employees than anyone else does. First, second
and third prizes will be awarded to the three persons correctly
naming the most pictures.
Send answers to the Studio Clxib before January 7. 1953.
Winners

and correct answers

will appear in next month's Action.
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WANNA BUY A DUCK? — So ask (top to bottom) Hugh Conlon, Dave Anderson
and Fred Etchevery, members of the 20th Century-Fox Rod and Gun Club.
Organized in 1947, the twelve-member organization purchased a 316-acre
plot of land in the San Joaquin Valley, have exclusive use of the territory
for hunting. These pictures, made on the opening day of the season, found
everyone coming home with the legal duck limit over his shoulder. Members
of the club go out every weekend in search of game.

Armtftfd

MR. WESTERN AVE. — Thinking of Tom Moore, above. Grip Department Foreman
at Western Avenue was a large contingent of his many co-workers and friends.
They recently presented him with a 35-pound basket of assorted delicacies
which he was surprised and delighted to receive. Tom started with the company
in 1936, was stricken with an illness earlier this year that has kept him off the
job. He was thrilled to know that his friends had not forgotten him and extends
a welcome to anyone who would like to visit him at home on weekends. His
address is 4518 Varna, Sherman Oaks.

LIKE A MILLION!— Henry Finks, TCF Shinemaster, is a familiar personality to
us all on the lot. He recently played host to four of his seven children, seen
above. Left to right are Darryl, 9; Irving, 15; Wilbur, 11 and Juanita, IOV2.
Henry's three other youngsters have never been TCF visitors even though pop
has been on the lot 16 years. They are Margie, 16; Marie, 18 and Henry II, 22,
who recently became the father of Henry III. They'll be out to visit dad soon, too.

ures

Words
Glad to see GEORGE

1,

l.

DEMPSEY,

Landscape, back to work. An auto accident kept him off the job for a month.
We wish his wife a speedy recovery, too.
. .-. BETTY BRUMFIELD and SHIRLEY MEEK, Art Dept., have turned to
oil
the department
are painting.
squirmingThein pro’s
their inchairs.
. . . Hats
off to JIMMY TAYLOR. He took a
troupe to Barstow, gave the Marines a
show on their birthday. . . . ADA
GREGHIN, Script, and HOWARD TAYLOR, Production, have set the date.
They’ll be wed February 15th. . . . Research happy to welcome back BOB
SMITH. He served with the 40th in
Korea. . . . There’s a new addition to
action’s editorial staff. Ye olde editor
became a father on Nov. 1st. Both Evie
Bdbcoc^(

ARMISTICE DAY, 1952 — Tuesday, November Ilth was a day for all of us on the lot to pay
homage to our gallant fighting men who have lost their lives in the defense of America. On

i

that day. Memorial Services were conducted on the lot under the supervision of the studio's
American Legion Post No. 563. Music was provided by the Camp Pendleton Marine Band under
the direction of Commissioned Warrant Officer Frederick O. Lock. Guest speaker at the services
was Studio Manager Fred L. Metzler.

I
t

ARABIAN KNIGHTS — Sporting turbans
and Bukistanian bow-ties are Paul Lockwood, left. Camera Operator and Milton
Krasner, A.S.C., who recently went to
M.G.M. on loanout to handle the cine-

1
t

Ir

/yf

matographic

chores for DREAM WIFE.
Company party
at the completion of

\

shooting found the entire production
staff dressing up in the motif of the
picture to celebrate its successful conclusion. Coincidentally, Krasner supervised the camera work on TCF's
DREAMBOAT
which was filmed early
this year. The pictures are not related.
Oliveira

and 7-lb. Jamie Susan are doing fine. . . .
Sorrv to hear about the illness of FRANK
JAMESON, W. A. Timekeeper. He will
be off for several weeks. . . . Maintenance
became a father twice in November.
LARRY PARKER sweated out his 10 lb.
4 oz. girl until November 2Ist. MARV
SGHWAB had a boy on the 10th. He
weighed 6 lbs. 8. . . . Happy to welcome
back HARRY LEONARD, Sound, who
underwent major eye surgery. . . . PAUL
KNISELY, formerly of Prop Makers,
moved to Set Recording last week. . . .
Back to work after illnesses are ART
McLaughlin and gegil barnes,
Transportation. . . . ALLAN BALTER,
Casting, now driving a crimson MG. . . .
Busman’s holiday of the month: 85% of
the Mail Dept, planning to work for the
U. S. Post Office on days off during the
holidays. . . . JOE ZABLE, S.M. Timekeeper, moved into a new home in
Woodland Hills, finds a freeway now
encroaching upon him. . . . RUDY
REAVES, Transportation, to spend Xmas

EN GARDE! — Cableman
stands

proudly

swordfish

Hugh

Glassford

the

80-pound

beside

he caught

early last month.

Location of the 30-minute,
struggle
Guaymas,

was

man

Bocochibambo

Mexico.

Hugh

vs. fish
Bay

near

reports

that

this was his first deep sea outing, hopes
that his future excursions
successful as this one was.

will be

as

with his folks in Arkansas. He’ll cover a
lot of ground in 3 days. . . . Two arrix'als
in the Cutting Department: RICHARD
EINFELD had a girl Nov. 21st while his
co-worker, JOHN SCHREYER, recently
had a 6 lb. 7 oz. lad, his second boy. They
are named Lise and Eddy, respectively.
. . . TCE’ HAMPTON, Labor, on the
mend and to be back to work the middle
of the month. . . . The HENRY GOLDFARB’s to Mexico City for 2 weeks. . . .
Happy to hear that Studio Manager
FRED L. METZLER is feeling so much
better
When is GEORGE DUDLEY
going to give MONTE BONOME the
dinner he owes him? . . . Happy to see exGI HANK KLINE back in Multilith after
his .A.rmy service. . . . RUSS CRANE, formerly of Property, now working out of
Transportation. . . . Our sympathy to
GLADYS MCALLISTER, Makeup, on
the loss of her husband. . . .
9

Counting this year's Board of Controllers ballots was no easy task. A total of 1613 ballots
were cast, nearly 650 more than last year's
record high of 965. Members of the Board of
Controllers Election Committee were Roy
Metzler, Chairman, seated and Joliene Overacker, left and Vivian Jorgensen serving as
assistants.

i
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Election of the nine new

members

to

the Board of Controllers took place during mid-November, with the largest vote
ever tabulated being turned in by TCF
employees. This year, the ballots were
distributed on the lot, rather than being
mailed to the homes.
It is interesting to note the continual
upswing in number of \ otes during the
past six elections. In 1947, 667 ballots
were cast. In 1948, 719 votes were submitted for Board of Controllers candidates. The following year the vote
jumped to 858. In 1950, 962 ballots were
cast, another new record. Last year’s vote
topped 1950’s by three, with a 965 total.
This year, a total of 1613 ballots for new
board members were counted. This figure
re\ eals a gain of 648 votes over last year’s
previous record. Most striking fact is that
the 1613 figures represents a 67 ^ participation bymembers of the Studio Club

DICK 'MOPHEAD'

.

AVA

CRIPE

in its selection of new

board

It indicates that employees

members.

are taking an

ever-increasing interest in the functioning
of the Studio Club and the choice of coworkers who will set the policies of the
educational and recreational program
for the coming year.
The nine new members to the board
include Estelle Trager, Dick Darling,
Jean Fontaine, Ava Cripe, Dick James,
Edward Conlon, Bess Lasky, Dick ‘Mophead’ \fierich and Fred Lutz.
These new members of the governing
board will be formally installed at the
Annual Inaugural Dinner to be held in
January. New board officers will be installed at that time also.
The function of the Studio Club Board
of Controllers is to formulate and develop
the diversified program of recreational
and educational activities and employee

assistance which will prevail throughout
the year. It is through the cooperation of
board members, departments and departmental stewards that a well-rounded
schedule of events and activities can be
made possible. Events such as the Picnic,
Coif Tournament, County Fair, plus
cultural exhibits, educational classes and
other group offerings are arranged and
coordinated by the members of the
board.
In addition

to the new

board

mem-

bers, the following will be serving unexpired terms during 1953:
Juanita Bonfiglio, Jo Cannon, Red
Davies, A1 De Gaetano, A1 De Weese,
Frank Gilroy, Robert Jolley, Roy Metzler. Bill NIurphy, Joliene Overacker,
George Patrick, Frances Richardson,
Irish Roche, Walter Scott, Dick Smith
and Paul Wurtzel.

FRED LUTZ

VIERICH

NOSMGK

BESS LASKY

ESTELLE

TRACER
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STUDIO CLUB ACTIVITIES
DOLL AND TOY CAMPAIGNS
REACHING SUCCESSFUL FINISH
As the holiday season draws

near, the

studio’s doll and toy campaigns are
reaching an end. Thanks to the interest
shown by hundreds of TCF employees,
many underprivileged children in local
orphanages and fostering homes will
have a joyous Christmas, made so by the
contribution of time and effort by our
people on the lot.
Nlore than three hundred

Improvement Seen In
Rapid Reading Group
Continuing its Monday evening sessions, the rapid reading class is coming
to the end of its initial on the lot series,
with those in attendance boasting of
greatly improved reading speeds.
The class has been under the supervision of Dr. William M. Alberts and Mr.

dolls have

been

WM/iam*!

Bowling League president Harold Taylor
watches a strike in the making at a recent
Thursday

^

evening's play.

BOWLING

dressed in this year’s contest, reports Doll Committee Chairman Kathleen Ridgeway. They will go on display
in the Cafe de Paris sun porch next week
for everyone to see. One week before
Christmas these dolls will be presented
to orphan girls at Christmas parties
throughout the Los Angeles area. As has
been the case in past years, first, second
and third prizes will be awarded for
dressed dolls in eight categories.
The Toys for Orphan Boys campaign
has received a tremendous amount of
response from employees

The bowling league is now in the last
two weeks of the first half and the Charlie’s Diner team, ha\ ing held a comfortable lead throughout the season thus far,
now finds itself tied with the Gregory
Peck Sextette, each ha\ ing won 33 games
and lost 11. Breathing down their necks
in third place is the Richard Widmark
team with 31/2 wins and 12/2 losses.
Turkey Night was held November 20th
and several lucky bowlers found their
good games at last and were rewarded
with turkeys for their efforts. Henry Omachinski and Willard Boemler carried off
the birds for the men and Jean Hansen
and Anita Uphoff won turkey honors for
the gals. Bill Albert took home a bottle

eager to make

unfortunate boys happy with new or repaired toys. Dozens of used but fixable
toys have been deposited in the toy
boxes on the lot and many more new toys
and gifts have been made by employees
in their spare time. The Toy Committee,
under

the chairmanship of A1 De Gaetano, is very pleased with the way TCFers have joined in the spirit of giving by
gathering toys and games for these needy
youngsters.
The happy

shouts of young

girls and

boys as they open their Christmas packages of dolls, toys and games are all the
thanks that TCFers need to make what
they have

done

seem

worthwhile.

Members

oi the rapid reading

class learn to

increase their 'fixation' by means

oi a flash pro-

jector.

Ray Rosecrans. Main factor responsible
for the speed advances which have been
made is a flash projector called a tachistoscope. It allows words, numbers or
symbols to be projected on a screen at
split-second- speeds, thus training the eye
to Sustained
increase itsinterest
reading inscope
or ‘fixation.’
a series
of this
sort will result in a new group of lessons
being offered in the future.

of Thanksgiving cheer for his efforts — a
rousing 81!
The season high standings saw quite a
change last week also. Tyrone Power’s
Jets now hold season high series and

TCF HOOP SEASON
GETS UNDER WAY

Gregory Peck’s team, high game. Individual highs find Gerry Stoller and Henry

The TCF basketball squad gets into
the thick of industrial league competition

Omachinski tied for men’s series and Bill
Jurgensen holding high game. Bette
Moore still holds high series for the ladies
and Anita Uphoff now holds high game.
In the recent match at the Culver City
Bowl with MGNf, the Fox teams did very
well, tying an MGM team for first place.
One of our other teams also placed in the
money and the rest of the teams made
good showings for themselves. There will
be a return match with MGM at Llo-DaMar after the first of the year so come on
down and cheer our teams to victory.
HAROLD
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TAYLOR

this week after nearly a month of practice. The team looks good and should
maintain manpower strength throughout
its 12-week schedule.
Sponsored

by

Marilyn

Monroe,

this

year’s club is composed of Roland Alexander, Vern Archer, Roy Brewer, Jack
Johnson, Bill Jurgensen, Bill Leslie, Willie Navarro, Howard Trent and Jules
Weisberg, team captain.
Debra Paget holds up one of the many toys
which are being donated by generous TCFers
for orphan boys.

All employees are invited to come out
and follow the team through its forthcoming season. Call the Studio Club for
time and location of play.

Permanent Charities

9-Month
Net Tops Last Year’s By $621,000
20th Century-Fox has made a report

Campaign To Wind Up
The

1953 Permanent Charities campaign is now in its final stages on the lot
and indications are that we will go over
the $190,000 quota established prior to
the opening of this year’s campaign.
To date, 3234 employees have contributed $188,651.56 in cash and Fair Plan
donations. With contributions still coming in, the Permanent Charities Committee on the lot is confident that for the
first time in its history at 20th, the quota
will be reached or surpassed.
Studio Colonel Fred L. Metzler, on
behalf of all the employees who helped
in this year’s
drive, wishesto tothose
express
his
sincere
commendation
whose
response to the 1953 appeal has made
such a wonderful showing possible.

NOTICE
Change

In Exemption

Status

The Income Tax law provides that
whenever the tax status changes, so
that the employee becomes entitled to
fewer withholding exemptions than
are shown

on the "Withholding Certificate." a new Form W-4 must be
furnished his employer within 10
days after the change of status occurs.
If your exemptions have increased,
the change is optional.

Correct Name
Your name as shown on your check
must agree with your Social Security
Card. Use of a different name may
result in improper credits to your accotmts for Federal Insurance Contributions, Unemployment Benefits and
Income Taxes withheld. Please notify
us of any change in marital status.

of its consolidated net earnings for the
39 weeks ended September 27, 1952 and
reveals an increase of $620,563 over last

year’s net figure. The 9-month figure is
$2,768,191 and a special credit of $1,077,775 ($.38 per share) arising from a
change of accounting procedure with respect to foreign operations. The earnings
together with the special credit amount
to $3,845,966 for the 39 weeks — equal to
$1.39 per share on the 2,769,484 shares of

iusM m\:

in your

receiving

your

Form

picture industry’s health and welfare
plan was officially proclaimed in effect
in an announcement made November

zation: full ward rate for 35 days — unlimited extra charges while in hospital;
Medical expense insurance: maximum
$350 for each accident — maximum $350
for all sickness in one year; Diagnostic

11th by Roy Brewer, international representative of lATSE and Charles Boren,
Association of Motion Picture Producers

X-ray and laboratory examination —
maximum for each accident, $50 — maximum for all sickness in each six-month

vice-president in charge of industrial relations.

period, $50.
Eligibility lists are being prepared to
cover qualified employees. All eligible
employees will be covered for death,
accident or sickness occurring after
12:01 A. M. Nov. 7, 1952. Employees who
are named on the list will remain eligible
through Dec. 31, 1952, when a new list
will be prepared.
Employee groups whose members are
covered by the agreement are: All locals
of the lATSE; plasterers, laborers, electricians, publicists, story analysts, script
supervisors, restaurant employees, plumbers and guards.

The welfare fund through which benefits will be paid is provided by a contribution from employers of five cents for
each straight time hour worked by employees in units subject to the trust agreement.
Benefits of the plan, underwritten by
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
and Blue Cross, are:
Group life insurance, $1,000; Accidental death and dismemberment, $1,000,
Surgical operation benefits, $350 maximum, according to schedule; Hospitali-

3n iWemoriam

The Time Offices, Payroll Records
Office, Payroll Department and Personnel Office will provide necessary
forms and will be pleased to assist
you.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

FILM

It is with deep regret and with
ACTION
reports the death of;
LOUIS

CORP.

R.

MOHL

September

W-2

"Withholding Statement" which is
necessary in filing your income tax
return.

A quarterly cash dividend of $.25 per
share on the outstanding common stock
of this corporation has been declared
payable December 24th, to stockholders
of record at the close of business on
December 9, 1952.

WRfAftt RAN NOlU IN RRCI

Culminating a year of intensive work
by labor and management, the motion

Correct Address
If you have moved within the last
year, please furnish us with your correct address. This will avoid delay

common stock outstanding. This compares with $2,147,628 for the 39 weeks of
1951. After deducting preferred dividends, this amounted to $.69 per share
on the 2,769,396 shares of common stock
then outstanding.

ARTHUR

sympathy

(Police)

(Lab.)

(5 years’ service)
PAUL
McKAIG
(Police)
November 13, 1952
(14 years’ service)

MARK

their families

and

friends

that

WILLIAM
BAUMER
(Transport.)
November 22, 195 2

30, 1952

(11 years’ service)
B. CHATELAIN
November 1, 1952

toward

DAVE

(14 years’ service)
BERRY
(retired. Police)
November 22, 1952

BERT

(24 years’ service)
SEBELL
(Labor Dept.)
November 24, 1952

(Publicity) (23 years’ service)
KELLY
December 5, 1952
(8 years

service)
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Rex ealing the outlook for January, the
Production Department indicates that
four of the studio’s current features will
complete shooting during December,
V hile two more will finish production in
January.
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE, with
Jean Negulesco directing, wound up last
week. It tells the story of the sinking of
the Titanic, a tragic chapter in the history
of the modern world. Charles Brackett
is the producer.
Scheduled to complete shooting within
a week is SAILOR OF THE KING, with
Jeffrey Hunter in the title role. Picture
iias been working out of England and
included Malta in its European location.
Directing SAILOR OF THE KING is
Roy Boulting. Company will return home
immediately on completion of work.
The M’estern tentatively titled GUNSMOKE will finish up on the 20th of the
month. Featuring Dale Robertson and
Jeanne Crain, GUNSMOKE
is a Technicolor pic which deals with Carson City
at the time of the James J. Corbett-Bob
Fitzsimmons championship fight. Harmon Jones is the director.
December 22nd is the closing date of
DESERT RATS, the war story which
deals with the siege of Tobruk. The com-

A dramatic scene from NEARER MY GOD TO THEE, currently before the cameras. Jean Negulesco is megging the story of the sinking of the Titanic. Featured in the picture areUgTin
Barbara
Stanwyck, Clifton Webb, Thelma Ritter, Brian Aherne and Bob Wagner. Charles Brackett is
producing.

Sill Pin To Finish; Four lewios To Start In Jannar;
pany spent a good percentage of its production time at Borrego Springs, with
Robert Wise at the helm. DESERT
RATS sequels THE DESERT FOX, story
of Field Marshal Rommel. However it
is told from the British point of view.
The Julian Blaustein production of
WHITE WITCH DOCTOR is scheduled
to finish before the cameras

on January

14th. Otto Lang is producing the dramatic tale of a white missionary to Africa

lowing day is GENTLEMEN
PREFER
BLONDES which stars Marilyn Monroe,

who

Jane Russell and Elliot Reid. Sol Siegel
is producing the frothy musical, with
director Howard Hawks steering the
Technicolor company.

finds rough sailing when she attempts to do spiritual work with the
Bakuba tribe. Featured in the Technicolor production are Susan Hayward,
Robert Mitchum and Walter Slezak.
Henry

Hathaway

is directing.

Slated to complete production

the fol-

First new picture on the forthcoming
schedule is a Julian Blaustein production
titled CABIN B-13. Robert Bassler is
producing the drama. CABIN B-13 was
originally a magazine story by John Dickson Carr which was dramatized about
five years ago on the CBS Suspense radio
program. It is a shipboard melodrama
about a young woman whose husband
mysteriously
moon.

disappears on their honey-

January 19th has been set as the tentative starting date of THE ROBE, Technieolor tremender being produced by
Frank Ross. Henry Koster will direct the
classic which has as its setting Rome and
Palestine shortly after the death of
Christ.
Final new production slated for January is WATER HOLE, a modern drama
to be produeed by \Villiam Bloom under
Julian Blaustein. Beginning on the 19th
MitchcH

Heading the cast of GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES, Technicolor go now in production, are
Marilyn Monroe, left, and Jane Russell. Howard Hawks is directing, Sol Siegel producing.
Abreast of Misses Monroe and Russell is comedian Tom Noonan who is also appearing in
the show.
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also, WATER
HOLE is the stor\- of a
man’s fight against seemingly iivsiirmountable physical odds coupled with
the story of his victory over himself.
Roy Baker will direct this suspense
feature.

PROVEN FRIENDS

FOR SALE — Upright freezer, 15 cu. ft. 2
years old. Perfect condition. Original price,
$600.00. Will sell for $350. Call Studio Club,
Ext. 745.
Everything

for

the

Photographer

Camera

of

17005

20th Century-Fox
Employees

Corral

VENTURA,

ENCINO

ST. 9-4701

Cameras

CR. 6-9969

WESTWOOD

Equipment

m UALLIGAN

BR. 2-6034

*

NURSERY

All Types

^ae S. M israch
Extends

UTTER

GARDEN

McKinley

PLANTS

AND
of

SUPPLIES

Boulevard

9786 West Pico

a Welcome

DRUGS

-

VITAMINS - PRESCRIPTIONS
AT 15% OFF

BURBANK

PHARMACY

John Schreyer

DU. 8-2481

Studio Club Members

CH. 8-6115

I -Day Service

A. BROWN

Complete

NEW

1952

REVISED

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

EDITION

OF

THE

BRITANNICA

included in a 10-year research privilege will be a
cherished gift for you or your family.
For information, call JOE TAYLOR,
before 9 a m., or evenings, Saturday

BR. 2-2546
and Sunday.

Under

New

Management

PHONE
MAdison

CR. 6-0825

SAVE
on
everything
in our

JEWELRY
and

GIFT
sample
line

GEORGE
CAMERAS
CLOCKS
DIAMONDS
GIFTS

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
•
•
•
•
•

FOUNTAIN PENS
JEWELRY
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

JOE
9-1651

»*«
Store Hours:

COURTNEY

9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

2nd STREET

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

0

hiitek Self PainU
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
PICO

DISCOUNTS

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE
OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

.cv'

»*«

★

•
•
•
•

Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION

Mills Cafe
THE

To All

To Participate in Special Savings on

MORTUARIES

ARLEIGH

WEbster
8-6281

332 So. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles 36

181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

is

BRANDS

GE o WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
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AL CERF COMPANY

- - Automotive

NEW

BUYERS

HOLLYWOOD

PRESENT

STUDIO

FURNITURE

28

CALIFORNIA

Terms

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

Arranged

Open Monday and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

CARD

Now is the time to have your furs
cleaned and restyled . . . complete
ladies' tailoring department.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

NEW
GARMENTS
RESTYLING
15%

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

2058 Westwood

ON

- STOLES

Pick-up

- REPAIRS

Service

Blvd.

I

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

- COATS
and

CLUB

AR. 9-0126

MEMBERS

in Iprcnccr10301 West Pico Blvd.

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
l\ight

CAPES

Estimates

STUDIO

Westwood Furniture Co.

Open Vnlil 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

DISCOUNT
Free

ir’e Carry a Complete Line of
Guaranteed Furniture
Appliances
Radios and Television

Monday,

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Avenue

AR. 9-561 1
1 0649

CLUB

INC.

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

OF OLYMPIC)

CR. 4-5471
PLEASE

No. Highland

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

HAND

369 So. Robertson Blvd.
(JUST NORTH

HEYMAN

- -

and TRUCKS

REPRESENTATIVES,

1213

Ladies' Coats
Suits - Jackets - Skirts
ON

Information

CARS

Private Party Purchases Arranged
By Appointment Only
Gladstone 6111

WHOLESALERS

STOCK

and USED

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

•

Gas and Electric Ranges

•

Home

•

(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

Freezers —

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
• Refrigerators
• Television and Radios

(All Sizes)
on Food)

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*Ask

for our

STUDIO

WESTWOOD'S

wholesale

CLUB

For You

lists

MEMBERS

LARGEST

Has Arranged

Food

FURNITURE

STORE

and Your Family

To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
W Underwood Typewriter Co.,
W 20th Centnry-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON

Pico

near

Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
16

Co.,

1651-57 Westwood
LOS ANGELES

24

BRadshaw 2-1 333
OPEN

Boulevard

MONDAY

CALIFORNIA
ARizona 9-7355

and FRIDAY

NIGHTS

LARGE APPLIANCES
(Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,
L. A
MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

( Newand

Used)

Coberly's Lincoln-Mercury (Gordon Berry),
1400 W. 8th St., L. A
DU. 7-4242
Ed James Buick Co. ("Big Ed" Morris), 1367
So. Figueroa St., L. A
PR. 501 1
Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) , Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Batteries, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tiro Co., 1 725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap, only) ..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

AUTO

REAL

Howard McCarry, 12300!/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

FUNERALS

Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
10643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica 6lvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L, A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills. ...CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,
L. A
MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and Cleve Daggett)
AR. 7-1755
Gordon's Flower Shop, 2617 Wilshire Blvd.,
L. A
DU. 4-2159

FURNITURE

Central Furniture Co., 2401 So. Santa Fe Ave.,
L. A
LO. 5-5242
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FURS

Monarch Furs, 2058 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-0126
Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

MAGAZINES
Studio Club

MATTRESSES

REPAIRS

DU. 8-2481

Burd's Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 1500
Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

BABY

OCULISTS

GOODS

BICYCLES
Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS
Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

DRUGS

Johnsons Products.
Call Studio Club

FIREPLACE

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
A
WE. 3-9104

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

Cr WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint fir Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

PHONOGRAPH

READY-TO-WEAR

RELIGIOUS

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5750

SUPPLIES

Stephen's Religious Arts, 1 2232 Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City
SU. 3-1257

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La Cienega,
L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

Ed Krause Toy House, 10542 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-6861

TRAVEL
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

Ed Krause Toy House, 10542 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-6861

ESTATE

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6665 Hollywood
Blvd. (C. Watts)
HO. 9-8131
Globe Travels, 10651 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-6815

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd..
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS
Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

WATER

Ext. 727

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, 1 43 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
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CHINCHILLAS

DON'T

The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,

EXPERT

WATCH

INGLEWOOD

-

-

REPAIRING

BLVD.

AR. 7-8795

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

FOR MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest Prices
We

Have

Everything for the Well-Dressed Man
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY
10667 W. PICO BLVD.
PHONE: AR. 3-6721
Open Friday Evenings

(Next to Malibar)

EASTMAN

FILMS

PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES

FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

CHARLES

BICKFORD

For

HOLLYWOOD

BOB WATERFIELD

KNOWN

Household Appliances
Hoover Vacuum

BRANDS

OF

Television and Radio
Cleaners

Christmas:

Lionel
1847

INC.

CHICAGO

NATIONALLY

Trains

Rogers Bros, and Community Plate Silverware
Revere Ware . . . Descoware . . . and
Other

Gift

Items

Still the Best Deal in Town”

STATEMENT
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED
BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2,
1946 (Title 39, United States Code, Section
233) SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION
OF
ACTION, published monthly at Los Angeles,
California for October 1, 1952.
1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers
are: Publisher: Twentieth Century-Fox Studio
Club, 10201 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif.;
Editor: Robert Mintz, 10201 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. 64, Calif.; Managing Editor: Robert
Mintz, 10201 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif.;
Business Manager: Art Houser, 10201 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif.
2. The owner is ( If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also
immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1
percent or more of total amount of stock. If
not owned by a corporation, the names and
addresses of the individual owners must be
given. If owned by a partnership or other unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well
as that of each individual member, must be

incorporated non-profit California corporation.
No stock or shareholders.) Officers of Club:
Tom Krause, President, 10201 W. Pico Blvd.,
Los Angeles 64, Calif.; George Stephenson,
Vice-President (same); Pauline Dunlap, Secretary (same); Jim Trucano, Treasurer (same).
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1
percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are
none, so state.) None.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant’s full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacityother than that of a bona fide owner.
5. The average number of copies of each
issue of tliis publication sold or distributed,
througli the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the 12 months preceding the
date shown above was: (This information is
required from daily, weekly, semiweekly, and
triweekly newspapers only. )

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506

Sworn

( Signed) Robeht Mintz, Editor.
to and subscribed before me this 1st

day of October, 1952.
( Signed ) Dorothy Browne.
Notary Public in and for the County

CR. 1-1135

of Los Angeles, State of California.
My
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BR. 2-2546

given.) Name: Twentieth Century-Fox Studio
Club, 10201 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif. (An

for

W.

—

Before 9 A.M.; evenings; Saturday; Sunday

(At Overland)

RALPH

on the Pre-School 1 0-yr. Program

JOE TAYLOR

REGENT JEWELERS
PICO

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITAHNICA

STAMPS

The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
10677 WEST

Equip him with the tool he needs for cultural
and educational advancement —
at the time he needs it!

OR. 2-8281

GREEN

SELL YOUR CHILD'S
FUTURE SHORT

commission

e.xpires February

6, 1953.

SAM

SHOP

.T

.

.
ff

LURYrS

Complete (£Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

10515V2
West Pico

AR. 7-8449
OPEN

COME

EVERY

IN FOR

SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY
CARL

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

WEISS, Mgr.
AR. 3-8636

10643 Pico Blvd.

ViL RADIO
SS70

W

& APPLIANCE

Opposite

Stadium

Monday

and

P*

CO. ///

Theater

Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members

(2 Blocks

Sell and Service Any Make of

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

Case Goods Available at
10% DISCOUNT

ELECTRICAL

and BOYS

DAY

Wonderful Christmas Gifts
Gift Wrapping . . . FREE

We

.

West of Robertson)

Open

CR. 1-2249

Friday Evenings

BR. 2-3832

APPLIANCE
★ CARPETS

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

A LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Complete

CARPET

★ TILE

Carpet

SERVICE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

WAY

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

1

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And 1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

•— •

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

SEE

US

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Studio club iVlembers — Check Substantial Savings
Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

HARRY

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

TELEVISION
To Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION

10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

thru Saturday —

Wallets
Batteries

Cameras

I. ALTMAN

_

SALES CO.

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona' 7-7508
Monday

Tape Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios

ConvenienlUj Located At

10829 SANTA

1 5 Brands of

Projectors Cr
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Furniture
Typewriters
Gas Ranges
& Electric
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513
SHOPPING

HOURS

—

8 a m to 6 p.m.

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

Blvd.)

BRadshaw 2-7110

All

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances
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ir GRAUMAN'S
CHINESE THEATRE
HOLLYWOOD
★

DOORS

OPEN

AT

9 A.M.

^
^

SPARKLING VARIETY SHOW,
9:30 A.M.-10:45 A.M.

ED FREE
INVITEMPLO
YEES' CHILDREN— 2-12
★ ALL
MAKE
YOUR

RESERVATIONS
DEPARTMNT

THROUGH

★ PRESENTS
★ SANTA

★ MUSIC
★ CARTOONS

CLAUS

★ community

sing

★ stage

show

3, 1879.
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Freddie McPhie
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•

STAFF

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassbum
Ed Janis
•

in the New

Debra Paget, young

Year

at Twentieth

personality who

is

has made

tremendous strides forward in her comparatively short career. At 19 she already has had
leading roles in many

major

productions

at

TCF. Her latest picture is STARS AND
STRIPES FOREVER which was released in
December.

c
0

p

Photo by Gene Kornmann

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky
•
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Hospital
Fire
W.A. Lab.
Employment
Maintenance
Prop Makers
Exec. Maint.
Sec’y
Elec.
Grip
Men'i Wardrobe
Paint
Transportation
Camera
Landscape
Cutting
Art
Research
Labor
Women’s

Wardrobe
Property
Makeup
Credit Union
Elec. Prod.
Construction
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a letter from the editor
Dancing on a sea of balloons is Donald O'Connor. talented young entertainer in a scene from
TCF's CALL ME MADAM.
The Technicolor
picture was one of sixteen before the cameras
during 1952. For an offstage look at some of

^^t
vOv

last year's best, plus a glimpse into 20th Century-Fox's future and the future of the motion
pictLire industry in general, read the article by
TCF production head Darryl F. Zanuck.

two-0 news
here's who's who at TCF
visiting servicemen
a word to the wise
studio club activities
He floats through the air — but with no ease
at all. He is associated with Twentieth Century-Fox only indirectly in that he is the victim of a TCF judo artist. See this match and
pictures of other

studio workers

and

what

they are doing.

inauguration of board members
studio club buyers' directory __
it's time we got working mad!

J2
n17
20

LOOKING BRIGHTER ’-Zanuck
TO MARRY
A MILLIONAIRE, THE
HAPPY SCOUNDREL,
TWELVE
MILE REEF, THE KID FROM LEFT
FIELD, THE RAID and THE RENO
BROTHERS. Our future plans also include THE BLACK
WIDOW,
GATLING GUN, THE GUN
AND THE
CROSS, RIVER OF NO RETURN and
KING SOLOMON
AND THE QUEEN
OF SHEBA.
I’m giving you facts, not just wishful
thinking. These are days for realistic
planning based on facts resultant from
e.xperience and obx ious needs — and not
of mirage-chasing. Obviously, there can
be no compromise with quality today.
A discriminating public is more demanding than ever. Mediocrity is doomed. It
is superior entertainment only that the
public demands and will buy. It will
patronize that form of entertainment
which is unattainable anywhere, or that
some other medium cannot watch. The

Darryl F. Zanuck

pictures I’ve mentioned represent a basic
production investment of over $50,000,000. The product thus detailed by its
OF THE KHYBER RIFLES, THERE'S
NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW
BUSINESS and THE EGYPTIAN. Nearing
release in the category of musicals are
THE
GIRL NEXT
DOOR; THE
I
DON’T CARE GIRL, story of Eva Tanguay; the classical musical TONIGHT
WE SING; THE FARMER
TAKES A
WIFE and CALL ME MADAM, a musical satire based on the smash Broadway
hit by Howard Lindsay and Russel
Crouse and with music by Irving Berlin.
GENTLEMEN
PREFER
BLONDES
and ‘SHOW BUSINESS’
program of musicals.

round

out our

lavishness and importance
20th
To

with which

Century-Fox envisions
diate future of the industry.

the imme-

effect such a program,

of course,

we have had to realign our resources, to
strengthen story preparation and production in keeping with the domestic and
foreign post-war changes. Instead of reduced effort in our studio, and I’m sure
this holds equally true in others, everyone here has become realistic and has
rearranged

Fine drama, adventure and comedy
have their places on our fourthcoming
schedule of production. Our plans for the
coming months include filming of DANGEROUS CROSSING, A BLUEPRINT
FOR MURDER, WATERHOLE,
HOW

and star pow-

ers points up the confidence

plans to put on the screen

something worthwhile for ever}' dollar
we spend. The savings thus accomplished
in this realignment

program

will in no

way affect quality of screen production,
except to strengthen it.
(Continued on Page 15)

KLUNE MADE EXEC PRODUCER; NEW PERSONALITIES JOIN TCF RANKS
The past few weeks have seen the
addition of several new faces on the TCF
lot, plus promotions of other employees.
R. A. Klune, former Executive Production Manager, was elevated to the post
of Executive Producer and will supervise
the production unit composed of producers Michael Abel, Robert Rassler,
William Bloom, Otto Lang, Frank McCarthy, Frank Rosenberg and Stanley
Rubin. Assisting Mr. Klune is Mrs. Barbara Keon, formerly associated with Alfred Hitchcock.

Newly appointed Executive Producer is R. A.
Klune, former Production Manager. He Is assisted by Mrs. Barbara Keon. Mrs. Eeon's
career qualifies her for the job of Script Coordinator for Elune. DANGEROUS
CROSSING.
WATERHOLE, BLUEPRINT FOR MURDER, and
TWELVE
ments.

MILE

REEF

are Elune's

first assign-

Replacing Klune as Executive Production Manager is Sid Rogell, whose extensive motion picture background dates
back to 1924. One time head of his owm
production company and producer at
Columbia from 1933 to 1936, Rogell was
Executiv e Producer at RKO prior to his
appointment to the new post.
Reorganization in the Music Department finds Ted Cain moMiig in as Business Manager. His job is to coordinate
the various business phases of work in
the department. He works with Alfred
Newman, who as General Music Director, is in charge of the creative organization within the department.

Filling the vacancy left by Ray Elune in his
appointment to Executive Producer is Sid
Rogell, who is the studio's new Executive Production Manager. Before coming to Twentieth,
Rogell was Executive Producer at REO. With a
schedule of 31 pictures slated for the current
year, Rogell will be kept busy in his new post.

.Announcement was made last week of
the appointment of Carl Faulkner as new
Head of the Sound Department. Faulkner formerly served as assistant Head of
the Department.

3n iHlemortam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION
reports the death of:

JAMES

FRANK
Ted Cain, left, and Alfred Newman, General
Musical Director, have a friendly chat shortly
after Cain's appointment as Business Manager
of the Music Department. Cain's career in the
motion picture industry dates back to 1928.
A cutter at Paramount at that time, he subsequently became Head of the Music Department
at Universal, in 1941. From 1947 to 1950 he
served as Music Coordinator for the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers.
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G. FOLLETT (Paint)
November 29, 1952
(12 years’ service)
TRESSALT (Music Legal)
December 28, 1952
Newly

CLAUDE

(24 years’ service)
L. AIRHART (Elec. Prod.)
January 10, 1953

JACKSON

(17 years’ service)
C. MONTGOMERY
January 12, 1953
(12 years’ service)

(Fire)

appointed Head of the Sound Department is Carl Faulkner. Starting with the company in 1928 as a Sound Engineer, Faulkner
received the promotion last week and began
working in his new capacity immediately. The
fact that Faulkner has worked with sound on
this lot from its infancy is one of the many
credits which justify his promotion to head of
the department. His co-workers wish him good
luck in his new capacity.

1. Walter JoUer

5. Earl Walker

7. Tom Young

Do some

HERE'S

WHO'S

of these answers

WHO

amaze

ones to the WHO'S WHO AT TCF?
month's ACTION. Among the variety
no one guessed all 21 names correctly.
was turned in by Ruth Bellas, Script.
-'■^

1

AT

you?

TCP

They are the right

contest published in last
of answers we received,
Closest to a perfect score
She correctly named 18

out of 21. In second place was Flossie Stiffler, Men's Wardrobe.
She got 13 of the 21 TCFers. Third was Walter Pealer, Construction, who named 11 of the elusive employees.

11. Frances Blchardson

;’s

19. Pete Young
18. Monte Bonome
17^ Ben & Henry Wurtzel

21. Dev* S Hasty ^Idfaxh

7

Irving "Gibby" Gibbs, South Reception Desk, welcomes his son, Frank Novak, back to the 20th
Century-Fox lot. Frank was released from the Air Force in December after serving 18 months as
in Philadel-

spent a day together during Jim's recent holiday furlough. He expects to be transferred to
Florida soon.

in the Armed Forces. Frank Novak, former TCF employee, came back on the
lot in December, not as a visiting ser\ iceman but as a returning employee. He was
released from the Air Force late last year
after ser\ing 18 months of active duty
as a Reservist.

Navy Storekeeper Jack Ferguson, Jr.
spent a day on the lot with his father,

Chief of Production Division, Headquarters Air Photographic and Charting
phia. Frank has returned to his former job in the Multilith Department.

The

Christmas

season

found

tens of

thousands of ) Oung ser\ icemen all o\ er
the country forgetting for a few days that
they were soldiers, sailors, fliers or marines and enjoying happy reunion with
family and loved ones. Among these
homebound .servicemen were several
whose fathers are studio employees. They
took time from their crowded schedules
to pay a \ isit to the 20th Century-Fox lot.
Their dads took time off from their jobs
to welcome the men to the studio.
.\11 of the men

but one are still serving

Pfc James Duane Christensen and his father,
assistant Studio Manager V. J. Christensen,

Service

Pfc James Duane Christensen, son of
assistant Studio Manager Vic Christensen, was a studio \ isitor during the holidays. He is formerly of the Script Department and is presently stationed at
Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.

who is the studio’s Chief Engineer.
Young Ferguson is in Oakland at the
jiresent time, awaiting sailing orders back
to Korea.
Pvt Bob

Duarte, Jr. was

the guest of

liis father, a TCF machinist. Bob is currently stationed at Ford Ord where he
has been an infantryman for three
months.
Another visiting serviceman was
man John Loeffler. See Page 12.

.Air-

Visiting his dad upon returning from the Korean Theater was Navy Storekeeper Jack Fer-

Down

guson, Jr. The son of the studio's Chief Engineer was recently returned from Korea for
training, expects to return there immediately.

Louis Gongora, received Christmas furlough, spent a day of it on the lot. Here they visit Bob's
dad in the Machine Shop. It was a wonderful day for the two young infantrymen and gave them
an interesting story to tell their buddies back at the base.
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from Fort Ord during the holidays was

Pvt Bob Duarte, Jr., right. He

and

a friend, Cpl

1. STRAINS — caused by improper lilting or carrying.
DON'T TRY TO LIFT OR CARRY TOO HEAVY
A LOAD. IF YOU NEED HELP. ASK FOR IT.

2. SPRAINS — caused by twisting of a joint.
GUARD AGAINST SPRAINS BY KEEPING ALERT.
SPOTTING ACCIDENTS BEFORE THEY OCCUR.

According to the Studio Hospital, these are the most common injuries that occur
on the lot. Most of them can be avoided by thoughtfulness on the job.

T
H
E
W
I
3. LACERATIONS (breaks in skin) — caused mainly
by carelessness in handling tools and eguipment.
WATCH WHAT YOU ARE DOING. USE SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS NO MATTER HOW SMALL THE

s
E

JOB.

ABOVE

ALL, REPORT

TO

HOSPITAL

4. FOOT INJURIES — caused mainly by improper
footwear.
WEAR APPROPRIATE SHOES FOR YOUR JOB.
NOT TENNIS SHOES WHEN WORK SHOES ARE
CALLED FOR. KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR
NAILS. OTHER HAZARDS.

IN CASE

OF

ACCIDENT
9

STUDIO

CLUB
toy

USED
FOiiQ OILPH^BC
ItRt Y

The

1952

Doll

and

Toy

contests

are

a happy

story

with

a happy

ending. Starting with hundreds of bruised and broken toys, scraps
of lumber and the plastic and rubber forms of tiny dolls, big-hearted
studio workers devote many hours to transforming these things into
welcomed gifts for needy youngsters. Left to right are doll judges
Maria Brooks. Pauline Dunlap, Bess Lasky, Enid Scherer and Al De
Gaetano who are examining a possible winner in the contest.

After the prize-icinning dolls have been selected,
the more than 290 remaining dolls, plus hundreds
of new and repaired toys are distributed to orphan
of deboys and girts for Christmas. Their shouts
light as they open these gifts add to this happy
Maloads
tale. Here. TCP actress Audrey Dalton
rine Corps Staff Sgt, Richard Tomsett with Christmas toys for orphans.

Dolls and Toys Presented to Girls and Boys at Xmas
Cagers In 2 Leagues
The basketball season is well under
way, and 20th’s cage team seems on its
way to a smashing victory in the Los
Angeles Municipal Industrial League
#121. Thus far the TCP squad is undefeated, having racked up impressive
victories over the Packard-Bell and Department of Water and Power teams.
Other teams in this league include Brunswig
Co., Hoffman
Radio Inc.
Corporation Drug
and Paramount
Pictures,

.Meanwhile, the winners of the prize dolls have been notified and they arrive at the Cafe De Paris Sun
Porch to receive their trophies. Another happy chapter in the story. Left to right are winners Sam Short,
Edith

Hooker.

Amy

Phariss,

Hazel

Hatch.

Anita

Uphoff

and

Larry

Durrell.

The real thrill is seeing how much good your efforts do. These youngsters don’t have many happy
memories to dwell on. But one that they will always have is the Christmas doll or toy they got from a
20th

Century-Fox

Happy

10

ending.

employee.

The team has just recently signed into
another league which finds the boys playing in top competition. Many of the players on other teams in the league are excollegiate cage stars. This should provide
some real excitement on the YMCA Beverly Hills court where these games are
being played. Expected to be with the
team in this league’s Tuesday night play
is Frank Lubin, TCP grip and one of the
all-time greats in basketball.
In addition to the two leagues that the
TCP squad now participates in, the cluh
has been asked to play in a Mexican invitational tournament in the near future.
Followers of the fast-mo\ ing sport are
invited to come out Tuesday and Friday
evenings and cheer our team to victory.
Remember the time and place:
TUESDAY EVENINGS, 8 or 9 P.M.,
YMCA GYM, 9930 SANTA MONICA
BLVD.
FRIDAY EVENINGS, 7, 8 or 9 P.M.,
L.A. HIGH BLVD.
SCHOOL GYM, 4600 W.
OLYMPIC
See Page

15 for news

of bowling.

Santa^ Sleigh^ Show and Gifts Thrill 1500 TCP Youngsters
PHOTOGRAPHS

Santa Claus, star of Christmastime,
joined Hollywood’s Patio of Fame at
Grauman’s Chinese Theater on Sunday,
December 21st by placing his stamp of
joy and good cheer on the Annual Kiddie
Christmas Party. More than 1,500 youngsters were present at the 1952 holiday
event which featured an enjoyable stage
show, three color cartoons and presents
for everyone at the show’s conclusion.
I

BY ALEX

BABCOCK

AND

JACK PASHKOVSKY

The children and their adult escorts
were welcomed to the affair by 1952
Studio Club President Tom Krause and
Executive Producer Ray Klune. Following these addresses, the famed Meglin
Kiddies presented a variety of dance
numbers. A tap trio from the Nick Castle
studio entertained and was followed by
a community sing under the direction of
Nino Di Gregorio.

The success of this 17th Annual Christmas Show was the result of the help and
cooperation of more than 100 studio
workers who volunteered their ser\ices.
Thanks are extended to all the departments and individuals who helped make
the party so enjoyable. Thanks, also, to
the Studio American Legion Post No.
563 for distributing the thousands of
Christmas gifts after the show.
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round Zhe Cot Ju Pin
3RD BROWN
BELT — That's the judo title of Harry "Sandy"
Sanford, Still Department. It means that he's climbing the ladder
of success in the world of ju-jitsu. Sandy has had this avocation
for a year, is toying with his instructor, Bruce Tegner, in this shot.

!

I
mm

I

i

i

M-M-M-M-M-M BOY! — When Airman John
Loeffler, son of film editor Louis Loeffler, asked
Marilyn Monroe to send an autographed picture to him in Korea, she did. She added that
they would have lunch together next time he
came home. Her promise materialized into a
luncheon and day on the set for young Loeffler during his recent leave. He heads back to
Korea soon, loaded with prints of the above
pic. "I'll be mobbed," he opined.

iUil

INTO

RETIREMENT — Hugh Peck, Set Recording, announced his retirement the middle of last month, to the disappointment of his many iriends

and associates on the lot. On Hugh's last day, the fellows in his department got together to wish him health and happiness in the years ahead.
Standing left to right are Benny Benson, Lloyd Phillips, Peter Di Bartolomeo, Mickey Morris, Paul Helbert, Paul Enisley and Meyer Weiss.
Seated are Tony Hanse, Peck and Felix Morales.

'■ L/

CHRISTMAS CHEER — Yearly gesture of goodwill is the presen'
ts for
ies
to
tation of welfare baskets loaded with turkeys and groceries
to I \
resenneedy families of studio employees. Readying the baskets
delivery were left to right, Larry Parker, Maintenance
eddie
Thomsberry, Transportation; Vivian Jorgensen and Freddie
McPhie, Studio Club: Wayne Hansen, Maintenance and A1 Bluffs
Transportation.
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"ures

And

Words
ROBERT
co-workers

'BUZZ' BAZDARICH shocked his
with news of the arrival of 9 lb. 2

oz. James Martin on Dec. 14th. They didn't
even know he was with child. . . . CHERRY.
CARMEN
Mejico

and (ex-TCFer) RALPH

DE LARA

to

over the holidays. . . . Retiring Dec.

31st was JACK McEVOY, Kellogg Dept. He'll
do a little farming up north. . . . DR. and MRS.
FRANK MARANO
are infanticipating again.
. . . 'SANDY' SANDEEN of Men's Wardrobe
presented the Mrs. with an Xmas gift — a burlap
dress. He didn't think it such a hot idea until
inquiries began pouring in. . . . DAN BUCK,
FRED HALL, 'FLIT' PETZOLDT have earned
their waterwings. All 3 have fallen into TCF
lakes in the past few weeks. . . . Congrats to
AL DE GAETANO, Prop Makers. It was a girl
on Dec. 17th. Roxanne Jolie is her name. . . .
Good luck to GEORGE SAMPSON in his new
HONORED SPEAKERS — One of his first public appearances in America will be made by James
Francis Cardinal McIntyre, who received the Purple as the West's first Prince of the Catholic
Church ten days ago. Occasion is the second communion breakfast of the Hollywood motion
picture industry on Feb. 1st at the Hotel Statler . . . Lieutenant Governor Goodwin J. Knight,
right, will be the guest speaker at the Installation of Officers Dinner of the Westerners, Friday,
Jan. 23rd at the Cafe de Paris, announces Westerners president Henri Ledeboer. Aaron Halperin,
Fred S. Meyer and Billy Gordon head the Arrangements, Speakers and Entertainment Committees, respectively.

Publicity post
BILL JURGENSEN, Still Lab,
to Chicago and back. . . . Best of luck to
ROLAND SMITH, Police Dept., who retired Jan.
3rd after ISVz yrs. of service. . . . DAN PINCK
of the Music Dept, making a nice recovery and
expected

back

soon.

. . . RUDY

FREEMAN,

formerly of the Mail Dept, and ex-Multilither
BOB CLARK now in Publicity. Our best to

I

FIRE PREVENTATIVE— Watching a demonstration of a new
ground sterilizer being employed by the studio are Walter Jolley, Paint Dept. Head,
left and Jack Conlin, Head of
Maintenance. The product,
called CMU Weed and Grass
Killer, will keep an area fireproof for 3 years, eliminates
the necessity of digging up and
burning weeds time after time.
Conducting the demonstration
is Harry H. Roberts, center, of
the DuPont Corp. Right is Dexter P. Huntington of the Motion
Picture Research Coimcil.

both these nice guys.

. . . HELEN

TAUBKIN,

sec'y to Andre Hakim, became a mother on
Dec. 8th. A boy named Peter Allan. . . . ANDY
JENSEN, Transportation, and wife Vivian sporting new bowling balls from Santa. Bowlers,
watch out. . . . Glad to hear that JIMMY GORDON, Head of Optical Printing, is making good
progress,
will the
be world:
back soon.
. . Ladies'
Wardrobers to see
LEE .ROTH
& LORENA
NELSON to Europe in April, JONNI GREENE
to Hawaii in June. . . . PHIL (Construction)
ADAMS' wife, Louise, competing in a Santa
Monica ceramic and art exhibit with her outstanding work. . . . Glad

to know

that Ronald

K. Ford, son of Publicity's O. K. Ford is back
from Korea. . . . 'Twas wedding bells for Story
Analyst DOROTHY LEBEDOFF on Dec. 16th.
She married IRVING COHEN, an attorney. . . .
LARRY PARKER, Maintenance, sweated out
his Nov. 2 1st arrival all over again. He had a
girl, received

a birth certificate three weeks

ago for a boy. Hospital's error. He
girl, sent back the certificate!

TAX

kept the

NOTICE

A United States Internal Revenue
Agent will be on the lot February 16th
through February 20th, 8:S0 a.m. to
4:80 p.m. to assist those who need help
their Federal Income Tax
in preparing
Returns.
It will be necessary to phone
TCF SEABEES — The desert around Borrego Springs, Calif, will never be quite the same now
that the DESERT RATS company has done its stuff on location there. In order to shoot one vivid
scene on a rocky hill in the midst of sandy waste, a road was cut right through this junior
mountain. And to make sure that credit was duly received, the monument, seen above, was
erected by the boys that did the excavating.
I

for an appointment. Location and
phone extension will be announced
later. Information concerning State
Income Tax assistance will also be
announced soon.
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Powolny

First meeting of the year found the newly elected officers of the Studio Club Board of Controllers mapping plans for the new year. Left to right are
A1 De Weese, Vice-President; George Stephenson, President; Joliene Overacker, Secretary and Roy Metzler, Treasurer. Stephenson aimounces that
1953 will be packed with activities, with a greater variety of events being offered than ever before in the club's history.

New

Board

Officers

With a greater percentage of TCF
employees than ever before expected to
cast a vote of confidence in the Studio
Club by renewing

their membership

dur-

ing the club’s forthcoming membership
drive, the newly elected Studio Club officers held their first meeting last week.
Committees were organized and the educational and recreational agenda for the
coming year was outlined.
Initial event scheduled on the 1953
program is a game tournament, to be
held on the lot Friday, February 27th.
Details concerning this event will be
given later.
Late in April will be the Surprise
Spring Dance. This will be something
new among Studio Club affairs and
promises to be a delightful evening for
those who attend.
The coming of summer means that
youngsters and grownups alike can look
forward to the Annual Picnic. The 3000
employees,

family and

friends who

at-

Outline

year’s tourney and every one of them
received a prize for his efforts, regardless
of his final score. Once again participants
in this popular affair can anticipate a lot
ol laughs and many wonderful prizes at
this year’s Golf Tournament, to be held
Sunday, August 9th.
Plans are now being made for the 3rd
Annual County Fair and Hobby Show.
It will be held on the lot Saturday, Octol>er 3rd. This has proven to be a very
enjoyable affair, as attested by the fact
that the 1951 and 1952 County Fairs attracted over 4000 employees and friends.
The ever - popular Christmas Party
rounds out the list of major events during
the coming year. It will be held Sunday,
December 20th.
Many other events are scheduled
throughout the year, in addition to those
iibove. The Red Cross Blood Bank will
make its biannual trip to the studio April
1st and September 23rd. The week of
,\pril 20th will find the Los Angeles

tended last year’s Picnic at the Cheviot
Hills Playground will vouch for the succe.ss of that affair. This year, the Picnic
will be held Sunday, June 21st. Once
again the site will be Cheviot Hills Playground.
Following closely on the heels of the
Picnic is the Annual Golf Tournament.

Department on the lot administering free chest x-rays. 1,516 employees
took advantage of this service when the
mobile unit visited the lot last year.
Two very popular events planned for
the forthcoming year are the Art Exhibit
and Photo Exhibit. Both will be held at

Nearly

many

14

4fK) golfers turned

out for last

Health

the Cafe De Paris Sun Porch. Once

again,

prizes and trophies will be award-

’53 Plans

ed to the best entries. Dates and further
details will be announced later.
An active year is planned for the Little
Theatre, with a new show scheduled to
go into rehearsal within a few weeks.
Chess tournaments and other forms of
more passive recreation will be offered
throughout the year. Eye examinations,
without charge to employees, are continuing in the various departments, with
beneficial results.
A variety of educational classes and a
perennial sports program will fill the
coming months. Basketball, bowling,
swimming and softball constitute a part
of this recreational program.
1952 Studio Club President Tom
Krause, in turning the gavel over to incoming President George Stephenson, expressed his gratitude for the assistance
given through
him during
his yearand
in office.
“It
was
the energy
ingenuity
of board members, department heads,
stewards and volunteer workers that we
can look back on 1952 as haxing been a
fruitful year for every member of the
club.
In accepting his new post, Stephenson
expressed confidence in the future of the
Studio Club. “With the unending cooperation that the club receives from so
many

interested employees,

its success

during 1953 is a foregone conclusion.”

Zanuck

Statement

CHINCHILLAS

(Continued from Page 5)
Hollywood simply has faced a tighter
economic world realistically and made
plans accordingly. The coming year
should be healthier than ever. Business is
still good for the studio which turns out
the pictures that warrant it.
We will continue to produce an occasional off-beat picture. Public response
has given its stamp of approval to these.
It is this mass approval which gives us
new hope and heart and signifies that the
screen is no longer reaching for maturity
in the film masses. The screen public has
matured! We have assurance now that
producers no longer need to fear a subject of drama because it requires a thinking response on the part of audiences.
Thoughtful pictures, significant pictures,
enlightening pictures can and will be
made, and we who make them need only
be mindful of the primary responsibility
of imparting entertainment to the social
substance in order to give it popular

The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,

EXPERT

WATCH

Now that the holidays are over, bowling has resumed once again and the second half looms up as a real battle between several teams right down to the
wire. The Charlie’s Diner Team, captained by Joe Magliocco, led the packmost of the way, only to be nosed out
by one game the last night of the first
half. First half champs, the Gregory Peck
team, captained by incumbent Juanita
Bonfiglio, came through like the champions they are in beating out the Diner
squad by one game. The quintet is composed of Ike Danning, Harold Bow, Carl
Gerhard, Ed Levi, Lillian Bennett and
Juanita.
With only two weeks gone in the second half no team has a definite lead so
this will be a very interesting half to
watch. Winner of the second half of play
will meet the Gregory Peck team for
final league honors.
The seasonal highs have seen little
changes lately but now that everyone is
really warmed up, changes may take
place weekly.
Ghristmas week found four more happy turkey winners. Gongratulations this
time go to Bill Jorgensen and Maynard
Rugg for the men and Nancy Donaldson
and Lillian Bennett for the girls. Low
game honors this time went to George
Reynolds of the Western Ave. Lab.
The return match with the MGM
teams is coming up soon so watch for the
date and come on down and help put
our teams into the winners circle.
HAROLD

TAYLOR

-

REPAIRING

-

OR. 2-8281

GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS
The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
10677

WEST

PICO

BLVD.

(At Overland)

EASTMAN

AR.

7-8795

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES

appeal.
Of all the results of the past and promise of the future, this, to me, is the most
significant!

BOWUNG NEWS

INGLEWOOD

W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

CHARLES

CHICAGO

BICKFORD
NATIONALLY

Household

HOLLYWOOD

BOB WATERFIELD

KNOWN

Appliances
Hoover Vacuum
Lionel

1847

INC.

BRANDS

OF

Television and Radio
Cleaners

Trains

Rogers Bros, and Community Plate Silverware
Revere Ware . . . Descoware . . . and
Other

Gift

Items

“Still the Best Deal in Town’*
i

i

i

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson

Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506

ATTENTION

—

CAR

CR. 1-1135

OWNERS

Your 1953 license tabs may now be obtained
partment, 12 noon until 2:00 P.M.

at the Police De-

Bring your white 1953 registration slip with you. You pay only
the amount indicated on the slip. There is no additional charge.
This service will continue until February 4th. Come early and 15
avoid the last minute rush.

Everything

PROVEN FRIENDS

for the Photographer

Camera
Corral
17005 VENTLRA. ENCINO
ST. 9-4701

Cameras

Equipment

^ MP HALLO

of

20th Century-Fox
Employees

BR. 2-6034

CR. 6-9969

WESTWOOD

332 So. La Brea Aye.
Los Angeles 36

NURSERY

All Types
GARDEN
9786

PLANTS
West

AND SUPPLIES
of
Boulevard

Pico

foe S. Misraeh
Extends

UTTER

McKINLEY

MORTUARIES

a Welcome

To All

Studio Club Members
DRUGS

-

VITAMINS - PRESCRIPTIONS
AT 15% OFF

BURBANK

John Schreyer
1 -Day Service

DU. 8-2481
A. BROWN

To

Participate in Special Savings on
Complete

PHARMACY

CH. 8-6115

ARLEIGH

WEbster
8-6281

Mills Cafe

Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION
»♦«

Under
PAINTER

ARMANDO

New

Management

SANCHEZ

CR. 6-0825

GR.

★

4552

COMMERCIAL

Store Hours:

SIGNS

GEORGE

COURTNEY

9 to 5:30
Open

SAVE
on

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE

PENS

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

sample
line

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in TwenHeth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

DISCOUNT
hutch Self paints
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

PICO

DISCOUNTS

Paint and WaHpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE
OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

16

2nd STREET

PAINT and WALLPAPER

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday

Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

everything
in our

JOE

MAdison
»*« 9-1651

Artist Decorator
phone:

PHONE

CONTRACTOR

181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

studio Club Buyer’s Directory
LARGE APPLIANCES
( Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washing Machines, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreener, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Beverly Hills Stove Works (Stoves only), 467
No. Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills.. ..CR. 1-5239
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,
L. A
.....MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1 -2249

FLORISTS

REAL

Bel-Air Florist, 1 0932 Le Conte Ave., L. A.
(Mitzi and (Sieve Daggett)
AR. 7-1 755

Howard McCarty, 12300 Vi W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

FUNERALS

READY-TO-WEAR

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Central Furniture Co., 2401 So. Santa Fe Ave.,
L. A
LO. 5-5242
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. (Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-3047

HARDWARE
Atlas Hardware, 2317 Westwood
L. A

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,
L. A
MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayer's Jewelers, 1 1 34 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club.
(Watches only)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

(Newand Used)

Coberly's Lincoln-Mercury (Gordon Berry),
1400 W. 8th St., L. A
DU. 7-4242
Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard) , Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires,
Bafferies, Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A. (Discount on recap, only) ..AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
AR. 9-6375
Blvd., L. A
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave,
WY. 2194
L. A

AUTO

REPAIRS

GOODS

Studio Club

BICYCLES
Smith s Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L A
AR. 7-1249

BOOKS

CAMERA

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L- A
VVE. 0963

DRUGS

Johnsons Products.
.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

FIREPLACE

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L- A
WE. 3-9104

RELIGIOUS

& LEATHER

GOODS

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co., 315 So. La Cienega, L. A.
(Bob Brilliant)
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co,, 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1 743 So. La Cienega,
L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS —
GREETING CARDS
El Vanada Stationers, 10747 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

SPORTING

TELEVISION

THEATER

Studio Club

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co., 10931 W. Pico Blvd.
(Mr. Irving)
AR. 7-2771
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PAINT

fir WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086 or BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

PHONOGRAPH
Gramophone
erlv Hills

RECORDS

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

Norty's Music Center, 1 0749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5750

fir RADIO

Al Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-3040

MAGAZINES
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1 636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

Studio Club

Studio Club

SUPPLIES

Stephen's Religious Arts, 12232 Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City
SU. 3-1257

Altman Sales Co., 1 0829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Bon Voyage, 342 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
(Mr. Michaels)
CR. 6-0472

OCULISTS
CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Studio Club

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

MATTRESSES

Burd's Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500
WY. 7901
Melrose Ave., L, A

BABY

Blvd.,
AR. 7-6596

JEWELRY

LIGHT

Al 369
Cerf So.
Company
(Ladies'
Robertson
Blvd., Coats, Suits, Skirts),
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats Only)
217 E. 8th St., L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's and Boys' Shop,
1 0643 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUG

SMALL APPLIANCES (Coffee
Makers, Electric Blankets,
Irons, Toasters, etc.)

AUTOMOBILES

ESTATE

TICKETS

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TOYS

TRAVEL

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service, 6665 Hollywood
Blvd. (C. Watts)
HO. 9-8131
Globe Travels, 10651 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
....BR. 2-6815

TYPEWRITERS
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance, 1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. (R. Tiernan) ....HU. 2-1 121
Maltz of Calif., 369 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213

VACUUM

CLEANERS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd..
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135

VITAMINS

Vitamins For Industry,
Call Studio Hospital

WATER

Ext. 727

HEATERS

Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
17

AL CERF COMPANY

- - Automotive

NEW

BUYERS

HOLLYWOOD

PRESENT

STUDIO

CALIFORNIA

Terms

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

Arranged

Open Monday and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

CARD

LANCASTER

SMART

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COAAPANY

WEAR

FOR MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest Prices

We

Have

Everything
USUAL

for the Well-Dressed

STUDIO

Man

COURTESY

10667 W. PICO BLVD.

Very Special Discounr Prices
To AM Studio Club Members
Carry a Complete

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Avenue

RALPH

We

FURNITURE

AR. 9-561 1
10649

CLUB

INC.

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

OF OLYMPIC)

CR. 4-5471
PLEASE

No. Highland

28

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

HAND

369 So. Robertson Blvd.
(JUST NORTH

HEYMAN

- -

and TRUCKS

REPRESENTATIVES,

1213

Ladies' Coats
Suits - Jackets - Skirts
ON

Information

CARS

Private Party Purchases Arranged
By Appointment Only
GLadstone 6111

WHOLESALERS

STOCK

and USED

PHONE:

(Next to Malibar)

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

Line of

Guaranteed Furniture

^

Appliances
Radios and Television

STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

Westwood Furniture Co.

“jmprcnccr
I
On Virtually Every Brand

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 7-2771
L. A. 64, Calif.
Open
Monday,

Thursday

and Saturday

IS’iphi

••^

ges
Electric —Ran
Gas
HomeandFreezers
\
/Aiic(All
_
Siz
es)

•

Automatic

( Including Wholesale

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

of the Following

10301 West Pico Blvd.

I

•

Until 10 P.M.

Washers

Connection

* Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
Disposers
,• GarbageSofteners
- Furnaces
• Refrigerators

on Food)

(any brand)

*

Television and Radios

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
*A$k for our wholesale Food lists

STUDIO

WESTWOOD'S

CLUB

MEMBERS

LARGEST

Has Arranged

FURNITURE

For You

STORE

and Your Family

To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
W 20th Centnry-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
18

Co.,

1651-57 Westwood
LOS ANGELES

24

BRadshaw 2-1 333
OPEN

Boulevard

MONDAY

CALIFORNIA
-ARizona 9-7355

and FRIDAY

NIGHTS

SHOP

SAM

.X

.

.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

LURYE'S
10515V2
West Pico

AR.
-

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
CARL WEISS,

Mgr,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

AR. 3-8636

10643 Pico Blvd.

7-8449

OPEN

WINES

and BOYS

EVERY

DAY

SPIRITS

DUMONT
RCA

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

and

TELEVISION

LIQUEURS

Case Goods Available at
10%
We

DISCOUNT

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

IMi RADIO a APPUANCi CO. ^
8879 W. Pico

Opposite

Stadium

Theater

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

(2 Blocks Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members
West of Robertson )
Open Monday and Friday Evenings

APPLIANCE
★ CARPETS

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

A LINOLEUM

★ TILE

Carpet
A

Complete

CARPET

SERVICE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

WAY

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And 1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte A ve., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

-

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

To Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

I. ALTMAN

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

thru Saturday —

Wallets
Batteries

Conveniently Located At

ARizona 7-7508
Monday

Tape
Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Dish Washers
Silverware

10829 SANTA

1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION

Freezers
Ironers

HARRY

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

Projectors &
Films
Accessories

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Furniture
Typewriters
Gas Ranges
& Electric

SALES

CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

— SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

Blvd.)

BRadshaw 2-7110

All

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances
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It^s time we got working

A S WE listen to the latest insults from Moscow, we’re

likely to get fighting mad.

Instead we’d better use our heads and get working mad.
It is clear by now that Stalin and his gang respect just one

World War III. That is to re-arm — to become
stay that way.

strong — and to

This calls for better productivity all along the line. Not just
in making guns, tanks and planes, but in tuming out civilian
goods too — and that means producing motion pictures better
and with greater efficiency.
Arms

must

come

first. But we

must

produce

arms

at the

mad!

thing — strength. Behind the Iron Curtain they’\ e been building a huge fighting machine while we were reducing ours.
Now we must rebuild our defenses — fast.
As things stand today, there is just one

BETTER

WE

PRODUCE

to pre\ent

■same time we produce goods for civilian consumption. We can
do this double job if we all work together to turn out more
for every hour we work — if we u.se our ingenuity to step up
productivity.
All of us must
we’re working

make

sacrifices for the common

for the biggest reward

freedom!

THE

way

THE

STRONGER

WE

GROW

of all —

good. But
peace

with

first
in the hearts
of their countrymen

GEORGE

WASHINGTON

DWIGHT

EISENHOWER
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Cafe
Bonflglio. Juanlts .
Cannon. Jo
Hospital
Fire
Conlon. Edward . . .
W.A. Lab.
Gripe. Ava
Employment
Darling- Dick
Maintenance
Davies, Red
De Gaetano. Al . . . .
Prop Makers
Dunlap, Pauline. . . .
Exec. Maint.
Sec’y
Elec.
Fontaine. Jean . .
Grip
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick
. . . . Men's Wardrobe
Paint
Jolley. Robert ...
Krause. Tom
Transportation
Camera
Lasky. Bess
Landscape
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are you a dodo bird?
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20th
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Pauline Dunlap
Roy Metzler
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Mtion Bditorial
. . it would be peculiarly improper to omit in this first official act my fervent supplications to that
Almighty Being who rules over the universe, who presides in the councils of nations, and whose providential
aids can supply every human defect, that His benediction may consecrate to the liberties and happiness
of the people of the United States a Government instituted by themselves for these essential purposes, and
may enable every instrument employed in its administration to execute with success the functions
allotted to his charge.”
Nearly 164 years after these words were uttered by George Washington in his Inaugural Address as the
first President of the United States, another great General voiced a similar prayer to the American People.
This, too, was the prayer of a new leader, taking the oath of office as President of the United States. And
as Dwight D. Eisenhower voiced it, one couldn’t help but think of Washington and Eisenhower in
much the same light.

When Washington became the first President, he was faced with the tremendous responsibility of
setting the wheels of a new government into motion. But it was not too big a job for this man, who was
known for the clearness and soundness of his judgment; for the quiet dignity and the indomitable
firmness with which he pursued every path which he had deliberately chosen.

Today, the world is looking to the United States for solutions to its many problems. The challenge
which confronts President Eisenhower as leader of the greatest nation in the world is an even greater
one than that faced by his Revolutionary predecessor. The fate of the new United States rested on the
shoulders of Washington. The fate of the world rests on Eisenhower’s.
Eisenhower is the man for the task. The confidence which the American People have placed in him
erases any doubt about that. And just as Washington steadied a nation on its feet through his wise
judgment and confident leadership, so will Eisenhower guide a troubled time, through his wide experience
of command

and intense patriotism and fidelity to America and its ideals.

The people have chosen a leader on his merit. The integrity of his character dispels the fear of the
future.

3

An

announcement

heralding

changes

for use in motion

in the motion picture industry as re\ olutionary in scale as the ad\ent of talking
pictures was issued jointly by Spyros
Skouras, president, and Darryl F. Zanuck,
\ ice president in charge of production, of
20th Century-Fox.
The Skouras-Zanuck statement revealed

Mr. Skouras’ and my conviction,”
stated, “that next October 1st the
Picture Industry will enter a new
far-reaching as the transfer from

silent pictures to sound in 1927.”
Unique

Principle

The Cinemascope is a device which
employs a distortion and rectification
principle to permit filming in color and
projection on a screen 2/2 times the ordinary size so as to give almost life-like animation to the players. This creates the
same feeling of audience participation as
attendance at a performance by living
players on the speaking stage.
Rights to Cinemascope were acquired
by Spyros Skouras from its inventor,
Henri Chretien, honorary professor at
the Sorbonne and at Paris Optical Institute. Its technical perfection was developed at the studio by E. I. Sponable,
New York technical director, and Sol
Ilalprin, the studio’s executive director
of photography. Herbert Bragg assisted
Sponable in the de\elopment.
Decision

for immediate

conversion

to

Cinemascope, which is expected to have
an equally revolutionary effect in
changing the installations in movie
hou.ses throughout the world, resulted
from demonstrations and conferences between Skouras, Zanuck, W. C. Michel,
e.xecutive vice president; A1 Lichtman,
executive in charge of general .sales; and

4

in

Research into microphone techniques resulted in the discovery of a system of
sound recording which could be used in
motion pictures to enhance their realism.

that 20th Century-Fox will convert the
majority of its production output forthwith to a new photographic and sound
system to be known as Cinemascope.
“It is
Zanuck
Motion
era, as

pictures. Pioneers

this early development were Lorin Grignon, sound development engineer and
Carl Faulkner, Sound Department head,
then assistant head of the department.

The advantages

of stereophonic sound

are 1) realism because of a correspondence between sound placement and actor

A N[W ERA
other executives who
York to witness tests.

came

from

New

or subject placement, 2) a more life-like
sound perspective and 3) greatly improved quality of reproduction. The difference between present recording and
stereophonic recording is analogous to
listening with one ear as compared to
listening with two.
'Robe' First to Roll

The first picture to go into production
using Cinemascope

Cinemascope is a simple, inexpensive
color film device which simulates third
dimension to the extent that objects and
actors seem to be part of the audience,
while its stereophonic sound imparts additional life-like quality as it moves across
the screen with the action. Cinemascope
requires only one camera for filming and
one machine for projection on the screen.
It utilizes the same cameras and projectors now standard in all studios and theaters. Itdoes not require the use of glasses
to simulate the effect.
Stereophonic

Sound:

Background

Stereophonic sound, which is to be
used in conjunction with Cinemascope,
was developed many years ago hut it was
not intended for motion picture use. 20th
Century-Fox first began exploring this
sound reproduction principle in 1944,
when a directive was received by the
Sound Department from the New York
Office to investigate stereophonic sound

will be the film ver-

sion of Lloyd C. Douglas’ world renowned book, THE ROBE. Start of production has been set back to February
16th to permit the realignment

of sets

to fit the enlarged scope and new dimetisions of the system.
Other Cinemascope pictures in color
to follow, in order of production, are
HOW
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE,
TWELVE
MILE REEF, THE STORY
OF DEMETRIUS, PRINCE VALIANT,
HELL

AND HIGH WATER, SIR WALTER RALEIGH, RIVER OF NO RETURN, KING OF THE
KHYBER

NO
BUSINESS
LIKEBerlin’s
SHOWTHERE’S
BUSINESS
RIFLES, Irving
and THE EGYPTIAN.
THE
eleven

ROBE will be the first of the
color Cinemascope features to

reach the nation’s theaters, with worldwide premieres scheduled for next October 1st. However, the company expects to
give demonstrations of the new process
to exhibitors in about eight weeks, which

of theater sound systems will be necessary to make the sound come from the
various horns and seem to emanate from
sources on or off screen.
Special Screens

Employed

Screens, specially developed by the
company for extra brilliance, may be any
length desired to fit any theater. The
screen in tests shown a few days ago
was 64 feet wide and 25 feet high, alwould

though a theater like New York’s Roxy
use one 80 feet long with proportionate ratio of height to width. The

screen curves to a depth of five feet —
enough to afford a feeling of engulfment
without reflecting annoying light from
one curved end of the screen to the other,
as deeper curving screens do.
Horizons are level, while the increased
ratio of length to height of the screen permits scenery to be \ iewed more as the

First picture to be filmed in 20th Century-Fox's revolutionary new process. Cinemascope, will
be THE ROBE. Discussing sets to be used in THE ROBE are, left to right, producer of the picture, Frank Ross; art director George Davis; supervising art director Lyle Wheeler emd Darryl
Zanuck, vice president in charge of production.

will include a completed
THE ROBE.
Completed

Product

sequence

from

to be Supplied

In order that there be no disruption of
theater operations during the period of
transition, exhibitors will be supplied
meanwhile with the 20th Century-Fox
product already completed or in production, including TONIGHT
WE SING,
C.\LL ME
MADAM,
GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES, TITANIC, THE
PRESIDENT’S LADY, THE DESERT
RATS, SAILOR OF THE KING, MAN
ON A TIGHTROPE
and WHITE
WITCH DOCTOR.
Compression

one seat in a theater as good as another
for the first time in film history. All this
has been achieved with a standard 35
millimeter camera and with no extra
manpower in the projection booth.
The only extra equipment needed in
Cinemascope filming is the special lens
attached to a regulation camera, while
two additional microphones pick up the
moving

sound. In projecting, a compensating lens is attached to an orthodox
projector, converting images back to
normal. Some re- wiring and augmenting

eye is adapted to see it — from side to
side, not up and down. In this connection,
it is recalled, motion pictures had to sacsome of
their
screen’s
when rifice
sound
came
because
one vital
side length
of the
picture frame
sound track.

was

used

to record

the

Due to the immensity of the screen,
few entire scenes can be taken in at a
glance, enabling the speetator to view
them as in life or as one would watch a
play when actors are working
posite ends of the stage.

from op-

Cinemascope will be made available
to all studios, producers and theaters in
the United States and to producers and
theaters throughout the world as soon as
additional
tured.

equipment

can be manufac-

Process

Cinemascope — a lens which restores
to its proper proportions an image previously distorted — makes possible the compression onto 35mm. film of scenes of
wide scope. When the film is projected
through a companion lens the distorted
image assumes its former shape, as a
trick mirror reflection in a carnival house
would

straighten itself out if placed before a mirror with compensating distortions.
In effect, the lens makes a 35 millimeter camera and a 35 millimeter projector, with which studios and theaters
are equipped, do the work of maehines
three times as big and makes possible the
photographing of scenery as the eye sees
it. Projected onto the wide, curved field
that the eye favors, it creates a thirddimension illusion of real life.
Of great importance to the viewer,
there is no distortion of images from any
seat in a theater. It can be viewed from
the front, middle, side or rear — making

One oi those most instrumental in the perfection of the studio's new Cinemascope process was
Sol Halprin, center, executive director of photography. He was assisted by (left to right) Lorin
Grignon, sound development engineer; Bill Weisheit, chief projectionist; Grover Laube, head
of the camera precision machine shop and Carl Faulkner, head of the Sound Department. Projectionist L.I. Jones (not pictured) has been working on Cinemascope also.
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Zhe Koviug Keporter
‘Discovers What
Cinemascope
Means to-.

Action's Roving Reporter is Julian Myers, veteran 20th Century-Fox
publicist. Julian contacted key studio employees to get their reactions to
Cinemascope. These interesting and enthusiastic observations appear
below.

THE PRODUCER,

SAMUEL

G. ENGEL:

I think there is no question at all as to whether
or not the Cinemascope process will benefit
the industr\- — that is a foregone conclusion —
it will undoubtedly benefit in a tremendous
wa>’. Because this is such a relatively simple
undertaking it is my belief that after extensive
tests ha\'e been made it will be — and should
lie — used in our entire program of pictures,
as has already been indicated in the trade papers througliout the industry.

THE DIRECTOR.

HENRY

KOSTER:

I feel we are standing on a new threshold
of motion picture entertainment just as we were
when sound was introduced. To view Cinemascope on its tremendous screen is an overwhelming impression, and makes >ou wonder how
\ou can concentrate again on the small conventional screen — just as it once made you
wonder when sound came in if you could ever
go back to silent pictures. I consider myself
luck>’ to be the director of a new medium. I
feel more ambitious and stimulated than ever
before.

THE ACTRESS,

CHARLOTTE

AUSTIN:

Cinemascope frees the player from cameraawareness. \\'hile doing the test I felt as if I
were on a theatre stage, acting for an entire
audience. And the camera doesn’t have to follow your movements. It remains motionless and
attentive, yet it sees everything. Another thing
many actresses will welcome is the honesty of
Cinemascope. camera
It doesn’t
conventional
often add
did. pounds
Now we like
can the
eat
steaks again, and I think Cinemascope will
bring
such too!
prosperity that we’ll be able to
afford us
steaks,

THE CAMERAMAN,

JOE MACDONALD:

People will see things they’ve never seen before. \\'hen you look at Cinemascope it’s hke
taking off blinders. It gives all the three dimensional feeling that people will want. Every
cameraman I’v'e talked to is enthused about
Cinemascope because we can make a more substantial contribution to storytelling. Best of all,
we’ll see tlie greatest acting yet, because scenes
will be longer and more intricate, and only the
most talented performers wall be able to
com|)cte.

THE SUPERVISING
LYLE WHEELER:

ART

DIRECTOR,

Suddenly the background has come to tlie
foreground! Thanks to Cinemascope tlie sets
will play a more integrated part in the picture
than ever before. Just as on a theatre stage,
width, not depth, will represent the typical
setup. This magnificent new medium creates
the feeling of third dimension yet does just
the opposite, dramatically, of what the Polaroid
process does. In Polaroid 3-D the audience is
continually shocked by the action coming out
at it. But in Cinemascope the audience is continually pleased by being drawn into the action.
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THE SOUND ENGINEER,
LORIN GRIGNON:

Robe”

We believe tliat the sound implications of
Cinemascope are as important as the visual
ones. In bringing stereophonic sound to the
screen the illusion of reality will be conveyed
to a degree never before realized. In the last
analysis, every department in a studio cooperates to tell a story. With Cinemascope we can
all be better authors.

HEAD OF THE MAKE-UP
BEN NYE:

DEPARTMENT,

I was very impressed during the showing
of the Cinemascope film and believe it is a
wonderful new turn for making pictures. One
thing which is so important — the film did not
disturb my vision.

FILM EDITOR,

WILLIAM

MURPHY:

been
new

in our Cinemascope tests, and they photographed satisfactorily even though they had
built in the conventional manner. Tliis

kind of motion picture is as much in contrast with the old flat movie as day is to night.

This isn’t a novelty. It is a permanent step forward in sight and sound, producing a picture
with greater life than ever before. I think it’s
terrific.

THE HEAD OF THE FILM LIBRARY
MONTAGE, BERNIE COOPER:

AND

I like Cinemascope about 1000% better than
the so-called 3-D that involves wearing glasses.
Particularly for anyone who has to w'ear glasses,
like myself, the Polaroid method is tiring and
distressing. I saw the feature which was made
in a 3-D process and shown at two local theaters for a few weeks recently and I consider
Cinemascope infinitely superior, as well as the

Editors will be able to deliver smoother pictures with Cinemascope because scenes will
run longer and have fewer cuts and close ups.
We will need fittle, if any, new equipment,
as our cutting rooms can now handle the 35
millimeter film used for Cinemascope, wliich is
the standard size. We can even use our present
Moviolas for viewing. Tliis is going to be great!

answer to audiences’ demands for something
truly new and good. We believe we will be
able to utilize most of the stock footage in our
fihn library in the Cinemascopic method. Both
optical printing and new applications of process
screen principles should permit this. As for
montage possibilities in Cinemascope, what an

THE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS, RAY KELLOGG:

invitation to creation! Can’t you just see a monscreen background
sixty-four feet
wide?along
We’llwith
be
able tage
toon aprovide
flavor

With Cinemascope, special effects will bring
greater realism than ever before. To me. Cinemascope is more important to the industry today than the advent of sound was in its day,
because Cinemascope came at the most critical
time in the history of the motion picture business. The best way to describe the difference
between the new picture and the old is to

the close shots. We’ll be able to have two or
three parts of the montage on the screen at once.

imagine yourself entering a tunnel. M'ith the
standard screen you’d just enter and see what
was straight ahead of you in the tunnel. But
Cinemascope shows you the tunnel going past
you
as you
and instead
what’s
aheadonofboth
you, sides
too. You
see enter
three —sides
of one. Now we’ve got what we’ve all been
waiting for: a better way to entertain.

THE MUSIC SUPERVISOR,
LIONEL NEWMAN:
Cinemascope presents a tremendous inspiration to do new and finer tilings musically.
Thanks to stereophonic sound, we will be able
to present music with perspective. Parbcularly
in production numbers will we have a chance
to “move” with mu.sic, to create entirely new
sensations. Planning and coordination between
all the creative departments of movie making
must be closer than ever, and the results will
be greater tlian we dare dream.

THE SUPERINTENDENT
BEN WURTZEL:

OF CONSTRUCTION,

Cinema.scope may involve more stage space
but not necessarily larger sets. We used the
city of Cana

sets which

were

built for “The

And, best of all, we’ll be able to make
montages shorter and more e.xplicit.

THE UNIT PRODUCTION

the

MANAGER,

JOE BEHM:

The big challenge in Cinemascope will be
to the director, because he will have to find
the new ways to tell his story. The old approaches to scenes are out. Better ones arc
ready, but which to use, and liow to use them?
These are the answers whicli will be found
only through experimentation, and Henry Roster is now blazing this new path in his preparations and rehearsals for “The Robe.” I believe that tlie first few films to be made in Cinemascope may take slightly longer to slioot than
if they were made “narrow.” But soon enough
the procedural questions will be answered so
that shooting schedules may be cut considerably below their present levels, and costs will
go down. I consider myself very fortunate to be
connected
with one of the greatest events in
movie history.

THE MAN WHO LIKES PRETTY
JOSEPH WRIGHT:

GIRLS,

Just imagine the kick obtained when viewing
musical numbers — to be able to closely watch
large shows just as though you were in the sixth
row orchestra instead of up in a gallery seat!
Imagine a long row of chorus girls practically
leaving the screen and coming out into the
audience to .sing to you!! Well — is that bad??

Your Ticket
To Fun
and
Benefit

In
F if ty-thr ee

VV^hen you sign your name to the Studio
Club’s roster of members this year, you
are opening the door to many excellent
recreational and educational activities for
yourself. For as a member of the TCF
Studio Club you will enjoy dozens of
activities and events which will prevail
throughout 1953.
Among these is the Club’s educational
program. At the present time, a ques-

tionnaire isbeing prepared, to determine
which classes are the most popular. Those
which are most in demand will be organized immediately and evening sessions
will begin.
On the social side, members of the
Studio Club can look forward to many
outstanding events during 1953. The
Game Tournament, Surprise Dance, Picnic, Golf Tournament, County Fair and

Christmas Party head the list of big
events that are forthcoming.
Discounts on hundreds
ployee assistance, ticket
Action Magazine are just
advantages offered by the

of items, emservice and
a few of the
Studio Club.

Join in these activities — take advantage of these services — by getting your
membership card in the Studio Club.
It’s your ticket to fun and benefit in ’53!

A found Zhe Cot dn PiCi
EARNS DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS— Santa Monica Gate's
Claude Eichar was proud to learn that his son. Major John L.
Eichar, USAF, was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross by
extraordinary achievement as a lighter pilot in Korea. On August
21, 1952, Eichar located a strategic target and despite intense
anti-aircraft fire and electrical failure in his plane, set up attacks
which destroyed one signal post, one bunker, one ammunition
pile, one self-propelled weapon and an estimated 75 enemy
troops. Major Eichar also holds the Air Medal. Left, he receives
his citation from Lt. Gen. Glen O. Barcus, Commanding General,
5th Air Force.

SLUGGERS OF THE PAST — Old-time fight fans are looking forward to
FIGHT TOWN, TCF pic centered around the Corbett-Fitzsimmons title
fight of 1896. Many former ring headliners appear in the picture, including Abie Bain, Phil Bloom, lack Perry and Kid Wagner. Above, left to
right are Gil Perkins (Fitzsimmons), Bob Perry, former light-heavyweight
king of Australia: ring announcer Jimmy Lennon, Dale Robertson and
John Day (Corbett).
1,710,000 PAIRS OF NYLONS — That's how many stockings are needed by the overcrowded
Greystone Park Mental Hospital (New Jersey) to obtain TV sets for its patients. Each 18,000
pairs received will be traded for on© video set. If you have any old nylons lying around
which you are planning on discarding, rinse them out and forward to the Studio Club —
we understand they will do a lot of good. Dolores Miter, left, of the Script Department
was the first to throw in a worn-out pair.

PERMANENT
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CHARITIES

FIGURES

presented

by 20th Century-Fox Lot Colonel Fred L. Metzler reveal that 98.1% of the industry goal was
realized. He added that there is every expectation of reaching 100% participation. Metzler
voiced his sincere appreciation to 20th CenturyFox employees for their support in the Perma-

MATRON
AND PATRON— Recently installed
as Worthy Matron and Worthy Patron of the
Moneta Chapter of Eastern Star were Bob
Henderson, Elec. Prod., and his wife Flavia,

nent Charities campaign. 99% of the studio's
workers contributed $192,825.11 by Fair Plan
and direct donations.

formerlycomed of
the Cafe.
The the
Henderson's
their first
child into
family on welNovember 20th — Robert E. Henderson, Jr.

ures

Afid Words
Two

transportation drivers have pulled fast

{??) ones. HAROLD
GODDING, with a 13
year old daughter, is e.xpecting soon. Driver
Phil Posito has a 15 year old son — expects
the stork shortly, also. How about that? . . . It’s
getting close for ADA GRECHIN, Script, and
HOWARD
!

TAYLOR,

Production

—

wedding

bells for them on Feb. 1.5th. . . . ‘BUD’ HOFF-\IAN, formerly of Multilith, now in Stationery
& Supplies. . . . GEORGE PRICE, Salvage,
and HARRY SHANAHAN, Maintenance, welcomed back to work after long illnesses. . . .
ARLENE CRONEN, Accounting, on leave to
Florida — land of sunshine & hurricanes. . . .
Lots of surgery the past few weeks: CIEL
MARGOLIS, Still Lab, recuperating at Cedars;
TWILA

MILLS,

Hospital, back to work minus

her tonsils; ETTER D’ORAZIO, Cutting, at
Calif. Hospital for major surgery; EARL
TEST

CREW

VISITS

STUDIO — Recent

visitors on the lot were these six Naval Air Corps officers

who have been selected to put Lockheed's new Super Constellation through its forthcoming
cross-country test flight. Left to right are Lt. Commanders Ray Neal, Hal Lettvin, brother of
Action Staff Cartoonist Ed Janis: Bob Adair, Bud Aasness, Don Gex (Lt.), and Hal Herman.

W.4LKER, Camera, back after a minor operation; HARRY ABRAHAMS, Transportation, operated on Feb. 2nd, now at MP Country Home.
Our sincere wishes for speedy recoveries to all
^hese swell TCFers. . . . Lensman JOE LA
SHELLTE’s cow beat his daughter to thepunch.
He’s grandfather to a bull, while his daughter is
expecting momentarily. . . . Flu bug struck
nurses JO CANNON
and CERO PROSSER
and M. of F. clerk DAVE PAUL. All are

IMPORTED SWEET — Launching the
Crusade for Freedom campaign on the
lot February 12th is Elizabeth 'Betty'
Worledge, formerly of 20th CenturyFox Productions, Ltd. of England.
Betty was bom in London, has done
motion picture work with J. Arthur
Rank

Religious Films, M.G.M.'s British company, independent British
companies. She started on the lot
January Sth.

better now; Davie savs be can lick his weight
in wildcats. . . . BOB SMITH, back to Research from Korea, has returned to LACC on
the GI Bill. He’s shooting for a history teaching
credential, is prepping as a Sunday School
teacher. PEMBROOK
HERRING, Mail, replaced Bob in Research. . . . SEYMOUR SUSSMAN, also of the Mail Dept., moved over to
Script last fortnight. . . . Nurse IRENE LEWIS
and HARRY THORNSBERRY, Transportation,
were married Jan. 24th. Lots of luck to them.
. . . 'faking over as Fire Captain is ED CONLON. He has 15 years’ fire experience, served
for 7 years as inspector under the supervision
of late assistant Fire Chief, Jack Montgomery.
. . . . JIMMY DINNEEN, Maintenance, ill for
the past 2 weeks, should be back soon. . . .
HELEN
KING, W.A. operator and wife of

I

}
«
)
r I

CAPT. ED KING, in St. John’s with pneumonia.
Hope to see her back on the board before long.
. . . . The JIM RUMAN S have adopted twins

I
•■I

I

— puppies, that is. They’re grandchildren of
Daisy, of ‘Blondie’ fame. . . . ‘BUD’ ANHEUSER, Transp., now owns a ‘Skiperee’ — it
looks like a black bear, is quite rare. That’s 30.

TAX NOTICE
A United States Internal Revenue
Agent will be on the lot February 16th
through February 20th, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. to assist those who need help
in preparing their Federal Income Tax
Returns. It will be necessary to phone
CREDIT UNION DINNER — January 1 5th was the date of the Annual Credit Union Dinner at the
Cafe de Paris. In attendance were, left to right, Lloyd Nobles, Don Curl, newly-elected president; Pete Montemurro, vice-president; Galvin Wood, Loretta Powell, Estelle Trager, Ike Danning, Homer Traw, Secretary-Treasurer; AI De Weese, Robert Patton, Ted Frazer, Les Dressier
and Bob Lollier. Supervisory and Credit Committees were appointed at the dinner.

for an appointment. Location and
phone extension will be announced
later. Information concerning State
Income Tax assistance will also be
announced soon.
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CLUB
Meiv Come fa Series
Te Begin Feb, 24tb
Under the expert guidance of TCF
still photographer Frank Powolny, a new
Camera series will begin on the lot Tuesday evening, February 24th. The series
will consist of six weekly meetings, from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Tuition for the entire
course has been set at $3.00.
Powolny is well qualified to lead this
new group. He has been a TCF employee
for over thirty years, starting at Western
Ax enue in 1921. He has served as assistant cameraman during his extensixe career in photography and also does sculpture work and oil painting. He received
his sculpture training in Vienna.
Powolny has outlined what the series
xvill cover, emphasizing that the course
will be designed in such a way as to appeal to both beginners and advanced

\e u’iom'Dugdale

Getting in a few
excellent record,

practice shots is the MM-sponsored 20th Century-Fox hoop squad. Team
is only one game away from top spot in Municipal League competition.

has an

BASKETBALL SQUAD TO LEAVE FOR MEXICO
Participation in two leagues has kept
the TCF basketball club hopping the last
few weeks. The team is now in the last
week

of its first half of play in the Los

Angeles

Municipal

Industrial

League,

end of February 14th. Designed to promote inter-American goodwill, the expense-paid sojourn will find a dozen
going south of the border to

the Still Lab, with Herman Leiber hosting, and an on-the-lot field trip Sunday,
March 8th.

cagers

participate.

Those xvho would

Activity in the team’s YMCA league
has been fast and furious. Ex-collegiate
competition has made the going rough

six more weeks of play in the roundrobin competition. The studio squad has

thus far, but the fellows have

hopes of

in this league. The team has good reserve

picking up in this division before the end
of the season. TCF grip Frank Lubin,
former cage great, has sparkplugged play

strength and past performance during
the first half of the .season indicates TCF

in the Y
meetings.

is a strong contender to top the league.
Most exciting to the members of the

Once again, TCF sport fans are in\ ited to watch the team play — Tuesday

team

evenings, 9930 Santa Monica Blvd.; Friday exenings, 4600 W. Olympic Bh d.

was

news

to wind

of its invitation to play

in a .series in Mexico

during the week-

Leathercraft
Formation

up victors

the lot has been received enthusiastically
by ({uite a few interested employees, with
meetings being held every W’ednesday
evening, 6:30 to 9:00 p.m. in the Old
Cafeteria.
.Attention is being focu.sed on the making of purses, moccasins, belts and wallets. Specialized instruction will be given
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league

Class Now

of a leathercraft class on

enthusiasts alike.

cover “Your Camera,”
andFirst
willmeeting
includewill
semi-technical
information about the use of your camera. The
other sessions will include the folloxving
data, in this order: Composition, Lighting, Negative and Printing, Final Results
of Shooting and Color Photography. The
series will also embody a visit through

holding down second berth after its recent 55-53 squeak loss to undefeated
Hoffman Radio Corporation. There are

an e.xcellent chance

photography

during

be interested in join-

ing this group should contact the Studio
Club, Ext. 745 immediately as space in
the class may be limited. Remember the
date of the first meeting: Tuesday evening, 7 p.m., in the Old Cafeteria.

the past few

Underway

in more advanced leatherword as soon as
the size of the class increases.
Tuition

for this specialty group

has

been established at 50c per meeting, payable monthly, in advance. Anyone who
would be interested in joining the class
should contact Bob Weatherford, Ext.
386.

Powolny, left, prepares Michael Rennie
for a portrait shot. Frank will head the new
Camera class, beginning on the lot Tuesday,
February 24th.
Frank

ACTIVITIES
BOWLING NEWS
STUDIO CLUB presents

With the bowling season approaching
the mid-point of the second half, a real
battle is looming up for first place among
several teams. As of this writing no team
the fourteen entries can be declared out of first place money this half.
At the present time, after five weeks of

m

among

bowling, Walter Jolley’s Jokers are precariously holding on to first place — by
the slim margin of one game. Their record shows 14 wins and 6 losses; but right
behind them tied for second place are

1953 GAME TOURNAMENT

the Richard Widmark and Charlie’s Diner teams with identical records of 13
wins and 7 losses apiece.

GIN

The season standings for teams and
individuals have seen several changes
lately, but at present the season high
team series is held by the Gregory Peck
team with a very respectable 1023. Individual highs for the men are held by
Axel Rasmussen and Gerry Stoller. Individual highs for the girls are held by
Jean Hansen and Elena Vassar. These
marks, while very good in themselves,
only serve as incentives for the rest of
the bowlers to better them. Among the
regulars, John McCafferty holds the high
average for the men with a 178 and Jean
Hansen still reigns high for the women
with a 150.
The return match with several selected
teams from the MGM lot has been set for
Sunday, February 8th, 2:00 p.m. at LloDa-Mar Bowl in Santa Monica. Our
teams will be out to give a good account
of themselves again but a little TCP support in the background would be heartily
appreciated; so come on down Sunday
afternoon and root for our teams.
HAROLD

RUMMY

CONTRACT

CHESS

CHECKERS

-

Refre^ihmeiits
★

CAFE
FRIDAY

BRIDGE

EVENING

FEBRUARY

27th

★

de

-

Prizes

★

PARIS
7:30 P.M. till ????
75c Per Person

REGISTER AT THE STUDIO CLUB
EXPRESSING GAME PREFERENCE

TAYLOR

Little Theater to
Present "Male Animal"
“The Male Animal,” Elliott Nugent
comedy which is currently enjoying an
enthusiastic run on Broadway, will be
presented by the Little Theater group,
it was announced. John Ehrin, TCP cutter and director of the forthcoming show,
reveals that try-outs will be held Thursday and Friday evenings, February 12th
and 13th. Anyone interested in appearing in the play or working backstage
should report to the Old Cafeteria on the
lot either of those two evenings.
Scheduled run of the show has been
tentatively set for the week after Easter,
April 6th through 11th.

Try-outs for "The Male Animal," comedy by Elliott Nugent, are to be held Thursday and Friday
evenings, February 12th and 13th. Above, Roy Brewer ^d Birgit Lindberg read a few lines for
John Ehrin, director of the play. Ehrin invites all those interested to attend the try-outs.
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Some Good Advice On
How To Prevent Fires
+

AT

1. This is brush fire time — don't burn
without a permit.

-K

HOME

2. Spring Cleanup —
means fewer fires.

clean

property

3. Clean and repair defective chimneys,

*
*

4. Check yovir house for fire hazards —
correct them.

5. Have your heating eguipment in- 6. Be sure your electric wiring and
spected and cleaned annually.
equipment are in proper order.

AT

1. Don't throw cigarettes or matches
baskets — use receptacles.
2. Don't smoke
or out.
12

near inflammable

■¥

WORK

into waste-

areas — inside

3.

Make sure all matches
before leaving them.

and cigarettes are out

4. Report to the Fire Department
you see on the lot.

any fire hazard

T

JLHE only noteworthy thing about a
Dodo bird, to our recollection, is that he
is extinct. He doesn’t live here any more.
The gent in the cartoon above doesn’t
live here any more either. Look at him —
he has no problems, no ta.xes, no bills.
He, too, is extinct — a human Dodo bird.

CREDIT

Today everybody has problems. A lot
of them concern money; money you need,
for one reason or another — in sickness
and in health.
Take yourself, for instance. Perhaps
you have had some unexpectedly heavy
expenses. Or maybe you would like

UNION

2. Credit Union deposits and payments are made
through payroll deduction — the simplest way
to handle your financial matters.

is currently paying

2^2%

4. Credit Union

loans are strictly confidential.

5. Credit Union

loan interest rates are less.

Regardless of the nature of your financial need, dealing with your Credit Union
and Group Insurance by payroll deduction are two of the smartest things you
can do. Here’s why:

GROUP

1. Credit Union investments and loans are convenient. No trips to the bank.

3. Credit Union
savings.

money for a new car. Possibly hospital
expenses are anticipated in the future.

on

INSURANCE

1. Group Insurance offers complete protection for
you and your family at a minimum cost.
2. Group Insurance policies cover life, accidental
death and dismemberment, weekly sickness
and accident payments, hospital and surgical
expense reimbursements for yourself, wife and
children.
3. Group Insurance pays concurrently
disability insurance.

with state

4. Group
tape.

— no red
13

Insurance

pays immediately

IMPORTANT
The

NOTE:

name

has been
maScope.

of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox's new 3-D process
changed to Cine-

JOHNSTON POINTS TO INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
New de\elopments and changes always have been a part of the motion picture industry, and there has never been
any cause to fear them because the business has come out bigger and better each
time, Eric Johnston declared recently in
his “Shape of Things to Come” address
at the Community Relations Conference
of the Motion Picture Industry.
Addressing several hundred presidents
and delegates of key city Motion Picture
Councils, along with officers and motion
picture chairmen of women’s organizations, whose reviews and reports on films
are broadcast to some 50,000,000 members, the MPA A president said that right
now third-dimension (i. e.: Cinemascope) and other new developments are
coming along fast. He also cited theaterTV

and

said that, “In a nutshell, this

means

that whole new

vistas are opening

up in motion picture entertainment.”
The progress being made by American
films overseas, both as entertainment and
incidentally as an anti - communist
weapon, is one of the most hopeful factors in the over-all motion picture situation, Johnston said. “By being made
solely to entertain and containing no political propaganda, American motion pictures are predominantly favored in all
countries abroad and are continually expanding their world
In an attack
on the audience.”
six states and various local communities that have film censorship, Johnston pointed to the recent
Supreme Court and Ohio court victories
the industry won against censors, and
said the fight for freedom of the screen
would continue until victory is achieved.

Reorganization of the Location Department
finds Bob Metzler taking over as head of the
department. He plans on streamlining Location
for maximum efficiency.

3157 Personal Appearances Given in 1952
More

Ilolh'wood

film and radio enter-

give whole-heartedly of their time and
talents for the benefit of other projects

tainers made more free personal appearances for patriotic and public service
events here and overseas in 1952 by nine
per cent o\ er 1951.
A total of 853 performers gave 3,157
gratis appearances in conjunction with
680 programs last year to score the greatest 12-month record in the history of the
Hollywood Coordinating Committee.

Since
said. 1946 the Hollywood Coordinatphy
ing Committee, serving as the clearing
house for top talent of radio, screen and

A summary of ’52 volunteer activities
by filmland’s name personalities through
the HCC was announced recently by
George Murphy, president.

In this seven-year period the HCC has
received a total of 3,256 separate requests
from all parts of the world for gratis
talent which have been screened and

“The increase indicates once again the
willingness on the part of the Hollywood
entertainment industry and its artists to

1,002 approved either as one event or as
a continuing year-round series of pro-

and causes throughout

the world,” Slur-

stage, has booked 14,996 free appearances on 4,858 patriotic and public service events.

Appointment of Bob Metzler to head
of the Location Department was announced last week in a move aimed at
streamlining the operation of that department. Bob has worked in Location
for the past 3 years and is well qualified
to supervise this phase of the company’s
operations. With several domestic and
foreign
anticipated
future,
the
new pictures
department
head in'
andthehis
staff
will be kept very busy.
“In obtaining

maximum

efficiency in

our department,” Metzler said, “we are
all going to call on our past experiences
with location and its problems. We will
eliminate unnecessary phases of the work
and add others which will expedite our

grams.

m
•
•
•
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operation.”
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SAVES

YOU

MONEY

10301 West Pico Blvd.

On Virtually Every Brand of the Following

Gas and Electric Ranges
Home Freezers — (All Sizes)
(Including Wholesale Connection
Automatic Washers (any brand)

on Food)

Phone CR. 1-6258 (Briz or Bob)
14

CLUB

• Complete Kitchens or Remodeling
• Garbage Disposers
• Water Softeners - Furnaces
O Refrigerators
• Television and Radios
*Ask

for our wholesale Food lists

It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION reports the death of:
MARY

FISHER TAYLOR
January 4, 1953

(Cafe)

(6 years’ service)
FORREST WALTER
HINYAN
(ELEC. PROD.)
January 17, 1953
(2 years’ service, from

1936)

Westerners Installation Dinner Attracts 400
PHOTOGRAPHS

BY

ALEX

BABCOCK

f 1
1

%

,

*

LOn Friday evening, January 23rd, the
20th Century-Fox Masonic club. The
Westerners, held a gala banquet in the
Cafe de Paris for the purpose of their
annual Installation of Officers. A crowd
of well over 400 was in attendance, with
many

Masonic dignitaries on hand. Included were worshipful inspectors, worshipful Masters and several presidents of
Masonic clubs of other studios. A fine

dinner was served by Nick Janios and
many favorable comments were received.
Excellent entertainment was provided by
Billy Gordon and staged by A1 Siegel.
The new officers who were installed
were; Glenn Harman, President; Bill
Weisheit, 1st Vice-President; Hal Sailor,
2nd \hce-President; A1 De Weese, Financial Secretary; Hal Gordon, Recording
Secretary; Henry Goldfarb, Fred Meyer
and Dick Lechlitner, Executive Committee members; Stan Enison, Chaplain and
Roy Potts, Historian. Presiding at the
meeting was retiring President Henri
Ledeboer who served as Master of Ceremonies and installing officer. He was assisted in the installation by Past President
Campbell Forsyth as Marshal and Dick
Lechlitner as Chaplain.
Many studio executives, including Vic
Christensen, Jack Codd, Fred Meyer and
Sid Rogell were in attendance with their

1

'

wives. “Mr. Westerner,” Tommy Moore
of the Western Ave. Grip Dept, was
present, his first appearance after a long
illness. Charles Coburn was also on hand
for the affair. William F. Harris of the
Grip Dept, was presented a beautiful
Masonic Bible in appreciation of his outstanding welfare work.
Fred Meyer introduced some local dignitaries, including Justice White, Judge
Koenig and Chief of Police Anderson of
Beverly Hills. He then presented Lt. Gov.

evening.
Goodwin
Glenn

J. Knight, the speaker of the
Harman

received

the official

gavel as President and after a few words
of acceptance closed the meeting with a
benediction by the new Chaplain, Stan
Enison.
Retiring President Ledeboer would like
to express his thanks and appreciation on
behalf of the Westerners to the studio
management and many others for their
kind assistance during the past year.

CHINCHILLAS
The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,

EXPERT

WATCH

INGLEWOOD

REPAIRING

OR. 2-8281

GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS
15

The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
10677 WEST

PICO BLVD.

I At Overland)

AR. 7-8795
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PROVEN FRIENDSi
of

=

20th Century-Fox

Employees

|
=

FOR SALE — 1941 Plymouth coupe. New
retreads. Good transportation. $150. Call
Studio Club, Ext. 745.
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
AR. 9-561 1
J 0649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

Jofc Mills Cafe
Under New Management

UTTER

McKinley

|

MORTUARIES

|

CR. 6-0825

ARLEIGH

A. BROWN

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM?

CR. 6-9969

WESTWOOD

BR. 2-6034

*

NURSERY

All Types
GARDEN

PLANTS

9786

West

of
AND

Pico

SUPPLIES

Boulevard

COURTNEY

I
|

HEYAAAN
FURNITURE

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

.

Terms Arranged

Open Monday

5843 West Pico Blvd.

Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION
»*«

PHONE

JOE

MAdison
»♦« 9-1651

and Friday Nights

Los Angeles 35, California

• DIAMONDS
• GIETS

Store Hours:
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

2nd STREET

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE

PAINT and WALLPAPER

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
PENS

• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTAILE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

GIFT
sample
line

• SPORTING
• DELMAR

GOODS

WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

DISCOUNT
hutch Self PainU
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

PICO

DISCOUNTS

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE
OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

16

Extends a Welcome To All
Studio Club Members

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

OF

^ae S. Misrach

CO.

WEbster 3-3227

SAVE

7-5714

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Complete

GEORGE

STanley

To Participate in Special Savings on

★

DU. 8-2481

HAP umm

181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS
IS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeem’kers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,L. A. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westv/ood Blvd., L. A.
(Discount on recaps only)
AR. 9-7721
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100
Blvd., L. A
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La
L. A
West Coast Stores (B. F. Goodrich
5146 Lankershim Blvd , N. H

AUTO

Westwood
AR. 9-6375
Brea Ave.,
WY. 2194
Products),
SU. 1-2694

REPAIRS

Burd's Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

AUTO

WASHING

Union Service, 11072 Santa Monica Blvd. (at
Sepulveda), L. A
AR. 9-1202

BABY

GOODS

Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners. 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

FIREPLACE

POULTRY
Phil's Poultry, 1434 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-9295

FURS
Studio Club

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
,WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755

FUNERALS
DU. 8-2481

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

HOME
Armando

AR. 3-3047

DECORATING
Sanchez

GR. 4552

JEWELRY

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

UGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

& DRUGS

REAL

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 1 2300*72 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS
Pina's, 9514*/2 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
Websters, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

CR. 6-5825
AR. 9-9554

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 5-9796

RELIGIOUS

SUPPLIES

Stephen's Religious Arts, 12232 Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City
SU. 3-1257

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SEWING

MACHINES

Pfaff Sewing Center (M. A. Mathison)
8943 Santa Monica Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-8400

LIQUORS
Fox Hills Liquors (Earl Liebman), 10275 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-2771
Patio Liquors (Sam Lurye), 10515'/2 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

LUGGAGE

PRESCRIPTIONS

Burbank Pharmacy (John Schreyer)
CH. 8-6115 (or call Studio Club)

READY-TO-WEAR

GIFT SHOPS

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

SPORTING

Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co. (Mr. Irving), 10931 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-2771

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

STOCKS

& BONDS

(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

OPTOMETRISTS

THEATER
Studio Club

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5750

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-1308

PHONOGRAPH

GOODS

Dean Witter & Company

MATTRESSES

PAINT

FIXTURES

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown).

FURNITURE
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Westwood Furniture Co. (Mr. Irving), 10931 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-2771

TRAVEL

TICKETS
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Globe Travels, 10651 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-6815

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance (R. Tiernan), 1531
No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS

Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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i Household Appliances Television and Radio
Hoover Vacuum

►
k

[

Cleaners

Lionel Trains
1847 Rogers Bros, and Community Plate Silverware
Revere Ware . . . Descoware . . . and
Other Gift Items

It

Still the Best Deal in Town”

WHOLESALERS

Ladies' Coats
Suits - Jackets - Skirts
STOCK

ON

HAND

369 So. Robertson Blvd.
(JUST NORTH

OF OLYMPIC)

CR. 4-5471

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
t

AL CERF COMPANY

OF

BRANDS

NATIONALLY

I

PLEASE

PRESENT

STUDIO

CLUB

CARD

143 So. Robertson Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

I BR. 2-5506

CR. 1-1135

i

RALPH

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

FOR MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest Prices

We

Have

Everything

for the Well-Dressed

USUAL STUDIO COURTESY
10667 W. PICO BLVD.
PHONE:
(Next to Malibar)

EASTMAN

Man
AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

FILMS

FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

WESTWOOD'S

CLUB

LARGEST

We

Carry a Complete

Line of

Guaranteed Furniture
RadiosAppliances
and Television

Westwood Furniture Co.

Monday,

Open Until 10 P.M.
Thursday and Saturday

Night

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

INC.

CHICAGO

STUDIO

Very Special Discount Prices
To All Studio Club Members

10931 West Pico Blvd.
ARizona 1-211}
L. A. 64, Calif.

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.

WESTWOOD
FURNITURE
COMPANY

HOLLYWOOD

MEMBERS

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
1651-57 Westwood

Boulevard

LOS ANGELES 24
CALIFORNIA
BRadshaw 2-1333 ARizona 9-7355
OPEN

18

MONDAY

and FRIDAY

NIGHTS

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
0 Underwood Typewriter Co.,
& 20th Centnry-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Co.,

SAM
LURYE'S
105151/2

West Pico

AR. 7-8449
OPEN

WIISES -

EVERY

DAY

SPIRITS

LIQUEURS

Case Goods Available at
10%

DISCOUNT

We Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

'/z Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches Gr Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

To Choose

From

15% DOWN
1 8 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Tape Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios

Wallets
Batteries

Cameras

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION

Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Projectors
&
Films
Accessories

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Furniture
Typewriters
Gas Ranges
& Electric

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508

SALES CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a m to 6 p.m.

Blvd. )

BRadshaw

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

Sales For

Authorized

All

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances
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STAFF

Art Houser
Editorial Dir.
Bob Mintz
Editor
R. Billick
.A tivities Dir.
Vivian Jorgensen.
Asst. Ed.
Freddie McPhie
Asst. Ed
•

STAFF

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassburn
Ed Janis
•

it takes two to tango, it takes three

to record
used
Shown

stereophonic

in conjunction

sound,
with

the system

CinemaScope.

at right is the triple sound

boom

set-up for THE ROBE, first 20th production
to be filmed in CinemaScope. For more

My

about CinemaScope, Polaroid 3-D and other
production news, see Page 7.

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky
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Joseph Schenck leaves 20th
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Pauline Dunlap
Roy Metzler
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20th nets dozens of awards for 1952
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F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Bfvd., Los Angeles 64,

3
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Joseph Schenck Ends His Association With 20th
Joseph M. Schenck, executive production head of 20th Century-Fox and one

“This decision has been a doubly difficult one to make not only because of a
sentimental attachment to the Company
to whose upbuilding I bave given so

of the motion picture industry’s leading
figures, submitted his resignation late last
month in a joint letter to Spyros Skouras
president, and Darryl F. Zanuck, vicepresident in charge of production. Withdrawing because of bis vast theatre and
other interests apart from the company
which required his full attention, Schenck
expressed his sincere regret over the
termination of so pleasant an association.
Schenck’s affiliation with 20th CenturyF'ox began in 1932 when he and Zanuck
formed 20th Century Pictures. The company was so successful that after two
years it was taken into a merger with the
Fox Film Corporation, to become 20th
Century-Fox. Schenck became chairman
of the board and Zanuck, head of production. Following the death of Sidney Kent
a few years later, Skouras became president and the three executives have remained at the helm ever since.
Expressing

great disappointment

many years, but because of the enriching
satisfactions of my association with you,
Spyros, and you Darryl. Few men have
been so fortunate as to be able to link
their careers with two men of such
worthy and outstanding attributes.
“Few men, too, have seen their
dreams of enterprise so crowned with
success as we have. From the day when
20th Century Pictures was formed,
through the exciting days of the merger,
and up to the very present, our Company
has grown and progressed.
gram I know will continue.

It is a pro-

“I look back upon our many years of
harmonious collaboration with great

Joseph M. Schenck

on

pleasure, and with the knowledge that
the long association will yield bright and
happy memories. It is therefore with the
greatest regret that I must bow to the
demands of private interests, but I do so

receivingsaid
Schenck’s
letter of resignation,
Zanuck
:

“It is with great reluctance that I am
compeled to inform you of my resignation as Executive Production Head of the

knowing that the reins of 20th CenturyFox remain in the hands of two most

“I know that Joseph Schenck’s continuance with the company for several
years now has entailed a sacrifice on his
part of the time needed for his many
other personal interests.

20th Century-Fox
tive immediately.

capable men.

“Ours has been a long, harmonious and
happy association, and I don’t think there
has been a comparable one in tbe history
of the motion picture industry. Like
everyone who has known him I have the
highest affection and respect for him, and
am sorry he will no longer be in our
official family.

Company,

to be effec-

“I want you both to know that it is
only after grave thought and consideration that I make this decision. The demands of my personal and theatre interests, however, have been increasing to a
point where I no longer am able to give
the time and attention which I feel my
position with the studio should have, so
I feel there is no fair alternative to the
course I am taking.

“If at any time in tbe future the Company, or you, Spyros, or Darryl, feel that
I can at any time be of even the slightest
assistance in any way, please be sure that
I will only be too glad to be of help without compensation.
“To you and to
20th Century-Fox
been my privilege
this opportunity to

every member of the
organization it has
to serve with, I take
express my gratitude

and heartfelt thanks.”
“Everyone

in the 20th Century-Fox organization will share my regret at his
departure, and will remember his services to the company with gratitude. We
are all happy that he will always be available for the council that has been so
valuable

in helx^ing build

organization.”
Skouras also expressed

our

deep

great
regret,

and said Schenck’s resignation would
leave tiona ranks.
big void in Hollywood’s producSchenck has been a power in the motion picture industry since the earliest
days of silent pictures. He began as producer of pictures starring Norma and
Constance Talmadge and Buster Keaton,
then was both president and chairman of
the board of United Artists, from which
affiliation he resigned to join with Zanuck
in forming 20th Century. While he continues in theatre operations, his departure
from 20th Century-Fox marks the first
time in 40 years that his name will be
absent from the production end of motion
pictures.
Following is the text of Schenck’s letter
to Skouras and Zanuck;

Joseph M. Schenck's association with 20th Century-Fox began in 1932 with the formation of
20th Century Pictures. Headed by Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck, the company was so successful
that it merged two years later with the Fox Film Corporation. This picture was made during
the first years of Zanuck and Schenck's association. Schenck recently announced
interests required him to sever his ties with 20th Century-Fox.

that his other
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THROUGH
THESE
PORTALS
SCRIPT

DEPARTMENrS

MULTILITH
AND

THE

STEPPING
SUCCESS

DIVISION
MAIL DEPARTMENT HAVE BEEN
STONES

FOR

TO

DOZENS

OF TCF EMPLOYEES
Photographs by Alex Babcock

A look at 20th Century-Fox’s ScriptMiiltilith and Mail Departments will not
tell the whole story of the part that they
have played in many personal success

stories throughout the years. For at the
same time that they are carrying on
their important functions as studio departments, they are providing young peo-

ple with the opportunity to follow the
career
in which their training or interest
lies.

The fact which

some

fellows overlook

is that the qualities which manifest
themselves while men are working their
way up in these departments are the
characteristics which will guide their
progress as they receive positions of
greater importance. The past years have
shown that the men who display interest, conscientiousness, and the ability to
adapt themselves
who

to any task are the men

will be given the chance

their mettle
tions.
Pictured

in more

here are TCFers

ing in Mail and

to show

responsible

Script, have

posi-

who, startadvanced

to good positions on the lot, on the
strength of their own abilities. There are
many
Many of 20th's film cutters started their studio careers in the Mail Department. Left to right are
Bill Mace, who started as messenger in 1935; Dick Vincent, beginning in the Mail Department
in 1946: Hugh Fowler, a TCF messenger from 1935-7: Harry "Bud" Warner, who started in the
Mail Department in March, 1951, and Etter D'Orazio, who began in the Mail Room in 1932.
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others, but space limitations prevent our including them all. These men

are proof that opportunity exists for those
who are qualified to accept it.

Mfluprt

Assistant director Jack Sonntag began in the
Mail Dept, in 1935. He served in the William
Goetz office before entering production.

Talented Julian Myers began his TCF career in
Mimeograph in January, 1948. He moved to
Publicity after only three months on the lot.

now.

Stillman Anthony Ugrin started as a messenger
at Western Ave. February 13, 1917! Above,
he makes a shot of Jearme Crain with bis
Rollei.

Two of the Still Dept.'s staff began in Mail.
Harry "Sandy" Sanford, left and Alex Babcock,
started there in 1950 and 1943, respectively.

Starting in 1940 in Script's Mimeograph Department. Ridley Billick now heads the Mail
Dept., is assistant head of the Studio Club.

Art Shoaf, standing, got his start in Script in
1943 as a messenger, as did Allan Balter in
1950. Both are in the Casting Department

Mitcheli

Orven Schanzer began in the Mail Dept, in
1947, moved to Script, and from there to Mr.
Zanuck's

Office where

he now

works

as clerk.

Jack Hamilton
Frank Prehoda began in 20th's Mail Dept, in
1937, has served as a TCF makeup mcui since
1945. Above, be works on Michael Rennie.

of Mecheinical

Effects is another

of Script's alumni. He began in that department in 1939, moved to Effects from there.
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George Sampson started in Multilith in 1947.
He moved to Publicity in spring. 1950. is now
an apprentice publicist.

These two Still Lab workers both began in the
Mail Department in 1946. They are Bill Jurgensen, leR. and La Moine Fantozzi.

Action's editor. Bob Mintz. started at 20th in
1950. He worked in Multilith a year, moved
to the Studio Club in August. 1951.

Sounds effects editor Cathy Burrow started in
the Mail Department in 1937. He moved to the

Norman Stamley. starting in Mail early last
year, moved to the Art Department in January.

Film Library in '41. began

He is Art's blueprint machine

Matt Yuricich became a 2nd assistant matte
artist last year. He began at TCF in the Mail

Assistant head of Story Files is George Burnett,
who started in the Mail Department in 1936.
He moved to Story Files within a year.

Starting at TCF in 1945. Rudy Reaves moved
irom Script to Production and to Transportation
in '48 where

he is now

Dept, in '50. moved

6

sec'y to James Ruman.

to the Kellogg Dept, in '51.

cutting in 1950.

operator.

Working out of O. K. Ford's office in Ptiblicity
are two Maul Dept, graduates. Rudy Freeman,
left, became

a TCFer

in '50. Bob Clark in '51.

CinemaScope
production
underway;

excitement,
trail-blazing
mark first

day’s shooting

This sketch shows the comparative size oi the conventional motion picture screen and the huge,
curving CinemaScope screen. Notice the three speakers above the screen through which stereophonic sound lends a high degree oi perspective eind realism. CinemaScope requires no special cameras, projectors or glasses.

Tuesday, February
particularly
important
But it was. In fact
made on that day, a

24th
didn’t
day to
most seem
of us.a
history was being
few hundred feet

west of the studio’s train depot. For on
the Algerian Street, hidden from the road
by a row of high shrubs, 20th CenturyFox was beginning production, in CinemaScope, of what the motion picture industry almost unanimously agrees will be
the greatest picture of the year and probROBE.ably the greatest ever produced: THE
What
being
More
Sol Halprin, left, executive director of photography and Earl 1. Sponable, New York
director examine the CinemaScope lens. Both men were instrumental in developing
process.

technical
the new

made the event all the more momentous was the faet that the picture was
filmed in a new system which

about CinemaScope

on Pages

1 1 and

14

should eventually revolutionize the production and exhibition factions of the
movie industry, as well as give to the
world audienee of motion pictures a new
perspective in screen entertainment— one
in which each member of the audience
feels as though he were an integral part
of the action.
The Algerian Street seemed to shake
with the excitement. There were scores
of extras, each in a costume which
teemed of the flavor of early Christian
times. Producer of THE ROBE, Frank
Ross, was on the set watching the wheels
of CinemaScope begin to turn. As director Henry Koster prepared each scene
for a take, he viewed the action with cautious self-assurance. In his many other assignments prior to THE ROBE, Koster

(Continued on Page 16)

This Wednesday,
20th has undertaken one Polaroid 3-D production, INFERNO. Pictured here is INFERNO's camera
crew and the 3-D camera. Left to right are Lucien Ballard, director of photography; 'Bud' Mautino, camera operator; 'Scotty' McEwen, asst, cameraman; Kenny Williams, technician and
Hugh Crawford, asst, cameraman.

all depeirlment heads

are being given the opportunity to attend a CinemaScope screening at the
Western Avenue studio.
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STUDIO

Over 150 game enthusiasts were on hand at the Cafe de Paris February
27th for the 1953 Game Tournament. Gin rummy, bridge, chess and
other games were offered, with prizes presented to dozens of TCFers
and their guests. Refreshments were served throughout the evening,
adding to the enjoyment. Following are the winners of the game tournament competition: Gin rummy — Flight One, JOHN BODNAR: Flight

CLU8

Two, ED BETKIJIAN; Flight Three, FRED LEEMANS. Bridge — JOHN
and ELIZABETH SHANLEY: EDITH DE WEESE and KATHLEEN KELSEY.
Chess — First, ROLAND ALEXANDER; Second, MARVIN DAVIS.
Thanks are extended to the many departments and individuals who
worked hard to make the Game Tournament a success. Watch for other
fun-packed events throughout the year.

Camera
With

two more

Class

Tours

Lab

sessions to go in its series of si.\ meetings,

the
Class last
Tuesday
made
a tour of
Still Camera
Lab. Herman
Leiber,
head evening
of the lab,
conducted
the20th’s
trip,
showing the thirty students the workings of his department.
He explained the use of the copy camera, techniques used by
the lab in de\eloping, printing and enlarging and gave the
class a chance to ask any questions they had about these or
other topics.
Under the supervision of its mentor, still photographer Frank
Powolny, the class held a field trip on the lot Sunday, March
8th during which the members made shots of landscapes and
exterior sets. Powolny gave instruction in composition, focusing,
lighting, angles, exposure under varying light conditions, water
shots and other subjects. The class profited greatly by this
excursion.

The Camera Class recently toured the Still Lab, where it had a chance
to learn about the processes used by the studio in developing, printing
and enlarging. Pictured above, left to right, are Herman Leiber, head
of the lab: Evelyn Yardeen, Women's
Machine Shop, students in the class.
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Wardrobe

and

A. I. Dugdale,

Last subject to be covered by Powolny will be Final Results
of Shooting, in which he will discuss with the class members
tbe pictures they have taken throughout the series. Other
subjects have included lectures, demonstrations and experience
in composition, lighting, negative and printing and color
photography.

ACTIVITIES

UTTU THEATER TO OPEN WITH 'GHOST'
Because of the sudden and unexpected popularity of The
Male Animal in the past few months, the Little Theater was
forced to alter its plans, in order to abide by the ruling which
prohibits little theater presentations of shows currently on tour.
“However, there is no need for disappointment,” TCF Little
Theater director John Ehrin assures everyone. “For the comedy
we have chosen as a replacement. The Gramercy Ghost, even
has the cast breaking up during rehearsals it’s so funny.”
That is what employees and their families and friends can
look forward to when The Gramercy Ghost opens its week-long
run at the Little Theater on the lot beginning Monday evening,
April 20th. Gast has been set and the show is shaping into
what may well be the best Little Theater offering in many
months. Ehrin reports the show has long been a Broadway hit
and is good, fast comedy that will entertain the entire family.
Tickets will go on sale Monday, April 6th, for all performances. Admission is 50c. Plan on seeing The Gramercy Ghost
when it opens. Remember the dates; APRIL 20TH THROUGH
APRIL 25TH.
News

of Bowling

& Basketball on Page

18.

Shown

during their recent competition

with MGM

in which

they tied

for 1st place are Jolley's Jokers. They are, left to right, Bette Moore, Mel
Arnold, Jean Hansen, captain, holding sponsor's trophy; John McCafferty, who subbed for regular team member Willard Boemler and
Lou Evasnicka. The Jokers are currently leading in the second half play.
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20th Cops Academy, Photoplay, Look, Other Awards
-^caJem^

^warJ.6

HONORARY
JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK

—

AWARD

for long and distinguished service

to the industry.

ANTHONY

BEST

PERFORMANCES

QUINN,

Supporting Actor —

BEST ACHIEVEMENTS
Scoring

ALFRED

of a Musical

NEWMAN

BEST

—

Viva Zapata!

IN MUSIC
Picture

With a Song in My

SHORT

Heart

SUBJECTS

One-Reeler

Light in the Window,

Art Films Productions; Boris Vermont,
producer.

PUofJa^ QJJ
With a Song in Hy Heart —
Snows
SUSAN
To JANE

Gold Medal Picture.

of Kilimanjaro — Runner-up Picture.

HAYWARD
FRO MAN,

—

Most Popular Actress of 1952.

a Special Citation for her contributions
to the picture.

To the late LAMAR TROTTI, a Special Citation as producer
of With a Song in My Heart.
To DARRYL

F. ZANUCK,

a Special Citation as producer

The Snows
MARILYN

MONROE

—

Presenting the Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award to producer Cecil B.
DeMille, left, at the 25th Annual Awards oi the Academy oi Motion Picture Arts and Sciences March 1 9th was three-time winner oi the coveted
award, Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th vice-president, in charge of production.
Center is Mary Pickiord who presented DeMille with an Oscar for THE
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, selected as the best motion picture for
1952. The Academy Awards were aired by radio and video to millions.

of

of Kilimanjaro.

Most promising young

star of 1952.

With a Song in My Heart —

Best Hollywood

Musical.

SUSAN

HAYWARD
Musical

RICHARD

—
—

BURTON

Best performance by an actress in a

for With

—

a Song

in My

Heart.

Best performance by a newcomer

for My

BEST

produced

Cousin

PICTURES

—

Rachel.

OF THE

YEAR

My Cousin Rachel
The Snows of Kilimanjaro
With a Song in My

BEST
RICHARD

BURTON,

PERFORMANCES
Supporting Actor — My Cousin Rachel.

SPECIAL
MARILYN

Heart

MONROE

AWARD

- Most promising female newcomer
for 1952.

20th Century-Fox Executive Music Director Alfred Newman, right,
proudly displays his Oscar for the best scoring of a musical picture. His
score from WITH A SONG IN MY HEART won him the award. Walt
Disney, left, made the presentation.
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MARILYN

MONROE

—

Special Award

winner —

Office Personality in 1952.

Best Box

The

exhibitors, executives, press representatives and others who were among
the three hundred viewing CinemaScope
at its official unveiling

last week

(see

Page 14) all agreed that one thing was
lacking: Adjectives.
Down the line, top production men
from every studio in the film industry
hailed the new process as “terrific” and
“wonderful.” All of them were.,^03^; ^-

’

'

pr

a scene

from

HOW
TO MARRY
A MILLIONAIRE isas intimate as an audience

would want, and is completely acceptable to the eye on the gigantic screen.
Unlike Cinerama,
which requires
structural changes, three projection
booths and lessened seating capacities in
theaters, CinemaScope requires only a
new 4ens for the projection machine, a
new ^reen and a revamping of the sound
sys^m for the stereophonic sound effect.

story-telling
“I couldn’t potentialities.”
believe it, I was
gasted,” related Ted

so flabber-

Richmond,

producer

at Universal-International. “The combination of the large screen and the stereophonic system is the greatest thing ever
created to bring back our lost audiences.
The elements are so magnifieent that

me.”

they stun

range of the
i them. Darryl
Zanuck,

bia, said: “I am enormously impressed by
it and am excited by the tremendous

vice-president in charge of production, personally narrated many of the

The 780 exhibitors who were at the
CinemaScope showings last week, plus
400 more arriving over the weekend,
bring the total to nearly 1,200. The test
showings have been extended throughout this week.

screenings, which were set up on Stage 6
of the Western Avenue studio. He ex^

plained

^^j^n

that the seene

which

was

shown

PREFER
GENTLEMEN
was made especially for the

Mcn^i^Sijfl^r^
^

and

a half hours withThe same seene
being
the

process in wMc^Tlli^
^
filmed. Opinion was^at^ coi
been improved upon pictoriall
for the difference in cost, “just
at least three days of shooting

2-D
av

time.*

(Daily Variety’s comment: p.s.: Monroe
looks even better on wide-screen. )
The big question mark regarding widescreen
has always been the “closeup”

'^Amcmg those who
' left, A1 Llchtman,

were present at the special showings at Western Ave. last week were, from
vice-president of 20th and head of distribution; news commentator Lowell

ThoBxas: duction
Spyios
president of 20th Century-Fox,
Manager,Skouras,
r
The

or

cost of tKe installation

s' a theater
ain
three times

is esthfiato^

of Cinerama

to be

at least

give the greatest

weight

to

their admiration for Zanuck’s courage
and vision in going forward 100% with

David

In fact, one

Wayne,

and

future of the picture business is limitless.”
Loew’s head Nicholas M. Schenck and
Skouras announced after the first day’s
showings that formal arrangements have
been

concluded
ward with 20th

Editorializing

for Loew’s to move
on CinemaScope.
on

CinemaSeope

forafter

Skouras

to capture. TV will get color. T\^ might
go for another dimension if it can be
developed. But TV will never be able

duction

with

an impetus

they derived

of somuj^l

similar to

from

Lichtman

the intro-

opined

that

their big screens.”

and

"This process that 20th is showing has
much more than 3-D, even if thirddimension is ever perfected. This is no

p^Wres
... at less cost.” He
safim’^atlii^th' Century-Fox will make
the process available to all producers in
the

to develop the panorama that the theaters will Soon be afele to project from

"^ijopilt^’^ill result in better

world

so

that

for the

ultimate
universal
Reactions
from

airplane

shot of

were

player in

at

of the view-

say: “What 20th showed yesterday is
something television will NEVER
be able

solved
a feminine

producer

views as to the company’s and industry’s
future with the wide-screen process.

that which

part.

up many

the first day’s showings, one of the local
motion picture trade papers had this to

will go ahead

most

executive

summed

CinemaScope from a production standpoint, and then expressed their own

said that in his opinion “the industry will regain its position as the best
entertainment medium and that pictures

that

Wald,

, ,/^s’ feelings by saying, “It has done one
— it has lifted the
Hollywood
fo*" curtain
was^„/^^*iS
viewing
the
of
attraetion
mainof scenes from THE
celluloid
and revealed that Hola The
group
ROBE,
which from every aspect lends itself to
lywood is' capable of exploring better
CinemaScope treatment. The scenes from
picture-making areas. It proves that the
this picture

indication

Jerry
Columbia,

Pro-

that of CinemaSdope,

the medium’s potentiality.
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, and A1 Lichtman, vice-president and head of distribution, expressed

Spyros Skouras and Darryl Zanuck, vice-president in charge of production, talk things over
at the invitational showings of CinepiaSoopil.
Response to CinemaScope
i,t
was excellent,.^ rA
■ * ■■ ISiV '

and Sid Rogell. studio's Executive

there

highly enthusiastie.

producer

who

will

system.”
all studio

releases

be

“one

executives

The

article coneluded:

flash-in-the-pan or quiek-buck device.
Some of the other studios who are working on big screens
something

as good

may

come

or better

up

with

than

20th

Stanley Kramer,
through

Colum-

has, but

until they

CinemaScope.”

do, we’ll settle for
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Abound

PARKING
appointed

Zhe Cot /// Vic

VIOLATION — Chief of Police Tom Young, left, and newly
president of the Safety Committee Bob Comer, assistant Chief

Engineer, take the license number of an employee's car parked illegally
in front of Stage 15. Off the lot, a parking infraction of this sort would
probably cost the violator $5.00. Twentieth's perennial safety campaign
stresses thoughtful parking and slow driving in an effort to cut down
studio auto accidents.

TCP FIRE VOLUNTEERS — Recent Volunteer Fire Committee meeting
found 40 TCP employees receiving instruction and actual experience in
the use of the Ansul fire extinguisher, new type being installed on the
lot. Above, committee secretary Roger Kent, Sound Effects Editing, puts
out a gasoline blaxe with the Ansul fire fighter. Function of the committee is to apply "first aid" control in case of fire on the lot, until the
arrival of larger equipment.

NEW LAMP DEVELOPMENT — Latest
product of our Engineering Department
is this mobile elevating lamp stand. The
elevator is power driven, with capacity
to raise any of our lamps to any height
up to 13 feet. It was designed by the engineers and constructed in their shop for
use by the Set Lighting Department. The
intricate machine work was done by
George Ladd, right, under the direction
of Foreman Tom Smythe, left. Center is
James Strohm who prepared the detailed
drawings required. Only one has been
built to date, but our engineers hope to
construct more after this experimental
model has been fully tested.

ACTRESS ENTERS CONVENT — June
Haver, popular TCF star, surprised her
many friends and admirers by eumouncing that she was giving up her motion
picture career to enter the Convent. She
left the studio several weeks ago, is now
at the Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth
in Kansas. June's many friends wish her
happiness and success in her new life.

WEDDING BELLS toUed in Westwood
on February 15. Occasion was the union
of TCF sweethearts Ada Grechin, Script,
and Howard Taylor, Production. The
young couple honeymooned in Hawaii
for two weeks, were welcomed back on
the lot last week by their many friends.
Everyone wishes them lots of happiness
together.

CREDIT UNION PAYS OFF — Displaying a jumbo-sized check for $10,524.34
are left to right, Loretta Powell, Homer
Traw and Estelle Trager of the Credit
Union. That was the amount of interest
paid to 1,696 Credit Union Members for
1952. The convenience and service rendered to employees by the Credit Union
are two good reasons why TCFers
should invest their extra dollars in this
easy savings plan.
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'Mres

Words
It was

a baby girl for ED (Employment) and LUCILLE
(Insurance)
BURKE. She was born February 6th,
weighed
raine.

7 lb. 2 oz., has been named Lor. . MARGUERITE
SMITH,

Script, is a housewife by long distance.
Her husband is on an insurance assignment in Oakland, has been home for just
a few days in the past 6 months. . . .
Transportation names in the news: IKE
DANNING,
assistant to Jim Ruman,
serving as technical advisor
KID FROM
LEFT FIELD,

TOUGH

LUCK

—

That big blow

we

had a lew weeks

ago did its share oi damage

on lones

Street. The iifty-foot pine tree that was standing in front of the Studio Club couldn't weather
the storm; it fell on top of a car parked on the exterior street set. Total damage: one badly dented
hood — one dead pine tree. Damage to studio property was negligible.

\

TCP HOSTS NIRA PREXY — The
National Industrial Recreation Association convention held in Long
Beach last month brought representatives of hundreds of companies together to discuss and
develop ideas on recreation in
industry. Among those was William T. Prichard, President of the
NIRA and head of the employee
relations staff of General Motors
Corporation. Prichard toured the
lot, was shown around by Kathleen Ridgeway, left, first secretary
of the Studio Club Board of Controllers and Joliene Overacker, the
current secretary.

I

for THE
currently

shooting. Ike played ball with Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Baltimore, other big
league clubs during his career. . . .
RUDY REAVES back to work after a
physical check-up in Santa Barbara. . . .
EARL SMITH on an auto trip tlirough
the South. He went to the Mardi Gras.
. . . Driver ART McLAUGHLIN
back
after a serious illness. . . . Driver LOU
TATE in Veterans’ Hospital for appendectomy and back repairs. . . . Driver
GENE
SHORES now fully recovered
from his operation. . . . BETTY VVORLEDGE of Script has two tickets
to the
Coronation June 2nd, for anyone
with
the time to make the trip. The
ducats
run $103 each. . . . Lensman LEO
TOVER crossed in the middle
of the
block in B. H., got a ticket for it.
LEON
SH.AMROY did the same thing the
same
day. The cop saw the Tirolean hat,
the
striped v est, asked him low long he’d
been in the country, then let him
go. Leo
roared! ... A blessed event on March
6th for ESTHER AVERALL, Script.
It
was a boy, ,5 lb. 7 oz. They have named
him Patrick Nathaniel. . . . DUMO
NT
MAINE, Prop Makers, back on the
lot
after a fortnight with the mumps.
Sorry to hear about the illness of JOHN
ENGEL, Estimating. Hope to see him
back to work soon. . . . Congratulations
to producer FRANK ROSENBERG
on
his marriage February 7th to .Maryanne
Schaffer. They honeymooned in Las

Vegas, New York, Washington. He returned March 16th. ... JO BONOME,
Script, happy to see her satirical vignette.
The Birth of an Orchidologist, published
in the current American Orchid Society
magazine. . . . Congrats to HARDY
ESLICK, Police, on the birth of Peggy
Lynn March 7th. The whole family is
doing fine. ... It was a boy for BOB
METZLER, Location, on February 28th.
6 oz. and
6 lb. rick,
He weigh
e named
ed
him
Rober
t Frede
Jr. they’v
. . . Happ
y to
1

FEDERAL INCOME TAX problems of studio workers were alleviated somewhat when Internal
Revenue agents John J. Propeck and F. W. Culbertson (left and right center) gave tax assistance
on the lot a few weeks ago. Above, they lend a hand to Dick Milbum, Maintenance and Irma
Bowen, Script, in solving their tax perplexities.

hear that ETTER D’ORAZIO is feeling
better after his very serious operation.
Every one hopes to see him back behind
the moviola very soon.
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CinemaS(ope Shown To Hundreds Of Industry Figures
Motion picture executives, top technicians and exhibitors from all parts of
the world this side of the Iron Curtain
converged on Hollywood last week for
the formal unveiling of 20th’s revolutionary CinemaScope process.
The occasion was a series of 13 special
screenings of the new photographic and
sound system which has been lauded by
all who have seen its results. Ranking
with the advent of sound as the most important development of the motion picture industry, CinemaScope was formally
exhibited to over 300 industry leaders
from Europe, Asia, South America, Mexico, Canada, Australia and all sections
of the United States.
The showings were held at the Western Avenue studio and included scenes
from THE ROBE, HOW TO MARRY A
MILLIONAIRE and GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES, as well as other
scenes especially made for the formal exhibits. The screenings, which ran through
Saturday, were also staged for newspaper, wire service and magazine correspondents representing the entire world
press.
Reaction to the special showings were
just as expected. All features of the new
system were outstanding to the viewers

Many 20th Century-Fox executives
came from abroad especially to attend
the demonstrations. They included Albert Cornfield, managing director, Scandinavia; Jack Muth, Movietone News,
Paris; Emanuel Silverstone, International
Corporation and William J. Kupper,
managing director, England. Lawrence
R. Kent, Edward D. Choen and Allen

Foreign exhibitors included Spyros D.
Skouras, Skouras Theaters, Greece; Ernposts.
est Turnbull, Hoyts Theaters, Australia;
Michael J. Moodabe, Amalgamated Theaters, Ltd., New Zealand; Morris Stein,
K. M. Leach and David W. Axler, Toronto, Canada and J. B. Barron, Calgary.
Spyros Skouras, company president; A1
Lichtman, general sales manager and
other 20th Century-Fox executives from
the home office in New York flew out to
join Darryl Zanuck in staging the CinemaScope demonstrations. Sol Halprin
and Earl Sponable assisted in making the
special arrangements.
The following groups were represented
at the screenings; MGM, Columbia, Stanley Kramer, Trades and New York press.
Universal, Paramount, national press,
radio and television, RKO, Sam Goldtives.
wyn, Walt Disney and artists’ representaOthers on hand to view CinemaScope
for the first time were United Artists,
Production Code Administration, Independent Producers, Warner Brothers,
Republic, Monogram, International press
and exhibitors from all over the world.

CR. 6-9969

of

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY
and

^

GIFT
sample
line

FOUNTAIN PENS
JEWELRY
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

I Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
I you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
CALIFORNIA

S. Robertson

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

GARDEN

M? DALLIGAI

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
•
•
•
•
•

BR. 2-6034

♦

WESTWOOD
All Types NURSERY

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

everything
in our

369

CinemaScope is simple and inexpensive and does not require glasses. It
achieves with one camera and one projector the audience participation qualities
of more costly and complicated methods
using tliree cameras and three projectors.
From its huge panoramic curved
screen, scientifically designed to present
scenes in the wide but low field that the
eye is adapted to see, actors seem to
walk into the audience, vehicles roar into
the front rows and off-screen actors
sound as though they speak from the
wings while waiting to come on stage.
Images are crystal clear no matter
where the viewer sits— front, middle, side
or rear— making every seat in the theater
a perfect one, for the first time in film
history.

Noye are other executives from overseas

—

SAVE
on

OF

who witnessed CinemaScope at these invitational screenings. Below are some of
them:

9786

PLANTS
West

AND

Pico

SUPPLIES

Boulevard

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calit.

We

STanley
7-5714

•cv'
APPLIANCE

Sell and Service Any Make

ELECTRICAL

also
RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

of

[PROVEN FRIENDSi
i
=

I
I

1725 Westwood

20th Century-Fox
Employees

UTTER

|
|

McKINLEY

|

MORTUARIES

|

DU. 8-2481

I

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

I
I

ARLEIGH

A. BROWN

|

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiF
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AL CERE COMPANY

Mete’s Mealth

Should healthy people have
X-ray pictures of their lungs?

The answer is definitely yes. In any
mass screening when supposedly healthy
individuals have X-ray pictures of their
lungs, a certain percentage of early lung
tuberculosis is found among unsuspecting individuals. In these early stages
tuberculosis is curable. (The mobile
chest X-ray unit will be on the lot April
20th through 23rd to administer free
chest X-rays.)

How dangerous is
high blood pressure?

people.
At what

Dangerous enough that you should always follow medical advice. Your physician will tell you how to live and what
to eat to reduce the pressure. You can
enjoy many years of good health, happiness, and usefulness.

Is obesity a disease?
Yes, it is. Well over 90 per cent of
obesity is due to overeating or eating the
wrong foods. Statistics show that the
mortality rate of any given age group is
greater among those who are overweight
than among others of the same age
group. Diabetes, heart disturbances and
kidney conditions are the more common
ailments that affect overweight people.
Overvveight increases susceptibility to
cancer and accidents. Dieting to treat
the condition should always be done
under the guidance of your physician.

Are skin moles

dangerous?

Most skin moles are harmless birthmarks. If, however, any mole or wart
shows change in size or color, consult
your doctor. He will probably advise removal and examination of the tissue to
learn if cancer is present. Moles, if located where clothing irritates them,
should be removed as a precaution.

What are the major types
of heart disease?
Ninety per cent of all heart patients
suffer from one of three types of heart

WHOLESALERS

disease — rheumatic, hypertensive and
coronary. Children between 5 and 15 are
the chief victims of rheumatic fever
which damages the heart valves and
causes rheumatic heart disease. Hypertension, or high blood pressure, causes
the heart to enlarge and puts a damaging strain on the heart and arteries.
This usually attacks middle-aged people.
Coronary heart disease is caused by
arteriosclerosis or hardening of the arteries — it is most common among old

age are accidents
most frequent?

The two most dangerous periods of
life for accidents are under four years
and over 65 years. Most accidents occur
in the home; one-third in the dining
room or kitchen; about one-fourth on
porches or in the yard and one-fifth in
living or sleeping rooms. People of every
age can prevent accidents at home and
on the job by using normal precautions.

What

is "stenographer's

breakfast"?
The so-called “stenographer’s breakfast” is a cup of coffee and a cigarette.
The custom of eating skimpy breakfasts
is blamed by doctors for mid-morning
fatigue, frequent errors by workers and
low grades by students. Breakfast should
contain whole wheat bread or whole
grain cereal, milk, fat in the form of
butter or margarine and protein, such as

Ladies' Coats
Suits - Jackets - Skirts
STOCK

ON

HAND

369 So. Robertson Bird.
(JUST NORTH

OF OLYMPIC)

CR. 4-5471
PLEASE

PRESENT

STUDIO

CLUB

CARD

FOR

SALE — Brand new Kenmore automatic washer (used two times). Will sell for
$225 complete. Call Maria, Ext. 447.

- LIQUOR

SALE -

6-Year-Old Straight

KENTUCKY

BOURBON

$4.99 a fifth
Bringa This
Coupon
—
Save
Dollar
a Bottle
Your Price With Coupon — $3.99 a Fifth

Other Bargains, T(X)

FOX HILLS LIQUORS
10275

W.

PICO

BLVD.

CR. 5-2771
Next to 20th Century-Fox Studios

egg or meat.

How often should you have
a physical examination?

Children should have semi-annual
physical examinations and young adults
should have them once every year, or
once every two years. Adults should be
examined once a year, since successful
treatment of diseases like cancer and
heart disease depends largely upon early
diagnosis. This applies to supposedly
healthy people.

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

CHINCHILLAS
The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,

EXPERT

WATCH

INGLEWOOD

REPAIRING

-

-

OR. 2-8281

GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS

CHRIS

PICO BLVD.

(At Overland)

20th

AR. 7-8795

Co.,

Centnry-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%

10677 WEST

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Cf Underwood Typewriter Co.,

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
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Cinemascope

SHOP
AT . . .
WEISS’
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
CARL WEISS,

Mgr.

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

AR. 3-8636

10643 Pico Blvd.
GENERAL

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

ELECTRIC

O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

^

RADIO

8879 W. Pico

a APPLIANCE

Opposite

Stadium

CO. ^

Theater

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

(2 Blocks l-iberal Discount to Studio Ctub Members

West of Robertson)

Open

Monday

★ CARPETS

and

ir LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Friday Evenings

Complete

CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

S.M. 7-5157

amazing system, he now had not only
the principals to watch very closely, but
he had to observe carefully the background and the frame periphery. In CinemaScope, these elements were just as
much a part of the scene as the immediate foreground.
The most obvious innovation on the
set was the presence of three sound
booms instead of the customary one. The
recording of three separate sound tracks
was a difficult concept at first because it
was so new. But as the day wore on and
as each member of the shooting company

★ TILE

1

that first day’s shooting was in accord;
they were terrific. All of the anxieties
about CinemaScope which were brought
into the projection room were wiped out
as scene after dynamic scene unreeled
before their eyes.

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

or TE. 0-3636

could call upon his past experience and
adapt it to the situations of the new production. But with this picture, it was different. He had no past experience in
CinemaScope, nor had any other director. .\ware of the dimensions of this

gained confidence, the problems of recording stereophonic sound, as well as
other problems, seemed to iron out.
Everyone who viewed the rushes of

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

The thing that many were thinking to
themselves as they watched was that very
soon, CinemaScope would be the standard
of the world in motion picture realism.

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

continued

SPRAYS

REAL
New

VALUE

3-Bedroom,

IN BEL-AIR
plus Hobby

Room

Lovely View of Mountains and City
$24,950 (low down payment)

U[-IW

Owner

%
&

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755

^

We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

—

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires

from the Studio's Pico Gate"

Specializing in LUNCHES —
CHICKEN and STEAK

Ample Parking
DINNERS

Cocktails — Entertainment at Our Piano Bar
Private Room Available for
Parties and Clubs
ERNY

Wallets
Batteries

Cameras

minutes

Our Food Is Par Excellence

from 5 p.m. daily

Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage

Televisions
Radios

7-3850

9401 W. Pico at Rexford

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised

AR.

The Fairway

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specially
"Two

Studio Club Members

—

DON

TONY

BILL

Conveniently Located At

HARRY

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

ARizona 7-7508

MONICA

Ave. —

SALES

CO.

WILLETTE

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

LAKE

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

All

PONY

PARK

400 West

TINKERTOWN
5191

16

—

VENICE

Washington

—

FREE

PONY

Street

CULVER

Sepulveda

Bring This Ad For

Appliances

RIDES

PONIES FOR PICNICS, PARTIES
OTHER OCCASIONS

VE.

RIDE

CITY
8-8916

PLUMBING

FUNERALS

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,L. A. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE

REAL

Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

HOME
Armando

AR. 3-3047

Sanchez

GR. 4552

JEWELRY

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
(Discount on recaps only)

Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

LIGHT

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300 '/a W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS

DECORATING

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

AUTOMOBILES

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Pierre's, 2319 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
Websters, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 9-9554

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd.. L. A...CR. 6-3766

RELIGIOUS

SUPPLIES

Stephen's Religious Arts, 12232 Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City
SU. 3-1257

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

FIXTURES

AR. 8-3200

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Jack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100
Blvd., L. A
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La
L. A
West Coast Stores (B. F. Goodrich
5146 Lankershim Blvd., N. H

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Pfaff Sewing Center (M. A. Mathison)
8943 Santa Monica Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-8400

UQUORS

Martinez, 2122 So. Sepulveda,
L. A
AR. 3-7227; AR. 3-7736

AUTO

Westwood
AR. 9-6375
Brea Ave.,
WY. 2194
Products),
SU. 1-2694

REPAIRS

Burd's Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

AUTO

WASHING

GOODS

Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 363 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

Fox Hills Liquors (Earl Liebman), 10275 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-2771
Patio Liquors (Sam Lurye), 10515V2 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

LUGGAGE

Union Service, 11072 Santa Monica Blvd. (at
Sepulveda), L. A
AR. 9-1202

BABY

LINOLEUM

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A.
WE. 3-9104

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MATTRESSES— BOX
Lester Morris

SPRINGS
AR. 3-8303; AN. 3-3827

SEWING

MACHINES

SPANISH

FOOD

SPORTING

(To Take Out)

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

STOCKS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)

CR. 5-5271

OCULISTS

TELEVISION

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747
Philip L. Romonek, M.D., 405 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
...CR. 5-1308

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Ampreneer, 10301 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
CR. 1-6258
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

PAINT

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-5750

FLORISTS

PIANOS

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
AR. 7-1755
Le Conte Ave., L. A

Baldwin Piano Company
Wilshire Blvd., L. A

TICKETS

Studio Club

& WALLPAPER

PHONOGRAPH

THEATER

& RADIO

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Globe Travels, 10651 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-6815

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance (R. Tiernan), 1531
No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS

(Bob Austin) 3273
DU. 7-5221

Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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CHARLES

BICKFORD

Household

1847

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS OF
Appliances
Television and Radio
Hoover Vacuum Cleaners

Lionel Trains
Rogers Bros, and Community Plate Silverware
Revere Ware . . . Descoware . . . and
Other Gift Items
** Still the Best Deal in Town”
i

i

i

143 So. Robertson

Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506

RALPH

CR. 1-1135

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

FOR MEN

All That's Best in California Tailored Sportswear
and Clothing
At Modest Prices

Have

Everything

for the Well-Dressed

USUAL STUDIO COURTESY
10667 W. PICO BLVD.
PHONE:
(Next to Malibar)

With only two weeks remaining in the
regular league play, the right to meet
the Gregory Peck Sextet, winners of the
first half, on April 2nd for the league
championship has not yet been decided.
Several teams are still in the thick of the
second half race, with Walter Jolley’s
Jokers leading the pack. Their record
shows 28 wins and 12 losses. Right behind
them tied for second are Jack Ferguson

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY

We

BOWLING

BOB WATERFIELD

Man
AR. 3-6721

and Tyrone Power with 25-15 records.
Hats off to the gals from our league
who made such an impressive showing in
the annual Santa Monica tournament.
Our girls
place in “C” Class,
which
is nowon
easyfirst
accomplishment.
This
team of hotshot bowlers was composed of
Addie Bennion, Jean Hansen, Madge
Inman, Barbara Victor and Anita Uphoff.
The date of the annual Bowling Banquet has been set for Saturday evening,
April 11th, at Smith Bros. Fish Shanty,
Burton Way and La Cienega. Bowlers
and all others interested are cordially invited to attend this enjoyable affair. Call
Loretta Powell, Ext. 545 for further information. HAROLD TAYLOR, President.

Open Friday Evenings

Hoopsters Still Competing

EASTMAN

FILMS

The basketball season is swiftly drawing to a close, with four weeks remaining on the studio team’s YMCA game
schedule. In the second half of competition our club is undefeated, so they
have an excellent chance of winding up

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

in a play-off with Westwood Ceramics,
winner of the first half of play.

INC.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

This league is sparked by many excollegiate hoop stars who spell fast action
and exciting games. TCFer Frank Lubin,
former All-American, is among the studio
squad’s 9-man force.
Once again, sports fans are invited out
to watch their team play; Tuesday

STUDIO

WESTWOOD'S

CLUB

LARGEST

nights, 9930 Santa Monica

MEMBERS

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE

and MAJOR

JACK DUNN FURNITURE CO.
1651-57

Westwood

Boulevard

LOS ANGELES 24
CALIFORNIA
BRadshaw 2-1 333
ARizona 9-7355
OPEN

MONDAY

3ln jWemoriam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION reports the death of:
ZOETH
CUMMINGS
(Sound)

APPLIANCES

At Substantial Savings

and FRIDAY

NIGHTS

February

12, 1^53

(21 years’ service)
JAMES PERIN (Labor)
February 22, 1951
HELEN

(24 years’ service)
COCHRANE
(Telephone)
February 28, 1953

HERMAN

(24 years’ service)
MANKIEWICZ
(Writer)
March 5, 1953

PATRICK

(4 years’ service)
L. ADAMS
(Property)
March 14, 195 3

(17 years’ service)
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Blvd.

LOT S

&

HOMES
in

Woo d 1 and

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

Hills

WILLARD'S

AR. 9-561 1

Hosting

1 0649 W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

RAY GRIFFITH
Diamond 8-1281

w

LOWITZ

INTERIORS

—

and we

still have a steak
Since '28
in your future!

sh-sh-sh private line

Furnifu re -Appliances - Television

CR. 6-3766

Special Prices to Studio Club Members

Mills Cafe
Under New Management

8636 WILSHIRE

BLVD.

Open Mon. & Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
CR. 1-5000
CR. 4-5196

CR. 6-0825

GEORGE

To

COURTNEY

10515V2

HEYMAN

West Pico

CO.

AR.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Open Monday

Wims

and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

7-8449

OPEN

EVERY

LIQUEURS
Case Goods Available at
10%

DISCOUNT

Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION

DAY

- SPIRITS

To All

Members

Participate in Special Savings on
Complete

LURYE'S

Terms Arranged

a Welcome

Studio Club

SAM

FURNITURE

^ae S. M israch
Extends

★

the Fox Gang

»♦«

PHONE
MAdison

JOE
9-1651

»«

Store Hours:
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

PAINT and WALLPAPER

230 WEST

2nd STREET

DISCOUNT
batch /Self paints
onE±

PICO

Dc

DISCOUNTS

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE
OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

WY. 2194

QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

is

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

19

Entered as Second Class
Matter at the Post Office,
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pretty TCF secretary Rochelle Bergmann.
The large pile of scripts begging to be
re-typed

prompted

this lass to sptend a

moment trying to find out "how" from the
screenplay. Shelly feels that if the studio
is willing to offer this information, she is
entitled to take a little advanced advantage
of it. The whole world will know the answer to this big question when
Scopic comedy

is released

the Cinema-

late in '53.

Photo by Jack Pashkovsky
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and the future
The last three months have seen 20th Century-Fox come up with a potent new force — CinemaScope,
and with it an augmented and amazingly effective stereophonic sound system which gives new realism
to the motion picture voice. These advancements in cinema technique are destined to become another
chapter in the fascinating growth — both technical and aesthetic — of the motion picture industry.

The difference between success and failure in any business is hinged on a single factor: Progress. The
potential offered by CinemaScope provides 20th Century-Fox and the rest of the movie industiy with that
new and invigorating factor of progress which it needed so badly. Motion pictures needed a lift and
CinemaScope supplied it. Production and exhibition men have been stirred to a high degree of thinking and
planning. Audiences have gotten a taste of things to come and the enthusiasm is felt there, too.
The whole thing spells motion picture progress from many points of view.

The recent showings of CinemaScope to exhibitors, industry figures, the press and 20th Century-Fox
employees have been a giant stride forward in acquainting the motion picture-conscious public with
this revolutionary new medium. The reaction to CinemaScope by those who witnessed the test
screenings indicates that 20th’s sensational wide screen process will soon become the standard of motion
picture production. Many theaters have already begun to convert to CinemaScope on the strength of what
their owmers saw at the Western Avenue Studio. This move is a good indication of the confidence which
exhibitors have in CinemaScope — the same confidence which prompted this studio to schedule its entire
program of major productions in CinemaScope from now on.

With establishment of CinemaScope as the motion picture medium, the film industry can anticipate a
regeneration of motion picture enthusiasm both from without and within, equaled only by the
silent-to-sound transition of the late Twenties. Adding excitement to the new era of CinemaScope is a
current 3-D flurry which has generated additional interest in motion picture realism.

With CinemaScope leading the way, our industry and our public can look ahead to greater days and
greater pictures than ever before.
3

Revealing important iniormation about CinemaScope prior to employee screenings was the
studio's executive production manager. Sid
Rogell. The response to 20th's new wide
screen process was unanimous, with over 1,300
opinion cards praising CinemaScope and
stereophonic sound.

Right is a photo oi CinemaScope in action. Picture shows the huge curving
screen; on it, a scene from THE ROBE,
studio's first CinemaScope production.
Employee reaction to the medium is a
good indication of what public reaction
will be.

What Do TCFers Think of CinemaScope?
I

^^'hen fifteen hundred TCF employees
responded with a resounding ‘yes’ when
asked if they would like to attend a special CinemaScope showing at the Western Avenue Studio, there was no doubt
that company workers were anxious to
get a glimpse of the studio’s amazing
new wide screen process. When the reaction cards began pouring in, it was
felt that the comments might prove of
interest.
There was no shortage of adjectives
among the hundreds of answers to the
question, “What do you think of CinemaScope?” Excellent, super excellent, amazing, terrific, colossal, wonderful, great!”
Others said, “marvelous, beautiful,
breathtaking, sensational, unusual, mag-

nificent, effective, stupendous,
sive” — and on and on.
Pictured

on

impres-

the following pages

are

20th Century-Fox employees and their
reactions to CinemaScope. Naturally we
couldn’t bring them all to you, but these
workers’ opinions of 20th’s wide screen
process give ample indication of the reaction that future CinemaScope productions will receive from the public.
Receiving outstanding acclaim along
with the wide screen was stereophonic
sound. The overall reaction was that
it lends new realism to the motion picture technique and enhances the effectiveness of CinemaScope immensely.
As one employee summed
seen all three. This is it!”

it up, “Fve
THOMAS CASE, Prop Makers — "I think it is
wonderful and that the public will love it."
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HERMAN D'ORAZIO, Script Dept. —
"Very
real. Wonderful sound. Makes everything
come to life. It is bound to be a success."

STANLEY FALEEN, Art Dept. — "Very
ing and stimulating. Sound terrific."

ANNA MINKER, Cafe — "It's the greatest ever
— better than any live show I have ever seen."

JOSEPH KRUTAE, Paint —
Good luck and thanks!"

excit-

"It is marvelous.

FRANKIE McLaughlin, Telephone Dept.
— It's unbelievable — makes you think you
are seeing live people on the stage.

ELWELL JACKSON, Film Library — "In my
opinion this is the greatest improvement the
public will witness since sound

came

in."
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SALVADOR VALDEPENA, Nursery — "CinemaScope is a marvel. The sound is beautiful and

ALEX MARTINEZ, Script — "Sound is great.
Marilyn Monroe — WOW!"

HETTIE LEIBER, Still Lab —
life-like. Really thrilling."

"Wonderful.

So

altogether it is a revelation."

SHIRLEY MEEK, Art Dept. — "Dynamic! Thanks
for giving the employees a chance to see it."

MONTY WILLIAMS, Plumbing Shop — The
large screen is welcome — easy on the eyes;
makes

RAY SMITH, Still Lab — "CinemaScope is no
doubt the greatest achievement of the Twentieth century."
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you feel as though you are a part of it."

LAURENCE BEHRENDT, Prop Makers — Amazingly realistic. Much better than expected.

STONE,
aEDETH
few minutes

Should

the scenes

be a great boon

to motion

pictures."

—

"After
Meadow
to Herb
ISec'y
felt as
though
I was — part
of
it was

that realistic."

20TH MAY SELL OLDER FIX TO TV, SKOURAS REVEALS
Intimations that Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corporation may sell its stock
of 900 old motion pictures to television
when the movie industry has converted
to CinemaScope,

thereby deriving addi-

tional income “running into millions of
dollars,” were made recently by studio
president Spyros Skouras in his annual
report to company stockholders.
In referring to the possibility of selling
old pictures to television, Skouras
clared:

de-

“In the past we have consistently refrained from placing any valuation on
our library of older motion pictures,
which total approximately 900 since the
advent of sound pictures. ... With the
potential market of these subjects for
television, however, such a library is becoming increasingly important
“Up toreasons
this time,
for our
own sound
business
we have
refrained
from
disposing of these pictures to television

stations. Among the reasons have been
that we are engaged primarily in the
making and distribution of pictures for
theater purposes and the reissue from
time to time of older pictures for theater
exhibition.
“However, with the advent of CinemaScope and other new techniques, it is
anticipated that the theater demand for
motion pictures will be generally for pictures of the new types. The demand for
the older pictures will greatly decrease
for theaters. Therefore, it is likely these
older pictures will then be made
able for television.

avail-

“The value rising from these developments and changes cannot be estimated
with accuracy but we hope that these
pictures will derive . . . very large income,
running into millions of dollars.”
In his statement, Skouras reported that
“our extensive physical properties in Hollywood and in New York and other im-

portant investment of the Corporation
have ... a present replacement value of
at least $25,000,000 in excess of current
balance
sheet
Skouras
alsovalues.”
disclosed a new salary
reduction plan for executives put into
effeet for 1953, which calls for a 50 per
cent reduction in all salaries over $500
weekly. The new plan, he said, is estimated to reduce salaries $835,000 annually as compared with $630,000 under an
earlier plan.
Declaring that the company “will conto make
only qualitythat
pictures,”
Skouras tinuetold
the stockholders
in 1953
“we presently expect to release about 34
feature pictures including THE ROBE.
Seventeen of these will be in Technicolor.” He added:
“Picture making in 1953 for release in
1954 will undergo a radical change and
will reflect the new policy of the Corporation to put all of its production in
CinemaScope.”

Zanuck

Discusses International Film Situation

Returned from Washington after a
visit with President Eisenhower is Darryl
Zanuck, 20th’s production head. Zanuck
conferred with two top government
groups exploring the utilization of various forms of informational media abroad
and

then reported to President Eisenhower on the results of these meetings.

Zanuck, who
in Washington

made it clear that he was
as an individual and not

3n iUlcmorium
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION reports the death of:

H. MILES WILLIAMS (Sound)
March 24, 195 3
(8 years’ service)
ROY

C. TRUE (Elec. Prod)
March 31, 1953
(6 months’ service)

HUGH

CUMMINGS (Dialog Director)
April 11, 1953

as a spokesman

for the motion

picture

industry, met first with a State Department committee which is looking into the
international film situation, particularly
its relationship to the foreign service
branch of the department, as part of its
study on overall communications. Zanuck
said the group was seeking information
“on a number of points” coneerning the
showing of Hollywood films abroad. He
described the session as a preliminary
one.
The

three-hour

session, said Zanuck,

“explored the international field principally from the standpoint of public relations and the importance of pictures in
the international field.” The group, which
is a fact-finding committee, asked him for
his opinions regarding the influence of
American films overseas, the effect of
story material on foreign audiences and
related matters. Discussion dealt with
the use of motion pictures as a strategic
weapon

in the world-wide

cold war.

(10 years’ service)
FLOSSIE

STIFFLER (Men’s Wardrobe)
April 16, 1953
(13 years’ service)

The studio’s production chief expressed
the belief that other industry people will
. be invited to Washington from time to
t'me for discussions of this type.

industry fights b. o. tax
The Council of Motion
Means

Picture Organi-

zations’ appeal to the House Ways and
Committee for elimination of the

20% admissions tax fell on highly sympathetic ears in Washington last week, and
won an indication that the Committee
would recommend scrapping the tax so
far as it affects motion pictures.
In addition to industry spokesmen, approximately 50 members of the House
and one Senator appeared as voluntary
witnesses or submitted statements declaring their support of the Mason
repeal the levy for pictures.

Bill to

The industry story was presented as a
warning to Congress that unless relief is
provided, upwards of 5,000 film houses
will close this year, a crushing blow to
the business.
On

the other hand, industry statistics

showed, if the tax relief is provided, permitting the exhibitors to keep the equivalent of the tax money in additional revenue, the Government’s overall tax return
from motion pictures will be greater than
it would be if the industry is allowed to
“skid further down

the ladder.”
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^Around Zhe Cot Jn Piet

REGAL SEND-OFF — Gathering to wish Lee Roth, Women's Wardrobe,
bon voyage was a large contingent of Ladies' Wardrobers. Lee, who is
secretary to Charles Le Maire, Head of the department, flew to New
York and there boarded the Saturnia for
Sharing her excitement at a bon voyage
left to right, Renie, Evelyn Corey, Mary
Maria Valenta, Lee Roth, Lorena Nelson,
Hewson, Eva May Roth and Edna Austin.

a six weeks' tour of Europe.
party given in her honor are
Hollinshead, Evelyn Yardeen,
Kay Ryan, lonni Greene, Doll

RIGHT FROM THE HEART— The Red Cross Mobile Blood Unit made
its initial 1953 visit to the studio on April 1st, with 205 employees
making donations throughout the day. These blood gifts serve a triple
need, meeting military, civil defense and employee emergencies. Blood
Bank Chairman lo Caimon reports that the next Blood Bank visit will
be September 23rd. Shown above with Nurse Cannon are donors Eldo
Chrysler, left. Art Department and Frank Lefebvre, Machine Shop.

PHOTO CONTEST WINNER — La Moine
Fantozzi, Still Lab, displays the second
place trophy he won in the recent photographic contest sponsored by the Los
Angeles City Recreation & Parks Departthe picture.
which ment.
wasHe holds
selected
winner "Sailorette,"
from among
25,000 prints submitted in the contest.
Fan also won honorable mention in the
competition with emother picture he
entered.
SHIPPED OUT— VisiUng Labor Department Head Don Curl, his former employer, was Photographer's Mate 1st
Phil "Rosie" Rosedale who reenlisted in the Navy in January. Rosie
worked on the lot for four years, was
stationed at Whidbey Isleind near Seattle
prior to being shipped overseas late last
month. He is now serving as a combat
Class

aerial photographer in the Korean theater, was a combat photog in World
War II and a Cavalryman in 1941.

YOUNGEST EAGLE IN WORLD?— There
is every indication that 13-year-oId Burville Wenke, son of Ed Wenke, Office
Service, holds that title. He has been a
Boy Scout for only two years but in that
time has earned 24 merit badges, is
shooting for more. His troop, Santa Monica Troop #12 is one of the oldest posts
in the country. Ed has been a TCF employee for twenty years.

FATHER OF THE BRIDE— Lloyd von
Rydingsward, Sign Shop, leads daughter Dolores down the aisle at her wedding March 14th. She became the wife
of Ed Roney, an insurance investigator.
The young couple honeymooned in Acapulco for two weeks. Lloyd and Mrs.
von R will celebrate their 25th wedding
anniversary with a six-month tour of
Europe. They leave May 8th on their
exciting journey.
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Words

ures

Happy to back
see Int’l
film cutter
D’ORAZIO
to work
after ETTER
surgery
. . . LEONARD PHILLIPS, W. A. Police,
flying to New York for his vacation . . .
CHESTER GERAS, Grip, expects a visit
from the stork around May 5th . . . MORRIS SMITH, Camera, took an extra week
for his vacation East to bring back a new
car. It took him still another week due
to car trouble. ... It was a boy on March
30th for MIKE SALAMUNOVICH, Production. He weighed 8 lbs. 12)2 oz., has
been named Patrick. . . . BILL HARRIS,
Scenic Dept., also picked March 30th to
become a pop. It was a 7 lb. 4 oz. girl, by
Caesarean section. Mother, father and
Linda Ann are doing well. . . . JACK
YAEGER, Multilith, vacationing in
Fresno. . . . EVELYN BRODERICK, Legal, left
department
to await MOORE
motherhod. . the
. Good
luck to BETTE

As guests oi producer Frank Ross, hundreds oi Los Angeles Examiner newsboys had a chance
to meet cast members oi THE ROBE. Above, a group oi the youngsters examine a sword used in
a dueling sequence irom the picture. Selecting animals ior THE ROBE provided an unusual
circus ior the wide-eyed visitors.

Circus

Party

Held

on

More than 300 L.A. Examiner newsboys
were on hand April 4th ior a circus party on
the lot at which producer Frank Ross selected
animals to be used in THE ROBE, 20th CinemaScope spectacle. The newsboys had a wcnderiul time watching several animal acts,
staged by trainer Billy Richards and wild animal scout Trader Horn.
The animals selected by producer Ross will
be seen in the slave market sequence and at
the Gates oi Jerusalem when Christ makes his
first appearance.
Among the iamous animals brought to the
studio were Jackie the Lion; Little Tusker, the

Lot for Newsboys

world's smallest elephant now two years old
and growing at the rate oi one and a hali
incehs a month: a 2-month old tiger which is
the pet oi iamous animal trainer Mabel Starke;
Peggy, the Chimpanzee, who starred in MONKEY BUSINESS, BONZO GOES TO COLLEGE
and other films; Francis, the "talking" mule;
camels, oxen, monkeys, matched white horses
ior chariot teams, burros and other coloriul
stock used in other outstanding pictures.
The newsboys enjoyed this diiierent kind
oi "circus" and are looking iorward to seeing
THE ROBE, in which they now have a very
personal interesti

who’s now handling the W. A. switchboard TCP cutter BOBBY FRITCH
was painting a crib for his new boy
(Peter Louis, born Jan. 14th) when 23month-old Mike popped in with a bucket
of sand, threw it on you know what. Kids
do the darnest things. . . . Lensman MILTON KR.ASNER vacationing in Palm
Springs. . . . Glad to hear that Machine
Shopreturned
foremanhome
TOMfromSMYTH’s
son Tim
has
Korean duty.
. . .
Congrats to ex-TCFer MONTE ELLIOTT on the birth of his second son April
13th. . . . Director BOB SNODY back on
the lot after a one-week hospital stint.
. . . Here’s wishing the wife of BERT
WAYNE, Elec. Fixtures, a speedy recovery after her recent operation. . . .
MARIE HALVEY, Production, will
spend her vacation hunting up a new
apt. . . . Grip foreman WALTER ERICKSON on vacation, may hit the South and
New Orleans. . . . Our congratulations
to ELEANOR KUTNER, Legal, who became a citizen
on April
15th. She’sOTHA
from
Canada.
. . . W.
A. Policeman
(VAN) HOLTZMAN in Wadsworth Hospital recovering from surgery. ... It was
a happy day for BILL WILLIAMS,
Maintenance, when two of his chinchillas
which were ‘that way’ begot five more
‘chillas — and all girls. Six fellows in that
department have begun raising these
little gold mines. . . . Costumer GERTIE
CASEY greeted warmly during her recent
visit to Ladies’ Wardrobe. She’s been off
ill. . . . BESS SEVIER, secretary to AL
DE

WEESE, post production coordinator, now sharing stenographic duties
with JEAN HANSEN in the Production
Bungalow in addition to her regular
tasks. Boss De Weese has moved to the

Peggy

the Chimp tries her luck at cinematography on Frank Ross, producer oi THE ROBE.

Betta St. John, Frank Ross, Dean Jagger and
some boys make iriends with Jackie the Lion.

bungalow too. . . . MERLE MAIDENBERG, Multilith, tripping to Phoenix on
the 20th. . . . Glad to see HOWELL
GREENE, Machine Shop, back after a
long illness.
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STUDIO

CLUB
Bowling Season Ends;
Peck Team Tops League
By Harold Taylor
With the bowling banquet held Saturday night, April 11th at Smith Bros. Fish
Shanty on La Cienega, another bowling
season was brought to a successful conclusion. The roll-off for the league championship was held Thursday night, April
2nd and after the smoke had cleared
away the Gregory Peck team, winners of
the first half, put together three very

Culminating an
Smith Bros. Fish
the year. Above
right are Harold
pictured is team

exciting year of bowling was tie Annual Bowling Banquet held April 11th at
Shanty. Individual cmd team trophies were presented to the high scorers for
is the Gregory Peck squad which copped high honors for the season. Left to
Bow, Juanita Bonfiglio, captain; Carl Gerhard, Lillian Bennett and Ed Levy. Not
member Ike Danning.
Photos by Carl ^icwsom

BASKETBALLERS FINISH TORRID SEASON
The

basketball season has come

to a

close, with the 20th Century-Fox team
making an excellent showing in both the
L. A. NIunicipal League and the Y.M.C.A.
League. The latter was represented by
many
week
The

former collegiate stars and competition was keen throughout the fourteenschedule.
TCF

.stjuad took third place in

team play, with two very fast clubs beating them out of top spot. The studio team
snagged a high team score against Cri-

terion Machine with a total of 107 points
in a single game. The team also had high
scorer for the year in Abe Androff, former
Trojan basketballer, who scored 42 points
in each of the team’s last two games.
The basketball squad wishes to thank
those who lent their support during
the season, with a special vote of thanks
to Marilyn Monroe who sponsored the
club.
The boys are anticipating more fun and
fast play next year with this league.

Tnis yeair's basketball squad made an excellent showing against tough opposition during the
past season. Pictured left to right are hoopsters Bill Jurgensen, Bill Leslie, Jules Weisberg,
Willie Navarro. Vem Archer, George Brown, Ben Woods and Howard Trent.
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good games to defeat the Walter Jolley’s
Jokers team. The winning team was composed of Lillian Bennett, Ike Danning,
Harold Bow, Carl Gerhard, Eddie Levy
and captain Juanita Bonfiglio. This makes
two years in a row that a Gregory Peck
sponsored club has walked away with
league honors.
The Richard Widmark

team found the

mark on Sweepstakes Night and rolled a
nice 2881 series to cop first place honors
in team events, with the Music Staff team
placing a close second. First place individual honors for the men went to Ike
Danning for his high 595 series. Gwen
Reed came through with a beautiful 555
series
lie
niche
Night
way

to take first place for the gals. NataCaine had planned to cut herself a
of bowling fame on Sweepstakes
— and she did, but not quite the

she planned. Her honors — the low

game, a mighty 79. Don’t feel bad Natalie; it isn’t every day that you can make
a game of that proportion pay off.

(Continued on Page 15)

Accepting the winning trophy for the Gregory
Peck team was captain Juanita Bonfiglio. Bowling prexy Harold Taylor made the award.

ACTI
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NEW CAMERA SERIES
TO START SOON

STUDIO

ES
CLUB

PRESENTS

The success of the recent 6-week camera series has stimulated interest in a new

ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT

photography class which is scheduled to
begin Tuesday evening, April 28th. The
new series of six two-hour meetings will
be under the tutorage of Victor Haveman, fonner TCF still photographer and
currently head designer for Pacific Tile
& Porcelain Company. Mr. Haveman has
an extensive background in art serving
as scenic designer in the New York theater for several years. He did professional
photography in Chicago for a period, has
served as photographer for Life Magazine and worked in the Art Department
of Columbia Pictures in 1936.
In outlining what

May

4th through

CAFE

Evelyn Yardeen, Ext. 696 or call Studio
Club, Ext. 745. Tuition for the course has
been set at $3.

Educational Survey
Reveals Employee Interests
Response to the recent educational survey that was conducted among more than
2,500 studio employees recently has revealed that there is definite interest in

8th

DE PARIS

~k Limited to 3 Black and White and or 3 Color Entries
'k All Photos Must Be Mounted
k Prizes In All Categories

he plans to cover

during the series, Mr. Haveman emphasized that his approach to photography
during this series will be of an emotional
rather than technical nature. He will discuss photography (1 ) as an illustrator
and (2) as an art. He will also give the
class problems for execution throughout
the series. Lab work will comprise a good
percentage of the class schedule.
Those interested in joining this new
and different camera class should contact

May

k All Photographs Will Be Judged
SEND

ENTRY

BLANK

TO

STUDIO

CLUB

BY

APRIL

27TH

SOFTBALL SEASON TO GET UNDERWAY
Softball enthusiasts wiU welcome

news

that the TCF softball season will begin
next month, with games being played at
the Cheviot Hills Playground across Pico
Blvd. on Motor Ave. Arrangements have
been made with the playground for studio teams to play Tuesday evenings.
This year s league will be composed of
four to six teams, depending on the number of men who turn out for competition.

The

softball committee will contact departments within the next few days to
determine how many teams can be organized. In addition, questionnaires will
be sent to all past ball players to expedite
the forming of teams.

Anyone interested in playing on a softball team this year should contact softball committe chairman Bob Jolley,
Ext. 721 or call Studio Club, Ext.- 745.

several of the subjects listed on the survey.
A total of 26 appeared on the survey
list. Of these, seven received a large number of v'otes from interested employees.
Biggest response was for a class in golf
instniction. The other six classes receiving high number of votes were dancing,
painting and woodfinishing, great films,
home decorating, upholstery and ceramics.
Several other classes drew good response also. These included art, hand
woodworking, investment and management of personal finance, Spanish, television and 101 great books.
It has not definitely been determined
how many classes will begin as a result
of this sun^ey. It is certain however, that
a golf series will begin as soon as a qualified instructor can be obtained.

VoU'nii OUT, says the umpire in this close play at home plate. There will be lots of excitement like this in a few weeks when the TCF 1953 softball season begins. Games will be played
Tuesday evenings at the Cheviot Hills Playground.
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Studio Manager F. L. Melzler presents a $25
check to Herman Leiber, Still Lab head. LeibLandscapers Archie Wycoii and A. E. F. Lombardi, leit and center, came up with a suggestion
to install additional air and water outlets down both sides of the Landscape Blacktop. This eliminates the need for hooking up long air and water lines, thus saving manpower and wear on the
lines. Executive production memager Sid Rogell, right, made the awards.

er's idea to make nylon belts for still photo
dryers, from material on the lot, will save the
studio large sums of money annually.

SUGGESTION AWARDS PRESENTED
The

Suggestion
nounced the names

Committee has anof several employees

whose

ideas to improve safety and operating conditions on the lot were considered worthy of adoption. A total of nine
new suggestions were adopted, with cash
awards of from $10 to $25 being presented to their creators.
In addition to the award winners pictured here, the Suggestion Committee
presented cash awards to four other employees.
.\delaide Reynolds, Production, became an award winner with her safety
suggestion that the wooden ramp between bungalows 14 and 15 be replaced
and that the sidewalk outside the bungalows be repaired.

prove safety conditions on the lot, put
it down on a suggestion blank and mail
it today. You may become eligible for a
cash award and you will be helping the
way.
company to operate in a more efficient

Suggesting that a mechanical snake be
purchased for the studio Plumbing Shop,
Harry Abrahams, right. Transportation,
earned a cash award. His suggestion will
save time in clearing clogged pipes more
efficiently. Assistant Studio Manager V.
J. Christensen presented the award.

A
[)
’

John Armetta, Prop Makers, turned in
the suggestion that a stop sign be installed on the road coming up from
Stages ‘A’ and ‘B’ where it meets the road
coming from the Santa Monica Gate. This
.safety idea won him an award.
.\nother

winning

safety

.suggestion

came

from
‘Buck’ this
Pinney,
Transportation, He Earl
submitted
idea:
That a
warning sign be installed on the cable
over the Olympic Bridge to enable operators of booms and cranes to judge a safe
clearance of the city’s high tension lines.
Final award presented by the Suggestion Committee was for a suggestion submitted by Lyman Hallowell, Special
Photo Effects. He introduced the idea
of reproducing continuity sketches by Ozalid process instead of photocopy.
If you have a suggestion which you
feel will save time or money, or will im-
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Center is Ernest J. Browne, Paint, who won a $25 award with the suggestion that warning tags be
placed on unsafe or broken equipment to prevent injury, provide for prompt repair and save
time wasted in attempting to use unsafe equipment. Staff cuid Paint Dept, heads Monte Bonome,
left, and Walter Jolley presented Browne's check.

Organization Plans Revealed For Quarter Century Club
Good news to ‘old-timers’ on the lot is
word of plans to form the Quarter Century Club, an honorary social organization composed of members who have
been employees for at least 25 years at
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, or with corporations which have
preceded the present Twentieth
Fox Corporation.

Century-

The basic purpose of this organization
is to give recognition to employees who
have rendered long and faithful service
to the company. Members of the Club
will be presented gold pins for 25 years
of service, with a sapphire denoting 30
years’ service and a diamond representing 35 years with the company.
Presentation of Quarter Century Club
pins will be made at a banquet to be held
the latter part of May, honoring all employees with 25 years’ service or more.
In order to qualify, members must have
been regularly employed for at least 25
years. The term “regular employment”
is defined as employment covering at
least 40 weeks in a year. However, borderline cases may be reviewed in order
to give just seniority to employees so affected. Absences caused by approved
leaves, military service, and labor disputes are not to be construed as a break

in employment as applied to Club membership only. Employment seniority and

Halprin, Sol — Camera
Hart, Anna Mae — Publicity

eligibility for membership

Hough, R. L. — Production
Howard, Ruth F. — Script
Irving, Allan E. — Camera
Keenan, Joseph R. — Soimd
Kisch, Andy — Property
Lambert, Katherine — Research
Laube, Grover — Precision Mach. Shop.
Limbach, Charlotte — Accounting
Loeffler, Louis R. — Cutting
McCormick. Carroll — Prop. Min.
Millen, Margaret A. — Accounting
Miller, Ernest M. — Process Projectionist

in the com-

pany’s Pension Plan are controlled by
rules separate and distinct from these set
up for membership in the Quarter Century Club and will remain in full force
and effect.
Following is the list of employees who
presently qualify for membership in the
Quarter Century Club. If your name
does not appear on the list and you feel
that you are entitled to membership, call
the Studio Club, Ext. 745 so that your
correct status can be determined.
Albert, Corwin L. — Camera
Anheuser, Henry A. — Transportation
Barnhart, Helen — International
Bodnar, John J. — International
Bolger, Martin W. — Laboratory
Cabibi, Carl — Electriccd Production
Carruth, Clyde L. — Soimd Effects Editing
Conlon, Hugh E. — Fire Department
Comica, Martin V. — Insert
Engel, John O. — Set Estimating
Faxon, Walter S. — Grip
Fischer, Godfrey J. — Specicd Effects
Fitzgerald, Wm. F. — Location
Goemans, Geo. C. — Mechanical Effects
Goldfarb, Henry — Laboratory
Hall, Fred H. — Electrical Production

Morgan. Milton E. — Music
Nobles, Lloyd — Cashier
Perrin, Charles B. — Property
Phillips, Lillian — Accounting
Pinck, Daniel G. — Payroll
Pullen, Albert R. — Projectionists
Rachinsky, Gertrude — Research
Richardson, Frances — Research
Richter, Estelle — Casting
Roddan, Harold C. — Projectionists
Sisson. Audley K. — Electrical
Production
Turney. Alfred G. — Police
Witte, Louis J. — Mechanical

Effects

Weisheit, William — Projectionists
Woodward, Samuel M. — Sound Effects
Editor
Wurtzel. Sam — Production

Four Pictures Shooting; Five More Scheduled
The Production

Office has released news

of the forthcoming

schedule of pictures slated to commence production. Four pictures are currently before the cameras and five more are scheduled to roll by early Summer. Of tliis number, all but one are
CinemaScope productions in color.
Currently shooting is HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE,
with Nunnally Johnson producing and Jean Negulesco directing. An outstanding cast headlines the modern comedy and includes Betty Grable, Lauren Bacall, Marilyn Monroe, William
Powell, Rory Calhoun and Cameron Mitchell.
Another CinemaScope feature continuing in productiofi is
THE

ROBE, 20th’s initial CinemaScope effort. Featuring Richard Burton, Jean Simmons, Victor Mature and a huge supporting cast, the picture is based on the best-selling novel by Lloyd
Douglas. Frank Ross and Henry Koster have teamed as producer and director of this spectacle.
On location in Florida is TWELVE
MILE REEF, a Robert

F or those who don't feel that one Marilyn Monroe is enough, here are
five of them. They are all currently working in HOW TO MARRY
A MILLIONAIRE, a Technicolor CinemaScope production with Jean
Negulesco directing.

Bassler production under the supervision of R. A. Klune. Robert Webb is directing the exciting drama which deals with
Greek sponge divers and their experiences in the Florida Keys.
Final picture currently shooting is BE PREPARED
which
features Clifton Webb, Edmund Gwenn and George Winslow.
BE PREPARED is the story of a television star who becomes
a Boy Scout Master against his wishes, in an effort to gain the
interest of the young people who enjoy the product his sponsor
advertises. Henry Levin is directing the Leonard Goldstein
production which promises to be a sparkling comedy.
Scheduled to begin production May 18th is THE STORY of
DEMETRIUS. This will be shot in CinemaScope and Technicolor. Frank Ross will produce the epic, while Delmer Daves
is in the director spot.
(Continued on Page 15)
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VdcatioH Zime is ffust ground the Comer
W'ith the coming

of spring and summer

come

thoughts

plete unless it takes them far away from home. Answering this
order, yet well within a time and money limitation is a Canadian vacation lodge, situated on Vancouver Island, three days
from Los Angeles by auto. It is Eaglecrest, where Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip spent their Canadian holiday in October, 1951. Located at famed Qualicum Beach, the lodge is built
entirely of cedar logs and is one of the largest log structures
in Canada. On the shores of the Paeific and within sight of the
great purple mountains, this rustic site enjoys an excellent

of

vacation. The big question is, “Where shall I go?” To the mountains? To the desert? To the seashore? The wonderful part
about living in California is that you have this choice to make.
For no matter what your holiday pleasure, you will find the
vacation spot of your liking within short driving distance of the
Los Angeles area.
For desert relaxation, for instance, beautiful Apple

Valley

and nearby Lucerne \^alley 100 miles away offer the ideal setting for those who prefer warm, dry days out-of-doors. Dozens
of guest ranches in the area provide horseback riding, swimming and complete recreational facilities at modest prices.

year ’round climate. It combines eountry leisure with a sportsman’s paradise in 225 acres, where emphasis is laid on gracious
living. The whole atmosphere is that of one of the great estates
of the Old Country.

For those who prefer a mountain atmosphere. Lake Arrowhead and the Big Bear area provide \ acation pleasure and comfort amid the surroundings of high altitude beauty. The proximity of these vaeation resorts make them perfect spots for
both week-end trips or longer vacations.

Travel to Eaglecrest is a pleasure over scenic all-weather
roads through Northern California, Oregon and Washington
and is served by bus, rail and air transportation. By automobile
the trip is 1,300 miles — a beautiful three-day journey. Rates
are American Plan (with meals) and begin at $20 a day for
two.

California’s seashore has always been a vaeation landmark.
From the state’s northernmost tip, to Coronado Island a few
minutes away from the Mexican border, hotels and resorts offer
the finest in surfside vacationing, to suit every taste and budget.

Other tourist attractions in the Western

are those who

don’t feel that their vacation

States make

Whether you contemplate a trip around the world or a twoday outing to a nearby resort, the Studio Club can help you
make plans to fit the type of vacation you want. Call Ext. 745
for a variety of holiday suggestions.

Right at Los Angeles’ front door is Catalina Island where a
three-day fun spree or two-week holiday are yours almost for
the asking.
There

United

it no problem to find just the trip to suit the time of year, the
budget and the diversion that you want on your vacation.

is com-

Eaglecrest Lodge on Vancouver Island, B. C., is an ideal vacation spot
for those who prefer the rustic and secluded. The countryside here is
beautiful, the rates are reasonable ($20 a day with meals, for two) and

the lodge is easy to reach by auto, rail or air. Whether you plan a
Canadian vacation, a trip around the world or one around the block, the
Studio Club can help you by suggesting places to fit time and budget.

CHINCHILLAS
The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,

EXPERT

WATCH

INGLEWOOD

REPAIRING

-

-

OR. 2-8281

GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS
The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
10677

WEST

PICO

BLVD.

(At Overland)

AR.

7-8795

"If you'll think back, Selma,
repeatedly

14

not to marry

I warned

that frog manl"

you

PRODUCTION

continued

AL CERF COMPANY

Next on the schedule of new productions is RIVER OF NO RETURN. This
will be a Technicolor Cinemascope feature produced by Stanley Rubin under
the Ray Klune banner.
The Technicolor CinemaScope pre-production unit of PRINCE VALIANT is
slated to begin shooting the latter part
of May in England. Principal photography will commence on or about July
7th. Robert Jacks will produce PRINCE
VALIANT while Henry Hathaway has
been named director.
KING

OF THE

KHYBER

RIFLES

WHOLESALERS

^ OAPDALLIGM
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

STOCK

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllh

right to love the colonel’s daughter, in
spite of his half-caste status. Frank Rosenberg isproducing, with Henry King
director of the adventure drama.
Tentatively scheduled to begin production inJune is WATERFRONT. Elia Kazan will direct. The following pictures
are slated for summer production during
the months of June, July and August. All
will be CinemaScope features in Technicolor: The R. A. Klune production, HELL
AND HIGH WATER; 3 COINS IN THE
FOUNTAIN, Sol Siegel producing, Jean
Negulesco directing and THERE’S NO
BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS,
Sol Siegel producing, Walter Lang directing.

=

20th Century-Fox

Employees

I

OF OLYMPIC)

CR. 4-5471
PLEASE

continued

The annual banquet saw about 80 people in attendance and was ruled a complete success. Everyone enjoyed the fine
steak dinner provided by the restaurant
and during and after dinner very fine entertainment furnished by M. C. Jimmie
Taylor
Murray’s
Rythmaires.
Thanks and
are Virgil
extended
to Glenn
Harman
who furnished the flowers for this event
and to Carl Newsom who photographed
the event. Final goodnights were said
and the 1952-53 bowling season was declared officially ended.
Many thanks to all of the organizations
and individuals who helped to make this
a very successful year. Here’s hoping
we’re all back this fall to form an even
bigger and better league.

i

=

I UTTER McKinley |
I

MORTUARIES

II

PRESENT

STUDIO

CLUB

CARD

DU. 8-2481 I|
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SAM
10515V2

LURYE'S

West Pico

AR. 7-8449
OPEN

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

EVERY

DAY

BONDS - STRAIGHT
BLENDS OF ALL LIQVORS
ALL POPULAR
—

SAVE
on

BRANDS

OF SCOTCH

Also available in case lots —

10%

DISCOUNT

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

everything

JEWELRY
and

LOST — Pair of dentures while riding home
with a studio employee. May be under front
seat. Call Studio Club, Ext. 745 if located.

|

ARLEIGH A. BROWN

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

in our

^

GIFT

sample
line

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

• FOUNTAIN PENS
• JEWELRY
• LUGGAGE
• LEATHER GOODS
• PORTAILE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
W Underwood Typewriter Co.,

CHRIS

OF CALIFORNIA
BEAUTIFUL SPANISH HOME for sale on
Forresfer Drive in Monte Mar Vista, close
to the Studio. Inquire MR. VAN KEUREN,
Arizona 8-2825.

HAND

369 So. Robertson Blvd.
(JUST NORTH

Iproven friends!

ON

is

another R. A. Klune production scheduled to begin early this summer. The setting is India, 1857; the story is about a
young captain in the British Army there,
whose loyalty is questioned because he
is a half-caste. He proves his loyalty by
leading the Khyber Riflemen, native volunteer troops, to victory in a battle with
a native tyrant who attempts to lead a
revolt against British rule. He wins the

BOWLING

Ladies' Goafs
Suifs - Jackets - Skirts

369 S. Roberfson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

20th

I

Co.,

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
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SHOP

.T

.

.

Think 1+ Over

.

We

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
CARL WEISS,

AR. 3-8636

10643 Pico Blvd.
GENERAL

DUMONT and
RCA
TELEVISION

ELECTRIC

O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

HADIO t APniANCt CO.
Opposite

P’

W

Stadium

CR. 1-2249

(2 Bio^ks'^^ Liberal
Discount to Studio Club Members
Open Monday

West of Robertson)

and

★ CARPETS

Complete

★ TILE

CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

11218

or TE. 0-3636

Co.

Washington

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio dub

]

Blvd., Culver City

The safest way to double your money
is to fold it over and put it back in your
1

If you want to stay young, associate
pocket.
with young people; if you want to feel
your age, try to keep up with them.
i

a person says something nice

didn’t you know
you,along?
about
fact right
i

Women think it’s an even swap: Sympathy in exchange for details.
i

The last war brought a lot of displaced persons; looks like the—Leisure
next one
will bring a lot of dispersoned places.

PONIES FOR
OTHER

SPRAYS

LAKE

PONY

We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members

-

Weddings,

—

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised

Electric Ap>pliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen Gr Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires

—

Street

CULVER

Sepulveda

Bring This
Ad For
FREE PONY

We

VENICE
CITY

VE. 8-8916

RIDE

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

Televisions
Radios
Cameras

5191

—

Washington

TINKERTOWN
Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

RIDES

PICNICS, PARTIES
OCCASIONS

PARK

400 West

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755

it to be a

The government has been troubled
with too much overhead and too much
underhand.

Members

BOUQUETS

horse

1

WILLETTE

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

in the

i

THE "WRIGHT" WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING
S.M. 7-5157

BR. 2-3832

Evenings

A LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Friday

wrecks

Usually the fellow who hollers loudgence.
est for justice is only looking for revenge.

When

Theater

fewer

and buggy days because the driver did
not depend entirely on his own intelli-

Mgr.

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

had

. . .

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

Conveniently Located At

HARRY

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

ARizona 7-7508

MONICA

Ave. —

SALES

CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

SalesFor

Authorized

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances
16

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

All

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

FUNERALS

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St., L. A. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231
Roger Kent (John C. Mehan Co., Foreign Cars),
12001 Ventura Blvd., Studio City..SU. 3-8331
Tupman Motors (Ed Morris), 3330 So. Figueroa
St., L. A
Rl. 1147

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

REAL

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Jack Dunn, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GIFT SHOPS
Gift Village, 10659 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

HOME

AR. 3-3047

DECORATING

Armando

Sanchez

GR. 4552

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FIXTURES

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
(Discount on recaps only)

Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

LINOLEUM

lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

AUTO

Burd's Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

BABY

GOODS

Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop. 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 363 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

HREPLACE

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

UQUORS

FIXTURES

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MATTRESSES— BOX
Lester Morris

SPRINGS
AR. 3-8303; AN. 3-3827

OCULISTS

RESTAURANTS
Pierre's, 2319 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
Websters, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 8-3200
AR. 9-9554

RELIGIOUS

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

PHONOGRAPH

SUPPLIES

Stephen's Religious Arts, 12232 Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City
SU. 3-1257

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

MACHINES

Pfaff Sewing Center (M. A. Mathison)
8943 Santa Monica Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-8400

SPANISH

FOOD

(To Take Out)

Martinez, 2122 So. Sepulveda,
L. A
AR. 3-7227; AR. 3-7736

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

El Vanada Stationers. 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

STOCKS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

PAINT

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

SEWING

Patio Liquors (Sam Lurye), 10515V2 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

REPAIRS

READY-TO-WEAR

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

JEWELRY

LIGHT

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300V2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop. 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5750

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency. 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

PIANOS

FLORISTS

Baldwin Piano Competny
Wilshire Blvd., L. A

(Bob Austin) 3273
DU. 7-5221

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance (R. Tiernan), 1531
No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

PLUMBING

VITAMINS

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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CHARLES

BICKFORD
NATIONALLY

Household

1847

BOB WATERFIELD

KNOWN

BRANDS

Appliances
Hoover Vacuum

OF

Television and Radio
Cleaners

Lionel Trains
Rogers Bros, and Community Plate Silverware
Revere Ware . . . Descoware . . . and
Other Gift Items
“Still the Best Deal in Town”

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson

Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506

RALPH

CR. 1-1135

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

FOR

MEN

All That's Best in California Tailored Sportswear
and Clothing
At Modest

We

Have

Everything
USUAL

10667

W. PICO

Prices

for the Well-Dressed

STUDIO

Man

COURTESY

BLVD.

PHONE:

(Next to Malibar)

EASTMAN

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

STUDIO

WESTWOOD'S

INC.

CHICAGO

CLUB

HOLLYWOOD

MEMBERS

LARGEST

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE,

MAJOR

APPLIANCES

& CARPETING

1651-57
LOS ANGELES

& CAMERON
Westwood

BRadshaw

2-1333

ARizona

will jump or out
at you You
and will
you be
won’t
be
shocked
startled.
drawn
into the picture as a participant. You will
be not so much of a spectator as a collaborator. You will help create the excitement.
In watching the test which preceded
the regular shooting of THE ROBE, I
was immediately aware of the disappearance of the proscenium. This is one of
the fundamental technical. differences between CinemaScope and conventional
photography. With the lack of consciousness of a framework imprisoning the action you feel as if you were actually witnessing an event rather than watching a
picture of it.
Everyone wonders what differences in
angles CinemaScope will involve. A common question asked is, “Are close-ups
out?” Close-ups are still possible, as anyone knows who saw the full-screen head
of Victor Mature shown at the Western
Ave. screenings. They’re more dramatic
than ever. But they’re not as necessary as
before, because the screen is so large and
intimate that most of the characters will
be in the equivalent of close-up anyway,
in the sense that their faces will be close
enough for minute scrutiny.
Not enough has been said about the
sound in CinemaScope. Although the
presence of additional mikes means more
problems for the cinematographer, I welcome stereophonic sound, because I
know that when directional sound accomthe picture
I’ve shot
will make
me lookpaniestwice
as good.
The it sound
will
come from the part of the screen where
the action is taking place, and it will
move with the action everywhere.
Quality and not quantity will be the
watchword in the new CinemaScope era
we are embarking upon. To me this
means greater pictures. Today we paint
on a canvas two-and-one-half times as
wide as yesterday. We know our stories,
actors and
accordingly.directors
CinemaScope will
and“grow”
projects
like
THE ROBE are leading the way to bigger and better tomorrows.

Austin ^

Boulevard
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By LEON SHAMROY
When you watch CinemaScope on the
screen you have a keen sense of participation in the action. In THE ROBE nothing

SALES

At Substantial Savings

DUNN

FILMING
'THE ROBE'
IN CINEMASCOPE

CALIFORNIA
9-7355
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MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY

and FRIDAY

NIGHTS

to 9 P.M.

1

Morris

John C. Mohan Co. Inc.
1 200 1 Ventura

OPEN

SERVICE

Blvd., Studio City, Calif.

STanley 7-3822

STate 4-7055

RENT?

PAY

WHY

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

A DUPLEX
in

OWN

Hills

Woodland

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

AR. 9-561 1
1 0649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

$4,000 Down

RAY

*

GRIFFITH

Diamond

8-1281

CR. 6-9969

WESTWOOD

BR. 2-6034

*

All Types
GARDEN

LOWITZ

of

sh-sh-sh private line

CR. 6-3766

Boulevard

INTERIORS

Special Prices to Studio Club Members

8636 WILSHIRE

★

You Here!

SUPPLIES

Furniture- Appliances - Television

CR. 6-0825

Have Her Drive

NURSERY

AND

9786 West Pico

Mills Cafe
Under New Management

PLANTS

D'S
ARWife
LL
WI
If your
Drives You To Drink

BLVD.

^oe S. M israch
Extends

a Welcome

Studio Club

To All

Members

To Participate in Special Savings on

GEORGE

COURTNEY

Open Mon. & Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
CR. 1-5000
CR. 4-5196

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms Arranged
Open Monday

The Fairway

CO.

and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

9401 W. Pico at Rexford
"Two

minutes

from the Studio's Pico Gate"

Specializing in LUNCHES —
CHICKEN and STEAK
from

Ample Parking
DINNERS

5 p.m. daily

Cocktails — Entertainment at Our Piano Bar
Private Room Available for
Parties and Clubs
ERNY
DON
TONY
BILL

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

LA BREA

TIRE SERVICE

OFFERS

25 TO 40%
ON

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION
»♦«

PHONE

JOE

MAdison 9-1651
»♦«

Store Hours:
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

DISCOUNT
fiutch Sctf PaihU
PICO

Line of

Our Food Is Par Excellence

PAINT and WALLPAPER

!Z7r£aiaT£ ^D-otiE±

Complete

2nd STREET

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands

of

TELEVISION
To Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS
TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-364719

i n/iiv Ci:;S
n
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A Score Settled . . .
Ronald

E. Rosser, CZS. Army
Afedal

When
Korea, Sergeant

his brother

Rosser

Pongil-li by

Red

fire. He

tp the platoon. Suddenly
Alone, and arme
nade, he charged
He dropped
enemies.
more

a Red

bunker
heavy

then

on a hill
it cutting

he ji-inpei to his feet.

into a trench and

ammunition,

one-man

down
saw

l only with a carbine

Twice, under

killed in

re-enlisted. Several months

later he, too, was in Korea— pinned
near

was

and

a gre-

and cleaned

it out.

ispatclied five more
fire, he returned

renewed

dead, the American

Ronaki

‘‘When

f.om

gets back

with

platoon saved, and a

score settled for Sergeant
a man

for

his attack. His

fight was furious— and short. It ended

13 enemy

of Honor

Rosser.
Korea,”

says Ser-

geant Rosser, “it does him good to see people— like
you— investing hard-earned money in our country’s
Bonds. Sure, Bonds are a practical way to save
money,
power
And

I know.
— to arm,

But they also help build production
equip

and protect men

that's proof to people like me

overseas.

that people like

you really care.”

Peace is for the strong! For peace and prosperity
save ivith V.S. Defense Bonds!

.Now E Ftonds

pay

.3% ! Now,

improved

Series E Bonds

slari paying interest aft<-r 6 months. And average 3% interest. eompoiinded semiannually when held to maturity! Also, all maturing E Bonds automatically go on
ea. nitig at the r.ew rate — for 10 more years. Today, start
investing in U.S. Series E Defense Bonds through the
Payroll Savings

Plan at work.

Call Fred Barman, Ext. 1313, Bin. 26.5, New Ad. Bldg.

The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is donated by
this publication in cooperation with the Advertising Council and the Magazine
Publishers of America.
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EDITORIAL

STAFF

Art Houser
Ecfitorial Dir.
Bob Mintz
Editor
R. Billick
Activities Dir.
Vivian Jorgensen
Asst. Ed.
Freddie McPhie
Asst. Ed
•

STAFF

Riding high in their late model' Cadillac
touring are four studio employees with
outstanduk^careers of service
their
dusters. Amour of these old timei&began
at
studio in 1918, when the Resent
TwerlH^ Century-Fox si^was no more
than a%ean field. Left to riglfr^e Sol Haln. Head of Camera^eparment; Walter
on. Grip Departm«|Ri^hn Bodnar, Head
of International Deparh^nt, and Henry

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassburn
Ed Janis

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Goldfarb, AssisU|^ Lab Superintendent.
This guartet of^S^ employees will be
among those to b^Ieted at the Quarter
Century CliA.banguet.

Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky

STUDIO CLUB
EDITOI^L

COMMnxfe

Pauline Dunlafr
Roy Metzler
•

3

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS

ifiM, Presen^^^ Future

George Stephenson . Pres.
Al De Weese
V-P.
Joliene Overacker .. Se

4^ Quurter Cdi^ry of Service
Treas'
Around me Lot—
^
A Quurter Century Ago .

Roy Metzler

Bonfiglio. Juanita
Cannon. Jo
Conlon. Edward
Cripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
Davies. Red
De Gaetano. Al
Dunlap. Pauline
<ne
Fontaine. Jeann.A.
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick.
Jolley. Robert
Krause. Jem

ital
Cafe
ire

A. ;

W.A. lab.
Emi
employment
laintcnance
Makers

George .
rdson. Frances
Irish

^^Exe
Elec.
Exec. Maint.
Sec’y
Elec.
Grip
Men's Wardrobe
Paint
Transportation
Camera
Landscape
Property
Cutting
Art
.
Research
Labor

em

Women's

Wardrobe
Makeup
Credit Union
Elec. Prod.
Construction

Smith, Dick
Trager. Estelle
Vierich. Dick
Wurt2el, Paul

Honorary

Around The Lot— In ’53 .
Studio Club Activities
Two-0 News
Buyer’s Directory

Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los

Angeles, Ca'ifo nia, under
March 3, 1879.
5
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Time — an eternity linked by memories. Time — as endless as the sea, yet dotted with a myriad of moments.

Twenty five years — thirteen million minutes of laughter and smiles, of doubt, and of optimism. Twenty five
years — in the eons of time, as long as a sigh. But it is childhood to manhood
childhood to manhood,

in the human

perspective. It is

too, in terms of the motion picture industry.

A Quarter of a Century. There are scores of Twentieth Century-Fox employees who have served their
company

that long; from the time when our industry was an adolescent — a kid whose voice was just

beginning to change. As they worked and watched, their industry began flexing its muscles. They worked
and watched as the motion picture became

strong and began lifting up men’s minds.

What a wonderful thing to be able to have those memories. Of littleness blossoming into bigness. And
bigness into greatness. These are the memories
being honored for serving their company

that these workers have. And these are the workers who are

in good faith and in good fashion for a Quarter of a Century or more.

Many of us are looking ahead to the day when we can be in the magic circle which is the Quarter Century
Club. There is a pride in wearing the Quarter Century Club pin — symbol of loyalty through good times and bad.

Just as the Twentieth Century-Fox employee who wears the Quarter Century Club pin takes pride
in being its bearer, so can the pin serve as an incentive to us all to strive for achievement

To all Twentieth Century-Fox employees who are members
management

through service.

of the new Quarter Century Club, your studio

congratulates you for outstanding service throughout the years. And to all studio employees,

regardless of length of service, the leaders of your company

express their gratitude for the allegiance you

have shown during Twentieth Century-Fox’s current readjustment period.

The company’s future with CinemaScope
Fox employees — both old and new.

To Quarter Century Club members

looks bright. Equally bright is the future of Twentieth Century-

— thanks for a job well done. To every employee of Twentieth

Century-Fox, here’s to another Quarter of a Century in a great and vital industry!
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Q
U
A
R
T
E
R
FLASH!!
Egypt

from

C
E
N
T
U
R
Y

Psammetichus

OF
liberates

the Assyrians!

EXCLUSIVE!! Jimmu Tenno, first Mikado of Japan, conquers the islands as
leader of the invading forces!
EXTHA!! Nineveh destroyed by Nabopolassar and Cyaxares, King of the
Medes!
You

won’t find these headlines

in to-

newspapers.
But if of
theTwentieth
years of
service day’s
of the
94 members
Century-Fox’s new Quarter Century Club
were strung back through history from
1953, they would total 2627 years. 2627
years ago, or 674 B.C., is the period when
these important events were shaping the
early history of our civilization. In other
words, the comhined years of service to
20th Century-Fox hy these employees
add up to more than 26 centuries.
The.se 26 centuries of .service will be
represented at the First Annual Quarter
Century Club banquet to be held on the
lot Friday evening, June 19th. Honored
guests will be the 94 employees who have
served the company continuously since
1928 or earlier.
One

4

of the highlights of the affair, to

SERVICE

which wives and husbands of Quarter
Century Club members are invited, will
be the presentation of service pins to all
members. Gold pins with a sapphire will
be awarded to employees with 25 years’
service, while 30- and 35-year employees
will be presented with ruby and diamond-studded gold pins for their many
years of service. F. L. Metzler, studio
manager, will be guest speaker at the
banquet.
The purpose of this service organization is to give recognition to Twentieth
Century-Fox employees who have rendered a Quarter Century or more of service to the company.
Any one of these workers could give a
fascinating personal history of the motion jDicture industry. Each has his own
story to tell and many of these stories

Twentieth. Unlike workers in other industries, these employees brought no
heritage with them. None of them could
boast of a tradition that their fathers had
built, or their fathers before them.

Why?

Because these people were trail-hlazers
in a new world — the world of motion
pictures. There were no fathers or forefathers to show them how to do it. Most
of them were first generation movie workers, for the industry was yet too young
for father and son.
They were proud of the still new and
still young motion picture industry of a
Quarter Century ago, and they are even
prouder of it today because of what it
has grown to be, and the part they ha\e

begin in the industry’s early days of
hand-cranked trial and error. Now they
are part of a great industry — one that
sy nthesizes technical perfection and creative genius into a compelling and stimulating force that teaches as well as entertains.

played in its growth.
There can he no douht that the collective 2627 years of these 94 employees
have gone a long way toward making
Twentieth Century-Fox one of the great
motion picture companies of the world.
The leaders of your company salute
every member of the Quarter Century
Cluh for their years of faithful service
and for the many great contributions

It was a Quarter Century ago or more
that the folks on these pages came to

which mentthey
made
of this have
company.

QUARTER

to the develop-

CENTURY

ISSUE

ANTHONY
UGRIN
began at Western

(Still), Feb. 1917—1
Ave. as a messen-

ger. I did my lirst still work on "Salome"' with Theda Bara in 1919. I
shot all the stills made for the Shirley
Temple pictures.

MARGARET

MILLEN

(Acct.), June

1918

— I have enjoyed my
many
years
with the Fox Film Corporation, from
the silent days of J. Gordon Edwards
and Theda Bara to the present era of
Cinemascope.

EDWARD
F. HORTER (Staff Shop), Jan.
1920 — Our Staff Shop was a lean-to
when I started with Fox. They were
tearing out the orange and lemon
trees on the east side of the Western
Ave. Studio at that time.

SOL HALPRIN
(Cam.), Mar. 1918— In
March 1918 I asked Fox for a steady
job. It looks like I got it! The most
exciting event in my career has been
the materialization and development
of Cinemascope.

IRVING ROSENBERG
(Cam.), Mar. 1918
— I Started in the lab and went with
the Tom Mix Co. shortly after. During
those early days I worked with Peggy
Highland, and William and Dustin
Farnum.

HENRY
GOLDFARB
(Lab.), May 1918—
I have encountered many
wonderful
experiences and people during my career with Fox. In fact, I met my wife

JOHN
BODNAR
(Int.), Sep. 1918— I
have enjoyed every moment
of my
35 years with Fox — watching the procession from silent pictures to talking
pictures and now to our CinemaScope

WALTER
S. FAXON
(Grip), Oct. 1918—
My first years with the studio were
spent on the Sunshine Comedies. My
most interesting location was with the
Delmer Daves company to Hawaii in

LOU

process.

t

RAY NOLAN
(Still), Apr. 1920— During
my career at 20th Century-Fox, I have
worked as assistant cameraman, camera operator and still photographer. I
come from a family of eighteen children.

1950

on

"Bird

of Paradise."

WILLIAM
ROSEN
Bill Darling and

(Maint.), Oct. 1920I put up the first

"no trespassing" signs at Fox Hills
after the studio bought this property.
The first picture I worked
Queen of Sheba," 1920.

on:

"The

22 years ago while
tory employee.

with

QUARTER

CENTURY

May
with
Mil53rd
My

HARRY
ROBERTS (Sound), May 1922—
I worked with Buck Jones for seven
years. My first big picture was "Shadows of the East" in 1924. I have two
brothers in the movie industry, both
at M.G.M.

ISSUE

LOUIS SPINELLI (Elec.), Sep. 1922—1
began as a driver and spent four years
in the garage repairing autos and
trucks.
and

My years
dustry with Fox
exciting.

of service in the inhave been pleasant

was

a labora-

KUNKEL
(Cam.), Oct. 1919— Location trips — from Prescott, Arizona,
Tom Mix, to British East Africa

and the Belgian Congo on "Snows"
and
"White
Witch
Doctor" — have
marked my career with Fox.

LOUIS LOEFFLER
(Edit.), Nov. 1920—
The first picture I cut for Fox was
"While New
York Sleeps" in 1921.
1 went to Italy for the company in
1921

and

Shepherd

F. CLINTON
URTUBEES
(Still),
1921 — I started in show business
the Tannhauser Stock Co. in
waukee at age 16. This marks my
continuous year in show business.
hobby is photography.

she

MURL
— When

1922

for

"Nero"

and

"The

King."

WAGGONER
my

boy

(Tran.),
was

born

Oct.

1922

in

1927,

the

Buck Jones Co. opened a bank account for him and Buck Jones congratulated my wife with a bouquet of
American Beauty roses.

5

ALLAN
S. BAKER (Elec.). Mar. 1923—
I'm very grateiul for my long employment with Fox and 20th Century. It
has been pleasant and most gratifying.
My hobbies are growing flowers and
making friends.

GLENN E. CAMPBELL
(Grip), Sep. 1923
— I am a father and grandfather with
a wonderful family. I fought in the
First World War and was wounded.
I have really enjoyed my
vice with the company.

years

of ser-

CHARLES

EDLER

(Elec.), Mar.

1923—

My most interesting picture was "The
Iron Horse" on location in Wyoming
in 1924 as a prop man. In that year
1 became
an electrician, have been
that ever since.

WILLIAM
C. HAHN
(Elec.), Sep. 1923—
This is my
thirtieth year with Fox
Studios. For the past six years I have
been at the Western Ave. Lab. My
hobby is traveling and taking color
pictures.

DAVID
GOLDFARB
(Lab), Mar. 1924In 1919 I played child bit roles at Fox
Studios with Shirley Mason, Alma Rubens and Edmund Lowe. My most exciting event was boxing with Tom Mix,
just for workouts.

ALFRED G. TURNEY (Police), Apr. 1925
— I believe the proudest moment
of
my career was when in 1933 Shirley
Temple, aged 5, pinned on my chest a
miniature police badge bearing her
name.

FRANK
POWOLNY
(Still), Apr. 1924—
I was on the cameras from 1921 until
1926, began doing stills in '26. I met
my wife in loplin, Missouri while on
location with
pany in 1938.

the

"Jesse

James"

com-

WALTER
JOLLEY (Paint), June 1925—
My 37 years in the picture business
have been filled with many laughs and
thrills. I have two boys, both of whom
are members
family.

of the

20th

Century-Fox

GEORGE

C.

GOEMANS

(Mech.

Ef.),

May 1923 — I did gags for the Sunshine
Comedies during my early years here.
A
busy picture lor us was "Four
Devils," in 1927. We did a lot of aerial
rigging

for that

show.

SHERIDAN
SMITH (Mach. Shop), Oct.
1923 — I started at the William Fox West
Coast Studio. It has been interesting
work and has included many exciting
locations for me. My hobby is house
remodeling.

DAVID
W.
ANDERSON
(Elec.), July
1924 — I started as a lamp operator on
the Sunshine Comedies. I worked on
Janet Gaynor's first starring vehicle,
"The Johnstown Flood," made by the
Fox Company in 1926.

CARROLL

McCORMICK

(Prop

Mk.), July

1925 — My
first assignment was with
"The Tltree Bad Men," made on location in 1925. I worked standby with
'Lefty' Hough, who was head propman
at that time.

FRANK
I have

KIRKLAN (Tran.), Aug. 1923—
enjoyed working with this organization and have seen a great many
improvements. I hope to be associated
with the Transportation Dept, for many
more years.

ANDY M. BARCLAY
(Maint.), Feb. 1924
— I have been associated with the
company
since 1917. As the studio
locksmith, I have had many interesting experiences with people and
locked doors.

JACK
have

V. BROWN
(Elec.), Dec. 1924—1
been a gaffer since 1933, and

have

enjoyed the many
tions made through the

married to Josephine
Wardrobe.

fine associayears. I am

Brown

of Ladies'

CORWIN
L. ALBERT (Cam.), Sep. 1925
I was born in Nebraska where my
father operated a photography studio.
in
My spare time is spent on an acre
Encino gardening and repairing granddaughters' toys.
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CARL
When

FRANCIS 'BUD' MAUTINO
(Cam.). Sep.
1925 — I began with Tom Mix, have
worked on three Academy Award pictures: "The Black Swan," "Leave Her
to Heaven" and "Wilson." I have two
sons, ages 14 and 16.

the
on

Property Dept., moving to Transportation two years later. I worked
the

Big

ESTELLE RICHTER (Cast.), Nov. 1925—
I can only say that my years in the
Casting Office have been both interesting and exciting. It is a privilege
to be an employee of the finest studio
in the world.

HENRY

A.

ANHEUSER

(Tran.),

first John

Wayne

starrer,

"The

May

MONTY

WILLIAMS

— Being

a

(Plum.),

chiropractor,

Nov.

it makes

1925
me

ERNEST ROTCHY
(Men's Ward.), May
1926 — Born in Switzerland, I came to
the U. S. in 1921. My hobbies are reading and chess. I speak and write English, French, German and Italian. I've
been married 27 years.

BUI."

CHARLES
GRAHAM
(Elec.), Nov. 1925
— I am married, have two boys — 10
and 15 years old. I started with Fox
as a lamp operator, have been gaffing
for 13 years. My hobbies are fishing
and photography.

JOSEPH R. KEENAN
(Sound), Nov. 1925
— In 1922 I came to Hollywood as an
actor. I thought I was until I saw myself in a large silent closeup. Then I
changed to the technical end of the
business.

Trail."

feel good that I've been able to help
my co-workers with their aches, pains
and sacroiliac slips — plus their plumbing problems too.

1926 — We
did "Behind That Curtain"
in 1929 on location in Death Valley
before there were roads there. We
chased a herd of buffalo in Montana
for "Buffalo

BARRINGER
(Tran.), Nov. 1925—
I first came to Fox, I was in

CHARLES

B. PERRIN

(Prop.),

Jan. 1926

— I spent 18 years in the banking business before coming to Fox. I have a
boy and a girl, both of whom
are
married. I am now a three-time grandfather.

LENWOOD

B.

ABBOTT

(Spec.

Photo

Ef.), June 1926 — My first job was assistant cameraman on "What
Price
Glory." In 1942, Fred Sersen invited
me to join his department staff, my
present

position.

LOUIS
During

WITTE (Mech. Ef.). Apr. 1926—
my career at Fox, I have served

as

president of the Westerners, commander of the studio American Legion
Post 563 and chairman of the Welfare
Committee.

HUGH
E. CONLON
(Fire), June 1926—
27 years ago, I came here to start a
one-man Fire Dept, in an old Tom Mix
set. I wouldn't have believed the
studio and its Fire Dept, would grow
to what they are today.

ri

HENRY

R. THORNSBERRY

(Tran.), June

1926 — Our roughest location was "My
Darling Clementine" in 1946 in Monument Valley. For "Three Bad Men" in
1926, we camped in the Mojave Desert.
But they were all great.

QUARTER

CENTURY

CLYDE L. CARRUTH
(Edit.), Aug. 1926
— My first work with Fox was on the
Sunshine Comedies in 1920. After directing 2-reel comedies for Lew Cantor at Pathe in New York, I came back
to Fox to stay.

ISSUE

MILTON

E.

MORGAN

(Music),

Sep.

1926 — I'm a Medical Corps veteran of
World War I. I've always been interested in the Glendale Girl Bagpipe
Band in which my
wife is a snare
drummer and my niece a bagpiper.

WILLIAM

F.

WEISHEIT

(Proj.),

Sep.

1926 — My first picture with Fox was
"What Price Glory." I helped develop
the 70 mm
Grandeur system in 1927,
have enjoyed the opportunity to help
with Cinemascope.
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EDWARD
JONES (Prop.),
started in show business
of 15. running errands
candy. The most exciting
picture career was
my
on

"White

HAROLD

Witch

Oct. 1926—1
at the age
and selling
event of my
African trip

Doctor."

C. RODDAN

(Proj.), Feb.

KATHERINE
LAMBERT
(Research), Nov.
1926 — 1 started with the Los Angeles
Public Library in 1925. A year later
I came to Fox Studio to catalogue their
small but good collection. How it has

FRED H. HALL (Elec.), Dec. 1926— My
first assignments with Fox were as a

M. "DUKE"
ABRAHAMS
(Prop.), Jan.
1927 — 1 started at Western Ave. on a

lamp operator on "Seventh Heaven,"
"Sunrise" and "Loves of Carmen." I
have a boy 13, girl 11. My hobbies are
fishing and hunting.

swing
gang with
"Duke"
Morrison
(John Wayne).
The thing
I value
most
through the years is the many friendships I have made.

grown!

1927

— I started to work the day that "Seventh Heaven" began shooting. I began
as a projectionist in Vancouver. B. C.
in 1913. had my own theater in So.
Dakota in 1919.

CARL CABIBI (Elec.), Sep. 1927—1 was
on the first baseball team Fox ever
had. Our team won the first So. Calif,
championship. My son and daughter
graduate from U. C. L. A. and Santa
Monica J. C. this month.

R. L. "LEFTY" HOUGH
(Prod.), May
1927 — Fve worked as property man,
director, asst, director, unit manager

JOHN

P. VAN

WORMER

1927 — I'm

a

Wars.

proud

I'm

veteran

of

to have

(Cam.),
both

July

World

worked

on

JOHN
O. ENGEL
(Est.), Aug.
The biggest thrill in my career
was

1927—
at Fox

the part I played in the construction of Movietone City in the Twenties,

and production manager for Fox. I've
worked hard but I feel that it's been
worth it.

many

of Will Rogers' pictures, something I will always remember. My
hobby is my fair golf game.

now the
Fox lot.

BERNARD

ERNEST M. MILLER (Proj.), Sep. 1927—
I began with Fox in elec, construction,
helped create many early trick shots
with an electric hoist. I handled the

LLOYD NOBLES (Cashier). Sep. 1927—
I was sent out to Fox Film Co. on an
interview in 1920 but was one hour

FREERICKS

(Sound).

Sep.

1927 — I was sound man on Fox's first
sound picture, "Family Picnic," in
1928. 25 years later I was sound man
on

the studio's

picture,

"The

first stereophonic

sound

pumps

used

in Frank

Borzage's

"The

Robe."

gigantic

Twentieth

Century-

too late. Was location cashier on "The
Big Trail," outdoor epic made by Fox
in

1929-30.

River."

AUDLEY
K. SISSON (Elec.), Sep. 1927
-^Fve been in the motion picture business since 1920. The filming of scenes
for "Men on
San Francisco
assignments.

8

Call" from a barge in
was one of my exciting

CHARLOTTE
LIMBACH
(Acct.), Oct.
1927 — When
I started in the Accounting Dept, at Western Ave.. it was a
pretty small outfit. Both it and the
studio have grown to a size 1 wouldn't
have believed possible.

RALPH

V.

PIPES

(Mach.

Shop),

Oct.

1927 — I began at Western Ave. on "In
Old Arizona." I have had numerous
locations which have given me
a
chance to see a lot that I would have
missed otherwise.

ROBERT McGowan
(Cam.), Nov.
— My first camera work was as
operator on
with Victor
and

"A Girl In Every Port"
McLaglan, Louise Brooks

Betty
Compson.
tical Printing
in 1947. I moved

QUARTER
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FRANK
ERICKSON
(Staff Shop), Dec.
1927 — My son is a studio employee
too, in the Prop Makers Dept. I spend
all my vacations hunting and fishing
in Utah, bagged my first buck last year
after 12 trys.

MARTIN

W.

BOLGER

(Lab),

Ian.

1928

— Coming to Fox, 1 worked with the
Tom Mix Co., then the Comedy Department as a cutter. In 1928 1 began learning about sound, have worked with it
ever since.

ANDY

KISCH (Prop.), Jan. 1928— Before working in Property, I was an

estimator in the Accounting Dept. It's
been exciting watching movies go
from silent to Movietone and now to
Cinemascope.

MARTIN
V. CORNICA
(Back Proj.),
Mar. 1928 — During this quarter century,
never missed a day of work on account of sickness. I married my leading lady during the silent flickers 30
years ago.

ANNA
MAE
HART (Pub.), Mar. 1928—
It was a big thrill when, through a
friend, I got a few days work at Fox
Studio while visiting from the east. It
started as a lark, is now an exciting
career.

WALTER
CASTLE
(Spec. Photo Ef.),
Apr. 1928 — I started with the Fox Film
Corp. as cameraman in the Title Depariment at Western Ave. I am now a
director of photography in the Special
Photo Effects Dept.

RUTH F. HOWARD
(Script), Apr. 1928
— 1 made some exciting acquaintances
whUe at Fox, including Louise Dresser
cind Charles Farrell. I remember the

ALLAN
E. IRVING (Cam.), May 1928—
My first association with Fox was in
1926, as 2nd cameraman with Rudolph
Berquist, on a Madge Bellamy picture.

first eating

My
hobby
is making minatures
Santa Fe R. R. equipment.

SAM
WURTZEL
(Prod.), June 1928Starting as a stenographer with the
New York company, I have been asst,
cameraman, propman, asst, director,
prod, manager of Spanish pix at Western, and now unit manager.

GERTRUDE
RACHINSKY
(Research),
July 1928 — I was a reader for Cecil
De Mllle before coming to Fox. My

RAY

hobby is my autograph bock containing writings, sketches and paintings
many famous people.

Nuremberg trials. It's a thrill to carry
on after the father of spec, photo effects— Fred Sersen.

FRED
— On

L. STOCKING
(Tran.), Feb. 1928
location out of Santa Cruz for

Victor

Schertzinger's "Thunder Mountain," 1 pulled Madge Bellamy back
into our car, just as a huge rattler slid
by her door!

FRANCES

RICHARDSON

(Research),

Jan. 1928 — Born in Washington D. C.,
I'm a direct descendant of John and
Priscilla I ("Speak
AMen.
came to for
Fox yourself,
from the John")
L. A.
Library's

Art

&

Music

Dept.

When
our first feature-length talkie,
"In Old Arizona," was ready for release, the job of writing dialogue and
continuity was born. I got it, loved it,
still love it.

f

dog

by

place

at Fox

Hills — a

hot

stand!

KELLOG

(Spec.

Photo

of

Ef.), Aug.

1928 — I'm a Navy Commander
and was
in charge of visual evidence at the

ARTHUR

L.

KIRBACH

(Sound),

June

1928 — My first big picture was "Hearts
in Dixie," musical with an all-colored
cast in 1928-29. I spent 6 months in
Europe in 1929 picking up
sound
tracks for Fox.

MARY
E. YOST (Script), Aug. 1928—
I began with Fox in the Casting Office
and had the pleasure of meeting and
worth).
making the first studio appointment
for young

Margarita

Cansino

(Rita Hay-
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GODFREY
J. 'BUD' FISCHER
(Spec.
Photo Ef.), Oct. 1928 — I began with
Fox in construction oi Fox Hills Studio.
I have two boys: one is an Ensign
aboard the U. S. S. Essex, the other
a student at Uni High.

GROVER
LAUBE
(Cam.), Oct. 1928—
My work on the development of the
20th Century camera, only blimpless
camera in use today, won an Academy
Award. I began my movie work in
the stereopticon days.

EUGENE
D. PREVIDI (Edit.), Oct. 1928
— The reception of sound was a thrilling event to me, and made many oi us
reverse our thinking. My hobbies are
hunting and fishing. 1 have two boys,

ALFRED

GEORGE
LEVERETT (Sound), Nov. 1928
— My sound experience began in 1906
as a telegraph operator. I came to California and Fox in 1928. My first picture

W. D. 'DON' FLICK (Sound), Dec. 1928
— I spent 10 years with the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. before
coming to Fox Studios. My
hobbies
are golf, photography and my work,
which I enjoy a great deal.

C.

BRUZLIN

(Sound),

Nov.

1928 — My early history includes Mer•chant Marine radio work during World
War I, radio broadcasting with A.T.&T.
in New
York and with station WOC,
Davenport, Iowa.

was "Married in Hollywood"
by Marcel Silver.

DANIEL
WALTER

PINCK

CLARK

ANDERSON
MURRAY
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and

Big Trail" on location in Wyoming. I played a bit part for Walter

Lang

in "Warrior's

Husband"

PULLEN

(Proj.), Oct.

1928

EUGENE

F. GROSSMAN

(Sound),

Dec.

1928 — My
first picture for Fox was
"Common
Clay." I'm a
sports fan,
have an authentic record of the controversial Dempsey-Tunney fight in
Chicago proving the long count.

1922

(Prop Makers). March

1923

(Camera). July 1927

(Laboratory). August

1928
SAMUEL

HILL (Pers.), Dec. 1928—1
as 2nd assistant director on

"The

R.

been a projectionist since September 1910, in the days of hand
cranked projectors. John Bunny, Flora
Finch and Bronco Billy were big names
then.

13.

(Payroll). September

E. LEDGERWOOD
DON

HOMER
worked

directed

ages

ALBERT
— I've

M.

WOODWARD

(Edit.), Dec.

1928 — Born in Virginia, I'm told it still
shows. My W. W. II service included
guarding prisoners of war and editing
training films for the Signal Corps.

in 1932.

CONGRATULATIONS
BEST WISHES

AND

Twentieth Century -Fox Film Corp.
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A festive occasion at the new Fox Movietone Studio was the dedication of the Hall of Music in September 1929. This event took place about a year
after the formal opening of the New Administration Building (now the Old Administration Building), visible in the background. Notice the vacant
area opposite the Administration Building, which is now occupied by Stage 5.

Around the Lot ... A Quarter Century Ago
President of

with a gate and a

the United States and “Moonlight and Roses” was one of the
nation’s top tunes. Sonja Henie was 16 and became the Olympic
figure skating champion at the Second Winter Olympics in

keeper’s lodge of
similar architecture. An electrical

St. Moritz. Mae West was a big hit in “Diamond Lil” and the
stock market was hit by the most frenzied of buying orgies in
its history. Gene Tunney, heavyweight champion of the world,
successfully defended his crown with an 11th round knockout
of Tom Heeney from New Zealand.

sign, designed in
Mission Bell effect,
will surmount the

A Quarter Century

ago, Calvin

Coolidge

was

A Quarter Century ago at Twentieth Century-Fo.x, the Paint
Department

was

the Buck

Jones bam.

The

old prop

room

across from the Art Department was Tom Mix’s barn and what
is now the Police Department was the Tom Mix ranch house.
Just two or three years earlier, the Movietone lot was grazing
land, a wide expanse of outdoor nothing — but a wonderful
place for shooting companies from the studio on Western
Avenue to do their location work.
Those were exciting days of expansion, both for
picture industry generally and the Fox Studio in
An excerpt from a 1926 edition of the Studio Mirror,
publication, is an indication of the way in which

the motion
particular.
Fox Studio
the studio

gate. With the
completion of the
wall, ersthe
gardenwill begin
landscaping the
grounds so that Fox
Hills will be not a
motion picture lot
but a motion picture park, one of
the show places of
Southern Califor-

was developing: “Rapid progress is being made on work already
started at Fox Hills. The wall, which encloses 100 acres of Fox

On Sunday afternoon, August 26,
1926, the formal

Hills, is nearing completion.

opening

It is of Spanish-Moorish

design

of

Fox

Films’ door
giant
outstudio was

Three projectionists who began with Fox a
Quarter Century ago are left to right, Harold
Roddan, A1 Pullen and Bill Weisheit. Picture
was made in 1929 outside the lab entrance at
Western Ave.

held. The public was invited to this spectacle, and a crowd
nia.” at 30,000 poured through the Moorish portals of
estimated
“El Paredon,” the Spanish wall along Santa Monica Boulevard
to get a glimpse of this new and exciting landmark.
An escort squad took thousands of the studio’s visitors on a
tour of the lot, explaining the details of motion picture making
to them and pointing out locations where scenes were filmed
from “What Price Glory,” “The Return of Peter Grimm,” “3
Bad Men,” “On the Wings of the Storm,” “Whispering Wires”
and many other outstanding films of the day.
The Honorable Isadore B. Doekweiler delivered an address
in which he traced the development of Fox Films from a residence structure and garage on a 4-acre lot among alfalfa fields
and orange groves at Western Ave. and Sunset Blvd. to a
producing and distributing concern that reached every country
of the globe.
A show by Tom Mix and his broneo busters, and a Charleston
The Research Library staff of 1931 included three young ladies who are
in that department today. They are left to right, Gertrude Rachinsky
(formerly Kingston), Katherine Lambert and Frances Richardson, head
of Research. All three have been TCF employees for a Quarter of a
Century.

QUARTER
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contest (won by Lucille Lyons and Claude ‘Buek” Smith)
concluded the show on that big day a Quarter Century ago
when the Fox Hills Studio threw open its gates and became
the great motion picture production center of the world.
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A found Zhe Cot Jh Pic

STOCK EXCHANGE
GROUP VISITS STUDIO— The studio recently
played host to forty representatives of the San Francisco Stock Exchange. During their visit they were shown around the lot and were
given an opportunity to witness a special CinemaScope screening.
Above, studio manager F. L. Metzler addresses the stock exchange
group during the studio visit.

NEW VENTURE FOR JOLIENE— The girls of the Script Department bid
farewell to Joliene Overacker, former assistant head of Script. loliene
is now operator of a new script and secretarial service. Pictured with
her above are, left to right, Ada Taylor, Dolores Stockton, Georgina
Worth, Edythe Adams, Ava Cripe, Kathleen Ridgeway, head of Script;
loliene, Marilee Carpenter, Ruth Bellas, Estelle Tragsr, Barbara Maxon.

MAKING HIS STUDIO DEBUT a few
weeks ago was Patrick Nathaniel Gantt,
new son of Esther Averall Gantt of the
Script Department. The little fellow was
born March 6th, was 7 weeks old when
this picture was taken. Maybe that grin
is an indication that a motion picture life
is going to agree with him. Maybe it
means something else!

GIRL RADAR OPERATOR— Proud father
of one of the few women radar scope
operators in the Air Force is Ross Jackman, Prop Makers, left. 20-year-old
Gloria has been in the USAF since she
was 18, is Airman 1st Class. Gloria's job
is to "talk in" aircraft during bad
weather conditions. The Jackmans are
pictured above with Dave Vaughan, head
of Prop Makers.

DOING

THEIR

SHARE

in the recent drive

to collect used clothing for Korean refugees are Dawn Addams and Richard
Burton, both appearing in THE ROBE.
Miss Addams spent last Christmas in
Korea entertaining the troops there. Also
in the unit were Rory Calhoun, entertainer Lit aBaron (Mrs. Rory Calhoun)
and Paul Douglas.

KOREAN HERO RETURNS— Claude Eichar, Sr., Santa Monica Gate, is mighty
proud of his son. Major John Eichar,
USAF. He returned from Korean duty
May 25th after flying 84 missions as a
fighter-bomber pilot. He has earned the
Air Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters,
Distinguished Flying Cross, and Bronze
Star. He visited the lot while on 30-day
leave, reports for further assignment in
two weeks. His dad has been a studio
sentinel for 17 years.
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Words
iFALTHDEPARI^

,Y laboratory

FREE HEALTH SERVICE — Above, a group of workers gets ready to have its "pictures" taken, as
the Los Angeles Health Department mobile chest x-ray unit pays its annual visit to the studio the
week

of April 20th. Pictured above are "Red" Davies, second from right, x-ray committee chairman; Irish Roche, Labor, with telephone; Fred Lutz, Landscape, extreme right, x-ray committeemen. Also on committee but not pictured was Jo Connon, Hospital. Seated are x-ray technicians
Joe Carlos and Frances Mills. (More x-ray news on Page 19.)

NEWLYWEDS — Getting ready
to slice their wedding cake are
lensmen Leo Tover and Leon
Shamroy, left and right center.
Leo married the former Helen
Hornsby on April 24th in Las
Vegas. They honeymooned in
Mexico City. Leon was wed on
May 13th to actress Mary Anderson. Ceremony took place
in Phoenix. Joining in a wish
for luck and happiness are Sid
Rogell, left, executive production manager and Sol Halprin,
head of Camera Dept. (Cake
through courtesy of the Property Dept.!)

With the summer sunshine has come a
flood of vacations: FRED RODE, Property, to Yellowstone for a month. . . .
WALTER WERMICH, Property, to Reno
and Oregon. . . . KATHERINE LAMRERT of Research toured the California
gold country. . . . Also in the Research
Dept.: HELEN WEBB, to Monterey and
Carmel. . . . CERTRUDE RACHINSKY
to spend 2 weeks at Lake Tahoe. . . .
VIRGINIA WEATHERFORD
of Property, to Vancouver Island for 3 weeks.
. . . BILL B.AKER, Maintenance, back
from a tour of Pittsburgh, Chicago and
Gotham. . . . ESTELLE TRACER, Script,
visiting her sister in Detroit. . . .
CAMPBELL
FORSYTH, Camera
Maint., celebrating his 37th wedding anniversary this month. ... A boy for BOB
JOLLY, Paint. — 7 lbs. 1 oz. — Bruce
was born April 21st. . . . Happy to see
JOHN ENGEL, head of Set Estimating,
back on the lot after a serious illness.
. . . DOLORES STOCKTON, Script,
wears a $500 evening dress in a contest
to decide who will be Queen of Fireworks at the Coliseum July 4th. . . . Looking for HARRY LAYDEN, W.A. Police,
to return after his recent illness. . . .
Hoping this finds W.A. policeman
THOMAS BRACKEN much better also.
. . . Congrats to ED BLOCH, Staff Shop,
on his marriage May 5th. . . . Office Servicers BILL WEST and ETHA REESE
doing well after major surgery. . . .
Happy to learn of the marriage May 2nd
of ELLEN POTASH, former secretary to
Robertli\ing
Bassler
and Coles
now
in Waco,
Texas.Trapnell.
Luckily,She’s
the
tornado didn’t touch them. . . . Our sympathy to LOU WITTE, Mech. Effects
head, on his mother’s passing. . . .
SALLY TAYLOR, Dental Office, will recite nuptial vows on August 1st with
Rich Vitamanti. She’ll continue on the
lot after the big day. . . . Her boss, DR.
FRANK MORANO, is in the news too,
with the birth of a baby girl on April
29th. He and the Mrs. (former TCFer
Candy Brown) have named her Gayle
Ann. . . . EDDIE WYNIGEAR, Men’s
Wardrobe, became a pop on April 4th.
He was a 7 lb. 11 oz. fellow, has been
named James Edward, Jr. . . .
INEZ KENDALL, former operator of
the Cafeteria, now with the Office Service group. . . . Our condolences to Publicist BILL WINTER on the passing of

AMBASSADORS OF GOOD WILL — Recent visitors to the 20th Century-Fox lot were these Los
Angeles State College International Club members. A few of the countries represented above
are Iran, Palestine, Brazil, Persia, Japem, Colombia, Syria, Germany, Italy and India. Spokesman
for the group was the club's president, Hovsep Hovsepian, from Bagdad.
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his mother. Maintenance,
. . . Wedding and
bells CECELIA
for ‘RED’
DAVIES,
LESLIE, Cafe, on June 3rd. Lots of good
luck to the swell couple. . . . Happy to
hear that TCF policeman IRVING
‘GIBBY’ GIBBS’s wife is better after a
nasty fall. . . . HAL GRIFFIN, Office
Service, spends his leisure time jalopydriving at Culver Stadium.
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STUDIO

CLUB
Studio Softball Team
Joins City League
The

1953

softball season

has gotten

underway, with a studio team currently
playing in the Los Angeles Municipal
Open West Softball League. Official play
began Tuesday evening, June 2nd, with
the 20th Century-Fox team missing an
initial victory by a narrow margin.
The season will consist of two rounds
of seven games each, with eight teams
competing. Games are being played at
the Queen Anne playground, 1240 West
Blvd. and the Chevoit Hills playground,
across from the studio on Motor Ave.
Team

— Laursen'T

ardeen

A scene irom the Little Theater production of Gramercy Ghost reveals Revolutionary soldier
Nathaniel Coombes talking with ghosts Irv and Rocky. Left to right are Norman Steuiley, Gene
Sanders, Herbert Niccolls, Madelon Erin and Anthony Hayes. The comedy was held over after
a successful week's

run.

LITTLE
THEATER’S GRAMERCY GHOST SCORES HIT
Ghosts popped on and off stage for two
and a half hours during the Little Theater’s recent offering of Gramercy Ghost,
sparkling comedy by John Gecil Holm.
Gapacity audiences delighted to the fastmoN'ing presentation which ran for more
than a week early last month at the Little
Theater on the lot.
Under the superb direction of TGF
cutter John Ehrin, the show was easily
one of the top comedies to be presented
by the Little Theater group in recent
years.
Plot dealt with Nancy Willard, young
New York belle, who is willed Nathaniel
Goombs by Miss Bullock, owner of the
house in which Nancy lives. Nancy soon
discovers that Nathaniel is a soldier who
fought and died in the Revolutionary
War and reincarnated, has come into her
life as insurance against unhappiness.
The play ends on a happy note, with
Nathaniel’s ghostly buddies finally dragging him back where he belongs, but not
until he has fallen in love with the beauteous Nancy.
The cast did an admirable job throughout. Each performer turned in a clean-cut
and convincing portrayal, reflecting much
hard work and careful study.
The part of Nancy Willard was capably portrayed by Madelon Erin, who
gave sparkle and vitality to the role.
Frances Richardson, as Margaret Gollins,
proved her acting ability to the hundreds
that attended the show, doing a beauti-
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ful characterization of Nancy’s enthusiastic and well-meaning housekeeper.

Anthony Hayes played Nancy’s fiance
and did a fine bit of acting in his conception ofParker Burnett, Nancy’s rather
apathetic and supine suitor. Ruth Bellas
provoked many howls with her antics as
Augusta Ames, a carpet-bagged friend of
the family whose cursoriness was overshadowed only by ber intrinsic bewilderment.
Gharlie Stewart, bandsome young
writer who meets Nancy by accident as
a result of the will, was played by Ray
Quinn, who did a convincing job with
a part well tailored to his genuine acting
ability. The part of Nathaniel Coombes
was played by Gene Sanders who did an
exceptional job of ereating a ghost-like
feeling with his careful delivery and superlative makeup. Irv and Rocky were
played by Norman Stanley and Herbert
Niccolls, respectively, who both turned
in wonderful performanees, as fellow
ghosts. Herb also deserves a lot of credit
for the fine job he did as stage manager.
The lighting throughout the play was exceptionally good and the lightning and
other special effects were extremely imimpressive.
Hugh Lawrence excelled as Officer
Morrison, an Irish New York cop. He
gave the part real authenticity with his
gestures and humorous dialect. Sy Sussman and Thomas Kennedy played the

co-manager Roy Brewer, Jr. reports that the team is building its
strength very well and will provide stiff
competition for the teams in this Class A
league. The team roster includes John
Ehrin, Dick Einfeld, Jules Weisberg, Harold Taylor, Bud Warner, Dick Gannon,
Bill Jurgensen, Howard Trent, Bob
Weatherford, Bob Mayer, Bud M archant,
Eddie Arnold, Bob Corsini, Paul Lesser
and Ray Berger.
All softball enthusiasts are invited to
root the team to victory every Tuesday
evening from now until September 15th.
Call the Studio Club for exact time and
location of any game.
Other teams in the league include
Brew Bakers, Blue Cross, Lotharios
S.A.C., The Tigers, Rounders, Wright
Carpet Co., and Dr. Ross Mongrels.
Bob Jolley, chairman of the athletic
committee, reports that a survey has gone
out to determine if employees are interested in forming a four-team studio
league also.

parts of ambulance drivers. Thomas did
a credible job with a straight role, while
Sy’s presentation
the the
cross-eyed
ambu-in
lanee
assistant of
had
audience
stitches.
Concluding the cast was Winnie James
as the Girl Angel. Winnie handled her
small part with ease and added to the
successful finale of the play.
Members

of the Little Theater

group

are to be congratulated

on an excellent

job of showmanship from
ing and staging point
thanks are extended to
viduals and departments

a directing, actof view. Also,
the many indiwhose splendid

cooperation made possible this worthwhile presentation.
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ACTIVITIES
Photo Exhibit Attracts
Many TCF Spectators
Many outstanding color and black-andwhite entries graced the Cafe de Paris
Sun Poreh the week of May 4th, as the
1953 Photographie Exhibit was offered to
the many photo enthusiasts on the lot.
After being displayed throughout the
week, the entries were judged by Frank
Powolny, studio portrait photographer;
Leon Shamroy, director of photography,
and Bess Lasky, ehairman of the 1953
Photographic Exhibit.
Winners were in two categories: Color
and Black and White. Three prizes were
awarded in the color classification, while
First and Second Prizes were presented
in the Color class. The winners each received gift certifieates for photographic
supplies of their choice. Following are
the names of the winners and their prizewinning entries:

BLACK

AND

WHITE

1st Prize — Herman Blumenthal, Art Dept.
"MONASTERY CORRIDOR"
2nd Prize — Gil Laursen, Ceunera Class
"SANTA CLAUS LANE"
3rd Prize — Davis Basevi, Art Dept.
"BOY AND MIRROR"

COLOR
1st Prize — Art Dugdale, Machine Shop
"GOLDEN GIRL"
2nd Prize — Clyde Taylor, Elec. Prod.
"FRIENDSHIP"

FISH BEGGING TO BE
CAUGHT BY TCF ANGLERS

— Wiilmms

Camera class instructor Victor Haveman coach3s model Pat Stein at a recent meeting oi the
class. Camera enthusiasts have been receiving instruction and experience in lighting, texture
and composition during the six-week series. Above, several members of the class prepare to
make some color shots of Miss Stein.

CAMERA SERIES OFFERS EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES
“F’un while we’re learning” is the byword of members of the new Camera
series currently being held on the lot.
Under the guidance of talented Victor
Haveman, instructor of the class, student
members are receiving valuable practice
in many phases of photography, including commercial art and portraiture.
The last several sessions have found
the camera fans working with models in
order to capture movement, and to re-

ceive practice in subject contrast by
photographing two models with greatly
differing coloring in the same shot. All
of these lab studies have been a great
asset to the class members, who are all
eager to enhance

their photographic

tion. ity through practice and

abil-

experimenta-

The class has two more meetings in
this series. Plans are now being formulated for a new Fall series also.

Reports of that fishing excursion to
Oceanside June 7th are hard to believe,
yet have been corroborated by many of
the TCF sportsmen who were present on
that eruise. Eye witnesses reveal this
astonishing bit of news:
No sooner had the boat reached the
area where the fish were alleged to be,
than the fish began poking their heads
out of the water to see what all the eommotion was about. When they saw that
the anglers were employees of 20th Century-Fox, they swam over to the boat,
opened their little mouths, and hooked
themselves on the studio lines. One version of the story relates that the sea
dwellers actually fought to get onto
the Movietone hooks.

Let the Studio Club know when you
have a group of fishermen for a trip and
we’ll help you organize it.

QUARTER

CENTURY

ISSUE

Three
leit to
Color)
ing

oi the winners in the 1953 Photographic Exhibit held on the lot the week oi May 4th are
right. Art Dugdale, Machine Shop (1st place. Color), Clyde Taylor, Elec. Prod. (2nd place.
and David Besevi, Art (3rd place. Black and White), Scores oi employees saw the interestphotos which were displayed by amateur photographers on their lot.
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COMPANY

HOLDING

Skouras Predicts Record 4th Quarter in

DEMONSTRATIONS

20th Century-Fox business during the
last three months of 1953 will be the best

IN EUROPE
Presently in France for discussions
with CinemaScope inventor Henri Chretien are 20th Century -Fox president
Sp\TOs Skouras and Earl Sponable, New
York technical director. They will also
attend and supervise the first European
demonstrations of CinemaScope in London and Paris to be held early this month.
Murray Silverstone, president of 20th
Century-Fox International, joined them
in Europe a few days ago.
Meanwhile, the 20th Century-Fox research department is continuing to make
improvements on CinemaScope. Already
worked out is a method of superimposing
titles on the center third of the CinemaScope screen, which will eliminate the
necessity for head-turning if the former
titling method were used.
The company is afto perfecting a way
to dub in stereophonic sound in foreign
languages.

"Cinemascope in Drive-In's
A Reality" —

Sponable

Earl I. Sponable, 20tli’s New York technical director, offered good news to the
3,800 owners of drive-in threaters when
he made the announcement that the
studio has developed

a method

of trans-

mitting CinemaScope with “10 times as
much light as they’re getting now.” The
statement came on the heels of complaints from drive-in owners that lighting
problems prevented their booking 3-D
films.
The announcement also followed a report by Robert L. Lippert, owner of 23
outdoor theaters, who said that no 3-D
picture could be shown in a drive-in because too much light is lost in projection.
According to a 3-D test by Lippert in
San Francisco, the film came over almost
black.
In the light of the new developments
revealed by Sponable, drive-ins will be
able to book CinemaScope features, despite the tremendous amount of light
necessitated by the immensity of outdoor
theater projection areas.
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for the company since the record high
of 1947, Spyros Skouras predicted last
month at the annual meeting of company
stockholders. The company’s president
based the forecast on the launching of
CinemaScope films, starting with THE
ROBE in September; HOW TO MARRY
A MILLIONAIRE in October; TWELVE
MILE REEF, November, and PRINCE
VALIANT for Christmas-New Year’s.
Skouras in his report disclosed that net
profit of 20th Century-Fox

for the first

quarter ended March 28, 1953,
to $1,023,965, equivalent to 37
share on common stock. This
with a net loss of $723,407 in

amounted
cents per
compares
the same

period last year, exclusive of theater subsidiaries, which were separated on September 27, 1952.
Skouras stated that the company is
quickly releasing all of its conventional
films to clear the decks for CinemaScope.
By the end of this year the standard 2-D
negative inventory will be down to
$8,329,000 from a high of $46,224,000 at
the beginning of the year. A year from
now

20th Develops New
Sound Projection System
Development by 20th Century-Fox of
a revolutionary system of motion picture
sound projection — which combines for
the first time a picture and four magnetic
sound tracks on one 35 mm film strip and

the 2-D pictures will be almost completely written off. However, at the same
time the company will be piling up inventory in CinemaScope films. But even
with this, Skouras said the inventory will
be $15 to $20 million below the present
inventory within the next year or so.
This improvement in cash position will
permit the company to promote both

eliminates the need for a separate reproducer for stereophonic sound — was announced recently by company president
Skouras. The single film process, which
requires only slight changes in standard

CinemaScope and Eidophor on an economically sound foundation, Skouras
stated.
The stockholders meeting saw the reelection of Spyros P. Skouras as president

projection equipment,

by the company’s board of directors, following their election by stockholders at

will become

an in-

tegral part of this studio’s CinemaScope
process with its anamorphic lenses and
Miracle Mirror screen, Skouras said.
The new stereophonic process will be
made available to the whole motion picture industry, and the new sound head to
accommodate the four tracks is now in
production.
Exhibitors will continue

to be able to

standard projection equipment requiring no extra projectors, with only
simple, practical and economical changes
involved in the new single film stereophonic system.

theMembers
corporation’s
of theannual
board meeting.
named by the
stockholders to serve until 1954 are: L.
Sherman Adams, Colby M. Chester, Robert L. Clarkson, Daniel O. Hastings, Robert Lehman, Kevin C. McCann, William
C. Michel, B. Earl Puckett, Spyros P.
Skouras and James A. Van Fleet.

use

3n iWemorium
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION
reports the death of:

FRANK

GOMEZ,

SR.

(Labor)

May 4, 195 3
(24 years’ service)
CLARENCE
May

JAMES
24, 195 3

(10 years’ service)

(Fire)

Industry's Permanent
Charities Donations Lauded
Permanent Charities Committee’s
$749,000 allocation to the Los Angeles
Community Chest will benefit 145 local
and 15 national health and welfare services, Harry L. Masser, president of the
Welfare Federation of the Los Angeles
area, announced recently in praising the
film industry for its contribution.
The film industry’s “record of giving is
outstanding,” said Masser, who pointed
out the PCC gives more to the Community Chest than any other single industry
in the United States.
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Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators. Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St., L. A. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231
Roger Kent (John C. Mehan Co., Foreign Cars),
12001 Ventura Blvd., Studio City..SU. 3-8331
Ed Morris (Lincoln-Mercury) Tupman Motors,
3330 So. Figueroa St., L. A. Phone for appointment
RI. 1147

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

REPAIRS

GOODS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 363 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

HREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Dunn and Cameron, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

HARDWARE
Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

HOME

DECORATING

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Hollywood. .PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147
Armando Sanchez
_GR. 4552

JEWELRY

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-221 l,Ext. 745
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Cctrpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

& LEATHER

Lester Morris

SPRINGS
AR. 3-8303; AN. 3-3827

SCHOOL-DAY

The Fairway, 9401 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Pierre's, 2319 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
Websters, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

CR. 5-4364
AR. 8-3200
AR. 9-9554

REUGIOUS

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

PHONOGRAPH

SUPPLIES

Stephen's Religious Arts, 12232 Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City
SU. 3-1257

RUGS

<5. CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SEWING

MACHINES

Pfaff Sewing Center (M. A. Mathison)
8943 Santa Monica Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-8400

FOOD

(To Take Out)

Martinez, 2122 So. Sepulveda,
L. A
AR. 3-7227; AR. 3-7736

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

El Vcinada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
AR. 8-2825
L. A

STOCKS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company

CR. 5-5271

(Otis M. Healy)

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D.. 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5750

PLUMBING

TELEVISION

& RADIO

WY. 5944
A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
AR. 7-7508
L, A
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),

HO. 9-8131
6665 Hollywood Blvd
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
BR. 2-3746
L. A

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,

PIANOS

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

ISSUE

CAMP

Mel Pierson's Recreation Club, 2566 Overland
Ave., L. A
VE. 8-1519

Baldwin Piano Company
Wilshire Blvd., L. A

CENTURY

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

PAINT

RESTAURANTS

SPANISH

LIQUORS

NURSERY

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RUG

FIXTURES

LUGGAGE

ESTATE

WiUiard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

FLORISTS

QUARTER

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES— BOX

Mary's Little Lamb Togs (Layettes and Gifts),
5588 Sepulveda, Culver City.
Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

Howard McCarry, 12300V2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Patio Liquors (Sam Lurye), 10515V2 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

Burd's Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

BABY

REAL

LIGHT

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
GDiscount on recaps only)
AR. 9-7721
lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749

AUTO

FUNERALS

(Bob Austin) 3273
DU. 7-5221

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

CR. 6-9926
L, A
Hollywood Office Appliance (R. Tiernan), 1531
HU. 2-1121
No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

VITAMINS

Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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By Stan Margulies

PROVEN FRIENDS!

HAP umm

of

20th Century-Fox
Employees

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

it has presented an unparalleled opportunity and the thrill of a lifetime, for it
STanley
7-5714

put him in the company of such distinguished veterans as Henry Koster, Jean
Negulesco, Delmer Daves and Henry
King, who had been carefully selected to
handle the studio’s first group of Cinema-

'

.CV

UTTER

McKinley

E

DU. 8-2481

I

A. BROWN

'

|

MORTUARIES

ARLEIGH

,VV

|

We

A

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

Proof

at $4,49 a Fifth

Africa, China, the Philippine Islands and
the South Pacific. This location experience served him well on TWELVE
MILE REEF, for it enabled him to take
advantage of the striking and spectacular
scenery along the Florida keys, and to
combine and contrast it with the dramatic script.

• ELECTRICAL

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
^

• JEWELRY
• FOUNTAIN

^

and

• LUGGAGE

GIFT

• PORTAILE

• LEATHER

PENS

GOODS

TYPEWRITERS

sample
line

• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING

Vl_

• DELMAR

Webb’s first picture, THE GLORY
BRIGADE, received glowing notices in

GOODS

WATCHES

all the trade journals and goes into national release in July. Bob is married to

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

one of the studio’s top film editors, Barbara McLean.

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
8 Underwood Typewriter Co.,
& 20th Century-Fox

MALTZ COMPANY

CHRIS

CALIFORNIA

369 S. Robertson

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

WATCH

Co.,

Pico near Holt

Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

directors, for it illus-

as a writer, he sold three original screenplays, but for most of his professional life
he specialized in second unit directing.
His picture assignments have taken him
to France, Ireland, Italy, Germany,

BOND

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

JEWELRY

OF

Feature:

100

of becoming

trates perfectly what can be accomplished byhard work and determination.
Bob entered the motion picture industry in 1923 as an assistant cameraman
and has also worked as prop man, cutter
and assistant director. In a brief career

Complete Line of All
Fine Liquors, Wines
and Beers
CENTURY

on
everything
in our

the studio’s third CinemaScope picture
TWELVE
MILE REEF, photographed

dreams

Featuring

SAVE

Scope productions. Webb’s happiness
can be better understood when you realize his second directorial assignment was

entirely on location in Florida.
His up-through-the-ranks story should
be a morale booster to all who harbor

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir?

EXPERT

CinemaScope has given Hollywood a
new dimension, new excitement and enthusiasm. But to director Robert Webb

CR. 6-9926

REPAIRING

GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS
The

Finest in Watches,
Discounts

10677

18

WEST

PICO

BLVD.

Diamonds,
Up

To

Director Robert Webb
come for the TWELVE

Jewelry, Silverware

20%

(At Overland)

AR.

7-8795

receives an official welMILE REEF company to

Tarpon Springs, Fla., from Mayor Fred Howard. Cast members left to right include Gilbert
Roland, Angela Clarke, Gloria Gordon and J.
Carrol Naish.
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ISSUE

LOWITZ

INTERIORS

Furniture - Appliances - Television
Special Prices to Studio Club Members

8636 WILSHIRE

BLVD.

Open Mon. & Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
CR. 1-5000
CR. 4-5196

Mills Cafe
Under New Management
CR. 6-0825
★

GEORGE

COURTNEY

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Terms Arranged
Open Monday

and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.

Chest X-Ray Unit
Surveys 921 TCFers
Paying its third annual visit to the
studio April 20th, 21st and 22nd was the
Los Angeles Health Department’s mobile
chest x-ray unit. A total of 921 employees
took advantage of this free health service
sponsored by the city.
There are many who feel that a chest
x-ray each year is unnecessary. But the
importance of annual health check-ups
such as this become more apparent on
examining the results of this recent chest
x-ray visit to the lot.
Of the 921 x-rays taken, sixteen indicated the presence of TB, while eighteen
x-rays pointed out the presence of certain heart irregularities. Other pathology
was indicated in three x-rays.
Those whose x-rays indicated the possibility of trouble have been notified of
the condition by a confidential letter to
their homes. All others have received
notice that their x-rays found
satisfactory shape.

in

A yearly visit to the studio by the mobile chest x-ray unit is a regular event
and one which should receive tlie support of all employees for the sake of their
health.

Man Who Drinks
Like Fish Will Have
Splitting Haddock!
sh-sh-sh private line

CR. 6-3766

^ae $. M israch
Extends a Welcome To All
Studio Club Members
To Participate in Special Savings on
Complete

Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION
»*«

PHONE

HOLLYWOOD
TROPHY
CO.

MAdison

JOE
9-1651

»*«

makers of

THE QUARTER

WEbster 3-3227

them

Lee says;
ARD'S
WILL

CENTURY

CLUB

PIN

Los Angeles 35. California

Store Hours;
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 1 2 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

PAINT and WALLPAPER

2nd STREET

DISCOUNT
Spif paints

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

PICO

QUALITY

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

John Co Mehan Co* Inc.
12001 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Calif.
STate 7-3822

QUARTER

CENTURY

SU. 3-8331

ISSUE

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands

of

TELEVISION
To Choose

From

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS
TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

VIC

MATURE
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Hints foE the Mis.
• Kitchen

shelves lined with linoleum

keep the shelves cleaner and neater with
less effort and never need changing.
i

• To keep kitchen knives sharp, they
must be stored properly. Fit them into
a grooved box or use a hanging receptacle with grooves. They dull by rubbing
against other articles.
i

• When cleaning tile drain boards, pour
cleaning solvent over surface and use a
stiff brush between tiles.
i

• When making gingerbread, substitute
peanut butter for the shortening called
for — it’s a delightful change.
i

• Bananas will not turn dark in salads
and desserts if you scrape them lightly
with a dull knife after peeling them.
1

• Pipe cleaners make good supports for
house plants and vines. They twist easily
and their soft covering protects the most
delicate plant.
• A few pennies or copper placed in a
pool where there are goldfish, will keep
the green scum from forming.
i

• Oil spilled on a rug may be removed
by placing a clean blotter over the spot
and pressing with a hot iron.
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
AR. 9-561 1
1 0649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

WHY

Studio Club Members

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Jewelry

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY
ARizona 7-7508

MONICA

Ave. —

—
SHOPPING HOURS — 8 a m to 6 p.m.

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances

20

2-7110

25 TO 40%
ON

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

All

TIRE SERVICE

OFFERS

Blvd. )

BRadshaw

SalesFor

Authorized

RAY GRIFFITH
Diamond 8-1281

LA BREA

BOULEVARD

ARizona 3-2513

Hills

$4,000 Down

SALES CO.

1 Block East of Westwood

RENT?

A DUPLEX
in

Woodland

Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

Televisions
Radios
Cameras

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

thru Saturday —

Watch Repairing
Pen Gr Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires

Conveniently Located At

(Corner of Glendon

Monday

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

PAY
OWN

YOU

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA
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CENTURY

ISSUE

warn

9:00

P. M.
FUN

TIME
Event)

(Prizes

9:00 A.M. —
PITCH

AND

PUTT

GOLF.

.(Register with Studio Club)

9:30 A.M.—
TENNIS

FOR

.(Register with Studio Club)

EVERYONE

10:00 A.M.—
HORSESHOE

PITCHING

CONTEST

NOVELTY RACES
....(13 Races — 3 Prizes in Each Race for Children
1st Prize Only for Adults.) (Instructions will be given at time of event.)
9. Men 21 and over.
1. Boys and Girls 4 through 6.
Ladies 21 and over.
2. Boys and Girls 7 through 9.
3. Boys 10 through 12.
"Come to Mama" Race (Children 2 and 3
4. Girls 10 through 12.
years).
5. Boys 13 through 15.
12. "Drive the Nail" Contest (Open to all ages).
6. Girls 13 through 15.
13. "Hen Fruit Derby" (Husbands and Wives;
7. Boys 16 throu
id ^ends).
8. Girls 16 throu

at the

fith ANNUAL m

10:30 A.M.—
PING

e

PONG

11:00 A.M.—
"HEADS

OR

TAILS?"

epartment

SOFTBALL.

Heads

vs. Department

Employees)

11:15 A.M.—
FISH

POND

"GRAB

.(Young

BAG"

Children)

11:30 A.M.—
SWIMMING

—

EVENTS

(11 Races — 3 Prizes in Each Race for Children

1st Prize Only for Adults.)
■
1. Boys 7 through 9 (width of pool

M
L

15 and over “ (two widths of pool).

WagpoA

2. Girls 7 through 9 (width of pool) J
3. Boy s 1 0 through 1 2 (width of po3).

givenj!

Novelty

Race

(instructions will be

4. Girls 10 through 12 (width of pool).
10. Womens' Novelty Race (instructions will
5. Boys 12 through 14 (two widths of pool —
be given).
120 feet).
11. Father-and-Child Relay Race (one son or
6. Girls 13 through 14 (two widths of pool).
■
daughter).
7. Men 15 and over (two widths of pool). Jj ^
f || 0

12:00 Noon

to 2 P.M. —

LUNCH
AQ

12:30 P.M.—
1:00 P.

mVIOT

HILLS PLAYGROUND

CONCERT

The

Rhythmaires

2:00 P.M.—
"PICNIC REVIEW" — Top Novelty
DRAWING

3:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. —
DANCING

QUARTER

CENTURY

Acts

for Children

and

Q„gj

Adults

Name

Performers

—

Plus PRIZE

^||,

To the Music

ISSUE

—

of Sonny

Olivera and His Orchestra
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An accident never takes a holiday. It’s always looking for a
place to happen. That makes safety a full-time job, an unrelenting struggle against industrial hazards.
Everywhere one follows operations at Twentieth CenturyFox, he will find things going on to make the driver safer, the
employee safer, the job safer. Regular safety meetings to discuss and eliminate hazards are an integral part of the company’s operations and of every single job. Special posters,
pamphlets and projects, such as outdoor displays are part of
the studio
dents from Safety
the lot. Committee’s

perennial drive to abolish acci-

The suggestions of alert employees
more safely are an important
and injury levels low.

on how jobs can be done

factor in keeping 20th’s accident

m

PROP MAKER FRANK PEAVLER
TALKS ABOUT SAFETY
To me, safety is important for
two reasons. First, for a company
to be a success, it must have

em-

Regular safety meetings are held on the lot
in an effort to locate and eliminate accident
hazards. Every department is represented at
these meetings.

ployees who are willing and capable of fulfilling their responsibilities SAFELY. Keep employees
safe and progress is boimd to follow. Second and more obvious is
the need
being

for safety for the well

and benefit
vidual employee.

Every

of the

studio employee

indi-

should

be safety-minded, regardless of
his job. Working with metals as
I often do requires special safety
measures. I employ these as a
PART of my job, not as something
extra or optional. All employees,
regardless of position, should
make safety part of their jobs too.

m

CHINCHILLAS
The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,

22

INGLEWOOD

-

-

OR. 2-8281

Currently being employed as a safety measure
at various points on the lot are these large
wooden symbols of the law. Aim is to slow
down studio drivers.

QUARTER

CENTURY

ISSUE

MPRF

Announces

Plans

The 29th annual meeting of the Motion Picture Relief Fund will be held at
the Academy Theater, 9038 Melrose Ave.,
Tuesday, June 50th, at 8:30 p.m. Jean
Hersholt, president, will preside.

of the Fund’s acreports
Followin
there will be a preview
tivities forg1952,
of a feature picture from a major studio.
.-Ml workers in the film industry are
urged to attend.

STUDIO

WESTWOOD'S

ceremonies

will be open

FURNITURE,

FURNITURE

STORE

MAJOR

APPLIANCES

& CARPETING

DUNN & CAMERON
1651-57 Westwood
LOS ANGELES 24
BRadshaw 2-1333
OPEN

MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY

Boulevard

CALIFORNIA
ARizona 9-7355

and FRIDAY

EASTMAN

to the

NIGHTS

to 9 P.M.

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

LARGEST

At Substantial Savings

public.

We

MEMBERS

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

On Sunday, June 28th, at 3:30 p.m.,
the largest Wishing Well in the world
will be formally presented to the Motion
Picture Relief Fund at the Statler Hotel.
Located on the main floor of the hotel,
the Wishing Well is the gift of the Statler
management, and all money tossed into
the well will be donated to the Fund.
Presentation of the Wishing Well will
be made to Jean Hersholt, president of
the Fund, by an executive of the Statler
corporation. A top motion picture star,
to be announced later, will toss in the
first coin and make the first wish.
The

CLUB

APPLIANCE

also
RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

INC.

CHICAGO

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

FOR MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

CHARLES

SEE

US

At Modest Prices

We

Have

Everything

for the Well-Dressed

USUAL STUDIO COURTESY
10667 W. PICO BLVD.
PHONE:
(Next to Malibar)

BICKFORD
and

BOB WATERFIELD

Announce

TELLER
Now

Has

Store

NO

OTHER

STORE

COMPANY

in the Valley

"JERRY'S HOUSEWARES

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

APPLIANCE
a Branch

Man

in Connection

AND

LIKE IT IN THE

W ith

GIFTS"
VALLEY

Complete Line of
e Large and Small Appliances R Air Conditioners P Housewares and Gifts
Conveniently Located at
2506 HOLLYWOOD WAY, BURBANK
Open 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Across the Street from Lockheed (A-1 ) Gate, One-half Block North of Van Owen

Monday and Friday evenings till 9 p.m.

• DISCOUNTS

TO ALL STUDIO

PERSONNEL
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Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

— Plus:

★ DANCING
* A GREAT

Adulli-$1.00

COME ONE —

^ PRIZES

SHOW

KIDDIE

RIDES

arid Many Other Activities

CHEVIOT
HILLS PLAYGROUND
(Across from Studio on Motor Avenue)

COME

3, 1879.

ALL —

Kids-50c

BRING YOUR FAMILY

AUGUST

1953

MOTION

PICTURES;

an Art and a Business

Vol. 14
AUGUST
1953

EDITORIAL

No. 6

the cover
STAFF

Art Houser
Editorial Dir.
Bob Mintz
Editor
R. Billick
Activities Dir.
Vivian Jorgensen
Asst. Ed.
•
Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors

STAFF

ARTISTS

The motion picture industry is a most unique one. Like the arts, it is interpretive, involving the talents of thousands of creative
people. But the industry has a Balance
Sheet — a debit side and credit side. So it is
a business, too. That's why it's not as easy
to make motion pictures as it is to can salmon or manufacture mixmasters.
An important part of motion picture making
is allotting the right amoimt of money to
each picture, according to its subject matter and potentialities at the box office. At

Elmer Glassbum
Ed Janis
•

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky
•

20th Century-Fox. a lot of thought and planning goes into that phase of the business.
Read about how our pictures are budgeted
in "Pinching Pennies
Industry," Page 4.

STUDIO CLUB
EDITORIAL
COMMITTEE

in a Million Dollar

tribute to a friend

3

Pauline Dunlap
Roy Metzler

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS
George Stephenson . Pres.
Al De Weese
V-P.
Joliene Overacker .. Secy.
Roy Metzler
Treas.
Bonfiglio. Juanita . .
Cannon. Jo
Conlon. Edward . . . .
Cripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
Davies. Red
De Gaetano. Al
Dunlap, PauUne. . . .
Eontaioe. Jean
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick
Jolley. Robert
Krause. Tom
Lasky. Bess
Lut2. Fred
Mellen. Harry
Murphy. Bill
Patrick. George .
Richardson. Frances
Roache. Irish
Roth. Lee
Smitti. Dick
Trager. Estelle . . . .
Vierich. Dick
Wurt^el. Paul

Honorary

Cafe
Hospital
Fire
W.A. Lab.
Employment
Maintenance
... Prop Makers
Exec. Mafnt.
Scc’y
Elec.
Grip
.

, Men’o
.

.

Wardrobe
Paint
Transportation
Camera
Landscape
Property
Cutting
Art
Research
Labor

Wardrobe
Makeup
Credit Union
Elec. Prod.
. . . Construction

pinching pennies in a
million dollar industry

^

legion post no. 563 installs new officers ...

7

around the lot

3

1953 annual picnic

10

quarter century club scrapbook

12

buyers' directory

17

golf tournament

20

Women’s

Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
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2Sc. Telephone Bradshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
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Fred Metzler is great beeause he possesses many fine qualities. His wisdom,

circumstances; his wonderful sense of
humor that brightens a routine task; his
quick perception, penetrating insight that
goes directly to the basic point of a complicated problem; his understanding of
the human elements that influence the
behavior of all individuals great and
small, and his kindly recognition of both

fairness, and respeet for eaeh individual’s
dignity regardless of the importance of
the position held are outstanding. He

strength and weakness inherent in all human beings, have combined to make him
a man of rare executive ability and personal charm.

Mr. Metzler is leaving. After 18 years
with 20th Century-Fox, Fred L. Metzler,
Studio Manager and Treasurer, has announeed his resignation. He will be
missed by us all. Great men are always
missed.

values highly each employee’s contribution to the operation of the company and
helps everyone achieve a higher degree
of excellence because of his appreciation
of the various abilities and efforts each
person puts into his work. Mr. Metzler’s
decisions inspire confidence and a sure
conviction that fair treatment will be
given because his judgment is based on
facts and the merits of the issues involved, not prejudice.
His steady determination to bring out
a high standard of performance under all

«

«

ft

Mr. Metzler’s motion picture career
began in 1923. He worked for the Paramount Publix Corporation in Atlanta,

ducted a lecture course at the University
of Southern California on “Problems of
the
Motion
Picture
member
of the
board Industry.”
of directorsHeof isthea
Western Costume Company, heads the
studio’s Permanent Charities Committee
drive each year, and is a member of the
finance committee of the All Saints Episcopal Church in Beverly Hills.
He is a member of the Variety Club,
the Masons, and the A1 Malaika Temple
of the Shriners. He is a member of Bel
Air Country Club where he recently completed a term of years on the board of
directors as vice president and chairman
of the finance committee.

ft

Georgia for a year and then was transferred to the New York office, where he
rose to secretary-treasurer
Theaters Corporation.

of the Publix

In 1932 he came to Los Angeles as
treasurer of the Fox West Coast Theaters
Corporation and remained in that post
for three years. In September 1935, he
became studio treasurer of the 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation. He took on
the added duties of studio manager in
1938 and has held these posts ever since.
For the past five years Mr. Metzler
has also served as treasurer of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
For two years, 1939 and 1940, he con-

ft

ft

A bulwark of strength in troubled
times, a resourceful friend to the person
in need, he faces all situations with calm
courage and complete confidence and
faith that right motives coupled with
intelligent efforts bring success in a good
endea\’or. In talking with him and listening to his expression of his ideas one is
aware of an improvement in one’s own
thought processes, and a feeling of personal progress results. He encourages,
strengthens, and inspires those who come
within the circle of his influence.
He will be missed.

As a young man in Buffalo, N. Y., Mr. Metzler established a reputation
as a champion basketball player to the extent that he was sought as a member
of the most

highly rated professional

States. However,
He won

medals

he declined

basketball

team

of the eastern United

to play professional basketball.

for putting the shot.

He was a long distance swimmer.
Later on he became
Mr. Metzler in 1909, when he was playing
hasketball with the Central Y.M.C.A. in Buffalo. N. Y.

an expert handball

attention to golf which has been
He is a low handicap golfer.

player; still later he turned

his

a pleasure and fascination to him ever since.
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“A penny well sav’d is as good as one earn’d.”
These words, written in 1686, have lost none of their import
through the years. In fact today, with costs of materiel and
services higher than ever before, industry is putting a greater
importance on thrift through planned spending than at any
other time in history.

Picture making is a highly complicated and involved business. For example, at this studio there are 104 different departments, whose personnel represents 35 unions and guilds. Our
picture making operates on 300 acres when on our lot and all
over the world when we are on location.

Although the economic problems of the motion picture industry are no different than those that confront other industries,

By its Balance Sheet, 20th Century-Fox is an eighty million dollar corporation, but this does not represent the total
value. The Balance Sheet gives us only part of the value because every motion picture producing company has, in addition, large values in hidden assets: pictures which have been
fully amortized, large catalogues of unused stories; sets, props
and other assets which have been completely amortized and
reflect no value on the current Balance Sheet.

there is a facet of studio economy which bears scrutiny— and
that is the public misconcejition of it. It seems there is a pree.xisting notion that the motion picture industry is an extravagent and wasteful one. These observations are made by those
who aren’t really in a position to know. The truth
motion picture industry operates with the efficiency
omy of an assembly-line factory in spite of the fact
never duplicates its product and (2) is composed
personalities whose creative efforts could easily be
by “budgeting.”

4

is that the
and econthat it (1)
of artistic
hampered

What causes the general opinion outside the industry that
motion picture production is wasteful? The answer is largely
the complexity and extreme diversity of movie production. This
opinion is incorrect because every dollar of expenditure is

intentionally directed to reach some narrati\e, emotional or dramatic effect on
the screen.
Here is the way financial
obtained for the pictures that
tury-Fox produces; Each year
of Directors approves a sum

backing is
20th Centhe Board
of money

for the next year’s releases— so much
money for so many pictures. The studio is
advised in September or October of the

i
i

season’s budget, with production for the
season to begin about April or May of
the next year. The studio in turn sends its
budget of cash requirements to New
\ ork. This budget lists the pictures scheduled for the thirteen-week quarter. The
amount calculated to be spent weekly on
each of the proposed pictures is tabulated. This provides New York with a
record of the studio’s needs. The New
York Office transfers this money to the
Coast and charges the studio for these
transfers. This charge, in turn, is offset
by a credit to the studio for the cost of
pictures that are later transferred to
New York.
Now that the studio has dollars to
work with, here’s what happens: The
picture script is the guide by which each
dollar of expenditure is deeided. The

I

production manager, producer and director meet with the heads of the Art,
Wardrobe, Casting, Camera and all other
departments to \isualize the whole production in advance of starting to photograph any scenes. Their ideas are transmitted to the unit manager and assistant
directors. These men then lay out what is
called a shooting schedule or cross plot
and a breakdown of the seript by scenes.
This schedule budgets the time to shoot
each secpience in the picture, and later
h)rms the basis for calculating the budget
in dollars.
Working from the picture script, a reliable blueprint of the shooting sehedule
has been established, every step of which
must ha\e the production
proval. The studio has
time it should take to shoot
in the script. Barring bad
ness, accident, etc., the
pected to adhere to this

manager’s apbudgeted the
each sequence
weather, sickdirector is extime schedule

and complete the picture within the predetermined time limit.
The next step is a budget meeting
called by the production manager. The
main purpose of this budget meeting is
to estimate the dollar cost of the picture
and see that each dollar directly contributes to screen value. The producer, director, casting director and the head of
e\ ery department allied with production
attend this meeting. Closely cooperating
with the production manager is a member
of the Estimating Department who has
forecast the direct dollar cost of each
production department function in the
picture. This speeial estimator assembles
the budget information from each dejiartment. Then he enters into further deliberation and discussion with the different department heads in order to deter-

i

Production budgets are not obtained by hit-and-miss methods. Members oi the Estimating
Department are experts in the field of budgeting. They are able to determine accurately,
before a single nail is driven or costume sewn, what each production department will have
to spend for a particular picture. Above, studio manager F. L. Meizler, right, discusses a
picture budget with V. J. Christensen, assistant Studio Manager and Head of Estimating.

When
the completed budget form for a
picture has been assembled, it is submitted
to Darryl Zanuck for approval. Because of
his extensive experience in the production
field, he can determine from the picture
type

what

the maximum

budget

should

be

in order to return a fair profit. Studio executives here on the Coast work closely with
the New York Office in setting operation
and production policy. New York executives
recently in conference at the studio are,
left to right, Murray Silverstone, Charles
Einfeld, (Zanuck), TCF president Spyros
Skouras and A1 Lichtman.

:| 1
II mt
1 n /1

The yardstick by which production budgets are determined is the script. By means
of it, each department can ascertain how much it will be called upon to do thus,
how much of an expenditure will be involved. The shooting schedule and breakdown
by scenes are obtained from the script as well as countless other data through which
production expedition is achieved.

1' '

W ri i

mine the closest economy and the greatest dramatic return for each dollar spent.
The assembled information is then recorded on the budget form. This is submitted to 20th’s production head, Darryl
who, because of his great experience in these matters, knows how
high, within limits, costs may go with
safety and what each type of production
(comedy, drama or musical ) should cost
in order to return a fair profit. Here
again, it is clear that highly trained and
experienced personnel are actively engaged in directing every dollar of expenditure toward effecting the greatest dramatic and financial return.

Zanuck,

The budget meeting, called by the production manager, is an important phase oi every
production. This meeting is attended by the producer, director, casting director and the head
oi every department taking an active part in production. The main purposes oi the budget
meeting are to predetermine the cost oi a picture and to see that every dollar spent will
render screen value.

The third step involves the approval
of the budget by our executive board.
When this is signed the careful preliminary planning becomes transmitted into
action and shooting begins.
This may be the point where the outsider gets the opinion of waste. Why so

Unity oi production means lower cost. Nothing contributes to this more than cooperation
between producer - director - actor cind
technician. "Eiiiciency through teamwork"
is oi utmost importance in motion picture
production because oi the many separate
jobs which it involves.

many takes? He doesn’t know that the
director is working to get a dramatic effect. Nor can the outsider realize that
this effect may be the important link
which unifies tbe picture and emphasizes
the particular action which protects all
the other costs in the production. The decision to shoot a part over and over again
is made by the director who has creatively and dramatically visualized the entire
production and knows the actions and
effects necessary to hold the entire picture together.
Supervision is constant and unrelenting, not only during the day but at the
close of each day. If each day’s shooting
meets Mr. Zanuck’s test of excellence,
it is accepted; if it falls below standard,
changes or retakes are ordered. Quality
is the keynote. 20th Century-Fox bas always aimed at quality not only because
it believes in establishing quality as its
trademark, but because it has found that
quality pays off at the box office. While
it’s true that people in general don’t
know how dramatic perfection is achieved, they do respond to it when it is
there, and they are willing to pay for it
and tell their friends to pay. In reaching

Generally, a motion picture audience doesn't realize how greatness is achieved on the screen.
But they recognize it and respond to it. It is this response to quality which spells the diiierence
between success and iailure at the box oiiice. 20 th Century -Fox, in placing quality at the
peak oi its list oi production requisites, is hiliilling its debt to the movie-going public and
the motion picture industry. And by observing stringency in operation, it is assuring itseli
and its employees oi a secure financial future.

The final result oi the efforts oi every person
connected with 20th Century-Fox is a strip
oi celluloid P/s inches wide and roughly
8,000 feet long. It represents the total effort
of producer, director, actor, artist, sound
man, painter, grip and hundreds of other
creative and technical people, all oi whom
are doing the best job they can oi making
the best possible motion picture.

for this high quality of dramatic perfection the planning team of producer, production manager, unit manager, department heads and production chief never
for a moment relax their check on costs
nor cease their demands for high quality
production.
The impression that motion picture
production is wasteful is simply not true
because every dollar is directed to reach
some narrative, emotional or dramatic
value on the screen. When this succeeds
on the screen it also succeeds at the box
office. So what may appear wasteful to
the outsider is in reality careful and painstaking selection in the complicated business ofputting out the best production in
order to assure the greatest financial return.

Many studio and civic leaders were on hand for the American Legion
Post 563 Installation of Officers July 21st. Left to right are councilman
Harold Harby, studio manager Fred L. Metzler, Mayor Norris Poulson,
councilwoman Rosalind Weiner, supervisor Burton W. Chace, district
attorney Ernest Roll, executive production manager Sid Rogell, Doc
Bishop and city attorney Roger Amebergh.

Among the more than 400 attending the installation were many old
and new officers of the 20th Century-Fox American Legion Post. Left
to right are A1 De Weese, Harold Gordon, Whitey Jones, Carl Holzman,
William Goldman, George Hover, Margaret Locke, Frank Lubin, Richard
Darling, Joseph Magliocco, Edmund Burke, Dave Boyd, Earl Bright and
Seymour Sussman.

Promineot Civic Leaders ittend American Legion Installation
Numerous public officials and studio
executives were among the 400 guests
that jammed the Cafe de Paris Tuesday
evening, July 21st for the Installation
of Officers of the studio’s American Legion Post No. 563. Guest speaker was
Los Angeles’ newly elected mayor, Norris Poulson. Other civic figures in attendance were Harold Harby and Rosalind Weiner, members of the City
Council; supervisor Burton W. Chace,
district attorney Ernest Roll and city
attorney Roger Arnebergh.
After the serving of dinner, the installation program got underway with
presentation of the colors and a prayer
by chaplain Harold Gordon. A1 De
Weese, finance officer, began the ceremonies with the opening ritual. Following this was the installation of officers by Hollywood American Legion
Post No. 43’s Champion

Drill Team.

INCOMING

After the installation, the new Post
Commander, Ed Burke made a certificate and pin presentation to Jr. Past
Commander Earl Bright, who in turn
presented citations to various members
of the post for the outstanding work
they have done thoughout the year.
After the introduction of studio executives, the meeting was turned over
to Doc Bishop who introduced Mayor
Poulson, supervisor Chace and other
distinguished guests.
Following several interesting speeches,
entertainment was presented, under the
capable direction of Nat Young. Xylophonist - dancer - singer Jimmy Vey
opened the show with varieties and was
followed by comedienne Vivian Marshall and vocalist Vic Marchese, all of
whom did a wonderful job.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:30
by Commander Burke.

OFnCERS

Ed Burke, left, incoming Commander of studio
American Legion Post 563 accepts gavel from
Jr. Past Commander Earl Bright during the installation ceremonies.

1953-1954
WILLIAM GOLDMAN
.... EDMUND L. BURKE
EARL BRIGHT
.. MARGARET LOCKE

Adjutant
Commander
Jr. Past Commander ...
1st Vice . Commander .
2nd Vice Commander
Chaplain
Historian

JACK V. BROWN
RICHARD W. DARLING
RUSSELL ALLEN

Judge Advocate

George Hover
SEYMOUR SUSSMAN

Serge ant-at- Arms
Asst. Sergeant-at-Arms
Finance Officer
Service Officer .

CARL HOLZMAN
A. W. DE WEESE
DAVE BOYD
Executive Committee
RICHARD W. DARLING
JOSEPH KEENAN
FRANCIS MORTON
Publicity Officer
RIDLEY BILUCK

The Cafe de Paris was filled to capacity at the
Installation. Studio executives, civic dignitaries,
legion post members, their wives and guests
were present at the gala affair.
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ON A LIMB— Jim Winkler, who plays a gladiator in THE STORY OF DEMETRIUS, bet Barbara James, dancer in the picture, that his ankle was bigger around
than her knee. Winkler, who plays tackle for the Los Angeles Rams, won. His
ankle is 15‘/2 inches around, while Barbara's knee

TEACHER & PUPIL — 1953 Golf Tournament Chairman
lack Codd gives TCP actress Jean Peters a few tips for
the forthcoming Golf Tournament Sunday, August 9th.
Tournament is being held at the Fox-Baldwin Hills Golf
Course, with golfers signing up for tee times Tuesday,
July 28th at the Studio Club. Codd has done a fine job
as Golf Tournament Chairman for 15 years.

GROOM

& BRIDE — A TCP

romance

The Door

measured

only 14 inches!

to the Studio
That's Club
Why is Always

Open

—

Frogs,

culminated

in the marriage of "Red" Davies, Maintenance,
and the former Cecelia Leslie, Cafe de. Paris.
The couple was married June 3rd and plans
to honeymoon in San Premcisco next month.
Their many friends on the lot send wishes to
Red and Cede for many years of happiness.

lizards and other varieties of fauna never

hesitate to give the Club

the once-over

when they are in the neighborhood. Chemces are that the Club won't sell any
vitamins to its frog friends or offer discounts to its feathered friends. But these plus
many other services are available to YOU at the Studio Club. Drop in and take
advantage of them. The door is always open. . . .
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IN PICTURES#.and WORDS
BEAUTY

MISS FIRECRACKER — Competing with nine
professional models. Dolores Stockton. TCF
secretary, represented studio Post No. 563 in
the American Legion Queen of Fireworks contest and won the title of Miss Firecracker and
Queen of Fireworks for 1953. Dolores made
numerous TV. radio and personal appearances
as a result of her victory.

AND

At the head of the class is Gilbert
Scherer, son of ENID (Lew Schreiber’s
Girl Friday) and MOE SCHERER of
Multilith. Now a medical student at Kentucky U., the former Bruin had a general
average of 93.7% during the 1952-53
school year, ranks #1 in a class of 91
students . . . We missed a few births:
Norman Saul Goldman born on April
11th to BILL GOLDMAN and Shirley
Annette Rugg to JAMES RUGG on April
25th. Both are in Prop Makers. WILLIAM ANDERSON, Maintenance, had a
girl on May 16th, named her Sherrie.
Our belated congratulations, fellas . . .
ALMA HOLM, Office Service, on a tenweek trip to Denmark ik Sweden to visit
relatives she hasn’t seen in 33 years . . .
Comment made about Fo.x pic title
TWELVE MILE REEF: Dig that crazy

MISS HOLLYWOOD— Runner-up for the Miss
California title in the Miss Universe contest
held recently was former Twentieth CenturyFox player lean Moorhead. Above, she is
crowned "Miss Hollywood" by orchestra leader Les Brown prior to the selection of th.e
California representative. Jean was associated
with the studio last year.

THE

BEAST

cigarette! . . . LOU FRIEDMAN, Publicity ,back from a tripo Mejicano . . .Sorry to bear than lensman HARRY JACKSON is hospitalized for an illness. We all
wish him a speedv recoverv . . . Publicist
SONIA WOLKSON back 'to work after
a no-fun two weeks in Hawaii. She picked
up
virushotel
whenroom
she until
arrived,
leavea her
the couldn’t
day before she left . . . ROY BREWER, Film
Receiving, back on the job after an appendectomy. He was on his feet 6 hrs.
after the operation . . . Congrats to
SHERMAN GRINBERG, Film Library,
on tbe birth of his 2nd daughter, June
4th. Leslie Ann’s her name . . .Actor
GENE EVANS, who appears in HELL
AND HIGH WATER, suffered a jaw

<3^

injury in a submarine hatch fall that required 16 stitches . . . Cameraman JOE
LA SHELLE at Banff Springs (Canada)
for RIVER OF NO RETURN-LEON
SHAMROY at Lone Pine for KING OF
THE KHYBER RIFLES . . . Publicityman JIM DENTON is off to Rome for a
month, then to Munich for NIGHT PEOPLE. ROY CRAFT is filling in . . . Another girl for the LIONEL NEWMAN’S
on July 10th. Their 3rd daughter. She’s
been named Jenifer . . . ST.VN M ARGUFIES, Publicity, will be on location
in Canada’s Jasper Nat l. Park when Mrs.
M. gives birth to their 3rd . . . Cinematographer CHARLES CLARKE in Rome
—then to Germany to shoot NIGHT PEOPLE. Cameraman MILT KRASNER and
BUD BROOKS enroute to Rome to comwork on . THERE’S
LIKE plete
ROME
. . Sorry toNOhearPLACE
about

NEW

PAINT

FOR

OLD

PAINT — What

do you do when

you

need

a horse of a different color?

You paint the horse you've got! And that's what 20th did to Banjo who is appearing in PRINCE
VALIANT. Here, painter George Mark tints Bamjo's stockings to match his 5th Century prototype
while wranglers Jim Loucks and Allen Lee look on. At left is Paint Dept, foreman Bob Jolley.
Jolley.

Music Arranger EDWARD POWELL’S
misfortune. His Beverly Hills home burned completely on July 14th . . . Aug. 1st
is the date of Yvonne Walker’s marriage.
She’s the daughter of EARLE WALKER,
Camera. She will motor to Oregon in an
MG

on her honeymoon

. . .That’s 30 . . .
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dotted the summer skies over Cheviot Hills PlaySunday, June 21st, as youngsters and grown-ups alike
a bang-up day at the 18th Annual Picnic.
Life at the Picnic was spiced with variety throughout the
wholo day. Novelty races and games were offered on land and
sea for every age group from toddlers to the adult set. Prizes
were abundant, with winning awards presented in every event.
Competition in the Hen Fruit Derby drew laughter from the
many spectators as egg after squashed egg eliminated its
unhappy
twosome from
glory in pitch
the winner’s
Other competition
for possible
prizes included
and puttcircle.
golf,
tennis, horseshoe pitching, nail driving and ping pong. A softball game was played among studio employees, providing
diversion for the more athletically inclined picnic guests.
As always, the fish pond grab bag was a popular event for
the kiddies. Shouts of approval rang loud as rubber alligators,
crickets, glider planes and party favors found their way to
the hooks of these youthful anglers.
The swimming

events were popular and resulted in the

rHEffS
JID JACK

PASHKOVSKY

awarding of prizes in ten categories. An Aquacade before
rounded out the day’s marine activities.
For two hours a delicious picnic lunch was served in
patio. In addition, soft drinks, crackerjack and ice cream were
served throughout the day.
A thrilling horse show, under the supervision of “Frenchie”
Giroux and presented by the Circle B Ranch, was the afternoon’s first attraction. At 2 p.m. the Picnic Variety Review was
offered; an hour of top-talent variety acts. The show was
organized and M.C.’d by gifted Jimmy Taylor, with Virgil
Murray’s Rhythmaires supplying excellent musical background.
The success of the 1953 Picnic was the direct result of the
efforts of more than a hundred volunteers who donated their
services for the day. A debt of thanks goes to these hardworking studio employees, to the Westerners for doing a beautiful job of serving the lunch, to studio American Legion
Post No. 563 for keeping the parking area in order and to the
Picnic Committee, under the chairmanship of A1 De Weese,
whose combined efforts made the Picnic a grand success.
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LEE WILLARD presents
RALPH WOLF
at the Hammond
A

Real

Organ

Artist

NIGHTLY

FROM

No 20%
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Tax

S. M israeh
Extends a Welcome To All
Studio Club Members
To Participate in Special Savings on
Complete Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION
»♦«

PHONE JOE
MAdison 9-1651
»*«
Store Hours:
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

2nd STREET

INDUSTRY SURVEY INDICATES BRIGHT FUTURE
Major efiFort by the large motion picture companies to effectively reduce
their expenses may actually be of even
greater importance to the rebirth of the
motion picture industry than 3-D or
other technical improvements, according
to a survey of the film business just issued by E. F. Hutton & Co.
The personnel reductions at the major
studios are regarded as the most important change in the business. It is noted
in the survey that several major companies have sharply reduced excessive
salaries and have consolidated duties to
a great extent. “This is a continuing program where the real fulfillment will not
be seen until 1954 or even later,” it said.
“These moves of bringing costs in line
with reality, and placing the companies
in a position to benefit not only from the
possible upturn in business, but from the
reasonably good level of business now
received, appear to spark the real basic
improvement in the industry.”
A second major change toward “a
sounder business” pointed out in the
Hutton letter is the virtual completion of
divorcement of production from exhibition. This not only removed the tremendous costs of the main anti-trust suit litigation and demands on management,
but also eliminated theater risks from
operations of producing companies.
“Whereas the fortunes of the two are
definitely inter-related, the theater end
over the past few years has been a limiting factor on the producing business although in former years it had acted as a
stabilizing one. This has become increasingly true as revenues from abroad become of greater importance to tbe pro-

COLUMBIA CLOSING
Pictures

is closing a

deal

with 20th Century-Fox to make one feature in the CinemaScope process and it
has three additional stories in view for
the anamor^^hic system of photography

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION

To Choose From
15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

that the further impact is apt to be far
milder than it was a year or two ago. In
commenting on box office effects of the
televising of major events, it is also noted
that film attendance has always suffered
from special activities, regardless of the
field of entertainment.
Summing

up

this section the survey

states, “In all, it would appear that by
far the worst of the television impact
may have been suffered by the motion
picture industry, and that from here on
in, with the exception of remote areas
which still do not have television and
which will receive it within the next
year or so, television
consuming factor in
lic’s attention which
of time, but will take

will not be the allregard to the pubit was for a period
its place as another

form
competition.”
The of Hutton
study pays considerable
attention to the recent technical improvements in the industry and discusses 3-D,
stereophonic sound. Cinerama, Todd-AO
and CinemaScope. It is pointed out that
up to now the increased theater attendance because of devices has been
strictly novelty-minded in nature. With
the release of THE ROBE in September,
the public will have the benefit of a major
picture with the new

technical advan-

tages. “It is felt that within the next
year some reasonable standardization
will take place and as better pictures are
created with this new medium, a material
revitalization of attendance would not be
impossible. Rising box office receipts have
concrete evidence to these hopes.”

CINEMASCOPE DEAL
panies already committed for CinemaScope production, in addition to 20th
Century-Fox, include MGM, Allied Artists and now Columbia. Walt Disney
made the announcement that his company will make three features and a
number of shorts in the new process and

and projection. It is reported from London that Alexander Korda is also planning to do one feature with the CinemaScope lens and is winding up arrangements with Spyros Skouras, 20th CenturyFox president.
Production commitments already made
assure theaters which have equipped or

will reissue “Fantasia” at the 2.55 to 1
aspect ratio. After viewing sequences of
the first two MGM pictures being made
in CinemaScope, production chief Dore
Schary scheduled two additional films to
be produced in the process and began

intend to equip for CinemaScope exhibition of a certain supply of top-quality
features for at least a year. And 20th is
processing CinemaScope applications
from a number of independent producers
here and abroad which will certainly
boost the supply.

reappraising the studio production schedule to see what other features could be
adapted to the anamorphoscopic process.
Errol Flynn is readying the start of a
CinemaScope feature in Italy, and several
other deals for independent features
abroad are expected to be approved by
20th
weeks.Century-Fox

National production-distribution

14

of
the country’s
populationis now
residesand
in
areas
where television
available

added

ducing companies.”

Columbia

Weighing the impact of television on
motion pictures, it is observed that 70%

com-

within

the next few

Mm

ELECTS OFFICERS

STUDIO

On June 30th, Jean Hersholt was reelected president of the Motion Picture
Relief Fund for the 16th consecutive
time at the 29th annual meeting and
election of officers. Replacements on the
board include Winston Miller, Hal Roach,
Jr., George Flaherty and William

Meikle-

WESTWOOD'S

CLUB

MEMBERS

LARGEST

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE,

MAJOR

APPLIANCES

& CARPETING

At Substantial Savings

john.
Mr. Hersholt stated that service to the
Fund’s clients has been made more efficient and the costs materially reduced

DUNN & CAMERON

by having the medical and welfare departments housed in one building.
Wilma Bashor, executive director of
the Fund, reported that 6,504 welfare
and medical cases had been handled in

1651-57

Westwood

Boulevard

LOS ANGELES 24
CALIFORNIA
BRadshaw 2-1 333
ARizona 9-7355

1952. These included 284 patients cared
for at the Motion Picture Country Hospital; 160 surgeries performed there and
81 minor surgeries performed at the Fund
medical offices; 2179 laboratory tests
at the Fund office; 4,092 office visits to
the Fund medical staff and many home
calls; and rent, food, clothing, nursing,
utilities, etc. supplied to needy clients.
A financial report by E. L. DePatie,
treasurer, showed the Fund to be in a
sound financial condition.

OPEN

MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY

and

FRIDAY

EASTMAN

NIGHTS

to 9 P.M.

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

INC.

CHICAGO

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

LANCASTER

SMART

WEAR

FOR MEN

All That's Best in and
California
ClothingTailored Sportswear
At Modest Prices
On hand at the dedication of the world's
largest Wishing Well at the Statler Hotel
June 28th were Jean Hersholt. Motion Picture
Relief Fund president: Joan Fontaine and James
H. McCabe, Statler executive. All coins thrown
into the pool go to MPR.

•

CHARLES

BICKFORD
and

BOB

•
•

WATERFIELD

•

We Have Everything for the Well-Dressed Man
USUAL STUDIO COURTESY
10667 W. PICO BLVD.
PHONE:
(Next to Malibar)

TELLER
Now

Has

a Branch

"JERRY'S
NO

Announce

APPLIANCE
OTHER

Store

LIKE

Complete

•

9 Large and Small Appliances

Monday

10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and Friday evenings till 9 p.m.

•
•

With

GIFTS"
VALLEY

Line of

2506 HOLLYWOOD
Across the Street from Lockheed

AND

IT IN THE

9 Air Conditioners

Conveniently
Open

COMPANY

in the Valley in Connection

HOUSEWARES
STORE

AR. 3-6721

Open Friday Evenings

and Gifts

Located at

WAY,

BURBANK

(A-1 ) Gate, One-half
•

* Housewares

DISCOUNTS

Block North of Van
TO

ALL

STUDIO

Owen
PERSONNEL

15

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

eMatUi^OjOa

AR. 9-561 1
10649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

LOWITZ

INTERIORS

Furniture- Appliances -Television

Filmland \olunteer performers totaling 647 made 1,536 free apearances at
302 patroitic-public service events during the first six months of 1953, an increase over the same period last year, it
was announced

Special Prices to Studio Club Members

8636 WILSHIRE

recently by George

phy, president of the Hollywood
dinating Committee.

BLVD.

MurCoor-

Summarizing the Committee’s activities for the past half year, Murphy reported that entertainment for the armed
forces again headed
recei\ing HCC

Mills Cafe

Overseas

the list of e\ents

cooperation.

tours

to

Korea

included

visits to hospitals, bases and to GI’s in
near-front line positions. Camp show's,

Under New Management

radio transcriptions for the Armed Forces Radio Service and hospital visits in

CR. 6-0825

this country w'ere included in the HCC
armed forces entertainment program.

COURTNEY

CO.

DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

AUSTIN
MORRIS

AMONG

BRANDS

IS

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

Sfiles - Service
DISCOUNT

Information Available

John C. Mehan Co. Inc.
12001 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Calif.
SUnset 3-8331

ON

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

5843 West Pico Blvd.

ROGER

KENT

Studio Representative

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

but a few to receive

of

name

personalities

through the HCC.
The report points up the continued acti\ ity of the Committee wdiich has booked 17,120 free appearances by 2,699 artists at 5,174 events since 1946. During
this six and one half year period 3,398
separate requests for free talent have
been received from all parts of the world
of which 1,079 have been approved
either as one
year-round

e\ent

or as a continuing

series of programs.

OFFERS

YOU

25 TO 40%
ON

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

INGLEWOOD

OR. 2-8281

WY. 2194

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
tSutek Setf PaiHti
PICO

The Don Lee Chinchilla Farm
1220 CENTINELA,

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE

XEaiuzz

CHINCHILLAS

16

and Shriners were

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

and Friday Nights

STate 7-3822

Chests, National Conference of Christians and Jews, Tuberculosis, United
Cerebral Palsy, United Jewish Appeal,
Police and Sheriff Relief Associations

Gene Shaw - Studio Representative

Terms Arranged

FLEET

for

The Friend to all Motorists
Since 1 900

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

Open Monday

local appearances

Automobile Club of
Southern California

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

and

the American Heart Association, American Legion, Boy Scouts, Community

gratis services

Open Mon. & Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
CR. 1-5000
CR. 4-5196

GEORGE

National

Call

a on£.±

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

PLUMBING

FUNERALS

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators. Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters. etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St., LA. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires. Batteries.

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co„ 1725 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Discount on recaps only).
AR. 9-7721
lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

REPAIRS

Burd's
Servioe, 10344 W.CR.Olympic
Blvd.,Automotive
L. A
5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

BABY

GOODS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

Park Cleaners. 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

CHAIRS

Original Contour Chair-Lounge Shop of Brentwood. 12237 Wilshire Blvd
AR. 8-7276

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 363 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

HARDWARE
Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

HOME

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

REAL

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300*/2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop. 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS

DECORATING

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Holly wood.. PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147
Armando Sanchez
GR. 4552

The Fairway, 9401 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Websters, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

JEWELRY

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Mayers Jewelers, 1134 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-8865
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-221 l,Ext. 745

LIGHT

RELIGIOUS

CR. 5-4364
AR. 9-9554

SUPPLIES

Stephen's Religious Arts, 12232 Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City
SU. 3-1257

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

nXTURES

CLEANING

LINOLEUM

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co.. 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Martinez, 2122 So. Sepulveda,
L. A
AR. 3-7227; AR. 3-7736

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

SPANISH

FOOD

SPORTING

LIQUORS
Patio Liquors (Sam Lurye), 10515V2 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

& LEATHER

GOODS

(To Take Out)

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

MATTRESSES— BOX

Dean Witter & Company

Lester Morris

NURSERY

SHOPS

CLEANERS

ELECTRIC

FURS

SPRINGS
AR. 3-8303; AN. 3-3827

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CONTOUR

FURNITURE
Dunn and Cameron, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture. 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

LUGGAGE

Mary's Little Lamb Togs (Layettes and Gifts),
5588 Sepulveda, Culver City.
Western Toy and Baby Shops. 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

DU. 8-2481

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231
Roger Kent (John C. Mehan Co., Foreign Cars),
12001 Ventura Blvd., Studio (Sity..SU. 3-8331
Ed Morris (Lincoln-Mercury) Tupman Motors,
3330 So. Figueroa St., L. A. Phone for appointment
RI. 1147

AUTO

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

SCHOOL

— DAY

CAMP

Mel Pierson's Recreation Club, 2566 Overland
Ave., L. A
VE. 8-1519

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

& WALLPAPER

(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 7-5750

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance (R. Tiernan), 1531
No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1 121

VITAMINS

PIANOS
Baldwin Piano Company
Wilshire Blvd., L. A

.BR. 2-3647

THEATER
TRAVEL

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

PHONOGRAPH

& BONDS

L, A.,

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

PAINT

STOCKS

(Bob Austin) 3273
DU. 7-5221

Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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Hints for the Mrs.

PROVEN FRlENDSj
of

• If crusts of bread are kept in a paper

HAP HALLIGAK

=

20th Century-Fox
Employees

|
|

15166 Ventura Bird.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

McKINLEY

|

MORTUARIES

|

DU. 8-2481

I

ARLEIGH

A. BROWN

10515V2
West Pico

A Complete Line of All
Fine Liquors, Wines
and Beers
100

CENTURY

• CAMERAS
• CLOCKS

on
everything
in our

JEWELRY

• FOUNTAIN
• JEWELRY

and

• LUGGAGE

GIFT

• PORTABLE

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS

• LEATHER

PENS

Proof

BOND

TYPEWRITERS

i
• Vinegar will stay clear if you add one
teaspoonful of salt to each quart bottle.
forming.
This prevents “mother of vinegar” from
i
• To make

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

EXPERT

WATCH

up, roll and re-vamp;
makes lighter bisqnits.

Formerly

with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,

CHRIS

20th

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

REPAIRING

GREEN

STAMPS

18

PICO

BLVD.

(At Overland)

Co.,

• Coffee will stay fresh and retain its
full flavor if kept in the refrigerator.
i
® When baking fish, put a piece of
cheesecloth in the baking pan and lay
fish on it; then when it is baked, you can
turn it over easily onto the platter without the fish breaking.
i
• Chocolate frosting will be darker and
glossier and more delicious if you add
strong coffee instead of the called-for
amount of water or milk.
i

The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
WEST

less handling

• Keep loose buttons in a glass jar, then
you can easily pick out the buttons you
want without emptying the whole jar.
i

REGENT JEWELERS
10677

square biscuits, use a long

sharp knife and cut across the rolledont dough, making squares. This way
there are no scraps of dough to gather

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
your membership card for identification and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

i

will
ware. leave no lint on glasses and china-

Rentals •Sales* Repairs

• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

COMPANY

and

i
paraffin.
• Starch tea towels very lightly and they

GOODS

OF CALIFORNIA

clothespin, sandpapered

• To prevent ugly rings of rust on
shelves and drainboards, dip the bottoms
of the cleansing powder cans in melted

TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE

sample
line

MALTZ

• A snap

painted in bright colors, with your children’s names painted on them, will please
the children as napkin or bib holders.
i

ily be picked up.

at $4.49 a Fifth

• DIAMONDS
• GIFTS

one tablespoon of peanut butter.
i

tissue and all the fine particles can read-

We Feature:

Featuring

SAVE

• To boil cracked eggs without the contents oozing out, put a teaspoonful of
salt in the water.
i

• To pick up broken glass, dampen a
piece of absorbent cotton or cleansing

|
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and des-

• Chocolate frosting for your cakes will
have a new and delicious taste, if you add

LURYE

UTTER

bag, they
will molding.
dry for puddings
serts without
i

AR.

7-8795

• To make sure that curtain tie-backs
are even with each other, pull the shade
to the level where yon want to pin the
tie-backs and then fasten on each side.

HORSIHIDERS DOING MU
The studio softball team has reached
the half-way mark in its inter-city competition, and from the way the boys have
been playing, there is no reason why they
can’t cop the championship in their
league. The 20th Century-Fox team has
won its last three games and according to
team co-manager Roy Brewer, Jr., the
boys have worked themselves into a wellknit ball club.
The game played last Tuesday marked
the first game of the second half of play.
Competition will continue through September 15th, with a trophy being
awarded the winning team.
Softball enthusiasts are cordially invited to attend the night games which
are held at the Cheviot Hills and Queen
Anne Playgrounds on alternate Tuesday
evenings. Contact the Studio Club for
location of any specific evening’s play.
Watch

SHOP
AT . . .
WEIISS’
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY’
CARL WEISS,

Mgr.
AR. 3-8636

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

10643 Pico Blvd.

DUMONT
RCA

GENERAL ELECTRIC
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
ROPER

TELEVISION

RADIO a APPIIANCE CO. it
oo-iQ

YV

(2

Opposite

Stadium

Monday

and

P*

Theater

Liberal Discount to Studio Club Members

West of Robertson)

Open

★ CARPETS

CR. 1-2249
BR. 2-3832

Friday Evenings

A LINOLEUM

★ TILE

Out For The

BOWLING

Carpet

BUG
A Complete CARPET

FOR SALE — 20-acre plot with ceibin in Hokum
Valley (Big Bear). Tile sink, two butane tanks
tor heating and cooking. Full price: $2,000
plus $1.98 yearly assessment. Contact Roy
Burgess at CH. 6-0943, ii interested.

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

BR. 2-6034

*

WESTWOOD

NURSERY

10932 Le Conte A ve., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755

All Types of
GARDEN PLANTS AND SUPPLIES
9786 West Pico Boulevard

We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio Club Members
We Sell and Service Any Make

ELECTRICAL

Co.
THE

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

It's Going To Begin
Biting Before Long

CR. 6-9969

SERVICE

A CLEANING
A LAYING
A DYEING

Because

and

APPLIANCE

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

of

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Aye. —

SALES CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

— SHOPPING HOURS —
Monday thru Saturday — 8 a.m to 6 p.m.

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

Tape
Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers
Wallets
Batteries

Televisions
Radios
Cameras

10829 SANTA
ARizona 7-7508

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Furniture
Typewriters
GasRanges
& Electric

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

Sales For

Authorized

Blvd.)

BRadshaw 2-7110

All

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances
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WHAMMO!
IT’S THE

20th CENTURY-FOX

Men: $5.00
Women: $2.50

TUESDAY, JULY 28th
at STUDIO CLUB
8:00 A. M.

SEPTEMBER
1953

Vol. 14

No. 7

what's the difference?

SEPTEMBER
1953

3

•

EDITORIAL

STAFF

Art Houser
Editorial Dir.
Bob Mintz
Editor
R. Billick
Activities Dir.
Vivian Jorgensen
Asst. Ed.
•
Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors
•

STAFF

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassbum
Ed Janis
•

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky
•

STUDIO CLUB
EDITORIAL
COMMITTEE

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS

Estelle Trager
Roy Metzler .

. Pres.
V-P.
Secy.
Treas.

Bonfiglio. Juanita . . . .
Cannon. Jo
Conlon. Edward ....
Cripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
Employment
Davies. Red
Oe Gaetano, Al
Prop Makers
Dunlap, PauIJne
Exee. Sec'y
Fontaine, Jean
Gilroy, Frank
James. Dick
Men’s Wardrobe
Jolley, Robert
Transportation
Krause, Tom
Lasky, Bess
Luto, Fred ....
Property
Mellen, Harry
Murphy. Bill
Patrick. George . ..
Richardson, Frances
Roache, Irish
Roth, Lee .
Women’s Wardrobe
Smith. Dick
Vierich. Dick
Wurt2el, Paul

Honorary Members
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th

....

4

executives assume new duties

S

studio club activities

P

golf tournament

/O

around the lot

/2

romeo threw rocks

Pauline Dunlap
Roy Metzler

George Stephenson
Al De Weese

cinemascope didn't just "happen"

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone Bradshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.

american legion application

/6

buyers' directory

//

hints for the mrs.
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*On

The

Screen
This month's cover reveals a very
squeezed Marilyn Monroe, far from the
curvaceous Monroe seen at left. Cause of
her condition is CinemaScope, but it is just
a temporary one. For although she and
everyone else
Scope pictures
awfully thin on
to theaters and

who appears in Cinemawill look awfully tall and
film, when they are taken
fattened up by a lens on

the projector, they will look quite normal.
It's this principle of distortion and rectification that allows the CinemaScope lens
to pick up scenes of tremendous breadth
and condense them onto the 35mm frame.
Read

about the adjustments that TCF departments have made in converting to this
revolutionary new system.

WUai'l ^Ue> 2>me^ieHce?
Without flipping a page of this month’s Action, you’ve noticed something different about it, haven’t you?
It’s that questionnaire that you found clipped to the cover.
There was something else different about this issue. It was passed to you right on the lot rather than
being mailed to your home: The reason: we didn’t want you to miss seeing the questionnaire . . .
In the past, the most important part of Action Magazine has been you, its reader. In this issue, you are
more important than ever because you have a double role: You are reader and critic too.

You may say to yourself: ‘T’ve always been an Action critic. What I like I read— what I don’t like I
skip.” That’s very true. You have been a critic right along. But this month we want to hear your criticisms so
that we can give you more of what you want in Action and eliminate the thmgs which don’t interest you.
One of the questions we ask is, “Does your family read Action? ” If your answer is “yes,” then we know
that the articles in the magazine are of universal enough interest to attract readers other than employees. All
of the questions are being asked with one purpose in mind: To streamline Action to the tastes and
interests of you and your family by presenting the subject matter that appeals to you the most.

We hope that you will be able to spend a moment

or two answering the questions on the survey

page because only through the answers we get to these questions can we determine what features of Action
are popular from the reader’s point of view and what features can be eliminated.
•

We are interested in what is said more than anything else. We don’t want your name unless you
specifically wish to state it.

It is our hope that as a result of this questionnaire we can give you more of what you want in Action. It’s
your magazine. Let us make it better by giving us your opinions and ideas today. Complete and mail your
questionnaire to the Studio Club now.

3

Every department

on the lot has

been affected by 20th* s conversion to this great new medium

VV'hen theater curtains open next
month to reveal CinemaScope and its
first vehicle, THE ROBE, millions of
Americans will be greeted by two of the
most momentous and inspiring events to
happen in the motion picture industry in
more than twenty years. The release of
THE ROBE has come after more than
ten years of untiring effort and preparation, and is almost unanimously predicted to be the greatest motion picture
of our time. Directly contrasting the
many years which have gone into THE
ROBE is the story of CinemaScope. It
is a short story — less than ten months
old — but it has already been written in
indelible ink on the history pages of this
industry, thanks to the vision and foresight of Spyros P. Skouras, president of
Twentieth Century-Fox and Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of pro-

duction, both of whom immediately
the potentialities of this medium.

saw

CinemaScope is a new horizon in motion picture technique. Technically, it is
the greatest development since the introduction of sound twenty-five years
ago. And it has represented as great a
challenge to the technicians and artists
at Twentieth as did the introduction of
Movietone here in 1927.
The story of the conversion to CinemaScope can be told by a hundred departments at this studio. And it can be elaborated upon by each employee who had
a part in its development. To tell the
entire story here would be impossible.
But the following is essentially what
happened when the studio announced
that its entire production program would
be converted to CinemaScope.

The studio’s first manifestation of the
revolutionary French process came in
January of this year when the Camera
Department received
“Dr.probings
Chretien”
anamorphic
lens. Theonefirst
at
the new medium consisted of photographic tests. A make-shift projection
room was built on Stage 6, Western Avenue, and a 63-foot Miracle Mirror screen
was erected on the stage. This projection
arrangement was originally planned as
a testing and proving ground for this
first anamorphic lens for a three- to sixmonth period. However, after Mr. Zanuck saw the first tests, he decided to
photograph THE ROBE in this new
medium, the entire CinemaScope program of the Camera Department being
under the leadership of Sol Halprin, head
of the department.
The

Camera

Department

made

spe-

cial tests on scenes of THE ROBE. The
arrival of the second French lens opened
the way for preparing to shoot a second
picture in CinemaScope. HOW
TO
MARRY A MILLIONAIRE was next in
line for the new process, as photography
for THE ROBE began.
The significance of the decision to
convert to CinemaScope was felt immediately. Special types of telescopes had
to be purchased so that the Camera Department could check the lenses for quality and focus calibrations. Special methods had to be devised to hold the anamorphic lenses so they could be mounted
on our cameras. These mounts had very
crude follow-focus attachments on them.
Technicians in the Camera Department
spent many nights checking and rechecking the calibrations on the two lenses
that were working on the two pictures
to see if the calibrations were holding
up and to do anything that could possibly be done to aid and improve sharpness of focus.
The Camera Precision Machine Shop
staff under Grover Laube had to go to
work immediately building new holders
and designing and building new matte
boxes. It had to design means and methods of using our finders in order to be
able to get the extremely wide angle
that the anamorphic lens yields; and this
all had to be ready in time for three
CinemaScope pictures, BENEATH THE
12-MILE REEF having also been slated
for CinemaScope production.
As difficult and complex seemed the
problem of converting to CinemaScope,
this was only half the story. CinemaScope had a complementary new feature, stereophonic sound, which in one
sense posed a more involved conversion
problem to the Sound Department than
did CinemaScope to the Camera Department. Whereas the Camera Department was able to use standard photographic equipment in conjunction with
the CinemaScope lens, the Sound Department was confronted with the task
of redesigning the entire sound recording system to a multiple-track system.
Like CinemaScope, the sound conversion program began early this year. Local directorship of this program was undertaken by Sound Department head
Carl Faulkner and sound development
technician Lorin Grignon, with the overall sound con\ersion being supervised
by New York technical director Earl
Sponable. First step was the development of a magnetic sound recorder and
mixing panel which would handle three
or more separate sound channels. Where
one track carried all the dialogue before, three individual tracks would now
be employed for dialogue. In conventional sound recording, the sound track
ran along the edge of the 35mm film
strip, where would there be room for
three or four sound tracks? Here was

the answer:

It was

obvious

that there

wouldn’t be enough room for multiple
sound tracks on the film strip as it was.
The only variables were the sprocket
holes and the picture itself. By cutting
down the width of the sprocket holes
and by cutting the aspect ratio from
2.66 X 1 to 2.55 x 1, two sound tracks
could be placed on either side of both
rows of sprocket holes.
Because of the problems involved in
multiple photographic sound tracks, it
was obvious that magnetic sound recording would be the only feasible method for stereophonic sound release. Now,
a practical method for “striping,” or laying the se\ eral sound tracks on the film,
had to be de\ ised. The final details of
this operation ha\e been worked out,
so that highest fidelity magnetic tracks
can be placed on the film strip, to insure top quality sound reproduction on
all tracks.
To be sure, there were many things to
tackle in the development of a multipletrack sound system. By production necessity, one of the first was the design and
construction of a sound recorder, for putting dialogue on three separate tracks
simultaneously. The first triple-track recorder designed for recording and playback was seven feet high and weighed
600 pounds. Although it was good from
an operational viewpoint, it was impractical because of its great bulk. So the
next problem w'as to put all the components of stereophonic sound recording
into a more practical and portable form.
This development w'as carried out swiftly and effectively, the new triple-track
recorder being e\ er}’ bit as compact and
portable as the former single-track recorder. It was a project which required
two and a half weeks of intense research

Two

men

responsible

ior acquiring the patent

rights to CinemaScope for Twentieth CenturyFox are its president, Spyros P. Skouras, left,
and Darryl F. Zanuck, studio's production chief.
Above, Skouras signs contract cementing deal
to run
Theater.

THE

ROBE

at Grauman's

Chinese

and design, night and day. Yet it represented only a small phase of the Sound
Department’s job of converting to stereophonic sound. In effect, the entire sound
channel (all the equipment necessary to
handle

the various steps of sound recording and reproduction) had to be
rebuilt for stereophonic sound. Not only
was this a monumental task, but it was
one which had to be accomplished in an
amazingly short time, so the new system
could be used in the entire CinemaScope
program and so theaters could gear for
stereophonic sound.
By

the nature of the principal involved, the intermediate CinemaScope

A telescopic apparatus producing "an artificial star" is used by the Camera Department to test
the accuracy of new CinemaScope lenses. Above, Camera Department head Sol Halprin examines one of the studio's new anamorphic lenses while machinist's helper
left, and Grover Laube, head of the Precision Machine Shop, look on.

Campbell

Forsyth,

5

The Sound Department has designed and constructed dozens of pieces of equipment for
recording stereophonic sound. At left is the
new production stereophonic mixing console
capable of handling six separate microphones
at one time. Right is a triple magnetic track
reproducer used to reproduce stereophonic
dailies. Shown with this new soimd equipment are, left to right, Carl Faulkner, Sound
Department head; Jim Corcoran, sound engineer; Jim Trucano. sound operative engineer
and Bert Wilkes, assistant head of the department.

image is greatly distorted (see Cover).
This fact presented a problem to the
film editor, who views all footage in the
moviola in order to edit it. The CinemaScope scenes were squeezed out of proportion to the degree that the cutter was
unable to select and match scenes with
any degree of accuracy. This meant that
some sort of compensating lens would
have to be adapted to the moviola so
that the film editor could view scenes in
their normal proportion. An additional
“fly in the ointment” was the fact that
several different types of moviolas are
in use on the lot. Different types of lenses
would have to be designed for each type
of moviola. The Precision Machine Shop
went to work and developed lucite lenses

Necessary
to thewhich
studio's
many moviolas is a addition
lucite lens
transforms
the
squeezed image into the broad CinemaScope
picture. Jerry Webb, left, head of the Cutting
Department etnd Barbara McLean, A.C.E., view
footage from KING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES,
current CinemaScope production, through the
lucite addition.

which, when placed in front of the moviola viewing area, unsqueezed the picture
so it had the normal CinemaScope look.
New lenses had to be built for projectiontype moviolas used by shooting companies for picking and matching action
on the set. These were built so that the
moviolas could throw a CinemaScope
picture onto a small screen.
Also being built by the Camera Department isan entirely new type of finder which will encompass the wide angle
of CinemaScope and will give the cameraman good, clear viewing on the set.
The first prototype is nearly completed
and will be tested soon.

Many new supplements to our cameras have
marked the advent of CinemaScope. Morris
Smith, left, and Ray Bedolli, cinetechnicians,
look at a CinemaScope sunshade, designed
and built in the studio Camera Department.

6

Camera personnel itself has played a
tremendous part in the pioneer work
that marked the earliest days of CinemaScope photography. Cameramen, operators and assistants, through their ability
and enthusiasm, have mastered a heretofore unknown technique almost overnight.
Since projection is a necessary complement tophotography, all of the camera changes resulting from the conversion to CinemaScope have been accompanied by changes in projection technique. Most important of these, of
course, is the compensating anamorphic
lens which, when attached to the pro-

jector, returns the squeezed scene to its
original proportion. To accommodate
the new triple-track sound system, projectors had to be equipped with a new
magnetic sound reproduction head. This
reproducing head was a development of
Earl Sponable and his New York research staff and the Sound Department.
The installation of new sprockets for
exact registration with the new smaller
sprocket holes has been completed on
several of the studio’s projectors.
A 31-foot Miracle Mirror screen has
been set up in Projection Room 1. Projection Room 5 has a 22-foot picture and
Mr. Zanuck’s Projection Room has a 17foot picture. Stage 2, which is the new
re-recording stage, has a 42-foot picture
as well as two special screens on Stage 1
for the Music Department. Projection
Room 3 has a 26-foot screen and six of
the studio’s regular projection rooms are
being equipped to handle CinemaScope
pictures. All projection changes have
been supervised by Sol Halprin and
Chief Projectionist Bill Weisheit.
Equipment used by the Special Photographic Effects Department under Ray
Kellogg and the Optical Printing Department under Jim Gordon have undergone numerous changes. New types of
mounts have been built, and many methods have been devised to fit the mounts
onto the many types of camera set-ups
that these departments employ with the
new anamorphic lenses.
Dave Anderson’s Electrieal Production
Department has very definitely been
affected by the new dimensions of CinemaScope. Naturally, there is little additional lighting problem for outdoor
scenes photographed in the new medium.
But in the case of large interior sets
which had to be lit artificially, there was
a problem. The greatly expanded range
of the camera equipped with anamorphic lens prevented eleetricians from
moving their lights in as elosely as they
could in conventional photography. This
meant that larger units had to be employed to compensate for the light loss
incurred by the greater throw. In addition to this new obstacle, the fact that
often in CinemaScope greater areas have
to be lighted for larger scenes has put
additional requirements on the Electrical
Production Department for more and
more light.
In one sense, the conversion of the
moviolas used by the Cutting Depart-

ment has been a problem of the Camera
and Sound Departments. But the Film
Editorial Department has had many
other obstacles to overcome. The singlestrip Eastman color film that is used
with CinemaScope is a thicker stock than
the magnetic sound footage. Since film
editors use the double system when editing (picture on one track, sound on another), tlie problem arose of the picture
reel and sound reel being of diSerent
sizes. In other words, a 1000-foot reel
will hold 1000 feet of sound track but
only 800 feet of picture, because of the
greater thickness of the latter. This presented a problem wherever the two
tracks had to be rewound together. It
was solved by employing a clutch on the
sound reel to slow it down to the speed
of the picture reel.

Projection Room 1 is now equipped with
changeover projectors with CinemaScope
lenses ctnd the complete stereophonic sound
system, including surround speakers in the
auditorium. Projectionist Bill Leonard, left and
sound operative engineer George Stewart admire the new button-on reproducing head
which amplifies four sound tracks incorporated in the new 35mm CinemaScope picture.

No longer will he be limited by the proscenium. Coupled with stereophonic
sound, his visual and aural selectivity are
greatly augmented.
To the actor, CinemaScope provides
a more solid basis on which to display
genuine acting ability. By the same
token, its requirements of the actor are
far greater than were those of the conventional medium. The actor in Cinema{Continued on Page 16)

Many other operating adjustments
have had to be made since the first reel
of CinemaScope footage reached the cutting rooms. All of these adaptations to
the new medium have been accomplished without delay, at minimum cost.
According to Jerry Webb, head of the
Cutting Department, CinemaScope has
a terrific asset over conventional photography, from the cutter’s point of view.
The wide range of CinemaScope scenes
tends to eliminate over-cutting. The result is a smoother product, with less cuts
than were required by the old system.
Contrasting the radical changes that
many departments have undergone in
the conversion process, a few production departments have had to alter their
operating procedure very little due to
CinemaScope. For example, supervising
art direct Lyle Wheeler reveals that his
department has been virtually unaffected
by the transition to the CinemaScope
process. For instance, the interior tent
scenes in THE ROBE were originally
designed for conventional photography,
yet the set was not altered at all. In the
case of larger sets, the shapes have been
changed slightly to conform to the new
aspect ratio, the emphasis being on
width. This change in picture frame proportion is an advantage to the Art Department inasmuch as it eliminates the
necessity for many of the matte shots
that would have been required in the
old system. So the conversion to CinemaScope by the Art Department has been
a natural and most advantageous one.
Other

production

departments,

Many precision parts have been required for use with CinemaScope etnd stereophonic sound.
Cinetechnicians above include left to right. Axel Rasmussen, holding a CinemaScope projection
lens: Jules Weisberg, with a tooled sound boom fork: Fred Schroeder. holding the new CinemaScope camera finder: Frank Asman and a CinemaScope camera lens and Bill Schneider turning
a CinemaScope lens moimt on the lathe.

such

as Makeup and Men’s and Ladies’ Wardrobe have changed their operating techniques very little. In the case of the
wardrobe departments, more care is exercised in the outfitting of background
players than was in the past, inasmuch
as these characters now play a more
integral part in the action. No other major changes have been inaugurated by
these departments.
To the director, CinemaScope offers a
great new opportunity for expression.

Both compact and portable, the Sound Department's new Stereo units are the perfect answer
to studio and location stereophonic sound recording. The units are made from horse trailers,
with many adaptations for accommodating the magnetic sound recorder, new D. C. motor
control
his new system
sound

eind powerhome.
equipment.
recording

Sound

Recorder

R. E. O'Brien

appears

comfortable

in
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Executives

Assume
Announcement

New

was made a few weeks

ago of the re-appointment of Raymond
A. Klune to executive production manager. This is the post he held before he became executive producer last Deeember.
Klune’s motion picture history dates
back to 1920. This was the year he became associated with David Wark Griffith whom he served in various eapacities.
After twelve years with Griffith he joined
Eastern Service Studios (Paramount
Long Island Studio) as production manager. He served in that capacity until
1936, the year he went with Selznick-International. He began with Selznick as assistant general manager and later moved
to the production manager post, the position he held when he came to Twentieth

Sid Rogell

Century-Fox in 1943.
During the Second World War, Klune
served on the Motion Picture Advisory
Committee of the War Production Board
as a representative of the production sec-

manager’s position which he accepted.
Later he was made executive producer.
During his first twelve months in that posion, Rogell produced 23 pictures.
When Howard Hughes secured eontrol
of RKO, he appointed Rogell executive
producer, which position he held until he
resigned in 1950 to enter the independent
production field. He was about to produce “20,000 Leagues Under The Sea,”
but sold it to Walt Disney who will now
produce it in CinemaScope.
Upon joining 20th Century-Fox, Rogell found himself again associated with
Frank Ross and THE ROBE. Both had
worked on THE ROBE together at RKO
seven years before, and were gratified to
see the project achieve fulfilment in the
new medium of CinemaScope.
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Adding many new duties to his program as controller for Twentieth Century-Fox isJack Codd who has been appointed studio treasurer and assistant
treasurer of the eorporation by the board
of directors, following the resignation of
Fred L. Metzler who formerly occupied
these posts.
Codd has been associated with the motion picture industry since 1920. In that
year he joined Metro Pictures Corporation and later joined the Joseph M.
Schenck organization. It was in 1933 that
Darryl F. Zanuck and Schenck formed
Twentieth Century Pictures, Inc. Codd
served that company in the capacity of
assistant treasurer and secretary. In 1935
the merger between Twentieth Century
Pictures, Inc. and Fox Film Corporation
occurred. Since that time, Codd has
served as controller of the present corServing as studio treasurer, Codd has
poration.
full charge of the studio’s financial, insurance and tax problems. In his new capacity he has control of all purchasing,
stores and inventories of the eompany, an

A relati\ely new member of the 20th
Century-Fox organization is Sid Rogell,
who has succeeded Fred L. Metzler as
Studio Manager. In addition to the duties
of this position, he is also in charge of
all post-production operations.
Coming to Twentieth in December of
last year, Rogell serv ed as Executive Production Manager until his new appointment. He has had an extensive background inboth the creative and executive
branches of the industry.
The new Studio Manager was not always in the motion picture business. During his early years he was with the Braden Copper Company in Chile and spent
a year with the United Press in Buenos
Aires. Rogell crashed Hollywood in 1924
by joining his pal, producer Harry Joe
Brown, as production manager, and in
1930 became studio manager of RKOPathe Studios. In 1933 he moved to Columbia where he served as producer
through 1935.
In 1936, RKO offered him the studio

Duties

important phase of its operation. He will
also continue to be active in the operations of the Credit Union, the Group Insurance and Studio Hospital.
Codd has always been recognized as
an active participant in employee activities, having served as golf chairman for
the studio’s golf tournament every year
since the event’s inception in 1935.
With the additional duties of studio
treasurer, Codd’s financial background
becomes invaluable. For as studio treasurer, he is responsible for every dollar
that is spent in the day-to-day operation
of the studio as well as for the money
spent in the studio’s production program.

Raymond

A. Klune

tion of the industry. During the time he
served on the War Production Board, he
continued to carry on his duties as general production manager of Selznick-International.
Klune served as executive production
manager for Twentieth from 1943 until
December, 1952. Then late last year announcement was made of his appointment to executive produeer.
During the seven months that Klune
served the studio in that capacity, he supervised production of six pictures and
personally produced another. His initial
production was DANGEROUS CROSSING, followed by BENEATH THE 12MILE REEF and INFERNO. BLUEPRINT FOR MURDER was the next
picture to be produced under the Ray
Klune banner. HELL AND HIGH
WATER is the first picture which Klune
produced personally.

Jack Codd

STUDIO CLUB
ACT/VlHES
Fishing Excursion
Attracts Many TCEers
The weekend of August 28th found a
group of TCF employees heading to
Newport for two days of fishing. The
anglers included representatives of the
Drapery and Maintenance Departments
who decided to pit their fishing knowledge against that of the Albacore in the
area.
Heading out of Port Orange on Saturday, the boys encountered nice strikes
and were able to bring home plenty of
piscatorial prizes for their efforts.
Numerous fishing trips are being contemplated throughout the season. Most
of the trips this year will originate from
Newport and other nearby ports, with a
San Felipe trip planned for early spring.
Announcement will be made of forthcoming excursions so that interested fishermen can plan on joining in on them.

Fall Classes Outlined
Plans for the new Fall Camera class
are being made and announcement will
be made soon as to the exact starting
date. Instructor in the new series of lectures and laboratory work is Frank
Powolny, rapher.
studio’s
photogTuition foracetheportrait
series will
depend upon the number of employees who
turn out for the class. Watch bulletin
boards for starting date, tuition fee and
subjects which will be covered during the
six-week session.
If there is enough interest in a dancing class, a series of this type will be offered. A class was organized earlier in
the year, but vacations made it impossible to start a dance series at that time.
It is very possible that the dance series
could be held on the lot. The series
would consist of one-hour lessons, one
evening a week. Tuition would also depend upon the number of participants.
Anyone interested in either the Camera
or Dance class should contact the Studio
Club, Ext. 745 and register.

NEW OFFICES OF THE

STUDIO

CLUB

now located
in Script Building
Ext. 745
Studio Softball Team Winding Up Season
Studio competition in the Los Angeles
Municipal Softball League is coming to
a close, with only three more games left
on the 1953 schedule. Team manager
Roy Brewer, Jr. reports that the studio
team played the ABC-TV^ team a week
ago in a championship game and lost by
a small margin. It was an exciting game
that saw few errors on either side. The
breaks of the game definitely spelled the
difference between victory and defeat for
the studio squad.
In regular league play, the team has
done extremely well. The boys started
very slowly, but after the first three
games they were playing tight softball.
The fielding improved greatly each time
the team competed and the club was
definitely in the upper bracket.
For several weeks it appeared as if the
studio team would wind up victorious in
their league. They had tied Dr. Ross
— top team in the league. If they could
beat them in the tie-breaking playofiF, they would almost certainly have
clinched the championship. The playoff game was a thriller, with the TCF
team losing by a 4-3 score. In an earlier
game, the Fox team tied the Rounders,
one of the league’s strongest clubs. Thus
far this season, the team has won five.

lost four and tied one. Three more victories would find the team in second
place for the season.
Although the team missed the championship this year, everyone who played
on the club had a lot of fun and was able
to improve on the diamond each game.
It is the hope of every softball enthusiast
on the lot that next year we will be able
to resume inter-studio competition in a
league composed of employees from
every department.

BOWLING TO ROLL SEPT. 1 1
Announcement was made of the commencement of the 1953-54 bowling season on September 11th at West Pico
Bowl, 6081 W. Pico. This is a new alley
for studio competition and should work
out very well.
Harold Freeman, this year’s president
of the studio bowling league, reports that
there will be ten teams competing, each
of which will be composed of mixed fivesomes — either four men and one girl or
three men and two girls.
Anyone

interested in joining in this

year’stact
bowling
competition
conFreeman on
Ext. 1294 should
or Loretta
Powell, Ext. 545.
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Fun was well over par at the 1953
Golf Tournament, held at the Baldwin
Hills Golf Gourse Sunday, August 9th.
More than three hundred 20th GenturyFox employees sent divots flying from
dawn to dusk. The first foursome teed
off at 5:54 a.m., and the last foursome
headed for the 19th hole just after six
in the evening.
The grosses covered a lot of territory,
among both the men and women. Low
gross for the men was a 70, shot by past
tournament winner Lloyd Nobles, cashier. Low score among the ladies was
achieved by Dorothy Browne of the Legal Department, her third victory in as
many years. She shot an impressive 53
for nine holes. At the other end of the
scoring was film librarian Sherman Grinberg for tbe men with a frightening 155
and Evelyn Yardeen who made the rest
of the girls feel good by shooting a 133
for half the course. Both of these golfers
deserv'e credit for their efforts, and are
extended an invitation to play in next
year’s
derful. tournament.

Their spirit was won-

Needless to say that golfer after unhappy golfer received his full share of
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needling at the first tee. Transcribed
savages emitted tribal chants, trains
roared, babies cried and men snored to
the click of golf balls being driven far
and wide down the fairway. The traditional geyser, hidden beneath the turf,
failed to do the damage of past years,
as a leaky valve forced the jokesters to
abandon this phase of their merry-making. However Mickey Michaels of the
Mail Department made up for this by
popping ready golf balls from their tees
just as the golf clubs of tbeir unsuspecting masters whistled toward them. Of
course Joe “Eppy” Epstein was on hand
with a wide assortment of microphonic
quippery.
After the golfing was over, the golfers
had a ball. There was dancing to the
smooth music of Sonny Olivera and his
orchestra from 4 ’til 7, which attracted
scores of tired, happy golf competitors.
Sum it up by saying that the 1953
Golf Tournament was a lot of fun and a
great success. Full credit for this should
go to Jack Godd, Golf Tournament
Chairman and to the many individuals
and departments who volunteered their
services to make the Golf Tournament
such a wonderful event.

"I SHALL THINK OF OUR WORK TOGETHER, both the pleasant and
the difficult, with the greatest satisfaction. The experiences were
valuable and I shall not forget them. My grateful thanks to all of you
for the many kind evidences of your friendship." These were the
parting words of Fred L. Metzler, retiring studio manager, who was
feted at a testimonial dinner at the Cafe August 6th. Two hundred of
his friends were in attendance, but as one employee put it, "The
dinner could have been held on Stage 6 and there still wouldn't have

been room enough for all of Mr. Metzler's friends." Above left, Mr.
Metzler is presented a gift by (center group, left to right) Dick Darling,
A1 De Weese and Ed Burke. At speakers* table are Sid Rogell, left,
incoming studio manager and Darryl F. Zanuck, executive head of
production. . . . Following the news of Mr. Metzler's resignation was
the announcement by his secretary, Pauline Dunlap, that she too was
retiring. She was honored at a luncheon on her final day at the studio,
above.

HOSTESS WITH THE MOSTESS— Juanita Brown (formerly Bonfiglio), hostess
at the Cafe, is all smiles after her August
1st marriage to Lloyd Brown in Yuma,
Arizona. Juanita and "Brownie," a public
relations man with Arden Farms Co.,
will take a belated honeymoon in October.

MISS MEXICO MEETS GLADIATORS—
Lovely Anaberta Lepe, voted the most
beautiful girl in all Mexico, was a recent
visitor to 20th Century-Fox and a guest

rK

on the "Demetrius" set. Miss Lepe was I /
runner-up for the title of Miss Universe '
in the world-wide beauty contest held
in Long Beach several weeks ago.

RIDING HIGH on a one-eared pony is
director Samuel Fuller, whose birthday
was August 12 th. The HELL AND HIGH
WATER company decided to give him
a party, and that they did. Among his
birthday gifts were the cowboy hat and
boots he wears at left. Company wanted
to remind him that his next show will
be a Western. Propman "Skippy" Delfino is doing his best to keep the plaster
pinto on all fours.

OPERATION BIG-RIG— The castle set of
PRINCE VALIANT saw plenty of activity last week, with scores of TCFers
readying the huge set for production.
At right, rigging crews get a helping
hand from a Lorain crane, called in for
the task of erecting catwalks around the
set for lighting. Henry Hathaway is
directing the picture, with Robert Jacks
producing.
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IN PICTURESt^and WORDS
Many

lOE DEMAGGIO RETIRES — FROM LANDSCAPE — Like his famous namesake in the baseball
world, greenman Joe Demaggio has retired, after nearly 20 years with the studio. On his last
day, the fellows in Landscape gave him several remembrances, among them a gold-plated
nozzle mounted on a plaque, to help him remember his many years and many friends at 20th.
Above. Joe holds a wreath presented to him by his co-workers.

new faces in the Kellogg Department. BRAD CANFIELD over from
Film Loading, as 1st assistant. JOHN
STEVENS from Technicolor, also 1st
assistant. DICK VINCENT from Cutting, MILT JOPLIN, photo technician
from W. A. HAL GRIGGS, camera operator and CLARENCE SLIFER, l.st
cameraman, from Goldwyn. . . . LA
MOINE FANTOZZI, Still Lab, first
place winner in the L. A. Times Photo
Contest. It’s not his 1st 1st place. . . .
Research tidbits: RUTH FOX basking
in the Ensenada sun while hubby John
searches for fish. RUTH SCHWARZCHILD back after two years in Germany with Special Services Division of
the Army. FRANCES RICHARDSON
wings to Rhode Island this month for
holiday in RI & Big City. Former researcher ROBERT WILLES dropt in to
say hello, told about his adventures in
Spain, Italy & France last summer. He
studies at Columbia next year for his
Master’s. . . . Two girls in the Cafe de
Paree now in other fields: PHYLLIS
GRISSOM bought a farm in Missouri;
BETTY ALTEMUS left to run her Eastern Worthy
Matronback
store.
. Casting’s
GERRIE
NOMIS
from. . Mexico.
. . .
Good to see drivers LOWELL FOSTER, HARRY ABRAHAMS and GENE
SHORES back. All were ill, latter underwent major surgery 4 weeks ago. . . .
SYLVIA GARRETT back in Wardrobe
after
long ROTH
absence.and. . LORENA
. Ladies’ Wardrobers a LEE
NELSON had plenty to tell about their
pean trips. . . . Maintenance head
CONLIN refused to believe that
bear their young alive, so what did
JO CANNON do? She caught a
nant perch to prove the point!

EuroJACK
perch
nurse
pregCrazy

world,
Jack?
. . JOE ZABLE’s
to
celebratehuhtheir
25th . wedding
anniversary
September 12th. He’s S.M. gate timekepr. . . Drama at Sherwood Forest
with PRINCE VALIANT 2nd unit recently: A zoftik rattler was heading for
nurs§ CERO PROSSER when greenman
TED BERKELEY spotted it, warned
Cero. Prince Valiant turned out to be
GEORGE NOVAK who flattened the
reptile with a shovel. Landscaper PAUL
KNOX gave the nine rattles to his grandchildren. . . Glad to hear that driver
ELMER CRISWELL is better. He suffered a heart attack a few weeks ago.
. . . Nice bunch of guys in Transportation. They teamed up, presented
HAYNES SPENCER with $470 when

BRIDAL SHOWER — Rose Zatarin, center, secretary to Robert Webb, recently became Mrs. Don
Greenwood, and was congratulated by many of her friends at a luncheon in her honor. The
groom is also a TCF employee, working in the Property Dept. The couple weis married July
25th, will honeymoon at Del Mar.

he really needed it. Spencer is on extended leave with glaucoma. . . . HAL
GORDON, Print Shop, named American Legion District Vice-Commander.
. . . That’s it for now. . . .
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James Smith, center, Sound Department,
designed a frame for photographing
mattes in the Kellogg Department that
saves time and manpower. Victor Machado, right. Machine Shop, developed
a new box for viewing color films in
the Kellogg Dept. Both men won awards
for their worthwhile suggestions. Left is
Tom Smyth, Machine Shop head.

ROMEO THREW ROCKS
When

Romeo

wanted

to make

or break

a date with Juliet, he tied a note to a
rock and heaved it through Juliet’s window. It ran up old man Capulet’s repair
bill, but it did save Romeo a lot of time.
Saving time, if it reduces cost, is important in any business — especially today. Saving manpower is important, too.
So is saving equipment, and saving materials, and improving safety conditions.
Through the studio Suggestion System,
all of us have a way of expressing our
thoughts on how savings of every kind
can be made. And through the Suggestion System we have a way of picking
up spare cash for our good ideas, since

every idea that is adopted by the studio
is rewarded with dollars. Suggestions
come in every day, each with a plan for
saving the studio time or money in its
operation. Of these suggestions, many
are recommended for direct adoption or
are placed on a trial basis. Awards are
presented on the basis of the savings
which the suggestions afford annually.

Grip gang boss Kenny Lutes points to the catwalk built in the Scenic Department as a
safety, labor- and time-saving factor. Lutes'
suggestion that this catwalk be built won him
a $75.00 award. Grip Department head John
Lavin is at right.

We don’t suggest that you save time
the way Romeo did, but if you have an
idea in mind that will save time, eliminate safety hazards, or economize on material, put it down on a self-addressed
suggestion blank and mail it today. It
might be just the right idea for a cash
award.

Charles Goldie, right, head of Still, congratulates Herman Leiber, head of the Still Lab, for
his prize winning suggestion for printing
higher quality fan mail pictures at a lower
cost. This suggestion, representing a real saving to the studio, won Leiber a $50.00 award.

Charles O'Connor, left, demonstrates to
Paint Department head Walter Jolley his
new system for draining thinner drums.
O'Connor submitted several suggestions
for improvements in the Paint Department and won a $50.00 cash award.
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Studio Club

3n jWemorium
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION reports the death of:

New

WAYNE

W. RIVERS (Labor)
July 21, 1953
(21 years'H.service)
FERDINAND
LEEMANS

(Masseur)
August 1, 195 3
(10 years’
service)
ALBERT
H. HAMMER
(Purchasing)
August 2, 1953
(24 years’ service)
HARRY A. JACKSON (Camera)
August 3, 1953
(23 years’ service)

20th

Century -Fox employees
cordially invited to

Dancing to a name
• Entertainment
•
Food

Games

September

Mercurys

and

October.

MOTORS

3330 South Figueroa Street

EASTMAN

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

INC.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

band

CHARLES

BICKFORD
NATIONALLY

prices

Juniors 50(^ Children free

BOB WATERFIELD

NEW

RALPH WOLF
at the Hammond

KNOWN

Television and Radio
Cleaners

“Still the Best Deal in Town”
i

A Real Artist

No 20%

OF

Ask About Our
KITCHEN PLANNING DEPARTMENT
See Our NEW COLOR KITCHEN

Organ

FROM

BRANDS

Household Appliances
Hoover Vacuum

LEE WILLARD presents

NIGHTLY

and

of

ON

for children

at nominal

Adults $1.25

SAVINGS

Phone "BIG ED" MORRIS - Rl. 2293
TUPMAN

Valley Aid for Cancer
3RD ANNUAL BARBEQUE

•

to take advantage

SPECIAL

Lincolns

during

are

Sunday, September 1 3th
4 p.m. to 12 mid. — Nate Blumberg Estate
13150 Addison, Sherman Oaks

Members

EXTRA

i

i

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
9

143 So. Robertson Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

Tax

BR. 2-5506

CR. 1-1135

We Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

STUDIO

also

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

WESTWOOD'S
.

CLUB

MEMBERS

LARGEST

FURNITURE

STORE

Has Arranged For You and Your Family
To Purchase All Types of

FURNITURE,

MAJOR

APPLIANCES

& CARPETING

At Substantial Savings

DUNN & CAMERON
1725 Westwood

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME

AND

1651-57 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

SEE

US

Boulevard

LOS ANGELES 24
CALIFORNIA
BRadshaw 2-1333 ARizona 9-7355
OPEN

MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY

and

FRIDAY

NIGHTS

to 9 P.M.
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Begin or renew membership
handy application form.
,

The

,
I

TWENTIETH
CENTURY-FOX
Renewal ( )
Membership

American

in 20th Century-Fox

CinemaScope
Post No. 563 today. Use

this

Legion
POST No. 563
Application (

)
19
Name
Street

City

Address

Zone

State
..American Legion

S
Dept.
(Following additional data absolutely
NEW

Date
you

(This
received

subscribe

stub
from

to the principles

of Service

Service

Serial

Members)

No.

of Discharge
of any

group

opposed

to our

(Applicant's Signature)
to be immediately delivered to Post Adjutant or
member, in order that official membership card can

form

PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
PHOTO FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
AR. 9-561 1
10649 W, Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

Date

of Enlistment

Character

of Discharge

of government?

LA BREA

Bill Goldman,

INTERIORS

Furniture- Appliances - Television
Special Prices to Studio Club ]\Iembers

8636 WILSHIRE

BLVD.

Finance

TIRE SERVICE

OFFERS

YOU

25 TO 40%
ON

LOWITZ

,

Finance Officer, together with dues
be promptly issued to such member.)

Send application and annual $5.00 dues to Post Adjutant
Officer A1 De Weese or Post Gsmmander Ed Burke.
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

Dues

Member
Branch

Do

Amt. Rec'd.
necessary for NEW

OFF LIST
ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

Open Mon. & Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
CR. 1-5000
CR. 4-5196

FURNITURE

CO.

Terms Arranged
Open Monday and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

AUSTIN
MORRIS
Sales • Service
FLEET DISCOUNT
Information Available

RABUZZI MOTORS
8951 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
TE. 0-3503
ROGER KENT
VE. 9-4206
Studio Representative

IB

To mention three, six or twenty departments in the conversion to CinemaScope would be far from the whole story.
For in one way or another, every department and person on the lot has been
affected by the introduction of this new
medium into our production technique.
Whether the individual transition has
been great or small, it has been an important part of the overall conversion.
To name all the heroes in the story of
CinemaScope would be impossible here.
It is the result of the combined effort of
specialists in many fields, all of whom
felt that the challenge of CinemaScope
could be met.
The sleepless nights of work and
worry, the trials and the errors — these
things will never be seen on the Cinemascope screen. But they are there. And
as CinemaScope is unveiled to the world,
those that took part in its creation and
development will see them, in each engrossing scene. Just as surely as if their
thousand problems and solutions were
flashed upon the screen. . . .
The End

Have You Seen

HEYMAN
Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

(Continued from Page 7)
Scope is often required to do entire
scenes without a break, much like the
technique employed in stage acting.
This means that the actor must memorize more lines and must have a greater
understanding of the character he is portraying. In repayment for this extra effort, the actor has the satisfaction of
“living” his part not fragmentarily but
completely, this yielding a greater performance.

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON

OUR

At The Studio Club?

BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

MR. TWO-0

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Only $1.00
PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT

Spif PainU
PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

PLUMBING

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators. Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,L. A. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231
Roger Kent (John C. Mehan Co., Foreign Cars),
12001 Ventura Blvd., Studio City..SU. 3-8331
Ed Morris (Lincoln-Mercury) Tupman Motors,
3330 So. Figueroa St., L. A. Phone for appointment
RI. 1147

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Sell Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
■.
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Discount on recaps only)
AR. 9-7721
lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

AUTO

REPAIRS

Burd's Automotive Service, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

BABY

GOODS

Mary's Little Lamb Togs (Layettes and Gifts),
5588 Sepulveda, Culver City.
Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

CONTOUR

CHAIRS

Original Contour Chair-Lounge Shop of Brentwood, 12237 Wilshire Blvd
AR. 8-7276

Dunn and Cameron, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

HARDWARE
Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

HOME

DECORATING

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Hcllywood..PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147

JEWELRY

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimofi Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L A
AR 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-221 l,Ext. 745

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LIQUORS
Patio Liquors (Art Rodgers), 10515^2 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MATTRESSES— BOX
Lester Morris

MINERAL

SPRINGS
AR. 3-8303; AN. 3-3827

BATHS

SCHOOL

— DAY

CAMP

Mel Pierson's Recreation Club, 2566 Overland
Ave., L. A
VE. 8-1519

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

The Fairway, 9401 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

CR. 5-4364
AR. 9-9554

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co.. 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co.. 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SPANISH

FOOD

(To Take Out)

Martinez, 2122 So. Sepulveda,
L. A
AR. 3-7227; AR. 3-7736

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

STOCKS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co,. 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

PAINT

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),

& WALLPAPER

PHONOGRAPH

FIXTURES

RESTAURANTS

Studio Club

HREPLACE

SERVICE

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Mode O' Day, (Dresses, Lingerie, Blouses, Hosiery), 10679 W. Pico Blvd., L.A...AR. 7-6815
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

OPTOMETRISTS

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 363 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

SHAVER

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300V2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

ELECTRIC

REAL

(Otis M. Healy)

Alfredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

NURSERY

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

PIANOS
Baldwin Piano Company
Wilshire Blvd., L. A

TRAVEL

TICKETS
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
(Bob Austin) 3273
DU. 7-5221

Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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STanley

1 51 66 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

7-5714

RODGERS

UTTER

McKinley

|

10515V2

MORTUARIES

|

West Pico

DU. 8-2481

I

ARLEIGH
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Feature :

A Complete Line of All
Fine Liquors, Wines and Beers
Always

SAVE
on

•
•
•
•

everything
in our

CAMERAS
CLOCKS
DIAMONDS
GlfTS

• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
• RADIOS
•
•
•
•
•

FOUNTAIN PENS
JEWELRY
LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS
PORTAILE
TYPEWRITERS
• SILVERWARE
• SPORTING GOODS
• DELMAR WATCHES

JEWELRY
and

GIET
sample
line

Your membership in Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio Club entitles
you to obtain all jewelry and gift
items in our sample line at DEALERS' DISCOUNTS. Just bring
card for identimembership
your
fication and visit our display
room, conveniently located near
the studio in Beverly Hills — a
handy place to shop and save.

MALTZ COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

Open Tuesday Evenings by Appointment

EXPERT

UAP umm

E

20th Century-Fox
Employees

NerveDesease Revealed

WATCH

10%

Friendly

Service

Discount on Case Lots

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

the physical handicap
osis, research is being
the clock in an effort
crippler from the face

S. Misrach

To Participate in Special Savings on
Complete Line of

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
Ci Underwood Typewriter Co.,
Ef 20th

CHRIS

Co.,

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
GREEN

STAMPS

(At Overland)

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION
»f«

PHONE
MAdison

»«

JOE
9-1651

Store Hours;
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
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of Multiple Sclerconducted around
to wipe this nerve
of the earth.

Extends a Welcome To All
Studio Club Members

REPAIRING

PICO BLVD.

perception.
At present there is no definite cure for
Multiple Sclerosis. However there is definite prescribed treatment for individuals
who contract the disease. First of all,
the general state of health of the patient
is determined. If anemia is present, it is
corrected. The mental state of the person is extremely important, as is proper
nutrition. Rest is another important
factor. Long periods of time out of doors
seems to have a therapeutic effect on
sufferers of the disease.
Although medical science can only provide treatment for those suffering from

REGENT JEWELERS
10677 WEST

Someone you know has MS — Multiple
Sclerosis. This crippling disease has existed in the United States for more than
100 years but its cause, cure and control
are still unknown. Multiple Sclerosis is
a disease of the nerves which primarily
strikes adolescents and young adults.
Someone you know has MS. In most
cases this means that someone is in the
midst of a long, slow decline to premature death — and probably when he is at
the start or height of his productivity.
Although there is a vital need for
funds to combat Multiple Sclerosis
through research, equally important is
the need for education about this disease.
The average person for instance, knows
little about its symptoms and effects, the
most common of which are those involving vision, coordination and sensory

AR. 7-8795

230 WEST

2nd STREET

Hints foi the Mis.
• A teaspoon of vinegar added to the
water in the bottom of a double boiler
before putting on the top will prevent it
from becoming lime-coated.
• Ground beef is pepped up when lemon
juice is added to it. In broiling or baking,
the lemon juice tenderizes the meat and
gives it a delicious flavor.

o

• Baby bottles will be clear and free
from mineral deposits if you add lemon
juice to the water when boiling.
■o

• When greasing cake pans: after measuring and using shortening in baking,
wipe out the measuring cup or spoon
with a piece of waxed paper, then grease
0pans with this.
• If you fasten a small box on the wall
by your washing machine and one by
your ironing board to put buttons in
when they come off, you’ll always know
where they are when mending time
comes.

a
• A ring mold for gelatine salads can be
made by filling a glass jar with chopped
ice, and placing in the center of a bowl.
Pour the mixture to be molded around
the jar and set in the refrigerator. When
the mixture is set, simply remove the jar.

o

Ronson Cigarette Lighters

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

REPAIRED AT HOME
See Ed Cooke

At Electrical Fixtures' Dept.

1 0932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

Studio club Members

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds

Furniture
Typewriters
Gas Ranges
& Electric
Freezers
Ironers

HARRY

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

TELEVISION
To Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

I. ALTMAN

Monday

thru Saturday

SALES CO.

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508

Wallets
Batteries

Cameras

Conveniently Located At

10829 SANTA

1 5 Brands of

Tape
Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios

Dish Washers
Silverware

Lighters

Projectors Gr
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

— SHOPPING
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

HOURS

—

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

Blvd.)

BRadshaw 2-7110

ARizona 3-2513

All

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances
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Keep that date in mind.
It is the most important date
in motion picture history.
On SEPTEMBER 24th,

'The 1

"
e
b
o
R

will have its premiere
at Grauman's Chinese Theatre.
This marks the introduction of CinemaScope
to the motion picture world.
SEPTEMBER 24th
is a

Red Letter Day
for the Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation
and all its employees.

October

OCTOBER
1953
No. 8

Vol. 14
OCTOBER
1953
•

EDITORIAL

STAFF

Art Houser
Editorial Dir.
Bob Mintz
Editor
Vivian Jorgensen
Asst. Ed.
•
Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors

•

STAFF

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassbum
Ed Janis
•

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky

STUDIO CLUB
EDITORIAL
COMMITTEE
Roy

the cover
With searchlights stabbing into the sky and
a giant marguee telling the world that CinemaScope was here, Hollywood proclaimed
the arrival of 20th's new medium at Grauman's Chinese theatre September 24th with
the West Coast premiere of "The Robe."
Nothing was lacking at the festive occasion.
Crowds were there to cheer the stars as
they made their way through the footprinted forecourt of the massive old theatre.
Microphones were a dime a dozen, with
broadcasts and telecasts of the spectacular
event going, all over the country. It was
something that will be remembered by
Hollywood as a great premiere — and a
significant one. Pictures and story of the
event are on Page 4.

meeting the cinemascope challenge

Metzler
•

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS
George Stephenson .Pres.
Al De Weese
V-P.
Secy.
Estelle Trager
Treas.
Roy Metzler ,
Cafe
Bonflollo. Juanita . . . .
Cannon, Jo
Hospital
Conlon. Edward
Script
Cripa. Ava
Darling. Dick
Employment
Maintenance
Davies. Red
Da Gaatana, Al
Prop Makers
Dunlap, PauNne
Exec. Sec’y
Fontaloa. Jean
Grip
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick
. . .Men's Wardrobe
Jolley. Robert
Krause. Tom
Transportation
Lasky, Bess
Landscape
Lutz. Fred
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Mellen. Harry
Cutting
Murphy, Bill
Art
Patrick. George
Research
Richardson. Frances .
Labor
Roache. Irish
Roth. Lee
Women's Wardrobe
Makeup
Smith, Dick
VIerIch. Dick
Elec. Prod.
Wurtzel. Paul
Construction

Honorary

''robe" premieres usher in new era
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results of action survey

Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone Bradshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.

around the lot
buyers' directory
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After three weeks of judgment by the only real critic there is, namely, the American people, the acceptance of CinemaScope

is more than assured. In its first two weeks at the Roxy in New

York, “The Robe”

grossed nearly a half a million dollars, the largest gross on record for any picture at any theater.
Subsequent showings of “The Robe” in major cities across the country have indicated similar unprecedented
response to 20th’s new

giant screen medium.

At the present time there are nine pictures in CinemaScope
some post-production stage. These are “How
“Demetrius

to Marry a Millionaire,” “Beneath

the 12-Mile Reef,”

and the Gladiators,” “Hell and High Water,” “Prince Valiant,” King of the Khyber Rifles,”

“River of No Return,” “Night People” and “We
Scope productions, a new

potential of many

Believe in Love.” Because of the magnitude

marketing principle of long engagements

release of these and future CinemaScope

of Cinema-

at individual theaters will apply in the

productions, with each picture representing a box office

weeks.

The above backlog of nine CinemaScope
program

which are ready for release or are in

pictures is manifesting itself in 20th’s current production

and its overall operating plans, with the studio having experienced the greatest personnel

retrenchment program in its history. Although these are prevailing conditions at the present time, the
production and operation hiatus is a temporary

one. A schedule of from twelve to fourteen pictures has

been outlined for next year, which indicates that the studio will resume

more

normal operation

after the first of the year.

In evaluating these flrst few months

of CinemaScope,

one can’t help thinking of the period when

sound was first introduced into motion pictures. That transitory period was certainly no easy one for the
industry. It was rough and uncertain and carried with it much
technical improvement

and aesthetic value that sound carried with it had the strength to reestablish the

motion picture as the greatest entertainment medium.

The advantages that sound had to offer motion

pictures twenty-five years ago were worthy of the many
made

to accept it. By the same token CinemaScope

for it to take its place among

With CinemaScope,

apprehension and doubt. But the

temporary personal sacrifices that had to be

is worthy of every adjustment we must make in order

the brilliant innovations of our time.

the greatest achievements

of the motion picture industry are yet to come.

3

THOUSANDS ATTEND LOCAL PREMIERE OF “THE ROBE”
The most glittering premiere in motion
picture history was afforded the world’s
first CinemaScope film— the long-awaited
20th Century-Fox picturization of Lloyd
C. Douglas’ “The Robe.”
The gala
event at
Grauman’s
Chinese
Theatre
Thursday
night,
September
24th
was prefaced by the re-naming

of Holly-

Boulevard as “CinemaScope
for thewood
occasion.

Lane”

It was, everyone agreed, Hollywood’s
greatest night.
It was also the greatest night for Frank
Ross, producer of “The Robe,” who realized an 11-year dream in filming the
inspiring story.
The premiere

itself was

preceded

days of public and civic excitement

Henry

Koster, director of "The Robe/' returned from his European eind New York holiday with his wife, Peggy Moran and their son
Nicolas, in order to attend the local premiere.

by

hon-

oring the industry’s historic affair. The
entire week preceding the premiere was
marked by special events sponsored by
civic groups. The spectacular opening
was followed on Friday by a civic salute
by the General Petroleum Corporation,
87 of whose 748 Petroleum Building windows facing Wilshire Boulevard were

Frankpremiere
Ross, producer
"The Robe,"
attended
the
with Mrs.of Ross,
the lovely
Joan
Caulfield. Ross spent 1 1 years bringing the
great story to the screen.

decorated to spell out THE ROBE in 17story high window lights.
Numerous radio and television broadcasts preceded the event, with air commentator George Fisher presiding at
the microphone, introducing civic, social
and screen notables as they arrived. Seventy extra policemen were on hand to
take care of the huge crowds in attendance. Forecourt activities included press
and newsreel pictures and introduction
of celebrities to local, transcontinental
and overseas Armed Forces radio audiences, as well as to the crowds present.
Virtually the entire industry was on
hand to help usher in CinemaScope to
West Coast audiences. Prominent personalities representing every studio in
Hollywood were in attendance and were
in unanimous and enthusiastic accord reAttending the West Coast unveiling of CinemaScope were Anne Bancroft and Jay Robinson,
who has already received acclaim for his superb portrayal of Caligula in "The

4

Robe."

garding “The Robe” after its initial performance. The returns coming in from
all over the country indicate that audiences are in complete agreement.

Among the screen personalities who participated in the colorful Grauman's Chinese premiere were Mona Freeman and Bob Wagner.
Wagner

has the title role in "Prince Valiant."

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Philip Dunne

were

on

hand

for

the premiere of "The Robe," which attracted
a record throng. Dunne wrote the screenplay
for "The

Robe"

from

Gina

Kause's

adaptation.

Among
the honored guests at the premiere
were Professor Henri Chretien, inventor of

Civic salute to "The Robe" and CinemaScope was made
by the General Petroleum Corp. Their building's windows were lit to spell out THE ROBE to the many
thousands passing the building on Wilshire Boulevard.

CinemaScope: Mrs. Chretien and their daughter Yvoime. At left is Suzanne Royer, Prof.
Chretien's assistant. The 74-year-old inventor
was overwhelmed by the acclaim given his
anamorphic system.

At left and

d

upper

right are two

of the notices

which "The Robe" and CinemaScope received
following their premiere at the Roxy in New
York, September 16th. Praise of the picture
and the new process have been unanimous on
the part of the press and the many thousands
who have seen the showings.
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John Cook, Publicity, is shown with his four passenger drop-head Riley. Often referred to
as the "Reliable Riley," the car is recognized as one of the finest autos made. Manufactured in England, it clocks at 94 m.p.h., hugs the road at any speed.

Dozens of TCFers have hopped
on the foreign car bandwagon
Funny how tastes change. Many years
ago it was the Charleston that had everyone under its spell. “Sweet Georgia
Brown” was as much a household word
in 1925 as canasta or scrabble are today.
Then in 1939, long after the Charleston
had taken its toll of dislocated sacroiliacs,
a brilliant young Harvard freshman
needed SIO. Spying a heavily populated
goldfish bowl in the living room of his
fraternity house, he bet one of his
brothers that he could eat one of the
bowl’s inhabitants alive. After he was
faded he snatched a wet and wiggling
goldfish from the murky water and
plunked it into his mouth, much as his
sorority sweetheart would have downed
a bon-bon. The frat house rang with applause as the 14-karat fishie disappeared
from view. Soon the bowl was empty,
save for a few wisps of submarine plant
life and a snail which clung to the side of
the bowl for its very life.
Tastes had definitely changed.
And they changed again.
After the 2nd World War, an Englishman came to America with a toy car that
really worked. Although it wasn’t too
roomy and gave a somewhat bumpy
ride, it was very expensive. And so it
became popular virtually overnight. Before long the foreign car craze was on.

6

Foreign car clubs popped into creation;
foreign car agencies hung out their
shingles; service stations offered foreign
car service BY FOREIGN MECHANICS.
Today there are sixteen makes of foreign cars gracing the American highway. MGs, Jaguars, Renaults, Volkswagens. Sunbeams, Morrises and other diminutive examples of world-wide automotive engineering can be seen in every
city and hamlet across the country. In
the short space of six years, the United
States has become a tremendous market
for European-made automobiles, with
over 100,000 of them in use in this country at the present time.
While prices of the first foreign cars
were prohibitive because of the limited
number that were being shipped to this
country, popular prices now prevail, the
foreign car speculator now having a
wide price range from which to choose.
Some prices are as low as $1,200, with
unique or hand-made models running as
high as $20,000.
The foreign car market is well represented on the 20th Century-Fox lot. Compactness of size, excellent mileage and
good roadability are qualities which have
lured dozens of TCFers into foreign car
ownership in the past few years and
months.

ALLEY
Unlike the Charleston and “Operation
Goldfish” whose popularity have waned
long since, the current foreign car appetite seems to be much more than a mere
fancy. Odds are that the American highway will have
for many
years the
to foreign
come. car “new look”

Ruth Howard, Script, is one oi several TCFers
driving the English Hillmctn Minx. It is low
in price and thrifty to operate, getting as high
as 35 miles per gallon.

George

Lane, Makeup,

acquired his XK-120

Jaguar from Tyrone

The "Jag" is one of the highest powered automobiles
having been clocked at better than 130 m.p.h.

Power.

on the road today,

Jim Talmadge, Publicity, has owned 9 Duesenbergs, a British Brooklands Riley, an Italian Bugatti, Mercedes-Benz, 3 Rolls-Royces and many
other foreign cars. Above he is seen in his TD custom MG.

Frank Prehoda, Makeup, is shown with his MG, model TD, one of the
most popular imported cars in use in this country. It is fast, dependable
and economical. Formerly a 6-cylinder car. the TD is a four.

Writer Richard Murphy drives a Simca sports coupe, a French import.
It is compact, fast, economical and an exceptionally good road car. Like

Kay Fletcher, Script, is another Hillmem Minx fan. Hillman interiors are
deceptive, giving the appearance of little space, yet affording room for
four comfortably. Her Minx is a '51.

Moe and Enid Scherer have had their MG for seven months, like the
economy that the sports car yields. It is easy on gas. dependable and
exceptionally easy to handle both driving and parking.

Ty Power's sports car is a 2500cc Alfa-Romeo, with custom body by
Farina. Manufactured in Italy, the Alfa-Romeo combines big car comfort with high power, good roadability and sleek appearance.

Pictured in his 1952 Volkswagen is matte utist Emil Kosa, Jr. His is a
German import whose outstanding feature is rear engine placement.
The car is rugged for its size, is most distinctive in appearance.

many

foreign models,

it is precision-made.
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Both champions in this year's Goli Tournament are three-time holders oi that distinction.
At left is Dorothy Browne, LegaL whose S3
Wcis the lowest score among the ladies. This
year's victory was her third in a row. Left
center is Ccishier Lloyd Nobles who shot a
70 to take honors for the men. Nobles' previous
low gross years were 1949 and 1950. Right
center is Laura Harrington who was presented a special runner-up award for having
come in second in this and several past tournaments. Right is studio treasurer Jack Codd
who
assumed
chairmanship
the 18studio's
annualhasGolf
Tournaments
for the of
past
years.

’S3 TOURNAMENT ENDS AS GOLFERS PICK PRIZES
The lid snapped shut on another successful Golf Tournament as 315 TCFers
filed onto Western Avenue’s Stage 2 on
September 15th to accept their prizes.
Each year the prizes seem to be more
attractive and this year’s were no exception. Bright new electrical appliances,
handsome pieces of luggage and a huge
variety of useful items for the home
filled the flight tables as the winners
picked out their favorites.
Chainnan of this year’s tournament
was Jack Codd, Treasurer, who has been
chairman of every Golf Tournament
since the event’s inception in 1936. Codd
welcomed the golfers and their families
to the golf prize presentation, beginning

the program

with the awarding of tro-

phies to the men’s and women’s low
gross winners. Men’s trophy was presented to Lloyd Nobles, Cashier, while
Dorothy Browne of Legal accepted the
women’s championship trophy. An additional award was made to secretary Laura Harrington, who was given a runnerup trophy in recognition of her many
second place finishes in the past. In this
year’s
behind tournament
Dorothy.

she was

one stroke

In awarding the trophies Codd analogized the winners’ three-time victories to
Faith, Hope and Charity. Faith, he said,
was what Lloyd and Dorothy had when
they set out for their first victories. Hope

MENS

FLIGHT

More than three hundred golfers were all
smiles as they picked out prizes for their efforts on the golf links. Pictured here are the
flight winners and the prizes they selected.
Left to right are Jim Trucano, Sound; Howard
Evans, Office Service; Lou Halford, Paint; Eordula Polenek, Makeup; Flo Ridgway, formerly
of Script; Frank Magee, Labor; (Mrs.) Bill Sittell. Property; Willie Navarro, Cutting and Art
Webb. Accounting.
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was what they had as they strived to repeat their winning performances. Charity
is what Codd hoped they would exereise
in next year’s tournament, by giving
someone else a chance to take the high
honors!
Credit for the success of this year’s
tournament and for obtaining the attractive prizes which were presented should
go to Codd as chairman; to Pete Montemurro, head of Purchasing who was
chairman of the golf prize committee
which did a wonderful job of obtaining
valuable prizes from individuals and organizations and to the many individuals
on the lot who helped obtain prizes for
the event.

On behalf of the employees of 20th Century-Fox, ACTION extends its thanks to the individuals and
organizations listed below for their generosity in donating the excellent prizes for the Golf Tournament.

ORGANIZATION
Absco Co.
Frank Acuna
Addressograph- Multigraph
Corp.
Altec Lansing Corp.
Harry I. Altman Sales Co.
The Ambassador
20th Century-Fox Studio Post
No. 563, American Legion
American Typewriter &
Office Equipment Co.
Ames Supply Co.
Angelus Floor Coverings Co.
Arco Sales Co.
Arden Farms Co.

Goodall

Cooperative Building
Materials, Inc.
Cosgrove & Co., Inc.
E. A. Costalin Co.

Grimes

Culver City Auto Radiator
Service
Davidson Chudacoff Meat
Co.
Al Davis Radio Drive-In
Davis Cordage Co.

Dickson Safety Products Co.
Ducommun Metals & Supply

Economy

Beverly Hills Silks &
Woolens
Beverly Hills Surgical
Supply Co.
Bon Voyage Bazaar
Allen Bradley Co.
Briggs Products Co.
Brittingham’s
J. Bunow
Burd’s Automotive Service
C & S Coatings Co.
California Hardware Co. —
Art Bidder
California Millinery Co.
Canvas Specialty Mfg. Co.
Capezio

Chef’s Laundry
Chasin & Wexler Wholesale
Grocery Co.
Cinema Arts, Inc.
Cinema Engineering Co.
City Linen Service
Coast Flower Mfg. Co.

Colson
Co.

Equipment

Columbia

Varnish

Continental

Co.

& Supply
Co.

Casualty

&

Print &

Supply Co.
Electric Corporation
Electric Steel Foundry Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Electrolux Corporation
Empire Lubricants, Inc.
English & Lauer
Entz Camera Shop
Evergreen Nursery
F & A Ice Cream Co.
Max Factor Co.
Federal Envelope
Firestone Stores
M. Flax

Co.

Co.

Film

Laboratories

General Paint Corp.
General Petroleum Co.
W. J. German Co.
Globe Ticket Co.
Golden State Glass Co.

Casey Adams
Lloyd Ahern
Dave Anderson
Anne Bancroft
Joe Behm
Julian Blaustein
John Bodnar
Charles Brackett
Harry Brand
Earl Bright
David Brown
Gene Bryant
Ted Cain
Walter Castle
Vic Christensen
J. B. Codd

Tom Connors. Jr.
Bernie Cooper
Bella Darvi
1. A. L. Diamond
J. V. DiMuro
Philip Dunne
Nat Dyches
Sam Engel
Carl Faulkner
Frank Ferguson
J. S. Ferguson
James B. Fisher
T. R. Frazer
Gaston Glass
Henry Goldfarb
Leonard Goldstein
James B. Gordon

Masonite Corporation — A. C.
Maudlin
Master Linen & Towel Supply
Mattson’s of Hollywood
Vic Mature Television
J. G. McAlister, Inc.
Mercury Supply Co.
Metropolitan Engravers, Ltd.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
Mitchell Camera Corp.
Mole- Richardson Co.
Moore Business Forms
Morris & Strait Co.
Moviola Mfg. Co.
Mystik Tape Products Co.
R. N. Nason & Co.
National Office Furniture Co.
National Screen Service Corp.
National Theater Supply Co.
Neiman-Reed Lumber &

Hoffman-Tarzia
Hollywood Office Appliance
& Furniture Co.

Supply Co.
Odenheimer & Baker
Ozalid Co.

Hollywood Wholesale
Electric Co.
Fearless

Corp.

Inperial Mfg. Co.
Imperial Rug Cleaning
Industrial Lumber Co.

Co.

Janssen’s

Carpet

Cleaners

Joe & Johnny’s Tire Service
Johnston & Washer
Kallin Company
Keelox Mfg. Co.
Keenan Pipe & Supply

Co.

Klauber- Wangenheim Co.
Knight Electric Co.
Kruse Metals Mfg. Co.

Shirt Co.

Macson

Co.

Magnetic Springs
Mahl Steel Co.
Malone

Studio

Water

Service

Co.

Principal Theatres,
Mike Rosenberg

Inc —

Psenner- Pauff
Pure Carbonic Co.
Puro Filter Co.
Q. R. S. Neon
R. J. M. Co.
Products

Co.
Sates, Inc.

Regent Jewelry Co.
Reliable Glassware &.
Equipment Co.
Reliable Wiping Rag
Republic Supply Co.
Rittoff Glove Co.

Co.

Machin

Plastic Center

Powers Regulator Co.
Preferred Equipment Co.

Raphael Ghass Co.
Reece Insulation Co.

& Stationery

Co. Chemical
Maas

Corporation

Pico Food Corporation
Pico Paint & Wallpaper Co.
Pindler & Pindler
Pioneer French Baking Co.

Radio

Lancaster Men’s Wear
Lang’s Auto Glass Co.
Lighthouse, Inc.
Lion Match Co.
L. A. Stamp

P & M Mfg. Co.
Pacific Hide & Leather Co.
Pacific Title & Art Studio
Patio Liquors
Pensick & Gordon
Photostat

I ngram- Baumgardner Co.
International Poultry Co.

EMPLOYEE
L. B. Abbott
Gerald O. Adams

Press

Company

Hess, Greiner & Polland
Heyman Furniture Co.
Art Higham Music Co.
Hill Bros. Chemical Co.
Hillcrest Motor Co.

Henry B. Kegel
Keiper Company
Kevron Watch Co. — Larry
Bertrand
Kierulff & Co.

Freeman Certi- Fresh Foods
Fox and Hounds
Funk Brothers
G & G Produce Co.
F. B. Gardner Co., Inc.
Garrett Supply Co.
General Electric Lamp
Division
General
Corp.

Earl Hays

Houston

Foogert’s
Foster
& Kleiser
Four S Bakery

Carl’s Auto Top Shop
Caspary Brothers
Ceazan Co.

Coca-Cola Bottling
Sid Colburn
Colors Unlimited

Blue

Co.

Steve Hannagan Association
Harper & Reynolds
S. Harris & Co.

Inc.

Co.
Gordon Duff Co.
E. I. DuPont de Nemours
Co.
Dura Steel Products Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.
Eastman Kodak Stores

Stationery

Gunther, Wood & Goodman
Haimoff Jewelers
C. H. Halligan
The Haloid Co.
John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co.

Beacon Laundry & Cleaners,
Inc.
Bel Air Florist
Joe & Ben Besbeck
Auto Supply
Ford Co.
Hotel
Gramophone

Maltz

Co.

Stassforth

Co.
Grinnell

Coulter’s
Craig
Movie Supply Co.
Crane Co.
Norman Crane Co.
Creative Colors, Ltd.

Dazian’s of California,
Deb Shoes

Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills

Rubber

Gough Industries
Greeno Go.

The Atwater Company
Bausch &. Lomb

Beverly
Beverly
Beverly
Beverly
Shop

CONTRIBUTORS

Co.

Sandler
Sanitek

Brothers
Products

Joseph M. Schenck
Benjamin Schoenberg Co.
Schrader Auto Electric
Service
Schwab’s

Pharmacy

Schweitzer’s Bakery
Security Roof Co.
Shell Oil Co.
Sinclair Paint Co.
Charles Skouras
C. S. Smith Co.
Smith’s Sporting

Sunset

McKee

Joe Rosenberg
Robinson’s
Royal Wholesale Cigar Co.
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son
Saks Fifth Avenue
Lou Samuelson

Business

Forms

Superior Fire Equipment Co.
Swett & Crawford
Taverner & Fricke
Technicolor
Motion Picture
Corp.
Ted’s

Appliances

Teller Appliance
Thalco Glass Fiber

Products

Tiffany Ribbon & Notion Co.
Paul B. T reat
Union Hardware & Metal Co.
Union Maid Bakery, Inc.
Union Oil Co.
United Sporting Goods
Universal
Agency Advertising
Universal Consolidated Oil
Co.
Universal Radio & Supply
Utter McKinley
Co.
Van Wyck Products Co.
Weber Trailer Co.
Weiss’ Men’s Store
Western Costume Co.
Western Dye House
The Westerners
Westinghouse

Service

Goods

Sprayway Corp.
E. J. Stanton & Son
Stationers Corp.
Stearns Tire Co.
Sun Lumber Co.

Electric &

Mfg. Co.
Westrex Corporation
Westwood Nursery
White Motor Co.
The Wholesale Supply
Winne & Sutch
Bill Wright
Wright

Carpet

Co.

Co.
Co.

Wright, Peeler & Garrett —
Leroy Garrett
Zellerbach
Paper Co.

CONTRIBUTORS

Sol Halprin
Ed Hammeras
Henry Hathaway
Roger Heman
Donald A. Henderson
Al Hogsett
Thomas Ingman
Nick Janios
Julian Johnson
Nunnally Johnson
Henry King
R. A. Klune
Emil Kosa, Jr.
Lee LeBlanc
Charles LeMaire
Al Lichtman
Frank McCarthy

Fred

S. Meyer

W. C. Mitchel
Cy Mockeridge
Pete Montemurro
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Alfred Newman
Lionel
Ben NyeNewman
Byron Palmer
Robert Patton
Edward B. Powell
Maurice Ransford
Walter Reisch
Sid Rogell
Frank Rosenberg
Frank Ross
James Ruman

Lew Schreiber
Leon Shamroy
Sol Siegel
Spyros P. Skouras
William J. Smith
Edward Snyder
Helena Sorell
Murray Spivak
George Stephenson
Daniel Taradash
Leo Tover
Leo
Townsend
Ed Weyl

Lyle Witte
Wheeler
Lou
Writer’s Fund
Darryl

F. Zanuck
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ACTION SURVEY TO PROVE VALUABLE AID IN FUTURE ISSUES
It was gratifying to count more
300 sur\eys which you returned
your comments

than
with

and criticisms about Ac-

tion. Not all of them

made

us happy—

that’s for sure. But our reason for sending out the survey was not to rest on
the praise we

received,

although

were glad to know

that so many

like the magazine

the way

questionnaire

was

we

of you

it is. The

a finger on the pulse

of e\er>' reader— a measuring stick by
w'hich w'e could judge the effectiveness
of the magazine and the interest value of
its various

features. To

the question,

stood out above
a

BIG

all the rest. That

92%— the amount

was

of readership

that the “around the lot” feature receives. Knowing that news and pictures
of employees

appeal to that large a per-

centage of Action’s readers warrants our
presenting more information of this type
in Action in the future. Also in the “Do
you read” category we found a high
percentage of readership in all the features presented for evaluation. These
included editorial, studio club activities,
gossip column

and company

and industry

stories. The Buyers’ directory received
a high enough degree of readership to

“How much of Action do you read,” 73%
said “almost all.” 16% said “half” and 4%

justify our

said “very little.” This percentage breakdown indicates general acceptance of the

guide as a regular feature in the magazine.

magazine

by its readers.

continuing

that

shopping

In answer

to the question of where you

get your information about the company,
you revealed that your main source of
information is Action. Fellow employees
is second, while bulletin boards and talks
with

department

heads

or supervisors

each yield roughly 10% of the information
you receive about the studio. We hope
to make

Action

of company

an e\^en greater source

information

by presenting

more

in the future

company

stories to

The “Comments” section of the questionnaire proved to be a most revealing
one. The remarks in this section ranged
from
you. “Very informative,” “Swell the way
it is” and “Stacks up well against magazines in other industries,” to “Informative but dry” and “Wish there was less

read Action.

In the “Like more, etc.” section of the
survey industry information, departmental features and company information

of a ‘house organ’ feel about the book,”
etc. It is our responsibility to transform

This shows a definite interest on the part

rated high. On that basis we will continue

each and every one

of family members

to present vital industry and

and

We

learned from the surveys that 79%

of the families of employees

operation

in the acti\ities and

of the studio. Our

effort has

been to make Action interesting to families by presenting information about the

In examining

the surveys, one figure

GRAPH

BELOW

lOi

Editorial
Company

& Industry

Stories

Studio

Club Activities

Around

the Lot Pictures

Gossip

Column

Buyers'

Directory
LIKE MORE

Department
Humorous
Company

Information

Industry
WHERE

Features

Features

Information

DO YOU GET INFORMATION?

Action
Bulletin
Group

Meetings

Talks

with Supervisor

Fellow
Trade
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Boards

Employees
Papers

■

of your comments

into the features and

articles that you want. We

keep abreast

genuine

of developments

through

your studio publication. In the near future we will present features about departmental operations and employees,

will make

a

effort to do just that in the

forthcoming

issues of the magazine.

To all of you who

took time to answer

since you have indicated that you would

the questionnaire we say thanks a lot.
Your ideas concerning Action will be a

like features of this type resumed

tremendous

in the

magazine.

SHOWS

DO you READ

suggestions

information to you, in order that you may

company’s operation factually, yet in
non-technical terms. We will continue to
give the magazine family appeal by following this pattern.

company

it a more

joyable publication.

COMPARATIVE
20$

help in making

3 Oi

POPULARITY

Lo%

5o$

OF VARIOUS
6o$

70$

FEATURES
8o^

90$

100$

en-

CIVIL DEFENSE AWARD — Jim Human, head of Transportation, holds
Freedoms Foundation Award he received for the contribution he made
to Civil Defense in this area. Medallion was presented on behalf of
President Eisenhower by Major General USA (Ret.) Walter M. Robertson, center, California director of Civil Defense. Right is Col. Richard
Lynch, director of Civil Defense for the Los Angeles area.

CUTE??? — This is Boltar the Viking, who appears in "Prince Valiant."
Beneath the horns and behind the various and sundry whiskers is
Victor McLaglen who, in spite of his menacing appearance, is a hero in
the picture. The CinemaScope production is based on the character
created by Hal Foster. Robert Jacks produced and Henry Hathaway
directed the picture which is slated for release around Christmas.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS— In spite of
how hard they were hit in the temporary
curtailment, the staff of the Men's Wardrobe Department was able to come up
with some humor in the birthday card
they presented Clinton Sandeen, head
of the department. Boss Sandeen took it
with a smile too, notwithstanding the
way

he has been depicted on the placard which now hangs in his office.

JAPANESE SHIRLEY TEMPLE— Learning
a little about how American movies are
made was Tomoko Matsushima, seven
year old Japanese child star who was a
recent visitor to the studio. Tomoko heis
appeared in eleven films in her native
country. At right she watches some action on the set with actress Jean Peters.

From

u5

dtar

departed

3n jUlemorium
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION
reports the death of:

1953 Permanent Charities
Drive to Kickoff October 20
Announcement of the 1954 Permanent Charities Campaign was made by
Steve Broidy, PCC chairman for the
coming campaign. This year’s goal will
be $1,225,000, the same as last year’s,
with 14,000 Fair Plan donors providing
a large portion of this goal in advance
pledges.
In outlining the 1954 program, Broidy
said that the goal will not be attained
without difficulty. “We realize that the
whole industry is undergoing a period of
readjustment. But we are confident that
through the efforts of more than 900

JAMES

G. LANGEN (Process Proj.)
August 16, 1953

(24 years’
service)(Proj.)
CLARENCE
WEIHE
September 22, 1953

volunteer workers and the cooperation
of all those prospective donors in a position to give, we will be able once again
to achieve success.”
Broidy pointed out that the Variety
Clubs Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
has been added to the list of participating
agencies, bringing to more than 225 the
number of health and welfare services
aided through Permanent Charities.
20th’s lot Colonel for the 1954 drive
is Sid Rogell, Studio Manager.

former Studio Employee
Killed in Auto Accident
The many 20th Century-Fox employees
who knew him were shocked at the
tragic
Horace Anthony
Hanse death
in an ofautomobile
accident“Tony”
September 27th. Formerly of the Set Recording Department, Hanse was a Fox employee for 15 years, starting at the studio
May 25, 1938. A Past Commander of the
studio’s American Legion Post No. 563,
Hanse was an active participant in all
the Post’s aflFairs. He is survived by his
widow Shirley and two children.
Assisting in the funeral services held
October 3rd in Inglewood were members
of the studio Post.
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^oe S. M israch
Extends a Welcome To All
Studio Club Members

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

“Those are my

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENHR

“Oh,
so the poor soul has passed on?”
over
there.”
“No,
she’s too lazy to look for an ash

AR. 9-561 1

•

1 0649 W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster's)

A kind-hearted old gentleman was
walking down the street when he saw a
small boy trying to reach a doorbell. The
old fellow made a detour and rang the
belltray.”
for the lad, then asked: “What now,

To Participate in Special Savings on
Complete Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION

WILLARD’S
Don't Forget —
We Put Up

“Run like hell,” said the child, “that’s
little man?”
what
I’m going to do.”

Chicken to
Take Out oi
This World.

»♦«

Said a little boy to his mother: “The
people
next door
must
poor.”
His mother
asked
whybe hevery
thought
so.

sh-sh-sh private line

PHONE JOE
MAdison 9-1651

grandmother’s ashes

CR. 6-3766

Replied the little boy: “Recause they
make so much fuss over the baby swal-

»♦«
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

RADIO

2nd STREET

& APPLIANCE

TO FOX STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS:

South Robertson Blvd., near Olympic, in Beverly Hills.
Certain lines of merchandise
which we have kept on hand in
order to make immediate delivery
to customers, will be discontinued,
and this stock will be sold at a
price lower than our usual wholesale figure.
Sorry that we will not be able to
continue to offer you the convenience of shopping in our Beverly
Hills display room, but this is a
service that can be extended only
through the present Christmas
season.

Gal: “Sometimes my father takes
things apart just to see why they don’t

CO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
DUMONT

As of December 3 1 st, we will close
the display room which we have
maintained since 1946 at 369

lowing a quarter.”

URDANK

Store Hours;

and RCA

Opposite

Guy:
“So why
what?”
Gal : “So
don’t you go.”

TELEVISION

Stadium

HEYMAN

Theater

8879 West Pico

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249
OPEN

MONDAY

FURNITURE

BR. 2-3832

& FRIDAY

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture
Terms Arranged

EVENINGS

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

Open Monday and Friday Nights

We

Sell and Service Any Make

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

of

5843 Wesf Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227
Los Angeles 35, California

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

go.”

Do Your Christmas Shopping Now
While Our Stock of Merchandise
is Still Complete.

MALTZ COMPANY

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

OF CALIFORNIA

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

369 S. Robertson Bird., Near Olympic

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

COME

AND

SEE

US

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
EXPERT

WATCH

REPAIRING

GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

The Finest in Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Discounts Up To 20%
10677 WEST
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PICO BLVD.

(At Overland)

To Choose From

AR. 7-8795

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators. Stoves.
Washers. Water Heaters. Vacuums. Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets. Irons. Toasters. etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
,
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Lowitz Interiors, 8636 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills
CR. 1-5000, BR. 2-2253
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,L. A. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Applicuice Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc, (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231
Roger Kent (John C. Mehan Co., Foreign Cars),
12001 Ventura Blvd., Studio City..SU. 3-8331
Ed Morris (Lincoln-Mercury) Tupman Motors,
3330 So. Figueroa St., L. A. Phone for appointment
RI. 1147

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries.

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd., L. A.
(Discount on recaps only)
AR. 9-7721
lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

AUTO

REPAIRS

Burd's Automotive Servioe, 10344 W. Olympic
Blvd._, L. A
CR. 5-4032
Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

BABY

GOODS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

PLUMBING

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

Laurel Plumbing Co.. 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

FUNERALS

Howard McCarry, 123001/2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

REAL

ESTATE

FURNITURE

READY-TO-WEAR

Dunn and Cameron, 1651-57 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-7355
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Mode O' Day, (Dresses, Lingerie, Blouses, Hosiery), 10679 W. Pico Blvd., L.A...AR. 7-6815
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

HARDWARE

RESTAURANTS

Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

The Fairway, 9401 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

HOME

DECORATING

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Holly wood..PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg. 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LIQUORS
Patio Liquors (Art Rodgers), 10515V2 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

AR. 9-9554

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

RUGS

JEWELRY

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

CR. 5-4364

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co„ 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SPORTING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

STOCKS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company

Mary's Little Lamb Togs (Layettes and Gifts),
5588 Sepulveda, Culver City.
Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

FLORISTS

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MINERAL

BATHS

Alfredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

NURSERY

SCHOOL-DAY

CAMP

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

Mel Pierson's Recreation Club, 2566 Overland
Ave., L. A
VE. 8-1519

(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

BR. 2-3647

OCULISTS

THEATER

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

Studio Club

CLEANERS

OPTOMETRISTS

Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),

CONTOUR

CHAIRS

PAINT

Original Contour Chair-Lounge Shop of Brentwood, 12237 Wilshire Blvd
AR. 8-7276

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 363 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

HREPLACE

FKTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop. 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

TRAVEL

TICKETS
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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Oldtime lew Yorker Gives Picture of 1900’s
^

Frances Richardson, head of the Research Department, sent a letter to the
Board of Transportation of the City of

HAPHALLIGM

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

LOWITZ

STanley
7-5714

INTERIORS

New

York on July 3rd. She needed

to

know
were

“if in 1900 in New York City, there
horse-drawn sight-seeing vehicles

going through the Bowery.”
A simple “yes” or “no” probably would
have been sufficient for Miss Richard-

he used

to imitate or mimic

costermongers

of England

the

with his pearly

gray buttons with the typical box coat
and the bowler at the right angle.
He

took a party or parties through

opium

joints and

the Joss houses

and

Chinese restaurants and the Transfiguration Church on the corner of Park and
Mott

Streets, much

like dear

old St.

Furniture- Appliances - Television

son’s purposes, but she got far more than
that. A few days later she received a

Special Prices to Studio Club Members

Mary’s at the corner of California and
Grant in San Francisco’s Chinatown.

letter from William

“Sight-seeing vehicles in cosmopolitan
New York really never got under way

8636 WILSHIRE

BLVD.

Open Mon. & Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
CR. 1-5000
CR. 4-5196

LA BREA

TIRE SERVICE

OFFERS
ON

OFF LIST
ALL

Daly, secre-

WY. 2194

much after the 1900’s. In fact, the first
motorized sight-seeing vehicles in New

their early years in New

York were known as the “rubber necks”
because the customers craned their necks

York.

“Dear Miss Richardson: Responsive to
yours of July 3 this office has no record,
picture

or

otherwise

of

of

ever having seen horse-drawn

sight-see-

ing vehicles in the Bowery or in Chinatown or even Chatham Square.
“Distinctly, however, my recollection
is that bevies of socialites, debutantes
gentry of that time came

to the Bowery

in hansoms,

brough-

ams or surreys and went sight-seeing
under the guidance of a character known
as Chuck Conners. He held forth on the
corner

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

out

horse-drawn

“As a native New Yorker, born on the
East Side close to the Bowery, and now

down

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

of the Bowery

the windows to look at the skyscrapers while the kids on the sidewalks

of New York yelled “get a horse.”
“These are the facts as I recall them
and I have corroborated with other
downtowners

ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

who

have checked

the ac-

curacy of these statements.
“The Bowery of the 1900’s was Main
Street for the unfortunate alcoholics and
the young sailors from the Brooklyn
Navy Yard who were attracted to young
women

who

swung

handbags

or twirled

key rings on their fingers as an indication
that they had the keys to the right place,
if you know

what I mean.”

Secretary.
Wm.
Jerome

(Signed)

Daly

Pell Street

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches Cr Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Watch

Furniture
Typewriters
Gas Ranges
& Electric

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Repairing

Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Freezers
Ironers ,

Tape
Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios

Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

and

Studio Club Members —

BRANDS

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

its appearance

worth passing along to you. It should
awaken nostalgia among those who spent

and the upper

DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

until the motor bus made

65 years of age, I have no recollection of

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries
181 so. LA BREA

Jerome

tary of the New York City Transit Authority, Brooklyn, which we felt was

sight-seeing vehicles in the Bowery
Old New York.

YOU

25 TO 40%
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and

Wallets
Batteries

Cameras

. Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

ARizona 7-7508

MONICA

Ave. —

SALES CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

Monday

thru Saturday —

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Appliances

All

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

PAINT and WALLPAPER

SHOP

DISCOUNT
t^utch

AT

.

.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

paints

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
CARL
WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

10643 Pico Blvd.

Mgr.

AR. 3-8636

PICO
A CARPETS

Paint and Wallpaper Store

A LINOLEUM

Wright

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO
A

Complete

CARPET

Carpet Co.

SERVICE

THE

A CLEANING
A LAYING
A DYEING
S.M.

PROVEN friends!
of

=

or TE.

|
=

Employees '

McKinley

=

WAY

Blvd., Culver

City

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

„

We

Deliver

-

Flowers

Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

=

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets

EASTMAN

A. BROWN

Washington

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755

DU. 8-2481
ARLEIGH

11218

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

|

MORTUARIES

0-3636

"WRIGHT"

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

20th Century-Fox

UTTER

7-5157

ic TILE

and

Parties Our

Specialty

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIf?

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

CHARLES

CHICAGO

BICKFORD
NATIONALLY

HOLLYWOOD

BOB WATERFIELD

KNOWN

Household Appliances
Hoover Vacuum
NEW

INC.

BRANDS

OF

Television and Radio
Cleaners

Ask About Our
KITCHEN PLANNING DEPARTMENT
See Our NEW COLOR KITCHEN
Still the Best Deal in Town”

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U

CHRIS

20th

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Co.;

i

i

i

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506

CR. 1-1135
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The Robe
How To Marry A Millionaire
Beneath The 12-Mile Reef
Prince Valiant
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Cinemascope releases for i9S4 (Tentative)
We Believe In Love
King Of The Khyber Rifles
Hell And High Water
River Of No Return
Demetrius and The Gladiators
Night People
The Queen Of Sheba
Desiree
Sir Walter Raleigh
Prince Of Players
The Wandering Jew
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Jewel Of India
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STAFF

Art Houser
Bob Mintz
Vivian Jorgensen
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Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
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Elmer Glassburn
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•
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Maria Brooks
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EDITORIAL
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Roy

"Under the pressure of immediate need, the
studio has done in less than a year what ordinarily would have taken five." This is the general concensus of opinion concerning the achievement of 20th Century-Fox in gearing for CinemaScope. If you've ever seen a piece of CinemaScope film in the flesh, you'll agree. A careful
look at a frame will reveal an entirely redesigned
film strip. The frame size has been changed, the
sprocket holes have been changed and instead of
a single photographic sound track, four magnetic
tracks are on it. Quite an achievement. . . .
Changing the design of our film frame has
changed a lot of other things too. Turn to Page 4
for the story of what has been happening at the
studio during the past few months because of the
CinemaScope

"new

look."

fear

S

great things are happening!
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Metzler
•

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS
George Stephenson . Pres.
Estelle Trager
Secy.
Roy Metzler
Treas.
Brown. Juanita . . . .
Cannon. Jo
Conlon. Edward . . .
Gripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
Davies. Red
De Gaetano. Al . . . .
Fontaine. Jean
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick
Jolley. Robert
Krause, Tom
Lasky. Bess
Lutz. Fred
Mellen. Harry
Murphy. Bill
Patrick. George . .
Richardson, Frances
Roache. Irish
Roth. Lee
Smith. Dick
VIerIch. Dick
Wurtzel. Paul

Honorary

Cafe
Hospital
Fire
Script
Employment
Maintenance
Prop Makers
Elec. Maint.
Grip
. .

Wardrobe
Paint
Transportation
Camera
Landscape
Property
Cutting
Art
Research
Labor
Women’s Wardrobe
Makeup
Elec. Prod.
Construction

two-o news
studio club activities

//

around the lot

/2

summer sun or winter fun

/4

Men’s

Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers S3. 00 per year. Single copy
25c. Telephone Bradshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
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understanding your social security

18

the income tax bubble
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#HE

Arabs

handed

have

of introspection, it blamed poor box office receipts on the

down this

encroachment of television and it’s generally feeble, but
always free, entertainment.

story from centuries past. Perhaps you have heard it before.
Pestilence met a caravan on the road to Bagdad.
“Why,” asked the leader of the caravan, “are you making
such haste to Bagdad?”
“To take five thousand lives,” Pestilence replied.
On the way back from the city. Pestilence and the
caravan met again.
“You lied to me,” cried the leader angrily. “You took
not five thousand lives but fifty thousand!”
“No,” said Pestilence. “I took five thousand and not one
more. It was Fear who killed the rest.”
Still today. Fear casts a shadow on the human mind.
And few of us have learned how to master this most

Last year Arch Oboler offered “Bwana Devil,” a jungle
epic in 3-D, to movie fans. Its success was unbelievable,
in spite of the fact that it was a mediocre picture. But from
it a principle was evolved which was worthy of careful
analysis and consideration. It was obvious that “Bwana
Devil” was a booming success not because of the story
but because of the way it was presented. The principle:
If motion pictures were presented in a new way— and if
the pictures themselves were sincere cinematic efforts
rather than vehicles used merely to peddle another new

of all ills. In a world of atomic bombs, super

gimmick— then people would respond. The complementary
factors of good entertainment and new technique might
be the magic formula that would fill the theatres again,
build block-long queues again.

bombs, nerve gas and cold war psychology, it’s no wonder
that fear casts a spell over all of us. These things really

The principle was sound. Predicating its action on this
principle, 20th Century-Fox converted to CinemaScope.

common

FEAR
exist. So there is reason for apprehension over the future
and what it may bring. This is rational, intelligent fear
like a fear of falling. It is instinctive and cannot be altered
by exercise of the will. This type of fear has a basis—
a purpose.
But nameless, unreasoning, paralyzing fear— like that
of the bird, transfixed by the eye of the snake— maims
and cripples the minds of men. That kind of fear has
its roots not in fact or reason, but in unthinking emotion
alone.
Irrational fear manifests itself in many

ways. Take for

example the man who won’t shake hands because he thinks
that it may spread disease. Or the woman who refuses
to ride in a car because a friend of hers was injured in
an automobile accident years ago. Or the widespread
and almost universal fear of having to give a speech before a group of people. Almost without exception, these
fears are the result of our emotions— emotions which guide
our thinking and prevent us from evaluating situations
j

in their true light.

;
I

Until very recently, the entire motion picture industry
was caught in a web of fear. At first the industry denied
the existence of television as a threat to movie attendance,

i

Then,

The sagacity of this swift but carefully planned conversion has been evidenced in the returns from our first two
CinemaScope

releases.

They used to talk about a “lost” audience. Our audience
wasn’t lost. It was misplaced. And justifiably so. For it was
more economical and much less trouble to watch a bad
movie on television than to watch it in the theatre. But it
has become very clear that people are happy and eager to
abandon their bathrobes and slippers and a few dollars
for exciting, exhilarating entertainment. Happily, millions
of people are doing it.
They used to talk about the movie habit, saying that
people had broken it. It’s a good thing if they did. It
meant that movie makers could no longer be assured of
periodic and perfunctory trips to the theatre by a mass
audience regardless of the fare. It would mean that each
picture must be its own salesman. If it was good, it would
sell itself to millions. That’s exactly what is happening.
There was fear in the movie industry. But it was a fear
that didn’t have to be. Our two released CinemaScope
pictures and other current high calibre motion pictures have
dispelled the industry’s fear that a motion picture audience
no longer exists. It most definitely does.

air of

You can be sure that it will continue to exist just as long

malignancy, the industry acknowledged that television was
making inroads in the movie market. Without thought

as pictures like “The Robe,” “How to Marry a Millionaire,”
and other great achievements are brought to the screen.

when

low

box

office receipts assumed

an

3

Red Buttons has the right idea when he says ''Strange
things are happening." Only at 20th, it's great things
that have been happening during the past two months

The joint is jumping! In spite of the production hiatus
which

has existed during the past two

months,

great

things hav'e been happening on the lot, with many
departments being very active. The reason is three-fold.
Some departments have been busy readying our backlog
of pictures in the various post-production phases. For them,
the completion of shooting marks the beginning of their varied
and essential work. Other departments have been involved
in development and research in the still-new CinemaScope
technique. Still other departments have been kept busy with
preparations for the productions now underway and those
scheduled to begin after the first of the year.
The Film Editing Dept, is always going full speed ahead.
These past two months have been no exception. Cutters have
been working on seven pictures and will have them finished

in time to begin new work on “Garden of Evil” the end of
this month. Barbara McLean, James Clark and Bob Simpson
have completed work on their pictures which are now being
scored and re-recorded. These are “King of the Khyber Rifles,”
“Hell and High Water” and “Prince Valiant.” Dorothy Spencer
is back from Germany and has virtually completed her editing
of “Night People,” which was shot in Germany. “We Believe
in Love,” edited by Bill Reynolds, is also finished and is ready
to be shown to Mr. Zanuck, along with “Night People.” “River
of No Return” was given several added scenes which have
been edited. The final cut is now ready for approval, then
scoring and re-recording. “Demetrius and the Gladiators”
rounds out the current program of the Cutting Dept. It is
edited and is being scored. The department was also busy

4

preparing demonstration reels which have subsequently been
shown to exhibitors and shipped throughout the United States
and abroad. The reels contain clips from all our current completed CinemaScope pictures and are designed to help promote both CinemaScope and the pictures themselves. Countries receiving these demonstration reels include Australia,
New Zealand, Mexico, South American countries, Greece and
South Africa.
Our Trailer Dept, has been active in working up advance
reels on forthcoming CinemaScope pictures. Trailer editor
Pepe Torres and the Music

and Re-Recording

Depts. are in-

volved in the studio’s trailer production and for the last two
months have been very busy working up trailers for our
unreleased pictures.
PRODUCTION

GAP

HELPFUL

TO

MANY

In the departments which have been more drastically
affected by the conversion to CinemaScope, the temporary
production lull turned out to be a windfall. Film Editing is
one of these departments. During the transitory period, film
editors have had an opportunity to adjust to the new techniques
recpiired by CinemaScope, while editing their pictures. “This
interim jieriod was a necessity for us and for several other
departments

which had to make

major changes in their opera-

tions,” states Jerry Webb, head of Film Editing.
Sound Effects Editing is another department which has had
a monumental task imposed on it by the conversion to
CinemaScope and has been operating at maximum effort during the past two months The thousands of individual sound
Red Buttons Photo — Courtesy Columbia Records, Inc.

effects which comprise our Sound Effects
Library were all recorded photographically on a single track. With the introduction of Cinemascope’s stereophonic
sound which employs not one but four
separate sound tracks, multiple sound
effects tracks have had to be developed.
This has been a big operation for Sound
Effects Editing which builds the sound
effects tracks, and the Sound Re-Recording Dept, which puts them on multiple
tracks.
MORE

DUBBING

REQUIRED

Stereophonic sound has kept the Sound
Dept, busy for other reasons too. Because our CinemaScope productions contain a great number of big outdoor scenes
in which sound conditions cannot be controlled, extraneous noises have appeared
on many dialogue tracks. So Re-Recording has had to dub new dialogue in place
of the original dialogue tracks spoiled
by the outside noises. A big percentage
of our dialogue has had to be dubbed for

this reason. In some cases entire sequences of dialogue have had to be
dubbed. With a backlog of seven pictures requiring this treatment in one degree or another, it’s easy to see why this
department has been so busy.
It would seem that with nothing currently before the cameras, the Camera
Dept, would have been idle these past
weeks. Quite the contrary, though.
Things have been ver)' busy during the
production lull, with the department concentrating on the engineering of precision CinemaScope equipment, the education of outside cameramen who are
shooting

or

anticipating

shooting

in

CinemaScope, and the inspection of camera and projection lenses. It should be
added parenthetically that sound and
film editors have also done a big job in
the education of technicians in their
fields in CinemaScope technique.
With more and more producers planning to do pictures in CinemaScope, and
scores of theatres converting to the ana-

These pictures illustrate the type of work that the Special Photographic
Effects Department has been doing for the past few months. The department would receive a sequence such as in the upper photo which is
from "Hell and High Water," shot at our moat. By means

of the "travel-

morphic process, the Camera Dept, has
been swamped with new CinemaScope
camera and projection lenses which must
be examined carefully. At the same time,
the Camera Dept, has been conducting
experiments as part
project of learning
CinemaScope. Also,
been busy lining up
ment to Mexico

of the never-ending
new things about
the department has
and shipping equip-

for “Garden

of Evil” and

doingond unit
the which
same left
for for
“TheEgypt
Egyptian”
secNovember
20th.
RENTING

OUT

STOCK

FOOTAGE

The Film Library has been a lively
department. Two months ago, the studio
made available to independent producers and the television market certain
amounts of our stock footage on a rental
basis. This has become quite an extensive
operation. Extensive enough, in fact, to
require a film broker — a former employe — to handle this new business.
Another

function adding to the Library’s

ling matte," they lift the scene from the studio and place it in the
middle of the high seas, complete with horizon and stormy sky as seen in
the bottom picture. Special Effects has concentrated on matte and miniature work which has been abundant since the advent of CinemaScope.
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duties is the processing of thousands of
feet of stock footage used in recent 20th
Century-Fox productions. This footage
is returned to the Library from Technicolor and must be catalogued and replaced in the vaults. It is a tedious and
time-consuming operation because of the
large quantities of film involved. Third
is the Library’s basic task: to supply
stock footage for our own productio
ns,
which has precedence over all other technical work in the Library. This continuous flow of work is the reason for the
Film Library’s constant activity.
MUSIC

DEPT.

BUSY

In the Music Dept, there has been
preparation and scoring of several completed features. Franz Waxman has recently finished scoring “Prince Valiant”
and is currently working on “Demetrius
and the Gladiators.” Bernard Herrmann
is
scoring
“King isofworking
the Khyber
Alfred
Newman
on theRifles,”
score
for “Hell and High Water,” and Ken
The Optical Printing Dept, has been busy
with CinemaScope experimentation as well
as its regular optical work. At the optical
printer which department head Jim Gordon
designed are left to right. Gordon, Armand
Allen, cutter; Hal Griggs, operator and
Bob McGowan, asst, cameraman. Not pictured are operator Phil Holdemess and
asst, cameraman Martin Comica.

0

Helen Barnhart, seated and Ann Parkhurst check the dialogue and action of a
picture in the moviola. All action, dialogue and even signs and printed matter that will be seen on the screen are
carefully noted in the dialogue transcript for each picture prior to release.

Darby is doing songs for “Garden of
Evil.” Songsters Sammy Gahn and Jule
Styne are working up tunes for “Pink
Tights” which is scheduled to begin production soon.
Music Editing has been an active department. After scoring, the Music Editing Dept, times the pictures and syncs
the music with the action. Then they
prepare the track for re-recording. Editing of the music track is a key factor in
the effectiveness of the music in any
picture. It becomes increasingly important where stereophonic sound is involved. With four pictures having been
completed by Music Gutting in the past
two months, the department has had its
hands full during the production gap.
The Dialogue Transcription Dept, has
been busy with several completed productions. Transcribers Helen Barnhart
and Ann Parkhurst have the task of
examining every reel of film in the moviola and transcribing all dialogue and
action onto paper. It takes from a week
to ten days to break down a picture.
Often it’s necessary to do some lip reading if a line of dialogue has been muffled
by an extraneous noise. This is done for
the sake of dialogue dubbing which must
match lip movements perfectly. In addition to this dialogue transcription, “quickies,” or dialogue transcripts of rough cuts
have had to be made, which will be
scrutinized for cutting puq^oses. Once
again it was our backlog of pictures
which has kept this department loaded
during October and November.
FOREIGN

VERSIONS
RECEIVING
MARKET

DUBBED”

The International Dept, has been busy

The studio's projectionists have had a big job in converting to stereophonic sound. Left
to right are projectionists Harold Sailor holding CinemaScope projection lens: Lloyd Nelson threading new sound head; Harold Roddan and Lawrence Jones, projection engineer.
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of “The
for
release foreign
all overversions
the world.
On Robe”
Octopreparing
ber 27th the French \ ersion was shipped
and two weeks later the Italian version
was ready for shipping. The German

A big part of the Film Library's operation has involved the refiling
of hundreds of thousands of feet of stock footage in our vaults. This
represents footage which has been used in past productions and must
be replaced in the film vaults for future use. Dick Von Opel, left and
Bob

Pierson

replace

some

footage

edition followed on November

in one

of the studio's

24th. For-

eign dubbing of “How to Marry a Millionaire” began a few weeks ago.
Under John Bodnar’s supervision our
International Dept., with representatives
all over the world, has done an outstanding job of dubbing foreign languages
into the completed versions of CinemaScope pictures. After a picture has
been edited and re-recorded with sound
effects and music tracks, prints are
shipped to our foreign offices for lip-sync
dubbing. Foreign actors, working from
literal translations of the dialogue, learn
their parts thoroughly, familiarizing
themselves with their characters as
though they were to act the parts as well
as speak them. They watch the action
on the screen and rehearse their parts
along with the picture until their timing
is perfect and they can speak the foreign
lines in perfect synchronization with the
lip movements of the characters speaking
English. When everyone is satisfied that

meiny

vaults.

The job of the studio's music cutters is to prepare our stereophonic
music track for rerecording. Above, the music cutters view a scene
in the moviola before editing the music track which will accompany
it. Left to right are music cutters Bob Meyer, George Adams, seated:
pianist Urban Thielmann; Leon Birnbaum, head of Music Cutting.

the timing and characterization are perfect, they record the dialogue in sync
with the picture. This is done for the
entire picture and the result is a perfectly synchronized foreign version.
In foreign dubbing, emphasis is always
placed on a literal translation over absolute lip synchronization. However the
ability of our foreign actors and writers
provides perfect matching in almost
every scene in dubbed versions of our
pictures.
The International Dept, has done a fine
job of keeping pace with production by
providing foreign versions of “The Robe”
and “How to Marry a Millionaire” during the past two months, and now “Beneath the 12-Mile Reef.” The decree by
which versions in French, Italian, German and Spanish must be dubbed in
their respective countries has heightened
the problems of the International Dejot.
But the task has been and is being accomplished and foreign versions of our

CinemaScope features continue to flow
into theatres throughout the world.
OPTICAL

EXPERIMENTS

BEING

CONDUCTED

Things have been very active in the
Optical Printing Dept. With several films
in the editing process, the department
has been busy with lap dissolves, fades
and other optical effects. They have been
converting
much of the asstudio’s
stock
footage to CinemaScope,
it is needed.
Also, the department has conducted extensive experiments and tests of optical
techniques in connection with re-conversions of CinemaScope. These things have
kept Optical Printing working day and
night during the past two months and
will continue to keep the department
working at this pace.
One of the busiest departments on the
lot has been the Special Photographies
Effects Dept. The increased range of the
CinemaScope lens has created a need
for more matte work than was required

I

1
I
I

i

The

Sound Department has designed much new equipment for stereophonic sound. A major project during the past months was the design
and construction of a stereophonic rerecording room. Above is an
overhead view of the new stereophonic rerecording console. Left to

right are Murray Spivak, music mixer; Harry Leonard, rerecording
mixer; Roger Heman, rerecording supervisor and Warren Delaplain
and Oscar Lagerstrom. rerecording mixers. The stereophonic console
is capable

of hemdling

forty-eight

individual

tracks.
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by the old system. In addition, several
of the pictures we ha\ e been producing
ha\e

required involved miniature sequences. According to Ray Kellogg, head

of the department, “Hell and High
Water” required more miniature work
than any other picture they ha\e ever
worked on. During this period of increased acth ity, the department has had
to conduct trial-and-error experimentation in connection with the Eastman
color stock which is now standard in
CinemaScope production and which
poses certain technical problems which
are not easily o\ercome. This, coupled
with matte and miniature work for
“King of the Khyber Rifles,” “Prince
\'aliant,” “River of No Return” and
“Demetrius and the Gladiators” has
kept Kellogg’s department
the go.
PROJECTION

WORK

MORE

constantly oti

INVOLVED

Our projectionists’ regular duties have
been supplemented during the past
months

by the ramifications of stereophonic sound in projection. In addition
to the accommodation to CinemaScope,
the comersion to the multiple-track
sound system has put more demands on
the projectionist. It requires more time
in threading, it must be watched more
closely than the old single-track system
during mnning and in general it means
more work for the projectionist. So learn-

The sound printer at Western Ave. is capable of recording sound tracks on five prints simultaneously. Visible above are four of the sound recorders or printers and the master sound
reproducer at extreme right. After recording, every foot of film is checked critically for picture
and sound before it is approved. From left are Charlie Kohl, recorder; Loren Grignon, development engineer; John Stack, operations engineer and Henry Goldfarb, lab superintendent.

ing how to handle this new CinemaScope
four-track film strip has kept the studio’s
projectionists busy during the past
months.
The

Engineering

Dept,

under

Jean

Fontaine has taken advantage of conditions on the lot by catching up on important maintenance work around the lot.
Workers in that department have been
servicing our portable generators and a
few weeks ago completed the job of putting up new high line
Lot which were sorely
ment. The Machine
foreman Tom Smyth

poles on the North
in need of replaceShop staff under
has been equally

busy repairing lamps and
other electrical equipment.

overhauling

The Script Dept, has maintained a
busy program during the past two
months. The department has done several scripts and synopses, in addition to
its regular chores. Integration of the Fan
Mail operation into the Script Dept, has
kept Script busy during slack periods.
The department is currently processing
an average
a month.

of 24,500 pieces of fan mail

PUBLICITY

Our laboratory technicians have been working long hours readying the striping machine for
continuous operation. The current rate of striping is 400.000 feet of release print a week.
Above are stripers Henry Crowley and Bert Fried who is examining one of the liquid magnetic layers being applied to a print of "The Robe." The striping machine lays four tracks
at an exact thickness and width, is checked periodically through the microscope at right.
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HAS

BEEN

GREAT

A good part of the overwhelming success of “The Robe” must be attributed
to the unprecedented publicity and exploitation job done by our Publicity
Dept, both now and prior to the opening
of the picture. The department provided

The studio's largest Miracle Mirror CinemaScope screen is forty five
feet wide and is located in Stage 2, the new stereophonic rerecording
room. In front of the screen can be seen the three visual indicators of

national publicity which paved the way
for record-smashing premieres and subsequent showings of “The Robe” all over
the country, and has been giving the
same treatment to our other pictures
awaiting release. At the same time the
department, under Harry Brand’s direction has done a magnificent piece of work
in acquainting

the public with the stu-

dio’s CinemaScope process.
To single out a department as working
harder or accomplishing more than another department would be wrong. Every
department has done a fine job. But if
we were to point to one as having done
something special during this transition
period, it would be our Laboratory at
Western Ave. On September 1st, equipment for “striping” was installed. The
striping machine would lay four magnetic tracks on the color prints coming
from Technicolor. At the same time, the
sound printer was brought in. This piece
of equipment would allow multiple
sound tracks to be placed on five prints
at the same time, by means of a master
magnetic track. Within eight days the
equipment was in operation. By the time
you read this the Lab will have striped
more than four and a quarter million
feet of film and will have sent more than
250 release prints to theatres all over the
country and world.
ENTIRELY

What

makes

NEW

OPERATION

the Lab’s achievement

so

level which indicate on a projected meter the level of each of the three
stereophonic tracks. Also in front of the screen is the projection footage counter which provides footage cues for the various sound tracks.

great is that the technicians

had to do

something altogether new — and they
had to do it fast to meet the demands of
theatre owners for prints for their announced CinemaScope engagements.
Lorin Grignon and Henry Goldfarb and
the rest of the technical staff, under the
overall supervision of Camera head Sol
Halprin and Sound head Carl Faulkner,
have done a splendid job of supplying

many workers can expect to join hands
once again with their co-workers in the
job that lies ahead.
To paraphrase Mr. Buttons, “Great
things are happening.” They have been
happening and they will continue happening as the industry falls in behind
the leader, 20th Century-Fox, and brings
to world-wide audiences greater enterment
than it has ever known — in CinemaScope.

prints of “The Robe” and “How to Marry
a Millionaire” when they were really
needed. In this connection the research
laboratories, manufacturers, suppliers
and service companies which have helped
20th Century-Fox in its conversion to
CinemaScope deserve a great deal of
praise for the assistance rendered our
technicians in producing CinemaScope
equipment

and service.

This spirit of “pitching in” when the
chips were down is one which has prevailed throughout the entire lot during
these past months of transition. In spite
of the slack production period there was
still a job to be done in every department
on the lot.
With a full schedule of CinemaScope
productions anticipated for next year.

The end result of the entire studio's efforts
can be found in the shipping room at the
Western Ave. Lab. It is here that our release
prints are canned, labeled and shipped to all
parts of the world. At right are shippers
William D. Klein, left and Jack Knoche.
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Unite
Depts,
uction
Constr
out of the Mill are Landscape and Labor.
In a move to provide greater efficiency
in the studio’s construction work, executi\ e production manager Ray Klune announced the merger of several departments. A few weeks ago these departments began a combined operation and
are now working jointly out of the Mill.
The studio’s Maintenance Department
has been absorbed by several departments on the lot, with the overall operation being supervised by the Construction Department. Former Maintenance
workers are now operating out of the
Paint, Labor and Prop Makers Departments. Jack Conlin, former head of Maintenance, supervises all maintenance work
on the lot as an assistant head of the
Construction Department.
.\mong the departments now operating

Permanent

Charities

These departments have always worked
closely during production periods so
should benefit by this new arrangement.
Also working out of the Mill is the
Mechanical Effects Department. By operating out of the Mill, Mechanical Effects
can more closely coordinate its work
with other production activity. The
whole purpose of the consolidation has
been to coordinate and have better control of the studio’s construction and transportation, both in production work and
in lot maintenance. The new arrangement will prove its real merit when production on the lot resumes normal proportions and the departments involved
in the consolidation get into high gear.

Drive

Illustrated on Page

The 1954 Permanent Charities drive is
drawing to a close. Considering the
cloudy outlook that beset the campaign
in its early stages due to the industry’s
employment situation, the response to
this year’s api^eal has been great.
Reaching the Sl,225,000 goal looked
like an impossible task two months ago.
But the figures released last Friday by
the Permanent Charities Committee revealed that 18,870 industry employees
have contributed a grand total of $1,114,820 or 91% of the goal. Permanent
Charities captains are still contacting
higher bracket employees on every lot
in the industry. It is hoped that the goal
will be reached before the end of the
year. Hut reached or not, the showing
that the industry has made in response
to this vital once-a-year campaign is
remarkable.
Sid Rogell, studio manager and 20th
Century-Fox colonel for the 1954 Permanent Charities drive, expressed his
gratitude both to the studio captains who
have worked hard throughout the campaign, and the employees for their sup-
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Nears

Goal

I

Head

Overseas For Xmas
Illustrated on Page 12

Individual briefing sessions began last
Monday for the 42 volunteer Hollywood
performers taking part in this year’s holidaytioned
entertainment
tours for GI’s
staoverseas, the Hollj’wood
Coordinating Committee announced.
The sessions were held at the Ambassador Hotel under the direction of Lawrence Phillips, USO Camp Shows executive vice-president and Col. Joseph F.
Goetz, chief of the Armed Forces professional entertainment branch of the Defense Department.
Divided into six units, the group took
off from Burbank Airport December 18
and will return to Hollywood January
5. 20th Gentury-Fox personalities are represented in one of three groups heading
for Korea, while additional entertainers
will go to Alaska and Europe.

Personnel Upswing

13

Continues

More than 400 .employees have been
port. “The hard-working captains and
responsive
donors
this year’s
Permanent Charities
drivein have
made my
job
very easy. You can all be proud of the
job you’ve done, whether it was giving
a donation or getting one. You’ve
given new hope to a legion of needy

added to the studio’s personnel since
December 1st, bringing the total to over
1600 workers. Indications are that the upswing will continue over the next few
weeks. Studio Ghief Darryl Zanuck, on
his return from abroad a few weeks ago,
said the working roster would reach at
least 1750 by the first of January.

Americans.”
Principal photography on “Pink Tights”
is
for toJanuary
4 and “The
Egyptian”
is set
slated
roll January
18. Slated
for a

3n dUlemorium
It is with

deep

regret

and

pathy toward their families
that

ACTION

JOHN

reports

the

with
and

sym-

friends

death

of;

L. CLARK
(Maintenance)
November 8, 195 3
(9 years’ service)
ELSIE B. VAN

(wife of F. C. Van, Elec. Maint.)
November 17, 195 3
GEORGE TAYLOR
(Police)
December 1, 1953
(17 years’ service)

February start is “Broken Lance,” Spencer
Tracy topliner which Edward Dmytryk
directs for Sol Siegel.

"Night People” First To
Be Processed In New York
“Night People,” the Gregory Peck
starrer, will be the first GinemaScope picture to be processed by the 20th-Fox
lab in New York. It is expected that the
eastern lab will handle the bulk of about
750 prints to be prepared for the GinemaScoper. The film is tentatively scheduled
for a March release.

STUDIO CLUB

“^^ACT/VinES

Studio Club Moves To Musk Bldg.; Program Revamped
For the second

time this year, the Studio Club

has moved.

Three months ago, as part of the studio’s consolidation program, the Studio Club closed its office on the North Lot and
moved to the Script Building where it combined operations
with the Script and Fan Mail Departments. Just a few days
ago, the Club’s second move of 1953 was complete, as it took
over occupancy of the Hall of Music with the Script, Printing
and Stationery & Supplies Departments.
Although the Studio Club has been under a handicap for
the past few months because of the personnel situation, it has
still been able to carry on an effective welfare and communications program. During the past three months, the Studio
Club, through the Red Cross Blood Bank, has distributed 93
pints of blood to employees and members of their families in
hospitals. At the same time the Club has provided welfare
assistance in several hardship cases.
In October, the Studio Club began publication of Fox
Chatter, a weekly news bulletin which presents items of interest to everyone on the lot. Fox Chatter is now a regular feature and will be published concurrently with Action. The

discount programf which saves employees thousands of dollars
every year, has been available to all Club members throughout
the recent transition period/ and naturally will continue to allow employees considerable savings on a huge variety of items.
Although many employees have returned to work during the
past few weeks, the personnel situation is still too far from
normal to warrant a Christmas Party. So a gigantic Easter
Party is being planned for the children and will allow a far
greater participation than would a Christmas Party at this time.
The Studio Club outlook for 1954 is wonderful. As always
we wifi fhave the big social events including Picnic, Golf
Tournament, County Fair and, Christmas Party, along with a
varied program of other activities. Exact plans for the coming
year will be outlined in next month’s Action.
The support which everyone has given the Club during the
recent difficult months has been wonderful. With a bright outlook for 1954, the Studio Club will do its best to justify this
support by presenting the fullest possible program. Help us
by letting us know wbat other activities you would like offered
during the coming year.

Fall Camera Class Successful
The fall session of the Camera Class has concluded after a very successful series of lectures
and field trips. Under the tutelage of Frank Powolny, 20th’s portrait photographer, the class has
had laboratory experience in portraiture and composition at the portrait gallery and practice in
light and shadow photography during two Sunday trips on the lot. The class was a follow-up
of the course held earlier in the year in which
Powolny covered the fundamentals of lighting,
composition and camera generalship.
For the last three meetings of the series, the
class was fortunate enough to have the services
of model Ivabelle Clarke. She provided an excellent subject for the class as they put into actual
practice the theories expounded by Powolny at
the weekly meetings.
Emphasis during this series of classes was on
color work. A special meeting has been planned
for the near future for discussion and critiques of the pictures made by the various class
members.
.A similar camera series is contemplated for
early spring, with definite plans to be announced
later.

Instructor Frank Powolny gives the Camera Class some pointers in portraiture
at one of the recent class meetings. Kneeling, left to right are Gil Laursen, Evelyn
Yardeen, Martha Heinle and Ray Bedolli. From left, stemding, are Earl La Fond,
Glenn Beer, Peggy McNaught, Jim Trucano and J. B. Allin. Model is Ivabelle Clarke.
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ROYALTY PAYS VISIT — Twentieth Century-Fox was host to King
Paul and Queen Fredericka of Greece during their recent visit to the
United States. McUiy studio employees were on hand to greet the royal
couple beiore their tour of the lot and chat with studio president
Spyros Skouras. Above they are seen with Skouras and Marilyn Monroe
at the New Administration Building where their arrival took place.

ZANUCK

FETED — Guest

of honor

at the Screen

Pro-

ducers Guild's Milestone Dinner November 22nd was
production chief Darryl Zemuck. Hundreds of industry
and civic leaders shared in paying tribute to Zanuck
for his achievements in film-making throughout the
years. Above he holds the plaque which was presented
to him by Guild president Carey Wilson, right. Center
is Governor Goodwin Knight, while at right is Shirley
Temple, who for many years was under contract to
20th Century-Fox.

FROM

COORDINATION TO PREFABRICATION— Post-production coordinator A1 De Weese accepts a farewell gift from Glen Harman on
behalf of The Westerners and studio Legion Post at a luncheon given
in De Weese's honor. After 17 years with 20th, he resigned to join the
Cliff May group, designers of prefabricated houses. Seated left to
right are Jack Codd, Sid Rogell, Ray Klune, Fred Meyer and Ed Burke.

NO PRODUCTION
HIATUS
HERE — Jim Trucano, sound operative engineer, holds Poul and
Poulee, two of five poodle pups
which are new additions to his
household. Poupee, a thoroughbred toy French Poodle is the
mama, has nine pedigreed
pooches to her credit.

DRESSED FOR THE KOREAN WINTER (?) is Terry Moore, who has just left for Korea
to entertain U. N. troops stationed there. She is in a large contingent of American entertainers who will provide Christmas cheer throughout the war-torn country. Also in the
group are Susan Zanuck and Merry Anders.
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IN PICTURES#.and WORDS
Big news this month is the return
to the lot of many employees, as the
activity pace gains momentum. The returnees include Davie Paul, Marie Dobs,
Tom Krause, Dick Stolze, Kelly Smith,
George Light, Clint Urtubees, Frank
Powolny and Bill Rainwater. . . .
In the Art Department: James Dobson, Bill Harris, Duncan Spencer, John
Coakley, Les Sandford, Gordon Butcher,
A1 McKiernan, Delmer Yoakum, Julius

"THANKS TO PERMANENT CHARITIES," says Cynthia McAllister, who cuts cake presented
to the Permanent Charities Committee on behalf of the Community Chest. Cynthia, who
was stricken with polio and nursed back to health through PC donations, represents thousand of needy who are helped annually through Permanent Charities. Left to right are Sam
laffe, Samuel Goldwyn, Steve Broidy, 1954 campaign chairman: Dore Schary and Y. Frank
Freeman, all of whom are active in Permanent Charities.

Babolnay, George Chan, Harold Fuhrman, Adrian Price, Ed Graves, Dale Hennesy, Herman Blumenthal, Walter Simonds, Stanley Falcon, Lawrence Gandy,
William Hellen, Walter C. Myall, William Martin, Charles Myall, Loyd Papez, Oswald Rennison, Donald Worster,
George Dudley and Eldo Chrysler. . . .
Ladies’ Wardrobe: Piedad Apprice,
Edna Austin, Edith Axelrod, Constance
Bontemps, Augusta Bouvier, Alice
Derby, Anna Duranton, Victoria Escalante, Aline Flick, Kay Fredericks, Ollie
Hughes, Ann Landers, Lurline Lister,
Eva Loro, Zoya Nedzvetzky, Lorena Nelson, Lizzy Rogers, Freda Sederstrom,
Marjorie Wahl, Morris Weltman and Isabel Gutierrez. . . .
Back to work in Men’s Wardrobe are
Sam Benson, Jay Munden, Wesley Trist
and William Guzik. . . .

UP IN THE AIR— Nancy Lee Novak,
daughter of typewriter repairman
Bill Novak, seems quite undisturbed
as her pinto gets ready to take off
on a routine flight. Nancy has been
riding 3 V2 years, belongs to a riding
club, works at the stable on weekends to earn her riding fees. She
hopes
to have a horse of her own
some day.

EMPLOYEE PASSES— John L. Clark,
formerly of the Maintenance Department, passed away November
8th after a three-month illness. Clark
had worked at the studio for nine
years, was an active member of
the studio American Legion Post. At
right he is seen with actress Anne
Bancroft who paid John a visit
shortly before his death.

In the Prop
John Armetta,
Andy Barclay,
De Gaetano,
Laren, Pat De
Cormick. . .

Makers, welcome back to
Earl Rugg, Russell Spies,
Walter Ledgerwood, A1
Don Maine, Peter McGenner and C. M. Mc-

Labor Department returnees include
Russell Seeman, Eli Alumbaugh, Joe
Magliocco, Marvin Schwab, Fritz Richter, Vern Taylor, Leonard Wood, Mike
Riordan and Robert Doyle. . . .
In Landscape: A. E. F. Lombardi, Ted
Harman and Charles Hixon. . . .
In the Paint Department: Bob Jolley,
Jack Sanchez, Vern Laney, Joe Krutak,
Charlie Perrin, Sid Brown, Curtis Jackson, Duffy,
George George
Mark, Charles
O’Connor,
Jim
Seely, John
Steyl,
Ed Demoulin, John Lawless, Chet Wyrick, Carl Wuerth, Moe Larson, Bob Wittenberg, Sam Rodriguez, Bob Kahle,
Harvey Jackson, Bob Bradley, Jack Jancich, Fritz Ottiger, J. Bromley and Lloyd
Von Rydingsward. . . .
In Makeup, Dick Hamilton, Dick
Smith, Maxine Shea, Skipper Briden and
Gladys McAllister are back. . . .
Many of our regular drivers are back
in Transportation, and virtually every
other department on the lot has brought
back a good portion of its regular personnel. To those whose names we’ve left
out, we say “Sorry.” To everyone that
has returned we say, “It’s good to have
you back.” And we’re looking forward
fore very long.
to seeing
many more familiar faces be-

For

Summer

Sun
or Winter

The late Walter Huston was a great actor.
And here was a man who knew how to li\ e. To

Fun

see or hear any of his brilliant performances is
proof of his histrionic ability. .\nd the mountain
hideaway that he built more than 20 years ago
in which to spend his “decembei ” years is testimony that indeed the man knew how to li\ e.
Nested atop the San Bernardino mountains just
off the Rim of the World Drive is Sugar Cone
Inn, the house that Huston built and which just
recently was opened as a year ’round resort for
discriminating vacationers.
.\lthough close to the small town of Running
Springs, the Inn is away from everything except
towering pines, natural streams and forest fauna
which inhabit the area. Just 2/2 hours’ driving
time from Los Angeles, it is the ideal spot for
those who want to enjoy mountain vacationing,
but are limited in time or simply prefer a short
drive.
Sugar Cone

Inn offers all-year recreation

at

reasonable rates, with special rates and facilities
for group accommodations, if desired. In summer
there is swimming, riding, tennis, fishing and
boating at nearby lakes, and other warm weather
activities. Skiing, tobogganing and sledding pro\’ide outdoor recreation during the winter months.
Offering the beauty of an Alsatian lodge, but
with the warmth and friendly atmosphere like
that of your own home. Sugar Cone Inn is one
vacationland you won’t forget. It’s an all-year
mountain paradise. For illustrated literature and
more information, call the Studio Club.

The breakfast room at Sugar Cone Inn. Much of the furnishings at the
Inn were built by Huston himself, whose hobby was woodworking.
Above, right is a view of the ski room, ideal lor summer or winter
groups.
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DON LEE CHINCHILLA FARM
1 220 Centinela, Inglewood
EXPERT

WATCH

REPAIRING

|

OR. 2-8281 5
GREEN

STAMPS

REGENT JEWELERS
The

Finest in Watches,
Discounts

10677

WEST

PICO

BLVD.

Diamonds,
Up

To

Jewelry, Silverware

20%

(At Overland)

AR.

7-8795

A section of the 54 ft. living room, with stone
chimney and sunken divan. Sugar Cone lim
is rustic, comfortable and an easy 2 ’/a hour
drive from Los Angeles.
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REMEMBER

1953?

Here it is, the end of the
many of us scratching our
wondering just exactly what
1953. With all the exciting

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

All the Chicken
You Can Eat

have happened during the past year, it’s
no surprise that it has literally flown by.
Below, 1953 passes in review, with a
month-by-month summary of significant
happenings of the past twelve months.

sh-sh-sh

25 TO 40%
ON

OFF LIST
ALL

WY. 2194

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

We

ON

QUALITY

AMONG

BRANDS

OUR

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

also

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

Thorpe, one of the world’s greatest athletes. ... A CinemaScope demonstration
was shown to all employees at the Western Ave. studio.

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

Apn7 — United Nations and Commu-

( Continued

YOU

181 so. LA BREA

March — The world lost many prominent figures. Queen Mary of England
died at 85. Russian Premier Joseph Stalin
died and was succeeded by Malenkov.
Death took sports figures Jim Jeffries, former heavyweight champion, and Jim

“The Robe” was
The first banquet
Club, composed
25 years’ service,
The Studio Club

OFFERS

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

were “Inferno” in 3-D and “The Robe,” in
the company’s newly-acquired CinemaScope process. . . . Disastrous storms
flooded Holland and England, while high
winds caused considerable damage here.

first sneak showing of
held at the Chinese. . . .
of the Quarter Century
of TCF employees with
was held on the lot. . . .

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

private line

$|95

February — Joseph Schenck, studio’s
executive vice-president, announced his
resignation. . . . Pictures in production

June — Queen Elizabeth II was
crowned Britain’s seventh woman sovereign in Coronation ceremonies in London. . . Korean truce talks were headlines, but the fighting continued. . . . The

] 0649

CR. 6-3766

when it showed high 70’s and 80’s for days.

May — Norris Poulson defeated incumbent Fletcher Bowron for Mayor of Los
Angeles. . . . Spyros Skouras and the studio management won a resounding vote
of confidence in their battle with Charles
Green to eliminate cumulative voting for
directors. ... A tornado hit Waco, Texas
— the first in its history — demolishing the
town’s business section. . . . Rocky Marciano pushed over “Jersey Joe” Walcott to
retain his heavyweight title.

AR. 9-5611

LA BREA TIRE SERVICE

January — Dwight D. Eisenhower became President of the United States, the
first Republican President in 20 years.
. . . Pictures in production here included
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” and “White
Witch Doctor.” . . . SC defeated Wisconsin in the Rose Bowl 7-0, the first PCC
win in years. . . . And it was hot. Eastern
visitors thought the thermometer lied

nist POW’s were exchanged for the first
time. Our prisoners brought back tales of
death and cruelty at the hands of thencaptors. . . . Everyone was reading and
discussing the forthcoming proxy fight
between the studio’s officers and the
Charles Green faction.

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

WILLARD’S

year — with
heads and
became of
things that

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ASK

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

FOR

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

COME

AND

SEE

US

I

|

I ...
S
«

to you, and

our

thanks

for your

Valued

Patronage

We extend to you an invitation to visit our Stores and see the large
collection of Christmas Gifts assembled for your approval ...

I

aton SUBSTANTIAL
SAVINGS
all Nationally Advertised Products

'

|
«
g

I

SEE US FIRST
Of course, we have a Christmas Lay-Away
for your convenience
NOTE

OUR

STORE

HOURS

for your "EASY

HOLIDAY

Plan
SHOPPING

December 7th through December 24th — Daily from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Also SUNDAYS, December 13th and 20th — from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

HARRY I. ALTMAN CO.
10829 SANTA

MONICA

BLVD.

(Cor. Glendon Ave., I bl. E. of Westwood

AR. 3-2513-AR.

7-7508-BR.

Blvd.)

2-7110

315 WEST
Room

FIFTH STREET

604, Metropolitan Building

Los Angeles — Michigan 0256

|
^

^

on Next Page)
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HEYMAN

PAINT and WALLPAPER

FURNITURE

DISCOUNT

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

l^utch Self paints
iilllllilllllllllllillll
lllllllllllllll

CO.

Terms Arranged
Open Monday and Friday Nights

PICO

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227

Paint and Wallpaper Store

Los Angeles 35, California

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

PROVEN FRIENDSI
of

=
|

I

UTTER McKinley |

I

MORTUARIES

|

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
) 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
To Choose From

I

I

I

DU. 8-2481

ARLEIGH A. BROWN

|

llMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMlliiliiliiiiilliiilr

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

S. M israch
Extends a Welcome To All
Studio Club Members
To Participate in Special Savings on
Complete Line of

GAS AND ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCES
RADIOS AND
REFRIGERATORS
TELEVISION
»♦«

PHONE
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
8 Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U

CHRIS

20th

Co.,

MAdison

»*«

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.

CR. 6-9926

held its 18th Annual Picnic at the Cheviot
Hills Playground.
July — A truce was signed in Korea
after 37 months of fighting. . . . Senator
Robert Taft of Ohio died in a New York
hospital. . . . Fred L. Metzler announced
his retirement as studio manager. . . . Ben
Hogan won the British Open Golf Tournament at Carnoustie in Scotland.
August — Adlai Stevenson was at the
final turn of his world tour. . . . New York
City elected Robert Wagner its mayor,
succeeding Vincent Impellitteri. . . . 317
employees turned out for the 1953 Golf
Tournament at the Baldwin Hills Course.
. . . Russia announced it had exploded a
hydrogen bomb. ... Mr. Kinsey came out
with his best seller.
September — Death took Gen. Jonathan
M. Wainwright, 70, hero of Bataan and
Corregidor; Fred M. Vinson, Chief Justice of the U.S. since 1946. . . . The Dodgers won the National League pennant. . . .
“The Robe” had its premiere at the Roxy
in New York, the Chinese here. . . . Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi resumed lead-

E

20th Century-Fox
Employees

(Continued from Page 15)

JOE
9-1651

Store Hours:
9 to 5:30 Daily; 9 to 12 Saturday
Open Evenings by Appointment

230 WEST

ership of trouble-torn Iran.
October — California’s Governor Earl
Warren was sworn in as the new U. S.
Chief Justice. Goodwin

Knight was ap-

pointed the state’s
new Governor.
. . Ernest Reuter,
Lord Mayor
of West . Berlin,
died at 64. . . . The 1954 Permanent Charities Drive began. . . . Returns from “The
Robe” indicated tremendous public response to CinemaScope. . . . The Yankees
defeated the Dodgers again in the World
Series. . . . Yugoslavia, Italy and Western
Powers faced the Trieste problem.
November — King Paul and Queen
Fredericka of Greece paid a visit to the
United States and 20th Century-Fox. . . .
SC’s Sam Tsagalakis kicked a field goal
in the last 13 seconds of the game to defeat Stanford 23-20 and set up a UCLAn
conference victory and Rose Bowl invitaion. . . The Harry Dexter White controversy reached its peak. . . . Notre
Dame came from behind to tie Iowa
14-14, one of the season’s big upsets.
December — A resumption of activity
on the lot has highpointed this month’s
important local events. . . . Our CinemaScope pictures continue to play to huge
crowds throughout the nation. . . . Former SC football coach JeE Cravath was
killed in an auto accident. . . . The Studio
Club moved to the Hall of Music. . . . and
the New Year is almost upon us.
HAVEN

BY THE SEA — MALIBU
SWIM

Beautiful

—

FISH

—

PLAY

enclosed and completely
beach home

furnished

Original cost — $72,000
Sacrifice at $45,000 ($17,500 down)

2nd STREET

HARBOR
1341 OCEAN

AVENUE

EXb.

REALTY
3-8949

SANTA

MONICA

PLUMBING

FLORISTS

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators. Stoves,
Washers. Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
•
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St.,L. A. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance. 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231
Ed Morris (Lincoln-Mercury) Tupman Motors,
3330 So. Figueroa St., L. A. Phone for appointment
RI. 1147

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co.. 1725 Westwood
(Discount on recaps only)

Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service. 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

REAL

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 123001^ W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Smart Set of Calif. (Coats only), 217 E. 8th St.,
L. A
MA. 9-2395
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS

Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

The Fairway, 9401 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

HOME

WiUiard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

HARDWARE

DECORATING

CR. 5-4364
AR. 9-9554

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Holly wood..PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147

RUGS

JEWELRY

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

& CARPETS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

UGHT

SPORTING

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM

RUG

CLEANING

GOODS

Smith's Sporting Goods, 1636 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-1249

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

Burd's Automotive Service, 2060 S. La Cienega
Blvd., L. A
VE. 8-9866

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

LIQUORS

Dean Witter & Company

AUTO

BABY

REPAIRS

GOODS

Western Toy and Bciby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

CONTOUR

CHAIRS

Original Contour Chair-Lounge Shop of Brentwood, 12237 Wilshire Blvd
AR. 8-7276

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

HREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

STOCKS

Patio Liquors (Art Rodgers), 105
W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MINERAL

BATHS

Alfredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

OCULISTS
Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

OPTOMETRISTS

& BONDS

(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

,
CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Efnight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),

PAINT

6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., I*. A

HU. 2-112‘l

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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youn. Social Secundit^
By J. H. Johnson, District Manager
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Social Security Administration

^

HAPflALLIGAH

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio

BEVERLY

Discount

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579

BR. 2-1324

URDANK
RADIO

& APPLIANCE

CO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
DUMONT

and RCA

Opposite

Stadium

TELEVISION
Theater

8879 West Pico

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249
OPEN

MONDAY

BR. 2-3832

& FRIDAY

EVENINGS

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

TO FOX STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS:

One of the most misunderstood programs today is Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance. It is many times
confused with other programs under the
broad Social Security law such as Unemployment Insurance, Disability Insurance, Old-Age Pensions, to name a few.
WHAT IS FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND
SURVIVORS INSURANCE?
It is an insurance program operated
by the Federal Government to provide
regular monthly income to workers and
their families when the worker is sixtyfive years of age and retires, or to his
survivors when he dies.
WHO PAYS FOR IT?
It is paid for out of a trust fund
which is built up by special taxes on
employers and employees and the selfemployed. At the present time, 1/2% of
the employee’s gross pay up to $3,600
in a year- is withheld for social security
taxes and a like amount is paid by your
employer. The self-employed person is
required to pay 1/2 times the amount
paid by an employee or 2/i% of his net
earnings up to $3,600 in the taxable year.
HOW TO COLLECT IT
Benefit payments whether retirement
or survivors are not made automatically.
An application for benefits must be filed
with the Social Security Administration
before payments can be made. Delay in
claiming benefits may result in loss of

As of December 3 1 st, we will close
the display room which we have
maintained since 1946 at 369
South Robertson Blvd., near Olympic, in Beverly Hills.
Certain lines of merchandise
which we have kept on hand in
order to make immediate delivery
to customers, will be discontinued,
and this stock will be sold at a

WHO GETS BENEHTS?
payments.
Monthly cash benefits are payable to
the insured wage earner at age 65 or
older for any and all months in which
he does not earn more than $75 in employment covered by the Social Security
Act, or is not earning more than $900 in
a taxable year from self-employment.
(After
age 75
on
earnings.
) there are no restrictions

price lower than our usual wholesale figure.

A lump-sum death payment is payable in every death case even though
monthly payments are also payable. The
lump-sum payment is made to the widow
or widower who was living with the
deceased at the time of his death. If the
worker was not survdved by a spouse,
the lump-sum is then paid to the person
who paid the burial expenses.
AMOUNT OF BENEHT
The amount of the insurance benefit

Sorry that we will not be able to
continue to offer you the convenience of shopping in our Beverly
Hills display room, but this is a
service that can be extended only
through the present Christmas
season.

Do Your Christmas Shopping Now
While Our Stock of Merchandise
is Still Complete.

MALTZ COMPANY
OP CALIFORNIA
369 S. Robertson Blvd., Near Olympic

Beverly Hills

CR. 4-5213

depends upon the average monthly earnings of the worker in covered employment or self-employment. In determining the amount of the benefit, two steps
are necessary:
First: Ascertain the average monthly
wage. This is figured by dividing the
total covered wages received either from
January 1, 1937, to the date of entitle-
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ment or death, or from January 1, 1951,
to date of entitlement or death, by the
number of months during each period.
The one resulting in the highest average
is used.
Second: Since the earnings of most
workers have been higher since 1950,
the new formula is used, which is:
55% of the first $100 of the average
monthly wage and 15% of the next $200.
This gives the amount of the retirement
benefit. For example, a worker who has
had earnings of $3,600 in each of the
years 1951, 1952 and 1953 and attains
age 65 in January 1954, would have an
average monthly wage of $300 (3 x 3600
divided by 36). His retirement benefit
would be $85 a month (55% of $100, or
$55; plus 15% of remaining $200, or $30).
The payments to members of the family are based upon the amount as determined above and in the following portions: Wife or husband, I2; child of live
wage earner, /2; child of deceased wage
earner, widow or widower, %; parents,
each.
The total monthly payment to one
family cannot be more than 80% of the
workers average monthly earnings or
more than $168.75 — whichever is the
least. The amount of the lump-sum is
three times the monthly retirement
benefit.
WHEN PAYMENTS STOP
Payments terminate when any beneficiary dies, or, in the case of a wife when
she obtains a divorce, or widow when
she remarries. Children’s benefits terminate upon the attainment of age 18 or
if they marry or die prior to age 18. Also,
benefits are not payable for any month
in which any beneficiary earns more
than $75.
CHECK YOUR RECORDS
The Social Security Administration advises a check on your records every three
years especially when you have had numerous employers. You may check your
record by writing to the Social Security
Administration, Baltimore, Md., and asking for a statement of your account. You
may also get an addressed postcard from
any Social Security Field Office for use
in requesting wage information. If an
error has been made in your account,
the field office will help you get it
corrected
HOW TO HND OUT MORE
Don’t depend upon hearsay regarding
your rights to Social Security insurance.
Correct information is available for you
and your family from any Social Security
Administration Field Office. Consult your
local telephone directory for the office
nearest you.

The Income Tax Bubble
Starting with the first pay check received in 1954 which will be on January
2nd, the new

federal withholding

tax for the year starting January 1, 1954.
This sounds like very exciting news but
workers

who

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"WEISS,

rates

go into effect. In general they reflect a
10? reduction in your personal income

in effect many

SHOP
.7
. .
wEi!§;!§;^
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

expect to

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
CARL
10643 Pico Blvd.
A CARPETS

are going to be disappointed. The reason
for that is the increase in the social security tax rate —

a rise of

over the

1/2% paid on earnings up to $3,600 —
which also takes effect as of January 1,
1954. There is a similar increase in the
matching
will now
tax.

rate paid by the studio, which
also pay 2% as social security

In addition, the company
paying

has been

ir LINOLEUM

Wright

see these tax cuts yield bigger pay checks
A

Complete

CARPET

Mgr.
AR. 3-8636
ir TILE

Carpet Co.

SERVICE

THE "WRIGHT"

CLEANING
A LAYING
A DYEING

WAY

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10% DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

up to 3% of the first $3,000 of

each employee’s earnings for federal and
state unemployment insurance. There is
no contribution
tax. The

from employees

for this

1% that the employee

pays on

the first $3,000 is for disability insurance.
So in many

cases the lower

income

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

tax rates won’t mean bigger pay checks.
In fact in certain income brackets the

Flowers Telegraphed

Weekly
Pay
$ 50
75
100
125

S

....

Total
Take-Home
— $ .25
-!- .02

$ .25
.38
.,50
.63

.40
1.00
1.50

W.
FORT

$$ OIL $$
Universal Consolidated Oil Company
Now Drilling on the Lot
20 Years

Money

LEE

of Consecutive

BARBOUR,

BICKFORD
NATIONALLY

HOLLYWOOD

BOB WATERFIELD

KNOWN

BRANDS

OF

Household Appliances
Television and Radio
Hoover Vacuum Cleaners
Lionel Trains
HUNDREDS

Dividends

To Participate — Phone or Write
ROGERS,

CHICAGO

OF IDEAL CHRISTMAS

GIFTS

“Still the Best Deal in Town”
i

Lombardi or Paries —

INC.

Maker

•

GROSS,

J. GERMAN,

-f .50
-1- .87

CHARLES

31 Year

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES

past. Here is how the weekly take-home
pay will shape up following January 1st
for a married man with two children:
But This
Much More
For Social
Security

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

total weekly take-home pay will be a
few cents less than it has been in the

This Much
Less
Withheld

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

MA. 6-6871

SMITH

tj COMPANY

559 South Figueroa St., Los Angeles

17

i

i

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506

CR. 1-1135
19
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EniTORIAL
Art Houser
Bob Mintz
Vivian Jorgensen

STAFF
Editorial Dir.
Editor
Asst. Ed.

Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors
•

STAFF

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassbum
Ed Janis
•
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Melzler
•

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS
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Roy Metzler
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Bess Lasky
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studio's big sets more portable than ever before. Read
about this and other new

other stories." on Page

Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky
•

Brown. Juanita . . .
Cannon. Jo
Conlon. Edward
Cripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
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their hair enabling them to
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with such ease. They owe
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A PLACE

IN THE

SUN

“It will now be my duty to see to it that this place
in the sun shall remain our undisputed possession.”
The sun does not shine for a few trees and flowers but for the wide world’s joy. There’s place in the
sun for everything.
Many

observers, in the earlier “boom” days of television predicted that the movie industry and the

television industry would one day wage a “war of the worlds,” and that when the fighting was over, the TV
giant would hold a bent and broken moviola high in the air as a victory sign, while the vanquished film
industry would pick itself up from the dust of battle and limp away in search of a new audience. That battle
never occurred.
But no one can deny that movies have had a struggle. Television was one reason, the poor quality picture
was another. When

the national television audience reached mass proportions about five years ago, it became

evident that TV’s encroachment on theatre business was a reality. Television was new and its novelty was
a terrific draw to hundreds of thousands of neophyte set owners. For the first time, visual entertainment was
being piped into the American
this was unimportant.

home free of charge. The calibre of entertainment was not always high, but

If there were no outstanding shows on the air at a given time, watch the mediocre.

And if there were no mediocre ones, watch the poor. The people couldn’t say “no.”
At the same time this phenomenon

was taking place in the American

home, something was happening

in the American theatre. People ivere saying “no.” In the pre-television days it didn’t matter whether a
picture was great or just passable. Generally it could be counted on to draw at least enough patrons to insure
a fair profit. But with the dawn of the TV era, this was no longer true. With the competition offered by
TV, fair pictures were not good enough. And somethimes

even good pictures had to fight for the business

they deserved. And sometimes they lost.
At last television viewers have gained a sense of balance concerning what they watch and don’t watch,
and it becomes evident that there is a place for both these visual entertainment media. Motion pictures
and television can each enjoy prosperity just as long as I ) their customers remain selective and thus create
and sustain a demand
demand

for consistently good entertainment and 2) producers in the two media satisfy this

by supplying good, solid entertainment. This mutual selectivity on the part of entertainment

sellers and buyers will help assure a worthwhile product and profitable audience participation in both media.
The technical advancements

made in motion picture technique during the past year, plus improved

production methods and meticulous story handling have been a panacea for the sagging box office. Business
during 1953 in Los Angeles for instance was 22% above the figure for 1952 and the best since 1949. It is
heartening to see our industry once again enjoying the popularity that good picture making rightfully
deserves, after several worrisome years of poor motion picture attendance.
The ever-increasing prosperity which prevails today in the industry is the result of good judgment on
the part of movie makers and moviegoers alike, both of whom

have come to the inevitable conclusion that

there is no substitute for good entertainment, at any price.
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You
20th’s progressive
spirit is reflected in
many

new trends
the studio

at

Don’t Have
a

to be

SAMSON-and other stories

I

Most of us know the story of Samson
the Nazarite, who owed his strength to
his vow to God that he would never cut
his hair. And we know how he was betrayed to his enemies the Philistines by
Delilah who discovered his secret.
Before Delilah administered

the crew-

cut, Samson was able to perform unbelievable feats of strength. He even fought
off the Philistines with no more than the
jawbone

of an ass. He was finally imprisoned and blinded by his captors. But
his revenge came when, with renewed
strength, he pulled down the Philistine
temple,
himself. crushing his enemies as well as
What

a Herculean

feat to have been

able to lift marble pillars in the air. Yet,
members of 20th’s unit crews do it every
day, thanks to the use of plastic materials
in set construction which renders them
one-fourth the weight of plaster sets the
same size. The pillar at left weighs no
more than one hundred fifty pounds. Its
plaster counterpart would weigh at least
six hundred and would require four or
five men to handle it.
Plastics in our industry is a relatively
new thing. We first began using plastic
materials in set construction after the
war, but until recently the cost of the
materials involved has made extensive
use

prohibitive. During

the

last few

years, new techniques have been developed in the casting process used by our
Staff Shop. The result is a lower cost
plastic operation than has ever been possible before.
The advantages of using plastics in
the construction of sets are great. As
illustrated on the cover, units made of
plastic are much

lighter than those of

Byron Benson, left. Art Department and Pete Di Bartolomeo, unit crew
foreman, stand by the twelve-foot plastic pillar which appears on
the cover. Made of plastic, it weighs but one hundred fifty pounds.
A plaster pillar the same size would weigh four times as much.
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plaster. This makes them far more portable and easier to handle. The end result
is a saving of time and labor. Another
distinct ad\ antage that plastic units have
o\er plaster ones is their durability. We
ha\ e learned from experience that plastic sets outlast plaster ones at least two
to one. Economy of operation has necessitated the studio’s using sets over and
over again, after revamping and painting. The use of plastic makes this possible, since sets made of the new material will remain usable for several years.
The method employed in plastic set
construction is basically the same as that
used with plaster. The fundamental difference of course is in the material used.
Our

Staff Shop receives the plastic material in liquid form. This liquid is applied to a mold which is made either of
plaster or \ inyl, a type of flexible plastic.
The mold is then placed in an oven
where the cast becomes hard. When the
hardening process is complete the cast is
removed from the mold. The result is a
strong, lightweight, durable unit which
will take and hold paint \ ery well.
Much

of the set construction

for “The

Egyptian” has employed plastic material.
It has such a distinct advantage over
plaster that we can probably expect to
see plastics more and more in the future.
Eventually, when the cost of the new
material drops into competition with the
cost of plaster, all of our sets will be made
of this light, strong ingredient. The studio’s unit crew men, none of whom have
Samsonite power in their hair, are awaiting that day with eager anticipation.
o

o

o

A plastic Ccist weighing only 250 pounds was
made from this clay model of Toth, an Egyptian god, which weighs about two tons. Working on the model, left to right, are modelmakers Bud Deimy, loe Lee, Normiui Blake,
Floyd Kendall eind PUl Klein (on scaffold).

“KME

515 to 98. KME

515 to 98. Come

in 98.” “98 to KME 515, go ahead.” “KME
515 to 98. Pickup at 4537 Sunset for the
hills. Over.” “98 Wilco.”
An action-packed scene from Gang
Busters? No, just a routine call from our
Transportation Department to one of the
eighteen two-way

radio units in the de-

partment’s new high frequency communication system. Inaugurated last September 12th, the radio link between the
transportation dispatcher and the special
units equipped with receivers and transmitters has already proven itself an indispensable addition to the transportation network. There is no accurate way
of determining just how much time and
manpower the radio system saves, but
it is a certainty that within two or three
years the equipment will have paid for
itself by increasing the Transportation
Department’s operating efficiency.
Here is an example of how the twoway radio system can save $10 and an
hour’s time with a single transmission;
One of the studio’s station wagons has
left the Western Avenue studio and is on
its way back to the Fox Hills lot. Shortly
after the unit leaves Western Ave., the
dispatcher in the Transportation Office
receives a call from the Cutting Department that a print is ready at Technicolor
and is needed right away. Without a
radio, the driver of the station wagon
has no way of knowing about the pickup
at Technicolor. So the dispatcher has to
send another unit from the lot to Technicolor and back. With a two-way radio,
the dispatcher is able to intercept the
driver on his way back to the studio, thus
eliminating an entire trip and savdng at

Bob Doyle, unit crewman, easily lifts a giant
anthill made out of plastic material. Besides
being far lighter to handle, plastic units are
stronger and last twice as long as plaster ones.

least an hour’s time. The same principle
applies to transportation operations on
the lot.
Right now

the studio transmitter, KME

515, operates from atop the Transportation Department building at the north
end of the lot. Originally designed for
on-the-lot communication only, the studio transmitters and receivers have been
pressed into far greater service almost
from the time of their installation. Transmissions have been carried on as far

Tramsportation dispatcher George McQuerry contacts a driver in one of the studio's two-way
radio units. KME 515, 20th's high frequency broadcasting station, was inaugurated September
12th and has already proven its value in expediting dozens of transportation calls each day.
Originally designed to operate on the lot only, the radio link has been effective for distances up
to tliirty miles.
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Clarence Shores gives his location to the Transportation Department after making a downtown
pickup. The studio dispatcher contacts the downtown unit on an average of 25 times throughout the day as additional calls come in for that run. New transmitter being installed on Mt.
Wilson will give transmissions much greater radius than they now have.

away as East Pasadena and Long Beach,
although the signal at that distance is
weak. That is the reason for current ex-

templated which will allow the dispatcher to talk to any single unit in operation, without other units receiving the
message.

Prop maker foreman lim Spies, standing,
watches prop maker Walter Hutcherson as he
constructs

a piece of jewelry for "The

Egyp-

transmitter on the lot, then to the transmitter on Mt. Wilson and receixed by
any or all radio units within
tian." by the transmitter.
cox^ered

the area

pansion plans for the communication system. Within the ne.xt few weeks final
installation of a transmitter on Mt. Wil.son will take place. This station should
cover a radius of appro.ximately 200
miles, putting the entire Southern California area within the range of the studio
dispatcher.

Although it will be some time before
it can be put into actual operation, the

Another eventual addition to the radio
network could be the installation of an

studio’s radio system will eventually be
augmented to allow two-way communication between any office on the lot and
radio equipped \ ehicles operated by the
studio anywhere in Southern California.

At the present time, transmissions emanating from the studio are receixed by
all units. Additional installations are con-

This will be achiexed b)’ means of a
telephone patch system which will enable telephone signals to be fed into the

automatic relay station xvhich xvould
carry the signal to another area of the
country. This would alloxv the studio to
keep in constant contact xvith location
units perhaps more than a thousand
miles distant.
Besides the many
that two-way

obvious

adx antages

radio communication

has

in the Transportation Department’s regular operation, the radio link could be a
life saver in time of disaster. Although
xve may never be called upon to use the
radio equipment for this purpose, it is
good to know that Transportation is
ready to meet an emergency if it should
arise.
In the meantime, the men who operate
KME 515 do a great job every day making this new high frequency broadcasting equipment pay off for the studio.
«

So what
Prop Makers

«

else is new?
Department,

O

Plenty, says the
which has had

to create many new things for “The
Egyptian.’’ Ordinarily most of the props
required by a modern or period picture
can be supplied either by our Property
Department or rented on the outside.
Scene

in the Prop Makers

Department

reveals the variety of work

involved

in preparing

for

"The Egyptian." Headpieces, armbands, cups and other props of bronze and copper are visible
on worktcd}le. Prop makers left to right are Pete Peterson, Gordon Kerr, Bob Elliot, Michael
Frank and Harry Schoeppe.
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This was not the case with “The Egyptian.” Until now the subject of Ancient
Egypt has been virtually untouched on
the screen. So although the period is

Labs in New York
of Alan Freedman.

probably better documented than any
other period of ancient civilization,, there
has never been a picture of major significance produced dealing with the civilization of Ancient Egypt; thus there
was a general lack of props depicting

technical staff including most of the former laboratory employees.

used — and they had

Before the Western .\\enue Lab became De Luxe Laboratories, Inc., it had

The Research Library, with an assist
from the Brooklyn, Cairo, British and

concentrated

been

producing chariots, swords, harnesses, vases, urns, bowls, lances, metalware and more than five thousand individual pieces of ceramic ware which are
being turned into elaborate necklaces,
bracelets and fobs in striking colors and
designs.
For the firing of the ceramic j^ieces,
the studio has purchased a ceramic kiln
which

permits blobs of clay to be patterned into beautiful finished products,
with the entire operation taking place
within the department. To duplicate
these pieces elsewhere would cost at
least twice as much as producing them
on the lot.

on striping and sound print-

ing of 20th’s color prints coming from
Technicolor. Under the new setup, the
lab is equipped to do color printing as
well as continuing with the striping and

Metropolitan Museums, gathered together every important volume that dealt with
Ancient Egjptian history. This information, in the form of photographs of actual
paintings and drawings; and articles and
reports of archaeologists’ findings concerning the life and time of those days,
was turned over to the Prop Makers Department, whose job it has been to
construct all the jewelry and other
props required for the atmosphere of the
picture.
For the past ten weeks 25 men have

the direction

The DeLuxe Lab at Western Avenue is
under the super\ision of Sol Halprin,
executive director of photography. Henry
Goldfarb is superintendent of operations
and is assisted by Tom Ingman and a

that era. So with the planning of “The
Egyptian” came a need for the many
ornate and intricate props and pieces
that the Egyptians
to be authentic.

under

The

job of color control analyst Irving Dennison is to see that the seven color solutions
used by the lab maintain the proper chemical
balance. He takes daily samplings of the solutions involved in processing and from this is
able to insure proper contrast, density and fog
levels.

sound printing operations. The arrangement there will also include negati\ e development. This means that the lab will
operate on a commercial basis, being
able to develop a color negative, make
color prints and then stripe and record
the
prints with four-track stereophonic
sound.
This “one-stop” operation will permit
this studio and other production groups
to obtain color prints faster; and more
important, it will allow them greater control over the various phases inxolved in
producing answer prints.
o

After “The Egyptian” has been completed, most of the props made for the
picture will be rented to Cecil B. DeMille
for his production of “The Ten Commandments.” Ifthese props are in demand for other pictures it will be no
surprise, since they are probably the only
authentic replicas of Egyptian art and
craftsmanship in existence.
So, many things are new in the Prop
Makers Department — things made for

20th Century-Fox

o

o

is not standing still.

Besides initiating new production techniques with CinemaScope and stereophonic sound, it has pioneered in many
other directions. These new methods are
indicative of this company’s progressiveness — a quality which is essential for
any company to have, if it is to remain
the leader in its field.

our big production of “The Egyptian” —
and which King Tut himself would believe to have been made by his very own
countrymen.
O

Anything

new

«

«

at Western

Avenue?

YES. The only thing is that it doesn’t
show yet. Because just the name has been
changed — to De Luxe, although within
a few weeks the entire procedure at the
Lab will manifest radical and complete
changes from its former economic and
physical operation. Whereas the lab was
formerly an integral part of the studio, it
now becomes a wholly-owned subsidiary
of 20th Century-Fox, with its own go\ erning officers, payroll, etc.
The major
in the
new
operation
will changes
involve the
typelab’s
of work
done and whom it is done for. Before the
changeover,

Negative

assembly

foreman

Harry

Rehmann

examines a test strip of film on the lab's polishing drum. Lab technici^ms have been ninning
extensive tests to insure unvarying standards
of processing for every frame of film handled.

the lab did processing for

20th only. Now, in addition to developing and printing our own dailies, the lab
will contract work for any outside producer or company that wishes to avail
itself of the laboratory’s services. Our
release prints will be done by the DeLuxe

Ava Gripe helps Art Gottlieb set up the books
during the transfer of the Western Ave. Lab
to De Luxe Labs, Inc. The lab operation has
been expanded to include color developing
and printing.
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FRED L. METZLER RETURNS TO STUDIO AS ADVISOR
News

of the return to the studio of

Fred L. Metzler, former studio manager
and treasurer, was announced
ago in a statement

a few days

by Darryl Zanuck.

The report stated that Metzler’s services
will be on a part-time basis in an ads’isory and consulting capacity.
Metzler’s return to 20th Century-Fox
occurs after a five-month absence from
the lot. He resigned in August, 1953, having served the studio since 1935. It was
in September of that year that he joined
the 20th Century-Fox organization as
studio treasurer. He assumed the additional duties of studio manager

in 1938

and held the dual position at the time
of his resignation last year.
His many
Involved in the appointment of Larry Rice, center, as assistant to studio manager Sid Rogell
are Harold Bow, left and Sam Wittenberg. Bow replaces Rice as paymaster, while Wittenberg moves into Bow's
as head timekeeper.

former

position of assistant paymaster.

Wittenberg

previously

served

friends on the lot are happy

to learn of Mr. Metzler’s return, as well
as the return of his former secretary,
Pauline Dunlap, who
retirement last year.

went

into semi-

LARRY RICE PROMOTED; OTHERS ADVANCE

I

EflFective February 1st is the appointment of Larry bice, former paymaster, to
assistant to Sid Rogell, studio manager.
The

vacancy created by his advancement has been filled by Harold Bow who

moves

np from the post of assistant paymaster, a position he held for fifteen

years.
Replacing Bow as assistant paymaster
is Sam Wittenberg who served as head
timekeeper

since 1940. Ralph

Kash, as-

sistant head timekeeper, moves to the position of head timekeeper as a result of
Wittenberg’s adxancement. Kash, during
his 25 years at the studio had served as
head timekeeper
Ralph Kash, seated, has been advanced to
head timekeeper following advancements in
in the Payroll Dept. Don Boyd, standing, is
now assistant head timekeeper. He was formerly night timekeeper supervisor.
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and assistant paymaster

as well as his most recent position. Replacing him as assistant head timekeeper
is Don

Boyd who for the past seven years

has been night timekeeper

supers isor.

Returning to the lot after an absence of five
months is Fred L. Metzler, former studio manager and treasurer. He will be associated with
the studio on a part time basis, in an advisory
capacity.

March 15 Is JUST AROUND THE CORNER
When it comes to making out tax returns most of us operate on the time-honored principle: “Never do today what can
be put off until tomorrow.” Then we look
at the calendar one day and discover that
“tomorrow” is March 15th, the Day of
Reckoning for the average taxpayer.

Matrimonial

Bliss

to deduct 1/2% of the first $3,600 of each

Newlywed Nat was so excited he forgot to claim his additional withholding
tax exemption until three months after
the marriage. He won’t lose anything
though because he’ll get credit for all
the withholdings when he files his return.
Also he and his wife will each get a $600
personal exemption. They are filing a
joint return— the best procedure for most
couples.
A joint return would be no help however to Healthy Harry and Ailing Alice.
Both had income, Harry $5,000 and Alice
$4,000. Alice had $1,400 medical expenses
and Harry had $500 deductible expenses
of other types. On a joint return they
could claim only $950 for medical expenses$1,400
(
less 5% of their combined
income). Instead they are filing separate
returns and Alice will deduct $1,200 for
medical expenses ($1,400 less 5% of her
income), for a saving of $61.50 on their
total tax bill. They worked it out both
ways before filing, to see which would
be cheaper.

If you want to give yourself the best
possible break on your federal income
tax, file early, prepare your return carefully and save your records — receipts,
cancelled checks, etc. — to back up your
deductions. And, if you find Uncle Sam
owes you money, early filing means a
quicker refund.
Here’s a brief view of how the income
tax affects some typical employees. Do
you recognize yourself in any of these
situations?
The

Long

and

the Short oi It

Lazy Louis takes the easy way out. He
signs his name to the simplified Form
1040A and lets the government figure out
his tax for him. He saves three hours and
loses $30 that he could have cut from
his tax by taking all his deductions.
Thrifty Theresa lists all her deductions
on Long Form 1040 and gets a refund
check that comes in mighty handy after
Christmas shopping. Clever Carl knows
that the tax table (which allows about
10% for charity, interest, taxes, medical
expenses, etc. ) gives him a lower tax than
he would get by figuring his actual deductions, sohe uses the Short Form 1040.

employee’s wages (amounting to $54
for the year) for social security tax. Because he had two employers, more than
$54 had been deducted from his pay.
On his income tax return he will list
“F.I.C.A. tax” (Eederal Insurance Contributions Act) and claim for the excess
over
$54 in the “income tax withheld”
column.
Help

When

You

Need

It

Most taxpayers can fill in their tax
blanks with a minimum of help. A sensible first step is to read the tax instructions sent to you with your tax forms
by the Internal Revenue Service. In most
cases the answers to your questions can
be found there.

Split-second Sally presented her husband with twins just before the stroke
of midnight on December 31st. Her
timing was excellent, because the New
Year’s Eve babies each provided a
exemption for the couple on their
tax. If the twins had been born just
midnight the exemption would not
applied until the 1954 tax.
Exemption

$600
1953
after
have

for Dependents

Lucky Larry is claiming a $600 exemption for his daughter, although she
has been working since November. He
can do this because she earned less than
$600 in 1953 and Larry provided more
than half her support for the year. For
a dependency exemption to be allowed
the dependent must also 1, not be claimed as an exemption in a joint return with
her husband (or his wife), 2, be either
a United States citizen or a resident of
the U. S., Canada or Mexico, and 3, be
closely related to the taxpayer, as defined
in the tax instructions.
Chemge

oi Job

Newcomer Norman worked for another company part of the year. As a
result he has an extra credit against his
income tax. Each employer was required

The next step, if you are still uncertain,
is to seek counsel from a representative
of the Internal Revenue office (one is
currently on the lot ). Of course, you may
have more complicated problems which
will require the help of an accountant.
Paying

Your

Tax

If you find that the government

owes

on the
envelope
which
mail your
you
money,
writein the
wordyou“REEUND”
return. This will help you to get your
refund sooner. On the other hand, if you
owe additional tax on your Eorm 1040,
you must enclose payment with your
return.
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THE SOUND EDITORS in the motion picture industry have formed a
social and educational organization composed of 127 editors from major,
independent and TV studios. President of the newly formed group is
Raymond V. Bomba, 20th sound editor. Left to right are MPSE members
Bob Weatherford, Scim Woodward, Ken Honnold, Ralph Hickey, Gene
Previdi, Bomba, Les Wilder, Wayne Fury, Gare Schweutz, Alfred Ross

cuid Etter D'Orazio. Two other 20th editors belonging to the group but
not pictured are Herb Travis and Robert Joseph. . . . ABOVE is a
picture made by a passing motorist of the studio truck that mysteriously
caught fire out of Comstock, Texas last November 9th. Truck was headed
to Mexican location of "Garden of Evil" when the incident occurred.
Destroyed equipment was replaced the day after the fire.

INSTALLATION OF NEW OFFICERS for
The Westerners was held last week at
the Cafe de Paris. Pictured are Bill Weisheit, incoming president; Sid Rogell,
studio manager and guest speaker at
the installation; and Glenn Harman,
junior past president.

IT HAPPENED— and while Marilyn and
Joe were honeymooning in seclusion,
millions of masculine admirers were
silently mourning the passing into matrimonial sanctuary of the voluptuous Miss
Monroe. She was wed to the incomparable Mr. Di Maggio on January 14th.
And as the world greeted the event with
mixed emotion, the same old wish still
prevailed — for a long life of good health
and happiness together.

<] <0

One of FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVE is
Leon Shamroy, left, who was recently
awarded The Film Daily Award as best
cinematographer of 1953 for his outstanding work on "The Robe." Award
was the result of polling of 73 million
critics who write or comment professionally. Camera head Sol Hcdprin congratulates Shamroy. Halprin holds CinemaScope lens like one used for shooting
"The Robe."
A FACE FAMILIAR to most of us is that
of Pat (Averall) Flothow, right, who gave
away millions of dollars during her employment atFox (she was assistant cashier for six years). She left the studio in
1951 to become a homemaker. She is
seen with her son Carl and sister Esther,
who

is an

partment.
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assistant in the Script De-

IN PICTURES#.and WORDS
f Three

fellows set out for the Zulu

country on the 28th. Heading first to
London and Ireland and then to Capetown and Johannesburg, South Africa
are GERD OSWALD, VIC PRICE and
ADDISON
HEHR
who will be doing
pre-production
work
for a “Untamed.”
They will be in
Africa
couple of
months. . . . Policeman JACK HOLMES
and wife in Seattle to celebrate their
youngest
granddaughter’s
birthday.
The
Holmeses
have flown 5th
over
15,000
miles in the past three years. . . . Another
“Robe” nomination for lensman LEON
SHAMROY — by the Books & Authors
Club. They’ll decide March 4th. . . . Projection engineer LAWRENCE
JONES
leaves for Europe
two weeks.
He’ll fly
American
Airlinesin with
his daughter
THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS when the man behind the
sion was a dual birthday celebration in the Script
Clara Bing (just visiting), June Connor and Madge
June Spendlove (underplaying it) and Lola Lutzhoif.

camera asks for a little C-H-E-E-Z-E ! ! OccaDepartment. Left to right are Ruth Howard,
Inman (the birthday girls), Maurine Lacy,
A grand time was had by many.

AFTER DRIVING FOR 20TH for twentyfour years, Frank Weiss has retired.
"Are you going to do any traveling?"
we asked. "I've done plenty already;
have driven across the country 1 1
times." So Frank will spend his time
raising fine singer canaries, a hobby of
Frank's for many years. He'll visit the
lot often with his home-grown warblers.

who’s a stewardess for AA (He still has
to pick up the tab). . . . Hope this finds
prop maker FRANK PIERCE’s wife feeling better.
“MUSCLES”
DON back. .to. HAL
heading
the Print GORShop
after being ko’ed by a tiny little flu germ.
. . . Western Ave. operator VI CHAPMAN has left her post after 8 years. She
is now operator and receptionist for
Reddi-Wip. . . . Chief projectionist BILL
WEISHEIT on the lot for a while, feelall the
Pie’ll be
back ingtobetter
work
in a time.
few weeks.
. . coming
. Good
luck to IVAN JONES, formerly of the
Mail Dept. He moved to Publicity last
week, works out of mimeo. . . . Ladies
Wardrobers ELLEN
MANLEY
and
EMMA
CLARK — both recently retired
— both living in the Valley — and both
enjoying it. . . . BETH BICKEL,
LYN TLAPA and RUDY REAVES

EVEshag-

ging over to Hlywd Hi five nites/wk
to brsh up on shrthnd. . . . Prop Maker
HENRY
KENTOP goes boating weekends with his two kids. He built the 18footer himself. . . . Good to see chief
telephone

operator NETTIE
MCLAUGHLIN back to work after her recent illness. . . . BILL BAKER, furniture

maker

formerly

of

the

Maintenance

Dept., now by-lining a syndicated do-ityourself feature in The Mirror. It will go
nation-wide soon. . . . Laborers VICTOR
LEONTOVICH
and WALTER L. MOR-

THE ANNUAL CREDIT MEETING was held January 15th for the election of board of directors,
credit committee eind supervisory committee members. Seated left to right are Bob Lollier, Loretta Powell, Homer Traw, Pete Montemurro and Estelle Trager. Standing are Larry Rice, Dave
Vaughan, Monte Bonome, Les Dressier, Galvin Wood, Bob Patton, Ted Frazier, Rudolph Jiranek
amd Lloyd Nobles. New officers of the Credit Union are Pete Montemurro, president; Bob Patton,
vice-president emd Homer Traw, secretary-treasurer. The board of directors voted a 2V2% dividend on savings.

GAN have retired after many years’ service. Morgan started here in 1935, Leontovich in ’39. Good luck to both these
good workers. . . . Dialog director JERRY BRYAN selling real estate in S.F.
Valley in the meantime. . . . MAX LAMB
baek in Story Files after an absenee of
several months. . . . IKE DANNING,
formerly of Transportation, now \'ending
brand new Fords in Beverly Hills. . . .
Air conditioning engineer LOU HESS
retired after 17 years at the studio. . . .
That’s 30.
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Paul WurtzeL Vice-President

Roy Metzler, President

Larry Rice, Treasurer

STUDIO (IIIB ELECTS NEW OFFICERS; 14 PUNS OUTLINED
Announcement

was

slate of Studio Club

made

of the new

officers elected at

Board

the January meeting of the Board of Controllers. Elected president of the Club for
1954 is Roy Metzler of the Publicity Department, who succeeds

George

Steph-

Juanita Brown
Jo Cannon

of Controllers

—

1954

Fred Lutz — Landscape

— Cafe

Bill Marsh

— Hospital

— Purchasing

enson. Newly elected vice-president of
the Studio Club is Paul Wurtzel. The

Edward

office of secretary

Ava Cripe — Lab

George

Dick Darling — Employment

Frances Richardson

Red Davies — Labor

Irish Roche

A1 De Gaetano

Harold Roddan

was

filled by Bess

Lasky, and treasurer of the Club is Larry
Rice.
Because

the Club

has had to limit its

operation during the past four months
a result of the production

as

hiatus, it was

moved at the meeting that Board members should ha\ e their terms of office extended for one

year. So the Board

of

Conlon

— Fire

—

Harry Mellen — Property

Prop Makers

— Labor
— Projection

Lee Roth — Ladies' Wardrobe

Frank Gilroy — Grip

Dick Smith — Makeup

Dick James — Men's

Wardrobe

George

Controllers will remain
the coming year.

Stephenson

the same through

kiddies which

has been

the 1953 Christmas
for the year include

Board

and many

to

serve

three-year

terms. They are Harold Roddan, Projection; Bill Marsh, Purchasing and Sam
Wittenberg, Payroll. They were elected
to fill vacancies created by three members
of the Board
studio.

who

are no longer at the

After elections were

held, the Board

discussed plans for the 1954 program
events. Arrangements
the forthcoming

were

Easter

of

outlined for

Party for the

Ave.

Elec. Prod.

Following the election of officers, the
Board nominated and elected three new
members

— Exec.

Estelle Trager — Western
Dick Vierich —

12

— Research

Jean Fontaine — Engineering

Robert Jolley — Paint

Bess Lasky, Secretary

Patrick — Art

substituted for

Party. Other plans
a Picnic, County

Fair, Golf Tournament,

Surprise Dance

other social events.

Studio Club president Roy Metzler expressed optimism over the program of
the Club for the coming year. “With a
greatly improved personnel situation we
can anticipate a well-rounded program of
events and activities throughout the year.
Our aim will be to offer a varied enough
program

to appeal to a wide

variety of

tastes. It will include recreation, education and health and welfare activities.”

1*-'

STUDIO CLUB
ACT/VI riES

With the new year comes the Studio Club’s annual membership campaign and with it, plans for an exciting program of
events. Your Studio Club membership card is the key to dozens
of activities and services offered by the Studio Club the year
’round. And it is still a better bargain than any other industrial
club membership within or outside our industry.
Here’s why: The discount program alone can more
for the cost of membership by allowing
you terrific savings on purchases of hundred of items. The convenience of purchasing theatre and exhibition tickets on
the lot, plus books and magazines at a

than pay

discount are services that can’t be overlooked. A health program, including an-

nual free chest X-ray, free eye examination and blood service, is another important part of the Club’s over-all jDrogram; not to mention educational classes
arranged and sj)onsored by the Club and
recreational activities and social events.
If you’re the academic

or choregraphic

type, one of the Club’s night classes or
social events will interest you. Or if your interests are of an
aesthetic nature, then the annual art and photographic exhibits
will awaken a spark of enthusiasm in you. But whatever your
extracurricular desires may be, some part of the Studio Club
program will lend itself to your particular inclination.
Sum it up by saying that in return for your support this
coming year we will offer a diversified and enjoyable program
of worthwhile activities.
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LAURENCE
LARSON, Elec. Engin. — I’m going to do my best to make every foreign power
adopt the pliilosophy of “live and let live.” This
would be the greatest single step toward world
peace.

MARJORIE JOHNSTON, Payroll — I’m going
to recall and use the plain old “horse sense”
our grandfathers used in the ta.xation of Americans; and more important, in the spending of
the tax money collected.

If I Were

CHARLES BORGHINI, Cafe - I’m going to
order the Army to close all restaurants that print
their menus in French. It’s hard enough to
prepare scrambled eggs without having to learn
how

to call them “Oeufs Brouilles.”

President’

“If I were President, ihere’d be plent)of changes made; you can bet your life
What a familiar phrase this is. At one
on that!”
time
or other we ha\e all been fed up
with a situation and have wished that
we could be the Chief Executive for one
day— just one day— and wield an influence
that would be felt around the world.
The other day our Roving Reporter
set out to turn eight studio employees
into alter-Eisenhowers for one day. And

ANDY JENSEN, Transportation — I’m going to
pass a law giving everyone working an annual

that’s what he did. Here you have the
results of this transformation; clues of
things to come if any of these fellow
workers were ever to become tenants of
the White House.

three-weeks’ vacation with pay. I’m also going
to lower the age limit for pensions to .55 years
for those who want to retire then.

CLARA

BING,

Music

Lib. — With

my

musical

backpound.
I’m keep
going my
to staff
see that
conditions
are
harmonUmx;
in tune
at all
times; and do my best to keep the populace
singing God Bless America.
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JACK HOLMES, Police — I’m so excited about
being the new President I’m declaring a legal
holiday. Tomorrow I’m going to outline legislation that will bring labor and management into
closer accord.

BOB CHAPLIN, Fire — My initial efforts will
be directed toward the creation of a standing
surplus fund of money to be used in emergencies in America, without asking the American
Public to finance same through donations.

GERALD ENDLER, Prop Makers — I’m going
to make it mandatory for women drivers to install transmitters in their cars so they would
be able to explain to the driver behind what
their next move is going to be.

YOUR

^^?V»‘‘o’g!gg>

TCtCPROHM^
ANSWER

TRe

Be BURe

TCLE PHONE

OF THC
NUWBE

BE

READY

TAEVC
THE
WHEN

TO

^^NG

UP

PROt<\PTLX

GENTLY

IDENT\FY

When making a call

YOURSELE

CAUSED
person

outside by dialing
8 or 9, or when

answers

talking station to
\T \suH

5>'^ot»2:

AWAV

-v€:i-£:pmo««^
do not attempt to

>AEC€SSAR.Y
TO
SHOUT

Station on the lot,

LEAVE
WORD
WHERE

flash the operator
as she has no way

r

You ARE
00\NG

of transferring your

SPEAR

call; it doesn't go

DIRECTLY
INTO THE^

through the studio

TRAN&nVTTER

switchboard.
Above all, make
courtesy your

^

A

CAUU Vir^^

RECEl

SIGNAL
THE
OPERATOR

S-L-O-W-L-Y
AS H
(1 FLSEdOHOT)

telephone habit it will pay off.

Fire Dept Moves Fast
SHOP
.T
. . .
wmss^
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
to Studio Club Members
CARL WEISS,

Courtesy
10643 Pico Blvd.
A CARPETS

Wright
A

Complete

CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

ir TILE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
11218 Washington Bird., Culver City

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

belated

reaction to the

Department

last week.

Apparently

a

chain arrangement used in raising backings in the Scenic Art Department caught
on one of the sprinkler pipes and snapped

the Fire Department as that caused by
an activated sprinkler head. So the fire
truck sped to the Art Department in
search of flames. Instead they were greeted by a heavy spray of water from the
broken high pressure line. Realizing there
was no fire so the high pressure system

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

somewhat

it. This produced the same reaction on
the ADT Electric Protection Board in

Co.
THE

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

A

earthquake of January 12th resulted in
a few moments of excitement in the Art

Mgr.
AR. 3-8636

ir LINOLEUM

Averts Costly Studio Loss

not needed, fire captain Ed Conlon
the high pressure valves closed

and the drains opened. This action prevented what could have been an extensive water damage to many valuable
backings.
An occurence like this is just another
excellent reason for maintaining a Fire
Department on the lot. Without an alert
and experienced crew to answer calls the
instant they come in, this incident could
have been a very costly one. Since it
takes about fifteen minutes for city fire
apparatus to reach the lot in response
to calls received on their alarm board,
the escaping water could have ruined
many irreplaceable backings by the time
this equipment arri\ ed.
The most noteworthy part of the whole

INC.

CHICAGO

was

ordered

HOLLYWOOD

thing is this: The entire event — from
alarm until our truck was back in ser\ice in the department — took only 13
minutes. And the high pressure line was
shut off just four minutes after the initial
alarm sounded in the Fire Department!

CHARLES
1

t
it

BICKFORD
NATIONALLY

BOB WATERFIELD

KNOWN

BRANDS

OF

Household Appliances
Television and Radio
Hoover Vacuum Cleaners
Lionel Trains
HUNDREDS

OF IDEAL CHRISTMAS

$$ OIL $$
Universal Consolidated Oil Company
Now Drilling on the Lot

GIFTS

31 Year Money

‘“Still the Best Deal in Town**
i

i

20 Years of Consecutive

i

TELLER APPLIANCE COMPANY
143 So. Robertson Blvd., at 3rd St., Los Angeles, California

BR. 2-5506
16

Maker

CR. 1-1135

Dividends

•

To Participate — Phone or Write
Lombardi or Faries —
GROSS,

ROGERS,

BARBOUR,

MA. 6-6871

SMITH

& COMPANY

559 South Figueroa St., Los Angeles
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HREPLACE

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coifeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co.. 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St., LA. MA. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urd^mk Radio & Applicince Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

FIXTURES

PHONOGRAPH

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

REAL

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

Howard McCarry, 12300V2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FURS
Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

HARDWARE

AUTOMOBILES

Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

Ed Morris, Ed James Buick Co., 1367 So. Figueroa St., L. A
PR. 5011
Simonson-Schactmayer, Inc. (Packard), Wilshire
Blvd. at 17th, Santa Monica
AR. 3-0231
Ed Yoder (A. E. Nugent Chevrolet), 400 S.
La Brea Ave., L. A
WY. 2131

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires. Batteries.

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogjert's
1725 only)
Westwood
(DiscountTireon Co.,
recaps

Blvd.,
L. A.
AR. 9-7721

lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

AUTO

REPAIRS

HOME

DECORATING

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Holly wood..PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147

JEWELRY

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

LIGHT

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

BABY

LIQUORS

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

CHAIRS

Original Contour Chair-Lounge Shop of Brentwood, 12237 Wilshire Blvd
AR. 8-7276

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills. ...CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MINERAL

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CONTOUR

Patio Liquors (Art Rodgers), 10515^,'i W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-8449

LUGGAGE

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS
The Fairway, 9401 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Webster's, 1CJB45 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

CR. 5-4364
AR. 9-9554

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 3 1 5 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City

BATHS

Alfredo's Florentine Baths. 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

’.

TE. 0-3636

— GREETING

CARDS

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

STOCKS

Coobie'srose Ave.,
AutoL. A& Radiator Service, 7500
MelWY. 7901

Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

READY-TO-WEAR

STATIONERS

FIXTURES

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

GOODS

ESTATE

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

LINOLEUM

Burd's Automotive Service, 2060 S. La Cienega
Blvd., L. A
VE. 8-9866

PLUMBING

FUNERALS

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

(New and Used)

RECORDS-

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd.,
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa
L. A
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S.
L. A
Vic Mature Television, 10739
L. A

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

L. A
WY. 5944
Monica Blvd.,
AR. 7-7508
Western Ave.,
PL. 3-1295
W. Pico Blvd.,
BR. 2-3647

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

OCULISTS

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),

Nathaniel Berman, M.D., 8820 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 5-7747

6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper. 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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COMPLETE
CUSTOM

LLARD’S
WI
All the Chicken

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

Hints for the Mrs.

AR. 9-561 1

You Can Eat

] 0649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster's)

LA BREA

$225

sh-sh-sh

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

TIRE SERVICE

OFFERS

YOU

25 TO 40%
ON

• Scouring pads will last longer if you
cut them into cpiarters and use a small
piece at a time.

private line

CR. 6-3766

• A sprinkling of cologne on the ironing
board before ironing leaves a nice fragrance on lingerie.
o
o
o

O

screw will go in without cracking the
plaster and it will hold fairly heavy
weights.
O

181 so. LA BREA

WY. 2194

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
We

ON
BRANDS

OUR

APPLIANCE

also

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

O

• Screws in plaster will hold if you first
drive a nail carefully into plaster, remove
nail and fill hole with steel wool. The

ALL

Tires - Tubes - Retreading
Batteries

DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

«

OFF LIST

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

BRANDS

»

O

• Raisins ready for use are a simple matter if you wash the whole package at
once, dry on a clean cloth and store in
well-covered glass jars. They keep moist
and plump.
«
«
«
• When no
out of the
warm water
Use this for
loaf, soups,

more catsup can be shaken
bottle, put a tablespoon of
in the bottle and shake well.
seasoning baked beans, meat
etc.
«
«
«

• To

make veal cutlets tender and delicious, squeeze lemon juice over them,
pat on some flour and allow to stand half
an hour before frying.

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

«

1725 Westwood

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

«

«

• A quick way to make fritters is to add
pancake flour instead of mixing the usual
flour, salt, sugar, baking powder.
«

ft

«

• On remov’ing a pie from the oven, do
not put it on a flat surface, but on a wire
rack where the air can circulate. Helps
keep the crust crisp.

Studio Club Members —

Check Substantial Savings

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Projectors &
Accessories
Films
Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizcna 7-7508

SALES CO.

thru Saturday —

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a m to 6 p.m.

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

2-7110

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

Sales For

Authorized

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

STanley
7-5714

BOULEVARD

—

Monday

HAP Mium

All

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount

BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard

Appliances
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CR. 5-5579

BR. 2-1324

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
AUGUST
24, 1912, AS AMENDED
BY
THE ACTS OF MARCH
3, 1933, AND
JULY 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code,
Section 233) SHOWING
THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION OP" ACTION, published monthly at
Los Angeles, California for October 1, 1953.

DISCOUNT

10201 \\’. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
( .An incorporated non-profit Cahfornia corporation. No stock or share holders. ) Officers of the
Club: George Stephenson, President, 10201 W.
Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.; Al De Weese,
Vice-President, (same); Estelle Trager, Secretary (same); Roy Metzler, Treasurer, (same).
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: ( If there are none,
so state. ) None.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee
or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of
the person or corporation for whom such trustee
is acting; also the statements in the two parathe circumstances
affiant’s full knowdedge
and
belief asgraphstoshowthe
and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders
w'ho do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock ancl securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner.
5. The average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the 12 months preceding the
date shown above was: (This information is
recjuired from daily, weekly, semi-weekly, and
triweekly newspapers only. )

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

hutch Self paints

1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
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are: Publishc-r: Twentieth Century-Fox Studio
Club, 10201 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
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Robert Mintz, 10201 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles
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W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
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percent or more of total amount of stock. If
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11 owned by a partnership or other unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well as that
of each individual member, must be given. )
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what is a home freezer?
Sounds like a silly question — but maybe it’s a tough one for some people
to answer. It’s all a matter of economics. Read the why’s and wherefore’s
on page

3

accounting presents the facts
Our

Finance

and

Accounting

Departments

handle

millions of figures in

their job of keeping the studio’s books balanced. Here are the facts behind
the figures— the story of their operation, which is a big one. See page

4

1

fox looks good in shorts
Don’t be alarmed. It’s just our way of telling you that Twentieth has
launched a program of short subjects and is doing a fine production job
in this field under producer Otto Lang. Details on page

3

making molehills out of mountains
That’s what happens to piles of scripts, stories and fan mail when they are
attacked by a vanguard of cooperative gals in many offices around the lot.
It’s a new

system of work distribution. You can learn how

it works on page

to

Studio legion post spreads goodwill
Our American
time making
it on page

Legion Post No. 563 is an organization that devotes a lot of
the veterans at Sawtelle more

comfortable.

Read

how

they do

are you among the 93%

12
13

It’s an easy thing to determine. All you have to do is look in your wallet
for that important Uttle card. It is the key to lots of worthwhile service and,

well — turn to page

14

around the lot
For some quick gfimpses of happenings around this lot of ours and some
of the names that made news tliis past month, see page

rogell address rings of optimism
At the annual Inaugural Dinner of the Studio Club Board of Controllers last
month, studio manager Sid Rogell, principal speaker, talked about our
industry and our studio. His speech, just as he presented it, appears on page

buyers' directory

You don’t have to hunt for bargains wlien you use this handy index to a
wide assortment of goods and services. These merchants honor your Studio
Club card with money-saving
Action’s “Who’s

16
17

discounts. Get into the habit of referring to

Who’’ in the discount world on page

easter surprise party . . .
April 11th is the date. It’s designed for the kiddies but should prove to be
a grand time for youngsters and adults alike

20
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The pudgy man in the military uniform brushed a spot of borscht oflF the newspaper page.
“Andrei, this morning’s paper says there’s a depression brewing in the United States of America. People
aren’t buying as many home freezers as they did last year.”
His companion, a grey-haired man in a morning coat, answered respectfully.
“You’re right, Georgi. There is a depression brewing, just as we have been predicting for many years.
Home

freezers are a very accmate indicator of business in that capitalistic country.”

Georgi leaned back thoughtfully, his uniform tightening as new strains were set up.
“The working classes won’t let their masters get away with it. Take away their home freezers, and — ”
He stopped, puzzlement wrinkling his face.
“By the way, Andrei — what is a home freezer?”
Perhaps the above tete-a-tete is a slight exaggeration. Perhaps it is not. Gertainly though, it’s no secret
that the American family, thanks to our economic system of free enterprise, can boast of a higher standard
of living than can the Russian family or for that matter, any other family in the world.
Why is it that we Americans enjoy so many more luxuries than anyone else? The answer is simple. We
have more because we produce more. It’s the balance between production and consumption that determines
the American standard of living. As long as people continue to buy the things that industry produces,
then individuals prosper, industry prospers and the nation as a whole prospers.
Our standard of living is not anything that can be controlled like a yo-yo. In other words you can’t raise
the standard of living by passing a law that every wife has to have an automatic kitchen or that every
family must have two cars. As long as we produce and as long as we have the money to buy the things that
we and others produce, the standard of living will take care of itself. It’s only when the wheels of production
are forced to screech to a halt that the economy suffers. By the same token it will prosper just as long as there
is a market for the many thousands of consumer goods produced by Americans.
In the United States, more than 60 million persons have savings accounts. Two U. S. famihes out of
every three either own their homes or are buying them. More than 44 million Americans own automobiles.
What vast markets and potential markets these things represent. And every working day represents an infinite
number of new markets being created by the distribution of millions of dollars to millions of people.
Our system is dynamic — it is continually changing in size and shape, with new products and services
being marketed every day. GinemaScope is an ideal example of economic stimulus. It has created new
needs for manufactured material and technical services which in turn provide new sources of income for
thousands of people. The studio’s renewed production effort has the same propitious effect.
Keeping America productive is the best insurance against depression, for it provides consumer goods
and the money to buy them. As long as we have these, it will not be necessary to define “home freezer” to the
American people.
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ACCOUNTING
PRESENTS
THE
FACTS
^^THER THAN

THE

WAY

he

spells

his

name,

John

Deaux

is

just an average 20th Century-Fox employee. He works in the
Electrical Maintenance Department, has been a Fox employee
for 17 years. He gives of his salary to Permanent Charities,
/2% to the Motion Picture Relief Fund, and is putting away a
few dollars each week in the Credit Union. He is a member of
Group Insurance; and each year around this time, he has
weekly deductions of 25c for membership in the Studio Club.
Of course each week there is income tax withheld from his
check, as well as State Disability Insurance and Social Security
deductions, all of varying amounts. One day last week Mr.
Deaux was a few minutes late to work. And another day he
spent an extra hour on the job to repair a fluorescent fixture
in the Cutting Department. ,

The Studio's Finance
Accounting

group

and

is

actually three departments
in one, whose

function

it is to keep
20th's financial matters
in order.

A lineup of deductions and adjustments such as these of
John Deaux would present no major problem to a competent
timekeeper or accountant. Not if John were one of only a
handful of employees. But there are two thousand John and
Jane Deauxes at 20th, each with a different set of deductions,
few of which are the same two weeks in a row. Yet recording
and computing these figures every week for every employee is
just one operation of this studio’s Finance and Accounting section, which has the task of keeping 20th Century-Fox’s books
in balance.
The departments that comprise our Finance group are the
Payroll, Tabulating and Auditing Departments. These three
departments are tightly interlocked in an accounting and tabulating system of great flexibility and efficiency, qualities which
are basic in the operation of a company the size of 20th
Century-Fox.
The executive head of these departments is J. B. Codd, who
as Studio Treasurer assumes the overall responsibility for all
financial matters of the studio. He is the liaison between New
York Office and the studio regarding general business matters.
Under Paymaster Harold Bow and his assistant, Sam Wittenberg, the Payroll Department is responsible for the proper accounting of employees’ time. John Deaux and the rest of the
workers on this lot represent forty unions and guilds. Hundreds of different pay rates and schedules apply to our studio
personnel, all of which serves to increase the task of the PayDepartment
will roll
be each
week.in determining

how

big an employee’s check

It is at this point that all the information about
time card
and and
deductions areJohn
read Deaux’s
from his time
punched into a distribution card. Then
his card and thousands like it are put
through a reproducer which makes as
many identical duplicates of the distribution cards as are required. From the reproducer the cards go into the calculator.
This is the machine that computes the
amount of dollars to be withheld from
each check for Motion Picture Relief,
Permanent Charities, income tax, social
security and state disability contributions
—and adds the total of all these deductions.

Supervising the Finance and Accounting group is Studio
departments come under his jurisdiction: Auditing. Payroll
closely in matters concerning studio expenditure. Left to
Tabulating; John Shanley, Chief Accountant; Codd, T. R.
Bow, Paymaster.

The processing of time cards is handled by Payroll Department personnel
and the timekeepers, headed by Ralph
Kash. When the cards have been checked
by the Payroll Department and Time
Offices, they are forwarded to the Tabulating Department.
The Payroll Records section is part of
the Payroll Department. Headed by Leslie Dressier, this section maintains a
comprehensive history and earnings record of every employee who has ever
worked at Fox. The payrolls on file in

Treasurer I. B. Codd. center. Three
and Tabulating, all oi which work
right are Galvin Wood, head oi
Frazer, Studio Auditor and Heurold

this section date back to 1918. Payroll
Records has on hand information concerning starts and closes, changes of rate
and changes of occupation. They also
compute all vacation and holiday payments.
All of the various facets of accounting
and timekeeping; the computing of the
deductions and net earnings of John
Deaux; the cost of running a department
for a week or a year; the cost of operating the studio itself— all of these computations have one thing in common: they
are all processed by the Tabulating Department from identical appearing tabulating cards called distribution cards,
each of which represents a different
charge by means of hole punches.
Tabulating is headed by Galvin Wood,
while Tom Stevenson is assistant head of

When the cards have been processed
in the calculator, they are then run
through the tabulator. This machine
makes sure that the amounts ^Dunched in
the time cards equals the amounts
punched in the distribution cards. Then,
still by means of punches, the time cards
are sorted into man number and department order for future reference. Sorted
in this way they allow control runs to
be made by departments and also provide a further check to make sure that
time and distribution cards are identically punched. Then the distribution cards
are associated with the name and deduction cards. Now payrolls and pay checks
are ready to be prepared.
An important thing to note is that not
studio payroll utilizes distribujust the
tion cards. Every single expense of the
studio, regardless of the nature, appears
on a punched distribution card. It is
from the distribution cards that the Finance section makes a weekly summary
of departmental expenses and in effect.

the department. The department maintains a staff of business machine operators and key punch operators who have a
multiplicity of jobs. The operation of the
Tabulating Department can be broken
into four main categories: Payroll, distribution of charges, statistical payroll
reports and cost reports.
The payroll phase of its operation jnvolves the processing of the time cards
of every employee. The beginning of
the time card cycle occurs when the Tabulating Department punches and interprets time cards for every employee on

Key

Punch Operators in the Tabulating Department turn words and figures into the language of the IBM machines — the punched
card. Left to right are Bertha Baker, Molly Von
Demme, Kay Sturm (standing); Sophie Hayford, Mercedes Martinez, Vera Covington, Isabelle Clymore and Alice Wallace.

the payroll. (Interpreting means printing letters for the punched holes in the
time card. ) At the end of the day the
time cards are returned to the Tabulating
Department with time and charges filled
in. From this information the key punch
operators punch the time and codes in
the card, as well as the account to which
the employee’s time is to be charged.

The Payroll Records section of the Payroll
Department has records dating back to 1918.
Starts and closes, changes in rate and changes
in occupation are part oi the data compiled by
Payroll Records for use by other departments.
Pictured left to right are Homer Hill, Wally
Knapp, Les Dressier and Ruth Schanzer.
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Assistant Paymaster Sam Wittenberg discusses a vacation check change
with Dorothy Peniield, secretary to Paymaster Harold Bow. Besides
preparing the weekly payroll, the department prepares extra talent
vouchers and makes numerous payroll reports.

all of the reports of studio expenditures
that appear on the general ledger.
Just as payroll is just one operation in
the studio’s overall Finance operation, it
is only one phase of the Tabulating Department’s work. of
As accounts
mentioned isabove,
the distribution
done
through Tabulating. Also, payroll runs
are luade by Tabulating for various departments who need them in their operation. Tabulating handles a great deal of
statistical work. From the statistical
cards made new each week, the department gathers information in connection
with
sick
leave employees’
and other vacations,
cumulative pensions,
information.
The nerve center of our Finance and
Accounting group is the Auditing Department headed by Studio Auditor T. R.
Frazer, Chief Accountant John Shanley

The Auditing Department maintains a capable staff to handle a wide
variety of work involving hundreds of accounts. At left eure Ann Hart
(standing); Betty Billick and Edith Spangler. Front to rear at right are
Margaret hangman, Charlotte Limbach, Flo Lala and Margaret Millen.

and Assistant Chief Accountant Darrell
Peters. With the exception of time cards,
the Auditing Department receives all
original approved documents which can
conceivably originate in the four comers
of the earth and which may be expressed
in any language and currency from Japanese Yen to Nairobi Shillings.
These documents are audited, the necessary journals prepared and the information recorded so tabulating processing
can be done with a minimum of effort
and a maximum of efficiency. To this department are returned the results of the
tabulating processing, from which is written the financial history of the studio.
This history is subject not only to audit
by a firm of certified public accountants,
but also to the scnitiny of the Federal,
State and Municipal authorities.

In addition to the usual routine statements, there are prepared from this financial history, various special detailed statements requested by other departments,
covering current and past operations.
This enables the various department
heads to maintain an efficient operation.
Condensed, understandable summary
statements are compiled for management
comparing current and past operations.
These statements point up and explain
differences in results obtained in the summaries, caused by changes in trend,
changes in the overall production program and by adoption of new methods
such as CinemaScope and stereophonic
sound. These statements act as a barometer by means of which management is
kept currently and fully informed, to the
end that decisions can be made and action taken for the future successful operation of the studio.
The financial history of the acquisition of land, buildings and equipment is
written under the supervision of Joe
Taylor. This history includes additions,
alterations, modifications, maintenance,
location, depreciation of every piece of
studio property. Records must be maintained in order that among other func-

day the Auditing Department adds another page to the financial history of the
studio. The information comprising this history is the basis on which detedled statements
covering current and past operations are made.
Left to right are Bob LoUier, Helen Brown, Hy
Miller, Alberto Valentino, Tony Peda, Art
Webb and Dcurell Peters.
Each

In charge of
Nobles, who
ment. Nobles
week and is

the Cashier's Office is Lloyd
is part of the Auditing Departdistributes payroll checks each
in charge of cash banking.

tions, proof of loss can be established
when accidents or fires, covered by insurance, occur. Such proof of loss, whenever it occurs, must be substantiated to
the satisfaction of our insurance carrier
before settlement can be obtained.
Unlike other departments which maintain uni-directional operation, the personnel of the Auditing Department carries on a wide variety of jobs. The General Ledger and subsidiary ledgers are
under the supervision of Margaret Milieu; Accounts Payable and Commissary
Accounts are supervised by Charlotte
Limbach; Hy Miller acts a liaison be-

General payroll clerk Ralph Hahn and contract clerk Marjorie Johnston work out the details
of an extra talent voucher being prepared by the Payroll Department. All figures pertaining to
studio payrolls are handled in this office. From here they are sent to the Tabulating Department where the payroll checks are run. Seated is Edward Blodgett, who is a contract clerk.

tween the departments

and Tabulating.

Lloyd Nobles handles the Cashier’s Office; Art Webb, the payroll taxes and Bob
Lollier, the Film and Laboratory accounts. Insurance, Bond records and foreign statements are compiled by Fred
Barman. The location reports. Franchise
and County Tax information, reports for
refunds of non-highway fuel oil taxes and
custody of United States Savings Bonds
are in the hands of Alberto Valentino.
In addition to these and other various
functions, the Auditing Department has
to have available, literally on a moments
notice. Location Auditors. At the present

The business machines operated by the Tabulating Department staff
are the most efficient obtainable, allowing the department to expedite all
work that is sent to it by the Payroll. Auditing and other departments.
Left to right are Steve Apostolof. Herb Niccolls. Tom Stevenson, asst,
head of Tabulating; Lloyd Breitkreutz, Jim Whims and Dick Picchione.

time Tom Pryor is in New York, Ed Arnold is in Arizona, Vic Price is in South
Africa and Fred Magnus is in Mojave.
In looking into the operation of our
Finance group, one thing is apparent.
There is an interdependence of each of
the three departments that comprise it.
This is further manifested in the spirit of
cooperation that exists between the Payroll, Tabulating and Auditing Departments. Itrepresents an efficient combination of men and women who, working
together, are creating a Finance Department which is a model of efficiency and
accomplishment.

An important part of the Payroll Department are the studio's timekeepers. Headed by Ralph Eash, standing at right, they carefully check
the time cards that pass through the Time Office, to make sure that
times and charges have been recorded correctly. From left are Gaines
Johnston, Ed Berg, Eash and Don Boyd.
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Fox

Looks

Good

In Shorts!

Ever since this studio converted 100% to CinemaScope,
the medium itself has silently been championing abolition
of the double bill. The new method of marketing CinemaScope pictures (longer runs and fewer engagements) and
the pictures themselves (bigger production value and
longer running times ) have created a need for short subjects
in CinemaScope to accompany full-length features and thus
pro\ide a well-rounded program entirely in CinemaScope.
Heading our production program of short subjects under
the executive supervision of Ray Khme is producer Otto
Lang, whose background in both the long and short of it —
he has produced features for 20th (“White Witch Doctor,”
“Five Fingers”) and shorts for RKO some years ago — qualifies him well for the task of supervising and coordinating
our CinemaScope two-reelers.
Lang’s initial effort was “Vesuvius Express,” which is as
revolutionary in the short subject field as “The Robe” is in
the field of feature films. Filmed in Italy by Lang and cinematographer Charles Clarke, the “express” takes the audience on a sight-seeing tour aboard one of the world’s fastest
trains, which runs from Milan to Naples — and through
Florence and Rome — Italy’s four greatest cities. All the
beauty of these historic places is recorded in this, the first
of the studio’s CinemaScope shorts, which has been nominated for an Academy Award in the 1954 short subject
competition.
In the past few months since the studio began directing
attention to CinemaScope shorts, the operation has mushroomed into a well-integrated production department. And
the subject matter embodied in these program supplements
is not being limited at all. Any topic which lends itself to
short subject treatment will be exploited. Already we have
shorts either in preparation or in production which will
bring to the public important music, spectacles and topical
events of universal interest. Every short displays the rich-

This tremendous bank of 560 photofloods (generating 280,000 watts) was the source of
illumination for the vinyl resinite backing used in the Roger Wagner Chorale short
(above). The huge multi-colored plastic backing was designed by art director John De
Cuir. Electrical Production, Art, Drapery, Grip, Prop Makers and Paint Departments all
had a hand in readying the unique and colorful backdrop.
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ness of color and magnitude that CinemaScope and Technicolor can give them.

ened with “Hell and High Water” at
the Chinese, and has been received en-

Among our short
pletion are several
all of which utilize
stereophonic sound

thusiastically. Joseph LaShelle’s scenes
of the parade and football game show
this traditional event on the screen like
it has never been seen before.

subjects nearing comof a musical nature,
and help to promote
to the fullest.

Haydn’s “Farewell S>TOphony” is a
sprightly musical short centered around
the time Haydn was court musician to
in Austria. Haydn’s muCount Esterhazy
sicians rebelled at being kept for such
long periods away from their families,
so Haydn (played by executive musical
director Alfred Newman) devised a
subtle scheme to let Esterhazy know of
this situation. One by one the musicians
drift out as the scoring is narrowed down
to less and less instruments. Finally, only
Haydn and two violinists remain (see
Cover). The violinists end their theme,
blow out the candles and Haydn is left
in the darkened room.
Other classical musical shorts which

Other shorts which Lang has scheduled in his program are “Movie Stunt
Pilot,” featuring aerial artist Paul Mantz;
“The Miracle of Stereophonic Sound,”
which proves the superiority of the studio’s new sound system over the former
monaural system; and “New Horizons,”
an exciting short filmed against a French
background by Marcel Icbac, who photographed the Academy Award nominee,
“Annapurna.”
Short subjects such as the ones which
this studio is producing are playing an
important role in CinemaScope houses.
By complementing feature pictures, they
provide the program balance which will
preclude the double bill; and at the same

Executive music director Alfred Newman

plays

the part of Franz Joseph Haydn in "Farewell
Symphony," one of the classical short subjects
being produced in CinemaScope.

"The Miracle of Stereophonic Sound"
is a short subject which reveals the principles cuid advantages of our new threedimensional sound system in an interesting and colorful way. These girls in
Egyptian dress will appear in the short
and should be a big help in selling
stereo sound.

have been released or which

will be

ready for release soon include the Tchaikovsky Fourth Symphony Finale, Borodin’s Polovetzian Dances which were
produced by Newman; and songs by
the Boger Wagner Chorale.
“The New Venezuela” is a pictorial
report which was produced by Frank
McCarthy. This film shows the enormous development of this South American republic.
“A Day Aboard A Jet Carrier,” currently inproduction, is a CinemaScopic
treatment of the operations of a jet
squadron aboard the aircraft carrier,
U. S. S. Boxer. This short will contain the
first aerial footage in CinemaScope, with
some shots made at speeds exceeding
that of sound. Robert Webb is directing
this short, the seventh that the studio
has planned in CinemaScope.
1

“Tournament

ord of New
!

i

of Roses,” a colorful rec-

Year’s Day in Pasadena, op-

Heading 20th's short subject program is producer Otto Lang. Here he talks with Cameron

time they greatly augment and enhance
the single feature program.

Mitchell, who

did the narration for the "Fare-

well Symphony."

“Making short subjects is no easy undertaking,” says Lang. “You seldom have
actors or dialogue to help. Your camera
and narration have to tell the story in
the briefest span of time. They require
utmost economy in expression (footage
wise) and therefore, concentration. And
careful thinking and planning are of
paramount importance.”
The non-fiction shorts which Lang has
produced so skillfully since 20th launched its short subject program certainly
reflect the qualities which he considers
essential in their production. The reception and recognition that Lang’s efforts
are reeeiving are helping to cement our
short subject program into the studio’s
production schedule permanently.

This is the crew oi girls that has made it possible lor the Script
Department to maintain a high level oi productivity in spite oi its small
size. When scripts and stories coming into the department can't be
handled by the stenographic pool, these girls volunteer their services.

MAKING
Tremendous

MOLE

Cooperation

in the Script department's
New Co^op System Nas
Licked a Neai Probiem
Would you like to know how the Script Department, with a smaller staff than it has ever had, is
able to produce scripts and stories as quickly as
they have ever been turned out? Would you like
to know the secret of making a ceiling-high stack
of fan letters disappear like magic?
The answer is very neatly wrapped up in a single
word: Cooperation. Cooperation which the Script
Department is receiving from secretaries in offices
throughout the entire lot who help out when large
amounts of work come in.
Here’s how the department’s new plan developed.
When production halted last year and the retrenchment program set in, the Script Department staff
was cut, along with the general cutbacks in other
departments. The problem of the Script Department

10

without letting the extra work interiere with their regular duties. They
have shown the same cooperation in the handling oi ian mail. In two
months they have processed some 36,000 ian mail letters in addition
to the stenographic aid they have given. Leit to right are Mary Cook,

HILLS

was that in spite of a greatly diminished stenographic pool, demands for scripts and stories were
still coming in. It was obvious that the pool wouldn’t
be able to handle the script and story work unassisted. So they hit on a plan. If writers’ and
directors’ secretaries and secretaries in other departments could help type batches of script or synopses
in conjunction with their regular work, the problem
would be licked. Thanks to the 100% cooperation
that these secretaries have given, the plan has
worked beautifully.
At the same time that these script problems were
being solved, other problems were developing. It
seemed that hundreds of thousands of movie fans
from far and near were submitting fan mail requests
faster than the Script Department could process
them. Before long, the missives began to form a
mound on the Script Department floor. Once again
the department sent out an s.o.s. and once again the
response was heartwarming. Realizing that fan mail
is an important facet of the industry’s public relations program, dozens of girls said, “Sure, we’ll be
glad
to
have ofa fan
chance.”
Soon,
girls who help
had whenever
never seen wea piece
mail before
were now processing hundreds of letters each week.
By breaking the fan mail into kits of one hundred
letters each, the secretaries could do as little or as

Juanita Davis, Florence Mack, Myrtle Eaton, Jenny Perley, Edeth Stone,
Margaret Cook, Marjorie Moore, Myrtle Roberts, Vivian Jorgensen,
Kordula Polenek, Anita Wilhelm, Mathilde Moser, Kay Fletcher, Oma
Jane Wilson, Mary Yost, June Eisner, Rose Moser, Lola Lutzhoii, Esther

OUT

Averall, Ruth Howard, Chalmers Traw, June Connor, Beth Bickel and
Wanda Whitman. Other contributors (not pictured) are Maurine Lacy,
Peggy Locke, Hulda Dods, Helen Erwin, Eli Reimer, Mildred Le Vaux,
Prudence Anderson, Lillian English and Ruth Bridges.

MOUNTAINS

OF

much mail as time would permit. The kits contain
all the ingredients necessary for processing and are
handled entirely by inter-office mail.
Since this new fan mail method was inaugurated
two months ago, 35,700 letters have been processed
outside of the Script Department, with some secretaries handling as many as four thousand individual
letter requests. Now, between the girls in Script and
the helpers outside the department, nearly 29,000

I

pieces of fan mail are processed
means of this new system.

I

The cooperation

'

which

every month

by

Script has received from

girls in the typing of scripts and stories and the
handling of fan mail, is unbelievable. More than
two dozen helpers have willingly accepted these
extra duties and done a tremendous job with them,
without letting them interfere with their regular
work.
Thanks to a couple of dozen nice ladies, the
mountains of work that once furrowed the collective brows of the Script Department rise no more.
Quite handily they have been reduced to molehills;
and all because these nice people, who were very
;
I

J

busy, weren’t too busy to help a department
jam.

out of a

Coordinating
Inman

who

the Script Department's

handles

thousands

fan mail

oi incoming

letters

operation
each

is Madge

day.

In

back-

ground are some ian mail kits ready to be distributed to secretaries all
over the lot. The cooperation shown by girls outside the department
in doing script and ian mail work has been outstanding.
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A recent visitation to Sawtelle found legion
post members and guests presenting cigarettes
and sundries to the veterans there. Left to
right are Harold Gordon; Joe Keenan: Wally
Knapp; Art Webb: Earl Bright, Jr. past commander: Carl Holzman: Merry Anders: Dr.
William Alberts; Sy Sussman; George Hover
and Mickey Michaels.

Studio Legion Post Extends A Welcome Hand To Veterans
The veterans at Sawtelle are a happier
bunch of guys, thanks to the continued
efforts of studio American Legion Post,
No. 563, Ed Burke, Commander. In the
past seven months members of the post
have made six trips to Sawtelle with
cigarettes, stationery, magazines, chewing gum and other worthwhile items.
During the holidays it was Christmas
baskets, wrappings and candy. Last Fall
it was a 21" TV set for the recreation
center. All year round it is goodwill and
companionship that the post members

The TV set presented to the veterans last year
was one oi the many worthy contributions
made by the studio legion post. Making the
presentation to Eddie Conder oi the VA staii
were

Merry

Anders

and Aaron

Halperin.

provide.
The $1 donations being made by employees to the rehabilitation and welfare
fund will result in more gifts to the
veterans. On March 19th donation ticket
holders will gather at the Cafe de Paris
to participate in the awarding of prizes
to 20 lucky employees.
Those who have made trips to Sawtelle
feel rewarded when they see a smile
where a stare had been before. Our
legionnaires and those who have worked
with them deserve our praise and support
for the outstanding work they are doing.

Another facet of the post's activity is providing recreation for hospitalized veterans. Several game parties have been sponsored by the post.
Above, legionnaire Peggy Locke gives cigarettes and a cash award
to one of the game participants.
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Periodic visits to the Veterans' Hospital are a regular part of the post's
activity. Through friendly visits, post members are able to provide
good cheer and build morale of the patients. Above, George Hover
talks with a Wadsworth patient.
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The first two weeks of the Studio Club membership drive for
1954 make the chances very good that you are. Membership
now stands at 93% of the total employment at the studio. It
looks like we might top last year’s 96% if the membership
blanks keep coming in the way they have for the past fortnight.
There’s no doubt about it. You get more than your money’s
worth as a member of the Club. Your |3 membership fee i^ro\ ides a variety of social events, an extensive discount program
Action Magazine, health and welfare benefits and a host of
other services which you couldn’t buy elsewhere for any price.
To the 93% who are Club members we say, "Good having you
aboard — we’ll do our best to make your investment in the
Studio Club a worthwhile one.” To the 7% who are not members as yet, we ask for the chance to sell you the Studio Club’s
program for 1954. You can turn the 93% into 100% by joining
the Studio Club today.

THE STUDIO CLUB'S INAUGURAL DINNER was held last month at
the Cafe de Paris and found more them a hundred department heads,
stewards and executives in attendance. Unexpected guest at the affair
was Darryl Zanuck who offered his best wishes to the Studio Club and
its new slate of officers. Principal speaker of the evening was Studio

Manager

Sid Rogell, whose

concurred the judges of the recent "Ten
Girls With Taste" contest sponsored by
Glamour Magazine. The judging was
held in New York, with Elizabeth being
selected as one of the top ten working
girls in the nation, from among 50,000
entrants. Selection of winners was based
on photographs, an autobiography emd
views on a variety of subjects from each
girl who entered. Elizabeth's prize was a
two-week vacation in the Canadian
Rockies and a complete new wardrobe.
AND

AKHNATON,

who

are

Pharoahs I and II in "The Egyptian,"
owe the beauty of their throne to Ed v
DeMoulin of the Paint Department. The |\
royal chair is an accurate replica of the u/
throne of King Tut. In decorating the
throne and footstool. DeMoulin inlaid
over a thousand pieces of wood, plastic
and paper to duplicate the original. He
worked from photographs of the actual
throne in order to make this counterpart.
INTERESTED GROUP — It's the jewelry
class that is meeting each Tuesday night
on the lot and really picking up the art
of jewelry-making rapidly. Already the
25 class members,
under Harry
Schoeppe's experienced eye. have
learned the technique of chain-making
and are busily engaged in their individual projects. Other pieces planned include pendants, buttons, rings, bracelets and original designs. The six-week
course may be extended because of the
keen interest shown by the class.
"HE'S

NOT

MUCH

GOOD

AT

SKIING,

but you should see his sitzmark." These
were the comments that prevailed concerning Action's editor. Bob Mintz, when
he tried schussing the slopes at Sun
Valley recently. Of the seven begiimers
in his class, the following injuries were
sustained: Two sprained ankles, one
broken leg, an infected eye. some tom
ligaments. Mintz's comment on returning to work: Anyone for miniature golf?
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last year's secretary: Sid Rogell and Frank Ferguson.
year of events were outlined by Metzler at the dinner.

ELIZABETH WOODRUFF, secretary to
Henry Hathaway, is a girl with taste. So

HOREMHEB

speech

16. Left to right

at speaker's table are George Stephenson, retiring president of the
Club: Roy Metzler, incoming president: Darryl Zanuck, Estelle Trager.

0

Plans for a full

IN PICTURE5»«and WORDS
Wedding bells will mingle with the
click of dice on April 3rd, when Evelyn
Corey,
Ladies’ Wardrobe,
vowsat
with Panoramic
Cutter Dickrecites
Carruth
Las Vegas. This will be the officiating

PLAYER

OF

THE

YEAR — Lee Harman,

brilliant University

High

School

guard, was

selected

Basketball Player of the Year a lew weeks ago by the Helms Athletic Foundation's board ol
basketball. Harman, 165-pound package oi speed and skill, is the son of Glenn Harman, head
of Landscape. He was the spark behind University's rise to the city championships, scoring
142 points in 10 Western League games. Defensively, he is considered one of the best men
in local cage history. Harman plans to attend UCLA, will be a tremendous asset to the Bruins.

r

minister’s third 20th Century-Fox wedding. (Studio Club is dickering for a
group rate.) Seriously, we wish Dick and
Evel>m good luck and a lot of happiness
together. . . . Nellie Clark of Purchasing
is back to work after being on the sick
list a few days. . . . Location Auditor Ed
Arnold said “Hail and Farewell” all in
one breath. Back from Mexico and
oflF
for Nogales, within a week. . . . Bess
Sevier, secretary to Sid Rogell, sure has
a cute grandson. . . . Zee Projections have
received zees French post card from Projection Engineer Lawrence Jones:
ing wondarefool time; weesh you “Havwear
heer.” He’s tom-ing Europe, left Vienna
for Italy a few days ago. . . . Bob Sunderland, formerly of Location, is now
with NBC Publicity Department as
Radio Program News Editor for NBC
network. . . . Our condolences to
Joey
Beck, Property and Marie Coombs, Accounting, on the passing of their father.
Jack Zwart. He was in the Prop Makers
Dept, for many years. . . . Sorry to learn
of Richard Billing’s accident. He’s in
Film Cutting, was run down by a car a
few weeks ago. He is getting along nicely, will be back to work soon. . . . Our
cameramen sure cover the globe. Paul
Loclavood left for Africa March 7th for
2nd unit work on “Untamed.” . . . Milt
Krasner leaves later this month for Paris,

1
1

' y'
^

Belgium, Italy and Germany for “The
Racers.” A1 Lebovitz and Frank Phillips
will follow. . . . Leo Tover and Scotty
McEwen are in Africa, having finished

/

their 2nd unit work on “The Egyptian”
in Egypt. . . . Joe MacDonald, Don Anderson, John VanWormer and Phil Eastman are stay-at-homes. They’re only in
Arizona! . . . That’s it ’til next month.

3n jUlemotiam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION reports the death of:
WILLIAM

F. WEISHEIT

February

LOU

(28 years' service)
KUNKEL (Camera)
February

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITY — Gloria Gordon, young TCF actress, holds one of the original ceramic pieces she has designed during her regular school semesters on the lot. With her
is Frances Klamt. studio school teacher, who has tutored Gloria and other pupils in ceramic
design and modeling. Gloria has made dozens oi figurines, vases and ash trays during the
two and a half years she has been doing ceramic work. Other young starlets who have done
ceramic

work under Frances' tutelage include Debra

Paget, Charlotte Austin and Merry

Anders.

(Proj.)

6, 1954

11, 1954

(34 years’ service)
MARGARET
RIORDAN
(wife of Michael Riordan, Labor)
March 6, 1954
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V

Rogell

Voices

Optimism

in Inaugural

(FoUotcing is text of the speech given
by studio manager Sid Rogell at the
Studio Club Inaugural Dinner February
11th. It reflects genuine optimism in the
future of the industry and this studio; we
felt it was worth reprinting.)

what’s
goingup.on and particularly that things
are
looking

“\\'hen I learned that the Studio Club was
plaiming its amiual Inaugural Dinner Party, I
asked if I might take advantage of the opportunity to get all the department heads together
on this occasion.

see something new — something that aroused
interest.
Alerted to this drastic need for something
new, our president, Spyros Skouras, scoured the
world and in France came up with some lenses
that had been around for about 25 years. Sol
Halprin made some fast tests and when Mr.
Zanuck saw these first crude tests he realized

A year ago, you will remember, the box oflBce
was very sick indeed and if it had not been for
Cinerama and 3-D we would all have been
facing a very serious situation. However, we did
learn that the public would go to the theatre to

The people in this room tonight constitute
most of our studio management. I know you
department heads and Studio Club stewards are
all interested in the welfare and future of

immediately the possibifities of this new medium. He decided then and there to launch ‘The

Twentieth Century-Fox. I want you to know

-T

^

^

^

“SLACKS
Courtesy

to Studio

Club

OUR

Members

and BOYS

AR. 3-8636

★ CARPETS

★ TILE

A LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Complete

CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

Co.
THE

A CLEANING
A LAYING
★ DYEING

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

]

BOUQUETS

III-Hi TMtt

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
it ARizona 7-1755
>■
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Flowers Telegraphed

-

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT
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J. GERMAN,

LEE

CHICAGO

And fortunately, ‘How to Marry a Millionaire,’ ‘Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,’ ‘King of the
Khyber Rifles,’ and ‘Hell and High Water’ have
all been well received and are enjoying fabulous

September 16tli, it is almost incredible. Everything was new. The Technicolor cameras which
we had been using all these years could not be
adapted to accommodate the CinemaScope lens.
This required our using a new color film which
created tremendous technical problems. We had
just a few of the original lenses and they were
very old and no two alike. These were checked,

^

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty yy

EASTMAN

It was only a very short time until Mr. Zanuck
with characteristic foresight and courage declared that all of our pictures would be made
in CinemaScope. This momentous decision has
given Twentieth Century-Fox a tremendous
advantage over every other company in the
industry.

Scope. When you realize that we started ‘The
Robe’ less than a year ago, last February 23rd
to be exact, and that it opened at the Roxy

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10% DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

simultaneously.

problems we had to face in launching Cinema-

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

CINEMASCOPE

What followed is history. ‘The Robe,’ without a
doubt, will prove to be the biggest grossing
picture of all time, and CinemaScope is conceded to be tlie biggest box office name in the
industry today.

It is no secret that at the outset many studios
were reluctant to go along with us. They either
did not believe in CinemaScope, or thought they
had something better; or they preferred to sit on
the sidelines to see what would develop. MGM
was first to join up. Warner Bros., after trying
WarnerScope and Vistarama, saw the handwriting on the waU and have gone all out for
CinemaScope. Today Columbia Pictures, Universal, Walt Disney, United Artists and many
top Independents have been licensed to make
important pictures in CinemaScope.
Reflect, if you wiU for a moment, upon the

SPECIALTY”
CARL WEISS, Mgr.

10643 Pico Blvd.

Robe’ and

Speech

business. We are happy too, that MGM’s first
picture in CinemaScope, ‘Knights of the Round
Table,’ is doing sensational business. They admit
that a great deal of this success is due to
CinemaScope.

WEISS’

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

Dinner

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

tested and re-tested, but it was almost impossible to ever get a sharp focus. Some of our
cameramen can testify to this. The method of
lighting our sets was completely revolutionized.
With CinemaScope came stereophonie sound.
Tbis involved new methods of recording and
re-recording, and required new equipment
which didn’t exist and had to be manufactured.
Scoring music for stereophonic reproduction
presented monumental problems, which were
taken in stride by Alfred Newman and liis
capable staflF.
We knew we must have composite prints for
the theatres; that is, sound and pictme on one
piece of film. Stereophonic sound requires four
separate sound tracks — to put them all on one
piece of 35mm film was a big problem. Our
engineers — Sponable, Bragg, Faulkner and
Grignon — met the challenge with a startling
discovery: If the sprocket holes in the film
were made smaller, there would be room for the
{Continued on Page 19)

FIREPLACE

PHONOGRAPH

FIXTURES

RECORDS

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)

FLORISTS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 0-4373

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Flowers By Lois, 314 E. Valley Blvd.,
Alhambra
AT. 2-4554

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Kxiight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Joe S. Misrach, 230 W. 2nd St., L. A. M A. 9-1651
Teller Appliance, 143 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 1-1135
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co.. 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

AUTOMOBILES

FUNERALS

REAL

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

Howard McCarry, 12300Vz W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

(New and Used)

Ed Morris, Ed James Buick Co., 1367 So. Figueroa St., L. A
PR. 5011
Ed Yoder (A. E. Nugent Chevrolet), 400 S.
La Brea Ave., L. A
WY. 2131

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

FURS
Studio Club

SUPPLIES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

HARDWARE
Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

HOME

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone. 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co.. 1725 Westwood
(Discount on recaps only)

Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and Johnny's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
La Brea Tire Service, 181 So. La Brea Ave.,
L. A
WY. 2194

AUTO

Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave.,L. A
WY. 7901

GOODS

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Fox Hills Liquors (Madeline & Jim Driscoll),
10275 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-2771

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MINERAL

Camera Corral (Cy Breen), 17005 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino
ST. 9-4701
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

BATHS

Alfredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar. 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

CR. 5-4364
AR. 9-9554

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STATIONERS

— GREETING

CARDS

STOCKS

& BONDS

OPTOMETRISTS

(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10739 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

TYPEWRITERS

PAINT

Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1 121

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. I
AR. 7-2795

RESTAURANTS
The Fairway, 9401 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

Dean Witter & Company

LIQUORS

Western Toy and Baby Shops. 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

REPAIRS

Burd's Automotive Service, 2060 S. La Cienega
Blvd., L. A
VE. 8-9866

BABY

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoff Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

UGHT

ESTATE

DECORATING

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Holly wood..PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147

JEWELRY
AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

PLUMBING

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper. 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co.. 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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Hints foi the Mrs.

ARD’S
WI
All LL
the Chicken

• Reheat rolls in the top of a large
double boiler to save heating the oven

You Can Eat

and to have “fresher” tasting rolls.
0

9

0

• A can of strained baby food, such as
apricot, pear, pineapple or prune, added

$225

to desired amount of confectioner’s sugar
makes suflBcient frosting for a two-layer
cake.

sh-sh-sh private line

CR. 6-3766

«

O

O

• When making popcorn balls for the
children’s parties, cover lollipops with
the popcorn mixture. It surprises the
youngsters when they have eaten the
popcorn, to discover a lollipop.
9

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

We

ON
BRANDS

OUR

RECAPPING DISCOUNT
WHEEL ALIGNMENT and
WHEEL BALANCING

9

9

9

• If you get a cheap whisk broom and
cut off the two sides to form a point, you
will have a broom to get in all comers
of woodwork, furniture, etc.
9

9

9

• Use old dress pattern tissues to pohsh
mirrors and windows. They are much
better than using a soft cloth.

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

9

9

9

• Often important screws have a distressing habit of continually working
loose. Take them out, dip in glue and

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
1725 Westwood

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK

0

• Stockings will have a softer feeling
and wear longer if given a vinegar rinse
after washing.

APPLIANCE

also

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

Sell and Service Any Make of

ELECTRICAL

0

Boulevard

’/2 Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

FOR

AR. 9-7721
AR. 9-7722
BR. 2-1594
COME AND SEE US

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Studio Club Members —

Check Substantial Savings

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Jewelry
Projectors &
Watch Repairing
Accessories
Pen & Pencil Sets Films
Shavers
Tape Recorders
Tires
Record Players
Televisions
Luggage
Radios
Wallets
Cameras
Batteries

put back at once.9 They’ll
remain tight!
9
9
• One way to take the lumps out of
brown sugar quickly and easily is to
steam the sugar in the top of a double
boiler.
9
9
9
• You can keep neckties un wrinkled
when traveling by packing them between
the pages of a magazine.

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Typewriters
Furniture
Gas Gr Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARizona 7-7508

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

SALES CO.

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

Blvd. )

BRadshaw

2-7110

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

STanley
7-5714

BOULEVARD

—

Monday thru Saturday —

DAP DALLIGAN

All

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount
BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard

Appliances
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CR. 5-5579

BR. 2-1324

HEYMAN

(Continued from Page 16)
four sound tracks. This was done. Striping
machines had to be invented. These striping
machines put emulsion on the film in four tracks
to which the magnetic sound is transferred by

FURNITURE

one reason or another, some of which you’ve
read in the newspapers, it has been almost impossible toget pietmes started, but we are starting to roll now, and from the schedule as it is
lined up, I think we are going to be busy
throughout the year.
I want to say again that we consider each of
you an important part of this company. If you
have a problem you wish to discuss, or a suggestion to make, my office is always open to you.
Again may I say, I am proud to be a small
part of this great organization, and I am proud
and happy to be one of you.

BR. 2-6034

NURSERY

All Types of
PLANTS AND SUPPLIES

GARDEN

9786 West Pico Boulevard

Terms Arranged

Well, this just gives you a small idea of some
of our technical problems in the studio.
Our New York office faced the tremendous

and you, every one of you, have made a valuable contribution.
Personally, I am very proud to be a part of
the company that is setting the pace for the
whole industry — the company that is bringing
people back to the theatre and making our business strong and healthy once again.
As you know, we are constantly watching payrolls and attempting to do things better and less
expensively. We must keep at our economies
— keep our house in order. However, I want
you to know that the big changes in department
heads and staff, eliminations of departments,
that sort of thing has been eovered pretty thoroughly. Any changes which may be made in
the future will be normal changes which would
be made under ordinary circumstances.
We have been very quiet in production. For

•

WESTWOOD

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

other equipment, which also had to be manufactured.

problem of getting lenses, screens and sound
equipment manufactured for theatres all over
the world. Furthermore, they had to sell
CinemaScope to the exhibitors of the world.
Today nearly 1600 theatres are equipped for
CinemaScope and another 1000 are preparing.
We expect to have 5000 theatres equipped for
CinemaScope within a year.
In addition to our transition to CinemaScope,
we at the studio were in the throes of a drastic
retrenchment program and at the same time
turning out a large program of pictures. It has
been a difficult year but a very productive one,

CR. 6-9969

Open Monday and Friday Nights

URDANK

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster

RADIO

3-3227

Los Angeles 35, California

& APPLIANCE

CO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT

dllllllMimillllimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt:

DUMONT

and RCA

Opposite

TELEVISION

Stadium

Theater

8879 West Pico

[proven FRIENDsI

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249
OPEN

i
I

20th Century-Fox
Employees

|
|

I UTTER McKinley |
|

I

MORTUARIES

I

DU. 8-2481 I

I

ARLEIGH

A. BROWN

|

iiillllllllllliiiiiiliiiiiliiililllllillliiiiiiiiiiilllilir:

MONDAY

BR. 2-3832

& FRIDAY

EVENINGS

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
l^utc/t Spif paints
^^l£Xl±Wl£,

PICO

^ori£.±

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Many thanks.”

Are
Going to be Married?
Our beautiful and socially correct. Art Point
Wedding Invitations and Announcements
are available to all Studio Club members
and their families, at a 1 0% discount.
Many samples and several price ranges to
choose from.
FINE QUALITY

—

PROMPT

SERVICE

Come In and See Us
Open Evenings by Appointment

VANADA

STATIONERS

10747 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64
ARizona 8-2825

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
I 5 Brands of

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewriter Co.,
20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
BR. 2-6934

Co.,

TELEVISION
To Choose From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS
TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION

10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
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Here comes Peter Cottontail, hopping down the hnnny trail. And he’s the
luckiest rabbit in town. Because his companion is Mitzi Gaynor, who is seen
breaking out of the giant Easter egg on this month’s cover. The purpose of
the whole thing is just to wish you a HAPPY EASTER — and many more!

STAFF
Editorial Dir.
Editor
Asst. Ed.

Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors
•

STAFF

cover

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassburn
Ed Jamis

an easier message
20th captures many oscars at annual awards
The 26th Annual

Presentabon

of Awards

of the Academy

Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky
•

STUDIO CLUB
EDITORIAL
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Roy

Metzler

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS
Roy Metzler
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Paul Wurtzel . . .V. Pres.
Bess Lasky
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Larry Rice
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Mellen. Harry. . .
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Richardson. Frances
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Roddan. Harold
Roth. Lee
Smith, Dick ...
Stephenson, George
Trager. Estelle ...
Vierich. Dick

Cafe
Hospital
Fire
Lab.
Employment
Labor
Prop Makers
Engin.
Grip
..Men’s

Wardrobe
Paint
Landscape
Purchasing
Property
Art
Research
Labor
Projection
Ladies’ Wardrobe
Makeup
Exec.
West. Ave.
Elec. Prod.
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F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
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of Motion

Picture

4

Arts and Sciences was held March 2.5th at the Pantages Theatre. For story
and pictures of our winners, see page

SO . . . youTe going on location!
This story is dedicated

to all the beat up old location campaigners.

written for the uninitiated and those well-meaning

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS

3

An outstanding leader of the Episcopal Church presents a message in
observance of the Easter holiday; written e.xclusively for Action. Page .

friends who

It is

always say,

“Going on location? Boy, you’re lucky.” Don’t miss this one. Page

,

.

.

6

Studio active in civil defense
Installation of a Civil Defense
a key role in Civil Defense

Communications

for the West

Unit on the lot gives 20th

Los Angeles

area. Pictures and

story on page

a

easter party
No one ever thought of Hal Gordon as a rabbit until last Sunday at the
Carthay Circle Theatre. Tliere, at the Easter Party, he helped to surprise
the kiddies with candy Easter eggs and other nice things. It was
fun, and worth reading about on page

a lot of

JO

around the lot
It’s been a busy month for this feature. Lots has been liappening, and most
of it appears right here, either with a picture or a descriptive word. Be
sure to see page

n14

studio club activities
We’ve got classes planned. We’ve got events planned. Read
making, softball, Quarter Century Club, etc. on page

about jewelry

movie industry and the afl show
Early this month the A. F. of L. sponsored a gigantic show at the Pan-Pacific
Auditorium which was seen by 464,000 people. An outstanding exhibit of
the show was that of the motion picture industry. There are pictures and a
story on page

15

buyers'We’vedirectory
added some new

names to onr family of discount people. Tliey, like
the dozens of others listed on this page, honor your Studio Club card by
offering .sizeable discounts from tlie regular price. Take advantage of the
vendors on page

a good way to save
There are lots of ways to save money. This month’s hack cover illustrates
the most patriotic way — a way that’s good for you and good for your
country. See page

17

20

M B as ter Message
By The Very Reverend David deL. Scovil,
Dean of St. Paul’s Episcopal Cathedral, Los Angeles'^

No drama lived or portrayed by man can match the drama
of Good Friday and Easter — God’s dramatization of Life as
He conceived it for man. Easter is the feast of the Resurrection.
Here is the complete vindication and triumph of God’s way of life as
contrasted with the way of unregenerate and sinful men. Jesus
lived to show man God’s way. Speaking to His Apostles and all
who would follow Him Jesus said, “In this world ye shall
have tribulation.” His mission was to show us another way. “I am
come that ye might have life and have it more abundantly.” Of Himself
He said “I am the Way, the Truth and the Life.”
Ghristianity exists today — holding aloft a Cross as the symbol
of that life — not of defeat and death but of hope and triumph.
The world’s way is a path strewn with broken hearts and homes,
frustration and fears, with no assurance of peace and happiness. Of
His Way Jesus said, “Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world.”
Actually mankind has no choice. The world’s way leads us no
where. It is a treadmill — going round and round. Jesus’ way
led Him to the Cross — but that Cross was a throne of victory. The
power of God transformed the Cross into a sign of triumph and
the symbol of Redemption. Jesus arose from the dead. “Death is
conquered. Man is free.” We need not fear. The Cross is our
salvation if only we hold fast to it — and keep it in view.
“In hoc signo, vinces.”

*This is the first in a series of articles written exclusively for Action Magazine
by a prominent religious leader in our community. As we enter into certain
holiday

periods

throughout

resentatives of various

the year,

religious

we

will publish

denominations.

We

articles written
welcome

your

by rep-

comments.

\\’ith all the electric thrills that ha\e
characterized the e\ent for the past
twenty-five years, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences began its
second century of awards Thursday evening. March 25th, by presenting to the
outstanding artists and technicians of the
motion picture industry gold statuettes
symbolizing achie\ ement during 1953.
For the second year, the resplendent
affair was brought into the homes via
tele\ ision. This year’s show far surpassed
last year’s, both in television coverage
and production. Master of Ceremonies
was Donald O’Connor who gave the proceedings an air of le\ity and kept the

20th

Receives

105-minute show skipping along at a
comfortably quick pace.
When all the Oscars had been presented, 20th Century-Fox had seven of
them, with one in particular being most

Scope. He called the studio’s conversion
to CinemaScope “the gamble of the
decade.” Zanuck accepted it on behalf
of Spyros Skouras, A1 Lichtman, all the

significant, in the light of 20th’s radical
change in policy during the past year.
That was the Special Award, presented
to 20tli and accepted by Darryl Zanuck,
honoring the studio for its pioneering of
CinemaScope. Charles Brackett, president of the Academy, made the presenta-

theatregoers
throughout
the country.”
In
addition to the
Special Award,
the new
medium won a Class I Award in the Scientific and Technical field. This Oscar

outthethat
“The Robe,”
first
picturetion,topointing
utilize
anamorphic
process,
was

already in progress when the decision was made to re-shoot it in Cinema-

Seven

of the medium.

Acting as spokesman for the Academy
at the awards presentation was its j^resident, Charles Brackett, who himself was
an Oscar winner. The efforts of Brackett,
Walter Reisch and Richard Breen were
rewarded

when

they received

For the second year in a row, Alfred
Newman won the Academy Award for
Best Scoring of a Musical. La.st year his
musical score for “With a Song In My
Heart” was voted the outstanding score
by members of the Academy. This year
they selected his musical score for “Call
.Me Madam” as the best for 1953.
“The

4

Robe”

won

was the statuette won by Lyle Wheeler
and George Davis for their notable Art
Direction of the classic story. The companion award for Set Decoration of a
Color Picture went to Paul Fox and Walter Scott for their contributions

to “The

the Best

Story and Screenplay Award for “Titanic,”
their story of the sinking of the British
liner on its maiden voyage in 1912.

three awards.

First

“millions of

was accepted by Sol Halprin, who was
honored with Professor Henri Chretien,
Earl Sponable, Lorin Grignon, Herbert
Bragg and Carl Faulkner, all of whom
were key figures in the early development
of CinemaScope and the accompanying
stereophonic

sound, as well as in the

Awards

CinemaScope received a Scientific and Technical Award which was accepted by Sol Halprin. The award was based on the efforts of
Halprin, Henri Chretien, Earl Sponable, Lorin
Grignon, Herbert Bragg and Carl Faulkner.

ployees and the nation's moviegoers.

recent refinements

at the studio and

Academy

Darryl Zanuck holds the Honorary Academy
Award presented to 20th Century-Fox for its
conversion to CinemaScope. It was accepted
on behalf of the studio management, its em-

more

workers

Third vote of recognition for their work
on the history-making picturization of
Robe.”
the
life and time of Christ went to
Charles Le Maire and Emile Santiago
for their Costume Designing of a Color
Picture.
Brackett’s opening speech was a tribute to our industry — an industry given
up for dead a year ago. He referred
to 1953 as a year of rebirth, revitalization,
new techniques, new dimensions. He
talked about an audience which has

surged back into the theatres, but with
a discerning eye, an insistence on showmanship, “ademand for balanced perfection in every department of picture making.” The wonderful part of the whole
thing was that the audience he was talking about was on hand to hear his words
and reflect on them.
In spite of the dozens of ramifications
of television as it relates to the movie
industry, this must be said of it: It has
given our industry a chance to sell itself
visually to millions of people who make
up its
audienceAwards
potential.
That’s what
the
Academy
presentation
did.
That in itself made the 26th annual
awards

of the Academy

of Motion

Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences the industry’s most
important
its
history. single public relations effort in

s

March 25th was an exciting night for the movie industry, as iilm
notables gathered for the 26th Annual Academy Awards. Above,
left to right are Richard Breen. Walter Reisch and Charles Brackett
whose work on "Titanic" won award for Best Story emd Screenplay:
Daniel Taradash who wrote winning "From Here to Eternity" screenplay and Kirk Douglas, who made presentations.

LEFT: Sol Siegel accepts award from MGM
Producer Arthur Freed on behalf of Alfred
Newman. Newman, who was unable to attend,
won award for Best Scoring of a Musical, for
second year in a row. "Call Me
the winning picture.

Madam"

was

Paul Fox, left and Walter Scott won awards
for their Set Decoration of a Color Picture. It
was their work on "The Robe" which was
judged best by members of the Academy.

LEFT: Charles Le Maire and Emile Santiago hold awards

they won

lor Costume Designing of a Color Picture ("The Robe"). Left is Virginia Leith who models a gown from the picture. Right is Gene
Tierney who made award. RIGHT: Marge and Gower Champion,
center, presented awards to Lyle Wheeler, left and George Davis.
They

won

for their Art Direction of "The

Robe."

%

So . . .
By

You’re
Going on
Location !
Francis J. ScheicT^

Webster’s unabridged dictionary defines a location, pertaining to motion pictures, as a place outside a studio where a
picture or part of it is filmed. Brother
Webster’s definition is good enuf, but it
doesn’t go quite far enuf; therefore we
would like to offer the following: LOCATION, a state of confusion outside a
studio where a motion picture or part of
it is filmed, and the participants eventually return home bewitched, bedraggled
and bewildered.
We must admit that the nice thing
about locations is the dough, but dough is
always nice any time, so that really proves
nothing. Actually locations are hard on
the pocket book. Guys that eat hamburger at home suddenly crave steak; those
that drink beer develop a taste for 20
year old Scotch, and so it goes. Human
nature being what it is, nobody is about
to do anything about it.
Locations usually start as a rumor. The
grapevine starts beating messages on
drums and sending up smoke signals and
soon the picture is going every place from
Azusa to Afghanistan. It all might end
up being shot on the back lot and then

again a safari is formed and away you
go. In any event, you can never be too
way.
sure of anything until you’re on your
The first and most difficult task is infonning the little woman. If you are unemployed at the time, it’s much easier.
The dough angle assumes greater importance and even the little woman bows
to the green stuff. If you are working or
can work someplace else locally, you’ve
got yourself
problem.
It’s sheer
mite to skip a into
the house
and dynagaily
say, “Guess what?” because you’re likely
to get, “If you tell me you’re going on
location again I’ll knock your brains out.”
One very effective way is to rush home,
crash the car in the garage, kick the front
door in, bite the dog, go to the cupboard,
pour a tumbler full of whiskey, drink it,
smash the glass on the fireplace and
scream, “I’ve got to go on location again. ’’
The crying routine has also been used
with a certain degree of success. This
method is perhaps cheaper than the
former, but it entails some slight preparation. You rush in the house with your
eyes full of tears, either onions or glyc-

“Editor’s Note:

erine will do, go to your room, throw
yourself on the bed and sob like your
little heart will break. This is fairly difficult and it takes a lot out of guy.
Once the news has been broken and
the house restored to order you are besieged with a multitude of questions:
“Where are you going? When you going?
How long?” etc. About all you can do is
grunt some vague answer because acdon’t woman
know for
sure yourself.
While tually
theyou little
is muttering
she
might just as well have married a traveling salesman, you go to the phone and
cancel all your appointments, social and
business, and shop around for someone
to take care of the garden, the lawn, and
start organizing the various chores that
accompany a household.
Eventually you find out all the gruesome details. Accommodations will be
scarce so all will have to double up;
food will the
be weather
a problem
start
bitching;
will sobe don’t
extremely
cold mornings and nights but very hot
during the day, so come prepared, BUT,
you will fly, so hold the baggage to a
minimum. I know one character who got

Francis J. Scheid is not a 20th Century-Fox

a sound mixer at Warner

employee. He has been

Bros, for the past twenty-five years. Right now he is on

location in San Diego, doing “Battle Cry,” a CinemaScope picture. Before this,
Scheid worked on the Wayne-F ellows production, “Ring of Fear,” also in CinemaScope. “So . . . You’re Going on Location” appeared in the March 1954 issue of International Sound Technician, official publication of the International Sound Technicians, Local 695. We liked it, thought you toould like it too. We gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of Mr. Scheid and the staff of International Sound Technician
in allowing Action to reprint the story.
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The need

for authentic backgrounds

has been

t

SO confused

'
I
I
^

I
,
!

clothes to take that he finally packed
nothing but jugs.
If you are going by bus, you will leave
at the break of dawn dressed to work as
soon as you arrive at the location. Clearly label your baggage which will go by
separate truck and be placed in your

[
I

rooms. If the truck doesn’t get lost, your
baggage will. It’s a cinch to be in the

,

side of town. You yell and scream

'

until a search party is organized. The
search party quickly becomes disorganized and another search party is organized to search for the first search party to
tell them that their belongings have been

\
f

a big factor in sending

shooting companies on location. Above is "The Egyptian" company on
location at Red Rock Canyon. In foreground is Michael Curtiz who
is directing.

trying to figure out what

wrong room which is usually on the other

along

with a dozen other frustrated citizens

located and are now in their rooms. It’s
all very confusing.
If you go by train, you stay up all nite
stomping up and down the aisles telling
big lies and listening to same. You drink
too much, and by the time you get there
you are ready to come home. One cute
trick is to find a slumbering genius, fill

Two

of the principals at the Red

room, e\eryone was in hysterics at the
consternation of the half-moustache, especially the gent who did the snipping
until he looked in the mirror and found
that all the hair had been removed from
the center of his very own little head.
No matter how you travel, eventually
you

get there, and

you

always

find

weather.
the natives
time it’s all
verystand
unusualMost
weather.ofThe
around swearing that they never, but
never, have cold winds, rain or clouds
this time of the year. The company just
stands around swearing. As soon as the
camera is hauled out, the elements instead of the artists start acting. Even in
the Fiji Islands the weather ham went
into his act. His Majesty’s Provincial
Government pronounced the weather
most

Rock

location are Gene

Tierney

and

Edmund Purdom, who plays the title role of "The Egyptian." The
layman considers a location trip more fun than work, but locationers
know it's a different story.

unusual. Quote, “The rainy season

is definitely over.” We sat there in pools
of water paddling around in the quote.
Once all the characters are organized
they start sneaking around like a bunch
of burglars checking on what kind of
quarters the other characters have. This
leads to sighs of satisfaction or moans
of despair. Usually the guys close in
town would rather be out of town and
vice-versa. If Joe is tossed in with Harry
he would rather be with Henry, and so
forth. When the location manager runs
out of double - talk, and after a few
ing.
switches and changes, all settles down to
peaceful, calm pure unadulterated

snor-

If you are a nervous sleeper, it is a
supreme challenge to lay in the sack and
listen to some hairy-chested gorilla with
(Continued on Page 19)

his berth with smoke, yell “Fire” and
throw ice water on him. This practice
is frowned on by the Group Insurance
Companies and the American Heart
.Association.
I saw a double-barreled gag which was
rather interesting. One of the characters
h.ad a neat moustache which was his
pride and joy. After an evening of gaiety
and laughter in the club car, he made
his way to his berth. Soon, appropriate
noises ensued therefrom which indicated
sleep. Another character followed him
and deftly snipped off one side of his
moustache, then went on to his own
berth. The

ne.xt morning,

in the men’s

A recent location found the "Broken Lance"
company shooting out of Nogales, Arizona. At
right are Bob Adler, Bob Wagner and the
crew getting ready for a take. Edward Dmytryk
is directing "Broken Lance."
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^!VIL DEFENSE a blSASTE

Mobile

unit volimteers and TCF

employees

active in Civil Defense

group

Installation of one of the city’s four new high frequency
disaster communications units on the 20th-Fox lot has made
the studio a \ ital link in the Los Angeles Civil Defense network. Ceremonies at the City Hall April 7th saw top figures
in Industrial, Municipal, State and National Civil Defense
meeting for the dedication of the four huge mobile communications units. These units ha\e been placed at strategic locations in the metropolitan area and serve as a link between all
the various communications networks that are tied into the
general Ci\il Defense radio system. These networks include
high frefiuency transmitters and receivers operated by amateur
radio operators, taxi cabs, police, industrial organizations, State
and City Civil Defense stations.

Inside the mobile unit there are eleven transmitters, each with a fixed
frequency. These tie in with the various other radio networks which
comprise the Civil Defense communications group.

around

the newly

installed radio communication

trailer on the lot.

The mobile unit was installed on the lot without ceremony.
After the Transportation Department brought the unit on the
lot, a dozen or so volunteer Civil Defense workers hopped into
the sparkling new trailer which houses eleven high frequency
transmitters and a host of control equipment. While these volunteers were testing the transmitters and the network itself,
other volunteers were erecting eleven antennae in the area
surrounding the mobile unit itself. Within an hour after the
unit had arrived on the lot, several antennae had been mounted
and the Civil Defense disaster unit was on the air.
Located near the former site of the Stationery & Supplies
Department and just a few yards from Santa Monica Blvd.,
the mobile unit will be manned at regular intervals by men and

Rerecording mixer Harry Leoneird, left, helps two CD volunteers erect
an antenna near the mobile unit. There is a total of eleven antennae
in the area of the mobile unit on the North Lot.

20th

Century -Fox

Plays Vital Role in City’s
Civil Defense Radio Communications

women

who

volunteer their services.

They will send test transmissions at various frequencies and establish radio contact with the various other networks
which comprise the Civil Defense communications system.
The purpose of this and the other three
mobile units which have been purchased
by the city, is to provide an adequate
high frequency radio system for use in
the event of an emergency. As a result
of all the current news about thermonuclear bombs the thought of disaster
automatically brings to mind a disaster
caused by bombing. But actually disasters caused by flood, earthquake, explosion, etc. are also of prime consideration
to the Civil Defense radio system. That
doesn’t mean that the communication
system would not be vital in case of a
bombing attack. On the contrary, it could
be counted on to save thousands of lives
by expediting the dispatching of rescue

Control equipment within the transmitting unit
allows any transmitter or group of transmitters
to operate simultaneously. Regular test periods
are set aside during which the equipment is
activated.

and decontamination teams and by concity.
trolling evacuation of certain areas of the
The 20th Century-Fox lot was chosen
as the site for a mobile unit for several
reasons. First, its location offers a good
centrally situated spot in the West Los
Angeles area from which to operate Civil
Defense equipment at maximum effectiv'eness. Second, the studio has been
active in Civil Defense from its inception
in Los Angeles. Each of the studio’s transportation drivers represents a potential
member of a disaster team; and each man
has been receiving training in Civil Defense procedure for two years. Also, the
ultra-high frequency radio communications system operated by the Transportation Department is an important part
of the overall CD operation — another
reason why the studio was considered an
ideal spot for a central communications
depot.

Participation in Civil Defense by 20th
has been spearheaded by Jim Ruman,
Head of the Transportation Department.
Ruman presently is serving as chairman
of the L. A. Civil Defense and Disaster
Board and has come up with many good
ideas in CD organization. His system of
making every industrial driver a key man
in case of disaster has been adopted by
the L. A. Metropolitan Area and is considered an important part of the city’s
Civil Defense structure. This system allows every driver to be no more than
eight minutes away from the 550 dispatch stations in established businesses
throughout Los Angeles.
20th Century-Fox employees can be
proud of the part this studio is playing
in Civil Defense. Through preparedness
and training, volunteers on the Civil Defense team are helping to make Los Angeles safer and capable of handling any
emergency that may arise in the future.

Recent meeting found many top Civil Defense men discussing CD problems. Left to right are
B. Seltzer, industrial manufacturer of Civil Defense equipment: Col. Wm. M. Talbot, Head of
Civil Defense communications for the U. S.; Col. Pat McCarthy, Head of Civil Defense communications for Los Angeles: Earl Rtuidberg, Chief Deputy Director of L. A. Civil Defense and Transportation Head lim Ruman, Chairman of the Civil Defense and Disaster Bocird of Los Angeles.
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PARTY.
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THEN
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SOME

CHEETA
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. . .
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FUN

A LOT
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.

TO START THINGS
TCF ACTOR
RICHARD
SANG

OFF,

ALLAN
SOME

AND THEY HAD
A GRAND TIME . . .

AND
THE JUMPING

JACKS

. . .

AND SOME
LUCKY ONES
WON
PRIZES . . .

INCLUDING

THE

WONDERFUL
PEOPLE THAT
HELPED

TO PUT
ON.

IT

ANSWERING THE CALL — 120 TCFers showed up on Stage 9 the first
oi April, as the Red Cross Mobile Blood Bank made its first visit to
the lot in more than a year. Blood donated by them will help build

THE STARS AT NIGHT will be big and bright for A1 Root, a 25-year
man in the Sound Department. He left the studio for Dallas, Texas
where he is going into business for himself. The Sound boys gave him

the studio's blood credit. Thanks are extended to the Blood Conunittee
headed by Nurse Jo Cannon and to the blood donors.

a going away party, including coffee, cake and cuffs (local joke). Al's
many friends on the lot wish him good luck in the Lone Star State.

KLIEG

LIGHTS

AND

SHOUTING

THRONGS paved the way for "Prince
Valiant" as he completed his journey
from the cartoon strip to the CinemaScope screen. The event took place on
April 2nd at the world premiere of
Robert Jacks' production of the popular
Arthurian legend. Location of the event
was

Grauman's Chinese, where thousands of fans joined with Hollywood
personalities to make this a big, bubbling affair.

THE

MANY TCFers who found themselves among the losers at the recent

American
drawing
didn'tgotfeel
bad
for twoLegion
reasons:
First, they
to

<]

see lovely Debra Paget draw the winning numbers; and second, they are
seeing their donations treinsformed into
much-needed recreation equipment for
the vets at Sawtelle. The money has already purchased 12 Samson card tables
and a flag standard and will buy many
other items to make the veterans happy.

0

LANDSCAPE GROWS
the strongest
mushrooms in the world. Landscaper
Vern Laney points to the most recent
one to appear in the area. This particular
toadstool had the audacity to push
through a three-inch layer oi blacktop,
something that mushrooms aren't supposed to do. This is the third one to
break through the heavy asphalt covering in recent months.
KOREAN HEROINES Susan Zanuck,
center and Terry Moore, accept an
Award of Merit from USAF Col. Joseph
Goetz, in charge of Special Services.
The certificate was presented to the
girls in recognition of their recent entertainment tour through Korea for
American troops.
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IN PICTURESt^and WORDS
Lab Superintendent Henry Goldfarb’s
daughter Barbara gave birth to an 8 lb.
1 1 oz. boy, Charles Lamont, on April 6th.
All parties involved are doing okay . . .
Projection Engineer Lawrence Jones
back on the job after a 7-week flying
trip through Europe with daughter . . .
Photocopier Bill Meacham groaning
about his jury duty . . . Some anniversaries in the Grip Department. Headman
John Lavin celebrated his 34th on April
3rd; son Jim, his 13th on the 13th . . .
Ed Demoulin of the Sign Shop, up in

BUS TRAVELERS waiting at the Pico Entrance will find added comfort in the two new
benches provided by the studio. Alex Babcock, PubUcity, demonstrates just how comfortable
the benches are. They were installed by Jack Conlin emd a crew from the Construction Dept.

DON'T BE ALARMED. Joe
Johan, Labor, is a red-blooded, American fellow. It
seems his father, Augie
Whitecloud Gomez, a fullblooded Mohawk, has a
knife-throwing act, and he
can't get a girl with guts
enough to be his target. So
Joe dresses up like a girl
and with unshaking confidence in Dad, watches
knives whistle by his pretty
blonde wig. The Johans
have done their act on TV,
at hospitals and novelty
shows; have been well received.

Oregon for eight days . . . Art Department is sorry to see Blueprinter Rick
W athen leave. He’s been there two years,
is moving over to the Hardware Mutual
Life Ins. Co. as sales correspondent.
Aubrey Cochrane of Set Estimating replaces Rick . . . Paul Mihaljevic leaves
the Payroll Department to go to De Luxe
Lab . . . Paymaster Harold Bow is anticipating a new grandson or granddaughter at this moment . . . Don’t be
sore, Dorothy . . . Frank Phillips, Camera Operator, and A1 Lebovitz, Assistant
Cameraman, left April 11th for Rome,
Paris, Germany and Belgium for “The
Racers.” Who needs to plan vacations?
. . . Jack Sanchez, Paint, and Mrs. S. are
expecting . . . Location company on
“Untamed” is making good progress in
Natal, So. Africa under Henry King and
Gerd Oswald. They will finish around
May 10th . . . Linda Anderson, formerly
with Sol Siegel, now working for Frank
Sinatra . . . Glad to report that Campbell
Forsyth’s wife is recuperating nicely after
a serious operation . . . Former vocal
Coach Ric Ricardi now a restaurateur.
He owns “The Horn,” 2615 Wilshire,
Santa Monica . . . Lots of big green cars
parked near the Credit Union. Must be
the results of last year’s dividend . . .
Congratulations to Painter Curt Jackson
who was married recently. He and bride
honeymooned in Vegas, Boulder Dam
. . . Sorry to hear about Grip Mickey
Ratkovic’s auto accident. He was pretty
banged up but will be back work soon
. . . Unit Manager Stanley Goldsmith in
for “Jewel of Bengal”
Pakistan surveying
. Plumbing Foreman Charlie Oullette
trying his skiing luck on the deep snow
of Charleston Flats . . . Designer Jack

KOFFEE KLOTCHERS were happy to see the new coffee wagon of Paul Gordon, which recently made its appearance on the lot. The mobile unit is really a coffee shop on wheels,
makes regular daily tours of the entire lot. Above, Paul serves some 11 a.m. customers.

Muhs, Men’s Wardrobe and wife Freddie, formerly of the Studio Club, expecting . . . Those are the facts, folks.
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V

STUDIO CLUB
ACT/Vir\ES
SOFTBALL

Quarter Century Club Plans Banquet
Once again, the spotlight will fall on
20th Century-Fox employees who ha\e
ser\ ed the company twenty-five years or
more, as plans for the Second Annual
Quarter Century Club Banquet take
shape. Last year the affair was held June
19th at the Cafe de Paris. This year’s
e\ent will take place at the Cafe also,
although the exact date has not been
set as yet.
Those

who

were in attendance

at last

year’s banquet recall what an outstanding event it was. Jewel-studded gold pins
were awarded to those who had 25 years’
ser\ice with the studio, with different
stones
service. representing

25, 30 or 35 years’

In order that everyone who is entitled
to membership in the Quarter Century
Club be included in the plans for this

year’s banquet and pin presentations, the
Studio Club urges anyone who believes
he has 25 years’ service to call Ext. 745
immediately so that the necessary verifications can be made. Employees are reminded that lay-offs and labor disputes
do not constitute a break in employment,
as far as Quarter Century Club rules are
concerned. (An entirely different set of
rules applies to the studio retirement
plan. ) According to Quarter Century
Club rules, employees must have worked
at least 40 weeks each year for which
they wish credit, although borderline
cases will be checked carefully.
Remember, if you began working for
20th Century-Fox or any of its prior organizations in1929 or earlier and you are
not presently a member of the Quarter
Century Club, be sure to call the Studio
Club, Ext. 745.

Jewelry Class in Second Round; Others Planned

TO START

This is the time of the year for spring
fever, vacation plans and softball. Unfortunately, lastyear’s employment situation prevented the formation of a regular
studio league, although several fellows
did participate in the municipal
tition of last year.

compe-

This year, however, there are many
fellows who are anxious to form an interstudio league. The number of workers
who have e.\pressed a desire to play softball this year indicates that we may be
able to form four teams, and possibly six.
It is hoped

that we

will be able to

secure a site on the lot for this year’s
play. But the first step is to find out how
big a league to plan on. So if you are
interested in joining a studio softball
league, to begin play next month, call
the Studio Club, Ext. 745.

Membership Drive Successful

The second six-week series of the Jewelry Class has now reached the half-way
mark, under the leadership of Harry
Schoeppe, veteran instructor in the art
of jewelry making. The class meets each
Tuesday evening in the old Studio Club

course is a Writing Class. This would
include six meetings, with guest lecturers
from each of six fields of writing (e.g.
screenwriting, writing for television,
pulps and slicks, radio, etc.) All of these
classes would have low tuition and would

95'^ of the studio’s permanent employees
signed up for 1954. This is a vote of confidence for the Cluh and its program.

bungalow, and is busily engaged in making a variety of interesting and unusual
pieces of jewelry. The first project of the
class was to make a simple chain. When
the chains were finished, each class member branched out in the direction of his

be held on the lot, one night a week
two hours.

for

With participation like this, members of
the Studio (5lub can look forward to a

If you would be interested in joining
one of the above classes, or any other
class, call the Studio Club and register
your name and the type of class you
would like. You will be contacted if plans
materialize for your particular class.

year
ities. full of enjoyable events and activ-

choosing. Some of the neophytes elected
to make rings and pendants, while others
have been engaged in the design of small
charms, called bird cages, for charm
bracelets. Whatever their individual projects may be, the members of the Jewelry
Class are enjoying the relaxation offered
by their new avocation and are making
some nice looking pieces of jewelry.
Several new classes have been suggested by people on the lot, to succeed
the Jewelry Class. A great deal of interest has been shown in an Art Class for
jntermediates, although the specific type
of class has not been worked out. A shorthand Class has been mentioned bv a few
jieople and would be a worthwhile class
for those on the lot who want to brush
up on their shorthand. .Another suggested

Id.

3n jWemoriam
It is with

deep

regret

and

pathy toward their families
that

ACTION

HARRY

reports

the death

NEILMAN
April

with
and

sym-

friends
of:

(Police)

2, 1954

(11 years’ service)
CATHRYN
HALL
(wife of Charles

Hall, Production)

April 4, 1954

This year’s Studio Club membership
drive ended on a successful note, with

Plans are being made right now for
many big activities throughout the year.
Next major event will be the Annual
Picnic, to be held at the Rancho Park
Playground late in June. Next event will
be the Golf Tournament in August, always a popular and successful affair.
Following these two Summer events will
be the County Fair in the Fall, a dance
on the lot and the 1954 Christmas Party.
These events and more, plus the year
’round services offered by the Club (discounts, theatre tickets, books and magazines, blood service, employee assistance,
etc. ) are made possible through the support given the Studio Club by you and
your fellow workers.
We appreciate your response to the
1954 membership drive and will do our
best to make this a year full of activities
that you like.

Movie todtisiiy
Presents
interesting CxMbit
I

At A, f,t. Show

I

a million Los Angeles citizens filed into

'

the Pan-Pacific

i

|
I

For one week

early this month, a half

motion picture industry which gave the
hundreds of thousands who visited it a

of the exhibit.
Hosts and hostesses were

Auditorium

visual picture behind the scenes of Hollywood film production.
The exhibit walls were lined with

the booth

to witness

the world’s largest labor - management
exhibition, the A.F. of L. Union Industries Show. The giant all - free show,
sponsored by the Union Label and Service Trades Department of the American
Federation of Labor, was designed to
encourage harmonious relations between
AFL unions and their respective employer firms.
1

The show included more than 300
colorful and educational exhibits, featuring everything from bakery goods to
trailers. One of the most interesting of
these exhibits was the pavilion of the

murals and photos (see above ) that
graphically presented the many varied
industry crafts at work. Nearly 200 properties, including scale models of a destroyer, a locomotive, racing cars, valuable
objets d’art, period jewelry and a giant
robot man, helped illustrate to the layman the wide variety of crafts involved
in motion picture production. A “Pioneer
Craftsmen” photo gallery, honoring industry veterans who are still active in
film crafts, was another popular feature

throughout

on hand

at

the week - long

show to answer visitors’ questions about
movie making and present them with an
informative, illustrated pamphlet, “This
. . . Is Hollywood,” prepared by the
AMPP Publicity Directors Committee.
A great deal of the credit for our outstanding industry exhibit should go to
several 20th Century-Fox people and departments who took an active part in its
preparation. They include Publicists Bill
Winter, Roy Craft and Julian Myers;
Hostesses June Spendlo\e and Margie
Moore; the Landscape Department and
workers in the Staff Shop.

FOR

SCIENCE

SALE:

Nearly new RELAX-A-CIZOR. Uses electric
current to activate the involuntary muscles.
A proven aid in reducing. Call CR. 6-3962
if interested.

What men and women think of each
other was the subject of a study by two

HEYMAN
FURNITURE
Announces His Association With

BOB

Terms Arranged

CLAPP

Open Monday

De Soto - Plymouth
Direct Factory Dealer

2201 Westwood

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

20 Years With Process Department

and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227

Blvd.

Los Angeles 35, California

SHOP

AT

.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

"SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
CARL
WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

10643 Pico Blvd.

Complete

CARPET

Mgr.

AR. 3-8636

★ LINOLEUM

Wright
A

★ TILE

Carpet Co.

SERVICE

THE

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING
S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

I

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

Flowers Telegraphed

-

SPRAYS

Village

ARizona 7-1755

We Deliver -

BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT
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J. GERMAN,

LEE

A “traffic detour” in the human body,
an additional artery through which blood
can reach the heart when existing arteries
have become hardened, narrowed or
blocked has been suggested by a group
of surgeons. The method makes use of a
strip of skin which has been raised from
the chest. One end is left attached. The
chest is then opened and the other end
of the skin strip, rolled into a tube, is
sewed to the heart. The skin, which contains many small blood vessels, soon becomes able to carry blood from the chest
surface to the heart. New skin quickly
grows over the chest.

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
^

is generally agreement between the two
sexes. Both feel that women ha\ e greater
moral character, poise, imagination and
understanding of children, but tend more
toward grudges and violent outbursts of
temper. The study showed both sexes
believe men to be more emotionally balanced, more intelligent and courageous,

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

brave University of California psychologists who report, surprisingly, that there

but less faithful. It appeared to be a tossup as to which is more creative, the
poorer loser or the more stubborn.

.

★ CARPETS

... at a glance

CHICAGO

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

One of the paradoxes of medical science is the use of life-saving drugs de\ eloped from death-dealing substances. Curare, for example, a poison used by South
American Indians to tip arrows, is used
by doctors as a muscle relaxant and antispasmodic. Arsenic compounds have
been used in the treatment of \enereal
diseases. Peritrate, used to pre\eut attacks of the dangerous and painful heart
ailment, angina pectoris, is developed
from a powerful explosive. Another explosive — nitroglycerine — is also used in
treating angina pectoris.
A new avenue of cancer research has
been opened by medical geographers
who have been studying the pre\alence
of the disease throughout the world.
They found that cancer of the lungs, for
example, does not exist in Korea and
Iceland; stomach cancer is not as common in England as on the European continent; cancer of the base of the tongue
is common in certain communities in
India; and primary cancer of the li\er
is relatively more prevalent in Africa,
why.
Indo-China, Indonesia, Malaya, the Philippines and India than anywhere else in
the world. The next step is to find out

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

AUTOMOBILES

(New and Used)

Ed Morris, Ed James Buick Co., 1367 So. Figueroa St., L. A
PR. 5011
Ed Yoder (A. E. Nugent Chevrolet), 400 S.
La Brea Ave., L. A
WY. 2131

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
(Discount on recaps only)

Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749

FLORISTS

PHONOGRAPH

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755

Greunophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

BABY

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

HARDWARE
Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

HOME

RESTAURANTS

DECORATING

Interiors, Ltd. (Allen Gordon), 12944 Sherman
Way, No. Hcllywo6d..PO. 5-4272 - SU. 1-8147

Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-9554

JEWELRY

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimofi Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Maltz of California, 369 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 4-5213
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795
Studio Club (Watches only) CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

FIXTURES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L A
WE. 0963

CHIROPODISTS

Fox Hills Liquors (Madeline & Jim Driscoll),
10275 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-2771

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

BATHS

Alfredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

CLEANERS

SHAVER

SERVICE

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L- A
WE. 3-9104

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

OPTICAL

PAINT

STOCKS

— GREETING

CARDS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company

OPTOMETRISTS

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

CLEANING

STATIONERS

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D„
Culver City

ELECTRIC

RUG

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

Harold V. Roth, D.S.C., 2362 Westwood Blvd.,
L A
AR. 7-4163

Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Bivd.,
L- A
AR. 7-2795

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

MINERAL

SHOPS

RUGS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LINOLEUM

UQUORS

GOODS

ESTATE

Studio Club

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

REAL

Howard McCarry, 12300V2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR

LIGHT

Burd's Automotive Service, 2060 S. La Cienega
Blvd., L. A
VE. 8-9866

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Lancaster Men's Wear, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 3-6721
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 3-8636

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

REPAIRS

PLUMBING

FURS

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375

AUTO

RECORDS

(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd.,
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa
L. A
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S.
L. A
Vic Mature Television, 10739
L. A

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

L. A
WY. 5944
Monica Blvd.,
AR. 7-7508
Western Ave.,
PL. 3-1295
W. Pico Blvd.,
BR. 2-3647

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
10522 Venice Blvd.,
VE. 8-0521

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Knudson Paint & Wallpaper, (Art Supplies),
10936 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-3241
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 4-4665
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ekt. 745
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COMPLETE
CUSTOM

ARD’S
WI
All LL
the Chicken

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
AR. 9-5611

You Can Eat

10649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

$225

RADIO

& APPLIANCE

CO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT

CR. 6-3766

DUMONT

and RCA

Opposite

TELEVISION

Stadium

Theater

8879 West Pico

<2 Blocks West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249
OPEN

ON
BRANDS

STUDIO

OUR

EVENINGS

CLUB

MEMBERS

Discounts On

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

BR. 2-3832

& FRIDAY

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

MONDAY

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

BRANDS

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Phones

—

AR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around

Studio Club Members —

Check Substantial Savings

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Jewelry
Projectors &
Watch Repairing
Accessories
Pen & Pencil Sets Films
Shavers
Tape Recorders
Tires
Record Players
Televisions
Luggage
Radios
Wallets
Cameras
Batteries

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Typewriters
Furniture
Gas Gr Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

Monday thru Saturday —

O

O

• To remove stains and scorched starch
from the bottom of your electric iron, rub
with a cloth soaked in vinegar while the
iron is still warm.
O

«

O

• When painting stairs that have to be
used daily, paint only every other step.
When those are dry, paint the other
steps.
o

o

o

• Save your glass coffee jars and fill
them with rice, split peas, dry beans, etc.
They are handy, air-tight containers and
make a beautiful display on your kitchen
shelf.
« « «
• To keep brown sugar soft, secure a
piece of wet sponge to the underside of
a fruit jar lid. Place sugar in jar and
seal. Sugar stays moist as long as sponge
is kept damp.
O

«

BOULEVARD

ARizona 3-2513

— SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

Appliances

• For party canapes, shape softened
seasoned cream cheese into balls and
roll in minced dried beef and parsley.
O

O

All

«

•To remove white water spots or rings
from hardwood floors or tables, moisten
a small piece of soft cloth with spirits of
camphor and rub spot lightly with the
grain of the wood.

BELLAIRE PARK ESTATES
The Last of CLOSE-IN

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
34 HOMES

from $19,950

Custom-Built "HOMES

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

2-7110

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

«

2- 3- 4-Bdrms. • Den • 2- 3-Baths

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

«

LOCATED BETWEEN COLDWATER &
WHITSETT — ON CHANDLER BLVD.

SALES CO.

1 Block East of Westwood

Authorized

18

0

O

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

ARIzona 7-7508

O

• If you want to add a new, interesting
flavor to green beans, make a sauce by
heating 2 teaspoons of pickling spice with
/4 cup of butter and pour over the beans.

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

10829 SANTA

«

• Onion or garlic odors can be removed
from cutting boards, if boards are
washed with baking soda and water.

O

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

HARRY

• To keep coffee fresh-tasting after it
has been unsealed, store it in the refrigerator, with lid on.
«

URDANK

sh-sh-sh private line

Hints foi the Mis.

RIDLEY

OF DISTINCTION"

BILLICK

Formerly With Studio
Now With

WEINSTOCK CONSTRUCTION CO.
13753 Ventura Blvd.
ST. 7-3164

Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-9931

Are You

So . . . You're Going on Location
(Continued from Page 1)
a large Adams apple, who has grappled
with huge chunks of juniper juice (with
olives) all evening, rattle the doors and
windows with his stridulating sound effects. The humiliating thought is the
fact that you will probably do the same
thing if you can only get to sleep. It all
depends on who gets to sleep first. One

Going to be Married?

lilp mum
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Our beautiful and socially correct, Art Point
Wedding Invitations and Announcements
are available to all Studio Club members
and their families, at a 1 0% discount.
Many samples and several price ranges to
choose from.

STanley
7-5714

FINE

can’t help but think what the little women have to put up with. A wonderful
thing about people; they apparently can
get used to almost anything.
If you think you will do lots of sightseeing, you will be mistaken. Up at the
break of dawn, in the bus and hauled
to chow. If you are a light eater at home
in the morning, you will find yourself
eating like mad on location. When you
sit in the midst of large lumps of eggs

QUALITY

Come
Open

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio

BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

ing gullets, it’s catching. Soon you are
doing the same and letting your belt out
a notch, moaning all the time. Then it’s
“in the bus” again. At first the scenery
is interesting, but soon you know every
bump in the road . . . Arrive at the set
. . . Work . . . Confusion . . . More
chow . . . More moans . . . Another
notch . . . More moans . . . Confusion
. . . Weather ... In the bus . . . Same

PROMPT

SERVICE

Evenings

VANADA

by Appointment

STATIONERS

10747 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64
ARizona 8-2825

Discount

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

and hot cakes being stuffed into chomp-

—

In and See Us

illlllllllllllllMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

fPROVEN FRIENDS

=

of

DISCOUNT

I

20th Century-Fox

Ibatck Self paints

I

Employees

PAINT and WALLPAPER

I UTTER McKinley |

scenery . . . Room . . . More chow . . .
More moans . . . The sack . . . Snores
. . . Alarm clock ... In the bus. And

PICO

so it goes. Your sightseeing consists of
riding to the location and from the loca-

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

tion. Period. If you are told you won’t
work Sundays before you leave, you will
probably work every Sunday. It’s standard procedure on location to get behind
schedule. This brings great pressure from
the front office and the wheels fall off
the whole company.
Soon everyone is tired of the scenery,
the food and each other. The great speculation ishow much more to do and when

I

MORTUARIES

I

DU. 8-2481 I

I

ARLEIGH

|

A. BROWN

|

^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllMllllllllllllr

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

the hell we gonna get out of this godforsaken joint?
Eventually you start packing to go
home. Everyone is friends again and its
all one big happy family. When you get
hack home you are covered with the
question “How was it?”
“Great” you say, “Beautiful country.
Swell crew. Had a wonderful time. Hope
we got a good picture.”

FOX HILLS CAFE
COMPLETE

^

^

'
I

.
^

LUNCHEON

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

$1.00
BUFFET

Specia
l Attent
ion Given
Studio
Personnel

BR. 2-1902

At the end

of the block

on Pico

I
^

^

^

of

TELEVISION
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
if Underwood Typewriter Co.,

DINNERS

$1.75

1 5 Brands

►

y

CHRIS

20th

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 4-4665

Co.,

To Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
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of your watch? A hydroelectric turbine? Wrong on all three counts. It’s a
closeup view of one of the huge fans which cool the studio’s sound stages.
Measuring eight feet from blade tip to blade tip, these giant rotators generate

•

EDITOKIAL

STAFF

Art Houser
Bob Mintz
Vivian Jorgensen
•

Editorial Dir.
Editor
Asst. Ed.

Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors
•

STAFF

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
Jack Pashkovsky

Pres.

.

.Treas.

Brown. Juanita
Cafe
Cannon. Jo
Hospital
Conlon. Edward
Gripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
Employment
Davies. Red
Do Gaetano. Al
Prop Makers
Fontaine. Jean
Engin.
Grip
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick
. . Men's Wardrobe
Paint
Jolley. Robert ..... . .
Lutz. Fred
Purchasing
Marsh. Bill
Property
Mellen. Harry
Patrick. George
Arl
Research
Richardson. Frances ..
Labor
Roche. Irish
Roddan. Harold . ...
Projection
Botli. Lee
Ladies* Wardrobe
Makeup
Smith. Dick
Exec.
Stephenson. George . . .
West.
Ave.
Trager. Estelle . .
Viericli. Dick

Honorary

Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
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and around

we

go — and what

the 20th Century-Fox

Annual

about forthcoming

wide basis, ajid more
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around the lot

Including news

Pres.

.

,

how's your air?

from

. V.

,

we

find we

pass along to you in
about your

on-the-lot

some significant facts

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS

Bess Lasky . .
Larry Rice . . .

The success of any safety campaign is dependent on the people to whom
it is directed. You have played a vital part in safety at 20th. See Page

Around

Metzler
•

.

Your Air?,’’ below.

you and safety

words and pictures. You’ll find all the latest news
chums on Page

STUDIO CLUB
EDITORIAL
COiMIMITTEE

Roy Metzler .
Paul Wurtzel ..

a speed of 700 r.p.m. For the rest of the story, see “How’s

Cold or warm outside, it’s up to the studio’s heating and air conditioning
Engineers to keep it just right in your department. Read how a million
dollars worth of pipes, boilers, coolers and pumps keep 20th at the right
temperature. Starts on Page

ARTISTS

Elmer Glassburn
Ed Janis

Roy

cover What’s your guess? Amoeba under microscope? Close look at the workings

Report

should be of interest to you.

releases, CinemaScopc

about the past year’s operations. See Page

.

.

safety on 3 fronts
Some

startling facts about, home,

news

about “OPERATION

highway

SAFETY”

and industrial accidents — and

WEEK

^0

on an industry-

on the lot. Story on Page

Studio club activities
Anyone for golf? There’s a Golf Class for beginners starting June 1st at
Rancho Park. Also, the softball season opens soon. 'I'he 19.54 Game Tournament comes up soon. And there is news of otiier activities on Page .

.

12
14

progress and a new plan
Our

new

wide

angle lenses and

finders exemplify

progress. The

studio’s

revised policy on stereophonic sound affects the entire industry’s future.
News about these developments on Page

15
17

buyers' directory
Instead of looking in the Yellow Pages next time you’re in the market for
products or services, consult your Buyers’ Directory. It might help you to
get what you are after and save you money besides. Page

annual picnic
Kids love a picnic. So do adolescents. Hut even grmcm/ps

love a picnic when

it’s the 20th Century-Fox Picnic. Start getting ready for the big day which
will be Sunday, June 27th, at the Cheviot Hills Playground. Put Page
where you can keep an eye on it. You won’t want

to miss this one.

20

^044. G44jd Bcdetif
All of us, as a part of the movie industry, know what is involved in making a motion pieture. Its eompletion
depends on the talents of a great many

people. We

work on rigid shooting sehedules beeause production

costs are extremely high. So when a star cuts a finger or a carpenter falls from a ladder there is genuine cause
for anxiety. For besides the personal discomfort caused by accidents like these, production is temporarily halted.
Knowing
Century-Fox

that lost time because of accidents is costly to both employee and company,
are extremely safety conscious. And

we at Twentieth

safety consciousness on the part of business and

industry here in Southern California could not be needed more than by a motion picture studio, where
a diversity of crafts and occupations makes

safety of vital importance.

Accident prevention through safety education pays off in many

ways. First of all, preventing

accidents and injury means cutting down workers’ lost time from the job and avoiding painful and
lingering injuries. Second, by keeping accident and injury down to a minimum, we keep production
costs down.
Twentieth

Century-Fox,

as a result of its continuous improvement

be especially proud of its accomplishments
up and down

in the field of safety. This has been the result of teamwork

the line. It is a tribute to the studio management

program, to the safety engineers who
serve without extra compensation

by an awareness

all

which has instituted a broad safety

have developed it and to the men

on the job who unselfishly

on the studio safety committee.

In talking about the progress this studio has made
employee, who

record through the years, can

in safety, we must not fail to recognize you, the

of the basic rules of safety, have been the key factor in making our

safety program pay off.
The statistics maintained
months of 1954, made
number

by our Studio Hospital reveal that Fox employees, during the first four

45% less trips to the Hospital than during the corresponding period in 1953. The

of first aid cases during the first third of 1954 dropped 48% below the figure for the same

period in 1953; and the number

of return visits for the January to April period of 1954 showed

a

reduction of 37% below the 1953 figure for that period. These statistics are indicative of a greatly
improved

on-the-lot accident and injury record, over and above the normal

decrease resulting from a

smaller personnel.
The reason for this improvement

in our safety record is in every way a joint effort. It is the result

of an ever-increasing effort on the part of the company
and materials with which to do them. And

to find safer ways of doing jobs and safer tools

equally important, it is the result of Twentieth

Century-Fox

employees who, by taking an active part in the studio’s perennial safety campaign, have given the studio
an enviable record of industrial safety in Southern California.

3

’s
Thetinstu
g dio
hea
and
air conditioning
plants have

1

a lot

to do with the
air you

a

breathe

while on the job
V

If you came to work one morning in the middle of
January, when the rain was coming down in torrents
and the cold wind sent shivers up your spine — and
you walked into your office or department and it was
just as cold in there as it was outside — you’d notice it,
wouldn’t you? But unless one of the studio’s heating
and air conditioning men falls asleep at the switch
(and that
would
neverhasn’t
occur.happened

HOW’S
YOUR

AIR?

yet), the above

situation

We take the heating and cooling of the buildings of
20th Century-Fox for granted, just as we pick up our
phone and make a call without a second thought about
it. But like telephone service or any other service that
has come to be a part of modern day living and working, its surcease would be felt by nearly every employee on the lot, whether he was in the farthermost
nook of the Property Building or in an office in the
Transportation Department nearly two miles distant.
The credit for keeping studio buildings comfortable
goes to half a dozen men who comprise our heating
and air conditioning crew — engineers who spend their
days undoing what Mother Nature has been doing for
eons of time, by making it cool in the Summer and
warm in the Winter.
The warm or cool air that greets you in your building is the end result of a complicated system of boilers,
sprays, pipes, pumps and air conditioners maintained
on the lot. This equipment, valued at a million dollars,
is manned almost around the clock at two main plants.
Plant One is located between Stages 2, 3, 5 and 6. It
has a refrigerating capacity of 350 tons, or the equivalent of 350 tons of ice. This part of the plant provides
chilled water to many buildings and departments,
while four 100-horsepower boilers at this location generate low pressure steam for heating purposes.

4

Most

of the air cooling done

Engineering

)

Department,

which

by the
super-

vises the studio’s heating and cooling
operation, is of a very critical nature.
Air cooling and humidifying which requires exact temperatures and humidities
is called process conditioning. There are
many departments which require that
the temperature and moisture content of
the air be at a specific degree. In every
case it is because these departments
utilize equipment or handle and process
various types of film stock which must
be kept at certain fixed temperatures and
humidities. For instance, the Film Loading Department, which stocks and handles thousands of feet of raw stock daily,
must be kept at 50° F., with a relatively
high humidity. These conditions are required ifthe stock is to remain soft and
pliable. Low moisture content or high
temperature would cause the film to become brittle, making it unusable. Similar
conditions prevail in Optical Printing,
Special Photo Effects, Cutting and Projection Building, Rerecording, the projection rooms and the many vaults
around the lot where millions of feet of
film stock are stored. Also, all equipment
at the DeLuxe Lab at Western Avenue
is process conditioned
ing Department.

by our Engineer-

Special Temperatures
Maintained
Because

different types of equipment

and film stock are used by various departments, special temperature and humidity conditions are required. Our Engineering staff is set up to fulfill these

Engineer Lewis Wood inspects one of the huge automatic boilers at Plant Two. There are three 300-horsepower boilers at this location which ignite at the flick
of a switch. Looking on are Chief Engineer lean
Fontaine, left, and Henri Ledeboer, Air Conditioning
Engineer.

of liquid refrigerant is contained in the
base of the cooler, which consists of a
series of tubes through which water is
pumped.

The careene is lifted by a centrifugal pump to a distributor plate or
spray deck on top of the cooler. It is then
sprayed over the cooler tubes. It absorbs
heat from the water, thereby cooling it
and. changing the careene from liquid to
gas. The gas is then pulled into the compressor by vacuum and is compressed
to a higher pressure, thereby heating it.
It is then delivered to the condenser
where

it circulates around

the tube sur-

face, iscooled and condensed by the condenser circulating water. The careene is
back to a liquid fonn and is passed

requirements within 1 degree of variance. To illustrate how closely the engineers must adhere to temperature demands, several years ago a star who was
making a picture on this lot had to have

back to the cooler section, thus completing the refrigeration cycle. The resulting
chilled water, whose temperature is ap-

the temperature at 68° anywhere she
was working, in spite of the outside tem-

proximately 40° F., is pumped through
pipes around the lot for cooling and
humidification.

now

perature, which happened to be 98°.
The air conditioners not only maintained
the temperature at 68° on the stages the
actress was working, but still have the

i

records to prove it! (Incidentally, it’s a
good thing the actress was working at
Fox, for it is one of the few studios which
maintains air conditioned sound stages. )
Plant Two, newer of the studio’s two
conditioning plants, is located just north
of Stage 16, with underground apparatus
rooms between Stages 10-16. It was built
in 1936, following the construction of
Plant One by seven years. For heating,
this plant maintains three 300-horsepower boilers, and two 300-ton compressors
for cooling. The boilers at Plant Two are
fully automatic.
The refrigeration machines at Plant
Two are the same type as those at Plant
One — Carrier-type centrifugal machines
— the only difference being in the weight
of the refrigerant used. These machines
use careene as a refrigerant. The supply

Fully Steam

Heated

All the heating provided

by the stu-

dio’s two plants is by steam. Steam pipes
lead from seven boilers through a mile of
subterranean tunnels below the studio
streets and into every department, office
and stage on the lot. The huge boilers
that do the heating use fuel oil to create
the tremendous temperature required to
provide steam for a plant of this size.
Heading

the studio’s Engineering Department is Chief Engineer Jean Fontaine, whose department maintains many

The equipment maintained at our heating and
air conditioning plants is the finest obtainable.
Engineer J. C. Haynes throws a switch that
will send chilled water to one of the sound
stages. This switchboard controls chilled water
pumps for the New Administration Building
and the stages at the south end of the lot.

During the cold months fuel oil is delivered several times a week to feed
the studio's boilers. Here, General
Petroleum Corp. driver Wm. R. McClellan delivers a load while Engineer Lawrence Larson watches.

Other operations besides the heating
and air conditioning plants. Directly in
charge of heating and air conditioning is
Engineer Henri Ledeboer, who makes
periodic checks of the equipment to see
that proper temperature and humidity
levels are being maintained and that
maximum equipment efficiency is being
effected. The equipment itself is maimed
by six heating and

refrigeration Engi-

neers, three at each of the studio’s two
plants. Their day’s work begins at 5:30
a.m. and doesn’t end until 2 or 3 a.m.,
when
theforlast
the studio’s employees
has left
theofday.
First man on the job is Laurence Larson, who arrives at Plant One at 5:30.
Opening ceremonies for the day are the
lighting of one or more of the four boilers there, depending on the weather. A
cold morning in Winter will require all
four of the boilers to be lit, while 90°

.
and stages around the lot. While there
are certain buildings that are always supplied with cool or warm air, cooling the
sound stages is a diflFerent story. At the
end of each day a report, called the “call
sheet,” is sent to the air conditioning
plants. This report tells what stages will
be used for production the following
day. From the information on this sheet,
the morning men at the two plants know
what stages will need cool air that day.
When the shooting company wraps up
at the end of the day or earlier, the air
conditioning rooms are notified so that
the equipment ser\icing the stages in\olved can be shut off.

weather will only need one boiler. Another factor which will determine the
number of boilers that need to be operating is the load on them; the greater the
air conditioning load, the more boilers
needed to sustain it. But regardless of
how hot it is outside or how light a load
is being carried, one boiler will always be
lit, because a certain amount of steam
is needed to warm the chilled air that is
used in the studio’s air conditioning system, and to provide steam for the Cafe
de Paris kitchen.

Fans Are Switched

On

Next on the agenda of the first shift
is the starting of the fans for buildings

Stages 10-11, 14, 15 and 16.
In all, the two plants maintain three
refrigeration machines. These huge machines cool the refrigerant, which in turn
chills water to 40° circulating through
tubes in the machine. Then, underground

1 is equipped with two automatic and
two manual boilers of 100 horsepower
each. Plant Two maintains three automatic 300-horsepower boilers. In addition to the large boilers at these two

There are variable conditions concerning the warm air also. When the weather
is cold, the warm air is manufactured at

locations, auxiliary boilers are maintained and operated at various places on
the lot. These are used for heating the
moat, the mill and a swimming pool for

the plants by steam. When the weather
is warm, the warm air is drawn in from
outside. In either case, the final air tem-

production.

Outside

Temperature

Watched

If a cold morning turns into a warm
forenoon, our Engineers know it m a
minute. They have sensitive outdoor
thermometers that register outside air
temperatures. If the temperature rises
to a point where steam is no longer needed in the studio’s buildings, boilers are
shut down, and only the cooling equipment is operated.
Cooling the water
ments and buildings
two plants, but the
cooled by this water
rooms all over the

for stages, departtakes place at the
circulating of air
is handled in fan
lot. For instance,

there are eight fan rooms for stages sup-

I
}

fan room supplying the New Administration Building, the Urban Building and
the four fan rooms supplying cold air to

pumps send this water to the various fan
rooms operating around the lot. The
water is then sprayed in front of the
fans, dropping the air temperature to
about 48°. Then, depending on the air
temperature desired, this cold air is
mixed with warm air and blown into
rooms and departments.

First shift at Plant Two begins at 7
a.m. This shift is covered by Lewis Wood,
whose early morning duties parallel those
of Larson at Plant One. While Plant No.
Standing in front of the control board at Plant
One are Henri Ledeboer and Engineer Harry
Blackledge, who was instrumental in installing the board. It allows the engineer on duty
at the plant to keep a constant visual check on
the temperatures and pressures of his boilers,
pumps, etc. without having to visit each piece
of equipment individually.

plied by Plant One and 14 fan rooms
for various departments, many of which
require the special temperature and
humidity conditions mentioned earlier.
Plant Two supplies chilled water to the

perature isgauged closely and an accurate temperature is maintained.
The second shift is covered at Plant
One by Harry Blackledge and at Plant
Two by George Voorhees. Generally,
when this shift comes on duty, the boilers
and cooling equipment are kept in just
the same state of operation as they are
found. Changes in outdoor temperature
or use of sound stages will require
changes to be made, just as is the case
any time during the day or night when
new requirements demand new heating
and cooling arrangements. The third
shift, which is only maintained at Plant
One, starts at 5:30 p.m. and usually ends
at 2 or 3 a.m. This shift is handled by
Lyman Moore, who keeps buildings
heated for night employees, shuts down
the equipment at the end of his shift and
prepares Plant Two for a quick start at
7 a.m. when Lewis Wood arrives.

Engineers

Look for Trouble

Part of the job of every man on the
crew is troubleshooting. By keeping a
watchful eye out for any irregularity that
may show up on one of the dozen or so
gauges at each of the two plants, operational difficulties can be spotted quickly

Beneath the studio's streets and buildings run
thousands oi feet of tunnel, carrying steam
and chilled water pipes all over the lot. At left
is one of the many subterranean tunnels leading from Plant Two. The large pipes carry
steam to and from radiator outlets, and the
smaller pipes conduct chilled water from the
plant to many fan rooms and back again.

i

Lawrence

Larson

prepares

to light a

boiler

at Plant

One.

All

oi the

boilers

maintained at the studio's two plants are equipped with protective safety devices which prevent low water, high water and high
steam. These controls make it as safe to operate the huge boilers as it
would be to bum rubbish in your own incinerator.

and corrective measures can be begun.
For instance, a vacuum system is used
to bring back to the plants the water
which has circulated through the hundreds of radiators on the lot as steam.
If the trap on one of these radiators is
not opening and closing properly and
steam is allowed to return to the main
plant along with the water, this will show

These pumps, located imderground at Plant One, send chilled water to
the stages and departments in the area. The water is pumped from
chilled water tanks to its destination, then returns to the refrigeration
machine by gravitational force. This heated
refrigeration machine cmd pumped out again.

conditioning plants. These qualities are
reflected in the equipment that is maintained at the studio’s two huge plants.
Shining brass and steel gauges; freshly
painted refrigeration machines; sparkling chrome; mile after mile of overhead
and underground pipes, watched and
cared for; throbbing pumps, constantly
in use, but kept in perfect working order.

up on the plant’s vacuum gauge. By closing the main steam lines one at a time
and watching the vacuum gauge, it can
be determined whether the trap trouble
is on the North, South, East or West line.

These things are good yardsticks in measuring how big a job is being done and
how well the men of the Engineering
Department are doing it.

VV'hen the trouble has been pinned down
to one of these lines, the faulty radiator
trap can be located quickly, since each
of the main lines leads to a particular
group of buildings.
.An important part of the daily pro-

Yet to these fellows, it’s all in a day’s
work. Ask them to cool off Stage 15 for
an incoming production company. No
sooner do you hang up the phone, but
the Engineer on duty at Plant Two has
thrown a switch, opened and adjusted

cedure of the studio’s heating and air
conditioning Engineers is the log. This
is an itemized breakdown of what has
been done to the equipment — in other
words, what has been turned on, what
has been turned off, and when. This report ispassed by each man to the man
\\'ho relieves him. Thus, in an orderly
way, each man on each shift is brought
up to the very minute concerning the
equipment which it is his responsibility
to control. By means of this log, all doubt
or confusion is eliminated. Everything
is written down, so there is no chance for
misunderstanding, as might be the case
if the state of things were passed from
shift to shift verbally.

Equipment

Kept in Shape

Systematic procedure and organization
are visible features of the heating and air

valves, and a cool breeze begins to circulate in the huge sound-proof building.
Ask them to heat up the Camera Department. In an instant the Engineer at
Plant One has thrown an oily rag into
the open mouth of one of the two huge
manual boilers. At once its interior is a
roaring 2000° inferno, at the Camera
Department’s ser\ ice — turning water into steam, sending steam through the
Camera

Department’s

radiator outlets.

It’s all in a day’s work. But it affects
every employee on the lot. Through efficiency and know-how, the 20th Century-

Laborer

Stan

Enison

examines

one

oi the

150

filters that are used to purify the air blown
into Stage 16. Many of the fan rooms on the lot
use this system of purification which renders
the air dust-free.

Fox

Engineers

water

who

is recooled

keep

our

in the

boilers

steaming and our cooling system circulating are a credit to the company and a
benefit to its employees.

For the com-

pany, they do a busy day’s work. For the
employees, they make the studio a much
more comfortable place.
Think about these things the next time
you turn the radiator knob

in your de-

partment when it’s cold outside or take
a walk through an air conditioned sound
stage when it’s hot outside. Mother Nature had nothing to do with it. It was
our capable heating and air conditioning
crew of the Engineering Department doing their important around-the-clock job.

WELCOME VISITORS — Ed Burke, Commander oi the studio American
Legion Post 563 and Actress Charlotte Austin pay a visit to E. C. DeBoer,
left. Staff Shop Modelmaker who has worked for TCP intermittently
since 1936. Visit was one of the post's regular trips to the Veterein's
Hospital at Sawtelle. Purpose of the visitations is to make the patients
more comfortable during their period of confinement. Left center Is
Mrs. DeBoer.
"DOESN'T IT HURT," asks friend Egyptian, "to have that
arrow sticking in your back?" The punctured follower of
Pharoah takes a big drag on his Fatima and replies laconically, "Only when I laugh." Scene was on the set of "The
Egyptian" during the final day's shooting. Directing the
Darryl Zanuck production was Michael Curtiz.

DUCKY SITUATION prevails at the Waterways Set. Starting out with two ducks earlier
in the year, the man-made lagoon now hosts
dozens of ducks, drakes and ducklings. A new
contingent oi offspring is expected momentarily. Adding beauty to the Waterways, the
ducks are utilitarian as well. They keep the
lake clean by eating snails, slugs, sowbugs
and other insects that cast themselves upon
the waters.

o

IDOL

MOMENT — Following

completion

of shooting, a few of the boys

and girls appearing in "The Egyptian" got together with Toth their
leader (seated) for a story conference. They decided their next picture
will be, "Icon Get It For You Wholesale,"
the Egyptian garment business.
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story of lives and loves in

IN PICTURESteand WORDS
Rumor

has it that the studio American

Legion Post will have a lady Commander
for the first time in its history. Potential
prexy is Margaret “Peggy” Locke of Electrical Engineering. She’s an ex-Marine
.in. the
. Ed movies.
(Paint) HeDeMoulin’s
are
did some hands
Egyptian
lettering in the pic of the same name. The
avaricious artist now sells his autograph
for a buck a copy . . . Lillian Bennett
threw the Cafe de Paris into a tizzy when
she told that she’s expecting in September. . . Stork rumors were flying around
about Bev (Cafe) Allen but these were
without foundation. . . . It’s past the rumor stage as far as Art Director John De
Cuir is concerned. Wife Marguerite presented him with an 8 lb. 10 oz. girl on
May 12th. They’ve named her Gabrielle.
All doing well. . . . Paul Turnham of
Purchasing leaves June 5th for Lansing,
Mich, with family. They’ll pick up a new
Olds, then tour some states. . . . Welcome
to Publicist Chuck Panama who will
AFTER

A SEPARATION

oi 35 years, Martin

Comica,

Optical Printing, was

reunited

with his

sister on the set of "The Egyptiein." Left to right are Martin and Mrs. Comica; Comica's
sister, Mrs. Frances Sehe; Edmund Purdom and Mrs. Fran Nappen, Comica's niece, who was
instrumental in bringing about the reunion.

share unit publicity honors with Sonia
Wolfson on “Show Business.” He was
with I.N.S. for 6 years. . . . Mary Jane
Dutton

joins the TCF

Secretarial staff.

She’s Sec’y to Buddy Adler who moved
in from Columbia last week. . . . Bert

TCFer And Sister Reunited After 35 Years
Fran, visited California a few years ago

After serving with the U. S. Navy in
World War I, Martin (Optical Printing)
Cornica decided to leave his home in

and met and married

Prairie du Chiene, Wisconsin and head
West to try his luck in the movies. He

ian. .Not long ago, Fran’s husband decided to look in the telephone directory
to see if he could find a Martin Cornica

entered the motion picture business during the early silent days, soon became a

living in or around Hollywood. What
happened after that developed into the

“quickies” cameraman. His first assignment was photographing Jean Arthur as
a young actress fresh from Broadway in
a two-reel Western.

dramatic reuniting of a brother and sister separated for 35 years.

Later he was drafted to play a country
hick in a rural two-reeler because, as
Coniica puts it, “I looked the part.” After
two pictures he married his leading lady,
a young girl from Pomona. In March,
1928 he came to the Fox lot where he has
worked

for 26 consecutive years.

During the years that Cornica was making his mark in motion pictures, he lost
all contact with his family. He and his
sister Frances were together for a brief
period in 1919 when he got out of the
Navy and made a quick trip home. This
was the last time that Cornica and sister
Frances saw each other.
Meanwhile Frances had married,
moved to Illinois and had six children.
One of these children, a daughter named

Fran contacted

a young

her mother

Californ-

with news

that Martin Comica had been located,
whereupon Frances hastily packed and
boarded an American Airliner in Chicago for the Coast. The grand finale was
on Stage Four last week (see above)
where all of the principal figures in
the 35-year-old story were finally brought
together. Key figure in the reunion was
Unit Production Manager Joe Behm who
had heard about the story and felt that
an appropriate place for so dramatic a
climax would be on a motion picture
sound stage.
After three and a half decades Martin
Cornica and his sister Frances Sehe had
plenty to talk about. She left for home
a few days ago. They promised each
other they wouldn’t
time.

wait so long next

Kershner, Film Loading, spent his vacation at Catalina. He joined in the sikkle
races there. ... Ed (Payroll) Blodgett
not only
bought himself
a “butch” son
haircut but subjected
his 4-year-old
to
the same treatment. Watch out, Mrs.
Blodgett. You may be next. . . . Ruth
Howard of Script in Washington, D. C.
for two weeks to see her brother. It was
her first plane ride. She’ll try to get into
the investigations. . . . Welcome back to
Precision Machinist Jim Chaffin who has
returned to the Precision Machine Shop.
He was here in 1942. . . . Tom (Tabulating) Stevenson had his 1953 Merc
stolen from in front of his house. A week
later it turned

up

unscratched

a mile

from Camp Pendleton— with the abductor
asleep in the front seat. Smoooooth job-!

3n jnemottam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION reports the death of:
CARL

K. CANNON

Josephine(husband
Cannon, ofHospital )
April 22, 1954
WILLIAM

HARGIS (Transportation)
April 25, 1954

(12 years’ service )
MARYBELLE
BECK
( wife of Cliff Beck, Film Library )
May

14, 1954
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THE
ANNUAL
REPORT:
Some
Facts
Our

Significant
About
1953

Operations

In the Annual Report of the 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation, president
Spyros Skouras had some encouraging
things to say about the company’s financial position and its progress in the past
year. He referred to 1953 as a year of
maturing for CinemaScope; a year in
which CinemaScope attained world-wide
acclaim. Following are excerpts from the
.\nnual Report, giving a summarized review of the studio’s conversion to CinemaScope, releases for 1954, the short
subject program and other information.

CinemaScope

a Byword

the Khyber Rifles” and “Hell and High
Water” indicates that thus far the total
grosses are roughly 95% higher than the
average gross of comparable conventional pictures.
In the conversion to CinesmaScope,
and in an effort to reduce inventory, we
provided for CinemaScope releases at
the rate of one a month which, unfortunately, did not prove to be sufficient to
meet the exhibitors’ demands because
the CinemaScope installations far exceeded our expectations and for a time
we were the only company producing
CinemaScope pictures.
Because

It can now be said that CinemaScope
is a byword of entertainment throughout
the free world. It has been introduced in

of its range and breadth, CinemaScope has required the creation of
entirely new techniques to replace those
developed over many years in the production of conventional pictures.

every country this side of the Iron Curtain.

We are extremely happy that now
that the change has been achieved there

“The Robe,” our first CinemaScope
picture, has established an all-time record by realizing theatre grosses totalling
$29,500,000. Of this figure, $25,000,000
were in the United States and Canada,
and $4,500,000 were from foreign markets.

“The Robe” has created overwhelming
interest everywhere. It is estimated that
approximately .30,000,0(K) persons have
seen this motion picture. In every countr>- it has consistently drawn audiences
representing a very high proportion of
the total population.
.•\n analysis of our CinemaScope

re-

sults from “How to Marry a Millionaire,”
“Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,” “King of
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will be an augmented outiDut of CinemaScope pictures. Our own productions,
along with the combined CinemaScope
output of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Brothers, Columbia, Universal-International, Walt Disney and a number of
Independent Producers in this country
brings the total CinemaScope pictures in
release and in various stages of production to approximately 75 in the United
States. A number of pictures which are
in preparation abroad will become available during the balance of this year and
the early part of 1955. These 75 pictures
are among the majority of important releases of these companies and therefore,
of the motion picture industry in this
period.

Releases for 1954
Accordingly, the 20th Century-Fox
management is justified in the claim that
both the world public and world industry
are CinemaScope-conscious and that the
theartres of the world which are equipped or will be equipped can be fully
served with CinemaScope pictures. 20tli
Century-Fox looks forward to at least
sixteen CinemaScope releases in 1954.
Beginning with “King of the Khyber
Rifles” released in January, “Hell and
High Water” in February, “Night People”
in March, “Prince Valiant” in April and
“River of No Return” in May, the schedule includes the following:
“Three Coins in the Fountain,” an intimate romance, produced by Sol Siegel
and directed by Jean Negulesco; starring
Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire, Jean
Peters, Louis Jourdan
Namara.
“Demetrius

and Maggie

Mc-

and the Gladiators,” a full

scale
sequelof tothe“The
underFrank
the
supervision
same Robe”
producer,
Ross, with Delmer Daves directing. Starring Victor Mature, Susan Hayward,
Michael Rennie and Debra Paget.
“Garden of Evil,” a drama produced in
Mexico by Charles Brackett with Henry
Hathaway
mark.

directing, starring Gary Coo-

per, Susan Hayward

and Richard

Wid-

“Broken Lance,” a stirring outdoor
drama produced by Sol C. Siegel, with
Edward Dmytryk as director, which
will star Spencer Tracy, Richard M’idmark, Jean Peters, Robert Wagner and
Katy Jura do.

“The Egyptian,” based upon the popular best seller by Mika Waltari, produced
by Darryl F. Zanuck, directed by Michael
Curtiz. Cast includes Victor Mature, Jean
Simmons, Gene Tierney, Bella Darvi and
Edmund Purdom.
“Woman’s World,” a romantic comedy
being produced by Charles Brackett,
with Jean Negulesco as director. Clifton
Webb and William Holden head an all
star cast.
Irving Berlin’s “There’s No Business
Like Show Business,” with Sol Siegel as
producer and Walter Lang the director.
The cast includes Ethel Merman, Marilyn Monroe, Dan Dailey, Donald O’Connor, Johnnie Ray and Mitzi Gaynor.
“Desiree,” based on the best selling
novel and depicting a stirring love story
of Napoleon’s time, to be produced by
Julian Blaustein, directed by Henry
Koster.
“Untamed,” a South African story of
the wilderness, to be produced by Bert
Friedlob and William Bacher. Susan
HayvA'ard is one of the principals.
“The Racers,” a romance set against a
background of the daredevil cross-country automobile races in Europe, produced
by Julian Blaustein. It stars Kirk Douglas and Gilbert Roland and other personalities to be named later.

CinemaScope
Another

Short Subjects

field for the magnificence

and

impact of CinemaScope has been developed in the production of short subjects
to accompany CinemaScope features.
Examples

of the diversified use of CinemaScope for such subjects have already
been shown or will be shown in such releases as “Vesuvius Express,” “New Horizons ” and the “Roger Wagner Choral.”
Our short subjects will be fashioned to
introduce innovations in theatre entertainment byexploiting the full values of
CinemaScope and thereby harmoniously
complement the CinemaScope features.

CinemaScope

Installations

CinemaScope installations in the
United States and Canada had been completed in 3,234 theatres as of April 9. [As
of May 6 the figure was 3,980 completed
installations and 300 additional ordered.]
In foreign territories at this time also, installations have been in excess of 100 a
week in the United States alone and are
continuing at the same rate.

CinemaScope

Policy

At home and abroad, 20th CenturyFox has steadfastly adhered to a policy
decided upon at the conception of Cine-

maScope when it was

recognized

that

only a superior form of screen entertainment in all aspects would overcome the
competition of television and recapture
the public’s imagination so that people
would return to the motion picture theatres. That policy is that CinemaScope
comprises the sum total of its components — lens, screen and stereophonic
sound — and is complete only with all
three elements and being utilized with
very important motion picture subjects.
[News of 20th’s modified
appears on Page 15.]

Technical

sound

policy

These demonstrations will include scenes
from forthcoming CinemaScope pictures
including “Garden of Evil,” “Broken
Lance,” “The Egyptian,” “Woman’s
World,” “Untamed,” and “There’s No
Business Like Show Business.”
In these demonstrations we will present a comparison between four-track
magnetic stereophonic sound and single
track optical sound. All exhibitors in the
free world will have an opportunity to
hear for themselves the superiority of the
stereophonic system over single track
sound and we will welcome their attendance at all of these demonstrations.

Improvements

In every department a constant and
unremitting effort is being made to improve every aspect of CinemaScope entertainment. With this in view, we have
commissioned the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company to undertake the development program in the field of camera
lenses. Such a program ordinarily would
require many years. But by means of the
added speed in computation offered by
electronic computers, the work has been
carried forward with a formerly undreamed of speed and precision.
The result of this program has been
that samples of .35mm, 40mm and 50mm
objective lenses were completed at the
beginning of this year, and the design of
other focal lengths covering a range of
13mm to 152mm are substantially completed. This range of anamorphic lenses
will offer a degree of freedom and flexibility never before available. [More lens
news on Page 15.]
These

lenses have been so vastly improved in definition, depth of field and
all other technical attributes, particularly
in freedom from distortion, that the studios of other companies have already
joined with us in ordering these new
lenses.
A further important improvement lies
in the fact that these new lenses do not
require separate focusing of the main
objective lens and independent adjustment of the anamorphic attachment. One
adjustment now takes care of both, and
enables the cameraman to make the most
difficult “follow shots.” These lenses possess superior optical corrections and constitute a major advance in the art of
CinemaScope photography.

World Wide Demonstrations
At the same time in announcing our
improved lenses, we have also informed
the trade throughout the world that during the latter part of May and the first
part of June we will conduct demonstrations in all domestic exchange centers in
the United States and in the principal
cities of the world to reveal the advancement made by these new camera lenses.

Eidophor
Marked progress has been made in
bringing Eidophor nearer to the point of
commercial presentation. General Electric engineers have now virtually completed the redesign of the electronic system for the commercial model in cooperation with Dr. Edgar Gretener and his
associates who have also substantially
completed their work on the mechanical
and optical components.
The remaining task is that of joining
the achievements of the Swiss designers
of the system and the experts of the the
General Electric Company in a prototype
that it is hoped will be ready sometime
during the present year.

Conclusion
We are happy that the events of the
past year bear out the opinion expressed
by the management in last year’s report,
that CinemaScope would carry our industry another step forward in its progress and ability to serve the public.
Through CinemaScope we have been
measurably successful in bringing entertainment of higher' qualiW to a wider
audience.
Where the outlook was dark when we
made

our decision to change to CinemaScope, it is vastly different now. Amidst
the depression, doubt and even despair
in our industry at that time, we felt that
our outlook was brighter than at any
time since the advent of the competition
of television. We expressed confidence
that we could overcome our disadvantages. We can now look forward to an
even more promising future.
For this I am grateful to our officers
and directors, to our employees in every
department and in every part of the
world and to the men of science who
have aided us so inspiringly.
In keeping with the endeavors described in this report, 20th Century-Fox
Film Corporation will continue ceaselessly its efforts to develop better technical
means of presenting motion picture entertainment and better artistic techniques
in the production of such advanced
tainment.

enter-
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If you were to gi\e a ten-minute talk on
“The Importance of Occupational Safety,” by
the time you had stepped away from the speaker’s table, 37 workers would have been injured
in industrial accidents around the nation. If
your talk were to hist 35 minutes, one worker
would hai e died while you were speaking. And
at the end of the day, 41 company employees
will have died from injuries received on the job.
The amount

of wage losses resulting from

lost-time accidents in industry is a staggering
amount. The annual estimate is put at $850,000,000; medical expenses are put at $220,000,000 and insurance overhead costs at $320,000,000. Notwithstanding these startling figures,
the occupational safety situation is better now
than it has ever been before.
In 1952, about 34,500 workers were killed
oft the job, five per cent more than in the
previous year, .\bout 15,000 workers were killed
on the job, six per cent less than in the previous
year. Non-fatal injuries to workers off the job
totalled about 2,600,000 in 1952 while on-the
job injuries totalled about 2,000,000. Here, too,
injuries off the job increased over 1951, while
injuries on the job decreased.
Why has there been a decrease in the number of occupational accidents occurring not
only in 1952 but last year as well? The answer
lies in more comprehensive safety programs
which have been initiated by leading industries.
The same improvement record which has
prevailed in industry in general during the past
few years has also been reflected at 20th

ON

tential dangers, especially in departments where
these dangers are most likely to exist.
Professional safetv' people like to say that all
accident causes can be classed as either unsafe
conditions or unsafe acts. That may be true,

What

is occupational safety? Occupational

safety is where people work. It can exist only
where things happen. It needs management
support in setting the safety policy, and it needs
the Safety Committee to transmit safety ideas
to departments. But there’s nobody quite so
well equipped to make safety stick as the fellow
who holds down one of the jobs where the
work goes on.
e

o

«

September 22-27, 1952 was “Operation
Safety” Week on the lot. Diuing that week,
banners and displays served as visual reminders
of the importance of alertness and thoughtfulness on the job and off. Throughout the week
members of the Safety and Fire Committees
made trips to nearly every department on the
lot, checking for possible fise or accident hazards and asking for suggestions regarding safety
conditions in the departments. These inspection
toius proved fruitful for two reasons. ( 1 ) They
uncovered conditions warranting correction. (2)

JOB

Century-Fox. This has been due to the efforts
of management, the studio Safety Committee
and the interest and cooperation of company
employees.

They brought about an awareness on the part
of workers that safety is more than just a word.
It stands for action and it can save lives, save
time, save money.

Every month there is a meeting of the Safety
Committee. At this meeting there is a general

Once again, “Operation Safety” Week will
be held on the lot. Monday, June 7th will m«irk

ery man on the committee is given the opportunity to express himself concerning the working conditions in his department and any other
subject pertinent to safety on the lot. It is
through these discussions and comments that
many of the existing hazards on the lot have
been exposed and eliminated before they were
able to cause personal injury or damage.
The men and women of the Safety Committee make it their business to get around
and learn as much as they can about the jobs
of those in their departments and the safe
way to do these jobs. They have conditioned
themselves to keeping their eyes open for po-
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but it’s probably more true than important. The
important thing is that almost any accident has
a number of causes, including both unsafe acts
and unsafe conditions.

THE

discussion of the past month’s accidents and
activities in the field of hazard elimination. Ev-

SA I

the beginning of the week-long campaign. Displays at various locations will augment the
drive. Studio Manager Sid Rogell and other
studio executives will accompany members of
the Safety Committee on a toiu of departments.
As was the purpose of the visits in the 1952
campaign, these departmental tours are designed
to ferret out any ideas or suggestions employees
may have concerning the safety situation in
their department or elsewhere on the lot.
In connection with “Operation Safety” Week,
$25, $15 and $10 prizes will be awarded for
the three best safety suggestions turned in during the month of June. Safety suggestion blanks
will be made available to all employees within
two weeks.

3 FI

Be it ever so humble, there’s no place li
home— for an accident! And especially if the
are children around the house with their to;
their exuberance and their curiosity.
Every year there are 32,000 killed accider
ally at home. Every year 130,000 sustain pt
manent injuries. Every year there are 4,750,0<
w'ho are maimed, disfigured or disabled. T1
cost of these deaths and injuries is over $70(
000,000 a year (including only lost wagi
medical expense and the overhead cost of i
surance). It does not include any proper
damage, of which fire losses alone total mo
than $200,000,000 annually.
Deaths in the home occur more frequent
now than they did in 1928. Population increasi
during this time too, however, and the largi
increases were recorded for children under
years and persons 65 years old or older. The
two age groups are those to which home ac(
dent deaths are most frequent.
Of all the death-causing accidents occurrii
in the home, the most prevalent are falls. Eve

AT

year, 16,000 people die as a result of falls. (
these, about 95% are 65 years or over. Fi
burns and other deaths associated with fi
are the second biggest killers in the home.
proximately 5,600 persons are killed by bun
explosions and fires every year. Here aga
young children and aged persons are the me
frequent fire victims because of their relati'
helplessness. Among the other causes of dea
and injury in the home are mechanical suffoc
tion (2,000 deaths yearly), poisons (1,500
firearms (1,200), asphyxiation (1,000) ai
miscellaneous causes, which account for ;
additional 4,700 deaths every year.
Where are home accidents most likely
occur? Chances are, in the kitchen, especial
for children. By teaching children to kei
away from the stove you will be eliminatii
one of the biggest causes of death and inju
among youngsters. All of the rules of safetx'
the kitchen, as well as in the other rooms
your house, are based on common sense. Win
using a knife, cut away from the body. Whi
you smell gas, turn off your stove biuners ai
check your pilot light. Turn your pot handl
in and away from inquistive children’s reac
Keep insecticides, lye, ammonia and poisono
or injurious cleaning compounds well out
children’s range, preferably in a locked cu

E T Y
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board. These are simple rules to follow— rules
which most people follow because they are the
sensible things to do. But to the families of the
.5,600 that are killed by bums or the 1,500 that
die from poisons, the sensible thing was not
done.
There are other parts of your home wliich
should be watched closely too. Stairways and
halls, for instance. And the bathroom, the basement and the garage. All of these places represent a potential danger not only to youngsters and to older people but to those who fall
within these age groups as well.
Your first step in making your home a safer
place to live is to check the house room b>room and eliminate anything which represents
a possible cause of accident or injury. Giving
>our home a good old-fashioned “spring cleaning” is an excellent start. You’U be cutting
down the fire hazard and you will be helping
to make falls less likely. A cluttered house is
an open invitation to fires and falls, the two
biggest killers in the home.

iOME
Another good idea is to keep your house in
repair. Electrical equipment, appliances and
wiring should be kept in good shape. Porch
steps should be made secure if they are loose.
Broken windows should ‘be repaired promptly.
An ounce of prevention is worth a poimd of
cure. But if it’s too late to prevent an accident
in your home, at least be prepared with the
cure. Every adult member of your family should
have a knowledge of first aid so that if and
when an accident does occur, the victim can
be treated quickly and properly. The Red
Cross offers courses in first aid, and dozens
of books have been published on the subject.
There is no excuse for complications to arise
in the case of an injured person, as a result
, of improper care immediately after an accident
or injury. Make sure that your household has
the “pound of cure” that first aid provides. It
ran save a life in case of emergency.
Chances are good that you and your family
have never had a serious accident at home.
But accidents occur when least expected. By
keeping your house tidy; by not exposing your
children to hazards through your own negligence; by being alert at all times around the

I
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house, you will be doing your part in keeping
your home a safe place for you and your family.

When a tornado hits a town and kills twentythree people, the headlines read: TORNADO
STRIKES-DISASTER! When a swollen river
floods a Midwestern farming area with a resulting loss of farmland, livestock and hiunan
lives, the headlines read: FLOOD WATERS
CAUSE DISASTER!

roads are no more hazardous than straight ones.
These are the variables in the equation of
highway safety. The constant, unchanging factor is the man, woman or child who sits behind
the wheel of a car and transforms it from a
useful servant into a projectile of destruction;
or who, as a pedestrian walks carelessly into
the path of danger.

You very rarely read a headline that says:
HIGHWAY
DISASTER! Yet the cold statistics

Last year 3,371 of our fellow Californians
were killed in traffic mishaps. 110,000 CaUfomia

covering the yearly traffic toll in the United
States reveal that a disaster is occurring every
day in every city of the nation; but the average

drivers and pedestrians were permanently crippled in 1953. In Los Angeles County last year,

citizen doesn’t look at it in terms of a disaster.
Last year, 38,500 Americans were killed on our

property damage amounted to $15,000,000.
These are the facts and figures. They are in

city streets and liighways. 2,200,000 were injured. No one will deny that these figures represent disaster proportions. Yet the reason that

disaster proportions.

the average citizen doesn’t think of this mass
slaughter in terms of a disaster is because the
deaths and
not in one
a theatre
that more

injuries occur one or two at a time—
place at one time as in the case of
fire or disaster at sea. The fact is
Americans have been killed on our

highways

than on the battlefields of every ope

of tbis nation’s wars.
To

most

What can we as individuals do to change
this situation which is growing more serious
each year? A good start is to pledge to ( 1 )
know

and willingly obey all traffic laws. Another way is to (2) constantly maintain your
vehicle in safe driving condition. And third,

to (.3) courteously and decently observe
accepted rules of the road.
These

of us the highway

massacre

that

three rules constitute the pledge

the

of

gruesome photograph of a demolished car with
the broken bodies of its inhabitants lying
sprawled on the street beside it; or a story of

California’s only statewide volunteer citizens
group totally concerned with traffic safety— the
California Safety Council. The Council is noworganizing a statewide traffic safety crusade
tfuough local safety groups according to the
recommendations of the White House traffice

the head-on

safety conference.

takes place on the nation’s streets is no more
than a box score in the morning paper; or a

collision, the scream

of brakes at

an intersection, the helpless skid on wet pavement.

The

To most of us, these pictures and statistics
and stories are no more than part of the bad
news we read over a morning cup of coffee.

ON

THE

purpose

of this crusade

and finally, to supplement

it wasn’t the other fellow. What are statistics
to us represent the life-scars of tragedy: a lost
husband, a crippled child, a father pemianently
blinded by shattered glass.

traffic safety groups in the achievement of this
objective. The goal is to reduce traffic deaths
and serious injuries in California by at least
20% and thereby save 700 lives and eliminate
22,000 serious traffic injuries.
Everyone

who

drives a car should take an

active part in this campaign.
thousand

is the answer?

Over

and assist all local

HIGHWAY

“Too bad,” we think to ourselves, at the same
time thankful that this sort of tiling never happens to us. Yet in tens of thousands of homes

Where

is to secure

1,000,000 “safe driving” pledges, to display
1,000,000 safety bumper stickers as a visual
reminder of the importance of safe driving;

the years, a

plans and cure-alls have been suggested. Highway construction is the answer.

Through

an aware-

ness of California’s traffic conditions and an
eagerness to improve these conditions you will
be doing your share in helping to erase the

Safety belts are tbe solution. Padded instrument panels; speed governors; electronic pohcemen; higher hcensing requirements. Putting
all of these remedies into effect would undoubtedly help. But the real solution lies in
neither science or engineering, no matter how

black mark of California’s mounting
deaths and injuries.

wisely or widely applied. This problem has its
roots in the minds of men, and it is there
we must look for the answer.

get the ball rolling in this area. If you are interested in being part of the California Safety

Annual studies of highway accidents have
shown that more than ninety per cent of the
vehicles involved were in good condition; the
liighways were adequate if used at the speeds
for which they were designed. Weather has
been found to be a negligible factor. Curved

With

June

traffic-

7th set as the kickoff date of

the state-wide campaign, we at 20th Centm-yFox have been given the first opportunity to

Council’s traffic safety crusade, contact Rudy
Reaves, Ext. 1169. Membership fee is $2.
Whether you join or not, your responsibility
still exists. Your pledge to follow the rules of
safety when behind the wheel or in the
crosswalk will keep your name or the names
of your loved
statistic.

ones

from

becoming

a

traffic
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STUDIO CLUB
ACT/ViriES
Golf Lessons Slated

STUDIO CLUB presents
THE

7954 GAME TOURNAMENT
GIN RUMMY
CHECKERS

CONTRACT

CAFE
FRIDAY
JUNE

★

de

Instruction will include all the fundamentals ofgolf such as grip, backswing,
stance, accuracy, direction, putting, etc.

PARIS
7:30

EVENING

P.M. till????

75c Per Person

4th

will be held on Tuesday evenings for
ten weeks beginning Tuesday, June 1st
(class will conclude approximately one
week before Golf Tournament). Tuition
for the ten lessons will be $7.50 per person. Class sessions will be held from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the golf course.
Instructors will be P.G.A. pros Ray Hoffman and Roy Whiston.

Prizes

Refreshment’s
★

BRIDGE
CHESS

Arrangements have been made with
Charles Lacey, head professional at the
Rancho Park Golf Course two blocks
west of the studio on Pico, for a series
of golf lessons for beginners. The class,
which will be limited to twenty people,

Anyone interested in joining the Golf
Class should contact the Studio Club,
Ext. 745, immediately.

Enrollment

will

be on a “first come, first serve” basis.
Family members are invited to join.

REGISTER AT THE STUDIO CLUB
EXPRESSING GAME PREFERENCE

Softball To Start
New Art Class Hosting Guest Speakers
The newly-formed Art Class, which
has been meeting in the old Studio Club
bungalow on Monday evenings, had its
third session last Monday and is proving
to be an interesting and fruitful symposium.
The fifteen members of the class have
set out in several artistic directions.
Some of the students have concentrated
on landscapes, while others have found
their interest lies in .still life or model
art. The media include oils, water colors
and charcoal.
Class instructor is Burnam Pearlman,
university and art school instructor. Next
week’s meeting will find John Coakley,
20th Century- Fox scenic artist, the
class’s guest speaker. Coakley has headed the studio’s Scenic Art Department
for 2/2 years and spent 12 years in the
Scenic Department at M.G.M. His lecture will consist of water color demonstrations, followed by a fjuestion and
answer period with members of the class.
The appearance of a guest lecturer

14

will continue to be a regular feature of
the Art Class. In this way, the students
can get knowledge on a variety of art
subjects from experts in the field.

UnU

THEATRE IN REHEARSAL

After several months

of inactivity, the

Studio Club’s Little Theatre is full of
life once again. Reason is the forthcoming production of “See How They Run,”
hilarious comedy by Phillip King which
is now in its second week of rehearsal
at the Old Cafeteria. The farce deals
with an actress who weds a vicar and
treats situation after riotous situation
based on their apparent incompatibility.
The show is being directed by Dick
Waters, who has had extensive experience in Little Theatre work in the East.
He is being assisted in production by
Rudy Reaves, Transportation and Jim
Fetherolf of the Special Photo Effects
Department. Play will open for a oneweek run next month.

Following a meeting of former studio
softball league captains last Monday, it
was announced that a three- or fourteam

league composed of studio employees will begin around the middle of

Play will be at the Cheviot Hills Playground across from the Studio on Motor
June.
Avenue.
This playground has been used
in the past for league play and is ideal
because of the facilities and e.xcellent
location. Starting time for the games
be 6:30 p.m.

will

A questionnaire is being prepared and
will be sent to all former softball players.
It will help in determining how big a
league can be formed, what type of
teams and positions are preferred and
what suggestions can be offered to help
make the league a good one.
Whether or not you ha\ e played softball before, call the Studio Club if you
would be interested in playing on a team.
You will be notified as to practice dates
and game

schedule.

On May 6th, at a special
20th Century-Fox Home
York, studio officials made
was lauded by both the

meeting at the
Office in New
a decision that
exhibition and

Announcement

of improved CinemaScope

Lenses and a new stand concerning

production ends of the industry as a forward step toward standardization. This
decision, announced by studio president

Stereophonic Sound highlighted Company

Spyros Skouras, was that 20th CenturyFox will now make available to exhibi-

operations during the past month.

tors CinemaScope prints with singletrack magnetic or optical sound. Until
now, CinemaScope release prints have
only been offered with four-track stereophonic sound. The decision followed the
unanimous adoption of a resolution by
some 500 theatre owners attending the
meeting
that “CinemaScope
pictures
be
made available
for all theatres
that are

Progress

and

a New

Plan

equipped with proper screens and lenses.”
From the time that CinemaScope
theatre installations began eight months
ago, owners of small theatres have contended that the cost of installing the
stereo sound system outweighed its
\alue. For that reason many have held
off in gearing their houses for the anamorphic process. The May 6th decision
has cleared the way for thousands of
smaller theatres to show CinemaScope
product.
The new policy does not change the
studio’s opinion of stereophonic sound as
a necessary adjunct to the CinemaScope
process. In fact, the consensus among
Skouras and other high officials of 20th
at the meeting is that public demand for
technical and artistic progress will induce
single-track CinemaScope theatre owners to install the full stereo system
eventually. Research Director Earl Sponable said “The public will eventually demand it from theatres.”
The decision to release CinemaScope
prints with single-track sound will require 20th to make three different types

of prints for each picture. Every feature
made here will be in full stereophonic
sound, Skouras emphasized.
A great portion of the exhibitors in attendance at the New York meeting represented outdoor theatres. A mid-Western
sound equipment manufacturer, directing his remarks to this group, urged
drive-ins to install single-track magnetic
sound and later go full stereophonic
sound

when proper car speakers are developed. Some drive-in operators, however, maintained their stereophonic
sound had won strong public approval.
An important footnote to the meeting
was

the general acclaim of CinemaScope by theatremen. Of the 553 exhibitors who attended the five-and-one-half
hour session, about 100 expressed their
views concerning stereo sound and
CinemaScope. Few of the 100 failed to
commend 20th and Skouras for gambling
the company’s

introducing a new screen technique. The
impression they created was that they
were extremely enthusiastic over CinemaScope and were eager to express their appreciation to20th for getting the industry
out of a rut.
The new decision to allow single-track
CinemaScope to be shown in theatres
will prove to be a major expedient in
acquainting large numbers of moviegoers
with CinemaScope who otherwise might
not have had the chance to see it. If the
wide acclaim received by CinemaScope
with stereophonic sound is any criterion,
one-track CinemaScope houses will adopt
the full stereophonic system by popular
demand.
The new wide angle lenses which have
been developed by Bausch & Lomb and
are now being used in production,
possess many new features which make
CinemaScope photography better for the
(Continued

future in the interest of

Sol Halprin, left. Head of the Camera Department, tests one of the new
40mm CinemaScope lenses recently received from Bausch & Lomb.
Outstanding feature of the new lens is the focus control which allows
the objective and anamorphic lenses to be focused simultaneously. At
right is Grover Laube, assistant Head of Camera, with earlier type lens.

on Page 19)

Cinematographer Joe McDonald checks a camera angle with the new
CinemaScope finder developed in our Camera Department. Previously,
cameramen had to guess their side lines. With this new finder side
lines are clearly indicated, thus doing away with guesswork. A finder
of this type

is presently

being

used

on

"Woman's

World."
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CR. 6-9969

•

WESTWOOD

AR. 3-0995
BR. 2-3998

NURSERY

All Types of
PLANTS AND

GARDEN

HEYMAN
FURNITURE

FRANK

CO.

Discounts to Studio Club
Members on Furniture

REID

20 Years With Process Department

Come In and See Our
"Groucho Specials"

Terms Arranged

BOB

and Friday Nights

5843 West Pico Blvd.
WEbster 3-3227

.X

CLAPP

2201 Westwood

.

.

Blvd.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
CARL
WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

10643 Pico Blvd.
★ CARPETS

Wright
A

Complete

CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

★ TILE

Co.
THE

★ CLEANING
★LAYING,
★ DYEING

Mgr.

AR. 3-8636

★ LINOLEUM

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

I

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

S.M. 7-5157 or TE, 0-3636

“Bloodless” surgery is now possible
with a new drug which lowers blood pressure to the point where bleeding can be
completely controlled in difficult operations of the head, neck and chest, thereby
avoiding excessive loss of blood and potentially dangerous transfusions. The
drug, called arfonad, is particularly valuable in that it lowers blood pressure
quickly, permitting surgeons to operate
in a “clear field,” yet loses its effect
rapidly when the operation is completed,
allowing the blood pressure to return to
normal.

De Soto - Plymouth
Direct Factory Dealer

Los Angeles 35, California

SHOP

. . .ata glance

Residence:
AR. 3-2387

SUPPLIES

9786 West Pico Boulevard

Open Monday

SCIENCE

BR. 2-6034

Opposition to daylight saving time has
been voiced by some physiologists who
contend that the best time for sleeping—
the hours just before and after sunrise—
is lost in this manner. Furthermore, they
say, changing clocks t%vice a year upsets
the body’s metabolic or energy-producing cycle. The energy level is lowest in
the morning and highest in the middle of
the afternoon. Daylight saving time, it is
felt, throws this cycle out of gear, thereby
decreasing efficiency, particularly in children.
With the summer swimming season
approaching, parents are reminded that
accidental drowming is one of the major
causes of death in the first four years of
a child’s life, taking an annual toll of
700 in the pre-school group. Many of
these deaths can be avoided, according
to a leading insurance firm, if parents
watch their young children more carefully. About a third of the children in

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT
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LEE

J. GERMAN,
CHICAGO

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

the company’s records drowned on home
premises, and a near-equal number
drowned a short distance from home.
Only about five per cent of the drownings
occurred at public or private beaches,
pools and parks.
A super pinball machine is being used
by a University of California zoologist to
help predict the life struggle of animal
populations. Suppose a disaster wiped out
the nation’s chipmunks e.xcept one male
and one female. Could the pair bring the
chipmunk population back to its former
position in the animal world, or would
they foresuccumb
betheir work to
wasnature’s
finished?dangers
Two steel
halls, representing the surviving pair, are
started down the incline of the machine,
moving past or striking pegs representing
hazards. Holes on the board mean death.
If the two chipmunk-balls meet at a
point where mating is possible, they
automatically release a whole set of steel
halls— their litter— which must follow a
new obstacle course. From all this, says
the researcher, the mathematical chances
of succes are determined. Apparently no
provision for tilting has been made.

HREPLACE

PHONOGRAPH

nXTURES

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L A
AR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co.. 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-9383
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

FLORISTS

AUTOMOBILES

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Heyman Furniture, 5843 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 3-3227
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

PLUMBING
Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

REAL

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300Vz W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS

HARDWARE
Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

(New and Used)

Ed Morris, Ed James Buick Co., 1367 So. Figueroa St., L. A
PR. 5011
Ed Yoder (A. E. Nugent Chevrolet), 400 S.
La Brea Ave., L. A
WY. 2131

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 0-4373

FUNERALS

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

RECORDS

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Haimoii Jewelers, 462 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills
CR. 6-1362
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795

AR. 7-8293

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L- A
AR. 9-9554

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

LINOLEUM

Imperial Rug deeming Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

El Vanada Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-2825

AUTO

UQUORS

Jack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375

REPAIRS

Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

BABY

Western Toy and Baby Shops, 3022 So. Western Ave., L. A
RE. 3-6258

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

CHIROPODISTS
Harold V. Roth, D.S.C., 2362 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-4163

MINERAL

Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

GOODS

BATHS

Aliredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

COMPANIES

— GREETING

CARDS

& BONDS

Deem Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

Studio Club

OPTOMETRISTS

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

PAINT
CLEANERS

& LEATHER

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

OPTICAL

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

STOCKS

Fox Hills Liquors (Madeline & Jim Driscoll),
10275 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
CR. 5-2771

LUGGAGE

GOODS

STATIONERS

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Knudson Paint & Wallpaper, (Art Supplies),
10936 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
AR. 7-3241
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 4-4665
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1 121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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COMPLETE
CUSTOM

LLARD’S
WI
All the Chicken

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
AR. 9-561 1

You Can Eat

] 0649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

URDANK

$225

RADIO

sh-sh-sh private line

& APPLIANCE

DUMONT

and RCA

Opposite

CO.

Theater

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249

IS

ON
BRANDS

STUDIO

GE

OUR

EVENINGS

MEMBERS

Discounts

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

& FRIDAY

CLUB

On

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

9

9

convert it into a “youth” chair until he
is big enough to
use9 an 9 adult chair.
9
• If drop cookies are dropped from a
well-filled bouillon spoon rather than an
ordinary spoon, the cookies will be
round.
9

9

9

• Chocolate frosting for your cake will
have that nice dark rich color if you add
a drop or two of red coloring.
9

9

9

9

• Salmon or tuna fish loaf can be made
more atractive and nourishing by placing

Boulevard

'/2 Block North of Santa Monica

—

FOR

Phones

—

AR. 9-7721

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

Come

In and

BR. 2-1594

Look

Around

Studio Club Members —

Check Substantial Savings

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Jewelry
Projectors &
Watch Repairing
Accessories
Pen & Pencil Sets Films
Shavers
Tape Recorders
Tires
Record Players
Televisions
Luggage
Radios
Wallets
Cameras
Batteries

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARJz9na 7-7508

9

• When your child outgrows his highchair, remove the tray and arms and

9

1725 Westwood

10829 SANTA

9

• Scrambled eggs have a better texture
when they’re cooked in the top of a
slowly.
double boiler because they cook more

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

GENERAL
Appliances

2-7110

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

ELECTRIC

9

9

9

• To keep bread from molding, punch
the wax paper several times on each
side with a fork. This allows enough ventilation to keep bread from molding, yet
keeps bread fresh.

BELLAIRE PARK ESTATES
The

Last of CLOSE-IIS

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
34 HOMES

2- 3- 4-Bdrms. • Den • 2- 3-Baths
Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Sales For

Authorized

a layer of hard-cooked eggs through the
center, end to end. When the loaf is
sliced there will be a slice of egg in the
center of each portion.

LOCATED BETWEEN COLDWATER &
WHITSETT — ON CHANDLER BLVD.

SALES CO.

— SHOPPING HOURS —
Monday thru Saturday — 8 a m to 6 p.m.

18

9

9

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

HARRY

9

• To clean brass, use a paste made of
equal parts of flour and salt moistened
with vinegar.

BRANDS

• WESTINGHOUSE
• RCA
HOFFMAN
• MOTOROLA

ASK

9

BR. 2-3832

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

STUDIO
tltlSCLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

MONDAY

a

• Pearl buttons which have lost their luster in washing can be restored to their
original appearance by painting them
with colorless nail polish.

TELEVISION

Stadium

8879 West Pico

OPEN

• Add finely chopped chives to biscuit
dough and proceed as usual with the
baking. The resulting flavor is particularly delicious if the biscuits are serv ed
with poultry or meat.
«

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT

CR. 6-3766

Hints for the Mrs.

All

from $19,950

Custom-Built "HOMES

.<«<> RIDLEY

OF DISTINCTION"

BILLICK

Formerly With Studio
Now

With

WEINSTOCK CONSTRUCTION CO.
13753 Ventura Blvd.
ST. 7-3164

Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-9931

Progress and a New

Plan

(Continued from Page 15)
cameraman

and

Are

ax

the spectator. For the

first time, both the objective and anamorphic lenses are housed together in
one shell, with one focusing adjustment
controlling both lenses. Previously, the
two lenses had to be focused separately.
This required two men and made “follow” shots very difficult. The job of following focus is now handled easily by
one man.
The new units, which include 35, 40
and 50mm lenses, show vast improvements in many ways. The definition
acro.ss the entire field is greatly improved over the earlier types. There is
no distortion, even out to the extreme
edges. Also, they show a greater depth
of focus. Bausch & Lomb has been working on the new lenses for a year and is
still making improvements on them. At
the present time it is working on a lens
which will cover a 122° angle, an angle
ne\er before dreamed of for a lens.
A problem that has plagued cameramen shooting our earlier CinemaScope
pictures with the 40mm lens was judging the side lines. The camera finders
indicated the top and bottom frame lines
but not the side lines. Consequently, the
cameramen often had to guess what their
scenes included. A new finder, built in
our Camera Department, has clearly
\isible side lines, thus eliminating all
guesswork. Two of these finders have
l)een constructed and tested, one of
which is being used by Cinematographer

Going to be Married?

^

HAPOALLIIJM

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

FINE

it will be
a working

These new lenses and finders are helping to improve CinemaScope in both its
technical and aesthetic values.

QUALITY

Come
Open

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio

BEVERLY

—

PROMPT

SERVICE

In and See Us

Evenings

VANADA

by Appointment

STATIONERS

10747 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64
ARizona 8-2825

Discount

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324
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[proven friends
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PAINT and WALLPAPER

20th Century-Fox
Employees

DISCOUNT

Self PainU
PICO

I

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

Joe La was
Shelle
on to
“Woman’s
World.”
The
other
taken
the Bausch
& Lomb
factory in New York where
used as an aid in developing
model.

Our beautiful and socially correct, Art Point
Wedding Invitations and Announcements
are available to all Studio Club members
and their families, at a 10% discount.
Many samples and several price ranges to
choose from.

I

I

i

UTTER

McKinley

MORTUARIES

81
A. BROWN
DU. 8-24

ARLEIGH

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

APPLIANCES
FURNITURE
All Nationally Advertised Merchandise

LLOY

D

KENT

DISTRIBUTING
Joyce and
10651

West

Herb

CO.

Colton

Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles
ARizona 8-9383

64, Calif.

FOX HILLS CAFE
COMPLETE

TELEVISION
1 5 Brands

LUNCHEON

$1.00
BUFFET

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

DINNERS

$1.75
Special Attention Given
Studio Personnel

BR. 2-1902
At the end of the block on Pico

Formerly

with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U

CHRIS

20th

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 4-4665

Co.

To Choose

of

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION

10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
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Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

KIDDIE

★ Stage Show
Adults-$1.00

★ Prizes

AIDES

★ Dancing

HILLS PLAYGROUND
CHEVIOT
(Across from Studio on Motor Avenue)

Come One- Come M-^Cmg

3, 1 879.

Kids-50c

your family
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cinemascope demonstration is praised by
'hollywood reporter'
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cinemascope demonstration?
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studio club activities
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'action' takes a look at the annual picnic .
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around the lot in pictures and words
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studio safety week brings about many
improvements
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Members

F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte
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Qeitlna Ac^i^xUnied
If you look on page 13 in the upper left hand corner you’ll see that this magazine is
changing editors. Bob Mintz whom many of you know personally or through his
writing has moved to the cutting department, and a new guy with a strange
unpronounceable name is taking over.
Every editor has to keep in close contact with his readers if his publication is to be
successful because a magazine is really a two way proposition. Not only news, but opinions
have to cross the editor’s desk going both ways. After a publication has become established,
a systematic flow of this news and opinions is created to keep the publication going on an
even keel, but for a new magazine or a new editor coming into the job it’s especially
difficult to set up this communication. If the editor knows anything at all about his job
he can put an issue out and start the current of news going in one direction. But going
the other way requires not just the editor’s technical skill, but also a great amount of
good will on the part of the readers. So to get our communication started we’d like to hear
from you.

We’d like your views on matters around the lot. We want your opinions on this magazine.
How do you like it? Are there any parts that you think could be eliminated? Are there any
you’d like to see enlarged? Would you like to see more pictures? More cartoons maybe?
Perhaps you’d like a new section. Whatever you want in this magazine we ll try to give
you. You know, this magazine has been going steadily since thirty-six and for all those years
it has been an employees’ publication informing them on whatever matters they wanted
to know about and amusing them in whatever way amused them best.

We are going to set up a letters-to-the-editors department as a receptacle for your
letters, and we’d like to keep it full. That way we can make sure that “Action” stays a
magazine not only for, but of the employees of Twentieth Century-Fox.

SPECIAL
CINEMASCOPE
PRESENTATION
SHOWS NEW
TECHNIQUE
Also Reveals
Forthcoming
Productions on
20th’s Schedule
Over

700

employees

(Some

by

Reprinted

An

event

milestone

JACK

witnessed

comments

through

the courtesy
Reporter.

that seems

of The

certain to be a

in the age-old glamorous

his-

the man who thought he could get along
with silent drama after the talkies came
in.

ZANUCK HYPOS
20TH PRODUCTION
Fox will put 10 top pictures into
production in the next three months
to begin a 24 picture schedule for
the next year, announced Darryl
Zamick upon his return from Paris.
The 10 pictures scheduled for the
next three months are “Untamed,”
“The Racers,” “Prince of Players,”
“Daddy Long Legs,” “Lord Vanity,”
“A Man Called Peter,” “The Gun
and the Cross,” “The Left Hand of
God,” “The Tall Men,” “The Jewel

4

demonstrations.
6 and

7)

has ushered

in new

styles of screen writing, acting and directing that make all prexious efforts
seem as dated as the old movies now ap-

tory of the theatre occurred at Grauman’s
Chinese early this month when 20thFox demonstrated its adxanced techniques of CinemaScope and stereophonic
sound. These new techniques now have
been perfected to a degree that brings
about a complete and successful wedding of stage and motion picture technitpie. Cinemascope is the new theatre.
Nothing like it has been seen before.
The exhibitor who fails to equip his
house for it will be as lacking in enterprise and foresight as the vaudeville manager who refused to put a projector in his
theatre when the movies were born. Or

of Bengal.”

the

pages

For CinemaScope

MOFFITT

Hollywood

on

pearing on TV' screens. For one thing,
it brings to the scene a unity of dramatic
action that was not possible in the days
of long shots, two shots and closeups.
The writers now write full scenes, and
the actors play them in their entirety.
This is made possible by the newly-perfected Bausch & Lomb lenses, which
give background, and middle distance a
simultaneous distinctness and clarity. The
director, not being obliged to make mechanical cuts, progresses his story at a
brisker pace and with greater concentration on its dramatic values. This was par-

This distribution of amplifiers also proves
to be a long-sought boon for musicals
and it may be responsible for bringing
many new New York revue personalities
to the screen. Ethel Merman (appearing
with Dan Dailey in “There’s No Business
Like Show Business”) is terrific in this
regard. Miss Merman’s genius for working comedy and sight gags into the delivery of a song (and playing them against
the sweetly pretentious backgrounds of
operetta) never quite came off when it
was broken into the long shots and close
angles that were necessary on the narrow
screen. Now she makes hilarious use of
a medium in which she can feel entirely
at home.

ticularly exciting in scenes from “The
Egyptian,” where the action is unfolded
against the exotic revels in an ancient
tavern. All of the shots from this film
were presented out of sequence but, even
so, they were sufficient to show the range
and the power of the new medium. Every
seat in the theatre becomes the perfect
seat for whatever scene is being played.
For intimate moments (such as the hairraising one when a passionate love scene
turns into a murderous drowning ) you’re
the same as in the front row of a legitimate theatre. For the spectacle (and it is
gorgeously eye-filling) you have the
range and breadth that the top row of a
stadium would give you.
Many amplifiers from behind the
screen make the voices come realistically
from the position of the player who is
speaking them. A great scene between
Spencer Tracy and Richard Widmark
(from “Broken Lance” ) has all the intensity and interplay of character you would
find in the finest Broadway production.

Darryl

Zanuck,

production,
reel.

who

Vice

President

narrated

the

in

charge

of

demonstration

For action stuflF, the new lens is simply
terrific. A sequence (shot in Africa )
showing

thousands of Zulu warriors attacking a Cape Dutch wagon train (in

“Untamed”) could only be duplicated by
a real army on maneuvers. It should be
remembered that CinemaScope is not
merely “wide-screen.” Its extreme
breadth retains all values, even when gigantic action is occurring amid panoramas of striking natural beauty. Of
course, it’s a little hard on
Vic Mature remarked, “In
you only had to fight for
at a time; now you have to

the actors. As
the old days,
a half minute
keep slugging

till you disappear over the horizon.”
The violent fight between Robert Wagner and Widmark

(also from

"The Egyptian"

“Broken

has a pre-release date set for September.

Lance”) hasn’t been equalled for savage
intensity since Bill Farnum broke Tom
Santschi’s arm in “The Spoilers.” And
never, since the theatre moved indoors,
has there
been such sharply defined distant scenery.
Anyone who’s ever made his living in
the theatre was bound to feel that good
times were coming when he heard
Zanuck announce the list of properties
which his company (and rival companies ) would record in CinemaScope.
Each one gave the exhibitor something to
sell. Each one contained either a great
idea or a story that, as a published book,
had pleased millions of readers. My one
fear was that the public, surfeited with
bigness, might tire of historical iron
pants dramas and sheer spectacle. I was
glad to note that there will be more

en-

tertainment pictures (such as “Three
Coins in the Fountain”) and that among
them will be a musical version of the
simple,
charming
“Daddy
with
Caron
and Astaire.
"Garden

of Evil" is now

enjoying

a successful

first run.

Klune’s successor. Rogell’s place as Studio
Manager will, in t\rrn, be taken by Fred
Fox. Ray Klune has also served as Executive Producer on T.C.F.’s new short
subject program and last year also produced some pictures himself. He has
joined the Hecht-Lancaster organization
as General Production Manager and will
also personally produce a number of
Hecht-Lancaster pictures.
Sid Rogell joined Fox in December of
19.52 as Executive Production Manager
and has served 11 months as Studio Manager. He was formerly Production Chief
at R.K.O.
many
wish him the best
of Ray’s
luck on
his friends
new venture.
Congratulations to Sid Rogell and the
hest of success, particularly at this time
when production is at an all-time high
since the advent of CinemaScope.

Legs”

And, as just one of the workers in the
movie vineyard, I could not help but feel
a sense of gratitude and even affection
for Zanuck as I considered what he has

Ray Klune Leaving Fox;
Rogell Moves to Executive
Production Manager
Ray Klune, our Executive Production
Manager for the last eleven years, has
announced his resignation. He exits the
lot the end of this month. Sid Rogell has
been appointed, by Darryl Zanuck, as

Long

done. He’s a great showman. He brought
the movies out of their recent doldrums
(Continued

A

scene

from

"The

Racers"

which

will start shooting

on

on Page 17 )

the lot the last week

of July.

“The greatest sales pitch made by a motion picture company to
date was unveiled to the press and the industry by 20th CenturyFox when a 75-minute CinemaScope presentation of its future product was shown at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre.”
This tribute wasn’t written by us but was the lead paragraph of
the lead story in The Hollywood Reporter on the day after the
spectacular demonstration.
Industry leaders in production, distribution and exhibition are

By JULIAN

hailing Darryl F. Zanuck’s CinemaScope showcasing of the rich
entertainment ahead. The highly respected American Cinematographer magazine, oflBcial publication of the American Society of

MYERS

Cinematographers, states in the July issue: “That it was impressive
is an understatement. It was terrific. It was the finest selling job
ever undertaken by any motion picture studio. The CinemaScope
camera lens has been refined to a point where now the most superb

Roving Reporter

photographic

quality is being obtained

by the studio’s directors of

But what do you and your colleagues think? This is what some of
photography.”
our fellow employees said after viewing the presentation which was
shown on several different evenings. (If you didn’t see it, phone
the Studio Club at 745 at you will.) Typical reactions:

\V. C. JOLLEY:

(Paint Department

Head)

“The greatest medium of entertainment since the advent of sound.
The future productions can’t help but be sensational.”

MARJORIE

MOORE:

(Secretary)

“The sound as well as photography

AL

DEGAET.ANO:

(Props Maker

Gang

Boss)

“I thought it was a very fine demonstration, especially advantageous to the employees as a morale booster. You know, a lot of
them had never seen CinemaScope before. I think this reel should
be shown to the public.
seen wide screen, but at
comparison they make in
one right after the other
them

6

all beat.”

They’ve seen (finemaScope, and they’ve
different times in different theaters. The
this reel of the two systems showing you
makes you realize that CinemaScope has

was

magnificent.”

Roving Reporter
Asks:
HOW

DID

YOU

CINEMASCOPE

LIKE THE
DEMONSTRATION?

BILL

ECKHARDT:

{Assistant Director)

“I found the demonstration reel extremely exciting and a wonderful sales example for CinemaScope and Stereophonic Sound. We
should enjoy a wonderful

future.”

KORDULA

{Secretary)

“We

POLENEK:

have a welcome advancement in CinemaScope with Stereophonic Sound to draw people into the theaters for superb enjoyment

of the finest in entertainment.”

MARY

HOLLINGHEAD:

{Wrd.)

“Who’s afraid of Television? Not anyone who has seen the amazing progress of Cinemascope as exhibited in the Demonstration Reel.
What depth of focus and realistic sound. The Motion Picture Industry ishere to stay and the preview of future productions show
20th is the leader.”

AL

4

LEBOVITZ:

{Assistant Cameraman)

“What’s with CinemaScope, seeing is believeing— I saw it, I heard
it and I believe in it. During the Demonstration Reel, yours truly
glanced at the audience and saw the happiest ears attached to the
most pleasureful faces which proves seeing is believing.”
P. S. The gentleman announcing the Demonstration Reel was
O. K.— he should be put under option.

7

"SEE HOW
LITTLE

THEY

THEATRE

RUN”

SUCCESS

A well filled Little Theatre heartily
applauded the cast of See How They Run
for six nights last month. The Phillip
King play about a young actress who
marries an English vicar and sets the
\ icarage on its ear did almost as much
to the audience as Director Richard Waters led his troupe through six hilarious
performances.
Perhaps special praise should be given
to the cast for this highly successful production since they both acted and produced the play themselves doubling as
stage manager, electricians, set designers, program designers, prop men, and
ticket takers. During the performance
a detective could have followed a player
into the ticket booth, on to the stage, to
the curtain ropes, and to the aid of another player putting on his makeup.
Most versatile of all was Rudy Reaves,
who, besides doing an excellent job of
acting the Bishop of Lay, was the stage
manager plus taking charge of settings,
props, and music.
The audience reaction to this i^roduction was so favorable that preliminary plans are already being laid for
another one in September, and an increased program for the near future is
being considered.
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DIRECTED BY
STAGE MANAGER

Richard D. Waters
Rudy Reaves

CAST
in order of appearance
PENELOPE
IDA
MISS SKILLON..
LIONEL
GLIVE
THE MAN
BISHOP OF LAY
HUMPHREY
SERGEANT

Catherine Cronin
Ellen Rayburn
Ve Ve Moore
Da\td Ames
Jim Fetherolf
Rudy Reav'ES
Joseph Schon
Johan
William

PRODUCTION
Settings - Props - Mtisic
Construction
Lighting
Program designed by

STAFF
Rudy Reaves
Joseph Johan
Da\td Ames
Jim Fetherolf
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In Art Class
One of the most successful of the current Studio Club undertakings has been
the Art Class. The two month old course
has nineteen students enrolled to date
and several more prospective pupils
visiting. Open to employees and their
families, the course is geared to the individual abilities of each student giving
him opportunity to progress at his own
rate.
Under the capable instruction of Stan
Parkhouse of the TCF Art Department
the class began with charcoal drawings
and is progressing towards painting. The
old Studio Club building has been converted into a studio with especially con-

|i
'
i
i
Ij
I

structed benches, a model’s platform,
and special lighting. Even a model has
been obtained to keep the facilities up to
date with the rapidly advancing class,
The Studio Club extends an invitation
to any and all who are or think they may
be interested in joining the class, to come
to one of the Monday evening sessions

,j

and meet

i,
j

to one dollar and a half for an evening’s
instruction and for many has already
proven a profitable investment.

Mr. Parkhouse

and his class.

The fee of six dollars a month comes out

GAME TOURNAMENT
ATTRACTS ISO
')
,
I
I
j
i
j
J
i
!I
i

I

I
I
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I

'

t

One hundred and fifty contestants participated last month in a game tournament sponsored by the Studio Club and
held in The Cafe De Paris. Three championship events were held, chess, bridge,
and gin rummy. The spectators and those
eliminated in the earlier rounds participated in non-championship games.
To the champions went seventy dollars worth of prizes including ice buckets,
steam irons, and steak sets. For the
others there was sympathy and refreshments.
The tournament champions are:
CHESS:

Red Crawford

BRIDGE;
Chalmers Traw and
Irma Binshadler
GIN RUMMY:
Marshall Fox
Flight Winners
Sol Halprin
George Stephenson
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ACTION

TAKES

At nine a.m. in the morning of June
twenty-seventh the Studio Club landed
a twelve-hundred-strong force at the
Cheviot Hills Playground, held the
ground for nine furious hours, then retired battle weary, but victorious leaving
the battleground a shambles. An overwhelming task force of cars steamed into
the parking lot under the direction of
American Legion Post 563, part of a larger detachment sent ahead by Chairman
Paul Wurtzel’s headquarters, and un-

A

loaded their cargoes of TCFers and their
families who marched into battle with
the enthusiasm of a well briefed outfit.
The first target was the pitch and putt
golf course offering prizes to the best
performers. Tennis came ne.xt followed
by horseshoe pitching and ping pong,
each with its set of awards. A field meet
attracted many of the athletic minded
v/ith novelty races. People hopping over
a field in potato sacks, balancing potatoes on spoons, and coaxing two and

LOOK

H
I
I

I

AT

three year old tots to their arms were
the center of attention and the cause
of much mirth. A similar affair came next
in the swimming pool with more races
and novelty contests. The Westerners
served a hot dog and baked bean lunch,
and the picnickers settled down to an afternoon of entertainment including a
concert by The Rhythmaires and Jimmy
Taylor’s
Show. events there were
Beside Variety
the scheduled
kiddie rides and balloons for the kid-

PICNIC

dies and photographers for the more sentimental. There was even an old car on
hand, and many had their pictures taken
in it.
The battle closed with the handing
out of decorations to the victors and a
dance with Sonny Olivera’s Orchestra.
The operation proved a great success
with the enemy’s casualty list including
2016 bottles of pop, 1140 servings of
ice cream, and 1975 bags of popcorn.

i
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Emperor meets emperor on Fox lot. Candid
shot of His Majesty Haile Selassie Emperor of
Ethiopia in conference with His Majesty Napoleon I Emperor of the French and King of
Italy with the aid of Marlon Brando. Looking
on is Her Highness the Princess Selba Desta,
daughter of the Ethiopian Emperor.

14 year old Tim Newman (left), A1 Newman's son congratulating 12 year old Lenny Waronker (right) on his catch oi
the 200 Ih. marlin (center). This fish was landed in a furious
45 minute battle on 3/6 tackle. It is considered that these
boys are the first in this age group to land a marlin on this
exceedingly light tackle.

Dan Dailey and Ethel Merman as they appeared together on Broadway in STARS IN YOUR EYES in

12

1936 and as they will appear in THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS currently in production.

IN PICTURES#.and WORDS
Gerry Nomis of Casting has been vaaround the Ike,
President’s
grounds incationing
Colorado.
however, golfing
could
not make it. Better luck next time Gerry
. . . The Publicity Department wants it
Outgoing ACTION editor Bob Mintz
gives incoming editor Pat Padowicz a
hand in setting up this issue just
before taking over new duties in the
Cutting Department. Good luck on
your new job. Bob.

known that there is no use in anyone’s
going fishing in the Sierras for a while
since Frank Neill and his wife Marge
Decker of Story Department are catching all available fish . . . Payroll Department take note; Film Apprentice Lenny
Engel may soon be listing a dependent
by the name of Dianne . . . When is the
big day, Lenny? . . . Congratulations to
Sid Miller who got advanced from Film
Loading to Optical Printing . . . Jules
Kahn is at the moment giving his sister
and grand
niece California
from New . York
a Cook’s
tour
of Sunny
. . Personnel
Records claims they have no gossip as
they are a bunch of clean living people
. . . Car enthusiast Jim Talmadge of Publicity has taken some time off to look
at the undersides of cars against a Nevada sky as background. The Los Anjust doesn’t bring
out the back
true
form ofgelesaskytransmission.
. . . Welcome
Nancy Cochran . . . Frank Fore of Film
Loading just returned with his wife from
a vacation in New England. Frank had
spent a few years in a New York school
as a boy, and his son is now attending
Yale University in New Haven, Conn.
All three Fores were very pleased with
their trip. New York weather, says Frank,
is wonderful . . .When is ACTION com-

W. F. Kirkpatrick, sound operative
engineer with his 1 6 year old son lim
who has just taken first place in the
State Championship Model Airplane
Meet at Santa Ana. The plane, of
Jim's own design has a top speed of
85 mph. and has just completed a
10 mile race.

ing out? . . .
Few people know how dangerous a
life Mickey Sherrard leads. A few days
ago on his way to work three men passed
him in a limousine and shot some sort
of pellet at him. Police caught the men
within twelve minutes, and Mickey was
not hurt seriously. But gosh! . . . Congratulations toVerne Spencer on his new
daughter Karen Lee. We hear Mrs. Spencer had a hand in it too.

I
I

i'

Have you noticed the new look on the
Cafe, both in and out? The painters have
been busy. But you can still get a complete lunch for seventy cents.
(Continued on Page 16)

I

I
Evelyn Yardeen of Ladies
Wardrobe is sure that Napoleon must have really had her
in mind when he had the diamond and ruby tiara made for
Josephine as she tries on Harry Schoeppe's copy made for
DESIREE.

3n jnemoitam
It is with deep regret and with sympathy toward their families and friends
that ACTION reports the death of:
GUY McCOY
of the Property Department who had
been with us since before 1936
MRS. ELIZABETH
FINK
mother of Officer Harry Fink
the Police Department
ARTHUR
husband

of Hazel

of

BRADLEY
Bradley

of Men’s

13
Wardrobe'

Officer Harry

Fink alerts Dotty Nigro

BRINGS

ABOUl

June seventh marked the beginning
of Studio Safety Week, the week during
which management took a close look
at our safety program and we got a
chance to remind ourselves that safety
is a year round job. The operation of
Safety Week was actually split into two
parts, inspection and publicity. The publicity part of the campaign everyone is
still pretty well aware of, especially those
who saw the dummy on a bicycle about
to be run over by an automobile on their
way to the commissary. Other, perhaps
less vivid, displays of dummies and banners decorated the lot bringing to mind
the question of safety and some

specific

suggestions. “Be alert; don’t get hurt”
pleaded
one and
sign, a “Speed
kills” informed another,
third philosophized,
“Horseplay is for jackasses”.
The inspection part of the program
was handled by a team composed of
Studio Manager Sid Rogell, Ass t. Studio
Manager Vic Christensen, Police Chief
Tom Young, Fire Chief Hugh Conlon,
Inspection Committee visiting Charle Hatcher, John Lavin and
Woody Lagune in the Canvas Department.

and

Larry Rice, assistant to Mr. Rogell. The committee spent four days
touring the departments of the studio

inspecting the safety features and hazards, inquiring about safety conditions,
and exchanging views with the employees.
The tour brought to the attention
of management several safety hazards
which have since then been corrected.
These corrections include the removal

All Out
Safety Week
MANY

IMPROVEMENTS
Studio

adopts

3D

to illustrate

the point

with

the aid

of a

dummy.

of the iron scaflFolding that obstructed
part of the road opposite the cyclorama
set. It would have blocked the way of
a fire truck in an emergency. Another
hazard removed was the installation of
a guard on a grinding machine in the
sound department. In the kitchen of the
Cafe there was a defective pressurecooker gasket which could have caused
the chef to burn his hands, and that was
likewise repaired. Also it was noticed
that a six foot obstruction protruded
from the flight deck adjacent to the highway (aircraft carriers hanging over highways usually prove to be a nuisance in
the long run), and that has also been
taken care of. For several months now
thousands of yards of dirt have been
dumped outside the staflF shop to turn
what was once a useless ditch into a
loading platform with room for large
trucks to maneuver and for the staff
shop to perform outside work. Although
the added ground space proved to be
a great advantage, there was now the
danger of a truck backing off the embankment. To eliminate this problem
some poles have been procured from the
telephone company and laid around the
edge of the platform.
As an added feature of Safety Week
the Studio Club sponsored a suggestion
contest. Over a hundred and fifty suggestions have been submitted in competition for the fifty dollars worth of prizes.
The winners of the contest will be announced soon.

t

Inspection team looks over the shoulder of Michael Frank
Miniature Department with Harry Schoeppe and Jim Spies

in Property and
acting as host.

VIP’S ASSIST DE TITTA
CELEBRATE 27 YEARS

(Continued

WITH

Jack Muhs of Men’s Wardrobe has just
been made a father by the former Freddie MePhie, at one time employed in the

FOX

By Aline Mosby, United Press, Hollywood Correspondent

Studio Club.

Hollywood is hard-hearted at times,
but a group of celebrities and top filmsters turned out to honor an unsung

Taft’s funeral and Franklin D. Roosevelt’s inaugural speech.
W atching his newsreels is like flipping

newsreel cameraman who
on their feature pictures.

through pages of history. He was grinding his camera when Charles Lindbergh
took off on his Atlantic flight and when
Admiral Byrd headed for the South Pole.
In Europe Arthur was the last newsreel
cameraman to leave Paris after France
fell in 1940.

doesn’t work

Arthur De Titta. a \’eteran of 27 years
v'ith 20th Century Fox-Movietone News,
is one of those fellows who furnishes
shots of football games, news events and
bathing beauties that go on before the
feature picture begins.
There

were

no photographers

around

wouldn’t turn out for many another function—Danny Thomas, Johnnie Ray, Dan
Dailey', Rita Moreno, Jeff Hunter, Director Henr>’ King and other studio executives, plus the governor of California,
Goodwin J. Knight, and Los Angeles
mayor Norris Poulson, the sheriff and
District Attorney of Los Angeles.

but found no sun there so he transplanted his family to Palm Springs. There
there was too much sun. Some people
you just can’t please . . . June is cute,
isn’t she? . . . Doris Bursk is going to sub

whole family vacationing at Carmel . . .
Vaughn Ashen of Electrical has gone to

New York’s W^ool worth Building to take
a frightening picture of the traffic below.

who

Music Department’s own Ted Cain went
on a two weeks vacation to La Jolla,

in New

Yet a group of filmsters helped give
him a sentimental surprise party to celebrate his .50th birthday, 20th wedding
anniversary and 27 years with Movietone.
names

Ray Gilbert of Electrical has been
home ill for a while and would love to
hear from his friends. Call York 3647 . . .

for a while in Vic Christensen’s office
for Marie de Luca who is taking her

York for indecency. His most exciting film, he believes, was when he
crawled out on a plank on the top of

guest list included

Me.xico gaffing for panoramic
Feather.” Adois!

“The White

De Titta also was responsible for yards
of film showing pretty girls water-skiing,
Atlantic Citv beauty contests, trained
monkeys and auto races, without which
no newsreel would be complete. He now
is west coast director of the theatrical
newsreel, issued twice a week, and of
the camera
Movietone
every day.

All the Chicken
ARD’
WIYouLLCan
Eat S

department of United Presstelevision newsreel, issued

“Newsreels

haven’t

changed

much

sh-sh-sh

the years,” reflected the cameraman. “Now that TV has taken away the
immediacy, theatrical newsreels use

$225

more feature stories. But there’ll always
be room for both.”

Arthur De Titta, Pacific Coast Supervisor of 20th Century-Fox Movietone News, is
surrounded by host of friends celebrating 27 years with Movietone News, his 50th
birthday and 20th wedding anniversary. Governor Goodwin I. Knight, District Attorney
S. Ernest Roll, and Mayor Norris Poulson took newsreel shots of Arthur, standing left of
Sheriff Eugene Biscailuz.

private line

CR. 6-3766

down
De Titta’s camera has caught such
events as Neville Chamberlain returning from Munich with his black umbrella
under his arm. He covered William

It’s a girl, 8 lb., 9 oz. . . .

He recorded the 1933 bank holiday
and the day Mae West was sent to jail

at this party to take publicit)^ pictures;
De Titta isn’t a boss of movie stars to
be catered to.

The

from Page 13)

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR

BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
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( Continued from Page 5 )
much

as the late Irving Thalberg

kept

the theatres open during the depression
of the 30’s. But he did more than that.
When most of Hollywood was captivated
by the mere

bigness of the screen

the momentary

novelty of having
theatrical medium

possible. Hollywood

had

COMPLETE

AR. 9-561 1
10649

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

BUFFET

was

URDANK
RADIO

& APPLIANCE

DUMONT

and RCA

Opposite

CO.

BR. 2-1902
At the end of the block on Pico

Stadium

TELEVISION
Theater

8879 West Pico

didn’t know how to use it. And so it died.
For doing better than his predecessors,

CR. 1-2249

Zanuck

OPEN

manent place in the history of the theatre.

DINNERS

Special Attention
$1.75 Given
Studio Personnel

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT

of that day

and per-

LUNCHEON

$1.00

3-D

back in the days of “Old Ironsides” and

has secured a deserved

FOX HILLS CAFE

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

wide-screen

“The Big Trail.” But the men

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

and

objects hurled at you, he could see that
an entirely new

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)
MONDAY

BR. 2-3832

& FRIDAY

PROVEN FRIENDS

EVENINGS

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

of

CR. 6-9969

•

BR. 2-6034

WESTWOOD
GARDEN

NURSERY

All Types of
PLANTS AND

PAINT and WALLPAPER

❖
❖

DISCOUNT

t

20th Century-Fox
Employees

SUPPLIES

/SufcA Self paints

9786 West Pico Boulevard

UTTER

MORTUARIES

PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

iiAP umm
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

McKinley

i

%

DU. 8-2481

I

ARLEIGH A. BROWN

t

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount
BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

TELEVISION
Formerly

SAVINGS
ALL

NATIONALLY

UP TO

50%

ADVERTISED

LLOYD

MERCHANDISE

KENT

APPLIANCES

FURNITURE

Joyce and Herb Colton
10651 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

BRighton 0-4209
ARizona 8-9383

{In the Arcade next to Mrs. Webster’s)

with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

C. MORRISON

Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 4-4665

Co.

To Choose

From

15% DOWN
18 MONTHS TO PAY
Open Evenings and Sunday Till 10 p.m.

VIC

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
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Studio Club Members

—

Check Substantial Savings

Hints for the Mrs.

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised
Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

Projectors &
Accessories
Films
Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

• Small lamp shades need not be discarded when replaced by new ones;
when covered with paper they can be
used for hat racks.
«

Conveniently Located At

HARRY

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARisona 7-7508

• Make pictures for children’s rooms
washable
by covering them with clear
shellac.

SALES CO.

#

BOULEVARD

I Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

BRadshaw

2-7110

—

Monday

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

thru Saturday —

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

Sales For

Authorized

AT

.

.

4

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
CARL WEISS,

Wright
Complete

CARPET

A TILE

SERVICE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

A CLEANING
A LAYING
A DYEING

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

1

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
Flowers Telegraphed

-

18

• Waffles and pancakes will have a distinctive flavor if you grate a little orange
rind in the batter.
«

«

«

• It is not wise to cool a meringue covered pie in a window, as the cool air will
top.
turn the steam into water and cause the
meringue to fall and liquid to form on

STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

Discounts On
Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

FILMS

J. GERMAN,

LEE

«

SPRAYS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
FORT

«

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

W.

O

To Studio Club Members

Ui-M HIM

We Deliver -

«

• When painting window frames, if you
rub soap on the glass near the edges, the
spattered paint can be removed easily.
4

Carpet

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

*

Mgr.

AR. 3-8636

ir LINOLEUM

A CARPETS

«

• Bacon will not curl while frying if the
strips are dipped in cold water for a
few seconds before placing them in the
frying pan.

and BOYS

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
10643 Pico Blvd.

A

• Try rubbing veal roasts with powdered
ginger, black pepper and onion salt beGives them a delicious
'■
flavor. fore cooking.
o
o
o

• To cook sausages so the skin won’t
pop open, cover the bottom of the frying pan with about one-eighth inch of
water. Cover and let fry for three or four
minutes, then remove the cover and let
brown.

Appliances
SHOE

O

All

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

«

Blvd.)

CHICAGO

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

AR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around

HREPLACE

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory

WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS

Altman

FUNERALS

Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica

Lloyd

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508
Kent

Distributing Co., 10651

Blvd., L. A

W.

L. A. (Fred Schnell)

Ave.,

PL. 3-1295

Radio & Appliance

Co., 8879 W.

Blvd., L. A

ART

Pico

Pico

CR. 1-2249

Paint & Wallpaper

Co., 10755 W. Pico

Blvd., L. A

AR. 8-3114

AUTOMOBILES
roa St., L. A

Yoder

Chevrolet),

La Brea Ave., L. A

Firestone, 10715

W.

400

WY.

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

S.

2131

(Tires, Batteries,

AR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
Jack's Auto

Upholstery

Blvd., L. A.

AR. 9-7721

(tops, seat covers, in-

teriors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood

Blvd., L. A

AR. 9-6375

Seat Covers,

10207

Santa

REPAIRS

(Mr. Brown)

Picwood

Furniture

Co., 10775 W.

L. A

Altman

Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica

L. A

Blvd.,

AR. 7-7508

Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,

L. A

AR. 7-8795

LIGHT

7960 W.

Third St.,

L. A

WE. 3-9104

McCarry,

12300V2

W. Pico Bivd.,
BR. 2-3634

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright

Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington

Blvd., Culver City

TE. 0-3636

Center,

10649

W.

Pico

AR. 9-5611

& LEATHER

Bon

(Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly

Voyage

GOODS
CR. 6-0472

BATHS
Dr.,

CR. 1-7645

COMPANIES
Dr.,

CR. 6-0229
HO. 3-9441

M.

Alberts, O.D„

10522

Venice

Blvd.,

VE. 8-0521

Blvd.,

AR. 7-4163

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood

L. A

Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,

L. A

AR. 7-2795

SHAVER

Hills Shaver

SERVICE
Bar, 321 So. Robertson

Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

& CARPETS
Rug Co, (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La

Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington

RUG

Knudson

Blvd.,

AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Paint &

Wallpaper,

(Art Supplies),

10936 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
Pico Paint & Wallpaper,

L. A
Rancho

TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug deeming

Co., 1743 So. La

Blvd., Culver City

STATIONERS
El Vanada
L. A

AR. 7-3241

8586

W.

Pico Blvd.,

CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Paint & Wallpaper

Blvd., L. A

TE. 0-3636

— GREETING

CARDS

Stationers, 10747 W. Pico Blvd.,
AR. 8-2825

& BONDS

Witter & Company

(Otis M. Healy)

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,

Co., 10755 W. Pico

AR. 8-3114

BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

Culver City

CLEANERS

RUGS
Angelus

L. A

414 No. Bedford

Beverly Hills
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A

Wm.

Harold V, Roth, D.S.C., 2362 Westwood

AR. 9-9554

TELEVISION
MINERAL

WE. 0963

CHIROPODISTS

10645 W. Pico Blvd.,

Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

Dean

Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,

L. A

Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902

STOCKS

LUGGAGE

OPTICAL

SHOPS
Camera

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop. 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636

Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington

OPTOMETRISTS

Beverly

Howard
L. A

Blvd., Culver City

FIXTURES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Morgan

ELECTRIC

ESTATE

RESTAURANTS

Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

Beverly Hills

Blvd., L. A
L. A

Pico Blvd.,

AR. 8-1775

Dorr Optical Company,

Entz Camera

Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
CR. 5-7547

READY-TO-WEAR

FURNITURE

Alfredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

Ed

DU. 8-2481

Dr., Beverly Hills

Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave., L. A
WY. 7901

CAMERA

Utter McKinley

Monica

Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

BOOKS

AR. 7-1755

Laurel Plumbing
L. A

REAL

Joe Rosenberg,

Pico Blvd.,

L. A

AUTO

Le Conte Ave., L. A

JEWELRY
PR. 5011

(A. E. Nugent

Johnson's

Daggett), 10932

Webster's,
L. A

(New and Used)

Ed Morris, Ed James Buick Co., 1367 So. FigueEd

PLUMBING

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve

HARDWARE

SUPPLIES

Rancho

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 0-4373

AR. 8-9383

Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western
Uidank

7960 W. Third St.,

L. A

APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blarxkets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
L. A

PHONOGRAPH

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,

Boulevard

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES
Travel Service (C. Watts),

6665 Hollywood Blvd
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

HO. 9-8131
1056 Broxton,
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison,
L. A
Hollywood

8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
CR. 4-4665

Office Appliance,

1531 No. Cahuenga

Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota

(Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
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•

EDITORIAL
Art Houser
Pat Padowicz
Vivian Jorgensen
Esther Averall
June Connor
•

STAFF
Editorial Dir.
Editor
Asst. Ed.
Asst. Ed.
Asst. Ed.

Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors
•

STAFF

a scene from 'the egyptian' - Hollywood's
first look into early egypt
of rolling stones

Cover
3

studio reconstructs south africa for 'untamed' ... 4

ARTISTS

Jack Muhs
Ed Janis

a shift in high level personnel

8

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
H. M. Kuo

twentieth breaks new ground in filming

STUDIO CLUB
EDITORIAL
co:m>httee

'the egyptian'

9

Roy Metzler

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS
Roy Metzler
Pres.
Paul Wurtzel ... .V. Pres.
Secy.
Bess Lasky. .
Larry Rice . . . . . .Treas.
Brown. Juanita . . . .
Cannon. Jo
Conion. Edward . . . .
Cripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
Davies. Red
De Gaetano. Al
Fontaine. Jean . . . .
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick
Jolley. Robert
Lutz. Fred
Marsh. BUI
Mellen. Harry
Patrick. George . .
Richardson. Frances
Roche. Irish
Roddan. Harold . . . .
Roth, Lee
Smith. Dick
Stephenson. George
Trager. Estelle
Viertch. Dick

Hor^orary
F. L. Metzler,

Cafe
Hospiaal
Fire
Lab.
Employment
Labor
Prop Makers
Engin.
Grip
Men's Wardrobe
Paint
Landscape
Purchasing
Property
Art
Research
Labor
Projection
Ladies' Wardrobe
Makeup
Exec.
West. Ave.
Elec. Prod.

Members

300 tef'ers teed off, but happy at annual

golf tourney

10

studio club

12

among us girls

13

roving reporter asks: 'will the new dior
fashion stick?'

19

around the lot in pictures and words

16

Lou Witte

20th

Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers $3.00 pr year. Single copy
25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Class Matter April
2, 1942, at the Post Office at Los
Angeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.

buyer's directory

Buck

Cover

ot(}nes
There was a man once, in Greek mythology, by the name of Sisyphus, who, living in the place
where the Greeks believed men went after death, spent all his time rolling a boulder up a mountain.
When he reached the top, having exerted all his strength in the effort, the boulder would roll back down
the hill, and he would have to begin anew. But that isn’t the fate of 20th. We have struggled to get the
boulder to the top, but now it’s over the hump and there is a flat, level plain ahead.
The last few years were years of hard pushing not only for us, but also for the whole film industry.
Television and postwar conditions had put us in the hole. Sacrifices had to be made to streamline the
Gompany and still no one was sure whether we’d ever reach the top. No one knew if we could keep
the boulder going or whether it would roll down to the bottom again. For all our effort it looked as if we were
rolling downhill instead of up. Television antennas grew like a fungus on roof tops, and many movie
theater marquees throughout the country began to dim.
Under great pressure producers called on their imaginations for some new technique to jar the public
from their TV sets and to the theaters. An independent producer found an old process and came out with
Bwana Devil in 3-D. Other studios picked it up, and the public pricked up its ears. Another producer came
up with Ginerama and packed a Times Square theater to capacity with the new wonder.
For a while things began to look brighter at the box office but very soon the public got tired of having
tomahawks thrown at them and having to wear a pair of glasses to boot, which dimmed out when one
tilted his head. And only a limited number of theaters could be adapted for Ginerama. Movie theaters
were still closing.
Then, in September of fifty-three The Robe was released in GinemaScope. President Sp>aos Skouras and
Production Head Darryl Zanuck had made a gamble and put all their effort behind the new technique
which they felt would give the scope of Ginerama by a more practical method combined with the effect
of depth for which 3-D was striving. At the same time producers throughout the whole industry began
to realize that better pictures could help save the industry.
So with GinemaScope becoming accepted by other studios and exhibitors, and with higher quality
pictures taking the place of a rash of low budget films throughout Hollywood the industry began
to regain strength. And as the novelty of having twenty-year-old pictures brought to your living room by TV
wore off our boulder reached the top of its climb.
Today theaters are opening all over the country. An attendance record was just broken at Radio Gity in
New

York. Here at Twentieth, twenty-four pictures are scheduled for the next year. As you cross the lot you

see things hum as they haven’t for years, and the Gafe is again full at mealtime. The industry is still
in business and Fox is leading with GinemaScope as it did with Movietone when sound revolutionized the
film making world. The GinemaScope process that first came out last year has already been improved
with a new lens, and Stereophonic Sound has made another step forward. Our boulder is well over
the top, and there are smooth green fields ahead.
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BRINGS

TWENTIETH

TO L.A.

Many, many years ago a little
girl named Alice stepped through
a looking glass in pursuit of her
kitten and found herself in a world
billions and trillions of miles away
where books were written from

nearby piece of land, or the interior
of a sound stage into a street of

right to left, where chessmen
walked, and the walrus and the carpenter prowled the sea wooing
oysters to their doom. Since that
time many have tried to follow

re-creating scenes of South Africa
in the nineteenth century. It is a

Alice’s footsteps into this distant
world, but only come up with
broken noses and cracked mirrors,
and

it has become fairly well established that a repetition of such
a feat is well nigh impossible. Yet
today Commandant Paul Van Riebeck of the Dutch Free State walks
into the doorway of a mansion in
Capetown, South Africa and comes
out on the other side of the doorway on a studio lot in Los Angeles,
California. This is the miracle of
Hollywood (Beverly
who know better).

Hills to us

But while Alice’s miraculous passage was made by a stroke of Lewis
Carroll’s pen, this magic doorway
that spans two oceans is a product
of the combined efforts of ten departments, men and women whose
job is precisely that of making such
miracles possible. It is the job of
turning a comer of the studio, a
i

THE

STORY

OF A SET

Bagdad,

a Russian steppe, Washington Square, or eighteenth century Versailles.
In this case it was a matter of

picture
called
“Untamed,”
story
of Dutch
settlers
in Souththe Africa
trekking from Capetown to a frontier settlement. Many of the scenes,
including shots of Capetown and
Zulu battles had to be shot on location, but many others required the
facilities available only here. But
this is not nineteenth century South
Africa; this is a motion picture studio in the middle of a modern city.
And this is the problem of the Art
Department.
Art Director

Addison

Hehr

had

begun working on this problem
long before the company moved to
location. He had wandered around
South Africa in search of possible
locations that would answer the
requirements of the script yet
could be matched back home.
When the company returned they
brought with them photographs
and drawings.
The department’s immediate job
was designing the location sets
since they were scheduled for

shooting first. When
'■

they

turned

to

they finished that

reconstructing

the

South

African setting in Los Angeles.
The studio owns a ranch about twentyfive miles from here where many of our
exterior shots have been made in the
past. It has provided the plains of Mexico for “Viva Zapata,” the hills of an English mining town for “How Green Was
My V'alley,” and an Old West copper
mine for
“Broken
it
would
do for
South Lance.”
Africa asPerhaps
well.
Again the Art Department set out with
cameras and sketching pads. Over the
drawings and photos they had made they
painted in features to duplicate the original sets. A tree here, a prop there to hide
the road, a backing to provide the mountains, a bouse to cover the fire hydrant.
Sometimes, for the more complicated
jobs they even had to make models of
the sets.
Next the Art Department drew up actual construction plans from the sketches
and models much like the architect’s
blueprints. It is here that the major construction problems were worked out. In
this case most of the problems were
connected with the farmhouse that the

I

heroine

X
V

)>'s;

i

As

it had

to

be shot both from the outside
and the inside at diflFerent
angles, the house had to
be constructed in such a

j
j

builds.

' ^

way

that walls could be

removed to accommodate camera equipment, and then replaced for a shot from
a different angle.
Here Mill SuperintendenL Dave
Vaughan took over the work, pecause
of its removable, or “wild,” walls the
farmhouse was too complicated a job to
be built at the ranch so far from the
Mill. Therefore it had to be«prefabricated
right behind the Mill and transported
out to the ranch in over twenty sections.
Not twenty feet from where the farmhouse was being built the carpenters
were constructing a cradle for a covered
wagon. This is a machine that sets a
four-wheeled wagon on one balancing
point so that it can be rocked in any desired direction to simulate travel over a
road, climbing up and down
or going mountain-goat
side of it.

a mountain,

style around

the

The Prop and Miniature Department
in the meantime, has been wrestling
with the problem of a breakaway wheel
needed for another wagon which will not
just break, as such wheels usually do in
other pictures, but break into a million
little splinters. Not far away the
Paint Shop was making newly built
wagons
look worn and battered.
While all this went on at
the studio. Bill Tuttle took a
gang of carpenters to the ranch to
build a South African village. A
site once used for “Come to the Stable”
was found satisfactory for their purpose.
There was a house that had been used
in that picture and a barn which could
be converted into a church. But as the
buildings had been of stone for the other
I'jicture, they now received a second wall
of clay on two sides giving them the
schizophrenic appearance of New England from one angle and South Africa
from another. Other buildings had to
be built to complete the village, and
these in such a way that they could be
I'hotographed from the desired angle
'••nthout constructing all four sides of
the building.s.

The first time that this village appears
on the screen it is under construction by
the settlers, and therefore the scaffolding
has to be of the type that the settlers
would use, fastened together with thongs
and reeds. It’s hot on the set. The breeze
from the sea is cut off by the mountains
that surround the ranch, and the sun
shines down drying the streams and
withering the grass. The carpenters atop
their primitive ladders sweating under
the sun as they cover the roofs with
thatch could well be taken for pioneers
building in the wilderness. And genial
Bill Tuttle in his large overalls could be
a Dutch burgermeister directing the
work.
At one end of the Dutch village there
is a group of thatched huts. These have
to resemble the huts of the Zulus photographed on location. They are built on
frames constructed at the Mill and covered with thatch from Mexico. Surrounding the village there should be green
fields. But the vegetation is parched, and
a sprinkling system had to be set up to
revive as much as possible. The rest will
be sprayed with a dye to make it look
alive for the shooting. Nearby a Western
copper mine is being turned into an
African scene. Back at the studio scenes
are already being filmed on sets re-creating nineteenth century South Africa.
And another world of long, long ago and
far, far away, like the one that Alice saw,
is being brought just to the other side
of the CinemaScope screen.

AFRICAN
MADE
YOU

This scene oi Capetown shot on location shows
buildings that had to be matched.

This iarmhouse was built right behind
to the ranch in sections.

the kind

the mill, then

SCENERY
WHILE
WAIT

oi

moved

Two Zulu huts stand on the comer
waiting for transportation to the set.

of Old

New

York

Street

Jerry Tunney and Sam Rodriguez spray Mexican
thatch to look African.

L. E. Foster builds
and log farmhouse.

up

lake logs ior the clay

t

Addison

Hehr's painting from

which

a set is now

being

built.

County Fireman looks on suspiciously as Driver
Bud Frazier gives Painter Boss John Lawless a
light.

SHIFT IN MANAGEMENT

PERSONNEL

Rogell Assumes
Executive Production Manager

The recent resignation of Executive
Production Manager Ray Klune has
caused a number of changes in Management personnel. The first move was by
Studio Manager Sid Rogell who crossed
the street to the Production Bungalow

Executive

Production

Manager

Sid Rogell.

Studio Manager Fred Fox (seated) and Assistant Studio Manager Vic Christensen.

to take over Klune’s duties. Sid is taking
over the Executive Production Manager
job at a moment when the rapid worldwide acceptance of CinemaScope has
caused a sudden boost in production.
Sid has had many years of experience
both in the studio management and the
production end of the business dating
back to 1924. Onetime head of his own
production company and a producer at
Columbia, Sid Rogell came to us two
years ago from RKO where he had
served as Executive Producer. In moving into the Executive Production Manager berth, Sid assumes the post he originally held upon joining Twentieth in
1952. When Fred Metzler resigned, Rogell was moved to Studio Manager.
Taking over the empty chair of Studio
Manager is Fred Fox, former Manager
and Director of Twentieth Century-Fox
Productions — London. Fred has been
with Twentieth since 1933, two years

Assistant Production

Manager

Abe

Steinberg.

before it merged with Fox Film Corporation. After the merger he was a unit
production manager, and assistant to
Harry Joe Brown, and in 1947 went to
London as Associate Producer on Escape. In ’48 he assumed his London
management duties.
Valuable assistance will be given new
Studio Manager Fred Fox by Vic Christensen, veteran Assistant Studio Manager
and Head of Estimating Department.
Vic has been with Fox since 1932.
Abe Steinberg continues as Assistant
Production Manager having previously
served Rogell in this capacity during ’52.
Abe joined Fox in 1925 and has come
up through the ranks having worked as
a prop man, script clerk, wardrobe man,
first assistant director, (three years in
the Army), and unit manager before
assuming his present post.
Larry Rice, former Paymaster and now
assistant to Sid Rogell, has moved over
to the Production Bungalow where he
will be handling numerous Post-Production activities, including co-ordinating
print shipments with laboratories and
Home Office.

Larry Rice, Assistant to Sid Rogell.

20th Takes Hollywood's
First Look at Early Egypt
RESEARCH AND CONSTRUCTION
HAS TO START FROM SCRATCH
August 28, almost a year after the premiere of the world’s
first CinemaScope production, marks the climax of another
Twentieth Century-Fox pioneering venture. Darryl Zanuck’s
personal production of The Egyptian for the first time pokes
a motion picture camera into the New Empire period of
.\ncient Egypt.
This venture wasn’t just a question of breaking precedent,
but a matter of beginning completely from scratch reconstructing the period. As this is the first motion picture ever made
of the period there were no props whatsoever that could be
used either in our own Prop Department or at another studio.
All the wardrobe, the jewelry, the pottery, the furniture, the
interiors, and the exteriors had to be built especially for this
picture.
Yet while Hollywood was starting from ground level on
reproducing the civilization, the world at large was pretty
expert on how such a reproduction should look. With numerous
highly publicized excavations that have been made in Egypt
during the last half century the world has become pretty familiar with that period. Since the ancient Egyptians outfitted
their dead with all the comforts of home, they left very little
information up to our imagination. While in a picture like
Prince Valiant the producers could make up many of the unknown details about Arthurian England, every detail of this
picture had to be checked for authentieity to satisfy the well
informed public.
Frances Richardson and Gertrude Kingston of the Research
Library produced fourteen volumes of notes on the civilization
going into such details as marriage laws and games. Elisabeth
Riefstahl, a leading Egyptologist from the Brooklyn Museum
{Continued

on Page 18)

Set Decorator Walter Scott looks over two
reproductions of Egyptian chairs borrowed
from the Brooklyn Museum.

Wardrobe
improvise

Executive Charles Le Maire
tops for Egyptian gowns.

Peter Ustinov

looks

over

one

of the sets built ior this

picture.

Gertrude Kingston (standing) composed fourteen volumes
of notes on early Egypt in anticipation of any information
that may be needed.

had

to

One of the idols built for the picture looms
tremendous beneath an admiring mortal.

TOURN
c

Jack Codd, Studio Treasurer and General
Chairman of the Golf Tournament since its
inception nineteen years ago, missed playing
for the first time because of illness.

Three hundred people can’t be wrong.
And three hundred people said “Oh my
back. Why did I let them talk me into

The foursome that teed off by moonlight at five forty-five in the morning and
disappeared into the dark began a stream

playing golf?” Monday morning after the
golf tournament. A certain percentage

of golfers that ran till two that afternoon. As they stopped momentarily at
the first tee to send their balls hurtling

of these rubbed bloodshot eyes in addition and claimed, “I was

up at four-

thirty yesterday morning.” If that isn’t
proof that the golf tournament was a
success, I don’t know what is.

in one of the many directions that
travelled from the tee that day, the
dio Club committee greeted them
cheers both in English and Zulu as

balls
Stuwith
well

MVIENT
Tournament champions Howard Evans with a
71 over 18 holes and Laura Harrington with a
48 over 9.

as crying babies, roaring lions and the
like all on records. Further greetings
were extended to some with heckling
devices.
A danee followed the tournament and
very soon proved itself the most successful golf tournament danee in years.
The lounge was filled to the rafters with
I

rollicking TCF’ers dancing to the musie
of Sonny Olivera’s band.
When the final scores were tallied

Howard

Evans

of Office Service and

Laura Harrington, Mr. Zanuek’s seeretary, were the winners of the men’s and
the women’s seetions. Howard seored a
seventy-one over eighteen holes and
Laura eovered nine holes in forty-eight.
The prize eommittee headed by Pete
Montemurro is now rounding up prizes
for aU contestants. They will be awarded
in a couple of weeks, and all reeipients
will be notified in plenty of time.

STUDIO CLUB
ACT/Vir\ES

U

Little Theater
To Present
Dark

1

of the Moon

A new play is brewing at the Little
Theater for presentation September 7
Once more under the leadership of Rudy
Reaves and Richard Waters the group
is striving to equal their recent success
with See How

They Eun

and threaten-

ing to better it.
Dark of the Moon a Richardson and
Berne musical comedy set in the Smokey
Mountains
of Smokey

is the vehicle. It is a story
Mountain

folklore about

a

witch boy who wants to be human for
the love of a girl and hillbilly minister
who wields the gospel like a whip over
his primitive congregation.
Jim

Fetherolf

Department ) a
production,

GOLF CLASS
GRADUATED

for a refresher course, began
the fundamentals

of the game

through all the common

23

golfers have

been

let

a player is

likely to find himself. Also included

in

Golf

the instructions at no extra charge was

the Studio Chdi

sponsored

golf class has just completed

a course.

a list of jokes from the instructor’s native Ireland and an exhibition of his

loose upon the world at the Rancho
Club
Uned

where

the instruction of P.G.A. pro Roy

Whiston
weeks

the class has completed

of swinging

.sometimes

often

while muttering

breaths what they would

that the hitting became

and

ten

hitting

under

their

do at the tour-

nament. Though it must

be

The class, composed
and more

12

advanced

many
A
way

players coming

session is just getting under

in two

sections to accommodate

vanced class and

a new

group

ad-

of be-

ginners. The class meets at 6:30 on Tues-

oftener as the

of raw beginners

new

days; the cost is seven and a half dollars
for the complete

course,

still opportunity

for new

back

the

from

Barbara
from

Allen. Rudy Reaves (Transportation) remains in his clerical garb
the role of the Bishop of Lay in

the last production to play Preacher Haggler. Ve Ve Moore (Payroll), another
veteran, will dance
Joseph Johan

as the Light Witch.

(Labor)

is also returning

and

there is

members

to

This itplay
opened
on Breadway
’45
where
enjoyed
a highly
successful inrun.
It is a very beautiful play about simple
people with primitive beliefs and fears.
It is a love story about a couple who
try to become oblivious to the superstition around them for the sake of their
love and find that they cannot. The production combines the folk dancing of the
mountain people with eerie dance of the
supernatural rounding out a performance
that promises a very worthwhile

join.

the last

spotlight with

to play Pa Allen.

golfing hats.

both the recent graduates in a more

admitted

weeks progressed.

I

and went

veteran

shares

Effects

pretty newcomer Nancy Gochran (Payroll Records) as the Witch Boy and

clubs and most

of the situations in which
Another

with with

(Photographic

evening.

t

I
i
I
>

rt

Left to right:
Ve Ve Moore

(Payroll) is modeling

the “Princess” style dress of suede-cloth,
nylon crease-resistant material. The combination of the fitted top and full skirt
is highlighted by the high collar which
gives this dress its unique charm.
Nancy Cocran (Payroll Records) is
showing a cute bib style dress of 100%
light weight wool crepe with an attached
linen blouse and howtie to add that
dainty effect. The flounce helps create
an illusion of height and slimness. The
belt is of black patent leather which
buckles in the back.

Simplicity is the beauty of this next
suede-cloth dress. This versatile wraparound dress, shown on June Spendlove
(Script) can be worn to fit many
casions with various accessories.

oc-

The wool crepe dress comes in red,
beige, teal, black, and elephant grey and
comes in honey beige, camel, purple,
tangerine, and peacock and cost about
These dresses were selected from
many of the original styles created by
California Girl, Inc. They can be found
in all leading neighborhood specialty
stores.

$22.

A few weeks ago Christian Dior, the man to whom the chic world
looks for what to wear next season, the man who brought in the
new look at the close of the war, the man who raises and lowers a
hundred million hemlines at the stroke of a pencil, brought forth a
quirk that set the world back on its heels, a shock that outreached
the blast of the H bomb, a substance unheard of in the film industry,
the fat-chested
And

through

Roving Reporter
Asks:

woman.
the residue that hung

in the air in a world

that

quaked with the thought of a generation’s progress coming to naught
from one madman’s dream, our Roving Reporter made his way
around the studio lot asking the fatal question, “Do you thing it’s
here to sta> ? ’

DARRYL

PETERS:

{Accounting

DO YOU THINK THE "FLAT CHESTED
WOMAN" STYLE IS HERE TO STAY?

Department)

“It’s just a trick to make women buy new clothes. Rough on the
husbands, by the way. There will be compromises and modifications on the Dior design which will probably be accepted. Some
will take the extreme, but they’ll be few and far between.”

NAl^CY

COCHRAN:

(Payroll Records)

“Do I think it’s here to stay? I don’t think; I know it won’t!
It’s terrible. Women are too proud of their figures to dress up like

that.”

NETTIE

McLaughlin

: (Chief Telephone

Operator)

“It ien’t a pretty style. I don’t think it’ll stay. Girls today look
better than they ever did before.”

14

JUNE

CONNOR;

(Script Department)

“He doesn’t set the fashion for American women. He’s too
extreme. Besides, the American girl dresses to suit herself, and is
not dictated to by a Paris fashion designer. No, this will have no
effect whatsoever in America.”

MARILYN

MONROE:

(Actress)

“I wasn’t built like a boy and I don’t intend to dress like one.”

I

CHARLES

LE

MAIRE:

(Executive Womens

Wardrobe)

“I don’t think the Dior style, as it now is, will ever become
common. There will be some “fashionable” women who, of course,
will feel themselves obliged to follow it. A modified form of the
style will eventually be accepted.
“I like anything new, but I don’t have to accept it. Our job in
the movies is to make a woman beautiful, portray a character, or
fit a period. Any player that we were to dress like that would
look ridiculous.”

!
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Rose Schall has been snipping TCF
fourteen years now

all the while saving up money

for a car. Last month
new

nails for

she finally cashed in on this

1954 Ford. In spite of the kibitzing she has

received from her fellow TCFers
a very competent

she has become

driver. There’s not a dent in

the car yet, and we’re sure there won’t be for a
long, long time.

I
A few of his many Twentieth Century-Fox friends wished
outgoing Executi\ e Production
but not goodbye”

We

at a banquet

Manager

last month.

have finally traced the cause of the heat wave

suffered last month

to radiation from Donald

pictured here flanked by Miss Greece
and Effie Androvlakakis,
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Ray Klune “Au revoir,

O’Connor

that we
who

is

Rika Dialiane on his left

Miss Friendship, on his right.

IN PICTURESteand WORD
Sonny
Music

Olivera

of the

Department

and

his bride cut their wedding cake recently beginning what we hope
will be a long and happy
marriage.

20th CENTURY FOLKS
CHARLIE

Jonny Steyl of the Paint Department hasn’t
seen his brother since he came from Holland 25
years ago. He intends to send a copy of this issue
to Holland

to show

Jonny is shown

his brother what he is doing.

here painting part of the village

set for Untamed.

Herman

Leibel of the Still Lab washing

tive in the darkroom.

sauerkraut off a nega-

OULETTE

(Plumbing)

just got back from a vacation at Newport with a new boat that he claims
ranges anywhere from a 12 foot rowboat
to a cabin cruiser. (Internal Revenue
Officer please note the former description.) . . RUDY REAVES (Transportation) is one man who really believes in
getting into his role at the little theater.
Or was that minister at Coffee Dan’s
your brother, Rudy? . . . Congratulations
to CARE SCHWARTZ
(International.)
It’s a grandchild, so he says. . . . DICK
DARLING (Employment) is vacationing in Big Bear and Vegas. HERB
TRAVIS (International) is fishing somewhere. ANN PARKHURST
(International) isa settin’ home. . . . Notice the
callouses on ART WEBB’S (Accounting )hands and the rings under his eyes?
He’s just gotten himself a bulldozer and
is clearing land for a motel he plans to
build on his forty acres at Mammoth
Lake. . . . 140 trout, brags ED CONLON (Fire) just back from June Lake
in the High Sierras. . . . Anybody kind
enough to give ART HOUSER (Studio
Club ) a couple of lessons on safe use of
electric razor would be doing him a great
service. Call extention 745. . . . MONTE
BONOME

(Staff Shop) has left the Lat-

ter Day Saints’ Hospital in Salt Lake
City where he has been recovering from
illness and will be back on the lot within
a week
ROY METZLER (Publicity)
is spending his two-week vacation by
taking one-day trips from home base
with his wife and twins. They are visiting
places
before. nearby

that they haven’t

seen
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Studio Club Members

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas Gr Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Shavers
Tires
Televisions
Radios
Cameras

Projectors &
Accessories
Films
Tape Recorders
Record Players
Luggage
Wallets
Batteries

Then after all precautions had been
taken to reproduce all with a maximum
of accuracy it became necessary to improvise on facts to fit present day standards.
The gowns of the Egyptian ladies, for

Conveniently Located At

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARixona 7-7508

SALES CO.

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

ARizona 3-2513

Bird.)

BRadshaw

2-7110

—

Monday

SHOPPING HOURS —
8 a.m to 6 p.m.

thru Saturday —

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

Authorized

All

be enlarged so they wouldn’t look like
kiddy cars under the players; the buildings had to be enlarged to keep the
chariots from looking like Fifth Avenue
busses, and so on.
Five million dollars went into the production. The highest cost of any Fox

Appliances
SHOP

AT

.

.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

Courtesy

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
CARL WEISS,

to Studio

Club

AR. 3-8636

★ CARPETS

★ TILE

it LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Complete

Mgr.

Members

10643 Pico Blvd.

CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

example, lacked certain parts ’which are
absolutely necessary to twentieth century decency, and Charles Le Maire had
to design tops to dresses that had none.
Another change that had to be made
was an increase of the size of all the
props. The Egyptians were only about
five feet tall, while our average is a
foot taller. As a result chariots had to

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

out from the East as technical advisor to insure authenticity. Executive
Wardrobe Designer Charles Le Maire
traveled East to do research in the museums of New York and Chicago on
wardrobe. Other departments did their
own full scale research so that no detail
would be left astray.

picture yet. The cast includes Edmund
Purdon, Gene Tierney, Vic Mature, Bella
Darvi, Peter Ustinov, Jean Simmons, and
hundreds of others. Xfichael Curtiz directed the picture, and Darryl Zanuck
produced it personally.
The new lens which gives the CinemaScope shots such great depth of focus
v/as used throughout the whole picture
history.
for the first time in motion picture
It sure looks like Twentieth CenturyFox Studios is fielding another winning
team.
COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CUSTOM

PHOTO

LINE

FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

ilH\i TiM

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
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-

SPRAYS
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I 0649 W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

STUDIO
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MEMBERS
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FILMS
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PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
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LEE

J. GERMAN,
CHICAGO

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

1725 Westwood

Boulevard
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Phones —
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Come
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20th Century-Fox
Employees
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STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1 5 Brands of

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES

McKinley

BEVERLY

HILLS

SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579

I

t

BR. 2-1324

DU. 8-2481

ARLEIGH

SAVINGS
ALL

NATIONALLY

LLOYD

^

OPENING FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE A
SHOWROOM
OF FINE FURNITURE AT
SLIGHT MARK-UP ABOVE OUR WHOLESALE COST, FAIR TRADE ITEMS
EXCEPTED.
10927

Telephone BRighton 0-4239
W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles

64, Calif.

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
l^utch Self PaihU
Century-Fox

Pico

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

FURNITURE

10651 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

BRighton 0-4209
ARizona 8*9383

( In the Arcade next to Mrs. Webster’s)

STUDIO

FLORISTS
MACREDES

TExas 0-5868 — VErmont 8-7259
West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

FU RN ITU RECRAFT

C. MORRISON

KENT

UAPH4LLO

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

20th

MERCHANDISE

We Deliver — Bonded Telegraph Service
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

W

50%

APPLIANCES

10674

CHRIS

UP TO
ADVERTISED

CHRIS

A. BROWN

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
8 Underwood Typewriter Co.,

MATURE

TELEVISION
10739 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Joi/ce and Herb Colton

Studio Discount

MORTUARIES

VIC

Co.,

PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

ON

QUALITY BRANDS
TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL
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Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

3, 1879.

For Good Bargains Make This Your Shopping Guide
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves.
Washers. Water Heaters. Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons. Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L, A
AR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-9383
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Furniturecrait, 10927 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. 64
BR. 0-4239

GOLF

BAG

REPAIR

Bob's Repair Shop, 10594 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
VE. 8-0270

HARDWARE

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

AUTOMOBILES

PLUMBING

FUNERALS

(New and Used)

Ideal Contractor Supply, 9218 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1151

JEWELRY

Ed Morris, Ed James Buick Co., 1367 So. Figueroa St., L. A
PR. 5011
Ed Yoder (A. E. Nugent Chevrolet), 400 S.
La Brea Ave., L. A
WY. 2131

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

JUVENILE

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

AR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721
Jack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

AUTO

REPAIRS

FURNITURE

Lane Furniture Co., 2827 Pico Blvd.,
Santa Monica
EX. 4-4053

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Coobie's Auto & Radiator Service, 7500 Melrose Ave.,L. A
WY. 7901

LUGGAGE

BOOKS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CHIROPODISTS
Harold V. Roth, D.S.C., 2362 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-4163

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 V/. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third S:.,
L. A

WE. 3-9104

MINERAL

& LEATHER

GOODS

BATHS

Alfredo's Florentine Baths, 250 No. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-7645

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

OPTOMETRISTS
Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice Blvd.,
Culver City
VE. 8-0521

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

FLORISTS

PHONOGRAPH

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Studio Florists, 10674 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A. 64
VE. 8-7259

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

RECORDS

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.
L. A
CR. 5-7547

REAL

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, 12300V2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
AR. 3-8636
Blvd., L. A

RESTAURANTS
Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-9554
Williard's, 9625 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-3766

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STOCKS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Boulevard Travel Service (C. Watts),
6665 Hollywood Blvd
HO. 9-8131
Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6 221 1, Ext. 745
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•

EDITORIAL
Art Houser
Pat Padowicz
Vivian Jorgensen
Esther Averall
June Connor
•

STAFF
Editorial Dir.
Editor
Asst. Ed.
Asst. Ed.
Asst. Ed.

Member
Southern California
Industrial Editors Association
International Council of
Industrial Editors
•

STAFF
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The boy is Al Demarco's

son, Bobby.

american ingenuity
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frances klamt, school teacher to stars

4

studio observes veterans' day
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hands that help
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ARTISTS

Jack Muhs
Ed Janis

STAFF
I'lIOTOGRAPHERS
Alex Babcock
Maria Brooks
H. M. Kuo
•

STUDIO CLUB
EDITORIAL
com:mittee
Roy Metzler

BOARD OF
CONTROLLERS
Pres.
Roy Metzler . .
Paul Wurtzel . . . .V. Pres.
Secy.
Bess Lasky. . .
T
reas.
Larry Rice . .
Brown. Juanita
Cannon. Jo
Conlon. Edward
Gripe. Ava
Darling. Dick
Davies. Red
De Gaetano. Al
Fontaine. Jean
Gilroy. Frank
James. Dick
Jolley. Robert
Lutz. Fred
Marsh. Bill
Mellen. Harry
Patrick. George
Richardson. Frances
Reche. Irish
Roddan. Harold
Roth. Lee
...
Smith. Dirk
Stephenson. George
Trager. Estelle
Vierich. Dick

Cafe
Hospiaal
Fire
Lab.
Employment
Labor
Prop Makers
Engin.
. . . Men’s

Wardrobe
Paint
Landscape
Purchasing
. Property
Art
Research
Labor
Projection
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roving reporter asks:
"what would you do about the smog?"

8

sid rogell honored as man of the year

9

twentieth century folks

10

. . Ladies’
....

Wardrobe
Makeup
Exec.
West. Ave.
Elec. Prod.

Honorary Members
F L. Metzler, Lou Witte
20th Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
California, by and for the membership of the 20th Century-Fox Studio
Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price for nonmembers S3.00 pr year. Single copy
25c. Telephone BRadshaw 2-6111.
Entered as Second Cass Matter April
2, 1942, at the Pos‘ Office at Los
/ngeles, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
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"odds longer than roulette," says zanuck ■
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studio club elects nine to board
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American Ingenuity
“Americans,” say some foreign admirers, “can make anything.”
We know

that to be a slight exaggeration. But a more

accurate statement might be that Americans can can anything. We have canned everything from garden-fresh peas
to the battleships of our Mothball Fleet. We have canned
music in wax and tape; we have canned drama in celluloid;
we have canned a full-size turkey dinner in the leathery biscuit of a “K” ration. And somewhere in between there we
have managed to can such things as eyesight, live bones, and
even life itself. Our “American Ingenuity” has established
eye banks, bone banks, and blood banks. Even heart banks
are on the threshold of existence.
The most precious things in the world nobody could make.
Love, health, happiness, appreciation are within man himself, well out of reach of any synthesizing process. But we
are finding more ways to can more and more of them which
is the next best thing to making them because it enables those
who have to give to those who have not.
On December

15 the American

Red Cross will extend to

us at Twentieth the truly marvelous opportunity of giving
the gift of life to those in danger of losing theirs. The Blood
Bank will bring to the lot its ability to can live blood and
keep it intact for a future emergency.
It’s a wonderful thing, this Blood Bank. But it’s only a
canning process. They can’t make anything — all they can
do is preserve. They have to start with the real McCoy, and
the only place they can get it is from you and me. Let’s not
let them down.
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Frances with her whole student enrollment a lew years ago. Left to right, Billy
Gray, Patricia Knox, Charlotte Austin,
lean Moorhead, Debra Paget and Merry
Anders.

Schoolteacher
TO STARS
Frances with her pupil at Twentieth,
Gloria Gordon.

Hollywood is a land of unusual occupations and unusual
twists to more common professions. Where else do people
paint horses on the hoof or make wooden swords for grownups?
School is a common every-day institution; every town has one.
And, true to form, the Studio has given it a new quirk.
Most schools are very stable institutions where pupils and
teachers gather at a certain time in the morning and trade
blows till the final bell sounds to end the day. Then they go
home to prepare for the next day’s bout. But that isn’t the lot
of Studio School Principal Frances Klamt. No Marquis of
Queensberry rules here. Like a missionary, grammar in hand,
Frances penetrates into shooting companies where most men
fear to tread to bring school to the Studio’s child actors.

Charlotte Austin

Debra Paget

Frances’ base of operations is a 20-desk school room in the
Old Writers building in the shadow of a Shakespearean quote.
Here, when shooting schedules and rehearsals allow, Frances
conducts class for all grades teaching all required subjects
(drivers’ education included ). Three hours a day, every school
day of the year, is the state requirement for children under
eighteen who have not finished high school, and three hours
of good solid school is the minimum of what the kids get.
Frances’ pupils are divided into two categories, the contract
players whose complete schooling she handles while they are
under contract and the non-contract actors who come for just
a day or two bringing assignments from their regular school.
The schooling of both these groups is under strict jurisdiction
of the Board of Education, though the Studio finances our
school.

Roddy

4

McDowall

June Haver

A local product, educated at U.C.L.A. and U.S.C., Frances
first came to Twentieth in April, 1935 to tutor Shirley Temple

In a trailer like this, school follows the
students. Frances standing. On extreme
right is 15-year-old Barbara Whiting.

Sometimes a corner of a sound stage has
to do. Here Frances goes over lessons
with Billy Chapin.

whose busy schedule put her out of
range of the regular studio teacher. Frances tutored Shirley for the rest of Shirley’s stay at Twentieth squeezing three
hours a day into Shirley’s shooting schedule. Frances had a small trailer rigged
up as a school to follow the company
location. By a coincidence, at the same
time that Shirley’s contract ended the
regular teacher left, and Frances stayed
on in her place.
Since that time many stars have passed
through Frances’ school. Linda
Anne Baxter, Roddy McDowall,

Darnell,
Virginia

McDowall, June Haver, Peggy Ann Garner, Debra Paget, Charlotte Austin are
just some of them. On the wall over her
desk hang their pictures in graduation
robes and gowns. Gloria Gordon receives her diploma this June.
Today Frances has two school houses
on wheels which follow the children
when they shoot out of range of the
regular school room, and a reserve of
specially trained teachers to assist her
in an emergency. But still every day presents a new
genuity.

challenge

Frances’ working

to Frances’

in-

day is governed

by

the shooting schedule. In the evening
she learns how many pupils she will have
the following day, how many grades they
will cover, and how their time will be
distributed. One evening a while ago she
found out that the Wilder company was
employing

100

children

the following

day on the golf course. The only movable enclosure designed to hold that
many children is a circus tent, so that
day school was held under the big top.
Sometimes a rock or a shading tree has
had to act as a school house, and pupils
have recited multiplication tables in the
corner of a sound stage behind a backing.
her students
sayschildren.
they’re
notOfmuch
different Frances
from other
They are a little quicker to learn than the
average child because a child has to have
a little extra to qualify as an actor. They
try to get out of their studies as hard as
any child, but we think that they succeed
a little less.
It’s a bit of the missionary spirit and a
touch of Barnum and Bailey that go into

100 "Indians" from Seven Year Itch had
to be accommodated in a tent.

Frances’ job, taking her school into the
jungle of a shooting company and being
ready to set up for business
ment’s notice.

on a mo-
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STUDIO
OBSERVES
FIRST

TERANS’
E
V
DAY
Honor

Guard

Salamunovich,

Hill, Goldman,

Smith, Michaels, and Gordon.

20th Century-Fox Studio Post No. 563 of the American Legion led an inspiring demonstration of Americanism on the first Veterans’ Day, Nov. 11, the date
formerly observed as Armistice Day.
A parade led by the Color Guard of Hal Gordon,
Homer Hill, Bill Goldman, Mickey Michaels, Mike
Salamunovich, and Norman Smith formed at the
Property Building and marched to the Memorial Flag
Pole where impressive services were held honoring the
memory
of those veterans who have joined the Post
Everlasting.
During the course of the services Producer Sam
Engel offered a prayer, Nino DiGregorio of the Mill

Left to right: Post Commander Locke, Past Post Commander
Halperin, Los Angeles County Council Commander Irl Goshaw.
and Nino DiGregorio.

VETERANS’
DAY PRAYER
By Samuel G. Engel
God

of our Fathers, whose

almighty hand

hath made

and preserved our nation, grant that we may
stand what it is that we commemorate today.

under-

May we ever remember how bitterly our freedom was
won, and the price that might yet have to be paid
for it.
May freedom be seen, not as the right to do as we
please, but as the opportunity to please to do what is
right.
May it ever be understood that our liberty is under
God and that our faith is something not merely
stamped upon our coins, but expressed in our d:iily
living.
Give to us, O, God, clear vision that we may know
where to stand and what to stand for — because unless
we stand for something, we shall fall for anything.
I lelp us too, O, God, as a nation to .see that our strongest defense lies back in home and school and church
and temple and synagogue where is built the character that gives free people the power to win their
freedom and to hold it.
Touch, Thou, the souls of men in every land with the
enduring light of wisdom so that they may form a
brotherhood of peoples free from the evils of aggression, intolerance and greed, to the end that they shall
strive to further the arts of peace under laws and
ethics blessed by Thy love.
O, God, bless our America and make it strong in conviction with the insight of our perilous times, and in
the courage for testing. Amen.
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sang “I Walk With God”, and Past Post Commander
Aaron Halperin of Background Projection placed a
memorial wreath. Post Commander Peggy Locke of
Engineering who had organized the ceremony made a
memorable address.
The Naval Forces Afloat Band were guests of the
Legion and supplied the music. Other guests were Irl
Goshaw, Commander, Los Angeles County Council;
John Donaldson, Commander, 24th District; Sy Simons,
6th Area Commander, Department of California; A1
Chamie, Past Judge Advocate, Department of California; and Joe Farber, Past Vice-Commander, Department of California, Candidate for Department Commander.

THAT

HANDS

HELP

There are many ways of helping the community we live in. In one
way or another, almost every one of us makes some contribution. Some
of us are well known in our activities, some often go unnoticed.
On this page Action would like to present five employees
donating their talents to their community.
Pete Montemurro

is head of our Purchasing

who

are

Dept., but off the lot

Pete’s avocation is music, particularly choral music. He is Director of
Music at the Church of the Lighted Window in LaCanada and along
with a fine staff is responsible for all music including four choirs from
children to adult. He personally directs the adult and the college age
choirs for all regular and special church services.
Hidden among cans of film, splicers, and moviolas in Music Cutting
is George Adams. After hours George is an Assistant Explorer Advisor
in the Boy Scouts of America. Having worked his way up through the
Scouts himself, George now devotes much of his time to the training
of young citizens. His Post 111, Westwood, in the Crescent Bay Council, boys 14 and up training for Jr. Leaders, bave been copping all the
first prizes in Scout competition since George took over.
Probably the most hazardous

Pete Montemurro

of these philanthropic activities is that

of Grip “Cowboy” Joe Johan. Joe is a knife-throwing target. With his
adopted father, a full blooded Mohawk, Joe has been touring Army
camps and hospitals in a knife-throwing act. A true showman, Joe has
donned a wig and dressed as a girl since it makes the act go over better.
» Pounding away at a typewriter in the Script Department Esther
Silver has become an expert at the job. But besides perfecting her own
technicjue, Esther has found a way to pass it on to others. Esther is a
volunteer instructor at The Braille Institute of America where she
teaches the blind to
us of her pupils with
talks on the subject.
have to get their mind

type. They are very quick to learn, Esther tells
a certain smile that appears on her face when she
For some of them typing is the only way they
off of their troubles.

Well known to many servicemen is Landscaper Jim Taylor. For
many years now Jim has been putting together shows and taking them
personally to entertain troops. His headliners include Marilyn Monroe,
Debra Paget, William Lundigan. He will lead the singing at the TCF
Christmas Party.
These are just a few of the activities carried on by TCFers.
future issue we will bring you more.

Jim Taylor with Debra

Paget

In a

Esther Silver

George

"Cowboy"

Adams

Johan in costume (right) with his
adopted father
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Roving Reporter
Asks:

HOW WOULD you
GET RID OF THE
SMOG ? ?

HENRY

FINK:

(TCF

Shoeshine

Parlor)

“We’ve gotten smog like this in the last couple of years
when a lot of industries have sprung up. So it’s up to them
to use some sort of muffler. I don’t think the government
should pay for it because there’s no reason why it should
come out of the taxpayer’s pocket. It’s up to the factories
since they’re causing the trouble.”

MOE

HENRY

SCHERER:

(Multilith)

“The best solution would be to
weather conditions, the low and
that cause all this trouble. But
practical you can use right away
use these exhaust pipe filters. And
give them

MARIA

out to people who

BROOKS:

do something about the
the high pressure areas,
if you want something
then make all the cars
the government should

can’t afford them.”

(Action Photographer)

“It’s not the incinerators that cause the smog, nor the
cars, nor Liberace’s candelabras. It’s the smog politicians.
I theenk.”
BILL

CHAPLIN:

(Fire)

“They should make a test on a real smoggy day making
all the petroleum plants shut down. If the smog clears up
that’ll show pretty well what’s causing the smog. Then
it’ll be up to them.”

DICK

JAMES:

(Mens

Wardrobe)

“Well, there are more cars coming into town now than
in the history of California. They should be made to use
some special mufflers. And then if they’d put mufflers on
factory smoke stacks I’d be willing to wager there
wouldn’t be any more smog.”

JOE KRUTAK:

(Paint)

“I think the answer lies in the automobile fuel. If you’ve
ever followed a bus for a couple of miles you’ll know
what I mean. We didn’t have this smog problem when
we ran trolleys. I don’t claim to be any scientist, but you
can tell that the stuff that burns your eyes and your lungs
in the smog isn’t the leaves and paper we burn, but the
carbon monoxide from the exhausts. You can’t make
everyone put these purefying attachments on their tail
pipes, but modern science being what it is, they
shouldn’t have any trouble producing
pollute the air like that.”
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a fuel that doesn’t

Rugg
Earl

20TH NET JUMPS
$5,732,063 profit this year compares
with $1,443,037 in 1953. Darryl F. Zanuck and Spyros Skouras’s CinemaScope
gamble of the decade is still showing

Retires

spectacular gains. 20th Century-Fox’s
earnings for the 39 weeks ended last
Sept. 25 soared to $5,732,063, equal to

Prop Maker

$2.17 per share on 2,644,486 shares outstanding. This compares with $1,443,037,
or 52 cents per share on 2,769,486 shares
outstanding, for the corresponding period
of 1953.

Since he first came

Sid Rogell, Twentieth Century-Fox
Executive Production Manager, has been
selected Man

Of The Year by the Bev-

erly Hills Lodge of B’nai B’rith.
This annual award is based on the
contributions of a citizen to his country,
to his fellow man, and to the improvement of inter-racial unity. Sid has been
very active raising funds on behalf of
the United Jewish Appeal, combating
juvenile delinquency, aiding hospitalized
veterans, and a multitude of other projects of a philanthropic and charitable
nature.
The presentation will be made at the
Biltmore on December 12.

Production News
Four pictures are set for December
start by Darryl Zanuck upon his return
from London.

In addition to “Violent

Saturday” and “Lord Vanity,” “Pink
Tights” and “The Tokyo Story” are also
scheduled to begin. Currently shooting
are “Daddy Long Legs” on the lot and
“Soldier of Fortune” in Hong Kong.
Winding up is “A Man Called Peter.”

to the Studio on

July 17, 1939, Earl’s service was interrupted only by the two years he served
with the Army Engineers in the Panama
Canal Zone during the war. Though over
draft age, Earl had volunteered.

Cross rentals for the new 39-week
period were listed at $78,010,380, against

Earl’s leaving the Studio was marked
both by a party given him by the boys at
the Mill and hearty congratulations at
the Safety Dinner that night at which
Earl was guest of honor.

$75,540,617 for previous year’s span.
Also on the upbeat was the dividend

As he left, loaded with the gifts his
friends had given him, Earl said he was

action taken by board of directors. Regular quarterly dividend of 40 cents was
declared on common stock, plus an extra
dividend of 10 cents, payable Dec. 24 to
stockholders of record Dec. 10.

beginning his life of leisure with an automobile trip north.

$1,048,515.

Man of The Year

Earl Rugg left

teen years of service.

Third quarter of the current year,
ended Sept. 25, brought a net profit of
$2,635,518, representing a jump of more
than lOOf over the $1,274,728 earned
in the same quarter last year. Net for
second quarter of 1954 amounted to

Sid Rogell
Honored As

Foreman

the Studio last month, retiring after fif-

THE

SUPERDOOPER

(A Twentieth Century Production)

Upswing In Fan Magazine
Sales Reflects Renewed

This has been true since God made man
Hurricanes have lettered names

Interest In Pictures
Upswing in pictures is reflected in the
sale of fan magazines, publisher George
Delacorte, Jr., reported. He stated that
motion pictures and material relating to
films are a major factor in the reading
habits of the American public.

That run from A to Z, ■—
Every name is feminine
Which seems logical to me.
For^ women \eep the world upset,
They love to see things spinning,
This has been true since God made man
And Eve caused Adam’s sinning.

“When people are interested in movies,

The alphabet had strung its line

they buy movie magazines,” he declared.
“Our movie magazine sales are up approximately 15% over this time last year.”
Delacorte said that of his own output
of 120 titles a year, 50% are related to
films and between 15-20% devoted entirely to movie material. Circulationwise, this means his firm sells from 480
to 500 million copies of magazines a
year, of which approximately 60% have
something to do with films.

BUY

AND

Up to the letter M, —
Carol, Edna, Lena, —

Each was a fatal “femme.”
At length the weather^man broadcast
A whiZ'bang super blow. He warned,
“This has a thousand maddening
curves . . .
It’s MARILYN

MONROE.”
Virginia Sisson.

USE

Cfjrisitmas! ^eals
9

TWENTIETH
''IN
JUANITA BROWN
of Cafe
back from visiting her home

just got
town of

G
A(

We understand DOROTHY
McCLELLAN of Wardrobe is seriously ill. Get
well, Dotty.

Springfield, Mo. It’s been 16 years, and
they didn’t recognize her and she didn’t
recognize them. — Are you sure you were
in the right Springfield, Juanita?
Officer HARRY FINK, well known for his extracurricular activities, reports that during his recent vacation he spent a week in Leis Vegeis.
He stayed at the best of hotels and enjoyed the
finest of entertainment, but strangely enough,
when he left he had just as much money as
when

he arrived. — We'd

say he was

slipping.

Wardrobe’s CHARLES LE MAIRE just
back
a vacation
with
Mrs. from
Le Maire.
Had in
a Las
fine \’egas
time while

Stillman JIM

MITCHELL

(above)

is

on his way to Hong Kong on the “Soldier
of Fortune” location. For Jim this is a
return trip to that section of the world.
.\s a Chief Petty Officer with the Na\>'
during the war Jim commanded a 4000
man Chinese photographic outfit that
sneaked behind Japanese lines and photographed the occupied Chinese coast.
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there, but flying back the airliner couldn’t find L. A. in the smog.
Happy

Wanderer

ADDISON

HEHR

(Art Direc-

tor too) is back from Tokyo. "Wonderful place,"
he tells us. "Going back in a couple of weeks."

We may be late, but as we go to press
-\LEX BABCOCK of Still Dept, is about
to become a daddy.

Director

Billy Wilder

Thunderbird

to admiring

seven-year itch?

shows

his new

friends. —

INTDR

Y

FOLKS

TION"
The Publicity Dept. enWes (?) AL HIX
who is on his way to Hong Kong for

Congratulations go to PHIL HILL, technical advisor and actor in The Racers

Soldier half
of Fortune.
be working
within
a block of He’ll
the Reds.

who took second place in the Pan American race.
Former

ACTION

Editor BOB

MINTZ,

now

asso-

ciated with the Editing Department, w'as spied
the other day stepping across the lot in a very
natty suit indeed, especially when contrasted
to his usual sport shirt appearance. He explained that he is a Permanent Charity Captain
or something like that.

FRED
We

SCHROEDER of Camera is recuperating from an acute appendectomy.

hope he’ll be back soon.

The noise that you've been hearing from Avenue A does not come from Dialogue Recording.
It comes from the new paint job on the Research Library two doors down. That particular
combination of green and yellow will soon
adorn all the buildings on the lot and things
will really be humming.

J.\CK MUHS of Men’s Wardrobe with
Mrs. Muhs, former Freddie McPhie of
Studio Club, and daughter Marla, comfortably settled in their brand new West
Los Angeles home.

SIC ROGELL just back from a combination vacation and business trip to New
Yorkbe says
York is fine, but it’s great
to
back New
in California.

MARJORIE

HELI.EN

just recently

signed a long term contract with Twentieth by way of a Miss Color TV title.
She is a welcome new TCFer.
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ZANUCK

FINDS

LONGER

THAN

ODDS
ROULETTE

But rve Never Had An Ulcer

Picking plays or players for motion
pictures
isn’t
exactly
a million on the
whirl
of thelike
ballbetting
at a roulette
By Darryl

F. Zanuck

table but it’s still always a gamble
the odds are even longer.
About

one out of a hundred

and

of Holly-

wood’s newcomers gains success. As for
their reaching stardom, you can multiply
the odds by 10.

“Lloyds of London.”
Incidentally, the actor who replaced
Power in the picture has been out of
the business for the last 15 years.
Not So Fortunate

Selection of successful story material,
on the other hand, is less a matter of
tempting the fates, because there the
elements of experience, knowledge and
analysis of dramatic values are under
your command. But even with a good

But we weren’t so fortunate or, rather,
prudent in the matter of another unknown who was brought to my attention
some years earlier. He was tall, rugged

j
I

and
virile looking
bad a physical
idiosyncracy
which but
I thought
would
render him completely unphotogenic.

'j
(

story you can’t be too sure, since there
are so many intervening factors between
plotting a script and what the director
ultimately hands you in the way of a
finished picture.

“His ears are too grotesque,” I decided.
But ears and all, I was soon to learn

(
f
,

the enormity of my mistake. For the photogenic young man I had rejected was
Clark Gable, an actor I would have given
half the studio to have had under contract — and almost did recently when we
agreed to his terms for our forthcoming

1

Looking back over a quarter of a century, a producer can recall many instances of amusing experiences in connection with decisions he or his associates
have made.
Error on Power

production
“Soldier
of Fortune.”
I signed ofSonja
Henie
by accident.

Take, for instance, a little matter of
opinion concerning the launching of the
career of Tyrone Power in 1936. We gave

Everybody raved to me about a wonderful young man who was her skating
partner. I went around to see her ice
show not with an eye toward Sonja but
this fabulously handsome young man. I
thought he was good, but was bowled
over by Sonja herself and ended up sign-

him a “bit” — hardly
stitute a screen test
tory” and the public
enough to prompt

long enough to con— in “Girls’ Dormireaction was strong
his asignment to a

musical called “Sing, Baby, Sing.” He
was to play the role of a young newspaper reporter.
While the picture was being filmed I
had to leave for Chicago to address a
company convention. While there I got
a telephone call from the director and
producer of the picture begging leave to
take him out of the role as he looked too
frail to convey so rugged a character.
In a moment of weakness I acceded
and allowed them to replace him with
another actor. When I got back there
were so many other things demanding
attention I almost forgot about Power,
but one day the thought occurred to look
at the discarded footage in which Tyrone
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had appeared. From what he showed I
felt no hesitancy in giving him the star
role in his first full-length picture,

ing her.

Record

Breaker

Her pictures equaled the grosses of the
top Shirley Temple pictures. Her pictures broke records everywhere but in
the Scandinavian countries, possibly because they are so used to ice they can’t
be stirred by it except when it’s in a
highball glass.
One big mistake I made was in trying
to
buy That
Judy studio
Garland’s
MGM.
was
singers when

we

contract
crawling from
with

borrowed

her for her

first screen appearance in “Pigskin Parade.” They had opera singers, torch
singers, blues singers and every other
variety in abundance, and there was a

chance she would get lost in the shuffle.
But I was too excited when I saw her
first rushes and immediately tried to buy
up her contract. They were just as good
poker players as I was, and when I
showed my hand they decided to wait
until the picture came out. After the
public heard that big voice from so little
a girl it was a case of “no sale.”
As I have previously observed, the acceptance or rejection of story material is
not so much a matter of the turn of the
wheel. Sometimes you turn down a story
because of the casting problems of your
particular studio and another studio
with a more opposite contract list turns
it into an Academy Award winner.

Bonanza or Flop
Perhaps you may have a story already
under consideration with a somewhat
similar theme or background, your story
turns out to be a flop while the script
you rejected is a box-office bonanza.
Stories have been rejected, and good
ones quite frequently are, because they
are too controversial. This, I think I can
say in all truth, has never been my sad
fate. I have never let the handicap of
opposition because of a bold theme deter
me from
tackling
it. In line inwith
this I’d
like
to relate
an anecdote
connection
with what I believe was the stormiest
and most violently controversial picture
brought to the screen by Hollywood,

York and I saw Mr. Aldrich on business
matters. Out of the blue he said, “I
hear you have purchased a book titled
‘The Grapes of Wrath.’ ” I expected the
ax to fall but instead he said, “My wife
Winnie is crazy about it and I started
reading it last night and it was so fascinating I couldn’t put it down. It should
make a wonderful movie.”
To hear one of the tycoons of the
banking world express confidence in
“The Grapes of Wrath” astonished me,
because none of the Hollywod wiseacres
shared this opinion. Everyone who considered himself a judge of story values
predicted it would flop.
Picture-goers, they said, wanted to see
the brighter side of life on the screen,
particularly in a period of economic
gloom. But those who expected to jeer
remained to cheer, because the picture
was a big hit and made a profit.
I wasn’t so fortunate with the story
which, of all the pictures I have made
in my career, is nearest to my heart. Although I always have been a Republican
politically, I have always had profound
respect for Woodrow Wilson and the
dream he sought to bring to reality. Wilson was not merely a visionary. The
world of nations will never attain peace
and the fundamental good of the whole
people until the task Wilson set himself
is accomplished.

When I purchased “The Grapes of
Wrath,” this company was controlled by
the Ghase National Bank, which was the
biggest stockholder. I was told that the
chairman of the board of the Ghase National Bank, Winthrop Aldrich, who is
now our Ambassador to Great Britain,
v/ould probably raise hell with me because I was attempting a controversial
subject that did not hold capital in too
high a light.

Steinbeck Suspicious
I was even accused in a newspaper
story of having purchased the book from
Steinbeck in order to dilute it and take
the controversy out of it.
When

Steinbeck came

out here for the

first story conference he was highly suspicious and finally told me that he had
been told and warned that the whole
scheme was for the purpose of taking the
social significance out of the story and
he would never have sold the book to
me if he had realized this company was
actually controlled by big banking interests.
I reasured him and as we

worked

on

the script with Nunnally Johnson he
found that I «was willing to take any
legitimate or justified gamble.
Now

here is the pay-off: I was in New

None

of my

studio conferees

Beginning January 1, there may be a
bigger bite taken out of your paycheck.
Ghanges

in the social security law

(Federal Old Age and Survivors
ance) take effect on that date.

Insur-

They have upped the total annual earnings base on which social security payroll taxes are figured, from $3,600 to

This might cost you an additional $12
$4,200.
a year. The rate of withholding is still
the same, two per cent, but the amount
on which it is collected has gone up.

Worst Fears Realized

“The Grapes of Wrath.”

BIGGER
BITE
FROM
PAYCHECK
COMING

shared

my fond hope of making such a dramatization a box-office success. When “Wilson” was released their worst fears were
realized. The picture was an artistic and
sociological success but a financial failure. Even so, the last word has not yet
been said from the financial standpoint:
every year requests pour in entreating us
to reissue it.
But I am not going to make the same
mistake twice with the same picture.
“Wilson” was admittedly an important
picture and a contribution to the understanding ofAmerican ideals, but it came
out at the wrong time. Eventually the
right time will arrive, it will be re-released, and when that time arrives I am
certain the public will take it to its heart
as I have to mine. And a great failure will
be turned into a great success.

High Stakes Play
Obviously Hollywood plays for high
stakes. To develop a star costs as high
as $1,000,000, and studios have gone up
to the same figure at times to acquire a
story property. We expect to pay even
more than that sum in the long run for
the rights to Fulton Oursler’s book, “The
Greatest Story Ever Told.”

Last September,

benefits for those who

have already retired and for those who
will retire in the future, were increased
from a maximum

primary benefit of $85

to $98.50.
Exactly the same

bite will be put on

both employees and employers. For
every dollar held out of your paycheck
for social security, the company will pay
another.

Say the government takes the maximum, $84.00 a year, from your pay. Your
employer puts up the same amount. Multiply that by the total people in your
company, and you’ll see this is an important cost of doing business.

It can

also be said without

fear of

challenge that nowhere else in the world
are so many millions risked under such
hazardous circumstances and conditions.
Occasionally I have heard someone depreciate the risk the film producer takes
by saying that
money.” To which
And

“It’s someone else’s
I reply — “yes, but it’s

I’ve never developed

an ulcer!

— ^This article appeared in The
Los Angeles Times Nov. 21.
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my neck.”

STUDIO CLUB
STUDIO

CLUB

ELECTS
Nine new faces will look at each other
across the governing table of the Studio
Club when the Board of Controllers
meets again. These nine, making up the
newly elected contingent of the Board,
belong to Tony Cazneau, Transportation;
Walter Erikson, Grip; Bill Goldman,
Paint; Bill Marsh, Purchasing; Sonny
Olivera, Music; Darrell Peters, Accounting; Larry Rice, Production; Sam Wittenberg, Payroll; and Art Gottlieb,
Western Ave. Lab.
This group is one third of the Board
and will remain in office for three years

TONY

CAZNEAU

while each of the other two thirds is replaced by annual election.
The twenty-seven-man Board of Controllers is the governing body of the
Studio Club on whose shoulders rest the
policies and responsibilities of the organization. The golf tournaments, picnics, and parties, as well as the many
TCP classes and activities are the result
of the Board’s efforts.
Those remaining on the board are:
Juanita Brown, Cafe; A1 De Gaetano,
Mill; Lee Roth, Ladies Wardrobe; Roy
Metzler, Publicity; Pat Patrick, Art;
Estelle Trager, W. A. Lab; Dick Darling,
Employment;

Jean Fontaine, Elec. Prod.;

Ava Gripe, Script; Jack Muhs, Men’s
Wardrobe; Frances Richardson, Research; Irish Roche, Labor; Harry Mellon, Property; Paul Wurtzel, Construction; Ed Conlon, Fire Dept.; Jack Brown,
Elec. Prod.; Fred Lutz, Landscape; Bess
Lasky, Camera.

BILL GOLDMAN
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SAM

WITTENBERG

ACl/VinES
NINE

ART

BOARD

GOTTLIEB

SONNY

Studio

MEMBERS

OLIVERA

Club

Has

WALTER

ERIKSON

Active

Year

Studio Club Activities have kept pace
with our increased production. There
was a gay Easter Party at the Carthay,
the rollicking picnic at Rancho, the Golf
Tournament at Fox Hills with the fun
at the first tee and there is still a Christmas Party this December 19th. There
have been classes in golf, art, photography and jewelry designing. The Little
Theatre staged two plays. The T.B. Unit
x-rayed 1200 chests. The second visit of
the Mobile Blood Unit occurs December
15th. A new impro\ed vitamin is a\ ailable at a great saving. Our Mutual office
handled over 1000 ticket requests and
many have saved through our discount
services and last but not least, there have

LARRY

RICE

been Chatter and Action to keep us informed. Congratulations to the Board
and its officers who have made this possible.
DARRELL

PETERS

Red Cross
Bloodmobile
Comes Dec* 15
On December 15 the Studio will play
host to the Red Cross Bloodmobile. All
of us are probably familiar with the nature of the \ isit and the general function
of the Blood Bank. But not all of us

A XMAS RECIPE

statement required by the Act of August 24,
1912, as amended by the Acts of March 3, 1933,
and July 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code,
Section 233) showing the ownership, management, and circulation of ACTION, published
monthly at Los Angeles, California, for Oct. 1,
1954.

Spiced Nuts

1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers
are:

By Ruth Howard
1 cup white sugar

% tsp. cloves

/2

U

cup

sweet

cream

tsp.

allspice

1 tsp. cinnamon
speck of salt
Let this cook until it forms a soft ball

realize the particular setup of Twentieth

when

Century-Fox
Bank.

teaspoonful vanilla and IM to 2 cups nuts.
Stir around in pan or bowl until creamy

in regard

to the

Blood

While most blood donations are a gift
to the Bank, the Studio receives credit
for all donations its members make.
W’hene\er

some

member

of an

em-

ployee’s family needs blood himself he
receives it free of charge from that fund.
128 pints were drawn out by TCF families in the past year. Any excess goes
to the armed forces.

TCFers Dress 168
Dolls; More Welcome

tried in cold water.

Now

add

and spread or separate nuts on buttered
platter or waxed paper.

Action to be
Translated
Into Turkish

There are still a few left over, howc\er, and if anyone thinks he or she can
do a fast job of doll dressing he should
pick one up from the Studio Club or Lee
Roth at Ladies’ Wardrobe.
.“Ml dolls will be e.xhibited in the Cafe.

Gengizhan
jockey and
Hollywood
movieland

Koraltan,
columnist
and

a

Turkish

Fred

Fox

states

that 20th Century-Fox employees
have contributed $118,923.00 to
date in the current Permanent
Charities Campaign.
Mr. Fox expresses his sincere
thanks to all those employees who
have contributed so generously and
also to those same Permanent Charities Captains who have worked
so untiringly throughout the years
with great success. However, there
are still some 350 of our fellow employees who have not contributed.

disk

currently visiting

writing

articles about

for the Ankara

Zafer Gazetes

and Istanbul’s Radyo

Haftasi, is translat-

. ing the article on Frances Klamt’s school
(pages 4 and 5) for the Istanbul publication.

$118,923 RAISED FOR
PERMANENT CHARITIES
Colonel

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages. or other securities are: (If there are none,

appear in an Istanbul publication.

168 dolls are in the process of being

We

urge these employees
tribute now.

2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also
immediately thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned by
a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned by a
partnership or other unincorporated firm, its
name and address, as well as that of each individual member, must be given.)
Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club. 10201 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif. An incorporated nonprofit California Corporation. Xo stock or shareholders. Officers: Koy Metzler, Pres.; Paul AVurtTreas.
zel, Vice-Pres.; Bess Easky, Secy.; Larry Rice,

Can you say “Action” in Turkish? We
can’t either, but we’re looking it ui) quick
because one of our articles is going to

dressed by the capable hands of TCFers
for the Christmas Doll Dressing Contest.

Studio

1

Publisher: Twentieth Century-Fox Studio Club,
10201 W. Pico Blvd.. L. A. 64. Calif.
Editor: Julian P. Padowicz. 10201 W. Pico
Blvd., U A. 64, Calif.
Managing Editor: Julian P. Padowicz. 10201 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif.
Business Manager: Art Houser, 10201 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif.

so, state.) Xone.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant’s full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner.
5. The average number of copies of each issue
of this publication sold or distributed, through
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during tbe 12 months preceding the date shown
above was: (This information is required from
daily, weekly, semiweekly, and triweekly newspapers only.)
JULIAN P. PADOWICZ
Editor, Managing Editor.
Sworn to and sub.scribed before
me this 7th day of October, 1954.
ESTHER
AVERALL
GANTT.
(My
May

commission
31, 1958.)

IF YOU
oi a 2 bedroom

KNOW

house

ior rent within a 3'

mile radius oi the Studio please call
Bob, ext. 392.

to con-

Giving is made easy through the
Fair Plan whereby you pledge at
least one-half per cent of your salary. This pledge is deducted weekly from your paycheck only when
you work. Or if you prefer, you
may make a direct contribution.
The total Permanent Charities
Campaign goal is $1,250,000.00 and
the only way this can be reached
is by having those contribute who
have not as yet given.

TOTS & TEENS SHOP

iMohr's

Styles for the Clothes Conscious
and Business Girl

Teen-Ager

Ready To Wear — Custom Made
Personalized Shopping
FREE FITTING
10639
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expires

W.

& ALTERATIONS

Pico Blvd.

AR. 9-7905

STUDIO

FLORISTS

CHRIS

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

MACREDES

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

We Deliver — Bonded Telegraph Service
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
10674

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

AR. 9-561 1

TExas 0-S868 — VErmont 8-7259
West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

I 0649 W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

URDANK

PAINT and WALLPAPER

RADIO

DISCOUNT

& APPLIANCE

CO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

hutch Self PaiHt6

DUMONT

Opposite

To Choose

10%

Paint and Wallpaper Store

DOWN
Open

Theater

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

TO PAY

OPEN

MONDAY

&

BR. 2-3832

FRIDAY

EVENINGS

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

9 to 8 Weekdays

MATURE

TELEVISION,

Stadium

CR. 1-2249

From

24 MONTHS

VIC

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

TELEVISION

8879 West Pico

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES

PICO

and RCA

INC.

10916 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio

Discount

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS
tV
❖

BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

❖
❖
❖
❖
t
V

tt

PROVEN FRIENDS

❖

❖
❖

of

❖

20th Century-Fox
Employees

❖
❖
4.
❖

is

ON
BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

OUR BRANDS

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Wesfern Aye.
PL. 3-1295
. ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

McKinley

I

MORTUARIES

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS
QUALITY

UTTER

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
K Underwood Typewriter Co.,

❖

Ci 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

t
❖

DU. 8-2481

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
4*
CR. 6-9926
*

*

ARLEIGH4 A. BROWN
❖

4

4*

*
4* 4
4*

4*
4*
*
4* 4

4*

Now

4*

In Our

New

Location

4*

10667 W. PICO BLVD.
4*

Co.,

4BARNEY’S

CLOTHES

-

*4

*4

4
* 4«

4

SHOP

Men's and Young Men's Wear
We

Carry Nationally Advertised

Brands

Men's Suits - Slacks - Sport Coats - Dress Shirts - Sport Shirts
Coopers Jockey's Pajamas
Member

of American Legion, V.F.W., D.A.V.
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Studio Club Members

—

Check Substantial Savings

Available To All Members On Jewelry
All The Nationally Advertised

Electric Appliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

HARRY

Projectors &
Accessories
Films

Watch Repairing
Pen & Pencil Sets
Tires
Shavers

Wallets
Batteries
SAVINGS

Conveniently Located At

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

ARicona 7-7508

ALL

SALES CO.

ARizona 3-2513

2-7110

—

Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

SalesFor

GENERAL

UP TO

50%

ADVERTISED

MERCHANDISE

KENT

APPLIANCES

Blvd. )

BRadshaw

SHOPPING HOURS —
Monday thru Saturday — ^ 8 a.m to 6 p.m.

NATIONALLY

LLOYD

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

Authorized

OPENING FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE A
SHOWROOM
OF FINE FURNITURE AT
SLIGHT MARK-UP ABOVE OUR WHOLESALE COST. FAIR TRADE ITEMS
EXCEPTED.
Telephone BRighton 0>4239
10927 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

Tape Recorders
Record
LuggagePlayers

Televisions
Radios
Cameras

I. ALTMAN

FURNITURECRAFT

FURNITURE

Joyce and Herb Colton

10651 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

BRighton 0-4209
ARizona 8-9383

(In the Arcade next to Mrs. Webster’s)

All

ELECTRIC
Appliances

HAP HALLIHAN
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

FOX HILLS CAFE
COMPLETE

LUNCHEON

DINNERS cv'
.
$1.00

BUFFET

Special Attention Given
Studio Personnel

$1.75

BR. 2-1902
At the end of the block on Pico

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

TiM

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
ARizona 7-1755
We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

SPRAYS

STUDIO
Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

W.
18

On

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
J. GERMAN,

LEE

MEMBERS

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FORT

CLUB
Discounts

CHICAGO

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones — .

AR. 9-7721
Come

In and

BR. 2-1594

^
f
c
o
Look

Around

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofleemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Di^ributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-9383
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AR. 7-8293

FURNITURE

PLUMBING

Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775
Furniturecrait, 10927 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. 64
BR. 0-4239

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

GOLF

BAG

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
California Jewelsmiths, lnc„ Manufacturers and
Wholesale Jewelers, 236 South Beverly
Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif
BR. 2-2068
John Fitzgerald, Watchmaker, 2106 S. Glendon
Ave., L. A. 25.
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795

Lane Furniture Co., 2827 Pico Blvd.,
Santa Monica
EX. 4-4053

lack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749

LIGHT

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

FIXTURES

LINOLEUM
Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

COMPANIES

Harold V. Roth, D.S.C., 2362 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-4163

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

CLEANERS

OPTOMETRISTS

Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. '/-27yo

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third S:.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
AR. 7-1755
Studio Florists, 10674 West Pico Blvd.,
L. A. 64
VE. 8-7259

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice
Culver City
VE.
Dr. Martin H. Prince, 10741 W. Pico
West Los Angeles
AR.

PAINT

Blvd.,
8-0521
Blvd.,
8-7215

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

PHONOGRAPH
Gramophone
erly Hills

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636
Mohr's Tots & Teens Shop, 10639 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-7905
Barney's Clothes Shop, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-8065

RESTAURANTS
Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902

RUGS

RECORDS

Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., BevCR. 5-0169

Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

AR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co.. 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

STOCKS

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

OPTICAL

CHIROPODISTS

& LEATHER

READY-TO-WEAR

Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

FURNITURE

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westv/ood Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

ESTATE

Howard McCarry, \230QV2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

REPAIR

Bob's Repair Shop, 10594 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
VE. 8-0270

JUVENILE

REAL

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TIRES
Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-2101

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

3, 1879.
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SUNDAY

DECEMBER

CARTHAY

CIRCLE THEATRE
Show Starts 9:30 A.M.

Doors Open 9 A.M.

ALL
(Make

EMPLOYEES' CHILDREN
INVITED FREE

reservations

if PRESENTS

if COMMUNITY
if CARTOONS
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This Month’s Cover
This month's cover might have been of any
one of the thousands of theatres all over the
world that show 20th Century-Fox pictures.
But we could only show one and it happens
to be the Rigoletto Theatre in Stockholm,
Sweden. The picture playing at the time the
photo
was taken
was will
' The also
Robe".
Regular
readers
note

THE

22

Wardrobe
Music
Art
Accounting
Makeup
Research
. . Labor
West. Ave.
Payroll

Honorary Members
F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte

20

that this

month's issue introduces a new cover layout for ACTiON. We hope you approve.

Al
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To all of you in the Twentieth
tur>’-Fox foreign organizations
reading this magazine
we

Cen-

who

C’est un honneur

here at the Studio in Beverly Hills,

pour

nous, les em-

ployes des Studios Twentieth

are

for the first time,

aA 11

Ul
A J.
Fox, a Beverly

Century-

Hills, California, et un

California send our greetings. It is with

plaisir bien sincere, d’etre appeles a dedier ce numero de notre Journal a nos

great pride and sincere pleasure that we

collaborateurs

dedicate
whom

this issue to you

L’importance

to the Twentieth

of the foreign offices
organization cannot be

Twentieth

des Bureaux
Century-Fox

trop evidente, et le Grand

\\'ay, \'Ou members

n’cest que
Concours

gets under-

of Twentieth

Cen-

membres

to the parent company

that has no equal

in the history of our corporation.

For

vous, les

tee. Nous

ne doutons

que

Concours

vous

lui avez appor-

done pas que le

remporterez

dans

ce

1955 depassera, si possible, tout

that matter, it has no equal in the entire
Motion

Picture Industry. We

know

that

you will be as successful in this drive for
1955 as you have been in ev'ery task you
ha\ e ever attempted.

ce que vous

avez deja accompli

jusqu’a

present.
Notre but, dans ce numero
-ACTION,

special de

a ete de vous donner, en partie

In this special International issue of
.ACTION we have tried to tell at least

du moins, les grandes lignes de I’histoire
si coloree de la grande famille Fox-Inter-

part of the story of Twentieth CenturyFox International and Inter-America at

national et Inter-America, a I’oeuvre.
C’est effectivement votre bistoire. Notre

work. .Actually, it’s your story. In addition, we have tried to give you something
of a

picture of the Studio

product with which you work

where

the

every day

is produced.

but a ete aussi de vous donner

famille represente

La realisation que
The

knowledge

that our motion

tures reach, through
theatres of the most

your
remote

pic-

efforts, the
corners

of

the globe, fills us with pride as well as a
deep sense of responsibility. We

are de-

termined that these pictures shall continue to be the best produced
— anywhere.

4

by anyone

un aperyu

general du ‘modus operandi’ des Studios
qui foumissent le produit que cette
grande

a I’Etranger.

nos films, grace a

VOS efforts, paraissent sur les ecrans du
monde

gewidmet.
Die Wichtigkeit

an Euch, un-

entier, nous

remplit non

seule-

ment d’une juste fierte, mais nous delegue aussi une immense responsibilite;

der Auslandsfilialen

fiir die Twentieth Century-Fox Organisation kann nicht stark genug unterstrichen
werden.
Als das Ziel eines $50,000,000 werten
Geschaftsumsatzes
beitem

de la grande famille Fox-International etInter-America

succes

une fois

sans egale dans

I’histoire de notre Societe que

tury-Fox International and Inter-America are reaching for a level of contribution

de

$50,000,000 qui est sur le point de de-

de plus la contribution
.\s the $50,000,000 DRIV'E

ist diese Ausgabe

Etrangers

buter ne saurait que confirmer

too highly stressed.

Griisse vom Beverly Hills Studio in Kalifornien. Mit Stolz und einer aufrichtigen
Freude

entier.

co-workers

we ha\e never met.

importance

dans le monde

An all diejenigen die in der Auslandsorganisation der 20th Century-Fox betiitigt sind und diese Ausgabe zum ersten
Mai lesen, senden wir unsere besten

sere Mitarbeiter, die wir lei der das Vergniigen kennen zu lernen nicht batten,
de

The

NT
jA._

ir

Euch,

unsem

Mitar-

der Twentieth Century-Fox International und der Inter-America vor-

gesetzt wird, steht die Aulgabe dieses
ausserordentlich grossen Beitrages an die
Mutter-organisation als unvergleichlich
in der Geschichte unserer Firma da. Ja
sogar ist die beispiellos in der ganzen
Film Industrie. Wir sind aber sicher,
dass Ihr im

erreichen

dieses Zieles im

Jahre 1955 ebenso erfolgreich sein wird
wie Ihr es in alien bisherigen Unternehmungen unserer Organisation erwiesen
habt.

In dieser internationalen Sonderausgabe der ACTION haben wir es versucht,
mindestens teilweise, Euch fiber die -Arbeit der Twentieth Century-Fox International und der Inter-America — eigentlich
fiber Eure Arbeit - zu berichten. Zur
selben Zeit mochten wir auch Euch einen
Oberblick geben \ on dem Studio in dem
die Filme, das Object Eurer tiiglichen
-Arbeit, geschaffen werden.
Die

Gewissheit,

dass

unsere

Filme

durch Eure Bemfihungen die entfernsten
Orte des Globes erreichen, ffillt uns mit
einem grossen Stolz und
\"erantwortungsgeffihl.
Wir

mochten

einem

es deshalb

tiefen

bestatigen,

et c’est en \ ue de ceci que nous n’epargnerous aucun effort pour que ces films

dass es nach wie vor, unser Bestreben
sein wird den Leinwanden der Welt

continuent

solche

meilleurs —

d’etre consideres

comme

partout et par tons.

les

Filmwerke

zu

liefern, welche

fiberall als die besten gelten wiirden.

— THOMAS

Nosotros en el estvidio en Beverly
Hills, California, enviamos

un

saludo

may cordial a nuestros lectores de la organizacion extranjera de Twentieth Cenmera

tury-Fox que leen esta revista por privez. Con verdadero agrado y

orgullo dedicamos

esta edicion a Uds.,

nuestros companeros, que no conocemos.
No se puede recalcar lo suficiente la
importancia de las oficinas extranjeras
para la organizacion de la Twentieth.

todos voces, dos departamentos

vez, nos, daqui dos estudios em Beverly
Hills, California, enviamos as nossas
sauda9oes. £

com

grande orgulho e

sincere prazer que dedicamos este mimero aos caros colegas que nunca chegamos a conhecer.
A importancia dos departamentos estrangeiros a organiza9ao Twentieth nao
deve e nem pode ser desprezada.

A1 comenzar la CAMPANA DE $50,000,000, Uds., los miembros de Twentieth

Enquanto se processa o movimento de
50 milhbes de dolares, voces, membros

Century-Fox Intemacional e InterAmerica, estan tratando de alcanzar un

da Twentieth Century-Fox Intemacional

nivel de contribucion a

la compahia

madre que no tiene igual en la historia

e I liter- Americana, estao alcan9ando um
nivel de contribui9ao sem precedentes na
historia de nossa companhia.

E, desta

de nuestra corporacion. Y tambien, sin

maneira, sem precedentes tambem

em

igual en toda la industria del cine. Sa-

toda a Industria Cinematografica.

Sa-

bemos que tendran el mismo

exito en

bemos que voces serao tao bem sucedidos

esta campaha

en todas

neste movimento

para 1955 como

las otras empresas que han intentado.
En esta edicion intemacional especial
de ACTION,

hemos procurado contarles

para 1955 como

tern

sido em quaisquer outras incumbencias
ja executadas.
Nesta edi9ao intemacional especialmente

siquiera una parte de la operacion de

dedicada a ACAO,

Twentieth

Century-Fox Intemacional e

pelo menos parte da historia e do sistema

Inter-America. En efecto, es la historia
de Uds.

de trabalho da Twentieth Century-Fox
Intemacional e Inter-Americana. Na

Ademas, hemos tratado de darles una
idea del estudio donde

se produce el

producto con que Uds. trabajan a diario.

procuramos

contar

verdade, e a sua historia. Tentamos
acrescentar ainda uma ideia de como 6
o estudio de onde sai o produto com

o

qual voces trabalham diariamente.

Nos llena de orgullo y tambien con un

Sentimo-nos cheios de orgulho e de

sentimiento de grave responsabilidad, el

profundo senso de responsabilidade sa-

saber que nuestras pehculas llegan a

bendo que, atraves do seu esfor90, os
nossos filmes sao exibidos nos cinemas

teatros en los rincones mas lejanos del
mundo, mediante los esfuerzos de Uds.
la determinacion

firme que

dos mais remotos cantos do globo. E
estamos firmemente decididos a fazer

etas pehculas continuaran

siendo las

com que esses filmes continuem a ser os

mejores producidas sea por quien sea —
6 sea donde sea.

melhores produzidos por qualquer estu-

Tenemos

I

A

estrangeiros da Twentieth Century-Fox,
que estao lendo esta revista pela primeira

dio, em qualquer mercado.

HEYWOOD

1612

A voi tutti che appartenete all’organizzazione della Societa’ “TWENTIETH
CENTURY-FOX” all’Estero e che leggerete questa nostra Rivista per la prima
volta, giunga gradito il saluto cordiale
di tutti noi che facciamo parte degli
Stabilimenti di Produzione in Beverly
Hills, California.
E’ con un senso di orgoglio e di vivo
compiacimento che noi dedichiamo
questo numero della nostra Rivista a voi,
a cui — pur senza conoscervi personalmente — ci sentiamo legati dalla comunanza del nostro lavoro.
L’importanza degli Uffici all’Estero
della Societa “TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX” non potra’ mai essere di
troppo valutata. Mentre la vostra campagna per il raggiungimento dei 50
Milioni di Dollari inizia la sua evoluzione,
che ed
fate inter-americana
parte dell’organizzazione voi
estera
della
“TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX” puntate ad una meta che non ha parallelo
nella storia della nostra organizzazione.
In verita’, essa non ha parallelo nella
storia dell’intera Industria Cinematografica.
Siamo fermamente convinti che in
questo corrente anno voi riuscirete ad
ottenere in questa vostra poderosa impressa lo stesso successo che vi ha arriso
in passato in qualsiasi altro compito a
voi affidato.
In questo numero speciale per I’Estero
della nostra Rivista “ACTION” abbiamo
cercato di mostrare, almeno in parte,
I’organizzazione estera ed inter-americana della “TWENTIETH CENTURYFOX” al lavoro: essa e la storia delle
vostre attivita’ quotidiane, la vostra
storia. Ed in aggiunta, abbiamo cercato
di darvi un’idea degli Stabilimenti in cui
il prodotto che costituisce la base del
vostro lavoro e’ creato.
Il sapere che, attraverso la vostra
operosita’, la nostra produzione riesce a
raggiungere i cinematografi negli angoli
piu’ remoti della terra, ci rende giustamente orgogliosi e, alio stesso tempo,
desta in noi un profondo senso di
responsabilita’.
appuntodi dicontinuare
tale responsabilita’,
ci Consci
siamo prefissi
a lanciare
sul mercato produzioni cinematografiche
che siano le migliori rispetto a quelle di
qualsiasi altra Casa produttrice, in qualsiasi altra parte del mondo.
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They Built Twentieth
Into The Largest
World- wide Organization
Of It’s Kind

It has been said that the sun never sets
on the British Empire. By the same
token, there is probably a Twentieth
Century-Fox CinemaScope picture on a
theatre screen somewhere in the world
at any hour of the day or night. It would
be difficult to conceive of a motion picture company more completely international.
Twentieth has achieved this astounding world-wide organization largely
through the efforts of two men. Twentieth Century-Fox President Spyros
Skouras and Vice President in Charge of
Production Darryl F. Zanuck.
Both Skouras and Zanuck have traveled
all over the world and have familiarized
themselves with the foreign market at
first hand. While Skouras built the number of CinemaScope installations around
the world to astronomical i^roportions,

Zanuck

turned his production

genius to
making bigger and better pictures designed to exploit the CinemaScope process to the utmost, many of them in and
about most of the far-off lands of the

world. Together, they made a combination that on the international scene, as
in every other, has no equal.

Skouras Modern

the mountain couldn’t come to him, very
realistically went to the mountain.
Probably the most energetic modern
day Mohammed is Spyros Skouras. His
activities on behalf of TCF and CinemaScope have taken him to every corner of
the globe and he has gone to, over and
around more mountains than Mohammed
ev'er dreamed of.
Unlike most big corporation presidents, Skouras gets out in the field himself. When Twentieth switched to
CinemaScope he embarked on a personal
campaign to sell the idea around the
world. His success in this task has exceeded the wildest dreams of everyone
except Spyros Skouras.
The

first theatre in the world
equipped

unique
field.

More

and more

foreign stars were

national aspects of every

picture were

American public thrilled to the panoramic views of far-off parts of the world
and the foreign movie-goer was eager to
see pictures that had been made in his
own back yard.
remark

Motion Picture Industry are legion. An
ambassador of good will and the principal champion of CinemaScope were just
two of the many roles Skouras has
played, aided by Murray Silverstone who
heads our foreign organization, in the
building of an international Twentieth
Centnry-Fox.
Our company has no peer in the field
of world-wide distribution and the good
efforts of Spyros Skouras are some of the
chief reasons.

team

be needless

spelled

success

repetition. More

to

the point would be a look to the future
of our company, both domestically and
on an international basis. The following

Darryl F. Zanuck was as ready to move
to a large scale international concept of
film production as was Skouras. Pictures

longer

suffice.

We

MUST

thoughts, new ideas, new
ticn picture making.

have

concepts

new

about mo-

To digress for a moment, you will recall
that it was YOUR company which was the first
to break out of the strait jacket of the past,
when

we

introduced

CinemaScope.

There

must always be one to lead and you can be
proud of the fact that your company was that
one.
We should now proclaim our readiness to
take advantage of all of the fine things that
have been said about us by the thousands of
exhibitors already equipped with CinemaScope
and convince the unlimited number of theatres
not yet equipped that CinemaScope is the
great denominator of exhibition insurcince that
will enable exhibitors to operate on a highly

the situation more

achieve in selling CinemaScope can not only
insure success for exhibitors but success for

column

eloquently

of facts and

than any

figures possibly

Reduced

you

could.

to the trends of the day, what you

as an individual and as a representative

of 20th Century-Fox.

Zanuck
It is twenty
of the 20th

Message

years

Be not deceived

since I became

Century-Fox

a

organization.

part
With

the passage of each year I have felt an increasing pride in its strength, its high standard of
operation and its tremendous influence with
the theatre-going public.
The achievements

of 20 th Century -Fox have

not been haphazard. They have resulted logically from the realization by the officers of
the company that there was a great field of
wholesome endeavor for the motion picture
producer.

From

the outset it has been

20th

Century-Fox's ambition to fill the position of
responsibility which its opportunities gave it.
Each year, as the program for 20th CenturyFox productions is prepared, this responsibility
becomes greater than ever before. Every man
and woman in the organization should realize
this fact and should face it with the determination to shoulder his or her share of the work,

Adapts for Foreign Market

As CinemaScope grew and the foreign
market became a bigger and bigger part
of the corporate revenue, the Studio at
Beverly Hills was never behind in adapting to the changes that were taking
place. As the international market took
on ever greater compass, the pictures
that bear the Twentieth trademark became more and more international in
flavor and in production.

no

profitable basis.

earning in return, a fair share of the rewards
which follow achievement.

Zanuck

And since we ARE in an entirely new era of
entertainment, old methods and old solutions

message from Darryl F. Zanuck to all
TCF workers around the world sums up

to be

The good that our President did transcends just the sale of the CinemaScope
idea. Skouras cemented international relations wherever he went. The friends he
made for Twentieth and for the entire

that this Skouras, Zanuck

CinemaScope
would

for CinemaScope

was Chinese; but not Grauman’s Chinese.
It was a theatre in Hong Kong. There
are now literally thousands of CinemaScope installations all over the world.

lens can

A twofold purpose was served by this
trend to actual location shooting. The

To

conceptions will distinguish the productions which 20th Century-Fox will be sending you for your campaign of selling in the

used

in onr productions. Zanuck sent crews to
the actual locations so that the interas real as only the CinemaScope
make them.

Mohammed

We all remember the old fable about
Mohammed and the mountain. You will
recall that Mohammed, upon finding that

completely

started to roll on the lot that dealt with
locales and subject matter that found
basis in all of the areas of the world.

20th Century-Fox has taught the public to
expect great things. For the year 1955, 20th
Century-Fox's answer to this public confidence
is the caliber of the CinemaScope productions
it has produced to date and has in preparation
for the future.
Each in its field we hope will become the
finest the market affords in motion picture
achievement and entertciinment. As each production comes to you, it will carry its own message of progress in motion picture production.
New

and

CinemaScope

improved

ideas and

presentation,

new

methods

in

by strange new

forms

of

film presentation and techniques. Be proud, as
I know each of you are, of Spyros Skouras and
the men who worked tirelessly and gave their
very all to give you CinemaScope,

just as you

take pride in the fact that you represent a company in which you have given your very all.
I have had the pleasure of meeting
you

personally

many

of

here at the studio and on my

many visits abroad — an experience which has
enabled me to learn much more about your
methods of operation than ever before. I know
now from what I have learned that we have
an organization foreignwise

which

carmot fail.

The word failure is not a part of your vocabulary, because it has never come within the
ken of 20th Century-Fox's overseas distribution
under the leadership of Murray Silverstone.
I believe you form one of the greatest selling
forces in the world today. Certainly you are
the strongest force of motion picture salesmen.
Of that there can be no doubt. This knowledge in itself is a source of strength both for
you and for the studio forces engaged in producing CinemaScope films.
Knowing you, knowing what you have done,
conceiving the things of which our Foreign
Supervisors, Managers, Salesmen and Bookers
and in fact every member of our widely heralded organization are capable, on behalf of
the stars, players, producers, directors cmd the
technical staffs at the studio, I use this means
to pass along to you the word of implicit confidence which we have in each of you and in
your

ability to overcome

finish triumphantly

in "THE

all obstacles and to
$50,000,000

SALES

stories with
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DRIVE."
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Dollars, pesos, francs, florins, marks,
pounds,
drachmai,

lire, yen, bolivianos,
markkaa,

kroner,

milreis, pesetas, ru-

pees, piasters, soles, escudos, sucres, cor-

the past few years has been so rapid as
to be almost unbelievable. The foreign
film rentals accounted for approximately
40^ of the corporation’s total film rentals
during 1954. And as we know, the goal

which

is to promote the sale of Twentieth Century-Fox pictures for exhibition
in as many theatres as possible the world
over.
In addition to sales promotion, the
New York Office exercises sales control,

dobas, lempiras, rial, gourdes— to name
blit a few, they all come tumbling into

of the

the box offices of the largest world-wide
organization in the entire Motion Picture

$50,000,000.
For both of the subsidiary companies

office.

Industry, Twentieth Century-Fox.
TCF around the globe is in the hands

Spyros Skouras is Chairman of the Board
and Murray Silverstone is President.
In certain territories of the world

Along with sales and sales control the
International Department maintains a

company. These are the 20th CenturyFox International Corporation and 20th

where limited facilities make it impiactical for a film company to maintain its
own office. Twentieth avails itself of the

Service Department, again with head(juarters in New York. This department
keeps all branches supplied with prints,

Century-Fox Inter -America, Incorporated. These two subsidiaries maintain

services of the Motion
Association.

trailers, press books and all of the accessories that are the life-blood of success-

of two

separate

wholly owned

144 branches

corporations,

both

subsidiaries of the parent

serving 232 different areas

of the globe.

They

employ

a

regular

staff of 2926 persons, most of them nationals of the country where the particular branch in which they work is located.
The growth

of foreign distribution in

foreign

Headquarters

branches

for 1955

Picture

is

Export

for the entire interna-

tional operation is in New York, that office acting as guiding spirit for the whole
organization under the immediate

super-

\’ision of General Sales Manager, Emanuel Silverstone, the principal aim of

with

final approval for all deals anywhere on the globe resting with this

ful motion picture
exhibition.

distribution

and

In non-English speaking countries our
foreign branches face the difficult task
of selling English-spbaking pictures. It
is a doubly difficult task in countries

Murray Silverstone, President oi both Twentieth Century-Fox International and Inter-America Corporations is shown, below, seated at his
desk before a map of the world, symbolic, as it were, of the vast orgemization of which he was one oi the builders and guiding spirits.

s

The

International

Advertising

and

Publicity Department in New York operates for all offices overseas. By and large
this department

acts as a clearing house,

first accumulating

information

and data

and then sifting and preparing it for dissemination inthe various outlets abroad.
In a sense, this is a policy-making department as well. Though it does not
arbitrarily dictate methods to be applied
in tbe foreign markets, it does develop
over-all plans that can be used in their
original form or adapted, translated or
revamped

to meet local requirements.

Its

primary function, however, is serviceservice that will be of value to all of the
managers
abroad.

and

Les Whelan,

their publicity staffs

Director of Sales Promo-

tion, Advertising, Publicity and Exploitation is in charge of this operation. Whelan also acts as a liaison between foreign
offices, the Home

office in New

the International
studio.

Publicity office at the

York and

At the Studio in Beverly Hills the International Publicity Office, under the direction of W. M. “Doc” Bishop and his
assistant Roy Metzler, is the source for
a great per cent of the material sent to
the branches all over the world. In addition, the Studio Office services approximately 130 foreign correspondents based
in Hollywood representing newspapers,
where

the pictures have to compete

locally made

with

films. Despite this obstacle,

the popularity of Hollywood productions
has never waned anywhere in the world.
In fact, the pictures are in greater and
greater demand. Because of this great
demand

the job of making

comprehensible

tbe dialogue

to foreign audiences

is

of the utmost importance and is, at present, accomplished in two ways.
1. Titled versions.
2. Re-dialogued \ ersions.
The West Coast Foreign
under

John

Bodnar

Department

is responsible

for

either

of the above versions. Actual re-dubbing
by foreign actors is done in one of several European dubbing centers located
in France, Germany, Italy and Spain. In
addition, this department is often called
upon to re-cut a picture to satisfy foreign
censors.
an order comes

ate guide for tbe foreign dubbing

in from the New

interviews arranged and they are invited

A black-and-white dupe print is then
sent along to the dubbing center from
which the foreign actors synchronize
their lip movements.
While
West

this is being done

abroad, tbe

Coast foreign sound effects editors

Foreign

journalists visiting Hollywood

and
tesies.the Studio

are extended

all cour-

editing out the English dia-

.Along with the steady flow of information that the office channels into this va-

logue. They then replace all of the effects that are cut out along with dialogue. This finished effects track is then

riety of outlets, they welcome the. Fox
representatives from any of the foreign
offices that visit the lot. They are shown

sent to re-recording along with the foreign dialogue track and the music track
for the final completed stereophonic
track. The finished track is transferred

the workings of the lot so they will understand to some extent the problems

electrically to the picture which

is ready

now, except for foreign language
titles, to be distributed.

main

of a particular picture to be re-dubbed,
for example, the department proceeds

logue-and-continuity book and added to
the print in New York or in one of the

prett)' much

foreign countries.
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the world. For these press representatives, news and pictures are provided,
to preview all Twentieth pictures. This
office services the major wire services
with feature material, news and pictures.

Titled versions follow a similar procedure with titles taken from the dia-

as follows.

and radio stations throughout

preparing the translation of the dialogue.

of prints

York office for a specific number

magazines

center

are at work

carrying to tecbnical completion

When

A continuity-and-dialogue book is prepared from the sound track by girls using
a moviola. This book serves as an accur-

of production.
Foreign Public

Relations

also falls

partly into operation
this
office’s McCarthy,
bailiwick. Studio
In cowith Frank
Head

of Public Relations, foreign dignitaries and many State Department visitors are shown through the lot in con-

junction with the State Department’s
program of inviting prominent statesmen, educators, businessmen and journalists from other countries to the United
States to see our way of life.

Turkey

Madagascar
India

Egypt
Aden

Afghanistan
Assam
Bengal

Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan

Bhutan

Saudi Arabia
Somaliland, British
Cyprus
Somaliland, French

Ceylon
Hyderabad
Kashmir
Nepal
China
Hong Kong

Yemen
Iraq
Omen
Rhodes
Jordan

Malaya
Philippine Islands
British No. Borneo
Sarawak
Siam
Indonesia
Dutch Borneo
France

Cyrenaica
Eritrea
Ethopia
Lybia
Israel
Iran
Lebanon-Syria
Greece

Corsica
Algeria
French Equatorial
Africa
Seated at the portable tape recorder on which

a series oi records have been

made

for the

overseas offices are, left to right, W. M. "Doc" Bishop, head of the Studio International
Publicity Office; Les Whelan, Director of International Sales Promotion and Exploitation;

French Guiana
French Indo China

Roy Metzler, Assistant to "Doc"

Ivory Coast

Bishop and William

Foreign motion picture executi\ es and
technicians here to obserx e their counterparts in American

production are extend-

ed the courtesy of the lot by “Doc”
Bishop and Roy. They ha\e arranged
for visits to Twentieth for persons repworld

resenting nearly ex'ery country in the
and ev'en foreign royalty.

I'he International Department is the
nerve center for what is the most farreaching organization of its kind, and
one of the most important structures
within the entire framework of Twentieth Century-Fox.
Under the leadership of President Murray Silverstone, the two subsidiary companies that control TCF around the
world have been developed to a point
where they have no peer in the field of
international motion picture sales and
exhibition.

Buffinger operating

New Caledonia
New Zealand
Samoa
South Africa
Angola
Bechuanaland
Mauritius
Mozambique
No. Rhodesia
Nyasaland
Reunion
So. Rhodesia
Tanganyika
Uganda
Zanzibar
Kenya

We

the tape recorder.

Twentieth
Mexico
Panama
Guatemala

Canary Islands
Spain
Ballearic Islands
Italy
Spanish Morocco
Tangier
Sicily
Portugal

Somaliland, It.
Holland
Germany

caught up with John Bodnar,

Greenland

Century-Fox Inter-America
Puerto Rico
Dominican

El Salvador
Nicaragua

Cuba
Republic
Trinidad

Costa Rica
Honduras
Br. Honduras

Brazil
Argentina
Uruguay
Falkland Islands
Paraguay
Patagonia

Ecuador

Norway
Denmark
C'rete
Sweden
Finland

Haiti
Bermuda
Iceland

Jamaica
V'enezuela Islands
Galapagos
Colombia

Chile
Peru

(]uracao
.\ruba

Studio International Department

Bolivia

Head,

in one

of the pro-

jection rooms. He was running the Spemish dubbed version of "Three Coins in the Fountain"
^tnd we stayed on to see a few reels. We were amazed at the precise excellence oi the
dubbing,

and the way

the voices were

matched

to the American

stars'.

No more graphic illustration of the
scope of Twentieth International and
Inter-America could be found than the
following list of countries and territories
to which these companies bring our Fox
pictures.
Twentieth Century
British Isles
Channel Isles
Gambia
African Gold Coast
Malta

-Fox International
Liberia
Luxembourg
Morocco
Saar
Senegal
French West Africa
Togo

Nigeria
Gibraltar
Tunisia
Sierra Leone
-Australia
French West Indies
British New Guinea Belgium
New Guinea
Belgian Congo
Switzerland
Fiji Islands
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Ernest

Turnbull

Edward

James F. Pattinson

Sales Director — Great Britain

Supervisor — Australia

D. Cohen

Albert

Supervisor — Latin America

Cornfield

Supervisor — Great Britain

$30,000,000.00 1$ THEIR GOJL

Karl Knust

Managing Director
Brazil

Lam

Shewan

Manager
Taiwan

Leo Benuch

Manager
Hong Kong

Henry

King, Jr.

Manager
Puerto Rico

Eric Rutledge

Allen
Noye
Manager

Managing Director
New Zealand

Mexico

I

’•■SI'-

- fli'

Louis Millan

Manager
Trinidad

William

Lampros

General Manager
Greece
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Erik Lomberg

Manager
Finland

Edward

Lomba

Managing Director
South Africa

V. S. Padbidri
Manager
Singapore

Gustave

Geoffey

Manager

Philippine Islands

David Raphel

Manager
Netherlands

Symcha

Grinwald

Manager
Israel

Albert

Leonard

Manager
Venezuela

Clarence

Siegertsz

Manager
Henning
Sorensen
Denmark

Sidney Albright

Manager
Managing Director
Indonesia
Australia

I'c'.

V. V. Nadkarni

Manager
Pakistan

Jamal

P. V. Prabhu

Nissan

Manager

Jose Sanchez

Manager
Uruguay

Managing Director
India

Baghdad - Iraq

Sven Nygren

John Finder

Managing Director
Sweden

Manager
Colombia

Carlos

Ibarra, r

Manager
Ecuador

Oscar

Lax

Samuel

Pariente

Manager
Chile

Gaston Manager
Van Wynaerde

Belgium

Bobt. Kreier

K. Manager
A. Karim

Manager
Portugal

Representative
Near and Middle East

M. J. Harbinson

Germany
Managing Director

Burma

Charles
Matzen
Manager

Peru

Michel

Sursock

Manager

Lebanon - Syria

Cesar

Codebo

Managing Director
Argentina

Cord

Uzaki

Manager
Osaka

Ismael

Munilla

Pedro Bistagne

Thomas

JeanManager
Maurier

Manager
Managing Director
Panama
Spain

Sibert

Manager
Cuba

France

Fernand

Reyrenns
Manager

Switzerland

Italy
Mitsuhiko

Kikuchi

Thor WALD

Norway
Manager

Publicity
Manager
Tokyo

D. Cyril Stein

Giulio Ascarelli

Publicity Director
South Africa

Publicity
Director
Europe

Isdahl

John Ware

Publicity Director
England

Fritz Micucci

General Manager

H. Stuart-Codde
Pub. and Adv. Director
Australia

Mauricio

Kuselman

Publicity Director
Argentina

Eric Davis

Publicity Director
New Zealand
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The Serson

Lake, drained

for a great many
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in this picture, in front of it's huge painted backing, is the scene
shots that go into so many Twentieth pictures.

of the miniature

Inside of 16 sound stages, the cameras
turn on sets that come and go with each
picture, but outside, on what is known
as the “back lot,” are permanent sets
that have become landmarks. Bill Robinson once danced down the stairs with
Shirley Temple in a colonial mansion as
impressive as any that ever graced the
Old South. Nearby are the winding
streets of Hong Kong where Clark Gable

Mustaches are no problem to the Make-up Department. Here, several make-up men are
shown turning back the clock with their deft fingers as they turn these moderns into dandies
from another era.

adventured recently in “Soldier of Fortune.” Nearby, too, is a railroad that
runs all of three city blocks, but run it
does, with civil war locomotives, diesel
streamliners and pullman cars and the
proper switching equipment.
Up on a hill rises New York at Eighth
Avenue and 48th Street, complete in
every detail, even to the footworn places
in the stairways. A block away the picturesque village where Bernadette lived
climbs a knoll, with a river winding
below.

This is the way the great sprawling studio in Beverly Hills looks from the air. It's
vast expanse covers 300 acres with everything from oil wells to China town.

If Scheherezade

had ever visited the

20th Century-Fox lot, she really would
have had some tales to tell the Sultan.
For here, within 300 acres, the traveler
may journey by foot from Borneo to the
Pecos Valley and from Bangkok to Kokomo—and all within the hour.
Tom Mix once saved the heroine from
the runaway buckboard as it raced over
the green hills that today are 20th Century-Fox. In the twenties, the place was
the Tom Mix Ranch, considered by the
natives of that day as a right far spell
from Los Angeles.

The modem, fireproof film editing building has 18 cutting rooms, 6 projection rooms, the
film receiving room and on the 3rd floor the vaults in which so much valuable film is stored.

m

-

— ■

_

. _■

.. .

—

In 1928 the site was chosen as a production center for Fox Films, and in
1935, with the merger of Fox and the
20th Century company headed by Joseph
M. Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck, it became 20th Century-Fox. As the studio
grew, more and more acreage was absorbed, until two adjoining golf courses
were forced to give up golf for makebelieve.
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This is the way
most oi the sets
that are used on
the Twentieth
stages get their
start. The Art Department designs
and makes these
models from which
the finished set is
built on the stage.
The models are
perfect in every
detail.

To go intothat
the
building
houses

from
crystal
boats

every kind of
pon man has
used. From
non to cross

weaever
canbow,

they're all here,
with lots of ammunition, too.

0
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Prop-

the

finest

to
maymodel
be

found in this multimillion dollar maze
of everything under the sun under
one roof.

0

i

This used to be
the home of Tom
Mix's horses. Now
it's the arsenal. In
this building can
be found nearly

the

erty Department is
to
go into
a fairy
land.
Everything

1 H :t

J0

L.

1

It'...

Whether it'sorMount
Everest
the
New York skyline,
these artists can
make it look so
able to tell it from
good you won't be
reality. If a Twencamera can't
go to tieth
it, these
men
will create it, and
no one the wiser.

On a golf course, a 17th Century English church looks over the countryside
where, during World War II, United
States Marines were trained in the art
of camouflage. And set low in a gully
are the muddy roads of Elizabethan
England where Bette Davis is traveling
by coach for “Sir Walter Raleigh.”
There’s the lake, too, beside which
•Marilyn Monroe lived in a tent in “River
of No Return” and where, in another
year, Chicago burned to the flames
kicked up by Mrs. O’ Leary’s cow. And
farther North, in front of a huge painted
backing stand the quiet waters beneath

6

time

Academy

Award wiimer Alfred Newman conducts the Studio
Symphony Orchestra. Newmem, Studio Executive Music Director, has
recently made several Cinemascope
shorts with the
orchestra. They
are shown

here rehearsing for one

of them.

0

which

the “Titanic” slipped to it’s untimely end.
Not all of the landmarks are sets. Stage
8, built shortly after the death of Will
Rogers, stands as a memorial to him. The
Tom Mix stables themselves have been
turned into an arsenal where a cross bow
stands alongside a bazooka.
The Stars’ building, gleaming white,
has suites the players use as dressing
rooms or for a quick glance at a script
before leaving for the stages. Across the
street is the Cafe de Paris, reminiscent
of the places along the Bois de Bologne.
At one far corner of the Studio, writers
work in a Norman chateau, complete
with clock towers and pigeon cotes.
From such a land of enchantment has
come

some of the greatest motion pictures of all time. The most famous actors

of this generation have played on these
sets, walked these streets. In this fantastic world of make-believe, geniuses at
producing, directing, music and all of
the arts, as well as some of the sciences,
ha\e collaborated to tell stories as exciting or inspiring as any Shakespeare
or Dickens or Conrad ever penned. Yes,
you have just visited the world where
make-believe is filmed.

Camera crew on "House of Bamboo" lines up
a shot from a high angle. This action took
place on one of the TCP sound stages during
recent shooting on this current production.

It doesn't snow in
Southern California, but that's no
problem to Studio
technicians. When
an outdoor snow
sequence comes along they fust roll
out the snow machine, as they
have in this picture, and in no
time
time.

it's winter

0

Frank Powolney, well known glamour photographer, has what we think must be one of the
most pleasant jobs under the sim. He is shown here posing Marilyn Monroe for a still
portrait in the Studio Portrait Galleries. Frank has photographed nearly all of the most
beautiful women in Hollywood and has no peer in the ranks of glamour photography.
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1st QUARTER OF 1955 HAS
PRODUaiON AT ALL TIME
HIGH SINCE CSCOPE BEGAN

Sid Rogell, Studio Executive Production Manager, is the man holding the reins on the biggest CinemaScope production schedule in
the Studio's history. Mid-March saw seven
rehearsal and the lot whirring with activity.

20

pictures shooting

or in

It was Shakespeare who said "all the
world's a stage . . .
and he was certainly
right. From all over the world come the
stars oi our 20th Century-Fox pictures. No
one country has a monopoly on talent and
the roster oi players here in the film capital oi the world is as international as the
roster oi representatives to the United Nations.
A iew oi them, currently in Twentieth
productions are shown on this page. They
are: in the leit column irom top to bottom,
Mexico's Eaty Jurado, Michael Rennie irom
England, Japanese Shirley Yamaguchi, England's loan Collins. Top center, Leslie
Caron irom France; bottom center, English
lean Simmons. In the right column, top to
bottom, England's Richard Burton, Puerto
Rico's Rita Moreno, English Richard Todd
and French Bella Darvi.
At the Studio, March saw production hit
a high peak ior the past several years.
More pictures were shooting in March than
have ever been in production at one time
since Twentieth switched to CinemaScope.
In one period near the middle oi the month,
iive pictures were shooting on the lot, one
on location and one in rehearsal, ior a total
oi seven pictures in production. For several
days extra talent and bit players on the lot
numbered over seven hundred.
On the opposite page are pictures irom
some oi these current productions. In the
upper
Orson

lelt hand comer are Robert Cummings, Betty Grable, Sheree North and
Bean in a scene irom currently shoot-

ing "How To Be Very, Very Popular." At
the upper right, Clark Gable and Susan
Hayward are shown in a scene irom the
recently Todd
completed
"Soldier
oi seen,
Fortune."
Richard
and Bette
Davis are
leit
center, in "Sir Walter Raleigh." In the
lower leit hand comer, Marilyn Monroe and
Tom Ewell are shown in a shot irom the
hilarious "Seven
leased.

Year Itch," soon to be re-

I

Two

LOT IN F

THE

AROUND
father and son combinations

turned up on the Nunnally

Johnson

pic-

ture “How To Be ^"ery, \'er>- Popular.”
First Assistant Director AD
SCHAUMER

and his son TOM are shown, below, on the set. Tom worked standing

in for ORSON BEAN. Also on the picture for a short time in a bit role was
Unit

Production

Manager

GASTON

GL.AlSS’ son PAUL. Paul is shown, lower
left, with TERRY
MOORE
and his
father after a recent test Paul made with
Terry. Paul, incidentally, was spotted by
Darr\’l Zanuck playing the piano in “No
Business Like Show Business” and the
test resulted.

Paymaster HAROLD BOW
was surprised a
couple oi weeks ago when the crew called
him out oi his office on what he thought was
business but what turned out to be a birthday cake and presents. There was only one
candle on the cake so we're guessing
celebration number 39.

it was

CENGIZHAN
KORALTON,
pronounced Genghiskhan, and affectionately

RUDY

VALENLINO of the Publicity Department was visiting a friend one evening when

he happened to glance down at the coffee
table where he noticed the above tired little
guy taking everything in. Hoping for the best,
Rudy whipped out his Brownie and the shot
turned out so well we thought you would all
be interested.

called “Jingles,” the son of the Vice President of Turkey, is over here to learn our
business. You’ve probably
livering FOX GHATTER.

met him deAnyway, he

just came back from his vacation. With
friends, he drove the coast route to Frisco
and back through Sacramento and Yosemite. He loved our great state and
was

especially impressed

by what

called “Black-shirt.” We found
was talking about Bakersfield.

he

out he

The

friendly little devil teiking a bite out of

BILLY TRAVILLA'S hand in the above picture
is an Ocelot. Billy had it sent by air from
Peru, and we caught them together inTravilla's
office. It's truly a beautiful and graceful little
animal, but we didn't find out what Billy is
going to do with it.
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Mass Meeting
Launches
Motion
Picture

Exposition
Drive At
Studio
Friday, March 18, at a little past noon,
all of the employees on the lot gathered
on the East side of the Administration
Building to attend a general meeting at
which we were first introduced to the
proposed new
tion.

Motion

Picture Exposi-

The Exposition, designed to be a film
institute, museum and Hall of Fame of
motion picture production, will be created in Hollywood, the world’s film capital, as soon as financing is complete. The
planned institute, first of its kind anywhere, is expected to be one of the
world’s greatest potential attractions to
tourists and residents. As such, it will
do a public relations and selling job for
our industry that has had no parallel in
the past. The good eflfect that such a
venture will have on the box office and
ultimately on our entire industry is beyond measure. We all stand to benefit
from this aspect of the job the Exposition will do.
In addition to public relations, the Exposition has another function entirely
unique to our industry and which serves
only the people in the Motion Picture
Industry, and that is its proposed part in
Motion Picture Relief. At this writing,
approximately 60% of our employees contribute M to 1 per eent of their earnings
to the support of MPR. As soon as the
Exposition is established and has paid
for itself, the proceeds from its sale of
admissions will be turned over to MPR
putting it on a self-sufficient basis. That
means that all of us who have consistently
been giving every year to MPR will be
able to discontinue our yearly contribu-

Everybody turned out to hear about the Motion Picture Exposition. In the top picture many
oi the TCF executives and distinguished visitors were on the speakers platform at the big
meeting. In the lower picture three of our TCF stars look over the brochure that everyone
got. They are, looking from left to right, Robert Ryan, Jay Robinson and Jeff Hunter.

tions, but continue to enjoy, if we should
ever need them, the benefits of the MPR
program.
In order to finance this Exposition,
debentures bearing 5% interest, payable
from the day of subscription, have been
issued in units of $100, $500 or $1,000.
These are now available and may be purchased by cash, check or payroll deductions through June 9, or a loan may be
arranged to finance them over a longer
As the only attraction of its kind, the
period.
Exposition will attract a large portion of
the local residents as well as the 3,500,000 persons who visit Southern California
every year. These people have no other
aceess to a knowledge of motion picture

production. Yet, there is no doubt that
seeing the details of film making is a
major objective of most visitors.
Upon eompletion of finaneing, the Exposition will be constructed within the
main building of the old Sunset Studio
site on Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood.
Visitors will see there live demonstrations, special loan exhibits and the permanent displays. It will be a living museum, combining the advanced techniques of today with the past, and will
be
kept
up to date with appropriate additions.
The Exposition promises to be a eontinuing source of education and inspiration to all of us as well as tbe millions
who will visit it.
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1st ASSISTANT
CAMERAMAN’S
TRAVELS TRULY
INTERNATIONAL
No one person on the Twentieth lot
could more appropriately appear in this
special international issue of Action than
First Assistant Cameraman, David Scott,
or
as his friends all know him, “Scotty”
McEwen.
Scotty has been on the TCF bandwagon some 26 years, and in that time
his camera chores have taken him to
just about every corner of the globe. To
name

a few, he saw Australia for “Kangaro ,” a trip which, incidentally, Scotty
made in 21 days by slow freighter since
he was elected to travel with the equip-

HARRY I. ALTMAN PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

EXPANSION OF FACILITIES
TO

ment on that junket, Turkey for “Five
Fingers,” France for “On the Riviera,”
Egypt for “Snows of Kilimanjaro” and
“The Egyptian,” British East Africa, also
for “Snows,” South Africa and Ireland
for “Untamed.” “The Racers” took him
to France, Belgium, Germany and Italy;
he visited Israel scouting for locations,
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W.
FORT

he’s seen
a great many
of the
towns
and
backwoods
of our
ownbig United
States.

for the Air Corps.

SHOP

citizen of the

All of this travel is certainly an enviable way to make a living, but it has its
drawbacks too.
Scotty, a bachelor, explains that one
of the reasons for his continued bachelorhood may be the fact that he has nev'er
been in one place long enough to court
a girl successfully. As a matter of fact
he’s never even had time to make a
choice. Another unusual point Scotty
makes we found interesting. In one instance he tells us he bought a new car
then fore
lost
a year’s
depreciation
it behe had
a chance
to driveon it.
He
was out of the country
time.

11 months

that

As you might imagine, in the course
of his travels and in the making of so
many pictures in so many unusual locales
all over the world, Scotty has had some
hair-raising experiences.

In “The Racers” for example, all of the
racing shots were done almost entirely
without the use of process. That meant
that in many instances Scotty was hanging out the back end of a fast moving
camera car as it led a low slung racing
job around one Grand Prix course or another. In addition, at the actual European road races filmed for the picture,
they had the camera set up as close to
the track as possible, and Scotty describes
it as quite a thrill to look through the
finder and watch the cars come smoking

.X

INC.

CHICAGO

.

.

HOLLYWOOD

.
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This must be what people mean when they say
they got their feet wet in the motion picture
business. Scotty is second from right in hat.

|

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty d

EASTMAN

But that’s not all. During the war,
Scotty covered the South Pacific from
-\ustralia to Okinawa as a Cameraman
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TAKE
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- DINNER

SERVICE

—

Discount on Catering
Studio Employees

OVERLAND
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to

VE. 9-2661

right at you and then go careening past
as they take a curve just inches or more
from the lens.
In another case, Scotty was lying in

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

the back of a camera car for a running
shot of a stampeding herd. This was in
Australia. As the shot proceeded the
dust got so bad that they had to stop.
Visibility was reduced to nothing by the
swirling dust and as the car stood there
one of the outriders on horseback hurtled
past just a scant foot or two from where
Scotty was reclining with the camera.
Something told him that things didn’t
look just right so he moved out of the
car. Moments later three steers came

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

charging
out of the dust right up and
ing.
over the camera and the spot where
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JOE'S TEXACO

Some day he’ll probably retire and do
nothing but travel for relaxation. Incidentally, one country he has ne\ er been
in is Mexico.
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of

❖

MONDAY

he has time to

himself, Scotty’s hobby is — photography.

8879 West Pico

IPROVEN FRIENDS

says
has
and
the

years. He started with the old Fox company in the Publicity Still Department
in 1929. In 1934 he became a timekeeper at the old Santa Monica gate and
in 1935 joined the Camera Department
in Film Loading.
Strangely enough, when

TELEVISION

Stailium

many different people from many different lands. Among his favorites, he tells
us, were the Zulus he worked with in

way they did.
As we pointed out earlier, Scotty has
been a TCFer for something over 26

URDANK

,c«
II4P lllLLI(ili\

❖

thrill-

South Africa for “Untamed.” He
they are natural born actors and he
never seen people put their hearts
souls into the making of a picture

Holt
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•c*-

❖

says it was

What with so much travel behind him,
Scotty has of course met and enjoyed
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Directoris
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Who’s New

Looking Both Ways

It is with a feeling of genuine and sincere
pleasure that all of us here at Action take this
opportunity to wish our fellow TCF

employees a

EDITOR

ALLAN

BALTER

happy and prosperous new year.
history

The old face you see above has come
back to Twentieth at a new job. Allan
Balter started this month as the new

gives us a great deal to be thankful for and even

Editor of Action. For those of you who

more, perhaps, to look forward to.

don’t remember, Allan came to Twentieth in the fall of 1950 to work in the

A glance at the year that just became

Script Department where he stayed for
several months before he moved to Cast-

World conditions leave much to be desired, it’s
true, but we are not at war with any foreign power
and efforts for a lasting peace are constantly moving forward.

ing. His was

a

familiar face in the

Casting office until May
he left the fold.

of 1953 when

The next year passed with Balter
managing the Encino Theatre in the
Valley. The

Encino

soon got a reputa-

1954 saw our industry enjoy a rebirth of activity

tion for it’s preferential bookings of Fox
pictures and a great many TCFers from

and prosperity unequalled in its long history. 1955

the V’alley made it a favorite theatre.
The fact that they knew the manager

will see this position stabilized and solidified.
As members

of the most forward-looking or-

ganization inthe Motion Picture Industry, 1955,
through the CinemaScope

lens, looks good to us.

and didn’t have to buy tickets had nothing to do with it.
With the upsurge of film production
that came in the early part of 1954,
Allan was

called back

into the casting

business by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
where he remained until just this month.
A former Michigander, Balter hailed
from Detroit and went to school at the
University

of Michigan

after a

three

year stint with old Uncle Sugar. Badio
writing and directing kept him busy in
Detroit until he decided to follow the
sun

to California.

It’s a pleasure to welcome a former
TCFer back into the fold and we wish
him

all the luck in the world.
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ant prepare lists of suggested actors and
actresses for each part in the picture.
These suggestions are made under the
careful guidance of Billy Gordon, whose
quarter of a century in the talent end of
show business makes him one of the most
eminently qualified and respected men
in this field. It is at this moment in the
casting of a

picture that the Casting

Director’s or the Assistant’s great fund
of information comes to the fore. From
the thousands of actors and actresses that
are available both here and in New York,
not to mention the European theatre and
screen, these men with unerring, almost
uncanny, accuracy pick out the four or
five people best suited to each role.
Usually, these persons are brought to
the studio to read for the director or to
be tested if they are being considered
for a role of major importance. From
this small group the final selections are
made for each role.
But to get back to the African natives
Billy Gordon, Executive Director oi Casting, heads this vital TCF department. With over 25
years in the talent end oi show business, he is one oi the most respected and capable men
in his held.

STARMAKERS AT WORK
“Get me at least 25 bearers, we’ll need
3 giin boys and a number one boy, and
about 250 natives to beat the brush on
the hunt.”
“Right, and we better make sure we
have a new guide. This will take a really
capable man.”
“W'e should be all set in the morning
then. We ll use the same spear carriers
and Sonny will get us the nati\ es to do
the hate chants.”
\o, we’re not sitting in on the plans
for a big game hunt in South Central
.Africa. We’re on any one of the TCF
sound stages and we’re listening to a
director and his assistant plan the next
day’s shooting. The new guide has to be
exceptionally capable because he’s a bit
man who has some extremely difficult
action and the natives who do the hate
chant are going to be delivered by our
own

“Sonny” Olivera of the Music Department. Hut what about those 250
.African natives to beat the brush? We
know

darn well you can’t find 250 Africans on the streets, even the streets of
Hollywood. These poor men have finally
succumbed to the strain of a tight shooting schedule.
On the contrary, the answer to their
problem and a myriad of others just as
knotty, lies in the hands of a small, highly trained force who make up the TCF
Casting Department.
Headed by Billy Gordon, Executive
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Director of Casting, this department j^rovides every shooting company on the lot
with all of the talent that appears before
the cameras, from the natives we mentioned a moment ago through the atmosphere extra talent, bit players and feature
players up to and including the stars.
A department of specialists. Casting
is broken down into two principal categories. Starring roles and feature parts
come under the auspices of Billy Gordon
and Casting Director Owen McLean.
Smaller parts, day player bits and extras
are cast by Assistant Casting Director
George Light and his two able assistants.
Art Shoaf and Ernie Guarino.

Casting Director Owen
over some

McLean,

pictures
submitted
resentative Tom Rooney.

seated, looks

by Artist's Rep-

When a new script comes into the
Casting Department it is first broken
down scene by scene and every character
from the one line bit on up is carefully
noted and listed for casting reference.
When the script breakdown is completed,
there follows a series of casting budget
meetings at which time the Casting Director and the Assistant Casting Director
meet with the Producer and the Director
to determine as closely as possible how
much need be spent to get the best possible talent for each part in the picture.
In addition, the approximate number of
extras that will be required in each scene
is discussed and noted for the day when
that scene is to be shot.
After the budget

bas been

set for a

picture, the Casting Director and Assist-

Genial

George Light, Assistant Casting Director, heads the front office, casting the
smaller parts and bits.

Another factor that has taken on added
import in CinemaScope

is what the Cast-

ing Department calls “doubling.” Close
watch now has to be kept to see that no
atmosphere person works in more than
one scene of a picture, since the universal
focus of the CinemaScope lens makes
everyone recognizable and the public
might be surprised to find the same person in New York in one scene and Los
Angeles in the next.
Wdien the parts for a

picture ha\e

finally been set, then the myriad of detail that is necessary to the signing of a
player begins. This phase of the casting
is under the capable direction of Estelle
Richter, Business Manager of the Casting
Department, and her assistant Hazel

Ernie Guarino and Art Sboaf, standing, are
hard at it digging up phone numbers and
actor's agents to till an interview.

we need for tomorrow morning. They’ll
be there all right. 7:30 A.M. will find
them at the Casting office window, and
here’s how George Light and his team
will accomplish that little bit of magic.
In one corner of the big green front
office where George and his crew work
may

be found a more or less unprepossessing machine called a Teletype. The
Teletype is on a direct wire to Central
Casting. To hire 250 African natives for
the next morning, or 250 opera goers in
white tie and tails or 250 of the world’s
most beautiful chorus beauties, all
George has to do is sit down at the
Teletype and punch out the number and
description of the people he needs. Central then dips into their file of over
three thousand registered extras and has
them there the following day. So much
for the big game hunt.
In addition to casting all of the smaller
parts and seeing to the hiring of extras,
the front office fills all dance calls, finds
doubles for all of the stars and feature
players and provides the companies with
all of the stunt men and women they
may require.
The advent of CinemaScope has had
its impact on the Casting Department
as it has on almost every other department here at Twentieth. CinemaScope
has meant bigger pictures and bigger
sets with a correspondingly larger number of people in them. Bit players must
be, if possible, even more carefully selected for CinemaScope, since scenes are
shot in masters running up to eight minutes in length and an actor must be able
to sustain a characterization for that long
a period. Acting for the CinemaScope
screen has taken on many of the characteristics ofacting for the stage and as a
result the Casting Department has had
to select people with this in mind.

Harris. Estelle and Hazel make out th*e
free lance players contracts, and see to
the signing of them. In addition, they
maintain a file that carries an entry for
every player that works at the studio
with the picture he was in, the part and
the salary. They also keep a cast file
that has the complete cast for every picture Twentieth has every made.

Estelle Richter, Casting Department Business
Manager and Hazel Harris, standing, handle
the Casting tiles and all free lance contracts.

sented by the agents is just one of the
several sources for new faces that the

.Across
hall information
in Billy Gordon’s
much
the the
same
is filedoffice,
and

Casting Department has at their disposal. In addition to agents, the New Talent

kept up to date on the TCF contract
players by Geraldine Nomis, Executive
Secretary to Billy Gordon, and Dona
Nicoloff. The gals in this office keep
track of all contractual information and

Department works in close co-operation
with the Casting in that they cover plays

issue the regular contract players bulletins that inform the producers of the
availability and/or activity of all of the
contract players.

performances that might warrant studio
consideration. The New York office
maintains a similar service covering that
city. And of course, in the past few
years Television has been a source of
new talent of ever increasing importance.

In addition to these regular duties the
Casting Department answers a steady
stream of letters from acting hopefuls
around the country, maintains a complete picture file in which just about
everyone who has ever been before a

and little theatre productions around
town and present written reports to Billy
Gordon on every play, spotlighting the

So, if
the But
movies,”
these
areyouthe“wanna
people beto insee.
you
better have what it takes because talent
is their business, and

they know

their

camera

appears and still, from somewhere, they manage to sandwich in time
to see and meet dozens of agents and

business. Casting is a vital and important link in the construction of every picture and our Casting Department has no

players each week.
Seeing the new people that are pre-

peer. The proof’s on the screen in every
TCF production.

Gerry Nomis, Executive Secretary to Billy Gordon, and Dona Nicoloif, right, keep tabs on the
contract players and meet the agents and acting hopefuls at the door.
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PAUL

WURTZEL,

President

LARRY

RICE, Vice-President

BILL MARSH,

Treasurer

Studio Club elects New Officers
OUTLINE
A revitalization of the entire Studio
Club program of annual and special
events is the aim of the new slate of
officers recently elected by the Studio
Club Board of Controllers.
Under the leadership of incoming president Paul Wurtzel, Vice-President Larry
Rice, Secretary Lee Roth and Treasurer Bill Marsh, the Board of Controllers plan to re-institute some of the
Studio Clubs “old favorites,” carry on
with most of the activities currently
underway and add as many new and
interesting activities as possible.
LEE ROTH,

Secretary

BUSY

1955 PROGRAM
1955

BOARD

OF CONTROLLERS

Brown, Jack

Elec. Prod.

Brown, Juanita
Cazneau, Tony

Caie

Conlon, Edward
Darling, Dick
De Gaetano, Al.
Erikson, Walter
Fontcune, Jean
Goldman, Bill
Gottlieb, Art
Lasky, Bess

Transportation
Tire
Employment
Grip
Prop Makers
Engin.
Paint
West. Ave.
Camera
Wittenberg,

Sam

Definitely up for consideration at the
first meeting scheduled for later this
month, are the spring dance, the annual
picnic, everybody’s favorite the golf
tournament and possibly even another
county fair and hobby show.
Regular events certain to make an appearance in ’55, the new officers tell us,
are the semi-annual visit of the Blood
Bank and the mobile chest x-ray unit.
The art class now convening will be
continued, and a wider, varied program
of instruction and classes will be added.
Art and photo exhibits may find a place
again on the 1955 agenda and if a large
enough group of interested persons can
be assembled, another little theatre production isdefinitely not out of the question.
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Lutz. Fred
Mellen, Harry
Metzler, Roy
Muhs, Jack
Olivera, Sonny
Patrick,
George....*.,.
Peters, Darrell
Polonek, Eordula
Richardson, Frances
Roche, Irish
Trager, Estelle
Payroll

. . Landscape
Property
Publicity
Men's Wardrobe
Music
Art
Accounting
Makeup
Research
Xabor
West. Ave.

One of the categories near the top of
the new officers’ list of must legislation
is a sports program. Long one of the
Studio Club’s most enjoyed programs,
the list of athletic recreational activities
to be considered is a long one. Almost
certain to head the sports division and
probably first to be re-instated will be
the bowling league. Others to be considered are the swimming classes and
mixed swimming club, the softball
league, basketball, fencing, fishing, girls
charm class and a host of others.
The 1955 Studio Club program, under
the leadership of an enthusiastic new
group of officers and Board of Controllers will be better than ever, with a
service to offer every TCF employee.
Makeber for
certain
1955. you’re a Studio Club mem-

The Westerners
Install New

Officers

At an informal dinner at the Cafe de
Paris, Friday, January 14, The Westerners, the Twentieth Century-Fox Masonic
organization, installed their new officers.
After an excellent dinner the meeting
was called to order by Harold Roddan,
Retiring President. There followed the
invocation and Pledge of Allegiance and
Mr. Roddan’s address of welcome.
The rostrum was then turned over to
Fred

Meyer, Chairman of The
erners Executive Committee, who

Westdeftly

handled the evening’s program as Master of Ceremonies. After Mr. Meyer had
introduced the guests, the installation got
under way.

The

Westerners

new

officers include Sid Rogell,
President; Jean
Fontaine, 1st Vice
President; Richard
Darling, 2nd Vice
President; Edmund
Burke, Financial
Secretary; Aaron
Halperin, Recording Secretary; Stanley Enison, Chaplain; Harold J. Gordon, Historian.

Campbell

Forsyth, past president oi The

Mr. Rogeir s
speech of acceptance was followed by
the introduction of the Guest Speaker
of the evening, the Honorable Newcomb
Condee, Judge of the Los Angeles Superior Court.
President Rogell conducted the closing
ceremonies and the benediction was read
by Chaplain Stanley Enison.
The formal installation finished. The
Westerners settled back and for the remainder of the evening enjoyed a program of entertainment arranged by Billy
Gordon.
The Westerners is one of the oldest

The Westerners guest speaker shown above,
the Honoredble Newcomb Condee, Judge oi the
Los Angeles Superior Court.

organizations on the Twentieth CenturyFox lot. It was first organized in 1926
by Tom Mix, then a leading figure on
the Fox lot. The first meeting was held
May

Westerners,

shakes

hands

with Sid Rogell after installing him as Westerners' new President.
By way of coincidence, Forsyth is the same mam who first initiated
Rogell into Masonry. Seated at tight is Mrs. Rogell.

regular meeting that the first president,
Dan Clark was elected and the i^olicy
of the organization adopted, which was
to practice Masonry at work and form
a degree team.
The Westerners are known for their
good work, one of their long-standing
and most notable achievements has been
the help they have given the Covina
Masonic Home for Children. Every year
at Christmas there are presents for all
of the youngsters. The home has a theatre projection room, club rooms, furnishings and a host of other additions, all
through the efforts of The Westerners.
In case you didn’t know, the friendly
faces looking out from under the chef’s
caps as they serve the refreshments at
the Annual TCF Picnic are these same
members of The Westerners.

15, 1926 but it wasn’t until the third

Fred Meyer, Master of Ceremonies at The Westerners recent installation of officers, pauses a moment for applause. Seated left to right,
Harold Roddan, Mrs. Meyer, Sid Rogell and Mrs. Rogell.

The Westerners new officers pose for their first group picture. Left
to right, they are Harold Gordon, Historian: Edmund Burke, Financial
Secretary; Aaron Halperin, Recording Secretary; Fred Meyer, MC at
the installation; Richard Darling, 2nd Vice President; Jean Fontaine,
1st Vice President: Jack Codd, Westerner Charter Member; and
Stanley Enison, Chaplain.
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AROUND

THE

LOT
'kBEN

^

BEHRENS,

IN P
who

has been

with

Twentieth for 26 years celebrated his
73rd birthday January 14th at a party in
the Re-Recording

Department.

The day

before, January 13th, Ben celebrated his
49th wedding anniversary.

SID ROGELL,

TCF

Executive

Production

Manager,

shown

eibove accepting

the plaque

>

com-

memorating his selection as Man Of The Year by the Beverly Hills Lodge of the B'nai B'rith.
The annual award is based on contributions to country, fellow man and inter-racial unity.
With Rogell are, left to right, MONSIGNOR
JOHN J. DEVLIN, DARRYL F. ZANUCK, ROGELL,
MRS. ZANUCK AND RABBI EDGAR F. MAGNIN.

DAVE SILVER, First Assistant Director,
will have cause for celebration on December 30th as well as December 31st
of each year in the future because the
30th will be his wedding anniversary.
Dave and lovely actress PAT McMAHON
were married in Las Vegas

Contract player GLORIA GORDON
is shown
above with PEGGY LOCKE, TCF Post Commander, and HAL GORDON, who almost got
away from the photographer, as she pulls the
winning ticket for the American Legion raffle.

over the New Year’s week end and our
best goes to them both. However, their
own private cloud is not entirely lined
with “silv er”: Dave leav’es for Tokyo location on “House of Bamboo” January
21st and the new Mrs. Silv'er stays home.

Surprise I And it sure was when her pals
in Script set that gorgeous cake in front of
AVA

CRIPE. The occasion was Ava's retirement. She left Twentieth for a different kind

of
production,
mother.

you

see, she's going

to be a

Christmas Eve brought special happiness
this year to ALEX BABCOCK
of the
Still Department and his wife, KATHRYN, a former TCFer. A baby boy,
BYHAN
ALEXANDER
BABCOCK,
weighing in at 9 lbs. 7 ozs. arrived at St.
John’s Hospital just in time to be a
Christmas Eve present. Congratulations
nice people.
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When the script of "Daddy Long Legs" called
for a group of little wooden dolls to be hamd
painted as though the orphans had done them,
the chore fell to Painter DICK BAMATTRE,
but the artist in Director JEAN NEGULESCO
would not be denied and he had to lend a
hand. Bamattre is shown above on the left
vith Assistant Propman DICK TOWNER,
ulesco and Script Supervisor BILL ORR.

Neg-

Recent

guests of the Studio

at lunch

and

a

visit to the set of "Soldier of Fortune" were
MR. AND MRS. AL SCHULTZ, above. Mr.
Schultz is the local winner of the Community
Chest slogeui contest. His eloquent 25 words
or less will cue thousands of southlanders to
Community Chest giving.

WORDS

.... AND

TURES

★
Character
former

actor

HARRY

SEYMOUR,

TGF contractee, and Mrs. Seymour celebrated their 35th wedding anniversary at lunch in the Gommissary

Mondav,

Januarv lOth. Gasting Depart-

ment’s'GEORGE LIGHT hosted them
with a big anniversary cake. Harry was
on the lot for aeting chores in “Daddy
Long

Legs.”

Good news from the Prop Makers,
DAVE VAUGHAN
is well on the way to

The

construction

clerks threw

them

a

recovery, and that is good news. WALT
LEDGERWOOD
has picked up the

shindig before they left. Sorry to see
them go ... EARL WILSON, Labor
Department, is on the ailing list, take

reins in Dave’s absence with an in\aluable assist from AL De GAETANO
and

care, Earl. Glad to hear GEORGE SAMSON is due to return after a long tough

WILEY. JAGK LAING is back and he
looks and feels great . . . PAUL KNISLEY and KELLY SMITH, with over a
half century at Twentieth between them
have decided to try their hand elsewhere.

siege

in bed.

PHIL

SNYDER

has

latched on to a new diet, he’ll be sylphlike any day now . . . sure he will . . .
That cabin floating down San Berdoo
main street belongs to Grip WALTER
ERIKSON,
didn’t
quite
get theis water
turned off ...
H. V.
DUARTE
back
on
job with
didn’t
havethebefore,
that 17
wasstitches
a closeheone
. . .
Good luck to PRLMO PAZZELLI due for
surgery in the near future . . . The Grip
office is now staffed by BARNEY McVAY and TOM GIBSON, recently returned to the fold ... A warm welcome
to RUDY REAVES back at his Transportation Department desk after a
lengthy
illness. check
If you’ve
a yen the
to
hunt uranium,
with got
GLEM,
furniture driver, he’s an expert. You
should see the fabulous jewelry EARL
SMITH has created, real great . . . FRED
LOMBARDI and the TGF Gredit Union

Over
We bumped into this guy New Year's day and
if you think you had a rough morning after,
you should have seen him. He swore to us
he was never going to touch the stuff again,
but when we left he was busy mixing and
mumbling
man. . .

something

about

"hair

of the

at the Makeup

Department

everybody

gathered 'round Jemuary 12 to wish BEN NYE,
Makeup Head, their best on his birthday.
Shown with Ben holding his cake, which was
delightfully decorated, are, left to right, DICK
HAMILTON, HELEN TURPIN, SKIPPER, KORDULA POLONEK, DICK SMITH, MAXINE
SHEA AND BETTY LOU DELMONT.

are mighty proud of that new red Thunderbird, but how did he get delivery
while the rest of us sweat it out? . . .
ED DeMOULIN, the sign-writer, has
been hard to live with since they photographed the back of his head for a
shot in The Egyptian . . . They’re calling
apprentice painter GURT
JAGKSON
“Little Beaver,” wonder why . . . HARVEY JAGKSON is still enjoying the 200
clams he won from EPPIE on the Rose
Bowl . . . Best walking ad for Hawaii is
WALTER JOLLEY, eats pineapple like
crazy. Best wishes to PEMBROKE
HERRING
who has moved from the
Employment

After the regular December

10th Construction

meeting

all of the department

heads

gathered

'round to wish Construction Department Chief BEN WURTZEL "Happy Birthday" and have this
picture taken. Standing, left to right, are BENNY BENSON, WALTER JOLLEY, LOU WITTE,
JACK CONLIN, JOHN LAVIN, PAUL WURTZEL AND BUD ANHEUSER. Seated, left to right,
DAVE VAUGHAN, MONTE BONOME, BEN, GLENN HARMON
AND JOHN COAKLEY.

Office to the Storeroom

. . .

BILL MAHAN, the “barter king” takes
over in Employment . . . WIMPY of the
Staff Shop is another Rose Bowl winner
enjoying the loot he won from, right.
EPPIE again. MARTIN
THORNE
is
back running the Staff Office after two
years running the Sportsmen Glub . . .
Real happy to see DIGK HUGKANS
back on the lot after major surgery . . .
BILLY TRAVILLA is back at his desk
in Wardrobe after a trip to England
where he did a picture for Jane Russell.
TGF welcomes two additions to the Accounting staff, HUGH HILLGOAT and
GEORGE
DAVIS. George is an exRAF Major . . . TOM KRAUSE is back
at work after a short stay in Good Samaritan for a checkup . . . Glad to hear JOEY
BEGK is at home after a short stay in
Santa Monica Emergency Hospital.
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SANTA
"Merry Christmas to all . . . ”, and it
was indeed for all of the 1200 TCF youngsters who were Santa’s guests at this
year's 19th Annual Christmas Party. The
rafters of the Carthay Circle Theatre literally rang with Christmas cheer as the
children and their parents were greeted
by Hank Ledeboer of the Electrical Engineering Department who made a wonderful. Jolly Santa Claus.
Under the smooth hand of MC Jimmy
Taylor the program was everything any
of the bright-eyed little celebrants could
possibly have wished for, and their lusty
cheers were ample testimony to their
gaiety.
After a warm
welcome from Studio
Club President Roy Metzler and Executive Production Manager Sid Rogell, festivities got under way with 1200 little
voices Joined with about 500 big ones in
traditional Christmas Carols. The remarkable Jaspar's Dogs followed, to the delight of everyone, with an act of amazing
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STARS J

J XM AS P ARTY
tricks

on the part of a group
fully trained dogs. Frankie

of wonderVincent as

Mighty Mite drew choruses of oh’s and
ah's as did Captain Henry and his elephant friend Baby Doll. The entertainment closed with a program of animated
cartoons.
And then came the big moment when
Santa opened his bag and there were
presents for every boy and every girl.
Dolls, tops, footballs, bracelets, pull toys,
trays to paint, everything that Santa is
famous for having in endless abundance,
all designed to bring a glow to 1200 little
faces.
The success of the Christmas Party
was largely due this year, as it has been
in the past, to the unselfish work of over
100 volunteer studio employees. Under
the chairmanship of Frank Gilroy, Grip
Department, who designed the delightful
stage decorations, it was the efforts of
these
party

people that
a reality.

made

this

children’s

5!^>vr

%

I
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Hard put to make a choice between so memy gorgeously dressed dolls,
the panel of judges in the Doll Contest are shown above deep in
thought. They are, left to right, Debra Paget, Frances Klamt, lack
Codd and William Bacher.

Out of the fishbowl come the winning tickets in the Doll Contest raffle.
Seeing to the drawing are, left to right, Gloria Fiske, Lee Roth and
Charles Le Maire.

1954 DOLL
CONTEST
WINNERS
Lois Shonteie, Legal, garnered
the lady doll division.

2nd

prize in

Zoya Kedzvetzky, 1st and Grand Prize winner
shown above left with Evelyn Snyder who
took 1st prize in the walking doll division.

It’s fun to dress a doll. That’s what
most of the entrants in the TCF Annual

and the workmanship

Doll Dre.ssing (Contest have to say. Be-

by the judges as a prize-winning entry,
you could hardly he called a lo.ser knowing that your doll is going to make some
little lady somewhere very, very happy.
The dolls are dres.sed by Twentieth
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are then
they are
in choosthe dress

into it.

After the judging, 30 of the dolls along
with 2 Rose Bowl tickets are raffled off

sides, it’s one contest in which you cannot lose. Even if your doll is not selected

employee's or their families and
displayed at the Cafe where
judged for the origiTiality shown
ing the costume, the beauty of

that went

to the
defray
expenses.
This year’s
winner
of
tickets,
incidentally,
was Connie
Ross, Ladies Wardrobe.

Lela Dcnalds'n, C = fs, is srown with her walking doll which earned 3rd prize in that
t iviiion.

The remaining dolls are then distributed in time for C'hristmas to orphans and
underprivileged children of Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish faith.
Truly,
not lose. it is a contest in which you can-

ACTIVITIES
LICENSE TABS
AGAIN AVAILABLE
ON THE LOT
Through the courtesy of the Auto Club
of Southeni California license tabs are
again available on the lot. The club
representative is now on the lot to facilitate TCFers getting their tabs without a
long wait in line and will remain here
through the 4th of February, weekdays
only, from 12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m.
You’ll find him at bungalow 4 near the
Police bungalow.
For the first time, registered auto
owners were provided with punched
cards this year. The right hand stub,
which must not be detached, is to be
filled out before presentation for license
renewal. Also, the club cautions us that
if the card is folded or mutilated in any
way the state will not accept it.
If for any reason you did not receive
a punched card, bring in your 1954 white
slip. And remember, make your checks
payable to the Automobile Club of
Southern California.

Here they are. The first members of the new TCF Badminton Club all ready to get out on the
courts as soon as the photog will let them. Left to right, they su^e. Bob Jolley, Paul Wurtzel,
Thelma Schapiro, Bob Wittenberg, Ruth Veve Moore, Bob Kahle and Ed Levy.

BADMINTON CLUB GETS UNDERWAY
As a start on a new, all-out athletic
program, the Studio Club is happy to
announce the commeneement of a Badminton Club. Under the leadership of
Bob Jolley of the Paint Department,
three courts have been laid out in rehearsal hall two, complete with nets and
all of the accoutrements.

Art Class
Open to New
Members
For the past nine months the Studio
Club sponsored art class has been meeting every Tuesday night at the Old
Studio Club building and doing great
things.
Nearly every form of fine arts is made
available with expert instruction to the
members of this class, and a finer instructor than Stan Parkhouse, formerly
with the TCF Art Department and now
with Walt Disney, would be hard to find.
Bob Metzler, who has been the guiding
hand for the class, tells us that there are
now five or six easels open and new members would be welcome.
Whatever your interest, whether it be
charcoal, water colors, oils or what have
you, there is a place for you in this class.
You need not have had any previous experience tojoin, since the class is kept
small enough so that Mr. Parkhouse can
give individual instruction to each member. The class meets Tuesdays, 7:30 to
10:00 P.M. If you are interested call
Bob Metzler or the Studio Club.

The Club meets from 5:00 p.m. ’till
9:30 p.m. every Wednesday night and
every TCFer is cordially invited to join.
If you are not an expert, there are many
members of the Club who will help you
improve

your game, and all of the equip-

ment is available for you if you don’t
have your own.
If you are a badminton player, beginner or expert, contact Bob Jolley or
the Studio Club and when you plan your

Contractee Marjorie Hellen is about to serve
as the badminton games get under way at
rehearsal hall two. Ready to back up the
play is Bob Wittenberg. Paint Department.

CAFE GETS NEW MENU
Nick Janios,
the Cafe
de Paris’
famed
restaurateur
brought
smiles
of happiness
to the faces of a great many TCF lunchers on Monday, January 17. In case you
haven’t noticed, the menu has changed.
There is now available a selection of
complete, hot luncheon

specials at prices

ranging from 60c to $1.00. In Mr. Janios’
own words, it is now possible to, “eat
cheaper in the Cafe than you can at

home.”

badminton evening, remember that wives
and husbands are welcome.
As an added attraction, in addition to
badminton, there will also be Ping-Pong
tables and equipment for the fans of
that game.
The Studio Club recently learned
that in a fire on the premises, the
entire library at the Norwalk Hospital was destroyed. We are therefore joining with other industrial
organizations in an effort to collect
books for a replacement library at
the Hospital. If you have any old
books or books that you have read
and are not going to keep, bring
them to the studio club and we will
see that they are forwarded
Norwalk Hospital.

to the
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We

know

what

you’re thinking and

you’re wrong. They’re not starlets at
all, though in their own field they shine
with all the brilliance of a star of the
first magnitude. These lo\elies are the
newest additions to the ranks of the TCF
Script Department.

They are joining the

Gals Friday we all know', w'ho have done
and are doing such a bang-up job making
the Script Department’s

co-op system

a

working reality. Here’s what we mean.
Despite the fact that the Script Department is operating with a greatly reduced
stenographic pool, the demand for
scripts, stories, treatments etc., has not
diminished to any great degree. Similarly, the enthusiasm of the fan letter
w riter around the nation has remained at
Peggy Atkins, a pretty blonde with blue eyes
joined the TCF ranks in November of 1954.
She was graduated from Fresno State College

a high level. So, w'hen a script comes
into the Department, or if the fan mail

in June of '54 where she took a B.A. in English. She is a fencer of championship caliber,
and her hobby is a study of California
missions.

starts to pile up, these gals in offices

NEW

around

the lot pitch in and help when-

ever they have time. A writer or direc-

FACES

FOR

1955

SCRIPT DEPARTMENT
ADDS NEW LOVLIES TO
DEPARTMENT ROSTER
Tamara Garshnek is one of the most versatile
of the translators in the Script Department.
She speaks Russian, German, Italian, French
and Estonian. Tamara first came to Twentieth
in 1951, left TCF in 1953 to take a fling at
advertising and rejoined the Script Staff in
September
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secretary

who

does

a translator's job on the side. Born in the
U. S., Gloria went to Sweden at an early age
where she lived lor 15 years. Naturally, she
is a Swedish translator. Gloria is an old
TCFer returned. She left Twentieth in 1953
and returned in October of last year. Drawing claims most of her spare time.

tor’s secretary may do a couple of batches
of fan mail or type a dozen pages of
script. In this w'ay the steady flow of

»♦«

Peggy Werve came to Twentieth in 1951,
stayed with us until 1953 when she left the
fold to rejoin us in December of last year.
A Wisconsin girl, Peggy went to school in
Madison and left for sunny Cal in 1951. She
is a tennis player of caliber, swims and, it is
said, dances a real crazy mambo.

Gloria Fiske is another

of '54.

nearly 40,000 fan letters a month

is taken

care of and the scripts roll out with speed
and dispatch.
So it’s bouquets
whose

co-op

to these lovely ladies

effort has kept the TCF

Script Department

rolling in high gear.

Barbara Perkins came

to Twentieth,

November

1, 1954. Though born in New York state, Barbara has lived in California most of her life.
She came to us from a secretarial position
with the American Broadcasting Company.
Barbara numbers swimming, tennis and bowling among her favorite sports.

The Blood You Give Helps Someone Live
The blood you give helps someone
live. It may be a badly burned child,
perhaps the son or daughter of someone
you know right here on the lot, a mother
struggling through a difficult childbirth,
or a TCF workman close to death as the
result of an industrial accident. It may
be the survivors of an automobile or
railroad accident. Your blood will give
life itself to these people and help return
them to their families and jobs.
As so many of Twentieth’s donors of
long standing know, the techniques for
donating blood have so improved over
the years that today it is a simple and
painless procedure.

SPECIAL
ACCOUNTING
Barman, Fred A.
Nobles, Lloyd
Shanley, John
CAFE
Bennion, Adeline
Gonzalez, Salvador
Hill, Ruth E.
Hubbard, Daisy R.
Rosenthal, Elinor
Tillman, Lorraine
Waldorf, Everett
CUTTING
Ehrin, John
Fowler, Hugh
Mintz, Robert
Schanzer, Orven
DRAPERY
Breingan, Geo.

H.

ELECTRICAL
AND
ENGINEERING
Arnold, Melbourne A.
Brownlow, Walter J.
Cain, Harlan L.
Kirchhan, Charles
Ouellette, Chas. F.
Smith, Robert G.
Van Nostrand, John
EMPLOYEES’
WIVES
Campbell,
Mrs. John B., Jr.

You

When

you give blood here at Twenti-

eth you are helping to build the studio’s
own blood bank as well as an industry
wide blood reserve to which we contribute. The Twentieth blood bank can
mean

a great deal to every TCF employee in time of need. It means that if
illness or accident should strike you or
someone in your family, and blood is
needed, you have at your disposal the
Twentieth reserve from which you may
draw as many joints as will be needed,
without charge. Last year one employee
alone drew 18 joints from the reserv'e and
146 joints were distributed to all TCF
employees or their families in need of

THANKS

Nobles, Mrs. Lloyd
Shanley, Mrs. John
EMPLOYMENT
Mahan, William A.
FILM LIBRARY
Landfield, Marvin
Shapiro, William
FIRE
Chaplin, William C.
Conlon, Edward H.
Miliv, Kenneth R.
Noon, Roy E.
GRIP
Daw, Kenneth J.
Di Bartolomeo, Peter
Lutes, Kenneth L.
Maschmeyer, Glenn G.
Ratkovic, Nicholas M.
Richter, Fred O.
Richter, Jack W.
Ries, Ralph E.
Wurtzel, Dan H.
GROUP
INSURANCE
Hamilton, Marguerite
LABOR
Bovert, William
Davies, Leonard C.
Gordon, Cecil S.
Johan, Joseph A.
Love, Leon L.
Miller, Murray
Nieto, Gaston

can tell by their smiles that giving blood
freshments are courtesy of the Red Cross.

TO THESE
Jackson,

Oakden, Frank C.
Pritchard, Herbert
Rozell, Archie
Seeman, Russell A.
Smith, Howard
Snyder, Don L.
Solk, Joseph
Stewart, Donald E.
Tunney, Jerry V.
Wrightstone,

Glenn

LANDSCAPE
Bradshaw, Sam
Wolcott, Lynn

Hill, Homer
Salazar, Elfido
R.

R.

R.

MAKEUP

Richard

Harold

PROP

jorotect himself.
Though you can give your blood safely every three months, the blood-mobile
is on the lot just twice a year, so next
time they’re here, get on their list.

Winter, William
Atkins,
Peggy
SECRETARIES

J.

J.

Hernandez, Helen
SET CONST.
Wurtzel, Paul B.
M.

MAKERS

Andrus, Keith M.
Durst, H. A.
Endler, Gerald J.

Goncz, Laddie
Jackson, Curtis

Rugg, James W.
Schon, Frederick W.
Schumacher, Chas. A.

The re-

only heljoing others, it is a way for each
individual, in a co-ojoerative effort, to

Campbell, John B. T. Jr.
Friedman, F. Louis
McClatchey, Veo L.

Gray, Robert E.
Hazenbush, Thos. G.
Hummel, Charles M.
Jones, Marlin E.
Mittlestedt, William F.
Nobles, Donald L.
Patterson, Roscoe H.
Pohl, Walter

is no chore.

you have given blood or not,

PUBLICITY

Coppin, Joseph W.
Cornell, Richard W.
OFFICE SERVICE
Howard, Clyde M.
Peterson, Austin D.
Seifts, Norman G.
Stevenson, George
PAINTERS
L.

Whether

if you are a TCF emjoloyee you are entitled to as many joints as are necessary
in time of need. So giving blood is not

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Bright, Earl E.

J.

PRODUCTION
Harmell, Morris H.
Hough, Stanley L.
McCune, Wilford E.
Rice, Laurence I.
Salamunovich, Mike

•

jolasma or whole blood. Yet, the Twentieth reserve is growing. Last year the
total number of joints donated was 302
as against the 146 withdrawn.

Smith, Norman K.
Stevens, Charles R.
Woods, Loren R.

PRINTING
Gordon,

•

TCF DONORS

Kahle, Robert W.
Larson, Maurice E.
Sanchez, Jack M.
Sprankle, Wm. P.
PAYROLL

Lierly, Harold D.
MEN’S WARDROBE
Sandeen, Richard L.
Sherrard, Wesley G.
MISC. EMPLOYEES
Blodgett, Isabelle E.
MUSIC
Berres,

Harvey

•

SET DRESSERS
Haddock, Lorry C.
Mellen, Harry E.
Rindenow,

Herbert

Ryan, William
Solk, Abe
Tribe, Lem
SET

G.

LIGHTING

Lang, Kenneth
SOUND
Belcher, Harold W.
Gracey, Hugh W.
Parker, Donald E.
Piantadosi, Arthur R.
Rogers, Donald C.
Smith, James H.

SOUND
FILM EDITING
Hartman, William C.
Joseph, Robert F.
Woodward, Samuel

M.

SPECIAL CAMERA
EFFECTS
Albert,

Corwin

L.

Draper, William V.
Hammeras, Robert A.
Laune, Paul J.
Morales, Felix S.
Vanderveer, Frank W.
STILL
Concialdi,

Cliff

STORY
Sies, Robert Dale
Walker, Isabel
STUDIO CLUB
Houser, Art
TABULATING
Stevenson, Thos.

T.

TRANSPORTATION
Cairns, Geo. L.
Hofferbert, John A.
McDermott, Thomas

S.

Murphy, Pierce G.
Ruman, James E.
Sander, Lester L.
Shores, George C.
WRITERS
Johnson, Nunnally
Kleiner, Harry

Mrs. Cannon, right. Head Nurse at the TCF Hospital, is Chairman
of the Blood Bank and she watches over all TCF donors. Nick
Ratkovic is signing up.
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Rose Steinberg. Script Supervisor, administers

Here are some of the lucky crew members who
made the Hong Kong trip, in a relaxed moment
between shots. Left to right, on the ground,
Elmer Faubion, Swede Munden, Rose Steinberg, Clark Gable, Lois Lang, and lack Brown.
On the platform, left to right, Hugh Crawford,
Don Anderson, Edward Dmytryk and a Chinese
Assistant Cameraman.
Hank

to Cameraman Leo Tover's chapped lips as the
wind
sweeping
across the bay keeps everyone
bundled
up.

There had been crowds at the International Airport when
he left Los Angeles, a screaming throng met his plane when
it stopped at Honolulu and when the big clipper rolled to a
stop at the Tokyo Airport there was almost a riot. To what
monarch, what national hero are we referring? Well, he is

Vadare, TCF Generator Man shown explaining the complexities of a portable generator to a Chinese helper.

Studio Club Members

—

hardly a monarch, but in his particular field he is, “The King.”
Yes, it was Gable on his way to Hong Kong for his 54th
picture, the first he has ever made for Twentieth Century-Fox.
For the filming of “Soldier Of Fortune,” a story of high
adventure with its principal locale Hong Kong, TCF sent a

Typewriters
Furniture
Gas & Electric
Ranges
Freezers
Ironers
Dish Washers
Silverware

The crew spins many tales of hard work, good fun and
narrow squeaks, not the least intriguing of which involved
one of the sea chase scenes. Unit Prod. Manager Joe Behm
had arranged for 300 Chinese junks to gather in the harbor
and cruise into tbe shot. Once they were off there was no
way to communicate with them, since they are without radio.
All went well, and ended well, but they say one of the sailpowered junks came so close to ramming the camera boat you

*

couldn’t have slipped a piece of 35-mm film between them.
But, such are the ways of the Orient, and these are some
of the ingredients that make for exciting TCF pictures.

^

Jewelry
Projectors &
Watch Repairing
Accessories
Pen & Pencil Sets Films
Shavers
Tape Recorders
Tires
Record Players
Televisions
Luggage
Radios
Wallets
Cameras
Batteries

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

ARirona 7-7508

MONICA

Ave. —

1 Block East of Westwood

SHOPPING HOURS
Monday thru Saturday — 8 a m to 6 p.m

GENERAL

2-7110

—
Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

ELECTRIC
Appliances

Blvd. )

BRadshaw

SalesFor

Authorized

16

CO.

BOULEVARD

ARizona 3-2513
—

•
*

Check Substantial Savings

Cnnrenienthj Located At

HARRY

•

crew to the Orient. Under the direction of Edward Dmytryk,
the location was an eminently successful one, but not without
its anxious moments.

Available To All Members On All The Nationally Advertised

Electric Aprpliances
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Watches & Clocks
Diamonds
Lighters

•

AU

^

MPPC TO CARRY
ON SOLICITATION
An all-year solicitation program will
soon be undertaken by the Motion Picture Permanent Charities in behalf of
the 17 major charitable organizations to
which it allocates funds. Plans for continuous solicitation were announced by
Lot Colonel Fred Fox after a report
meeting at which it was revealed that
1955 subscriptions total represented only
a little over 83 percent of tbe years goal.
The all year solicitation program enables the Permanent Charities committee to reach industry workers who were
on location or between pictures at the
time of the last campaign. Under this
new plan you may subscribe to the
Motion Picture Permanent Charities at
any time during the year. To date.
Twentieth Century-Fox has subscribed
to a total of $125,321.50.

PAINT and WALLPAPER

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

DISCOUNT
hutch Self paints
PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
To Choose From
DOWN
24 MONTHS
Open 9 to 8 Weekdays

10%

VIC

TO PAY
Formerly

MATURE

TELEVISION. INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
AR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
y 20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

Co.,

C. MORRISON

Pico

DISCOUNTS

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

URDANK
RADIO
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

& APPLIANCE

CO.

DUMONT

and RCA

Opposite

TELEVISION

Stadium

Theater

8879 West Pico

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

PROVEN FRIENDS

CR. 1-2249
OPEN

20th Century-Fox
Employees

❖

❖
❖

❖

❖

McKinley

MORTUARIES

4*

W. Pico Blvd. (Next to Webster’s)

.j.

DU. 8-2481
ARLEIGH

AR. 9-561 1
1 0649

❖
❖
❖

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

❖
❖

•J*

SAVINGS
ALL

NATIONALLY

UP TO

50%

ADVERTISED

LLOYD

MERCHANDISE

106S1 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calit.

BRighton 0-4209
ARizona 8-9383

(In the Arcade next to Mrs. Webster’s)

Claude Graduate
L. Snyder,
B.&., B.M., M.A.
and Former Dean of
Cincinatti Conservatory

HANK & JOE'S
TEXACO
SERVICE
10701 W.
PICO

Concert Pianist and Teacher
Private Class and Lessons

BROWN GABLES CONSERVATORY
11920

SAN

VICENTE,

BRENTWOOD.

AR. 3-7028

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR
RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

PICO AT OVERLAND
SPECIAL

STUDIO

DISCOUNT

We

AR. 8-5259

Pick Up

and

LUNCHEON

BUFFET

DINNERS
$1.00

Special Attention Given
Studio Personnel

$1.75

BR. 2-1902
At the end oi the block on Pico

Repairs

Deliver Your

TOTS & TEENS SHOP
’sthe Clothes Conscious Teen-Ager
Bohrfor
Styles
and Business Girl
Ready To Wear — Custom Made
Personalized Shopping
FREE FITTING

GAS — LUBE — WASH
Tune Up

COMPLETE

FURNITURE

Joyce and Herb Colton
T

BRANDS

KENT

APPLIANCES

A. BROWN

OUR

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

FOX HILLS CAFE
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

❖

❖

UTTER

EVENINGS

V

❖
•5*
❖

BR. 2-3832

& FRIDAY

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

of
❖
❖

MONDAY

ON

QUALITY BRANDS
TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

AMONG

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT

STanley
7-5714

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

Car

& ALTERATIONS

10639 W. Pico Blvd.

AR. 9-7905
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EXCERPTS - 1954
STOCKHOLDERS REPORT

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10% DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members

IMi

CORSAGES

I

BOUQUETS

The

We Deliver -

Flowers Telegraphed

-

FOURTH

dividend

payment

BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

the total December

a share was paid, making
50^ a share.

payment

Earnings for the 39 weeks

EASTMAN

FILMS

25, 1954

FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

stock outstanding.

ings for the 39 weeks

September

Tliis amounted

Comparable

of 1953

earnings of $1,433,037 which
ing.

earn-

showed

amounted

net

to 52^

on the 2,769,486 shares of stock then outstand-

The

INC.

CHICAGO

ended

totalled $5,732,063.

to $2.17 per share on the 2,644,486 shares of
Common

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.

in 1954

was at the new regular quarterly rate of 40<‘
a share. In addition, an extra dividend of lOc

Village

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
^
I ARizona 7-1755
/

SPRAYS

earnings for the tliird quarter

September

HOLLYWOOD

25, 1954 amounted

compared

ended

to $2,635,518 as

with net earnings of $1,274,728

for

the like period of 1953.
The world-wide
has stimulated

SHOP
AT . . .
WEISS’
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

pictures in CinemaScope
CinemaScope

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
CARL
10643 Pico Blvd.

acceptance

With

Mgr.
AR. 3-8636

of CinemaScope

both the production

of motion

and the installation of

equipment.

10,200 installations already in the the-

atres of the United

States and

Canada

and

12,000 e.xpected by the end of March, we

can

report that by the end of 1954 there will be

A CARPETS

★ LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Complete

CARPET

Carpet Co.

SERVICE

THE

A CLEANING
i< LAYING
ir DYEING
S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

ir TILE

"WRIGHT"

1

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

more

than 3,000 similar installations on

Continent

CLUB

MEMBERS

Discounts On

March,

1955. This includes 500 installations in
by

of the year which

will

be increased to 900 by the end of March;

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

the end

700

in Italy at the end of the year and 1,250 by
the end of March;
of the year and

Studio Discount
BEVERLY

750 in England
750

by January

1st and

31st; in Spain, where

there is

a restriction on lenses, about 60 theatres have
installed equipment

and

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

150 theatres have in-

stalled other components
lenses; and in Sweden
stallations byJanuary

HILLS SHAVER

and are waiting for
there will be 155 in-

1st and 350 by March

31st.
In addition to the CinemaScope
already reported to you by most
companies

KOSHER DELICATESSEN
AND
RESTAURANT
1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

BREAKFAST
—

—

AR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around

18

10680 W. PICO

Special
PICO

AT

- LUNCH

TAKE

OUT

- DINNER

SERVICE

—

OVERLAND

Open

8 to 8

to

VE. 9-2661

result in an

estimated

125

CinemaScope

leases in 1955, production in Europe
greatly accelerated.

England

has 16 pictures under
others in preparation;
and

and Spain have more
between

production

of the major

in the United States, and which will

under production

Discount on Catering
Studio Employees

by the end

1,350 by the end of March;

will have

1,250 by March

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES

the

and 5,000 by the end of

France

Germany

STUDIO

of Europe

alone presently

production
France

re-

has been

and

many

has 3 pictures

12 in preparation; Italy
than 15 pictures in prep-

aration and this includes some
the two countries.

co-production

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves.
Washers. Water Heaters, Vacuruns, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)

FURNITURE

REAL

Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 8-1775

Howard McCarry, 12300'/2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd..
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-9383
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295

JEWELRY

Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 8-3114

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries.

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

AR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
AR. 9-7721

Jack's Auto Upholstery (tops, seat covers, interiors), 9101 W. Pico Blvd., L. A...CR. 6-9749
Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

John Fitzgerald, Watchmaker, 2106 S. Glendon
Ave., L. A. 25.
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-8795

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-2795

DELICATESSENS
The Lox Box — 10680 W. Pico
at Overland

SHAVER

VE. 9-2661

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills. ...CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

A1 Cerl Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop. 10643 W. Pico
Blvd. L. A
AR. 3-8636
Mohr's Tots & Teens Shop, 10639 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-7905

RESTAURANTS
LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

LINOLEUM

Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

RUGS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902

& LEATHER

RUG

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472

MUSIC
Claude L. Snyder, Piano Teacher,
11920 San Vicente, Brentwood. ...AR. 3-7028

COMPANIES

& CARPETS

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Hank & Joes Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland

STOCKS

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice
Culver City
VE.
Dr. Martin H. Prince, 10741 W. Pico
West Los Angeles
AR.

PAINT

FIXTURES

Blvd.,
8-0521
Blvd.,
8-7215

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
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L. A
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PHONOGRAPH
Gramophone
erly Hills
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L. A
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A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TIRES
Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-2101

TRAVEL

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS

Fine Photography by Alex Babcock,
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121
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VITAMINS

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

PHOTOGRAPHERS

FLORISTS

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

OPTOMETRISTS

AR. 9-9554

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

TELEVISION

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
AR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

ELECTRIC

READY-TO-WEAR

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
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E. SIEGEL

If you’ve seen a tall dignified man
walking around the lot of late, with
what appeared to be a doctors satchel
in histhe
hand—
doctor’s
and
manit was
was a our
new satchel,
Studio
Medical Director, Doctor Lee E. Siegel who took over at the Studio Hospital last February 1.
A distinguished physician, the doctor has been a California resident for
a great many years. He fint came to
the Coast to interne at the Los Angeles County Hospital and has been
here ever since. He started his practice in an office on Pico and Robert.son and in 1937 moved his offices to
Beverly Hills.
Doctor Siegel’s background is an
impressive one in every respect. He
is a native of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
and at the age of 15 entered the University ofWisconsin at Madison where
he took his pre-med training. He was
one of the first Univ. of Wisconsin
students to attend the famous Rush
Medical School and was one of ten
Ru.sh men chosen to interne at L. A.
County. He spent an additional year
of .study at the De Lee Maternity Center and was one of the volunteer residents of L. A. County Hosjntal during
the polio epidemic of 1934.
On December 12, 1942, just ten
days before he entered the United
States Medical Corps where he served
as a Flight Surgeon, Doctor Siegel
married lovely actress Noreen yash.
The Siegels now have two wonderful
sons, Lee Albert, b'A, and little Robert
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This Month's Cover

re-recording

session,

the "grand finale" of
post production graces
our cover this month.
We're looking over the
shoulders of the mixers
as they watch the screen
where the dupe print
runs through every
"take". "Soldier of Fortune" was the picture in
process. Frank Powolny
got this difficult shot for
ACTION with a flash of
the mixers and a time
exposure of the screen.
A masterful bit of superimposed printing by Herman Leiber and the staff
at the Still Lab finally
produced this unusual
cover.

Doctor
Siegel comes to an indusJames,
trial4‘A.
hospital such as ours eminently
well (pialified. In addition to the vast
experience in emergency and first aid
medicine that the Army provided.
Doctor Siegel went on after his discharge to .several terms as Beverly
Hills Police Surgeon.
is Doctor
opinion
that
ourIt TCP
HospitalSiegel’s
is one of
the finest;
and with the unrelenting devotion to
progress that is so typical of the Medical Profession, he is determined that
it shall continue to be maintained in
the future with the most modern and
up-to-date methods and ecpiipment
known to medical science.
To come
Doctor
aboard.” Siegel,
And to a allhearty
of you “welwho
are reading this, may we remind you,
in Doctor Siegel’s own words,". . . this
is your ho.spital—come to us for anything you feel we might he able to
help you with. We are here to .serve

ONE

PICTURE

Pert Rita Moreno, like so many TCFers. has heard the
annual Spring call to the open road that is practically an
American institution. Wherever we live, whatever we do,
when the sun starts to get warm about this time every year
our thoughts turn to vacations, and it wouldn’t be a real
vacation unless we “went somewhere.” Los Angelenos go
to Yosemite or San Francisco, San Franciscans, along with
three or four million other Americans, come to Southern
California.

Mid- westerners

go either way. Southerners

go

STORY

North, Northerners go South and everyone tunes up the old
family bus, dusts off the outboard and starts counting the
weeks to vacation time. It’s the best tvv'o weeks of the year
and for most of us they’re not far off now. So get out the
maps and folders and like Rita, start making your plans for
the open road.
Incidentally, within two weeks the Studio Club will ha\ e
available at a very low cost the most comprehensive road
atlas in print.

3
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Members of the Post-Production Planning Committee meet once each week to plan and coordinate post-production activities. Left to
right, they are, Carl Faulkner, Sound Director;
Warren Delaplain, Head of Re-recording: Jerry
Webb, Head of Cutting: Larry Rice, Post-Production Co-ordinator and Ted Cain, Music
Department Business Manager and Executive
Officer.

We’re on any one of our TCF sound
stages. The customary bustle and babble
is slowly subsiding to the Assistant Director’s traditional whistle and “. . . all
right, settle down, folks.” The mysterious sequence of voices that always precede a shot drone out their customary

Scoring Mixer Doug Williams handles his console with all of the finesse of the musicians
whose music he controls.

•II

SI

calls, always in the same order. “All
right, this is picture” . . . “rolling” . . .
“speed” . . . “A-721” . . . “ACTION.”
^^'^e feel the little chill that watching
a shot being made always sends down
ev'erybody’s spine, but this time it’s a
little more so. It’s the last shot in the
picture. Weeks of preparation and work
have brought a mnlti-million dollar
shooting company to this point. The
camera turns, the actors are sure and
smooth, the Director’s final “cut” calmly
reaches into the shot and everyone holds
their breath for a moment until he says,
“print it,” and then it’s all over. There
may be a party that afternoon or the
next day, but by and large, it’s over.
Yes, principal photography on our hypothetical picture has ended, but the
picture is F.\H from completed, for now
the tremendous aggregate of talent and
technical know-how whose labors fall in
the general classification “post-production,” take over.
To most of us, the 12 to 14 weeks that
elapse between that final “print it” and
the day the picture opens at Grauman’s
is a sort of mysterious hodge-podge we
know little about. We’ve heard something about added scenes and do know
that music gets added somewhere along
the line, but that’s about as far as most
of ns go, this writer included. Actually,
the amount of work and artistry that is

4

1
POST-PRODUCTION
PICKS UP WHERE
OTHERS LEAVE OFF

Watching and listening to a playback after a scoring "take" are, A
left to right. Music Arranger Edward Powell, Lionel Newman, Alfred
Newman, and Composer Alex North, with his back to the camera. V

4

"Lead-oii" man in the post-production cycle is the Film Editor.
Shown here Editor Hugh Fowler, right, and Assistants Bob Mintz,
left and John Ehrins, center.

Sound Effects Editor Alfred Ross is one of the men who put the
"door slams" and "crowd noises" and assorted other effects in the
right place in our TCF pictures.

Here's a bird's-eye view of the entire Studio Symphony Orchestra
during a scoring session on Stage 1. Lionel Newman is the man
with the baton this time and the composer Hugo Friedhofer.

The complex piece oi machinery Don Rogers
is threading up is a re-recording maclune.
There are several of these in the recording
room adjacent to stage 2.

Whole batteries oi these magnetic re-producers
roll side by side. Shown threading up are,
front to rear, Lester Hyde, Lou Angell and Art
Webb.

All of the machines in the recording and
re-recording process are controlled by this
patch panel in the amplifier room on stage
two. L. D. Evans is at the panel.

crammed

sets struck. The finished added scenes
are incorporated in the picture by the
Editor, along with all changes and the
final cnt is again run for Mr. Zannck, the
Producer and the Director. Their final

Our TCF Music Department, under 6
time academy award winner Alfred
industry.
Newman, stands second to none in the

into that short 14 weeks

is

nearly unbelievable.
The

departments that are actively engaged in post-production activity take
over immediately at the close of shooting. As a matter of fact, a small amount
of what is actually post-production work
goes on during the shooting. This would
be true in the case of some dubbing or
if narration were needed and the actor
invohed had some time away from the
set. By and large, however, the bulk of
the work is done after photography
closes. Though much of the work is done
simultaneously, for purposes of clarity,
we will deal with each step individually
as we take our hypothetical film through
the post-production activities.
Shooting finished, the Film Editing
Department under Jerry Webb, takes
over. The first man to actually do postproduction work on a film is the Editor.
.\s the picture is shooting he keeps everything cut and within a few days after
photography closes he puts together the
“first cut.” This finished, it is run for the
Director who, with the Editor, may make
certain changes in construction along
with effecting a general tightening of the
picture. This tightened version, incorporating the Director’s changes, is then
run for the Producer who may also make
certain changes. Then, with the Producer and Director’s stamp of approval, the
print is run for Mr. Zannck who may also
make changes, eliminate .some things,
rearrange continuity and possibly decide
on some added scenes which are worked
out with the Director and the Producer.
These added scenes are then scheduled
as soon as possible so that they may be
shot before the cast has scattered and the
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approval then sends the picture on to
the ne.xt phase in the post-production
cycle.
From the print ok’d by Mr. Zannck a
dupe is made which is sent to the Music
Department. In the meantime, the composer assigned to the picture has been
sitting in with Mr. Zanuck and the Producer and Director when they ran the
picture so that he has a good idea of the
actual construction and sequence of the
picture. Alfred Newman and his Music
Department run the dupe which is studied by Newman and the composer and
the music cutters. The picture is run
reel by reel and it is decided where, and
how much, music is to be used. The
music cutters then break down the picture, timing it out in careful detail, and
the composer writes his music to these
cues. The music written, it is orchestrated by Ed Powell and the Music Library makes the actual sheet music from
which the members of the Studio Orchestra will play. This done, a recording
session is set up on Stage 1 and then the
music is recorded to projection to fit the
picture. These recordihgs then go to
the Music Cutters under Leon Birnbaum
and they build the music tracks, synchronizing the music to the action. The impact and artistry that the Music Department contributes to a picture is almost
immeasurable. The only way one could
possibly begin to understand what a picture would be without music is to run
one that way.

It’s a shocking experience.

While the Music Department is working on scoring and building the music
tracks, the Dubbing and Sound Effects
Editing Department is at work building
the effects tracks. Though some of the
dubbing is done during production, as
we pointed out, the bulk of it takes place
in the post-production period. Dubbing
is necessitated by a v'ariety of circumstances. Perhaps someone sneezed on
the set at the wrong moment or an arcmight have started to whine. On location a jet might swoop overhead. To
correct any of these or the thousand
and one other little things that fall in
the general classification of “extraneous
noise,” Walter Rossi and his crew dub
the dialogue and cut and fit it to the
track. In addition to dubbing, any narration that might be required in a short
or feature is done here to projection.
And one of the mo.st monumental tasks
is the sound effects editing this department also handles. Effects editing starts
with a series of notes taken when the
dupe is run by Walter and the Director
and Producer. From these notes each
of the effects editors is given one or two
reels for which he will build the effects
tracks. The tracks are cut and new effects cut and fitted and synced. .As many
as 16 separate tracks may be built for a
single reel. Tbe effects that are necessary are usually available to the editors
in the Sound Library where millions of
feet of track is stored in thousands of
categories. However, if the particular
effect an Editor may require is not in

Dubbed dialogue, once recorded, has to be
edited and fitted into each reel. One of the
several men who do this, Duane Hensel, Asst.
Sound Editor, is shown at work.

Music Editor George Adams, seated, and
Assistant Kenny Runyan, with their co-workers, time and cue each reel of a picture ior
the composer and the scoring.

Shown here between takes the Dubbing Stage
is where all dub-dialogue is recorded as well
as narrations ior pictures and shorts. Dubbing
is done to picture projection.

the Library, then Walter and his crew
have to create it. As an example of the

the most impressive and wonderful processes we have ever seen. On the huge

and

lengths to which

platform

Avenue

sound

they go for realism in

effects, to get the right sounds

in Stage 2, the mixers

sit at

for “The Racers” Walter took a crew to
the March Field Sports Car Races where

their panels alongside the picture’s Editor, the Director, Producer, Music Director, Sound Effects and Music Editors.

they recorded the cars roaring past and
e\en strapped a portable tape recorder
to the seat of one of the cars where it

It is in this process that everything audible is finished. Dramatic reality is given

could pick up all of the sounds that were
typical to the interior of a race car as
it sped around the track.
While all this has been going on Editorial has been hard at it on technical
work.

Laps, fades and other optical ef-

fects are created by Jimmy Gordon’s
Optical Printing Department. Main titles
are added, inserts by Beniie Cooper, and
the Kellogg Department has the while
been adding their strange and wonderful
processes wherever needed.
As each of the post-production departments finishes its work, it is sent to the
Re-recording Department. There, under
the careful hand of Warren Delaplain,
what

is sort of a “grand finale” of postproduction effort takes place. The dozens of tracks that have been built for
each reel in dubbing, sound effects and
music are gathered here. The totals for
any given reel may run as high as 32
tracks. That many tracks to be combined
for one reel is not only unwieldy but is
more than can be recorded at one time.
Therefore, the tracks are reduced into
what the department calls “combines”
or “generations.” Usually, they combine
the “knowns” or constant elements that
they are certain are not going to change.
This done, the tracks are ready to be
re-recorded. This re-recording is one of

life, balance between dialogue and music is established and even voice quality
can be changed to be more pleasant, or
better suited to a particular characterization. The amount of complex equipment that goes into this process is staggering. Great batteries of re-recording
machines and recorders roll in a room
adjacent to the stage. On the huge console panel the mixers use a myriad of
controls, from a wonderful device called

sent back.

Goldfarb

It is striped by Henry

and his crew
Lab

and

at our Western

sound

printed. This

finished print is run for Mr. Zanuck, the
Producer and the Director. Their final
OK

sets the New

making

York

Lab

in motion

release prints, and in two weeks

the picture is in the theatres.
Throughout this post-production period the Publicity and Advertising Departments have, of course, been highly
active. In this last two weeks before the
picture actually hits the
campaigns roll into high
full impact of their artistry
the country. The nation,

screen, their
gear and the
is felt all over
the world, is

ready to see our picture.
The job of actually getting the prints

The final recordings are made on the
three stereophonic tracks and then the
whole is run again and it is decided what
is to go on the fourth track. This done,
the final four track recordings are made.

into theatres is accomplished by the Distribution arm of the company. 20th Century-Fox Film Exchanges are located all
over the country. As soon as a new release is received at one of the exchanges,
notices are sent out to the local exhibitors that the picture will be run for them
following which bids will be accepted
for first run engagements. Thus, the exhibitor who bids the highest and offers
the best advertising and exploitation gets
the picture. Much the same system holds
true through the subsequent run houses.
In addition to this distribution function

Now the picture and the four track
sound are finished. The first thing that

the exchange does a great deal of advertising and exploitation on its own.

is done is the manufacture of -a “protection master” (the negative has been cut
to match the positive and protective master made by the Optical Department).
This is kept here at the studio and the
picture negative sent to Deluxe Lab in
New York where an answer print is made

And, of course, the final and most rewarding moment of all in the long train

a graphic equalizer that makes balance
easily visible as well as audible, to the
three controls that follow the stereophonic voices and the controls for the
fourth or . surround track. No detail is
overlooked or passed over, with perfection the only standard these men will
settle for.

of post-production activity comes when
we have settled back in a loge at our
favorite theatre and the familiar drum
roll-off and trumpet fanfare heralds the
beginning of another Twentieth picture.
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A NNUAL

Your

management

is happy

REPORT

to report to you the results

attained by your corporation during the past year— one of the
best in the company’s history. We believe advantageous conditions have been created for even greater progress in the
future.
The year 1954 marked the establishment of CinemaScope
as virtually the world-wide standard system for the production
and e.xhibition of finer motion picture entertainment. CinemaScope installations, including those in process now total 21,000
throughout the world, of which 1.3,500 installations are in the
United States and Canada, and 7,500 in other countries. We
e.vpect installations in the United States and Canada to reach
an approximate total of 16,500 by tlie end of the year, and
13,50b in other countries, a world total of approximately 30,000.
•\t this time last year, world-wide
proximately 4,000.

installations totalled ap-

CinemaScope has given the theatres a new look on a global
scale. Our industry has felt beneficial effects in all its branches
in the many countries in which it operates. Allied industries
in manufacturing equipment and accessories in these countries
have shared in this greater prosperity.

The

New

Improved

CinemaScope

In order that every CinemaScope

production

will meet

the

highest possible standards we are pushing forward the development of technical improvements in all parts of the system.
These improvements, as rapidly as they can be introduced,
will show such greatly improved definition on all screens as to
be readily recognized by the public as another step forward
in the presentation of fine entertainment.
We expect to be ready to demonstrate
the trade within a short time.

these advances

to

This new planning for the improved CinemaScope system
is based upon using a larger negative image, actually an image
four times as large as the present, with all that this increased
area means in greater ability to record the details of a scene.
This medium will be available for the prodiiction of Twentieth
Century-Fox features at an early date and will place another
powerful improvement in the hands of your Studio.
Using this process, pictures can be photographed

8

on 55 mm.

-

1954

film and thus capture there all the finer detail; they can then
be reduced to our regular CinemaScope standard 35 mm.
width film for serving the vast majority of the theatres all over
the world. The pictures photographed on the 55 mm. film will
therefore have a greater essential clarity of detail and depth,
and these gains can again be augmented still further by simple
improvements in the projector mechanisms to maintain an
even image over the whole screen area and eliminate distortion.
An improved and expanded stereophonic sound system is
also under study and development.
For a few pictures of the calibre of “The King and I” and
“The Greatest Story Ever Told” the films can, wherever desired, be exhibited in 55 mm. film form in a few theatres
equipped for showing pictures of this magnitude.
These pictures will emblazon the ultimate in sound, color,
photography and scope for the entertainment of the iDublic.

New

Policy Emphasizing

Subject Matter

A most important forward step toward revitalizing the
screen and developing new talent was taken at a series of
meetings of the officers and executives with Mr. Darryl F.
Zanuck in New York this month.
Under this vital decision we will put the utmost emphasis
on subject matter for our pictures and as long as we can cast
them competently we will go ahead with the production of
these pictures regardless of the availability of top stars. Naturally, we will make every effort to engage the best stars for
important parts, if available, however, we will not delay
important productions when we can secure a competent cast.
We are convinced above all that the public is interested in
the quality and calibre of the stories that are unfolded upon
the screen. At the same time the creation of new personalities
would bring new patronage to the box offiffice and thus be of
great benefit to the exhibitors.

Product
we

In order to serve our widening markets at home and abroad,
will release during 1955 a total of approximately 26 pictures; our Holywood studio will produce at least 20 pictures

and the balance
here or abroad.

will be from

independent

producers

either

OilIn

^^'ith the pictures we have in preparation or in production
for release in 1955, we are confident that our domestic business
for the year will be equally as good or better than that we
enjoyed during 1954.
In arranging our program for the year, we have applied
the most exacting requirements in order to assure the public
of outstandingly important motion pictures.

Foreign Business
We expect to achieve a marked increase in our foreign
grosses during the year 1955 because of the greater international appeal of motion pictures created by CinemaScope,
the increasing number of CinemaScope installations, and the
fact that there is relatively little competition from television
abroad.
This acceleration of our overseas business is equally applicable to both Europe and the Far East.
We have further extended our foreign theatre outlets. In
England, we have acquired ten new theatre outlets; in India,
three new theatres; in South Africa, we have completed one
new theatre, two are near completion and a fourth is in the
planning stage. A new theatre will be constructed shortly in
Lsrael.
During November and December of 1954 \'our President
toured the principal cities in France, England, Italy, Spain,
Sweden, Denmark and Germany in order to bring Twentieth
Centur>'-Fox into close contact not only with the exhibitors
but with the producers of motion pictures and accelerate the
enthusiasm already shown for CinemaScope as a standard
medium of the industry.
During these visits, responsible foreign producers were encouraged to produce important pictures in this system and
great interest was shown in CinemaScope because it has already captured the imagination not only of the public but of
motion picture men in all branches of the industry.

Television
Television has become

the section of the Annual

Report for the preceding

year

entitled “Review of Operations,” a cautious statement was
made concerning the oil drilling program on our studio property, comprising approximately 280 acres. You were informed
then that we believ'ed a significant discovery had been made
and a possible future rev^enue from this source might be substantial.
The drilling of five wells during the current year has tended
to increase our optimism that our future revenue from this
source will be substantial.

Conclusion
In reporting to you, v our Management emphasizes that its
supreme objectiv'e is that of maintaining the popularity of
motion pictures in the theatres which has been made possible
by CinemaScope, and to relax in no respect its incessant endeavor to improve the qualitv' of motion picture entertainment.
I w'ant to express my appreciation to the scientific experts
who hav'e helped us mov’e forward, and to all of our employees
in every department of our far-flung organization for their cooperation and loyalty.
I am

also mindful

has been made

of the continued

great contribution

that

by the executiv es and directors of this com-

To exhibitors throughout the world I must acknowledge my
pany.
debt because of the faith and support they hav'e shown in our
enormous undertaking.
SPYROS
New

P. SKOURAS,

President

York, N.Y.

April 20, 1955

CONSOLIDATED

EARNINGS
Fiscal Year (52 weeks) Ended
December 25, December
1953 26,
1954

Income :
the greatest of the advertising media

and since the great industries of America have found it ver>beneficial, we bave decided to enter into it not onh' because
it will be an important factor in our income, but simultaneously
we will be able to advertise and promote our own pictures.
If other great corporations can increase the sales of their
products through television, we can similarly appeal to a
large portion of the family trade and recapture their lost
patronage, thus restoring prosperiW at the motion picture
theatre box offices.
In order to take full advantage of television, we have
launched TCF Television Productions, Inc. a wholly-owned
subsidiary, for the purpose of making television films for sponsors and for developing television shows that will create greater interest in Holl\^'ood and the motion picture theatres.
Two important deals toward this end have already been
successfully concluded.
One transaction involves the purchase by Columbia Broadcasting Company of a series of thirty-nine television films to be

based on Mary O’Hara’s “My Friend Flicka” stories. This
CBS program will be launched in September and will be for
a period of 52 weeks.
The other transaction was concluded with Young and Rubicam for General Electric whereby Twentieth Centurv-Fox will
produce twenty top qualit}" films to be shown on alternate
weeks, beginning in October. Each film will include an institutional presentation in which the public will be taken behind
the scenes of our studios in Hollywood, and on location, wherever the pictures are being made.
\\ e are confident that we will reach an enormous audience
of potential theatregoers, and at the same time achieve satisfactory results from a financial standpoint.

Film rentals

$106,355,068

$105,662,266

Div idends, including $547,600 in
1954 and $330,195 in 1953 from
voting - controlled
not consolidated

subsidiaries.
835,140

629,798

8,525,607
$115,715,815

7,221,196
$113,513,260

Other operating income — including profits on film laboratory
and on miscellaneous sales

Expenses:
.\mortization

of film costs .

$ 59,737,016

Participation in film rentals
.
Film distribution and administration e.xpenses

$
67,932,758

6,733,007

7,534,851

31,593,279

28,223,295

554,486

493,850

1,314,439
239,064

836,151
281,468

$100,171,291
$ 15,544,524

$105,302,373
$
8,210,887

Depreciation of propertv', plant
and equipment, not including
depreciation of $1,116,570 in
1954 and $981,672 in 1953 absorbed inproduction costs .
Contribution to emplov’ees’ retirement plan (Note 4)
Interest expense

Provision for federal taxes on income
.

7.500,000

3,650,000

Earnings:
$

8,044,524

$

4,560,887
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STUDIO

CLUB
fr- ^

Game Tournament
Repeats Friday, May 20th
Just about the nicest thing that can happen to the officers
and staff of the Studio Club is an opportunity to announce that
by “popular demand” a Club event is going to be repeated
ahead of schedule. It’s nice because that “popular demand”
means that a lot of people had a real good time, such a good
time that they want to do it again, soon. And that’s what
happened at the last Studio Club Games Tournament. So,
we’re the
ha\ing
than
last. another, and this one will be bigger and better
In addition to bridge, gin rummy, chess and all of the games
that were played at the last tournament, this time there will
be dinner for those who would like it. For Studio Employees
and their guests, a chicken or fish dinner will be served, buffet
style, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Following the dinner, the games
will begin at which time the customary refreshments, coffee,
cake and cold drinks will again be available. The dinner promises to be a delightful one and will cost the diners just .SOf*
per person. Though it’s a dinner worth much more, the Studio
Club is absorbing enough of the cost to make this wonderfully
low price possible.
So don’t fail to be there! Make your plans right now — it’s
Friday night. May 20th — another Games Tournament, by
popular demand.

lAttHual Spring T>anct
Your

PICNIC POSTPONED
The Annual

Studio Picnic for 1955

Has Been Postponed Until September
So That Arrangements to Hold the
Picnic at Disneyland can be completed.
10

car sweeps

up the long curving drive to come

to a

hushed stop before the canopied entrance. A uniformed attendant opens your door, another hands your lady from the car, still
another whisks your car from sight. You take her arm and,
amid admiring glances and covert whispers from the assembled
crowd, you walk slowly through the great gilt doors. Inside,
your wraps are quickly and quietly disposed of and you make
your way to the dining room. From all sides you are greeted
by persons you know and who know you. You pause a moment
at the entrance to the dining room. It’s a large room, yet in
its way, intimate. It’s magnificently appointed; the drapes are
of a shimmering silver cloth that fall from ceiling to floor and
almost blend with the thick sheen carpet. Crystal chandeliers
are everywhere, stirred now and then by a faint movement of
air, so that they seem to be made of a thousand tiny lights
twinkling just out of reach. And the myriad of tables, each
with its own soft glow of candlelight, looks like a hundred
snowy worlds, each with its own private star. Then the Maitre

ACTIVITIES
LOT “CAMPUS”
The

Studio Club’s “Twentieth Century-Fox Campus” is fast getting into
full swing again. After a temporary lull,
classes in a whole host of subjects and
activities are either in full swing or about
to get underway.
A recent , starter that met with immediate success is the jewelry class in which
talented TCFers are taught how to fashion their own jewelry of all sorts of materials. Harry Schoeppe of the Prop Makers is the instructor and he has guided
his students artistry to the production of
some truly beautiful pieces.
The art class, one of the oldest classes
currently running, has a steady and reliable enrollment of art enthusiasts who
may

study and create in almost any of

the forms that pictorial art takes. Individual instruction is the keynote in this

IN FULL SWING
class with the experts rubbing elbows
with beginners.
The golf class has been a real favorite
with the outdoor set. Pro Roy Whiston
has offered a series of indoor and outdoor
lessons that have been wonderfully successful in helping both the duffers and
the aces alike.
Now on the agenda for future classes
are skin diving and first aid, both of
which will probably soon be underway.
Remember, if you are a Studio Club
member and want to attend a elass that
is not already offered, just interest eleven
of your friends and the Studio Club will
do the rest. Any twelve TCFers interested in any kind of a class can arrange
to have that class through the Club. We
will provide space and secure an instructor. So let’s all go back to class. It’s fun.

"Bell, Book & Candle” Opens Soon

“Bell, Book and Candle,” currently in
rehearsal, will be the next attraction at
the Studio Club Little Theatre. Under
the accomplished direction of Jack Beasley the production is fast achieving the
smoothness and pace that characterize a
lop notch entertainment value.
In the photo at right principals Peggy
Werve and Bob Pearson are shown rehearsing one of the scenes that is probably more fun than most, and below.
Director Beasley, standing, helps Fred
Barbanell and Peggy Morris through
their lines.

Crystal Koom

Tickets for this production are on sale
now at the Studio Club and the Mail
Room.

The

show

opens May

30th and

runs through
June 4. Price — .50^. Don’t
miss
this.

d’ is at your side and is showing you to
your table.
You are probably convinced by now
that we are describing a dream in which
you are playing the roles of a king and
queen. Not at all — we are describing
the forthcoming Studio Club Annual
Spring Dinner Dance, at which you, and
all other attendees, will be treated like
a king and a queen.
The Crystal Room of the Beverly Hills
Hotel is the place. It’s pictured above.
The date, Friday evening, June 10.
There’ll be unsurpassable dining, the finest music and a show calculated to delight one and all. The tariff? Just five
dollars per person. So make a mental
memo now — plan to be there.
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CANCER
ANGELES
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COUNTY

BRANCH
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Editor’s note: This is the first in a series
of atiicles which will deal, each month,
w'ith one of the agencies to which onr
Motion Picture Permanent C-harities dollars are chanelled.
•

•

•

that remains a threat to e\’ery home despite the best efforts of medical science,
the American Cancer Society functions
in three fields: Research, Education and
Service.
More than one-third of every dollar
collected during its Crusade last month,
to which the current film industry allocation is credited, will be devoted to
financing research throughout the nation.
A total of $122,938 was spent here for
research during 1954 and during the past
ol the

visual

aids

used

by

the

society.

In the top photo TCFers June Conner, Lee
Roth and Bill Marsh as they arrived for their
visit to the American Cancer Society,
Bottom photo. Dr. Benjamin Simkin and Lab.
Technicicm Chas. Hancock examine cancerous
tissue
Below,

at Cedars
Lee

and

of Lebanon
Bill hold

Hospital.
one

of the

many

posters which, along with thousands of bulletins, is regularly published by ACS.

nine years $708,320

has been

three examples

which

are fully docu-

mented in the committee’s files.
Payments of approximately $300 were
made to pro\ ide domestic help through

Cancer will strike one in four persons
this year and will claim the lives of
235,000 persons.
In the light of such statistics, it is important for 20th Century-Fox employees
to realize that they are helping substantialh' to fight this dread killer by chanelling their charity dollars through their
own industry charity federation— Motion
Picture Permanent Charities^which has
budgeted a 1955 allocation of $40,000
for the Los Angeles County Branch of
the American Cancer Society.
In striking back at the unseen enemy

Above, Mrs. Priscilla Jamieson, ACS County
Education Director, shows her visitors some

Some of the dollars provided through
Motion Picture Permanent Charities
came back in the form of direct help to
members of our industry. Following are

devoted

locally to the ad^'ancement of research
seeking the cause and cure of cancer.
In the area of education, nine information centers in Los Angeles County
conduct year-round lay and professional
programs, for the dissemination of lifesa\’ing cancer facts. American Cancer
Society meetings throughout the county
were attended by 678,315 persons last
Educational programs were conducted
for 12 of the 14 branches of the Los Anyear.
geles Medical Association. And 91 secondary schools have accepted films, literature and teaching materials and have
introduced cancer into their curricula.
All this evidences that, insofar as educational work is concerned, our charity
dollars are being used most effectively.
In the field of service to cancer victims, the fight is being carried on no
less N'igorously.
Tumor Boards in various hospitals of
Los Angeles County, supported by the
American Cancer Society, gave more
than 5,760 free diagnostic examinations
last year to patients referred by their
own doctors; and close to 4,000 visiting
nurse calls were made to patients’ homes.
Drugs, dressings, .sickroom supplies,
transnortation, practical nurse and
housekeeping ser\ice, limited sanitarium
and rest home care were provided for
many patients
eligible
for the
special
assistance
program
and Society’s
limited
financial assistance w^as given to those
ineligible for county aid.

a four-month period to a woman laboratory technician whose mother needed
constant care at home during the last
weeks of her fatal illness.
In the case of another laboratory employee w’hose husband was stricken with
cancer, the Society provided drugs, sickroom supplies and domestic help from
early May through mid-December
cost of more than $800.

at a

In the third case drug bills were

paid

during the final months of her ilhiess for
the mother of a free-lance writer whose
personal funds had become exhausted.
The American Cancer Society, of
course, is just one of 17 major charitable
organizations represented in Motion Picture Permanent Charities’ 1955 campaign, which is still considerably more
than $150,000 short of its $1,250,000 goal.
In all, 220 \ital health and welfare
services are provided for the communit}'
by these organizations and, as in the
case of the American Cancer Society,
many members of the motion picture
industry are benefitted along with the
sick and the needy in other segments
of the community.
The Los Angeles Community Chest, in
a survey of beneficiaries according to
places of employment, reported that
2,746 members of our industry were
given assistance of many kinds by their
Red Feather agencies last year— 163 of
them being employees or former employees of this studio!
In addition to the Los Angeles Chest,
the Permanent Charities Committee allocates funds to the Community Chests
of Burbank; Santa Monica and Glendale,
American National Red Cross Chapters
of the same four cities, Los Angeles
County Heart Association, Los Angeles
Y.M.C.A., City of Hope, Sister Elizabeth
Kenny Foundation, Braille Institute of
America, Arthritis and Rheumatism
Foundation, Military Order of the Purple
Heart, Motion Picture Chapter No. 1898
and the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.
The 12 industry groups making up
the Permanent Charities Committee are
all represented on the Budget Committee which meets during the month of
June each year to set the campaign
budget and earmark allocations for the
participating agencies.
More important, the Budget Committee renders “watchdog” servace to see
that the money of industry doners, raised
and administered at the lowest cost of
any shigle industry charity federation, is
spent
Society.in a manner to do the most good,
as in the case of the American Cancer

“We’re havin’ a contest, a wonderful

contest . . .’’ (to be sung

to the tune of “We’re Havin’ a Heat Wave”).
Well, maybe

we don’t hav e to actually sing about it, but we

are having a contest. A “Vacation Picture” contest. All of you
TCFers are about to leave or have just returned from your
vacations.
run a page

From

this issue through the August

issue we

of your vacation pictures each month.

will

Just send

the prints to “Vacation Contest” at the Studio Club and they
will be entered. No entry fee and no bo.x tops to tear. We
don’t even want
issue of ACTION

a reasonable facsimile. In the September
we will announce the winners. Prizes will

be $25.00 for first place, $15.00 for second and $10.00 for third.
You don’t have to be an expert photographer to enter. Just
send us some of the interesting pichires from your most recent
vacation and you’re in. We’re launching the contest with the
pictures you see on this page, taken in Mexico by Frances
Richardson of the Research Library. She used a small Kodak
Duoflex that sells for under $15.00 and we’re sure you’ll agree
the results were terrific. This is the sort of thing we’re looking
for.
We’re hoping this project will not only spur you amateur
photogs on to bigger and better things, prizes notwithstanding,
but serve as a source of information for other TCFers who are
still in the vacation planning stage. So get going, shutterbugs,
and remember,
maybe

one picture is worth

even twenty-five bucks.

a thousand

words, and
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AROUND

THE

LOT

IN P

Mrs. R. L. McLaughlin, whose husband is a foreman in Electrical Maintenance, models the hat she made

and

which

won first prize in the annual “Picture Titles” hat contest on April 15 at
the Cafe de Paris. Occasion was the gala

annual

“Mrs. Westerner’s

Night” spon-

own

sored by the Westerners, Twentieth’s
Masonic club. Mrs. McLaughlin,

who

spent two

weeks

on her chapeau,

aptly named it “House of Bamboo.”
Other lady lids included “The King and
I,” “Sitting Pretty,” “Mississippi Gambler” and “Woman’s World.” For her efforts Mrs. McLaughlin won a $50.00 hat
especially made for her by famed Rex of
Hollywood. With Mrs. McLaughlin in
the picture is Westerner MC Jack Muhs
of Men’s Wardrobe.
After nearly ten years on the Western
.•\venue Lot, 20th Century-Fox Movietone News has finally mo\ ed over to join
us here at Fox Hills. Under Pacific Coast
Supervisor Arthur DeTitta, Movietone
took up quarters in the old Studio Club
bungalow April 18.
This office, now

on the lot, is head-

quarters forers
Mo\ietoue’s
sion and co\
an area thatWestern
extends Divifrom
Alaska all the way
West to Hawaii.

to New

Mexico

and

■\long with Mr. DeTitta, newcomers
to the lot on the staff include Cameramen
Irby J. Koberman
Lehmann.
Sound
and charming

and Charles Paul
“Chubby”
Technician
Heise

Secretary Ann

Sassara.

Material gathered here on the coast
is all channeled to New York where the
regular Movietone
up twice each week

Newsreels
under

are made

the supervi-

sion of Edmund Reek, \’ice President
and Producer of Movietone News, Inc.
In

addition

to the

famous

theatre

newsreels, in this age of Television,
Movietone puts out the United Press
Television Newsreel which you may have
seen on its local outlet, KTLA. Mr. DeTitta tells us that in some cases, such as
a major disaster or such other highly
newsworthy events. Movietone pictures
of the event taken as late in the afternoon
as 5:00 PM have been on the TV screens
at 7:00 PM.
The pictnre abo\ e, taken at the dedication of the Movietone Bungalow shows,
from left to right. Cameraman Irby Koberman, Allan Jones, Bob Wagner, Irene
Dunne, Anita Louise, Arthur DeTitta,
Arlene Dahl, Fernando Lamas, Dan Dailey, Richard Todd and Sound Technician
Paul Heise.
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Not a Birthday but
a going away party. Of course no
one was happy to
see Peggy Atkins
of the Script Department leave the
iold, but sickness
in her family at
Fresno made
it
necessary. The
cake and the presents were just one
of the ways her
friends and coworkers let her
know how much
she will be missed.

0

CTURES....

WORDS

AND

Over

One of the biggest cakes we’ve seen
in a long time is that one that Producer
Sam Engel is shown here cuddling up to.
The occasion was the finish of a monu-

in Film Loading they just welcomed BERT KERSHNER
back from
weeks of vacation. He made the

two

loop up through Arizona, Utah and Nevad . ; . Cutting’s TOM NEFF is back
from his honeymoon in San Francisco
. . . Rapid ROBERT MINTZ is in the
process of buying a new (to him ) house.

mental re-recording session on “Daddy
Long Legs.” As you can see, the cake
was about three feet long and a big longlegged man was walking across the top
of it, all done in sugar and frosting.

Goodat luck
it, Bob, and . don’t
forget
us
the with
housewarming
. . JOHN
EH BINS of Cutting Room 3 will soon
be known as old moneybags if he keeps
winning at Caliente every Sunday . . .
Our VIVIAN JORGENSON
is back at
her desk after a long and pretty tough
siege
bed . . . isScript
RUTH inHOWARD
back atDepartment’s
it after two
weeks in the sun. Says she drove her
little Hillman all over the state and loves
it .

They’ve

got a new

proofing booth

in

the Script Department. It’s shown here
still in the process, and the man on the
ladder is Harry Wolff. These are soundproof booths that the girls use to proofread scripts in. Two booths were recently finished and all of the lovelies in the
department are in love with them.

As all of you baseball fans are no
doubt well aware, for years a foot race
between Carlos Bernier of the Stars and
Bob Talbot of the Angels has been brewing. 20th Century-Fox determined to
bring the race off by offering the “Daddy
Long Legs” trophy to the winner. In
the picture below, Marjorie Hellen,

“.Miss Daddy Long Legs,” is shown with
the trophy and, left to right. Bill Sweeney, Manager of the Angels, and Bob
Talbot. Unfortunately, at the last minute Bernier was injured and the race
called off. So the “Daddy
trophy is still available.

Long

Legs”

.

. When

you

read

this CHUCK

PANAMA
Publicity
(with his
help) will of
either
be having,
havewife’s
just
had or be about to have, a baby. The
whole department is chewing cigars
along towith
. . . Now
here’s the
way
have Chuck
a vacation.
Set Decorator
WALTER SCOTT is combining business
with pleasure in New York. He is seeing
Broadway productions for the company
and combining a \acation of his own.
He writes he and Mrs. S are having a
ball . . . Night Transportation Dispatcher
ASHBY LOCKETT
became a Grandfather April 11 with the arrival of
Stephen Louis . . . Kellogg Department’s AL THAYER
is filling in over
in Set Recording for vacationing BONES
CAMPBELL
. . . PAUL HELBERT JR.,
son of PAUL SR. of Set Recording is
now

serving in the ,\ir Force . . . RUS-

nowBARTOLOMEO
driving a ’55
Cadillac SELL
. . . GILMORE
PETE DI
is shortly off for a vacation

in Canada.

. . . HAROLD
“SONNY” BELCHER of
Rerecording is baying at the moon ov'er
aand
young
we’lllady
bet named
it’s notMargaret
the childO’Brien,
movie
star . . . Over in Ladies Dresses and
Hats they just welcomed KAY NELSON
back from Europe. . . . BILLY TRAVILLA is in the midst of a major redecoration and re-building program on
his house. We also understand he has
been diving for abalone of late. . . .
MARJORIE WAHL has been on tlie sick
list for over a month and we all wish
her a speedy recovery. SHIRLEY PAGE
has been filling her spot . . . GERRIE
NOMIS of the Casting Department is
carrying a Spanish Grammar wherever
she goes these days. She is brushing up
for her next (fourth) trip to Mexico. . . .
Camera Department’s LLOYD AHERN,
PAUL LOCKWOOD
and JACK MARQUETTE spent a week working? at the
gorgeous Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado
Springs.
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Your

Prescription Will Be

CUT INSURANCE

Filled By Competent

AND

REG. PHARMACISTS

PLUS

Studio

To All 20th Century-Fox
Employees We Offer Generous
Discounts

10005 R

SERVICES

OF

A

10005 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
VE. 9-4381

Save to 25%.

•

Receive up to 1 0 additional coverages not in
standard auto policies.

Frierman-Parness

Insurance

1124

Los Angeles

So. Beverly Dr.

BR. 2-2001

Pick-up and Delivery Service

Employees

•

Our Services

PHARMACY

VE. 9-8979

THE

Personal Agent

Our Experience & Reliability Assure
the Best in Prescription Filling

You Need

TYPEWRITERS

GET

Better Automobile Insurance

Exactly as Ordered by Your Doctor

Call On Us When

Rentals • Sales • Repairs

COSTS

-

CR. 4-3149

-

Formerly

with the Royal Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
U

35

20th Century-Fox

CHRIS

CR. 4-2547

C. MORRISON

/'fto near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

6 Mos. Policy - Basic Limits L. A. - $18.95

THE SANTA FE SALES CO.

FOX HILLS CAFE
COMPLETE

DISCOUNT

SAVINGS

TO STUDIO

{[
APPLIANCES I
TELEVISION
{[

Special Attention Given
Studio$1.75
Personnel

OUT-DOOR

BR. 2-1902
At the end of the block on Pico

AUTOMATIC WASHERS
REFRIGERATORS

GAS

Gr ELEC.

RANGES

RCA
PACKARD

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed 1 Year

BELL

CBS

ANNOUNCING
— the Addition of a
Distinguished Line of DIAMOND
Engagement
and Wedding Rings Offered to Studio Employees
at Substantial Savings

CREDIT
ALSO

MANY

FEATURED

OTHER

TERMS
—

VALUES

LINE

GRanite

7-7508

16

thru Saturday —

MONICA

Ave. —

CLUB

SHOPPING

10830

RINGS

8 a m to 6 p.m.

Drug

W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

PAINT and WALLPAPER

MEMBERS

DISCOUNT
l^utc/t Sptf paints

CO.
PICO

BOULEVARD

HOURS

TIME
$4.95JEWELERS

Rear of Owl

CAMERAS and FILMS
WATCHES and JEWELRY
HOUSEWARES

1 Block East of Westwood

GRanite 3-251 3
—

Monday

•
•
•

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

MEN^S

FOR STUDIO

RADIOS and RECORD PLAYERS
LUGGAGE and LEATHER GOODS
SMALL APPLIANCES

HARRY

HAPPY

AVAILABLE

COMPLETE

EXCELLENT

DINNERS

$1.00

BEDROOM
LIVING ROOM

SUMMER

LUNCHEON

EMPlOYEES
BUFFET

FURNITURE

Co.,

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

2-7110

Paint and Wallpaper Store

—
Friday Evenings to 9 p.m.

i

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

THE STORY OF
CAMP UNI-BETIC
Remember all the fun you had at camp
when you were a youngster? The new
friends, the cook-outs, riding, swimming,
campfires, handicraft and the wonderful
feeling that you were a member of a
group all your own, separate from the
world of adults. These and the thousand
and one other things that make for a
wonderful summer vacation. Most of

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS

BRANDS

you could go to any type of camp, but
a story about a special kind of camp and
a special kind of camper crossed our desk
the other day ,and we felt it should be
passed on.

Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

10%

VIC

by specialists in diet for diabetic children. Counselors are drawn from outstanding college students who are specially trained for the project.
Camp is important to parents too, in
that with the child at camp, they can
relax for a few weeks the 24-hours a day,
365-days a year vigil they have to maintain over their diabetic child.
Though there is a maximum fee of
$65.00 suggested for two weeks, parents
are asked to pay only what they can
afford — or nothing. More than 50 per
cent of the children attend free of
charge.
Diabetic children often present the
problem of psychological adjustment.
Because of the rigid restrictions on everyday living, the child is forced into the
limelight of constant attention. An extremely self-centered attitude may develop, and a feeling of “being different”
assumes too great a proportion in the
child’s mind. These camps are found to
be one of the best mediums for combatting this situation.
Uni-Betic Camp, and its counterparts
all over the country are doing a wonderful job for these children, and it’s a job

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

TO PAY

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

MATURE

TELEVISION, INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295
ASK FOR

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

HAP umm

at Children’s Hospital and from private
practices. Ages range from 8 to 16 years
with no restrictions from racial or reli-

staff, headed by one of the camp’s founders, is on constant duty throughout the
session and diets are carefully watched

To Choose From
DOWN
24 MONTHS
Open 9 to 8 Weekdays

BRANDS

OUR

AMONG

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES

It’s called Uni-Betic Camp and it was
founded in 1941 by three doctors who
specialize in diabetes. They decided
that a special camp would be the best
way to help their young patients get a
better start in life and also give them an
opportunity to have the same fun that
their companions always enjoyed. So,
Uni-Betic Camp was founded.
Campers come from the diabetic clinic

permanent buildings, tents and large
heated swimming pool. A fine medical

QUALITY
TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

It’s a story about diabetic children,
who can only go to very special camps,
and one of the camps to which they
can go.

gious standpoints. It’s a beautiful campsite high above Redlands in the San Bernardino Mountains and has a host of

ON

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

NK
URDA
APPLIANCE

STanley

J

Iproven friends!

- ROPER
AL FEELECT
GENER
O'KEE
MERRITT
& RIC

I

❖
❖
❖

❖
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MONDAY

❖

McKinley

PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
PHOTO FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

GR. 9-5611
10877 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood Blvd.)
SAVINGS

DU. 8-2481
A. BROWN
4-

little
4- 4- notice and still less
4- you agree that it is
publicity. We hope
*
4- 4
a story worth reading.
4- to help this project
If you should 4*like
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Along with all of you who
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are Action

magazine’s
regular readers,
last read
month's
special international
issue was
by
Twentieth employees in offices and exchanges all over the world.
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To most of these people it was their
first look at our regular monthly publi-
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In the past few weeks we have received dozens of letters from all over
the world telling us how much these

ir TILE

people enjoyed receiving the magazine.
There follows a few of the comments we
have taken from their letters so that you
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was appreciated.
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tically everyone in our world organization.” “The illustrations of the (Fox)
Studios in Beverly Hills are of universal
interest, especially to those of us who
have never \isited them to see for ourselves how Fox pictures are made.”
“. . . would like to receive this publication regularly.” . . very stimulating to
have our efforts and organization brought
to the attention of the people on the
coast.” “I think it is a magnificent production, calculated to inspire and help
“Every$50,000,000.”
that merits
to produce
body connected
congratulations

^
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1725 Westwood

Boulevard

Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—
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BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around
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Dodge-Plymouth
Cars

Dodge Job-Rated
Trucks

DICK STAPLES
A Better Buy • With Better Service
BR. 2-4145
CR. 6-3144 9334 Wilshire Blvd.
AR. 3-5845 Beverly Hills, Calif.

. . .”
found

. . hope the Editors will be encouraged to repeat the idea . .
. .
the issue excellent . . . honoring

andWeinspiring.”
are hapi^y to announce that as a
result of these marvelous comments, at
least one issue of Action will be sent to
each foreign branch from now on. So we
welcome our new readers as regulars and
we hope Action continues to please
them.

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators. Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Allman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

FURNITURE

REAL

Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L A
GR. 7-7508

Howard McCarry, 12300V2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

INSURANCE

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383

Frierman & Parness, 1124 So. Beverly Dr.,
L. A
CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Sclinell)
PL. 3-1295

JEWELRY

Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires. Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service. 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seal Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

AUTO

DEALERS

Dick Staples, 9334 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,
Calif
CR. 6-3144; BR. 2-4145; AR. 3-5845

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-8795

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10649 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Enlz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 0963

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland

STOCKS

GR. 8-5259

& BONDS

(Otis M. Healy)

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice
Culver City
VE.
Dr. Martin H. Prince, 10741 W. Pico
West Los Angeles
GR.

PAINT

Blvd.,
8-0521
Blvd.,
8-7215

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A

RECORDS

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

WY. 5944

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.,
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TIRES
Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills

PHARMACY

PHOTOGRAPHERS

FUNERALS

RUGS

GR. 9-9554

Dean Witter & Company

FIREPLACE

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cieve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

SERVICE

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

PHONOGRAPH

FLORISTS

Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902

RUG

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

FIXTURES

RESTAURANTS

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills... .CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

10005 R Pharmacy, 10005 Venice Blvd.,
L. A
VE. 9-8979; VE. 9-4381

SERVICE

READY-TO-WEAR

LINOLEUM

OPTOMETRISTS
BOOKS

ESTATE

TRAVEL

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.,
(Owl Drug) West L. A.
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If you look very carefully, and you happen to be a real
that second Model “T”
recognize
may row
youthird
timer,
old end
TCF
from the
in the
as your own faithful old buggy.
The old “T” was quite a car, and as we look at them lined up
outside the old Santa Monica gate, much the way our sleek
and shiny ’55 models are this very afternoon, they immediately become symbolic of an era. Not just an era of
transportation, but of life in these United States, of which
the movies are a very big part.

STORY
We have devoted this issue of ACTION

to twenty years

of the past. Proud as we are of those years, we wouldn’t any
more want to be using picture making techniques of twenty
years ago than we would want to still be driving a Model
“T.‘” Now you’re ready to read the rest of this issue, but before you do, one more word. We’re kind of proud of what
we’re doing today and of what we think they’ll be saying
about this era— twenty years hence.
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A

Great

20 Years
Way For
Editors note: Much of the material in this article
was gathered and prepared by Julian Johnson for
another story. T o him go our deepest thanks for his
permission to use sams in this publication.
In the early twenties a young man of tremendous
ambition and so few visible assets that he walked
miles to a studio in an endeavor to sell original
stories— which he most often didn’t sell— began to
attract the amused attention of laconic studio executives. He worked constantly, enthusiastically and
with such superb faith in his ultimate success that
he finally succeeded in wedging himself into the
Warner organization. He made good at once, and
rose with such skyrocket rapidity in the organization that you have probably guessed his name by
now. He was Darryl Francis Zanuck, the untrammeled, uninhibited boy from Wahoo, Nebraska. And
he
soon became Warner’s redoubtable head of production.
New Film Company Organized
But in 1933, wishing to be master of his own organization, he tore up the fabulous long-term con-

Corporation
Ago
The

Founded

TCF Led The
Entire Industry

tract offered him, and with Joseph M. Schenck and
William Goetz founded a new, independent production company known as Twentieth Century Pictures.
The new company, releasing through United Artists, completed plans for its whole first year’s program in less than sixty days after the formation of
the company. Soon, exhibitors who had, perhaps
somewhat timidly, booked Twentieth Century pictures were reaping a harvest.
THE
proved a
by an
HOUSE

BOWERY, Twentieth’s lead-off picture,
smashing success and was quickly followed
even greater box-office triumph, THE
OF ROTHSCHILD, which significantly

screen
marked biography.
the beginning of Zanuck’s great flair for
Zanuck and Schenck, working in cramped quarters, felt the need for a great studio. Sidney Kent,
then President of Fox Film Corporation, had the
great studio; he felt the need for a young and vital
producing organization behind him. The difficulties

20 YEARS OF

SINCE

1935

EMBLEM
PROGRESS

THE
OF
IN

COURAGEOUS
PICTURES

AND

ADVANCEMENT
IN

ART

SCIENCE

AND
. . . .
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that faced this amalgamation were numerous and formidable.
But all these difficulties were eventually o\ercome, and on
August 22, 1935, 20 years ago this year, the formation of Twentieth Centur\-Fo.\ Film Corporation was announced to the
world.
Zanuck had brought with him into the new organization fi\ e
important pictures headed by big-time stars, none of whom
had ever before appeared in a Fox picture. As follows: Clark
Gable in Jack London’s CALL
as CARDINAL RICHELIEU,

OF THE WILD, George Arliss
Maurice Chevalier in FOLIES

BERGERE, Ronald Colman in CLI\’E OF INDIA, and Charles Laughton in \’ictor Hugo’s LES MISERABLES. These were
added to those of Janet Ga\nor, Shirley Temple and Will
Rogers, the established Fox stars.
Did we say Rogers? Hardly had one picture been completed
and plans set for another, than Rogers, almost at the moment
of the merger, set off for Alaska with his good friend Wiley
Post. In August, Post’s plane crashed at Point Barrow. Rogers
returned not to a great welcome, but to a great funeral.
But

the new company swept ahead. KING OF BURLESQUE, THANKS A MILLION, and THE MAN WHO
BROKE THE BANK AT MONTE CARLO were put in work.
They all turned out successfully. What was more, they had a
new quality of story, and THANKS A MILLION, especially,
was no\ el. It was the first of the screen’s political satires.

New

Buildings Construct'ed

Changes in the physical setup of the producing plant were
soon under way. A huge ship set, recreating in full size a modern Atlantic liner, occupied a sector of the lot’s east border.
Meanwhile, the need for a new administration building had
been noted e\en before the new organization had been in
power a month. The ship set was demolished while plans were
being drawn for the great new administration building. One
of the two finest administrati\e structures in the motion picture world, it was built to house the offices of various company
chiefs, department heads and the producers.
1936 kept up the pace of success. Smash productions of this
season included LLOYDS OF LONDON,
UNDER
TWO
FLAGS, RAMONA,
and three great Zanuck musicals.
TH.\NKS A MILLION, previously referred to, SING, BABY,
SING and PIGSKIN PARADE. The net profit at year’s end
was more than double that of ’35, viz. $7,924,126.00.
The year was also notable for the development of two young
stars, T\rone Power and Don Ameche.
In 1937 the national exhibitor poll chose Twentieth CenturyFox as the most consistently successful producing company of
the year.
Twentieth-Fox held the lead under the wire again in 1938.
The spectacular IN OLD CHICAGO, dramatizing the historic
Maybe they had smog then too, but one thing is for sure, the only
bright feature of the day when Old Writers was dedicated was Will
Rogers' wit. It was such a dull day they had to light the speakers
platform so newsreel cameras could get a shot.

In the top picture the new TCF Administration building can be seen
as it neared completion. This took place shortly after the organization of the new Twentieth Century-Fox Company. In the center picture, stage 15 is seen a-boming. This was the stage built to house
an ice rink for the then popular Fox star, Sonia Henie. In the bottom
photo you have probably already recognized the addition to the
Cafe, if only by the rose bushes. This all took place nearly simultaneously in about 1936 when TCF was still very, very new.

fire, and ALEXANDER’S
RAGTIME
BAND, bringing the
music of Irving Berlin to the screen, were among the small
group of the year’s best pictures from anywhere. Now, Darryl
Zanuck achieved, for the first time, the industry’s highest honor,
the Thalberg Award, for the most distinguished ser\ ice to the
motion picture industry.
But the encroachments of Hitler and the war clouds hanging over Europe were fast depleting foreign revenues. In 1939,
when

war broke out, Hollywood kissed $35,000,000.00 of foreign revenue good-bye, and prepared to subsist on domestic
returns. Like the rest, the profits of Twentieth Century-Fox
were dropping, but the returns from such stalwarts as STAN-
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LEY AND LIVINGSTONE, ROSE OF WASHINGTON
SQUARE, JESSE JAMES and THE RAINS CAME cushioned
the shock of world disaster and the year’s end showed a respectable net of $4,329,000.00.
Nineteen-forty. France had fallen. All Europe was swept by
the Wehrmacht. Britain was fighting for her life. But Zanuck,
against much well-meant advice, stepped out with the most
controversial picture of the year, the Steinbeck GRAPES OF
WRATH. Its success, both artistically and financially, are well
remembered.
.\nd— though wryly humorous, it was true— Shirley Temple
was aging.
Zanuck's New Ideas
Zanuck was changing too. Mentally and spiritually. The man
who had been renowned for blazing action pictures now turned
to a great story of the Welsh coal miners, a story which was
considered “good reading,” but not, by most, good film material. The production, under the direction of John Ford, of
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY, was one of the great successes of the year throughout the English speaking world.
In this year, 1941, Zanuck entered the Army as a Lieutenant
Colonel in the Signal Corps, but before leaving he had set the
pattern for the 1942 season in such productions as THIS
ABOVE ALL, MY GAL SAL, THE BLACK SWAN-the
greatest of all pirate pictures— SPRINGTIME IN THE
ROCKIES, and TALES OF MANHATTAN.
Early in the year 1942, Sidney Kent, President of the company, died suddenly at his home in New York.
Skouras Comes to TCF
Twentieth Century-Fox was exceedingly fortunate in his successor. Spyros P. Skouras, head of National Theatres, brought
to the presidential chair a world-wide knowledge of the business, and much the same tremendous industry and application
that Sidney Kent had shown. He assumed the leadership on
.\pril 10th, 1942, and the years that have passed since then
ha\'e given the studio and all its forces the same confidence in
his direction that the board of directors felt at his installation.
Spyros Skouras has achieved a complete unity in the Twentieth
Century-Fox organization— at the studio, in New York and
abroad— that few men have ever built up in a major company.
Darryl Zanuck, after brilliant active service, under fire, in
both the Aleutians and North Africa, achieved the eagles of
full colonelcy and then returned to the studio in July, 1943.
Masterpiece Produced
1944 saw the production of one of the most remarkable pictures in film history. THE SONG OF BERNADETTE, Franz
Werfel’s masterpiece of the story of Lourdes, bringing stardom
to a young girl of rich talent, Jennifer Jones. The picture won
half a dozen awards and distinguished critical as well as financial success.
Zanuck now devoted many months to the preparation and
production of one of the most unusual pictures ever made:
WILSON, the story of the great President whose League of
Nations foreshadowed, although tragically, the United Nations
of today. This magnificent picture, an historical document for
future archives, achieved acclaim from intelligent people all
over the world. It made movie-goers of people who previously
had thought MICKEY MOUSE the summum bonum of the
screen. It made people think around the whole civilized world.
.And it won five Academy awards.
Zanuck Wins Thalberg Award
In 1944 Zanuck again won the Irving Thalberg award for
the most distinguished service to the industry— the only man
who had won it twice.
The not-obvious type of motion picture star was now drafted
in Clifton Webb, pre-eminently of the stage, and in LAURA
he demonstrated the versatility and ability that have more recently made him famous in the “Belvedere” series, and most
recently in WOMAN’S WORLD.
The musical STATE FAIR, built anew by Rodgers and Hammerstein, made history, as did THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM, bringing new star Gregory Peck to the fore.

No attempt, in this summary of progress and achievement,
has been made to be consecutive, but the significant war pictures turned out by the Twentieth organization included
GUADALCANAL DIARY, CRASH DIVE, THE IMMORTAL
SERGEANT, PURPLE HEART, THE FIGHTING LADYsaga of the flat-tops-and THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET,
the
singular
atomic
spies. and striking documentary of the FBI’s fight against
LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN, with Gene Tierney, Cornel
Wilde and Jeanne Crain, topped the $5,000,000.00 mark in
receipts, thereby entering the charmed circle of all-time boxoffice champions.
THE KISS OF DEATH seemed like a flashback to Zanuck’s
stunning method of impact in gangster stories. It brought to
stardom a new young actor, Richard Widmark.
New Trends in Film Stories
Then came Zanuck’s next step forward. Into racial discussions of timely nature, and into psychiatric fields where no one
had made a screen venture before, GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT, starring Gregory Peck, and the stark, powerful portrayal of an insane mind struggling back to sanity in the terrible yet fascinating SNAKE PIT, were landmarks. In the latter, Olivia de Havilland gave" one of the greatest performances
ever to be seen on the screen. GENTLEMAN’S AGREE-

One oi the most
stirring pictures
ever put on the
screen by ciny proGreen
My
ducer, Was
''How
Valley." Darryl
Zanuck's magnificent story oi the
Welsh coal miners, was acclaimed
the world over.

MENT, with its powerful arraignment of anti-Semetic feeling
among so-called highly civilized people, was named by the
Academy the best picture of 1947. In that year Twentieth Century-Fox won seven Academy Awards.
SITTING PRETTY launched the “Belvederes” on their glory
road and put the name of Clifton Webb perhaps the highest of
all in the list of contemporary comedians.
LETTER TO THREE WIVES, acclaimed the best in direction and writing— the company’s brilliant new star in writing
and direction, Joseph Mankiewicz was the maker of this one—
brought to the screen a new star in Paul Douglas, the fully
matured talents of the beautiful Linda Darnell, and the charm
and sincerity of Jeanne Crain, as well as a generally flawless
supporting cast.
As 1949 ended, Cregory Peck again made a magnificent record in the story of the American Air Force in England,
TWELVE O’CLOCK HIGH, directed by Henry King.
1950 was a true epic year for Twentieth. Zanuck received
his third Thalberg Award, thereby achieving a mark that may
never be equalled by anyone in this industry. ALL ABOUT
EV’E, Joseph Mankiewicz’ triumphant success, starring Bette
Davis, Anne Baxter and Gary Merrill, was voted Best Production of the Year at the Academy and earned Oscars in both
writing and direction for Mankiewicz as well as the best sup-
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Since

1942

when

he joined the company, Spyros
Skouras and Darryl F. Zanuck have
led the Twentieth
Century -Fox organization together and carried it to
the position of
world leadership it
now enjoys.

iniiiiiiiiiii'

This

Is what

the

lot t hat was destined to someday
be known around
the world as one
of the largest and
best equipped anywhere looked like
before Twentieth
Century joined
with Fox to make
this over into the
TCF lot it has
since become.

porting actor of the year award for George Sanders. There appeared in that picture, in a small part, a young girl, lovely
beyond compare, who was destined to achieve stardom of such
magnitude
as to be almost unbeliveable. She is Marilyn Monroe.
1951 brought to the TCF screen in FOLLOW
THE SUN
the poignant and courageous story of Ben Hogan who fought
his way back from a near fatal auto accident to the top of professional golfdom’s honor roll. Glenn Ford and Anne Baxter
starred in this one. In that same year Danny Kaye convulsed
the nation in ON THE RIVIERA and Joseph Mankiewicz
brought the delightful Dr. Praetorius to the .screen in PEOPLE
WILL TALK.
In ’52 Zanuck turned back the clock and with Gregory Peck
and Susan Hayward in the title roles, brought the fabulous
story of DAVID AND BATHSHEBA
to the screen.
Joseph Mankiewicz turned to foreign adventure and intrigue
in FIVE FINGERS, and Twentieth brought another beautifully done biography to the public telling the heartwarming
story of the life of Jane Froman in WITH A SONG IN MY
HEART with Susan Hayward portraying the well loved singer
on the screen.
By 1953 the heavy hand of Television was being felt at box
offices all over the country and an uneasy industry started to
look for the “new
the theatres.

idea” that would

bring the public back into

After early releases such as CALL ME MADAM
which
brought the lusty talents of Ethel Merman to the leading role,
GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES
in which a dazzling
Marilyn Monroe

moved

up to absolute stardom, and Heming-

way’s SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO, late in the year Twentieth
Century-Fox in one fell swoop, released a picture and introduced a process
was intomotion
be more
than presentation.
just a “new idea”
but a whole
new that
concept
picture
THE
ROBE, the first production in CinemaScope revolutionized our
industry more completely than anything since the introduction
of sound.

illlllllllllll''

Darryl
Zanuck's
magnificent
achievement in
bringing
to
the screen the
life story of the
great President in
picture
son" was a "Wilmilestone in screen biography as well as
calibre motion picture production.
the

.iiiiiiiiiiiiir

The Robe was quickly followed by HOW
MILLIONAIRE
which further re-enforced

CinemaScope as it showed that this wasn’t a process to be confined to great outdoor spectacles.
Twentieth has never made a picture in any other medium
since.
1954, the first all CinemaScope

Agreement"
was
one of the most
worthwhile American films ever
made.

year brought real rebirth to

the entire industry as well as TCF. 3 COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN won the hearts of movie-goers the world over with its
gorgeous shots of Rome and its delightful title song. Clifton
Webb, Jean Peters, Maggie McNamara and Dorothy McGuire
breathed life into the leading roles in that production. THE
EGYPTIAN and NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW
BUSINESS
were two more of the year’s outstanding hits from Twentieth.
And so we come to the present. Early 1955 marked the welcoming to TCF of
Twentieth picture
FORTUNE
with
Caron teamed for
LEGS,

Another of Zanuck's most notable
strokes of courageous daring was
his bringing to the
screen Laura Hobson's indictment of
anti - semitism.
"G entlemen's

TO MARRY A
the position of

“The King,” as Clark Gable made his first
since “Call Of The W’ild,” SOLDIER OF
Susan Hayward. Fred Astaire and Leslie
a remake of old favorite DADDY
LONG

Richard Todd

brought Peter Marshall to life in A MAN

CALLED PETER in which Jean Peters gave what was probably the most stirring performance of her career, and Marilyn
Monroe and Tom Ewell are currently rocking the theatres in
the hilarious SEVEN YEAR ITCH.
Progress

Many

Sided

To this point in this catalogue of the development of Twentieth Century-Fox over the twenty years since its organization,
we have attempted, generally, to keep our eye focused on the
screen— for in the final analysis, the ultimate in progress and
advancement of every type is its presentation there in the
form of better entertainment for the millions of ticket buyers
the world over.
But the story of progress in motion pictures ends on the
screen. It starts in every department, and with every technician
and artisan on the lot.

.iiiiiiiiiiiiir

the years
Twentieth Century-Fox has shown the way over
mattei
subject
s,
material
,
methods
in
to constant improvement
that
one
is
e
heritag
This
ion.
product
picture
and technique in
of
hip
leaders
the
through
tly
has been contributed to constan
Asand
r
Manage
ve
Executi
such executives as Lew Schreiber,
so many years
sistant to Darryl F. Zanuck, Fred Metzler, for
in a conacting
now
r
Studio Treasurer and Studio Manage
J. B. Codd,
y,
Publicit
of
Director
Brand,
Harry
capacity,
sulting
, former vetour present Studio Treasurer and Julian Johnson
capacity.
y
advisor
an
in
acting
now
and
Editor
eran Story
since its incepThese men, all of whom have been with TCF
ideas from
new
ed
welcom
and
aged
encour
always
tion have
individual departstudio employees and improvements within
and Fred
ments, as have Fred Fox, presently Studio Manager
Twentieth
joined
who
ns
Relatio
ial
Industr
of
r
Directo
Meyer,
in 1939.
. .1 1. 1
that nave
Some of the significant changes and improvements
:
follow
ments
depart
eth
come out of Twenti
DepartWith the advent of stereophonic sound the Sound
ment faced and overcame the problem of getting four tracks
use. The
on film of the same 35mm width that was already in
the dein
ental
instrum
course
of
Camera Department was
velopment and perfection of CinemaScope. Currently they are
at work on a process that will facilitate photographing and
introduced the
projecting 55mm film. Our Grip Department
and camera
bases
parallel
l
Airwhee
use of Jr. Camera Cranes,
moved
have
ments
Depart
ing
Tabulat
and
Payroll
The
barges.
to unbelievable advancements in efficiency of operation. From
ed
the days of hand-typed payroll records, manually comput
wages and individually prepared checks to the present fully
been
automatic tabulating system, nearly 2,500,000 checks have
autofirst
the
on
paid
was
Abbot
processed since Lenwood B.
matically computed payroll and Henry Zynda’s check was
drawn for the current week. Optical Printing has facilitated
the change in their department to all color photography. In
addition, one only has to see a picture of twenty years ago to
recognize the changes that have been made in fades, laps,
dissolves, etc. Over the years, come what might, the Research
Library has maintained its periodical file so that today it is one
of the most complete indexes of its kind. The circular binding
has made a big change in the library’s methods of preparing pictorial material and the use of photostats has produced a most advanced system of filing. The Wardrobe Department has made gigantic strides in the use of new materials. Nylon and orlon are in constant use. Handwork has
been eliminated in many phases of wardrobe and permanent
pleating has been a wonderful help and money saver. The
TCF Paint Department was the first in the industry to develop
and use the silk screen process for flooring instead of the old
costly method of stenciling and hand graining. This department also pioneered the use of a mirroring process for gold
and silver that produces a brightness heretofore impossible to
achieve. The Makeup Department, through the use of rubber
appliances, has developed a system of aging that makes for a
nearly foolproof job almost always perfect the first time,
thereby eliminating the old trial and error method of aging.
They have developed a cover for dark beards that prevents
them from showing through makeup and they have produced
a dye stain for darkening skin that, when used in conjunction
with makeuD, is better, faster, takes less makeup and is so pure
one could drink it. The Art Department has taken a hand in
publicizing pictures. Models and sketches of picture sets have
machine

been used as theatre displays. They are viewed through periscopes with special apertures to give the CinemaScope effect.
Both the models and the periscopes were produced in the Art
Department model shop. In the Landscape Department a svstem has been devised for the processing of brush, shrubs, limbs,
etc., that not only preserves the cut greenery so that it can be
used longer, but automatically fireproofs it as well. Over the
years the Transportation Department has pioneered the use
of special equipment designed to do a specific job more effectivelv. Whirlys, cranes, etc., fall into this category. In addition.

One of the new Twentieth Century-Fox Corporation's first real smash
productions was the still well remembered "Lloyds of London"
which introduced the new young star Tyrone Power to a pinnacle
of stardom he was destined to enjoy for many years to come.

a recent advancement from this department that was instrumental in an important improvement in efficiency was the installation ofradio-telephones in all vehicles for on-the-road dispatching. In the Staff Shop the development of plastics for use
in molds and casts has produced lighter, easier to handle casts
that last much longer than the old plaster casts. The plastic
molds last for years and can be used for either plaster or other
plastics. The Story Deparlment has moved into high gear to
supply the producers with the story material necessary to the
new company policy of putting story matter first in picture production.
Our TCF Still Department pioneered the use of color stills
and today over fifty percent of all Twentieth still photos are in
color. The department’s lab was the first in the industry to succeed in making duplicate color transparencies in quantitytoday thousands are sent all over the world to publicize Twentieth pictures. The Mechanical Effects Department has developed over the years methods to produce any kind of fire
effect in absolute safety. They were also the originators of a
special oil cracking process that produces the most realistic
fog effects ever created. Our TCF Film Library, the most extensiv'e and accurately catalogued in the world has been turned
into a source of revenue through the rental of stock material to
TV film makers. In the first three months after this procedure
was agreed upon rentals totaled $50,000.00.
These are but a few of the hundreds of accomplishments that
could be listed by ALL of the Departments as well as indivi{Continued

on Page 18)

Produced by Darryl Zanuck in 1940 and destined to be the most
talked about picture of the year, or any other year, for that matter,
"Grapes of Wrath," John Steinbeck's powerful novel became one
of the most startling and grippingly powerful pictures ever made.
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PICTURES.. ..AND WORDS
BARBARA
MONTE
BONOME

HARRY

;; BRAND

3

■lAROLD

■ 1TH
' OMAS

II JOE
RICK-

ED
WEYL

BILL

AUDREY

HAZEL

FRED

CONLIN

TAYLOR

MEYER

WALLY
WHITE

ROSEN

LOU

JACK
CODD

WITTE

TOM
YOUNG

GASTON
GLASS

BUD
FISCHER

RUTH
FOX

RAY
HOUSE

DAVE
GOLDFARB

r ANUCK

BEN
WURTZEL

BELL
CAMPSYTH
FOR-

JIM

LEW

MITCHELL

SCHREIBER

DOC
BISHOP

ENCE
CLARSHORES

|> ARDS

> tARRYL

NAT
DYCHES

JEANNE

JOE

STARNES

MACDONALD

JOHN
EHRINS

PAULINE
DUNLAP
ED.

VIC

I

E. C.
INWARD

HAROLD
BOW

HUGH
FOWLER

CHRISTENSEN

FRANCES
RICHARDSON

SNYDER
and
LEON
SHAMROY

IRV

HENRY

HOLDEN

GOLDFARB

ANNA

MAE

HART

EDDIE
CON LON
KEN

DAN
WURTZEL

LUTZ

and
FRANK
GILROY

BILL

MICKEY

ABBOTT

MORGAN

McLEAN

of the Cutting

Departmentwithis wearing
everybody’s
eardrums
elaborate out
descriptions
of
her
new she
yacht.
see how
has Gallant
had timeLady.
to do We
any don’t
sailing though, with her days filled with cutting chores RATOFF
on “Lloydsis of
. . .
GREGORY
one London”
of the heartiest lunchers on the lot these days— his
favorite is a whole, cold, roast chicken
and salad . . . And talking about food,
how about those marvelous hamburger
steaks that “go for a ride” on the perambulator inthe Cafe every Saturday . . .
ART WEBB of the Accounting Department iskeeping some kind of secret these
davs. He won’t teU us “when” . . . SAM
WITTENBERG, F & A Softball team
star, is off his game these days, we hear
it’s love . . . DOG BISHOP,, of Publicity,
has been practicing football with the
neighborhood kids so he can keep up
with his three weeks old son, Thomas
Clarke Bishop . . . CHARLIE GOLDIE
and BILL WINTER of the Still Department have purchased new homes and are
both busy painting and decorating . . .
Glad to hear that ALICE FAYE has practicallv recovered from her recent illness
. . . GLEN HARMON of the Landscape
Department and his wife are the proud
parents of brand new twin boys, Lynn
Baily and Lee Curtis . . . GODFREY
“BUD” FISCHER of the Camera Department, with the help of Mrs. Fischer,
just became a beaming poppa. Welcome
to little Jimmy . . . And while we’re in
the Stork department, a new little “cutter” has made an appearance in the
HERB TRAVIS household. He’s Herbert
Neil Travis, Jr
After their debut
before the Cameras in “Pigskin Parade,”
Office Boys HUGH
FOWLER
and
CHARLIE OWENS are determined to
win fame and fortune “before the arcs”
. . . PEGGY McNAUGHT is all overwrought. Her nice blue coupe got pretty
badly mashed turning into Pico the
other night . . . After a recent accident
in the Rehearsal Hall, CLARA BING
has had to abandon her ant colony and
go back to her first love, guppies . . .
Everybody is grateful to note that we
finally got a traffic signal outside the Pico
Now if we get
hit it doesn’t
.gate.
. . ANNAREA
MAHER
bringscount
her

FRANCIS

JIMMY

O'CONNOR

DINEEN

IRISH

SAMMY

ROCHE

BENSON

puppy to work once a week. We understand he’s office broken, too . . . Didn’t
realize that so many TCFers had a touch
for the Oriental, but the Cafe’s new Chinese chef is going over with a bang . . .

’

dj I well we haven'! got a picture here of everybody who's been on the lot for 20 years or more —
ildn t find any more pictures. If you re not shown somewhere on these pages,
you must have
ahj too far from the "birdie" at that Studio Picnic back in '36.

Don’t forget to see “Lloyds of London,”
it’s our biggest yet, and you’ll love it.
• .

•
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Don’t forget to send in your entries to the “Vacations Unlimited” picture contest. Remember, too, in September we \\ill
award a first, second and third prize of $25.00, $15.00, and
$10,000,
pictures
camera.
Goldie,
leading

respectively. You don’t have to be an expert to submit
and they need not have been taken with an elaborate
The contest will be judged, incidentally, by Charles
Manager of the Still Department, Frank Powolny,
Still Photographer, and Maria Brooks of the Still Lab.

Entries on this page include the two top pictures, by Ed
Arnold of the Accounting Department, taken in Guanajuato,
Mexico. The bottom three shots were taken by Bert Kershner, of Film Loading, on his recent vacation. Bert got some
good shots of the motorcycle races over on Catalina Island as
well as one very good mood shot also taken on the island.
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SID ROGELL

GORDON

It’s a crazy business! Well, not crazy

FORBES

urday enjoys is manifested by most Twentieth employees in the

perhaps, but it IS different; the movie business, that is. Where
else could you look
out the window and

violence of their costume. From top echelon Executives to Mail
Boy, the most conservative Brooks-Brothers-Believer lets his
day.
hair down on Satur-

see an 8-foot gorilla
casually strolling
down the street on his
way

to the commissary in company with
a silk and satin show

Sometimes it’s pretty awful, too. The
darndest outfits come

girl. There is snow
on one set and steam-

strolling or driving in

ing African heat on
another. Why, in this

the gate. And
shirts (shudder),

business you can even
bump into MOVIE

sport shirts— those
wonderful, terrible,
Hawaiian boating

STARS. Sure, it’s a
crazy business — and
what about Saturday?

scenes— in shades

For

some

of

purple and gold.
Western shoes and
hats have been noted,

strange,

inexplicable reason,
Saturday is a day held

denims are almost “de
rigeur,” Levis are a
popular trend and we
know one Executive
who favors a beret.

apart in our business
from the rest of the
week. It’s a sort of
“relax and let your inhibitions out the win-

derful way
Actually,
it’stoa live.
wonSouthern California is

dow” day. Despite the
fact that ours is, for

typically casual anywhat way,
ails
all good
of us for
to
and it’s

many persons, a sixday-a-week industry,
something happens on
Saturday. Nobody
works six days a week.
It’s five days a week
plus Saturday. Saturday is special. This
strange and unusual
setting-apart that Sat-

the
the

urday.
let go once a week, on
violent but fun — SatIncidentally,

Top to bottom: Max Lamb, Alex Babcock,
unidentified.

we

saw Marilyn Monroe
in a tee shirt once on
Saturday. Wow!

S
A
T
U
R
D
A

y
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STUDIO

You can easily see by the delighted look in their eyes that they
never expected anything as wonderful as all that for just 50c.

One of the most interesting of the Studio Club
classes to get underway recently is the jewelry class. Students can make bracelets, rings,
chains and a host of other handsome items.

CLUB

There was almost every kind of game you could think of and the
prizes were magnificent. Plenty of cold drinks kept everybody happy.

GAME TOURNAMENT A HIT
The second Games Tournament of the
year went off with even a louder bang
than the first. Nearly 200 diners were deligJited with the chicken or fish dinner
served from 6:30 to 7:30 before activities
got underway. Priced at just 50c the
dinner was so well received, both guustatorily and monitarily, that it will be a
regular feature of all Games Tournaments to follow. By the time dinner was
cleared away and the variety of games
got started, nearly 300 persons had taken
their places in the Cafe. As we mentioned in last month’s ACTION, this
repeat Tournament was by popular de-

ing up
around
let
a bit.the lot that “demand” hasn’t
Current plans on the part of the Club
Board of Controllers include another evening of dinner (at the same price) and
games set for Friday night, July 22.

ANNUAL GOLF
TOURNAMENT AND
DANCE SET FOR
AUGUST 14 AT
FOX HILLS COURSE

mand, and from^is^at we’ve been hearThe happy couple in the picture below are
Esther (Butchie) Weiss and her new husband
Albert Robichaud. June 4 was the big day.

You have probably already recognized Art
Gameral. To him go congratulations on his
recent appointment as Assistant to Sid Rogell.

Congratulations to Larry Rice and Ted Frazer.
Larry takes over as Chief Auditor and Mr.
Frazer moves to Special Advisor to Accounting
and Finance.

ACTIVITIES

DINNER DANCE HUGE SUCCESS
Friday night, June 10th, the people pictured on this page had the time of their lives. It
was, of course, at the aimual Studio Club Dinner Dance at the Crystal Room of the
Beverly Hills Hotel. The room was a veritable symphony of color, music, laughter emd
people who were just plain having a good time.
The food was excellent and the service superb. The music has never been better in the
history of the Dinner Dance and the show — the show was fabulous. Tommy Noonan and
his wife literally convulsed the entire audience with their hysterical skits. Ruben De
Fuentes amd his guitar and his wonderful songs were another highlight. The Honey
Brothers and their hijinks kept everyone rolling especially when they dragged TCFers in
the audience out on the floor. And of course, the hit of the evening was the incomparable
Dick Contino. Dick played his accordion, sang, played the piemo and was magnificent.
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Who’s New

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members
SPRAYS

BOUQUETS

lM\i liM
10932 Le Conte A ve., Westwood

1755
Flowers

ite 7-GRanDeliver
/I We

Telegraphed

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

INC.

CHICAGO

A CARPETS

Complete

CARPET

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

CLUB

WEISS, Mgr.
GR. 3-8636
ir TILE

Carpet Co.

SERVICE

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

STUDIO

and BOYS

★ LINOLEUM

Wright
A

formation
20th Century-Fox
breaks withof tradition
this month WHO’S
to bringNEW
you
a profile on a young man who is also eelebrating an anniversary this month.
Walter Jolley, well known and well liked
head of our Paint Department, completes his
thirtieth year with 20th this month. Walter
came to the company back in June of 1925,

S’
S
I
E
W
OUR SPECIALTY"

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
CARL
10643 Pico Blvd.

MEMBERS

Discounts On
Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - irons - Mixers, etc.

THE "WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount
BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

Dodge-Plymouth
Cars

Dodge Job-Rated
Trucks

DICK STAPLES
1725 Westwood

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica

—

Phones

—

GR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around
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JOLLEY

In tribute to this 20th Anniversary of the

HOLLYWOOD

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

"SLACKS

WALTER

A Better Buy • With Better Service
BR. 2-4145
CR. 6-3144 9334 Wilshire Bird.
AR. 3-5845 Beverly Hills, Calif.

for a temporary job. He’s beginning to think
it may be permanent after all.
Walter was with the old Pickford-Fairbanks
Studio when he came over to Fox for what he
thought would be a brief period. His first
picture was “Ancient Mariner’’ on location in
Long Beach, after which he was asked to take
charge of the exterior work on the new Fox
Hills property the Company had just purchased.
Walter did so, and the rest is history.
In 1933 he took charge of the Western Avenue Paint Department when the Wrutzel unit
was in full swing. Later, he came back to the
Hills as Assistant Department Head and in 1939
took over the Paint Department, a position he
has held ever since.
Walter was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and at an early age his family moved to Denver where he received most of Jiis schooling.
He first saw California sunshine in 1915 when
his family moved out here, and he has called
Sunny Cal home ever since.
Walter has two sons, both of whom are
TCFers in good standing. Bob is Assistant
Head of the Paint Department, working alongside his Dad, and Ronald is a Prop Maker.
Together, the three Jolleys have contributed
54 years of service to 20th Century-Fox; (Bob
has been with us 16 years, Ronald 8).
As a young man, Walter played semi-pro
baseball and football and at 20th has always
been one of the most steadfast boosters of the
Studio Club Athletic Program. He was, in
fact. Chairman of Athletic Committee for several years as well as President of the Club.
Paint Department teams have always been a
threat in all competition. The Department’s
trophy case holds two softball championships,
bowling championships and a host of others.
When not actively following sports, Walter’s
time is spent in amateur photography— mostly
16mm movies.
WHO’S NEW hardly introduced a newcomer this month, but we feel Walter is typical
of the many TCFers of long and faithful
service whose efforts are largely responsible for
the mark this corporation has made on the
whole industry.
Incidentally, this year Walter celebrates 35
years of marriage, too.
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Your Prescription Will Be
REGISTERED

REID

(For 20 Years in TCF

PHARMACISTS

on a NEW

Our Experience & Reliability Assure
the Best in Prescription Filling
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•

DE SOTO
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Fulle

Our Services

•

PHARMACY

16th St. Cor.*
Santa Monica

10005 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
VE. 9-8979

Process Dept.)

S E L E C T I ON

To All 20th Century-Fox
Employees We Offer Generous
Discounts
You Need
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TYPEWRITERS

Save You Money
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10005 R
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FRANK
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•
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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COMPLETE

To Studio Employees 89.50

FOR ENTERTAINMENT

WHEREVER
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GO

Emerson 3-Way Portable with Batteries, i
6 Tube — 3 Gang Tuner — Wood Case.
Reg. Price 55.95 —
->-VACATION

SPECIAL
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To Studio Employees 34.95
BINOCULARS — 6x30, 7x35, 7x50 — 50%

THE SANTA
—

DISCOUNT

FURNITURE

TO STUDIO

EMPLOYEES

SPECIALS

FOR SUMMER

10829 SANTA

GRanite 7-7508
DAILY

FROM

9 A.M.

$1.75

BR. 2-1902
At the end oi the block on Pico

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed

HAPPY
10830

PACKARD
CBS

6.45

SHOPPING

HOURS
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6 P.M.

MON.

—

W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

ISutcfi Sptf paints
PICO

BOULEVARD

GRanite 3-251 3
—

$4.95JEWELERS
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DISCOUNT

BELL

8.95 CHAIR. . .
1 Block East of Westwood

TIME

PAINT and WALLPAPER
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MONICA

Ave. —

1 Year

Rear of Owl

13.95 TABLE. . .

ENTERTAINING

(Corner of Glendon

Special Attention Given
Studio Personnel

—

APPLIANCES

SAMSON

LUNCHEON

DINNERS
$1.00

OFF-<-

BEDROOM
LIVING ROOM
SUMMER OUT-DOOR
AUTOMATIC WASHERS
REFRIGERATORS
GAS & ELEC. RANGES
RCA

TELEVISION

Holt

BUFFET

FE SALES CO.

SAVINGS

near

FOX HILLS CAFE

AMATEUR

Practiflex FX - f2.8 Westar with Leather |
Case and 150 mm. Telephoto Lens.
Reg. Price 1 54.95 —

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico

HARRY I. ALTMAN SUMMER SPECIALS
FOR THE

20th

Co.,

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

Santa Monica — EX. 5-2297

Pick-up and Delivery Service

with the Roya' Typewriter
Underwood Typewriter Co.,

Blvd.)

BRadshaw 2-71 10

& FRI. 9 A.M.

TO

9 P.M.

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO
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20 YEARS OF 20th
(Continued

from Page 9)

duals on the lot. Space does not permit

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

us to go further.
The reputation as the most advanced
and progressive studio in the industry
was not easily come by, and it is cherished by all TCFers.
In 1953 Sid Rogell, Our Executive
Production Manager, joined TCP and

DISCOUNTS ON
QUALITY BRANDS

TELEVISION
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
WASHERS

BRANDS

OUR

AMONG

effected a tightening of operations necessitated bythe re-organization the entire industry was going through at the
time.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

GE • WESTINGHOUSE • RCA
HOFFMAN • MOTOROLA

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
To Choose

KNIGHT
RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.

10%

DOWN
Open

24 MONTHS

TO PAY

9 to 8 Weekdays

VIC

6806 S. Western Ave.
PL. 3-1295

With the lot functioning smoothly in
its new framework, Rogell picked up
the traditional banner of progress and

From

turned to TV. TCF-TV was organized
and this month finished the first halfhour show in the MY FRIEND FLICKA
series.

MATURE

TELEVISION,

INC.

10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

ASK FOR

With

RAY HODGES or
FRED SCHNELL

& APPLIANCE

have pleased audiences immeasurably as they looked at actual
scenes from Rome, Paris, London, Africa
and so on.

CO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
DUMONT

and RCA

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

The value of color soon became manifest and today, all Twentieth pictures
are in color. As this Studio, along with
all of the others, started to make fewer

STanley
7-5714

TELEVISION

Opposite Stadium

Theater

8879 West Pico
(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249
OPEN

MONDAY

&

BR. 2-3832

FRIDAY

EVENINGS

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

❖
❖
❖

IPROVEN friends"
of

20th Century-Fox
Employees

SAVINGS
NATIONALLY

UP TO

MERCHANDISE

DU. 48-2481
-

KENT

APPLIANCES

FURNITURE

Joyce and Herb Colton
10651 West Pico Blvd.
BRighton 0-4209
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
GR. 8-9383

(In the Arcade next to Mrs. Webster’s)

T
V

4*
ARLEIGH
4*
4*

4-A.

BROWN
4*
❖

,t^^.j*.j..5..5*.5*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4^4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4***
*

4* 4
444*
4*AND GET
4-*
4THE 4- SERVICES

CUT INSURANCE COSTS

BETTER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
JOE'S TEXACO

10701 W. Pico

STUDIO

SERVICE

Pico at Overland
DISCOUNT

Ask About Special On Spring Change Over
Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

PLUS

PERSONAL

OF A

AGENT

Frierman-Parness Insurance
1124 So. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles 35
BR. 2-2001 - CR. 4-3149 - CR. 4-2547

match Twentieth’s roster of proven hits
from Broadway, to say nothing of the
number of best-selling novels that have
and will become screen fare through the
artifice of Twentieth Century-Fox.

of Spyros Skouras the Twentieth organization has grown to unequalled proportions around the world and the number

I

4-

pictures per year, but each bigger and
better on a larger scale, Mr. Zanuck
recognized the value of Broadway hits.
As a result, no studio in the world can

Twentieth has stayed in the fore businesswise as well as in the Arts and
Sciences. Under the inspired leadership

McKinley

Blvd.)

50%

ADVERTISED

LLOYD

UTTER

4*
4*
MORTUARIES
4* 44*

GR. 9-561 1
10877 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

SPECIAL

.j.
❖
❖
❖
❖

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LINE
PHOTO
FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

ALL

visual vistas that the

decision

URDANK
RADIO

the new

CinemaScope lens made possible. Twentieth shortly realized the value of actual
location shooting and crews were sent
all over the world. The results of that

of CinemaScope theatres all over the
globe firmly establish that process as the
standard of our industry.
Like a fine thoroughbred. Twentieth
Century-Fox took the lead in the Motion
Picture Industry 20 years ago and has
held that position ever since. In retrowho

it’s twenty years
isspect,associated
with that
TCF everyone
can be

And of.
on this 20th anniversary
of the
4*
proud
formation of the company,
the next 20
4*
4*
years loom on the horizon
as excitingly
full of possibilities for
vancement as the past
will follow, as surely
day, that 20th will, as
past, show the way.
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progress and ad*
*
And it
4has
4held.
4*
as
4* the night the
4*
they
have in the
4*
4*

4*
*

4* 4

4*

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuiims, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)

FURNITURE

REAL

Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

Howard McCarry, 12300Vz W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

INSURANCE

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
PL. 3-1295
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

DEALERS

Hart Fullerton (Frank Reid),
16th St. cor. Santa Monica

EX. 5-2297

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-2721

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-8795

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

OPTICAL

Dick Staples, 9334 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,
Calif
CR. 6-3144; BR. 2-4145; AR. 3-5845

BOOKS

JEWELRY

LINOLEUM

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

AUTO

Frierman & Parness, 1124 So. Beverly Dr.,
L. A
CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

OPTOMETRISTS

PAINT

Blvd.,
8-0521
Blvd.,
8-7215

& WALLPAPER

Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

PHARMACY

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

PHONOGRAPH

HREPLACE

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 0-4373

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

RESTAURANTS
Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-9554

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland

STOCKS

RECORDS

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio (Elub
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

GR. 8-5259

& BONDS

Dean Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis, 5037 W. Pico Blvd., L. A
WY. 5944
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
BR. 2-3647

TV & RADIO

REPAIR

Ed Bloch — The Gramaphone Shop, 366 N.
Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TIRES
Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills

10005 B Pharmacy, 10005 Venice Blvd.,
L. A
VE. 9-8979; VE. 9-4381

SERVICE

READY-TO-WEAR

TELEVISION

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

Wm. M. Alberts, O.D., 10522 Venice
Culver City
VE.
Dr. Martin H. Prince, 10741 W. Pico
West Los Angeles
GR.

ESTATE

TRAVEL

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.,
(Owl Drug) West L. A.
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REPAIR

Entered

as Second

Class

Matter at the Post Office,
Los Angeles, Calif., under
act of March

...THE EAT D. W. CEimiH
It was nearly 40 years ago when the man with the megaphone stepped to the front of the platform and set into motion
the first phases of “Intolerance.” Twenty-two months and 12
days went by before D. W. Griffith finished shooting, and 2
months were spent editing. The finished product, 13 and /i
reels of it, ran 3 and hours. Mae Marsh, Eric Von Stroheim
and Colleen Moore appeared in the picture which was shot at
the Fine Art Studios in Hollywood, where this picture was
taken.
It is interesting to note that “Intolerance” was road shown
that year at prices ranging from .50 to $2.00. As hard as it is to
believe that pictures of that era could command such prices,
when the public sees the multi-million dollar pictures of today
for less, it is even harder to believe that in this same year a
little white church stood at the corner of Hollywood and Vine.
.\t Sunset and \'ermont near the old Griffith Studios there stood
a many-acred olive gro\ e, Vine street was a quiet avenue lined

3, 1879.

SIAEIED ."IHIOIEEAHCE"
with pepper trees and at the present site of Grauman’s Chinese
stood one of Hollywood town’s biggest orange groves.
Those were the days of glory for the Hollywood Hotel where
mo\iedom’s society gathered every Thursday night to pa\'
tribute to the greats, as the Gish sisters. Mack Sennett, Mabel
Normand, Charlie Chaplin and Priscilla Dean held court.
Today, the full cost of producing “Intolerance” wouldn’t pay
for one day’s shooting at a major studio.
As we observe this 20th anni\ersary of Twentieth CenturxFox and reflect a moment on the past, it is easy to see from
whence this industry gets its heritage.
D.W. Griffith and his contemporaries made good pictures,
but the product on the screens of the world today are symbolic
of a revolution in Motion Pictures that has brought to the public the finest entertainment possible at a price s07/ lower than
what it cost to see “Intolerance.”

THE
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On
this month's
cover a vocal number is aborning.
Just one of the
many
and varied
activities that make
stage 1 one of the
busiest places on
the lot.
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Editorial Staff — Art Houser, Editorial Dir.; Allan Balter, Editor; Vivian Jorgensen, Asst. Ed.; Esther Averall, Asst. Ed.; June Connor, Asst. Ed. Member
Southern California Industrial Editors Association, International Council of
Industrial Editors. Staff Artists — Jack Muhs
Staff Photographers — Alex
Babcock, Maria Brooks, H. M. Kuo. Studio Club Editorial Committee — Roy
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ONE
During

his recent sojourn in England,

PICTURE

Vice President

in

'
<

Charge of Production Darryl F. Zanuck was joined for a visit
by his daughter Darrylin, wife of Producer Robert Jacks. The

<
i

two recently returned to Los Angeles and with them they
brought two new additions to the family. The newcomers are

:

Polish-Catholic
England.

refugee children whom

Mrs. Jacks adopted in

They are Stefan, 9, and Helena, 8.
,.|

i

The Jacks also have three children of their own — Robin, 4,
Robert, 3, and Lindalyn, 2. Jacks brought the two older chil-

STORY

dren to the airport to greet their mother and their new brother
and sister. Mrs. Zanuck was also on hand to greet her husband
— and her new

grandchildren.

The picture above was taken at International
ments after Zanuck and Darrylin arrived. From

Airport moleft to right

are Jacks, Helena, adopted; Darryl Zanuck, Robin Jacks, Mrs.
Zanuck, Stefan, adopted; Darrylin and little Robert, Jr.
To Mr. and Mrs. Jacks, ACTION’S warmest
the arrival of their two new children.

best wishes on

3

It was Henry
who

Wadsworth

Longfellow

said, “Music is the universal language of mankind, —
And certainly

the music of the motion picture has pro\ en him right over and over. Whatever
we

do, wherever

tongue we may

we

live, whatever

speak, the music that fills

the theatres of the world
understood

and

appreciated.

without music would
out day.
From

is universally
Theatre

be like night with-

the delightful kaleidescope

of

motion and sound that is stage one, comes
the music of Twentieth Century-Fox.
From the hand and the pen of Alfred
Newman and has many co-workers come
some of the most beautiful sounds in the
world.
In this story, we have tried to capture,
in pictures, the feeling as well as the activity of the music makers as they write,
play and listen.
The pictures on these pages were taken
by Ted

Keep of the stage one crew for

his own

enjoyment.

We

felt they were so

interesting they deserv'd to be passed on
to you.
Voices blend with instruments

The sound

was good. Nunnally

Johnson and Cyril Mockrodge.

Sammy

on stage one. Ken Darby leads this group.

Fain, Buddy

Adler, Paul Webster

and A1 Newman

confer.

5

OF

MEN

The hands of Alfred Newman

Executive

Music

Director A1 Newmem

and

Ted

AND

MUSIC

bring forth their magic.

Cain, Music

Dept. Business

Mgr.

The smallest detail gets close attention from Director Newman.

The Twentieth

6

Century-Fox

symphony

orchestra

on stage one.

y

The sound

Of music . . .

. . .

Drummer

Roy Harte with drummer

In a quiet moment

8

In the air .

Fred Asteure for "Daddy

Leslie Caron

runs

through

Long Legs."

her music.

9

e:

AROUND

THE

LOT

IN

I
r■*01
Tp^ I

The interesting group you see above
were recent guests of the Studio for
lunch and a tour of production highlights.
We caught up with them on stage 2
where they were obserx ing the re-recording process.
They are members of the W.K.F.L.
Fountain of the World, a humanitarian
and ser\’ice group founded in 1949 by
Krishna Venta. Their home is in the
Santa Suzanna

mountains

and their un-

usual habits and bare feet are part of a
\ ow to remain dressed in this fashion and
neither shave nor cut their hair until
peace has been fully restored to the entire world.
The organization was founded as an
example of unity among men of all faiths.
W.K.F.L. stands for wisdom, knowledge,
faith and lo\ e, considered by Venta to be
the four essentials to peace and brotherhood.

presents

Here

pro6iice4$>Virecbi^
technical DIRECTOR

Dr.ECedricAlti/aj-d
W5S

^

aspect

-7- iik.

As

you

know,

the Panama

arrive. We thought
nouncements.

10

you'd

^

1 3.-livhes

baby
enjoy

iinally did
Chuck's

an-

In the top picture Harry Carter and his new set of wheels. Center. Officer Claude "Ike"
Eichar was moved out for a new floor but many TCFers wondered if he had failed to pay the
rent. In the bottom picture the happy little blonde is Pamela Gedge at her bridal shower.

TURES

AND

Enid Scherer, Executive Secretary to
Lew Schreiber, and her husband Moe, of
the Multilith Department, have real
cause to be proud these days.

Lucky JULES SELTZER of the Trailer
Dept, will accompany Vic Mature to
Europe. They sail on the United States
July
23. Jules
make a Scotch
stop-over
in
Scotland
to seewill
a bonnie
lassie
who is an old friend of his . . . BILL
WINTER is not the only champ in the
family when it comes to fishing. BILL,
JR. hauled in a halibut at Balboa recently

Last month their eldest son, Gilbert,
was graduated from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine, where he
established one of the highest scholastic
and service records in the country. He is
currently interning at L.A. County Hospital where he rates 1st out of 138 internes with a Civil Service rating of 109%.

that was really “championship” size . . .
JIM EARLE of Research just whipped
back in from a wonderful two weeks in
Hawaii. We’re told he liked it so well he
almost didn’t come back. GERTRUDE
KINGSTON, same department, leaves

The Scherer’s other son, Clifford, also
was honored, as he was graduated from
the U.C.L.A. Law School.

for La Jolla July 9. Having done the research for “Seven Cities of Gold” she will
visit the old San Diego mission with more

ACTION extends congratulations to
the Scherers and their two fine sons.
•

•

•

WORDS

Francis Morton, new Commander of the Fox
Legion Post is congratulated upon his installation by Past Commander Peggy Locke.

Parties in the Cafe have been coming thick and fast. In the three pictures below the parties
were for: Helen Barnhart on her retirement. Rose Mosher on her retirement, center, and
bottom, bridal shower for Elsa Perlman.

than passing interest . . . DAVE BOYD
off to Chicago to attend the Shrine conventio . . . JOE FANNUCCHI is vacationing in Frisco where he is also celebrating 26 years of marriage . . . The
hassle of moving was not difficult enough
by itself for BOB MINTZ, he had to make
it tougher. So he clenched his teeth and
smashed his finger in a door. The new
Mintz house has blue air now . . . The
CHUCK

PANAMA’S

have nick-named

their baby “Gappy” and we hear Chuck
can change a middle-of-the-night diaper
with one hand . . . Over the Fourth of
July MICKEY MICHAELS
saved a
youngster from real trouble when he
grabbed away a flaming Roman Candle.
He burned his hand but saved the child
from being badly burned . . . Did anyone
else
notice
FINK’S
Davey
Crockett
hairWILBUR
cut? Wilbur
is HENRY
FINK’S (of the Barber Shop) son
. . . TEDDY
SCHAPIRO was supposed to come back from Las Vegas with
a modest but adequate fortune not only
for herself but all of her co-workers (who
don’t need it, but wouldn’t hurt Teddy’s
feelings for the world) . . . The next
party in the Payroll Dept. (and they have
a lot of them ), will be to celebrate MARJORIE JOHNSTON’S seventeenth birthdaywhere
(
did they get such a CHILD? )
. . . The whole department is upset about
Ed Arnold’s picture in ACTION. So are
we, kids, so are we . . . DICK SMITH of
the Make-up is practicing that slow walk
down the aisle so he’ll be in shape to
escort his daughter JUSTINE down
same. Recently graduated from UCLA,
Justine becomes the bride of Lt. Lee
Brady August 31 . . . TED CAIN and his
wife are south of the bordering it over
vacation.
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.Millions of Americans
a Scotsman

& WESTERN

AVAILABLE

are already familiar with the figure of

grin advises them: “For a Brighter Future . . .
Sa\ ings Plan — U. S. Savings Bonds.” This is
meet the unusual American who posed for the
new payroll sa\ings leaflets.

His name is Samuel Josiah Finneyfrock, and he is unusual,
in addition to his name, in that he is a blacksmith — a crossroads
blacksmith at Olney Center, Maryland, 18 miles north of the
White

House. He celebrated his golden anniversary as a blacksmith last summer.

“I’ve known some Scots who weren’t thrifty,” Mr. Finneyfrock admits, “but my parents certainly were. My father was a
farmhand and raised five children on his wages of $15 a month.
We

always had plenty to eat and were always neatly dressed.”
Samuel Josiah began buying U. S. Savings Bonds during

World

War II. “I’ve got some put away,” he says, with typical
Scotch reticence. “Good, safe investment.” He doesn’t operate
a payroll savings plan in his shop, for he and his youngest son,
Dudley, are the whole force. At 70, Samuel J. keeps up his
blacksmithing; he just likes to work in iron. Dudley has learned
the trade from him.

Blacksmith Finneyfrock, like so many of his fellow Americans, knows a good buy and a good investment when he sees
one.
U. S. Savings Bonds

are an investment

in the future, your

future, your children’s future and your country’s future. And

12

NOW

BONDS

AT

AVE. TIME OFFICES — CASHIER'S OFFICE — ACCTG. DEPT.

on the 1955 Savings Bond poster, who with a know-

ing wink and a
Join the Payroll
your chance to
poster and the

SAYINGS

here at Twentieth, through the payroll savings plan, they are so
easy to buy. As little as $1.25 per week can start you on your
way to regular bond buying.
Today, bonds can be purchased in a \ariety of ways. For
e.xample, if you should want to insure your youngster’s college
education, you may buy a bond a month, or whatever frequency may be advisable for you, and have the bond written
in your childs name. By the time the youngster is ready to use
them, for every three dollars you have put in, he has four.
Bonds may be purchased as gifts, with them in the name of the
recipient, and remember, the bonds in your own name may
carry anyone you designate as beneficiary.
During World War II, upwards of 60f of all TCFers

were

buying bonds. Since the inception of the program, TCF employees have purchased, through the studio, bonds totaling
a maturity value of $21,000,000.
Like smithy Finneyfrock, many TCFers have purchased Savings Bonds without a break since the early days of World War
II. Some of them who have done so since early in 1942 are:
Harry Fink — Police, Hulda Dods — Production, G. W. Johnson
— Plumbing, Eugene Previdi — Sound, June Connor — Script,
George Dudley — Art, Ad Schaumer — Production, Henry Coldfarb — West. Ave. Lab, Ruth Howard — Dialogue Transcription, Hardy Eslick — Police.
Many, many more TCFers have and are buying bonds all
of the time. If you are not one of them, pause a moment and
consider your future — no one else will, you know — and if
you do, you too will become a regular investor in the U. S. A.

VACATIONS
Unlimited
The two pictures at the top of the page
were submitted by La Moine Fantozzi of
the Still Lab. The two center pictures
are the work of Florestine Lala of Accounting who took the Lake Tahoe shot
on the left, and Margaret Langman, also
of accounting, who got the “end of the
line” on the right. The lower left shot
is Fred Magnus’ work and the lower
right picture is one of several interesting
shots submitted by N. H. Cominos of the
Kellogg Department.

STUDIO

CLUB
GOODWILL IND.
NEEDS OUR HELP
The

Goodwill

Industries needs your

old clothing and other discards in order
to help nearly 500 physically handicapped men and women to earn a
daily living.
Many of the handicapped persons were
thrown out of work recently by a disasterous fire which destroyed the Goodwill
warehouse. This is not an appeal for
money — just for your co-operation by
contributing things you do not want.
Through the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, the major film studios
have volunteered to help bring the need
of Goodwill Industries and its people to
your attention.

GOLF TOURNAMENT AUG. 14

They ask; Won't you please go home
and sort out your belongings and pick out
items you ha\e

Scheduled for August 14, a Sunday,
this years tournament promises to be as
big a hit as ever any of the past tournaments have been. Chairman Jack Codd
and his committee ha\e been at work for
some

time already, gathering prizes and

preparing e\ ery detail to make

this years

event, if possible, better than any to date.
Tee time assignments will be made at
the Studio Club at noon on Friday, July
29. So get vour foursomes together and
be ready by the 29th.
The lovlies getting game pointers in
the photo are, left to right, Nancy Cochrance, Barbara Perkins and Laura Harrington. And the old pro gi\'ing the lesson — Studio Treasurer and golf enthusiast, Jack Codd.

to dispose of
Goodwill

need is shirts, shoes, suits, dresses, underwear, ties and

The three lucky ladies in the picture
abo\ e are getting a few pointers on their
game before the upcoming Annual Golf
Tournament and Dance.

intended

for a long time? The immediate

similar textile discards.

They will, however, also take toys, furniture, electrical appliances and other
household articles that can be repaired.
You

have all received a post card re-

quiring no postage. After you have bundled your discards or placed them in a
carton, fill in the card, mail it to Goodwill
and a truck will pick up your contribution within a few days.

ART CLASS A FAVORITE
of the Studio Glub’s oldest classes and long one of the
session in their
most popular, is the Art class, shown here in
studio in Old Writers.
real
Art students from the very beginning beginner to the
One

of the
expert can be helped by class instructor Dale Hennesy
Art Department.
inWith a stress on individual attention rather than group
own
struction, the members of the class can progress at their
phases of art instruction are
rate and
e. degree of skill. All
av^ailabl

join this pleasIf you are a budding artist and would like to
time and date.
for
Glub
Studio
the
with
check
group,
ant
ma Moses.
Who knows, you might be another Grand
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A c T (V r n E s
ANNUAL
PICNIC TO
BE HELD
SEPT. 11 AT
DISNEYLAND
Whether you have seen the previews
of Disneyland on television or not, you
are all aware, no doubt, of what a fabulous place that is turning out to be. We
are fortunate in that we are one of the
first industrial organizations
ha\e

an annual

company

who

are to

picnic there.

The above pictures will give you some
idea of the scope and decor of this most
unusual of playlands. In the top picture,
the spires of Sleeping Beauty’s castle are
peeping through the trees as the building
nears completion. Visitors will enter the
castle via a drawbridge, which crosses a
real moat, then ascend a spiral staircase
to view Sleeping Beauty, the dining room
of the knights and all of the splendors of
a medieval castle.
In the lower picture, Ad\ entureland is
shown as it nears completion. Visitors
will enter Ad\ entureland through a Tahitian setting. They will then board e.xplorers’ boats for a voyage over five acres
of waterways past ports of call in Mexico,
Central .America, South .America, Asia,
.Australia and the Florida Everglades.
The picnic is scheduled for September
11, so if the kids ask about Disneyland,
set that date for them. It should be a
great day.

☆

☆

☆
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WHY

Your Prescription Will Be
'

NOT

FRANK

Filled By Competent
REGISTERED

LET

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

REID

(For 20 Years in TCF

Process Dept.)

PHARMACISTS

Save You Money

Exactly as Ordered by Your Doctor

on a NEW or USED CAR

Our Experience & Reliability Assure
the Best in Prescription Filling

W-l-D-E

SELECTION
To All 20th Century-Fox
Employees We Offer Generous
Discounts
Call On Us When

10005 R

You

Need

• DE SOTO

* PLYMOUTH
Hart rton
• Hudson
Fulle
loth M. vOr, ^ austin-healey

Our Services

VE. 9-4381

AT

.

.

U

CHRIS

in
Santa Monica — EX. 5-2297

Pick-up and Delivery Service

SHOP

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
C Underwood Typewriter Co.,

Santa Monica *

10005 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
VE. 9-8979

^ RAMBLER

f'

1 Aala Ca

PHARMACY

A CARPETS

FOX HILLS CAFE
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
STUDIO PERSONNEL

Complete

CARPET

WEISS, Mgr.
GR. 3-8636

it LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Carpet

SERVICE

★ TILE

Co.
THE "WRIGHT"

STUDIO

or TE. 0-3636

CLUB

MEMBERS

Discounts On
Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

11218

Washington

WAY

I
1

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

Boulevard
BR. 2-1324

Dodge Job-Rated
Trucks

DICK STAPLES
Vi Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

—

GR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around
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TO

STUDIO

THIRD

EMPLOYEES

DRINK

ON HOUSE
CR.

5-9728

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed

HAPPY

TIME

1 Year

JEWELERS

$4.95

Rear of Owl
10830

Drug

W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

Studio Discount

Dodge-Plymouth
Cars

Boulevard

EVERY

h

Blvd., Culver City

321 South Robertson
CR. 5-5579

1725 Westwood

COMPLETE LUNCHEON
.65c to $1.00
DINNERS
All YOU CAN EAT — $1.75

At the End of the Block on Pico —

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
quality-service
^ nYFiMr:
S.M. 7-5157

Pico near Holt

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
CARL
10643 Pico Blvd.

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

20th

Co.,

A Better Buy • With Better Service
BR. 2-4145
CR. 6-3144 9334 Wilshire Blvd.
AR. 3-5845 Beverly Hills, Calif.

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
ibutc/i Self paints
PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

Who’s New

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

To Studio Club Members

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Are., Westwood
GRanite 7-1755
Wa

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FILMS

for
DANA
From

PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES

WYNTER

the ranks of the TCF

contract player

W.

list, WHO’S NEW profiles this month Dana
Wynter, the excitingly lovely new star soon to
be seen with Dick Egan in “View from Pompey’s Head.”
Dana was signed by Twentieth to a long term

FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

INC.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

contract last May 2 and “Pompey’s Head” will
be her first picture for this studio. She has appeared in one other Hollywood production,
“The Body Snatchers” with Kevin McCarthy.
Born in London, Dana grew up during the
World War II blitz. Sbe recalls arriving at
school one morning to find the building completely demolished. Dana’s father was one of
England’s most eminent surgeons and in her
earlier years she planned on a medical career for
herself.
When she was about 17 her father was called
to Southern Rhodesia to perform an operation
and while there he fell in love with the country.
Via telephone he convinced his wife and daughter that they too would be happy as permanent
residents. So, a few months later Dana found
herself living on a 4000 acre estate at Marandellas, a ^ small town 50 miles from Southern
Rhodesia’s capital, Salisbury. Her father and
mother are living there now.
Soon after her arrival in Africa, Dana applied
for entrance to Rhodes where she did two years
of pre-medical study. It was while she was
attending the University that she was first bitten
by the most un-medical acting bug. She participated in several amateur productions with
some success and from then on medicine and
drama were fighting a constant battle. Needless to say, drama ultimately won. When Dana
returned to London, it w’as to try for admission
to the Old Vic Academy.
Her first professional appearance was with

HARRY I. ALTMAN CO.
AUGUST SPECIALS
" Square Design Fry Skillet - - Reg. Pr. $22.95 $13.95
Bathroom Scale

by our dress designers as “perfect.”
She pronounces her name as though it were
spelled “Donna” and TCF hasn’t welcomed so
lovely^ a newcomer in quite a while — and
WHO’S
never had it so good. Dana,
we love NEW
you.

$5.95

Upright Style Vacuum Cinr. - Reg. Pr. $1 24.95 $84.50

THE SANTA
—

DISCOUNT

FURNITURE

the “under 30” group in Shake.speare’s “Pericles.” She went on to radio and TV in England
and eventually came to
the U.S. at the behest
of the Famous Artists Agency.
In New York she appeared on most of the
prominent TV shows including Studio One and
the U.S. Steel Hour.
Dana lives in a small rented home very close
to the lot and her first big purchase after her
contract was signed was a Chrysler convertible in her favorite color, powder blue.
She is an expert horsewoman, can fly a plane,
swims well and plays a good game of tennis.
A strikingly lovely brunette with dark eyes
she possesses a figure that has been described

Reg. Price $9.95

FE SALES CO.

SAVINGS

TO STUDIO

SUMMER

OUT-DOOR
AUTOMATIC WASHERS
REFRIGERATORS
GAS

&

ELEC.

TELEVISION
10829 SANTA
(Corner of Glendon

GRanite 7-7508
FROM

9 A.M.

—

BEDROOM
LIVING ROOM

APPLIANCES

DAILY

EMPLOYEES

MONICA

Ave. —

RANGES
RCA
PACKARD
CBS

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

GRanite 3-251 3
—

SHOPPING

HOURS

TO

6 P.M.

MON.

BELL

Blvd.)

BRadshaw 2-71 10
—
& FRI. 9 A.M.

TO

9 P.M.
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URDANK
RADIO

& APPLIANCE

CO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - ROPER
O'KEEFE & MERRITT
DUMONT

and RCA

Opposite

TELEVISION

Stadium

Theater

8879 West Pico

(2 Blocks West of Robertson)

CR. 1-2249
OPEN

MONDAY

BR. 2-3832

& FRIDAY

EVENINGS

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES

CUT INSURANCE COSTS
AND

As locations go, Durango, Mexico is
not considered precisely a garden spot

TELEVISION, INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

by more travelled TCFers. It boasts
some beautiful scenery, which is the
principal reason movie troupes are sent
there, but it is scenery that is probably
best enjoyed on a CinemaScope screen.
It is small wonder then, that veterans

10%

BEHER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
PLUS THE SERVICES OF A
PERSONAL AGENT

VIC

Frierman-Parness Insurance
1124 So. Beverly Dr. . Los Angeles 35
BR. 2-2001 - CR. 4-3149 - CR. 4-2547

D I S C O U

NT

PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
PHOTO FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
GR. 9-561 1
10877 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

JOE'S TEXACO

10701 W. Pico
SPECIAL STUDIO

Blvd.)

SERVICE

Pico at Overland
DISCOUNT

Ask About Special On Spring Change Over
Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

CO.
VILLAGE

GR. 3-6507 .
BR. 2-8553
FURNISHINGS & GEN. MERCHANDISE BROKERS
Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding, Lamps, Jewelry Tools, Auto Tires, Sporting
Goods and many others.
Whatever your needs — Get it at the right price

JULES

PHARMACY

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
BY ANY OTHER DRUG STORE.

Receipts Totaling $21.00 Entitles You To
$1.00 Worth of Merchandise — FREE
GR. 7-9771
Pico at Westwood

(Across From

Picwood

Theatre)

of the “Tall Men” expedition to Durango
reminisce somewhat wanly until they

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

4*
❖

❖$

!»!

,C«

PROVEN FRIENDS

❖

❖

of

❖
❖

20th Century-Fox
Employees

❖

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

UTTER

❖
❖

McKINLEY

^

put at the company’s disposal to fly them
from Durango where they were quartered to the actual shooting site at the
Los Oranes Valley 70 miles away.
This left the plane free on Sundays and
Unit Manager Joe Behm was quick to put
it to use, and the fishing trip to Mazatlan
was arranged.
Within an hour of landing the 16 fishermen were fanning out of the harbor in
four small power cruisers.
Prop man Norm Rockett made the first
strike of the day right at the harbor entrance. Twenty-five fighting minutes later
Norm boated the 104 pound sailfish.
Sailfish, considered by many to be the

MORTUARIES

king of sport fish, put up a hard and spectacular fight. The fish breaches the water

DU. 8-2481

frequently and
tiful “sail” from
revealed.
The waters
“stiff” with fish

ARLEIGH

A. BROWN

it is then that the beauwhich it gets its name is
that day were virtually
and each member of the

party caught at least one. Bill Sittell,
Leo Tover, and Norm Rockett each
caught three, and Paul Ridge, Jimmy

BUY

U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
ON THE
PAYROLL DEDUCTION
PLAN
4- 4*

4-
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come to the “fishing trip.”
The trip was made possible when, after a flying visit to the location. Production Manager Sid Rogell decided that
it would expedite matters if a plane were

HiP OjILLIGM

❖
❖

WESTWOOD
SUPPLY
1054 BROXTON
WESTWOOD

MATURE

.£F

SAVINGS UP TO 50%
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ranges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
BRighton 0-4209
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
ARizona 8-9383

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

To Choose From
DOWN
24 MONTHS
Open 9 to 8 Weekdays

TO PAY

GET

Mitchell, Don Anderson and Hugh Crawford caught two apiece.
Rose Steinberg and Theresa Brachetto
met the weary but happy fishermen and
Rose took several pictures, including the
one on this page, which proves that this
is one fish story that has its basis in fact.

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves.
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters. etc.)
Allman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 So. Western Ave.,
L. A. (Fred Schnell)
.PL. 3-1295
Urdank Radio & Appliance Co., 8879 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
CR. 1-2249
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
CR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires. Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

AUTO

Dick Staples, 9334 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,
Calif
CR. 6-3144; BR. 2-4145; AR. 3-5845
Hart Fullerton (Frank Reid),
16th St. cor. Santa Monica
EX. 5-2297

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

INSURANCE
Frierman & Parness, 1124 So. Beverly Dr.,
L. A
CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

-CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-2721

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3635

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114
10005 H Pharmacy, 10005 Venice Blvd.,
L. A
VE. 9-8979; VE. 9-4381
Jules Pharmacy, Pico at Westwood Blvd.
(Across from Picwood Theatre). .GR. 7-9771

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills. ...CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

RUGS

RUG

LINOLEUM

Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

SERVICE

RESTAURANTS

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Regent Jewelers, 10677 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-8795

PHARMACY

SHAVER

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop. 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

JEWELRY

CLEANERS

ELECTRIC

REAL ESTATE
Howard McCarry, 123001/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-9554

OPTICAL

DEALERS

BOOKS

FURNITURE
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 Nc. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

PHOTOGRAPHERS

& CARPETS

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636
SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland

GR. 8-5259

STOCKS & BONDS
Dean Witter & Company
(Otis M. Healy)
TELEVISION

CR. 5-5271

& RADIO

A1 Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Knight Electrical Co., 6806 S. Western Ave.,
L. A
PL. 3-1295
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647
THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club
TIRES

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills
TRAVEL

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746
TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A
HU. 2-1121

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

VITAMINS
Vitamin-Quota (Call Studio Club)
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.,
(Owl Drug) West L. A.
19
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On this month's
cover Darryl Zanuck and Joseph
Gotten appear as
they did on TV
when they opened
the first show in
the
series. "TCF
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Editorial Staff — Art Houser, Editorial Dir.; Allan Balter, Editor; Vivian Jorgensen, Asst. Ed.; Esther Averall, Asst. Ed.; June Connor, Asst. Ed. Member
Southern California Industrial Editors Association, International Council of
Industrial Editors. Staff Artists — Jack Muhs
Staff Photographers — Alex
Babcock, Maria Brooks, H. M. Kuo. Studio Club Editorial Committee — Roy
Metzler. Board of Controllers — Paul Wurtzel, Pres.; Larry Rice, V. Pres.;
Lee Roth, Secy.; Bill Marsh, Treas.; Jack Brown, Elec. Prod.; Juanita Brown,
Cafe; Tony Cazneau, Transportation; Edward Conlon, Fire; Dick Darling,
Employment; Al De Gaetano, Prop Makers; Walter Erikson, Grip; Jean
Fontaine, Engin.; Bill Goldman, Paint; Art Gottlieb, West. Ave.; Bess Lasky,
Camera; Fred Lutz, Landscape; Harry Mellen, Property; Roy Metzler,

i

Publicity; Jack Muhs, Men's Wardrobe; Sonny Olivera, Music; George Patrick,
Art; Darrell Peters, Accounting; Kordula Polonek, Makeup; Frances Richardson, Research; Irish Roche, Labor; Estelle Trager, West, Ave.; Sam Wittenberg, Payroll. Honorary Members — F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte. 20th
Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 1020) West Pico
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ONE

PICTURE

For the past several weeks TCFers from every corner of
the lot have had a cussword or two for our own version of
the “big ditch”. From the general area of the new stables
right down Tennessee Avenue, past the Administration Building,
Make Up Department, New Writers, the Police Department
and eventually out the Tennessee gate, the serpentine slash
made its ungainly way. Except for the ugly scar it left in
our nice black top road, it’s done now, and the oil pipe line
it was dug to receive is safely installed. But while they were
digging, it was the noisiest, most upsetting improvement we

STORY

can remember

being made

on the lot in a long time. From

the first day, when that big pavement crusher startled us
out of our wits right down the line through the huge ditch
digger to the bulldozers, it kept
But the most fun was had by the
the people who drive on the lot.
who shall remain nameless, who

everybody’s teeth on edge.
Transportation drivers and
We have one acquaintance,
made four attempts to get

to the Pico Drive-In gate, ended on the wrong side of “big d”
every time and finally left his car on the lot for the night.

3

I

4

1 am a camera. A Twentieth CenturyFox camera. My number is 15 and I
recently completed work on a picture
entitled “Rains of Ranchipur”. Milton
Krasner is my boss. He makes the final
decisions on everything that concerns
me— what I do and how I do it. Paul
Lockwood is my operator. He keeps me
aimed at the right spot at all tunes and
makes certain that I don’t miss anijthing.
And the guy who keeps me happy is
Al Lebovitz. He makes sure I’m always
in focus, that my aperture is clean, and
that I’m well fed (with film of course)
and that I’m in tip-top health, never
wheezing or squeaking.
I’m a pretty important guy around
the lot. Without me there couldn’t be
any Twentieth pictures. But I love my

Key Grip Jimmy

Lavin, Head

Gaiier Ken Lang and Milt Krasner.

work and I’m good at it and I work
hard at it. Here’s the story of a tijpical
day in my life.
Cameraman

Krasner

and Head

Gafier Lang give lights a final check.

We joined First Assistant Cameraman
Al Lebovitz and camera number 15 in
tbe back room at the Camera Department at about 7:45 AM one morning a
few weeks ago. We stayed with that
camera and crew the entire day, right
up until sometime after 6:00 PM that
evening when number 15 was tucked
away for the night. We
ful lot.

learned an aw-

Like so many of the people in this
industry who are not on what might be
called “intimate” terms with a camera,
we have always just sort of taken the big
black kodak for granted. Everybody
knows you
a camera.

can’t make movies without
But we never went much

further in our thinking than that. What
we saw in just one day with a camera
and its crew was a revelation. We saw
sheer artistry in lighting and photographic composition. We saw attention to
detail more meticulous than we have
ever known and we saw teamwork that
worked on split second timing and with
hairline accuracy. And with it all, we
saw, and we were fortunate enough to
be included in, an easy camaraderie
among this team that we feel is one of
the reasons they can work
way they do.
By 8:00 we had the camera

together the
cart loaded

with film and hauled over to stage 16
where we were shooting for the day.
Once on the stage Al, with the help of
Second Assistant Larry Prather, mounted
the camera, without its magazine or lens,
on the business end of a junior crane.
Once it was securely mounted, the lens
was put in place. For the work we were

Up on the senior crane

goes the camera

for this outdoor

shot.

Operator

Paul Lockwood

checks

the shot in the iinder.

scheduled to do on that particular day
A1 chose the 2" CinemaScope
scribed to us as the “workhorse
maScope”. After the lens was
the finder was attached and

lens, deof Cinein place,
then the

magazine. A1 threaded up, checked the
aperture plate to make certain it was
absolutely clean and free from tiny hair
or any other foreign matter, the “barney”
was put in place (this is a zip-on cover
for the magazine that is made of heavy
black, sound-deadening material) the lens
shield was added and we were ready
to shoot. As you have probably noted,
no “blimp” or other sound proofing device is used with the camera. This is
made possible by the absolutely silent
mechanism of the Twentieth camera. It
is the only camera in the industry so
constructed and is the easiest and most
convenient to use for that reason. And
while we’re on the idiosyncrasies of the
Twentieth camera, it is unique in one
other respect. It is also the only camera
in use that has a magazine that can be
barreled 90 degrees to the right to make
it possible for the cameraman or operator
to view the scene right through the lens
itself rather than just through the finder.
While we were busy getting number
15 ready to roll. First Cameraman Milton
Krasner was busy “roughing in” the lighting of the set. Milt lights from back to
front in the set and like so many other
fine cameramen, he lights in front of the
camera. That is, he uses a viewing glass
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A1 Lebovitz makes

and his naked eye to light the set rather
than the finder on the camera. The
roughed-in lighting will be finished by
the time Director Jean Negulesco arrives
on the set and then, after he has placed
the people for the first shot. Milt can
go on to the fine details of the “face
lighting”. We were allowed to look
through the finder and the lens at this
point and we could see the set coming
alive as Milton proceeded with the lighting. It was a huge set with a great
many extras. As we took our eye from
the camera we could see, as Milton explained, that to achieve the effect we
were marveling at he was using pink,
white, amber and yellow light.
By 9:00 AM the director was on the
set and we were lining up with him. Paul
Lockwood, our operator, A1 and Milt discussed the first shot with him. At this
point the problem is to find just the
right angle and approach that will get
the best shot pictorially and will advance
the picture’s story line most effectively.
The basic angle was decided on and the
camera moved in so that Milt and the
Director could make the final line-up
with the camera itself. This done the
stand-ins were put in place and the lighting went forward. Once the lighting is
completed, the head gaffer will give us
the light reading and then Milton and
A1 will decide on the lens opening. This
will vary even for a given light reading
in the event that the cameraman is

certain the aperture is clean.

striving for a particular mood. To accomplish this he may make the exposure
brighter or darker.
At this point the camera crew ran a
test. About ten feet of film was exposed
with sound. The aperture plate was
ehecked again and the camera was ready.
Incidentally, the aperture plate is removed and checked after every shot by
the First Assistant. If the aperture is not
clean the shot has to be run over.
Director Negulesco proceeded to make
a few last minute ehanges in the set and
Milt kept busy seeing that the lighting
was adjusted to compensate for them.
Now we’re ready for a practice run over
the whole shot. The Assistant measures
the distance to the most important action and calculates his focus from that
measurement.
Then we dolly through on a sort of
dry run. Oiu- crane is being operated by
Rex Turnmire and Jack Richter is manipulating the boom. These two are masters
of the smooth camera move, and their
contribution to the success of any shot
cannot be too highly stressed. The camera must never move before the action,
nor may it lag behind. Split second
timing is necessary to make these moves
accurate and completely unobtrusive
when they hit the screen. Rex and Jack
work in close cooperation with operator
Paul Lockwood until they have the pattern of movement down perfectly.
Looking at the shot through the viewer

as they rehearse the camera movement
Paul makes several suggestions to the
Director about placement of extras. We
roll a sound track of crys and moans of
injured and dying people (the scene is
one that follows a flood and an earthquake). After the sound track were
ready to roll the first shot. We roll a
slate held in front of the lens by Larry,
and then its “picture”.
We roll the first shot. Paul is in the
operator’s chair, A1 moves along beside
the camera changing focus as the camera
moves in or out. We finish the shot and
A1 checks the aperture. The shot is OK
for camera but we’ll do it again anyway.
Take two is OK and we print it. However,
our operator, Paul Lockwood, suggests
that if the camera ended up a little
higher it would be a more effective shot
of the people in the background. The
Director agrees and we shoot one that
way. Before we do so A1 has to reload.
We used 400 ft. of film in those first two
takes.
Take three is good but we can’t use
it. The higher position of the camera
cast a shadow. Milton and the head
gaffer make some light adjustments and
we roll take 4. This is on the nose, we
print it and roll a lilly.
With the first shot in the can we went
right on. Milton and the Director lined
up the first shot for after lunch so that
the electricians can start lighting and we
can jump right into it when we get back.
We sent our exposed magazine out to
the loading room. The camera erew

Rex Turamire

and Jack Richter keep

furters and sauerkraut. We were sorry
all afternoon.
Back from lunch Paul is on the crane
fishing for the right frame and line-up
on what is going to be a very difficult
shot. We have to move from a medium
close shot in our first position, to a low
two shot, up to an eye level two shot,
in for a close shot and then we pan the

walked

principals out of the scene. No fewer
than five focus changes, and five different
stops for the boom and crane operators.

set on what we do right after lunch,
we left for the Commissary. We had
42 minutes for lunch. We had frank-

A1 Lebo\’itz has the problem of focus
changes that never offend the eye of the
\ iewer yet keep the picture sharp at
all times. Paul must keep the action
always nicely in the frame of the \ iewer.

through the next shot with Director Negulesco and marked the floor
for the actors. This done and all of us

Camera

crew

takes time out for a gag shot on location.

the camera

moves

smooth.

the two grips who operate the crane
must make the moves precise and perfectly coordinated with the movements
of the actors. Milt oversees the entire
operation. Now

he is checking the lights.

On

this shot he is doing the final lighting on the principals themselves, rather
than the stand-ins. Then Milt climbs on

the boom and runs through the
himself. The past 50 minutes has
a period of intense work for every
connected with the camera. These

shot
been
man
men

are relaxed and casual much of the time,
but we are not fooled a bit. They are
faced here with a complex and extremely
difficult shot and they are concentrating
completely.

They are working, hard, and

It's a big set but our CinemaScope

lens will get it all.

Camera

moves

in ior close-up of Eugenie

Leontovich.
. *

"The

Rains

oi Ranchipur"

meant

Milton Erasner uses his viewer

Lana Turner, a lovely subject ior any camera.
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tricky work

ior the camera.

to light "in iront oi camera."

they
are
work
that

know what they are doing. They
intense craftsmen, proud of their
and they measure it by a standard
only recognizes the best.

Now we are ready to run through the
shot with the actors. As we do so we
see that here is the camera team at its
finest. From the truck operator and the
boom man through the whole crew they
work with a beautiful precision.
-\t 2:12 PM we rolled a slate and shot
the scene for the first time. We made 6
takes.
We are moving now to a side angle of
the shot we just finished. We will be
outside the building on this, shooting
through the rain. The grips move the
crane and the tracks. A1 and Larry first
remove the camera from the crane and
mount
We

it on a tripod. Paul in the meantime has picked a spot for the camera.

place the camera in place on a parallel top and replace lens and shield.

Since we are going to be shooting a
rain sequence A1 proceeds with some
extra precautions to guard the camera.
Rain in the lens or the aperture would
be fatal. He throws a plastic cover over
the whole camera and then the grips
mo\ e in to start erecting a “greenhouse.”
The “greenhouse” is a 3 sided canvas
building with a ceiling but no front. It
is put up right over the whole camera
and crew.
Now the rain is with us.
rantial rains pelting down
The special effects boys are
place reseting and adjusting
for best possible effect. We
camera in the greenhouse.

Heavy, toron the set.
all over the
the nozzles
are at the
From this

vantage point Milt is directing the lighting. Rain shots pose some unique problems in lighting. The set has to be lit
mostly from the back or the rain won’t
show up. Also, front light will bounce
off the glistening droplets. From Al’s
point of view, rain means he has to stop
down farther than he might ordinarily
because the droplets reflect so much
light.
We are about through lighting the set.
We look through the finder. The effect
is excellent. The rain has been adjusted
to a steady, heavy downpour. The light
is just right and through the finder we
can tell what the shot is going to be like.
We like it. It even sounds good to us.
The Director and Milton are placing
the principals now without the rain. This
has to be done carefully because when
we shoot they may get wet and if we
don’t catch the shot it could
delay.

mean

a

We roll a slate and make the shot.
As soon as we have it we cut the

The gaifer takes the light reading as A1 measures

rain and Milt is setting up the next shot
which will be the same thing only in
much closer.

mechanic

for locus.

in the department

so that it

will be in perfect condition
Thus

again to-

morrow when it start's out for the stage.
did one day pass in the life of

A1 and Larry cover the camera with
plastic again and move it off the parallel
top. Then we move it in for the closer
shot. The greenhouse goes back up and
Milt starts lighting for this closer shot.

Twentieth Century-Fox camera number
15. One day of a long and colorful life.
A life that has found this and other

When we’re ready to roll we have to keep
camera and magazine covered very carefully as we are right in the rain now. We
get the shot and start to wrap up for
the day.

yet been dex ised that a TCF

The camera goes back to the cart.
The lens goes back in its case. The
finder, magazine,

guide are all removed

and packed away. We’re leaving the
hydraulic head the camera rests on with
the crane since we’ll be using it tomorrow. While A1 and Larry are accomplishing this. Milt is lining up the first
shot for the morning so that the crew
can go right to work when they come
By now our camera is packed and
its way back to the department in
camera cart, and the crew leaves

in.
on
the
for

the projection room to see the rushes.
At the rushes they can check their
work as it progresses, keeping tabs on
focus, exposure and camera movement,

cameras like it shooting from helicopters,
race cars, underwater, aboard ship and
in fast maneuvering planes. No job has
camera

and

crew couldn’t handle.
But everything else not-with-standing,
to us, the single most important element
concerning a camera and its crew is the
responsibility that rests with this small
group. From the day that the idea of
a motion picture is first conceived by a
writer or producer

through

all of the

preparatory stages— including sets that
must be built and costumes designed
and scripts finished and action mapped
out and makeup created and fine acting
performances

turned

in— if the camera

doesn’t succeed in recording it on film—
it has all gone for naught. This is a
pretty important link in the long chain
between the first conception of an idea
and the picture hitting the screen on
its premiere night. Number 15, like every
other TCF camera and crew, has never

as well as general composition and specific detail for the story they are telling.
Our number 15 in the meantime will

failed the army of artisans who put their
work before its lens. From what we

be completely

have seen— it’s our guess they never will.

cleaned

and

oiled by a
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AROUND

Dorothy

TCF

McGuire.

Sam

Producer

Engel and Composer Darius Milhaud at the reception launching
"Festival of Faith and Freedom."

Sam

Engel

recently

hosted a reception at Romanoff’s honoring composer Darius Milhaud on the
recent completion of his biblical opera
“Da\id”.

THE

At the reception it was announced that the work will be presented

in it’s premiere performance in the
United States at the first annual “Festi\ al of Faith and Freedom” to be held at
the Hollywood Bowl next June.
The festival will be sponsored by the
Western States Region of the American
Association for Jewish Education as a
community wide project— part of a national effort to strengthen the cultural
development of the Jewish Community
in America so that this community can
continue to play a creative role in the
American democracy. The program

LOT

IN

the

should be a splendid vehicle for better
understanding of our biblical heritage
for all groups in the community.
The Festi\al, presented as a tribute
to a people rather than any individual
or organization, will be an event comparable to the Festivals held by other faiths
at the Hollywood

Bowl.

Words of encouragement have come
to the sponsoring committee from all
over the land, among them these lines
written by Leonard Bernstein, famous
conductor and composer:
“Your

plans for a

Festival of Faith

and Freedom to present Darius Milhaud’s
“David” at the Hollywood Bowl will
surely add cultural prestige and honor
to the city of Los Angeles”.

At

a

recent

gala

party in the Cafe
de Paris, Rose Zatarian, long time
secretary here on
the lot, announced
her retirement to
await a visit from
the
Rose's
fellowstork.
workers
feted her with presents and a delightful luncheon.

The

Twentieth

Century-Fox

mag

<

Ray Kellogg can do just about anyt I
show a bridge being carried away «

Ranchipur”. This series of still pict <
From the intact bridge in the firs i

figure of Ray Kellogg towering o\( i
crew makes last minute adjustments »
completely

10

realistic bridge has gon< 1

PICTURES

AND

WORDS

Clinton "Sandy" Sandeen had a birthday not too long ago. No telling which one it was but
he had a cake and all the trimmings from the Wardrobe staff. It was a good party and we
want

to echo

the sentiments.

"Happy

Birthday"

Sandy

and thanks

for the cake.

"Fritz" Ottiger, one
of our TCF standby painters, has a
most unusual avocation. He paints
the seats of directors^chairs. He was
responsible for the
now famous Rita
Moreno

"Hunk

of

Dynamite" chair
and has done
unusual painting on
chairs for stars, directors, cameramen and many
others.

Safety is a full
time job. Here, left
to right, Kenneth
Morden, Insurance
Safety Engineer,
Jimmy
Dineen,
TCF Safety Supervisor and Justin
Gibbs check the

?rs, under the inspired guidance of
Jot long ago they were called on to
? surging waters of “The Rains of
ow how it’s done.
e, its actual size emphasized by the
rough the center pieture when the
last picture when the miniature but

this is an idea of magic

guard on a grinding wheel in the
Mechanical Effects
Department. Note
Justin's protective
goggles.

in action.
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REPORT
In reporting to the stockholders on our
operations for the first half of the year
and our outlook for the coming quarter
and the remainder of the year, it is with
satisfaction that your management calls

TO STOCKHOLDERS

Tall Men

selected cities. This picture, produced
by William

Bacher

and directed by Wil-

liam Hawks stars Clark Gable, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan and Cameron

Mitchell.

attention to the outstanding product ciu:9 9
A brilliant October release will be The
rently in release and the top productions
0
Girl
in the Red Velvet Swing depicting
now
being
prepared
for
release.
1
.
the life of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw and starAlready playing successfully are such
.
0
ring Ray Milland, Joan Collins and Farfine productions as Daddy
Long Legs,
0
ley Granger, produced by Charles BrackSoldier of Fortune,
the extremely 0
popular
ett and directed by Richard Fleischer.
Seven Year Itch, House of Bamboo, How 0
0
to be Very, Very Popular and The Virgin
November
releases are The View From
)
0
Queen.
Pompei/s Head starring Richard Egan,
Dana
Wynter and Cameron Mitchell,
Two outstanding successful box office
)
;
produced and directed by Philip Dunne
attractions also recently released are
Love

Is a Many Splendored Thing starring William Holden and Jennifer Jones,

from Hamilton Basso’s best-selling novel;
;
2'he Deep Blue Sea
starring Vivien
Leigh, Kenneth Moore, Eric Portman
and Emlyn Williams, produced by Sir

and The Left Hand of God starring Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney and Lee J.
Cobb. The Left Hand of God had its
New York premiere at the Roxy Theatre

Alexander Korda and directed by Anatole Litvak and Good Morning, Miss

September 21st after having demonstrated its box office appeal in many
other cities throughout the country.

Stack, produced by Samuel Engel and
directed by Henry Koster from Frances

Along with this strong attraction, September also has been marked by the release of another ususual box office production in Seven Cities of Gold starring
Richard

Egan,

Michael

Rennie,

Rita

Moreno and Cameron Mitchell, produced and directed by Robert Webb.
.\nother September
in the month,

de\elopment,

late

is the pre-release of The

Dove

African Theatres Deal

opening in a group of specially

starring Jennifer Jones and Robert

Cray Patton’s best-seller.
December will bring the release of another production by Frank Ross who produced The Rohe and Demetrius and The
Gladiators, in The

Rains of Ranchipur.

This lavishly produced romantic drama
is directed by Jean Negulesco and stars
Lana Turner, Richard Burton, Fred MacMurray and Michael Rennie.

INTERIM

For the past few months we have been
in negotiation for the purchase of the
African Theatres Ltd. Circuit in South
Africa consisting of 140 theatres with
considerable commercial space including
several outstanding office buildings.
The properties are located principally
in the major cities of the Union such as
Johannesburg (population of 880,000);
Cape Town (577,000); Durban (480,000); Pretoria (290,000); Port Elizabeth
fonte

Ben
(11
in (1
0,0
oni
Par 10,00(09);7
Eas
Lon00);
,00
t
der
k
don
0);
bij
l
(63
and Kim
,00
ber
0).
ley
Consummation
of this
deal is subject
to acceptance of offers to purchase by
Ger
the shareholders
of African Theatres Ltd.
mis
ton
(
Oil 1Operations
66,
000
) Bhave been sucSeven producing wells
loe
mcessfully
completed
on
the Studio
propPie
ter
mar
erty, and connecting
pipe lines for both
itz
bur
oil and gas production
are in the process
g
5,0
of completion. It is(7expected
that the
00)
;
oil and gas sales will commence
within

Van

the next thirty to forty-five days and that
eventually revenues of the Corporation
from these sources may be substantial.
By the time you receive this message
drilling on Well Number 8 will have
commenced.
Spyros
September

P. Skouras, President

27, 1955

REPORT

The consolidated earnings of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and wholly-owned subsidiaries for the twentysix weeks ended June 25, 1955 amounted to $2,790,800. This was equivalent to $1 .06 per share on the 2,644,486 shares
of common stock outstanding. Operations for the comparable period of 1954 showed earnings of $3,096,545 which
amounted to $1.17 per share.
The consolidated earnings for the second quarter were $1,366,989 or $.52 per share. Comparable earnings for the
second quarter of 1954 were $1,048,515 or $.40 per share.
A comparison for the first half of 1955 with the similar period of 1954 follows:
26 Weeks
Ended
June 25,
1955

Income
Consolidated earnings before federal taxes
Provision for federal taxes on income
Earnings
Per share of common

$56,030,173
3,790,800
1,000,000
$ 2,790,800

26 Weeks
Ended
June 26,
1954

$52,449,508
5,696,545
2,600,000
$ 3,096,545

stock
$1.06

12

$1.17
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VACATIONSI
Unlimited

. I

(I

This issue of Action

marks

j

the close

of our “Vacations Unlimited” picture
contest. The three pictures you see on
this page are the winning photos.
After long and careful deliberation

i

Judges Charlie Goldie, Business Manager of the Still Department; Frank Powolny, Master Still Photographer and Maria
Brooks, Head Retoucher for the Still
Department, decided on these pictures.
The shot in the upper left of the page

I

garnered first prize honors for Lamoine
Fantozzi of the Still Lab. Excellent in
every aspect of photographic art, his
handsome study is a most worthy first
place winner.

To him goes the number

one prize of $25.00.
The picture below, titled “End of the
Line” is by Margaret Langman of the
Accounting Department. Miss Langman
earns second prize, $15.00, with this colorful and interesting shot of a Frisco
cable car.
To N. H. Cominos
First prize to Lamoine

Fantozzi for this handsome

study.

of the Kellogg De-

partment goes third place and $10.00 for
his unusual shot of an interesting Mexican scene.
To all who participated our thanks and
best wishes for better luck next year.

f
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STUDIO

CLUB
TCF BOWLING
LEAGUE IN
FULL SWING
Currently in their sixth week of competition, the reorganized Studio Club

y
;>

Bowling League has proven as successful and well liked an activity as it always
has been in the past.

^

teams

meet

every Tuesday

night at El Rancho

Ten mixed

Bowl

at 6:30 in the

evening and hammer away at the tenpins. Sponsors are being contacted and
almost all of the teams now have an
angel and should be blossoming forth in
their colorful uniform shirts any day.
All TCFers

\

are cordially invited to

visit the alleys and watch the fun. If
you are interested in joining the league,
leave your name with the Studio Club
and you will be notified when
ing comes up.

•
-

an open-

Dress a Doll
For Christmas
In the top picture, Connie Rudeen, Coleman Francis and Frank Davis, left to right, are seen
in a tensely dramatic scene. In the lower picture the crew takes a moment to pose for the
photographer. Left to right, they are Gene Payton, Arnold Klayman, Director Don Brodie
and

LITTLE

Joseph

Johann.

THEATRE

HITS

WITH “BROADWAY
HERE
I COME”-TOP PRODUCTION
“Broadway Here I Come”, one of the
most successful productions to come out
of the TCF Little Theatre Group in a
long time recently closed an extended
run at the Studio Playhouse on the
North Lot.
Produced by Rudy Reaves of the
Transportation Department and directed
by Don Brodie, the play ran for 11
performances with sellout houses almost
every night.

\

heartwarming

story of backstage

prepared this script from both the original stage version and the Twentieth
screenplay.
An

e.xcellent cast led by Connie Rudeen and Frank Davis in the leads included Florence Klayman, Coley Francis,
Paul Norby, Bernice Brooks, Joseph
Johann, Gil Ward, Rudy Reaves, Bruno
Metsa, Bobby Francis, Dori Lynd, Joyce
Celser, Gene Payton and Shirley Kibbie.
Producer Reaves brought a technical

on

excellence to the production we haven’t
seen equalled on the Playhouse stage in

Broadway titled “Burlesque” and then
as the Twentieth picture, “When My
Baby Smiles at Me”. Director Brodie

a long time and Director Brodie’s fine
pacing and slick touches made it a performance all will long remember.

burlescpie, the play first appeared
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ACTIVITIES
The Motion Picture Permanent Charities Drive for 1956 was launched here
on the lot on Wednesday, October 12th
at a luncheon at the Cafe de Paris.
Some sixty-odd Lot Captains enjoyed
an excellent meal after which proceedings were put underway by Permanent
Charities Lot Colonel Fred Fox, who
introduced the opening speaker. Producer

1956 PERMANENT
CHARITIES DRIVE
NOW UNDERWAYHAVE YOU GIVEN?

Sam Engel. Mr. Engel’s informative and
interesting talk was followed by an inspiring outline from Cameron Mitchell
of the good work done by the agencies
to which Permanent Charities contributes. Cameron ended his talk with the
story of the MPPC cover girl, little seven
year old Kathy who appeared on an
MPPC cover some two years ago as a
cripple. On this year’s cover she is
walking.
The meeting closed with a question
and answer session presided over by
Art Houser and an explanation of the
collection methods the Lot Captains are
using by Larry Rice.
At this writing, over 20% of the
TCFers who were not already enrolled
in the Fair Plan at the campaign’s opening have subscribed to MPPC— half of
them on the Fair Plan. That’s the best
news we could print, and keep those
cards coming because, as the MPPC
slogan for this year states, it IS worthwhile.

The cute little nudist in the picture
to the left needs your help. She needs
to be dressed, because unless she is, we
can’t give her to some little girl this
Christmas. And everybody knows that
NO doll is happy unless she belongs to
.some little girl at Christmas time. So
why not take the time to dress one or
more of these dolls. You’ll find it gives
you an awfully nice, warm feeling inside
to think about how much you’ve done
for some little girl whose Christmas
might have been pretty bleak if you
hadn’t taken the time.
The dolls are available at the Studio
Club and Ladies Wardrobe. They cost
you nothing. Material and patterns are
also available. All you do is dress the
doll. And you know, you may win a
valuable prize if your doll is judged one
of the best dressed. But win or lose— you
win. You win because some little orphan
somewhere will have a happy Christmas,
just because you took the time.

GALA CHILDREN’S XMAS
PARTY SCHEDULED FOR
DEC. 1 8 AT GRAUMAN’S
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To Studio Club Members

DISCOUNT

10%

I
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BOUQUETS

I CORSAGES
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We

Deliver

-

Flowers

Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

Banquets

EASTMAN

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

1 0932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
I GRanite 7-1755
I

and

Parties Our
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I Quality You Can Depend On, And -

Specialty

i

I
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FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

IVAN MARTIN

INC.

CHICAGO

Ivan Martin, new Head of Construction here at TCF comes to us with a

HOLLYWOOD

wide

background

of

experience

training in the construction
A

HARRY I. ALTMAN CO.
CHRISTMAS

LAYAWAY

worked

SPECIALS

THE SANTA FE SALES CO.

APPLIANCES

I AUTOMATIC

he moved

—

WASHERS

10829 SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

GRanite 7-7508
DAILY
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FROM

TELEV

S ON

DRYERS

RCA
PACKARD
CBS

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood Blvd.)

GRanite 3-251 3

— SHOPPING
9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

HOURS
MON.

BRadshaw 2-71 10
—
& FRI. 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

to RKO

construction

and

has since held

posts with

Metro,

Pathe and in the independent
for Ring Crosby

Enterprises

Superintendent

RKO-

TV
where

field
he

of Construction.

Crosby Mr. Martin moved

until he joined TCF

to Walt

pacity.
Father

in his present ca-

of two, a daughter

21 and a

young son 11, Mr. Martin is an avid
sports fan. A former baseball and basketball player, he today numbers baseball
and football as his favorite spectator

^ LIVING ROOM
[SUMMER OUT-DOOR

REFRIGERATORS
GAS & ELEC. RANGES

picture

Disney Studio as Assistant Superintendent of Construction where he remained

I BEDROOM

FURNITURE

the motion

phase of building in 1942 when he went
to work for the Selznick Studios. In 1946

From

SHOP EARLY ON OUR
CHRISTMAS
LAY-AWAY
PLAN
T.V. SETS — REFRIGERATORS — WASHERS —
CHRISTMAS LAY-AWAY SPECIALS

with several building con-

tractors he entered

was

FEATURING

Martin

in the oil business until he came

After work

Reg. $57.75. SPECIAL $35.95 ;

—

Mr.

took his first job with a construction firm
and has been in that field ever since.

Reg. $44.95. SPECIAL $23.95 '
Reg. $47.95. SPECIAL $27.95

Dual Control

of Colorado,

field.

to Los Angeles in 1936. At that time he

FAMOUS MAKE ELEC. BLANKETS
Twin Size
Double Size
Double Size

native

and

BELL

sports.
When asked about his reaction to oiir
studio Mr. Martin made it clear that he
was delighted to be here and stated
that everyone he has met to date has
been wonderful. He pointed out that he
has received complete
all departments
cord his thanks.

co-operation from

for which

we

here re-

I

JOE'S TEXACO

10701

PROVEN FRIENDS

W.

SERVICE

Pico

SPECIAL
Ask About

STUDIO

Special On

Tune Up

Rentals • Sales • Repairs

Pico at Overland

TYPEWRITERS

DISCOUNT

Spring Change

GR. 8-5259

Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

Over

Repairs

of

20th Century-Fox
Employees
UTTER

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

McKinley

f❖

MORTUARIES

>!•
❖
❖
t

DU. 8-2481
ARLEIGH

A. BROWN

❖
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No

Room

TAKE

DISCOUNT

THEM

WESTWOOD
2352
10%

TO

THE

LODGE

Westwood

Discount

MOTEL

Blvd., W. L. A.

to Studio

Employees

CUT INSURANCE COSTS
AND

GET

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewriter Co.,

BETTER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
PLUS

PAINT and WALLPAPER

For Out-of-Town

G U ESTS?

THE SERVICES OF
PERSONAL AGENT

MAURICE
ASSOC.

U 20th Century-Fox

A

A. PARNESS
INSURANCE

CHRIS
&

C. MORRISON

Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

1124 So. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles 35
BR. 2-2001 - CR. 4-3149 - CR. 4-2547

Ibutc/i Self paints
^xsxi±u%E

liberal
discounts
20TH
EMPLOYEES!!

^ons,±

FOR

PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

THE

BUDGET

MANHATTAN
—
DRESS SHIRTS
PAJAAAAS

Open

COOPER'S
HOSIERY—
SPORT SHIRTS
SWEATERS

COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
CUSTOM PHOTO FINISHING

UNDERWEAR

Co.,

MINDED

to

SHOPPER

Friday 'til 9

BATHROBES
CANNON'S —

BARNEY'S
- MEN'S SHOP

SWANK
—
JEWELRY

10667 W. Pico Blvd.

TAILORED

SPORT

COATS
SLACKS

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
GR. 9-5611
10877

W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

Bird.)

POR LUNCH

★

VISIT

EVERY

PHARMACY

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
BY ANY OTHER DRUG STORE.

Receipts Totaling $21.00 Entitles You To
$1.00 Worth of Merchandise — FREE
GR. 7-9771
Pice at Westwood

(Across From

PIcwood

NEW

10 MINUTES

LA CIENEGA

JULES

OUR

NIGHT'S

NEIGHBOR

IN EITHER
AT

DINNER
★

BUNDY

DIRECTION
A HOLIDAY

FOR

HUDDLE

tiu ^aul Cummins

BUNDY
Joe Strand on
MONDAY —
the Baby Grand
Fashion Show,
TUESDAY
—
1 :30 P.M.

Theatre)

Rhythm
& Blues
Evenings
Request

WESTWOOD

SUPPLY

CO.

BROXTON
WESTWOOD VILLAGE i
GR. 3-6507 •
BR. 2-8553
FURNISHINGS & GEN. MERCHANDISE BROKERS
Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding, Lamps, Jewelry Tools, Auto Tires, Sporting
(Soods and many others.
Whatever your needs — Get it at the right price

WEDNESDAY
—
Buffet Dinner,
6 P.M.

1054

FCStaUrantS
U3 K. La Clenega...Beverl, Hills
3030 S. Bundy . . . opposite Santa Monica Airport open 24 hours
Take the Huddle

Bus to all Rams

Games.

Leaves from Huddle

Gift Night
THURSDAY —

Bundy one hour before game.
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CHECK

20% DISCOUNT ON
COMPLETE LINE OF

THESE

SHEFFIELD

PRICES

STEAK KNIVES

6 Pc. Set. Imported, with bone handles.

PAINTS

Reg. Price $19.95.
YOUR COST

Featuring
The

WATER

I

aiMI

DOWN
Open

VIC

From

24 MONTHS

LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAINS

PAINT

$19.95 Up, Less 30%

For Masonry and Stucco Surfaces
— DRYS IN 30 MINUTES

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
10%

VINYL

J^ua Mond

f ^ ..

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

To Choose

$2.48

New

TO PAY

—

SEALS

—
—

RESISTS PEELING
NO FADING

and BLISTERING

easy

OF

- —

ANY

AUTOMATIC POP-UP
TOASTER

SURFACE

CLEAN-UP

Reg. Price $24.50.
YOUR COST

BRUSHES

$12.50

9 to 8 Weekdays

MATURE

TELEVISION, INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

A&S

PAINT

CO.

WESTINGHOUSE
CONTOUR TYPE
ELECTRIC BLANKET

105 N. Robertson Blvd.
Beverly Hills

BR. 2-2787

Double
Bed Size — Choice Colors.
Reg. Price
$44.95.
OC

SHOP

.T

.

.

YOUR

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

Courtesy

CAMCO

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
to Studio Club Members
CARL
WEISS,

10643 Pico Blvd.

COST

7007

Mgr.

MELROSE

at LA BREA

Open Evenings and Sunday — WE. 8-2041

GR. 3-8636

LOUIS FILANC UNION SERVICE
★ CARPETS

★ LINOLEUM

Wright
A

Complete

CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

★ CLEANING
★LAYING
★ DYEING
S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

★ TILE

Co.
THE

"WRIGHT"

COMPLETE
TRY

OUR

AUTOMOTIVE

$1.00

INTRODUCTORY

Free Pick-Up

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

I

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

PICO,

SERVICE

and

BOOKLET

Delivery

Cor. ROXBURY

CR. 6-2487

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed 1 Year

STUDIO

CLUB
Discounts

MEMBERS
On

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES

HAPPY

TIME
$4.95JEWELERS

Rear of Owl

Studio Discount

BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

D 1 S C O U
SAVINGS

UP

TO

Boulevard

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—

Phones

GR. 9-7721
Come

18

In and Look

—

BR. 2-1594
Around

BUY

Htr iui,nf.ii
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

NT

50%

ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ranges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

1725 Westwood

Drug

10830 W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

BRiqhton 0-4209
ARizona 8-9383

U. S. SAVINGS

BONDS

ON THE
PAYROLL PLAN
DEDUCTION

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
I

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Caliiornia Appliance & Merchandise Corp.,
7007 Melrose Ave., L. A
WE. 8-2041
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

ART

SUPPLIES

REAL
Howard
L. A

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St..
L. A
OL. 3-4230

LINOLEUM
Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

LUGGAGE

(Tires, Batteries,

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera
Blvd., L. A

Center, 10877 W. Pico
GR. 9-5611

Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

MOTELS
Westwood Lodge Motel, 2352 Westwood Blvd.,
W. L. A
GR. 9-9966

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6 0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills. BR. 2-2787.
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Wesiwooa Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

McCarry, 12300*/2 W. Pico Bivd.,
BR. 2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Jules Pharmacy, Pico at Westwood Blvd.
(Across from Picwood Theatre). ,GR. 7-9771

PHONOGRAPH

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS
Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
The Huddle Bundy, National and Bundy, 3030
Bundy Dr.
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

RUGS

RECORDS

Gramophone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 0-4373

GR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Biilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0 3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

TELEVISION

GR. 8 5259
CR. 6-2487

& RADIO

A1 Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W.Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.,
BR. 2-3647

TV & RADIO

REPAIR

Ed Bloch — The Gramaphone
erly Dr., Bev. Hills

THEATER

PHARMACY

PHOTOGRAPHERS
DU. 8-2481

ESTATE

Barney's Men's Shop, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,
W. L. A.

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

i

INSURANCE
Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 So. Beverly
Dr., L A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

Shop, 366 N. BevCR. 5-0169

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TIRES

Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills

TRAVEL

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926

FURNITURE

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd
19
(Owl Drug) West L. A.

Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

REPAIR
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On this month's
cover Alfred Newman conducts the
Studio Orchestra
and

via closed circuit TV cues performers on two
other TCF Stages
for

"King

&

I."

ONE PICTURE
Vol. 16
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FROM

STORY

BEHIND
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OF CONTROLLERS
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Editorial Staff — Art Houser, Editorial Dir.; Allan Balter, Editor; Vivian Jor
gensen. Asst. Ed.; Esther Averall, Asst. Ed.; June Connor, Asst. Ed. Member
Southern California Industrial Editors Association, International Council of
Industrial Editors. Staff Artisis — Jack Muhs
Staff Photographers — Alex
Babcock, Maria Brooks, H. M. Kuo. Studio Club Editorial Committee — Roy
Metzler. Board of Controllers — Paul Wurtzel, Pres.; Larry Rice, V. Pres.;
Lee Roth, Secy.; Bill Marsh, Treas.; Jack Brown, Elec. Prod.; Juanita Brown,
Cafe; Tony Cazneau, Transportation; Edward Conlon, Fire; Dick Darling,
Employment; Al De Gaetano, Prop Makers; Walter Erikson, Grip; Jean
Fontaine, Engin.; Bill Goldman, Paint; Art Gottlieb, West, Ave.; Bess Lasky,
Camera; Fred Lutz, Landscape; Marry Mellen, Property; Roy Metzler,
Publicity; Jack Muhs, Men's Wardrobe; Sonny Olivera, Music; George Patrick,
Art; Darrell Peters, Accounting; Kordula Polonek, Makeup; Frances Richardson, Research; Irish Roche, Labor; Estelle Trager, West. Ave.; Sam Wittenberg, Payroll. Honorary Members — F. L. Metzler, Lou Witte. 20th
Century-Fox Studio Club ACTION is published monthly at 10201 West Pico
Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California, by and for the membership of the 20th
Century-Fox Studio Club. Reader participation is invited. Subscription price
for non-members $3.00 per year. Single copy 25c. Telephone BRadshaw
2-6111. Entered as Second Class Matter April 2, 1942, at the Post Office
at Los Angeles, California, under the act of March 3, 1879.

ONE

PICTURE

You understand of course that this picture isn’t for real. Not
at all. It was taken straight out of a dream the third girl from
the left had one Saturday night when she got a bad olive in
her Seven-up.

But whatever

brought the dream

on, one thing

is for sure— it’s no nightmare. On the contrary, it’s the delightful
picture of what many TCF faces will mirror when the Thursday
morning rolls around and the retroactive checks are ready. And
the day may not be too far off. In any case, they say dreams

I

STORY

are the picturization of what

is in our subconscious

minds. If

that’s true, these gals are not alone. Incidentally, the lovelies
whoTook time out to pose for Photographer Alex Babcock are,
left to right, Thelma Schapiro of the Payroll Department, Secretary Karen Hachten, Barbara Perkins, Secretary to Edmund
Colliding and Verna Guthrie also of Payroll. If you’re wondering, the checks are blanks Accounting was kind enough to
loan us for the picture. Yes, we had to give them back.

3

4?^
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At 10:30 AM on the morning of Tuesday November 15, a group of motion
picture exhibitors and press representatives settled themselves into the temporary theatre chairs that had been erected
on stage 2, and were given their first
look at the TCF 55m-to-35m process.
The demonstration reel that they saw,

"Little Eva"

dances

in the "Small

House

oi Uncle

Thomas"

ballet.

introduced by Solly Halprin and narrated from the screen by Mr. Zanuck,
represents the beginning of what cannot
fail to be another revolution within the
industry. But it will be a revolution that
should be easy and fun to take. Unlike
the introduction of CinemaScope, which
represented an entire new process that
studios and exhibitors had to re-equip
for, the 55mm process will not change
the more than 30,000 CinemaScope installations that are currently in existence.
All that will be changed will be the exhibitor’s and the theatre-goer’s
standard of excellence.
And that standard
is destined to be carried to a pinnacle by
our new process heretofore never even
approached on a motion picture screen.
The process, shooting in 55mm and
then reducing the frame to standard
size CinemaScope, presents a picture
totally grain free that is clearer and
brighter than anything ever put on a
screen. And it is totally free from distortion, which, along with a sometimes
annoying fading at the screen edges, had

Rita Moreno

as "Tuptim"

narrates

the ballet with

the chorus.

been a problem in previous CinemaScope pictures.
The new process and the conversion
to it has not been inexpensive. Nfr.
Zanuck pointed out in his narration that
the added cost to the budget of each
picture shot in 55mm is $200,000.
In addition, each 55mm camera will
cost $50,000, and expenses for conversion
of laboratories, projection rooms and
special equipment will run into the millions. But the result is a product that,

The huge

gold leai doors slide majestically aside as the ballet starts.

quality- wise, eclipses anything seen to
date. And it is just and fitting that this
SECOND giant step along the road of
progress should come from the same
studio that took that first and hardest
step when the original CinemaScope

was

introduced. This studio’s progressive attitude could not be more aptly stated
than it was by Mr. Zanuck in these
opening remarks on the demonstration:
“I am sure that most of you recall that
last year when I addressed you on the
subject of CinemaScope I emphasized
the fact that we of 20th Century-Fox
were dedicated to its further development.
“You will remember that I said that our
technicians and scientists in collaboration with Bausch-Lomb were then work-

ing on an entirely new and revolutionary
CineinaScope development. These
dreams and ambitions have now become
a reality.
“From the beginning we have carried
on a determined search to improve CinemaScope even further, so that it would
ultimately become the supreme standard
of motion picture projection, and at
the same time could be used in every
theatre in the world now equipped for
regular CineinaScope.”
Current plans call for the eventual use
of the 55mm process for all production
here at Twentieth. Though that circumstance may be a while in coming due to
the present scarcity of equipment, the
e.xcellence of the result makes it almost
a certainty.

"Carousel"

was

the first picture to be shot in the new

55mm.

In addition, Mr. Zanuck made it clear
that in certain theatres throughout the
country that will be specially equipped
to handle it, the 55mm process will be
shown on a road show basis at its full
size. The first picture to be given these
i
I
I

I

I

I

special showings will be “The King and
I”, which, along with “Carousel” is one
of the two pictures so far to be shot in
the new process. “Carousel”, however,
will be distributed at the regular CinemaScope screen size.
The clarity and magnificent color of
the new process have opened up whole
new vistas to our Art Department and
Scenic Designers. Similarly, the seven
track stereophonic system that goes hand
in hand with the 55mm process has
meant a whole new concept in recording,
scoring and effects. It was the combination of these effects with the excellence
of the 55mm process that so impressed
the viewers. Some of them have gone
so far as to already declare, on the
basis of some twenty minutes of rushes
included in the demonstration reel, that

1

“Carousel” is destined to be a smash hit.
The 55mm process has brought with
it some interesting challenges and some
interesting firsts.

Cameron

Mitchell has Barbara

"June is Bustin' Out All Over",

Ruick

this number

was

in demonstration

reel.

For example, in one particular recording session for “The King and I” this
studio became the first in history to
utilize TV in the making of a motion
I

picture.
Three five-pound TV cameras were
installed along with nine receivers to
enable Director Alfred Newman to see
and hear performers and singers on two
other stages. The closed circuit TV also
allowed them to see and hear his cues,
thereby eliminating the need to make
three separate sound tracks and later
putting them together.
The
was

iy

three-day TV

monitored

session

set up to tape “The Small House

of

7

Two

TV

Technician
Ken Darby

at work.
and chorus

Something

new

to movies.

contribute from stage C.

of the monitors

Rita Moreno

records

used on the closed circuit.

from

the dubbing

stage.

Uncle Thomas”

ballet music for “The

and I”.
King
Newman, conducting the orchestra on
main recording stage 1, was able to
cue, via the TV cameras, Rita Moreno
on the dubbing stage who was narrating
as “Tuptim”, as well as the chorus of
singers under vocal coach Ken Darby
on stage C.
The music for this sequence, incidentally, required the services of 18 percussionists and one of the strangest assortment of instruments ever assembled. The
ballet music, basically percussion, woodwind and effects, utilized 20 gongs, 30

I

,1

[

)

\

i
i

i

I
t

cymbals, 14 triangles, 6 anvils, 2 gameions, Hi octave tuned break drums, 3
sets of Siamese chimes, IM octave tuned
temple blocks, 12 ancient Chinese cymbals, 8 wood blocks handled by two
timpanists also using 11 timpani, a 60
foot base drum and an assortment of
oriental drums. All this along with the
more normal if somewhat unfamiliar

Brunner, Miss Rerr and Producer

Brackett on stage 1.

sounds of two pianos, two harps, a mandolin, a novachord and a banjo.
The demonstration reel clearly pointed
up the value of beauty in set design.
The clarity, depth of focus and magnificent color of the 55mm process brings
to life every line, every form, every
bauble and every bead in the picture.
The outdoor photography from “Carousel” proved to be truly breathtaking. The
sets for “King and I” promise to be more
spectacular than anything Twentieth has
put before a camera in years. Everyone
concerned, from the staff shop to the
carpenters, to the painters, mill hands,
set decorators, prop-makers, laborers, et
al, have risen to the occasion and are
turning into reality the inspired sketches
of Art Director John De Cuir.
The set for the ballet, “The Small
House of Uncle Thomas” was almost
beyond belief. Huge patterned doors
frescoed in real gold leaf opened to reveal a glistening expanse of gilt flooring
that ran to the parapet of the small
stage upon which the ballet is performed
for the edification of the King (Yul Brunner). Magnificent hangings of filmy
black material flecked with gold made
an impressive backing for the colorful
dancers in shiny silver and gold as they
performed the stylized routine on the
ebony floor of the stage.
These are but a few of the highlights
on the new process destined to keep
Twentieth Century-Fox the leaders in
the never ending search for better and
better motion picture entertainment.
As Mr. Zanuck stated at the close of
the demonstration reel:

Deborah

Gordon

Macrae

Kerr, Leon

Shamroy

and Yul Brunner.

in another oi the scenes

shown

the exhibitors.

“Twentieth Century-Fox remains dedicated to the principle that there is nothing too good for the public.”
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Effective

hourly workers

S. MET»'ER

October

26, 1955

all

will receive a 25< per

HARMONY

hour increase which will be paid retroactively as each Union ratifies the new
contract. Commencing January 30, 1956

•

to January 29, 1957, all work in the
Studio on Saturday will be computed at
the rate of time and one-half, separate
and apart. Thereafter, for the balance
of the agreement. Studio Saturday time
will be paid at the rate of double time,
separate and apart, the same as Sunday
is now.
Commencing November 28, 1955, the
Major Studios have agreed to pay into
the Industry Pension
A(<: per

straight-time

Plan an additional
hour

worked

or

scheduled guaranteed hour, and the employee will pay an additional 2<^ for
each straight-time hour worked or scheduled guaranteed hour. This applies, however, ONLY to those of our employees
who are not in the 20th
Retirement Plan.
From behind the door you see pictured
above there recently came a bulletin that
was, to all of us here at the Studio, very
big news.
After many weeks and long hours of
negotiations, the representatives of the
producers and labor had agreed on a
five-day work week
ture Industry.

for the Motion

Pic-

Though the five-day week is, without
question, the big news of the contract,
there are many other benefits and
changes that are also new, though somewhat over-shadowed by the new shorter
week. Cardinal among these is the 25
cent per hour increase for all hourly
rated employees.
The questions uppermost in the minds
of most of us in the Studio have to do
with

this new

agreement.

How

and

when

will the five-day week be instituted? Is there a change in the Health
and Welfare benefit? When will the raise

be effective? Will it be paid retroactively? How does the five-day week
affect me personally?
To get the answers to these and dozens
of other questions that have come along,
,\CTION went to Fred S. Meyer,“ Director of Industrial Relations for Twentieth, who is the chief Negotiator and
.Administrator of some 40 individual contracts covering the working conditions
of the employees who are represented by
the various Unions and Guilds that service the Motion Picture Industry.
Here then, in brief, is an authoritative
run-down of just what
means to all of us.
THE

NEW

the new

contract

Century-Fox

Just as ACTION went to press we received a telephone call from Mr. Meyer
to the effect that — “based on the information now available and on actuarial
assumptions

as to income,

average

its meeting today, voted to increase the
retirement benefits from $20.00 to $50.00

Beginning October 26, 1955, the Proper month.”
ducer will pay into the Health and Welfare Fund an additional 1^ per straighttime hour worked or scheduled guaranteed hour. If at the end of one year from
October 26, 1955 the Board of Trustees

he will be given a day off in lieu of such
Saturday or Sunday work at a time to
be mutually agreed upon, or if this is not
practical, one day will be added to his
vacation period.
A vacation change will go into effect
in 1957. From October 26, 1956 on, all
those who have been in the employ of
the Studio for 12 years, will receive an
annual vacation of three weeks.
On January 30, 1958, daily and weekly

of the Health and Welfare Plan determines and notifies the Producers and

wage

Unions, based upon benefits that are no
greater than those now existing, that the
fund is then operating at a deficit, then
within 30 days after such notice the
parties will meet to determine what
additional payment, if any, is necessary
to offset such deficit in which case the

you

Producer will add up to, but not
exceed, an additional 1^ per hour.

to

The five-day week will be instituted commencing January 30, 1956.
Weekly

employees

THAT
DOOR

age

of retirement, earnings and other pertinent factors considered to be reasonably
conservative, the Board of Directors, at

will receive the same

pay for 5 days’ work that they formerly
received for 6 days’ work. Guaranteed
hours will be changed as follows:
60 hours to 54— Minimum call 9 hours
54 hours to 48.6— Minimum call 8 hours
48 hours to 43.2— Minimum call 7 hours
“On Call” Employees:

CONTRACT

The agreement covers the period from
October 26, 1955 through January 30,

FROM
BEHIND

If, after January 30, 1956, an “On Call”
Employee is required to perform work
on a Saturday or a Sunday at the Studio,

scales will be increased an additional 2/2 per cent. In other words, if
are a Secretary and your hourly

rate is $2.23 per hour, you will automatically receive— in round figures— an
additional $2.25 per week when this
increase becomes effective.
DISTANT
On

distant

LOCATIONS
locations, the

existing

guaranteed hour schedules will continue
at the new adjusted hourly rates for
weekly employees who are employed for
a full payroll week. Saturday is a
straight-time day unless 40 hours have
been previously worked. Day of departure and day of return are location days.
For daily employees

the same

conditions

as are now applicable will continue
cept for the increased hourly rate.

“On Call” Employees will continue to
work on Saturday without additional
compensation. If principal photography
is in progress

on

a Sunday,

or if pro-

duction activities require an “On

10

ex-

Call”

Employee to perform work on Sunday,
in that event, he will be given another
day off at a time to be mutually agreed
upon, or one day will be added to his
vacation period, or if this is found impractical, he will receive an additional
one-sixth of his then applicable weekly
rate.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
As we
of a new

pointed out earlier, the news
contract first came to us from

behind the door pictured on these pages.
Let’s pause
that door:
Once

a moment

and look behind

on the other side we

are in that

mystic realm known as the Industrial
Relations Department, headed by Fred
S. Meyer. Former Head of Universal
Studios, Mr. Meyer joined Twentieth
seventeen years ago and since then has
been the Chief Negotiator and Administrator of the forty contracts covering
the working conditions of the members
of our Fox family who are represented
by the various Unions and Guilds.
The new

Agreements

cover Twentieth

Century-Fox and all its subsidiaries.
This includes our DeLuxe Lab, as well
as Twentieth Century-Fox-TV Productions. The negotiation and administration of Television Agreements is a full
job in and by itself.
Space does not permit us to list individual terms and conditions of each conresume

tract. However, in the following brief
we have tried to outline the

ditions; What constitutes

work

Trans}^X)rtation provisions; Golden

time;
hour

Provisions for “On Call” employees; Conditions covering distant locations; Airf)lane travel insurance; Hazardous work;
Stewards; Seniority; Vacations; Health
and Welfare plan; Pension plan; Duties
and Division of work; Jurisdiction and
so on.
These are just some of the provisions
in every contract. Actually, the average
Union contract contains ninety-two or
more sections covering every phase of
employment. We expect that with the
continuous improvement in technical
achievements developed through research and the skill or our co-workers
in the production of motion pictures,
future Union contracts may spell out
further new provisions of understanding
between the employees and the employer
as time goes on.
In addition, before a TCF location
unit can venture forth to a distant location, be it Boothbay, Maine or Honolulu, the Industrial Relations Department must first ascertain what local Union has jurisdiction over that particular
location site— and the number of bona
fide lA and A.F.L. Union men who are
available there, who will then be added
to our Studio Personnel to service our
needs.

L to R, Zoila Conan,

During

the war

years

all so-called

“Certificates of Availability” were channeled through the Industrial Relations
Department, and even now, with the
Selective Service Act providing for a
Veterans prompt re-instatement to “a
like or a comparable job”, this is chanOffice. neled through the Industrial Relations
In the case of Office Workers, a classification committee of three Studio Executives (designated by Management and
the Union), meets as situations arise to
determine whether a job content has
changed or in the case of a newly created
job, to evaluate and determine the appropriate classification which, in the case
of office workers, runs from class 1 to
class 8 with corresponding wage schedules for each classification bracket.
One of the major functions of the
Industrial Relations Department is the
interpretation of the Fair Labor

Stan-

dards, as well as the so-called “TaftHartley Act”, which delineates the rights
of labor and management as defined by
Congress.
A NEW ERA .
A great many of our co-workers have
been part of the Fox family for twentyfive years. Some will recall the transition period from silent pictures to sound
and talkies. A great many

will remem-

Executive Secretary, Fred S. Meyer, Director of Industrial Relations and
Edward Colyer, Assistant to Mr. Meyer.

Industrial Relations picture as precisely
as possible.
When Mr. Meyer first joined Twentieth
Century-Fox as Director of Industrial
Relations only a handful of Unions had
contracts. These agreements were usually outlined on just a single page covered
in three sentences: Wage scale, general
duties and hours of work. Today the
average Union contract is spelled out
in 44 pages (in the case of the Actors
in 102 pages).
It is an interesting comparison, after
listing the three basic proposals in the
early contracts, to note some of the provisions that are now found in the average
Union contract: Scope of agreement;
Recognition; Shop requirements; Wage
scales; Hours of Employment; Method
for grievance procedure; Term of agreement; Classification; Studio working conditions; Minimum calls; Overtime; Provision for work on Sundays; Designation
of six holidays; Night premium pay;
Rest period between calls; Change and
cancellation of calls; Payoff requirements; Meal periods and penalty for delayed meals; Nearby locations; Definitions of Studio zone and working con-
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ber that it was not until 1941 that Sunday became a day of rest separate and
apart from the other days of the week.
\ few years ago, Twentieth revolutionized the Industry when it brought
forth Cinemascope, widely heralded and
now in use throughout the world. Not
satisfied with this Twentieth CenturyFox inno\ation, we are now producing
some of our top pictures in the 55mm
process (See story on this new development elsewhere in this edition).
Throughout the years the Industry has
undergone innumerable changes and
weathered the stormy course of many
innovations.
ACTION is pleased that it is able to
outline the benefits granted to our Employees as the result of the new Agreements. It should be remembered that
this was only made possible because of
your combined efforts in the development
of new technical processes which have
and will continue to improve the standards of motion picture production.
THE COST FACTOR
We

Dick

Darling, E &

P

Assistant.

should all be mindful of the economic factors introduced by these contract changes. Production costs are
bound to materially increase. While it
is difficult to estimate the actual increased
cost entailed in future operations of this
Studio, it is a reasonable assumption,
that the concessions granted to the Unions and Guilds will be in excess of one
and three quarter million dollars per
Based on current payrolls, it is estiyear. mated that the 25<^ per hour increase to
hourly rated personnel alone, will amount
to $1,250,000.00.
Additional payments to the Pension
Plan will cost the Studio in excess of

$100,000.00.
Nobody talks about pennies anymore.
There is little that a penny can still buy
today. However, the additional one cent
contribution to the Health and Welfare
Plan will cost this Studio more than

Patricia Larsh, E & P Secretary.
E & P Clerk, Dick Bedrosian.

$30,000.00 per year. The extra week of
vacation granted to those who have been
with the Corporation for twelve or more
years will, it is’ estimated, cost an additional $150,000.00.
While hourly employees were granted
a 25< per hour increase. Weekly and
“On Call” employees will as previously
stated, have their hours converted from
a six to a five-day week, with over-time
accordingly. This of course puts a much
higher premium on over-time jDay.
THE FIVE-DAY WEEK APPLIES
TO STUDIO OPERATIONS ONLY,
AND NOT TO DISTANT LOCATIONS.
In Mr. Meyer’s own

words— “Solving

Edmund

L. Burke, Supervisor — Employment
and Personnel Department.

our day-to-day problems is not a mysterious affair— it is simply a matter of using
common sense. Confidence and co-operation must be inspired— they cannot be
forced. Good will and respect must be
merited— they cannot be compelled.
“In arriving at the basis for the terms
of these new conditions the negotiations
were spread over a period of about sixteen weeks of day and night meetings.
At all times the relationship between
Labor and Management was most harmonious. Each party to the discussion
was considerate of the problems to be
met. The terms are set for three years—
the time to work them out is now!
“The task of co-ordinating these new
conditions into the production of motion
pictures requires the combined efforts
of everyone. The job of keeping the
proper relationship between Income and
Expense requires the very best on the
part of all of us.
“As the head of the Studio’s Industrial
Relations Department, I feel confident
that each worker will always give his
enthusiastic support to any production
problem at hand. Management will continue to seek the highest quality of everything needed to keep our product the
best. Together with the members of my
department, we propose to do all that
is possible to further good employee
relations, treating each subject as a human rather than an Industrial Relation°Fred Meyer is the Studio Member on the
Board of Directors of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, Inc. and its top Labor Committee; Chairman of its Legislative and Military Affairs Committee; Chairman, Central Casting Corporation; Member Executive Committee
ship.”Authority, Inc.; Trustee, Motion PicTheatre
ture Relief Fund; Member of the Executive
Committee Los Angeles Council USO; Member and former Director (since its inception)
Permanent Charities Committee; Chairman,
Executive Committee, “The Westerners”.

AROUND

THE

Sam Engel, shown above with Harry Leonard of the Re-Recording
Department, presented the cake in the picture to the crew on the
re-recording stage at the completion
Morning Miss Dove."

of work

on Engel's

"Good

IF YOU ARE
DRESSING A DOLL
FOR THE STUDIO CLUB
CONTEST, PLEASE HAVE IT
•

IN TO LADIES' WARDROBE
NO LATER THAN
DECEMBER 5.

*

Officer Harry Fink,
right, of
Gate, was
example
in action

^

the Pico
a perfect
of Safety
when the

top picture was
taken. Harry always has a sucker
or a piece of gum
for the little ones.
And with the goodie goes a word
of caution about
crossing the street.
And as you can
see — he keeps a

3
■
■

sharp eye

I

self.
their

LOT

out for

safety

him-

^

DOLLS GO ON DISPLAY
DECEMBER 12.

•

•

•

Friday, November 11 was Veterans
Day. As is the custom here on the lot,
members of the American Legion Post
and all lot Veterans who cared to join
them, paraded from the Pico Gate to the
memorial placque and flagpole opposite
the Cafe. This year the paraders were
accompanied by the Loyola University
Air Force ROTC Band.
Aaron

Halperin was Master of Ceremonies and the speaker of the day was
Producer Sam Engel.
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STUDIO
ORGANIZATION

C

CONTRIBUTORS

extends its thanks to the individuals and
the Golf Tournament.
organizations listed below for their generosit\' in donating the excellent prizes for
On behalf of the employees

Absco
Addressograph- Multi graph
Sales
Sales Corp.
Altman Sales Co.
American Shippers
American Typewriter &
Office Equip.
Argelus Floor Covering Co.
Arden Farms
The Atwater Co., Ltd.
Barnett International
Forwarders, Inc. of Calif.
Bausch & Lomb
Berger Specialty Co.
Best Maintenance Co.
Beverly Hills Ford Co.
Beverly Hills Gramophone
Beverly Hills Hotel
Beverly Hills Surgical
Supply
Bon Voyage Bazaar
Bostitch Western
Brittingham Caterers
C. McKenzie Brown I. B. M. Co.
Orville J. Brown
California Appliance Co.
California Hardware Co.
California Millinery Supply
Canvas Specialty Mfg. Co.
Chasin & Wexler
Cinema Arts Incorporated
City Linen Co.
Coast Flower Mfg. Co.
Coca-Cola Co.
Cocoanut Grove,
Ambassador Hotel
Sid Colburn
Colors Unlimited
Colson Equipment Co.
Columbia Varnish Co.
Colyear Motor Sales
Cosgrove & Company, Inc.
Cosmo Florists
Coulter's
Craig Movie Supply
Crane Co.
Creative Colors
Culver City Auto Radiator
Service
Dad's Root Beer
Davis Cordage Co.
Al Davis Radio Shop
Dazian's of California
Dohrmann Hotel Supply
Ducommun
Metals &
Supply Co.
Gordon Duff
E. I. Dupont De Nemours
Eastman Kodak Co.
Economy Blueprint &
Supply Co.

of 20th Century-Fox, ACTION

Electric Corp.
Electric Steel Foundry
Electric Storage Battery
Electrolux Corp.
Empire Lubricants
English and Lauer
Entz Camera
Evergreen Nursery
F and A Ice Cream Co.
Max Factor
M. A. Featherstone - Liberty
Mutual
Federal Envelope Co.
John P. Filbert Co.
Firestone Stores
Freeman
Certi - Fresh
Foods
Friedberg - Grunauer
Fruehauf Trailer Co.
Funk Bros.
Garrett Supply Co.
General Electric Lamp Dept.
General Petroleum Corp.
W. J. German
G. and G. Produce Co.
Globe Ticket Company
Golden State Glass Co.
Goodall Rubber Co.
Gough Ind.
Graveline Auto Parts
Greeno Co.
Grimes Stassforth Stationery
Co.
Gunther
Wood & Goodman
The Haloid Company
Harper & Reynolds
Earl Hays Press
Hill Brothers Chemical Co.
Hillcrest Motors
Hire's Root Beer
Hollywood Film Co.
Hollywood Office Appliance
& Furniture Co.
Hollywood Wholesale
Electric
Holman & Powell Paving
J. Co.
G. Hoizgang Co.
Home Silk Shop
Houston Fearless Co.
W. H. Huelster Co.
Philip A. Hunt Co.
Huther Bros.
Imperial Drug Co.
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co.
Industrial Lumber Co.
Interstate Restaurant Supply
Janssen’s - Carpet Cleaners
Joe
George’s
The &Kallin
Co. Tire Service
Kee Lox Manufacturing Co.
Keenan Pipe & Supply Co.
Kegel Meats
Harry Keiper Company
Lloyd Kent Dist. Co.
F. S. Kern

EMPLOYEE
L. B. Abbott
E. M. Adler
Lloyd Ahern
Bill Albert
David Anderson
Carlock E. Bailey
Harry Bell
William Bloom
John Bodnar
Charles Brackett
Harry Brand
John Brent
Earl E. Bright
David Brown
C. R. Cain
Clyde Carruth
V. J. Christensen
Charles G. Clarke
J. B. Codd
Bernie Cooper
Alec Coppel
Nelson M. Cordes
Cosgrove & Co., Inc.
Ken Darby
De Luxe Laboratories. Inc.
Alan Freedman
Joseph P. Di Muro
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Philip Dunne
Richard A Egan
Samuel G. Engel
Henry Ephron
C. W. Faulkner
William D. Flick
Jean P. Fontaine
Hugh S. Fowler
Fred F. Fox
T. R. Frazer
Hugo Friedhofer
Arthur Gameral
Henry Goldfarb
Billy Gordon
James Gordon
L. D. Grignon
Edmund Gwenn
Ralph Hammeras
Sol Halprin
Leigh Harline
William B. Hawks
J. Hall Hearne
Donald A. Henderson
Tom Ingman
Nick Janios
Julian Johnson
Nunnally Johnson

Walter Kline & Assoc.
Lang’s Auto Glass Co.
Liberty Records
Lighthouse Inc.
Lobell & Son Tailors
MacPherson Leather Co.
J. G. McAlister Co.
UtterMcKinley Mortuaries
Supply
McLogan Sign Painters
Maas Chemical Co.
Machin Shirt Co.
Mack Truck Co.
Macson Co.
Magnasync Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Magnetic Springs Water Co.
Mahl Steel & Supply Co.
Pann Mallas - Nick Mallas
& Sons
Malone Studio Service, Inc.
Mattson’s of Hollywood
Vic Mature Television
Mercury Supply Co.
Metropolitan Engravers,
Ltd.
Minnesota

Mining

&

Mfg.

Rancho

Paint

&Wallpaper

Reliable Glass Co.
Reliable Industrial Laundry
Co.
Republic
Supply Co.
Rittoff Glove Co.
J. W. Robinson Co.
Robinson - Hannagan Co.
Joe Rosenberg Fixtures
Royal Wholesale Cigar Co.
Saks Fifth Avenue
Lou Samuelson
Sandler Bros.
Sanitek Corp.
Les Sanvick Auto
Upholstery
Joseph M. Schenck
Schrader Auto Electric
Service
Schwab's Pharmacy
Schweitzer's Pies & Donuts
Security Roof Company
Shell Oil Co.
Sinclair Paint Co.
Smart
- Final Iris
Sp'^aj way
Smith's Sporting Goods
S'und Services, Inc.

Mitchell Camera Co.
Co. - Richardson Co.
Mole
Moore Business Forms
Ed Morgan Camera Shop
Morris & Strait Co.
Moviola
Attys Manufacturing Co.
Musick, Peeler and Garrett,

Standard Oil Co.
Standard Register
E. J. Stanton Co.

Myers Bros. - Contractors
Mystic Tape Products Ingalls and Howard
R. N. Nason Co.
National Office Furniture
National Theatre Supply Co,
Neiman - Reed Lumber Co.
Nick’s Body Shop

Supe ior Fire Equipment
Co.
Swett & Crawford
Taverner & Fricke
Corp.
Technicolor
Motion Picture

John

F. Normanly

Hancock

- John

Mutual

Life’Ins.

Odenheimer & Baker
P Co.
& M Manufacturing Co.
Pacific Hide & Leather Co.
Pacific Title Sales Corp.
Pico Paint and Wallpaper
Picwood Furniture Sales
Co.
Pindler
and Pindler
The Powers Regulator Co.
Producers Service Co.
Pure Carbonic, Inc. - Geo.
F. Collins
Puro Filter Co.
R & F Bearing Co.
R. J. M. Co.
Radio Corp. of America
Radio Products Sales

Co.

Stationer's Corp.
Stearns Tire Co.
Advertising
Hal
Stebbins, Inc. Sun Lumber Company

Thalco Glass Fiber
Tri Color Laboratories
Union Hardware Co.
Union Maid Baking Co.
United Camera Technicians
Universal Consolidated Oil
U. S. Plywood Corp.
Veling Plating Co.
Warner Poultry Co.
Co.
Weiss
Men's Shop
Welch Overall Cleaning
Adolph Wenland & Assoc.
West Coast Trimmings Co.
Western Costume Co.
Western Dye House
Westrex
Westwood Bldg. Materials
The Wholesale Supply Co.
Winne
& Stuch
Co.
Zellerbach Paper Co.
Zenith Radio

CONTRIBUTORS
Ray
F. Jones
Be 1 Kadish
Henry King
Emil Kosa.Jr.
Henry Koster
Miltcn Krasner
Otto Lang
Lee Le Blanc
Henri Ledebcer
Vi ginia Le
Leith
Charles
Maire
Harry Leonard
Bernard
Ma»'er
Harold
Medford
Molly Mandavi'le
F-ed S. Meyer
W. C. Michel
Pete Montemurro
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Alfred Newman
Lionel Newman
Edmund
Ben
Nye H. North

Charles F. Ouellette
Lawrence I. Rice
Harold C. Roddan
Sid
Rogell
I. Rosenberg
Frank Ross
James E. Ruman
Lew
Leon Schreiber
Shamroy
John Shanley
S. P. Skouras
Clarence Slifer
William J. Smith
Ed Snyder
Helena Sorell
Robert Stack
Abe Steinberg
George D. Stephenson
R. H. Thompson
Gene E. Tierney

Robert Patton
Gregory Peck
E. B. Powell

Leo Tover
Jerome
E. Webb
Edward M. Weyl
F. Galvin Wood
Dana Wynter
Victor
Young

Harry

Darryl

Proodian

Zanuck

s

Bob

Mints — Cutting

Pat Degenner — Mill

STUDIO CLUB
TO BOARD OF

Dave

Boyd — Electrical Fixtures

ELECTS NINE
CONTROLLERS
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SEE

OUR

NEW

DISPLAY

ROOM

Savings up to 50%
DISCOUNT
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
FURNITURE,

APPLIANCES,

TELEVISION,

REFRIGERATORS,

LLOYD

KENT

SHAVERS,

RANGES,

DRYERS,

for Xmas

Shopping

DISTRIBUTING

CO.

THE

liberal
discounts
20TH
EMPLOYEES!!

BUDGET

MANHATTAN
—
DRESS SHIRTS
PAJAMAS

BRighton 0-4209
ARizona 8-9383

— 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Every Day ’til Xmas

^

FOR

to

MINDED • SHOPPER

Open Friday ’til 9

COOPER'S —
HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
SPORT SHIRTS
SWEATERS

WASHERS,

SILVERWARE

10651 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Open

CANNON'S
—
BATHROBES

SWANK —
JEWELRY

10667 W. Pico Blvd.

TAILORED

CORSAGES

SPORT

BOUQUETS

1 0932 Le Conte Ave., Weitwood
GRanite 7-1755
Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

CHRIS

COATS
SLACKS

SPRAYS

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

STUDIO

CLUB

MEMBERS

Discounts On
Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

FILMS

1725 Westwood

J. GERMAN,

GR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around

INC.

CHICAGO

PAINT and WALLPAPER

HOLLYWOOD

SHOP
AT . . .
WEISS^
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
CARL
10643 Pico Blvd.

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
W.

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

Pico

for

LEE

20th

Co.,

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FORT

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
iS Underwood Typewriter Co.,
&

BARNEY'S
- M EN'S SHOP

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members

We

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

Mgr.
GR. 3-8636

DISCOUNT
Spif paints
PICO
Paint and WaHpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES

PROVEN FRIENDS

Studio Discount
BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

of

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

20th Century-Fox
Employees
UTTER

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

MORTUARIES

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES

Hiir umm
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

McKinley

To Choose

STanley
7-5714

10%

DOWN
Open

VIC

DU. 8-2481

From

24 MONTHS

TO PAY

ARLEIGH

9 to 8 Weekdays

A. BROWN

MATURE

TELEVISION, INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
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11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

t DYEING

ROBT. BURNS
NOW
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BY

JACK

HILLS LIQUORS

BRAND

FORMERLY

OF TCF
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IMPORTED

4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner.
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★ LINOLEUM

6-Yr. Old Straighf
BOURBON WHISKEY

IVAR STRAGOF

VODKA

STOCK '
GON
MOR

PRIVATE

XLAY

$4.99 Fifth

$3.69 Fifth
Fast

Free

$3.29 Fifth

Deliver

y

• GIFT BASKETS
• HOLIDAY ITEMS
• GIFT WRAPPING

• CHECKS CASHED
• DINERS CLUB
• TRIP CHARGE

10451 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
WEST LOS ANGELES
GR. 7-5223
OPEN

7 DAYS

A WEEK

—

GR. 9-9868

10 'ti\ 10
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★

VISIT OUR NEW NEIGHBOR
10 MINUTES IN EITHER

LA CIENEGA

DIRECTION

FOR LUNCH

EVERY

tht

NlGHT^S

A

HOLIDAY

Cummins

AT

FOR

BUNDY
HUDDLE

BUNDY
MONDAY
— on
Joe Strand
the Baby Grand
TUESDAY
—
Fashion Show,
1 :30 P.M.
Rhythm & Blues
Evenings
Request
WEDNESDAY
—
Buffet Dinner,
6 P.M.

restaurants

PHARMACY

No

Room

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
BY ANY OTHER DRUG STORE.

Pico at Westwood

(Across

From

Picwood

THEM

WESTWOOD
2352

Theatre)

10%

GR. 9-5218
20%

Discount

the New

VINYL

PAINT

cAqua ^ond

FOR MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
— DRYS IN 30 MINUTES
— SEALS ANY SURFACE
— NO
RESISTS
PEELING and BLISTERING
—
FADING
—

EASY

CLEAN-UP

OF

A & S PAINT
105 NO. ROBERTSON
BEVERLY HILLS

BRUSHES

CO.
BLVD.
BR. 2-2787

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed 1 Year

MOTEL

Blvd., W. L. A.

to Studio

PAINTS
Featuring

TO THE

LODGE

Westwood

Discount on Complete Line of

WATER

For Out-of-Town
GUESTS?

TAKE

Receipts Totaling $21.00 Entitles You To
$1.00 Worth of Merchandise — FREE
GR. 7-9771

Shrugs - Sweaters - Lingerie
Discount To Studio Employees
10625 W. Pico Blvd.

THURSDAY
Gift Night —

open 24 hours

Take the Huddle Bus to all Rams Games. Leaves from Huddle Bundy one hour before game.

JULES

Women’s Sportswear
I’S
HERPetticoats
SBouffant

★

e
1

163 N. La Cienega ... Beverly Hills
3030 S. Bundy ... opposite Santa Monica Airport

DINNER

Employees

HAPPY

TIME

$4.95JEWELERS
Drug

Rear of Owl

THE HARRY

I. ALTMAN

CO.

10830 W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

WESTWOOD

AND

THE SANTA

1054

FE SALES CO.

WILL

BE

CONVENIENCE
DECEMBER

DAILY
SUNDAYS

2

9:00 TO 9:00
9:00 TO 5:00

EVERYTHING FOR THE XMAS SHOPPER
10829

SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

GRanite

7-7508
—

Xmas

GRanite

Lay- Away

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

3-2513

Plan

ISow

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Available

—

CO.
VILLAGE;
BROKERS

Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bed- I
ding. Lamps, Jewelry Tools, Auto Tires, Sporting
Goods and many others.
Whatever your needs — Get it at the right price

OPEN THE
FOLLOWING HOURS
FOR YOUR
STARTING

SUPPLY

BROXTON
WESTWOOD
GR. 3-6507 •
BR. 2-8553
FURNISHINGS & GEN. MERCHANDISE

2-7110

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)

INSURANCE

REAL

Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 So. Beverly
Dr., L. A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligcin, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

Howard McCarry, 12300'/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
:
BR. 2-3634

JEWELRY

ART

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

AUTOS

LIQUOR

SUPPLIES

Hillcrest Motors., H. H. "Dick" Staples, 9230
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-221 1, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L, A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

FIXTURES

loe Rosenberg. 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
OL. 3-4230

LINOLEUM

STORES

Robt. Bums Westhills Liquors, 10451 Santa
Monica Blvd
GR. 7-5223; GR. 9-9868

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

MOTELS
Westwood Lodge Motel, 2352 Westwood Blvd.,
W. L. A
GR. 9-9966

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

PAINT

READY-TO-WEAR
Barney's Men's Shop, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Caliiornia Appliance & Merchandise Corp.,
7007 Melrose Ave., L. A
WE. 8-2041
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

LIGHT

ESTATE

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills. BR. 2-2787.
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

A.
A1 W,
CerlL. Company
(Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Sheri's, 10625 W. Pico Blvd
GR. 9-5218
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS
Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
The Huddle Bundy, National and Bundy, 3030
Bundy Dr.
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

RUGS

GR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

TELEVISION

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

& RADIO

A1 Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico Blvd
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.,
BR. 2-3647

TV & RADIO

REPAIR

Ed Bloch — The Gramaphone
erly Dr., Bev. Hills

THEATER

Shop, 366 N. BevCR. 5-0169

TICKETS

PHARMACY

Studio Club

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Jules Pharmacy, Pico at Westwood Blvd.
(Across from Picwood Theatre). .GR. 7-9771

Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,

PHONOGRAPH

TRAVEL

RECORDS

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TIRES

Beverly Hills

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

Gramaphone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

FUNERALS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio (Slub
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TYPEWRITERS

Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.
(Owl Drug) West L. A.

X
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ONE

PICTURE

You understand of course that this picture isn’t for real. Not
at all. It was taken straight out of a dream the third girl from
the left had one Saturday night when she got a bad olive in
her Seven-up. But whatever brought the dream on, one thing
is for sure— it’s no nightmare. On the contrary, it’s the delightful
picture of what many TCF faces will mirror when the Thursday
morning rolls around and the retroactive checks are ready. And
the day may not be too far off. In any case, they say dreams

STORY

are the picturization of what is in our subconscious minds. If
that’s true, these gals are not alone. Incidentally, the lovelies
who took time out to pose for Photographer Alex Babcock are,
left to right, Thelma Schapiro of the Payroll Department, Secretary Karen Hachten, Barbara Perkins, Secretary to Edmund
Colliding and Verna Guthrie also of Payroll. If you’re wondering, the checks are blanks Accounting was kind enough to
loan us for the picture. Yes, we had to give them back.

3
9Ai

At 10:30 AM on the morning of Tuesday November 15, a group of motion
picture exhibitors and press representatives settled themselves into the temporary theatre chairs that had been erected
on stage 2, and were given their first
look at the TCF 55m-to-35m process.
The demonstration reel that they saw,

"Little Eva"

dances

in the "Small

House

of Uncle

Thomas"

ballet.

introduced by Solly Halprin and narrated from the screen by Mr. Zanuck,
represents the beginning of what cannot
fail to be another revolution within the
industry. But it will be a revolution that
should be easy and fun to take. Unlike
the introduction of CinemaScope, which
represented an entire new process that
studios and exhibitors had to re-equip
for, the 55mm process will not change
the more than 30,000 CinemaScope installations that are currently in existence.
All that will be changed will be the exhibitor’s and the theatre-goer’s
standard of excellence.
And that standard
is destined to be carried to a pinnacle by
our new process heretofore never even
approached on a motion picture screen.
The process, shooting in 55mm and
then reducing the frame to standard
size CinemaScope, presents a picture
totally grain free that is clearer and
brighter than anything ever put on a
screen. And it is totally free from distortion, which, along with a sometimes
annoying fading at the screen edges, had
been a problem in previous CinemaScope pictures.
The new process and the conversion
to it has not been inexpensive. Mr.
Zanuck pointed out in his narration that
the added cost to the budget of each
picture shot in 55mm is $200,000.
In addition, each 55mm camera will

Rita Moreno

as "Tuptim"

narrates

the ballet with

the chorus,

cost $50,000, and expenses for conversion
of laboratories, projection rooms and
special equipment will run into the millions. But the result is a product that,
quality-wise, eclipses anything seen to
date. And it is just and fitting that this
SECOND giant step along the road of
progress should come from the same
studio that took that first and hardest
step when the original CinemaScope

was

introduced. This studio’s progressive attitude could not be more aptly stated
than it was by Mr. Zanuck in these
opening remarks on the demonstration:
“I am sure that most of you recall that
last year when I addressed you on the
subject of CinemaScope I emphasized
the fact that we of 20th Century-Fox
were dedicated to its further development.
“You will remember that I said that our
technicians and scientists in collaboration with Bausch-Lomb were then work-

ing on an entirely new and revolutionary
CinemaScope development. These
dreams and ambitions have now become
a reality.

0p

“From the beginning we have carried
on a determined search to improve CinemaScope even further, so that it would
idtimately become the supreme standard
of motion picture projection, and at
the same time could be used in every
theatre in the world now equipped for

&

TlBlFT

regular CinemaScope.”
Current plans call for the eventual use
of the 55mm process for all production
here at Twentieth. Though that circumstance may be a while in coming due to
the present scarcity of equipment, the
excellence of the result makes it almost
a certainty.

"Carousel"

was

the first picture to be shot in the new

In addition, Mr. Zanuck made it clear
that in certain theatres throughout the
country that will be specially equipped
to handle it, the 55mm process will be
shown on a road show basis at its full

55mm.

1”

size. The first picture to be given these
special showings will be “The King and
I”, which, along with “Carousel” is one
of the two pictures so far to be shot in
the new process. “Carousel”, however,
will be distributed at the regular CinemaScope screen size.
The clarity and magnificent color of
the new process have opened up whole
new vistas to our Art Department and
Scenic Designers. Similarly, the seven
track stereophonic system that goes hand
in hand with the 55mm process has
meant a whole new concept in recording,
scoring and effects. It was the combination of these effects with the excellence
of the 55mm process that so impressed
the viewers. Some of them have gone
so far as to already declare, on the
basis of some twenty minutes of rushes
included in the demonstration reel, that
“Carousel” is destined to be a smash hit.
The 55mm process has brought with
it some interesting challenges and some
interesting firsts.

Cameron

Mitchell has Barbara

"June is Bustin' Out All Over",

Ruick

"up in the air" in "Carousel".

this number

was

in demonstration

reel.

For example, in one particular recording session for “.The King and I” this
studio became the first in history to
utilize TV in the making of a motion
picture.
Three five-pound TV cameras were
installed along with nine receivers to
enable Director Alfred Newman to see
and hear performers and singers on two
other stages. The closed circuit TV also
allowed them to see and hear his cues,
thereby eliminating the need to make
three separate sound tracks and later
putting them together.
The

I

three-day TV

monitored

session

was set up to tape “The Small House

of

7

Two

TV

Technician
Ken Darby

at work.
and chorus

Something

new

to movies.

of the monitors

Rita Moreno

records

used on the closed circuit.

from

the dubbing

stage.

contribute from stage C.
At the same

time the orchestra records

on stage 1.

Uncle Thomas”

ballet music for “The

and I”.conducting the orchestra on
King
Newman,
main recording stage 1, was able to
cue, \’ia the TV cameras, Rita Moreno
on the dubbing stage who was narrating
as “Tuptim”, as well as the chorus of
singers under vocal coach Ken Darby
on stage C.
The music for this sequence, incidentally, required the services of l8 percussionists and one of the strangest assortment of instruments ever assembled. The
ballet music, basically percussion, woodwind and effects, utilized 20 gongs, 30
cymbals, 14 triangles, 6 anvils, 2 gameions, 1/2 octave tuned break drums, 3
sets of Siamese chimes, 1/2 octave tuned
temple blocks, 12 ancient Chinese cymbals, 8 wood blocks handled by two
timpanists also using 11 timpani, a 60
foot base drum and an assortment of

Brunner, Miss Kerr and Producer

Brackett on stage 1.

oriental drums. All this along with the
more normal if somewhat unfamiliar
sounds of two pianos, two harps, a mandolin, a novachord and a banjo.
The demonstration reel clearly pointed
up the value of beauty in set design.
The clarity, depth of focus and magnificent color of the 55mm process brings
to life every line, every form, every
bauble and every bead in the picture.
The outdoor photography from “Carousel” proved to be truly breathtaking. The
sets for “King and I” promise to be more
spectacular than anything Twentieth has
put before a camera in years. Everyone
concerned, from the staff shop to the
carpenters, to the painters, mill hands,
set decorators, prop-makers, laborers, et
al, have risen to the occasion and are
turning into reality the inspired sketches
of Art Director John De Cuir.
The set for the ballet, “The Small
House of Uncle Thomas” was almost
beyond belief. Huge patterned doors
frescoed in real gold leaf opened to reveal a glistening expanse of gilt flooring
that ran to the parapet of the small
stage upon which the ballet is performed
for the edification of the King (Yul Brunner). Magnificent hangings of filmy
black material flecked with gold made
an impressive backing for the colorful
dancers in shiny silver and gold as they
performed the stylized routine on the
ebony floor of the stage.
These are but a few of the highlights
on the new process destined to keep
Twentieth Century-Fox the leaders in
the never ending search for better and
better motion picture entertainment.
As Mr. Zanuck stated at the close of
the demonstration reel:

Deborah

Gordon

Macrae

Kerr, Leon

Shamroy

and Yul Brunner.

in another oi the scenes

shown

the exhibitors.

Twentieth Century-Fox remains dedicated to the principle that there is nothing too good for the public.”
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Effective

hourly workers

•FHE»

& MEYER

October

26, 1955

all

will receive a 25< per

HARMONY

hour increase which will be paid retroactixely as each Union ratifies the new
contract. Commencing January 30, 1956

•

to January 29, 1957, all work in the
Studio on Saturday will be computed at
the rate of time and one-half, separate
and apart. Thereafter, for the balance
of the agreement. Studio Saturday time
will be paid at the rate of double time,
separate and apart, the same as Sunday
is now.
Commencing November 28, 1955, the
Major Studios have agreed to pay into
the Industry Pension Plan an additional

■

?;

per straight-time hour worked or
scheduled guaranteed hour, and the employee will pay an additional 2^J for
each straight-time hour worked or scheduled guaranteed hour. This applies, however, ONLY to those of our employees
who are not in the 20th
Retirement Plan.
F rom behind the door you see pictured
above there recently came a bulletin that
was, to all of us here at the Studio, very
big news.
.\fter many weeks and long hours of
negotiations, the representatives of the
producers and labor had agreed on a
fi%e-day work week
ture Industry.

for the Motion

Pic-

Though the fi\e-day week is, without
question, the big news of the contract,
there are many other benefits and
changes that are also new, though somewhat over-shadowed by the new shorter
week. Cardinal among these is the 25
cent per hour increase for all hourly
rated employees.
The questions uppermost in the minds
of most of us in the Studio have to do
with

this new

agreement.

How

and

when

will the five-day week be instituted? Is there a change in the Health
and Welfare benefit? When will the raise
he effective? Will it be paid retroacti\ely? How does the five-day weekaffect me personally?
To get the answers to these and dozens
of other questions that have come along,
.\CTIO\ went to Fred S. Meyer,® Director of Industrial Relations for Twentieth, who is the chief Negotiator and
.Administrator of some 40 individual contracts' covering the working conditions
of the employees who are represented by
the various Unions and Guilds that service the Motion Picture Industry.
Here then, in brief, is an authoritative
run-down of just what
means to all of us.
THE

NEW

the new

contract

Century-Fox

Just as ACTION went to press we received a telephone call from Mr. Meyer
to the effect that — “based on the information now available and on actuarial
assumptions

as to income,

average

age

of retirement, earnings and other pertinent factors considered to be reasonably
conservative, the Board of Directors, at
its meeting today, voted to increase the
retirement benefits from $20.00 to $50.00

Beginning October 26, 1955, tbe Proper month.”
ducer will pay into the Health and Welfare Fund an additional per straighttime hour worked or scheduled guaranteed hour. If at the end of one year from
October 26, 1955 the Board of Trustees

A vacation change will go into effect
in 1957. From October 26, 1956 on, all
those who have been in the employ of
the Studio for 12 years, will receive an
annual vacation of three weeks.
On January 30, 1958, daily and weekly
wage

Unions, based upon benefits that are no
greater than those now existing, that the
fund is then operating at a deficit, then
within 30 days after such notice the
parties will meet to determine what
additional payment, if any, is necessary
to offset such deficit in which case the

you

Producer will add up to, but not
exceed, an additional \<j: per hour.

to

The five-day week will be instituted commencing January 30, 1956.
Weekly

employees

will receive the same

pay for 5 days’ work that they formerly
received for 6 days’ work. Guaranteed
hours will be changed as follows:
60 hours to 54— Minimum call 9 hours
54 hours to 48.6— Minimum call 8 hours
48 hours to 43.2— Minimum call 7 hours
“On Call” Employees:
If, after January 30, 1956, an “On Call”
Employee is required to perform work
on a Saturday or a Sunday at the Studio,

THAT
DOOR

he will be given a day off in lieu of sucb
Saturday or Sunday work at a time to
be mutually agreed upon, or if this is not
practical, one day will be added to his
vacation period.

of the Health and Welfare Plan determines and notifies the Producers and

CONTR.ACT

The agreement covers the period from
October 26, 1955 through January 30,

FROM
BEHIND

scales will be increased an additional 2/2 per cent. In other words, if
are a Secretary and your hourly

rate is $2.23 per hour, you will automatically receive— in round figures— an
additional $2.25 per week when this
increase becomes effective.
DISTANT
On

distant

LOCATIONS
locations, the

existing

guaranteed hour schedules will continue
at the new adjusted hourly rates for
weekly employees who are employed for
a full payroll week. Saturday is a
straight-time day unless 40 hours have
been previously worked. Day of departure and day of return are location days.
For daily employees

the same

conditions

as are now applicable will continue
cept for tbe increased hourly rate.

“On Call” Employees will continue to
work on Saturday without additional
compensation. If principal photograph)is in progress on a Sunday, or if production activities require an “On

10

ex-

Call ”

Employee to perform work on Sunday,
in that event, he will be given another
day off at a time to be mutually agreed
upon, or one day will be added to his
vacation period, or if this is found impractical, he will receive an additional
one-sixth of his then applicable weekly
rate.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
As we
of a new

pointed out earlier, the news
contract first came to us from

behind the door pictured on these pages.
Let’s pause
that door;
Once

a moment

and look behind

on the other side we

are in that

mystic realm known as the Industrial
Relations Department, headed by Fred
S. Meyer. Former Head of Universal
Studios, Mr. Meyer joined Twentieth
seventeen years ago and since then has
been the Chief Negotiator and Administrator of the forty contracts covering
the working conditions of the members
of our Fox family who are represented
by the various Unions and Guilds.
The new

Agreements

cover Twentieth

Century-Fox and all its subsidiaries.
This includes our DeLuxe Lab, as well
as Twentieth Century-Fox-TV Productions. The negotiation and administration of Television Agreements is a full
job in and by itself.
Space does not permit us to list individual terms and conditions of each conresume

tract. However, in the following brief
we have tried to outline the

Industrial Relations picture as precisely
as possible.
When Mr. Meyer first joined Twentieth
Century-Fox as Director of Industrial
Relations only a handful of Unions had
contracts. These agreements were usually outlined on just a single page covered
in three sentences: Wage scale, general
duties and hours of work. Today the
average Union contract is spelled out
in 44 pages (in the case of the Actors
in 102 pages).
It is an interesting comparison, after
listing the three basic proposals in the
early contracts, to note some of the pro\ isions that are now found in the average
Union contract: Scope of agreement;
Recognition; Shop requirements; Wage
scales; Hours of Employment; Method
for grievance procedure; Term of agreement; Classification; Studio working conditions; Minimum calls; Overtime; Pro\ ision for work on Sundays; Designation
of six holidays; Night premium pay;
Rest period between calls; Change and
cancellation of calls; Payoff requirements; Meal periods and penalty for delayed meals; Nearby locations; Definitions of Studio zone and working con-

ditions; What constitutes work time;
Transportation provisions; Golden hour
Provisions for “On Call” employees; Conditions covering distant locations; Airplane travel insurance; Hazardous work;
Stewards; Seniority; Vacations; Health
and Welfare plan; Pension plan; Duties
and Division of work; Jurisdiction and
so on.
These are just some of the provisions
in every contract. Actually, the average
Union contract contains ninety-two or
more sections covering every phase of
employment. We expect that with the
continuous improvement in technical
achievements developed through research and the skill or our co-workers
in the production of motion pictures,
future Union contracts may spell out
further new provisions of understanding
between the employees and the employer
as time goes on.
In addition, before a TCF location
unit can venture forth to a distant location, be it Boothbay, Maine or Honolulu, the Industrial Relations Department must first ascertain what local Union has jurisdiction over that particular
location site— and the number of bona
fide lA and A.F.L. Union men who are
available there, who will then be added
to our Studio Personnel to service our
needs.

L to R, Zoila Conan,

During

the war

years

all so-called

“Certificates of Availability” were channeled through the Industrial Relations
Department, and even now, with the
Selective Service Act providing for a
Veterans prompt re-instatement to “a
like or a comparable job”, this is chanOffice. neled through the Industrial Relations
In the case of Office Workers, a classification committee of three Studio Executives (designated by Management and
the Union), meets as situations arise to
determine whether a job content has
changed or in the case of a newly created
job, to evaluate and determine the appropriate classification which, in the case
of office workers, runs from class 1 to
class 8 with corresponding wage schedules for each classification bracket.
One of the major functions of the
Industrial Relations Department is the
interpretation of the Fair Labor

Stan-

dards, as well as the so-called “TaftHartley Act”, which delineates the rights
of labor and management as defined by
Congress.
A NEW

ERA

A great many of our co-workers have
been part of the Fox family for twentyfive years. Some will recall the transition period from silent pictures to sound
and talkies. A great many

Executive Secretary, Fred S. Meyer, Director oi Industrial
Edward Colyer, Assistant to Mr. Meyer.

will rememRelations

and

ber that it was not until 1941 that Sunday became a day of rest separate and
apart from the other days of the week.
A few years ago, Twentieth revolutionized the Industry when it brought
forth CinemaScope, widely heralded and
now in use throughout the world. Not
satisfied with this Twentieth CenturyFox innovation, we are now producing
some of our top pictures in the 55mm
Secretary Helene M. Rado.

process (See story on this new development elsewhere in this edition).
Tliroughout the years the Industry has
undergone innumerable changes and
weathered the stormy course of many
innovations.
ACTION is pleased that it is able to
outline the benefits granted to our Employees as the result of the new Agreements. It should be remembered that
this was only made possible because of
your combined efforts in the development
of new technical processes which have
and will continue to improve the standards of motion picture production.
THE COST FACTOR
We

Dick Darling. £ & P Assistant.

should all be mindful of the economic factors introduced by these contract changes. Production costs are
bound to materially increase. While it
is difficult to estimate the actual increased
cost entailed in future operations of this
Studio, it is a reasonable assumption,
that the concessions granted to the Unions and Guilds will be in excess of one
and three quarter million dollars per
Based on current payrolls, it is estiyear. mated that the 25^ per hour increase to
hourly rated personnel alone, will amount
to $1,250,000.00.
Additional payments to the Pension
Plan will cost the Studio in excess of

$100,000.00.
Nobody talks about pennies anymore.
There is little that a penny can still buy
today. However, the additional one cent
contribution to the Health and Welfare
Plan will cost this Studio more than
Patricia Larsh, E & P Secretary.
E & P Clerk, Dick Bedrosian.

$30,000.00 per year. The extra week of
vacation granted to those who have been
with the Corporation for twelve or more
years will, it is estimated, cost an additional $150,000.00.
While hourly employees were granted
a 25^ per hour increase. Weekly and
“On Call” employees will as joreviously
stated, have their hours converted from
a six to a five-day week, with over-time
accordingly. This of course puts a much
higher premium on over-time pay.
THE FIVE-DAY WEEK APPLIES
TO STUDIO OPERATIONS ONLY,
AND NOT TO DISTANT LOCATIONS.
In Mr. Meyer’s own

words— “Solving

Edmund

L. Burke. Supervisor — Employment
and Personnel Department.

our day-to-day problems is not a mysterious affair— it is simply a matter of using
common sense. Confidence and co-operation must be inspired— they cannot be
forced. Good will and respect must be
merited— they cannot be compelled.
“In arriving at the basis for the terms
of these new conditions the negotiations
were spread over a period of about sixteen weeks of day and night meetings.
At all times the relationship between
Labor and Management was most harmonious. Each party to the discussion
was considerate of the problems to be
met. The terms are set for three years—
the time to work them out is now!
“The task of co-ordinating these new
conditions into the production of motion
pictures requires the combined efforts
of everyone. The job of keeping the
proper relationship between Income and
Expense requires the very best on the
part of all of us.
“As the head of the Studio’s Industrial
Relations Department, I feel confident
that each worker will always give his
enthusiastic support to any production
problem at hand. Management will continue to seek the highest quality of everything needed to keep our product the
best. Together with the members of my
department, we propose to do all that
is possible to further good employee
relations, treating each subject as a human rather than an Industrial Relation-

“Fred Aleyer is the Studio Member on the
Board of Directors of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, Inc. and its top Labor Committee; Chairman of its Legislative and AUlitary Affairs Committee; Chairman, Central Casting Corporation; Member Executive Committee
ship.”
Theatre Authority, Inc.; Trustee, Motion Picture Relief Fund; Member of the Executive
Committee Los Angeles Council USO; Member and former Director (since its inception)
Permanent Charities Committee; Chairman,
Executive Committee, “The Westerners”.

AROUND

THE

Sam Engel, shown above with Harry Leonard oi the Re-Recording
Department, presented the cake in the picture to the crew on the
re-recording stage at the completion
Morning Miss Dove."

of work

on Engel's

"Good

IF YOU ARE
DRESSING A DOLL
FOR THE STUDIO CLUB
CONTEST, PLEASE HAVE IT
IN TO LADIES' WARDROBE
NO LATER THAN
DECEMBER 5.

*

Officer Harry Fink,

LOT

fm

right, of the Pico
Gate, was a perfect
example of Safety
in action when the
top picture was
taken. Harry always has a sucker
or a piece of gum
for the little ones.
And with the goodie goes a word
of caution about
crossing the street.
And as you can
see — he keeps a

*

sharp eye out for
their safety himself.

DOLLS GO ON DISPLAY
DECEMBER 12.

•

•

•

Friday, November 11 was Veterans
Day. As is the custom here on the lot,
members of the American Legion Post
and all lot Veterans who cared to join
them, paraded from the Pico Gate to the
memorial placque and flagpole opposite
the Cafe. This year the paraders were
accompanied by the Loyola University
Air Force ROTC Band.
Aaron

Halperin was Master of Ceremonies and the speaker of the day was
Producer Sam Engel.
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STUDIO
ORGANIZATION

C

CONTRIBUTORS

to the individuals and
On behalf of the employees of 20th Centiiry-Fox, ACTION extends its thanks
organizations listed below for their generosity in donating the excellent prizes for the Golf Tournament.
Absco
Addressograph- M u It graph
Sales
Sales Corp.
Altman Sales Co.
American Shippers
American Typewriter &
Office Equip.
Angelas Floor Covering Co.
Arden Farms
The Atwater Co., Ltd.
Barnett International
Forwarders, Inc. of Calif.
Bausch & Lomb
Berger Specialty Co.
Best Maintenance Co.
Beverly Hills Ford Co.
Beverly Hills Gramophone
Beverly Hills Hotel
Beverly Hills Surgical
Supply
Bon Voyage Bazaar
Bostitch Western
Brittingham Caterers
C. McKenzie Brown I. B. M. Co.
Orville J. Brown
California Appliance Co.
California Hardware Co.
California Millinery Supply
Canvas Specialty Mfg. Co.
Chasin & Wexler
Cinema Arts Incorporated
City Linen Co.
Coast Flower Mfg. Co.
Coca-Cola Co.
Cocoanut Grove,
Ambassador Hotel
Sid Colburn
Colors Unlimited
Colson Equipment Co.
Columbia Varnish Co.
Colyear Motor Sales
Cosgrove & Company, Inc.
Cosmo Florists
Coulter's
Craig Movie Supply
Crane Co.
Creative Colors
Culver City Auto Radiator
Service
Dad's Root Beer
Davis Cordage Co.
Al Davis Radio Shop
Dazian's of California
Dohrmann Hotel Supply
Ducommun
Metals &
Supply Co.
Gordon Duff
E. I. Dupont De Nemours
Eastman Kodak Co.
Economy Blueprint &
Supply Co.

Electric Corp.
Electric Steel Foundry
Electric Storage Battery
Electrolux Corp.
Empire Lubricants
English and Lauer
Entz Camera
Evergreen Nursery
F and A Ice Cream Co.
Max Factor
M. A. Featherstone - Liberty
M utual
Federal Envelope Co.
John P. Filbert Co.
Firestone Stores
Freeman Certi - Fresh
Foods
Friedberg - Grunauer
Fruehauf Trailer Co.
Funk Bros.
Garrett Supply Co.
General Electric Lamp Dept.
General Petroleum Corp.
W. J. German
G. and G. Produce Co.
Globe Ticket Company
Golden State Glass Co.
Goodall Rubber Co.
Gough Ind.
Graveline Auto Parts
Greeno Co.
Grimes Stassforth Stationery
Co.
Gunther Wood & Goodman
The Haloid Company
Harper & Reynolds
Earl Hays Press
Hill Brothers Chemical Co.
Hillcrest Motors
Hire’s Root Beer
Hollywood Film Co.
Hollywood Office Appliance
& Furniture Co.
Hollywood Wholesale
Electric
Holman & Powell Paving
J. Co.
G. Hoizgang Co.
Home Silk Shop
Houston Fearless Co.
W. H. Huelster Co.
Philip A. Hunt Co.
Huther Bros.
Imperial Drug Co.
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co.
Industrial Lumber Co.
Interstate Restaurant Supply
Janssen's - Carpet Cleaners
Joe
George’s
The &Kallin
Co. Tire Service
Kee Lox Manufacturing Co.
Keenan Pipe & Supply Co.
Kegel Meats
Harry Keiper Company
Lloyd Kent Dist. Co.
F. S. Kern

EMPLOYEE
L. B. Abbott
E. M. Adler
Lloyd Ahern
Bill Albert
David Anderson
Carlock E. Bailey
Harry Bell
William Bloom
John Bodnar
Charles Brackett
Harry Brand
John Brent
Earl E. Bright
David Brown
C. R. Cain
Clyde Carruth
V. J. Christensen
Charles G. Clarke
J. B. Codd
Bernie Cooper
Alec Coppel
Nelson M. Cordes
Cosgrove & Co., Inc.
Ken Darby
De Luxe Laboratories. Inc.
Alan Freedman
Joseph P. Di Muro
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Philip Dunne
Richard A Egan
Samuel G. Engel
Henry Ephron
C. W. Faulkner
William D. Flick
Jean P. Fontaine
Hugh S. Fowler
Fred F. Fox
T. R. Frazer
Hugo Friedhofer
Arthur Gameral
Henry Goldfarb
Billy Gordon
James Gordon
L. D. Grignon
Edmund Gwenn
Ralph Hammeras
Sol Halprin
Leigh Harline
William B. Vtawks
J. Hall Hearne
Donald A. Henderson
Tom Ingman
Nick Janios
Julian Johnson
Nunnally Johnson

Walter Kline & Assoc.
Lang’s Auto Glass Co.
Liberty Records
Lighthouse Inc.
Lobell & Son Tailors
MacPherson Leather Co.
J. G. McAlister Co.
UtterMcKinley Mortuaries
Supply
McLogan Sign Painters
Maas Chemical Co.
Machin Shirt Co.
Mack Truck Co.
Macson Co.
Magnasync Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Magnetx Springs Water Co.
Mahl Steel & Supply Co.
Pann Mallas - Nick Mallas
& SonsStudio Service, Inc.
Malone
Mattson’s of Hollywood
Vic Mature Television
Mercury Supply Co.
Metropolitan Engravers,
Ltd.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Mitchell Camera Co.
Co.
Mole - Richardson Co.
Moore Business Forms
Ed Morgan Camera Shop
Morris & Strait Co.
Moviola
Attys Manufacturing Co.
Musick, Peeler and Garrett,
Myers Bros. - Contractors
Mystic Tape Products Ingalls and Howard
R. N. Nason Co.
National Office Furniture
National Theatre Supply Co,
Neiman - Reed Lumber Co.
Nick’s Body Shop
John F. Normanly - John
Hancock Mutual Life’Ins.
Co.
Odenheimer & Baker
P & M Manufacturing Co.
Pacific Hide & Leather Co.
Pacific Title Sales Corp.
Pico Paint and Wallpaper
Picwood Furniture Sales
Co.
Pindler
and Pindler
The Powers Regulator Co.
Producers Service Co.
Pure Carbonic, Inc. F. Collins
Puro Filter Co.
R & F Bearing Co.
R. J. M. Co.
Radio
Radio

Geo.

Corp. of America
Products Sales

Rancho Paint <S.Wallpaper
Co.
Reliable Glass Co.
Reliable Industrial Laundry
Republic Supply Co.
Rittoff Glove Co.
J. W. Robinson Co.
Robinson - Hannpgan Co.
Joe Rosenberg Fixtures
Royal Wholesale Cigar Co.
Saks Fifth Avenue
Lou Samuelson
Sandler Corp.
Bros.
Sanitek
Les Sanvick Auto
Upholstery
Joseph M. Schenck
Schrader Auto Electric
Service
Schwab’s Pharmacy
Schweitzer’s Pies &. Donuts
Security Roof Company
Shell Oil Co.
Sinclair Paint Co.
Smart - Final Iris
Smith’s Sporting Goods
Sound Services, Inc.
Sprav way
Standard Oil Co.
Standard Register Co.
E. J. Stanton Co.
Stationer's
Stearns TireCorp.
Co.
Advertising
Hal
Stebbins, Inc. Sun Lumber Company
Supe ior Fire Equipment
Co.
Swett & Crawford
Taverner & Fricke
Technicolor
Motion Picture
Corp.
Thalco Glass Fiber
Tri Color Laboratories
Union Hardware Co.
Union Maid Baking Co.
United Camera Technicians
Universal Consolidated Oil
U. S. Plywood Corp.
Veling
Plating Co.
Co.
Warner Poultry Co.
Weiss Men's Shop
Welch Overall Cleaning
Adolph Wenland & Assoc.
West Coast Trimmings Co.
Western Costume Co.
Western Dye House
Westrex
Westwood

Bldg.

Materials

The Wholesale Supply
Co.
Winne
& Stuch
Zellerbach Paper Co.
Zenith Radio

CONTRIBUTORS
Ray
Jones
Ben F.
Kadish
Henry King
Emil

Kosa.Jr.

M ItcnLang
Krasner
Otto
Henry
KosteLee Le Blanc
Henri Ledebrer
Vi ginia Le
Leith
Charles
Maire
Harry Leonard
Bernard Mayer
Molly Mandnvi'le
Harold
F'ed
S. Medford
Meyer
W. C. Michel
Pete Montemurro
Joreoh H. Moskowitz
Alfred Newman
Lionel Newman
Ben
Nye H. North
Edmund

Charles F. Ouellette
iLawrence I. Rice
Harold C. Roddan
Sid Rogell
I. Rosenberg
Frank Ross
James E. Ruman
Lew Schreiber
Leon Shamroy
John Shanley
S. P. Skouras
Clarence Slifer
William J. Smith
Ed Snyder
Helena Sorell
Robert
Stack
Abe Steinberg
George D. Stephenson
R. H. Thompson
Gene E. Tierney

Robert Patton
Gregory Peck
E. B. Powell

Leo Tover
Jerome
E. Webb
Edward M. Weyl
F. Galvin Wood
Dana Wynter
Victor
Young

Harry

Darryl

Proodian

Zanuck

Co.

y,

STUDIO CLUB
TO BOARD OF

ELECTS NINE
CONTROLLERS
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SEE

OUR

NEW

DISPLAY

ROOM

Savings up to 50%
DISCOUNT
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
FURNITURE,

APPLIANCES,

TELEVISION,

REFRIGERATORS,

LLOYD

KENT

SHAVERS,

RANGES,

DRYERS,

for Xmas

n

Shopping

Ejd M
FOR

THE

DISTRIBUTING

CO.
BRighton 0-4209
ARizona 8-9383

— 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Every Day ’til Xmas

liberal discounts
20TH EMPLOYEES!!

^

BUDGET

MANHATTAN
—
DRESS SHIRTS
PAJAMAS

MINDED

to

SHOPPER

open Friday ”til 9

COOPER'S —
HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
SPORT SHIRTS
SWEATERS

WASHERS,

SILVERWARE

10651 West Pico Bird.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Open

Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

BATHROBES
CANNON'S
—

BARNEY'S
- M EN'S SHOP

SWANK —
JEWELRY

10667 W. Pico Bird.

TAILORED

SPORT

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
£1 Underwood Typewriter Co.,

CHRIS

Pico near Holt

COATS
SLACKS

Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
GRanite 7-1755
We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

SPRAYS

W.

FILMS

J. GERMAN,

LEE

SHor

.X

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

GR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
U

.
and BOYS

“SMCIfS OUR SPECIALTY WEISS,
”

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
CARL
10643 Pico Bird.

Boulevard

V2 Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

HOLLYWOOD

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN
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Discounts On

1725 Westwood

INC.

CHICAGO

.

MEMBERS

and Parties Our Specialty

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
FORT

CLUB

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets

EASTMAN

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

STUDIO
CORSAGES

20th

Co.,

Mgr.
GR. 3-8636

Paih
Sptf ^ons,±
!Z7T£aiUT£
PICO

Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

%❖

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES

PROVEN FRIENDS

Studio Discount
BEVERLY

HILLS

SHAVER

BAR

of

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

20th Century-Fox
Employees

❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

To Choose

STanley
7-5714

10%

DOWN
Open

From

24 MONTHS

DU. 8-2481

❖

TO PAY

ARLEIGH

9 to 8 Weekdays

VIC

McKinley

MORTUARIES

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES

HilP IliLLIGl
15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

UTTER

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

A. BROWN

MATURE

TELEVISION,

INC.

10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647
Statement required by the Act of August 24,
1912, as amended by the Acts of March 3, 1933,
and July 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code,
Section 233) showing the ownership, management, and circulation of ACTION, published
monthly at Los Angeles, California, for Oct. 1,
1955.

★ CARPETS

Wright

1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor,
manag-ing editor, and business managers
are:
Publisher: Twentieth Century-Pox Studio Club,
10201 W. Pico Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif.
Editor: Allan G. Balter, 10201 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A. 64, Calif.
Managing Editor: Allan G. Balter, 10201 W.
Pico Blvd., Ij. a. 64, Calif.
Business Manager: Art Houser, 10201 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif.
2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also
immediatel.v thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned by
a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned by a
partnership or other unincorporated firm, its
name and address, as well as that of each individual member, must be given.)
Twentieth Century-Pox Studio Club, 10201 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A. 64, Calif. An incorporated nonprofit California Corporation. No stock or shareholders. Officers: Paul Wurtzel, Pres.; Larry
Rice, Vice-Pres. ; Lee Roth, Secy.; William
Marsh, Treas.
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4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 Include, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
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or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant’s full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner.
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• GIFT BASKETS
• HOLIDAY ITEMS

• CHECKS CASHED
• DINERS CLUB
• TRIP CHARGE

• GIFT WRAPPING

10451 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
WEST LOS ANGELES
GR. 7-5223
OPEN

7 DAYS

STRAGOF

A WEEK

—

GR. 9-9868

10 'til 10

17
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]Q MINUTES
LA CIENEGA
EVERY
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th> Tjiul Cummins
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HUDDLE

BUNDY
MONDAY
— on
Joe Strand
the Baby Grand

e
I

TUESDAY
—
Fashion Show,
1 :30 P.M.
Rhythm & Blues
Evenings
Request
WEDNESDAY —
Buffet Dinner,
6 P.M.

open TSUI’S
24 hours

s
3030
... opposite
Santa
Monicall
Airport
Hi
... Beverly
Cienega
163 N.S. LaBundy
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BUNDY

DIRECTION

NIGHT'S

PHARMACY

No

Room

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
BY ANY OTHER DRUG STORE.
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THEM

WESTWOOD
2352

Theatre)

10%

GR. 9-5218
20%
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the New

VINYL

PAINT

cAqua ^ond

FOR MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
— DRYS IN 30 MINUTES
— SEALS ANY SURFACE
— NO
RESISTS
PEELING and BLISTERING
FADING
—
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CLEAN-UP

OF

A fir S PAINT
105 NO. ROBERTSON
BEVERLY HILLS

BRUSHES

CO.
BLVD.
BR. 2-2787

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed 1 Year

MOTEL

Blvd., W. L, A.

to Studio

PAINTS
Featuring

TO THE

Westwood

Discount on Complete Line of

WATER

For Out-of-Town
GUESTS?

TAKE

Receipts Totaling $21.00 Entitles You To
$1.00 Worth of Merchandise — FREE
GR. 7-9771

Sportsivear

Shrugs - Sweaters - Lingerie
Discount' To Studio Employees
10625 W. Pico Blvd.

THURSDAY
Gift Night —

Take the Huddle Bus to all Rams Games. Leaves from Huddle Bundy one hour before game.

JULES

I’S
HERPetticoats
SBouffant
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9:00 TO 9:00
9:00 TO 5:00

EVERYTHING FOR THE XMAS SHOPPER
10829

SANTA

MONICA

(Corner of Glendon Ave. —

GRanife

7-7508
—

18

Xmas

GRanite

Lay-Atvay

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood

3-2513

Plan

Noiv

Blvd.)

BRadshaw

Available

—

SUPPLY

CO.

BROXTON
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
GR. 3-6507 •
BR. 2-8553
FURNISHINGS & GEN. MERCHANDISE BROKERS
Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding, Lamps, Jewelry Tools, Auto Tires, Sporting
Goods and many others.
Whatever your needs — Get it at the right price

2-7110

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES (Refrigerators. Stoves,
Washers. Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)

INSURANCE

REAL

Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1 124 So. Beverly
Dr., L. A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

Howard McCarry, 12300'/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

JEWELRY

ART

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

AUTOS

LIQUOR

SUPPLIES

Hillcrest Motors., H. H. "Dick" Staples, 9230
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

loe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

FIXTURES

)oe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
OL. 3-4230

LINOLEUM

STORES

Robt. Bums Westhills Liquors, 10451 Santa
Monica Blvd
GR. 7-5223; GR. 9-9868

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

MOTELS
Westwood Lodge Motel, 2352 Westwood Blvd.,
W. L. A
GR. 9-9966

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

PAINT

READY-TO-WEAR
Barney's
W. L. A.Men's Shop, 10667 W. Pico Blvd.,

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Caliiornia Appliance & Merchandise Corp.,
7007 Melrose Ave., L. A
WE. 8-2041
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

LIGHT

ESTATE

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills. BR. 2-2787.
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Sheri's, 10625 W. Pico Blvd
GR. 9-5218
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636
Blvd., L. A

RESTAURANTS
Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
The Huddle Bundy, National and Bundy, 3030
Bundy Dr.
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

RUGS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

TELEVISION

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

& RADIO

A1 Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico Blvd
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

TV <5. RADIO

REPAIR

Ed Bloch — The Gramaphone
erly Dr., Bev. Hills

THEATER

PHARMACY

Studio Club

TIRES

RECORDS

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Jules Pharmacy, Pico at Westwood Blvd.
(Across from Picwood Theatre). .GR. 7-9771

PHONOGRAPH

GR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Shop, 366 N. BevCR. 5-0169

TICKETS
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills

TRAVEL

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Gramaphone Shop, 366 No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.
CR. 6-9926

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TYPEWRITERS

Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.
(Owl Drug) West L. A.

REPAIR
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This month brings
to Action its first
full color cover.
We felt the little
up-state Illinois
church conveyed
the spirit of Xmas
as well as anything
possibly could.
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IN THE TRUE
SPIRIT OF
CHRISTMAS
MEN

GOODWILL
TOWARDS
MEN

AND

WOMEN
OTHERS
YEAR

TCF
HELP
THE

AROUND

The little girl you see pictured on the right above is Michele Renard. She is 10 years old and during the
German occupation of France her father was taken away for the awful crime of listening to a radio broadcast
from England. She never saw him again. Her mother later failed to come through a serious operation. Today,
Michele has no real parents, but she does get the care and love that only parents can give, from a group of
TCFers some of whom are pictured on the left — her Foster Parents. Left to right they are Pauline Dunlap,
.Mildred Le Vaux, Sam Silver, Elisabeth Woodruff and Madge Mahan.

4

Here Michele’s Xmas toys are packed.

GOODWILL
TOWARDS
MEN

A1 DeGaetano helps sort the toys for the annual “Toys
for Tots” collection. Run each year by the U. S. Marine
Corps Reserve, TCFers bring in new or used toys which
are distributed to needy children by the Marines. In
addition, many TCF craftsmen make toys each year.

Based on the premise that diabetic children can
and should enjoy the same full life that other
children do, the “Camps for Diabetic Children”
movement enjoys the tireless efforts of Tom
Krause of the Operations Department.

Israel Green of the Barber Shop devotes a large
part of his spare time to collecting usable clothes
for the tiny country of Israel. Green does so, not
because the country is his namesake, but because
the huge number of penniless immigrants now in
Israel means the need is great.
, '.T.- -N
t
OlKBOI

C> —
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GOODWILL
TOWARDS
MEN

Clinton Sandeen, Head of Men’s Wardrobe and Designer Jack Muhs put their spare time to good use
during the Christmas Season by erecting and decorating
such handsome displays as the one shown on the lawn
of an Eagle Rock church.

A

A perfume sale is just one of the many projects Rose Steinberg has arranged to help
raise money for the City of Hope. Rose,
third from left, is a TCF Dialogue Coach.

Dedicated to the principle that “The Wounded Shall
Not be Forgotten,” the “52” Club meets each month to
arrange programs and entertainment for the wounded
veterans and to plan for necessary services. Bingo
games, luncheons, transportation, are some of their
work.
Edith Stone,
left, a “52,” regular
is
shownTCFer
at a recent
dinner 6th
for from
veterans.

Lou Witte, of the Welfare Committee of
A1 Malaikah Temple, A.M.S., and Dick Darling, Vice Pres, of The Westerners, hold a
“Westerners,’ the
to the Masonic
plaque presented
Twentieth
Century-Fox
organization, for their good work in support of the
famous Shrine Crippled Children’s Hospital.

6

GOODWIlf
TOWARDS
MEN

Christensen, Elisabeth WoodrufiF and C. A. “Irish”
Roche, 1 to r, are three typical TCFers who make up a
part of the ninety per cent of all employees on the lot
who have contributed, either by direct giving or
through the Fair Plan, to Motion Picture Permanent
Charities. MPPC subscribers have achieved an overall
average gift of $51.43 per donor to 246 of the communities most worthy health and welfare agencies.

One night each week Secretary Esther Silver
may be found at the Braille Institute of
America where she is a volunteer instructor
helping

TCFer

Joe DiMuro,

2nd from right. President of the Sherman

Oaks

to teach

Little League,

the blind touch

is shown

with

Mayor

typing.

Norris

Poulsen who is about to throw out the first ball at last summer’s Little League opening ceremonies. DiMuro, like
other TCFers who are interested in Little League, gives his time to the management of the League, the acquisition of ball fields and their maintenance and the sponsorship of this most worthwhile recreation program.

7

TOWARDS
MEN

Ever)' Christmas, under the Chairmanship of Lee
Roth of the Ladies Wardrobe, hundreds of dolls
are beautifully dressed by TCP women. After
they have been displayed, as shown in the top
picture, they are taken to orphanages in the LA
communit)'. Shown at work on some of the dolls
are, standing, E\a Loro, seated, 1 to r, Jonni
Greene, Lee Roth and Sylvia Garrett.

Well known for their good work in many avenues, the Twentieth Century-Fox American Legion Post members
devote many of their free hours to work with the veterans still hospitalized or domiciled at the Sawtelle home.
Shown above are, 1 to r, Wally Knapp, Art Webb and Aaron Halperin conducting a game for the veterans at
Sawtelle. In the picture on the right a group from the TCP post are shown with some of the many annual gifts they
take to the hospital and domiciliary recreation buildings at Sawtelle.
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TOWARDS
MEN

Cutter Bob Kimble has been very active in
helping the Foundation for the Junior Blind.
This organization holds out the idea that
blind youngsters can, if given the chance,
take their place in the seeing community next
to those who can see. Bob shot a 16mm picture for the foundation and then edited same.
Heps who
shownvisited
abovehere
withon two
stars
the oflot.the picture’s

9

Year after year TCFers by the score have answered the call to help save
lives by giving their blood. Some of the brave ones are shown in the picture
above as they actually go through the now painless process. In the picture
below you can tell by the smiling faces, as they munch their Red Cross
cookies, that the donation was almost fun. As a result of the generosity
of people like these, TCF has a blood bank now that provides any employee
with free blood. Over the past 10 years 4,016 pints of blood have been
donated with half of them going back to the employees and the remainder
to MPR and the armed services.

Shown here are two views of the Moti<
our own Motion Picture Relief Fund,
individual members of the motion picture i
Situated in the San Fernando Valley, thi
bungalows, an administration building,
booth. The 45 room hospital is complete i
1,256 TCF employees are enrolled in MP

GOODWILC
TOWARDS
MEN
10

;ure Home and Hospital supported by
ind, which is financed entirely by the
try receives no other outside assistance.
; comprises 36 single and two double
, library, dining room and projection
to date in every respect. To this week,

ij

Santa Claus Henri Ledeboer is shown in the top picture surrounded by
the youngsters at the Covina Masonic Home. Every Christmas Hank
travels out to the home with a five dollar check for each youngster to do
hisvery
shopping
The of
TCPthe Masonic
“Theactivity
Westerners,”
is
active with.
in support
home andorganization,
this Christmas
is just
one of the many they perform in behalf of orphanage throughout the year.
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STUDIO ■ CLUB • ACTIVITIES
To

all of the

ivomen

who

dressed

a doll

this year, the
Studio

Club

offers, on

behalf

little girls who
of the
will ultimately
receive
our

them,

thanks

for

your
trouble.
Because
you
took
some

the time —
little girVs

Christmas
much

\\'hen staff photog Alex Babcock
brought in this picture of his little boy,
we just couldn’t resist printing it. Not
only is this an excellent picture, but
with the Christmas spirit overflowing
this time of year, what could better
express goodwill and peace than a
little boy in his sleepers just before
bed. We’re pretty sure you’ll agree.

Not

Christmas

but

Thanksgiving

turkeys are these that were won b\'
the expert bowlers you see at the
right. These three keglers topped all
others in the TCF League on turkey
day a few weeks before Thanksgiving.
From left to right they are, Paul Laune, Madge Inman and Pat Murphy.
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will be
fuller.

There is a kind of person in the
world whose face, when you meet
him, or whose name, when you hear
it, never fails to give you the feeling
that you’ve known that person before.
One of these people^ is Irving Asher,
new General Manager in charge of
all TCF Television activities.
With little pomp and less fanfare,
Asher has enjoyed a career almost
legendary even in this industry of
huge publicity guns and celebrities
by the score.
native Californian, Asher was
born in San Francisco and raised in
Los Angeles. A graduate of L.A. High,
he has always called the “City of the
Angels” home.
His career in the Motion Picture Industry began on a scale something less

IRVING

Asher’s next move finally brought
him back to the States to produce for
M.G.M. There he teamed, for the first
time, Walter Pidgeon and Greer Garson in the memorable “Blossoms in
the Dust,” his first picture for Metro.
His stay in the U.S. was destined to
be short lived, however, for not long
after “Blossoms in the Dust” Asher
was on his way back to England to do
a picture
Metro.

Manager. It was while he was at Universal that he came to know Laura La
Plante, then Universal’s top female
star, and the woman who was ultimately to become Mrs. Irving Asher.
They vv^ere married in Paris in 1934.
Today, after nearly 22 years of marriage the Asher’s have two children,
19 year old daughter, Jill, who is a
teacher at the Buckley Nursery School,
and a son, Anthony, 17.
After several years with Universal,
Asher went back to work for the Warner Brothers who subsequently sent
him to Europe where he built and
operated the Warner Studio at Teddington, England and ultimately supervised all Warner production in
England, France, Germany and Italy.
After 15 years in that post, Asher
once again left the Warner Brothers
to join Alexander Korda’s London
Films Go. After sev^eral films with
Korda,

“Glouds
Olivier
Days in
“U Boat

Asher formed his own producing company in England and produced such memorable pictures as
Over Europe” with Lawrence
and Ralph Richardson, “10
Paris” with Rex Harrison and
29” with Gonrad Veidt.

Donat

could possibly hold. England
war.
While
asked

for

was

still in Britain, Asher

at
was

to take the post of American

EXPANDING
Brothers. He soon became that studio’s
first publicity man and later turned
his hand to production there. From
Warners he moved to Universal as an
.\ssistant Director and later a Unit

Robert

The picture never got into production. Film activities were suddenly
curtailed by the unfolding of a drama
more stark, more real than any screen

ASHER

than grand 32 years ago at Warner

with

HEADS
TCE-TV

Aide to Lord Mountbatten. Though
over draft age and the father of two,
Asher accepted and was commissioned
a Gaptain in the American Army. He
served for four years and three months
as Mountbatten’s American
Liaison Officer and headed

Aide and
his Gom-

bat Photography Unit as well. With
Mountbatten, he went to Southeast
Asia when that command was formed
and spent three years in the Far East.
When discharged a Lieutenant Golonel, he took with him an American
Legion of Merit and the Order of the
British Empire.
Back in the United States, this time
for good, he became

President of Leo

McGrary’s Rainbow Productions and
in 1946 released the never to be forgotten “Bells
of St.
Mary’s.”
In 1950
Asher
joined
Paramount in
the role of Producer and was with
that Gompany until his recent move
to our own TCF-TV.
Though time seldom permits him
to enjoy it, Asher calls deep-sea fishing his one great hobby.
Needless to say, our TV subsidiary
is in experienced and capable hands.
Under

Asher’s direction we can look

for an expansion of TGF-T\^ to a
minimum of five filmed series and
possibly seven. In addition, along with
the

planned expansion, Asher explained that it will be necessary to

discontinue the former policy of rent-

ing out stage space. Three more series
are expected to be in work by January
and three more TV shooting stages
will soon be available to help contain
,
the increased production.
Also, because
tempo

of the

heightened

from additional series, negotiations are currently underway with

producers, directors and department
heads to facilitate a general increase
in staff.
Asher stated that Otto Lang will
continue as Executive Producer of the
General Electric Series, Jules Bricken
stays on as Producer for G.E. and
Michel Kraike remains in charge of
the “Flicka” series and may
on one of the new series.

also take

Joe Parker is in charge of the G.E.
behind-the-scenes footage, and “we
are trying to devise a new and interesting formula to help sell our pictures,”
Asher said. “In the future we will
probably show a scene from a picture
andA not
format.”
TV cling
office to
willanybe fixed
set up
in N.Y.,
not only regarding distribution of reruns, but to keep the studio posted on
what Madison Avenue wants in the
way of telefilms. Head of that office
has not yet been named, but will be
selected by Spyros Skouras. The G.E.
films will be shown abroad in theatres,
but not in the U.S. Altogether, TGFTV is producing 19 G.E.’s, and there
will be seven re-runs. To date our T\’
subsidiary has been producing remakes of 20th pictures for the G.E.
series, and Mr. Asher made it clear
that he’s against such

a

policy and

that it’s in for a change. He

said he

opposed T\’ remakes because a remake of a great picture “has got to
(Continued on Page 16)
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Raoul

Walsh

directs.

“The King and I” being shot in
55mm CinemaScope, stars Yul Brynner, Deborah Kerr and Rita Moreno.
Charles Brackett produces
ter Lang is the director.

and Wal-

“23 Paces to Baker Street”, shooting
in London, stars Vera Miles and Van
Johnson. Henry Hathaway directs this
one and Henry Ephron produces.
“The Sixth of June”, produced by
Charles Brackett and to be directed
b>' Henry Koster will star Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter and
Edmund O’Brien. “The Proud Ones”,
to be produced by Robert Jacks and
directed by Robert Webb will star
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo and Guy
lenniier Jones
Flannel Suit."

and

Gregory

Peck

star in the

currently

shooting

"Man

in the

Grey

Madison.
“The

Day

the Century

Ended”,

to

Production To All

Time CinemaScope High
The largest spurt in production that
has been enjoyed here on the lot since
the advent of CinemaScope will take
place between now and the middle
of January.

With

four pictures cur-

rently inproduction, “Man in the Grey
Flannel Suit” and “The King and I”
shooting on the lot and “The Revolt
of Mamie Stover” and “23 Paces to
Baker Street” shooting on location,
production will be up to eight pictures by the third of January.
“The

Proud

Ones”

and “The

Sixth

of June” are scheduled to be underway by December 28th and production shots for “Hilda Crane” are schedided to be underway this week in Colorado, depending on snow conditions.
By January
tury Ended”
Members of
ly in Hawaii

3rd “The Day the Censhould be in production.
the company are currentscouting for locations.

Scheduled to be underway sometime after the first of the year but still
without definite starting dates are
“Jane Eyre” and “The Best Things in
Life Are Free.” These two will be
followed shortly after the first by
“Bus

14

Stop,” “Anastasia,”

“Solo”

and

“The Last Wagon”.
“Man in the Grey Flannel Suit”, a
Darryl Zanuck production, stars Greg-

be produced by Buddy Adler and directed by John Sturges will star Robert Wagner.

ory Peck and Jennifer Jones and is di-

“Hilda Grane” will star Susan Hayward and will be produced by Herbert Bayard Swope and directed by

rected by Nunnally Johnson. “Mamie
Stover”, a Buddy Adler production,
stars Jane Russell and Richard Egan,

Richard
Egan
in Hawaii.

and

Jane

Russell

in a scene

Philip Dunne.
from

"The

Revolt

oi Mamie

Stover"

shooting

•

•

•

AND NOW 55 MM
by CHARLES

It was a tremendous personal thrill
and at the same time a somewhat

CLARKE,

ASC

cinematographic assignment on CAROUSEL, the first motion picture to be

the past two years of filming in the
35mm medium we have developed the
improved coupled CinemaScope lenses
to replace the attachment type of lens.
For the new 55mm medium an en-

filmed in 55mm CinemaScope. Pioneering any new process discloses many
new problems. When you are given a

tirely new type of combination lenses
were designed for us by the Bausch
& Lomb Optical Company.

multi-million dollar production to
shoot in a process that a few months

It was early realized that because
of the great magnification of the film

cautious experience

to be handed

the

before was the object of drawingboard scnitiny, a few inner qualms
are understandable. It is a compliment
to us of the photographic branch that
our studio executives take it for
granted that we
to success.

will carry it through

In the beginning it was decided to
film CAROUSEL
in both 55mm and
the standard 35mm

CinemaScope.

We

started shooting CAROUSEL on location at Booth Bay Harbor, Maine. This
meant double setups for each shot.
When the results became available for
screening the studio decided the 35mm version was no longer required,
and henceforward we filmed the production only in 55mm CinemaScope.
The camera we used was one that
had been rebuilt from one of our color
double-frame 70mm grandeur cameras,
which was one of the wide screen
methods of ours of twenty-five years
ago. The aperture and race plate had
been converted to 55mm but many
other details, such as the magazines,
still retained the 70mm size. At first
we encountered the normal mechanical difficulties to be expected with a
new process on a made-over camera.
But day by day we remedied these
problems and eventually production
continued with the smoothness associated with normal 35mm operation.
Today, 55mm pioneering is at an end
and the technique is definitely here
to stay.
From the inception of CinemaScope by 20th Century-Fox in 1953
the studio, under President Spyros
Skouras, Vice President in Charge of
Production Darryl F. Zanuck, and
Technical Supervisors Earl I. Sponable and Sol Halprin, has striven constantly to improve the process. During

on today’s huge motion picture screens
greater definition had to be obtained
somewhere. A logical step was to start
with the negative. The film makers
have done about aU that can be immediately expected with modern color
films, so greater definition could only
be obtained by going into larger film
size. The theatres were in effect enlarging the film beyond its resolution
power. Hence, after experimenting
with various sized film — 70mm, 65mm, etc. — it was decided to increase
the present CinemaScope film by four
times. This insured that maximum
quality and sharpness could be obtained within the realm of the photographic objectives and portability of
camera

equipment along with practically eliminating the grain in the

negative.
At a cursory glance one would assume that twice the width of 35mm
would result in 70mm film. In our
new

55mm

CinemaScope

medium

we

photograph the negative that uses the
CinemaScope perforations, which, being smaller, saves a considerable
amount of film on the sides beyond
the negative photographic image.
These perforations are used in the
camera in this system, hence
sult comes out 55mm.

the re-

At present, while 55mm projectors
are being designed, the only prints
available are taken from the 55mm
negatives and reduced to standard
35mm CinemaScope. These prints can
be shown in any theatre equipped for
the showing of standard CinemaScope
without modification. With these reduction prints the projected film is
completely free from negative grain
and the clarity of depth and definition
and distortion have been improved

approximately 50% over standard 35mm CinemaScope. It is estimated that
when 55mm projectors are available
the clarity and definition will increase
another 25% over the reduction prints
now showing.
The new 55mm CinemaScope negative has four times the photographic
area

of our present 35mm CinemaScope negative, twice the width and
twice the height, so that reductions
are made

without

altering the com-

position of the original negative. Actually this is greater negative area
than any of the wider films in use or
proposed to date. While others employ
a five or six perforation pull-down, the
55mm has an eight perforation or
double frame height pull-down. Our
55mm medium is photographed to be
shown on the screen at an aspect of
2.55 to 1. This also means that the
photographic lenses will have to be
doubled in focal length over what was
used in 35mm. In filming CAROUSEL
the new Bausch & Lomb coupled
CinemaScope lenses of focal lengths
of 75mm, 100mm and 152mm were
used. The 100mm was the normal lens
used for the majority of scenes. The
152mm was used for close shots and
the 75mm lens when extreme wide
angles were required.
All who have seen the first demonstration reels of CAROUSEL
have
commented favorably upon the remarkable depth that we get in this
new medium. I hear that these demonstration reels will be made available
(Continued

on Page 17)
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TELEVISION, INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
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ARLEIGH
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TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
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Rentals • Sales • Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

20th Century-Fox
Employees
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STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

10%

^
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"WRIGHT"
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QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
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Co.
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★ CLEANING
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A. BROWN

]
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SEASON'S

ROBL
NOW

GREETINGS

BURNS

OPERATED

WEST

BY

JACK

FROM

HILLS LIQUORS

BRAND

FORMERLY

OF TCF

SCOTCH

GON'
Y MOR
STOCK
XLAPRIVATE

$4.99 Fifth

$3.69 Fifth
Fast

Free

IVAR STRAGOF

VODKA
$3.29 Fifth

Delivery

• CHECKS CASHED

• GIFT BASKETS
• HOLIDAY ITEMS
• GIFT WRAPPING

• DINERS CLUB
• TRIP CHARGE

10451 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
WEST LOS ANGELES
GR. 7-5223
OPEN

7 DAYS

A WEEK

—

PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO
suffer if made

6-Yr. Old Straight
BOURBON WHISKEY

HIGHLAND
HEATHER

10 'til 10

GR. 9-9868

in one week

for 45

minutes running time”; (“There are
some exceptions, such as ‘Man On the
Ledge,’ which is better in the 45-min.
length.”). Asher, regarding remakes
in TV, said; “Many people think
they’re seeing old movies; we can dissipate the reissue value of theatrical
pictures
way.”
the other
hand, he in
said,tliis
if 20th
has On
a property
of
which it isn’t quite certain for a film,
it can be tested for comparatively low
cost on TV.
“Flicka,” Asher said, definitely will
go on CBS next season, although he
wasn’t certain what the starting date
was for the series. He said the series
start was delayed originally until a
decision was made to make the show
a straight adventure program.
New G.E. properties listed by Asher
were “Yacht On

(Continued
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(Continued from Page 15)

to be screened for producers, exhibitors and others concerned in the major
cities of the world. The longer focal
lenses normally permit a reduction of
stop which compensates to an extent
for the shallower depth. This has been
born out in shooting studio interiors
where I have found I could stop down
slightly more at a given light level.
Fortunately and somewhat surprisingly, filming in 55mm CinemaScope
did not, to any great extent, add to
production operations. As I stated
earlier, during the first few weeks of
filming we found that the 55mm carried definition better to the sides of
the screen and that there was less distortion. Our location work was a good
test for this as most all of the scenes
were seascapes where the straight line
of the horizon could have confounded
us with objectionable curving effects.
The camera and blimp weighed
about the same as the Technicolor
camera and blimp. Thus we were able
to use the same velocilators, tripods
and crane apparatus that had been
evolved for Technicolor productions.
In the matter of lighting, for night
interiors I used a key light of 900 Ft.
candles at a stop of F:4.8, and the
same stop with a light level of 1000
Ft. candles for day interiors. I did not
deem it necessary to use a higher
lighting level for at a stop of F:4.8
all the depth desirable was obtained,
yet retained the plastic effect of 3-D.
These exposures produced a negative
of the fully exposed side as this was
desirable for the quality of the reduction prints made therefrom. As
any type of optical print seems to add
contrast I found that more fill-light
was required than with conventional
prints.
Twentieth Century- Fox is always
interested in giving the public the
best. This new medium will result
in an advanced look for our productions that should afford greater enjoyment to all of our theatre patrons.
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Leaves from Huddle

liestJfor
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THE HARRY I. ALTMAN

CO.

AND

THE SANTA
10829

SANTA

(Corner of Glendon

GRanite

7-7508

FE SALES CO.
MONICA

Ave. —

GRanite

BOULEVARD

1 Block East of Westwood
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Blvd.)

BRadshaw

2-7110

(Continued from Page 16)

original story by Eugene Vale, adapted
by Whitfield Cook, with Gary Merrill
and Nina Foch starring, Ted Post diHappy

recting, and Bricken producing; “The
Scoundrel,” original by Stephen McNeil, adaptation by Jerry

Davis, and “The Empty Room,” original by Charles Morgan, and teleplay
by Dale and Katherine Eunson.
Asher said Art Director Lyle Wheeler and Story Editor David Brown,
are helping out in consultant capaci- *
ties and that 20th Production Chief
Darryl F. Zanuck assists on policy.

And may we take this opportunity to thank you for
your patronage during the past year.
We

are looking forward to serving you in 1956.

JULES

PHARMACY

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
BY ANY OTHER DRUG STORE.

Receipts Totaling $21.00 Entitles You To
$1.00 Worth of Merchandise —
FREE
GR. 7-9771
Pico at Westwood

(Across From

Picwood

Theatre)

No

Room

For Out~of~Town
GUESTS?

TAKE

WESTWOOD

THEM

TO

THE

LODGE

MOTEL

2352 Westwood Blvd., W. L. A.
10% Discount to Studio Employees
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Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%
DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

UlIWi

Shrugs

Flowers Telegraphed

-

- Lingerie

GR. 9-5218

Village

GRanite 7-1755

We Deliver -

- Sweaters

Discount To Studio Employees
20% 10625 W. Pico Blvd.

1 0932 Le Conte Ave., Weitwood
£

Women^s Sportswear
I’S
HERPetticoats
SBouffant

BRadshaw 2-6085 |

Discount on Complete Line of

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty g

PAINTS

EASTMAN

Featuring

FILMS

WATER

W.

J. GERMAN,

LEE

FOR MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
— DRYS IN 30 MINUTES
— SEALS ANY SURFACE
—
RESISTS
PEELING and BLISTERING
— NO
FADING
—

EASY

BEVERLY

INC.

CHICAGO

PAINT

cAqua ^ond

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION
PICTURES
FORT

the New

VINYL

CLEAN-UP

BRUSHES

A & S PAINT

CO.

105 NO. ROBERTSON
HILLS

BLVD.
BR. 2-2787

WESTWOOD

HOLLYWOOD

OF

SUPPLY

CO.

1054

BROXTON
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
GR. 3-6507 •
BR. 2-8553
FURNISHINGS & GEN. MERCHANDISE BROKERS]
Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding, Lamps,Goods
Jewelry
i
andTools,
many Auto
others.Tires, Sporting

SHOP
.T . . .
WEISS^
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

"SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
CARL
WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

10643 Pico Blvd.

STUDIO

CLUB
Discounts

MEMBERS

1 Whatever

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

GR. 3-8636

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

HAP wmm

PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
PHOTO FINISHING

GR. 9-5611
10877 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

15166 Ventura Blvd.

STanley

Sherman Oaks, Calif.

7-5714

Blvd.)

CUT INSURANCE COSTS
AND

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed 1 Year

HAPPY

1725 Westwood

Boulevard

PLUS THE SERVICES OF A
PERSONAL AGENT

MAURICE
ASSOC.

TIME
$4.95JEWELERS

Rear of Owl Drug
10830 W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

Phones

GR. 9-7721
Come

In and

DISCOUNT
SAVINGS UP TO 50%
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ranges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
BRighton 0-4209
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
ARizona 8-9383
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LOUIS niANC UNION SERVICE
COMPLETE

BR. 2-1594
Around

A. PARNESS
INSURANCE

1124 So, Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles 35
BR. 2-2001 - CR. 4-3149 - CR. 4-2547

—

Look

GET

BEUER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

V2 Block North of Santa Monica

—

Get it at the right price

n

Mgr.

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

On

your needs —

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount

BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

TRY

OUR

$1.00

AUTOMOTIVE

Free Pick-Up
PICO,

and

TEXACO

BOOKLET

Delivery

Cor. ROXBURY

jors

SERVICE

INTRODUCTORY

CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

10701 W. Pico
Pico at Overland
SPECIAL STUDIO DISCOUNT
Ask About Special On Spring Change Over
Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

ACCOUNTING

SERVICE

E. M. Esswein — Public Accountant, 2388 Man
ning Ave
GR. 7-5118

APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers. Water Heaters, Vacuums. Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 c>anta Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508
L. A
Caliio-nia Appliance & Merchandise Corp.,
WE. 8-2041
7007 Melrose Ave., L. A
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
GR. 8-9383
Blvd., L. A...:
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553
wood Village

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

AUTOS
Hillcrest Motors., H. H. "Dick" Staples, 9230
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone. 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

BEAUTY

SALONS

Picwood Beauty Salon, 109221/2 W. Pico Blvd.
GR. 7-1664

BOOKS

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6 221 1, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleimers, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg. 7960 W. Third S;.,
L. A

WE. 3-9104

INSURANCE

REAL

Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 So. Beverly
Dr., L. A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

Howard McCarry, 12300 Vs W. Pico Bivd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

JEWELRY

A1 Cerl Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 Sc. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471

Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
OL. 3-4230

LINOLEUM
Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333^
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LIQUOR

STORES

Robt. Burns Westhills Liquors, 10451 Santa
Monica Blvd
GR. 7-5223; GR. 9-9868

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

MOTELS
Westwood Lodge Motel, 2352 Westwood Blvd.,
W. L. A
GR. 9-9966

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

Fox Hills Cafe, 10271 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-1902
the Huddle Bundy, National and Bundy, 3030
Bundy Dr.
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

RUGS

GR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

SEWING

& WALLPAPER

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

A <5r S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills. BR. 2-2787.
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

H. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff - Necchi Elna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica
Blvd
CR. 1-8400

PHARMACY

Studio Club

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Jules Pharmacy, Pico at Westwood Blvd.
(Across from Picwood Theatre). .GR. 7-9771

TIRES

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

FURNITURE

RESTAURANTS

PAINT

FUNERALS
rU. 8-2481

Sheri's, 10625 W. Pico Blvd
GR. 9-5218
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7H755
Utter McKinley (1/ :. B'cwn)

READY-TO-WEAR

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

Gramaphone Shop, 366 No. Beverlv Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 5-0169
Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

FLORISTS

ESTATE

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Soecial prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TELEVISION

& RADIO

A1 Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W.Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills

TRAVEL

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.
(Owl Drug) West L. A-

REPAIR
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AROUND

THE WORLD

The list of Movietone “firsts” is longer than all the
other newsreels in the world combined can boast. For
more than ten years, it covered the world silently— and
then it blossomed out with another distinction, the first
sonnd newsreel in 1927. It is concededly in a class by

struggling production company which needed a newsreel to round out its offerings to exhibitors, it has progressed steadily along every line, to establish itself, under

With today’s regularly scheduled passenger flights in
gigantic commercial planes, this move sems a matter of
course. But twenty-five years ago the purchase of a plane
was a very daring gesture. Before long, the investment
proved its worth for it resulted in innumerable scoops
before the bewildered competitive reels realized what
was happening. Once again they followed Movietonews

the name

lead, but not soon enough

itself as the world’s most widely circulated newsreel.
Fox News started humbly, almost as a trailer for a

MOVIETONEWS,
as a standard screen presentation, ingreat demand by showmen throughout the
free world.

to dim the scoops this fore-

Movietonews coverage grew from a one-reeler to a worldwide staff of representatives, and theater exhibitors were

sight brought about. Today’s reel is carried on planes
and sped through cities by motorcycles to distribution
points. Executive planning has made Movietonews a
highly respected reporter of world affairs and won for
it a place in the history of the motion picture industry.

able to show momentous news pictures while the newspapers were still screaming the stories from their front

the short subjects presented by the newsreel from time to

Under

the directorship of the late Truman

Talley,

pages. Movietonews sent its cameramen into the highways and byways to pick up the odd or the unusual,
stories with humor and human interest. Steadfastly maintaining itspolicy to keep the newsreel an accurate and
completely unbiased recorder of the times.

4

In the early days of newsreeling, one of the outstanding problems of the editor was the handling of negatives.
Speed was essential if a newsreel were to compete with
other news gathering agencies. Movietonews solved this
problem by becoming the first reel to use an airplane.

It became

evident that the moviegoing

public enjoyed

time and it was decided that they should become a regular feature of the weekly reel. I am sure that all of us
will recall that inimitable style of the late Lew Lehr
whose butchering of consonants and vowels delighted
Movietonews fans for years. Fashions, beauty contests.

Through the years that have slowly ticked
off the calendar since this writer first started putting one word after
another, I think the past twelve months have been the most gratifying
and inspiring I have ever known.
As editor of Action and Chatter it has been my privilege to visit
just about every department and every individual on the lot, and the
best part of writing about you and your jobs was getting to know you all.
Reflecting a moment, it becomes clarion clear to me that CinemaScope,
De Luxe Color and 55mm notwithstanding, the greatest thing about
this studio is the people who make it tick. If at some time over the
past months Action or Chatter brought you a few moments of interesting reading or possibly a chuckle or two or a picture you liked, then
I feel I’ve done my job — and I loved every minute of it.
One last word to the literally hundreds of TCFers who from time
to time helped me out, often without credit. To them my sincere thanks.
I could never. have done it without you.
Though an Editor leaves, Action and Chatter of course go on, and
the young man you see at the lower right of this page has gathered up
the reins and will steer the course from here. His name is Jack Haney.
He came to us from New York City where he worked for NBC in the
magazine division of their publicity department. He’s an Alumnus of
Columbia University and Uncle Sam’s Navy. Jack left Columbia in
1950 and his first job was as assistant to the Advertising Production
Manager of Ryerson Steel Corporation. In 1953 Jack joined NBC
and of course now hangs his
spurs on a TCF typewriter. The
distaff side may be interested to
Editor Jack Haney
know Jack’s a bachelor, but maintains the right girl could change
all that. And this is leap year,
Ladies.
To Jack Haney a rousing big
Welcome and the very best
wishes for success in his new job.
A. C. B.

Arthur De Titta pictured with President Herbert Hoover during
the years he represented Movietonews in Washington, D. C.

i

i

f:

Jerry Randall (Shipper) prepares TV subjects for delivery —
valueless if delayed in reaching the TV Stations.

Melvin Shapiro (Film Editor) checks soimd as Bill Tyree (News
Editor) writes the script for a U. P. Movietone TV story.

and other interesting asides to the news woild, became
a part of a great newsreel. A commentator, heretofore
rare!)' used, became an important
features of the reel together.
There

are countless

aid in linking the

tales of the adventures

of the

in

newsreel cameraman. In those early days, movie cameras
were \er\ much frowned upon and frequently a picture
stor\' could onh' be gotten through the ingenuity of the
lensman. Man\’ of these men have actualh' risked their
lives to bring pictures of news value to the public.
Scoops have happened as a result of w'hat w'e call “Lady
Luck,” but far more often their source can be traced to
the men w ho run the new's desk and their uncanny ability
to look into the future.
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Sports reporting became an important part of the new-sreel and its film has been used to establish everything

Bfuin.

from the w’inning of a horse race to the length of a
football pass. Movietone exclusive pictures w^ere used
to establish the distance of the now' famous Kenny Washington forward pass made in the 1937 game between
U.C.L.A. and Southern California. Movietone film

MOUAW

“rushes” established the fact that the ball was brought
into play on the Bruin 28 yard line. Kenny Washington

RICW

ran back to his ow-n 15 yard line and threw the passcaught by Hal Hirshon on the Southern California 25
yard stripe. A total of 60 yards. The newsreel covers

EGYPT

MXCiKmircM

all major sporting events today, bringing the public highlights of the various games.

WiJtmk
CURACAO
MfXKO

On April 18, 1955, after 30 years in the Los Angeles
area and 10 years on the Western Avenue lot, the Pacific
Coast Division of Fox Movietonews moved over to Fox

fINUND

TMm>Ao
IRAH

LAw^

Hills. Lender the direction of Pacific Coast Supervisor
•\rthur De Titta, the new' office is located in the old
Studio Club bungalow', near the Santa Monica Gate, and
it is from here that Mr. De Titta coordinates the West
Coast offices of Movietone which include Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Hawaii. Whenever
an important story occurs in the Pacific area, the negative
is shipped here for distribution. Mr. De Titta, a veteran

This Movietone

plaque

shows

the newsreels

world-wide

scope

newsreel man of tw'enty-nine years, illustrates the kind of
man it takes to make a great newsreel operate. For many
\ears Movietone’s representative in Washington, D. C.,
Mr. De Titta took the first sound interview ever made
Movietone

newsreel

atomic

bomb

cameramen
explosion

took this shot of the first historic
which

shocked

the world.

Movietone was the only newsreel on hand to film the Pearl
Harbor disaster. Government impoimded film for duration.
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of a President (Calvin Coolidge) for a theatrical presentation. Looking back with Arthur De Titta is like flipping
through the pages of history. His camera has captured
such events as Neville Chamberlain returning from Munich, Lindbergh taking off on his Atlantic flight, and he
was the last newsreel cameraman to leave Paris when
France fell in 1940. In the event of a major disaster in
the Pacific area, the West Coast staff of Movietone are
equipped to put out the theatrical newsreel from Fox
Hills. This was done when the earthquake struck Bakersfield in August 1952.
By 1951 Television had made its appearance on the
American scene and its value as a news medium could
not be overlooked. After many conferences a partnership
was set up between two highly regarded news agencies
to bring world-wide news coverage to the television
viewer as well as motion picture audiences. United Press
placed its facilities at Movietone’s disposal to produce
what is now known as United Press-Movietonews Television newsreel. Before this, many tries had been made
to set up a TV newsreel— even to putting motion picture
cameras in the hands of Still camerarnen. Up to this point,
all efforts failed to produce good pictures and good stories. With United Press handling the script and tele-

The

late Truman

Talley, Movietonew's

first producer.

graphic end and Movietonews’ camera know-how, television audiences at long last got a newsreel worth its salt.
All of the film shot in the Pacific area for the theatrical
newsreel are done on 35mm and shipped by plane to
New York City. The reel is put together in New York
and then shipped to distribution points. The television
newsreel is filmed on 16mm film and all local news is
sent to the General Film Lab here in Hollywood. From
here the prints are shipped out separately to the TV
stations. The subjects for the TV newsreel are chosen
for showing by the statoins subscribing to the service
themselves. With each film a script is teletyped to the
station for the commentary and description. This system of sending the news in separate subjects, permits
each station receiving it, to pick the subject it feels will
be of the most interest to the listeners in its own area.
In many cases, films that would only be of interest to the
viewer in this area are shot and used by the stations
locally, while not included in the TV newsreel elsewhere.

The U.P.-Movietonews is now being carried by one
hundred TV stations in the United States, with others in
Mexico and Canada. The TV newsreel is seen in such
distant parts of the world as England, France, Italy— to
mention just a few. All selling of the TV newsreel is
handled by United Press representatives. In every country on the Continent, but Russia, no matter what type of
government exists. Movietone is welcomed as a reportorial medium that can be trusted with impunity not to
abuse a confidence and to stick to its principle of letting
the truthful camera tell its story.

Mr. William C. Michael, President of Movietonews and
president of Twentieth Century-Fox Corporation.

Vice-

Led by Mr. W’. C. Michael, president,
Mr. Edmund
Reek, Vice President, Movietonews hasandbecome
worldwide in scope and powerful in influence. People in foreign countries can see us as we are, through the eyes of
the ever truthful camera, and nobody can measure the
value of this bringing to other lands, a taste of life in
these wonderful United States.
With the prerogatives of the press for its armour, Movietonews may well be proud of its service to its parent
company. Twentieth Century-Fox, to the industry as a
whole and to humanity in general.

Mr.

Edmund

Reek,

Movietonews

producer

and

Vice-president
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1956...
AND
THE

Two of the things none of us can alter
are the passage of time and the progress
of civilization - for better or worse. That
our world has changed and is changing
every day is clear to all of us here at
TCP, as we recall the fantastic stiides
made by our own industry during the
past few years. 20th Century-Fox’s recently announced plans for stepped up
production will mean the lot will be
operating at peak capacity through 1956.
The new year will find our studio forging
ahead of the industry with the release of
CAROUSEL, the first motion picture to
be filmed in 55mm CinemaScope. Everything indicates that, with the cooperation
of all of us, 20th Century-Fox will continue to prosper and advance during the
years ahead. But what changes can we
plan to find in our own foreseeable
futures?
After a monumental

F
U
T
U
R
E

study, by a group

of experts in their fields, some very surprising predictions of what we can expect to find in the coming years, have
been made. This study was based on the
assumption that the United States would
not suffer any financial or military catastrophe during the next ten years. The
things they tell us about the future sound
mighty attractive, and if we’re careful on
the Freeways, all of us can reasonably
expect to share in some of these pleasures.
That new car you’re driving will look
something like the old model T does to
us today. Just imagine a low, sleek job
of tear-drop design, lightweight and easy
to drive, with built-in jacks and push button controls. A jet-powered engine will
make the wheels go round and it will run
on oil or kerosene, cheaper than gas!
Does this sound fantastic? Well, Chrysler is already experimenting with the
TURBOCAR. When we fly, we will reach
average speeds of 500 miles per hour in
super-jet transports. Helicopters will be
in everyday use throughout the country,
enabling us to live many miles away from
the cities. This should be a boon to you
people with green thumbs. There will be
vertically rising planes, known as convertiplanes used on passenger runs of up
to 700 miles. Monorail trains will carry
suburbanites into cities at speeds of better than 100 miles an hour. There can’t
be any doubt about our becoming a welltravelled nation as transportation costs
decrease and methods improve.

light. Don’t look
conditions though,
predict an end to
exists in our major

for any better traffic
no one will venture to
the traffic snarl that
cities today.

The public school situation will become a statistical nightmare. The increased number of students, lack of qualified faculties and schoolroom space promises to become even more of a problem.
Twice as many students will be seeking
college educations by 1966 and in order
to accommodate these students, we will
have to build a new classroom every ten
minutes round the clock from now until
1966. Any parent of a child under ten
should mull these facts over.
The girls will be happy to know that
time will take of the husband shortage
and within a decade there will be enough
husbands to go around - almost. Births
will
The
time
the

reach
peak intothe
ladies an
canall-time
look forward
an 1960’s.
easier
about the house as everything from
telephone to the dishwasher will

make today’s product look like an old
fogy. Your food will stay fresh longer,
and it will be cooked by microwaves,
which create no heat. There will be
fewer canned and frozen foods in the
markets. Instead, food will be irradiated
to last indefinitely without refrigeration,
and will taste fresher than most of today’s preserved foods. All of us will be
eating more, but, we will be healthier and
slimmer because we will be eating less
starchy and fatty foods.
Atomic power will become our most
important source of energy. By 1957 it
will light the factories and supply the
power for the city of Pittsburgh; Boston
in 1958; Detroit, Chicago and New York
by 1960. Man-made satellites will circle
the globe between two and three hundred miles out in space. The first of these
will be launched within the next 22
months. Solar energy will be harnessed
and put to work by the mid 60’s and we
can look to the sea for great new resources. Within the next ten years a process for distilling fresh water from sea
water will have been perfected and huge
areas now arid will become productive
land.

Federal taxes are expected to drop oflF

Some of these predictions sound very

due to reduced spending abroad - but

intriguing, even fantastic. It will be interesting to see just how many of them
come to pass. It is safe to say that it has
been fun, crystal gazing with you.

don’t start spending the money you’ll
save. State and local taxes will jump up
to take in whatever gain is realized by
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the reduction. This additional money
collected by State and local authorities
will be used for highway and public
building construction. It will be possible
to drive from one end of the country to
the other without encountering a traffic

GATES SWING
SHUT SAT., FEB. 4
First Saturday With No
Production Scheduled Definitely Set
“On Saturday you will be expected to
go fishing.”
That was the way Executive Production Manager Sid Rogell answered many
of the questions from the floor at the recent executive meeting on the launching
of the five-day work week at Twentieth.

that Friday night and make the mistake
of
up earlyifwhen
you adon’t
have
to. getting
Incidentally,
you are
toiler
at
TCF-TV, the same holds true for you.
On Saturday the 4th, and every Satur-

will be the first “no production” Saturday
(the date is February 4th). The doors,
the gates, the stages and the offices will

— GO FISHIN’.
Oneday thereafter
of the concessions
to the press of
production that did come out of the
meeting, which was attended by all Department heads and top Studio Executives, was the decision to start the shooting companies at 8:30 A.M. instead of the
customary 9:00 A.M.
One thing for sure, production is at an
all-time high with seven pictures and
three T.V. productions currently before

ALL

the cameras

Mr. Rogell’s sport-minded answer dispels any shadow of doubt that might
have lurked in the minds of TCFers as
to whether or not the five-day week
would actually become a reality. It will!
The first Saturday after January 30th

be closed. So don’t set your alarm

and it’s certainly going to

take all the cooperation, willingness and
the teamwork of all of us to do in five
days what we previously did in six.
The way the new work week is now
outlined, it will take a real bona fide
emergency to bring anyone in on a Saturday. And before it can be accomplished the responsible parties will have
to secure top-level permission. There will
be absolutely no exceptions to this rule.
NO department is exempt.
So grease up your outboard, unsnarl
your fishing line, get your tennis racket
re-strung and wax your skis — you’ll soon
have twice as much playtime as you now
have.
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Proclaimed by all to have been one of
the best Christmas parties on record, this
year’s yule fun fest for TCP
brought down the house.

kids literally

And it was a big house, with every seat
at
Grauman’s Chinese filled with youngsters.
Festivities got underway promptly at
9:30 a.m. when Executiv'e Production
Manager Sid Rogell greeted the sons and
daughters of TCFers and told them that

10

he “hoped this was just the beginning
of
the bestPaul
holiday
season
ever” with
for alla
of them.
Wurtzel
followed
few words from the Studio Club and
then the fun was underway.

three terrific CinemaScope

Genial Jimmy Taylor emced the show
with his customary finesse and got things
started when he led the assembled in
community singing.

they were greeted by a mountain of presents—one for each of them.

There followed several crowd-pleasing acts and the show wound up with

cartoons.

But in a sense, that was only the beginning, as the man

said, because as the

youngsters got outside, to their delight

It is safe to say that the kids loved the
party, and to all of you TCFers whose
efforts helped make it possible— warm
thanks from all.

ACTIVITIES
STUDIO CLUB
BOWLERS IN
3RD ROUND
The Studio Club Bowling League, currently in the third round of play, is proving to be one of the most successful and
popular of all Club activities.
At this writing “Red’s Pets,” captained
by Red Davies hold a slim 2-game lead
over second place “Los Rancheros.” Clark
Gable’s “Tall Men” are holding fast to
Studio Club

basketball

team

scores

against Hal Roach

third place followed by “Adler’s Buddies,” Michael Rennie’s “Sparks,” Sheree
North’s “Cino-Cats,” Cam Mitchell’s
“Thunderbirds,” “The Horn,” Sam Engel’s “Worms” and the “Studio Club,” in
that order.
Armand Allen and Ena Langley lead
the men and women, respectively, with a
176 average for Armand and Ena’s 141.
As has been true in the past, all TCFers
are cordially invited to El Rancho Bowl
every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. to watch the
keglers in action.

INCOME
FEDERAL
THE TEAM . . . Lt. to Rt. back row: Len Bourget (Western Ave.)
Howard Trent (Still Lab), Vem Archer (Construction), Ben Woods
(Elec. Eng.) and Geo. Brown (Western Ave). Front row: Tom
Bishop (Publicity). Chuck Panama (Publicity) Bill Jurgenson (Film
Loading) and Dick Overton (Sound).

By CHUCK

PANAMA

It’s 2 down and 12 to go for the unbeaten 20th Century-Fox basketball team
after the opening two week’s firing in the
Studio league at Hollywood High School.
Our guys captured their opener from a
very strong Hal Roach team, 38 to 28,
and roared back the second week behind an airtight defense to hog-tie Universal-International, 32to 14, in the second game of the 14-game schedule.
In the opener it was center Len Bourget (Western Ave.) and Captain-coach
Howard Trent (Still Lab) who made
the most points against the heavier but
slower Roaches. It was 22 to 10 at halftime and Roach could do little better in
the second half as Tom (Bullet) Bishop,
came to life to wind up with 7. Others
cracking the scoring column on inaugural
night were George Brown (Western

Ave.) with 5: Ben Woods (Elec. Eng.)
with 3; and Dick Overton (Sound) with
2. There must be many among the
readers who marvel at the modesty of
this correspondent in not mentioning his
own contribution to the homebrew
triumph. Modesty— I didn’t score a point!
Revenge comes sweet to those who sit
and wait and on the second night, against
U-I, Panama indeed did crack the scoring column— with a single point. That,
of course, is not the whole story of the
second game which found usens missing more shots than a revenooer takes
at a country gin merchant. At halftime
we managed to stake out a 16 to 10 lead
and then put on one of the best displays
of defensive coverage ever witnessed in
any Studio league. The result was a 32
to 14 win for the good guys.

AND

TAX
STATE

Mr: Robert A. Riddell, District Director of Internal Revenue, advises that
the Federal Government has discontinued its service of sending agents to industry to assist employees in preparing
their tax returns. All Internal Revenue
ofiices are open Monday through Friday
—8 A.M. through 4:45 P.M. to assist taxA special service is being oflFered all
day Monday— additional Internal Revepayers.
nue personnel will be on hand at all
office counters at assist taxpayers in preparing their tax returns without waiting.
Also the phones will be fully manned
all five days to answer any tax questions
that may arise. The Hollywood office is
located at 6433 Sunset Blvd. The Santa
Monica office is at 1447 2nd Street. For
the address of the office in your own district, phone ML 8111.
HOWEVER, Mr. Thomas Entz of the
California State Income Tax Office will
be on the Lot, March 23rd for one day to
assist employees in making out State Tax
forms.
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-REPORT
Concerning Operations
As the year 1955 draws to a close, we
would like to report on what is taking
place, with particular reference to actual
results of operations for the 39 weeks
ended September 24th.
CixemaScope installations are progressing rapidly throughout the world. Installations in the United States and Canada
now total 16,200, out of approximately

TO

STOCKHOLDERS-

Touche, Niven, Bailey, and Smart, have
been requested to make a survey and to
make recommendations with respect to
adjustments that may more properly reflect our amortization expense for 1955.
Oil Operations
On November 2, 1955, Universal Consolidated Oil Company placed on production the seven wells heretofore completed
by it on our Studio property in California.
All of the wells are being produced on
restrictive chokes and all wells are flowing clean oil. At the present time, the
seven wells are producing approximately
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World-wide film rentals this year are
by
in excess of 1954 for the comparable 39 pictures be made available for television.
The
United
States
District
Court in Los
weeks. During this period our foreign
Angeles
has
dismissed
the
Government
business has experienced a very notable
complaint,
after
a
lengthy
trial.
improvement, increasing from $29,226,000 to $37,331,000. For the same 39
weeks, domestic film rentals declined
55 MM
We are very proud to inform you that
from $48,784,000 to $42,324,000; our earn1956 will represent another mileings in 1955 having been affected by the early stone
for your company in the launching
slowness with which our CixemaScope
of 55 mm advance CixemaScope. Alpictures achieve maximum distribution,
though CixemaScope has practically denot only in the United States but also in
veloped into the world’s standard motion
foreign markets.
This has resulted in our film rentals
coming in over a longer period of time,
and also these rentals have been larger in
the latter weeks of release than was the
case prior to CixemaScope. Since it has
been the practice of the Corporation for
many years to write off the cost of pictures in full in 65 weeks from the domestic release date, the slower playoff of
CixemaScope pictures, both in the
United States and Canada and abroad,
has had the effect of reducing profits, and
this condition is reflected in results for
the first 39 weeks of 1955.

INTERIM

picture projection since its introduction
in 1953, we have not relaxed in our efforts
to develop it still further in order that its
supremacy would be as assured as its
popularity.
This latest technical advance of Twentieth Century-Fox was demonstrated before exhibitors of the Allied Theatre
Owners Association of America gathered
in convention in Chicago on November
7, at which excerpts from the first 55 mm
production,
Rodgers
and Hammerstein’s
Carousel were
shown.
While only
glimpses of the picture were given, this
critical audience reacted as enthusiastically as when it first saw CixemaScope.
Therefore, we look forward with confidence and pride to the opening of
Carousel on Washington’s Birthday,
February 22nd, when its glorious music,
as sung by Gordon MacRae and Shirley
Jones, will be projected on our four-channel stereophonic sound track. In addition, we also propose, in a few metropolitan areas, to launch the picture a week
preceding Washington’s Birthday, in our
new six-channel stereophonic sound system.
On behalf of the men and women of
this organization throughout the world,
I wish to express our gratitude for your
interest and support during this past year,
and to extend to you the compliments of
the season and
our best wishes for a proSincerely,
gressive and prosperous new year.

December

Spyros P. Skouras, President.
22, 1955.

REPORT
39 Weeks
Ended
1955
September

Income

$86,832,41 1

Consolidated earnings before federal taxes
Provision for federal taxes on income
Earnings
Per share of common

24,

7,346,851
2,900,000
$ 4,446,851

39 Ended
Weeks
1954
September

25,

$84,268,589
11,532,063
5,800,000
$ 5,732,063

stock

Our independent accountants, Messrs.

$1.68

The consolidated earnings of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and wholly-owned subsidiaries for $2.17
the thirtynine weeks ended September 24, 1955 amounted to $4,446,851 . This was equivalent to $1 .68 per share on the 2,644,486
shares of common stock outstanding. Operations for the comparable period of 1954 showed earnings of $5,732,063 which
amounted to $2. 1 7 per share.
The consolidated earnings for the third quarter of 1955 were $1,656,051 or $.62 per share. Comparable earnings for
the third quarter of 1954 were $2,635,518 or $1.00 per share.
A comparison of the thirty-nine weeks of 1955 with the similar period of 1954 as shown above.
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run in Sydney (Australia) . . . RAINS

International Division

OF RANCHIPUR premieres triumphantly in Karachi (Pakistan) . . . LOVE IS
A MANY SPLENDORED THING had
an unprecedented premiere in Singapore
. . . CARMEN
closed
run
in Chile JONES
surpassed
onlya six
by weeks’
THE

Made Overseas Sales
History In 1955
In one of the most outstanding performances in the industry’s history, our
company’s foreign division set itself an
improbable goal of fifty million dollars in
1955 and undaunted by the challenge,
soared to a grand total of fifty-three million dollars. There is vast significance to
this achievement — not only in the pride
the rest of the 20th Century-Fox family
feels towards its cousins overseas — but
also because the glow of this brilliant accomplishment banishes to remote corners
of the industry the perpetual prophets of
doom.

be the key tool of any successful sales
force — and thanks to the thousands of
men and women here at the studio and
throughout the domestic organization
who have dedicated themselves to 20th
Century-Fox’s continuing supremacy on
the motion picture screen — the foreign
markets have had the finest in motion
pictures.
All over the world. Twentieth CenturyFox pictures are enjoying record breaking
runs. A MAN CALLED PETER continues after a record breaking six months’

ROBE

. . . UNTAMED,

the first Cinema-

Scope picture to be released at the Globe
Theatre in Rangoon, netted a record figure for that theatre and a record nonholiday figure for all of Burma . . .
HOUSE OF BAMBOO ended a 33-day
run in Thailand with an outstanding record never before reached for such a
From Addis Ababa to Mexico City to
period.
the Zuyder Zee, Twentieth Century-Fox’s
International and Inter-America Corporations, has rolled up the biggest overseas
sales record in the history of the company during 1955. With production
schedules for 1956 at an all-time high,
the international division is out to top
its own record breaking year.
This emergence of the foreign operation appropriately enough comes at a
time when “awareness” of the world, as
a sound stage as well as a market, is at
its peak. There has never been closer
liaison and rapport between the studio,
the entire domestic organization and the
overseas efforts. Together they can — and
will — make 1956 another banner year.

Twentieth Century-Fox pictures are
running at an all-time peak in the foreign countries and last year’s tremendous
strides in foreign consumption gives support and confidence that our $70,000,000
production program for 1956 will be successful.
Behind the phenomenal increase in foreign business are the men whose faith in
our CinemaScope process has never faltered. Spyros P. Skouras, Darryl F. Zanuck and Murray Silverstone, president of
20th Century-Fox International and InterAmerica Corp. Mr. Silverstone has set
the pace for his organization with topnotch leadership. In meeting the problems of expediting prints in a score of
languages, facilitating new CinemaScope
installations, and any one of the thousandand-one problems attendant to such a vast
enterprise, Mr. Silverstone has set a prideful pace.
Credit is also due the tireless efforts of
the artists, craftsmen and artisans who
have poured their talents and energies
into the Twentieth Century-Fox productions which have won the patronage and
applause of the world’s motion picture
audiences. The “product” must of course
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AROUND

THE

LOT

IN

WESTERNERS
INSTALL 1956
OFFICERS
“The Westerners,” the 20th CenturyFox Masonic organization, held its annual installation of officers Friday evening, January 20, at the Cafe de Paris.
Past President Henri Ledeboer
stepped to the rostrum and proceeded to
install Historian Hal Cordon; Chaplain
Stanley
Westerners’
tiveEnison;
Committee The
which
includes ExecuHenri
The Westerners new officers pose for their first group picture.
Dave Boyd. 2nd Vice President: Sid Rogell, retiring Pres.; Jean
Fontaine, newly installed President: Fred Meyer, Chairman of
the Executive Committee: T. R. Frazer, Financial Secretary: Dick
Darling. 1st Vice President; Aaron Halperin, Recording Secretary.
(Not in picture) — Hal Gordon, Historian; Stanley Enison, Chaplain:
Henri Ledeboer and V. J. Christensen, Executive Committee.

Ledeboer, Vic Christensen and Chairman Fred S. Meyer; Recording Secretary, Aaron Halperin; Second Vice-President, Dave Boyd and First Vice-President, Richard Darling.
Retiring President Rogell came to the
lectern and after a brief review of the
past year installed President Elect Jean
Fontaine.
After new President Fontaine’s acceptance speech, Fred S. Meyer stepped to
the microphone and presented Mr. Rogell
with a priceless antique masonic watch,
triangular in shape and with the emblems
of masonry on the mother of pearl face.
Mr. Meyer had the watch purchased for
him in England for the occasion. After
the presentation of the gift, Mr. Meyer
went on to introduce the guest speaker
of the evening, Mr. Fred L. Metzler.
Mr. Metzler’s talk found its subject in
the work The Westerners do for children.
His inspiring words described the plight
of children in many parts of the world
who are alone, having no organization
like The Westerners to help them and
love them. Mr. Metzler went on to point
out
that today’s
childrenthe are
tomorrow’sof
statesmen
and stressed
importance
working for and with the youngsters of
the world.
After the closing ceremonies, an entertainment program presented by Billy
Gordon and Marjorie Field was led off
by Vic Christensen’s young daughter
Linda, at the piano, who captivated the
hearts of The Westerners to the tune of
two encores. Dances by Don Powell and
the straight-faced comedy of Sir Richard
Drake followed. The festivities were
closed with songs by Judy and Linda
Strange, a remarkably talented duo of
little girls.
Truly this dinner was one of the best

Audience
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enthusiastically receives

F. L. Metzler's speech.

affairs ever held by “The Westerners.”

PICTURES

AND

WORDS

INVASION?
No, it isn’t an invasion from Mars— just another example
of the magical touch of the scenic designer— as it looked
when they created a space ship for a scene in THRESHOLD OF SPACE, in production right here on the
Twentieth Century-Fox lot.

DRESS A DOLL

CONTEST

Pictured above are the judges of the Christmas DRESS
A DOLL CONTEST. Connie Gilchrist, Lee Roth, Maria
Brooks, Walter Scott, Lyle Wheeler and Rex Thompson
helped to decide the winners. Many a little girls Christmas was made brighter because of a beautiful doll -and
all of those who participated deserve a vote of thanks.

Madge Inman is surrounded by Christmas cards received by
the Fan mail dept, for Twentieth Century-Fox Stars. There
were a greind total of 600 received over the holiday season.
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Quality You Can Depend On, And 10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

Rentals • Sales • Repairs

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

iMi mt

10932 Le Cont’e Ave., Westwood
GRanite 7 -1755
We Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

TYPEWRITERS

To Studio Club Members

-

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

EASTMAN

FILMS

for

PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

SHor

.T

.

.

U

CHRIS

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

HOLLYWOOD

PAINT and WALLPAPER

WEISS’

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

20th

Co.,

Pico near Holt

INC.

CHICAGO

.

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
S Underwood Typewriter Co.,

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY”
CARL
WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

10643 Pico Blvd.

DISCOUNT
Mgr.

f^utch Self PainU

GR. 3-8636

PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store

ROBT. BURNS WEST HILLS LIQUORS
NOW

OPERATED

^

BY

Fast

JACK

Free

BRAND

FORMERLY

Delivery

• DINERS CLUB
• TRIP CHARGE

CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

OF TCF

■<— (((<^

• CHECKS CASHED
O GIFT WRAPPING

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Avaiiabie Whiie You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount

BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

10451

SANTA MONICA BLVD.
WEST LOS ANGELES

GR. 7-5223
OPEN

7 DAYS

A WEEK

—

GR. 9-9868
10 'til 10

D I S C O U
SAVINGS

UP

TO

ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ranges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
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NT

50%

BRighton 0-4209
ARizona 8-9383

WHO'S NEW

STUDIO

CLUB

JOE'S TEXACO

MEMBERS

Discounts

SERVICE

10701 W. Pico
Pico at Overland
SPECIAL STUDIO DISCOUNT
Ask About Special On Spring Change Over
Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

On

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed 1 Year
1725 Westwood

Boulevard

HAPPY

GR. 9-7721
Come

Arthur Kramer

dustry, took over the reins of TCP’s story
department early this month when he
moved into the post left vacant when
David Brown was upped to the Darryl F.
Zanuck executive staff.
Kramer launched his career in this industry back in 1938 at Columbia Studios.
Over the years that have passed since
that early date he found himself, at one
time or another, in many of the different
fields of production — all of which have
added up to a well-rounded knowledge of
our business that put him in good stead
in his new position at Twentieth as a
judge of what might make quality motion pictures.
Kramer, who came to Twentieth originally as Executive Assistant to Producer
Buddy Adler, is no neophyte editor. His
final four years at Columbia saw him fill
that studio’s Story Editor post. It is from
that position that he moved to his present one.
When asked what his first reaction to
TCF, Kramer’s ready answer was: “The
friendliness of the people.” That simple,
straightforward statement is the key to
the gentleman’s whole personality. He
possesses a genuinely warm and sincere
interest in people.
Kramer is married and he and his wife
Barbara have two children; Jack, 3, and
Jo, 6. The family home is in nearby
Westwood where the Kramers spend
most of their spare time in the garden or
on the tennis court.
To Arthur Kramer, Action’s warm best
wishes for all the best in his new position.

JEWELERS

BR. 2-1594

In and Look

Around

PROVEN FRIENDS

I’S
SHERSportswear
Women^s

Arthur R. Kramer, a veteran of over
eighteen years in the motion picture in-

TIME

Rear $4.95
of Owl Drug
10830 W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

Vz Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

Bouffant
Shrugs

Petticoats

- Sweaters

❖
❖

❖
❖

- Lingerie

Discount To Studio Employees
10625 W. Pico Blvd.
GR. 9-5218

20%

I

PAINTS
Featuring

20th Century-Fox
Employees

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Discount on Complete Line of

WATER

of

❖
❖

MORTUARIES

the New

VINYL

PAINT

DU. 8-2481

cAqua ^ond
FOR MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
— DRYS IN 30 MINUTES
— SEALS ANY SURFACE
— RESISTS PEELING and BLISTERING
— NO FADING
— EASY CLEAN-UP OF BRUSHES

A & S PAINT
105 NO. ROBERTSON
BEVERLY HILLS

No

Room

THEM

2352

CO.
BLVD.
BR. 2-2787

HIP umm

TO THE

LODGE

Westwood

Discount

MOTEL

Blvd., W. L. A.

to Studio

A. BROWN

*•*

For Out-of-Town

TAKE

10%

ARLEIGH

G U ESTS?

WESTWOOD

McKinley

UTTER

Employees

★ CARPETS

STanley
7-5714

★ LINOLEUM

Wright
A Complete CARPET

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Carpet

SERVICE

A CLEANING
it LAYING
★ DYEING
S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

★ TILE

Co.
THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

THE BEST WAY
QUALITY-SERVICE

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City
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HARRY I. ALTMAN CO.
THE SANTA FE SALES CO.
Announce

Their

ANNUAL

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE SALE
1-3 TO 50% OFF
SMALL

Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES

WATCHES
RADIOS

APPLIANCES

PENS & PENCILS

To Choose

10%

GIFTWARE

RECORD

LUGGAGE

WALLETS

CAMERAS

SILVER

HOUSEWARES
FURNITURE

CUTLERY
LAMPS

BOX

MATTRESSES

SPRINGS

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

DOWN
Open

PLAYERS
FLATWARE

From

24 MONTHS

TO PAY

9 to 8 Weekdays

VICTELEVISION,
MATURE
INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

LOUIS FILANC UNION SERVICE

ALL

SALES

10829 SANTA
GRanite 7-7508

COMPLETE

FINAL

MONICA

GRanite 3-2513

TRY

BLVD.

OUR

AUTOMOTIVE

$1.00

SERVICE

INTRODUCTORY

BOOKLET

j
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
JPICO, Cor. ROXBURY
CR. 6-2487

BRadshaw

2-7110

NOTE; Exceptions: Films, Photo Finishing, Major Appliances
COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
PHOTO FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
GR, 9-5611
10877 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

FOR

lunch

★

our

visit

10 AATNUTES

LA CIENEGA
EVERY

new

NIGHT^S

NEIGHBOR

IN EITHER

BUNDY

DIRECTION
A

HOLIDAY

AT

HUDDLE

Cummins

BUNDY
MONDAY
— on
Joe Strand
the Baby Grand
TUESDAY
Fashion —
Show,
1 :30 P.M,
Rhythm & Blues
Evenings
Request
WEDNESDAY
—
Buffet Dinner,
6 P.M.

TCStaUrantS
163 N. La Cienega... Beverly Hills
3030 S. Bundy ... opposite Santa Monica Airport open 24 hours

THURSDAY
Gift Night —

Take the Huddle Bus to all Rams Games. Leaves from Huddle Bundy one hour before game.
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co.i

FOR DINNER
★

Blvd.)

WESTWOOD

SUPPLY

1054

BROXTON
WESTWOOD
GR. 3-6507 •
BR. 2-8553
FURNISHINGS & GEN. MERCHANDISE

VILLAGE!
BROKERS

Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bed- i
ding. Lamps, Jewelry Tools, Auto Tires, Sporting
Goods and many others.
Whatever your needs — Get it at the right price

CUT INSURANCE COSTS
AND

GET

BEHER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
PLUS THE SERVICES OF A
PERSONAL AGENT

MAURICE
ASSOC.

A. PARNESS
INSURANCE

&

1124 So. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles 35
BR. 2-2001 - CR. 4-3149 - CR. 4-2547

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
ACCOUNTING

SERVICE

E. M. Esswein — Public Accountant, 2388 Manning Ave
GR. 7-5118

APPLIANCES (Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Cofieemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Westwood Supply Co„ 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

AUTOS
HUlcrest Motors., H. H. "Dick" Staples, 9230
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Seat Covers, etc.)

(Tires, Batteries,

Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

GR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

loe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

BEAUTY

SALONS

Picwood Beauty Salon, 10922^2 W. Pico Blvd.
GR. 7-1664

BOOKS
CAMERA

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Ceimera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795

ELECTRIC

SHAVER

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A

FLORISTS

;

REAL

Howard McCarry, 123001/2 W. Pico Bivd.,
L, A
BR. 2-3634

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

LIGHT

.'.'...WE. 3-9104

FIXTURES

!oe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
OL. 3-4230

LIQUOR

STORES

Robt. Bums Westhills Liquors, 10451 Santa
Monica Blvd
GR. 7-5223; GR. 9-9868

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

RUGS

& CARPETS

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

Westwood Lodge Motel, 2352 Westwood Blvd.,
W. L. A
GR. 9-9966

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills. BR. 2-2787.
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4 0 192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

GR. 9-9554

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

MOTELS

SEWING

STATIONS
GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

H. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff - Necchi Elna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica
Blvd
CR. 1-8400

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A.,
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TIRES

PHARMACY

Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

TRAVEL

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L A
GR. 8-1775
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

RESTAURANTS

Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

FUNERALS
DU. 8-2481

Sheri's, 10625 W. Pico Blvd
GR. 9-5218
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

FURNITURE

READY-TO-WEAR
Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471

LINOLEUM

Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

ESTATE

The Huddle Bundy, National and Bundy, 3030
Bundy Dr.

PAINT

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

INSURANCE
Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 So. Beverly
Dr., L. A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Beverly Hills

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.
(Owl Drug) West L. A-
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What Does It Take . . .
... To Make A Movie?
What does it take to make a movie? It takes Kilimanjaro
on stage 8, the hill at Golgotha on stage 9, Paris streets on stage
11 and the garden of the King of Siam on stage 16. How do all
these far-off lands find their way to our TCP stages? Who are
the magicians of miniature who accomplish so overwhelming
a task as moving mountains and whole cities? The answer lies
with a small group of master craftsmen who bear the title
Sceinc Artist. Led by John Coakley, pictured above, who is

head of this studio’s Scenic Art Department, these men take a
few brushes, several pots of paint and a huge scpiare of can\as
and breath life into them. Because of their artistry Twentieth
cameras

can roll right here on the lot for scenes that will represent on the screen any area of the world. And the most

amazing thing of all — you can’t tell the difference. The Scenic
Artists are one of the many craftsmen and fine artists whose
talents are a part of “what it takes to make

a movie

.
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During Mr. Zanuck’ s leave of absence Mr. Buddy Adler will function
as Executive

in Charge

★
ABOUT

★
BUDDY

of Production.

★
ADLER

Buddy Adler was born in New York
City on June 22, 1908 and was given the
name Maurice E- However, from childhood he was called Buddy and ultimately
adopted the nickname himself. He was
born to a family of prominent merchants,
which took it as a matter of course that
he would enter the ancestral business.
But after attending Columbia Grammar
school, Townsend Harris school and the
University of Pennsylvania, where he
took an A.B. degree, he wanted to become a writer. The family said this was
just fine: That he could write advertising
for the stores. Obediently, Adler did this,
but he also began to write — and to sell
— short stories for magazines. He concealed traces of this clandestine activity
through the use of the pen name Bradley
Allen.
In 1934, Adler revealed his secret and
left advertising for good. In 1936, he was
offered an opportunity to write short subjects at M-G-M and ultimately accumulated writing credits on some 50 of
them, including “Quicker Than A Wink”,
which won an Academy Award. He also
began to produce shorts and then graduated as writer and producer to features.
Then came Pearl Harbor.

As an R.O.T.C. trainee, he received
a direct commission as a lieutenant and
was assigned to a photographic unit. By
the war’s end he was a lieutenant colonel.
Chief of the Motion Picture Division of
the Army Pictorial Service, a command
which contained some 7,000 persons and
took him to battlefields all over the world.
His services won him the Legion of
Merit. He is now a full colonel in the
Army Reserve.
In 1947, Adler went to Columbia Pictures Corp., as a producer where he made
such noteworthy films as “Salome”, with
Rita Hayworth and Stewart Granger;
“The Dark Past”, “Women
and other films.

* THE
SKIRTS

SATURDAY

LIEUTENANT

“ HOUSE

“ THE

OF

WORE

BAMBOO

REVOLT

OF

MAMIE

BOTTOM

OF THE

STO-

VER

of Distinction”

When Buddy Adler was signed at 20th
Century-Eox in the summer of 1954, he
was at the crest of a surging career as a
motion picture producer. He was current
holder of the Academy Award for the
best picture of 1953, “Erom Here To
Eternity”. His first two projects at 20th
Century-Fox were sure indication, however, that he was by no means content
to rest on his laurels. They were “Soldier
Of Fortune”, Clark Gable’s first picture
at this studio, and “Left Hand Of God”.
Other Twentieth Gentury-Fox Films that
have felt Mr. Adler’s skill include:
^ LOVE
THING

“ VIOLENT

IS A MANY-SPLENDORED

BUDDY

THE

BOTTLE

On May 20, 1940, Adler married golden haired actress Anita Louise and the
union has been blessed with a daughter,
Melanie, born in 1947, and a son, Anthony, born in 1950. Miss Louise has
been active professionally on only rare
occasions since their marriage.
Even a brief review of Mr. Adler’s experience clearly shows that the Production reins of the studio will be in capable
hands
Mr. Zanuck’s four month
leave ofduring
absence.

ADLER

when you fry those eggs, or hop into
the gas buggy in the morning, cool your
beer in a gas-powered icebox, or heat
up the house, why then you know that it
was oil that made it all possible. Each
and every one of us uses oil or one

Ill
BUS

of

its by-products every day of our lives.
It is a simple fact that Americans use
twenty times more oil per capita than
any other nation in the world!' Obviously
it has a great deal to do with maintaining
our high standard of living. Countless
medicines are made from the elusive
black gold and the government

tells us

that the supply of this smelly but wonderful stuff is fast diminishing. Did you
know that a small, but, significant amount
of that precious fluid comes from right
here on the studio lot? Well, it does,
and here’s how they manage to flow it
out from under the ground right on your
work-a-day

doorsteps, without you realiz-

ing what’s going on in your own

back

Twentieth Century-Fox had known of
yard!
deeper oil possibilities existing under tbe
studio lot for many years. Even as far
back

as the merger of Twentieth Century with the old Fox Film Corporation
in 1935, there were oil wells producing
from shallow zones. The exploiting of
the minerals contained on company land
was then, as it is now, secondary to the
making of the finest motion pictures. In
those days even the idea of putting a
large drilling

operation

on

studio

property, for anything other than scenery
for a movie, would have been highly
impractical. The noise of an oil operation, coupled with the ugly derricks that

2111

were

a necessary evil, would most certainly have interfered with this com-

making

pany’s first and foremost occupation, the
of motion pictures. There were

many

other deterrents such as local regulations, neighboring residential areas and
most important, nobody could be sure
just how profitable any such venture
would be, or even if the amount of oil
and gas obtained would defray the cost of
drilling down to it.
Since then the oil industry has made
great strides both in drilling and jiroduction techniques. Advances in development, including slant or directional
drilling plus doing away

with the un-

sightly derricks, sump holes and “gushers” has greatly altered the methods used
a scant fifteen years ago. Twentieth Century-Fox executives, in the light of the
technical advances of the oil industry,
re-examined

4

their decision to ignore the

5

Standing by Oil Production Tanks — Leit to right. Vic Christensen,
Asst. Studio Mcinager, Hud Hudson, Supervisor oi drilling. J. B. Codd,
Studio Treasurer, John Clay, Consolidated Oil Company attorney, and
G. S. Follansbee, Vice President of Universal Consolidated Oil Company.

deeper oil possibilities of the land. It
was evident that using these new production and drilling procedures it would
be possible to realize a profit from an
oil venture, without endangering or interfering with the making of motion pictures here at the studio. Many executive
conferences were held by F. L. Metzler,
former Studio Treasurer and Manager,
together with oil company representatives, to iron out the difficulties adherent
to the plan. On March 21, 1952 an agreement was signed between the Fox Realty
Corporation of California and the Universal Consolidated Oil Company for
the development and sale of oil on a
shared profit basis.
Actual drilling operations on well No.
1 commenced November of 1953. The
ninth well is now being drilled. Many

Hud

Hudson.

Supervisor

and Jim Ricketts, Production

in front of Oil Company's

field office here

Foreman,

shown

on the lot.

problems have had to be resolved during this drilling operation. J. B. Codd,
Studio Treasurer, has acted as liaison between our New York office and the
studio, while Vic Christensen, Assistant
Manager, has served as coordinator between the oil company and the Studio
Treasurer’s office.
That strange box-like affair that can
be seen from quite a distance, actually
houses an oil derrick. This derrick can
be skidded from one drill hole to another
so that only one derrick has been used for
the drilling of all present nine wells. It
is covered with an inch and one half thick
layer of plastic, encasing spun glass, to
muffle any drilling noises. In it, crews
work ’round the clock, boring deeper
and deeper through the layers of earth,
rock, sand and water, to oil. When a
new well is begun, the drillers dig a hole

TEST
TRAP

and (in
oil on
country
talk)
this
point
the oil
and“spud
gas in”.
sandsFrom
are
reached. The bore hole of our number
nine well measured twenty inches in
diameter in which a permanent pipe

/
SEPARATING

6

TRAPS

—

First step in removing

gas from oil.

measuring sixteen inches in diameter was
lowered in varying lengths, generally
about 60 ft. long. Each section is welded
together as it is being lowered into the
well. When the pipe has been lowered
to the desired depth, wet cement is
forced down through the 16" pipe and
back up the outside, filling the space

around

it. The

drilling is continued

through this 16" pip>e. The drilling of
the number nine well has now reached
a depth of 3,250 feet. A vacuum pump
is used to draw off the drilling cuttings
which are trucked off the lot to an assigned dumping area. Sump holes, generally used for disposing of mud and
drill cuttings have been eliminated for

.

the studio’s operation.
The oil operators have their own gate
on Olympic Blvd. The gate itself is
tended by two studio policemen and is
so unobtrusive that the passing traffic
on Olympic never realizes there is a
break in the fence.
The oil and gas flow from the well
gether, under their own pressure, to
SEPARATING TRAPS. These traps
move the gas from the oil and the

Men

at work

at Drill Site.

w

Jet Fore signals truck through
Olympic

oil gate on

Blvd.

tothe
regas

travels along it’s own pipe-line to the
“Gas Gompressor. The oil, having thus
been separated from the gas, is flowed
to one of four large production tanks.
These production tanks are used alternately and the oil is pumped into the
shipping lines directly from them.
When one of the production tanks is
filled with oil, a gravity test is taken to
ascertain the grade of oil it contains.
Gravity of crude oil is determined with a
hydrometer and is expressed in degrees
A.P.I. (American Petroleum Institute).
Emulsion, sediment and water are determined by the centrifuge test of the
sample. A joint gauge (measurement)
of the tank is taken by the pumper representing the lease operator and the gauger
representing the pipe-line. After the oil
has been delivered through the pipe-line,
another joint gauge is taken and the
amount of oil delivered is determined by
a tank table. The price of oil is directly
connected with these tests, based on the
standards set up by the American Petroleum Institute. This method of sending oil directly to the refinery through
an underground pipe-line, eliminates
much of the trucking that would normally accompany an oil producing operation
of this size.

An

Oil man

measures

a cut for gravity.

Below: Scrubbers

Hud Hudson, Supervisor stands between the
oil shipping pumps which pump oil into pipeline leading to refinery.

removing

impurities from gas.

The Natural Gas, a by-product of oil
production, represents another source of
revenue, which is completely prepared
for delivery into the gas company’s main

7

gas line, right here on the lot. After being
removed from the oil in the SEPARATORS, the high pressure gas travels directly to the scrubber.
There is still gas remaining in the oil
which goes to the production tanks. This
gas is recovered
system on the
tank. This Low
to the scrubbers
to that of the

by a “Vapor Recovery”
top of each production
pressure gas then goes
which raise the pressure
high pressure gas. The

combined gases are heated to 250 degrees and all condensates are absorbed
by combining them with glycol. The gas
is cooled while passing through a forced
air cooling tower. A powerful odorant
(known to oil men as “skunk oil”) is
added to the gas so that any leak in the
pipes or other conductors can be quickly
View

of oil production

tanks as they look to the camera
the 140 ft. Drilling Derrick.

from the top oi

detected, for the protection of the consumer. Natural gas does not have any
odor whatever, and is therefore highly
dangerous. The chemical added to the
gas has so powerful a smell that if spilled
on the ground, the earth it has been
spilled on must be buried to destroy it.
The odorant is measured by a flow gauge.
From here the gas goes through a sales
delivery manifold, which meters the volume, and is piped into the Pacific Lightingline& Gas
Supply Company’s
for distribution.

Jim Ricketts, Production Foreman, reads the gas
sales manifold which records volume of gas
going into main pipe-line.
Below:

View

The odorant tanks which add smell to the
natural gas — Also shows sales meter,

of a very modem Fire Control system where
a vcilve forces water and foamite into tanks.

a turn of

main gas-

The oil storage tanks are protected
by a system of fire control. Each tank
has a pipe connected to it from the fire
control house. In the event of fire, water
and foamite can be forced into the burning tank merely by turning on a valve.
Perhaps tlie most unique feature of the
joint operation is that all nine contracted
oil wells are in such a small site. The
eight producing wells are located in a
cellar, approximately 10 ft. apart, each
slant drilling and flowing oil. This cellar
will eventually house all of the wells on
the lot. It is hard to believe that the
operation is actually going on every day.
A carefully planned camouflage system
almost hides the entire oil developing
area from the eyes of the people here
on the lot and within all but a few hundred yards of the actual drilling, nothing
can be seen except the boxed-in derrick
which will be removed when the drilling
is completed. Shrubbery has been
planted high enough to shield our neighbors from any possible disturbance and
even the drilling itself has been rendered
noiseless. The studio has planned to
plant grass and shrubbery around the
drill site. Once the drilling is over, the
production tanks will be all that will remain to recall these days of Tin Hats on
the back lot of Twentieth Century-Fox.
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REUNION . . . On "The King and I" set. Arthur De Titta, West Coast
head of Movietonews visited Director Walter Lang and Asst Director
Eli Dunn. The trio started out together in 1920 working on the Pearl
White

starrer "The

Virgin's Parade".

soul
iciu; LI IS A fimmNiSG
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THE

LOT

Andrew "Andy" Cooney of North Reception was recently called to
the set of "The Sixth Of June" to give technical advice during the
filming of a Navy sequence. Mr. Cooney was well qualified to help
out since he is a retired Chief Warrant Officer, USN — with a grand
total of 32 years service with Uncle Sam behind him.

|b f

THE Tiar. HAS COJO: TO I’AY
SO OSLV A MEaoHt IS SATOHIIAT^igg

ATTENDING SATURDAY'S WAKE. Lt. to rt. Cameraman Joe MacDonald, Head Grip Frank Corey, Director Philip Dunne. Jean Simmons,
Guy Madison
Crane".

and Head

Graffer Los Everson.

On

the set of "Hilda

John Engel is shown receiving a handsome
traveling case from fellow workers in the
Set Estimating Dept. Mr. Engel retired on
February 3rd after 29 years with Twentieth
Century-Fox.
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LATION
INSTAL
The Studio Club combined for the

DINNER

first time with the Studio
Safety Committee to hold its annual installation dinner on
February 2nd. Once again in addition to Studio Club stewards and officers, Department heads were invited, giving
Sid Rogell, Executive Production Manager, an opportunity
to discuss this years production plans in his speech, the te.xt
of which appears later.
More
catered
dessert,
tribute

than 200 diners attended the gala affair, expertly
to by Nick Janios, of our own Cafe de Paris. Over
Paul Wurtzel, outgoing Studio Club President paid
to all of the Studio Club stewards and TCF employees who had given their time and effort to make the
Studio Club and all of its functions over the past year, a
success. He then introduced and handed over the gavel to the
new President, Larry Rice.

...

PRODUCTION PLANS
OUTLINED
Pictured above: Sid Rogell, accepts his introduction as principle speaker oi the evening. Mr. Rogell again took the
opportunity to outline the company's
the coming year.

production

plans for

Mr. Jack Codd ga\ e a short speech commending

the Studio

Club for its efficient services. In closing Mr. Codd said, 'T
must say that we of the financial end of the business feel
greatly honored that you have selected one of our very

As the new President, Larry Rice expressed his pleasure
at having been chosen for the post and his outline of Studio
Club activities for the coming year made it evident that
TCF’ers have much to look forward to during the months
ahead. Miss Kordula Polenek, Studio Club secretary, presented Mr. Wurtzel with the traditional gift of an electric
clock with a carved gavel on top. Mr. Vic Christensen gave
a short speech commending the work of our volunteer Safety
Committee. He told the audience that Twentieth CenturyFox has the lowest accident rate in the industry, a feat made
possible by the Safety Committee.

best men
From my
your new
office and

to serve you as President during the ensuing year.
personal contact with Larry I can tell you that
President will measure up to the duties of the
the many excellent men who have served as Presi-

dent in former years”.

Left: Miss Kordula Polenek
presents traditional gift oi an
electric
■with

mounted
to

clock

a gavel
on top,

outgoing

President
Wurtzel.
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TEXT OF ROGELL’S SPEECH
Ladies and Gentlemen — Good Evening;
During the past three years I have attended most of the
Studio Club functions and have had many opportunities to
commend the fine work you are doing. I want to thank the
Board of Directors, the Officers, the Stewards, and Art
Houser and his group for the wonderful job they do year
after year. To the new President, Larry Rice, and the good
folks who will carry on for the new term, let me say congratulations and my very best wishes for a successful and productive year.

Last year in cooperation with the Studio Club we invited
to the installation dinner all department heads. We have
repeated that again tonight, and have also invited for the
first time the entire safety committee. It is quite obvious that
the Studio Club’s Annual Installation Dinner is growing in
stature each year. Certainly you folks in this room represent
most of the management of our studio and it is in your capacities as studio representatives that I address you.

'

You will recall that last year at this time we were riding
high on the crest of the CinemaScope wave and enjoying
great prosperity. It would be unrealistic to report that the
picture has not changed somewhat. CinemaScope is better
than ever, but with every studio in the industry, with the
exception of one, producing their important pictures in
CinemaScope, it is only natural that the novelty has worn
thin, and although CinemaScope adds tremendously to the
entertainment values of a picture, I am sorry to say that
today it does not necessarily add much to the boxoflRce. The
public as usual asks “What’s new?”, and as an answer, 20th
Century-Fox has come up with the new 55mm CinemaScope.
Two weeks from tonight, on Febmary 16th, in New York,
San Francisco, and Los Angeles, we will open CAROUSEL
in the new 55mm process.
Right now we are screening demonstration films of the
new 55mm in the key cities around the country. These will
later be shown in all the capitals of the world. Exhibitors,
the press, and the public are unanimous in their praise of
this new improved CinemaScope. As you know, both CAROUSEL and THE KING AND I were produced in the new
55mm and I am sure that the boxoffice results will justify
the hard work and the tremendous investment that has been
poured into this new system. As soon as one of these demonstration films is available, we plan to screen it for you here
at the studio.
As you well know, up until about ten days ago we had
seven big pictures shooting here on the stages at the same

I
>

time. Those pictures, plus the
us all pretty busy. You will
continue to be busy because,
before the cameras in 1955,

television activities, have kept
be glad to know that we will
while we put twenty pictures
we plan this year to produce

I

thirty or perhaps thirty-two pictures.

'

Coincidental with this stepped up production schedule,
we have a 5-day week. Day after tomorrow, February 4th,
will be the first Saturday since the start of the 5-day week,
and it will be pretty quiet around the lot. Twentieth Century-Fox, along with the other studios, has agreed to work
Monday through Friday, and any work performed on Saturday will be of an emergency nature.
With an increased program of pictures and a 5-day week,
with rising costs, casting, and a thousand other problems, it
looks like we all have our work cut out for us. On behalf of
management, I sincerely ask your help and cooperation in
making the 5-day week workable. We are going to have to
work together to hold costs down if the company is to prosper
and stay in business until the waning boxoffice is restored.
I have little doubt that we will take these problems in stride
and meet them properly in a spirit of cooperation.
In closing, let me say that it is a genuine pleasure to work
with this fine group of people, and it is my fervent wish that
we may continue to work together for many years in harmony
and good health. Thank you.
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JOIN THE TEAM
Here he is again, little Mr. Two-0
with his invitation to all of you Twentieth
Century-Fox employees for fun and good
fellowship during 1956. Each year your
Studio Club conducts its annual membership campaign and year after year, it is
by far the best bargain in Studio Club
membership to be found anywhere. Your
membership card entitles you to join with
your fellow employees in the countless
events that are scheduled to take place
throughout the year. It is a card to be
proud of and a key to the making of
lasting friendships through activities
shared.
Your club membership

means

that you

will automatically receive ACTION magazine each month, recognized as one of
the best Studio Club magazines in the

12

motion

picture industry.

Some

of the

events you’ll enjoy during the year will
include: the Annual Games Tournament,
the Spring Dance, the Annual Picnic,
the Golf Tournament, the Christmas
Party and many other social events. Athletic activities for 1956 are already underway with our Studio Club’s basketball
team off to a bouncing start to the top
of the league. Each Tuesday evening at

host of employee

services and assists for

you and your family.
The Studio Club is active in welfare
work and it is a comfort to know that
there is somewhere to turn when we are
in trouble. The club maintains a blood
bank for TCF’ers and their families.
Then, there is the Mutual Ticket Agency
to help you avoid any inconvenience

in

6:30 p.m., finds the bowling league in
action at the El Rancho Bowl, all in the

getting theater tickets. The health proship. gram and the discount program can more

spirit of good wholesome fun for each
and every member. Yes, being a Studio

than defray the cost of your

Club member puts you on a team — the
team of good fellowship. All of these
things can be yours for the nominal sum
of just three dollars. It is not “just another deduction” it is your ticket to a

What

it boils down

member-

to is simply this:

you owe it to yourself to join Mr. Two-0
and to participate in the fun and benefits that belonging to the club will bring.
So, why don’t you SIGN

UP

TODAY?

Your Roving Reporter

HELEN HERNANDEZ, Secretary: I loved Friday,
It was wonderful just thinking about Sat. This
is really living!

FRANK POWOLNY, Portrait Photographer:
was a shock. Didn't know what to do.

It

GEORGE DUDLEY. Head of Drafting Dept.:
After 20 years of Saturdays, it felt so good I
thought I'd gone

to heaven!

Asks TCPers - - “What

REEDER BOSS. Wardrobe
believably wonderful!

Man:

Absolutely

un-

GEORGE

STEPHENSON:

Delightfully fabulous!

Did You Do Saturday?”
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STUDIO

ELENA

PAUL LAUNE— Fancy Footwork!

VASSAR— Made It!

CLUB

JOHN ARMETTA— Slipped!

«

HAROLD

BOW— La Conga!

BARBARA

PERKINS— Cut 'em Cold!

ALLAN

BALTER— It's In There!

The TCF Bowling League is in full swing this year with
the mixed teams meeting every Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.,
at the El Rancho Bowl on Pico Blvd. The ups and downs of the
game often result in some pretty mixed emotions as the guys
and gals hammer away at the ten-pins. The Kopasetic Keglers

positions actually help the ball to knock down more pins. Each
kegler has a style all his own, as the above candid camera shots
taken on an average Tuesday night clearly demonstrate. Emotions range from joy to despair depending on the way the tenpins fall, but it is all in the game and a part of the fun, as

apply varying degrees of ‘body english’ after the ball leaves
the hand, but it is a moot point as to whether or not such

every kegler will tell you. Why don’t you stop by some Tuesday
night and watch the teams as they— roll ’em!
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FIGHT

FOR LEAD

TCF’ers
SUPPORT
YOUR
TEAM
By Chuck

Panama

The first go-round in the Studio Basketball league is over and the 20th CenturyFox cagers are one game back of a pair
of able cagers — Paramount and CBS.
The standings after the first round of
competition in the weekly action finds the
co-leaders with identical 5-1 records, with
the Fox five holding a 4-2 margin.

His face is covered, but you can't miss
recognizing the form of Bill Jurgenson
(Film Loading) in game against CBS.

George Brown (Western Ave.) jumos for
shot against CBS. Howard Trent (Still Lab)
(No. 8) looks on.

Ben Woods

Tom

Needless to say it was both Paramount
and CBS which administered the losses
to the home five; CBS routing the locals
42 to 23, while Paramount edged our
heroes 29 to 34 in one of the most exciting
games played in the first round. A spot
analysis of the situation points to the
obvious fact that if were going to get
back into the title picture, were just
going to have to roll in some more points.
In only one game, the debacle with
CBS, did the defense fall down on the
job, but in like manner, in only one
game, the easy win over NBC, did our
offense amount to more than just enough
points to win.
On the basis of first round results captain-coach Howard Trent (Still Lab) and
Len Bourget and George Brown (both
Western Avenue) are the shooters who
figure to come through in the final six
games.
It has been noticed, with no little chagrin, that nearly all the other teams have
the support of a number of fans who
every Wednesday troop to the Hollywood High School to support their favorites. Fox Chatter each week gives the
time Fox is playing that week. Why not
stop down and help the hoop hustlers
hack into first place?

(Elect. Eng.) fires shot against
CBS.
Below: — George

Brown

Bishop (Publicity) sinks one
strong CBS.

(Western

Ave.) shoots.

against a

No Room

For Out -of -Town
GUESTS?

TAKE

THEM

WESTWOOD
2352
10%

20%

LODGE

Westwood

Discount

TO THE

MOTEL

Blvd., W. L. A.

to Studio

Employees

Discount on Complete Line of

PAINTS
Featuring

WATER

the New

VINYL

PAINT

cAqua ^ond
FOR MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
— DRYS IN 30 MINUTES
— SEALS ANY SURFACE
—
PEELING and BLISTERING
— RESISTS
NO FADING
—

EASY

CLEAN-UP

OF

A & S PAINT
105 NO. ROBERTSON
BEVERLY HILLS

ROD

A. WETMORE

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

formerly with the Auto Club of So. Calif, wishes to notify his many frierids on the
Studio Lot that he has just returned to L. A. and is associated with
RILEY & HENRICKSEN — INSURANCE - BONDS
239 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
BUS. — CR. 1-5283; BR. 2-3113; RES. — GR. 7-0210
Handling

FOR

THE

All

Types

BEST PERSONAL

JOE^S TEXACO

SERVICE

Ask About Special On Spring Change Over
Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
PHOTO FINISHING

GR. 9-5611
10877 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

Blvd.)

of Insurance

SERVICE

SEE "ROD"

...

AND

Pico at Overland
DISCOUNT

CO.
BLVD.
BR. 2-2787

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

CUT INSURANCE COSTS
10701 W. Pico
SPECIAL STUDIO

BRUSHES

Women’s Sportswear
I’S
HERPetticoats
SBouffant

GET

BEHER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

Shrugs

PLUS THE SERVICES OF A
PERSONAL AGENT

- Sweaters

- Lingerie

Discount To Studio Employees
10625 W. Pico Blvd.

M. K. PARNESS Cr ASSOC.
INSURANCE

GR. 9-5218

1124 So. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles 35
BR. 2-2001 - CR. 4-3149 - CR. 4-2547

A CARPETS

ir LINOLEUM

Wright
A Complete CARPET

Carpet

SERVICE

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING
S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

^ TILE

Co.
THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

J

11218 Washington Blvd., Culver City

:

I Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10% DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members I

I

I CORSAGES

i

i*
^

GRanite

BOUQUETS

rn-ni

SPRAYS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood Village
7-1755
BRadshaw 2-6085

|

Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
10%

|

^ We Deliver - Flewert Telegraphed - Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty <1
16

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

To Choose From
DOWN
24 MONTHS
Open 9 to 8 Weekdays

TO PAY

VICTELEVISION,
MATURE
INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

PBODUCTION
INCREASE
SCHEDULED
FOR
MARCH
There has been a temporary production lull on the lot, following an extremely busy schedule, with no pictures currently before the cameras.
This temporary production hiatus will
terminate during the month of March
as production schedules increase in
tempo. “Bus Stop,” directed by Joshua
Logan will start on March 15th. Other
pictures expected to start during
March are “Ten Feet Tall,” directed
by Nicholas Ray, “The Day The Century Ended,” directed by Richard
Fleischer and also “The Last Wagon,”
directed by Delmer Daves.
“The Best Things In Life Are
Free,” although not scheduled to begin actual shooting until April, will
be pre-recording musical numbers for
the production.
Four current Twentieth Century
pictures are scheduled to be released
to the theater exhibitors during the
months of March and April;
“On The Threshold Of Space.”

GIVE
BLOOD
BANK
THE
GIFT
OF
LIFE!
The Red Cross Blood Bank will be

Estate Planning
Annuities

Retirement

!

LOUIS FILANC UNION SERVICE
COMPLETE

}

AUTOMOTIVE

SERVICE

ITRY OUR ?1.0 INTRODUCTORY BO KLET
PICO,

and

Delivery

Cor. ROXBURY

CR. 6-2487

PAINT and WALLPAPER

DISCOUNT
Self PainU
PICO
Paint and Wallpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

Rentals •Sales* Repairs
TYPEWRITERS

on
the Lot,of Tuesday,
March
27th.saves
It’s
a matter
record that
blood
lives both in war and in peace. And
it’s a matter of record too, that more
and more blood is being used all the
time so the need is steadily increasing.

“Hilda Crane.”

the year than was donated. We can’t
have a blood bank and operate at a
deficit. The only way to insure a blood

Instead of the date previously announced, Mr. Harold H. Entz will be
on the lot March 29th and 30th, to
help you fill out your State Income Tax
return.

ST. 6-5451
14837 Burbank Blvd., Van Nuys

Free Pick-Up

Last year for the first time in the history of the 20th Century-Fox mobile
blood bank more blood was given to
employees and their families during

INCOME TAX

HARDIN

YOUR

“The Man

In The Gray Flannel
Suit.”
“The Revolt Of Mamie Stover.”

ED.

bank upon which
families can draw
Anyone in good
through 59 years

employees and thenis by giving blood.
health, who is 18
of age and weighs

at least 110 lbs. may give. Let’s have
a good turnout. A small turnout sends
Red Cross costs soaring and we can’t
afford to waste the dollars you give
the Red Cross through your Permanent Charities contribution.

Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
y Underwood Typewriter Co.,
20th

Co.,

Century-Fox

CHRIS C. MORRISON
Pico near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (33), Calif.
CR. 6-9926
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EASTMAN

STUDIO

FILMS

W.

J. GERMAN,

—

COMPLETE
•

HAIR DYES
•
SHAMPOOS

GOLD

HOLLYWOOD

STOCK

OF

1725 Westwood

—

RINSES
TINTS •
HAIR BLEACHES •
BARBER TONICS
SPRAY •
•
COLD WAVES

STAR BEAUTY

SUPPLY

CO.

GR. 9-7721
Come

Any Standard Watch
Repaired

STanley
7-5714

Rear of Owl

Look

Around

SAVINGS

UP

TO

50%

ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ranges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
BRighton 0-4209
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
ARizona 8-9383

$4.95JEWELERS
TIME

HAPPY

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

In and

BR. 2-1594

DISCOUNT

Guaranteed 1 Year

HilP IlitLLIGl

Boulevard

Block North of Santa Monica
—
Phones —

9225 W. Pico Blvd.

CRestview 6-7865

On

INC.

CHICAGO

LEE

MEMBERS

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
FORT

CLUB
Discounts

Drug

10830 W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.
•5*

1054 BROXTON,

WESTWOOD

FURNISHINGS

&

VILLAGE
GENERAL

•

GR. 3-6507

MERCHANDISE

Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding, Lamps,
Auto Tires, Sporting Goods and many others.
Whatever

your

needs

—

Get

it at the

BR. 2-8553

BROKERS

right

Jewelry, Tools,

IPROVEN FRIENDS
❖

price

t

of

❖
I
❖

Employees
20th Century-Fox

*5*

SHOP
AT . . .
WEISS’
Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN and BOYS

"SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
CARL
WEISS,

Courtesy to Studio Club Members

10643 Pico Blvd.

I UTTER McKinley
Mgr.

GR. 3-8636

ROBT. BURNS WEST HILLS LIQUORS
NOW

OPERATED
))))) >■

BY
Fast

JACK

BRAND

Free

FORMERLY

Delivery

o DINERS CLUB
• TRIP CHARGE

•<(■ (((((

10451

OPEN
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7 DAYS

A WEEK

—

10 'til 10

MORTUARIES

I

DU. 8-2481

^

A. BROWN
ARLEIGH
t
*•
*

<

Y

OF TCF

• CHECKS CASHED
• GIFT WRAPPING

SANTA MONICA BLVD.
WEST LOS ANGELES
GR. 7-5223

t

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount

GR. 9-9868

BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

BAR

321 South Robertson Boulevard
CR. 5-5579
BR. 2-1324

J
Ij

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE
E. M. Esswein — Public Accountant, 2388 Man
GR. 7-5118
ning Ave
APPLIANCES
(Refrigerators, Stoves.
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums. Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets. Irons. Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

INSURANCE

REAL

Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 So. Beverly

Howard McCarry, 12300Vz W. Pico Bivd.,

ur„ L. A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547

Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714
Riley & Henricksen, 239 S. Robertson Blvd.,
CR. 1-5283
Ed.Beverly
Hardin,Hills
14837 Burbank Blvd.,
Van Nuys

ST. 6-5451

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

LIGHT

FIXTURES

ART SUPPLIES
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
OL. 3-4230

AUTOS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Hillcrest Motors., H. H. "Dick" Staples, 9230
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234
AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires. Batteries.
Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

loe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
lohnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979
BEAUTY SALONS
Picwood Beauty Salon, 109221/2 W. Pico Blvd.
GR. 7-1664
Gold Star Beauty Supply Co., 9225 W. Pico
Blvd
CR. 6-7865
BOOKS & MAGAZINES
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
CAMERA SHOPS
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472
CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
Beverly Hills Shaver Bar. 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills. ...CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324
FIREPLACE FIXTURES
Joe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104
FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755
FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton,
wood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR.
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico
L A
GR.
Santa Fe Sales, 10829 Santa Monica
L. A
GR.

West2-8553
Blvd.,
8-1775
Blvd.,
7-7508

LINOLEUM

LIQUOR

STORES

Robt. Burns Westhills Liquors, 10451 Santa
Monica Blvd
GR. 7-5223; GR. 9-9868

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,'
L. A
GR. 7-7508

MOTELS
Westwood Lodge Motel, 2352 Westwood Blvd.,
W. L. A
GR. 9-9966

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

ESTATE

L. A

BR. '2-3634

READY-TO-WEAR
A1 Ceri Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
3b9 So. Rooertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Sheri's, 10625 W. Pico Blvd
GR. 9-5218
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS
The Huddle Bundy, National and Bundy, 3030
Bundy Dr.
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

RUGS

GR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Biilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

RUG

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

SEWING

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

H. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff - Necchi Elna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica
Blvd
CR. 1-8400

PAINT

TELEVISION

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills. BR. 2-2787.
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
i.CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

PHARMACY

L. A

THEATER

-

BR. 2-3647

TICKETS

Studio Club

CR. 6 2211, Ext. 745

TIRES
Martin & Doyle, 25 years in business. See
Leo. 401 N. Rodeo Dr.,
Beverly Hills

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

PHONOGRAPH

& RADIO

A1 Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W.Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,

RECORDS

Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd.
L. A
BR. 0-4373

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

TRAVEL

CR. 1-2101

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

HU. 2-1121

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.
(Owl Drug) West L. A.

REPAIR

Second

Class Mail

privileges

authorized

Los Angeles,

WHAT

DOES IT TAKE
TO MAKE

“We’ll need a hanging senior over here and that baby will
ha\e to be killed. Gobo that junior and you better get barn
doors on the arc.” Unintelligible gibberish? The planning of
.some fiendish mob who want to kill by hanging some innocent
high school senior as well as a poor defenseless baby? Not at
all. Just the trade talk of a group of experts who make one of
the more important contributions to pro\ iding the answer to
the question: “What does it take to make a mo\ie?”, asked each
month on this page. They’re called set electricians and they
are the only artists in the world who paint with light. Beautiful
multi-colored sunsets, blue and eerie moonlit .scenes, blinding
shafts of lightning and the million and one other effects in light
that are seen every day on the .screen are born under the talented hands of the.se men. In addition to the.se special mood
or pictorial effects, the set electrician of course lights every

at

California.

. . .
A MOVIE?

set of every picture aud is an expert with things like a follow
spot and the hundreds of other de\ices the electricians are
from time to time called upon to use. In the above picture.
Chief Set Electrician Fred Hall is shown measuring the exact
intensity of the light hitting Deborah Kerr. .Attention to detail
like this is what insures every 20th picture hitting the screen
with a clarity and intensity that brooks

no comparison.

The

way these men do their job and the wa\ they feel about doing
it can best be summed up in these words by one of their own
numbers: “Though we of set-lighting rarely recei\e actual
screen credit, we ha\e our reward when we \ ie\v the picture.
There, on the (JinemaScope screen, an imaginati\ely lighted
set becomes not merely recognition, but a li\ing trademark
mak(“ us proud of our share in the finished product .

to

1956

On

This Months

Cover: Yul Brynner who stars in
THE KING AND I,
scheduled

for re-

SI lease on the Fourth
of July.
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Editor Staff — Art Houser, Editorial Dir.; Jack Haney, Editor; Vivian Jorgensen,
Asst. Ed.; Esther Averall, Asst. Ed.; June Connor, Asst. Ed.; Wanda Whitman,
Member Southern California Industrial Editors Association; International
Council of Industrial Editors. Staff Artist — Jack Muhs. Staff Photographers —
Alex Babcock, Maria Brooks, Hal Gordon. Studio Club Editorial Committee —
Roy Metzler. Board of Controllers^ — Larry Rice, Pres; Bill Marsh, V. Pres.;
Kordula Polenek, Secy.; Dick Darling, Treas.; Dave Boyd, Elec. Fix.; Jack
Brown, Elec. Prod.; Tony Cazneau, Transportation; Audrey Conlin, Reception; Edward Conlon, Fire; Pat De Genner, Mill; Walter Erikson, Grip; Edith
Flynn, Art Dept.; Jean Fontaine, Engin.; Bill Goldman, West. Ave., T.V.; Hal
Gordon, Print Shop; Art Gottlieb, West. Ave.; Bess Lasky, Camera; Fred
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PICTURE
The alarm was sounded on Tuesday afternoon at 3:10 p.m.,
March 13th - FIRE! The above PICTURE STORY shows
the damaged make-up department annex and the wanton destruction that a fire can cause. The prompt action of our fire
department together with studio volunteer firemen, who responded to the call in record time, avoided more extensive damage. The flash fire was caused by fumes from lacquer, being
applied to the floor, which was ignited by a gas heater pilot

STORY

light inside the wall. Open doors and windows

aided the fire

which whipped through the building, blistering walls and furniture. Reconstruction of the damaged building is now underway. The studio and the safety committee have taken steps to
make sure that this type of accident will not happen again - An
ounce of prevention is worth a pound
remember, SAFETY FIRST, LAST AND

of cure - so let’s all
ALWAYS

3

^x., rorbidding

le area is flat with
jadly monotony of a
repel human habi tain keeping with the
ling around them.
1 a land lost. Through
March morning a single

V of an upper floor.
DISSOLVE

TO : .

The Story Of

4

All Mr.

Average

American

knows

film is that he can a§k the man

at the

S about changing the size of a piece of

'
J

drugstore for an enlargement if he happens to get a particularly good shot of
the baby.
Take that simple enlargement process

j
I
j
I
I

j

and reverse it to a reduction-in-size process and multiply it by thousands and
thousands of feet of film exposed in
every 55mm CinemaScope picture shot
here on the lot and you have a small idea
of PART of the job our Optical Printing

Department does reducing 55mm to 35-

j

mm for showing in the theatres of the
world.

)
!•
j

And the job of converting 55mm to
35mm is a task that the Optical Printers
have taken on in addition to what has

j
I
I

always been the backbone of their business — the creation of fades, dissolves, lap
dissolves, wipes, montages and a host of

I

other visual effects that express everything from “time passes” to “meanwhile—
back at the ranch”.

1

i|

To

recognize

the approval

the public

has given to the 55 to 35 process, one

only has to listen to the rustle of dollar
bills across box-office windows in the naI
I
I

tion’s theaters where CAROUSEL
is
playing. Soon to be released, THE KING
AND I promises to bring still more praise,

l'

J

but, the first is always the hardest and the

,

Sound, Re-Recording, Laboratory, and
Optical Printing departments worked

[

N
5
y
I
II
Si
S

around the clock to perfect new equipment and speed CAROUSEL to an early
premiere, shown on a reduced 35mm
print. This work was being done when
the studio went on the very popular fiveday week, but the men of these departments did not enjoy a long weekend until
the picture CAROUSEL was completed.
Even an amateur photographer knows
that when you enlarge a snapshot or a
piece of film, the more you enlarge it

ft

Annan

I

studio has earned its pat on the back. The

d Allen views

film through the Cinema-

the more the grain becomes apparent.
By shooting it on the large film and then
reducing it to a 35mm negative, we have
greatly lessened distortion and the negtive grain. As in any picture, a lot of the
work necessary for the completion of
CAROUSEL was done by our Optical
Printing department.
Before the laboratory can start to make
release prints from the 55mm negative,
all of the dissolves and fades have to be
completed in Optical Printing and then
two sets of masters made, one for the
making of the 55mm dupe negative and
one for the 35mm dupe negative. For
CAROUSEL, much of this work had to
be done on brand new machines, which
required doing the testing, research and
the actual production all at the same
time!

lim Gordon, head of the Optical Printing dept.,
checks work specifications at his desk.

When the studio began using Eastman
Color in 1953, our own Optical Printing
under Jim Gordon’s direcdepartment,
tion, was expanded to handle all of this
studios optical printing work, including
color. This department is not only responsible for the reduction of Original
CinemaScope 55mm negatives to CinemaScope 35mm negatives, but when necessary, to the old flat 2D films as well.
The old conventional flat 2D films are
required for such showings as TV— where
advanced trailers are often used to promote new productions before they are
released to the theaters. This transfer requires optical printers with special optics,
than
can
actually un-Scope the CinemaScope!
Once

it was decided to make CAROUSEL on 55mm film, it necessitated

a completely new set-up within the Optical Printing department, which had to
be designed and built from scratch. The
Optical Printing department cooperating
with the New York Research departments of Earl Sponable, Herbert Bragg
and their staffs, created new Optical
Printers which were built under the supervision of the New York Research departments. Itwas even necessary to have
new splicing machines, rewinds, new
synchronizing and film cleaning equipment, new and larger storage cans to
accommodate 55mm film. A new dark
room had to be built for the Optical
Printing department, to provide enough
room to work with the larger film. All
of this work began around May of 1955,
and the last of the new printers was
delivered on December 20, 1955.
Twentieth Century-Fox executives decided that the most advantageous time
to release CAROUSEL would be on February 16, 1956. Until January 20th the
Optical Printing department had only

TIMING DIVISION: Dick Young at desk, Larry
Gardner at densitometer and analyzer.

CONTACT PRINTER — Makes color separations,
dupe negatives and dissolves. Operator A1
Scheving.

done experimental work on the new machines and had not begun any optical
printing on the actual picture. Normally
it would have taken six to eight weeks
to get the necessary work done on a picture the length of CAROUSEL. However, by keeping three crews working
around the clock, the required work was
finished just two days before the premiere date. The 55mm film takes longer
to run through the machines because of
its extra length. It took 268,000 feet of
color separation positive alone for CAROUSEL!
The Optical Printing department also
creates dissolves and fades as directed by
FILM

ASSEMBLY

ROOM:

Red

Davies, Larry Meek

and Dean

Walker.

the film editorial department. Jim Gordon, already an Academy award winner
for scientific achievement in 1950 when
he designed and developed the first Multiple Image Film-Viewer, created a machine that would make dissolves automatically. This machine, known as an
‘"Automatic Special Effects Contact Printer” was built here in the camera

precision

machine shop from Mr. Gordon’s blueprints. The control board of this machine
is so complex that it took one man several weeks to complete the necessary
wiring. The old method of making dissolves frame by frame was very slow and
left a wide margin for errors. With Mr.
Gordon’s machine, tape is punched which
makes the dissolves automatically, speeding up the process and saving countless
man-hours as well as reducing errors.
From multi-layered color negative
film the Optical Printing department
makes three color separation positives,
which

Hal Griggs checks

Below:

Phil Holderness

55MM

Reduction

squeezing

be made which eliminate re-shooting, as
in the case of a damaged negative or in
altering a scene from night to day. This
can be done while the cutter is still work-

Printer (reduces to 35MM)

CinemaScope

into conventional

they time, assemble and synchronize. There are times when changes can

Flat 2D

ing on the film and is of course considerably less costly than recalling an entire
production staff and cast to re-shoot the
scene. This helps to free picture production from the practical limitations of budget, time and space. Optical Printing does
the final color balancing and the printing
of all montages

(which is a convenient

way of telling a story in a short length
of film, as in the passage of time), and
makes dupe negatives, which are simply
copies of the original so similar that only
a trained eye can detect the difference
between them.
Another

important

task of the Optical

Printing dept, is the transferring of “stock
shots”, which are shots from other pictures than can be used again. Shots as
in scenes of cities, explosions, crowds of
(Continued

on Page 17)

During 1955 the Credit Union granted
1,285 loans which totalled $463,270.00.
In its history at Twentieth Century-Fox,
members of the Credit Union have subscribed to savings in excess of $12,000,000.00, and have been granted 46,046
loans for the startling sum of $9,255,722.60! That’s a lot of money and
those figures represent a lot of help for
TCF’ers and their families through the

SUNNY
DAYS?
Most folks think of saving for a rainy
clay. BUT— Saving is twice as much fun
when there’s something rewarding at the
end of the trail. Like the day when you
finally take off on that trip you’ve talked
about ... or the day you move into
that home of your own ... or when your
kids graduate from college . . . sunny
days, every one of them. Those days are
worth saving for, and here’s the automatic way to do it. Sign up today with
the Credit Union right here where you
work and save regularly every payday.

The primary purpose of our Credit
years.
Union is to encourage fellow employees
to save at the source. It is operated by
and for the employees of Twentieth Century-Fox and serves its members by
granting loans for legitimate reasons, saving them the embarrassments, delays and
excessive charges of professional lending
institutions. Along with the convenience
of saving by payroll deductions, members
enjoy the friendliness and understanding
of a mutual organization. The types of
loans granted by the Credit Union include:
1. New Car Loans
2. Used Car Loans
3. Loans secured by savings or cosigners
4. Unsecured loans up to $200.00 for
qualified applicants.
The Credit Union is operated by a
Board of Directors consisting of 7 members elected at the annual membership
meeting. The Board elects its own officers

at a meeting following the membership
meeting. The members at the annual
meeting also elect a Credit Committee of
3 members and a Supervisory Committee
of 3 members. All of these officers operate
within the jurisdiction of the various
State and Federal laws — as well as
abiding by our own TCF Credit Union
By-Laws. The 1956 Credit Union is made
up of the following officers:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: P. L. Montemurro. President; L. I. Rice, Vice President; Homer S. Traw, Sec. Tres. Robert
H. Patton, Art Houser, David R. Vaughan, E. F. Bonome.
SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE: Edward Weyl, Frank Ferguson, T. R.
Frazer.
CREDIT COMMITTEE: Robert Lollier, Les Dressier, Richard Darling.
Only fifty cents will start your account
with the Credit Union and there just isn’t
any better way to save then to have the
allotted amount removed from your
check each week. It doesn’t take a large
amount - even a dollar a week will grow
to a sizeable sum before you know it, and
since you never see the money, you never
miss it.
Money makes a poor master, but a
good servant when properly used so why not let the Credit Union help you
to help yourself? Drop in at the Credit
Union office in the old administration
building or call Homer Traw
your membership today!

and start

Left to right, standing: Joseph Di Muro, Larry Rice, Frank Ferguson, Les Dressier, V. J.
Christensen, Edward Weyl, Richard Darling. Left to right, seated: R. R. Lollier, Loretta Powell,
E. F. Bonome, David Vaughan, P. L. Montemurro, J. B. Codd, Homer Traw, Robert Patton,
F. L. Metzler and T. R. Frazer.

There’s no banking, no waiting in lines,
withdrawals can be made quickly, there’s
nothing to remember . . . it’s all done
for you!
The Credit Union was organized in
1933 under State and Federal Credit
Union and Corporate laws, and has
grown from a membership of a little
over 100 at the end of the first year to
the present day membership of 1,285,
whose accumulated savings amount to
over half a million dollars (one-half of
which is invested in sound U. S. Government bonds). Although backed unreservedly by a vitally interested Studio Management, the Credit Union pays its own
way and is completely self-operated.
Last year, while putting every emphasis on encouraging people to save and
screening loans from a standpoint of
primarily protecting fellow employees’
savings, the Credit Union, because of its
numerous loans to employees, was still
able to pay a dividend of three percent.
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ANSWERING
In the above picture a Red Cross nurse applies a bandage—
the badge of charity — to the arm of one of the 199 TCF’ers
who answered the call for blood on Tuesday March 27th. The
Plasma Prize was won by Charles Ouellette (a portable Packard Bell radio), but each and every donor won the gratitude of

Adams, George
Andrus, Keith M.
Archer, Vernon
Arno, Owen
Baxted, Harry
Bayhi, Chester
Belcher, Harold W.
Berns, Les
Berres, Richard
Biederman, Murray
Black, David L.
Blei, David S.
Blodgett, Isabelle
Boyd, Dave
Breingan, Geo. H.
Bright, Earl
Brown, Arthur R.
Brown, Jack V.
Bruni, John
Cain, Harlan
Cairns, Geo. L.
Camomile, Dale
Campbell, Joan Conlin
Campbell, John
Casillas, Alfredo
Chaplin, Robert H.
Chassman, J.
Christensen, Penny
Coakley, John H.
Coppin, Joseph
Crawford, Lee
Creber, William J.
Cronjager, Wm.
Cummings, Hugh K.
Daniel, Robert F.
Davidson, Russell
Davies, L. C.
Davis, James E.
de la Motte, Nena
Delisio, Albert
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Dellsite, Elsie
DeMarco, Frank
DeMour, Harry
Di Bartolomeo, P.
Donegan, Merle E.
Drew, James
Dries, Mrs. Thomas
Duarte, H, V.
Durst, H. A.
Ehrin, John
Erikson, W. S.
Falken, Stanley M.
Fierro, N. R.
Flaster, James Z.
Forbes, Leslie
Fore, Roxanne
Fraenkel, Wolfgang
Gabbani, Till A.
Gallant, William
Gameral, Arthur M.
Gandy, Lawrence E.
Garlock, Welcome
Gerzen, Henry F.
Gibson, Thomas C.
Gilbert, Paul
Goncz, Laddie
Gordon, Cecil S.
Gracey, Hugh W.
Grandfield, Lorin
Graves, Edgar A.
Habit, Edward J.
Haggerty, Frank
Hamilton, Marguerite
Hamilton, Richard
Hammeras, Robert
Haney, John
Hartman, William G.
Hennesy, Dale
Hernandez, Helen
Hill, Eula
Hill, Homer

THE

CALL

those who will be calling on the blood bank reserve throughout
the coming year. No words can express the thanks of those who
will be needing this blood, but ACTION would like to list each
donor as a silent testimonial from those who will have need of
your generosity during the weeks ahead . . .

Hill, Manford L.
Hodgson, Robert
Hough, Stanley L.
Houser, Art
Hutton, Edward
Imperial, Sam
Jackson, Curtis L.
Jackson, Harvey R.
Johan, Joseph A.
Jones, Marlin E.
Kahle, Robert W.
Kamberg, Samuel
Kershner, Tom
Knierim, John E.
Kohl, C. Richard
Kueffer, Harold M.
Kutner, Eleanor M.
Lacy, Maurine H.
Lamoureux, Arnold
Lane. Richard B.
Lavin, J. M.
Lee, Harry S.
Lee, Jay R.
Lindholm, Charles
Love, Leon
Lutes, Kenneth
Lutz, Mar>r L.
Mace, William
Mageau, Leslie
Mahan, Madge
Mahan, William
Meek,
E.
Mellen, Lawrence
Harry
Metzler, Roy
Miller, Kenneth R.
Miller, Murray
Mitchell, Donald O.
Moncus, Billie
Morey,
Charles
Muhs, Jack

Murphy, Patrick A.
Murphy,
P. G.Veo
McClatchey,
McClintock, C. E.
McCune, Wilford
McGiveney, Eugene
McMillan, Kenneth
Nims, Jean
Nobles,
Donald
L.
Noon, RoV
E.
Norris, Al
Oakden,
Frank
O’Neal, Robert

C.

Ouellette, Chas. F.
Overcash, Paul T,
Panama, Charles A.
Parker, Donald E.
Perrine, Jack
Perritt, Edward S.
Peters, Darrell B.
Peterson, Austin D.
Pettigrew, Christina
Quigley, Stanley
Quinn, Ralph
Ragin, Sidney
David
Ragin,
Raksin, David
Rasmussen, Axel
Ratkovic, N. M.
Raymond, Ray
Reynolds, W. B.
Rice, Laurence I.
Richter, F. O.
Rickards, J. E.
Roche, Cornelius
Rode, Louis E.
Rogers, Donald C.
Rossi, Edward D.
Ryan, William G.
Sage, George
B. D.
Salmon,
Ranney

Sanchez,

Johnny

Schanzer, Orven
Scheving, Albert
Seeman, Russell
Shanley, John
Shapiro,
Sherrard, William
Mickey
Sies, Robert Dale
Silver, Dave
Simpson, Fred
Slocum, John
Smith, Frank
Smith, Howard
Smith, Jack
Smith, James H.
Smith, Patricia L.
Smuskiewicz, Joseph
Smythe, Colville N.
Solk,
Joseph
Snyder,
Alvin
Southerden, Joan
Stevenson, Geo. A.
Stevenson, Thos. T.
Thomson, James H.
Toro, Louis
Town, Eldora
T urney, Dail E.
Twilley, William
Vanderveer, Frank
Vassar,
Charles
Volker, Roy
J.
Walker,

Isabel

Weyl, Edward
Whims,
James L.
Winter, William
Wolcott,
Lynn
Wise, Charles
Woodward, Samuel
Wrightstone, G. R.
Wurtzel,
Paul B.
Zamek, Joseph

M.

I

FUN FOR ALL

LET'S DANCE

The time to ask her is now, the place is the fabulous Beverly
Hilton Hotel, and the date will be Saturday, April 28th. The
Studio Club has managed to get the magnificently appointed
Grand Ballroom of the new hotel for what promises to be one
of the most successful Spring Dinner Dances ever held. The
tariff is just 6.50 per person with the tickets now available at
your Studio Club. There will be unsurpassable dining and
you’ll swing and sway to the finest in dance music. A star studded floor show will top the evening’s fun in the now world
famous hotel. The Caribe and Nordic rooms will be open at
7 p.m., for those who prefer a cocktail before dinner — which
will be served starting at 8 p.m. Check the date on your calendar now, and ask her TODAY!

!

)

i

On Friday evening, March 23rd, some 320 TCF’ers turned
out
'first GAME
of your
the year.
dinedforonthe
Chicken
or Fish TOURNAMENT
that would melt in
mouth They
and
then turned to the tables where the games of their choice had
been set up. Handsome prizes were won by top players in the
different games. Harold Kofoed took the prize for Bridge and
Sam Fefferman won top honors at the Gin Rummy table. When
the silence over the chess tables had lifted, Dolf Rudeen had
all comers checkmated. All of the players enjoyed themselves,
as these candid camera shots clearly show! There were many
new faces at this Game Tournament and the fun was unanimous. The only remorse felt by your Studio Club is that we
had to turn down many last minute requests for tickets. Plans
must be made in advance where food is concerned and we are
sorry that we were not able to accommodate everyone that
wanted to come. Watch for the date of the next Game Tournament in Fox Chatter and call the Studio Club for your reservations early . . .

'

Site oi the new

Prop and Miniature

Shop.
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A part of Old Pafkj Row, nbw

the NEW

Construction

Dept.

I
!

-.'ll-

I
i

Vic Christensen
55mm reviewing

10

and Carl Faulkner inspect site oi new
room and Re-Recording building.

CinemaScope

The

Paint Department.

On

the back

lot renovated.

Those TCF’ers who have wandered
near the old administration building during the past weeks and have seen all
of the activity in the adjacent lot, don’t
have to be told that our Twentieth Century-Fox studio will soon boast another
building. Bulldozers and steam shovels
have been digging the foundation, with
plenty of overseeing help from TCF
roadside engineers! Plans for the new
building include a theater with seating capacity of 475. The new building
will house the Re-Recording department
and will have the Dub Dialogue recording in the basement. Dub Dialogue has
had interference difficulties in the past,
picking up noise from planes flying over
the studio and excessive street noises.
In the new building this department will
be 15 feet below street level, which will
eliminate all outside noise. The theater

Jim Spies, will soon be moving
building now

under

into a new

construction

right

alongside their present location. Plans
call for an all metal building, which will
cover

a total of 6,000 sq. ft. The

building will house

a metal

new

& jewelry

shop, a plating room, plastic and rubber
shop, leather shop, ceramics and glass
shop and a wood-working and general
craft shop. There will be a small paint
workshop

in the rear of the building.

In the following pictures we have attempted to give you

a pictorial review

of the extensive modernization

program

which has been under way for the past
months here at Twentieth.

Campbell
Forsyth tests a camera
testing shop.

lens in new

in the new building will be equipped
for the CinemaScope 55mm 6 track sound
re-recording and will house a new sound
console now being constructed by the
Westrex Company. The new building
will be completed on or about Sept. 1st
of this year.
During the past months, many of the
studio buildings have been modernized
and new space created for departments
that outgrew their old quarters. The
old “Park Row” which once stood where
the new theater and Re-Recording building is being constructed, has been moved.
Part of the buildings in the old Park
Row have been used for the new construction dept, offices and the remaining
buildings have been placed just west
of stage #16. The new (and yet old)
construction building is L shaped with
Ivan Martin’s office in the heel of the L,
adjoined on the left by the offices of
Paul Wurtzel, Jack Conlin and Lou
Witte, and on the right by the secretarial office and the new meeting room.

Sol Halprin, head oi the Camera

Dept., pictured in his new

office.

New Construction Dept., Meeting Room: Left to right Walter Jolley,
John Lavin, John Coakley, Glen Harman, Paul Wurtzel, Iveun Martin,
Jack Conlin, Lou Witte, Byron Benson, David Vaughan and Monte
Bonome.

The Camera dept, has been moved
upstairs and completely refurnished and
divided to meet

their needs. The recep-

tion room adjoins Sol Halprin’s office, as
does the camera lens testing room. An
automatic elevator has been built on the
rear of the building.
On the back lot, the old Paint dept,
has been completely renovated with a
new extension added to provide for the
mixing offices
of paint.
officeandanda
outer
haveWalter
been Jolley’s
remodeled
new paint storage room with racks for
the storing of paint and wallpaper has
been built. The sign painting and the
work rooms for the refinishing of furniture have been redesigned, giving the
Paint department
inside.
The

that ‘new look’ on the

Prop and Miniature

shop, under
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EQUIPMENT

ROOM:

4

George

Ericksson.

Inspecting figures sprayed by the new process that creates simulated metallic surfaces
which won honorable mention at the Academy Awards for Walter Jolley, head of the
Paint Dept., Moe Larson and Jimmy Spies,
head of the Prop Miniature Dept, (not shown
in picture).

FURNITURE FINISHING: Left to right John
Steyl, Ellis Jones and Chick Heller.
Jack Bromley and James Duffy inspect Twentieth Century-Fox trade mark on some freshly
painted studio equipment.

Walter Jolley, Ivan Martin amd Bob Jolley look over wallpaper
in new decorating room.

samples

STOCK

ROOM:

A1 Ellena and Don

George Seely works with spray
furniture refinishing room.

Myers.

gim

in new

REPORT
V^ery shortly you will receive the Annual Report of your Corporation for the
year 1955. It will contain the results of

TO STOCKHOLDERS
ance at the showings and warm, constructive reactions to the new process

newspaper in the nation, hailed the introduction ofCinemaScope 55 and Car-

and the scenes from Rodgers and Ham-

ousel as Hollywood’s means of off-setting
the competition of television. Its editorial

the year’s operations and other matters
of present and future interest. A summary of earnings is contained in this
report for your advance information.

merstein’s Carousel and The King and
I were extremely gratifying to your com-

Well No. 8 at the Studio has been com-

pleasure at seeing this innovation in motion picture projection is being reflected

pleted and has proved to be one of the
best wells to date. Initial production was
900 barrels daily of 32° gravity clean
oil accompanied by 850,000 cubic feet
of gas. This rate of production was
established through a restrictive opening
of 16/64ths of an inch.

pany officers.
You will be happy to know that your

by the public, exhibitors and press of
America and Europe. The reviews of
Carousel have been unbounded in their
praise of the process and, of course, the
great Rodgers and Hammerstein musical
drama.

Well No. 9 is drilling ahead at a depth
of 7,240 feet.

of the nation’s leading newspapers, the New York Herald Tribune
and the New York Daily News saw fit

I am also taking this opportunity to tell
you of the splendid reception that our
new process, CinemaScope 55, is receiving through the medium of its first

to comment about Carousel on their editorial pages.

full length showing in Carousel.

Two

The New

York Herald Tribune in an

editorial praised CinemaScope

55 and

Your management was extremely encouraged and inspired by the enthusiasm

your company’s expanded production
program as “an example of the courage,
energy and foresight which made the

you showed at our CinemaScope 55 demonstrations. The overwhelming attend-

American motion picture industry great.”
The Daily News, largest circulated

states “In short, Hollywood’s fighting
back with all its considerable skill, and
we’d say that Carousel is a highly entertaining, and winning, first round.”
The New York Times said, “two hours
of fine enjoyment in this beautiful, touchThe film has been playing to outstanding Carousel.”
ing business and should be our biggest
grosser since The Robe.
A great many of you have enjoyed
segments of this fine motion picture in
the demonstration reel. We urge you to
see Carousel in its entirety when

it

reaches your city. We are sure you will
find it most enjoyable entertainment and,
we hope, a matter of pride in the fact
that your company
this great new
Scope 55.
Spyros

has pioneered with

film medium,

Cinema-

P. Skouras,

President

March 28, 1956

The consolidated earnings of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and wholly-owned subsidiaries for the
year (53 weeks) ended December 31, 1955 amounted to $6,025,039. This was equivalent to $2.28 per share on the
2,644,486 shares of common stock outstanding. Operations for the comparable
earnings of $8,044,524 which amounted to $3.04 per share.

period (52 weeks)

of 1954 showed

The consolidated earnings for the fourth quarter (14 weeks) of 1955 were $1,578,188 or $.60 per share. Comparable earnings for the fourth quarter (13 weeks) of 1954 were $2,312,461 or $.87 per share.
A comparison of the year of 1955 with the year of 1954 follows; .

53 Ended
Weeks
1955 31,
December

52 Ended
Weeks
December
1954 25,

$ 1 20,807,208

$115,715,815

Consolidated earnings before taxes on income 1 1,564,713
Provision for U. S. and Foreign taxes on income 5,539,674

10,205,161

Income

Earnings
Per share of common

stock

$

6,025,039

18,249,685

$

8,044,524

$2.28

13
$3.04
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AT TCP -TV AND'

A LOOK

John Brent. TCF-TV's newly appointed Studio Manager-Controller, smiles
as he hands over the keys to Don Bohnhorst, who recently joined us
from Fox Hills, as Assistant Controller.

Producer,

Peter Packer, looks over his latest

Alan

Armer,

recently

Associate

Producer

on

T.V.'s new

Story Editor, Guilio Anfuso

the "Flicka Series".

script for the "G. E. Series".

Officer Fred Linenberger
TCF-TV from Fox Hills.

our new

Pre-casted walls form the shell of what will soon be our new Music
Scoring and Re-Recording building. The new addition will house the
latest sound devises and will be the most modem building at TCF-TV

came

to

Right:
Foreman

Grip
Danny

Wurtzel, inventer of the new
pre - rigged
lighting
platform that can
be
rolled from
place to place,
inspects from
terra f i r m a ,

;

n

II

while lackElec,
Dimmack.
man checks the
upper

platform.

U

AROUND

THE

LOT

PRODUCTION
BOOMING
The production hiatus at Twentieth Century-Fox came to an
end on Thursday April 5th, when increased production plans
were outlined at a special sales luncheon here at the studio.
The increased activity on the lot has already begun with “Bus
Stop”, “One In A Million”, and “The Last Wagon”, currently
before the cameras! “The Day The Century Ended”, is expected
to start within a week and “The Best Things In Life Are Free”
will begin shooting by the end of the month. There are fourteen
pictures seheduled to be in production or completed during

Buddy Adler and Spyros Skouras shake hands
following Sales luncheon here at the studio.
MARILYN

MONROE

the coming three months. Other pictures include “Solo”, “Anastasia”, “A Room Full Of Roses”, “Bernardine”, “Boy On A Dolphin”, “The Wayward Bus”, “Can-Can”, “The Chasanow Story”
and “Iris”.
The sales luncheon also served to introduce executive producer Buddy Adler to division sales managers from throughout
the United States and Canada. Spyros Skouras announced that
THE KING AND I, the second picture to be filmed in the new
CinemaScope 55 and one of the biggest budgeted musicals in
the history of the motion picture industry, will be released on
the Fourth of July.

stars in "Bus Stop".

THE UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND drive was launched here at
Twentieth Century-Fox, at a luncheon on March 26th. Pictured left to
right: Arthur Kramer, Buddy Adler, Steve Broidy and Raanan Sivan
representing the Consul of Israel and Sid Rogell.

SHEREE NORTH
Life Are Free".

stars in "The

Best Things

In

★ CARPETS

ir LINOLEUM

Wright
A Complete CARPET

Carpet Co.

SERVICE

THE

★ CLEANING
★ LAYING
★ DYEING

"WRIGHT"

FOR STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

ir TILE

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY

I

11218 Waihington Blvd., Culver City

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

JOE^S TEXACO

Discounh— Men's Clothing— to 35%
JUIId
CIIITC

Worsteds,
Porstmann, Mohairs
Silk &

$ 85.00 to $ 90.00.
$ 90.00 to $100.00.
Valued $100.00to$110.00.
at $110.00 to $125.00.

SPORTSCOATS

SERVICE

10701 W. Pico
Pico at Overland
SPECIAL STUDIO DISCOUNT
Ask About Special On Spring Change Over

UilP umm

Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

15166 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

STanley
7-5714

Valued at

SLACKS
Rentals • Sales • Repairs

Valued at

TYPEWRITERS

Wool Imports,

$49.78
$59.75
$64.75
$69.75

Imports, Silk & Wool,
Forstmann, Cashmere

$49.95
$55.00
$69.95
$95.00
Forstmann, Flannels,
Wool, Imports

$34.75
$37.75
$44.75
Silk &
$59.75

$22.75
$35.00

MIL-RICH CLOTHES
20%

9373 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills

Discount on Complete Line of

PAINTS
Featuring

WATER

the New

VINYL

$15.75
$21.75

PAINT

Daily to 5:30 p.m.

Mon., Thurs. to 9 p.m.

oAqua ^ond
FOR MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
— DRYS IN 30 MINUTES
— SEALS ANY SURFACE
— RESISTS PEELING and BLISTERING
— NO FADING
— EASY CLEAN-UP OF BRUSHES

A & S PAINT
BEVERLY

105 NO. ROBERTSON
HILLS

CO.
BLVD.
BR. 2-2787

BUY

DIRECT
Member

Save
Formerly with the Royal Typewriter
& Underwood Typewriter Co.,
Ef 20th

CHRIS

LOUIS FILANC UNION SERVICE
COMPLETE
TRY
PICO,

OUR

$1.00

AUTOMOTIVE

Pico

SERVICE

INTRODUCTORY

Century-Fox

C. MORRISON

FURNITURE

Co.,

FROM

lATSE #776

Up

To

AND

MAKER

40%

BEDDING

Manufacturer's Show Rooms
Exclusive Eastern & Western Lines

LESTER

MORRIS

DU. 5-1735
Home:
GR. 3-8303

near Holt

8588 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles (35), Calif.
CR. 6-9926

BOOKLET

Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Cor. ROXBURY
CR. 6-2487

PAINT and WALLPAPER

EASTMAN
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DISCOUNT
^Uonei.

for

butck Sptf paints

PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES

PICO

W.
FORT

FILMS

J. GERMAN,

LEE

CHICAGO

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

Paint and WaHpaper Store
CR. 5-1740
BR. 2-3221
8586 W. PICO

OPTICAL

PRINTING

—

(Continued from Page 6 )
people (such as at a premiere or a baseball game) or those of some historical
event as in the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Since CinemaScope is so new, there
is not a large library of these stock shots
in existence as compared to those available in the old flat 2D process. There is
a way of optically transferring these old
stock shots into CinemaScope. The first
of these were done for THE ROBE in
June of 1953.
The Optical Printing department also
makes protection masters (which are
color separation positives, made from the
original negative). These protection masters are made as soon as possible of each
reel of original negative of every production as soon as the negative cutting
is completed, to protect the company’s
investment. Having spent a great deal of
money to complete a picture, these protection masters are stored away in case
something were to happen to the original.
As soon as sufficient prints have been
made from the original negative, then
a duplicate negative is made from the
protection master. This new negative can
be used for domestic or foreign release.
It is interesting to note that the insurance
rates on a picture drop as soon as the
protection master has been made and
safely stored away. After a period
in our own storage vaults here
studio, the protection master is
Iron Mountain in New York, and

of time
at the
sent to
stored

now being tested in New

•

GOLD

STUDIO

STOCK

—

9225

MEMBERS

•
RINSES
BARBER TONICS

SUPPLY

6-7865

CLUB

OF

HAIR BLEACHES
•
TINTS
COLD WAVES
•
SPRAY
•

STAR BEAUTY

CRestview

CO.

W. Pico Blvd,

PROVEN FRIENDS

Discounts On
Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

of

20th Century-Fox
Employees

I

❖

I UTTER McKinley

1725 Westwood

❖

Boulevard

—

Phones

MORTUARIES

I

Vi Block North of Santa Monica

1
DU. 8-248
A. BROWN

I

—

GR. 9-7721
BR. 2-1594
Come In and Look Around

ARLEIGH

❖

❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

ROBT. BURNS WEST HILLS LIQUORS
NOW

OPERATED

BY

JACK

■))))) >■ Fast
• DINERS CLUB
• TRIP CHARGE

away in a cave (which is bomb-proof)
and kept for an indefinite period of time.
Twentieth Century -Fox plans to road
show CinemaScope 55mm on special projectors. These projectors have been built
by Earl Sponable and his staff and are

COMPLETE

HAIR DYES
SHAMPOOS
•

BRAND

Free

FORMERLY

OF TCF

Delivery
■<-(<((((
• CHECKS CASHED
• GIFT WRAPPING

10451 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
WEST LOS ANGELES
GR. 9-9868

GR. 7-5223
OPEN

7 DAYS

A WEEK

—

10 'til 10

York. Our 55-

mm

process provides a tremendous increase in screen quality, in addition to
finer definition across the screen with
added depth and perspective. The industry and the public are watching
Twentieth Century-Fox as we continue
to perfect the new wonder— CINEMASCOPE 55.

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed 1 Year
HAPPY

ED. HARDIN
ST. 6-5451
14837 Burbank Blvd., Van Nuys

$4.95JEWELERS
TIME

Estate Planning Retirement
Annuities

Rear of Owl Drug
1 0830

W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

The Optical Printing department has
contributed its share to the ultimate success and completion of CinemaScope
55mm. And, remember, every time the
screenplay says, “and meanwhile, back
at the ranch” — that’s the Optical Printing men in ACTION!!

WESTWOOD
1054

BROXTON,

WESTWOOD

SUPPLY

VILLAGE

•

GR.

CO.
3-6507

BR. 2-8553

FURNISHINGS & GENERAL MERCHANDISE BROKERS
Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding, Lamps, Jewelry, Tools,
Auto Tires, Sporting Goods and many others.
Whatever

your

needs

—

Get

it at the

right

price
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D I S C O U

NT

SHOP

SAVINGS UP TO 50%
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ranges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pieo Blvd.
BRighton 0-4209
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
ARiiona 8-9383

.T

.

.

.

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

and BOYS

“SLACKS OUR SPECIALTY"
Courtesy to Studio Club Members
CARL
10643 Pico Blvd.

’WEISS, Mgr.
GR. 3-8636

Quality You Can Depend On, And -

10%

DISCOUNT

CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
GRanite 7-1755

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
Leading Nationally Advertised

To Studio Club Members

Brands of

We

Deliver

-

Flowers Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

SPRAYS

Village
BRadshaw 2-6085

Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
To Choose
10%

DOWN
Open

VIC

24

From
MONTHS

TO

PAY

9 to 8 Weekdays

MATURE

TELEVISION, INC.
10916 West Pico Boulevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

HOME MOVIES ARE CHEAPER THAN EVER
AT ALTMANS
Brownie 2.7 Camera

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
PHOTO FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

Brownie 2.7 Kit
(Camera

W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

36.75

.... $34.95

Brownie 1 .9 Kit
(Camera

43.20

- Case - 4 Lite Bar)

8m Roll Film (Kodachrome)

Blvd.)

$2.97

HARRY L ALTMANS
10829

S
I’swear
HEsRSport
S
W'' omen’

Brownie 1.9 Camera

- Case - 4 Lite Bar)

3 —

GR. 9-561 1
10877

.... $27.50

SANTA

GRanite 7-7508
—

MONICA

BLVD.

GRanite 3-2513

WHILE

THEY

BRadshaw

LAST

2-7110

—

Bouffant Petticoats
Shrugs - Sweaters - Lingerie
Discount To Studio Employees
10625 W. Pico Blvd.
GR. 9-5218

ROD

A. WETMORE

RILEY 6. HENRICKSEN
239 So. Robertson Blvd. — CR. 1-5283
•

Auto Insurance for 6 Months
— We SeU It —

18

Buy Your Electric Shaver Where
Service is Available While You Wait
ALL MAKES
Studio Discount
BEVERLY

HILLS SHAVER

321 South Robertson
CR. 5-5579

BAR

Boulevard
BR. 2-1324

CUT INSURANCE COSTS
and

get

BERER AU10M0BILE INSURANCE
PLUS

THE SERVICES OF
PERSONAL AGENT

A

M. K. PARNESS & ASSOC.
INSURANCE
1124 So. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles 35
BR. 2-2001 - CR. 4-3149 - CR. 4-2547

I

Studio Club Buyer’s Directory
APPLIANCES
(Refrigerators, Stoves,
Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons. Toasters, etc.)
Altman Salas Co.. 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553
ART SUPPLIES
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114
AUTOS

H. "Dick"
Hillcrest Motors, Cadillacs, H
Staples, 9230 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills.
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234
AUTO ACCESSORIES (Tires. Batteries.
Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-8293
Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

Blvd., L. A.
GR. 9-7721

Joe and George's Tire Service, 2100 Westwood
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-6375
Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979
BEAUTY

SALONS

Gold Star Beauty Supply Co., 9225 W. Pico
Blvd
CR. 6-7865
BOOKS & MAGAZINES
Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745
CAMERA SHOPS
Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-5611
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472
CLEANERS
Park Cleaners, 10555 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-2795
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd.. Beverly Hills....CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1324
FIREPLACE FIXTURES
loe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
WE. 3-9104

REAL

Howard McCarry, 12300*/2 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3634

Riley & Henricksen, 239 S. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5283
Ed. Hardin, 14837 Burbank Blvd.,

A1 Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471

Van Nuys

ST. 6-5451

JEWELRY
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

LIGHT

FIXTURES

loe Rosenberg, 7960 W. Third St.,
L. A
OL. 3-4230

FLORISTS

FURNITURE
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton,
wood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR.
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico
L. A
GR.
Furniture & Bedding (Lester Morris). .DU.

West2-8553
Blvd.
8-1775
5-1735

READY-TO-WEAR

Sheri's. 10625 W. Pico Blvd
GR. 9-5218
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop, 10643 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 3-8636
Mil-Rich Clothes, 9373 Wilshire Blvd.

RESTAURANTS
Webster's, 10645 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

GR. 9-9554

RUGS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LIQUOR

RUG

STORES

Robt. Bums Westhills Liquors, 10451 Santa
Monica Blvd
GR. 7-5223; GR. 9-9868

LUGGAGE

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 No. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills. BR. 2-2787.
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4 01 92
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

PHARMACY

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Norty's Music Center, 10749 W. Pico Blvd..
L. A
BR. 0-4373
DU. 8-2481

ESTATE

LINOLEUM

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755
FUNERALS
Utter McKinley (Mr. Brown)

INSURANCE
Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 So. Beverly
Dr., L. A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap Halligan, 15166 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks
ST. 7-5714

6c CARPETS

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleeining Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

SEWING

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

H. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff - Necchi Elna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica
Blvd
CR. 1-8400

TELEVISION

& RADIO

A1 Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W.Pico Blvd.,
L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
AR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A

THEATER

BR. 2-3647

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency, 1056 Broxton,
L. A
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531 No. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A

PLUMBING

WATCH

Laurel Plumbing Co., 1468 So. Robertson Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 5-7547

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830 W. Pico Blvd.
19
(Owl Drug) West L. A.

HU. 2-1121

REPAIR

Second Class Mail
privileges aul-horixed at
Los Angeles, California.
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What Does It Take . . .
... To Make A Movie?
This month, in answer to the question, “What does it take
to make a movie?”, .ACTION spotlights the Gaugins, the Renoirs, the Rembrandts of painting with light: the Directors of
Photography, “The men who hold the brush”.
In this wonderful industry of ours, the Director of Photography — or Cinematographer if you prefer — is the man who
is in charge of all camera work and lighting. The operator and
assistants handle the actual physical chores of operating the
cameras. The Directors of Photography, men like Leon Shamroy pictured above, supervise the lighting of the set for proper
mood and feel; they determine, in collaboration with the director, what angles the camera will shoot from, and it is the cine-

matographer who creates the sometimes breathtaking, always
artistic composition of each scene as it is shown on the screen.
As you, our readers, know, each month we give on this page
one of the many answers to the (question, “what does it take to
make a mo\ie?”. The work of the cinematographer is one of
the most \ ital links in the long series of answers to that (piestion — because all of the work of all of the other arts and crafts
converges

on the sets before his camera

and he must

record

it accurately and dramatically — or it has all gone for naught.
This month then. Action salutes the Director of Photography —
an expert artist and an imaginativ e coordinator of the creativ e
arts that go to make up a motion picture.

with summer
here, we

almost

thought that

this month's cover
might help to bring
vocation time o little
bit closer.
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PICTURE STORY
A-31— LONG

SHOT— TUPTIM

AND

LUN

THA— MOONLIGHT

“They emerge from the garden, his arm around her, and
cross a stone bridge which spans a small lake. There are swans

transfoiTned to represent a part of the grounds of a royal palace !
From scenes in the Okefenokee swamp, to romantic canoe rides,

on the lake, fountains in the background. . . ” This was the setting called for in the script of THE KING AND I, which recently completed shooting here at the studio. The above picture is the creation of that scene, but it was not necessary to

this same pond has answered the demands of dozens of imaginative writers as have the other pennanent sets here at Fox Hills.
Swans and ducks are raised right here on the lot, to provide
living background for scenes similar to the one above at the

go any farther than our own back door to get it. If you haven’t
guessed by now — the spot is the pond on the back lot, magically

pond. We’re willing to bet that Mr. Moviegoer will never realize that for a moment at least, a part of California became Siam.

205
a

Every movie fan has been lured into
theater by an exciting lobby display.

Those pictures that tease the imagination
with fascinating shots from the picture

: HARIXb GOLDIE
STILL DEPT.

showing

inside, are awfully hard

to re-

sist, especially w'hen the moviegoer’s apjjetite has been stirred by carefully
planned pictures, planted in the nation’s
newspapers and magazines. Scenes from
the highlights of the production, even lifesized pictures of the stars in costume,
beckon to the passers-by and are like a
magnet to the movie going public. These
still pictures are the calling card of every
production and they play an all-important
role in an industry known throughout the
world for pictures that move.
It is the task of the studio still camera-

Fox

men to take the pictures that tell a thousand words for our Tw'entieth Centurysales force both here in the United

States and

in the foreign film market.

They are the salesman’s principal selling
point, for these still pictures tell the potential exhibitor the story of a production as no printed material ever could,
since they are in reality actual samples
from the motion picture itself. The studio
still cameramen are the right arm of the
publicity department, which calls on them
for still pictures of news value, or for
stills to act as supplements to written artiand
Charles

Goldie, Head

of the Still Dept.

THE MOVIES
Herman

Leiber, Head

cles appearing in the nation’s newspapers
magazines about our pictures and

stars. The New

York advertising dept, de-

IN STILLS

of the Still Laboratory.

pends on production stills for the planning of each ad campaign and often requests special pictures that will tell a story
even better than an actual production
shot.
Our still department here at Twentieth
Century-Fox has been headed by Charles
Goldie for twenty-two years, and it has
been through his efforts that the studio
can now boast one of the most complete
picture files in the industry today. Assisted by Jim Talmadge, Alex Babcock
and Bob McKinney each picture is carefully indexed along with the negative so
that additional ]Diints can be made whenever necessary. During the years every effort has been made to maintain a comjffete file of biographical pictures on each
of our stars, from their childhood through
their lives — even before they became

ac-

tive as professional actors. The still department also keeps complete sets of pro-

4

duction

pictures

on

file. These

bound

“key”

sets of production pictures have all
through the Motion Picture Association Office and bear the official approval

gone

stamp

of

the

motion

picture

censors.

Whenever a production is working, either
on location or here at the studio, there is
a

still cameraman assigned to take pictures of each scene, so that there will be

a complete set of the production’s scenes
in still pictures for sales, promotion and
]jublicity purposes.
along

with

Sets of these pictures,

the negatives

still department

are kept in the

files and

constitute

a pic-

torial record of j)ast and present productions. Key sets of production stills from
such ])ictures as “W’hat Price Glory” and
“Seventh Heaven,” made in the early
1920’s are in the files and available for
use.
A

still cameraman

the re(|uirements

must

have

all of

of the best professional

photographers. He must be able to ]3iejudge distances, lighting conditions and
all of the other things that combine to
make

a

good

abilities are

or

bad

as much

print, for

a

Taking pictures like this one of Marilyn Monroe is all in a day's work
Frank Powolny in charge of Twentieth Century-Fox's portrait gallery.

for

these

jtart of the still

cameraman’s equi])inent as the camera itself. But, in addition to these, the studio
still cameraman must have an inherent
sense

of timing

so that he can

work

fast.

During production he stands ready to
shoot each scene the minute the motion
picture camera
must

move

sto])s. Then,

in seconds

he

in and get his picture, so that

he will not interrujit the production schedule. The studio still men shoot their cameras under widely

varying

often it is necessary

conditions

and

to pose important

peo-

ple under adverse circumstances, requiring both speed and diplomacy. For many
years
won

our

studio

respect and

still cameramen

admiration

Century-Fox wherever
called on to go.
There
by

arc many

Frank

have

for Twentieth

they

have

been

tales of the still cam-

eraman’s ingenuity, one of which is told
Powolny, a veteran of over

thirty years

at Twentieth,

and

now

head portrait photographer, from
when he was a still cameraman
to a jnoduction.

Frank

had

our

the days
assigned

been

was

to portray the doctor who delivered them. During the trip, many

meetings

were

held

with

ficials and finally with

imjjortant
the

of-

babies — all

carefully recorded by Frank’s camera.
When they reached the hotel where the
j)arty was

staying, Frank

started to devel-

op the pictures that were
news

agencies

speed

up

alcohol

around

the drying

that was

to be rushed

the

country.

process, Frank

full strength.

Jim Talmadge

uses viewer

to check

a

for possible defects.

sent to

Canada for exclusive pictures of the famous quintuplets, together with the actor
who

Alex Babcock checks index file for still pictures shot
during production many years ago.

He

to
To

used
hung

Bob

McKinney,

pictured below, prepares to file some current production
in vast files of the still department.

pictures

color picture

Single Pictu
A Thous
the negatives up to dry and went to dinner. When he returned he discovered that
the emulsion from the negatives had
fallen off and lay curled on the floor,
with only the base of them still hanging
on the line.

Jim

Mitchell, assigned

to THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE
photograph of star Sheree North.

FREE, shoots

a

still

These pictures could never be re-shot
and Frank knew the moment w'hen — for
him — the world stood still ! Finally he hit
on an idea and ran to the nearest drug
store, where he managed to purchase some
glycerine. Using this he carefully uncurled
the emulsion and by using tissue paper,
and then putting glass between the emulsion and a base, he succeeded in printing
all fifty negatives, with no one the wiser.
After the pictures had been sent out, Frank
told the publicity man assigned to the
story and everyone got a big laugh, but
Frank has often wondered since just what
would have happened

if the strange print-

ing method hadn’t worked !
Today Frank Powolny works in the portrait gallery taking pictures of Twentieth
Century-Fox’s stars and starlets, but he is
not without problems. Together with his
assistant Clint Urtubees, they create sittings in scenes on beaches, in the rain
and snow, with live animals or with special effects, all in the one-room confines
of the portrait gallery. To accomplish
these feats in a single room, miniature
sets must

be constructed

to give the de-

sired background. Flere at Twentieth Century-Fox the gallery is equipped with
Howard

Trent

assorts

prints, ordered

for various

Cliff Concialdi

washes

departments.

life sized print.

large rolled backdrops which can be pulled down to create any mood (or color)
desired for the sitting.
The

LaMoine

Fantozzi

pictured placing

prints on

dryer.

still department laboratory is responsible for the printing and developing

of all still pictures shot by the studio.
Located in the rear of the old administration building, the lab houses enlarging
equipment, dark rooms, retouching rooms,
developing tubs, camera duplicating
equipment and other printing materials.
Herman Leiber, head of the still lab, supervises the special work projects that are
often called for by such departments as
the Research Library, Location Dept., Insert Dept., as well as the making of glass
plates for background

projection. The ma-

jority of the still lab’s work comes from
the production stills of the day and the
pictures taken

by the publicity depart-

ment, including the portrait gallery. .Al-

res Worth
and Words
though the amount

of work put out by the

still laboratory is to a large extent dependent on the amount of studio production activity, there is a steady stream of
negatives from premieres, special events
and other studio projects. It is estimated
that the lab makes from 500 to 2000 enlargements every day, along with from 20
to 50 duplicate color prints, for use both
here and in New' York.
special section of the laboratory,
pervised byMaria Brooks, concentrates
the retouching of negatives. Care is
ercised to bring out the highlights

Ray

Smith, Lab technician, working at one
large developing tubs.

of the

John

Lonsbury, Lab technician, operating
machine in Still laboratory.

the printing

suon
exof

the picture and unflattering lighting is corrected. .All of the pictures shot by the
portrait gallery are screened through this
retouching section which can and sometimes does complement the make-up dept,
by reversing the nonnal process and adding lines to a negative to simulate age
lines (when needed to bring out the character in a story) .
Many labor-saving devices, designed by
Herman Leiber have been put to use by
the still lab to speed the developing and
processing of film. One of these improvements is a camera with special lighting
features and built on a special platform
which permits the operator to adjust distances, that is now being used by the lab
to make perfect color prints from color
negatives. The still lab also photographs
color drawings for both the make-up
art departments.

and

Cliff Concialdi

and

Arthur Shipman
enlargers.

at work,

using

Maria

Brooks

confers with Herman
retouching problem.

Leiber

on

a

The pictures that you see each month
in ACTION magazine are processed and
often taken by the men of the still department. Through the cooperation of Charles
Goldie, ACTION has ready access to the
tremendous files of the still pictures kept

Hettie Leiber, examines
Bertha

Cosman,

retouching

a

a

print, before

retouching

negative.
negative.

by the still dept. When pictures are needed that require more skill to take than an
amateur photographer has, the men of
the still department are always willing to
lend their talents.
Here at Twentieth Century-Fox we are
justifiably proud of our production record. Our studio is famous for the making
of great motion pictures. But within the
studio itself, there are many departments,

I

little known to the movie-going public,
that are indispensable parts of a great industry.One of these is the still department,

j

an unsung hero of every successful production.
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SPRING DINNER DANCE
A HUGE SUCCESS
The people pictured above arc having the time of their lives
at the annual Studio Club Spring Dinner
day evening April 28th, at the fabulous
Each table in the Grand Ballroom was
with yellow ribbon and fresh flowers and

Dance held on SaturBeverly Hilton Hotel.
handsomely decorated
the halls of the fam-

ous hotel rang with the sound of laughter from the 500 TCF’ers
attending the affair. The cuisine consisted of prime rib, topped
by baked alaska, served on small white carts with the sauce
flaming, to the music of “California Here I Come.”
The dancers swayed to the musical syncopation of Leighton

Noble’s orchestra. A floor show was presented following the dinner and was emceed by Archie Robbins with the audience calling for encores again and again. Lovely song stylist Wyoma
Winters captivated the crowd as did the acts of Mike Ross,
Claude Stroud, Johnny O’Brien and Richard Kallman.
All of the partiers were sorry to hear the oft played strains
of “Goodnight Sweetheart” signalling that the wonderful evening
was coming to a close, but their smiles as they left were ample
indication that the 1956 Dinner
pectations.

8

Dance

had lived up to all ex-

STUDIO

CLUB

ACTIVITIES

WILLING HANDS of Helen McGurk, Barbara Perkins, Dorothy Nigro, and Lottie
Cagle during their lunch hour made the Spring Dance table decorations the
most attractive ever.

Sunday July 1st is the date set for what promises to be
one of the most unusual studio picnics ever held. Unlike any of
the past picnics, this year will feature a big Midway Fun Zone
with games of skill and prizes for the winners. The high point of
the day will be a gala children’s fun circus ! A group of professional circus people will rehearse the children for one hour and
then provide a circus actually staged by the kiddies themselves.
Three clowns will add to the merriment, aided by all of the
traditional proj^s of what has always seen “The Greatest Show
On Earth.” A delicious picnic lunch will be provided along
with a wide assortment of activities that will appeal to everyone.
The big doings will be at Cheviot Hills playground, so plan now
to set aside the day for you and your family. Remember

that

date (July 1st) is fun day for all. See you there?

Madge

Inman

of the Fan Mail Dept., and Jean Smith of the Script Dept., help
with the packing for overseas shipment.

TCF’ers played a part in bringing the American message to
our overseas cousins during the recent MAGAZINES
FOR
FRIENDSHIP DRIVE here at the studio. Your magazines are
now

on their way to such distant lands as Southeast Asia, Formosa, Saigon, Bangkok, Rangoon, Mandalay, Calcutta, Madras,

Bombay, New Delhi and Manila carrying with them their message of our American way of life. Pictured above, Madge Inman
and Jean Smith lend a hand packing the boxes for shipment.

The “good ole golden rule days” have returned for a group
of linguistic TCF’ers who have taken to putting their lunch
hours to constructive use by learning a new language. The
Studio Club now sponsors small classes in French, Italian and
Spanish which offer all of the advantages of private tutoring
for a nominal $1 per session. Many of our executives are taking private instruction from teachers like Mme. Rosetti, pictured
above putting the Italian group
Sports Car Rally: Pictured above are the members of the newly
Car Club following their first rally on Saturday May

formed
12th.

Sports

through

their paces, at con-

siderable higher rates. If you’ve got a yen to learn to conjugate
in a foreign tongue, call your Studio Club today !
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Oke Pfesident'd Wji
TO THE

STOCKHOLDERS

At this season each year I take pleasure in fulfilling one of
the agreeable functions of my office — the annual presentation to
the stockholders of the report of operations of your Corporation with an account of our achievements, as well as our problems and disappointments and our plans for the future.
During the year 1955 our domestic business, which comprises the United States and Canadian markets, reflected an
unexpected and disappointing decline. On the other hand, our
global returns for the third straight year showed an improvement due to the increased volume of overseas grosses.
.\i this time last year there were

21,000

CinemaScope

the-

theatres in helping them
television.
Carousel

won

overcome

instantaneous

the impact of free home

acclaim

in New

York,

and

in

all its engagements throughout the country the critics and public
alike praised the beautiful production, the subject matter of
the picture and the great enhancement it received through
CinemaScope
Carousel

55.
was premiered

in London,

England

on April 17th

and will open in Sydney, Australia about May 31st. Thereafter it will be seen in all the principal cities of Europe, Asia,
and

the free world generally. We

believe that our Cinema-

atres in operation throughout the world. Today the number
of CinemaScope theatres stands at 35,000, of which 17,000 are

an effective stimulant to attract audiences away from television,

in the United States and Canada out of a total of 23,500 theatres in those countries. The balance of the installations num-

but it will further popularize CinemaScope as the world standard of motion picture entertainment in this country and abroad.

bering 18,000 are in other countries where it requires 17,500
theatres to achieve the fullest distribution possible of American
motion pictures throughout the foreign market.
By the end of the year we anticipate that the total number
of theatres equipped

with

CinemaScope

throughout

operating

on

a part-time

basis.

Thus, in every part of the free world, this steady acceptance
of

CinemaScope

is testimony

that

audiences

are

deriving

greater enjoyment from CinemaScope pictures and exhibitors
are achieving greater box office returns.

besieged by exhibitors to advance

along the pathway of our dedicated endeavors to develop finer
techniques in order that better entertainment on the screen
will enable theatres to compete successfully with free home
television.
On February 16, 1956, our first picture in CinemaScope

55,

Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Carousel, was premiered at the
Roxy Theatre in New York at a benefit performance for the
New 5’ork Medical College. Carousp:l was photographed on
55mm negative and although it was our original intention to
confine the opening engagements exclusively to a few theatres etpiipped for 55mm projection, we set aside this plan in
favor of providing the conventional 35mm CinemaScope theatres with the benefit of this superior entertainment, and by
careful experiments and processing, we reduced our positive
prints to 35mm without losing any of the rich detail, clarity,
color and realism provided by the larger 55mm negative.
VVe did this because we have dedicated ourselves to a policy
of serving the best interests of the American motion picture
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the exhibitors

The

King

and

I, and

with

we were

the release date of our sec-

ond CinemaScope 55 picture, Rodgers
also to make

and

it available

Hammerstein’s
to theatres fol-

lowing a regular release pattern after the same

fashion as

Carousel.

We

are acceding to this request in keeping with our policy,

as previously expressed, to serve our exhibitor customers with
our finest efforts in order to fortify and sustain them against
the constant burden of television competition.
Furthermore,
CinemaScope

Broadway
One of the major motion picture events of 1955 was the
introduction of CinemaScope 55, which is another milestone

will not only provide

Eollowing the successful launching of Carousel,

the world

will be over 40,000 which will represent a substantial saturation of the world market, since many of the remaining theatres still unequipped for CinemaScope are relatively small
ones

Scope 55 production

55

we are preparing two additional subjects for
for release

in 1957.

hit show, Can-Can,

which

One

is Cole

Porter’s

will be photographed

against the gay and colorful background of Paris with ingredients which we expect will make this picture an outstanding attraction. Henry Ephron the producer and Henry King
the director of Carousel are today preparing for the production of Can-Can with an extraordinary cast of international
stars. We hope to have the picture ready for opening engagements during the Christmas and New Year holiday season.
Another CinemaScope 55 production will be based on the
best selling novel Boy On A Dolphin, a delightful story of
international romance which will be produced by an ideal
team which has created many successful pictures in the past :
producer Sam Engel, and director Jean Negulesco. This picture will be photographed against the beautiful setting of the
classic Greek Islands of the Aegean Sea and the city of Athens,
and will bring to life for the audiences of the world the enchantment of these islands which have never appeared before
in an American motion picture.
With the succe.ssful launching of the 20th Century-Eox Hour
on the CBS network for General Electric and the My Eriend
Flicka series for Colgate-Palmolive

on the same network, wt are

presently expanding our television production activities at our
reconstructed Western Avenue studios in Hollywood. We expect to have four or five subjects on the air next fall.
We

have entered the television field with a realistic approach to the medium and we intend to strive in this activity
to achieve and maintain the same standards of quality and
showmanship that this Company attained in the motion picture
field. We believe that this expanded activity will accomplish
our two-fold aim of bringing additional income to our Company and exploiting our product through television.
The development program on Eidophor, your Corporation’s
large screen theatre color television system, has been actively
continued during the year in cooperation with the General
Electric Company and Dr. Edgar Gretener A.G. of Zurich,
Switzerland.
Two

commercial

prototype projectors, capable of producing

large screen sequential color television images of high brightness and definition, have been manufactured and tested. An installation has been completed for further tests under actual
theatre conditions. It is expected that trade demonstrations will
be given shortly.
Beginning March 1st, Mr. Darryl F. Zanuck, Head of Production, was granted leave of absence from his duties at the
studio for a period of four months. Mr. Zanuck has just completed 20years of brilliant service to the Corporation. During
that period his contribution to the industry in the form of many
great pictures of social significance as well as of artistic and
commercial value raised the standards of the motion picture
business. He has won many honors for this Company and is regarded as one of the most creative and progressive production
executives in the history of our industry.
Fortunately, Mr. Zanuck, in anticipation of this change of
status, canvassed the motion picture industry and two years
ago engaged Mr. Buddy Adler, who had just produced From
Here

to

Eternity,

the distinguished

award-winning

picture

of Columbia Pictures Corporation. In his 23 month association
with us, Mr. Adler has produced the following motion pictures
which speak for themselves from the standpoint of quality and
box office excellence : Violent Saturday, Soldier of ForThing,

tune, House of Bamboo, Love
The Left Hand of God,

Skirts,

The

Stover,

and

Bottom
now

of the

Is a
The

Bottle,

in production

Bus

The

Stop

Many-Splendored
Lieutenant Wore
Revolt
and

of Mamie

Anastasia.

ed himself in our sales organization and has risen through
the ranks to the top sales position in our Company. Although
he is the youngest man in the Company’s history to hold this
position, he has earned it because of his aptitude and experience and because of his record of service.
Mr. William

C. Gehring, Executive Assistant General Sales

Manager, was appointed to the position of Vice President and
in this position will utilize his long experience with the Company in furthering relations with the public and the trade.
Free home television has not only affected the motion picture box-office but has created tremendous problems in competing for artistic and creative talent.
In casting our productions, we are met by demands for
compensation, including participation deals, which are out of
all proportion to the ability and box office value of the personalities we seek for our pictures. This has added greatly to the
cost of our product.
In order to accelerate further the development of personalities, we have decided upon the establishment of a school to train
and encourage new and young aspirants under the guidance
of the best available dramatic tutors. It has always been an important part of our program to look to this new talent for the
future. We feel that the establishment of this school along sound
lines will be fruitful and effective not only in discovering promising actors and actresses but will help bring about a more
realistic evaluation of their services by the personalities.
Students will be encouraged by the opportunity to participate in feature pictures and television productions through
which their abilities can be measured. In time, as our students
develop, it may be possible to have a production
introducing these new personalities.

each year

At the same time a similar program will be carried out
for the purpose of developing writing talent, encouraging young
people with imagination and ability to enter this field. Since
the demand for new subject matter for the screen is also a
matter of first importance, we regard this as a constructive step.
This latter activity will be under the supervision of Mr. Joseph
Moskowitz, Head of our Literary Department,
with Mr. Adler at the Studio.

in collaboration

W'e have a large library of films, comprising those pictures that have been produced since the inception of sound.
We have received offers to sell such films produced up to and

requested his leave of absence, Mr.

including the year 1948 for television purposes, and we believe

•\dler was placed in charge of the Studio as Head of Production, and in securing his services the Company deems it fortunate because not only has he been closely associated with
Mr. Zanuck and has a comprehensive understanding of Studio
problems, but he has to his own credit a distinguished record
as a production executive. It is anticipated that Mr. Zanuck,

that it is to the interest of our stockholders and the Corporation not to entertain any such offers unless the price offered
is more commensurate with the true value of the pictures.

When

Mr.

Zanuck

if he extends his retirement, will engage in independent production with our Company, to produce a number of important pictures a year.
Mr. A1 Lichtman, who has contributed so greatly to the
progress of this Company as Director of Distribution, retired
from that position in March
with the Company

at his own

and assumed

a consulting status

request.

Mr. Alex Harrison succeeds Mr. Lichtman
Manager.

as General Sales

Mr. Harrison began his career in the motion picture

industry with this Company

21 years ago as poster clerk in

our San Francisco Exchange.

In that period he has distinguish-

Management at this time can give no indication as to
whether we may in the immediate or distant future sell these
assets for cash, or distribute our library to television stations
through our own distribution organization, or spin-off these
assets, as well as other specific assets, such as the Corporation’s interest in oil and gas operations.
The management wishes that the stockholders should realize that no treatment of the specific assets, such as sale or
spin-off may

ever be consummated.

Any

such treatment

will

be related to the Corporation’s cash requirements for its development and healthy expansion. You may be assured, however, that the time and method in which these assets will be
handled will be both propitious as well as in the best interests
of the Corporation and its stockholders.
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Your management is most grateful to the stockholders for
their patience and understanding during the difficult periods
through which we have passed and I would like personally to
express my thanks to those who have communicated to me their

I would like also to pay tribute to the exhibitors throughout the world who have recognized the effort in tiying to provide them with finer screen entertainment by developing better
technical means of presentation, and for their cooperation and

expressions of understanding and support and their constructive criticisms, which were ahvays welcomed.

support.

Let me

also voice my

appreciation to all of the executives

S„ro. P. Si,

and employees of this Corporation who have labored so faithfully and loyally in your interest during the year.

ourad
President

Fiscal Year

CONSOLIDATED

EARNINGS
Ended
ember
Dec
5
3‘> Wee
195ks

Ended
52
H5> Weeks
’954
December

5,5

INCOME

:

Film rentals
$109,566,851
Dividends

(Note 4)

932,094

Other operating income — including profits on film laboratory and on
miscellaneous sales

$106,355,068
835,140

10,308,263
8,525,607
$120,807,208

EXPENSES:
Amortization

of film costs
$ 67,892,856

Participation in film rentals
Film distribution and administration

8,083,447
31,129,068

expenses

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment,

581,035

States and foreign taxes on income :

$ 11,564,713

1,600,000
3,939,674

CONSOLIDATED

EARNED

$

5,539,674

$

6,025,039

$ 97,466,130
$ 18,249,685

$

7,500,000
2,705,161

$ 10,205,161
$

8,044,524

25,

’954

SURPLUS
December
3i> ’955

Balance at beginning of year.
Earnings for year

Cash dividends on common

1,314,439
239,064

297,830

$

EARNINGS

554,486

1,258,259

$109,242,495

Foreign

28,888,118

in pro-

Contributions to employees’ retirement plan (Note 6)
Interest expense

Provision for United
United States

$ 59,737,016
6,733,007

not including deprecia-

tion of $1,121,215 in 1955 and $1,116,570 in 1954 absorbed
duction costs

$ 59.882,041
6,025,039

stock — $1.60 per share.

$ 65,907,080
4,231,177

Balance at end of year
$ 61,675,903
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$115,715,815

December

$ 56,114,545
8,044,524

$ 64,159,069
4,277,028
$ 59,882,041

The Citadel, eighth wonder

of New

Getting home from work when it’s still
daylight, and having an hour or more
to spare of it after you get there, is a
pretty good indication that summer is just
around the bend and that it is time once
again to give some

thought

to vacation

to the party as
prize ! Among
her trip was an
Haiti. The only

Bill Abbott

tells a fish story.

the gun

Bess Lasky and

new

friends took a prize.

P

4
V

March

13th. Beina:

Chinese maids, and took a
the many high points of
excursion to the Citadel in
way to travel to see it was

by horseback, but the sight is reward
enough to compensate. The fortress is an
immense structure, which was built by
the natives of the island and took sixteen

to do with that long awaited time
have jumped

on

near her, for the first time. They all went

cure-all for every lagging spirit, and we’re
inclined to agree ! So the question is —

off?”
Several TCF’ers

Orleans

strictly a passenger ship, everything was
planned for the pleasure and enjoyment
of the passengers. A masquerade party
meant new-found friends for Bess when
she met two fellow Californians, living:

time. To get the most from your vacation, doctors tell us that a complete
change of environment is the quickest

“What

of the world, in Haiti.

on the season and
early. Our

taken their vacations

head cashier, Gaines Johnston,

chose to take a sort of busman’s

holiday

recently, when he took a week’s vacation
and drove to Arizona with his wife. They
traveled extensively through the State and
spent several days in Sedona, where the
location crew of the production, “THE
LAST WAGON,” is currently shooting.
As a vacation spot, nothing can match
the natural beauty of the Arizona landscape, and at the beginning or end of
summer it makes a perfect spot for swimming or sunning, whichever you prefer.
Not recommended for mid-summer season
unless you like your
hot !

weather

REALLY

years of labor to comjjlete. Bess strongly
recommends taking the trip by ship, if
time allows. On her trip, the ports of call
were Havana, Cuba, Cap Hatien in Haiti,
La Guaira and Caracas of Venezuela,
Curacao, in the Dutch West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica and Grand Cayman, an
island w'ith beaches as white and soft as
sugar.
Kordula Polenek followed Bess Lasky’s
route, except that she traveled by airplane, and her trip included visiting St.
Thomas in the Virgin Islands and Puerto
Rico. The bartering in the market places
of Haiti proved an interesting contrast to
our modern civilization. They are not
lacking in night life on the islands, and
during her visit Kordula attended a real
voodoo

as well as a world’s fair at Ciudad

Trujillo, capital of the Dominican

Re-

If you happen to be the thrifty kind,
a trip similar to the one taken by two

public. “Traveling is like an investment
with dividends coming up now and then

lovely TCF’ers to the Caribbean might
appeal to you. Bess Lasky of the Camera

to remind you of it,” according to Kordula, but she suggests you be prepared

Department took a month’s cruise aboard
the STELLA POLARIS, which sailed out

to pay for those dividends.
{Continued

on Page i6)
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A LOOK

Booker

McCloy

recently joined TCF-TV

Publicity Director.

Two

ONE
Wilbur

14

popular

as

AT TCF-TV

A familiar face in the machine
a veteran
studios.

of 28

TCF-TV'ers are Norton Langford, Head Timekeeper
Assistant Timekeeper, Clarence Bear.

years

shop, Ulrich Fischer,

at Twentieth

Joe

Popkin,

Century-Fox
TV employee

and

HAPPY FAMILY, L. to R. Director John English of the "Flicka" series pictured with cost members Gene Evans, Anita Louise, John Washbrook and
McGaugh.

Henry

Goldfarb

AND

Production Manager, confers with Administration Executive, Michel Kraike, the first TCFwho is now starting his second year.

and Alex Kariakin are pictured by a 55mm Reduction
which reduces 55mm CinemaScope to 35mm.

Printer

MAMA'S BOARDING HOUSE, Sam Marx, one of the producers of the G.E. Series
pictured with Alexis Smith and newcomer Mark Damon, soon to be seen in
the new drama.

AROUND

THE

LOT

TCF'ers coming to work May 16th were surprised to find the crew of BEST
THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE working in front of the main Administration Building.

Motion
Walter
Poulson

Picture Permanent
Pidgeon,
and

Campaign

Frank

will have

of M.P.P.C., Samuel

Freeman,

ing ceremonies May
whose

Charities
Chairman

gift of $75,000

Chairman

15th. Individual
made

the new

a

of M.P.P.C.
tribute was

new

home.

Pictured

Goldwyn,

attended
paid

above:

Mayor

Norris

the ground-break-

to Samuel

Goldwyn,

building possible.

Clinton Sandeen, head of the Men's Wardrobe Dept., got his department together for a big farewell party honoring June Spendlove, who left recently to
take on new duties as a mother.

i ff

y
f]

I /JflW

The Prop Miniature Dept, recently duplicated a
statue borrowed from Italy for BOY ON A DOLPHIN.
The copies of the age-old original are so real you
Shirlee Heckert, formerly of the Story Files, dropped
in to introduce 2'Vmonth-old Christopher to Twentieth Century-Fox and vice-versa.

can hardly tell the difference. (It's the first one in
the front row and not the one being held by Warren
Hamilton in picture).

Armand Allen, Beverly Allen and Dean Walker hold
the Bowling trophy, won by their team, CLARK
GABLE'S TALL MEN.
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Quality You Can Depend On, And —
10% DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

I

§

BOUQUETS

SPRAYS

iM\i TMt

GRanite
We

10932 Le Conte Ave,, Westwood
7-1755

Deliver

»

Flowers

Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

Village

( Continued)

BRadshaw

Banquets

and

2-6085

Parties Our

Specialty

quate, airport about

SPECIAL

Watching

a mile from

understanding

excellent way

towards

the people, and

the pic-

turesque rancheros with

LAST

town.

the natives in this small fish-

ing village is an

their beautiful

Jalisco hats and carefree Mexicanos
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Should you go fishing in Baja California, there are two things you should know.
One is that at no time will you feel you’re
catching too many fish because the natives
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depend on your efforts for a large part of
their diet. The other is to caution you to
resist the temptation
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If this occurs the person

will, almost invariably, be stricken wfith
Tequilla fever the following day and his
ardor for fishing will be greatly reduced.
Anyway,

here’s hoping
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vacation takes you, don’t forget to carry
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page
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month. Just send your pictures to “Vacation Contest” at the Studio Club and they
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Studio Club Buyer's Directory
APPLIANCES

(Refrigerators,

Stoves,

Washers, Water Heaters, Vacuums, Coffeemakers. Electric Blankets, Irons, Toasters, etc.)
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-9383
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

ART

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper
Blvd., L. A

Co., 10755 W. Pico
GR. 8-3114

INSURANCE

REAL

Maurice K. Parness & Asoc., 1124 So. Beverly
Dr., L.A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001 ; CR. 4-2547

Howard
L. A

Hap

Halligan,
man Oaks

Sales Co., 10829

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Hillcrest Motors, Cadillacs, H. H. "Dick"
Staples, 9230 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills.
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

LINOLEUM

(Tires, Batteries,

Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

Blvd., L.A.
GR. 9-7721
Tire Service, 2100 Westwood Blvd.,
GR. 9-6375

Westwood
L. A

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

BOOKS

7960

Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera Center, 10877 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 9-561 1
Entz Camera Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
L. A
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners,
L. A

ELECTRIC

10555

SHAVER

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-2795

SERVICE

Beverly Hills Shaver Bar, 321 So. Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills .CR. 5-5579; BR. 2-1 324

FIREPLACE

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

7960

Robt. Burns Westhills Liquors, 10451 Santa
Monica Blvd
GR. 7-5223; GR. 9-9868

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

OPTICAL

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 N. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

PAINT

W. Pico Blvd.,

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-2787
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
_.CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

3-9104

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

& CARPETS

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

SEWING

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

H. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff-NecchiElna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica Blvd
CR. 1-8400

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Vie Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS
CR. 6-2211,

PHONOGRAPH
Norty's Music
L. A

RECORDS
Center,

10749

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
Westwood Supply Co., 1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553
Picwood Furniture Co., 10775 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 8-1775

W.

Pico Blvd.,
BR. 0-4373

(Lester Morris) DU. 5-1 735

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club.CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

PLUMBING
Laurel Plumbing
Blvd., L. A

TRAVEL

Ext. 745

1468

So.

Robertson
CR. 5-7547

1056

Broxton,
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531

WATCH
Co.,

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

FUNERALS
(Mr. Brown)

GR. 9-9554

PHARMACY

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

Furniture & Bedding

10645

Studio Club
W. Third St.,
WE.

GR. 9-5218
10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS

RUG

STORES

FLORISTS

Utter McKinley

Sheri's, 10625 W. Pico Blvd
Weiss' Men's & Boys' Shop,
Blvd., L. A

OL. 3-4230

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-0828

READY-TO-WEAR

Webster's,
L. A

W. Third St.,

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LUGGAGE

12300V2

Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471

RUGS

LIQUOR

McCarry,

Blvd., SherST. 7-5714

JEWELRY
Altman
L. A

AUTOS

ACCESSORIES

Ventura

Riley & Henricksen, 239 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5283
Ed. Hardin, 14837 Burbank Blvd.,
Van Nuys
ST. 6-5451

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

AUTO

15016

ESTATE

N. Cahuenga

Blvd., L.A... HU. 2-1121

REPAIR

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830
(Owl Drug), West L. A.

W.

Pico Blvd.
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What Does It Take To Make A Movie?
Scissors and splices and reels and grease-pencils ; film-strips
and moviolas and white gloves and gensels ; and . . . oh, yes —
an editor. Film editing, or cutting as it is popularly known, is
the method by which cuts from scenes are assembled into a
free-flowing continuous motion picture. The process of fitting
together these strips of film (called cuts) into a complete
moving picture is far from simple. The dailies, comprising
all the printed takes of the day, are delivered to the film editor.
After a careful study of each scene, (Note: John Ehrin and
Hugh Fowler, pictured above), the editor selects and marks
possible cuts. In this he is guided by a myriad of necessities.
Each possible cut is analyzed for story value, entertainment
potential, dramatic impact, emotional appeal and tempo in
respect to the over-all effect to be achieved. Each cut must be
just the right length to maintain the tempo and to enhance the
above mentioned values. Then, in combination with all the
other cuts, expert matching

20

by the editor provides a smooth-

ness of continuity and pace that never distracts the audience
from

‘living the story’. Cuts can be as short as ten frames, as

in the gun battle of “The Proud Ones” ; some cuts are even less !
Or, cuts can be as long as 800 feet (1 2,800 frames !) as in the
memorable

scene from “Claudia”.

Hence, it can be seen that cuts must be made
eliminate jumpiness

and

consequent

audience

expertly to

irritation. The

film editor must be keenly and intimately aware ol the over-all
story in order to judge each cut in relation to all other factors.
He must have a sense of dramatic impact to decide which shot,
of several different angles, packs the biggest wallojr. He
have a flair for sensing emotional
drama,

effect, whether

must

comedy

or

and be able to utilize the cuts effectively in this capac-

ity. He must be able to judge entertainment value, picturesqueness, inteiest factors and a multitude ol other related
aspects.
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PICTURE

STORY

Unit Production Manager Kenneth Holmes and 1st
Assistant Director Joe Rickards are shown at work on

to roll in August are “Jesse James,” “The Three Faces
of Eve,” “The Reno Brothers,” and “Boy On A Dol-

the cross plot board for soon to be in production “Jesse
James.” Representative of the pre-production activity
going on in many areas, Joe and Ken are at work on

phin” which will shoot in Greece. In September the
above four will be closely followed by “Do Re Mi,”
“The Wayward Bus,” “The Reef,” “Heaven Knows,

just one of several pictures to be in production soon. Set

Mr. Allison,” and “Bernardine.”
3

Right now, somewhere

in the world, a

group of theatregoers are settling back in
their seats to watch one of the most spectacular, one of the most beautiful and
one of the most expensive motion pictures
ever to be put on film unfold for their
delight and entertainment.
In this era of “big” pictures as the
stock in trade of nearly every producer,
and in this industry in which

superlatives

are standard operating procedure, “The
King and I” emerges as a picture of
such grandeur and scope that it defies
comparison and challenges the adequacy
of the most imaginative adjectives.
Produced

at a cost of $6,500,000

the

picture represents a superlative effort in
every phase of its production. A top cast,
headed by Yul Brynner and Deborah Kerr
in the title roles, and Rita Moreno as
“Tuptim,” worked in sets that were not
only magnificently beautiful, but presented to the entire industry a whole new concept of scope in settings. The smallest set
used in the picture was ten times as big
as the stage sets used in the theatre version. The entire production was keyed to
a feeling of vast spaciousness and some
of the larger sets left cast and crew members with the feeling that they had seen
a wdiole new idea in motion picture production.
The Banquet Room, where the “King”
holds the banquet for “British Ambassador” Alan Mowbray, featured hand-painted Siamese screens 30 feet high and 100
feet long. The famous palace pavilion
where Deborah Kerr, as Mrs. Anna,
teaches the wives and children of the

Producer

Charles

Brackett

affair with their grandson.

and
Over

Mrs.

Brackelt

$50,000

was

attended

the charity

raised for the Center.

King covered the entire 30,000 square
feet of floor space on Stage 15. The Hall
of Women included a series of shallow
bathing pools and coral-pink mother-ofpearl walls and floors. The Temple interior where “King” Yul prays for the
success of Mrs. Anna’s banquet preparations and promises her, at long last, her
house outside the palace, contains a hugescale replica of the famous Reclining
Buddha of Siam, 100 feet wide and 20
feet high, fashioned by our own
tors right here on the lot.
The

Palace Courtyard

the greatest concentration

sculp-

set necessitated
of light ever

used on a film set. Seventy-one thousand
amperes were pulled into the stage — more
than enough to light the cities of Beverly Hills or Glendale, California.
One of the most delicately lovely of the
sets was built on the back lot for the Rita

Mrs. Buddy
Center

Adler, extreme

Auxiliary

for

right, is President

which

the

charity

of the UCLA

Premiere

was

Medical
given.

Moreno-Carlos Rivas “We Kiss in a
Shadow” number. The back lot waterways were completely rebuilt to the typically formalized Oriental patterns of cut
trees and shrubs, a Siamese bridge, the
customary flame trees and bougainvilla
of Thailand and the spectacular Wall of
Water — achieved by draining the waterways and building some 300 fountains —
through which the young lovers are seen
during the number.
Costumes for “The King and I,” designed by Boston-born, Parisian-trained
Irene Sharaff, present a stylized elegance
that, in the opulent sets, creates a spectacle of richness and dignity that defies description. Miss Sharaff purchased fabulous fabrics from Thailand and India from
which the costumes were fashioned. For
Deborah Kerr’s “Shall We Dance” ballgown, Miss Sharaff used 60 yards of ac-

Thailand
The

Prince

Prince

is a

Surachatra

and

his wife

direct descendant

were

of the

at the gala

"King"

affair.

in the picture.
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cordion pleating and ruffling in the hooped petticoats and another 20 yards in the
gown. Completed, the gown was 25 feet
in circumference at the floor and weighed
42 pounds.
“The Small House of Uncle Thomas”
ballet, created on the stage and in the
film version by Jerome Robbins, is one of
the picture’s high points. Siqjerficially, the
ballet is presented by Mrs. Anna’s pupils
for the King’s enjoyment, but storywise,
slavery.
it is “Tuptim’s” plea for freedom from
All of the props for the ballet — with
one exception — were made on the 20th lot.
The fabulous masks worn by the dancers,
the ratchets. Uncle Tom’s house, the jagged silver props representing lightning,
the flame-spouting bellows that used a
specially designed explosive that spouted
flame without starting fire and a host of
others. The entire production of the ballet
is done in a stylized manner — which went
smoothly enough until Choreographer
Robbins asked the Property Department
for “stylized rain.” For the first time in
history the studio was stymied prop-wise.
The problem was finally solved when the
famed Kabuki Theatre in Japan was
wired

for specially prepared

rice-paper

pellets which w'ere weighted with infinitesimal lead pellets — which solved the
problem.
Altogether, the 20th Century-Fox film
version of the famous Broadway smash
hit is flawless in every department.

And

most important of all, “The King and F’
launches a new tradition in “super productions.” Its huge sets and fabulous costumes are in no way represented as the
“end all and the be all” of the production, as has been the case in so many
“spectacle”

productions

of

the

past.

Rather, they are incorporated into an enchanting and delightful story as a worthy
backdrop

to so memorable

an experience

in the theatre as Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “The King and I.”
In an industry which, in the past ten
years, has not been without

its ups and

downs,
hue and a cry
is for box
the “magic”
that
willtherevitalize
flagging
office.
As has been true so many

times in the

past, this studio has once again shown
the way to the answer. The long lines
of ticket buyers outside every theatre that
proudly carries the title “The King and
I” on its marquee represent no magic —
on the contrary, they are the same clear
thinking Americans who have patronized
this industry’s product over the years and
who have always known what they wanted
for their entertainment dollar.
“The

4

King and I” gives it to them.

To

a

great many

of us here on the

20th Century-Fox lot, the name Bill Goldman brings to mind the memory of a
good friend.
With Fox since 1940, Bill spent many
years in the Paint Department here at
the Hills and later worked in Purchasing
at TCF-TV.

To every one who knew him,

he was the sort of person the phrase “nice
guy” was invented for. He had a smile for
everyone, he told bad jokes with genuine
zest and he was always ready to help —
anyone, anytime.
The

American

Legion Post on the lot

knew Bill as a former Vice-Commander
and at his untimely passing, he held the
rank of Adjutant. He served as a VicePresident of the OEIU and was a Board
member

of the Studio

Club —

and

he

didn’t miss meetings.
The rest of this story is of a very practical nature. We hope it will help to assure Bill’s many friends that his family
are going to be all right. In addition, it
tells a story that many of us should know
and understand as we plan for future inevitabilities. With this in mind, we think
Bill would

have

been glad to see it in

print.
The following was written for ACTION
by Mr. J. H. Johnson, District Manager
of the Santa Monica Social Security
ceased husband. Mr.

office.

Goldman

was

ployed in the purchasing department
the 20th Century TV Studio.
A

Social Security claim filed recently

after the death of a 20th Century-Fox
employee, William Goldman, is going to
bring regular monthly $200.00 checks to
Mrs. Goldman and her children.
Mrs. Helen Goldman

received her first

check from the Social Security Administration based on the earnings of her de-

emof

Social Security records are confidential,
however, Mrs. Goldman wanted others to
benefit from her Social Security experience, and gave us permission to release
the story.
Mr.

Goldman

was

survived

by

his

widow, Helen, sons, Robert, age 9, Norman, age 3, and daughter Gail, age 7.

This family will be entitled to survivor
benefits of $200.00 a month until November 1966, when Gail attains 18. At
that time Mrs. Goldman and Norman
will each be entitled to receive $81.40 a
month

until Norman

attains age 18 in

April 1971. This means that if each member of the family remains eligible to receive payments (earnings in excess of
$1200.00 a year affect their eligibility),
they will have received almost $40,000.00
in survivor’s benefits by April 1971. Even
then the surv'ivors protection does not
end. If Mrs. Goldman does not remarry
she will be eligible to Widow'’s insurance
benefits of $81.40 a month when she attains age 65.
When

an insured worker dies, regardless

of his age, payments may be made to his
widow and children under 18 years of
age. The

amount

of monthly payments

to

your family, therefore, depends on three
things: Your earnings, the number of
your dependents, and the age of each
member of your family.
Information about Social Security payments may be secured from the Social
Security Office, 501 Broadway, Santa
Monica, or at any of the other Los Angeles County Social Security offices situated in Van Nuys, Glendale, Pasadena,
Mrs.

William

Goldman

and

her family

cial Security Office. Mr. Johnson

with

is presenting

J. H. Johnson,

District Manager

of the Santa

the first benefit checks to Mrs. Goldman

and

Monica

So-

the children.

Long Beach, Inglewood, Huntington Park,
Hollywood or downtown Los Angeles.
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HEET

ask you to step up and meet the writers.
The men and women who are waiting our

THE

studio’s plays — which
Alfred

Hayes,

are certainly “the

currently at work

on

Darryl F. Zanuck’s “Island In The Sun,”
is
a writer not only of stature, but of
thing.”
many

WRITERS

parts. He has numerous motion pictures to his credit. Among them are such

well-remembered titles as “The Left Hand
Of God,” “Paisan,” and “Clash By
Night.” Hayes has jjublished three nov'cls:
“The Girl On The Via Flamina,” “All
They two
Conquest,”
“In Love,” along
with
books of and
poems.
Bcirne Lay, Jr. is a name that certainly
needs no introduction to moviegoers. A
veteran pilot and
the 487th Bomb

former commander of
Group during World

War II, many of Lay’s pictures have
dealt with the men who fly. He is wellremembered here at T.C.F. for his magnificent work on “Twelve O’Clock High,”
the motion picture that was made
from his own novel. Other unforgettable
titles to Lay’s credit are “I Wanted
Wings,” “Above And Beyond,” and
“Strategic Air Command.” Holder of the
DFC, the Purple Heart and the Air
Medal, Lay is currently at work here at
T.C.F.
“Rescue.”as producer

and

co-writer

on

Elliot Arnold, currently scripting “Rescue,” along with Beirne Lay, comes to the
writing field from the journalism profession. Arnold spent 13 years with New York
City newspapers,

the last being the World

Telegram. Flis novel “Blood Brother,”
made here at T.C.F. under the title

NUNNALLY
For some

reason or another, whenever

“Broken Arrow,” is still hailed as one
of the all-time great westerns.
Burt Kennedy came into show business
the natural way. Born in the proverbial

JOHNSON

“Hollywood” or “movie-makers” they always picture things like huge sets, movie

play’s the thing.” George Bernard Shaw,
whose material is still knocking ’em dead,
always insisted that any play of his would
be a success if only the actors would read

stars, directors who invariably shout “action” every moment or two, gigantic lights
and large, ominous appearing cameras
sweeping down from Olympian heights

the lines loud enough for them to be clearly understood by the audience.
The point that both of those erudite
gentlemen were making is that without a

on the end of long, dangerous booms. No-

story, a good story, you just don’t
anything. And it’s a safe bet that
producer today will tell you that
were right as the stuff that, in Spain,
mainly in the plain.

anyone, anywhere, conjures up a vision of

where in this picture of “typical” Hollywoodana does there ever appear a typewriter. But in fact, the typewriter .should
be in the very foreground- —for it is
aboard this unprepossessing little office
machine that every movie is actually born.
This is true because the typewriter is the
tool of the writer — and it is with the
writer that it all starts.
A fairly w'ell-known writer of another
era, his name was William Shakespeare,
is remembered

8

for having

said, “The

have
any
they
falls

trunk, Kennedy’s parents were “The
Dancing Kennedys,” the well-known \ audeville team. Kennedy told ACTION
that he joined the act at the age of five
and retired at eight. He went on to school
and later served in the 1st Cavalry Division during World War II . Following the
war, Kennedy went to the Pasadena Playhouse and first tasted motion picture work
as a stunt man in “The Three Musketeers.” He turned from that hazardous occupation to writing for radio and TV, and
ultimately for the screen. He did “Man In
I'he Vault,” “Seven Men From Now,”
“Gun The Man Down” and “The Cap-

Here at 20th Century-Fox there arc
currently more writers at work on scripts,

tives” for Batjac Productions, and
work on “The Reef” here at T.C.F.

that will uhirnatcly be this company’s
product, than we have had since the war.
ACTION, therefore, decided that this
would be a good time to meet some of
these people, and introduce them to you,
our readers. So, without further ado, we

If any man could be called a “hit
writer” it would have to be Philip Dunne,
whose credits include such fabulous titles
as “How

Green

Was

My

is at

Valley,” “Stan-

ley And Livingstone,” “Pinky,”
Robe,” “David And Bathsheba,”

“The
“The

Late George Apley” and “The Egyptian.”
In addition to his chores as a writer,
Dunne

has filled double and triple posi-

tions as producer-director, producerwriter-director and writer-director. He is
currently doing double duty as writer-director on “Three Brave Men.” A Harvard
graduate, Dunne served as Chief of Motion Picture Production, Overseas Branch,
for OVN’I during World War II.
Ivan Moffat entered the motion picture
writing field through

the cutting rooms

of war-time documentary films. “My
splices usually came apart during the first
running,” Moffat told us, “so they made
me a director.” He made six films for the
British Ministry of Information. He covered the Normandy invasion and was one

PHILIP

of the first Americans in Paris . . . “where
I got a Purple Heart for being run over

DUNNE

WALTER

REISCH

by a French taxi.” After the war, Moffat joined Liberty Films, where he worked
with Frank Capra, George Stevens and
William Wyler as an associate producer.
He

has worked

on “Place In The

Sun,”

“Shane,” “Something To Live For,”
“Giant,” “Bhowni Junction” and “Sixth
Of June.” He is currently at work on “The
Wayw'ard Bus.”
Eleanorc Griffin, best remembered jirobably for her magnificent screenplay for “A
Man Called Peter,” described her entrance
into the writing field as follow's:
“I had no ambition to be a writer, but
one afternoon w'rote a short story, mailed
it to a magazine with no message, only the
return address on the env'elope. It sold!
The second story I wTote, sold! And I just
kept on writing.”
Jay J. Dratler, currently at work

on

BEIRNE

the screenplay for “Fraulein,” came to the
motion picture industry as a successful
novelist. He is the author of, among many

LAY, JR.

PHOEBE

& HENRY

EPHRON

others, “Manhattan Side Street,” “The
Judas Kiss” and “The Pitfall.” Among
his screenplay credits are such memorable
pictures as “Laura” and “Call Northside
777.” Dratler attended the University of
North Carolina, the University of Vienna
and the Sorbonne. Along with his son.
Jay Jr., he runs a “father-and-son” ham
radio station, along with several other
hobbies.
One of two husband-and-wife writing
teams at work at T.C.F., the Hacketts arc
a delightful pair of people who “argue
out” one successful screenplay after the
other. A few titles from their long list
of hit pictures are: “Father Of The
Bride,” “Father’s Little Dividend,” “Seven
Brides For Seven Brothers,” “Lady In The
Dark,” “Easter Parade,” “The Pirate” and
“Rose Marie.”
were awarded

This year, the Hackett^s
the Screenwriters Guild

Laurel

for continuing service to

Award

ALBERT

& FRANCES

HACKETT

ELEANORE

GRIFFIN
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DRATLER

RICHARD

BREEN

HERBERT

BAKER

IVAN

BURT

MOFFAT

KENNEDY

WENDELL

MAYES

I

I
the motion picture industry. They
work

here

at T.C.F.

on

“A

are at

The best way to meet Herbert Baker
isSmile.”
to let him introduce himself. The following lines are Baker on Baker.
“Herbert Baker was not born — he was
ordered from room service.
“His mother

is Belle Baker, one of show

business’ top headliners. And his father
was Maurice Abrahams, one of Tin Pan
Alley’s most successful composers and music publishers. With a background like
this, it was inevitable that young Baker
should become neurotic.

RICHARD

CARR

“And so he has written many songs,
many stories, many screenplays, and many
television shows. Among those who have
struggled with his efforts are Danny Kaye,
Lena Horne, Cary Grant and Martin
Lewis.

and

Mr.foreBaker
is currently at work here at
...”
T.C.F. on “Do-Re-Mi.”
Richard Carr, who says his best credits
are his four children, came to California
in 1945 and began writing radio scripts.
He has done, on radio, “This Is Your
FBI,” “The Saint,” “Richard Diamond,”
and “Tales of the Texas Rangers.” Carr
has done over fifty TV shows, including
series. Carr’s

first picture was “The Man From Del
Rio,” which starred Anthony Quinn. He
has also done “The Cheese Stands Alone”
and “If I Should Die.” He is at work
here at T.C.F. on “The Secret Crimes of

ALFRED

HAYES

Wendell
Mayes, who can look back on
Stalin.”
Josef
a list of former occupations that include
such things as steel worker, sailor and
truck driver, came to the motion picture
writing field from TV, where he wrote a
great many hit hour-long teleplays. Mayes
started his writing career doing short
stories and followed with TV. His first
screenplay was

for the still unreleased

“Spirit of St. Louis.” He

is at work

here

at 20th on “The Way To The Gold.”
Another 20th Century-Fox husband-andwife writing team are Phoebe and Henry
Ephron. These two have produced a string
of hit pictures, far too long to name here
— but in part — some

of their best-known

pictures include: “On The Riviera,” “The
Jackpot,” “Look For The Silver Lining,”
“There’s No Business Like Show Busiand

Nunnally Johnson, without doubt one
of the all-time greats of motion picture
writing, started his career behind a typewriter in the newspaper business. His first
job on a paper was with the Columbus,
Georgia, Enquirer-Sun. After World War
I, from which he emerged a second lieutenant, Johnson moved to New York,
where he earned an enviable reputation as
a writer and reporter, and eventually a
columnist. He went on to magazine writing and became so popular in that field
that in 1930 gave up newspaper work entirely for magazine writing. His list of
screen credits goes all the way back to
such hits as “House
“Bulldog Drummond

ness,” “Daddy Long Legs,” “Carousel”
their most recent, still unreleased,

“The Best Things In Life Are Free.” In
addition to their collaboration, Mr.
Ephron has done double-duty of late as
both co-writer with his wife and producer.
The Ephrons are both natives of New

Of Rothschild”

and

Strikes Back,” and

includes such famous productions as “The
Road

“If he had not already been neurotic be-

Dick Powell’s “Willie Dante”

York and are the parents of four daughters.

Certain

To

Glory,” “Jesse James,”

“The

Grapes Of Wrath,” “Chad Hanna,” “Tobacco Road,” “The Moon Is Down,”
“The Desert Fox,” “How To Marry A
Millionaire,” “Black Widow” (which he
produced, directed and wrote). And the
memorable “The Man In The Gray Flannel Suit” which he directed as well as
wrote the screenplay for.
Richard

Breen and Walter Reisch, who

are currently at work

here at T.C.F. on

“Boy On A Dolphin,” are two writers
with about as varied backgrounds as could
be imagined. Yet these two work together
with such facility that their memorable
screenplay for “Titanic” was awarded
Academy Award.

an

Breen is a product of radio and TV
here in the USA. He broke into the writing field with Jack Webb doing the “Pat
Novae” series on radio. He later wrote the
screenplays for both “Dragnet” and “Pete
Kelly’s Blues.” His name is a familiar one
here at 20th for such credits as “Niagara,”
and “The Model and The Marriage
Broker” as well as “Titanic.”
Walter Reisch started writing for motion pictures as far back as 1927 in Berlin
and Vienna for the old UFA company.
He has been a writer and director at different times through his long career in the
motion picture industry. Reisch came to
the United States in 1937 and has done
a great many

hit pictures since. To name

but a few, “Gaslight,” “The Heavenly
Body,” “Niagara,” “The Model And
The Marriage Broker” — the latter two
with Breen, “That Hamilton Woman” and
“The Girl In The Red Velvet Swing.”
These are our writers, the wonderfully
talented people who create the play which,
in the motion picture industry of today
just as much as in the Globe Theatre of
the thing.Shakespeare, is most certainly —
VVilliam
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AROUND

THE

Twentieth Century-Fox American
Legion Post No. 563 held its installation
of officers at the Cafe de Paris on June
19. Amid the customary dining and good
fellowship that always characterizes the
American Legion events, the new slate of
officers was safely installed along with
some

very special events.

Don

R. Boyd

is the new

Commander

of the post, other officers include; Edmund Burke, Adjutant; Francis J. Morton, Past Commander; James Leppert, 1st
Vice Commander; John Armetta, 2nd
Vice Commander; Francis McGrath,
Chaplain; Gare Schwartz, Historian;
Margaret Locke, Judge Advocate; Felix
Morales, Sergeant-at-Arm.s; Charles Schumacher, Assistant Sergeant-at- Arms ;
Gaines Johnston, Finance Officer; Mickey
Michaels, Service Officer. Members of the

LOT

Executive

Board

include

IN

Earl

Bright,

Dick Darling and Hal Gordon.
After the installation, in the realm of
special events, the 20th Post awarded a
Darryl F. Zanuck, a fellow legionnaire
and charter member of the post, with a
solid gold life mem.bership card and a
Citation of Honor for his constant support
of the post. In addition, Fred S. Meyer
was honored with a special Citation of
Honor for originating the yearly raffle for
the Hospital Rehabilitation Program. Mr.
Meyer’s

award was the highest a nonmember of the legion can receive. Also
honored at the gala affair was Joe Keenan,
who received a Citation honoring him for
his years of active service in the post.

The smiling young man you see at the
left should indeed be happy. He is the
youngster selected by the 20th CenturyFox American Legion Post to be
awarded,
by State.
them, a trip to the Legion's
famous Boys
His name is Jim Segal and he is a
student at Beverly Hills High School. Like
all of the California youngsters who attend the week-long session, Jim received
lessons in the practical aspects of demoO
cratic ffovernment that he will value and
recall the rest of his life.
It is the American Legion tradition to
foster Americanism within the youth of
the country

and

the community.

State is a wonderful
dition at work.

example

Boys

of that tra-

Jim Segal’s trip to Boys State was made
Legion’s
the when
support ofthat
by the Remember
possible Raffle.
Annual
the
raffle next comes around.
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PICTURES

Tom Ingman is shown at the retirement dinner tendered him by his friends
and fellow workers at the Lab., on the occasion of his recent retirement. At age
67, Tom has been with TCP since 1932. He was gifted with a watch and a
rotisserie and

This beautiful

his parting words

shot is the work

Construction
been

Ray

Nolan.

It was

taken

on the new

theatre and

ready for occupancy

on the

Sedona, Arizona location of "The Last Wagon," and shows, left to right,
Richard Widmark, Tommy Rettig, Felicia Farr, Susan Kohner, Stephanie Griffin,
Ray Stricklyn and Nick Adams.

Executive
Lady

re-recording

building, which

we

have

all

watching develop from just a hole in the ground, is fast nearing completion. The four walls and the roof are complete and the new edifice should be

were, "I'm just going to loaf."

of Still Man

WORDS

AND

Producer

Buddy

of the Theatre,
long friend, Nunnally

Miss

by the first week

Adler

was

Helen

Hayes.

Johnson,

and

in September.

host recently, on

young

Miss
Ken

Hayes

the lot, to the

is shown

Cromwell

and

with
Joyce

First

her lifeBouffant.

The distinguished group pictured to the
right are standing, but they are not taking a bow — and they should be.
These are the members of the 20th
Century-Fox Safety Committee who are
responsible for making last year, 1955, the
safest working year for this studio since
1948. As a result of that achievement in
safety, the committee

has been specially

cited by Liberty-Mutual. In addition,
John Lavin, head of the Grip Department
and Ivan Martin, head of the Construction Department, received special commendation for having just 12 injuries
(10 days lost time) as against 16 injuries
amounting to 726 days lost time for last
year.
Total studio accidents were reduced by
40%, lost time accidents were reduced by
35% and the number of days lost reduced
by over 200%.
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July

CHATTER

31, 1956

No.

142

I READ IT IN CHATTER ... That ' s a line of dialogue that has becorae more frequently heard on
the TCF lot than even "roll 'em" and "call a rover". And that single line sums up more
completely than anything else could the important place in TCF-tovm that CHATTER has come
to occupy.
Three

years

and

over

l40

issues

ago CHATTER

was

born.

This

biggest

little

newspaper

in the

world came into being when the Motion Picture Industry was in the middle of its "days of
decision" back in 1953* The 20th-Fox lot, like all the rest, was in the midst of a temporary period of inactivity at that time. Bob Mintz, then Editor of ACTION, decided that
publication of the magazine might as well be suspended for the time being, but he felt that
for the people left on the lot some news-carrying service had to be maintained. So CHATTER
came into being. Originally, just as a temporary substitute for its big brother, ACTION.
The first issue of CHATTER was just part of one page, typewritten, with a hand-lettered
banner and a couple of stick-figure drawings by way of illustration. But simple though it
was, the little newsletter was well received and, though no one realized it at the time,
what was destined to become an institution was born.
As

the

weeks rolled by, ACTION again resumed publication, but CHATTER had become too important to be cut off. The two publications, it had turned out, were not really similar at
all. CHATTER had a charm all its own. It was sort of a relief valve for all of our gripes
and gently poked fun at any and all of us who got too stuffy in our jobs. In addition,

CHATTER had the advantage of immediate news. Bulletins were CHATTER'S meat. So, by 1954,
both of the studio publications were in full swing, each offering a service and a quality
of its own.
In 1955 Allan Balter came back to 20th to assume the joint editorship of ACTION and CHATTER,
By this time the lot was humming with activity and had assumed a level of employment and
production that eclipsed any other period since the introduction of Cinemascope. Balter
felt that with the growth of everything else, CHATTER had to grow too. So, not many weeks
later, the first two-page edition of CHATTER hit the streets. Not long thereafter CHATTER
started accepting employee want ads, offering another service to the employees. By this
time, CHATTER had become a pretty slick little publication in every respect. Its name line
was printed in multi-colored backgrounds and illustrations were being added by the Photocopy
Department under the guidance of Charles Zimmerman.
Today

CHATTER is one of the most important news disseminating services we have, serving all of the people on the
lot. CHATTER is often called upon by all departments for
quick transmission of information of all kinds to the employees. CHATTER ads not only serve the employees who
have goods or services to offer, but features special
offers from nearby sales and service organizations, all of
which are eager to be accorded space in the newsletter.
CHATTER itself has taken on such proportions that the
Editorship has been divorced from the duties of the editor
of ACTION and is currently under the very able hand of
V/anda Whitman, Jean Negulesco's
number one le.gman, June Connor.

secretary,

along

with

her

That's the story of the birth of CHATTER, Bob Mintz 's baby,
Allan Balter's child and Wanda Whitman's headache. Though
its beginning was humble, CHATTER, not unlike the mighty
oak which rises from the tiny acorn, has grown to such
stature that it has a place of its own, an important place,
in the everyday functionings of 20th Cent\iry-Fox.
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STUDIO

CLUB

ACTIVITIES

GOLF TOURNAMENT

Jack Codd, perennial chairman of the
annual 20th Century-Fox Employees Golf
Tournament, is shown in the picture planning this year’s event with two of his most
valuable
Ed Weyl. assistants, Pete Montemurro and
This trio is responsible for the hundreds
of prizes that golfers will choose from
after the tournament and it is through
their efforts that the prizes are traditionally of such value and excellence.
This year’s tournament will be held August 12th at the Fox Baldwin Flills Golf
Course. Over 300 men and women have
already signed up for the event — but there
is still room for additional accommodations ifyou have put off getting your
name on the roster of players. Call the
Studio Club if you want to play and are
not already signed up.
The first golfers will be suffering
through a whole new series of first tee
hi-jinks this year at 5:48 A.M. that Sunday morning when the tournament gets
underway. In addition to the traditional

The Los Angeles Health Department’s
Mobile T.B. X-Ray Unit made their fifth
annual trip to the lot recently and X-Rayed 994 TCFers during their two-day stay.
At this writing, all who were X-Rayed
should have received their confidential reports on the X-Ray. If you were X-Rayed
and have not received your report, call
the Studio Club and they will see that
the health department

blind bogey handicapping for the fabulous prizes, there is a trophy for the best
woman golfer and the best male golfer
will have his name added to the plaque

X-RAY

shown in the picture which
Cafe De Paris.

hangs in the

After the golf, there will be dining and
dancing in the lovely and comfortable
Baldwin Hills banquet room, where all
golfers are invited to be joined by their
families.

forwards your re-

port.
This is the fifth year that the Mobile
Unit has been on the lot and we are
told that, on an average, some 3 per cent
of the persons X-Rayed, need attention.
If you are one whose report indicates that
attention of some sort is required, we
strongly urge that you immediately contact your doctor or the health department.
Chest X-Rays of the type administered by
the mobile unit can reveal not only T.B.,
but certain heart and lung irregularities.
The primary advantage to the annual
X-Rays

is that they reveal these irregularities before they have a chance to de-

velop into serious ailments. So don’t
ignore a report that suggests attention is
necessary.
The mobile unit will return next year
at this same time. Be sure you take the
time to avail yourself of this most worthwhile, free service.
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TCF SOUND
MAN MAKES
SEA RESCUE
MURRAY JARVIS IN
DRAMATIC SAVING
OF SHIPWRECKED FOUR
A tiny beam of light that flickered upward from a 5-cell
flashlight dramatically saved four 29-year-old men from death
after two hours nude in the cold shark-filled waters of the Catalina Channel.
The

That was the way the news story read a few weeks ago.
man who made the dramatic rescue was TCFer Murray

On his way back from Catalina in a 30-foot cabin cruiser,
Jarvis. noticed the tiny light and, after some hesitation, decided
Jarvis
to investigate. As he approached he saw that there were four
figures bobbing on the surface. Two of the four were nearly
half dead and all were yelling for help as they saw the cruiser
approach.
Jarvis, who works in the Sound Department here on the lot,
and his companion, Johnny Walsh, pulled the four aboard,
radioed the Coast Guard, then proceeded to Long Beach where
the shipwrecked

John Steyl, who for fifteen years has worked in the Paint
Department, has one of the most unusual and one of the most
interesting and worthwhile hobbies ACTION has run against
in a long time.
He

raises homing

pigeons for the Army.

The strategic military use to which pigeons can be put
is very interesting. In the event that troops should be cut of!
behind enemy lines, a pigeon is dropped to them, in a cage,
by parachute. They then describe the situation and what they
require on a tiny piece of paper attached to the pigeon’s leg
and release it. With unerring accuracy, the pigeon will return
to its home base.
Mr. Steyl tells us that the pigeons are trained by participating in races. The courses run from 125 to 600 miles. In the
Ea.st, where the terrain is less mountainous, it is not unusual
for races to exceed 1,000 miles.
In the picture, Steyl is shown releasing the bird that won
the Mesa Club 600 mile race from Klamath Falls, Oregon, to
Los Angeles. The bird made
utes and 6 seconds.
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the distance in 13 hours, 13 min-

pital.

four were treated for exposure at Seaside Hos-

CUT INSURANCE COSTS

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed

AND

BETTER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

1 Year

1124 So. Beverly Dr.
BR. 2-2001 CR. 4-3149

10830 W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

Discount on Complete

Line of

PAINTS
VINYL
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❖
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4

105 NO. ROBERTSON
HILLS

GR. 9-5218

J
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BLVD.

20th Century-Fox
Employees

All Brand$
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Tires
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35 Years' Recapping Exp.

TIRE SERVICE
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Joe & George's)
2100 WESTWOOD
BLVD.
GRanite 9-6375
FREE PICK-UP SERVICE
Tire Trouble? Wheel Balancing Special Price
C. George
& Aligning Studio Club Members

of

MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
- DRYS IN 30 MINUTES
-SEALS ANY SURFACE
-RESISTS PEELING and BLISTERING
- NO FADING
- EASY CLEAN-UP OF BRUSHES

A & S PAINT CO.
BEVERLY

Los Angeles 15
CR. 4-2547
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❖
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WATER
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Bouffant
Shrugs - Siveaters - Lingerie
Discount To Studio Employees
10625 W. Pico Blvd.

M. K. PARNESS & ASSOC.
INSURANCE

TIME JEWELERS

Rear of Owl Drug

20%

W otnert’ s Sportswear

PLUS THE SERVICES OF A
PERSONAL AGENT

$4.95

HAPPY
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COMPLETE
❖

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CUSTOM

PHOTO

LINE

FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER

BR. 2-2787

UTTER McKinley
Rentals • Sales • Repairs

I

MORTUARIES

GR. 9-5611
10877 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

ROD

DU 8-2481
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A. WETMORE
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CARPETS
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CR. 6-9926

A Complete

JOE'S TEXACO
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SPECIAL STUDIO

SERVICE
Pico at Overland
DISCOUNT

^

CARPET

CLEANING
DYEING
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Carpet
SERVICE

Co.
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LAYING

or TE. 0-3636

TILE

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE

11218

BEST WAY

Washington

Blvd., Culver

City

Ask About Special On Spring Change Over
Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

SHOP

DISCOUNT
SAVINGS UP TO 50%
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ronges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
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—
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*
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•

CO.
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•
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ED.
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Advertised
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COMPLETE
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SERVICE
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14837 Burbank Blvd., Von Nuys

Brands

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
PAY

MATURE

TELEVISION,
10916

TO

West

INC.

Pico Bouevard

GR. 7-3040

BR. 2-3647

Studio Club Buyer's Directory
APPLIANCES
Washers,

Water

feemakers.
ers, etc.)
Altman
L. A

(Refrigerators,

Stoves,

Heaters, Vacuums,

Ccf-

Electric Blankets, Irons, Toast-

Sales Co., 10829

Santa

Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 7-4221
The Don Cameron
wood Village

ART

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper
Blvd., L. A

Co., 10755 W. Pico
GR. 8-3114

AUTOS

REAL

Howard
L. A

Halligan, 15016 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks
.ST. 7-5714
Rod A. Wetmore, 239 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
...CR. 1-5283
Ed. Hardin, 14837 Burbank Blvd.,
Van Nuys
ST. 6-5451

ACCESSORIES

(Tires, Batteries,

JEWELRY
Altman
L. A

Sales Co., 10829

LIGHT

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

Firestone, 10715
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-8293

Blvd., L.A.
GR. 9-7721
Tire Service, 2 1 00 Westwood Blvd.,
GR. 9-6375

7960

OL. 3-4230

Embassy,
Hills

9632

Santa

Monica Blvd., Beverly
CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

LUGGAGE

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

OPTICAL
& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

Ed Morgan Camera
Blvd., L. A
Entz Camera
L. A

Center,

10877 W. Pico
GR. 9-561 1

Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners,
L. A

FIREPLACE

10555

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-2795

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

7960

W. Third St.,
WE.

3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

(Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
The Don Cameron
wood Village
Picwood
L. A

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

Furniture Co., 10775

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 8-1775

Furniture & Bedding (Lester Morris) DU. 5-1735

GOODS

Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's &
Blvd., L. A

Boys' Shop,

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-2787
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Pico Paint & Wallpaper, 8586 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
_.CR. 5-1740; BR. 2-3221
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

RESTAURANTS
10645

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-9554

RUGS

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning

Co., 1743

Cienega, L. A
Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland

GR. 8-5259
.CR. 6-2487

SEWING

SERVICE

H. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff-NecchiElna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica Blvd
CR. 1-8400

TELEVISION
Al Davis

& RADIO

TV-Radio

Drive

In, 5037

THEATER

TRAVEL

PHONOGRAPH

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

10749

W.

Pico Blvd.,
BR. 0-4373

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

PLUMBING
1468

So.

Robertson
CR. 5-7547

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

AGENCIES
1056

Broxton,
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison, 8588 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
CR. 6-9926
Hollywood Office Appliance,
1531

WATCH
Co.,

Pico

TICKETS

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

Center,

W.

Blvd., L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

Studio Club

RECORDS

So. La

TE. 0-5926
W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

PHARMACY

Laurel Plumbing
Blvd., L. A

10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636

Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

COMPANIES

Norty's Music
L. A

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley

& LEATHER

Dorr Optical Company, 414 N. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

PAINT

SHOPS

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-0828

READY-TO-WEAR

RUG

STORE

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

BOOKS

12300V2

W. Third St.,

Westwood
L. A

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979

McCarry,

Webster's,
L. A

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LIQUOR

Sent Covers, etc.)

ESTATE

Hap

LINOLEUM

Hillcrest Motors, Cadillacs, H. H. "Dick"
Staples, 9230 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills.
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

AUTO

INSURANCE
Maurice K. Parness & Asoc., 1 124 So. Beverly
Dr., L.A...CR. 4-3 1 49; BR. 2-2001 ; CR. 4-2547

N. Cahuenga

Blvd., L.A... HU. 2-1121

REPAIR

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830
(Owl Drug), West L. A.

W.

Pico Blvd.
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What

Does It Take To Make

Each month on these pages we ask — and answer in part, the question
that you see in bold type above. We shall continue to answer this biggest
of questions in the months to come, because the answer is one of many
parts and
This
Charles
Men’s

many

people —

month

our

LeMaire
Wardrobe

from

search

and

every

corner

of the 20th

for the “answer”
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one,
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are

their husbands.
C. LeMaire
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Costuming? It’s a fairly simple job to line up a costume picture with
aid of our Research Department, Studio-owned Western Costume

Lady,

Ever try making a new pair of leather chaps look saddle-worn without the use of a horse? Put permanent perspiration on a work shirt?

properly

dressed for our pictures. It is their duty to be responsible for the actresses’
finished wardrobe from the time it leaves the workroom until it returns
again

company

When

Company and Technical Advisers — well-versed in their duties. But it’s
rough going, sometimes, to give the costume the character-look it needs.

and some names I’d rather not mention for fear of spoiling them or on
the other hand, hurting their feelings, are given to that patient group of
sec

the

A Movie?

the

the patient ear, the understanding one, the confessed to, the go-between
and sometimes referred to as that woman or get-her-off-the-set. All these

who

When
people.

California

lot.

and

to say about

part the costumer plays in “making a movie.”
Costumer Class 3, Josephine Brown, above. Set Girl, Wardrobe

ladies
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Century-Fox
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at
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and

Make

a comfortable
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pair of shoes

a new

Sun

squeak?
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fade
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look ten years

utes? These are only a few of a costumer’s problems.
Costume Eddie Wynigear, in the above picture, had
Warren
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for “Teenage

ness for two days for matching
paint with tap water.
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in the
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degree
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ONE
Here
words.

is a story in one picture that is indeed

In fact, little can be added

picture. Mr.

Presley came,

worth

a thousand

And

of the
here

in

the motion picture capitol of the world, where we are all supposed to be so completely blase, Mr. Presley conquered with all
of the ease he has enjoyed
even

to hazard

a guess

in the past. In fact, it would

as to how

many

new

1

PICTURE STORY

to the silent eloquence

he sang, he conquered.

1

be difficult

fans he has made

right here on the lot, not only with his singing, but with his charm
and easy good humor.

Elvis is currently at work in “Love Me Tender,” for which he
recorded the title song. This is his first motion picture and if you
think the scene

above, which

is what

has been

happening

at the

studio gates whenever Elvis comes or goes, is something — wait ’til
they see Elvis act. Already drawing more fan mail than any star
in the history of the studio, the Presley phenomenon

is hard

to

explain — unless we take the words of one little teen-ager who stood
at the Pico gate one day and quietly sighed, through tears of joy,
as Elvis passed her way, “ . . . I love him

so!”

3

When

the Reno

brothers (LOVE

ME

TENDER) stormed the ‘"Union” station
at “Greenwood, Louisiana” on the studio’s
Century Ranch recently, one of the evidences of the period involved was a Paymaster’s Wagon, circa 1865, prominently
displayed in the foreground of the scene.
Lovers of Western lore will thrill to this
remnant

of a bygone era, to its weatherbeaten frame, the slightly faded lettering

along its sides: USA^ — -12th MICHIGAN
CAVALRY — PAYMASTER. Only those
technically involved will be aware that this
particular Paymaster’s Wagon was constructed in the Prop Shop at 20th CenturyFox Studios in the summer of 1956, with
only a rigging and four wheels from which
to start.
Such

ingenuity is commonplace

in the

“dressing” of the studio’s sets. Just as a
decorator or designer in the fine home field
creates a room to suit the temperament and
activities of its occupant, so the Motion Picture Set Dresser must decorate his set not

The

dressing

here

between

have

before

called

a

of a

set

Color
them

set. Now,

usually

has

Consultant

the
with

blueprints
color

superb

its beginning

Leonard

for what

charts

taste,

Doss,

and

they

in a

conference

standing,

and

will ultimately
unlimited

be

a

imagination

will proceed

to bring

something

Head

Set

set, as far
coupled

the

like the

Dresser
as

with

set to life.

one

Walter
three

vast

pictured

Scott.

walls

They

can

experience

be
and

only to enhance and authenticate the scene
to he played in it, but to convey to an
audience the character and situation of its
people. In this respect, he must know his
script — its characters and the circumstances
of the plot, and he must understand them.

T
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E
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E
S
S
E
R
S
...THEY

MAKE

Jules Kahn

IT

Professionally, he must be as secure and
as qualified as though he were decorating
the most lavish home, because a set on today’s CinemaScope screen is lavish, not
only in size, but in its importance to the
picture. In the small black and white production of yesterday, a set was “background”; a chair was something to sit on,
a door to enter and exit the scene. Today
the wide screen has projected the background up into the foreground, to the extent that a surprising amount of the studio
fan mail is directed to the Property Department with inquiries regarding interiors
seen in current productions.
The man responsible for a great deal of

LOOK

LIVED

IN

the interest shown recently in 20th CenturyFox production interiors, both in the Industry and among the movie-going public,
is a tall, elegantly urbane individual named
Walter Scott, who is in his 25th year with
the studio. Mr. Scott answers to the title
of Supervising Decorator and is autonomously responsible for the work of all Set
Dressers and the decorating of all sets. A
graduate of the Set Dresser ranks himself,
Mr. Scott has very definite views about
what makes a good one. “Enthusiasm and
love of the work to be done is probably
the most important single factor for success
in the field of Set Dressing,” he says, adding, “of almo.st equal importance is con-

Drapery

is the Business Manager

and

of the Property,

Fixture Departments — all of
contribute to set dressing.

stant research and awareness

which

of contempo-

The staff of experienced, gifted men with
which raryWalter
trends.” Scott has surrounded himself testifies to the soundness of his judgment. Stuart R. Reiss, currently at work on
JESSE JAMES, Eay Babcock, assigned to
LOVE ME TENDER, Paul Eox of THE
KING AND I fame, Chet Bayhi, Chuck
Vassar and Jack Stubbs, the latter three
now handling TV assignments at Western
Avenue, are all skilled technicians in their
field. But no matter how skilled, no man
can live or work unto himself, and the Set
Dresser is no exception. With the Art Director, who first designs and supervises

Here is the most modern Property Building in the industry. The interior picture shows just a tiny fraction of the thousands upon thousands of individual items
that are housed within the building. Everything from a picture to a pitcher, a schooner to a spoon can be found somewhere in the three floors or basement.
Over 100,000 furniture and hand props rest within these walls between pictures, and their total value is in excess of ten million dollars.
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construction

of the set itself, and the Prop-

erty Man, who is responsible for the “working” props to he used in the picture, he
forms a tightly knit little team. Utilizing
the services of Technicolor Color Consultant, Leonard Doss, who acts as “trouble
shooter,” coordinating the colors to he used
in Wardrobe, the Set, and its Decoration,
this trio of artisans
sion of a crack

works

with the preci-

athletic squad

in accomp-

lishing the ultimate in each
decorating problems.
Upon

being assigned

after thoroughly

picture’s set

to a

picture, and

acquainting

the script, the Set Dresser

himself

meets

with

with Wal-

ter Scott and the film’s director to get their
views before proceeding with his own. Then
be gins a painstaking process of checking
with Research, selecting, buying, and in
instances
The set dresser and the set designer work in close co-operation at all times. Here, Set Dresser Stuart Reiss,
left, and Designer Jack Poplin go over a set of blueprints for another set.

one

where

needed

articles are unob-

tainable, arranging for their duplication in
of the studio shops. In the case of

furniture,
Poplin,

experienced

stands

ready

required, before
to the Cabinet

draftsman.

to design

sending

the scale drawing

Shop. Sometimes

ects run into large numbers
ures. The most

Jack

the piece

notable

these projand

big fig-

example

of this

was THE EGYPTIAN, when thirty-six hundred individual pieces had to be duplicated
with
were

accuracy and detail, because there
no relics of the 14th Century B.C.

available.

In THE

KING

ferent approach was

AND

necessary.

I a
The

difeffect

was an “impression” of Siam, treated with
lightness and fancy, and it called for its
own

particularly brilliant and unique interpretation ofthe period.
Does the Set Dresser have his trials?

Does

he ever wish

We
Monte
huge

Bonome,
"Boy

on

left, head
a

of the Staff Shop, and

Assistant Larry Durrell are shown

with the model

for the

Dolphin" statue that was made in the Staff Shop for the picture. The full size statue,
which is over six feet high, is shown on this month's cover.

signing instead?
asked Paul

Scott, won

he’d taken

up Tool

Eox.

with

an Oscar

who

De-

Vtalter

for his Set Dressing

of THE ROBE in 1953. “If you had it to
do all over again, Paul, how would you
time
feel“The
aboutoneit?”

I had

to do

it all over

again,” smiled Mr. Eox, facetiously. “I was
pretty discouraged. It was on LAURA. Otto
Preminger, the producer, and Rouben Mamoulian, who was to direct the picture at
the time, came down to look at Clifton
Webb’s
which

‘apartment,’
I was

which

particularly

was

a

set of

]>roud. They

re-

garded it silently for a few minutes. ‘We
don’t like it,’ announced Mr. Preminger.
Mr. Mamoulian nodded in agreement. They
went away. There
do but dismantle

was nothing for me to
tbe set and start over

again. A couple of days later, Mr. Preminger and Mr. Mamoulian came back. They
looked

at the set. Then

other. Mr.

Mamoulian

they looked
looked

at each

at me. ‘We

liked
the wayPaul
it was.’
he said.”
(Ed.it Note:
Eox won
an Academy
Art Director Mark

lee Kirk, left, and

Set Dresser Chet Bayhi discuss some

dressing of sets for "Three

6

Brave

Men."

of the problems

to be met in the

nomination
LAURA.)

for

his

Set

Dressing

of

MOTION

The fact that the employers of the Motion Picture Industry take care of their
own, through the Motion Picture Relief
Fund, is a matter of great pride to everyone who is a part of this business. However, few people in the industry know
where or how such help is administered.
This in itself is a great compliment to
an organization which is the recognized
agency for motion picture people when
they find themselves in need of
tributors respect the fact that
is essential, and are content to
the fund is watched over by
of their fellow employees who
serve on various committees.
Although
I

I

I

the people receiving help are

not known by name even to these volunteer workers, it is well to bring to light
the aid that is available to any person who
has worked steadily in the industry for
a period of five years or more, and is in
financial need.
Motion

I

help. Conconfidence
know that
some fifty
voluntarily

Picture Relief Fund

headquar-

PICTURE

ters are located at 335 No. La Brea. Here
can be found the real “heart” of our industry— pumping both hope and life into
the lives of those who encounter misfortune. In this modern building, that can
be identified on the outside only by an
address, hundreds

of less fortunate people,

annually, come to seek aid.
Since 1951, over a million dollars a
year has been administered to help worthy
cases through this office. Financial aid is
given for food, shelter, clothing and medical care. Here also, 713 people received
medical treatment last year. This care
was

provided by the doctor who is retained on a permanent full-time basis,
by the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
The Motion Picture Country Hospital,

is a 40-bed, completely equipped, modern
facility, maintained adjacent to the Countrv House in San Fernando Valley.
The Rest Home is a sanitarium at the
same location as the Country Hospital.
In the Rest Home there are facilities to

RELIEF

care for 21 convalescent patients at the
same time.
Retired veterans of our industry live at
the Motion Picture Country House. Here,
those who have grown old in the business are given a permanent home.
Depending upon their income bracket,
the motion picture employee is asked to
contribute from one-half to one ]Der cent
of his salary, through the payroll deduction plan, to help support those workers
who either temporarily or permanently,
cannot take care of themselves.
In future issues of “Action,” more detailed information will be given on the
various aspects of help available through
this charity, which has been created by
an industry that believes in taking care
of its own.
Those

not now

contributing and

who

desire to do so, may obtain an M.P.R.
subscription card by calling Studio Club,
Ext. 745.
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olas II. Bounine’s plan is to, in this way,
gain control of the £10,000,000 legacy
left by the Czar in English banks to provide dowries for his four daughters should
anything happen to him. But before the girl
can be presented for recognition by her
grandmother, the Dowager Empress Maria
Eeodorovna Romanov, played by Helen
Hayes,
money. Bounine finds that he is in love
with her and loses his great desire for the
The facts in this unusual case are that
there lives today in a Black Forest village
near Stuttgart, Germany, a 54-year-old
woman who goes by the name of Mrs. Anna
Anderson, but who claims' to be the Grand
Duchess Anastasia Nicholovna Romanov,
and who tells a plausible story of being
rescued from the massacre of the Imperial
Family at Akaterinburg, Siberia, in July
of 1918 and smuggled across the RoumanArmy.
ian border by two deserters from the Soviet
Her fascinating account has been the
inspiration for a score of books and articles
on the subject, a successful play on two
continents, and now a great motion picture.
It has its believers and non-believers, both
camps being equally vociferous in their
opinions. Playwright Maurette assumes

"ANASTASIA"
hat has developed into one of the most
baffling riddles of this generation now
emerges as the theme of the costliest and
most distinguished motion picture ever to
be filmed by 20th Century-Fox on foreign
soil. ANASTASI.A, last season’s brilliant
ISew York stage success, has been brought
to the CinemaScope screen by way of London, Paris, and Copenhagen at a reputed
cost of S3,500,000. Produced by Buddy Adler and directed by Anatole Litvak, its cast
of internationally celebrated stars, headed by Ingrid Bergman, Yul Brynner, Helen
Hayes and Akim Tamiroff, began work before the cameras in Copenhagen on May
21st. Three months later shooting was completed in London on August 27th.
The story it tells is unrivalled in drama
and intrigue. Based on the hit play by Marcelle Maurette, translated to English by
Guy Bolton, and adapted for the screen by
Arthur Laurents, it recounts the tale of a
starved, destitute girl, played by Ingrid
Bergman, who is rescued from suicide in
the Seine by Yul Brynner as Russian exGeneral Bounine and forced to pass herself
off as the Princess Anastasia, only living
daughter of the last Czar of Russia, NichExecutive Producer Buddy Adler, extreme right, is
shown with, left to right, Anatole Utvok, Yul Brynner and Ingrid Bergman
in London where much

on the set of "Anastasia"
of the picture was shot.

that the princess is alive, and both the
screenplay and the play upon which it is
based, give a fictitious account of Anastasia’s adventures after being saved from suicide. hatever, it is tbe intent of Producer
Adler and Director Litvak to make your
absorption of fact and fancy as enthralling
and memorable an evening’s entertainment
as you are likely to see in this or any
other year.
One of the loveliest and most moving
.scenes in the film is an early sequence in
which Brynner first meets Miss Bergman in

In the story Yul Brynner, as ex-General Bounine, finds a destitute s'*'!
man, and decides to pass her off as the Princess Anastasia to gain control

brink of suicide, Ingrid Bergof her £10,000,000 legacy.

Helen

is presen ed for final recogni-

a churchyard, while hundreds of worshippers— all carrying lighted candles — -make
way for a Russian Easter procession of
white and gold robed priests and tbeir
assistants, carying ikons, censers, and the
crucifix, and followed by a cboir of 30 Russian voices singing an ancient Easter hymn
in the Slavonic tongue used for services
in the Russian Orthodox Church.
The action takes place in and around St.
Alexander’s Cathedral, one of the three
Russian Orthodox churches in Paris. Although Director Litvak filmed many scenes
for the picture in Paris, as well as Copenhagen and London, he was unable to obtain
permission to use the actual St. Alexander’s, which is just a block off tbe Boulevard de Courcelles, near I’Etoile in Paris’
8th arrondissement. So the original was
photographed from all angles and rej)roduced to perfection on the back lot of the
Elstree Studios in Borehamwood, just outside London.
The man who created this corner of
Paris in the London countryside is Art
Director Andre Andrejew, a Russian-born
architect who left his homeland during the
1918 Revolution and has since become a
citizen of France. With his British assistant,
W. C. Andrews, a noted art director in his
own right, Andrejew spent seven weeks in
meticulously creating the cathedral and its
environs on the lot at a cost of more than
S56.000.
The choral group which sings during the
film’s Easter
Zorokin Choir
tion of Michel
of the picture.

procession
of London,
Michelet,
All of its

is the 30-voice
under the direcmusical director
members are of

Russian descent, many of them refugees
themselves of the 1918 Revolution. Research on the details of the religious procession itself was done by Michael Romanov, Paris-born assistant to Director Litvak, whose great uncle was Nicholas II,
father of the Grand Duchess Anastasia.
The filming of ANASTASIA marks one
of the most ambitious undertakings in this
studio’s impressive history of picture making, and it promises to be one of its most
rewarding. \^’ith a Thanksgiving release
date already scheduled, ANASTASIA seems
destined to make this holidav season an
especially memorable one for 20th CenturyFox and audiences everywhere.

Hayes,

left, plays the Dowager

tion. With Miss

After many

Hayes

Empress

in this scene

Romanov

is Martita

to whom

Hunt.

The

Anastasia

Empress

was

Anastasia's

grandmother.

weeks of coaching and long hours spent teaching her to walk and talk and dress like a
cess, Brynner takes his protege out to meet the public for the first time at the opera.

prin-
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Paul Gordon,

''the coffee man,"

loads up early in the ayem.

THE BRAZILIAN
BEAN GIVES
US ALL A LIFT
When

the coffee shop closed three years

ago, it broke more hearts than ever Elvis
uh-unt
Presley has shattered with “Ah
Yee-oo . . . Ah Nee-ud Yee-oo ...” And
Elvis has a lot more to offer, architecturally speaking, than ever did that coffee shop.
Its long low lines, part of the solitary
stretch that is the wardrobe barracks, were
It's always

12

a friendly queue

when

it's for coffee and . * . I

hardly to be compared with those of the
’56 Ford. Neither did its stark interior

suggest it as a mecca

of the gourmets

of

the lot. And it wasn’t. Its hamburgers were
hamburgers and its coffee was black, unless
you put cream in it. It had no pretensions,
and it needed none. It was “the coffee shop,”
to duck into when you didn’t want
ato place
face the vastness of the cafe and an hour
of muraled bedlam.
And then one day they closed it, and the
calamity of it wasn’t so much the choice of
lunch in the cafe or out of a paper bag —
there was suddenly no place to go midmorning and mid-afternoon for that lifegiving fluid — coffee! The lot was in a
quandry. The philosophic inspected their
waistlines and consoled themselves with the
thought that there’d been too many snacks
anyway, and it wouldn’t hurt to taper off a
bit. But even they didn’t believe it. The Resistance formed. Hot plates that hadn’t been
in use since Vf estern Avenue were dragged

Maria

Brooks

likes a touch of cream.

It's a relaxing ten-minute

break.

out from under Players’ Directories and rewired. Little cliques organized, elected he
with the largest can of Hills Brothers their
leader.
Everything was still pretty much in low
gear when someone decided to bring the
coffee situation out into the open. The answer was Paul Gordon and a 4-cylinder
jeep that has since seen more action than
any man’s Army ever showed it. Paul appeared on the lot one day at a modest 20
mph, rolled to a stop next to the Administration Building, and began dispensing coffee and doughnuts. In five minutes there
were only one or two die-hards still staring
incredulously out the window's. Practically
everybody else free to leave was on the
street digging the jeep. Paul sold out that
day. The only reason he doesn’t sell out
now' is that being forewarned, he comes
forearmed. “Forearmed” involves filling
the jeep’s two large coffee containers with
from 30 to 35 gallons for 600 cups) of
coffee a day, the jeep itself with 50 dozen
doughnuts, 6 dozen pies, 6 dozen cup cakes.
200 packs of cigarettes and a box and a

Out by the New

Ad. the white

collar kids gang

up on Paul for a morning

eye opener.

half of cigars! That’s w'hat it takes to sustain the lot “crew” through a long morning
and a long afternoon. And it’s w'hat’s prescribed by the experts for maximum production output. The morning and afternoon
“coffee break” is designed to charge any
battery that hasn’t expired its guarantee.
Paul’s jeep is now the Number One tour
of the lot. The rolling ums stop at every
department and working stage twice a day,
between 6 in the morning and 4 in the
afternoon. Whatever happened to the percolating fraternities, nobody knows, but
Paul claims his customers would rather
stand in the street picking over the bakery
goods and complaining about the service
than take shelter in their ow'n grind. As for
Paul, all he needs is the patience of the
saints and change.

They like something

solid down

at the Labor

Dept,

It's worth

waiting for that jeep's whistle.
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A LOOK AT TCF-TV AND

Robert Blakeman, left, pauses a moment at WA to chat with John Armetta, new
Purchasing Agent, who came over from the Hills to replace the late Bill Goldman.

Mel

Hubert Cornfield, left, director of "Operation Cicero," is shown with Producer
Ben Feiner, Jr. The TV drama is based on "Five Fingers" which many TCFers
will remember.

Epstein, shown at left, will produce the new
"Broken Arrow" series at Western Avenue.

Officer John Truel, who first started with 20th Century-Fox back in 1944, recently transferred to the
Western Avenue lot. He is shown here in his new
surroundings — apparently

Young Richard Marx, son of Samuel Marx, spent the summer at work at TCF-TV
as a mailboy. He made himself a whole host of friends who will all be looking
forward to his return next summer after he has had another winter battling
the books at UCLA.
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happy

0

to be aboard.

This $65,00p generator, recently installed, doubles the peak load at the WA lot
and services all stages. With the machine are, left to right, Rubin McGaughy,
Rodney

McGaughy,

Joseph

Hagan, John Brent, James
Paiciecha.

Thomson

and

Teddy

AROUND

THE

LOT

<

Clinton Sandeen is shown bidding a last farewell to Esther "Butchie" Robichaud
upon her retirement. Esther was with the Men's Wardrobe for ten years, but
has decided to confine her duties now to those of a housewife.

After 15 years at the Prop Shop Bill Salmon is shown on the day of his retirement. He will while away the leisure hours attending art school so the gang
gifted him with an easel, traveling cose and supplies.

GOLF

WINNERS

It all began one Sunday
Below, Executive Producer Buddy Adler welcomed
American Legion National Commander J. Addington
Wagner to the lot at a special luncheon held here
during the recent Legion convention.

long ago

at about

5:40

morning
a.m.

and

not too
the two

smiling people on the left are the ones
won it.
Of course

we

are talking about

who

that big-

gest of all events, the annual Studio Golf
Tournament and the happy pair are Bob
Coppin

of the Grip Department

and

Rosie

Egan of Ladies Wardrobe.
ACTION was notified recently that the
prizes, and there is one for each and every
golfer who participated, thanks to Jack
Codd, Pete Montemurro, Ed Weyl, and
many others, will be distributed in a few
weeks in the new Sound Building. The
prize awarding will take place in the theatre that the new building houses.
As

we

look

back

it seems

“best yet” about every

like we

golf tournament

say
we

have. Maybe that’s because they are always
so darn much fun. This year 318 determined TCF clubsters turned out to struggle
with par

and

wonder

about

blind bogies.

Our

companion publication, FOX CHATTER, went out on a limb a few weeks back

and

explained

send

ured. If you understood that rundown —
a letter to the Editor and explain it

how

blind

bogies

are

fig-

to us. In case you don’t, we’ll just go on
playing the game and leave the higher
mathematics

to Galvin

\^'ood, who

handled

it for this year’s tournament.
Over the
pictures
case one
was left
because

years ACTION has published a great many
of studio fishing parties. In almost every
of the most enthusiastic fishermen we have
out of the picture. The reason for that was
he was always taking the picture. Most

TCFers
and

usually see our fishin' photog behind a typewriter— but here he is behind a fish. He's Bill Novae
the rest of the picture to the left is more of his
work on the last fishing expedition.
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TCFers

SOFTBALL

emerge

CHAMPS

One of the most active softball seasons TCF has ever enjoyed
recently came to a close. Under the able guidance of Paul Helbert
and A1 DeGaetano our entry in the Department of Parks and
Recreation Western District League finally emerged the champs
after a very rough season.
The team started out with two losses, then went on to win eight
straight to tie with Everest and Jennings for first place. A hard
fought playoff game found, at its close, our guys ahead. The six
team league consisted of teams entered by us and Everest and
Jennings along with Times Furniture, Marman Knights, PackardBell and Milbro. On a round-robin schedule the teams played ten
games
In
ended
sixteen

plus the playoff that TCF won 6-4.
their league the Pembroke Herring Rebels started slow but
up with a .500 average for the season, winning eight of
contests. They ended in third place in an eight team league.

No, this isn't a posed picture. It's just our fightin'
TCF softbollers protesting a close one that went the
wrong

way. No need to tell you who won the argument. Left to right, Paul Helbert, Rezk, Arnold and
Blakeman.

Ed Arnold goes for a high one.

Here ore the Western District Champs. Top row, left to right, Ed Arnold, Ray Barraza, Hugh Cummings, Al
DeGaetano, Fred Rezk, Bob Weatherford. Bottom row, left to right, Jim Musk, Bob Blakeman, Joe Ramirez,
Paul Helbert, Bill Gallant.

Pern Herring's Rebels are shown here. They are, top row, left to right. Bob Pearson, Bill Jurgensen, John
Howard, Bob Jones. Bottom row, left to right, Howard Trent, Pern Herring, Willie Navarro, Bud Warner
and Manuel Miranda.
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Distinctive Costume
Novelty

STUDIO

STUDIO CLUB
PRICE
PRICE

$28.88
$33.88

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
GRanite 7-7508
GRanite 3-2513
BRadshaw

SELECTED

DOMESTIC

UNUSUAL

—

WHILE

AND

IMPORTED

THEY
WINES

•

9632

SANTA

•

A

FABULOUS

DISTINCTIVELY
FREE

MONICA

CLUB

MEMBERS

Retreading

-

New

On
Tires and

Tubes

Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

2-7110

SELECTION

OF

SPIRITS

1725 Westwood
Vi Block

DESIGNED

GIFT

North

—

PACKAGING

Boulevard

of Santa

Phones

HILLS

•

CR. 6-2305,

Come

BR. 2-3895

In and

Monica

—

GR. 9-7721

DELIVERY

BLVD., BEVERLY

Bags

LAST—

EMBASSY

FINE GROCERIES

Jewelry and

Hand

Discounts

BLANKET

$39.95
$47.45

HARRY

7-5714

MICKEY'S
BR. 2-6471

ELECTRIC

RETAIL

SINGLE CONTROL
DOUBLE CONTROL

Oaks, Calif.

434 No. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills

SPECIAL

(Pink, Blue, Green)

STanley

Specialty

WATCHES — CAMERAS — FILM
LUGGAGE — TYPEWRITERS — RADIOS
PENS & PENCILS — RECORD PLAYERS — CUTLERY
SMALL APPLIANCES

"NATIONALLY

Blvd.

2-6085

Parties Our

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS ON

THIS MONTH'S

Ventura

BR. 2-1594

Look

Around

S
SEL'
IRY. KREI
CONTINENTAL
CAR
IMPORTS
8750

TRIUMPH, RENAULT, BORGWARD, HILLMAN, SUNBEAM RAPIER
Service Facilities for All Makes of Imported Cars
SERVICE DISCOUNT TO STUDIO EMPLOYEES
Culver City
Washington Blvd.

THE DON CAMERON
1054

TExas

0-1182

CO.

BROXTON, WESTWOOD
VILLAGE
•
GR. 3-6507
BR. 2-8553
FURNISHINGS & GENERAL MERCHANDISE BROKERS

Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding,
Auto Tires, Sporting Goods and many
Whatever

CROSSROADS

your

needs

—

Get

Lamps,
others.

Jewelry,

Tools,

it at the right price

APPAREL
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

DISTINCTIVE LINE OF BETTER DRESSES
SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
1552 Crossroads of the World
(Sunset and Las Palmas)

HO. 7-9401

ED.

Open Monday thru Saturday
10:00 to 6:00

HARDIN

LOUIS FILANC UNION SERVICE t
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

iI
*

TRY OUR $1.00 INTRODUCTORY
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
PICO, Cor. ROXBURY
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Nationally

Advertised

BOOKLET

|

Ii

i
CR. 6-2487 ^

14837 Burbank Blvd., Van Nuys
Estate Planning
Retirement
Annuities

Brands

of

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
To Choose

ST. 6-5451

I

Leading

10%

From

DOWN
24 MONTHS
Open 9 to 8 Weekdays

VIC

PAY

MATURE

TELEVISION,
10916

TO

West

INC.

Pico Bouevard

GR. 7-3040

BR. 2-3647

Studio Club Buyer's Directory
APPLIANCES
Washers,

Water

feemakers.
ers, etc.)
Altman
L A

(Refrigerators,

Stoves,

Heaters, Vacuums,

Cof-

Electric Blankets, Irons, Toast-

Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 7-4221
The Don Cameron
wood Village

ART

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

REAL

Howard
L. A

Hap

Halligan,
man Oaks

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper
Blvd., L. A
-

Co., 10755 W. Pico
GR. 8-3114

Hillcrest Motors, Cadillacs, H. H. "Dick"
Staples, 9230 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills.
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

ACCESSORIES

(Tires, Batteries,

Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,

Tire Service, 2 1 00 Westwood Blvd.,
....GR. 9-6375

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
_.CR. 1-3979

BEAUTY

SUPPLIES

Gold Star Beauty
Blvd

BOOKS

Supply

Co., 9225 W. Pico
_CR. 6-7865

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera
Blvd., L. A
Entr Camera
L. A

Center,

10877 W. Pico
GR. 9-561 1

Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners,
L. A

FIREPLACE

10555

W.

Pico Blvd.,
_GR. 7-2795

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A.

Sales Co., 10829

Mickey's, 434
-.

Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-6471

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A.

7960

W. Third St.,
WE.

3-9104

FLORISTS

7960

W. Third St.,
OL. 3-4230

(Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

The Don Cameron
wood Village
Picwood
L. A

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

Furniture Co., 10775

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 8-1775

Furniture & Bedding (Lester Morris) DU. 5-1735

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-0828

READY-TO-WEAR
Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's &
Blvd., L. A

Boys' Shop,

10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636

Crossroads Apparel, 1552 Crossroads of the
World (Sunset & Las Palmas).. ..HO. 7-9431

RESTAURANTS

RUGS

10645

W. Pico Blvd.,

LIQUOR

STORE

Embassy,
Hills

9632

Imperial Rug Cleaning
Cienega, L. A

LUGGAGE

Santa

Monica Blvd., Beverly
CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

& LEATHER

RUG

W. Washington
..
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING
Co., 1743

Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

W. Washington
..TE. 0-3636

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,

GR. 8-5259

Pico cor. Roxbury

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 N. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-2787
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A.....
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

SEWING

RECORDS
Center,

10749

..CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

H. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff-NecchiElna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica Blvd.
CR. 1-8400

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

PHONOGRAPH

So. La
TE. 0-5926

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

PAINT

GR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

Norty's Music
L. A.

FURNITURE

12300V2

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
...CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
...TE. 0-3636

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley

McCarry,

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333

LINOLEUM

PHARMACY

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

ESTATE

Webster's,
L. A

FIXTURES

OPTICAL

& MAGAZINES

CAMERA

Blvd., Sher...ST. 7-5714

GR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood Blvd., L.A.
GR. 9-7721
Westwood
L. A

Ventura

JEWELRY

LIGHT

AUTOS

15016

Rod A. Wetmore, 239 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
..CR. 1-5283
Ed. Hardin, 14837 Burbank Blvd.,
Van Nuys
ST. 6-5451

Altman
L. A

SUPPLIES

AUTO

INSURANCE
Maurice K. Parness & Asoc., 1 124 So. Beverly
Dr., L.A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

1056

Broxton,
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
W. Pico Blvd.,
...BR. 0-4373

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Chris Morrison,
L. A

WATCH

8588

W.

Pico Blvd.,
CR. 6-9926

REPAIR

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830
(Owl Drug), West L. A.

W.

Pico Blvd.
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William Riddle
RPD Route #1 - Box 254
Del Mar, California

Second

Class Mail

privileges authorized
Los Angeles,

TAKE

appeal to an audience, as well as its dramatic value. Right now he is listening to a play-back, which tells him whether the music he and the studio
orchestra recorded for the scene this morning sounds the way he wants it to.
He is Lionel Newman, Assistant Music Conductor and Supervisor at 20th
of Alfred

Newman,

the studio’s Academy

.Supervising the musical output of a major lot isn’t recommended for
the perishable; it’s a gruelling and exacting job. After shooting on a film
has been completed and its editing is finished, the Music Conductor and
.Supervisor has the responsibility of sitting down with the producer and the
composer assigned to the picture, and deciding with them where music is

20

California

WHAT DOES IT
TO MAKE A MOVIE

The gentleman above is not unmindful of the sweet girl graduates parading across the screen behind him; he simply wants to be sure that the big
event is set off by a musical score that will enhance its emotional and visual

Century-Fox, and younger brother
.Award-winning Music Director.

at

to go
music
timed
over.

in the film. After that there are the reels to be broken down by a
cutter to a tenth of a second, with every piece of action on tlie screen
and described in detail for the benefit of the composer, who next takes
He writes his .score and then the score must be recorded. On the

recording stage, in this case 20th Century-Fox’ Stage 1, the filmed sequence
to whicli the music is being fit, is projected onto a screen behind the
orchestra where the Music Conductor can watch as the scoring proceeds,
synchronizing
Most
Newman,

studio

to the action on the screen.

Music

Conductors

siderable stature and acbievement
who is in bis seventeenth

nominations,
and

the music

major

and

more

recently moved

try’s outstanding young composers
THE LAST WAGON.

and

Supervisors

are men

of con-

in their field. 20th Century-Fox’ Lionel
year on this lot, has had three Academy
up into the front ranks

with his scores for THE

of the indus-
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Editorial Staff— Art Houser, Editorial Dir.; Allan Balter, Editor; Vivian Jorgensen,
Asst. Ed.; Esther Averall, Asst. Ed.; June Connor, Asst. Ed.; Wanda Whitman,
Member
Council
Hal

Southern

California

of Industrial

Gordon.

Industrial

Editors

Editors. Staff Photographers

Studio

Club

Editorial

Committee

Association;

— Alex
—

Roy
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Metzler.

international
Maria

Board

Brooks,
of

Con-

trol ers *— Larry Rice, Pres.; Bill Marsh, V. Pres.; Kordula Polenek, Secy.; Dick
Darling, Treas.; John Armetta, West. Ave., TV; Dave Boyd, Elec. Fix.; Jack
Brovin,

Elec. Prod.;

Edward

Conlon,

Art

Dept.;

Jean

Art Gottlieb,
Cutting;

Francis

Sam

Fontaine,

Engtn.;

August,

Morton,
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Studio
of

Club

West
the

Subscription

Telephone

BRadshaw

at the Post Office

20th

Gordon,
Camera;

Sonny

Trucano,

Honorary
ACTION

Pico

Mill; Walter

Hal
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Labor;

Jimmy

Transportation;

Genner,

Bess

Payroll.

at 10201

membership

Ave.;

Music;

Wittenberg,

Century-Fox

Cazneau,
De

West.

Estelle Trager,

Tony

Fire; Pat

Members

Century-Fox

2-6111.

Music;

—

Studio

Entered

as

Paul

Estelle

Publicity;

Edith

monthly

Bob

Club.
per

Lou

except

Class

under

by

Reader
year.

Cafe;
Mintz,

Richter, Casting;

64, California,

$3.00

Flynn,

Gordon,

White, Spec. Camera

F. L. Metzler,

Second

California,

Conlin,
Grip;

Lutz, Landscape;

Wally

Angeles

non-members

at Los Angeles,

Fred

is published

Blvd., Los

price for

Print Shop;

Olivera,
Sound;

Audrey
Erikson,

Effects;

Witte.

20th

January

and

and

for the

participation
Single

Matter

copy

is

25c.

April

2, 1942,

the act of March

3, 1879.

Holiday Season Brings Good News
For 1957 Production
^ ith the news that the 1957 production
schedule outlines some
made

Work Slate Biggest in Ten Years
With TCF Scheduled to Make and Release

55 pictures to be

Fifty-five Pictures in Coming Year

and released by TCF, the new year

promises to be a busy and prosperous one
for all TCFers.
After a

four-day meeting here at the

studio of the company’s top executive production, distribution and advertising chiefs,
the giant j)rogram

revealed by President

Spyros P. Skouras and Executive Producer
Buddy

Adler, provides for the possibility

Reisch, Di-

“Parris Island,” story based on the court
martial of Marine Sgt. Matthew McKeon ;

March: “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” Producer and Director Prank Tashlin,

“The Jean Harlow Story,” Jerry Wald Productions, based on the original story of

Also Rises,” Producer
rector Henry King.

Walter

of an additional 10 pictures, which would

starring Tom Ewell, Jayne Mansfield, Clifton Webb and Thelma Ritter; David 0.

bring to 40

Selznick’s production of Ernest Heming-

the number

of big-budget

CinemaScope productions to be made
marily in Hollywood by the studio.
A breakdown

pri-

of the properties showed

that 23 are best-selling novels, five are
taken from smash Broadway stage successes
and nine represent original stories.
Adler said that the program

would

be

Arthur Rayner, Producer Dick Powell.

nifer Jones; “Kiss Them

October: “The Diary of Anne Prank,”
written by Pulitzer Prize Winners Prances
Goodrich and Albert Hackett, screenplay

the novel and
Jerry Wald

for Me,” from

stage hit “Shore

Leave,”

Productions; “The Bravados,”

screenplay by Jobn O’Hara, Producer Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr.
April: John O’Hara’s “Ten North Prederick,” written and directed by Philip

tion of “A Hatful of Rain,” a Broadway
success which Fred Zinnemann will direct

Dunne; “Peyton Place,” current best-selling novel by Grace Metalious; Jerry Wald

and which

Productions and “The Hunters.”

and

Don

will co-star Eva Marie
Murray.

Saint

Also set for January

productions are “The Wayward Bus,” John
Steinbeck novel which Charles Brackett
will produce
Mansfield.

and

which

will star Jayne

“The Desk Set.” another Broadway hit,
Producer Henry Ephron, Director Walter
Lang, starring Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn, and

“The

Three

Faces of

Eve,” story of a woman with three personalities, Producer and Director, Nunnally Johnson, “The Way to the Gold,” adventure story. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Robert \^’ebb.

May: “Fraulein,” powerful story of U.S.
occupation forces in Germany, Producer

Sun

ducer Eugene Frenke.
Also slated for production, but as yet

F. Zanuck’s production of “Compulsion,”

Marquand,

Producer \^’alter Reisch, Direc-

tor Richard Breen ; and “A Certain Smile,”
novel by Francoise Sagan, screenplay by
Pulitzer Prize Winning team of Frances
Goodrich and Walter Hackett, Producer
Henry Ephron.

stark best seller by Meyer Levin ; “Close to
the Wind,” Producer Dick Powell; “I Married Joseph Stalin,” semi-documentary.
Producer

Robert

L. Jacks; “SAC

June: “The Sound and the Pury,” William Faulkner novel, Jerry Wald ProducHills,” novel

August: Robert L. Jacks’ production of

Sabo-

teurs,” story of the Strategic Air Command’s security program, screenplay by
Pat Frank, Producer Anthony

July: “The Young Lions,” Imin Shaw’s
classic story of \^’orld War H, Producer
A1 Lichtman.

“The

land, Jerry Wald Productions; “The Townsend Harris Story,” original story of the
first U.S. Consular official in Japan, Pro-

Wald Productions; “Stopover Japan,” story
of modern intrigue in Tokyo, by John P.

Director Henry Levin, starring Janet Gay-

tion.«. and Ernest Hemingway’s

November: “Jean Christophe,” Pulitzer
Prize inning biography by Romain Rol-

with unassigned starting dates are, Darryl

tions and “These Thousand
by A. B. Guthrie, Jr.

Carey’s “Love Affair,” Jerry Wald Produc-

by Goodrich and Hackett; “The Small
Woman,” an unpublished novel about a
British woman missionary in China.

Walter Reisch; “Down Payment.” unpublished novel by Jobn MacPartland, Jerry

Eebruary: “Bernardine,” still anotber
Broadway bit. Producer Samuel G. Engel,
nor, Pat Boone and Terry Moore; Leo Mc-

September: “Tbe Enemy Below,” tb rilling World ar II Naval story by Denys

way’s “A Farewell to Arms,” starring Jen-

produc-

initiated in January with his own

Adela Rogers St. Johns.

Muto; “Tbe

Hardhats,” Jerry Wald Productions; “Brandy for Heroes,” Producer

David Weisbart,

and “The Iron Butterfly” and “Bellevue Is
My Home,”
ducer.

as yet unassigned to a pro-

In addition to the aforementioned,

the

studio plans to distribute an additional 25
Regal Pictures to be made

independently.

3

Editor’s Note: For the delightful Christmas sketches that grace these pages, ACTION is indebted to Dale Hennesy of our
Art Department.
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THE CHRISTMAS
Nils Graiulquisl,
to tell us about

of tlie Cafe, took time

Christmas

that country. Christmas
ing and baking
Christmas

actually

afterwards

ents to everyone.

In

arrives. On

Christmas

of the holiday is readied

Santa

Claus

Christmas

delivers (iresEve is also the

time for decorating the Christmas Tree. In
addition, the whole house is decked with
holly, garlands
morning

finds

and

merriment.
which

wreaths.

everyone

on

Christmas
the

way

to

church in sleighs carrying lighted torches.
Once at the church, the torches are set in
the snow outside and left burning. The interior of the church is lit entirely with
candles. Hack home after church, the order
of the day is eating, visiting and general

Sweden

is another

country

the “Peace

On

Earth”

Jul” to you

all from

theme.

It’s “God

Sweden.

(Zlr ristvnas **

^^tAJorld

—

SPIRIT

in

the day after Christmas is also celebrated. In Sweden this day is devoted to

preparation — cook-

mostly — begins long before

Eve the big dinner
and

in Sweden.

<J~Cave

mas” in Hungarian
“Holdogkaracsony

is quite a

mouthful:

uncpeket.”

Marie Valenta, of Ladies’ \^'ardrohe, tells
us that in Czechoslovakia the Christmas
Holiday gels under way in full measure on
Christmas Eve. At this time, a tremendous

Rudolph Michaelis had his last Christmas in Hungary some 42 years ago. He
tells us that the most unusual and colorful

meal, much like the Italian meal, is served.
No meat is ever included in this Christmas

aspect

Eve

of the Hungarian

Christmas

is the

tradition that finds the children of the country dressing in costumes representing the
Three Kings. Dressed thusly, they proceeded
from

home to home singing Qiristmas carols. After they had completed their songs,
each house was wdshed a very Merry
Christmas
The

and

the group

religious

ceremonies

Christmas
here

in Hungary

in the United

went

fish is the main

course. After

the dinner, the father or head

of the house-

hold jiasses out the presents and the family
gathers

upon

like ours

States. “Merry

Christ-

around

for

the

beautiful

Czech

Christmas carols. On Christmas day, a dinner of Roast Goose is traditional. The
Christmas

Tree, as we know

portant in Czechoslovakia.

their way.

attendant

are much

meal —

decorated

it is

w'ith candies, cookies, fruits, nuts

and candles.
“Vesele

it, is very imHowever,

To one

Vanoce !”

and all from

Marie —

Victoria Mason, of TCF-TV, came to tliis
country from Germany in 1952. She tells
us that in Germany the symbolic and most
important decoration is what we know as
the Christmas wreath. It is often hung from
the center light in a room, or is given the
place of honor on the table. Cookies are
also of ])rimary importance, to the delight
of the children, in the Christmas celebration. These cookies are made much like our
gingerbread and are called “Lebkucben,”
coming in .shapes of animals, fairy tales,
children and so on. St. Nicholas is the
“Santa” of Germany and he pays his visit
on December 6th. The children leave their
boots and their father’s boots outside the
door to he filled by St. Nick with toys,
candy and goodies of every description.
Presents are" exchanged on Christmas Eve
in Germany. They have the Christmas tree,
as we do, but it is decorated with candles
— never lights. The whole family gathers
around the tree and the story of Christmas
is read from the Bible. From Victoria to
you — “F rohliche V eihnachten.”

Heather McCauley, TCE-TV secretary,
tells us that with our Canadian neighbors
to the north, unlike our Mexican neighbors
to the south, Christmas is celebrated in a
manner almost identical to ours. Canada
and tbe United States are well-known tbe
world over for tbe friendly boundary they
share in peace and harmony. The sameness
of their respective Christmas celebration is
anolber emphasis of the harmony. In Canada, the first stirring of Christmas comes
at a time aj)proximately when we are celebrating our own Thanksgiving. At that
time there are huge Santa Claus parades in
all of the major cities. The large department stores spend weeks in the preparation
and design of more sparkling and ornate
window displays than the year before for
their “kiddies’ windows.” These wdndows
are very symbolic of the Canadian Christmas and dearly loved by all, young and
old! In Canada, as in the USA. friends and
neighbors greet each other with, “Merry
Christmas.”

Maria Brooks, of the Still Lab., tells us
tbe story of Christmas in Mexico. More

a

spiritual than a material Holiday in Mexico, the exchange of gifts hasn’t the importance ithas in this country. The traditional Posada begins ten days before Christmas and throughout this period neighbors
visit back and forth and serenade each
other with the religious hymns and carols
of Christmas. The children enjoy the Pinata — a huge earthenware figure suspended
from the ceiling. It is traditionally filled
with all of the things that warm a young
heart. It is broken by a blindfolded child
who strikes out with a stick until he hits
and breaks it— spilling out tbe goodies to
be gathered up by all of the youngsters.
From

Maria

Navidad.”

and

Mexico

to you “Feliz

According
Christmas

to Pepe

Torres,

Trees are enjoyed

in the home

at the Holiday

of the Cutting

in Spain. Most

Department,

no

commonly

used decor

is a plaster or cardboard

representa-

tion of the landscape of Bethlehem called “novidades.” Children
receive a great many toys and the entire holiday is devoted mostly
to the children. Gifts are often open baskets, profusely berihboned,
filled to overflowing

with foodstuffs and the choicest of good things

to eat. The people of Spain
year they play a most
mas. “Feliz Navidad”

love pageants

important

and at this time of the

part in the celebration

is the greeting

of Christ-

of the day.

In Italy, the celebration of Christmas, we are told by Alberto
Valentino of the Accounting Dej)artment, is almost entirely a
religious occasion.

There

are

recently has the Christmas
Christmas

is celebrated

no

jiresents, no

tree made

by

an

the family

cards

appearance.
and

within

and

only

Primarily,
the family.

Symbolic, is the “Presepio,” the Italian replica of the nativity,
which is found in every home. No home in Italy, no matter how
humble it might he, is without its “Presepio.” Festivities begin on
Christmas Eve with a magnificent, huge meal I no meat served),
which

begins at dusk and lasts until nearly midnight.

not receive ])resents at Christmas,

Qiildren

hut they do on January

do

6th. At

that time. “La Befana,” a fairy, comes down the chimney of
t'ach house and puts fruits and nuts and toys in the stockings hung
by the mantle.
Alberto.
Christmas

in Ireland, as outlined

here by Irish Roche

of the

I^bor Department, seems a thoroughly enjoyable and fun holiday
and not too unlike our own Christmas celebrating. Homes are
decorated

with holly and

tree has even

made

ivy and

the Irish Christmas

traditions

singers moving

house

from

in recent years, the Christmas

its ajj()earance. One

of the most

finds gaily costumed

to house

colorful

of

groups

of

singing carols and even

some

songs — not entirely in the Christmas tradition. No door is left
until a donation has been forthcoming and no door ever fails the
singers in that resjtcct. In the good old Irish custom,
sends this greeting “Nollag

6

hona

agut.”

our “Irish”

It’s a “A

Tutti, Buon

Natale!”

to you

all from

Hector Dods, of the Sound Effects Library, tells us that in his native New Zealand, Christmas is a much quieter Holiday
than in most of the rest of the world. There
is no exchange

of presents and no

one

sends cards. The Christmas Holiday is traditional y a time to be spent with family
and close friends. The religious aspects are
nearly identical to ours, as is our greeting
of “Merry Christmas,” which even the natives have learned to say. The New Zealand Christmas Dinner is always Roast
Beef. The decorated Christmas tree, when
it makes an appearance, is apt to be done
in homemade ornaments with things to eat
and gifts for the children rather than shining ornaments.

As Christina Pettigrew of the Casting
Department points out, the days of mulled
ale, suckling pig and great sides of beef
have passed from the scene in England.
One tradition that might well have come
straight out of Dickens does remain, however, and that is the children carolers — so
unique to England. At the Christmas season, many groups of children go from
house to house singing their carols and
each home welcomes them. England enjoys
one other unique aspect of the Christmas
Holiday called Boxing Day — the day after
Christmas — a National Holiday — that gives

Paul Buscaino, of the TCF-TV

Account-

ing Department, tells us that in Sicily
Christmas is celebrated on more a religious
basis. Nearly every home

has either a tiny

replica or a picture of the infant Jesus in
the manger. Paul’s recollection of Sicilian
Christmas is largely a wartime memory
since he was there from 1910 to 1918. At
that time, he tells us, most of the Christmas prayers were for peace. Paul, incidentally, was himself something of a Christ-

the British a day to rest after the celebrating — an excellent idea. Christina wishes

mas present — he was born on Christmas
Eve. From Sicily to you comes the greeting

you all a most “Merry

“A Tutti, Buon

Christmas.”

Natale.”
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Johnny Steyl. of the Paint Department, shares with us his
memories of Christmas in Hollaiuh Christmas unfolds much the
way it does here in the United States. For the children, the
festivities begin on Christmas Eve when they hang their stockings on the mantle. The following morning, they are found
chuck-full of goodies from St. Nicholas. An aj)ple and an
orange and perhaps a honey cake are the sort of things a
youngster may expect to find in his stocking. The honey cake
will he shaped like a Santa Claus and these are dearly loved by
the children. Christmas day means a big dinner in Holland,
with the family and many friends. A Holland dinner will most
likely he rabbit, cauliflower, fruit and candy. December 26th
is also a day of celebration in Holland. Johnny’s greeting to
you would he “A hles.sed Christmas” or “Een zalig Kerstfeest.”

George Jagoras, of the Mail Department,

tells us that in

Greece. Chri.stmas is celebrated thirteen days after the conventional December 2.5th. Aside from the switch in dates, the
ceremonies, from the religious aspects, are much the same as
we j)ractice in this country. No presents are exchanged at
(Christmas with that fun being saved for the New Year celebration— as it is in many other countries. In Greece, Christmas
is largely a religious holiday and the parties and celebrating are
also saved for New Year’s Eve. Everyone in Greece goes to
church on Christmas. Straw, to simulate the manger, is traditionally carried to church. Christmas Eve is the time for
the Christmas feast in Greece, though it consists largely of
lenten foods. A friendly greeting of “Gala
comes from George to you.

Christuighiena”

A

typical Christmas

greeting in China, we

are told by

George Chan of the Drafting Dej)artment, might he, “Gung-si
me go Yet-Su Soo yu gey.” Though it sounds far different than
“Merry Christmas,” the sentiment is quite the same. In Qiina,
presents and firecrackers are reserved for the gala New \ear
celebration, but the children of China have Christmas to look
forward to as a day of feasting without equal the rest of the
entire year. Though turkey is not on the Chistmas menu in
China — such delights as chicken, duck, goose, shark-fin soup
and swallow’s nest do appear.

From

Jack Asrican, of the Mill, comes

Christmas.

Though

he had

fifty years to remember

this story of Russian

to dig hack

in his memory

his last Christmas

some

in Russia, Jack still

recalls most of the ceremony. He tells us that the biggest difference between a Russian Christmas and our own is that the
birthday
than

of the Christ child is celebrated

the presently

accepted

the special celebration
church

December

of the Christmas

people, in full regalia, march

pond. There

a week

or two later

25th. Jack
Holiday

where

to the nearby

a hole is cut in the ice and the children

tized with the icy water. Greetings

from

Susan

remembers
the

frozen

are bap-

Russia — “Kivanunk!”

McIntosh,

story of Christmas

of the Legal

in Scotland.

Department,

In that bonnie

brings

us the

land, Christmas

has one practical aspect that might be tried profitably here in
this country. On
homes

the day before Christmas,

for borrowed
mas. That way,

you

articles that must
can

always

people search

be returned

be sure the lawn

their

by Christmower

will

get home at least once a year. As in our country, stockings on
the mantle are standard for the kiddies who leave their notes
for Santa along with the stockings. Santa comes
ney in Scotland
called the “lum.”

much

as he does here • —

In many

sel Monday” which

down

homes, gifts are exchanged

is the first Monday

to all of you “A gey Merry

Christmas

the chim-

but the chimney

of the year. Susan
and a Guid

is

on “Handsays

Hogmanay.”

Secretary, Elizabeth Woodruff, tells us these facts about
Christmas in Switzerland. Late in the afternoon of Christmas
Eve

the children

are banned

from

the living room — where

the

“Christmas Angel” is putting up the Christmas Tree. About
8 p.m. a little bell is rung which signals the opening of the
living room,
are burning

where

all the family

then gathers. Wax

candles

on the tree and this is the time for the presents to

be opened. Carols are sung by everyone in the group — followed
by a huge traditional dinner. Christmas Day is the time for
visiting friends. Elizabeth

nachten.”

says to you

all “Froehliche

Weih-
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5TMAS

PARTY

These

are the men

who,

along

with

Spyros

Skouras,

reality. Shown here at the first talent "Presentation
Buddy Adler and Billy Gordon.

have

made

the new

talent development

program

a

Night," they are, left to right, Ben Bard, Lew Schreiber,

In a move

unprecedented

in the history

of the motion picture industry, TCF has
ihrown open its doors to the young players
of the nation

with the frank

ment that, “if yon
Under
Spyros
Buddy

have

the sponsorship
Skouras

and

Adler, the new

develojtment

has been

is moving

need

of President

Executive

Producer

talent discovery

jtrogram

you. light and
green

acknowledge-

talent, we

ahead

and

given the
in what

could otdy he called leaps and bounds.
Under the supervision of Billy Gordon,
head

of the TCP

Casting Department,

Ben

Bard directs the giant talent search. Well
known as a theatre director and talent
coach, Bard

has made

by developing such
Jack Carson and a
W ith the word
With just a few minutes before "turtain time," Make-up man Dick Blair makes
ments on lovely Tami Conner who opened the show. Steven Hayes looks on.
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a

few

last minute

adjust-

a name

names
whole

spreading

for himself

as Alan Ladd,
host of others.

like wildfire that

the gates are open at 20th Century-Fox,
Bard’s task is one of ever-growing stature.
Dozens, then hundreds and soon thousands

training. In this manner
forty or fifty players
whom he works.
Assisted
and

hy Norman

instruct

When

who

head

month

opportunity
and

the participants

is made

The program is gigantic
will ultimately mean more

the players are

industry than we now

to show
Owen

their

McLean
At this

as to which

are to be selected

of

to ap-

pear in the “New Talent Presentation,”
which is held every other month in the new
theatre building. For this important showing the audience is comprised of Buddy
Adler, Lew Schreiber, all the directors and
producers.
youthful

This “presentation” is the culmination of effort for Bard as well as the

actors and

talent worthy

of a

it is hoped
screen

that some

test and

ulti-

mately perhaps a contract will be [)resented. After the presentation night, the wheel
has

Robert Brubaker
a

and

Ann

McRae

are shown

here in

scene from "The Rainmaker," which they presented for consideration by studio executives on the

occasion of the first new

talent "Presentation

Night."

come full circle and the entire procedure isput into process to find another

young

be knocking

at his office door, writing him

glowing
and

accounts

thespians

are

and

of their triumphs

little theatres

and

sending

will

seven

of the seventeen

Liddell, Dolores

possessed

When

one

search-

Richard

Gard-

for the oppora contract

that

ACTION

for the 20th Century-Fox
went

to Ben Bard

for the

are now reading, we were particularly impressed with the fact that the
for all this activity is embodied in

capitalized word — TALENT.

The

of the country,

were

facts you

will be left unturned

will be

put under

in “Deep Water”
Television Hour.

looking

no area left un-

who

will carry them to their goal — stardom.
Along with their tests, Gardner, Galloway
and Sargeant have just been assigned parts

from various parts of the Untied States,
the studio has determined that no stone
and

Michaels,

of talent, hoping

tunity of being

“talent”

explored. As a result, talent scouts

players

ner, Michael Galloway and Michael Sargeant are their names. Seven unknowns

lot, which

talent locally and

can possibly imagine.

presented for consideration are to be screen
tested. Anne McCrea, Tami Conner, Jane

keynote

is attracting

in scope and
to the entire

And the program works! As a result of
the first of the talent presentation nights,

group for the next presentation night.
In addition to this activity here on the

sent to every corner

of aspiring

ing in stock companies, little theatres and
college and university drama departments
for talent.

in their scene.

our Casting Department.

a decision

with

Stuart, they coach

developed,

an

talents to Billy Gordon
meeting

each

the players

properly

then given

Bard sifts out some

development

This is a

program.

We

are

for people with “talent.” The industry is in need of new, young “talent.”
most obvious question that presented

itself seemed to be — “what is ‘talent’?”
Here’s what Ben Bard, the man who is in

With the show over and the "butterflies" gone, some of the young performers are shown here with star
Jeff Hunter out front meeting some of the studio executives who watched them perform, left to right, they
are, Michael Sargeant, Elena Fauve, Pamela Duncan, Hunter, Virginia Richmond and Steven Hayes.

in TV

him

their

very best portrait.
Ben Bard’s monumental task is to sift the
wheat from the chaff. From the thousands
of applicants he must
of show

business

and

his experience

talent to decide which
to warrant

V-

Vt

He accomplishes

a series of levels with

i
-i

i

each

penson.
granted

First, each aspiring thespian is
an interview. At this time he is

given an

opportunity to discuss his background, present pictures and do a short

scene or reading for Bard. The young

.

with

has promi.se enough

encouragement.

this through

Iv

call on his knowledge

li

■

A—

play-

ers are welcome to bring along any material they wish to use and another player to
do a scene

with

them.

nary interview, Bard

From

makes

this prelimihis first deci-

sion— and the player is either advised that
TCF is not interested further, or he or she
is invited to return for discussion and
I
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1

the “new

talent” business

had to say by way
a

in a bigger w'ay
on earth right now,

any man

than probably

of an answer:

“That question is thrown at me at least
dozen times a day. Talent can be a

broken

nose, a beautiful voice or an annoy-

ing voice — it can be a bairdo — or a bair
undone. It can be one of a million things —
but it must be something that holds your
attention

from

the Hrst time you

that freezes you

see it, or

with interest the first time

you hear it.
“All of the people who come to my office
with aspirations for stardom think that
they have that certain mark or sound of
talent and, strangely enough, most of them
have! But the reason most of them are not
stars is that they haven’t
Typical of the dozens

of youngsters

who

ore interviewed

with Bard in his office as he goes through
all over the nation.

her scrapbook.

by Bard

every day is Claudio

Seeking a chance

Hall, shown

here

in the movies, they come

from

found

the way

to

use that talent. They haven’t expanded their
talent, whatever it may be. nor have they
developed it to its fullest capacity
force and an influence.

as a

“The duty of a talent coach or a talent
scout is to recognize potential before it bas
blossomed

into fullness. The

inexperienced

observer bases bis judgment upon what he
sees in that moment of observation in the
belief that what

he has

seen

is the neo-

j)hyte’s sum total of ability. The experienced coach or scout can look far into
the future and see what
onic talent will take.

shape that embry-

“In this department
starts the moment an

such an analysis
aspirant walks

through the door, takes a half dozen steps
and seats himself. That is the first or
“j)hysical” impression. Within a few words,
the applicant gives us his vocal impression.
If those few

moments

succeed

in impress-

ing us, the as])irant goes on to a reading
audition and critique, rehearsals, and then

Shown

here in a scene

sow at the first new
Joan Lake.

called "Poor

Little Soul," another

talent "Presentation

of the sketches

studio producers

Night," are, left to right, Stanley Lachman,

and

Gina

executives

Genardi

and

an audition for Billy Gordon or Owen McLean of the Casting Department. From
these auditions the choices are made for
the ‘presentation

nights.’

e search out that elusive ‘talent’ here
in this department with about 50 people a
day who are jiersonally interviewed. About
100 more are advised over the phone and
at least 50 more

are processed

from

their

letters and photographs.”
And there you have it. 20th Century-Fox
leading the way in a search for the faces,
the ])ersonalities so vital to the making of
motion

pictures. And

they will come

as the word

to us. From

spreads,

every hamlet

and every huge metropolis — from the stages
and classrooms and the beauty contests they
will come — and some will succeed. Many
will be with us but a moment, others but
an hour.

But for those few who

have

that

so elusive

‘something’ called talent burning brightly deep within them, there is a
whole new world waiting for them. A new
world wailing just behind

Surrounded
Bard
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by some

of the hundreds

carefully goes over

and

hundreds

each one, while Secretary

of pictures that come

Christina Pettigrew

into his office every day, Ben

records his notes on each face.

— 20th
ment.

Century-Fox

New

that door marked
Talent

Depart-

STUDIO

CLUB

BOARD

-

ELECTS NINE TO
NEW

OFFICERS
NEW BOARD
MEMBERS IN
FOR 3 YEARS
The

nine new

faces shown

below

and on

the next page will be looking at each other
when the Studio Club Board of Controllers
meets again.
This new group represents one-third of
the Board and will remain in office three
years while each of the remaining twothirds will be replaced by annual elections.
The

remaining

Board

Members

not pic-

tured are: Tony Cazneau, \^'alter Erikson,
John Armetta, Art Gottlieb, Sonny Olivera,
Paul Cordon,
Bill Marsh,
Francis

With the results of the recent Studio Club elections now tabulated, the Club's new officers pose here for
their first formal picture. Left to right, they are, Richard Darling, Vice-President; Sam Wittenberg, Treasurer; Bill Marsh,

President; and

Audrey

Conlin, Secretary.

NEW

IVAN

MARTIN

BOARD

KORDULA

Larry Rice, Sam
Hal

Morton,

Trucano,

Edith

Degenner

and

Gordon,
Audrey
Flynn,

Dave

Wittenberg,

Estelle Richter,
Conlin,
Bob

Jimmy

Mintz,

Pat

Boyd.

Don’t hesitate to contact any of these
members regarding Club activities. They
will be glad to help.

MEMBERS

POLENEK

WALLY

WHITE
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DISCOUNT

Free Wheel Balancing with New

CARPET

S.M. 7-5157

Carpet

SERVICE

★

1

THE

11218

if DYEING

Blvd., Culver

City

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE

if LAYING

or TE. 0-3636

Set of Tires

€o.
THE "WRIGHT"

BEST WAY

Washington

tile

Tune Up
GR. 8-5259
Repairs
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

SHOP

DISCOUNT
SAVINGS UP TO 50%
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Furniture, Appliances, Television, Shavers, Dryers,
Washers, Refrigerators, Ranges, Silverware
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
BRighton 0-4209
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
GRanite 7-4221

Complete

AT

"SLACKS
Courtesy
10643

ISS’
WE
SPECIALTY"

Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

to Studio

Club

and BOYS

OUR

Members

Pico Blvd.

CARL

WEISS,

Mgr.

GR. 3-8636
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Quality You Can Depend On, And —
10% DISCOUNT To Studio Club Members
CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

l[[-l\\i

We

Deliver

-

Flowers

Telegraphed

HLP lULUnil
15016 Ventura Blvd.

10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
7-1755

GRanite

SPRAYS

-

Weddings,

Sherman

Village
BRadshaw

Banquets

and

Specialty

434 No. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills
BR. 2-6471
Distinctive Costume Jewelry and
Novelty Hand Bogs

MICKEY'S

WATCHES — CAMERAS — FILM
LUGGAGE — TYPEWRITERS — RADIOS
PENS & PENCILS — RECORD PLAYERS — CUTLERY
SMALL APPLIANCES

THIS MONTH'S

with Cover

10829
GRanite

DOMESTIC

UNUSUAL

AND

IMPORTED

MONICA

WINES

MONICA

$13.95

-

New

On
Tires and

Tubes

Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

BLVD.

•

A

BRadshaw
—

FABULOUS

SELECTION

EMBASSY
•

DISTINCTIVELY
FREE

SANTA

MEMBERS

I. ALTMAN

SANTA

FINE GROCERIES

9632

Retreading

STUDIO CLUB
PRICE
PRICE

7-7508
GRanite 3-2513
—
WHILE
THEY
LAST

SELECTED

SKILLET

$26.95

HARRY

CLUB

Discounts

ELECTRIC
RETAIL

IOV2 Inch —

STUDIO

SPECIAL

ADVERTISED

7-5714

2-6085

Parties Our

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS ON

NATIONALLY

STanley

Oaks, Calif.

2-7110

OF

SPIRITS

Westwood

Vi Block North

DESIGNED

—

GIFT PACKAGING

Boulevard

of Santa

Phones

HILLS

•

Come

CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

In and

Monica

—

GR. 9-7721

DELIVERY

BLVD., BEVERLY

1725

Look

BR. 2-1594
Around

S
SEL'
IRY. KREI
CONTINENTAL
CAR
IMPORTS
TRIUMPH, RENAULT, BORGWARD, HILLMAN, SUNBEAM RAPIER
Service Facilities for All Makes of Imported Cors
SERVICE DISCOUNT TO STUDIO EMPLOYEES
8750

Washington

Blvd.

•

Culver

City

THE DON CAMERON
1054

•

TExas

CO.

BROXTON, WESTWOOD
VILLAGE
•
GR. 3-6507
FURNISHINGS & GENERAL MERCHANDISE BROKERS

Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting, Draperies, Bedding,
Auto Tires, Sporting Goods and many
Whatever

CROSSROADS

your

needs

—

Get

0-1182

Lamps,
others.

BR. 2-8553

Jewelry, Tools,

it at the right price

APPAREL

50% DISCOUNT ON FAMOUS NAME
BRANDS OF LADIES' APPAREL
1552 Crossroads of the World
HO. 7-9401
(Sunset and Las Palmas)

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO
STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS

UP TO

Open Monday thru Saturday
10:00 to 6:00

ED.

HARDIN
ST. 6-5451

LOUIS FILANC UNION SERVICE
COMPLETE
TRY OUR

AUTOMOTIVE

SERVICE

$1.00 INTRODUCTORY

Free Pick-Up and Delivery
PICO, Cor. ROXBURY
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14837 Burbank Blvd., Van Nuys

BOOKLET
CR. 6-2487

Estate Planning
Retirement
Annuities

Leading Nationally Advertised Brands of

TELEVISION & APPLIANCES
10%

To Choose From
DOWN
24 MONTHS
Open 9 to 8 Weekdays

VIC

TO PAY

MATURE

TELEVISION, INC.

10916 West Pico Bouevard
GR. 7-3040
BR. 2-3647

Studio Club Buyer's Directory
APPLIANCES
Washers,

Water

feemakers.
ers, etc.)
Altman
L. A

(Refrigerators,
Heaters,

Stoves,

Vacuums,

Electric Blankets,

Cof-

The Don Cameron
wood Village

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

SUPPLIES

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper
Blvd., L. A
..

Co., 10755 W. Pico
GR. 8-3114

AUTOS

Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 S. Beverly
Dr., L.A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-2001; CR. 4-2547
Hap

Halligan, 15016 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks
--ST. 7-5714
Rod A. Wetmore, 239 So. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 1-5283
Ed. Hardin, 14837 Burbank Blvd.,
Van Nuys
ST. 6-5451

JEWELRY
Altman
L. A

Mickey's, 434
....

Irv. Kreisel's, Sportscars,
Blvd., Culver City

8750

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

AUTO

(Tires, Batteries,

ACCESSORIES

Seat Covers,

Washington
TExas 0-1 182

etc.)

Firestone, 10715
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

Blvd., L.A.
GR. 9-7721
Tire Service, 2100 Westwood Blvd.,
GR. 9-6375

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979
SUPPLIES

Gold Star Beauty
Blvd
BOOKS

Supply

Co., 9225 W. Pico
CR. 6-7865

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera
Blvd., L. A
Entz Camera
L. A

Center,

10867 W. Pico
.GR. 9-561 1

Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners,
L. A
FIREPLACE

10555

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-2795

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

7960

LIGHT

W. Third St.,
WE.

3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

Santa

Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
...BR. 2-6471

FIXTURES
7960

W. Third St.,
...OL. 3-4230

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
....CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LIQUOR

STORE

Embassy,
Hills

9632

McCarry,

12300V2

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-0828

Utter McKinley

(Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

LUGGAGE

Monica Blvd., Beverly
CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
..CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

The Don Cameron
wood Village

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

Furniture Co., 10775
:!.

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 8-1775

Furniture & Bedding (Lester Morris) DU. 5-1735

Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471
Weiss' Men's &
Blvd., L. A

Boys' Shop,

10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636

Crossroads Apparel, 1552 Crossroads of the
World (Sunset & Las Palmas)... .HO. 7-9401

Webster's,
L. A

RUGS

10645

W. Pico Blvd.,

GR. 9-9554

& CARPETS

Angelus Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

PAINT

RUG

W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning Co., 1743 So. La
Cienega, L. A
TE. 0-5926
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington

SERVICE

STATIONS

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-2787
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

M. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff-NecchiElna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica Blvd
CR. 1-8400

TELEVISION

& WALLPAPER

TE. 0-3636

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

SEWING

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 N. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

& RADIO

Al Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211,

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 AM. to 7 P.M.

TYPEWRITERS

PHONOGRAPH

Chris Morrison,
L. A

RECORDS
Center,

10749

W.

Pico Blvd.,
BR. 0-4373

WATCH

8588

W.

1056

PHOTOGRAPHERS

WINDOW

Broxton,
BR. 2-3746

Pico Blvd.,
OL. 2-3613

REPAIR

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830
(C5wl Drug), West L. A.
Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Ext. 745

AGENCIES

PHARMACY

Norty's Music
L. A

FURNITURE

READY-TO-WEAR

Blvd., Culver City
Santa

FUNERALS

Picwood
L. A

Howard
L. A

LINOLEUM

OPTICAL

& MAGAZINES

CAMERA

ESTATE

RESTAURANTS

Sales Co., 10829

Hillcrest Motors, Cadillacs, H. H. "Dick"
Staples, 9230 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills.
... CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234

BEAUTY

1 1773 Santa
GR. 7-9807

INSURANCE

Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

Westwood
L. A

REAL

EQUIPMENT

All American Golf Company,
Monica Blvd., W.L.A

Irons, Toast-

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
GR. 7-4221

ART

GOLF

W.

Pico Blvd.

CLEANING

Joseph A. Blasek, Professional Window Washer
STate 8-2798
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On this month's cover Action celebrates
Thanksgiving with a
riot of color and a
scene traditionally
reminiscent of the
beginnings of this
joyous and uniquely
American holiday.
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ONE

PICTURE

The three handsome young people in this month’s “One Picture Story” are following the arrow that appears on all of the new
signs you may have noticed around the lot that point the way to
the New Talent Department. Left to right, they are Bobette Bentley, Dick Gardner and Tami Conner and they are just three of the
many hopefuls whose stej)s have carried them along the same
studio avenues to the offices of Ben Bard under whose supervision
the new multimillion dollar TCP talent development program is
proceeding.
The new program, dedicated to the discovery and development
of new faces of top calibre for ultimate stardom in 20th CenturyFox pictures, was recently instituted by Mr. Skouras, Mr. Adler,

STORY

Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Gordon. On the night of November 15th
seventeen of the young players, the above trio included, presented
sketches and readings from plays and motion pictures for the
edification of the producers and directors who may someday use
them in pictures. A program of this nature will be presented every
other month, henceforth, the best of the young players winning
long-term contracts. The new program represents one of the most
progressive and enlightened steps in this direction made by any
studio in years. To more completely outline tbe program ACTION
will present in next month’s issue a full-length feature on the New
Talent Department.

3

MEET

Everyone in the picture industry is no
doubt familiar with the classic story of the
Broadway actress who came to Hollywood
to make her first motion picture. Upon its
release the picture was a smashing success
and the Broadway star was hailed as a
great dramatic actress by everyone from
Gower Gulch to Beverly Hills.
Then she made her second picture. And
it laid one of the biggest eggs this town
has ever seen. Know what they said about
that fine Broadway actress this time? BAD
DIHECTION!
It’s things like that that make small boys
wonder why anyone would want to grow
up and become a motion picture director.
Nevertheless, every picture that’s made has
that man who shouts “action,” guiding its

4
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every scene and every line, and they get
that last full-screen title card before we
“cut to the hero” because they earn it.
Somebody once said that to be a Hollywood director all one has to have is supreme intelligence, superb taste, unlimited
patience and the knowledge of what he
wants and the ability to get it. That’s all!
Add that to the fact that in the theatre
the director is traditionally responsible for
everything that goes on the stage or gets
on film, and you have the beginning of a
good case for Miltown.
But with it all, there remain a number
of hardy and creative souls who, unmindful of the diverse terrors of the director’s
lot, go right on making movies — and loving
it. And millions of happy movie fans all

DIRE(

over the world might some

day voice a

grateful thanks.
If movies are better than ever — a big
share of the kudos belong squarely in the
director’s lap.
Here at TCF
have

where we still enjoy, as we

over the years, the reputation for

producing the quality product of the industry, we have a roster of meggers that is
without peer in the entire motion picture
capitol.
On these pages we present our directors
— their pictures and something about them
all. We do so not just so our readers may
come to know them somewhat better,
though indeed we hope that will also come
to pass, but as a few words of tribute and
a few moments of thanks to these men who

HENRY

contrihute so much

to the success of the

entire concept of entertainment on film.
Here then are our directors ■ — the men
RIGHT behind the camera.
If there is a “dean” of Hollywood motion picture directors it could only be
Henry King. One of the hardest working
and most thoroughly capable men in the
business, his is a record without equal. A
pioneer in the area of film realism, King
is still one of that school’s finest exponents.
His pictures have maintained a standard
of excellence for the entire industry from
as early in his career as “Tol’able David”
which starred Richard Barthelmess. King’s
list of successes is much too long to completely list here, but such productions as
“Lloyds

of London,”

“In Old Chicago,”

“Jesse James,” “Wilson,” “Stanley and Livingstone,” “Carousel” and “Love Is A
Many Splendored Thing” all emerged the
magnificent film achievements they were
under the aegis of Henry King.
Henry

Koster made

debut with Deanna

his American

film

Durbin. Koster’s first

picture on this side of the water was “Three
Smart Girls” which not only launched him
as a director here hut established Miss
Durbin

as a star. However,

Koster walked

on the set of “Girls” with a knowledge
and know-how that insured his success. He
started his directorial career in Berlin and
when Hitler made his appearance moved to
Paris. In Paris, Koster tried everything
from camera work to acting. After four
years he finally emerged once again as a

KING

director. His list of successes is one of our
most impressive with such titles as “The
Bishop’s Wife,” “Luck of the Irish,” “Come
to the Stable,” “Stars and Stripes Forever,” “The Robe” and “A Man Called
Peter” outstanding.
Jean Negulesco first distinguished himself at the age of twelve when he won a
prize as the most brilliant primary student
in Rumania. Just two years later he ran
away to Paris to study art. Unfortunately,
his studies were shortly interrupted by the
war

and he was forced to return to Rumania to serve in the Army. After the war

he started to paint and his first show was
a tremendous success. From painting he
ultimately turned to scenic design. On a
trip to California he was impressed with
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the possibilities of the cinema as a means
of expression and he wrote, produced and
directed his own first picture — a total loss.
However, the effort gained him some attention and the beginnings of his now
eminently successful career were made.
Such titles as “The Mudlark,” “Phone Call
From a Stranger,” “Titanic,” “Three Coins
in the Fountain” and “Daddy Long Legs”
speak more eloquently than any words
could of the expertness of Director Negulesco.
Philip Dunne, one of the most distinguished talents in the motion picture industry, has tasted success not only as a
director but for many years as a writer
and more recently as a producer. Dunne
joined the TCF ranks in 1936 when Darryl
Zanuck signed him to a long term contract.
He has been on the lot ever since with the
exception of four years in service during
World War II in which he served as Chief
of Motion Picture Production, Office of War
Information Overseas Branch.
of writing credits is one of
pressive in Hollywood. His
turn to directorial chores has

Dunne’s list
the most imfairly recent
been equally

as successful with such pictures as “Prince
of Players,” “The View From Pompey’s
Head” and “Hilda Crane.”
Frank Tashlin is another director who
started his career behind a typewriter and
an artist’s palette. Always a humorist,
Tashlin started doing cartoons and at one
time had a syndicated strip. He later went
on to writing comedy and has done a great
many of the funniest screenplays we have
lately enjoyed. Some of Tashlin’s recent
successes include “Susan Slept Here,” “The
Lieutenant Wore Skirts” and currently
“The Girl Can’t Help It.”
Nicholas Ray came to the director’s chair
in Hollywood via radio. One of CBS’ topflite directors after World War II, Ray
later teamed with John Houseman for one
of TV’s major experiments in the TV production of “Sorry, Wrong Number.” Ray’s
first big smash on Broadway was “Lute
Song” with Mary Martin. In 1947 he came
to the West Coast to do “They Live By
Night,” his first motion picture. Ray’s success as a motion picture director was assured with that picture and he stayed on to
do such hits as “Flying Leathernecks,”
“Rebel Without a Cause” and “Bigger Than
Life.” Ray’s most recent picture at TCI
was the recently completed “The True Story
Kiev, Russia (now Leningrad),
of Born
Jesse in
James.”
Anatole Litvak started in the theatre at the

FRANK
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TASHLIN

JOHN

HUSTON

tender age of 13 when he was enrolled in
the state theatre of Kiev. With the thoroughness typical of the Russian Theatre, by
the time Litvak was 24 he bad been schooled in every phase of the theatre from stage
managing

to lighting, to acting and direct-

!

I

ing. He had even taken his turn at play
writing. After the revolution, in which Litvak played a part which he refuses now to
talk about, he was made a motion picture
director under the Soviet regime and did
his first picture “Hearts and Dollars,” at
the Nordkino Studios. From Russia, Litvak was lured to Berlin by the then
very big UFA company, and for them he
made the picture that skyrocketed his name
to international brilliance — “Be Mine

To-

night,” which starred Jan Keipura. From
Berlin, Litvak traveled to Paris where he
did several pictures before his travels finally brought him to Hollywood where his
first picture was “Escadrille,” starring Paul
Muni and Miriam Hopkins. Litvak served
in the Army during World War II and rose
to the rank of Lt. Col. He was decorated
by both the British and American governments for his work photographing the invasion of Normandy. Some Litvak hits include “This Above All,” “All This And
Heaven Too,” “Decision Before Dawn” and
of course the recently completely “Anastasia.”
Bob Webb, who has done almost every
job in the motion picture business from

...THEY MAKE
MOVIES WHAT
ARE

OUR
THEY

prop man to set dresser, effects man, assistant director, second unit director, unit
production man and writer
had no idea he would ever
to do with making movies
was in college. The son of an

and director,
have anything
even when he
oculist, Webb

originally planned to follow his father’s
profession and studied ophthalmology at
the University of California. After graduation, Webb practiced for six months and
netted a grand total of $2.50. That decided
him to accept his brother’s invitation to try
Hollywood. The rest is, of course, history.
He started as an Assistant Cameraman and
went on through the ranks to his present
status. Some of Webb’s hits include “Seven
Cities of Gold,” “On The Threshold of
Space” and “The Proud

Ones.”

Nunnally Johnson is another member of
the directorial ranks who started his career
behind a typewriter. First a newspaperman, later a magazine writer and eventually the creator of some of Hollywood’s finest
screenplays, Johnson first took up the
megaphone on “Night People.” He has
since directed from his own screenplays
“Black Widow,” “How To Be Very, Very
Popular,” and “The Man In The Gray
Flannel Suit.” Johnson is currently at
work on “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
Walter Lang has probably brought more
real entertainment to the movie-goers of
the world than almost any other director
in Hollywood. V ith more than 50 pictures
to his credit, Lang is noted for his leanings
to the romantic, the musical or the humorous on the screen. In addition, he is one of
the screen’s most meticulous workmen

who

HENRY

KOSTER

WALTER

LANG
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will abide no compromise

with quality. A

graduate of the University of Tennessee,
Lang served in the AEF during \^'orld War
I. After the war he was determined to become a painter and for three years roamed
the world in this pursuit. He soon found
himself designing for little theatres and
ultimately came to Hollywood to find an
outlet for his talents. Lang won his first
directorial assignment in 1927. His record
since that date has been one of Hollywood’s
most outstanding with such hits as “On
The Riviera,” “State Fair,” “Sitting Pretty,” “Call Me Madam,” “With A Song In
My Heart,” “Tliere’s No Business Like
Show Business” and, of course, the magnificent “The King and I.”
The remarkable career of John Huston
has touched on many

things. He has been

and, in some cases, continues to be — a
boxer, short story writer, lieutenant in the
Mexican Cavalry, sculptor, painter, horse
racing enthusiast, big game hunter and
script writer. But the world knows Huston
best as a film director and for good reason.

JEAN

NEGULESCO

HENRY

LEVIN

His subjects have included “The Maltese
Falcon,” “Red Badge of Courage,” “The
African Queen,” “Moulin Rouge,” and
“Moby Dick.” The son of Walter Huston,
one of the most lovable and gifted actors
of the American theatre, Huston has won
almost every known international screen
award. He is currently at work here at TCF
on “Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison.”
Fred Zinneman is the man who directed
“High Noon,” “From Here to Eternity,”
“The Search,” “Member Of The Wedding,”
“Theresa,” and “The Men.” With a list of
credits as these, there is little more that
can be said regarding Zinneman’s abilities. Movies, however, were not his first
career. Born in Vienna, he studied music
and later law. When he decided to move
to the movie business he came to Hollywood where his first job was as an extra
in “All Quiet On The Western Front.” His
first directorial assignment was “The
Wave.” He went on from that to a series
of shorts and eventually to his present stature as one of Hollywood’s top-flite directors. One of Zinneman’s most recent successes isthe magnificent production of Rogers and Hammerstein’s “Oklahoma.”
Robert Rossen was born and raised in
the tough east-side section of New York.
After hard study he entered New York University interested in becoming a writer. At
the University his interest was aroused by
the drama group and he decided to direct
his writing into the dramatic vein. After
several off-Broadway shows he hit with
“The

Body Beautiful” and won a Hollywood writing contract. After many writing

successes, Rossen first turned to direction
with “Body

DICK
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POWELL

FRED ZINNEMANN

And

Soul.” He followed that

success with “All The King’s Men” and
“The Brave Bulls.” That trio of hits launch-

ed him as a director and he has stayed on
top ever since. One of his latest and biggest
hits was

the fabulous

“Alexander

The

Great.”
Henry Levin started haunting a stage
door when he was barely able to toddle.
His family ran the theatrical hotel next
door to the Grand Theatre in Trenton, N.J.,
and his loiterings at the stage door were his
first introduction to the theatre. In later
years he attended Pennsylvania University
and upon graduation became a bond trader
in Wall Street. After the crash in 1929 he
operated a real estate business and started
directing in local little theatre groups as a
spare time avocation. From little theatre
he moved to summer stock direction and
finally hit Broadway as stage manager for
a number of Theatre Guild productions. In
1942 Levin moved to the West Coast where
Columbia hired him as a dialogue coach.
Sixteen months later he was made a director. Some of Levin’s memorable

successes

include “Belles On Their Toes,” “The
President’s Lady,” “Jolson Sings Again,”
“The Mating of Millie” and “Mr. Scoutmaster.”
Dick Powell arrived in Hollywood via
Mountain View, Ark. (where he was born ) ;
Little Rock, Ark. (where he grew up and
later attended Little Rock College) ; and

ROBERT

WEBB

NICK

RAY

Pittsburgh, Pa. (where he was “discovered” by a Warner Brothers talent scout). As
a singer and an actor he hardly needs any
introduction. It was in 1952 that he first
picked up a megaphone

and turned out the

highly successful “Split Second” which
launched his directorial career with such
success that there could be no thought of
his turning back. From “Split Second” he
turned to the director-producer role for the
mighty production “The Conqueror.” Powell then moved to New York where he directed the original stage company of “The
Caine Mutiny Court Martial.” He returned
to Hollywood to star in “Susan Slept
Here.” In 1955 he turned again to direction. megging his own production of “You
Can’t Run Away From It,” a remake of the
old favorite, “It Happened One Night.” In
January, 1956. Powell signed a long-term
contract with TCF. His first two productions on the agenda are “The Enemy B'’low” and “Close To The Wind.”
These are our TCF directors. To say they
are THE men who make our movies would
be erroneous. As they themselves would be
the first to point out — movie making is
done by a team. But certainly they are
some of the most important people in our
industry and their contribution to every
motion picture they are connected with is
beyond measure. With TCE productions
still classed as the quality product of the
industry, our directors are certainly entitled to a big share of the bows for making
that statement a fact.

NUNNALLY

JOHNSON

ROBERT

ROSSEN
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Here

are the lucky sharpshooters

who

were

the first place flight winners.
Golf Chairman Jack Codd presided as prize night's
genial MC and official "name-caller" as the winners
came up to select their prizes.

It was

a

big and

a happy

group

of winners

and

families that gathered

to step up

and

pick.

The tourney's real sharpshooters and the two who
emerged as winners of the tournament. Bob Coppin
Wardrobe.
of the Grip Department
and Rosie Egan

of ladies'

GOLFERS
GET PRIZES
All of the pictures on this page were
taken at the last and most joyous part of
an annual occasion that has long been one
of the favorite “dos” of all TCFers.
Of course, we’re talking about the Golf
Tournament. And certainly, we mean the
day the prizes were passed out. Somehow
we didn’t get a picture of the man who.
along with Jack Codd, Ed Vi eyl. and
others, does more than any other living
soul to get that fabulous array of ])rizes
to where it dazzles the eyes of every winner, and in this tourney, everyone is a winner. The man we are speaking of is. of

Last place flight winners

10

were

lucky too as they are shown
certificates for $7.50

here with their bonus

Robinson's

gift

course, the Prize Chairman — Pete Montemurro. Let us assure you that, though his
])icture isn’t on this page — he was there.

ORGANIZATION

CONTRIBUTORS

On behalf of the employees of 20th Century-Fox, ACTION extends its thanks to the individuals and
organizations listed below for their generosity in donating the excellent prizes for the Golf Tournament.
Absco

Inc.

Addressograph-Multigraph
Advance Saw Works
Alexander Stationers
All Scope Pictures, Inc.
Altman Sales Co.

American Latex Products Corp.
American Shippers, Inc.
Anderson Foods Inc.
Angelus Floor Coverings Co.
Arco Sales Co.
Atwater Co.
Barnett International Forwarders
Inc. of Calif.
Berger Specialty Co.
Beverly Hills Ford Co.
Beverly Hills Hotel
Beverly Hills Surgical Supply Co.
Bostitch Western

Gough Industries
Graveline Auto Parts
Greeno Co.
Grimes Stassforth Stationery
Gunther Wood & Goodman
The Haloid Co.

Hollywood
Hollywood
Furn.

P & M Mfg. Co.
Pacific Title Sales Corp.
Picwood Furniture Co.
Pure Carbonic Inc.
Puro Filter Co.
R.C.A. Engineering Div.
R.C.A. Victor Distributing
R.J.M. Co.

Co.

Houston Fearless
W. H. Huelster

Mary and
F. S. Kern

Henry

&

J. W. Robinson Co.
Robinson-Hannagan
Joe Rosenberg

Corp.

Schrader Auto Elec. Service
Nelson Schrader & Assoc.
Schwab's Pharmacy
Schweitzer Pie & Cake Co.
Security Roof Co.
Shell Oil Co.
Sinclair Paint Co.
Smart Final Iris Co.
C. S. Smith Co.
Smith's Sporting Goods

B. Kegel

So. Calif. Stationers
Sprayway
Standard

Sun

Weiss' Men's Wear
Welch Overall Cleaning
Wenland

F. McGaugh

Joseph MacDonald
Molly Mandaville
Samuel Marx
Bernard Mayers
Wendell Mayes
F. L. Metzler
Fred S. Meyer
W. C. Michel
Cyril J. Mockridge
Ivan Moffat
P. L. Montemurro
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Alfred Newman
Lionel Newman
Sheree North
Ben Nye

Co.

Enter-orizes

Inc.

West Coast Trimmings
Western Costume Co.
Western Dye House

Co.

Westwood
Tires
Westrex
Corn.
Westwood
Wholesale

Auto Trimmings
Suoply Co.

Winne & Sutch
Westwood Building Materials
Zellerbach Paoer Co.
Zenith Radio Corp.

Plywood Co.
Nick's Body Shop

Wilber

Co.

Union Hdwe. & Metal Co.
United Camera Technicians
Universal Consolidated Oil Co.
Utter McKinley Mortuaries
Warner Poultry Co., Inc.

Myers Bros.
Mystik Taoe Products
R. N. Nason
National Office Furniture Co.
National Theatre Supply Co.
Neiman Reed Lumber &

Charles Le Maire
Paul Lockwood
Frank McCarthy
Booker McClay

Co.

Fire Equipment

Superior
Meat Co.
Swett
& Crawford
Taverner & Fricke
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.
Thalco Glass Fiber Prod.
Tri Color Laboratories
Union Maid Bakery Co.

Mattson's of Hollywood
Vic Mature Appliances
J. G. McAlister. Inc.
McLogan Sign Painters Supply
Mercury Suoolv Co.
Minnesota Minina & Mfg. Co.
Mitchell Camera Corp.
Mole Richardson Co.
Morris & Strait
Moviola Manufacturing Co.

EMPLOYEE

Lumber

Superior

Malone Studio Service
Masonite Coro.

Geller's Clothiers

Oil Co.

Standard Register Co.
E. J. Stanton & Son
Stationers Corp.

Lang Auto Glass Co.
The Lighthouse Inc.
Los Angeles Stamp &
Stationery Co.
Maas Chemical Co.
Mack Trucks Inc.
Macson Co.
Magnetic Sorings Water Co.
Mahl S^eel & Supply Co.
Pann Mallas

Economy Blue Print & Supply Co.
Electric Steel Foundry Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Emery Air Freight Corp.
English & Lauer
Evergreen Nursery
F and A Ice Cream Co.
Max Factor & Co.
M. A. Featherstone
Liberty Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Federal Envelope Co.
J. P. Filbert Co.
Firestone Stores
Freeman Certi-Fresh Foods
G and G Produce
Garrett Supply Co.
L. A. Garrett
Musick, Peeler and Garrett

Associates

S & W Foods
Saks Fifth Avenue
Sandler Bros.

Harry Keiper Co.
Kierulff Inc.
Kline-Simpson

Dedrick's Tux Shop
Dohrmann Hotel Supply Co.
Ducommun Metals & Supply Co.
Gordon Duff Co.
E. 1. duPont de Nemours Inc.
Dura Steel Products Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Co.

Reliance Steel Co.
Republic Supply Co.
Rittoff Glove Co.

Philip A. Hunt Co.
Huther Bros.
Imperial Drug Co.
Imperial Rug Cleaning Co.
Frank E. Jones Mach. Corp.
The Kallin Co.
KeeLox Manufacturing Co.
Keenan Pipe & Supply Co.

Coulter's
Craig Movie Supply Co.
Crane Co.
Creative Colors Ltd.
Al Davis Radio, Inc.
Davis Cordage Co.
Dazians of California Inc.

Corp.

Radio Products Sales Inc.
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper
Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
Reliable Wiping Rag Co.

Hollywood Wholesale Elec. Co.
Holman & Powell Paving Co.
Home Silk Shop

Canvas Specialty Mfg. Co.
Carrier Corp. Att.: Mr. Yerkes
City Linen Service
Coast Flower Mfg. Co.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Columbia Varnish Co.
Cosgrove & Co., Inc.

Irving Asher
Mel Berns
John Bodnar
Donald E. Bohnhorst
Charles Brackett
Harry Brand
J. K. Brent
Earl Bright
David Brown
Charles R. Cain
Richard Carr
V. J. Christensen
J. B. Codd
Lew Creber
Jack S. Dimmack
Joseph V. Dimuro
Philip Dunne
Robert Eisenbach
Samuel G. Engel
Henry and Phoebe Ephron

Film Co.
Office Appliance

F. Normanly

John Hancock Insurance Co.
Odenheimer & Baker Inc.
Office Interiors

Harper & Reynolds
Earl S. Hayes Press
Hill Bros. Chemical Co.
Hillcrest Motor Co.
The Chas. E. Hires Co.

Brittingham Commissary Inc.
Orville J. Brown
Liberty Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Butler Mfg. Co.
California Appliance Co.
California Hardware Co.
California Millinery Supply Co.
Calif. Prune & Apricot Growers
Assoc.

L. B. Abbott
Buddy Adler
Lloyd Ahern
David W. Anderson
Don Anderson
Julio Anfuso
Alan Armer

John

General Electric Lamp Division
General Petroleum Corp.
W. J. German Inc.
Glaser Bros.
Globe Ticket Co.
Golden State Glass Co.
Goodall Rubber Co.

Corp.

CONTRIBUTORS
Benjornin F. Feiner, Jr.
Frank Ferguson
W. D. Flick
James D. Fonda
J. P. Fontaine
Fred Fox
T. R. Frazer

L. I. Rice
H. C. Roddan
Al Rogell
Sid Rogell
Irving Rosenberg
James E. Ruman
Leon
Shamroy
Lew Schreiber

Til Gabbani
Arthur M. Gameral

John

Henry Goldfarb
James B. Gordon

Donald

W. L. Gordon
Eleanore Griffin
L. D. Grignon
Sol Halprin
Henry Hathaway
Donald A. Henderson
Julian Johnson
Nunnaliy Johnson
Ben
Kadish
Henry
King
Ray Jones

Charles F. Ouellette
Joe Parker
Robert Patton
J. Paul Popkin
Edward B. Powell

Michel Kraike
Arthur H. Kramer
Henri Ledeboer
Nicholas Ray

Mel Epstein

Michael

Rennie

Shanley
F. Shaw

S. P. Skouras
Wm. J. Smith
Edward Snyder
Abe Steinberg
George
D. Stephenson
Karl Struss
Jacques
Surmagne
Herbert Swope
Leo Tover
Clifton Webb
David Weisbart
Edward Weyl
Sam

White

F. Galvin Wood
Dan Wurtzel
Dana Wynter
Darryl F. Zanuck
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ARC
Each year

at about

this time the members

of the United

States Marine

Corps

Reserve, aided

by about

36 Santa

Monica

City College Campus

Clubs, like the

two members pictured above, launch their annual "Toys For Tots" campaign. This year, as we have in the past, 20th Century-Fox will play host to several
of the Toys for Tots barrels which will be placed around the lot. The first of the happy kegs will make its appearance sometime around the 26th of November and they will be around for filling until December 14th. So when you see the barrels, bring in your used or slightly damaged family toys. They will be
repaired

and

jollied up

and

sent off to make

some

Every once in a while it's fun to print a picture for
no special reason at all. So we did. Here is a nice
picture of two nice people. They are, left to right,
Freda Sederstrom and Zoya Nedzvetzky of Ladies'
Wardrobe. The dress belongs to Jayne Mansfield —
also a nice person.

orphan's Christmas a much
ordinating this program between

happier one. Student Jim Corcoran,
the Studio and the College.

Jr., son of our own

Jim Corcoran,

is co-

At a recent luncheon kicking off the 1957 TCF Permanent Charities Campaign in conjunction with
the industry-wide campaign, the four prominent TCFers pictured here with General Chcirmcn Jerry
Lewis were on the program. They are, left to right. Studio Colonel Jack Codd, Sam Engel, Bob
Wagner,

Lewis, Fred

Fox.

UND

LOT

THE

We know it hardly seems possible, but it's true — Christmas will soon be once again upon us. And with Christmas comes that most heartwarming and
enjoyable of all Studio Club functions, the Annual Children's Christmas Party. These pictures were taken at last year's kiddie bash and we hope they serve
to remind you, as they have us, how much the kids love the party. This year the show will be Sunday, December 16, at Grauman's Chinese. Kids from 2 to
12 are invited free. Order your tickets now from your department steward.

Here

is another picture we have reprinted from last year's Christmastime festivities. It is a picture of the dolls on display for the annual Doll Contest.
As you may recall, the finished dolls are distributed to charitable organiiations
for deserving children. It makes theirs a happier Christmas. So why don't you
call the Studio Club for a doll and dress one between now and December 14th?

With

We
Veterans' Day was observed on the lot with services conducted by the TCP
American Legion Post No. 563 at the Memorial Flagpole. Jos. R. Keenan gave
a short speech and Aaron Halperin placed a wreath at the base of the flagpole.

Westwood

Village and

UCLA

the official hosts of the U.S. Olympic

on its way to Australia, nearby TCP was the natural studio to show the
around. They arrived in seven busses, one of which is shown here with
Hamilton, were taken to lunch, visited the sets and toured the lot.
loved it and all TCFers who met them will long remember their hearty
cheer and fun.

have

heard

about

fisherman's

Team
team
Kipp
They
good

luck, but this is certainly a picture of fisher-

man's good luck. The happy and successful anglers are Lee Roth of Ladies'
Wardrobe and her husband Kenny. The fish weren't identified but they came
from Acapulco.
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55 MILLION
DOLLAR '57
BUDGET
Earnings of 20th Century-Fox in 1956 are “approximately the same as in 1955, with the domestic film rental
drop cancelled out by television and oil revenues, President
Spyros Skouras declared at a recent New York press con-

The oil income this year is estimated at $500,000 to
$600,000, with a greater amount for 1957.
Skouras declared that “The Greatest Story Ever Told,”
to be made in 1958, will be roadshown in CinemaScope 55
projection. Director Walter Lang will work with 12 religious advisors on the film.
Both Elia Kazan and John Huston will make a film
each for 20th, according to Skouras, and company is negotiating with George Stevens. Deal is on, too, with Elvis
Presley for another picture.
Skouras thought, in view of so many free television
attractions, that toll video prospects are poor, but lauded
the Matty Fox wire proposal in areas not reached by television. He said 20th will cooperate in any Matty Fox venture of that type.

ference. Company’s net last year was equivalent to $2.28
per share. Foreign revenue is about the same as last year.
Announcing 30 to 32 top “A” productions for 20th
Century-Fox during the 1957 calendar year, plus 26 Robert
Lippert pictures, Skouras called schedule “the most ambitious since I’ve taken on the presidency of the company.”
He noted that 20th will have contributions from five or
six independent units and several 20th Century-Fox productions will be quota films.
The official handout gave a 50 to 55-picture schedule
for the year starting in April. 20th President compared the
50 releases in 1957 to 26 this year. He said that 20th is
making its facilities available to outside producers “and
will encourage any producer either financially or via fa-

TCP TO
LEASE 390
OLD PIX

cilities.” He added, however, that 20th would want to
release these films.
Old pictures’ sale to television “will create a great
appetite for film entertainment,” Skouras held. “Pictures
today are again the main topic both here and overseas.
Television creates a desire for new and bigger films on the
part of the public.”
Twentieth, via its enlarged schedule, is meeting television competition “frontally and in a manner in which
we’ll succeed,” he said, noting that added product is helping the exhibitors. He stated that part of the National Telefilm Associates deal is to publicize pictures “regionally”
via plugs for new films when the old 20th product is shown.
Company expects to make seven or eight television series
next year, he added.
Skouras confirmed that the 20th Century-Fox-Warner
studio merger project has collapsed. He said a survey
showed the merger to be uneconomical.
“We’d save $2,000,000 annually and it would cost us
$14,000,000 to move and enlarge the Warner lot,” he
explained.
14

President Spyros Skouras recently announced in New
York that 20th Century-Fox has closed a $29,250,000 lease
deal for 390 of its pre-1948 features with National Telefilm
Associates. At the same time, 20th purchased a 50% interest in the NTA film network, until now a wholly owned
NTA subsidiary, and closed a production deal for four
half-hour television series pilots to be delivered to NTA
by March 31 for sale to sponsors or elsewhere via NTA.
The backlog deal involves five separate packages of 78
films each, released at the rate of no more than one package a year. Each package is priced at $5,850,000, plus
participation to 20th after a certain gross is reached. The
lease runs for five to seven years on each package from
delivery date. Under the stagger arrangement, the entire
deal would run for 10 to 12 years. Lease is for television
in the U.S., Canada and a part of Latin America only, with
20th retaining all theatrical and the remaining world television rights. Pictures revert to 20th Century-Fox after
the term of the lease.

SAFETY
COMMITTEE
GETS OUT
AND LOOKS
The Rotating Safety Committee was organized in September of 1955. The members of this committee volunteer from the
regular Safety Committee which meets
monthly. The purpose is to rotate the members so that different people serve on this
committee each month. This enables members of all departments to get better acquainted with how other departments funcion, thus safety problems in all departments are more easily understood and
solved. Also this rotating interest has resulted in better relations between all departments.
All of the Studio’s stages and sets are
visited at least twice a year. On these surveys, production techniques are discussed,
unsafe conditions are looked into and recommendations on how to alleviate these
hazards are made.
To date approximately 50 recommendations have been made by this committee,
all of which have been completed, consequently making this studio a much nicer
and safer place to work.
The last Rotating Safety Committee
visited the runways on Stage 6. The runways have been a problem in the motion
picture industry for years and 20th is overcoming this problem by setting up new
techniques. The members of this last committee were: Ivan Martin, John Lavin,
Dave Vaughan, Jo Cannon, R.N.. Art
Houser, Jimmie Dinneen and Ken Morden.
The committee discussed the new tvpe of
hanger plate constructed which should help
eliminate the hazards.

Current members of the Rotating Safety Committee's
inspection crew are shown in the top picture taking
a brief coffee break. They are, left to right, John
Lavin, Ken Morden, Jo Cannon, Jack Conlin, Dave
Vaughan, Jimmie Dinneen and seated, Ivan Martin.

In the center picture the touring inspection crew
heads for another corner of the lot to make sure
working

conditions

are

safe for you

and

me.

In the bottom picture the committee gathers to inspect the runway on Stage 6. Safety is an everyday
job we

should

all practice.
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ACCOUNTING
Eugene P. McGiveney
Laurence 1. Rice
John V. Shanley
ACTORS
James
ART

Drury

Edgar A. Graves
O. F. Rennison
CAFE
N. R. Fierro
CAMERA
Arnold C. Lamoureux
DRAPERY
David S. Blei
Geo. H. Breingan
Charles Long
Vernon H. Owens
ELECTRICAL & ENGINEERING
Donald Adams
Arthur R. Brown
Harlan Cain
Robert L. Duarte
Albert H. Norris
Charles Ouellette
EMPLOYEES' FAMILIES
Joan Campbell
Elsie H. Dries
FILM EDITORIAL
John Ehrin
Robert Mintz
Orven Schanzer
FIRE
Dale Camomile
William C. Chaplin
Edward Conlon
Roy E. Noon
GRIPS
P. DiBartolomeo
W. S. Erikson
Kenneth Lutes
Chas. V. Williams
GROUP INSURANCE
Marguerite Hamilton
LABOR
Jack Belashek
James E. Davis
Charles Foster
S. Imperial
Joseph A. Johan
Peter Krivonak
Thomas E. Lucas
Richard Menchaca
Jack Perrine
Cornelius Rocht

BLOOD

GAVE
Russell A. Seeman
Howard Smith
Alvin Snyder

william Winter
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Earl Bright

Joseph Solk
G. R. Wrightstone
LANDSCAPE
Paul Overcash

PURCHASING
Nellie Clark

Give

Yourself

by Bringing Your

Others

Old Toys for

Harold W. Belcher
David L. Black
John A. Bonner

Eleanor M. Kutner
MAIL ROOM

“TOYS FOR TOTS”

Mike J. McLaughlin
Donald E. Parker
Arthur Piantadosi
Donald C. Rogers
E. M. Thirlwell

Edward S. Perrift
MEN'S WARDROBE
Jack S. Sandeen

Dressing a Doll

SECRETARIES
Ava
Cripe

Wesley Sherrard
MISC. EMPLOYEES

for

a Merrier Christmas

Moke

Eula Hill
RE-RECORDING

Hugh Scherb
Lynn Wolcott
LEGAL

a Lift by Helping to

Subscribing

to Permanent

Charities

Jean Nims
Christina Pettigrew
Helen Rado

Isabelle Blodgett —
(Asst, to Henry King)
Edward Weyl —
(Asst, to Treasurer)
MUSIC
John Tranchitella
William A. Ulyate
MUSIC CUTTING
Richard Berres

SET DRESSING
Herbert Rindenow
William G. Ryan
SOUND
Hugh W. Gracey
Charles Lindholm
James H. Smith
SOUND FILM EDITING
Robert N. Brown
Robert Joseph

Leonard A. Engel
Marvin Landfield
Kenneth Wannberg
OFFICE SERVICE
Moses Gullett
Cruz Magana
OPTICAL PRINTING
David Ragin
Sidney Ragin
PAINT
Robert Dubin

Edward D. Rossi
William Shapiro
SPECIAL CAMERA
Paul J. Laune

James

EFFECTS

POLICE

STUDIO CLUB
Art Houser
TABULATING

Roy Volker
PRINTING
Harold J. Gordon
PRODUCTION
Arthur M. Gameral
Wilford McCune
PROP SHOP
H. A. Durst
Ken McMillan
W. B. Reynolds
Martin Thorne
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four queens.

For each

of them,

as the little white

badge

on their forearms proclaims, gave blood at the recent Mobile Unit's visit. Left to right they
are Eulo Hill, Marguerite Hamilton, Roy Volker, Ava Cripe and Margo Weinberg.
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Studio Club Buyer's Directory
APPLIANCES
Washers,

(Refrigerators,

Water

feemakers.

Heaters,

Stoves,

Vacuums,

Electric Blankets,

Cof-

Irons, Toast-

Sales Co., 10829

Santa Monica Blvd.,
-GR. 7-7508

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
..GR. 7-4221
The Don Cameron
wood Village
ART

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

All American Golf Company,
Monica Blvd., W.L.A

11773 Santa
GR. 7-9807

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper
Blvd., L. A

Co., 10755 W. Pico
GR. 8-3114

AUTOS
Hillcrest Motors, Cadillacs, H. H. "Dick"
Staples, 9230 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills.
CR. 6-1047; BR. 2-3234
Irv. Kreisel's, Sportscars,
Blvd., Culver City

8750

AUTO

(Tires, Batteries,

ACCESSORIES

Seat Covers,

Washington
TExas 0-1182

etc.)

Firestone, 10715
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

Blvd., L.A.
GR. 9-7721
Tire Service, 2100 Westwood Blvd.,
GR. 9-6375

Westwood
L. A

Johnson's Seat Covers, 10207 Santa Monica
Blvd., L. A. (opposite Santa Monica
gate)
CR. 1-3979
BEAUTY

SUPPLIES

Gold Star Beauty
Blvd

Supply

Co., 9225 W. Pico
CR. 6-7865

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

SHOPS

Ed Morgan Camera
Blvd., L. A
Entz Camera
L. A

Center,

10867 W. Pico
GR. 9-561 1

Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
OL. 3-4472

CLEANERS
Park Cleaners,
L. A
FIREPLACE

10555

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-2795

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

Hap
Rod

Halligan, 15016 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks
ST. 7-5714
A. Wetmore, 239 So. Robertson Blvd.,

Beverly Hills
Ed. Hardin, 14837

7960

W. Third St.,
WE.

3-9104

FLORISTS

CR. 1-5283
Burbank

Blvd.,

Nuys

Altman
L. A

McCarry,

12300V2

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-0828

Mickey's, 434

LIGHT

Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-6471

Weiss' Men's &
Blvd., L. A

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

7960

W. Third St.,
OL. 3-4230

LINOLEUM
Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

LIQUOR

STORE

Embassy,
Hills

9632

LUGGAGE

Santa

Monica Blvd., Beverly
CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

& LEATHER

GOODS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

COMPANIES

Dorr Optical Company, 414 N. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

Webster's,
L. A

RUGS

10645

DU. 8-2481

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-2787
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

Norty's Music
L. A

FURNITURE
The Don Cameron
wood Village

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

Furniture Co., 10775

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 8-1775

Furniture & Bedding (Lester Morris) DU. 5-1735

GR. 9-9554

RUG

W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning
Cienega, L. A

Co., 1743

Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

SERVICE

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

SEWING

So. La
TE. 0-5926

W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

GR. 8-5259
CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

M. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff-NecchiElna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica Blvd
CR. 1-8400

& RADIO

Al Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508
Vic Mature Television, 10916 W. Pico Blvd.,
L. A
BR. 2-3647

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

PHONOGRAPH

W. Pico Blvd.,

& CARPETS

1056

Broxton,
BR. 2-3746

TYPEWRITERS
Chris Morrison,
L. A

(Mr. Brown)

10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636

Crossroads Apparel, 1552 Crossroads of the
World (Sunset & Las Palmas)....HO. 7-9401

TELEVISION
PAINT

Boys' Shop,

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley

READY-TO-WEAR
Al Cerf Company (Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts),
369 So. Robertson Blvd., B. H
CR. 4-5471

RESTAURANTS

Sales Co., 10829

PHARMACY

Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

Picwood
L. A

ESTATE

Howard
L. A

ST. 6-5451

JEWELRY

OPTICAL

& MAGAZINES

CAMERA

Maurice K. Parness & Assoc., 1124 S. Beverly
Dr., L.A...CR. 4-3149; BR. 2-200 1 ; CR. 4-2547

Van

SUPPLIES

BOOKS

REAL

EQUIPMENT

INSURANCE

ers, etc.)
Altman
L. A

GOLF

8588

W.

Pico Blvd.,
OL. 2-3613

RECORDS
Center,

10749

W.

Pico Blvd.,
BR. 0-4373

WATCH

REPAIR

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830
(Owl Drug), West L. A.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

WINDOW

W.

Pico Blvd.

CLEANING

Joseph A. Blasek, Professional Window Washer
STate 8-2798
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Editors

ONE
PICTURE
STORY

THIS IS A CITY IN ITSELF, a city devoted to the manufacture
of one product — entertainment. Our city is one composed of stages,
offices and laboratories where we assemble the creative and technical know-how which goes into the making of a modern motion picture. We are proud of this city — 20th Century-Fox — for from it
comes the very finest entertainment made possible by the talents of
the skilled men and women behind the scenes.

New

Sights, New

Canada and Hawaii are also special attractions. We present
to you some of the Holiday Fun enjoyed by our fellow

BLUE SKIES, balmy breezes, green trees and just “plain
getting away from it all” spell vacation time for most of us.
Americans are the most traveling public in the world. First
they see the U.S.A., with particular emphasis on our National
Parks, and then to other countries. Over nine hundred thousand .Americans will visit Europe this summer. Mexico,

II IS always a pleasure to visit with Don

Worster, of the Drafting Department.
Don loves to travel and is always ready to
tell us of his vacation adventures. This
spring, in just four weeks, Don and Mrs.
Worster covered more territory than many
of us do in a lifetime. They flew directly
from Los Angeles to Miami to begin a vacation that included visits to the Florida Keyes,
New York City, Cape Cod and the Amish
Country in Pennsylvania. Don tells of the
unusual customs of the Amish Clan. They
are skilled farmers, but hold themselves
completely apart from the world of today.
Because of their religious beliefs, they do
not recognize any of the pleasures of conveniences that we take for granted — such as
automobiles, electricity, dancing, motion pictures or brightly colored clothes.

Don

Worster

takes

a

long

look

down

the street where he lived as a boy in
Weymouth, Mass. Behind him is his
birthplace, a house built a hundred years
ago

4

by his grandfather.

Seeing

TCF’ers. These vacations are varied — so whether you’re viewing the summer break with an eye on your bankbook or via
the red carpet route — maybe New Sights and New Seeing will
provide the inspiration for that wonderful vacation.

It was like opening a page of a history
book to visit these folks. There was a very
special reason for Don to visit Weymouth.
Massachusetts. Don was born there, in a
house his grandfather built over one hundred years before. Don and Mrs. Worster
visited with relatives still living in a home
built in 1696. Though Don is back at his
drafting board working on “April Love,”
we know that he is thinking about New England and one of those wonderful Lobster
dinners.
:i!

Frank

:!:

Gilroy, of the Grip Department,

doesn’t take any chances with studio skeptics— when Frank tells a fish story, he has
photographic evidence behind him! On
Frank’s recent trip to Guaymas, Mexico, he
fought an hour-long battle to land a one

Frank Gilroy's arms wouldn't be long
enough to demonstrate size of sailfish
he caught a Guaymas, Mexico, so — he
had this picture taken after he snared
the 138 pound beauty.

hundred and thirty-eight-pound sailfish. Fishing isn’t the only attraction at this beautiful
coastal resort. Sunshine and the blue Pacific
provide the tourist with the opportunity to
skin-dive, swim, water-ski or simply siesta
on the beach. The water temperature seldom
varies from seventy to seventy-five degrees.
We might add that nobody in Guaymas has
heard of the word smog!
Prices are very reasonable, especially at
the Miramar Hotel where Frank stayed. The
local night club has entertainment and dancing. For those who can’t accustom themselves to the spicy Mexican foods, there are
facilities available for cooking on your own.
It’s a two-day trip
ing a little over
who has traveled
New York and

Mr.

and

Shirlee
modern

Mrs.

by car to Guaymas covera thousand miles. Frank,
to Hawaii, Alaska, Cuba,
countless other vacation

Martin

Thorne

(the former

Bonome) honeymooned at
hotel in Hawaii. They made

this
trip

in May, report it the perfect time to visit
the Islands.

John

Coakley

the West

takes

Indian

time

out to tell us of

Country

lights: ancient Pueblo

he toured.

High-

civilization,

Nav-

ajo Monument.

places to visit are the Mormon and Buddhist
temples. The little theatre is a popular activity and swimming lessons are available for
both children and adults. Martin found that
the prices are comparable

to the Southern

California area . . . it’s the getting there that
costs!
❖

❖

i'fi

All you have to do is mention "Mexico”
and Frances Richardson’s eyes light up and
you just know this is her favorite vacation.
There is a lovely picture in Frances’ office
in the Research Library showing a narrow
village street. This picture, she tells us, was
painted by an artist friend of hers who lives
in Puerto Vallarto, Mexico and this view is
from her patio. Several years ago, Frances
spent a week in this little fishing village and
enjoyed the beautiful view from this very
same patio.
Puerto Vallarto is perhaps the loveliest
spots, says Mexico
fun.

tops his list for holiday

jlj

Heavenly Hawaii, a most luxurious vacation for honeymooners Martin and Shirlee
Thorne. Martin is the very nice person you
talk with when you call the Mill and Shirlee
is the daughter of Monte Bonome, Head of
the Staff Shop. According to Martin, May is
a perfect time to visit the Islands. The
Thornes stayed at the Hawaiian Village at
Waikiki Beach and both praise it most highly. For those who prefer a downtown address, they recommend the Biltmore with
its famous Skyroom for an exceptional view
of the gorgeous Island sunsets. Tours of the
Islands are available by either inexpensively
rented cars or in a conducted trip by bus or
excursion boat. .Some of the interesting

fishing village in Mexico and is only accessible by plane. It is set in a wide bay intersected with hundreds of beautifully forested
little coves and beaches. There are a number
of hotels, rates being from $3.50 to $6.00
with meals. Fishing is excellent plus swimming, riding and just plain exploring. From
Puerto Vallarto you can arrange for an enchanting trip by boat (bait, tackle and lunch
for about $5.00) down the coast to the tiny
village of Yelapa and its waterfall, where
you will also find an American-run hotel
whose picturesqueness, it must be said,
sometimes extends to the clientele. Frances
particularly enjoyed “going native” and
shopping in the market place of colorful
open tents and bargaining for gay Mexican
jewelry and baskets. It sounds like a perfect
vacation, Frances; we can understand why
you’ll be returning to Puerto Vallarto.
❖

FRANCES RICHARDSON says Puerto Vallarto is loveliest fishing village in Mexico.
On

o

water

wide

boy,

it provides

sports and exploring,
cessible only by plane.

excellent

and

is ac-

❖

i’fi

Last year, the romance of the Indian
country drew John Coakley, Head of the
Scenic Art Department, into his unusual
vacation. John’s trip embraced portions of
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado
where he visited many remote Indian ruins
— some over five hundred years old. The
once mighty Pueblo civilization lies in a
rubble of pottery and arrowheads. What
remains of this great Indian nation is as
fascinating to the interested tourist as it is
to the serious archaeologist.

You don't hove to go for from home to
find scenic grandeur. This is the Squaw
Valley Ski Lift, one of the stops mode by
the Jim Tomodge family during o tour
of the West.

In the Navajo National Monument, John
visited cliff dwellings seven hundred years
old — huge community homes of one hundred and fifty rooms carved into the soft red
sandstone cliffs. In the four corners, sheer
sandstone cliffs — one thousand feet high —
still retain the evidence of prehistoric dwellings. At all these many National Monuments, tourist accommodations are usually
available and camping facilities are plentiful.
The approach roads are rough but passable.

Even the rhythmic Indian names that abound
in this region retain the romance and
mystery of the long departed people who
once dwelled here. John hopes to return to
Indian country for another colorful vacation.
The fabulous State of Texas the destina(Contimted

on Next

Page)
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New

Sights, New Seeing
(Continued

tion —

a new

Hudson

from Preceding

Metropolitan and a

two weeks’ vacation added up to the most
perfect holiday for a gal who loves to travel

You can motor thru Texas...

and see things! This was last year’s vacation
for Kay Fletcher. Kay has been with 20th
for sixteen years having worked with James
Fisher in the Story Department and is now
with Payroll. She tells of driving through

as Kay Fletcher did. She drove through
the Southwest in her trusty little Hudson
Metropolitan. Destination: Texas.

the glorious country of Arizona — visiting
the Grand Canyon — the magnificent sunsets
of New Mexico and the historical Indian
Country.
After arriving in Texas, Kay spent most
of her time in Houston. She recommends
The Shamrock as one of the finest hotels in
the country and the new Neiman-Marcus

the

very ultimate in shopping. Kay can’t say
enough about Texas hospitality and friendliness.
*

purchased a run-down

in the mountains

as Clinton Sandeen

did.

Sandy purchased place two years ago,
fixed it up just the way he wanted it.

Green

Valley Lake (half-way between Arrowhead and Big Bear) and fixed it up just
the way they wanted it. They are surrounded

by the very nicest of neighbors — Frank Sullivan (Property Dept.) — Walter Jolley
(Paint Dept.) — George Goemans (Mechanicaltation
Effects)
Dept.) and Buddy Frazier (TransporWe

would like to quote Sandy in telling

about this cabin, “Now it’s our Summer
Home and our Week-End Spot during the
winter because it is only eighty-two miles
from our front door. We have fun in the
sun, but with pine tree shade for those who
bum. We have boating, swimming, fishing,
hiking and scenery, skiing, sledding, tobogganing and hunting in the winter. Where
else can you get all of this so close to home?”
We agree with Sandy, it sounds wonderful!
^
^

*

Our genial Head of the Men’s Wardrobe,
Clinton Sandeen, tells of his annual “mountain cabin” vacation. For the last seven
years, Sandy and his family have vacationed
in the resort area of the San Bernardino
Mountains. Two years ago, they decided to
make this a permanent vacation spot and

...Or go up to the cabin...

Page)

“barn like” cabin at

Jim Talmadge, of our Still Department,
has two favorite vacation spots . . . one for
“living it up” and one for “roughing it.”
This year, Jim took Mrs. Talmadge and his
four lovely children for a relaxing vacation
at Lake Tahoe. The beautiful lake is perfect
for swimming and boating. The children
particularly enjoyed seeing Virginia City,
Carson City and Reno where TV’s most
thrilling Westerns truly come to life. Jim
most heartily recommends this vacation for
beautiful scenery, restful enjoyment and just
plain fun. For a more hearty and rugged
vacation, Jim takes off for Panamint Valley,
a desolate region west of Death Valley.
There he explores for gold and roughs it.
He’s never hit the jackpot, but the outdoor
life, at its best, keeps him coming back
year after year.
^

^

One of the most popular of vacations is

...Still,
there's
no place like home!
You can relax in the hammock, drink a
glass
Tom
look
needs

of beer and just take it easy like
Gibson is doing here — until you
around and see something that
fixing or painting!

the “Stay home” variety. We searched and
found the perfect example of a most “happy
fellow” enjoying the comforts of his own
backyard without the fuss and bother of
train, plane, boat or car travel! One Tom
Gibson, of the Grip Department, was our
find. We noticed, however, that he was unusually tired upon his return from his two
weeks. His explanation was that it was strictly a “honeydo” vacation — “honey, do this,”
and “honey, do that” from lovely Mrs. Gibson. Painting the house and yard work took
most of his time, but Tom managed to sneak
to his cozy hammock for a few quiet hours
each day of complete, blissful relaxation.
Even with all the work he accomplished,
Tom still says this is his most favorite
vacation.
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The patio of the Hall of Music
as it looked in 1929.
(Now, the entrance to Script,
Studio
Club, Supplies and
Print Shop.)

Action

Salutes

Quarter century club
This month we introduce six members who have been with our organization
for 25 years or more. Each has his own interesting story to tell.

JOHN

BODNAR

(International Dept.) Sept., 1918

IT'S FORTUNATE
that carfare from
downtown New York to Fort Lee, New
Jersey didn’t cost any more than thirty-six
cents in 1918. If it had, John Bodnar might
not have been able to find the job he had
been looking for and 20th might not have
gained the services of one of its most able
and versatile employees. John is Head of
our International Department — but in his
early days with the studio, he worked in
almost every phase of the Camera Department as a developer, printer, negative-cutter
and timer. In 1927, John shifted from the
New York Office to our West Coast Studio.

JOHN

BODNAR

He remembers

Theda

As one of Fox’s cameramen, he worked on
many of the Theda Bara pictures. John is
one of our best boosters for employee activities and is always an enthusiastic participator. It all started in 1919 when he was a
catcher on Fox’s first baseball team.
MARY

YOST

(Secretary) August,

THE

MAN

1928

on the other side of the desk at

the Casting Office was Don Ameche. He had
just arrived in Hollywood and was trying to
convince the attractive young woman opposite him he should have an interview.
Mary made that interview possible and 20th
Century-Fox had a new star. Mary was

MARY
She opened

YOST

the door for Don

Fox’s unofficial greeter in the Casting Office
for over ten years before she switched to
secretarial work for our writers. The parade
of talent that first was introduced to 20th at
Mary’s Casting Desk included Rita Hayworth, Jane Withers and many other screen
notables. Mary, who enjoys good music,
began working at TCF in time to be on
hand for the dedication of the beautiful
Hall Of Music Building in 1929 and she will
always remember the ceremony which included the magnfiicent singing of Lawrence
Tibbett. This year, on August 1st, Mary will
be celebrating her twenty-ninth anniversary
with the studio.
(Continued

WILLIAM
He knows

on Next
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ROSEN

the lay of the land
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Remember

Olympic
Boulevard was a muddy
road . . . When Tom Mix
was a Fox star?

r
Quarte
CENTURY
CLUB
(Continued

on Next

when

Page)

BUD

ANHEUSER

He rode point into the wilderness

BUD

(Transportation)

ONCE

UPON

WALTER

ANHEUSER
May,

(Grip) October,

1926

a time, an expanding

IF YOU

new

packed its cameras and greasepaint — left its
Western Avenue headquarters and wandered
out into the wilderness of Beverly Hills. Bud
was one of these wayfarers. He switched
from the Labor Gang at the Western Avenue Studio to the Transportation Department at the Hills and began driving a truck
hauling materials for the big concrete wall
that would some day surround the two hundred acres where Tom Mix and Buck Jones
once kept their horses. Bud helped build the
giant pirate ship that once stood by the Pico
gate and twenty years later — he helped strike
that same ship to make way for the New
Administration Building. Like many other
senior members of the 20th family, Bud has
seen great progress and growth from one of
the leading studios in the Industry.
SOL

juicy marlins. Though Walter is an expert
with a rod and reel, his talents range far
beyond telling fish stories, for he has been
at TCF longer than any other grip in the
studio. Walter first began motion picture
work as a carpenter on the “Sunshine” series
at the Western Avenue Studio. When 20th

WALTER
He came

FAXON

to Grips with Fox

HALPRIN
March,

1918

n IS impossible to say anything at all about
Sol Halprin without including the word

WILLIAM

ROSEN
October,

1920

EVERYONE on the lot knows “Rosie” and
we can safely say he is one of the most
popular members of the Twentieth family.
Those who remember seeing the beautiful
girls in the “Sunshine” comedies can understand why Rosie was eager to start work for
Fox thirty-seven years. He put up the first
“No Trespassing” signs on the Fox Hills
property years ago and helped lay out the
streets and mark off the outlines on the lot.

in the Company; he’s the youngest oldest
employee in the Studio. From his first assignment as an Assistant to the Head of
the Laboratory to his present position as
Head of the Camera Department and Lab-
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first moved over to our Beverly Hills address, Walter can remember driving to work
through a muddy ravine now called Olympic
Boulevard. He swears that workmen left
behind a huge crane that still lies buried
under the busy thoroughfare. Walter feels,
of all the new developments since he started
at 20th, that CinemaScope ranks at the top
of the list — even higher than those new
fresh water spinning reels.

(Maintenance)

“achievement.” In 1953, Sol was one of the
six TCF’ers to share in the honor of being
presented a special Academy Award for
their history making work in the development of CinemaScope. Sol has always been
vitally interested in employee activities. His
service as a Commander of the Studio Post
of the American Legion and as President of
the Studio Club testify to his countless
friends and devoted assistance. Sol has been
with Fox longer than any other employee

oratory, Sol Halprin’s career with 20th has
been a dramatic parallel to the progress and
the advancement of the Studio itself.

1918

happened to have been on hand for

any of the shooting of “The Enemy Below”
at the Sersen Lake — perhaps you noticed a
faraway look in the eyes of Walter Faxon,
one of 20th’s favorite grips. He probably
was thinking to himself how nice it would be
to see the miniature lake teeming with big,

Industry was cramped for quarters and decided to move West. The great Fox Studio

(Camera)

FAXON

Rosie’s first job on a picture company

at

Fox was “The Queen of Sheba” with Betty
Blythe. He has worked on many more since
— with such stars as Tom Mix, Buck Jones,
SOL

HALPRIN

The Studio’s youngest

oldest

Jane Withers and Shirley Temple. “Rosie”
is now our genial “Mr. Fix-it-man” with always a smile for his fellow employees.

FACE IN THE SAND — a native statue found on the Island beach. Sam Rodritiiiez puts finishing touches on interesting head preparatory to shipping to Kauai
location.

^putk pacific half
An August 15, TCF personnel and equipment invade the Hawaiian Island
of Kanai to film the great Rodgers & Hammerstein musieal

ON opened
APRILon 7,Broadway.
1949, a musical
play
Long before

shooting days scheduled — thirty-three on
the Island of Kauai and thirty-four here
on the lot.
Kauai Island, one of the Hawaiian

the final curtain had rung down that night,
the audience knew that something magical
had happened to the American stage.
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s unforgettable Pulitzer Prize winning “South Pacific,” the longest run Broadway musical
of them all, will be brought to the screen
by Twentieth, with all the songs that have
woven their enchantment into the fabric
of popular music, all the laughter and soul
of this best loved of American musicals.
In early January, Production Chief
Buddy Adler won out over every other
studio and secured the long sought-for
film rights to Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
“South Pacific.” Joshua Logan will direct
and Mitzi Gaynor and Rossano Brazzi
will re-create the famous roles of Ensign
Nellie Forbush and Emile de Becque.
Joining the outstanding group of motion
picture artists who will work behind the
camera are Supervising Art Director, Lyle
Wheeler and John De Cuir, Art Director;
Cinematographer Leon Shamroy; Set
Decorator Walter Scott and a host of
other talents.

group, was selected only after a very extensive search. Though this is the rainiest
spot in the world, averaging six hundred
inches of rain a year, its lush green foliage, sunsets, rainbows, four thousand feet
mountain peaks, cloud formations and
dramatic sky effects makes this the perfect setting for the beautiful and romantic
story that at long last will be filmed.
Since January, the Research Library,
headed by Frances Richardson, has been
the center of much activity — furnishing
the exacting information needed in recreating authentic South Pacific Culture
for the forty-odd different Departments
concerned with the making of this film.
Lyle Wheeler, realizing the tremendous
challenge and task ahead for the Art Department and all Departments working
directly with him, assigned John De Cuir
the task of designing some of the most
beautiful sets ever to be filmed.

Now

“South Pacific” is slated to start shooting on August 15th. There are sixty-seven

AUTHENTIC

POLYNESIAN

masks

are

being examined by Walter Scott, Supervising
Set Decorator. They were crafted by Jimmy
Spies under

Walter’s

direction.

After a month’s tour of selecting locations, De Cuir and a staff of Sketch Artists and Model Workers, using as a basis
(Continued

on Next

Page)
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LYLE WHEELER,
supervising Art Director
(right) checks sketches with
Art Director John De Cuir.
In the background is
sketch of beautiful Bali Ha'i.

$cutk pacific
(Continued from Preceding Page)

for the designs “realism and enchantment,” created the ten principal sets to
be shot on location.
"I’M GONNA

WASH That
Man Right Out of My Hair"
sings Mitzi Gaynor in
Banyan tree shower. Sketch
of novel trunk bath is
held by John De Cuir.

Director Joshua Logan was able to arrange for the use of the famous Kauai
estate of Robert Allerton and John Grieg
as a locationHouse
for budding
“de terraces,
Beque”
Plantation
and its the
many
pools and gardens overlooking the Pacific.
There the famous terrace scene will be
photographed with Mitzi Gaynor and
Rossano Brazzi singing “Some Enchanted
Evening.” The shores of the “Island of
Bali Ha’i” will have an entire village
complete with piers, etc. reproduced along
a two-mile stretch.
Walter Scott, along with Paul Fox, Set
Decorator assigned to “South Pacific,”
started to work creating the native authenticity of the statuary and idols, masks,
fighting spears and shields, outriggers and
canoes.

KAUAI

OUTRIGGER gets
once-over from
Dave Vaughan, head of
Prop Shop. Boats are lightweight, but will prove as
navigable as the actual
native riggers.

Responsible for these magnificent props
are Dave Vaughan, Head of the Prop
Shop and Head Supervisor, Jimmie Spies.
Monte Bonome’s Staff Shop constructed
the fine molding work which produced the
ornamental plaster pier posts and some
of the outstanding statues.
The sketches called for brilliant coloring and Walter Jolley, Paint Department
Head and Gang Boss Moe Larson brought
these vivid hues to life.
In pictures and in a few words we have
presented some of the Departments of
20th who are busy on pre-production
activities to meet shipment dates for
material and personnel to the Island of
Kauai for one purpose — August 15th,
“South Pacific Day.”

SOUTH PACIFIC natives
keep evil spirits away
with the.se ferocious looking
fish, recreated by
Jimmy Spies, foreman of
Prop Shop. They’ll add plenty
of flavor to picture.

Half the U. S. population has seen
“South Pacific” in its touring company.
All the
of “South
Pacific”
and
willworld
see ithas
for heard
the first
time when
it is
brought to the screen, at long last by
Rodgers and Hammerstein, who would
not permit a screen version until it had
finished its Broadway and principal road
show runs. The world will see it at its
best — with the power of visualization only
the motion picture camera can encompass.
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Bali H’ai will come to life along a two mile stretch of
the Island, complete in every detail. It is destined to
be one of the most beautiful sets ever filmed.

HAND CARVED pier coverings
designed by Art Department and
created by Monte Bonome’s Staff
Shop. Vic Nartz, Mish Fox add
finishing touches before shipment.

"BALI HAT, Your Special Island” is being
erected here by Connie Morros and Eldo
Chrysler of the Model Department. This
is scale set complete in every detail.

ONE

OF THE MANY idol
figures to be used in
"South Pacific” gets glamour
treatment from skilled
hand of Jimmy Forbes.

BROTHERS WITH fire bowl, one of many
finished by Chris (left) and Paul Skelton.
(Another brother is Red Skelton). Lots of
creative talent in this family!

DAN HOAK, leader of Hollywood DeMoloys, holds Crown Of Youth created by
Horry Schoeppe (Prop Miniature), who
was honored by DeMoloy medallion in
appreciation of his work. Ralph Woodland (Elec. Eng.), chapter adviser, left.

THREE ENTHUSIASTIC "bugs" ore the
newly elected Sports Cor Club officers:
Bob Winchurch (Western Ave. Lob), vice
pres.; Phil Shuler (Engineering), prexy;
Fred Lutz (Landscape),

sgt-ot-orms. They

A LONG DOLLY SHOT will result from
this five hundred fifty feet of camera
track put down on the set of o western
town by Johnny
Regal Production

Lovin's boys for the
of "Woman With A

inspect Lutz's Porsche.

Whip."

Around

the Lot
and Studio

VERN

ARCHER, one of 20th's most popular workmen, poses with his student
leader children: son Bob, newly elected
student body president of Venice High;
and daughter Virginia, treasurer of her
graduating junior high class.
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IT'S "AYE, AYE, SIR" from Bill and Ed
Falconer to the man in the middle, Chris
Falconer of the Police Department. The
sailors have two good reasons for showing proper respect: Chris is not only captain of ship, he's also boys' father.

FORTY-ONE

Club

YEARS

Activities

of wedded

bliss are

reflected in Olive and Scotty Forsyth's
faces during pre-anniversary celebration
at Studio Club's Game Tournament. Scotty is in Camera Dept., has been with
Studio twenty-three years.

THE LAST

HAND:

Dave

Cantor,

Publicity (right) works his
way to Gin and victory in the
Studio Club's Gome Tournament.
Kibitzers check proceedings.

GENIAL GOLF
CHAIRMAN Jock Codd
and some of our
lovely secretaries, who
will play in the Annual
Golf Tournament.
Left to right:
Barbara Perkins,
Jack, Nena Wills and
Joan Schwartz.
The date, Sunday,
August

1 1th — at Fox
Baldwin Hills
Golf Course.

SCENE

STEALERS from Jungleland upstage Sid Rogell, Executive Production
Manager.

I

GLAMOUR at installation: Jayne Mansfield welcomes some of American Legion
Studio Post's new officers. From left:
Harold Gordon, Exec. Committee; Joe
Magliocco, 2nd Vice Comdr.; Sy Sussman. New Commander; Jayne, Don
Boyd, Jr., Past Camdr.; Felix Morales,
Sgt-at-Arms; Joe Keenan, Past Comdr.
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LAST WEEK

OF A JuNE BRIDE

brings you this story as a tribute

This was the climax of the first introduc-

to all June Brides. We think you’ll like this
one because it has the perfect ending — “And
so they were married and lived happily ever

tion over
a plate
of hors
d’oeuvres
at the
Golden
Bull
Restaurant
in Santa
Monica
to
a romantic Valentine Day Engagement.

had so many friends. Thursday, John’s family arrived from Maywood, Illinois, and
Gloria met them for the very first time.

Gloria is one of Harold Bow’s standout
helpers in the Payroll Department and John
is a Test Flight Engineer at North American
Aviation.

The Wedding, like the Bride, was beautiful. We know that our newlyweds are enjoy-

ACTION

after.”

Mrs. Ella Lola requests the
honor of your presence at
the marriage of her daughter
Gloria Frances
to
.Mr. John

on Saturday,

William

Doering

the twenty-second

of June

at five o’clock in the afternoon
Mount Calvary Lutheran Church

From the moment the wedding date was
set, Gloria was in whirl of preparation. The
most hectic and eventful time of all, however, was that last week before the Wedding.
On Wednesday, twenty-four guests gathered in the Cafe de Paris for a surprise

At Work:

Payroll
and

luncheon

shower. Gloria didn’t realize she

ing their honeymoon trip to Monterey, Carmel and San Francisco.
Our thanks to you, Gloria and John, for
letting us share with you that important last
week of a June Bride. We extend our wishes
for a lifetime of happiness and we know that
you will “live happily ever after.”

5

Planes

Gloria, a member of the Payroll Department, verifies checks she has been preparing with her boss, Harold Bow.
Training will come in mighty handy in
keeping household accounts.

Bridegroom John Doering: just plane busy as

14

Last week of the bride wasn’t all work;
a surprise bridal shower was held for
Gloria during a noon hour on the sun
porch of the Cafe de Paris. Twenty-three
femmes attended.

a Test Flight Engineer for North American.

Home
Planning

It takes plenty of preparation to get a home in order, a task that occupied
much of Gloria and John’s time before the big day. Above left: John volunteers to wash, Gloria makes a dry run on glassware. Above right: “The
Clown,” a prize-winner painted by Gloria, gets place of honor in the living
room.

Meeting the Folks
Right: Gloria had never met John’s family, residents of Maywood,
Here she greets future mother-in-law for the first time.

Illinois.

i
’

Rehearsa

l

P astor Scholssow of the Lutheran Church explains course
of ceremony to the bridal party, tries to allay nervousness
of the principals (center).

The Real Thing
It’s Mr. and Mrs. John Doering now, and the radiant
bride cuts beautiful three-tiered wedding cake with an
assist from her husband during reception.
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Highlights from the

REPORT

OF THE
20th

Here are some of the highlights from

the post meeting report given by Mr.
Spyros P. Skouras at the Annual Meeting
of Stockholders of Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corporation on May 21, 1957:
In reporting to you on our Company's
operations. I believe that we must face
realistically the conditions confronting us,
and I want to speak to you in the light
of these conditions, and of the measures
that we have taken to meet them.
In the annual report that was sent to you,
1 have reported that in 1956 we lost money
in the principal department of our company— namely, that of producing films and
distributing them. But we made profits in
all the other departments.
In spite of the fact that the third and
the fourth quarters of 1956 were profitable
for the Production Department, at the end
of the year it showed losses. But I am glad,
however, to tell you that this department
continues the trend that we experienced the
third and fourth quarters of 1956, and in
the first quarter of 1957 we have a very
excellent showing, grossing $30,899,000, as
compared to $23,965,000 in the first 13
weeks of 1956. This is, as I said, from the
production of films.
Based upon this fine showing, 1 am
happy to tell you that our earnings for
the first quarter this year are $2,172,000,
which is equal to 82 cents per share on
the 2,644,000 shares of common stock outstanding.
I am glad to tell you that this favorable
trend continues for the second quarter, and
we hope that the second quarter will be almost as good as the first quarter. We hope
to have a profit for the first six months of
almost $4,000,000, or about $1.50 per
share. This is compared to 82 cents for
1956.
We have been mindful of television, our
main competitor, since its advent and we
have attempted year in and year out to
meet it realistically. We have had many difficulties, but I can say that policies have
been instituted to meet this competition with
a greater number of films and better quality.
We have dedicated ourselves to supply
the theatres of the United States and Canada with a quality and quantity of films
which are needed by the exhibitors in every
type of theatre. We believe that the prosperity of our company depends upon the
prosperity of the theatres.
In view of the quickened interest in motion pictures, therefore, we have decided to
expand our production so that this year we
will produce a total of 55 films. 30 of them

STOCKHOLDERS

Century-Fox

Film

MEETING

Corporation

couped the largest part of this amount of
money. While we have received up to this
time $444,000, once the investment is
recouped, our income will bring us about
four times that amount annually.

of top-ranking importance, in order to help
the movement to bring people back to the
theatres.
From

time to time in our quarterly statements, we have advised you of the several
deals that we have made with the National
Telefilm Associates. Actually, there have
been four diflferent deals consummated, covering about 237 films, and we have divided

1 am very happy to tell you that our
South African undertaking, where we
bought the Schlesinger interests, is proving
very successful. In the first 18 weeks of this
year we saw a 10 per cent increase over
last year.
About 6 months ago, we decided to take
a look at the most valuable asset of this

our films in equal packages, both the “A”
pictures and the “B” pictures. We entered
into an agreement to receive $100,000 for
the “A” pictures per picture, and $50,000
for the “B” pictures per picture.
These are guarantees and we are to participate after they recoup their investment
and they make a profit. We hope that this
will be, in time, a substantial source of income. In order to give you some idea, let
me say that for these 237 films, there
is a guarantee of approximately $17 million. That is another reason for increasing our production, in order to constantly
supplement our backlog for the future.
We have also reported to you from time
to time about the oil that we are fortunate
to have on our property at the Studio. I

company,

of the West. We don’t know whether we
are going to do the job ourselves or
whether we will lease the property or
whether we will sell the property. Time will
develop that.
It might be necessary to move from this
property. We are negotiating with different
people. However, we might decide to keep
the Studio in the part of the property that
is not as desirable from the improvement
point of view. Many experienced people
tell us that if we keep the Studio on that
property, it will enhance the value of the
development. But again, it is something for
the future to decide.
We

has been made

by the Universal Con.solidated Oil Company, which Company has already spent
approximately

$5,000,000.

QUARTER

The consolidated earnings
weeks ended March 30, 1957
per

share

an

the

2,644,486

were unhappy when Mr. Zanuck decided to go into independent production.

Over a period of time we were in negotiations and attempting to reorganize the executives at the studio.

They have re-

FIRST

REPOR

of Twentieth Century-Fox
amounted to $2,171,680
shares

of Common

Stock

Comparable operations for the first quarter ended
ings af $460,739 which amounted to $.17 per share.
A comparison

of the first quarter

of 1957

with

T

19
Film

5 7
Corporatio n

March

31,

1956
of 1956

Provision for United
income
Earnings
Per share

.

earnings

States
.

.
of

before

common

and

taxes

on

foreign

1 3 Weeks
March
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$32,863,275

$26,202,889

$

$

income
taxes
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stock

on

5,333,645
3,161,965
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follows:

1957
Income
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to $.82

howed

the first quarter

$

2,171,680

$.82
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This was equivalent
outstanding.
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Ended30,
March

Consolidated

is

developments of properties and he is drawing our plans for the future. We hope to
make this property some day the Radio City

Municipality of Los Angeles to drill in another place on our lot and we hope to drill
as many as 20 to 24 wells. Currently, our
production is about 70,000 barrels per
month of oil and about 180 million cubic
feet of gas.
entire development

studio property, which

engaged the well-known architect, Mr. Welton Becket, who is known for his great

am glad to tell you that we had a successful result with the 12th well and now we
are drilling number 13. We expect within
the year to have additional sites.
We have received a permit from the

The

our

about 284 acres. I don’t believe any piece
of property in any large city in the country
is so ideally located as this property. We

1,054,515
593,776

$

460,739

$.17

Now 1 can tell you proudly that under
the leadership of Mr. Buddy Adler, we
have made some excellent progress. We
have a policy that we must have sufficient
material well in advance in order to be
able to secure the most suitable cast when
it is available and we have the following
comparisons;
Since January 1st and up to May 15th
of this year, we began the principal photography on 16 pictures as compared to 6
pictures at that stage in 1956. On January
1st of this year we had 20 scripts completed as compared to 4 on the same date in
1956. We had 40 screenplays in work as
compared to 19 in the previous year.
In deciding upon a program of 55 pictures for the year, of which 30 of these
must be top pictures, and 25 showmanship
films to be produced by Mr. Robert Lippert under our direction, it was necessary to
increase our budget more than any other
time in the history of the Company. The
need of the theatres for a great number of
pictures, both as to quantity and quality,
also has great importance to us for in making these 55 films, we are able to produce
these films with the same overhead and we
can print them all at much less cost than if
we produced 18 or 20.
In order to do this, it was necessary —
and we have done something that was never
done before in the history of any studio —
to have under one roof men of such great
and wide experience as Darryl Zanuck,
David Selznick, Jerry Wald, Henry Ginsberg. All four men, at one time or another,
were heads of important studios. These
four men are going to produce independently under our roof; in other words, they
have a special interest in the films.
We made arrangements with the Todd
AO people to have Rodgers and Hammerstein produce “South Pacific.” In other
words, we are trying to make your company
one of the largest organizations in this
business.

EXCLUSIVE

of not trying. Maybe we take chances,
but in meeting the gigantic competitor, television, 1 feel we come out excellently and
we hope next year that our showing will
be much better than in 1956.

OF HOME

Showroom

FURNISHINGS— Living Room, Dining Room.
Bedroom
CARPETS AND DRAPERIES

clo.sed to public and entrance

can he obtained

only throup;h Studio Club, Ext. 745

All Brands — New

^op

n
•

Style Without

Tires

WESTWOOD

d3ottom

COORDINATES

35 Years^ Recapping Exp.

TIRE SERVICE

(Formerly
Joe & George's)
2100 WESTWOOD
BLVO.
GRanite 9-6375
FREE PICK-UP SERVICE
Tire Trouble? Wheel Bolancing Special Price
C. George
& Aligning Sludio Club Members

SPORTSWEAR

Extravagance

Special Studio Discount
( Studio Clu b Members )
9117 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES 35
CR. 6-9375

COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
CUSTOM PHOTO FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
GR. 9-5611
10867 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood
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20th Century-Fox
Employees

JOE'S

TEXACO

SERVICE

10701 W. Pico
Pico at Overland
SPECIAL STUDIO DISCOUNT
Free Brake Inspection
Tune-Up
GR. 8-5259 Brake Work
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

UTTER McKinley
MORTUARIES

DISCOUNT

❖
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DU 8-2481
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SAVINGS UP TO 50% ON
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Featuring Decorating and Color Consulting
Furniture, Carpeting and Custom Draperies
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
106S1 Wes* Pico Blvd.
BRighton 0-4209
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
GRonile 7-4221
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EASTMAN

year, we inaugurated a policy, a courageous one, an expensive one, of creating new
talent by opening a school. I can honestly
tell you that it has paid great dividends.
We have at least 10 or 12 young artists
that have possibilities of being the stars of
tomorrow.

Of course, 1 can't help but express to
you from my heart my thanks for your
consideration and to also express my appreciation to all my associates and to all
the employees of the Corporation. We try
to do our best. We will never be accused

LINES

BEAUTIFUL

You hear everywhere about the need for
new talent. As I announced to you last

We are continuing with the development
of Cinemascope 55. We are continuing with
the development of the Eidophor. We hope
that next year at this time Eidophor will be
a reality.

owroom

^jj~actoru

FILMS

for
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
W.
FORT

J. GERMAN,

LEE

CHICAGO

Wright

ic LINOLEUM

iy CARPETS

A Complete CARPET
^

CLEANING

S.M. 7-5157 or TE. 0-3636

ic DYEING

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

Carpet

SERVICE
iy LAYING

Co.
THE

"WRIGHT"

WAY

QUALITY-SERVICE
THE BEST WAY
11218 Washington

★

1

tile

Blvd., Culver City
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Quality You Can Depend On, And —
To Studio Club Members
10% DISCOUNT BOUQUETS
SPRAYS
CORSAGES

Mi 7MT

W932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
7-1755

GRanite
We

Deliver

•

Flowers Telegraphed

-

15016 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman

Village
BRadshaw

THIS MONTH'S

434 No. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills

EY'S
MIBR.CK2-6471

Distinctive Costume Jewelry
Novelty Hand Bags

STUDIO

SPECIAL

75 CAMERA

Retail Price $19.95

Retreading

—

WHILE

AND

IMPORTED

FINE GROCERIES

THEY

WINES

•

SANTA

MONICA

DON

New

On
Tires and

Tubes

•

2-7110

LAST—

A

FABULOUS

DISTINCTIVELY
FREE

9632

MEMBERS

I. ALTMAN

SELECTION

OF

SPIRITS

EMBASSY
UNUSUAL

-

and

Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

Studio Club Price $1 1.88

10829 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
GRanite 7-7508
GRanite 3-2513
BRadshaw

DOMESTIC

CLUB

Discounts

KIT

Including Flash Gun — Film — Bulbs — Batteries —
Flash Shield

SELECTED

7-5714

2-6085

WATCHES — CAMERAS — FILM
LUGGAGE — TYPEWRITERS — RADIOS
PENS & PENCILS — RECORD PLAYERS — CUTLERY
SMALL APPLIANCES

HARRY

Stanley

Oaks, Calif.

Weddings, Banquets and Parties Our Specialty

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS ON

ARGUS

m HilLLIIIM

V2 Block North
—

DESIGNED

GIFT

PACKAGING

DELIVERY

BLVD., BEVERLY

HILLS

•

CAMERON

1725 Westwood

CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

Boulevard

of Santo

Phones

GR. 9-7721
Come

In and

Monica

—

BR. 2-1594

Look

Around

CO.

Home

& Office Furniture — Appliances — Corpeting — Draperies — Bedding — Lamps
Jewelry — Autamabiles — Tires — Television — Furs 8. Many Other Items
1054 Broxton Ave.
Westwood Village
LOS ANGELES 24, CALIF.
GR. 3-6507
BR. 2-8553
As near to you as your telephone

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed
1 Year
HAPPY

TIME JEWELERS
$4.95
Drug

Rear of Owl

10830 W. Pico Blvd., W. Los Angeles, Calif.

20%

Discount on Complete Line of

PAINTS

Feafurinc) the New

WATER

FOR

VINYL PAINT

Aqua

Bond

MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
-DRIES IN 30 MINUTES
-SEALS ANY SURFACE
-NO FADING
-RESISTS PEELING and BLISTERING
-EASY

CLEAN

UP OF BRUSHES

A & S PAINT
BEVERLY
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CO.

105 NO. ROBERTSON BLVD.
HILLS

BR. 2-2787

APPLIANCES
Washers,

Water

feemakers.
ers, etc.)
Altman
L. A

(Refrigerators,

Heaters, Vacuums,

Cof-

Electric Blankets, Irons, Toast-

Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
-GR. 7-7508

The Don Cameron
wood Village

ART

Stoves,

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

SUPPLIES

HOME

PURCHASING

FURNISHINGS

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L.A. 64
GR. 7-4221
Factory Showroom,
only

entrance

thru Studio Club
Ext. 745

INSURANCE
Hap

15016

Ventura

Blvd., SherST. 7-5714

AUTOS

Altman
L. A

Sales Co., 10829

Mickey's, 434
....
..

Irv. Kreisel's, Sportscars,
Blvd., Culver City

8750

AUTO

(Tires, Batteries,

ACCESSORIES

Washington
TExas 0-1 182

LIGHT

Santa

No. Beverly

Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

Dr., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-6471

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

W. Pico Blvd.,
....

GR. 7-8293

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood
Westwood
L. A

BOOKS

Blvd., L.A.
GR. 9-7721

Tire Service, 2 1 00 Westwood Blvd.,
GR. 9-6375

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CAMERA

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

Ed Morgan Camera
Blvd., L. A
Entz Camera
L. A

Center,

10867 W. Pico
GR. 9-561 1

Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
OL. 3-4472

Park Cleaners,
L. A

FIREPLACE

10555

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-2795

FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

7960

W. Third St.,
WE.

3-9104

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley

(Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

W. Third St.,
OL. 3-4230

The Don Cameron
wood Village
Piewood
L. A

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

Furniture Co., 10775

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 8-1775

1 1773 Santa
GR. 7-9807

READY-TO-WEAR,

10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636

Ladies

Tops 'n' Bottoms, 9117

W. Pico Blvd., L.A.
CR. 6-9375

Webster's,
L. A

10645

W. Pico Blvd.,

GR. 9-9554

Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

LIQUOR

RUG

STORE

Embassy,
Hills

9632

Santa

Monica Blvd., Beverly
CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

& LEATHER

& CARPETS

Bon Voyage (Mr. Michaels), 342 No. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0472
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 7-7508

COMPANIES

W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning
Cienega, L. A

Co., 1743

Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

GOODS

SERVICE

So. La
TE. 0-5926

W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland

GR. 8-5259

Louis Filanc Union Service,
Pico cor. Roxbury

CR. 6-2487

Dorr Optical Company, 414 N. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

SEWING

PAINT

M. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff-NecchiElna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica Blvd
CR. 1-8400

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
.BR. 2-2787
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
_.GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

PHARMACY

PHONOGRAPH
Norty's Music
L. A

RECORDS
Center,

10749

Pico Blvd.,
BR. 0-4373

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

& RADIO

Al Davis TV-Radio Drive In, 5037 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
WE. 1-1281
Altman Sales Co., 10829 Santa Monica Blvd.,
gR. 7-7508
L- A

THEATER

TICKETS

Studio Club..

CR. 6-2211,

1056

Broxton,
bR. 2-3746

REPAIR

Happy Time Jewelers, 10830
(Owl Drug), West L. A.

WINDOW

Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

WATCH
W.

SERVICE

TELEVISION

TRAVEL

EQUIPMENT

All American Golf Company,
Monica Blvd., W.L.A

Boys' Shop,

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

PHOTOGRAPHERS
GOLF

READY-TO-WEAR

RUGS

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

FURNITURE

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-0828

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333

OPTICAL
CLEANERS

12300V2

LINOLEUM

LUGGAGE

SHOPS

McCarry,

RESTAURANTS

7960

Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715
L A

ESTATE

Weiss' Men's &
Blvd., L. A

JEWELRY

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W. Pico
Blvd., L. A
.
GR. 8-3114

REAL

Howard
L. A

Halligan,
man Oaks

SERVICE

Don Cameron Co. (Most types of merchandise)
1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

W.

Pico Blvd.

CLEANING

Joseph A. Blasek, Professional Window Washer
STate 8-2798
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What does it
take to make
a movie ?

'T^HE script called for “Emarac” and the
^ Eixture Department, headed by Dave
Boyd, had to make this machine work. Its
description is a steel-gray affair; its mechanism
encased behind a formidable facade of steel,
but it presents an almost humorous aspect
by virtue of a series of illuminated dials
and seventeen rows of lights the size of
Christmas tree bulbs. These lights flash
on and off when the machine is in operation.
This is the mechanical brain, the electro
magnetic memory that in “Desk Set” provided
much of the plot and humor. The Art Department designed Emarac, but Fixtures had to
co-ordinate the seventeen miles of tangled
wires (pictured above with Dave Boyd), nine
hundred bulbs and twelve hundred switches
that brought Emarac to life. The Fixture
Department, itself, is lined — ceiling and
walls — with all types of lighting fixtures,

antique and modern. In the center, there
proudly hangs a magnificent crystal
chandelier valued well over fifteen thousand
dollars. Whenever decorative lighting is called
for, a Fixture Man takes over. The unusual,
the electrical tricks are just another job welldone by Dave and hjs excellent crew. This
Department was responsible for the floating
piano in “With A Song In My Heart” — for
the telephone switchboard in “Alexander
Graham Bell” and for turning back time to the
gaslights of the gorgeous opera house used
in “Lillian Russell.” These are just a
few of the magic tricks of these master
electricians and whether the script calls
for a telephone bell, light switch, street
lamps or even the optics of a radar scope
— it’s the Fixture Department that plays a
most important part in what it takes to make
a movie.

at

California

ACTON

With "Peyton Place"
in Camden, Maine

March, 1958

SPECIAL ISSUE: A Look At Your

A big city — what makes it tick? What gives it life and breath? This is a complex
question because a city is a complex thing. It is a potpourri of commerce
never-ending; on freeways and airways and waterways. Of industry; immense
factories belching smoke and coughing up new cars, new clothes, new everything.
It is a labyrinth of stores and shops with a thousand things to sell. It is maze of houses
on a maze of streets. It is a sprawling creature with neon lights and dogs (and
trees) and cops and wet morning papers. The city is a million different
things, all happening at once. It is alive. It breathes. It moves.
But what is its heart? The heart of a city is its people. The factory, without its ten
or hundred or thousand workers is a carcass of cement and steel; dead — lifeless. The
streets are mile after mile of endless pavement — leading nowhere. The homes
are ghosts — silent boxes of stucco and wood. Without its people, the city is dead.
It takes nearly four million people to make the heart of Los Angeles beat.
Four million people living — working — playing in syncopated rhythm; somehow
lighthearted, and awesomely productive. But immensity is no guarantee of success or
greatness, nor is it necessarily a requisite. For success or greatness can often
come in small packages, or at least smaller ones. Case in point: 20th Century-Fox.
20th is a city, too. A city of twenty-five hundred men and women — a living
community of people working together in the business of making motion pictures.
Like any business, it is complex. But the picture business is unique because it is an
art as well, and the two are not easily reconciled. In order to be successful in
a business sense, motion pictures must create a demand for themselves. In this respect

THIS

IS THE

they are a commercial product. But they are dramatic art too. As such they
constantly place aesthetic and technical demands
who create them.

and obstacles in the path of those

This issue is devoted and dedicated to you, the twenty-five hundred citizen-employees
of the motion picture city of 20th Century-Fox. You are truly the heart of the
matter because it is you who, in ninety-one departments and in a thousand
different ways, overcome these obstacles and satisfy these demands to the delight
of the world. On the following pages you will see a pictorial parade of people
who are proud of this industry and of the job they do. Movie makers and movie
workers who weave magic onto film. They, and you are the heart of the studio.
And without a heart, ours would be a silent city, too.
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A Business of Fantasy and Make Believe
to Millions is One Quite Real
to Those Within it

RICH MAN
POOR MAN
BEGGAR MAN
THIEF . . .

If you come to the 20th lot in search of a rich man or
poor man, it might not be so easy. For being rich or poor
is more a state of mind than a state of money —
something that is buried within a man’s soul. If you
come looking for a beggar or thief, you might have a
little better luck. Chances are the Casting Department
can supply you with either or both in a matter of an hour.
One

of our Propmokers busy with camouflage patchwork on South Pacific set.

But if you’re in the market for doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief
(see below) — or set designer, prop maker, accountant,
painter, secretary, writer, driver, editor, producer, operator,
policeman, chef, engineer (and dozens more), you can stop
searching. For a motion picture lot is a melange of
all these professions and a whole lot more.
The employees of 20th represent 41 crafts and guilds. They are
an experience-trained army of specialists whose job, in
over-simplified terms, is to recreate any thing or any place
that exists on earth or in the writer’s imagination.

. . . DOCTOR,
Bill Novak, head of 20»h's Typewriter
Clinic, gets the verdict from Studio Doctor
Lee Siegel and Nurse Shirley Barr.

4

Our

Operations

Dispatchers

help keep transportation

flowing

smoothly

on the lot and off. Above, Dispatcher Ashby Lockett is discussing transportation time sheets with Bill Bartram, Timekeeper.

This is a limitless order. It requires conception first, then
research, experimenting and planning, and finally producing.
It involves a great deal of work, both mental and physical,
from the first development of an idea seed to the
eventual metamorphosis of that idea into visuals; and the
final recording of these visuals on film. Some of the
work demands an astute aesthetic sense. Some of it demands

At left, Propmaker Pete Peterson, puts finishing touch
in miniature shots for THE ENEMY BELOW.

on U-boat

used

muscle — plenty of it. All of it requires enthusiasm.
The motion picture business was founded on enthusiasm. The
men who pioneered it saw its possibilities and by virtue of
their foresight and inspiration convinced themselves and
others that they were right about it. This enthusiasm seems to be
our heritage. It is a natural by-product of the business itself.
And it leaves its mark on almost everyone who is a part of it.
On these pages are people of imagination, of skill, of brain and
brawn, enthusiastically performing the jobs best suited to
them; and performing them well.

Below,

Barrister Joe DiMuro, of our fine Legal Department; Center, Joe Holster, expert in the jewelry
line, helps Bill make up his mind; Chief Projectionist,
Harold Roddan, below, gives a last check to a print
ready for screening.
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By day, the Pico Gate

is guarded

by affable Harry Fink. Here, he checks in Music Mixer, Art Piantadossi.

Expert

handling

propmakers.

of the skill saw

by two

of our

Music Cutter
to scoring.

Dick Berres, right, and

Assistant

Marvin

go

over

some

music

timing

prior

Our Wardrobe

Departments

have enough

stock to clothe J

a large city. Here Costumer Jack Sandeen
wardrobe for a future production.

At right, the Staff Department's Alfie Jones
and Tommy Emanuel preparing lightweight
stone out of plaster for THE BRAVADOS.

Below, Lionel Newman rehearses singer Johnny Mathis for the main title song which he
sings for A CERTAIN SMILE. Below, right,
Gertrude Rachinsky gathers historical data
for THE BARBARIAN AND THE GEISHA, John
Huston's

Wright

story of the

19th

Century

Japan.

is checking

\

John Goodwin, Landscape,
gardens beautiful.

a

fond

keeper

of our

Glen Wrightstone mixing plaster, while Jack
Transportation Driver, looks on.

Upholstery

Gang

Boss, Stanley Michaels

cutting material.

At right, Al Woods,

Frank Gogel, Electrical Fixtures, adjusting one
chandeliers used on the sets of A CERTAIN SMILE.

Film Library, checking through

of

the

very

beautiful

stock footage

catalogue.

Zoya and Freda, of the Ladies' Wardrobe, fitting one
gowns for actress. May Britt, appearing in THE HUNTERS.

of the glamorous

Russ Allen, one of our favorite barbers
a little tonsorial art on himself.

Grip, Harold

performing

Painter, Jimmy

Forbes, making

this dummy

White, jockeys hoist into position to raise scaffold beds used in building of set.

look lifelike for THE

Favorite

FLY.

Eddie

DeMoulin,

Shop, tackling another

Head

of the Point

Sign

intricate art job for one

of

our productions.
It has to be an
Laborer, Floyd Morris, at wheel

on valve of refrigerating machine.

authentic

is giving it that antiquated

cuspidor for THE
look!

LONG

HOT

SUMMER.

Zoyd

Luce

Our Fire equipment must be in perfect condition.
James Moloy and Dale Camomile making a double
check.

Arthur Rider giving that master stroke of the brush
painting moss on trees for o scenic backing used in
A CERTAIN SMILE.

You probably didn't realize this had to be done —
but every paint can must be thoroughly cleaned.
Bill Berry is operating hoist used to accomplish this
task.
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Canvasman, Charles
OF ANNE FRANK.

Hatcher,

cutting canvas

backing

to be

used

in THE

DIARY

WITH

INSPIRED LEADERSHIP
THE CITY PROSPERS
Editor’s Note: Below
Executive Production
speech at the Studio
ner held last month.
livered by Sid Rogell,

• THIS being the “Awards Season,”
we started checking back over the past
few years of Academy nominations
and were astonished by the fact that
20th-Fox — during the time Buddy
Adler has been in charge of production
and including the period he was on the
company payroll as a producer — has
had 51 Academy nominations.

are highlights of

Chief Buddy Adler’s
Club’s Inaugural DinThe message was deExecutive Production

Manager, in Mr. Adler’s absence.
Last year 1 indicated to you — on tJiis very occasion of the annual
installation of our new officers — my tremendous
optimism for our Company’s future. I told you that our schedule would be about thirty “A” pictures, which would keep the Studio
active the entire year. I believe that if you look back on

just after Buddy’s award for Columbia’s “From Here to Eternity,” Darryl
F. Zanuck brought him to 20th as a
producer. During his first year at 20th,
Adler made three pictures including

the year, you will find that all I promised was fulfilled. Moreover, you must all know that with your help and
cooperation we have maintained our lead as the Number One

“Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing,”
which chalked up nine Academy nominations. The follov/ing year, when
Zanuck decided to go it on his own and
Spyros Skouras moved Adler into full
production command, his tireless work
and fine leadership resulted in 20th
getting 21 nominations during the
’56-’57 period and then 20th smacked
back with another 21 — to outrace all
rivals- — in the nominations announced
last Monday.
These 51 nominations, together with
the Academy having bestowed the
Thalberg Award upon him, racks up a
21/2 -year record for Mr. Adler and his
associates that has never been matched
in this business.
Even more significant is what 20th,

company in the industry, proof of which is the fact that 20th CenturyFox received twenty-one nominations for Academy Awards,
whereas our nearest competitor received fourteen.

under Adler’s leadership, has accomplished in developing new faces and
tomorrow’s big ticket-selling stars for
20th’s productions. Scanning the studio’s current contract list you find the
'names of joanne Woodward, Diane
Varsi, Hope Lange, Don Murray, Tony
Randall, Jayne Mansfield, Pat Boone,
Tommy Sands, Barry Coe, Mae Britt,
Kathleen Gallant, Suzy Parker, Al
Hedison, Dolores Michaels and Rick
Jason. And that is but a partial list of
new young people being schooled and

But that is yesterday’s news: Let’s talk about 1958. There is a
lot of pessimism in our industry today, but there is no need
for pessimism at 20th Century-Fox. I am as optimistic today as
1 have ever been, and there is every reason why you should share
my faith. Our program for 1958 is the strongest and biggest we have ever undertaken. Contemplated expenditures may
reach as high as Sixty-three Million Dollars. We must bear in mind,
however, that we are facing increasing competition this year from
free entertainment and other fields, so maintaining our leadership is
dependent solely upon all our wonderful employees. Your cooperation
last year made possible a brilliant 1957 record. Now again
in ’58 1 need your cooperation more than ever.

projected into 20th’s entertainments.
They are all newcomers to our screens
and they are in their ascendancy, giving the company a big future insurance.
No studio production chief has so
zealously worked for the development
of new talent as has Adler. His studio
Talent School under Ben Bard is unmatched anywhere.
Aside from doing a big job in a big
way — helped by the 100 percent
backing of Skouras — Adler seems to
find time to see everyone, listen to
what they have to say, offer his suggestions and help. This results in a
most happy studio organizaiton, which
is 60 percent of today’s battle to
create good entertainment.

Mr. Adler's remarkable achievements as head
of all 20th-Fox production are documented in
this recent trade paper editorial.
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Director, Mark

Robson

and

Dave

Bretherton,

Film Editor, talking over

a

camera

angle.

Kay Thackery, Script Supervisor, listening to Russ
Tamblyn, actor, rehearse his lines for the next shot.

THE SHOOTING COMPANY: OUR

Harry Roberts, Boomman and
during a rehearsal of a scene.

Jess Long, Cableman,

Mark Robson explaining
nominee, Diane Varsi.

dramatic

action to academy

Bill Ward,

sound

mixer, during a take.

A key scene shot at the
much time in the water

Waterways on our lot. This
manipulating the boat.

shot

necessitated

the

crew

woik'ng

from

a

raft for proper

distance

to photograph

the

rowboat.

Waders

spent

SPECIAL BABY
After months of script writing, story
conferences, revising, more conferences; and
then set preparation, location planning, casting,
rehearsals, tests; after all pre-production
activity is completed, actual shooting
begins. Now the picture belongs to the
shooting company, that specialized
unit, unique to the picture business, which
must translate months of planning and
preparation into the language of film. The
director is the guiding light of the shooting
company. It is through him that the
printed word is given the breath of life.
After forty days (more or less), shooting is
completed. Tlje picture is far from finished,
but the story is on film and the work
of the shooting company is done.
Pictured here is the Peyton Place company
shooting on the lot and on location in
Camden, Maine (see cover). Under director
Mark

Robson’s capable hand, Peyton Place
has amassed nine Academy Award

nominations and is one of the industry’s
outstanding film achievements. Here you see
teamwork in action — an array of technical
and artistic talent knee deep in
good picturemaking.
Pictures

Far left. Lamp
dramatic

operators

and

grip on

scaffold

for one

scenes.

Left, a snow
Mechanical

scene

made

Effects

crew.

to look

authentic

by the

of the

by Ray Nolan

Producer,

Jerry

Wald

okaying

insert

newspaper

for

Propman,

Simpson.

An

intimate

love

scene

takes

a

large

crew

for perfection.

Fred

Er

A
HHB-

I

Veteran's
American

Day honored by the 20th Century-Fox Post of the
Legion.
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ALL WORK
No need to discuss what effect this has
on poor Jack. We all know it makes him

|

a pretty dull character. It was with this >
principle in mind that the Studio Club, |
as we now know it, was founded in 1936. i
And by all rights there shouldn’t have
been a dull guy in the whole lot since then
— because the Club has tried to offer activities and events to appeal to the widest
variety of tastes. Today, twenty-two years
later, the Club’s objective is the same: the
desire to give you what you want.

!
i
|
^
|
y
^

For instance, for the rugged, athletic- j
type employee, the Club sponsors Softball, Basketball, Bowling Teams, Golf,
and Physical Ed. For those seekers of
learning — Educational classes have ineluded Camera, Shorthand, Languages,
Swimming, Art, Charm, Jewelry Craft,
Ceramics, Dancing, and Film Editorial,
Currently in session are two Art Classes
and a French Class.

officers of the Sports Car Club and their "Bugs."

Judges picking the winners
children at Christmas.

for our

annual

Doll Contest.

Dolls are

distributed

to deserving

On the firing line with
ten team mixed league.

one

of the bowlers

in the

'
j
|
j
|
i
|

Eighteen holes of golf and
Annual Golf Tournament.

AND

still not

NO

too

tired

to

enjoy

the

dance

after

our

Employees

and

their

families

being

entertained

at

a

picnic.

PLAY--

Our Studio Club office provides numerous services for the convenience of our employees— such as a mutual ticket agency
for the theatergoer. It is the source for
discounts of practically every item that you
might want to buy — from a washing machine to the latest book on the best seller
list. It publishes Action and through the
weekly, Fox Chatter, keeps us informed of
studio, industry, and general happenings
of interest. Two of the most gratifying
services of the Club office is the fulfilling
of the many blood requests (free to our
employees and their immediate families)
and the T.B. Mobile Unit, due at the
Studio in May. To those in need, this
office is the one to contact for assistance.
Legal advice, within the limits provided
by the Bar Association, is available. Also,
free notary service. For you workers that
are hep, the Club’s Record Rack has just

the right beat at the right price — 25 per
cent off. (Also plenty of classical music
for the long-hairs.) In the Club’s Card
Rack, you’ll find that special greeting, get
well, or condolence card. If you’re tired,
run-down and need a little pepping-up —
the best vitamins at substantial savings are
available. High on the popularity list are
the major events which the Club presents.
These include the Golf Tournament, Picnic
(being planned for Disneyland this summer), Dinner Dance, Christmas Party, and
the ever-popular Games Tournament — the
first event of the season.
In other words, the Studio Club’s one
aim in life is to keep Jack (and Jill) from
becoming a dull guy by giving him the
events and services he wants: things that
will save his money, promote his health
and good fellowship and give him some
fun to boot!

A scene

from

one

of the amateur

Little Theatre

plays.

Quality You Can Depend On, And To Studio Club Members
10% DISCOUNT BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
SPRAYS

UH\i mM
10932 Le Conte Ave., Westwood
GRanite 7-1755

I

We

Deliver

-

Flowers

Telegraphed

-

Weddings,

Hit nmiuAi
15016 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman

Village
BRadshaw

Banquets

and

Stanley

Oaks, Calif.

7-5714

2-6085

Parties Our

Specialty

ES2I22£S^^

434 No. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills

STUDIO CLUB MEMBERS
DISCOUNTS ON

CKEY'S
Distinctive MI
Costume
Jewelry and
Novelty Hand Bags
BR. 2-6471

WATCHES — CAMERAS — FILM
LUGGAGE — TYPEWRITERS — RADIOS
PENS & PENCILS — RECORD PLAYERS — CUTLERY
SMALL APPLIANCES

STUDIO

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL
YASHICA-MAT AUTOMATIC TWIN LENS REFLEX CAMERA

SELECTED

DOMESTIC

UNUSUAL

AND

IMPORTED

THEY

WINES

•

SANTA

•

A

MONICA

SELECTION

OF

SPIRITS

1725 Westwood
Vi Block North
—

DESIGNED

GIFT PACKAGING

DELIVERY

BLVD., BEVERLY

DON

2-7110

—

FABULOUS

DISTINCTIVELY
FREE

9632

LAST

EMBASSY

FINE GRCKERIES

Retreading - New Tires and Tubes
Batteries - Appliances - Radios
Toasters - Irons - Mixers, etc.

I. ALTMAN

10829 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
GRanite 7-7508
GRanite 3-2513
BRadshaw
WHILE

Lens—

On

Studio Club Price — $59.60

HARRY
—

MEMBERS

Discounts

Retail — $75.50
Studio Club Price — $49.87
YASHICA-LM TWIN LENS REFLEX CAMERA— Built-in Light Meter
Retail — $69.95
Studio Club Price — $45.87
WOLLENSAK 8MM MOVIE TURRET CAMERA— 1.9 Telephoto Lens— 1.9 Wide Angle
1 .9 Normal Lens
Retail $99.50

CLUB

•

CR. 6-2305,

CAMERON

Phones

In and

Monica

—

GR. 9-7721
Come

HILLS

Boulevard

of Santa

BR. 2-1594

Look

Around

BR. 2-3895

CO.

Home

& Office Furniture — Appliances — Carpeting — Draperies — Bedding — Lamps
Jewelry — Automobiles — Tires — Television — Furs & Many Other Items
1054 Broxton Ave.
Westwood Village
LOS ANGELES 24, CALIF.
GR. 3-6507
BR. 2-8553
As near to you as your telephone

Any Standard Watch
Repaired
Guaranteed
1 Year
HAPPY

TIME JEWELERS

$4.95 Drug

Rear of Owl

S
SEL'
IRV. KREI
CAR
IMPORTS

10830

CONTINENTAL

W.

Pico Blvd., W.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

TRIUMPH, RENAULT, BORGWARD, SIMCA
Service Facilities for All Makes of Imported Cars

SERVICE
8750

Washington

Blvd.

DISCOUNT

TO

•

STUDIO

Culver

EMPLOYEES

City

•

TExas

0-1182

20%

Discount on Complete Line of

PAINTS

Featuring the New

WATER

SHOP

AT

WEISS’

Complete Line of Furnishings and Shoes for MEN

''SLACKS OUR

FOR

SPECIALTY"

Courtesy to Studio Club Members
10643 Pico Blvd.
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and BOYS

CARL

Aqua Bond

MASONRY AND STUCCO SURFACES
-DRIES IN 30 MINUTES
-SEALS ANY SURFACE
- NO FADING
-RESISTS
PEELING and BLISTERING
-EASY

WEISS, Mgr.
GR. 3-8636

VINYL PAINT

CLEAN-UP

OF BRUSHES

A & S PAINT CO.
BEVERLY

105 NO. ROBERTSON
HILLS

BLVD.
OL. 2-5984

Studio Club Buyer's Directory
APPLIANCES
Washers,

Water

feemakers.
ers, etc.)
Altman
L. A

(Refrigerators,

Heaters, Vacuums,

Cof-

Electric Blankets, Irons, Toast-

Sales Co., 10829

The Don Cameron
wood Village

ART

Stoves,

Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

HOME

Factory Showroom,
only

Co., 10755 W. Pico
GR. 8-3114

AUTOS

REAL
INSURANCE
Hap

Halligan,
man Oaks

Altman
L. A

Irv. Kreisel's, Sportscars,
Blvd., Culver City

8750

AUTO

(Tires, Batteries,

ACCESSORIES

Washington
TExas 0-1 182

Seat Covers, etc.)
Firestone, 10715
L. A

GR. 7-8293
Blvd., L.A.
GR. 9-7721

Tire Service, 2100 Westwood Blvd.,
GR. 9-6375

& MAGAZINES

Studio Club

CR. 6-2211,

Ext. 745

LIGHT

Center,

10867 W. Pico
GR. 9-5611

Shop, 819 No. Fairfax Blvd.,
OL. 3-4472

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 7-2795

7960

W. Third St.,
OL. 3-4230

FLORISTS
Bel-Air Florist (Mitzi & Cleve Daggett), 10932
Le Conte Ave., L. A
GR. 7-1755

FUNERALS
Utter McKinley

(Mr. Brown)

DU. 8-2481

FURNITURE
The Don Cameron
wood Village
Picwood
L. A

GOLF

Howard
L. A

McCarry,

Co., 1054 Broxton, WestGR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

Furniture Co., 10775

W.

Pico Blvd.,
GR. 8-1775

STORE

Embassy,
Hills

9632

All American Golf Companry,
Monica Blvd., W.L.A

Santa

Monica Blvd., Beverly
CR. 6-2305, BR. 2-3895

& LEATHER

12300V2

W. Pico Blvd.,
GR. 9-0828

11773 Santa
GR. 7-9807

Boys' Shop,

10643 W. Pico
GR. 3-8636

RESTAURANTS
Webster's,
L. A

10645

W. Pico Blvd.,

GR. 9-9554

(Mr. Michaels), 342

Dr., Beverly Hills
Altman Sales Co., 10829
L. A

& CARPETS

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

RUG

No. Beverly

CR. 6-0472
Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

COMPANIES

Co., 1743

Wright Carpet Co., 11218
Blvd., Culver City

So. La
TE. 0-5926

W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

STATIONS

Joe's Texaco Service, Pico
at Overland
Louis Filanc Union

GR. 8-5259

Service,

Pico cor. Roxbury

SEWING

Dorr Optical Company, 414 N. Bedford Dr.,
Beverly Hills
CR. 6-0229
6247 Hollywood Blvd., L. A
HO. 3-9441

W. Washington
TE. 0-3636

CLEANING

Imperial Rug Cleaning
Cienega, L. A

SERVICE

GOODS

CR. 6-2487

SERVICE

M. A. Mathison Sewing Center, Pfaff-NecchiElna-Adler and Domestic, 8943 Santa Monica Blvd
CR. 1-8400

& WALLPAPER

A & S Paint Co., 105 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills
OL. 2-5984
Checker Paint Co. — Contractor's Discount
14434 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks
ST. 4-0192
5710 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood
SU. 3-3990
Creative Colors, 2323 Westwood Blvd.,
L. A
GR. 9-3086; BR. 2-4833
Rancho Paint & Wallpaper Co., 10755 W.
Pico Blvd., L. A
GR. 8-3114

TELEVISION

& RADIO

Al Davis TV-Radio
Blvd., L. A
Altman
L. A

Drive

Sales Co., 10829

THEATER

In, 5037 W. Pico
WE. 1-1281
Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

TICKETS

Studio Club

TRAVEL

PHARMACY

CR. 6-2211,

Ray Cardillo Travel Agency,
L. A

PHONOGRAPH

WATCH

Norty's Music
L. A

RECORDS
Center,

10749

W.

Pico Blvd.,
BR. 0-4373

Expert Photography, home sittings, weddings,
etc. Special prices.
Call Studio Club
CR. 6-2211, Ext. 745

Happy

Ext. 745

AGENCIES

Beverly Hills Clinic Pharmacy, 133 Lasky
CR. 5-5351; BR. 2-5106; 8 AM. to 7 P.M.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

EQUIPMENT

Weiss' Men's &
Blvd., L. A

RUGS

W. Third St.,
OL. 3-4230

LIQUOR

PAINT
FIXTURES

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

7960

Angelas Rug Co. (Bob Brilliant), 315 So. La
Cienega, L. A
CR. 4-5333
Wright Carpet Co., 11218 W. Washington
Blvd., Culver City
TE. 0-3636

OPTICAL
CLEANERS
10555

Santa Monica Blvd.,
GR. 7-7508

No. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
BR. 2-6471

Joe Rosenberg,
L. A

Bon Voyage

Ed Morgan Camera
Blvd., L. A

FIREPLACE

Blvd., SherST. 7-5714

ESTATE

FIXTURES

LUGGAGE

SHOPS

Park Cleaners,
L. A

Ventura

LINOLEUM

W. Pico Blvd.,

Foogert's Tire Co., 1725 Westwood

Entz Camera
L. A

15016

Sales Co., 10829

Mickey's, 434

CAMERA

thru Studio Club
Ext. 745

JEWELRY

Rancho Paint & Wallpaper
Blvd., L. A

BOOKS

entrance

SERVICE

Don Cameron Co. (Most types of merchandise)
1054 Broxton, Westwood Village
GR. 3-6507; BR. 2-8553

READY-TO-WEAR

SUPPLIES

Westwood
L. A

PURCHASING

FURNISHINGS

Lloyd Kent Distributing Co., 10651 W. Pico
Blvd., L.A. 64
GR. 7-4221

1056

Broxton,
BR. 2-2721

REPAIR
Time

Jewelers,

10830

(C5wl Drug), West L. A.

WINDOW

W.

Pico Blvd.

CLEANING

Joseph A. Blasek, Professional Window Wash17
er
STate 8-2798

ACADEMY

AWARDS
and the ACADEMY

❖
❖

PROVEN FRIENDS
of

This year the Academy Awards Presentation
is to be different. There will be no more television commercials. The Oscars will be distributed accompanied by one of the greatest entertainment shows that should appeal to everyone.
Here are just a few of the names that will
sparkle on stage:

of information about every motion picture
made in this country since 1915.
The Academy has in its possession many
valuable pieces of ancient equipment. One of
the
Academy's
longin cherished
is a
museum
of its own
which thesedreams
items could
be displayed.

June Allyson, Fred Astaire. Harry Belafonte, Ernest Borgnine, Maurice Chevalier,
Joan Collins, Gary Cooper, Tony Curtis,
Bette Davis, Doris Day, Kirk Douglas,
Mel Ferrer, Eddie Fisher, Clark Gable,
Cary Grant. Bob Hope, Rock Hudson,
Van Johnson, Burt Lancaster, Sophia
Loren, Jayne Mansfield, Dean Martin,
Tony Martin, Groucho Marx, Johnny
Mathis, Ann Miller, Don Murray, Paul
Newman, David Niven, Kim Novak, Donald O'Connor, Gregory Peck, Dick Powell,
Debbie Reynolds. Jimmie Rodgers, Rosalind Russell, Tommy Sands, Jimmie Stewart, Elizabeth Taylor, Lana Turner, Robert Wagner, John Wayne, Mae West,
Joanne Woodward, Dana Wynter.
And there will be more music than ever
before.
To millions of moviegoers, the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is a dormant organization that comes to life once
a year to award magical Oscars to those chosen
few singled out for distinction. A major award
is worth at least a million dollars in additional
Box Office Revenue, but more important is a
preservation in the public mind of the glamorous picture of Hollywood, the stars and the
people who make the movies. Little is known
outside the motion picture industry of the highly important year round work and services
rendered by this non-subsidized organization.
The Academy is an honorary organization in
which membership is by invitation of the
Board of Governors and is limited to those
who have achieved distinction in the Arts and
Sciences of the Motion Picture Industry. 13
branches of film-making are covered in the
Academy’s activities, acting, administration
and direction, cinematography, direction, executive, film editing, music production, public
relations, sound, short subjects and writing.
The Board of Governors consists of two representatives from each of these 13 branches.
Officers are elected from the Board. Administrative activities of the Academy are conducted
under the supervision of an executive director
appointed by the Board of Governors. The
present executive director, Mrs. Margaret Herrick has a staff of 23 to aid her in carrying
on the many projects that benefit both the
Motion Picture Industry and the general
public.
The Academy not only advances the arts
and sciences of the industry but fosters cooperation among creative leaders for cultural,
educational and technological progress. It recognizes outstanding achievements within the
industry, provides a common meeting ground
for various branches and crafts and represents
the viewpoint of the actual creators of motion
pictures. The Academy’s international prestige
exerts a world-wide influence on film production which furthers the acceptance of Hollywood, by both technicians and theater-goers
alike, as the globe’s greatest film center.
The Academy Library possesses one of
the most complete collections of technical and
historical literature about the motion picture
industry in the entire world. Its more than
5.000 volumes, together with biographical information about industry personnel, complete
cast and technical credits, reviews, photographs
and other data are the most complete source

Also on the Academy’s agenda are plans for
a Hollywood Film Festival. For more than
twenty-five years film festivals have been strictly a foreign activity.
The Academy Film Library has a collection
of over two thousand pictures. The Library
has exchanges with universities and colleges
and with other film libraries.
The Academy Award Theater, seating about
900, is one of the best equipped and most
modern in the world. It is used by studio sound
departments to check pictures in production
because of its near perfect acoustics. The theater is used for special screenings for Academy members and by major and independent
studios for press previews and invitational
shows.
For the first four years of its life the
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Academy Oscar was simply referred to as “the
statuette.” He was nameless until 1931 when
Mrs. Margaret Herrick, present executive diher statuette
first day’s
as
librarian.rector,
A reported
copy for
of the
stoodwork
on an
executive’s desk and she was formally introduced to it as the foremost member of the organization. After regarding it for a moment
she observed: “He reminds me of my Uncle
Oscar!” A newspaper columnist sitting nearby
picked up the bit of whimsy for his syndicated
column and since that day the famous statuette has been affectionately known as Oscar.
The Award is ten inches high, weighs seven
pounds and is made of bronze with a gold
plated exterior. It costs about one hundred
dollars. Exactly 820 Oscars have been awarded to date.
Fox’s Sunrise and Seventh Heaven picked up
a good share of the Awards at the initial Academy Award presentation for 1927-28. Sunrise
won the Best Actress Award for Janet Gaynor
(together with Seventh Heaven and Street
Angel), the Outstanding Production Award for
Fox and the Cinematography Award for both
Charles Rosher and Karl Struss. Seventh Heavbesidethe
figuring
in Janet Award
Gaynor’sfor Award,
also en,
won
Best Director
Frank
Borzage and the Writing Award for Benjamin Glazer. The Awards marked the end of
the silent era, for the following year the
change-over to sound was completed.
Other than the regular Awards voted for outstanding individual or collective efforts in
twenty-five categories, the Board of Governors
is empowered to vote special scientific awards,
certificates, plaques and honorary awards.
These special awards assure the people working
on little-known or unclassified aspects of picture making the recognition and encouragement they so richly deserve. They also allow
the Academy to make up for past omissions —
such as never having voted Greta Garbo a
Best Actress Award — by voting honorary
Awards for past achievements.
To the movie-going world the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is more than
an Annual Award presentation. The Academy
is a shining symbol suggesting Hollywood and
all it has meant down through the years. In
these times of fading theater attendance the
Awards return the glamour, color and magic
of the movies. This should be reason enough
for those in the motion picture industry to
support the Academy in every way to insure
its continued success.

20th Century-Fox
Employees

❖
❖
❖

I

McKinley
UTTERMORTUARIES

❖

❖
❖

DU 8-2481

❖

❖

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

ARLEIGH A. BROWN
Vice President

RESEDA CARPET CO.
Rugs— Broadloom— Carpet
Nationally Known Brands
SPECIAL STUDIO DISCOUNT
(Studio Club Members)
FREE ESTIMATES
7255 Reseda Boulevard
Reseda

Dickens 3-8038

DISCOUNT
SAVINGS UP TO 50% ON
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Featuring Decorating and Color Consulting
Furniture, Carpeting and Custom Draperies
LLOYD KENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
10651 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.

JOE'S

TEXACO

10701 W. Pico

GRanile 7-4221

SERVICE
Pico at Overland

SPECIAL STUDIO DISCOUNT
Free Broke Inspection
Tune-Up
GR. 8-5259 Brake Work
Free Car Pick-up and Delivery

All Brands — New

Tires

WESTWOOD

35 Years' Recapping Exp.

TIRE SERVICE

(Formerly Joe & George's)
2100 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Tire Trouble?
C. George

GRanite 9-6375
FREE PICK-UP SERVICE
Wheel Balancing Special Price
& Aligning

Studio Club Members

COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC LINE
CUSTOM PHOTO FINISHING

ED MORGAN CAMERA CENTER
GR. 9-5611
10867 W. Pico Blvd. (cor. Westwood

Blvd.)

YOU AND YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY
All of us look forward to the time when we can retire. But retirement means
more than fishing trips, vacations, and leisure time
Like any other form of activity, retirement
requires a great deal of careful planning. Sufficient retirement income to meet the needs of
the individual and his dependents is the main
problem, and monthly social security benefits
play an important part in most individual’s
plans for retirement.
Social security benefits are paid to replace,
partially, earnings which have been lost because of retirement. To become eligible to
receive these benefits, a person must meet the
requirements of the retirement test established
by the Social Security Administration. Under
the law, an individual is not considered to be
fully retired if he has earnings of more than
$1,200 in a calendar year. “Earnings” refer to
wages or income from self-employment activity. Investment income, such as interest from
stocks or bonds or income from pensions or
annuities, is not counted in figuring total annual earnings.
If a person's earnings for a year are $1,200
or less, he is eligible to receive social security
payments for all 12 months of the year. Many
old-age beneficiaries take advantage of this
provision of the law by working on a part-time
or seasonal basis. (For example: Tom Smith,

who

receives $100 each month

from social

security has a part-time job and earns $1,000
a year. His yearly retirement income is
$2,200.)
When a person’s earnings exceed $1,200
a year, benefit checks will not be payable
all 12 months of the year. The number
checks which will be payable is determined

in
for
of
by

the amount of the individual’s earnings which
is in excess of $1,200 and the number of
months in which he works. The retirement test
provides that one month’s check will not be
payable for every $80 or fraction of $80 over
$1,200. However, in order that a beneficiary
may receive social security checks for periods
in which he is unemployed or not active in
self-employment, a special feature of the law
provides that no matter how much you earn
in a year, you can get the monthly payment
for any month in which you neither earn wages
of more than $80, nor render substantial services in self-employment.
When a person reaches the age of 72, he
is no longer subject to the $1,200 earnings
limitation of the retirement test. Even if total
earnings are over $1,200, a person is entitled to
monthly benefits for any month in which he
is 72 or older.
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